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THERE ARE 10,000 OTHERS
FEELIN' LIKE MR. PHELAN!
A letter to lS/!S0'd-%)ldwyn'-Mayer —
Ydm^produc^ this year and last has been so consistently
good that I just can't resist telling you (of course what you
already know) that it is the best product on the market.
Your comedies are produced more lavishly than "features"
of most companies and they are comedies, what I mean is "side
splitters." The technicolor productions are beautiful and
are well received by even small-town western fans.
Your Specials are works of art and are really specials —
not so-called "specials". I have reference to the big ones.
Your service is the BEST of any of the various companies
serving me.
Your salesmen seem so much like business men — instead
of carnival promoters.
In all, I think you have the greatest organization in
the industry. And I take this means of showing my appreciation for good pictures and courteous service.
Yours very truly,
R. W. PHELAN, Star Theatre,
Clendenin, VV. Va.
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Thousands Of
Theatre Owners
Are waiting for the first issue of the new
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World

The

Buyers

INDEX

Everything for the Theatre
Issued Semi-Annually

r

to guide them in their selection of pictures for
the Summer months and early Fall.
Here is a market, the gross rentals from which
exceed the gross rentals from the entire British
Isles.
In the glamour of first run accounts, this impor'
tant part of the Home Market is apt to be over'
looked. Early in May, hundreds of these theatre
owners will decide whether to keep their houses
in operation during the warm months. If they
know good pictures are available, their decision
will be made easily.

Readers
The dexBuyer's
Semi'Annual
Inwill be mailed
to all paid
subscribers of Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World at
no additional charge.

Advertisers
Advertising will be accepted in
this volume under the terms ot
your Herald-World contract.
More detailed information sent
on request.

The Buyers Index reaches the entire field at the
psychological moment.
Advertising Copy will be accepted up to
April 18.

^e screen idol of (he hour in anoi

ALAN
Directed by

HOWARD
RALPH

BLOCK,

HIGGIN
Assoc. Producer

DeMILLE STUDIO
PRODUCTION

with

HALE

SUE CAROL and
ALBERTA VAUGHN
Adapted by Elliott Clawson
and Tay Garnett from the
story
hy Dudley
Murphy

Opening on Broadway
at the PARAMOUNT

April 7

her Rathe BIO MONEY aitraction I
WILLIAM BOYD rises to new
heights of stardom in this
sensational offerings
ALAN HALE who registers
emphatically in one of the
greatest laugh roles of the
year,
SUE CAROL, beautiful and
talented, takes her place as
one of the season^s new outstanding screen finds.

XJERFS one of the yearns BIGGEST— an unusual
-*- ^ combination of side-splitting comedy and hairraising thrills — a real box-office natural. "Quite different from the usual run of screen fare", says Film Mercury f
"looks like a sure-fire attraction for almost any type of
theatre, big or small." Ex. Herald and M. P. World says,
" ^Skyscraper' is a rip-roaring comedy, with the serious
business of building a steel office building as a background; will not fail to stir up a houseful of laughs
wherever shown."
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Variety
United artists
HEATRE

•fc=
LosAnaeles

One of the BIG
OUTSTANDING
box-office hits
of the year.
ASK
NEW YORK
OMAHA
WASHINGTON
BOSTON
DENVER
LOS ANGELES
CLEVELAND
PITTSBURGH
BUFFALO
TOLEDO
SAN FRANCISCO
DES MOINES
BALTIMORE
MINNEAPOLIS
SYRACUSE
ROCHESTER
PHILADELPHIA

AW

|UWU\1BLW

From l^^story

by a^

^Somersf^
^Maugh
Directed
by ^if

RAOUL

WALSH

A tremendous Big Bet
for April and May
UNITED ARTISTS
9th Anniversary Months

BOOKING RECORDS
SMASHED
IN STUPENDOUS
EVERYWHERE!
JOSEPH P. KENNEDY
presents

AF^eft
with

RALPH

INCE

RALPH

INCE

PRODUCTION

*^'^v

/,

BLASTED
AND BLOWN TO ATOMS
ENGAGEMENTS

^i

First time in history of
Boston, held over second ter'
rific week at Washington St.
Olympia . . . following smash
at Scollay Square!
THEY DEMAND RED
MEAT MELODRAMA!
GIVE IT TO THEM!
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^ATTENDANCE

RECORDS^

DAPHNE POLLARD
MADELINE HURLOCK
MADE
LINE
H U RLOC K

DAPHNE
POLLARD

And The
World'sGirls
Famous
Sennett

Pathe

has the best comedies

One of 1;he series of
sensational Mack Sennett
two reel Girl Comedies now
being released on the
Pathe Program, featuring
the world famous Sennett
Bathing Beauties and a
host of inimitable Sennett
Funmakers. A Headline
Attraction in Any Theatre.
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THEY DIDNT
BY NELL!
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Do you realize that up to the time MetroQoldwyn-Mayer entered the Short Subject
field, these important little attractions were
the stepchildren of the industry-^.♦)«
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A nanon-u'ide survey revea/s the fact
that within eight months M-G-M has
climbed to leadership in distribution of
Shorts and "News-reels. The period is
from last August to March. M-G-M 's
Uftd over this field is increasing daily.

IT took time and effort
FOR M-G-M to prove
TO exhibitors that Shorts
COULD be made to mean
REAL cash at the box-office
INSTEAD of just filUng time
ON a program—
THE result is that

/N the executive offices of every important theatre
circuit today this question is arising: ''Are we
booking the right short product?^' Formerly little
attention was given to this matter. But now theatre
owners see what M-G-M has done in building
Shorts into revenue-producing factors. They read
about it in the trade press and see it happening
before their eyes. No wonder that these men are
now turning to M-G-M.

EXHIBITORS NOW LOOK
TO M-G-M FOR THEIR
SHORT PRODUCT TOO!
THE EDITOR
of M, P. News
says:
"Reviewers of
short subjects are
inclined to beblase
in a projection
room. It is a rare
, occurrence when
a peep is heard. It was most astounding, therefore, when at a showing of
a trio of Roach M-G-M comedies the
usuallysilent projection room was in
a- continuous uproar. Laughs were
as continuous and hearty as is heard
from a whole theatreful at the usual
comedy. The pictures were "Spookspoofing" (Our Gang), "All For
Nothing" (Chase), and "Pass the
Gravy" (Davidson),

YOU

cannot help but

MARVEL
AT the consistency
WITH which M-G-M has
DELIVERED Short Subjects
SETTING a standard of

IbUR GANG' delivers happiness to every box-office. These rascals on your program draw like a feature
Their latest is "Edison, Marconi & Co." A masterpiece of laughs. Your folks get the fun, you get the mon'
M-G-M IS proud to-give its customers Hal Roach's world-famous joy artists.

QUALITY in production
THAT has never been approached
IN this field hitherto—
THE industry now realizes
THAT M-G-M has come into
SHORT Subjects
WITH the same intensity
AND enthusiasm with which
M-G-M revolutionized
FEATURE

STA N HARDY
LAUREL.
OLIVER
are the
new comedy tearh sensation
whose hit after hit have made
them a sure-fire draw.

production

AND became
THE talk of the industry.
NO question now
BUT that M-G-M has become
THE new

CHARLEY
CHASE
(above) is in. the de luxe
lowing. He's got a great folclass.
MAX
DAVIDSON
(right) is unique in the
comedy field. A master of
laugh-getting.

M*Q-M NEWS swept into
the newsreel field with typical
Young Blood dash. Through its
superior organization and more
modem ideas it has won an
amazing exhibitor following.

SHORT Subject force
TO reckon with!

A PREDICTION
FOR THE
FUTURE!
(Read next page carefully ^you'll agree!

M.G.M

GREAT

EVENTS in Technicolor has u.<on exhibitor approral as
a most distinctl^^c
and beautiful dramatic series.

HViPnHli
H^^tv^9^H^P^^^H
H^^v^^Ei^B
.JaSlbVi
k^^H
HHBB
^^HIPmmI
^I^^K
^^^lE^RJiKuHv^^bB

i^B^^E^DI^l
The Czarina's Sccr

/
M C-M ODDITIESdnr
showing on thousands of
screens. These little life
dramas caught by UFA the
uorld oi«T, are fascinating
and Lobster
The Rattle of Ocforusv audiences e\<eryu'here.

10 POIN'FS

which from now on must necessarily
influence all buyers of film service—

1
2
3

4
5
6

__THE NEW SHORT SUBJECT. M-G-M's aggressive and successful activities
in Shorts have given Shorts a new money-value at the box-office.
IHE

FUTURE

of M'G-M

OF SHORTS.

Naturally the future of Shorts is in the hands

to whom exhibitors now look for continued profits in this field.

JHE IMPORTANCE OF SPECIALS. The effect on the public of M-G-M's
five great Specials in one season is tremendous. "The Big Parade'*, '^Ben-Hur",
'T/ie Student Prince", ''The Enemy'\ *'Love" — they stamp M-G-M as the most important name of all.
WEE K-TO- WEEK RELEASES. Exhibitors base their security on dependability of
product. Again M-G-M averages higher in regular release than any other company.
STAR

VALUES^. The past year has proven that star values are of increased importance in drawing patronage to box-offices.

THE LEADING STARS. M-G-M is better equipped with important star names
than all others: John Gilbert, Greta Garho, Lon Chaney, William Haines, Marion Davies,
Ramon Novarro, l<Jorma Shearer, Syd Chaplin, Buster Keaton, McCoy, Dane-Arthur^ etc.

7

8
9

IMPORTANCE OF SHOWMANSHIP. M-G-M is consistent in its promotional
efforts. M-G-M's "Blonde-Brunette" emotional test tie-up with **Love*' was one of
the year's publicity sensations.
FUTURE PROMOTION. Among future promotional activities for M-G-M is the
forthcoming tour of Leo, the M-G-M lion.
SUCCESSFUL BUYING. Exhibitors who booked M-G-M Shorts together with
M-G-M features report that their whole program quality standard was raised, with
attendant profits.

10
METRO - GOLDWYrt^ivlAYER
NEXT

SEASON.

Word has already gone forth that the smart buying for next

year will be a complete M-Q-M Quality Show.

The Top of the Industry

SUREFIRE
BUSINESS BUILDERS

HAWK OF
IHI HILLS
with
ALLENE RAY and
WALTER MILLER
Directed by Spencer Gordon

Bennet

Story and Scenario by
George Arthur Gray

7Ae Masked
Menace
with
Larry Kent and ^^z.w Arthur
from the
Saturday Evening Post Story "STILL FACE "
by Clarence Budington Kelland
Directed by

Arch Heath

Scenario by

Paul Fairfax Fuller

Pafhe
Serials

SINCE the first great Pathe Serial flashed on the screen
many years ago and literally coined money for exhibitors,
Pathe's record for turning out a superior brand of serial
entertainment has never been approached.
Pathe Serials represent the last word in this type of business
boosting, seat-selling entertainment, because they are based
on stories carefully selected from the very best fiction by the
world's foremost writers, cunnmgly and cleverly adapted by
experts and specialists in the art of serial construction, and
finally transmitted to the screen by directors who are masters
in the creation of this unique and sp>ecialized form of entertainment.
"Hawk

of the Hills," "The Masked Menace," and "The Man

Without a Face," current Pathe releases, fairly teem with baffling mystery, blood-tingling action, romance and breathtaking suspense. Released in 10 chapters of 2 reels each, they

THE MAN
WITHOUT A
FACE
hy A. M. WILLIAMSON

with
Allene Ray and Walter Miller
Directed by

Spencer Gordon Bennet

fit into any program, anywhere, and the gripping suspense
developed at the end of each episode provides a powerful
magnet to pack your theatre week after week.

boost your Business with these
qreat money-makers
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CHiJlLIE MURRAY
Louire l^azenda
Wl»at a <eam!...Wky
didn't someone tkink of
it before?... Burt as usual
it's First National that
does the bi^ thing by
brinjiing thent together
for the first time« so you

:^J

can advertise "DOUBLE

Measure

For Your

MoNEYI Two Great
Comedy Stars in ONE
"^ "^1

Great Contedy Special !"
And a picture as great as
the Players ... Hilarious
farce plus lavish spec-

•-as"^!

Supported by
Tbclma Todd
Presented by
Richard
A. Rowlaad
Directed
by
Cddie Cline

A
l\xhK national

tacle. And gIrU, Cirls, girls'

Special

UrAi
national
Pictures
ric« lnc~Wlll H.Hays Pmuu<
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407 So.Chicago
Dearborn St.
Office:

IN THIS ISSUE
Star broadcasts injure theatre business, exhibitors declare; Majority of houses tying in with radio program oppose plan, "Herald- World" correspondents are told; Chicago managers say they'll use receiving sets only for prizefights; Broadcasts called injurious to prestige of players participating; Attendance suffers at neighborhood houses in particular.

COMPLETE

INDEX TO CONTENTS

NEWS

FEATURES

Paramount and Balaban & Katz both set new high figures in
increase of net income, statements of year's business show.
Suit is reported to be lone obstacle to completion of Fox deal for
140 theatres in Finkelstein & Ruben Circuit in Northwest.
Union loses suit following Atlanta Metropolitan's reduction of
orchestra on installation of Vitaphone; Ruling sets precedent.
Amazing record of settlement of disputes without recourse to
courts is traced in year's activities of Film Boards of Trade.

Service Talks by T. O. Service
Los Angeles by Douglas Hodges
Pictorial Section
Letters from Readers
Broadway

40
28
^'■
**"

Know Your Sales Leaders

24

ADVERTISEMENTS

DEPARTMENTS
The Studio
Short Features
Presentation Acts
The Theatre
New Pictures
Classified Advertising
What the Picture Did for Me
Chicago Personalities, by Whit
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Incorporating
tube
World,

Published

THEATRE owners, who have been worrying about the
quality of the product to be offered for the coming
season, would be cheered by a glance at the crowds milling about the motion picture theatres on and near Broadway, New York.
While the so-called legitimate theatre seems to be having one of its worst seasons, the first of the new pictures
from the West Coast studios are playing to tremendous
audiences.
-» -* -»

Importance and Relativity

Publisher 6^ Editor
Erery

Wednesday

Quigley Publishing
Cdwin

Cheerful News from Broadway

PICTURE

Exhibitors
Herald,
founded
in 1915;
founded
in 1907;
Motography,
founded
The Film Index, founded in 1909

Movino
in 1909;

Picand

by

Company

Publication Office: 407 So. Dearborn
St., CHICAGO,
U. S. A.
Martin J. Quigley, President
S. Clifford, Secretary
George Clifford, Asst. Treasurer
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
Copyright, 1928, by Quigley Publishing Company
All editorial
and
business
correspondence
should
be addressed
to the Chicago
office

Other Publications:
The Chicagoan and Polo, class journals; and the following motion picture
trade
publications
published
as supplements
to Exhibitors
Herald and Moving Picture World:
Better Theatres, erery fourth week, and
The Buyers Index, published semi-annually.
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One Serious Note
THE only serious note injected into the annual Naked
Truth Dinner given by the Association of Motion Picture Advertisers March 31 is a page in the program written by Mr. Bruce Gallup, president of the organization,
under the caption "Wake Up!"
In every other respect, the Naked Truth this year returned to its original character, an evening of merriment.
It perhaps was the most successful and enjoyable function
the A. M. P. A. has yet staged.
With the eyes of the industry concentrated on the A. M.
P. A., however, Mr. Gallup took the opportunity of discussing the subject of publicity and advertising, and hit
straight from the shoulder.
"People seem to think that all one needs to be successful in these lines is to have a gatling gun, wise-cracking
brain and plenty of gall. If that were all that were required this industry would have been in the soup long ago,"
Mr. Gallup says. He then traces the various qualifications
need by successful advertising and publicity men.
"There is no department in any organization in the business that is any more important than where the printed
merchandising ideas are created," he continues. "How
would you dispose of your pictures if you didn't advertise
or publicize them? Where would your distribution costs
go to if you didn't use advertising and publicity to break
the ice for your salesmen?"
It was probably inevitable that the advertising and publicity men. recognized from the start of the industry as
one of the vital factors in distribution, would find appreciation of their efforts waning when the policy adopted a
year ago in various quarters so curtailed their efforts as
to reduce them in many instances almost to the routine
and mechanical.
However, one of the most encouraging phases of the
present situation is that most of the capable men in advertising and publicity work are still in the motion picture
industry, still efficient and still ready to go.
The new selling season, shortly to open, will disclose
whether their best efforts are to be fully utilized.

THE growing tendency in distributing circles to refer to
territories as 1 and 2 per cent territories, meaning that
they produce only that percentage of the total gross rentals
from the entire United States, is apt to create a false impression of the true value of certain states and groups of
states in the economic structure of the motion picture
market.
The territory served by Minneapolis, for instance, is
relatively small when judged on a percentage basis. In
sharp contrast to this method of valuation are the continual reports during the past three years of this or that theatre chain or distributing company negotiating for the
ownership or control of the Finkelstein and Ruben properties.
There is always the danger in
prosperous as these United States
important in its own right, is apt
in the entire scheme of things it
percentage.
-»
-s
-»

a market as big and as
that a territory, big and
to be neglected because
represents only a small

Counting the Ballots
Index,"
s Herald
Buyers' Picture
which onExhibitor
"The Moving
n of and
the compilatio
WORK
World will publish the latter part of the current month,
is already underway. It should be one of the most valuable reference books in the library of everyone in every
branch of the motion picture industry.
Always interesting during the compilation is the gathering together of the various reports on pictures contributed
by theatre owners to the "What the Picture Did for Me"
department during the preceding six months.
As the reports are put together, it is like counting a
ballot. In the end, the decision of the theatre owners is
seldom unanimous but there is usually a heavy majority
one way or the other. With apologies to the creator of
the phrase "Forty thousand Frenchmen," it might be said
"Five thousand theatre owners can't be wrong."

Golf Season Opens
SPRING turns the thoughts of golf enthusiasts to their
favorite diversion. Golf has accomplished a great deal
of good for a great many people, but it has served no industry more effectively than the motion picture people.
It is our golf tournaments that temper the spirit of competition and give us a chance to see that our efficient competitors are really human — really good fellows.
The season this year starts on the West Coast where the
second annual Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World tournament will be staged at Los Angeles. Entries
are already being received. An even more successful tournament than in 1927 is assured.

April 7, 1928
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Star Broadcasts Hurt Theatre
Attendance, Exhibitors Hold
How Broadcast
Worked
Out In
Cities
Different
ATLANTA — Loew's Grand: Audience stamped in protest; Rialto:
Kept picture running continuously;
Metropolitan: A few walked out despite use of an ingenious trailer.
ALBANY
— Albany and Regent
theatres added to attendance by joining in broadcast; Leland business
gained despite not receiving program; other houses, particularly in
neighborhoods, reported 10 to 20 per
cent attendance drop.
SCHENECTADY— Attendance declined.
TEXAS — In general, Texas theatre favors broadcasts by theatres, as
do Loew's State in Houston, Palace
in Dallas, Worth in Fort Worth, and
Publix district manager; manager of
Melba at Dallas believes radio a detriment, as does Paramount's branch
manager at San Antonio.
HOLLYWOOD— Theatre business
fell off.

CHICAGO AND VICINITY— All
managers interviewed reported the
particular broadcast failed to please
the patrons; stated in future will
broadcast nothing but prizefights, as
they believed the same type program
would prove a detriment.
ST. LOUIS. — Believe prestige of
participating stars weakened; Three
first-runs in tieup — Loew's State,
Skouras Brothers' Ambassador and
Missouri; Doubt whether they took
in dollar's extra business; Little effect on neighborhood houses.

General Electric and
R.C. A. Per feet New
Talking Film Device
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 3.— Radio Corporation of America, working with the General
Electric Corporation, has perfected a newtalking motion picture process, it has been
learned. Official announcement of the new
device is planned soon, it is reported.
Knowledge of the new process caused
stock in both companies to soar, Radio
stock jumping 24^ points and General
Electric, eight points. Both companies
have been at work on the perfected apparatus for many months, it is said.

Seattle Mayor on Tour
Mayor-Elect Frank Edwards of Seattle,
former theatre owner, was a Chicago visitor
last week. He is making a tour of 20 Eastern
and Southern cities in a study of municipal
governments.

Majority Oppose Programs
Even After Installing Sets
Hollywood Theatres' B, O. Reduced — Atlantans Say
"Never Again" — Chicagoans Favor Prizefights Only
By ERNEST

A. ROVELSTAD

Broadcasting of programs by motion picture stars during show hours is detrimental to attendance at the theatres, according to the majority opinion of exhibitors in different part of the country as expressed to the Herald-World as a
result of the Dodge all-star program of last Thursday.
Theatres with Sets Divided
Opinion was divided in the case of theatres which tied into the broadcast by
installing receiving sets, though most of these were opposed as well. "Whit"
was told by Chicago managers who joined in the broadcast that they would
not do so again on anything^ except a prizefight. In the smaller towns surrounding Chicago, however, the publicity manager of the Great States chain
predicted that with a different type of program a hook-up broadcast will increase attendance. At Albany theatres which carried the broadcast reported
increased business whereas the neighborhood houses lost 10 to 20 per cent.
At Atlanta all three theatre managers who used the program reported "Never
again."
Hollywood theatres' attendance decreased.

Following
are reports from various
tions:

sec-

Public Walks Out
On Atlanta Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ATLANTA, April 3.— As an attraction for
theatres. Dodge Brothers' star radio program
has been tried and found wanting. Three
down-town theatres elected to tie in — Loew's
Grand, the Metropolitan and the Rialto.
At Loew's Grand the audience grew impatient and began stamping the floor in protest. Manager Thos. H. James cut off the
radio program after 40 minutes because the
protest grew in volume.
Manager W. T. Murray at the Rialto anticipated that the radio program alone would
never hold his audience, so he kept the picture program on the screen continuously.
An average-sized audience at the Metropolitan sat through the greater part of the
program. But interest was sustained by a
rather clever bit of showmanship contrived by
Manager Carter Barron, who supplemented the
radio program with a trailer composed of
excerpts from pictures in which the con trib-

uting stars appeared.
out.

Even so, a few walked

Some Profit at Albany ;
Others Lose Attendance
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ALBANY, April 3.— WTiile some of the motion picture theatres of Albany really profited
in
way complained
of attendance,
in Albanxand theTroy
that others
the broadcasting
had cut into their attendance figures to a
considerable extent.
The Albany and Regent theatres in Albany
installed receiving sets, ad\ertised, and
swelled attendance as did others which already
had receiving sets.
The Leland in Albany really gained, although there was no receiving set installed.
Other houses reported a slump of anywhere
from 10 to 20 per cent, this being particularly
true with the neighborhood theatres.
In Schenectady there was a drop in attendance.

Most Texas
Managers
Favor Theatre Broadcast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

"Hot" Film Thwarts
This Censor Board
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Mo-'ing I'icturc World)

KANSAS CITY. April S.—The
Kansas state censor board sat reviewing films Monday in the usual
manner. Suddenly a blaze started in
the projection room. One-half reel
of a picture was destroyed and
Charles O. Smith, operator, was
burned about the hands and arms, his
quick work in breaking the film saving a greater loss. Dense smoke
filled the room and forced the board
to discontinue its work several hours.
Theatre men. inclined to mix a bit of
irony with the incident, are suggestfilm. ing that it must have been a "hot"

SAN ANTONIO. April 3.— In Texas.
majority of opinions on theatrical co-operation with broadcasting stations arc that no
ill
little good is derived by the houses in puMicitx
b\- remote control broadcasting. Some of the
larger houses that have arranged for this
medium of advertising are the Texas in San
Antonio,
the Loew's
State
in Houston,
the
Palace in Dallas,
and the
Worth
in Ft. Worth.
Tames Owen Cherry, manager of the Melba,
Dallas, is one manager who figures the radio
as a detriment. His point is that when the
radio fans hear a singer or instrumentalist
on the air, they are satisfied. .Vnother of the
same belief is Harold Pickett, manager of the
San .'\ntonio branch of Paramount. Pickett
sa\s that the popularity of radio has divcrteil
former the.itre patrons in choosing their entertainment.
S. G. Abrams, new manager of the Princess
theatre in San .\ntonio. says that he is in

9fnm
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YORK.— Some of the boys have been
NEW
so busy watching Radio that they failed to
notice that Paramount profits during 1927
amounted to a mere eight million. . "Zucker
Shooting Menjou," says a headline, but Ad is
tough and it ain't gonner hurt. . . . William
"Bill" Steiner, one of the oldtimers, and probably one of the best known figures in the
picture industry, is about ready to launch a
new set of pictures on the independent market.
These pictures are being edited by Merritt
Crawford. The first one is all ready for the
market, and it is a humdinger! . . . Eugene
Clifford has joined the Morning Telegraph as
the
a news whippet. What's that? . Why,
. Harry
fastest thing on four feet. .
Thomas, Ray Johnson and /. Charles Davis
III, had a jolly time at Tiajuana not so long
ago, and made a cleanup. Harry Thomas
brought the cleanup back to New York with
him, and it proved to be a perfectly good
horse's skull, very dry, and picked clean.
However, it will make an attractive tobacco
jar for Harry's desk. . . . /. Charles Davis
III is the happy father of a bouncing baby
boy, age six weeks, weight twelve and onehalf, stripped, and it is to be named
/. Charles Davis IV instead of Henry the
Eighth as was first suggested. . . . Cressott E.
Smith, assistant sales manager of United
Artists, has returned to New York after a
successful midwestern trip. Cresson is feeling
fine and business was good so what more
could he wish for? . . . Trem Carr, production manager of Rayart Pictures, arrived in
New York on the same train as the President
Ray Johnston. . . . The oldtime sideshow
barker is still doing his stuff in front of the
Paramount theatre, and that's not the worst
of it; his uniform, as well as the uniforms of
the gladiators in the theatre, seems to be much
in want of a good laundering. . . . Hy Daab,
he of the F B O, has sold a play which he
wrote, and all seem to agree that it is a
good one. . . . Fitzpatrick Pictures, Inc., is
offering the "Hallelujah Chorus" and other
subjects, such as "Largo," for the Easter week
attractions, and Rutgers Neilson says he hopes
you can "Handle" them. . . . "Ivan the
Terrible" is packing them into the Cameo
theatre and the audience is not entirely composed of long haired men, and short haired
women. It's a fine picture for an adult, and
aside from the banquet scene, it holds the
audience spellbound, from murder to murder.
. . . Columbia Pictures has signed up the
old reliable Idort Blumentock, late of First
National, to write titles for several of the
company's forthcoming productions. Mort is
clever at this line of endeavor, as well as
others. The first picture to which he will
apply his art is "The Matinee Idol." . . .
"Skalyons," is the working title of a forthcoming independent production. Well, if it
belongs to the onion family, it is the right
season of the year for it, and should prove
to be aggressive enough for any theatre audience. . . . Bruce Gallup has been signed up
as handicapper for the spring golf tournament, at the regular salary. . . . Scalpers did
their best to get blocks of choice seats from
George Harvey for the T. N. T. but it just
couldn't be done. . . . Harry Carey did not
show up at the Thursday luncheon of the
A. M. P. A. but sent a telegrani stating "that
he would be hungry the following week, and
would be glad to answer any subpoena that
they cared to issue." It would serve him
right, if the boys made him cook his own
"mulligan."
PETER STUYVESANT.
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SHORTS, we'll agree, lend spice to the program.
And it's just as true that new faces lend
"punch" to theatre-going. Welcome, therefore, is
Educational's recently developed comedian, Jerry
Drew, whom critics now put in the ranks of true
comic artists.

Above is a portrait of Drew
as he appears on the screen.
The formal attire is as seen
on
the boulevard,
for include
Drew's
technique
does not
ridiculous clothes. At left he
is shown in a scene from
"Indiscreet Pete."

Above and belotv — scenes from "Gentlemen Prefer Brunettes.''
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Reports of B. & K.
Dicker for Marx
Theatres Denied

Paramount and B 6? K Set New
Highs in Net Profit for Year

Reports that Balaban & Katz, Chicago subsidiary of PubHx, is negotiating to take over
the Marks Brothers theatre properties in that
city, were
emphatically denied
Saturday.
"Absolutely no negotiations are on," declared Barney Balaban, while Louis Marks
voiced himself similarly.

Paramount's Net Income Reaches $8,057,997 or $12.85 a Common
Share — Gain Is 44 Per Cent Over 1926 — B & K Increase
Is $163,390, Making Share Earnings $6.89

"Nothing

to It," Says Louis Marks

"Nothing to it," he stated. "We're not selling to anybody. We have built up our name
until it stands for excellent entertainment, and
right now we are perfecting plans for the
completion of our circuit."
Marks Brothers now operate two of the
city's largest deluxe houses, the Granada and
Marbro, both neighborhood theatres.
Construction work begun about two months
ago by B. & K. on the Paradise, only one
block from the Marbro, is proceeding toward
completion at the time originally set for the
opening, early in September. The theatre was
partly erected at the time B. & K. took it over
from receivership about a year ago.
Marks Plans Two New Houses
Two large screen-stage houses are included
in the expansion plans of Marks Brothers.
In the booking of stage acts B. & K. has
dominated the Chicago territory, getting first
and more often exclusive call on talent.
Through an agreement recently reached by
Marks Brothers and B. & K., Max Turner
booking office is putting the same talent into
the theatres of both circuits, subject to certain
priority rights in favor of B. & K. in sections
in which both are operating. At present there
is one such territory.
Fox, the new entry upon the Chicago scene
and regarded as a likely bidder for desirable
theatre properties, is also precluded as a possible purchaser of the Marks houses, by the
statement of Louis Marks. The Granada and
Marbro now serve as highly important outlets for Fox product in Chicago, B. & K. being committed to the pictures of Paramount,
Metro-Goldw}Ti-Mayer, and First National.

Warner Bros. Name
May Honor Month
for Sam E. Morris
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 3.— Warner Brothers
will again pay tribute this year to Sam E.
Morris, general manager of distribution, by
designating May as
Sam E. Morris
Month. All Warner
branches will give
special efforts to
srales.
This is the third
successive year that
a tribute of this nature has been paid
Morris. When the
idea was first conceived in 1926, more
business was procured during May of
that year than had
Sam E. Morris
ever appeared on the
Warner books. In
1927 the campaign showed a 50 per cent increase, while present indications arc that the
192S Sam E. Morris Month will far outstrip
those of the preceding years. Four weeks in
advance of May, business is already 10 per
cent beyond the 1927 mark.

New high marks in net profits were
and Balaban & Katz. Paramount and
cent over 1926, while B & K and fully
crease of 8.8 per cent over the earnings

reached last year by both Paramount
subsidiaries showed a gain of 44 per
owned subsidiaries reported a net inof the previous year.

Paramount Nets $8,057,997 for Year
Paramouiit recorded combined net profits of $2,407,570 for the final quarter
of 1927 and $8,057,997 for the year ended December 31, after all deductions
for federal income and other taxes. The figure includes $786,000 as Paramount's undistributed share of earnings of B & K, 65 per cent owned subsidiary. Incidentally, B & K stock reached a week's high of 82 by last Saturday, which, isaccording
to making
the dailyforpress,
was in thethird
face of
of common
an oft'er stock.
which
Paramount
said to be
the remaining
B & K showed a net increase of $163,390 in 1927's earnings.
The Paramount profits amount to $3.84 for
the last quarter and $12.85 for the year on
common shares. The ratio of current assets
to current Habilities is 2.71 as against 1.91 at
the end of 1926, while the working capital
increased in 1927 from $17,246,000 to $26,052,000.
No Bank Loans Outstanding
The

preferred were 28,513 ; common, 264,206, the
total stock liability being given as $9,456,450.
"Everj' indication points to a continuance of
the present satisfactory condition of your
company," said Herbert L. Stern, president
of B & K, in his report to the stockholders,
"and your board of directors feel that the
corporation will continue to grow and pros-

following is a comparison of Paramount profits a share for 1927 and Earnings
1926 :

Year 1927
Year 1926
4th Quarter
4th Quarter

Average per Share
Number After
of Shares
Preferred
Profits
Outstanding Dividends
$8,057,997 579,327 $12.85
5,600,815
459,020 10.82
1927.._ 2,407,570
588,690 3.84
1926.... 1,960,477
574,590 3.14

The $3,100,000 shown as bills payable on the
balance sheet has been paid since January 1,
and the company at present has no bank loans
outstanding.
B & K Nets $2,021,092

J ay dee Williams Is
Made Director of
New British Firm
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

LONDON, April 3.— Taydee Williams has
been made managing director of a new film
companyper."
just organized here. The new
organization is known as the United Motion
Picture Producers, Ltd., and is formed for
the specific purpose of distributing British and
continental films in the United States and
Canada. Six pictures have already been purchased and negotiations are being made for
more.

Balaban & Katz registered a total net income of $2,021,092 for the year, after deducting $593,057 for depreciation of buildings
and $274,630 as a reserve for federal income
tax. This was a net increase of $163,390.
Net earnings available on each common share
were $6.89, as against $6.28 in 1926 on a total
Williams, accompanied by Cecil Harrison,
of $1,857,701.
will shortly go to America to handle the
product in the United States and Canada.
There was $1,028,883 added to the surplus
account.
The item of $1,000,000 on the bal- ,
ance sheet as a contingent liability' was eliminated early in 1928.
Theatre properties reached the figure of
$15,021,171 in 1927 by additions totaling $137,677, a reserve for depreciation and amortization leaving the amount at $13,003,574.

Confesses to Burning
Theatre; Gets Three
Years in Penitentiary

Current Assets Increase
Current assets totaled $543,897, compared
with $462,342 in 1926; current liabilities
dropped from $3,089,044 to $2,261,590. Total
assets were given as $17,790,999.
Surplus earnings for 1927, after dividends,
were $1,028,883, contrasted with $865,492 the
previous year, raising the total profit and loss
surplus to $4,124,526.
Outstanding shares of

WHY

THE

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PORTL.\ND. ORE., April 3.— Lee Morrisson, a moving picture show operator, was sentenced to three years in the penitentiary when
he confessed to having set fire to a theatre
at Garibaldi. Oregon. The theatre had bee:i
built for Morrison by business men of the
lumberinduced
community.
marshal's
office
him to The
make state
the fire
confession.

HERALD-WORLD' IS READ AND
SUBSCRIBED FOR BY EVERY EXHIBITOR

Carl L. Brozvti. Pastime tlicatrr, Kurllizcood. Lo.. :ir:t,\<:
"The 'Herald-World' is the finest trade journal on the market and I cannot
afford to miss an issue. I have been a constant reader for years and shall continue for years to come."
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Qive Patron Silver and Paper Change
at Same Time, Exhibitors Advise
If He Leaves Without Any of It, Place the Change in a Separate Envelope
and Set It Aside for Him, Managers Say
[Special from Correspondent of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World]
LOUISVILLE, April 3. — The best system to avoid any possible complaint
of short changing is for the ticket seller to shove both silver and paper
■^ money through the window at the same time, exhibitors here have
learned. Stationing doormen beside the window to check each operation also
has been instituted in some of the larger houses.
'N practically
every
where
cuscuswhere
instance
every instance
practically
IN
tomers
without
all
trimprs
walW walk away
awav
without
all their
their
change they have received the silver but
failed to wait for the paper money. If the
silver is not placed within their reach until
it is accompanied by the paper the chances
of the patron failing to receive full change
are reduced practically to nothing, the theatre staffs say.
Place Change in Envelope
Even with all this precaution taken by
the management to serve the best interests
of the patrons, one occasionally will disappear by the time the ticket seller has
made change. In such cases, the managements advise" that an excellent plan is to
place the change in a separate envelope,
mark it with the time and date, and set it
aside. If the patron does return later for
the change, he respects the management for
its systematic waj' of guarding him against
his own error. If the ticket seller merely
gets him the change out of the regular cash,
he may carry away the thought that she
did not intend to return it.
There are individuals who believe that
everyone is dishonest. They are the ones
responsible for malicious falsehoods regarding large organizations, and yet a thinking
person realizes that any theatre management would shun any such practices as the
poorest possible handling of its business
investment, to say nothing of the ethics
involved.
Chance to Build Good Will
At the same time the wideawake exhibitor wnll take special care to avoid the
possibility of any such charges because
there is more opportunity for an error to
be made at the window of a motion picture
theatre than at probably any other place
where change must be made.
A youth comes up to the window to buy
tickets for himself and girl, or a party of
four or six. The others start on in anc^
he is in a hurry to join them. Perhaps it
is a family, and the young hopeful is not
behaving ver}' well. Again there is the
element of hurry at the window.
Many a ticket seller pulls open the back
door of her booth and calls to a man dis-

appearing into the theatre:
change."
And
quite often
stops them. Sometimes he
usher to spot where the man
for him.

"Here is your
the doorman
even tells an
9f
sits, and sends

Applauds **U*s
ence Americans'*
Audi**We
Upon
Its New York Opening
By PETER VISCHER
NEW YORK, April 3.— The Colony Theatre, was made over somewhat this week for a
gala event. On Wednesday the house went
into "two-a-day" and gave as its first special
presentation
Americans."
This pictureUniversal's
was given "We
a rousing
reception
at its first New York showing, largely by men
wise in the ways of the box office. It is sentimental, designed to tug at the heart-strings,
and as' things are going nowadays also to do
a little tugging at the pocketbook.

Margaret Livingston on
Columbia's Roster for
Pictures Next Season
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW

YORK, April 3.— Margaret Livingston has been signed by Columbia to
appear in several pictures on the '28-'29 program as a result of her work in "A Woman's Way." Others recently signed are
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Barbara Kent
forColumbia
juvenile leads
in "Modern
Mothers."
also has
bought the
rights to
"Acquitted," by Mary Roberts Rinehart,
and "Restless Souls," by Cosmo Hamilton.

Rumors Say Exchanges
Will Be Discontinued
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PORTLAND, ORE., April 3.— It
rumored here that exchanges in this
at Butte, Montana, will be made into
points, only, and that the managers
dispensed with.

is being
city and
shipping
will be

All Selling in Blocks Are Called Before
Board of Review of Trade Commission
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)
WASHINGTON, April 3. — AU distributors practicing block booking have been
called before the board of review of the Federal
Trade Commission
to state
definitely whether they follow the practice, in order that it may become a matter
of record.
Present plans of the commission contemplate the bringing of a suit in the Federal court in New York against Paramount should that company, in its report which
is to be filed by April 15, refuse to comply absolutely with the cease-and-desist
order issued last July. Should suit be brought, it is probable that a general proseccution will be instituted, naming as defendants all distributors practicing block
booking.
A motion that the resolutions adopted by the trade practice conference in New
York last October be put into effect temporarily, to see how they work out, was recently filed with the commission, signed by a number of the large distributors.
The
commission's
action
calling
companies
before the board of review,
however, indicates that
the in
motion
wastheadversely
decided.
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F BO Branches to Hold r
Informal Parties for Mix
During Vaudeville Tour

iJ-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW

YORK, April 3. — An unusual opportunity to meet a motion picture star informally will be afforded exhibitors by F B O
during Tom Mix's vaudeville tour of the
Keith-Albee-Orpheum houses. F B O exchanges in all key cities will hold open house
for one day each week during Mix's stay.
Over 15,000 exhibitors have already sent in
their acceptances for the receptions, which
will be held in Denver, April 4; Omaha, April
11; Kansas City, April 18; St. Louis, April
25 ; Chicago, May 2 ; and Cleveland, May 16.

Shoff Is Named to Design
Brett Arlington Memorial
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Movitig Picture World)

UNIONTOWN, PA., April 3.— B. M.
Shoff, head of the art staff of Theatre Ad
Mat Service, has been named to make the
design for the Brigadier-General Lloyd
Milton Brett Arlington Memorial which
will be unveiled on Memorial Day in tribute to the late commander of the 80th
Division. Shoff's work is known to hundreds of managers and publicity men who
use Theatre Ad Mat Service.

Loses Suit to Prevent
"Jazz Singer" Booking
SAN ANTONIO, April 6. — Warner
Brothers was yesterday awarded the decision over the Aztec theatre here, in the
latter's injunction sent to keep the producers from placing their "super" pictures,
with Vitaphone, in a Publix house in San
Antonio.
It is assumed that Vitaphone will open in
the Empire here with Al Jolson in "The
Jazz Singer" in approximately two weeks,
if, as is expected, the plaintiff does not enter
an appeal
the records
case. "The
JazzKirby
Singer"in
has
brokento all
at the
Houston and at the Metropolitan in Atlanta.

Build Mont Clare Theatre
Construction is well under way on the 1,400
seat theatre at Mont Clare, Illinois. The
building and land have been appraised at
$504,000. The structure will embrace seven
stores and 29 apartments, besides the theatre.
It is planned to open the theatre in the fall.

^*^

■
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Rumor Hath It —
What? The Bag?
And Then Again —
Rumor hath it —
But let's commence
at the very beginning.
On the other hand, why do that? It was
an old story before it ceased to be a rumor.
Or there may have been no story at all. Perhaps the rumor died — ^as even rumors will.
'Tis no matter.
Rumor hath it!
Doubtless everybody heard it — the rumor,
not the news, which may or may not have
existed. As stated, the fact-story was of no
importance, if indeed there was one. It was
the rumor —
But what is a rumor? Cogitating upon
the anatomy of a rumor, the penetrating
mind gradually discovers that this sprightly
phenomenon, when reduced to its ultimate
unities, is usually either fancy or fact. It
all depends on whether it is or not.
It is not recorded who gave out the first
rumor, and those who heard it are too numerous to mention. But historians agree that
mankind was addicted to rumors long before
it was said that Ceaser had decided to settle
down with Cleopatra and let Rome go to —
well, to Anthony if he wanted it.
Though since then the phenomenon has enjoyed a steady growth, a review of the last
1,900 years reveals that rumors took no vital
part in the affairs of men (let's leave the
women out of this) until the establishment of
the motion picture industry in the 20th
Century. And then — ah, then! Why, then
it was that people began cupping their ears,
assured that a little rumor would come to
lead them.
As to the rumor mentioned — Well, let it
pass. The cosmos will proceed upon its mysterious mission without it, while newer and
greater rumors are rife upon its starry planets.
Of such is destiny! It is written! "Rumor
hath it — " Though some may ask:
"What price news?"
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Suit Reported Lone Obstacle
To Closing of Fox-F & R Deal
Appeal of Northwest Chain Now Before St. Louis Court — Price of
$9,500,000 Understood to Have Been Set
for 140 Theatres
(By Special Correspondent

Exhibitors Herald and Moving

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PHILADELPHIA, April 3.— The Stanley Company of America has m,oved the
executive offices from their present location, 1916 Race Street, to the Earle Building, 11th and Market Streets, where the
second, third, and fourth floors will be occupied.

New House in South
Seen in K-A-O Move
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Pictttre World)

CHATTANOOGA, April 3.— Negotiations
looking toward the immediate launching of a
new theatre here have been opened by Dan
Michalove, representing Keith-Albee-Orpheum
in the South. It is understood that an attractive proposition, including a desirable location,
has been submitted to Michalove.
(t

Companionate Marriages
to Be Filmed as Special
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 3.— Sam Sax and
Asher, Small and Rogers today liought screen
rights to "Companionate Marriages" written
by Judge Ben Lindsey, who will have a hand
in its making. The film will be started this
month and will be road shown at two dollars.

Urges Tax Payment
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

KANSAS CITY, April 3.— Exhibitors in
Western Missouri and Kansas have been ail\ised by R. R. Biechcle, president of the
M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri, to pay their
music tax promptly and ihu^^ avoid extra assessments.

Picture World)

MINNEAPOLIS, April 3. — Negotiations are continuing for the purchase of
the Finkelstein & Ruben holdings in the Northwest by the Fox interests, it
has been learned from an authoritative source.
Suit Reported Cause of Delay
It is understood that F & R has set a price of $9,500,000 on its properties,
which include more than 140 theatres in Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota
and South Dakota. The only thing holding up the deal, it is understood, is a
suit brought by former stockholders of the old Miles theatre of Minneapolis.
The plaintiffs have been awarded a judgment of approximately $500,000 and
have obtained a lien against the F & R properties to safeguard payment of the
judgment.
F & R has appealed to the District Court of Appeals at St. Louis.
A Fox official is said to have been in
Minneapolis a few days ago conferring with
F & R and Publix officials. Completion of
present negotiations would make Fox a
partner with Publix in operation of the new
Minnesota and the 10 other theatres now
controlled by Northwest Paramount, a corporation recently organized.
F & R is understood to own a considerable
block of stock in First National and it has
been said that if Fox could complete the
F & R purchase it would give a controlling
interest over First National.
Erected Garrick Theatre
The

Stanley Company Moves
Into Larger Offices
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old Miles theatre company, stockholders of which brought the suit, had
erected what is now the New Garrick theatre, operated by F & R.
The plaintiffs charged that Finkelstein
and Ruben paid themselves large salaries at
the expense of the Garrick theatre, charged
exorbitant prices against the theatre for
films used, and also charged for films used
in other theatres against the expenses of the
Garrick. They also charged that F & R represented the stock as being worth but very
little and purchased it, consequently, for
very small amounts. The court appointed
the Midland National Bank and Trust Company of Minneapolis to act as trustee.
Plaintiffs are planning to file a petition
for dismissal of the appeal.

Will Hays in France to
Fight Proposed 7 to 1
French Commission Plan

»>

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PARIS, April 3.— Will Hays arrived here
Friday to begin his campaign to influence a
governmental commission against drastic censorship and quota on American films.
It is reported that the commission, empowered by the govcnnncnt, plans to demand

that countries sending films to France shall
buy one French film for every seven they
to
showstop.
here. It is this plan which Hays hopes
Motion pictures in all their phases will be
reviewed in an International film exhibition
to be held in The Hague from April 14 to
Alay 15 of this year, it has been announced.

Detroit Oriental Robbed;
$12,000
Loss Estimated
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture

World)

DETROIT, MICH., April 3.— The Oriental
theatre, new downtown house, w-as robbed
at davlight todav. The loss was estimated
at $12,000. The Oriental plays a straight
picture policy.

Stanley-Fabian Opens
Jersey City Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

JERSEY CITY. April 3.— A new theatre
was added to the Stanley-Fabian chain March
23, when the new Stanley theatre was opened
in this citv.

Fire Destroys Theatre
and Damages Hostelry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Movina Picture Wot Id)

BALTIMORE, .\pril 3.— Fire destroyed the
Folly theatre last week and badly damaged the
Folly hotel adjoining.

Wins Express Co. Suit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Movino Picture fCorld)

PORTLAND. ORE.. April 3.— The Coos
Ray .\nuiscment (.'ompany has been awarded
damages of $237.9.^ a.gainst the .American
Railway Express Company for failure on the
part of the carrier to deliver a film.

Police Add Triple Index on Bombings
When Embassy at Seattle Is Attacked
(S[>ccial to Exhihilors Herald and Moz-itiq PiV/urv IVorld)
SEATTLE, April 3. — A black powder bomb was exploded in the entrance of the
Embassy theatre, a moving picture house in the market district, shortly before 4
a. m. March 29.
The janitor was injured and windows were broken.
The theatre, owned by Joseph Danz. has been involved in labor disputes for
some time, and various threats have been received. Danz is a brother of John
Danz, owner of theatres which have been bombe<^ several times in recent months
as the outgrowth of labor troubles.
The police have now found it necessary to file reports on the various bombings,
alphabetically, numerically and geographically, in order to keep track of them, and
yet have no inkling as to the perpetrators.
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N* £♦ Pennsylvania Exhibitors Qet
New Start Under William Quigley
Comerford, First President, Emphasizes Value of Cooperation — Woodhull
Describes National Policies — Next Session at Scranton, May 27
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

WILKES-BARRE, PA., April 3.— Exhibitors of this territory now are
welded in an organization which promises much for the welfare of its
members, following a reorganization meeting last week at which William Quigley, of Nanticoke, was elected president of the M. P. T. O. of
Northeastern Pennsylvania.
ORS
permitted to join the
■pXHIBIT
regional body are
best able to handle their
particular problems under the newly-shaped
constitution, but exhibitors throughout the
state will work together in handling legislative and other general issues, in cooperation
with the M. P. T. O. A., which was represented by R. F. Woodhull, president.
Other Officers Elected
The following officers, in addition to
William Quigley, were named at the session, held at the Hotel Sterling on Sunday:
Charles Kear, Minersville, vice-president;
L. A. Farrell, Carbondale, vice-president;
Julius Freedman, Forest City, vice-president; Harry Spiegel, Scranton, secretary;
H. D. Rundell, Sayre, treasurer.
Chairman of the board of directors — John
J. Galvin, Wilkes-Barre; director — threeyear term, John J. Calvin, M. B. Comerford,
Scranton, L. J. Chamberlain, Tamaqua;
two years, Fred Lupert, Williamsport,
Arthur Luce, Scranton, Samuel Freedman,
Pottsville; one year, Bruce Lynn, Bloomsburg; Claude Westley, Pittston and William
Woodin, Towanda. Administrative Committee: John Galvin, M. B. Comerford and
L. J. Chamberlain. Legislative Committee:
G. Elmer Dietrich, Tunkhannock; William
Woodin, Towanda, and Jesse Blanchard,
Sunbury.
The meeting was attended by 100 exhibitors, representing territory from Sayre
to Pottsville, 140 miles. Fred Herman of
Wilkes-Barre, chairman of the meeting
committee, presided until the installation of
officers. M. E. Comerford, the first president of the organization, outlined the history of the organization and expressed the
belief it would have a very brilliant future.
He said there were more problems to be
solved now in the industry than ever before
but declared all could and would be handled through cooperation.
Woodhull Stresses Cooperation
Woodhull described national policies and
elements of cooperation and understanding.
He praised the work of Comerford in local
and national exhibitor affairs.
Mr. Herman presided at a dinner in the
ballroom of the Sterling.

Wales Exhibitor Heads
British C. E. A.; Parley
Has Independent Trend
[By

the

London
and

Correspondent
Moving
Picture

of Exhibitors
World}

Herald

LONDON, March 26. — At the annual meeting of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association of Great Britain and Ireland, held here
last week H. Y. Davis, a Welsh theatre
owner, was elected to the chair, in succession
to E. Hewitson, Birmingham exhibitor. F. H.
Cooper, who built up an Eastern Counties circuit, was elected to the vice-chair, so will be
chairman next year. Councillor E. E. Lyons,
the London exhibitor, sought to be appointed
vice-president, but was roundly beaten, his
defeat being attributed to his association with
some of the "big men" of the industry.
Major Gale warned the theatre owners that

before long the big groups would try to capture the C. E. A.

Break Threatened
With Board Over
Outside Decisions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

O'KLAHOiMA CITY, April 3.— Notification
has been sent to the local Board of Arbitration
that efforts will be made to sever all relations
of the Oklahoma M. P. T. O. with the board
if that body enforces recent rulings of the
Kansas City board against theatres in Seminole and Wewoka, Okla. There is an agreement between the owners' organization and
the local board that no awards or penalties
will be recognized unless passed or reviewed
by the latter.
The M. P. T. O. of Oklahoma will hold a
convention here at the Huckins hotel next
Monday. Among the important matters to
be discussed is that of percentage contracts.

$1 Seat Tax Exemption
Depends on Outlay for
Flood Aid, Says Mellon
(Washington Bureau of Exhibitors Herald and
and Moving Picture World)

WASHINGTON, April 3.— Increase in the
admission tax exemption from 75 cents to $1
depends entirely upon whether appropriations
are made for flood relief, the senate finance
committee was told today by Andrew Mellon,
s:ecretary of the treasury.
If no flood relief appropriations are made, a
surplus of $212,000,000 is estimated for the
current year and the admission tax exemption
can be increased. If the money is spent for
flood relief the surplus probably will drop to
about $180,000,000 and the treasury then could
not approve the increase made by the house
when it passed the bill last December.
The department approved a reduction in the
general corporation tax rate from 135^ to 12
per cent and revision of the rate on individual
incomes between $14,000 and $75,000. If the
surplus is at the high figure, the department
also would approve an increase from $2,000 to
$3,000 in the exemption allowed corporations
with incomes less than $25,000.

Goldhurg-Furst-W ells
Combination to Make
18 Films for '28-'29

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 3.— Eighteen pictures
are to be made by First Division Distributors as a result of the new partnership made
of Jesse T. Goldburg, Robert S. Furst and
Raymond Wells, whereunder First Division
and the Furst-Wells producing unit have
become consolidated. Furst and Wells
will take charge of production at the Metropolitan Studio and Goldburg will spend
most of his time in New York. He is now
on his way East from the Coast.
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It Seems That 2 Trade
Dailies in London Ran
Review Same Day, and —
One Challenged the Other s Source,
and the Other Sued, and —
Suit has been started by the Cinema Press,
Ltd., London, and Samuel Harris, managing
editor of Today's Cinema, against the owners
and editor of the Daily Film Renter, of which
Ernest W. Fredman is managing editor, but
"that ain't the half of it."
It all started over a comedy — Charles Chaplin's "The Circus," and the fact that a trade
showing
was
by theKinema.
distributor's
contract with
the barred
New Galley
It seems
that Fredman, writing a column under the
title of "Tatler," had gone to France for a
rest and while there had an opportunity to see
"The Circus" ahead of the London opening.
On Tuesday, March 6, Film Renter intimated
it would carry a review on Thursday.
And Both Have it Same Day!
Came Thursday — to use a new phrase — and
lo and behold, reviews of "The Circus"
appeared in both issues, the Today's Cinema
critique being preceded by the statement that
"we give below the opinion of a prominent
London exhibitor who has seen the film in
Came Friday — logically enough — ^with the
challenge from the Film Renter that if Sam
Harris of the Cinema could show by Saturday
America."
noon an affidavit "from the exhibitor in question who saw the picture in America, stating
that he was the writer of the review,"
"Tatler" would pay 50 pounds to the Cinematograph Benevolent Fund.
And Then —
Next chapter: Today's Cinema the next
day answered with comment regarding
"Sweetening sour grapes" and explained that
"we have promised to keep the name of the
party
absolutely
Monday:
Filmsecret."
Renter broadcasting, with
this: "We suggest that 'The Cinema's' review
of 'The Circus' was written by somebody who
never saw the film, but who HAD read the
American reports."
Thursday: Today's Cinema announced that
writs had been issued against the owners and
editor of the Film Renter.
Do we hear the bell for the next round?

Warner Brothers Shows
Profit of $500,000 for
Second Quarter of Year
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 3.— Warner Brothers
Pictures' net profit in the quarter ended
March 1, the second quarter of the company's
fiscal year, was about $500,000, equal to $2.50
a share on 199,980 class "A" shares:, against
$102,687
net earned in the first quarter of the
fiscal year.

Thieves Get $1,080 from
Pantages House at K, C,
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

KANSAS CITY, April 3.— Thieves who hid
themselves in the Pantages theatre here Tuesday night and waited until after the house
was deserted, broke in the theatre's vault and
escaped with $1,080. The only trace left was
an empty cash box hidden in a dressing room
on the s'econd floor, Louie Charninsky, manager, said.

Speedy
"Speedy" Opening
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

MIAMI, FLA., April 3.— The Miami Beach
theatre here opened a run of Harold Lloyd's
comedy, "Speedy," last Thursday.
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Stories Told
by the Camera

"9
fi : f : "i
M-G-M player, star of King
Vidor's "The Crowd," and (not
at all incidentally) the wife of
Director Vidor — in short, Eleanor Boardman, who is presented
in a brand new portrait.

From

So she took the ^15,000 and — but that would be telling. Besides,
we don't know. Suffice it to say that Rena Vale won the ^15,000
offered by Paramount and Photoplay Magazine for the winning
suggestion in a story-idea contest. Shown with her are those who
made her good fortune possible — Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president
of Paramoimt (left) and James R. Quirk, editor of Photoplay.

freaks to roller coasters, this set on the Universal lot is complete. The picture shows a sequence for "Lonesome" in the process
of creation under the direction of Paul Fejos (he on the platform
with a megaphone). This production is a new starring vehicle for
Univcrsal's playboy of the films, Glenn Tryon. Barbara Kent h.is
the feminine
lead.

On a Springtime inspection of
conditions in Dixie — Claude C.
Ezell, Warner Brothers sales
manager in the South and West,
who has begun a swing around
territory.
the exchanges in the former

Serious business, this ni.ikinc of tomodics. For i-\ cr% >:iitTjw
.in hour of nnguishl Obsor\i' .il->o\ i' Ro.ich-M-G-M biitfooncrsniakin);. There's Director l:d>;.ir Kenni-dv (.it leil) with two
stell.ir coiiiedi.ins. St.in L.uiri'i (C\■nt^•r^ .ind Oli\ cr H.irdv.
y;ling for .i fiinrn idi-.i uitli vthiih to Kinisli sorrow. Siuh
price of l.iuKhtcr.

there's
in ihiof his
stru^i> tin-
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KJTreeting you at (faster

Saying it with bunnies — and big bright eyes. This extremely
acceptable Easter salutation is from Doris Dawson, First National
player. She was given a prominent part in Richard Barthelmess'
new picture, "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come."

Rabbits, too, may harbor suspicions of eggs, and surely Peter ought to
be cautious about this one. She so curious and yet so fearful, is Estelle
Bradley, leading woman in Educational comedies, who thus sends greetings for Easter morning. Miss Bradley, we might add (and will) is
the wife of Charles Lamont, Educational director.

An art, we take it, that requires a great amount of coolness. But
Ethlyne Clair seems equal to the task, even to the fine detail of
a smock. It makes a pretty Easter card from a pretty Universal
player.

"Hello, World!
Easter greetings!"
This from June Collyer, 1928
Wampas "star" and Fox player, who has the feminine lead in "Hangman's House." Someone suggested that in this seasonal portrait Miss
Collyer looks very chic. And she does, doesn't she?
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China. Anna May Wong (left) and
Myma Loy are initiating Director
Archie Mayo into the mystery of chopsticks, suggesting how in "The Crimson
City," Warner Brothers is endeavoring
to reduce thetheW'^st's
East. ignorance of

In Tahiti — an example of films developing
friendly
international
tions.moreDirector
Robert
J. Flahertyrela-is
shown

(at center) in the jungle of

Papeete,
"Southern while
Skies," making
all in theM-G-M's
cause of
bigger and better treaties.

As to the economics of foreign affairs, here's Billie
Dove shopping in Huneary — on a set, of course, for
First National's "The Yellow Lily." But whazza difference? Has Hungary prettier shop girls than Yola
d'Avril (left) and Frances Hamilton?

The shaping of foreign policies has
many forms. Here's Betty Compson's contribution, as in Columbia's
"The Desert Bride" she brings
Arabia to America — figuratively
speaking.

Persia — and how! We know not whether the State de-

Now, who could get sore at a nation

partment approves of such methods, but we're inclined
to think these Persians like Charley Bowers as an ambassador. This scene from the Educational comedy,
"Whoozit," illustrates perfectly the new technique in
internation.-il diplomacy.

that produces m.iids like her? Vl'ith
this study of Ruby BLiinc, Educational does much for Hisp.moAmcrican"\'iva
pcicc.
Let us all shout:
1.1 EsjMna!"
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Amazing Number of Disputes
Settled by Arbitration in 1927
Only 62 of 15.451 Cases Go to Courts — 14,356 Claims Are Disposed Of— Five Are Litigated Before Submission to Arbitration— ^Thousand Institutions Given Free Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK. April 3. — An amazing number of disputes in the trade were
reported amicably settled by arbitration, without recourse to the courts, as
sho^^-Tl by the annual report of the Film Boards of Trade for 1927, made public yesterday. This testimony to the sound sense of the industry is rivaled
perhaps by the vast list of its charities, made in all parts of the count^^^
Thousand Institutions Benefited
The report, made public by the M. P. P. D. A., discloses that nearly 1,000
institutions for orphans, soldiers recovering from injuries in the late war,
places housing the old folks, penitentiaries both state and federal, were provided with free entertainment b}" these Film Boards of Trade.
The total number of pictures shown without cost in these institutions was 22,165, of
which more than 12,000 were long features
being shown currently in the local theatres.
The film rental for pictures donated would
mount into hundreds of thousands of dollars. As a consequence of this charity, it is
calculated that more than 170,000 inmates
of the various institutions mentioned see
motion pictures gratis weekly.
14,356 Claims Disposed of
There were 15,451 controveries between
exhibitors and distributors, — controversies
involving $4,269,752. Of these, 14,655 claims
totaling $3,963,004 were made by distributors ;
and 769 claims totaling $306,749 by exhibitors. A total of 14,356 controveries
involving $3,825,636 were disposed of as
follows: 4,671 claims totaling $1,254,273
were settled before submission to arbitration; 2,368 claims involving $671,920 were
withdrawn after submission to arbitration;
6,593 claims involving $2,047,723 were considered by the Boards of Arbitration, of
which number 426, involving $150,331 were
dismissed. Of these claims only 36, involving $20,753, required a seventh arbitrator.
Court Proceeding on 62 Claims
There were 425 claims, involving $129,384
awarded against distributors; while the
awards against exhibitors were 6,017, involving $1,591,037. Five claims involving
$878 were litigated before submission to
arbitration. There were 62, involving $48.344, requiring a court proceeding after submission, of which number but nine, involving $1,345, were court proceedings to enforce compliance with the awards made, and
for the entry of judgments. At the end of
the year, 1927, there were pending 1,095
claims, involving $444,115, undisposed of.
In the four vears
that arbitration
has

KNOW

P

been conducted in the industry there have
been 50,006 controversies disposed of, totaling $11,230,298.

Bandits Get $2,500 at
Chicago Lawndale; Tie
Employe; Draw Guns

Two masked men early Tuesday morning
held up Sol Aleyers and his son, Jesse, in the
offices of the Lawndale theatre, and escaped
with between $2,500 and $3,000 in cash.
The bandits tied Mike Sorensen, an employe, to a pillar and drew guns on the
Meyers', forcing them to turn over the money.

Interstate Circuit Buys
Regional Chain Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

BOSTON, April 3.— Interstate Theatres
Corporation has acquired the circuit of the
Regional Chain Theatres of New England,
Inc., it was announced today, and vnl\ continue to operate. No immediate change in
policy of any of the nine theatres is contemplated.

New Theatre Under Way
especial to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

BOSTON, April 3.— A theatre has been put
under construction by the New England Theatres Operating Corporation and is expected to
be opened by early fall. It will have a seating capacity of 2,000.
William

Watson, "Prop" Man, Dies

INDIANAPOLIS.— William Watson, S3 years old,
property
man
at the Murat
theatre, died at his
home here.

YOUR SALES LEADERS

HIL REISMAN, general salesmanager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., is a
native of Minnesota. He was born in St. Paul and attended the Central
High School there and the St. Paul College of Law.

"LJE in started in the motion picture business
■*■-*■
1917 as a salesman for Triangle, joining the Goldwyn sales staff a year later. After
a year with Goldwyn he returned to Triangle
as manager of the Mihvaukee branch. Later
he was the Minneapolis manager for Hodkinson for one year and in 1920 became a salesman for Paramount.
Six months later he was manager of the
Paramount Minneapolis branch and in 1922
became district manager for that company,
with supervision
over Minneapolis,
Omaha,

Des Moines and Sioux Falls.
He held that position for about two years
and then was transferred to Canada to become general manager of the Canadian Paramount-Famous-Lasky corporation. In June,
1925, he was brought to New York to act as
salesmanager of the Eastern division for
Paramount and remained there until he accepted the position of general salesmanager
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., in May, 1927.
Mr. Reisman is married and has two sons.
His home is in New Rochelle.

PHIL

REISMAN

Oldtime Snap Puts
Over Naked Truth
Dinner as Pepfest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 3.— The few in the
trade who were unable to get to the Naked
Truth Dinner given by the A. M. P. A. at
the Astor Hotel last Saturday, regretted it
even more keenly after hearing the glowing
reports of those in attendance.
The oldtime snap was given the occasion
from the time the guests entered. The lobby
was cluttered with penny arcade mirrors and
slot machines and scores of signs kidding
everv-body and everything in the industry.
With the Clef Club orchestra filling in the
gaps and staging a real old-fashioned cabaret
program during the sendng of dinner, the
program was snapped through in record time.
Bruce Gallup, president of the organization,
acted as trajffic manager in speeding up the
numbers.
The news reel, which was edited by Victor
Shapiro and Warren Nolan, took all of the
wellknown executives for a laugh with impartiality. Aside from the semi-formal numbers on the program, a number of surprises
were perpetrated.
The ballroom was cleared for dancing after the serving of dinner and the merrymaking continued into the small hours of the
morning. A number of pleasing novelties
were introduced.

Ohio Owners Demand
Change in Protection
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

COLUMBUS,

OHIO, April 3.— P. J. Wood,

business manager of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio,'
gave out a statement March 31 in which hei
said that the Ohio association was squarely
behind the action taken by the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors' association, March
22, when it was unanimously decided not to
buy any films until the protection feature for
first-run houses in Cleveland was adjusted.
At present the first-run houses have 56 days
protection. This is opposed by the association
which comprises 120 houses.
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Wesco Plans Huge
Ad Drive on Lane
Comedy Bookings
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

LOS ANGELES, April 3.— An elaborate
16 weeks' exploitation and advertising campaign on two-reel comedies is to be staged
shortly by West Coast Theatres on Educational's Lupino Lane Comedies. It will get
under way early this month with the first
showings of "Fandango," Lane's most recent
comedy, in the key cities of the West Coast
Circuit. The campaign will be on Lupino
Lane and his entire comedy series.
There will be a full showing billboard campaigngeles.
on "Fandango"
to Los
AnThe billboards from
will Seattle
be posted
at least
one week before the opening playdates of this
comedy and will remain so posted^ for two
weeks or longer. Another feature will be a
theatre manager's contest for all West Coast
house managers, and three cash prizes for the
best pubHcity and exploitation campaigns will
be offered.
It is estimated that nearly 1,500,000 people
will see Lupino Lane in his comedies in West
Coast theatres each week of the contest.
(Lupino Lane will be represented pictorially
next week.)

Rossheim Calls Stanley
Reorganization Helpful
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PHILADELPHIA, June 3.— At a meeting
of the board of directors of the Stanley Company of America, Irving D. Rossheim, president, reported that the economies put into
effect following the reorganization of the executive staff and the board of directors, had
resulted in the most beneficial effects on the
various circuits in the Stanley chain. As a
further step towards stabilizing the affairs of
the company, a finance committee consisting
of John A. AlcCarthy, Louis J. Kolb and
Albert L. Smith, was appointed.

New Natural Color Film
Process Demonstrated
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 3.— Demonstration of
a new photo-color process for the production of natural color photography was given in
New York by the inventor, Hans Fraunhofer,
general manager of the Wolff-Heide Film Co.,
Lt., of Berhn. Pictures may be made involving the color process without any changes
in standard cameras or projectors, it is said.
Fraunhofer expects to bring to this country a feature length production done entirely
in the new color process.

Sentry Officials Return
from Demonstration Trip
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 3.— Joseph E. Cohen,
president of the Sentry Safety Control
Corporation, and Max Aron, secretary and
treasurer of the company, returned today
from Europe. They went to England some
weeks ago on business connected with
English and continental distribution of the
Sentry safety control.

Heads Film Indorsers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

TERRE HAUTE, April 3.— Miss Bertha
Smith, president of the Indiana Indorsers of
Photoplays, was re-elected unanimously at the
annual convention in Indianapolis.
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Union Loses Suit As Theatre
Cuts Orchestra for Vitaphone
Musicians' Claim for Damages and Breach of Contract Is Denied
by Board of Arbitrators in Metropolitan
Case at Atlanta
(By Special Correspondent of Exhibitors Herald Jind Moving Picture World)

ATLANTA, April 3. — A decision won by the Metropolitan theatre here last
week against the Atlanta Federation of Musicians is expected to have a farreaching effect in establishing a precedent for the country on union demands
in connection with installations of the Vitaphone.
Claim for $7,200 Denied Union
A claim for $7,200 by the union on a charge of breach of contract and consequent loss of salaries to musicians was denied the union by an arbitration
group consisting of Hooper Alexander and Stiles Hopkins, Atlanta attorneys,
and Sidney Hayles, public accountant.
The decision is final and binding, both sides
having agreed to abide by the ruling of the
chosen arbitrators. Paul Donohue was counsel for the union and Sam Hewlett represented the musicians.
Controversy Started Year Ago
The musicians' claim grew out of a controversy precipitated last May when the Metropolitan, following the installation of Vitaphone, sought to reduce its orchestra from 15
to 11 members. The management cited the
inauguration of Vitaphone as a change of policy and called attention to the particular
clause in the Metropolitan's contract with the
union which provided that "any change of
policy will render the contract null and void."
Executives of the union refused to recognize the use of Vitaphone as a change of policy and protested against reduction of the size
of the orchestra. When several conferences
failed, Sig Samuels, managing director, decided to drop the Metropolitan orchestra entirely and retain two organists. The union
blocked that plan by calling out the organists.
Ran Without Union Musicians
There followed several weeks of non-union
shows at the Metropolitan until the orchestra
was restored July 25. But so far as the main
issue was concerned — that is, the dispute as
to
hadwhat
beenconstitute
settled. a change of policy — nothing
Subsequently the union filed claims against
the Metropolitan asking damages of $7,200.
Practically the entire argument centered on

Questions So Crazy
They (Special
Win toF-N
Contest
Exhibitors Herald
Moving Picture World)

and

NEW YORK. April 3.—M. S.
Mock, manager of the American theatre, Schaefferstown. Pa., won the $10
Srst prize in the First National News'
"Craziest Question Contest." with the
question. "Must I sit in the orchestra.^ I don't play" — the comment of
a woman to whom Mock sold a ticket
marked "Orchestra." "Do you see
balcony.'"
the the
show from
the same
was
the question
that won
second
prize of $5, sent in by A. C. Earps,
manager of the Auditorium. WinstonSalem, N. C. "Is 'Matinee' a good
picture.'" was the question asked Jack
Barnett, manager of the Palace.
Clarksville, Va.. by a patron who saw
the
sign the
"Matinee
To-Day."
won
Barnet
third prize
of $5. It
Fourth
prize. $5, was awarded. "Have you
seats downstairs.'"
balconysubmitted
— theempty
question
by L. L.
any
Levy,
manager
of
the Ideal. Corsicana, Tex.

the question of what constitutes a change of
One of the most important witnesses was
policy.
Willard C. Patterson, who was manager of
the Metropolitan when the theatre originally
inserted into its agreements with the union
the "change of policy" clause.

Harry Weiss New F BO
Manager at St, Louis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ST. LOUIS, April 3.— Harry Weiss, for six
years branch manager for First National, has
been appointed manager of the local F B O
exchange.
This
is
only
Weiss'
third
n e w position in 20
Weiss is widely
known throughout the
years.
St. Louis territor>',
and messages of congratulation are office
coming into his
from every place
boasting a theatre.
He has met personally mostitorsof
the exhibhe dealt
with,
his reputation being
that of a branch
Harry

TTcUa

manager who "takes
to the road." He ser^•ed as manager and district manager for World Pictures Corporation and Metro in Chicago, and in the same
city managed the First National branch for
six vears.

Natan Making French
Film of Joan of Arc
(By Hail
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

PARIS. March 23. — Production of an allFrench film telling the story of the life of
Joan of Arc is now being undertaken by
Xatan. Much of the picture will be filmed in
the actual historic locale of the original
events, and among the features will be the
meeting of the Martyr with the Dauphin, the
entry of Joan into Orleans, and the battle
scenes. The scenario is by Jean Jose Frappa.
while Marco de Gastyne will stage the production. The French title is "The Mar\elous
Life of Joan of Arc: Maid of Lorraine."

Malcolm Stuart Boylan
Becomes Fox Film Editor
(Spf:.-iat to Erhibilcrs Herald
Miffing Picture l^'crlJ)

onj

HOLLYWOOD. April 3.— Malcolm Stuart
Boylan has been made super\ising editor of
Fox Films, according to an announcement by
Winfield Sheehan.
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Herald-World

Golf Tourney May

tflT The second Annual Hollywood Motion Picture Golf
j| Tournament under the auspices of Exhibitors
Herald and Moving Picture World will take place
May 6 at the Riviera Golf Course. Plans were completed today.
Harry Rapf, associate producer of Metro-GoldwynMayer, will serve as chairman of the committee, which
will include among others, Al Cohn, scenarist, George
Marshall, director, Howard Strickland, publicist, and
Jack Boland, assistant director. Others will be added to
the committee this week.

6

^ The big trophy of the play will be the huge silver
Jj cup which was awarded to Marshall in 1927. It is
a perpetual trophy and must be won by Marshall two
successive years more in order that he may keep it.
More than 150 players entered the tournament last
year which was held at El Caballero fields. A. H.
Painter who was in charge of affairs at that tournament has also been retained for the Riviera meet.
Golf experts, and others, have just one month in
which to polish up their playing — and their brassies,
niblicks, putters, irons, drivers and spoons.

\w
THE

STUDIO

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department,
"Hollywood."

De MiUe's "Godless Girl" Done;
Theme of Big Film Is Atheism
Marie Prevost, in Role of Intense Emotion, Expected to Reach New
Fame; William DeMille Cutting "Tenth Avenue;"
M-G-M's "Diamond Handcuffs" Completed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

LOS ANGELES, April 3. — Hollywood's turnout of product last week Avas
conspicuous by its grade, rather than by its quantity.
Cecil B. DeMille completed, "The Godless Girl" and, in so doing, probably
wound up his activities as a Pathe-DeMille producer. Reports, that he will
join another big company are too persistent to be disregarded.
Three Months With No Stop for Weather
His work on "The Godless Girl" began the first of the year and was steadily
pursued throughout three full months without a stop for weather, time or
trouble. He and his cast have spent many Sundays on the job, as well as manv
long days that ran into night. It is his big work of the year and has atheism
as its theme.
Aside from other optimistic expectations
held for the picture itself, there are reports
that it will establish its principal players in
a light never before realized by the trade
and fan public. Marie Prevost, who has
been known throughout the world, for her
parts in six-reel comedy dramas and farces,
has a role that shows her an actress of intense emotions. This role of De Mille's
gives her an opportunity greater than any
in her past six years of film experience. In
the same proportion, it will no doubt elevate her to heights before unknown for her.
Lina Basquette's role is also destined to
be
profithercantriumph.
be gauged But
onlyMiss
in theBasquette's
fact that
she was fortunate enough to be in the big
De Mille picture. Her work can be ever
90 good but she has practically no established clientele to surprise with her cleverness. She has been in only one or two
pictures of any consequence, and to many
patrons and exhibitors this will be her
"debut" in pictures.
Eddie Quillan was known to the trade
only as a good actor of Mack
.Sennett

comedies, but his work in thi9< picture will
introduce him as a leading comedian of a
noteworthy
He has
a "pan"
that
is good for apicture.
billion laughs
before
his work
is done.
George Duryea has been known not at
all, but his part in the picture opposite Basquette cannot help but lend him prestige.
And of course he has a following in Eastern
"legitimate" circles.
With the completion of this last week
another of the same family, William De
Mille,
"Tenth star
Avenue."
Phyllis
Haver completed
is the feminine
of the picture.
Joseph Schildkraut is in the leading male
lole. It is a story of New York at night
and has a definite place in Pathe's schedule
where exhibitors have found a drawing in
such films as "Underworld."
The third picture completed last week
and the only other ofie completed then, is
"Diamond Handcuffs." The director is
John McCarthy. Its quality is well suggested by the strong cast: Eleanor Boardman, Conrad Nagel and Niles Asther.

Rex Bell New Staff;
Story by Stone
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 3. — Fox
Films has "found" a new star whom
the company will develop for big
Western roles. His name is George
Belden. His screen name will be
Rex Bell.
The first story in which he will star
is being written by John Stone, well
known writer of Fox and Paramount
scenarios.

^'Rack
Starts
an rd
Meigh
s-Pet''F L
For Howa
Hughe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 3.— T h o m a s
Meighan has started work on "The
Racket" underworld drama, and his first
starring vehicle under his new contract with
Howard
Hughes. Lewis Milestone will
direct.

Thomson's Next Will Be
Big Paramount Special
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD,
Thomson's
next
for ParamountApril
will 3.—
be Fred
one of
the big
specials of the year. In this picture Thomson
will portray the character of Kit Carson, one
of America's most colorful frontiersman.

F B O Finishes 18 Scripts
On Schedule of 1928-29
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 3.— F B O last week
completed production plans for its entire 192829 schedule. Of the 30 feature films, adaptations have been finished for 27. Eighteen of
the scripts have already been finished.
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Maria Corda Finishing
"Tesha" for B.N.; Will
Sail for America Soon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 3.— Maria Corda
will finish work on "Tesha" for British National Pictures early next week, the Hungarian film star has informed the HeraldWorld. Madame Corda will return to Hollywood April 21 to resume her work in American pictures.
Her latest appearance in America was in
"The Private Life of Helen of Troy," which
has been receiving highly favorable reports
from exhibitors and the press.
Before sailing for America April 13 she
will stop in Paris for three or four days to
visit friends and to transact business.

Rot hacker Back After
Two Weeks in Honolulu
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 3.— Watterson Rothacker, managing director and vice-president
of First National Studios, returned today
after a two weeks' vacation, which he spent
in Honolulu. He was accompanied on the
trip by friends from Chicago and New York.

Mack Sennett's New
Studio Now Complete
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 3.— The Mack Sennett production plant at Studio City was completed today after a construction period of
only 89 days. It will be turned over ready for
occupancy tomorrow. Four months ago the
site was a large lettuce patch.

PLAZA
HOTEL

HOLLYWOOD

To

Travelers
This
Emblem
Means Hotel Headquarters
In the Film
Capital
of the World

The Hollywood Plaza is hotel headquarters inHollywood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern
California, make this famous hostelry
your objective.
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CONFERENCE
.By BOB

"D
and then more ru-•-^ UMORS,
mors! It rumors;
is doubtful
if the rarified air
of Hollywood has ever before been as full
of rumors. Not the ordinary rumors of
scandals and divorces and contract jumping; but rumors which ai?ect the future of
nearly every one in the business. And
there is a modicum or more of truth involved; or at least a basis for these fast
flying and persistent reports. Back of them
all is the menacing golden fist of Wall
Street. It is "Wall Street demands this"
or "Wall Street demands that." So far as
this observer has been able to observe, Wall
Street has been concerned chiefly with efficiency in production — cheaper production so
that profits will be increased. Wall Street
is interested more in cheaper pictures than
better ones, not realizing that better pictures will bring greater profits and that the
public is not interested in cheaper pictures
if cheap pictures continue to mean punk
entertainment.
Wall Street has been concerned with the
high salaries paid directors, actors and writers and drastic cuts have been made in
order to placate the powers that pay. Salaries of cameramen, cutters, stenographers
and gate-tenders have been cut to prove to
Wall Street that the producers mean business. But what has been done to better the
product? Nothing that the naked eye can
discern.
The same geniuses are in charge of the
picture making. Men drawing salaries
many times greater than paid the president
of the United States are sitting in judgment
on the work of the industry's best writers
and directors. No writer or director, no
matter what his experience or standing can
override the veto of the supervisor or production chief. And with very few exceptions, no supervisor or head of production could qualify as a writer or director. The same supermen who were in
charge of production when Wall Street
crashed down on the industry nearly a year
ago are still in the saddle, more contemptuous than ever of the brains they must rely
upon.
Some day Wall Street will demand picture making brains instead of more rigorous taskmasters and shrewder bargainers.
And then we'll have better pictures and
cheaper ones as well.
Mr. Kennedy is Busy, Thanks
Among the most persistent rumors
those
invoh-in'^'
<tiulio mcrcrrs
and

are
the

EARLY.
future of Air. C. 13. Dc Mille. No one doubts
that young Mr. Kennedy of Boston and
New York, representing many millions of
what to
we think
picture about
folk term
"mazuma,"
like
a merger
of Fwould
B O.
Pathe and Universal, or even First National. Likewise no one doubts that Mr.
Kennedy's chief concern at present is eliminating the elder De Mille from the Pathe
salary roll; nor that United Artists will take
"C. B." when he severs his present affiliation. No one believes that Mr. Kennedy
will get his hands on Universal.
It's Different Now
Not so many j'ears ago picture workers
were wont to apologize when it was discovered that they were working at the Fox
.studio. Now they brag about it. It is quite
likely that the Fox picture successes of the
last two years had a great deal to do with
the change and every one locally gives
Winnie Sheehan most of the credit for these
successes. It is the one studio where writing and directorial brains are respected and
a premium placed on expert craftsmanship.
Sheehan had a great deal to do with the
change in policy there, for there was a day
when a director or a writer would be almost
bodily ejected from the lot for questioning
the judgment of the manager.
Western Heroes Scarce
The Fox chieftains have been trying feverishly to discover a successor to Tom Mix.
The best they have done so far is to create
a name — "Rex King." It has the same
euphony as the name of the erstwhile Fox
star, but
they're to
having
a helluva
time getting somebody
fit it.
They tried
out
one youngster and shot two-thirds of a picture with him. Then they gave him back
his own name — and his last $50 a week
salarv check.
Story Stealing Charged
A rather sensational charge is made in
the Bulletin of the Screen Writers' Guild,
the
local branch
of the are
Authors'
League but
of
America.
No names
mentioned,
there has been no great amount of guessing as to the meaning of the charges or the
identity of the studio involved. The allegation made is that in order to reduce story
costs, writers of bad repute have been engaged to plagiarize current material, such

Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the
hotel is most centrally located for either
pleasure, business or shopping in Los
Angeles.

First National specials:

Every room is a parlor during the day
time — a luxurious sleeping quarter at
night. In-a-Door Beds make this possible.
Strange people, exotic sights, theatres,
and entertainment are but a step away
from the door of this famous hostelry.
Write or wire us for reservations in
advance. Appoint this hotel now as your
headquarters while in Southern California.

"Private Life of Helen of Trov"

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

Hollywood, Calif.

HOTEL

"The Patent Leatlier Kid"
"^ aiuping Venus''

All give screen credit to —

HOWARD

J. GREEN
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Sheehan Is Author of Idea for
Ford^s New Big Fox Picture

Story to Star MacDonald; Based on New York in Early Nineties — Ti/t
fany-Stahl Company Narrowly Escapes Shipwreck Near Catalina
By DOUGLAS HODGES

HOLLYWOOD, April 3. — Winfield Sheehan's own idea for a picture has
all the earmarks of a big box office production, and his plans for it,
as officially and unofficially announced, have intrigued directors, scenarists and newspapermen who have heard them. To date the only persons
selected for the production include Jack Ford, J. Farrell MacDonald, James
J. K. McGinnis, Fred Stanley and James Gruen.
T ACK FORD will direct, of course. MacDonald will be starred as a. kind of "station house philosopher" of New York in the
early nineties. The tentative title consists
of the words in quotation.
Although now vice-president of the gigantic Fox company, Winnie Sheehan can
look back only a short time to the days
when he was a New York news reporter —
and, knowing ones say, a darn good one. It
is probably those days that gave him much
of the material which will appear in the
story that Ford will direct for the screen.
Ford will leave soon for Paris, Munich
and Spain on a hurried trip before calling
his cast together for the picture. It is believed that his trip has a close connection
with his affairs for Fox and probably for
this picture.
* * *
Boasberg Off to Sell 22 Plays
A lot of "ordinary" newspapers and certain trade papers may print an item this or
next week saying Al Boasberg, "big time"
writer and comedian, has left the Coast for
New York to sell 21 vaudeville acts and
plays.
Al has left. But, the remainder of

the story has another ending.
Before leaving he finished "That Certain
Thing" for Harry Cohn at Columbia, and
he finished comedy construction on "He
Learned About Women" for Bill Haines at
M-G-M. He invented comedy gags for
"Butter andto Egg
Man" and other things too
numerous
mention.
When he arrives in New York it will be
another story. Al is spending four days
and nights on a train East-bound. By the
time he reaches New York he will have
turned that journey into another "vaude"
act or
There won't be 21 acts, there
will
be two.
22.

* *

*

Daphne Marquette asked for a line
saying Winifred Dunn is adding to her
duties as a scenarist, the duties of
chairman of the women's executive
committee of the Southern California
Olympic Games committee. (But you
can't get the name itself on one line
can you, Mr. Marshall.^)
* * *
May
Want Curtiz
"Lost World"
Elephants
Michael
has found
48 different

A Great Response!
" 'Four Sons' is the greatest film Ford
has ever made . . ."
— Exhibitors Herald and M. P. World.

"'Four Sons' is a noble picture: it is
a glorious and impressive tribute to
mother-love, a great human masterpiece
that will provoke the world's tears and
smiles . . ."
— Beaton in The Spectator.
"John Ford has accomplished something almost the equal of 'Four Sons'
in the direction of 'Mother Machree'
. . . filmed with rare delicacy . . ."
— Peter Vischer in Exhibitors Herald
and M. P. World.

JOHN
FORD

Wm. Fox
Director

WORLD
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descriptions of Noah's Ark in his preparation for the Warner Brothers picture of
that title. Perhaps by a process of elimination Mike has decided to use the description of Josephus Flavius. Joe, it seems, has
it that the barge was 300 cubits long and
contained 200 animals. That's only one and
a half cubits for each animal.
Anyhow, how long is a cubit? Mike says
it's the length of a forearm, and my forearm
is a foot and a half in length.
If he tries to get the animals into that
smallers forspace
horses.he'll have to use animal crackT-S Company Sends SOS
The five masted schooner, George W.
Billings came into port late last week with
its cargo in a bad way. It had put out
tvvo days before with a company from
Tiffany-Stahl studios to film location scenes
for "Stormy Waters." When the windjammer reached a point West of Catalina
Island, a 40 mile an hour gale came up and
the old bark began to toss.
Eve Southern, Malcolm MacGregor, Roy
Stewart and Director Edgar Lewis were the
most prominent in the company which
numbered 50.
A tug sent word for aid to bring the
schooner in. The actors were suffering
from mal de mer, a vicious affliction.
There were no casualties.

In Conference
^Continued from preceding page')

as stage plays and novels for which heavy
prices are asked.
The Revenge Motive
The story editor at one of the big studios
was recently discharged for asking and accepting a "gratuity" from a play broker.
A few weeks later he bobbed up in New
York as maker of a deposition against the
same company which is involved in an important law suit.

Persons who have seen Universal's "The
Plenty inof preview
"It"
Man Who Laughs"
have been
raving about the work of Olga Baclanova,
a Russian actress, who plays the vamping
Duchess Josiana in the Hugo classic. Olga
came here with "The Miracle" and she is
said to have heaps of "It." There are scenes
in the production, however, which will undoubtedly come out before George J. Public is permitted to see it— and Olga will be
the chief sufferer.
■ "U" Man Addresses Club
NEW YORK.— Leonard Fields, Eastern scenario
editor for Universal Pictures Corporation, addressed
the members of the Twelfth Night Club in that organization's New York club house last Stiaday.
This famous club is composed of the leading women
of the stage. Field's subject was "Writing for Motion Pictures."
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JANET

THE LOBBYALBUM
Exhibitors requesting autographed photographs
of stars are listed with names of players below.

RENEE ADOREE — Alburn Drace, Keytesville, Mo.
RENEE ADOREE — F. W. Putnam, Liberty theatre,
Beaumont, Texas.
VILMA
BANKY — Alburn
Drace, KeytesviUe,
Mo.
RICHARD BARTHELMESS— Alburn Drace, Keytesville, Mo.
RICHARD BARTHELMESS— J. E. Cunningham,
Waskanut Community House, Farnumsville, Mass.
GEORGE BANCROFT— A Louis Ginsburg, Grand
Theatre, Paterson, N. J.
BILLIE DOVE— J. E. Cunningham, Waskanut Community House, Farnumsville, Mass.
CLARA BOW — O. A. Fosse, Community theatre,
Ridgeway, Iowa.
CLARA BOW — Mrs. Marion Jourdan, Majestic theatre, luka. Miss.
BELLE BENNETT — A. Louis Ginsburg, Grand theatre, Paterson, N. J.
MADGE BELLAMY — Lloyd M. Townsend, New
Piedmont theatre, Oakland, Cal.
WALLACE BEERY — Lloyd M. Townsend, New
Piedmont theatre, Oakland, Cal.
LOUISE BROOKS— H. J. Green, Gem theatre,
Greenriver, Utah.
DOLORES COSTELLO— A. C. Betts, Heights theatre, Lumberton, N. C.
CHARLES CHAPLIN — A. Louise Ginsburg, Grand
theatre, Paterson, N. J.
LON CHANEY— Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre,
Rochester, N. Y.
LEW CODY— James L. Sears, Silver Star theatre.
Freewater, N. Y.
JOAN CRAWFORD— F. W. Putnam, Liberty theatre, Beaumont, Texas.
JOAN CRAWFORD— J. R. Wills, Pine theatre, Morrison, Colo.
MARION DAVIES— F. W. Putnam, Liberty theatre, Beaumont, Texas.
BEBE DANIELS— F. W. Putnam, Liberty theatre,
Beaumont, Texas.
BEBE DANIELS— J. E. Cunningham, Waskanut
Community House,
Farnumsville, Mass.
VIOLA DANA — Stella theatre. Council Grove, Kan.
RICHARD DIX— F. W. Putnam, Liberty theatre,
Beaumont, Texas.
RICHARD DIX— Alburn Drace, Keytesville, Mo.
RICHARD DIX — Emile Baumer, 567 George St.,
Peterboro, Ont., Canada.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS— F. W. Putnam, Liberty
theatre, Beaumont, Texas.

H^m^

LAURA LA PLANTE— J. E. Cunningham, Waskanut Community House, Farnumsville, Mass.
BERT LYTELL — A. C. Betts, Heights theatres, 1650
Broadway, New York City,
HARRY LANGDON— A. C. Betts, Heights theatres,
1650 Broadway, New York City.
DOROTHY MACKAILL— A. C. Betts, Heights theatres, 1650 Broadway, New York City.
KEN MAYNARD— A. C. Betts, Heights theatres,
1650 Broadway, New York City.
PATSY RUTH MILLER— A. C. Betts, Heights theatres, 1650 Broadway, New York City.
CARMEL MiEYERS — James L. Sears, Liberty theatre, Hiunansville, Mo.
RAMON NOVARRO— F. W. Putnam, Liberty theatre, Beaumont, Texas.
MARION NIXON— P. L. Harvey, Silver Star theatree Freewater, Ore.
AILEEN PRINGLE — James L. Sears, Liberty theatre, Humansville, Mo.
ESTHER RALSTON— H. J. Green, Gem theatre,
Greenville, Utah.
GEORGE SIDNEY— A. C. Betts, Heights theatre,
1650 Broadway, New York City.
LEWIS STONE — A. C. Betts, Heights theatres, 1650
Broadway, New York City.
BLANCHE SWEET— A. C. Betts, Heights theatre,
1650 Broadway, New York City.
CONSTANCE TALMADGE— A. C. Betts, Heights
theatre, 1650 Broadway, New York City.
NORMA TALMADGE — B. T. Sutton, Pastime theatre, Lumberton, N. C.
GLEN TRYON— H. Uhlman, Opera House, Salisbury Md.
FRED THOMPSON— James L. Sears, Liberty theatre, Humansville, Mo.
FRED THOMPSON— P. L. Harvey, Silver Star
theatre, Freewater, Ore.
FRED THOMPSON— J. H. Klasen, Scenic theatre,
Holdingford, Minn.
FRED THOMPSON— H. F. Jones, Lone Star theatre, Vermillion, Kan.
VIRGINIA VALLI— A. C. Betts, Heights theatres,
1650 Broadway, New York City.
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Green Begins Work on
Next Picture for Fox
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 3.— Alfred E. Green
returned home today after spending a good
part of a week at Palm Springs, Cal., reading the treatment of the story he will film
next. The name of the story has been closely
guarded, but an announcement is promised
next week. Director Green recently completed
cutting "Honor Bound," starring George
O'Brien and Estelle Taylor.

Landy Back on Job
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, AprU 3.— George Landy,
publicity director, is back at the First National
studios after a minor operation.
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DESERT

-W. E. Field
PIRATE:

Tom Tvler — Febru10-11. Good.
Better arysecond
night
than first. Five reels.

A

WRITER

should

patrons.
(Exhibitor)

B

E. A. Emmert, Emmert Theatre, Alcester, S. D.
LET'S GO GALLAGHER: Tom

o

Tyler — Strike another good one for
Tom and his unbeatable pals. Five
reels. — George Khat-

THE

FREE-LANCE

MOVING

photo of
for placement
''Lobby popular
Album** with
of stars
whose
pictures inaremyespecially
my

if

ALFRED A. COHN

and

Hollywood Blvd., Lob Aa^elea, Cal.

^^this boy is an actor.

■

'■■^^^'^■-

^'^MK

GAYNOR — A. Louis Ginsburg, Grand theatre, Paterson, N. J.
GRETA GARBO — Alburn Drace, Keytesville, Mo.
JOHNNY HINES— A. C. Betts, Heights theatres,
1650 Broadway, New York City.
LLOYD HAMILTON— Lloyd M. Townsend, New
Piedmont theatre, Oakland, Cal.
JACK HOLT — Lloyd M. Townsend, New Piedmont
theatre, Oakland, Cal.
RAYMOND HATTON— Lloyd M. Townsend, New
Piedmont theatre, Oakland, Cal.
LLOYD HUGHES— A. C. Betts, Heights theatres,
1650 Broadway, New York City.
EMIL JANNINGS— A. Louis Ginsburg, Grand theatre, Paterson, N. J.
LEATRICE
Paterson, N.JOY—
J. A. Louis Ginsburg, Grand theatre,

tre,Khattar's
Sydney, TheaNova
tar,
Scotia, Can.
THE
COWBOY
COP:
Tom Tyler
— Anotlicr good
Western
from
Tom. Five

KEE KID:
CHEROTom Tyler
— February 25. Good
Western for Saturdays.— J. L. Seiter,
Selma Theatre, Sclma, Cal.
THE
ARIZONA
STREAK: Tom TylerTom has another good
one here. A good clean
Western. Five reels. —

George
reels. —
K h a ttar,
tars KharThe-

George Khattar,
Khattar's
Theatre,
Sydney,
Nova
Scotia, Can.
THE TEXAS TORNADO: Tom Tyler—
l'\biuary 25. Tliis boy is
an actor and a scrapper
and most generally in a
strong story. Western folk
like him fine. — W. E.
Field, Liberty Theatre,
Greenwood, S. C.

^^»^m

Canada.atre, Svdnoy. N.'S.,

next is
Eafle's
er's
TylTtlons
Tom
ki^^tf^^i^ii^M
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THE

SHORT

FEATURE

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors H erald is the Moving Picture World department,
"Little Pictures with the Big Punch," which has presented news, reviews and exploitation on
short features and serials.

Cash in on the Short Feature
As Golden Key to Summer Trade
Now is the time for the alert theatre owner to begin to cash in on the particularly high value of the Short Feature as an attraction for summer patronage. In the Far West and the South that opportunity already has been
knocking at the ticket window; in the middle and northern tier of states the
warm days and warm nights are at hand.
Want Light Programs in Summer
The exhibitor who studies his patronage and its habits knows that during
the summer months Mr. and Mrs. Public and the young Publics want their
entertainment in light doses — not light amounts (the opposite is true) but light
in theme.
And that is the cue for the entry of the Short Feature.
Is summer patronage still a problem? Yes,
and no. It still is the problem of the exhibitor who makes no effort to outbid the
open road and its lure for motorists. It still
is the problem of the exhibitor who makes no
effort to provide a theatre as comfortable as
the out-of-doors.
Chases Slump Bugaboo
Summer patronage is not a problem for the
exhibitor who installs modern ventilating and
cooling equipment. Circuit managers long
have realized that fact and more and more
smaller exhibitors also have profited by that
knowledge and the summer slump bugaboo
is no longer feared by the theatre owner who
fashions his program according to the demands of the season.
The socalled legitimate stage changes its
programs decidedly when summer arrives.
The light, happy type of play then comes
into its own.
Why should not the same be true in the
motion picture theatre to the extent of making more attractive the program in which the
Short Feature holds an increasingly important
role?
There is the short comedy,
made-to-order

15

WEEK

OF

APRIL

22

calendar designation of June 21st. And two
reels of laughter is just right to leave the
patron happy and without physical exhaustion.
There is the scenic, the picture of beauty
with restfulness.
What
better can an exhibitor do than to bring the country
mto
the theatre?

FOX— "T Bone for Two," Van Bibber, two.
M-G-M — "Primitive Housekeeping," Oddities; "You're
Darn Tootin'," Stars.
PARAMOUNT—
"Goofy Ghosts," Christie, Jimmie
Adams.

Comedy

for

UNIVERSAL — "One
Every
Minute,"
Snappy,
one;
"The
Haunted
Island," No. S, Adventure,
two;
"When
George
Hops,"
Let George
Do It, Stern
Bros., two; "Hidden Money," Western, two.
WEEK

Summer

The answer is : Many will be glad to forsake the roaring, sweating highway, for the
ease and good cheer of the theatre — if the
exhibitor books product for the purpose, and
acquaints them of the fact. Give them
comedies for laughs, scenics for visual comfort and delight, the newsreel for action.
There is no summer slump unless the exhibitor himself slumps, neglects to keep abreast
of the season, to give the patron what he
wants.
This department will welcome comment
from exhibitors on how they have used the
Short Feature as encouragement for summer

OF
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EDUCATIONAI^— "Feli.x the Cat in Eskimotive,"
one; "All Johnny
Bear," Arthur,
Curiosities,
Tu.xedo,
two. one; "Slippery Head,"
FBO — "After the Squall Is Over," two; "Newslaff
No. 18," one.
FOX — -"Spanish Influence," Varieties, one.
M-G-M — "Should Women Drive?," Davidson.
UNIVERSAI^-"Ozzie of the Mounted," Snappy,
one; "The Haunted Island," No. 6, Adventure,
two; "A Big Bluff," Keeping Up with the Joneses,
Stern Bros.,
Western,
two. two; "The Code of the Mounted,"

Newspictures

patronage. — E. A. R.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5381— Coolidge presents Congressional medal to Lindbergh at Washingtori — German airman lands plane amid lofty mountains
—"Cast-Off" horse wins $92,700 Coffroth Race at
Mexico.

and

"Tri-

umph" start out
much alike. And
this trio is making
the comparison
stick in Educational's playdate drive
in the Buffalo territory. Their aim is
to break all records
for May and they
seem
E. L. Jauch
Booker and Salesman

OF APRIL

EDUCATIONAI^^"BIazing Away," Hamilton, two;
"Hints on Hunting — A Day by the Sea," Outdoor
lins, one. one; "OS Balance," Cameo, Monty ColSketches,

"Trio"

F. Brink
Manager

WEEK

EDUCATIONAL — "Kitchen
Talent,"
Mermaid,
George
Davis, two; "Felix the Cat in Sure-Lock
Homes," one.
FB O — "My Kingdom for a Hearse," Standard, two;
"Newslaff No. 17," one.
FOX — -"America's Little Lamb," Varieties, one.
M-G-M — "Limousine Love," Chase.
PARAMOUNT — "Bugs
My
Dear," Christie, Bobby
Vernon.
UNIVERSAL — "Ride 'Em Plowboy,"
Snappy,
one;
"The
Haunted
Island," No. 4, Adventure,
two;
"Taking
the Count."
Mike and Ike, Stern Bros.,
two; "The Gauge of Battle," Western, two.

for summer patronage. Summer is a time of
gaiety,
of much
laughter.
and cheerfulness is as
a true Happiness
index of summer
as the

No "May" About It in This Sales Drive

Howard
Branch

Short Feature
Releases

Jack Lyons
Salesman

to be accomplishing just that.

P.\THE NEWS NO. 29 — H. L. Stimson inaugurated
eighth American Governor General of Manila
Islands — Afghan ruler watches^ British tanks drill
at Bulford — Many riders tumble in England's
great amateur
"Grand
National."
FOX NEWS NO. 51 — Tragic S-4 is raised from
Cape Cod mud — Lady Mary Bailey takes off on
trip from England to South Africa — Fast motorboats flash in Florida sun, set new records.
PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 71—50,000 see final
game in National soccer championships at Germany
Envoys of 24 countries open session of league of
nations at Switzerland — Britain's navy honors Afghanistan's King.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 25— Fritz Kreisler,
renowned violinist, goes abroad with Mrs. Kreisler— Britain's Indian army in impressive defense
test at India — Rough-Riding cadets in thrilling
snow maneuvers at Nervy Norwich University.
FOX NEWS NO. 52— Highest United States award
given to Lindbergh — Women aquatic star in endurat Catalina
— -"Crystal Pennant"
capturesance swim
Coffroth
handicapIslands
at Tijuana.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World Department,

"Stage and Pitr

Organist Stages Novel Film Prologue
STAGE

SHOWS

A Treat for Texas

Chicago Senate
Week Ending April 1
This week the theatre celebrated its seventh anniversary with a buge stageshow. One was in the
form of a birthday party and the other Mark Fisher
and his band in "Spring Fever." Julia Gerity was
featured with a east of capable players. The Spring
Fever show ran as follows:
Opening: with the Gould Girls sitting in a straight
line in front of band with Mark Fisher as they all
sing to the tune of "Beautiful." Later going into
a harmonica selection of "Good Old Summertime."
After this the girls go into a dance routine that
was very novel and cleverly executed with the aid of
lighting effects. They closed the routine playing
"My Wild Irish Rose" on the harmonica, with the
green lights fading on them as they made their exits.
This is also unique and the hormony obtained from
the harmonicas
was worthy of mention.
Will Cowan, a clever clog dancer, came on next
with his series of "Pat Rooney" steps that stopped
the show. This chap was reported before, but must
again eay that his fine rhythm will take him far
with this sort of work.
Julia Gerity came next with a bag full of blues
that stopped the show cold for several minutes.
This clever girl was also reported before and again
proved h-er worth on this bill.
The next number was a novelty in which the Gould
girls imitated Mark Fisher in everything he said and
did, causing quite a bit of comedy which later led
them into a clever Tiller routine which enabled
each one to display specialty ability. We must say
that this is one of the best ballets ever seen at this
house and due credit must go to Dave Gould for the
unique routines.
The next was a band number called "Sweethearts."
in which the orchestra presented in a very clever
way a medley of popular tunes with each member of
the band conveying his idea of his sweetheart on
his instrument. Considerable comedy was secured in
this number until Caesar Petrillo played "I Ain't
Got Nobody" on his trumpet, which led Mark Fisher
into saying that regardless of how sad or troubled
you may be, there is one sweetheart that you can
depend on and that is your mother, which lead him
into a vocal solo of "My Stormy Weather Pal."
The number, which was written by the writer of
"Pal of My Cradle Days," is a fine tune and has all
the earmarks of becoming as successful as this author's other songs. The manner in which it was used
and the way Mark Fisher sang it, puts the routine
over very nicely with this crowd.
Jean Houston, a good-looking girl in a Sis Hopkins
outfit, came on next with a series of contortionistic
feats and acrobatic steps that were breath-taking.
In addition to this .she proved her versatility by some
very clever high-kicking steps which won her a
very fine reception.
Barton and Young, two men in a comedy talking
and singing act, appvirently from vaudeville. olTere<i
practically the same routine. Tlicy occupied the
stage for several minutes and kept everybody in good
humor. Although the little follow who plays the
comic stretches his comedy a little too much, thoy
were nevertheless entertaining and provetl they aNo
had good %oices for harmony.
Mark Fisher ngain stoppe<l up to sing ".\\v:iy
Down South in Heaven" and "Sunshine," done in
his typical way that has made him so well likod in
this town.
(Cfliitintd'il on t''f>'-' ^^^

^HP^j
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Full Stageshow
Played
with
Organ Music
Albert

F.

Brown,

Chicago

Or-

ganist, Offers Stage Presentation to "The Jazz Singer"
By A. RAYMOND

^

p^'^#'**l
-^

k
CORNELIUS MAFFIE heard the "go west" phrase
so many times that he decided to seek his share of
fortune in Texas, where he is now the chief organist
for the Publix Metropolitan theatre in Houston. —
Maffie is from Chicago and is also a recording artist.
Before joining Publix Maffie was one of the leading
Radio organists in the Windy City — now he is giving
Texas a treat with his playing.

ORGANISTS!
on "Clilo-o"
.set of sliiles
The
— that has been
the Swamp)
(Songnewofspecial
in preparation for several weeks, is now
ready for deluxe theatres.
Organists who have already used it report that it is a revelation Ixith in
beauty and artistry — and packs a
(lynaniie punch that stops shows.
The new version is by Walter Hirsch.
The
Aforet.song is by Gus Kabn and Neil
Write" to

VILLA

MORET.

INC.,

(The Voice «f the Wijit)
Ai tliolr New York. Chlinso or Son Franrlsco CMno<n
— oriler jixir slides— now
Now York
fhlcajfo
1595 Broadway
504 Woods Bldrj.
.-^an Fr.m.is. ,v 9^:. M.nrl.'n Stroet

GALLO

The thought of producing stageprologues to motion pictures is becoming popular in the mincJs of exhibitors
and deluxe picture house stage producers. At one time this was practiced
only at premiere showings of superfilms mostly on the West coast and
occasionally in New York. However.
Chicago has now seen the great possibility in this venture and this week we
see its first work.
Albert F. Brown, featured organist for
Marks Brothers theatres in Chicago, has
staged an entire prologue to the film, "The
Jazz Singer," which is taking place this week
at the Granada theatre, a north side deluxe
house. This prologue is an atmospheric staging which offers a dialogue and actual songs
of .'\1 Jolson used in the \'itaphone arrangement accompanying "The Jazz Singer."
The prologue is presented with a cast of
four principals who give an exact performance such as Jolson gives in the picture. The
only musical accompaniment during this stage
prologue is an organ selection by Brown.
using Jolson's popular song hits, such as
Back inin the
Your
tisoil
film.Own Back Yard" and others
The stageband. which is a permanent fixture
in this house and alternates with another band
between this theatre and the Xfarhro, also a
Marks Brothers house, will be stationed in
tlie pit during the entire stage prologue offering, as well as the film showing. The music
from this band is composed solely of numl>crs
appropriate lor the occasion in the form of an
overture.
We might state that this is another form of
a scrim-organ-solo-presentation, with a combination film prologue, that is the first of its
kind used in this territory, to the Inrst of our
knowledge. Brown, who always has led the
licld in new ideas, is practically responsible
for this presentation and fortifies our statement that plots and prologues will soon come
into their own in deluxe picture liouscs.
,\ similar arrangement can almost he st.iged
with any other film which lias a tendency
suitable for a stage production that meets
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with the satisfaction of the public and yet is
within reason to stage.
Betty Homles, the permanent prima-donna
at this theatre, takes the part in the prologue
that is played by May McAvoy in the film. A
boy and Joe Manne and Bernie Grossman fill
the other important roles. The finale ends
with a Jewish song appropriate for the film
and prologue.

You Can't Go Wrong
With Any FEIST'Sonci

Presentation

■*(V)y OHIO HO(V\E."
THERE MUST BE

LETTERS

"A SILVER LINING"

In this open fomm those interested in
presentation may discuss important matters
bearing upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only signed letters will be published.

'R. A MO A) A"
I

HERALD

VN

'^ SHADY TREE"
'BABY YOUR MOTHER
^CHANGES"

1

'iFICftNTHAVE YOU"
'iia HEAD OVER HEELSui'Si."
KISS AND MAKE UP //

'

MY BLUE HEAVEN" A
THAT MELODY of LOVE
THE SUNRISE"
W"«;.^'^£o"°F"oa-(V)ARY?
'WHAT'LL YOU DO?
^"IHEN YOU'RE WITH
SOMEBOOV
ELSE

'coquette"
'indian cradle song"
blues"
Vale
IHEN VOU PLAVEO
THE

ORGAN'

'dolor.es"
'THERE OUGHT TO BE
/„
I A LAW AGAINST THAT/'

'THAT'S MY MAMMY"
'WAITIN'FOR RATY'

LEO. FEIST, INC.
^"St.,
231 w.40
YORK, N.Y.
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PRESENTATION
ACTS — To the Editor:
As a
solo last week, I played a community set called
"Troublee."
This is a very fine set of slides and if applause is
any criterion its merits were appreciated.
Although popular songs are used, classical music
is interwoven too, thereby pleasing all.
I introduced the new Milton Weil numbers "My
Baby Came Home," "In the Moonlight" and "Sweetheart I'm Sorry," all good tunes especially the
"Sweetheart" which clicked immediately.
The singing of the audience is a feature at the
Patio, for their encore I played "Everywhere You
Go." — Johnny Devinc, Organist, Patio theatre, Chicago, III.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor:
to your letter of the nineteenth of August,
beg to advise that I am spending a vacation
Tink Humphrey for a week after which will
Youngstown and Akron to play the week

Replying
ye gods,
here with
leave for
of April

first,
Keith's.the new season I shall be happy to be
Starting
represented in your splendid magazine. I will get in
personal touch with you at that time.
With best wishes, please believe me to be, Yours
sincerely — Wade Booth, Keith-Albee Circuit, Watervliet, Mich.

N. Y. Costume Company
to Have New Home
Earl L. Schneider, president of the New York
Costume Company announces that their new offices
will hereafter be on Lake near Clark Street, Chicago. An entire building will hereafter house the
costume firm which for the last forty years has been
one of the most principal supply houses of its kind
in the middle West. In addition' to the renting of
costumes for stage band presentation, they will also
carry on their own cleaning and dyeing plant.

Sam Fox Opens
Office in Chicago
Word is received from New York that the Sam
Fox Publishing Company, publishers of motion picture
themes and organ music for picture houses have enlarged their business and just recently opened a
Chicago office in the Lyon & Healy Building. One of
the recent publications of this firm is "Starlight and
Tulip," which was recently featured by Jesse Crawford at the Paramount, New York.

Murtagh Made Chief
Organist for LoeMr
Henry B. Murtagh, formerly solo organist of the
Chicago theatre, Chicago, has been' appointed chief
organist for the Loew's Presentation theatres with
headquarters in New York. On March 17 Murtagh
opened the new Loew house in Columbus. In the
meantime the Capitol theatre, in New York is installing a new organ at which Murtagh will hereafter
preside as soloist.

Thanks! Mr. Strandt
George F. Strandt, featured organist at the Rialto
theatre, Marinette, Wis., states in a recent letter that
the Presentation department is of great interest to
him. He further states that the "Herald-World"
ranks first in the field as a business film-trade paper.
This is one of the many compliments and wonderful
tributes paid to this new publication and its new
department.
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LOS41IS
about
Everyone

EASTER GREETINGS! ... As Town Cryer for
the "Royal Order of Our Friendly Chat Club," I
wish to extend happy thoughts to all our loyal members and may their bunnies run wild. . . . Oh, yes,
first of all let me beg the Royal forgiveness for
being absent last week, but as you all know. Spring
is here and I am subject to its spell. . . . Before
stating our new business let us wish our officers
and board of governors a happy Easter, also. . . .
Here goes the Royal cheer — Three Yum-Yums and a
merry Razz- Berry for — Paul Ash, president ; Milton
Charles, secretary ; Hank Lustgarten, treasurer ; Dave
Flam, publicity director, and Sam Herman, our eergeant-at-arms, for the officers. . . . Now fon the
Board of Governors. . . . Mark PHsher, Al Belasco,
Bennie Krueger, Henri A. Keates, Sid Berman, Al
Beilin, Larry Spier, Cliff Hess, Milton Weil, Rocco
Vocco, Louis McDermott, Eddie Hill and Heller &
Riley. . . . Now let's go on with the news. . . .
Louis Lipstone reports that Joe Kayser has changed
his name to "Kay" and ■will be at the Midland,
Kansas City, Mo., after this week. . . . He also states
that Sammy Kahn has changed his name to Allan
Kane for the new Publix house in Minneapolis. . . .
Al Kvale -will be guest conductor of the Senate next
week and Mark Fisher will do the same at the Norshore, both B. & K. Chicago theatres. . . . Joie
Lichter is now at the Varsity theatre in Evanston,
which was recently taken over by B. & K. . . .
■Vale & Stewart now featured in "Dancing Feet,"
a Publix unit, will be featured in the Music Box
Revue this fall. . . . Speaking of productions, another
presentation act is creating a huge hit on Broadway
at this minute . . . they are King & King, now ■with
"Rain or Shine." . . . Besides George Jessel, the
four Marx Brothers have also forsaken the production field for picture houses. . . . We wonder why
all flock to presentation work. . . . Well, money is
one reason, we are sure of that. . . . By the way,
I almost forgot to tell you that Gilda Gray ■will
make a tour of deluxe picture theatres, starting
next week, in conjunction ■with her last film. . . .
We understand that Publix have signed up R. H.
Bumside of musical comedy fame to stage several
units for them. . . . Our little friend Sunshine
Sammy is one of the headliners at the Palace in
Chicago this week. . . . Bernie Pollack, New York
manager for the Sherman Clay Music firm, passed
through the other day and said "Hello." . . . Harry
Fink, their road man, said that Bernie would not
miss a copy of "Herald-World" for anything. . . .
Dr. Mauro-Cottone, formerly at Capitol, is now the
featured organist of the Plaza theatre in New York.
. . . Benold Ross, author and ■writer of special
material for artists, has found another clever performer whom he considers as good as Eddie HilL ...
Oh, yes, Ben made Eddie with his material. . . .
Tink Humphrey is now in complete charge of the
Keith-Albee-Orpheum oflfices in the West. . . . While
he is on the road for the circuit Ben Piazza will look
after the bookings from Chicago. . . . Herb Koch is
still at the Capitol organ in Des Moines. . . . Elaine
Gilmore is now playing the organ at the Orpheum
theatre in Frisco. . . . Dorothy Johnson, formerly of
the State theatre in Oakland, is now feature organist
of the U. C. theatre of Berkeley, Cal. . . . Harry
Linden is the new concert conductor at Publix's new
Portland theatre in Portland, Ore. . . . Al Dodson,
road man for Irving Berlin just returned from a
two months' business trip. . . . Allan Pike is the new
organist at the American theatre in Salt Lake City.
. . . Do you know that the Tower theatre in Chicago
is now running a policy of pictures and musical
stock ? . . . Also that the Ambassador will follow
suit and that the Lawndale is giving Burlesque with
films. . . . These are all neighborhood picture houses
in Chicago. . ... Had lunch with Bernard Cowham
this week and I had to pay the check. ... I hear
that several music publishers will close their Chicago
offices after May first. . . . Will Horwitz "flopped" as
an M. C. at the Joe Lewis Benefit. . . . Poor Will,
his career is all shot now. ... I understand that
Sam Herman has a new novelty called "HokeyPokey." . . . That's all there is for this week. There
is no more.
"Passover."
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{Continued from page 31)
The finale took place immediately after this with
the Gould Girls attired in spring clothes, while two
swings decorated with flowers descended from above,
which later went up with two girls seated, as the
balance decorate stage around band while curtain
was being lowered, with Fisher singing the last line
of "Sunshine."

New York Strand
Week Ending April 7
The Mark Strand Frolic is opened by the Symphony Orchestra rendering "Dance of the Hours," by
Cecil Copping. The stageshow was another presentation by Joseph Plankett.
Three Singing Maids, a sister act, open with a
singing specialty of popular songs. Their closing
with three ragtime numbers drew polite applauee.
Panline Alpert, the famous Victor recording artist,
at the piano, was perhaps the hit of the bill. She,
without doubt, is one of today's best girl pianists,
playing popular numbers entirely and putting lots of
pep and personality in her work. She drew big applause and was required to give an encore, which
was a splendid one.
"The Dancing Gobs," consisting of eight goodlooking young men who have both good voices and
limber ankles, put over a serious song and a hilarious dance, both with equally as much appreciation.
Sallie Bonner, belonging to the above-mentioned
dancing act, led the boys through another dance
number, giving a good impression of sailor-girls.
The Gobs are rather tired by this time, but put over
a third dancing bit, immediately after Sallie exile
laughingly, and while their dance is full of fire and
excellent determination, they feel relieved with
Anatole Bourman, who offers "The Sailor's Hornpipe" in a manner which we have never before witnessed, but hope to in the future often.
The finale, by the entire ensemble, is put over in
a smashing, crashing manner which leaves the audience well pleased and determined to come next week.

Chicago Uptown
Week Ending April 1
"Dancing Feet," featuring George Jessel, was the
same unit show that played at the Chicago last week.
Jessel went over no better than many an unknown
has done. He sang two songs and did a monologue
and that was all, although the house gave him an
opportunity to do more.
Frankie Masters and his band offer as their first
band number a very pleasing arrangement of
"Dolores." Frankie sings with the band entering in
on the chorus. Then' the drummer sings a comic
verse. College atmosphere is added with college music
interpolated and cheers by the band. It was quite
clever and received a good hand.
The other band number was "Diane," which, also
is given a fine treatment. Masters sings it with a
young lady, and in parts the organ joins in with
the band for good effect. The audience showed well
their appreciation of the rendition.
The rest of the show was the regular Publix unit
as reported from the Chicago last week. Masters
and his band are popular at the Uptown.
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ton Bronson, who might pass for the late Rudolph
Valentino. A number of waltz selections are featured in the revue.
Edge and Meda have a comedy act which is funny,
while Lubin, Lowrie and Andre have a dance and
comedy turn that is funny. Bobrin Bcrta is one of
those refined ventriloquists with a "hard boiled"
dummy.
The Pantages orchestra, directed by Louie Charninsky, renders popular selections as an overture.

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending March 31
Charlie Davis and his band are featuring an excellent jazz arrangement, and then, setting the stage
Chinese fashion, present a play with Davis as the
leading man. The stageshow features the Ada Kaufman Girls in several dances; Bernice and Emily, an
extraordinarily agile pair of acrobatic dancers ; Dorothy Neville, soprano; Luis Ojeda and Josefina Imbert, Spanish dancers ; Rae Eleanor Ball, violinist ;
Benny and Western, a pair of dancing comedians,
whom the audience feels disinclined to permit to
leave the stage ; and Boyce Coombs, the well-groomed
comedian, who appeared at the Circle theatre here
some time ago.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending April 1
Each day motion pictures and presentation seem to
become more necessary to each other. "The Fast
Mail" used pictures for its prologue and showed camels, horses, boats, aeroplanes and trains in their relation to transportation, and the post office, especially. The motion picture ended with the big locomotive headed at the audience and the curtain went
up on a dark stage with the continuation of the locomotive light rushing toward the people.
Lou Kosloff arrives with mail from various countries, saying they are sending on entertainers from
their homelands via many means of travel. The
lifting of a huge English stamp, which is used as a
sort of curtain behind the orchestra, displays the
Foster girls from England who are ready to do some
routine steps. More mail distributed by Kosloff to
the boys in the orchestra, with inquiry on Kosloff's
part as to whom mail came from, brought on individual numbers such as "Margie" by the banjoist,
and "Sweet Marie" by another musician, and "O
Kathleena" on the big bass horn.
When the Belgian stamp went on display, Roy
Sheldon, a most capable dancer, entertained the audience.
The orchestra then played "Keep Sweeping the
Cobwebs Off the Moon" and had vocal accompaniment by a singer unknown to this reporter. Myrtle
Gordon, who evidently has seen Cuba and everything,
as that stamp was used in conjunction with her act,
gave as her first number, "I Ain't Taking Orders
From No One" and displayed quite a bit of dramatic
ability along with a good voice in her second number, "I Ought to Hate You, But I Love You." An
armored mail dance was then accomplished by the
Foster Girls.

HENRI

A. KEATES

'The Organist Who Put Community
Singing on jff^Ss-i^^
the Map"

Kansas City Pantages
Week Ending March 31
"Kcvelations,"
program
at the

a musical
revue, headed
the
Pantages
this week, featuring

LEW

stdRe
Mil-

ANNOUNCES A
SUMMER
MASTER COURSE

of ten lessons. Screen
projection machine and three Kimball
Organs will be used extensively. Special
attention will be devoted to theatre work.

1680 Broadway

New York City

Eddie Hill, a comedian who fits in with any show
be it the aristocratic Chicago or the clubby Oriental,
looked even funnier than ever in his mail carrier's
outfit and was the only laugh on the whole bill. He
gave them "All Men Are Devils" in his own niatchless facetiousness. His radio recitation is indescribably funny, and he finisha; up his act with "There
Ought
Be companion
a Law Against
France's stamp
had forto its
a trioThat."
of contortionists
and
acrobats, certainly in a class by themselves (don't
know their names; . The finale showed off the beautiful golden stage effect and used huge stamps of
George Washington, Lincoln and another great man,
with an electrically lighted American eagle hanging
overhead.

St. Louis State
Week Ending March 30
An "Oriental Revue" featuring Florence Bernard
and Lillian Henry, harmony and blues singers; Buck
and Bubbles, darkie entertainers, and the Sixteen
Chester Hale Girls was the stage show of the week.
Kirk Frederick's orchestral production was "The
Swan" and it was interpreted by the Chester Hale
Girls.
Jane Overton was the prima ballerina.

Portland Portland
Week Ending April 4
'The Mikado of Jazz." with Japanese finery and
syncopated style. Bob La Salle principal laugh getter playing "Executioner and Bootlegger." Willard
Andelin enjoyable radio inspector and traffic cop.
Arch Gannon, tenor, portrays .Mikado's son ; Evelyn
Vee, attractive "Yum-Yum," in song-dance with playmates; Darling Twins graceful entertainers; Kimiwa
Troupe difficult stunts ; Geisha Girls colorfuL Alex
Hyde led stagehand; excellent.

Atlanta Howard
Week Ending March 31
Van Arnam's Minstrels failed to click at the Howard this week, partially due to the small favor for
minstrels in general and, too, the mediocre material
offered.
Billy Henderson perhaps stands out with his dialogue and short act as the best number on the bill.
Syncr Bros, and Roberts gave some songs and steps
which went over fairly well, but nothing to brag
about. The University Five, harmony singers, were
audibly received with their southern melodies.
Ardcll gives a novelty act which the audience
okayed. Others taking part were Pinard and Rod
Roberts, billed fast steppers, and were, and Jimmy
Leamy, the world's champion "Black Bottom" dancer,
the headlines read, but the act was cut short before
his time came.
Ray Teal and the Howard Orchestra tried to pep
up matters with "Let Us Smile With Y'our Umbrella." which already has been played to death in
Atlanta.
But it takes an occasional bill as this to make
Atlanta audiences appreciate good ones when they
appear, which is the usual thing.

"That

JOE KAY
Persona
lity
Director cind
Master of

Now at the
Midland
monies"
Cere
Theatre

WHITE

EXCLUSIVE
BRUNSWICK
ARTIST
CHIEF
ORGANIST
AT THE
ROXY THEATRE
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And His Orchestra Is Still at the
PICCADILLY THEATRE, CHICAGO
Yes! Business Is Better
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Ne^v York Paramount
Week Ending April 7

The widely heralded return of Paul Whiteman to
the Paramount received bigger box-oflSce results than
Publix expected — the house was packed, and we
couldn't even get seats for ourselves. "Rainbow
Rhapsody" is this week's presentation opening, with
Tiffany-Stahl color novelty, by the Paramount Orchestra, "Mission Bells," accompanied by the Paramount Vocal Ensemble.
Paul Whiteman receives a greater reception than
is accorded most Publix units, opening his attraction
with a band selection, with his vocal team singing
special numbers. The band is uniformed in white
Palm Beach outfits, and is very neatly dressed with
stage effects to harmonize.
O'Hanlon and Zambuni present a cornet and accordion offering of popular numbers which starts the
show off with a bang.
Joe Penner, famous artist, who started the comedy
in his "Want to buy a Duck" idea, puts a bit of
laughter in between lines but is promptly "shooed"
off the stage to make way for Whiteman's next number which is set in Spanish California, his selection
being a new and novel bit composed around all
known Spanish-American
popular songs.
The Tamaulipas Troubadours put over a banjoguitar number, in Spanish costumes with words and
music to fit, and drew big applause on their close
of the first chorus. They play a second chorus, introducing the Lenora Dancers, ten beautiful girls,
offering a Spanish dance in true chorine style with
special costumes which are made to attract and
please.
Then follows a solo Spanish troubadour dance by
Amata Grassi, who throughout the entire play adds
to the entertainment value and interest by his inimitable talented singing, playing and dancing. His
artistic work
is exceptionally
good.
A conglomeration of "Blue" songs is then presented by Paul Whiteman, a medley composed and
arranged by the famous conductor himself. The
opening song is "Blue Danube" followed by "Birth of
Blues," "Rhapsody in Blue," "Waltz Bluette," "Wabash Blues," "Alice Blue Gown" and "St. Louis
Blues."
Joe Penner, during the entire performance offers
irresistible bits of comedy at each short intei-mission,
with his "bologna" bet, and others, and he is scheduled to give the final touch to the show with his
rendition of "The Three Trees" accompanied in
burlesque fashion by Paul and his orchestra.
Following the descriptive selection, his applause
compelled an encore, his own song "When the Pussy
Willow Whispers to Its Catnip," which sends his
audience in an uproar of laughter. On the last
chorus, the Whiteman orchestra accompanies him in
true closing style, and this winds up the show for
this week.

San Francisco Warfield
Week Ending March 30
Rube Wolf and his super-soloists transported Warfield theatre audiences to Holland this week in their
musical journey around the world. The act opened
with Rube and Rose Glesby appearing before the curtain and singing a neat introductory song.
The curtain rose on a Holland scene, with a great
windmill and an enormous plate in delft blue, with
the orchestra in the costume of the country. Eight
Sunkist beauties dressed in blue and gold, with
wooden shoes, danced noisily and were followed by
"The Prince of Pilsen," rendered by the band, with
Rube playing a trumpet solo.
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Hal Sidaire, a dancing marvel, gave a lively exhibition, his act being followed by a band number,
"Ups and Downs." This was sung by a male voice,
then by Rose Glesby, played as a trumpet solo by
Rube Wolf, and finally offered as a novelty number
by members of the orchestra, who played the air on
cowbells, each member arising as he played his notes.
Eight Blue Devils, in reality charming girls, in
white and blue, presented a tap dance that proved
a marvel of precision and won a good hand.
Jcarn Boydell, double-jointed and disjointed eccentric dancer, sang and danced in a manner which
places her in a class by herself. She ended her act
with the "Wooden Soldier" dance, which brought
down the house. Rube tried the dance and one of his
wooden shoes flew into the orchestra pit.
Emily and Romaine offered an interesting adagio
and the act came to an end as the great blue plate
in the background went up, disclosing a large clock
with pretty girls posed about it.

Pittsburgh Penn
Week Ending March 31
"Hula Blues," the Publix unit at the Penn this
week, shapes up as the best of the entire bunch seen
at the theatre. Every act is a showstopper and
brought the house down with solid applause.
The opening is atmospheric with Samoans doing
native dances with a volcano drop and effect in the
back.
Felicia Sorel Girls do a
Moore and Powell who play
including saws, balloon, etc.
Next comes Drena Beach,
"Leopard Dance," which is
neo Dance," done by the
unusual contortions and
talking.

short dance, followed by
all sorts of instruments,
who does her sensational
preceded with the "Borgirls. Drena does some
sends the patrons out

Fritz and Jean Hubert, in a di-unk dance, had no
trouble stopping them at all, as both take some
falls that look like punishment. Two encores were
needed before the audience were satisfied.
Ann Chang, seen here last in "Tokio Blues," and
a favorite, did two numbers, then taking her encore
as the finale of the show with a scenic flash.
Overture was a Music Master reel, "Stephen Foster," and Dick Leibert did the "human voice organ
stop" for his solo.

Salt Lake City Capitol
Week Ending March 24
The Capitol theatre, under the management of
George E. Carpenter, offered a very attractive Fanchon and Marco stage presentation billed as "Crinoline Days" this past week.
Jan Rubini, who has long been recognized everywhere as a master of the violin, was featured on this
bill, which gave him unlimited opportunity to play
those favorite southern melodies he knows so well
and which blended beautifully into the spirit of the
presentation.
Jimmy Ray offered a dash of his original soft shoe
dancing very entertainingly, and Duffer and Draper,
an adagio team, were also featured.
The Crinoline Beauties' and Fanchon and Marco's
colorful and artistic costumes added greatly to the
beauty of the act.
The Varsity Beauties, another team of girls, vied
with the Crinoline Beauties in offering the new dance
craze, the "Varsity Drag," which is gradually taking
first honors from the "Black Bottom" as the most
popular novelty dance.
Albert! and his band arranged a medley of famous
old southern numbers which were in perfect keeping
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with the "Idea," as well as a special arrangement of
the "Varsity Drag."
Alexander Schreiner, organist, also presented an
especially arranged novelty entitled, "WTiat Are Your
Favorite Flowers?"
This stage presentation was offered in' connection
with the feature picture production "Something Always Happens" and was very well attended.

Philadelphia Carman
Week Ending March 31

The Carman

theatre staged a lively and diversified

revue this week under the title, "Broadway Frolic."
The Carman Grand Orchestra played the overture,
"Memories of Victor Herbert." A vocalist behind the
scenes gave added interest to the overture by singing
a soprano solo, "Gypsy Sweetheart," accompanying
the orchestra.
The six English Dancing Dainties first appeared in
picturesque rose colored costumes of ostrich plumes
and rhinestones. The stage setting was an effective
curtain of purple and gold.
Maureen Englin sang in a contralto voice some
"blues" songs of ordinary merit. She interrupted her
song to insert a rather clever monologue, classifying the different types of men she had met in her
search for the right man.
Miller and Lewis, in "15 Minutes of Shore Leave."
kept the audience laughing at their nonsensical chatter interspersed with music on a guitar and harmonica.
The English Dancers again appeared in some clever
tap dancing. Bar, Willy and Schell, light comedy
singers, proved to be one of the most popular groups
of entertainers. The cleverest part of their performance was their imitation of three opera singers
singing a popular song, "Yes, We Have No Bananas Today," expressing the whole gamut of human
emotions by their expressions and gestures, all to
the tune of the ridiculous song.
Kelo Brothers came on as two old, seedy-looking
farmers, but looks were deceiving in this case, for
the decrepit old men proved to have more pep than
many younger ones. Their seemingly impossible
twists and turns were received with such applause
that they stopped the show.
The six Banjo Buddies entertained with vooal and
instrumental music and dancing and they certainly
could shake a leg.
There was an effective finale in which the English
Dancers appeared in striking black costumes with
rhinestones galore and high black headdresses with
the Banjo Buddies playing furiously as intermittent
flashes of light.

New York Roxy
Week Ending March 31
The Roxy Symphony Orchestra opens the show
this week with a medley of Al Jolson hits, in honor
of Al Jolson, whose picture, "The Jazz Singer," is
being shown on the same program.
Three beautiful Wurlitzer organs are ably handled
by three very good men, namely Lew White, C. A. J.
Parmcntier and George Epstyne. They introduce the
orchestral presentation of Jolson hits, assisted by the
Roxy Jazz Chorus.
Raump Au Jazz, by the Roxy Ballet Corps and the
Roxyettes is a beautiful set of 24 girls, clad in brief
but beautiful silver and red gowns — dancing on a
slanting platfoi-m. Eighteen more sweet little things
then appear, similarly derssed, and the whole 42 of
them make a sparking and brilliant array of dancers.

Koehler and Edith

Featured Orgemist

KEITH'S HIPPODROME,
NEW YORK
Featuring Original Solos

Leo

Terry
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Riviera

Chicago Sheridan

Week Ending March 31

Week Ending March 22

It not only was blue Monday, but blue everyday at
the Oriental this week where Paul Ash's show, "The
Blue Revue" held forth. Although the theme was
blue, there was plenty of pep, and as entertainment
it rated high.
It opened in front of a drop made of strips of
metallic cloth. Following a eolo by the eornetist, a
personable young man, new on the Ash bill, sang
snatches from "Birth of the Blues," "Blue Heaven,"
"Limehouse Blues," "So Blue" and "St. Louie Blues,"
with the Abbott Dancers performing individually for
each tune.
This made a good introductory for the band, which
started off with "Limehouse Blues." On next were
Cully and Glaire, a clever couple with banjo, uke and
voices, the manipulation of the three bringing them
back for two encores. The songs they pecked out and
sang included "I've Got the Crazy Blues" and "Hen
House Blues."
Ash and th# band next took a turn with "I Should
Love You but I Hate You," during which the two
trombonists stood up for a duet and a hand.
The Harmony Four, something a little different for
the Oriental, held the spotlight next in front of a
scrim. These four, violinist, cellist, pianist and
soprano, showed good entertainment sense in their
selection of pieces, mixing both classical and popular
airs. A fine hand they got.
With the conclusion of their contribution, the orchestra played "Rhapsody in Blue," with the Abbotts
doing some fine toe work in' perfect unison.
The laugh of the bill was Freddie Martin's drunken
gob dance and his pai-ody on a Spanish dance. The
audience was generous with its applause, and rightly

"Leap Year Fancies" was the title of the stageshow at the Riviera under the baton of
Paul Spor,
and just as much fun is poked at leap year, so the
entertainment during the week was of a lighter vei.i
than usual. The light entertainment was particularly welcome after a tear or two were shed by many
a spectator during the feature film, "The LcgioH of
Condemned."
theEight
Gould Girls of the chorus did plenty of leap
year prof»osing, with Paul Spor as the foil. Another
feature of the evening was the dLstribution of samples during the song "Ice Cream."
The acts on the program consisted of Louise
Ploner, singer of popular songs ; Patti Moore and
Sammy Lewis, singers and dancers ; Earl De Vcre,
who played the accordion a little but joked a lot ;
and two tumbling clowns.
Paul Spor also took the pit orchestra through an
Irish Phantasy, featuring some of the old time numbers appropriate to the seventeenth
of March.

BO.

Johnny Dunn showed that he knew something about
a uke, and played it as it might be played in Japan,
Hawaii, Philippine Islands, etc. While playing he also
did a short tap dance, all of which brought a big
hand.
The band's finale was "Shaking the Blues Aw-ay,"
with the young man back on' agaim for a solo.

Indianapolis Egyptian
Week

Ending March 24

Something new in motion picture theatre entertainment is being offered at Zaring's Egyptian theatre by the Zaring staff entertainers, a trio of musicians and singers, including Berkie Burkette,
organist; Walt Lalley, pianist, and Charles Barnes,
tenor. Barnes, the latest addition to the staff, comes
to this city direct from an engagement with Ben
Bemie's Roosevelt Hotel band in New York. The
trio presents a novelty number of organ, piano and
song in which "So Tired," and "Changes" were featured the first week. Their program also was broadcast from the theatre.

Chicago Norshore
Week Ending March 31

Al Kvale had a neat little show last week, with him
and Ginger Rogers carrying the brunt of the attack,
as it were. Then there was Billy Carpenter to assist
them, besides a bit of serio-comic juggling. The
ballet added a share of splendor to the proceedings,
giving its version of "The Wobbly Walk" and later,
at the finish, parading upon the stage down steps
that dropped from the rear scenery, as the back drop
rose to show suspended a girl representing the suiu
Through it all KvaJc was active in his boyish, witty,
yet dignified manner, foiling for the baby-talking
Miss Rogers and by the same means, doing the other
performers, the w'hole show, and himself a lot of
good. (This show was previously reported when it
played the Oriental, Chicago.)

DAVID
LUBLINER
BALABAN

GOULD
& TRINZ
& KATZ
Production Dept.
Chicago
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Week Ending April 1
It was Charley Kaley's show last week, in both
meanings of the term. This band-leading vocalist
can share a bill with outstanding performers and
yet break even with the honors. "Wibbly Wobbly"
was the title of the presentation, and the show opened
with the band playing "Wobbly Walk" behind the
ballet doing such jazzy steps as may properly interpret the composition. The stage was enclosed in a
floral border, with a fantastic back drop, while the
musicians' stands were hung with square pennants
bearing odd geometric "wibbly wobbly" designs.
Kaley came in as the ballet left, taking the band
into "Waiting for Ships That Never Come In," singing the chorus to ardent applause.
Doris Roche, personable maid with syncopating
ways, sang "Stay Out of the South" and "I Got
Everything I Want But You," taking a bow or two.
Kaley then led the band in a straight rendition of
"Slavish
— and no so-called jazz band
could
have Rhapsody"
done it better.
Followed the Berry Brothers, two colored boys,
who gave this bill another headlining act besides
Fred Ardath, if applause means anything. One
could put over comic songs with a real showmanlike
touch, while both tap-danced right into the heart.s
of those out front. They took bows, gave an encore,
and took more bows.
Fred Ardath, "drunk again," was next, and with
the assistance of two foils, showed how entertaining
a fictitious bottle or two can make Pred .\i-dath.
He was the headliner and the customers had no fault
to find with booker's judgment.
The band concluded, Kaley singing "When You're
With Somebody Else" and "I Still Love You, Dear."
with the ballet coming down steps at left and right
at the finish, as the back drop lifted, levealing a
remaining member of the ballet poised high on a
mounting.

BERNARD

This is followed with the good number, "Back in
Your Own Back Yard," with Buck singing it and
finishing with a few steps. There is something about
the way Buck does his steps that brings laughter.
It's rather hard to understand just why the spectacle
of Buck kicking up his heels in bo funny, but it is
and there you are. He has to repeat with his sonir
and steps three timef.
Then come.s Jack Waldron singing "It's Rain Raining Tonight," with a lot of chatter, and some dancing thrown in. Some of his stuff is clever. He
goes over better than fair. The Abbott dancers, led
by one of the six who also sings the song, do
"The Wobbly Walk." It is well done and gets good
recognition.
Dempsey and La'VeaQx are on again with a fast
dance which they call "The Whirlwind," and the
name fits. Good applau,se. Then comes the band
number, "There Must Be a Silver Lining," which is
proving so popular these days. The arrangement is
excellent. Buck plays his \iolin and Frank Wilson
sings it. and then several of the band boys get spoU
for solo bits. Wilson sings it again for the encore.
Next is a blackface team, Nixon and Sando. They
dance, sing and wise crack. Incdentally the boy
in the team wears one of the funniest costumes seen
in these parts lately, and the part wherein he wears
this dress and the two indulge in many female
diatribes against the male sex is rippingly funny, and
was attested by their applause.
For the finale
Montreal," with
Waldron does a
appear on upper
routine, as others

Waldron comes out singing "Hell*
the band joining in the chorus.
few steps and the Abbott dancers
level above band and go through
come out to do short bits.

Ted Mack Gets
New Promotion
Ted Mack, stage band leader and master of ceremonies for the past year at the West Coast Cabrillo
theatre, under Fanchon Marco direction, will assume
the post of master of ceremonies at the West Coast
Alexander theatre, Glendale, California, starting
Monday, April 2.
Ted, prior to his connection with Fanchon and
Marco, was a member of .'^rt Landry and his band-

Ash Discovers "Find"

Cirilo Vergara. valet to Paul .Ash. just completed
an oil study painting of Ash which hangs in the
reception room of the Oriental Theatre. Chicago. On
the strength of this Paul Ash is pcnsonally paying for
the expenses of sending this chap to an art school.

COWHAM

The Chief of Police — The Musicians' Union
The Humane Society and the Music Publishers
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The show this week carries the name, "A Potpourri of Jazz," which serveu about as well as any
name
would.
The .show opens with the Abbott dancers doinK a
loutine btfore the band. Verne Buck announces the
ball room danctri-, Dempsey and LaVeaux, who do a
vo<xi
the well.
music of "Beautiful Lady." The
number waltz
goes to over

Still at the Thanks
Oriental,to Milwaukee
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My partner, Sam Coslow, just got back from a trip
that took him as far West afi Lincoln, Nebraska, and
made the following observations:

* « #

"There seems to be an entirely different set of
song hits in the West than there are in the East,
although most of the Eastern hits are also fairly
popular in the West. The only difEerence being that
they become hits in the West much faster.
*

H:

#

I was considerably surprised to hear some great
orchestras in some of the smaller cities. Among the
best I heard were: the Tracy-Brown orchestra at the
Brandeia Restaurant, Omaha, who made their first
batch of Columbia records in Chicago a few weeks
ago. . . . Paul Christiansen's orchestra at the Hotel
Fort Des Moines, in Des Moines, who was selected
by popular vote as the favorite radio orchestra of the
U. S. A. This outfit have also broken into the recording field with a batch of Brunswick records. . . .
Jimmy Joy and his orchestra at the Brown Hotel,
Louisville, dispense just the same kind of syncopation
that goes big in New York and Chicago. . . .
Maury Sharr is the Paul Whiteman of Columbus,
Ohio. . . . Al Kaymcns at the Swanee Ballroom,
Washington, is one of the hottest bands I heard on
my entire trip. They can also play nice and sweet
when they want to." * * »
Charlie
Stokes,
who
leads
the
Jean
Goldkette
orchestra at the Playmore Ballroom, Kansas City,
certainly knows how to handle a stick and should be
a real find as Master of Ceremonies for some large
movie house. . . . Irving Rothchild is one orchestra
leader who opened his own night club and made a big
success of it. His Club Avalon in St. Louis is the
smartest gathering place in town. . . . Ray Miller
has made himself even a more outstanding figure in
Cincinnati than he was in New York. His orchestra
at the Gibson Hotel sounds better than ever. . . .
Eddie Sherwood, formerly a fellow song plugger, has
quit the music business and opened a joy palace in
Baltimore, known as "Sherry's." It is situated atop
the New Stanley theatre in that city. The night I
was in the place I hobnobbed with almost as many
celebrities as I do in a New York night club. (I
hope this will make Eddie take off the cover charge
next time.) I forgot to mention that Moe Baer has
left the Wardraan Hotel in Washington to direct the
orchestra in the above mentioned place. He has an
excellent band too, even though he does not plug our
numbers
as much
as he should.

* * «

Harold Ramsay, the popular organist at the Centui-y theatre in Baltimore, is very fortunate in securing the services of Sam Coslow to write his special
organ versions. ... I ran into Mort Harris at the
new Loew house in Indianapolis where he just took
charge of producing the units. Mort can certainly be
depended upon to put on some "wows," judging from
some of his productions I saw at the Capitol theatre
in New York.

* * *

The big fad among the orchestras throughout the
middle West is to tune in late at night on Guy
l/ombardo at the Granada Cafe, Chicago, and get his
style down pat. Lombardo is setting the pace for
all the other middle Western orchestras, and they all
play whatever he plays, and try to play the tunfes
the same way as much as possible. ... I met
Stuart Barrie, feature organist at the Ambassador
theatre, St. Louis, and he showed roe a bookful of his
own original organ stunts. After he let me look
through the book I was sorry I had such a bad
memory.

* * *

Jerry Marks, enterprising and handsome young
orchefitra leader of the Tuller Hotel in Detroit, is
spending a few days in New York City for the purpose of collecting orchestrations from the various
publishers. So far only six have turned him down.
Jerry, outside of being a batonslinger, is an exclusive
Columbia recording artist, and also a music publisher, with branch offices in Detroit and Kalamazoo.
I might add that he plays the piano.
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SOLOS

Milton' Charles (Chicago Chicago) while the organ
ascends, strains from "When I Lost You," Irving
Berlin's oldest and greatest song, drifted over the
auditorium. If this organist had not played another
thing, he would have earned his emolument for the
week, for he surely showed the audience he knows
his organ. However, it served to put the people in
the right frame of mind for another Berlin song "I
Can't Do Without you" and a follow-up of a prescription' for happiness prescribed by Al Jolson,
"Baek in Your Own Back Yard," with "Sunshine,"
"Silver Lining" songs, that blended right in with the
entrance of our spring days.
Rubin "Rube" Schultz (Milwaukee Modjeska), popular organist for Midwesco's Modjeska theatre here,
offered for his organ revue "Rosie O'RVan," a medley of popular Irish melodies with words flashed
upon the screen. The number included all the songs
dear to an Irishman's heart, as well as to all music
lovers, and went over big.
Earl Able (Chicago Congress) — Usually when you
go to the Congress you expect to sing, but this week's
solo, called "Troubles," consisted of songs that are
little known, and for that reason there was not
much singing. If Able gets the right songs he sure
will make the people sing, but no one can make the
people sing if they don't know the songs. His first
number was "La Boheme." He followed with "My
Baby Came Home" and "In the Moon Light." For
his concluding number Able played "Sweetheart I'm
Sorry," a very pretty number.
Edward K. House (Chicago Marbro) — A novelty
stunt called "Spring Fever" was the name of this
week's solo. Pictures of the country were flashed
upon' the screen and House entered from the side of
the stage, making lazy motions really creating a lot
of interest. He played for his first number "A
Shady Tree" and followed with "A Babbling Brook."
A few gag slides were brought in between each
song. He concluded his solo with "Highways Are
Happyways." House's style of playing and singing
at the same time is interesting, and the people seem
to appreciate it by their applause.
Henri Keates (Chicago Oriental) chose "Spring"
as the theme of his good organ solo, and throughout played such pieces as "Flowers That Bloom in the
Spring, Tra, La," "Silver Lining," "Let's Kiss and
Make Up," "Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here," "I
Love You Only" and "My Ohio Home." While the
singing wasn't as enthusiastic as usual, it was a good
program of tunes.
McNeil Smith (Chicago Marquette) called his solo
for this week "Dancing Jamboree." . He played for his
first number "Cloh-e." Several gag slides were
brought in between each song that were unusually
good. For his next number he played "She Don't
Wanna," "Moonlit Waters," "Tomorrow," and "I
Scream You Scream" the latter getting big applause.
For his concluding number Smith played "A Bungalow of Dreams." He received continuous applause
for an encore, but did not take it. He looks like a
big bet here.
Ken Weidner (Chicago Piccadilly) offered this week
as his organ solo a clever version on "The Beggar."
The lyric slides explain the etoi-y and the organist
carried on a regular convereation with his audience.
The stunt seemed to please many.
Jean Anthony (Chicago Marbro) offered an original
solo stunt called "A Descriptive Travelogue of Italy."
It opened with "The War March of Caesar" interpolated with a Venetian tune. The travelogue idea
was carried out through a placard system which gave
the title of the various scenes and famous streets.
''Cheri-Beri-Bee," "Gondola" and several other appropriate tunes were played including a chime effect
for the St. Peter's Cathedral. Each week the Marbro
audience take a trip with Anthony to Europe with
his organ solos.
Ramon Berry (Chicago Alamo) featured "Ramona"
the new Spanish waltz which is the theme song for a
picture of the same name. The slide set was cleverly illustrated but it seems that this theatre does not
appreciate music of a too-high-clase nature. However,
Berry was well received for his efforts.
Walter Wild and Frederick Smith (New York
Strand) organists for the Mark Strand theatre, here,
excel themselves this week with some new and novel
audience numbers. They are receiving good response
fi-om the singing public each week, and this week it
was a battle for supremacy in sound between two
organs, and about many hundreds of voices.

SONatou-fe
GS
BEST SELLERS
"My Ohio Home" (Leo Feist).
"Sunshine" (Irving Berlin).
"Among
Brown &

My
Souvenirs"
Henderson).

(DeSylva-

"Back in Your Own Backyard" (Irving Berlin).
Berlin).
"I Can't Do Without
You"
(Irving
"Beautiful"
(Milton Weil).
"Diane" (Sherman
Clay)
"Ramona"
(Leo Feist).
"Chloe" (Villa Moret).
"Let a Smile
Be Your
Umbrella"
(Henry
Waterson).
derson).
"Together" (DeSylva-Brown & Hen"Mary Ann"
(Irving Berlin).
"My Melancholy Baby" (Joe Morris).
"Dream
Kisses"
(Ager-Yellen
&
Bornstein).
"Beloved" (Irving Berlin).
ANGEL— (Milton Weil Music
fox trot tune.
The lyric is by
which has played the best known
Melody by Walter Donovan, words
Murray Kissen.
i^

#

Co.)— An excellent
a well known
act
houses in Chicago.
by Joe Burns and

it

WONDERFUL YOU— (Villa Moret, Inc.)— Milton
Charles, one of America's leading organists, now at
the Chicago Theatre, is responsible for the melody
and the lyric is by Al Lewis, who will be remembered
for his big hit "A Lane in Spain." This combination
has turned out a very good song.

* « *

DOWN BY THE OLD FRONT GATE— (Austin
Bloom & Koehler) — A song that reminds one of
"The Old Back Porch." A very good number for
singing orchestras. By Fred Rose, Art Kassell and
Marty
Bloom.
* * *
RAMONA — (Leo Feist, Inc.)— The melody of this
number was composed by the writer of "In a Little
Spanish Town." On the United Artist Program,
March 29, which had one of the biggest audiences
Radio ever had, this number was sung by Dolores
Del Rio, the star of the photoplay of the same name
and also played as an orchestra number by the one
and only Paul Whiteman.

« * #

HIDING
IN THE CORNER
OF YOUR
SMILE—
(Sherman Clay & Co.) — The lyric writer wrote "Blue
Heaven," and the melody writer composed "Charmaine." Together they have twined out a corking
song. Should be a big seller. By Lew Pollack and
George Whiting.

* # «

THO YOU THREW ME DOWN— (Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.) — Love is love, and though not wanted
he still hangs around. This is the story and it is
completed with a waltz melody. By Larry Norrett,
Morey Davidson and Carl
* «Rupp.
*
READY FOR THE RIVER— (Villa Moret, Inc.)—
A creepy ballad describes it best because thinking of
the river always makes me creepy. Gus Kahn is
responsible
sad
melody. for the lyric and Neil Moret for the

* » *

LITTLE
GREEN
WINDING
LANE — (Boston
Music Co.) — A high class number adapted for concert work by a writer who is world famous, especially for his "Carissima" song. Words and music
by Arthur
A. Penn.

* • *

A COZY
NEST— (Harold
Rossiter Music
Co.)—
This is not a bird song. It's about two lovers who
do not dream of mansions but are satisfied anywhere
as long as with each other. Written as a fox trot.
Words and music by Geo. A. Little and Fred Rose.

* • *

I'M CRYIN' 'CAUSE I KNOW I'M LOSING YOU
— (Irving Berlin, Inc.) — This is a stoi-y of two sweethearts and the parting seems to hurt. A typical
commercial song which will also make a good fox
trot.
By Cliff Friend.
Easter Greetiners!

j/i^ /3.
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Good Taste — The Test for Exploitation
By Will Whitmore
This was
"A man was hired to throw a couple o f fake fits, and when he was brought out of them, he handed out cards.
repeated on Saturday night, the opening date, and an officer ran him into jail. He was got out all right and it was a great
break for the picture."
The above is from a publicity story
sent out by one of the distributing companies in describing a stunt put over by
a theatre in a large city. Could any
exploitation be more unethical or in bad
taste ? When any theatre has to resort
to such means to draw patrons to a
theatre, it must be in a bad way.
The sight of a man throwing a fit is something repulsive — a thing to be abhorred, but
its use to bring people into a theatre for entertainment isfar more repulsive. The fact
that the man was arrested is enough to show
the stunt was bad, yet that fact is offered as
proof of the value of the stunt.
Such stunts may have been in vogue 10 or
15 years ago, but today they stand, or should
stand, in disrepute. The first test for any
exploitation should be, "does it violate good
taste?" If it does, it should never be used.
The above stunt violates every tenet of good
taste.
Every day one sees exploitation which has
no excuse for being, on the grounds of decency and good taste. There is no reason why
a theatre cannot surround itself with as much
dignity as a bank, nor why it cannot command
as much respect. But no theatre can do this
and continue to use exploitation which violates
good taste and which appeals to morbid curiosity or indecency.
Good exploitation should, and often does,
appeal to the curiosity, but they should never
awaken a morbid curiosity. Make your exploitation appeal to the curiosity, which every
normal
patrons'
sense of person
humor.possesses,
Combine and
the to
twoyour
appeals
and
you have a perfect exploitation.
But if your exploitation detracts from the
respect of your theatre, no matter if it packs
your house, it is costly and damaging. Any
exploitation that violates good taste hurts, not
only your own business, but the industry as
a whole. Ask yourself this question before
you use any exploitation : "Does it violate
good taste?"

High School Campaign
To stimulate high school student patronage
during the last weeks of school, the Texas
theatre, San Antonio, is conducting a competition among all the high schools in the
city to choose the best drilled R. O. T. C.
cadet. Each school is to select its candidate,
and each one will appear on the stage when
the final choice is made. Each winner will
receive a silver loving cup donated by a local
jeweler, and the final winner will he awnrded
a scholarship to a summer training camp.

A different type of monthly program. The Icaies arc tied togcihcr tcith a small, colored
ribbon, the front cover being of heavy blue paper, the back cover of red. A'o ads are carried. "I believe this type of program is a new idea," says A. R. Bender of the Melba
theatre, Cleveland, Oklahoma, its creator. "I find it more flexible tJmn the usual type of
house organ, and as it covers an entire month's bookings, I find it not too expensiie."

Somebody Had to Be M. B. I. No. 13;
Eddie Kidtvell Is the Lucky Person
13. Well, we always did believe that mystic number was
don't hesitate to name Eddie Kidwoll of the Biirford Tbeatre Comlucky, so we By
pany, Arkansas City, Kansas, as M. B. I. Number 13. And beside.-*. Edtlie should
"kidwell." His "My Best Idea" enables bim to put over n«'wsreels as a real drawing power to the theatre.
M. B. I. Number

"Mv Best Idea'' No. 1 3
Eddie Kidicell

I have ml mv doubts as to being able to (lu.iliiy
I'm
for membership in the M. B. I. Club, but been
going to try. The idea below has never
used here before and is original with me.
This idea was used in advertising a part of
(Hir ncwsreel serxice. 1 happened to l>e in
the newspaper otlice when photos of Lindbergh's arrival in Mexico City arrived by airmail. .\s our ncwsreel is never over four
davs old I saw that we might he able to use

one of the photos in some manner. I therefore had one of them filed away. On the day
we showed tlie scenes of his arri\al in the
ncwsreel, I ran the photo in our newspaper
ad with considerable space devoted to selling
the ncwsreel alone. I think it repaid us in the
added interest in the ncwsreel and I plan to
use any other photos in a similar manner.
.\m now looking for photos on the recent disaster near Los .Vngelcs and will send you a
copy showing how I use them. Sorry i cannot send you a copy of the above, hut it is
pasted in my scrap-book and cannot be removed.
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Blonde Popularity Contest Puts
Over "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes^ ^
A stunt which

proved remarkably

successful was

used by the management

town. In addition to being Winter Park's preferred, the winner received a complete outfit
of clothes, money, a complimentary pass to
the theatre, and a free trip to Jacksonville,
as stated above. The girl having the second
largest number of votes was awarded a second
prize donated by one of the merchants, as
was berthe
girl receiving the third largest numof votes.
The stunt went over with
ating continuous'ly from 1:00
the theatre did a nice matinee
S. R. O. sign had to be hung

a bang. Operto 11:00 p. m.,
and at 7 :30 the
out.

"Cohens and Kelly s^^
Children's Contest
When "The Cohens and Kellys in Paris"
played the Temple theatre, Lorain, Ohio, the
theatre cooperated with a local newspaper on
a contest for school children. Cash prizes and
theatre tickets were offered for the best essays
on what points of interest the Cohens and
Kellys should visit in Paris. All post office
requirements were complied with. The letters
turned out to be of great interest and won
the enthusiastic support of teachers of geography, history and literature.

Airplane Contest
For the run of "40,000 Miles with Lindbergh," Loew's Grand theatre, Atlanta, and
a local department store staged an airplane
contest for boys. Prizes of $25, $15 and $10
were awarded to the boys constructing the
best model airplanes. Well known fliers in
the city were chosen as judges.

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing

Director,

Mark

Beginning a new era in stage production
for the Stanley Company, "In Granada" uncovered an elaborate type of unit show which
had beautiful settings, costumes and plenty
of excellent talent.
This Spanish episode
in melody and dance
ran for 37 minutes as
the big spot of a
show which had Billie
Dove in "The Heart
of a Follies Girl" as
the motion picture,
augmented by the
Topical Review and
an overture.
The Feature picture
was 1 hour and 2
minutes long, the
Topical Review was
Edward
L. Hyn
12 minutes and the
overture was 10 minutes, making up a complete performance of 2
hours and 1 minute.
Tschaikowsky's "1812" was the overture
played by the Famed Mark .Strand Orchestra,
conducted by Willy .Stahl and -Sascha Kindler,
and lighted as follows: bridge 1 deep blue
flood, full ; dome, 2 amber floods on orchestra ;
white on cue; ceiling spots, 2 light blues and
2 light ambers, and blue borders.
After the Topical
Review
came
the "In

Strand

Theatre,

Brooklyn

Granada" which opened with front draw curtains parting to show another front curtain of
Spanish lace tinted yellow, through which the
stage band, costumed a la toreador, could he
seen highlighted by baby spots, seated in two
tiers and backed up by black satin cyclorama
upon which was silhouetted in bold colors a
huge Spanish fan. Ground rows in front of
each tier of musicians were painted in colors
on black to represent draped shawls. At
opening the spots highlighting the band were
dimmed down as front flood came up on lace
curtains, band playing "An Old Guitar and
an Old Refrain."
Gene Wallin, a young soprano, in rich
costume, stepped in front of curtain and sang
vocal chorus as the lace was drawn to show
full stage. In order then came The Cansinos,
Antonio and Catherine, in a Castilian Dance ;
Carlo Ferretti, baritone, who sang the waltz
song from Valverde's "La Gran Via," a
Spanish operetta; "Gypsy Dance" by six members of the ballet corps ; Irving Berlin's newest song, "Sunshine" as a band number; Jack
Pepper, who had been introducing the acts, in
vocal "Laugh Clown Laugh" ; Seven Capitol
Accordionists, Chaz Chase, eccentric pantomime; the Cansinos again in "Cape Waltz"
and the finale by the entire company with
Ferretti singing "Toreador
"Carmen."

Song"

Dignity Creating
Advertising

of

the Baby Grand theatre in Winter Park, Florida, in putting over "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," the Paramount picture. H. M. Johnson, who put it over, describes
it thus:
"Seventeen da3's prior to play date of the
picture, we arranged with a number of local
merchants and with the local Chamber of
Commerce to assist us in putting over a blonde
popularity contest, which would culminate with
the showing of the picture.
"Let us s:ay right here that this picture
played only one day in the town and this stunt
is feasible for any exhibitor in smaller towns.
Each of the merchants gave a prize to the winner of the blonde popularity contest and in
addition the Chamber of Commerce gave the
young lady a trip with expenses paid to Jacksonville, where she will be guest of the Chamber of Commerce. The popularity of the
young lady was judged by votes. Each one
dollar purchase at any of the stores: or money
deposited in savings account would credit 100
votes to the purchaser's particular candidate.
Six entrants were procured, all well known
and extremely attractive blondes in the city.
Votes were also obtained with every two adult
admission tickets purchased at the theatre.
Ample publicity was given this stunt by the
local paper and the theatre, of course, arranged for publicity there. The last four days
of the contest, or the four days just prior to
the play date of the picture, all of the contestants were given tickets for the showing
of "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" to sell ; each
ticket sold counting 100 votes for the seller.
Much interest was' aroused, both locally and
in nearby towns, over this stunt, and the
radio station WDBO, at Orlando, broadcast
the names of the contestants and explained
the contest over the air, and also announced
the winner over the air.
On the night of the showing of the picture, the blonde contestant having the most ■
votes was crowned "Winter Park's Preferred
Blonde" on the stage of the theatre, the ceremonies being conducted by the mayor of the
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The 10 ads on the following page are all
effective ads, yet not one of them is an exponent of jazzy makeup. Another feature of
these ads is prominent ; each of them has a
very simple border, which, rather than detracting from the ad, improves it. Borders
are tricky things to handle. They are necessary yet dangerous.
Too often a border serves only to attract
the attention away from the ad itself rather
than to it. Watch the kind of borders you
use. The type depends mainly upon two
things — the type of ads next to yours and
the type of copy inside your own ad. The
ads shown here need the simplest borders possible, just as they possess.
Another feature of the ads is the amount
of white space, and it is this use of white
space which gives the ads the dignity they
possess. Strange as it may seem, it is the
theatres of the towns and smaller cities that
are bringing about a new style in theatre
advertising which champions the use of more
white space and dignity in copy and layout.
The deluxe theatres in our largest centers still
stick to circus makeup in many instances but
even these theatres are now leaning toward a
more sane style. The advertising of Balaban
and Katz in Chicago is a good example of
this. Within the last few months a radical
change has been made in this advertising with
a trend toward more white space and simple
layouts.
The five ads from the Strand theatre come
from Lexington, Kentucky, and were prepared
by Miss Annabell Ward of the Phoenix
Amusement company. The small one column
ads are blacker than the others which is
necessary for such small ads. The large three
column ad of the Strand is pleasing to the
eye, yet it is attractive and effective. The two
Burford ads are from the Burford theatre,
Arkansas City, Kansas, and were prepared by
Eddie l-Cidwell. Eddie has been handling the
advertising only a short time, but these two
ads show he is on the right track. He might
have played up the names of the stars in the
ads just a bit more, perhaps. For instance, the
emphasis should have been put on "Reginald
Denny" rather than "The Cheerful Fraud,"
and
the same applies to the other ad of the
Burford.
The two ads at the bottom come from Morris Simms of the Brockton theatre, Brockton,
Massachusetts, whose ads are always good.
The usual style of Simms' ads is similar to
the one at the right, but in the ad on the left,
he plays up the two allied attractions as much
or more than the picture, for in this case these
attractions mean more than the picture to his
patrons. Simms believes that, in general, the
picture should
vaudeville acts. be played up rather than the

The "No BulV Stunt
Still Carries a Kick
It looks like some old stunts will never die,
even though they are hoary with age. Take
the "No Bull" stunt, for instance. "The Theatre" traced its use as far back as 1909, and
yet it's still being used, and with good effect.
\Vhen the Alerrill theatre, Milwaukee, ran
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture, ""rhe
Crowd," a truck was run through the streets
carrying a cow with banners on each side
reading: "'The Crowd' at the Merrill theatre
is some show — and this is no bull !" The old
gag had all the people in the city laughing
and talking, and proved a great attention
getter.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald^ which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

the Box Office Window.**

I

MY

BEST

By

GIRL"

T is a rather pleasant human experience to
attend a Paderewiski concert and behold an

audience of five or six thousand people in the
act of pretending, clamorously and well into
dinner time, that the great pianist is as good at
playing the piano as he ever was. It is equally
warming to the heart to witness the similar reactions of an audience attending an Ethel
Barrymore performance, as it was, also, a Bernhardt performance in the latter years of that
star's reign. The respect for tradition, the refusal to recognize the fact that age has begun
to leave its mark, is a tremendously satisfying
thing. But there is a more tremendously satisfying experience to be had in the entertainment world, and it is to be had wherever Miss
Mary Pickford's "My Best Girl" is upon display.
I have looked at each and every one of the
Mary Pickford pictures since they were Biographs. In the last half-dozen years I have had
my seat-mate (feminine) assure me that "she's
really a grown woman, you know," and I've
heard endless reiterations of that sentiment inside and outside of the theatre. Never has
there been visible evidence to support the
ment, but the fan magazines and the fan
books have been busy and the record was
The tremendously satisfying experience
had by anyone viewing "My
of having one's seat-mate,
upon the adult principal of
adult performance she gives

statescrapthere.
to be

Best Girl" is that
like oneself, look
that picture in the
and feel, all along,

that "she's really just a little girl, you know."
For Mary Pickford is, fan magazines and scrapbooks to the contrary, just a little girl acting
an adult part, and not all of the evidence in
the world can change that fact.
I am not among those who think of "My
Best Girl" as Miss Pickford's first adult performance, for I remember "Daddy Long Legs"
and the final, long sequence wherein the matinee-esque Marshall Neilan walked through innumerable buckets of rainfall to clasp her to
his manly bosom for the fadeout. Nor am I
among those who will attempt to analyze the
miracle by which Miss Pickford imparts to her
beholders the impression that she is a girl of
thirteen enacting a girl of twenty in "My Best
Girl."
But I am among those who cheer for

enough seriousness in the picture, there is the
proper reformation and all of that, but the

T. O. Service

her, throw my hat in the air for her, and glory
in whatever magic it is that she — and so clearly
she alone^possesses.
I believe that the young ladies more lately
come into screen prominence, such mere girls
as Mae Murray, Pola Negri, Corinne Griffith
and Gloria Swanson, now have for their guidance the sterling example of Miss Pickford's
adult performance in "My Best Girl." It is nice
of Miss Pickford to give them this excellent
little lesson in how to act an emotional role
for the camera. And it is nicer of her to give
the big, round public the best reason for going
to the theatre that it's had in I forget how
many years.

emphatically does not.

"BURNING

DAYLIGHT"

j[\NOTHER pleasant experience in an especially pleasant week of theatre-going was encountered in "Burning Daylight." I'd become
hardened to seeing Milton Sills in wrong roles
doing wrong things, and to be quite frank I
figured on napping through at least the major
portion of "Burning Daylight." You can take
my word for it, however, that there is no
occasion for shutting an eye while Mr. Sills

'THE BIG CITY"

I

whole thing is a good-natured picture and I'm
grateful for it. And of course I seize this opportunity to repeat my former plea to Mr.
Chaney to leave the trick makeup, henceforth,
to those lesser actors who need something of
the sort to get them by. Mr. Chaney quite

T is pleasant, for me at least, to see some city
other than Chicago pictured as a place wherein
crime is conducted. It is particularly pleasant,

moves through the sequences of this vehicle.
In fact, the thing is an eye-opener in every
sense of the word, especially for people who

also, to see an actor like Lon Chaney doing the
conducting. Only such an actor would have the
good taste to reflect that crime is pretty dull

had begun, as I had, to think that Mr. Sills
ought to return to the professorial dais and
tell the boys and girls what a great guy he

unless it is comic, and Mr. Chaney's criminal
exploits in "The Big City" (New York, in this
case) are unfailingly funny.

used to be in "Sea Hawk"

It is even more pleasant, perhaps, to see the
gifted Mr. Chaney as the gifted Mr. Chaney and
not as a dinosaur, a pygmy or the survivor of
several major operations. At the time of "Tell
It to the Marines" — value of which, see your
ledger^I spent several hundred words in an
effort to convince Mr. Chaney that he was
plenty good enough, even better, as Mr. Chaney
than as any of the anatomical parts thereof. I
do not imagine that he took my counsel to
heart, but I do imagine that he has paid some
attention to the box office returns on "Tell It
to the Marines," and the result is the same. In
"The Big City" he is a whole, competent, earnest actor — ^as which he has no superior to my
knowledge unless it be (and there media are
worlds apart) Mr. John Barrymore.
"The Big City" is, I think, the first picture,
unless "Chicago" got out of the studio first,
to treat the crime theme humanly, lightly but
not

too

lightly,

and

humorously.

There

is

days.

This yarn begins in the Klondyke, where
Sills is a husky prospector who crashes in big,
and it terminates in San Francisco, where Sills
is a big boy from the far places who has become soft and is about to be taken for his
dough. The Klondyke stuff is excellent and
the Frisco stuff is, if a little less colorful by
reason of location, at least as good. The story
looks like it might have happened, and the
associates of Mr. Sills go along in step all the
way. There's enough conflict, not too little or
too much, and there's a good deal of lightly
humorous
by-play which is not without its
effect.
I'm glad to see Mr. Sills back on the right
side of the picture thing. This one gives me
the impression that he may have started in to
think seriously about the business of filming
stories, a business of which he should know
considerable and one in which, if this is an
example of what he can do when he tries, he
tivity.
should have many more years of profitable ac-
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NEW
In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
ACROSS TO SINGAPORE: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
melodrama, with Ramon Navarro, Joan Crawford,
Ernest Torrence, Frank Currier, Dan Wolheim,
Duke Martin, Edward Connelly, and James Mason.
Directed
by
William
Nigh.
Released
Length
_
TYPE AND THEME: This one takes you off
to British Malay. Joel in charge of his father's
ship, is in love with Priscilla, who is engaged to
his older brother, Ma/rk. Mark is inclined to dissipate, and when Joel tries to stop him, they
quarrel. Mark is bitter over the condition of his
own life and the good fortune of his brother. To
vent his feelings, he stirs up the Chinese. Joel
arrives with aid, but Mark is gone. Believing him
safe, Joel returns to his ship. There he is put in
chains, and the ship is started homeward. But he
returns, taking PrisciUa along, to find Mark. She
falls in love with Joel, and when they find Mark
and take him to the ship, Mark starts a mutiny.
In the fight, Mark is killed.

* * *

CHINATOWN CHARLIE: First National comedy,
with John'ny Hines, Louise Lorraine, Harry Gril>bon, Scooter Lowry, Sojin, Anna May Wong, George
Kuwa, Fred Kohler, and Jack Burdette.
Directed
by Charles Hines. Released.
Length 6,365.
TYPE AND THEME: This one was adapted
from the stage fa/rce. As barker on a New York
Chinatown sightseeing bus, Hines is interested in
one of his feminine passengers who is taken
prisoner by a ga/ng leader in the section because
she possesses a ring said to have remarkable powers. The comic action proceeds around Hines'
efforts
to wrest
fromthat
themight
dastard's
talons,
and
while
there the
are girl
scenes
do well
in
a melodra/ma, they are enacted with the levity demamded in a Hines vehicle.

* * *

CIRCUS ROOKIES: Mero-Goldyn-Mayer, with Karl
Dane, George K. Arthur, Louise Lorraine, Sydney
Jarvifl, and Fred Himes Humes. Directed by
Edward
Sedgwick.
Released —
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Fun in a circus, with
Dame and Arthur rookies again. Dane becomes
trainer of the gorilla. Arthur is a reporter on a
small town pa/per. And in the circus is Belle,
aerial gymnast, whom Dane loves. Dane chases
Arthur in front of the knife-thrower and the latter's trousers are fastened to the board. Arthur
shows he can dimb to the aerial trapezes. Belle
kisses him aloft. The shock sends him falling . into
the net. Enroute to the next town, the gorilla
escapes and causes a bad time of it for all concerned. But Arthur brings the sittiation back to
normalcy, while Dane flees the enraged gorilla.
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FOOLS FOR LUCK: Paramount comedy, with W.
C. Fields, Chester Conklin, Sally Blane, Jack
Luden, Mary Alden, Arthur Housman, Robert
Dudley, and Martha Mattox.
Directed by Charlce
Reisner.
Released
_
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Something for the comic
firm of Fields and Conklin. But they are enemies
in this one. Fields is a promoter of falce oil property. Meeting Duden, a young chap, he makes him
manager. Conklin mistrusts Fields, but he has to
keep quiet because Lmden, who is innocent of
wrong-doing, is engaged to his daughter. Conklin
huys up the fake oil land, then gets a rumor started
that there is really oil under the soil. Fields hastily
buys the land back and justice thus is done.

* * *

HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS: Fox Western, with
Tom Mix, Sally Blane, Heinie Conklin, Charles
Byers, Lew Harvey,
Grace Marvin,
and William
Ryno.
Released
_
_
Length..—
TYPE AND THEME: Tom Mix as Tom Mix,
not forgetting Tony. Tom (though his last name
is Swiftin inan this
one) race.
is to represent
the to
O'Day
ranch
obstacle
On his way
the
ranch, he "saves" a girl from, a "runaway," only
to be rebuked for spoiling her fun. She proves to
be Dawn O'Day, who is trying to get the ranch
on its feet during the illness of her father. The
ranch is heavily mortgaged, and Tom wants to
help her. Slie misunderstands and sends him on his
way. But he loves her — and enters the race, knowing the prize money would let her pay her debts. A
money-lender, who wants to marry Dawn, tries to
prevent him, but to no avail. And Tom, winning
the race, tvins Dawn as weU.

* * *

LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME, THE:
First National drama, with Richard Barthelmese,
Molly O'Day, Doris Dawson, Gardner James, Claude
Gillingwater, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Martha Mattox, David Torrence, and Eulalie Jensen.
Directed
by Alfred
Santell.
Released
Length
7.700.
TYPE AND THEME: This one recoils "Tol'able
David" — and perhaps the exploitation wiU not
overlook it. It was adapted from the novel so
famous in our nation these many years. Chad, a
waif in the hills of Kentucky, does not know who
his father is. Following the death of the man who
has brought him up, he goes to live imth the
Turners. Later he is adopted by Colonel Buford.
But that relationship ends when he joins the Union
army in the Civil war. After the war, Buford
discovers that Chad is his grandson, but Chad, who
loves the daughter of the Turners, chooses her and
the mountains. (.The war scenes are brief and
figure little in the telling of the tale.)

* • •

MASKED ANGEL, THE: First Division drama, with
Betty Compeon, Erick Arnold, Wheeler Oakman,
Jocelyn Lee. Grace Cunard, Lincoln Plumer, Robert
Homana,
nor. Jane
Released Keckley. Directed
Length by _Frank O'ConTYPE AND THEME: Cactus Kate runs a night
club. But this tale is not much about that. Betty
Carlisle, one of the entertainers, takes the story into
a more wholesome enrironmcnt. She is the favorite
of the men patrons, which fact catiscs another en-

tertainer to "frame" her in a robbery. Betty gets
away, hiding in the apartment of Spence. He
tries to attack her. She flees into a crowd visiting
a war veterans' hospital. There she meets Jimmy,
blind and crippled. She marries him, and by her
faith and love, has him seeing again. She works
in a laundry. Soon they have a little cottage. But
Spence still pursues, threatening to disclose her
past. At last, she bravely tells Jimmy of her life.
He doesn't care — he loves her. "Walk to me,
• • And
• he does.
Jimmy," she bodes him.
MATINEE IDOL, THE: Columbia comedy-drama,
with Bessie Love, Johnnie Walker, Lionel Belmore,
Ernest Billiard, Sidney D'Albrook, and David Mir.
Directed
by
Frank
Capra.
Released
-'
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Wingate needs a novety
act for his New York show. Motoring up-state
icith his star comiedian, Don he g/ets stalled in a
little town, where some natives are trying to get
jobs in a "ham." mdodrama about the civH war.
Don accidentally gets in line and is hired by the
daughter of the manager. Ginger. Wingate gets
the idea that this shotv would get 'em laughing on
Broadway. Over Don's protests — for Don's keen
about the girl — Wingate takes the show intact to.
put into his production. The audience roars at the
serious efforts of the yokels. Ginger realizes the
deception, and the show quits to return to its
native fields. Don goes
• • with• it, for Ginger's sake.
PATSY, THE Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer comedy-drama,
with Marion Davies, Or\'ille Caldwell, Marie Dressier, Del Henderson, Lawrence Gray, and Jane
Winton.
Directed
by
King
Vidor.
Released
—
Length 7,289.
TYPE AND THEME: This one was adapted
from the musical comedy by the same title and
affords a vehicle for Miss Davies. As Patricia, or
Patsy, she is secretly in love with Tony, who courts
Grace, her sister. Grace, however, discovers that
she can fascinate Billy, son of an old matmate.
Tony, in rage, endeavors to bury his grief and rage
in his real estate business. Patty goes to work
for him and proves to be quite sharp in the business. Ultimately Tony notes his reactions to the
charm of Patsy, and deciding that it is she he
• • much
• to Patsy's joy.
loves, tells her so, much,
THREE SINNERS: Paramount drama, with Pola
Negri, Warner Baxter, Paul Lukas, Anders Randolph, Tullio Carminati, Anton Vaverka. Ivy
Harris, William von Hardenberg, and Olga Baclanova.
Directed by Roland V. Lee.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: The thoughtless indifference of her husband. Count Wallentin, piquta
Gerda, and when the count insists that she vimt
her sister in Vienna, in order that he may pursue
his political ambitions, Gcrda goes. She falls in
love with Stanislaw, a musician, and leaves the
train before arriving at Vienna, to go moforino
with him. The train is rpreckrd and she is reported killed. She lets the report stand. Three
years later, the count finds her ht^.ftrss of a French
gambling resort. She tells him what the had done,
and he refuses to take her back. Gcrda marries an
American ntUlionaire to recoup her lost happiness.

This Week's Press Sheet
HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS (Fox Western): If there
is a real estate development of a new section going on in
your community, arrange for a rodeo, amateur horse race,
stagecoach race, or other contests of speed where no extraordinary risk of life is incurred. The event is to be planned
for the day in advance of your opening, and the name of the
star, picture and theatre should be coupled with real estate
copy in all publicity and advertising. Public vehicles carrying
the people to the event should carry signs advertising the
picture as well as the real estate. ... In many western
cities there are shoe stores which carry the ornamented boots
that cowboys regard so highly. A display featuring these
and including photos from the production should be obtainable
where the merchant carries this type of boot. A placard can
be placed in the merchant's window with the followmg: "For
warmer weather, we offer the latest in new Spring modes. In
every weather you will find excellent entertainmnt in seeing
-.
Tom Mix in 'Horseman of the Plains' at the
See how
. . . Run an auto tire contest.
theatre (Date)."

fast a man can put a new tire on. Tie up with an accessory
dealer to give you a display in his windows. Suggested copy:
"If you want speed in putting on a new tire be sure that you
get (Name Dealers Tires). Come in and ask us about demountable rims, etc. If you like a picture with dash and
speed, go to see Tom Mix in 'Horseman of the Plains' at the
(Date)." . . . Secure a stereopticon and use it in your
window or lobby of the theatre, using slides advertising the
production. Show regular slides, with every few minutes one
advertising the picture. See your local photographer if you
have any problems about the slides. . . . Posters like the following should be distributed about the town: "Climb on a horse, or
grab a taxi, but hurry to see Tom Mix in 'Horseman of the
Plains' at the
theatre
" You can make
a shadowbox for your ticket booth, lobby or window display.
A photograph may be slid in front of the box, and an electric
light with flasher placed at the back. Consult your electrician
for information.
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Incorporated in this department of Moving Picture World is the Exhibitors Herald department,
"Available Attractions.**
The

key to abbreviationt uimd In denoting the type of ptetmret
C^-Comedy
F— Farce
D^Dramm
M^IUelodrama
R—Romante
W — Wettmrn
My Myttery

Length

Where the picture is a comedy-drama, comedy melodrama, etc.,
there is a combination of these abbreviations. Stars denote
reissues.
The dates
priorof to
published
underWorld
the "Review"
column
are those
the January
issues of7 Moving
Picture
in which
the pictures were reviewed. The January 7 and subsequent dates
are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which "Service Talks" have been
published on pictures.
The dates prior to January 7 published under the "New Pictures "column are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD
in which "New Pictures" information was printed. The January
7 and subsequent dates are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which this information will be printed.
Length

Title and

Playeri

Releaaed

New
Picture!

Length
5831
6843
5432
6628
6513
5645
5750
8524
6569
6892
1000
6996
6436
6054
ClOS
6357
5426
5791

6047

Lady Raffles, Taylor-Drew..
So This Is Love, Mason-Collier
Sporting Age, The, Bennett-Nye..That Certain Thing. Dana-Graves..
Wife's Relations, The, Mason-Glass
Woman's Way, A, Baxtei-Livlngston...

1928

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

,.

25
6
2
1
13
18

1927

Pictures
Jan. 7
Dec. 3

Reviews
Oct. 1
July 23

Jan. 14
Dec. 3

Jan. 14

2000
J009

Jan. 14
Jan. 721
Jan.

._May
...July"
_Aug.
Jan.

14
31
28
21

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.

25
25
24
28
11

1928

6912
6792
7393
5337
5867
6750

1928
6400

Satan and the Woman (D), Wlndsor-Keefe.
Stronger Will, The (D), Marmont-Carewe
Women Who Dare (D), Chadwlck-Delaney

47S3

..Apr. 24
..JMay 8

6329
4805

..Nov. 15

Nov. 26

-Jan. 20
..Feb. 20
-Mar. 20

4768
4868
4910
4837

Aflame In the Sky (M), I/uden-Lynn..
Bandit's Son, The (W), Bob Steele.Boy Rider, The (W). Buzz Barton..Breed of Courage (D). Banger
Cherokee Kid, The (W), Tyler-Lynn-

5960

5600
5800
5900
5700
5750
6700

--.---.„..

1
15
1
1

1927
5400

Mar. 24
Mar. 24
Mar. 24
Mar.
3
Mar.
17

6700
5700
5600

1928

Feb. 25
Feb

26

FBO
1927

5144
6771
4801

..May 15 1927

1927

..Aug.
-Jan.
-Sept.
-June

5511

Clancy's Kosher Wedding (CD), (Jeorge Sidney
Coward, The (D), Warner Baiter.
Desert Pirate (W), Tom Tyler
Don Mike (RD), Fred Thomson
Flying U Ranch, The (W), Tom Tyler
Gambler's Game, The (W), Tom Tyler
Gingham Girl, The (C), Lois Wilson
Great Mail Robbery, The (M), Von Eltz-Nelso:
Harvester, The (D), OrviUe Caldwell
Hook and Ladder No. 9 (D), Ed Hearne.
In a Moment of Temptation (M), Kit Guard..
Jake the Plumber (C), Jesse De Vorski-^
Judgment of the Hills (D), Darro-VaUi
Lightning Lariats (W), Tyler
Little Mickey Grogan
(D), FranMe Darro
Loves of Ricardo (D), Beban
■.
Magic Garden (D)
Mojave Kid, The (W), Bob Steele.
Moon of Israel (D), Maria Corda
Mother (D), Belle Bennett
Moulders of Men( M), Frankie Darro.
Naughty Nannette (CD), Viola Dana.
Not for Publication (M), Ealph Ince
Outlaw Dog (M), Ranger
Racing Romeo (D), Red Grange
—
Ranger of the North (D), Ranger
Shanghaied (M), Ralph Ince —
Silver Comes Thru, Thomson
—
Slingshot Kid, The (M), Buzz Barton.
Sonora Kid (W), Tyler
South Sea Love (D), Patsy Miller
.
Swift Shadow, The (D), Ranger
Tarzan and the Golden Lion, A Jungle Fantasy
When the Law Ridet (W), Tyler-Darro
Alex the Great (M). Skeets GaUaglier.Bantara Cowboy (W), Buzz BartonBeyond London's Lights (M), Lee Shumway..-,
Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele
Chicago After Midnight (M), Ince-Mendez
Coney Island (D), Lois Wilson
Crooks Can't Win (D), Tbelma HllL-.^
Dead Man's Curve (D), Fairbanks, Jr
Devil's Trade Mark (D), BeUe Bennett
Dog Justice (D), Ranger
^
Driftin' Sands (W), Bob Steele
Fangs of the Wild (D), Banger
Fightin' Redhead (W), Buzz Barton
Freckles (D), Stratton-Fox. Jr
Her Summer Hero (CD), Blane- Trevor
Law of Fear (D), Banger..
Legionnaires in Paris (C), Cooke-Guard
Little Buckaroo, The (W), Buzz Barton
Little Yellow House, The (D) —
Man In the Rough (W), Bob Steele
Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler
Pinto Kid, The (W), Buzz Barton.
Red Riders of Canada (M), P. R. MUler
Riding Brigade (W), Bob Steele. —
Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Love.
Skinner's Big Idea (M), Bryant Waskburn
Texas Tornado, The (W), Tom Tyler
Trail of Courage, The (W), Bob Steele
Wallflowers (D), Trevor-Scott
Wizard of the Saddle (W), Buzz Barton.

Reviews

Sept. 17
Aug. 21
Dec. 25
Sept. 4
Oct. 30
2
Aug. 15
Nov. 23
Nov.
Sept, 13
18
Oct. 16
Nov. 6
.-June
17
.-Dec 27

-Sept. 10
-Sept. 10
-Uu. 6
Not. as
July
Not.
Jmij
Not.
-Dee.

Not. 19
Dec 3
Dec. 312
Not.

80
i19
26
10

AB8. 30

Dec. 17
Dec. 31
-Ang. 6
_J«ly 9
Mtr. 19

-Sept. 25

-Aug. 31

-lUy
—Apr.
—July
-Apr.

-Dec. 10

Ans. 20
-May 28
-Mar. e

Dec. 3
-Oct. 19
..Oct,
Dec. 94
-Dec 10
Dec. 11
June 24
May
Aug.
Ms-t.
Apr.
Mar.
Jan.
Apr.
Jan.
-.May
.-.June
-.Jan.

13
12
18
1
4
13
7
15
28
10
1

.-July
--Feb.
-Mar.
—Feb.
Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
July
May
Jeb.
July
Feb.
Jan.

15
21
12
8
31
11
24
20
22
29
15
19
15
11
26
8
13
22

99
2S
28

Nov. 12
Dec 10
Dec 24
Feb. 11

.Apr. 2

1928

Feb. 11
Feb. 11

Feb. 18
Mar.
U

Feb.
Dec
17
Jan. 11
21
Dec. 17
Mar. 3
Dec 17
Jan. 21
Feb.
11
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec

4
21
11
10

Feb. 11
Jan. 21
Feb. 4
Jan. 21

Feb. 4

-Dec

24

1928
5700
5500
6300

1927
Comrades. Costello-Huglies
Death Valley (W), CarroU Nye
Eager Lips, Garon
Finnegan's Ball (C). Mack Swain
Ladies at Ease (CD), Garon-Short
Ladybird, Compson Naughty, Garon
Polly of the Movies, Short-Robards.
Ragtime (D), De La Motte_
Return of Boston Blackie (D), Glenn-Palmer
Say It With Diamonds. Betty Compson
Temptations of a Shop Girl. Compson.
Fagasa, Raymond Wells
Masked Angel. Betty Compson.Souls Aflame, Raymond Wells.-

18
20
23
7
SO

Dec 10
Dec 10
Dec 3
Not. 28

1927
Oct. 8

1927
6300
6333
6433
6222
6765

Jan. 1
Sept. 1
Oct. 1
Sept. 15
Nov. 15
Aug. 1
-Nov. 1
Oct. 15
Sept. 1
Aug. 1
Aug. 15
Nov. 1

26

-

Anff. Sn

Jan, 7
Oct. IS

Nov.
Jan.

7

Sept. 3

1928

.-Apr. 1
— Mar. 1
—Mar. 15

May

a

Am

1

First National

6200

-Dec.
Nov.
-Oct
-Aug.
_Oct.

New
Pictures

Playen

First Division

.Mav 11
..Nov.
_

6267
6375

4785
4781
4884
6419
4729

Husbands or Lovers. Jannings...

Excellent

4892
5807
4898

Dec. 3

Angelus, The (D)
Real Charleston, Lesson Norelty..
Wooden Shoes, International

Back to Liberty (D). Walsh-Hall
Bowery Cinderella. A (D). O'MaUey-Hulette
Broadway Drifter (D). Walsh-Hal!
Broadway Madness (D). De la Motte-Kelth
His Rise to Fame (D). Walsh-Shaw
Nest. The (D), Frederick-Herbert..._
Striving for Fortune (D), Walsh-Soberts
Your Wife and Mine (F), Haver-Holmes
Winning Oar, The (D), Wal»b-HaU

4949
6412
6140
4721

4813
6148

Emblem Films

6980
6805

5181
6807
4924
6680
6885

4770

1927
6250

5186
6515
6481
4536

1928

Cranfield & Clarke, Inc.
1927

7014
5665
5240

4941
5476
6004
6388
4886
4565

New
Released
Title and Players
..Aug. 22
Alias the Lone Wolf (D), LyteE-Wilson-.
Blood Ship, The (M), Bosworth-Logan
iug. 10
By Whose Hand? (MyD), Cortez-GUbert.
Sept. 15
College Here. The (CD), Agnew-Qaion
Oct. 9
Fashion Madness, Windsor-Howes
Dec. 8
Isle of Forgotten Women (D), Tearle-D. Sebastian-Sept. 27
Lone Wolf Returns (M), Lytell- Wilson.
Opening Night, The (D), WLndsor-J. Bowers
Noy. 14
Pleasure Before Business (F), Daridson
Sally in Our Alley (M), Mason-Allen
Sept. 3
Screen Snapshots
Siren, The, T. Moore-Eevier.
JDec. 20
Stage Kisses (D). Harlan-Chadwlck
.JJoy. 2
Stolen Pleasures (CD), Herier
^.
Sweet Rosie O'Grady (CD), Mason
Tigress, The (M), Holt-Eerter..Oct. 21
Wandering Girit (CD), Reyler-Agnew_
Warning, The (M), Holt-Reyier

6507
6300

Reviews

Columbia
1927

5701
5093
4754
5723
4913

Title and

All Aboard
American
An Affair
Breakfast
Broadway

(C), Hlnes-Murpby_
Beauty (CD), Dove-Hughe«-.
of the Follies (D), Dove-Hugha
at Sunrise (CD), C. Talmadge —
Nights (D), Wilson-Hardy

-May 8
-Oct »13
-Feb.
-May
15
-Oct. 23

Nov. 19
Nov. 12

1927

Nov.
28
Mur.
Oct. 22R
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Length

8730
7724
6386
6588
6802

5400
6282

7133
6288
6118
6190
6524
6100
6720
5718
6650
6256
7388
6621
6542
5434
7846
6520
6040
6431
6734
11414
6982
6897
6400
6219
6477
6606
6800
6548
7179

Title and

Players

7419

6774
6668
7833

6380
6324
6409

and MOVING
Length

New
Pictures

Camille (D), N. Talmadge-Roland
Convoy
(D), Sherman-MackaiU
_
—
Crystal Cup, The (D), Mackaill-Mulhaa
Dance Magic (D), Lyon-Starke
Drop Kick, The (D), Barthelmess-Kevier.
Easy Pickings (MylVI), NUsson-Harlan
Framed
(D). Sills-Kingston
_
-

SOOO
7400

HERALD

-

Sept. 4
Apr. 24
Oct. 16
June 12
Sept. 25
^^^' ^0
J^« 1^
No7.
^°''- 6P

Gorilla, The (My), Murray-Kelsey
Gun Gospel (W), Maynard-Faire_
Dec. 25
Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-Kent
High Hat (CD), Lyon-Brian
_
-^^"- H
Home
Made
(C), Hines-Daw
-.-^o'- ^"
J^°- •>
Lady in Ermine, The (D), C. Grifflth-Busliman.
Life of Riley, The (C), Murray-Sidney
^"^p, ^
Lonesome Ladies (CD), NUsson-Stone
7^ •?
Long Pants (C), Langdon-Bonner.....
_ff- ,"
Lost at the Front (C), Murray-Sidney.
^^^ -^
Love Mart, The (D), Dove-Holand
-t""?- ^*
Lunatic at Large, The (C), ErroI-MackailL
^if": ^
Man Crazy (CD), Mackaill-MulhaU
^^^- g'
Masked Women, The (D), NUsson-Blinn-Hansen.
^^^- g
McFadden's Flats (C), Murray-Conklin.
—June 26
Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed
jj^j. 27
Notorious Lady, The (D), Bedford-Stone
Oct. 30
No Place to Go (C), IIughes-Astor
jj^^ g
Orchids and Ermine, Moore-Mulball
-....
jj^j.' 24
Patent Leather Kid, The (D), Batlielmess-0'Day...._jjj[, 'j^g
Perfect
Sap,TheThe.(C).
(CD),
Lyon-Starke
Poor Nut,
Murray-Mulhall
- '^^g ^
Prince of Head Waiters (D). Stone-Tashman
Red Raiders, The (W), Maynard-Drew
_
Rose of the Golden West (D), Astor-Eoland....
Sea Tiger, The (D), Sills-Astor
See You in Jail (C), Mulliall-Day_
Smile, Brother, Smile (C), Mulliall-MackaiU
Stolen Bride, The (D), Hughes-Doye
Sunset Derby (D), Astor-CoUier.
Tender Hour, The (D), Dove-Lyon
Texas Steer, A (CD), Eogers-Fazenda
Three Hours (D), Grifflth-Bowers. —
Three's a Crowd
(C), Langdon-McConnelL
Twinkletoes, Moore-Harlan
Valley of the Giants (D), SiUs-Kenyon.....
Venue of Venice (CD), Talmadge-Moreno
White Pants Willie (C), Hines-Hyams
_

-jiily 17
g^p^ 4
Oct. 2
p-gb 27
^pr] 17
-Sept. 11
-Aug. 14
June 5
May 1
-Dec. 4
— Apr. 3
Aug. 28
—
_
Dec. 11
Mar. 20
July 24

...May
....May
Oct.
...Aug.
Jan. 7
Dec. 17
Dec. 3

4C75
4299
C293
5510
5020
4053
11109
4783
5629
5531

2
21
29
13

...Feb. 26
...July 9
.Nov. 26
_JIar.
Oct
.Jan.
.Oct
_Sept
-Apr.
-June

19
29
8
1
24
9
25

esoo
6806
6344

7331
6485
8188

1927

5800

eooo
6200

23
17
3
2
28

5950
6700
6500
0750

.-Jan.
May 713
...Dec.

1928
6000

-Aug. 6
_Apr. 16

5900

6000

1928

1928
Big Noise, The, Conklln-White
JUar.
Burning Daylight, SUls-Kenyon
_
Mar.
Canyon of Adventure, Maynard
_
_
_..Apr.
Chaser, The, Langdon.
_
Feb.
Chinatown Charlie, Hines
Apr.
Flying Romeos, Murray-Sidney
_
Feb.
French Dressing, Warner- Wilson
_
Jan.
Harold Teen, Lake-Brian
May
Heart of a Follies Girl, Dove-Kent- Sherman
JIar.
Helen of Troy, Stone-Corda-Cortez
_
Jan.
Ladies Night, MackaiU, Mulhall
Apr.
Lilac Time, Moore-Cooper
_
_
_ipr.
Little Shepherd
of Kingdom
Come,
Barthelmess-

25
11
29
12
15
26
15
27
18
8
1
22

Mad
Hour, O'NeU-Kent-Sherman...Hawks
Nest, The, Milton Sills
Noose, The, Barthelraess. Joyce
Sailors' Wives, Hughes, Astor
Shepherd of the Hills, Francls-O'Day
Three Ring Marriage, Hughes-Astor.
Wagon
Show, The, Maynard..._
Whip
Woman,
The, Taylor-Moreno
Yellow Lily, The, Dove-Brooks

4
6
29
22
1
29
19
5
20

_
_

_

JUar.
May
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
May

Mar.

10

Aug.
Mar.
..Dec.
.Nov.

28
20
11
27

12

Vnw

IJ

___Au^.

''7

ffph

10

Dec. 3

Jan. 14

Apr. 9

1928
Feb. 11

Jan.
Feb. 28
25

Jan. 21

.Mar. 410
Feb.
Feb. 18

Feb. 4
Feb. 18

Jan. 28

24

Gotham
Blondes by Choice (0). Claire Windsor...Cheer Leader, The (CO), Graves-Olmstead—
Final Extra (M), De La Motte
'Frisco Nights (D). Percy Marmont
Girl from Rio, The (D). Carmel Myers
Heroes of the Night (M), Landls-Nixon..Rose of Kildare, The (D), Helene Cbadwick.
Satin Woman, The (0), Mrs. WaUace Reld

1927
-.-.Oct 1
.Nov. 15
—
X>ec. 1
-....5ept 1

Bare Knees (D). Mae Busch
Chorus Kid. The (D). Myma Loy
Turn Back the Hours (M), All star

Dec 31

—
Dec 10
Nov. 26

4ug. 15
-Aug. 1

-N'ov. 19
Not. 19

Feb. 1
Apr. 1
-Mar. 1

Jan. 7
Mar. 24
Feb. 11

Feb. 1*
Sept S
Feb.
Aug.

1928

13

Krelbar Productions
6199

Feb. ii

1927

1927
6667

Feb. 4

4709
6312

Dec. 10
Dec. 24
Dec. 8

„.
Jan. 21

6439
12000
12550
5902
6050
5821
6126
7395
6886
6408
4658
8156
6909

1927
..Mar. 12
..Nov. 19
..Feb. 6
Inov. 12
..Apr. 2

June
4
Oct 22
.

Nov. 19

Oct. 111
June

5687
6110
5291
5957
62S0
7603
6337
6581
6640
r.705
62S0
7SG5
6309

May 9
Oct. 29
May 14
-May 21
Dec. 17
..Sept 24

7809
6517

Apr. ae
16
_F»b.

Dec. SI
Dec. IT
....-

6088
6646

6203
0273
6160
5252
B657

.Feb. 5
Oct. 1
Oct 8

-

Broadway After Midnight, Betz..

-Oct 29

Metro-Gold\v>'n-Mayer

Dec. 17
Mar. 10
Dec. 24

8730

Feb. 20
Nov. 20
Jan. 16
.Sept. 25
Nov. 13
_Mar. 13
Aug. 28
Aug. 14
June 26
Dec. 25
-June 5
Oct. 9
_Sept. 25
June 12
May 8
Oct. 16
May 1
_Sept 18
May 15
Sept. 18
-Nov. 20
Jan. 23
Mar. 6
Sept 4
Apr. 3
Feb. 20
Feb. 20
Jan. 23
J<"i. 2
Aug. 14
— Oct. 23
Oct. 2
Mn5- 22
J<">e 19
Oct SO
N"»- ^
Dec. 18
-....Oct I
*'"=• 21
'""• '
•'■•">• »
Oct. 9

Oct. 30
Sept. 11
Jan. 30
Nov.
Feb. 66

K-oh

1927

Fox

5498
Ankles Preferred (CD), Bellamy....4665 Arizona Wildcat, The (W), Tom Mls..._
6600 Auctioneer, The, Sidney
4777
Blackjack (W), Buck Jones
4656
Blood Will Tell (W), Buck Jones.
8425
Broncho Twister (W). Mix.
6078 *Cameo KIrby (D), John Gilbert
6333 Chain Lightning (W), Buck Jones
4810 Circus Ace, The, Mix...,.
4300
Come to My House (CD), Olive Borden
6381
Cradle Snatchers (FC), Fazenda.
8154
East Side, West Side (D), O'Brlen-Valll
6524
Gay Retreat, The (C), Coben-McNamara
4545
Good as Gold (W), Jones
6617
Heart of Salome (MyR), Rubens
6515
High School Hero (C), Pblpps-Stuart
4983
Hills of Peril (W), Jones
_
4851
"Honor First (D), John Gilbert
6940
la Zat So? (CD). O'Brien-Ixjwe
6162 Joy Girl. The (CD), Olive Borden
6599 Ladles Must Dress (CD), Virginia ValU.
6190
Last Trail (W), JIlx
8538
Love Makes 'Em Wild (D), Harron
8538
Loves of Carmen (D), McLaglen-Del Rio
6415
Madam Wants No Children, Cordla
6440
Marriage (D), Valll
6600 Monkey Talks (D), Lerner
7734
Music Master (D), A. B. Franols.
7677
Ono Increasing Purpose (D). Lowe
6327
Outlaws of Red River (W). Mix
6898
Paid to Love (D). O'Brlen-Valll
5876
Pajamas
(CD), Borden-Gray
5893
Publicity Madness (CD), Moron-Lowe.
-..6480
Rich But Honest (CD). Reohe
6870 Secret Studio, The. (CD), Borden
10726 Seventh Heaven, The (R). Farrell-Gaynor
5467
"Shame
(M). John Gilbert
-. —
5446
Silk Legs (CD), MadRC Bellamy..
6000
Sliver Valley (W), Tom
Mix...—
_
—
6702
Singed (D), Baxter-Sweet
5412 Slaves of Beauty (D). Hcrbcrt-Tell —
6620 Stage Madness (D), ValU
4943
St. Almo (M), John Gilbert
.
10000 Sunrlsa (D), O'BrlenGaynor

Reviews

New
Pictures

Aug. 21

Tumbling River (W), Tom ilii-Dawn
Truxton
King, Gilbert
Two Girls Wanted (CD), Janet Gaynor —
Upstream (D), Foxe
Very Confidential (CD), Madge Bellamy..War Horse (W), Jones
What Price Glory (CD), McLeglen-LoweWhispering Sage (W), Jones
Wizard, The (MyD), Lowe-Hyams....
Wolf Fangs (D), Thunder (Dog)

1927
6987

...Apr. 16
Dec. 24

Released

Players

4G12 Branded Sombrero. The (W), Buck Jones
Jan. 815
....Jan.
4987 Daredevil's Reward
(W), Tom Mix.
Mar. 18
Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor
-....Apr. 1
_...Feb. 12
Escape, The (D), RusseU-Valli
—Jan. 1
Fleetwing (D), Norton-D. Janis....5038 Gateway of the Moon, The (D), Del lUo
5882 Girl in Every Port, A (CD), Victor McLaglen.Jan. 29
Mar. 11
Horseman of the Plains (W). Tom Mix
Apr. 15
15
Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray
Jan.
Sharp Shooters
(CD), O'Brien-Moran. —
- — Mar.
Feb. 54
5629 Soft Living (CD), Bellamy-Brown
Square
Crooks, Brown-Dwan
:.
Wild West Romance (W), Rci King
_— .....Apr.
Mar. 825
Why Sailors Go Wrong, Phlpps-McNamara
Jan. 8
5480 Woman
Wise (CD), RusseU-CoUyer_

_Jan. 22
_Feb. 12
-July 16
May 14
..Dec. 10
-Apr. 9
,-Aug. 20
-Jan. 22
...Sept. 10
.-July 23
.-Oct. 15
Oct. 8
...May 14
-Apr.
-Sept.
-.Sept.
...July
...May

Title and

1928

-Feb. 5

Nov. 26
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.-..Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Aug.
Dec.

5
22
15
23
6
10

June
. June
„M»y
Not.

4
25
28
26

Oct. 20
July 16
.....June 11
Jin. 29
..Oct 1

...Aug.
Sept 20
17
Becky
-Not. 12
Ben Hur(CD),
(M). Sally
RamonO'Nell...
Novarro
Big Parade, The (M), GUbert-Adoree
..
Oct 810
- Sept
Body and Soul (D), L. BarrymoreBugle Call. The (0), Jackie Coogan
Aug. 6
Buttons (CD). Jackie Coogan
_
Dec 124
-.Oct.
Callahans and Murphys (CD), Dressler-Moran.
June 18
Captain Salvation (M), Hanson —
— May 14
Certain Young Man, A (D), Novarro-Adoree
Demi-Bride
(CD). Shearer
Feb. 19
Fair Co-ed. The (CD), Marion Darles
Oct 15
Foreign Devils (W). Tim McCoy
_
Sept 3
Frisco Sally Levy (C). O'Nell
Apr. 2
Garden of Allah, The (D), Tcrry-Petrolvtcb...— Nov. 5
In Old Kentucky (D), H. CosteUo
Oct. 29
Little Journey (CD), All star
Jan. 1
London After Midnight (D), Lon Chancy
J>ec 3
Lovelorn, The, SaUy O'NelL
J>ec 17
Lovers (D). Novarro-Ttrry
Apr. 9
Man. Woman and Sin (D), John Gilbert
__Not. IS
Mockery (M), Lon Chancy
Aug. IS
Mr. Wu (M), Lon Chancy
Mar. 26
Quality Street. Davies-Nagel
T'*c. SI
Red Mill (C), Davles.....
J»n- 18
Road to Romance, The (0), NoTirro-D»T
Sept 14
Rookies (C). Dane- Arthur
Apr. SO
Show, The (M), Gilb<-rt-Adoree._
J»n- M
Slide. Kelly. Slide (CO). Halncs-O'Nell
Mar. 12
Spoilers of the West (W), McCoy-Daw
!>«■ 10
Spring Fever (C), WlUlam Haines
Oct. 22
Taxi Dancer (D). Cr»wford-0. Moore.
Felx 8
Tea (or Three (C). Cody-Prlnglo
Dec 10
Thirteenth
Hour, The (D). Lionel BarnTnorc...
Not. 36
Tiltle the Toiler (C). Davlee.
M»T «
Twelve Miles Out (M). Oabcrt
Understanding
Heart (D). Cr»wfotd_
„. July 9
Unknown, The (M), Chaney

1928

.

.Aug. 13
Not. 26

.Aus. 2T
.May 21

Nov. 26
Not. 19
.July 16
.July 2

Not. 19
Not. 26
Dec IT
Dec 31
Dec S

-Apr. 2
Oct. 29
Sept. 2310
-Apr.
Dec 3
-Jan. 15
Dec 17
-May 2
Dec IT
JSept.
_Jime 410

Not. 19

Not. 12
Dec 24
Dec 3

-May
_Fel>.
-Mar.
-Apt.
-Dee.

»18
1*
1
24

Dec It
-Mar. 12
Not. 12
Dee. S11
-June
-July
SO
-May 14
-Jane 13

Feb, 28
June
4

Baby Mine. Arthur-Dane.
Jan.
C83S Bio City. The. rhaney-CompMin-DiT
Feb.
- Bringing Up Father. Farrell-Mcran-CMmstead
itar.
Co««iick«. The. Adoro-OUbort-Torrrnce.
Apr.
8548 Crowd. The, Boardnian-Murrar-noach
Mar.
7300 Divine Women, O.irhoHsnsonShermaa.
Jan.
- Enemy. The. Glsh-n«ne-Forbc.«
Ape.
Forbidden
Hours (D). NoTarroAiloreeJ»n7743 Latest from Paris, The. Shftn-r-Forhe*
Fet>.
Laugh. Clown. Laugh. Chanor-Murpby-Hlsle
Apr.
Law ol the Range. McCoy ■ Crawforrt. ..
. Jan.
Love. OarlKvOIUwrt
J»n- Paliy. The, Davles Calilwell-OraT
Mar.
Roto M.irle, CrawfonlXturrar
, ,
FeK
647(1 Sm.irf Srt. Malnr.PjvlIolt-nosTrorth.
Frtv
9568 Student Prince. The (R). NoTarro-Sheuw
J*"6901 Flash
Under
theBlack
Eagle.
FortMa-ralrbaaks-Doc Mar.
81S4 West Point (CD). nalne»-Cr»»rford
5011 Wickedness Preferred (CO). Cody-rrinsla
4435 Wyoming. McCoy Srbutlan

1927

.Aug. 27

Adam and Evil (CD), Cody-Prlngle
Adventurer, The (W), Tim McCoy..
After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray...Annie Laurie (D), Lillian Gisb

11
18
IT
14
S
14
14
T
4
T
21
1
10
11
25
!•
SI
Jan. T
Jan. 23
V»t. M

1928

Jan. 28
Feb. 25
D«r.
Mar. SI
10
Mar. 10
Feb. ISIT
Mar.

Jan. U

Uw.

IS

rwi 4
Feb.
XIar.

1*

-Jan. 14
Feb. It

10

ryti St

r«iL II

-JM. U
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Reviews

Length

Paramount
1927

1927

6199
6951
S879
6B97
5878
7175
6040
6536
6662
6408
7447
6287
6296
£399
6376
6017
S889
5415
7091
S862
6462
8666
7666
6439
7880
6940
6052
6007
5617
8039
7180
6268
6877
6798
4551
5599
6187
6680
6306
6247
6952
9443
6614
6368
6634
6209
6170
6615
6015
6179
6838
6624
4934

Afraid to Love (C), Vlcior
Apr. 9
Barbed Wire (0), Negri-Brook
_
Sept. 10
Aug. 1
Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery
.Mar. 12
Blind Alleys (M), Meighan.
_
_
Blonde or Brunette?
(C), Menjou
Jan.
Mar. 24
26
Cabaret
(CD), GUda Gray
Mar. 5
Casey at the Bat (C), W. Beery
Chang (D), Special cast
_
_
_
- Sept. 3
Children of Divorce (D), Bow
Apr.
City Gone Wild (M), Meighan-MiUner
_
Nov. 212
•Covered
Wagon, The (M), Kerrigan-Wilson
_ Aug. 6
Evening Clothes (C), MenJouMar. 19
Mar. 26
Fashions for Women (CD), Ralston
Aug. 1
Fireman Save IVty Child (C), Beery-Hatton
Gay Defender, The (CD), Eichard Dii.
Deo. 10
Oct. 15
Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), Menjou-O'Hara
Get Your Man (CD), Clara Bow.
—
— Dec. 10
Dec 3
Honeymoon
Hate (CD), Florence Vidor
Hotel Imperial (D), Negri.
_
— Feb. 26
Aug. 27
Hula (CD), Bow-Brook.
Feb. 19
It (C), Clara Bow
_
_
Oct. 22
Jesse James (D), Fred Thomson
Oct. 4
•Kid Brother (C), Lloyd
Feb. 26
Kiss in a Taxi (C), Daniels
Knockout Reilly (CD), Dix
Apr. 16
Last Waltz, The (D), Special east
. Not. 26
Let It Rain (C), MacLean.
- — Jan. 3
Feb.
12
Love's Greatest Mistake
(CD), Brent
July 9
Man Power (D), Dix
_
Metropolis (D), Special cast...
Aug. 13
Mme, Pompadour (D), Moreno-D. Gish.
—
Aug. 13
Nevada (W), Cooper-Todd
_
Sept. 610
Feb.
New York (M), Cortez-Wllson
Oct. 22
Now We're in the Air (C), Beery-Hatton
One Woman to Another (CD), Vidor-Shotwell..
Sept. 24
Not. 6
Open Range (W), Lane Chandler
Jan. 17
Paradise
for
Two
(C),
Dix-Bronson
'.
^.
Potters (CD), W. C. Fields
Jan. 31
Ritzy (CD), Bronson.
Apr. 918
June
Rolled Stockings (CD), Hall-Brook
Rough
House
Rosie (C), Bow
May 14
Rough Riders, The (D), Astor-FarreU
Oct. 111
Rubber Heels (FC), Ed. Wynn
June
Running Wild (C), Fields-Brian.
Aug. 20
Senorita
(F), Daniels
.
Aug. 30
Serenade (D), Menjou- Wray
_ Dec. 24
Service for Ladies (C), Menjou- Carver.
.
Aug. 6
Shanghai
Bound
(D), Di2-Brain._
Oct. 15
Not. 12
She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels
Oct. 8
Shootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane
Soft Cushions (C), MacLean-Carol
Aug. 27
Special Delivery (C), Eddie Cantor
'.Apr.
Not.
19T
SeptTl16
Spotlight, The (CD), Kalston-Hamilton
Street of Sin (D), Jannings-Wray
6200 Stark Love (D), Special cast
_.
_
. Sept. 17
6124 Swim, Girl, Swim (CM), Daniels-Hall
6006 Tell It to Sweeney (C), Conklin-Bancroft.... Sept. 24
_
6497 Ten Modern Commandments
(CD), Balston
. July 2
4926 Time to Love (FC), Eaymond Griffith.
. June 18
. Deo. 17
6319 Two Flaming Youths (C), Kelds-Conklin
. Oct. 29
Underworld
(M),
Bancroft-Brent
7643
8486 Way of All Flesh, The (D), Jannings-Bennett
. Oct. 1
.May r
6869 Wedding Bills (F), Raymond Qrifflth
. Sept. 3
6935 We're All Gamblers (D), Melghan-Mlllner.
Whirlwind
of
Youth
(D),
Lois
Moran...
6866
Apr. 30
Wings (M), Charles Rogers..
5960
Woman on Trial (D), Pola Negri
Oct. 29

1928
6897
6636
6666

6871
8234
7416
5837
7910
6582
6118
7194
7616
6951
6733
6991
6435

Mar.
Adventure Mad (M), UFA
Jan.
Beau Sabreur (M), Cooper-Brent
Feb.
Doomsday, Vidor-Cooper
Feb.
Feel My Pulse, Daniels-Arlen
Jan.
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (0), Taylor-White
Jan.
Last Command, The (D), Emil Jannings
Mar.
Legion of the Condemned, Wray-Cooper
Jan.
Love and Learn, Halston-Caiandler
Mar.
Old Ironsides (D), Beery-Bancrsft-Fairell-Ralston..
Mar.
Partners in Crime (C), Beery-Hatton
Jan.
Peaks of Destiny, UFA
Jan.
Pioneer Scout, The (W), Fred Thomson
Mar.
Red Hair (CD), Bow-Chandler.
„ Feb.
Secret Hour, The (D), Negri-Hersholt
Feb.
Showdown,
The, Bancroft
Something Always Happens, HalBton-Hamllton.
_, Mar.
Speedy (C), Harold Lloyd.
Apr.
._ Feb.
Sporting Goods, Dix-Olmstead
_ Feb.
Tillie's Punctured
Romance, Flelds-Conklln
... Feb.
Under the Tonto Rim, Arlen-Brian
-. Jan.
Wife Savers (C), Beery-Hatton

31
7
18
25
28
21
10
14
IT
S
28
21
10
4
26
24
711
18
4
7

Apr. 23
Aug. 13

"*"*"*'

Mar. 5
15

—

May
Aor. 918
Jan.
Mat

2

—May
. Dec. 21()

31
Jan.
Dec.

7

26

9
9
10
17
12
Foh, 8

_..Apr.
Apr.
.... Dec
— Oct.
Nov.

Ffih.
Dpn.

5596
6566
4336
6326
4876
4612
6100
7500
4033
8478
8586
6804
6699
6228
8002
7107
6403
6568
6859
3303
5867
4960
7913
4750

Almost
Human
(CD), Reynolds
_
Angel of Broadway, The (D), Leatrice Joy
Avenging
Fangs (M)
_
_
_
Border Blackbirds (WD), Maloney..._
„
Born to Battle (W), BUI Cody
Code of the Cow Country (W), Roosevelt
Combat (D), Walsh-Adams
Country Doctor, The (D), Schlldkraut
Desert of the Lost, The (W), WaUy Wales
Devil's Twin, The (W), Leo Maloney
Discord (D). Dagover-Ekman.
_
Don Desperado (W), Maloney
_„.
Dress Parade (D), Boyd-Love
Eyes of the Totem (M), Hawley
_
Fighting Eagle, The (M), La Rocque-Haver.
Fighting Love (D). Goudal
Flying Luck (C), Monty Banks
Forbidden Woman, The (M), Jetta Goudal
Getting Gertie's Garter (F), Prevost
Girl from Everywhere (C), Pollard
Girl in the Pullman. The (C), Prevost
Gold from Wcepah (W), Bill Cody
Golden Clown. The (D), Gosta-Ekman
•Grandma's Boy (C), Harold Lloyd

4710
4497
4828
6000
4542
5844
4375
6303
5880
4338
4546
4562
5397
5670
5921
6198
4485

6

Sept

6447
5610
7820

29
Jan. 22
Tiinp 25
. July 30
.Tiinp 4
.,, , -T""
Mar. 19

.

1928

18

3996
5756
4805
6589
5927

May 14
Not.
Sept. 12
3
Not.
26

5503
5408
5426
4480

....Aug.
May 927

4398
4155
6650

,

Tilly Ifi

21
14
Deo. 31
Jan.

.Deo. 3
Jan. 7

4600
5954

Sept. 17
Oct. 22
. 19"
iMar
July 23
July 9

4626
5494
4833
4520
5423

.Sept. 3
.July 2
.July 23

Dec. 24
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec.
Jan.

4000

14
7
21
26
10
28

Mar. 10
Feb. 18
Feb. 4

Jan. 21
Feb. 18
Feb. 25

F*b. 18
~Feb725'

Jan.
Dec.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.

7
10
3
24
24
3
18

1928

Feb. 18

....

Feb. 26

Oct. 3
Jwie 628
. Aug.

Dec. 24
Not. 19
_

_
Not. 6
...June 4
..Sept. 10

Sept. 11
June 19
Oct.
Aug. 23
22

.June 17
.Oct. 15

Dec. 18
Dec. 11
Not. 20

.Dee. 10

May 811
Nov.
May 16
Aug. 29
.. Dec 4
_ Not. 7
. Dec 11
_ Oct. 31
,. Not. 20
.. Dec. 18
.Dec 11

Not. 19
_

Not. 12
Not. 19

6089
5076
5916
5960
6970
5502
4200

Oct. 10
May 29

Not. S
.May 21
..May
.Sept.
„July
-May

Aug. 7
May
Not.
_ Not.
_ Aug.

8
27
13
21

_ Dec
July
Not.
Jan.

25
3
18
29

_ June
14
Dec 19

Alice Through a Looking Glass
Apache Rider, The, Leo Maloney
Ballyhoo Buster (W), Buffalo Bill. Jr
Blonde for a Night, Prevost.
_
Blue Danube,
Leatrice Joy
Boss of Rustlers
_
Bronc' Stomper, The, Don Coleman
Chicago (M), Phyllis Hayer.
Cowboy Cavalier (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Crashing Through, Jack PadJan
Desperate Courage (W), Wales
Laddie Be Good (W), BUI Cody
Leopard Lady, The (M), Logan-Hale.
Let 'Er Go, Gallagherl (M), Junior Cogblan
Marlie, the Killer, "Flame"
Night Flyer, The
_
_
On to Reno (D), Prevost-Landis
Perfect Gentleman, A (C), Monty Banks
Roost, The (W), Coleman..
Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque.
Valley of Hunted Men, Buffalo BUI, Jr
Walking Back (M), Vera Reynolds.
What Price Beauty (CD), Nlta Naldi-.

Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

12
12
8
27
12

Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
. ... Jan.

26
5
29
5
15
1
23
16
4
5
2
15
22

Deo. 24
Feb. 4

.. Feb.
.. Feb.
_ Mar.
..Jan.

20
19
M
22

Feb. 18

Dec 24

May
Nov.
May
Sept.
June

9
6
14
17
4

Not.
.Feb.
.Not.
Not.

5
19
6
6

.Jan. 2S
.June »12
_Slay
.Jan.
-May
-Oct
.June

May 1
Oct 18
June 26
Aug. 14
Aug. 7
May 22
______

15
1
I
15

_Aug. »
-May 21
.Aug.
•
.Oct 8

Oct. 927
Not.

Aug. T
Oct. 31
Oct 24

21
S
24
•

_Mar. 10
Not. 25
-July

Meddlin'
(W), (F),
WalesPangborn-Fair '.
My FriendStranger
from India
Night Bride (FC), Prevost
Nobody's Widow (FC), Joy-Eay-Hayer.
No Man's Law (W), Eex.
Obligin' Buckaroo, The (W), Buffalo BiU, Jr
Pais in Peril (W), Buffalo Bill, Jr
Phantom Buster, The (W), Eoosevelt-Hayford
Pieces of China (Travel)
Pirates of the Sky (M), Hutchison
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary (C), Eobson
Ride 'Em High (W), Buddy Eoosevelt.
Roarin' B rones, Buffalo Bill, Jr.
Rubber Tires (C), Ford-LoveRush Hour, The (C), Prevost-Ford
Skeedaddle Gold (W), Wales
Soda- Water Cowboy, The (W), WaUy Wales.
Trunk
Mystery (M), Hutchison.
Turkish Delight Schildtoaut-Faye
Two-Gun of Tumbleweed (W), Leo Maloney
Vanity (M), JoyWhite Gold (D), Goudal
White Pebbles (WD), Wally Wales
Wise Wife, The (C), Haver
_
Wreck of the Hesperus, The (M), Bradford..
Yankee Clipper (M), Boyd.

Dec. 12
July 31
Sept. 25
_ June 12
Not. 11

Rsviawt

Not. 12

Jan. 7
.Apr. 9
Aug. 8
Oct 111
June
.July 17
Nov. 19

.June 18
Not. 6
.Apr. 920
-Aug.
-May 14

1928
Mar. 3
Feb. IS

Jan.
Jan.
Deo. 31
Jan. 28

Jan.

1927

Rayart

.Sept 24

Cruise of the Hellon (D), AU star
Heroes In Blue (M), Bowers-Eand
Not.
Law and the Man, The (D), Santschi-SockweU— _Dec
Light in the Window, A (D), WalthaL
On the Stroke of Twelve (M), D. Torrence
Not.
Silent Hero (M), Bonaparte
Wanderer of the West. A (W), Tex Maynard
Dec

.Not. 12
.Aug. 29

6673 Casey Jones (CD), Price-Lerris
Danger Patrol, The (D), EuMell-Fair.
Gypsy of the North (D), Gordon-Hale
5863 Heart of Broadway, The (D), Garon-Agnew
My Home Town (D), Brockwell-Qlass
4571 Painted Trail, The (W), Buddy Rooseyelt
Phantom of the Turf, The (D), Costello-Lease
4490 Wild Born (W), Tex Maynard
5260 You Can't Beat the Law, Lee-Keefe

Sterling

1928

Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.

1927

1927
Dec. 26

Released

1928

....

.......

Players

1927

.Jime 11
-Aug. 20
Oct. 1

Pathe
1927

5730
4575
6903
6421

6
Aug.
Mar. 17
624

Not.

Title and

April 7, 1928
New
Piitnrts

Harp in Hock, A (D), SchUdkraut-Coghlan
5990
Heart of the Yukon (M), Bowers-Cornwall
6563 Heart Thief (D), Schildkraut-De Puttl
4620 Hidden Aces (M), Hutchison
6035
6788 His Dog (D), Schildkraut.....
His First Flame (C), Langdon
4890 His Foreign Wife (D), MaeDonald-Murphy
4700
Hoof Marks (W), Jack DonoTan
4076
Interferin' Gent The (W), Buffalo BiU, Jr
4864 Jim, the Conqueror (W), Boyd-Faire..
13500 King of Kings (D), AH star.
6324
Land of the Lawless, The (W), Jack PadJan
4615
(C), Thornton
4131 Little Firebrand
Main Event The (D), Reynolds
6472
Man
Bait
(CD),
Prevost
5865
5750
4576

12
Deo. 22
8
Aug
Sept. 10
23
19
. Apr.
Oct. 29
.....Jan.
2
26
Apr.
Mar. 12
12
Feb.
Not.

PICTURE WORLD

(Continued

Burning Up Broadway (D), H. CosteUo.
5563 Closed Gates (M), Harron-Novak
5400 Outcast Souls (D), Lewis-Bonner
5600 Pretty Clothes (D), J. Ralston- Walker.
Stranded (D), Mason

1928

1927

Jan. 30
Dec. 16
Oct 16
Aug. 15

Dec 31
Not.
12

May 28

Jan. 7

Marry the Girl (CD)..

1927

Tiffany-Stahl

5754 Backstage (CD), Bedford
5669 Beauty Shoppe (CD), Busch
5300 Broken Gate (D)_
_
6024 Cheaters
(M), O'Malley
_
7300 College Days (CD), M. Day
4887 Enchanted Island (D)
5500 First Night The (FC), LyteU-Devore
6482 Fools of Fashion (CD), Busch
5233 Girl from Gay Paree, The (F), Sherman-Bedford...
4753 Haunted Ship, The (M), Sebastlan-M. Loye
„
5600 Husband Hunters (C), Marsh
5800 Josselyn's Wife (D). Frederick.
6049 Lightning (W), J. Ralston.
6235 Night Life (CD), Day-Harron
5639 Once and Forever (D), Patsy Ruth Miller
6100 Sin Cargo (D), Mason
on page S3)

—
Sept. 16
Dec 1
.Nov.
27
.Feb. 26
Sept 1
Nov. 1
Oct 16
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.,Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National

Theatre for Sale
FOR SALE — Theatre and building, established business, seating capacity six hundred, neighborhood
house, well located, population twenty-five thousand,
will lease to right party with option to buy. Address
First National Bank, Granite City, Illinois.
FOR SALE — Majestic Building, Algoma, Wis.;
366-seat theatre, hall second floor; 3 bowling alleys
(basement) ; will stand full investigation. Address
Louis Hassberg, proprietor.

For Sale
FOR SALE— NATIONAL HIGH INTENSITY
CARBONS— 1,000 13.6 x 20" and 1,000 7/16 x 9"
Projector Carbons. Price of 2,000 Carbons $325.00
F. O. B. Atlanta, Ga. Address Thos. F. Callahan,
1296 Murphy Ave., S. W., Atlanta. Ga.
200 Rolls Wurlitzer K. $1.00 each. 10 Rolls Reproduce $3.00 each. 1 Motor generator set 35 amperes at 70 volts. 110 volt three phase 60 cycle.
Address W. B. Aspley, Glasgow, Ky.
Complete equipment Star Theatre, Odon, Indiana.
Two Simplex machines in excellent condition, 200
good seats. Piano, Fans, etc. Address Hayden Caress,
Elnora, Indiana.

Organs for Sale
FOR SALE — Used style U Wurlitzer orchestral
organ. Just overhauled. Address Box 256 Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Big April list used Organs offers 25 real bargains.
Rebuilt Organs like new, guaranteed. Equipped with
or without roll features. Free music rolls with
Automatic players. Prices from $950.00_ to $6,750.00;
2 years to pay. No red tape. Organs installed free.
90 days free service any place U. S. A. No obligation
to mail you our price list. Write today. Address
Robert Morton Organ Co., 624 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ used or new. Reproduce Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, Illinois.

Stationery
"NEARGRAVUREMBOSO" (Type-embossed) Stationery if particular. 100 each letterheads-envelopes
special $3.75 cash postpaid. Samples, stamp appreciated. Address Sollidays, EX-124, Knox, Indiana.

Position Wanted
ATTENTION, THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a moderate salary to begin in order to prove
worth. If you are, do not overlook this owortunlty.
Union, best of references, will go anywhere. Address
Box 257, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 .S. Dearborn St.. Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY^Female Organist, working ,Tt present but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Hcr.ild & Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Cliiciiro. III.

C 1 ass Hi ed

Advertising

Medium

MANAGER, poster artist, display man, exploitation, projection expert. Ten years experience. Best
references.
Address H. E. Schlichter, Madison, Kansas^

WILL LEASE OR BUY THEATRE— in New York
or surrounding state. Address Box 255, Exhibitors
Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.

OPERATOR, seven years experience with Motiograph, non-union, would join, age 28, married.
Wishes 111.
steady work. Address Wayne Goodspeed, Victoria.

Business Opportunity

AT LIBERTY — Clarinetist, Sax. Experienced in
theatre and band; theatre preferred. Use one Clarinet. Age 30. Address Emile Mills, Belleville Ave.,
Christopher, Illinois.
OPERATOR — 12 years experience, good references,
non-union, but will join if necessary. Will go anywhere. Address Victor Burns, care of Mrs. Ryan,
Box 493. Sea Cliff, Long Island. N. Y.
EXPERIENCED FEMALE— Organist, union, will
locate anywhere. Address Jane Bradshaw, 7107
Langley Ave.. Chicago. 111.
EXPERT PHOTOGRAPHER
(on stills), also
second cameraman on the M. P. Camera. Address
Samuel
Friedman,
91
New
Jersey
Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
EXPERIENCED ORGANIST desires position
April 1st. Union, Single, Good library. Address
Roscoe C. Wright. Spirit Lake. Iowa.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR, reliable and competent, desires steady position. Non-union, but willing to join, will go anywhere, references. Address
J. Handelman, 2611 Gladstone Ave., Apt. 109, Detroit,
Michigan.
ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced
in theatre work. Men and women now ready for
good positions. Union or non-union. Write salary
and other data. Address, Chicago Musical College,
64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
THEATRE MANAGER— With broad experiences
in theatre management, pictures, road shows, vaudeville, stock exploitation and publicity. Will consider
connection with theatre over 1,000 capacity where
conservative management, forceful tactics, initiative
and live ideas may be applied. One hundred per cent
references. Salary and commission. Address Box
250, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407
S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Address Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 North 7th Street. Allentown, Pa.
EXPERIENCED ORGANIST desires position.
Thoroughly dependable, large library. Any make
Organ. Will go anywhere. Address Box 252, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn
St., Chicago. 111.
THEATRE ORGANIST— Ten years experience.
Western States preferred. Single, sober, reliable.
Minimum salary $50.00. Address Ted Harrison, 2920
E. 7th St., Long Beach. Olifornia.
PROJECTIONIST — Eight years experience. Missouri and Kansas. Simplex. Powers, Motiograph.
Address M. C. Varnier. R. F. D. No. 1, Box 92D.
Fort Pierce, Florida.

Theatre Wanted
PAVING THEATRE WANTED— Give details. Address Box 254. Exhibitors Her.ibl & Moving
Picture
Wi.il.l. |or S Ooarliorn St.. Chicngo.

EXPERIENCED THEATRE
MANAGER— for
partnership in centrally located Strand Theatre in
city of 85,000. Must have some capital. Reason
for capital to assure securing complete effort. Will
consider leasing property. Write or wire Dr. Lake
Polan, Huntington,
W. Va

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write todav. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash.
(Chicago.

Equipment Wanted
HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Movie Supply Co., 844
Wabash. Chicago.
SHIP US your secondhand machines. SimplexPowers-Motiograph. (jenerators. Compensarcs, Spotlights, Reflector Lamps. Also Acme. DeVry, Holmes,
Cameras, Edisons, Royals. Any theatre equipment.
We pay highest spot cash prices. Address Monarch
Theatre Supply Co.. Box 2042, Memphis, Tennessee.

Equipment for Sale
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before bujnn^r elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service. 643 Carondclet Street, New Orle.\ns. La.
CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE for Second Hind
Equipment. Seats. Rebuilt projectors of all makes.
Screens, Pianos, Organs, and otter miscellaneous
articles for the theatre. Address Illinois Theatre
E(^uipment
Company, 12-14 E. 9th Street, Chicago.
Illinois.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
Chairs, Projectors. Screens, Generators. Rectinere,
Reflecting Arc Lamps, etc. Write for bargain list
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash. Chicago.

Chairs for Sale
FOR SALE— 1.800 HIGHEST GRADE u»ed
spring cushion opera chairs, upholitered in dark
brown Spanish leather. Very reasonable. Write for
exact photograph and details. Address Illinois The-I're Kqtiipmcnt Co. 1214 E 0th St. Chu-»C'->. Ill

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World ha.s helped luindn-ds of Theatre ow ners in >ol\ini: in.my a problem. The
classified advertising department has placed org.inists all over the country-, has helped in oht.uning equipment, in .•ielliuk:
equipment, and in solving many another problem diat seemed difficult. The rates are but \(\- per word pay.ible with
yoti mc In lu-eil of sonu-thing th.it i-.
order, 10% discount if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe
Ill
being advertised this \\ eek. The cost is small, the results are great.
[Sec iifvt
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HERE'S A REAL BUY— Of 1,000 finest grade
made assembly folding chairs in secnons of two
chairs slightly used. Also 720 uphoUtered theatre
chairs with a heavy 7 ply veneered back. All seats
have been newly re-covered in a Spanish leather and
are spring constructed. 2,000 used plain light and
heavy 5 ply veneered chairs. All chairs offered at a
very rare bargain. Exact descriptive matter and
photos will be submitted at your request. Address
Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St.,
Chicago, 111.
OPERA CHAIRS — Largest stock in the country.
Get our prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.
FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
OPERA CHAIRS— Seats and backs in all sizes,
five ply, at cut prices that saves you money. Address
Redington & Co., Scranton, Pa.

Advertising Wanted
WE PAY CASH for used advertising; ship at
once and check will go forward promptly; or write
for particulars. Address Theatre Advertising Supply
Co., Davis Bldg., 244 West Fayette St., Syracuse,
N. Y.

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.

That "Bullfoundland"
Pup
NASHWAUK,
MINN.,
To the
Editor:
Welcome,
film salesmen ! Try and get in !
The
photo
shows
my
"bullfoundland"
pup
sitting at my
front
gate
watching
for
film
salesmen
with
"grief" cases.
in a while one
by him but they
look the same.
Now listen,
Jenkins of
High, Neb., you

Once
gets
never
J. C.
Kneegotta

quit
mymakes
dog
aroundkickin'
and it
no difference if his
maw was a hound.
He has never been
the same since he
licked J. C. in the
face last June, but I think he eventually will
get over it.
That Texas climate seems to have gone to
J. C.'s head as his articles run heavy to poems
and poetry of late.
The photo of the "bullfoundland" pup was
taken just last week and on the very day that
the weather man announced 74 above in
Chicago. A traveling man from Chicago
happened to be in Nashwauk during this
heavy snow storm and he said to a school
boy, "Don't you ever have any summer up
here?" The kid replied, "I dunno, we've only
lived here two years."
That Alexandria, Minn., pow-wow is going
to be a whiz from all reports. — Crockett
Brown, Grand theatre, Nashwauk, Minn.
P. S. — The snow has started to melt a little
and I should be able to get my car out of
the garage by June. — -C. B.
Beauty Contest and Convention
NEW HAMPTON, lA.— To the Editor:
All aboard! Wind up the New Lady Lizzie.
Let's go to that "Exhibitors' Convention" at
Alexandria, Minn., toothbrush, fishin' tackle,
golf clubs, wife, family 'never^'thing . Of
course, if Maggie should be agin' everything
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Multigraphing

Films Enlarged
ENLARGEMENTS from your films, 8x10, 50c;
three same, $1.00. Address Hobby, Box 6, Traffic
Station, Minneapolis,
Minn.

Wanted

to Buy

WANTED TO BUY— Second-hand Power's, Simplex and Motiograph Machines. Also extra mechanisms and stands. Must be bargains. Write P. O. Box
202, Birmingham,
Alabama.

Circular Letters and Postcards Multigraphed.
Lowest prices. 24-hour service. Quality workmanship. Address Ace Letter Shop, Dept. E. H., Moline,
111.

Wanted to Buy

WANTED TO BUY- 225 Upholstered Opera Chairs
in first class condition. Give full description. Address
Box 253, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.

Films for Sale or Rent
FOR SALE — "Every Man's Price" (6) ; "Son of
the Desert" (6); "Martin Johnson's Cannibals of the
South Sea" (5); "The Deemster" (7); also Serials,
Comedies, Travel, Educational, etc. Address Guaranteed Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Banners and Posters
CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, 111 West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Miscellaneous

Organ Wanted
WANTED — New
Address P. O. Box

or used Reed
Portable
Organ.
111, Pottsville, Pennsylvania.

that has a kick to it, better leave her at home,
because that A'linnesota atmosphere is certainly
intoxicating.
As for the time of this convention, any time
in June after school is out, or in July, except
the week of July 4, would be okey with me.
Let's have the matter of dates settled as early
as possible so that proper arrangements can
be made in every way.
I wrote to Jaysee who is rambling around
in Texas, and suggested that Bill Rogers be
invited to act as master of ceremonies, but
Jaysee objects to Bill, because he made Hollywood as dry as Death Valley. We should
have some notable to act in the capacity of
master of ceremonies, so therefore suggest that
Mr. Volstead, who is a prominent native son
of Minnesota, be invited to preside. Perhaps
he could explain to all of us poor uninformed
natives of this great land of the free, why we
are all prohibitionists, and how ! This prohibition stuff must be contagious, even the farmers
where "The Tall Corn Grows" often measure
their crops by the gallon per acre, instead
of by the bushel per acre.
Notice that Jaysee has switched colors again,
and is all primed for another beauty contest.
The older he gets, the more fickle he seems
to be. Perhaps the nearness of the Mexican
border has had some effect on him. Anyway
he has switched his preference from Marie to
Madge Bellamy, and has nominated Miss
Bellamy as his candidate. Jaysee also reserves the right to help pick the judges for
this contest. You had better be careful of
your election activities, Jaysee, because congress is real busy right now making investigations of some other people's election activities.
All right, Grandpa, you can have Madge
Bellamy as your candidate, but I am going to
play the same colors as last year, and Billie
Dove, the real "American Beauty" of the silver
screen, is our candidate in this race. I would
like to suggest that the voting in this contest
take place some time after the "Exhibitors'
Convention" is held at Alexandria, which
would then make it possible for some late
nominations to be made during the time that
this convention is being held.
As soon as the definite dates for this convention are decided upon, it should be given
publicity, so that exhibitors will have ample
time in which to make their arrangements to
attend. Of course, Jaysee should be given a
special notice because he might forget all
about it, as he seems to be somewhat loco
right now, and can't seem to tell for sure
whether he is 36 or 63 years old. Perhaps
that Mexican
border
has given him young

BEAUTIFUL registered Bull Pup',, $15.
Address 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Te.xas.

Bulldogs,

Viennese Students Smear
Nude Film Star Pictures
( special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moi'ing Picture World)

VIENNA, April 3.—
dents in Vienna seem to
for censorship. Several
dents here recently set

College stuhave a taste
hundred stuout at night

with huge pots of paint to "clothe the
nakedness" displayed on posters and
lithographs of female cabaret performers and motion picture stars.
The theatrical producers at once
hied suit. The students declared they
were incensed by the nudity of performers, including the American Negro dancer, Josephine Baker.

ideas again and he imagines that he is still
a perfect 36.
All right,
go !— E. la.
C. Potter, Firemen's
theatre.
New let's
Hampton,
Can You Fisherman Beat This?
DENISON, lA— To the Editor: Well,
folks after 30 years in the show game, the
last 16 as manager of the old and new Opera
House, my contract as manager terminated on
March cation1,at home.
and I am taking a long needed vaI have a scrapbook of programs of the
shows we have handled since 1900 and can
enjoy
back Brother
over "Memory
Lane," used
even
to
the myself
days when
J. C. Jenkins
to tell us in the Opera House reports "Why
is an agent?" Of course, I am going to keep
on reading the Herald. But say, boys, did
you hear about those two Nebraska fishermen
that went to Wolf's Lake and caught a 29
pound catfish with a cow's tail? J. C, can
you beat that? — Peter Krauth, Opera House,
Denison, la.
Note:
men:

Here's

the story

of the two

Nebraska

fisher-

ALLIANCE, NEB., March 9.— Joe Pozza
and R. A. Cook, Lakeside, Neb., started to
Wolf Lake to fish this week. They stopped
at the farm of Henry Neafus, where butchering was in progress, got the tail of a cow,
soaked it in blood, and took it to the lake.
When they dropped the end of the tail
through the ice, a 29-pound catfish took hold
a bulldog,
Mr.of Cook.
alike
short
time we according
had a huge topile
fish on "In
the
ice. Then it gave way, and Joe and the fish
went in.
"The ice was good on my side, and finally
I let Joe take hold of the tail and dragged
him out, but we didn't get any more fish" he
said.
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WHAT

THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
CepTrigkt,

1928

Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder
Columbia
THE TIGRESS: Jack Holt— 40%. March 1. An
exceptionally interesting picture that is different from
the average run. Dorothy Revier exceptionally good.
— W. G. Wright, Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo. — General
patronage.
THE SWELLHEAD: Special cast— 32%. Good
program picture, well produced. Business poor, followed "The Big Parade" so don't blame the picture.
— -E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre, Port Huron,
Mich. — Suburban patronage
THE COLLEGE HERO: Special cast— 16%. March
8-9. Seemed to please very well, but did not draw as
it should have. Six reels. — S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE COLLEGE HERO: Special cast— Better than
most so-called college pictures. Heard lots of favorable comment on it. Columbia has a consistent line
of good small town pictures. — Dwight Grist, Theatorium, Columbia Falls, Mont. — General patronage.
ALIAS THE LONE WOLF: Bert Lytell— March
15-16-17. It's good all the way. Customers liked it
and told us so, and we did a nice business. Five
reels. — Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland,
O. — General patronage.
SALLY OF OUR ALLEY: Shirley Mason— If you
will permit me to say it, this is a sweet little picture,
just the kind of a picture for an every day small
town audience. It seemed to please as well as most
anything shown in quite some time. — W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. — General patronage.

FBO
THE GINGHAM GIRL: Lois Wilson— 40%. March
3. We had a poor attendance on this due to so many
things going on. Those that saw the picture were
well pleased with it and the way in which Miss
Wilson baked and disposed of her famous cookies in
New York, kept them laughing all through the show.
A good comedy that will please the regular fans.
Seven reels. — J. P. Johnson, S of N. theatre, Ambrose, N. D.— General
patronage.
THE GINGHAM GIRL: Lois Wilson— February 14.
A good little program picture that drew fair in
spite of a basketball game and a blizzard. Six reels.
— Dewey L. Kisor Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
• — Small town patronage.
A REGULAR SCOUT: Special cast— 41%. March
3. Good Western, and tied up with Boy Saouts so
made some money on it. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove
theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — Suburban patronnge.
A REGULAR SCOUT: Fred Thomson— Fred Thomson's pictures are all good Westerns, but he will
have to watch out. or Ken Maynard an<l Tarzan will
sure get more aI)|ll.^use than ho and Silver King.
Six reels. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre. Union,
Ore. — Sm,all town patronage.
LIGHTNING LARIATS: Tom Tyler— 50%. March
10. Come on, Tom, keep making clean ones like
this one, and have many .stars in your crown. Five
reels. — A. K. Hn.vnes, Community theatre. Razor.
Tex. — General
patrona.ge.
MOULDERS OF MEN: Special cast— 17%. February 27-28. Just fair. Six reels.— S. G. Ihde. Photoplay theatre. Ashhmd.
K;in.- -Small town patronage.
THE MAGIC GARDEN:
Special cast 31%.
February 26-27. Beautiful settings and photography,
and a story that spom.s popular with the women. —
Roy W. Adams. Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. — -General patronage.
BULL DOG PLUCK: Bob Custer— I under.'^tnnd
that Custer has left FBO.
Well for my part I am

Reports."

Editor's Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained in the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided by
average daily gross of picture holding house record to determine relative box office value in terms of
percentage.
EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .
When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE
TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart." This rating
will appear in a forthcoming issue of the Herald-World.

will satisfy your action lovers. Nothing but action
all the way through. — Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount
theatre, Wyoming, III. — General patronage.
THE GREAT JLVIL ROBBERY: Special cast—
February 4. Played this on Saturday to a gx)od
crowd. This is a good picture with action from start
to finish. It is something different and keeps them
guessing. Six reels. — Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. — Small town patronage.
ARIZONA NIGHTS: Fred Thomson— Of all the
travesties this is the king pin of all of them. Absolutely ridiculous, even the children yelled out in
glee at the absurdities, and the Gold Rush was the
limit. Where in the world do they get that stuff.
To our fellow exhibitors we want to say this picture
does Arizona injustice, and take the period at any
time you want to now or the past, it was a complete
flop. Seven reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
ARIZONA NIGHTS: Fred Thomson- If all pictures drew as big as Thomson, the picture business
would be a pleasure. A fellow wouldn't have to run
but just a few months and then retire. Six reels.
— -Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming,
III. — General
patronage.
THE BETTER MAN: Richard Talmadge— February 28. This is a very poor Talmadge picture. He
has made lots better. Five reels. — H. W. Batchelder,
Gait theatre, Gait. Cal. — Small town patronage.
KOSHER KITTY KELLY: Viola Dana— February
14. Good little Jew-Irish picture, but did not draw
for me. Perhaps that kind has been overdone. Six
reels.— H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait Cal.—
Sntall town patronage.
SILVER COMES THROUGH: Fred Thomson— One
of Thomson's best. Silver better than ever. Good
business. — E. C. Bays. Globa theatre, Buerta Vista,
Va. — General patronage.

First National
not sorry. He don't do much for me. After you see
one, you see them all. — Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, III.— General patronage.
BREED OF COURAGE: Ranger— Good. This dog
comis good to look at. Good story. Many favorable Buena
ments. Six reels.— E. C. Bays. Globe theatre,
Vista, Va. — General patronage.
FLYING U RANCH: Tom Tyler and Pals—
February 11. Tom and his pals sure deliver the goods
at the box office and this was a little better on account of B. M. Bower story. Five reels.— Dewey L.
Kisor, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.— Small town
patronage.
LEGIONNAIRES IN PARIS: Cooke-Guard -March
17. Just another Saturday date wasted. While it
is a fair come<ly it was a total blank nt the box
office. Six reels. — Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling theatre.
Fairmont,
Nob. — Small town patronage.
MOON OF ISRAEL: Maria Corda -March 6-7-8.
Very koo<1 picture of its kind but fell flat nt the
box otTice. I ads-ertised same in No. 1 shape but
could not (W>t them out. I can't understand why this
picture don't draw, the ndvortlsinc on thUi Is \loai.
Print No. 1 and phfitogrnphy statxi. Eiiiht reels.—
Held. Strand theatre, Griswolil. In. -NeivjhborP.
hoodG. patronage.
ROSE OF THE TENEMENTS: Shirley Mnson Here is a picture that wi>nt over blir. Everyone
plens«l and Shirley has many ndmln-rs here. Did
not hnvc a single kick on this prc.^cntotlon. Seven
reels.— Gincomn Bros.. Crystnl theatre. Tombstone.
Ariz. — General pntronnge.
THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY: Kenneth Harlan
— ^.V real honest to tioodno^s niolodrnmn.
Thi^ one

THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Special cast—
100%. February 13-14. .-V wonderful box office attraction. Used cver.v sent in the house includini;
office furniture. Eight rcet. — W. G. Wright, Colonia]
theatre, Troy. Mo. — General
patronage.
THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Molly O'Day
— This is one of the best pictures we have shown all
winter. Bad weather cut our Bttondnnce. second
night very good. .\cting of .\lex B. Francis exceptionally good. — Wilcox and Miller, t>«J(eview theatre. Lnkevii'w, In
General
pafronajte.
THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Special eaaC
February 19-20. One of the very best of pictures,
will plr.'ise nny nudienee. — E. T. Dunlap. Dunlap theatre. HawnnUn. In. — Genernl patronatrc.
THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Special cast
— A mighty picture, and poeis over with the better
cUae pntronnge. It has a special api^eal to foika
that nro .iciking the better class rtoriw In their
movinff pictures. It has mono than averao« drawinir
IKTwcr. — W. H. Brenner. Cory theatre, Winchwtcr.
Ind.- Grncrnl
pntronnire.
BURNING DAYLIGHT: Milton Sillft— ?•«(>. Marck
U.
Gooil Milton Sills pictun-. Men llkr "
n
little hnrd for th<- Indies.
S«'ven rixU.
^•
holm.
Mermac
thiwtre.
Went
Bend.
N\ .
. .J
pntronaire.
BURNING DAYUGHT: Milton Stils— SOV March
IS. A dandr story of the far North, then back to thu
States, with (rood comedy and action. It pimswl
for me. Seven reek.— W. T. Bls«». Adair thaatra,
Adair, la. — General
patronas*'-
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BURNING DAYLIGHT: Milton Sills— The best
that Sills has made in many moons. More like this
•and he may be able to stage a comeback. — Russell
Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111. — General
patronage.
THE WAGON
SHOW:
Ken Maynard— 80%.
February 25. Here's another pretty good one from
Maynard, but why do they insist on making circus
pictures. When they have a good Western star
why don't they leave him where he belongs. — B. E.
Parsons, State theatre, Springfield, Minn. — General
patronage.
THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard— This is
the best yet from Ken Maynard, it gives him a
chance to show his circus experience. It's loaded
with action from start to finish. — Wilcox and Miller,
Lakeview theatre, Lakeview, la. — General patronage.
RED RAIDERS: Ken Maynard— 75%. March 17.
This is an extra good entertainment. Story, history,
star great and cast fine. Better than some specials
we have played at high rental. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
RED RAIDERS: Ken Maynard— March 9-10.
Where you have Maynard, you have the cream of
the Western stars. He can't be beat. 'Nuf sed I—
Guy Loudermilk, Fairy theatre, Nappanee, Ind. —
General patronage.
FLYING ROMEOS: Murray-Sidney- 50%. March
2. Another good comedy by Murray and Sidney.
My house was in an uproar and I have found their
comedies about the best on the market. Six reels.
— ^W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la. — General
Iiatronagre,
THE CHASER: Harry Langdon— 50%. March
15-16. This is the best Langdon picture since "The
Strong Man." There are a good number of laughs
in it. There are a couple of sequences that didn't
hardly need to be put into a picture such as the
castor oil gag and the kissing scenes. Nevertheless
they are about the biggest laugh getters so I guess
they deserve a place somewhere. Six reels. — Homer
P. Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich. — Small
town patronage.
THE CHASER: Harry Langdon— 50%. February
23. Would have made a good three reel subject but
had no excuse for being so long about nothing. Six
reels. — W. G. Wright, Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo.—
General
patronage.
THE MAD HOUR: Sally O'Neil— 80%. March 3.
One of the best this year. It is a natural, and
modem. Not good for children. Seven reels. —
Aug. Berkholtz, Mermac theatre. West Bend, Wis.
— General patronage.
THE MAD HOUR: Sally O'Neil— 60%. March 7.
This one will please the young showgoers and it is
good. I had many comments on it. Seven reels.
— W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la. — General
patronage.
THE MAD HOUR: Sally O'Neil— Personally I
thought this was great, but I found out later that
a helluvalot didn't. — Russell Armentrout, K. P.
theatre. Pittsfield, 111. — General patronage.
THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess— 55%. February 10. A picture that has a strong heart appeal.
Wonderful in every respect. — W. G. Wright, Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo. — General patronage.
VALLEY OF THE GLA.NTS: Milton Sills— 85%.
February 26-27. This is the best Sills we have had
in many months. Very good settings and lots of
action. Seven reels. — B. R. Parsons, State theatre,
Springfield, Minn. — General patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore— 79%. March
1ft. Clever comedy, well directed and she brings the
crorwd. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port
Huron, Mich. — Suburban patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore-^5%. February
27-28-29. Not as good as Colleen can make them,
but fair entertainment. Patrons seemed to like it,
ajid did fair business. Seven reels. — ^S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town
patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore— This is a comedy knockout and it brought us the best crowd we
have had all winter in spite of bad weather. It
pleases and satisfies everyone. Colleen never fails
at the box office. She's as sure as money in government bonds. — Wilcox and Miller, Lakeview theatre, Lakeview, la. — General patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore— March 4-5. Her
poorest picture ; my i)eople disappointed. — E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap theatre, Hawarden, la. — General patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore— February 27.
A disappointment to me and to my patrons. I advertised it big as I do all Colleen Moore's pictures,
but It is, in my opinion, one of her poorest pictures.— Guy B. Amis, Princess theatre, Lexington,
Tenn. — Small town patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore— March 11-12.
This is one of Colleen Moore's poorest pictures. No
drawing power. This was the first Moore picture
that didn't make any money for me.
Little Colleen
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tries hard enough but she just can't get started
right ; it seems like something is lacking. Print
good, photography good. Seven reels. — P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE DEVIL'S SADDLE: Ken Maynard— 20%.
January 5. A good Western that pleased. Tarzan
is sure there with the personality. Would advise
any small town to run these First National Westerns. Six reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre,
Knoxville,
III. — General
patronage.
SUBWAY SADIE: Dorothy Mackaill— 28%. Jannuary 11-12. A nice little feature, nothing big, but
will go over on bargain nights. Jack Mulhall good.
Seven reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, III.— General
patronage.
NAUGHTY BUT NICE: Colleen Moore— 80%.
February 25. Pleased everyone. Best house since
last December. How about a nice picture for this
report. Colleen ? Seven reels. — B. Hollenbeck, Rose
and Liberty theatres, Sumas and Lynden, Wash. —
Small town patronage.
NAUGHTY BUT NICE: Colleen Moore- Draws a
very big crowd. Seven reels. — ^Thomas Jisa, Opera
House, Coal City, III. — General patronage.
NAUGHTY BUT NICE: Colleen Moore— Really
this is the weakest thing we have ever had from
Colleen. A lot of blooey about the old stunt of a
faked situation where girl gets into mixup as the
supposed bride and then it takes about five reels to
have the rest of the cast try and force them into
the room for the night and running around without
any clothes on. If this is comedy, we don't care for
comedy. It's been done so many times that it is
very tiresome and ■we are surprised that Colleen
would let them slip her such a weak sister. Seven
reels. — Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.
— Small town patronage.
SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard— 90%. February 4. This star draws more money for me than
any star on the Western list, and oh how he can
ride. I am going to play all his old State Right
pictures, which I haven't already played. Eight reels.
— Kenney Lloyd, Joy theatre. Foreman, Ark. — General patronage.
GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard— Seems good to see
your face again. Ken. You sure know your stuff
and so do your producers and directors. Ken Maynard Westerns are the class of the field, and I have
tried them all.^L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la. — ^General patronage.
THEi LIFE OF RILEY: Special cast— February
28-29. A cracking good comedy. Step on it for entertainment.— E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap theatre, Hawarden, la.— General
patronage.
SOMEWHERE IN SONORA: Ken Maynard—
March 10. Another good Ken Maynard. All his
pictures are fine and draw good crowds. Tarzan is
as' good, if not better, than Ken, and causes a lot of
favorable comment. Six reels. — Robert Yancey,
Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
SOMEWHERE IN SONORA: Ken Maynard— All
of Ken Maynard's pictures are good. I have used
his first group and have bought the second group
also. All have been splendid to date. Six reels. —
Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. — -Small
town patronage.
CONVOY: Mackaill-Gray— March 3. A good, interesting picture, but rather dull if you want to be
amused. No comedy to speak of. Print and photography good. Eight reels.— Robert Yancey, Bonny
theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
HIGH HAT: Ben Lyon — January 25. It was not
such a good picture. It showed how pictures are
taken for the movies. — Thomas Jisa, Opera House,
Coal City, III. — General patronage.
SEE YOU IN JAIL: Jack Mulhall— February 1.
A comical picture. Seven reels. — Thomas Jisa, Opera House, Coal City, HI. — General patronage.
KIKI: Norma Talmadge — February 25. This went
over fine. Everyone enjoyed it. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.^ — -Small town patronage.

Fox
SQUARE CROOKS: Special cast— Good. No
drawing power in any form, but if you can get them
in it will please. — Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111. — General
patronage.
BLOOD WILL TELL: Buck Jones— February 5.
A good Western picture. Five reels. — Thomas Jisa,
Opera House, Coal City, 111. — General patronage.
LADIES MUST DRESS: Virginia Valli— March
11-12. A snappy program picture. Seven reels. —
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
THE SECRET STUDIO: Olive Borden— February
18. Well acted picture, but not what they want here.
Six reels.— H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait,
Cal. — Small town patronage.
SILVER VALLEY: Tom Mix— March 10. Another
good one from Tom
that kept a good crowd
in a
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good humor all through the show. Five reele. — Dewey
L. Kisor, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
PAJAMAS: Olive Borden — Not such a good picture. Too much loving up. Six reels. — Thomas Jisa,
Opera House, Coal City, 111. — General patronage.
THE WIZARD: Edmund Lowe — February 25. A
very good picture of its kind, but a little gruesome
for the children. Six reels. — Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. — Small town patronage.
CHAIN LIGHTNING: Buck Jones— February 18.
My first one of this star, but think that he is okay.
This one seemed to go fair. Good Saturday program where they like Westerns. Five reels. — Dewey
L. Kisor, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
CRADLE SNATCHERS: Louise Fazenda— February 25. This is one of the best that Fox has put
out. Lots of laughs and while rather suggestive in
places it did not get vulgar. I don't think anyone
could take offense at any part of it and it sure has
the comedy. Seven reels. — H. W. Batchelder, Gait
theatre. Gait, Cal. — Small town patronage.
CRADLE SNATCHERS: Louise Fazenda— February 10. Several scenes very suggestive. Can't understand how it got by the Board of Review. Pleased
the crowd that likes that type, but it will not please
the better type fan. — Guy B. Amis, Princess theatre,
Lexington, Tenn. — Small town patronage.
WHISPERING SAGE: Buck Jones— March 13.
One of this star's best and that's saying something.
Will draw and please. — E. C. Bays, Globe theatre,
Buena Vista, Va. — General patronage.
WHISPERING SAGE: Buck Jones— Good story.
Pleased Jones fans. Print poor. Photography hazy
and dark in spots. Weather fine. Roads great.
Business below average ; 10 and 25 cents. — Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. — General patronage.
BERTHA THE SEWING MACHINE GIRL:
Madge Bellamy — February 24. A poor title, but a
good program picture that pleased. — Guy B. Amis,
ronage. theatre, Lexington, Tenn. — Small town patPrincess
GOOD AS GOLD: Buck Jones— March 3. This
is a good Western. One of the best of Jones' pictures that I have run for a long time. Five reels. —
H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait, Cal.— Small
town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Norma Shearer—
55%. March 11-12. The best Shearer has ever
made. Pleased all. A comedy drama that's a knockout. Give us more like it. Eight reels. — Warren L.
Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General
patronage.
WEST POINT: William Haines— 53%. March 5-6.
This ofpicture
without
a doubt
is Haines'
and
one
the best
comedies
we have
played best,
for some
time. You can't go wrong by booking it. Ten reels.
— ^Harold Seaton, LeConte theatre, Sevierville, Tenn.
— General patronage.
WEST POINT: Special cast— March 1-2. Best
Metro-Goldvpyn in a long time. Go the limit for
advertising it. All comments good. Haines sure
goes good in this one. — E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap theatre. Hawarden, la. — General
patronage.
WEST POINT: William Haines— 100 per cent entertainment. Just as good as "Brown of Harvard"
and "Slide, Kelly, Slide." Anybody who doesn't play
this sure is passing up real stuff. — L. E. Palmer,
Postville theatre, Postville, la. — General patronage.
BABY MINE : Special cast— 43%. February 26-27.
Some raved about it and others disliked it. Got
plenty of laughs
Not as good as
feature comedies.
Ellinwood theatre,

by means of "nasty" sub-titles.
"Rookies," but better than most
Seven reels. — Warren L. Weber,
Ellinwood, Kan. — General patron-

THE THIRTEENTH HOUR; Lionel Barrymore—
age.
14%. January 19. A good picture that flopped, that
might have been a drawing card had the dog "Bona-
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parte" been starred when I bought this picture. I
yrsB told it was a dog picture, but his name was
never mentioned in the advertising. Six reels. — E. J.
Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
LOVELORN: Sally O'Neil— 36%. February 13-14.
This picture was very good. We had several com^
mente on it, but it failed to be a box office succesa
here. Six reels. — Harold Beaton, LeConte theatre,
Sevierville, Tenn. — General patronage.
LAW OF THE RANGE: Tim McCoy— 30%. February 18. This is our first McCoy Western and if
the others are as good as this, we will be satisfied.
Six reels. — Harold Seaton, LeConte theatre, Sevierville, Tenn. — General patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan— 9%. Febmary 28-29. Fair picture, but Jackie means nothing
a;t my box office. Will draw more kids than adults.
Six reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, EIlinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Cogan— A very good
Coogan picture which drew good. — Charles V. Martina, Family theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y. — General
patronage.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney—
60%. March 6-7. Pleased much better than "Mr.
Wu" or "Mockery." Chaney as a detective stirs up
many thrills and leaves the spectator in doubt until
the end. Seven reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood
theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
TEA FOR THREE: Special cast— 20%. March
7-8. And they charge us money for this. The biggest piece of cheese I have run in a year. Terrible! Look before you buy this. Seven reels. — S. B.
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. —
Small town patronage.
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J. C. Jenkins — His Colyum
DEAR

TUCSON, ARIZOiN-\,
HERALD-WORLD:
The thoughts we want just will not come,
Just what is wrong we cannot tell.

March

25ih, 1928.

This old typewriter's on the bum
It will not write, it will not spell.
There's this consoling
If at this screed your
The proper thing for
Is turn back and read

thought for you
judgment balks.
you to do
the SERVICE TALKS.

When Tommy takes his pen in hand
He writes the stuff we like to read,
For it's not hard to understand.
There, if someone
we can't do it.

We

will please supply the last line to the above verse we will be obliged,
thought of saying "'When he is working on full feed"' but that wouldn't

THE FAIR CO-ED: Marion Davies— 100%. The
percentage means the quality and not the amount of
business. Marion Davies certainly is not hard on
the eyes. I hope "The Patey" is as good. — L. E.
Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la.— General patronage.
THE FAIR CO-ED: Marion Davies— 58%. An
extra good college comedy drama. Had high school
selling tickets which meant good attendance. Seven
reels. — ^Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
THE FAIR CO-ED: Marion Davies — February 14.
A good school picture with one of the best girls'
basketball games I ever saw in a picture. Tie up
with your school and you can put it over big. — Guy
A. Amis, Princess theatre, Lexington, Tenn. — Small
town patronage.
BEN HUR: Special cast— 100%. March 14-15.
Just simply great. 100 per cent picture. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Haines— 30%. March
18-19. I sent personal letters on this to all golfers
and other sport fans within ten miles and had the
poorest Sunday I've had in a month. If they won't
come when you tell them what you've got, what the
heck are you going to do? I don't call this picture
so hot, just a fair comedy drama. The golfing shots
are good, but who cares if you can't get them in to
see it? — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich. — General patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Haines— 23%. February 20-21. Sure made a hit with the golf bugs and
in fact I think it pleased the majority very well.
Seven reels. — S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Haines— March 12-13.
A mighty clever program picture. Did very good
business, and best of all, pleased 100 per cent. You
can't go wrong on these kind. Seven reels. — Guy
Loudermilk, Fairy theatre, Nappanee, Ind. — General
patronage.
THE DEMI-BRIDE: Norma Shearer— 25%. March
13. A good program picture. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
MAN, WOMAN AND SIN: Special cast— 19%.
February 22-23. My patrons did not care for this
one. Would not class it as a small town picture.
Seven reels. — S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
BODY AND SOUL: Special cast— 18%. February
13-14. Not what I would call a small town picture.
Did not draw very well and is mighty slow. Seven
reels. — ^S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
— Small town patronage.
WOMEN LOVE DIAMONDS: Pauline Starke—
25%. March 9. Very good program picture of the
kind. Fifty per cent satisfaction here. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General p.ntronage.
THE GARDEN OF ALLAH: Alice Terry— 27%.
Mardh 4-5. A very artistic production of this old
best seller that won many favorable comments from
my moat critical patrons. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre. Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
THE
GARDEN
OF ALLAH:
Special cast— D^.

The Schieffelin Opera House at Tombstone, Ariz. This is the famous old playhouse
wherein Frederick Ward, Charles B. Hanford, Theodore Roberts, Murray & Mark and
many others of the old school used to play. The house u»aj opened by John L.
Sullivan and Company when on their world lour. This picture will no doubt inter,
est many of the old-timers. By courtesy of Mr. A. H. Gardner of Tombstone. —
J. C. J.

do. Who ever heard of a Chicagoan being on "full feed." If we could have jaid "Wlien
he is two-thirds full of beer" it might have been more nearly correct, but that wouldn't
rhyme, and besides it wouldn't have sounded just proper, for no one ever heard of a
Chicagoan being just "two-thirds full," they don't do it that way. Maybe Phil or Trag could
help us out. Anyhow, we've got that out of our system, and now if the Uniform Contract
is satisfactory to everybody, and (w^hile "we're all honest") yet if they will give the boys a
chance to "cut the cards" it would look like it was going to be a great year.
Kihibitors

Herald

and

Movuu!

I'lcture

World

Kills a Want

None Others

Do

Will someone kindly tell us what a "Bluenose" is? We have seen that word used a lot
of times in the HERALD-WORLD
and are wondering if a "Bluenose" is one who robs a
bank, holds up a train, gargles his soup, eats pie with his knife, runs off with the hired girl
or just one who is, from religious training, opposed to Sunday shows. We are opposed to the
use of the word, it doesn't sound proper and we consider it bad English and its use is bad
form. Personally we can see no harm in clean Sunday amusements, that's our per>onal
view on the matter. Our individual taste runs definitely to huekleberry pie, but \»i>uld v»e
have the right to brand our neighbor across the table as a "bluenose" if perchance he
would prefer corned beef and cabbage?
Some of the best people we know in this world are religiously and conscientiously
opposed to Sunday shows, they are honest in their beliefs as they have a right to be, and
we would feel like a scurvy pup to refer to them
did not coincide with our own. The applying of
us does not constitute an argument, and, in our
antagonism against the motion picture iiulii>lry, in

a< "Bliienoses" just because their view?
such epithets to those who disagree with
judgment, is the cau*e of much of the
that It is apt to c.ill allention to our own

frailties and short-comings, and the l.ortl knows we are none of us perfect. Let's get away
from it, let's rise above saying "you're another" and let's show to the world by our own
examples that we arc not as bad as some would suppose us to be.
"Bluenose" is a coin.ige
(Contintii'd on ttcxt foii.'

ccmbcr 1. This i.i a Kood picture nml will plea.ie if
you can get 'em in. .\ foreifrn production with benutiful scenery and a good sandstorm. Eight rc«la. —
Paul J. Durbin, Majestic thoalrc, Porry, III.— CfOncral patronage.
TILLIE THE TOILER: Marlon Davlaa — 80%.
February 15. Th.y came, fnvr and were Mtlsflod.
What more could wo ii!>k ? S<-vcn rccl.^. — E. S.
Wriuht. R.xlwoo<l tl..:.! ■. K.-.hv.xxl. N. Y.— Small
town patronnge.

THE RED MILL:
.M.v-lon P.i :.
.. J.nnwy
18.
Pcr.vmnlly
enjoyed
and thousfat it very gooti.
but it lacked drawing
povror hero.
S«vrn nnlj
E. S. Wriirht, R<<dwood theatre. Redwood. N. Y —
Small town patronaec.
LOVE: Gilb.-rt-C.arbo— SeV A tronderful comUnation of lovcrji. The picture is furnished by azcbances as dwirod. with a ud or happy endlns. but
would advlao the happy vndtrur for amall towiM.
Advertiaed the fact that w« wvrs tihowInK ahead of
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TWELVE MILES OUT: John Gilbert — 70%.
Played this as a substitution and did Quite well
against basketball games and card parties. This town
is card party nuts. Does any exhibitor knew how
to get them away from these things? Please let me
hear from some of you boys. Eight reels — L. E.
ronage.
Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la. — General pat-

(Continued from preceding page)
by a prejudiced mind, and to use it lowers us in the estimation of the best thinking people.
Let's forget it. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World Fills a Want None Others Do
We are in receipt of a very nice letter from Miss Prevost written in her own hand, and
our wife went through our pocket and found it and thereby hangs another tale which we
are not going to disclose in this Colyum. Suffice to say that she wrote us a very interesting
account of her work and that she is now in the midst of making "The Godless Girl" under
the direction of C. B. DeMiUe. When this picture is released it won't be hard to coax us
into a theatre where this one is showing, for with Miss Prevost in the stellar roll, and under
the direction of Mr. DeMiUe, no further guarantee will be necessary.
^Exhibitors Herald and Moving 1-^cture World Fills a Want None Others Do
That Teapot Dome investigation seems to be starting the sweat on some of the big boys
up in the front pews. Looks like it was going to be a great year for Europe. There is
nothing that will stimulate foreign travel like a searching Senate investigation. We judge
from press reports that when they were pouring petroleum on the Elephant some of it must
have slopped over on the Jackass, which confirms us in our belief that a man's political
proclivities does not always prevent his palms from itching. There is no doubt but what
the boys were "all honest" but somebody must have failed to "cut the cards." Kinda looks
like that investigation was going to uncover a "bobtail flush" in which event Vox Pop wins
the pot, should there be any pot left.
Uncle 'Leazer Biggs says "I've seen some prettj' small bored men holdin' down some
mighty big jobs," to which Aunt Polly replied, "Yes, yourself for instance, you was Justice
of the Peace once and the only thing you ever dun was marry a couple in the spring and
they had a baby and a divorce before watermelons was ripe, so you hain't got nuthin' to
crow about." To which Uncle 'Leazer answered, "Well Maw, you've noticed that when I
do a thing it is run right, for it always brings results," which leads us to remark that we
hope they elect 0. S. Spillman U. S. Senator for Nebraska this fall and then we will have
somebody down Exhibitors
there who
willand"cut
the Picture
cards."World Fills a Want None Others Do
Herald
Movins
•
The chirping of the birds, the cooing of the doves, the strutting of the family gobbler
together with this warm Arizona sunshine suggests that the bass season will soon be upon
us, and this naturally reminds us of that gathering of the "Great Unwashed" at Alexandria,
Minnesota, this coming June. We are glad to note that registrations have started and we
hope to see before another month has passed a line of registrations longer than a film
salesman's speech, and that will be long enough. Our friend Phil seems to be somewhat
juberous (can't find it in Webster) that the program will not be up to the Idaho standard.
We are not familiar with the current rating of the reds, whites and blues in Minnesota
but presume that can be satisfactorily arranged when the convention convenes. There is
only one thing we will guarantee, and that is to keep the camp larder abundantly supplied
with bass and walleyed pike. Micky Larson and Trag will slice the lemons and manipulate
the shaker and otherwise preside at the ice box while Crocket and his Bullfoundland are
digging the worms for Tom Foster and Gailey to fish for bullheads with.
Phil needn't worry but what he will be entertained. Eagle Eye Joe will have charge of
all social functions and you boys who know Joe know what that means, there won't be a
dull moment while Joe is on the job. Trag's suggestion that we invite all the constellations
at Hollywood to attend is a good one, and we will appoint Doug Hodges to take the matter
up with them and report.
As we understand it, this convention is open to all members of the HERALD-WORLD
family, their wives, sweethearts and the hired girl, also the stars (and their ex-husbands).
Directors, Producers and all others directly connected with the business and who want to
have a good time and meet a bunch of regular fellows. We would like to nominate Thomas
O. Service as Master of Ceremonies.
Do we hear a second to the motion?
Exhibitors Herald and Mcviiif; Picture World Fills a Want None Others Do
We are a little bit peeved today. Just across the road from our wife's domicile is a
quarantine station where they stop people to find out if they are carrying any diseased fruit
or other things not permitted to be brought into or taken across the state, the object being
to stop the spread of fruit scale, boll weevil and republicans, and we have learned that
Dolores Del Rio was stopped there yesterday and she didn't even make inquiry about us,
let alone calling on us. According to the Tucson papers Miss Dolores was to have dedicated
a new hotel in Nogales night before last on her way from some point in Mexico to Hollywood. She came right by our house and never as much as said "boo" and that's what we
call treating a fellow pretty shabby. Betcha Marie wouldn't have done that, no sir, you bet
she wouldn't, she would have come right over and sat down in the big rocker and said,
"Well, is.
Old Timer, what's the present status of the ice box?" that's the kind of a good fellow
Marie
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World Fills a Want None Ottiers Do
There are two things about Arizona that we heartily approve of, her climate and her
sunsets. We have traveled considerable of Uncle Sam's domain, a little of Mexico, some of
Canada and part of South Dearborn street, but nowhere have we seen such gorgeous sunsets
as here in Arizona.
If we had the ability to put an Arizona sunset on canvas just as it is
we'd be willing to
spend
three and
weeks
in Hollywood
a chaperone,
Exhibitors Herald
Moving
Picture World without
Fills a Want
None Othersand
Do take chances.
All right, Jay, if you insist on it we will stop right here.
J. C. JENKINS.
The HERALD WORLD man.

Rochester, but it seems that to follow the city is
Ijetter. — Charles V. Martina, Family theatre, Mt.
Morris, N. Y. — General patronage.
LOVE: Gilbert-Garbo— 50%. March 7-8-9. A
real sweet picture with good acting and a real sweet
heroine. Crowds not so good, but no fault of the
picture. This is the happy ending picture, and
what I mean, the customers were highly satisfied.
Eight reels. — Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre,
Plainview, Tex. — General patronage.

MR. WU: Special caBt^-60%. January 25. Very
good picture, wonderful settings and acting. Chaney
will not pull for me here. Eight reels. — E. S.
Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small
town patronage.
CAPTAIN SALVATION: Special cast>-30%. February 1. Good picture, but a little too heavy for
small towns. Not enough comedy relief. Eight reels.
— E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre, Redwood, N. Y. —
Small town patronage.

TWELVE MILES OUT: John Gilbert— 31%.
March 6. A very good picture, only some did not
like the tragic ending. Eight reels. — Mrs. Hulda J.
Green,
ronage. Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patTHE UNDERSTANDING HEART: Joan Crawford— 25%. January 4. Very good, but blizzard
against us. Seven reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood
theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE SMART SET: William Haines— March 12-13.
This is the best picture that I ever saw of its kind
and that is what the customers said, too. The picture did good business, and I say give us more pictures like that and it won't be long, papa. Seven
reels. — Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plainview,
Tex. — General patronage.
THE BIG CITY: Lon Chaney— March 3-4. Lon
Chaney at his best. In our estimation, Chaney is
the most wonderful character actor in the business
and this shows him at his best, also entire cast do
very well. But it is an unpleasant theme. One
crook stealing from another isn't the kind of stuff
we like to show our youngsters as entertainment ;
for adults who appreciate acting, it's wonderful. We
absolutely cannot put Chaney over in our town.
Had poorest business on this in a long time. We
are going to try "London After Midnight," and if
we don't do better we will have to discard Chaney
for good. Eight reels. — Crosby & Schwierske, Rex
theatre, Colby, Wis. — Small town patronage.
QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies— March 11-12.
When the people looked at the paper outside and
saw that it was a period play they said, "Maybe
the comedy is good anyway." The picture itself is a
delightful change from the same old comedy situations that we pretty near know by heart, but it's not
a business getter. Eight reels. — John L. Damm,
Strand theatre, Wadsworth, Ohio. — General patronage.THE BIG PARADE: Special cast— March 4-5-6-7.
Bought right and made some money. But burglars
got my profit (if the Lion don't get it the Tigers
do). But the picture is there. — E. N. McFarland,
Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — Suburban
patronage.
ADAM AND EVIL: Lew Cody— November 3. Very
good comedy that pleased a good crowd. Better than
"Tea for Three." Six reels. — Paul J. Durbin, Majestic theatre. Perry, 111. — General patronage.
ADAM AND EVIL: Cody-Pringle — We ran this
the same week as "Naughty but Nice" and had far
more favorable comment on this than on "Naughty
but Nice." The title is against this, but it is a
very clever comedy and should please any audience
in any house. Would class it as very good. Seven
reels. — Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.
— Small town patronage.
FOREIGN DEVILS: Tim McCoy— Very good. Better than the average program. Five reels. — Marion
F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111. —
General patronage.
FOREIGN DEVILS: "Km McCoy— March 16-17.
Not as good as "Spoilers of the West," but will
please a Saturday night crowd. I think Tim McCoy
would be better in Western pictures than in that
educational stuff. Five reels. — ^P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
SPOILERS OF THE WEST: Tim McCoy— This is
our first Tim McCoy and we are trusting the rest
are better than this one. Didn't register very good.
Wouldn't say it was poor, but couldn't call it good.
Only fair. Seven reels. — ^C. A. Spainhour, Twilight
theatre, Greensburg, Kan. — General patronage.
SPOILERS OF THE WEST: Tim McCoy— Just
about the poorest Western I've ever played. Here's
hoping
"The
the Range"
"Wyoming"
are
better.
— L.Law
E. of
Palmer,
Postvilleandtheatre,
Postville, la.— General patronage.
SPOILERS OF THE WEST: Tim McCoy— February 25. I cannot get them in on McCoy. My people don't like him.— E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap theatre.
Ha warden, la. — General patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan— Better than "The
Bugle Call." Better drawing power than the ordinary program picture. Jackie is not the drawing
card he was several years ago. Seven reels. — Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111. —
General patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan — Very good, Jackie. I
wish you made more pictures each year. Most everybody likes you here. — L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre,
Postville, la. — General patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Special cast— Nowhere
near as good as the old one that First National made
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years ago. — Charles V. Martina, Family theatre, Mt.
Morris, N. Y. — General patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Special cast— Very good
race track picture that m different. My audience
praised it very highly. That's something to iba
credit, too. This town never was strong on this kind
of picture. James Murray is a comer. Just wait
and see. — L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville,
la. — General patronage.
THE FRONTIERSMAN: Tim McCoy— February
H. A splendid historical action picture showing the
settlement of Tennessee and the land between the
Allegheny mountains and the Mississippi river.
Plenty of Indians fighting. You can tie up with the
schools and put it over big for it is really educational.— Guy B. Amis, Princess theatre, Lexington,
Tenn. — Small town patronage.
THE SCARLET LETTER: Lillian Gish— I class
this as one of the best pictures I have seen, but this
kind of a picture doesn't mean anything here. They
want rough stuff. Nine reels. — E. C. Bays, Globe
theatre, Buena Vista, Va. — General patronage.
THE SHEIK and THE SON OF THE SHEIK:
Rudolph Valentino — We played them Saturday night
and they made us money. Better than the money,
they pleased our people. A refreshing change from
many times we have been stung lately. — A. E. Wilcox, Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn. — -Small town
patronage.

Paramount
OLD IRONSIDES: Special caet^75%. March ISIS. This is a splendid picture. Interesting, lair
cast and Beery and Bancroft give a lot of good
comedy. Gave 100 per cent satisfaction. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix— 70%. March
8. Good. They all seem to like this one. Six reels.
— Aug. Berkholtz, Mermac theatre, Wdfet Bend, Wis.
— General patronage.
SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix— 63%. Dix as
a traveling salesman goes over in fine style and ■will
please all classes. Some very good comedy In this ;
play it. Six reels. — ^Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood
theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix— 50%. March
2-3. Very clever little picture that will please Dix
fans and keep everyone amused. Six reels. — W. G.
Wright, Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo. — General patronage.
FEEL MY PULSE : Bebe Daniels— 50%. March 8.
Better than the average. Good entertainment. —
W. G. Wright, Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo. — General
patronage.
FEEL MY PULSE: Bebe Daniels— 40%. March 4.
No story, very light. Nothing to it. Six reels. —
Aug. Berkholtz, Mermac theatre. West Bend, Wis. —
General patronage.
THE CITY GONE WILD: Thomas Meighan— 70%.
If Meighan would make them all like this, he would
never die out. As good as "Underworld," and that's
saying a lot. — Charles V. Martina, Family theatre,
Mt. Morris, N. Y. — General patronage.
THE CITY GONE WILD: Thomas Meighan— Very
good, but not to be compared to "Underworld."
Best thing Meighan has given us in a long time. But
Tom, you had better have someone double your fight
scenes. You're terrible. — L. E. Palmer, Postville
theatre, Postville, la. — General patronage.
GET YOUR MAN: Clara Bow— 80%. Personally
I can't see why they go wild about Clara, but the
sheiks and shebas sure come in to see her. "Get
Your Man" is good, but not too much so. "Rough
House Rosie" and "It" are both much better. Six
reels. — L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la. —
General patronage.
GET YOUR MAN: Clara Bow— 70%. March 5-6.
Boys, here's a picture. Better than "It" or "Hula."
It did better and pleased more for me, anyway. They
all raved over it, and what a title for leap year.
Seven reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,
Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
GET YOUR MAN: Clara Bow— 60%. March 9-10.
Not much of a story but a lot of Miss Bow, and my
customers approve heartily of that. If she doesn't
personify the modern girl, it will never be done. I
fail to get J. C Jenkins' idea of changing names
of his car, unless he feels the car is unworthy. A
photo of Miss Bow would look very well In my
lobby. Six reels. — W. G. Wright, Colonial theatre,
Troy, Mo. — General patronage.
GET YOUR MAN: Oara Bow— 51%. March 2-3.
Clara as cute as ever in this. Buddy Rogers does
good work In support. Failed to draw as well as
"Hula." "Red Hair" should be a knockout, March
4-5. Six reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre,
Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
GET YOUR MAN: Clara Bow— Has she got
naughty eyes? Well, I'll say, nothing else but, and
everything else that goes with it. Some sny that
this was just an exhibition of Clara's legs.
Well,
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Phil Declines Chair;
Nomination in Order
I've just received the following letter from our friend, Phil Rand.
boys as to zvhat action should be taken.

Ifs up to you

"DEAR JOE: Joe, you old scally-wag. What do you mean by appointing me president of an Exhibitors Club that has no members
. . ."

(Note: Pardon, Phil, here are four livewire members to start with: Yourself, Mrs. Hulda J.
Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah; the famous Trags of Neillsville, Wis, and Frank E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont..
And that ain't half of those who are going to join.)
". . . Well, Joe, old top, I'm sorry but I can't serve as I'm sick in bed and haven't
the necessary pep to wield the gavel.
Thanks jus^t the same.
"I'm for an Exhibitors Club, however, one which can get its members to put their
feet under the same table and cuss and discuss any old thing. Then when the Exhibitors Club has a full fledged membership let's have an election for Prexy, Vice and
Sec, then go off to a quiet retreat and make said officers " set 'em up" in a manner
and style proper to the occasion.
"We might have a temporary chairman and I think Joe should serve. Yours for better
acquaintance and friendly feeling between exhibitors."
Nominations are in order for officers of "Our
erendum. The ballot folloivs:
**Eagle Eye Joe" Fisher,
Exhibitors Herald and Moving
407 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago,
III.
cast

my

ballot

as

Exhibitors

Club."

Let's take a ref-

'EAGLE EYE JOE"' FISHER.

Picture World,

follows:

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Sergeanl-at-Amts
Historian
Name

...

Theatre
City

maybe it is. Just the same it is what the people
want, so Clara, we're for you 100 per cent. It will
please the old people as well as the young. One
old man stopped at the box office as he passed out
and said, "that picture reminds me of the days when
I was young." She sure is a dandy. Give us more
pictures with young stars and watch the dimes and
nickels come in the box ofBce. How about a nice
photograph, Clara? Six reels. — Marion F. Bowdell,
Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111. — General i)atronage.
LOVE AND LEARN: Esther Ralston— 55%. February 19-20. Esther Ralston chalks up her fourth
straight "hit" in this. Starts out rather slowly, but
boy, howdy, she certainly snaps out of it. In my
opinion, Esther Ralston will be the leading female
star a year from now. She has yet to make a poor
picture. Six reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood
theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
THE SECRET HOUR: Pola Negri— 60%. March
6. Fair, nothing big. Eight reels.— Aug. Berkholti,
Mermac theatre. West Bend, Wis. — General patronage.
THE SECRET HOUR: Pola Negri— March 10.
Very poor. Suggestive and an insult to any decent
woman. Such pictures are what makes one want to
see the Brookhart bill. I cannot imagine the state
of mind of the director that produced it. No fault
of Miss Negri, her work was good, and ia always
so if she is given something decent to do. Six reels.
— E. H. Randall, Liberty theatre, Condon, Ore.—
General patronage.
GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES: Ruth Taylor
— 70%. March 1-2. This picture was sold to me as
a special. I watched this picture projected three or
four times, but as yet, I cannot make out where
it is a special. It also failed at the box ofHcA.
Seven reels. — ^Harold Seaton, LoConte theatre, Sovierville, Tenn. — General patronage.
UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Special cnflt— 80%.
March 10. Zane Grey's story. Very good. Seven
reels. — Aug. Berkholtz, Mermac theatre. West Bend,
Wis. — General patronage.
UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Mary Brian— 75%.
February 16. .\ good story, but entirely dlfforcnt
from the book. Has a different setting and an entirely different theme.- W. G. Wright. Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo. — General patronage.
BEAU SABREUR: Special ca.nt— 50%, March
11-12. This is n good picture, but no comparUon to
"Beau Gc.st«." Ca.st fine, gnvo about a ftfty-flfly
satisfaction. First night busincs.* good, second night
a terrible flop. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre.
Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
WIFE
SAVERS:
Bcory-Hatton— «S%.
Good pic-

ture, but by no means another "Behind the Front."
These boys need a new line or a new bunch of ideas.
Sold too high to make money. I never seem to learn,
but I hope to some day ; when I do somebody's
prices are going to drop. — L. E. Palmer, Post\-iUe
theatre, Postville, la. — General patronage.
THE LAST OUTLAW: Gary Cooper— 60»'o. March
10. Very good picture. Our best Saturday night in
the last two months. Gary Cooper's name is beginning to mean cash for us. Six reels. — Mrs.
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah. —
General patronage.
THE GAY DEFENDER: Richard DLx— 70%. Dix.
they had you do a Lon Chancy in this. Pretty
good picture, but do you know folks like to see you
just as you are? So be yourself in your next picture. .A.thletic stories like "The Quarterback" and
"Knockout Riley" just fit your i>crsonality. — L. E.
Palmer,
ronage. Postville theatre, Postville, la. — General patBEAU GESTE: Special cast— €6%. February J-4.
This
rightlyThedeserves
"Photoplay
magaiine's"
medal picture
of honor.
story is
a little too
deep for
some of my patrons, but should please almost 100 p«T
cent. Ten reels. — Warren L. Weber. Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
BEAU GESTE: Ronald Coleman— 16*;. January
2-3-4. A good picture that failed to gi^t any btisJness. Not a small town attraction. Ten reel<.—
E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre. Knoxrille, 111. — General patronage.
BEAU GESTE: Special cast— This picture is very
good. Something different. Men will like it much
better than women, because of the adventure. On*
of the better pictures. Play it. Ten roels. — Mr*.
James Webb, Oozy theatre. Union. Ore. — Small town
patronage.
JESSE JAMES: Fred Thomson— 70*'^ Very good
Western that i.^ really a splendid e\-cniag's antertainment. The title brought m.iny and thouj;h the
story and plctur<» were much different than they expected, there were no kickn and many oomplimcnta.
— L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre. PostvUlc. U.—
General palronngo.
NEVADA: Gary Cooper— 75%. Marrh 10. Good
picture and gets the crowd as all the Zane Grejr
picturtxi do. Seven n-«ls. — B. Hollcnbcck. Ros» and
Liberty thcntres. Suinas and Lyndon, Wash. — Small
town patronage.
NEVADA: Gary Cooper— March JS-14. A v«ry
coixl Western that pleased all my Western fans.
0«ry Cooper not quite as good an Jack Holt la
those Zane Grrys. It U rather hard to undemtand
why Paramount didn't kMp Jack Holt In thaa*
Zao* Greya. but thera ar« a lot o( thins* w« eaa*l
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understand. Print good, photography pretty good.
Seven reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
MADAME POMPADOUR: Dorothy Gish— 14%.
March 8. Very small house. Picture good. Seven
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
MADAME POMPADOUR: Dorothy Gish— Our
people did not care for this picture. Costume plays
rarely, if ever, get over with our clientele. Seven
reels. — Giacomo Broe., Crystal theatre,' Tombstone,
Ariz. — General patronage.
THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Emil Jannings—
40%. February 7-8. The greatest piece of acting I
have ever eeen. Nothing unusual about the story,
but Jannings' work has never been equaled. Pleased
every patron without exception. Play it by all
means. Nine reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood
theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
NOW WE'RE IN THE AIR: Beery-Hatton— 53%.
February 16-17. Thie is another good comedy and
we made money on it. Six reels. — Harold Seaton,
LeConte theatre, Sevierville, Tenn. — General patronage.
NOW WE'RE IN THE AIR: Special cast— 50%.
March 1-2-3. Did not think this as good as usual
Beery-Hatton creations, but did very good business.
Some scence are rather vulgar. Six reels. — S. B.
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. —
Small town patronage.
NOW WE'RE EN THE AIR: Beery-Hatton— A
very good comedy. If played when you get good
crowds it seems to go over better. When people
laugh the rest will follow. — Charles V. Martina,
Family theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y. — General patronage.
NOW WE'RE IN THE AIR: Special cast— Very
good comedy drama. Quite a bit of smut, but they
eeemed to enjoy it. Something a little different. —
Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming,
111. — General patronage.
SWIM, GIRL, SWIM: Bebe Daniel&-^8%. Jannary 6-7. Good. Bebe siire hits the spots in this
college picture. The tall English fellow in this was
great ; can't think of his name. James Hall, good,
too. Seven reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre,
Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
CHANG: Special cast— 55%. January 16-17-18.
A mighty good picture of its kind. Very educational,
an ideal picture to tie up with schools. The fellow
"Kru," who takes the lead, is a Presbyterian elder,
his picture appeared on one of the foreign mission
booklets. Telling about his playing in "Chang," a
wonderful tieup with churches. Eight reels. — E. J.
Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, III. — General patronage.
SHANGHAI BOUND: Richard Dix— 12%. January 9-10. Good, the women especially liked it. It
should go over anywhere. Six reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt— 64%. March
10. This sure was a good Western and I guess that
is all we can say, as you know what these Zane
Grey's Westerns are. None other than the best
Westerns out. Six reels. — ^Harold Seaton, LeConte
theatre, Sevierville, Tenn. — General patronage.
DESERT GOLD: Special ca8t^-85%. February
25. This picture is old and was not as good as
some of the other Zane Greys. Just as usual, this
one was not like the book. The night we played
this picture there was a special play given in town,
but we must have made them look sick, for we had
an excellent crowd and made money by playing it.
You can't go wrong with Zane Grey's Westerns.
Seven reels. — Harold Seaton, LeConte theatre, Sevierville, Tenn. — General patronage.
THE KID BROTHER: Harold Lloyd— 40%. A
dandy comedy and as good for children as for
grownups. Another snow storm kept them away.
Paramount gave us a percentage proposition that
was fair and square. Eight reels. — Minnie M.
Schnoor, Paramount theatre, Stapleton, Neb.— Small
town patronage.
KNOCKOUT RILEY: Richard Dix— 14%. February 15-16-17. Did not do nearly as well as I
thought it should have ; while Dix has made much
better pictures, yet this one is very good of Its
kind. Had soma cold weather that hurt business
to some extent. Paramount asks entirely too much
for this star and as soon as I complete my present
contract, Dix will be out of my town unless rental
is reduced about 60 per cent. Seven reels. — S. G.
Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. — ^Small town
patronage.
KNOCKOUT RILEY: Richard Dix— March 7.
Real picture and real fight. Mary Brian is sure a
pretty girl. Please allow her to get a little plumper
for her caliber and give her a real chance. She
will be your best bet. Six reels. — Mayer Shoyer,
M. W. A., Soldier, Kan. — Small town patronage.
IT: Clara Bow— 25%. March 1-2. Best of its
kind I have ever used.
Seven reels. — S. G. Ihde,
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THE CANADIAN: Thomas Meighan— 19%. February 18. Not what I would call a Meighan type.
Paramount has ruined this star for me by putting
him in the wrong class of pictures. Eight reels. —
S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. — Small
town patronage.
RED HAIR: Clara Bow— The best since "It."
Would rate this as excellent plus. — Russell Armeatrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111. — General patronage.
THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson— March
18-19. Good, of course ; I have yet to play a poor
Thomson. I only wish we could get eight instead
of four of his pictures a year. Thomson pictures
have made more money for me than any other
pictures that I have played the twelve years I am in
the game. Print good, photography good. Seven
reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
TWO FLAMING YOUTHS: Fields-Conklin— A
fairly good comedy drama. — Charles V. Martina,
Family theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y. — General patronage.
SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels— A program picture that did not draw very much. She is better
in American settings. — Charles V. Martina, Family
theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y. — General patronage.
SOFT CUSHIONS: Douglas MacLean— March 1314. An interesting and entertaining program pict\ire. The tale of three oriental thieves of which
Doug proves to be the slickest. Sue Carroll helped
the picture by her presence. Seven reels. — Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
SOFT CUSHIONS: Douglas MacLean— March 6.
This is different and is neither good nor bad. There
isn't much comedy, so why call it a comedy? Didn't
draw. Seven reels. — ^Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre,
Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
RUNNING WILD: W. C. Fields— As the Mexicans say, "Nada, Nada," we are longing for pictures that both Americans and Mexicans will say
"Bully bueno." Six reels. — ^Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — -General i)atronage.
FIGURES DON'T LIE: Esther Ralston— Very
good, comedy drama. One of Esther Ralston's best.
Seven reels. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre. Union,
Ore. — ^Small town patronage.
RITZY: Betty Bronson — March 3. Can't say
enough for this one, but that fellow Austin ought
to be a good bet for someone. Miss Bronson, mighty
pretty, but still just iiuttering around. — Mayer
Shoyer, M. W. A., Soldier, Kan. — Small town patronage.
TELL IT TO SWEENEY: George Bancroft— February 28-29. Pretty good comedy. Print good, photography good. Six reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
STARK LOVE: Special cast— March 4-5. Pretty
good picture of its kind, but has no drawing power.
My patrons didn't like it. Six reels. — P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
FASHIONS FOR WOMEN:
Esther Ralston—
March 10. Was this entertainment ? Why was it
made ? Esther Ralston is pretty, has a peach of a
smile. If you have saved enough of your pay check
to be independent for life, refuse to play in such
trash. You are a peach of a summer girl and ought
to have stories accordingly. Six reels. — Mayer
Shoyer, M. W. A., Soldier, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels— Here is a
college picture with no football in it. It's a clean
drama which any audience would like. El Brendel
and James Hall are good. Seven reels. — S. R. Cook,
Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
THE ROUGH RIDERS: Special oast— March 1213. This is a good picture, but for some reason it
didn't draw. Had about the smallest crowd we ever
had on a special. Fine weather, too. Had to pay
too much for it and had to raise the admission price.
Paramount are too high on their specials. Small
towns can't pay it. Good print and photography.
Ten reels. — Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield,
Mo. — General patronage.
YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN: Florence Vidor—
Don't be misled by the name, for this picture is
different than I thought it was. It is a picture of
stage life and it is a vaudeville in itself. Don't
fail to book it, as there are tricks that seem as real
as though you were right there. Clive Brook as the
hero is at his best and Lowell Sherman cops the
prize as a villain. It is a great kid show as well as
a strong love affair. El Brandel furnishes comedy
galore. Six reels. — S. R. Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
ROLLED STOCKINGS: Special cast— March 14.
Pretty good picture. Louise Brooks' acting doesn't
improve, but that doesn't make any difference. Any
picture will be improved by her presence.
She Is
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one sweet girl. Six reels. — Mayer Shoyer, M. W. A.,
Soldier, Kan. — Small town patronage.
ROLLED STOCKINGS: Special cast^-Here is a
splendid picture. Title misleading. Nothing to do
with rolled stockings at all. Play it and please
your patrons. Six reels. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy
theatre, LTnion, Ore. — Small town patronage.
FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt— This picture drew
fairly, and was a good one. The names "Zane
Grey" and "Jack Holt" were responsible for that.
Raymond Hatton furnishes the laughs as the tramp
and Edmund Burns is good. Six reels. — S. R. Cook,
Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
EAGLE OF THE SEA: Ricardo Cortez— Here is a
good picture of its kind. Pleased everybody who
saw it and that's saying a lot. Eight reels. — S. R.
ronage.
Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General i>atSO'S YOUR OLD MAN: W. C. Fields— A good
comedy but could easily be made into a two-reel
comedy. Six reels. — S. R. Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
BARBED WIRE: Pola Negri— One of the beat
pictures of the year. If you want to give your
audience a treat, book this one in. Almost as big
as "The Big Parade," produced on a gigantic scale.
— Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming,
ni. — General patronage.
BARBED WIRE: Pola Negri— Very favorable
comments and very good business. Far better than
"Woman on Trial." Can't see why anyone should
pan this. — L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville,
la. — General patronage.
MAN OF THE FOREST: Jack Holt— Fair picture,
that's all. Six reels. — S. R. Cook, Althea theatre,
Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
FASCINATING YOUTH: Junior Stars of 1926—
I consider this a good picture because it has real
pep. What took with the crowd was that some of
the old stars like Richard Dix, Lois Wilson, Adolphe
Menjou, Percy Marmont and Clara Bow took part
Seven reels. — S. R. Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith,
N. D. — General patronage.
VARIETY: Emil Jannings— This is the best picture we've played in a coon's age. It's a carnival
in itself with some acrobatic stuff that's better than
Ringling Brothers' circus. Lya de Putti is great
support. Six reels. — S. R. Cook, Althea theatre, Dnnseith, N. D. — General patronage.

Pathe— P D C
BORDER BLACKBIRDS: Leo Maloney— 75%.
March 3. This is above the average Western. Six
reels. — ^Harold Seaton, LeConte theatre, Sevierville,
Tenn. — General patronage.
THE FORBIDDEN WOMAN: Jetta Goudal— 29%.
March 11-12. Very dramatic, but it ends unhappi^.
Jetta Goudal gets shot finally and I gathered a hazy
impression that it was because of the way she combed
her hair, but I wasn't watching the picture at the
time. Maybe they proved some other crime on her.
—Roy
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Idich. —
General W.
patronage.
THE GIRL IN THE PULLMAN: Special castr28%. Good comedy to poor business. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — Suburban patronage.
THE MAIN EVENT: Special cast— Have had several better prize fight yarns than this one. Rather
draggy. Print okay. — Dwight Grist, Theatorium,
Columbia Falls, Mont. — General patronage.
THE COUNTRY DOCTOR: Rudolph Schildkrant
— ^Too darned long and drawnout. People got tired
waiting for the end and nothing to the end when It
came. I notice most of the comments on this one
have been good, but we can't see it. Wish we had
left it in the exchange, as we have most of this
compay's stuff and made money by it. Eight reels.
— C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greenburg, Kan.
General patronage.
A HARP IN HOCK: Rudolph Schildkraut— This
picture was as human as any we have ever presented. Do not be afraid to advertise this, as splendid for kiddies and everyone. The most particular
cannot find fault with it, and acting wonderful. —
Mrs. A. patronage.
B. Woodyatt, Bio theatre, Moline, 111. —
General
PALS IN PARADISE: Special cast^Very good
picture. Not a special but far superior to the average program picture. Business below average.
Seven reels. — Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre,
Wyoming,
III. — General
patronage.
CLINGING VINE: Leatrice Joy— Fairly good program picture. For some reason these produoiers of
Pathe pictures don't get much results for me. —
Marion
P. Bodwell,
ni.
— General
patronage.Paramount theatre, 'Wyoming,
NO MAN'S LAW: Rex— The horse was fine. The
story terrible. The direction about the same and the
cast very weak. Can't give this much. Sorry. —
L. E.eralPalmer,
patronage. Postville theatre, Postville, la. — Gen-
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(Continued from page 44)
Length

6448
S614

1927
9264

seoo

7500
7311
t560
7440
«120
9000
7456
8250
8000

Title and

Released

Playert

Snowbound
(FC), Blythe...Streets of Shanghai (RD), Starke-Harlan
Tired Business
Man
(C)
Wild Geese (D), Belle Bennett
Women's Wares (D), Brent-Lytell

..July 30
Dec. 15
Not. 15
Oct, 1

Dec. 24

United Artists
Beloved Rogue (M). J. Barrymore
Cellese (C). Keaton-Comwall
General, The (C), Keaton
Loves of Sonya (D), Swanson
Magio Flame, The (M), Colman-Banky
My Best Girl (M), Mary Pickford.
Night of Love (M), Banky-Colman
Resurrection (M), La Kocque
Sorrell and Son (D), Wamer-NUsson
Topsy and Eva (C), Duncan Sisters
Two Arabian Knights (CD), Boyd-Wolhelm.
Winning of Barliara Worth (D), BanJor-Colman.

1927

-Sept. 10

Sept. 24
Nov.

_

Nov.
_

Circus, The (C), Charlie Chaplin
Devil Dancer, The, Gllda Gray
Douglas Fairbanks as the Gaucho (M), Fairbanks
Dove, The (M), Norma Talmadge.
Drums of Love (D), Mary Philbln
Garden of Eden, The (D), C. Grlfflth-Ray
Two Lovers, Banky-Colman
Ramona (D), Del Elo
_
Sadie Thompson (D), Gloria Swanson
Tempest (M), John Barrymore
_

1928

..Mar. 3

„

11.. Nov. 26
Jan. 7

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.

_

Apr. 2
Sept. 17
Feb. 12
Mar. 19
Sept. 24
Nov. 12
Jan. 29
Apr. 16
Nov. 19
Aug. 13
Oct. 29
Dec 4

_.

Universal

5761
B777
4427
7319
7790
6623
7304
5252
6292
4349
6910
3295
4198
6892

Back to God's Country
(D), Adoree-Frazler
Beware of Widows (FC), La Plante
Border Cavalier, The (W), Humes-Pierce.
Butterflies in the Rain (D), La Plante
Cat and the Canary, The (My), La Plante.
Cheating Cheaters (C). Compson-Harlan.
Chinese Parrot, The (MyD), Nixon-Tumer
Claw, The (D), Windsor
Denver Dude (W), Gibson
Desert Dust (W), Ted Wells.
Down the Stretch (M), Agnew.
Fangs of Destiny (W), Dynamite
Fighting Three (W), Hoxle
_
Fourth Commandment (D), Bennett
Foreign Lesion (D), Kerry-Stone
15563 Galloping Fury (W), Hoot Gibson.
4689 Grinning Guns (W), Hoxie
_
_
6929 Held by the Law (M), Lewis
6711 Hero tor the Night, A, Tryon-Miller
Hey, Rube (W), Hoot Gibson
5378 Heyl Heyl Cowboy (W), Gibson.
6958 Irresistible Lover, The (CD), Kerry-Moran
7713 Les Miserables (M), Gabrio-Toulont
11000 Les Miserables (M), (Long Version)
4827 Loco Luck (W), Acord
6862 Lone Eagle, The, Kent-Keane
6038 Love Thrill (FC), La Plante
Man Who Laughs (D), Veldt-Phllbln
6136 Man's Past, A (D), Veldt-Kent
_
6165 Men of Daring (W), Hoxle.
6918 On Your Toes (C), Denny-Worth
4122 One Glorious Scrap, Humes-Holmes.4689 One Man Game (W), Humes.
6170 Out All Night (C), Denny-NLxon.
5416 Painted Ponies (W), Hoot Gibson.
6900 Painting the Town (FC), Tryon
6807 Perch of the Devil (M), Buscli
4409 Rough and Ready (W), Hoxle
7015 Sensation Seekers (D), Dove..
6166 Silk Stockings, Laura La Plante.
4393 Sky High Saunders, AJ Wilson
6306 Small Bachelor, The (C), Beranger-Kent
4259 Straight Shootin' (W), Wells
_
7172 Taxi I Taxi I (FC). Horton.
„
6598 Thirteenth Juror, The (D), Bushman-Nllsson
4041 Three Miles Up, Al Wilson
12000 Uncle Tom's Cabin (M), All star
6192 Wild Beauty (CD), Rex
Wild Blood, Rei
6460 Wrong Mr. Wright, The (F), HersholL
4167 Wolf's Trail, Dynamite, the dog
Air Patrol, The (W), Al Wilson.
Alia* the Deacon
(CD), Hersholt-Marlowe..

Aug. 6 1927
_May 9

.Sept. 4
Sept. 18
Sept. 11
Oct. 9
Oct. 23

■Dec. 18
-Dec. 4

Dec. 17
Not. 26
Not. 26
Dec 17

-Jan. 1
May 14
-May 28
-Feb. 25

Dec. 24

-Dec. 18
_ -Dec. 4

Jan. 14
Dec. 17

Oct. 23

May 14
-....Apr.
Not. 226
Anr. n
Not. 19
.Aug. 27

22

-Sept. 18

Not. 12

_ • Deo. 26

Dec. IT

■Not.

27

-Not. 20
-Sept. 4
-Sept 26

Jan. 17
May 21
Sept. 9
Apr.

Jan. 14
Dec. 17
Feb. 12
Not. 19

Oct
July
June
Feb.

1
23
25
6

Jan. 8
Ian. 29
Aug. 20

1»

Feb. 12
-Not. ST

Arizona Cyclone (W), Hume«
Buck Privates, de I'utti
4345 Call of the Heart, The (W), Dynamite
4232 CIcan-Up Man, The (W), Wells
Cohens and Kellys in Paris (C), Sidney
Count of Ten, The. llay-RaJston-Gleason
Fearless Rider, The (W), Fred Humes
6081 Finders Keepers (CD), Laura La Plante
Four Footed Range's, The (W), Dynamite
Greased
Lightning
(W),
Grip of the Yukon, The, All star
Hot Heels. Glen Tryon
Hound of Silver Creek, The (W), Dynamite
Love Me and the World Is Mine, Kerry-Pbllbln
Jazz Mad, Hersbolt-Niion-Lewls
- Made-to-Order Hero (W), Well*.
Midnight
Rose, de Puttl-Harlan
4253 Phantom Flyer, The (W). Wilson.
Put 'Em Up (W), Humes
Quick Triggers (W), Humea
5382 Rawhide
Kid (W), Hoot Gibson
—
Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson
6172 Shield of Honor, The, All star
Society Cowboy, A, Hoot Gibaon
Stop That Man. All star
8249 Surrender, Philbln-Mosjuklne
Thanks for the Buggy Ride. La Plante- Tryon
6073 That's My Daddy (C), Denny-Kent
4353 Thunder
Riders, The, Wells...6274 13 Washington
Square, All star
_
- Trick of Hearts, A, Hoot Gibson
War In the Clouds (W), Wllaon
We Americans, All star.
Wild West Show, Hoot Gibson
_

...Oct. 2

1928

Across the Atlantic Blue-Murphy
Beware of Married Men. Irene RldiCity of Sin. The. Loy-MlUan-Wong
Jazz Singer, The. Al Jolson
Lion and the Mouse. The, L. BanrmoreLlttle Snob, The. May McAToy
Powder My Back (C). Rlcb-Ferrla.
Race for Life, Rln-Tln-Tln
Tenderloin, Dolores Costello

Duell Goes to Court in
Inspiration Pictures Suit

F-N Convention Hotels

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Movitiji Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 3.— First National has
announced the hotels selected for the three
conventions to be held this spring are the
.Ambassador hotel, Atlantic City; Muclback
hotel, Kansas City ; and the St. Francis hotel,
San Francisco.

HOLLYWOOD, April 3.— Attorneys for
Charles H. Duell will appear in court here
this week in the suit filed hy Duell a few
days ago asking for an accounting and for the
removal of J. Boyce Smith and Walter Camp,
Jr., as trustees in dissolution of Inspiration
Pictures. Duell, whose name has been connected with an injunction suit brought against
him by Lillian Gish and with another saiit
brought by himself against her during the past
two and a half years, claims he has been excluded from taking part in the business affairs
of the corporation during its recent voluntary
dissolution.

ilay 6
June 17
Jan. 29
Feb. 12
Jan. 15
ju]y 1
-Jan. 15
peb. 5
jia,. 25
July 28
juj, 22
ij^, g
j^^y 20
Feb. 25
June 3
June 3
Feb 26
Feb. 28
Mar. 11
July 15
Jan. 29
Aug. 19
Feb. 19
July 8
Mar. n
Mar. 4
Apr. 1
Feb. 6
Apr. 8
Apr. 8
Mar. 18
Apr. 22
Apr. 22
May 20

New
PIrtarts

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

Rvvltwi

Feb. 4

Jan. 28

Feb. 25

Mar.
Mar.

17
17

Feb. 26
Jan. 14
Mar.

17

Warner Brothers

1927
5453

1928

Not.
.Mar. 6

..Jan. 1
...Jan. 22

Relea*ed

Players

-May 8
-July S3

1927

.May S
Uay 28
.. )une
IB

■ Oct 29

-May 21
-Apr. 28
Not. 20

Title and

Bitter Apples (M), Blue
-Dec. 3
Express (M),
5803 Black Diamond
Blue...
6330 Brass Knuckles
(D), Blue-Bronsoa
-Aug.
20
5901 Brute, The (D), Blue
6631
6281 Bush Leaguer, The (CD), Monte Blue.
Climbers, The (D), Bleb.
-Aug. 27
5897 Dearest (D). Rich
Desired
Woman,
The
(M),
Irene
Rich
6408
5003
— Sept 18
Dog of the Regiment, A (M), Rin-Tln-Tla.„
6972 Don't Tell the Wife (C), Rich
— Nev. 7
6767
First Auto. The. Oldfleld-MUler...6639 Fortune Hunter, The (C), Syd Cbaplln
...Not. »
6284 Gay Old Bird (FC), Fazenda
-...Not. 5
5390 Ginsberg the Great (C), Jessel..
5978 Gin from Chicago. The (M). Nagel-Loy
Glorious Betsy (CD). Dolores C!o«teUo
6302 Good Time Charley (D), Oland-H. Costello
Nov. 12
5613 Ham and Eggs at the Front (C), Wllson-H.ConkUn.J>ec 24
5968 Heart of Maryland
(M), D. Costello
6271 Hills of Kentucky (M), Rln-Tln-Tln.
Dec. SI
6230 Husbands for Rent. All star
-Dec. 17
5200 If I Were Single. McAvoy-Nagel—
Irish Hearts (CD), McAToy.5397
-Sept IT
of Steel (D). Rln-Tln-Tln
5569
6352 Jaws
Matinee
Ladies (C), McAvoy
6310 Mill Bid. A (M), D. Costello
64S5 Missing Link. The (C), Syd ChapUn.
Aug. T
6357 Old San Francisco (M), D. Costello-Oland
3ept 4
7961
One Round Hogan (M), Monte Blue._Sept
17
5492 Reno Divorce, A (D), May McAroy.
_Oct M
6295 Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George Jeuell
5CS5 Sailor's Sweetheart. A (C), Faienda-C. Cook_
-Oct
.Sept. 8S4
6124 Silver Slave, The (D). Rlcb-Ferrla.
6218 Simple Sis (M), Fazenda
-Nor. 8
-Sept S
6412 Slightly Used. McAvoy-Nagel
7647 Third Degree (M), D. Costello
6281 Tracked by the Police (M), Rln-Tln-Tln..
What Every Girl Should Know (CD), Mlller5813
10081 What Happened to Father (C), Oland
-Aug. U
5567 When a Man Loves (R), Barrymore
White Flannels (M), Dresser
7068 Wolf's Clothing (M), Blue-Miller
6820

May 2

,

1928
4259
6869

Length

Reviewi

_

1928

1927

New
Picture!

S'OT.
.Feb. 6 U
.July 8
. Uar. 11

-luly se
-Feb. M
.Jane U
-Oct 1SS
-Apr.
-Jons 4
-May 14
-June
1ft
-Oct 8
.Oct S»

.Oct. U

-D«, 10
.June 11
.Jan. n
S
-May
-July
.Mar. 818
-F»b. U
-Apr. S
.Jaa. t>

192t
.Feb. II

_Feb.
JaiL
-Feb. 11
-Mar. 18
-Jan. 18

rcb. II

Jack Lustberg Becomes
First Division Executive
(Special to Eshibitorj Hrrotd and
Mofing Picture World)

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moxfing Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 3— Tack Lustbe-ry.
long idcntifie<l with distribution in the indcpcndoit field, has joined Excellent Picture*
Corporation in an executive capacity.
F.xccllenl will have in distribution carJy
III xt week its compaipi book on the coftiplctc
product ammpcd for ihe season of l*J2S-29.
Twenty feature productions arc on the sched-

N'E.\N LONDON, CONN., .\pril 3.— Walter
S. Garde bid in his Garde theatre for approximately $.^08,500 at the auction last week authorized bythe Superior court. The sale \vas
subject to encumbrances estimated at $408,500.

ule, including. "David \"allor>-." "The Wreckers," "Mcll«pwing Money," "The Penny Princess," "Red Geraniunwi." "Paid With Tears,"
and "One Splendid Hour," all by well ktjowD
magazine and book writers.

Bids in House at $508,500

^^
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Broadcast Used in
14 Great States Houses
By WHIT

By Whit
I AST week's most interesting happening was probably the radio experiment
made in a score of Chicago theatres. We have checked up with many of
-^ these houses, and all of them report the radio was a failure. It seems
that Chicago motion picture patrons have little time for hearing radio broadcasts such as was given Thursday night. A detailed story on this interesting
and important theatrical experiment will be found in the news pages of this
paper,

Lloyd Lewis, who is vacationing in Washington, Virginia and New York, is writing a
series of articles on Lincoln for Liberty
magazine.

* * *

The Chicago exchange of Pathe has risen
from 30th to 17th place in the national Skyscraper spring drive. Harry Lorch says all
of his men have been out in the country
working and their climb shows they are producing results. If the boys continue to hit
the ball, the brown derby which rests upon
Lorch's desk, will soon
* * find
* a new owner.
Phil Reisman of Pathe passed through
Chicago Thursday on his way to the coast.
The Fox exchange at Milwaukee will,
within the next few days, move into a brand
new building which is now completed. Clyde
Eckhardt says it will be one of the finest
exchanges in the country with every modern
convenience. Fred Sliter, manager, will entertain a group of film dignitaries upon the opening day.

* * *

A campaign is being waged at Hinsdale for
Sunday motion pictures by the Hinsdale theatre. A mass meeting will be held Thursday to
consider the question. The manager of the
theatre reports that many citizens are in
favor of Sunday opening.
* * *
The Film Board of Trade last Monday
night held a dinner in honor of Carl Lesserman and R. C. Seery. About 25 guests were
present. Lesserman was presented with a fine
traveling bag.

* *

Oiejr that impulse
j-^ letFILMACKm^ke
V^^jYourSpecialTr^Uers
ONE DAY Someone Else May Be Giving You
cT'ni7i/-.¥' Satisfactory Service On Special TrailSERVICE
ers, But—
Give Vt A Trial And You'll Be
PERFECT
TD A II CDC
1 KAlLhKS

^"'■P''''*'' ^' yi* Courteous
Treatment And Wonderful Service
You fFlll Receive From V:

FILMACKCO.
730 S.WABASH

We had the pleasure last week of looking
through the scrap book of Dan Roche, and
our opinion was confirmed that one will have
to get up early and stay up late to find a
better publicity man
than Dan.

* * *

Cecil Maberry
week.

was

in town

* *

*

again last

Tom North is back in town again after a
four weeks' tour of the Middle West in the
interests of' "Topics ^ and
^ ^ Fables."
S. F. Scott, of the Isis theatre, is back from
a long vacation in Florida. His beautifullytanned countenance added an interesting note
to Chicago's snowbound
last week.
* * landscape
*
And speaking of that snow, in spite of it all
we
that spring
was Sells
here,Floto
for
see knew
the circus
paper of
upon the walls of buildings along
jii
^
^
Yes, sir, circus paper
is always
the
binger of spring, at least to us.

didn't
we
plastered
the row.
best har-

Joe Pastor is opening his Orchard theatre
on Easter Saturday. Joe says the place has
been completely overhauled.
*

*

H^

A. J. "Happy" Meininger, new manager of
Great States theatres in Elgin, is a former
auditor for the 101 Ranch Wild West show.

^

*

^ ■

According to Harry Lorch, "The King of
Kings" is one of the few pictures to be road
shown in the city for a profit. The house was
sold out at every performance
for the last
four days of the run, it is said.

* ♦ *

The St. Louis exchange of F B O slipped
ahead last week in the race between that exchange and the Chicago office. There's $50 at
stake. We bet Ted Meyers hasn't slept a wink
since
ahead. the St. Louis boys were chalked up

*

Clyde Elliott has gone to New York to produce "Companionate Marriage," a play which
he now owns. It was presented in Evanston
lately, and received good comment from Chicago play reporters.

AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.
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generally in this section on the night of the
broadcast. The same condition was found
at the time of the Victory hour of Dodge
Brothers several weeks ago.
"My success in motion pictures has been
based on visual appeal and I have no reason
to believe my public will accept me as favover the radio as on the screen," Miss
Swansonorably said.

PERSONALITIES

Fred Aiken, after a short sojourn in
Florida, is again with Pathe and is now general sales manager of the Grantland Rice
"Sportlights" series. His friends here will
be glad to know that he will spend a large
share of his time in
* *Chicago.
*

WORLD

Star Broadcasts Hurt
B.O.f Exhibitors Declare
(Continued

from

page

15)

favor of using radio for novelty purposes in
publicizing attractions, as in the case of throwing house music into the lobby through amplification.

Gloria Sawnson Refused
"In Fairness to Exhibitors"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald
Moving Picture World)

and

HOLLYWOOD, April 3.— Gloria Swanson
telegraphed R. F. Woodhull on the night of
the Dodge Brothers program broadcast that
her
reason for
taking whose
part was
"a sense
of fairness
to not
exhibitors
investments
deserve protection." She stated that she
hoped her comments would not be interpreted
as criticism of those who appeared.
A hasty checkup of motion picture theatres
and exchanges
shows
that business
fell off

Radios were used in 14 theatres througliout Illinois of Great States Theatres. Better
success was met than that by the Chicago
theatres. "Our theatres were able to keep the
radio on for most of the program, but people
grew tired before the end," declared Miss
Wood publicity manager. "Having the radio
did increase our business, but it won't again
on such a program. Where the program is
sufficiently interesting, I think the radio in
the theatre will increase business in small
J. R. Moss of Lubliner and Trinz, who
had charge of the radio in the 17 houses declared that business was stimulated by the use
of the radio, but that where the broadcast
towns."
proved tiring, it was due to the nature of
the program. "The experiment showed that
the radio will stimulate business," he said,
"and that it will prove successful if the program is good. Hereafter we will broadcast
nothing but prize fights. We tried that before and it was a great success. It is a great
mistake to broadcast movie stars. They look
great on the screen, but they cannot talk."
Came to See Picture
The United Artists theatre in Chicago succeeded in using the radio for about 20 to 25
minutes. "I felt that people really came to
see Mary Pickford in 'My Best Girl,' and not
to
the radio," declared the manager,
W. hear
H. Rudolph.
At the Playhouse in Chicago, the radio was
turned off after about 10 minuets, the patrons
demanding that the picture be put on again.
When the manager asked the audience if it
wanted more, there were many shouts of "no,"
and stomping- and scraping of feet.
L. & T. Managers Report
George Aylesworth, manager, Belpark theatre : "Although the radio was working perfectly, mechanically, we were forced to silence
the radio and revert to the pictures at the
end of 20 minutes.
S. Goldblatt, manager, Biograph theatre:
"We ran the radio 20 minutes, then people
began passing us notes to discontinue. It might
have gone over had there been more music.
The main criticism from the patron was that
they were disappointed in the movie stars."
"Four Minutes Too Long"
Louis P. DeWolfe, manager. Convent theatre : "We ran the radio four minutes and
that was four minuets too long. Prize fights,
yes, but movie stars, never.
Manager, Crawford theatre : "The program
was of such nature that people grew tired of
it. Prize fights are o. k. Several came to
hear the broadcast, but I don't think they
would come again. It might be all right to
broadcast movie stars after theatre hours, but
I doubt it. They should not be broadcast
during theatre hours. Broadcasting movie
stars will not increase the patrons' interest
in the stars, nor will it increase business on
their pictures.
manager,
: "I ranI
it Phil
three Kavanaugh,
and one half
minutes,Ellantee
and I though
would be murdered before I could shut the
radio off. People flocked out into the lobby
and demanded their money. They all had
radios at home and would have stayed there,
had they wanted to hear the radio."
A. D. Matelson, manager, Knickerbocker
theatre : "I tried to run it with the feature
picture and the people hissed and hooted until
I had to take it off."

J

Preordained
^^-^— the final result of the motion picture
on the screen was preordained from the
day that Edison got his first sample of
Eastman Film/'^
That was in 1889. And today the film
that made motion pictures practical is the
film that makes the most of the cinematographer's art and carries all the quality
through to the screen — Eastman Film.
*Page 209 ''A Million and One
Nights, the History of the Motion
Picture" — by Terry Ramsaye.

EASTMAN

KODAK COMPANY
Rocni<:sTi:R, n. y.

More Glory/br
West Coastc>^
Million Dollar
Theatre
in Loo/^

nwiip

^Ti%

''n— W

lEXHIBITOM
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^ ©^&
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BEFORE

AFTER

rALK ABOUT YOUR
SPRING TONICS

H

Whoopee I look what M-Q'M's got for you I
ane-Arthur

an Crawford

lND

DANE-ARTHUR in
CIRCUS ROOKIES
They arc marvelous.
A great comedy. It
puts joy in life and
money in the bank !

A.s thrilling a drama
as you've put on your
screen in many a day.

91 Na 9 tVnl 11
llUVal
»W
TOL g|, 1^0. i ^ VOL ^

M« C\
INO.^)

Ramon

Just previewed in
M - G - M projection
room. It will be the
Novarro season's smash hit!

.■-"\

>OAN CRAWFORD
n DIAMOND
HANDCUFFS

more

Q

RAMON NOVARRO
■n ACROSS TO
SINGAPORE

John Gilbort

L*n Chan*y

JOHN GILBERT in
THE COSSACKS
A Great Special in
every sense of the
word.
showmenLucky
! M-G-M

This mance
comedywill be one root
vour sure-tire moneywinners. Vlatch I

Hollywood that it's
one of the year's bigSYD CHAPLIN in
SKIRTS
gest !
His public waits for
it. And they'll love
every laugh - packed
minute !

Syd Chaplin

NORMA SHEARER
in THE ACTRESS

LON CHANEY in
LAUGH, CLOWN,
LAUGH
The news begins ro
seep through from

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

DANE-ARTHUR m
DETECTIVES
Thetunniest idea that
any studio
ever devised. .Another
hit
for these K>ys !
Dana-Arthur

hits to COME!

at Chicoft 111., under thr act of March .*.
Emtertd « srcondclass mattrr, Auoust 20, 19 ir at the Post Offict
Singli cop\4i, 2i emit.
ii;9,
PubtitHtd wtrkly at 407 South Dnrbern St.. Chicago. Subicriptien tSOO a ytn
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Saturday Evening Post, College Humor,
Motion Picture Magazine, Film Fun, etc.
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It really couldn't fail. Pictures always happen in cycles. There's
the football, baseball, airplane, crook movie, every conceivable
kind of movie season.
And now, the newsreel camera has its fling. David Butler has
just completed the direction of "The News Parade," a movie
glorifying the newsreel cameraman, in which Sally Phipps, Nick
Stuart and Brandon Hurst are featured. And now comes word
from the coast that Bebe Daniels' next production will be "The
News Reel Girl" and that Neil Hamilton will be her leading man.
And — Buster Keaton, Natalie Talmadge Keaton, and Director
Edward Sedgwick are already on their way to New York, where
exteriors will be made for Buster's next movie. The story is as
yet untitled. Byron Morgan wrote it— and it concerns the misadventures ofa newsreel cameraman. Can you beat it?

— New York Daily News, April 5

Can You Beat It?
Not Unless You Make 'em Quickies

The News Parade
Now Being Titled and Edited
Will be Generally Released

MAY

27

and available for
earlier pre-release
DAVID

BUTLER

at LAKE

directed this story by Wm. Conselman

PLACID, NEW YORK, PALM
HAVANA and HOLLYWOOD
CAST

Newsreel Nick

1^^ ^^^^^^
^^^^^^f^^^
^

Sally Morgan
Dillon Morgan

A^^^^^
I ^V
*^^
\^g
I^V ^^^

Prince
Oscar Stranger
Mysterious
Boris Walix>le
Director-in-Chict'Talley

^m
^m
^m
^V

^l£^

^
H
^^^
^V

BEACH,

OF CHARACTERS:
NICK

STUART
SALLY PHIPPS
Brandon Hurst

Cvril
Fo\e
Farle Rins
Frankliii L'nderwix>d
Trum.ui H. T.ilk-v

SETS THE PACE for the INDUSTRY

MACK SENNETT
Ji AvoAne if/ou Aee
on the marcj/uee
more often than
that of aruj other
comecUf pij>ciux^/i

MACK

4^ The worlds
most famous
screen family
does its stuff
on the farm in
this hilarious
two - reeler 4=
SENNETT

Smiths Farm Days
This inimitable screen
family has registered as
outstanding box-office
favorites in Mack Sennett's delightful series
of human interest comedies "THE SMITHS^
now being released on
the
Pathe Program.

MARY ANN
RAYMOND
am/ RUTH

JACKSON
McKEE
HIATT
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WE'LL NEVER BE
A SHRINKING
VIOLET AGAIN !
we merely urged exhibitors
to hook M^QM's GREAT
EVENTS in Technicolor — we
should have insisted on it!
***TME FLAG' is the finest
thing we ever saw in a short
Technicolor feature — and
this is a feature! If it doesn't
increase the gate receipts,
thats's our fault."
—Dwight Hill
—PACIFIC

NATIONAL THEATRES, SAN DIEGO, CAL.

IT is positively
THRILLING the way
EXHIBITORS have
THE FLAG

TECHNICOLOR dramasTHEY are playing today
IN thousands of theatres

**'LADY OF ViCTORI ES'

is far out of the beaten path.
It is worthy of featuring on
the finest programs in the
best theatres. A valuable
asset on any program."
— Anna Aiken Paterson.
WEEKLY

FILM REVIEW, GA.

VICTORIES

X

'When I contracted for the
Great Events, I never realized how interesting and entertaining they were. They
are worthy of any program."
— Clarke A. Sanfonl
— GALLI CLJRCI THEATRE
MARGARETVILLE, N. Y.

M-G-M GREAT

TAKEN hold ofDM^G^M^s
series of
DISTINGUISHE

BUFFALO BILL'S
LAST FIGHT

EVENTS

Two Reels Each in Technicolor

THE FLAG — BUFFALO BILL'S LAST FIGHT
LADY OF VICTORIES— THE CZARINA'S SECRET-THE VIRGIN QUEEN and One More Coming

BIG and little —
EACH one is based on
A Great Event of
ROMANTIC historyPRODUCED like features—
IN beautiful colors.
THEY will positively
BRING added receipts
TO any theatre!
'Nattirully, The

Best Thni.qs .Alutivs Comf

Fro»»i

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
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will be the closing date of the first issue of the new
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World

The

Buyers

INDEX
Everything for the Theatre
Issued Semi-Annually

In this volume will be included all of the semiannual features formerly contained in special
;)

Readers
The Buyer's Semi-Annual Index will be mailed to all paid
subscribers of Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World at
no additional charge.

Advertisers
Advertising will be accepted in
this volume under the terms of
your Herald-World contract.
More detailed information sent
on request.

issues of Moving Picture World, and the ampH'
fied and improved text of BOX OFFICE RECORD AND EQUIPMENT INDEX, formerly
published semi-annually by Exhibitors Herald.
The Box Office Record section of the Index will
bring together for the first time the reports on
pictures contributed by both Herald and World
readers. It will guide thousands of theatres in
their selection of pictures for the summer
months.

It will be the first time in the history of the
industry that a complete and valuable reference
book has been distributed to a list of paid subscribers exceeding 14,000.

AprU 14, 1928
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"even better than There it is'„
that's
and that is saying apaqefuV

"
T
I
Z
O
O
H
W
^

%l!l|||i|,

„|„"UWWffigiff

An exhibitor is lagging behind if he overlooks a number like
this Charley Bowers example of how comedy can be made
more effective with just the right amount of novelty and
mystification. It's the best Bowers comedy we've seen,
even better than "There It Is," and that is saying a pageful when you consider how good that Bowers comedy was.
Have you ever seen an oyster walk? Have you ever beheld a cockroach throw china? We had never seen these
things done before until we viewed "Whoozit" and now
we believe that anything is possible — in a Charley
Bowers comedy. More amazing than Aladdin's lamp
or the magic genii are these mysterious creations

which Bowers introduces occasionally along the route of his
comedy. Bowers has also utilized the idea of a menace always pursuing, always threatening. This menace is somewhat similar to the "Fuzz Faced Phantom" in "There It Is."
Bowers imagines he is being sought after by this menace.
He imagines all sorts of things — the oysters walking, the
roaches hurling saucers. These wild phantasmagoria are
the result of gas which Bowers has deeply inhaled.
While in his drugged state his mind rivals that of an
opium eater's for the procession of events coursing
through it of which he is the fantastic central figure.
Decidedly different; a first-rate, cracker jack novelty.
—MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

SiW^

oieman
A BOX OFFICE
COMBINATION

4-

LEO
MALONEY
^

Director

-4r^

A

'l?^'^
'
^^^^

BEN
CORBETT

<

^
'^^*^'

Wm-^

The Cotvboy
Comedian

^

J^

''"The Boss of
Rustlers Roost

EUGENIA
GILBERT

^
ff
Leading
Lady

RED-BLOODED romance of the
ranges as big in theme and
drama as its setting in the great
open spaces —
Don Coleman, the star — born in
the saddle in the heart of the cow
country — before his sixteenth
birthday a full-fledged bronco*
buster with a string of rodeo and
round-up victories — later the
world^s champion as a bronc tamer.
An up ' and - coming Western
star with pep, personality, talent
and iron nerve —

Adapted by

FORD I. BEEBE
From Story
the Magazine
by

W. D. HOFFMAN

J^tht has the best westerns

I

(o

J^(^ Finest Vict lire she has ever
made for the SHver Sheet . . .
YOUR

BOX

OFFICE

WILL

PRO\'E

IT

orinnQ

'With LOWELL SHERMAN
LOUISE DRESSER
and CHARLES RAY
Based on the play by Rudolph Bernnauer
and Rudolph Oesterreicher.
Supervised
A LEWIS

by John W. Considine, Jr.
MILESTONE

^^Tbe Finest Creation
of motion picture entertainment in which
this star has ever appeared."

Production

I

arcmn

; Scenes!,,, Big Cast!... Big Moments!
'hAarvelous
Story Interestl
It is electrifying entertainment of the most
unusual kind. Human! Joyous! Engrossing!
The brilliance and breath-taking beauty
of the star photographed as never before.

UNITED

ARTISTS

Startlmg Clmax^sl

This intensely fascinating storv of
Montmarcre night life and Monte Carlo
high life is going to be a Big Winner
everywhere.

PICTURE

ADAM

AND

u

EVE

IN

MODERN

It Will Make Money

DRESS

?^
1

say the critics and why not —

9;

HE

beauty

of

Miss

Griffith has

always

attracted

crowds

to any theatre — this picture will increase that box-office value.
Lowell Sherman — Louise Dresser — Charles Ray, popular screen
players everywhere have never been seen to greater advantage.
The da2;2.1ing splendor of the production itself —
The fascinating and gripping appeal of the story for all
types of movie patrons —
The exceptional brilliance of the direction
The urgC'tO'buy power of the title
The unmistakable stamp of a picture well made
so noticeable in all United Artists Pictures —
These are the factors that will make

CORINNE GRIFFITH in
^^The Garden of Eden^^
A Tremendous UNITED

ARTISTS

PICTURE

For Any Theatre
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is great!

"Legion of the Condemned"
Business is great ! First week long run Rialto, N.Y. — second highest gross of
year, topped only by Emil Jannings in "Last Command."

Held over in Minneapolis. First picture to

ever play full week, Belleville, Ont. S. R. O. Ambassador, St. Louis ; St. Paul — everywhere I

-:-

-:-

Clara Bow in "Red Hair"
^jy

Business is great ! S. R. O., Paramount, N.Y.

Biggest gross in months, Capitol,

St. Paul. Sensational business Minneapolis, Des Moines — everywhere,

-:-

-:-

-:-

•:•

•;•

Emil Jannings in
"The Last Command"
Business is great! First week at long run Rialto, IN Y., breaks house record. Eight weeks tremendous
business.

Bigger than"Way of All Flesh," itself a topnotcher.

business
THE

WHOLE

SHOW

-:-

-:-

-:-

-:-

is great — if youWe

PAR

playing

-:-

FROM

AM
MOTION

BUNT!

PICTURE

HEADQUARTERS

-:-

to anil Sficwman'fiar/

It gives you
these NAMES for
LightsCHARLIE MURRAY
yourMarquee
LOUISE

FAZENDA

(Newly teamed for double laughs)
and THELMA TODD
{What a looker!)
Presented by Richard A. Rowland

W^bat happens ivlieii Greek meets Skeik.
A convulsing collection of classical cut-ups
1>urles4uin^ the riotous revels of ^ay old j^ds.

I

A.
hen -pecked Irishnian's dream of love
ramonS hroad-minded goddesses in the days
-tv^hen knees — and points north ""ivere ivide
open spaces, and Olympus -«vas a ivide-open
to-«vm ... But the dream turns to a nightmare
-when Mrs. M^urphy enters in high dudgeon
and a leopard shin as The Spirit of Bad ^eivs!
Unique

connhination

of mass -appeal farce

and gorgeous spectacle as beautiful as "Helen
of Troy". A galaxy of gorgeous girls. And
titles hy RALPH SPENCE.
"
"
^
*

THE

CONTRACTS

ARE

0m

\

Directed by Eddie Cline

ROLLING

IN!

^rrifm^.m 'mm

v^
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IN THIS

ISSUE

Exliibitors oust Lenten bogy by exploiting good pictures; Better business than in same period last
year is registered in all parts of the country; most reports in survey show receipts standing up with
preceding weeks; Albany and Troy theatres record highest attendance in history for season of Lent;
Good Friday's box office returns at Capitol in Des Moines are largest in twelve weeks.

COMPLETE

INDEX TO CONTENTS

NEWS

FEATURES

Governor of South Carolina winning fight to oust carnivals except
at state and county fairs; Arrests owner, stays injunction.
Tie-up with radio to swell theatre receipts, two writers advise;
Loss on night of Dodge broadcast will be more than balanced,
says one.
Thirty-two exchanges of J. D. Williams' company will distribute
25 British productions in U. S.; Five more offices will be opened
in Canada.
Northwest independent exhibitors stage first annual meeting in
Portland; Columbia will sell 10 specials as part of 36 for 1928-29
season.

DEPARTMENTS
The Studio
Short Features
Presentation Acts
The Theatre
New Pictures
Classified Advertising
What the Picture Did for Me
Chicago Personalities, by Whit
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Full Steam Ahead
MR.

ADOLPH ZLTKOR, in a recent statement to the
press on business conditions, emphasizes the fact
that the major problem confronting the industry is the
reduction of costs.

For about two years the cry of economy has reverberated
throughout the industry. Usually, however, it has been
addressed to the production branch of the business. It
doubtlessly has been true that in the production branch of
the business there has been the greatest room for the curtailment ofexpenditures, but this certainly is not the only
place where curtailment may be and should be practiced.
In many instances the costs of operating some of the
larger theatres offer opportunities for curtailment the
equal of those which have existed in Hollywood. Theatre
managers should not lose sight of the fact that they have
been subjected to very much the same type of influence as
the producers in California. The public's insistence for
better and finer things has exerted pressure both in the
theatre and in the studio. The notion that the potential
revenue of the picture business is practically limitless has
prevailed in the theatre as well as in the studio.
Mr. Zukor reports that the problem of economy is being
met by persistent pressure in all branches of the industry.
There is no doubt that Hollywood has felt the sting of
retrenchment, but there is not available as much evidence
as one would like to see of various of the big theatre interests falling into line. Costly incidental programs, of questionable worth, seem to us to offer the fairest targets for
economic assault. Proven entertainment — which as far as
picture theatres are concerned is just one thing: Good
Pictures — should not be jeopardized by any curtailment
which may be the reverse of economy, but the rest of the
stuff is crying for the pruning knife.
It seems strange that in this business which for years
carried the label, "millions in the movies," the margin of
profit in production and distribution should have shrunk
to somewhere near the basis which prevails in the retail
grocery business.
Of course, it is a situation which five,

PICTURE
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ten and twenty thousand dollar a week salaries promised,
but, still, its existence as a fact is bewildering.
The grave danger that confronts the business, as we
see it, is not that the industry will be unsuccessful in its
fight to regulate costs, but, rather, that in making the fight
it will sacrifice in the name of economy practices and
policies which actually underlie the success of the business.
There is already some evidence of this very thing happening and it is a question which the best minds in the
industry should immediately address themselves to.
It is never healthy for a business to publicize its retrenchment operations. Yet, unfortunately, this is just
what has happened in the picture business. And the
result is a somewhat pessimistic feeling in many quarters
in the business.
As we see it, just about the most important thing for
the industry as a whole to do at the outset of the coming
selling season — and to carry through the opening of the
new theatrical season late this summer — is to dispel this
feeling of pessimism, re-build confidence and optimism and
get the feeling abroad that the internal affairs of the
business have been righted and that it is now forging
ahead toward bigger and better accomplishments.
*

-;;-

-X-

Two-Way Arbitration
THE recent decision of a Western court denying an
appeal of one of the film companies from a finding
of a film board of arbitration is a significant development.
Had the decision gone the other way the entire institution
of arbitration, as established in the industry, would have
been imperiled, for the plain reason that it would have
left the exhibitor branch in an unfair position.
The distributors by virtue of their control of product
are enabled to compel conformance on the part of exhibitors with the findings of the arbitration boards. The
exhibitors, however, have no similar means with which to
compel a distributor to abide by the ruling of the board.
Therefore, this court decision which insists that the distributor, as well as the exhibitor, m.ust stand the consequences of the arbitration he has agreed to rivets and
strengthens the entire system of adjusting trade disputes.

Quota Results
FIRST results of the Quota Regulation in England are
now being examined closely by the British cinema
trade and the conclusions being reached are none too optimistic. Shrewd observers in the trade see a very unfavorable development in the fact that the Films Bill has
brought into the industry there a type of financial manipulator who contributes nothing to the advancement of the
industry and whose efforts may lead to certain complications which may arrest the movements of substantial progress, initiated and carried on within the business itself.
Pulmotoring an industry by legislation is always a hazardous course. However, the films situation in England
was in such a critical state that extraordinary efforts
seemed to have been called for. On this side, we believe,
there is only a genuine hope that the British film industry
will escape those undesirable developments which now
loom on the horizon and succeed, out of the heroic efforts
which have been made, in re-establishing the industry on
a sound and secure basis.
Thus far little in the way of new production has been
made available, and meanwhile in the general stress bookings have fallen off badly. So many theatre deals, which
seem to have been inspired in part at least by the general
attention directed to the industry through the Films Bill,
are in contemplation or in progress that selling activity
has been seriously curtailed.

i
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Exhibitors Oust Lenten Bogy
By Exploiting Good Programs
Motion Pictures
Sent 1,000 Miles
By Phone, 5 Hours
Now they're sending motion pictures by
phone! The feat was accomplished last
Wednesday when pictures of Vilma Banky,
Samuel Goldwyn star, were taken in Chicago, transmitted over telephone wires and
shown to audiences in the Embassy theatre,
New York, 1,000 miles distant, the entire
process taking only five hours. Her husband, Rod La Rocciue, was an interested
spectator.
Light Changed to Electricity
The basic principle of the device of the
A. T. T. and Bell Telephone Laboratories,
explained in detad on the following page, is
conversion of light rays into electrical energy at the transmission end and re-conversion of the electrical energy into light at
the receiving end.
The 12 feet of negative film, taken in
Chicago and developed by the Stern Film
Laboratories, all in 48 minutes, was then cut
into strips six inches long, eight exposures
to a strip, and mounted three in tandem
between glass plates and rephotographed
into 5x7 positive films.
Eight Cities Equipped
Reports from New York stated that part
of the film was blurred as it was shown at
the Embassy, where Miss Banky's "Two
Lovers" is playing, but that the audience
easily recognized the star and noted her
changes of expression, and her motions. _
Eight cities have been equipped with
transmitters and receivers — Boston, Cleveland, Atlanta, St. Louis, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Chicago and New York.
Telephotographic motion pictures are expected to find ultimate commercial usefulness in connection with newsreels. This is
discussed fully on page 30.

$20,142,000 Eastman
Profit in 1927; Figure
Highest of Any Year
(Sfccinl to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving

Picture

World)

Y., April 10.— Rrofits oL"
STER,
ROCHE
were N.earned by the Eastman
,161
$20,142
Kodak Company and its subsidiaries in 1927,
exceeding those of any other year. The 1926
figure was $19,860,634.
The net profit for 1927 is: equal to $9.60 a
share on common stock, after the preferred
dividends have lieen deducted. The total_ surplus on last December 31 was $74,705,477.
Stockholders voted a wage dividend of about
$3,250,000, to be paid to employes next July 1.

She Dreams of Bandits;
Appears But in Vain
One(Special
to Exhibitors Herald and
Movinri

Picture

IVorld)

K.^NSAS CITY, .\pril 10.— Alac .\hcarns,
cashier of the Madrid theatre, hero, sat thinking of a hold-up last February when the theatre lost $50. And then all of a sudden a
bandit jumped out of a car and pointed a
revolver at Miss Ahearns. She defied the
bandit and lied into the theatre. The bold
bandit also lied, getting nothing.

B. O, Rates Favorably with
Other Weeks In Most Areas
Albany

and Troy Have Best Season — One Theatre's
Good Friday Receipts Best in 12 Weeks

By ERNEST A. ROVELSTAD
Good programs and special exploitation have placed the Lenten bugaboo
definitely on the retired list, according to reports on theatre business from
widely separated parts of the country. In practically every instance, business
was greater than for the corresponding period last year ; in most cases, attendance compared favorably with the weeks preceding the Lenten season. Theatres at Albany and Troy had the best Lenten receipts of any year in their
history. The Chicago theatre, Chicago, did better bu>ine---- this Holy Week
than in previous years.
Business Stands Up in Holy Week
Even during Holy Week business held up in a number of instances. For
Good Friday, when some houses closed according to tradition, others reported
patronag-e excellent, and one — the Capitol in Des Moines — actually did its best
business in 12 weeks on that day.
While some of the theatre accomplished
these results without special attention to
building up particularly attractive programs
for the weeks of Lent, it is noteworthy that
the best record was made in upper New York
state, and this record was attributed solely to
the initiative of the exhibitors in booking outstanding productions.

Best Lenten Business
in Albany and Troy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moviny Picture World)

ALBANY, April 10.— The motion picture
theatres in Albany and Troy have enjoyed the
best Lenten business in their history, with the

B. O. Tells Story
Of How Theatres
Routed Lent Bogy
NEW

ORLEANS. —All theatres reported normal business, a bit better than
last year.
DES MOINES.— Capitol's business on
Good Friday best in twelve weeks; better
than usual at the Des Moines; stable at
Strand.
OTTAWA. — Special exploitation gave
two pictures splendid start in Easter
week, but patronage in general in week
was affected by religious observances.
PITTSBURGH.— Theatres did a little
better on Good Friday than last year.
ALBANY. — Did best business in history
for period, except in Holy Week, when hot
weather also was factor; Leland and Clinton Square far ahead of any other Lenten
season and measured up to other weeks of
year; business absolutely satisfactory at
four Stanley houses in Albany, with standing lines common; Harmanus-Bleecker
Hall much better than last year; Colonial.
better than in 1927.
TROY. — Satisfactory business at three
Stanley theatres; Rose's receipts double
any other Lenten season; Proctor and
Griswold hundreds of dollars more business than a year ago.
CHICAGO.— The Chicago theatre did
more

business

in Holy

Week

than

in '27.

exception of the past week, with its combination of hot weather and Holy Week observance. The Lenten record, which places business on a par with other months of the year,
is due entirely to the fact that the exhibitors
ha\e seen the wisdom of booking superior
attractions for the season. A year or so ago
some exhibitors decided to tr>' out good pictures during Lent. The result was rather surprising. This 3'ear practically every theatre
played the best pictures obtainable.
Far Ahead of 1927
"ily two theatres, the Leland and the Clinton Square, have gone far ahead of any other
Lenten season, and the receipts measure up to
other weeks of the year," said C. H. Buckley.
Uly S. Hill, managing director of tour
Stanley houses in Albany and three in Troy.
declared business absolutely satisfactory and
said the Strand played some of the best attractions and standing lines were common on
many nights.
Joe Saperstein, manager of HarmanusBleecker Hall, declared business 'way ahead
of last year at this time, due to a policy he
has inaugurated of using three acts of vaudc\ille with his pictures.
Double Last Season
Take Rosenthal, of the Rose in Troy, stated
that his receipts were nearly double those of
last Lenten season, while Jake Golden, manager of the Proctor and Griswold in Troy,
declared he was hundreds of dollars ahead of
a year ago.
Jules Berinstein, owner of the Colonial in
.Albany, said :
"Business began picking up for me several
weeks ago, and altliough my tlicalrc is located
in a strong Catholic section. I have been playing to better crowds than last year."
\\'ith but a few exceptions, owners of
neighlmrhood houses in both cities declared
business has boon far ahead of a year ago
and
they have no fear next \ear of Lemon
ctTccts.
Good Friday Business
Best in Twelve Weeks
(Special lo Exhibitors HfralJ and
Moving Picture WorU)

DES
MOINES.
April
10.— The
oldtimc
1 out bugalK)o in Des Moines is a myth, for
Inisincss. instead of falling off, according to
tradition, has been perfectly stable at the
(ContinufJ on foge 25)
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How Motion Picture Was Sent By Phone
And Seen 1,000 Miles Off in 5 Hours
■-

It

NEW
YORK— There seems to be no truth
in the rumor running along Main Alley
that presentations are getting so long nowadays that some of the houses are leaving
out the pictures. . . . The Marx Brothers, of
whom one is silent already, nearly made the
silver screen.
Their price was too high and
anyhow Groucho had made up his mind to
learn how to play golf this summer. . . .
Harlan Thompson
will be back in his new
Great Neck abode in May, despite reliable
reports that Hollywood is all that way about
him. . . . The price of fifty-or-so thousands
paid for the original manuscript of "Alice in
Wonderland" made some of the boys wonder
if this meant the picture rights. . _. . Rudie
Cameron, who once allowed his shining face
to light up pictures, is now a hero in a musical comedy. . . . Charlie Ray wouldn't mind
the same fate, being at present ensconced in
the drayma. . . . This new business of telephoning films has the big tablecloth and pencil
men
all excited.
They're
wondering
when
there'll be a chance to make cuts, once that
happy
day is reached when you grind the
camera in L. A. and it's promptly "telephoned"
to the screen in N. Y., without even time out
for what the Governor of South Carolina once
said to the Governor of North Carolina, or
was it the Senator from Alabama about the
Governor of New York? . . . We hear complaints about business in Chicago.
Nothing
like that in New
York,
where
the spring
weather is driving all those people who don't
know what to do about daytime into the picture dens. . . . Jimmy Grainger burned up a
lot of rails last week, hurrying back to the
world's biggest cowpath. . . . Will Hays is
having fun in Paris. . . . Mack Sennett is
reported
to have
made
200 comedies
for
Pathe, but that's silly. We've seen five thousand at least. . . . William A. Brady is to
make an appearance before the Senate Finance Committee soon.
He may decide to
recite "King Lear." . . . Aaron Sapiro
is
hardly in the business and he's already getting
a dinner in his honor. Mayor Jimmy Walker,
Senator Royal Copeland, Milt Gross and Rabbi
Wise will all be on hand.
After speeches
Aaron will lead the grand march. . . . Al
Lichtman came back, buzzing with tales of
business
in the Middle
West.
. . . Joe
Schnitzer, senior vice-president over at F B O,
is ill,ery. .but
here's Bernheim
wishing him
prompt recov. . Julius
and a Sigmund
Moos
are hopping to Europe to see what's going on
in France. . . . Paul Whiteman packed the
Paramount last week, if you get what I mean.
. . . Easter got a big play in New York.
The
avenues were jammed for days with people
trying to get a hat or something.
Even
Broadway heard about it. . . . R. H. Burnside who taught thousands of young ladies to
walk into the water at the Hippodrome, to the
consternation of the visiting firemen, is to do
something for Publix, staging shows in alternation with John Murray Anderson and Frank
Cambria. . . . Ad Menjou has been around,
with a new cold, a new contract ,and a couple
of other innovations. . . . The Goldwyns are
on their way back, with Europe sticking out
of a back pocket. . . . Harold Lloyd is around,
speedy as ever. . . . Al Jolson reports "The
Jazz Singer"
so stirring that many of the
boys are changing
their names
back. . . .
Well, there's really plenty doing but it's really
Spring
and you wouldn't
want
everything
printed in the paper, would you? . . . The
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, by
the way, announces
that dinner for Aaron
Sapiro "upon the event of his introduction to
thethere
motion
picture industry."
Don't tell us,
is
a catch?
PETER

United Artists
and
Sidney Stern
Laboratories
in
Tieup with
A. T. and T.
^ After the positive film
is rolled into cylindrical
form it is placed in the
transmitter. As the film
is rotated a small but intense beam of light shines
through the film onto a
photoelectric cell inside.
The light ray goes around
and around the cylinder
Just as a phonograph
needle covers the full surface of a record.
V Each portion of the
picture in turn affects the
intensity of the light
reaching the photoelectric
cell. This variation on
the sensitive surface of
the cell causes current
variations which, by
means of a vacuum tube
amplifier and modulator,
control the current flowline. ing through the telephone

IT At the receiving end an
unexposed photographic
film is rotated under a
beam of light in a similar
fashion. The two films
rotate at exactly the same
speed, and by means of
a light valve the impulses
from the photoelectric cell
control the amount of
light reaching the film at
the receiving office.

This is the way one of the positive films looks as it is
ready for transmission.
Three strips, eight exposures to
a strip, and rephotographed under plates from the original
negatives. Vilma Banky of U-A is the subject.

Above: The star of the United Artists
production, "Two Lovers," watches the
transmission of motion pictures of herself.
Left: Taking the original motion picture in the A. T. T. office in Chicago.
Emil Sonntag,
Sidney
Stern cameraman officiates
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Frank /. Rembusch
Speaks:
(In Two Chapters)
CHAPTER

ONE

Mr. Martin Quigley, Himself,
Care Exhibitors Herald and Motion
Picture World,
Chicago, 111.
Dear Quigley:

HERALD

and MOVING

PICTURE

UNAFFILIATED INDEPENDENT
EXHIBITORS OF AMERICA,
Frank J. Rembusch.
P. S. There are a lot of things that I have
accomplished in this Industry.
Wait and see.
Motion

CHAPTER TWO
Picture World and

Exhibitor's Herald,
Chicago, 111.
Dear Sir:
Have received quite a number of letters protesting against your editorial. It does not
matter to me personally but since you are a
part of the System and I am the only person
who is battling against the Monopoly Set-up
and having no trade journal to answer you in,
as they are all subsidized more or less, I have
decided to place this in the hands of my attorney and bring suit immediately for One
Hundred Thousand ($100,000.00) Dollars for
malicious slander and libel.
If William A. Johnston could collect Fifty
Thousand Dollars for being called "Sweet
William" by Arthur James in the Exhibitor's
Trade Review several years ago, I think I can
collect more than that amount from the dirty
dirt that you tried to throw on me.
It might surprise you to know that in spite
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Governor Wins Carnival War;
Five Fold Tents and Vanish
Richards Arrests Owner and Gets Staying Orders from Supreme
Court Annulling Injunctions — Carolina Law Limits
Tentshows to State and County Fairs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moinng Picture World)

COLUMBIA, S. C, April 10. — Governor Richards' war on carnivals playing in South Carolina w^as w^on last w^eek and hearings on injunctions, scheduled
to take place before circuit court judges yesterday, did not materialize. Carnivals that had balked at the governor's closing orders and obtained temporary
injunctions, abandoned the legal fight, folded their tents and departed from
the state. After entering appeals, which automatically upset the injunctions
obtained by the showmen, the governor won stay orders from the supreme
court which permanently annulled action taken by the carnivals.
Carnivals Leave Five Cities
When the showmen discovered their injunctions had been declared void,
they decided to drop the fight rather than attempt to get other injunctions.
In the meanwhile, carnivals have cancelled bookings and have departed from
Columbia, Union, GafFney, Ware Shoals and Greer.

the "Hoosiers"
editorialng about
your everythi
readmost
I justlike
and
you write, there is
no head or tail to it, just a lot of character
assassination and throwing of dirt, which you
can't make stick because the mantle of the
late "Chalmers" would never fit you.
Just why you love to pick on me is only explained by the fact that you know what Mr.
Hays wants to say and probably Pettijohn
writes your editorials.
There are some things that you are mistaken
The issue came to a head when the Ben
about, I did not tell Mr. Hays how to run the
Industry and since you are holding up for him
Krause carnival came to Columbia in a tieup
with the Woodmen of the World. Goverso strongly when the rest of the American
nor Richards ordered Krause not to open
people are ready to sink him into oblivion,
you must have been his advisor right along
the show. Krause pitched his tents neverand thereby getting this Industry in a Hell of
theless, and John W. Crews, attorney, oba hole.
tained a temporary injunction from Judge
W. H. Townshend at Charleston.
I never talked to Mr. Hays but once and that
Governor Outwits Carnival Man
was at the Union Club Meeting when he lied
to me like Hell. The same nurse served in
The carnival opened and at the same time
my family that did in his and if you like that
Governor Richards opened fire. W. J.
kind of stuff, I can tell you plenty. It seems
Strickland, private secretary to the goverthat you kinda go for that slandering. Thank
nor, sped in an auto to Newberry with Cirthe Lord I do not have to. I have been in die Page,
assistant attorney general, and
this Industry for twenty-one years and it is obtained from Associate Justice E. S.
going to take more than your dirt to put me
Blease, an order of supersedeas staying the
out.
Townshend injunction pending an appeal to
Some of these days I am going to write you
the supreme court. Only a tire blowout
up real nicely. I had a talk with my attorney
saved Krause from arrest that same night.
and he said that since I am representing
The next day Judge Mann, before whom
Fifteen Thousand Motion Picture Theatre
the Townshend injunction had been made
Owners, elected under the suoervision of the
returnable, held that the state law was conGovernment of the United States, as their • stitutional
and that the operation of carniNational Secretary without salary, he thinks
vals was illegal, although he held that only
I should file a suit for about One Hundred
the tented shows were barred, the rides beThousand Dollars for libel.
ing permitted. Judge Mann stated he
wanted to render his ruling though the suWhat's eating on you, anyhow? I never did
persedeas order from Justice Blease had
you
harm. and
Furthermore
I'll bet
made his decision unnecessary.
suit any
of clothes
take it either
wayyouthata
Will Hays does or he does not return from
France. Which way do you want it?
Yours truly,

WORLD

No Intent to Persecute
In the afternoon Krause was arrested, but
was released on the order of the governor
following a promise to take the show outside the state. Governor Richards declaring
it was not his intention to persecute the
carnival man.
of all your dirt that I have received two
letters from two of the most influential members of the Hays Organization advising me
that they had no idea that they were a part
of a set-up as I have described. It looks like
Mr. Hays has even lied to his clients, as you
have lied to your readers in the most maliablecious,
way. unwarranted, despicable and dishonorI think I can make you pay for ail your fun.
Very truly yours,
Frank J. Rembusch.
P. S. I was called "Indiana Frank" at the
same time that Johnston was called "Sweet
William," but I did not join in the suit, but
since the System is to character assassin and
Film Board and murder and poison and rob
anyone who is sincere, I'm going to try to
protect myself with legitimate methods at
least.
You were the only paper that had guts enough
to put my complaint against the Attornev
General in print a year ago. Thanks for that
much good.
I presume «' cost you plenty.

Richards had made the same promise of
non-prosecution in the cases of the carnivals
in the other towns, but when the tentshow
operators in both Union and Gaffney obtained injunctions from Circuit Judge Sease
at Spartanburg, and started showing in defiance of the governor, after he had been
told they would leave the state, the latter
declared that no lenience would be shown
them.
Follows Same

Procedure

Following the issuance of the restraining
writ at Union,
Attorney
General
Daniel
hastened to that city to serve papers on the
carnival people as the basis for an appeal to
the state supreme court, followed by the
obtaining of an order from Justice Blease
staying the injunction pending the appeal,
as in the Columbia case.
The same procedure was adopted for the Gaffney fight.
Pastor Decries Carnivals
At High Point, N. C, invaded by two carnivals. Rev. Charles
P. Coble in a public
letter last week deplored the presence of
the tentshows.
An editorial writer in the Charlotte Observer stated of the Columbia fight that "the
incident reveals the fact that South Carolina is a favorite camping ground for the
carnivals, for concerns of the kind have
been in full blast at Gaffney, Ware Shoals,
Union, West Greenville and perhaps other
places, managers of all these being required, like the Arab, to fold their tents,
whether to stay or steal away."

Brady and Gilmore Plead
Seat Tax Relief for Stage
Moving
Picture World)
(Special
to Ej:hiHiors
Hcr^'.i unj

WASHINGTON, April 10.— Relief from
the admission tax is vital to the drama, the
senate finance committee was told today by
William A. Brady of New York, representing the "legit" at the opening of hearings
on the revenue reduction bill. The film side
of the industry has been taken care of by
increase in tlic exemptions, Brady said.
Frank Gihnore, executive secretary of
Equity, told the committee that the admission tax iiad had a considerable effect in
the present condition of the theatrical industry.
Distribute Films on Mining
NF.W YORK. — .\ comprehenjiTe tetiet o( educ«tionAl motion picture film* dealiri); with tnin.nc and
the pren.iration «nd vise o{ mineral matenal!!. prv>duced by the fnited States Bureau of Minei,
Department of Commerce, is r«adv (or d st:ibuuon
in New York and neiffhborins staiei.
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will disarrange our program." Granted.
But why sit back and howl when it is possible to create extra business? Pay a little
overtime.
You'll get it back and then some.
Even an ordinary house will spend $10,000 to $20,000 for an organ. Put two or
three hundred into a radio set and put it
to work.
We are located in a small town of around
2,500 people and every dollar lost at the
box office means something to us. And I
am

not afraid of radio "taking our busi-

Lloyd '^Speedy" and
Fox ''Street Anger
on Broadway
ness." Win
By

Tie Up with Radio for Better B* 0>,
These Two Writers Advise
Lost Business on One Hookup Is More Than Balanced by Future Attendance, Says One — Install Set, Other Urges
EXHIBITORS who adopt a policy of wholesale denuciation of radio and
all its works are passing up opportunities to cash in on broadcasts, in
the estimation of two readers of the Herald-World whose letters are
printed below. One said that exhibitors who lost business on the Dodge hookup
"will more than redeem their losses with future business." The other writer
declared : "Pav a little overtime.
You'll get it back and then some."
Up to Exhibitor to
It's "Biting Nose to
Use Radio, He Holds
Spite Face," He Says

In the Dodge Brothers' program of
March 29th, Dolores Del Rio sang
"Ramona." There are not many exploitation stunts that can be staged that can equal
the value of her performance on the radio.
Her voice is beautiful, the song is exceptional
and the comments of all "listeners-in" are
wonderful. When this picture is shown in
theatres throughout the country there is
bound to be a very great business due in a
large per cent to this one performance on
the radio.
Sees Added Return
Every movie patron that stayed home
from the movies to listen to this program
on A'larch 29th will be on hand to see
"Ramona" at the theatre on some later
date. The exhibitors who lost business because of this hookup will more than redeem
their losses with their future business.
That the movie stars should not appear
on the radio seems that this industry would
be biting its nose to spite its face. When
a large company, seeking advertising
through the radio, is willing to spend thousands of dollars to have an attraction that
will appeal to the millions of listeners in
the country, why shouldn't the movie industry benefit by the free exploitation? If
movie stars refuse to appear it merely
means
that
the
company
spending
the
(Continued on page 54)

H C. W. Wheeler, house manager of Tokay
theatre at South Bend, Wash., and ozvn.er of a
radio store, says :

Have just read your editorial on "Radio
and Pictures." As house manager of the
Tokay theatre here for the past 12 years,
also owner for the past six years of a radio
store, I believe the average theatre owner
looks on broadcasting from the wrong
angle.
We are all agreed that radio is a firm
fixture in the home. Therefore, it is up to
the theatre operator to make every possible use of broadcasting that he can.
Places Set in Projection Room
Here is how I solved the problem. It
has been the custom of the Wheeler Radio
Service to give all broadcasts of interest,
inculding World's Series ball games, football games, etc. In order to connect our
theatre business up, have held all events
from the theatre. On the first World's
Series to be given, placed receiving set in
projection room and shot it out the window
to crowd in street, balance of time at rear
of theatre from stage door, or, if raining,
opened up the house.
Makes extra work — yes — but we try to
give the people what they want in pictures
and music. So go a step further. On
President Coolidge's first speech, placed
speaker on stage. On Tunney-Dempsey
fight opened theatre early and advertised
that we would give the fight result. Taken
in over $50 more than we would without
"radio competition" (that many patrons left
at close of fight, not staying for show).
On the recent Dodge National hookup
it was over before our show time so did
not have a chance to use it.
Some

managers

are

going

to

say:

VISCHER

NEW YORK, April 10.— Two new pictures
of importance had their first showings in New
York last week and each gave promise of
prosperity, not only on Broadway, but as well
through the country.

Here are the principals of United Artists who appeared on the Dodge Brothers all-star radio
hour March 29. Seated, left to right, are Dolores Del Rio, John Barrymore, Charles Chaplin,
D. W. Griffith and Norma Talmadge. Standing: A. K. Schoepf, representing the sponsors;
Douglas Fairbanks, master of ceremonies, and Joseph M. Schenck, head of United Artists.

^ Alitcliell Conery of Conoat Projection Service at Menands, N. Y., writes :
It would seem that the exhibitors of the
country have reached a very quick and unconsidered opinion when they express
themselves as being against radio broadcasts by motion picture stars. That this
radio publicity is of no future value is, to
me, a very wrong statement.

PETER

Harold Lloyd's newest, "Speedy." came to
the Rivoli and made instant friends. Introduced to a brilliant audience, brought together
at advanced prices for the benefit of the
Theatrical Press Representatives of America,
the picture won warm applause. Lloyd was
in the audience.
"Speedy" won praise, as all of Lloyd's pictures do, for its zest and its laughs. It was
not held to be a particularly original picture,
but nobody seemed to care very much about
that in view of the ceaseless laughs it got.
Fox's newest picture, "Street Angel," with
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in effective
roles, was enthusiastically received at its
premiere in the Globe theatre last night Incidentalh', the picture did not increase the Fox
total of special presentations on Broadway,
despite the fact they have been coming thick
and fast. Fox's "Sunrise" moved out to
make room for "Street Angel," which was
accepted as a charming picture of Italian life.
Its locale was beautifully chosen and the
photography won
zage directed.

high praise. Frank

Bor-

Neiv Trial Denied P-F-L
in $337,500 Dallas Suit
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

DALLAS, April 10.— Efforts to overthrow
the verdict of $337,500 damages awarded R. J.
Stinnett and Simon Charninsky against Paramount were defeated when a motion for a
new trial was overruled Saturday. Stinnett
and Charninsky had testified that they were
forced to sell the Capitol theatre when they
could not obtain first-runs.

Amateur Bandit Gags
Pair but Safe Fools Him
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)
HOLLYWOOD, April 10.— F. D. McMahan,
assistant manager, and Robert Smith, of the
Westlake theatre, were bound and gagged
early yesterday while an amateur safecracker
tried unsuccessfully to open the strongbox
which contained $7,000 in Sunday receipts, according to Jed Buell, manager.

Maurice Singerman Dies
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)
NEW YORK April 10._— Maurice Singerman, father of Sydney Singerman, head of
the Program department of Universal, died
suddenly last week, as the result of a
heart attack. He has been suffering for a

"It

year.
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Good Film Taking
Book 's Place, Says
Kiwanis
Official
Good pictures are taking the place of books
as a beneficial influence upon young people,
says one Kiwanis secretary in the survey conducted by the Herald-World among Kiwanis
clubs of the United States and Canada, on the
subject of the influence for good of the motion picture among the youth of a community.
Anther secretary calls the news reels "invaluable in their educational instruction." Another declared that "a good, modern theatre,
featuring worthwhile films, is unquestionably
an asset to any city." Several emphasize the
negative influence of suggestive pictures.
Following is comment received too late for
inclusion in the recent articles or reserved
until this issue for lack of space:
Grant Davis, Mountain
Club. Mo.

Grove Kiwanis

The motion picture theatre is a good influence among the youth of our community in
furnishing educational entertainment for the
young men and young women^ as long as pictures are clean, free from high tension love
scenes and suggestive footage. When this enters the harm on the minds of the youth is
far greater than all the other good it can
possibly do.
R. S. Burton, Logan Kiwanis Club, W. Va.
Good pictures create ambition and ideals
that probably would never be created in our
young people. In my opinion it has something of the same influence as the reading
of books in generations past, but the young
people are not reading as they used to do.
They are travehng too fast for book reading.
Therefore, I believe, they must have the picture shows to take place of books.
Joseph
F. Boyle,
Jr., Kiwanis
Club
of
Providence, R. I.
I consider the news reels invaluable in
their educational instruction. As to general
motion pictures, the quality of the pictures
varies in different theatres and is a subject
that is hard for me to discuss. A good,
modern theatre, featuring worthwhile films,
is unquestionably an asset to any city.
D. W. Beaver, Beaver Dam Kiwanis
Club. Wis.
Everything we do is a factor in our
educational existence. The great question
is whether the factors outside of the classrooms are creative or destructive. In fact,
there are many factory girls, and boys as
well, who stopped school young, that do
no reading whatsoever and glean all their
ideas from the "movies." In many of these
cases as well as the cases of children of
high school age, I do not believe the moving
picture is the best means of education. I
may not be ultra-modern, but nevertheless,
the average {picture portrays economic and
social conditi.jiis way above and beyond
the level of the onlooker and beyond that
which he can ever attain. The modern
freedom in the discussion and portrayal nf
sex and social problems should be commended and a great step away from the
age-old, hypocritical prudery. But here is
the danger as I see it: Are these youths
grounded well enough in intelligence and
moral training to see the moral or the
"muck"?
I do not remember the name of one of
John Barrymore's recent pictures in which
he, though one of America's greatest actors,
portrayed the invincible lover who played
the hearts of married women as pawns. It
does not seem as though the proper thini,'
(^Co^ntinued

on

page

46)
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Williams Chain of 32 Exchanges
To Sell 25 British Films in U. S.
Plans for First Year of New Distributing Company Also Call for
Establishing Five Branches in Canada — Entire Personnel British
"Jaydee"
(Special to Exhibitors
HeraldExcept
and Moving
Ficture World)
LONDON, April 10.— A chain of 32 to 36 branches in the United States and
five more in Canada is to handle the 25 to 40 British pictures to be distributed
in the first year of the new United Motion Pictures Producers, Ltd., organized
with J. D. Williams as managing director to distribute British pictures in the
United States and Canada.
British Capital, British Board
Despite the name of the company, it will not produce pictures but will advance money on promising British subjects. A wellknown financial group here
is backing the company, and every member of the board is British except
Williams.
One of the directors is also on a dozen other boards.
"Seventy-five per cent of the American exhibitors are unaffiliated," Williams declared,
"They all want good pictures, and will welcome British produc-

of the Sunset
won in the suit
Cohen,
of the
arose over the

tions.
I also
to
place our
filmshope
in the
big circuits.
"The trouble with
British producers is
that they have never
had a British chain in
America to distribute

film, "What Love Will Do."

[

- ^^ap^^^

"]

Pictures, Inc., of California,
for damages brought by I. M.
Dixie Film Company,
which
dispute of ownership
in the

J. S. Dickerson Dead;
Was Associate
Editor
of Motion Picture News
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

their product. A similar venture was tried
in 1920 by StoU.but
there were no British
pictures particularly
worth distributing in
J. D. Williams
Productions are being selected on their
merits alone and to date six pictures already
1920."been contracted for and six more were
have
to be obtained at once, Williams said preparatory to his sailing for America with his assistant, C. A. H. Harrison. The six \yere
produced by Gainsborough Pictures, British
and
tions.Dominion Pictures, and Neo-Art Produc-

Ernest A. Fredman, managing editor, says
in the Daily Film Renter:
"Our old friend T. D. Williams has broken
out again, and, as you see, is going to take
British pictures into the American and_ Canadian markets. I knew he had had this plan
under way for some considerable time, but
naturally he could not do a great deal, I presume, while the recent case with British National was pending.
"Now that this is out of the way he is all
set, and is very optimistic of making a big
success with British pictures in markets of
which he has thorough knowledge. Well, I
hope he succeeds. Anybody who can get British films into America and Canada has my
heartiest good wishes."

Xydias Wins Film Suit

NEW YORK, April 10.— Funeral services
for J. S. Dickerson, associate editor of Motion
Picture Nezvs, who died last Tuesday night at
his home in Linden, N. J., were conducted
Thursday afternoon at the Ogden Funeral
Parlors in Elizabeth, N. J., followed by burial
at Union Springs, N. Y. Death followed a
week's illness from pneumonia and was a
shock to his many friends in the industry.
Dickerson joined Motion Picture News in
1920 as editor of the Exhibitors Service
Bureau and succeeded Robert E. Welsh as
managing editor. Previously he had been art
exhibitor, operating several theatres in upper
New York state. Born in Watkins, X. Y.,
46 years ago, he had become a newspaper man
at an early age and then turned to the mercantile field before his advent as an exhibitor.

Jeanne Eagels Defies
Equity in Suspension
(Washington Biirdiu of Exhibitors lletald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 10.— Jeanne Eagels has
issued a statement that she will not pay the
fine demanded by the Actors' Equity and that
she will appear in a plav on Broadway next
Fall.
Equity suspended Miss Eagels last week and
fined her two weeks' salary after she had
failed to appear for several performances of
her play in Milwaukee.

Lewis Joins Warners

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

MEMPHIS,
April 10.— After a two days'
hearing which ended last Friday in the fourth
circuit cntirt of TrnncJ-^co, Anihcmy T. Xydins,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW
jointed

YORK. April 10.— Tack Lewis has
the
advcrtisine
staflt of
Warner

iVothiT-;

WHY

THE

-HERALD-WORLD" IS READ AND
SUBSCRIBED FOR BY E\ ERY EXHIBITOR

Writes M. R. Blair of the RfgenI theatre, Cedar Rapids, Iowa:
"Enclosed please find check for two years' subscription.
good magazine and I am sure all the boys arc thankful
departments are well org.iniTied."

You are putting out a
for that.
Your several
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Columbia To Sell 10 Specials as Part
Of 36 in $3,000,000 Program
Showing on Leading Circuits in Past Year Brings Decision to Enlarge Outlay for 1928-29, Declares Brandt
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

YORK, April 10. — Ten specials will be sold as part of the "Perfect
NEW
Thirty-Six" to be distributed by Columbia under its expansion plan
for the 1928-29 season at a production cost placed at $3,000,000, President Joe Brandt announced last week.
AMONG the specials will be "The Younger
Generation," from Fannie Hurst's "It Is
to Laugh," and "The Fall of Eve," written by
John
Emerson
and
Anita Loos. Among
others will be "Trial
Marriage," from the
Saturday
Evening

Post serial ; Cosmo
Hamilton's "Restless
Souls," Mary Roberts
Rinehart's "Acquitted," and Frederick
A.
Thompson's
"Power
of the

Press," which ran in

Joe

Brandt

McClure's.
"The past year saw
Columbia productions
play over the Fox,
Keith-Stanley,
F
&

Brandt called attention to the directors and
stars engaged. Among the former are George
B. Seitz, Philip Rosen, Frank Capra, Walter
Lang, E. H. Griffith, Erie C. Kenton and
Thomas Buckingham. The stars include Jack
Holt, Hobart Bosworth, Betty Compson, Bert
Lyteil, Lya de Putti, Margaret Livingston,
Dorothy Revier and Lois Wilson.
Elmer Harris, scenario editor, will have
among his writers Norman Springer, R. Beers
Loos and Harvey Thew.
Acquisition of the former Horsley plant
doubles the facilities of the Columbia studio,
located in the center of Hollywood. One of
the several stages erected will rank among the
largest on the Coast.

Cooper Re-elected
Head of Dominion
Film Organization
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

TORONTO, April 10.— Col. John A.
Cooper was re-elected president and secretary-treasurer ofthe Motion Picture Distributors and Exhibitors of Canada at the annual
meeting here. Injuries received in a train accident prevented his appearance, and P. C.
Taylor, general manager for F B O in Canada,
presided.
Distributor directors elected were :
Harry Cohn

Jack Cohn

R, Publix, Loew, West Coast and other of
the country's important circuits," Brandt said,
in commenting on the larger program. "In
many instances Columbia's 1927-28 productions played in theatres where independent
product had never played before.
"Many exhibitors told us that they would
welcome more Columbia productions of the
same high standard and entertainment value.
"Inquiries among exhibitors lead us to believe that the trend for comedy has passed.
Although we will not eliminate comedies entirely, we shall emphasize this type of production less during the coming year.
"The general trend for economy will have
no effect on our plans. Not only will Columbia not retrench, but our ample finances will
enable us to spend more money than ever
before in even' branch of our business."

Philadelphia Houses Plan
Use of Armored Cars
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PHILADELPHIA, April 10.— In
order to combat the increasing number of box office hold-ups, a number
of theatres here are making arrangements for the collection of receipts
by armored cars. The Stanley Company has offered $1,000 for the slayer
of Max T. Harrison, assistant manager of the Crosskeys theatre, killed
in a hold-up.

Arthur Cohen, Real Films, Ltd. ; Clair Hajjue,
Canadian Universal; O. R. Hanson, Canadian Educational; R. S. Bell, First National of Canada;
B. F. Lyon, Warner Brothers; M. A. Milligan,
Famous-Lasky
Film Service.

Exhibitor directors elected are :
Clarence Robson, Eastern inanager. Famous Players; and John Arthur, Uptown theatre, Toronto.

Directors at large elected are :
J. P. O'Loghlin,

Fox;

and

P. C. Taylor.

Fire Damages Theatre
at Waurika, Oklahoma
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

WAURIKA, OKLA., April 10.— Fire recently destroyed two projection machines and
all booth equipment in the Rex theatre here,
according to O. O. Snipes, manager. Damages in the booth and apartment of the manager were estimated at approximately $4,000.

F BO Handles British Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

TORONTO, April 10.— P. C. Taylor, general manager of F B O Pictures Corporation
of Canada, Ltd., has announced that his company will distribute the British production,
"The Passionate Adventure," featuring Clive
Brook, Alice Joyce, Marjorie Daw and Victor
McLaglen.
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Stage Folk Organize to
Build Interest in Stage
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 10.— With the
meeting last week of 44 stage producing managers or their representatives, the third step toward organization of a national board to represent
actors, dramatists and managers in
furthering interests of the stage was
made by the formation of the Managers' and Producers' Association.
Three or £ve representatives of the
new organization, with a similar
number from the Dramatists' Guild
and Actors' Equity will make up the
national board. "The objective of
the national board is to provide for
the people of this country the theatre they want," reads a state from
Equity.

Winners Named in
Paramount-Christie
Advertising Contest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 10.— Winners in the
Paramount-Christie advertising and exploitation contest conducted by Publix have been
announced, and results show that short features can be profitably advertised and extheatres.
Winnersploited inof
the newspaper advertising division of

the contest are: Warren Irwin, Carolina theatre,
Charlotte, N. C, $400; George T. Cruzen, Broadway
theatre, Newburgh, N. Y., $150; Hugh J. Smart,
Empire theatre, Montgomery, Ala., $75, and E. R.
Rogers, Tivoli theatre, Chattanooga, $25; John P.
Read, Rialto theatre, Colorado Springs, Colo., $25;
Guy Konimer, Florida theatre, Jacksonville, $25, and
Walter League, Florida theatre, St. Petersburg, $25.
Winners of the exploitation contest are: Adna
Avery, Palace theatre, McAllister^ Okla., $150;
Charles H. Ames, Riviera theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.,
$50; Charlie Harrison, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville,
Fla., $25,
Ala.,
$25. and T. Y. Walker, Noble theatre, Anniston,

Richard Cranfield Death
Mourned; C &C President
Is Buried at Kew Gardens
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 10.— Death of Richard
T. Cranfield, president of Cranfield-Clarke, is
mourned by his many associates in the industry. Burial was in Maple Grove cemetery in
Kew Gardens with Masonic rites, on March
30. Mr. Cranfield, who died March 28 at his
home in Long Island, is survived by his wife,
a son and a daughter.

Closing F-N Office Adds
to Atlanta Territory
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ATLA.NTA, April 10.— With the closing of
the Louisville branch of First National Pictures on April 1, the territory served by the
company's Atlanta ofiice was increased this
week to include the State of Tennessee East
of the Tennessee River.

Wall Street Theme of
Weil-Gulick Film Tale

Clem Clay Price, Sr., Dies

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

LIVE OAK, FLA.— In the sudden death of
Clem Clay Price, Sr., here recently, the Southeast lost an exhibitor who, until a short time
ago, had been active in the show business for
vears.

NEW YORK, April 10.— Joe Weil and
Paul Gulick are collaborating on a motion
picture farce dealing with the speculative
frenzy now sweeping the country. They
have titled it "Wall Street!"
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Film News
in Pictures

PICTORIAL

SECTION

"Lest we forget" — or never find out — we have publicity experts, of whom these are some
of the most prominent in the motion picture field. However, there is real news in this
picture, which marks the initiation of Mark Larkin, newly elected president of Wampas,
into an honorary membership of the important Los Angeles Breakfast Club. From left
to right are Harry Hammond Beall, Sam Cohn, Larkin, Barrett Kiesling, Harry Brand,
and Maurice DeMond, the latter president of the Breakfast Club and honorary member
of Wampas.

Two important factors in the rapid growth of Vitaphonc,
Bryan Foy, director (left), and Paul J. Swift, sales manager, who take the "talking-picture" acts from idea to
finished production in the theatre. This picture records
them in conference on the coming program, following
Swift's recent return from San Francisco, where he opened
a new Vitaphone branch.

Stories Told
by the Camera

Something to redeem this page of staid
masculinity — for important as are the men
pictured upon it, they are, after all, merely
men, while Muriel Evans — but observe for
yourself! Miss Evans is a new Educational
leading woman, appearing in the Mermaid
comedies.

Wishing a famous cowboy of the films .ns grc.it success behind the footlights
as he h.is h.id under the Klicgs. Tom Mix (center) is the r.inchm.m under
discussion, .ind "footlights" refers to the I"ox Western st.ir's \-.uide\-illc tour
over the Keith-Albec-Oq->hcuni ciroiit. which began soon after this photograph w.is made. The well-\»-isliers pictured with him .irc Winfield Shechjn.
vice-president of Fox (left), and Sol M. Viurt/el. general isupcnntrndrnt of
the Fox Vi'est Coast studios.
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HAVE

It

Dolores Brinkman observes our title approvingly
— and why shouldn't she? Whatever it is, there
it is, in the fetching eyes of this newly signed
M-G-M player.

If you have any doubt about it, vote now on
Irene Rich.
Has this Warner Brothers Star that
magical, alluring, optical something?
Assuredly
the "ayes" have it!

And above is Lupino Lane to prove that "it" can
be of any gender. Why, one eye's aplenty for this
comedy star — he's got THEM! For example, in his
latest Educational comedy, "Fandango," he meets
a Spanish maid who thinks she knows her onions.
But Lane gazes into her eyes — and you can see
below what it does!

Leila

Hyams,
Warner
Brothers
featured player, contributes to our little
symposium on eyes, this pair just recently added to "Noah's Ark."

The gaze that accounts for much of
the fascinating, rather toxic beauty of
the stately Olga Baclanova. It accounts
also for much of her great success in
Universal's "The Man Who Laughs."
She's the "vamp" — and looks it!

What a smile of confidence "itful"
eyes can give! It may not explain
why Marceline Day is an M-G-M featured player — but doesn't it explain,
partly at least, your interest in this
portrait?
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Uni-

versal's new drama of the boilingpot, "We Americans," which recently opened at the Colony theatre. New York, on a two-a-day schedule. It was given a rousing
reception by many reputed to be wise in the ways of the box office.

^tK^^Bik

The cast is officially described as "all-star." However, George Sidney is the main character, while the leading juveniles are Patsy
Ruth Miller (Shown with Sidney at left) and George Lewis. Edward Sloman directed the production.

1
'
Two of First N.ltion.il's new prtnj actions .irt- roproscntod in these
scenes. One is Colecn Moore's l.itcst Nchicic. "IjI.ic Time," and the
other "Three Ring M.irri.ine," which st.irs M.in. Aslor and LIo\-d
Hughes, The fomier brings the prankish Miss MiHiro to the screen in
a role less hovdetiish th.in many of her pre\-ious ones. The picture
above shows the st.ir in a war-time scene laid in Trance, u-ith airplanes
drawinK her attention.
At left are Mis> Astor and Hujthes.

'
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Northwest Independent Exhibitors
Stage First Meet at Portland
Harry A. MacMillan Is Elected President of New Organization at Convention Attended by 129 — May Spread to Washington
[By Special Correspondent of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World]

ORE., April 10. — After considerable foundation work
PORTLAND,
throughout Oregon, 129 exhibitors convened last week in Portland for
the first annual meeting of the Northwest Independent Exhibitors Association, held in the auditorium of the Terminal Sales Building. Harry A. MacMillan was elected president.
will be extended into the State of Washingto the Independent ExTOPICS valuable
ton in the next few months.
hibitors were discussed at length, and
A banquet wound up the convention.
nothing but the best of feeling was engendered among the delegates, who realized
that only through harmonious organization
will their objects be realized.
Board of Governors Chosen
A board of governors was selected, its
duties being to represent their fellow exhibitors at the semi-monthly board meetings. Each member of the board represents all the independent exhibitors in his
district.
It was unanimously decided that the association would obtain from the insurance
companies the lowest possible rates on
blanket policies covering 200 theatres.
Clarence H. Gilbert, one of the attorneys
for the association, gave an address on the
legal aspects of the old and new standard
exhibition contracts. Arbitration and block
booking were also convention topics.
The officers elected, besides MacMillan,
are: Vice-president, Howard Roach; secretary-treasurer, JJ.
. Fleming. Fleming
will be in charge of the commodious offices
in the Terminal Sales Building. MacMillan
operates the Rose theatre in Portland, and
Howard Roach the Sellwood and the Oregon.
It was the consensus that at last the
Pacific Northwest is to have a real live organization that will accomplish things heretofore impossible through exhibitors working individually.
The newly elected board decided upon another meeting April 16, when some important decisions will be announced.
It is expected the association's activities

KNOW
JOSEPH
F B O
motion
the last 21

Grainger Uses Up
3 Years with Fox;
Starts on Next 5
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 10.— J. R. Grainger,
sales manager of Fox, is now on his new fiveyear contract. Grainger, who is one of the
best known executives in the industry, last
week completed his first three years with Fox.
He has been at the Fox studios in Hollywood conferring with Winfield Sheehan on
next
season's
York last week.product. He returned to New

Hotel Man Financing
Baby Peggy Comedies

Frank Bering, managing director of the
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, is to finance a series
of two-reel comedies starring Baby Peggy,
child comedienne. There will be six pictures
in the series, which will feature Peggy's dog
and Bering's famous horse.
Dave Flam, former publicity man with Publix, is in charge of all business and advertising. He left Monday for New York for conferences on distribution. It is said one of the
leading old-line companies asked for first consideration. Leila Rogers is the author of the
first story to be used. Baby Peggy is now
completing a tour of picture houses in a stage
act.

YOUR SALES LEADERS

I. SCHNITZER, senior vice-president, in charge of distribution of
Pictures Corporation, is one of the most outstanding figures in the
picture industry. He has been associated with motion pictures for
years, and is one of the few veterans of the infant industry.

AFTER leaving school he became asso■ ciated with the Pittsburgh Calcium
Light and Film Company in 1907 as manager of its Des Moines branch. He remained in this organization just long
enough to get a thorough knowledge of the
motion picture business, and left, becoming
branch manager of the Mullin Film Service
in Minneapolis. Later he was promoted to
the managership of the same company with
headquarters in Syracuse, New York.
In 1916 he became branch manager and
later division manager of Universal Pictures Corporation, and netting splendid results in two years, he was promoted to
general salesmanager of the company.
His work at Universal attracted the attention of some of the outstanding figures

in the industry, with the result that in 1920
he became president of Equity Pictures
Corporation.
In 1922, when Equity Pictures dissolved,
he joined F B O as vice-president of the
company, and when Joseph P. Kennedy purchased FB O in February 1926, he made J.
I. Schnitzer senior vice-president, in charge
of distribution.
Mr. Schnitzer is married, and has one
son and one daughter. He is a great
sportsman and is a member of the Rancho
Golf Club and the Ambassador Athletic
Club of Los Angeles, as well as the Oak
Ridge Golf Club and the Beach Point Club
of New York. He is also a shriner of the
Masonic Order.

JOSEPH

L SCHNITZER

Paramount Now Operates
18 Regional Editions of
Newsreels, Says Cohen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 10.— Paramount at the
present time has in operation 18 regional editions of Paramount News, located at strategic
points throughout the
country, according to
Emanuel
editor of the Cohen,
Paramount
News and director of
the short feature department.
Nine gional
ofeditions
thebeing
rereleased are permanent and the remaining sional
nine are
editions.occaThe
permanent editions
are printed at Boston,
Atlanta, cinnati,
Dallas,
Chicago, CinSan
Emanuel Cohen

Francisco, Los Angeles, Philadelphia and Detroit. The occasional editions are printed at New Orleans,
Cleveland, Kansas City, St. Louis, Denver,
Seattle, Minneapolis, Des Moines and Omaha.
Each regional edition constitutes from 100 to
200 feet of film.

Denies Marks-B & K
Pact on Stage Talent
No agreement exists between Marks Brothers and Balaban & Katz, Chicago circuits, for
booking of the same stage acts through Max
Turner, according to Max Hess, publicity
director for Marks Brothers, who emphaticdenies the
statement
in last
week's
issue
that, ally
subject
to certain
priority
rights
in favor
of B & K, such an agreement is in force.

Thousands See Tom Mix
and His Horse in Denver
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

DENVER, April 10.— Thousands of children and grown-ups greeted Tom Mix and
his pony, Tony, here recently when the star
opened his vaudeville tour here. Fifty thousand people gathered to see him, it is estimated. After the vaudeville tour, he will go
to South America to make pictures to be released by F B O.
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Readers! Have You
Any of These Copies?

Readers! Have you any of the following copies of Exhibitors Herald
with which you are willing to part?
The Library of Congress at Washington, D. C., lacks these copies and
seeks to complete its Gles. The copies include all issues between Dec. 1,
1925, and Jan. 2, 1926; and those for
July 24, 1926; Oct. 2, 1926; Nov. 13,
1926, and Nov. 26, 1927.
Please address them to Exhibitors
Herald and Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn street, Chicago.

Exhibitors Chase
Lenten Bogy with
Outstanding Films
(^Continued from page

15)

Strand, a little better than usual at Des
Moines, and the Capitol reports business on
Good Friday was the best in twelve weeks.
Jim Levine, manager at the Des Moines,
turned his house over to the Associated
Churches every noon during Holy Week from
12 to 12 :S0. The house was well patronized
at the shows following the religious sessions.
The week preceding Holy Week was one of
the best in months.
"Business Thursday evening before Good
Friday was excellent," said Levine. "There is
less seasonable business than there once was,
and the tendency is towards stabilization."
Nate Frudenfelt, manager of the Capitol,
believes that managers let tradition scare them
into expecting poor business during Lent, and
that they lie down on the job.
"Consistent building of good programs
keeps business going in spite of Lenten observances," he said. "Perhaps people are taking their amusements more as necessities these
days. Of course many college students were
home for the holidays. That may account for
a few days, but it can't account for all."
No special effort to exploit programs during
Lent was made by Jesse Day at the Strand
and business kept up to its average with no
noticeable change.

Pittsburgh Business Better
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PITTSBURGH, April 10.— Contrary to the
fact that Good Friday is the slowest day during Lent, it was noticed that, on account of
the banks and other institutions of this kind
being closed, theatres did a little better business all over town on this particular day.

New Orleans B. O. Gains
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW ORLEANS, April 10.— Lent had no
apparent effect on theatrical business in this
city, especially downtown. All picture houses
reported business about as usual, and in fact,
a shade better than the same period of last
year. Some neighborhood theatres closed
Good Friday, according to tradition, but
opened Saturday night to excellent attendance.
Downtown houses experienced excellent business on Good Friday, the day being a holiday.
At one or two theatres, lines were formed as
early as 8 o'clock.

Ottawa Exploitation Helps
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Percentage Plan OK if Basis Is
Fair to Exhibitor, Says Bender
Would Eliminate Price Haggling and Sharp Practices, Declares
Oklahoman, But He Warns That Box Office Checker
System Would Be Burdensome
Percentage playing of pictures would be a solution of one of the biggest
problems of the exhibitor provided the percentage arrangement is fair to the
theatre owner, says A. R. Bender of the Melba and Mecca theatres at Cleveland, Okla., in commenting on the letter of N. L. Royster, secretary-treasurer
of
the
exhibitors' association, published in the Herald-World
issue ofNorth
MarchCarolina
10.
Calls Checker System a Burden
Percentage showing would eliminate price haggling and the sharp practices
of some salesmen, Bender writes, but he adds that "a system of percentages
playing with box office checkers would be more burdensome and expensive
than the present system of selling."
Here is Bender's letter to the Herld-World,
printed in full :
"I have read Mr. Royster's letter on film
rental and I heartily agree with him that
most small towns are paying too high a per
cent for film, not only on program pictures
but also on specials. I believe that this is
a situation that the small town showman
should give much thought to.
Urges Fair Percentage
"Mr. Kent and Mr. Pettijohn have both
advanced percentage playing as a panacea
for the ills of the industry. I can see no
reason why percentage playing would not
be all right providing the percentage arrangement was fair to the exhibitor. However, 40 or 50 per cent for rental is entirely
too high for the small town theatre. As
I see it, the per cent you can afford to pay
for film rental depends altogether upon
what the picture will gross in your house
and the overhead expense of the theatre.
"It is quite evident that the small town
exhibitor has reached the height of his
ability to pay film rental so it is up to the
producers to give him relief or do away
with him altogether. If the latter is to be
done, let's do it in a hurry and not by a
slow process of starvation.
Sees Haggling Eliminated
"At any rate, percentage playing would
eliminate all of the haggling over price and
also the sharp practices of some salesmen.
However, it would be necessary to convince
the distributors that the exhibitors are not
all crooks and liars. A system of percentage playing with box office checkers would
be more burdensome and expensive than the
present system of selling.
"Percentage playing as practiced today is
entirely out of the question. That includes
'guarantee and split' arrangements. It is
absurd and ridiculous for a salesman to tell
an exhibitor what a wonderful picture he.
the salesman, has and how much it will
gross and with the ne.xt breath ask the
exhibitor to guarantee the company 75 to
100 dollars in rental with an agreement that
if the picture should do more than twice
that amount that the exhibitor will share on

a 50-50 basis. In the first place, 50-50 playing is unfair
to theand
exhibitors."
A. R.
Bender,
The Melba
!Mecca theatres,
Cleveland, Okla.

Brockliss to Represent
Tiffany-Stahl in Europe
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 10.— J. Frank Brockliss has been appointed European sales representative for Tiffany-Stahl,
with headquarters in Paris. He has
left for his new post.
Brockliss has represented the foremost
American film companies in Great Britain and the Continent. He was
instrumental in the
making of "Queen
Elizabeth,"
feature film thatthestarted
the Famous Players
Company. In 1922
Brockliss established
the AIetro-Gold\v>TiMayer organization
J. Frank Broekllu
on the Continent and
became managing director, which position he
held for four years.

Milligan Joins Associated
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 10.— James A. Milligan,
until recently a member of the New York advertising staff of Exhibitors Her.\ld .\nd
Moving Picture World has been appointed
Eastern representative and advertising manager of Associated Publications, Inc., in New
York.

Alice White Betrothed
(Special
to Exhibitors
Hcaid
Movino
Picture World)

ar.j

HOLLYWOOD. April 10.— Alice White.
First National player, has announced her engagement to Lieutenant Richard Grace.

Confession Brings Arrest of Six
In Hammond, Ind., Theatre Bombing

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Mi.^ving Picture World)

OTTAWA, April 10.— The Regent and
B. F. Keith's theatre got away to a splendid
start in Easter week through special tieups
on "Speedy" at the former and "Sporting
Goods" at the latter. Otherwise, patronage
was affected by the religious observances, attendance falling off after the first day or two.

HAMMOND.
IND.. April 10.— William Kleihege. of the million dollar State
theatre here, which was virtually destroyed by a bomb last November, was jailed
last week, charged with having engineered the bombing.
Kleihege's arrest followed a confession by Joseph Millions, employed by bim
as operator, that Kleihege paid him $2,000 to arrange for the bombing. Four
others, named in the confession, are under arrest beside Kleihege and Millions.
Kleihege, charging a "frameup," will plead not guilty.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department,
''Hollywood:'

Prevost
Signs for Underworld
Role in Caddo^s ^^Rackef^Fan Flays
Ben Lyon Bought from First National by Hughes — Gump
Films — Richard W^allace Wants Freedom — Emil Likes Lothar
By DOUGLAS HODGES

April 10. — Marie Prevost this week signed a contract
HOLLYWOOD,
with Caddo Productions and will appear as the only woman in the big
crime picture, "The Racket," an independently made film for Paramount release. Tommy Meighan is the male star. It is her first departure
from the DeMille lot where she lately — sensationally — stepped into a new kind
of role in "The Godless Girl," and, according to an opinion of an official on
the lot, stole the picture.
1 Marie has been known alto January
most entirely as an actress of farce
dramas. She determined to break away. Dramatic roles or nothing ! She clicked.
Lewis Milestone has begun the direction of
the picture.
Howard Hughes, head of Caddo, announced
this week that he has added another big name
to the list of Caddo stars. He has taken over
Ben Lyon's contract with First National, following negotiations with Watterson Rothacker.
Lyon's excellent work in "Hell's Angels," aviation picture in which he co-starred with
James Hall, led to the Caddo contract.
UP

* * *

Motion pictures came in for their share
of bluenosing at the tongue of Dr. J. Lewis
Gillies, pastor in Riverside, last week.
His village is a neighbor of Los Angeles.
His central objection had to do with films
showing alcoholic drinks in comedies.
In his sermon he also said, "About the
first thing I do in the morning is to pick
up the Times and see what happened to
Ajidy Gump and Ella
* * Cinders."
*
If I understand Dave Epstein correctly one
of my friends and his publicity client is asking
for a written release from his employers,
Asher, Small and Rogers.
The client is Rich-

ard Wallace who has without doubt an enviable string of box office pictures to his credit.
"McFaddens
Flats" and "Syncopatin'
Sue"
may be at the head of the list.

* ^

^

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

In!"
HOLLYWOOD,
Aoril 10.— Belle Bennett,
who has a featured role in "The Battle of the
Sexes," which D. W. Griffith is; directing for
United Artists, will remain on the United
Artists lot to do "Lummox." This story was
to have been made by Tiffany-Stahl with Miss
Bennett in the starring role, but has been acquired by United Artists.
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Claamatographer

"THE
RACING
ROMEO" — F B O
"GOING
CROOKED" — FOX — "UPSTREAM'
"FOUR
SONS" — FOX
"HANGMAN'S
HOUSE"
"THE RED DANCER OF MOSCOW"

*

Belle Bennett to Play
in "Lummox** for U.A,

A. S. C.

PHOTOGRAPHER

*

And before closing, I'll pass on the title of
Clara Bow's next picture because it's a "natural." Paramount says it will be "The Fleet's

Nick
Musuraca

CHAS. G. CLARKE— A. S. C.

♦

Emil likes Lothar. He likes him so well
that when Mr. Mendez completes directing
"The Street of Sin" he will have him on his
next picture.
What other "Emil" is there?

■titioo"
"Terror
Mountain"
FBO

Siadloa

wV

"Honor Bound"
1"*HERE are many signs of intelligent,
careful direction in "Honor Bound" and
there are moments in the Fox picture that
last indelibly in my memory. It is beyond doubt the greatest picture Alfred E.
Green has made for many, many months
He has made several great pieces of entertainment in that time too.
In "Honor Bound" he has settled himself
into a potent yarn about two people in very
normal circumstances who, through very
little exertion, become entwined in the legal
penalties of society. They become so entwined that so-called circumstantial evidence places a clean looking young man
behind grey walls on a manslaughter
charge.
George O'Brien is excellently cast as the
young man who quietly permits the state
to presume his guilt. Estelle Taylor is the
fiery young woman, loving George, who antecedes ments.
herThe gun
husband
apartis drawnto inGeorge's
the apartments
and in the scuffle it explodes killing the
righteously indignant husband.
A number of those incidents are gotten
out of the way in order for the picture_ to
proceed. O'Brien's role and his good acting
win audience sympathy at once so that the
dramatic difficulties surrounding him later
in the film become tremendous highlights.
Most of the drama centers in and about
the gaunt prison structure, realistically
presented. The drabness is impressive and
is given relief with the presence of Miss
Taylor and Leila Hymans throughout the
prison sequences. It is the first occasion I
have ever known where heavy drama is
perfectly relieved by pulchritude rather
than comedy. But, at that, there are delightful touches of comedy in the picture.
Estelle Taylor can act; and does. She is
to my mind one of the cleverest and most
thorough actresses on the screen. She has
no more self consciousness than a child of
eight. But her work is finished and, in this
picture, superb.
Al Green's
again Hecomes
evidence with hisgenius
direction.
is of into
the best
directorial material in the production field
at the present time and, given the slightest
premise with which to build a story, turns
out box office hits. All told "Honor
Bound" is a strong story, excellently acted
and made with a sure eye to the box office.
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The Studio
Preview
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"Uncle Tom's Cabin"

i

The present generation probably knows
so little about "Uncle Tom's Cabin" that
the story
will its
be big
new slave
to them
when Universal releases
epic, directed
by
Harry Pollard at the expense of $2,000,000.
After an opening of the picture the gen-

m
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Bans Cigarettes for
His Film Youths
HOLLYWOOD, April 10. — Melville Brown, who is directing "Cream
of theunconventional
Earth" for Universal,
is the
the
most
director in
industry. He will not 61m a young
man smoking a cigarette and his pictures always have a father instead of
a mother. In "Cream of the Earth,"
his hero's ethics are much more defined than the heroine's.
eral opinion was that it is a good show, and
one that deserves a big reception in any
community.
The most remarkable of many interesting
phases of the production is the excellent
cutting that has been done. The resulting film is without a superfluous foot or gag.
Many fine incidents have been removed but
the shortness of the picture and its effectiveness have profited by it.
Mona Ray appealed to me as the greatest
performer in the picture. She is Topsy, as
we want to see her. I hope she follows it
up with other comedy roles.
Marguerita Fisher is Eliza and does her
work exceedingly well.
Carl Laemmle was a guest at the premiere at the Criterion theatre. He was
asked to take a bow during the intermission. When he arose from his seat the
house thundered its approval of him and his
work and the applause lasted until long
after he had sat down.
—HODGES

$5,500,000 Being
Spent in Building
Studios on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 10.— Five and onehalf million dollars are being expended in
studio construction and equipment according
to figures compiled and made known today
by realty enterprises. Companies involved are
Fox Movietone, Christie, Metro-GoldwynMayer, Tec Art and Sennett.

Flagg, Artist, to Title
Dove-Korda Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 10.— BiUie Dove's
current starring vehicle for First National,
"The Yellow Lily," being directed by Alexander Korda, is to be titled by James Montgomery Flagg, noted artist.

Tom Tyler Selects Girl
for Next F BO Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 10.— Ethlync Clair
has been assigned the feminine lead in Tom
Tyler's next picture for F B O, entitled "The
Battling
directing. Buckaroo," which Robert DeLacy is
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Studios Resume Normal Pace as
$700,000 Worth of Films Start
$120,000,000 Will Be Spent in Hollywood This Year; Griffith,
Lloyd and Michael Curtiz Start Shooting; Bebe Daniels,
Gibson and Jackie Logan in Newly Done Pieces
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 10. — Fourteen pictures went into production last
week. In their launching an expenditure of more than $700,000 is represented.
Forty pictures are under way in the biggest studios on the Coast and the industry in that regard has returned to normal.
Those welcome words have eluded the entire industry more than four
months during which time Hollywood, Culver City, Beverly Hills and many
suburbs of Los Angeles have showed signs of inactivity.
$475,000 Being Spent Weekly
Close to $475,000 is being spent weekly on production, according to figures
compiled from careful studio estimates today. The budgets for the entire season allow an expenditure of approximately $120,000,000.
Hollywood's normal weekly expenditure
willThere
be somethingover abuthalfthat
million.
is little doubt
this half
million dollars thrown suddenly into general weekly circulation will loosen monetary
conditions locally. With the motion picture in the front rank of industries in general it is easily possible that an effect will
soon be felt throughout the country.
There is reason for added optimism due
to the fact that this greater number of pictures is being produced while several studios
are yet dark.
Jacqueline Logan in "The Cop"
Among six pictures of particular note
finished last week was De Mille's "The
Cop." It stars Jacqueline Logan and William Boyd who worked under the direction
of
Donald
It marked
Miss Logan's
return to theCrisp.
De Mille
lot following
a siege
of "farming out" which took her to F B O
and Columbia for several pictures.
Bebe Daniels' latest film, "The Fifty Fifty
Girl," which Clarence Badger directed, has
been completed. James Hall did the gentlemanly things in the picture in a histrionic
way and has returned to the Caddo lot to
finish his contract there. The Daniels' film,
of course, is a Paramount
feature.

him, and it. He began work on "The Battle nett
of the
April
6 with role.
Belle Benin theSexes"
leading
feminine
Jean
Hersholt is the leading male star and the
two flapper charmers are Phyllis Haver and
Sally O'Neil.
It is a big United Artists feature that has
all the earmarks of real "Griffith picture."
Director, cast and idea lead to that conclusion.
Director Curtiz Starts "Noah's Ark"
Another film piece of assured importance
is "Noah's Ark," which Michael Curtiz began April 4 for Warner Brothers. He
started with zoological shots the week before at San Diego, Cal., but the cast of
humans went to work on the day mentioned.
Curtiz has obtained a high class of talent
for
the the
production,
with Costello
George O'Brien
heading
list. Dolores
has the
role opposite George, and the other importantLouise
"human" roles
are filled by Noah
Beerv and
Fazenda.

It's Contract Time at
Paramount
— 4 Get 'Em
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture

Is in
Another Hoot
friend
of "Trouble"
exhibitors finished
work last week. Hoot Gibson. His latest
is "Doubling for Trouble." Henry McRae
directed it, and they say, did so well.
James Tinling's latest picture has been
completed after several weeks of hard work.
Lois Moran is his star this time in a picture
called
ration. "Don't Marry," for Fox Film CorpoRin-Tin-Tin has made another drama for
Warner Brothers called "Land of the Silver
Fox."
Ray En right directed it.
Edgar Lewis' picture for Tiffany-Etahl
has been completed. In it are Eve Southern
and Malcolm McGregor.
D. W. Griffith's name would have Iieaded
this series but for the fact that while he is
Tuaking his picture much will be said about

MARTIN

free-lance title writer. Address, Hollywood
Plaza Hotel. On Vine Street. Still Going
Strong.

World)

LOS ANGELES, April 10.— This is contract season at the Paramount studio. It must
be, for new agreements have just been signed
with Paramount by Victor Fleming, director,
who recently completed filming ".\bie's Irish
Rose"; Adolphe Menjou, Richard Dix, and
J. J. Gain, executive manager of the studio.
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JACQUELINE LOGAN appears in
J tke leading leminine role oi ' THE
COP" for Patke-DeMille. It is her
latest tig role. Slie is also featured
in Columbia's "BROADWAY

DAD-

A^ARIA

CORDA returns to America this month to appear in the
starring role of another film of the

magnitude of "The Private Life of
Helen of Troy. " Her most recent work
is "TESHA" for British National.

DIES/'

Goldwyn Returning Home
to New U. A, Quarters
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 10.— When Vilma
Banky and Ronald Colman arrived in Los
Angeles Saturday they found their working
quarters moved from the De Mille Studios in
Culver City to the United Artists Studios in
Hollywood. La Rocque also returned to
Hollywood Saturday.
Samuel Goldwyn and Mrs. Goldwyn arrived in New York on the same day. He will
also take up his new offices at the United
Artists lot.

Irene Rich Returns to
Warners After Vacation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 10.— After a three
months' vacation, Irene Rich is back on the
Warner lot to play the star role in "Handle
With Care," an original story by Anthony
Coldeway.

Fox
Reissues "Evangeline"
NEW YORK, April 10.— Fox Film Corporation is reissuing "Evangeline," the screen version of Longfellow's love poem, to schools,
colleges,
stitutions. churches and other non-theatrical in-

ELIZABETH
PICKETT

Belle Bennett Film on 9
Day Run at Million Dollar
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 10.— "The Sporting
Age," a Columbia picture starring Belle Bennett, will have a nine-day run at the Million
Dollar theatre. This is the first independent
picture to be booked at the Million Dollar
since it adopted its policy of a run house over

f>

a year ago. Bennett's drawing power puts
this picture in the same class as pictures of the
first line companies, according to Charles
Kurtzman of the Million Dollar theatre.

Fox Varieties
Originals

"WOLF FANGS"
"FLEET wrrvG"

Livingston
Cast for Role
tc
in 'The Bellamy Trial
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 10.— Margaret Livingston has been signed by Metro-GoldwynMayer to play one of the leading feminine
Leatrice
roles in Joy.
"The Bellamy Trial" which features

»
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Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
Production Directory
[Number immediately following title denotes production number]
CHIEF
PLAYERS

DIRECTOR

STORY

BRAND
NAME

STARTING
DATE

DIRECTOR

STORY

California Studio
NO

PRODUCTION

CHIEF
PLAYERS

"Breaking Into

THIS MONTH

Lois Wilson
Edmund Burns

April

3

'Baby
Cyclone"
'The Bellamy

DeMille Studio
NO

Ralph Ince

Irene Rich
Clive Brook
Tom Tyler
Ethlyn Claire
Warner Baxter

Robt. Bradbury

Bob Steele

Bert Glennon
Robt. Delacy

Eddie
Sutherland
Monta Bell

Trial"

March 26
April 2
April 5

Untitled
•The Hawk's
e atW"hip"
"ThNe

Harry I^angdon
Harry Langdon
Benj. ChristensonMilton Sills
Doris Eenyon
Charles Brabin
Dorothy Mackaill
Lowell Sherman
Ralph Forbes
Colleen Moore
"Heart to Heart" Wm. Seiter
Edmund Lowe
Charlie Murray
Eddie Cline
"Tite Boss of
Donald Reed
LltUe Arcady"
Doris Dawson
Richard Wallace Jack Mulhall
"The Butter
Greta
Nissen
and Egg Man" Frank Lloyd
Corrine
Griffith
"The Divine
Victor Varconi

Untitled

"Warming
Flirt"
Mar. 6
March 5

Geo. Bancroft
Evelyn Brent
Florence Vidor
Albert Conti
F. Richard Jones Wallace Beery
Raymond Hatton
Mary Brian
Gardner
James
Lane Chandler
Fred Newmeye
Richard Dix
Jean Arthur
Roscoe Karns
Gregoi-y LaCava
Esther
Ralston
Gary Cooper

Up"

"Half a Bride"
"The Vanishing

Henry Lehrman

Untitled

Howard

"None but the
Brave"

Richard Rosson

"WUd West
Romance"

R. Lee Hough

"Plastered
Paris"

in

Hawks

Benney StolofT

Joseph
Hennabery

Pioneer"

Janet Gaynor
Chas. Morton
Nancy Drexel
Barry Norton
Frances Lee
Nancy Carroll
Geo. Meeker
David Rollins
Sue Carol
Arthur Lake
Marie
Casajuana
Warren Burke
Lionel
Barrymore
Rex Bell
Lillian Gilmore
Neal Ncely
Sammy Cohn
Jack Pennick
Hugh Allen
Marcel BatellinI

Noah Beery
Mrs. Wallace
Reid
Helen Foster
Reed Howes

March 27
March 31
April 2

"Prowlers of
"Green Grass

John J. Adolfi
Al Robach

Widows
the Sea"

"The

Lewis Milestone

Racket"

Ben Lyon
Greta Nissen
James Hall
Thos. Metghan
Louis Wolheim

Paramount
Paramount

Paramount

6
Mar.
Mar.

6

Mar.

5

March
S

Paramount

March
14

Paramount
April

3

Ricardo Cortez
Carmel Myers
Walter Hagen
Gertrude
Olm stead

April 2
April

3

Johnny Haron

United Artists Studios

Jan. 3

Mar.

13

March 17

'The Woman
Henry King
Disputed"
"The Battle of
D. W. Griffith
the Sexes"

April 3

Norma Talmade
Gilbert Roland
Jean Hersholt
Belle Bennett
Sally O'Neil
Phyllis
Haver

March

April

21

6

Universal Studios

April 2
NO

March 12

March

"Stnfc Street
"No Qucstioni

Nov. 7
March 31

PRODUCTION

Warner Brothers

26

.■\rchle Mayo
Conrad Nasel
Mvrn.'i Russell
Lov
Wm.
Roy Del Ruth

S.idic"
Luther Reed

Paramount

Tiffany-Stahl Studio

March 19

Metropolitan Studio
*nSleU's Anffels"

April 8

March 19

Gotham Studio
'Hell Ship
Bronson"

April 8

Jack Holt
Sally Blaine

John Waters

Fox Studio

"Mr. Romeo"

Dorothy Sebastian
Huntley Gordon
Lew Cody
Aileen Pringle
Leatrice Joy
Margaret
Livingston
Kenneth Thomson

"The Drag Net" Josef
Von SternD'Arrast
"The MagniBcent H. D'Abbadie

April 7

First National Studio

P. W. Murnau

March 10

Paramou
nt-Famous-Lasky Corporation
berg

var"

"The Poor
Derils" (2)

March 12

Lawrence Gray
Louise Lorraine
Joan
Crawford
Brown
Johnny
Mack

PRODUCTION

F B 0 Studio
"The Perfect
Crime"
"The Battling
Bockaroo"
"The
Beantifal
BuUet"
"Senor
Lochin-

Mar. 5

Marion Davies

King Vidor
"The
Line" Ralph Lederman
the Dead
Movies"
"Our Dancing
Harry Beaumont
Daughters"

Geo. B. Seitz

STARTING
DATE

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio

Columbia Studio
"San Francisco"

BRAND
NAME

•Nonh's Ark"
Asked"

Michael

Curtli

Wm. Collier, Jr.
Audrey
Ferris
.\ndro Bcranspar
Mnrsnret
LIvlnctston
Geo. O'BHen
Dolores
Co-itello
Loui«a
Fazrnda
Noah B««rr

March 2>

March 21

April 4

30
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture
"Little Pictures with the Big Punch," which has presented news,
short features and serials.

Telephoto Will Be Practicable
For News Reels^ Say Officials
New Transmission System Will Give Certain and Speedy Delivery at a Cost
Cheaper Than Chartering a Plane, Executives Say — Agree
Instrument Must Be Perfected
Telephotographic transmission of special news reel shots ultimately w^ill be
commercially practicable, said most of the news reel officials interviewed following the test made last Wednesday by engineers of the A. T. & T. and
Bell Telephone Laboratories in a tieup with United Artists. Details of the
test are printed in this issue on the first news page and on the Broadway page.
Certainty, Speed, Economy Cited
Certainty and speed of delivery and actual economy in dollars and cents
were three reasons advanced for great future possibilities in this method of distribution of outstanding spot news shots. At the same time it was agreed
that there must be considerable improvement as far as actual results on the
screen are concerned, before the invention can be used. Furthermore, means
must be found for overcoming the loss of frames in splicing at the receiving
end, to avoid jumpy and blurry effects.
Ray Hall, editor of Pathe News, however,
is one who believes that "the application of
the method to news reels is still very far off,

of Miss Banky to the appearance of the film
on the screen of the Embassy theatre was
about five hours.

if indeed it ever will be practicable." He
declared that in the experiments he has; been

Cheaper Than Chartered Plane
In cost, too, news reel men pointed out, the
telephoto process is cheaper, figured in terms
of the chartering of planes under the plan
now in use in the caes of specials where
maximum speed of delivery is sought.
Chartering a plane averages 50 cents a mile
for a day flight, but the cost is really double
that because the news reel company must also
pay the same rate for return of the plane to
its home station. Night flight costs $1 a mile,
with an additional charge of 50 cents a mile
for the return trip. A night flight to New
York from Chicago costs approximately
$1,500, including an added premium for crossing the mountains.
Sent to 8 Cities at One Time
Suppose 60 feet of an outstanding subject,
such as the nominee of a national political
convention, were to be sent by telephotograph.
The cost is $50 a foot. A 60-foot story would
cost $3,000, which at first thought would seem
double the cost of the air rate just quoted.
But this $3,000 would include transmission to
eight cities, covering each important territory
of the United States, whereas the $1,500 figure
is for airplane delivery to Broadwa" alone.
Government planes can be chartered at a
less expensive rate than commercial aircraft,
at a specified rate for a minimum cargo, but
the news reel company must show the cargo
is important enough to merit the use of a special plane, and the arrangement must be made
separately for each occasion for which it is
desired. The regular air mail rate, of course,
is 10 cents a half ounce, or $7 to $13 for a
200 to 300-foot story in film.
"My belief is that the telephoto medium of
sending outstanding news reel shots will be
the accepted method in a short while," said

conducting since July, 1927, Pathe's experts
"have discovered that the transmission of
ordinary negative without enlargement is impossible under present methods because the
light beam is too wide to permit reproduction
of detail. Closeups are rarely of use in a
news reel because they do not tell the story."
Certainty of delivery was emphasized as one
big factor in favor of the new process when
perfected. While airmail delivery is 95 per
cent certain, the commercial planes are not
reliable as yet for news reel purposes, one
news reel man declared. Storms and mechanical troubles have their effect on plane
deliveries.
Splits Plane Time in Half
Speed of delivery was cited as an even more
important advantage of telephoto transmission. Though 10-hour service between Chicago and New York is now available by plane,
telephoto split that time in half in the experiment. Furthermore, that is only between these
two cities, whereas telephoto equipment already has been installed between eight cities
and the master negatives can be received in
the eight cities simultaneously and as many
prints made as desired for the territory.
A foot and a half of film is transmitted in
seven minutes, this in the form of three strips
of eight frames each pasted side by side and
sent as one 5x7 still. Thus the actual transmission of the film of 10 feet in the Vilma
Eanky and United Artists test took about one
hour.
No previous form of delivery of film
could approach that mark.
Add to that the
fact of delivery in eight cities at the same
time and the potentialities are obvious.
The
entire operation
of the Chicago-New
York
test, from the actual original photographing
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World
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Short Feature
Releases
WEEK

OF APRIL

22

EDUCATIONAL— "Blazing Away," Hamilton, two;
"Hints on Hunting — A Day by the Sea," Outdoor
lins, one. one; "Off Balance," Cameo, Monty ColSketches,
FOX— "T Bone for Two," Van Bibber, two.
M-G-M — "Primitive Housekeeping," Oddities; "You're
Darn Tootin'," Stars.
PARAMOUNT— "Bugs My Dear," Vernon, two; "A
Bum
Steer," Krazy Kat, one.
PATHE— "Mark of the Frog," No. 5, two; "The
Flying Age," Aesop, two-thirds; Pathe Review,
No. 17, one; Topics of the Day, No. 17, onethird.
UNIVERSAL — "One Every Minute," Snappy, one;
"The Haunted Island," No. 5, Adventure, two;
"When George Hops," Let George Do It, Stern
Bros., two; "Hidden Money," Western, two.
WEEK OF APRIL 29
EDUCATIONAL— "Felix the Cat in Eskimotive,"
one;
"AllJohnny
Bear," Arthur,
Curiosities,
Tuxedo,
two. one; "Slippery Head,"
F BO— "After the Squall Is Over," two; "Newslaff
No. 18," one.
FOX — "Spanish Influence," Varieties, one.
M-G-M — "Should Women Drive?," Davidson.
PARAMOUNT— "Goofy Ghosts," Adams, two;
"Koko's Haunted
House,"
Inkwell Imps, one.
PATHE— "Mark of the Frog," No. 6, two; "Barnyard Artists," Aesop, two-thirds; "Matching Wits,"
Sportlight, one; Topics of the Day, No. 18, onethird; Pathe Review, No. 18, one.
UNIVERSAI^-"Ozzie of the Mounted," Snappy,
one; "The Haunted Island," No. 6, Adventure,
two; "A Big Bluil," Keeping Up with the Joneses,
Stern Bros.,
Western,
two. two; "The Code of the Mounted,"
WEEK OF MAY 6
EDUCATIONAL— "Fandango," Lupino Lane, two;
"Never Too Late," Cameo, one; "The Wandering
Toy," Hodge-Podge, one.
F B O — "Mickey's Wild West," Mickey McGuire, two.
M-G-M — "Sanctuary," Oddities; "Fair and Muddy,"
Our Gang, Hal Roach.
PATHE— "Mark of the Frog," No. 7, two; "A Jungle
Triangle," Aesop, two-thirds; Pathe Review, No.
19, one-third; "Topics of the Day, No. 19, onethird; Rarebits, two-thirds.
PARAMOUNT — "Cruising the Arctic," Novelty, two;
"Gold Bricks," Krazy Kat, one.
UNIVERSAL — "Money! Money! Money!" Snappy,
one; "Newlyweds' Imagination," Newlyweds, two;
"The Haunted Island," No. 7, two; "Sailor George,"
Let George
tamed," Do
Western,It,two.Stern Bros., two; "The Un-

Don B. Alfort of the Chicago office of International Newsreel.
C. T. Chapman of Paramount News stated
it was his personal opinion that the device
eventually will be practicable "both because of
certainty of delivery and because it will be
cheaper
than hiring
special planes."
Chapman emphasized
the handicap
of the loss
of
continuity due to splicing, however.
"The principle is wonderful but the invention is not sufficiently developed at present to
be practicable," O. P. Lippert of Fox News
gave as his personal impression. "When you
get something on the screen, interest is lost
if it is not in focus. Until the pictures are
sharp and in proper focus when received, this
transmission method will not be practicable.
Furthermore, it is quite expensive. — E. A. R.
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"Stage and Pit."

Paul Ash Going Into Paramount Tlieatre
STAGE

SHOWS

Aristocratic Steppers

Chicago Avalon
Week Ending April 8
This week's stage presentation was called "Eaeter
Greetings" and featured Roy Detrich and his band.
Due to the showing of 1*ie "Jazz Singer" the stage
show was short but very entertaining. It ran as
follows:
Opening: In front of scrim drop as the band
played a medley of popular tunes while the ballet
danced a neat routine as the banjo-player offered a
vocal chorus.
At this point Roy Detrich made his entrance in an
evening dinner suit and announced a special arrangement of "Together" which the band played in'
a splendid manner. We must say that Detrich has
acquired one of the most pleasing personalities possessed by any band leader and through being natural
and neat in his work has created a very loyal following.
A trio formed from the band, later sang a vocal
selection of the above number, which was highly received.
Gypsy Lenorc came on next with a musical comedy
dance routine stepping to the tune of "Gharmaine."
She was accorded a fairly good reception for this
number.
Andy Rizzo the accordion player of this band was
announced next and he offered an arrangement of
"Beautiful." This fellow is very popular here through
his comedy antics and carried on a hide and seek
comedy bit with Detrich that secured considerable
laughs. In fact he stopped the show and was compelled to play another tune in front of the ballet.
Another commentable thing about Detrich is that .
he never tries to hog the show nor take center stage
when' there is no call for it, although at this time the
ballet and Rizzo partly covered him and it is our
suggestion that he hereafter be given a distinct
spot.
Gypsy Lenore came on again in an acrobatic routine that put her over big. This young lady has done
considerable cafe work in town and with a little more
polishing on her routines would be a good bet for
picture houses.
The laugh hit of the bill was next in the way of El
Gate, xylophone player who offered a series of popular and old time tnnee all in a comedy vein. A
girl assisted him who served more or less as a
filler and in reality could have been left out of
the act entirely. The changing of several colored
wigs by El Cato and his odd way of playing the
Xylophone brought a thunder of applause upon the
completion of his routine. Ab an encore he really
played the Xylophone like an ai-tist should, by playing
"Chopin's Valse."
Roy Detrich next directed his band through an arrangement of "There Must Be a Silver Lining" to
which the ballet gave a neat toe routine. For a
second chorus Roy sang the tune in his pleasing style
repeating another chorus towards the finale as the
curtain came down.

San Francisco Granada
Week Ending April 5
"Russian Revels" is the title of the
at the Granada this week and liv<Hl up
quite a spectacular manner.
The net
from start to finish and showed
the
{Continued on page 32)
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Originator of
The Bandshow
Breaks Record
Chicago Engagement Closes After
Three Successful Years at
Balaban & Katz Theatres
By A. RAYMOND

GALLO

At a recent conference held in Chicago with the Balaban and Katz executives and Sam Katz, the head of
Publix Theatres, it was decided that
the sudden business decline at the
Oriental theatre, Chicago, was due to

LARRY VALE AND WALLY STEWART, now featured in "Dancing Feet," a Publix unit, are two of
the most perfect dancers on the Presentation stage —
on the strength of their large following and having
created a huge success in picture houses for the last
three years, they will be featured in the new "Music
Box Revue" being produced this year by Shuberts —
Broadway owes a lot to presentation inasmuch as
most of its talent are recruits from picture theatres.

Publix Signs R. H.
Burnside as Producer
R. H. Burnside, celebrated stage producer and director of many Broadway musical shows, has been
signed to produce for Publix. This announcement
was made by Sam Katz, President of Publix who
states that Burnside will stage Publix Units in alternation with John Murray Anderson and Frank Cambria. Jack Partington vrill supervise the productions
under the direction of James M. Cowan, director-inchief of Publix productions.

of Remick^s
rsdown
Rumo
Untrue
Shut
■Word has been received from the ofTice.s of Jerome
H. Remick & Company, widely known music publishers, that rumors heard in and about Chicago to
the effect that their Chicago office will soon close
is untrue.
Harry Worthmnn. in charge of the Chicago office
and associated with the company for nearly 25 ycnr«.
resigned last week due to 111 health and hUi ploco
has been taken by Ward Perry.
Due to the conditions in the music buslncjw now.
several publlshciti are curtailing expenses and In the
in-occes of this retrenchment, one or two of the ixipular publishers may shut down some of their branch
i>fnce3. However, Remick has no Intention of i-l(»ing
any of thoir branch offices as they report that their
song catalogtio Is one of the best pos'X'tvu'tl by any
tirm In the businoss.

the
thatis Paul
their on"ace"
band fact
leader,
losingAsh,
his grip
the
public on account of his unusually
long engagement at their theatre.
About a year ago we predicted through
this
that the
"bubble"
was department
thinning down
at Paul
the Ash
Oriental
and
thought it at that time advisable to move
him somewhere else. Naturally Ash being
the originator of the bandshow type of
presentation, the only logical place to
transfer him to would be at their Paramont theatre, New York. It seems that
after a year of manipulation and experimenting Publix have really taken our suggestion to heart and will exercise it about
May 5, when Paul Ash will be transferred
to the Paramount theatre, New York.
Last November, Paul Ash took a six
weeks' vacation to Europe which served a
double purpose. One to give the band
leader a long needed rest and the other to
enable the theatre executives to find out
whether or not the absence of Paul .\sh
would show a decline at the box office.
From approximate figures and reports it
was evident that the receipts were at least
as much during his absence if not any more,
which proved .Xsh had been in Chicago long
enough
and athat
the picture house audience wanted
change,
Mark Fisher Logical Bet
Nearly a year ago Ash took a similar
vacation, but was gone only three weeks,
which was spent in Florida. At this tiiuo
.\1 Kvalc, now a full-fledged band leader at
the Norshorc theatre, Chicago, and at that
time a member of his band, took his place
and held the business. During his European tour Mark Fisher, probably the next
most popular band leader in Chicago, replaced hint at tlic Oriental, and from all
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reports it seems that he held the business
also. This all goes to prove that regardless of how much money they spend on
stageshows when the public tires of a certain face they demand a change if for no
other reason than just so to see somebody
else.
Never in the history of show business
has a man created as much interest and
popularity as Paul Ash when he opened at
McVickers theatre, Chicago, more than
three years ago. Since then he has added
upon his popularity from week to week by
being responsible for the bandshow policy
now installed in over 200 deluxe motion
picture theatres all over the country. To
our estimation Ash is a phenomenon to
have been able to stay in one town more
than three years and still be the central
attraction that has made him a prominent
figure in the show world.
"Paul Ash Policy" Made Ash
Besides being the best known man in
Chicago and the talk of the West, Ash has
accumulated considerable wealth in the
last three years, and some reports have it
that his gross income exceeds even that of
Paul Whiteman. This is possible when one
considers the royalties he receives on songs,
for making records and for dance hall appearances and his percentage in addition to
his guarantee at the theatre.
Although no definite arrangement has
been made as yet as to who will follow
Paul Ash at the Oriental, there is some
talk about bringing Brook Johns into his
place. It may also be possible that Mark
Fisher, who created a great hit at this house
for six weeks, may be given his place. However, nothing is definite yet, but the circuit
plans on opening Paul Ash at the Paramont the week of May 12.
It is needless to say that the opening day
will be the biggest event on Broadway ever
staged in a long while, when one takes in
consideration that all members of the theatrical profession, such as the music publishers, recording executives, stars of vari-
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ous attractions, and other important people
will be on hand to give Ash the greatest
send-off and tribute ever paid to any one
artist in the show world. With this sort
of co-operation and the support of Jack
Partington as his producer, in addition to
the co-operation of Publix, half of his New
York success is assured. The other half
depends upon

the New York

Public's taste.

Presentation

LETTERS

In this open fonim those interested in
presentation may discnss important matters
bearing upon thb phase of theatre entertainment. Only signed letters will be published.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Thank
you cordially for your kind answer and also for
publishing my letter in the Herald.
First of all let me congratulate you for the masterful way of conducting your department, which
is certainly one of the best of the magazine, which
is for me the best of all trade papers in our field.
I am closing, sending you my application for your
jolly and wonderful Presentation Club.
Hoping to meet you personally soon, I remain —
Dr. Paul R. De Ville, Hartford, Conn.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Your
letter forwarded to us but at present signed up (contracted) for the entire summer. But should we again
be at liberty we will write to you.
Thanking you for informing us of the paper and
hoping to do business with you some other time.
Yours truly. — Mack
and Williams,
Cleveland,
Ohio.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Your
letter at hand, and I want to thank you for your
offering to feature the description of the Sunday recitals Ihave been giving here. I will be able to mail
you the copy by the last of the week, or by the first
of next week without fail.
I would greatly appreciate three or four copies each
of the issues in which mention of these recitals occur,
and will send you check for same when they arrive.
Yours very truly — J. Virgil Hoffman, Loew's
Palace theatre, Washington, D. C.
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(Continued from page 31)
influence throughout,
being a splendid example
of
Russian vaudeville.
The curtain arose on a colorful Russian scene with
the orchestra on the stage in costume and Owen
Sweeten in' a nifty blouse and cap directing it in a
"Russian Fantasy." The Bcrkoffs offered a pleairing
interpretation of a Rtesian folk festival, followed by
Stella Stepanoff and M. Vodney in an exotic number
in which M. Vodney proved more Balieff than
Balieff himself.
Owen Sweeten then' deviated from the Russian by
leading his orchestra through a rendition of "1 Still
Love You" and following with the presentation of
Ross and Gilbert, who offered something different
in singing, one selection being a remarkable imitation of a jazz orchestra.
The Berkoff Girls, every one a skilled dancer and
acrobat, came on the stage by way of the orchestra
pit and a special platform and offered the rope dance,
part of this being to the music of the "Volga BoatEmerson and Baldwin, "Russian noblemen from
Daly City," a suburb of San Francisco, put on a
novelty act in which they proved funsters of 'tho
first water, as well as jugglers and club throwers.
The Berkoff Girls danced a typical Russian acrobatic number, Louis and Freda Berkoff danced in
Muscovite style and the Russian vocal trio Ban'fr.
"Roee of the Volga." The rear curtain parted showman."
ing the domes of mosques and these finally raiced
disclosing members of the old Russian nobility in full
regalia, the act coming to a close with the full company on the stage in costume.
The show was well above the average, being colorful and full of life.

Atlanta Howqrd
Week Ending April 7
"Moonlit Waters" shot sky high in entertainment
this week at the Howard, beginning with charming
atmospheric Venetian' settings and including four
star acte.
Eight Petroff dancers featuring Rosa Mario opened
the program with lots of pep and revelry.
Then along came two strolling troubadours, Mario
and Lazarus who drew long and loud hands for their
airs.
songs, especially their modern version' of operatic
Fauntleroy and Van, Arkansas' rube musical comedians, brought the house to good laughs with their
antics on the broomstick and saw. They were called
back for an encore.
Second to none were the Janton Sisters, peppy
singers and dancers who were well received.
Ray Teal and the Howard stage orchestra gavp an
original musical interpretation which proved popular.
The entire program rated first class and was thoroughly enjoyed.
As an added stage attraction'. Muse, local department store, staged a spring fashion re-vue, ■with
twenty pretty models parading through the audience.
It went off unusually well for an affair of this kind.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending March 30
Dave Silverman and his orchestra had a special
orchestral production in which a company of twentyfive was featured to replace the customary stage show.
Ed Lowry was on his vacation. Stuart Barrie at the
organ played a novel solo "The Soul of the Ambassador Organ."

BOB

Solos and Community

Sings

BILLINGS

Solo Organist
CRYSTAL THEATRE, CHICAGO

MILTON

SLOSSER

Solo Organist
Fifth Year at the

MISSOURI THEATRE, ST. LOUIS

PAUL

ASH

Chicago
Oriental Theatre
Dear Paul:
Am playing this week at the
same theatre you got your big
start in. They all miss you here
and want to see you again. Lots
o£ success at the Paramount.
BOB

La SALLE.

"The Mikado of Jazz"
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Los Angeles Alexander
Week Ending April 6
Ted Mack, mastering the ceremoniea, introduced a
young dancer, Winifred Walker, who did a fan
dance. The fact that she did a fan dance well was
appreciated by the audience but the fact that she
was a child of less than 12 years was reason for a
great hand. She topped it with a back bend-soft
shoe dance that held them spell bound. The act
following her was called
Art Snyder, an unfortunate home talenter whose
pante needed pressing. Nothing more need be eaid
except that he sang a cheerless ballad and was
followed by
Ted Mack, and his eight Alexanders. Ted has had
little time to work on them but their rendition of
"Ramona" was highly acceptable and brought a
great hand. Ted's style of direction makes this
straggling reporter a little homesick. Ted is the only
West Coaster eo far seen who is purely of the "Paul
Ash school." His technique and his baton are surely
Aish products. (It follows that "this reporter" is an
"Ash fan.")
Jeanette Vallon is a comic on the bill who will be
on the Coast circuit for some time and her clever
dance will probably be given more space later in this
publication.
West, Lake and Haines was easily the big part of
the show and could have satisfied for eight times
the period allotted them. Heaven knows which of
them is the female impersonator but he's good. The
others are foils in a song and dance starting with
that old tune, "Tell Me Pretty Maiden." It goes for
a big hand and plenty of encores.
Mack and his merry micks go into "Rip Saw
Blues" as the last number of the program.
The show is good and has plenty of style. Mack
is at home with this class of audience rather than
the type he worked to at the Cabrillo. He's a
comer, this handsome boy, and much will be heard
from him in days to come.

Seattle Seattle
Week

Ending April 12

"Treasure Ships" swept into tremendous praise.
Entrancing melodies provided by Jules Buffalo. Comedy honors carried by Val and Ernie Stanton, Harmonica boys of Charles Bennington with Peg Leg
dance scored heavily.
Walter Smith, Baritone "Song of the Buccaneer."
Carlo and Norman Adagio dancers. Felicia Sorel
Girls offered "Maids from Mexico." Arthur Clausen
and Grand Orchestra gave concert "Easter Chimes,"
with Marie Lloyd singing "Holy City," and timely
musical specialty numbers by Ron Baggot at the
organ.

Omaha Riviera
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he added comedy. The Rotunno Brothers were a close
second in popularity, they dance as one. Billy Adams,
"just a nut" likewise pleased with his grotesque garb
and line of talk, and Mildred La Salle sang three
popular songs.
The pit orchestra played "Mignon" delightfully,
and George Johnson at the organ was well applauded for his "Spanish Fantasy."
The Riviera is now in its second year, having
observed its birthday March 25. For the anniversary,
Manager Harry Watts had the house attractively
decorated and arranged a specially attractive entertainment. The stageshow was "Red Hot Capers."

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending April 8
"A Jazz Bouquet" is the offering at the Oriental
this week. The show opens with a flower shop scene.
Two girls of the chorus and Don Abbott sing a
song appropriate to the occasion, then the Abbott
dancers step out from behind huge flower vases, each
girl representing a different flower. They go into a
short routine and exit. The flower shop drop goes
up and reveals the band, underneath a huge arch of
flowers. Ash enters and leads his band through "My
Pet," a snappy number.
Don Abbott comes out to sing a song, which goes
over fairly well. He is followed by Betty Webb, who
is dressed in man's formal attire. She does a num.ber
of male impersonations, chief of which is a drunk.
Her songs and characterizations are not anything to
rave about, but the few dance steps she executes
are that and more.
Then comes the band number, "Coquette," with
Art Dixon, a new member of the band singing it.
Art then sings "Back in Your Own Back Yard," "I
Still Love You, Dear," and then encores with
"Coquette." Although his voice is not strong and
his movements a bit awkward, he goes over fine with
the crowd.
The Collctfe Sisters are next with harmony singing, one of their songs being "Say It With a Red
Red Rose," which they put over with pleasing harmony. Then go into a team, high kicking dance.
The young ladies could have given more. They end
with a fair "Varsity Drag."
Smith and Hadley, a comedy dancing team, are
next.
Their comedy dancing is good, although every

CARME
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step has been done many, many times by others.
Their solo dances contain some good and original
steps, however. They end with a novelty tap. They
go over fine and take an encore.
Then comee Harry Rose. And Harry, you're funny,
even though you don't do a darn thing. He chatters
with Ash, sings "Frankfurters," and acts a fool in
general. His fake telegrams which he reads ore
good for a number of good laughs. After another
siege of mirthful foolishness, he sings "1 Told Them
All About You," and then leads the band for the
finale, "There's Something About a Rose."
The Bettings are all in green. Trellised ladders are
lowered and two girls with huge trains climb them,
their trains illuminated from within. A very pretty
finale.

Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending April 6
Although not quite up to the standard of its
opening week's bill — which probably was to have been
expected — the Minnesota this week presented a very
colorful stage show, far superior to the motion picture
house productions to which Minneai>olis has been
accustomed prior to the opening of the new theatre.
Billed as the "Blue Plate," the show was played
before a set built to resemble a huge Dresden platter.
Allan Kane and his Minnesota serenaders were on the
stage, Kane acting as master of ceremonies.
Lorraine Tnmler was the lone singer on the bill —
a winsome miss in Dutch blue, whose voice hardly
carried to the far reaches of the house.
Gordon and King were two clever steppers, while
Myers and Hanford upheld the comedy with a musical
saw and some grotesque clogging.
The Foster Dancing Girls were a clever chorus and
appeared in two novelty numbers, "Two Little Wooden
Shoes" and "Windmill," in the latter the girls
turning aerialists and doing some near acrobatics on
the blades of a big Dutch mill.
The show was clever and colorful, but not marked
by any highlights. Koehler and Edith, in a roller
skating novelty, brought on the finale and got one
of the biggest hands from the house of any of the
entertainers.
Although the Minnesota is supposed to be a PublixF^nkelstein and Ruben house, the Finkelstein and
Ruben name was absent on all the trailers, although
Publix appeared frequently.
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Chicago's Super Development

How About You?

Heller & Riley
Al Kvale

Wiro—Wrlle^Phone
10 So. LaSalle St. — Main 3933

Joe Schenck
of Van & Schenck

Week Ending April 5
There were two stageshows at the Riviera last
week, caused by the changing of routing by the
Publix chain'. For one day "The Pinch Hitters"
held the stage, consisting of the Connor Twins, girl
harmony singers ; Stanley House, comedian and
singer ; Kahn and De Pinto with accordion and violin ; Malcolm and Mayo, fast steppers, and the six
Hassan girls. Paul Spot directed.
"Happy Go Lucky" came on as the regular stageshow for the week. Lamberti, xylophonist, possibly was the hit of the program.
To his technique
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Milwaukee Wisconsin

New York Paramount
Week

HERALD

Week Ending April 6

Ending April 14

Publix Theatres presents Paul Whiteman in his
second epochal week at the Paramount "Say It
With Flowers" in commemoration of Easter Week.
The show opens with
Adolph Dumont and Manny Baer with the Paramount Orchestra, giving a Tiffany-Stahl color classic
entitled "Souvenir." This was a very good opening
for the revue with full Spring setting and costumes.
Paul Whiteman then offers "Sunshine" on the stage
accompanied by his vocal troupe of boys. This number didn't get over so well, as the boys spoiled the
effect of the Whiteman Orchestra putting soft and
beautiful tone effects in their rendition. The chorus
was accompanied with the now famous Foster Girls,
who are dressed in beautiful Spring frocks, and put
over a chorus dance very beautifully. These girls
are winning high repute in New York, and are
doing better each week.
Mildred and Muriel Lee are presented on the stage
at this point, and they offer a dance bit which was
well executed and much appreciated.
Paul, with his orchestra, then offers a popular
selection, and the boys do a little better this time.
The six vocalists seem to get more spirit into this
song, and it goes over fair. The number was entitled "From Monday On."
Llora Hoffman, a particularly pretty girl, with a
particularly pretty voice, offers "Je Vous Aime" — a
little French song that is well liked. Her encore, the
first encore of the show, was "Napoli" and Llora
may now be proclaimed the classical hit of the bill.
Paul Whiteman, by request, then plays "Among
My Souvenirs" a recent number which is going over
strong amongst music lovers. The song being popular, the offering drew big applause, and another
chorus was requested.
The Pasquali Brothers, for a dumb act, is perhaps
the best troupe of three trick tumblers ever reported. They are l>eppy and lively, and put over some
very good work, each of the three working every
minute and a Scotchman has no chance of watching
them all at the same time. Their act was received
with a big hand, and it's too bad they were unable
to give an encore.
For a closing, Paul Whiteman and his boys, all
dressed in Tux, put over a final number, name not
mentioned, and — Paul looks great in a dark suit,
much better than light clothes. The finish was very
good,
stage
effects
and
entire
troupe
appearing.

"Kiddin' on the Keys" this week is in celebration
of Dave Schooler's one thousandth performance at the
Wisconsin theatre. The presentation opens with a
sort of prologue featuring Schooler as the "Spirit of
Music," in a dimmed setting. The lights are then'
flashed on showing a back ground of a large piano,
"Schooler's Melody Box" in front of which the orchestra, in orange coats are arranged, surrounded by
cut-outs of staff notes and the like.
To the tune of "Hello Cutie" Schooler plays and
sings a song made for the occasion and then plays
"Kitten on the Keys" while Bebe Barri's English
Rockets in exotic costumes stage a pretty little dance.
Lang and Voelk, two men with mighty good voices
oblige in fine style with several popular numbers
among them being "My Ohio Home."
Alice Weaver, a pretty miss, does some very neat
toe dancing to "Back in' Your Back Yard" by the
Playboys. This number is followed by "Together"
by the band with the chorus sung by Billy Meyers.
A funny fellow with a fine delivery, Coleman
Goetz, sings "My Dolores" followed by plenty of good
wholesome
fun which
keeps the audience
bubbling.
The Bebe Barri's English Rockets add a bit of English atmosphere by staging a clever dante in Eton
costumes to the melody of "Show Me the Way to Go
A piano number with appropriate setting, "The
Three Trees" by Dave Schooler makes a big hit with
the audience. This is followed by Bernard and Rich
Home."
two very talented dancers who open with a Spanish
number followed by a hot modern dance, to the
melody of "I Can't Believe That You're in Love With
Schooler then again' does his stuff at the piano accompanied by Billy Meyers.

Los Angeles Metropolitan
Week Ending April 6

Me."
"Highlights,"
with Frank Jenks, master of ceremonies, and his band, Ls the Publix stageshow presentation at this theatre this week.
"Highlisht No. 1," which is the way Jenks introduces each number, features Cherie Louise Marshall,
a grand opera sine'er, with a wonderful voice, singinj? Carameta. accompanied by orchestra.
Highlight No. 2, the Foster Girls in the Marionette
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dance number, 12 beautiful girls, doing a mechanical
dance, worked by lines from the stage loft.
Highlight No. 3, Frank Jenks and bis boys played
a new musical number, written by one of the
orchestra members, about a certain Italian dish.
Highlight No. 4, a very clever and beautiful girl,
Helen McFarland, sang "Is He My Boy Friend," did
a jazz dance number, and showed her versatility by
doing a number on the xylophone. She makes a
wonderful stage appearance, and was very well received. »
For Highlight No. 5, Jenks introduced the "Highlight of Slow Motion Pictures," Douglas Burleigh,
doing a very clever conception of a slow motion
dance. His ability to handle his limbs in slow motion movement was exceptional.
Highlight No. 6, again brought onto the stage, the
Foster Girls, in a very cleverly executed Arabian
Gun Drill.
Officer Go and Officer Stop, the dancing traffic
officers, Massey and Detrich, were Highlight No. 7,
in a very clever athletic dance number.
Frank Jenks and Boys next played "Melancholy
Baby." Frank also proved his ability in other lines
than as master of ceremonies, doing a very clever
dance number, and together with two boys from
the orchestra, singing the chorus in melody.
Highlight No 8, was that famous stage comedian,
Wille Solar, singing in his own inimcial way, four
of his own songs, and featuring that famous gargling
cough.
For the finale all came on in front of band.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending April 7

Walter Davison's Louisville Loons in Australian
uniforms performed in' their customary satisfactory
manner as the stage orchestral attraction at the
Mainstreet this week, it being their forty-first week.
Their red coats blended well with the recitation of
"Little Red Riding Hood" by Harlan Christie. Three
Good Knights in "Barnyard Follies" presented additional music, including the saw, and so forth.
Keo-Taki and Yold played the piano and sang, as
well as offered the usual Japanese barrel stunt.
Maidie and Bay were young performers in a rope
twirling arid dancing act.
Burt and Lehman presented a fast patter and song
act, while Worthy and Thompson, colored dancers,
closed the program.
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March 23rd)

"Maxwell & Lee, male and fern hokesters, followed and
stopped the show with a nut acrobatic dance. Their
dance antics wowed the patrons and kept them calling for more."
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LOSAYS
about
Everyone
"PASSOVER," is over, but here is something that
our Sergeant-at-arms wants to know ! . . that is at the
last meeting of the "Royal order of our Friendly
Chat Club," Sam Herman said . . . "Raymond! . . .
ish vill dere fregging thee fere kaiihee" . . . and
theee were the Four Questions. . . . "Why are they
sending Paul Ash to New York, when the public
wants him in Chicago? . . . why are they going to
give Brooke Johns his place when Mark Fisher is
really the logical bet? . . . why does Al Bcilin work
harder for Irving Berlin, than when he wa£ in
business for himself? . . . why do presentation acts
make a big hit with Paul Ash and then flop somewhere else ? . . . You tell 'em Sam ... I stutter too
much . . . now that all questions have been settled
let ue go on with the meeting. . . . Royal membere,
we are sorry to state that our president Paul Ash
will leave our fair city next month and take up
hifi new abode at the Paramount theatre, in New
York . . . don't forget to eend him your best wishes
on his opening day May 12 . . . we also wish to
an'nounce that Bob La Salle . . . Oezso Retter . . .
Evelyn Vee . . . the Darling Twins . . . Mzixwell &
Lee . . . Harold Perl . . . Armin Hand . . . helw
White . . . Dean Stevenson and Koehler & Edith have
been accepted as new members of our club . . . let's
all give them the Royal Razz-Berries. . . We have
considerable new business to discuss so please all pay
close attention. . . . Morton & Mayo are now with
the "Tick Tock" unit playing Publix Circuit. . . .
Gilda Gray is appearing in person besides on the
screen at Marks Brothers' Chicago theatres. . . .
Waterson-Berlin & Snyder, close their Chicago office
on May 1 . . . bad business in the music field is
the reason. . . . Rumors that Jerome H. Remick
& Co., would also close their Chicago office, is untrue. . . . Ward Perry has succeeded Harry Wertham
as their general manager. . . . Ted Mack is now at
the Alexander theatre in' Los Angeles, as master of
ceremonies and band leader. . . . Jack Stanley
formerly band leader of the Windsor theatre, Chicago
is now in' Kansas City, Mo. . . . Del Lampe makes
his debut this week as stagehand leader at the Capitol
theatre, Chicago. . . . Del was always in ballrooms
before. . . . Art Linick, of KYW fame, ie still going
over big in Oshkosh as band leader. . . . Billy Snyder
took Ted Leary's place for two weeks at the Stratford theatre, Chicago . . . reports state he made a
big hit too. . . . "Col. Gimp" known as the
"Mayor of the Loop," is Ruth Ettlng's husband. . . .
Dave Miller, musical director of the Tower theatre
in Milwaukee says that he recommends Jack Martin,
organist, Rube Scholz, organist, and Dave Schooler,
band leader, all of Milwaukee, to join our club . . .
thanks Dave! we'll let the members decide next week.
. . . Brad Braley of Concord . . . Melvin Peacock of
Sheboygan and J. Thos. Liddlc of Tamaqua. write
in that they also would like to be considered for
members . . . looks like a big week for Sam Hemnan
next week. . . . King & King reported last week as
in "RJaln or Shine," are in "Artists & Models," now
in Chicago. . . . On April 18 the Chicago Police
will stage a benefit for their American Legion Post
No. 207 in which Paul Ash will contribute his
talent and services. . . . Al Jolson sings "Blue
Skiee" in "The Jazz Singer" film . . . what a break
for Irving Berlin. . . . Sessue Hayakawa and Bill
Robinson are featured at the State-Lake theatre.
Chicago this week. . . . Verne Buck is staging an
"Irving Berlin Revue" this week at the Shei-idan theatre, Chicago, f eatm-ing Milton Watson. . . . Stanley
House is featured at the Oriental theatre, Chicago
this week. . . . Baycs & Speck of "The Spider" fame
are on the opening program of Del Lampe. . . .
Vnclc Bob of K'VW popularity is again playing picture houses in Chicago. . . . Russell E. Markcrt ie
training 32 girls for the new ballet at the Roxy
theatre in New York. . . . Bcmicc Brin is st^iging
ballet dances for the National Playhouses in Chicago. . . . Don't forget N. V. A. Week.
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New York Capitol
Week

Ending April 14

A gala Easter program wa:; presented this week
at the Capitol, again featuring Walt Roesner and
his Capitolians. The show, entitled "Spring Festival"
opens with
The Capitol Grand Orchestra giving selections from
"Faust"- — a panorama of colored flowers being
thrown on the orchestra all through the number.
The first presentation offering opens in true musical
comedy .style, with the seated couples at tables, beautifully dressed in their Easter suits and dresses.
While the girls sing at the tables, two wood nymphs
dance in and out and around the couples all joining
in the
medley of spring songs, built around "Roees"
for
a theme.
Gcorgic Hayes is introduced, and dressed in an
abbreviated Father Knickerbocker costume, presents
a very good jazz dance. Many are surprised to see
the talented entertainer pull a wig, and his impersonation is very well done.
The Capitolians then render "What a Wonderful
Wedding That Will Be." While this is supposed to
be strictly an orchestral number, Walt Roesner cannot control his feet, and much to the audience's
merriment, crashes into a dance — unable to resist the
temptation longer. We are all vponderlng why Walt
has been holding out on us, with such talent for
that line. Being a particularly capable conducter,
though, we are satisfied if he sticks to his music.
Rosemary, blonde, and very pretty, surprises us
with also having a very wonderful voice. She
renders a few operatic numbers, and we must remark that it is very unusual for such a beautiful
girl, to have in addition, such a beautiful voice.
A perfect entertainer, and went over very big.
Markell and Faun, two highly amusing artists of
the dance — present a laughable scarecrow dance and
then the man of the team does a dance on his hands,
which is very novel and entertaining. The woman
does a specialty, and they close their bit with a
rube dance. Their make-up and rube costumes are in
harmony with their style of work, and their act is
pronounced as very good.
The Three Melody Girls accompanied at the piano
by Mr. Chase, then offer "My Baby"— immediately
winning attention by their soft and sweet harmonizing voices. "Sweeping Cobwebs From the Moon"
follows and their little offering was also well received.
Walt Roesner then goes from the ridiculous to
the sublime, and announces his life-long friend and
staunch pal, David Mcndoza. Mendoza is the conductor of the Capitol Grand Orchestra, and gets an
enormous reception on the stage. His boys are ready,
and he offers the latest in popular and operatic
numbers.
Paul Howard, the Tarasoff-De Valery Dancers
and Renoff and Renova are the entertainers who
bring a good deal of merit to the show. The closing
number, with the entire ensemble, is "The Dawn
of Love" in the form of a vocal-orchestra selection —
and winds up a very good presentation.
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brought down the hou^e.
For their dialogue they used such selection*; as
"Among My Souvenirs," "Mignon." "My Ohio Home,"
"Tambourine Chorus" and "Ramona." Slides were
used during the act, and theee brought a lot of
laughs. And we must not overlook the fine violin
solo by Hans Muenzer which was played during
"Tambourine Chorus."
Getting back to "Spanish Nights," the Marx boys'
show, it seems a bit foolish to say more than that
their buffoonery is world beating. They are the show,
although their support naturally lends color to the
act.
Groucho and Harpo are the stars of the quartette,
and hold the center of the stage 90 per cent of the
time. It would be hard to find a better clown than
the silent Harpo.
The show pulled 'em in, and what more do you
want. It may have been Lent, but the standout
didn't indicate it.

Pittsburgh Penn
Week Ending April 7
"Gallopin' On" a Frank Cfi«nbria prfKluctlon openx
with the Equestrian Ensemble singing "A Hunting
We Will Go" in an interior setting.
There is a blackout and the scene opens with Don
Albert and stage band dressed in hunting costumefi
in a woodland setting which was very colorful and
drew favorable applause from the audience.
Felicia Sorrell girls do a very nice routine and
are followed by Miriam Lax and Robert Cloy, singing duo, who get a nice hand for their bit.
Ben Bine doing his skating specialty and two
other dances seems to be the hit of the show and
walks away with high honors.
Robert Latell, as "Bonzo" the dog Impersonator,
does a clever bit of acting with barks and antics
which seemed to be very well liked by everybody, both
young and old.
The presentation closes with vocal ensemble and
Felicia Sorrell girls to the tune of "Falling Head
Over
The Heels
show inas Love."
a whole seemed to go very well with
the patrons.

Salt Lake City Capitol
Week

VERNE
Now

Organist

L. & T. Belpark
Theatre
CHICAGO

Conducting

STAGE
BANDSHOWS

Week Ending April 8
The Four Marx Brothers just about had everything
their own way at the Chicago this week. And we will
say this about them first: They were never better.
There might be several reasons for this, but the
most logical one seems to be that their show moved so
much faster than their full length successes of
recent years.
Another outstanding thing on the bill this week
was the very clever, amusing and entertaining
novelty. "A Musical Dialogue," by Milton Charles
at the organ and H. Leopold Spitalny conducting the
pit orchestra.
It was an unusual
presentation
and

Bill Bennett

BUCK

"The Prince O' Pep"

Chicago Chicago

Fpnturod

Ending April 7

An unusual stage presentation is being offered at
the Capitol theatre this week featuring "Eight
Famous Victor Artists" in songs and musical numbers
which have been heard the world over.

at
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The Jesse Crawfords (New York Paramount) are
back after their vacation to Europe, and were received with much enthusiasm and applause by their
audience this week. Mr. Crawford plays the Wurlitzer in the pit, and Mrs. Crawford presides at the
Console on the stage. Their numbers for the returnweek are "Humoresque" and "Blue Danube."
After ten years' aesociation -(vith Hugo Riesenfeld,
Abe Meyer announces the opening of an independent office known as Abe Meyer, Inc., in Steinway
Hall, continuing to act as eastern representative of
Hugo Riesenfeld as well as to represent artists of
recognized ability and to arrange private entertainments and motion picture programs. More power to
him, because for years, when he was in a position
to give the boys in the music business a break, he
was always ready and anxious to do so.

« * *

A few weeks ago, I mentioned in this column,
the fact that Ben Pollock and His Orchestra had invaded New York, and had located at the Little Club.
It will please Pollock's many friends to know at
this time, that he has certainly made good ! The
best proof of this is: The National Broadcasting wire
he has secured, and the business the Little Club is
doing since his arrival in town from Chicago.

* * *

Sam Braverman, that genial, young executive of
Neisner Bros., Inc., is expected in New York from
Rochester, within the next two weeks. It may interest a lot of people to know that Braverman, at one
time, started to work for Neisner Brothers when
they had only two five and ten cent stores, as a
song plugger behind the music counter. Through
sheer perseverance, ability and ambition, he has today
worked himself up to the position of merchandise
buyer for at least five departments, including his
"pet" department, the music counter. He is one of
the best liked fellows in the music business, and has
a thousand friends who wish him well.
As usual, Paul Whiteman is "knocking them dead"
at the Paramount theatre again. His engagement
at this theatre is supposedly for three weeks, but I
presume that as heretofore, he will be there twice
as long. With Whiteman at the Paramount, the only
•way to get into that theatre is to bring your lunch
and get in line at 9 o'clock in the morning and wait
for the doors to open.
More power to him !

* * *

An opportunity of a lifetime presents itself to Don
Bernard, who, until this week, had charge of Radio
Station WAIU, in Columbus, Ohio. The National
Broadcasting Company of New York City have engaged his services as "production manager," starting
April 15. From the enthusiasm and confidence the
National Broadcasting Company have shown Bernard, he has an opportunity of becoming one of
the big "moguls" of that tremendous organization.
Those who know Bernard as well as I do will not
have to think twice to realize that he will make good.

» * *

Spier & CosloTV, Inc., have engaged the services
of Al Porgie, who for seven yeai-s has been connected with Waterson, Berlin & Snyder in the
capacity of New York City sales manager. Porgie
will also make trips through New England and New
York State every now and then, so any of you
organists, orchestra leaders or theatre managers that
notice this, please give him a "break."

* * *

Milton Slosser writes from St. Louis to say, that
he put on a stunt with slides at his theatre last week
entitled: "Can You Pick a Song Hit?" and that it
was the biggest "wow" of any stunt he has ever
attempted. He wants all you organists to know this,
so as you can take advantage of his experience with
this stunt. So keep your eyes open for a slide version, entitled: "Can You Pick a Song Hit?"

« * «

The long looked for move will be made ! Paul Ash
is leaving Chicago and opens at the Paramount
theatre in New York City May 12. Ash should be
a tremendous success in New York, for America is
7\merica and Ash is Ash ! The reception that he
■>wUl receive upon his arrival here will by far excsesd any other of its kind ever tendered a man in
fhe music world.

Ghauncey Haines (Chicago Norshore)
the console, had 'em singing last week
cal conglomeration of this and that.
Mock Wedding." Original words, set
w^hich everyone knows, carried the
Wiedersehen" was interpolated, but it
German favorite, "Oh, du shanus," that
ing and laughing at the same time,
apparently, was had by all.

olBciating at
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Songs
BEST SELLERS

with a comito old tunes
entitled "A
was
that"Auf
old
idea.
got 'em singA good time.

"Ramona" (Leo Feist).
"Sunshine" (Irving Berlin).
"Back in Your Own Backyard" (Irving Berlin).
"Among
My Souvenirs"
(DeSylva,
Brown
& Henderson).
"Chloe"—
(Villa Moret).

Brad Braley (Concord Capitol) presented an original solo called "How Paul Whiteman Would Play
the New Song Hit Called 'Together.' " A Whiteman
arrangement made on a Victor record was used to
alternate with the organ with slides explaining the
theory of each part. The finish was on a similar
style on the organ as Whiteman had on the record
which went over big at this house.

"My Ohio Home" (Leo Feist).
derson).
"Together" (DeSylva, Brown & Hen"Beautiful" (Milton Weil).
"Beloved" (Irving Berlin).
Berlin).
"I Can't Do Without You^' (Irving
"Diane" (Sherman Clay).

Edmund Fitch (Chicago Sheridan) called his solo
"Troubles" and played the pieces "La Boheme,"
"Angel," "On the Moonlite," and "Sweetheart I'm
Sorry." The latter was sung by one of the patrons
who came out of the audiences. Fitch's solo was
given a good reception as all his stunts do at this
house.
In fact, Fitch is now a part of the theatre.
John Hammond (New Orleans Saenger) offered as
an Easter morning organ recital four brilliant numbers to celebrate that day of rejoicing. Liszt's "Les
Preludes," a musical story of the spirit of eternal
friendship, opened the concert, followed with Dvorak's "Humoresque," Russell's "The Bells of St. Anne
de Beaupre," closing with Weber's "Oberon Overture." The theatre was well filled.
Arthur Richter (Milwaukee Wisconsin) at the organ
offers "A Mock Wedding" with humorous slides accompanying. Embodied in the organ number at their
proper places is the melody from Lohengrin's wedding niarch, "The Sing Song Sycamore Tree," "Auf
Wiedereehen," "I Told Them All About You," "Schnitzel Bank" and "Keep Sweeping the Cobwebs Off the
Moon," all with their proper words flashed upon the
screen. The entire number was novel and well done
and met with great applause, especially the "Schnitzel
Bank"
section.
J. Thomas Liddle (Tamaqua, Pa., Majestic) — this chap
offers special prologues to pictures such as "The Dove"
and so forth. This week's organ solo included the followings songs. " 'Neath Southern Skies," "Ramona,"
"Dancing Tambourine," "La Paloma," "Rose of
Monterey," "An Old Guitar and an Old Refrain."
This was an appropriate presentation as an organ
prologue to "The Dove.'
Melvin Peacock (Sheboygan, Wis., Sheboygan)
offered a conmiunity singing stunt called "Here's a
Chance to Broadcast." This fellow also broadcasts
daily from Station WHBL and for this reason he is
quite popular and successful in his community singing. The etunt was used with a microphone on top
of the organ with the organist pretending to broadcast the following songs that were sung by the audience: "Just Like a Butterfly," "Who Knows," "Blue
River," "A Shady Tree," "Give Me a Night in June."
Dick Liebert (Pittsburgh Penn) used as an organlogue this week his idea of how an organist used to
play at an old time movie theatre. And with all his
facial expressions and gum chewing that each scene
seemed to require, he didn't have any trouble in selling this bit. Liebert has made himself very much
liked during his stay at the Penn and it seems that
with his personality he just about makes them like
anything that he offers.
Clark Fiers (Seranton West Side) reports that hie
organ solo for last week was built around the song
called "After My Laughter Came Tears," in' which he
used old time songs as "In the Gloaming," "Old
Oaken Bucket" and "Auld Lang Syne." This was a
straight solo with no singing.
Henri A. Kcates (Chicago Oriental) calls his organ
presentation, "Wishing," and the entire presentation
of slides and songs is built around the wishing idea.
He plays "Thanks for the Buggy Ride," "Chloe,"
"Dixie," "I wish I Had a Girl," "Over Moonlight
Waters," "An Old Guitar," and a parody on this
one which gets a good hand. "Ice Cream," and "Give
Me a Night in June."
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"Dream, Kisses" (Ager, Yellen
Bornstein).
"Mary Ann" (Irving Berlin).

&

WAITIN' FOR KATY— (Leo Feist, Inc.)— A Gang
song.
An excellent lyric with a fox trot melody that
should be pie for the singing orchestras.
By Gus
Kahn and Ted Shapiro.

* • *

YOU'RE ONLY PASSING THE TIME WITH ME—
(Irving Berlin, Inc.) — This writer is one of New
York's most popular radio stars and as this song
looks strictly commercial, he will no doubt give it a
good start.
Words
and mtisic by Will Oakland.

* « •

IF I LOST YOU— (Ted Browne Music Co.)— A
pretty fox trot that hae as a special feature a Lee
Sim piano solo. Words by Charles Harrison and Art
Kassel, music by Monte Wilhite.

* * *

I, MYSELF AND ME— (Milton
A song that reminds one of Will
"I Love Me." A good comedy
chance. By Maybelle Weil, Bernie
Sizemore and Ed Lowry.

Weil Music
Mahoney's
song that
Grossman,

Co.)—
big hit
has a
Arthur

* * •

SARITA— (Boston Music Co.)— A high class
ish Serenade. With "Ramona" hitting the top
is room for another Spanish nvmiber and this
be
it. Words by Jesse G. M. Click, music by
Burton.

* * •

Spanthere
might
Lucile

REMEMBER ME TO MARY (If She Still Itememhers Me) — (Green & Stept) — A new firm opened
up in New York and this is their first publication.
Usually every "Mary" song is a big seller and this
should prove no exception. Words and music by Bud
Green and Sam H. Stept.

* * *

MY LITTLE HOME — (Villa Moret, Inc.)— It seems
that "Blue Heaven" has made all the writers think
of home. If they don't stop writing these songs the
hotels will go broke. It's a high class sonig well
written. By Harold Berg, Jack Meekill and Chris
Schonberg.

* * *

SUNSHINE— (Irving Berlin, Inc.)— Irving Berlin
has proven in this song that he can write any type
the
country.
» »one« of the biggest hits in
of a song. It is already
LAURETTA — (Harms Inc.) — One of the writers.
Bunny Davis, has adways been successful with this
type of song as for instance, his "Margie." Strictly
a dance tune that has a very good chance. By Abner
Silver and Bunny Davis.

* * ♦

IN A LITTLE TWO BY POUR FOR TWO— (Joe
Morris Music Co.) — A cute little song, but we cannot understand how anybody can fit in a two by
four unless it is Singer's Midgets, and even they
would be
The and
lyricGeo.
has Brown.
a "Blue Heaven"
twist.
By squeezed.
Al Hoffman

« « *

I THINK

OF YOU

ALL

THRU

THE

NIGHT

— (Sherman Clay & Co.) — Hard to believe but nevertheless must take the writer's word for this, in other
words his sweetheart is always on his mind. The
melody is written as a fox trot. By Lew Pollack and
Katherine Allan Lively.

* « «

P. S. — Hoping

you

are the same.
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Incorporated in this department of practical showmanship

of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving

Picture World departments, '^Selling the picture to the Public," and "Better Business Builders.'^

Here^s Solution to
Puzzle, Suggestions
For Theatre
Use
Whoops! What a deluge of letters "The
Theatre" received last week. The mailman
has already entered a complaint, and this
department has spent all week answering
requests — requests for that puzzle carried
last week.
What a storm it created.
Some exhibitors were so anxious to use
it, they wired in. Others requested for
telegraphic answers. One exhibitor writes
in: "There is one drawback with this particular puzzle. None of the management
here is smart enough to see through the
fool thing and unless someone of the group
that is trying to solve same clears up the
difficulty, we are likely to be in dutch next
Thursday night when we have stated that
we would post the answer. Therefore,
please be so good as to furnish us immediately the correct solution."
Doubtless there are many other exhibitors who want the solution, so here's the
way to solve it: Like most
puzzles there's a trick in this
one. Two additions are necessary. Thus: Five plus three
plus one equals nine plus
seven plus five equals twentyone, which is using only six
figures. The column at the
left shows how this is done.
Other figures which can be
used are:
3
7
5
3
3
111
3
111

21
21
21
21
21
There are doubtless other figure combinations that can be used without violating
the rules of the puzzle. Watch out for people using figures other than those allowed
in the original puzzle.
Now that you have the solution, you will
want to know how to use it. You can use
it in your house organ or weekly program
or in a newspaper ad. If you use it in the
former, print the puzzle and the instructions for solving exactly as carried in "The
Theatre" last week. Probably the best gag
to use is to offer one of two free admissions to each person submitting the correct
solution. As a rule free admission on a
stunt similar to this will bring more replies than cash awards.
The method of announcitig the solution
can be carried out in several different ways.
If you are anxious to make people read
your house organ more thoroughly, announce in the issue that carries the puzzle
that the solution will be given in the next
issue of the house organ. This will make
people read the next issue.
If you arc

Theatre Gives Baby Away — Yes^
Baby Pig; But Town Did Talk
The whole town talked and came to the theatre when W. E. Dickson, of the
Aristo theatre, Lemmon, South Dakota, gave a baby away. Newspaper ads announced the stunt. Then the editor of the paper wrote au editorial comment
denouncing
how
he did the
it: aflfair. No end of excitement was created. Let's let Dickson tell
"To put this stunt over it is very necessecret.sary that the baby's identity be kept strictly
"I had a friend in the country secure a
three-day old pig, take it from its mother,
teach it to drink from a nursing bottle, getting it so tame that it was easy to dress it
in a little romper suit.
"Two weeks in advance of giving him
away, I advertised that I would give a real,
live, healthy baby for adoption. The copy,
which appeared in the want ads, read:
"WANTED : A suitable home for a nice healthy baby.
Anyone interested please see the manager of the Aristo
theatre.

"On the front page of the paper in the
same issue this appeared:
"BABY WANTS A SUITABLE HOME. WE ARE GOING TO GIVE A REAL, LIVE healthy baby to .omeone who will a^ee to make it a suitable home, to
someone who will give it good care and the education
it will deserve. The mother who has appealed to as
has more than she can provide for and since she is
willing, and the baby won*t mind and feeling that
the public will not criticize our plans, we will give
him for adoption to someone at the close of the first
show
at the Aristo,
Sunday,
March
18.
Here*s your chance. Who wants him? He's cute —
he's only a few weeks old— he*s healthy^— he wants a
good home— ho*s a darllnff.

editor made the following comment
on "The
the stunt:
anxious to put over a certain picture, make
the annoimcement that all those sending in
correct solutions will be mailed passes for
that certain picture, and that the correct
solution will be given on the screen during
the showing of the picture. This will bring
in all those who sent in replies and are
anxious to learn the true solution.
If you use the puzzle in a newspaper ad.
tie it up with a special picture. Passes will
do for awards. Announce in the ad that
the correct solution will be posted in the
lobby of the theatre during the first day of
the run of the picture. This will bring
them to your theatre to find the solution.
Be sure that you have a fine lobby display
on the picture, so that they will want to
see the picture after you get them to your
theatre. Or you can use the method menscreen. tioned above giving the solution on the
You might tie up with a merchant and
get him to offer prizes (all prizes should bo
the same) to every ono sctuling in the correct solution. Get the merchant to put on a
sale of silk stockings and socks, and have
him to award a pair to every person sending in correct solution. There will not be
enough correct solutions to make this too
costly for the merchant. The merchant
should split even witli you on all expenses.

"We do not entirely approve of the Ariato method
of disposing of babies and do not believe this plan
will meet the approval of this community, althouerh it
might have worked out elsewhere. Would like some
other comments.

lowing:
"In the next week's issue we ran the fol**Only a few have criticized our plan of giving a
baby away, but feeling that this a good, reliable, safe
and quick plan for finding a suitable home for this
little baby, we will take a chance and give him to
one
of the many
applicants,
Sunday,
March
18.
"When told of our plan the mother was perfectly
satisfied and the baby won*t mind and we feel that
you, the critics, will be gratified when you Icam that
he will be adopted into a well to do family who are
capable of giving him every comfort necessary for bis
up-bringing. If you are not the lucky applicant, yon
will certainly want to see the little darling. Sunday,
March 18, at the Aristo when he is presented to his
foster parents, who will then take out the necassary
adoption
papers.

"We also advertised on the screen for applicants and gave description of the baby,
his age and name. We had a clothesline in
the lobby with baby clothes hanging from
it.
"On the night the baby was given away,
about showtime he was brought to town,
dressed for the occasion. He was left in a
car parked and guarded at the back entrance. He was not fed for two hours previous to presentation.
"At the close of the show, the announcer,
which in my case was the mayor, went to
the stage with a pile of letters, stating that
the manager had requested him to present
little 'Emmett' to his foster parents. He
read a few fake applications and assured
them that the baby was not a cat, a pup.
or chicken or a guinea pig, as some had
guessed it would be, and after making the
most skeptical believe it was a real baby
and naming some of the married couples
who had no children as applicants, also
naming some of the prominent bachelors,
stating that they had been trying to secure
a wife in order to adopt him. he asked for
the baby. It was brought in through a back
entrance, wrapped in a baby blanket and
nursing a bottle, all that was visible being
the blanket and bottle.
"The lucky applicant was named and
asked to come forward. I had previously
arranged for the trainer, dressed as a lady,
to take him. Just at this moment I had
the stage well lighted and sot the baby pig
down in the middle of the stage in his loud,
two-colored rompers and cap to match. My
patrons arc still talking about that baby.
"In commenting on tlic stunt the newspaper had this to say: 'Manager Dickson
"knows his onions" and surely has originality when it comes to advertising.'"
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Wooley's "My Best Idea " Cost But
$3.50, Yet It Drew Whole Town
The outstanding feature of the "My Best Ideas" is the fact that most of them
have cost but very little to put over. That shows that it is the idea behind the
exploitation that counts. The "My Best Idea" of Ross H. Wooley, Manager of the
Liberty theatre, Luveme, Alabama, who becomes M. B. I. Number 14, cost only
$3.50 to put over, yet it set the whole town talking and filled every seat.
that the title was the biggest thing to sell.
I went out to a lumber mill and rented
the biggest WHITE oxen they had. I
By Ross H. Wooley
don't know how much an ox should weigh,
but he was about twice the average size.
T AM always glad to get your magazine,
I draped him with a full size sign reading
-*- and it would be hard for me to estimate
"SEE THE BLACK OXEN, LIBERTY
the value I have received from the different
THEATRE
' andtown
hiredwithan two
ox
departments.
driver to leadTODAY,'
him all over
cowbells on his neck. People at once began
The "Best Idea Club" is surely interesting
to me, and as every exhibitor must have
to razz me about using a WHITE OX TO
ideas of some sort, one of them is sure to
ADVERTISE A BLACK ONE, and let me
be the best. I know that some of the
say that when you get them to talking,
REAL showmen might say that if an exyou have easy sailing from then on.
hibitor in a town of 2,000 population were
We have just 350 seats to fill but our
to have a very big idea, he would never get
population is small, and the black oxen and
over it, and that might be right, but anythe white oxen stood them up for performway we, large and small, are working for
ance run of the picture, and the reason I
the same thing, selling seats, and at the
same time, pleasing the people that buy.
say it is "My Best Idea," it cost me 50 cents
for the white ox, one dollar for the driver,
The best idea that I remember having,
two
dollars for the sign, and it brought
came to me some time ago following about a
them in and everybody enjoyed the picture
month the release of First National's "THE
because everybody was there, which proves
BLACK OXEN." I saw the picture before
I played it, and with all due respect, it that it is not so hard to please a large
crowd as it is a small one.
was nothing to brag about and I decided

"My Best Idea" No. 14

Production Hints from Edward L, Hyman
Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn
Richard Barthelmess in "The Noose" had
three accompanying presentations on the same
program, making a whole performance of 2
hours and 5 minutes. The feature itself took
up 1 hour and 18 minutes of this time
while 7 minutes went to an overture, 11
minutes to the Topical Review and 29
minutes to the big stage production.
Keeping up the new pace set up by the
inauguration of the unit policy "Mark
Strand Strutters," the stageshow, came up
to its predecessors in every point. There
was a colorful special setting with the band
seated the same as for the "In Granada" show.
This permits of very effective ground rows
in front of each tier of the band. The whole
show was backed up by a specially painted
cyclorama in modernistic colors and style,
with a "flash" effect for the finale.
The presentation opened with the Eight
English Mascots appearing "in one" in front
of special draw curtains, doing a unique line
dance. For the end of this number draw
curtains opened, disclosing the full stage.
Next came Collins and Brown,
acrobatic

dancers, who in turn were followed by two
very young ladies, the Collette Sisters, singing first, "I Told Them All About You" and
then dancing to the music of "Charmaine." For
the next number, the Novello Brothers, tumbling fiddlers, did an act in the order of the
Aurnaut Brothers. These were succeeded by
Jules and Josie Walton, a brother and sister
dancing comedy act, which went over very
well.
nextband,
was with
"The a Man
Love," bya
number The
by the
vocal I chorus
the Collette Sisters. For their second number, the Novello Brothers pulled the "Whistling Birds," a pantomimic act. "Thou Swell"
from "The Connecticut Yankee," was the
number used for the finale, in which the entire company did something.
The overture was "II Guarany," by Gomez,
played by the famed Mark Strand Orchestra,
Willie Stahl and Sascha Kindler conducting.
Lights were as follows : color blend from
bridge lamps on curtains ; lemon spots on ceiling and blue borders. For the finish of the
overture dome lights white.

ll Makes 'Em
Grayhi
Stop 9 Look at His
Good Shadow Boxes
J. S. Graybill, Capitol theatre, Bellaire,
Ohio, is a believer in shadow boxes for the
lobby, and he goes to a lot of pains and work
to produce the right effects. He has found
that if he does that, his shadow boxes will
produce results, and he should know, for he
has made hundreds of them. In his letter,
here, he tells how he makes them. Notice
the pictures on this page of his two shadow
boxes mentioned here.
Editor,Sir:"THE THEATRE,"
Dear
I am a constant reader of your periodical and enjoy it very much. I am interested enough to compliment you on your
"My Best Idea" plan, which I think contains some very good material.
I am enclosing two photographs which
I think will prove interesting to your host
of readers. These are my shadow boxes
used on "The Gorilla" and "The Cat and
"The Gorilla" set I used the custheOnCanary."
tomary blinkers on the eyes of the gorilla.
An amber light in the lantern over the bed
and white glazed paper posted over the
title below. The idea of hiding a man
under the bed seemed to carry the correct
comedy angle and attracted considerable
attention.
"The Cat and the Canary" shadow box
is, in my estimation, a piece of real art.
The plain black and white of the photo
does not do it justice. The owl's eyes
were green with the blinkers behind. The
two windows in the tower were passed
every two or three minutes by a form in
black. It carried the creepy feeling desired and I received more comment on
this shadow box from an artist's standpoint than any other I have ever designed
— which has been hundreds. The bats in
the front were mounted on gauze charlotia
and the title down below worked in tricks
of three, on and off.
Some of these sweet days I am going to
send
in my
can Bnd
its "My
equal.Best Idea" and see if you
Yours very truly,
J. S. GRAYBILL,
Dept. of Advertising.
Thanks for the letter, Mr. Graybill. We
are waiting for that "My Best Idea" of
yours. And, you exhibitors, doesn't what
he say about "finding an equal" sort of
sound like a challenge. Send in your "My
Best Ideas," and we'll see if it equals the
one Graybill promises to send in.
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In My Opinion —
[Letters from Readers]
Hal G. Olson, of the Adlcr Theatre company, Marshfield, Wisconsin, and also M. B. I.
Number 9, believes he is the first theatre man
to make use of cross-word puzzles in connection with a theatre. Do you agree with
him?
Here's his letter:
Editor, "THE
THEATRE,"
Dear Sir:
There has been quite some little controversy over who was the £rst in this
and
that,
whoWhile
originated
thethese
"No claims
Bull"
racket, etc.
none of
seem definitely settled to date I am going
to offer one of my own and while I do not
choose to set myself up as the originator
of this stunt I would like to know if any
brother exhibitor used it prior to the date
I mention.
As near as I can recall it was about the
15th of December, 1924, that I ran across
a cross-word puzzle in a local paper and
conceived the idea of putting it to work
for the theatres. I drew a dummy from
the newspaper cross-word and proceeded
to fill it in with my own copy, using the
names of several coming attractions, names
of other theatres in our circuit and managed to work in the names of various business men or slogans for which they were
glad to pay enough to cover my expense.
At that time cross-words were all the
rage and it is needless to say that the contests (one each week for several weeks)
were a complete success.
It is natural that a stunt as effective as
the cross-word puzzle would eventually be
put into use by theatre managers and it is
possible that it was being used by many
prior to the time I mention but if so I
have never heard of it.
With best wishes, I am very truly
yours,
HAL G. OLSON,
Director of Publicity,
Adler Theatre Company,
Marshfield, Wis.
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Are Your Heralds Wasted by
The Carriers? Try This Idea
Did you ever pay out good money for heralds, only to find that the carriers
threw them in a vacant lot or under a culvert? Of course you have, and it is a
hard matter to get 100 per cent distribution. Perhaps this idea sent in by Eddie
Kidwell, Arkansas City, Kansas, and M. B. I. Number 13, will help you:
them and the amount of work each boy
"I would like to suggest here an idea
does. While the work is satisfactory, the
(it might be older than I, however) that
boy is admitted to any show he may wish
might help those who do considerable bill
to see, with the exception of Saturday
peddling," says Eddie. "We do a large
amount of advertising with the use of nights.
throwaways and heralds and naturally we
"However, if any of them fail us, they
are released and the passes canceled. As
use a number of boys. To keep them from
we always have a number of boys who wish
becoming careless with the bills, especially
after they have earned several passes, we
to join the club, the members realize that
they must do the work right. Since we
hit upon the following
scheme:
formed the club, about nine months ago,
"We organized the Burford Theatre club,
we
have received better distribution of our
which is composed of 20 boys under the
age of 14. We keep a regular account of heralds than ever before."

Uses Singer During
''Rose Marie ^^ Show
Using a singer to sing during the showing
of the picture, "Rose Marie," helped John J.
Scanlon, manager of the Palace theatre, Torrington, Connecticut, and M. B. I. Number 8,
to put over the picture in fine style. He
writes :
"Playing 'Rose Marie' this week and using
a feminine singer to sing 'Indian Love Call'
which fits in the picture very nicely and sends
them out talking the picture in great shape.
Anybody playing this picture misses a great
bet in not using this stunt.
"Also had two lobby shadow-boxes which
were made to represent a mountain side %\ith
hills for a background and the three-sheet
cutout."

Baby Photo Contest
On a recent Thursday evening, Thursday being the poor night of the week, Manager Ward of the Queen theatre, Niagara
Falls, Ontario, conducted a Children's
r>eauty Contest in which .slides of 4S local
children were thrown upon the screen.
Awards were offered for babies, children
from one to five years and from five to 10
years, the applause of the audience determining the winners. The attendance was so
great that many people were turned away.

39

Pitllinti lU'ic lifr into a lutiisr itiinin! /Vie illifilriilinii ylioif. /iuhin /rixii iId liliniiir\ urui
Marcli issues oj "I'hf Lurk I'lilcs." Iioiisf oriinit fur ihr MrMiruivillr ,i;Mits<-f;ifn< (.'(>ni/hifi\ ,
McMiiiniillf. Ore. piihlislnil by Miss Irsiiln Multfchcrk. .Vo/icr hoif much /ii c/icr ihc
front /xiar for Mnrrli is. and litis iipplirs to tin' iiisidt' fuigcs its tivU. Thr iisr ni a Imnnrr
headline and lliree-liitc oni--ri>ltniiii heath does this. The ads haw hern improved by the
use of stock illustrations. This made a biii hit icilh the adi ertisers. Constant iniprofement
is the aim of Miss Mattecheck. and other e.xJtibitors can uell copy her plan.
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SERVICE

TALKS

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news
formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the Box Office Window."
"THE
In

T. O. Service

PATSY"

no sense because my favored daughter

responds to the name of Patsy, a circumstance which I might suspect of influencing
another judgment, I hereby pronounce "The
Patsy" the best picture in which Miss Marion
Davies has appeared to date. I do not except
"When Knighthood Was in Flower," which is
as different as it is possible to make a picture,
and I put no qualifications upon my pronouncement. "The Patsy" is an evening's entertainment in every sense of the phrase.

The gag captions with which Miss Davies'
recent pictures have been overstocked are here
in even greater number, but this time they are
here simply and plainly as gag captions in a
story that simply and plainly incorporated gag
captions, and they click accordingly. Further,
it is evident that these gag captions were known
at the time the scenes were being enacted,

as representative of this place. It is only normal, however, that "Dressed to Kill," having
this advantage, is a more interesting crime picture than any of the others.
The crime in "Dressed to Kill" is competent, sightly, logical crime. Robberies are
plotted and carried out in business-like manner. Police are competent persons whose business it is to combat criminals and who conduct
that business in normal, human fashion. Cause
begets result, normally, and forces involved
work out their various destinies normally and
to the satisfaction of the beholder. Naturally
enough, these circumstances combine to make
"Dressed to Kill" the best of the crime pictures
I have seen.
Edmund

Lowe is the principal criminal of

which any picture maker will tell you is a

"Dressed to Kill" and Mary Astor is the girl
in the case. I am unfamiliar with many of the

great little help.
Miss Davies is, in this picture, the younger of
two daughters. Miss Marie Dressier (if I

other faces in the picture, but I seem to have
seen them somewhere at some time, which may

haven't confused those names again) is her
mother and for most of the way the star of the
picture, although Miss Davies honestly wins
the electrics when she goes into her impersonations ofcontemporary screen ladies. There
are a lot of other good people in the picture,
too, and more good situations, sequences and
incidents than are to be met with in any ordinary, or even extraordinary, dozen pictures that
come out of the West.
I presume the title has a significance, but I
do not know what it is and I do know that the
picture would be just as funny, just as entertaining and just as remarkable if it were called
anything else. It rocked the Oriental theatre
audience, my usually unrockable self included,
and I ask to see no better picture with Marion
Davies or anyone else in it.

"DRESSED
It

TO KILL"

is a bit astonishing, I think, to find in

"Dressed to Kill," which names no city or
town as its locale, a more faithful picture of
the Chicago type of criminality than is to be
found in any of the pictures plainly labeled

or may not mean in pictures.

All are good.

And I must add a paragraph of thanks to
the Fox company for not pinning the badly
frayed Chicago label to "Dressed to Kill."
"A NIGHT

OF MYSTERY"

heard, from one who went to see it
because of my untiring praise of Mr. Adolphe
I HAD

Menjou's pictures, that "A Night of Mystery"
was a terrible thing. It is nothing of the sort,
although I feel I should explain my friend's
reasons for calling it that. The fact is, as I
could not foresee, that while "A Night of Mystery" is an excellent picture, it is not a Menjou
picture at all. By that I mean that it would
have served as well, in many ways much better,
as a vehicle for any one of a dozen other male
actors. Menjou should have other things to
work with.
"A Night of Mystery" is a well conceived
and admirably executed murder mystery story.
Although laid in France, it is in the plot mold
of the old Scotland Yard detective pieces which
never have been given proper attention in picture-making. Circumstances are
established

which make it impossible for the hero, who
knows the murderer, to bare his knowledge of
the facts. Then circumstances are made to
work out the solution of the case. This is the
manner

of pure fiction, of which171-the screen

gets almost none, and for this reason the picture is a highly laudable production.
I must remonstrate, of course, against the
taking of my good friend Menjou out of his
happier medium and into this type of story.
Hollywood's streets are jammed with actors
who can do this sort of story well enough, but
there are no other actors who can do the typical Menjou story as Menjou does it. Additionally, the world evinces an increasing demand for the Menjou type of story, and there
is no increase in the supply of actors to perform
in them. I must insist that Mr. Menjou be
kept in his sophisticated, polite, keen-edged
satires. He does this other type of thing admirably, ofcourse, but Paramount would not
employ Lindbergh to drive a plow.

AND

NOW

MR. JENKINS

A

ND now, Mr. Jenkins, we will take up the
little matter of your remarks concerning the
oversigned in the last preceding issue of the
Exhibitors Home Journal. In the first place^

I thank you for the insinuation that persons
read this page only after your Colyum palls.
This is, I think, the highest praise I have received in all these years, for it makes me seem
(mind you, only seem) more interesting than
yourself. Of course, I do not believe anything of this kind for a moment (Mr. Shreck
will attest that I have not applied for a raise
in years), but it is very pleasant, nevertheless.
And for that last line, if I must take the
field in self-defense, anyone knows it would
read: He fills a want none others need. (We
will not go into the matter of the beer content
at this time.)
And — and this is positively the last "and" —
I will be more than pleased to attend your
gathering of the gang at Alexandria, but I will
not under any circumstances perform as master of ceremonies. This, I feel, is a duty to
the trade which you can no longer evade. We
will consider that aspect of the matter settled.

i,
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NEW
In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
BROADWAY MADNESS: Excellent drama, with
Marguerite De la Motte, Donald Keith, Betty Hilburn, Margaret Cloud, George Cowl, Louis Payne,
Robert Dudley, Orral Humphreys, Thomas Ricketts,
Alfred Fisher, and Jack Haley.
Directed by
Releaeed
_
Length
TYPE AND THEME: The story of the cabaret
girl who goes to the village, falls in love with a
hick, and abjures the city forever, Maida is the
girl, David the hick. But they do not meet until
Maida, assisted by a lawyer, goes to David's hom.etown as his cousin to collect an inheritcmce due him
if the cousin were dead. She is disgusted when
she learns that the will requires her to remain in
the village for two years, but far more disgusted
when she finds herself falling in love with David.
It is this love which makes her confess her deception. Then she races for the train. But David
catches her and claims her for his wife.
DESERT BRIDE, THE: Columbia melodrama, with
Betty Compson, Allan Forrest, Edward Martindel,
Otto Matiesen', R'oscoe Karns, and Frank Austin.
Directed
by Walter
Lang.
Released
.
Liength
_
TYPE AND THEME: With the French and the
caliphs in Arabia. Diane Duval and Captain de
Florimont ojre definitely attracted to each other
when they meet at a military ball in Jebbel Abbas.
Leaving on a mission of espionage, he tells her he
will be back in two days. Three days pass without
his showing up. Diane, rebuffed by the commandant, goes to Kassim's palace where de Florimont
has been brought in a captive. In an effort to
extract information from him, the Arabians put
Diane up for sale He is adamant Being led
past de Florimont she breaks away and loosens his
bonds and they hold the Arabians at bay until
the French troops come to sa/ve them. The tivo
lovers ride away into the desert.
DOMESTIC TROUBLE: Warner Brothers comedy,
with Clyde Cook, Louise Fazenda, Betty Blythe.
Jean Laverty, and Arthur Rankin. Directed by
Ray Enright.
Released
Length...^
_..
TYPE AND THEME: Comic capers built
around the man-andr-his-double idea. Clyde Cook
plays the dual roles of Ja/mes and Horace exact
twins, though James is a cut-up, while Horace is
circv/mspect. James' wife, Carrie, goes away, and
Ja/mes is put in jail for speeding. He telephones
Horace to double for him at home. Carrie soon
returns, taking Horace for James. Horace invites
her to a night club, where they find Horace's wife,
Grace, who thinks her husband is her brother-in-

PICTURES
law. Grace goes to James'
upon flirting with Horace,
husband. James turns up
the brothers assume their
they have.
* *

home with them, where
she discovers he is her
at about that point and
real identities — such as

»

DRESSED TO KILL: Pox melodrama, with Edmund
Lowe, Mary Astor, Ben Bard, Charles Morton,
R. O. Pennell, Robert Perry, Joe Brown, Tom
Dugan, John Kelly, and Robert E. O'Connor.
Directed by Irving Cumminge. Released March
18. Length
.
TYPE AND THEME: A crook story from one
of the popular angles but with an unusual finish.
Barry is quite the gentleman and decidedly the
clever felon. He plans robberies of character,
which the mob executes under his direction. Jeanne
comes into his life in a rather mysterious fashion
and being bea/utiful, she inspires Barry to provide
her with an apartment and engdge her as a
"stall-moll." His advances she cleverly wards off
— the more easily done because Barry dearly loves
her. A daring fur robbery is planned. Jeanne is
to assist. All is ready. And Jeanne tips off the
store. The Mob decides to kill her. Barry tries
not to believe she is a "stool pigeon" until she asks
him to get her certain bonds. He grasps her
throat. She confesses her identity and her mission— it is to save from prison her fiance, who is
accused of theft of the bonds. Barry gets the bonds
from his safety deposit vault. He gives them to
her. He takes her past the waiting gang in the
street to a taxi. She rides away. He faces the
gangsters, shoots it out with them, and is killed.
ESCAPE, THE: Fox melodrama, with William Russell, Virginia Valli, Nancy Drexel, George Meeker,
William Demarest, and James Gordon. Directed by
Arthur Rosson.
Released April 1. Length.
TYPE AND THEME: Bootleggers, degradation,
and the escape of three who deserve a better life.
Elliott starts out as a doctor but is ruined by
booze. He takes a barkeep job in Magee's Blue
Moon. There is May, whom Elliott had run across
in the slums while interne in a hospital. May
has a sister ivhom she is keeping in boarding school.
One day the sister turns up, having eloped with
Trigger, a bootlegger. May and Elliott start to
effect her escape — and incidentally their own. There
is considerable gun-play and violence at this point.
And out of it comes the safety of the sister and
May.
the prospect of love and happiness for Elliott and

• * *

LADY BE GOOD: First National comery-drama.
with Jack Mulhall, Dorothy Mackaill, John Miljan,
Nita Martan, Dot Farley, James Finlayson, Aggie
Herring, Jay Eaton, Eddie Clayton, and Yola
d'Avril. Directed by Richard Wallace. Released
Length
_
TYPE AND THEME: The love troubles of a
couple of vaudeville performers. They have a
"magic" act which they hope to put on in New
York, where they are to be married. But they
run out of bookings attd are forced to postpone
the wedding. Jack is very jealous of Mary, and
their quarrels over other 7nen end finally in their

estrangement. Mary goes into another act. Jack
gets another assistant and a booking for the
"magic" act. Mary's boss is too attentive. Jack's
assistant is dumb. They are united when Mary appears out of the magic box, instead of the assistant.
And there on the stage they embrace, making a big
hit and thus earning a Bigtime booking.
SKINNER'S BIG IDEA: FBO comedy-drama, with
Bryant Washburn, William Orlamond, James Bradbury, Sr., Robert Dudley, Ole M. Ness, Charles
Wellesley, Martha Sleeper, and Hugh Trevor. Directed by Lynn Shores.
Released May 11. Length
TYPE AND THEME: More farce about the
well known fellow of fiction, SIcinner. Because he
made a dress suit farmous, he is given a partnership
in the firm of McLaughlin and Perkins. His first
job is to fire three old employes, who have long been
close friends. But he decides to make them young
again — that's his big idea. He hires a young actress
as his secretary, then goes on a vacation. The
girl starts the old fellows to take up golf, physical
culture and "swell" dressing. Perkins wires that
a buyer is coming to the office. The three old
fellows are playing golf. Perkins thinks Skinner
lias a light-headed office, but changes his miyid
when the buyer is found playing golf with the
rejuvenated employes, who have his order secure.
UPLAND RIDER, THE: First National Western,
with Ken Maynard, Marion Douglas, Lace McKee,
Sidney Jarvis. Robert Walker, Bobby Dunn, David
Kirby, and Robert Mialsh. Directed by Albert
Rogell.
Released
Lengrth
TYPE AND THEME: Maynard Western, with
special work for Tarzan, his horse, .is Dailey, he
is foreman of the ranch of Graham, who breeds
prize broncos. Comes Chcswick into the country,
bringing his thoroughbreds. There's to be a crosscountry race, the winner to get the big army contract. Tarzan, a likely winner, is captured by
Cheswick but escapes, luring away tlu tatter's
Raiven. Dailey is accused of horse stealing, but
Tarzan gives himself away and is jailed. Dailey
gets him out, hoivever, and rides him to victory
in the race.
Sally is his reward.
WYOMING: Metro-Goldwyn-Ma>-er Western, with
Tim McCoy. Dorothy Sebastian, Charles Bell. William Fairbanks, Chief Big Tree, Goes-in-the-Lodge.
Washington Blue, and Bert Henderson. Directed
by W. S. Van Dyke. Released March 24. Length
4,435.
TYPE AND THEME: Something for skUlful
and gallant Tim McCoy. He is a young cavalry
lieutenant in this one. The Indians are on the
warpath, so Lieut. Colton stops Samantha from
driving her tcagon train to her destination. .At a
dance that night she tries to eoaje him to let her
go, but all she succeeds in doing is to make him
veri) much in love with her. Samantha. koicci-er.
starts out with her caravan the next day and is
captured by the Indians. Colton arrives in tin\c to
save her.

This JFeek's Press Sheet
THE ESCAPE (Fox melodrama): A magic lantern often
draws the attention of the public. Arrange with a merchant
who sells such lanterns to operate one in his window and occasionally put in a slide advertising the picture. Slides can
be made from stills of the picture. You can tie up with many
of the merchants of your town on placards with this kind of
copy: "The Escape from the high cost of living is yours when
you buy here. See 'The Escape,' a story of life and love at the
theatre (Date)." Similar copy will work in cooperative newspaper ads. Some big store that features a bargain
day should offer a good chance for this idea. It means no
extra expense to them and gives an added twist to the ad,
particularly if the store is willing to make some arrangements
for taking a block of matinee tickets. The tickets should
carry copy advertising both store and theatre and should
specify the matinee for which they are good.
• . . Posters

of the following can be thrown around the town: "You Can't
Escape, there is no way out of it — the
offers the best
entertainment.
'The Escape' is now showing at the
theatre." . . . Tie up with your washing machine dealer.
Copy should read, "The Escape from heavy household labor is
yours when you use a (Name of brand of washing machine).
Get more leisure hours. For recreation see 'The Escape,' featuring Virginia Valli and William Russell, a William Fox picture at the
theatre.
(Date)."
Similar tie-ups on
heaters and fans call for copy like these: "To escape the cold
weather use (Name of heaters)." — "To escape the heat use the
(Name of fan) and get real enjoyment during the hot season."
Copy for a tie-up with a jeweler is as follows: "There is no
escape from the fact that the (Dealer) offers the most attractive bracelets, etc. See "The Escape' at the
theatre

(Date)."
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QUICK REFERENCE

PICTURE CHART

Incorporated in this department of Moving Picture World is the Exhibitors Herald department,
"Available Attractions."
The key to abbreviations used in denoting
C — Comedy
D— Drama
R — Romance
My — Mystery

the

type

Released

of picture:

Length

FM — Farce
Melodrama
W — Western

5701
5093

Where the picture is a comedy-drama, comedy melodrama, etc.,
there is a combination of these abbreviations. Stars denote
reissues.
The dates
priorof to
published
under World
the "Review"
column
are those
the January
issues of7 Moving
Picture
in v/hich
the pictures were reviewed. The January 7 and subsequent dates
are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which "Service Talks" have been
published on pictures.
The dates prior to January 7 published under the "New Pictures" column are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD
in which "New Pictures" information was printed. The January
7 and subsequent dates are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which this information will be printed.
Length

Titia and

Players
Released

New
Pictures

Title and Players
Released
Alias the Lone Wolf (D), LyteU-WUson
Aug. 22
Blood Ship, The (M), Bosworth-Logan.
Aug. 10
By Whose Hand? (MyD), Cortez-GUbert
Sept. 15
College Hero, The (CD), Agnew-Garon.
Oct. 9
Fashion Madness, Windsor-Howes
Deo. 8
Isle of Forgotten Women (D), Tearle-D. Sebastlan-Sept. 27
Lone Wolf Returns (M), Lytell-Wilson.
Opening Night, The (D), Wlndsor-J. Bowers
Nov. 14
Pleasure Before Business (F), Davidson
Sally in Our Alley (M), Mason-Allen.
Sept. 3
Screen Snapshots
,
— j..
Siren, The, T. Moore-Ilevier
Dec. 20
Stage Kisses (D), Harlan-Chadwick
— J^OT. 2
Stolen Pleasures (CD), Bevler —
....^
Sweet Rosie O'Grady (CD), Mason
Tigress, The (M), Holt-Bevler_
..Oct. 21
Wandering Girls (CD), Bevler-Agnew
Warning, The (M), Holt-Bevler
Lady Raffles, Taylor-Drew
So This Is Love, Mason-CoUler....Sporting Age, The, Bennett-Nye....^
That Certain Thing, Dana-Graves
Wife's Relations, The, Mason-Glass
Woman's Way, A, Baiter-Llvlngston.

1

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
— Jan.
Feb.

^

25
6
2
1
13
18

New
Pictures
Jan. 7
Dec. 31
3
Jan. 14
Dec. 3

1927
Reviews
Oct. 1
July 23

5186
6515
6481
4536
5181
6807
4924
6680
6885
4949
6412
6140
4721

4898
5807
4892

1928

6267
6375

..May 14
Jan. 21
Jan. 7

4565
6388

Jan. 14

5511

Jan. 21
Al1g

•>.»

4770
4813

._..Oct. 2

6148
Dec 3

1928

Feb. 25
26
Feb.

6144
6771
4801
4785
4781
4884
6419

Mar. 24
Jan. 28
Feb. 11

4729

Cranfield & Clarke, Inc.
Angelus. The (D)
Real Charleston, Lesson Novelty
Wooden Shoes, International

7014
6240
5665

4941
6004
6476

..jiily 31

1927
2000
JOOO

6300

Reviews

Columbia

1928

6507

4886

1927
Length
6831
6843
5432
6628
5613
5645
5750
6524
6569
6892
1000
6996
6436
6054
C103
6357
6426
6791

4754
5723
4913

__

....May 15 1927

4793

Apr. 24
....May 8

6329
4805

Title and

6250

1927

Husbands or Lovers, Jannlnga

Excellent

Magic

Garden

6980
6912
6792
7393
6337
5867
5750

1928
6400

Back to Liberty (D), Walsh-Hall
Bowery Cinderella, A (D), O'Malley-Hulette
Broadway Drifter (D), Walsh-Hall
Broadway Madness (D), De la Motte-Kelth
His Rise to Fame (D), Walah-Shaw
Nest. The (D), Frederick-Herbert
Striving for Fortune (D), Walsh-Roberts
Your Wife and Mine (F), Haver-Holmes
_.
Winning Oar, The (D), Walsh-HalL
Satan and the Woman (D), WIndsor-Keefe.
Stronger Will. The (D), Marmont-Carewe
Women Who Dare (D), CHiadwlck-Delaney

-Nov. 15
.May
Nov. 11

.Aug.
'.Feb.
.Jan.
_..., .Sept.
_..... .June

1
is'
15
1
1

.Jan. 20
.Feb. 20
.Mar. 20

Nov. 26
Mar. 24

6700
6700
5750
5700
6700

Mar. 24
Mar. 24
Mar.
3
Mar.
17

1928

Feb. 26
Feb. 25

Alex the Great (M), Skeets Gallagker —
Bantam Cowboy (W>, Buzz Barton..
Beyond London's Lights (M), Lee Shumway...j
Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele..
Chicago After Midnight (M), Ince-Mendez
Coney Island (D), Lois Wilson..
Crooks Can't Win (D), Thelma HllL.-^ —
Dead Man's Curve (D), Fairbanks, Jr
Devil's Trade Mark (D), Belle Bennett —
Dog Justice (D), Ranger
.
Driftin' Sands (W), Bob Steele
Fangs of the Wild (D), BauKer
Fightin' Redhead (W), Buzz Barton...
Freckles (D), Stratton-Fox. Jr Her Summer Hero (CD), Blane-Trevor
Law of Fear (D), Ranger
Legionnaires In Paris (C), Cooke-Guard
Little Buckaroo, The (W), Buzz Bartoa.Little Yellow House, The (D)
-._
Man In the Rough (W), Bob Steele
Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler.
Pinto Kid, The (W), Buzz Barton.
Red Riders of Canada (M), P. B. MlUer
Riding Brigade (W), Bob Steele....Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Love
Skinner's Big Idea (M), Bryant Washburn.
Texas Tornado, The (W), Tom Tyler
Trail of Courage, The (W), Bob Steele
Wallflowers (D), Trevor- Scott.
Wizard of the Saddle (W), Buzz Barton.

Dec.
Nov.
_.Oct.
-Aug.
-Oct.

18
20
23
7
SO

Dec. 10
Dec. 10
Dec. 3
Not. 26

1927

Comrades, Costello-Hughes
Death Valley (W), CarroU Nye
Eager Lips, Garon
Finnegan's Ball (C), Mack Swain
Ladies at Ease (CD), Garon-Short
_
Ladybird, Compson Naughty, Garon
Polly of the Movies, Short-Robards
Ragtime (D), De La Motte_
Return of Boston Blackie (D), Glenn-Palmer..
Say It With Diamonds, Betty Compson..._
Temptations of a Shop Girl, Compson.
Fagasa, Raymond Wells
Masked Angel, Betty Compson
Souls Aflame, Raymond Wells

Oct. 8

Dec. 27
June 17
...Sept.
25

Jklay
Aug.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.

13
12
18
14

Jan.
-Apr.
Jan.
-....May
June
Ian.
.-..-Feb.
-July

13
7
15
28
10
1
6
1

— Mar.
Feb.
. — Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
May
_..Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
July
May
Feb.
July
Feb.
Jan.

21
12
8
31
11
24
20
22
29
16
19
15
11
26
8
IS
22

Not. 2S

July SO
.-Jml7
i
Not. 1»
Not. 28
.JHa. 10
Ang.
-Jan.
...IWi.
..jMg.
..Jaly

Dec. 17
Deo. 31

SO
IS
S6
6
9

-Mmi. 919
..Jmr.
-JOT
9
...Inly S3
-Apr. 38

...Dec. 10
Dec. 3
Dec. 3

Attc SO
..May S8

Deo. 10
Not. 12

-Mar. t

Dea 10
11

...Apr. S

Feb. 17
11
Feb. 11
17
11
Feb. 17
Dec. 21
Jan.
Feb.
Dec. 21
11

1928
Feb. 18
Mu.

17

Dea 21
Mar. 3
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan. 4
Feb.
Dec.
11
10
Feb. 11
Jan.
Feb. 421
Jan. 21

Feb. 4
Dm. S4

Jan. 1
.....Oct 11
—.Sept.
Sept. 15
Nov. 16
— Aug.
1
Nov. 1
Oct. 15
Sept. 1
-...Aug. 1
-...Aug. 115
.-..Nov.

1927
Jan. 7
Oct
Nov. 726
Jan.

IK

Sept. 3

1928

_

Apr. 1
Mar. 15
1
Mar.

First National

1927
6300
6333
6433
6222
6765

Sept. 4
Oct. 30
Oct. 2
Aug. 15
JSIov. 23
Nov. 13
Sept. 18
Oct. 16
Nov. 6

_Sept. 10
10
..Sept.
.Jlu. S

First Division

6200

1927
Aflame In the Sky (M), Luden-Lynn...
Bandit's Son, The (W), Bob Steele
Boy Rider, The (W). Buzz Barton...Breed of Cnurage (D). Banger
Cherokee Kid, The (W), Tyler-Lynn...

5600

5700
1928
6500
6300

FBO
4785
4868
4910
4837

5600
5800
5900

(D)

Reviews

Sept. 17
Aug. 21
Dec. 25

Mojave Kid, The (W), Bob Steele..
_
Moon of Israel (D), Maria Corda
Mother (D), Belle Bennett.
19
Moulders of Men( M), Frankle Darro..
Naughty Nannette (CD), Viola Dana
_.
Not for Publication (M), Halph Ince
-Aug. 31
Outlaw Dog (M), Banger
Racing Romeo (D), Bed Qrange.Ranger of the North (D), Ranger
Shanghaied (M), Ralph Ince
Silver Comes Thru, Thomson....
Oct.
Slingshot Kid, The (M), Buzz Barton....
Sonera Kid (W), Tyler
Idoo. 4
South Sea Love (D), Patsy MiUer
..
-Dec.
Swift Shadow, The (D), Ranger
Dec.
Tarzan and the Golden Lion, A Jungle Fantasy —
When the Law Ridei (W), Tyler-Darro
June

1927
5400
5960

New
Pictures

Clancy's Kosher Wedding (CD), George Sidney
Coward, The (D), Warner Baiter
.:
Desert Pirate (W), Tom Tyler..._
Don Mike (RD), Fred Thomson
Flying U Ranch, The (W), Tom Tyler.
Gambler's Game, The (W), Tom Tyler
Gingham Girl, The (C), Lois Wilson.
Great Mail Robbery, The (M), Von Eltz-Nelson
Harvester, The (D), Orville Caldwell
Hook and Ladder No. 9 (D), Ed Hearne
In a Moment of Temptation (M), Kit Guard
Jake the Plumber (C), Jesse De Vorska...-'
Judgment of the Hills (D), Darro-Vallj
Lightning Lariats (W), Tyler
Little Mickey Grogan
(D), FranMe Darro
Loves of Ricardo (D), Beban
,

Emblem Films
1927

Players

All Aboard
American
An Affair
Breakfast
Broadway

(C), Hlnes-MurphyBeauty (CD), Dove-Hugbes—
of the Follies (0), Dove-Hughea
at Sunrise (CD), C. Talmadge
Nights (D), Wilson-Hardy.

-May 8
-Oct. »
-Feb. 13
-May
15
-Oct. 23

1937
Atvp

Not. 19
Nov. IS

„

*

Oct. 2S
Not.
2«
May n
... M»r

K

EXHIBITORS

April 14, 1928

HERALD
New

Length

Title and

Playen

Released

and MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
New
Pictures

Reviews

Picture«

Length

Title and

Playera

..
..May
_.May
Oct.
..Aug.

S730
7724
6386
6688
6802

Camllle (D). N. Talmadge-Itoland
Sept. 4
Convoy
(D), Sherman-MackaiU
_
Aur. 24
Crystal Cup, The (D), Mackaill-MulhalL
Oct. 16
Dance Magic (D), Lyon-Starke
June 12
Drop Kick. The (D), Barthelmess-Rerter.
Sept. 26
S400 Easy Pickings (MyM), NUsson-Harlan.
..Feb. 20
5282
Framed
(D), SiUs-Kingstcn.
_
'""e 19
7133
Gorilla, The (My), Murray-Kelsey
Nov. 13
6288
Gun Gospel (W). Maynard-Faire
Nov. 6
6118
Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-Kent.
-..O^"- 26
6190
High Hat (CD), Lyon-Brlan..
Mar. 13
6524
Nov. 20
Home Made
(C), Hines-Daw..
6400
Lady in Ermine, The (D), C. Qrifflth-Bushman,
J""- "
6720
Life
of
Riley,
The
(C),
Murray-Sidney
?'*?'•„
6718
Lonesome
Ladies
(CD),
Nllsson-Stone
■'^ '
6550
Long Pants (0), Langdon-Bonner.....
AP""- 1"
5256
Lost at the Front (C), Murray-Sidney
^ay Z9
7388
Love Mart, The (D), Dove-Roland
"'"'■ ,
6621
Lunatic at Large, The (C). Errol-MackalU
_:!?"■ ,
6642
Man Crazy (CD), MackalU-Mulball.
, '• ,'
5434
Masked Women, The (D), NUsson-BUnn-Hansen.
y^' g
7846
McFadden's Flats (C), Murray-Conklln.
1J°' ,.
6620
Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed.......
^r? f^
6040
Notorious Lady, The (D), Bedford-Stone
net.' 'M
6431
No Place to Go (C). Hughes-Astor
_
j^^^ g
6734
Ermine, Moore-Mulhall
^' 04
11414 Orchids and
Patent Leather Kid, The (D), BatheIme3s-0"Day.....jan \g
6982
Perfect Sap, The, (CD), Lyon-Starke
.„. .
6897
Poor Nut, The (C), Murray-Mulhall
_
6400
Prince of Head Waiters (D), Stone-Tashman.
July 17
6219
Red Raiders, The (W), Maynard-Drew
_
gg-^^ ^
6477
Rose of the Golden West (D), Astor-BoIand..._
Qct 2
6606
Sea Tiger, The (D), SiUs-Astor
_
p^^ 27
6800
6548
See
in Jail Smile
(C), MulbaU-Day.
^p^' j^11
Smile,YouBrother,
(C), Mulhall-MackaiU-Sept
7179
Stolon Bride, The (D), Hughes-Dove
-Aug
14
6000
Sunset Derby (D), Astor-Collier.
june 6
7400
Tender Hour, The (D), Dove-Lyon
_
May 1
7419
Texas Steer, A (CD), Rogers-Fazenda.
-Dec. 4
6774
Three Hours (D), Grifflth-Bowers.
—Apr. 3
6868
Three's a Crowd
(C), Langdon-McConnelL
Aug. 28
7833
Twinkletoes, Moore-Harlan
6380
6324
6409

Valley
of the
Sllls-Kenyon,....
Venue of
VeniceGiants
(CD),(D),
Talmadge-Moreno
White Pants Willie (C), Hines-Hyams

_

6800
6844

7331
6485
8188
6212

1927

4tl53
6020
11109
4783
5(i20

..Feb. 26
..July 9
Nov. 26

Jan. 7
Dec. 17
Dec. 3
Nov. 26

_Mar. 19
Oct. 29
_Jan. 8
.Oct.
..Sept. 1 24

.Feb. 5

4612
4987

_Jan.
_Feb.
-July
May
.Dec.

Nov. 12

5038
5882

22
12
16
14
10

-Apr. 9
..Aug. 20
..Jan. 22
...Sept 10
_July 23
_Oct. 15
Oct. 8
.May 14
..Apr. 23
Sept. 17
Sept. 3
.July 2
May 28

Nov. 19

26
11
29
12
16
26
15
27
18
8
1
22

6987
6000
5800
6200
5950
6500
6750
6700

6000
6000
5000

Mad Hour, O'Nell -Kent-Sherman....
_
Hawks
Nest, The, Milton SiUs
Noose, The, Barthelmess, Joyce
_
Sailors' Wives, Hughes. Astor.
_
Shepherd of the Hills, Francls-O'Day....
_
Three Ring Marriage, Hughes-Astor
Wagon
Show, The, Maynard....
Whip
Woman, The, Taylor-Moreno
_
Yellow Lily, The, Dove-Brooks
„

4
6
29
22
1
29
19
5
20

Mar.
May
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
May

Mar.

10

Dec. 10

Dec. 17

Mar. 10
Dec. 24

6667

Feb. 4

4709
6312
8730
6439
12000
12550

17

Dee. 10
Dec. 24
Dec. 8

5821
5902
6050
6126
7395

Jan. 21

-

6886
6408
4658
6909
6646
8156

1927

6599
6100
8638
8538
6416
B440

Ladles Must Dress (CD). Virginia Valll
Last Trail (W), Mix
_
Love Makes 'Em
Wild
(D). Harron
Loves of Carmen
(0). McLaglen-Del Rio.
Madam Wants No Children. Cordla
Marriage (D). Valll

6600
7734
7677
6327
6808
6876
6893
6480
6870
10726
6467
6446
6009
6703
6412
8620
4943
10000

Monkey Talks (D), Lorner
Music Master (D). A. B. Francis
One Increasing Purpose (D), Lowe
Outlaws of Red River (W). Mix
Paid to Love (D). O'Brlcn-ValU
Pajamas
(CO). Borden-Gray
Publicity Madness (CD), Moran-Lowe...Rich But Honest (CD), Beehe
Secret Studio, The. (CD), Borden
Seventh Heaven, The (R), Farrell-Gaynor
"Shame
(M), John Gilbert
Silk Logs (CD), Madge Bellamy
Silver Valley (W). Tom Mix
Singed (D). BaxU'r-Sweet
Slaves of Beauty (D). Herbert-Tell
Stage Madness
(D). Valll
St. Almo (M). John Gilbert
Sunrise (D), O'Brlen-Qaynor

_Feb
20
Nov 20
^jan
16
Sept 25
Nov. 13
Mar
13
Aug. 28
Aug
14
June 28
Dec. 25
June 6
Oct. 9
_
.Sept. 25
June 12
May 8
Oct. 16
May 1
_Sept 18
„.
May 16
.Sept. 18

12

Mar
12
Nov. 6
Feb.
Nov.

_

Nov.
Jan.
Mar.
SepL
.Apr.
Feb.

20
23
6
4
3
20

-..Apr.
Jan.

..

19
Nov.

'.

Dec. SI
Dec. IT

6337

6640
6309
7865

1

6705
6280

..June 11
ifav fl
21
....Oct. 20
....May 14
17
....May
24
Feb.
Dec.
5
Oct. 136
. Oct
Apr. 8
23
16

...June
June
.May
.Not.
Oct.

5957
6280
7603

4

Mar. 28
Feb. 8
...Jan. 16
10
...Jan.
....Apr.
6
~~Aug.
.-.«Doc.

_.
14
23
2
23
IB
30
27
18
2
21
S
9
9

June

Opt

6088
56S7
6110
5291

65S1

Oct 22
June

Feb. 20
Jan. 23
Jan. 2
Aug.
Oct.
Oct,
May
June
Oct,
Nor.
Dec.
OoL
^"B.
lune
Jan.
Oct.

218

7

Jai^

11
Jan. 14

19

Dec
3U
Anr

1928
Jan. 815
....Jan.
Mar. 18
Apr. 115
15
Feb. 12
Jan. 1
Jan. 29
...-Mar.
11
Apr.
Jan. 5
...-Feb.
..-Mar. 4

Feb.
Feb 25
Jan. 28
Mar. 10
Feb. 4
Feb. 18

Jan. 21
Feb. 4
Feb. 18

Apr.
Mar. 825

Gotham
Blondes by Choice (C), Claire Windsor
Cheer Leader, The (CD), Graves-Olmstead
Final Extra (M), De La Motte.
'Frisco Nights (D). Percy Marmont
Girl from Rio, The (D), Carmel Myers.
Heroes of the Night (M), Landis-Nlion.
Rose of Kildare, The (D), Helene Chadwick
Satin Woman. The (D). Mrs. Wallace Reld
Bare Knees (D). Mae Buscb
Chorus Kid. The (D). Myma Loy
Turn Back the Hours (M). All star.

1927
—

_

Oct
JXov.
—
Dec.
5ept

1
15

TlV.h

Dec. 26
10
Nov.

1
1
_
_Aug. 15
_Aug. 1

Nov. 19
Nov. 19

Feb. 1
Apr. 1
„3Iar. 1

Jan. 7
Feb. 11
Mar 24

1*

Sept 624
...Feb.
Aug.

13

1928

1927

435
38
36
29

July 16
June 11
Jan. 38
..Oct 1

Broadway

After Midnight,

6203
6273
5252
6160
6657
5517
7899

Betz..

.Oct. 29

Met^o-Gold^vyn-Mayer17

1927

19

Ankles Preferred (CD). Bellamy.....
Arizona Wildcat, The (W), Tom Mix
Auctioneer, The, Sidney
Blackjack (W), Buck Jones
Blood Will Tell (W), Buck Jones
Broncho Twister (W). Mix
"Cameo KIrby (D). John Gilbert
Chain Lightning (W). Buck Jones
Circus Ace, The. Mix....Come to My House (CD). Olive Borden
Cradle Snatchers (FC). Fazenda.
East Side. West Side (D). O'Brlen-VaUl
Gay Retreat. The (C). Cohen-MoNamara
Good as Gold (W). Jones....Heart of Salome (MyR). Rubens
High School Hero (C). Phlpps-Stuart
Hills of Peril (W), Jones
—
'Honor First (D), John Gilbert
Is Zat So? (CD). O'Brien-Lowe
Joy Girl. The (CD). Olive Borden

Feb. 12
Fth

Krelbar Productions
6199

Fox

6498
4665
5800
4777
4656
6425
6078
6333
4810
4300
6381
8154
6624
4545
6617
6516
4983
4851
6940
6162

66
28
20
11
27

Aug.
27
Nov, 12

1927

Feb. 11

Mar.

-N'ov.
Feb.
Aug.
JIar.
Dec.
Nov.

Branded Sombrero, The (W), Buck Jones..
Daredevil's Reward
(W), Tom Mix.
Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor
~
Escape, The (D), RusseU-ValU
Fleetwing (D), Norton-D. Janis
Gateway of the Moon, The (D), Del Rio
Girl in Every Port, A (CD), Victor McLaglen..
Horseman of the Plaint (W), Tom Mix.
—
Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray
-•Sharp Shooters
(CD), O'Brlen-Moran —
Soft Living (CD). BeUaray-Brown —
Square
Crooks. Browu-Dwan
Wild West Romance (W). Rex King
Why Sailors Go Wrong, Pbipps-McXamara
Woman
Wise (CD), Ruasell-CoUyer

1928
Big Noise, The, Conklln-White
-..Mar.
Burning Daylight, SUls-Kenyon
_
Mar.
Canyon of Adventure, Maynard
ipr.
Chaser, The, Langdon.
„
-....Jeb.
Chinatown Charlie, Hlnes
_
....Apr.
Flyini Romeos, Murray-Sidney
Feb.
French Dressing, Warner-WUson
_
Jan.
Harold Teen, Lake-Brian
May
Heart of a Follies Girl, Dove-Kent-Shennan
Mar.
Helen of Troy, Stone-Corda-Cortez
_ Jan.
Ladies Night, Mackalll, Mulhall
Apr.
Lilao Time, Moore-Cooper
_
Apr.
Little Shepherd
of Kingdom
Come,
Barthelmess-

Aug. 21
.Oct. 30
Sept 11
_Jan. 30

Very
(CD), Madge Bellamy
War Confidential
Horse (W), Jones
What Price Glory (CD). McLeglen-Lowe
Whispering Sage (W). Jones....Wizard. The (MyD), Lowe-Hyams
Wolf Fangs (D), Thunder (Dog)
-

1927

1928

Dec.
Mar. 11
20 "
July 24

_

5531

Tumbling River (W), Tom Mix-Dawn
Truxton
King, Gilbert
Two Girls Wanted (CD). Janet Gaynor
Upstream (D), Foxe

1928

_Apr. 9
_June 25

1928
eslo

4075
42U9
G293
5510

2
21
29
13

43

R(,Jew«

...Aug. 27
Adam
and
Adventurer,
After
Annie

Evil
The

(CD),
(W),

Cody-Prlngle
Tim McCoy

Aug. 20
Sept
24
12
Nov.
Sept
May 818
10
Aug. 1
Oct
Dec. 6
Oct.

Midnight
(D), Shearer-Gray
Laurie
(D),
Lillian Gish

Becky Hur(CD),
Ben
(M). Sally
RamonO'Nell
Novarro
Big Parade, The (M), Gllbert-Adoree
Body and Soul
(D), L. Barrymore

Bugle Call. The (D), Jackie Coogan
Buttons (CD), Jackie Coogan
Callahans and Murphys (CD), Dressler-Moran
Captain Salvation (M). Hanson
Certain Young Man. A (D). Novarro-Adoree
Demi-Bride
(CD). Shearer
Fair Co-ed, The (CD). Marion Davles
Foreign Devils (W). Tim McCoy..._
Frisco Sally Levy (C). O'Nell
Garden of Allah. The (D). Terry-Petroivlch
In Old Kentucky (D). H. Costello
Little Journey (CD), All star
"7
London After Midnight (D), Lon Chaney...
Lovelorn, The, Sally O'NelL
Lovers (D). Novarro-Terry
Man. Woman and Sin (D), John Gilbert
Mockery (M), Lon Chaney
Mr. Wu (M), Lon Chaney
Quality Street, Davles-Nagel
Red Mill (C). Davies...
Road to Romance, The (0), Novarro-Day
Rookies (C). Dane- Arthur
Show, The (M), Gilbert -Adoree..
Slide. Kelly. Slide (CD), Hatnes-O'Nell
Spoilers of the West (W), McCoy-Daw
Spring Fever (C), William Haines
Taxi Dancer (D), Crawford-0. Moore
Tea for Three (C). Cody-Prlngle
Thirteenth
Hour. The (0). Lionel Barrymore
Tllllo the Toller (C). Davles.
Twelve Miles Out (M). Gilbert
Understanding
Ho.irt (D). Crawford
Unknown. The (M), Chaney

1928
Baby
Mine.
Arthur-Dane
Big City. The. Chane.v-Compson-Diy..
Bringing Up Father. Farrell-Moran-01nuIeaiL._
Cossacks, The. Adoree-Ollbort-Torrrnce..
8.''>4S Crowd. The. Boardnmn-Murrarnoach.....
7300 Divine
Women.
O.nrlw-IIanson-Shertnan.

14
June
Feb. 19
_..0ct
...Sept. 153

Aug.
Jan. 14

1927

13

AUff. 27

Not. 26
— xr.v
Nov. SI
12
Nov. 26
Dec. 31

Not. 19
-July 16
-July 3

Not. 10

.Apt. 1
Oct 29

Apr.
Nov. 62

Nov. 19

Oct. 29
Jan. 1

Nov. 26

Sept 10
.Apr.
Dec SXS

17
Dec 31

Dec 15
IT
.Jan.

Dec.
Dec. 317
Apr. 9
Nov.
Aug. 1»
13
__Mar. 26
Dec 29
31
_ Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
...Sept
Dec.
_Apr.

2!
13
24
10
SO

_. Oct
—Dec.
_.Feb.
._ July
Not.
... Ma.T

J2
610
93«
11

Dec 17

Jan. 7

Not. 11
Dec. 34

....Feb. 26
...June 4

Dec S

..5ept
June
-ilay
.Feb.
_Mar.

10
4
919
19

-Dec
-Apr.
Deo.
Not.
.afar.

14
3
10
13
II

Dec
.Jun«
-July
.May
..June

S
U
_SOMay~i
14
IS
1Q28

Jan. 18
Feb. IS

0838

7743

.Mar.
Dec.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.

Enemy. The. GIsh-DtncForlH-.': .
ForbtdrtTsn
Hours
(D).
Norarm-Adorre.
Latest from Paris. The. Shcarer-Forb««,..
Laugh. Clown, Laugh, Chaney-Murphr-BUla.
Law of the Range, MeCoy -Crawford
Love,
Onrlw-Ollbort
Patty. The,
n«Tlr«-C«ldwrll-OraT
Rote Marie. Crawford -Murray
........

64;fl Sm.irt Srt. ILTlnrj-Dir-llnlt-Boswortli.
9.";ee student Prince. The (R). Novarro-Shearrr...
6901 Under
the
Black
Eagle.
Fort)m-Falrt>ank>-T>o;
Flaah
— S1S4 Writ Point (CD). HalnrsCrawford
."•.on Wlckcdnett Prrlerred (CD). Cody-PrtncI*
4436 Wyoming. Mi-CoT-Orbaailan

10
SI
10
1817

Peti. 4

Jaa. n

Itu. 10
-Jul 14

Ffh. It
Mar. 10
FMx SB

FM>. M
Uu. I

Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Uar.

SI
T
t»
M

P*b. II

Jan. U
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Lengtta

Title and Playan

HERALD
New
Pleturet

Releaied

and MOVING

Review*

Length

Paramount

1927

1927
6199
6951
9879
6697
5878
7175
S040
6536
6662
5408
7447
6287
6396
5399
6376
6017
6889
B415
7091
5862
6462
8666
7666
6439
7980
6940
6052
6007
6617
8039
7180
6268
6877
6798
4551
6599
6187
6680
6306
6247
6952
9443
5614
6368
6634
6209
6170
6515
6015
5179
6838
(?624
4934
6200
6124
6006
6497
4926
63 IS
7643
8486
6869
6935
6866

6960

Afraid to Love (C), Vidor
Barbed Wire (D), Negri-Brook
Beau Geste (IM), Colman-N. Beery
Blind Alleys (M), Meighan
Blonde or Brunette? <C), Menjou
Cabaret
(CD), Gilda Gray
Casey at the Bat (C), W. Beery
Chang (D), Special cast
_
Children of Divorce (D), Bow
City Gone Wild (M). Melghan-MUlner
•Covered Wagon, The (M), Kerrigan-Wilson
Evening Clothes (0), Menjoa
Fashions for Women (CD), Ralston..
Fireman Save My Child (C), Beery-Hatton
Gay Defender, The (CD), Richard Dli
Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), MenJou-O'Hara
Get Your Man (CD), Clara Bow.
Honeynvoon
Hate (CD), Florence Vidor
Hotel Imperial (D), Negri
Hula (CD), Bow-Brook.
It (C), Clara Bow
Jesse James (D), Fred Thomson
•Kid Brother (C), Lloyd
Kiss in a Taxi (0), Daniels
.
Knockout Reilly (CD), Dlx
Last Waltz, The (D), Special cast
Let It Rain (C), MacLean
Love's Greatest Mistake
(CD), Brent
Man Power (D), Dix.
_
Metropolis (D), Special cast.
Mme, Pompadour (D). Moreno-D. Qish.
Nevada (W), Cooper-Todd
.
New York (M), Cortez-Wilson
Now We're in the Air (C), Beery-Hatton..
One Woman to Another (CD), Vidor-Shotwell
Open Range (W), Lane Chandler.
Paradise for Two (C), Dii-Bronson
Potters (CD), W. C. Fields
Ritzy (CD), Bronson
Rolled Stockings
(CD), HaU-Brook
Rough
House Rosie (C), Bow
_,
Rough Riders, The (D), Astor-FarrelL
Rubber Heels (FC), Ed. Wynn....
Running Wild (C), Fields-Brian.
Senorita
(F), Daniels
Serenade (D), Menjou-Wray
Service for Ladies (C), Menjou-Carver....
Shanghai
Bound
(D), Dioc-Brain.
She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels
Shootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane
_
Soft Cushions (C), MacLean-CaroL..
Special Delivery (C), Eddie Cantor
Spotlight, The (CD), Ralston-Hamllton
Street of Sin (D), Jannings-Wray
Stark Love (D), Special cast...._
Swim, Girl, Swim (CM), Danlels-Haa
Tell It to Sweeney (C), ConMin-Bancroft...Ten Modern Commandments
(CD), Ralston
Time to Love (FC), Raymond Grifflth.
Two Flaming Youths (C), Fields-Cohklin
Underworld (M), Bancroft-Brent.
Way of All Flesh, The (D), Janninga-Bennett
Wedding Bills (F), Raymond Grifflth
We're All Gamblers (D), Melghan-MiUner.
Whirlwind of Youth (D), Lois Moran.
Wings (M). Charles Rogers
Woman on Trial (D), Pola Negri

Apr.
Sept.
Aug.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Nov.
Apr.
Aug.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Dec.
Oct.
Dec.
Dec
Feb.
Aug.
Feb.

65M
6118
7194
7616
6951
6733
6991
6435

1927
5596
6565
4336
6326
4876
4612
6100
7500
4933
5478
8586
6804
6699
6228
8002
7107
6403
6568
6859
3303
6867
4960
7913
4750

212
6
19
26
1
10
15
10
3
26
27
19

Apr.
May
May
Dec.

Jan. 7
Deo. 31

10
12
29
22
2

Apr.
Nnt
M»r
Feb.
AUR.
Mor
Aug.
Tiff

23
19
to
26
6
1!»
6
IT

Nov. 26

Feb. K

Oct 22
Sept. 624
Nov.
Jan. 17

■.

Sept 24
Jan. 29
Jan. 22

Jan. 31
June 918
Apr.

Tiino 30
9K
July

_

May 14
Oct 1
June 11
Aug.
Aug.
Dec.
Aug.
Oct
Nov.
Oct.
Aug.
Apr.
Nov.

_

20
30
24
6
IS
12
8
27
16
19

R

Sept
Feb.
. Jan.
—
Oct.
., Apr.

Apr.
16
Nov. 26
Jan. 312
Feb.
July 9
Aug. 13
Aug. 13
Sept. 610
Feb.

16
2
210

Apr. 9
.. Apr.
Dec. 910
Nov. 12
Oct 8
Dee. 17
Jan,

__. Oct. 22
Oct 4
Feb. 26
u

Anr. ^
-Aug. 13

M»T
K
..Jan.
15
„ .May 9

Sept. 3

Jan. 14

.Tlinp

A

Mar. 19
July 16
Jup** 18
May 14

Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar,
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

31
7
18
28
28
21
10
14
17
S
28
21
10
4
26
24

Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.

711
18
4
7

5408

3
54220
46

4000

6089
5076
5916
5960
5970
5502
4200

1928
Feb. 25
Feb. 18

6673
5863
4671

Feb. 18
-...

Feb. 26

4490
5260

1927

26
3
6
28
11
19
23
22
18
11
20
i
11
15
29

Nov. 1»

-May 21
-July
-Sept M8
-Mar >
-Aug. 27
-Jan.
_>Iar.
-July
Nov.

1
18
3
S

-Jan. 29
-June
-May 913
-Jan. IB
-May 3
-June SB
_Oet. •
-&ug. SO
-May 31
.Aug. 6
-Oct 8
Jan. 7

..Apr. 9
-Aug. 6
.June 11
-Oct 1
-July 17
-June 18

Nov. 19

Aug. 920
Apr.
Nov. B

Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
-. Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
. Feb.

12
12
8
27
12
26
6
39
fi

. Jan. 15
Jan. 1
. Jan. 23
16

Feb. 18
Mar. 3
Dec. 24
Feb. 4
Jan. 2g
Jan. 28

Feb. 5
Mar. 4
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
^ Feb.
Mar.
Jan.

.

2
15
22
20
19
26
22

Deo. 31
Jan. 28
Feb. 18
Jan. 28

Rayart

1927
-Sept 24

Cruise of the Heiion (D), All star
Heroes in Blue (M), Bowers-Rand
_ -Nov.
Law and the Man, The (D), Santschl-RockwelL- -Dec
Light in the Window, A (D), Walthal..
—Nov.
On the Stroke of Twelve (M), D. Torrence.
Silent Hero (M), Bonaparte
_
Wanderer of600the
West, A (W), Tex Maynard...
"
4

Nov. 6

5500

1928

1928

.Aug. 20

-.Dec

Casey Jones (CD), Price-Lewis...
Danger Patrol, The (D), Russell-FalrGypsy of the North (D), (3ordon-Hale
Heart of Broadway, The (D), Garon-Agnew.
My Home Town (D), BrockweU-Glass
Painted Trail, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Phantom of the Turf, The (D), CosteUo-Lease
Wild Born (W), Tex Maynard
You Can't Beat the Law, Lee-Keefe

Sterling

1928

..Jan.
-Apr.
-Apr.
-Jan.
-Mar.
-Feb.
-Mar.
-Jan.
-Ian.

Burning Up Broadway (D), H. CosteUo
Closed Gates (M), Harron-Novak
Outcast Souls (D), Lewis-Bonner.
Pretty Clothes (D), J. Ralston-Walker
Stranded (D), Mason

1927

Jan. 30
Dec. 15
Oct 15
Aug. 15

Dec
Nov.
Dec
Jan.

312
31
7

May 28

Marry the Girl (CD)
Sept 10
June 17
Oct. 15
Dec 10
■ .Mav 9

4
7

Dec. 11
Oct 31
Nov. 20
Dec. 18
Dec 11

-May 21

1927
5563
5400

Deo.
_ Oct
June
_ Aug.
Sept
„_ June
Oct.
Aug.
Dec
Dee.
Nov.
_ May
Nov.
May
_... Aug.
_
Dec
Nov.

Nov. 12

Review*
Nov. 6

vray 14
Alice Through a Looking Glass
Apache Rider. The, Leo Maloney
Ballyhoo Buster (W), Buffalo BiU, Jr
Blonde for a Night, Prevost
Blue Danube,
Leatrice Joy
Boss of Rustlers..._
Bronc' Stomper, The, Don Coleman
Chicago (M). Phyllis Haver....Cowboy Cavalier (W), Buddy Roosevelt..
Crashing Through, Jack PadJan
Desperate Courage (W), WalesLaddie Be Good (W), BUI Cody
Leopard Lady. The (M), Logan-Hale
Let 'Er Go, Gallagher! (M), Junior Coghlan..
Marlie, the Killer, "Flame"
Night Flyer, The..._
_
On to Reno (D), Prevost-Landis
Perfect Gentleman, A (C), Monty Bahkj
Roost. The (W), Coleman
Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque
Valley of Hunted Men, Buffalo BiU, Jr
Walking Back (M), Vera Reynolds
What Price Beauty (CD), Nita Naldl

1927

Pathe
Almost
Human
(CD), Remolds...Angel of Broadway. The (D), Leatrice Joy
Avenging
Fangs (M)
_
_
_
_
Border Blackbirds (WD), Maloney..._
Born to Battle (W). BUI Cody
_
Code of the Cow Country (W), Roosevelt
_
Combat (D), Walsh-Adams
Country Doctor, The (D), Schlldkraut
Desert of the Lost, The (W), WaUy Wales
Devil's Twin, The (W). Leo Maloney
Discord (D). Dacover-Ekman
_
Don Desperado (W). Maloney
Dress Parade (D), Eoyd-Love
Eyes of the Totem (M), Hawley
Fighting Eagle, The (M). La RocQue-Haver.
Fighting Love (D), Goudal
Flying Luck (C), Monty Banks
Forbidden Woman, The (M), Jctta Qoudal
Getting Gertie's Garter (F), Prevost
Girl from Everywhere (C), Pollard
Girl In the Pullman, The (C). Prevost
Gold from Weepah (W), Bill Cody
Golden Clown. The (D), GoBta-Ekman
•Grandma's Boy (C), Harold Lloyd

4805
6589
5927

944
550453
4486326

21
18
J5
7
10
3
24
24
3
18

New
PlttDret

Playen

1928

5755
3996

6650

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Dec.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.

April 14, 1928

Harp in Hock, A (D), SchUdkraut-Coghlan...
Heart of the Yukon (M), Bowers-Cornwall..-.
„. Aug.
M»y 23
7
Heart Thief (D), Schlldlcraut-De Puttl
Hidden Aces (M), Hutchison
His Dog (D), Schlldkraut
His First Flame (C), Langdon..
May 8
Nov. 27
4890 His Foreign Wife (D), MaeDonald-Murphy
4700
Hoof Marks (W), Jack Donovan
,
Nov.
13
4076 Interterin' Gent The (W), Buffalo BiU, Jr
4864
. Aug. 21
5324 Jim, the Conqueror (W), Boyd-Faire
13500 King of Kings (D), All star4131 Land of the Lawless, The (W), Jack Padjan
Dec 25
(C), Thornton
4615 Little Firebrand
Main Event, The (D), Reynolds
Nov.
Man Bait (CD), Prevost
July 318
6472
6865
4576
Meddlin' Stranger (W), Wales
Jan. 29
June
14
My Friend from India (F), Pangbom-Fair.5750 Night Bride (FC), Prevost....
6736
Dec
19
6421 Nobody's Widow (FC), Joy-Ray-Haver.
May 1
6903
_
4575 No Man's Law (W), Rex.
Obligin' Buckaroo, The (W), Buffalo BiU, Jr.— Oct.
June 16
26
4710 Pals in Peril (W), Buffalo Bill, Jr.-.
4497 Phantom Buster, The (W), Roosevelt-Rayford
Aug. 14
6000
4828 Pieces of China (Travel)
Aug. 7
Pirates of the Sky (M), Hutchison
May 22
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary (C), Robson
5844
Oct 9
4375 Ride 'Em High (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Nov. 27
4542 Roarin' Broncs, Buffalo BUI, Jr.
6303 Rubber Tires (C), Ford-Love.
5880 Rush Hour, The (C), Prevost-Ford
Dec. 12
4562
Skeedaddle Gold (W), Wales.....
July 31
4546 Soda-Water Cowboy, The (W), Wally Wales.
Sept. 25
4338 Trunk Mystery (M), Hutchison
June 12
5397 Turkish Delight SchUdkraut-Faye
Nov. 11
5921 Two-Gun of Tumbleweed (W), Leo Maloney
6670 Vanity (M), Joy
6198 White Gold (D), GoudaL..
4485 White Pebbles (WD), Wally Wales
— Aug. 7
Wise Wife, The (C), Haver
._ Oct
Oct 31
24
....
6447 Wreck of the Hesperus, The (M), Bradford
5610
7820 Yankee Clipper (M), Boyd

4480
5426
4155
4398

. Oct. 29

Adventure Mad (M), UFA.
_
Beau Sabreur (M), Cooper-Brent
Doomsday, Vldor-Cooper
Feel My Pulse, Danlels-Arlen
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (0), Taylor-White
Last Command, The (D), Emll Jannlngs
Legion of the Condemned,
Wray-Cooper
Love and Learn, Ralston-CHiandler.
Old Ironsides (0), Beery-Bancroft-FarreU-Ralston...
Partners in Crime (C), Beery-Hatton
Peaks of Destiny, UFA
.
Pioneer Scout, The (W), Fred Thomson.
Red Hair (CD). Bow-Chandler.._
Secret Hour, The (D), Negri-Hersholt
Showdown,
The. Bancroft
_
Something Always Happens, Ralston-Hamllton
Speedy (C), Harold Lloyd
Sporting Goods, DLx-Olmstead
_
Tillie's Punctured
Romanee, Flelda-Conklla
Under the Tonto Rim, Arlen-Brian
Wife Savers (C), Beery-Hatton

Title and

WORLD

5990
6563
6035
4620
6788

5503

Dec 31
Jan. 21

Sept. 17
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
July 2
June 18
Dec 17
Oct. 29
Oct. 1
May 7
Sept. 3
Apr. 30

1928
6897
6636
6666
6889
6871
8234
7416
6837
7910

„

9
110
12
24
26
5

PICTURE

Nov. 19

Nov.
May
Sept
.....June

6
14
17
4

Nov. 12

Nov.
.Feb.
..Nov.
Nov.

5
19
6
5

_
Nov. 19

(Continued on

Tiffany-Stahl

1927
5754
5669
5300
6024
7300
4887
5500
6482
52.33
4753
5600
8800
6049
6235
5639
6100

page

Backstage (CD), Bedford
Beauty Shoppe (CD), Busck....Broken Gate (D).
Cheaters
(M). O'Malley
College Days (CD), M. Day
Enchanted Island (D)
— ..
First Night The (FC), LyteU-Devore..
Fools of Fashion (CD), Busch
Girl from Gay Paree, The (F), Sherman-Bedford...
Haunted Ship. The (M), Sebastlan-M. Love
_
Husband Hunters (C), Marsh
Josselyn's Wife (D). Frederick.
Lightning (W), J. Ralston
Night Life (CD), Day-Harron
Once and Forever (D), Patsy Ruth Miller.
Sin Cargo (D), Mason

53)

-July
-July
-Jan.
-Mar.
-Nov.
-June
-Feb.
..Oct
Sept 15
Dec 1
Sept. 1
Nov. 1
Oct 16

1927

9
16
15
24
6
25
19
9

-Feb.
..Nov. 26
27

-Dec 11
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
— — *^—
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National

Theatre for Sale
FOR SALE — Picture Theatre; prosperous, successful house in town 1,500 pop. in beautiful California
fruit district on main Coast Highway; building and
equipment first-class and practically new; in use one
year only; $10,000 lowest, $3,000 down, $250 month;
a true bargain and opportunity. Write F. B. McGilton, 6224 Ethel Ave., Van Nuys, California. Quick
action necessary.

For Sale
FOR SALE — Brunswick Panatrope, 3 tube amplification.
Address
Bay Theatre, Big Bay, Michigan.
FOR SALE— NATIONAL HIGH INTENSITY
CARBONS— 1,000 13.6 x 20" and 1,000 7/16 x 9"
Projector Carbons. Price of 2,000 Carbons $325.00
F. O. B. Atlanta, Ga. Address Thos. F. Callahan,
1296 Murphy Ave., S. W., Atlanta. Ga.
200 Rolls Wurlitzer K. $1.00 each. 10 Rolls Reproduco $3.00 each. 1 Motor generator set 35 amperes at 70 volts. 110 Tolt three phase 60 cycle.
Address W. B. Aspley, Glasgow, Ky.

Organs for Sale
FOR SALE— Used style U Wurlitzer orchestral
organ. Just overhauled. Address Box 256, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
Big April list used Organs offers 25 real bargains.
Rebuilt Organs like new, guaranteed. Equipped with
or without roll features. Free music rolls with
Automatic players. Prices from $950.00 to $6,750.00;
2 years to pay. No red tape. Organs installed free.
90 days free service any place U. S. A. No obligation
to mail you our price list. Write today. Address
Robert Morton Organ Co., 624 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ used or new, Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, Illinois.

Stationery
IF PARTICULAR — "Neargravure" Process printed.
Special 100 each letterheads — envelopes — plateless
embossed — $3.75 postpaid. Samples, see difference,
character.
Address Sollidays, XH-124, Knox, Indiana.

Position Wanted
GRADUATED PROJECTIONIST— Or assistant
manager desires steady position immediately. Address Cyril Jenney, 414 Jackson, Endicott, N. Y.
VIOLIN LEADER— Available immediately. Long
theatrical experience. Expert cuing. Large library;
union; references. Southern location preferred. Addess Ernest E. Pound, P. O. Box 123, Durham, New
Hampshire.
ATTENTION, THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a moderate
salary to begin in order to prove

Classified

Advertising

Medium

worth. If you are, do not overlook this opportunity.
Union, best of references, will go anywhere. Address
Box 257, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Business Opportunity

AT LIBERTY — Female Organist, working at present but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

EXPERIENCED THEATRE
MANAGER— for
partnership in centrally located Strand Theatre in
city of 85,000. Must have some capital. Reason
for capital to assure securing complete effort. Will
consider leasing property. Write or wire Dr. Lake
Polan, Huntington, W. Va.

AT LIBERTY — Clarinetist, Sax. Experienced in
theatre and band; theatre preferred. Use one Clarinet. Age 30. Address Emile Milis, Belleville Ave.,
Christopher, Illinois.
OPERATOR — 12 years experience, good references,
non-union, but will join if necessary. Will go anywhere. Address Victor Burns, care of Mrs. Ryan,
Box 493, Sea Cliff, Long Island, N. Y.
EXPERT PHOTOGRAPHER
(on stiUs), also
second cameraman on the M. P. Camera. Address
Samuel
Friedman,
91 New
Jersey Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
EXPERIENCED ORGANIST desires position
April 1st. Union, Single, Good library. Address
Roscoe C. Wright, Spirit Lake, Iowa.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR, reliable and competent, desires steady position. Non-union, but willing to join, will go anywhere, references. Address
J.
Handelman, 2611 Gladstone Ave., Apt. 109, Detroit,
Michigan.
ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced
in theatre work. Men and women now ready for
good positions. Union or non-union. Write salary
and other data. Address, Chicago Musical College,
64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
THEATRE MANAGER— With broad experiences
in theatre management, pictures, road shows, vaudeville, stock exploitation and publicity. Will consider
connection with theatre over 1,000 capacity where
conservative management, forceful tactics, initiative
and live ideas may be applied. Orie hundred per cent
references. Salary and commission. Address Box
250, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407
S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Address Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 North 7th Street. Allentown, Pa.
EXPERIENCED ORGANIST desires position.
Thoroughly dependable, large library. Any make
Organ. Will go anywhere. Address Box 252, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
THEATRE ORGANIST— Ten years experience.
Western States preferred. Single, sober, reliable.
Minimum salary $50.00. Address Ted Harrison, 2920
E. 7th St., Long Beach. California.
PROJECTIONIST — Eight years experience. Missouri and Kansas. Simplex, Powers, Motiograph.
Address M. C. Varnier, R. F. D. No. 1, Box 92D,
Fort Pierce, Florida.

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write todav. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing
BEST GRADE repair work. Prices right. Free
relief heads. Prompt service. Address Guercio &
Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash, Chicago.

Equipment Wanted
TWO PEERLESS Reflector Lamps with Stereopticon. Address
Cincinnati,
Ohio.E. A. Dodge, 2905 Woodburn Ave., .
BEST PRICES paid for projection machines, all
Ave.,
types.Chicago,
Address111.Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash
HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Movie Supply Co., 844
\Vabash, Chicago.

Equipment for Sale
FOR S.\LE — Motion picture projectors, parts and
supplies for all type machines. Address Guercio &
Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before buying elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service. 643 Carondelet Street. New Orleans, La.
CHICAGO CLE.\RING HOUSE for Second Hand
Equipment. Seats, Rebuilt projectors of all makes.
Screens, Pianos, Organs, and other miscellaneous
articles
Illinois. for the theatre. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Company, 12-14 E. 9th Street, Chicago,
THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
Chairs, Projectors, Screens, Generators. Rectifiers.
Reflecting Arc Lamps, etc. Write for bargain list.
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

Chairs for Sale
Theatre Wanted
PAYING THE.\TRE WANTED— Give details. Address Box 254, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture
Woi-I.l, 407 .S. Dearborn St.. Chic.iso, III.

FOR SALE— 1.800 HIGHEST GRADE used
spring cushion opera chairs, upholstered in dark
brown Spanish leather. Very reasonable. Write for
exact photogr.iph and details, .address Illinois The.itrc Equii>mctu Co.. 12 M E. 9th St. Chicai:o. III.

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World has helped hiindriHls of Iheatre o^Mlers in sol\ inj^ main a problem. The
classified advertising department has placed organists all over the country, has hel|xxl in ohtaininj; emiipmont, in sellinyj
equipment, and in solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are hut 10c per word payable with
order, 10% discount if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of sometbing that is
being advertised this week.
The cost is small, the results are great.
[Sro
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(See preceding page)
HERE'S A REAL BUY— Of 1,000 finest grade
made assembly folding chairs in sections of two
chairs slightly used. Also 720 upholstered theatre
chairs with a heavy 7 ply veneered back. All seats
have been newly re-covered in a Spanish leather and
are spring constructed. 2,000 used plain light and
heavy 5 ply veneered chairs. All chairs offered at a
very rare bargain. Exact descriptive matter and
photos will be submitted at your request. Address
Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St.,
Chicago, 111.
OPERA CHAIRS — Largest stock in the country.
Get our prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.
FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
OPERA CHAIRS— Seats and backs in all sizes,
five ply, at cut prices that saves you money. Address
Redington & Co., Scranton, Pa.

Advertising Wanted
WE PAY CASH for used advertising; ship at
once and check will go forward promptly; or write
for particulars. Address Theatre Advertising Supply
Co., Davis Bldg., 244 West
Fayette St., Syracuse,

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.
Objects to Copyright

Theatre Lease for Sale
FOR SALE — To proper parties valuable theatre
lease in Southern City of approximately 8,000 inhabitants and large pay roll. Fullest investigation allowed.
Address Box 259 Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted to Buy
WANTED TO BUY— Second-hand Power's, Simplex and Motiograph Machines. Also extra mechanisms and stands. Must be bargains. Write P. O. Box
202. Birmingham,
Alabama.
WANTED TO BUY— 225 Upholstered Opera Chairs
in first class condition. Give full description. Address
Box 253, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Films for Sale or Rent
FOR SALE— "Every Man's Price" (6); "Son of
the Desert" (6) ; "Martin Johnson's Cannibals of the
South Sea" (5); "The Deemster" (7); also Serials,
Comedies, Travel, Educational, etc. Address Guaranteed Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Banners and Posters
CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, 111 West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

for the very first player chosen he takes Eddie
Quillan, an erstwhile Mack Sennett comedian,
and puts him under contract. Eddie Quillan's
golden opportunity is at hand.
Just prior to his work with de Mille, he
made a two reel comedy for Educational, "Red
Hot
Bullets."
I have just run this and it is
a scream
!
There is just something about this hoy's
personality that makes his comedies different
and that is what we want. — Mrs. Berta
Smith, Palace theatre, Rockmart, Ga.

Dates

PIERRE, S. D.— To the Editor: Just a line
to complain about the dating on pictures. I
ran "Love Me and the World Is Mine" on
national release date and advertised the newness of the production and it carried a 1927
copyright date on it. It hurt me. Who did
it help?
Why can't pictures be copyrighted when released? To the public the important date is
when they see it, not when the studio worked.
I believe books are copyrighted when printed,
not when written. If the law is wrong let's
change the law. If the law permits intelligent
handling let's use intelligence.— Charles Lee
Hyde. Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Answering

Films Enlarged
ENLARGEMENTS from your films, 8x10, 50c;
three same, $1.00, Address Hobby, Box 6, Traffic
Station, Minneapolis,
Minn.

Mr. Hoefer

ROCKMART, GA.— To the Editor: In a
recent issue of the Herald- World E. Hoefer
of Sheboygan, Wis., asks why we don't see
more of Eddie Quillan comedies lately, that
he is a "knockout" with his patrons.
It is quite a pleasure to give my reply to
this question.
When on, my visit to the studios in Hollywood during the exhibitors' convention there,
I saw Eddie Quillan at the Sennett Studio.
So impressed was I with his pleasing personality and original comedy air, that I predicted
soon he would be making feature length comedies.
Now, it gives me a thrill to say "I told you
so." And no one less than Cecil de Mille was
of the same opinion. Eddie Quillan was chosen
by de Mille for the featured comedy role in
his big special "The Godless Girl" now in
production.
One of my Hollywood friends, knowing of
my interest in this boy, mailed be a copy of a
Los Angeles paper which carried a picture of
Eddie Quillan with the headline, "Eddie Quillan signed for de Mille's cast in 'The Godless
Among the facts stated were "The Godless
Girl'."
Girl" certainly doesn't suggest comedy.
Yet,

Good Film Taking Place
of Book, Says Kiwanian
(^Continued from page 19)

is being shown a youth when he can see a
top-notch actor playing such a part. No
one knows how many thousand boys are
idolizing him, and we could not blame them
if they copied him. The world is not ready
economically to cast aside marriage and the
family yet. For many years to come we
will need births and until we practice birth
control universally we must have the family
and the home, and to have the family and
the home we must control our sexual relations as we have been doing during the past
several hundred years. Then when family
life ceases we will have established agencies
of the state to care for offspring, if there
are any.
I believe there is less harm

in the

average
there is
society.
splendid

"Western picture" for youth than
in many of those picturing modern
I am not denying that there is a
moral in most pictures but, unfortunately, many who see them lose sight
of this in the more sensual attractions which
are, it seems to me, played up the strongest.

E. F. Maffry, Macon Kiwanis Club, Mo.
Undoubtedly the youth of the nation while
attending motion pictures and keeping them
out of the pool hall is deserving of commendation. In my opinion, however, there
are some pictures that are not severely censured enough causing the youth to adopt some
of the ideas which the picture depicts. There
are a great many pictures that are fine lessons
to anyone and with a little more careful
censuring are indeed educational.
E. Harold Smith,
Kiwanis Club of Charleston, Mo.
In my opinion, while the picture show does
help in furnishing diversion for young folks
and in keeping boys oif of the streets and out

Help Wanted

ORGANIST WANTED— To play Reproduco, no
pedals, very
simple,
union
or non-union.
Arrange
salary.
Address
Uptown
Theatre,
Michigan City,
Ind.

Music
MUSIC ARRANGED for Piano and Orchestra.
Mimeograph copies made of songs, 10 to 100 copies.
Just the thing for chorus directors and producers.
Established eleven years. Address Southern Melody
Shop, Box 267, Montgomery,
Alabama.

Engagements Wanted

NATIONAL ORCHESTRA AGENCY— Announces
their famous and recording bands available for summer engagements. Address Victory Bldg., 1011
Chestnut
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Bulldogs,

Miscellaneous

BEAUTIFUL registered Bull Pups, $15.
Address 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

Snookums Loses His
Title — to His Sister !
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 10.— Snookums has lost his title of Stern Brothplayer.
That's
hard
enoughers'toyoungest
take for
the young
comedy
star. But what's worse is that the
title has been assumed by his own
sister. Merry Mae McKeen is only
14 months old, starting in pictures at
even an earlier age than Snookums,
who began when 18 months old.
baby.
Merry
Mae had her Brst role in
"Buster Minds the Baby." She is the

of questionable places, this is largely offset by
the character of pictures shown, many of
which should not be seen by boys and girls
of immature age.

* * *

H. Darnell Brittin,
Bayonne Kiwanis Club, N. J.
I suppose youth is under better surroundings
in the average moving picture house than in
the average pool parlor and dance hall. Most
pictures demonstrate the fact that right generally wins over might, luck and chance.

Washington Owners Offer
$2,500 for Bomber Arrest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

SEATTLE, April 10.— Offering a $2,500 reward for information leading to the arrest and
conviction
"anyinperson
who
threw
the of
bomb
front or
of persons"
the Embassy
theatre one morning recently, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners, comprising the majority
of motion picture theatres in the state, has
enlivened the campaign against the epidemic
of bombings that recently have swept the city.

Sam Goldwyn Makes Two
Finds on European Trip
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April lO.^On his return
from Europe, Sam Goldwyn announced that
he had made two finds. They are Lila Damiti,
German film actress, and Walter Butler of
London. Butler may be cast opposite Vilma
Banky in future pictures.
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THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright,

1928

Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder
Columbia
SALLY IN OUR ALLEY: Shirley Mason— 22%.
March 25. A good comedy drama. But a very small
crowd out. Have run two of Columbia's and neither
one has drawn extra business or average business. Six
reels. — 'Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.

FBO
THE BOY RIDER: Buzz Barton— 10%. March 21.
Fair little Western with plenty of action. Barton's a
nice little rider and before he is twenty-one he will
be a real man rider. Go to it, boy. Five reels.—
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.— General
patronage.
THE GINGHAM GIRL: Special cast- 32%. March
20. Some fair comedy in this, but an awfully thin
story. — ^Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich. — General patronage.
NOT FOR PUBLICATION: Ralph Ince— 28%.
March 25-26. Heavy melodrama, worked out logically
to a big smashing climax. Good work by everybody
concerned. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatie. Mason,
Mich. — General patronage.
THE TIMID TERROR: George O'Haia— 24%.
February 1-2. Nothing to it. These O'Hara's have
proved to be the brick. Stay away from them. Five
reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. —
General patronage.
TARZAN AND THE GOLDEN LION: Special cast
■— 50%. February 19. For .some reason this did not
draw here nor take. The kide liked it well enough
but the adults showed no enthusiasm. Seven reels. —
L. L. Netzer, American Legion theatre, Lena, Wis. —
Small town patronage.
MOULDERS OF MEN: Conway Tearle— 65%.
March 4. A very nice picture. Interesting throughout. Frankie Darro is surely an appealing little fellow and can act. Conway Tearle did fine work. Some
good comedy in this picture, too. Seven reels. — L. L.
Netzer, American Legion theatre, Lena, Wis. — ^Small
town patronage.
THE CHEROKEE KID: Tom Tyler— March 24. A
very satisfactory little Western. Tom and his pals
please, both young and the old. Five reels. — Wm.
Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — Small
town patromige.
THE RED RIDERS OF CANADA: Patsy Ruth
Miller — Good outdoor story with beautiful scenery,
etc. Book it and play it to your Saturday night
crowd. — S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. —
General patronage.

First National
THE RED RAIDERS: Kin Maynard— 39%. January 27-28. A good historical Western that should
please any type of audience. Lots of action. S<?ven
reels.— E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.—
General patronage.
FRAMED: Milton Sills— 33%. January 20-21. Fair
picture. Not near up to the standard of "Hard
Boiled Haggerty." Print in bad shape. Lots of
scenes missing. Six reels. — E. J. Willi«ms, Tivoli
theatre. Knoxville, 111. — ^Gcnernl patronage.
THE GORILLA: Charles Murray— 60%. March
25-26. This is a very funny picture. Good mystery.
Btory and good comixly. Gave satisfaction. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
THE
don't

GORILLA: Special cast March 18-19. Terrible, and what a stinging I got on this one. I
like to report on this picture us I have some

Reports."

Editor's Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained in the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided by
average daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.
EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .
When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE
TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart." This rating
will appear in a forthcoming issue of the Herald-World.

good friends at the First National exchange in Omaha
but I can't help airing my opinion on this picture.
Patrons were unanimous in their kicks on it. — J. C.
Kennedy,
Empress theatre, Akron, la. — General patronage.
LAND BEYOND THE LAW: Ken Maynard— 60%.
People enjoywl it. These First National Westerns
are far above the ordinary cheap Westerns of other
producers. Ken is beginning to be known a little
too, but it takes time for a new Western star to
become popular, no matter how good he may be.—
Philip Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho. — General
patronnge.
NAUGHTY BUT NICE: Colleen Moore— 100%.
March 23-24. Fine, like all of hers. Drew and
please<I better than all or any of the big specials.
Colleen, we have only been reporting on the pictures
for about six months but have run all your picturos
and all have been gooil. Our next one is "Her Wild
Oat" which we will run soon. Goo<l print nnd
photography. Seven reeIs."Rol>ert Yancey. Bonny
theatie. Mansfield, Mo. — General
patronaRC.
FOREVER AtTER: Special cast— S5%. I didn't
see it. Comments, "pretty goo<l," "little sad, hut koikI
little play," "not us good as "Wnning Sox" but gixxl."
I Iwostcd this big, and nearly irot by on mid-week
which is goml for us those days. — Philip Rand, R«>x
theatre. Salmon,
Iilaho.— General pntronage.
MISMATE.S: Spci-ial cast-40»'o. Plaj-iil it one
night to Usual midweek loss. Ri-portit on this tram
our imlrons wore very onlhusiasflc. Evidently tho
ladies onjoyiMl it very nuioh. Philip Rnnd, Rox theatre. Sjilmon, Idaho.- (jenoral piitronngc.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Anna Q. Nilsson— 100%.
March 25. This is a good picture and took well with
our patrons, in fact I heard many comments on it
after the show. Eight reels. — David Straszer, Lyceum theatre, Manchester, Mo. — General patronage.
PALS FIRST: Lloyd Hughes^80%. March 18.
Good story but not much action. Se\-en reels. —
David Straszer. Lyceum theatre, Manchester, Mo. —
General
patrona^.
THE WHITE BLACK SHEEP: Special cast— 75%.
Ran one night Tuesday and actually made $3.00.
Dick's popularity must be increasing, we usually lose
big on Tuesday. Didn't see the play but the family
reported it okay and clean and to get even a clean
play in these days is something! — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon,
Idaho, — General
patronage.
THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess — Best picture
Dick ever made since "Tol'able David." A little
heavy, but it was fine for a change. Business good.
Eight reels. — Alfred Raboyliatti, Globe theatre. Globe,
Ariz. — General patronage.
THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Special castBest from First National in years. One hundred per
cent satisfaction. A great box-office attraction. Eight
reels. — Alfred Raboyliatti, Globe theatre. Globe, Ariz.
— General patronage.

Fox
TUMBLING RIVER Tom Mix— 60»'o. March 24.
.\ regular Tom Mix picture. -■Ml of them good. —
Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich. —
General patronage.

GLORY: Special cast— 35<;''o. March
PRICE
WTIATGood
big picture but when you have to spend
22-23.
plenty of jack for advertising to get them in the
first night and somehow the second night falls off,
too, might say something. There must be something
wrong with the picture. Well, maybe it was the
raise of admission, but it is worth it only some of
the folks like to see something for nothing and therefor stay away. Twelve reels.— -Rudolf Duba, Royal
patronage.
theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Special cast— Brother e-Xhibilors. here is one of the greatest pictures of the
year. A hard boiled story of the great war with a
tear now and then. Victor McLaglen and Edmund
Lowe were great nnd Dolores Del Rio was an ideel
type for the French girl. Tlie comedj- relief was
surefire and the apix>arance of McNamara and Cohen
produced many laughs. The dapper Eilmund Ix>wo
made a decided hit with the ladies. Would approciato
an autograiihe<l photo from both Mr. McLaglen and
Mr. Lowe. We also wish to congratulate Mr. Fox
in the manner in which the picture is pr«*ented.
The story is being told the first fifteen seconds after
picture opens. The first caption is the title, the second Roul Walsh, producer, and then the story open*.
The lending characters are introduoxl as they «piM>»r
on the scrtH'n. Very good Mr. Fox. Who cnre.s who
shinod the leading man's shoes or what cnri^entenfi
nailed the set together? Hope to see other producers
follow suit. — Jo Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora.
Minn,
(ieniral
patronnge.
SEVENTH HEAVEN: Gnynor-Parrcll— Thl* is a
wonderful i>ioturo. I ran it against "The nig Parade"
and it mndo money for mo. breaking my house riford for increase in business of second night over first
night, which says more for the picture than any
wordy conversation I could Bi\"e it. People like it
and the little lad>* ii* an outstandinir star. — Chas.
l.<-e Hyde, tirand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — CieneraJ patronage.
SEVENTH
25-26.
Wo

HEAVEN:
Oaynor-rarrell
thought this a splendid picture.

March
Many
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favorable comments. Good drawing power. Twelve
reels. — ^Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111. —
Small town patronage.
GATEWAY OF THE MOON: Dolores Del RioMarch 19-20. A good program picture. Star is good
to look at and acted her part to perfection. Five
reels. — Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City,
Cal. — Small town patronage.
EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE: George O'Brien— Biggest flop in years. Why is Pox advertising a prize
fight picture, all papers and photos full of fights?
Public does not call for them, so they stay out.
Picture is very good. — Alfred Raboyliatti, Globe theatre. Globe, Ariz. — General patronage.
THE HIGH SCHOOL HERO: Special cast— This
Is one of the finest comedies I have ever shown. The
crofwd ate it up. The name kept a lot of the grownups away, so go easy on the title but strong on
the picture. It pleased old and young when they
saw it. No villian, just a good comedy. — ^Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — General patron-

Gotham
THE GIRL FROM RIO: Carmel Myers— 10%.
March 20. Just a fair program, did not draw on
mid-week night. Six reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
BEN HUR: Ramon Navarro — 90%. February
6-7-8-9. The gi-eatest picture ever produced to my
way of thinking. Every theatre should run it if
you can buy it right. Twelve reels.s~E. J. Williams,
Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
BEN HUR: Ramon Novarro — March 14-15. After
all that has been said and done, this is a wonderful production. This picture pleased and for us it
drew better than "The Big Parade." Pulled in people that I had never seen before. Twelve reels. —
Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. —
Small town patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Haines— 85%. February 2. A darb, there is no golf played in this small

HERALD
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town but that had nothing to do with anyones enjoyment of this picture. Because I haven't been in
an aeroplane wouldn't keep me from thrilling to
"Wings," etc. This picture is a humdinger. William
Haines always draws okay for us. Seven reels. —
L. L. Netzer, American Legion theatre, Lena, Wis. —
Small town patronage.
ADAM AND EVIL: Cody-Pringle— 80%. January
22. Clever, very sophisticated farce comedy that
pleased mightily. Lew Cody is the husband of Aileen
and also takes the part of the twin brother from
Brazil. Of course, it's the ensuing complications that
cause all the excitement. When Aileen doesn't know
her own husband what can you expect? Heard only
praise here. Not so good for the babes in arms,
though ! ! Seven reels. — L. L. Netzer, American
Legion theatre, Lena, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE VALLEY OF HELL: Special cast-^9%.
March 17. This one failed to draw and also failed
to please. After they have Paramount Westerns these
won't get over at all. — Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE WANING SEX: Special cast— 60%. When
those two old timers J. C. Jenkins and Frank O'Hara
were out here in God's country they told us to be
sure and book "Waning Sex." We did, and I'll have
to confess these fellows know a good play when
they see it. Norma Shearer and Conrad Nagel were
both fine in this pleasing comedy drama. Every one
praised it. Book it. It is a fine clean picture. —
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General
patronage.
THE LOVELORN: Special cast— 30%. January
30-31. A good modern story that should please your
young people, but some of the girls didn't fall for it
here. Beatrice Fairfax's name don't mean anything.
Seven reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.— General patronage.
ANNIE LAURIE: Lillian Gish— 49%. January
23-24. A good story with wonderful sets and stars.
should please in any theatre. Nine reels. — E. J.
Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
MONTE CARLO: Special cast— 80%. Tied up
with business and professional woman's club who
put on fashion show.
This play also has a fashion

HECCONIZED BY THEATRES
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show in colors. The play is a rollicking farce and
seemed to take with people Okay. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — General
patronage.
ON ZE BOULEVARD; Lew Cody— 25%. March
20. Just a picture. Who told this man he was
funny? — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
AFTER MIDNIGHT: Norma Shearer— 42%. March
20. Better than the average Tuesday house. Not
as good as some of her other pictures. Seven reels. —
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
— General patronage.
ALTARS OF DESIRE: Mae Murray— 30%. January 28. What a flop. The audience thought there
was something wrong with the focusing as every
closeup of Mae Murray was so indistinct. They
didn't know how hard the camera man had to try
to take a few years off of Mae Murray. Mae trying
to act like an unsophisticated sixteen year old. She
certainly should be kept out of pictures. Play this
on your off night when you don't count on anyone
coming to see it. Seven reels. — L. L. Netzer, American Legion theatre, Lena, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE UNKNOWN: Special cast— 58%. Febrnary
28. Not so good as some. Joan very easy to look
at. Acting wonderful but gruesome. He won't pull
a crowd for the ladies stay away. Seven reels. —
E. W. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y.—
Small town patronage.
ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur— 17%. January 25-26.
A return engagement of one of the best comedies
ever made, if not the best. Seven reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.

Paramount

OPEN RANGE: Lane Chandler— 48%. February
3-4. A good Zane Grey story as most of them are.
I will sure be glad when Holt gets back in these
Zane Grey's. Six reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — ^General patronage.
SHOOTIN' IRONS: Jack Luden— 57%. March 24.
Just a program picture. It was well received but
not well attended. Six reels. — Paul B. Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. — Small town patronage.SHANGHAI BOUND: Richard Dix— 58%. March
21-22. This is a splendid program picture. Star and
cast good. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
SHANGHAI BOUND: Richard Dix— Not as good
as some of the old ones, but at that it's fair, and
we did noly a fair business on it. — S. H. Rich, Rich
theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. — General patronage.
THE LAST OUTLAW: Special oast— 53%. March
10. A good program offering that pleased those who
came out to see it. Nothing big but all there just
the same. — Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre. Holyrood, Kan. — Small town patronage.
LET IT RAIN; Special cast — 48%. All seemed to
enjoy this one with Doug, though MacLean is not
a winner for us financially. We put "Collegians" on
with this but even so lost on a Wednesday-Thursday.
Paramount programs never pay for us. — Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
BARBED WIRE; Pola Negri— 48%. March 24.
A very good picture. Ran "Our Gang" with it and
had a good crowd out. Eight reels — Mrs. Hulda J.
ronage. Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patGreen,
WE'RE ALL GAMBLERS: Thomas Meighan—
31%. March 22. Just fair, cast is good. Seven
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.
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WE'RE ALL GAMBLERS: Thomas Meighan— Just
about as slow, lifeless and listless as anything we
have seen Meighan in. Producers are sure getting
"hard put" to get good stuff now days. Six reels. —
Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
— General patronage.
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eluding William Powell and Josephine Dunn. — E. C.
Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vieta, Va. — Small town
patronage.
DOOMSDAY: Florence Vidor— This is just an
ordinary star picture. Nothing to object to if you
have it bought and can run it at so much a foot.
It is an argument against block booking, but that
has nothing to do with the Brookhart bill which it
looks to me is going to go by the boardi? as we have
too much intelligence in Washington to give the baby
strychnine to cure growing pains. — Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — ^General patronage.
BEAU SABREUR: Special cast— March 13-14-15.
A real good production, not much for drawing
power, but seemed to satisfy those who saw it. —
J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la. — General
patronage.
SOMETmNG ALWAYS HAPPENS: Esther Ralston— Owing to our having played several spook pictures of late, this one did not go over very well but
is a good average picture of its kind. — P. R. Matson,
Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D. — General patronage.
UNDERWORLD: Special cast— This is a great
picture. Susjyense is handled better in this production than any I have ever seen before. It is just
so full of "something is going to happen" that it
pleased everyone. — ^Ghae. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D. — General patronage.
THE COVERED WAGON:
Special cast— 80%.
Brought back for second time. Pleased greatly and
paid. Don't be afraid to try it again. We charged
40-20 cents this time as against 75-50 cents the first
time. There is a Victor Orthonphonic record just out
"Oh Suzanne" which is the banjo music called for
on screen. Don't fail to secure it. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
RED HAIR: Clara Bow— The sweetest little star
appearing in pictures in one of the very best photoplays in which she has ever played with the exception of "It" and we doubt very much if that picture
pleased a larger per cent. The introduction, photographed in colors, was the most beautiful we have
«ver seen. — ^P. R. Matson Crystal theatre, Flandreau,
S. D. — General patronage.
THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson— If your
patrons like Western pictures they will like this one
as it is fully up to this star's former productions
and this is saying considerable. The covered wagon
race alone is almost worth the price of admission as
it is a thriller, almost as good as the one in "North
of 36." — P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau,
S. D. — General patronage.
THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson— March
11. A very good Western picture. Did not draw
for me, though. Seven reels. — Leslie Hables, Reel
Joy theatre. King City, Cal. — Small town patronage.
TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE: Special cast
— This is a fair picture, would make a good two reel
■comedy. Has the best opening and the poorest endind I ever saw tied together in the same picture,
so judge it should be classified as "one of the outstanding pictures of the year."— Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — General patronage.

Rayart
THE

LAFFIN' FOOL: Jack Perrin— 90%. February 11. A clever little Western with much comedy.
Kept our crowd in an uproar most of the time.
The kid in this one, Billy Lamar, I believe is very
sood. This is one of the best State Right Westerns
we have played. Give Jack Perrin some good stories
and he will rank with the best of them. Five
reels. — E. F. Ingram, Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.
— Small town patronage.
THE SILENT HERO: Special cast— February 21.
Good dog picture from every angle. It should do
business any place where outdoor pictures are liked.
Six reels.— H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait, Cal.
— Small town patronage.

Tiffany
WOMEN'S WARES: Evelyn Brent— Here is a lot
of entertainment and we all enjoyed it. Gertrude
Short rather runs away with the picture. Tiffany has
■certainly lived up to their name in providing us with
good pictures lately. — -Mrs. A. B. Woodyatt, Bio theatre, Moline, 111. — General
patronage.
WILD GEESE: Special cast— Played this one last
Sunday and Monday and believe me it is a real special production. We played nil TilTany'a 1926-27
products and bought all the 1927-28 product after
running about 6 of the 2G-27 pictures. This picture
taken from the novel of the same name, wonderfully
well done with a very fine and capable cast. We got
a break on the price for we bought it in block before
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From Merry England
LUDLOW, SALOP, ENGLAND.— 7'o the Editor: I see in this week's issue of the HeraldWorld that J. C. Jenkins claims he is 36. From his photos I have always taken him to be
about four times that age, though he always writes like a 2-year-ol(l. Still, after the yam
he told about the toad in the stone, he could have said he was 21 without blushing. Wbat
would the exhibitors who have seen him take him for?
I also see that Wm.

Tragsdorf is after J. C.'s blood for picturing him as always running

round after a corkscrew. Tragsdorf is too slow. Can't he see it's a case of the pot calling
the kettle black? What's J. C. been doing in Texas the last month? It isn't to let the sun
tan his hide — he's too fond of getting blue in the nose from his Nebraska blizzards for
that — no, I've thought it all out; amongst other things, Texas is next door to Mexico, and
Mexico . . . well, you know. Then J. C. tries to fool everybody by reeling off a string
of towns he says he has visited, while if you inquire of the exhibitors there they'll tell
you they never heard of J. C. Jenkins and never expect to while Texas lies alongside
Mexico, but you ask the border authorities if they knew J. C!
Thank you, Wm. Tragsdorf, for your invitation to the convention in June.
way to go! — P. R. TEMPLE, The Pitcure House, Ludlow, Salop, England.

Tiffany knew what they had. If you are looking for
a big picture, see that you run this one. — Oscar
Wesley, Colonial theatre, Gillespie, 111. — General patronage.
THE HAUNTED SHIP: Special cast— February
12-13. I take pleasure in advising you that the picture was enjoyed by my patrons as well as "The
Blood Ship," and some even liked it better. My
receipts grossed me about the same as "The Blood
Ship." Both my manager, Mr. P. Ryan, and I
looked at the picture and we agree on the opinion
that the picture is very good. More power to Tiffany.— Hiem Jacob, Palace theatre, Atlantic City,
N. J. — General
patronage.
NIGHT LIFE: Johnny Harron — This picture was
very good, while nothing startling, it pleased the
majority. Of course, there are some that nothing
will please. The entertainment was varied and well
acted. Do not be afraid to book it. — Mrs. A. B.
Woodyatt, Bio theatre, Moline, 111. — General patronage.
LIGHTNING: Special cast — A Zane Grey story
that is different. Had more favorable comments on
this picture than any program offering we have run
in many a day. Business very good on this one for
two days. — Oscar Wesley, Colonial theatre, Gillespie,
111. — General patronage.
COLLEGE DAYS: Special cast— Anything with
the name of A. P. Younger, who made "Brown of
Harvard" and "Wild Geese," you can depend upon
as being a good attraction. This one by far the best
of college pictures made so far. Business highly
pleasing on a two day run. — Oscar Wesley, Colonial
theatre, Gillespie, 111. — General patronage.

United Artists
SORRELL AND SON: H. B. Warner— 50%. A
wonderful picture that will increase business after
first night. If music is cued correctly for the sad
scene it goes over with a bang. Brings the higher
element of people that seldom go to the movies. —
Charles V. Martina, Family theatre, Mt. Morris,
N. Y. — General patronage.
SORRELL AND SON: H. W. Warner— March
6-7-8. This is one of the pictures of the year. You
don't need to be afraid to advertise it, for it's worth
all you can say about it. Nobody will take any
offense from a picture like this. It's for every member of the family. Now you know what to do, so
step out and give your patrons something. Good
turnout, considering the gonornl condition of business. Nine reels. — John L. Dnmm, Strand theatre,
Wadsworth, Ohio. — General patronage.
THE GAUCHO: Dougl.is Fairbanks— eoro- The
picture is a wonderful one of its type. However,
bought at a high cost and was forced to raise admission above the ordinary so-called specials. Maybe
it does the people good to s<m? n high adminsion price
and make them forget the h.nrd times and prenidontial year. If you believe it. it's so, no a Thomas
Moighnn title rend. — Charles V. Martina, Family
th^-atro, Mt. Morris, N. Y. — General patronase.
MY BEST GIRL: Mni-y Pickford— 60%. A very
good comedy and pathetic <lran>n. A little overwold
in price. — Charles V. Martina. Family theatre. MU
Morris, N. Y. — General patronage.

It's a long

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford— Very
good. Mary Pickford is always good. Business fair.
Drew more children than any picture we've played in
several months. — -E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena
Vista, Va. — General
patronage.
THE

BELOVED ROGUE: John Bar rymore— February 7. A fair picture that did not make expenses
for me. — Dewey L. KLsor, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb. — -Small town patronage.
TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart^Rotten, absolutely rotten, and don't let anyone tell you any different. Hardly a person here said they liked it.
Pass it up and you won't be sorry. — Marion F.
Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111. — ^General
patronage.
THE
SON
OF THE
SHEIK
and THE
SHEIK:
Rudolph Valentino — We played them Saturday night
and they made us money. Better than the money,
they pleased our people. A refreshing change from
many times we have been stung lately. — A.. E. Wilcox, Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn. — Small town
patronage.

Universal
THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS: SidneyMacDonald — 60%. March 8-9. A very satisfactory
picture that did much better than program business.
MacDonald very good, but possibly not as satisfactory
as Murray might have been. My patrons like the
Sidney-Murray combination and are disappointed
when they don't see them together. Eight reels. —
Homer P. Morley. Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.
— Small town patronage.
ON YOUR TOES: Reginald Denny— March 7.
Didn't go over as good as "That's My Daddy" and
is not quite as good. Also Snookums and News. Six
reels. — Paul J. Dubbin, Majestic theatre. Perry, III. —
General patronage.
PUT 'EM UP: Fred Humes— SS"'*. March 10.
The best Western picture we have run in many
moons. The poorest crowds we have had in a good
stretch on Saturday, but the good book soya there
will be days. Well, ever>-body was pleased so that
is some help. Five reels. — Roy E. Mitohell, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex. — Genera]
patronage.
PUT 'EM UP: Fred Humes— 50"^. March 10.
Good action program picture. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre. Greenville. Mich. — General potronasc
LES MISERABLES: Special cast— ID*',. I suppose it could be "less misemblo" but then it was.
Satisfactory and different from the usual run of ploturoB. A little too long. Eleven reels. — Charles V.
Martina. Family theatre, Mt Morris, N. Y. — Genarml
patronage.
LES
MISERABLES:
Spoclnl cauit— March
14-15.
A wonderful production that was a great flop. Took
in enough to pay ovorhond and advertising. Everyone
highly pU'a.-iod. — Paul J. Durbtn. Majestic theatre,
Porry. III. — General patronage.
PAINTING THE TOWN:
Special out— 10*%
February 10. Boys, this is a knockout. I
this to the sky and it liveii up to it all. Vn\v*
has some good pictures, but the rottentrt w>rHc«
from Memphis oilico I ever saw. I will soon be
through with them for good.
Seven reek. — Eenn^
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THE CHINESE PARROT: Marion Nixon— 20%.
February 19-20. A good mystery thriller but all
eweet Marion has to do is stand around and look
worried. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich. — General patronage.
THE CHINESE PARROT: Marion Nixon— A real
mystery drama to my idea. Hobart Bosworth plays
two parts and Edmund Burns is good. Seven reels.
— S. R. Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
PAINTED PONIES: Hoot Gibson— 55%. Average
satisfactory picture but the comedian and some of the
subtitles get first honors from Gibson this time. —
Charles V. Martina, Family theatre, Mt. Morris, N.
Y. — General patronage.
PAINTED PONIES: Hoot Gibson— 35%. February 3-4. Good comedy Western. — Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
PAINTED PONIES: Hoot Gibson— Best Gibson to
date. Slim Summerville gives some real comedy.
Six reels. — ^S. R. Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith,
N. D. — General patronage.
OUT ALL NIGHT: Reginald Denny— 23%. January 29-30. Denny's stories are getting better, at
least, this one seems an improvement. They have
never reached the high comedy mark of "California
Straight Ahead" with any subsequent picture of his.
— Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. —
General patronage.
A HERO FOR A NIGHT: Glenn Tryon— 24%.
February 12-13. Another hilarious slapstick with
aggravatin' papa. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason,
Mich. — General
patronage.
A HERO FOR A NIGHT: Glenn Tryon— 10%.
A nice program picture of the impossible slapstick
kind. However, pleasing. To read the Universal
weekly editorials you'd think you were going to
show "Rookies" or some other knockout comedy.
This business needs more action and less bull. —
Charles V. Martina, Family theatre, Mt. Morris,
N. Y. — General patronage.
A HERO ON HORSEBACK: Hoot Gibson^ 1%.
February 10-11. Fair Weetern which draws better
than it pleases. Six reels. — ^S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kan. — ^Small town patronage.
WESTERN WHIRLWIND: Jack Hoxie— 25%.
February 21. Better story than some Hoxie has had.
— Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. —
General patronage.
A MAN'S PAST: Conrad Veid1^30%. March
13-14. In this season's over supply of comedies a
heavy well acted drama is a welcome relief. I received many very favorable comments on it and
classed it as the beet offering we have had in
months and that included the much talked of "What
Price Glory." The title is its main drawback. Seven
reels. — Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan,
Mich. — Small town patronage.
THE SILENT RIDER: Hoot Gibson— 34%. February 24-25. This is the kind they like to see Hoot
in. Six reels. — S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. — Small town patronage.
CALL OF THE HEART: Dynamite— 25%. February 27. A dog picture that didn't arouse much
interest. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich. — General patronage.
THE CLAW: Clair Windsor— 60%. January 14.
Fair. Six reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre.
Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE CLAW: Special cast — A very pleasing story
of South Africa. Print excellent. Photography
good. Business average. 10 and 25 cents. Six reels.
—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.— General patronage.
THE PRAIRIE KING: Hoot Gibson— 65%. Jannary 28. Just another picture by Hoot. Nothing to
rave about. Six reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE PRAIRIE KING: Hoot Gibson— 29%. February 24-25. Just fair. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre. Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
THE CAT AND THE CANARY: Laura LaPlante
— 80%. Good picture with a great title. It drew a
good cro^wd in face of bad weather and roads.
Patrons were divided on opinions. Some liked it and
some didn't. Not as good as "The Bat" but a box
office attraction nevertheless. — L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la. — General patronage.
POKER FACES: Laura LaPlante— 80%. Laura
I^aPlante always good here. This picture was fine
and kept the house in one uproar. Seven reels. —
Minnie M. Schnoor, Paramount theatre, Stapleton,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE: Billie Dove— 25%.
March 11. A highly dramatic picture that is good.
Our people do not care so much for them so they
didn't come out to see it. Eight reels. — Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General
patronage.
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THE PHANTOM FLYER: Al Wilson— 25%.
March 16. A good little airplane story. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
THE PHANTOM FLYER: Al Wilson— Something
a little different in Western pictures. Some very
good airplane stuff in it. But don't promise too
much on this one. Five reels. — C. A. Spainhour,
Twilight
theatre, Greensburg, Kan. — General patronage.
WINE: Clara Bow— 75%. February 11. This is
nothing to compare with her late pictures. In fact,
you will hurt her drawing power to play this now.
Eight reels. — Kenney Lloyd, Joy theatre. Foreman,
Ark. — General patronage.
THE OLD SOAK: Jean Hersholt— 50%. A good
comedy with a novel lesson in connection. Appropriate for father and son celebration. Seven reels. —
Minnia M. Schnoor, Paramount theatre, Stapleton,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
PRISONERS OF THE STORM: House Peters—
75%. A good picture. Seven reels. — Minnie M.
Schnoor, Paramount theatre, Stapleton, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
THE SMALL BACHELOR: Special cast— Title
doesn't draw here. Good farce comedy, though Lucien
Littleford steals the glory as the comedian in this
one. Tone okay. — ^Dwight Grist, Theatorium, Columbia Falls, Mont. — General patronage.
THE SMALL BACHELOR: Barabara Kent— Good
clean comedy like most Universals are, 'with a good
cafit. Seven reels. — ^S. R. Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
THE LONE EAGLE: Special cast— March 2-3.
Good picture of its kind. Not much of a drawing
card. Print good ; photography good. Seven reels.—
P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE LONE EAGLE: Raymond Keane — Good
drama of the air andl of the World War heroes.
Some good scenes and some fake ones. I thought it
was good. Seven reels. — S. R. Cook, Althea theatre,
Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
FINDERS KEEPERS: Laura LaPlante— March 11.
The bunk. No story. Russell Armentrout, K. P.
theatre, Pittsfield, III. — General patronage.
THE RAWHIDE KID: Hoot Gibson— March 17.
Hoot always goes over and never fails to please or
get them in. If you don't play Hoot you don't play
Westerns at all. Six reels. — Paul J. Durbin, Majestic theatre. Perry, 111. — ^General patronage.
THE FOUR FLUSHER; George Lewis— A very
good picture but the theatre-goers here are hard
boiled mountaineers and they want their pictures
rough. To make anything, we have to play Westerns
or good action pictures. Six reels. — ^E. C. Bays,
Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.^General patronage.
THE TEXAS STREAK: Hoot Gibson— This picture
not worthy of Hoot. One of his poorest. When a
movie actor breaks into pictures and becomes a star,
very poor indeed, for Hoot. Six reels. — Mrs. James
Webb,
ronage. Cozy theatre. Union, Ore. — Small town patCHEATING CHEATERS: Betty Compson— Another
excellent mystery drama with some good comedy. —
S. R. Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General
patronage.
THE FOURTH COMMANDMENT: Belle Bennett
— This is a very fine Western. Most everybody liked
its theme, mother love. Worth playing. Eight reels.
■ — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre. Union, Ore. —
Small town patronage.
THE BORDER CAVALIER: Fred Humes— Played
this to best Saturday business this winter. They
liked this boy. Pee Wee Holmes and Ben Corbet are
in this too, and they're good. Five reels. — E. C.
Bays. Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va. — General patronage.
THE MIDNIGHT SUN: Special cast— This was a
very spectacular picture and pleased our people very
much. Cast good, photography good and the story
good. Nine reels.^Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
DESERT DUST: Ted Wells— Fair Western. Five
reels. — S. R. Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. I>. —
General patronage.
SKY HIGH SAUNDERS: Al Wilson— Better than
"Three Miles Up" with Al playing two parts. These
pictures won't hurt your theatre. Five reels. — S. R.
Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
THE FEARLESS RIDER: Fred Humes- March 10.
A good little Western for Saturdays. Story a little
weak. Five reels. — Paul J. Durbin, Majestic theatre.
Perry, 111. — General patronage.
THE FEARLESS RIDER: Fred Humes— Bunk.
Five reels. — S. R. Cook Althea theatre, Dunseith,
N. D. — General patronage.
WILD BEAUTY: Special cast— Good Western.
Different than the average.
Will please the kids
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especially. — Dwight
Grist,
Theatorium,
Columbia
Falls, Mont. — General patronage.
HER BIG NIGHT: Laura LaPlante— An extra
good feature. We call this one of the best program
pictures we have ever played. Maybe Urxiversal calls
it a special but as it wasn't sold to us as a special
we call it a program picture. But we have played
plenty specials that we paid special prices for that
were not as good as this picture. Very, very clever.
Boost it, it will stand advance in admission. Bight
reels. — C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan. — General patronage.
MEN OF DARING: Jack Hoxie— March 3. Maybe
some would like this picture but I can't give it a
boost. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.
— Small town patronage.
THREE MILES UP : Al Wilson— 20%. January
27-28. Good picture of the air forces. Plenty of
excitement and holds a fellow spellbound. Al Wilson
sure can walk the airplanes to perfection and if all
of his pictures would be this good we will have a
good bet in his pictures. Five reels. — Rudolf Duba,.
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
THE LOVE THRILL: Laura LaPlant^l5%.
February 12. A good comedy drama but we had cold
weather and nobody came out to see it. First timewe have had Laura LaPlante and like her. Six
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
FANGS OF DESTINY: Special cast— 70%. February 1. Had quite a few comments on this picture especially on Dynamite, the wonder dog. Fivereels. — David Straszer, Lyceum theatre, Manchester,
Mo. — General patronage.
THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS: Special
cast — February 8-9. A real knockout, better than theold one. Universal charging plenty for it, of covirse,
and business here hurt by smallpox scare. It is a
genuinely funny picture and rates the highest praise
to all concerned in its production. You can go after
it with all you've got and not hesitate to give it your
personal okay. Eight reels. — Henry Reeve, Mission
theatre, Menard, Tex. — Small town patronage.
PAINTING THE TOWN: Glen Tryon— February
13-14. A crackerjack feature. Comedy was of theright sort. Did not draw enough to pay out but
was sold to me right. We want more of this class of
amusement here. Seven reels. — Leslie Hables. Reel
Joy theatre, King City, Calif. — Small town patronage.
PAINTING
THE
TOWN:
Glyn Tryon- February
7-8. A good comedy drama. Print good, photography good. Six reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre,
Griswold, la. — General patronage.

Warner Bros.
DOG OF THE REGIMENT: Rin "Hn Tin—
January 11. Dandy picture for small towns
thrills and melodramas are the only thing.
record broken on this one here. Six reels. —
Wright, Rtedwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. —
town patronage.

100%.
where
House
E. S.
Small

DOG OF THE REGIMENT: Rin Tin Tin— 85%.
March 3. Not much of a story but went over bigat the box office. Six reels. — B. Hollenbeck, Rose
& Liberty theatres, Sumas & Lynden, Wash.— Small
town patronage.
DOG OF THE REGIMENT: Rin Tin Tin— 30%.
February 24-25. A good dog picture that will draw
the average crowd that attends action pictures. Six
reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
THE MISSING LINK: Syd Chaplin— 20%.
7. Just a fair program picture. No drawing
and not worth the special price we paid for it.
reels. — B. Hollenbeck, Rose & Liberty theatres,
& Lynden,
Wash. — ^Small town patronage.

March
power
Seven
Sumas

THE MISSING UNK: Syd Chaplin— There was
certainly something missing at the box office when
we played this picture. The chimpanzee created a
lot of laughs for the children but the grownups
thought it terrible. Syd Chaplin may seem funny tosome people but to our patrons he fell flat. — Mrs.
A. B. Woodyatt, Bio theatre, Moline, 111. — General
patronage.
THE MISSING LINK: Sid Chaplin— February 26.
Well named, for there was something missing alt
through the picture. Not equal to an ordinary program. A flop for me. — E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap theatre^
Howarden, la. — General patronage.
A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART: Special cast— 15%.
March 6. Yes, this is funny. Could not help it -with
these comedians, but as an entertainment about
twenty-five per cent satisfaction. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
A RACE FOR LIFE: Rin Tin Tin— 65%. March 1.
Good, what there is of it. I'm thinking of putting my
name on the mailing list, so that when Warner
Bros, finish this picture they can send me the rest of
it. A picture with no ending. Five reels. — Aug.
Berkholtz, Mermac theatre. West Bend, Wis. — General patronage.
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WHILE LONDON SLEEPS: Rin Tin Tin— 50%.
January 13-14. Fair, not up to the standard of
Rinty'e pictures. Too grueeome for the kids and the
dog always gets lots of children. Six reels. — E. J.
Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
HEART OF MARYLAND: Dolores Coetello—
March 6. A very good picture that drew a little
better than average and seemed to please. Seven
reels. — Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
JAWS OF STEEL: Rin Tin Tin— February 4. A
real good picture. Six reels. — Thomas Jisa, Opera
House, Coal City, III. — General patronage.
JAWS OF STEEL Rin Tin Tin— A swell dog
picture. Sure brought out the crowds. — F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
THE COLLEGE WIDOW:
Dolores Costello—
March 1. A very good college picture showing
Miss Costello in a new role. It pleased all who saw
it. Seven reels. — Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Neb. — Small town patronage.
THE COLLEGE WIDOW: Dolores Costello — This
is a very nice college picture. One old and young
will enjoy. Play it and please the young folks.
Seven reels. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre. Union,
Ore. — Small town patronage.
HILLS OF KENTUCKY: Rin Tin Tin— Billy
Kent Schaefer and Rinty sure put on a real show.
Step on this one boys. Pleased 99% per cent.
Photography good. Print good. Cast excellent.
Business above average. 10 and 25 cents. — Dr. F.
M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. — General patronage.
WHAT EVERY GIRL SHOULD KNOW: Patsy
Ruth Miller — March 14. A very good little picture
that brought many favorable comments. Seven reels.
— Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. —
Small town patronage.
SAILOR'S SWEETHEART: Louise Fazenda— 60%.
February 8. Oh boy what a razzing I got on this
one. Utterly imi)Ossible, leave it alone. Six reels.
— E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. —
Small town patronage.
THE FIRST AUTO:
Special cast-January 26-27.
Just a fair picture which the present generation
don't care about. People who remember experiences
of the first cars got a kick from this. — E. T. Dunlap,
Dunlap theatre, Howarden, la. — General patronage.
ONE ROUND HOGAN: Monte Blue— March 7.
Good prize fight picture. F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.— Small town patronage.
HAM AND EGGS AT THE FRONT: Special cast
— My third Warner picture and I have one more.
Paid advance price on all of them and none better
than poor program pictures. I have one more then
I am through. A sad disappointment to my people
here, they haven't got the stuff in them. — -E. T.
Dunlap, Dunlap theatre, Howarden, la. — General patronage.
FOOTLOOSE WIDOWS:
Jacqueline LoganMarch 15-16. Pretty good. Seemed to please the
majority. Seven reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
SLIGHTLY USED: May McAvoy— January 21. It
was a good picture for the girls of a flapper stage
and also for the common girls. Different from
other pictures. Seven reels. — Thomas Jisa, Opera
House, Coal City, 111. — General
patronage.
THE BRUTE: Monte Blue— A very good picture
well acted, and satisfactory to our patrons from
every point. Seven reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
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kick about, just so so. Six reels. — H. W. Batchelder,
Gait theatre. Gait, Cal. — Small town patronage.
THE ROARING RIDER: Walley Wales— 82%.
March 9-10. This star has them going better than
any Western we have played. Five reels. — L. W.
Bagwell, Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala. — General patronage.

Serials
BLAKE OF SCOTLAND YARD: (Universal)
Special cast — This picture is mysterious. Twelve
episodes. — Thomas Jisa, Opera House, Coal City, 111.
— General patronage.
BLAKE OF SCOTLAND YARD: (Universal)
Hayden Stevenson — This started off strong, fell off
a little in the middle when they stuck in a few
Western episodes, then came back and finished strong.
Twelve episodes. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,
Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
THE FIRE FIGHTERS: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty — This is a good serial and I sure made
money on it. But this is sure a good serial town.
I run my serial on Wednesday night for 10 cents
to everybody and sure get a crowd. Ten chapters. —
Kenney Lloyd, Joy theatre, Foreman, Ark. — General
patronage.
KING OF THE JUNGLE: (State Right) Special
cost — I am on chapter eight and is going good. I
have sure made money on this one. — Kenney Lloyd,
Joy theatre. Foreman,
Ark. — General
patronage.
TRAIL OP THE TIGER: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty — This starts out well. — Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
TRAIL OF THE TIGER: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty — On ninth chapter and holding up fine,
even better than "Blake of Scotland Yard." — Paul
J. Durbin, Majestic theatre. Perry, III. — General
patronage.
WHISPERING SMITH RIDES: (Universal) Wallace McDonald — A real good serial of a young man
fighting to keep his homestead from the claimjumpers. Ten episodes. — S. R. Cook, Althea theatre,
Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
WHISPERING SMITH RIDES: (Universal) Wallace McDonald — Very fair, held the crowd. Ten chapetrs, two reels each. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.

Short Subjects
EDUCATIONAL
AIR TIGHT: Bobby Vernon— Poor. Just some
more film that didn't mean nothing. Two reels. —
E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.— General patronage.
ALWAYS A GENTLEMAN: Lloyd Hamilton—
This comedian's comedies always good. Two reels.
— ^Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — General
patronage.
AUNTIE'S ANTE: Cameo— Fair. One reel.— P.
G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighbortheatre,
Griswold,
la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
CAREFUL PLEASE: Lloyd Hamilton— Not very
comical. Two reels. — Thomas Jisa, Opera House,
Coal City, III. — General
patronage.
DRAGON ALLEY: Juvenile— Fair. Two reels.—
E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
EXCESS BACKAGE: Fair. Two reels.- P. G.
Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
FOX TAILS: A very good comedy Two reels.
. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
—General patronage.

THE DEVIL'S DICE: Special cast— 50%. March
T-iS. Ooo<l picture. Pleased all that came. Six reels.
— L. W. Badwell, Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala. —
General patron.age.

HOLD THAT BEAR: Cameo— Good. One reel.—
P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
HOT SOUP: Cameo — Fair. One reel.— P. G.
Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
KILTIES: Dorothy Devorc— Fair comedy. Klda
nto the spoon stuff up. Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town
p.^tronago.
KINOGRAMS: Good. One reel.— P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold,
Im. — Neighborhood
patronage.
MOVE ALONG: Lloyd Hamilton— It scorns to mo
the Llyod Hamilton comedies are getting poorer and
poorer. When my present contract is run out I am
through with Llyod Hamilton comwlios. Two reels.
—P. G. Hold. Strand tiieatrc, Grinwold. la.— Neigrhborhood patronage.

LUCK AND SAND: Leo Maloney— 28%. March
5-6. Fair Western. Poor print, made It bad. Five
reels.— L. W. Bagwell, Ci-yatal theatre, Oakman, Ala.
— General patronage.
OH
WHAT
A NIGHT:
Special cast— March
6.
Fair comedy but no special.
Nothing to rave over or

NO CHEATING: Al St. John— My patrons iieomcd
to like this one. Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Osntral
theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
OH WHAT A MAN: Larry Semon— Do not consider this conu-dv suitable for children.
All about a

THE CLOWN: Johnnie Walker— This pleased as
well as any picture we have shown as a program for
a long time. It is very good, acting of entire cast
very good. William V. Mong as the husband and
father does fine work. It is a good heart appeal
story and enough comedy to help put it over with the
circus background done in very good shape. It's a
number one picture. — Crosby & Schwiereke, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE DEMON RIDER: Ken Maynard— 14%. March
10. Started out good, but got pretty poor before it
was over. Five reels. — S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,
Ashland, Kan. — Small town patronage.
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reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk. Man.,
Canada. — Small town patronage.
OPEN SPACES: Big Boy— This is sure a good
comedy and it will more than draw the kids and
please them. Two reels. — Kenney Lloyd, Joy theatre.
Foreman, Ark. — General patronage.
SEEING STARS: A fine comedy. Two reels.— Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
General patronage.
STEP UGHTLY: Nothing to it. Poor print. Two
E. patronage.
J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, III.
—reels.—
General
TIN SOLDIER: A good comedy. Two reels.—
Thomas Jisa, Opera House, Coal City, 111. — General
patronage.
FBO
ALICE CARTOONS: Good stuff.— Roy W. Adams.
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
HE DONE HIS BEST: Charley Bowers- Best
of this series that I have used. Two reels. — S. G.
Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. — Small town
patronage.
A WILD ROOMER: Charley Bowers— Charley
Bowers has some wonderful trick photoplay but he
doesn't make enough of it. The trick part of the
comedy is good, the rest is not. Two reels. — Mrs.
Hulda
Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. —
General J.patronage.
YOU'RE NEXT: Three Fat Boys— A good comedy
that gets more praise than lot of the features. Two
reels
— A. K.
Haynes, (Community theatre. Razor, Tex.
— General
patronage.
FOX
DOG'S PAL: One of the best Juvenile comedies I
played for a long while. It kept them laughing all
the way through. Fox has very good comedies. Two
reels.— P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—
Neighborhood patronage.
A DOG'S PAL: A good animal comedy. The
children roared and the grownups joined in. Two
reels. — Minnie M. Schnoor, Paramount theatre. Stapleton, Neb. — Small town patronage.
MOTOR BOAT DEMON : Van Bibber— It was not
such a comical picture for a comedy but it was exciting. Two reels. — Thomas Jisa, Opera House, Coal
City, 111. — General patronage.
TWENTY LEGS UNDER THE SEA: FOUR
FACES WEST: Both good fair comedies. Two reels.
Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
■—— General
patronage.
VAN BIBBER COMEDIES: These are pretty good.
—General
Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. —
patronage.
METRO-GOLD

WYN-MAYER

CALL OF THE CUCKOO: Max Davidson— Not
so good. Hope rest of MGM'S are better. Two
reels.
— Paulpatronage.
J. Durbin, Majestic theatre. Perry, 111.
— General
EDISON, MARCONI ANT) COMPANY: Our Gang
— One of the best Our Gangs I have used for some
time. Two reels.— S. G. Ihde. Photoplay theatre,
Ashland, K.an. — Small town patronage.
THE FIRST FLAG: Francis X. Bushman— One
of Metro's "Great events" in technicolor. Gave the
school faculty a pre-showing and had good school
turnout as a result. Two reels. — W. G. Wright.
Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo. — CJeneral patronage.
THE OLD WALLOP: Our Gang— Not up to the
Gang's standard but it pleased very well. Two reels.
— S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre. .'Vshland, Kan. —
Small town patronage.
PASS THE GRAVY: Max Davidson— Didn't see
this one myself but had several tell me that it was
mighty smutty in a few places. Two reels. — S. G.
Ihde. Photoplay theatre. .-Vshland. Kan. — Small town
patronage.
PUTTING PANTS ON PHILIP: This ploasod my
I>atrons. This team is always gtiod. Two reels. —
S. B. Konne<ly. Central theatre. Selkirk, Man..
Canada. — Small town patronage.
SECOND HUNDRED YEARS: Mighty good. Two
roole.— S. G. Ihdo. Photoplay theatre. Ashland, Kan.
— Small town p.itronnge.
SPOOK SPOOFING: Our Gnnir— The Gantr is busy
picking on Farina this lime and It crontcs ouite a
number of good Laughs. Two rxis. — John L, Damin,
Strand thontrc. Wndsworth, Ohio. — General patronajTB.
STING OF STINGS: Charley Chn!!<?— Not up to
Chnso standarvi. though not bad. Two reel!'. — S. B.
Kennedy, C-entrnl theatre, Selkirk. Man.. CAnada. —
Small town p.-jtronnre.
THE WAY OF ALL PANTS: CkkhJ. Two pceta.
— S. G. Ihde. Photoplay theatre. Ashland, Kan. —
Siiinll town pntroimKv.
WHAT EVERY ICEMAN KNOWS: Max D*»ldMn
— Just fair. Dnvidcon (nil/i to (ret over for ro». Two
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reelfi. — S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
— Small town patronage.
PAKAMOUNT
DR. QUACK: Jimmie Adams — Good. Two reels.
— S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. — Small
town patronage.
EASY CURVES: Billy Dooley— Fair. Dooley is
one of the best comedy stare Paramount has. Two
reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.
— General patronage.
KOKO CHOPS SUEY: Inkwell series — ^Very poor
the worst to date, where do they get such eilly ideas.
Three fourths reel. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre,
Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
KOKO EXPLORES: Inkwell series— Good, a cartoon filler that doesn't get me any extra business.
Three fourths reel. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre,
Knoxville, III. — General patronage.
KOKO PLAYS POOL: Inkwell series— Sure
pleased the kids. Two thirds reel. — S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. — Small town patronage.
PARAMOUNT NEWS: Best newsreel we ever contracted and get it about three weeks after it is
taken. — S. R. Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D.
— General patronage.
ROW, SAILOR, ROW : Billie Dooley— Dooley seems
to be getting quite a following here, and this one
certainly got plenty of laughs. Two reels. — S. G.
Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. — Small town
patronage.
SHORT SOCKS: Bobby Vernon — This is a real
good comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
SHORT SOCKS: Bobby Vernon — Pretty fair comedy. They liked it. Two reels. — John L. Damm,
Strand theatre, Wadsworth, Ohio. — General patronage.
TOPSY TURVY: Krazy Kat — A fair cartoon
comedy. Three fourths reel. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli
theatre, Knoxville,
III. — General
patronage.
HOT PAPA: Jack Duffy — Good. Two reels. — E.
J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General
patronage.
KOKO THE COP: Inkwell Series — Good. Threefourths reel. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.— General
patronage.
KOKO HOPS OFF: Out of the Inkwell— Good.
Three-fourths reel. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre,
Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
NO PUBLICITY: Edward Horton— This comedy
seemed to go over very good. Quite a few laughs.
Two reels. — W. U. Shelnutt, City theatre. Lafayette,
Ala. — General patronage.
PARAMOUNT NEWS: No. 35. Good. One reel.
— E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
RAIL RODE: Krazy Kat— Good. Three-fourths
reel. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. —
General patronage.
SCHOOL DAZE: Krazy Kat — Good, a nice filler.
Three-fourths reel. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre,
Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
TIRED WHEELS: Krazy Kat — Good. Threefourths reel. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.— General patronage.
WATER BUG: Billy Dooley — Personally think they
are the best comedies on the market and my customers think so too. — W. U. Shelnutt, City theatre,
Lafayette, Ala. — General patronage.
WEDDING WOWS: Bobby Vernon— Good. Two
reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.
— General patronage.
PATHE
DON'T TELL EVERYTHING: Good comedy. Two
reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — General patronage.
FORGOTTEN SWEETIES: Charley Chase— A darn
good comedy for any theatre. 'Nuf sedl Two reels
— P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
HOBOKEN TO HOLLYWOOD: Mack Sennet^Very good. Two reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
theatre,
Greenriver,
Utah. — General
patronage.
LONG PANTS: Glenn Tryon— Here's a real funny
comedy. Lots of laughs. Two reels. — Frank E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
PATHE NEWS: Used every week. No better
news on the market. One reel.— Frank E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
PUPPY LOVE 'HME: Alice Day— Good. Two
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah — General
patronage.
SHOULD A MASON TELL: If I am any judge,
this is the poorest comedy ever made. Two reels. —
W. U. Shelnutt, City theatre, Lafayette, Ala. — General patronage.
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SMITH'S VACATION: Only fair. Very few
laughs. Two reels. — Frank E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
WITH LOVE AND HISSES: Fair.— W. U. Shelronage. nutt, City theatre, Lafayette, Ala. — Gfeneral patAESOP FABLES: Very good. The kids look
forward to them. One-half to three-fourths reel. —
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
— General patronage.
ANYTHING ONCE: Mabel Normand— Fair. Better than the last three reels. Two reels. — Mrs.
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
— General patronage.
ARE BRUNETTES SAFE: Charley Chase— I certainly can't see where they get this title as there is
nothing in the picture to suggest it. Comedy was
very good. Two reels. — S. G. Ihde, Photoplay, theatre, Ashland, Kan. — Small town patronage.
CIRCUS TODAY: Sennett comedy— Fair. Two
reels. — S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
— ^Small town patronage.
NO CONTROL: Special cast— A good comedy
drama. — Marion F. Bodwell. Paramount theatre,
Wyoming, 111. — General
patronage.
A ONE MAMMA MAN: Charley Chase — Good.
Two reels. — S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
SEEING THE WORLD: Our Gang— Of all the
short subjects I can remember playing I think this
one was the best. Only a few laughs in it but the
Gang always pleases and the scenic element was exceptionally fine. Views of Naples, Pompeii, London,
Venice and Paris. It you have this one coming
boost it as big as a feature. Two reels. — Homer P.
Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich. — Small
town patronage.
TWO TIME MAMA: Good. Two reels.— S. G.
Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland; Kan. — Small town
patronage.
WISE GUYS PREFER BRUNETTES: Helene
Chadwiek — Good. Two reels. — S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kan. — Small town patronage.
TIFFANY
MEMORIES: Tiffany man kept telling me had
the greatest single reel merchandise on the market
and to satisfy him I booked this in for the week of
February 18, although I was forced to take out
something from someone else and pay for it. Words
cannot explain my surprise upon reviewing this baby
on the opening performance last Saturday. This one
based on song "When You I Were Young, Maggie"
made a decided hit. Applause galore. Every exhibitor should run this stuff. Trying my best to make
room for balance of the series. Playing this an entire week second run in St. Louis following Loew's
State theatre. — Ritz theatre, St. Louis, Mo. — General
patronage.
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PIONEER BLOOD: Fred Gillman— A short featore Western that was just a fair picture. Two
reels. — ^W. C. Snyder, Cozy theatre, Lamont, Okla. —
General patronage.
SURPRISED HONEY: Neely Edwards— Nothing
much to this one. One reel. — Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage .
ALL FOR UNCLE: Mike and Ike— From the
amount of noise they must have enjoyed it. — Dr.
F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. — General
patronage.
BUSTER BROWN COMEDIES: Well liked by
the children. If it was not for the dog they would
be worthless. Two reels. — E. S. Wright, Rtedwood,
tfceatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE COLLEGIANS: George Lewis— The best short
sufcfectB I ever ran or ever hope to run. This is
an instance where the short subjects outdraws the
feature in my town. Buy them, by all means. Two
W. patronage.
G. Wright, Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo.
—reels.—
General
THE COLLEGIANS: George Lewis— First series.
These are all very good and seem popuar with the
— Roy patronage.
W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.
—fans.
^General
DANCING FOOLS: Mike and Ike— These comedies
seem to please. Two reels. — S. R. Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
EMPTY SOCKS: Oswald (the rabbit)— Another
good one from Oswald. One reel. — S. R. Cook,
Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
GEORGE LEAVES HOME: Sid Taylor— George
is good. Generally brings a laugh in all his comedies.
Two reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
GUMP COMEDIES : These Gumps are always good
drawing cards. Always please the kids. Two reels.
—General
Paul J.
Durbin, Majestic theatre. Perry, 111. —
patronage.
GUMP COMEDIES: Joe Murphy— These are all
good. '^Circus Days" a knockout. Two reels. —
E.
S. town
Wright,
Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y.—
Small
patronage.
HAREM SCAREM: Oswald (the rabbit)— This Is
the best Oswald yet. One reel. — S. R. Cook, Althea
theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
JAIL HOUSE BLUES: Arthur Lake— So much
film. One reel.— E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
JANE'S HUBBY: Not much to this one. Two
reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N.
Y. — Small town patronage.
MODEL GEORGE: A good comedy. Two reels.Silver,patronage.
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
—Bert
General
NEVER AGAIN: Good. Two reels.- Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General

Rabbit—
drawing
Majestic

patronage.
OSWALD CARTOONS: The best (and I almost
only) comedy Universal has. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
PLAIN JANE: A good funny comedy. Two reels.
Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
—— Bert
General
patronage.

Get this
reels. —
Canada.

ROOMS FOR RENT: Joe Murphy— One of the
Gump comedies. Very good, they pull for me here.
Two reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.

UNIVERSAL
AFRICA BEFORE DARK: Oswald, the
No better cartoon to be had. Are a great
card for the kids. One reel. — J. Rinhart,
theatre, Stuttgart, Ark. — General patronage.
ALONG CAME AUNTIE: Glenn Tryon—
one. I played it twice. A screamer. Two
G. G. Baiss, Capitol theatre, Duncan, B. C,
— General patronage.

WORLD

BARELY REASONABLE: Ben Corbett— A good
comedy Western that went over very well considering the small crowd we had out to see it. Two reels.
— W. C. Snyder, Cozy theatre, Lamont, Okla. — General patronage.
BUSTER STEPS OUT. Very few laughs. These
comedies will please the children only here. Two
reels.— W. U. Shelnutt, City theatre, Lafayette, Ala.
— General patronage.
THE COLLEGIANS: George Lewis— First series.
Now on the eleventh episode and can say that these
are little gems of entertainment. The action is excellent and the actors are unsurpassed in their respective roles. We have bought the second series
which we hope will be as good as this. Twentyfour reels. — H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La. — General patronage.
LONE PRAIRIE: George McGrill— A very good
short Western. Two reels. — W. C. Snyder, Cozy theatre, Lamont, Okla. — General patronage.
MAN SIZED PET: Ben Colbett— An extra good
short feature Western that gave good satisfaction.
Two reels. — W. C. Snyder, Cozy theatre, Lamont,
Okla. — General patronage.
ON DECK: Good comedy. Two reels— Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
THE PINACLE RIDER: Jack Mower— A fair
short feature Western that pleased the majority. Two
reels. — W. C. Snyder, Cozy theatre, Lamont, Okla. —
General patronage.

A SCRAMBLED HONEYMOON: Benny Hall— A
no-good comedy with the same silly things. One reel.
— S. R. patronage.
Cook, Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D.—
General
SEALED ORDERS: A good filler, as much as any
one could do in two reels. Western picture. Two
reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — General patronage.
SHOWING OFF: Good comedy. Two reels. —
Silver,patronage.
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
—Bert
General
SNOOKUMS CLEANS UP: Sunny McKeen— I
think every exhibitor knows what these comedies are
like and how they draw. Two reels. — S. R. Cook,
Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
SNOOKUMS DISAPPEARS: Sunny McKeen—
Do not take here. Two reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
TROLLEY TROUBLES: Oswald (the lucky rabbit)
—These comedies make a hit with the adults, not
mentioning the kids. One reel. — S. R. Cook, Althea
theatre, Dunseith, N. D. — General patronage.
MISCELLANEOUS
BOMBS AND BUMS: Mutt and Jeff— Good cartoon. Will get lots of laughs. One reel. — L. W.
Bagwell, Jr., Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala. — General
patronage.
OH TAXI: Bobby Emmit — Nothing but junk. One
reel. — L. W. Bagwell, Jr., Crystal theatre, Oakman,
Ala. — General patronage.
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{Cotitinued from page 44)
Lantth
•182
<448
M14

1927
>264
•800
7600
7811
•6W

7«0
«120
9000
7456
<2fi0
•000

Nnr
Picturei

Reltantf

TiUe and Players
Snowbound
(FC), Blythe..
StTMU of Shanghai (RD), Starke-Harlan...
Tired Business Man
(C)
Wild Geese (D), BeUe Bennett
Women's Wares (D), Brent-LyteU..

Length
.July 30

Mar.

10

4346

_.Noy. 15
.._Oct, 1

4232

United Artists
Beloved Rogue (M), J. Banrmore..
College (C), Keaton-ComwaU
General, The (C), Keaton
Loves of Sonya (0), Swanson
Magio Flame, The (M), Colman-Banky..
My Best Girl (M), Mary Plckford.
Night of Love (M), Baoky-Colman
Resurrection (M), La RocQue.
Sorrell and Son (D), Wamer-NUsson
Topsy and Eva (C), Duncan Sisters
Two Arabian Knights (CD), Boyd-Wolhelm..
Winning of Barbara Worth (D), Banlcy-Colmaa

1927
_

-Sept. 10
-Sept. 24
-Not.

Apr.
Sept.
Feb.
Mar.
Sept.
Not.
Jan.
Apr.
Not.
Aug.
Oct.
Dec

_

-Not.
...
...

2
17
12
19
24
12
29
18
19
13
29
4

1928
Circus, The (C), Charlie Chaplin..
Devil Dancer, The, Gllda Oray..
Douglas Fairbanks as the Gaucho (M), Fairbanks
Dove, The (M), Norma Talmadge
Drums of Love (D), Mary Phllbln
Garden of Eden, The (D). C. Grlfflth-Eay
Two Lovers. Banky-Colman
Ramona (D), Del Hlo.
Sadie Thompson (D). Gloria Swanson
Tempest (M), John Barrymore

1927

1928
_.NOT.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb. 25

6073
43u3
6274

Universal

Back to God's Country
(D), Adoree-Frazler.....
.Sept. 4
Beware of Widows (FC), La Plante
....Sept. 18
Border Cavalier, The (W), Humes-Pierce.
Butterflies in the Rain (D), La Plante. —
-....
.Sept. 11
Cat and the Canary, The (My), La Plante.
-Oct. 9
Cheating Cheaters (C), Compson-Harlan..
-Oct. 23
Chinese Parrot, The (MyD), Nlxon-Tumer. —
Claw, The (D), Windsor
—
Denver Dude (W), Gibson.
• Dec. 18
Desert Dust (W), Ted WeUs.
Down the Stretch (M), Agnew
Fangs of Destiny (W), Dynamite
Fighting Three (W), Hoxle..
Fourth Commandment (D), Bennett
Not. 20
Foreign Legion (D), Kerry-Stone
6503 Galloping Fury (W), Hoot Gibson
4689 Grinning Guns (W), Hoile
_
_.
-Dec 18
6929 Held by the Law (M), Lewis
5711 Hero for the Night, A, Tryon-Miller.
Hey, Rube (W), Hoot Gibson
6378 Hey! Heyl Cowboy (W), Gibson....-...
6958 Irresistible Lover, The (CD), Kerry-Moran
xiec. 4
7713 Les Miserables (M), Gabrio-Toulont.
Oct. 23
11000 Les Miserables (M), (Long Version)
4827 Loco Luck (W), Acord
5862 Lone Eagle, The, Kent-Keane
Sept. 18
6038 Love Thrill (FC), La Plante
Man Who Laughs (D), Veldt- Philbin
6135 Man's Past. A (D), Veldt-Kent
Dec 26
6165 Men of Daring (W), Hoxie
•Not. 27
6918 On Your Toes (C), Denny- WorthNot. 20
4122 One Glorious Scrap, Humes-Holmes.
4689 One Man Game (W). Humes.
„.
Sept. 4
6170 Out All Night (C), Denny-Nlion
Sept. 28
6416 Painted Ponies (W), Hoot Gibson.
6900 Painting the Town (FC), Tryon
6807 Perch of the Devil (M), Busch
4409 Rough and Ready (W), Hoxie
7015 Sensation Seekers (D), DOTe.
-Oct. 3
6166 Silk Stockings, Laura La Plante.
-Not. 6
4303 Sky High Saunders, Al Wilson
..Not. 6
6306 Small Bachelor, The (C), Beranger-Kent
.Oct, 16
4259 Straight Shootin* (W), Wells
7172 Taxi! Taxil (FC), Horton.
— .
6598 Thirteenth Juror, The (D), Bushman-Nllsson
Not. 13
4041 Three Miles Up, Al Wilson
Sept. 4
12000 Uncle Tom's Cabin (M), All star
6192 Wild Beauty (CD), Bex.
Nor. 27
Wild Blood, Kei
6450 Wrong Mr. Wright, The (F), HersholL
4167 Wolf's Trail, Dynamite, the dog
Oct. 3

1928
Air Patrol, The (W), Al Wilson.
Alias the Deacon
(CD), Hersholt-Marlowe

Jan. 1
Tan. 22

Kolb and Dill Sue
Wesco for $250,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald
Moving Picture
World)

and

SAN FRANCISCO, April 10.— A suit for
damages in the sum of $250,000 has been filed
by C. William Kolb and Max M. Dill, principals of the comedy team of Kolb ancl Dill,
against the West Coast Theatres, Inc., Fred
A. Giesea and N. O. Turner.

Richey Recuperating
(Special to Exhibitors Herald
Moving Picture World)

and

DETROIT, April 10.— H. M. Richey, general manager of the M. P. T. O. of Michigan,
is recuperating after undergoing treatment for
stomach trouble in a Battle Creek hospital.

5382
6172

26
7

Jan.
Jan.
Mar.

6751
6777
4427
7S1B
77S0
6623
7304
6252
6292
4349
6910
S2S5
4198
6892

4259
6869

...Jan.

6081

Aug.
„May

1927

Title and

Released

Players

Plitnrti
New

Arizona Cyclone (W), Humes
Buck Privates, de Putti..._
Call of the Heart, The (W), Dynamlte.Clean-Up Man. The (W), Wells
Cohens and Kellys in Paris (C), Sidney
Count of Ten, The, Ray-Ralston-Gleason
Fearless Rider, The (W), Fred Humes
Finders Keepers (CD), Laura La Plante
Four Footed Ranges, The (W), Dynamite
Greased
Lightning
(W),
Grip of the Yukon. The, All star
Hot Heels, Glen Tryon
Hound of Silver Creek, The (W), Dynamite
Love Me and the World Is Mine, Kerry-Philbln.
Jazz Mad. Hersholt-Nlion-Lewls
Made-to-Order Hero (W), Wells.
Midnight Rose, de Putti-Harlan
Phantom Flyer, The (W), Wilson
Put 'Em Up (W), Humes
Quick Triggers (W), Humes.
Rawhide Kid (W), Hoot Gibson.
Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson
Shield of Honor, The, All star
Society Cowboy, A, Hoot Gibson.
Stop That Man, All star...Surrender, Piiilbin-Mosjuklne
Thanks for the Buggy Ride, La Plante-Tryon..
..-_
That's
Daddy The,
(C), Wells
T)enny-Kent.
Thunder My Riders,
13 Washington
Square, All star....
Trick of Hearts, A. Hoot Gibson
War In the Clouds (W), Wilson
We Americans, All star.
Wild West Show, Hoot Gibson

ilay
June
Jan.
Feb.

6
17
29
12

Jan.
July
Jan.
j-gb.
jjar.
jujy
juiy
jjay
— May
peb.
June
June
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
July
Jan.
-July
Aug.
-Mar.
Feb.
-Mar.
-.Apr.

15
l
15
5
25
29
22
6
20
25
3
3
26
26
11
15
29
8
19
11
19
4
1

...Feb. 6

ilar.

17

Mar.

17

Jan. 28
Feb. 25
Jan. 14

Apr.
Apr. 88
Mar. 18

Mar.

17

Apr. 22
Apr. 22
May 20

Warner Brothers

1927

1927

5453

_
Dec. 17
Not. 26
Not. 26
Dea 17

Bitter Apples (M), Blue
-Dec. 3
Black Diamond
Express (M), Blue.
(D), Blue-Bronson
5803 Brass Knuckles
-Aug. 20
Brute.
The
(D).
Blue
6330
5901
6631
6281 Bush Leaguer, The (CD), Monte Blue.
—Aug. 27
Climbers, The (D), Rich
__
...Oct. 29
5897 Dearest ( D) , Rich...
Desired Woman, The (M), Irene Rich.
640S Dog of the Regiment. A (M), Rln-Tin-Tin
5003
6767 Don't Tell the Wife (C), Rich.
6972
First Auto, The, 01dfleld-MUler..._
Sept. 18
6639 Fortune Hunter. The (C), Syd Chaplin
Nor. 7
6284 Gay Old Bird (FC). Fazenda
Ginsberg the Great (C), Jessel
_
Nor. 26
6978
Not. 5
5390 Girl from Chicago, The (M), Nagel-Loy
Glorious Betsy (CD), Dolores Costello
-..Not. 12
6302 Good Time Charley (D), Oland-H. Costello
5613
and Eggs at the Front (C), Wllson-H.Conklln.Dec 24
5968 Ham
Heart of Maryland
(M), D. Costello
Hills of Kentucky (M), Rln-Tin-Tin.._
6271 Husbands
(or Rent, All star...—
Dec. 31
5200
6230
If I Were Single. McAvoy-Nagel
Dec 17
Irish Hearts (CD), McAToy...
5397
Sept. 17
5569 Jaws of Steel (D). Rin-Tin-Tin
6352
Matinee Ladies (C), McAToy
—
Mill Bid, A (M). D. Costello
6310
6485 Missing Link, The (C), Syd Chaplin...
_
Aug. 7
6357 Old San Francisco (M), D. CostcUo-Oland.7961
Sept. 4
One Round Hogan (M), Monte Blue..._
SepL 17
Reno
Divorce,
A
(D),
May
McAToy
5402
6295 Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), (Jeorge JesselL.
--.Oct. 22
Oct. 8
Sailor's Sweetheart. A (C), Faaenda-C. Cook
Sept. 24
6124
5685 Silver Slave, The (D), Rich-Ferris.
Not. 9
6218 Simple Sis (M), Fazenda...Slightly Used, McAToy-Nagel
Sept. 3
6412 Third Degree (M), D. Costello
7647
by the Police (M), Rln-Tln-Tln
6281 Tracked
What Every Girl Should Know (CD), MlUer
.-Aug. 21
5813
What Happened to Father (C), Oland.
5567 When a Man Loves (R), Barrymore
10081
White Flannels (M), Dresser
6820 Wolf's Clothing (M). Blue-MlUer
7068

Jan. 1
May 14
May 28
Feb. 26
May 2
May 21
Apr. 28

" DeoTii*
Jan. 14
Dec. 17

Not. 13
Dec. 17

May 14
Apr. 2
Not. 26
-Apr.
Not.
-Aug.
Jan. 22
.May 21
3ept. 1
-Apr.

Jan.
Dec. 14
17
_
Not. 19

—
Not. 19
Feb. 4
Dec 3

Feb.
Oct.
July
June
Feb.
Jan.
Ian.
Aug.

-Feb. 1»

Dec 24

1928

.Not. 12
.Mar. 5

1928
..June 25

Rtvltws

Across the Atlantic Blue-Murphy
Beware of Married Men, Irene Rich
City of Sin. The. Loy-Mil)sn-Wong
Jazz Singer. The. Al Jolson.
Lion and the Mouse. The, L. Barrymore.Little Snob, The, May McAroy
Powder My Back (C), Blch-FerrU
Race for Lite, Rln-Tln-Tln
Tenderloin, Dolores Costello

.May 3
. Uay 28
. fnne 18

.Feb. 95
-July
Dec. 31

.Mar. 12

Dec. 31
-luly 30
-Feb. 28
-June 11
-Oct.
-June
4
-Apr. 123
-May 14
-June 25
-Oct.
-Oct.
.Of*,
.Dec.
.June

8
29
u10
11

.Jan.
-May
-July
-Mar.
-Feb.

8
21
9
It
12

-Apr. U3
-Jan.
.Feb.

1«

1928

..-Feb. 26
-.Jan. 14

-Mar. 19
-Jan. 38

Feb.

18

Shanberg Will Manage
New Theatre Chain

Develop TsJking Film
Machine for Home Use
(Special to Exhibitors Herald
Moving Picture World)

-May
-July a23

and

NEW YORK. April 10.— A new
company, RCA Photophone, Inc.,
has been formed by Radio Corporation, General Electric and Westinghouse for the manufacture and sale
of a newly perfected talking motion
picture machine for use in churches,
homes and schools, as well as picture
theatres.

(Special to Exhibitors HeroLi .:■
Moving Picture World I

KANSAS CITY. April 10.— M. B. Shanberg, managring director of Locw's Midland
theatre, Kansas Cit>', has resigned to devote
his entire time to ihc operation of a recently
acquired circuit of theatres in Missouri ancl
Kansas. H. H. Maloncy becomes resident
manager of Locw's Midland. Harold Kvans
will continue as manager of the Newman theatre, also operated by Locw interests. Shanberg aiui Herbert Woolf of Kansas City wll
remain joint owners of the Midland with
Locw's, Inc.

54
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CHICAGO

PERSONALITIES
By Whit

WEDNESDAY
of last week Vilma Banky in Chicago faced a motion
picture camera. Five hours later the pictures were being flashed upon
screens in New York. This unprecedented performance was made possible by the transmission of the pictures over telephone wires. Contributing
to the success of the experiment, Sidney Stern Film Laboratories photographed
and developed the films in 48 minutes.
Rod LaRocque, Vilma Banky's husband,
was present at the performance. The two,
just returned from Europe, were on their
way back to the West Coast.

* *

*

Fred
Quimby
is opening
a 3,000 seat
house, the Emboyd,
at Ft. Wayne,
about
the middle
of next month.
Al Sobler
is
handling the publicity for the opening.

^

^

^

Eddie Brichetto was visiting the River
towns last week for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

* *

*

Friends of Milton Stern along the row
were grieved to learn of the death of his
mother on April 2. Mrs. Stern was buried
in St. Louis the following Wednesday.

* *

*

Thomas F. Mitchell and James Murtagh
have taken over the Progress office and are
now operating an independent film exchange under the name of M. & M. Film
Exchange. Mitchell has been in the film
business 22 years and claims the honor of
having been manager of the first moving
picture theatre in Chicago, the Swanson, at
Cottage Grove and 39th street. James Murtaugh has been with Progress for the last
10 years.
^
:{;
^
The Campus theatre in Evanston goes
this week to a 15 cent admission. Formerly
the theatre charged 40 cents, then dropped
to 30 cents, and now the admission has been
halved. There now are only two theatres
in downtown
Evanston.
The Varsity has

TRIBUTE

to the

SIDNEY STERN
FILM LABORATORIES
736

South Wabash

Avenue

Selected by A. T. & T. to photograph
and develop films of Vilma Banky for
Chicago to New York motion picture
transmission.

SERVICE! QUALITY!
BEST

FACILITIES

^

IN

CHICAGO

%

H^

Our faith in a straight moving picture bill
and the small neighborhood house was
strengthened Sunday night. We visited the
Regent theatre on the North side and for
25 cents we saw a good feature picture, a
laugh-provoking two-reel comedy, a newsreel, and another short feature, all in one
hour and 50 minutes. A pleasant and wellspent evening.

* *

*

In these days of elections, straw votes
and men running for this and that, we nominate Frank Ishmael as candidate for world's
champion fresh air^ fiend.
^ ^
The Brown

First National suffered two "flu" casualties last week. Both Carl Lesserman and
Ross Herman were home the greater part
of the week sufifering from this rather prevalent annoyance. Lesserman has gone to
Cleveland to take up his First National
duties there, and "Grad" Sears arrived here
Monday to fill Lesserman's
place.
^' ^ ^

ANOTHER

lowered
its admission
and beginning
this
week is inaugurating an all-string orchestra.

Derby, which last week, sat

so conspicuously upon Harry Lorch's desk,
is there no more, signifying that the Chicago Pathe exchange has climbed up a
drive. or two in Pathe's Skyscraper sales
notch

* *

*

Tom

Delaney, formerly of the Pathe exchange, is now selling insurance, and from
reports, he seems to be writing policies right
and left.

* *

*

The latest gag seems to be: "A big pineapple planter from Chicago."

Tie Up with Radio for
B. O., Exhibitors Urge
{Continued from

page

18)

money for radio attractions will ofifer it to
some other great star that the movies have
no control over. There are plenty of football, baseball, political, literary, etc., personages that have power to induce movie
patrons to stay home from their theatres
to hear them go through their radio programs. Each great prizefight that was
broadcast has meant a loss of patronage
to movie theatres.
But, some may claim, theatres have installed radios and increased their business
by tuning-in on these events for their patrons. Then, what is to prevent them from
doing so on an all-star movie program?
Every Sunday evening Major Bowes presents his Capitol theatre program from New
York City. During his announcements he
mentions the picture that is playing with
the program. Several exhibitors are announcing the pictures that Major Bowes
introduces on the radio. The business these
exhibitors are doing on these pictures is in
every instance ahead of the business done
on the same pictures by exhibitors who do
not tieup with the programs.
The radio industry is rapidly becoming
one of the leading industries in the country. It is not for the motion picture industry to fight it but rather for us to co-operate and share as much glory as possible.

George Sidney, passing through Chicago
to New York to visit relatives during
Passover. The affable comedy star is
being seen these days in "The Cohens
and Kellys in Paris," a Universal release.
(Herald-World photo.)
Each industry that takes money from the
American public is indirectly fighting the
box office. The automobile industry is one
of the leaders. Doesn't it seem ridiculous
that exhibitors should try to stop stars
from riding in autos or having their likeness pictured in auto advertisements? Yet
autos do more to hurt theatre patronage
than any other known
factor.
Why not, then, let Mr. Dodge or anyone
else so inclined, help our struggling stars
along and put some extra money in our
pockets with this wonderful advertising
angle?

Great States Starts
Local News Reel Plan
In line with the article published in the
Short Feature department of the "HeraldWorld," issue of March 17, Great States Theatres, Inc., B & K subsidiary, operating 57
theatres, is equipping the staff in each of 15
towns in which it operates with a camera for
taking local shots of 150 to 200 feet, to be
attached to the regular newsreel.
The cost, estimated at 10 cents a foot, is
to be defrayed by tying up with local business concerns.

Programs
prepared by us
get
the public
interested
in
yourus shows.
Let
send you
some samples.

THE
PROGRAM

NATIONAL
& PRINTING

729 So. Wabash Ave.

CO.

- Chicago

Preordained
^^ — the final result of the motion picture
on the screen was preordained from the
day that Edison got his first sample of
Eastman Film.''^
That was in 1889. And today the film
that made motion pictures practical is the
film that makes the most of the cinematographer's art and carries all the quality
through to the screen — Eastman Film.
*Page 209 ''A Million and One
Nights, the History of the Motion
Picture" — by Terry Ramsaye.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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Builders of Fine Theaters

HERE

is your guide to
Effective
Elaborate
Economical
Simple
Dependable

Lighting Control
The Original Remote Control System
Send for Booklet
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The great Wurlitzer factories located at North Tonawanda, N. Y., are
unsurpassed in equipment and modern production facilities. It is a
matter of record that these factories are pointed to with pride by
America's foremost engineers as being among the first two or three
institutions in America most worthy of inspection by European
experts visiting the United States for manufacturing ideas. They
stand as monuments dedicated to the ideals of Rudolph Wurlitzer, Sr.,
the founder of this, the world's largest musical organization. Here, in
these great plants, master craftsmen build the Wurlitzer Organ, the
accepted accompaniment for presentation of the highest class picture
plays installed in most of the finest theatres throughout the world.
Write for Beautiful Catalog of a few
Wurlitzer Organ Installations

WuRLlIZER
^

V^

)

AND
CLEVEL
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHLA.

Organ

REG. U.S. PAT, OFF.

FACTORIES,

NORTH

ST. LOUIS
CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH

TONAWANDA,

N. Y.

BUFFALO
SAN FRANCISCO
CINCINNATI

DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
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When You Flash This on
your screen
It Makes a BIG HIT/

Your patrons can tell, the moment they enter your theatre, whether or
not you have a modern ventilating system. If the atmosphere is stuSy
and close, they will hesitate a long time before again giving you their
patronage. But — provide for them, and tell them about, the efficient system of Lakeside ventilation that creates and maintains a cool, comfortable atmosphere through every minute of the performance, and you
may be sure of a steady stream of business.

Aggressive Houses Are Changing to This
Modern Method of Ventilation
Theatres throughout the country find that Lakeside Ventilators assure
the best equipment available today. Their tremendous power, quiet
operation, and easy installation mean the utmost in service wirh prac-

LAKESIDE

COMPANY,

tically no up-keep. Then, too, a Lakeside costs much less than many
of the complicated cooling and ventilating systems on the market. You
take no chances with Lakeside Equipment, because it is becked by a
reliable guarantee. It must "make good" in actual ser\'ice.

Empty Seats Pay No Profits
Competition is keen. Your theatre must be moilernizcd in every way.
You need an efficient ventilating system, and the Lakeside has been
approved by ventilating engineers throughout (he United States. Lakeside Ventilators are made in different sizes to meet every requirement
and, if you will lot us know the size, capacity, etc., of your theatre, we
will be glad to submit suggestions and quotations without obligation
to you. Write today for information.

223 Main Street, Hermansville, Michigan

electric VENTILATOR

BETTER THEATRES

SECTION OF
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AN AUTOMATIC PHONOGRAPH
WHICH PLAYS 28 RECORDS ON
BOTH SIDES CONTINUOUSLY

Volume
Controlled

AH
Electric

The O R C H E S TROPE is one of
the most outstanding and sensational
improvements in
musical reproduction in recent years.

This new instrument will give your
place of business
an added meirk of
distinction. The

ORCHESTROPE
is a new and profitable medium of advertising and is a
great money
maker.

SEE IT!
HEAR IT!
KNOW IT!

No. 28

A Wonderful
Business
Stimulator

SEE NEAREST
DEALER FOR
DEMONSTRATION

Wire or Write

Coin
ifOperated
Desired

The

Capehart Automatic Phonograph Corp.
HUNTINGTON

Manufacturer*

INDIANA

BETTER

THEATRES

SECTION

OF
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CHICAGO
THEATRE
Chicago

m^

C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp
Architects
I
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Nightly

24,968,436
theatre patrons are
seated comfortably
in ''American'' Chairs
CvERY

NIGHT

... in 12,434 theatres the coun-

w^ try over . . . and in every nation of the v^orld . . .
24,968,436 theatre patrons are seated comfortably
in "American" chairs. An amazing total that
proves the universal response of the theatre-going
public to comfortable, attractive seating. Further
. . . the exclusive use of this company's seating
by the nation's greatest exhibitors amply demonstrates "American" stimulus on box-office receipts.

Number 4072 — 3300 of these
chairs were installed in the
Chicago Theatre. Appropriately beautiful to match the
unusual splendor of the
Chicago. Mahogany wood
parts, rose and gray figured
velour back, and dark red
upholstered Morocco line
seat. Noiseless ball bearing
hinge insures silent and easy
upand down seat movement. Comfortable, enduring and pleasing to the eye.

American Seating Company
12 E. Jackson Blvd.
121

W. 40th St., New

Chicago, Illinois

York City

121 1-H Chestnut St., Philadelphia

65-D Canal St., Boston

Theatre Chair Builders to the American Public For Over 30 Years
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TheEver Effective Patronage Appeal
Some folks like romances; some like Westerns; some like comedies; and each star has some following.
But
ALL folks like comfort.
COMFORT is ever effective as a patronage appeal.
FRESH AIR is a business builder.
,j Many smart showmen have found this out, and are cashing in on the idea in a BIG way.
Arctic Xu-Air Cooling and Ventilating System is enabling hundreds and hundreds of theaters to do bigger business every month in
the year.
^^^^^___
^^

"^"^""^^

A Year-Around
Air System

VARI- SPEED

HYDRAULIC
CONTROL

*

In every season Arctic Nu-Air
System pays big returns.
SPRING: It gives you fresh air,
and drives out stale air. For extra
warm days it furnishes a gentle
zephyr to each seat in the house —
just enough for perfect comfort.
SUMMER: From mildly warm
days to the blistering, torrid days
of midsummer, Arctic Nu-Air keeps
your entire house perfectly comfortable. It gives you a light air
movement or a vigorous, cooling
abundance of air — little or much,
at the tips of your fingers.
AUTUMN: For cooler days you
want quick replacement of stale
air with fresh, pure air. For
warmer days you want a perceptible movement of air throughout the
house. Chilly days, with a little
heat on, you want positive circulation of this heat to all parts of the
theater. Arctic Nu-Air places it
all at the tips of your fingers.
WINTER: In a few moments this
systjm will fill your liouse with
clean, fresh air. It will circulate
this air to give even distribution of
heat, eliminating "liot spots" around
radiators, and making everyone
comfortable.

10 FEATURES
for Profits and
Satisfaction

Arctic Nu-Air gives you complete
controlled year-around service - a
quality system, thoroughly engineered from design to installation,
at moderate cost.
SALES OFFICES
Atlanta
Roston
Chicago
Cleveland
Dallas
Detroit
Milwaukee
New York
Oklahoma City
I'hiladelpliia
San KraiR'isco
Seattle
KXrOHT OFFICE
71 Murray St..
New York City
AUo 'Manufacivrirs <if
SANIDAIHK
Ihitnidifyinc

3,000 Bragging
Users-- a Record

In recent years 3,000 users have
spent over a million dollars for
Arctic Nu-Air Systems.
They have written hundreds of
enthusiastic letters about the wonderfully satisfactory results. They
have given us repeat orders. They
have sent friends to us. They have
given Arctic Nu-.Air a practical endorsement that is unique in the
ventilating field.
And the .Vrctic Nu-Air System of
today is better — far better — than
ever before. The new Hydraulic
Vari-Speed Control, placing every
degree of blower speed at your finger tips, is just one of several noteworthy improvements.
The Dual Deflector has been
greatly improved in appearance,
now fitting harmoniously into the
most elaborate
decorative
scheme.
Bettor construction characterizes
every feature of this system. It Is
niailc to SEK\'E. not merely to sell.
Installations are planned by our exporioncod .salcii engineers. We operate established oftices in all larger cities. Ser\-ice prompt and installations usually simple and easily made. engineering data today;
Kequest
venience.
the coupon below is for your con-

.\RCTU'

512-514 SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS,
Systems

4TH ST.
MINN.

CoBltlK.MION

Send engineering data and infomiatlon
on .\hitu' Nr-.\iR YearAround System for my theatre
feet long.
foet wide,
.,
feet high, seating people.
.VaiiK-

for

Homes. Hospitals, Scho<iTs," Ofiiccs.' .\partments.

NlT-.\lR

.ili-.'il t South Fourth St.
.Minneapolis, Minnesota

Hotels, and Industries.

-.

Address
ruii

:^t(\if
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DO IT NOW—
Qet Ready for Fall and Winter Business
If You Contemplate Building a New Theatre or
Remodeling an Old One, the Time to Begin Is —

NOW

Our Co'ordinated Services — Embrace All Branches of Theatre Work
Architectural — We Plan
Contracting — We Build
Decorating — ^We Design
Equipping — ^We Furnish

and Design Your House
the Building
and Install the Decorating
and Install Every Piece of Equipment

Any one service — or all- — are at your command.
Preliminary Plans, Colored Perspectives, Guaranteed Estimates of Cost are gladly furnished.

A Scientific Service Harmoniziing the Work of
Architect — Engineer — Contractor— Decorator and Equipment Men
ONE CONTRACT— SPEEDIER PROGRESS— CO-OPERATIVE

MIDWEST

ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION

WORK

CORPORATION

209 S. Third Street

Main 2033
COLUMBUS,

OHIO

To Save Time — Fill out the coupon and we will explain in detail the service you are interested in, without any obligation on
your part — Fill Out Coupon and Mail Today.
Midwest Engineering 8C Construction Corporation,
209 S. Third St.,
Columbus, Ohio.
Gentlemen:
Without any expense or obligation on my part, please furnish me with details of the service you can render for
the type of work I have indicated below:

Name of Company

Do you contemplate a new Q or a remodel □ job?
How many seats in present or proposed house?
Remarks:

Name of Officers
Address
Check the Service interested in:
Architectural — Planning and Design
Decorating — Ornamental and Painting Work
Equipping and Furnishing the Theatre

D
D
D

Very truly yours.

A

Beginning:

Series

on

Design

Interior

HARRY

CHARLES B. O'NEILL
Advertiting Manager

EoMtmrn

E.

eOLQUIST

RepreMenlatlw*

A monthly supplement of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, published for information and guidance of theatre owners in matters of theatre
construction, operation and equipment and to promote the ideal of finer theatres

BETTER THEATRES
EDITORIAL AND
ADVERTISING OFFICES

In This Issue

CHICAGO
407
So. Dearborn
St. Telephone
Harrison 0036.
Cable Address:
Quigpubco.
Jay M. Shreck, Managing
Editor
Charles
O'Neill,
Advertising
Manager B.
George Clifford, Business
Manager
NEW
S6S

LOS
S617

YORK

Fifth Ave. Telephone VanderbUt 3612-3613
Harry E. Holquist
Eastern Representative

BETTER THEATRES offers in this issue the first of a series of
articles on interior decoration; Hawley M. Lasher, widely
known artist, is preparing this valuable series for the theatre owner
and theatre builder.

ANGELES

Hollywood
Blvd.
Telephone
Gladstone 37S4
■ Douglas
Hodges
West
Coast Manager
LONDON

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN, Clark Munson and Victor A. Rigaumont reply this month to Thomais E. Tallmadge's severe arraignment ofmotion picture architecture; Their views will interest
architects and theatre men as well.

The Bioscope
(J. Cabourn. Editor)
Faraday House, 8-10 Charing Cross
Rd., W. C. 2

The successful theatre today is the
one that pays strictest attention to
its physical features. Cinema patrons demand more than pictures.
They must be given every degree of
comfort, convenience and atmosphere.
To the enterprising exhibitor Better
Theatres each issue presents numerous ideas and suggestions for increasing profit through better public service and management.

SUBSCRIPTION
United

RATES

State and

Canada — $4.50

possessions —
$3 per year
per year

Other points of the w«rld —
$9 per year
Single copies, 25 cents
Advertising rate cards and Audit
Bureau of Circulations statements
furnished upon application.

THE small town acquires a finer conception of theatre au-chitecture; In this story are told the features of Hcirry J. Cramer's new
Ritz theatre in Iowa; You may find a tip for your new house in this
article.

w

HAT

Kind of a Fellow Is

? is the title of a new monthly

feature in "Better Theatres;" In this issue you are introduced
to Frank Meyer of Publix Theatres and to L. W. Orlove, who is with
Saxe Elnterprises.

AND don't forget that in this issue you will find "Better Projec• tion," which is edited each month by that widely read projection
authority, F. H. Richardson — Interior eu-chitecture is amother fine
offering.
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SALES
OFFICES
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. y.
Chicago, 111,
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.

I

THEATRES
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rcpest
Single Ordei^
Eve^ Placed/
IN the largest single order ever placed, the Publix Theatres ^
Corporation purchased over 40,000 Hey wood -Wakefield
theatre chairs. Publix showmen, engineers, chemists, and maintenance
men approved the two new Heywood-Wakefield seats submitted, one of
which is shown above. This beautiful, de luxe seat eliminates every
present objection in theatre seating. It possesses a special wing construction, hinge, center standard, seat and back never before produced.
Send for our free booklet, "After Months of Investigation", which
describes in detail the two Publix chairs specified in the largest single
order ever placed.

HEYWOOD -^W\KEFIELD
Theatre* Seating Division
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- introducing the authorl
tfjIThis being the first of a series of valuable articles on
^ decorating the interior of the motion picture theatre of
small or moderate cost, something should be said by way of
introducing the author. Hawley M. Lasher has spent much
of a lifetime in the interior decorating field, particularly in
the painting branch of it.

MTTHe has traveled professionally over the nation and now
^ in Chicago he is a teacher and lecturer widely known in
his field. The Illinois College of Painting and Decorating,
of which the author is the director, is proving highly successful in raising the standard of interior painting. Hawley
M. Lasher can write with authority.

Decoration Is Big Factor in Success
or Failure of Theatre
By HAWLEY
DECORATING the interior of a theatre of small or moderate cost presents quite a problem to the one
g
footin the bills. The interior of a theatre
is so all-important. Its appearance is such
a great factor in the success of a theatre.
It seems to me, however, that an attractive
interior can be attained without a lavish
outlay of money, without plastic work and
brocades, but with paint.
And even in the use of paint, the method
I have in mind can materially reduce the
labor cost below the usual figure.
This article is to be devoted to the lobby.
But I shall have a great deal to say about
the method mentioned, since it is to be referred to constantly in the succeeding articles taking up other parts of the theatre.
Incidentally, it is my aim to submit what I
think is a way to a standard of decoration
so woefully lacking in a great many of the
smaller theatres, in which colors have been
lavishly and extravagantly used, to the
detriment of the theatre.
A fundamental consideration is that the
wall be properly prepared. It must be
painted to an even and smooth finish. As
the method I shall describe demands a
transparency glaze finish, care should be
used in toning the paint for the background
of the glaze.
* * *
The painter should have a good working
knowledge of colors, of course, to attain
the desired results. And he should be able
to visualize with sufficient accuracy the
efifect sought, so as to decide upon the
color or tint for the background.
In deciding on the tint, the surroundings
should be considered — the architectural design, the woodwork, the marble, if any, the
lighting and the exposure to the outside, if
there is any. After considering the surroundings collectively, the decorator is free
to decide upon the predominating tones, for
the wall decorations.
Of the various colors that suggest themselves, those should be chosen which are
most durable; which do not readily fade,
yet at the same time permit a beautiful
transparently. For the lobby, colors should
be selected which will best withstand the
daylight and air conditions. Therefore,
lake colors, aniline reds, and Prussian blue
and carmine should not be chosen.
I assume that the decorator would use a
glazing liquid with which he is most familiar. In this method, he needs but two or
three brushes for the entire decoration.
Since it is his object to attain the best results in the least possible time, an outline
stencil, of the proper proportions for the
) various spaces, would most likely be used
for the design.
should
in selecting
outiI lineCarecolor,
for bethetaken
decorator
shouldthe avoid
any shade which gives an efifect too sharp

M. LASHER

or too full of contrast. In case he should
find it necessary because of lack of time to
permit an oil color to dry on the outline
stencil, he might use a properly glued, colored calcimine. As the glaze is applied, the
color absorbs a sufficient amount of the
liquid to make it almost as durable and
solid to work over as the oil line would
be.
Only two colors are to be used. Let us
take, for the purpose of illustration, medium chrome green and burnt sienna. A portion of each is mixed separately with the
glazing liquid. Perhaps the design calls
for a ceiling with a figure in each corner,
connected by lines to give a border efifect.
Apply the clear glazing liquid, covering the
"stretch" across the ceiling, including the
figures and lines. The glaze should not be
rubbed out too much, but sufficient left on
so the colors may blend quickly.
Before applying the colors, the burnt
sienna should be toned down with sufificient
green to get a light tan effect, while the
green should be toned down with the sienna
to a soft olive tone. The colors are applied to the ceiling separately, in spots.
When the surface is spotted in, a wide flat
brush is used to blend the colors, mingling
them freely, so as to secure a soft blend.
Then they are mottled with a cloth, until
the effect is that of a fine mesh. If a fine
mesh effect is desired, cheese cloth or similar material should be used. If a coarser
or larger mesh is wanted, coarse cloth or
a wad of crinkled paper should be used.

A ha^^y happenstance enabled the
Herald-World cameraman to informally bag these Massachusetts
showmen, G. A. Gallant (left) and
C. F. Todd, both
of the Town Hall
Rawley.

In the treatment of the stencil, the same
colors are applied, though they are varied
in strength and shade by blending one with
the other. A brown, for example, can be
had by mixing equal parts of sienna and
green; tan, by mixing the same colors but
making them much thinner; warmer tones,
by using more of the sienna; various green
tones, by adding sienna to the green.
To obtain the effect demanded by the
design and as carried out in the stencil, it
is necessary to leave the color as applied
in places where shadows are required. But
where highlights are called for, the color
is wiped out.
If the walls are not to be left white —
and personally I do not think they should
be white in any part of the theatre, and
certainly not in the lobby — I think there is
no more attractive wall than the Tiffany,
the graduate blend.
For this type of decoration, the walls
should be glazed well ahead of the colors.
When the colors are applied, the heavier
should be the bottom, with the shade fading
toward the top, where the glaze should
be only faintly tinted. The colors are then
blended thoroughly with a flat brush and
mottled until the effect desired is attained.
For the walls, the outline stencil is doubtless the best, and of course the most economical way of achieving an attractive design. For the lobby, panels are usually
used in connection with a Tiffany. Perhaps
haps the designer may like a flower effect
in the cen^r. The same colors as those on
the ceiling are used, in order to make the
tccneral color scheme of the lobby harmonious. For the walls, however, the colors are
a trifle heavier.
41
*
«
In forming a flower design, the green and
sienna are spotted in alternately, the edges
being tapped with a cloth so as to leave
a soft, gradual blend to the center. The
center js then mottled, the cloth being used
to intermingle the colors. Here care should
be exercised not to disturb the deeper
shades at the center. The highlights are
got by the wipe-out system, giving the
flower its antural shape and general appearance.
In wiping out the color from the flower,
tiie decorator should use a clean, soft, absorbent cloth, rolling it into a wad small
hut large enough to cover the space of the
flower. He should tap carefully on the side
to be hipliliglited, allowing the color to
gradually hiend to the opposite side, which
will form the shadow. In wiping out the
petals or leaves, or any foliage, the cloth
is stretched taut over the thumb.
Here a word of caution may be necessary.
W lion the wipe-out system is used — and it
(CoHtiiitied on pagt 541
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Above — An arresting nook in the u^per foyer. The
tile fountain stands just o^^osite the head of the
grand staircase. At left — A portion of the lower
foyer and the grand staircase. Attention is called
(doubtless unnecessarily) to the uncommon beauty
of the chandeliers.

Midwesco^s New
Million Dollar
Capitol Theatre
One of the largest and most lavishly
equi^^ed theatres in the Midwesco
chain is the new Capitol in Wisconsin's capital city, Madison. There are
even such items as a ballet rehearsal
room and a special room for animals
a^^earing on a bill! The house seats
2,500 and cost $1,000,000. The design
is after the Spanish. Ra^;^ & Raj[)'l> of
Chicago were the architects.
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Mirror Room (above) Is Unique
Feature of Capitol
Madison, Wis., house ts erected from design hy Ra'p'p & Ra^^ of Chicago
ANOTHER work of art in the form of
^ the new million dollar Capitol theatre
at Madison has been completed by
Rapp & Rapp, Chicago architects. This
new 2,500 seat house is filled with the atmosphere of Spain. The lobby is decorated
in glowing colors and has six mural paintings on the walls. The front part built
over the ticket booth is arranged as a
flower garden while colored glass chandeliers hang from a ceiling that has been done
in two-toned rough plaster. The various
colored tile about the murals and fountains
has been imported from Seville, Spain.

* * *

In the auditorium proper the sides of the
Stage opening are done in Spanish tile of
brilliant hue. The stage itself is the largest
of any theatre in Madison and measures
50x35 feet. Two unusual screens in gold
and scarlet cover the organ grills and figures of knights and ladies of honor have
been painted on the curved sides of the
ceiling. The dome in the ceiling is lighted
with many colored lights. Special furniture
has been selected for the entire house and
it harmonizes beautifully with the general
scheme.
Backstage are 15 dressing rooms with a
capacity of 100 artists; a big rehearsal room
for ballets and special acts; a musicians'

rest room; a large music library, while also
within the theatre is a miniature theatre in
which
all pictures
are previewed
"cued"
for music.
Another
feature is and
an animal
room to accommodate any animal acts
which may come to the theatre.
Each of the three floors is provided with
rooms for men and women. The first
floor entrances lead to a lounge in the
basement with a mirror room for the ladies.
Another innovation is the combined men's
and women's smoking lounge which is
tastefully furnished and the first of its
kind in any theatre in Wisconsin. Known
as an "inverted saucer," the Capitol balcony is five inches higher in the middle
than at the sides. This has been done to
create an illusion in the eye of the actor
on the stage.
A refrigerating apparatus has been installed at a cost of $75,000 which provides
fresh, healthful air for all seasons. It is
capable of freezing 225 tons of ice a day.
The cooling and ventilating plant installed
in the theatre keeps the interior at 68 degrees, while each minute thousands of cubic
feet of washed, cooled, pure air arc forced
into the theatre through hundreds of unseen inlets and at the same time huge blowers hidden away under balconies, remove
as much air as is forced in.

Seats to blend with the atmosphere of
the theatre were made by the HeywoodWakefield Company, Chicago, while the
heat regulation is that of the Johnson-Service Company, Milwaukee. The National
Theatre Supply Company, Milwaukee,
equipped the theatre with the most modern
projection booth, stage rigging, orchestra
stands, box office and lobby equipment.
The entire lighting fixtures in the theatre
were designed and manufactured by Victor S. Pearlman Company, Chicago, while
the electrical installation and lighting effect was done by the Uihlein-Ortmann
Electric Company, Milwaukee. Vilter ice
machinesry is used in the theatre and the
Chicago Studios, Chicago, furnished the
gold laminette curtain, Spanish shawl drop
curtain, scrim curtains, tormentors, exit curtnins and the stage draperies.
.Ml the ornamental iron and bronze work,
including the steel stairs, railinsrs, radiator
grills, poster frames and fire escapes were
furnished and installed by the Globe Wire
& Iron Works, Milwaukee. Tile and terrazzo work it) the Capitol was done by the
Universal Tile and Tcrrazzo Company. Milwaukee, while the mansure trimmings and
applique used(Ci'ntit%tte,i
exclusively
in the
on page
31) new theatre
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The Modern Motif in Lighting Fixture Design
Suhmitted here are six designs for lighting fixtures in the theatre.
They are executed in
the modern motif.
The designs are 'presented through the courtesy of the Voigt Comj[>any.
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Send for Your Free Copy
COMPREHENSIVE
study of Electrical Advertising for theatres, repre-

You Know —
Do
The chief functions of theatre
vertising?

senting the result of twentyfive years'
experience in the creation of electrical advertising for theatres.

How to focus attention
theatre?

ad-

on your

How to feature your current attraction?
How to increase matinee attendance?
What return you may expect from
electrical advertising?

This book is handsomely printed m colors — with
profuse illustrations, including 27 photographic reproductions ofvarious theatre signs.
Any theatre owner or manager who wishes to increase the effectiveness of his electric advertising
will find the information immensely valuable. To
such, and to others who contemplate new theatre
construction the book is offered free of charge.

These and many other live
questions are answered in our
boo\, "Theatre Electric Displays." Send for a copy.

USE

COUPON

BELOW

'Theatre

trie

The coupon is a convenient reminder to write.
Flexlume Corporation
1831 Military Road
Buflfalo. N. Y.
Sales and Service
in Chief Cities
oj U. S. and Canada

FactoTt'ej; Buffalo.
Detroit. Los Angeles,
Oal^Iand, Toronto

FLEXLUME
ELECTRIC

DISPLAYS

FLEXLUME CORPORATION
1831 Military Road, Biiflfalo. N. Y
have a
1 Should like to
free copy of "
Aichitcc!
11 Send
another
Displays."
:opy to

11

1
I

Elec

1

1
1

Name

1

Theatre

1

.Address. .

i

|—
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has something been overlooked?
^TT Architect RigauniDiit says "yes" in his reply to Thamas
jl E. Tallmadge and other architects whose criticisnij
of motion picture architecture have been published in the
last two issues of "Better Theatres." It is Mr. Rigaumont's
contention that art is difficult and criticism easy, as well as
unproductive

if "biased or unreasonable."

JTT In the opinion of Mr. Rigaumont, too much praise canjJ not be given to the men who have designed motion
picture theatres and to the men who have built them.
He does say, however, that the theatre in the smaller
towns has been slighted, but in his opinion this condition
ii only temporary and can be corrected.

Motion Picture Theatre Architecture
Is Distinct Achievement
Says VICTOR A. RIGAUMONT
Architect of New

York and Pittsburgh — l^emher

l\RT is difficult.
Criticism is easy, and if
/-\
soberly given is beneficial, although it
-^ A. is intensely destructive and unproductive if it is biased or unreasonable.
The ticlearchitect's
arin the March
issue of "Better Theaires'' department
criticising the architecture of the American motion picture
theatre and the resulting symposium of
comment by other
fellow practitioners,
brings one to an
important conclusion
that all seem to have
overlooked.
That is : the motion
Victor A, Rigaamont
picture
theatre
in
America
is a paying
institution, it is great numerically
and it is
functioning every day in the year.
There can't be so very much wrong with it !
Designing a theatre is a specialized accomplishment in which
many,
otherwise
good
architects, are unskilled.
These fellow practitioners are the foremost critics, primarily because they do not understand
the mass of
important details which go toward making the
theatre correctly, and their main desire is to
impress
others with their interpretation
of
what is art in architecture.
I shall pass over detailed discussion of the
fine points in engineering, seating capacity,
panic outlets, ventilation, and the like, because
most of those who wrote for the March issue
had nothing but praise for these important
mechanical details.
It is the decoration, in the scheme of motion
picture architecture, that has come in for the
cannonade of criticism, with the declaration
that "it is in the aesthetic side alone that these
theatres are regarded to have sinned."
If this be the case, then "what is all the
shooting for?"
Many critics, more or less able, take delieht
in sniping at the accomplishment of others and
continuously overlook the facts that architecture is not merely ornamentation or the
tickling of the optic nerves.
It is true that the great majority of theatres
recently completed are beautifully executed and
that there are others that are not on a par
with the best.
But it is also true that the development of
American theatre architecture is far superior
to that of other countries and that it has kept
pace with the phenomenal rise of the motion
picture and the theatrical industry. Both industries, distinct achievements, are classed by
the government on a par with the steel, auto-

of American

motive and other leading industries, which are
the business backbone of the nation.
The success and achievements of the industry's leader.= — Zukor, Lasky, Fox, Laemmle,
Warner, Franklin and many others, together
with their assistants and artists, are commensurabh' reflected in their enterprise
through the medium of many magnificent and
practical theatres, which stand as monuments
to the ideals and accomplishments of these
persons and their organizations.
Too much
praise cannot
be given to the

Setl&fbmtm
LETTERS
from Readers
An extension of The "Letters from
Readers" department in Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World. All communications must
be signed.
Wants
Plans
Submitted
GLOBE, ARIZ., To the Editor: Enclosed
please find a clipping from a local newspaper
with an announcement of our new theatre.
We are not in a hurry yet to rebuild it, because of existing leases on it.
If you would care to mention it in your
magazine, it would perhaps help us to get
better plans from outside architects, or get
better suggestions, because what we have at
present are not satisfactory. The lot is 51x100
and so our space is limited. We desire to
have two stores, one on each side, 17x22
deep and a spare room above for storage, 16
foot lobby, more or less balcony type, 15-foot
stage, modern equipment, and modern front,
and to utilize, to the best advantage, the
equipment that we have on hand already.
Our place is located between two hotels,
and a string of windows are now existing at
19 feet from the ground. I'd like to avoid
closing them if possible.
I'd like to have somebody that builds theatres only to submit plans.— -Alfred RabogliATTi, Globe, Ariz.

Fire Damages K. C. House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

KANS.A.S CITY, April 10.— The second
show had just started at the Rivoli theatre,
suburban house here, Friday night, when fire
broke out in a back-stage dressing room. The
audience of about 300 filed out in orderly
manner.
The loss was estimated at $700.

Institute

of Architects

American architects : Crane, Lamb, Rapp,
Alschuler, and a few others, who have created
the new spirit of the American theatre and
the motion picture. Their major conceptions
are stupendous, unrivalled, and their clients
and the public are more than satisfied.
The magnificent theatres in New York,
Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles and elsewhere
are far more eloquent in their dignified silence
than critics would have us believe.
So much for the big city theatres.
However, the condition remains that theatres in the smaller towns of the Union have
been somewhat overlooked because of the desire to build large theatres in the key cities.
The next step, in keeping with the progressive spirit of the motion picture business, is
the further development of the smaller theatres. Such successful exhibitors as Schine,
Lipson, Comerford, Kutinsky, Lesser, Dipson,
Brandt Brothers, Schwartz, Harris and Silverman, and others have proved that the smaller
theatres are highly profitable.
It is the towns of 1'5,000 to 200,000 population which are sorely in need of modern strucantiquity.
tures to replace the old Opera House of
Their public feel that, although they are
favored with fine pictures starring Gloria
Swanson, John Gilbert, Richard Dix or Reginald Denny, and first class shows, they have
nothing modern in the way of accommodation
and it is surprising to notice their appreciation
and attendance whenever some enterprising
exhibitor puts a new or remodelled theatre at
their disposal.
^

^

^4:

The smaller theatres, up to 2,000 seats, afford an opportunity for simple, dignified and
decorative architecture, which can well be
taken care of by our American architects,
economically and artistically, without the aid
of our cousins across the seas.
American architects must realize that today,
tomorrow, and forever, the creation of buildings demands that the general practitioner
must be relegated, and that the specialist is
here to stay, whether it be for post offices,
hospitals or theatres.
Therefore, let us travel our architectural
paths, assisting our colleagues through mutual
understanding and appreciation. Thusly, will
we keep pace with our country and its industries and most likely, kee" improving as we
always do, the architecture for Americans,
not only theatres but also for all other types
of buildings.
Architecture through the ages has been and
always will be the expression of accomplishment of a race.
Architecture is the monument of the American motion picture accomplishment.
The architect plays an important role in the
exhibition of motion pictures.
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Roxy Says:
S. L. Rolhafcl, -who built the Roxy theatre in New York City, a hoitsc
luhich is the largest motion picture theatre in the zuorld and grosses more
zveckly than any other theatre, makes the following explanatory comment:
"I do not care to enter into any controversy with Mr. Tallmadge or anyone
else on something which we know nothing about.
So there you are."
5. L. Rothafel

Harold

0

^

^

Fraaklln

-in the Land of Make -Believe

Motion Picture
Architecture
Practical,

Electrical Transmission
of Pictures

Says Clark Munson
New

B.

Says Harold B. Franklin

Virginia Theatre,
Champaign,
111.

IN the well meaning article by Thomas
E. Tallmadge, in which he criticises
modern theatre architecture, there are
several statemetits with which just exception may be taken. When Mr. Tallmadge
says that theatre owners, in an endeavor to
make the theatre venture pay, give the public credit for no more discretion in architectural appreciation than a 14-year-old
child, he utters a misstatement. Proof that
this assertion is in error is forcibly evidenced by the millions who daily demonstrate their approbation and appreciation of
the modern theatre, by their attendance.
The public would not repeatedly patronize
an institution that appealed only to the 14year-old architectural intellect. It is plainly
seen that if the modern theatre insulted the
public's
it would
not return
again
andintelligence
again for further
affront.
There has never been built a building
that completely suited the bricklayers, plasterers, carpenters, and other artisans. They
invariably can, or rather think they can,
improve the architects' plans, with alterations here and alterations there. They entirely lose sight of the fact that the structure is designed to serve a purposeful end
with all elements considered in their component relation, one with the other. Likewise, it follows, that some architects believe that the owners, the men who pay
the bills, do not fully know what they want
or what they wish to accomplish.
The aim of every astute and conscientious owner or manager is to build a theatre
that will enable him to offer the ultimate
in comfort and entertainment at a reasonable profit. It is the owner who sits in
the driver's seat with the reins in his hand
and his eyes on the road. He sees all that
Koes on around him and alters his course as
occasion ticmands, luit always with his objective in view. The individual, whether
he is the architect who is certain his own
ideas are superior to the owner's or the hod
carrier who think the architect is a chump,
each is too deeply absorbed in his own speicalized work to think of the aims and .troal
j of the institution as a whole.
! The builder of a modern theatre endeavors to increase his patronage and he has
found_ that theatres atmospherically resembling beautiful Venetian gardens, Spanish court yards, or other fanciful landscape

A ^^Splash'' Merely
Emphasizes the
Appeal,
President of West Coast
Theatres, Inc.

This invention by Herbert E. Ives,
Montclair, N. J., has been assigned to the
Western Electric Company, Inc., New
York.
Briefly the invention is this:
In a system for the transmission of pictures, a receiving station, a drum at said
station, said drum carrying a photosensitive reproducing surface, means for transmitting to said station a carrier wave
modulated according to characteristics of
a picture or object, an image of which is
to be produced, a light valve, and means
external to said valve comprising a plurality of lenses and adjustable apertures
for controlling the exposure of said surface according to the received waves and
for determining the portion of said waves
effective in such exposure.
effects admirably accomplish this result.
Buildings thus executed are usually the
pride of each community in which they are
erected. True, some ethereal individual,
who generously visits the theatre once a
year to see a "Ben Hur" or "King of
Kings," might view the alluring interior
with disdainful superiority, but the great
mass of townsfolk who come week after
week, swell with pride, then they proudly
point to the architectural gem set in the
midst of their city.
Mr. ofTallmadge
further
states thatshould
"the
goal
the architect
and decorator
be restraint rather than license." Perhaps
so^ — iu a hanking room, granary or garage— but not in a theatre building where
care-worn parents and under-privileged children come for an evening or afternoon of
enjoyment and entertainment in a world
vastly different tlian that which they arc
obliged
routine. to accept in their monotonous (lail.\'
Does not Mr. Tallmadge realize that theatres c>f his socalled '■tortured architecture"
(Continued

en fapc

34)

ediread your with
torial of March
thatin Iconnection
interest 17,
IT is with
the comment of Mr. Thomas E. Tallmadge, a noted Chicago architect.
It is my opinion that architecture in
theatres is successful when it meets with
the approval of that part of the public, to
which it is the purpose of the particular
theatre to appeal. Theatre architecture
comes only under such a classification.
It is the object of those that build theatres- to make people feel that the building
is their building. What may be deemed
good architecture for one type of building,
may be entirely out of order in another
type. The splendid dignity of a government building, for example, does not belong in a motion picture theatre. There
should be a certain amount of "splash" in
a theatre w-hich caters to the masses; those
who operate theatres throughout this country have found that to be the case. It is
this "splash" that is referred to as "gingerbread" by Mr.
Tallmadge — but
this "splash"
is merely
a simplification,
an emphasis
for
quick appeal to entirely non-professional
minds.
.'\nd, when people show their approval,
to the extent that the American public has
shown theirs to motion picture theatres, it
would be an indication that most of the
people of America approve that type for
theatres. The motion picture theatre does
not intend to cater only to the self-styled
"Intelligentsia," but is intended to appeal
principally to the entire mass of our people.

*

*

♦

Theatre architecture is a study apart from
ordinary architecture, and the writer has
known of instances where architects, who,
perhaps, were quite efficient in designing
railroad stations, fell short in the designing
of theatres insofar as public approval was
concerned;
and, which
by "public
approval"
mean patronage,
in the final
analysis.I
is the main court of opinion. What if
theatre architecture is somewhat exaggerated? Isn't the entire appeal oi the
theatre that of "make-believe"? People go
to the motion picture theatre to live an hour
or two in the land of romance. On the
whole, it will be found tluTt the motion
picture theatre is invariably the finest public building in each community — at least it
i< coiisiilered so by the majority of the public i>l each ct>mnninifv.
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Ah o V e — the audiiorium,
facing the stage. Rectangular in sha'^e, this auditorium offers ■perfect optical conditions for the enjoyment of a motion picture. From no part of the
chamber is vision distorted, while the hall is
small enough to permit of
excellent reception of
sound from the stage. The
tvalls are done in ivory and
colored stencil -work. The
indirect lighting is controlled byone switch in the
booth and is equipped for
color combinations of red,
white, and blue.
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At left — a front exterior
view. With only a moderate
investment possible, the
architect could have done
one of two things — make a
cheap imitation of a gaudy
front, or work modestly,
applying only the principles
of symmetry and variation.
He chose the latter course.
This front may be poorly
arranged for the display of
posters, but the name of
the theatre is well Provided for. Viewed from
either side, one sign says
"Ritz" while the other is
saying
"Theatre,"
still
another
sign faceswhile
forward.

The Ritz — a Theatre of Charm in a Small Town
And it's not a hit "ritzy." This theatre in Chartton, la., owned by Harry J. Cramer,
content to he in good taste. William L. Perkins of Chariton designed it.
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Md^e -jOur theatre an oasis of coolness in a heat-ridden
world, and you'll ^ac\ 'em in night after night, all
summer long. Tou can do it.

i

Yo M

i

i

H

Can

Cool Your Theatre «,ith WASHED
By Putting

AlR

In The

Supreme I ^%lstILi 1 S y s t e m

A

Yes, the Supreme System actually washes every cubic foot of air that it

simply
cant Its
he
hot
or stuffy.

forces into your theatre. It's the only system of its kind that DOES wash the air.

cool and com'
fortahle
on the
most torrid

The Supreme Turbo Air 'Washing Unit, a wonderful new feature of the Sup'
reme System, creates a foggy water'mist through which the air must pass be
fore
cools entering
the air. the cooling blower. It's amazing how that mist freshens and

theatre m

which this sys'
tern is installed

afternoons and
nights.

After the air has been washed and cooled, the
6 ft. all steel Supreme cooling blower (illustrated to the left) forces it into your theatre
in such volume and at such velocity that all
the air is changed completely 30 to 60 times an
hour. No noise ! No drafts ! But a continual
inpouring of fresh cooling breezes!
The Supreme System gives the same results
as the big expensive cooling systems used in
big city theatres. It is easy to install, simple
to operate and absolutely noiseless. In fact,
it has proved itself to be the quietest, most
efficient and least expensive cooling system of
its kind on the market.
And remember it is the only system of its
kind that can give you washed air.

This Air-Washing Unit comes complete with electric motor and operates
from any electric light soc\et.

Get The Facts/
Write us )\>r complete

Note The Horton
Variable Speed Pulley
At slight extra cost the cooling Blower can
be supplied with this reliable pulley, instead ofstandard single speed pulley. The
Horton Pulley can be furnished with cables
for remote control.

Heater & Ventilating Corp*

information and convenient payment plan.
Send iti the coupon
today.

ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
Ventil.itinK
Supreme
HeaterCt>rp.
6r'
1915-17 19 Pine St.
St. Louts, Mo.
Send
the

mc complete information anJ convenient payment plan on
Supreme
Cooling

System.

Name.
City
Address..

o<'Tho»tre
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ager is aware of the luxury which is afforded to his
patrons by the softness underfoot. A catalogue of the
product is awaiting you.
F. B. Griffin, Oshkosh, Wis.
A new film cement for theatres, studios and exchanges isnow being marketed by this company. A
descriptive circular will be sent upon request.
Products presented in this issue of Better Theatres will
give to the theatre owner a house the accoutrements of
which will mean increased box office values.

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
Copyright, 1928, by Quigley Publishing Company
All editorial and business correspondence
should be addressed
to the Chicago
office
Other publications:
The Chicagoan and Polo, class journals; and the fellowing motion picture trade publication in addition to Better Theatres, published
as a supplement
to Exhibitors
Herald
and Moving
Picture
World:
The
Buyers Index, Semiannual.
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There Is News in the
Advertisements
Every month the prospective theatre builder, or the
theatre owner who is contemplating reconstruction, will
find in the pages of Better Theatres a guide to the prodmct
which will give to his theatre the ultimate in comfort,
decoration, appointments, music, lighting and all other
accoutrements necessary to "better theatres."
This issue of Better Theatres, both in its advertisements
and in its text, presents a wealth of information relative
to "better theatre" equipment. In addition to the news
of manufacturers and distributors found regularly in these
pages, the reader this month niay obtain information from
the following companies:
Arnold Electric Signs Company, Inc., Kokomo,

Ind.

This company is producing for theatres an out'
door sign, the construction of which is approved by
the National Board of Underwriters. The company
furnishes a combination of colors, interchangeable
raised letters, marquise and special effects. A catalogue will be forwarded upon request.
Capehart Automatic Phonograph

Ind.

Corporation, Huntington,

This company manufactures an automatic phonograph ivhich will play 28 records on both sides continuously. The instrument is called the Orchestrope,
according to the company; can be coin operated if
desired.
Clinton
Carpet Companv, 130 North Wells street, Chicago,
lU.
This company is the manufacturer of Ozite, a carpet cushion for use in theatres.
Every theatre man-

Music in the Theatre
Popularity of the theatre has developed a demand for music
of every type.
The organ, orchestra and the automatic instrument today
are giving to the vast theatre audiences a pleasure which was
reserved for the minority a few years ago.
Music means money at the box office. The wise exhibitor
is the one who provides this phase of entertainment for hispatrons.

Again — Summer

Summer is a prolific period in the calendar. Some years,
ago the summer bugaboo became a thing of the past, yet the
theatre owner cannot forget those things which brought with
summer good business.
It may be only a splash of paint, it may be new lights, it
may be a cooler interior, it may mean better music — ^whatever
it is the exhibitor should begin to take stock now so as to
avoid any possible depression during the warm months.
Through the years the motion picture industry has overcome many obstacles. That is one reason why it stands today
as the greatest form of amusement and recreation in the world.
As the years pass it becomes more intrenched. As the years
come its solidity should become more pronounced.
The motion picture is an essential, but it depends upon the
individual as to how essential it is, or should be. There is a
thought!

Building Condition Encouraging
A survej'^ of building conditions in 103 cities in 35 states
has just been completed by Walter J. Greenebaum, vicepresident of Greenebaum Sons Investment Company of
Chicago. An analysis of the returns, Mr. Greenebaum
nounced, revealed a healthy condition.

an-

This is encouraging news for the equipment field.

%m Is no substitute Mm/kmf
^71
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By F. H. RICHARDSON

Electricians and Rank Imitations
Complaint has reached me that electricians, when
connecting up Hertner Transverters, do not read
the wiring diagram correctly, and, failing to look for
identifying marks on the various leads, play the devil
with things generally.
Projectionists will do well to remember that merely
because a man declares himself to be an "electrician,"
and really is a good wireman or fixture installer, does
not prove that he has extensive knowledge of electrical
action, or that he is able to read unfamiliar wiring diagrams correctly.
One "electrician" in the Middle West recently reversed the Transverter wires in connecting up the
machine. The diagram showed the leads to be "L"
at top, "A" in center and "F" at bottom. Instead, this
"electrician" connected them in reverse order, with "F"
at the top and "L" at the bottom.

Noisy
Film

The projectionist should study the wiring diagram
of sets to be installed, no matter how vehemently
the installing man may declare himself to be an "electrician." He should himself look for identifying marks
on the various leads. It ie not the duty of the projectionist to connect up sets, true, but it IS his duty to
know that they are connected correctly. That is a part
of his job, just as it is a part of his job to check over
the projection room wire circuits and determine
whether or not the wires are of a size to operate efficiently. His is not the actual work of installation, but
he is or should be the engineer in charge of installation.
If you don't know how, then will you please tell me
just how you expect to efficiently use and handle something you do not understand? Do YOU think that
could possibly be?
Think it over. Brother!

Your

Wilmei" G. Meier, projectionist, Waupaca,
Wis., wrote complaining that the film in his
Powers projectors, or one of them, anyhow,
made quite a bit of aoise in passing through.
I referred the inquiry to the Powers division
of the International Projector Corporation,
who answer thusly:
"Wduld suggest that the alignment of the
intermittent sprocket and its idler roller be
■examined carefully to see if the sprocket teeth
line centrally with the flanges of the roller.
Also examine the guide rollers at the top of
the gate to see that they guide the film correctly and that the gate has even tension on
both the right and left sides. Make certain
that the screw holding the flywheel is set up
tightly.
"Examine the lower apron and see if the
guide rollers are in alignment. Notice whether
or not the apron touches the sprocket teeth.
It should not, of course. Doubtless in one or
the other of these things you will locate the
trouble."

Inquiries
Mr. Richardson

will answer any and
all questions concerning matters pertaining to projection or matters allied thereto. Write him if you need advice. This
service is gratis. Inquiries will be treated
confidentially when requested.

Projection Room
Up-to-Date

Manager Lester A. Davis, Fields Corner
Olympia theatre, Dorchester, Mass., forwards
accompanying photograph of the Olympia theatre and this letter :
I am enclosing picture of my projection room,
just to give you an idea as to how an ordinary room
in that particular department can be laid out to
meet tion
theroomsspecifications
of the real up-to-date projecin the country.

I have an English made projector called the Ross.
Prior to my taking over projection here it had been
abused. The projector is four years old. The whole
intermittent is worn. The tension plate (presumably meaning the aperture plate. — Ed.) and springs on
the gate are all badly worn.
Can any reader advise as to where I may obtain
parts for the Ross projector. I understand the
company do not put out any more projectors.

The equipment consists of two De Luxe Motiograph Projectors, nickel trimmed and maroon duco
finish, G. E. high intensity lamps, one double dissolving steriopticon, one Brenkert spotlight, Westinghouse motor generator set, delivering current to
the lamp through a multiple hookup; enclosed rewind cabinet with Tennessee marble top; tool board
with one-inch elbow brass edging and accommodations for approximately 50 different tools; two carbon
cabinets with brass tops; maroon enameled floor,
covered with rubber matting. To the rear of the
film cabinet we have a work bench with motor-driven
buffet wheel, sandstone, and a drill chuck; the ceiling is painted ivory, the upper part of the walls is
of briar green paint, and the lower surface is painted
olive ^reen. The only changes in the projection
room since the picture was taken is where the droplights have been replaced by ceiling globes and the
rubbish can by a mahogany finished solar receptacle.
The ventilation is adjustable so as to give uniform
temperature
in the room at all times.
I might further add that I have placed an enlarged picture of the projection room on a tripod
in the
tion andlobby
asset. of this theatre as a box office attrac-

If any of our readers have better information than I just obtained, by phone, from the
International Projector Corporation, write
Friend Humphries direct. Otherwise, Humphries should write J. Frank Brockliss. No.
10 Poland street, London, England, where all
available information may be had.
May I suggest, however, that it might be
better from the business viewpoint for your
studio to purchase a projector made on this
■side of the "pond"?

Henry F. Gleken and Walter L. Burke are
in charge of projection in this most excellent,
well equipped and very orderly room. If
things are always as neatly kept (and I have
no reason to suppose otherwise) as they
appear in this photograph, then brothers
Glekcii and Burke have reason to have pride
in the room and its appearance. .\s to the
picture on the Olympia screen — well, one
could hardly imagine anything but high grade
projection as coming from this room.

Ross Projector
Parts
Len Humphries, projectionist, Canadian International Film Studios, Trenton, Ontario,

asks:

Moreover, one glance at the carbon receptacles is sufficient to prove that Manager
Davis is not one of those imitation managers
who
make out
a perfectly
silly attempt
"save"
by doling
just enough
carbons tofor
the
day's
run,
keeping
the
rest
in
a
safe
deposit
Nault, I guess.
Later : I sent the foregoing to Manager
Davis to have him fill in the names of the
lowing:
projectionists.
He did so and added the fol-

*

*

*

Dear Mr. Richardson : I want to express my appreciation for the interest you have shown in my
projection room, and to say that although I have
fully cooperated with the projectionists insofar as
concerns the equipping of the projection room, the
real credit should be given to Chief Projectionist
Henry F. Gleken. whose initiative and untiring efforts toward better projection have been rewarded
by what you see in the photograph.
I take real pride in what I term the perfect project.on in this theatre. The screen has even illumination at all times, the picture is always in sharp
focus and there is absolutely no trace of travel
ghost, no flicker or other faults which cause eye
strain. Best of all though, we feel real proud to
be able to say that in more than a year tiere has
been no stop in the show.
I feel real gratification in my good fortune in
being able to have such an excellent projection staff
— a staff which bends its best eflforts to have and
maintain 100 per cent in projection efficiency.
^ You asked for my photograph. Mr. Richardson,
borry, but I have none available just now.

»

*

»

I'm real sorr>- for that last, for it would be
a real pleasure to print the photograph of a
theatre manager who has appreciation of and
for good work, and is willing to cooperate
with the men who produce it, and to reward
them reasonably. If we had more such managers we would have consistently better, more
efficient, projectionists. No normal man will
feel an urge to work hard to excel if he is
made to feel that the one immediately over
him has little or no appreciation of excellence,
or at least does not make his appreciation
apparent.
On the other hand, the projectionist who
will not respond at least reasonably to a bit
of praise, appreciation and reward, is not and
never will he an etTicient man. It is a twoway proposition, gentlemen. The combination
of a theatre manager who can and will appreciate good, efficient work and is willing to
offer encouragement as M.anagcr D.-ivis has
done, and projectionists who take real pride in
their work and w.int to make good, instead
of seeing how little they can possibly do in

Correspondence for F. H . Richardson, editor of this department, should he addressed to South Lyme, Conn.. Box 100.
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Projectionists
and
Room,
Projection
Fields Corner
Theatre,
Dorchester,
Mass.

the hours they must be on duty and get away
with it, is the combination that "brings; home
the bacon" to the box ofiSce, gives the public
100 per cent value for their money (that's
where the box office wins out) and places the
productions of the producer before the public
at their full amusement and entertainment
value.
P. S. — Examine that rewind, Brother
Gleken. Are its elements in exact line? Can
you put on two empty reels, stretch a strip of
film through and revolve the reels without
their rims touching the film ?

Rewinding
Outrages
The outrages (sorry, men, but that is precisely the correct term) committed upon film
in the process of its rewinding are not nearly
what they were some years ago.
Thanks be,

that is true, but they nevertheless are not as
yet by any man of means entirely eliminated.
Gentlemen, it is surprising that at this late
day that such abuses persist. We rather expected them 10 years ago, because men then
were, for the most part, merely machine operators who held relatively slight interest in
anything other than that — and pay day. Today, however, we expect, and feel we have the
right to expect, better things, because the men
in the theatre projection rooms, taken as a
whole, are something like 600 per cent better
in every waj' than they were 10 years ago.
They have advanced in knowledge, in self
respect and in respect for their profession.
They no longer, except for some relatively
few isolated cases, may be justly considered
as machine operators, but rather as Motion
Picture Projectionists, which means a very
great deal more.
However, in this particular thing (rewinding), error for some reason persists.
Years

ARNOLD ELECTRIC SIGNS
DRAW

THE CROWDS!

Arnold Electric
Signs are individually
designed to fulfill any
theatre building condition orFurnished
require-in
ments.
any combination of
colors . . . interchangeable raised
glass letters . . .
marquise and special
effects.
Arnold

signs are

giving complete
satisfaction on theatres
all over the United
States.
ANNEALED
iron,
Superior GALVAstretcher leveled, with
corrugated faces,
gives Arnold signs
unusual strength,
beauty,
and
ance.

endur-

Weather and rust immunity comes from specially treated iron, coated with genuine DUPONT DUCO
finish!
This finish will not scale or become discolored by weather.
Wiring and construction is approved by the National Board of Underwriters. Every Arnold sign
carries an Underwriters inspection label.
Heavy angle iron construction gives strength and durability.
Arnold signs are designed by staff designers who will be glad to prepare sketches in color without
charge or obligation to responsible theatre owners or managers who are interested. Write on your
own letterhead so that your request will receive immediate attention.

Write for Complete Injormation and Estimates

ARNOLD

ELECTRIC SIGNS, INC.

KOKOMO

- - - INDIANA

ago I told you, told you and told you, and I
now, with all the emphasis of which I am
capable, again tell you, that REWINDING
FILM AT HIGH SPEED IS BAD PRACTICE AND IS IN EFFECT NOTHING
LESS THAN AN OUTRAGE UPON THE
FILMS ENTRUSTED TO YOUR CARE.
This is especially true if, as is often the case
even in exchange inspection rooms, the elements of the rewinder are out of line with
each other ; if the reel sides are not perfectly
true, or if both faults exist.
Rapid rewinding, with its attendant abuses,
is bad enough with ordinary film, but now that
film carrying a sound band in addition to the
picture
it just
won'tsuggested
do. With
ordinary record,
film the
thingsplain
I have
as
rewinding faults served to scratch the photographic record and did other and even more
serious damage in the form of injury to or
destruction of the sprocket hole track. This
was bad enough, surely. It has cost the industry', in the aggregate, millions upon millions of dollars in direct loss through destruction of or a too rapid deterioration of
the film itself, and through injury to the
screen faults
imagesetthrough
resultant "rain"
other
up by mechanical
damage and
to
the films.

* * *

With film which carries the sound record
adjacent to one of its edges, which same will
be seriously injured and probably ruined by
scratches, I leave you to your own judgment
as to the probabilities if film be rewound at
high speed. Let us examine the matter for a
moment.
Rewinding at slow speed — say five to six
minutes to the 1,000 feet — using reels with
true sides, with sufficient braking pressure
against the tail reel to insure snug winding
of the film, we have but to place the reel on
the rewinder, start the motor and go about
our business. An automatic stop for the
motor may be easily arranged in any one of a
dozen ways. The rewdnder then will finish
its task and stop long before the next reel has
been projected. In fact there is no real reason why rewinding speed should exceed eight
or nine minutes to the 1,000 feet. When the
next reel is ready for rewinding, we merely
remove the one already rewound and repeat
the process.
What about inspection, you ask?
-Assuming that the film is in good condition
when received, or that it has been carefully
examined WITH A HAND REWINDER,
there is no earthly reason that I know of for
inspecting it every time it is used. Inspection should ALWAYS be done with a hand
rewinder, and in hand rewinding the rewinder
must NEVEk be STOPPED SUDDENLY
by applying heavy braking pressure to the tail
reel. That is one of the most prolific sources
of film abuse. The projectionist rewinds rapidly (1,000 feet to the minute or minute and
a half is not at all uncommon). He sees
some fault and stops the process suddenly by
means of heavy pressure applied to the tail
reel, and THE LAYERS OF FILM ON
BOTH REELS ALL SLIP ON EACH
OTHER UNDER PRESSURE.
^ ^ ^
Oh boy! What a nice mess of minute
scratches that produces, to fill with dirt later
and appear upon the screen in the form of
"rain." Never, NEVER, N-E-V-E-R stop a
rewinder suddenly, except you apply equal
braking pressure on BOTH reels.
And now as to rewinder elements out of
line, crooked reels et cetera. As soon as
YOU read this, brother, place two empty reels
upon your rewinder. Stretch a strip of film
clear through across their hubs and have an
assistant rotate both reels slowly. If the reels
are true and their edges do not touch the film
at all, then the rewinder elements are in perfect line, and those two reels, at least, are true.
If this condition does not exist, then it is up
to YOU to get busy and remedy the fault. If
you have an enclosed rewinder with the elements (head and tail piece) attached to a
metal base, then the alignment should be per-
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**Not once in a thousand years

does a switchboard meet this
hut when it does!
DOWN TOWN CHICAGO
SALES OFFICES
Suite 323—155 N. Clark St.
Phone Sinte 7966

New York City
1457 Broadway
Phone

Wisconsin 4843

"Bombs won't stop a Hub."
When the unfortunate explosion at the State Theatre in Hammond, Ind., occurred it was
fortunate that the sturdy construction of the stage switchboard, aHub of course, withstood the shock without serious
injury. It was in full operating condition right after the
accident.
When you choose a theatre switchboard think of the Hub
first. Estimates and details upon request.

HUB

ELECTRIC

CO.

Factory and General Offices

2219-25 W. Grand Ave., Chicago
Phone Seeley 6440-1-2

Toledo, Ohio
1220 Madison Ave.
'''•°"' ^'''""* •'""
Milwuiikff. Wise.
123 Second St.
Phono

Grand
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Announcing

JHEATKOiU

GRIFFIN

Film Cement
A new Film Cement for Studios, Motion
Picture Theatres and Film Exchanges.
Patches made with this cement will not
dry out, buckle up or pull apart. Write
for descriptive
troductory price.circular and special in-

Send for

Catalogue

J.I^LANCY,iN

Syracuse N.Y

Manufactured by

F. B. GRIFFIN
Oshkosh. Wis.

^lay a Complete Symphony
'^^ with one finger !
Y USING the special
remote control device you
can regulate the type of music
for your entire program. The
new SEEBURG TWIN-ROLL
Reproducing Pipe-Organ will
save your time, eliminate many
unnecessary steps and provide
even more perfect musical
interpretation than any
reproducing instrument
you have ever heard.

The

ssmrn
O'ihitihRoII
Reproducitiq
PipenOrqan
TWO

HOUR-ROLLS ~ Continuous music. No interruptions
for rewind. cAll hut huvrian in
performance and attraction.
MAIL

THE

COUPON

J. p. Secburg Co.,
1510 Dayton St., Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen: I am interested in the SEEBURG

_
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feet, bu: just the same it won't take long to
test it, and you should do it.
Once your rewinder elements are in line,
FASTEN THEM
PERMANENTLY
IN
PLACE. Don't depend upon a screw tightened clamp. Every rewinder should be made
with an aligning metallic base, to which the
elements must be attached by means of closely
fitting bolts, or by bolts and aligning dowel
Having your rewinder in alignment, and
equipped with reels with sides which are true,
arrange to apply automatic braking pressure
pins.
to the tail reel sufficient to insure tight rewinding of the film. THIS IS MOST ESSENTIAL TO THE PREVENTION OF
SLIPPAGE AND
CONSEQUENT
SCRATCHING.
Having attended to the alignment and reels,
the next step is of even greater importance;
also it will not be at all popular with you,
until you get used to it. Habit is strong and
you have probably been used to rewinding at
from considerably to a whole lot more than
1,000 feet of film in five or six minutes.
GEAR
THE
MOTOR
DRIVEN REWINDER DOWN UNTIL IT CANNOT
BE MADE TO REWIND AT GREATER
SPEED THAN FIVE MINUTES TO 1,000
FEET OF FILM.
DON'T stand there and watch the motor
work. It is unnecessary. If there is a repair
to make, or if the film needs inspection, do it
on the hand rewinder. If not, then g'wan
about j'our business and let the motor do it.
Thus you soon will not mind the slew rewinding at all, and probably will be wondering why in H. S. M. D. you didn't do it that
way years ago.

Picture Size,
Viewing Distance
and Screen Illumination
I believe, gentlemen, I at last have a practical
contribution to make to a knotty problem which
has been puzzling myself, and I think every
one else connected with projection for many
years.
I referillumination
to the matter
of standardization of screen
in theatres
in which
conditions vary widely.
My present idea is to tie together as one
standard, the matter of screen illumination and
picture size, insofar as refers to a screen surface of wide diffusion characteristics. The
same thing may be done with other types of
screen surface, but since almost invariably
great depth of auditorium exists only in theatres where considerable width exists, hence
high diffusion characteristics in the screen surface is imperative, it seems sufficient to consider only that type of surface at this time.
I have examined what I shall propose closely
and am unable to see where it is lacking in
value, though just how far it might be carried
would depend upon what carefully made experiments might disclose.
In any event I recommend the plan to the
Standards and Nomenclature Committee of
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers for
consideration. What I have in mind is as
follows :
First, in order to establish any standard
which has to do with the viewing of the picture by an audience, we first must establish

TODAY
TWIN

ROLL

Reproducing Pipe

Organ. Without obligating me kindly send booklet, "The Soul of the Film." My house
seats
people, I now have a
Instrument.
NAME
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standards
for — auditorium illumination as
(a) Theatre
measured in foot candles at some certain level.
(b) A standard of contrast between the
border surrounding the picture and some
standard of contrasting value of objects immediately surrounding the screen.
(c) The elimination of glare spots and
(d) The prevention of light from sources
other than the projection lens striking the
screen, so far as is possible.
All these various things have to do with
the viewing of the picture by the audience,
and each may serve to very seriously
(a) Detract from the beauty of what the
audience sees upon the screen or
(b) Set up a more or less serious element

zo
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A good reputation gets around
FOR over 30 years Cutler-Hammer has built better
dimmers — dimmers which control theater lights
smoothly as nightfall — dimmers which give year
after year of trouble-free service.
This superior quality, performance, and economy
of operation explains why leading showmen, Marks
Bros., Chicago, for example, bring out the architectural beauty of their houses and give the finishing
touch to their presentations with C-H Equipment.
Ask your architect or electrician how easily this
iynprovemeut can be brought to your house —
whether it be neiv or old. Aud in the meantime, write jor the booklet "Illumination
Control jor the Modern Theater".

The CUTLER-HAMMER

Mfg. Co.

Pioneer hluntifacturers of Electric Control A/>/)aititi<s

1254 St. Paul Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

CUTLER^3

Ki'ar ric'U' of C-H DiiniiuT hank —
Mutlis liros'. CiidiuiJd, Chic<iiji>

HAMMER

Perfect Illzimination Control for the 'Modem

^Theater
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l^TO longer need you envy
-^ ^ those gorgeous handlettered ads of the big-city
theatres. No longer do you
have to say, "Gee, I would
like to have ads like that — if
I could only afford to hire an
artist and have the cuts
■THb

13*105"

LIONEL B«BRVMORE.

GAuVsmTtH* BROS-

LIEUTENANT

1/

cn^-~^:Li£-

^

GITZ RICE I .~S!J-^!^w
NORTHWEST / IIU-'iT^naT^T
MOUNTIES
^ig^"' M-

TAM has made big-time ads
made."
possible everywhere — and at
a cost so small you'll wonder
how it can be done. Reproduced ads shown here made
with TAM service.

THE ORIGINAL MAT
SERVICE FOR THEATRES
Our latest issue awaits your inspection. Write or wire today.

WALUCE

6ERrvic5E
BOWLING

BELOW — THEATRE
make THEATRES

ABOVE

profitable.

High rentals in any part of the theatre building now possible.
What better place for a bowling alley, billiard
hall or gjTnn, than the basement of a theatre?
Piano, Radio or Phonograph stores on the
street level are all possible by employing
Stevens Sound-Proof
Engineering Methods
Our engineering department will cheerfully advise with
you, without the least obligation.
A

Hundreds of the meet
modem bulldiDKi Qolseprotected with Stevens
Sound-Proof Engineering.

STEVENS

Handsome

New Catalog en

SOUND-PROOF

Requett.

COMPANY

Consuliing KnfineerM and ManufaeturerM

409 So. Dearborn St.

CHICAGO
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of eye strain for the audience.
Standards designed to apply to screen and
auditorium illumination and to govern glare
spots have been suggested by the Eastman
Kodak Company engineering staff. They have
not, however, been pushed to the extent which
has secured their adoption in any other than
perhaps a very few of our theatres ; also such
standards, so far as I am aware, has not
taken into consideration the plan which I
shall propose. Whether or no the standards
proposed by the Eastman engineer^ have been
officially adopted by the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers or I do not remember.
At any rate the lack of any general adoption of
them into practice has rendered the work
of the Eastman engineers, worthy as it was,
of slight practical value. Quite possibly my
own offering may meet with like fate. That
is in the laps of the gods.
Assuming that the standards proposed by
Eastman engineers governing auditorium illumination, glare spots and screen surroundings
and border contrast value, to be in force in
some theatre we may select in which to carry
out the experiments I shall suggest, we will
proceed as follows : First we will select two
duplicate reels of film, of about average density and untinted. One reel will do, but a
duplicate will simplify the work.
We will thread one reel into each projector,
the same being equipped with Peerless reflector arc lamps or their equivalent, so arranged that the amperage may be stepped up
from minimum, which we will assume to be
12 amperes to the maximum, which we will
set at 25, though many use 30. That is too
much current for such lamps, however. They
do not work efficiently above 25. The various
steps of increase in amperage we will set at
12, 15, 18, 21 and 25. For the first two runs
we will install carbons suitable for 10 amperes
in projector No. 1 and carbons suitable for
15 amperes in No. 2. We now have the projectors ready for business.
For our experiments we must have a screen
surface which is new and fresh, and vdth
diffusion characteristics suited to a wide
theatre. Its color must be white. In size it
must be as large as it is considered permissible
to use in any theatre having a maximum
viewing distance of 150 feet. Incidentally the
theatre selected for the experiments must have
at least that viewing distance.
Our first experiment will be based upon a
50 foot maximum viewing distance, therefore
we must select the size picture considered best
in an auditorium in which the rear seats are
50 feet from the screen. I personally believe
a 10-foot-wide picture to be correct for this,
but inasmuch as this is smaller than would
be selected by most managers of theatres, we
will start with 12 feet and, using approved
cloth of approved color, drape the large screen
surface until it is reduced to 12 feet wide
by nine high if there be no projection angle.
The next step is to fill one row of seats
located 50 feet from the screen with people
selected at random, except that no one with
admittedly abnormal vision be used. Each
of these persons we will supply with a pad
and pencil, caution them to not talk to their
neighbors at all, and at the end of each projection to write down their impression as to
the sufficiency of screen illumination, and how
it compares with the other projections in the
matter of satisfactory viewing. We are now
ready to proceed.
Having thus arranged all necessary details,
we proceed to install carbons in projector No.
1 suited exactly for use with 12 amperes current, and in projector No. 2 carbons suited
exactly to be used with 15 amperes of current,
burning full normal craters on both. We
then proceed to project the first 250 feet of
film, stop and collect the first comments, each
marked No. 1. That last is important to
avoid possible confusion.
Next we project the second 250 feet of film
with projector No. 2, and again pause and
collect the comments, each marked No. 2.
We thus proceed to make the 18, 21 and 25

EXHIBITORS
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ampere test, changing carbon sizes each time
and being sure full, normal craters are burned
in before making each test. It is of course
presumed that the projector optical systems
are identical and its lineup in every way the
same. If there is any doubt, then all the tests
may be made with one projector, burning in
the craters with the other to economize in
time.
When this has been completed, it should
not be difficult to determine from an analysis
of the various slips which screen illumination
density gave the most satisfactory results, and
we will adopt as standard that illumination
and that picture size for theatres in which the
maximum viewing distance is 50 feet.
IMPORTANT: I don't believe I have noted
the fact that after each test the illumination
is to be carefully measured and recorded.
By this I mean the screen brightens the light
which reaches the eyes of the audience.
The standard is thus fixed for 50 feet, and
we may assume that the illumination comfortable to eyes 50 feet from the screen will
also be at least not uncomfortable to the eyes
of those located closer.
The objection may be raised (many objections can be raised to almost any plan proposed, Ibelieve) that as the screen surface
gets older the illumination values will, insofar
as has to do with the audience, change. That
is true and cannot possibly be wholly avoided,
but if exhibitors will, when a new screen is
installed, secure a piece of said surface, say
a foot or two square, wrap it in black cloth
and lay it in a dark, dry place, they may
check up on depreciation in reflection power
quite accurately by hanging the sample on the
screen surface when they suspect the latter has
dropped off in reflection value. If both look
the same the surface still is all right. If the
sample looks brighter, then the surface of the
screen should be immediately renewed.
Our next operation embodies my main idea,
which is to tie screen illumination, or perhaps
I might more correctly say screen brightness
together with picture size.
We will now move our audience back to a
row of seats 70 feet from the screen, and,
using several projection lenses and adjusting
the projector optical system as a whole to fit
the condition set up by the various lenses,
MAINTAIN THE SAME REFLECTION
INTENSITY BY INCREASING THE
LIGHT SOURCE POWER, while we gradually increase the picture size until our audience says the view at 70 feet is essentially the
same in comfortableness to the eyes that it
was at SO feet.
*
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is, in my opinion, no more able engineer in
the entire industry. Here is his reaction to
what I have written :
Dear Mr. Richardson: I have read very carefully
the manuscript copy which you sent me a few days
ago, "Picture Size, Viewing Distance, and Screen
Illumination." There is little doubt that the data
collected according to the series of experiments which
you suggest would be of considerable interest and
value. I do not believe, however, that the results
will be sufficiently comprehensive to serve as a means
of standardizing screen brightness in general. I still
believe that if such standardization is achieved it
will have to be based on more fundamental data relating to the visual response (adaptation acuity, etc.)
of the human eye when subjected to a complex stimulation. In spite of this opinion, I think the work
suggested by you is well worth doing and I sincerely
hope that you can go ahead with it and have it carried out under carefully controlled conditions.
On the last page of your manuscript you state that
at the increased viewing distance you propose to increase the size of picture until the audience is
satisfied. It seems to me that this particular metboJ
of procedure is unnecessary. I suggest that as the
audience is moved back, that is as the viewing distance is increased, the size of picture be increased
so as to maintain a constant visual angle, and with
this controlled visual angle that determinations bemade of the screen brightness which is most satisfactory. However, it seems to me to be of more
direct practical interest to use a fixed size of picture
and to determine the screen brightness most satisfactory at various viewing distances.

S. M. P. E.
Transactions
The Society of Motion Pictures lias increased the price of its transactions, effective with the Transaction of the 1928
copy.
spring meeting, from SI 25 to $2.50 per
This may seem quite a boost, but it
was felt the raise was fully justified. The
fact of the matter is that the price has
been much too low in the past. The
Transactions contain extremely valuable
matter. Their sales is necessarily a limr
ited one, and no good reason could be
advanced why they should be furnished
practically at cost to non-members.
Members, of course, are supplied free of
all cost.
Also ussociale members were registering a protest, because unless they attended meetings the only benefit they
received, aside from the satisfaction afforded by being a member, was the
Transactions they received. They did
not see just why they should pay SIO a
year for the membership, when they
could get the Transactions for so small
a sum.
Well, anyhow, the price is $2.50, and as
a member of the board of governors, I
voted for the increase. The Transactions are well worth the advanced price.
We pay for other things according to
their value. Why not these books? The
following Transactions are available to
any who want them. Address L. C. Porter, secretary, Fifth and Sussex streets,
Harrison, N. J., enclosing the price.
Transactions Nos. 2 to 8 at 25 cents each.
Transactions Nos. 10 to 15 at $1.00 each.
Transactions Nos. 16 to 18 at $2.00 each.
Transactions Nos. 19 to 30 at $1.25 each.

You
Don't Buy
an Organ
Every Day

Grand Rapids
Projectionist Progressive
Word comes from Motion Picture Projectionists' Local Union No. 291, I. A. T. S. E.
& M. P. M. O, of the U. S. & C, that the
union is about to take up, through its educational committee, educational and publicity
work.
That is good. The request is coupled with
request for certain educational matter, which
request has of course been complied with.
Both educational work and publicity, if well
directed, are of large value, though the latter
has in the past been almost entirely neglectecEWill locals please advise me as to just why

' 5'
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Get that clearly, gentlemen. My plan is to
maintain the same screen brightness as long
as we can, while we gain increased visibility
by picture enlargement. The plan has the advantage that the picture brightness is not
increased to those down front, while the
visibility is maintained to those at greater
distance.
It is true the angle of vision will be increased, but up to 100 to 120 feet I do not
believe the plan will call for a greater increase in picture width than 18 feet, and that
does not set up a seriously objectionable vision
angle, except in a relative few theatres where
the front rows are altogether too close to the
screen.
Our experiments are to be continued
through the steps indicated, up to 150 feet, and
the reflection density only raised after picture
increase sets up seriously objectionable conditions down front, or we have reached the
limit in increase, hence must resort to higher
screen illumination.
There, that is rather crudcl\' put, but you
will, however, I think understand my meaning. I would appreciate comments on the
plan by projectionists.
LATER: Sent copy of foregoing to Lloyd
A. Jones, chairman of the Standards and
Nomenclature Committee of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers,
than whom there

1^

And, because of that, many of
the best-known installations in
the country are being protected
against deterioration and
climatic changes by the PROMETHEUS Organ Heater.

ii

The Rialto and Rivoli Theatres
in New York are two famous instal ations so protected.
The PROMETHEUS Heater ir.
especially designed to maintain
even temperature
organ chambers. Its automatic inthermostat
will
maintain any pre-determined degree
of
heat, and requires absolutely no
attention.
Mail the coupon
for further details

Prometheus

Electric Corp.,

354 West 13th Street, New York
Send further details regarding PROMETHEUS
Xante
Address

„

_
_

_

_

Organ Heater«.
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they cannot themselves secure publicity for the
importance of their work by interesting local
newspaper editors in it. As a general proposition local papers will welcome almost anything having real interest to their readers,
particularly if it may be secured without cost
to them. If it contains local interest through
local application — well, they will come pretty
nearly eating it alive, or I don't know the
editors of local papers.
Why not test the matter out by supplying
your local editors wath a tirief snappy account
of just what a motion picture really is, and
the part the projectionist plays in it. Here is
such an item, which you may copy and hand
to friend editor through a carefully chosen
committee. The said committee should explain that if the public be made aware of some
things concerning projection there won't be
so many projection faults to mar local shows.
Here is a starter:

How many of our readers really know that they
have never in all their lives seen a real moving
picture, except when they actually move a picture
from one place to another. How many know that
what
call the
"motion
or but
moving
picture"
is not
really they
a motion
picture
at all,
merely
the illusion
of motion.
What really happens is this: On a strip of film
one to two thousand feet in length are printed what
is nothing more nor less than snapshot photographs,
taken by highly skilled men through very fine, highly
corrected lenses. There are 16 of these pictures to
each linear foot of film. They are what we may call
transparencies, meaning that the light from a powerful
light source can and does pass through them, and by
reason of that fact they are made to appear upon
the screen.
The projectionists in our various theatres thread
these films into a motion picture projector, which is
an imposing mechanism so designed that the film is
pulledstopped
down over
a smallwhile
opening
called anshutter
"aperture,"
and
stationary
a rotating
opens
the lens and the light passes through, carrying with
it the picture to the screen. This action takes place
at the rate of almost 20 times per second. Each time
while the film is being pulled down, an opaque shutter
comes before the lens, shutting off all light from the
screen while the movement takes place and one
photograph is substituted for another, so that what
you actually see is succeeding snapshot
photographs

THE
REPRODUCO
PIPE
ORGAN

RECENT

Orpheum,
Neosho, Mo.
Grand, California, Pa.
Smith, Des Moines, la.
Grand, New Lexington, O.
Majestic, Crooksville, O.
Cornell Square, Chicago,
111
Dorbrandt,
Jacksonville,
Tex.
Norwood,
Birmingham,
Ala.

Okla.

I wish to say 1 have been in show business for the past
20 years and this Reproduce is one of the Grandest organs
1 ever owned or heard. My people go v^rild over it, and
it has increased my business over 35 per cent. If I couldn't
get another money couldn't move my Reproduce.
(name on request.)

Over 1 600 in daily use

The Reproduce
Pipe
Organ
Co.
715 N. Kedzie Ave.
Illinois

Reproduco Pipe Organ Co.,
715 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 111.
and

Name

City..

names

users

I acknowledge with thanks receipt of your recent letter, in which was contained your address
as delivered to the sales staff of the National Theatre Supply Company in Chicago.
The address has been referred by the writer to
the Kansas City Projectionists Educational Society,
as matters of this sort come properly within its
jurisdiction. However, a speaker has been selected
and same will be read to the organization at one of
the meetings in tlie near future. Thanking you for
same, with very best wishes I am
R. Ransdell, Secretary,
L. V. 170, I. A.• T.• S.* E. and M. P. M. O.

of

the

Certainly an ambitious program and a
difficult one too. May I suggest that before
fire prevention is taken up, the secretary
write the Department of Labor and Industry, asking for all available data on the
Pennsylvania law concerning port shutter
suspension and fusing. If I am able to get
time, and the organization wants it, I will
myself prepare and send to you an address
on the subject of Projection Room Fires
and Safety to Audiences. If you want this
advise me and quote the above proposed
title.

Youth Sues Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

_

..State..

of

It was almost in the nature of a shock to
receive the following letter:

The purpose and plan of this organization^ is to
promote the intellectual and physical well-being of
its members by providing and maintaining a place
of common and frequent meeting for the friendly
enterchange of ideas as a means for increasing the
efficiency and usefulness of the membership, and
the securing of a closer relationship between those
working as motion picture projectionists.
It is our purpose and expectation to e\entually
secure the services of speakers of national prominence— men who are specialists in their particular
line of activity. We have designated certain members of this organization to present the following
subjects: "Projection Mechanics," "The Proper
Technique of Presentation," "Projection Room Fire
Prevention Apparatus," "New Equipment," "Optics,"
"Sound Reproducing Equipment," "Electricity and
All Mathematics and Factors Pertaining Thereto."

HAS
PROVEN A SOURCE
OF
SATISFACTION AND PROFIT

Send
me
descriptive
booklet
Reproduco Theatre Organs.

How Things
Do Change

I don't quite know what has happened,
but praise be it has happened, so we'll just
forget the old days and offer sincere, honest congratulations to local 170, together
with the offer of any sort of cooperation
and help she may wish which we may be
able to give. And that is no idle bouquet
of words either, mark you well.
Enclosed was a circular letter being sent
out by the Kansas City Projectionists Educational Society, Inc., to equipment manufacturers. The meetings of the Society are
on the second Wednesday of each month.
One paragraph of •the• letter
reads:
*

FROM THE VIEW POINT OF AN
OLD SHOWMAN

Chicago

you think
that Well,
wouldif interest
theThere,
readersdon't
of local
papers?
several
locals want it badly enough to ask for it I will
for a time supply one short article each month,
so that you may in turn supply your local
editors with one a month, supplemented perhaps by such matter as you may be able to
give him between times. If you want the
articles advise me.

Why the shock, you ask? Well, this letter comes from a man who is, unless I cannot read the signs, a progressive union official and, again, unless I cannot read the
signs, who represents a progressive local
union. Yet up to now I had regarded
Kansas City as one of the most utterly unprogressive cities, insofar as concerned projection, in all the wide, broad land. I had,
in the old days, an abundance of evidence
of it too.

INSTALLATIONS;

Hollis,

displayed before your eyes as separate, distinct units,
but with such rapidity that they actually are blended
together, and you thus have the illusion of motion.

„

BAKERSFIELD, CAL., April 10.— William
Carroll, a youth, has brought suit against the
management of the McFarland theatre, in the
oil town of McFarland, for damages in the
sum of $6,000. He charges that he was injured when ejected from the house.
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At left — Design
of the side walls
at the ■^roscemum arch, a jioint
in the interior
architecture distinguished for
the purity of
motif and therefore a notable
examjile of resourceful adaptation.

At right — Detail
of the relief, decoration bordering the ivalls at
the ceiling and
surmounting the
arches. Albert
Horter, the noted mural artist,
designed this
brilliant figure
scheme.

Below — Architect's sketch of the auditorium, which, seating nearly 3,000, is the largest in Los Angeles.

Warners Joins Film Capitals Theatre Family
Warners theatre in Los Angeles,
achievement
of G.

newest of Warner Brothers houses, is the architectural
Albert Lanshurgh.
The motif is Spanish.
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What Kind of a
-Frank Meyer —1
Is
Fellow

Would
You Buy
The Same Make Screen Again?
A COMFORTABLE majority of
l\ Da-Lite ow^ners do. Owner
loyalty and owner boosting is the
best form of advertising and proof
of value of any merchandise.
A reputation for quality does not
come by chance. You must excell
to keep ahead in the race that
never ends.
, !",

%

IT had
its Meyer
beginning
abouttime
16 years
ago.
Frank
at that
was manager of the New York branch of the
Aitken brothers, who operated the Western
Film Exchange, later becoming the Mutual.
Morris
Kohn, aAdolph
brother-inlaw,
conducted
theatre Zukor's
in 14th street,
New
near
by.
York. ■ Zukor and Al Kaufman had another

When
a million dollar theatre
opens you will usually find a
Da-Lite Screen, because they v/ant
the best.
V
Write for sample and

Kohn liked Meyer. Meyer gave better
service than Kohn was used to getting from
most distributors.
Meyer was ahead of his time.
And Aleyer struck Kohn as being a
mighty
resourceful
business man.
lar
fellow,
too!
So Kohn made it a point to introduce
A reguMeyer to his brother-in-law.
Today
Adolph
Zukor
is president of
Famous Lasky.
.'" Paramount

catalogue —
';■'

DA-LITE

SCREEN

& SCENIC

CO.

922-924 West Monroe Street
CHICAGO,

Send for This Free —
"Booster-Book"

ILLINOIS

ewurBOOKS

It will open your eyes to ways and
schemes for insuring capacity-houses
that you never dreamed of.
Tells how you can sell hundreds — or
G)/Mhcijs
Ticket Co.
348 N Ashland Ave Chkago.lll.
thousands — of our $3.50 or $5.00 coupon
books — 2.nd get your money in advance!
Ask us to quote on ALL your ticket
requirements — and all your box-office equipment.
We are one of the largest and oldest
ticket houses in the world— with facilities equal to every demand.
Ask for the booklet.
It is free

The Arcus Ticket Co., 346 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, III.
Mention Exhibitors Herald

Meyer is the newly appointed purchasing
agent of that company and of its affiliated
theatre circuit, Publix.
It has been said that Meyer was ahead
of his time.
He was — and how!
His career in the motion picture industry
began in 1908 — with Cameraphone, a talking-picture device!
It's just as well, perhaps, not to dwell on
the talking-pictures of 1908. They had their
imperfections. They were new — as even
motion pictures were new.
Motion pictures, however, would hare to
go on a long time before they could speak
intelligibly — and intelligently. Meyer soon
left Cameraphone for the Aitken brothers
in St. Louis, where he was appointed assistant manager and booker. In 1911 came
the transfer to New York, to open an exchange there.
And that brings Zukor back into the tale.
Zukor, who had entered the distributing
field with a picture called "Queen Elizabeth," was unable to dispose of the state
rights in Illinois and Wisconsin. He called
on Meyer, who opened an office in Chicago,
selling directly to exhibitors.
Famous Players was formed. Meyer became technical expert. In 1920 he designed
the Astoria studio and became its superintendent. He then was already assistant
secretary. And now he is purchasing agent
of Paramount — plus Publix.

brings
Big Time Music
to any theatre
You can never appreciate the great achievement of Orchestraphone until the opening
measures of the first number reach your own ears.
There will be an overture by a world famous symphony — rich with its original tone and
power — full — resonant. There is no harshness — no metallic roar. Instrumentation is as perfect as though that great orchestra were actually there upon the stage.
The entire gamut of musical reproduction will be run for you. The
huge pipe organ, perfect in tone and volume from the shrill treble of its
narrowest pipe to the vibrant roll of its deepest bass note. A famous jazz
band — an internationally famous soprano. And as you listen, somehow
you will recall the time a radio first brought you a few words from across
the space of a continent.
You will remember your first ride in an automobile and the day you
watched your first airplane take off — for Orchestraphone is another just
such breath-taking step into tomorrow.

This book is free. It tells all
about the Orchestraphone.
How do.it works. What it
will

With the Orchestraphone, anyone can "play the picture" as would
an organist or orchestra leader. Instant change of score can be made —
from crashing crescendo accompaniments to gentle, soul-stirring melodies.

National Service comprises
eTerything in the way of
supplies and equipment
from a thumb tack to a
pipe
organ. Ask
how
we furnish
and us
finance

A touch of the button smoothly effects the "fade out" from one selection
to the other. But why not know for yourself what Orchestraphone can do?

National Service

complete
equipment
One-Contract
Plan. on the

Hear it at Oncel

You are cordially invited to an Orchestraphone
Demonstration.
Or
send
for Orchestraphone
Book No. Ill, which tells how it works and what it will do. It's FREE.

Address

Our General Office

624 South Michigan

Blvd. . . . CHICAGO
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Wornout Projectors
and
Defective Parts
Are Costing Exhibitors
Millions of Dollars
Every Year
In Loss of Patronage
and Injury to Prints
F. H. Richardson
Better Projection Pays

SIMPLEX AND
POWER'S PROJECTORS
For Better Projection
International Projector Corporation
90 Gold Street

New York, N. Y.
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HEN your patrons realize that
your house contains a Kilgen
Organ, they appreciate at once
that you offer real and outstanding music. It might surprise you,
perhaps, to know

how many

people attend a Theatre "mainly
for the Music". But the number
is large, and growing. Americans are distinctly music-lovers.
GEO. KILGEN
vi

r?
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Everyone loves the deep, resounding tones and rich dramatic
feeling which pour from the
pipes of a fine Organ. Musical
tastes, today, are far more critical
than they were. Mere noise no

longer satisfies. Real music is expected. Kilgen Organs furnish it,
as your patrons know, and as the
Kilgen reputation guarantees.

& SON, Inc. < r 4020 N. UNION

BLVD., ST. LOUIS, U.S.A.

Nationalr\ Theatre
Supply Co., Distributors
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Brenkert "F-6" Reflector Arc for
Dissolving Slide Projection
Reduces Operating Costs 50%
Produces Better Effects

Why use make-shifts and
mediocre equipment when
the best costs the least?

The Brenkert F-6 dissolving slide projector is today the outstanding value in the motion picture field. No other single piece
of projection equipment offers so much and costs so little as does
this latest Brenkert creation.
It combines the lowest possible operating costs and the lowest
first cost, with projection results which are far superior to those
obtained with any other dissolving slide projector now on the
market.
Instead of two large cumbersome, hand-operated arcs, you now
are offered a single low-amperage, automatically fed, arc which
can be operated from small and large generators alike. In place
of yellow, poorly defined screen pictures, you now have brilliant,
snow-white, slide projection sharply defined from edge to edge.
This, and many other features combine to raise the quality of slide
projection to a level never before attained.
You simply cannot go wrong in choosing the Brenkert F-6
because, in addition to the above assurances of complete satisfaction
at a most reasonable price, you have the usual Brenkert guarantee
which stipulates that every Brenkert projector is a product of the
highest quality.
If found not to be so, it is returnable.
And remember, the Brenkert F-6 will pay for itself in the first
year's operation. Invest now, and let this machine be a present
to yourself one year from today.

LIGHT

PROJECTION

St. Aubin. at East Grand Boulevard,

Get The Brenkert
Illustrated Catalog
A book every theatre
should have — a complete
catalog of latest effectlighting devices.

mm

BRENKERT

A/.^V^

COMPANY

Detroit,

Mich.
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PROFIT

Every month
Cretors Popcorn

13)

was done by E. L. Mansure Company, of
Chicago.
This beautiful theatre, operating under
the banner of Midwesco, was made possible through six men, namely, Thomas and
J. E. Saxe, of Milwaukee; Oscar Brachman, Mil\yaukee real estate operator; Walter Schroeder, head of the Schroeder hotels; A. O. Paunack, president of the Commercial National Bank at Madison; and
Solomon Levitan, Madison, treasurer of the
State of Wisconsin. All these men attended the formal opening of the theatre,
besides Governor F. R. Zimmerman, Mayor
A. G. Schmedeman and Dean Scott H.
Goodnight of the University of Wisconsin.
Thus it was that the theatre saw on its
opening nieht a number of hin^hly esteemed
men in the world of education and finance
enter its portals.
As for the staff of this million dollar
Madison house, A. P. Desormeaux, formerly the manager of the circuit's Strand
theatre at Madison, is the manager of this
new house. Vernon Bestor is the musical
director at the theatre and directs the Playboys in the stageband presentation a la
Paul Ash. Mac C. Bridwell, who has been
playing in Madison for the past 18 months,
presides at the Barton organ. M. A. Parfrey is personnel director and Ted Koehler
is production manager.

with a
Machine

Attractive and Electrically Powered
Read what Mr. Turner says:
Mr. Turner of The Olmpia Theatre was very much
surprised when he visited a theatre nearby to see many
patrons eating popcorn and inquired of the Manegeinent regarding same; on information received he purchased a Cretors Eclipse Machine — Result $90.00 to
$125.00 a week net profit. This extra profit is well
worth while. May we send you catalogue and full in-formation?
No obligation —
4-0 Popular Modelt
THE CRETORS"

WAY

C. CRETORS
^il2

VV.

22nd

IS EASY TO PAY

& COMPANY

EslnbUshed

St.

1 ftSS

CHICAGO

(J-he l^iviera'JIteatre
Omaha, hieh.

Uses
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BRANDTS

Typhoons Will Ventilate
Houston Convention Hall
Typhoons have been selected to ventilate
the big new auditorium being erected :in
Houston, Tex., for the 1928 Democratic
national convention. Enorrnous in size, this
hall requires enormous air volumes to ventilate it.
There will be erected on the roof four
Typhoon multiblade blowers, each 12 feet
in diameter, and four each 8. feet in diameter. Their combined air delivery will be
in the neighborhood of 45,000,000 cubic feet
per hour — sufficient to provide a complete
air change every 15 minutes in over sixty
1,000-seat theatres. These Typhoons are
easily reversible, making it possible to exhaust air during the hotter periods of the
day and blow in fresh air during the cooler
evenings and nights.

Intermittent Sprocket
Device Invented by Finkel

\ how man or Exhibitor I
Anybody can open a theatre but it takes a real showman
to keep it filled with
satisfied patrons.
The public demands service
the showman
sees that they get
it. That's why showrmen almost invariably equip their box offices with the Brandt.
It keeps the line moving quickly and smoothly. Any ticket seller can make change
a thousand times in an hour by simply pressing only one key. No mental calculations no mistakes
the Brandt automatically
makes the correct change
and
delivers it direct to the patron.

Projection Improvement Company of
Drifton, Pa., has been organized by Morris
Finkel and William Waskevich to market
an intermittent sprocket and pin press invented by Finkel. The device will be manufactured for the company by the Acme
Tool & Die Company of Syracuse, N. Y.

THEATRE

Cr

G. A. Lincoln Resigns
From Theatre Supply Co.

CP__--^

6^^^^

With the Subiracli.ig /(ejboard

Sold Direct
not through dealers

Announcement has been made of the
resignation of G. A. Lincoln as vice-president and a director of National Theatre
Supply Company. The resignation was
effective April 1.

ise the
Coupon

Large Theatre on Way
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

WELLINGTON, N. Z.— April 10.— Contracts for the erection of the new Majestic
theatre here have been let by Fuller & Hayward. The theatre will have a seating capacity of 2,500 and will cost about $750,000.
A cabaret on the main floor of the auditorium will accommodate 500 guests.

MODEL

Over

40,000
Users
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Builds
$2,000,000 Theatre
and Selects
PAGE DELUXE
UNIT ORGAN
4

A SK anyone in Fort Wayne about W. C
-ij^ Quimby and they will tell you he is a
multi-millionaire ... a business man of
sound judgment . . . and the owner of the
new $2,000,000 Emboyd Theatre and
Indiana Hotel.
Mr. Quimby is the highest type of progressive exhibitor. He has not only made a
financial success, but also is a power for
good in his community.
As the owner of five motion picture theatres in Fort Wayne, he has had many
years' experience with all types and makes
of pipe organs. That he has selected a Page
DeLuxe Organ for his new theatre . . .
one of the finest in the mid-western states
... is a tribute to Page craftsmanship that
words cannot measure.
Again let us say
how well."

'Not how much, but

Mr. W. C. Quimby, Pioneer Exhibitor
Banker, Business Man of Fort Wayne,
Indiana

The Page Organ Co*
523 N. Jackson Street
Lima, Ohio

PAGE Unit O
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AiL/IC IN THE THEATCC
Shopping for a Theatre Organ
^NE who is active in the affairs of the
motion picture theatre field of today
cannot help noting the wonderful strides
that have been taken and are taking place regarding pipe organ building and installation.
Especially is this true of the larger deluxe
type of theatres, but even in small houses,
where a pipe organ was an unthought of luxury, you can hear excellent organ music.
Every up-to-date exhibitor must have
realized by this time, that the day of the tinny
sounding piano is over, and that motion picture audiences demand the best in music as
well as film presentations.
The old argument of orchestra versus organ
seems rather one sided, for a good organ,
properly installed can be used to so much
more of an advantage than an orchestra, that
it seems ridiculous to compare the two. Naturally, Iam biased on that score, being a
theatre organist myself. The standard of
organ building and styles of organ playing
today seem to be a fitting reason why organ
music is preferable.

O'

Now
for a brief explanation
of the pipes
and their general usefulness in theatre work:
DIAPASON — the true organ tone, having a heavy
church like quality and effective in building up combinations.
FLUTE — a beautiful soft pipe, imitating the orchestral flute and used in a variety of ways.
VIOLINS — Imitate the string section of an orchestra and are good for solo or accompanimental work.
TRUMPET — imitating the trumpet or brass section
and used as they are used in orchestral work.
VOX HUMANA — a soft reed pipe, supposed to
imitate the human voice, delicate sounding and extremely beautiful when voiced correctly.

By

CLARINET — imitates the orchestral cliarinct and a
useful as well as harmonious stop.
KINURA — an oriental reed, with piercing, weird
tone quality, an ideal stop for jazz playing, trick
work and of course, oriental music. Seems indispensable after using it for any length of time.
SOLO STRING — a heavier voiced violin, when
combined with the other violin pipes, gives the imorchestra. pression of a whole string section of a symphony

^ ^ ^

The purchasing of a pipe organ for theatre
use is; a task that the theatre owner should
approach with much thought and premeditation. The first consideration is price but
there are several other factors that seem just
as important, namely the theatre's acoustics,
and the proper placement of pipes and organ
console are other items that must be carefully
checked over. For the solution of these problems, itis advisable to call in the assistance of
the organ architects and organ builders.
However, it is sometimes surprising to find
out how little the average theatre owner or
manager really knows about the organ and
what it is made of and of its capabilities.
There is no logic in an owner buying a theatre organ as he would his cigar, by name or
laliel only. He should go into the organ's
construction and the outlay of the installation
thoroughly and would it not be of great assistance ifhe took it upon himself to become
familiar with the various kinds of pipes, consoles, relay boards and get a general idea of
just what he is buying? By consulting a professional theatre organist he could soon learn
what stops were most useful and versatile
and what was unnecessary.
There is the unfortunate case of the organist who takes a position at an organ where
there are many glaring inconveniences and
construction deficiencies that cannot be remedied. Oftentimes, the public and the manager
as well, will blame the fellow at the console
for things that he is powerless against. Calling upon a competent and experienced theatre
organist when buying an orgaa and getting
some of his ideas would therefore help greatly
in ridding the organ of any bad features.
The organ most generally purchased for the
medium sized theatre is a unit of seven sets of
speaking pipes. Unit organs have proven more
successful in theatres, both for their versatility as instruments for accomnaiiyintj' films
and their flexibility for use in solo work. The
se\en sets of pipes usually found iti the average two manual unit theatre organ being: 1 —
Diapason ; 2 — Tibia Clausa ; 3 — Flute ; 4 —
Violin ; 5— Violin Celeste ; 6 — Trumpet and
7 — Vox Humana (or Human Voice). Then
there is the outlay of solo percussions such as
xylophone, glockenspeil, orchestra bells and
harp, and the accompauimcntal percussions :
snare and bass drum,
cymbal,
wood-block.

Tini.\
— a voice
heavy,than
sweet
more
like C'L.\USA
a feminine
the tone,
Vox sounding
humana,
and when combined with the latter, it produces one
of those "sure fire" combinations of which no one
ever seems to tire.

OBOE — like a soft trumpet, and not without its
uses. Good for oriental, jazz and general types of
orchestral reproductions.

CLA

FIE
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Comerford's West Side Theatre,
Scranton, Pa.
tambourine, castanets, tom-tom, triangle anrl
last, the effects: bird call, train whistle, gong,
siren, sleigh bells and so forth.
Another essential part of a two manual unit
organ is the second touch, especially on the
first or lower manual, and if possible, this
feature is desirable on the second manual and
pedals.
Unit organs are built with as few as five
sets of pipes, but the added expense for two
more sets of pipes would not be so great and
the benefits therefrom would more than compensate their addition. An organ with a lack
of the proper amount of pipes will prove incapable of producing the sparkling contrasts
and tone variations that make theatre organ
so really popular.
^

^

:t:

Perhaps the largest theatre unit organ that has
been built to day is installed in the famous
Roxy theatre in New York City, an organ
of five manuals, with two auxiliary consoles
of three manuals each ; these three manual
consoles being devoted to wood-wind and
brass sections. The three are on lifts and are
played h\- three organists simultaneously.
Other five manual organs can be heard at
Marks Brothers Marbro Theatre in Chicago;

On larger theatre organ installations, we
have a few more stops added to the above list.
POST HORN — a reed, on a very heavy wind pressure, giving forth the tone of a muted trombone, and
this stop blasts through any other existing combination. Useful in jazz and for "grand organ" effect.
FRENCH HORN — another reed, soft and very
beautiful as a solo stop.
ENGLISH HORN — a reed, with a peculiar weird
tone, imitating the instrument of the same name in
an orcliestra.
Found
only on largest unit organs.
KRUMET — like a kinura, only voiced much higher
in pitch, a thin, piercing tone, that adapts itself particularly in jazz combinations.
QUINTADENA— a large scaled flute, with a trick
voicing that makes it an odd sounding stop, useful
for all general work.
DULCIANA — a very soft stop, may be either a
string or a diapason, and is desirable because of the
lack of really soft voiced pipes on a theatre organ.

There are, of course, endless varieties of
stops, but the ones mentioned are conceded to
be more fitted for theatre organ specification.
The cost per rank of pipes has not been standardized.
The swell shades on an organ, or in other
words, the shutters that are placed in front
of the organ chambers, should be carefully
graduated, so that the organist has complete
control over them at all times. For, without
proper swells, an organ can sound as near like
a circus calliope or grind organ, which ever
preferred ! Swell shade indicators on the
console are certainly a boon to the organist
too. Special attention should be paid to the
tremulants or vibratos, and besides two general vibratos, there should be one for the vox
humana and one for the tibia clausa. These

Michigan theatre in Detroit ■ Rochester theatre in Rochester, N. V.

can
regulated
to the
organist's
individual
taste.be The
tibia stop
should
be unified
up to
22/3'
and 2' if you want it to prove really
satisfactory.

A three manual unit organ should have at
least 10 sets of pipes, namely the seven that I
mentioned for the two manual with the addition of a Kinura ; Clarinet and a choice of
cither a solo violin or an oboe. Often a piano
is an effective addition to a three manual
organ, although another set of pipes would he
more useful.

Mixtures are seldom found on unit organs,
but are excellent additions if they can be accommodated, especially string mixtures. The
xylophone should be equipped with adequate
resonators, so that it is not too soft, and if
piissible, it is a good plan to have both single
and repeat stroke on both xylophone and orchestra IxMls.
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Why the Syncrovertor is a Better
Method of Rectification
The Liberty Syncrovertor is a synchronous rectifier. It represents a new and more efficient means of converting alternating current to direct current, simply and economically.
4" The no-load requirements of the Syncrovertor are very low, less than 100 watts,
as the only power required is to turn
the commutator, the actual rectification
being done at the commutator, not
within the motor.
The watt imput is 25% less for equal
amperage at the lamp than on any motor
generator. This means a saving of at
least 25% in power costs.
The Syncrovertor is a single phase multiple machine. Where alternating current
has been used by a theatre and the booth
is wired for single phase, as is in most cases, the Syncrovertor
can be installed without any change in wiring — a big saving
in installation.
The Syncrovertor enables the projector to give a steady light
on the screen and is designed to automatically furnish the
additional current required by second arc, so that there is
no flicker on changeover.
The transformer of the Syncrovertor, with the motor element
idle, acts as a compensarc and will furnish current to the
lamps. This feature dispenses with the necessity of the customary extra emergency unit.

The Liberty

SYNCROVERTOR
A Better Method of Rectification

LIBERTY

ELECTRIC

CORP.

Stamford, Conn.
Distributed

by The National Theatre

Supply

Co.

"Kaus-a-Lite" Seats Patrons Quietly!
The v^ell lighted theatre aisle is essential to the
safety of patrons. "Kaus-a-Lite" seats patrons
quietly — efficiently — without annoyance to
those already seated. Write today for particulars.
KAUSALITE MANUFACTURING
8129 Rhodes Ave.

Adaptable (• any kind of theatre
teat. Fits directly under arm of
misle chair.

CO.

Chicago

Kaus-a-Lite
Light Without a Glare!

April 14, 1928

Theatre Architecture is
Practical
(Continued from page

17)

are the means of giving pleasure to everincreasing audiences, without which there
would be no need for architects to plan
additional theatres. There may be some
isolated case where a theatre presents such
a display of gilt and decorative frills as to
be vulgar in appearance — but this condition
is the extreme exception.

* * *
As refutation of the statement that the
new United Artists theatre in Chicago "detracts from the screen — raises your blood
pressure and tires your eyes — let me analyze the motive that brings patrons to the
United Artists or any other beautiful deluxe
modern theatre of motion pictures. The
primary reason is the search for entertainment and adventure — the desire to escape
from the hum-drum existence of a prosaic
life. The patron seeks the 'unbelievable
Alladin's Cave,' which Mr. Tallmadge calls
the new United Artists, because it gives
him, at moderate cost, a glimpse of a land
in which a genie of craftsmanship has
wrought fantastic wonders; and environment into which he may relax and sink in
comfortable reverie— to rest and dream of
dreams that have not come true. He does
not object if his blood pressure is raised a
little. It is a pleasant exhilaration greatly
similar to that which the architect experiences when he receives his fee or percentage check from drafting the plans of
a th2atre monstrosity.
The large majority of motion picture patrons are of the great middle class who
work in stores, offices and factories. Ornate decoration and lavish appointments
are an elixir that gives them new life and
instills within them new hope to face their
daily tasks. The weary housewife and toiling bread-winner of a family find entertainment and adventure that has been denied
them in the softly lighted coves and niches,
the lazy drifting clouds and twinkling stars,
the grand staircase that would thrill the
heart of a king, and the gigantic lobby pillars that rear skyward to awesome heights.
Their_ eyes do not tire of such sights of
magnificance — they drink in every detail
with delight and pleasure — a veritable oasis
that quenches the thirst for beauty and
romance. Illusion — that is what they seek
— these millions, many of whose sole entertainment and recreation is in the motion
picture theatre.
-i^
^
sfs

As for the modern theatre detracting
from the screen, is this not at times a welcome blessing? It is this detraction that
compensates to a great extent for the occasional failure of the screen program to
deliver absolute satisfaction. If the picture is good, then the combination of quality picture and beautiful theatre is happy
indeed. But, if the theatre occasionally
plays an inferior program, and no theatre
seems to be immune from this occurrence,
the excellence of the theatre — its service
and appointments makes it desirable regardless of the program. If the same program,
the identical offering, were being presented
in two theatres side by side, one a stiff
formal structure of "restraint" and the other
modern
palatial
a fine
theaas to which Cave,"'
doubt "Alladin's
have no
would
you
tre was preferred by the public by but a
glance at the box office statements of each.
The architecture and decoration of the
modern theatre is much like the frosting
on a cake. It may not actually improve
the quality of the product, program, but it
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does make it much more palatable and inviting.
The question — how effectively inviting
and attractive are these new gorgeous
shrines of the motion picture — is best
answered by the box office receipts which
enable good management to go on building
more and more theatres — to the aesthetic
chagrin but no doubt lucrative delight of
Mr. Tallmadge and those who share his
views.

New Air Washer Is
Described by Supreme
In Folder Just Issued
Supreme Heating & Ventilating Corporation has just issued an interesting and instructive folder titled, "How We Made a
Cool Million in 1927."
In addition to telling how more than a
million theatregoers were cooled by Supreme systems in 1927, the folder describes
the new air washer which has been devised
by the company.

Bruckner Gets Larger
Quarters in New York
Richard R. Bruckner, manufacturer of console, orchestra and stage elevators, has moved
into new and larger quarters at 532 West 22nd
street. New York City. With the acquisition
of additional floor space, Mr. Bruckner has
completed the installation of much new machinery of the most modern type to enable
him to take care of his vastly increased production schedule. In addition to console,
orchestra and stage elevators, Bruckner is
making a complete line of theatrical hardware, as well as fire curtains, motor driven
hydraulic checks, counterweight systems, cycloramas and light bridges.
Mr. Bruckner has for many years been a
keen student of stages and stage equipment
and has made important contributions to the
advancement of stage facilities. In a tour of
the continent last year he visited the leading
theatres in Switzerland, Italy and Germany.

Eastman President Is
Now "Colonel" Stuber
W. G. Stuber, president of Eastman

Kodak Company, has been appointed a
colonel on the staff of Governor Flem D.
Sampson of Kentucky in recognition, according to the announcement, of his
achievements in the worlds of business and
photography. Mr. Stuber is a native Kentuckian, and it was as such that he was
honored.

For Long Continuous Use
Specify the Type C^ P*

TRANSVERTER
It operates daily with a minimum of attention by the projectionist
because it delivers within 3% of its rated voltage without adjust'
ment.
It operates for years quietly, economically and accurately because
it is designed and manufactured on engineering principles that
ensure such satisfactory performance.
"If you show pictures you NEED
Hertner Transverter"
Distributed in the V. S. A. by the
iSntional Theatre Supply Company

THE HERTNER

ELECTRIC COMPANY

^

1900 W. 114th Street

CLEVELAND,
by

Cutler-Hammer to List
Stock on N. Y . Exchange
The Cutler-Hammer Company, manufacturers of dimmers, has filed application to
list its capital stock on the New York Stock
Exchange. This follows listing of the company's shares on the Chicago Exchange.

E. E. Fulton Takes Over
Frisco Equipment Firm

the

STAGE

NEW

OHIO, U.S.A.

EQUIPMENT

SAENGER

THEATRE

MERIDIAN, MISS,

As a step in its program of expansion,
the E. E. Fultort Company of Chicago has
acquired the Theatre Lighting & Equipment Company, 255 Golden Gate avenue,
San Francisco.

Hoffman & Soons Moves
Greatly increased space has been taken over
by Hoffman & Soons, manufactures of the
Perfection rheostat, in the moving of the
offices of the company from 522 First avenue
to 387 First avenue. New York City.

ORPORATlOlf^
£23233

W ERIE

STREET

GHif^ca

—
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Loew's Midland in Kansas City
Awarded Gold Medal
obcanhasbe been
tained through
mere than
praise,
higher
TRIBUTE,
d
the Loew's
of
Kansas paid
Citv.to The
theatre, Midlan
recently theatr
compleeted
A

at a cost haso"f $4,000,000edand seating 4,000 persons, been award
the gold medal annually awarded by the Business District
League of Kansas City for the most outstanding buildings erected during the year.
"There was no question concerning the
choice in making the award this year," said
Stephen O. Slaughter, executive secretary of
the Business District League, an organization
City:improve the business district of Kansas
to
"To stimulate building in the business district to conform to lines of architectural
beauty, these medals and certificates have been
offered by the League since 1924 to owners
and architects of the best new buildings
erected. Medals are also offered for old
buildings which are so altered as to present
an entirely different aspect.
"The Midland theatre which is of Louis
XIV architecture throughout was awarded the
gold medal, representing the first prize.
Thomas W. Lamb of New York City, and
Boiler Brothers, of Kansas City, associate
architects,
were as
awarded
the architects:"
tificate of merit
the designing
architects.cerAbove are two views of Loew's
J^idland theatre in. fCansas City for
which Thomas W . Lamb and Boiler
Brothers

were

awarded

the archi-

tect's certificate of merit
Business District League

by the
of the

Missouri metropolis. The
cate is awarded annually.

certifi-

"Our committee of awards; last year, after
a close inspection of the new buildings erected
during the previous year, and having in mind
the points of award with reference to architectural excellency and exterior of the building and for the use of honest material, decided
that there were only two buildings in the district that merited this recognition.
The committee was influenced, I believe, by
the fact that the Midland theatre and the
City Bank building (second prize winner)
were
so much
in a class to themselves
in

architectural beauty that to have made other
awards would have been inconsistent, both
in comparison and the spirit of the awards."
MEDALS
AND
CERTIFICATES
AWARDED
BY THE BUSINESS
DISTRICT LEAGUE
1. A gold medal and certificate for
the best new building erected in the business district during the previous year.
2. A silver medal and certificate for
the second best neiv building erected.
S. A bronze medal and certificate for
the third best new building erected.
4. A gold medal and certificate for
the best altered building in the business
district ditring the previous year.
5. A silver medal and certificate for
the second best altered building.
6. A bronze m^dal and certificate for
the third best altered building.
Medal to be awarded to the owner of the
building and certificate to the architect designing building.
DEFINITIONS
Business District — -That portion of the city
bounded by the Missouri river, Troost avenue,
Twenty-fourth street and Broadway, both
sides of the streets named being included.
New Building — A building which has been
erected beginning with the foundation of new
material.
Altered Building — -A building which has
been so changed that only the foundation and
the supporting columns and walls remain
totally or partially the same, and the front of
which has been erected entirely new or has
been so changed in the largest amount of ex(Continued
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"KJds' Day" at the Ritz, Chariton, la. Are they enjoying the picture? Yea, bo' — and how! Bet it's
a Western. (Yes, we know comedy-dramas are the most ■f)oj)ular ■pictures. But also we know kids.)
They turned out to give the neiu Ritz a rousing house-warming,
and both guests and theatre enjoyed
it immensely.

Small Town Acquires Finer Conception
of Theatre Architecture
Rftz ;s s^ectfic example of playhouse commendahTy
ALONG with a great many fine things in
life, the American small town has begun
to acquire for itself finer motion picture
theatres.
It is a fact to be noticed.
The better theatre idea has been late in
reaching the small town — much later than
many olher improvements in the life of this
class of communities. From console victrolas
to citified store fronts, the new and finer
things came quickly — while films were being
shown in barren, box-shaped rooms that required of the patron a veritable passion for
screen entertainment in order to be comfortable.
The trend toward fine screen theatres, of
course, is pretty young. It started in the cities
less than a dozen years ago. There millions
could be spent — and they were spent, until now
every city of at least moderate size has one
structure or more of lavish architecture and
luxurious outfittings.
Such displays are obviously beyond the
means of small towns. But no excuse can
lie in that fact. Good taste is not dependent
upon millions — in fact, it is often corrupted
by them. In the greater works of art, one
most often notices that beauty has been interpreted as a rather simple goddess, and if
that be so, and so it certainly seems, then
architecture can work out the problem of the
small town theatre-beautiful as easily as it
can that of the big city film palace.
Several specific instances in which the problem of the small town theatre-beautiful has
been commendably worked out, have rcceiitlv

been cited in these pages. A new instance is
Harry J. Cramer's Ritz theatre in Chariton,
la., designed by William L. Perkins.
Quite an accurate conception of this little
theatre may be got from the pictures on the
page opposite.
Definitely the Ritz has charm.
Only a most moderate investment was possible in the Ritz. Not much could be done.
But in what could be done, an attempt was
earnestly made to attract, then please the eye,
not to command, then terrorize the eye. Per-

Invents
For Use "News
at HomeReel"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

LONDON. April 10. — Will Day
has invented "a home moving picture
newspaper," and has sold the idea to
a leading London newspaper. It is
expected that the apparatus will be
in use in a few months. The "newspaper" will consist of 100 feet
of standard film, printed on semitransparent paper, which will pass
through a clockwork machine at a
quarter the speed normally employed
for projection. The pictures will be
shown by reflected light. A reel of
100 feet is expected to cost only
about 12 cents.

worked out
haps the Ritz errs a little on the side of simplicit}'. It may seem a trifle cold. But
economics were to be considered as well as
charm. Architecture, moreover, has not de\eloped resources for the benefit of the small
town theatre. But no apologies are in order,
for in its main features, in arrangement and
in symmetry- of line, in suitability of design
to the purpose for which it was intended —
and these are major principles of authentic
art- — the Ritz is a fine small town theatre.
In the exterior view in the adjoining page,
it will be noticed that two electric signs are
lialanced against each other. Looking at them
both from corresponding sides, the nearest
sign reads, "Ritz," the other "Theatre." The
lighting system permits of a color combination of red, white and blue. All lights are
controlled from the booth. In the photograph
at the top of the page, a small alcove-like balcony is noticeable at the rear of the auditorium. This is used for special parties. Not
a thing commonly run across and a feature
to he especially valued in a small towTi. Ventilation is by means of a large fan in the
basement, which, by the way, is in an adjoining lot. The air is drawn through a funnel
imder the stage. The latter is 24x28 feet in
size and is well equipped for the type of performances presented.
There are lounges for men and for women,
and a good-sized foyer. The walls of both
foyer and auditorium arc ivory in tone. The
curtains are red plush and are automatically
con: rolled.
The floor is of terrazzo.
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LAUGH!

I, YOUN'G

Verily, this is the day of ^hoto^lay theme

songs. Film product is now inspiring

some

of the biggest "hits," as a glance into any music store will show. The
theme song, of course, isnt brand new. Remember ""Mickey?" The difference now is that most every outstanding •picture brings forth an inter{>retative
^O'^ular song — from the best 'publishers and best writers. The number ■presented here, "Laugh Clown Laugh," is an excellent exam^^le of
With
music by Ted Fiorito and words by Lewis & Young, it interprets this.
the theme
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayers latest Lon Chaney picture of the same title.
Jerome H. Remick & Company is the publisher. Part of the verse and ^art
of the chorus are given above.

Meeting ^em on Broadway
By HARRY E. HOLQUIST
NEW

Snappy Uniforms —
Good Quality
'T'HESE are two patron-bringing features of
■*- Maier-Lavaty uniforms. Your audience is
pleased to be attended by snappy and distinctively dressed ushers. Original uniforms
of quality reflect the dash of your performance. Maier-Lavaty makes them !
Let us furnish you with our
illustrated catalog and informatien on servicing uniforms
in
your neighborhood.

MAIER-LAVATY

CO.

Quality Built Uniforms
2139 Lincoln Ave.

Chicag;o, 111.

YORK.

r\ F. SPAHR, president of Enterprise
^~'' Optical Manufacturing Company, spent
several days in New York. O. F., who makes
his headquarters in our much maligned native
city of Chicago, declared in no uncertain
terms that the Motiograph business was good.

* * *

Hoffman & Scons, manufacturers of the
Perfection rheostat, are putting the finishing
touches to their job of moving into larger
quarters at 387 First aveniie, N. Y. C.
^

^

H^

H=

^

^

Joseph E. Cohen of Sentry Safety Control
Corporation, has returned from a trip to
Europe.
H. A. RosENBURG has announced that the
personnel and equipment of Standard Slide
Corporation will move into its new headquarters this week at 228 West Fifty-sixth street
where the firm has taken over the entire
fourth floor.

* * *

A. Steinberg, who has recently opened up a
New York plant of National Program &
Printing Company, is in New York this week.
The new National plant is now in full swing
at 320 West 46th street. Earl Blair, who
comes from Chicago, will be in charge of the
Eastern plant.
*

H=

^

Frank Shutton, chief projectionist of the
Vilmer & Vincent circuit, Norfolk, Va., was
seen along the Rialto recently with P. A.
McGuiRE and F. H. Richardson.

^ ^ ^

Equipment and film folks journeyed out to
Jersey City, N. J., Friday evening, March 23,

for the opening of the new Stanley theatre
by the Stanley-Fabian
Corporation.
s};

^

:}:

Following the opening some 300 projectionists, manufacturers and exhibitors attended a
banquet given by the Jersey City local 384.
William S. Canavan, president of the I. A.
T. S. E., introduced J. E. McAuley of J. E.
McAuley Manufacturing Company and P. A.
McGuiRE of International Projector Corporation to the assembly.
Bernard Rose of Projection Optics Company, Rochester, N; Y., was spotted along
Broadway calling on the trade.

* * ^

Decoration Day openings of new theatres
are looming on the calendar of events. A
3,000 seat house at Tremont avenue and
Bronx which has been taken over by Loew is
scheduled for opening that day as is a 2,300
seat house at 167th street and Jerome avenue
and the new Roxy theatre, 74th and Broadway, which will seat 3,000.

^ ^ ^

Walter Green of National Theatre Supply
Company, recently made a trip in which he
visited Philadelphia, Washington and other
Eastern cities.

* * *

C. J. Frank of Voigt Company, Philadelphia, was a visitor at the offices of National
Theatre Supply Company.

^ ^ ^

N. D. Golden, assistant chief of the Motion
Picture Section, Department of Commerce,
Washington, D. C, was a recent visitor in
New York.
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Stage Equipment
We have installed the Orchestra and Organ Console
Elevators and the entire Stage Rigging, including
the Asbestos Fire Curtain and the Peter Clark
Counterweight System in the

New Stanley Theatre
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Hoffman-Henon

Co. — Architects

PETER CLARK
INC.

544 West 30th Street, New

York

Orchestra - Console • Stage Elevators
Counterweight Systems - Fire Curtains

Perlite
Art Glass Lobby Display

Art Glass Used
in Lobby Boards;
Display Striking
Lobby display case facings of color art
glass in modernistic design are the newest
phase of lobby and corner cas'e advertising
featured by prominent Broadway theatres.
The new product is the development of Eastman Brothers Studios, 36 West 46th street,
New York City, and is being used at the
Times Square, Gaiety, Globe, Central and Colony theatres, where such pictures as "Four
Sons," "Mother Machree," "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" and "We Americans" are now playing.
The new lobby cases, a reproduction of which
is shown herewith, are achieved by infusing
color into glass or a transparent silk. In this
setting of deep blue, greens, silver and red,
designed in a modernistic fashion, are arranged the title of the production in white
letters, and natural portraits of the stars.
Illuminated from behind, the displa.\- embodies
a strong, interest-compelling effect.
In addition lo its use as lobby advertising,
Eastman Brothers are developing these color
art class designs as decorative treatment for
theatre interiors.

PRACTICAL
ARTISTIC

Perlite signs were designed and perfected with full appreciation of the artistic
note which dominates the equipment of Modern Alotion Picture Theatres. Even
where furnishings and decorations are of the most palatial character, PERLITE
signs attract favorable attention because of their classic beauty. The illumination
of Perlite Directional Signs is also an outstanding feature. Years of troubleless
service guaranteed by simple construction. Nothing to get out of order or replace
but the lamp.
Standard inscriptions, as listed, or special designs to order.

Size
Overall

LAD I E S
ROOM

Glass
xl6"
8'
6"xl4'
'^'^*^*' standard
inPi«ir»*» ""2 side with
scription (without lamp)
Two sides $15.00
Catalogue on request
M.^NUFACTUREn
BY

$13.50

WILLEY

SIGN

DETROIT,
Order

from

l-J^g

Church

SIGN CO.
St..

Detroit.

Mich.

I ;im intcrcsfeii in Perlite Directional Signs.
Senit literature showing full line of inscriptions:

CO.

Xante

Co, — Your

City _

MICH.

National Theatre Siipplv
Nearest Office

WILLEY

Theatre
State

„
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What Kind of a

Theatre lighting equipment covers the entire theatre from the power board and lighting panels to the switchboard and border lights, footlights, coves and floodlights.
Tj'pes to suit every possible need.
We will gladly submit figures and suggestions on your lighting needs. Our engineering department is at your service, and will make complete electrical specifications
and layouts.

"Mesco"

No. 90 Borderlight with porcelain enameled
heat resisting lenses.

April 14, 1928

reflectors

Is—
Fellow
L. W. Orlove?

and natural color

Write for our new Catalogue No. 12
Now

in preparation

MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC SWITCHBOARD
160 Clinton Street

COMPANY

MILWAUKEE,

WISC.

He got it-— as electrician's helper. He
went to work in the general maintenance
department. Saxe was just growing. This
was in 1918, you see. Five years later he
was still at it— in the general maintenance
department.
Still quite a kid.
However, five plus 17 is 22. Pretty young
but boyhood going.
And so —
One day J. E. Saxe himself came up to
the sign and eletcrical department. Where
was the kid?
Over there. Ah, yes. Well —
He'd been noticing, Saxe had. And Orlove was young. He would have complete
charge of the shop, Orlove would, from
then on.
Oh, yes, and do the purchasing also.
Though only 22!

You Can

Afford a
Selector-Duplex

Some
lows likefellows
Orlove. are like that — a few — fel-

It is a musical wonder, a box office
attraction, a business builder and a
profit-maker. Organ music is the very
foundation of all that is best in music
literature and now is presented the opportunity to have organ music reproduced perfectly by means of hand
played rolls.

Why named SELECTOR-DUPLEX?
SELECTOR — because you can select and
play whatever piece you wish on the roll.
The rolls have from ten to twenty pieces,
and you may select any one of these by
simply pressing a button either at the Organ itself, or from the operator's booth, or
any part of the house.

ment
Amuse
to theg Saxe
over growin
picture
motion
went ny,
HE Compa
theatre circuit in the home-town,
Milwaukee, and asked to see the fellow who
does the hiring. His name — L. W. Orlove.
Wanted a job.
Just a kid. Seventeen.

DUPLEX — because the roll runs and
plays both ways. It travels forward and
backward and has no rewind, consequently
continuous music. The one roll system is
equivalent to two rolls and makes a better
arrangement because it is not necessary to
change rolls during performance.
Nelson-WIggen
Co., 1731 Belmont
Chicago, U. S. A.

Send this coupon for catalog —
Name

A^ddress

City

State

Are.

Being in charge of the electrical department of a circuit as large and flourishing as
the Saxe Amusement Company, and in the
headquarters city, was something of an experience for a young man who had just
ceased to be a boy. When he had started
with Saxe, they had nine houses. More
now.
Kept you hustling.
Around 20 men had to be told what to
do, their work directed. Organ repair men,
handy men, electricians, painters. Their efficiency depended upon Orlove. Only results counted. They would be charged up
to him.
Well, Orlove thought about it, conceived
constructive ideas, executed them. So,
after all, there's nothing strange about the
fact that a short time ago he was promoted
to the highly responsible position of purchasing agent — though only 27 years old.
Midwesco it is now, Saxe having sold to
the Fox circuit last December. And the
group contains 50 theatres distributed
through Wisconsin.
Purchasing agent for these at the age of
27!Nevertheless, L. W. Orlove and his
achievements are facts — facts extremely interesting— and good stufT for other kids to
hear about. — T. M. S.
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Scenic Effects
oes><"

originality
and ican
LT
NOVE
es Ythe Amer
pleas
public.
Money-making showmen of Broadway use Kliegl Scenic Effects to
enhance the attractiveness of their
programs — to reproduce natural
phenomena, such as storms,rippling
water, floating clouds, et cetera,
for prologues and special numbers.
More than a hundred different effects are listed in our catalogue, also:
Color Wheels
Color Frames
Color Rolls
Color Boxes
Music Stands
Connectors
Plugging
Boxes
Floor Pockets

Spotlights
Floodlights
Sciopticons
Footlights
Borderlights
Exit Signs
Aisle Lights
Dimmers

For

Sciopticon
No.
75
with
Scenic
Effect

Scenic Effects
Shutters
Color Mediums
Color Caps
Lamp Coloring
Terminal Lugs
Resistances
Stage Cable

Descriptive Literature

write

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co..ino

3^f West 50th Street
NEW

YORK.N.^

Ol5S-i_

WHEN

SELECTING A SCREEN

INVESTIGATE
THE ONLY AND ORIGINAL

CRYSTAL
PEARL BEAD

SCREEN
manual across the line A. C.
ANEW
motor starter is announced by CutlerHammer Manufacturing Company of
Milwaukee, Wis., according to the company.
Designed as an inexpensive manual starter, it
includes such advantages as; overload cutouts,
giving complete motor protection ; cadmium
plated, double break, roller type contacts ; and
small size, safety, dustproof enclosing case.
The roller type contacts are of the double
break type, cadmium plated. The contact rollers turn after each operation to present a new
contact surface for the next operation.
Complete motor protection is obtained during both the starting and running periods.
The thermal overload cutouts provide the necessary- time interval to take care of starting
inrushes without shutting down the motor.

NEW

AND

IMPROVED

BEADED

SURFACE

Great care should be taken in selecting a screen that will
produce the best results to every seat. The front and side
seats as well as the center and rear seats should be considered.
' Cryolal
Movie
I 1721
E. 27th

CRYSTAL

SCREEN

1721 E. 27th St.

CORP

N,

Cleveland, O.

Screen
Corp'n.
Si., Cleveland. O.

send
ohllB.i;ioiL pleaw
, WlUiout
I I r>stal IVarl ISiad MoTie Screen.

i

| Tlicntri^
N»i»c

_

-

m«

p»rtlcul»r»
..,_
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The Lobby and Its Treatment
in Standard Theatre
By GEORGE

E. EICHENLAUB

Theatre Architect, Erie, Pa.

1 SHALL attempt in this article to give a
word picture of the lobby of an Eichenlaub standard theatre, which range in size
from 500 seats up, and illustrated at various
times in these pages. Photographs, however,
are sometimes unsatisfactory. Perhaps I
shall be able to present an adequate description.
Basically, this is a
black and gold lobby.
But there are many
kinds of black and
golds. In this case,
the black is like a
kind of acid-etched
black onyx of extraordinary high gloss
and richness. It can
be likened to a fine
C. E. Elchenlaub
piece of highly polished plate glass in a
window, with absolute darkness outside and
brilliant light inside. It has subdued highlights, the rich, sparkling, dead-black and cutglass effect of what is really deeply dark
purple. The material is like that, only still
richer. Now, with an all-over, dainty design, in
the lightest kind of acid etching, the etching is
invisible when the material is clean. When
dirty, a sponge, some water, maybe some soap
or acid, it makes no difference, and the surface
at once again becomes absolutely clean.
The four-inch band over the black dado, is
of the same material, but deeply sand-blasted
and then overlaid with gold-leaf and fused
silver, which against the black background,
shows up richly. Withal, refined to the point
where even the most fastidious is not turned

tfTTThis is the first of two articles
3J on architecture by Mr. Eichenlaub. His second, to be published
next month, will treat with the
subject, "Why a Theatre Architect?" The possibilities of this subject will be readily appreciated.
away in disgust, but is charmed with the quiet,
rich beauty of the thing.
With this groundwork of black and gold,
we find the two main windows, draped in
cloth-of-gold, trimmed with silk fringe, becoming the center of the composition. Three
triple frames are mounted between them, designed for a one-sheet with a snipe-date and
flanked by standard photo-frames. The onesheet can be mounted as a shadow-box with
special illumination. This with the paired
pilasters in white, with dull, gold-touched
capitals, completes the side-wall treatment, to
the light cornice, over which is a lunette
painted in muresco, the imported flat color in
which our best church murals and other fine
decorative paintings are being done.
On each side of this flanking cornice is
mounted standard cove-lighting in colors as
desired, which illuminates and reflects the
curved surface of the ceiling, which again is
painted in muresco of the darkest marine
blues, quickly fading into creamy-white.
The central panel of the ceiling offers a
variation in our illumination effect, and by the
throw of a switch, we have the so-termed art
gallery illumination, in such colors as we may
elect. The central part of this feature-panel
is an open grill of great capacity, which ven-

tilates the theatre, especially in the balcony,
where it is most needed. This we do in
purest blue, with a touch of gold high-lighting.
These colors recede and lend an air of greater
height, which is accented by the scale of the
dado, which is kept low.
Plate glass set in broad-face, ornamented
and surrounded with black decorated onyx,
appears in the wall angle, with a hand-hole
for the ticket-seller. This same space on the
opposite side is occupied by a dainty wallfountain dispensing cold water. The floor is
of hand-made tiles, with white marble panelpaths, accented at their meeting points with a
square verde or black marble. At the doors
leading into the auditorium, the tiles are laid
arch-fashion to help accent direction into the
theatre. The same motif, with black marble
inlay appears in front of the ticket window to
accent this point. The doors to the auditorium
are of flush, inlaid dark mahogany, inlaid with
holly and ebony.
Some day I am to make the doors of ebony
and make the inlays of gold-leaf covered with
glass, with a strip of holly on each side. For
the present I stick to the dark mahogany,
which comes up nearly black and when properly finished is verj' rich and within any
owner's means. These flush doors are easily
wiped clean or re-finished and never warp or
bind and stick.
The Front Entrance doors are of solid construction, with beveled plate glass panels. The
panic bolts and hardware of solid cast bronze.
The glass panels over the entrance doors are
of plain plate glass, undraped, and look rich as
long as they are kept clean. Baby spots and
floods mounted on the transom-rail give beautiful effects on this ceiling. The fountain is
of portable type, full electric and with re(Continued
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Devices Affecting
the Theatre

1,660,081. FIRE-EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM FOR
MOTION-PICTURE BOOTHS. George A. Mears, Newberry. Pa. Filed July 20, 1926. Serial No. 123,727.
2 Claims.
(CI. 169 — 7.)
1. A fire extinguishing system of the class described
including a chemical container, means for supporting
the same to swing about a transverse axis, a shiftable
locking pin for holding the container normally in upstanding position, a manifold, a flexible pipe connection between thei container and the manifold, distributing pipes extending from the manifold, a valve
in each distributing pipe adapted to open by gravity,
separate means for holding each valve normally closed,
•each of said means including a flexible line connected
at one end to the pin and having an intermediate loop,
a weight fixedly attached to and supported by one side
of the loop, and anchoring means attached to th«
^weight supporting side of the loop, said anchoring
means being releasable by fire in proximity thereto,
the release of the anchoring means and consequent release of the weight being adapted to shift the pin and
release the container for movement to invsrted position.

1,660,632,
AUTOMATIC
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT.
Charles F. Stoddard, New York, N. Y., assignor to
American Piano Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New Jersey.
Filed Feb. 19, 1925. Serial No.
10,186.
13 Claims.
(CI. 84
11.)
1. In an automatic musical instrument having a
main source of pneumatic power and player pneumatics, in contbination, a high exhaust chest having
communication with said source of power, a regulated
exhaust chest having communication with said player
pneumatics, and means for controlling communication
between said chests, said means including a diaphragm
having a variable active area which is exposed to
regulated exhaust and acted upon by regulated exhaust
for controlling purposes.

1,660,631. EXPRESSION MECHANISM FOR AUTOMATIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. Charles F. Stoddard, New York, N. Y., assignor to American Piano
Company, New York, N. Y., a CorporaUon of New
Jersey. Filed Oct. 11, 1924, Serial No. 742,964.
(CI. 8*— *1.)
36 Claims.
Aug. 19, 1927.
Renewed
for automatic
1. Expression controlling apparatus
musical instruments, comprising, in combination, means
providing a high exhaust chest; means providing a
regulated exhaust chest; means including a flaxlble
diaphragm for controlling communication therebetween,
said diaphragm having an area exposed to regulated
exhaust and an area exposed to high exhaust Inflneneand pnetunatlc
ing said diaphragm in one direction;
a substantially constant opposed
means onforsaidexerting
force
diaphragm.

20. Expression controlling apparatus for automatic
musical instruments. comprising, In combination,
means providing a high exhaust chamber; means providing a regulated exhaust chamber; and means Inclnding a flexible diaphragm to restrict more or less the
communication
between
said chambers.

Are You Liable
BRIEFLY, a theatre owner always is
liable for injuries sustained by a patron,
as a result of failure of employes to
exercise care to maintain the theatre premises
in safe condition. On the other hand, a patron
may not recover for injuries sustained in a
theatre where the evidence shows that he
failed to use ordinary care to protect himself
against the injury.
However, although these rules of the law
are well-established, theatre owners frequently
have considerable difficulty in presenting to
the courts sufficiently convincing evidence to
relieve themselves of liability.
Therefore,
I shall carefully
review
two
higher court cases, decided during the past
few weeks, in which is discussed the liability
of owners of two kinds of amusement places.

*

*

*

In the case of Birmingham Amusement Co.
vs. Norris, 112 So. 633, a woman weighing
196 pounds while attending a motion picture
performance in a high class theatre was seriously injured by the collapse of the seat in
which she sat. The injured woman sued the
theatre owners for damages.
It is interesting to observe that in submitting the case to the jury the lower court instructed the jury of the established law,
relating to the liability of theatre owners for
injuries received by patrons, in the following
language:
"(a) Now it is the duty of the proprietor of
a place of amusement to keep such place in a
reasonably safe condition for persons who
enter at his invitation, and if one who has
entered at his invitation is injured as a proximate result of his failure or neglect to keep
such place in such reasonably safe condition,
such failure or neglect, if any, will render him
liable in damages to the person injured.
"(b) Those operating such places of amusement are under the duty to exercise reasonable and ordinary care to sec that such place,
and every part of it, including) contrivances
and fixtures, necessarily
used in conducting

and reasonably frequent and thorough enough

injury
r
o
f
to
patrons?
READ
Leo T. Parker
Cincinnati Attorney
such place, are kept in a reasonably safe condition.
"(c) Such persons are held to reasonable
care in inspecting from time to time, and
such inspection must be sufficiently frequent
and thorough to determine the condition, and
to insure a reasonably safe condition.
"While I charge you that such persons are
held to reasonable care in inspections from
time to time, and such inspections must be
sufliciently frequent and efficient enough to
determine the condition, I want to say that
such persons are held to reasonable care in
making reasonable inspections, and at such
reasonable intervals; and such inspections
must be reasonable and reasonably sufficient

to reasonably determine the conditions."
After carefully considering all of the evidence, the jury rendered a verdict of $12,500
in favor of the injured woman, although it
was proved that occasionally the manager had
employed persons to inspect and repair the
seats.
The theatre owners appealed to the higher
court for reversal of the judgment on the
grounds that the above quoted law given the
jury, with respect to the duty of a theatre
owner, is incorrect.
However, the higher court sustained the
lower court's verdict, but reduced the amount
of the damages from $12,500 to $7,500, and
entered into a lengthy explanation of the law
which is rich in valuable information, in part,
as follows:
* * *
"Many high authorities declare that when
the proprietor of a place of amusement induces people to come upon his premises, he
thereby assumes an obUgation that such
premises are in a reasonably safe condition, so
that persons there by his invitation shall not be
injured by them or in their use for the purpose for which the invitation was extended.
. . . But, on the general question of the duty
of a proprietor who invites peoples upon his
premises, it has been repeatedly declared that
his duty is to maintain such premises in a
reasonably safe condition for the contonplatcd uses thereof, and the purpose for which
the invitation was extended. . . . Without
undertaking a general discussion of their
relative merits, wc think that, where the proprietor invites people upon his premises, and
receives compensation for the privilege of
their entrance, or for their entertainment
while there, he impliedly undertakes that the
premises are reasonably safe for the purpose
intended, and for which they are accordingly
used by his patrons. This does not mean that
the proprietor is an insurer against accidents
to patrons resulting from their own missteps
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SCREENS

Are being shown at the following F. 8C R. Circuit theatres:
Rialto Theatre, Minneapolis
Aster Theatre, Minneapolis
Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis
Loring Theatre, Minneapolis
Dale Theatre, St. Paul
Grand Theatre, Faribault, Wise.
State Theatre, Eau Claire, Wise.
These installations are positive proof of the superiority of
MINUSA SCREENS.
(Samples on request)

MiNUSA
Bomont

THE

Cine Screen

Company
Saint Louis

at Morgan

SINCE

BEST

1914

De Luxe Speciial

"SATISFIED USERS SPELL SUCCESS"

FOR
CURTAIN

FOR BEST
SCREEN RESULTS

PERFECT
MOVEMENTS

bTABILARC

A.D.C. AUTOMATIC
CURTAIN CONTROL
AND ROLL E-Z TRACK

MOTOR

The LARK THEATRE in BRAZIL, INDIANA, has used A.D.C.
AUTOMATIC CURTAIN CONTROL equipment for the past six
years.

737 HAMILTON

GENERATOR

After many years of experience
with all types of equipment
COLONEL BUTTERFIELD installed a STABILARC MOTOR
GENERATOR in his CAPITOL
THEATRE,
FLINT, MICHIGAN.

AUTOMATIC

DEVICES CO.

ST., ALLENTOWN,

PA.
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or disabili.ies, and not primarily from the unsafe condition of the premises or their appurtenances, nor against injuries resulting from
invisible defects therein, not open to observation, nor discoverable by ordinary inspection.
But, where the causating defect was open to
observation, or discoverable by ordinary inspection, liability for the injury attaches as a
matter of law. It is not sufficient in such
cases to say that the proprietor must make
reasonable inspections, or exercise due care to
discover, since his duty is to discover and to

PICTURES

ON MINUSA

OF

* *

*

Duty of Traveling
Show Owner
The case of Crisafi vs. Sells, 159 N. E. 611,
decided
during the past few weeks, is unusuknow."
ally important to illustrate the methods of the
courts in deciding whether a traveling show
owner is liable for injuries sustained by a
patron. Also, the character of the testimony
required to relieve a proprietor of liability is
indicated.
The facts of this case are that the patron of
a traveling show was injured when she
stepped upon a loose board while walking
down an aisle formed in the usual built-up
seats utilized by traveling shows. The seats
were erected on stringers supported by jacks
with a straight bracket inserted into the
stringers to hold them level. The seat planks
were placed from stringer to stringer, and
when laid thereon resembled stairs or steps.
A witness testified that after the boards were
laid on "we have a small rope, like a lariat
used by a cowboy, a small rope, that drops
o\er the back of the stringer and goes over
the planks, under, over the stringer and over
the plank and under (indicating), all the way
down the steps or stairs, or seats as you call
them. It is lashed at the bottom to make a
certain kind of a hitch, that we call a double
half hitch, so it can be unloosened very
readily, and that the seats were lashed together in such a way as to leave no room for
play in the planking." There was testimony
that the purpose of the lashing was to keep
the seats in place.
There was evidence that the seats were
inspected by two building inspectors of Boston
before any one was admitted to the tent. The
superintendent of the construction work, testified that he also examined the seats just before the show opened and saw no indication
of any loose plank or any plank having shifted
out of place, and that inspection of the seats
is made between the shows not so much to
see whether boards or stringers have become
loose but because of the possibiHty that some
of the public might * have
* *cut the ropes.
The lower court held the owner of the show
liable in damages for the injuries sustained
by the patrons on the grounds that the former
was negligent in permitting the loose board,
on which the patron slipped, to remain unrepaired inthe dangerous condition. The owner
of the show appealed to the higher court
contending that he had exercised care in constructing the seats and that the patron was not
entitled to damages because she was not careful to protect herself against the injury.
However, the higher court upheld the lower
court, holding the show owner liable, and
said:

". . . The cause of this fall could have been
found to be the moving of the plank, and
the judge could have found as a fair inference to be drawTi from the evidence that the
cause of the slipping or moving of the plank
was improper lashing. This conclusion cannot be said to have been based upon conTherefore,
jecture. . . ." it is important knowledge well
established
and based upon leading higher
court cases that a theatre or traveling show
owTier may avoid liability for injuries sustained by patrons, if evidence is introduced
to prove to the satisfaction of the court that
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the defect in the equipment, which caused the
injury, was of such nature that it could not
be discoverable by ordinarily careful inspection.
Frequently, theatre owners are rendered
adverse verdicts because this point of the law
is not brought out. For instance, a defect in
a seat which causes an injury may be inside
the wood or iron supports. Under these circumstances, the theatre never is responsible.
Also, in the case of traveling shows, if an
injury is; caused by a defective rope which
ties the seat board, the owner is not liable if
it can be shown that the rope appeared to be
strong and the defect was not discoverable by
ordinarily careful inspection.

* *

Theatre Owner

*

Liable

ior Janitor's Injuries
Generally speaking, an employer is not
liable for injuries sustained by an employe
"who is intoxicated when the injury occurs,
particularly, if the injury is a result of the
workman's intoxicated
condition.
However, it is important to know that for
the employer to avoid liability for an injury,
on these grounds, convincing evidence must
be introduced to prove that the employe
actually was intoxicated at the time of the
injury.
Also, the law is well established that an
employe is not entitled to compensation or
damages for injuries sustained not as a direct
result of the employment. In other words,
an employer is not liable for injuries sustained
by an employe who was doing an act outside
the scope of the employment when the accident occurred.
For example, in the recent case of Wright
vs. Keltner, 159 N. E. 433, it was disclosed
that a theatre janitor, who slept in the theatre
building, slipped and fell from a ladder while
attempting to climb through a window to obtain keys with which to lock the theatre.
Further evidence disclosed that the janitor did
not go on duty the evening of the accident
until after the last show when he was supposed to turn out the lights and close the
theatre for the night. On the night when he
was injured he came to the theatre after the
last show and after the lights inside had been
turned ofif by another employe. An employe
testified that the janitor may have been intoxicated as he had some trouble turning the
lights on. After turning the lights off, he
went up stairs to his room where he took off
his coat and then went down stairs, leaving
his_ keys in his coat pocket. On going down
stairs the door to his rom became locked, so
he had to use a ladder to reach a window, so
he could get into his room and get his keys.
He had not locked the door to the theatre, but
had put out all the lights except one to see by.
In view of this testimony, the court held
the janitor entitled to compensation for the
injury, explaining that the testimony of
the employer was insufficient to prove that the
janitor was intoxicated at the time of the injury. _The court, also, held that since he
was injured while attempting to obtain keys
to lock the theatre, the injury arose within
the scope of the employment.

* *

Do you have sufficient light?
Is it comfortable?
Is it economical?
Is it decorative?
Is it the proper type?
Is it modern ?

It would be well to check up
on your Decorative Lighting
Equipment. The VOIGT
book "Lighting Fixtures for
Theatres ' will be of help to
you. if you are interested in
equipment for a new theatre,
or improving an old one.

*

Seller of Theatre Stock,
Partly Unauthorized,
Bound to Return All Money
The recent case of Tatterson vs. Kehrlein,
263 Pac. 285, is unusually important because
various phases of the law relating to sale of
theatre stock is explained.
The facts of the case are that the Franklin
Amusement Corporation was incorporated
under the laws of California for 5,000 shares
amounting to $50,000. The incorporators obtained a legal permit from the commissioner
of corporations to sell and issue only 2,800
shares of the stock. The theatre was immediately put into operation. Several years later,
the owners of the stock agreed to sell their
interests in the corporation for $90,000. The
important part of this agreement is as follows :
"The parties agree respectively to sell and
buy 2,800 shares, being all of the issued stock

"Samples on display at all
National Theatre Supply
Stores.
Voigt Co., 1743-49 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Please send me. without obligation, the new

Name

VOIGT

book "Lighting Fixtures forTheatres"

TheatreCity

-State-

(April)
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of said corporation. Price $90,000, payable in
installments as follows: $250 down; $450 on
November 14, 1923; $700 on December 14,
1923, and $700 on the 14th day of each and
every month thereafter until the whole sum
of $90,000 shall have been paid. There shall
be deposited and paid on or before October
14, 1923, the stim of $10,000 as security for
the payment of the sums to be paid monthly
and of the performance of the terms and conof the agreed
agreement."
It wasditions also
that all of the stock of
the corporation, including the 2,200 shares,
for which no permit to issue it had been
obtained, was to be issued to the buyers and
placed in a bank as collateral until the latter
had fully paid the agreed amount of $90,000.
The buyers paid $10,000 down, 'as security
for fulfillment of the contract, and immediately took possession of the theatre.
After operating the theatre at a loss for 20
weeks
the purchasers
filed suit against the
sellers of the stock for $12,000 paid upon the
contract, the further sum of $5,555.94 paid
under the terms of the theatre iDuilding lease
and "the further
sum
of $13,074.12 losses
caused by the said fraudulent representations
made by you in inducing the undersigned to
enter into said agreement to-wit : That said
business was a paying business, paying large

A BELSON-lighted Theatre is a
PROPERLY-lighted theatre
with important features of efficiency, economy
and safety that we alone offer.

Belson Border Lights
* Using the individual porcelain reflector and natural colored lenses, give by
all means more and better light at less
cost.
Also Investigate:
Belson Footlights
Belson Floodlights
Belson Spotlights
Belson Striplights
Belson Louvrelights
Belson Covelights
Belson Exit Signs
Etc. for REAL RESULTS.

^

Let us figure out ALL your lighting
equipment. We can design and build
anything you want.
Send

for

BELSON
804
All
All

SSbley

our

bulletins

MFG. CO.
St.,

Representatives
r%
.L
^
.
Over
the
Country

Chicago
„
Est.

,««,
1901

Artificial
Flowers
annetss and
^%PlVi
that are true
to IMature
There are none
better.

famous Atmospheric
Theatres
John Eberson's
are Art
decorated
with
REISING'S
Flowers and Shrubs.

G. REISING

& CO.

227 West Austin Ave.

Chicago, III.
Phone:

Superior 2425

Specialists in Decorations for Theatres

^

^

The purchasers contended that the contract
was invalid because the sellers of the stock
had failed to obtain a permit to issue 2,200
shares
" the 5,000 shares. The sellers conprofits.of
tended that the contract plainly specified the
sale of 2,800 shares of the stock, for which
they had a permit to issue, and that the balance 2,200 shares were given to the purchasers, because it was agreed that they were
buying the theatre.
It is interesting to observe that the court
held the incorporators of the theatre liable
to the purchasers for the return of all money
paid, with interest, and said:
"V\'hile discussion of the remaining objections, it may be said that the finding that the
2,200 shares were issued as herein set forth
without any permit or certificate or authority
from said commissioner or said department
and in violation of the Corporate Securities
Act is supported by the evidence. Five of
these shares were issued and delivered to respondents as qualifying shares, and the remaining 2,195 shares were issued and deposited
with the bank to be delivered upon making
certain payments. . . . The Corporate Securities Act was passed for the protection of the
public and every case from every court recognizes that when a statute has been made for
lhe protection of the public a contract in violation of its provisions is void. As it was illegal for the corporation to issue the 2,200
shares of treasury stock without a permit
from the commissioner of corporations, it
was likewise illegal for the Kehrleins, as
agents, officers or representatives of the cor-^
poration, to join with it, or aid or abet or
assist it in committing the illegal act, or to
commit
the actalsoforheld
the the
corporation."
The court
sellers liable for
the total loss amounting to $18,500 sustained
by the purchasers while they operated the
theatre for 10 weeks, because it was proved
to the satisfaction of the court that the sellers had stated to the buyers that the theatre
was netting a profit.
Information on Theatre
Seat Indicating Patents
and Stock Selling Projects
Recently, several patents have been issued on
theatre seat indicating devices. The basic patent is said to be issued to a man named Hansen. His patent provides for an indicator
board located in the lobby of a theatre. The
board is equipped with electric lights which
indicate the row in which the vacant seats
are located, but not the particular seat or seats
vacant in the row. In order to locate a particular vacant seat, it is necessary to advance
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down the aisle to the row indicated on the
Hansen indicator in the lobby, and to examine
electric lights on the back of the aisle seat
in the row which indicate the particular seat
or seats vacant in the particular row.
Later an inventor named Johnson obtained
a patent on an indicator board in the lobby
representing in miniature the seating plan of
the theatre. This board contains a perforation for each seat, with a shutter for each
perforation. The particular seat and row are
indicated on the back of each of these shutters. When the seat is vacant, the shutter is
closed over its particular opening in the indicator board in the lobby, and when the seat
is occupied the shutter is raised.
Still another inventor named Guerin applied for a patent on a miniature indicator
board located in a theatre lobby. This board
has electric lights which indicate the vacant
seats in the theatre.
It is well established patent law that if the
Hansen patent contains essential basic claims
on theatre seat indicator devices, all other
makers and users of seat indicator systems
made under licenses of mere improvement
patents would be liable for infringement in
damages and profits to the holder of the Hansen patent.
Also, it is important to know that the seller
of stock in any enterprise is bound to state
the truth regarding his enterprise. Otherwise,
a buyer of the stock may file suit and recover
the money invested in the stock.
For instance, in Guerin Theatre Seating
System v. Guerin, 112 So. 34, it was disclosed
that the Guerin Theatre Seating System, Inc.,
owners of the above mentioned Johnson and
Guerin patents, had published in the New
Orleans daily papers an advertisement, in
part, as follows :
"Guerin Theatre Seating System Is Now
Operating in the New Million Dollar Theatre
of Los Angeles.
"The owner says it is increasing his receipts
by $150 to $250 per day! These wonderful
systems will make and earn thousands yearly
for theatres, yet cost them practically nothing.
Vacant Seat Indicator in Grauman's Million
Dollar Theatre, Los Angeles, California.
"Only five out of every 100 theatres would
make every investment of $100. Now worth
$4,000. _
'An investment opportunity equalling all the
great possibilities of oil . . ."
An investor who purchased $5,000 worth
of stock from the Guerin Theatre System,
Inc., discovered that the Hansen invention and
not the Guerin system vras installed in the
Grauman theatre in Los Angeles. The inventor instituted court proceedure to recover.
However, the court held the investor entitled to recover the money invested in the
stock, saying :
^ * :!;
"It was deliberate imposition upon the general public to advertise in the newspapers or
in circulars any claim that the Hansen patent,
then operated in the Grauman Million Dollar
theatre, in Los Angeles, the center of the picture show industry, was the installation of the
great Guerin seating system. . . . The excuse
offered by the promoters of plaintiff (Guerin)
corporation that the original Hansen patent
was an infringement on the later Johnson patent covering the same basic idea, with slight
improvements, and that they were therefore
justified in using the advertisement and circular, in this case does not impress us as
heing a good or valid reason for their conduct."
This court, also, quoted the established law
on this subject, as follows:
"It may be laid down as a general rule,
therefore, that any false representation of a
material fact, . . . with knowledge that it is
false, or recklessly and without any knowledge as to its truth or falsity, if relied upon
by a person to whom it is made in subscribing for shares, is such fraud as entitles him
(investor) to rescind his subscription, or
maintain an action for damages."
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Hot

days
are

coming. Put cool, refreshing
Typhoon Breezes on the job. They
cost nothing because they pay for
themselves.
Write for Booklet 3

Typhoon Fan Company
345 W. 39th St.

New York, N. Y.

Offices in Principal Cities

.

I Your Projection is Only as Good i
as YOVR

SCREEN
You may have the finest projection machines and the
best films in the world, but
if you are using a poor
screen, the results are spoiled
or lost entirely. Don't take
this chance. Good projectors, good films and a good
screen are the three legs on
which your projection depends. Make the leg representing your screen as strong
as the other two by insisting
on an AMERICAN SILVERSHEET — the masterpiece of metallic
surface screens. Specification-built to meet the individual requirements
of your house, it will delight your patrons with clear, sharp, brilliant,
color-toned pictures of unsurpassed definition and depth. Costs no more
than other screens. Made by the American Silversheet Co., St. Louis.
Sold in theUnited States through the National Theatre Supply Company.

■TEAR-PROOF-

SILVERSHEET
j

"It Just CAN'T

Be Torn"

,
j
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Signs That Sell!
'T^HE

brilliantly lighted Milne

Made

-■- Electric Signs are the signs that sell.
They shout your show message to the
crowds

that fill your theatre. They attract

attention for they are bmlt by men
know

and understand

The

best Theatres

using MILNE

who

"showmanship."
in the country

Signs because

are

they are con-

vinced that this "showmanship"

is built

right in.
Send U3 the name of your theatre and iet
us submit a colored sketch to you fi» ob*
ligation on your part,

MILNE ELECTRIC SIGN COMPANY
614-618 Cherry St.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Long Distance Phone Grand 7666

Chicago Branch:

Graceland

4352 Broadway
42S9

MILNE
The Palace Orpheum, Milwaukee,
the brightest spot
on "The White

SIGNS

Changeable Letter Marquise or Canopies

Way."
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Lobby and Its
Treatment
(^Continued

from

page

42)

circulating water. Only two or three pails of
water are required. Turn the switch and you
have a colorful, soarkling effect that is everchanging and attractive, and at small cost.
When you get tired of it and the gold fish die
or get stolen, you disconnect the plug underneath in the basement, bail out the water and
store the device or rent it to the florist down
on the corner for his show-window.
The plain wall-surfaces are now a vertical
textured Morene in a warm yellow, highlighted with dull gold, and as such are quite
convincing, without being bizarre. Some day,
perhaps, an owner may throw in another
$1,000 or so, and then we will do these surfaces in a vertical, figured, warm ivory onsnc,
sand-blast a strip some four inches wide, with
a running design, and overlay the sand-blasted
design with dull Pompeian red and a touch of
Egyptian blue and gold. I think, thus improved, the whole effect would be worth the
added cost.
This lobby gets by fairly well in a small
town when done right. This work is erected
with all protruding angles protected forever
by the use of the Eichenlaub solid brass,
marble comer-bead, furnished in triple gold
plate, with special spun end-finish. Since the
onyx material is very expensive, it is used in
rather thin sections. This marble corner-bead
with specially designed ends spun on each
piece, not only protect such corners from
chipping and breaking, where they can never
be successfully patched, but they make the
work look heavy and solid and quite put the
finishing touch on the whole conception, at a
cost of about $40 extra.

Insurance Worth
$100,000,000 Will
Protect Theatres
By ERNEST

A. ROVELSTAD

ors this
by exhibit
out 0,000
taken
will bethan
ce
in insuran
$100,00
MORE
year on new theatre construction.
This huge total, conservatively estimated on
the basis of $296,000,000 to be spent for new
theatres in 1928, as forecast in the January
issue of "Better Theatres," exemplifies the
increasingly tremendous factor which the moindustry.
tion picture theatre represents in the insurance

THE

HIGH INTENSITY
REFLECTOR ARC

Type
HJ.R.

For Motion Picture Projection
The latest and greatest step forward in the development of High Intensity
projection.
Snow White High Intensity Light. 60 Amperes equal in screen illumination to
120 amperes with the older High Intensity Lamps. Gives more and better light for
current expended.

HALL

& CONNOLLY,

129 Grand Street

INC.
New York City

Eighty per cent of the fair cash value of
theatre property is insured, according to officials of leading insurance companies with
offices in Chicago and executives of the Board
of Underwriters for Cook Coimty. This
average is reached by the estimate that the
number of cases of the carrying of 90 and
even 100 per cent insurance offsets the instances of the carrying of less than 80 per
cent or even none at all.
The total of a hundred millions in insurance
business to be done in 1928 on new construction becomes all the more imposing when one
considers the fact that the involved realty, or
sites, and foundations are not reckoned in
the writing of policies.
One reason for the 80 per cent average is
that with the rise of the motion picture theatre to first rank in construction of amusement
places, much of the building activity is on a
mortgage basis, and the mortgagors require
insurance of the property as a guarantee of
their investment, according to Albert Richers,
underwriter of the firm of Klee, Rogers, Wile
&
Loeb, a leading insurance agency in
Chicago.
"Then, too," said Mr. Richers, "there has
been a definite growth in what one might call
insurance consciousness among theatre owners, a realization of the necessity of carrying
insurance as a protection of their investment."

EXHIBITORS
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Nevertheless, while insurance of 80 per cent
of the total insurable property indicates a
proper attention on the part of theatre owners
to the value of insurance as such, there are
many ways in which an exhibitor can reduce
the cost of his insurance, and practically all
these can be achieved by making his theatre
truly a BETTER theatre.

* * *

Basically, the building should be fireproof
with sprinklers over the stage. Fireproof
construction means a combination of brick,
stone, steel and reinforced concrete. It was
suggested also that the owner of a new theatre have accredited appraisers make a valuation of the property for insurance purposes.
The reason for this is that the basis of the
insurance is the actual cash value, as: given by
the insured, at the time the policy is taken
out. If, after a fire, the valuation given by
the insured is considered too high, the company's own appraisers make a close survey of
the total value of the property. If accredited
appraisers have made the estimate, such estimate will not necesJsarily be questioned. Furthermore, incase the loss from the fire does
not exceed 2 per cent of the total insurance in
force at the time, no special inventory or
appraisement of the undamaged property shall
be required.
The greatest cost to the theatre owner in
insurance is sub-standard booth construction.
Following are outstanding factors in connection with the booth, upon which the rate of
insurance is gauged:
Fireproof construction.
Protected entrance and self-closing door.
Number and protection of openings for each
machine.
Automatic closers.
Ventilator and damper.
Combustible material in booth (exclusive of
film in use).
Approved chemical extinguisher.
In direct proportion as the features of the
booth are up to standard fireprof so will the
exhibitor save money on insurance rates. The
same is true also of thd motion picture
machine. Outstanding among the angles taken
into account here in fixing the rates are:
Safety projection devices.
Proper construction of magazine and recevuing box.
Secure fastening of handle to machine.
Shutter in front of condenser, and how
closed.
Hand or power operation.
Keeping of extra films in metal boxes with
tight-fitting covers.
Use of benzine, and if so, how kept.

* * *

Many of these factors can be determined in
advance by proper construction and equipment
when the theatre is built, followed up by just
as careful maintenance.
Original construction as far as auditorium
and stage are concerned also plays a vital role
in determining the cost of insurance to the
exhibitor. For example, addition of dressing
rooms after the original construction of the
theatre is likely to increase the insurance cost,
because boarded partitions probably vnll be
used, and these obviously increase the fire
hazard. To state it conversely, the exhibitor
who visions his dressing-room needs, and provides for them before building begins, is saving himself money from the start. A parallel
is provision for a repair shop. Adding a
boarded-off room after the theatre is completed isnot only adding construction cost at
that hour but is piling up insurance expense
that could have been avoided.
Here are some of the features inquired into
by the surveyor for the insurance company as
far as auditorium and stage are concerned :

* * *

Systems of lighting and heating.
Number of seats and how fastened to the
floor.
Dressing rooms — lighting, heating and con-
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LIKE MAGIC!
THE GALLAGHER
MOBILE
STAGE ORCHESTRA LIFT
Individual platforms that raise and lower
Entire stage moves forward and back
All under instant control of the Leader
Adopted by one of the largest theatre
chains for two of their new theatres
Complete particulars on request
Write now
GALLAGHER

ORCHESTRA

EQUIPMENT

COMPANY

616 Elm Street, Chicago, IlL
West Coast Oflice— 1487 W. Washington BouL, Los Angeles, Calif.

ITE SCREEN
NEW CRYS
WH'S
RTLSNER
WETA
The finest screen ever produced for use with High
Intensity Light.
Made of strong duck without a seam.
No distortion and brings out the picture in a wealth
of detail.
Ask for demonstration and be convinced this screen
is all we claim. WRITE FOR SAMPLE AND
FURTHER PARTICULARS.
A few recent installations of WERTSNER'S
CRYSTAL WHITE SCREEN:
Mosque Theatre, Richmond, Va.
New Stemley Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
St. George Playhouse, Brooklyn, N. Y.
New Stanley Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
New Stanley Theatre, Jersey City, N. J.
Manufactured by

C. S. WERTSNER
211-221 North 13th St.

& SON
Philadelphia, Pa.
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dition. (Use of gas in the dressing rooms
adds to insurance cost.)

Your Organ
Protection!

Use of vaudeville.
Asbestos fire curtain, screen, other curtains
(number and material).
Borders or flies, wings, lifting scenery.
Fire protection of stage and auditorium.
Auditorium floor construction, as concrete
on ground.
The reason each of the items listed in the
foregoing has a direct effect upon the amount
paid for insurance is that a flat rate is set
upon the building and from this standard,
based upon the Dean schedule, additions are
made to cost or reductions are allowed in
accordance with modern improvements — or
lack of them — in the theatre construction,
equipment and maintenance.
Two general systems of theatre insurance
are in operation. All insurance on mercantile
buildings, which includes theatres, is written
on a basis of 80 per cent as a minimum of
co-insurance which a theatre should carry,
where only the building is concerned, or 90

Changeable
days
so warm
and bright today; so wet and
cold tomorrow. That's characteristic of spring. Sudden temThat,
tomorrow.
perature changes 90° today, 40° degrees
too, is characteristic of spring. Not only does this occur in the
North but the South, too, finds spring time changeable.
Your organ needs protection from these elements. It needs a
steady dry even heat. Heat that circulates throughout the organ
chamber keeping the pipes and chests warm and dry regardless
of w^eather conditions out of doors.
Evenheeters are organ heaters. They are made to combat all
weather conditions. They are made to protect the organ from
the elements. They are made to keep the organ chamber warm
and dry so that no cold or dampness can harm the organ.
. No other heater can heat your organ chamber as w^ell as
Evenheeters. No other heater has that "chimney draft" feature the heated air shoots from the top of the Evenheeter to
circulate around the pipes and chests and relays, where it is
most needed. Then after it has circulated ceilingward it is
sucked back through the Evenheeter, heating on its return to
the heater every part of the organ chamber with a smooth
even heat.

per
centinsurance.
under the "building and contents"
blanket

That's
you should
installThey
Evenheeters.
your
organwhy
chamber
correctly.
will keep itThey
heated-wiUat heat
any
required temperature and they w^ill heat it writh less electric energy than any other type heater requires.

Recommended

286 Milwaukee

by

approved by
Organ turers,
ManufacNationally known
Architects, installed Theatres.
in Prominent

EVENHEETERS
CRAMBLET
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Endorsed
by Theatre Chains
of
National Scope.

ENG. CORP.

Under the 80 per cent plan, the saving to
the exhibitor by taking out 80 per cent is
illustrated as follows :
Presume the property valuation at $100,000.
If 80 per cent insurance is carried, the company paj's the loss in full up to $80,000. But
say the theatre carries $60,000. In this case
the insured is required to pay one-fourth of
the loss. This figure is arrived at by the
$20,000 deficiency being one-fourth of the 80
per cent required insurance.
It is under this type of insurance that a
saving of 5 per cent is gained by the exhibitor
by insuring 90 per cent of the total value, and
10 per cent by insuring 100 per cent.

St., Milwaukee

^Not Palaverl

Ill

While insurance officials stated there was no
seasonal fluctuation of the business of writing
policies, yet a particular series of events does
have its effect upon the activity in taking particular kinds of insurance. E. C. Upton, controller of Balaban & Katz, declared that riot
and civil commotion insurance, which includes
bombing,lowinghas
been succession
decidedly of
"popular"
the recent
bombing folof

STRONG
Reflector Arc Lamp
Is the fastest selling because
No relays
No

condensers
Its simplicity
Its durability

STRONG
Rectifiers
Gives you dependable

direct current

at less cost per kilow^att hour
No moving parts
No extra wiring necessary
Quickly Installed

Sold by reliable Independent dealers everywhere

The Strong Electric Company
2501 Lagrange Street

Toledo, Ohio

motion picture theatres, as detailed in "Better
Theatres." Likewise, the writing of burglary
and robbery insurance — two distinct types of
policies — is affected by a series of crimes of
this nature.
In this connection, insurance officials suggested that the use of inspected safes is not
only advisable as a protection of the theatre
owners' money but also as a basis for the
protection afforded by insurance. In Illinois,
exhibitors are afforded the advantage of the
testing
of their
by strong
the Underwriters'
Laboratories,
wheresafes
those
boxes which
pass inspection satisfactorily are given a tag
of approval.
While public liability insurance (including
elevator liability, where elevators are used) is
written most extensively, as protection against
accidents to patrons, the types of insurance
being written for theatres are almost legion.
Besides those mentioned in the foregoing
there are workmen's compensation, steam
boiler, tornado, rental, landlord's contingent,
use and occupancy, water, sprinkler leakage,
flood, fine arts, fidelity bonds, electrical machinery, engine breaking, rain, group insurance for employes, life insurance for
executives as compensation for the company
in case of loss of an executive, and probably
a number of other kinds of insurance of a
more detailed type.
Throughout the story of theatre insurance,
however, runs the lesson of building a theatre
properly, for efficiency and economy of operation, for protection of patros, for protection
of the owner's investment, and for obviating
the higher insurance rates which shortsighted
construction entails.
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At right — A section of a ceihng
and wall, showing the use of
wood and the
method of decoration so distinctive in the
C atl ow. The
problem was to
build a small
town theatre for
metro{>olitan •patrons, Barringbeing suburban
to Chicago. The
use of lu o o d
wherever possible ivas the
solution.

B el o IV — The
auditorium as it
aji'^ears during
a
Here■performance.
the beauty
of the o {> e n
wooden trusses
and the stencil
d e CO rati ons is
u} e 1 1 shown.
Noteworthy, too,
is the wooden
organ loft at
left.
anc eThe
is a^earquite
that of an old
English manor
hall. TheCatlow
seats 850 and
built at a cost
of $82,000.

Where

Open Wooden

Trusses Proved

Beautiful

This theatre is the charming Catlow at Barnngton, 111., designed by Betts & Holcomh.
The use of wood proved a way to attractiveness and economy.
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Minusa Cine Screen Company's new steel frame for screens. It is made of
rolled steel and is extremely light. It is said that this frame is especially
adapted for flying, there being no protruding lag screws, bolts or working ^arts.
(Left) Detail showing method of clam-^ing screen to frame, also the device for
stretching. (Right) Frame fully assembled, showing extensions attachable for
dra'^es, etc.

Unique Stencils Result in Novel
Decorative Effects
Betts & Holcomh erect beautiful theatre in Barrington, 111., at nominal cost
at Barringof a theatre
building presente
THE
d a problem the
ton, Illinois,
like of which has probably seldom
been properly solved. Barrington is a town
of only five thousand population, but is
surrounded by many large estates and with
several ultra-modern residential developments in the outskirts, which fact meant
that the clientele of this theatre would be to
a large extent people of refinement and
taste who would not patronize a theatre built
along the usual lines of a small town picture
house. On the other hand, a lavish expenditure for such a small town was out
of the question.
The problem was finally solved by deciding on a design of a domestic character,
using wood wherever possible.
The ceiling is composed of open wood
trusses, with the timbers chamfered on the
edges and with turned decorative pieces at
the joints of the bottom chord. The purlins between the trusses are wood, as is also
the roof boarding, which is 1% inch M &
D fir. Ornamental wood bolsters catch the
ends of the trusses, and the top member of
these bolsters terminates in a grotesque
mask.
There is a high wood wainscot all around
the auditorium, and the top members of
this wainscot form a trough for the general
lighting of the auditorium. Large wrought
iron brackets on each pilaster carry four
small lights, each deep blue in color which
are emergency lighting.
The facing for the organ chambers is of
wood, with the top cresting sawed out of
solid three-inch lumber. The lobby is an
especially noteworthy example of where the
actual structural members have been made
to count for the decorative effect also. In
this room, the lumber used for the trusses
is rough-sawed, two-inch stuff just as received from the lumber yard, except that
the edges have been chamfered, and the

At Letst ! Cinema Comes
To Montgomery Coimty
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

UVALDA, GA., April 10. — The
£rst theatre of any kind in Uvalda,
and the Rist motion picture show in
all Montgomery county, was opened
recently when the Strand theatre presented its initial performance.
The theatre was opened by Charles
J. Clark and his son, formerly residents of Pittsburgh, Pa., but now citizens of the Uvalda section. The
house is well arranged, comtortable
and got off to a fine start.
center pieces and side brackets of bolsters
sawed out of rough lumber.
The general effect of this house is however by no means crude or rough, for the
architects obtained the services of Alphonso
lannelli for the decorative work, and the
walls, ceilings and wood members are
decorated with unique stencils in many
colors. These stencils are not even second
cousins to the usual stereotype painters'
stencil, but are little gems of art and a wonderful example of the improvement that
has come about in modern decoration.
The Catlow theatre gives an impression
of the intimate warmth and cozy quiet
suitable in a suburban community. No attempt has been made here to produce great
effects, but instead, the livable quality of a
country cottage. Black trusses silhouette
against the deep warmth of a red ceiling,
with gold purlins, capping the auditorium,
the gold-tinted walls of which are flooded
with light from above the wainscot, reveal-

ing ornaments and masks. The depth of
tone in the wood wainscot and organ grilles
is accented with color spots. The proscenium arch is richly ornamented with
reds, golds, and white, giving a rich foil to
the plain volumes of the wall surfaces, all
contributing to the delight of suburban theatregoers.
The foyer, colorfully decorated with
simple mottled walls, has a wood ceiling
treatment in harmony with the auditorium.
A fountain is here placed at the end of the
foyer in a colorful niche of golds and reds,
making a rich accent and point of interest.
The lobby is also carried out in a harmonious way, with brick wainscoting, warm
red tile floor, and blue and gold trusses.

* * *

In all, the attempt was to obtain a delightful entertainment house, suitable to the
people who live in and around Barrington,
and a playhouse to which they will be glad
to return. This project, built at a cost of
$82,000 (without the land) includes an 850seat theatre, with a stage 16 feet deep and
ample lobby and foyer, two large shops and
four
ments. small two-room kitchenette apartThis is the third of a series published
by BETTER THEATRES on theatres designed by Betts & Holcomb, architects, to
show what can be done on the smaller type
of
picture
house, without a lavish outlay of
money.

«

Backgrounds of Charm'
Published by Wiggin's

There has just reached the editor's desk
a booklet called "Backgrounds of Enduring
Charm," published by H. B. Wiggin's Sons
Company of Bloomfield, N. J. This book,99
let, which describes various decorative
background or wall material, is of especial
interest to architects.
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U. S. Industry Must
Push Foreign Mart,
Mayer Emphasizes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)
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CONT-EL-ARC
MOTOR

GENERATORS

FOR

SMOOTH

PROJECTION

HOLLYWOOD, April 10.— With the cinematic saturation point almost reached in the
United States and the cost of pictures steadily
increasing, the American motion picture industry must, of necessity, develop its foreign
markets and look to foreign countries for its
future existence, Louis B. Mayer said today.
The statement was based upon findings of a
survey made by Arthur Loew, in charge of
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer foreign department.
The United States, according to the foreign
market findings, has a film theatre for every
5,500 citizens ; Great Britain, one for every
11,000; France and Italy, one for every 14,000;
Argentina, one for every 12,000, and Brazil,
one for every 30,000.
In the virtually virgin markets of India and
China there is only one motion picture theatre
for every 800,000 and 3,000,000 persons, Mr.
Loew's report shows.
"The cost of the finished film product is
no greater if produced for the world than for
one country or community," Mayer said. "It
is therefore possible for the producer to develop markets that other industries cannot attempt to enter. M-G-M's income from countries outside of the United States is today
seven times greater than it was five years
ago. It would not be surprising if the foreign
income of the company five years from today
is 100 per cent greater than today."

DEALERS:
A few
territories open. Write
for details
Manufactured

CONTINENTAL

The Moving Picture Theatre Managers Institute, 135 West 44th street. New York City,
reports that its faculty has prepared for those
connected with the trade an extension course
in theatre management similar to their resident school course.
The extension course was presented to the
New York State Department of Education.
After a thorough investigation they have
granted the institute an approval.
The extension course will now enable those
who are connected with theatres and desire
to retain their present employment, to take
advantage of the institute's training.
Mr. Baltimore, the director of the institute,
also reports that A. Kindleman, chief engineer of the International Projector Corporation, gave a series of talks on "How to Secure Better Screen Results." Many practical
demonstrations were given by Mr. Kindleman
on projectors that were specially setup at the
institute.

Orchestraphone Supplies
Music for African Film
Orchestraphone supplied the musical accompaniment for the Martin Johnson picture of African native and animal life during its run at the Woods theatre in Chicago.
The reproducing instrument, which won
the applause of the audience, was installed
by National Theatre Supply Company.
Leo Pierson Joins Paramount
HOLLYWOOD. — Leo Pierson, at one time a motion picture actor, has joined the Paramount studios
as business
manager
of the new
Florence
Vidor
production, "The Magnificent Flirt."

ELECTRIC

325-327 Ferry St.

Extension Course
Is Inaugurated by
Managers Institute
LENS

By

CO., INC.

Newark, N. J., U.S.A.

B & L
TALKS
No. 5

ILLUMINATION
Possibly the feature of the projected picture which
most aifects the pleasure and comfort of the patron
is brightness.
This characteristic deserves more attention than it generally receives, for the brightest picture is not necessarily the most satisfactory. Glaringly bright pictures
are all too common in our theatres today.
Illumination depends upon many factors, among which
the lens is second only to the illuminant itself. The
extent to which illumination is affected by the lens
depends on the ratio of lens diameter to lens focal
length. This ratio is called the speed or "F-Value" of
the lens. .A speed of approximately f :2.3 to f:2.5
has been employed for several years as standard for
high grade projection lenses.
The limit is set for lens diameter by the increasing
difficulty of correcting aberration, but even if this were
not the case, another consideration determines an effective limit. This is the difficulty of obtaining and
maintaining sharp focus with lenses of too high speed.
Such lenses require a ver>- accurate and sensitive
focusing adjustment, but, what is worse, Iiccause of
the buckling of the film the picture seldom appears in
focus for more than a few seconds, no matter what the
adjustments may be.

BAUSCH

& LOMB

652 St. Paul St.

OPTIC.VL COMPANY
ROCHESTER.

X. Y.
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Loew's Midland
Wins Award

The

RAVEN HAWI8NE

(Continued

SCREEN

One For Each Light Source
Dealer Or Us

Raven Screen Corporation

1476 Broadway

PAINE

New York, N. Y.

EXPANSION

For Anch<Nring

Opera

Will not come

SHELLS

Chairs to Concrete

loose when

Floors

properly set

Furnished with bolts and washers ready

to be put. For instance, no cloister-like
structure
building. should be erected for an office

2951 Carroll Ave.
Chicago, 111.

Ventilating

!

79 Barclay St.
New York, N. Y.

Systems

Type No. 2

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen

PERFECTION
REMOTE

ALL, THROUGH ITS SIMPLICITY, PRESENTS MULTI-SPEED
CONTROL, OPERATED FROM BOX
OFFICE OR MANAGERS OFFICE, IN
FACT, FROM ANY POINT IN THE
BUILDING. A TURN OF THE DIAL
IN ONE DIRECTION, AND THE FAN
SPEEDS IN ITS OPERATION; A TURN
IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION AND
IT SLOWS OPERATION.
POSITIVE, VARIABLE CONTROL
FROM ANY POINT IN THE
HOUSE
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS.

CONTROL

Nebr.

Cohan

Theatre — ^New

York

Paramount
York
City Theatre — ^New
City Theatre — New York
Bialto
City
Bivoli Theatre — New
York

Publix
N. Y. Theatre — ^Buffalo.
NewN. Y.
Capitol — ^Bin^hamton,

Loew'3
York State
City Theatre — New

Keith's

Theatre — Phllftdel-

Loew's State Theatre — Newark, N. J.
Iioew's
Texas
Theatre —
Houston.
Texas
Loew's 86th St.— Brooklyn,
City
N. Y.
Loew's State — Columbus, O.
Astor
Theatre — New
York

Carman

Theatre — Philadel-

by

Theatre

HOFFMANN

SALES CO.

RHEOSTATS

City
An Ever Groicing List of Satisfied Vaors:
York
City City86th
St. — New
Roxy
Theatre — New
York Proctor's

Sold

Watch for Future
Announcement

iha

Total, 10 points.
The committee of award will consist of
three architects and three lay members, to be
appointed by the directors of the Business
District League.

Picture films vary as well as current conditions.
Your projectionist can adjust his arc current to
always give you a clear, bright picture if you
equip with PERFECTION. Current sarlag also is
a result of PERFECTION equipment, for he need
not use full current till the actual projection is
started.

ABOVE

BUZZARD

POINTS OF AWARD
/. For architectural excellence of the
interior 4 points. The architectural
value of the building will apply only to
the exterior.
2. For honest material as it appears
on the exterior, z points. The architectural correctness tvith special stress to
be laid upon the fact that the material
should not be disguised and that it
should not be painted or treated so as to
appear as some other material, neither
should the material be used in im,itation
of some other material. For instance,
no sheet iron should he permitted to appear as stone.
3. For the improvement to the neighborhood 2 points. Great importance is
attached to the locality in which the
building has been erected with the view
to determine whether or not the archiing.
tectural aspect of the locality has been
improved by the new or altered build-

Send for samples and prices

NOISELESS
POSITIVE
ELECTRIC

All

36)

4. For an appearance harmonious to
the use to which it is to be put 2 points.
The appearance of the building should
be harmonious to the use to which it is

CONTROL

For

page

to install. J/^" size shell most generally used for repair work as well as
original installations. The most satisfactory way to permanently anchor a
chair to concrete.

THE PAINE COMPANY
Type No. 1

from

isting front as to present an entirely different
architectural aspect.

Is Made In
FOUR TYPES

Consult Your
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P BocheUe.
r o 6 t 0 r'sN. Theatre
— New
Y.
phia
Proctor's Theatre — W h 1 1 e
Plains,
N. Y.
phia
Fox's
Washington
— ^Washington, D. C.
—and
many others
Supply

New

York

Electrical
Engineers — Moving
ture Theatre Electrical
Specialists

Awards will be made each year at the annual meeting of the Business District League
on the second Tuesday in February.

Decorating the Theatre,
(Contniued from page 11)

by Lasher

is the one I recommend and shall suggest
throughout these articles, because of its
great economy in labor and beautiful effects
— no other system can be applied. Should
the decorator attempt to introduce the older
method, that of palette and brush, with
opaque colors, much of the harmony of
the room would be lost. And, of course,
the labor cost would mount, too. Moreover, to add floral decorations, for example,
by the older method, the value of the transparency scheme would be reduced, for the
transparency of a floral design is essential.
In using the wipe-out system, the decoration is applied to the surface immediately
after attaining the proper tone and blend
of the background. It is not necessary to
wait until the background is dry. Each
section is completed before work on the
next is begun.

Midland Adds 2 Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

& SOONS

Mfg. Division
387 First Avenue
Contracting

Dealeri

When in the judgment of the committee the
new or altered buildings are not worthy of
the award, any or all of the medals and certificate may be withheld by it.

Qty
Pic-

KANSAS
and Grand

CITY, April 10.— The Palace
theatres of Muscatine, Iowa,

which have been under Universal management for the last two years, have been
purchased by the Midland Theatre Circuit
of Kansas City.
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200 in Attendance at Sessions
of Screen Engineers
By DOUGLAS
HOLLYWOOD, April 10.— Fred Niblo, director, John C. Boyle, cameraman, and Fred
Beetson, Hays office representative, opened the
first day's meeting of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers here Monday with welcome
addresses to the 200 delegates to the convention.
The outstanding work of the six-day meeting consists briefly of acquainting its members with a thorough knowledge of progress
being made in further development of sound
motion pictures and of investigating other
methods by which technical cinema developments might be attained.
The meeting reached a high point of enthusiasm early when all delegates met at the
Chamber of Commerce Alonday night for a
banquet. The speech of the evening was delivered by Daniel B. Clark, president of the
American Society of Cinematographers. Several dozens of cameramen were present.
Summaries of several of the addresses to
be delivered during the sessions follow. A
complete report of the meetings will be published next month.

by
Theatre

Management

Harold B. Franklin, President, West Coast
Theatres, Inc.
The paper will cover an analysis of the details of theatre management and the public — •
the functions and procedure based on practical experience.
The development of motion picture theatres,
building, equipment, and managing.
It will cover the various departments of
management and survey, construction of the
theatre, through to the development of efficient house staffs, as well as the arrangement
of programs.
It will cover the training and maintaining of
a theatre organization that functions smoothly and that provides adequate safety methods
for the protection of the public as well as employes, and will present the ideals regarding
service and good showmanship.
The paper will cover theatre advertising as
well as exploitation, and what will be presented
will represent methods based on experience in
every department of administration of the motion picture theatre.

Importance

by
of Good Projection to the
Producer

F. H. Richardson, New York. N. Y.
Producers have never given very serious
thought to the influence of projection conditions on their pictures. The entertainment
value of a motion picture can be reduced 50
per cent by faulty projection. The injustice
done to all concerned by the carelessness of
those responsible for the bad projection frequently seen must be stopped by a concerted
effort of the producers and artists.

HODGES
tification of alternating current must be made
on instruments of a type adapted for the use
to which the current is put. In some uses
such as battery charging and electric arc lighting the indication given by the instrument
should be in direct proportion to the average
current used but with incandescent lamps and
heating devices the effect produced increases
faster than current is increased so that the
measuring device must operate on different
principles. The measurement of rectified cur{Continved
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LEARN

Both the 4 and 8 page sizes have
plenty of blank space left for your
own advertising or that of others.
The revenue from two or three
local merchants' advertising will
pay their slight cost. The programs
cost you nothing.
Write for samples and further
information
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By either
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the Institute's
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MOVING PICTURE THEATRE
MANAGERS INSTITUTE
The Business School of the Theatre
135 West 44th St.
New York City
Approved by the New Tork State Department
of Education as a Home Study School.

STUDIOS
Serving representative presentation
houses
throughout
the
country
Now York City
307 "West 47th St.
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Currents

W. Nelson Goodwin, Jr., Chief Electrical
Engineer, Weston Electrical Instrument
Company, Newark, N. J.
Measurements
of pulsating
electrical currents such as those which result from the rec-
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rent used in motion picture work is dependable only when
made
with an instrument
by
suited to the service performed.
* * *
Some

Notes on the Making
Negatives

of Duplicate

E. Huse and C. E. Ives, Eastman Kodak
Company, Hollywood, Cal.
One small ribbon of motion picture film embodies the results of all of the effort and expense involved in producing a motion picture.
Until recently, no satisfactory way was known
for making extra copies of this valuable original film. Now it is possible by the use of a
special motion picture film to make an indefinite number of duplicates of a valuable film
which are equallj' satisfactory for use. When
this film is used properly, it is possible to cor-

'Flashers

iviih ,

Douglas Fairbanks gets over big because he puts action in his pictures.
Your electric sign will get your name
over with a far greater number of
people if stirred to action by a Reco
Flasher. Saves its costs in current
saving. -c>:E;'K-^ff03t«I>Ci
Also B a 0 0
Color Hoods.
Traffic Controls. Signboard Eeflectors. Food

2651

W. Congress St.
Chicago

THEATRES

rect certain deficiencies which exist in the
original, thus making a duplicate which is
preferable to the original. Modern large scale
production of photodramas is greatly assisted
by the use of the improved duplicate negative.
* * *
Perspective Consideration in the Taking
and Projecting of Motion Pictures
Arthur C. Hardy and R. W. Conant,
Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology,
Cambridge,
Mass.
The distortion that results in the projection
of motion pictures from sitting too far to the
side, or too far above or below the axis of
projection, is only too well known. There is
another form of distortion, however, which is
quite generally overlooked, and which often
gives the pictures an unnatural appearance.
This is more apt to be serious with "talking"
films when sounds originating within the picture are reproduced in synchronism -with, the
picture. Thus, if the scene is a closeup of an
actor talking or singing, the sound may seem
to originate from a point a considerable distance in front of or behind the actor. Although this is sometimes due to faulty adjustment of the sound amplifier or to incorrect
placing of the microphone or loud speaker,
the effect may also be produced by the improper choice of lens in the talking camera.
b
This paper is quite largely ymathematical and
is not easily abstracted. Equations are derived
which permit the calculations of the correct
focal length for the talking lens which under
given conditions will produce the correct perspective relationships
ditorium. ^in^ the
. center of the au4=

Long
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Life Photographic Carbons
Light Transformer

and a

E. A. Willi ford. National Carbon Company,
Cleveland, O.

Mixers, Veg- <
etable Peel- '
ers, etc.

A new type of arc carbon developed for use
in motion picture studio lighting gives an il-
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An electrical panelboard for motion picture
theatres has been designed to switch over
automatically to stage batteries in case of failure of electric power supply. With this equipment the change takes place in such a way
that the audience does not even notice that
the power has failed.
* * *
The
Automatic
Film Rewinding
and
Splicing Machine
Willi
F. McLo
ugbl
am
biymotion
n
Torn edges and bad splices in
picture
film have been the frequent cause of accidents
and fires. A large part of the work of a film
exchange is that of inspecting and remaking
splices. An entirely automatic machine has
been designed, by which a perfect splice can
be made in five seconds, whereas about one
minute was required formerly. The splice
made by this machine is accurate in shape
instead of rectilinear and is made by a set of
tools mounted on a turret as in an automatic
screw machine.
* * *

Some

Novel

Projected Motion
Presentations

Picture

Lewis
M.
Townsend
and
Wm.
W.
Hennessy,
Projection
Department,
Eastman
Theatre
and School
of
Music, Rochester, N. Y.
Motion Picture projection is taking its place
among the dramatic arts. The most recent
accomplishments of scientific and engineering
progress are made use of in presenting a more
pleasing and complete motion picture entertainment. The dramatic effect in a photodrama
is heightened by creating a desirable atmosphere in the use of a suitable motion picture
introduction. Certain scenes are given emphasis by projection on an enlarged or reduced
scale.
In the modern theatre the transition from
motion pictures to stage acts and the reverse
are made smooth and pleasing by the use of
special projection and lighting effects devised
by the projection department. Animate backgrounds and harmonious lighting are given to
stage acts by projection. Elaborate acts are
tending to disappear from the motion picture
program as the possibilities of motion picture
and lighting effects are more fully realized.

Picture Patents My Specialty

PATENTS

William N. Moore
Patent Attorney

P/?OGR^Wr

CHICAGO,

lumination quality resembling that of sunlight
instead of the unnatural bluish light which was
used formerly. For use with carbon arc lights
a glass has been made available which transforms ultra-violet radiation called "invisible
light" into useful greenish yellow light which
when added to that given off by the arc lamp
gives a very desirable quality of illumination.
* * *
Emergency Theatre Lighting Equipment
by
G. Dash, Hertner Electric Company,
Cleveland, O.

CHICAGO

CIRCUS H(RDL05

Printing
Service
711 South Dearborn Street

AprU 14, 1928

Motion

>^.

0RTfJPO$T(eR5
EXHIBITORS

by

SECTION OF

by

Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

Radium Effects and Novelties
Samples
177

North

on Request
State Street

CHICAGO,

ILL.

The first innportant step is to learn
whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention wth
$5.00, and 1 wrill examine the pertinent
U. S. patents and inform you whether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost
and manner of procedure. Personal attention. Elstablished 35 years.
Copyright your play $5.00
Trade-Mark your goods or titles $30.00
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
67
58
59
60
61
62

Accounting systems.
Acoustical
installations.
Adapters, carbon.
Adding,
calculating
machines.
Admission signs.
Addressing machines.
Advertising novelties, materials.
Advertising projects.
Air conditioning equipment,
Air dome tents.
Aisle lights.
Aisle rope.
Alarm signals.
Aro lamps, reflecting.
Architectural service.
Aro regulators.
Artificial plants, flowers.
Art titles.
Automatic curtain control.
Automatic prelection cutouts.
Automatic sprinlders.
Automatic sprinklers.
B
Balloons, advertising.
Banners.
Baskets, decorative.
Bell-buzzer signal systems.
Blocks, pulleys, stage-rigging.
Blowers, hand.
Booking agencies for musicians.
Booking
agencies (state kind).
Bailers.
Bolts, Chair anchor.
Booths, projection.
Booths, ticket.
Box, logo chairs.
Brass grills.
Brass rails.
Brokers-Theatre promotion.
Bulletin tKtards, changeable.
C
Cable.
Cabinets.
Calcium
lights.
Cameras.
Canopies for fronts.
Carbons.
Carbon sharpeners.
Carbon wrenches.
Carpets.
Carpet cushion.
Carpet Cleaning compound.
Carpet covering.
Cases, film shipping.
Cement, film.
Chair covers.
Chairs, wicker.
Chairs, theatre.
Change makers.
Changer overs.
Color hoods.
Color wheels.
Condensers.
D
Date strips.
Decorations (state kind).

63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Decorators, theatre.
Dimmers.
Disinfectants — perfumed.
Doors, fireproof.
Draperies.
Drinking fountains.
Duplicating machines.
E

70 Electric circuit testing instruments.
71 Electric fans.
72 Electrical flowers.
73 Electric power generating
74 plants.
Electric signs.
75 tems.
Electric signal and control sys76 Emergency lighting plants.
77 Exit light signs.
F
78 Film cleaners.
79 Filmsplicing machine.
80 Film tools (state kind).
81 Film waxing machine.
82 Fire alarms.
83 File escapes.
84 Fire extinguishers.
85 Fire hose.
86 Fire hose reels, carts.
87 Fire proof curtains.
88 Fire proof doors.
89 Fire proofing materials.
90 Fixtures, lighting.
91 Flashlights.
92 Flashers, Electric sign.
93 Flood lighting.
94 Floorlights.
95 Floor covering.
96 Floor runners.
97 Flowers, artificial.
98 Footlights.
99 Fountains, decorative.
100 Fountains, drinking.
101 Frames-poster, lobby display.
102 Fronts, metal theatre.
103 Furnaces, coal burning.
104 Furnaces, oil burning.
105 Furniture, theatre.
106 Fuses.
G
107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.
109 Gummed labels.
1 10 Gypsum products.
H
11 1 Hardware, stage.
112 Heating system, coal.
1 13 Heating system, oil.
114
115
1 16
117
118

Ink, pencils for slides.
Insurance, Fire.
Insurance, Rain.
Interior decorating service.
Interior Illuminated signs,
J
119 Janitors' supplies.

120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

Labels, film caution.
Lamps, decorative.
Lamp dip coloring.
Lamps,
general lighting.
Lamps, incandescent projection.
Lamps, high intensity.
Lamps, reflecting aro.
Lavatory equipment, furnishings.

128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

Lavatory fixtures.
Ledgers, theatre.
Lenses.
Lights, exit.
Lights, spot.
Lighting fixtures.
Lighting Installations.
Lighting systems, complete.
Linoleum.
Liquid soap.
Liquid soap containers.
Lithographers.
Lobby display frames.
Lobby gazing balls.
Lobby furniture.
Lobby decorations.
Lubricants
(state kind).
Luminous numbers.
Luminous signs, interior,
exterior.
M
Machines,
ticket.
Machines, pop corn.
Machines, sanitary vending.
Make up, boxes, theatrical.
Marble.
Marquise.
Mats, leather.
Mats and runners.
Mazda projection adapters.
Metal lath.
Metal polish.
Mirror, shades.
Motor generators.
Motion picture cable.
kind).
Musical instruments (state

147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161

WORLD

162 Music publishert.
163 Music rolls.
164 Music stands.
N
165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.
167 Nursery furnishings and
equipment.
0
168 Oil burners.
169 Orchestral pieces.
ings.
170 Orchestra
pit fittings, furnish171 Organs.
172 Organ novelty slides.
173 Organ lifts.
174 Organ chamber heaters.
175 Ornamental fountains.
176 Ornamental metal work.

USE THIS

177 Ornamental metal theatre
fronts.
P
178 Paint, screen.
179 Paper drinking cups.
180 Paper towels.
181 Perfumers.
182 Photo frames.
183 Pianos.
184 Picture sets.
185 Player pianos.
186 Plastic fixtures and decorations.
187 Plumbing fixtures.
188 Positive film.
189 Posters.
190 Poster frames.
191 Poster lights.
192 Poster paste.
193 Portable projectors.
194 Pottery decorative.
195 Power generating plants.
196 Printing, theatre.
197 Programs.
198 Program covers,
199 Program signs, illuminated.
200 Projection lamps.
201 Projection machines.
202 Projection machine parts.
203 Projection room equipment.
R
204 Radiators.
205 Radiator
covers.
206 Rails, brass.
207 Rails, rope.
208 Rain insurance.
209 Rectifiers.
210 Reconstruction service.
211 Redecorating
service.
212 Reflectors (state kind).
213 Refurnishing
service.
214 Regulators,
Mazda.
215 Reels.
218 Reel end signals.
217 Reel packing, carrying cases.
218 Resonant orchestra
platform.
219 Reseating service.
220 Rewinding
film.
221 Rheostats.
222 Rigging,
stage.
223 Roofing materials.

S
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238

Safes, film.
Scenery, stage.
Scenic artists' service.
Screens.
Screen paint.
Seat covers.
Seat Indicators, vacant.
Seats, theatres.
Signs (state kind).
Signs, parking.
Signals, reel end.
Sign flashers,
Sign-cloth.
Sign lettering service.
Sidewalk
machines,
corn

COUPON
pers.

"BETTER THEATRES" DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago
Gentlemen:

I should like to receive reliable information on the following items:
(Refer to Items by Number)

Remarks :

Name
State

57

"Better Theatres" offers on this page an individual service to
its readers. Detailed information and catalogs conceming any
product listed herewith will be sent to any theatre owner, manager, architect or projectionist. Just fill in the coupon below
and mail to "Better Theatres" Division of Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World. Many of the products listed by
this Advertisers
Bureau are Index.
advertised in this issue of "Better Theatres."
See

Information and
Catalog Bureau
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
21

PICTURE

Theatre
-

Seating Capacity

City..

239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259

Stair treads.
Statuary.
Steel lockers.
Stereopticons.
Sweeping compounds.
Switchboards.
Switches, automatic.
ing.
T
260 Talley counters.
281 Tapestries.
262 Tax free music.
263 Telephones,

inter-communicat-

264
205
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277

Temperature
regulation system.
Terra (^tta.
Terminals.
Theatre
accounting
systems.
Theatre dimmers.
Theatre seats.
Tickets.
Ticket booths.
Ticket choppers.
Ticket holders.
Ticket raeks.
Ticket selling machines.
Tile.
Tile stands.

279
278
280
281
282
283
284
285

Towels,
paper.
Tool cases,
operator's.
Towels, cloth.
Trailers.
Transformers.
Tripods.
Turnstiles, registering.
Typewriters.
U
Uniforms.
V
Valances, for boxes.
Vase«, stone.
Vacuum cleaners.
Ventilating fans.
Ventilating,
cooling system.
Ventilating
systems,
complete.
Vending
machines,
soap, towels, napkins, etc.
Vitrollte.
W
Wall burlap.
Wall leather.

286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296

pop-

Slides.
Slide ink, pencils.
Slide lanterns,
Slide making outfits.
Slide mats.
Shutters, metal fire.
Soap containers, liquid.
Speed indicators.
Spotlights.
Stage doors-valances, etc.
Stage lighting equipment.
Stage lighting systems.
Stage rigging-blocks, pulleys.
Stage scenery.

297 Watchman's clocks.
298 Water coolers.
299 Wheels,
color.
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Advertised in This

BETTER

THEATRES

SECTION

(If you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalog
Bureau published in this issue will get it for you.)
Pagre
ORGANS

AISLE LIGHTS
Kausalite Mfg. Co
8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, III.
ANCHOR
The
2951

EXPANSION

Paine Co
Carroll Ave.,

AUTOMATIC
CONTROL

34

BOLTS

Chicago,

54

III.

CURTAIN

Automatic
Devices
Co.
17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

44

CARPET CUSHION
Clinton Carpet Company
130 No. Wells St., Chicago, Illinois
CHANGE

4

MAKERS
Cashier

Co

31

DIMMERS
Cutler-Hammer
Milwaukee, Wis.
ELECTRIC
HOODS

Mfg.

Co.

FLASHERS,

25

COLOR

Reynolds EUectric Co
2651 W. Congress St., Chicago, III.
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES
National Theatre Supply Co
624 South Michigan Ave., Chicago,
FILM CEMENT
F. B. Griffin
Oshkosh, Wis.

56

III.

Insert
24

53
35
34
45

LAMPS, HIGH INTENSITY
Hall & Connolly, Inc
129 Grand St., N. Y. C.

48

ARC

Strong Electric Co
2501 Lagrange St., Toledo, Ohio.

50

LENSES
Bausch
& Lomb
Rochester, N. Y.
LIGHTING

53

FIXTURES

The Voigt Company
1743 No. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
MUSIC

STANDS,

STAGE

45

LIFT

Gallagher Orchestra Equip.
616 W. Elm St., Chicago, III.

PHONOGRAPHS
Capehart
Automatic
Corporation
Huntington, Ind.

50
27

Phonograph

POP CORN MACHINES
C. Cretors Co
612 W. 22nd St.. Chicago, III.

5

31

York

4th Cover
III.
Insert

49

SYSTEMS

STAGE

LIGHTING

26

EQUIPMENT

Frank Adam Elec. Co
_
1st Cover
3650 Widnsor Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Belson Mfg. Company
46
800 Sibley St., Chicago, III.
Brenkert Light Proj. Co
_
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Insert

Hub
Electric Company
_
2225 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, III.
Kliegl Brothers
321 W. 50th St.. N. Y. C.
Milwaukee EUectric Switchboard Co.
154 Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.
STAGE

RIGGING

23
41
40

HARDWARE

Richard R. Bruckner
532 West 22nd, New York City
J. H. Channon Corp
223 W. Erie St., Chicago, III.

55
35

J. R. Clancy _
Syracuse, N. Y.
Peter Clark, Inc
_
534 W. 30th St.. New York. N. Y.

24
39

SCENERY

Matney Studios
_
307 W. 47th Street, N. Y. C.
Tiffin Scenic Studios

55
56

Tiffin, Ohio.
56

THEATRE

BUILDING

SERVICE

Midwest Engrg. & Const. Corp
209 So. Third St., Columbus, Ohio.
54

City

SCREENS
American Silversheet Co.
915 Wash St., St. Louis, Mo.
Crystal Movie Screen
Corp
1721 E. 27th St., Cleveland, O.
Da-Lite
Screen
Co
922 W. M'onroe St., Chicago, III.
Minusa Cine Screen Co
Morgan at Bomont, St. Louis, Mo.
Raven Screen Corp
1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.
C. S. Wertsner & Son
221 No. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

47
41

44
54
49

SEATS
American Seating Company
14 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.

6

Heywood- Wakefield Co
209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
SIGNS — ELECTRIC
Arnold Elec. Signs, Inc
Kokomo, Ind.
Flexlume Corporation
Buffalo, N. Y.
Milne Elec. Co
614-18 Cherry St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Willey Sign Company
1559 Church St., Detroit, Mich.
J. F. Ransley
_
54 W. Randolph St., Chicago. III.

THEATRE

PRINTING,

8

PROGRAMS

Exhibitors Printing Service
711 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
Gravure Publications
Box 216 Appleton, Wis.

56

Theatre Ad Mat Service, Inc
Uniontown, Penn.

26

55

30

10

THEATRE

TRAINING

Moving
InstitutePicture Theatre
_
_ Managers'
135 W. 44th Street, N. Y. C.

22
_

15
48
39

Arcus Ticket Co
348 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, III.

„

30

UNIFORMS

VENTILATING

38

EQUIPMENT

Artie Nu-Air Corp
500 So. Fourth St.. Minneapolis, Minn.
Blizzard Fan Sales Co
_
1514 Davenport St., Omaha. Neb.
Lakeside Company
Hermansville. Mich.
Supreme Heat & Vent. Co
1915 Pine St., St. Louis. Mo.

56

55

TICKETS

Maier-Lavaty Co
„
2141 Lincoln Ave.. Chicago, III.

SLIDES
Co

PROOFING

Stevens Soundproofing Co
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

STAGE

Enterprise Optical Co
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
International Proj. Corp
90 Gold St., N. Y. C.

44

55

REFLECTING

Cramblet Eng. Corp
286 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis.
The Prometheus Elec. Corp
356 W. 13th St., N. Y. C.

RHEOSTATS
Hoffman
& Soons
387 First Avenue, New

Company
Cleveland, O.

LAMPS,

Cover

HEATERS

46

SHIELDS

Best Devices
Film Building,

2nd

RADIUM LIGHT
Louis E. Samms Studios
177 N. State St., Chicago, III.

GENERATORS

HEAT

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co
Cincinnati, Ohio.

PROJECTORS

FLOWERS, PLANTS — ARTIFICIAL
G. Reising
& Co
227 W. Austin Ave., Chicago, III.
Automatic
Devices
Co
Allentown, Pa.
Continental
Electric Co
323 Ferry St., Newark, N. I.
Hertner Electric Co
Cleveland, Ohio.
Liberty Electric Company
Stamford, Conn.
Roth Brothers & Co
1400 W. Adams' St., Chicago, III.

SOUND

George Kilgen & Son, Inc
Insert
4016 N. Union Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Marr & Colton Co
3rd Cover
Warsaw, N. Y.
Nelson-Wiggen Piano Co.
40
1731 Belmont Ave., Chicago, III.
Operators Piano Co.
28
715 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, III.
The Page Organ
Co
32
519 No. Jackson St., Lima, Ohio.
3. P. Seeburg Piano Co
24
1510 Dayton St., Chicago, III.

ORGAN

Brandt Automatic
Watertown, Wis.

Page

Page

Typhoon
Fan Co
345 W. 39th St.. N. Y. C.

_

7
54
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IN THESE NEW CHICAGO THEATRES,
Musically Speaking, its MARR and COLTON

SHORE
THEATRE

Has a 3-maniial Marr and
Cotton organ.

When a theatre would be pipe-organicallv
sound, the safest investment is a Marr and
Colton instrument.
^

1 1

S.Si' 3 i S

This might be mere assertion, unless something were said to reinforce it. In the Shore
Theatre there was a very difficult problem to
solve, of installing an organ of the size desired,
in the meagre space provided for it. The Marr
and Colton Company were the only organ builders able to make this particular installation, because of a flexibility of construction peculiar
to our methods.

]

'on

RANDOLPH
THEATRE

Has a ^-manual Marr and
Cotton origan

atn^ and
AMERICA'S

FINEST

ORGAN

Your problem may not be one solvable only by Marr and
Colton, so far as the mechanics of installation are concerned. But you do want an instrument that is musicallv
resourceful, tonally inspiring, and a proved box-office attraction.
The four theatres shown on this page will be glad to
give you their opinion of the Marr and Colton organ, based
on cold experience.
Tf you are hiterestcd in baling further details
J about Marr and Colton organs, write for
our catalog. Estimates are also given icitbout obligation on your part.

THE MARR

AND
WARSA"W,

Suite

New
York Office:
2015 Paramount BUtf.

COLTON
NEW

COMPANY

YORK
708

Chicago
Congrcis

Office:
Bank BIdg,

Jr LEASE send further dct.iils .ibouc .\l.irr
and Colton organs.
Narnt
Address

I

J

N,ime of Thcjtrt

E H

.\piil

And Now- For The First Time !

CJ "Balanced T)ouhle Bearing
S all Bearing IntermittentJ[{oVemenf

<

>

A Motion Picture Projector can
better than its intermittent movement!
tion in screen results depends upon the
functioning of this, the most vital unit
entire projector.

be no
Perfecperfect
of the

The DeLuxe Double-Bearing Ball-Bearing
Intermittent Movement is the highest development of intermittent movement construction
and design. Its perfectly balanced construction,
extremely accurate machining, hardened, tempered and ground parts all contribute to the
smooth, rock-steady projection it produces and
its long wear and consistent performance,
month after month v^^ithout upkeep expense.
The Motiograph DeLuxe is the only projector made with Bail-Bearing Intermittent
Movement.
It is a w^onder fully made and wonderfully
finished product.
ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

564 West Randolph Street,

MFG.

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

\

lEXHIBITOM

THE OPEN SEASON
FOR THE SAP!
Ifs getting so that Spring
means nothing hut blah about
next season — Let the saps talk
but donH listen —
NOW

IS THE TIME

FOR

PICTURES

others TALK 'em — ii^e DELIVER
FOR EXAMPLE
BEN-HUR, THE BIG
PARADE, LOVE. THE
STUDENT PRINCE, THE
ENEMY. LONDON AFTER
MIDNIGHT. THE PATSY
THE SMART SET. BABY
MINE. THE FAIR CO-ED,
THIRTEENTH
HOUR.
WEST POINT, LATEST
FROM PARIS. THE BIG
CITY. THE
DIVINE
WOMAN. ETC . ETC., ETC

OR THE

'em
REST

SEASON
SINGAPORE,
, L A L' G H ,
GH(Chaney).

E ACTRESS
KIES
I A M (DamO N D

The

O S S A C K S
SKIRTS (Syd
(Jouii CruMETECTIVES
Arthur). TELLiNG
VkORLD
(Haines) -

J. ..I Mojv_Mof<r:

More!

!VI-<»I
F IMPORTANT

Whole Vol. 91, No. 3 ( Vol. 33, No. 6)

COMPANY

Entered as second-class mailer, Aiitjust 3(>, ^^.'.^ uj ihe Post Office at Chicaoo, III., undtr Ike act of March J
1879.
Published weekly at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago.
SubscriptioH ti.OO a year.
Single copies, 2i cents'.

April 21, 1928

Matchless
jyfusical Attraction
cAo feature of themagEificent
netO J^QV) - United ArtisS - Penn
Theatre at Pittsburg ii)as more enthusiasticallij received than the
uX)nderful RoWt MM-ton Philharmonic UnitQi'j^an.
Qhe World's hading sho\omen
everywhere- the more pro^-essiVQ
exhibitors, are taking cta])mfa§e
of the box officQ VaJue of the ^
Robert Msrton (//i/tOr^an.
RoWi^t M»i*i:oii Oj'ioifis are distinctiVelij different £*oin all others. Unapproaclied grandeur and beautijof tono.
Greater orchestral and theatrical re sources and structural impnoVcments ^und
in no other mstruinent,inakc it the-^
supreme musical instrument of dl time.
New York.
l$bO Broadway

Chic Ago
624 So.MicKi^aiv
SinFrancisco
166 GcUen Gate

:%.

Los Angeles
1914 SoVennont
iff\
i I 'I

• -f-'- i\i.

t. s-l,

}

\»;^^l- ^ . -> 4.5 '^ X* * '» ■ ; ^- ^' *; ,^

S:i- #m

i::r-L

,.Gold^^M'

iXr,fAA\<-

^A/r ORCAM.
ki

GENUINE

OEAGAN
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greatest gross
ever rolled up
in one week
by one picture
in history of
show business!

records
go jlooeyl
RIVOLI, NEW

YORK

"Speedy" opening breaks
Saturday and Sunday house
record !
AAA

ROOSEVELT,

CHICAGO

" Speedy " opening tremendous. All reviews and comments great.
AAA

INDIANA,

INT)IANAPOLIS

65% of average weekly gross in
first two days!
AAA

AMBASSADOR,

ST. LOUIS

More than 50% of average
weekly gross in first two days!
AAA

RIALTO,

DENYTR

First three days S300 more
than average weekly gross
despite
freezing !temperature

below

AAA

ARCADE,

JACKSONVILLE

50% of
iceekly gross in
one
dayaverage
!
AAA

TAMPA,

TAMPA

First day almost 50% of average weekly gross !

Harold
m

Lloyd

ff
Produced by Harold Lloyd
Corp. A Paraniounl Release

LYRIC. AIoKEESPORT
<>|HMied to more than 30% over
average Saturdav business.

FENWAY,

BOSTON

Business tremendous topping
ro.or.l \u\il hv "Kid Brother."

EXHIBITORS
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April 21, 19^8
OLYMPIA,

NEW

HAVEN

"Speedy" opening tremendous and will unquestionably
make anew record.

MILLION DOLLAR,
ANGELES

LOS

Opening of Harold Lloyd in
"Speedy" tremendously big.
Previous Lloyd Sunday matinee record shattered by big
margin.

Produced by
Harold Lloyd Corp^
A Paramount Release

m/mmiim

AAA

MIAMI, PALM BEACH,
MIAMI BEACH

^^©Y©

"Speedy" a clean-up. Critics,
public and exhibitors claim
it best Llovd ever.

Mgaaj

SEATTLE, WASH.
lj€t S Go! Mother* father, sieter,
hrother — off for the big joy-ride with Harold
Lloyd in *'Speedy." A year in the making,
an hour and a half of laugh, laugh, laugh 1
Get your seats early and watch Harold break

"Speedy" grosses first four
days three thousand dollars
better than first four days
"Kid Brother." Criticisms
marvelous.

all records for fun in "Speedy/*

Special Newspaper Advertising offered by Paramount.

business is great!

MIDLAND,

KANSAS

CITY

Biggest Saturday and Sunday
since Christmas holidays.
Audience ate it up.

ROYAL, ATCHISON,

KAS.

First day's receipts 50% higher

^ Clara Bow in "Red Hair" breaks every house record Olympia, New

than first dav "Kid Brother.''

Haven, by more than a thousand dollars. ^ "^Xegion of the Condemned"
opening week McVicker's, Chicago, tremendous!

a

4

a

a

sure^ business is great —
if
you're playing PARAMOUNT!

LYCEUM,

DULUTH

"Speedy" opened
with the
biggest business in months.

SOUTHERN,

COLUMBUS,
OHIO

"Speedy" opened to capacity
business in spite of cold,
stormy weather.

"Old Ironsides," Beery & Hatton in "Partners in Crime," Esther
Ralston in "Something Always Happens," Emil Jannings in "The Last
Command,"

Adolphe Menjou in "A Night of Mystery," Pola Negri in

"Three Sinners," weekly hits, regardless of the season! Business is great!

ELECTRIC,
SPRINGFIELD,
First day 35%
"Kid Brother,"

MO.
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Margaret
Mann
oAnother Miracle of the Movies
whose leap from obscurity to fame in this John Ford production
has made her the toast of two coasts.
At

the

GAIETY

THEATRE

New York/Tour Sons" has been S.R.O.
twice daily since opening, February i3.th.

At the CARTHAY

THEATRE,
Los Angeles/Tour
Sons"
has
done sensational
business.

Both Engagements at $2 Top
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It's the gi'catest film
ever ni
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Jrancis X'.'Bushman.Jr. Charles JMorton

Georoe^feker

James Hall

INDEPENDENT

"Four Sons". . . is that which is known
as a great box-office picture. Audiences
will love it, for it has every ingredient
of audience appeal. William Fox can be
proud of it. — New York Eveningjoiirnal
Sincere and touching, beautiful in feeling and photography, "Four Sons" is
the picture a lot of dissatisfied people
have been waiting for.
— Philadelphia Record
"Four Sons" is a picture to which the
Fox Company can point with pride. It
can very well take its place with some
of the other excellent productions that
have put this company in an enviable
place. — Los Angeles Examiner
Not since Mary Carr came to national
attention as the mother in "Over the
Fiill," has a finer selection for such a
role been made. — Los Angeles Express

The sympathy and restraint of her portrayal is a
masterpiece of naturalness. Margaret Mann remains in character throughout, playing on the
heartstrings of her audience with a tenderness and
sweetness that will make this picture rank as one
of the really great and inspiring contributions to
the* screen. — Boston Globe
She has the safe, human naturalness that Duse had,
and
her actingfeel
likein Duse's
the audience
intimatemakes
toucheach
withmember
her. of
— Film Bulletin
"Four Sons" will be a great success. It possesses
those qualities which make people talk. And we all
know that the best advertising any picture can get is
word of mouth advertising. — Exhibitors Daily Review
I could have fallen on Miss Margaret Mann's neck
and wept my gratitude. It was a very fine piece of
acting. Most of all I was struck by its restraint —
the simple, half-completed gestures and the commendable absence of tears.

Miss I. A. R. WYLlE
the Author, in the New York Times

WILLIAM

FOX

Another of the prizes from Fox. A
picture powerful in its emotional sweep
and worthwhile for its direction, its p)erformances and its prodigious pullings
at the heartstrings. Its foundation is
mother love — and a more sure-fire
theme for universal box-office appeal
has never yet come to light so far as
we know. — Film Daily
Exhibitors can trust "Four Sons" tosupport a full house. — Morning Telegraph
A profoundlymoving picture. ..thefilm
is an achievement in artistic realism.
There isn't a moment when it does not
live. The picture is rich in fascinating
characters. There can be no question
of the work's merit. — Variety
John Ford's picture,"Four Sons," is a
greater piece of work than Ford or anyone else expected it to be. It's the greatest film Ford has ever made.— Exhibitors
Herald and Moving Picture World

Presents

F0UR,30NS
JOHN
Adapted by
Philip Klein

FORD

production
Production Editors

Katherine Hiliiker
and H. H. Caldwell
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Billy Dooley
For real dough — play Billy Dooley, the goofy gob with the legs that won't behave in "Campus
Cuties"

and

"Water

Bugs".

Paramount

- Christie

Comedies, at the Best

Theatres

Everywhere.

Bobby Vernon
For real dough — play Bobby Vernon, "the little comedian with the big following" in "Bugs My
Dear"

and

"Sweeties",

Param^ount - Christie

Comedies,

at

the

Best

Theatres

Everywhere.

JiMMiE Adams
For real dough — play Jimmie Adams, as funny as he looks, in "Love Shy", "Holy Mackerel" and
"Goofy Ghosts"

Paramount

- Christie

Comedies, at the Best

Theatres Everywhere.

Cparamoimt-(jhrisUe (Jomedies
Reports from Exhibitors Herald- World "what tho picture did for luc."

I

Another B0\' ' ro^ramof

LUPE VELEZ—
one of the screen's
most beautiful, coh
orful and talented
personalities*

"We recommend 'Stand and Deliver* "

N. Y. American

"
"Should prove a good draw in houses of all M.classes.
P. ISIews

'Stand and Deliver' sets
"In a jolly and clever fashion,
out to prove that those eager for adventure, can in
these days, obtain all the thrills they want." N. Y. Times

OFFICE on the
Sensational Hits

The Sensational
Hits are now being released by
Pathe.

ivith

LUPE

^r

H

VELEZ and WARNER OLAND
A DONALD CRISP Production

■4t^^

by Sada Cowan
Ralph Block — Associate Producer
DeMILLE

STUDIO

Production

Rithe
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^Sales Management ') Leading Authority
on Sales and Merchandising,
Advises Advertisers on Use of
Trade Papers

"With the coming of the Audit Bureau of Circulations,
no thinking advertiser, much less his agency, bases his
decision on mere quantity of circulation.
"He discards entirely any publication which is not prepared to render a verified circulation statement.*
"It is as unfair, as it is unscientific, to compare the circulation ofany magazine except on the same basis. The
requirements of the Audit Bureau of Circulations are so
exacting as regards 'net paid' circulations, the percentage
of subscribers in arrears, the method of figuring the percentage of renewals, etc., that any other kind of a statement put out by a publisher, even though it may be sw^orn
to seven times over, means little or nothing from a comparative standpoint.
"That is w^hy nearly all of the leading advertisers, and
certainly all of the thoughtful advertising agencies, restrict their use of business papers to those who are vsrilling to have circulation verified on a fair and uniform
From a survey, "The Class and Trade Paper in Advertisbasis.*'
ing," page 319 of the International Guide for Advertisers
issued by "Sales Management," March 31, 1928.

*In the motion picture field, Exhibitors Herald and Moving
Picture World is the only paper prepared to render a verified (A. B. C.) circulation statement to advertisers.
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Paramount denies block sales system handicaps exhibitors and refutes charges of conspiracy to restrain
trade and intimidation through its houses to force theatre owners to rent its films ; Company, in response to Federal Trade Commission, declares large majority of its sales through individual negotiations are for far less than all the product it offers.
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Fox deal for F & R theatre chain is definitely off; Financial plan
submitted for transaction was unsatisfactory, says Hanun.
I knew them (films) when . . . ; First of series of exclusive articles by "Pop" Dibble, exhibitor since industry started in 1896.
Franco-American consortium to finance French films is predicted
as outcome of Hays' visit to Paris to combat quota.
Engineers close best session after speeches by 50 experts — Minister denounces Birmingham pastors' union campaign against Sunday pictures
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Production News
AN analysis of current and contemplated production on
■l\ the West Coast reveals that the studios have perfected
plans for the biggest production effort in their history. In
a recent week new product totalling a scheduled cost of
$700,000 was put in work. Although production activities
have been materially renewed during the past few weeks
there are still several studios which have not yet gotten
under way. The indications are that within thirty days
production will be proceeding at a pace which has seldom
been equalled in the past.
The studios appear to be intensifying upon what may be
called a good grade of picture — there are only a limited
number of super-specials in contemplation, and fewer of
the cheaper type of program pictures.
There are many good reasons for the belief that present
production plans and policies on the West Coast are laying
the foundation for the soundest production program the
industry has yet had. If this is correct it should afford a
basis for better and more successful operation throughout
the other branches of the business. The studio is, of
course, the main spring of the industry and unless this
main spring functions efficiently and economically, the best
possible efforts that may be put in elsewhere in the business are not likely to lead to satisfactory results.
The many and severe readjustments in studio operation
that have been introduced during the past two years have
all been subjected to practical tests and producers are now
enabled, at the outset of this production season, to commence to gain the expected advantages from the huge effort
that has been put in along this line.
Production costs may not be materially lowered because
of the necessity for higher quality but many costs which
have not carried through into screen value will be
eliminated. Salaries have been substantially readjusted.
In the case of a large number of players producers have
allowed options, which called for increased compensation,
to lapse. In some instances the players have been turned
loose and in other cases they have been re-signed at figures

L-a.

WORLD

April 2L 1928

which appear to be more accurately attuned to the attraction value of the players in question.
An influence which is bound to be a big factor in more
economical production costs is the fact that the entire
production colony has been positively impressed with the
imperative necessity of less wastefulness — in time and in
materials. Time is the factor of greatest cost in production
and the speed of production which may be successfully
maintained depends probably more upon the attitude of
players and other production people than upon anything
else.
Production news from California is one of the brightest
signs on the horizon of the trade.

PICTURE
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PICTURE

War Themes
THE current number of the export edition of "LichtbildBuhne," the German film trade paper, publishes as a
leading article an appeal for eliminating war stories in
motion picture entertainment.
Because of the remoteness of the world war to the lives
of the majority of the American people, and the majority
of the American institutions, it appears very plain that in
the heart of Europe the war and every reference to it conveys a very different meaning there than it does here.
We do not believe that war stories should arbitrarily be
ruled out. Instead, any great story, regardless of its theme
is entitied to a chance upon the screen but, at the same
time, we see every reason why the American trade should
better inform itself as to the effect of war stories abroad
and the impression they create.

"Lichtbild-Buhne" makes a very convincing appeal. It
insists that tragic events of the war should not be revived
in pictures because of the recollections they inspire.
"It is not a case of
film journal says, "but
and pictures, under no
to be maneuvered into

avoiding antagonism," the German
a case of allowing wounds to heal,
circumstances can allow themselves
a position of increasing antagonism

instead of adding to the rapprochement of the nations."

Pictures by Wire
WHETHER or not the telephoto and television process
for sending motion pictures by telegraph and radio
develops shortly out of its present status as a scientific
curiosity, its futiure need not be considered a threat upon
the security of the theatre.
Even the most optimistic only see in the process a
possible means by which motion pictures of current events
might be displayed in a theatre at the time the events are
actually taking place at some remote point. According to
the best scientific thought of the day progress thus far made
assures the eventual practicability of such an arrangement,
but this does not mean the showing of motion pictures in
homes, or any such radical innovation.
The theatre as the public's entertainment forum is secure
and none of these scientific developments need be regarded
with any alarm, provided that theatremen avail themselves of their natural advantages and keep alive to the
progress of the times. The public has always insisted —
and always will insist — upon meeting together in numbers
for the common enjoyment of their entertainment.
Even though the scientific means were at hand — and the
cost were practicable — ^we see no reason for imagining that
the public would wish to see pictures in their own homes
to the exclusion of attending the theatre. At any rate, the
telephoto process thus far only promises news pictures in
the theatres while the events are taking place. And for
this purpose it would be a great attraction and advantage
for the amusement business.

April 21, 1928
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Paramount Denies Block Sale
System Handicaps Exhibitors
"Pop" Dibble
If you don't know "Pop," you
will after reading the series of articles starting in this issue, and
you'll know more about the early
days. "Pop" grew up with motion
pictures, and motion pictures with
"Pop." In fact, he was an exhibitor 'way back in i8p6. Turn to
page i6.

Oklahoma Chief Sees
Federal Control of
All Theatres Soon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

OKLAHOMA CITY, April 17.— Federal
supervision and jurisdiction of all theatres
throughout the country is a matter of only
a short time. Such is the belief expressed in
the address of President Willis at the convention of the Oklahoma M. P. T. O. held
here April 9.
During the convention, resolutions were
passed that the members of the association
contract for pictures upon a flat rental only,
in the future; in condeming the non-theatrical
sales of films, that companies serving nontheatrical performances be dropped from the
board of arbitration; that gambling devices
be stopped in carnivals and that the county
authorities be requested to enforce the law
prohibiting the operation of gambling devices
by carnivals in the state.
Col. H. A. Cole, president of the Texas
M r, 1. 0.; S. G. Howell and L. W.
Brophy were visitors at the convention.

License Is Given to
Show 'Dawn,' War Film,
In New York; Few Cuts
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

YORK, April 17.— "Dawn," the
NEW war
English
picture which has aroused so
much disturbance lately, will be shown here
at the Times Square theatre soon, following its passing the New York censor board.
According to the Germany Embassy at
Washington, no protest will be made over
its showing in this country.
After the picture had been refused a certificate for showing in England, the London
County Council has recently decided to allow the picture to be shown throughout
their area of jurisdiction, and it is reported
that exhibitors in the area are making a
rush to play the picture.

Should Not Be Shown
In U. S., Says Brisbane
"The film 'Dawn' should not be shown in
this country," says Arthur Brisbane, Hearst
editorial writer. "France and other nations
in the course of bitter war executed women
as spies. It was necessary. . . . All that
is part of a horrible past and its memory
should not be kept alive for money-making
purposes."
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Refutes Charges of Restraint
and Coercion Through Theatres
Tells Commission Most Sales on Single Negotiations Are
for Far Fewer Than All Films Offered
[Washington Bureau of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World]

WASHINGTON, April 17.- — Block booking as now practiced offers no handicap to the exhibitor who does not wish to block his pictures in groups, according to a response filed with the Federal Trade Commission April 14 by
Paramount Famous Lasky in compliance with the recent demand of the commission that it report the manner in which it is complying with the ceaseand-desist order issued by the Federal Trade Commission.
Explains Booking System at Length
The company's report will be taken under consideration by the commission
to determine whether it is a sufficient compliance with the order or whether it
will be necessary to institute suit to compel better compliance.
In its response. Paramount goes at length
into the manner in which it now books its
films, making the following explanation:
"Respondents are not leasing or offering
to lease for exhibition in a theatre or theatres motion picture films in a block or group
of two or more films at a designated lump
sum price for the entire block or group
only and requiring the exhibitor to lease all
such films or be permitted to lease none.
Denies Unreasonable Restraint
"Respondents are not leasing or offering
to lease for exhibition such motion picture
films in a block or group of two or more
at a designated lump sum price for the entire block or group and at separate and several prices for separate and several films or
for a part thereof less than the total, in
such manner that the total or lump price
and the separate or several prices bear to
each other such relation as to operate as
an unreasonable restraint upon the freedom
of an exhibitor to select and lease for use
and exhibition only such film or films of
such block or group as he may desire and
prefer to procure for exhibition, or as to
tend to require such exhibitor to lease such
entire block or group or forego the lease
of any portion or portions thereof, or as
substantially to lessen competition or tend
to create a monopoly in the business of
production, distribution and exhibition of
motion picture films to the public, or the
business of production and distribution, or
of production and distribution of motion
picture films for public exhibitions."
The company explains, however, that it
"makes every lawful effort to sell as much
as possible of its product in every territory
in which motion pictures are exhibited, and
as it is an essential factor of the motion
the same picture canthat different
business
picture
not be sold
to two
exhibitors for
exhibition in the same territory at the same
time, said respondent in determining to
whom it shall sell or lease its product gives

consideration to the quantity offered to be
taken by the respective potential customers.
"Upon purchases of product in quantity
upon a single sale the respondent grants
reductions in price as compared with the
prices at which the same product would
be sold upon separate sales of the individual
units, commensurate with the difference in
cost to the respondent of procuring the
exhibition of its product in the territory
of the purchaser.
"Furthermore, there are exhibitors with
whom the respondent, acting wholly for
reasons of its own and without consultation
or agreement with any other producer or
distributor, does not care to do business
at all or whose business is so small in
amount that said respondent does not deem
the business sufficiently profitable to be accepted. Each sale of pictures to each theatre is an independent negotiation involving
numerous different factors affecting both
quantity and quality of the pictures under
consideration, the time of the proposed exhibition and the character, location and
number of theatres in which the proposed
buyer contemplates their exhibition."
Booking Under New Contract
Paramount is now booking under the new
standard contract, with the provisions of
which it will continue to comply, the commission is told. It is also pointed out that
the great majority of sales upon a single
negotiation are for materially less than all
of the pictures offered for sale or lease
at the time.
The company denies that it is engaged
in a conspiracy for lessening competition
or restraining trade, and declares it is not
continuing in force any such conspiracy. It
is also denied that the company has built,
bought, leased or otherwise acquired, or
threatened to build, buy, lease or otherwise
acquire, any building or theatre for the purpose of intimidating or coercing exhibitors
into leasing its films.

South Carolina Exhibitors Meet to Plan
Fight for Repeal of State Admission Tax
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)
COLUMBIA, S. C. April 17. — South Carolina exhibitors are rallying their
forces in a determined effort to repeal the state 10 per cent admission tax now
imposed on theatres of this state. Following the suggestion of A. H. Yoemans,
owner of the Rex theatre, Sumter, who recently sent out a letter urging exhibitors
of the state to meet and plan concerted action, a number of the most alert and progressive theatre owners of South Carolina agreed to assemble here on April 18,
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Harold Lloyd Pulls a Fast One

"VTEW YORK. — The news reels have been
■^^ having their innings along the Incandescent Way, what with all this excitement about
Aeria'
and the Grand
National
the Grand
National
Grand
Derby. ... In a day the
might be likened to the m. p. business. . . .
Forty-two horses started and only one finished
E. Greene,
a mistake. . . . Walter
without
Brenda Pictures, are being ably represented
in the press by Charles Geigerich and among
other things Charley says that the sales of
the "Port of Missing Girls" are great.
Jim Milligan, late of the M. P. World

HERALD

"T^H E name is
■»- ''Speedy" — and its
first showings prove
it about that swift.
This new Lloyd-Paramount comedy
opened Easter week
in 250 theatres. Three
scenes are pictured
here.

. . .
and

still later of the world's leading trade paper,
has joined the stafT of the Associated PublicaReid, of the Cosmopolitan
tions. . . . Larry
that the
the announcement
Pictures, makes
next picture to be done by Marion Davies is
to be called "Show World". . . . Edgar Hatrick does a lot of selling in the Grand Central
Station of late, and he is nearly always late,
if one may judge by the way he has to hit
the grit of a morning to hop aboard the 8:45.
. . . Lon Young is in town again, after a few
But Lon just won't
months on the Coast.
stay put and is already making plans to hit
the trail for the West. . . . A. B. Heath, one
directors, has just left
new
of Universal's
A. B. arrived in New York
for the West.
While in Panama he
via the Panama Canal.
went on a hunting trip over in the swamp
country and it is recorded that on the Bayano
river he slew, single handed, forty alligators
We saw the skin of one of
and one bobcat.
the bag and our sporting editor pronounced
it to be an "ovis poll". . . . Randall White, of
the Vocafilm, is all heated up over the matter
of the "home movies" and we think there is
Better
a lot of good stuff in what he says.
turn the matter over to the "teapot dome"
commission and find out how much dough the
industry is losing. . . . Frederic de la Roziere
has returned to New York from Florida and
on May 1 expects to sail for France on the
In September, Frederic exHe de France.
pects to return to the United States and renew his speaking acquaintance with "The Passion of Joan of Arc". . . . Jesse J. Goldhurg
from the Coast and is busily
has returned
engaged in lining up the spring releases. . . .
from the MorningTim Leahy has resigned
Telegraph. . . . Emmett Keegan has been appointed to the post of picture solicitor for the
w. k. sporting sheet. . . . Budd Rogers is to
be queen of the May and that month has
Productions
been set aside by the Gothams
of
special service. . . . "Drums
for Budd's
Love" are beating at the Rialto, but not beating the record by much. . . . M. H. Hoffman,
arProductions,
of Tif?any-Stahl
president
on Sunday. . . . Bobby
rived in New York
Vernon, Christie Comedy star, is enjoying a
Bobby will only be
vacation in New York.
in the city for a few weeks, after which he
will return to the studio grind at the West
Coast. . . . William Steiner, president of the
the
Films, sold his "Tracy
California
New
Outlaw" to Photocraft Productions of NewYork. . . . A. C. Stein, Baltimore and Washington Photo Art Productions have taken it
Thomson
for Dallas and Denver. . . . Fred
arrived in New York Friday. . . . J. M. Jerauld, of the Paramount publicity department,
Two weeks in town
also arrived with Fred.
before returning to the coast, and the new
story, "Kit Carson."
—PETER

Having some extra sport at the ball park.

STUYVESANT.

■i^
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Fox-F & R Deal Definitely Off;
Financing Plan Unsatisfactory
Should They Be
CaUed "Bluenoses"?
Roy W. Adams of the Pastime theatre at Mason, Mich., agrees with
J. C. Jenkins in the latter's protest
against identifying opponents of Sunday shows as "bluenoses."
Use of the term "bluenose" of
course has become general to denote
the professional agitator, the peculiar species of individual who
makes everyone else's business his
own — and usually forgets his own as
a result. No word thus far coined
provides a more perfect description.
Hence the term.
There is no quarrel with the person, be he pastor, just Mr. Plain Citizen, or even an exhibitor, who objects to Sunday shows, whether as a
matter of conscience or because he
prefers a day of rest for his staff.
He has every right to his own opinion. But the term as applied to the
professional reformer is considered
good nomenclature. However, read
the interesting comment of Roy W.
Adams in "Letters from Readers,"
page 46.

Whereupon Film Renter
Apologizes to Cinema in
Fuss Over 'Circus* Review
RESUME: Reviews of "The Circus" appear
London
both Today's
Cinema
and inThe
Film inRenter
on the
same day. The Film Renter suggests
that the Cinema's review "was written
by somebody who never saw the film,
but zvho had read the American reports." Today's Cinema sues. Now go
on with the story:
The suit of Today's Cinema against The
Film Renter was decided when attorneys
for Ernest W. Fredman of The Film
Renter appeared in court, expressed their
apologies, agreed to pay all costs, and also
consented to pay to the Cinematograph
Benevolent Fund the 50 pounds that the
"Tatler" (Mr. Fredman) said he would donate provided the Cinema could show an
affidavit "from the exhibitor in question
who saw the picture in America, stating
that he was the writer of the review."
[The End]

Texas M. P. T. O. Meet
in Dallas, May 8, 9
(Special to Exliibitors Herald and
Moving

Picture

End of Dickering Clears Way
For Theatre Expansion in N. W.
F & Rto Continue Operating 130 Houses and 11 in Twin
Cities Jointly with Publix, Says Hamm
[By Special Correspondent

of Exhibitors Herald and Moving

Picture World]

MINNEAPOLIS, April 17. — Negotiations between Finkelstcin and Ruben
and the Fox interests for the purchase by Fox of the former's more than 130
northwest motion picture theatres are off, according to an announcement last
week by the F. & R. executive ofifices.
Hamm Announces Deal Is Off
Negotiations between the two were started several months ago and were a
part of the attempt by Fox to gain control of First National. F. & R. being
owners of considerable First National Stock. Only a week ago a Fox representative was in Minneapolis and it Avas said at that time that a price of
$9,500,000 had been set on the F. & R. properties.
William Hamm of St. Paul, who is the
money end of the F. & R. corporations, made

mitted to us, have not been satisfactory to
us and for that reason we have discontinued

definite announcement this week that the deal
negotiations."
is off because the financing plans submitted to
F. & R. were unsatisfactory and that Finkelstcin and Ruben would continue the operation
of their more than 130 theatres and 11 Twin
City theatres jointly with Publix, under the
name of Northwest Paramount. Inc. In addition F. & R. will start immediate construction of a building in the loop district to house
its offices, which have occupied almost the en(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
tire fifth floor of the Loeb Arcade building.
Moving Picture World)
Number of New Theatres Rumored
NEW YORK, April 17.— New York City
The new building, as announced by Mr.
is to have a new 13-story film building devoted
Hamm, will cost approximately $150,000. The
exclusively to motion picture concerns, acfirst floor will be gi-\'en over to store space and
cording to Charles M. Steele, of First Nathe entire second floor used for the F. & R.
tional, chairman of the building committee of
offices. It is also rumored that within a few
the M. P. P. D. A. With him have been
weeks F. & R. might start construction of a
actively
associated J. S. McLeod of Metronumber of new theatres both in the Twin
Goldwyn-Mayer ; Ed Leishman of L'niversal ;
Cities and in other larger cities and towns
and A. S. Dickerson of the Hays organizaof the Northwest. It was announced several
tion. A site has been leased on Ninth Avenue,
months ago that F. & R. planned construction
extending through from 44th to 45th Street,
of a number of new houses but these had been
having a 200-foot frontage on the avenue,
held up while talk of sale was under way.
with a depth of 90 feet.
A corporation known as Film Centre, Inc.,
"Financing Plans Unsatisfactory"
has been formed to erect the building, with
"There has been a great deal of publicity
Abe N. Adelson. president. Space has already
with reference to the F. & R. chain of theabeen contracted for by First National. Metrotres being sold to the Fox Film Company."
Goldwvn-Maver
and Universal.
Mr. Hamm said. "Statements have been made
from time to time that the deal was all closed
with the exception of a few minor details.

New York to Get
New Film Building
On Ninth Avenue

To Remodel Theatre

"The position has been taken continually by
the F. & R. officials, including myself, that
there was nothing to be said until the deal
was actually consummated. Negotiations have
been going on for a period of time. The
plans to finance, which have been finally sub-

(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moz'ing
Picture World)

CLINTONVILLE. WIS.. April 17.— W. H.
Finney, owner of the Grand, will redecorate
and reseat the theatre in the near future, probablv in Tulv.

World)

DALLAS, April 17.— Announcement of
definite convention dates. May 8 and 9, for
the semi-annual session of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Texas, to be held in
Dallas, has been made by W. S. VVaid, manager of the organization. Details for the program are now being worked out, Waid said.

Knut Husberg Dies Abroad
(St^ecittl to Exhibitors Herald and
Moviny Picture World)

STOCKHOLM, April 17.— Knut Husberg.
manager of the Stockholm office of Producers
International Corporation, foreign distributors of De Mille Pictures, died here April 4,
after a few weeks' illness.

Minister Denounces Birmingham Pastors^
Union Campaign Against Sunday Pictures
(Special to E.xhibitors Herald and Moving Picture ll'crid)
BIRMINGHAM. April 17. — A Baptist minister has arisen to challenge and denounce the Pastors' Union here in its campaign against Sunday moving pictures.
He is the Reverend J. J. Turnipseed. pastor of the Antioch Primitive Church of
Powderly. The Pastors' Union is staging an active campaign against Sunday openings, at the same time ignoring many other forms of amusement which operate
for profit on Sunday.
"Every man should be allowed to spend Sunday according to the dictates of bis
own conscience so long as he does not interfere with the life, liberty and pursuit
of happiness of other people," stated the minister, at the same time characterizing
the Union as a "powerful religious political ring that is doing irreparable harm to
the cause of Christianity in the city."
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I Knew Them (Films) When —
f There can't he any question as to John P. Dibble's unqualified right to the
title of pioneer exhibitor because he started showing motion pictures when
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Natives of India Prefer
Home Made Films, Says
Representative of F B O
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

pictures started, back in i8p6, and has exhibited them for j^ yars. That's faith,
and that's why we asked the y ^-years-young proprietor of the Park theatre,
Branford, Conn., to write a series of articles on the early days. — E. A. R.

NEW YORK, April 17.— The natives of
India prefer the home made motion picture
product to the American and European films,
according to a report made by William Scott,
far Eastern representative of F B O Pictures
Corporation to Vice-President Colvin W.
Brown.

By POP (JOHN P.) DIBBLE
Daddy of Them All
I STARTED in the business when the movies started, in 1896, and then
showed the first moving pictures that were showed in Connecticut, or in
the New England states, and since that date have hardly missed a week in
showing movies, for the past 32 years.

According to Scott's report, the majority of
Indian exhibitors informed him that they
draw from 40 to 50 per cent bigger houses
with local productions and comparatively the
same increase in box office receipts. Of the
300 theatres in India, Scott reports, approximately 140 exclusively show locally produced
Indian and Burmese pictures. There are four
producing companies in India.

MY

first films were the Lumiere French
films, which I ordered direct from the
Lumiere Company, Lyons, France, also several of the first films made by the Paul
Company, London, England, and a complete
line of all the films first made by Thomas A.
Edison, which I purchased personally at his
phonograph factory at West Orange, N. J.
50 Feet Longest Picture
No films longer than 50 feet had then been
made, so you may imagine the picture shows
were just like they are today — only different.
As to the subjects (and I have some of
those old first films yet), they were necessarily mostly very simple — yet at that time
were thought very wonderful, as they were
a great novelty.
Some of those early French films had a lot
of action and "pep" for a SO-foot "feature,"
as for instance "The Charge of French Cavalry," showing the men and horses charging
right up to the camera, and many others of
similar nature. Some fine scenic shots —
French railway train scenes — and several little socalled comedies, though not so terribly
funny at that.
Simple But Varied Scenery
The Edison films also were mostly simple
subjects, though of considerable variety in
scenery, which was often very good. I recall that I had seven difi^erent 50-foot films,
taken at Niagara Falls by the Edison camera,
which were fine. Their comedies were not
so strong, as for instance "The Farmer's
Troubles," taken at Harrisburg, Pa., showing
an old farmer driving a dilapidated horse
and wagon, the latter loaded with cabbages.
A colored man with a wheelbarrow gets in
collision with the loaded wagon, and the result is a complete collapse of the rear wheels,
and the cabbages rolled into the street. Then,
of course, a street crowd and a fistfight between the farmer and the colored man, and
a fadeout. This subject, I remember, was
highly recommended in the "catalogue," as
"both very interesting and ludicrous," which
was probably "just so," at that time. Still
they make them worse than that, sometimes,
nowadays.
Farmers and Shotguns
Then we had Edison's "Black Diamond Express," on the Lehigh Valley Road, also the
"Chicago and Buffalo Express," New York
Central, also "Charge of West Point Cadets
Cavalry," "The Fire Alarm," "Fighting the
Fire," "Police Patrol Wagon and Cops,"
scenes in the zoo at Central Park, N. Y.,
colored man stealing chickens, and the old
farmer who makes a decided hit with his
double-barreled shotgun on the retreating rear
of the above-mentioned colored man. This
scene also made a big hit with the audience
wherever shown. It was a "scream" a long
time before Chaplin's day.
Then we had Edison's "Colored Watermelon Eating Contest," "P. T. Barnum's Circus Animals," "May Irwin and John Rice,
Kissing" — just like they close the features
nowadays — and many other short but sweet
subjects.

100 Feet in Second Year
As to the picture-plays, as we know them
now, there was "no such animal" in those
days, as the films were only 50 feet in length,
though very soon, about the second year of
the movies, the producers — Edison, Lumiere,
Pathe, Biograph, Vitagraph, Lubin, and others
who had hopped into the game in a small
way — began to spread themselves out a bit,
and with great enterprise and courage produced pictures of 100 and 150 feet in length,
which sure was a surprising amount of celluloid in those oldtime days.
In 1899, nearly four years after the commencement of the movies, "The Life of an
American Fireman," 800 feet in length, was
produced by Edison, and, after that, "The
Great Train Robbery." Both made great hits
with the public, and were the big feature
pictures.
Projector Like Com-Sheller
Many 700 and 800 feet in length pictures
were then put on the market by the French
Pathe Company, who had then established
an office in New York, also by the Vitagraph
Company and the Biograph Company of New
York, and Pop Lubin of Philadelphia.
I was at that time— and had been for many
years with stereopticons and moving pictures
— on the road with my show, and I often
would stop off in Philadelphia to look over
Lubin's stock and purchase same if I thought
desirable.
Many times Mr. Lubin would take me
downstairs, in the dark basement room, beneath his optical store (which was his main
business, films being only a sideline with him
at that time), and he would personally run
off the films for my inspection, on a projector of his own construction. Some projector,
I'll say. It rattled like the- old corn-sheller
"down on the farm" in my kid days.
[The second article will appear in an
early issue.]

Maclay Elected Mayor
to Exhibitors Herald and
(Special
Moving Picture World)

DUBUQUE, IOWA, April 17.— John Maclay is the new mayor of Dubuque. The
owner of the Grand theatre will occupy the
y chair for one year by the new counmayoralt
cil's action.

Minneapolis Arbiters
Resume Proceedings,
Vote for Harmony
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

MINNEAPOLIS, April 17.— Following
the court refusal to grant Warner Brothers
an injunction to restrain the board from
outlawing cases of the company, harmony
and equity have been voted for by the
members of the board at their first meeting
since the exhibitor members withdrew Jan13, following
refusaluaryto comply
with aWarner
decision Brothers'
of the board.

Canadian F-P Floats
$3,000,000
Bond Issue
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture

World)

TORONTO, April 17. — Famous Players
Canadian Corporation, Toronto, is floating a
new issue of $3,000,000 in six and one-half
per cent, 20-year gold debentures. Under the
new capitalization, on completion of financing
now in progress, the company will have an
authorized $10,000,000 in first mortgage sinking fund gold bonds and $3,000,000 in gold
debentures, together with 600,000 shares of
common
stock without nominal or par value.
These securities are being issued by Royal,
the Securities Corporation of New York, and
Ames,
Emerich & Company of Chicago.

Max Trell of F-N Writes
Hearst Syndicate Feature
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 17.— Max Trell of
First National's publicity and advertising department iswriting a series for a daily children's feature to start in the fall in 100 newspapers of the Hearst syndicate. He has signed
a contract with the Hearst Newspaper Feature
Service.

Maurice Barr Seriously III
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

Suppress American Crook
Films in British Columbia
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

VICTORIA, B. C, April 17.— All
American motion pictures depicting
criminals will be suppressed in British Columbia as a result of action
taken by the provincial government,
following protests by public organizations.

NEW ORLEANS, April 17.— Maurice Barr,
managing director of the Saenger theatres,
Inc., is seriously ill at a local hospital. During his absence from the offices Howard W.
McCoy is acting as supervising manager.

Wallace Allen Promoted
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

INDIANAPOLIS, April 17. — Wallace
Allen has begun his duties as manager of
Loew's Palace. He formerly directed publicity for the Penn in Pittsburgh.
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Consortium to Finance French
Called Quota Substitute
Films
at Atlantic City Joint Move
by America and France Is Seen as Outcome of Hays

Stanley to Build
Boardwalk House

Stanley will erect a 4,200-seat theatre on
the Atlantic City boardwalk, as a result of
one of the largest real estate deals in the history of the resort, which has just been completed. It will ultimately involve $4,000,000.
The property, consisting of stores and apartments along the walk, was purchased by the
Boardwalk Properties Company of Philadelphia and Atlantic City, through the StanleyAtlantic Realty Company, Mastbaum Brothers
& Pleisher and Joseph Bernard. Stanley has
a long-term lease on the property at an aggregate rental of $3,000,000.
Still another new Stanley house is the result of a lease for five years of the Metropolitan, Philadelphia. It will be remodeled at
a cost of $100,000 and ready for opening September 1. The theatre seats 4,000.
At Port Angeles, Wash., the Crescent
Amusement Company has purchased the Capitol there and announces plans for another
theatre, seating 1,000. Charles George, former
owner of the Capitol, will manage the Capitol.
The Isis, Marysville, Kan., has been bought
by H. E. Weidemeyer & Sons from Richard
O'Connor and M. J. Boyle, and have leased
the house to the Turner Theatre Company.

Raives Calls T, O. C, C.
Meeting on April 24
For Annual Election
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Pictxire World)

NEW YORK, April 17.— Sol Raives, president of the T. O. C. C, has called a meeting
for the annual election of officers on April
24, at the Hotel Astor. The meeting will
begin eon.
at 2The o'clock
and are
be preceded
candidates
as follows:by a lunchFor president, Sol Raives and Harry Suchnan;
vice-president, Leo Brecher and J. Louis Geller;
treasurer. Max Barr; secretary, Sam Sonin; board
of directors (eight to be chosen), Adolph Barr, William Brandt, A. H. Eisenstadt, Hy Gainsboro,
Irving Gerber, J. Arthur Hirsch, William A. Landau, Hyman Rachmil, Jack Rosenthal, Dave Rosenzweig, Marty
Schwartz,
and Charles Steiner.

Town Bans Carnivals;
Calls Them Nuisances
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
■ Moving Picture World)

OROVILLE, CAL., April 17.— Carnivals
have been banned by the city council, having
been placed in the category of nuisances. The
council decided that local theatres afforded the
best source of amusement and that but a few
traveling carnivals even pretended to give
value received.

Deforest Radio Seeks
Voluntary Bankruptcy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

WELMINGTON, DEL., April 17.— The De
Forest Radio Company of New Jersey filed
a voluntary petition in bankruptcy in the
United States District court for Delaware.
Assets of the company are fixed at $115,931
in the petition, with debts amounting to $415,068.

A. L, Broomall Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PITTSBURGH, April 17.— A. L. Broomall,
44 years old, manager of the renewal parts
engineering department of the Weslinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, died al
his home here April 10 from pneumonia. His
widow and two daughters survive.

Visit to Continent to Head Off Four-to-One System
— ^Jurists Question Latter's Legality
Financing of French motion pictures through a consortium to be arranged
by American and French leaders is predicted as an outcome of the negotiations
being undertaken by Will H. Hays in Paris, according to dispatches.
Would Remove Quota Obstacle
Such an outcome of the negotiations now underway between Hays and M.
Herriot, French minister of public instruction, it is believed, will do away with
the four-to-one quota regulations recently voted.

Furthermore, the French Foreign Office
venience is reported to have been experienced by Americans in the business in Paris
is reported to have withheld its approval
of the quota for the present while jurists
due to the holding up of visas for producdebate whether the regulations are in violations. tions pending decision on the quota regulation of the anti-trade barriers convention
signed last year at Geneva. The case is
considered by leaders in the American in- Paramount
Foreign Sales
dustry of being parallel to the recent proposal for licensing of foreign oil imports,
13 Per Cent Above 1926;
which was toned down after Ambassador
Myron Herrick made unofficial explanation
Sets New All-Time Mark
of the situation to M. Briand.
Paramount's foreign business set a new
Friendly Consideration Assured
high record in 1927, with a 13 per cent increase over 1926, which was the best previIt is reported in French film circles, acous year, according to the report to stockcording to the dispatches, that the Amerholders. England provided 48.55 per cent
icans would not protest a definite tax on
of the gross foreign rentals.
U. S. pictures instead of quota restrictions
The report showed the following new theand stand ready to promise friendly conatres constructed: A 2200-seat theatre at
sideration for any French production for
exhibition in America.
Jacksonville, 2400-seat at Denver, 2400-seat
Alabama at Birmingham, 2400-seat Worth
It is believed certain that Hays already
in Fort Worth, 1500-seat Kirby at Houston,
has informed M. Herriot that the American
leasing of a 4,000-seat house under conindustry is emphatically opposed to a quota
struction in Brooklyn, opening of the 1200system forcing the purchase of a certain
seat Carlton in London and the 1900-seat
number of French pictures for showing in
Paramount theatre in Paris.
America in return for exhibition of AmerDomestic business was 14 per cent ahead
ican productions in France.
of 1926 and 11 per cent over 1925.
Consortium Better for French
A consortium, or some other form of
Stage Play Revenue
compromise, it is pointed out, would do
more for French production than a quota,
Dropped 60 Million
because it would tend to bring out French
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)
pictures more likely to win the favor of the
American public.
NEW YORK, April 17.— Revenue from
Hays told a representative of the Film
stage plays in this country in 1927 decreased
Renter of London that of 4,000 pictures
$60,000,000, E. H. Sothern, Shakespearean
made in America in five years he could not
actor, told the League for Political Education
at a luncheon at the Hotel Astor last week.
recall
more
than
a
dozen
that
"might
be
construed as offensive to the nationals of
any country." He added that the goal is
to produce none whatever that might be
considered objectionable, and stated that
his chief concern "is to make certain that
we develop in American films their maximum usefulness in the promotion of interHays national
has amity."
conferred with all leading
Americans in Paris film circles, as well as
Ambassador Herrick, Henry C. MacLean
and George Gordon, attaches of the American embassy in Paris.
Considerable incon-

Five Issues Missing:
Have You Any of Them?
Copies of the following issues of
Exhibitors Herald still are missing
for the files of the Library of Congress at Washington: December 5,
12, 19, and 25, all in 1925, and Jan. 2,
1926. If you can spare them, readers, please address them to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn street. Chicago.
Thanks to William E. Tragsdorf
and B. P. Parsons, several other requested copies have been received.

Morris SaRer Resigns
from Warners; Joins U
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 17.— Morris Safier has
resigned as sales manager of the extended
run department of Warner Brothers to go
with Universal as sales manager of its longrun department.
n

Skyscraper"
Wins
(Special to Exhibiiors
Herald Award
and
Moving Picture World)

DALLAS, April 17.— The Blue Ribbon committee of the M. P. T. O. of Texas has selected "Skyscraper," Pathe picture for the
April award. This is the second award to
be given to Pathe, the earlier one being
"Dress Parade." In each of these two cases
the principal player was William Bovd.

Smith Buys Fulton Theatre
TIic Co/y theatre oi Fulton, Kan., has l>cen
sold to Ciiarlcs R. Smith of that city, and
ihc name
l>cen changed to Smith's theatre. Newhas
equipment—
opera chairs, screen,
projectors, cooling system and independent
power plant— is being installed and the theatre is being redecorated.
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U, Warners and F-N Open Sales
Year with Sessions This Month
Universal Starts Three-District Meeting April 26 — Warner Brothers^ Convention April 27-29 — F-N Changes to One Gathering
Sales conventions of the distributing companies will get under way in earnest
next week, and three of the leading concerns will have launched their plans for
next season by the end of this month.
U, Warners and F-N Go Into Action
First to get into action of the three will be Universal, with three district
meetings — at Atlantic City April 26 to 30, St. Louis May 2 to 5, and San Francisco May 9 to 12. Warner Brothers will have its annual convention in New
York April 27 to 29, and the Vitaphone sales staff will also be in attendance.
First National has dropped its plan for district sessions and instead all branches
will meet in Chicago April 29 to May 3.
Lou B. Metzger, general salesmanager of
Universal, will attend each of the three
meetings of that company. Canadian exchanges will be divided among the three.
Eight or ten of the 68 long features and
representative short product will be shown
and new sales policies announced. The
Ritz-Carlton will be headquarters for the
Atlantic City meeting with Ted Schlanger,
Eastern
salesThe
director,
as one
of Metzger's
chief aids.
Coronado
hotel
will hold
the St. Louis convention, and Ralph Williams, Southern sales director, will attend.
At the San Francisco session in the St.
Francis hotel, G. Rosenwald, assistant
Western division manager, will assist. Martin Van Praag, Western sales director, will
be at all three meetings.
Home Office Sending Speakers
Others attending one or more of the
meetings, besides exchange staiTs, will be:
R. H. Cochrane, Beno Rubel, P. D. Cochrane,
E. H. Goldstein, Julius Stern, Ben Y. Cammack, Morris Safier, Paul Gulick, Nat. G.
Rothstein, Sidney Singerman, Harry Reichenbach, Douglas Leishman, Dave Bader, Clair
Hague, Harry Asher, M. E. Morey and
R. V. Anderson.
The Warner Brothers convention will be
at the Hotel Pennsylvania in New York,
and leaders will check in on April 26, in time
to attend the premiere of Warners' new
Vitaphone picture, "Glorious Betsy," at the
Warner theatre that night.
Many Executives to Speak
Executives who will speak at the April 27
session include H. M. Warner, Sam E.
Morris, C. C. Ezell, Max Milder, Arthur
Abeles, Albert Howson and George Quigley, vice-president of Vitaphone. Speakers
the second day will include J. S. Hebrew,
Harry Lustig, H. E. Elder, A. P. Waxman,
Joseph Hummel, A. C. Brauninger, H. M.
Doherty, C. C. Ryan, B. F. Lyons, Samuel
Carlisle and Paul Swift.
On Sunday, April 29, the stafiE will see
the Giants play Boston, and a dinner will
close the convention.
F-N at Drake, Chicago
First National, in changing from the
three-convention plan, chose the Drake
hotel in Chicago for its all-in-one meeting.

Arrangements

now

are

being

made

for

opposing home showings: A. Julian Brylawski, of the M. P. T. O. A.; P. Mortimer
Lewis, Strand, Atlantic City; I. W. Rodgers, Cairo, 111., and Arch Hurley, Tucumcari, N. M.

Miss Dorothy Crandall,
John J. Payette Marry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PHILADELPHIA, April 17.— The marriage of Miss Dorothy Isabel Crandall and
John J. Payette will take place tomorrow
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Exhibitors Should Have
Part in Deciding Type of
Films, Declares Sapiro
Big Assembly Greets Head of Independent Association at T. O.
C. C. Dinner
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

NEW
YORK, April 17.— One of the
greatest assemblages of theatre owners that
ever attended a film dinner in New York
last night welcomed Aaron Sapiro as the
leader of the Independent Motion Picture
Exhibitors Association. The testimonial
dinner was given at the Ritz-Carlton hotel
by the T. O. C. C. Among the guests were
executives and sales managers of a number
of the larger companies.
In his first public utterance since being
elected president February 18, Sapiro outlined what he considered the troubles besetting the industry. He said all exhibitors
complain of a decline in patronage and declared this was due to a large extent to the
radio.
"This is a problem for all of the exhibitors," he said, "and through the exhibitors
a problem for the producers. If the industry wants to change the present trend of attendance, itmust be done by providing the
public with better entertainment which the
public is willing to pay to see, as against
the entertainment by ear which the public
may get for nothing. This is one of the
many reasons why the exhibitors must
work together among themselves, and must
work
with touched
the producers
Sapiro
lightly also."
on the objects of
his organization. The fireworks looked forward to by many failed to materialize. He
said in part:

John J. Payette

Dorothy

Isabel

Crandall

in the Sacred Heart church here.
Miss Crandall is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry M. Crandall and Mr. Payette is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. George M. Payette.
John J. Payette is a supervisor of Stanley
Crandall theatres. The couple are to make
an automobile tour of Canada.

First National to Retire
$75,000 Preferred Stock

First National Monday voted to retire
$75,000 par value first preferred stock on
July 1. An advisory board composed of
A. H. Blank, Des Moines; George Trendle,
Detroit; I. H. Ruben, Minneapolis, and H.
T. Nolan, Denver, in addition to other officers, was named.

"

U

MakcS

Jordafl

Manager

transportation
of _ delegations
from
all
^^ ^^.^, ^^ Exhibitors Herald and
branches in the United States and Canada.
Moving Picture World)
ATLANTA, April 17.— C. T. (Shag) Jordan has been appointed manager of the Atlanta exchange of Universal, taking the
place of Ben Y. Cammack, who has been trans(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
ferred to the home office. Jordan 99
has been
Moving Picture World)
with Universal almost 15 years.
NEW YORK, April 17.— Motion pictures
in the home lower their entertainment tone
and quality in addition to cutting into the
revenue of theatres, David R. Hochreich,
MILWAUKEE, April 17.— Five neighborpresident of Vocafilm, said last week in prohood houses of Midwesco are installing Vitaphone and Movietone. Until now, the Gartesting against RCA's announcement of the
new Photophone
for use in homes.
den, a downtown theatre under the direction
The Vocalfilm offices, after a survey, cites
of L. K. Brin, was the only theatre with
the following from the exhibition field as
Vitaphone and Movietone.

Hochreich Protests Use
of Talking Film in Home

5 Install "Talkies

"This industry is made of three primary
parts — the producers, consumers, exhibitors.
This industry is dominated by the producers today. Yet in every other form of
business in the United States the trend
shows that the group that has the contact
with the consumer has more to say than
any other branch of the industry. Therefore, they have the producers competing
against each other to get their business, and
they readily make their business conform to
the needs of the time.
"The exhibitors as individuals can do
nothing. But the exhibitors, organized into
one compact association, may be able to
help the producers meet the taste and the
needs of the patrons, the public, who must
control this industry. The exhibitor has the
public contact.
"The exhibitor has his hand on the pulse
of the public and it is for the good of the
public, as well as the entire industry, that
the exhibitor should have something to say
about the type and quality of the pictures
that he is asked to show to the public. This
organization of exhibitors will never enter
the field of production. That field belongs
to other types of mind and other types of
energy. But this association intends to work
with the organized producers, to the common end that the public will get better entertainment and get it regularly and
steadily.
"That will pay the exhibitors; that will
pay the producers; that will justify the public in more frequent patronage of the motion picture houses. AH parties gain where
there is coordination and a universal attempt to raise the standard of entertainment
and the quality of the motion picture. All
parties lose where any one branch controls,
to the exclusion of the other branches, and
can make the exhibitor take any kind of
picture, to the ultimate discouragement of
the patron-public. The producer may make
the exhibitor take poor pictures; but he cannot make the patron continue to pay good
money for poor pictures.
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Film News
in Pictures

PICTORIAL

Gathered for the first time in Japan were these
Far Eastern representatives of American film
companies when this picture was taken recently.
From left to right, they are: Del Goodman,
Fox; Bob Mclntyre, Paramount; Frank Chamberlain, M-G-M; Charlie Brookheim, Universal;
and Ed Benson, United Artists.

SECTION

Profile — definitive, very,
yet not to the exclusion
of warmth. Therefore,
beautiful and a jolly good
fellow, too, is Jeraldine
Dvorak. She is an M-G-M

Stories Told
by the Camera

A secret? But cameras can't tell and caption
writers shouldn't, so let it be said merely that
the picture records a visit from Emil Jannings
to Florence Vidor on her "The Magnificent
Flirt" set at Paramount. Miss Vidor, you see,
recently completed

a role in Jannings' "High

player.
Treason."

Some officials and those who won Vvarncr Brothers' Al Jolson essay
contest in New York. They are: (left to right) Rachel Rothaizer,
Dorothy Serrine, Deborah Listchinsky and Miriam Kramer, pupils
at the Holy Rosary convent. In the back row are (left to right)
Judge Samuel D. Levy, H. M. Warner, president of Warner Brothers, and Edwin M. Mydeman.

Visiting the ctern.il city
near the jjroat ancient
Heaven" but grossi-d big
H. Tallcy, editor of Fox
the studios; Bruno Fux
and

of Rome. Photogniphcd while landing
amphithe.itrc (which never h.id a "Tth
just the s.inic) ,irc (loft to right) Truman
News; Sol M. VCurtzcl. superintendent of
who is the ni.in.igcr stationed at Rome;
Lew Scilcr, director.
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Above and at right — scenes
from Fox's "Mother Machree." Above are shown
(left to right) Victor McLaglen, Philippe DeLacey,
and Belle Bennett, the star;
and at right, McLaglen and
Miss Bennett.
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One of those unforeseen situations that urges one
to postpone the goodnight kiss — a scene showing
Reginald Denny, his feminine lead, Mary Nolan,
and part of the support in "Good Morning, Judge,"
Denny's new Universal starring vehicle.
The freedom of the press! A fundamental right — ^until it "strikes home." Then it is as in Universal's "Freedom of the Press," a scene of which is shown above,
with (left to right) Alice Day, Lewis Stone and
Malcolm MacGregor.

Where men are men — sometimes several men — and Colts are more than young
horses! Yeh, it's a gay life in the Rocky Mountains. Somebody's always trying to
make you be the goat. Above is shown Ken Maynard meeting such a situation in
a scene from "The Canyon of Adventure," a new First National Western starring
this hardy youth of the Old West. Ken is the lad with only a lot of bullets and
rocks to back him up.

Two girls with a single thought — how to get out
of this? The picture comes from England and
shows Anny Ondra (left) and Trilby Clark evincing
terror in a scene of the First National Pathe production, "God's Clay," which was recently completed at the Elstree studio.
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Diabolic, transformed — how does a face get tiiat
way? With Brandon
Hurst
it's a in
gift,
this
characterization
is one of
the finest
his and
brilliant
career. He is shown as Barkilphedro in Universal's
latest adaptation of a Victor Hugo classic, "The
Man Who Laughs."
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A veteran player of many character
roles. Marc McDermott, whose shrewd
interpretations of diflScult personalities
have won him a high place among
America's dramatic artists. This portrait shows him as in Warner Brothers'
"Glorious Betsy."

Yes, it's Gertrude Olmstead, the perfect gentleman — a man of character,
as it were — though only, of course, in
FBO's "The Hit of the Show."
Otherwise, a lady of many perfections.
And 'tis said that "clothes make the
Recognize this chap? No, he doesn't pose
for the tooth paste ads. He's an actor. Give
up? Well, then — he's Fred Humes, and this
is the fur coat he wears in M-G-M's new
Dane-Arthur comedy, "Circus Rookies."
Makes a very unattractive gorilla, what? —
has the inside dope, it seems, on jungle life.

Though silks and satins adorn him, he wears
only the forced smile of a terrible disfiguration— that is Gwynplaine in Universal's "The
Man Who Laughs." A subtle role, eh?
Here it is interpreted by Conrad Veidt, star
of the picture.

The handy, "crafty" man from the
Orient, who well knows what Occidentals expect from the "heathen Chinee." In short, this is Sojin, shown
in his characterization for Warner
Brothers' "The Crimson Citv."

No use holding b.ick — you know him Lon
Chancy, mir.icle man of character. Here ho
is .Ts a clown too often is- the true s>Tnbol
of tragedy, which is his latest st.irring role,
in M-G-M's "Laugh, Clown, Laugh," crcjted
under Herbert Brenon's direction.
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Detroit^ s New Zoning Plan Starts
May 1 with 28 Days Protection
Does Not Apply to Roadshows and Extended Run Productions — Second
Runs Given Seven Days Clearance — Exhibitors Cooperate
[By Special Correspondent

of Exhibitors Herald and Moving

Picture World]

April 17. — In cooperation with the Michigan Exhibitors association, the Detroit Film Board of Trade has perfected the new uniform
zoning plan for this city, which becomes effective May
1. All first
run and key houses are afforded protection under the system.
DETROIT,

VONE 1 classification is designated for ex^ hibitors displaying first-run productions
only, with no second runs or subsequent runs
to be sold until 28 days after the last day of
exhibition. However, this does not apply to
roadshows or extended runs (the latter playing more than two weeks at the same theatre).
Any theatre purchasing the initial run in Detroit on a picture, and given protection in its
contract over the entire city, would be classed
as Zone 1 for that contract, irrespective of the
geographical zone in which the theatre may be
located. Ordinarily the following theatres are
now sold as Zone 1 :
Adams, Broadway-Strand, Capitol, Colonial, Fisher
(under construction), Fox, Grand Riviera, Hollywood,
Keith-Albee Uptown, Madison, Michigan, Oriental,
State, Temple, United Artists, Fox- Washington.

Zone 2, second run in Detroit, has protection over all zones listed hereinafter, with a
maximum of seven days after last showing
date. This is for second run only, irrespective
of house location and no subsequent runs are
to be sold under the conditions stipulated. Any
theatre given a contract for the next succeeding run after the initial run in Detroit and
given protection over the entire city would
be classified as Zone 2 for that contract. Second run contracts for more than one theatre
must be for day and date or consecutive day
showings.
At present, second runs are ordinarily sold
to the following :
Cinderella, Colonial, Columbia, Family, Grand
Riviera, Hollywood, Keith-Albee Uptown, LaSalle
Gardens, Fisher (under construction), Harper-Maxwell (under construction). Oriole, Oriental, Palace
No. 1, Regent, and Riviera Annex.

Zone A and the succeeding letter zones
designate the maximum protection to be given
to the "key" neighborhood theatres, and cover
first and second runs in these zones •nly.
No third runs can be sold in "key" zones,
but day and date first or second runs may be
sold to the "key" theatres only. Maximum
protection starts from last day of exhibition
at the first house playing a day and date run.
All second
runs in "key" zones must be

KNOW

YOUR

sold with a provision in the contract that "protection granted under this contract expires
21 days from the) available date," whether an
actual play date is set or designated or not.
Maximum protection seven days after last
play
date.
theatres
: Zone includes the following "key"
Alhambra, Keith-Albee Uptown (Zone 2), Regent
(Zone 2), (Overlapping Colonial, Zone J), Tuxedo
(Overlapping Picadilly and Fenkell, Zone K-8).

Maximum protection to include the following theatres only, with opposition houses
above :
Ambassador, Astor, Clay, Echo. Highland Park,
Holbrook, La Veeda, M. & S.. Mprwppd, Oakland,
Oakman Boulevard, Rosedale, Tivoli, Vern, Virginia
Park, Woodward Grand.

No Fight Seen at Denver;
20 Mile Protection Usual
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

DENVER, April 17.— The new Denver
theatre's
for 30-day
protection
for but
25
miles has request
been refused
in most
instances
no fight over the matter is expected, as it was
not absolutely demanded. The 30-day period
appears to be satisfactory and if any issue is
to arise, leaders here say, it will be over the
25 miles, because 20 miles has become a sort
of established distance in protection cases here.

British Firm Selling for
Sentry in 30 Countries
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 17.— Official confirmation of the report of the disposition of the
foreign patent rights and distribution of the
Sentry Safety Control device to a syndicate
of prominent English bankers and theatrical
interests was given Monday by Joseph E.
Cohen, president, and Senator Max Aron, general counsel of the corporation, upon returning
on the Leviathan. The sj^ndicate will sell
in 30 countries.

SALES LEADERS

JAMES R. GRAINGER, whose contract as general salesmanager of Fox
Film Corporation has been extended five more years by President William
Fox, first attracted attention in the amusement world as advance agent
and company manager of roadshows.
TTE was among the first showmen to see the
J^J- possibilities of talking pictures and also
the first one to actively sell "talkies." He
left the "legit" end of the show business to
act as western representative and salesmanager of the Edison talking pictures, with headquarters in San Francisco. His territory
covered all states west of the Mississippi river.
Later he assumed charge of "Cabiria" and
"Quo Vadis," two of the first roadshown pictures, booked and handled through the old
Werba & Luescher offices. Next he became
salesmanager, covering the Midwest, for "Civilization," the big Thomas H. Ince production,
with headquarters in Chicago.
He came to New York and became general
manager and part owner of the Marshall Neilan Company. While still with the Neilan
interests he became
personal
representative

of Charles Chaplin and William Randolph
Hearst. His next position was as general
salesmanager of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. Through his connection with Mr.
Hearst he was able to form the GoldwynCosmopolitan Pictures Corporation.
When Metro absorbed the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan interests, Mr. Grainger went over to
the new combination, which became known
as Metro-Goldwyn, as general salesmanager.
He remained with Metro-Goldwyn until
April, 1925, when he came over to Fox Film
Corporation as general salesmanager, signing
a three-year contract, which was renewed several months ago. The new contract, which
makes Mr. Grainger one of the highest-salaried salesmanagers in the world, becomes
effective in April and will cover five more
years.

JAMES

R. GRAINGER

$12,000 Average Weekly
Profit of Chicago U-A
Theatre Since Dec. 25
Average weekly net earnings of the United
Artists theatre in Chicago since its opening
December 25, were $12,000, according to a
statement issued by the Chicago-United
Artists Theatre Corporation Monday, in connection with the issuance of $1,300,000 first
Mortgage bonds on the theatre building. DeWolf & Company; McGowen, Cassady &
White; and Meyer, Connor & Company, Inc.,
all of Chicago, are the brokers.

Four Columbias Run on
Los
Angeles' Broadway
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving

Picture

World)

LOS ANGELES, April 17.— Four Columbia
pictures played on Broadway here during
Holy Week. "The Sporting Age," starring
Belle Bennett, was in the midst of a nine day
run at the Million Dollar theatre, and the
Tower played "By Whose Hand?" while two
smaller houses were playing other Columbias.
Columbia's "The Matinee Idol" will have
its New York premiere at the Hippodrome,
April 22). Anita Stewart will make her debut
as a Columbia player in "The Way of the
Strong," one of the few remaining pictures
to be made
this season's
program.
Edmund Burns,onWilliam
V. Mong
and Blue
Washington

have been signed for feature

roles in the company's latest special, "Ransom," adapted from the story, "San Fran-

Booking De Mille Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

TORONTO, April 17.— F B O of Canada
hascisco."
closed a deal with Cinema Corporation of
America whereby F B O will distribute
throughout
"The King
engagement
commencing

the Dominion Cecil B. De Mille'fe
of Kings." The first road-show
will be at the Princess, Toronto,
May 14.

Set Clocks Ahead
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

PARIS, April 17. — France has started "daylight saving," clocks having been set back an
hour last Saturday night. Belgium and Spain
also changed their clocks then.
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1928 Should Be Biggest
Box Office Year, Says
Al LicJitman After Tour
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 17.— This year should
be the biggest box office year for motion pictures in the belief of Al Lichtman, vice-president and sales head of United Artists, who
has just returned from a tour of the Southern
and Middle Western exchanges.
Lichtman reports that optimism and prosperity were evidenced in every town he visited
and that the national mindedness of the United
States is making simultaneous play dates more
essential. According to him, talking motion
pictures, telephotographic transmission of motion pictures, experiments in television and
other scientific advances are concentrating
more than ever the attention of the world on
American pictures.

Gotliam Designates May
"Budd
Rogers
(Special to Exhibitors
HeraldMontli"
and
Moving Picture

World)

NEW YORK, April 17.— May will be
"Budd Rogers Month" for the Gotham exchanges, ithaving been decided to honor the
vice-president of Gotham with a special sales
drive during that time. Six pictures will be
featured, "The Satin Woman," "The Girl
from Rio," "Bare Knees," "The Cheer
Leader," "San Francisco Nights," and "Turn
Back the Hours." Rogers speaks over station WPCH Thursday night.

Vaudeville Houses Hit by
Opening of New Minnesota
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

MINNEAPOLIS, April 17.— Vaudeville
houses have been hard hit by the opening of
the new 4,200 seat Minnesota theatre by
Finkelstein and Ruben and Publix. It is understood that the stage hands at the Seventh
Street vaudeville house have been given twoweeks' notice, and that the Hennepin Orpheum
and Pantages are slumping in receipts. The
Garrick has closed its doors.

Two Paramount Branch
Managers Are Replaced
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 17.— M. R. Clark has
replaced E. H. Brauer as manager of the
Paramount Columbus exchange. Owing to ill
health, Arthur Cole has resigned as manager
of the Paramount exchange in Kansas City,
and Oscar Morgan, former manager of the
Dallas Paramount exchange, is taking over its
management.

Midland Forces Newman
to Change Twice Weekly
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

KANSAS CITY, April 17.— Ever since the
opening of the new Loew's Midland the fate
of the Newman, first-run downtown house
ranking second to the Midland, has been much
discussed. This week a new plan is being
tried out, calling for two first-run changes
in programs a week, instead of weekly. Thus
far attendance has shown a slight increase.

Greene Closes in Ten
Districts on New Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW

YORK, April 17.— Sale of ten territories for "The Port of Missing Girls" is reported by Walter E. Greene, president of
Brenda Pictures, the producer.
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Engineers Close Best Session
After Speeches by 50 Experts
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Members of S. M. P. E. Join in 60 Hours of Forum Discussion al
Hollywood Convention — Sound Films Draw Greatest Attention— ^Doug Fairbanks Presides at Banquet
By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, April 17. — The six-day convention of the
Picture Engineers ended Saturday after 60 hours of thorough
by the industry's most expert technical minds. More than
engineers addressed the delegates on practically every basic
the cinema.
Best Convention in 12 Years

Society of Motion
forum discussion
50 highly trained
subject involving

The Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences was well represented at the convention. Many engineers are remaining over this week to attend demonstra
tions on Incandescent Illumination of the Studio. The Academy is sponsoring
the meetings.
It wascessful
termed
succonventionthein organization's
its 12 years ofmost
growth.
Spejtkers from the production and exhibition
fields who spoke included Cecil B. De Mille,
Harold B. Franklin, Douglas Fairbanks, Louis
B. Mayer, Fred Niblo and Milton Sills. By
unanimous vote Thomas Edison, Dr. C. E.
Ives and George Eastman were made honorary
members.
Fairbanks Engineers Banquet
One of the biggest events was the banquet
Wednesday given by the Academy. Fairbanks
acted as master of ceremonies.
The greatest interest was in discussion of
sound films. According to a paper prepared
by Arthur C. Hardy and R. W. Conant, of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, engineers are confronted with a problem of distortion surpassing that which they confronted
with silent films. "If the scene is a close-up
of an actor talking or singing, the sound may
seem to originate from a point a considerable
distance in front of or behind the actor. Although this is sometimes due to faulty adjustment of the sound amplifier or to incorrect
placing of the microphone or loudspeaker, the
effect may also be produced by the improper
choice of lens in the taking camera."
Magnavox's Use Explained
H. Rubin, supervisor of projection of Publix Theatres Corporation, explained the use
and advantage of the magnascope. It is a
device, he stated, by which a picture is projected upon a screen several times the size
of the area usually occupied.
J. P. Leventhal, of New York, described a
"continuous projector" with an optical intermittent. Its purpose is to save wear on the
perforations of the film.
William F. McLoughlin described a new
splicing machine which joins two torn edges
together accurately and automatically in five
seconds.
Richardson Urges Projection Care
F. H. Richardson, of Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World technical staff,
called on producers and actors to demand that
exhibitors give more attention to projection
conditions.
Lewis M. Townsend and William Hennessy,
of Eastman theatre and School of Music in
Rochester, set forth the methods by which
projectionists are taking an invaluable part

in stage presentation work with lighting effects
and special projection.
An interesting subject to the Eastern representatives was the address by Carey Wilson,
scenarist, in which he informed them of a
writer's pitfalls caused by engineering problems which as yet have been unsolved.
Delegates were entertained throughout the
week by trips to the studios, to the beach
and into the mountains.

Warners cmd German
Firm Unite Facilities
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 17.— Warner Brothers
completed last week a deal with National
Films A. G. of Berlin, which will substantially increase the former's activity abroad,
The arrangement is of a reciprocal nature,
covering both production and distribution.
Negotiations have been carried on by Herman Starr, Warner Brothers executive, who
is now in Europe. With all details completed Starr has now left Berlin for Paris,
prior to his return to this country. Warner
Brothers interests at the Berlin headquarters
of National Films A. G. will be entrusted to
Gus Schlesinger, Harold Rodner and Morris
Levison, Warner Brothers representatives on
the Continent.

Play dates Now 11,674 in
Wcnrner's Morris Month
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 17.— Sam E. Morris
Month in May has playdates thus far totalling 11,674. These do not include extended
dates on "The Jazz Singer." One office
alone has reported 754 dates.

Doran Heads Scenarists
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 17.— The Pathe scenario
department is now under D. A. Doran, Jr.,
and is located at 35 West 45th Street, New
York.

WHY THE "HERALD-WORLD" IS READ AND
SUBSCRIBED
FOR
BY EVERY
EXHIBITOR
Writes Louis Stein, iiianagcr, Roosez'clt theatre, N^ezcark:
"I have found your combined paper my complete reference library,
and I use it almost exclusively in digging up theatre helps."
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department,
"Hollywood."
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Street AngeV^ Opens to Ardent
Audience
at Carthay Circle

Alfred E. Green to Direct "Making the Grade" for Fox; Betty Bronson
and Newspapermen Go to Work; Stone in East
By DOUGLAS

HODGES

first fall of Carli Elinor's baton to the appearance of the principal players on the rostrum
the show was a triumph. If there was any
slowing of tempo it was only in the appearance on the stage of Edmund Lowe, master of
ceremonies. Lowe's speech closely resembled
a request for a raise in pay.
The story is of two orphans in France.
The girl is sent to prison on the eve of her
wedding to the young man, having been convicted of stealing when her dying mother had
asked for medicine and had no money to buy
it. The suitor is a wandering painter whose
lack of prominence keeps him in poverty. The
picture he paints of Miss Gaynor provides
the key of the plot and brings the two together in a shrine at the end of the picture.
It is well told and a great piece of entertainment. The production is of a very high
grade and shows its costliness. Several minia-

the
although the ten "berries" a
day ten-day
was veryjob,inviting.

* *

Street Angel" opened at the Carthay
17.—
April 10
, April
HOLLYWOOD
Circle theatre
to "The
a big and enthusiastic house.
It is Frank
Borzage's second recent Fox picture starring Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell to open there, the other being "Seventh Heaven."
THE audience was given an additional treat
in the debut of Movietone News and
Movietone prologue.
General opinion regarding the sound device
with which the picture was presented, is highly
complimentary. The Movietone prologue entirely replaces the Jack Laughlin presentation show that usually holds sway and does it
efficiently.
It was, in fact, one of the finest openings
the Carthay has had and boasted of an audience of several hundred celebrities. From the

In the other newspaper roles you will see
players who are actually newspapermen and
whose "copy" you have undoubtedly read from
time to time. They include "Herb" Cruickshank, formerly of Moving Picture World;
Jack Woolridge, syndicate editor; and Ray
Murray of Motion Picture News. Unfortunately, many of the newspapers and trade
papers refused to permit their men to accept

ture shots of the docks in the fog are
markable examples =i^of ^ technical
work.
^

re-

Alfred Green to
Direct Ade Story
Alfred E. Green, Fox director, left Thursday for a two-weeks' trip in the Middle West,
where he will visit George Ade. Accompanying him is Harry Brandt, scenarist. At Ade's
Brook, Ind., home, the trio will discuss the
story,
direct "Making
for Fox. the Grade," which Green will
It is his first comedy for several months
and promises to be a great picture. The
story by Ade ran serially in Cosnwpolitan
recently.
Lois Moran will have the leading feminine
role in the picture opposite Edmund Lowe.

*

* *

Newspapermen and
Betty Bronson Working
M-G-M's "Anita Page," who recei\ ed pages
and pages of good space in Western journals
following the company's discovery of her for
a rolein "The Bellamy Trial," has been found
unavailable for the part. Her screen trial is
said to have proved her desirability for another role.
So, instead of her in the picture, you will
see little Betty Bronson as the girl reporter.
Betty's reporting boy friend of the story is
Eddie Nugent.
They are a good team.

*

Bad Days Ahead
For the Extras
If in ordinary times the Caddo Company
called out 1,000 extras to work in a picture, it
would be a routine item. Howard Hughes is
doing that in "The Racket," the Thomas
Meighan picture in which Marie Prevost has
a leading role. The night before I heard of it,
I heard of two well known casting agencies,
which deal wholesale in extra and bit talent,
were contemplating dissolution.
Extras are more of a drug on the market
than ever. It is commonly believed producers
have found them too expensive for regular
use. They are planning their pictures without
them. Pictures are running to solos, duets and
trios, to the extent of three of six thousand
feet. It's a good thing for producers and a
better
thing for exhibitors. But it's Hemlock
for Hollywood.
* * *
John Stone Sent
East by Sheeban
John Stone, that writer whom Hollywood
has widely recognized in recent months, has
left for unrevealed points in the East. Winfield Sheehan, vice-president of Fox, has sent
him to the Middle West on a story. The
assignment is not unlike a reportorial one,
except that Stone's "story" must fit the screen,
fit a chosen director, and fit an idea.
It is "Prep and Pep," an idea of prepschool life. Stone will spend two weeks covering the details and return by way of Qiicago
to build a scenario.

Move to Fox Hills Studio
May(Special
Take
2 More Years
to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture

World)

HOLLYWOOD,
April 17. — Complete
transfer of the William Fox studios from
Hollywood to Fox Hills, Westwood, Cal.,
may take as long as two years, Ben Jackson,
studio manager, declared last week. In
fact, new construction is planned at the
plant in Hollywood.
Projects at the Fox Hills studio provide
for a 300x350 foot stage 45 feet high and
two other stages covering 15,000 square
feet to be used solely for Afovietone. Nine
other stages are being built at Fox Hills.

He has recently
aOHN
STONE,
Fox
writer, has turned out written^None But
more scenarios with the Brave" and is
box office qualities working on David
than anyone in
Buder's next picture,
Hollywood. "Prep and Pep."

Richard Dix Recovering
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moz-ing Picture World)

"By

actual

count

of exhibitors'
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HOLLYWOOD, April 17.— Richard Dix,
who was near death Saturday following an
coverv.
appendicitis operation, is on llie road to re-
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First Division Buys Site
for Production Studios;
to Complete Within Year
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

LOS ANGELES, April 17.— First Division
Distributors has purchased three acres of land
in the new studio colony, adjacent to the
Mack Sennett studio, and plans are being
prepared for the erection of the company's
own studio production plant. Work will start
this summer on the project, and the plant
will be in operation by May, 1929, according
to plans.
As a wind-up of its production for this
season, First Division is planning a big picture of "Free Lips," which will introduce
Wallace MacDonald as director. Percy Marmont has been selected to play the lead in
"The Bum," (temporary title) which will be
the company's first picture on next season's
product.

Court Gives June Mathis'
Estate to Her Husband
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 17.— Superior Court
ruled Saturday that the $100,000 estate left by
June Mathis shall go to Balboni, her husband, providing that Balboni agrees to take
care of the grandmother of the deceased.
The will was contested by Balboni several
months ago.

Thalberg's
SisterHeraldtoand Wed
(Special to Exhibitors
Moving

Picture

World)

HOLLYWOOD,
April 17. —Lawrence
Weingarten, producer, will marry Sylvia
Thalberg, sister of Irving Thalberg, it was
announced today by the couple. She is a
scenarist.
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95 Entries Filed in Film Golf
Tournament of Herald- World
Many Notables of West Coast Among Those to Compete for Prizes
on Links of Riviera Club May 6 — George Marshall,
Treasurer, Receiving the Names
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 17. — Entries were received from 95 golfers last week
for the second Annual Motion Picture Golf Tournament under the auspices of
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World. Entry blanks were sent out
four days ago. It is safe to say that as many more entries will be filed within
the next week.
The
names
Harold
play at

industry's most notable figures on the West Coast have entered their
in the tourney. Mack Sennett, Howard Hughes, B. P. Schulberg,
B. Franklin and Harold Lloyd are among the great number who will
the Riviera Club May 6.

Trophies have been donated by motion picture studios, stars and Hollywood merchants.
It is easily possible that there will be a prize
for each of 50 players.
Rapf Heads Committee
Members of the golf committee include
Harry Rapf, chairman ; Mike Levee, George
Marshall, treasurer; Alfred C. Cohn, Robert
Fairbanks, Frank ]3orzage, Charles Christie,
Mike Gore, Eddie Mannox, John Mescall, Al
Ray, Sam Sax, William Seiter, Eddie Sutherland, Jack Boland, Jeff Lazarus, Howard
Strickling, Edwin Carewe, J. Boyce-Smith and
Charles West.
The big trophy to be awarded the low gross
winner is the mammoth Exhibitors Herald
loving cup that becomes the property of a
three-time winner.
George
Marshall
won it

last year and will make a vigorous effort to
retain his hold upon it.
Prize for Each Class
The entries are being Classified so that a
special prize will be awarded for each class,
producers and executives; directors, actors,
exhibitors, exchangemen, writers, publicity
men, and technical men.
A five dollar entry pays for green fees and
luncheon.
Entries are being sent to George Marshall^
Room 103, 5617 Holly^vood Boulevard, Los
^
Angeles.
Dorothy

Revier Acts as Hostess

HOLLYWOOD.— Dorothy Revier, Columbia star,
acted as hostess at a tea given to four well known
artists, Jo Davidson, Leon Gordon, Arthur William
Bro^vn and James Montgomery Flagg, last week.

Lamonfs Success Is Result of
Instinct as Well as B. O. Study
HOLLYWOOD,
April 17. — Among highest class of two reel feature directors in this
industry you will meet a refined young man on the Educational lot who directs nearly al!
the Big Boy comedies. He is Charles Lament, one of the sincerest workmen and most
diligent scholars of the box office cinema, I have found here.
He has a number of theories, all exceptionally sound, as to the manner of directing
children but I believe the reason for Lament's great success with Big Boy is due to
his love and understanding of children, first
and skill second.
Travelled in a Carpet Bag

GEORGE

SIDNEY

Says —
Here's to yours
The same to mine
And the "Mataos"
Tasted really fine

He was born in California, of a theatrical family on
tour in vaudeville. Grew up in the life of stage,
circus and carnival, being the issue of five generations
of theatrical folk. When four years old made his
stage debut, being carried on, as part of the act, in a
carpet bag. He was trained in acrobatics, and one
of
his early
as "topliemounter"
in an
troupe.
In jobs
this was
capacity
toured all
of acrobatic
Europe:
Italy, France, Belgium, Russia. Also travelled in
Africa, with circus and vaudeville acts, acrobatic and
pantomime, also dramatic work, so that he may be
said to have laid a firm foundation in every branch
of "show business."
He was 18 months "over there" in war service.
After the armistice, was paid off in Boston, and
joined the Barnum-Ringling circus in New York, for
a season. However, he decided that he would try
pictures, and made the trip from New York, nearly
nine years ago, for that purpose. His first job was
as an actor in Universal comedy. He "caught on"
and spent about four years as actor, meanwhile watching and learning the game, with directing in view.
During the period he also worked as assistant director
and "gag man."
Lamont's first directorial assignment was with
Grand-Asher, on comedies. Then he worked on the
comedy side at Fox, also for Century and Sennett,
rounding out an experience and gaining a knowledge
of various comedy methods which was to stand him
in good stead.
Responsible
Big Boy's
Success
Four years
ago heforwent
with Educational,
and
directed such comedians as Lupine I^inc, Al St. John,
Lige Conley. Although Lamont did not "discover"
Big Boy,
he directed
first picture,
and has
been
responsible
for the
his child's
development
and direction
ever since.
Lamont
directed Lupino
I^Tnc's first picture, two

years
"Maid in Morocco." A picture of
Lamont'sago,
"Bachelor's Babies" took the first prize in
1925 among all short subjects.
Among others of his pictures are "Monty of the
Mounted" and "Who's Afraid!" with Lane; "Attababy," "My Kid," and "Grandpa's Bov" with Big
Boy; "The Half-Pint Hero," "Kid Tricks," "Live
News" (Johnny Arthur); "Wildcat Valley," "Brunettes Prefer Gentlemen," "Scared Silly," "She's a
Boy," "Shamrock' Alley," "Angel Eyes," "Circus
cational.)
Blues" (Dorothy Devore) and others. (All for EduWed to EsteUe Bradley
Lamont is married to one of the most charming of
the younger comediennes, Estelle Bradley, Atlanta girl
and national beauty contest winner, who also is under
contract to Educational, and appears in some of her
husband's pictures. They have a charming home in
the heights of Hollywoodland.
There are no children.
Although Lamont has for the last four seasons
worked exclusively for Educational, he is not under
long-term contract with them, and it is quite possible
that he will shortly make his entry into the featurelength comedy field, for which his training, experience
and ability make him unquestionably eligible.
Concerning his methods in handling screen children,
in which field he has had such signal success:
"My secret in handling children is a simple one"
says Lamont. "It is merely that you must impress
on the child's mind that you mean what you say. .\
child is very observing and is quick to notice when
your discipline is not enforced. If he successfully
avoids obedience once, he will try it again and again
until it is practically impossible to obtain any kind of
obedience from the child.

"On the other hand, if the child knows that you are
n«t lax and finds that every command
must be obeye<i.
the problem becomes simple. But reward must follow
good behavior — a kind word or a bit of praise will
go a long way with children — and the child must also
have confidence that you are treating him right
Nothing destroys this confidence so quickly as to
allow a misdeed to go uncorrected, several times and
— HODOKS.
sulkincss"
then, suddenly punich for it. That promotes
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Fore !—

Where the Herald- World Film Golf Tournament will be held —

Rambling Round Hollywood
By J. M. Loughborough
Warner Brothers are the birds
THE
who
the "stem"
System.in
This put
is proved
by theirinto
method
making ready to open their big new theatre
in Hollywood. Everybody knows the grief
attendant on the opening of a new house.
To begin with, the architect generally is
late with his plans. Then the contractors
can't make their time limit mark. Around
all of this a million distressing details revolve.

But not so with the new Warner theatre.
This tremendous task has gone so
smoothly, quietly, that until recently many
Hollywood folks believed the Warners
were only fooling — that they didn't intend
really this
opening
a theatre.
"Wisefrequently
cracks"
along
line have
been made
at meetings attended by the Warners, who
have only smiled and said, "Well, we've
turned
the first
shovelful
earth."
The writer
went
into theof new
theatre the

Marie
Prevost

other day. To say that it is "magnificent"
would be understating the case. It is magnificent, comfortable and has been arranged
with the requirements of patrons in mind,
rather than a "front." Of course, there are
thick
carpets,
those
Grauman's
Chinese.
The seats
are like
large
and inwell
cushioned,
with
plenty of room between rows. The whole
place is just as you would dream of building a motion picture house of recreation
and rest.
George Reilly, who helped Sid Grauman
open the old Metropolitan, is acting as
manager. George Weiss, formerly of the
Metropolitan, is his assistant. Frank Bruner, formerly of the Belasco and Mayan
and well known in New York, is handling
publicity.
The entire house was practically sold
out on April 10, although it doesn't open
till the twenty-sixth. This was due to the
fact that Al Jolson is to act as master of
ceremonies. Jolson is a name to conjure
with. He always drags 'em in. He broke
the house record at the Metropolitan several months ago — broke it hard with a $57,000 gross, against a previous record of
$46,000, held by Gilda Gray.
JOLSON A HORROR AND A DELIGHT
Jolson is at once a horror and a delight
to all publicity men who have occasion to
work on one of his engagements. When he
was at the Metropolitan, the publicity man
there arranged with the editor of an afternoon paper to have Al act as "Editor" for
one day. All "pepped" up over this stunt,
he
rushed the
to Jolson's
and
delivered
news. Aldressing
leaned room
back and
chewed the end of an unlit cigar.
"I won't go,' he said. "Why should I?
I'm an actor, not an editor. You will tell
the
runsthethat
paper
if he'll
'sub' guy
for who
me on
stage
I'll that
get out
his
paper. Ain't that fair?" "But don't you
see," sputtered the publicity man, "you get
a break with a three-column cut on the
front
"That
life,"
Mike,

Who is now working
in "The Racket" with
Thomas Meighan
for
Caddo Pictures

page
an eight-column
headline?"
don'tandmean
anything in my
young
said Jolson. "Well, for the love of
do something, Al," pleaded the publicity man. "Go on down and lick the
editor or get licked." "He won't lick me,"
said Jolson.
"If you
talk thatthe
way,newspaper
I'll go."
And
go he did.
Reaching
office, he laid himself out to be nice, with
the result that he owned the entire paper.
The went
publicity
got credit
for aand"nifty."
Al
to theman
managing
director
said,
"Say, keep your press agent away from me.
Not only do I play six shows a day here,
but I have to get out a newspaper, too. I
appreciate
his enthusiasm
he's you
too
blamed
enthusiastic."
"Say,— but
Big Boy,
ain't heard nothin' at all yet," answered the
M. D. "This bird is plumb loco about your
(Continued on page 28)
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— the links at the Riviera Club, Hollywood.

Larkin Made Editor of
Photoplay in Hollywood
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD,
April 17.— Mark Larkin
has been given the post of West Coast editor of Photoplay, according to an announcement by James R. Quirk, owner and publisher of that magazine. Larkin, who for
the past eight years has been publicity director for Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford, has spent 13 years at newspaper
work and is ideally suited to the task before
him. His place with Mary and Doug will
not be filled until their return from Europe
in about three months, it is said.

PLAZA
HOTEL

HOLLYWOOD

To

ii

Travelers

This

Emblem

Means Hotel Headquarters
In the Film
Capital
of the World
The Hollywood Plaza is hotel headquarters in Hollywood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern
California, make this famous hostelry
your objective.

Dix, Nagel and Beranger Head
B. O. Casts of Studio Turnout
Irene Rich Starts Warner Brothers Picture; Tom Tyler Completes
"Battling Buckaroo"; Hoot Gibson Signs Dorothy Gulliver;
Clara Bow Stars in Wellman Opus
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 17. — Two Warner pictures and a Paramount compose the biggest of the six films completed here last week. Seven stories went
into production. First National retains its record of being the busiest lot in
town.
The Warner Brothers pieces are "No Questions
Sadie." Andre Beranger has the distinctive role in
the cast, together with Margaret Livingston's, would
of two strong box office assets in billing. The other
directed by Archie Mayo.

Wallace Reid.
She made it for Gotham.
The sixth is with Albert Conti and Flor-

good director, Fred Newmeyer. It's comedy, of course, and has been in production
well over a month.

ence Vidor, called
a Paramount.
Miss "The
Vidor Magnificent
will do two Flirt,"
more
for the company before beginning to free
lance.

Tyler a Battling Buckaroo
Other box office names appearing in
product finished last week include Tom
Tyler, Western hero, in "The Battling
Buckaroo." Ethlyn Claire adds to the
charm
rected. of the cast, while Bob DeLacy diThen there is a little picture made on
Poverty Row but one that is said to be
built for big time houses, "Hellship Bronson." The "Hellship" gentleman is Noah
Beery but the producer and star is Mrs.

he UllTea Aid, iwnVine

Ics

Therelinrs
ore that
a lotoccur
of good
in iheand
ihing,'
smart
with wheeies
good rcaaon
get
their
^ho, loughs. I think the T. O. Srriiec Mythical
Medal for this year will go lo iho Virifr nf the
r.l i father
infnrci'llv
friMim
Ihcr

PLAZA

Hollywood, Calif.

Clara Bow

♦

*

and Hoot

Gibson

Beg^in

Looking over the box office names and
box office pictures that appear on new
schedules, you'll note Clara Bow and Hoot
Gibson have started new pieces. Clara's is
"Ladies
of the Mob," which William Wellman is directing.
Hoot Gibson is one of Hollywood's hardest working{Continued
performers.
on page It's
28) doubly no-

Al Boasberg
TITLED

line
linp the hare runb..
pony with hi. Iik,»i~.- f.i.tin» fov tr
^•If 1 had >OMie Miu-tarJ I'd .at vou." Theresa\Ti«
this and o few other downright riotous gags lo
make the picture viewable to those who don't
care for eootdt-danee parties even in their
comic significance. (.\nd perhaps for clarity,
1 should separate myself from this group.)
, as usual, on the job every minute and

HOLLYWOOD

*

what ihe piclare's all about when il's boiled
down.

Every room is a parlor during the day
time — a luxurious sleeping quarter at
night.
In-a-Door Beds make this possible.

Write or wire us for reservations in
advance. Appoint this hotel now as your
headquarters while in Southern California.

Asked" and "State Street
the former. His name in
seem to assure exhibitors
is a Conrad Nagel picture,

the Paramount
film, story
"Warming
Up,"a
is In
Richard
Dix in a good
and with

Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the
hotel is most centrally located for either
pleasure, business or shopping in Los
Angeles.

Strange people, exotic sights, theatres,
and entertainment are but a step away
from the door of this famous hostelry.

The date is May 6.

.in_jhe joJ>-X"Lj;fJ

HOTEL
From

Exhibitors Herald and Moving
Picture World. March
S, 192S
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Raiubling 'Round
Hollywood
(Continued from page 26)
being here, and he's going- to have
dedicate the new city hall at Azuza."
Jolson almost collapsed.
MARK GOES A-LARKIN
you
Mark Larkin, formerly Major Domo of
the "Fourth Estate," (Press Agent) for
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, left
for the Effete East the other day. He is
going to guide the destinies of Photoplay
Mazagine out in Hollywood, and James Quirk
took him back to New York to show him the
presses and the ofHce cat. On the occasion of
their leaving, a big delegation of the Wampas,
of which Mark is president, gathered at the
Southern Pacific station to wish them Bon
Voyage. They had banners, "razers" and
everything but speeches. Fred Solomon
brought his pet calliope, captured in the wilds
of Grand street, and it shrieked with grief all
through the proceedings. On the banners
were such sayings as "Lost, Strayed or
Stolen : Mary's Little Lamb and Doug's
Goat," "Hey, Jimmie, How'd You Make Your
Mark?" etc. Mark was so overcome that
tears filled his eyes. He really felt griefstricken until he found that Barret Keisling
was holding a bottle of ammonia near his
orbs. Unmentionable presents were brought
by Ham Beall, George Landy, Ollie Garver,
Bob Finch, Pete Smith, Howard Strickling,
Hank Arnold and a host of others. As the
train pulled out, Mark said: "This is the
proudest moment of my life." Keisling ran
after the train and wanted to know how he
meant those words. Mark replied : "Because
I'm leaving — but I'll be back and even up."
FOX AND SHEEHAN, TWO "BIG SPECIALS"
Winfield Sheehan was as inconspicuous as
the humblest patron at this premiere. You
hear and read a lot about William Fox and
Mr. Sheehan; but how many are there who
reahze what they have been doing for the industry? Think of the successes Fox has been
and is turning out : "What Price Glory,"
"Sunrise," "Four Sons," "Street Angel" and
many others. All of these have been offered
since Sheehan assumed active supervision of
affairs at the big Fox Studios. Where in the
industry are there two such snectacular "success" characters as Fox and Sheehan? One,
Fox, buys a penny arcade at the beginning of
his career, finds he has been "gypped," and
then proceeds to make it pay. The other
starts as a reporter on the New York Evening
World, puts a slim bank roll into pictures with
Fox, and now he is many times a millionaire.
But to his friends he is the same old Evening
World reporter. Prosperity hasn't changed
him. He is Kipling's "If" man who can
"Walk with kings — nor lose the common
touch."

Dix, Nagel, Beranger
Head Box Office Casts
(Continued from page 27)
ticeable now due to the otherwise shutdown of Universal. He completed a picture
less than two weeks ago and already has
begun shooting on a new one, called "On
Sunset Range." The reliable Reeves Eason
is directing.
Dorothy Gulliver's assignment to the
leading feminine role is important. The
young Collegians star is one of the screen's
most intelligent, hard working and capable
young actresses and is a valuable asset to
any cast.
Anita Stewart has come out of hiding,
figuratively, and graces Erie Kenton's cast
of "Way of the Strong" at the Columbia
lot. Harry Cohn signed her and again
showed extraordinary sales vision.

Spring Arrives at Educational
In the Spring one fancies — yes, love — but
also
a general
tidying
up.Spring,
"Start and
afresh!"
— that
is another
call of
it is
being answered with water and paint at the
big Educational studios in Hollywood.
These pictures of the plant show what a

neat appearance it already has taken on.
This year a new stage building and a huge
swimming pool were constructed. Educational now has 20,000 square feet of additional floor space. Other new features are
a huge swimming pool and a garden.
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SHORT

FEATURE

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture
"Little Pictures with the Big Punch" which has presented news,
short features and serials.

Short Feature
Releases
WEEK OF APRIL 29
EDUCATIONAL — "Felix the Cat in Eskimotive,"
one; "AH Bear," Curiosities, one; "Slippery Head,"
Tuxedo, Johnny Arthur, two.
FBO — "After the Squall Is Over," two; "NewslafiE
No. 18," one.
FOX — "Spanish Influence," Varieties, one.
M-G-M — "Should Women
Drive?," Davidson.
PARAMOUNT— "Goofy Ghosts," Adams, two;
"Koko's
Haunted
House,"
Inkwell
Imps, one.
PATHE— "Mark of the Frog," No. 6, two; "Barnyard Artists," Aesop, two-thirds; "Matching Wits,"
Sportlight, one; Topics of the Day, No. 18, onethird; Pathe Review, No. 18, one.
UNIVERSAI^-"Ozzie of the Mounted," Snappy,
one; "The Haunted Island," No. 6, Adventure,
two; "A Big Bluff," Keeping Up with the Joneses,
Stern Bros., two; "The Code of the Mounted,"
Western, two.
WEEK OF MAY 6
EDUCATIONAl^-"Fandango," Lupino Lane, two;
"Never Too Late," Cameo, one; "The Wandering
Toy," Hodge-Podge, one.
F B O — "Mickey's Wild West," Mickey McGuire, two.
M-G-M
"Sanctuary,"
Oddities; "Fair and Muddy,"
Our —Gang,
Hal Roach.
PATHE— "Mark of the Frog," No. 7, two; "A Jungle
Triangle," Aesop, two-thirds; Pathe Review, No.
19, one-third; Topics of the Day, No. 19, onethird; Rarebits, two-thirds.
PARAMOUNT — "Cruising the Arctic," Novelty, two;
"Gold Bricks," Krazy Kat, one.
UNIVERSAL — "Money! Money! Money!" Snappy,
one; "Newlyweds' Imagination," Newly weds, two;
"The Haunted Island," No. 7, two; "Sailor George,"
Let George Do It, Stern Bros., two; "The Untamed," Western, two.
WEEK OF IMtAY 13
EDUCATIONAI^"At
It Again,"
Mermaid,
Monty
Collins, two; "Felix the Cat in Arabiantics," one.
F B O — "Restless
Bachelors,"
Karnival
Komedies,
two;
"Big Berthas," Standard, two; Newslaffs No.
19, one.
FOX — "Follow
the
Leader,"
Animal,
two;
"Sea
Breezes," Varieties, one.
M-G-M — "The Virgin Queen,"
Events;
"The
Kid's
First Fight," Chase.
PARAMOUNT— "Love's
Young
Scream,"
Christie,
Duffy, two; "Koko Lamps Aladdin," Inkwell Imps,
one.
PATHE— "Mark of the Frog," No. 8, two; "Famous
Playgrounds,"
Sportlight, one; "Coast to Coast,"
Aesop,
two-thirds;
Pathe
Review
No.
20, one;
Topics No. 20, one-third.
UNIVERSAL— "Hungry Hoboes," Snappy, one; "The
Haunted Island," No. 8, two; "Women
Chasers,"
Stern Brothers, two; "Figliting Destiny," Western,
two.

Japan Leads World in
Film Production, Claim
Japan is the foremost producer of
motion pictures in the world, topping
the United States by a wide margin,
according to a story in the Japanese
Advertiser, Tokio English newspaper.
It is said that Japanese studios turn
out between 800 and 860 features, besides short subjects, and that America produces between 550 and 600
features. Japan is the only country
in the world in which American 61ms
are not predominant.

reviews

World

department,

and exploitation on

16' Week West Coast Campaign
Opens on Lupino Lane Comedies
How the Short Feature can be made the center of a circuit-wide exploitation
drive is evidenced by the sixteen-weeks' campaign being- launched this week
in all houses of the West Coast Theatres' chain.
Billboards and Managers' Contest
The drive, which will take the two forms of billboard campaign and a contest for theatre managers, is for Educational's Lupino Lane comedies, and will
start Friday, the day of a pre-release showing of Lane's "Fandango" in Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle and Portland.
Managers conducting the best campaigns
in their, theatres will compete for the six
awards, which total $400. The judges will
make their selections from the campaign
books of the managers.
One-Third of Ad Space Allotted
The West Coast Theatres' official publication "Stand By," and bulletins contain a
wealth of ideas for the use of the managers.
A recent issue of the publication has ten
pages of suggestions. Besides newspaper
copy there are mats, suggested copy for
trailer and lobby.
Another angle that is important to the
exhibitor in general and his attitude toward
exploitation of his short product is that the
managers in the West Coast circuit have
been advised to use one-third of their advertising space to these short features, to
give them a good spot in the programs and
to emphasize them in the marquee lights.
Likewise, the managers are urged in the
bulletins for the West Coast campaign to
use novelty copy in programs and heralds
and adequate advance lobby material. A
number of tieups with music stores, drug
stores and dance halls are suggested.
Of interest to exhibitors in general is the
fact that such an extensive campaign is
being undertaken in connection with a
short feature. It provides a lesson for the
exhibitor who neglects his short product.
Theatre owners will do well to follow the
results of this exploitation effort and apply
the winning ideas to the furtherance of
their own box office progress.
This department of the Hickald-World will
welcome letters from exhibitors showing how
they have exploited short features to advantage in their own theatres.

advantage
of the Lindbergh
name
still hot. Holdovers
are frequent.

while

Newspictures
PATHE NEWS NO. 31— "Tipperary Tim," 100 to 1
shot, thrills thousands by victory in Grand National race at Aintree — 80,000 Italian youths take
Fascist oath and swear allegiance to Premier Mussolini.
FOX NEWS NO. 55— Will Rogers, sage of Beverly
Hills, gives Rockefeller a dime— Golf pros compete in North-South open — Haldeman and Stinson
set new endurance mark, in air 53 hours.
PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 74 — Byrd's plane passes
landing tests — 10,000 join in Sunrise services at
Walter Reed Hospital at Washington — Edison tells
Harvey Firestone he is on hunt for rubber substitute.
M-G-M NEWS NO. 69— Lindbergh makes test 6ight
in plane which supplants Spirit of St. Louis —
Helen Wills finishes training for European tour —
Wire walker seeks new thrills above skyscraper
roofs in New York.
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 29— Lindbergh
makes tendfirst
with new
plane
— Thousands
atserviceflight
on Easter
Sunday
— Keech
tunes up
auto
to travel
faster than Campbell's
record inof hopes
207 miles
an hour.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5386— Lindbergh flif.s his new
plane for first time — Northern girl wins track
championships at California — 100 to 1 shot wins
the Grand
National
race at Aintree.
PATHE NEWS NO. 32— Thousands parade in big
Easter show at Atlantic City — Byrd's new plane
tested in Canadian wilds — Swaying bungalow built
up in tree top at Truckee, California.

MUSIC

FILMS

— FOR —

MUSIC

WEEK

May 6-12

Contracts Mark M-G-M
Lindy Short an Ace Film
(Sf'ecial to E.rlnbilorf Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 17.— Metro-C>oldwynAfayer's special short, "40,000 Miles With
Lindbergh," is proving an ace picture. Coniracts came into the M-G-.\I exchanges fast
and furious before the prints were issriicd.
They're still coming. Early playdates are
asked for in practically every case to take

it's

J.\MES A.
FitzPatrick's
Single
Reel

FAi^IOUS
MUSIC MASTERS
Issued With Full Orchestrations.
Including Solo Piano and Organ

BOOKED

DIRECT

FiT/.P\rRi( K Vn.vx rks. Lnc.
729

Sovontli

Avonuc.
(Itriint

Now
.'ll.TM
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PRESENTATION ACTS
Rotation of Leaders Is a Good Idea
STAGE

SHOWS

His Best Critic

New York Roxy
Week Ending April 21
The Roxy Symphonic Orchestra opens the stage
show this week with a very beautiful presentation
called "Pomp and Circumetance" assisted by the entire ensemble. Special Spring decorations have been
arranged on the balcony boxes, and the construction
and architectural layout of this theatre is very appropriate for num,bers of this kind, where the girls
were on one side, the boys on the other all dressed
in university graduate costumes, singing very high
class songs — a very pleasing opening.
"To Spring," also sung in the boxes by the entire
ensemble, followed this selection, a combination of
40 well picked voices harmonizing in perfect manner.
"Goin' Home" by the chorus, illustration enacted
on the stage followed by "Mammy Is Gone," which
is sung by Douglas Stanbury before a special drop,
to illustrate the idea of the number.
Russell E. Markert's thirty-two Roxyettes next
offer a Spring rejoicing festival, which is rudely
interrupted by a thunder storm, effected by panorama
lighting, and flashes of lightning. The merry-makers are scurried off the stage, only to return in
beautiful rainbow costumes, and offer the "Rainbow"
number. The girls dressed in varying colored dresses,
present a beautiful rainbow lined up across the
stage, and their final dance, and the two dances
offered by Joyce Coyles, premier Danseuse, and
Nicholas Daks, Danseur, singing by Zada Luboff
built around the theme song "When Love Comes
Stealing" by Rapee and Pollack is a fitting finish.
During this grand finale Helen Ardelle and Douglas
Stanbnry's voices in that final song are clearly heard
in pure sweet tones above the orchestra. Exceptionally beautiful and high class entertaining presentation.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending April 14
"Hello Dell" was the title of this show in honor
of Dell Lampe, the favorite South Side leader, who
made his debut this week. Dell was given a hearty
reception from his friends and patrons who wish to
be his friends in the future.
The house gloried as Dell appeared and the orchestra played for their first number "Rhapsody in
Rytham."
Dadley and Darnell, who were reported again and
again in this column, went over in their uisual manner, just fair.
"Persian Rug," arranged by Hunter Kayler, a
meml)er of the orchestra, was next played by the
band.
Joey Ross, late from the Elsie Janis revue, gave
some different trick steps and was given a nice
hand.
He returned for an encore.
Next the orchestra gave their impressions of the
Cohens and Kcllys. Each side of the orchestra took
a part. This particular act waB about the most
attracting number and was given a big hand.
Bayes and Speck, late from the "Spider" and the
biggest attraction on this program, stopped the show.
Oh what an applause they were given. Yes, they
came back for an encore.
The concluding number consisted of the 6 Capitol
Girls, and the entire stage cast doing their little act
in a eumed up manner. It looks like Dell Lampe
will have a big following and should be a hit.

P^^rJTeAM

Chicago Houses
Alternate Shows
as New Policy
Ten Theatres Find This Method
a Successful Draw at
Their Box-Office
By A. RAYMOND GALLO
There are many rumors around
town lately that the sudden slump in
deluxe picture houses is due to the
stage bandshow policy. Although
there has been a number of changes
since this new form of stage presentation was installed in the motion picture theatre, we still contend that the
policy is here to stay.

Henry B. Murtagh, chief organist for the Loew Circuit and one of the most versatile players in America,
claims that a great deal of his solo successes are due
to his daughter's criticisms — Henrietta makes notes
of his playing at each performance from back stage
and then tells her daddy where he is wrong — Murtagh not only prepares his own special solos, but
plans his Sunday concerts and has always more than
200 melodies at his command, ranging from opera to
jazz.

ORGANISTS!
If you listened in on the DODGE
BROTHERS program of March 29 you
heard PAUL WHITEMAN feature
"CHLOE" (The Song of the Swamp),
the outstanding song of the year. The
de luxe slide version by WALTER
HIRSCH is proclaimed a masterpiece
by all organists who have used it.
"CHLOE" is a Show-Stopper.
Don't fail to feature it in your theatre
Write to
VILLA MORET, INC.,

(The Voice of the West)
At their New York, Chicago or San Francisco OlQces
— order your slides — now
New York
Chicago
1595 Broadway
504 Woods Bldg.
San Francisco: 935 Market Street

When one looks back three years ago
and compares the box-office receipts of
then and the ones of today, it is easy to
see that stage presentation or what is better known as the "Paul Ash Policy," has
really revolutionized the motion picture
theatre business.
We will admit that plots and better
shows will make the policy live longer and
this is being done now by a number of
deluxe houses. The only difference between stage entertainment in the deluxe
motion picture house and the ones given in
musical shows, is that the picture theatres
give a condensed version of what is really
a miniature musical comedy with films.
Rotation a Good Idea
There are more than 15 deluxe picture
houses in Chicago now offering stage presentation successfully. With the exception
of the Piccadilly and Sheridan theatres,
most of the others are rotating their band
leaders as follows: Mark Fisher and Al
Belasco between the Senate and Harding;
Charles Kaley and Benny Meroflf between
the Granada and Marbro; Bennie Krueger
and Frankie Masters between the Uptown
and Tivoli. Beginning this week Roy
Detrich and Dell Lampe start rotating between the Avalon and Capitol; and last
week Al Kvale and Mark Fisher exchanged
places for a week, which is also another
indication that the rotating policy is meeting with success.
There is also a rumor on hand that Verne
Buck, now at the Sheridan theatre, may rotate with the Terminal, also an Ascher
Brothers house. A similar arrangement
may be made with Armin Hand between
the Piccadilly and the Atlantic. This in ad-

AffMTHONV

MARK'S BROS.
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dition to the recent report that Paul Ash
would spend three months at the Paramount and three months at the Oriental,
Chicago, still proves that rotating band
leaders is not a bad idea to hold steady patronage in these theatres.
Rotating Organists, Also
It seems that the same arrangement is
being made with the organists, which
started with Henri Keates a few months
ago. Milton Charles and Eddie Hanson
this week are exchanging places at the Chicago and Tivoli. Preston Sellers is at the
Harding, probably on account of the long
feature at the Senate this week. This is
another good angle and should be practiced wherever it meets with the approval
of the audience.
It is also learned that in the event that
Brook Johns replaces Paul Ash at the Oriental theatre, Arthur Nealy, very popular at
the Missouri theatre, St. Louis, will replace
Johns at that house as master of ceremonies.
A number of letters addressed to the
Editor of this department suggests that
Guy Lombardo, famous radio leader, and
Wayne King, of the Aragon ballroom, be
given an opportunity to display their wares
in a deluxe theatre. This is also not a bad
idea when one considers the success met by
Al Morey, Dell Lampe, Ralph Pollack, and
a number of other leaders formerly of cafe
and ballroom fame.
With all the changes that have taken
place in the last year or so, and the continuance of injecting plots and capable talent
into stagehand shows, there is no doubt
but this type of presentation will prove successful, not only from the standpoint of
entertainment, but also from the box-office
angle.
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Presentation

LETTERS

In this open fonun those interested in
presentation may disenss important matters
bearing upon this pkase of theatre entertainment. Only signed letters will be published.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Gentlemen about a year ago I wrote you a letter on the
Chicago situation from an on-looker's viewpoint. At
that time it was rumored that Paul Ash was to
leave us. Now it is authentic and many changes
have taken place. I know that there are many
eager to fill his place ; Mark Fisher and His Goldtn
voice, Al and his capers. But whose idea is it to
bring Brook Johns here? That's not so hot. I
understand their is some talk of trying to place
Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians in the
Oriental and I wish to state right here that he
has the best really musical organization in Chicago
barring none and I for one am in full co-operation
with the movement. I wonder what you think '.'
Orchestra leaders all over the country tune in at
night to hear his new effects. College boys from
Illinois tell me they chuck their home work when he
goes on the air, and every one you dine with or
meet are talking about Guy and his music.
While on the subject of orchestras, who overlooked
Wayne King and his Aragon Orchestra ; some theatre
should grab them sure, they are much better than
several orchestras now on the circuits here. Verne
Buck and his Orchestra are doing great at the
Sheridan but should have a larger theatre and a
more prosperous one.
And last but not least let's have more midnight
shows. With best wishes and good luck to our
friend Paul Ash, the master of them all. Sincerely —
Warren Grove Henry, 535 N. Leamington Ave., Chicago, III.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: I would
appreciate very much if you would use the enclosed
photograph in the Herald some week soon. I see you
have written up some other organists lately.
I have been making a pretty big hit here with the
si)ecial prologues to pictures the week of April 8th,
to 14th. We show the "Dove." The organ presentation will include " 'Neath Southern Skiee," "Ramona,"
"Dancing Tambourine," "La Paloma," "Rose of
Monterey," "An Old Guitar and an Old Refrain."
This theatre is one of the John Higgins & Son's
Theatres. C H. Higgins is manager. Thank you,
yours sincerely — J. Thos. Liddle, Organist, Majestic
theatre, Tamaqna, Pa.

Sunshine Sammy
Completing Tour
Sunshine Sammy, one of the clever stars of "Our
Gang" films, is just winding up a successful season
on the Orpheum Circuit. Sammy is featured attraction at the State-L<ake theatre, Chicago, next
week in a song and dance routine with his brother
Charlie. Bill Robinson, known as "The Dark Cloud
of Joy," is responsible for Sammy's clever dance
routines for it was Bill who discovered the stage
talent in Sammy.

Bennett Gets Into
Who's Who Book
Bill Bennett, featured organist at the Belpark,
Chicago, a Lubliner and Trinz house, has won recognition in the 1927 edition of "Who's Who in Music."
The idea consisted of an organ solo composed entirely
of claesical music, something unusual in a motion
picture theatre.
Bennett plane his solos to meet with the requirements of his whole audience and has a special
Saturday Club stunt for the girls and boys called
"Bill's Peppy Pals." This stunt features community
singing.
Bennett is a student of the University of Wisconsin and has studied music under the direction of
Frank Van Dusen.

Fox Trot Ballad

WHEN
YOU'RE WITH,
ELSE
Abel
Baer, L.WolfeGilbert,£.Ruth
Ettind
S^OMEBODY
NEW/
DIFFERENT.'
A REAL
NOVELTY
FOX TROT/

PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Just recently I used an original presentation which I
titled "How Paul Whiteman would play the new
song hit colled "Together." I picked up the Whiteman
arrangement of the song from the Victor, and as I
played it I ran slides explaining the theory from which
each part of the arrangement wae written, working
up to the big finish as Whiteman does on the record.
This presentation, apparently made a big hit with the
music lovers. If you confiider the idea worth mentioning in "Organ Soloe," I would greatly appreciate
the favor. I am interested in the "Gallo Club" and
would like to receive more information concerning
it. Yours very truly — Brad Braley, Capitol theatre.
Concord, N. H.

CASH IN ON YOUR

ORGAN

Sensational new idea in miniature consoles (black) puts the organ solo and
presentation over in a bigger way. Plays
pit organ from stage, boxes or balcony.
PRICE ONLY $850 f. o. b. St. Louis.
CASH or TERMS.

TOM

TERRY

Loew's State Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

ILIECH IFIEIISTiMc
23IW.407ST,

New York.
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New York Paramount

A recent love ballad written and published by
Speire Coslow music publishers of New York, has
been making a continual success along Broadway.
It is called "Was It a Dream" and Jesse Crawford,
Broadway's premier organist, has recognized it and
last week featured it in his organ recital at the
Paramount. "Was It a Dream" is being used all
over the east, in most every theatre, and is considered
one of the successes of the year.

STAGE
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Chicago Tivoli
Week Ending April 14
This week's presentation featuring Bennie Krueger
and band was called "Fast Mail." In addition to
Krueger there were Eddie Hill, Eva Thornton, The
Three La Grohs, and other stage acts. The show
ran as follows :
The 12 Foster Girls did a tricky dance routine and
in return were given a nice applause. The girls
really deserved it.
Then Eva Thornton, who had a very pleasing
voice sang "My Coraire." Eva also was given a big
applause. The crowd wanted another song from Eva
but she didn't come back.
Too bad.
Eddie Hill, announced as a favorite at this theatre,
appeared among a bursting applause. Eddie sang
for his first number "All Men Are Devils." Eddie
hasn't a marvelous voice or any thing like that but
the way he puts his songs over is great. He then
sang "There Ought to Be a Law Against That" and
Eddie still remains a favorite.
The Three La Grohs, exceptionally good in their
line, gave a pleasing 15 minute act. They were
received well.
The Finale. The 12 Foster Girls doing a military
dance and rest of the cast appearing on the stage,
with falling stars and a beautiful back ground ended
the show.

WORLD
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Brooklyn Strand

Week Ending April 21

Week Ending April 21

Paul Whiteman, in his last week at the Paramount, really does himself and his name justice by
his offering,
"Broadway
Blues."
The show opens with a medly of blue songs by
the orchestra, quickly followed by a specialty number offered by three of his team, who keep the
spice and pep inaugurated at the beginning, at a
high tension by their piano-singing and talking bit.
Many laughs are rewarded to these boys, especially
in their "Mary
Ann"
selection.
Johnny Perkins, the jovial and rotound comedian,
follows closely the general style of his part, but
puts new and very pleasing ideas into his work
getting the giggles. He is very big in stature, and
imitation of "John Machree singing Mother McCormick" is a wow. He has taught us that Joe
Miller's jokebook can be still used with success.
Whiteman selects another of his boys to do a trombone playing-daneing number, and it is easy to see
that these players are artists very diversified.
Georgie Tapps, Broadway's youngest dancer, offers
a unique bit at this point, putting acrobatic and
toe dancing over to very good returns.
Rosita and Ramon do a very neat and perfectly
correct Spanish Tangoe dance, these artists easily
being pronounced as America's best ballroom dancers.
The Three Rythm Boys, who followed the opening
of the show, give another entertaining bit, called
"Everybody's Doing It Now," followed by Johnny
Perkins' singing "In Your Own
Back Yard."
The finish was a rousing send-off to Paul Whiteman and left Broadwayites hoping sincerely that
he will soon come back.

Incident No. 1 this week was presented by the
Mark Strand Orchestra, offering "The Drum" with
illustratioHB on the picture screen, depicting the
hifitory, different uses, and general evolution of the
drum, from the moet aevage racial ceremony, to
present day Jazz, not forgetting the patriotic thrill
which is received through the playing of this very
important instrument.
Incident No. 2. "Souvenir — as above, this also
was arranged and directed by Willy Stahl, and comprised of three violins, each alternately playing this
one selection, a special "spot" covering each player
as he does his part. This was very unique in construction and very pleasing, as all three interwoven
into the one song, sounded like one violin continually
playing.
Incident No. 3 — ^Mark Strand Topical Review, with
specially arranged musical program by the orchestra.
Incident No. 4 — ^Medley of Al Jolson hits, arranged
by Jerry Sears.
Arthur Ball
"Mother,
I Still
Have You"
beautiful
tenorsung
voice,
and the
orchestra
followedi-^

Philadelphia Carmen
Week Ending April 14
Mclntyre and Heath, the famous minstrels, supported by Bud Williamson, presented a delightful
new skit, "Flying to Jail," characterized by effective
delivery and contagious merriment.
The Southern Serenaders, a chorus of warm rich
voices, sang several songs very effectively under the
title "Way
Down
South."
The English Dancing Dainties enlivened the evening's entertainment with a number of colorful and
charming dances.

SUNSHINE

SAMMY

Star of "OUR GANG" Comedies and
his little brother CHARLEY in

"SONG

Featured at the STATE-LAKE theatre,
CHICAGO, Starting April 22
Just Completing a Successful Season on the KEITHALBEE-ORPHEUM Circuit As Box Office Attraction
Woods

Leo

Theatre

Bldg.,

San Francisco Warfield
Week Ending April 13
This is Fleet Week in San i'rancisco. with the
seventy-eight vessels comprising the Pacific Fleet in
port, and the entire bill at the Warfield savored of
travel, from the film attraction, "Across to Singathe Marco.
stage act "Pan-Americana," staged by
Fanchon pore," toand
The curtain arose on a setting suggestive of a
quiet seaport in Central America, with banana palms
waving in the distance. The Argentine Marimba
Band of six members presented a medley of South
American airs, with the regular Warfield orchestra in
the background and behind a huge iron gate.
Rube Wolf entered in the costume of a Gaucho
and speaking Spanish with apparent fluency. He
introduced Adair, a blonde Mexican lass who danced
to the music of "La Polma," but whose performance
was more of an exhibition of gymnastics than dancing. A member of the Marimba band next offered
a selection on a type of instrument seldom seen in
this country, an offering well received because of its
novelty. A Mexican tenor sang in his native tongue
in a manner very pleasing.
The Warfield Super-Soloists played "I Still Love
You," Rube played the air as a trumpet solo, and
the sixteen Pan-American Beauties danced to its
strains. Rube brought the selection to a close by

and DANCE"

Direction EZ. KEOUGH,

with "California, Here I Come," "In Your Own
Back Yard," "April Showers," "Mammy," "Carolina in the Morning" and others.
On account of the picture, movietone accompaniliked. ment, the stageshow was a bit brief, but very well

Chicago

reciting
a poem entitled
"Love."
The Pan-American
Beauties
danced a clever dance,
making use of their gold and scarlet capes in producing some novel effects, suggesting the famous
"Serpentine" of last year and the "Totem pole"
dance in Rose Marie.
Rube Wolf introduced Madcap Nell Kelly, who was
making her farewell appearance before leaving to
fill an Eastern engagement, and she gave one of her
performances which are a marvelous display of
energy, singing
The act came

"He's My Great Big Cave Man."
to a close with the Pan-American

Koehler and Edith

Terry

Featured Organist
with

GREAT

TED

MASTER

STATES

THEATRES,

INC.

MACK

OF CEREMONIES

Booked

Now at West Coast Alexander Theatre, Glendale, Calif.
Just completed one year engagement at West Coast
Cabrillo Theatre
Direction — Fanchon & Marco

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

Solid Publix Theatres

Starting April 27
Starting
May
5
Granada Theatre
Metropolitan
Theatre
San Francisco, Gal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Direction
Henry H. Dagand
William
Morris Agency
New
York 1360 Broadway
1440 Broadway

BROOKS

N. Y. City
1437 B'way
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Beauties dancing the "League of Nations" dance.
This included American, Irish, Scotch, German and
Hawaiian dances, ofEered in a novel manner. The
act was filled with color and was made distinctive
with ten gallon hats, serapes and Pan-American
garb, from Mexico to the South American pampas.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending April 15
Although the stage show, "Tick Tock," is good this
week, it is overshadowed by the beautiful orchestra
number called "Easter Chimes." The orchestra number opens with the Spitalny overture, a scrim curtain
on the stage showing a medieval church. Edith
Johnson, opera singer, fades into view behind scrim
singing "Santa Maria," before a beautiful stained
glass church window. This scrim lifts revealing a
chorus of 12, dressed in church robes each standing
before beautiful stained glass windows. The effect
is beautiful, and the singing is inspiring. The number draws a tremendous and well deserved applause.
The Chicago used to stage this sort of thing more
often. The applause for this one shows that the
Chicago audience favors them.
The "Tick Tock Review" opens with the band
playing as Lou Kosloff enters to announce the Albertina Rasch ballet. The ballet enters and does a
good toe routine. Each girl has a clock worked in
the back of her costume. The stage setting is
pretty, a large clock mounted on the set piece at
either side. Morton and Mayo, announced as two
cuckoo clocks, sing a comic song and do a fair team
soft shoe dance to only a fair applause. Helen
Yorke follows with a song of the concert type, finishing with her usual trills which win her a good
applause.
Broman and Gary enter to sing "I Told Them All
About You," and "Let a Smile Be Your Umbrella."
Their voices and stage manner are good, and their
applause showed that they could have encored, but a
band number, "When You're With Someone Else,"
is given next. The number is good with spots on
the cornet player. The Albertina Rasch girls follow
with a novelty number, each having a cup of tea
to the tune of "Tea for Two." Then several girls
of the ballet do good singles, followed with a fine
toe routine by the entire ballet. The pretty costumes
add to the number.
John Maxwell follows with his dual role of man
and woman singing. He is dressed on one side as
man on the other as a woman. By merely turning
around he very amusingly and effectively presents
the male and female of the species, and his voice
changes accordingly. A novel act supported by his
really good voice makes this go over as the hit of the
show.
Morton and Mayo follow with a comic and burlesque Spanish dance, one of the pair being dressed
as a girl. It gets a good hand and many laughs. The
finale opens with Helen Yorke singing. In the rear
center two girls in a huge clock pendulum swinR
back and forth and the Ballet girls enter in beautiful costumes.
Lou Kosloff should be complimented for his unusually good announcements. His enunciation is
perfect and one gets every word he says.
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The presentation for this week is called the "Rah!
Bah! Frolic" again offered by Joseph Plunkett.
The Five Co-Eds open the show with excerpts from
the "Sweetheart" songs of "Blossom Time," an
arrangement of popular songs fitting and appropriate
for the Spring seafion, ending with "Without You,
Sweetheart" in which there is some beautiful dance
accompaniment.

BILLY SNYDER
'T/ie Juvenile Prince''
After a tour of de
luxe picture houses
am now enjoying a
limited engagement
at the

CAFE ANSONIA
CHICAGO
As "Master of
Ceremonies"
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Portland Portland

Films for Juveniles
Must Be So Marked

Week Ending April 19
Numerous novelties new to the Northewest appeared in "Blue Plates." Graceful girls steal show
with
"Dutch climax.
Maid" ideas and display beauties in
"Windmill"

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ONTARIO, April 17.— The Ontario
government has ruled that all motion
pictures passed by the Ontario censors are to bear one of two designations as a guide for juvenile patronage. Children are not prohibited from
attending theatres, as in Quebec, but
the pictures themselves are being
stamped either "U" or "A," meaning
"Universal" or "Adult," the former
being considered of particular interest to children. This plan has been
followed in Great Britain for some
time. The only compulsion is that
exhibitors are required to show in
their advertising whether a £lm has
been stamped "A" or "U," and it is
expected that parents will be guided
thereby. There is no clause that
"A"
pictures.
children
will not be permitted to see

Trick dancing, handsaw music by Myers and Hanford score billed as "Original Arkansaw Travelers."
Gordan and King Eoore in "Dancing Hot" and sensational is act Koehler and Edith in "Just RoUin;;;
Lorraine Tumler, prima donna, Alex Hyde
Portland
stage band in excellent new numbers.

Week Ending April 15

There was no regular stage band show at the Uptown this week, the entire show being the four Marx
Brothers, and what a show that was. It was reported at the Chicago la£t week, but let it be said
again, the Marx Brothers have a beautiful show and
one that rocks the capacity audiences with laughter.
As a short orchestral number, the pit orchestra
under the direction of Ulderico Marcelli offers music
from Handel, during the showing of a short feature
picturing the life of George Frederick Handel. The
music is beautiful and well presented by the orchestra. These series of pictures 6n the lives of composers seem to please the Uptown audiences, chiefly
because of the excellent orchestra accompaniment.

Louella Lee, a very pretty girl, and an exceedingly good dancer, does specialties throughout the
show, and is an instant favorite with the audience.
A good finish, with the entire company, left a
well pleased audience.

Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending April 13

With chilly winds whipping the streets outside, the
stage show "Havana" at the Minnesota was a welcome relief — it was a colorful, warm number.
George Dewey Washington, Negro baritone who had
made a big hit on his previous appearances in
Minneapolis, came back just as strong as ever and
had the audience
calling him back repeatedly.
Dorothy Berke and Mario Naldi were a pair of
clever dancers and their Argentine tango made a
big hit. Wally Jackson proved himself to be a
clever entertainer, while the musical offerings of
Naum Coster and Norma Hewlett were well received.
Boris PetroCTs Cuban dancing girls were not only
good to look at but could dance as well.
The set was a glorified Spanish castle, with Allan
Kane and his Minnesota Sercnadcrs grouped on the
oalcony dressed in the approved costiune of Hispania.

BENNY and WESTERN

VALE & STEWART

And Their

WHISK-BROOM

DANCE
Now

Featured

Featured in

with

John Murray
Anderson s
A

"Dancing
Feet"
A Publix Unit
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"The Freshie" put over by Al Gale, is an unusual
number, sung by the college "grind" who is just a
boy, but with a powerful voice and good feeling in
his songs. He sings "Let a Smile Be Your Umbrella"
and "Stay Out of the South."
The Maryland Collegians, the Rah Rah Boys of
Syncopation, offer a band selection, with variations
in the form of specialties, female impersonation,
monkey antics, and other novelties. For the final
chorus of this number, the five co-eds give an entertaining chorus dance. These girls, as well as the boys
in the stage-orchestra, are dressed in college outfite,
brilliant coloring and very nonsensical in arrangements, as befits the scheme of the play.

New York Strand
Week Ending April 21

PICTURE

CHICAGO

P. S. — I'm not using SLIDES with my solo this week.
Joe
McCarthy
of the CUBS borrowrd
thrni for his fl^A^ F.RS
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Max
Turner
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Chicago Granada
Week

Ending April 15

Gilda Gray was at the Granada this week making
a personal appearance with her United Artists picture, "The Devil Dancer." Her presentation forms
the prologue to the picture, there being no regular
stage show. Bennie Meroffi's orchestra gives a fine
overture from the pit with Maurice Blnmenthal acting as conductor. The overture is Zampa and wins
a fine applause. Jean Anthony accompanies the
orchestra with the organ.
The stage is well set for the Gilda Gray prologue
with beautiful drapes hanging from the flies to the
stage in the center of which a winding flight of
stairs comes down to the stage. The drapes are
beautifully lighted in harmonious colors well
blended. The prologue opens with a good routine by
seven girls of the ballet. Then Gilda appears at the
top of the flight of stairs. She walks down to
center stage and sings in her own style a song,
then goes into a short dance. As she exits, the girl
from the team of Amerique and Neville enters to do
a good toe dance representing the flight and death of
a bird.
It goes over well.
The ballet enters again this time dressed in the
nautch costumes of the dancing girls seen in the picture. Then Gilda enters to do the "Devil Dance" as
seen in the picture. The dance, although not startling, is good and "gets a good hand. This is followed by an adagio dance by Amerique and Neville.
Very good. The ballet enters again for a short
routine then Gilda appears in a scanty silver costume
to sing in her own style "The St. Louis Blues."
Then she follows with her famous shimmy dance,
and be it said that she can still shake everything
and just as effectively as she used to do in the
Follies. The entire prologue is well staged and
presented. Marks Brothers know how to put on a
show.

Atlanta Howard
Week

Ending April 14

Although heralded a "show of surprises," "Jazz
Grab Bag" failed to deliver unusual contents this
week at the Howard.
The Dancing Dewes, boy in particular, proved the
best num.ber on the bill. A new intricate contortion of the body in his athletic dance brought loud
encores. His sister, termed the flapper tapper, was
also good.

m
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Chicago Stratford
Week Ending April 7
If you want to spend an enjoyable evening, it is
advisable to go and see Ted Leary at the Stratford
some Sunday night. All Leary has to do is to
look cross eyed or something and the crowd is in
a up-roar, but Leary does something more than
that and a visit to the Stratford will be proving.
Besides Leary, there were Andra Cristen, who had
a sweet voice, Gardner and Douglas, a couple of
silly dancers, and a clever dog act which was not
announced. There was something else different from
the rest of the shows and it was: Instead of the
members of the orchestra staying in their pit and
playing a solo, they came down on the stage each
following another until the entire crew were down
by the footlights. This act was exceptionally well
done and more like it should be seen. An evening
will be well spent at the Stratford.

Indianapolis Indiana
Week

Ending April 14

"Steps and Steppers" besides Charlie Davis and his
band boasts of a prima donna who really knows how
to put over a popular song and a pair of colored
comedians and dancers who are more than ordinary.
Ilomay Bailey is the prima donna and Glenn and
Jenkins, long known to vaudeville fans, are the
comedians. Besides these the revue has the services
of Charley Huey, youthful entertainer, who offers a
few syncopated whistling accompaniments and the
Manhattan Steppers, six men and six girls who can
dance through their difficult routines with grace and
agility.
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Peggy English, the Brunswick recording girl, went
over very well, but nothing to wire home about.
Richy Craig, Jr., may be a wow comedian in
New York, but he was just Richy in Atlanta.
Eight Gould Dancers showed good training and
stacked up to meet the approval
of the audiences.
Ray Teal with the Howard orchestra gave two
original numbers which went over fairly well.
As an added feature, a Music Master series,
"Handel," was offered with music by Howard Symphony orchestra, Meyer Segal conducting and George
Lee Hamrick at the organ.
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Still in Chicago playing BALABAN & KATZ and LUBLINER
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Soweihing
about
Everyone

Greetings: Now that Easter and Passover is over
let us get down to business. ... As stated in this
column last week we are about to take in 50 more
new members. . . . Looks like we are going to have
one of the largest clubs in the country yet. . . . Sam
Herman reports that the new applications have been
accepted. . . . Hooray. . . . L«t's give the new gang
a royal cheer. . . . The new business this week shows
a great increase of interest in oiu: club and the following people have sent in letters stating that they
are behind our move 100%. . . . Rath Farley, organist
at the Roosevelt theatre, Chicago. . . . Ray Turner,
organist at the Coronado theatre, Rockford, and Dave
Miller, musical director of the Tower theatre, Milwauke . . . . Say, folks, while I'm speaking of Milwaukee here's a good laugh. . . . Bernard Cowham,
organist of the Oriental there, sent me a photograph
folder but NO PHOTO. ... I wonder what Bemie
was thinking about when he mailed the package?
.... Word comes from Johnstown, Pa., the tovm
made famous by the flood, that Harold J. Lyons is
now the featured organist at the State theatre there.
. . . Our Secretary, Milton Charles, has exchanged
places with Eddie Hason this week. . . . Our old
friends, Chamberlin & Himes, are now touring the
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Circuit. . . . Tune in over StaWOR on Aprilhis25 first
at 10
p. m. and
hear Paol '
Spechttiondemonstrate
impression
of syncopated
quarter-tone music from New York. . . . Billy Snyder
formerly of presentation, is now master of ceremonies at the Club Ansonia, Chicago. . . . The Paul
Ash Theatrical Ball held on April 14 at the Merry
Garden ballroom, Chicago, was a great success. . . .
Mail jKJUrs into this office every day boosting Guy
Lombardo and his band as the successor of Paul Ash
at the Oriental when' the latter leaves for New York.
. . . You know folks, that is not a bad idea at all.
. . . And besides I think Wayne King could make a
good bet in picture houses if presented right. . . .
In fact many cafe and ballroom leaders are now theatre band directors. . . . Four famous music publishers paid our city a visit last week. . . . They were
Louis Bernstein of Shapiro-Bernstein, Jack Mills,
Bobby Crawford of DeSylva-Brown & Henderson and
Julius Witmark of Witmark & Sons. . . . Frankie
Masters is vacationing this week and Ulderico Mar^
celli is taking hie place at the Uptown and Tivoli
theatres, Chicago. . . . Eddie Meikel is also taking
a rest for a few days. . . . Starting April 21 the
Granada and Marbro theatres, Chicago, will open
their show on Saturday instead of Monday. . . .
Charles Kaley observes his first anniversary commencing with next Saturday at the Granada. . . .
The Sheridan theatre will also change their opening
day to Sunday instead of Monday. . . . That leaves
the Avalon and Capitol ae Monday openers in addition to the Chicago, Uptown, Tivoli, Senate and
Harding theatres, all of Chicago. . . . Boys, if you
haven't played Al Piantadosi's latest song called, 'Tm
Tired of Making Believe," you haven't heard anything
yet. . . . Here's a list of new applicants who want
to join' the "Royal Order of Our Friendly Chat Club".
. . . AI Evans, leader at the Allen' theatre in Cleveland. . . . Herbert Straub, leader at Shea's B'uffalo
theatre. . . . Ralph Schwarz, leader at the Great
Lakes theatre in Buffalo. . . . Paul A. Heidman, organist of Keith's 105th St. in Cleveland. . . . Martin
Pfluge, organist of the National theatre in Milwaukee.
. . . F. I>onaId Miller, organist of the Capitol in Detroit. . . . Louis Weiscr, organist at Shea's Buffalo.
. . . And Carl Coleman, organist of the Great Lakes
theatre, also of Buffalo. . . . Next week the members
shall pass on them. ... In the meantime send in
your suggestion as to who can fill our president's
place while he is in New York. . . . Don't forget
that Paul Ash leaves Chicago on May 5. . . . On that
date we must elect a new president to fill his unexpired term. . . . Ed. Dawson and Russell want to
say hello.
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Chicago Oriental
Week Ending April 14
Paul Ash is doing well by hie "home town" in his
parting days. His "A Song Shoppe" this week was
snappy and tuneful, a delightful show from the first
dance to the final ump-pah of the big bass horn.
The costume motif was Pierrot and Pierrette, while
the scenic background presented a musical effect, comprised mostly of covers from the latest sheet music.
Following a dance by the clever Abbotts, the drop
was raised on the orchestra, which was displaying
its vocal rather than its talent with the string and
wind instruments. "Dolores" was the air. Paul then
came on and announced the new song, "Too Busy,"
which the orchestra did in good fashion, vrith Jack
Richmond, a tenor, warbling the chorus. All of which
got a good hand.
Two nut dancers, Gus and Wills, did a comic military dance ; then dropped their comedy makeup and
did a tap and acrobatic turn.
They went over big.
A little singer, Nell Nelson, was inviting with her
presentation of "When You're With Somebody Else,"
and a song we'll call "My Pet" for want of a better
name.
"Speaking of Love" was the orchestra's next contribution, and this proved very entertaining. Stanley
House, a comedy singer, was given a big hand, especially for his arrangement of a novelty song composed of the titles and airs of successes of the past
and current history. These titles, rightly assembled
by him, presented a little story in words and songs.
Real applause, and deservedly so.
"The Dance of the Blue Danube" gave the orchestra, the Abbotts and Richmond another chance
to display their wares.
Liked by everybody.
A feature of the bill was The Robbins Family,
which Pa Robbins said, had taken him a good many
years to assemble. They are a clever outfit in song,
dance and acrobatics. In the latter especially are
they sitting on top of the world from the little knee
high youngster, up the scale to Pa and Ma. They
were given a great hand and Paul certainly wasn't
far off when he introduced the act as the greatest
family act.
"You're Wonderful," with a violinist soloing,
brought the show to a conclusion.
Yes, a fine show.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week

Ending April 14

Philadelphia gave Waring's Pennsylvanians a rousing send-off in their final week at the Stanley before leaving for a European tour.
The Pennsylvania are such a good-looking, clean
cut crowd, the entertainment which they offer is
of such a high class, with such original and distinctive features and the spirit of fun which characterizes them is so contagious that no audience can
resist them and it is these qualities which have made
them the world's most popular orchestra.
The sound of subdued singing was heard as the
curtains parted, showing the Pennsylvanians in
white. They struck up "The Farewell Blues," followed by "There Must
Be a Silver Lining,"
with

HENRI

A. KEATES

'The Organist Who Put Community
Singing on -^^^^Sk.
*** Map"
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Fred Waring singing the words. A concert arrangement of "Sweet Mystery of Life," with chorus by
all was one of the most popular numbers.
"My Little Log Cabin of Dreams" sung by Tom
Waring came next and the audience hung on the
words. "Tin Pan Parade" with the boys in foolscai*
and beating tin pans like a group of youngsters wa/*
followed by "Goodbye Broadway, Hello Montreal,"
which brought a storm of applause.
In the final number, "Tambourine," the house was
in darkness and each member of the orchestra carried
a light, forming various designs, the last one being
a great

letter

"W."

Boston Metropolitan
Week

Ending April 12

The presentation at the "Met" this week was Jack
Partington's college classic, "Rah ! Rah ! Rah !" The
curtain was illustrated as a campus scene, and the
fellows and girls were dressed in collegiate looking
sweaters in the first number. A relay race was
first, and this was followed by the entrance of the
actors who came up on the stage from the audience.
A pretty number entitled "The Co-Ed" was put
across by Lnella Lee and the college boys. She sane
"Without You Sweetheart," and the "Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi."
She also danced a snappy number.
Then the freshman band played well-known college
songs, while different college banners were lowered
to the stage from above. The band gave a regular
college cheer, and sang "Collegiate" and did several
other stunts besides.
A very versatile crowd !
Joe Keith's dancers as "The Five-Eds" did some
snappy foot work, and Al Cale, "The Freshman,"
got his share of being picked on by the upper classmen. Incidentally we found he sure knew how to
put pep into vocal choruses. A quartet of men sang
popular tunes with much close harmony, and then
Johnny Perkins cracked some wise ones that went
over big. For the finale, a huge illuminated Harvard
"H" was lowered to the stage, and the entire comjpany
sang and danced around this.
A very attractive show, and especially appealing to
the younger crowd home for Easter vacation. Film:
"A Night of Mystery."

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending April 6
Adler, Weil and Herman, the "California Humming Birds," who achieved much of their present
popularity while singing in Detroit cabarets, are the
feature attraction around which is built the Publix
unit
"Pagoda Land," playing this week at the
Michigan.
There is a panoramic setting originated by Mort
Harris, a newcomer to the Publix fold. It reveals
good taste in arrangement and effective use of
Oriental
coloring.
The songs and antics of Adler, Weil and Herman
were greatly appreciated by the audiences during the
week. Their harmonizing and nonsensical ditties
went over well, particularly that bit of vocal advertising for Mr. Ford's new car, "Henry's Made a
Lady Out of Lizzie."

Irene Taylor, billed as "Blues singer. And how I"
also stopped the show on several occasions. She
sings i)opular ballads in a substantial manner.
Gus Mulcahy blows at his harmonica and indulges
in acrobatic dancing, and his efforts go over like a
house afire. Wallace and Cappo are an average
dance team, and the Chester Hale girls undertake
picturesque dance routines, one of which is a
dragon dance.
Del Delbridge and the Michigan Syncopators ere in
top form. They have a jazzy arrangement of Noel
Coward's "Limehouse Blues," which Gertrude Lawrence popularized, as well as a comedy number built
around the nonsensical ditty, "Must You Wear a
Mustache?"
Chicago
Sheridan

Week

Ending April IS

It was a tuneful week in Chicago, what with "An
Irving Berlin Revue" at the Sheridan and "A Song
Shoppe" at the Oriental — and both good bills.
Verne Buck's show at the Sheridan opened in front
of a scrim representing a music box, with the Abbotts doing a routine. Then one of the girls goes
through the motions of winding up the music box,
and out come the strains of the famous Berlin song,
"Alexander's Ragtime Band." It was a good introductory piece of business.
Milton Watson was the headliner of the week's
show, and he unloosened his tenor vocal chords for
some good work with "Russian Lullaby," "Among
My Souvenirs," "Wherever You Go" and other ix>pular ballads. Watson seems to be a favorite regardless of the theatre, and the reception accorded him
is always enthusiastic.
The orchestra, starting off the show, did a medley
of Berlin songs, and why tell you that the audience
was enraptured. They always are when Berlin pieces
are played like Verne Buck's gang plays them. Selected for this medley, among other tunes, were "All
Alone," "Always," "What'U I Do," "I Can't Do
Without You," etc., with Frank Wilson of the orchestra tenoring on the latter. If you don't think this
boy is popular up and around the Sheridan, open
your ears to some of the applause he gets.
Jack Perry came on for his share in the program
and sang "Golden Gate," a catchy air. He also rendered "Lazy," a Berlin song, written during the war.
One of the cleverest acts of its kind was the hand
work of Joe Allen. Anything you can do standing
upright, Joe can do upside down while standing on
his hands. Just mention it and Joe will do it. Dance,
walk, or anything. Some of his stunts seem almost
impossible.
His act brought
constant applause.
Peppino and Carthe did some fast stepping with
the Varsity Drag, and brought a good hand, as they
did also with their more polite dancing.
The audience kept Verne working overtime when
he sang "Back in Your Own Backyard." Encores
were lost track of.
Lillian, one of the Abbotts, came on and displayed
what she could do vocally, as well as w^ith her
anxious feet. She sang "Wiggles," and then was
joined by the other girls for some fast stepping to
the tune.
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Habit is a very peculiar and difficult thing to get
rid of. Whether it is a good one or a bad one, it
makes no "never mind". . . . However, did you ever
stop to realize, that, for illustration : if you take away
the 'H,' you still have 'abit' left ; take away the 'A'
and you still have a 'bit' left. Even take away the
'B,' and 'it' is still there. Not until you have taken
away the letter 'I' is it 'T'otally gone. Well, to get
down to brass tacks. Lew Pollack and Emo Rapee,
composers of "Charmaine," "Diane," and "Little
Mother" (Mtitterchen ) have the 'habit,' and a good
one at that. To date, they have written four big
waltz hits within the short period of one year which
have been the theme songs to many pictures. It has
gotten so, the music publishers along the 'alley,' are
awaiting the next Fox Featui-e Picture, Movietone
accompaniment and the PoUack-Rapee theme song.
The very latest of their endeavors is entitled : "My
Anfrel" (Angelia Mia) which is perfectly wedded to
the picture entitled: "The Street Angel," and which
is now playing at the Globe theatre in' New York
City and will soon be released to the A-1 picture
theatres around the country. The firm of DeSylva,
Brown
and Henderson
are the fortunate
publishers.
Jesse Crawford's program at the Paramount theatre in New York this week, include "Together" and
"Was It A Dream?". Needless to say his program
is up to the usual 'Crawford' standard and clicks
very big at each performance. In my humble opinion, Mrs. Crawford is deserving of considerable commendation for the active part she takes in her husband's performances. She is permanently installed
in the hearts of the Paramount audiences. Incidentally Jesse Crawford has renewed his contract with
the Victor Recording Company for his exclusive services for six years to come, with a decided increase in
his royalties therefrom !

* * «

Leon Leonidoff, ballet master supreme of the Roxy
theatre, in New York, is rapidly building up a
tremendous name and following for himself, in view
of his original, unique and beautiful ideas which
are a feature each week at the Roxy theatre. Contrary to a possible general belief, he is young, nice
looking and very congenial. LeonidofE is a valuable
cog in Roxy's wheel of able assistants !

* * *

Irene Juno, who is well known in Washington, D.
C, miosieal circles and who is head of the organ
instruction department of the Washington College
of Music, is now featuring organ solos at B. F.
Keith's theatre in Washington. Irene is also very
well known as one of the leading broadcasting organists of the country.

« » «

We understand that Milton Charles who is one organist that really does compose a hit melody once in
a while, has again succumbed to the song writing
lure with a great fox trot ballad, which will be
published very shortly. By the way, our Chicago
representative writes to tell us that Milt is stopping
all shows at the Chicago theatre this week with his
unusually beautiful rendition of "Was It A Dream?"

* * «
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Henri Keates (Chicago Oriental) did a little home
town stuff this week with his solo, "Boost Chicago,
Let's Go." Among the songs played to which parodies had been written were "Chicago," "Everywhere
You Go," "Back in Your Own Backyard," "Sweeping
the Cobwebs Off the Moon" and "My Ohio Home."
Interspersed on the screen were views of Chicago.
They sang, and then sang some more, and got a
kick out of the Chicago idea.

Preston Sellers (Chicago Senate) called this week's
solo "Pineapplesauce." The entire solo was very
interesting and Sellers is looked upon now as one
of the main attractions at this theatre. He played
seven songs and still the people wanted more, which
goes to show you that Sellers is a big seller at this
house.
Eddie Hanson (Chicago Uptown) calls his organ
presentation "Spring Is Here," and makes you believe it by having his console decorated with Easter
lilies. He plays "Sunshine," "So Tired and Weary,"
"Bungalow of Dreams," "Sweeping the Cobwebs off
the Moon," and "Deep in My Heart" from the
"Student Prince," while stills from the picture and
a trailer are flashed on the screen plugging the picture which is to be shown next week. Then he
closes with "Let Me Call You Sweetheart," and a
repeat on "Sunshine."
Ray Turner (Rockford Coronado) local newspaper
critics are giving this chap considerable space for
his unique and varied organ recitals. Most of his
solos whether community singing or straight consist
of humorous, colorful and novel entertainment which
has made him an established box-office attraction at
this theatre.
Milton Charles (Chicago Chicago) presents this
week in his organ number, "Coquette," "Was It a
Dream," and "Dolores," using many different organ
effects on the last number which wins him a fair
hand. Charles uses no slides other than those that
carry the lyrics of the songs he plays.
Ramon Berry (Chicago Alamo) for the week ending
March 24 offered a specialty on "Back in Your Own
Back Yard." It was a clever little offering that was
well received. It was called "The Cartoon Concert"
and was done in the form of community singing, in
which the cartoon characters of the daily papers came

Billy Glassmaker, "the big mogul" of the Crown
Music Company here in New York, has developed two
or three original ideas, which has greatly increased
the outlet for popular music. He is a very energetic sort of a fellow and has his whole heart and
soul in the music business. Whenever a fellow is in
trouble and wants some questions decided relative to
the music business, it is a known fact that Glassmaker can always put you on the right track.

into their own. The songs used were "The Beggar,"
"What Are You Waiting for, Mary?" "Under the
Moon," "Let a Smile Be Your Umbrella" and "Kiss
and Make Up." Judging from the way this audience
sings, it is no secret that they really like it, for they
almost drown the organ music.

P. S. Why
phone ?

don't Sid Berman

let go of that tele-
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BEST SELLERS

"Ramona" — (Leo

Herbert Lee Koch (Des Moines Capitol) pulled the
aj5plause this week with a cleverly planned and
executed stunt which he dubbed, "An Organ Lesson,"
in which he picked a "volunteer" from the audience
and taught her to play the Wurlitzer in one lesson !
A young woman (a plant, of course) went forward
with evident timidity almost to the organ. Koch encouraged her until she was just ready to slip onto
the seat. Then she appeared to be panic-stricken and
tried to retreat down the aisle. When Koch finally
got her to the organ seat she accidentally ( ?) stopped
on a pedal, got her elbows definitely tangled up in
the manuals and naturally got a big laugh when the
discordant
noises
issued
from
the
pipes.

Feist).

"Back in Your Own Backyard" —
(Irving Berlin).
"Sunshine" — (Irving Berlin).
"My Ohio Home" — (Leo Feist).
derson).
"Together" — (DeSylva-Brown & Hen"Among
My Souvenirs" — (DeSylvaBrown
& Henderson).
"Beloved" — (Irving Berlin).
Berlin).
"I Can't Do Without You" — (Irving

Henry Francis Parks (Chicago United Artists)
played a straight solo on "A Shady Tree" with
organ above orchestra pit and spotlight centered on
him. Parks played this number in many different
ways giving many clever orchestra effects. This
chap is one of the best photoplay accompanists in
town and knows
his organ.
Homer MacDonald (Portland, Ore., Portland) just
recently installed as the new solo organist for a
limited engagement, offered an organ recital which
included "The Hungarian Rhapsody Number 2" and
"St. Louis Blues."

April 21, 1928

SONGS

Harold J. Lyons (Johnstown, Pa., State) reports
that his organ solo for last week was a scrim presentation entitled "The Story of a Rose" which featured "There Is Something About a Rose." The
stunt included "Mighty Lak' a Rose." "Roses of
Pieardy," "Moonlight and Roses" and "The Last
Rose of Summer." It's quite evident since this organist took over the musical duties at this theatre,
that the audience really enjoys the better class of
music.

Talking of Masters of Ceremonies, one of the greatest "finds" in years is Dave Miller at the Tower theatre in Milwaukee. I never met the young man personally, but overheard a few big movie theatre
"moguls" discuss this remarkable young chap.
a * *

» « »

WORLD

"Coquette"
— (Leo Feist).
"Chloe" — (Villa
Moret).
"Mary
— (Irving
Berlin).
"Diane" Ann"
— (Sherm
an Clay).
"Beautiful"— (Milton

Weil).

"Let a Smile Be Your Umbrella" —
(Henry Waterson).
"My Melancholy Baby" — (Joe Morris).
IN THE EVENING — (Shapiro-Bernstein & Co.) — A
song about home and the lyric gives you that restful
feeling. The melody is very appropriate. Words and
music by Eddie Dowling who is well known on the
stage and James F. Hanley who is equally as well
known as a composer.

* $ «

LET'S MIS-BEHAVE— (Harms, Inc.)— This is the
hit song of the Irene Bordoni production, "Paris,"
now playing in New York. This production number
should have a big sale. Words and music by Cole
Porter.

* * *

HAND ME DOWN MY WALKIN' CANE— (Triangle Music Co.) — A new spiritual that is being featured by Vernon Dalhart, who will be remembered
as thewritten.
man whoWords
made and
the music
"Prisoner's
famous.
Well
by E. Song"
V. Body.

* « #

JUST GOT OFF THE CHAIN— (Harms, Inc.)— Sir
Harry Lauder who was in Chicago a few weeks ago
at the Olympic theatre is featuring on this trip
through the U. S. A. this new comedy song. Has
some very funny lines. Written and composed by
Harry Lauder.
s <■ *
SWEET SUE— JUST YOU— (Shapiro-Bernstein &
Co.) — A simple song reminding one of the old type.
The writers are two local boys both connected with
Balaban & Katz and should be able to start the song
Young.
in town. Words by Will J. Harris, music by Victor

* # «
THAT'S MY MAMMY— (Leo Feist, Inc.)— It seems
that Mammy songs will go on forever. If the public
still wants this type of song this should be a big
hit because it is one of the best of its kind. Words
by Harry Pease, music by Abel Baer and Ed. C.
Nelson.

* * *

MOTHER OF MINE, I STILL HAVE YOU— (Irving Berlin, Inc.) — This is the song Al Jolson featured
in his big picture, "The Jazz Singer." Mother's Day
which will be here shortly should help this song a

« « «

great deal.

TOGETHER— (De Sylva, Brown
& Henderson.)—
A song rapidly forging to the top. Paul Whiteman's
radio boost helped it immensely. The song should be
the biggest hit in the country very soon as it has
the mertt. By B. G. De Sylva, Lew Brown and Ray
Henderson.

« « *

I'M WRITING YOU (This Little Melody)— (Sherman Clay & Co.) — A love sick Romeo writing to bis
sweetheart in song. A very cute title and the lyric
and melody are excellent.
By Anson
Weeks.

* # *

RED HEAD — (Triangle Music Co.)— Gentlemen prefer blondes but this party thinks different, maybe he's
right. A good fox trot song by Ruth Miller Embry
and Howard Johnson.
P.

S. — Don't

worry.

Business

,tkC^ 3.

will

pick

up.
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Incorporated in this department of practical showmanship

of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving

Picture World departm^ents, "Selling the picture to the Public" and "Better Business Builders."

Storin Plays Host to Children; It Pays
By Will Whitmore
Harry F. Storin, manager of the Leroy theatre, Pawtucket, Rhode Island, and M. B. I. Number four, has hit upon an unusually clever and successful means of winning goodwill for his theatre and of prodiicing priceless word-of-mouth advertising. He does not use house organ or newspaper advertising in this particular instance.
He uses children.

In Pawtucket there is a radio station
My Dear Mr. Storin :
/ appreciated your kindness in taking
us around the theatre for I had been
around the place only once before.
I am quite sure that the guests that we
brought with us enjoyed themselves very
much, too. They showed by the expression of their faces that they were greatly
amazed by the fine workmanship of the
machinery and of the building itself.
I can guess why Uncle Dave chose the
Leroy theatre from the many theatres in
Pawtucket for a theatre party. It is the
safest, best built and also the most beautiful theatre in Pawtucket and Providence.
I was greatly amazed when you told us
that the proscenium boxes were held up
by one heavy post only. I was very glad
that you explained about the fresh air
system and how they have appliances for
sucking foul air up and letting in fresh
air.
Now I know why people all swarm to
the Leroy when they want to take in a
good movie. They have good clean
movies and people are not nearly suffocated from the heat.
I take great pleasure in telling you that
I thoroughly enjoyed myself.
Sincerely,
ELVIN

BOYCE.

"The Theatre'' Wants
More
Good Puzzles
The response was so great from the
puzzle carried in the March 31 issue, "The
Theatre" would like to receive puzzles from
exhibitors for reproduction in the department.
Wires, letters and special delivery letters
poured into this department for the solution of the puzzle, showing definitely that
there is a great demand for good puzzles.
If you have used a puzzle to good advantage, send it to "The Theatre" and we will
carry it for the help of other exhibitors.
Puzzles can be used in any number of
ways. Many exhibitors have found that they
add a great deal of interest to their house
organs, making people read them when they
otherwise would only scan them. Send in
your puzzles and state how you used them.

that has a children's club numbering
thousands of children. By tying up
with this radio club, he has won the
attention of the children of the club.
His method is to take a certain number of the children who are members
of the club through the theatre each
week on a tour of inspection and let
them view the show from box seats.
The radio station takes care of everything. All the theatre has to do is to
escort the children through the theatre.
The names of the children chosen each
week are broadcast over the radio during the children's hour, thus giving
added publicity to the stunt and the
theatre. Storin has the following to
say about the work :
"Sometime ago, in association with a well
known radio character known as Uncle Dave,
I arranged to have the names of three children who are members of his Radio Pal Club,
a unit backed with the Safety Council, and
composed of thousands of kiddies, announced
over the radio on Wednesday night. Those
children, accompanied by three escorts, preferably school teachers or mothers, were invited
to come Friday afternoon at five o-clock, make
a tour of inspection of the theatre under the
direction of one of my staff, return to box
seats and enjoy the show during the supper
hour.
"I know children like to brag about such
things as going through a theatre and that
much information would be broadcast among
the kiddies and their families by extending
them this invitation. In that way I would have
succeeded in getting over some institutional
and educational advertising, something which
I thoroughly believe in.
"Suffice to say that the visits have been
successful. I understand that the thousands
of kiddies are tuning in on the Radio Pal
hour and anxiously awaiting the announceand the lucky
kiddies'
names.ment Iof the
allowLeroy
no duplications
and have
the
names of the guests sent me for a matter of
record.
"T am inclosing two letters which I received
and I derived a great deal of pleasure in hearing from those children. It is proof enough
that the idea was worth developing. The kiddies become our steady patrons of the future
and I am sure as they grow up they will not
forget this theatre nor its splendid appoint-

ments."

Dear Mr. Storin :
I enjoyed myself immensely at your
theatre Friday night better them any
other night I know of. It was not only
interesting but educational to see the
different parts of the theatre.
For one who has been seeing pictures
and wondering ever since she was six
years old how they were run and what
they were run by, made the trip veryvery interesting. The most interesting
thing is that you can go in by the lobby
and when you come out again you are
in the theatre.
There is also the cable wire. It is not
only one big wire but is made up of
many other little ivires. Then there is
the organ room. I always wondered
whether the piano made all the music but
now I know it doesn't. Most of it comes
from the organ room which is attached
to the piano by some pipes or wires.
Then there are the lights of many
colors. To see the switches work is amusing and rather confusing. Many Easter
greetings to you and the employees of the
theatre, and special thanks to the kind
usher who escorted us through the theatre.
Yours truly,
ALICE

TEMPLET Oy.

The letters mentioned by Storin may be
read in the boxes at either side of this column,
and they should be read by every theatreman
because they are revealing and enlightening.
They show as few other things can how little
people know about a theatre, and how interested they are in everything connected with a
theatre.
When you have read the letters, think for a
moment the impression the children get who
visit Storin's theatre, as reflected by these two
letters. Think of the word-of-mouth advertising these children are producing for the Leroy theatre. When these kids go home after a
trip through a theatre, every one of them is
full of the wonders they saw, and don't think
for a moment that it is all lost on their parents. Win the admiration and patronage of
children, and you've won the patronage of
their parents.
Any theatre can use Storin's plan. It doesn't
matter if you don't have a radio station. Get
the cooperation of the schools or civic organ(Continutd on pogr 39)
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Although mustered into the service of the government in 1790, the U. S. Coast Guard had never adopted an official song
until one of its officers recently wrote a song that was adopted by Admiral F. C. Billard, Commander of the Coast Guard.
The song was officially inaugurated at the Fox theatre. Was hington, during the run of the Fox picture, "A Girl in Every
Port." A detachment of 50 Coast Guards was brought up to appear at each performance during the rendition of the
song.
With a singing ensemble of 40 and 25 girls in the ballet, more than 125 people were presented on the stage.

Ads Must Contain
Dominant Features
(One of terie$ of arciclei by Lloyd D. Herraid. M. B. A., Associate Professor of AdveV'
Using, \orthwestern University, which appeared
first in "The Box Office Press Sheet," haute
Company.)
organ of the National Program and Printing

This car was provided by Loew's State theatre, Buffalo, for all those suffering from excess
laughter at the Paramount picture, "Baby Mine" starring Karl Dane and George K. Arthur.
The ideaaround
can betown.
employed on any "laughter-special," and the car will create attention when
driven

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn
A peppy stage show under the title of "Mark
Strand Oddities" was put on with Douglas
Fairbanks in "The Gaucho."
This production
served as a sort of a prelude to the actual
inauguration
of the
unit policy, which is
scheduled to get under way the latter
part of April.
"The
Mark
Strand Oddities" took up 26 minutes, while the Fairbanks subject required 1hour and 35
minutes, thus making
a total performance
of 2 hours and 1 minute.
Artists in "The
Mark Strand Oddities" included Arthur
Edward
L. Hainan
Ball, tenor, the Patterson Twins, Al and Ray Samuels, Peggy
Vardon, the Serova Dancers, and Jerry Sears
and the Mark Strand Stage Band.
Following the introductory trailer on the
screen as organ vamped the prelude, the draw
curtains part revealing the band seated on flat
stage with piano occupying center position.

Blue scrim in front of band went up as musicians reached the chorus of opening number,
"Look at That Baby." Ensemble backed up
by cyclorama made of gold and old rose
streamers, in front of which silver ribbons
crossed and criss-crossed gave the effect of
huge period windows. Novel innovation was
the method of shielding the music stands by
decorated screens, giving impression that
musicians did not play by note.
After opening number a costumed page boy
came out displaying name of Arthur Ball, who
came to center stage and sang "After the
Laughter Came Tears." The Patterson Twins
are two dainty girls who do plain and fancy
dancing, waltz finish going best of all. Then
Jerry Sears and the boys hopped into special
arrangement of "Mary Ann" (young maestro
Sears doing the arranging) and Arthur Ball
helped out on a chorus. Serova Girls (8)
dressed as real western cowboys, had a novelty
line dance which featured concentrated shooting from cap pistols, and then the piano was
rolled out for Peggy Vardon, who tickled the
ivories with "Head Over Heels," "Rhapsody in
Blue" and "The Wind." Al and Ray Samuels,
two boys who dance as one, came before the
finale and proved the big hit of the show,
Military Taps, novelty dance, going best.

THERE is an old psychological law for
attracting attention in advertising which
states that an advertisement should contain
one set of prominent features — preferably
one single feature — in order to catch the
maximum attention from the reader. In
other words, the fewer the attraction devices within the advertisement, the better
are the chances that any one of them will
catch the attention.
This principle is one of the most widely
known principles of advertising display, and
so far as movie advertising is concerned,
one of the most frequently violated. Movie
ads as a class are crowded chock full of
attention getting devices — they shout too
loud — and as a result secure far too little
response from the reader for the effort and
money spent on them. Bold black displays,
dazzling borders, reverse plates, odd spots
of black, Ben Day screens, freakish handlettering, ugly Gothic type faces, underlined
words, italics, solid caps., crowded space,
unusual cuts — you know the rest of the emphatic devices used on the movie page of
the newspaper. Most of these emphatic
devices are good if used sparingly, but the
trouble is that too few of them are used
sparingly.
Emphasis depends upon the absence of
counter-attraction. Emphasis results from
subordinating everything else to one main
feature or to one main group of features.
Several emphatic devices in the same advertisement compete with each other for attention and by so doing lessen the attention value of the advertisement as a
whole.
And it isn't the large space user who is
the only one who violates the principle of
emphasis. The small space user in his attempt to dominate the page often fills his
space with far too many of these emphatic
devices.

Church Sells Hot Dogs
When

forBeacon
"Coney
Island"
Run
the
theatre,
Seattle, played

the F B O picture, "Coney Island," the theatre
put over a good tieup with a leading church.
One of the organizations of the church sold
"Coney Island" hot dogs in the lobby of the
theatre during every performance. The
church got all the profits from the hot dogs,
the theatre did a big business on the picture.
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Hot Weather Ideas
Hot weather, the old-time bugaboo of exhibitors, isor will soon be upon us. But to
the theatreman
whose
theatre has modern
ventilating and cooling systems, there is little
to fear
from
box
office slumps. On the
contrary,
business
is
often
increased.
When the thermometer soars, people retreat to the theatres
to One
cool of
off^. the chief
problems for the theatre is to get over
the idea to patrons
that the theatre is
actually the best
place to be during
hot weather. The
Texas theatre, San
Antonio, has developed a unique
method of visually
proving that the inside of the theatre
offers real comfort
and escape from the
scorching pavements
of Houston street.
In the lobby of the
theatre a recording thermometer is placed
which registers the exact temperature inside
the theatre every minute of the day.
The thermometer is pictured in this column.
Selling copy is used on the thermometer, on
the glass enclosed case and on a masking
piece around the thermometer. A fact that
makes the thermometer unsual in the eyes of
the patrons is that the time of day can be
told to the minute on it. The copy reads :
"Manufactured weather^Regardless of temperature outdoors, it's always just right at the
really cool Texas. — This dial indicates the exact temperature inside the Texas every minute
of the day."
Another stunt to use in hot weather is to
display prominently in the lobby a large
thermometer on a card which reads : "It's
this hot (with arrow pointing to thermometer)
outdoors — But it's only 68 inside the theatre —
Step in and cool off and enjoy — (name of
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A Ghost and "The BaV^ Produce
Sidney Larschan^s "My Best Idea ^^

A good showman is one who makes the most of his breaks. Some unusual
occurrence takes place in his town, and bingo, the showman grabs it and weaves
a good exploitation around it. A ghost is seen in town, and Sidney Larschan of
the Meserole theatre, Brooklyn, uses it to exploit "The Bat," and now he calls it
his "My Best Idea," which makes him M. B. I. Number 15.

"My Best Idea" No. 15
By Sidney Larschan

Along about two years ago, we were
scheduled to play "The Bat," and about the
same time several complaints reached the local
police captain of a "ghost" whose appearance
was noticed nightly on the roof of a house.
Women were becoming alarmed. The police
captain was called for action.
The police captain notified the residents of
the section that he would assign plain clothes
and uniformed men to capture the "ghost."

During the turmoil, the local newspaper cast
suspicion on the theatre, declaring it was a
publicity stunt. We disclaimed any responsibility for this "ghost" terror.
With all this excitement, we seized the opportunity to exploit
"The Bat."
We :had cards
printed with
the following
wording
The Ghost is Invisible. "The Bat" is Visible, but he works in the Dark at the
MESEROLE THEATRE.
These cards were distributed nightly to
the crowds massed in front of the house
where the "ghost" was reported seen. Two
matches were pasted on each card. We found
it to be a profitable piece of exploitation.

picture)."
The thermometer will attract the attention
of passers-by for everyone wants to know how
hot it is. Thus you have drawn people in as
far as your lobby and shown them it is more
comfortable inside. If your lobby display is
good, you have sold them on seeing the picture. Itought to be an idea worth trying.

Storin Plays Host to
Children; Finds It Pays
(^Comtinued from

page

37)

izations. A good plan would be to work with
one grade in the school at a time. Let the
teachers work out some method for selecting
the children on a basis of merit. For instance,
each child making a high mark in some subject for the week will be made a member of
the theatre party. The teachers should handle
all this for you, and they will fall for it.
You will probably find that you will have
more success if you limit the number in each
party. If you have too many children, they
will be apt to be rowdy and will miss the
things of interest in your theatre, .^nd by
selecting only a few each week, the honor is
increased, and the impressions and gratitude
of the children amplified.
If this plan is worked carefully and earnestly, it should give any exhibitor as much
valuable publicity and goodwill advertising
that it is bringing Harry Storin.

39

Look over ihi'sc house organs: Front and back and inside pane of Hauber's Fort-OGrafs,
Hauber ihealre, Camden. Ark.; The Theatre-Goer. Orpheuni theatre. Fort Madison. la.:
front and back and inside paiies of The Jf'est Coast Netvsettc. Oakland. Cal.; outside and
inside pages of the Eastman Theatre Magazine. Rochester. A'. Y.: ir«vA7y program of the
Capitol theatre. Jacksonrille. Fla.. and the Crysttil Theatre !\'eus, Ottawa. Kan.
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SERVICE

TALKS

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the Box Office Window."

T. O. Service

"SPEEDY'

I

HAVE a pretty severe test for the motion
picture, in its dual aspect as art-industry, that
is, and I'll pass it along to you now at no
advance in the price of admission.
It is this:

When you see a good picture, a picture you
really like, check it back against its advertising. See if the copy writer has been able to
describe it. If you find that he has, then you
probably are over-enthusiastic about the fate of
the business and its present condition of servitude. If, on the other hand, you find that the
copy writer, strive as he might, has been unable
to tell his readers how good the picture is —
then you have seen a "Speedy" and you are
correct in your surmise that the art-industry is
getting along pretty well after all and you've
nothing to worry about due to your being connected with it.
Which is, of course, another way of sidestepping the considerable job of telling what a
great picture "Speedy" is. You see, by telling
you that I have checked it against the excellent
advertisements of it prepared by Paramount,
and that I have found the excellent Paramount
advertising incapable of properly describing
picture, I establish a quite substantial alibi
my own inability to marshal the words
phrases which (if they exist) would tell

the
for
and
you

what a fine picture "Speedy" has turned out
to be.
Another way of saying it, perhaps, would be
to fall back on the old and often disputed
statement that the screen is a better story-teller
than the printed word, therefore a story-teller
that defies the typewriter and therefore (in the
case of "Speedy") a thing beyond human description. This may be something like the case.
In fact, I think it is the case. And the only
other way I know of saying the same thing
would be to state that Mr. Lloyd is a better
comedian than I am a paragrapher.
At any rate, I think you know, by now, how
good I think "Speedy" is, so perhaps I have
v\Titten what I started out to write after all.

as it should continue to prove profitable, and
especially since there seemed to be nothing
else he could do. But I must protest against
the literal acceptance of this advice. The plot
of "The Smart Set" is the plot of "West Point"
without the courtesy of a credit-line.
The wisecracks in "The Smart Set" are better than those in the usual Haines picture.
That, and the fact that polo is used instead of
football, seems to be about all the news about
"The Smart Set."
"THE

LEGION

P
JL ACIFISTS,

OF THE

I

AM

SMART

SET"

accustomed, of course, to seeing William

Haines do about the same thing in every picture. Iam even among those who have argued
that it was pretty good business to keep him
doing about the same thing, at least, so long

character's background.

The

combining of

these backgrounds affords a single story that's
a knockout.
I shall not, of course, tell you the story of
"The Legion of the Condemned." I shall
merely say that if you have read these paragraphs, which indicates plainly that you are not
any of those persons enumerated in the preliminary warning, you ought to be the sort of
person who would get a big kick out of the
picture. And, if you are that sort of person,
you will have no doubt — nor wUl you care particularly— about the way the picture will affect
an auditorium full of people.

CONDEMNED"

anti-preparedness advocates and
simple sentimentalists are cautioned against
reading the following paragraphs.
"The Legion of the Condemned" is the best
war picture I have seen since the last war picture I saw, which in turn was better than the
one before that and — like it or not — things have
been going this way for quite some time now.
I may as well confess myself a thorough advocate of war as a great little institution and
have it over with. I cannot otherwise interpret
my intense absorption in these yarns of the
battle-field and my intense disappointment that
I seem to have missed the better aspects of
embattled existence during • my brief sojourn
in the attire of the recent rumpus. I cannot
escape, try as I will, the hope — experienced
while watching Gary Cooper pour hot lead into
a trainful of enemy — that better luck will attend the next excursion.
However —
This picture, unlike so many, dispenses with
modern sequences and goes at once to the
business in hand, that of telling a throbbing
war story throbBingly. It sets the period in
the first caption, it brings in the folks and
lets them show you who they are and why,
it then tells the story and ends without a blare
of trumpets, without a parade and without the
armistice. That's the way a war story should
be told. Funny no one has thought of doing

"THE

would have made a separate picture out of each

'THE COHENS

I

AND

KELLYS

IN PARIS"

F I may say so — and who's to stop me? —
"The Cohens and Kellys" are much funnier
"In Paris" than they were in the United States
on the occasion of their initial discovery by
these eyes. As most of you seemed to think
they were funny enough in the original version
— and as the Box Office Ticker ticked merrily
away in their behalf — that ought to be about
enough about that picture.
These series things, you know, leave a picture paragrapher little or nothing to write about
them. The first one, always, is subject adequate to the purposes of paragraphs or pages
as the space may permit. The second one, such
is the nature of things, comes up to be pronounced better or worse. If it's better, that
is merely the expected. If it's worse, that is
disaster. Neither theme is particularly susceptible to elaboration.
The comedy that went big in the original
picture goes as big or bigger in this one. The
setting, of course, is more lenient to the caption
writer and the manufacturer of situations. The
liberties are greater and the result is funnier.
(Which, of course, is what was said before.)
I note that the folks are to visit Atlantic
City also — or is that a secret? Anyway, so far

Gary Cooper is the principal flyer, but there
are others. The legion named in the title is

as I'm concerned, I hope they live to a ripe
old age and are closely followed by a cameraman on each of their visits to this, that and
the other place. Also that their offspring may

made

who prefer to die.

be sufficient in number to afford the reqpiisite

Their reasons, all of which are given, are excellent— in fact, a strictly economical
author

number of weddings at the established rate of
one to the picture.

it before — in pictures.

up of young men
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In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
WILD WEST SHOW: Universal Western, with Hoot
Gibson, Dorothy Gulliver, Allan Forrest, Monte Montague, Gale Henry, Roy Laidlaw and John Hall.
Directed
by Del
Andrews.
Released
May
20.
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Hoot goes to the circus
in this one. As Rodeo Bill, he instigates a runawa/ij
of the circus stage coach, in which is the daughter
of the owner, Ruth. But he saves her and losing
his heart, joins the circus. His rival, Alexander,
stages a holdup of the ticket wagon and frames Bill
icith the money. But Ruth gets wise to him, and
Alexander beats it. When the sheriff comes for
Bill, he is on his icay after Alex. A tornado mars
his capture of Alexander — but Hoot knows how to
fix things up all right« at* the
« finish.
LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
clrama, with Lon Chaney, Bernard Siegel. Loretta
Young. Cissy Fitzgerald, Nils Asther and Gwen Lee.
Directed
by Herbert
Brenon.
Released
April 7.
Length
TYPE .AND THEME: This is tragedy— stuff
for ii'hich clowns are made. Tito, with Simon, another strolling player, bring Simonetta, a fo^mdling,
up to womanhood. A beaiity, she is desired by
Ravolli, wealthy nobleman, ^iho gives up his dissolute habits for her and receives her proinise to
marry him. Tito, who has ceased to be parent and
turned to lover, is heartbroken. Simonetta learns
that he is and tells him it is he she loves. But Tito
knoiL's she is making a sacrifice. So that night,
irhile doing a trick, he deliberately falls to his
death, while the children laugh at the clown in his
latest piece of buffoonery.

■» * *

MAN OF QUALITY, A: Excellent melodrama, with
George Walsh, Ruth Dwyer. Brian Dunlevy, Lucian
Prival and Laura
Di Cardi.
Directed
by Wesley
Ruggles.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME:
About secret service,
smuggling, and, naturally, about love. Jack is a
government dctrctii'e, though he is masquerading as
a motorcycle policeman. .4s the copper, he often
pursues the aristocratic Marian, n-ho is wont to
speed. His real quarry, however, is a gang of silk
smugglers, and he finally joins it. The gang leader,
Courtenay, also knou's Marian, for he doubles in society. One night he takes Marian to a cabaret. Noting Jack there, the girl calls him over. Courtenay
is "wise" — Jack must be a spy. So when the latter
appears at gang headquarters, he is slugged and
left unconscious, ivhile the gang goes to unload silk.
Jack revives, gets loose — and the finish includes a
pretty rough fight, capture of the gang, and love's
sweet promise.
* * *
PUT 'EM UP: Universal Western, with Fred Humes,
Gloria Gray, Tom London, Harry Semel, PeeWee
Holmes. Benny Corbett, Charles Colby and Bert
Starkey. Directed by Edgar Lewis. Released March
11. Length

PICTURES
TYPE AND THEME: The riding and fighting
for justice and a girl that make Westerns popular.
Tom, a cowboy, and his buddies save Helen from
annoyance by a henchman of Lannisfcr, ivho seeks
the girl in marriage. Tom and Helen fall in love.
Lannister's men attack Tom and leave him for
dead. Lannister then threatens Helen's father with
death if the girl won't marry him. She agrees to
do so. Tom, however, has recovered and leads a
posse to rescue Helen and mete out belated justice
to the fiend called Lamnister.

« « «

DRAG NET, THE: Paramount melodrama, with
George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent, William Powell,
Fred Kohler, Leslie Fenton, Allan Garcia, Harry
Semels, Syd Marks, George Irving and Alfred Allen.
Directed by Josef von Sternberg.
Released
.
Length
TYPE AND THEME: More about the despotic
rule of our great American gangs. Bancroft changes
sides in this one, and instead of the gang leader,
as in "Underivorld," he is a lieuteiiant of detectives— the best in the city. Laying the drag net, he
gets only the girl, Blackie, who lives with the underworld "king," Castoni (sounds like Chicago's Capone,
eh?). She likes her captor, Nolan. When she is bailed
out, Nolan learns she is Castoni's "womun." The
police-gang war goes on, police headquarters attacked with machine guns, etc. Then Nolam thinks
he has accidentally killed his buddy and quits the
force. Almost a derelict, he learns through Blackie
that Castoni killed his buddy, whereupon he kills
Castoni and rounds up the gang. Evelyn becomes
the wife of a lieutenant of detectives.

«

*

«

FOUR

FOOTED RANGER. THE: Universal Western, with the dog Dynamite, Edmund Cobb, Mar.iorie Bonner, Pearl Sindelar, Francis Ford, Pat
Rooney, Frank M. Clark and Carl Sepulveda. Directed by Stuart
Paton.
Released
March
25.
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Something to show the
proivess of Dynamite. Briefly, the plot is this: A
gang of cattle rustlers have been depleting the herds,
and the ranchers get Dunne, a Texas Ranger, to
help them. Dunne learns that the leader of the
gang is one Hockley, who manages a ranch for an
Easterner. Dunne goes to Hockley as the son of
the Easterner, not knowing that the only cnuner
living is Katy, a daughter, who is en route West to
look after her inheritance. Thiis is the climax buUt
up. Gun play and swift action mark the finish.

* * *

HAROLD TEEN: First National comedy, with
Arthur Lake, Mary Brian, Lucien Littlefield, Jack
Duffy, Alice White, Jack Eagan, Hedda Hopper,
Ben Hall, William Bakewell, Lincoln Stedman, Fred
Kelsey, Jane Keckley, Ed Brady and Virginia Sale.
Directed
by Mervyn
LeRoy.
Released
May
27.
Length
TYPE AND THEME: The well knorvn comic
strip in action. The story iised to propel Harold
and Lillums upon the screen is ahout thus: Harold
leaves the farm to go to high school in a neighboring toivn. Harold's city cousin, Horace, is ashamed
of him. Nevertheless, the lad makes great headway.
Giggles in particidar is fond of him, much to Harold's discomfiture, since Lillums always seems to be
around. Harold writes a scenario for a school
"movie," and this gets him into trouble, but he gets
out of it in time to play in the big football game.
Gigalcs kisses him before Lilhims, who gives him

the cold shoulder. As a result, Harold plays listlessly until LiUuma writes him a note, forgiving
Then he wins the game.

him.

• * *

HONOR BOUND: Fox drama, with George O'Brien,
Estelle Taylor, Leila Hyams, Tom Santschi, Frank
Cooley, Sam DeGrasse, Al Hart and Harry Gripp.
Directed by Alfred E. Green.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: This is the prison^reform
story Fox hcLs been working on for some time. The
tale runs thus: John, sentenced to a Southern
prison, is taken to the mines, in which, through the
system in force, convicts are enslaved that the coal
operators may groiv rich. But John is made chauffeur of a coal baron's car. Thus he meets again a
former sweetheart, now the coal man's wife. She
attempts to renew the old fire in him, but he repulses her. It is Selma, the daughter of the prison
physician, who attracts him. The coal baron learns
of his wife's interest in John, and following wrecking of the car, the youth is placed in the mines.
He has a chance to escape, but feels honor bound to
serve his sentence, and with Selma, goes to the governor. The intervieio brings about a reform and
the release of John. • ♦ *
HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME, THE: Universal
drama (reissue) with Lon Chaney, Patsy Ruth Miller, Norman Kei-ry, Kate Lester, Winnifred Bryson,
Nigel de Brulier, Brandon Hurst, Ernest Torrence,
Tully Marshall, Harry von Meter, Raymond Hatton,
Nick De Ruiz, Eulalie Jensen, W. Ray Meyers,
William Parke, Sr., Gladys Brockwell, John Cossar
and Edwin Wallack.
Directed by Wallace Worsley.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: The Victor Hugo tale
which was such a big Universal success a few years
ago. Here's the plot, in case you've forgotten:
Quasimodo, deformed bell-ringer of Notre Dame
Cathedral, Paris, is induced by Jehan, the archdeacon's brother, to Icidnap Esmeralda, ward of the
"king" of the underworld. Captain Phoebus rescues
her, and While
the bell-ringer
the by
puWi'e
square.
suffering, heis islashed
given in
water
Esmeralda, and becomes from then on her devoted
slave. The story proceeds with Esmeralda pursued
by the evil Jehan, the stabbing of Phoebus, the
blaming of Esmeralda for the deed, and the heroic
devotion of Quasimodo• to• her
• interests.
SOULS AFLAME: First Division drama, with
Gardner James, Grace Lord, Buddy Barton, Raymond Wells, Edward
Lackaye,
and Gael Kelton.
Directed
by Raymond Wells.
Released
.
Length
_
TYPE AND THEME: A story of a feud in th^
Ozarks. The Lillys and the Bucks have hated eaek
other for many years. One Buck has just been
acquitted trial.
of the Tom
murderis ofa Tom
Lilly's zealot,
father in
farcical
religious
whoa
preaches, and he is pacifistic. Not so his mother,
Caroline. She broods upoyi revenge. Tom and
Emmalitie Buck love each other, but when Emmaline goes to the church where Tom is, the
Bucks beat Tom up, charging that he lured her
there. Caroline gets the Lilly clan together. The
Bucks mobilize. Tom protests. But the battle follows. Caroline is killed. Tom then is enraged.
He leads his clan to the extermination of the Bucks
— except for Emmaline, who now is free to marry
him.

This Week's Press Sheet
SALLY OF THE SCANDALS (F B O melodrama): Arrange to have a "wise-crack" contest. Try to tie-up with your
newspaper in helping you put it over. Announce by means of
the paper the following: "How well does 'Sally of The Scandals" know her stuff? Wise-cracking Sally of the Scandals,
sweet as sugar-candy, had to match her wits against the Broadway wise-guys and gold-diggers. Sally had to know her onions.
Just how smart was Sally? We want our patrons to tell us —
in 'wise-cracks' of no more than twenty-five words. The names
of the winner will be announced in this paper. They will be
invited as guests of the management of the
theatre to see 'Sally of the Scandals,' coming to the
theatre (Date). Write as many 'Wise-cracks' as you want.
Sign name and address clearly at the bottom of page containing your contribution. Mail to 'Sally of the Scandals' editor
(Name of newspaper). All contributions must be in (Time)
and (Date), contest starts (Date).
Following are some of the

'wise-cracks' already suggested on Sally's smartness. Follow
this style: 'Sally knows her apples, thats why the Johnnies walk
be-cider.' Another, 'Sally knows her potatoes, thats why she
has an 'eye' for a winner.' And another, 'Sally knows her
numerals, thats why she cuts such a fine figure.' "... Following
are some teasers that can be used to help advertise the picture:
"Psst! the ins and outs of Broadway, street of dazzling adventure, to be revealed (Date) at the
theatre in
'Sally of the Scandals.'" Another teaser suggestion is, "Psst!
the hips and gyps of Broadway, street of heart breakers, to be
revealed (Date) at the
theatre in "Sally of the
Scandals.' " Or, "Sh-Shhh! the ups and downs of Broadway.
street of tinselled madness, to be revealed (Date) at the
theatre in 'Sally of the Scandals.' " Or. "Hush the crooks
and curves of Broadway, street of frenzied pleasures, to be revealed (Date) at the
theatre in "Sallv of the Scan-

dals.' "
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Incorporated in this department of Moving Picture World is the Exhibitors Herald department,
"Available Attractions."
The

key

to abbreviations used in denoting the

C
Comedy
D—^Drama
R — Romanes
My
Mystery

type

FBO

of picture:

1927

F — Farce
M^-^Melodrama
W — Western

1927
4858
4765

Where the picture is a comedy-drama, comedy melodrama, etc.,
there is a combination of these abbreviations. Stars denote
reissues.
the "Review"
underWorld
published
priorof to
The dates
in which
Picture
issues of7 Moving
the January
are those
column
the pictures were reviewed. The January 7 and subsequent dates
are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which "Service Talks" have been
published on pictures.
The dates prior to January 7 published under the "New Pictures" column are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD
in which "New Pictures" information was printed. The January
7 and subsequent dates are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which this information will be printed.
Length

Title and

Alias the Lone Wolf (D). Lytell-Wllson
Aug.
Blood Ship, The (M). Bosworth-Logan.
Aug.
By Whose
Hand?
(MyD),
Cortez-GUbert
Sept.
College Hero. The (CD), Agnew-Garon.
Oct.
Fashion
Madness, Windsor-Howes
Dec.
Isle of Forgotten Women (D), TearIe-Sebastlan..Sept.
Lone Wolf Returns
(M), Lytell-Wilson
Opening
Night, The (D), Windsor-J.
Bowers. ..Nov.
Pleasure
Before Business
(F), Davidson_
Sally in Our Alley (IM), Mason-AUen
Sept.
Screen Snapshots
_
Siren, The, T. Moore-Revier
_Dec.
Stage Kisses (D), Harlan-Chadwick.
_Nov.
Stolen Pleasures
(CD), Revler
_
Sweet Rosie O'Grady
(CD), Mason,
Tigress. The (M), Holt-Revier
_Oct.
Wandering
Girls (CD), Eevier Agnew
Warning, The (M), Holt-Revier
Nov.

22
10
15
9
8
27

Tan. 7
Dec. 3
Dec. 31
Jan. 14
Dec. 3

14

2000
2000

Jan. 14

20
2

Jan. 21
Jan. 7

26

Dec. 3

25

Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.

6
2
1
13
18

Husbands

or Lovers,

Jan. 14

•4758

July 31

4770
4804

6148

Aug. 28
Jan. 21

5771
4769
5144
..52.72%
4801
4785

1928

14
25
7
23

■■■■

0329
4805

Jan. 28
Feb. 11
Mar. 31

■

1927

."Dec. 3

1927

Excellent
1927
5980
6805
6912
6645
6792
7393
6337
6750
6867

1927
Back to Liberty (D), Walsli-Hall
_...Nov. 15
Bowery Cinderella, A (D), O'llalley-Hulette
May 1
Broadway
Drifter (D), Walsh-HalL
Nov. 1
Broadway Madness (D), De la Motte-Keith
His Rise to Fame
(D), Walsh-Shaw
Feb. 15
Kick-off, The, Hyams-Amann
Nest, The (D), Frederick-Herbert
_Aug. 1
Striving for Fortune
(D), Walsh-Roberts
.Tan. 15
Winning Oar, The (D), Walsh-HalL
June 1
Your Wife and Mine (F), Haver-Holmes
Sept. 1

Apr. 14

A Bit of Heaven
(D), Washburn-Lee
_
Satan and the Woman
(D), Windsor-Keefe
Stronger Will, The (D), Marmont-Carewe.
Women
Who
Dare (D), (Jhadwlck-Delaney
You're in the Army
(D)

Apr.
Jan.
-Feb.
Mar.
May

25
20
28
30
25

1927

Fagasa. Raymond Wells
Masked
Angel, Betty Compson
Souls Aflame, Raymond Weils

Mar. 17

6300
0433
6333
6222
6765
8730
7724
6386

Nov. 26
Dec. 24
Nov. 26

Oct. 8

...Sept. 10
...Sept. 10
July 30

Nov. 19
Dea 3

Nov. 19
..July 2

Dec. 3
Nov. 17
12
Dec.

Nov. 26
..Dec. 10

Dee. 31

Apr. 1
Mar. 1
Mar. 15

May 8
.Oct. 9
Feb. 13
Oct. 23
May 15
Sept. 4
Apr. 24
.Oct. 16

„,..

..July 9
..Aug. 6
..July 23
Dec.
..Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Dec.

3
10
3
10
12
10

Aug. 20

1928
Feb. 11
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Dec.
Feb.
Dec.

11
11
21
17
11
17

Feb. 18
Max. 17

Mar. 3
Deo. 17
Jaa.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Dec.
Feb.

21
11
4
21
10
11

Jan. 14
Feb. 11
Jan. 21
Feb. 4
Jan. 21
Apr. 14
Feb. 4
.Dec. 24

1927
Jan. 7

...Aug. 20

....Oct. 15
Nov.
Jan. 726

Sept. 3

1928
Apr. 7

First National
All Aboard
(C), Hines-Murphy
American
Beauty (CD), Dove-Hughes.
An Affair of the Follies (D), Dove-Hughes
Breakfast at Sunrise (CD), C. Talmadge.
Broadway
Nights (D), Wilson-Hardy
Camille
(D), N. Talmadge-Roland
Convoy
(D), Sherman-Mackaill
Crystal Cup, The (D), MackaiU-MulhaU

-54.40%

Aug. 20

First Division

5500
6300
6200

1928

1927
1928

13
12
18
1
4
13
11
15
7
10
1
5
1
21
12
8
31
11
28
20
22
29
15
19
15
24
26
8
16
22

Comrades,
Costello-Hughes
Jan. 1
Death Valley (W), CarroU Nye
Sept. 1
Eager Lips, Garon
_
.Oct. 1
FInnegan's Ball (C), Mack Swain.,
Sept. 15
Ladies at Ease (CD), Garon-Short..._
J^ov. 15
Ladybird, Compson
Aug. 1
Naughty,
Garon
_
Nov. 1
Polly of the Movies, Short-Eobards
_
Oct. 15
Ragtime (D), De La Motte
Sept. 1
Return of Boston Blackie (D), GIenn-Palmer...Aug. 1
Say It With Diamonds, Betty Compson
-Aug. 15
Temptations of a Shop Girl, Compson
Nov. 1

Mar. 3

Feb. 25
Feb. 25

Alex the Great (M), Skeets Gallagher
May
Bantam Cowboy (W), Buzz Barton.
-...Aug.
Beyond London's Lights (M), Lee Shumway
Mar.
Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele.
Apr.
Chicago
After Midnight
(M), Ince-Mendoz
Mar.
Coney Island (D), Lois WUson
Jan.
Crooks Can't Win (D), Thelma Hill
May
Dead Man's Curve (D), Fairbanks, Jr
Jan.
Devil's Trademark, The (D), BeUe Bennett
Apr.
Dog Justice (D), Ranger
_
„
June
Driftin' Sands (W), Bob Steele
.Tan.
Fangs of the Wild (D), Banger.
Feb.
Fightin' Redhead
(W), Buzz Barton
July
Freckles (D), Stratton-Fox.
Jr
Mar.
Her Summer Hero (CD), Blane-Trevor.
-Feb.
Law of Fear (D), Ranger
Apr.
Legionnaires In Paris (C), Cooke-Guard
Jan.
Little Buckaroo, The (W), Buzz Barton
_Mar.
Little Yellow House, The (D), OrvUle CaldwelL.May
Man in the Rough (W), Bob Steele
.May
Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler
Apr.
Pinto Kid, The (W), Buzz Barton.
_Apr.
Red Riders of Canada (M), P. B. Miller
Apr.
Riding Renegade (W), Bob Steele
.Feb.
Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Love
July
Skinner's Big Idea (M), Bryant Washburn
Apr.
Texas Tornado, The (W), Tom Tyler
Peb.
Trail of Courage, The (W), Bob Steele
July
Wallflowers (D), TTrevor-Scott
.Feb.
Wizard of the Saddle (W), Buzz Barton
Jan.

5400
5960
5600
5900
5800
5700
5750
6700
670O
5700
5600
5700

Mar. 17

1928
6400
6536
6600

4781
6419
4884
4729
5967
4793

May 15
Apr. 24
_May 8

Jannings

6267
4869
5583
6375

Emblem Films
6250

6140
4941
6004

5511
5984

Oct. 2

Angclus, The (D)
Real Charleston, Lesson Novelty
Wooden
Shoes, International

1927

5181
6080
4924

Jilay 14

3

21

Jan.
_
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

July 123
Oct.

Cranfield & Clarke, Inc.
1927

5665
6481
5186
6515

1928

1927

Desert Bride, The (MD), Betty Compson.
Lady Raffles, Taylor-Drew
Matinee Idol, The (MD), Love-Wallter.
So This Is Love, Mason-Collier
Sporting Age, The, Bennett-Herbert
That Certain Thing, Dana-Graves
Wife's Relations, The, Mason-Glass
Woman's
Way,
A, Baxter-Livingston.

6507
7014
5240

5872
4893

Columbia

1928

6300
4913

4892

1927
6831
6843
5432
662S
651S
6645
6750
5524
5569
5892
1000
6996
5435
5054
6108
6357
6426
6791

5701
4754
5093

4886
6388

New
Pictures

Players

4837
4910

Aflame in the Sky (M), Luden-Lynn.
Dec. 18
Bandit's Son, The (W), Bob Steele
J^^ov. 20
Boy Rider, The (W), Buzz Barton.
.Oct. 23
Breed of Courage
(D), Ranger
Aug. 7
Cherokee
Kid, The (W), Tyler-Lynn
Oct. 30
Clancy's Kosher Wedding
(CD), Geo. Sidney— Sept. 17
Coward, The (D), Warner Baxter
_
-Aug. 21
Desert Pirate (W), Tom Tyler
„
Dec. 25
Flying U Ranch. The (W), Tom Tyler
—Sept. 4
Gingham
Girl, The (C), Lois Wilson
.Oct. 2
Great Mail Robbery, The (M), Von Eltz-Nelson_Aug. 15
Harvester. The (D), OrviUe CaldwelL
JSTov. 23
Hook and Ladder No. 9 (D), Ed Heame..._
Nov. 13
In a Moment of Temptation
(M), Kit Guard-..Sept. 18
Jake the Plumber (C), Jesse De Vorska
.Oct. 16
Judgment of the Hills (D), Darro-ValU,
...Nov. 6
Little Mickey Grogan
(D), Frankie Darro
Dec. 27
Loves of Ricardo (D), Beban
June 17
Mojave Kid, The (W), Bob Steele
_
.Sept. 25
Moon of Israel (D), Maria Corda.
Not for Publication
(M), Ralph Ince
Aug. 31
Racing Romeo
(D), Red Grange..._
Ranger of the North (D), Banger
Oct. 9
Shanghaied
(M), Ralph Ince
Oct. 19
Slingshot Kid, The (M), Buzz Barton.
.Dec. 4
South Sea Love (D), Patsy JliUer
-Dec. 10
Swift Shadow, The (D), Ranger
Dec. 11

Dec. 10
10
Dec.
Deo.
3

1927
Nov. 19
Nov. 12

Nov. 12

Apr.
Oct.
Mar.
Nov.
May
May
May
Oct.

2
22
5
26
21
2
21
29

April 21, 1928
Length

6588
6802
S400
6282
7133
6288
6118
6190
65^
6400
6720
5718
5550
5255
7388
5521
5542
5434
7846
6520
6040
6431
6734
11414
5982
6897
6400
6219
6477
5606
5800
6548
7179
5000
7400
7419
5774
5668
7833
6380
6324
6409

Title and

EXHIBITORS
Released

Players

Dance Magic (D), Lyon-Starke
June 12
Drop Kick, The (D), Barthelmess-Revier
Sept. 25
Easy Pickings
(MyM),
Nilsson-Harlan
Peb. 20
Framed
(D), Sills -Kingston.
JTune 19
Gorilla, The (My), Murray Kelsey
J^ot. 13
Gun Gospel (W), Maynard-Falre
J*ov. 6
Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-Kent
Dec. 25
High Hat (CD). Lyon-Brian.
_
Mar. 13
Home
Made
(C), HInes-Daw
Nov. 20
Lady in Ermine, The (D), C. Grifflth-Bushman-Jan. 9
Life of Riley, The (C), Murray-Sidney..„
-Sept. 18
Lonesome
Ladies (CD), Nilsson-Stoue.
July 3
Long Pants (C), Langdon-Bonner
Apr. 10
Lost at the Front (C), Murray-Sidney
May 29
Love Mart, The (D), Dove-R land
.Dec. 18
Lunatic at Large, The (C), Errol-MackaiU.
Jan 2
Man Crazy (CD), Mackaill-Mulhall
Nov. 27
Masked Women, The (D), NiIsson-Blinn-H'nseiu.Ian. 23
McFadden's
Flats (C), Murray-Conklin.
Feh. 6
Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Keed.
June 2G
Notorious Lady, The (D), Bedford-Stone
_Mar. 27
No Place to Go (C), Hughes-Astor
.Oct. 30
Orchids and Ermine, Moore-Mulhall
Mar. 6
Patent Leather Kid. The (D). Bart'lmess-O'Day.
Perfect Sap, The (CD), Lyon-Starke
-Jan. 18
Poor Nut, The (C), Murray-Mulhall
_
_Aug. 7
Prince of Head Waiters (D), Stone-Tashman
Red Raiders, The (W), Maynard-Drew
_July 17
Rose of the Golden
West (D), A8tor-Roland....Sept. 4
Sea Tiger. The (D), Sills-Astor
_
Oct. 2
See You in Jail (C). MulhaU-Day
-Full. 27
Sralle. Brother. Smile (C). MulliaU-Maokalll....Apr. 17
Stolen Bride, The (D), Hughes-Dove
_
Sept. 11
Sunset
Derlv
(D), Astor-CoUler
_
—Aug. 14
Tender
Hour, The (D), Dove-Lyon.
Tune 5
Texas Steer, A (CD), Rogers-Fazenda
.May 1
Three
Hours
(D), Griftltli-Bowers
.Dee. 4
Three's a Crowd (C), Langdon-McConneU
Apr. 3
Twinkletoes,
Moore-Harlan
-Aug. 2S
Valley of the Giants (D), Sills-Kenyon
„.Dec. 11
Venus of Venice (CD). Talmadge-Moreno.
JIar. 20
White Pants Willie (C). Hines-Hyams
_
-July 24

HERALD

and MOVING
Length

New
Pictures
..Aug. 13

50.30%

..Feb. 26
.July 9
..Jan. 7
Dec. 17
Deo. 3

Nov. 26

Nov. 12

May 14
..Dec.
10
..Apr. 9
..Aug. 20
..Jan. 22
..Sept. 10
..July 23
...Oct. 15
Oct. 814
..May

Deo. 24

5962
7694
6602
7703
6631
7331
6485
8188

1927

6498
4665.
6500
4777
4556
6425
6078
5333
4810
4300
6381
8154
5524
4545
5617
5515
4983
4851
6940
6162
5599
5190
8538
8538
6415
5440
5500
7734
7677
6327
6898
5876
6893
S480
5870
10726
5407
5446
5009
5792
5412
5620
4943
4675
4209
6293
5510

4612
4987

Branded Sombrero. The (W). Buck Jones
Jon.
Daredevil's Reward
(W). Tom Mix.
-..Jan.
Dressed to Kill. I^mve-Astor
Mar.
Escape. The (0). Russell-ValU.
_
Apr.
Gateway of the Moon. The (0), Del Rio
JaiL
Girl in Every Port. A (CO). Victor McLaglen... Jan.
Horseman of the Plains (W). Tom Mix.
Mar.
Love Hungry
(CO). Moran-Gray
A.pr.
Sharp Shooters (CO). O'Brien-Moran.Jan.
Soft Living (CO). Bellamy-Brown.
Feb.
Square
Crooks. Brown-Dwan.
_
- Mar.
Wild West Romance (W). Rex King
...Apr.
Why Sailors Go Wrong. Pbipps-McNamara
Mar.
Woman Wise (CD). RusseU-CoUyer...
Jan.

8
15

..63.58%
..70.47%

...May
Apr.
...Jin.
..Dec.
Jan.
.. Aug.
...Apr.

28
16
13
7
6
16

Mar.
J'eb.
Apr.
Feb.
—Apr.

25
26
29
12
15

Flying Romeos,
Murray-Sidney
J'eb.
French
Dressing, Warner-Wilson
Jan.
Harold
Teen. Lake-Brian
Apr.
Heart of a Follies Girl, Dove-Kent-Sherman
Mar.
Helen of Troy, Stone-Corda-Cortez
-Jan.
Ladles
Night, MaokaiU-MulbalL
ipr.
Lilac Time, Moore-Cooper
Apr.
Little S'herd of K'gdom Come, B'th'mes3-0'Day_Apr.
Mad
Hour, O'NeU-Kent-Sherman.
_
Alar.
Hawks Nest, The, Milton SiUs
May
Noose, The, Barthelmess-Joyce
Jan.
Sailors' Wives, Hughes-Astor
Jan.
Shepherd of the Hills, Francis-O'Day
Jan.
Three Ring Marriage, Hughes-Astor.
May
Wagon Show, The, Maynard
Mar.
Whip
Woman.
The. Taylor-Moreno
Feb.
Yellow Lily. The, Dove-Brooks
_
May

26
15
29
18
8
1
22
8
4
6
29
22
1
27
11
5
20

Mar. 10

6987

..47.00%
-38.90%

6000
5800
6200
5950
6500
6700
6750

1928

Apr. 7

6199

Feb. 18

15
1

Ui.

Deo. 10
Not. 26
19
Not. 19

Feb. 19
Sept 524
. Fteb.

.

Ang. 13

.

1928
Jan. 7

Krelbar Productions
Broadway

After

Midnight

1927

Betz..

.Oct 29

n.80%

-Anc 13

1927
S0.S1%
«S.IO%

Metro-GoldAvyn-Mayer
4709
6312

—

8730
6439
12000
12550

Jan. 21

5902
5821
6050
6126
7395

1927
...Mar. II
..J^ov. 19
...Feb. 5
...Nov. 12
..Apr. 2

—..June
May
Oct.
May

11
9
29
14

May
Sept
Deo.
Feb.

21
24
17
6

..Get
..Apr.
..Feb.
. Mar.
Jan.
.Jan.

8
16
26
8
22
15

June
June
.May
.Not.
Oct
..July
June
.Jan.

4
25
28
26

6408
4658
6909

63.00%
8156
6088
6646
5687
6280
6110
5291

June 4
Oct 22

. Apr.
Aug. 23
6
. Dec. 10

Deo. 31
Dec. 17

1
1

^#«7\—

6667
1927

--

Mar. 17
Feb. 11

Not. 19

1
15

Feb. 4

Apr. 717
Mar.

Jan. 7

710
4
18

J 927

Blondes by Choice (C), Claire Windsor
Oct.
Cheer Leader. The (CO). Graves-Olmstead.
Nov.
Final Extra (M), Dc La Motte
_
'Frisco Nights (0), Percy Marmont..Dec.
Girl from Rio, The (D), Carmel Myers
Sept
Heroes of the Night (M), Landis-Nlxon
Rose of Kildare, The (0). Helene Chadwick.....Aug.
Satin Woman, The (0), Mrs. Wallace Reid
Aug.

1927

Fox
Ankles
Preferred
(CD). Bellamy
Feb. 20
Arizona Wildcat. The (W), Tom Mix
Nov. 20
Auctioneer,
The, Sidney
—Jan. 16
Blackjack (W), Buck Jones
Sept. 25
Blood Will Tell (W). Buck Jones
-.-Nov. 13
Broncho Twister (W), Mil
_
_
Mar. 13
•Cameo Kirby (D). John Gilbert
lug. 28
Chain Lightning
(W). Buck Jones
A.ug. 14
Circus Ace. The, Mii
-June 26
Come to My House (CO). OUve Borden
Dec. 25
Cradle Snatchers (FC). Fazenda
.Tune 5
East Side. West Side (D), O'Brien-VaUl
Oct. 9
Gay
Cohen-MoNamara
Se'ptr25
Good Retreat.
as Gold The
(W).(C),Jones
.Tune 12
Heart of Salome (MyR). Rubens
May 8
High School Hero (C). Phipps-Stuart
—Oct. 16
Hills of Peril (W), Jones
.Mayl
•Honor
First (0), John Gilbert-.—Sept. 18
Is Zat So? (CD), O'Brien-Lowe
May 15
Joy Girl, The (CD), OUve Borden
.Sept. 18
Ladles Must Dress (CD), Virginia Valll.
Nov. 20
Last Trail (W), Mlx..._
—Jan. 23
Love Makes 'Em Wild (D), Harron
_.„Mar. 6
Loves of Carmen (D), McLaglen-Del Bio
-Sept 4
Madam Wants No Children, Cordla
_
Apr. 3
Marriage
(D), VallL
Feb. 20
Monkey Talks (D), Lomer
_
-Feb. 20
Music Master (D), A. B. Francis
_
-Jan. 23
One Increasing
Purpose (D). Lowe.
Jan. 2
Outlaws of Red River (W), Ml.t
Paid to Love (D). O'Brlen-VallL
4ug. 14
Pajamas
(CO), Borden-Gray
Oct. 23
Publicity Madness
(CO). Moran-Lowe.
Oct. 2
Rich But Honest (CD), Becbe
-..May 22
Secret Studio. The. (CD), Borden
June 19
Seventh Heaven. The (R), Farrell-Qaynor
Oct. 30
•Shame (M). John Gilbert
_
Js'ov. 27
Silk Legs (CD). Madge Bellamy
Dec. 18
Silver Valley (W). Tom Mix.
Oct. 2
Singed (D). Baxter-Sweet
Aug. 21
Slaves of Beauty (D). Herbert-Tell....Tune 5
Stage Madness (D), Valll
Jan. 9
St. Elmo (M). .John Gilbert
-O^J- 5
Tumbling Rlvor (W). Tom Mix-Dawn
AuR. 21
Truxton
King. GlItxTt
_
_
Oct. 30
Two Girls Wanted
(CD), Janet Qaynor.
Sept 11
Upstream
(D). Foxo
________Jan. 30

Feb. 4
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb. 11

Apr.
7
Dec. 10

Dec. 10
Dec 24
Dec. 8

Jan. 21
Apr. 14

Jan. 28

Bare Knees (0). Corhine
Feb. 1
Branded
Man. The (0). Delaney- Marlowe
May
Chorus Kid, The (0). AH SUr
—
Apr. 1
Danger
Patrol, The (0), RusseU-Falre.
-...Apr.
Devil's Tower. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt
May
LIghtnin' Shot The (W). Buddy Roosevelt
May
Midnight Adventure. A (0), Landis-Murpliy.
May
Mystery Valley (W), Buddy Roosevelt..July
Trail Riders (W), Buddy Roosevelt
_
A.pr.
Trailin' Back (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Mar.
Turn Back the Hours (M), Myrna Ley.
Mar. 1

-SI. 08%

Feb. 11
Feb. 18

Mar. 10
Dec. 24

Apr. 14
JaiL 28
Apr. 14

11
15
S
4

1928

Jan. 21
Feb. 11

Gotham

1927

1928
Big Noise. The, Conklln-White.
Burning
Daylight. SUls-Kenyon
Canyon of Adventure, Maynard
Chaser,
The. LangdoiL
Chinatown
Charlie, Hines

15
14
1

-....61.88%

1928

7424
6614
.5724
5475
6374
6172
6344

6
6
28
20
11
18
27

5882

..Apr. 23
..Sept. 17
Sept. 23
..July
Dec. 3

Ticker
_Nov.
Feb.
Aug.
Mar.
Dec
Nov.

5038

43

Pictures
New

Players

Very Confidential
(CD). Madge Bellamy...War
Horse
(W). Jom-s
What Price Glory (CD). McLaglen-Lowe
Whispering
Sage (W), Jones
Wizard.
The (MyO), Lowe-Hyams.
Wolf Fangs (D). Thunder (Dog)

.Feb. 5
..Jan. 22
..Feb. 12
..July 16

Title and

WORLD

5C20
4953
11109
57sa
5(;2:)
5531

1928
..Mar. 19
Oct. 29
.Jan. 8
..Oct. 1
..Sept. 24
..Apr. 9
June 25

PICTURE

7603
5957

40.70%

6337
6581
6640
6309
7865
6280

73.18%
'61."58% 6705

6203
6273
5252

48.80%

6160
6657
7S99

Adam and Evil (CO), Cody-Pringle
Adventurer, The (W), Tim McCoy
After Midnight
(D), Shearer-Gray
Annie Laurie (0). Lillian Gish

_
-

„

Aug. 27

.Jan. 14

Aug. 20
Sept 17

Becky (CD), SaUy O'Neil
JJov. 12
Ben Hur (M). Ramon Novarro
Oct. 8
Big Parade, The (M), Gllbert-Adoree
Sept. 10
Body and Soul (D), L. Barrymore
Oct. 1
Bugle Call. The (0). Jackie Coogan
Aug. 6
Buttons (CO). .Tackle Coogan
Dec. 24
Callahans and Murphys (CO), Dressler-Moran.. June 18
Captain Salvation
(M), Hanson
May 14
Certain Young Man, A (0), Novarro-Adoree
—
Demi-Bride
(CD). Shearer
Feb. 19
Fair Co-ed, The (CD). Marlon D&vlea
Oct 15
Foreign Devils (W). Tim McCoy
Sept. 3
Frisco Sally Levy (C). O'Neil.Apr. 2
Garden of Allah. The (0), Terry-PetrOTltch..... Not. 5
In Old Kentucky (D). H. Costello
Oct 29
Little Journey (CO). All Star
Jan. 1
London After Midnight (D), Lon Chaney
Dec 3
Lovelorn. The, Sally O'NelL
Dec 17
Lovers (D), Novarro-Terry
Apr. 9
Man, Woman and Sin (0), John QUliert
...Not. 19
Mockery
(M), Lon Chaney
Aug. 13
Mr. Wu (M), Lon Chaney
Mar. 26
Quality Street Davles-Nagel
Dec 31
Red Mill (C), Davles.
-Jan. 29
Road to Romance, The (D), Novarro-Day..—
Sept 24
Rookies (C). Dane-Arthur
Apr. 30
Show, The (M), Gilbcrt-AdoreeJan. 22
Slide, Kelly, Slide (CD), Hsines-O'Nell
Mar. 12
Spoilers of the West (W), McCoy-Daw
Dec 10
Spring Fever (C), William Haines.
Oct. 22
Taxi Dancer
(0), Crawford-O. Moore.
-PA. 5
Tea for Three (C). Cody-Prlngle
—
Dec 10
Thirteenth Hour. The (0). Lionel Barrymor«..._ Nov. 26
Tillle the Toiler (C). Davles
May 21
Twelve
Miles Out (M). Gilbert
July 9
Understanding
Heart (0). CYawford
Jeb. 26
Unknown, The (M), Chaney
June 4

. Atis. 27
.May 21

Not. 26
Not. 26

. Not. 12

6838
6344

854S
7300

28
16
11
29

..Aug. 27
5014
6476

Across the Singapore (MD). NoTarro-Crawford. Apr. 7
Baby Mine, Arthur-Dane
_
-Jan. 21
Biq City. The. Chaney-Compson-Day
-Feb. IS
Brinaing Up Father. Fnrrell-Mor»n-01mstead.....Mar. 17
Circus Rookies (CD). Dane-Arthur
Apr. 7
Coss.-ick$. The. Adorpo-Gllbort-Torrence.
May 12
Crowd.
The. Boardman-Murray-Roach
Mar. S
Divine Women.
G.nrho-IIanson-Sberman.
Jan. 14
Enemy.
The. Gish- Dane- Porl>cs.
Feb. IS
Forbidden
Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree.
Junes
Latest from Paris. The. Shearer- Porbea.
Feb. 4
Laugh. Clown. Laugh. Chancy-.Miu-phy-insIe
Apr. 14
Law of the Range. McCoy -Crawford
Jan. 21
Love.
O.irtio-GIIbort.
Ian. J
Patsy. The, D.ivlps-Caldwoll-Oray.
.Mar. 10
Riders of the Dark
-.._
Apr. IS
Rose Marie. Crawford-Murray
Feb. U
Smart Sot. TlalOiw-Day-nolt-Boiwarth
Feb. 25

»iei%

Not. 19

Dec 31

Jtljie
Jmtjl
Not. 10

Oct 29
Apt. 2

Not. 19
Not. 26
Deo. 31
17
Deo.
Dec 3

Jan. r
Not. 19

Not. 12
Dec 24
Dec 3

D«:.
S
Apr. 23
Bept
10
Jan. 15
Dec
17

Deo. 17
. Sept 10
.. Jnne 4
.Feb.
Mays 19
Mar.
Apr.
Dec
Dec.
Mar.
Not.
Dec
Jnne
JnlT
Mar
June

19
J
24
10
12
12
3
11
SO
14
13

Jan. 2S

1W>

11

Mar. 31

Al"

T

Mar.
10
Jan. 21
Feb.
2,'i

lui

11

10
Mar. 17
Fib. IS

lf>p in

Feb. 4
Jan. 7

I.n

Apr.
PeK 718
Uar. 10

•1."%

tt.48%
U.SO%

. liar 2

5517

1928

»e.80%
U.50%

11

Feb. 18
Apr 14

M.04%
T».60%
«T.1«%
M.07%

«t.«3%

u.to%

8118%

1928

EXHIBITORS

44
Length

Title and

Players

Released

HERALD

and MOVING

New
Pictures

Length

PICTURE WORLD

Title and

Players

April 21, 1928
Released

Pictures
New

9566
5901
8134
5011
4435

Student Prince, The (R), Novarro-Shearer
Jan.
Under the Black Eagle, Forbes-Fairbanks-Dog
Flash
^iar.
West Point (CD), Haines-Crawford
_.Jaa.
Wickedness
Preferred
(CD),
Cody-Pringle.
Jan.
Wyoming,
McCoy-Sebastian
-War.

30
24
7
28
24

Feb. 25

4933

Mar. 3

Jan. 21
Feb. 11
Apr. It

Paramount

1927

1927
6199
6951
0879
3597
5S7S
7175
6040
633G
6662
5408
7447
6287
6296
5399
6376
6017
5889
5415
7091
5862
6452
S656
7656
€439
7080
6940
6052
6007
5617
8039
7180
6238
6877
5798
4551
5399
6187
G680
5306
6247
5952
9443
5614
6368
6C34
5209
6170
5315
6015
5179
6838
5524
4934
6200
6124
6006
6497
4926
5319
7643
8486
5869
5935
5866

5960

Afraid to Love (C), Vidor.
-...Apr. 9
Barbed Wire (D), Negri-Brook
„
Sept. 10
Beau Geste (IM), Colman-N. Beery.Aug. 1
Blind Alleys (M), Meighan
Mar. 12
Blonde or Brunette? (C), Menjou......
Jan. 24
Cabaret
(CD), Gilda Gray
Mar. 36
Casey at the Bat (C), W. Beery
Mar. 5
Chang
(D), Special cast
Sept. 3
Children of Divorce (D). Bow
Apr. 2
City Gone Wild (M), Meighan-MiUner
_
Nov. 12
♦Covered Wagon, The (M), Kerrigan-Wilson
Aug. 6
Evening Clothes (C), Menjou
Mar. 19
Fashions for Women
(CD), Ralston
Mar. 26
Fireman Save My Child (C), Beery-Hatton
Aug. 1
Gay Defender, The (CD). Richard Dix
Dec. 10
Gentleman of Paris. A (CD), Menoou-0'Hara....Oct. 15
Get Your Man
(CD). Clara Bow
Dte. 10
Honeymoon Hate (CD). Florence Vldor
l>-.-. i
Hotel Imperial (D). Negri
Feb. 26
Hula
(CD), Bow-Brook
Aug. 27
It (C), Clara Bow
Feb. 19
Jesse James (D), Fred Thomson.
_.Oct. 22
*Kid Brother (C). Lloyd.
Oct. 4
Kiss in a Taxi (C). Daniels
Feb. 26
Knockout
Reilly (CD), Dix
Apr. 16
Last Waltz. The (D), Special C3.si
Nov. 26
Let It Rain (C), MacLean
lau. 3
Love's Greatest Mistake
(CD), Brent
Feb. 12
Man Power
(D), Dbt
JtUy 9
Metropolis (D). Special cast
-Aug. 13
Mme.
Pompadour (D), Moreno-D. Gish
Aug. 13
Nevada
(W), Cooper-Todd
Sept. 10
New York (IH). Cortez- Wilson
Feb. 5
Now We're in the Air (C), Beery-Hatton
Oct. 22
One Woman to Another (CD), Vidor-Shotwell....Sept. 24
Open Range (W), Lane Chandler
_
Nov. 5
Paradise for Two (C). Dix-Bronson
Ian. 17
Potters (CD). W. C. Fields
Jan. 31
Ritzy
(CD).
Bronson
Apr. 9
Rolled Stockings
(CD), Hall-Brook
_
lune 18
Rough
House Rosie (C), Bow
May 14
Rough Riders, The (D), Astor-Farrell
Oct. 1
Rubber Heels (FC). Ed. Wynn
.lune 11
Running
Wild
(C). Fields-Brian
Vug. 20
Senorita
(F), Daniels
Aug. 30
Serenade
(D), Menjou-Wray
Dec. 24
Service for Ladies (C), Menjou-Carver
Aug. 6
Shanghai
Bound
(D). Dix-Brian.
Oct. 15
She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels
Nov. 12
Shootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane
Oct. 8
Soft Cushions
(C). MacLean-Carol
Aug. 27
Special Delivery (C), Eddie Cantor
Apr. 16
Spotlight. The (CD), Ralston-Hamllton
JSTov. 19
Street of Sin (D), Jannings-Wray
Stark Love (D), Special cast
Sept. 17
Swim.
Girl, Swim
(CM). Daniels-Hall
Sept. 17
Tell It to Sweeney
(C). ConklLn-Bancroft.
Sept. 24
Ten Modern Commandments
(CD). Ralston
.July 2
Time to Love (FC). Raymond Griffith
Tune IS
Two Flaming Youths
(C). Fields- Conklin
Dec. 17
Underworld
(M). Bancroft-Brent
Oct. 29
Way of All Flesh. The (D), Janmngs-Bennett....O<'t. 1
Wedding Bills (F), Raymond Griffith
May 7
We're All Gamblers (D), Meigkan-MiUner
_.Sept. 3
Whirlwind of Youth
(D), Lois Moran
Apr. 30
Wings (M), Charles Rogers
Oct. 29
Woman on Trial (D), Pola Negri

1928

5897
6536

5«65
5889
6871
8234
7415
6837
7910
5582
6118
7194
7616

6733
5991
5435

Adventure Mad (M) UFA.
Mar.
Beau Sabreur (M). Cooper-Brent
Jan.
Date With a Dutchess. A, Menjou-Brent
Doomsday,
Vidor-Cooper
Feb.
Feel My Pulse. Daniels- Arlen
Feb.
Fifty-Fifty Girl. The, Danlels-HaU
Fools for Luck (CD). Fields-ConMin
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C). Taylor-White
Jan.
Last Command. The (D). Emii Jannings
Jan.
Legion of the Condemned, Wray-Cooper
Mar.
Love and Learn, Ralston-Chandler
.Tan.
Old
Ironsides
(D),
Beery-Bancroft-FarrellRalston
_
_
_...Mar.
Partners in Crime
(C), Beery-Hatton.
.Mar.
Peaks of Destiny...Jan.
Pioneer Scout, The (W), Fred Thomson
Jan.
Red Hair (CD), Bow-Chandler
Mar.
Secret Hour. The (D). Negri-Hersholt
Feb.
Showdown.
The. Bancroft
_
Feb.
Something Always Happens. Ralston-Hamilton....VIar.
Speedy (C). Harold Lloyd.
\pr.
Sporting Goods. DLx-Olmstead.
Feb.
Three Sinners (D), Negri-Baxter
Tillie's Punctured
Romance, Fields-Conklin
Feb.
Under the Tonto Rim, Arlen-Brian.
Feb.
Wife Savers (C), Beery-Hatton.
Jan.

...Dec. 10
...Nov.
...Oct. 812
Jan. 7
Dec. 31

Dec. 17

65.36%
66.33%

....Tan. 8
...Sept. 10
...Feb. 12

Nov. 26

...Oct.
...Jan.
..Apr.
...Apr.
...Nov.
...Mar.
...Feb.
...Aug.
...Mar.

63.57%
38.61%

22
29
2
23
19
12
26
6
12

55.64%
55.59%
56.00%

47.58%

Aug. 6
...Feb. 5
..JDec. 17
...Sept. 24
...Jan.
...Jan.
...June
...July

29
22
25
30

...Tune
-Mar.
..July
..June
..May

4
19
16
18
14

48.36%
48.30%

54.72%

58.08%

...Sept. 3
Dec. 31
Jan. 21

..Aug. 27
..May 9

..Mar. 19
..Sept. 17
22
. Oct.
July 23
..July 9
47.36%

.. Sept. 3
..July 2
..July 23

Jan.
Feb.
..Ifar.
..Apr.
Dec.
Jan.

21
25
31
7
10
28

Jan. 21
Feb. 18
Feb. 23
10
3
IS
3

Feb. 18
..Apr. 7

5659
5954

..June 11
-Aug. 20
Oct. 1

1928

1927
6089

Feb. IS
Feb. 4

5076
5916
Feb. 25
5960
5502
5970
4200

Feb. 18

1928
Mar. 17

6673
3S53

81 ■<V^-

5B08
4571
5906
1490
.-400

Feb. IS

Feb. 25

52GO

Nov. 19

Nov. 14
5
-May
Sept. 417
... June

Nov. 12

Nov. 5
..Feb. 19
..Nov. 5
Nov. 5

Nov. 19
Nov. 21
5
..May
.. May 21
...Sept.
..May 24
93
..July

.-Aug. 27
.Jan. 1
..Mar. 10

Jan. 14
Nov. 19

. July
Nov.
Jan.
. June
..May
.Tan.
-... May

2
5
29
12
9
15
2

-Oct. 8
.. June 25
..Aug. 20
.-ilay 21
.-Aug. 6
..Oct. 8
-Apr. 9
..Aug. 6
..Oct.
..June
..July
..Jane
..Apr.
..Aug.
Nov.
. May

1
11
17
18
9
20
5
14

Alice Through
a Looking
Glass
Apache
Rider. The. Leo Maloney
Ballyhoo
Buster (W). Buffalo BUI. Jr
Blonde for a Night. Prevost
Blue Danube.
Leatrice Joy
Boss of Rustlers. Don Coleman
Bronc' Stomper.
The, Don Coleman.
Chicago
(M). Phyllis Haver.
Cowboy
Cavalier (W). Buddy Roosevelt
Crashing Through. Jack Padjan
Desperate Courage
(W). Wales
Laddie Be Good (W). BiU Cody
Leopard Lady. The (M). Logan-Hale
Let 'Er Go. Gallagher! (M). Junior Coghlan
Marlle. the Killer. Klondike
Midnight
Madness.
Logan
Night Flyer. The. Wm. Boyd
On to Reno (D). Prevost-Landis
Perfect Gentleman. A (C). Monty Banks.
Roost. The (W). Coleman.
Stand and Deliver. Rod La Rocaue
Valley of Hunted
Men. Buffalo BiU, Jr
Walking
Back (M). Sue CarroU
What
Price Beauty (CD). Nita Naldi

Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
.Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Ian.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.

12
12
8
27
12
22
26
5
20
5
15
1
23
16
4

Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Feb.
Feb.
May
Jan.

5
2
15
22
20
19
6
22

48.40%

1928
Mar. 3
Feb. 18
Mar. 17
Dec. 24
Feb. 4

Jan.
Jan. 28
28
.Mar. 17
Ian. 28
Feb. 18
.Tan. 28
Dec. 31

1927

Rayart
Cruise of the Helion (D). All star
Heroes in Blue (M). Bowers-Rand
Nov.
Law and the Man. The (D). Santschi-RockweU..D6C.
Light in the Window. A (D). WalthaL
On the Stroke of Twelve (M), D. Torrenca
Nov.
Silent Hero (M). Bonaparte
_.
Wanderer of the West. A (W), Tex Maynard....Dec.

..Sept. 24

Uov. 12
.Aug. 20

1928
Casey Jones (CD), Price-Lewis
Jan.
Danger Patrol. The (D). Russell-Fair
Apr.
Gypsy of the North (D). Gordon-Hale
Mar.
Heart of Broadway. The (D). Garon-Agnew
Jan.
My Home Town
(D). BrockweU-Glass
Mar.
Painted Trail. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt
Feb.
Phantom of the Turf. The (D). CosteUo-Lease....Mar.
Wild Born (W), Tex Maynard
.Tan.
You Can't Beat the Law, Lee Keefe
Tan.

Sterling

1927
1927

1927
Almost Human
(CD). Rcraold,?
Angel of Broadway. The (D). Leatrice Joy
Avenging
Fangs (M)
Border
Blackbirds
(WD),
Maloney
Born to Battle (W), Bill Cody
Code of the Cow Country (W). Roosevelt
Combat (D), Walsh-Adams
__
Country Doctor, The (D), Schildkraut

5626
5494
4833
5423
4520
4000

Path(
6596
6555
4335
6.?26
4875
4512
5100
7500

4526
4480
G650
5398
4135
58SS
4600

Jan. 7
Dec.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.

5735
399H
5927
4S05
65S9
4833
7996
5408

..Dec. 3

..Dec. 24

.Dec. 10
..May 9

1928

Nov. 12
Nov. 26
44.08%

18
25

18
4
7

63.66%
53.08%
68.00%

...Apr. 9
...Apr. 9

31
7

17
3
28
21
10
4
25
24
7
11

..Mar. 5
..Jan. 15
..May 9
.Apr. 216
..May
..May 2
..Dec. 10

Jan. 14
Jan. 7
.Mar. 31

28
21
10
14

..Apr. 23
..Aug. 13

64.31%
50.84%
41.30%

Desert of the Lost, The (W), WaUy Wales
Dec. 18
Devil's Twin, The (W), Leo Maloney
Dec. 11
5478 Discord (D), Dagover-Ekman.
_
Nov. 20
Don Desperado (W), Maloney
May 8
8580
5804 Dress Parade (D), Boyd-Love
_
Nov. 11
May 15
6228 Eyes of the Totem (M), Hawley.
6599
Fighting Eagle, The (M), La Rocque-Haver
Aug. 29
8002 Fighting
Love (D), Goudal
7107
Dec. 4
6568 Flying Luck (C), Jlonty Banks
6403
Forbidden Woman. The (M). .Tetta Goudal
Nov. 7
Getting Gertie's Garter (F). Prevost
Girl from Everywhere (C). PoUard.
Dec. 11
6859
Oct. 31
3303
5867 Girl in the Pullman, The (C), Prevost
4968 Gold from Weepah
(W), BiU Cody
Nov. 20
7913
Golden Clown. The (D), Gosta-Ekman
Dec. IS
•^Grandma's
Boy (C). Harold Lloyd.
Dec. 11
5990
4750
Harp in Hock. A (D). Scliildkraut-Coghlan.
Oct. 10
G035 Heart of the Yukon (M). Bowers-Cornwall
6563
May 29
Heart Thief (D). Schildkraut-De Putti
Aug. 7
4620 Hidden Aces (M), Hutchison.
6788 His Dog (D). Schildkraut
July 21
(C), Langdon
May 8
4700 His First Flame
4890 His Foreign Wife (D), MacDonald-Murphy
Nov. 27
4076 Hoof Marks (W). Jack Donovan.
Nov. 13
Aug. 21
4864 Interferin' Gent, The (W), Buffalo BUI. Jr
Jim, the Conqueror (W), Boyd-Faire
King of Kings (D). jUl Star
5324
4131
Dec. 25
13500 Land of the Lawless, The (W), Jack Padjan.
4732 Little Firebrand
(C), Thornton.
July 3
Main Event. The (D). Reynolds
Xov. 21
5863
Bait (CD), Prevost
Jan. 29
3472 Man
4376 Meddlin'
Stranger
(W). Wales
_
Jime 12
My Friend from India (F), Pangbom-Fair
Dec. 19
5750 Night
3736
Bride (FC), Prevost
6421 Nobody's Widow (FC), Joy-Bay-Haver.
May 1
6903 No Man's Law (W), Rex
4375 Obligin' Buckaroo, The (W), Buffalo BUI. Jr
O.t. 16
4G7S
4497 Pals in Peril (W). Buffalo Bill. Jr
June 26
Phantom
Buster. The (W). Roosevelt-Rayford-...Aug. 14
6000 Pieces of China (Travel)
Aug. 7
.May 22
4828 Pirates of the Sky (M). Hutchison.
5844 Re.iuvenation of Aunt Mary (C), Robson.
4542
Ride 'Em High (W). Buddy Roosevelt
O-t. 9
4375
Roarin' Broncs. Buffalo Bill. Jr
Nov. 27
6303 Rubber Tires (C). Ford-Love
Rush Hour. The (C), Prevost-Ford
Dec. 12
July 31
5SS0
4562 Skeedaddie Gold (W), Wales
4546 Soda-Water Cowboy,
The (W), Wally Wales
Sept. 25
4338
Trunk
Mystery
(M), Hutchison
_
June 12
5397 Turkish
Dellflht. Schildkraut-Faye.
Nov. 11
5670 Twa-Gun of Tumbleweed
(W), Leo Maloney
July 17
5921 Van ity ( M ) . .Toy
4485 White Gold (D). Goudal
6198
White Pebbles (WD). Wally Wales
Aug. 7
Wise Wife. The (C). Haver
Oct. 24
6447 Wreck of the Hesperus. The (M), Bradford.
Oct. 31
_
5610 Yankee Clipper (M), Boyd.
7820

Dec. 26
Oct. 3
.Tune 5
Aug. 28
...Sept. 11
.Tune 19
Oct. 23
Aug. 22

Dec. 24
Nov. 19

1927

Nov. 5

5563
5300

Tiinp 4

Sept. 10

...„

1928

Burning Up Broadway (D), H. Costello
Closed Gates (M). Harron-Novak.
Outcast Souls (D). Lewis-Bonner
Pretty Clothes (D). J. Ralston-Walker
Stranded
(D). Mason

.Tan. 30

Dec. 3

Dec. 13
Oct. 15
Aug. 15

Nov. 12
Dec. 31
Jan. 7

May 28

.Tiinp 17

..Oct. 15

...

Marry the Girl (CD)

.Feb. 4

(Continued on page S3)

Sept. 10
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National
FOR

Theatre for Sale
FOR SALE — Picture Theatre; prosperous, successful house in town 1,500 pop. in beautiful California
fruit district on main Coast Highway; building and
equipment first-class and practically new; in use one
year only; $10,000 lowest, $3,000 down, $250 month;
a true bargain and opportunity. Write F. B. McGilton, 6224 Ethel Ave., Van Nuys, California. Quick
action necessary.
FOR SALE — Only theatre, town 1,500. Address
Theatre, Manchester, Mich.
FOR SALE — Lyric theatre, Morrison, Illinois.
Equipment, long lease. First price gets it. Seats 360.
3,000 population. Draws 8,000. Going into larger
proposition.
Address L. J. Burkitt, Morrison, 111.
FOR SALE — 400 seat theatre in Illinois town.
Only theatre in town. Latest equipment. Population
6,000. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14
E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Theatre in Wisconsin town. Population 3,500. Address Box 260, Exhibitors Herald &
Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
Ilh
NEW PICTURE THEATRE, town of 1,500; every
night; terms to suit. Address Box 148, North East,
Md.
FOR SALE— Only theatre. 500 seats. 2,000 California town. Address T. C. Clark, Kingsburg, Calif.
FOR SALE — ^Two theatres in Southwestern town
of 15,000. Both located advantageously. At a bargain for cash sale. Address Box 261, Exhibitors
Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE— Only show in town of 5,000. Good
surrounding country. Making good money. Town
has good future. Will take $10,000 to handle. Address Box 263, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
THEATRE FOR SALE— Centrally located; A-1
condition; fully equipped; beautiful lobby; first run
of pictures; a real money-maker. Details upon request. Address Box 262, Exhibitors Herald & Moving
Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago, HI.

For Sale
FOR SALE — Wurlitzer Electric Player Piano, $200.
SO 10-piece music rolls, style G, $1 each. Address
Star theatre, Ohio, HI.
FOR SALE — Posters, Photos, Slides, Banners, Insert Cards, and other Accessories. Save 50 per cent;
write for order blanks. Theatre Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, Theatre Poster Supply
Building, Cincinnati, O.
FOR SALE — Swimming pool, room for rink and
dance platform.
Address G. F. Wallis, Russell, Kans.
FOR SALE — 325 upholstered opera chairs all newly
upholstered in Spanish leather. Extremely cheap for
quick sale. Address C. G. Demel, 845 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE— 1,300 baseball chairs for ball park,
airdrome, like new, $1.35 each. 2,500 leather upholstered and veneer theatre chairs, perfect condition.
800 are re-upholstered, look like new, $1.50 up. Will
sell any amount. Address Amusement Supply Co.,
Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Classified

Advertising

SALE — Brunswick Panatrope, 3 tube amplification. Address Bay Theatre, Big Bay, Michigan.

Organs for Sale
FOR SALE— Used style U Wurlitzer orchestral
organ. Just overhauled. Address Box 256, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
Big April list used Organs oilers 25 real bargains.
Rebuilt Organs like new, guaranteed. Equipped with
or without roll features. Free music rolls with
Automatic players. Prices from $950.00 to $6,750.00;
2 years to pay. No red tape. Organs installed free.
90 days free service any place U. S. A. No obligation
to mail you our price list. Write today. Address
Robert Morton Organ Co., 624 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, HI.
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ used or new, Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, Illinois.

Stationery
IF PARTICULAR— "Neargravure" Process printed.
Special 100 each letterheads — envelopes — plateless
embossed — $3.75 postpaid. Samples, see difference,
character.
Address Sollidays, XH-124, Knox, Indiana.

Position Wanted
THEATRE MANAGER, experienced. Makes theatrical signs. Live ideas. Address H. Waterreus,
1144 27th St., Des Moines, la.
EFFICIENCY EXPERT— Theatre manager available at once. 15 years' experience. Been with circuit 8 years. Desire change. References. Address
Bo.x 264, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.
VIOLIN LEADER— Available immediately. Long
theatrical experience. Expert cuing. Large library;
union; references. Southern location preferred. Address Ernest E. Pound, P. O. Box 123, Durham, New
Hampshire.
ATTENTION, THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a fair salary to begin in order to prove
worth. If you are, do not overlook this opportunity.
Union, best of references, will go anywhere. Address
Box 257, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.
AT LIBERTY— Female Organist, working at present but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY — Clarinetist, Sax. Experienced in
theatre and band; theatre preferred. Use one Clarinet. Age 30. Address Emile Mills, Belleville Ave.,
Christopher, Illinois.
OPERATOR — 12 years experience, good references,
non-union, but will join if necessary. Will go anywhere. Address Victor Burns, care of Mrs. Ryan,
Box 493, Sea Oiff, Long Island, N. Y.
EXPERIENCED
OPERATOR,
reliable and competent, desires steady position.
Non-union,
but willing
to
join,
will
go
anywhere,
references.
Address
Mi
Handelman, 2611 Gladstone Ave., Apt. 109, Detroit,
ilichigan.

Medium

ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced
in theatre work. Men and women now ready for
good positions. Union or non-union. Write salary
and other data. Address Chicago Musical College,
64 E. Van Bureau, Chicago.
THEATRE MANAGER — With broad experiences
in theatre management, pictures, road shows, vaudeville, stock exploitation and publicity. Will consider
connection with theatre over 1,000 capacity where
conservative management, forceful tactics, initiative
and live ideas may be applied. One hundred per cent
references. Salary and commission. Address Box
250, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407
S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Address Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 North 7th Street, Allentown. Pa.
EXPERIENCED ORGANIST desires position.
Thoroughly dependable, large library. Any make
Organ. Will go anywhere. Address Box 252, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.

Theatre Wanted
THEATRES WANTED— Have cash buyers ioT
kinson,paying
good
Wisconsin
Baraboo,
Wis. theatres. Address Clark WilTHEATRE WANTED— SmaU Theatre wanted to
buy or lease in Chicago or 50 mile radius. Address
J. J. P., 603 W. Adams
St., Chicago, 111.

Business Opportunity
EXPERIENCED THEATRE
MANAGER — for
partnership in centrally located Strand Theatre in
city of 85,000. Must have some capital. Reason
for capital to assure securing complete effort. Will
consider leasing property. \Vrite or wire Dr. Lake
Polan, Huntington, W. Va.

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS, specialised tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furnished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, III.
BEST GRADE repair work. Prices right. Free
relief heads. Prompt service. Address Guercio &
Barthcl, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash, Chicago.

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World has help>ed hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The
classified advertising department has placed organists all over the country, has helf>ed in obtaining equipment, in selling
equipment, and in solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with
order, 10% discount if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is
being advertised this week.
The cost is small, the results are great.
[See

nexl

page]

EXHIBITORS
(See preceding page)

Equipment Wanted
BEST PRICES paid for projection machines, all
types. Address Guercio & Bartliel, 1018 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Movie Supply Co., 844
Wabash, Chicago.

Equipment

for Sale

IF YOU are looking for bargains in good used
motion picture projectors, lamps and house, and other
equipment, I can offer you some real buys. Also have
two new McCauley Low Intensity Arc Lamps for sale
at a sacrifice. Joseph Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.,
Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Motion picture projectors, parts and
supplies for all type machines. Address Guercio &
Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before buying elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service, 643 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.
CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE for Second Hand
Equipment, Seats, Rebuilt projectors of all makes.
Screens, Pianos, Organs, and other miscellaneous
articles for the theatre. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Company, 12-14 E. 9th Street, Chicago,
Illinois.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
Chairs, Projectors, Screens, Generators, Rectifiers,
Reflecting Arc Lamps, etc. Write for bargain list.
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

Chairs for Sale
FOR SALE— 1,800 HIGHEST GRADE used
spring cushion opera chairs, upholstered in dark
brown Spanish leather. Very reasonable. Write for
exact photograph and details. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St., Chicago, 111.

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.

Suggestions on "The Ticker"
HARTNEY, MANITOBA, CANADA.—
To THE Editor: Looking over reports in
"What the Picture Did For Me" for February
28, you will find that less than half have given
any percentage. This, coupled with the letters protesting against this method of grading pictures, should prove that the system is
not popular.
It surely is not fair to expect a picture to
have to buck bad weather, outside attractions
and many other things that are carried on,
especially in small towns where the exhibitor
has only a certain population to draw from.
The picture may be a real good production
but owing to the churches or some other organization putting on something or other,
takes half his crowd, and then he has to report 50 per cent whilst the picture is a 100
per center.
May I suggest this method :
Give 10 points for each of the departments
(shall we say) of the picture as follows :
Points
1st
Title
10
2nd
Plot
10
3rd
Acting
lo
4th
Star
lo
5th
Photography
lo
6th
Condition of Film
lo
7th
Advertising posters, etc.
lo
8th
Weather and other conditions that
have to be bucked against lo
gth
Service received from exchange
lo
10 th
Box office
lo
Taking No. 1 : There are lots of pictures
with titles that do not fit the picture. Deduct
•so many
points from the 10 given.
Same
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HERE'S A REAL BUY— Of 1,000 finest grade
made assembly folding chairs in sections of two
chairs slightly used. Also 720 upholstered theatre
chairs with a heavy 7-ply veneered back. All seats
have been newly re-covered in a Spanish leather and
are spring constructed. 2,000 used plain light and
heavy S-ply veneered chairs. All chairs offered at a
very rare bargain. Exact descriptive matter and
photos will be submitted at your request. Address
Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 1214 E. 9th St.,
Chicago, 111.
OPERA CHAIRS — Largest stock in the country.
Get our prices. Movie Supply Coi., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.
FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, alsoi veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address
Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
OPERA CHAIRS— Seats and backs in all sizes,
five-ply, at cut prices that saves you money. Address
Redington & Co., Scranton, Pa.

Trade Schools
CORNETISTS, Trombonists, Saxophonists, Clarinetists, get "Free Pointers." Name instrument. Address Virtuoso School, Dept. 61, Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted

to Buy

500 LEATHER UPHOLSTERED, spring seat, 200
veneered chairs; two projectors complete with reflector arc lamps; spot light, generator or transverter,
rewind table and film cabinets, screen, drop curtain
and other stage equipment. All must be high grade
and equal to new. Address Lyceum Theatre, Chestertown, Maryland.

WORLD
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FOR SALE— "Every Man's Price" (6); "Son of
the Desert" (6) ; "Martin Johnson's Cannibals of the
South Sea" (5); "The Deemster" (7); also Serials,
Comedies, Travel, Educational, etc. Address Guaranteed Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Banners and Posters
CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10, 3 feet, colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, 111 West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Theatre Lease for Sale
ONE OF THE BEST negro houses in the South.
900 seats. Population 70,000, with 35,000 negroes.
No competition whatsoever. House making money.
Will stand investigation. Reason for selling. Will
take $10,000 cash to handle. Address Douglass theatre, Macon, Ga.

Music
MUSIC ARRANGED for Piano and Orchestra.
Mimeograph copies made of songs, 10 to 100 copies.
Just the thing for chorus directors and producers.
Established eleven years. Address Southern Melody
Shop, Box 267, Montgomery, Alabama.

Engagements Wanted
NATIONAL ORCHESTRA AGENCY— Announces
their famous and recording bands available for summer engagements. Address Victory Bldg., 1011
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Miscellaneous
Films for Sale or Rent
WESTERNS, COMEDIES, Features reasonable;
list.
[nd. Address Francis Key, 2519 Jackson, Anderson,

BEAUTIFUL registered Bull Pups, $15.
Address 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

Bulldogs,

Wanted to Lease

DANTE'S INFERNO, new. Loads of paper, heralds, slides. Sacrifice for quick sale. Address Capps,
5315 Gilson Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED TO LEASE theatre, seating capacity SCO
or over.
Address Harry Meyers, Olmito, Tex.

method will apply to all except No. 8. If the
exhibitor has ideal weather and no opposition
(which I venture to say is nearly an impossibility) he can take off these points.
This is only a suggestion, but I do not like
to complain against any system unless I can
oifer something to take its place. Maybe some
other exhibitor can improve on this. I hope
he can. This department has been a great

the border. Some wisecracker fancied a derivation here from the famous and mythical
"Blue Laws" of Connecticut, with their severe
penalties for Sabbath-breaking, and applied
the term to the present day Puritans who
insist that labor, recreation and all other activities must be suspended on Sunday, hence
the present widespread misuse of this cheap

help to me and I am sorry that I haven't
reported on my pictures for sometime but
my reasons were (1) (shall I be candid?)
laziness ; and (2) I did not like to put a poor
percentage against a good picture.
To my fellow small town exhibitor in
Canada I would like to say that if you haven't
shown Van Bibber and Animal comedies released by Fox you are passing up very good
short subjects. A. Wilson, Fox manager at
Winnipeg, and R. C. Wilson are square shooters and have given me dandy service.
The First National also have done the same.
The films have always been In good shape and
this sure counts in small town theatres.
Wishing your paper the great success it
surely deserves and that I haven't wasted too
much of your time. — A. C. Digney, Peerless
theatre, Hartney, Manitoba, Canada.
He Seconds Jaysee;
What's Your Opinion?
MASON, MICH.— To the Editor : If Uncle Jackie Coogan Jenkins is really sincere
when he asks for volunteers to help him complete his poetry (?) in last week's issue, he
ought to offer a prize of a handpainted toothpick or sumthin', same as the newspapers do.
However, I hate to think of the old cuss
suffering with that undigested rhyme stuck
in his system, so here goes :
For it's not hard to understand
Especially when you're half "Teed."
I'm not sure what that last word means ;
think it's a golfing term.
J. C.'s comments on the free and indiscriminate use of the epithet "Bluenose" awaken a
responsive chord here. If my geography is
correct, a "Bluenose" was originally a native
of Nova Scotia, so-called to distinguish him
from the Blue-bellied Yankees on this side of

epithet.
A lot of my best patrons and most of my
best friends are church people, and if their
ideas of Sunday observance happen to differ
from mine I still believe they have a right
to think what they please, just as I do. Calling the other fellow names has never yet
converted him to your opinion.
However, we must admit that there are
some narrow-minded people on both sides of
the fence. Four years ago I started showing
Sunday after the church people here had promoted aSunday Chautauqua program against
my protest. Some of my church member
patrons did a little kicking behind my back;
these same people are in the theatre nearly
every Sunday night now. I received a letter
from one earnest church worker rebuking me
sadly for my "desecration of the Christian
Sabbath." In my reply I told him that I had
searched the Scriptures quite thoroughly and
could not find a thing there that seemed to
forbid my giving this community clean entertainment on Sunday. In fact, some of the
parents in town had complimented me on
this move as a big help in keeping the young
people away from questionable resorts in
other places. Recently this pillar of the
church was arrested for statutory offenses
involving several boys, including members of
his own Sunday school class. Evidently his
religion was a bit lop-sided.
In a neighboring town the church people
(some of them) fought the theatre for years,
and last Christmas closed one man up and
put him out of business because he tried to
start showing on Sunday. Now the church
which was most active in this crusade is planning to show Sunday pictures, not religious
subjects, but ordinary dramatic releases, such
as the theatre is showing. However, these
people are not the church. They represent
{Continued on page 54)
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
CopTTight,

1928

Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder

Columbia
SALLY IN OUR ALLEY: Shirley Mafion— Very
pleasing picture. Good for any theatre. Five reels.
— Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. —
General patronage.
ALIAS THE LONE WOLF: Bert Lytell— Very
good mystery story. Five reels. — Leon G. Bolduc,
Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. — General patronage.
THE ROMANTIC AGE: Special cast— Gave good
satisfaction. The kind the young people like.— L. M.
Jonee, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa. — General
patronage.

FBO
DEAD MAN'S CURVE: Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.
— 8«%. March 2-3. A nice little picture. Good settings. A thrilling auto race. Good entertainment.
FBO hafi good pictures for the small town exhibitors,
and as a rule you will still have some equity on your
theatre when you get through playing some of these
pictures. Seven reels. — B. A. Butler, Elite theatre,
Arlington, S. D. — General patronage.
THE CHEROKEE KID: Tom Tyler— 16%. March
7. Nice little Western. Tom seems to be good
always and the dog and the boy are always there,
Johnny on the spot! Five reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
MOON OF ISRAEL: Maria Corda— 60%. March
21-22. This is real entertainment. Something like
"The Ten Commandments," although not as good.
But you can raise admission and everyone will be
pleased. Eight reels. — L. W. Bagwell, Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala. — General patronage.
CALIFORNIA OR BUST: George O'Hara— 35%.
March 19-20. A fairly good subject, not up to F B O'a
regular standard, though. Lost money on this one.
Fair weather. Six reels. — F. Donaldson, Bijou-Majestic theatres, Greenville, S. C. — General patronage.
THE HARVESTER: Special cast— 70%. Fair.—
Frank G. Kresler, Palace theatre, Rensselaer, Ind. —
General patronage.
DRIFTING SANDS: Bob Steelft-90%. Marcfc
15-16. Steele deserves the best, as he is one of
F B O's big pullers. Made friends and a little money
for me. Rain and cold weather. Five reels. — F.
Donaldson, Bijou-Majestic theatres, Greenville, S. C.
— General patronage.
CONEY ISLAND: Lois Wilson- A real live, entertaining picture. Good for Sunday. Seven reels. —
W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D. — General patronage.
THE MOJAVE KID: Bob Steele— Western that
pleased. Wonderful scenery. Five reels. — Leon C.
Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. — General patronage.
FLYING U RANCH: Tom Tyler— Good Western.
Tom and Frankie please my patrons. Five reels. —
Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. — General patronage.
SHANGHAIED: Special cast — Just a fair program
picture. Six reels. — Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre,
Conway, N. H. — General patronage. •
LEGIONNAIRES IN PARIS: Guard-Cooke— Although parts of it are good entertainment, it lacks
the convention atmosphere. An inflated two reel
comedy which pleased about 50 per cent. Six reels.
— W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D. —
General patronage.
TOM'S GANG: Tom Tyler— Lively little Western
with a fair plot and plenty of riding and fighting.
Tom's little pals, Frankie Darro and the dog, are with

Reports."

Editor's Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained in the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided by
average daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.
EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .
When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE
TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart." This rating
will appear in a forthcoming issue of the Herald-World.
him again and this pleased the kids immensely.
Tyler and Frank Woods put on one of their famous
scraps again and believe it or not, these boys put up
the best ecrap seen on the screen when they get together in all of their pictures. Five reels. — H. H.
Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La. — General
patronage.
LITTLE MICKEY GROGAN: Frankie Darro—
March 23-24. Ran this on double program nights
with "The Secret Hour." Frankie Darro puts this
over strong. He is certainly a clever little chap and
has good support in Jobyna Ralston. Good print and
good photography. Average Saturday business. Six
reels.— E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—
Small town patronage.
THE BOY RIDER: Buzz Barton— March 17. A
dandy little Western which pleased the kids especially
well. The kid has picked out a good name for himself. In fact, the draw of these Western stars depends more or less on the name they select for themselves. At least, that is the way I have found it.
Five reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillftville. Wis. — Small town patronage.
BREED OF THE SUNSETS: Bob Steele— Not in
the running with "The Mojave Kid." Loosely connected story, with an exceedingly light plot. Three
good scraps proved Bob to be a good fighter and kept
the feature from falling flat. Funs want good plots
in their Westerns with lots of tough stuff. Five
reels.— H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.
— General patronage.
SPLITTING THE BREEZE: Tom Tyler— A good
Western. Had read one or two bad reports on this
one, so was kind of looking for it not to bo much.

But I was surprised, as I thought it was a dandy.
Pleased our patrons. Five reels. — Carl L. Brown,
Pastime theatre, Kurthwood, La. — General patronage.
THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY: Special cast^
Thrilling picture done on a big scale. Everyone
pleased. — Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N.
H. — General patronage.
LOVES OF RICARDO : George Beban— Good heart
interest program with splendid acting by the star.
Film in fine condition and the photography was very
good. Nice comments were heard from several patrons. Appealed especially to patrons of Italian parentage. Six reels. — H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre,
Melville, La. — General patronage.
HER FATHER SAID NO: Cooke-Guard— November 9. I call this a poor comedy drama. Not what
I expected. Not as good as the two reelers. Too
long drawn out. Did not draw. Eight reels. — A. C.
Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — General
patronage.
MOTHER: Belle Bennett — A very fine production.
Eight reels. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek.
N. Y. — General patronage.
OUT OF THE WEST: Special cast— A very good
Western comedy. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red
Creek, N. Y. — General
patronage.
BREED OF THE SEA: Special cast — A very fine,
interesting production. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.
Red Creek. N. Y. — General patronage.
LURE OF THE NIGHT CLUB: Viola DanaVery entertaining little program attraction with Viola
as usual carrying away all the honors. Very nice
photography ; worth playing on any program. Six
reels. — H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.
— General patronage.
THE DESERT PIRATE: Tom Tyler- March 16-17.
A good Western. Little Frankie Darro helps it along
in great style. Ran this on double feature nights
with "Honeymoon Hate." Perfect print and good
photography. Business good on Saturday. Five reels.
— E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre. Paoli, Ind. — Small
town patronage.
SILVER COMES THROUGH: Fred Thomson— As
usual, Thomson and Silver King very good. Good
Western. Five reels. — Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre,
Conway. N. H. — General patronage.
SILVER COMES THROUGH: Fred ThomsonNever saw a poor Thomson. This is okay. — A. C.
Betts. Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — General
patronage.
SILVER COMES THRU: Fred Thomson— I dldnt
see this but a whale of a big crowd did. We put
on "Haunted Spooks" with this, and for first time this
winter filled our house.— Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon. Idaho. — General patronage.
SPLITTING THE BREEZE: Tom Tyler— Got one
more of these Tyler pictures to play then will be
glad, if you know what I mean. However, they are
not bad. just weak Westerns. Five reels. — C. A.
Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greenaburg, K&ns. —
General patronage.
HOMESTRUCK: Viola Dana— .\ very good picture.
Well done from any angle you looked at it. our
patrons said. Six reels. — Giacoma Brothers, Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Arlr.
THE FLYING U RANCH: Tom T5ler— This is my
first one of T>-lor'9 and it "took" o.k. for a now star.
Several good comments. — E. C. Bays. Globe theatre,
Buona Vista, Va. — Small town patronage.
SOUTH SEA LOVE: Patsy Ruth Miller— March
17. This was considered just fair : although It has
been handled by an experienced director. Miss Miller
does excellent work.
Sovon reels. — Wm. Wiske, Com-
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munity theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
DON MIKE: Fred Thomson— March 10. This one
made a hit with the Saturday night crowd. Drew well
and pleased. Step on it. Six reels. — Wm. Wdske,
Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — Small town
patronage.

First National
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Molly O'Day—
90%. A fine picture. Good crowds that were pleased.
ESght reels. — Frederic O. Gooch, Lyric theatre, Loudon, Tenn. — General patronage.
THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmeea— 90%. This is
the best picture Richard has made since "Classmates."
Don't pafis this one up. Play it and don't be afraid
of advertising it. Seven reels. — Frederic O. Gooch,
Lyric theatre, Loudon,
Tenn. — General
patronage.
THE DROP KICK: Richard Barthelmess— 62%.
February 16. I was positively bored with this one.
Yet some I talked with liked it. Take your choice.
— H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C—
General patronage.
LAND BEYOND THE LAW: Ken Maynard— 81%.
February 9. The third or fourth Maynard and the
attendance shows a steady increase. Need we say
more?— H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.
— General patronage.
LAND BEY0ND THE LAW: Ken Maynard— 20%.
March 16-17. All Maynard shows are good and this
is no exception. Different from all other Westerns.
In a class by themselves. Ken always satisfies and
that's what we care for. Give us outdoor stories in
all 6hows and we all will be better off. Cut out the
society eex stuff, as it will kill the movies in time.
Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D. — General patronage.
LAND BEYOND THE LAW: Ken Maynard—
March 17-18. This is the weakest of the Maynards
we have run to date. It's the same old story of the
cattle rustlers and has been done so many times by
every Western and would-be Western star that we
were surprised Ken would allow them to stick it on
to him. Some mighty fine shots of cattle and some
pretty scenery, but not up to Maynard's standard.
Seven reels. — Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre,
Colby, Wis. — Small town patronage.
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton Sills— 80%.
Very good. — Frank G. Kresler, Palace theatre, Rensselaer, Ind. — General patronage.
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton Sills— March
15-16. Splendid outdoor action picture. Good for
small towns. — J. L. Seller, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.
— Small town patronage.
MAN CRAZY: Mackaill-Mulhall— 30%. March 1617. Can't say much for this, although it is not bad.
Story very weak. Give this team a good story like
"Subway Sadie" and they are sure fire. Six reels. —
S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba,
Canada.— Small town patronage.
SUNSET DERBY: Astor-Collier— 61%. December
29. No fault to find with it, but nothing to rave
about. — H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.
— General
patronage.
LOST AT THE FRONT: Murray-Sidney— 54%.
December 22. A dandy comedy. — H. B. Grice, Aiken
Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. — General patronage.
LOST AT THE FRONT: Special cast— Another
laugh getter. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek,
N. Y. — General patronage.
SOMEWHERE IN SONORA: Ken Maynard— 72%.
January 12. Maynard's riding impressive the first
one or two times, but soon loses its effectiveness.
On the other hand, his pictures as a whole are interesting enough. — H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre,
Bath, S. C. — General patronage.
LADIES AT PLAY: Special cast— 58%. January
5. Bought this on Mr. Boovy's recommendation and
certainly was not disappointed. It was a scream.
Might make some people blush, but they will surely
laugh at the same time. — H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills
theatre, Bath, S. 0. — General patronage.
THE LADY IN ERMINE: Corinne GriflSth- 10%.
March 13. Fair show, but not the kind that they like
here, so we are glad it is over with. Seven reels. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moor^81%. March 10.
Very good program picture and drew well for me.
Six reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port
Huron, Mich.^General patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore — Title does not
mean a thing in this one. Colleen is not so good.
She drew well but did not satisfy. Seven reels. —
C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
SUBWAY SADIE: Mulhall-Mackaill— 72%. Jannary 26. As nice a little comedy as anyone would
want to see.
Not too funny, but funny enough. —
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H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C— General patronage.
LONG PANTS: Harry Langdon— 64%. March 16.
Just fair as a picture, but think it's the best one he's
made to date. It holds the Friday night's record here.
Why, I don't know, but the audience seemed to like
it. Six reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre.
Port Huron,
Mich. — General patronage.
NAUGHTY BUT NICE: Colleen Moore— 60%.
February 2. Just what the title says, "Naughty But
Nice." A comedy that is okay. — H. B. Grice, Aiken
Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. — General patronage.
NAUGHTY BUT NICE: Colleen Moore— This picture pleased a fair Sunday crowd. — Ernest Vetter,
Majestic
theatre. Homer, Mich. — Small town patronage.
FRAMED: Milton Sills— 69%. February 23. Above
the average. Prison camp scenes, the mine being
flooded with mud were especially good. — H. B. Grice,
Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C— General patronage.
ORCHIDS AND ERMINE: Colleen Moore— «2%.
March 1. 100 per cent entertainment. Nothing
wrong at all. Will please all.— H. B. Grice, Aiken
Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. — General patronage.
SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard— 60%. March
8. Play at high school hurt attendance, but it was
a good picture. — H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre,
Bath, S. C. — General patronage.
TWINKLETOES: Colleen Moore— 70%. January
19. Only moderate. — H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. — General patronage.
GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard — A-1 entertainment.
Ken and Tarzan favorites here. Lots of comedy,
which made them laugh. Five reels. — Leon C. Bolduc,
Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. — General patronage.
THE LIFE OF RILEY: Sidney-Murray — Very
good. Murray and Sidney real comedy stars. — Leon
C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. — General
patronage.
AMERICAN BEAUTY:
Billie Dove— March 21-22.
Not the best one of Billie's pictures by any means,
but a very good picture. Had several good compliments on it. Nine reels. — Guy Loudermilk, Fairy
theatre, Nappanee, Ind.— General patronage.
AMERICAN BEAUTY: Billie Dove— Slow motion
stuff. The story was dragged out for several reels
before any action started. Pleased only about 50 per
cent. Photography dull gray all the way. Seven
reels. — H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville,
La. — General patronage.
AMERICAN BEAUTY: Billie Dove— A very pleasing picture. Billie is sure a beauty. Six reels. —
Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. — General patronage.
SMILE, BROTHER, SMILE: Mackaill-Mulhall—
Dandy little picture. Will please most anywhere.
Five reels. — Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,
N. H. — General patronage.
ROSE OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Astor-Roland—
In spite of adverse criticisms in this department, this
picture was well received by patrons here. It is a
story of old California and the plot is a good one.
Acting is good and the climax where Old Glory
rises over California territory brought forth a good
round of applause. Only kick is against the diffused
photography. It may be artistic according to the
director's viewpoint, but patrons come to see pictures,
not blurs. Seven reels. — H. H. -Hedberg, Amuse-U
theatre, Melville, La. — General patronage.
THE STOLEN BRIDE: Billie Dove — Very good.
All the ladies love Billie and lots of the men as well.
Beautiful settings. — Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre,
Conway, N. H. — General patronage.
RED RAIDERS: A good Western frontier story.
— Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich. —
Small town patronage.
CLANCY'S KOSHER WEDDING: Sidney-Murray
— This Irish-Jew comedy pleased the majority and
received favorable comments. — Ernest Vetter, Majestic
theatre, Homer, Mich. — Small town patronage.
NO PLACE TO GO: Astor-Hughee — Poor from
start to finish. Mary Astor totally unsuited to the
part of a cigarette smoking weak-will. Lloyd
Hughes, too, out of place. This was a sorry effort
from First National and many more like it will spoil
the popularity of these good stars. One patron hit
the nail on the head when he called "No Place to
Go." Seven reels. — H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre,
Melville, La. — General patronage.
AN AFFAIR OF THE FOLLIES: Billie DoveMarch 21-22. A very pleasing drama. Billie Dove
is charming. Drew nice business both nights. Good
print and good photography. Seven reels. — E. M.
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli. Ind. — Small town patronage.
THE WHITE BLACK SHEEP: Richard Barthelmess— March 20. Very good picture. Seven reels. —
Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111.— General patronage.
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BURNING DAYLIGHT: Milton Sills— March 18.
I did not think much of this but the small crowd I
had out to it said O. K. so I guess it pleased. Seven
reels. — Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City,
Cal. — Small town patronage.
FRENCH DRESSING: Lois Wilson— Nothing big
but will please the majority, especially the women
as there are some very fine gowns shown. — P. R.
Matson,
Crystal theatre, Flandreau,
S. D. — General
patronage.
THE LOVE MART: Billie Dove— Very good picture, to poor business. Billie Dove is not a star yet
■with, us, she is improving slowly. Seven reels. —
Alfred Raboyliatti, Globe theatre. Globe, Ariz. — General patronage.
THE DROP KICK: Richard Barthelmess— March
25-26. An entertaining picture which pleased.
Seven reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville. Wis. — Small town patronage.
CAMILLE: Norma Talmadge — A masterpiece, but
did not draw rental here. If you can afford to show
good ones at a loss, take it. Had a few women on
it, and
they cried.^-G.
Ark.
— General
patronage.Carey, Strand theatre, Paris,
THE CHASER: Harry Langdon— Marrfi 14. Positively vulgar. A very rotten comedy that had plenty
of smut. Was funny at times but my patrons sure
told me plenty ^vhen they went out. Business is bad
enough without having to overcome such features as
these. Can the vulgar stuff. Six reels. — Leslie
Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal. — Small
town patronage.
LADIES AT PLAY; Special cast— Came near setting this one out as had read several adverse criticisms on it, but played it and was not sorry. Think
it very good and so did my patrons. Some little
rough spots in it, but not nearly so bad as some
I have used. Nothing to rave over, but will get by
as program picture. Seven reels. — C. A. Spainhour,
Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kans. — General patronage.
THE SEA TIGER: Milton Sills— March 23-24.
Here is a dandy program. We failed to make any
money on account of basket ball tournament but picture pleased those that came. Sills very convincing
actor and balance of cast did very well. It not the
sea story the title would lead you to believe as very
few scenes are taken on the high seas. Story built
up around the seafaring people and very interesting.
Six reels. — Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore— We would class
this as about the poorest picture featuring this star
we have ever shown and we have had about all of
them. Did not please more than 50 per cent. — P. R.
Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D. — General
patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore— A dandy picture. Plenty of comedy and a very good story.
Kept the audience in a good humor throughout the
show. Had above the average house. Eight reels. —
C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kans.
— General patronage.
THE TENDER HOUR: Dove-Lyon— March 28. A
program picture sold to me as a special on which I
took in about half enough to pay for the film rental.
First National have oversold me on their specials,
as I have lost money on every one. Eight reels. —
Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111.— Small
town i>atronage.
THE STRONG MAN: Harry Langdon— March 17.
Good comedy that semed to please. I myself didn't
like the way the church was brought in. The church
and the minister were made to appear ridiculous.
No minister is foolish enough to exi)ect such miracles
these days and that part of the picture is all wrong.
Print and photography good. Seven reels. — Robert
Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
THE WISE GUY: Special cast— Good program picture. Too odd for us. — G. Carey, Strand theatre,
Paris, Ark. — General patronage.
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the actors have long since departed,
And the screen is a thing of the past.
We shall pause, look back through the

picture will draw them in and I heard no kicks,49so
why worry? If the people like him, let them have
him. Five reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa
Grove, 111. — Small town patronage.
VERY CONFIDENTIAL: Madge Bellamy— March
21. A very pleasing show. This boy Pat Cunning
co-starred and is a comer. We want to see him in
more pictures. Fo.x has the best average pictures
for the small town. Did not draw on account tent
show opposition, but pleased all who came to see it.
Six reels. — Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City.
Cal. — Small town
patronage.
MARRIED ALIVE: Matt Moore — Good program
picture. Good cast. Fair business. — E. C. Bays,
Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va. — Small town patron-

SEVENTH HEAVEN: Gaynor-Farrell— 73%. March
11-12. It's a great picture and should do a lot of
business any place. I was not sold on this picture
and didn't really give it a chance and still it did a
good business. Play it up big or don't play it at all.
Eleven reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre.
Port Huron, Mich. — General patronage.

agesfrom memories still holding true.
And
Shall continue to talk of the great plays
That flashed up in interims few.

age.
SOFT LIVING: Madge Bellamy— Pleased ninetyfive per cent, best Bellamy picture to date from
Fox. Six reels. — R. Navary, Liberty theatre, Verona,
Pa. — General patronage.

THE LAST TRAIL: Tom Mix— 85%. March 2-3.
Not as good as I have seen, but will pass. Lost
money on this baby. Six reels. — F. Donaldson, BijouMajestic theatres, Greenville, S. C. — General patronage.

With emotions still flaming our breast.

Fox
THE WIZARD: Edmund Lowe— 85%. Here's one
of the finest mystery pictures we have played in a
long time. Very interesting and some very good
comedy in it. — B. E. Parsons, State theatre, Springfield, Minn. — General patronage.
BLACK JACK: Buck Jones— 80%. March 6-7. I
have not played but a few of this star's pictures, but
will say my patrons like him very well. Have many
good comments. My patrons are not strong for
Western pictures. Boys, you need not be afraid of
Buck Jones, he will please 75 per cent. Five reels. —
B. A. Butler, Elite theatre, Arlington, S. D.— General
patronage.

THE JOY GIRL: Olive Borden— 60%. March 9-10.
I consider this a fair program picture. After seeing
some reports on this picture I wished I had not contracted for it, but I could not see anything objectional
to it. I have no love for Fox Film Corporation, but
for the benefit of other exhibitors I will not knock a
picture through personal feelings. Seven reels. — B.
A. Butler, Elite theatre, Arlington, S. D. — General
patronage.
VERY CONFIDENTIAL: Madge Bellamy— 70%.
Good. — Frank G. Kresler, Palace theatre, Rensselaer,
Ind. — General patronage.
THE BLUE EAGLE: George O'Brien— 95%. March
12-13. Best one we have seen O'Brien in. Would
like to have more on same order. Pleased all who
saw it. Cold weather. Eight reels. — F. Donaldson',
Bijou-Majestic theatres, Greenville, S. C. — ^General
patronage.
WOLF FANGS: Thunder— 20%. March 14-15.
Fair picture, but can't compare in any way with Rin
Tin Tin. It rained, but had few who said it was
just fair. Six reels. — L. W. Bagwell, Crystal theatre,
Oakman,
Ala. — General
patronage.
HIGH SCHOOL HERO: Special cast— 75%. Good.
— Frank G. Kresler, Palace theatre, Rensselaer, Ind.
— General patronage.
RICH BUT HONEST: Special cast— Poor title, but
fine entertainment. House in an uproar from start
to finish and the feature was loudly praised by all
who saw it. An unusual ending made it unique — it
was difi^erent. Pictures as entertaining as this are
too "seldom." Six reels. — H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
theatre, Melville, La. — General patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Special cast— March 1819. Well, boys, this is a "whooplah." I have not
seen "The Big Parade," so cannot say which is the
better. However, several of my patrons who had
seen both at $1.65 a look came again to see this one,
as they said it was better than "The Parade."
Whether or not it is better is immaterial. The fact
remains that it is an extra fine picture of its kind
and Fox gave me a decent break in the price compared to the deal I got from Metro on "The Big
Parade." whihh I run next month. Twelve reels. —
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. —
Small town patronage.
THE COUNTRY BEYOND; Special cast— Good.
Did not draw, though. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.
Red Creek, N. Y. — General patronage.
THE BRONCHO TWISTER: Tom Mix— Old Tom
is here in this one. Plenty of action all the way
through and that's what they like. This is the type
of Western our patrons like Tom to star in, so it
pleased all. Six reels. — Carl L. Brown, Pastime theatre. Kurthwood, La. — General patronage.
WHISPERING WIRES: Anita Stewart— November 12. A very good picture, but did not draw for
me. Seven reels. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red
Creek. N. Y. — General patronage.
CRADLE SNATCHERS: Special cast— January 14.
Best comedy of them all. Pretty snappy but okay.
—A. C. Betts. Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.—
General patronage.
TUMBLING RIVER: Tom Mix— This picture
pleased the Mix patrons. Some beautiful scenery
plus a dandy story. Sure hate to hear of Tom Leaving. Five reels. — Carl I,. Brown, Pastime theatre,
Kurthwood, La. — General patronage.
SECRET STUDIO: Olive Borden— Okay.— A. C.
Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.— General
patronage.
WAR HORSE: Buck Jones— This is a good picture,
but if your patrons come to see a Western they will
■be disappointed.
It's a dandy little war story.
Pa-

"Ben Hur"
(With apologies to Kipling)
By PHILIP RAND
last,
When the world's last film is fashioned,
And
the camera has ground out its
When

We shall remember

the "Birth of a Na-

And compare it with the mighty "Intol"Abraham Lincoln," "Old Nest,"
erance,"
We shall
tion"mention the great "Ten Commandments,"
"Covered
Wagon," "Volga Boatman,"
"Big Parade,"
But in our thoughts, will ever there linger, Hiir" — the noblest e'er made.
"Ben
For, oh, what a wonderful story
In the pozverful days of old Rome,
Whenter,might was the only criterion.
And justice ivas cold as a stone.
When the love of one, the Great MasBrought
a new
could cope,

force

by

which

all

And

a new zvorld blazed forth to all
creatures,
A new Heaven, a glorious Hope!
— Philip Rand,
Rex
theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

irons here want Buck Jones in strictly Western
stories. Five reels.— Carl L. Brown, Pastime theatre,
Kurthwood, La. — Genera! patronage.
MARRIED ALIVE: Matt Moore — Bum entertainment. Matt Moore a total failure at our box office.
He may be a comedian but our patrons can't see it
that way. Several walkouts and oodles of knocks.
Six reels.— H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville,
La. — General patronage.

LEGS: Madge Bellamy— Fair program attraction with a liberal display of feminine charms.
Story has somewhat of an unusual plot. Six reels.—
H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre. Melville, La.— General patronage.
SILK

GOOD AS GOLD: Buck Jones— As usual. Buck
rings the bell with a real Western. This number
was good from beginning to end and there were
thrills aplenty in it. Buck is a real he-man and I
would like to get a good picture of him to hang in
fellows, and you
the lobby. Get "Good as Gold,"
won't mind showing yourself at the entrance as the
patrons leave your show. Paper fair, film fair, photography good. Six reels.— H. H. Hedberg. Amuse-U
theatre, Melville, La.— General patronage.

OUTLAWS OF RED RIVER: Tom Mix— March
23-24. Good Western with the usual drawing power
is
of Mix. This is a little above the average, which at
saving a mighty good picture, and the receipts
theatre,
Rich
Rich.
the box office were okay.— S. H.
patronage.
Idaho.— General
Montpelier.
— We set this picture
Bellamy
Madge
COLLEEN:
out last year for some reason and had a place for it
the other day and picked it up and played it and
it proved to be a dandy good picture. Had plenty
of comments on it to the good. Six reels.— C. A.
theatre, Greensburg, Kans.—
Twilight
Spainhour.
.
patronage
General
THE WAR HORSE: Buck Jones — March 27-28.
picture and will please Buck's fans.
This is isa adandy
little war mixed in it. but it is mostly
There
grehokum. You know. Buck's hor.se kicksguna hand
nest and
nade a half mile into a machine
captures forty to fifty Germans. Six reels.- Wm. E.
Tragsdorf. Tings theatre, Ncilsvillo. Wis.— Small town
patronage.
THE CIRCUS ACE: Tom Mix— March 21. I
But a Mix
this a very poor Mix picture.
thought

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE SMART SET: William Haines— 95%. ThiB
is certainly real entertainment and 100 per cent, at
that. If you haven't ."ihown it, get it. Bill, you sure
do know your stuff, keep up the good work. I would
like to have one of your pictures to put in my lobby.
Seven reels. — Frederic O. Gooch, Lyric theatre, Loudon, Tenn.— General patronage.
PATSY: Marion Davies— 80%. Good.— Frank G.
Kresler, Palace theatre, Rensselaer, Ind. — General
patronage.
WEST POINT: WilUam Haines— 80%. GoodFrank G. Kresler, Palace theatre, Rensselaer, Ind. —
General patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan^O%. March 9-10.
This is fine entertainment for the family, young and
old. Shipwreck scenes good and Jackie gives a good
performance. Did fine business. Seven reels. — S. B.
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada
— Small town patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan — You can't go wrong
with this one. All that a picture should be. Good
all around entertainment. Pleased all that saw it.
— C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
BEN HUR: Ramon Novarro— 100%. February
19-20-21. I guess this one is the best ever. Twelve
reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General patronage.
BEN HUR: Ramon Novarro — 93%. Played this
wonderful picture to packed house both nights. You
can't go wrong on this one. Twelve reels. — Frederic
O.
Gooch, Lyric theatre, Loudon, Tenn. — General patronage.
BEN HUR: Ramon Novarro — Well, this is the
picture of all times. Advertised this like a circus, eo
naturally expected big business but was disappointed.
We had fair business and it pleased everyone. It is
a picture every exhibitor should play. It brought
patrons here that never had been to a picture show.
I would class this as a 100 per cent attraction.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is to be congratulated for this
picture. Twelve reels. — Carl L. Brown, Pastime theatre, Kurthwood, La. — General patronage.
MOCKERY: Lon Chaney— 30%. March 13. Another good
one by Chaney,
in
this town
; therefore,
this is but
the he
lastdoesn't
of his draw
for us.
Seven reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,
Grecnriver, Utah. — General patronage.
THE FRONTIERSMAN: Tim McCoy— 15%. March
9-10. Good show of the early days when a white
man had to fight with the Indiana to get along.
Plenty of slaughtering and Tim gets the girl. Five
reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball. S. D.—
General patronage.
AFTER MIDNIGHT: Norma Shearer — Iflo'o. Fel>ruary 12-13. Found this a very pleasing number
and did a very fair business. Seven reeJs. — S. B.
Kennedy. Central theatre, Selkirk. Manitoba, Canada^
— Small town patronage.
AFTER MIDNIGHT: Norma Shearer— March «.
Very good picture. Pleased most everyone. — Mrs. C.
Knox. Star theatre. Villa Grove, III. — General patronage.
THE STUDENT PRINCE: Norma Shearer- March
15-16. ThMe two stars are fine, but I raised the
admission price and had a number tell me they had
enjoyed a regular program picture many times better than this. Had opposition and it failed at the
box office. Seven reels. — Mrs. C. Knox. Star theatre.
Villa Grove. 111. — Gonornl patronage.
BRINGING UP FATHER: Sixjcial cast— March
18-19. Hero is one of the good ones from MotroGoldwyn-Mnyer and we ran it red hot immediately
after release date. and. of course, didn't got a« much
out of it as wc would have running it a couple
months later, after we could have seen few reports
on tt In this department.
Wc were actually afraid to
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run it in view of the fact that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
has such rotten paper on it. It's absolutely terrible
and -will drive away more patrons than it will attract.
(See our "Letters From Readers" — March 31, on
this.) But it is a good, clean', bang up comedy and
acting by entire cast is fine. Don't be afraid to
boost it and it's worth a little raise in admission,
■which we didn't do on account of being afraid of it
and the paper they put out. Seven reels. — Crosby &
Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies— Good and
bad comments on this picture. Will please ladies
more than men. Good acting. — Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou
theatre, Conway, N. H. — General patronage.
QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies— March 13-14.
Very clean picture of old England with light comedy.
— J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small
town patronage.
QUALITY STREET:
Marion Davies— March 11-12.
Will not appeal to majority. Not near as good as
"The Fair Co-ed." This is a costume picture without
much plot. However, Marion drew a good crowd, so
we can't complain. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,
Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronage.
WYOMING: Tim McCoy— As good as the average
Western. Too much shooting and more chasing,
although scenery beautiful. Acting very good. Six
reels. — C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis. —
Small town patronage.
WYOMING: Tim McCoy— March 23-24. I think
that about the poorest Western I have ever run. Tim
McCoy, to my notion, would be as good a Western
star as Ken Maynard if Metro would give him something to work on. Too many unreasonable things
done in this picture. Can you imagine one man
licking a regiment of Indians? I am glad there were
only five reels. — Guy Loudermilk, Fairy theatre, Nappanee, Ind.. — General patronage.
LAW OF THE RANGE: 'Hm McCoy— March 10.
Good Western for Saturdays. — J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
THE TAXI DANCER: Special cast— Very good.—
A. C. Bette, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — General patronage.
THERE YOU ARE : Conrad Nagel — A fine comedy.
Did not draw, though. Seven reels. — A. C. Betts,
Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — General patronage.
WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy— November 5. A good
picture and McCoy does splendid work, but did not
draw. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.
— General patronage.
A LITTLE JOURNEY: Claire Windsor— Okay.
Train wreck very realistic. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — General patronage.
FRISCO SALLY LEVY: Sally O'Neil— March 17.
A beautiful St. Patrick's comedy. Very laughable.
Pleased audience immensely. Eight reels. — A. C.
Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — General
patronage.
WINNERS OF THE WILDERNESS: Special cast
^The best McCoy we have ever used. — A. C. Betts,
Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — General patronage.
SPOILERS OF THE WEST: Tim McCoy— Good
Indian type Western feature that pleased. Six reels.
— Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. —
General patronage.
THIRTEENTH HOUR: Lionel Barrymore — Pleased
the majority. Some very dark scenes. Dog very
good. — Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.
— General patronage.
THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Lionel Barrymore—
This is a very good program picture. Do not remember of any picture that held the interest of every
single person in the house. No special. The dog
does wonderful in this picture. Six reels. — C. W.
Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
MAN, WOMAN AND SIN: John Gilbert— March
18-19. Only a fair program picture, but did good
business. I paid too much money for this picture.
.They charged me a special price for it. Not worth
more than $10 to any email town. Seven reels. —
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.^Small
town patronage.
ADAM AND EVIL: Cody-Pringle— March 19-20.
Just a fair program picture. Nothing to brag about.
Seven reels. — Guy Loudermilk, Fairy theatre, Nappanee, Ind. — General patronage.
THE ROAD TO ROMANCE: Ramon Novarro—
Not his beet by any mean's. Failed to please the
Novarro fans here. However, this picture would be
more suitable for large houses. — Carl L. Brown,
Paetime theatre, Kurthwood, La. — General patronage.
BODY AND SOUL: Barrymore-Pringle— March
10. A fairly good, entertaining picture. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small to'wn patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Haines — Consider this
very poor for Haines. The story was very weak. Had
a good crowd for this and really expected more of a
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picture. The show was over and the people kept
their seats still waiting for something to happen.
Seven reels. — C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
SPRING
FEVER:
William Haines— A pleasing
program
picture.
Comments favorable. — Leon
C.
Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. — General patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: James Murray— Well liked
picture, with Murray playing a good part. Plenty of
comedy and thrills. Enough to make it interesting.
Seven reels. — C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan— Not as good
as hie other pictures. Fair and pleased the children.
— Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. —
General patronage.
TIN HATS: Special cast — A good war comedy.
Rather old, but pleased my patrons. — Ernest Vetter,
Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich. — Small town patronage.
ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur — An' excellent comedy. —
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — General patronage.
ON ZE BOULEVARD: Renee Adoree— March 6.
Very light comedy. The talent of two good stars
wasted. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
— Small to'wn patronage.
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Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.— Small
town patronage.
EAGLE OF THE SEA: Special cast— 41%. Jannary 2. A good picture shown on a very cold night.
Hence the percentage. — H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. — General patronage.
PARADISE FOR TWO: Richard Dix— 78%. February 27. Didn't see this one.— H. B. Grice, Aikea
Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. — General patronage.
SAY IT AGAIN: Richard Dix— 65%. December
26. One of the best comedies we have seen. — H. B.
Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. — General
patronage.
HULA: Clara Bow — 47%. March 17. A very good
comedy, with Clara Bow at her best. We did not
get as big a crowd as we thought we would, but it
satisfied. Thanks for the photo. Miss Bow. Six
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER: Jack
March 4-5. Certainly a good picture and
for us even if it is a little old. — C. P.
Roxy theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General

Holt— 70%.
drew well
Washman,
patronage.

FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt— 55%. December
19. All right.— H. B. Grice, Aiken' Mills theatre,
Bath S. C. — General patronage.
THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix—
82%. January 9. Hesitated to book this, but our
patrons liked it, all right. — H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills
theatre, Bath, S. C. — General patronage.

Paramount
NOW WE'RE IN THE AIR: Beery-Hatton— 80%.
February 26-27. Sure had varied comments on this
one. One fellow said it sure was a hot one and
seemed pleased. Another said it wa£ rotten'. Several
said it was the funniest thing they ever saw. Personally, Idon't want any more of them on Sunday.
I didn't care for it. Six reels. — C. P. Washman,
Roxy
theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General
patronage.
BEAU SABREUR: Special cast— 65%. A fair
picture, but not up to "Beau Geste." This picture
may click in some places, but was a total flop for us.
Seven' reels. — B. R. Parsons, State theatre, Springfield,
Minn. — General patronage.
NEVADA: Gary Cooper— 71%. March 17.
high class Western which drew good business.
have played it two days. Six reels. — E. N.
land, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. —
patronage.
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BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt— 74%. February 6. This picture was a second world war when
it comes to showing wholesale killing. Boy, they
sure did slaughter 'em. If they like them wild and
woolly this picture eure will please. — H. B. Grice,
Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. — General patronage.
RUNNING WILD: W. C. Fields— 25%. March 15.
A very good comedy, one of Fields' best. Seven reels.
— Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.
LET IT RAIN: Douglas MacLean— 82%. March
5. The Marines furnish the comedy in this one
aboard Uncle Sam's gunboat (cruiser, or whatever it
was) and aboard a fast mail train, and they have a
good stock of both comedy and thrills. — H. B. Grice,
Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. — General patronape.
MAN OF THE FOREST: Jack Holt— 73%. February 20. Jack Holt Westerns are always good.
This was no exception. — H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills
theatre, Bath, S. C. — General patronage.
STRANDED IN PARIS: Bebe Daniels— 62%. February 13. Pretty Good. Nothing extraordinary. — H.
B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. — General
patronage.
WE'RE IN THE NAVY NOW: Beery-Hatton—
83%. January 16. A good comedy that will please
all.— H. B. Grice, Aiken' Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. —
General patronage.
DESERT GOLD; Robert Frazier — 85%. January
23. A very good Western, which is what our patrons
like.— H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C—
General patronage.
THE CANADIAN: Thomas Meighan— 79%. Jannary 30. Picture too slow and draggy. It had a
most unusual twist where the girl marriee a man
she barely knows to escape from her brother's home,
where she feels she is not wanted by her brother's
wife. But even these scenes were too long dra-wn
out. Not enough action. — H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills
theatre, Bath, S. C. — General patronage.
SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels— 35%. March
14-15. Not as good as previous Daniels pictures, but
proved good dra-wing card. Final scenes on desert
showing motion picture being thrown on sand dunes
are improbable. Seven reels.— S. B. Kennedy, Central
theatre,
ronage. Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small town patSHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels — A very good
comedy. Many favorable comments. Some thought
that it was not as good as her college stories.-

THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson— March
20-21. The best thing Thomson has done in a Ion?
time. A fast moving, high class Western, simply
packed with action. The two high spots consist of a
covered wagon' race and a fight between Fred and a
desperado, played by none other than Tom Wilson,
minus the burnt cork. If you have anything thicker
than red ink in your veins, either one of these sequences will more than give you your money's worth.
Perfect print and good photography. Seven' reels. —
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town
patronage.
THE LAST COMMAND: Emil Jannings— March
21-22. Another good picture from Paramount which
did pretty good business. Emil Jannings the greatest
actor of the day. It's a picture of the R'useian revolution, but seemed to please most everybody. Evelyn
Brent also very good. Nine reels. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small to'wn patronage.
THE SPOTLIGHT: Esther Ralston— March 11-12.
Just a program picture. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal.— Small town patronage.
THE SECRET HOUR:
Pola Negri— March 23-24.
Very ordinary. Too much footage and nothing much
happens. In fact, it's decidedly dull. Poorest Negri
so far this year. Perfect print and good photography.
Average Saturday business. Eight reels. — E. M. Biddie, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small to'wn patronage.
GET YOUR MAN:
Clara Bow— March 14-15.
Th&
"It" girl scores heavily again in this splendid vehicle.
Perfect print and excellent photography. Six reels.
— E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small
to'wn patronage.
CHILDREN OF DIVORCE: Clara Bow— March
22-23. This Is a very good picture of its kind. It
depicts the evils of divorce and is quite sad as a
whole, but they love 'em that way for a change.
The second night was extra good, so they must haveliked it. A very good cast and Clara Bow really
does some acting in this, although it is not along the
lines of her recent vehicles. Seven reels. — Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
DRUMS OF THE DESERT: Warner BaxterThis picture pleased the Zane Grey fans and drew a
fair business. — Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer,
Mich. — Small town patronage.
THE GAY DEFENDER: Richard Dix— A
good production for Dix. Paid too much for
picture 'to make any money for myself. — Ernest
ter, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich. — Small town
ronage.
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SHANGHAI BOUND: Richard Dix— Not a good
Dix vehicle. Plenty of action and thrills, but it did
not satisfy some of the Dix fans. — Ernest Vetter,
Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich. — Small to'wn patronage.HONEYMOON HATE: Florence Vidor— March
16-17. A good comedy drama. William Austin' carried the comedy end in his ueual laughable manner.
Perfect print and excellent photography. Business
good on Saturday. Six reels. — E. M. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town patronage.
HONEYMOON HATE: Florence Vidor— March18-19. Just a program picture, nothing more, nothing
lees, with a poor title. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
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Pathe-P D C
ON TO RENO:
Marie Prevost-90%.
March 13-14.
A good little picture. Plenty of action. Marie Prevoet is good, but with my patrons it is not a special,
nor is it sold as such. It will pleaee 75 per cent and
I consider this above average for program pictures.
Six reels. — B. A. Butler, Elite theatre, Arlington, S.
D. — General patronage.
THE GIRL IN THE PULLMAN: Marie Prevost
— 28%. March 19. Fair program picture, but P D C
pictures have not made a cent for us yet. Good pictures, but no drawing power. Six reels. — E. N. McFai'land, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. —
<3eneral patronage.
THE DEVIL'S TWIN: Leo Maloney— 80%. March
'9-10. One of Maloney's best. Give us more like this
one. They mean money at the box office. Rainy
-weather. Five reels. — F. Donaldson, Bijou-Majestic
theatres, Greenville, S. C. — General patronage.
DRESS PARADE: William Boyd— Good, moral,
fair entertainment, excellent West Point shots, but
a little too much sameness. Almost broke house record by advertising and giving a baby away from
stage. To those who have not tried this I would
suggest you try it. You'll be surprised. Seven reels.
— W. E. Dickson, Arlsto theatre, Lemmon, S. D. —
General patronage.
RUBBER TIRES: Harrison Ford— Nothing to this
one. No story, no drawing power. Vei-y poor acting.
Seven reels. — C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
HIS DOG: Joseph Schildkraut — -Best picture from
Producers for some time. They manage to put out
a good one now and then. This is a very good program picture. Seven reels. — C. W. Docter, May the«.tre, Mayville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE HEART THIEF: Joseph Schildkraut— This
picture will please your lady patrons. It was well
received here. Everyone liked it. It's different from
the average run of stories. Seven reels. — Carl L.
Brown, Pastime theatre, Kurthwood, La. — General
patronage.
NIGHT FLYER: William Boyd— The usual railroad drama. Nothing different, yet entertaining.
No complaints. Good for Sunday. Six reels. — W.
E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D. — General
patronage.
THE NIGHT BRIDE: Marie Prevost— Here is a
■fair little picture. Good acting, plenty of comedy to
make it interesting. Marie does good work. In fact,
she seems to be doing better each time. Six reels.
— C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
ALMOST A LADY: Marie Prevost— Here is a
^andy little program picture. Pleased all that saw
it. It's short and snappy. Plenty of entertainment.
Not good for Sunday. Six reels. — C. W. Docter, May
theatre, Mayville, Wis. — Small town patronage.

Rayart
LIGHT IN
40%. March
most of the
Rudolf Duba,
patronage.

THE WINDOW: Henry B. Walthall—
18. Dandy little picture which pleased
patrons. All cast good. Six reels. —
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General

Tiffany
LOST AT SEA: Huntley Gordon— 75%. March
16-17. One of the best pictures of its kind we have
ever run. Pleased all. Rain. Seven reels. — P. Donaldson, Bijou-Majestic theatres, Greenville, S. C. —
General patronage.
STREETS OF SHANGHAI: Special cast— Away
above the average program picture. It's outstanding.
Five reels. — Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.— General patronage.
THE ENCHANTED ISLAND: Special cast— Very,
very good. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek,
N. Y. — General patronage.
THE ENCHANTED ISLAND: Special cast— A
real evening's entei-tainment. The animals so ably
handled and a novel interest to the excellent story.
Good for Sunday. Six reels. — ^W. E. Dickson, Aristo
theatre, Lemmon, S. D. — General patronage.
WILD GEESE: Special cast— Vei-y good picture.
Wonderful etoi-y skillfully handled. — L. M. Jones,
Arcadia theatre. Vandergrift, Pa. — General patronage.
HUSBAND HUNTERS: Mae Busch— 90%. March
19-20. A good subject, pleased all who say it. All
of the Tiffany's are good. Fair weather. Six reels.
— ^P. Donaldson, Bijou-Majestic theatres, Greenville,
S. 0. — General patronage.
PALS: Art Acord — A real human interest picture.
Wonderful acting on part of dog and horse. Pleased
all. Good for Sunday. Five reels. — W. E. Dickson,
Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D. — General patronage.
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United Artists
RICHARD THE LIONHEARTED: Wallace Beery
—Old, but good.— A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red
Creek. N. Y. — General patronage.

Universal
THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS: Special
cast— 80%. Good.— Frank G. Kresler, Palace theatre,
Rensselaer, Ind. — General patronage.
THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS: Special
cast— 70%. Good picture. I think as good as the
other "Cohens and Kellys." But not worth a lot of
money, not as much as they want. I think twice the
program price would be plenty for this. — L. M. Jones,
Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa. — General patronage.
THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS: Special
cast — It was one of the best pictures I ever had the
pleasure of showing in lona. If some other company had this picture they would have road-showed
it at $2.20 top, but Uncle Carl is a real man for us
little fellows. Broke house records for Sunday night
in fifteen years. Book it, boys, and step on it hard.
It sure is a fine feeling to go to the door and see
them go out with that big smile and say, "Mac, get
some more like it." Uncle Carl sure has the picturce
this year. Eight reels. — C. J. McKentiey, Majestic
theatre, lona, Minn. — General patronage.
SILK STOCKINGS: Laura LaPlante— March 21.
Very fair comedy. All seemed pleased. The star is
a favorite here. Seven reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star
theatre. Villa Grove, 111. — General
patronage.
A HERO ON HORSEBACK: Hoot Gibson— 39%.
February 29-March 1. Hoot failed to draw for us.
He has never been good drawing card for us, although
I think he is great. Six reels. — C. P. Washman,
Roxy
theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General
patronage.
TAXI, TAXI: Marion Nixon— 37%. February 25.
A good picture. Snow kept the percentage down.
Seven reels.— C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General patronage.
ALIAS THE DEACON: Special cast— 59%. March
13. Here is a very good picture and from audience
appeal will stand a lot of advertising. It's a near
special from that point, entire cast does some wonderful work here. Direction very clever. Six reels.
— E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre, Port Huron,
Mich. — General patronage.
GRINNING GUNS: Jack Hoxie— 54%. February
18. Just a Western. Five reels. — -C. P. Washman,
Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General patronage.
GRINNING GUNS: Jack Hoxie— Good lively Westem vrith plenty of comedy. In fact, this is one of
the best that Jack Hoxie has ever put out. Pleased
100 per cent. If all of Jack's pictures had been' as
good as this one he would be a strong drawing card
instead of a chaser. Five reels. — H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La. — General patronage.
THE THIRTEENTH JUROR: Francis X. Bushman, Jr. — 42%. March 20. It is a fine program picture and required some real acting on the part of
Bushman. But Anna Q. Nilsson surely looked miscast here, although her work was good. Altogether
a good audience picture. Six reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — General
patronage.
THE THIRTEENTH JUROR: Anna Q. Nilsson—
If you want honest-to-goodness entertainment, book
"The Thirteenth Juror." It is a splendid picture,
well acted by the whole cast, good direction, and
picture pleased all. Universal has the pictures this
year. If you don't believe it, read the reports on
Universal pictures. Seven reels. — Carl L. Brown,
Pastime theatre, Kurthwood, La. — General patronage.
HEY, HEY, COWBOY: Hoot Gibson— 67%. March
18. I guess the reason we did not have such a big
crowd out to "Hula" was because Hoot Gibson was
the next day. .\nyway, we had a full house to this
and it was good. Six reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green.
Gem
theatre, GreenViver,
Utah. — General
patronage.
BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY: Renee Adoree —
20%. March 14. Dandy show and the James Oliver
Curwood stories are popular. The attend.ince is better than average on any of Curwood stories. Six
reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. —
General patronage.
THE CLAW: Claire Windsor — 36%. March 2.
Had a few good comments, though I didn't think
much of it. Six reels.- C. P. Washman. Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex.— General
patronage.
13 WASHINGTON SQUARE: Jean Hersholt— This
good picture, as is most of Univensal's prodis a very
uct. This one pleased. Sovcn reels. — Carl L. Brown,
Pastime theatre, Kurthwood. Ln.^Gcneral patronage.
RAMBLING RANGER: Jack Hoxie— March 19.
Average program Western. Print fair and photography good. Five reels.— E. M. Biddlc. Strand theatre, Paoll, Ind. — Small town patronage.
THE PRAIRIE KING: Special cast— M«rch 10.
Good picture.
No sagging,
fine action, well made.
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Even tempo. — H. James, Union theatre, Voluntown,
Conn. — General patronage.
THE FOURTH COMMANDMENT: Belle Bennett
— March 17. Belle Bennett and Mary Carr make a
good vehicle. Good title and good picture. — H. James,
Union theatre, Voluntown, Conn. — General patronage.
A TRICK OF HEARTS: Hoot Gibson— March 17.
Good Western. — J. L. Seller, Selma theatre, Selma,
Cal. — Small town patronage.

Warner Bros.
RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue— 10%. March 6.
Title misleading, and the show is good but old, and
when they get as old as this one, they should be
burnt, as tho print was only about 200 times in each
reel and you know it is just all over the screen.
Gives a fellow a headache as well, and the operator
was disgusted. Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
DON JUAN: John Barrymore— 53%. March 18-19.
A wonderful picture. Great acting and greater direction. This type of picture does not seem to draw.
Our small crowd seemed pleased with the picture,
except a few women who took exception to the theme.
Ten reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre.
Port Huron, Mich. — General patronage.
THE DESIRED WOMAN: Irene Rich— March 7-8.
Just another Warner picture and like all the rest of
the Warners, don't attract much attention. A long,
dragged out picture of a type that appeals to very
few people. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE COLLEGE WIDOW: Dolores Costello— A
dandy good picture. Everyone pleased. All comments good. Miss Costello is one of sur favorites.
How about a photo, Miss Costello? Seven reels. —
Brown, Pastime theatre, Kurthwood, La. —
Carl L. patronage.
General

JAWS OF STEEL: Rin-Tin-Tin— March 16-17.
Average Rin-Tin-Tin picture to good business. Seven
reels.— R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—
Small town patronage.
SLIGHTLY USED: May Mc.\voy— March 14-15.
A fairly good show but no drawing card. — R. Pfeiffer,
Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronage.CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin— March
20-21. Another good one from Rin Tin Tin. Seven
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,
reels.—
Wis. — Small town patronage.

State Rights
THE BLIND TRAIL: Leo Maloney— 39%. March
19-20. Just a fair Western. Five reels. — L. W.
ronage.
Bag\vell, Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala.— General patA BOY OF THE STREETS: Johnnie Walker— Not
much. Poor crowd. Failed to please the few who
saw it. Six reels. — Carl L. Brown, Pastime theatre,
Kurthwood, La. — General patronage.
FANGS OF JUSTICE: Johnnie Walker— 27%.
February 22. Silverstreak is good, so is Johnnie
Walker. Picture okay, but did not draw. Six reels.
— C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skelbtown, Tex.—
General patronage.
LENA RI\'TRS: Special cast— Very good. — A. C.
Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.— General
patronage.
MILE A MINUTE MAN: William FairbanksGood auto racing picture. Five reels. — Leon C.
Boulduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. — General patronage.
ROSE OF THE BOWERY: Edna Murphy— Personally, Ithought this was a good program picture,
but my patrons did not like it. They are the ones
you have to please — so I would rank this not much
of a picture. Six reels. — Carl L. Brown, Pastime
theatre. Kurthwood. La. — General patronage.
THE SLAVER: Special cast — 68%. March 16-17.
.\bout the poorest "Curwood" I have played, although
some liked it. Six reels.— L. W. Bagwell, Crystal
theatre. Oakman, -Ma. — General patronage.
THE SLAVER: Pat O'Malley— This is a Curwood
story and was disappointed, as were our patrons.
Failed to please here. Six reels.— Carl L. Brown,
Pastime theatre, Kurthwood. La. — General patronage.
SPEEDING THROUGH: Special cast— Auto race
very thrilling.— A. C. Betts. Powers theatre. Red
Creek, N. Y. — General patronage.

Serials
CKtlSE OF THE HELLION: (Rayart^ Tom
SantschI — i0%. March 11. Good little show from
start to finish. Starts out with a boat race and enda
with the boy taking the girl home and saving hi*
father's fortune.
Dandy
sea story.
Seven reel*. —
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Short Subjects
COLUMBIA
CUSTARD'S LAST STAND: Nothing to it. Terrible paper and good print. Two reels. — E. N.
McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. —
General patronage.
EDUCATIONAL
AT EASE: Lloyd Hamilton— Good comedy.— J. L.
Seiter. Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.

BATTER UP: Good comedy.— J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
HIGH SEA BLUES: Fine comedy. Plenty of fun.
Two reels.- Dudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D. — General patronage.
NAUGHTY BOY: Lupino Lane — Just a good comedy, but seems that they all equack how good a
product they have, but none of them seem to raise
many laughs any more. So there is nothing that
will raise laughs nowadays. Two reels. — Rudolf
Duba. Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.— General patronage.
ONE SUNDAY MORNING: Lloyd HamiltonNothing much to this. Hamilton buys an old wrecked
Ford, takes it to the front of the house and has
fun with it for thirty minutes, that's all. Two reels.
— Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. —
General patronage.
PINK ELEPHANTS: Here is one that will make
'em all laugh, and is good. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball S. D. — General patronage.
F B O
HEAVY FULLBACKS: Three Fat Men— Good.
Had quite a lot of laughs in this. Two reels. — Mrs.
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. —
General patronage.
MICKEY'S CIRCUS: Mickey Grogan— Well, if they
like good comedies this is a good series that makes
'em laugh and look for more. Two reels. — Rudolf
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
FOX
BATTLING KANGAROO: A fine clever comedy
with three kangaroos. Two reels. — A. C. Betts,
Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — General patronage.
FOX NEWS: We find these very interesting.—
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.—
General patronage.
GENTLEMEN PREFER SCOTCH: Fairly good.—
J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town
patronage.
HOT PATATO: This is fair and some of it was
really enjoyed by our audience. Two reels. — E. N.
McFarland, Pinegrove theatre, Port Huron, Mich. — General patronage.
MUMS THE WORD: Very good comedy. Two
reels. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.
— General patronage.
NOT THE TYPE: Just fair. Print was so poor
we couldn't get the idea in the picture. Two reels.
— E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron,
Mich. — General patronage.
ROAMING GLADIATORS: Very good comedy.
Chariot racing in this good. Two reels. — A. C. Betts,
Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — General patronage.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN GOLD: Here is a very good
subject and deals with gold mining which is interesting. If you have it bought it's a good subject
to set in with a special. One reel. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — General
patronage.
A FOOL AND HIS HONEY: This is a good funny
two reeler. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
LADY LION: A good comedy. Animals good
actors. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
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HAWK OF THE HILLS: (Pathe) Walter Miller
- — Good serial from start to finish. Grownups liked
it BE well as kids. Ten episodes. — H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La. — ^General patronage.
HAWK OF THE HILLS: (Pathe) Walter Miller—
A fair serial which does not create any excitement
and has not built up, but has held its own business
since starting. Two reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — General patronage.
THE HOUSE WITHOUT A KEY: (Pathe) Special cast — As good as the average serial. Did not
do as good as "On Guard." Ten chapters. — C. W.
Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis. — Small town
patronage.

HERALD

FIGHTING FATHERS: Max Davidson— Davidson
pleases my patrons and this was no exception. Two
reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small town patronage.
40,000 MILES WITH LINDBERGH: Had a good
crowd out to see Lindy. A real good picture which
should make you some extra meney. Three reels. —
Frederic O. Gooch, Lyric theatre, Loudon, Tenn. —
General patronage.
40,000 MILES WITH LINDBERGH: March 23-24.
I consider this very good. Played it with "Wyoming," a Tim McCoy picture. Am sorry to say that
I am sorry I played "Wyoming" at all. Three reels.
— Guy Loudermilk, Fairy theatre, Nappanee, Ind. —
General patronage.
FROM SOUP TO NUTS: Laurel-Hardy— M-G-M
sure has the comedies this year. This one is a real
comedy. Kept my crowd laughing from start to
finish. Boys, if you haven't got these comedies get
them quick and you can't go wrong. Two reels.—
Frederic O. Gooch, Lyric theatre, Loudon, Tenn.—
General patronage.
LEAVE 'EM LAUGHING: Laurel-Hardy— Dandy
comedy. Lots of laughs in laughing gas. — Colonial
theatre, Moulton, la. — General patronage.
NEVER THE DAMES SHALL MEET: Charley
Chase — Good for grownups. Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. —
Small town patronage.
THE OLD WALLOP: Our Gang— Excellent. These
kirds sure draw. Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central
theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small tovm
patronage.
STING OF STINGS: Charley Chase— Fairly good.
— J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small
town patronage.
SUGAR DADDIES: Here is a wow. It's got some
new stunts in it and is well made. Our audience
like it and said so. Two reels. — E. N. McFarland,
Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — General patronage.
THE WAY OF ALL PANTS: Charley Chase— Fair
enough but too many pants in the show make It
monotonous. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
WHAT EVER ICEMAN KNOWS: Fairly good.—
J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town
patronage.
PARAMOUNT
SHORT SOCKS: Very good comedy and well produced. Two reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove
theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — General patronage.
FIND THE KING: Edward Everett Horton — Poor
to high class. Two reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli
theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
FOR CRIME'S SAKE: Krazy Kat— Good. One
reel. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.
— General patronage.
KOKO'S KLOCK: Good. One reel.— E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General pat-

ronage.

PARAMOUNT NEWS— NO. 53:
— E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre,
General patronage.
PARAMOUNT NEWS— NO. 55:
— E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre,
General patronage.
PARAMOUNT NEWS— NO. 57:
— E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre,
General patronage.

Poor. One reel.
Knoxville, HI. —
Good. One reel.
Knoxville, 111. —
Fair. One reel.
Knoxville, 111. —

PIE CURS: Krazy Kat— Just fair. One reel.—
E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, III. — General patronage.
ROW, SAILOR, ROW: Billy Dooley— A funny
comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
SHORT TAIL: Poor, nothing entertaining about
this. Two reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre,
Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
PATHE
ABROAD WITH
WILL ROGERS:
Ran a few of
these. They seem to please. Personally, I think
they are very interesting. One reel. — C. W. Docter,
May theatre, Mayville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE GIRL FROM EVERYWHERE: More color
and better comedy than any yet. Give us more. Two
reels. — F. Donaldson, Bijou-Majestic theatres, Greenville, S. C. — General patronage.
PASS
THE
good comedy
reels. — E. N.
Huron, Mich. —

DUMPLING:
Alice Day— This is a
and will please any audience. Two
McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port
General patronage.

PLAYING HOOKEY: Our Gang- A riot of fun
from start to finish. These kids are good. Two
reels. — F. Donaldson. Bijou-Majestic theaties, Greenville, S. C. — Genera! patronage.
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RUN,

GIRL, RUN: Color work good in this subject. Seemed to please all. You can't beat these
girl comedies. Two reels. — F. Donaldson, BijouMajestic theatres, Greenville, S. C. — General patronage.
SMITH'S UNCLE: Good. Two reels.— Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General
patronage.
WHAT'S THE WORLD COMING TO: Very silly.
— J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma,
Cal. — Small
town patronage.
UNIVERSAL
ALL FOR UNCLE: Just a comedy. Two reels.
— E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron,
Mich. — General patronage.
BLAZING DAYS: Fred Humes— March 12-13.
Average program Western. Fair print and good
photography. Business very light. Five reels. —
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town
patronage.
THE COLLEGIANS: "Breaking Records." These
subjects actually get better and I actually believe
this two reel subject was responsible for 30 per cent
of the business which was a record. Two reels. —
E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron,
Mich. — General
patronage.
THE COLLEGIANS: "Flashing Oars." These are
proving to be good subjects with us and actually
draw business. Two reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — General patronJANE'S PREDICAMENT: Wanda Wiley— Good,
age.
but the prints are so jumpy we can't see so good.
Two reels.— Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
ON DECK: A good slapstick comedy which got
several good laughs. Two reels.— E. N. McFarland,
Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — General patronage.

RICKETY GIN: Oswald (the rabbit)— Just a cartoon, and the best one of them is not worth running
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.
me.— Rudolf
—forGeneral
patronage.

WHAT A PARTY: Ike and Mike-^ust a fair
comedy. Nothing to rave about. Two reels.— Rudolf
ronage.
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.— General patANDY GUMP COMEDIES: One of the few good
lines on market. It's a shame we have to take along
so much worthless junk to get one good line. Busters
and Gumps fine. The balance worthless, generally
vulgar. The M. P. T. O. should find some way to
make producer sell any one block of comedies without
having to buy all that producer makes. — Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
THE BIG SURPRISE: Joe Murphy — Andy Gump
always good for a laugh. Two reels. — E. S. Wright,
ronage.
Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patTHE COLLEGIANS: Second series— Young people
like them but this series not as good as first by a
long ways. Price too high to pay out. — Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.— General patronage.
LOOK OUT BUSTER: Very good. The dog is
everything. Two reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
SNOOKUMS' MERRY CHRISTMAS: Snookums—
Good. Two reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
SO THIS IS SAP CENTER: Billy Hall— Nothing
much about laughs. One thousand feet of film wasted
again. One reel. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
START SOMETHING: Well, one good comedy
again for a long time. It seems that you get a
dozen lemons and then all at once a good one pops
up when you don't even expect it. Two reels. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
patronage.
STOP SNOOKUMS: Sunny McKeen— The kids like
him, but he won't draw a dime here. Two reels. —
E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. —
Small town patronage.
TOTAL LOSS: Andy Gump — A regular Gump
comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
UNIVERSAL SHORTS: We have been using the
Universal Shorts for the last two months, and they
don't click so good. "The Collegians" are fine.
Some of the comedies fair. The two reel Western
things, Boy Howdy. There had ought to be a law
against making them. — C. A. Spainhour, Twilight
theatre. Greensburg. Kans. — General patronage.
YOUTH AND BEAUTY: Joe Murphy— One of
the best of the Gump series, which have all been
good. Two reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre.
Redwood.
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
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(Continued

4752
5600
5800
6049
6235
5629
6100
5182
5276
6448
5614

1928
5510
5708
6361
5283

4041
5598

page 44)

Tiffany-Stahl

1927

5754
5CG9
5300
6024
7300
4887
5500
6482
5233

from

Backstage
(CD),
Bedford
Beauty Shoppe (CD), Busch
Broken
Gate (D)
_
_
_
Cheaters
(M), O'Malley
College Days (CD), M. Day
Enchanted
Island (D)
First Night, The (FC), Lytell-Devore
Fools of Fashion
(CD), Busch
Girl from Gay Paree, The (F), Sherman-Bedford
_
Sept. 15
Haunted Ship, The (M), Sebaatian-M. Love
X>ec. 1
Husband
Hunters
(C), Marsh.
„
Josselyn's Wife (D), Frederick
Lightning
(W), J. Ralston
Sept. 1
Night Life (CD), Day-Harron
Nov. 1
Once and Forever (D), Patsy Eutb Miller.
Oct. 15
Sin Cargo (D), Mason
Snowbound
( FC) , Bljthe
Streets of Shanghai (RD), Starke-Harlan
Dec. 15
Tired Business
Man
(C)
Wild Geese (D), Belle Bennett
Nov. 15
Women's Wares (D), Brent-Lytell
Oct. 1
Devil's Skipper, The
Nameless Men
Tragedy of Youth
Women Against the World, A

Feb. 1
Feb. 15
Ian. 15
.Tan. 1

.Tuly
July
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
June
Feb.
Oct.

_

9
16
15
24
6
25
19
9

1927

5102
4167
6450

1928
4259
6869

4345
4232

60S1
Peb. 26
JJov. 27

5645

Dec. 11
July 30
Mar. 10
Dec. 24

Dec. 10

1928
Mar. 31
_...

5CS:
42.j;

United Artists
1927
9264
5900
7500
7311
8550
7440
9120
9000
7456
8250
8000

Beloved Rogue (M), J. Barrymore
College (C), Keaton-Comwall
Sept. 10
General, The (C), Keaton
Loves of Sonya (D), Swanson
Magic Flame, The (M), Colman-Banky
Sept. 24
My Best Girl (M), Mary Pickford
Nov.
Night of Love (M), Banky-Colman
Resurrection (M), La Rocque
Sorrell and Son (D), Wamer-Nilsson.
Nov.
Topsy and Eva (C), Duncan Sisters
Two Arabian Knights (CD), Boyd-Wolheim,
Winning of Barbara Worth (D), Banlv5-Colman

-Apr. 2
.Sept. 17
..Feb. 12
. Mar. 19
..Sept.
.-Apr. 724
..Jan.
..Apr.
...Nov.
...Aug.

29
16
19
13

45.90%

4348

Nov. 26
Jan. 7

1927

5503
6929
5711
5378
6958
7713

iiono

5862
0038
6135
6155
5918
6170
5416
59(10
6S0T
4409
7015
6166
4393
6305
4259
7172

1927
Back to God's Country (D), Adoree-Frazler
Beware of Widows (FC), La Plante
Border Cavalier, The (W), Humes-Pierce
Butterflies in the Rain (D), La Plante
Cat and the Canary, The (My), La Plante
Cheating Cheaters
(C), Ccmpson-Harlan
Chinese Parrot, The (MyD), Nixon-Turner
Claw, The (D), Windsor
Denver Dude
(W), Gibson
Desert Dust (W), Ted Wells
Down the Stretch (M), Agnew
Fangs of Destiny (W), Dynamite
Fighting Three (W). Hoxle
Fourth Commandment
(D), Bennett
Foreign Legion (D), Kern-Stone
Galloping Fury (W), Hoot Gibson
Held by the Law (M), Lewis
Hero for the Night, A, Tryon-MUler
Hey! Hey! Cowboy
(W), Gibson
Irresistible Lover, The (CD), Kerry-Moran
Les Miserab!es
(M), Gabrio-Toulont
Les Miserables
(M), (Lons Version)
Lone Eagle. The. ICent-Keane
Love Thrill (FC). La Plante
Man's Past, A (D). Vcidt-Kent
Men of Daring (W), Hoxie
On Your Toes (C), Donny-Worth
Out All Night (C), Denny-Nixon
Painted Ponies (W). Hoot Gibson
Painting the Town
(FC). Ti-yon
Perch of the Devil (M), Bus<>h
Rough and Ready (W), Hoxie
Si'nsation Seekers (D). Dove
Silk Stockings, Laur;! La Plante
Sky High Saunders. AI Wilson
Small Bachelor. The (C). Boranger-Kent
Straight Shootin'
(W). Wells
„
Taxi! Taxi! (FC). Horton

Sept. 4
June 19
Sept. 18
Feb. 6
Sept. 11
Oct. 9
Oct. 23
.Tune 12
Feb. 13
Dec. 18
May 29
Dec. 4
.Tuly 3
Mar. 20
Nov. 20
Apr. 10
Dec. 18
Apr. 3
Dec. 4
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Sept. 18
May 8
Dec. 25
.Tune 5
Nov. 27
Sept. 4
Sept. 25
Aufr. 7
Mar. 6
.Tan. 9
Mar. 20
Oct. 2
Nov. 6
Nov. 6
Oct. 16
Apr. 24

Morse Wins Sunday Case
(Sl'ccial to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

TEAIPLE. TEXAS, April 17.— E. K.
Morse, Dent theatres mana,c;er in Temple, has
been found "not guilty" on a charge of operalinR a theatre on Sunday in violation of
the state law. The jury hrou,s;ht in the verdict on technical points, that the case had not

Aug. 96
..May

46.18%

..Jan. 1
May 14

Dec. 17
Nov. 26
Nov. 26

..May 28
..Feb. 26

Dec. 17

58.43%
39.70%

..May 2
..May 21
..Apr. 28
Dec. 24

39.94%

Jan. 14

..Apr. 2
Nov. 26

Dec. 17

Nov. 19
..Aug. 27

56.75%

Nov. 12
Dec. 17
Jan. 14
Nov. 19

...May 21
Sept 17
..Apr. 9
.. Oct.
July
June
...Feb.
.. Jan.

Nov. 19
Feb. 4
Dec. 3

1
23
25
5
8

64.17%
35.87%

.Tan 29
Aug. 20
44.70%
..Feb. 19

Wild Beauty
(CD), Rex
_
'..
Wrong Mr. Wright, The (F), HersholL
Wolf's Trail, Dynamite, the dog

_

Nov. 27
Feb. 26
Oct. 2

Dec. 3
_
Dec. 24

_...Mar. 5

1928
Air Patrol, The (W), Al WUson.
Jan.
Alias the Deacon
(CD), Hersholt-Marlowe
Jan.
Arizona
Cyclone
(W), Humes
_
May
Buck Privates, dc Puttl
_
—
June
Call of the Heart, The (W), Dynamite
Jan.
Clean- Up Man, The (W), Wells
Feb.
Cohens and Kellys in Paris (C), Sidney
Jan.
Count of Ten, The, Ray-Ralston-Gleason
July
Fearless Rider, The (W), Fred Humes
Jan.
Finders Keepers (CD), Laura La Plante
Feb.
Four Footed Rangers. The (W), Dynamite
Alar.
Good Morning
Judge
_
Apr.
Greastd Lightning
(W)
July
Grip of the Yukon. The, AU star...July
Hot Heels. Glen Tr50n
May
Hound of Silver Creek, The (W), DynamiteMay
Love Me and the World Is Mine, Kerry-Pbilbin Feb.
Jazz Mad. HershoU-Nixon-Lewis
,
_
June
Made-to-Order Hero (W). Wells
June
Midnight
Rose, de imtti-IIarlan.
Feb.
Phantom Flyer. The (W), Wilson.
_
Feb.
Put 'Em Up (W). Humes
_
Mar.
Quick Triggers (W). Humes
_
July
Rawhide
Kid (W). Hoot Gibson.
„...Jan.
Riding for Fame. Hoot Gibson.
„
_
Aug.
Shield of Honor, The, All star
Feb.
Society Cowboy. A. Hoot Gibson.
July
Stop That Man. All star
Mar.
Surrender,
I'hilljin-Mosjukine
Mar.
Thanks for the Buggy Ride, La Plante-Tryon..... Apr.
That's My Daddy
(C), Denny-Kent
Feb.
Thunder
Riders. The, Wells
Apr.
13 Washington Square. All star
Apr.
Trick of Hearts. A. Hoot Gibson.
„
Mar.
Won in the Clouds (W), Wilson._
Apr.
We Americans, AU star
_
Apr.
Wild West Show, Hoot Gibson
May

1
22
6
17
29
12
15
1
15
5
25
29
29
22
6
20
25
3
3
26
26
11
15
29
19
19
8
11
4
1
5
8
8
IS
22
22
20

. June 2.)
Mar.
Feb. 410

Jan. 28

—
25
Feb.
17
17
Mar
Mar
28
25
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

14
Mar. 17

Warner Brothers

1927

Universal
5751
5777
4427
7319
7790
5623
7304
5252
5292
4349
6910
3295
4198
6892

Busbman-Nils8on....Nov. 13
Sept. 4

73.65%

1928
_.

6073
4353
6274

,..Dec.
Oct. 29
4

1928
Circus, The (C), Charlie Chaplin
Devil Dancer, The, Gilda Gray
_
Douglas
Fairbanks as the Gaucho
(M), Fairbanks
_
_
Dove, The (M). Norma Talmadge
Jan.
Drums of Love (D), Mary Philbin
Apr. 8
Garden of Eden. The (D), C. Griffith-Ray
Feb. 25
Two Lovers, Banljy-Colman
Ramona (D), Del Rio
Jan.
Sadie Thompson (D), Gloria Swanson,
Tempest
(M), John Barrymore
Mar.

1927

Thirteenth Juror, The (D).
Three Miles Up. Al WiLson.

Bitter Apples (M). Blue
—
5453
Black Diamond
Express (M), Blue
—
6330
5803 Brass Knuckles
(D). Blue-Bronson.Dec. 3
5901 Brute. The (D), Blue
—
G281
Bush Leaguer. The (CD), Monte Blue.
Aug. 20
6631 Climbers. The (D), Rich...
Dearest (D), Rich..
640S Desired Woman, The (M), Irene Rich.
Aug. 27
5897
Dog of the Regiment. A (M), Rin-Tln-Tin...Oct 29
5003 Don't
Tell the Wife (C). Rich
—
6767
6972 First Auto. The, Oldfleld-JUUer
Sept 18
6639 Fortune Hunter. The (C), Syd Chaplin.
Nov. 7
6284 Gay Old Bird (FC), Fazenda._
Ginsberg
the
Great
(C),
Jessel
Nov, 26
5D7S
5390 Girl from Chicago. The (M), Nagel-I.oy
Nov. 5
Glorious Betsy (CD), Dolores Costello
6302 Good Time Charley (D), Oland-H. Costello
Nov. 12
Ham
and Eggs at the Front (C), Wilson-H.
Deo. 24
5613 Conl;lin
5968 Heart of Maryland (M), D. CosteUo
6271
Hills of Kentucky (M). Rin-Tin-Tin
5200 Husbands for Rent .VU star
Dec. 31
If I Were Single, McAroy-Nagel
_
Dec 17
6230 Irish Hearts (CD), McAvoy
—
5397 Jaws of Steel (D). Rin-Tln-Tin.
Sept. 17
Ladles (C). McAvoy
_
5569 Matinee
6310 Mill Bid, A (M). D. CosteUo
_
_
6352
64S5 Missing Link. The (C), Syd CbapUn.
JVug. 7
Old San Francisco (M), D. CosteUo-Oland.Sept 4
7961
One
Round
Hogan
(M),
Monte
Blue.Sept 17
6357
Reno Divorce, A (D), May JIcAvo.v
Oct. 22
6295 Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George JesseU
Oct. 8
Sept. 24
5492
56S5 Sailor's Sweetheart, A (0). Fazenda-C. Cook.
6124 Silver Slave, The (D). Rich-Ferris.
_
Js'ov. 9
Simple Sis (M), Fazenda
6218 Slightly Used, McAvoy-Nagel
.Sept 3
6412 Third Degree (M), D. Costello
7647
Tracked by the Police (M). Rin-Tin-Tin
6281 What Every Girl Should Know (CD). MlUer
5813
What Happened to Father (C), Oland
_
jMg. 21
5567 When a Man Loves (R), Barrymore.
White Flannels (M). Dresser
100,51 Wolfs Clothing
(M). Blue-MlUer
7068
6820
1928 Across the Atlantic. Blue-ilurpliy
..Feb. 25
Beware of Married Men, Irene Rich
.Jan. 14
City of Sin. The. Ixiy-MUJan-Wong.
Domestic Trouble (CD), Cook-Fazcnda
Jazz Singer. The. Al Jolson.
Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore..
...Feb. 11
Little Snob. The. May McAvoy
Powder My Back (C), Rlch-Ferrl3
Race lor Life, Rin-Tin-Tln
_
Tenderloin. Dolores Costello

been proved, and that Morse is not the owner
of the Gem theatre, as alleged in the complaint.

Louisville House Opens

LOUISVIT.LE,
The nowas I'ptown
tiicatrc, said April
to be 17.—
recognized
the
largest and finest suburban theatre in the city,
opened
for business
on Saturday,
April 7.

..Jtfar. 28
10
..Jan.

1927
May 9
July 23
May 2

..- July
-..
Feb. 95
Mar. 12

—

Dec. 31
Dec. 31
Nov. 26

71.57%

Feb.
26
July 30
. June 11
. June
Apr.
23
4
Oct. 114
.. May
June 25
Oct 8
(5ct 29
..Dec. 10
Oct 15
.. Jnne 11
44.00%

. Jan.
.. May
..Mar.
July
Feb.

8
21
10
9
12

Jan. 29
Apr. 2
Feb. 11

■Feb. IS

1928

. Apr. 14

Feb. 18

Fire Damages

Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HORSE CAVE. KY., April 17.— A fire
which caused damage of about $25,000 at
Horse Cave, Ky., on .-Vpril 11, burned the
Dixie theatre, in the Masonic Hall building.
Loss was estimated by ^[anagc^ Joseph AspIcy, at around $4,500, with insurance of $3,000.
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PERSONALITIES
By Whit

EVANSTON, the alleged center of culture and no-Sunday pictures, has
produced a film star. He is George Chandler, who has just signed a
contract with Universal to appear in 12 two-reel comedies during the
coming year. Work on the comedies will start May 15, with George appearing
in an original conception of a comedy cowboy. Chandler is a graduate of
the University of Illinois and took part in all the college theatricals. Later
he traveled the Orpheum circuit for two years. Chicago and environs has contributed abundantly to the firmament of film stars.
Oscar Florine has tendered his resignation to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and will on
April 23 begin new duties as city salesman
for Educational. Florine has had wide experience in the short subject field having
been connected with the short feature departments of Pathe and M-G-Al for the
last 15 years. "We are proud and happy
to get Oscar," says Dubin, "and we know
that he will prove a fine addition to our
sales force." Educational now has four
salesmen, including Percy Barr, Joe Hartman, and Harry Goldberg.

* *

*

There is one less bachelor on the row.
Earl Silverman, manager of the Warner
exchange, and Miss Ethel Cooper were
married last Thursday, and left immediately on a honeymoon trip to Bermuda.
They will arrive back in New York in time
to attend the Warner convention there.

* *

*

It is understood that Pathe will hold its
national sales convention in Chicago sometime in May. However, this has not been
officially announced.

^

^

^

Samuel Simansky, brother of Simon
Simansky, well known exhibitor in the city,
was buried last Friday. Jack Miller, William Sweeney and Tess Heraty attended
the funeral.

* *

*

*

Irving Mack attended the opening of the
Venetian theatre in Racine last Thursday
night. "The opening of the new Universal
house
was quite a gala affair," says Irving.

^

^

^

Tess Heraty is singing "California, Here
I Come,"
SheTrade
will be
a member of the these
Film days.
Board of
convention
party which leaves Chicago next month.

* *

*

J. Pollak, president of National Screen
Service, arrived in Chicago Monday for a
business session with the Chicago ofiice.
The Lyric theatre at Springfield, 111., is
installing Vitaphone.

* *

*

James R. Grainger, sales manager of Fox
Films, was in town last Friday.

* *

*

The Fox salesmen, with the exception of
Grohe, were hitting the country towns last
week.

* *

Jack

Miller

and

^

Simon

^

^

^

The the
Pathe1928picture,
"Chicago,"
broke
house record
of therecently
Bijou
theatre at Decatur, reports A. Siegfried,
manager.
Mr. Kelliher, who operates the Princess
theatre in Elkhorn, Wisconsin, was in town
recently making some arrangements for the
opening of his new theatre around the first
of June.

*

*

*

The Gary theatre, Gary, will take over
the Oakwood theatre at Hammond on April
22.
Jack Miller celebrated his birthday anniversary last Thursday with a small party
at his summer home in Lake Geneva.
We wonder if the same boys who played
golf in February are going skiing in April.
Why don't someone put a ban on these
April snow storms, anyway.

He Seconds Jaysee
(Continued from page 46)

Frank Schaefer will make his second trip
this year to California on the first of May.
Mrs. Schaefer is there now and will return
with Frank.

* *

taken over the Forest Park theatre, and
have rechristened it the Forest. A number
of improvements including a large electric
sign, are being made.

Simansky

have

merely the "lunatic fringe" as someone has
called it, the noisy minority of fanatics who
impress outsiders as being the whole thing.
When are you coming to Michigan again,
J. C. ? You remember that salesman butted
in on our party the evening you were here,
and so a number of things that I wanted to
ask you about never got discussed. You will
recall that you advised me to put a new front
on my building. I planned to do that last
season but bought a pipe organ instead. If
any small town man is contemplating installing an organ, I can give him some valuable
advice (at least it ought to be valuable — it
cost me plenty!).
Uncle 'Leazer Biggs and his matrimonial
experiences are a hot sketch. Why don't you
write a scenareeno of that watermelon wedding, J.C, and get it ready for fall release?
I'm coming to the grand ecumenical conference at Alexandria, Minn., providing — providing Uncle Henry Ford delivers my new Fordor in time, and providing you guarantee me
plenty of mackerel and halibut fishing. Ever
since I went on Fred Thomson's fishing party
at Hermosa Beach this fresh water bluegillcatfish-sucker stuff seems pretty tame to me.
Can anyone give me any information as to
the present whereabouts of one Richard Talmadge? Three years ago this boy was coming
fine ; even with the punk stories they handed

WORLD
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him he did better business here every time I
showed him, and was working up a regular
following of fans. Then Universal took him
over with a grand flourish of trumpets, you
remember — "Now this boy is where he belongs!" sold us six pictures — and the rest is
silence. Universal murdered him all right,
but what did they do with the body? My
people still ask about him, and I believe he
could come back yet if somebody would give
him proper backing and a square deal.
I've said all my words, as my neighbor's
little girl says, so I'll say "Amen" and dry
up for another two years. — Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

Coast District Post Out,
Says Grainger in Chicago
The post of West Coast district manager
of Fox Films is dropped because of the West
Coast Theatres-Fox merger, James R. Grainger, general salesmanager, said in Chicago
last week, in explaining that no successor
will be appointed to Howard J. Sheehan, who
leaves the position April 16 to take an executive pos't with the West Coast Theatres
chain.
Grainger was to be in Chicago for five or
six days, part of the time to be spent at Milwaukee, headquarters of the former Saxe circuit which was taken over by Fox.
STATEMENT
OF THE
OWNERSHIPMANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQtriRED BY
THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST
1912Moving Picture World
Of Exhibitors Herald 24,and
published
weekly
at Chicago,
Illinois, for April 1,
1928.
state of Illinois ) gg
County of Cook J
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared George
Clifford, who, having been duly sworn according to
law, deposes and says that be is the Business Manager of the Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World and that the following is, to the best of his
knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation) , etc., of the aforesaid publication for the dat«
shown in the above caption, required by the Act of
August 24, 1912, em.bodied in section 411, Postal
Laws Regulations, printed on the reverse of this
form, to wit :
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and business managers are:
Publisher — Martin J. Quigley, 407 S. Dearborn St
Editor — Martin J. Quigley, 407 S. Dearborn St.
Managing Editor, Edwin S. Clifford, 407 S. Dearborn St.
Business Managers, George Clifford, James Beecroft, 407 3. Dearborn St.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corporation,
its name and address must be stated and also inunediately thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding one per cent or more of
total amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses of the individual own• ers must be given. If owned by a firm, company, or
other unincorporated concern, its name and address,
as well as those of each individual member, must be
given. )
Quigley Publishing O)., 407 S. Dearborn St.
Martin J. Quigley, 407 S. Dearborn St.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders oviming or holding 1 per cent
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(If there are none, so state.)
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4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the
names of the owners, stocldiolders, and security holders, if any. contain not only the list of stockholders
and security holders as they appear upon the books
of the company but also, in cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of
the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is acting, is given ; also that the
said two paragraphs contain statements embracing
affiant's stances
fulland conditions
knowledge under
and belief
to the circumwhich asstockholders
and
security holders who do not appear upon the books of
the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in
a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner ; and
this affiant has no reason to believe that any other
person, association, or corporation has any interest
direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other
securities than as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of each issue
of this publication sold or distributed, through the
mails
only. ) or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six
months preceding the date shown above is
_
(This information is required from daily publications
George Clifford,
Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 29th day of
March, 1928.
(Seal)
James P. Prenderg.\st.
(My commission
expires February,
1929.)

Preordained
^^ — the final result of the motion picture
on the screen was preordained from the
day that Edison got his first sample of
Eastman Film/'^
That was in 1889. And today the film
that made motion pictures practical is the
film that makes the most of the cinematographer's art and carries all the quality
through to the screen — Eastman Film.
*

Page 209 ''A Million and One
Nights, the History of the Motion
Picture" — by Terry Ramsaye.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

FAmiJlTOKS
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Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World has a
bona fide paid circulation
exceeding by 40 per cent the
combined paid circulation of
all of its contemporaries (with
duplications eliminated).
It not only reaches and is read
by every important buyer in
the motion picture field but it
also reaches and is read by
every important executive
advising these buyers.
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CHECK
OVER
THIS
LIST OF THE YEAR'S
BIGGEST HITS!

THE

THE

RAMON
NOVARRO
Across to Singapore

PRINCE

LON CHANEY
Laugh Clown Laugh
DANE-ARTHUR
Circus Rookies

ENEMY
LOVE

LONDON AFTER
MIDNIGHT
THIRTEENTH
WEST

LATEST
THE

SMART

THE
THE

PARIS
SET

IS THIS YOU?

BIG CITY

BABY

MINE

FAIR

DIVINE

CO-ED

IT looks funny —
BUT so does
/iwv theatre

WOMAN

ETC., ETC., ETC.

VknI. V»l

CHAPLIN
Skirts

JOHN
GILBERT
The Cossacks
DANE-ARTHUR
Detectives

PATSY
FROM

THE

SYD

HOUR

POINT

THE

DO

BIGGEST BUSINESS OF AN Y SPRING
WITH
THESE
HITSl

BIG PARADE

STUDENT

TO

THE

BEN-HUR
THE

READY

NORMA SHEARER
The Actress
WILLIAM HAINES
Telling The World
Mile, from Armentieres
Diamond
AND

MORE!

Handcuffs
MORE!

MORE!
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NEW YORK
CLEVELAND
PHILADELPHLA

ST. LOUIS
CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH

WuRuIzER
FACTORIES:

NORTH

Organ

TONA WANDA,

N. Y.

BUFFALO
SAN FRANCISCO
CINCINNATI

DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
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why exhibitors
prefer PARAMOUNT
about this ad

Read this letter-

Amusements
A

A FRED

HINDS

ENTCRPRISE

9gCaRESGO

NOCTUeA£>TEBN
KXMtS'fe MO&T
BEAUTIFUL THEATE6.

GREATER,

-

EsiaLIisltedim
2S Co>t> tl.e Ce(.>

Vol X.XV1I, No. 6

JANUARY

the

SaraBOunt Famoue lAsky Corporation.
1117 Hlgb Street,
Dee Bolnee,
Io*a.

Paramount
Exhibitor

Dear Sirs:
Tlhen 1 entered the office this
^>erator banded me AUUSEUENTS,
Indloatlns
rai^mount ad on the front cover.
"That's
what you've told me a hundred times; was

M. MT»

morning, my
copy of the
Just exactly
hie remark.

says:

Yeo, I guess I've told him that more than a
hundred times.
It also reminds ree. that I have managed
nine theatres In the past 15 years, eight of which were
losing money when given rae.
All eight were made suoceesful
and the ninth more, suedes sful than It had been — but I
always had Paramofeit pletures'.
Without them I an
positive the story would have been different

i^URE.

other oompanjef. make

occasional

hits. Bot yon can't live on three or four hit« a year any more

I cannot make you a hetter^wlsh than that
your future he as great as your past.

than you can be healthy on a Mjoare meal once a month.
Q What 1 like about Paramouot js they deliver yon a consistently
high quality of entertainment week after uedc—and
release dates, fl My public likes it too.

exactly on

•••♦••••

(Jkktlemen Pketeb Blondes ♦ Last CoynjAVD ♦ Old Ironsides ♦ Beac Geste
Heap Sabbecb

«

W'av Or All Flesu

• rNDEHvoRio

•

Get VnrB Man

re

Week after Week'''' all before Aug. 1st
HAROLD

LLOYD

in "Speedy"Release)

VJoyd Prod. Paramount

EMIL JANNINGS
"Street of Sin"
CLARA

BOW

"Ladies of the Mob"
RICHARD

DIX

"Easy Come, Easy Go"
GEO. BANCROFr
"The Drag Net"

Backbone

BEBE

DANIELS

"The Fifty-Fifty Girl"
and another
BEERY-HATTON
"The Big Killing"
ADOLPHE MENJOU
"Night of Mystery"
"His Tiger Lady"
POLA NEGRI
"Three Sinners"
ESTHER R ALSION
"Haifa Bride"

of the

FLORENCE VI DOR
**The Magnificent Flirt"
THOMAS MEIGHAN
"The Racket"
Cnclilo Prod.

FRED

TIIO.MSON

*'Sunset
Lt^gion"
"Kit Carson"*
ZANE GREY-JACK HOLT
"The Vanishing Pioneer'"
FIELDS-CONKl.lN
'"F«M>ls for LiH'k""

Business

'e^i
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BUSINESS
OLYMPIA, NEW HAVEN
"SPEEDY" BROKE EVERY RECORD
OLYMPIA EVER HAD. CROWDS
STOOD IN RAIN WEDNESDAY NIGHT
WAITING TO GET IN AND LAST DAY
OF SHOWING WAS BIGGEST DAY
THEY HAD EXCEPT SATURDAY.

IS

RIVOU, NEW YORK
"SPEEDY" FIRST WEEK BREAKS THE
HOUSE RECORD BY MORE THAN
FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS.

GREAT!

A

>x

TORONTO, CAN.

^ STRAND, PROVIDENCE
HAROLD

LLOYD

WINS

THE

"SPEEDY" FIRST WEEK
BIGGEST WEEK THIS

GOLD

MEDAL FOR "SPEEDY". PLAYED TO
S.R.O. AT EVERY PERFORMANCE
WEEK. SHATTERED ALL RECORDS. BEST LLOYD EVER PATRONS
OPINION.

EVER

ENTIRE

wires gettin^ hot rushin'
news of records broken by

Harold

//^ v

AT UPTOWN
HOUSE HAS

HAD BY AT LE4ST TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS. FIRST WEEK AT

TIVOLI BIGGEST WEEK
ONE EXCEPTION.

EVER

WITH

Lloyd

in hpeedy

Produced

by Harold Lloyd

Corp. A Paramount

Release

And before August 1st— EMlh JANNINGS in "The Street of Sin," CLARA BOW
in •^'Ladies of the Mob," RICHARD DIX in "Easy Come, Easy Go," GEORGE BANCROFT,
BEBE DANIELS, BEERY- HATTON, ADOLPHE MENJOU, POLA NEGRI, ESTHER
RALSTON,

FLORENCE

VIDOR, THOMAS

MEIGHAN,

FIELDS-CONKLIN

and more!

business is great -i/ you're

puying PARAMOUNT !
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NEW
IVIODEL
IVI
« I ]yr F» L E> x:
NOW
READY
FOR DELIVERY

FULL

PARTICULARS

UPON
REQUEST
OF THE NATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL
90 GOLD

FURNISHED

WILL BE
TO ANY
THEA.TRE
OR TO THE

PROJECTOR
STREET,

NEW^

BRANCH
SUPPLY CO.

CORPORATION
YORK

The

CAROL
The

t
es
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Bi
Find in
Years
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A Blazing - FlamitiM
Romance of

new

sensation of the
screen arrives

Walking
irv

BACK
With

SUE

CARO

L

by MONTE KATTER.JOHN from
a GEORGE KIBBE TURNER stortf
BERTRAM MILLHAUSER Associate Producer

O/.acAecy^y RUPERT
DeMILle

.\

Mile-a - Minute
Modern YiJuth

studio

JULIAN

production-

Pafhe

^
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at the MarhRitz
Albany y N* Y/^— m. p. news
"Drew praise and
a teeming coffer at
Howard, Atlanta''
^^Laughs — Thrills
and heart throhs in
exceptional picture
Buffalo Courier Ex'p.

her greatest
picture!
Walter Morosco
b r e s en

-t s

T^

wmmmmimmmm

8ASED ON THE Pi.*.Y 5^
KUDOi-PH BER.NAUER- &:>
auOOi.PH
OESTER.R.EICMER.
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OA'iPPff EDEN
lOfWELL

SHERMAN - LOUISE DRESSER
awc/CHARiES RAY

Supervised

UNITED

btf John

W

ARTISTS

Con si dine

Jr.

PICTURE

w

THE

I

PRODUCER OF The Dark An^el
The Maoic Flame
- The N johTof Love
Stella Dallas
The Winning of
Barbara Worth
The Devil Dancer

\ SPEAKS!.

FI^ED
NIBLO
PRODUCTION

vmel E
+he jn
o
ro
bR
y
E
H FAC

LEAT

Baroness Orczy

l
i
o
^
S
j
^
f
v
c
d
^
e

BAN IIKY
7»vo lovers
and

ima
r/

4/1^

In Two Lovers there is more melodrama than
mush, more pep than pash. Will delight the fans
from Portland to Portland.
Wow finish.
— Telegram.

You re going to revel in this picture. Vilma is more
Deautiiul than ever. Will doubtless find its way on
every picture-goer's list. '
— American.
''Must bring a thrill to the sweethearts oi today.
Thrilling love element, and exciting. What a romance It IS. All the movie patronizing world is going

'Magnificent
photography.
Scenes
thrilling.
It is
well worth seeing.'
— Tribune.
Two Lovers will delight all devotees of romance.
A thing of beauty and a joy. Stimulating. Full of
thrills, chills and ecstasies.
— Times Mid-W cek Pictorial.

to love Two Lovers','
— Te1egraf)h.
Doubtless will remain throughout a good portion of
the summer. The story is a deeply stirring one. One
is held throughout.'

— Evening World.

iciure
rtist^
Q/niuWrUsuM
SOLO

INDIVIOLIALLV

Samuel Goldwyns

OM

Greatest Pwji uction
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o
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PRE!
«

(From Studio of Joseph M. Schenck) "PULCY"
"MISS. BREWSTER'S MILLIONS"

"EAGLE OF THE SEA"

Corporation) "THE SMALL BACHELOR"

(Prom Studios of Famous Players

"PARADISE FOR TWO"

Etc.

(From i

(From the Studio of Warner Bros. Pictures,
C
"POWDER

MY

o

m

and

BACK"

"^^OLcCd

^

(Both Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.

i^Ttc. ^^

_i23. ''HE'S A

"ONE

OF

THE

MOST

BRILLIANT

£.

-Joli" S c,.r„.„. Jr. it,
llir7.,K in Tlir

"It Is OfDor.irln

NEW

CHICAGO:

YORK:

'ANDRE BERANGER
Strikes
A Distinctly New Note
In The Film Scale.
"This
Individual Is
"A Comedy
A Barrel Of Fun.

ANDRE BERANGER
I Wish To Speak
In
"HeA IsParagraph
Different; Apart.
He Is Fresh;
He Is Able.
"I Hereby Discover Him

Feafuring Him

In The Name Of His

Ought To Be

-T. O. Sirviro in
—Q

Marliii T/ir
in AVii

)orA n orM

"BERANGER

The Chicago Herald
Majesty King
Public'

IS READY

FOR AND
—Wliitnpy

Williams in

'-:r*<^^2>?7>^
Grand."

j^e^Z^^
DRE

'^

^^

r^.^^"^
'^-^

A

BERANGER

HAS

STOLEN

EVERY

PICTURE

IN
N

WHICH
WHICH
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asky)

"ARE PARENTS

le Studio
ic.)

n

Fox)

of William

"SO THIS

1

PEOPLE?"

IS PARIS.'"

"GROUNDS

FOR DIVORCE"
"GRAND DUCHESS AND THE WAITER"
(From the Studio of Universal Pictures
"FIG LEAVES"
and

"IF I WERE SINGLE"

g

"NO

QUESTIONS

(Release

ASKED"

Title Undecided)

Direction

"^y -^ i^

of ROY DEL RUTH)

cn<\

^-^-vi

ARTISTS
ON THE SCREEN TODAY"
77„. ,\vu. > orl. Sun

RIOT!"

V.-1C- l-orA 0,ii/y Ml.

LOS ANGELES:

Manages To Establish Himself

'I Have Never Seen

As One Of The

k Funnier Human Being
Than ANDRE

"Andre Beranger

Most Delightful Comedians

BERANGER

Extant.

Vho Plays With A Seriousness
That Proves Tiiat Comedy

"If Some Big Screen

s No Laughing Matter.

Organization Doesn't
Sign Him Up At Once

'I Shall Not Attempt To

To Convince Me Again

Analyze Beranger's Claim
Fo Fame Other Than To Say

That These Picture Magnates

His Work Reduced Me To

Popular Legend Suspects

A State Of Near Hysteria."

Them Of Being."

You Will Never Be Able

— Loucll.i 0. Parsons in
The Lo> Angela Examiner

Are The Shrewd Fellows

_Ui,h:,r,l Walls, Jr. in
The ^e,c York Heral,ITnbline

DESERVES
THE CINEMATIC EIDELWEISS"
The Lot innele. Time,

HE

_V_1
HAS

EVER

APPEARED"

.yy.^ r^

^^^^"t^!li

mmm
dtSw^.'l^^'^
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will be ready
for tenants
Januaryl929
Ninth Ave.

v

New York City

44th to 45th Streets
»HIS BUILDING has been designed under
the supervision of the Building Committee of
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

rrrr
r r-rr r^r rrc-""

F r f- rc

especially for motion picture distributors, film exchanges
and executive offices for allied industries. It will permit the
concentration at one place of practically all the receiving and
delivery of films for New York City and vicinity.
Every approved device essential to convenience and safety
in the handling and shipping of films has been incorporated
in this building.
Fireproof storage vaults
on every floor.
Shipping platform in
basement with ramps to
street.

FIRST

NATIONAL,

and UNIVERSAL

METRO-GOLDWYN
have already signed leases

and will move their exchanges into this building
on its completion.

Special projection
rooms and inspection
rooms.
Moderate rentals.
Low Insurance rates.

y

\

FILM CENTER,
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come successful and to continue to be successful, must constantly strive for more efficient operation, for the elimination of wasted dollars and wasted motion and for the
elimination of the unfit — in men and in material.
But the motion picture business, in setting out to correct various operations that were lacking in economy and
to provide for a more efficient conduct of its affairs, has
gone too far — has gone so far that it has created an impression of backwardness and depression.
Thus far, however, no permanent harm has been done,
but a new attitude and a new spirit must immediately be
displayed if the progress and prosperity of the industry is
not to be seriously affected.
The opening of the new selling season is at hand. It is
an auspicious and an imperative moment. The industry in
its trade-wide thought must be revitalized.
We do not believe that anything is so important as the
re-building of the right spirit in the industry — not even
good pictures, because even good pictures would not be
able to balance off the handicap created by the continuance of the feeling of apprehension and depression that
has been abroad in the trade for several months.

April 28, 1928

Let^s Go!
DURING the past year the motion picture industry in
the United States has been over-run with a lot of
fault-finding and calamity howling.
The splendid structure that is the motion picture business— its vast possibilities and its excellent essential prosperity— have been partially at least enshrouded in a cloak
of gloom and pessimism.
Because of the necessity of various readjustments which
are simply a part of the natural life and development of
any industry, various timorous and easily disturbed persons
have been shaking in their boots, fearful of some imaginary day of doom. Others have become so confused in an
endeavor to keep step with the developments that they
have been running about in wild maneuvers, accomplishing nothing other than adding to their already heavy confusion.
The gospel of economy, retrenchment and curtailment
has been preached, and preached so effectively, that converts have been carried beyond a proper point of conversion and have become fanatics.
The industry has been exhibiting its worst possible side
to the public. From the impression created in various
quarters it might be suspected that leading executives, stars,
directors and others an; going about with the haggard look
and tattered raiment of the destitute. In order to correct
a reputation for extravagance, the industry has gone to the
extreme of making itself out to be poverty-stricken.

w

PICTURE

E do not contend against the fact that readjustments
of various kinds have been necessary and imperative
in all branches of the business.
Every business, to be-

T T 7E do not say that any condition of ideal security and
• '' stability has been created in the business, but we do
insist that a continuation of the attitude which has been
finding expression in many quarters would not only put
off the day of greater security and stability but might, conceivably, prevent it from ever coming about.

There has, perhaps, been much wrong with some of the
practices of the industry and some of its people, but there
is nothing materially wrong with the picture business.
The public's faith and confidence in pictures has not been
impaired, or even threatened, and the absolute proof of
this may be found in the fact that the public is continuing
to pay as freely and as heavily as ever for its motion picture entertainment. The industry has a greater revenue
than ever to deal with — and just so long as this revenue is
properly administered within the industry prosperity must
continue.
A few bad situations do not make a bad business — unless
the pessimism engendered by these few bad situations becomes the prevailing sentiment of the industry.
The opening of the new sales season, which leads into
the new theatrical season, means the opening of a new
chapter in the history of the industry. Because of the
conditions that exist, the number of pages in this chapter
that will be written in red ink will depend more upon the
spirit with which the new season is entered upon than
anything else.
It, therefore, is to be counselled that the industry determine to put its best spirit — as well as its best foot — forward and decide upon a policy which is briefly put in the
LET'S GO!
phrase —
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Brookhart Bill Spells Disaster,
Arkansans Tell Their Senators
Girl Ushers Calm
Crowd; $115,000 Is
Second Fire 's Toll
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, April 24.—
When fire broke out in the projection room
of MetropoHtan theatre here, the coolness and
alertness of the staff averted severe disorder
among the patrons. Manager Walter Davis
requested the audience to leave the theatre,
and the girl ushers sprang to their emergency
posts, exits wrere thrown open and the band
began playing as if it were only a fire drill.
So expertly was the emergency handled, passout checks were handed the patrons as they
file out. Little damange was done by the
fire.
Four hundred dollars' damage was caused
by the fire to the Wonderland theatre here
recently, but the theatre was empty. It has
been temporarily closed.
The Castle theatre at Guelph, Ontario, was
completely destroyed when the building housing the theatre and four stores burned. Loss
was estimated at $115,000 with $60,000 insurance.

Frank J. Currier,
Veteran Stage and
Screen Actor Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

BEVERLY HILLS, CAL., April 24.— A
colorful career of 68 years before the footlights and the motion picture camera was
ended today with the death of Frank J. Currier, 71, character actor.
He had played opposite Edwin Booth, Margaret Anglin, Helen Modjeska, Maude Adams,
and other famous stage favorites.
Currier, who began his stage career in 1860
at the age of 3, died in his home here Sunday
night from complications that followed an infection of his right hand.

He Offers Students Film
Careers;
Judge
Gives
Him 5-Year Sentence
ST. LOUIS, April 24.— Emerick Kolnay,
38 years old, who last winter rented office
space here and advertised for students in
moving picture acting, assuring graduates of
Hollywood careers, was sentenced to five years
in the Federal penitentiary at Leavenworth,
by Federal Judge Davis, April 16, when Kolnay pleaded gtiilty to using the mails to defraud.
Judge Davis suspended the sentence that
immigration officials might deport Kolnay to
Austria from whence he came nine years ago.

Returns
from Trip
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving

Picture

World)

PHILADELPHIA, April 24.— Irving D.
Rossheim, president of Stanley, has just completed a short inspection tour of a part of the
circuit, returning to Philadelphia in order to
be present at a meeting of the managers of
the various Stanley theatres.

Invites Ruinous Opposition in
Town; Lightman Writes Solons
Tri-State Organization Will Be Launched at Fall Meeting to Be Held in Memphis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

EL DORADO, ARK., April 24.— The Brookhart anti-block booking bill
invites opposition in every town, even where it "would mean utter ruin to both
parties," in the opinion of most Arkansas exhibitors as reflected in a letter
sent to Senators Brookhart, Caraway and Robinson by M. A. Lightman,'
president of the M. P. T. O. of Arkansas, under instructions from the convention last week in Little Rock.
Fear Disaster to Exhibitors
Auctioning of every picture to the highest bidder would be disastrous to
the exhibitor, and giving the Federal Trade Commission the right to settle
every controversy would delay exhibition of pictures and impair their value,
the Arkansas exhibitors agreed.
The convention, one of the most enthusiastic ever staged by the exhibitors, decided to
launch a tri-state organization at the meeting
this fall in Memphis, to include the parts of
Tennessee and Mississippi ser\'ed by the
Memphis exchanges.
Screenings
Open
Convention
The first session, on Sunday, consisted ox
the screening of five pictures at the Princess
theatre, North Little Rock, with more than 300
present. Subjects besides the Brookhart bill
that were taken up at the business meeting
Monday morning included the uniform contract, and rules of arbitration.
The open meeting at 4 p. m. was addressed by
State Senator J. J. Strickland of San Antonio,
Hays representative in the Southwest and attorney for Publix ; Sam Hefley, Cameron,
Texas, exhibitor and legislator; and Fred Jack,
First National manager at Memphis. At the
banquet, with Lightman as toastmaster, the
speakers were Governor Parnell, who spoke
on extremely friendly terms with the exhibitors ;Senator Strickland and W. E. Sipe,
Universal
manager at Memphis. A dance followed.
Would Eliminate Protection
The letter which the convention instructed
Lightman to draw up on the Brookhart bill
follows in full :
"Senator Brookhart of Iowa, through a sincere desire to be of assistance to the independent exhibitors of the United States,
drafted a bill that is intended to remedy an
evil that exists in our industry- — block booking.
There is no question but that the bill entirely
eliminates this menace and there is no question in the minds of the Arkansas exhibitors
that Senator Brookhart had our best interest

in mind when he drafted the bill. However,
there are other phases of our welfare that
would be materially damaged were the bill
passed in its present form.
Invites Opposition
"The bill invites opposition in every city,
town and hamlet in the United States, even
where opposition would mean utter ruin to
both parties. This would result because any
person desiring to interest an inexperienced
person to build a theatre in a small community, could very easily do so by advising him
that he could get any picture that is made,
and, according to the Brookhart bill, this is
absolutely true. Practically no other branch
of industry' is controlled in a similar manner,
nor could they exist if they were.
"For example, the retail merchant has certain brands of merchandise with the protection of a trademark. This also is true of shoe
stores, hat stores, and in fact, any other kind
of enterprise. An automobile agent has an exclusive line to build up his business with. In
fact, any kind of business builds its establishment on certain protection rights, and on the
goodwill that it can create through means of
this kind. Now the Brookhart bill would absolutely deprive the exhibitor of any possible
asset of this kind. Under the present arrangement, we have exclusive protection from year
to year, thus allowing at least 12 months to
meet a situation.
Each Film to Highest Bidder
"Another very serious menace to the exhibitor would be the fact that every moving picture offered for sale would be handled in the
same manner that socalled 'specials' are now
handled, and this would create an auctioning
{Continued

on

fagc

54)

Vitaphone Files Injunction When Censors
Refuse to See Picture without Dialogue
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture li'orld)
PHILADELPHIA, April 24. — A new angle to censorship has been brought out
in Pennsylvania. When Vitaphone Corporation submitted a picture to the censor
board without its vocal accompaniment, the censor refused to examine the 61m.
thus barring its showing.
Vitaphone, through its attorney, Morris Wolf, 6led an injunction to restrain
the censor board, claiming that the act authorizing censorship applied only to
pictures and could not be interpreted to include vocal accompaniment. Fox Film
Corporation has announced that it will submit without the vocal accompaniment
to the censors a film calling for Movietone accompaniment. If this film is refused
examination, a "friendly" test suit similar to that of Vitaphone will probably be
filed.
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Tom & Tony ''Stand 'Em Up ''

c*
NEW

YORK.— The Grand Canyon began to look like the subway during
rush hour the night "Abie's Irish Rose"
came to town. . . . Forty-fourth Street was
jammed to its tin ears and they had a
searchlight playing down the alley from
the Criterion, where "Wings" keeps flying
along. . . . There were so many people
around you
find your
mother. . . couldn't
. The news
has own
come grandfrom
Hollywood, via the telephone, that Wells Root,
one of the bright young writers along the
Incandescent Way, has signed to remain out
West for a whole year writing moon pictures. . . . Rutgers Neilson, of the "Music
Masters," is as optimistic as any one in the
industry, but he says there is a pessimistic
note along the Main St. From the looks
of the spring fashions we suspect that it is
simply an overtone. . . . The film golf tournament is all set for a Long Island club and
the tentative date is June Sth. . . . John E.
McKeigue, of Haverhill, Mass., who is advertising and publicity manager of the Palace
theatre, is in New York on a pleasure trip,
accompanied by wife, daughter and son. The
Palace is the newest and most beautiful house
in Haverhill. . . . S. G. Honeck, of Regal
Films, Inc., of Milwaukee, thinks so much of
"The Port of Missing Girls" that he signed
up for another piece of territory. This gives
Honeck Michigan and Wisconsin. . . . Watch
for the big things from the offices of all the
leaders. Universal, Paramount, Metro, First
National, Warner Bros., F. B. O., Fox, Pathe,
and a host of others. All good news and a
lot of it. . . . George Harvey is clicking on
all six these days and there is no reason why
he should not as he has done that little thing
for a long time. There is no stalling with
this lad. . . . A. B. "Archf Heath left for
Los Angeles on the Wolverine on Friday, put
on board by none other than Jim Sayles, and
should be in California by this time. If he
is not we will send out a tracer, as his ticket
was long enough to land him in China, and
it was no laundry ticket. . . . Jack Keegan
of the Vitaphone has some splendid copy
ready for the new Vitaphone release. . . .
Nat Rothstein, advertising manager of Universal, is one of the best golf players in the
industry but he has little time these days
to devote to the favorite pastime. . . . CJmrles
C. Pettijohn is once again a regular commuter on the eight-thirty New Haven rattler
and his many friends are glad to see him
back. Charley usually "brightens up the corner where for
he is".
. . . Vic Shapiro
off for
California
a conference
with Joe isSchenck.
However, the home office will be well protected during "Vic's" absence, as Bruce Gallup, Fred Schaefer and Charles Moyer are
still on the job. . . . M. H. Hoffman of Tiffany-Stahl is again headed west. M. H. is a
fast worker, and a fast traveler. . . . Pat
Dowling and Charles Christie are registered
at the Algonquin. "The Man V/ho Laughs"
is soon to grin on Broadway, but we trust
he uses "Fourenhands" as it is said "Four
out of five have it."
PETER STUYVESANT.

ie"
"Sad
Novel
(Special izes
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving Picture

World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— Felix Orman has
written a novelized version of Gloria Swanson's United Artists picture, "Sadie Thompson," for Screen Story Book, a new magazine
devoted to literary versions of photoplays. It
is edited by H. L. Gates, who wrote "The Red
Dancer of Moscow" for Fox.

ALONG the streets they stand — the crowds, jostling, eager for a glimpse of the
fabulous Tom Mix and his dashing mount, Tony. Touring the Keith-AJbeeOrpheum vaudeville circuit, Mix is "doubling" as the guest of F B O, for which company he is to make eight pfctures in Hollywood for the 1928-29 program. The star's
triumphal entry in two cities is pictured below.

Above — Tom riding
Tony down a street in
Omaha, where the two
gallant Westerners appeared on the bill at
the local KeithrAlbeeOrpheum house and
drew scores of exhibitors to the F B O
exchange for the informal reception.
At
"close-up"
of right—
Mix -A
wearing
the
smile
that
accojnpanies his exploits.

Below — In Denver,
Tom and Tony pull
another "armistice
day." As the ads say,
"such popularity nutst
be deserved."
In
Colorado's
metropolis,
as elsewhere along his
route, thousands lined
the streets to cheer the
Western star as the
prancing
bore
him down Tony
the street.
Mix is shown here at
right, addressing
the
croivd.
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John Woody Joins
Fox as Assistant
to James Grainger
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

XEW YORK, April 24.— John S. Woody
has joined Fox Film Corporation as assistant
to James R. Grainger,
general sales mana>ger. With 10 years
experience in the industry, he has a
wide acquaintance
among exhibitors.
Woody was formerly general sales
manager of Select
Pictures Corporation ;
general manager of
Realart, and president
of Associated Exhibitors. He will spend
considerable time out
in the field calling on
John S. Woody
exhibitors playing
Fox pictures and will headquarter in New
York.

Bandits Get $13,000
from 3 Theatres;
Another Job Fails
Theatres suffered heavily from bandits
last week. Thirteen thousand dollars were
lossed by three houses. The United Artists
theatre in Chicago Sunday was robbed of
$7,500, and Frank Sentman, treasurer, is being
held by police pending arrests. Sentman declared that three masked bandits entered his
office at 8:30 in the morning, bound him with
wire, blindfolded him and demanded the combination. When they had fled with the money,
he freed himself and summoned employes.
At the Rivoli theatre in Muncie, Indiana,
last week, while more than a thousand people
were in the theatre, two unmasked men entered the office of Harvey Arlington, the manager, forced him to open the safe and hand
over $5,000, then binding him with picture
wire, they locked him in his office and fled.
The Rivoli theatre in Indianapolis was entered by robbers who carted away the safe,
then battered it open and escaped with $458.
At Huntington, Indiana, one morning last
week, the safe in the Jefferson theatre was
found ready to be loaded in a car, with its
motor still running. No trace has been found
of the burglars.

Northwest Association
to Canvass Members
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PORTLAND, ORE., April 24.— At the first
meeting of the board of governors of the
Northwest Independent Exhibitors' Association it was decided that Secretary J. J. Fleming would get in personal touch with members, outline the aims and objects of the
association, and secure from them any problems pertinent to the trade that they might
wish help in solving.

Exhibitor Fined $50
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

WARSAW, Ind., April 24.— A jury in circuit court at Warsaw has returned a verdict
of guilty in the case of the State against
Frank Parrish, operator of the Comus theatre
at Milford, Ind., on a charge of Sunday desecration. The fine was fixed at $10 and costs,
a total of $50.
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21 Days Protection Proposed
For Boston 1st Run; 7 for 2nd
Plan Offered by Stanley Sumner of University Theatre at Cambridge for Solution of Problem — Full Week Open to Subsequent Runs for Choice of Dates and Allotment of Prints
(Exhibitors are invited to stiidy the folloTving plan of Stanley Sumner as
a possible solution of the protection situation, not only in the Boston territory,
but also for otiher cities, Tvith such changes as would be required geographically. Your comment also is invited.)
Twenty-one days protection for first-runs in the metropolitan Boston area
and seven days for second-runs are features of a plan proposed by Stanley
Sumner of the University theatre at Cambridge, Mass., for a solution of the
vexatious protection problem.
Film Board Meeting Suggested
Sumner's
proposal, which
is thesubmitted
outcome of
exchange
agers and exhibitors,
has been
alsodiscussions
to other with
theatre
owners manand
exchangemen, and the author suggests a meeting called by the Film Board to
help settle the issue "which is at present an ever-increasing trouble to both
exhibitor and distributor."

Here is the plan for Boston; suggested for
application in the 1928-29 season :
April 1-7 (21 days' protection), first run
— Metropolitan, State, Keith-Albee, etc.
April 29-May 5 (7 days' protection), second run — AUston, 1st Cambridge, Scolley,
Fields, etc.
May 13-19, third run — Newton, Waltham, 2d Cambridge, Roxbury, etc.
May 20-26, fourth run — Needham, 3d
Cambridge, 1st Somerville, Hyde Park,
etc.
May 27- June 2, fifth run — Dedham, Arlington, 2d Somerville, Watertown, etc.
June 3-9, sixth run.
"All runs to be dependent on and set during or just prior to first Boston showing.
"No protection to other runs (other than
first and second) except that a full week is
to be left open to allow for choice of dates
and proper allotment of prints.
Will Know Time Limits
"Each theatre after second run will know
within which particular week it must book
the picture in order to enjoy priority over
competing theatres, and in a general way the
present conditions are to be used for selling
particular runs to the individual theatres, each
one knowing that his priority privilege is dependent only on his booking the picture when
due, he being under no obligation to book at
this time, but failure to do so does not affect
subsequent runs.
"In entering into contracts the exhibitor
will buy his particular run and have the privilege of dickering for priority as at present,
all provided he books within the particular
time specified by the particular run he buys."
Sees Advantage to All
Under this plan, says Sumner, the exhibitor
will be given an "opportunity of setting a date
at or in advance of the time the picture plays

7,000,000 Already Signed
Against Blue Washington
More than 7,000,000 already have
expressed their opposition to the
Lankford bill for Sunday closing in
the District of Columbia, in petitions
sent in to congressmen at Washington and recorded in the Congressional Record, according to dispatches received by C. E. Holmes,
secretary of the Progressive Civic
League, Oak Park. 111.
Proponents of Sunday closing now
are making an effort to force a new
hearing on the Lankford bill.

first run in the metropolitan zone ; it will
obligate him to play within the week specified
or cause him to lose his priority privilege."
For the distributor, he maintains, "it will
greatly simplify the booking problem and assure regular play on pictures contracted for."
Sumner adds that the plan will "require
the booking of theatres outside the Metropolitan area before and during the protection of
the first and second run after the peak represented by the third, fourth and fifth metropolitan runs."

Daylight Saving Is
Defeated by Voters
of 4 Illinois Cities
Exhibitors of four cities near Chicago were
saved the handicaps of daylight saving when
the citizens voted down the summer time last
week. At Elgin, standard time was retained
by a 1,200 majority vote. Batavia, Geneva
and St. Charles, neighboring cities, also stood
pat on standard time. Aurora, 111., is expected to follow suit.
Batavia at first had gone for the new time,
but reversed itself when the result in Geneva
was learned. Crystal Lake, 111., voted in the
new time.

K-C Film Men Attend
Burial of Veteran Exhibitor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

KANSAS
CITY,wentApril 24.— Kansas City's
film
row virtually
enmasse to the funeral
of Walter Wallace, veteran Leavenworth exhibitor and part owner of tlie Orpheum theatre, Leavenworth, who died last week. The
following were pallbearers: Harrv- Tavlor,
Ed
Roy Oldsmith,
Churchill,C. Tom
Bverle, H.
Schiller.'
M. Parkhurst,
Lee E'.
Doiv,
Guv
Navarre,
C. .\. Schultz.'A.
H.
Cole, C. A.Elmer
Jones,Rhodcn,
Bob Witliers,
Russell Bor?
W. P. Burnfield, M. C. Sinift, C. H. Hilgers
and Russell Egner.

Name Arbitration Board
Moving

Picture

H'orld)

SAN FRANCISCO. April 24.— The new
Joint Board of /Vrbitration, consisting of six
nu-mhcrs, includes Wallace Feehan. of BerkcKy. and S. E. Levis and Sol Lesser, of
San Francisco, representing the exhibitors.
Warner Bros., and M. E. Cory, Pathe.
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I Knew Them (Films) When —
#][/o/in P. Dibble, '/^-years-young exhibitor of the Park theatre at Branford,
j1 Conn., "mho started exhibiting with the advent of motion pictures in i8g6,
gives some intimate glimpses of Edison, early film prices, and the advent of the
"store shows," in his second article for the "Herald-World."
By POP (JOHN P.) DIBBLE
Daddy of Them All
THERE was no such thing as rental of films in those days, nor for several
years after. All films, or "fillums" as many called them, were sold outright and for cash. The price of Edison films and most of the others was
at first 30 cents per foot — $15 for a 50 feet in length film — though soon after
the price dropped to 15 cents per foot.
It seemed then a high price for films.
TN an interview, a few years later, Mr.
■*■ Edison stated that he made no money on
the sale of films, because his lawyers bills
were so heavy. In his many suits defending
his patents and copyrights, he had to fight for
his rights in the courts, and his expenses were
very great. "But," said Mr. Edison, "I wasn't
so anxious to make money. I only wanted
to break even."
Hoped
for 2 Cent Admissions
Mr. Edison expressed the hope that some
day the movies will be shown as cheap as 2
or 3 cents admission, as he thought that price
would "knock the whisky trade and put crape
on the saloon doors." Probably few people
anticipated prohibition at that time, but it arrived soon after.
However, the prices did get very near to
Mr. Edison's figures in many instances. I
remember that I myself showed pictures one
entire summer season in the Empire theatre,
Glen Falls, N. Y., one of the finest theatres
then in northern New York, for just five
cents, to any seat in the house, and they were
plush upholstered seats, too, in a brand new
stone front theatre, costing several hundred
thousands to build. I wouldn't do it again —
and did not — but I plead guilty on that trip.
My usual prices were 10, 20 and 30 cents.
Called "Chase Pictures"
The film hits that preceded the short drama
pictures were known as the "chase pictures,"
usually 100 or 200 feet in length, in which a
man, usually, would commit some offense, as
for instance stealing a bunch of bananas
from a street stand, then would follow a
comic hue and cry, as men, women and children, poHcemen, and always dogs, would follow in mad chase along the road, falHng over
everything possible, knocking down ladders of
the house-painters, tipping over pushcarts
and paving the streets with apples and cabbages. But they sure made a hit with the
audience.
Then in 600 or 800 feet in lengths came
Edison's "Little Red Riding-Hood" and "Jack
and the Beanstalk," followed by Pathe's handcolored "Ali-Baba, Or the Forty Thieves,"
which was also a big hit. Then many more
of these big— nszrly a full reel — features, by
the Vitagraph and Biograph companies. I
have many of these films yet in my attic.
"Store
Shows"
Take
Control
Very soon there were several productions
of "The Passion Play," which were shown
everywhere with great success. The Pathe
handcolored "Passion Play" was the most
popular and was a continued success for several years. It was a four or five reel production, and that fact alone was a sensation, as
the limit just before had been two-reel "WestAll these five or six years the business was
erns."
entirely roadshows, as the picture theatres or
"store shows," as they mostly were at first, had
not arrived. But when they did arrive, they
simply flooded the entire country. And what
they did, with their 5 and 10-cent admissions,
to the traveling showmen — of which I was one
— was a-plenty.

I showed the pictures in all kinds of towns,
large and small, in many states and in Canada, and in all kinds of auditoriums, halls,
churches (for the societies, on sharing terms),
small theatres, and also in the largest and
best theatres, fiUing in otherwise "dark
nights," for the managers.
In the small towns, "positively no postponement on account of weather" was an important announcement on the bills and posters.
Many times it was a two or three weeks engagement in the Y. M. C. A. and other engagements, and good money, too, as for
instance in Utica, Auburn, Syracuse and
Watertown, N. Y., also in Hartford, Middletown, Bridgeport and New London, Conn.,
and in hundreds of other towns throughout
the country.
Lyman Howe Lone Competition
For there was no competition in our line
then. The Lyman Howe show was practically
the only competition we had for several years
after starting in the game.
About the year 1906, George Melies, the
French producer, established a sales office in
New York, which was in charge of his
brother, Gaston Melies. I was often in his
office, and purchased a copy of every film they
produced. They were mostly magical pictures,
as the Melies people were the first and greatest in the Hue of trick photography. Their
"One-Man Orchestra," "The Man with the
Hundred Heads" and others were very popular.
The Old Kinetoscope
The Pathe company followed with their
"Run-a-way Cab" — the horse and cab running
at terrific speed, backwards, sideways and any
old way — and other trick pictures, and the
Vitagraph company produced "The Haunted
House" and others.
I have now a collection -of those old singlereel films, and half-reel lengths, also some of
the earliest SO feet in length "features." (The
wife here remarks, "Yes, Pop, you have saved
— except money."
youat ever
everything
Well,
let it go
that.)had
Also I have the old
Kinetoscope, one of the first Mr. Edison
made, with which I showed in 1896 the first
moving pictures that were shown in any of the
New England states, and for several years
after I showed with the same old Kinetoscope
in hundreds of towns and cities in New York
["The third and final article will appear
in an early issue.]

Hays, Eastman Consider
Aid of Films in Medicine
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PARIS, April 24. — International
cooperation in the production of motion pictures for the advancement of
medicine and surgery may result
from investigations being made here
by Will Hays and George Eastman.
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Two Theatres Win
Sunday Opening by
Overwhelming Votes
Two Illinois towns have recently won Sunday opening campaigns by overwhelming
votes. At Hinsdale, considered a year ago
one of the tightest towns in the country, the
vote was approximately two to one for Sunday pictures. The Hinsdale theatre, managed
by E. T. Kruger, and operated by the Evahern Theatre Corporation, made the voting a
purely goodwill campaign, using none of the
tactics usually employed. Not even a trailer
on the screen was used.
Voters at Lawrenceville, Illinois, last week
voted overwhelmingly in favor of Sunday
motion picture shows when all aldermanic
candidates favoring the Sunday opening received large majorities. However, at Sheldon, Illinois, Sunday opening lost by 15 votes.
A vote last fall lost by 34 votes. Jones and
Lyons, operators of the Family theatre, report
that the vote was lost because of the active
campaign of the opposition. They report the
opposition used unfair tactics in obtaining
Lankford pamphlets, printed at the U. S.
printing office, and then mailing them without charge in the same government envelopes
to citizens of the town.

Checks but No Account,
Says Oden, Ark., Banker
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

CORNING, ARK., April 24. — Several
checks from $1 to $9 have been received by
the Oden State Bank of Oden, Ark., bearing
the name of H. Black, though he has no account with that bank and never has had, according to an official of the bank. Black,
now traveling in Missouri, makes small towns
with several programs of films which he
shows on a 50 per cent basis. He uses an old
model Chevrolet car, with Ohio license. He
carries a telegraphers' union card.

Loew Declares Dividend
Of $1.62 on Preferred
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— Loew's, Inc., has
declared a quarterly dividen<I of $1,625^ per
share on the outstanding $6.50 cumulative preferred stock, payable May 15 to holders of
record April 28.
It is expected that Loew will soon declare
extra dividends of 5 per cent in stock and
$1 in cash. It has been the custom to declare
annual dividends of $2, with $1 paid at the
end of the year.

Ames Theatre Firm Builds
1,100'Seat House in May
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

AMES, IOWA, April 24.— Contract will be
let in May by the Ames Theatre Company, an
A. H. Blank affiliation, for an up-to-the-minute 1,100-seat stage and film theatre. Negotiations are under way for installation of the
Vitaphone.

Quirk Buys Smart Set,
McClure's from Hearst
James R. Quirk, owner and publisher of
Photoplay Magazine and Opportunity, has purchased two magazines. Smart Set and McClure's, from William Randolph Hearst. Mr.
Quirk, in his statement, gave no details.
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Terry Ramsaye Is
Back in Films as
Pathe News Editor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— Terry Ramsaye,
who since 1920 has spent his time traveling
and writing on many subjects, has returned
to the motion picture industry as editor of
Pathe News.
Ramsaye has been intimately connected with
the motion picture industry for many years
and is author of "A Million and One Nights."
"Grass," "The Cruise of the Speejacks," and
"Simba" were produced under his editorial attention, and he is author of the motion picture section in the Encyclopaedia Britannica."

Tom Mix Drops Tour of
South America to Make
Series in Hollywood
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— Tom Mix will
make a series of F B O pictures in Hollywood. Joseph P. Kennedy, president of
F B O, persuaded the Western star to make
the pictures at the F B O lot and temporarily abandon his trip to South America.
Contracts were signed at Kansas City,
where Mix is filling a vaudeville engagement, by Mix and Colvin W. Brown, F B O
vice-president.
Receptions tendered Mix on his tour of
the Keith-Albee-Orpheum Circuit assumed
such proportions that Kennedy persuaded
him to continue production in Hollywood.
Kennedy is said to have outbidden three of
the largest companies.
Mix's tour will reach a climax when he
arrives in New York the middle of May.
He will play a week at the Hippodrome
and return to the Coast.

Four Players Added to
Warner Brothers' Stock
Company for New Year
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— Several important additions to Warner Brothers' stock
company were announced last week by Jack
L. Warner, studio chief. Betty Bronson will
play the lead in three productions during the
new season. William Collier, Jr., has had his
contract altered to read that he will appear
in five Warner stories.
Another contract award has been made to
William Russell, while Agnes Franey, former
Ziegfeld actress, is still another player signed.
Harry Wardell has also been added to the
stock company.

Named

Gotham Agent

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

LOS ANGELES, April 24.— Sam Sax,
president of Godiam, has appointed J. Samuel Berkowitz special West Coast representative, with alternating offices at the San Francisco and Los Angeles branches of All Star
Feature Distributors.

«

Arch" Heath in Chicago

A. B. "Arcli" Heath, director for Hal
Roach, found time on his arrival in Chicago
to call at the Herald- World home office Saturday on his way to the West Coast. And
then he took a plane the remainder of the way
Monday night.
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F-N To Make Talking Pictures;
Colleen Moore Film to be First
Victor Company Will Reproduce Synchronized Score and Sound
Effects for Fimatone
Process, Using Western Electric
Subsidiary's
Patents — Board and Officers Re-elected
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)
NEW YORK, April 24. — Now comes First National into the talking picture
field, with the Firnatone, through a three-way agreement whereunder Electrical Research Products, Inc., a Western Electric subsidiary, grants First
National a license to use its patents, and the Victor Talking Machine Company
will reproduce the synchronized scores and sound effects by using its recording
experts, artists and orchestras.
"Lilac Time" First Synchronized
First of the Firnatone productions will be Colleen Moore's "Lilac Time," due
on Broadway in June.
The experts of Victor and the electrical company will
go to Burbank, Cal., and arrange for the synchronized orchestration and sound
effects for this picture, in which airplane battles have an important part.
By the Firnatone process, the sound is recorded on a disc, synchronized with the projector. The records, it was stated, can be
used without additional equipment by all
theatres having Electrical Research Products
sound devices.
Each Film to Be Studied
The experts "will make a thorough study
of the Firnatone possibilities of each production," Clifford B. Hawley, re-elected presiddent of First National, said : As to whether
productions will be made with the characters
speaking their lines, Hawley declared, a decision has not yet been reached.
"We own 'The Squall,' the successful stage
play," he said. "We might find it worth while
to make it complete in a Firnatone production.
We

may produce 'No, No, Nanette,' the musical comedy, with much of the original material recorded.

"Corinne Griffith's picture, 'The Divine
Lady,' will contain a huge production of the
Battle of Trafalgar, which may lend itself to
recording. We own the rights to 'La Tosca,'
'The Barker,' story of carnival life ; 'Show
Girl,' a backstage story of a chorus girl by
J. P. AfcEvoy, all of which are being considered for Firnatone. As to 'La Tosca,' our
plans are indefinite so far."
Officers, Directors Re-elected
Officers and directors of First National were
re-elected at the annual meeting last week,
at which was declared the regular quarterly
dividend of 2 per cent on first preferred,
payable July 1 to stockholders of record June
13, and 1^ per cent on second preferred, to
stockholders of July 1.
The directors are :
Barney Balaban, Chicago; Harry M. Crandall,
Washington; Jacob Fabian, Newark, N. J.; M. J. Finkelstein, Minneapolis; Clifford B. Hawley, Philadelphia; Richard F. Hoyt, New York; Robert Lieber,
Indianapolis; John J. McGuirk, Philadelphia; E. V.
Richards, Jr., New Orleans; Irving D. Rossheim,
Philadelphia, Abe Sablosky, Philadelphia; Spyros
Skouras, St. Louis; Albert L. Smith, Philadelphia;
Morris Wolf, Philadelphia.

The officers are:
Clifford B. Hawley, president; Robert Lieber,
chairman;
R. A. Rowland,
vice-president
and gen-

eral manager; Samuel Spring, vice-president and
treasurer; Robert W. Perkins, vice-president and
secretary; Abe Sablosky, vice-president; John H.
Kunsky, vice-president; Ned E. Depinet, vice-president in charge of distribution; E. Bruce Johnson,
vice-president in charge of foreign distribution;
Ralph W. Brown, assistant secretary; Warren C
Boothby, assistant treasurer.

An advisory board was elected, composed of
the following, in addition to the officers and
directors: A. H. Blank, Des Moines; Geo.
Trendle, Detroit; I. H. Ruben, Minneapolis;
H. T. Nolan, Denver.

F-N Officials Leave to
Attend Sales Convention,
Chicago, April 29'May 3
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— Al Rockett, John
McCormick, Ned ^larin, Charles Rogers and
George Lindy will leave for Chicago Thursday to attend the First National convention,
April 29-May 3. Following the convention
Clifford Hawley will return to Burbank with
the party to confer with Watterson Rothacker.
Films taken to the convention will be "The
Yellow Lily," starring Billie Dove, "Lilac
Time," starring Colleen Moore, and "Code of
the Scarlet," starring Ken
Ma}nard.

Brisbane Lauds Barring
of "Dawn** Film by Loew's
"Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's
theatres, wisely bars the picture 'Dawn' from
all those theatres," Arthur Brisbane, Hearst
editorial writer, stated Monday. "A picture
calculated to revive and intensify international
hatreds should not be shown here. There
are better ways of making money."
Camera
to ShowAl Fire6gbters'
Work the
Fire
Commissioner
Goodrich has enlisted
aid of motion picture cameras in educating the public concerning the needs and the work of the Chicago fire department.

Tax Exemption Raise from 75c to $3
Is Asked by Republican Finance Committee
[Washington
Bureau of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World]
WASHINGTON, April 24. — An increase in the exemption from an admission tax
from 75 cents to $J is provided as part of the program of the Republicans on the
senate finance committee, decided today.
The increase will cost the treasury $17,000,000 in revenue. By this move, admission taxes would be lifted on all amusements except prize hghts and operas and
on all theatre seats except box seats selling for more than $j. The bill passed by
the house provided an increase to $1. The Democrats on the committee are now
studying the program which will come up for discussion Thursday.
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^^Ahie^s Irish Rose^^ Draws Broadway
As Deft and Clever Picture
All Stay Until Anne Nichols and Two of Cast Make Bows — Jean Hersholfs
Portrayal Wins Special Commendation
By PETER

VISCHER

NEW

YORK, April 24.— "Abie's Irish Rose," which made its first faltering appearance in New York some years ago like a strange and unhappy
orphan, came back last week smiling and delighted, with such a fanfare
of trumpets as few events around Broadway have had in some time.
'T^RAFFIC
along 44th street, where the
J- moving picture version of Anne Nichols'
gilt-edged comedy was shown for the first
time at the Forty-fourth Street theatre
Thursday evening, was packed tight. Thousands of men and women crowded about
the entrance to the theatre. Cars stood
stock still, unable to move. Huge lights
played on the scene and made it fantastic.
Keen Enthusiasm Won
From the theatre slowly came a thoroughly important, apparently satisfied audience. Many of the more important figures
in New York life, not forgetting the everpresent Otto H. Kahn, were present. How
toney the proceedings were may be gathered from the fact that the press representative of the show, Bernard Sobel, appeared
in a top hat.
The picture was received with keen enthusiasm by the audience. General comments were to the effect that it was much
better than the stage play, which broke all
records for endurance in many parts of
the country. Indeed, even the critics, who
might be expected to look askance at the
motion picture after the disdainful manner
in which the stage play was received by the
intelhgentsia, found this Paramount picture
more satisfying than they did the play.
Special Praise to Jean Hersholt
Close observers of motion picture productions were frank to express an opinion that
"Abie's Irish Rose" was in for a particularly
long run. It was generally held to be surefire, a deft, clever, amusing picture, with
more than a little to say. Its acting was
well received, particular praise going to
Jean Hersholt for his portrayal of the Jewish father.
The opening night went at $5 a seat for
the benefit of the Dug Out, and the high
price
kept nobody
away.Nichols
What's and
more,twothey
all stayed
until Anne
of
her cast were brought out on the stage to
bow and bow and make acknowledgments.
First to be brought out was Charles Rog-

To Renew

Fight to Show

"Is Your
Daughter Safe?"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving

Picture

World)

CHARLOTTE, N. C, April 24.—
After an injunction preventing municipal interference in the showing of
"Is Your Daughter Safe?" had been
dissolved by Judge W. F. Harding
in the Mecklenburg Superior court,
at the conclusion of a hearing yesterday morning, owners of distribution
rights to the film indicated that further steps for relief would be taken.
Although the nature of the next
move was not made known, the owners declared that they would make
every effort to show the picture in
Charlotte, eventually — if not now.
Meantime, suit for $30,000 against
the city commissioners and Chief of
Police West, because of alleged injury done the owners of distribution
rights, is still pending in Superior
court.

ers, the youth who played the part of Abie
Levy. He beamed at his reception, almost
bent himself double in making known his
thanks, and finally got this address off his
chest: "Thank you, folks. It all seems like
a dream. New York and Broadway and
such,
this marvelous
crowd."
Next and
cameall Nancy
Carroll, who
portrayed
Rosemary Murphy in the picture. She
looked pretty as her picture and was applauded until she, too, had to mumble a
speech of thanks.
Miss Nichols followed her stars and
found the occasion pretty important, as you
can well imagine. She wore a magnificent
ermine coat, but she'll probably have two
of them by the time the picture gets a little
momentum.

Mack Leaving Pathe
for Banking Business
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— W. A. V. Mack,
for the past seven years with Pathe as short
subjects sales manager in the Middle West,
and more recently director of publicity and
exploitation, is entering the investment banking field in Syracuse, as sales director of the
Benjamin Baker Company.
He has been an exchange manager in a
number of large cities and recently has been
serving office.
as branch
manager
Pathe's
Haven
He has
been of
active
in theNew
A.
M. P. A., serving as member of the board of
directors, and as chairman of the membership
committee.

Play dates Total 13,136
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24— Unprecedented
business has brought in 1,462 additional playdates from Warner Brothers branches, for
Sam E. Morris Month, which will be celebrated by the sales force in May. These new
contracts have all been closed in the last
week, bringing the total to date to 13,136.

Louisiana House Opens
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ALEXANDER CITY, LA., April 24.—
Friday night marked the opening of the new
Strand theatre here, owned and operated by
Mack Jackson, and considered one of the prettiest and most up-to-date small houses in this
section. It is of Spanish design and seats 400.

Ruth Roland Is Sued
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

LOS ANGELES, April 24— Ruth Roland,
actress, and Tod Browning, director, were
among those named in a suit filed Saturday
for recovery of $42,026, which, according to
the complaint, had been advanced them to capitalize a producing company.

Thomson and Jerauld Visit
Fred Thomson, Paramount Western star,
and J. M. Jerauld, his publicity representative,
were visitors at the Herald-World offices last
Friday on the way back to the West Coast.
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Columbia on Last Lap
of 1927-28 Production
Schedule; Four Remain
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24— Coincident with
announcement that Columbia has acquired the
rights to Owen Davis' "The Donovan Affair,"
mystery play, for next season, comes word
from Holljrwood that with shooting on "The
Way of the Strong," scheduled for this week,
Columbia has started on the last lap of production for the 1927-28 release schedule.
Three features are now in work, one has
been completed, and final preparations are
being made for the immediate filming of the
remaining four.
Editing and titling has been finished on
"Golf Widows," which will be released nationally on May
1. "Modern George
Mothers"
is in
its final week
of production.
B. Seitz
has started camera work on the Chinatown
sequence of "Ransom." Earle C. Kenton is
scheduled to begin work on the court room
scenes of "The Way of the Strong" this week.
Frank Capra, Columbia comedy director, is
now preparing to start on a new comedy,
while Byron Haskin, another Columbia director, is finishing the details of an original
story which will go into production shortly.
Harvey
recently an
joined
Columbia'sof
writing Thew,
staff, who
is making
adaptation
"Bridge," one of the four remaining releases
on the "Perfect Thirty" schedule.

Fox Athletes Prepare
for Summer Contests
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— Baseball, tennis,
swimming, boxing and handball are the present activities of Fox Athletic Club members
in preparation for the Spring and Summer
tournaments in these sports planned by the
leading motion picture companies. On April
28 at Central Park, the home office players
will meet the Fox Annex men in a baseball
contest to decide the office championship, and
on May S, at Prospect Park, the winning team
will play the laboratory crew for the Fox
baseball title.
Boxing is a new Fox activity which the
male personnel is supporting in increasing
numbers, Sixty-two men have enrolled for
training under Archie Walker.

Many

Changes Occur
In Southern Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ATLANTA, April 24— The Rialto theatre
here will be closed this week while Vitaphone
and Movietone are being installed. At Union,
S. C, the Stevenson Theatres, Inc., has just
closed a lease for the new Carolina theatre.
At Jasper, Ala., John M. Johnson will begin
the construction of a new 1,400-seat theatre
immediately. August P. Boatwright will take
over the Batesburg theatre at Batesburg, S. C.,
early in May and close it for two weeks for
renovation and redecoration. At Raleigh,
N. C, A. C. Kincey will manage the Superba;
Noble Arnolds will be switched from the
Superba to the Palace, and Howard Sugg goes
from the Palace to the Capitol.

Olive Borden Will Make
One Picture for Columbia
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— Olive Borden,
who has not worked in pictures since she
walked off the Fox lot several months ago,
has been signed by Harry Cohn of Columbia
for one picture, untitled. She was a featured
Fox player, but is said to have struck for
more money than her contract stipulated.
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Those

who

officiated in Tokyo

at the presentation of a cup by

Kenema Jumpo, film journal, to Fox for "7th Heaven," voted
by Japanese fans the best picture of 1927. From left to right,
D. Goodman, Fox manager in Japan; S. Seino, Fox publicist; S.
Ogata, sales manager in Eastern Japan; and Y. Tamura, editor
of Kenema Jumpo.

Back from a "hunting" trip to Europe — Samuel Goldwyn, who
has been in Germany, France and England several weeks, seeking
a new leading man for Vilma Banky and a new leading woman for
Ronald Colman. He is shown on his return with Mrs. Goldwyn
(the former Frances Howard), who accompanied him.

M

How

New York's Film Centre, building devoted to motion picture interests, will look when completed. It will rise 13 stories
on Ninth Avenue, between 44th and 45th Streets. Charles M.
Steele of First National, heads the building committee of the
M. P. P. D. A., which is co-operating in the projection of the
structure.
Several companies have already taken space.

On a Sunimcr-Iikc day recently at the Beverly Hills, Cal., estate
of Carl Liiemmle, president of Univers.il. Ros.ibollo L.icmnile stands
adjacent to her father, while at the extreme ends are their guests.
Marion Nixon, Universal player, and Charles "Buddy" Rogers, who
has been working of late before Universal cameras.
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PRESENTING

Ta/es of the Two
Sides of \ife

In the lighter vein, with plenty of dread things happening, but happening as we wish they
always would — so that we could laugh at 'em. Well, laugh at this one, "The Patsy," M-G-M's
new vehicle for Marion Davies. This production (three scenes from which are shown) is an
adaptation of the musical comedy of a few years ago. The cast includes Lawrence Gray, Marie
Dressier, Jane Winton, and Orville Caldwell. At left are pictured Miss Davies and Miss Winton,
and twice above, the star and Lawrence Gray. King Vidor directed this newest of the productions exploiting the charming, strenuous Miss Davies.

But this pictture tells of the grim side of life — a side much the same
in whatever guise it comes. War accounts for the tragic chain of
events in the life of the central figure in Fox's "Four Sons" — a
German mother-. — and the two scenes represented here indicate how.
At right are (left to right) George Meeker, James Hall, Margaret Mann (tlie star), Francis X. Bushman, Jr., and Charles Morton, while above are pictured Miss Mann and Albert Gran. John
Ford directed. .

1
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Heaven,"
thrill to

Europeans like Harry Liedtke
as a screen lover. First National-Defu features him in
"My Girl's in Paris," recendy
produced in Berlin.

again as screen sweethearts. Thus,
in the scene above, do Charles FarJanet Gaynor, the lovers in "7th
offer the world another chance to
their dramatization of the eternal

story, in Fox's "The Street Angel," which
was directed, like Borzage.
"7th Heaven," by Frank

Boy, page Miss Garbo and Mr. Gilbert! Ah,
shades of Romeo and Juliet, what a pairl
What passion! What — well, what? Oh, yes!
They are George (!) K. Arthur and Karl
Dane, M-G-M's latest team of lovers (you
always have lovers in teams, unless there are
three of them, then you have trouble), in the
balcony scene from "Detectives."
Hot, eh?

Right — An adaptation for the screen of a
highly successful stage play of yesteryear
pairs May McAvoy and William Collier, Jr.,
for the popular purposes of romance. The
play is "The Lion and the Mouse," and Warner Brothers the source of the film version.
Miss McAvoy is co-starred therein with Lionel
Barrymore.
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One attractive profile plus another equals
one picture as charming as this — and
mathematics has nothing to do with it.
These lovers in Pathe-DeMille's "Walking
Back" are Richard Walling and Sue Carol,
who have featured roles — as, of course, all
lovers have the world over.

Love's labor surely would be lost without
moments like this. And as to screen stories,
even comedy must have them, lest many of
us feel cheated out of a vicarious "kick" or
two. Hence, the importance of Hugh Trevor
and Martha Sleeper to "Skinner's Big Idea,"
F B O farce starring Bryant Washburn.

Hath man greater love than Harold Teen
for Lillums? And here they arc, sweethearts merely of the comic strip no longer,
but li\ing in the screen p>erson.ilitics of
Arthur Lake and Alice White, who arc
featured in the First N.ition.il prxxluction,
"HaroW Teen."

^
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How the
Simplex
Projector
Looks
with the
New Stand
The symmetrical, dignified and substantial appearance, described by
F. H. Richardson in the
article below, is a feature
of the Simplex with its
new stand. Explanation
of the lettering on the cut
is also
the
story.given in detaU in

New

Supporting
Stand Achieved
For Projector by Simplex

Man May Fall Against Instrument Without Effect of Accident Visible on
Screen, Richardson Says of International's Improvement
By F. H. RICHARDSON
SIMPLEX is out with what I think you will all agree is one of the biggest
and finest improvements accomplished in motion picture projector construction in many years. To say I was delighted when first it "was
viewed is putting the matter very mildly. My mental reaction was: There
is a projector presenting such an imposing and truly handsome appearance that
the "boys" will take real pride in it. And that, in more ways than one, is an
important matter too. The thing a man takes real pride in, he usually takes
a lot of care of. Think that over.
THE improvement consists of a new supporting stand, designed by A. Dina, chief
engineer, International Projector Corporation.
The improvement was made necessary by the
constantly increasing weight of the newer
lamps, lamphouses and necessary lamp controlling equipment. This heavy overhanging
weight set up an unbalancing effect. This
made for vibration and unsteadiness which no
system of braces could eliminate where the
old single support pedestal was used.
Many Phases of Improvement
Projector supporting tables and pedestals
have passed through many phases of improvement, beginning with the old wooden board
table carried by collapsible spider-like legs,
until now in the new Simplex stand we have
what really seems to be about the last possible
word in projector support design. My compliments to Simplex!
The Simplex with its new stand presents a
symmetrical, dignified appearance, as you may
see by glancing at the accompanying photograph. More than that, it is, to use a familiar
expression, as "solid as the Rock of Gilbraltar." In fact, when we consider that it is
not designed to be bolted down or otherwise
attached to the floor building in any permanent way, depending wholly upon its weight

and the distribution of the weight for steadiness, the solidity and immovability of the projector isastonishing. A man may fall heavily
against the projector while projection is in
progress without the slightest effect of the
accident being visible on the screen. Fall
against the rear end of a single pedestal projector and see what happens!
Greater Rigidity Achieved
It was the need for greater rigidity and the
demands made by ever increasing lamphouse
equipment weight that set the International
Projector Corporation working on this problem some while ago, with the truly remarkable results here shown.
With these preliminary remarks I shall now
lay before you the description prepared by the
International Projector^ Corporation, assuring
you that nothing therein contained is in any
degree overdrawn.

The four main assemblies of the New Model M.
Simplex Stand, the pedstal, carriage, adjustable support and base — constitute a single symmetrical unit,
with ample weight so distributed that all possibility
of unsteadiness is eliminated. _ The stand rests on
six leveling points and the projector is not attached
to the floor or fastended to the building in any
way, but proper distribution of weight makes it
impossible to disturb the balance of the projector
by any ordinary means.
All parts of the New Model
M Simplex
Stand
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are larger and heavier than in former models and
the pedestal or column is of a very sturdy construction. The pedestal arm L extends under the full
width of the mechanism, not part way as heretofore,
and the mechanism is held by four screws in place
of two. This provides a very substantial table and
the pedestal arm swings easily but is firmly held
by a 1 ^ inch steel bolt.
The underslung motor table O is close to the base
and the motor is readily accessible for oiling or
regulating. It can be raised or lowered on its supporting rod by merely loosening two heavy wing
screws. The position of the motor on the new stand
is an important factor in eliminating vibration.
How
to Tilt Projector
To tilt the projector, it is simply necessary to
release locking handle A, attached to rear adjustable
support, by turning it to the left — loosen pedestal
adjustment locking nuts B and C — and pedestal adjustment hand wheel D can then be easily turned
with either hand to give desired angle. Micrometer
adjustment can be made by means of the hand wheel,
and compression springs E on rear adjustable support, make this extremely comfortable, as these can
be easily regulated by knurled nuts to eliminate
weight action or, if desired, to deliver powerful upward pressure. When A, B and C are again locked,
the projector is held rigidly in the properly position.
The lamp house can be placed in position for slides
very quickly and without difficulty by loosening two
knobs F and G — firmly grasping slide over arm handle
H and drawing it to the left for the correct placing.
Lamphouse carriage K turns easily on lamphouse
pivot N and at G and slides almost without effort
over lamphouse carriage rod I and rear adjustable
support. The operation is remarkably simple and
comfortable as the long slide over arm J with the
auxiliary arm P, stabilizes the movement while permitting full flexibility of action. When F and G
are again locked, lamp house carriage K is held
rigidly in position.
The lamphouse carriage of the New Model M
Stand is much longer than heretofore, providing
greater distances between centers to insure stability
and supplying a full firm base for the largest size
lamphouse. Lamphouse carriage has adequate openings providing ample ventilation for the lamphouse.
Rear Adjustable Support
The rear adjustable support is an entirely new
feature of the Simplex and for the first time on any
projector provide an adequate rear support which is
an integral part of the stand. The rear adjustable support is substantially constructed and so designed that
the largest lamphouse may be used without in the
least disturbing the balance of the projector. The
rear adjustable support consisting of an upper fork
Q — two rods R and a lower fork S, swings on the
pivot casting T.
When the locking handle A operates, it releases
a powerful friction lock — and support rods R are
free to slip through the lower fork S. When the
locking handle A is released, the adjustable support ceases to act and hangs idle from the swinging
table. When locked, the rods and two forks constitute a structure that firmly connects the swingeing
table to the base. The 100 ampere switch and switch
box are attached to the rear adjustable support which
will easily carry a greater weight, if necessary, without in the least reducing rigidity or weaking the
stand in any way.
New Features in Base
The base is also a radical departure in design
and construction as it is much wider, quite a little
longer, rests on six adjustable leveling points and
much heavier material is also used. A foot motor
switch U for starting and stopping the projector is
supplied but the condulet is not furnished although a
four-inch opening V for installation has been provided in the base.
While there is some slight resemblance between the
front of the new Simplex stand and the former
Simplex pedestal in all other particulars they are
different. The base, as with other assemblies of the
New Model M Stand, should not be considered as
a mere modifying improvement, but one of a series
of revolutionary changes making a harmoniously designed unit, totally unlike any other pedestal or
stand, and overcoming many of the difficulties heretofore encountered by users of motion picture projectors.

24-Page, 2-Color Campaign
Book Issued by Excellent
"Excellent has made good" is the slogan
of the 24-page, two-color campaign book just
issued by Excellent Pictures Corporation, oi
which Samuel Zierler is president and Maurice
A. Chase, vice-president.
The following productions for next season are announced: "Broken Barriers," by Carolyn F. Hayward; "Daughters of Desire," Janet Vale; "David Vallory," Francis Lynde; "One Splendid Hour," Adeline Leitzbach; "Gilded Love," Jennifer West;
"Hearts and Models," Leota Morgan; "Montmartre
Rose," Adeline Hendricks; "Mellowing Money,"
Francis Lsmde; "Sable for Two," Major Grenville
West; "Roses of Picardy," R. H. Mottram; "Fanny
Hawthorne," Stanley Houghton; "The Night Angel,"
Pamela James; "The Wreckers," Francis Lynde;
"The Orchid Woman," Robert Roden; "Penny Princess," Ann Austin; "King Solomon's Wife," Edna
Buckler; "Bonds of Birth," John Sexton; "One Good
Woman," Fred Baer; "Paid With Tears," Frances
Fenton; "Masquerade Marriage," Pamela James.

(
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Stars of Stage and
Pen to Aid in Series
Signed by Paramount
Paramount is to distribute a series of 12
two-reel pictures under the title of "Great
Stars and Authors," now being produced by
Eugene Spitz, under an arrangement made
by Spitz with the Actors' Fund of America
and the Authors' League Fund, whereby, in
return for a share of the profits. Spitz will be
able to select players and novelists from these
organizations.
"Two Masters," an original by Rita Weiman
and now in the making at the Cosmopolitan
studio in New York City, has Edward Lawrence and John McCutcheon as directors. In
the cast are Mary Eaton, star of "The Five
O'clock Girl" on the stage, Rex Cherryman
of "The Trial of Mary Dugan," Carroll McComas, Clark Silvernail, Minnie Dupree,
Tammany Young, Eddie Nelson, Jenny Eustace, Ann Sutherland and Eddie Robbins.

Hoyt Joins Excellent as
Production Executive
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— Excellent Pictures
has signed a contract with Harry O. Hoyt,
whereby Hoyt will have charge of production
of the 1928-29 program.
Hoyt was born in
Minneapolis in 1885,
educated at the University of Minnesota,
Columbia University
in New York, and
Yale. For 15 years he
wrote short stories
and novels with success. Entering motion
pictures, he soon became a director.
"We regard the acquisition ofHoyt as a
real step forward in
the growth of our

Harpy

O.

Hoyt

Four Renamed Directors
at Paramount Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— At the annual
meeting of the board of directors of the Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation last week,
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Casimir L
Stralen and William H. English were reelected to the board for four years.

Tornado's
B.O. Aftermath
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture
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Let Criticism Be Constructive and Say as Little As Possible About
Pictures of Which You Disapprove, Mrs. N. D. Sherman
Tells Convention — Opposes Censorship
[Washington Bureau of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World]
WASHINGTON, April 24. — Constructive developments within the motion
picture industry were reported at the annual meeting of the D. A. R. here last
Thursday by Mrs. Newton D. Chapman, chairman of the committee on better
films.
Cites Benefits from Industry
Mrs. Chapman spoke of the great benefits to every one of the Fjederal Trade
Practice Conference held in that industry last fall, of the cooperation of the
Public Relations Department of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, Inc., of the development of pedagogic films, of visual education
in schools and colleges, and of the Studio Committee established in Hollywood.
"It has been my duty frequently to express
my opinion, to ask for information, to make
specific recommendations, to urge changes,
or to encourage productions, and I have found
in every instance courtesy and helpfulness
awaiting me in the office of the M. P. P. D.
A. Inc.," Mrs. Chapman said.
Selection, Not Censorship
"Unbiased opinions and constructive advice
have been given me every time I have taken
advantage of the open door policy of that
association. I earnestly urge each of you to
register your opinions and your views — the
good, remember, as well as the adverse — with
the Department of Public Relations, 496 Fifth
avenue. New York City. My program has
been from the beginning and still is: If you
criticize, let your criticism be constructive.
Say as little as possible about pictures of
which you disapprove."
"We stand for selection, not censorship,"
Mrs. Chapman declared. "The first question
that is invariably asked when starting better
films work is, 'What can we do in our locality?' It is the
a general
that films
those work
chaptersis
to whom
idea ofrulebetter

Managers Fete Rosenberg
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— Managers of the
Small-Strausburg circuit have completed plans
for the testimonial dinner to be tendered
Henry Rosenberg, executive general manager,
and to be given at the Astor hotel. May 15.
Martin J. Rosenburgh, Paul Binstock and Sidney Larschan represent the committee.

state. These pictures will be shown in the
theatres of the state and then in other
states, "so that we will all get to know each
other," she said.
The Daughters of the American Revolution are encouraging the producers of motion pictures to make a film of the life of
George Washington, just as they sponsored
the making
the film, meant
"America,"
which
Mrs.
Shermanof declared
so much
to
the people of the country.

Trendle Named Head of
Detroit Fire Commission
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

DETROIT, April 24.— The city of Detroit
has conferred another high honor upon George
W. Trendle, vicepresident of the
Kunsky Theatres
Corporation.
recent meetingAtofa the
Detroit Board of Fire
Commissioners,
Trendle was unanimously
elected president, one
of the most important
posts inofthetheofficial
cabinet
city

are eager for education and for guidance. My invariable answer to them is 'Educate the public in your community to want

and to support the best motion pictures.' "
State Historical Films Urged
The production of state historical pictures
is the most important work which is before
the National Better Films Committee, according to Mrs. Chapman. The plan for
state pictures is to have prominent people
in each state sponsor a film to show the history of the state, its physical geography,
the industrial life of the people of the state,
the state activities, such as roads, schools,
hospitals; in other words, a picture showing
exactly how the tax dollars is spent by the

government. He has
been a member of the
fire commission for
several years.
George

of

^
them

w. Trrndlenumber
i. ofr offices
cr — all,7
„T
J,
Trendle
holds
a
without
salaries.

16 Named for Charity
Of Mrs. Marcus Loew
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

World)

ST. LOUIS, April 24.— That many of St.
Louis' neighborhood theatres were hurt by
the tornado that swept the city last September is seen from the fact that the St. Louis
Amusement Company has passed its customary
quarterly dividend of 75 cents per share on
its class A stock.
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Film Trade Taking Progressive
Strides, Says D. A. R. Chairman

new

company," declared Samuel Zierler, president
of Excellent, in making the announcement.

HERALD

Pupils Learn Better From
Films Than Text Books
Pupils in four Chicago elementary
schools learned their lessons in geography and general science much better and more rapidly by means of
motion pictures than they had by
text book methods, their teachers declared last week in answering questionnaires sent them by Dudley
Grant Hayes, director of visual education. Pupils of four other schools
not using visual education will take
coincidental examinations with those
instructed through films. Whether
the use of pictures will be adopted
depends on the result of these tests.

IJEW YORK, April 24.— Mrs. Marcus
Loew, widow of the late head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has personally selected 16 institutions for her benefaction, not including the
Marcus Lowe Memorial hospital in Los Angeles, which Mrs. Lowe has solely endowed.
The
names: of Mrs. Loew's beneficiaries are
as follows

The Actor's Fund of America, the Tewish
Theatrical Guild, Catholic Actor's Guild of
America, Motion Picture Relief Fund of
America, the Salvation Army, the New Presbyterian hospital in New York, ^fount Sinai
hospital. New York, the American Red Cross,
National Vaudeville Artists, Glen Cove Community Club Hospital for Joint Diseases,
Jewish Consumptive Relief Society, Jewish
hospital, Brooklyn ; Northwood Sanitarium,
ties.
Saranac; and the Federation of Jewish Chari-
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First Division to Make All 18 Films
For Next Year, Says Qoldhurg
Some Are Expected to be Produced at Own Studio to Start This Summer
Near Universal City — Furst and Wells in Charge
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

NEW
YORK, April 24. — First Division Distributors will produce all its
pictures next season, Jesse J. Goldburg, president, declared in announcing that eighteen productions will be made, some of them likely at a
new studio to be started this summer in the San Fernando Valley several miles
beyond Universal City.
TWO
of the productions
will be made in
Europe as specials and Goldburg will go
abroad to supervise them.
Most of the others

Following are the First Division pictures for
next season and their authors :
"Whispering Wives" by Edward Boling; "The
Pink Pearl," Jacques La Grange; "The Great God
Jazz," H. M. E. Clamp; "The Mocking Chevalier,"
A. G. Hales; "Second Hand Husbands," Mary Mauley; "Kisses in the Dark," Lester Alden; "The
Woman Tamer," Clayton Johnson; "Where the Law
Ends," Robert Sears; "Her Double Life," J. Robert Alwig; "Machine Gun Rosie," Charles Murphy;
"Broadway Bound," Lester AJden; "The Coast
Guard," Robert Slocum; "Wall Street," Addison
Emmett; "Power of Money," Addison Smith; "Movie
Madness," Gertrude Long; "The Crystal Gazer,"
Laura Hurley; "Trapped," Donald Marmes; "The
Bum," Charles K. Harris and Edna Sherry.

Mats on Fliers Rushed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

Robert S. Furst

Jessa

J. Goldburg

will be produced at the Metropolitan studio in
Hollywood,
contract stars.and with First Division's own
Production will be under Robert S. Furst
and Raymond Wells, respectively treasurer
and vice-president. The recent consolidation
with the Furst-Wells Productions placed the
company in a splendid position from a financial and production standpoint, Goldburg
stated.

KNOW

UNIONTOWN, PA., April 24.— Theatre
Ad Mat Service last week issued a complete
special number on the New York reception
for the trans-Atlantic fliers, for use in the
newspapers.

Vonceil Viking Cast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— Vonceil Viking,
who rode from New York to Los Angeles on
horseback in 120 days, has been cast in her
first
Universal, "Ridin' Romance,"
a Tedpicture
Wells for
Western.

YOUR SALES LEADERS

BORN in Hungary in 1888, Al Lichtman came to America when a small
boy. His responsiveness to America was evidenced in later life when the
It was the only job
United States Army welcomed another recruit.
Al Lichtman ever had outside the amusement business.
AN usher at Tony Pastor's theatre in 14th
■ii street; manager for C. C. Pyle before the
vast popularity of the number 77, when Pyle
had a poster company in Chicago, making displays for all film companies; an actor in
vaudeville, and later manager of his own
company; and, inevitably, a salesman par excellence of motion pictures, the 38-year old
executive has had a life interwoven with the
show world from his boyhood.
When he was a lad showing the customers
to theirander
seats
at would
Tony Pastor's,
Alex-to
Lichtman
walk fromyoung
theatre
theatre, looking at the pictures out in front —
always near the theatre. His next step was
from the enchanted aisles of his boyhood to
the stage himself, where he came to know the
trials and tribulations of an actor in vaudeville. Later he managed a company of his
own.
Under C. C. Pyle, Mr. Lichtman worked for
the Exhibitors' Advertising Corporation, with
headquarters in Chicago. They made posters
for film companies and, eventually, Al Lichtcame to be Pyle's New York manager. In
New York Mr. Lichtman soon became general manager of distribution for the Monopol
Film Company, which was owned by P. A.
Powers and C. C. Craft. It handled the first
big feature films of the time, among them

"Dante's
Inferno,"
"Homer's
Odyssey"
and
"The Life of Buffalo Bill."
When the Famous Players Company was
organized, Al Lichtman became its first salesmanager. He was the first general manager
of distribution for Artcraft — selling the pictures of Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,
George M. Cohan, Elsie Ferguson, William
S. Hart and other Big stars individually on
their merits. After the mergers which resulted in the organization of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, Al Lichtman became general manager of distribution for the combined
organization. He was later general manager
of distribution for Universal, among other
high posts he subsequently filled in the film
business.
Mr. Lichman was appointed special field
representative of United Artists Corporation
by the late Hiram Abrams, in May, 1926, when
additions of producing units and volume distribution materially broadened the releasing
company's activities. Last year he was appointed general manager of distribution in the
United States and Canada by Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman of the board of directors
of United Artists Corporation.
Mr. Lichatman was married in 1912.

AL LICHTMAN

Judge Gives Bomber of
Seattle Theatres Limit
After First Conviction
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

SEATTLE, April 24.— The first conviction
in the numerous recent bomb outrages against
Seattle theatres has been secured and Arthur
Campbell was "given the limit" by Justice of
the Peace Chester A. Batchelor.
'The conviction of Campbell is some progress," said J. M. Hone, secretary of the M. P.
T. O. of Washington. "However, the ones
we are after are the higher-ups, and we expect to get them.
"Incidentally, in cases of stench bomb throwing, the prosecutor has promised to bring the
cases direct to Superior court, under a statute
providing for a year in jail and $1,000 fine."

F BO

to Distribute 12
Barney Google Shorts
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— Barney Google is
coming to the screen ! William Le Baron,
vice-president of F B O, announces that Billy
De Beck's famous cartoon strip of Barney
Google and his nag, Spark Plug, are to be
brought to the screen in a series of 12 short
comedies this year by Larry Darmour Productions for F B O release.
Screen rights for the comic were procured
through E. B. Hatrick, general manager of the
Hearst picture interests.

Win F-N Contest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— Winners in First
National's contest offering $300 in prizes to
pupils in New York high schools submitting
the best design for a poster embodying the
idea of "The Spirit of First National Pictures," are Wanda Wiczkowska, first; Viola
Kessler, second ; Theodore Mazaika, third ; and
Henrietta Schneiders, fourth.

Alberta Tax to Stay
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

EDMONTON, April 24.— The Provincial
Board of Trade of Alberta has asked the
government to abolish the amusement tax on
children, but Premier Brownlee has replied
that there will be no change this year.
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Paramount Conventions Start
April 30; Pathe Meets May 21

29

Work on Film Centre
Is Well Underway
[Picture in Pictorial Section]
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— Work is
now well underway on the new 13story building for the motion picture
industry, covering the entire east
block front on Ninth Avenue, from
44th to 45th Streets. This building,
which will be known as the Film
Centre, is designed to serve as a film
exchange and office building, permitting the concentration in one place
of practically all the receiving and
delivery of motion picture films for
New York and vicinity. It is intended to provide facilities not only
for all producers and distributors
who have not erected their own
buildings, but for allied film industries as well.
The new structure is being erected
by Film Centre, Inc., of which Abe
N. Adelson is president and principal
owner. Completion has been promised for January, 1929.
For three years, Charles M. Steele
of First National, as chairman of the
building committee of the M. P. P.
O. A., and his associates, have been
working to secure the active co-operation of the various film organizations. With S t e e 1 e has been
associated J. S. McLeod of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, Ed. Leishman of
Universal, and A. S. Dickinson, representing the Hays organization.

Warner

Theatre to Open

U*
"Jack
Says Herald
26,
April
(Special
to Exhibitors
and
Moving

Picture

World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— April 26 has
been officially announced by J. L. Warner
as the opening date of Warner Brothers'
theatre in Hollywood, the newest and most
magnificent addition to the city's array of
film palaces. Seating 3,000 and located in the
heart of Hollywood, the new theatre is the
last word in theatre design and construction.
The general decorative plan is Spanish and
has been carried out by an internationally
noted mural decorator.
The opening attraction will be "Glorious
Betsy," the first talking motion picture, with
Dolores Costello the star, and Conrad Nagel
the featured male lead.

60 Pittsburgh Exhibitors
Form Independent Body
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PITTSBURGH, April 24.— Representatives
of more than 60 theatres met at the Hotel
Henry Friday to form an organization of independent exhibitors.

Barthelmess

Honeymoon

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

SAN FRANCISCO, April 24.— Richard
Barthelmess sailed from here Saturday with
his bride, the former Mrs. Jessica Sargeant,
on a honeymoon trip to Honolulu. They were
married the night before in Reno, Nevada.

Hoot Gibson Hurt
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— Hoot Gibson
suffered a sprained ankle and bruises when a
number of horses stampeded while his company was on location at Lone Pine.

P-F-L Picks Washington, Detroit and San Francisco for District
Sessions — Pathe Calls Field Forces to One
Gathering at Drake Hotel, Chicago
Two more sales conventions, just announced, hold much of promise to the
trade in general, and to the exhibitor in particular, regarding the product to be
offered and business to be done in the next film year.
Paramount April 30, Pathe May 21
Paramount will conform to its plan of three regional conventions, to be held
at Washington, Detroit and San Francisco, the first opening April 30 and
closing May 3. Pathe will have one general meeting, at Chicago, starting
May 21.
Charles Christie in
Pathe Chicago Meeting
Will Be at Drake Hotel
New York with Dowling
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

NEW YORK, April 24.— Elaborate plans
are fast taking shape to make of the Pathe
convention at the Drake hotel in Chicago,

NEW YORK, April 24.— Charles Christie,
vice-president and general manager of the
Christie Film Company, and Pat Dowling,
publicity and sales director, are already in
New York from the Coast in preparation for
the Paramount sales conventions.
Attending the Washington meeting at the
Carlton hotel will be the following from the
home offices :

May 21, a big factor in the company's sales
drive of the 1928-29 season. Phil Reisman,
general salesrmanager, will preside.
Several Series from Sennett
As indicative of a highclass output for the
coming year, Pathe officials point to the quality of current productions such as "Skyscraper," "Hold 'Em Yale," "Walking Back,"
"My Country," "Stand and Deliver" and "The
Blue Danube."
Several of these have not yet
been
released.
Then, too, the short feature product for the
next season now has been arranged, including
several series of Mack Sennett two-reel comedies.
Eight on Broadway in Week
There is the record set in the outgoing season of eight Pathe pictures playing Broadway
in the same week. The home office reports
that collections in a recent week were the largest in more than six months, and that a sales
campaign now underway is bearing fruit. Executives also cite the grosses of "Chicago,"
and those of "Dress Parade," "The Country
Doctor," "The Fighting Eagle," "The Main
Event," "The Forbidden Woman," "The
Angel of Broadway," "Let 'Er Go Gallegher,"
"The Night Flyer" and "The Wreck of the
Hesperus." International
Britsh
Officers Coming to U. 5.
to Arrange Distribution
(By London Correspondent of Exhibitors Herald
and Moving
Picture
World)

LONDON,

April 14 (By mail).— British International, with agreements just recently made
for distribution in all Europe save France,
Belgium, Spain and Portugal, has now concluded an arrangement with Pathe Consortium
for handling a year's output in France and
Belgium. Negotiations are reported to be in
an advanced stage for the marketing of the
Elstree product in Spain and Portugal. Arthur
Dent and John Maxwell expect to visit the
United States soon to arrange American distribution.
* * t
Within a few days one of the largest public
capital issues in connection with any British
circuit is to be made by the Denman Picture
Houses, Ltd., who through Ostrcr Bros, are
offering £2,000,000 7 per cent first mortgage
debenture stock at 99 per cent. The company,
of which the Bromhcads of Gaumont British
are directors, will own or control rouglily 100
theatres, rivaling P. C. T. in size and value.
It is stated that Fox is likely to take a big
interest in General Theatres, the SzarvasyGibson chain.

Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, S. R. Kent, Ralph
Kohn, Walter Wanger, B. P. Schulberg, C. J.
Schaefer. J. D. Clark, John Hamraell, M. H. Lewis,
Henry Salsbury, Charles E. McCarthy, Russel Holman, John Butler, F. E. Meyer, L. Bamberger,
C. B. J. Frawley and A. O. Dillenbeck of the
Hanff
Metzger
advertising
agency.
From Publix: Sara Katz, Sam Dembow, E. J.
Zukor, and A. M. Botsford.
From the Paramount foreign department: E. E.
Shauer, M. A. Shauer, J. H. Seidelman, Dick Blumenthal, George Weltner, Albert Deane, O. R. Geyer,
located in the home office, and Tom D. Cochrane,
A. Abouf, H. Novak, John Day and A. Pratchett
from the foreign field.
From the Paramount short feature department:
bons.
Emanuel Cohen, Stanley Waite and Miles F. Gib-

Outside producers releasing through Paramount who will be present are: George W.
Weeks, Charles Christie and Pat Dowling of
the Christie company, Leslie Whalen, Creed
Neeper, Frank Harris and Leslie Adler of the
Lloyd office.

District managers, branch managers and salesmen
from the exchanges of Boston, New Haven, Maine,
New York, Brooklyn, New Jersey, Albany, Buffalo,
Philadelphia, Washington, Atlanta, Memphis, Charlotte, Jacksonville, New Orleans, Dallas and San
Antonio, will attend.

Practically the same group of executives will
attend the Detroit sessions at the Book-Cadillac hotel.
Field representatives will be dra\vn from the
following exchanges :
Detroit, Milwaukee, Columbus, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Toronto, Montreal,
St. John, Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver.

The executive groups of Paramount, Publix
and outside producers will journey to San
Francisco where the final sessions will be held
at the Palace hotel. May 13, 14, 15 and 16.
There they will meet the managers and salesmen of the following exchanges;
Kansas City, St. Louis, Oklahoma City, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland, Ore., Salt Lake
City, Denver, Minneapolis, Sioux Falls, Des Moines
and Omaha.

The executive group will be back in New
York May 22.

Sue Lillian Gish Alone
(Specitjl lo Erhihilors Herald o'ui
ytoving Picture World)

LOS ANGELES. April 24.— The $5,000,000
breach of contract suit of Charles Duell
against Lillian Gish was dismissed against all
of the dcfcndats except the actress in superior
court last week. Ducll accuses the actress of
failing to keep a film contract.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department,
"Hollywood."

Reisenfeld Host to Press As He
Qoes on a New Theatre Joh
United Artists Appoints Him Director of Theatres — Nick Grinders "The
Masked Stranger" Previewed — Alfred E. Green Returns
from Indiana
By DOUGLAS HODGES
April 24.— Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, who has been United
HOLLYWOOD,
Artists musical director, was host to 50 newspapermen at the Biltmore
hotel April 17.
Following the luncheon, he introduced Ed Olmstead, who is a newcomer and
who will be identified with United Artists theatre publicity. The purpose of
the luncheon, the doctor related, was to acquaint himself with members of the
press for a very good reason. To enlist their assistance in putting over his
new job.
THE job is that of managing director of
United Artists theatre circuit.
Forty-nine of the guests politely partook
of the nourishment, spoke in drawing room
tones and paid respect to their highly reputed
host of the day.
The fiftieth guest got off on the wrong foot
and upset Hollywood's tradition of "sociable
little luncheon parties." In any other crowd,
perhaps it would have ruined the day, but
the newspapermen regarded his verbal antics
ds amusement. Unfortunately, his harrassing
volly was aimed at Dr. Reisenfeld.
The central theme of his charges was to the
effect that Dr. Reisenfeld has never contributed to the "special editions" of the paper
he represents. By insinuation, the reporter
recalled the impressario's professional life
prior to his joining the Colony theatre.
When it had all ended everyone shook hands
with Dr. Reisenfeld and wished him much
success in his encounter with the rest of
California.
♦

Ht

*

Alfred C. Cohn has signed a contract with
Christie to take charge of the scenario department, in connection with the two big
Douglas MacLean pictures to be made this
year for Paramount * :):release.
*
Harry Pollard left April 19 for New York
to attend the opening of "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
He will return immediately after the opening
and beginforwork
on "Show Boat," his next big
feature
Universal.

^

^

^

One of the newcomers in Hollywood has
found the going hard since changing her name.
She came here, as everyone knows, a girl with
a "publicity past," but one that was not particularly valuable commercially. Changing
the name was simple enough. Paydays on
all lots have been irregular, and more so for
the unknowns. In the old days in New York
she managed to "borrow" from her friends
during the panic season. So, when a gentleman called on her Tuesday evening she
explained her financial predicament.
The gentleman is one of Hollywood's finest
chaps and associates himself with the finest
set in town. Her gentle request for two
thousand five hundred dollars hurt him.
It

hurt him so much that he rang for his hat.
He told the young lady she had hurt him.
He went home.
The next day she confided to me that she
had wept all night.

Fans to See Speakers
While They Broeidcast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

LONDON, April 24.— Broadcasting of speakers, with their heads and
shoulders appearing as they talk into
the microphone, is to be started
soon, according to announcement by
an American syndicate that has purchased the Baird Television rights
for the United States, Canada and
Mexico.
According to O. G. Hutchinson ot
the Baird organization, the syndicate
is headed by Joseph Bell Ferguson,
Newark; Nathan Felstern, Philadelphia; and Charles Izenstark, Chicago.
The report of the
was veriBed at the
Charles Izenstark in
stated that Izenstark
York.

Television deal
radio store of
Chicago. It was
is now in New

* * *

Nick Grinde, who became a director a few
weeks ago by appointment and promotion
from Louis B. Mayer, is experiencing the
proprietary joys of having completed his first
"fillum." Nick's preview was held last week.
The title is, "The Masked Stranger," and
had not a very serious assignment interfered
I should have attended and prepared a report
for the "Preview" department of this great
periodical. It is a story of southern California in the settlement days and has all the
thrills, comedy and punch that a good Western ought to have, according to my informers.

* * *

Alfred E. Green, director of some of the
best pictures that this palm-painted paradise
has turned out, finished his conferences with
George Ade in the little Hoosier town of
Brook, Ind., 40 miles from my old birthplace,
and turned his footsteps Hollywoodward last
Saturday. When he settles down again in
his Park Row sanctum he will have the treatment and will begin to turn it into a scenario
for "Making the Grade" for Fox. Remember
the name, because there is going to be considerable shouting about it before that picture
has been forgotten.
Incidentally, Al had time to see a big league
game on his stop-over in Chicago Saturday.
^

H^

^

Paramount has discovered a writer with
genius. The Paramount officials already are
convinced he has genius, but soon may be
more convinced than ever. Though only 24,
he has stoked furnaces, waited on tables and
reported for newspapers. He rode from Los
Angeles to San Francisco all night in an
open car to witness a hanging not long ago.
He wanted atmosphere. Recently he acted as
a ballyhoo man for a downtown theatre. The
young writer was glad to do so, because he
had been threatened with ejection from the
Plaza hotel and needed money.
Then he got an idea for a picture. By
some manner as yet unknown, he obtained an

interview at Lasky's. The idea was excellent.
He told it charmingly. It was worth using in
the next big production to star one of the big
male stars from Germany.
The idea: The young writer has been for
several months a weekly dinner guest of a
director who is a box office expert and formerly aLasky man with many years' experience. The young writer listened intently to
sage words uttered by this man, one of the
three foremost directors in the world. He
repeated the formula to the Paramount official
and surrounded it with a story.
He was signed.

* * *

Luther
a regular
"Sawdust
Reed has
where he

Reed, a director and a writer and
fellow, has begun the direction of
Paradise." It stars Esther Ralston.
lately returned from the Caddo lot,
completed all the shots, except tech-

nical air sequences, * of * "Hell's
Angels."
*
A young man named John Nickolaus, laboratory chief at M-G-M, has elevated motion
pictures beyond a question of a doubt. It has
been his good fortune to correct that which
has "intrigued" us all. He has found the
way to photograph a buggy with its wheels
turning clockwise, as they should turn. John
says you must remove a few spokes from
every wheel so that the timing of the wheel
will suit the timing of the shutter and the
motion will appear regular. The same effect
is gained by painting the spokes so they will
4^
^
^
not register.
Marshall Neilan's plans change too fast for
a punctual press to catch. William Le Baron,
vice-president in charge of production of
F B O, has announced that Micky will remain
in America to produce two F B O films. The
first will feature Chester Conklin. "The
Green Hat" is still under discussion. Micky
hasn't decided publicly what can be done about
the old chapeau.
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Report Favorable
to Incandescent
Lights at Studio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24— After using
160,000 feet of film, a series of investigations
and demonstrations of Mazda illumination in
photography, which has been in progress for
three months, came to a close Friday night,
and the reports submitted from the committees in charge of the investigations were
strongly in favor of the newer form of lighting, although it was agreed that carbon arcs
will not be eliminated altogether until further
development of incandescent lamps and equipment is made. This program has been held
by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences and co-operating organizations, the
Association of Motion Picture Producers and
the American
Society of Cinematographers.
Forty-three corporations, 150 cinematographers and over a thousand technicians, scientists, experts, artists and players participated
in their investigations.
The final meeting, following the convention
of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers,
was presided over by Fred Niblo, vice-president, in the absence of Douglas Fairbanks.

Police Seek Brother of
Sally
in Inquiry
(Special toO'Neil
Exhibitors Herald
and
Moving

Picture

World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— Police officers were today dispatched with a warrant
for the arrest on a charge of assault and
battery of Hutch O'Neil, brother of Sally
O'Neil. It is alleged that on April 3 Sally
and her brother attended a party in Hollywood at which several other film notables
were present.
Howard Lane, who brings the charge
and who is night clerk at the apartment
house where the party was held, asserts
that at a very late hour he was forced to
object to the loud noise in the apartment,
whereupon O'Neil struck him on the nose.
Miss O'Neil's director, Stoddart Reynolds,
who was present at the time, will be called
as a witness.
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35 Trophies Already Received
For "Herald-World's" Golf Tilt
Central Committee for Big Tournament on West Coast Tackles
Final Details— All Entrants WiU Be
Divided in Eight Classes
HOLLYWOOD, April 24. — The central committee of the Second Annual
Motion Picture Golf Tournament will hold its first meeting tomorrow to rule
on handicaps, trophies and other features of the big meet under the auspices
of EXHIBITORS HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD May 6 at
Riviera Club.
A. H. Painter, tournament director ; George Marshall, treasurer, and Harry
Rapf, chairman, report they have already received 35 trophies from motion
picture figures, merchants and studios. These together with others yet to be
received will go to winners of the various events.
All entrants will be divided into eight
classes. Four prizes will be awarded to
members of each class. Aside from these
miscellaneous prizes for feature events will
also be awarded. The eight classes are Directors, Players, Writers, Producers, Exhibitors, Exchangemen, Technical Men and
Publicity Men. Low and high gross and
low and high net will each receive trophies.
The grand prize will go to the low gross
of the tournament. It is the huge silver
loving cup won last year by George Marshall. It is expected that Marshall will
again put up a good fight to keep the cup,
but Howard Hughes is entering the tourney and will give him a run for his money.
It is also possible that a dark horse will
take the big trophy this year.
Donors of many of the trophies this year
include the following:
Montmartre Cafe; Watterson Rothacker;
A. T. Jergens; Schwabs; Howard Hughes;
William Seiter; Harry Rapf; R. Z. Leonard;
Harry Burns; Hollywood Magazine; Hollywood Plaza Hotel; Harry Langdon Corporation; Bill Gill; Gittelson Brothers; Mullen & Bluett; Western Auto Supply Com-

pany; Dave Rose; E. D. Tufts, and Italian
Art Gallery.
Play will begin at 8 a. m. for 18 holes at
the beautiful course near Santa Monica.
Luncheon will be served by the club.
Trophies will be awarded immediately after
the last foursome has completed the course.
Entry blanks have been placed in the
hands of a man on each film lot.
Fox Films: Jack Boland.
First National: Charles West.
ling.
United Artists: Johnny Miles.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer : Howard StrickUniversal : Sam Jacobson.
Pathe-DeMille: Phil Gersdorf.
Paramount: Arch Reeve.
Educational : Ray Hoadley.
Film Booking Offices: H. L. McManus.
It is hoped that all entries will have been
made in advance. The committee has ruled
that no more than 300 entries will be accepted. More than 200 played in the first
tournament, 1927, and it is likely that the
quota will have registered before the final
day. May 6.

THE STUDIO PREVIEW

Mae Murray Refused
Right to Reopen Suit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— Mae Murray's
petition for reopening of her suit against
Jack Donovan, who sold her a house for
$50,000, was refused last week. She claimed
it was worth only $25,000. Miss Murray
charged that the antique furniture she originally saw when she bought the house was
substituted with duplications.
Donovan has filed a new case against Miss
Murray for $1,250 damages, which he alleges
is for personal property delivered to her and
for services performed at her request.

Marie Prevost Injured
in Fall at Metropolitan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— Marie Prevost was knocked unconscious last night
when she struck her head against the jagged
edge of a concrete pillar on a ballroom
set at the Metropolitan studio during the
filming of a scene for "The Racket." Miss
Prevost was unconscious for 15 minutes,
but was revived on the set and later taken
to her home. Her physician pronounced
the injury not serious.

"The Yellow Lily"
The pace is swift for players. Billie Dove
made a good one at Universal; then she made
a better one at First National. "The American Beauty" was an excellent picture and it
was necessary to top that in "The Stolen
Bride." She found it difficult to do better
work,
in "The
Love supreme
Mart." effort
Now but
shedidhasso made
another
and has done even better in "The Yellow
Lily." In fact it is the best picture she has
ever made and will be almost useless to try
to top. First National should keep the combination together. It is produced by your old
friend, Ned Marin ; it is directed by Alexander Korda, one of the most intelligent minds
in Hollywood.
The story is stronger than many of the
others. It leads you along for six reels without your suspecting what is going to happen.
Clive Brook looks like a villain for a long
time, but by ingenuity of direction and story
telling he proves without doubt that he is as
heroic as the most virtuous of heroes.
Bess Mcrcdyth wrote the story. It was one
of the last she wrote before leaving First
National.
The picture was previewed at the Westlake
theatre an hour ago. The applause was sufficient to indicate the worth of the production.

The sets show clearly the style and hand of
Alexander Korda. His ballroom shots are
exquisite.
Gustav Von Seyfertittz is in one of the
strong roles of the picture and does creditably. The young
whoseen
plaj-s
the part
the doctor
is one man
I have
before
but of
in
these few minutes I cannot recall what it is.
Anyhow he is a great actor and I hope First
National uses him often.
But Miss Dove has been surrounded with a
cast that suits her beautifully; she has been
surrounded with men like Marin and Korda
whose constructive personalities work toward
charming productions ; she did very well and
deserves a big hand. I have no idea what tlic
company has in mind, but I should
certainly
suppose this to be a big special.—HODGES.

Bans.i.i; ''Health"
Film
to Exhibitc's Hcal.i ar.d
Moving

Picturt

World)

PORTLAND, ORE.. April 24.— The city
council has sustained the censor hoard in the
condemnation of "The Science of Life." which
the censor hoard branded as a "dirty, filthy
picture."
If was under
declaredthethatdirection
the picture
been
produced
of had
the
I'nitcd States public health service.
(St.-
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Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
Production Directory
[NuTTiber immediately following title denotes production number]
STORY

DIRECTOR

CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

STORY

STARTING
DATE

DIRECTOR

California Studio
NO

PRODUCTION

Earl Kenton

STARTING
DATE

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio

THIS MONTH

Anita Stewart
Gaston
Glass

BRAND
NAME

"The Dead Line
' Ralph Lederman Lawrence Gray
"Our Dancing
Louise Lorraine
Harry Beaumont Joan Crawford
John Mack Brown
Dorothy Sebastian
Huntley Gordon
Daughters"
Eddie Sutherland hew Cody
"Baby Bellamy
Cyclone"
"The
Aileen Pringle
Monta
Bell
Leatrice Joy

Columbia Studio
"The Way
of
the Strong"

CHIEF
PLAYERS

"The

Bush-

Chester

April 9
"Easy

Money"

Jack

Withey

Conway

Mar. 12
Mar. 10

April 3

Margaret
LivKenneth
ingston Thomson
Tim McCoy
Marion Douglas
Lon Chaney
Anita Page

April 3
April 3
April 14

Trial"
ranger"

DeMille Studio
"Love

Over

E.

H.

Griffith

Rod La Eocque
Jeanette
Loff

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation
April 17

Night"

!

"The

Vanishing
st of the
u
d
"Ladies
w
a
S
"

Jack Holt
Sally Blaine
Clara Bow
Richard
Arlen
Esther Ralston
Reed Howes
Pola NegriKerry
Norman

Wellman

Luther Reed

Pioneer"
Untitled

F B 0 Studio

John Waters
Wm.

Ludwig

Berger

Paramount
Paramount

April 3

Paramount

April 10
April 16

Paramount

April 14

Paradise"
1
!|
I,
!

"Hcadiu*
for
Danger"
"The Perfect
Clime"

Robert Bradbury
Bert

Glennon

Bob Steele
Jola Mendez
Irene Rich
Olive Brook

April 7
Mar. 26

Tec- Art Studio

Mob"

NO

PRODUCTION

First National Studio
Unlillol
"The
Whip"
"Hiart
10

Harry Langdon
Charles Bragin
Wm.

Seiter

e art"
Doss of
"ThHe
Eddie Cline
liilllc Aicady' '
Richard Wallace
"The Duller &
5
f

i

Man"
"TheKku Divine
I,ady"

Frank

Lloyd

1

Mar.
6
Mar. 19
Mar. 19
Mar. 27
Mar. 31

Ti£fany-Stahl Studio
"Marriage of
James Flood
Tomorrow"

United Artists Studios
"The

Woman

"The

Battle

of

Henry

King

D. W.

Griffith

Disputed"
the Sexes"
"The Four
Devils" (2)

p. W. Murnau

"Plastered
in Paris"

Henry

Unlillcd

Richard

"Wild
West
Uoiuance"
"The News

R. Lee Hough
David

Lehrman

Rosson

Butler

Parade"

Janet Gaynor
Chas. Morton
Nancy Drexel
Barry Norton
Sammy
Cohn
Jack Pennick
Hugh
Allen
Marcel
Batallinl
Maria Cassjuana
Warren Burke
Lionel Barrymore
Rex Bell
Lillian Gilmore
Neal Neely
Nick Stuart
Sally Phipps

Reaves Eason

April 3

Feb. 15

"The

Lewis

Racket"

Milestone

April 11

Warner Brothers

Range"

"Women

Ark"

Michael

Curtiz

They
Lloyd Bacon

Ben Lyon
Greta Nissen
James Hall
Thos. Meighan
Louis Wolheim
Marie Prevost

Hoot Gibson
Dorothy
Gulliver

April 2

"Noah's

Luther Reed

April 6

"On Sunset

Metropolitan Studio
"Hell's Angeli"

Mar. 21

Universal Studios

12

1

V

Norma
Talmadge
Gilbert Roland
Belle Bennett
Jean Hersholt
Phyllis O'Neil
Haver
Sally

Jan. 3
Mar.

Patsy Ruth Miller
April 20

April 2

Fox Studio

\
'

Harry Langdon
Dorothy
Maekaill
Ralph Forbes
Colleen Moore
Edmund Lowe
Charlie Murray
Donald Reed
Doris Dawson
Jack Mulhall
Greta Nissen
Corrinne
Griffith
Victor Var coni

Nov. 7
Mar. 31

Talk About"
"Fools in the
Howard
erton

Brem-

Geo.
DoloresO'Brien
Costello
Louise
Fazenda
Noah
Beery
Irene Rich
Wm. Collier, Jr.
Audrey
Ferris
Claude
water GillingMay McAvoy
Conrad
Nagel
Mack
Swain

April 14
April 10

April 12
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74 Workmen Build Big
Tank to Launch Curtiz'
''Noah's Ark''
New
(SpecialFilm
to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture

World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— Michael Curtiz' picture, "Noah's Ark," is two weeks under way. It is no longer doubted that the
dynamic European director has begun what
will eventually be a spectacular production.
Scenes of the zoo in San Diego have been
under way during the time that Curtiz himself has been working with principals of
the cast at the Vitagraph and the Warner
lots in Hollywood.
He is now preparing to shoot the big
flood scenes, which will also be shot by a
"still" camera of the Herald-World and
printed in an early issue.
Seventy-four workmen have been engaged
for several days on the hills of the old
Vitagraph lot creating a gigantic tank for
the purpose of the ark sequences. Real animals and an entire city supposed to have
existed 10,000 years ago will be filmed there
too.

Russians to Construct
Studio Like Paramount s
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— After spending a week inspecting the Paramount and
De Mille studios. Dr. Johan Ohsol, vicepresident of the Amtorg Trading Corporation of New York, announces that Moscow
will have a studio of construction similar
to that of the Paramount plant. The studio
in Moscow will be built by a syndicate
backed by the Soviet government and the
plans will be supervised by Milton Hoffman, who constructed the Paramount
studio.
While in Hollywood, Dr. Ohsol has been
entertained by Charles Chaplin, Georgia
Hale and other screen celebrities. His original purpose in coming to Los Angeles was
to make a survey of Los Angeles industries
and purchase supplies for Russia and Siberia.

Finis Fox Adaptor of
Dolores Del Rio Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— "Revenge,"
gypsy story which will star Dolores Del
Rio, was adapted by Finix Fox from an
original by Conrad Bercovici. Fox has
written the story around one situation in
the original "The Bear Tamer's Daughter." No leading man has been selected for
the picture, but Leroy Mason, formerly an
extra, is being considered for the part.
Edwin Carewe first saw Mason in a cafe in
Holloywood and later called him for a
screen test.
The next picture which Carewe will make
and which will star Miss Del Rio will be
"La Tosca." This will probably be filmed
in Rome, since that is the exact locale of
the story. It will be released through
United Artists.

Fox Alaskan Expedition
Starts; Clarke Shooting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— The Fox expedition left yesterday for Alaska where it
will make production shots. According to
an announcement previously made by Robert
Yost, publicity director, the purpose of the
trip is to get exteriors for the next Murnau
picture. The staff is entirely a technical one.
Cameramen are under charge of Charles
Clarke.
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Week's Output Estimated at
$1,000,000; Ban Put on Extras
La Cava and Jones Complete Comedy-dramas at Paramount Studio
—Milton Sills Finishes "Hawk's Nest" at F-N
— King Vidor Gets Talent Free
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD,
April 24. — Eleven
pictures, representing
approximately
$1,000,000 in negative costs, were completed last week.
Paramount completed
three, First National tv/o, Fox and Metro-Goldvi^yn-Mayer each one.
Stories Altered to Save Employment Cost
A characteristic of all these is the curtailed casts.
Stories have been treated
in such a w^ay that the principals carry the burden of action, with few extras
and bit players to absorb costs.
That is not to say that pictures being turned
out have no bit players. They do, but fewer,
than formerly. Scenarists are straining their
craniums to avoid expense. The director is
taking more of a hand in the scenario. The
cost expert is working overtime. Less waste !
More conferences !
As yet, it is the popular opinion in this
queer town that none of these conferees will
decide truthfully whether there has been any
saving. The public will wait a while. It will
decide emphatically.
Jones Directs "Killing"
Another follower of "Underworld" is "The
Drag Net," in which George Bancroft stars
with Evelyn Brent and in which a story of
crime is told. Clarence Badger directed it
for Paramount.
"TheHowever,
Big Killing"
sounds
like
a similar show.
the fact
that
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton are the
stars classifies the piece as a comedy. The
direction has been done by F. Richard Jones,
an expert in comedy-drama. The stars have
strong support in Mary Brian, Gardner James
and Lane Chandler.
Gregory La Cava's comedy-drama, which
has
just Esther
been completed,
"HalfCooper.
a Bride."
It stars
Ralston andis Gary
The two completed at First National are
"The Hawk's Nest," starring Milton Sills, with
Doris
; and In"Roulette,"
starring
Richard Kenyon
Barthelmess.
the supporting
cast
are Margaret Livingston, Lina Basquette and
Warner Oland. Alfred Santell directed
"Roulette."
Vidor Finishes Davies Film
King Vidor completed direction of "Breaking Into the Movies," after six weeks of

shooting. Marion Davies is starred with William Haines. The title is probably tentative
but the picture is exactly what the name suggests. Motion picture celebrities were obtained
free for considerable footage in the picture.
Many came from the United Artists lot, many
from First National and Paramount. The
Vidor cost-sheet profited by it.
forHenry
Fox. Lehrman
It boasts completed
of Arthur "Mr.
Stone,Romeo"
Nancy
Carroll and George Meeker in the cast.
Only four pictures were put into production
last week.

Colleen Moore May Play
in Picture While Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 2.— Colleen Moore
seems to have given up the idea of a trip to
the Hawaiian Islands, as she and her husband, John McCormick, who produces her
pictures for First National, are now planning
a trip abroad this summer. It is possible
that Miss Moore will make a picture while in
Europe, although there is nothing definite
about this as yet.

Holt Ends Location
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— Jack Holt
has just returned from Utah, where he has
been working on the Zane Grey story, "The
Vanishing Pioneer," for Paramount.

Jacqueline Logan Qets Lead in
''Power'', Next Pathe-DeMille Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)
played opposite Monte Blue. After that she
HOLLYWOOD,
April
24. — Jacqueline
Logan's next assignment, announced today, is appeared in Paramount pictures under con"Power,"
which will also feature William
tract, and in pictures made by Goldw>-n, Fox.
Ince, and others. She had principal roles in
Boyd
Pathe-De
Mills. Itforis one
of the
"Salome Jane," "Java Head," "Ebb Tide,"
big roles that
the
"Manhattan," "House of Youth." "Pla\-ing
company has outlined
for her in the new
with
"The Blind
"The Out^sider,"Souls,"
and "Wages
for Bargain,"
Wives."
year's product.
For a period she freelanced. Then came
Since her advent
into motion pictures
her role as Mary Magdalene in "King of
Kings," which was the triumph of her career.
from
the
"Follies"
It was that role which lead directly to her
six years ago, Jackie
signing a De Mille contract. Since then she
has played practically
every kind of a role
has been featured in "The Leopard Lady."
and has fortunately
"The Wise Wife," "Midnight Madness," and
escaped being t>'pcd.
"The Cop" on that lot. She has also appeared
She has vamped, wept
in other pictures at various times made by
virtuous tears, and
Jncqurltnc
Logan
other companies. She was loaned by De Mille
romped through comfor the big feminine part in "The Blood
edy scenes.
Ship." "To the Ladies." and "Broadway DadHer first assignment was in "Tho Perfect
Crime." Paramount
picture, in which she
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture
"Little Pictures with the Big Punch,*' which has presented news,
short features and serials.

Newsreels Shoot New History
With Films of Bremen Flight
Newsreel history was made last week with the successful transatlantic flight
of the Bremen, German Junker plane that was first to negotiate the east-to-west
flight that has wreaked such a heavy toll of daring air pioneers.
Dramatic Story of Screen Newspaper
Dramatic was the story of the Bremen. Dramatic, too, is the story of the
newsreel "cover" on the flight, and again is demonstrated the truth that the
newsreel is the newspaper of the theatre.
All newsreel companies "did their bit" in
bringing pictures of the flight to exhibitors as
rapidly as human agencies would permit. And
these screen reporters and their pilots took
chances that even the exhibitor might not realize in seeing the finished prints, much less the
public.
Fitzmaurice Interviewed
To Tommy Hogan, staff cameraman for
Pathe News, and to Lieut. Robert S. Fogg,
Pathe News pilot from Concord, N. H., both
sent out by Editor Ray Hall, goes the credit
for a thrilling flight that rewarded them with
not only a pictorial story from Major James
E. Fitzmaurice at Seven Islands, Quebec, but
gave them the added delight of bringing back
the first interview with Major Fitzmaurice
given to any news man. That in turn brought
the experience of being the interviewer interviewed, for on their return newspapermen besieged them for stories that were flashed to all
parts of the country.
Hogan was the only successful one of five
cameramen sent out by Editor Hall. Airplane crashes halted two of them. Hogan and
his pilot arrived at Seven Islands by plane at
3 p. m. Tuesday, April 17. Fogg had skis
placed on the plane at Quebec to make possible a landing at Seven Islands. After the
photographing of Major Fitzmaurice, and the
interviewing, the Pathe crew returned to Quebec where the skis were removed. The homeward flightafter
beganat4:5'S
Wednesday
at a little
10 the fliers
were atmorning;
Curtiss

Kinograms, Paramount News and International Newsreel did their share in bringing
news of the air trail blazers to the theatre
public.
A special
of "Showmanship
!",
house organ
of the edition
Universal
Chain Theatrical
Enterprises, called to the attention of theatre
owners the readymade exploitation possibilities
of the pictures of the flight. M-G-M News
had scenes taken at Beldennel field in Ireland
just before the takeoff, shots of Baron Huenefeld and Captain Herman Koehl and then a
closeup of the plane dissolving into a shot of
the Bremen racing across the field and into the
air.
M-G-M News also made pictures at Fairbanks, Alaska, of the hopoff of Captain George
Wilkins on his proposed flight over the North
Pole. The M-G^M cameraman accompanied
Wilkins in another plane on the start of the
trip to Point Barrow, first leg of the flight.

department,

and exploitation on

Short Feature
Releases
WEEK OF MAY 6
EDUCATIONAL — "Fandango," Lupino Lane, two;
"Never Too Late," Cameo, one; "The Wandering
Toy," Hodge-Podge, one.
F B O — "Mickey's Wild West," Mickey McGuire. two.
M-G-M — "Sanctuary," Oddities; "Fair and Muddy,"
Our Gang, Hal Roach.
PATHE— "Mark of the Frog," No. 7, two; "A Jungle
Triangle," Aesop, two-thirds; Pathe Review, No.
19, one-third; Topics of the Day, No. 19, onethird; Rarebits, two-thirds.
PARAMOUNT— "Cruising the Arctic," Novelty, two;
"Gold Bricks," Krazy Kat, one.
UNIVERSAI^-"Money! Money! Money!" Snappy,
one; "Newlyweds' Imagination," Newlyweds, two;
"The Haunted Island," No. 7, two; "Sailor George,"
Let George
tamed," Do
Western,It,two.Stern Bros., two; "The UnWEEK OF MAY 13
EDUCATIONAL— "At It Again,"
Mermaid, Monty
Collins, two; "Felix the Cat in Arabiantics," one.
F B O — "Restless
Bachelors,"
Kamival
Komedies,
two; "Big Berthas," Standard, two; Newslaffs No.
19, one.
FOX — "Follow
the
Leader,"
Animal,
two;
"Sea
Breezes," Varieties, one.
M-G-M— "The Virgin Queen,"
Events;
"The Kid's
First Fight," Chase.
PARAMOUNT— "Love's
Young
Scream,"
Christie,
Duffy, two; "Koko Lamps Aladdin," Inlcwell Imps,
one.
PATHE — "Mark of the Frog," No. 8, two; "Famous
Playgrounds,"
Sportlight, one; "Coast to Coast,"
Aesop,
two-thirds;
Pathe
Review
No.
20, one;
Topics No. 20, one-third.
UNI VERS AI^-"Hungry Hoboes," Snappy, one; "The
Haunted Island," No. 8, two; "Women
Chasers,"
Stern Brothers, two; "Fighting Destiny," Western,
two.
WEEK
OF MAY
20
EDUCATIONAL— "A Peculiar
Pair o' Pups— Nobody Home," Bruce Outdoor Sketches, one; "You'll
Be
Sorry,"
Bowers,
two;
"Three
Tough Onions,"
Cameo, Monty Collins, one.
M-G-M— "Golden
Fleeces," Oddities; "Their
Purple
Moment,"
Stars.
PARAMOUNT— "Horse
Shy," Horton,
two; "The
Long Count," Krazy Kat, one.
UNIVERSAL — "Summer
Knights,"
Snappy,
Arthur
Lake, one;
"The
Haunted
Island"
No. 9, two;
"Buster's
Whippet
Race,"
Stern
Bros.,
two;
"Framed," Western, Curwood, two.

Newspictures

Field, and the afternoon shows in 300 New
York theatres had the pictures. Thursday
morning the stills appeared, via telephone
wires, in the Chicago newspapers ; at 10 :30
the motion pictures were showing in the Loop.
The pictures also were cabled to London for
a London newspaper.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5387— Coolidge tosses first ball to
open baseball season at Washington — Jack Demparrives
by plane.
sey
says inhe Canada
is officially
through — -Lindbergh's mother
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 31— Herta
Junkers,crowds
girl flier,
prepares
aid Bremen's
—
Dixie
warmly
greetto Governor
Smithcrew
— 400

Exploitation Value Emphasized
Fox News fliers took risks, too. Carl Larsen. Fox News cameraman, and Pilot Dean
had to make a dangerous landing on the ice of
St. Agnes lake at Murray Bay to get pictures
of the activities there for the relief of the
Bremen crew. In a blinding snowstorm they
set off for Montreal, whence the pictures
were sent by train to New York, showing at
Broadway theatres at 1 p. m. Wednesday. Fox
News also showed the preparations of Miss
Herta Junkers in New York for taking assistance to the stranded fliers.

reviews

World

Thomas Hogan (left), cameraman for
Pathe News and Lieutenant Robert S.
Fogg, pilot, made a record flight to and
from Seven Islands, Quebec, with pictures
and story of Major James E. Fitzmaurice
of the Bremen.
(P. Si A. Photo.)

passengers are removed from steamship "New
York," aground in Cape Cod canal.
M-G-M NEWS NO. 70— German plane starts Westward flight across Atlantic — Russian army one of the
most powerful today estimated 1,125,000 — Destroyer
squadrons battle way through furious ocean gale
from San Diego to San Francisco.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5388— Statue of Andrew Jackson
is unveiled at United States Capital — "New York"
liner hits sandbank, passengers removed safely —
Helen Wills is ready to invade Europe once more.
FOX NEWS NO. 58 — Big league baseball opens
amidst chilly weather — Great Coolidge dam nearing
completion at San Carlos, Arizona — German standards, now relics, of war, rest in old castle.
PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 7iS— S. S. New York
goes ashore at entrance to Cape Cod — Statue of
Andrew Jackson is unveiled at Washington — Crowd
of 5,000 meet Al Smith as he arrives in Asheville.
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Dan Russo

Ending April 19

"The Jazz Mikado," based on the Gilbert and Sullivan satire of the Flowery Kingdom, was the stage
offering at the Granada theatre this week and in it
theatre-goers recognized the fine hand of Paul Ash,
former musical director at this house. A more exacting interpretation of the comic opera was given
at this house a few years ago and formed the basis
for the recent offering.
Owen Sweeten, master of ceremonies, came on the
stage as the curtain' went up and explained that the
offering was as Gilbert and Sullivan would have
staged it had they written it today. He then introduced the principals. Bob La Salic, Arch Cannon and
Evelyn Vce, stating that there would be no other
opportunity, once the show was in' full swing.
Eight Geisha Girls danced a fan number and at
its conclusion Owen Sweeten, in the garb of the
"Mikado," came back on the stage in a rickshaw.
He led the orchestra through a reading of "Rain,"
a number dedicated to San' Francisco, and arranged
in Japanese style.
Three girls sang pleasingly and the Darling Twins
danced to the music of "The Doll Dance." A parody
on "Among My Souvenirs" by Koko added a modem
touch to the operetta.
A feature of the act was the performance of the
Kimiwa Troupe of Japanese acrobats, in' which skill
and comedy were intermingled. The four received a
great hand. The act came to a close with a lively
dance which brought the entire company to the
stage.
The costumes and scenic effects were a feature
of the act, and the old songs, with a sprinkling of
new ones, proved pleasing.

Week

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
For some time exhibitors have had
considerable hard work in building
up matinee business in deluxe theatres. It seems that Saturday and Sunday noon business needs more boosting up than any other day with the
exception of a Monday or Tuesday
evening. Since the bandshow^ policy
which is better known as the "Paul
Ash Policy" went into effect three
years ago, a series of special matinee
club ideas have been started by the
various band leaders which have
proven a success.

Paul Ash started the first one at the McVickers and Oriental, Chicago, called "The
Paul Ash Sunday Club" with a membership
of more than 3,000 members. Verne Buck is
also featuring on Sunday at the first performance, a "Lucky Club" show, with a membership of more than 2,500. At the Senate and

Ending April 13

The overture "It 'Was Only a Sunflower," encored
twice was partially again rendered by the leader.
The bill oi)ened with the Four Carrs, the juniors,
who in a splendid exhibition of dancing won the
hearts of the audience. "Ma" Carr, who twenty-five
years ago on the old Orpheum stage won the applause of the now fathers and grandfathers, duplicated the old-time dance, which slightly differed from
those of the present day, which proved that age is no
barrier to an artist. As an encore she was joined
by "Pa," 'who shook some wicked feet, closing with
the Four Cars in a medley.
Next on the bill were Nina Hinda and Pearl
Leonard, singing "Is She My Girl Friend," and
"Bye, Bye, Pretty Baby." Their act is old but is
still good with the variations added to it by the young
ladies. The nuttiest nut dancer this season is LewFink who has an act which is really good.
The Kikutas Japs, acrobats, five in number, surpassed anything seen on any stage in New Orleans
for several seasons past and closed the show, which
is billed as "Steppin' High."
The Saenger orchestra under the direction of
Castro Carazo rendered
a spring program.

Deluxe Houses
Using Stunt
Draw Crowds
Several Chicago Theatres Domg
Big Saturday Business
with Children

New Orleans Saenger
Opening: on a full stag^ tastefully decorated with
Japanese red hangings, and attired in Tuxedos, Art
Landry and his stage band opened one of the best
Publix performances seen at this theatre in many
weeks and elicited hearty applause from an audience
which packed the theatre even on Holy Saturday,
the last day of Lent.

ACTS

Help Build Up Matinees

San Francisco Granada
Week
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Here is Smiling Dan Russo, popular director of the
famous Oriole Orchestra — Dan is also responsible for
discovering Mark Fisher, the singing leader — when
Dan and his boys closed at the Edgewater Beach Hotel
in Chicago, they opened the new Piccadilly theatre
and made such a hit that the Orpheum Circuit played
them for a season — Now Russo is the talk of Milwaukee where he and his orchestra are playing an extended engagement at the Schroeder Hotel.

Ramona Song Big Aid
to Ramona Film
Paul 'WTiiteman, the American Jazz King, has
received two congratulatory telegrams which he has
added to his great collection of tributes. One of
them comes from Dolores Del Rio, the movie star,
who plays the star role in "Ramona." a United
Artist film, and the other from Edwin Carewe, the
director of the picture. These wiiee express the
interest of the writer for the 'Whiteman arrangement and recording of the song called "Ramona."
On March 29, this number, which is a Leo Feist
publication, was broadcast over the National Chain
Stations by 'Whiteman as an orchestra number and
sung by Dolores Del Rio. From all rei>orts. this
song is sweeping the country as the greatest hit
of the age.

Harding
theatres,
Happy
Hour"
has
been
renewed
again "Hank's
and in the
last six
months,
Al Belasco and the organist at each theatre,
give a special performance on Saturday noon
to a houseful of kids. The membership of
this club exceeds 2,500.
Ted Leary, Master of Ceremonies

at the

Stratford theatre, has a "Frolic Show" every
Tuesday evening with a membership of over
2,000. In addition to this, Benny Meroff features a kid's matinee on Sunday at the Granada and Marbro which is called "The Cute
Club." Al Kvale's "Coo-Coo Club" at the
Norshore is a great business getter on Saturday afternoon. The kids all love Al at this
theatre.
Most of the these club ideas are for the
purpose of building up matinee business and
especially to cater to the kids, hut as a rule
it also brings in a number of grown-ups. One
of the best examples of a successful children's
matinee is the "Right Club," sponsored by
Roy Dietrich at the .\valon theatre, Oiicago.
Roy
is giving
the first
showperformances
and Ixiasts cver>'
of a Saturday
membershipat
that exceeds 2.5(X>. Dietrich selects a number
of children every Wednesday
evening
from

(;=li^^T.YeAM Amthoimv

MARK'S BROs.
CHICAGO
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backsrtage who can do something in the way
of entertainment and puts them on as an added
attraction for the club show on Saturday.
This club started over 6 months ago and to
date is the best paying Saturday matinee of
children in Chicago.
Club Idea Pulls Crowd
The beauty part of the stunt is that they
not only draw the children but also the grownups who accompany the smallest members of
the family. It is a great box-office puller and
a good-will builder in the community where
the theatre caters to a neighborhood audience.
The stunt is being worked in various key-cities
and has always met with success financially as
well as satisfaction to the patrons.
Most of these clubs issue a membership
card and a button which is presented to everyone who attends the performances. The members are Hsted by the management of the theatre and every week are circularized with a
letter or postal card announcing the coming
attractions as well as the special event for the
club members. These cards or announcements
are usually signed by the band-leaders who in
most cases are also the presidents of the club.

Hyman Takes Over
Another Theatre
Edward L. Hyman, managing director of the
Mark Strand theatre, Brooklyn, has also been made
managing director of the Mark Strand theatre in
New York.
Mr. Hyman hae been with the eame firm more
than 15 years and in addition to his managerial
duties, he will personally supei-vise the production
of a stage-band unit every third week that will play
the Stanley theatres.
Del Lampe, popular dance hall leader of Chicago
made his debut last week as a stage band leader
at the Capitol theatre, Chicago. Up to a few weeks
ago Lampe conducted the Trianon Ballroom orchestra.
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In this open forum those interested in
presentation may discuss important matters
bearing upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only signed letters will be published.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: This
week we are using slides on "If I Should Lose You."
As a solo I use "Starlight & Tulips," "O Thou Sublime Sweet Evening Star" (Wagner), "Dear On A
Night Like This" and "A Silver Lining."
The lighting effecte put this solo over to-night.
Helps to hold attention of audience.
(Tragedy of Youth— Tiffany.) Thank you. Yours
sincerely — J. Thos. Liddle, Majestic theatre, Tamaqaa,
Pa.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Have
been in town several times during the last few weeks
and have intended to run in and see you, but as I
only get in town at 8:00 A. M., and leave at 10:15,
you can readily see that it does not give me much
time. However on my next trip, I will try to do
better.
Both the house and the newspapers have been very
considerate in their reviews and notices as well ae
house advertieements. I am enclosing one of them.
Most of the others are reviewing the shows.
We started using Vitaphone here this last Sunday.
Joleon — with the "Jazz Singer." This ie the best
vitaphone installation that I have heard. First reports indicate it is liked here very much. Have not
run any of the short stuff yet as only the Jolson
feature has been shown.
As I mentioned before I file the entire Presentation
Section of every issue. Also parts of the "Better
Theatres" that I think may be useful sometime.
Will probably drop in next week. I want to run
over to Detroit for a day or so next week and will
have forty-five minutes
between
trains.
As ever, — Ray Turner, Organist, Coronado theatre,
Rockford, 111.

KALEY

'The Singing Band Leader"

An Exclusive COLUMBIA Artist
Now conducting MARKS BROS. Presentations, alternating at MARBRO
and
GRANADA
Theatres,
Chicago.
«'
Organ-Scrim Presentations Conceived by

Albert F. Brown
Featured Organist
Alternating at MARBRO
and GRANADA
Theatres Chicago
(and staged by Raymond Q. Dalton)
REPRESENTS THE NEW ERA OF DE LUXE THEATRE ENTERTAINMENT

LUBLINER & TRINZ

Oak Park Theatre, Chicago
SINGING

ORIGINAL

HAROLD

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending April 21
"Milady's Fan," wherein the stage designer used
the new red shades of spring, was indubitably the
most colorful and gorgeous scenic display that the
Chicago theatre has had for some time.
The Ada Kaufman Girls assisted the entrance of
a dancing couple known as Ojeda and Imbert to the
always acceptable tune of "Diane." This Ojeda and
Imbert were a couple of very cai)able Spanish
dancers who used tambourines and castanets to help
with the rhythm of their dances.
Benny and Western, introduced by Lou Kosloft as
late of Ziegfeld Follies' — check room, put over a
whisk broom dance to the entire delight of the
audience.
The orchestra then proceeded to play "My Pet"
and this number was sung by an unknown youn'sr
man of the orchestra.
Bernice and Emily, whom this reporter remembers
as being offered in a Paul Ash show and titled by
Paul as being two little girls from the Oriental
chorus, certainly were the outstanding act on this
week's presentation bill. They just don't make better acrobatic dancers than these two young ladies
and I doubt if there are any with more comeliness.
Their two numbers were not enough to satisfy the
audience.
Dorothy Neville, an artist with a rare voice, san?
two songs and received plenty applause. Boyce
Coombs, who appeared this time as a boulevardier
and singing a song about being a treat for the
ladies, soon slipped into his sneezing number, which
has reached the point of perfection. This reporter
sat in the back of the house and as Boyce Coombs
is principally a soft voiced and you might say
drawing room performer, quite a bit of his act did
not seem to get over the entire auditorium. The
last part of this concerted piece used some of the
Ada Kaufman Girls as human decoration for
"Mylady's
Director Fan."
Spitalny this week used the beautiful
tunes of Liszt to charm his audience with and from
the way they applauded these tunes were more than
well received.
The Chicago theatre orchestra under Spitalny's
direction did much to put over the Tiffany production "Souvenir," which was a big part of this
theatre's program this week. So big was the show
that there was no space on it for our organist,
Milton Charles, and the usual organ recital was
very much missed.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending April 7
The Fox Theatre Gran:d Orchestra offered a treat
to the public in the request overture "Faust." It
was not only beautifully interpreted but the dramatization of the prison scene in which Faust, Marguerite and Mephistopheles appear was most effectively given.
Buckley, Calvert and Hird, direct from a Ehiropean
tour, sang quite creditably. They did an Irish dialect
sketch vei-y well, sang "Dream Kisses" with a sob and
touched the hearts of many with the devotion expressed in "That's
The De
Marcos, My
fromMammy."
the Kit Kat Klub, London

ORGANLOGUES

J. LYON

Rented for

Send

MILLION DOLLAR STATE THEATRE— JOHNSTOWN, PA.
Organ Recitals broadcast daily through Station WHBP
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

COSTUMES

COSTUMES
Orchestras and Presentations

ORGANIST-SOLOIST

UNIFORMS

SHOWS

were the hit of the bill. How they can dance, how
easy she is to look at and how beautifully she
dresses. A white dress with a wide skirt made her
look like an animated powder puff, as pale lavender
of filmy material billowed about her. Mr. De Marco
was not a negligible quantity by any means for his
dancing as well as his costume were more than just
a foil for the beauty of the girl. Their dancing,,
although aesthetically beautiful, had a snap and expression that appealed to the audience where a
dance in which one beautiful pose melts into another
with a slower movement would excite only half
hearted applause.

DR. G. Featured
W. RONFORT
Organist
COMMUNITY
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Los Angeles Metropolitan
Week

Ending April 19

A Publix etageshow presentation, with Frankie
Jenks and his band, ofEers for this week "Hands Up."
For the opening of the show, a New York street
scene, with a studio of "ideas," is shown, with two
girls running across stage, announcing that they
have been robbed, followed by Jinuny Dunn, who is
this week also acting in' capacity of master of
ceremonies with Jenks, who has stolen the girls'
jewels. Frankie Jenks then comes onto stage, and
is hi-jacked by Dunn, who wants all of those "ideas"
that are gotten up by Jenks, and this is the manner
in which Jenks is introduced to the audience.
For the band's first number, they use "Henry
Made a Lady Out of Lizzie" with Jenks singing
numerous parody choruses to this song, followed by
Marguerite Rikard, a very pretty girl, with an ordinary voice, singing "Dream Kisses."
Jay and Kay Spangler, a very clever song and
dance team, are next on the bill, with Kay Spangler
singing "The Last Word," with her partner in a
clever dance, and Jay Spangler singing "Nobody
But Me," followed by another dance number.
The Golden Girls, 7 beautiful girls, next put on
a very clever dance number, being introduced as
the Syncopated Cops, being dressed in very abbreviated police costumes.
Jimmy Dnnn again makes his appearance, singing
several old numbers, including "Don't Stop Loving
Me," and "Oolala," which he also whistles.
For their next number the band plays "The Girl
I Love," with Frank Jenks playing the trombone,
accompanied by two cornetists and trombone player
of the band, and singing the final chorus.
The next offering is Dezso Rctter, who calls himself "The Man Who Wrestles with Himself," but
■who was introduced by Jenks as "the American
Prince of Wales." His first is a tumbling dance
number, followed by his famous wrestling act, which
was a good burlesque on the famous Nick Altrock.
Rikard appears for her next number, singing
"Moonlight in Alohe," with the 7 Golden Girls playing on steel Hawaiian guitars, followed by the
Spanglers in a dancing number, and the remainder
of the troupe appearing for the finale.

Kansas City Pantages
Week

Ending April 21

Cecile Dandrea and Neale Walters, who have a
dancing act, or a "class act," as it is called professionally, head the stage program at the Pantages
this week. Their singing and dancing pleased audiences all week. Kay Ballenger's Serenading Misses
are a girl band of merit.
The Five Lelands offered a novel acrobatic act,
while Siems, as he is billed on the program, has an
act consisting of card tricks.
Paul Kirkland has a novelty act which consists of
several dances and other feats atop a ladder.
Louie Charninsky, director, and his Pantages orchestra offer popular selections as an overture.

Seattle Seattle
Week
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New York Paramount
Week Ending April 28
Frank Cambria goes way back into the distant
yeai-8 for the theme of his presentation this week,
which is called "Swanee Moon" and many old theatre-goers joyously recognized good old numbers reminiscent of the late Georgie Primrose and Nora
Bayes. The songs and dances set forth were made
famous by these stars.
Kathryn Lewis and John Gri£Bn open in Colonial
southern setting, behind scrim drop, singing "Swanee
Moon" and other southern melodies, assisted by Belle
Osborne, Frieda Stoll, Rita Dane, Don Fiser, Morton
Shcrdahl, Clark Butler and The Foster Girls in a
dancing and singing chorus. Number was written
by Dave Stamper.
Al Mitchell and the Paramount Stage Orchestra,
offer a red hot southern selection, entitled "High
Fever" — which was all its name implied.
Kathryn Lewis offers song entitled "The Man I
Love" to very good returns.
Sol Sieff offers a piano solo — a highly classical
number interwoven
with popular southern
songs.
Jack North, who is better known as Jack Norworth,
husband of the late Nora Bayes, then offered his
comedy songs with banjo which is pronounced as the
hit of the show.
Griffin byandtheLewis
sing "Blame
It on'
assisted
ensemble,
and closed
withthea Moon"
Topsy
Dance by the Foster Girls. This number brings in
the old-timers, such as "Harvest Moon," "Lazy Moon"
and "Silvery Moon"- — the dance numbers and chorus
being done with special set in full, lights in heads
of banjos and big Moon in the sky. Very beautiful,
and got big returns.
Cy Landry, comes out with a comic makeup and
outfit, offers some very clever trick dances and tumbling. His own dance, called "Killing the Bug" was
exceptionally funny.
The Finale, by the entire company, was a dance to
the music of "Blame It on the Moon" — the girls in
black and white outfits, and the Colonial southern
dresses and costumes for the entire cast prevails
throughout the presentation. Very good show, far
ahead of last week's offering.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending April 20
"Take-a-Chance Week" is being celebrated by the
Playboys this week at the Wisconsin, and all those
patrons who took a chance didn't lose a thing. The
presentation opens with a clever setting before a
dark curtain of the jack, queen, king, ace and joker
with the heads of Billy Meyers, one of the Barri girls,
an unannounced individual and the band teacher,
sticking their heads through the corners of the large
cards, while Coleman Goetz on a bicycle takes the
part of the joker. This little prologue is very well
staged and well done, each of the members singing
an introductoi-y ditty.
The setting of the presentation proper is that of a
card table with chips, ash tray and dice, with a
backdrop of the dice shaker with dice.
The Playboys

WORLD
are in tuxes and as the curtain opens the Eight Barri
girls stage a clever little dance with cards in red
and black sewed to the front of their costumes.
Morgan and Stone are two youngsters who are
very handy with the banjo, and accompany themselves
to singing several selections including, "Is She My
Girl Friend." The boys are very good and draw
heavy applause.
They are followed by Coleman Goetz who has a
fine bit of humor and who makes as big a hit as he
did when he was here two weeks ago. Before the
program is over he again makes his appearance singing a song the words of which he has made up to
fit the melody
of a number of popular songs.
Burt MathcwB in collegiate pants stages a snappy
dance and is followed by a piano number by the
band leader, a paraphrase on the number, "Soliloquy."
A hot dance by Bebe Barri's English Rockets in
black and silver costumes is followed by "I Still Love
You" by the band with Billy Meyers singing the
number.
The Runaway Four, first ae tramjpe and then as
gobs, with the aid of a harmonica and some snappy
stepping as well as some good comedy among one
of their number please the audience immensely. The
presentation closes with the Barri girls in beautiful
costumes promenading before the audience while the
band playe a popular number.

Detroit State
Week Ending April 6
Two orchestras feature the stage presentation at
the State this week, one of them being the regular
theatre orchestra and the other a string ensemble
booked as an extra attraction.
Paul Tiscn's Orchestra, the string ensemble, la
made up of a piano, two violins, a viola, cello and
bass viola. It gave a varied progrram in which it
was assisted ably by Bums and Stokes, a dance
team par excellence.
The other orchestra, in the pit, was conducted by
Fred Toenniges. He and his musicians have been
making merry at the State for these many weeks,
and their offerings are much appreciated by the
patrons.
Sid Lewis, a "nut" comedian evoked the most
hearty response from the audience with his patter
of border-line stories and his banter with a plant
in the audience. And if you have never heard of
the difference between a cow and a baby, Sid himself will tell you.
And how t
Opening the bill ere "The Aerial Smiths," a
novelty aerial act. Swartz and Clifford do a comedr
talking and singing act, and there is Walter Walter*
& Co., a ventriloqual act.

St. Louis Missouri
Week

Ending April 20

Arthur NeaJy was in charge of the stage show
and introduced several singing and dancing numbers,
and also sang a few solo numbers himself.
Nealy is a huge favorite in this town and now that
Brooke Johns is going to Chicago we look to a
greater following than he has had in the past.

Ending April 26

High praise accorded "Havana," featuring George
Dewey Washington, Wally Jackson and Dorothy
Berke. Washington, with his rich baritone voice,
stops the show.
Coster and Hewlett sing popular songs and Cuban
hits. Mario Naldi and Miss Berke team up in tango.
Boris Petroff Girls ensemble numbers, "Down in Old
Havana Town, is a big number.
Jules BufFano and stage band perform in a capable
manner. Arthur Clausen conducts selections from
"II Trovatore."
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Chicago Oriental
Week Ending April 21
The show this week is called "A Jazz Town,"
arid opens with the Abbott Dancers sitting on the
stage before a drop depicting a jazz town, doing a
good leg routine. The drop parte in the center and
reveals the band and an unusually clever stage set.
It is another jazz town, with a number of houses
and buildings of queer shape arid form. The lighted
windows in the houses make the scene more effective.
The band sits in a garden surrounded by the houses.
The first band number is "Angel." This is followed by Toots Novello, who does an "upside down"
eccentric acrobatic dance, short but good.
Another band number, "Sweet Sue," follows with
Art Dixon singing. He then sings "I Still Love
You," with several encores produced partly by
Ash's foolishness. Crandall and Marley, two young
ladies, do a riotous burlesque toe dance. Their burlesque is good, it being possessed with enough real
ability to make the clowning appreciated. They get
a good hand.
This nXimber is followed by a clever rag doll dance
by the Abbotts, with several of them doing good
solo bits. Sylvia Froos, a young lady whom Ash
plugs very hard, follows with blues songs, an impression of Nora Bayes singing "I'm Just Rolling
Along," and an impression of Al Jolson. She goes
over well, but not startlingly so.
Hcaly and Clifford are next with good team and
solo tap eccentric dances. They get a fine applause.
A band number, "When You're with Somebody Else."
follows. During this Ash engages in a little fun,
the lights in the houses flashing off and on at his
command. The Abbotts enter to do a good routine,
marking their steps to Ash's baton, and then the
crazy houses go into all sorts of crazy motions,
rocking back and forth and rising up and down. It
makes a fine finale.

Evanston Varsity
Week Ending April 21
Last week was Joie Lichter's second at the revived Varsity theatre, Evanstori (just taken over by
L & T), and so now it can be told: They like this
conductor and his Salon orchestra. "Orpheus" was
his overture, and it was played to a packed house of
attentive listeners, who showed their keen appreciation of Lichter and his ten or twelve men with
hearty applause. The orchestra played for the news
reel and part of the feature, which was very effectively cued.
Another new feature at the Varsity is an organist
of the calibre of Bill Bennett. Bennett staged a
little community sing for the folks and what's more,
had "em singing. Your reporter was told that the
first week wasn't so hot for the sing.

Chicago Granada
Week

Ending

April 27

Charley Kaley this week celebrated the first anniversary of his establishment as a Marks Brothers
luminary,
and the Messrs. Marks did well by him.
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Former Exhibitor Weds
Partner's Daughter
Harry C. Danforth, former Exhibitor at

the head of a chain of theatres throughout
the state of Wisconsin recently married the
daughter of his former partner, Mrs. Constance Kohlhaas. Mrs. Kohlhaas was formerly
a vaudeville artist and appeared on the circuit owned by Danforth and Campbell. Campbell was her father.
Mr. Danforth is now one of the leading
artist representatives in Chicago authorized to
book acts with the Keith-Albee
Circuit.
The marriage ceremony took place April
11, at the Victor House, Chicago, in which the
affair took off in the form of an anniversary
celebration of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Sherman. This was more of a surprise party and
all the booking representatives and various
members of the theatrical profession were
given a treat when the real nature of the invitation was made known.

E. Lambert, Sonny Miller, and Murray Bloom producers ; and A. C. Coppic, artist, did well by him.
And the dear old public did as much — or more. It
was an attractive show for an attractive young man
and while thanking his official sponsors, he should
smile a few words of gratitude to the producers and
the artist named above.
The show opened with the band playing behind an
elaborate drop. Kaley entered at the introduction
and sang at front. Slowly rose a green terrace behind him, presently revealing therein ten niches in
each of which was a ballet girl. Brought to the
level of the stage, they stepped out and went through
a dance routine, while the drop lifted, disclosing the
band.
The band sat in front of a back scenic effect of
fantastic design and brilliant colors. The musicians
were divided into brass and string, with the drum at
the center, between steps leading from^he back crop.
At the close of the opening number, Kaley took
the baton and introduced two dancers, Dempsey and
La Veaux, who pleased with fancy ballroom steps.
Next came the Three Radio Chums, who satisfied with
special vocal arrangements of "Walking on Air,"
"Charmaine,"
and "Pretty Birds."
The Rour Readings, acrobats, put on a novel act,
with a hand-slide finish that fairly made the customers, after they'd caught their respective breaths,
to stand right up and cheer. The band then played
"Ramona," with Kaley singing the chorus.
Came the Nebars, dancers, to entertain for awhile,
with Nixon and Friend, black face man and straight
ing.
woman, following with capable dancing and singThen the band went into "Coquette,"
drop lifting, revealing the ballet lined on
ary stage against a sky-drop. They came
stepe to go through a routine, followed by
all ensemble at the grand finish.
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New York Strand
Week Ending April 14

Mark Strand Symphony Orchestra, with Aloij
Reiser conducting, opened the show with "Phedre" by
Massenet — the boys dressed very picturesquely in summer outfits which instilled a bit of optimism in it6
audience regarding New York summer shows.
Joseph Plankett's Mark Strand Frolic opened this
week with "Who Can Tell" one of Kreisler's hits,
sung by Margaret Schilling, beautiful soprano. The
singing belle was placed behind a scrim drop, with
special spotlight on one side of the stage.
The next number opens with a similarly dreeeed
girl on the opposite side of the stage, who plays
another Kreisler number, entitled "Schon Eosmarin."
This girl's name is Florence Stem, billed Violiniste
Virtuoso. A ballet number is offered in connection
with her violin selection, by Mile. Klemora, premier
ballerina.
Schilling and Stern then offer a double Belection,
the theme song, all presented behirid the ecrim drop
— and a very pretty effect. The triple offering was
well received by lovers of the classic.
Kelo Brothers, the famous Ziegfeld Follies stars,
then offer their rube dance numbers — and promptly
exhibited perfectly good reasons for their title of
famous stars. Their dance was exceptionally well
done, and very comical. Both dressed as old country
hicks, put some excellent trick dancing over with a
bigThe
hand.
Russian Cathedral Chorus, robed and standing pyramid style on a slanting platform, present
four numbers. In harmony with the Easter week,
the first was "Spring Song" followed by "E/aster
Bells," "Brown Eyes" and "Massachusetts" the last
named being a travesty on opera, and breaking up
the general atmosphere of religious ceremonials in a
theatre. They are excellent singers, 14 of them, and
they close the show in great style.

Indianapolis Palace

Week Ending April 7

On the stage this week is a fast moving, strikirig
show called "Pinwheels," which in addition to its
appropriate finale features Teddy Joyce at the head
of the Palace stage band.
Rome and Dunn, favorites of the last two weeks ;
Sylvia Miller, an attractive young soprano, who sang
from the orchestra pit last week ; Buck and Babbles,
two dark-skirined entertainers who proved great
favorites with the audience, and the Chester Hale
Hoosier Rockets, in several attractive dance routines.
Joyce and the band are presenting a clever novelty
whereby Joyce leads the band on the stage in an
eccentric mariner and the boys do their best to follow him. He also has a dance to offer.
A special feature of the program is the overture,
which is a novel arrangement of Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue," played by the Palace concert orchestra, with Emil Seidel at the piano. A vocal
arrangement is sung by Bert Rome, Henry Dnnn,
Dusty Rhoades and Sylvia Miller, and a ballet built
on futurist lines, is presented on the stage by the
Chester Hale girls.

Atlanta Howard
Week Ending April 21
Ray Teal, bandmaster, and the Howard stage
orchestra offered this week a show which scored high
in individuality and entertainment. "Listen In," by
name — and what one didn't hear, especially when
the band presented its arranged novelty score.
Broadcasting with Teal and his boys were a good
cast. Heading the list, Dolores and Eddy, two clever
Bowery
dancers, drew appreciable hands.
Carlos and Inez gave a waltz to the tune of
"Charmaine," which proved a drawing card.
Hermon and Semon, the rube comedians, brought
some laughs, but riot in excess.
Eight Ada Kauffman Girls gave several numbers
which show splendid training and were attractive
ballet numbers.
The real hit of the bill was Jerome Mann, "a boy
prodigy of song," who rendered delightful characterizations of some of the outstanding and famous
jazz leaders of the age.
Not least, the settings used in "Listen In" were
unusually artistic and clever.
Illllllllllllll£

The Singing
Collegians
at Liberty
Wonderful Stage Band, and a red hot Dance
Orchestra 7 to 10 men, just as jrou like. Sweet
and pretty music, a real entertaining aggregation,
suitable for Parks, Resorts, Theatre, Ballrooms.
Write or vnre

HAROLD

631 N. 7th Street, Sheboygan, Wis.
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Fred Kinsley (New York Hippodrome) put over a
special organ program last week which he called
"A Musical Spring Tonic" consisting of "April
Showers," "Auf Wedersehen" and "The Bell of St.
Mary's." The effects procured out of the organ were
marvelous, this being the largest theatre in New York
City.
My other partner. Jack Diamond, just returned
from his trip through the Middle West, and imparts
the following news:
"Bill Pond, the new feature organist at the State
theatre, Detroit, certainly went over well with the
new policy and should prove an excellent feature at
this house. He almost stopped his first show cold.
It is needless to say that Freddie Stritt is packing
them in, and 'killing' them ae usual. We are looking forward to a long run for Freddie and Bill.
More power to them !

Billy Muth (Texas San Antonio) is one of the first
in Texas to begin an organ club. Billy's club meets
every Saturday morning at 11:50 and he plays anything that the members want. Muth is extremely
popular in San Antonio. An intensive exploitation
campaign covered the opening of the club, and the
result is that the Billy Muth Organ Club is now
the talk of San Antonio, and a great business
builder for the Saturday morning matinee at the
Texas.

Donald Miller at the Capitol
just as big a hit as ever. We
Donald's work. He is one of the
sonalities at the organ today, in
a 'lot' of organ, of any• *style.
«

theatre, Detroit, is
never get tired of
most pleasant peraddition to playing

George Johnson (Omaha Riviera) played "Nature's
Moods" with a screen effect of clouds to fit the
various temperamental changes of nature. He drew
upon bits from the old masters as part of the music
symbolizes the moods.

Bob Clarke at the Hollywood theatre, Detroit, has
become quite a radio favorite, due to hie versatility
at the organ, playing all kinds of music equally well
and being able to convey his own pleasant personality to the radio audience, by 'announcing' himself.
Bob has quite a following among the theatre-goers
and I might add that the Hollywood theatre looks
like a real big thing.
Good luck to him !

Arthur Richter (Milwaukee Wisconsin) offered
"Can You Pick a Song Hit?" An advertisement for
a song picker is then flashed upon the screen and
Richter plays a number of hits of several years back.
These include "After the Ball," "Poor Butterfly,"
"Over There," "Dardenella," "Yes, We Have No
Bananas." With these disposed of he offers several
late numbers for the audience's approval which include "I Still Belong to You." "Some Day You'll
Know," and "Was It a Dream ?" with the words
flashed on the screen.

* « *

* * *

Arthur Gntow is leaving the Michigan theatre for a
well earned rest to Europe.
Voyage, Ai'thur!"
* t Bon
«
Now, getting back to some news of my own :
Mildred Leonard is making the rounds of the various
music publishers in New York City, getting acquainted. Mildred is the sheet music buyer of W.
T. Grant up in Hartford, Conn, and outside of having a very charming personality, is quite a radio
favorite in her own town, being known as one of
the best "ivory ticklers"• •in • New England.
When

Roger Wolfe Kahn's crack orchestra disbanded a few months ago. Tommy Gott, the trombone player of that organization, secured an engagement at the Silver Slipper here in New York, and
today he has an orchestra of his own at this Cafe,
which ranks among the first five in New York.

« « *

A new club has opened in New York. It is called
the Lyres Club, and is a get-together social affair,
catering only to musicians, publishers and the music
business in general. Since its inception two weeks
ago, it has, at the present time over four hundred
members, and bids fair to become quite popular. It
is patterned on the order of the already well known
Comedy Club in Chicago. Mike Speeiale, well known
orchestra leader, has been elected president.

« • «

Eddie King of the Columbia Phonograph Company,
is once again back in New Yoi-k, after a whirlwind recording trip to Chicago. With the summer
time coming on. King is looking forward to a well
earned and deserving vacation.

« • •

Any of you fellows in the music business, out of
town, who are desirous of knowing the names and
addressee of the various orchestra leaders in charge
of some of those big radio chain plugs, drop me a
line, and I will be only too glad to let you have
them, as I have an almost complete list, and realizing their value, I feel confident they will be of great
aid to you.

« « •

Two youthful boys who originally went through
college for the purpose of becoming doctors, are now
known as the famous Smith Brothers — or better
known to their friends as Scrappy Lambert and
Billy Hillpet I think that both Lamber and Hillpot
do not regret the fact that they did not become doctors, for outside of making a considerable amount of
money, they are having a great time recording for
every record company in the business and doingr
quite a lot of radio work, plus their "Smith Brothers"
Hoar.
Yes, tbey wear racoon coats, etc.

• • •

P. S. — Don't miss the Special issue of Herald-World
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Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gutow (Detroit Michigan)
offered a novelty in the way of an organ selection,
Gutow is the regular organist at the Michigan.
This week he appeared in his regular place at the
organ console in the pit, and his wife was at a
duplicate console on the stage.
Harold J. Lyon (Johnstown State) reports that his
organ solo for last week was an organlogue called
"A Trip Through Our Mighty Grand Organ." The
solo played showed effects of each orchestral instrument imitating the "Spirit of '76." "Souvenir" by
Drdla demonstrated the beauty of the organ while the
pep was shown off by "My Ohio Home," in jazz
style.
Harold Daniels (Chicago Buckingham) For those
who are looking for a thrill of an unexpected nature,
you are advised to go over to the Buckingham some
Saturday and hear "Harold Daniels' Glee Club" sing.
The club seems to be all the young kids in the
neighborhood, and what they do with a popular song
is startling. Their voices may be shrill and piping
but combined in a chorus of about three hundred,
the volume is tremendous. Daniels first plays "East
Side, West Side," "The Man I Love" and "Mississippi
Mud," as request numbers. Then he settles down to
the business of letting the kids air their tonsils.
They sing "My Ohio Home," "Just Once Again,"
"Dolores," "Ramona," "Sunshine." and "Highways."
Any small house that is not letting the kids sing,
is missing a bet if they can get hold of an organist
like Daniels to conduct the club, and play the organ.
The way these kids sing is a revelation and a thrill.
Henri Keates (Chicago Oriental) calls his organ
presentation "Some Opera Bits and Jazz Hits," in
which he plays a sort of impromptu medley of operatic and jazz numbers. It is plesising. Then a song
plupfger comes out to sing the popular, "Laugh,
Clown, Laugh." He gets a good hand for his rather
ordinary singing. Then Keates plays for community
singing a piece called "Auf Wedersehen" and "I Told
Them All About You."
Bill Bennett (Evanston Varsity) gave a community Sing for his organ solo last week. Playing
several popular songs, he ultimately aroused a goodly
portion of the staid Evanstoniuns into lending their
voices to song.
Bennett is only two weeks old here.
Albert F. Brown (Chicago Granada) thi? week used
selections from "II Trovatore" for his organ .';olo.
Playing it without any hokum but in the manner of
the concert hall, he showed that the Granada imtrons
like serious music when delivered by a true musician.
Upon his playing "The Anvil Chorus" at the finish,
stage curtails i>arted enough to disclose two smiths
at their anvils, illuminated only by the spiirkii from
their hammers. As "deBsert," Bi-own nccompnnios
Betty Holmes in her singing of "I Still Love You."

SONGS
BEST SELLERS

"Ramona" — (Leo Feist).

"Back in Your Own Backyard" —
(Irving Berlin).
"Sunshine" — (Irving Berlin).
"My Ohio Home" — (Leo Feist).
"Beloved" — (Irving Berlin).
Berlin).
"I Can't Do Without You'— (Irving
derson).
"Together" — (DeSylva-Broivn & Hen"Chlo'e"— (Villa Moret).
"Mary Ann" — (Irving Berlin).
"Among
My Souvenirs" — (DeSylvaBrown
& Henderson).
"Beautiful"— (Milton Weil).
"Dream Kisses" — (Ager-Yellen &
Bornstein).
"Coquette" — (Leo

Feist).

BILL — (Harms Inc.) — Another song that is starting
from the sensational musical comedy "The Show
Boat." This Ziegfeld production is making history in
New York. Lyric by Oscar Hammerstein 2nd, music
by Jerome Kern.
• • *
HAPPY GO LUCKY LANE— (J. H. Remick & Co.)
— A cheer up song for which these writers are well
known. Should bring in the sheckels to both writers
and publishers. Lyrics by Lewis and Young, music
by Joseph Meyer.

• * •

DIXIE DAWN— (Leo Feist Inc.)— Dawn is beautiful to every one all over the world who get up that
early but there is a particular appeal to a Dixie
Dawn with its cottonfield. Paul Whiteman and his
orchestra will play this number on a chain broadcast, Wednesday, at midnight, of this week. Should
give it a good start. Words by Joe Trent, music by
Peter De Rose.

• * *

'N' YOU— (E. B. Marks Music Co.)— A U-nique
waltz with a N-U lyric. Any place is O. K. with
these lovers as long as they have each other. Lyric
by Bob Schaefer, music by Anthony Wayne and F.
Henri
Klickman.

• • •

THAT'S WHAT I CALL KEEN& Co.) — ^This song is not about a
"Ain't She Sweet" type and this
should revive their well known team
Gus Kahn and music by Ted Fiorito.

(J. H. Remick
razor. It's an
hit combination
name. Lyric by

• * •

THEY LANDED OVER HERE FROM OVER
THERE— (Shapiro-Bernstein & Co.)— This is the
first of what will develop into a flock of songs about
the flyers who flew here on the Bremen. Of course
there is always a market for this type of song and
this being the first should get the big returns.
By Tom Kennedy and J. O. Donovan.

• • •

BELOVED — (Irving Berlin Inc.)— A hit tune that
is saturating all over the country. Is especially big
in this section through the efforts of one of the
writers who is of the Coon-Sanders' combination and
also the continuous plugging the "Lombardos" have
given it. By Gus Kahn and Joe Sanders.

• * •

MAMMY IS GONE— (Dc Sylva-Brown & Henderson)— .■\ better class Mammy song. A dramatic lyric
with a melody that leans towards the Hebraic. Thi."!
song is really a classic. By B. G. De Sylva, Lew
Brown and Ray Henderson.

• • •

JUST A LITTLE BIT C DRIFTWOOD— (Robbini
Music Corp.) — .A pretty fox trot tunc that has as one
of its writers, .■Mie Lyman. This well known orchestra leader now in "Good News" and also one
of the local cafes, should have no trouble startinsr
this song single handed. Co-writcre, Dohl Davis and
Bonny
Davis.
• • •
P. S. — Larry Spier will not play any of the compositions li^<tcd in (his column.

j/i^
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Incorporated in this department of practical showmanship

of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving

Picture World departments, "Selling the picture to the Public," and "Better Business Builders."

Wherein We Beg to Differ, and Do!
By Will Whitmore
"The line
21 houses in
Shreveport,
and cut his

of least resistance is the last hope of the small-town moving picture houses," according to M. M. Press, head of
Mississippi and Louisiana, with headquarters in Minden.
This is copied word for word from a despatch from
being an interview with Mr. Press, in which he is quoted as saying that he has abolished all forms of advertising
staffs to a minimum.

This gentleman has adopted the easy
system of being thankful for those who
stumble into his theatres and unmindful
of those who don't.
"Big-city showmanship in the small
towns is futile," says Press. "In the
large cities, where films are given a
week's run and sometimes longer, the
manager needs only 52 exploitation ideas
a year. In fact, if he gets up 25 good
ideas, it will put him through very nicely. But in the small places where the
pictures change almost daily, it is necessary to have from 200 to 300 ideas a
year, and it's impossible for a man to
strike even half that many good ones."

Does anyone agree with Mr. Press? Our
answer is an emphatic "no," and the many
letters received by this department from exhibitors bear us out in our opinion.
A theatre is Hke a shoe store or any other
commercial enterprise. A shoe dealer has
shoes to sell, and an exhibitor has seats to
sell. Neither one is going to do much business if he sits back and waits for people to
come in and take his merchandise away from
him.

But people demand more of a theatre than
they demand of a shoe store or a drug store.
Of a theatre they demand color, life, gaiety,

ness are those who are ahve from head to
foot and are constantly putting over exploita'tions in their theatres.

imagination, activity. If the theatre doesn't
afford these things, it's bound to flop. It matters not if it is in a small town or large one.
Motion pictures are a national topic of conversation. Theatre ads are news, just as much
so as a story on the first page of a paper. Cut
out the theatre advertising and strangle your
box office.
Mr. Press says exploitation may be all right

Mr. Press bemoans the impossibility of giving birth to ideas. We can't help but wonder
what press sheets are for. We don't mean to
say that every idea in a press book is adaptable for the small theatre, but we do say that

for the city theatres, but that it won't do for
the small town theatre. We just can't seem
to agree with him at all. A small exploitation
in a small town makes more excitement than a
big one in a city. The small town exploitation has more chance of being noticed. Just
try and keep a bit of news from every inhabitant in a small town ; it can't be done.
You've got to explode a bomb in a city before
your next door neighbor will know you exist.
Every day of the week, we have concrete
evidence of the paying power of good exploitations in small-town theatres. Letters constantly reach this department from small-town
exhibitors telhng how they packed their theatre with some extra bit of effort that cost but
a few dollars.
It is a significant fact that the exhibitors
who never complain and grumble about busi-

we least
have one
yet good
to see
presscanbook
that hasn't
at
ideaa that
be used.
And to toot our own horn for a moment,
our desk this moment is cluttered with letters from exhibitors who say they find in
"The Theatre" department many ideas which
they put into practical use. We strongly advise Mr. Press to look over his press sheets
and trade journals occasionally, if he has difficulty in creating his own exploitations.
The deadest thing on earth is a dead theatre, and the easiest way on earth to kill a
theatre is to cut out advertising, exploitation
and the constant effort to create good-will. If
there is a business that can operate without
ideas, we haven't
heardbusiness.
of it yet. Even an
undertaker
goes after

3196 Teachers Get
"Hunchhack^^ Passes
When "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
played in revival at the Cameo theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa., Manager Theo. P. Davis sent a
letter and complimentary ticket to every school
teacher in the city, 3,196 in all. The acting
of Lon Chaney and the opportunity to see the
picture again were stressed in the letter. The
teachers were urged to encourage their pupils
to see the film, and as an inducement, cut
rates were given all children who came to
the Cameo with a note from their teachers
simply stating the bearers attended school.
As a result, teachers brought their whole
classes in many instances ; children came in
droves together; and many teachers attended
the theatre with friends.

New Fathers Get
Passes to Theatre
The "birth" list furnished Bert Levy, manager of the Columbia theatre, Portland, Ore.,
What a fine play "The Circus," Charlie Chaplin's United Artists' picture, was given when
it played the Albemarle theatre, Brooklyn! Manager S. Gauber dressed the doorman as
a ring master, the porter as a Hindoo, the ushers as clowns and the lobby in the atmosphere
of the circus with cutouts and an animated elephant. Good work.

with a lively exploitation idea on Universal's
comedy, "That's My Daddy." Each morning
Mr. Levy sent the new fathers a pass to the
show. The word of mouth publicity on this
stunt made it well worth while.
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"Country store nights" arc frowned upon by some exhibitors, and in some
places they are prohibited by law. Here is a campaign, lasting 26 weeks and
designed to bring women to the theatre one night each week during the period,
which Hal G. Olson, director of publicity for the Adler theatres in Wisconsin,
calls the most effective money n>aker of its type he has ever used. Without

recommending or condemning its use, "The Theatre" presents the campaign for
your information.
Here is what Olson has to say concerning it.
"I have used this stunt in two towns with
"I have read a number of articles in
two more to start soon and I defy any
journals relative to controClara Bow in ''RED HAIR '' variousversytrade
similar racket to carry the same amount
over theoftime
Esther Ralston, Wallace Beery,
and in view
the worn
fact 'Country
that this Store'
stunt
of prestige and appeal. Inasmuch as it exGeo. Bancroft,
Johnnie Walker
seems to be popular despite the fact that it
tends over a 26-week period, it is well
is outside the law, I am going to submit
worth a little extra effort at the start."
another along the same lines that is not
Apr
only legal but more effective as a money
17 |Apr24 |m., 1 Jm.tS
|Ma, 1 S |M., 22 |M.r 29.| J.». S |J... 1 2 |J..
THIS PUZZLE INTRIGUED- 10.000 PEOPLE
maker than any similar racket I have ever
f
in St
Paul.
Can
you solve it ?
used (and I have tried everything from
0
Here s tKc Problem : adJ 6* of tKc below
numbers
to m
baby pigs to cow milking contests).
• IS A MEMBER OF THE
a total of 21, eacK number cannot be used more tban 3 times
S.p
"The stunt that I refer to is the Rogers
LYRIC SILVER
CLUB
I
5
9
Silverware Club, which is thoroughly exu
And U entitled to one piece of Genuine
99 year Rogers
plained in the inclosed letter and member7
5
Tableware eveo'time she attends a Tuesday Night pership card. I might add, however, that no
formance at the Lyric Theatre until Oct. 16th. 1928.
J_
stunt is effective unless put over in the
Should
n,.o.lxr.l.ip urd Ix tni.lud. K.tilr Tlutrc .1 ..».
o
1
proper manner and I think a letter similar
A Complimentary Ticket will be it>sued for all correct answer
to the inclosure should be mailed direct
to tbe above p\i7/Ae.
Sena your answers to
ISprpI 11 Scpl 4
Au| 2e Aut 21
AoK 14 1Aut 7 |Jolr 31
Jul, 24 J.l, IT
to every housewife in the territory shortly
Manager. New Araberst Tbeatrc. Amberst. Mass..
before the opening performance.
not later tban April 10.
Winners
will be announced
from tin
Following is the letter sent to every housestage. Wednesday.
April 11. at S'SO P. M
"For the first three or four weeks the
wife prior to the opening of the campaign.
manager should be on hand to supply
The membership card used by the Adler theacards and explain the stunt to patrons who
tres is also reproduced here.
were not circularized during the campaign.
New Amherst Uses Puzzle
DEAR MADAM:
The fact that patrons can buy the piece or
Within the next few months 500 26-piece
pieces needed to complete the set should
Above is reproduced the back page of the
sets of genuine 99 year Rogers Silverware
be stressed very heavily as it is natural that
New Amherst theatre program showing how
will be given to Stevens Point housewives
some are unable to attend occasionally and
use was made of the puzzle recently appearing
absolutely Free. Will your name be on the
become discouraged if their set is broken.
in "The Theatre." Four hundred programs
list — think, then if interested read the balThe profit from these sales is no little item
are given away at the theatre and usually threeance of this message.
in itself if handled properly.
fourths of them are dropped in the lobby.
By
purchasing more than 2000 sets of
With the puzzle number not more than fifty
"The Rogers people at Niagara Falls,
this remarkable silverware at one time, the
were dropped, showing the interest created by
N. Y., are very generous in cooperating
Adler Theatre company executives are able
the puzzle. Folks took them home, and of with the theatre and supply goods on conto offer the most unusual series of gift
course more attention was paid to the program.
signment in small quantities as needed.
nights ever introduced in the state of Wisconsin.
Every lady attending the Lyric theatre
each Tuesday evening starting April 17tb,
will receive one piece of this beautiful silverware, the only stipulation being that she
present the inclosed card to theatre doorman to be punched in proper manner. By
attending the Tuesday evening performExploitations and lobby displays that carry out the atmosphere or theme of
ance each week for 26 weeks, the patron
the picture always bring results, and the cost is usually more in thinking than in
will be the proud possessor of the full 26
money. When "Blackie" C. Martin of the Woodland theatre, Seattle, Washingpiece set.
In event you are unable to attend any
ton, thought up a lobby display and exploitation for "Now We're in the Navy."
particular performance the piece or pieces
all house records were smashed. His "My Best Idea," making him M. B. I. you lack to complete set, can be purchased
Number 16, shows the value of atmospheric displays.
from cashier at cost price.
and grow to a merry old age — Preserve 20
Don't let your neighbors beat you to it,
start at tbe beginning. You can not lose
By
years of your life by seeing 'We're in the
for the complete set is worth more than
Navy Now" ; on the steering wheel : "Steer
the amount of money paid in admission
''Blackie" C. Martin
straight to the Woodland to see 'We're in the
during the period the special offer is in
Navy Now' " ; on the anchors : "Weight
As a sincere applicant for membership in
vogue.
(wait) for the year's greatest comedy"; and
your M. B. I. club, I wish to submit what
Remember the red letter date, Tuesday.
on the swords a card that read : "A couple
I consider to be "My Best Idea." The exof naval cut-ups, Wallace Beery and RayApril
1 7th.
Entertainingly yours.
ploitation campaign that I have in mind was
Hatton, in
'We're in the
ADLER THEATRE CO.
For mond
a street
exploitation,
we Navy
built aNow'."
truck
used in the selling of "We're in the Navy
to represent a comical battleship and manned
Now," which broke every house record, and
it with young men dressed in naval uniforms,
for that reason I believe it to be "My Best
two of whom were buglers. At every shopIdea."
I realize, of course, that this picture is too
ping center the "battlcwagon" would stop and
old for anyone to be wanting to play now,
C. D. Haug, manager of the Gillioz theathe "gobs" on board would "come ashore" and
but the idea that I used at that time can
tre, Springfield, Mo., pulled an inexpensive
distribute
heralds
"among
the
natives."
gag
which drew a lot of attention and word
very easily be used in connection with any
All during the showing of the picture, as
naval or sea comedy.
well as two days prior, wc operated a search
of mouth advertising when he played "On
light from the roof of the theatre as do the
First of all, I literally filled the foyer with
Your Toes." a Reginald Denny picture.
A week in advance of the opening he built
oars, life preservers, a large steering wheel,
naval boats when they arc in our harbor. It
a board indicator in his lobby with gradations
a couple of anchors, naval fiags, pilot lights
might appear to you that a campaign of this
kind would be too expensive for practical use.
(used on either side of the box office), a regby inches to test a person's height. The hiight
However, since Seattle is a seaport with its indicator red mark was set at six feet two
ulation naval compass mounted on a stand, a
inches.
The sign bore the message :
Naval Recruiting stations, shipyards, and
pair of old-time navy cutlasses, etc. On the
" "On Your Toes.' If you reach the height
marine supply companies, we were able to
oars I placed a card that read : "Paddle over to
do all of this at little or no expense, except
of Reginald Denny you will be admitted free
the Woodland and see the year's biggest comprinting.
edy hit" ; on the life preservers, this : "Laugh
to see the picture."
AUSO

eowiN CAoewe

I*

In ''OLD IRONSIDES''

Smash, Go House Records When

Martin Stages "My Best Idea"

''My Best Idea " No. 16

''On Your Toes'' Stunt
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We promise you the ultimate in motion
pictures and stsige presentations. No matter
which Balaban & Katz theater you attend,

■ACROSS TO SINGAPORE"

your cup of enjoyment will be filled to overflowing. You will want to go to all of them.

•m-^Al

National Music Week will be celebrated in
the United States from May 6 to 12, inclusive.
The National Committee of National Music
Week called upon 1,100 local chairmen of
this national event for suggestions appropriate
for use in motion picture theatres. All of the
suggestions enumerated below, made by this
committee, come from practical experience,
and have proved worth while:
1. Get together a group of persons in the
community interested in music with whom the
theatre managers or orchestra leaders of the

This will be one of the greatest weeks of
the year in all Balaban & Katz Theaters.
Theatrical entertcdnment will take a long
step forward.

Vtdor'i Bij Pandc el LiJc wul Muntfa

RAMON

theatres
meet to discuss "ways and means"
for MusicwillWeek.
2. Noon hour concerts in the motion picture theatres at popular prices, using a short
subject music picture such as the Music
Masters Series.
3. A music knowledge contest based on
music played in the motion picture theatres, —
the music to be broadcast from the theatre
where feasible, — the prizes to be given by
the music stores or jewelry stores and presented from the stage of the theatre.
4. An essay contest, to be conducted by
the schools, dealing with the life of a famous
composer and based on a motion picture biography of him, from the Music Master Series,
presented on succeeding nights in each of the
motion picture theatres during Music Week.

The whole week will be representative of the concerted brains and
efforts of the entire Balaban & Katz organi^tion, which has become
nationafly famous as crealore of happiness for the millions.

-At the TIVOLl

We have venhrred into wonderful fields hitherto untouched— seeking
above all things, onginality and beauty. We doubt whether in the whole
wide range of entertainment there can be anything to equal the delectable programs we have prepared.

Nor Will This Week End It This week is merely
a forerunner— a slight indication of what is to follow.
The whole month and all of Spring will witness a
rapid succession of such performances as you have
never seen. We have been preparing our Spring programs for many months. And we sincerely believe that
we have done our work so well that we have set a
standard which it will be difficult for even us to improve.
These theaters— these programs— these pictures and attractions wiD
definitely demonstrate thatallthebeautiesofSpringarenofou/ofdoorj.
Even the breath of Spring permeates our theaters. With our elaborate
ventilating apparatus in actjon, we surround you with clean, pure, healthful, invigorating atmosphere.. Your enjoyment is bound to be comptele.j

1

We have the wayi and the mill to accomplish all these splendid things fc ^ / | I t\<
and have employed ihi I to the hjUest degree. This organuabon ha:
ver taken a backward step; it has never reste<
never stood still; it h,
on its laurels or on its reputation. It is constantly pushing lorward-Jj^
T>^ ?
II continue to be— a ncuier and betXer wei
every week has been— and

•BALABAN & KATZ
This WEEK

^

This MONTH

-

NG"^
SPRItriumph
- ofThis
will see Balaban & Katz. Theaters at the very peak
theatrical

^

This full page Balaban & Katz institutional ad appeared in four Chicago newspapers during
the week of April 9. It is designed to eliminate the slump in attendance that sometimes
occurs during the first weeks of Spring when patrons are adjusting themselves to a change
in weather and their natural impulse is to get out into the country. Notice the circled
paragraph.
Similar ads were carried at the beginning of Winter last year.

In My Opinion —
l^Letters from Readers']

Editor THE THEATRE:
I think it was darn nice of you to write
me such a fine letter and I want you to know
that I appreciate it greatly. Your advice was
splendid and I have put it into practice already.
I also want to thank you for printing my stuff
in the magazine.
I have done a few things of late, nothing
very startling. For "The Girl From Chicago,"
I circulated a report around town that at
midnight on a certain night, the girl from
Chicago would go around town and nail passes
on the poles and trees. Funny as it seems,
we had the people walking around the town at
one
and ducats.
two o'clock in the morning looking
for the
For "What Price Glory," I decorated my
front with flags and had a young fellow
dressed in military style on a horse parading
around town.
I also have tied up with a drug store who is
running a prize contest for boys and girls
whereby every boy and girl coming to the theatre receives 1,000 votes in the contest. All
postal regulations were complied with.
Following your suggestion about playing up
to the children, we started a kiddie matinee

April 28, 1928

13 Suggestions for
Ti2up with National
Music Week, May 6

Now Comes- the greatest week in the
history of Balaban &Katz Theaters
-Al the CHICAGO

WORLD

on Saturday. I try to make this event as
carefree as possible, with the children participating in different games, rolling and romping
all over the stage. They seem to have a great
time on this day and the enthusiasm that they
bring home with them for the Saturday dinner doesn't hurt my Saturday night business
any. Appropriate gifts are given away on this
day and the pictures are selected for their
especial interest to the kiddies. A prominent
women's organization indorsed the Saturday
kiddie entertainment we were giving and it
came in for some mention in the papers.
For "Feel My Pulse" I invited all doctors
free, but I also asked them to bring along
their medical instruments in case anyone
should laugh themselves sick at this picture.
I am enclosing a few of our programs and
would like to know how you like them. I
know that the advertisements spoil them some,
but I get three thousand of these free, so I
don't think it's so bad. These programs are
distributed not only in every store in this
town but in every store in all the surrounding towns. The programs are also put in the
newspapers and sent around to the homes each
week.
I guess that's about all I know. I really
enjoyed getting the letter from you and your
advice was kind indeed.
With kindest personal regards, I am —
RICHARD L. MOSS, Hawthorne theatre,
Hawthorne, N. J.

5. A voting contest to determine what persons contribute most good music in the community. Ballots to be collected at the motion
picture theatres, and at the conclusion of
Music Week enough prizes awarded so that
each theatre might give a prize to the winner,
the second best contributor, etc.
6. A contest to determine the best amateur
music ensemble in the community, — male
quartets, glee clubs, church choirs, etc. (Barber shop quartets not excepted.) The winners
in each classification to_ appear as a feature
of one evening of movie entertainment.
7. Arranging for special music programs
at which, instead of two performances on a
given evening, one performance at double admission price at which half of the program
will consist of musical presentation by the
house orchestra and local talent.
8. Arrange for the orchestras and music
talent of the theatres to take part in concerts
at churches, school auditoriums, etc., at times
when the theatres are not open.
9. The use of song films and slides, such
as those put out by the Red Seal Pictiires
Corporation and Standard Slide Corporation,
inviting local music talent to lead in the singing. It is apparent from these replies that
what the people want are old-time songs and
popularized versions of the classics.
10. During Music Week have the orchestra
leader, or some musician of note in the community, make a very brief statement with regard to the composer and symbolism of the
overture played by the orchestra. This would
be especially acceptable if the entire musical
selection for an evening was chosen from
one composer.
11. Short addresses to be made in the
theatre by local musicians on the contribution
of the motion picture theatre to an appreciation of music.
12. As a part of the presentation, or where
vaudeville is used in connection with pictures,
the use of child musicians, descriptive dances,
selections from the great masters, etc., cotild
be made the occasion for stressing the significance of Music Week.
13. In connection with musical numbers,
or as a feature of the program, the orchestra
leader or local musician to discuss the contribution of each instrument in the orchestra
to the composite musical picture. Solo parts
could be arranged to illustrate such a discussion.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the Box Office Window."

c

"A MAN

vJHOULD any of you folks be confronted
with one of those periodical requests to address
this or that type of gathering on the subject of
the motion picture, I have a topic for you. (No
one knows better than I, I think, that these requests have a deadly way of coming to hand at
just the time when there isn't a topic on the
horizon.) The topic is "A Man of Peace," a
Vitaphone subject featuring Hobart Bosworth,
which probably measures slightly less than a
reel of film.
"A Man of Peace" is that rare thing, a short
drama. In its brief length it sets up its scene,
establishes its characters, brings in its complications, delivers its punch and imparts a tremendous impression. With the brevity of a
black-out, the speed of compact dialogue expertly uttered, it does its work and ends, as a
drama should end, when it is finished. Hobart
Bosworth's veteran voice, abetted by but two
others less veteran but almost equally expert,
does what four or five reels of film might not
do for the story. The thing is practically perfect entertainment; it is perfect dramatic construction.
If, as suggested, you are confronted with the
necessity of talking to people about pictures,
here is a theme you can expand to any required
extent. You can point out that the silent picture must devote many feet and minutes to establishing apoint which the speaking voice can
get over in a word. You can show that this
short drama, with voice as an ally, needs but
one scene for its action. You can draw analogies, object lessons, make impressive recommendations until you weary of making them,
then rest your case with utter assurance that
at least one of your points will have registered
with each and every one of your listeners. (If
you can add that the subject -will be exhibited
at your theatre on a given date, you ought to
pack 'em.)
But, aside from lecture purposes, "A Man of
Peace" is the subject you should look at and
listen to if you care — as you should care — to
know the possibilities of Vitaphone. It marks
the high point of attainment for that instrument to date.

M,

"THE

.AYBE

T. O. Service

OF PEACE"

CROWD''

the world is coming out of the

kinks. Or maybe it's merely a matter of contrast. At any rate, this Vidor picture everybody's talking about and going to see and rec-

ommending to friends is good old homespun
without so much trimming as a lace collar. It
is, in fact, the sort of story they used to tell
every week or two in the King Baggot Imps,
the work-and-win, step-by-step, bring-home-thebacon type of thing that every writer writes
when he's seventeen and no circulation-respecting magazine used to go to press without in the
good old days when Dad could come home from
work with a pail of beer in his left hand without sneaking up an alley. Hoopla!
The story is the one about the well meaning
but lazy young fellow who marries a quite
human sort of young lady and proceeds to lose
his successive jobs until, when she has all but
left him, the dormant spark bursts into flame
and the family fortunes soar to unbelievable
heights. They live, presumably, happily ever
after. Mr. Vidor has told the thing in the
manner of a cross-section slant at the crowd
that constitutes a big city. He lets do^v^^, I
think, at the end, but by that time everyone is
well enough pleased to stand for anything.
After running over the matter again, I'm
pretty sure the world is coming out of the kinks
and the success of "The Crowd" is not merely
a matter of contrasts. The people really liked
it. It seems to me quite evident that public
sympathy has s^vnng back into favor of sincere
young men who win their way from nowhere
to somewhere by dint of heroic application;
and that, if it means nothing else, ought to
make it easier for Hollywood to turn out successful pictures.
If I may end with a discordant note, I hope
"The Crowd" is
crowd of imitative
swing any way it
through the 1908

not followed by the usual
efforts. Public sympathy can
jolly well pleases, but I sat
crop of these things and I

wouldn't sit through another for their combined
earnings.
"SORRELL

AND

SON"

w.

lived in Chicago long enough to believe that
England is a very bad place.) It is told in the
calm, orderly manner of the English story-teller.
It strikes a keynote in the first or second scene
and ends on the same one. There are arpeggios,
minor crescendos, even an occasional change
of key, but there is never a deviation from
pitch.
Great stuff.
H. B. Warner, Alice Joyce and other favorite
actors of mine are in the picture, but I am not
unduly influenced by their extremely pleasant
presence. I feel that "SorreU and Son," as pictured, would be as fine entertainment with unknowns of equal ability. (Inconsistency, thou
art a tool.) I mean — and when a not so good
story teller discusses well told stories it's hard
to make clear just what he does mean — that
the picture is a composition, with body, form,
outline, sequence, purpose, plot, point and all
the other requisites so infrequently assembled
in a single photoplay. Next time you're compiling alist of things needed in pictures, include these.
I saw the picture at the United Artists theatre (and I'm going to include that fact over
the objections of an exhibitor in Tennessee who
writes that he "don't care where in hell" I see
the pictures) and the exhibition technique of
that playhouse is the thing to study next time
you're in Chicago to see what's being done in
the world's chief exhibition center. There is an
absence of hooey so complete that you don't
notice it, unless you've just dropped in from one
of the other loop theatres, and the feature picture is presented as the main attraction. Perhaps you're used to that, in your town, but the
attitude is sensationally new here. It seems to
be, as it quite plainly should be, sensationally
successful, too. The United Artists is getting
the best audiences in the city.

I

"ACROSS

TO SINGAPORE"

BELIEVE the best casting I have ever seen
is Ernest Torrence as a seaman. Remember

him in "Twelve Miles Out" and see him in

HILE we are talking of story-telling (and
so long as I conduct tliis column that will be

"Across to Singapore" and I believe you'll agree
with me. But of course Ramon Novarro is sup-

the thing we are talking of when we're talking
of pictures) we can do nothing more pleasant

posed to be the star of "Across to Singapore,"
so the principal news of this report probably is
tliat Mr. Novarro is excellent, too, as is the pic-

than to swing into discussion of "Sorrell and
Son." This is the best job of story-tolling I've
seen since I don't know when. That makes it
also, of course, the best picture.

ture.
Sailing vessels, as you know, are not so fast

"Sorrell and Son" is, as you know, a story of
English people, customs, tradition. (I have not

as steamships, wherefore ".\cross to Singapore"
isn't so swift us niiglit be. Hut it isn't too slow.
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NEW
In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
BROADWAY DADDIES: Columbia comedy-drama,
with Jacqueline Logran, Alec B. Francis, Rex
Lease, Phillips Smalley, DeSacia Mooers, Clarissa
Selwynne,
and Betty Francifico.
Directed by Fred
Windermere.
Released
Length
_
TYPE AND THEME: Bright lights-— night club
girl — et cetera. Eve, cabaret performer, goes with
Dick, whom she believes to be poor, in preference
to the rich felloivs who seek her company. Dick,
however, is rich — onnly feigning semi-poverty to
test Eve's love. Having an appointment with
Eve, he is called to Mrs. Forrest's home, where
Agnes is suffering from injuries. Reporters get
tlie story, adding that Dick is Agnes' fiance. Eve
reads and jilts Dick, going out with the "Broadway
daddies." Dick's father learns she is tliat type of
girl, and xvhen Dick and she make up, he opposes
their marriage. Father and son, hoirever, attend a
party, at which Eve is announced in a daring
dance. The dancer proves to be Eve's colored
maid.
Father gives son his o. k. on Eve.
fiOOD MORNING, JUDGE: Universal comedyDrama, with Reginald Denny, Mary Nolan, Dorothy Gulliver, Otis Harlan. William Davidson, William Worthington, Bull Montana, Sailor Sharkey,
and Charles Coleman. Directed by William A.
Seiter.
Released April 29. Length
5,645.
TYPE AND THEME: A fighting romance for
the vigorous, jaunty Denny. As Freddie Grey, he
gets into a private quarrel at the ringside of a
boxing match and is pinched. At the station, he
discovers his wallet gone and cam, not pay his fine.
Julia Harington, a social worker, pays it for him.
Falling in love at first sight, Freddie tells her he
is a crook, so that he can stay at her mission. . . .
A charity party is given at Freddie's own hom.e.
There crooks are at work, lifting jewelry. Freddie
sees them place the loot in a vase and carries it
outside. The crooks observe him and the fight
begins, resulting in victory for Freddie — aiid also
in his exposure. Julia liad inade a bum out of
him but now proves his salvation.
GRIP OF THE YUKON, THE: Universal melodrama, with Neil Hamilton, Francis X. Bushman,
June Marlowe, Theodore Lorch, Otis Harlan, James
Farley,
and
Burr Mcintosh.
Directed
by Ei-nst
Laemmle.
Released July 22. Length
TYPE AND THEME: Rough and ready times
in the frozen North — ivith a decidedly different
finish. O'Neil has a rich mine, and for that reason
is killed by MacDonald and Elliott. Seeking her
father, comes Sheila. The slayers do not knxnv
she is O'Neil's daughter and help her, both being
in love with her. Insulted by a dance liall oivner
for whom, she works. Sheila offers herself at the
gaining table. Elliott and MacDonald ivin her.
Learning she is O'Neil's daughter, they can not
■make love to her, but in a fight, Elliott wins the
right to her. He leaves urith her, pursued by tlie
sheriff, %vho has learned of the murder. . . .
■Thirty years later MacDonald discovers his partner
frozen in the ice. Sheila clasped in his arms —
and the sheriff frozen in a short distance away.

PICTURES
"Chang"-Like Nursery
Features British Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

LONDON, April 24.— A nursery
for children, whose parents wish to
see the show, is a new feature of the
Plaza theatre opened last week in
Liverpool. There are plenty of toys;
the walls are specially buffered in
case any youngster is "thrown" from
the wooden horses and special pneumatic carpets make the whole
nursery, with its "Chang"-like jungle
decorated walls, a really cushy affair.
A trained nurse is in charge. The innovation is catching on very well,
with the kids, and may thus help at
the box office in more than one way.
HALF A BRIDE: Paramount comedy -drama, with
Esther Ralston, Gary Cooper, William J. Worthington. Freeman Wood, Mary Doran, Guy Oliver,
and Ray Gallagher.
Directed by Gregory La Cava.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: How living on an island
with him can make a girl love the man she disliked. Patience hears all about companionate marriage over the radio and agrees to such a union
with a pale youth of her acquaintance. But they
spend the bridal night in jail, due to an autoTnobile
CLCcident. Next ynorning Patience's papa has
Edmunds, captain of his yacht, shanghai the girl.
She had aJieays hated the captain. She tries to
escape in a launch. Edmunds plunges into the
water after her. A storm breaks and they are
tossed on a deserted island. There Patience learns
what it is to work and to love a he-man.
MAGNIFICENT FLIRT, THE: Paramount comedydrama, with Florence Vidor, Albert Conti, Loretta
Young, Matty Kemp, Marietta Millner, and Ned
Sparks.leased Directed Length
by H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast. ReTYPE AND THEME: A gay mother in Paris —
but not too gay! She worries her daughter, Denise,
by staying out all night. And one night she flirts
with Count D'Estrange. The Count's nephew,
Hubert, asks Florence for Denise's hand in marand consenting, Florence kisses Hubert — as the
Count, not recognizing his nepherv, looks on.
When Hubert asks his uncle's consent to the union,
he refuses, saying that Denise's mother is a loose
woman. And he'll prove it! He invites Florence
to his apartment. Hubert is to stand behind the
curtain while his uncle asks Florence to take a
trip with him. He asks. She accepts — adding tluit
it would make a splendid honeymoon. The uncle
quickly consents to both marriages.
SALLY OF THE SCANDALS: F B O melodrama,
with Bessie Love, Irene Lambert, Allan Forrest,
Margaret Quimby, Jimmy Phillips, Jack Raymond,
and Jerry Miley. Directed by Lynn Shores. Released July 15. Length

TYPE AND THEME: A show girl, a rich
"angel," and some crooks. Steve falls in love with
Sally, one of the girls in the new show he is backing, making Marian, his star, jealous. Sally is
going ivith BUI, who is a crook, though, not to her
knmvledge. Wishing to ruin SaUy with Steve,
Marian "plants" a bracelet in Sally's pocket, then
teUs Steve she has been robbed. SaUy, bewildered,
gets BiU to take the bracelet back. BiU pawns the
article and takes Vie tickets to Steve, who throws
him out. Then Steve learns that Sally has gone
to get a marriage license with BUI. He rushes to
stop them by abducting SaUy. At her apartment,
police arrive to arrest BiU. SaUy becomes the star
of Steves show and of his home as well.
SPEEDY: Pararaount-Lloyd comedy, with Harold
Lloyd, Ann
Christy, Bert Woodruff,
and Brooks
Benedict.
Directed by
Released April 7.
Length
_
TYPE AND THEME: He gets his name,
"Speedy," from the fact that he acquires and loses
jobs that fast. The action, of course, is not for
telling off the silversheet. But here's the plot:
Pop mens the franchise of a small horse-car line
in a section of New York. Harold loves Pop's
daughter, Jane. Carter like's Pop's franchise, inasmuch as a transportation company is uiUing to
pay $75,000 for it. By that hangs the tale — and
it all comes out beautifully for Speedy, whose
swift work (wherein lies the comedy) wins
$100,000 for Pop and Jane for himself.
STREET OF SIN, THE: Paramount melodrama,
with Emil Jannings, Fay Wray, Olga Baklanova,
Ernest Johnson, George Kotsonaros. Johnnie Morris, John Gough, and Jack Burdette.
Directed by
Mauritz Stiller. Released
_
Length
TYPE AND THEME: London's undertvorld—
with a tragic finish. Jannings is Sledgehammer
Bill, gang leader. Fay Wray is Elizabeth, Salva^
bion Army lassie. Bill "gets religion" upon seeing
her piety and especially upon looking into her
eyes. He gives up his mistress, Annie, and goes
to live at the mission, refusing his part of the loot
of
recent then
burglary.
Jealous,
"squeals"
to
the a police,
contrite,
tells Annie
BUI what
she has
done. He goes to gang headquarters and is arrested, while the rest are pursued. Saving Elizabeth from one of the men, lie is shot and dies in
her arms.
THREE

RING MARRIAGE: First National melodrama, with Mary Astor, Lloyd Hughes, Lawford
Davidson, Alice White, Yola d'Avril, Harry Earles,
Tiny Earles, R. E. Madsen, and Rudolph Cameron.
Directed
by Marshall Neilan'. Released May 27.
Length

TYPE AND THEME: This is circus stuff, plus
Western. Cal and Anna are sweethearts, but
Anna's father, ranch owner, sends him away because he does not want Anna to marry a ccrmmon
cowpuncher. Cal joins a circus — Anna follows, becoming a trick rider. Souvane joins the shcnv as
representative of the absent o^vner. Cal has become taciturn toward Anna, who, however, loves
him dearly. Souvane, a crook, needs $20,000 badly
and woos Anna, in order to marry wealth. To
make Cal jealous, Anna tells Souvane she will
marry him. In Cleveland, the stage is set for the
wedding. Cal is aroused to oppose the marriage.
But detectives save him the trouble. They arrest
Souvane for a felony in the past — and the minister
remains to marry Cal and Anna.

This Week's Press Sheet

BROADWAY DADDIES (Columbia comedy-drama): For
a ballyhoo dress a man up as a clowm, a Simple Simon type
with a pole, line, hook and pail. Have him parade the streets,
stopping every once in a while to fish in the pail. Across the
back of the clown should be a banner carrying the legend, "I
am angling for a 'Broadway Daddy' to take me to see the other
'Broadway Daddies' that are at the
theatre."
. . .
An attractive lobby display may be constructed at a small cost
in the following manner: Secur.e a folding screen. On the
panels letter the announcement of the showing of "Broadway
Daddies" at your theatre and the play dates. Make three
compo-board cut-outs, one each of the heads of Jacqueline
Logan, Alec B. Francis and Rex Lease. Attach the silhouetted
heads to the top of the screen, one on each panel, to give the
effect of the players standing behind it and peering over the
top.

"Broadway Daddies" lends itself to a mail campaign. Messages may be such as: "I want you to meet my 'Broadway
Daddies' when they come to the
theatre.
They're just
the cutest things you ever saw, and the presents they give —
oh boy! just wait until you catch a glimpse of them!
Don't
forget the date
" Another can read: "I know you will
be
interested intheatre
the showing
of Columbia's
'Broadway
at the
on (Date).
The picture
gives a Daddies'
graphic
portrayal of night life along the Gay White Way. It shows
you the characters and places you read about in the newspaA variation of this stunt is to have one of your attaches call
the persons on your mailing list by phone and tell them that
the management of the
theatre feels that they will be
interested
in the showing of Columbia's "Broadway Daddies"
per.
on (Date). This personal contact may create good will and
mean increased business for your theatre.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National

Theatre for Sale
FOR SALE — Picture Theatre; prosperous, successful house in town 1,500 pop. in beautiful California
fruit district on main Coast Highway; building and
equipment first-class and practically new; in use one
year only; $10,000 lowest, $3,000 down, $250 month;
a true bargain and opportunity. Write F. B. McGilton, 6224 Ethel Ave., Van Nuys, California. Quick
action necessary.
FOR SALE — Lyric theatre, Morrison, Illinois.
Equipment, long lease. First price gets it. Seats 360.
3,000 population. Draws 8,000. Going into larger
proposition.
Address L. J. Burkitt, Morrison, 111.
FOR SALE — 400 seat theatre in Illinois town.
Only theatre in town. Latest equipment. Population
6,000. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14
E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.
NEW PICTURE THEATRE, town of 1,500; every
night; terms to suit. Address Box 148, North East,
Md.
FOR SALE — Two theatres in Southwestern town
of 15,000. Both located advantageously. At a bargain for cash sale. Address Box 261, Exhibitors
Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE— Only show in town of 5,000. Good
surrounding country. Making good money. Town
has good future. Will take $10,000 to handle. Address Box 263, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
THEATRE FOR SALE— Centrally located; A-1
condition; fully equipped; beautiful lobby; first run
of pictures; a real money-maker. Details upon request. Address Box 262, Exhibitors Herald & Moving
Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE-^Theatre with 300 seats. Stage. All
new. Population 1,500, grand opportunity for person with small capital. Quick action necessary. Address Box 265, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

For Sale
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that saves you half. Address
Redington & Co., Scranton,
Pa.
RENEWED
Automatic Coin-Controlled Pianos.
$195.00 each. Write for further details. Address
Fox Music Co., Kansas City, Mo.
FOR SALE — At your own price, the following material. The theatre is now in operation and will be
until May 15th. 700 chairs, upholstered seat; 2
Hertner Transverters, 25 cycle, 220 volts; 2-Simplex
Machines with Peerless Low Intensity Lamps, and
other incidentals. Must vacate by May 15th. For
information, address National Theatre Supply Co.,
372 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.
FOR SALE — Posters, Photos, Slides, Banners, Insert Cards, and other Accessories. Save 50 per cent;
write for order blanks. Theatre Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, Theatre Poster Supply
Building, Cincinnati, O.
FOR SALE — Swimming pool, room for rink and
dance platform.
Address G. F. Wallis, Russell, Kans.
FOR SALE — 325 upholstered opera chairs all newly
upholstered in Spanish leather. Extremely cheap for
quick sale. Address C. G. Demel, 845 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE— 1,300 baseball chairs for ball park,
airdrome, like new, $1.35 each.
2,500 leather uphol-

C I assii ied

Advertising

stered and veneer theatre chairs, perfect condition.
800 are re-upholstered, look -like new, $1.50 up. Will
sell any amount. Address Amusement Supply Co.,
Inc.. 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
FOR SALE — Brunswick Panatrope, 3 tube amplification. Address Bay Theatre, Big Bay, Michigan.

Organs for Sale
FOR SALE— Used style U Wurlitzer orchestral
organ. Just overhauled. Address Box 256, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ used or new, Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, H.ivana, Illinois.
APRIL 1st list includes rebuilt Fotoplayers Wurlitzers, Seeburgs and Moeller Organ. Factory rebuilt.
Look like new. Guaranteed. Less than half the original cost. Two years to pay. Rang^ing in price from
$950 up. With or without rolls. Write for complete
list. Robert Morton Organ Co., 624 So. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, III.

Stationery
IF PARTICULAR — "Neargravure" Process printed.
Special 100 each letterheads — envelopes — plateless
embossed — $3.75 postpaid. Samples, see difference,
character.
Address Sollidays, XH-124, Knox, Indiana.

Position Wanted
PROJECTION ENGINEER— Experienced m all
lines of projection work, desires connection with
theatre or supply house. Very best of references.
Can repair and adjust any make equipment. Communicate with Clell Jay, Eureka Springs, Arkansas.
EFFICIENCY EXPERT— Theatre manager available at once. IS years' experience. Been with circuit 8 years. Desire change. References. Address
Bo.x 264, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.
VIOLIN LEADER— Available immediately. Long
theatrical experience. Expert cuing. Large library;
union; references. Southern location preferred. Address Ernest E. Pound, P. O. Box 123, Durham, New
Hampshire.
ATTENTION. THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a fair salary to begin in order to prove
worth. If you are, do not overlook this opportunity.
Union, best of references, will go anywhere. Address
Box 257, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY — Female Organist, working at present but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
OPERATOR — 12 years experience, good references,
non-union, but will join if necessary. Will go anywhere. Address Victor Burns, care of Mrs. Ryan,
Box 493, Sea Oiff, Long Island, N. Y.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR, reliable and competent, desires steady position. Non-union, but willing to join, will go anywhere, references. .Address
J. Handelman, 2611 Gladstone Ave., Apt. 109, Detroit,
Michigan.

Medium

ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced
in theatre work. Men and women now ready for
good positions. Union or non-union. Write salary
and other data. Address Chicago Musical College,
64 E. Van Burean, Chicago.
THEATRE MANAGER— With broad experiences
in theatre management, pictures, road shows, vaudeville, stock exploitation and publicity. Will consider
connection with theatre over 1,000 capacity where
conservative management, forceful tactics, initiative
and live ideas may be applied. One hundred per cent
references. Salary and commission. Address Box
250, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407
S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Address Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 North 7th Street, Allentown, Pa.
EXPERIENCED ORGANIST desires position.
Thoroughly dependable, large library. Any make
Organ. Will go anywhere. Address Box 252, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.

Theatre Wanted
THEATRE WANTED — Small Theatre wanted to
buy or lease in Chicago or 50 mile radius. Address
J. J. P., 603 W. Adams
St., Chicago, HI.

Business Opportunity
EXPERIENCED THEATRE
MANAGER — for
partnership in centrally located Strand Theatre in
city of 85,000. Must have some capital. Reason
for capital to assure securing complete effort. Will
consider leasing property. Write or wire Dr. Lake
Polan, Huntington, W. Va.

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furnished free. For results bring vour work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.
BEST GRADE repair work. Prices right. Free
relief heads. Prompt service. .\ddress Guercio 4
Barthel. 1018 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, III.
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt
service,
reasonable prices. Movie Supply Co.,
844 \Vabash,
Chicago.

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The
classified advertising department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling
equipment, and in solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with
order, 10% discount if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is
being advertised this week. The cost is small, the results are great.
[See

next

page]
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Films for Sale or Rent
WESTERNS, COMEDIES, Features reasonable;
list. Address Francis Key, 2519 Jackson, Anderson,
[nd.
DANTE'S INFERNO, new. Loads of paper, heralds, slides. Sacrifice for quick sale. Address Capps,
5315 Gilson Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
FOR SALE— "Secrets of Paris" (7); "Should a
Wife Work" (7); "Notoriety" (8); "Daring Years"
(7); "Ken Maynard Westerns"; also "Serials";
"Special Features"; "Comedies"; "Travelogues"; Cartoons, Scenic, Religious. Guaranteed Pictures, 729
Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Equipment Wanted
BEST PRICES paid for projection machines, all
types. Address Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Movie Supply Co., 844
Wabash, Chicago.

Equipment for Sale
IF YOU are looking for bargains in good used
motion picture projectors, lamps and house, and other
equipment, I can offer you some real buys. Also have
two new McCauley Low Intensity Arc Lamps for gale
at a sacrifice. Joseph Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.,
Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Motion picture projectors, parts and
supplies for all type machines. Address Guercio &
Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before buying elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service, 643 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.
CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE for Second Hand
Equipment, Seats, Rebuilt projectors of all makes.
Screens, Pianos, Organs, and other miscellaneous
articles for the theatre. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Company, 12-14 E. 9th Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.
Charlie Chaplin's Double?
BUXTON, N. D.— To the Editor: Inclosed please find a snapshot of a local fellow
who is undoubtedly Charlie Chaplin's double.
Would it cause you
much trouble to place
his picture in the
Herald- World? If I
had been there at the
time the picture was
taken I surely would
have found a pair of
Number 12 shoes.
The cane is there,
however, if you will
look closely. — H.
Faleide, Buxton theatre, Buxton. N. D.
All right, Mr.
Faleide, here he is.
And what do you say,
exhibitors? Have we
a double for the
comedian in this
young man whose
name was not given
in the letter from your colleague from Buxton. Do the ayes have it?
Now for Exhibitor Reports
ELLSWORTH, WIS.— To the Editor: I
am a small town exhibitor with small town
experience only, and would like very much
to get comments from other small town exhibitors on the following article:
Every time I select a series of pictures
from exhibitors' reports my wife threatens
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THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
Chairs, Projectors, Screens, Generators, Rectifiers,
Reflecting Arc Lamps, etc. Write for bargain list.
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

Chairs for Sale
FOR SALE— 1,800 HIGHEST GRADE used
spring cushion opera chairs, upholstered in dark
brown Spanish leather. Very reasonable. Write for
exact photograph and details. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St., Chicago, 111.
HERE'S A REAL BUY— Of 1,000 finest grade
made assembly folding chairs in sections of two
chairs slightly used. Also 720 upholstered theatre
chairs with a heavy 7-ply veneered back. All seats
have been newly re-covered in a Spanish leather and
are spring constructed. 2,000 used plain light and
heavy S-ply veneered chairs. All chairs offered at a
very rare bargain. Exact descriptive matter and
photos will be submitted at your request. Address
Illinois
Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St.,
Chicago, Theatre
111.
OPERA CHAIRS — Largest stock in the country.
Get
our prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.
FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St,
Chicago, 111.

Trade Schools
CORNETISTS, Trombonists, Saxophonists, Clarinetists,Virtuoso
get "Free
Pointers."
Name
instrument.
dress
School,
Dept. 61,
Buffalo,
N. Y. Ad-

Wanted to Buy
500 LEATHER UPHOLSTERED, spring seat, 200
veneered chairs; two projectors complete with reflector arc lamps; spot light, generator or transverter,
rewind table and film cabinets, screen, drop curtain
and other stage equipment. All must be high grade
and equal to new. Address Lyceum Theatre, Chestertown, Maryland.

divorce. She has grounds, too. I know
nothing more detrimental to an angelic disposition than trying to decide on pictures
from these reports.
We must buy pictures to please our patrons. If they are pleased our box office
reports will also be pleasing to us. There
are only two ways to select pictures: One
is to take the salesman's word for it and
let him select for us; the other way is to
study
exhibitors' reports and make our own
selection.
There is only one thing to consider in
running a small town movie house: That
is the general satisfaction of the showgoing
public. If an exhibitor is in business to
stay, he must get the reputation of showing
such pictures as parents will want their
children to see. If an exhibitor is in a town
to get all the money he can in a short
time and get out, he might do well to select
a different kind of pictures entirely. It
might be profitable for him to select the
worst he can find and advertise them as
such, and for men only. His S R O sign
would be up most of the time. Such exhibitors (if there are any) could report 100 box
office value, and also report that the patrons were immensely pleased and that the
picture went over big. Let us hope that
there are no such exhibitors.
A permanent and profitable business cannot be built up in a small town on such
pictures. This is a fast age and we cannot
blame the producers too much for making
some pictures that might not be suitable for
small towns, and which would make the
cash registers jingle in city box offices.
What I would like to see is reports that
will make it easier to cull out such pictures
as are not suitable for small town patronage. All exhibitors who study reports
known that this is hard to do on account of
contradictory opinions. Some are not careful enough in making reports and I feel
certain that sometimes pictures are judged
entirely by their box office value, regardless
of quality. I know very well that it is the
contents of the cash register that buys our
bananas, but at the same time such reports
might lead some other exhibitor to contract for something that would do him a
great deal of harm.
As before stated, it is
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Banners and Posters

CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10, 3 feet, colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, 111 West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Music
MUSIC ARRANGED for Piano and Orchestra.
Mimeograph copies made of songs, 10 to 100 copies.
Just the thing for chorus directors and^ producers.
Established eleven, years. Address Southern Melody
Shop, Box 267, Montgomery, Alabama.

Engagements Wanted
J. M. McCABE'S Eight-Piece Orchestra— all
musicians; no fakers; union. Open for engagements
May first. Only steady engagements considered. Address J. M. McCabe, 312 N. 4th St., Terre Haute,
Indiana.
NATIONAL ORCHESTRA AGENCY— Announces
their famous and recording bands available for summer engagements. Address Victory Bldg., 1011
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Bulldogs,

Miscellaneous
BEAUTIFUL registered Bull Pups, $15.
Address 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

Wanted to Lease
WANTED TO LEASE theatre, seating capacity 500
or over.
Address Harry Meyers, Olmito, Tex.

". . . and the Greatest
(Special toIsExhibitors
Herald
Of These
Charity"
Moving Picture
World)

and

LITTLE ROCK, ARK., April 24.
— Charity shows on Sunday have run
afoul of the Little Rock Ministerial
Alliance, and Ed Rowley, manager of
a local motion picture theatre, has
been ordered to court to show cause
why he should not be punished for
violating the blue law. Rowley gave
two shows for the beneBt of the Arkansas Crippled Children's hospital.
not the cash taken in from any certain
picture that counts. It is the general reputation of the house for running clean
shows.
The reports given may be "straight from
the shoulder" and in "the language of the
exhibitor" and all that, and still be misleading. Ido not believe in box office reports at all. I believe in quality reports
only. I remember distinctly of playing a
picture last year that was reported "rotten" by one exhibitor, and found it to be a
nice clean little picture. I thereby formed
the conclusion that such reports are sometimes based on "rotten" receipts at the box
office, and for which the picture was in no
way to blame.
Now I ask, are such reports fair to other
exhibitors? There can be many reasons
why the box office receipts are not satisfactory. In conclusion
say let's strictly
forget the
box office
and base will
our reports
on
the quality of the picture shown. That will
give other exhibitors something dependable
to go by. The good old Golden Rule should
apply in each report. In making reports we
should ask ourselves: Would I want my
own family to see this class of pictures?
Why not establish a standard form of reports in which the exhibitors will fill in
answers to standard questions and not as
heretofore make such haphazard statements? Brother small town exhibitor, let
us hear from you. This is a good subject
for argument. — A. Swahn, Ellsworth, Wis.
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WHAT

THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright,

1928

Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder

Chadwick
THE BELLS: Lionel Barrymore — Not a very good
picture for a small town. Lionel Barrymore took
his part well but most people here didn't care for
it. — C. Van' Leuven, Molson theatre, Molson, Wash. —
Small town patronage.

Columbia
ALIAS THE LONE WOLF: Bert Lytell— 92%.
April 6-7. Fine. Just the kind of picture my
patrone enjoy and they sure turned out for this
one. Seven reels. — L. W. Bagwell, Crystal theatre,
Oakman, Ala. — General patronage.

FBO
RACING ROMEO: Red Grange— 69%. March 17.
Everyone thought this excellent. A few thought
Grange too prominent, but they enjoyed the thrills
and comedy. Clean. Seven reels.— H. S. Boyd,
Community theatre, Woodbury, Conn. — Small town
patronage.
ROSE OF THE TENEMENT: Shirley Mason— 25%.
March 30. A good little "melodrama." Satisfied
50 per cent. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville,
Mich. — General
patronage.

Reports."

Editor's Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained in the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided byaverage daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.
EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .

TOM'S GANG: Tom Tyler— 25%. March 2-3. A
nice little Western and pleaeed nearly every one,
however, had a very small attendance and just
made expenses. Five reels. — W. C. Snyder, Cozy
theatre, Lamont, Okla. — General
patronage.

When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE

UNEASY PAYMENTS: Alberta Vaughn— 55%.
March 16-17. A very nice little program picture
and went over fine. Played two nights to small
houses and made a little money. Five reels. — W. C.
Snyder, Cozy theatre, Lamont, Okla. — General patronage.

TICKERerencecolumn
of "Quick RefPicture Chart.

THE BANDIT'S SON: Bob Steele-^8%. March
26-27. Fine Western. Pleased 100 per cent. Five
reels. — L. W. Bagwell, Crystal theatre, Oakman,
Ala. — General
patronage.
SILVER COMES TROUGH: Fred Thomson—
59%. March 3. This picture pleased all who saw
it. Six reels. — H. S. Boyd, Community theatre, Woodbury, Conn. — Small town patronage.
TARZAN AND THE GOLDEN LION: Special cast
—57%. March 30-31. An F B O Gold Bond special
and a very good picture. Think it pleased most
every one and at a slight advance in admission.
Played two nights to fair houses and made some
money but not as much as I should have on a
picture of this kind. Six reels. — W. C. Snyder, Cozy
theatre, Lamont,
Okla. — General
patronage.
LITTLE MICKEY GROGAN: Only fair; not ae
good as some of F B O's others. Not enough pep,
it drags in places. — Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town
patronage.
CALIFORNLA. OR BUST: Special cast— March 27.
One of the best we have had from FBO. But it
failed to draw to any great extent. Print good,
paper O.K. Five reels.— Halliburton & Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
AFLAME IN THE SKY: Special cast- April 6-7.
A fine little picture. Clean and entertaining in every
way. I wish the producers would cater more to this
class of picture. Print and photography good. Six
reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. —
General patronage.
THE
GREAT
MAIL
ROBBERY:
Specialof action
cast —
Lota
AprH
3-4.
This is a good show.

and some comedy. One of F B O's best from my
point of view. Seven' reels. — H. W. Batchelder, Gait
theatre. Gait, Cal. — Small town patronage.
THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY: Special castTitle scared a lot away. It's a swell dish and will
please 100 per cent. Buy it and step on the gas.—
F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — SmaJl
town patronage.
THE PLYING U RANCH: Tom Tyler— March
30-31. Not much to this. One of the poorest Tylers
I have played for a long while. Print good. Photography fair. Five reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
DON MIKE: Fred Thomson- March 20-21. Fred
is one of our beet drawing cards, but our patrons
like him better in straight Westerns. Not quite
enough action for "Silver" in this one, but had good
comment. Print good. Five reels. — Halliburton &
Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
CLANCY'S KOSHER WEDDING: Special cast—
This drew well and pleased majority, but there's
lots better Irish-Jewish pictures on the screen. —
F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small
town patronage.
BRED IN OLD KENTUCKY: Viola Dana— March
20-21. Just a fair picture. Did not draw for mc.
Six reels.— H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait,
Cal. — Small town patronage.
THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson— March
13-11. The average Fred Thomson picture. Six
reels.- H. W. Batchelder, Gnlt theatre. Gait. Cnl —
Small town patronage.

First National
THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Special castr—
75%. March 28-29. This is a fine picture. Good
story. Fine scenery. Both stars at their best. Satisfied them all. — Bert Silver, Silver Family thaetre,
Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton Sillfi—
65%. March 10. One that should please any town.
I consider it one of Sills' best. — Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
THE VALLEY OF THE GLVNTS: This picture
has everything that constitutes a good audience picture, comedy, action, plenty of it, splendid scenery,
heart interest and love interest. It's Still's best
picture since "Men of Steel." Due to a downtown
run situation here, failed to do any extra business.
Seven reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — General
patronage.
THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton SillsMarch 30-31. A very good picture. Wonderful scenery. My people are crazy about Milton Sills and
this picture gave them still a better liking for him.
Eight reels. — Guy Loudermilk, Fairy theatre, Nai>panee, Ind. — General
patronage.
GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard — 12%. March 17.
Any exhibitor that uses Westerns and doesn't book
Maynard is passing up one of the beet stars, if not
the best Western star to-day. When commenting on
one of Maynard's pictures an exhibitor should really
head his report under the heading of star as, Maynard and Tarzan, for Tarzan sure is some horse any
way you look at him, and as a combination he and
Maynard are hard to beat. Seven reels. — G. N. Lounsbery, I. O. O. F. theatre. Grand Gorge, N. Y.—
Small town patronage.
HOME MADE: Johnnie Hincs — 15%. March 12.
A very ordinary program, better for larger towns
than fcmall towns. Hines fails to click at the boxofl^ce for me. — Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre,
Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
HOME MADE: Johnny Hines — Another good one
from Hines. Chuckfull of action and laughs, it
will please the movie fans any time. Seven reels. —
Wilcox & Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake View,
la. — General patronage.
THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard— 5 1'/o. February 18. Ken must have felt at home when making
this picture, as I understand he was a trick rider in
a circus. This picture is good because it gives you
something different than what you expect from a
Western. If some of the Western stars think they
can ride they should see Maynard in some of his
pictures, and then begin all over again in trying to
be a star. Seven reels. — G. N. Lounsbery, I. O. O. F.
theatre. Grand Gorge, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE RED RAIDERS: Ken Maynard— 37»i. March
3. One of the best pictures Maynard has produced to
date, many good comments on this one. This Is a
big Western with enough comedy mixed in to mako
it good, and another thing that makes Maynard good
is that his director keeps reason of what tlie star
should do. Eight reels. — G. N. Lounsbery I- O. O. F.
theatre. Grand Gorge, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
FRAMED: Milton Sills— SS'i. March 9-10. A ver>good Sills picture and drew fairly well. Plotiscd
the majority of my patrons. Attendance not very
good and mado just a little above expcnsof:. Six
reels. — W. C. Snyder, Cozy theatre, Lamont, Okla. —
General i>atronagc.
FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE: Special cast— S7*;,.
February 11. Very very good picture. Plenty of
conioi.v. and the boat mcc wa* a real thriller. Seven
reels.— G. N. Lounsbcrj-. I. O. O. F. theatre. Grand
Gorge, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
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THE DEVIL'S SADDLE: Ken Maynard— 50%.
March 31. Very entertaining, one you need not be
ashamed of, no cloee-up, killing or shooting, shooting
only a last resort in this one. "Devil's Saddle" is
the tyiJe of Western that will bring Pa and Ma back
to the show. Six reels. — O. A. Fosse, Community
theatre, Ridgeway,
la. — Small town
patronage.
NAUGHTY BUT NICE: Colleen' Moore— 45%.
March 23-24. This was a very good picture and
believe it pleased some better than some of the others,
from the fact it was a little different type of picture.
The attendance was fair and made a little money.
Seven reels. — W. C. Snyder, Cozy theatre, Lamont,
Okla.- — General patronage.
NAUGHTY BUT NICE: Colleen Moore— March
30-31. Well, Colleen, you have done it again. This
certainly pleased my patrons. Just keep on with this
type picture and you will get the exhibitors' votes
again next year. Seven reels. — M. A. Manning,
Opera House, Baldwin, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE OVERLAND STAGE: Ken Maynard— 73%.
March 24. This Is an excellent picture. Drew a
good crowd that looked pleased at the end of the
show. Seven reels. — H. S. Boyd, Community theatre,
Woodbury, Conn. — Small town' patronage.
THE HEART OF A FOLLIES GIRL: Billie Dove
— Very entertaining picture. One that will please the
I>ercentage of the movie patrons. Seven reels. —
Wilcox & Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake View, la.
— General patronage.
THE HEART OF A FOLLIES GIRL: Billie Dove
— ^Wasted a good star in this picture. No story, and
IMX>r ending. Billie Dove deserves better story than
this one. Seven reels. — Whitney Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — General patronage.
THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess — This is the
best picture Barthelmess has made for several years.
If they continue to put him in this class of stories
he will be worth something at the box office. Seven
reels. — Wilcox & Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake
View, la. — General
patronage.
THE WHIP WOMAN:
Estelle Taylor— This is
one picture that it will pay you to lay off of. It
is the poorest picture we have run for several years,
and if you can get rid of it don't fail to do so.
Six reels. — ^Wilcox & Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake
View, la. — General patronage.
THE CRYSTAL CUP: Special cast— March 20-2 L
A fair program picture. Too much cigarette smoking to suit patrons in a small town. Print good.
Photography good. Seven reels. — P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la.- — General patronage.
THE TEXAS STEER: Will Rogers— April 2-3.
This is just a fair picture. Not what they claim
it to be. Will Rogers does not take like lots of
other stars do. Business is very poor and this star
doesn't help it any. Eight reels. — Guy Loudermilk,
Fairy theatre, Nappanee,
Ind. — General
patronage.
HARD BOILED HAGGERTY: Milton SillsApril 3-4. A rough picture with plenty of suggestive
scenes. Milton Sills means nothing to my house. I
lost money on this one. No more Sills pictures for
me unless Mr. Sills gets away from the smut in his
pictures. Print and photography good. Seven reels.
— P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General
patronage.
THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Molly O'Day
— March 26-27-28. I consider this a wonderful picture worth advertising. I would have done better
on it if I had advertised it as being a new picture.
So many people thought it was the same "Shepherd
of the Hills" that was played five or six years ago.
Ten reels. — Guy toudermilk. Fairy theatre, Nappanee,
Ind. — General patronage.
LOST AT THE FRONT: Murray-Sidney- April
2-3. This is another of First National's specials
which is just a program picture and a very ordinary
one. All that is special about this is the price I paid
for it. Made less than' the film rental in two days'
run. Six reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa
Grove, III. — Small town patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore — March 25-26.
Picture did a very big business but people expected
to see a better picture. I figured that this would be
an extra good show according to reports but it is
only mild entertainment. Colleen can do much better.
The title is very good and will draw better than
other Moore pictures. Seven reels. — R. Pfeiffer,
Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis. — General
patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore — I cannot agree
with some of the boys. I honestly think this is one
of Colleen's weakest pictures. Fell down badly at the
box office and did not register with my patrons as she
usually does. She should have stronger stories than
this is, if she expects to stay on top. Seven reels.
— P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
General patronage.
CONVOY: Dorothy MacKail— March 14-15. Good
picture. MacKail pays and pays, stoically, as usual.
The fleet is the big kick. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
McFADDEN'S
FLATS:
Murray-Conklin— March
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28-29. Get this one and plaster the town. What a
picture I Don't miss it. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
WHITE PANTS WILLIE: Johnny Hines— March
30-31. Very good comedy, but Hines does not draw
for me. Colored sequence at the end lends class.
Seven reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,
Man., Canada.— Small town patronage.

Fox
BLOOD WILL TELL: Buck Jones^88%. March
31. Good Western. Will sure pull them in, then
pleases 100 per cent. Five reels. — L. W. Bagwell,
Crystal theatre, Oakman,
Ala. — General
patronage.
CHAIN LIGHTNING: Buck Jones— 75%. March
31. A good Western. Active picture. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.- — General patronage.
THE HIGH SCHOOL HERO: Special casl^A
knockout for comedy of high school life. Kept audience in uproar the entire six reels. Tied up with
the high school as they needed money to make up
their basketball deficit. Played to two capacity houses
and turned many away on a Tuesday, which is a
rare thing. Picture gave 100 per cent satisfaction.
Six reels.- — -R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
—General patronage.
THE CIRCUS ACE: Tom Mi.x— March 24-25. A
good Mix picture and should please all Mix fans.
Better house the second night than the first. Five
reels.— H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait, Cal.—
Small town patronage.
THE CIRCUS ACE : Tom Mix— Tom's usual stunts
with a circus atmosphere. Pulled and pleased as
usual. Photography good. Film condition good.
"Thanks, boys a good print occasionally is greatly
appreciated." Five reels. — Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la. — General patronage.
COLLEEN: Madge Bellamy— March 10-lL Very
good race picture. Bad weather made business worse
than usual, but I took in more the second night
than the first. Six reels.— H. W. Batchelder, Gait
theatre. Gait, Cal. — Small town patronage.
THE MUSIC MASTER: Alec Francis— March
17-18. Good picture and good acting, but too long
and not enough action for my people here. Eight
reels.— H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait, Cal.—
Small town patronage.
LOVE MAKES 'EM WILD: Special cast^-March
31. A good program picture but title failed to draw.
— R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — General
patronage.
THE BRONCO TWISTER: Tom Mix— April 3-4.
This is one of Tom's extra good ones and is filled
with action from start to finish. Tom is not as young
as he was 30 or 40 years ago, but he can still set
a merry pace for the younguns. Six reels. — ^Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
THE LAST TR.AIL: Tom Mix — A very good Zane
Grey and drew a full house. Zane Grey's are my
best bet. Print good. Photography good. Six reels.
— P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General
patronage.
STAGE MADNESS: Virginia Valli— March 24. A
fair program picture. Well staged. Six reels. — R.
Pfeiffer,
ronage. Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — General patWINGS OF THE STORM: Thunder— March 31.
A good dog picture for Saturday night. Six reels.
— Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
— Small town' patronage.
THE CONNECTICUT YANKEE: Special castMarch 31. Reissue. They seemed to like this, those
who came. Had a school entertainment the first
night but did better the second night. Seven reels.
— H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait, Cal.— Small
town patronage.
OVER THE HILL: Mary Carr— No need to say
anything about this as everyone knows what it to
but I just want to mention the method of Fox's doing
business. They sold this to the school here for $15.00
and made them a like price on "The Iron Horse."
Now, I hav& twice signed for pictures from Fox at
a greater rental price than that but never heard from
them which indicated that the price was too low or
not enough pictures were signed for. They would
laugh at me if I tried to get "The Iron Horse" for
$15.00, yet they offer it to the school for that price.
Where is the justice to an exhibitor in such methods ?
Eleven reels. — M. A. Manning, Opera House, Baldwin,
Wis. — Small town patronage.

Gotham
PHANTOM OF THE FOREST: Thunder— 10%.
April 2-3. Not much. Good acting by the dog, but
no story. Six reels.— L. W. Bagwell, Crystal theatre,
Oakman, Ala. — General patronage.
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Specialorcast—
seeTHE
this MIDSHIPMAN:
but for some reason
other55%.
that I I didn't
have
been unable to discover, this play did not register
a hit. Perhaps it was because it followed "Dress
Parade," which was very fine. Perhaps because it
resorted to low comedy in places, perhaps because the
heroine was not pleasing. Anyway we can't boost
this like we would like to and exi>ected to. — Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
ROSE MARIE: Joan Crawford— March 15-16. A
dandy Northwest mounted story well told. It did not
draw at all but was a corking good show. Eight
reels. — Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City,
Cal. — Small town patronage.
WEST POINT: William Haines— Mardi 16-17.
The first part of this picture is as funny as "Rookies."
The picture as a whole satisfied very well. Eight
reels. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la. —
General patronage.
THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Norma ShearerMarch 4-5. Fine. Step on this one, it's the best
Shearer in some time. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la. — General patronage.
THE FAIR CO-ED: Marion Davies— March 21.
Pleased some — others not. It is for the younger
class. If you cater to them it will pull. — E. S.
Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small
town patronage.
THE CROWD: Special cast— March 2-3. A dandy
picture, worth a slight advance in the larger towns,
but not in the smaller situations. Makes a fine
Sunday picture. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre,
Akron, la. — General patronage.
THE ENEMY: Lillian Gish— A splendid picture,
but terrible flop at the box oflBce. Nine reels. —
Alfred Raboyliatti, Globe theatre. Globe, Ariz. — General patronage.
MAN, WOMAN AND SIN: John Gilbert— Feel
sorry for those exhibitors that have to play this one.
There is absolutely nothing to this at all. It's spliced
and patched and reaMy it would make no difference
if you would run it starting with the seventh reel
and end with the first because there isn't the slightest
sign of a story that one has to follow. Showed this
on a Sunday night to a fair crowd and was ashamed
to talk to any of my patrons for the next week for
fear that they would ask where and how and why
that thing we had shown could be called a picture.
It's really a crime that the exchanges be allowed
to put a thing like this on the market. Here is
just what you see. * A young fellow that works hard.
He steps out and all at once his friend is drunk.
Don't know how and why or where, when all he had
to drink was a cup of coffee in a restaurant. They
leave here and this young man, John Gilbert, has a
date with a girl. He goes to see her and before he
gets to her apartment he meets another man. They
have an argument, then you see this man lying on
the floor. Don't know whether someone struck,
whether he fainted, or maybe he had heart failure.
Anyway he is on the floor. From here you are taken
to see the young man in a jail without a trial. Don't
know why he is there or for how long. He is there
because you can see him behind the bars. From
here you are transferred back to the women's apartments where you see the mother -with the young lady
with whom he had the date. Then suddenly and
without reason you are taken to the street about a
block from the prison. Here you see the prison door
open, the mother and the young man walk out cross
the street and go home. The mother tells her son
that she can get Chicago on the radio, she has something he likes to eat. The end. Some picture 1 1
Seven reels. — ^C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville,
Wis. — General
patronage.
MAN, WOMAN AND SIN: John Gilbert— February 26-27. Not a bad picture, but not the type for
Gilbert. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la.
— General patronage.
BABY
for same

MINE: Special cast — Would advise any exhibitor who has this under contract to either pay
and not show it, or if he feels he cannot
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afford to do this, plan so as to have out-of-town
engagement which will keep him away during the
showing and several days after. A few more like
this and we might as well lock the theatre and throw
the keys in the river. — P. R. Mateon, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D. — General patronage.
MOCKERY: Lon Chaney— 60%. February 26. A
picture like thifl is hard to comment on. It of course
does not appeal to the majority nor to children,
but personally I found it moet interesting and compelling. We advertise that those who cared only
for the frothy form of entertainment better stay
away and got a crowd. Such is human nature. Seven
reels. — L. L. Netzer, American Legion theatre, Lena,
Wis.- — Small town patronage.
SPOILERS OF THE WEST: Tim McCoy— Above
the average. F\ill of action and good acting, appeal
good. Held attention all the way through. Six reels.
— George Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymount,
Dela. — General
patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan — ^It is a pleasure to
show thie little star's productions, as you are sure
you are going to give your patrons good, clean entertainment which will pleaee the entire family. —
P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D. —
General patronage.
BUTTONS; Jackie Coogan— March 12-13. A very
nice picture in which the kid does his stuff. As it
is almost impossible to get anyone in to see any
pictures nowadays, I could not tell the drawing
power of this one. Six reels. — Leslie Hables, Reel
Joy theatre, King City, Cal. — Small town patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan— March 23-24. We coneider this about the poorest Coogan picture we have
shown in spite of fact we have seen many reports
stating this to be far better than "The Bugle Call."
There really was not much to this, story very light
and comedy situations built up around a couple of
dumb-bells that were in the cast. Their acting O.K.
but that kind of comedy does not register with
grown ups anymore. Remember if seeing one report on this saying there was one of the greatest
shipwrreck scenes in this of any picture they ever
saw — will say the shipwreck in this is the bunk. All
close-ups which were evidently taken in some small
bay, with the exceptions of the sinking of the vessel
which was so dark you couldn't see it and undoubtedly was miniature shots. In spite of above criticisms
this will please a good share of your patrons, especially younger class and is good program. Seven
reels. — Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.
— Small town patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Special cast.— March 20.
Fair picture. More colored actors in this than in
any picture we ever showed here. Acting was good,
and held the interest of our people. — George Lodge,
Green Lantern theatre, Claymount, Dela. — General
patronage.
BECKY: Sally O'Neil— March 10. Sally O'Neil
is a very entertaining star in this production. The
picture is an attractive one, with good audience appeal.— George Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymount, Dela. — General patronage.
THE BIG CITY:
Lon Chaney— 60%.
March 14-15.
This is one of Chaney's best pictures and he sure
does act. Good story and pleased everyone. Eight
reels. — E. A. Rhoades, Grand theatre. Story City, la.
— Small town patronage.
THE BIG CITY: Lon Chaney— Chaney scores again
in this one of the underworld. I like him in anything, but the picture is good. Eight reels. — Whitney Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — General
patronage.
WEST POINT: William Haines— 60%. April 1.
They don't come like this one very often so give it
extra advertising. Good comedy, heart interest, foot
ball game. West Point scenes and all together a real
audience show. Eight reels.— H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis. — ^Small town patronage.
WEST POINT: William Haines-Jrtarch 25-26.
Very good. Young and old enjoyed it. — J. L. Seiter,
Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
WEST POINT: William Haines— Very good, will
please any audience. Well worth the proper advertising, and if you get them in the picture will do
the rest. Nine reels. — Geo. Ebeswine, Auditorium
theatre. Marble Head, O. — Small town patronage.
THE ROAD TO ROMANCE: Ramon Novarro—
18%. March 27. Good picture, but the bad weather
kept every one away. Had sixteen adults and eleven
kids in to this. Seven reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green,
Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General
patronage.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney— 75%.
March 20-21. My patrons like Chaney and he has
never fooled 'em yet. They always like them. — Geo.
Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.— Small
town patronage.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney —
Proved to be a better than average drawing card
against the first nice warm Sunday. A spooky
mystery picture that you cannot dope out until the
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mystery is exposed at the tail end. Seemed to
please. Six reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,
Kansas City, Mo. — ^General patronage.
QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies— 35%. Marrii
26-27. Well produced and acted, yet it did not draw.
Costume pictures don't suit my patrons. Should
suit the ladies. Play up Barrie's name. Eight reels.
— S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,
Canada. — Small
town
patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Helene Costello— 50%.
April 7. A good Saturday night show. Horse racing
good comedy by two colored people. Poor paper for
this kind of a show. Seven reels. — ^H. J. Eagan,
American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis. — Small town patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Special cast- 70»/„. March
26. Run this on my family night and believe me it
went over. Good clean entertainment. — Geo. Marlow,
Washington
theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
THE UNKNOWN: Lon Chaney— 75%. April 4-5.
Good. Chaney draws like lodestone here. Everyone
enjoyed it fine. Seven reels. — L. W. Bagwell.
Crystal theatre, Oakman,
Ala. — General patronage.
TELL IT TO THE MARINES: Lon Chaney— 66%.
March 10. Was somewhat disappointed with this.
Ten reels. — H. S. Boyd, Community theatre, Woodbury, Conn. — Small town patronage.
TELL IT TO THE MARINES: Lon Chaney—
March 31. For goodness sake get this one and make
some extra money. You can pack your house and
no fooling. A great picture. Ten reels. — F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.— Small town
patronage.
THE SMART SET: William Haines— The very best
Bill Haines has ever done and pleased all. Six reels.
— Whitney Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. —
General patronage.
THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Norma Shearer— A
first class picture, wish I would have known it was
so good, I would have advertised as a big special.
Eight reels. — Geo. Ebeswine, Auditorium theatre.
Marble Head, O. — Small town patronage.
THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Norma Shearer—
This is a good Norma Shearer picture, she is better
in light comedy than drama, and our patrons liked
it fine. Seven reels. — Whitney Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — General
patronage.
THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Norma Shearer—
Not her best nor her average, but at that a good
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program that pleased. — Geo. Marlow, Washington
theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
BABY MINE: Dane-Arthur- This is by far the
best comedy I ever saw. Can't be beat, a scream
from start to finish. Step on it, you can't make any
mistake. Seven reels. — Geo. Ebeswine, Auditorium
theatre. Marble Head, O. — Small town patronage.
THE FAIR CO-ED: Marion Davies— Good picture,
especially for the younger folks. Marion is a good
drawing card here. Don't be afraid to boost it aa
it will make good. — C. Van Leuven, Molson theatre,
Molson,
Wash. — Small town patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan— Not very
much plot but an interesting little story. Jackie was
good and Claire Windsor was beautiful. — C. Van
Leuven, Molson theatre, Molson, Wash. — Small town
patronage.
WICKEDNESS PREFERRED: Special cast— Good
little comedy drama, that will please any kind of
fans. Metro-Goldwyn I find are a good buy, have
had very few that were not up to standard. They
have built up my business. Seven reels. — Geo. Ebeswine, Auditorium theatre, Marble Head, O. — Small
town patronage.
WICKEDNESS PREFERRED: Special cast— Oh
.such bu^k ! Do Lew Cody and Pringle ever make
a good one? I pity anyone that must sit through
a show like this one or "Baby Mine." Six reels. —
Whitney Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. —
General patronage.
BECKY: Special cast — March 25-26. A very good
program picture. Print good. Photography good.
Seven reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold,
la. — Ceneral patronage.
THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Special cast— March
30-31. This is really a very good picture and you
will make no mistake booking it, and is one
Metro should be proud of. Ran it a little too soon
after "The Cat and the Canary." But it took well
and had lots of good comments. Print good and
paper above the average. Six reels. — Halliburton &
Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
SPOILERS OF THE WEST: Tim McCoy— A good
clean Western, full of action and pep and a good
story.
McCoy's
are usually good.
Six reels. — Geo.
Ebeswine,
Auditorium
theatre. Marble
Head,
O.
Small town patronage.
SPOILERS OF THE WEST: Tim McCoy— March
27-28. This was, or had been, a good historical
Western
and Indian
picture, but it looked like a
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lot of it was gone. Ae e rule I think McCoy is a
good bet. Six reels. — H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre.
Gait, Gal. — Small town patronage.
ON
ZE BOULEVARD:
Special cast— March
24.
A very good picture in its way, but it don't weigh
enough, and certainly no good for small town patronage. Stay off it, brother, if you can. No one in
a small town cares a dern what a French waiter does,
but Renee is there and then some, and always is for
that matter. Renee, that should be worth a photograph for our souvenirs. Print good, paper poor.
Six reels. — ^Halliburton & Burns, Texline theatre,
Texline, Tex. — Small town patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan — ^Very good, one of
Coogan's best. It pleased everyone, wish we had
more as good as this. Seven reels. — Geo. Ebeswine,
Auditorium theatre. Marble Head, O. — Small town
patronage.
CAUFORNIA: Special cast— March 17. Good
typical McCoy productions. These two are a good
team for historical pictures. First MGM in months
that has made us as much as a thin dime. Print
excellent. Six reels. — Halliburton & Burne, Texline
theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town patronage.
LOVELORN: Special casf^-April 4-5. Good. We
can't kick on this kind of pictures. These two stars
are hard to beat. Had plenty of compliments on it
and that is what makes an exhibitor feel good. Seven
reels. — Guy Loudermilk, Fairy theatre, Nappanee,
Ind. — General patronage.
THE CROWD: Special cast — A good picture all
but the ending and etill my patrons were disappointed in it. They told me so. Nine reels. — Whitney Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — ^General
patronage.
ANNIE LAURIE : Lillian Gieh— April 1-2. A very
good picture and gave good satisfaction and even
pleased the young folks. Drew very good business.
A real Scottish picture which
has a good cast,
beautiful scenery, comedy, pathos, thrills, fights and
a good stoi-y. The kind of picture you don't have
to be ashamed for showing. Drew all) classes. Ten
reels. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. —
General
patronage.
BODY AND SOUL:
Aileen Pringle— March 29-30.
Awful. This kind hurts the business. Very few
came to see this and we were glad of it. — J. L.
Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town
patronage.

Paramount
THE GAY DEFENDER: Richard Dix— 60%.
March 24. A different picture from what he has
been making, and I was afraid that he would not
get away with it but he seems to please them. Personally I liked it but please do not try it again, it
is too much of a strain on nerves of the exhibitors.
— Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. —
Small town patronage.
THE GAY DEFENDER: Richard Dix— A story and
picture very much on the order of some of Fairbanks' pictures. Laid back in the early Spanish
California days. Consider it a good audience picture
if you can get them in to see it. Seven reels. —
P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
General patronage.
THE
GAY DEFENDER:
Richard Dix— April 1-2.
Good picture with plenty of action in it. Print and
photography good. Seven reels. — P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
FEEL MY PULSE: Bebe Daniels— 50%. March 25.
Bebe slipped in this one. Nothing to this. She has
made many good ones lately so we will forgive her
for this one. Seven reels. — H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis. — Small town patronage.
FEEL MY PULSE: Bebe Daniels— This is a fair
Bebe Daniels picture, lots of action. Six reels. —
Whitney Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. —
General patronage.
NEVADA: Special cast— 91%. March 29. Gary
Cooper and Zane Grey certainly can draw the people
here. Some will be disappointed because the story
does not follow the picture. But as a whole this is
good. Seven reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
NEVADA: Gary Cooper— Not the best Zane Grey
picture by a long ways. Beautiful scenery, excellent photography but several weak spots in the
phantom version of the story. A couple of out of
reason situations and too many people in the rustlers
gang. All the old time men hereabouts that lived
and either "rustlers" or ex-officers stated that this
was overloaded in that direction. Cooper is excellent.
Seven reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
BARBED WIRE: Pola Negri— 45%. March 23-24.
Consider this powerful drama the best Pola Negri
picture in years. Done splendid business and pleased.
Many favorable comments from patrons.
Eight reels.
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Leo, Jr., Off to New
Home in Austreilia
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

LOS ANGELES, April 24.— Leo.
Jr., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lion, has
sailed from San Pedro on the steamer
Tolkan, en route for Sydney, Australia. His "valet" accompanied him.
With him went also his special provender for the voyage, 250 pounds of
beef, 50 quarts of milk, and six cases
of dog-biscuit. Leo will tour Australia on his arrival, being shown in
various theatres, and will then make
his permanent home in the municipal
zoo at Sydney as a gift to the city
from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. He is
one of the sons of the model for
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer trademark and is about half-grown.
■ — ^S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,
Canada. — Small town patronage.
BARBED WIRE: Pola Negri— March 27-28. A
good picture but did not draw. My patrons just
won't turn out when I play a picture with war
scenes in it. I hope the producers will keep this
war bunk out of pictures pretty soon. Hereafter I
am not going to buy any more pictures that have
war scenes in them. Why give the public something they don't want ? Print good. Photography
good. Eight reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.— General patronage.
ONE WOMAN TO ANOTHER: Esther Ralston—
45%. March 13-14. Fair program. Miss Ralston is
drawing better with my crowd than she did. — Geo.
Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small
town patronage.
SWIM, GIRL, SWIM: Bebe Daniels— 54%. March
31. Very good comedy drama. Drew very well, too.
Seven reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,
Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
RED HAIR: Clara Bow — A great picture, best one
yet. Clara certainly pulls them in. Six reels. —
Whitney Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. —
General patronage.
UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Special cast— A good
Zane Grey story and well directed. Six reels. —
Whitney Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. —
General patronage.
WIFE SAVERS: Special cast— March 20-21. Very
ordinary. If this team can't do better than this they
ought to quit and try something else for a living. —
J. L. Sedter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Sm.all town
patronage.
DOOMSDAY: Florence Vidor — Here is a clever
little picture, a good evening's entertainment. Six
reels. — Whitney Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster,
Wis. — General patronage.
SHANGHAI BOUND: Richard Dix— This picture
failed because of one fatal defect, can you imagine
red blooded Americans deserting the hero and leaving
him at the mercy of a horde of wild eyed Mongolians bent on killing one lone American. Yankees
do not play the game that way. Otherwise the picture passed muster, but the one spot was weak. Six
reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz. — ^General patronage.
BEAU SABREUR: Gary Cooper— March 27-28.
Just an ordinary program picture sold for a special.
Put it on your weak night and you won't disappoint
many. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. —
Small town patronage.
OLD IRONSIDES: Special cast — From a patriotic
standpoint very good, and seemed to please. Drew
people who never attended a show before. As an
all around picture good, every one should play it. —
Winton W. Lowery, Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala. —
General patronage.
GET YOUR MAN: Special cast— This one did a
perfect flop for me, and it certainly is not in the
same class with "It," "Roughhouse Rosie," or even
"Hula." Nothing more than a nice, quiet little
program picture sold as a special. Oh, well — ^we've
got to learn. Six reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — General patronage.
THE WOMAN ON TRIAL: Pola Negri— The acting of Miss Negri was excellent, but this type of
story is the bunk, personally don't think it is good
for the people as a whole. The heroine marries a
rich man in order to help her sick artist lover, it
seems that there is too much good story material to
make such pictures as this. — Winton W. Lowery,
Strand theatre, Atmore,
Ala. — General
patronage.
SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels— This picture is
not up to Miss Daniels' standard, judging from com-
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ments, although will please. — Winton W. Lowery,
Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala. — General patronage.
THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Emil Janninga—
March 29-30. This was a very good picture and I
would have said splendid had they left out the
naked child scene in first reel. I am not a prude
but I do like to run clean pictures without smutty
things in them. Nine reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star
theatre. Villa Grove, 111. — Small town patronage.
EVENING CLOTHES: Adolphe Menjou— April 1-2.
A fairly good picture of its kind and should please
that portion of your audience that knows the difference between "Evening Clothes" and Plus Fours.
Seven reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
HULA: Clara Bow— April 4-5. Played this two
nights and a school entertainment cut in the first,
and a rain the next so we didn't do our usual business on this star. The picture is not as good as
"It" and "Rough House Rosie" were but it is a
very good picture just the same. Six reels. — Paul B.
Hoffmann, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
A KISS IN A TAXI: Bebe Daniels— One of those
French things. However, Bebe put plenty of action
in it. Seven reels. — ^Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Traga theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
BEAU GESTE: Special cast— Here is a great picture and if properly exploited will net you a profit
if not laid in too high. We advertised it well and
advertised positively no one admitted after the features started. Ran news and two reel comedy ahead
of it and showed the feature once each evening. Got
by fine. Had plenty of nice comments on the picture. Second night almost doubled first night's receipts. Rained out third night that cut receipts.
Good picture, boost it. Ten reels. — C. A. Spainhour,
Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kans. — General patronage.WHIRLWIND OF YOUTH: Lois Moran— March
27. A good program picture. Love scenes rather
strong but there is a good moral in it and some
beautiful scenery. Print fair. Seven reels. — Robert
Yancey,
ronage. Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patTHE LAST WALTZ : Special cast— February 28-29.
Better than expected, however, not strong at the
box-office. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron,
la. — General patronage.
THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Emil Jannings— As
this was a new star for our town and as our patrons
are not overly fond of sad pictures we were rather
skeptical as to its drawing power and as to its
pleasing. We were happily surprised in both. The
mouth to mouth advertising which we received gave
us a very satisfactory business and while there were
some who said they did not care for that type of picture yet they admitted it was a wonderful production. Pictures of this kind are business builders. —
P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D. —
General patronage.
SWIM, GIRL, SWIM; SHE'S A SHEIK; FEEL
MY PULSE: Bebe Daniels — First two were entirely
too silly and a few more like them and it would
be good night as far as we are concerned. "Feel
My Pulse" was a good average Daniels picture
which pleased most of our patrons. — ^P. R. Matson,
Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D. — General patronage.
FIREMEN SAVE MY CHILD: Special castMarch 21-22. Played two days to pretty good business. It was well liked and is nothing more than a
farce comedy all the way through. Second day fell
off but at that we came out on the right side of the
ledger. Paid too much for it to run at regular admission and it is not worth a boost in price. Seven
reels. — Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE WOMAN ON TRIAL: Pola Negri— Pola is
coming out of it. This picture and "Barbed Wire"
both extra good. — S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpeilier, Idaho. — General patronage.
LOVE 'EM AND LEAVE 'EM: Special castPutrid. No story. No crowd. Nothing but grief.
—ronage.
G. Carey, Strand theatre, Paris, Ark. — General patTEN MODERN COMMANDMENTS: Esther Ralston— March 20. Here is a dandy picture. Had a
good crowd for Tuesday night. Don't know whether
the picture drew them or the nice weather. Good
print. Seven reels. — Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre,
Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE: Harold Lloyd— March
29-30. I claim there are lots of laffs in this one.
Had young Bob La FoUette for opposition the first
night, but we both had a good house. While Bob
was making his audience laugh by giving Will Hays
hell, I was making my audience laugh by showing
them Harold take his "reception committee" to his
wedding. Six reels. — Wm. E.»Tragsdorf, Traga theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
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FOB WIVES ONLY: Marie Prevos1^30%. March
15-16. Something has gone wrong with the DeMille
pictures, they fail to draw any more here. Personally Ithough it a fair program, but my patrons
did not and so said by staying away. — Geo. Marlow,
Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
MY FRIEND FROM INDIA: Special casl^-30%.
March 19. Nothing to it, just another picture. — Geo.
Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small
town patronage.
THE LEOPARD LADY: Jacqueline Logan— This is
a mystery story of a circus and very good. Well
directed and different. Would like to see more pictures with Jacqueline Logan, I like her. Six reels.
—Whitney Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.
— General patronage.
A HARP IN HOCK: Rudolph Schildkraut^March
28-29. A good show with a good cast but poor title.
Kept them away. My last Pathe picture and glad of
it as I loet money on the contract. Out of 35 pictures I lost money on 22. Fifteen of the 35 pictures were very poor. Seven reels. — R. Pfeiffer,
Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — General patronage.
LONG LOOP ON THE PECOS: Leo Maloney—
March 24. Good Western for Saturdays. — J. L. Seiter,
Selma
theatre, Selma,
Cal. — Small town patronage.
ALMOST HUMAN: Vera Reynolds— It did not
draw, but it was no fault of the picture. Miss Reynolds put it over, but another case of the DeMille
losing their drawing power for me. — Geo. Marlow,
Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
HIS FIRST FLAME: Harry Langdon— This is the
funniest and best feature length Langdon comedy
ever made. Far better than his First National releases, which have killed him as far as my box
office is concerned. Five reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — General patronage.
THE GIRL IN THE PULLMAN: Marie Prevosl>April 2-3-4. Very good program picture. "General"
satisfaction seemed satisfied. — Clark & Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, O. — General patronage.
NO MAN'S LAW: Special cast^60%.
wild horse. Didn't see it. Can't speak for
As a one night Saturday attraction it went
— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
patronage.

Rex the
its worth.
over fine.
— General

THE FORBIDDEN WOMAN:
Jetta Goudal—
March 18. Opinion divided. Personally, I thought
this a fairly good picture. A little heavy for small
town but at that, the picture drew to average business. Print new and paper good. Seven reels. —
Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. —
Small town patronage.
JIM THE CONQUEROR: William Boyd— This is
no knockout by any means. Fair entertainment.
Did a fair business. Six reels. — C. W. Docter, May
theatre, Mayville, Wis. — General
patronage.

Rayart
CASEY JONES: Special cas^-Play this. You
will make money. Just the thing for small town —
and you can buy it reasonable. Played it two days
to good business. Good acting by entire oast. Seven
reels. — E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va. —
Small town patronage.

Tiffany
WILD GEESE : Belle Bennett— April 1. Very good
picture. And Tiffany sells them right. Six reels. —
Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111. — Small
town patronage.

United Artists
TWO ARABIAN KNIGHTS: Special cast— 90%.
March 30-31. One of the best comedies I ever ran
and my patrons told me so. Louis Waltheim was
great. Fine business. Nine reels. — E. A. Rhoades,
Grand theatre. Story City, la. — Small town patronage.
TWO ARABIAN KNIGHTS: Special cast— Very
good comedy action story of two American soldiers
who are captured by Germans and escape into
Arabia. Their escapades are many and laughable.
Proved to be a big flop at the box office for me. Title
ia misleading, for this type of picture. Eight reels.
— P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
General patronage.
SORRELL AND SON: H. B. Warner— 60%.
April 8. Intensely interesting and dramatic. A
wonderful story of e. father's love and sacrifice for
his son. Somewhat ead but a great show, easily one
of the best ten of the year.
A real cast of actors
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in this one. Story seema to have been widely read
as it is a good drawing card. Nine reels. — H. J.
Eagan, American theatre, Wautoraa, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
THE GAUCHO: Douglas Fairbanks— 60%. April
1-2. This is a good big picture and wonderfully
made. The star is "in a class by himself." Lot of
my patrons did not know what it was all about, but
gave general satisfaction. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville,
Mich.— General
patronage.
THE GENERAL: Buster Keaton— March 22-23.
This might be funny if it was cut to two reels.
Too long drawn out, a laugh every half hour. — J. L.
Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.

Universal
THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS: SydneyMurray — 90%. March 16-17. Here is another great
picture. Kept the audience going from start to finish.
Very satisfactory business. Eight reels. — E. A.
Rhoades, Grand theatre. Story City, la. — Small town
patronage.
THE
March
Silver,
General

SHIELD OF HONOR: Ralph Lewis— 10%.
27. This is a good program picture. — Bert
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
patronage.

SILK STOCKINGS: Laura La Plante— 51%. March
31. Poor. Miss La Plante did not film at all well
here, though her acting was good. Not a very satisfactory story, attempts to be funny not a real success.
Seven reels. — H. S. Boyd, Community theatre, Woodbury, Conn. — Small town patronage.
THE IRRESISTIBLE LOVER: Special cast— 70%.
March 28-29. Good picture, but had a poor ending.
Lois Moran is a clever little actress and nice to look
at. Seven reels. — E. A. Rhoades, Grand theatre.
Story City, la. — Small town patronage.
GALLOPING FURY: Hoot Gibson— 25%. March
28-29. Poorest Gibson in a long time. Too much
comedy and not enough action. Six reels. — S. B.
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. —
Small town patronage.
GALLOPING FURY: Hoot Gibson— March 31.
Just fair. The kids all like Hoot Gibson. Six reels.
—Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111.— Small
town patronage.
FAST AND FURIOUS: Reginald Denny— 39%.
March 24. Here we are with a Universal picture
the first we have played in three years, and we are
sure satisfied with the first one. Denny is good in
this one, he reminds us of Wallace Reid in his racing
pictures. We received many good conmients on
this one and would advise any exhibitor to book it.
Six reels. — G. N. Lounsbery, I. O. O. F. theatre.
Grand Gorge, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
HELD BY THE LAW: Special cast— 41%. March
31. A mighty fine picture that holds the audience
interest until the end. A picture that appeals to
everyone, my only complaint being that the director
should have shown more people present in the court
room scene. Seven reels.— G. N. Lounsbery, I. O.
O. F. theatre. Grand Gorge, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
HER BIG NIGHT: Laura La Plante— 35%. March
21. Poor business to a very good picture, due somewhat to having just shown a fifty cent picture that
did not click as it would have at a lower admission.
Laura has never done much here but, will be remembered favorably for her work in "Her Big Night."
Eight reels. — O. A. Fosse, Community theatre. Ridgeway, la. — Small town patronage.
WINE: Clara Bow— 34%. April 1. Re-issue that
might have been good several years ago, but not now.
Can't begin to compare with Clara Bow's latest pictures. Six reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,
Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
A HERO FOR A NIGHT: Special cast— Now let
me tell you somthen — strong — heep strong. Here is
the dad burndest, dawggondest, cleverest, rib ticklin'
comedy ever. Glenn. Patsy Ruth and Dad Sloane
sure do hit the ticklin' spot in their non-stop flight
of fun. Step on it. Six reels.— Dr. F. M. Childs,
Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. — General patronage.
SKY HIGH SANDERS: Al Wilson— A Western
airplane combination. Gets away from the straight
Western, but pulled and pleased beyond expectations.
Got the Western fans and many new faces out to
see it. Film condition good. Photography good. A
dandy program offering. Five reels, — Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. — General patronage.
MEN OF DARING: Jack Hoxie— Ye Gods and litUe
fishes I What next? This was just a lot of celluloid
gone to waste. Same old stuff in the same old way,
but no good. Seven reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz. — General patronage.
BEWARE OF WIDOWS: Laura La Plante— Oh
boy I that's good. Plenty of laughs, good clean
comedy. Wish more pictures were like that. Everyone cast for the right party.
Better for Saturday.
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— C. Van Leuven, Molson theatre, Molson, Wash.—
Small town patronage.
THE DENVER DUDE: Hoot Gibson— I have been
out of Hoot's pictures for quite a while and was
glad to get one. At one time Hoot was my best
Western bet. I gave him the long end of advertising
and built up quite a fan following for his pictures.
Denver Dude did not fool us. same old drawing power
and pleased patrons, but Universal sent me a rotten
film. Six reels. — Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre,
Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
TAKE IT FROM ME; Reginald Denny — A light
frothy plot that produced many laughs, good for a
man or woman who drops in for diversion. Makes
a good light weight entertainment and passed muster
nicely. Left them all grinning on their way out.
Seven reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
STRAIGHT SHOOTING:
Ted Wells— 25%.
Mardi
23. A fair Western program picture. — Bert Silver,
ronage.
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patSURRENDER: Mary Philbin — 85%. March 7.
This is a dandy good picture which pleased almost
all our patrons. Eight reels. — David Straszer, Lyceum
theatre, Manchester, Mo. — General patronage.
THE FIGHTING THREE: Jack Hoxie— 62%.
February 4. Very good picture for this star. Five
reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.
PAIN'nNG THE TOWN:
Special cast— 80%.
March 11. This is the merriest picture yet, and got
a great many out and out laughs. No sense to the
thing but who cares? If staid folks can forget
their troubles and roar as our audience did that's
all we care about. Glenn Tryon has a dandy smile
and everyone liked him. Seven reels. — L. L. Netzer,
American Legion theatre. Lena, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
PAINTING THE TOWN:
Special cast— 60%.
March 3. Very good comedy. Well received. His
first here but think he will pull better next time.
Complimented on this one. If Uncle Carl made more
like this it would be fine. I am one of the dissatisfied users of the 10,037 C. S. contracts which
satisfy all. Si.x reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE LOVE THRILL: Laura La Plante — 63%.
February 25. Very good. Laura well liked here.
What about a picture for the lobby, Laura? Six
reels. — ^E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY: Renee Adoree— 90%.
March 21. A good outdoor picture with beautiful
scenery which drew almost a full house for me and
1 believe all were well pleased. Seven reels. — David
Straszer, Lyceum theatre, Manchester, Mo. — General
patronage.
SILK STOCKINGS: Laura La Plante— 42%. Maxcfa
23-24. No use talking, this La Plante kid is gretting
to be a real trouper. Her testimony in the divorce
case is some of the finest pantomime ever seen.
This is a regular comedy, with laffs 'neverything. —
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. —
General patronage.
SILK STOCKINGS: Laura La Plante— Nice litUe
picture that pleased the ladies. — S. H. Rich, Rich
theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho. — General
patronage.
SKY HIGH SAUNDERS:
Al Wilson— 30°i.
March
24. Good aviation picture that pleased all. Al was
good but his pilot the old man took the honors of
raising them up in their seats and making them
laugh. Five reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
SENSATION SEEKERS: Billie Dove— 75»/<>. February 11. Very good. Tone excellent, acting excellent. One you can show and be proud of it. Six
reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood.
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
SKINNER'S DRESS SUIT: Special cast— 12<;',. Ran
this with "Collegians" to a loss. First night good,
second night rotten. Most everyone enjoyed this but
the cowboys who don't get enthused over society
dramas. Sorry I missed it as I am sure it is a
corker. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. —
General patronage.
HER BIG NIGHT: Laura La Plante— «0»». Fefcraary 12. A dandy comedj-. E\eryone enjoyed it
immensely. Laura has a capti\'ating personality.
Heard only praise for this. Eight reels. — L. I^
Netzer, .American Legion theatre, Lena, Wis. — Small
town patronoge.
PRISONER OF THE STORM: Special o«Bt— 40%.
Curwood story with House Peters. People praised
this one. I didn't eee it. Ba&ket ball tournament
put us in the hole. Some enterprising Yankee or •
few should start up an insurance company to insur*
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exhibitors against losses. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
A HERO FOR A NIGHT: Glenn Tryon— According to the publicity and good start given this star we
surely expected something deserving of Glenn. But
our patrons surely kicked this on the chin, claiming
that there was too much hokum. Six reels. — R.
Navary, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa. — General patronage.
THE SMALL BACHELOR: Barbara Kent— This is
just an ordinary little picture. Purchased on the complete service plan it is worth the money. As a Jewel
it is a weak sister and makes you glad you have
"We Americans" where Carl can't take it back even
if he wanted to. Personally, I think he lacks a lot
of insight into human nature or he wouldn't tease
us to let him off on it. Buying blind we are entitled to extra good pictures to balance the extra
poor ones. I got a bargain in "Behind the Front"
and I didn't hear anyone crying about it. Ditto
"The Campus Flirt." — Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — General patronage.
CHEA'nNG CHEATERS: Special cast— Darned
good picture. Plenty of comedy and several clever
twists to it, and one you can't tell how it is going
to finish the first two reels. We used it Friday and
Saturday instead of Western and it pleased. Six
reels. — C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre. Greensburg, Kans. — General patronage.
ROUGH
AND
READY:
Jack Hoxie— March
24.
A good little Western for Saturday night. Five reels.
— Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
— Small town patronage.
THE CHINESE
PARROT:
Marion Nixon— March
21. Some liked it — others said just fair. At any
rate, this one did not draw them in and we took a
loss. Personally, I would consider it just fair entertainment. Seven reels. — ^Wm. Fiske, Community
theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
ALIAS THE DEACON: Jean Hersholt— March 11.
Judging from the number of comments, this was a
good picture. Hersholt steals the show but the supporting cast was good. Print on this one not so
good, too many splices. Otherwise, the entertainment was considered above the average. Seven reels.
— Wm. Wiske, Community theatre. Redgranite, Wis.
— Small town patronage.
LES MISERABLES: Special cast— We were a little late with this but we believed that it was worth
playing. Pictures of this kind we contend should be
called business builders, so step on it, brothers, and
be sure that you get a good print. Eight reels. —
R. Navary, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa. — General patronage.
A HERO ON HORSEBACK: Hoot Gibson— March
17. Cannot give a percentage on this as we played
it with a medicine show, and how they came. They
enjoyed the picture. It's good. If the exhibitor
would get the crowds the medicine shows do. you
would not hear so much about film rental being
too high. Six reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre,
Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
LOVE ME AND THE WORLD IS MINE: KerryPhilbin — This is a nice picture but did not appeal to
my crowd, as anything extra. Was worth what I
paid for it but I am glad I didn't pay what they
asked for it. — Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
S. D. — General patronage.
CALL OF THE HEART: Thunder— Pretty fair
little picture, of the Western type. But nothing to
get excited over. Will get by as program picture
if you have good fillers. Five reels. — C. A. Spainhour,
Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kans. — General patronage.
PAINTED PONIES: Hoot Gibson— March 17. This
was a dandy Saturday night picture but it did not
draw at all. F^rst Gibson for a long time. Six
reels. — Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City,
Cal. — Small town patronage.
ONE GLORIOUS SCRAP: Fred Humes- Mighty
weak Western, in fact don't think I shall use any
more of these Humes' offerings although I have them
under contract. Not up to standard with the pictures we have been running. — C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kans. — General patronage.
HELD
BY THE
LAW:
Special cast— March
13.
Well directed, parts well acted and held the attention of our patrons. A good picture with good apI>eal. — George Lodge, Green Lantern theatre. Claymount, Dela. — General patronage.
THE DENVER DUDE: Hoot Gibson— March 17.
Hoot Gibson, as usual, made this a good picture. Satisfied our patrons, and that is what exhibitors want.
— George Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymount,
Dela. — General patronage.
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Warner Bros.

reels. — patronage.
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
—SixGeneral

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART: Special cast— 50%.
February 8. Acting very clever, but the story — so
much nothing and your patrons will tell you so.
Leave it in the can. Six reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.

PASSION'S PATHWAY: Estelle Taylor— 25%.
March 21-22. This picture a little old but a good
program
picture at in
that.
Had the but
"Sunshine!
radio entertainers
connection
had a Girls"
very

SIMPLE SIS: Louise Fazenda — One lady coming
out of the theatre said — "Very good entertainment" —
and ten feet back of her came another one who said
—"Well, I count this evening lost for that was so
punk it was tiresome" — and a man said — "Of all the
rot I ever saw this is the limit" — and the fourth
person said — "Mucho no bueno." Seven reels.- — 'Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
SIMPLE SIS: Louise Fazenda— March 27. Of all
the poor pictures in circulation today, this one should
be given the prize for there is nothing to it. No one
stayed to see it through. Very, very poor picture.
Why do the producers sell us such pictures? — Mrs.
C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111. — Small town
patronage.
JAWS OF STEEL: Rin Tin Tin— March 24. A
little slow in getting started but finished up well
and showed to a very satisfactory house. Six reels. —
Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. —
Small tovsm patronage.
THE THIRD DEGREE: Dolores Costello— 30%.
March 10. This is good, although a little slow and
draggy in places. Six reels.^ — G. N. Lounsbery,
I. O. O. F. theatre. Grand Gorge, N. Y.— Small town
patronage.
HILLS OF KENTUCKY: Rin 'Kn Tin— 66%.
March 31. A very good dog picture and will please
if they like that kind of picture. The acting of this
dog is great, but outside of that the picture don't
amount to much. — Paul B. Hoffmann, Legion theatre,
Holyrood,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
HAM AND EGGS AT THE FRONT: Special casf>March 9-10. Was afraid to advertise this as could
not find any comments in column, but did hear a
quiet slam from an opposition salesman. Our business was poor but patrons enjoyed the picture, it's
good. Six reels. — S. J. Hackney, Star theatre, Rossland, B. C, Canada. — General patronage.
THE GIRL FROM CHICAGO: Special cast— Consider this above the average program. Comments
favorable. — Winton W. Lowery, Strand theatre,
Atmore, Ala. — General patronage.
GINSBERG
THE
GREAT:
George
Jessel— March
23. Another big lemon from Warners who promised
26 Bjiecials. If they were only good program pictures I would be satisfied. I sure got the razz on
this picture. Whatever gave Jessel the idea he could
act in pictures ? He better stick to the stage. Six
reels. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. —
General patronage.
WHEN A MAN LOVES:
Special cast.— March 2324. A complete flop here. Did not have any drawing
IKJwer, failed to please the average. This picture was
sold to me as a special but did not please as well
as a program picture. Rental too high. Percentage
40. Ten reels. — Cozy theatre, Orange Grove, Texas.
— General patronage.
MATINEE LADIES: May McAvoy— Quite snappy.
A good thrilling ending. Little slack at the box
office, but pleased the regulars. Photography good.
Film condition good. Seven reels. — Dr. F. M. Childs,
Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. — General patronage.
A MILLION BID: Dolores Costello — Failed to draw
but pleased those who came. It's a good program.
•— F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small
town patronage.

State Rights
NOBODY'S CHILDREN: Special cast— This is one
of those independent State Rights or some such a
thing, that is absolutely the rottenest thing I ever
saw or hope to see. All colored actors who are not

poor attendance and just made expenses. Six reels.
— W. C. Snyder, Cozy theatre, Lamont, Okla. — General patronage.
WITHOUT ORDERS: Leo Maloney-^5%. AprU
9-10. Just average Western. Nothing new. Five
reels. — L. W. Bagwell, Ci-ystal theatre, Oakman, Ala.
— General patronage.

Short Subjects
COLUMBIA
THE FLOORWALKER: Charlie Chaplin— This one
not as good as "The Rink," but it pleased. Two
reels. — ^E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va. —
Small town patronage.
EDUCATIONAL
HELLO, HOLLYWOOD: Fair. Two reels.- E. J.
Williams,
Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
LIVE NEWS: A very good comedy. Two reels. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
General patronage.
WIDE AWAKE: Poor. Two reels.- E. J. Williams,
ronage. Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, HI. — General patALL SET: Wallace Lupino— A good one. All
the Cameos are good, especially the 1928 series.
One reel Cameo. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,
Kansas City, Mo.— General patronage.
BETWEEN JOBS: Lloyd Hamilton— A very good
comedy which brought forth many chuckles and a
lot of hearty laughter. Two reels. — P. G. Vaughan.
Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — General
patronage.
CARELESS HUBBY: Cameo — Pretty good one
reel comedy. Print good. One reel. — P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
FIRST PRICE: Cameo— A good comedy. Print
and photography good. One reel. — P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold,
la. — General
patronage.
FRESH FACES: Walter Hiers — This is about the
poorest excuse of a comedy I have ever seen. Not a
laugh in' it. Too silly for the kids even. Educational
Comedies not near as good as they used to be. I
wonder what the trouble is. Two reels. — P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold,
la. — General
patronage.
HALF PINT HERO: Lupino Lane — Very funny
comedy. Lane is different. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
MONTY OF THE MOUNTED: Lupino LaneVery good. Print and photography good. Two reels.
— P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General
patronage.
NIGHT OWLS: Cameo— Good. One reel.— P. G.
Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.PLUM DUMB: Only a fair comedy. Print and
photography good. Two reels. — P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
RUNNING RAGGED: Better than the average one
reeler. One reel. — S. B. Kentiedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
THE STUNT MAN: Larry Semon— A good Semon
comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
FBO

actors. No story, no direction, no nothing. It's
awful. — S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.
— General patronage.

BEAUTY PARLOR SERIES NO. 1: Cooke-Guard
— Many laughs. A good comedy. Two reels. — H. S.
Boyd, i)atronage.
Community theatre, Woodbui-y, Conn. — Small
town

PARISIAN LOVE: Clara Bow — Surprisingly good
program picture. Paper very poor on it. — G. Carey,
Strand theatre, Paris, Ark. — General
patronage.

BEAUTY PARLOR SERIES: Cooke-Guard—
Worst these two have ever made, not in the same

DEUCE HIGH: Buffalo Bill. Jr.- 62%. March
28-29. No good. Stay away from this, it won't
please any one. Five reels. — L. W. Bagwell, Crystal
theatre, Oakman, Ala. — General patronage.
DEVIL
DOGS:
Special cast — 80%.
March
23-24.
Just fair. Comedy gets a few laughs although I
believe this is better than the average war comedies.
Six reels. — L. W. Bagwell, Crystal theatre, Oakman,
Ala. — General patronage.
FALL OF ALAMO: CuUen Landis— March 30.
Good for people who like lots of killing and shooting.
A pretty good show for its kind as it is historical.

class with the "Go Getters," I do not understand why
they have lost their drawing power. I believe that
they would have been better if Cooke and Guard had
stayed out and let the two girls make the picture.
Twelve series. — Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre,
Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
THE FAT BOYS: Special cast — The fat boys are
making fair comedies and they get over in some of
their comedies with a real kick. I would say they
are about an average two reel comedy. Two reels. —
Geo.
Washington' theatre, Atoka, Okla. — •
Small Marlow,
town patronage.
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HEAVYATION: A Ton of Fun— Good. Two reels.
— Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General
patronage.
MICKEY'S NINE: Mickey McGuire— Below the
average as comedies go. McGuire has not clicked
with my patrons. He does not look the part and
all my kid patrona have not failed to tell me so.
Two reels.— Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka,
Okla. — Small town patronage.
TOO MANY HISSES: Al Cooke— Just too bad.
Can't get one of theee every night. People come
to see this fellow and not the picture. Two reels. —
L. W. Bagwell, Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala. —
General patronage.
TOO

MANY HISSES: Al Cook^About an average, but why put Cooke in the "Beauty Parlor"
series, and also in the Karnaval comedies, that is too
much Cooke for one theatre. Two reels. — Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town
patronage.
THE VULGAR YACHTSMAN: Three Fat Boys—
The very beet we have had in a long time, one that
young and old will enjoy. Keep them coming like
thifi F B O. Two reels. — Halliburton & Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town patronage.
WALL FLOWERS: Good program picture that
pleased all that saw it. F B O'e bonds have extra
good program pictures this year. — Geo. Marlow,
Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
FATAL FOOTSTEPS: Charley Bowers— Not so
Kood. The first of the series were better than this
one. Two reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,
Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.
THANKS OF WABASH: Three Fattys— This one
not so very good, but will pass for filler. Two reels.
— Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
FOX
WHOA EMMA:
Animals — Very good comedy.
Print and photography good. Two reels. — P. G.
Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
METRO-GO

LDWYN-MAYER

AN AFRICAN ADVENTURE: These oddities are
sure fine. Draw about as good as feature for me.
— One reel. — L. W. Bagwell, Crystal theatre, Oakman,
Ala. — General patronage.
THE FLAG: Technicolor wonderful. Not a comedy, but brought many comments of those who enjoyed it. Two reels. — H. S. Boyd, Community theatre,
Woodbury, Conn. — Small
town patronage.
HEEBIE JEEBIES: Our Gang — A knockout Gang
comedy. Two reels. — P. G. Vaughari, Sun theatre,
Kansas City, Mo. — General patronage.
THE LION HUNT: Oddities— These oddities of
Metro are worth the money, they are different from
the other one reelers and come in mighty handy to
round out a good show. One-half reel. — Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town
patronage.
THE OLD WALLOP: Our Gang— The first real
good comedy from MGM this season'. A roar of
laughter throiighout. Wheezer sure a knockout. Two
reels. — Halliburton & Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town patronage.
THE OLD WALLOP: HARVARD VS YALE:
Our Gang — Our Gang is always good or better but
they have lost some of their prestige. They need a
little pepping up. Two reels. — Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
PASS THE GRAVY: Max Davidson— About as good
as I ever saw. Metro's comedies are hard to beat.
Two reels. — Guy Loudermilk, Fairy theatre, Nappanee, Ind.^General patronage.
PUTTING PANTS ON PHILLIP: Stan LaurelFairly good comedy. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,
SelmA, Cal. — Small town patronage.
SECOND HUNDRED YEARS: Laurel-Hardy—
These two boys are good. Never had a poor one from
them yet, and this is no exception. Two reels. —
S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.— Small town patronage.
YALE VS HARVARD: Our Gang— Good comedy.
— J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town
patronage.
ODDITIES: A jungle round up, only fair. Too
slow. No pretty scenes. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
ODDITIES; "Parasol Ant." A little of this would
be good but who wants to see a whole reel of ants 7
Not the average fan by a long ways. — Philip Rand.
Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
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FRENCH FRIED: A very good comedy. Two
reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — General
patronage.
INK WELL AND KRAZY KAT: Cartoons— They
are all about the same calibre. Personally do not
like them but I have got to admit they have a certain drawing power at the box office. Kids too
small to pay, like them, and get their parents to
come to the show. One-half reel. — Geo. Marlow,
Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
NO PUBLICITY: Average comedy with a star
somewhat like Larry Seraon. Two reels. — O. A.
Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la. — Small
town patronage.
SPLASH YOURSELF: Bobby Vernon— A pretty
fair comedy. In fact I'd clase it as being very good.
Two reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — General patronage.
PATHE
BABY BROTHER: Our Gang— Another fine Gang
comedy. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo. — General patronage.
THE BEACH CLUB: Only fair, too much bathing
beauty and not enough comic situations. Two reels.
— S. B. Kennedy. Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,
Canada. — Small town patronage.
FLAMING FLAPPERS: Glenn Tryon— Fair, just
fair. Two reels. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre.
Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
MASKED MAMMAS: Mack Sennett— Good. Two
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.
NEVER TOO OLD: Just a silly, good for nothing
two reeler. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
OLYMPIC GAMES: Our Gang — A good Gang comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre.
Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
SHOULD A MASON TELL: This is great. Any
Mason will tell you it is true to the life. Two reels.
— Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— General patronage.
SMITH'S BABY: Enjoyable. Cute kid. Plenty
laughs. Two reels. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre,
Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
SMITH'S CANDY SHOP: Here's as good a comedy as you'll ever need. Wish they were all as good.
Two reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo. — General patronage.
SMITH'S VISITOR: Very good. A lot better than
Universal's Newlywed series with Snookums. The
little girl in these series is certainly good. Two
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.
SOAP SUDS LADY: Fairly good little comedy.
Two reels. — P. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka
Mont. — Small town patronage.
AESOP'S FABLE: Very good. Kids look forward to them. One reel. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.
BRINGING HOME THE TURKEY: Our GangVery good. Two reels. Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
HAUNTED SPOOKS: Harold Lloyd— Went over
fine. Helped draw a good crowd. Believe this series
of reissues pays to run. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — Genera] patronage.
TIFFANY
ROMANY LOVE: Just above the average of the
color-classic pictures. Seemed to please the patrons.
One reel. — O. M. Linn, Y. M. C. A. Auditorium.
Coatesville, Pa. — General patronage.
UNIVERSAL
AND GEORE DID: Better than some of his
others. Two reels.— Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General
patronage.

WORLD
OSWALD:

Great guns I 140 kids sure whooped.

Do they fall for "Oswald?" "I'd tell 'em" and
Felix was down the street. — Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la. — General patronage.
SAMSON AT CALFORD: "Collegians" Series— A
poor one for this series. Two reels. — H. S. Boyd,
Community theatre, Woodbury, Conn. — Small town
patronage.
SCRAMBLED HONEYMOON: Not a bad single
reel. One reel. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
SNOOKUMS COMEDIES: Some of the comedies
are all right but they are too apt to be very embarrasing. Especially for young people. Wish they'd
be more careful. — C. Van Leuven, Molson theatre,
Molson, Wash. — Small town patronage.
SNOOKUM'S OUTING: This was an enjoyable
comedy. All liked it. Two reels. — H. S. Boyd, Comronage. munity theatre, Woodbury, Conn. — Small town patAN UNEXPECTED HERO: A good two reel
Western. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
THE WINNING PUNCH: "Collegians" SeriesOnly fair. These "Collegians" do not hold up as well
as the first series. Two reels. — H. S. Boyd, Comronage. munity theatre, Woodbury, Conn. — Small town patMISCELLANEOUS
MONKEY HULA: Very clever. Two reels.— A. C.
Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — General
patronage.
NIZE MONKEY: Very good.— A. C. Betts, Powers
theatre. Red Creek. N. Y. — General patronage.

Want "Miss
America^'
Crowned
in Chicago
"Miss America of 1928" will be crowned in
Chicago, if efforts now being made by a group
of "legit" and screen theatre men, in association with civic leaders, are successful. Sponsors of the contest in Atlantic City decided
last fall to let the big parade of bathing suits
take place under other auspices.
The Chicago movement is said to be still
in too formless a state for official announcement, but it is understood that the theatre
men are seeking some agency other than
themselves to sponsor the affair, perhaps the
Chamber of Commerce — who can tell? It is
also considered possible that one of the large
picture house circuits may take it over. A
theatrical tieup for the Illinois state contests
is more than likely, it is said, if Chicago's
newest "uplift" movement goes through.

Albany Film Board Elects
Howard Morgan President
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ALBANY, April 24. — The Albany Film
Board of Trade held its annual election last
week. Officers elected are : Howard Morgan,
local manager for Educational, president; Isador Schmertz, manager for Fox in Albany,
vice-president; H. O. Worden, local manager
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, treasurer; Miss
Edna A. Pfister, secretan,'. The directors
chosen consist of Messrs. Morgan, Schmertz,
Worden and Nat Levy, manager of the Universal exchange in .■\lbanv.

FIGHTING SPIRIT: "Collegians" Series— A prize
fight that would make the Dempsey-Tunney fight
films look like a plugged nickel. — Dr. F. M. Childs,
Cozy theatre, Villisca. la. — General patronage.

Fowler Claims Priority

THE NEWLYWED'S PARTY: Snookums— A good
comedy to play Christmas Eve or Christmas day, but
certainly is out of season any other time. Two reels.
— P. G. Vnuqrhan, Sun theatre, Kansas City. Mo. —
General patronage.
OH BABY I Little Billy— About ns good n farce
comedy as we have shown. Little Billy there with
the goods, as a comedy you can't boost it too much.
— C. Van Louven, Molson theatre. Molson, Wash. —
Small town patronage.

HOLLYWOOD, April 24.— Priority rights
are being claimed by John C. Fowler for
"Tarn O'Shantcr," the screen version of Robbert Burns' poem. Fowler claims that he and
Spottiswoode .Aitken wrote a scenario from
the poem over a year ago, and now the British and Dominion Film Company announces
that it will make a film version of the poem.

(Sl-e^ijl to Exhibitors Herald and
Mot-ing Picture H'orld)
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CHICAGO will again be presented with a Christmas gift in the form of
a new theatre, (The United Artists was last year's gift). Construction is to start immediately on a theatre building to be known as the
West Lawn, at 63d street and Crawford, with the view of making it the above
mentioned gift. The theatre will seat 1,500 and will be Egyptian in architecture
of the atmospheric type. The $500,000 structure will also house seven stores,
10 offices and 22 apartments. A syndicate headed by John Bain, South side
banker, is in back of the projejct.
Z. Erol Smith is the architect.
Clyde Elliott is now offering feature pictures at his Evanston theatre in addition
to his regular dramatic stock performances,
It is proving a successful combination,
even with a lowered admission from $1.10
to $0.75. It is being predicted by men in
the know that by fall there will possibly be
a dozen stock companies playing in the
city. Those who contemplate opening stock
companies should consider the combination
picture and stock performance.
* * *
C. E. Beck returned last week from a
vacation trip to Florida.
*

*

H=

Joe Lyon, who can always tell a good
one, is going himself one better these days.
It seems that Joe and Len Ullrich were
attempting to sell the F B O product to a
small town exhibitor in southern Illinois.
Len had shot both barrels, and the exhibitor remained adamant and unconvinced.
Then Joe horned in. "Why, Mr. Soandso,
we'll let you pick any 10 pictures and we'll
add two Gene Stratton-Porter pictures," says
Joe.
"No," says the exhibitor, "these new male
stars ain't no good."
* * *
M. Krueger, Universal salesman, has just
bought a new Auburn car.

* *

*

Tom North returned Friday from another
of his journeys in search of theatres that
do not play "Topics and Fables," and while
he was out he bumped into one of those
terrible blizzards that infest such places as
Lincoln, Nebraska. Tom's motto seems to
be, "Go ye therefore into all the world and
preach 'Topics and* Fables'."
* *
Walter Lindlar and Fred Green, exploitation men for First National, are in town
arranging for the First National convention,
to be held here at the Drake hotel April
29-30.

* *

*

Rudolph A. Kuehn, for more than two
years house manager for the Alhambra theatre in Milwaukee, has resigned and gone
to New York, where he will manage a chain
of theatres.
Jerry Abrams returned from New York
Friday, where he had spent the week.
Major Louis A. Boening and Ben Bedell,
operating as the Acme Pictures Corporation, have purchased the picture, "The Port
of Missing Girls," for Northern Illinois and
all of Indiana. The picture, produced by
Walter Greene, is said to have broken a number of house records in eastern theatres. It
will have a pre-release showing in some
loop house in the near future.
Sam Sax, president of Gotham Pictures,
was in town last week.
Hi

^

^

Charlie Cummings, formerly manager of
the Palace theatre at Cicero, is now managing the Hammond theatre at Hammond.

* *

*

Henry Saulkin, the versatile operator at
F B O, is adding another accomplishment
to his varied list. He has taken up aviation and has already had several hours in
the air.

* *

*

Red Johnson took his vacation last week,
spending most of it on his farm near New
Orleans.

* *

*

Irwin Zeltner, press representative was in
town last week making arrangements for an
elaborate reception of Tom Mix, who appears
at theture State
week. will
Mix's
first picunder theLake
F B this
O banner
be ready
for
release not later than September 1. The Chicago FB O office is planning an exhibitor
party for Mix May 2.

Brookhart Bill Carries
Disaster, Say Arkansans
{Continued from page 17)

Eleven men from the Chicago exchange
of Universal and five from the Milwaukee
office will leave next Tuesday night on a
special car for St. Louis to attend the Universal convention, which begins May 2. The
Chicago office now stands fifth in the national anniversary drive.

of every kind of picture that is made where
there is a cornpetitive situation. In other
words, the bill provides that every picture be
sold to the highest bidder. Have you ever
heard of any business in the world that has
to buy every item that it has for sale at aucOf course, itoff,
doesn't
say that
will betion?auctioned
but here
is a the
copyfilms
of

MILTON M. STERN

part of Sec. 6: '. . . without affording all
competing exhibitors an equal opportunity to
bid for such films in free and open competition.' There is no question but that this would
result disastrously to the exhibitor.
"A third
objection
to the would
bill is have
that the
Federal
Trade
Commission
the

The Row's Insurance Man.

Life, Accident, Auto, Fire &
Casualty Lines
1180 E. 63rd St.

Phone Fairfax 7200
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right to settle any controversy that might
arise in the event of disputed valuations.

Die, Another Burned

Two children are dead and another
is seriously burned as a result of
their playing with matches and an
old roll of moving picture Elm in the
basement of their home in Chicago.
When the £lm became ignited, Barnes
quickly
fire to of
thetwo
children's
clothes. caught
The mother
of the
children heard their screams and,
rushing to their aid, attempted to
smother the burning clothes. The
dead are Lucille Bendette, 4, and
Archibald Edelman, 5.
There are times when this would delay the
exhibition of a picture, and impair its value.
In other words, our business is of a nature
that very often the age of the picture has a
great deal to do with the value of it.
Bad Outweighs Good
"We fully appreciate the good intention of
Senator Brookhart, and also agree with him
that block booking is a serious handicap, but
we do not believe that the present bill will
accomplish enough good in relieving us of
this evil to offset the bad that it will do, as
outlined above.
"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Arkansas authorized me to write this letter to
Senator Brookhart, and to you, and to request
that you use your influence in conveying our
wishes in the matter to the proper source, as
it is an expression of the majority of exhibitors in Arkansas. Of course, some of the
trade terms are unfamiliar, but it is assumed
that if the occasion arises, and you should
read the bill, that these will be cleared up.
However, if you desire for us to prepare a
brief, or go into the matter more fully in any
manner whatever, please advise and we will
be glad to do so."

Lya de Putti Fails to
Show Her Acting Ability
In New German Picture
"Charlott"
Evenly
Photographed
But Sorely Directed, Says
Greisman
By SYDNEY YALE
GREISMAN
BERLIN, April 10 (By mail).— Lya de
Putti, despite her American clothes and ways,
does not show, in "Charlott, Etwas Verriicht
(a Little Foolish)," the remarkable acting
ability tothat
oncewhole
possessed.
She soul
didn't
seem
havesheher
heart and
in
her work.
The story, which was published by Ullstein
in book form, has quite an interesting plot.
Charlott (Lya de Putti) is the happy wife
of a Berlin millionaire, but she is under the
illusion (and perhaps rightly so) that people
think she married for money. She wants to
divoFce him, and Justus (her husband, played
fairly well by Livio Pavanelli) consents to
compromise himself. He invites a strange
woman into his house, and thereupon Charlott
receives her divorce. Charlott gets a telegram
stating her late uncle has left her $1,500,000—
to be paid Jan. 1, 1933. Charlott demands
the money immediately. Stanley Fisher,
whose mother is a trustee, offers Charlott a
suggestion.
Charlott
she
can
collect the
moneyis—toas"die"
her and
own then
cousin.
Difficulties arise. On admitting she lied for
love, Charlott gets the money and is married
to her former husband.
The picture was evenly photographed all
the way through, but was sorely directed by
E. A. Licho. Franz Schroedter deserves a
lot of credit for his neat art work, which was
done on the futuristic plan.
The picture was made by Phoebus.

Preordained
^^ — the final result of the motion picture
on the screen was preordained from the
day that Edison got his first sample of
Eastman Film.''^
That was in 1889. And today the film
that made motion pictures practical is the
film that makes the most of the cinematographer's art and carries all the quality
through to the screen — Eastman Film.
*Page 209 ''A Million and One
Nights, the History of the Motion
Picture" — by Terry Ramsaye.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

ENTRY
TY CONTROL
MUSK

f

Jos. E. Cohen and Senator Max Aron, executive officials of the SENTRY SAFETY
CONTROL CORPORATION, are just
home from London where they consummated arrangements for the distribution and sale of SENTRY SAFETY
CONTROL in 30 countries.
FIRE-DANGER knows no geographical
limits. This dread hazard and its resultant
worry to theatre owners exist wherever
motion-pictures are shown.
The certain way to effectually combat the
danger of film fires and panics in theatres
is to equip projection machines with
SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL.
Thousands of Exhibitors in the United
delay!
States are using it already. Don't YOU

Q^Ft^V
g^^ SIP Y IE® \m\^m\L
COnPORATION

13th and Cherry Stc, PHILADELPHIA
1560 Broadway, NEW YORK
And All Branches of

NATIONAL

THEATRE

SUPPLY

COMPANY

The positive fire preventer. Can be attached to any projeaor.

J-^^

Costs only a few cents a day.
^

^
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The Pinnacle of Success
Step by step the Wurlitzer Organ has advanced through scientific development to a position of unquestioned supremacy. All
possible effort has been made to perfecft each and every detail
so that in point of performance and service the Wurlitzer would
have no equal. So remarkably successful are Wurlitzer Organs
as entertainment features in connection with motion piAure
presentation, that a great advantage is held by owners of them.

WuRuTzER
New York
Cleveland

Factories:
North Tonawanda,
Chicago

Philadelphia
St. Louis

Pittsburgh

1 r .^ URLI

Organ
N. Y.

Buffalo
Cincinnati
San Francisco Detroit

Kansas City
Los Angeles

d.r.

on Past Performance
ICbUR PROFITS

CHECK UP ON BROADWAY
"STREET

FROM

THEATRES

NOW

THEIR PROFITS
ARE YOURS

ANGEL"

Frank Borzage production
S. R. O. at the first matinee and ever since then
at the Globe Theatre, where it is now playing
at $2 , admission. Janet Gay nor and Charles
Farrell at their best.

CAME

<Beginning in August—
44

MOTHER

MACHREE"
John Ford production

The long awaited dramatization of Rida Johnson
Young's song — sung round the world, with Victor
McLaglen and Belle Bennett heading an allstar cast. Twice Daily at Times Square Theatre.

"SUNRISE"
F. W.

Murnau production
After 28 weeks at $2 at the Times Square
Theatre and unprecedented enthusiastic newspaper and magazine comment, "Sunrise" is sensational at popular prices.

"FOUR

SONS"
John

"THE

Featuring Dolores Del Rio as the Red Dancer,
Charles Farrell as a Russian Grand Duke, and a
new find — Ivan Linow — destined for as big a boxofiice play as the Walsh discoveries in "What

Ford production
An immediate and tremendous hit since it
opened at $2 top at the Gaiety Theatre February 13th.

And
These
Are Only
Appetizers on
the FOX FEAST

RED Raoul
DANCER**
Walsh produc^on

Price Glory."

MOTHER

KNOWS
BEST"
J. G. Blyttone production

This poignant story by Edna Ferber is being made
into the most talked -about picture of the year, with
Madge Bellamy, Louise Dresser, Farrell Macdonald
and Marjorie Beebe enacting this story of a stage
favorite mothered from infancy to old age.

of I928-I929
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oJyHay'Dai/s
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World says:

"Now is the time for the alert theatre ownelr to begin to cash in on
the particularly high value of the Short Feature as an attraction for summer patronage,
"The so-called legitimate stage changes its programs
decidedly when summer arrives. The light, happy
type of play then comes into its own.
"Why should not the same be true in the
motion picture theatre to the extent of making more attractive
the program in which the
Short Feature
holds
an increasingly

~jiw

important
role?"

K.
I? CALL
COLOUR.
FASHION
NEWS

►comedies"

prsSJS^
kAV*

'

^^

^
:^

%

COMBOieS^

mnwAiD

i:OH£Dt£S

[pWCRC

WITH

JERRY DREW
andCCORCE DAVIS

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, In

(JACK WHITE

PKODVCTIOHts)

<SVvtu^
Member, Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.
Will H. Hays, President
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5ary Ba Tat/Dai/s
you'll help them do it.
One of Educational' s
two-reel comedies
to you than
these
days.
Pictures

■J

May days may be pay days — if your program is in harmony with the
spirit of spring.
The world wants to shed some of the serious pursuits and heavy
entertainments of winter with its red flannels — and be happy.
That's what started the first Maypole dance.
Your patrons may not all want to do a jig around a big
stick, but they do want to be light-hearted and gay.
They want to laugh. And if you want spring days
and summer days to be pay days for you,

clever, peppy
is worth more
a grand opera
Educational
are in the spirit

make May days
of spring. They'll
for you.
L-^-;

pay
^■^.

days —

fn

^n

ARTERDe HAVEN
IN
^>?

/i

*>Os,

l4

•^^[fV^
HOPE fl^MPTON ly^
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^ The Call of the Sea |V^
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,TiL
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love's
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Personalities
qreatest!

Pictures
biggest!
mytf

UNITED
ARTISTS
PICTURES
PICTURE SOLD INDIVmUALLY
OM

UNITED

MERIT-"

ARTISTS

_l^-

CORFOR ATIQN

^Mary Pichford ^^yVorma Talmadge
t^ Gloria Swanson -^ Charles Chaplin
Doualas FairbanksJOSEPH
^-^ D.JICGriffith
'^ Samuel Goldwyn
M. SCHENCK.
President and Chairman

Board of Directors

Title

A

A TEXAS

STEER

Star
WILL

ROGERS

B
BIG NOISE. THE

No use wading through page
after page of this issue.
Pick
the pictures for your open
dates from this condensed

/CLCCT€D

BURNING

Che.ter Conklin,
Alice White

DAYLIGHT. . MILTON

c

SILLS

CANYON

OF ADVENTURE
KEN MAYNARD

CHASER,

THE

HARRY

CHINATOWN

LANGDON

CHARLIE
JOHNNY

HINES

F
FRENCH

DRESSING
Loi. Wilion,
H. B. Warner. Clive Brook,

G
GORILLA.

THE

Lilyan Tathman
CharUe Murray

H
HAROLD

/UR«
MOMCy MAKCRX/

HEART

TEEN

Arthur Lake,
Mary Brian, Alice White,
Lucien Littlefield

OF A FOLLIES

GIRL. THE
BILLIE DOVE

L
LADIES' NIGHT IN A TURKISH BATH
Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall
LADY

BE GOOD
Dorothy Mackaill. Jack Mulhall

LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM
COME
RICHARD BARTHELMESS

M
MAD

HOUR,

BY ELINOR GLYN
Sally O'Neil, Donald Reed,
Alice White, Larry Kent

N
NOOSE,

THE

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS

P
PATENT

LEATHER KID, THE
RICHARD BARTHELMESS

PRIVATE

LIFE OF HELEN OF TROY
Maria Corda, Lewit Stone,
Ricardo Cortez

s

SHEPHERD

ationa
icturei»

OF THE HILLS. THE

T
THREE-RING

Molly O'Day

MARRIAGE
Mary Astor, Lloyd Hughe*

u

UPLANDRIDER.THE. KEN MAYNARD

V
VAMPING

VENUS

Charlie Murray

w
WAGON

SHOW.THE . . KEN MAYNARD

Y
YELLOW

LILY. THE

. . . BlLLlE DOVE

M

JbatihebHtsi

^

\^'-

^i

^

^hmJ

-ftipoye
Cclleeft
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A Semi'Annual Section of EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOVING PICTURE WOKLD. Edited and Published by
Martin j. QUIGLEY, and Devoted to the Interests of Theatre Owners, Equipment
Distributors and Manufacturers, Architects, and Builders.

Y^
THE

equipment field this year is in an enviable position.
New theatre projects are nearing the activities of record

equipment people during 1928 will exceed ^150,000,000.
That
includes only the initial purchase of product, and does not take

years.
In the January 21 issue of the "Better Theatres
Section" of "EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOVING PIC-

into account replacement, or product which is purchased at definite intervals.

TURE WORLD," there was published an estimate of the theatre buildmg program for 1928.

jj^j.^ theatre construction goes a wide variety of product, product which generally does not find its way into the ordinary strucThe total cost of this program was estimated at ^296,000,000. j^.^. ^he peculiarity of theatre construction
broadens this field.
This figure was based on the annual survey of Architectural ^Iso, there must be taken into consideration in
the erection of
Forum, and on the projects which normally develop during the ^^^^ theatres the fact that in conjunction with them
are an office
year and not originally reported by the architects.
building or apartments, or both.
This, likewise, offers to the
equipment supply and service people an added revenue.
,,,.,.
,
,
^f , .
Oi this total more than half will go to those definitely associated with the equipment field — to those whose product and

services make a palace of beauty out of four walls.

the adas to
as well
construction
advance
"^^ *^^
vance
in the
motionin picture
itself,supplies,
the industry
owes
a debt
of

The nickelodeon of yesteryear is far removed from
To illustrate this we will use as an example a 2,000 seat theatre gratitude.
The data have been sup- ^^^ cinema palace of today, which draws to the box office milerected recently at a cost of ^500,000.
plied by L. P. Larsen, head of United Studios, Chicago.
The ^'°"^ ^^^^ ^^Xfigures follow:
Organ
•^^C'ts
Frojection
Carpets

$25,000
20,000
7,500
7,000

P *
Scenery and Rigging.
Lightmg Fixtures
Wiring and Stage Lighting
Furniture

The palace of today is the result of showmanship technique.
And showmanship technique has resulted from the new demands
on the part of the public.
Those who specialize in equipment
have kept apace of these demands.

5,000
^Yhe colorful atmosphere of the theatre, better projection, bet12,500 ter music, better ventilation and heating, better stage presenta8,500 tion — these and many other factors of equipment enter definitely
25,000 into the success of the motion picture theatre.
4,500
6,000

Sign and Marquee

Refrieeration
Plumbins

^^""^ "'°"'^ "Better Theatres" comments upon the many new
12,500
It deals exhaustively with all subjects akin
45,000 Projects announced.
'^° *^^ *^"^ ^'S subject of "better theatres" — theatres which are
90 nno
In this Spring Issue of "The Buyers Index," which
modernized.
17 nnn

Furring, Metal Lath and Plaster^ including Ornamental Plaster

'
50 000

Decoration (painting, etc.)
Heating and Ventilating

Tile and Terrazzo
Total

\

5,000

is presented specific in^"'^'"'^^' '^^ "^°'' ^^'^ Record," there
This
formation relaave to the products for theatre buUdmg.
"""^""'^ '^""''^ ^"'^ ^ P^^" '" >°"' ^^-

$270 500

^" planning the theatre, the prospective builder should acquaint himself with the product which is to go into his propcrtv'.

TTie total on equipment and supplies is '54.1 per cent of the
total cost of the building, exclusive of real estate.

Also, he should consult an architect so that he may derive the
benefits of the knowledge of a specialist in this phase of artistic
endeavor.
The theatre today is more than four walls.
In its

On the basis of those figures the revenue to be allotted to the

construction goes the experience of years.

EDITORLAL AND ADVERTISING

OFFICES

The Buyers Index is published semi-annunlly as Section Two of ExiriniTORS Herald and Moving Piltuue World, -107 South Dearborn street. Chicago. III. Martin J.
WUIOLEY, editor and publisher and prcsidint of Quinley Publishing Company: Edwin S. Clifkord, secretary and general manaeer : GtOKfiE Cliftorp. assistant treasurer
ri™^^^'"c?r "D-Jiu'^^'" ■ ^^ ^- S'litECK, mana^inK editor; Ernest A. Rovelstad, news editor; Charles U. O'Neill, advertising manam-r of Better Tiikatkes. Eastern
V<^T« II J , '^^^"":?' New York City. James Beecroft. manager: Harry E. Holuuist. New York representative of Better Theatres. West Coast Offics:
bbu Hollywood boulevard. Los Angeles.
Douglas E. Hodges, manager.
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The Chicagoan and Polo.
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Empire Theatre Supply Company,
(Elmer Crowninshield).

42

Orange

street

Atlanta, Ga.
Company
(sets and drapes), Auditorium-Armory (Don Carlos DuBois).
F. A. Leatherman
(musical instruments),
ISO Walton street.

Scenic

National
Theatre
Supply
Company,
street (Oscar S. Oldknow).

BUY

187

Walton

Parrot Films
etc.), 1700

(presentation and announcement titles,
Keosauqua Way
(Isaac Goldman).

Detroit, Mich.
Cinema Service Company, 2310 Cass street.
McArthur Equipment Company, 2301 Cass street.
National Theatre Supply Company, 2310 Cass street.

Theatre

Supply

Company,

Birmingham,
Queen
Feature Service,
(Vivian Harwell).

Inc.,

309

North

Gay

Ala.
19125^

Morris

avenue

Kansas City, Mo.
Andlauer Film Production, 312 Ozark building (William Andlauer).
National Theatre Supply Company,
108 West
street (A. G. Smith).
Charles M. Stebbins Picture Supply Company,
Wyandotte street ((Carles M. Stebbins).

Boston, Mass.
Independent
street.

Theatre

National
Theatre
avenue.

Supply

Supply

Company,

Company,

47
211

Church

Columbus

Buffalo, N. Y.
National Theatre
United Projector
street.

Sec-

Charlotte, N. C.

National Theatre Supply Company,
ond street (Arthur de Stefano).

400

South

Sec-

West

4th

12 East Ninth

Movie Supply Company, 844 South Wabash avenue.
National
Theatre
Supply
Company,
825
South
Wabash avenue.
Joseph Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth street.
Cincinnati, O.

Theatre

Picture
Supply

Company,
Company,

1434
S20

Vine

Broadway.

Cleveland, O.
National Theatre Supply Company, 2112 Payne avenue.
Ohio
Theatre
building.

Supply

Company,

Film

Exchange

Coliunbus, O.
American
Theatre
Equipment
Company,
16554
North
High street (F. R. Gardiner).
M. Armbruster & Sons (scenery), 247 South Front
street (H. Armbruster).
Schell Scenic Studio, 581 South High street (Gustav
C. Schell).
Dallas, Tex.
Buffalo Engineering
Company,
(George W. Thornton).

311

South

Harwood

King Scenic & Theatre Supply Company, 309 South
Harwood.
National
wood. Theatre

Supply

Company,

Denver, Col.
National Theatre
Supply
Company,
(J. J. Morgan).

306

South

Har-

Broadway

Company,

National Theatre Supply Company,
nue (A. E. Thiele).

514

Michigan

Wis.
street.

Art Supply Company, 230 West Water street
E. E. Fulton Company, 151 Seventh street

1004

1020

Mid-West
Distributing
(Charles Trampe).

Company,

145

7th

street

National Theatre Supply Company, 719 Wells street
The Photoart House, 220 Wells street
Smith Ray Company,
145 Seventh
street
Minneapolis, Minn.
National Theatre Supply Company, 221 Loeb Arcade
(A. T. Crawmen).
Rialto Theatre Supply Company, 56 Glenwood avenue (S. A. Louis).
Twin
City Calcium
& Supply
Company,
706 First
avenue South (W. A. Smith).
Twin
City Scenic Company,
(Theodore L. Hays).

2819

Nicollet

avenue

Western Theatre Ekjuipment Company, 35 Glenwood
avenue
(George Kopman).
Wonder Picture Screen Company, 724 Fourth street
South (Norman McLeod).
Montreal, Que., Canada
Canadian Theatre Supply Company, Albee bmlding,
12 Mayor street (R. B. Burko).
Electrics, Ltd., 512 William street (R D. Sutherland).
Perkins
Electric Company, Bleury street (George F.
Perkins).

National
street.

New Haven, Conn.
Theatre
Supply
Company,

1605

Davenport

National
street

New Orleans, La.
Theatre
Supply
Company,
(P. C. Parrish).

George

Vivirito,

318

Baronne

Mid-Continent
Hudson
street.Theatre

National
street.

Theatre

National Theatre Supply Company, 1311 Vine street.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
National
Theatre
Supply
street (E. B. Morton).

Company,

Superior
Motion
Picture
Supply
Forbes street (B. Rothman).

1006

Forbes

Company,

1026

Portland, Ore.
National Theatre Supply Company, 460 Glisan street
(Clyde Blassius).
Portland
Motion
Picture Company,
Rivoli Theatre
building (Pete Saboe).
Harris).
B. F. Shearer Company, 148 North 10th street (Frank

St. Louis, Mo.
Inc.

(film

advertising),

American Scenic Company,
Commercial
Film
Studios
Delmar boulevard.

2110
(film

6150

Delmar

Wash street
advertising),
4320

Lindell

National Theatre Supply Company, 132 East Second
South street.
Utah-Idaho
Theatre
Supply
Company,
155 South
State street
San Francisco, CaL
E.

E. Fulton
Company,
255 Golden
Gate
(Paul Bush).
C. J. Holzmueller, 1108 Howard street
Edward H. Kemp, 309 Turk street

avenue

National Theatre Supply Company, 121 (3olden Gate
avenue (R. C. Barthel).
Walter Preddey,
187 Golden Gate avenue.
Universal
Scenic Studio, Valencia and 14th
(E. W. Barton).
Seattle, Wash.
Armstrong Powers Studios, Inc., 642
ing (William H. Brasher).
C. M. Balcom,
114 East Slst street
National Theatre
Supply Company.
tery streets (R. C. Peacock).
B. F. Shearer, 1919 Third street
Aronson).Poster Company,
Western
1929

streets

Skinner build-

First

and

Bat-

(Ben Shearer).
Third street (Art

Toronto, Ont., Canada
133

616

Meadow

Saratoga

Canadian Theatre & Electrical Supplies, Ltd., 61 Albert street (B. Harris).
Coleman
Electric
Company,
258
Victoria
street
(George Coleman).
Charles A. Dentlebeck, 1200 Royal Bank building.
J. O. Dougall, 292 Borden street.
Thompson, Ahearn & Company, 40 Yonge street

street. \

City, Okla|

Supply

Comply,

119

South

High

Grand ave-

Company,

Salt Lake City, Utah

National Theatre Supply Company, Sl6 West Grand
avenue.
f

Des Moines, la.
Exhibitors
Service
& Sales
street (E. P. Smith).

P. A. Albrecht,

Oklahoma
2106

Supply

E. E. Fulton Company, 3403 Olive street.
National
Theatre
Supply
Company,
3316
boulevard.

Film
Milwaukee,

222

REFERENCE

Ottawa, Ont., Canada
Electrics, Ltd., 196 Sparks street (H. Starfield).
Instnmients,
Ltd., 240 Sparks street (A. J. Ames).

Ad-O-Grams,
boulevard.
South

Illinois Theatre Equipment Company,
street.

National

Louisville, Ky.
American
Motion
Picture
Company,
444
South
Foiu-th street (Charles K. Koch).
Louisville Film & Supply Company, 55 South First
street (W. E. Carroll).

395

Chicago, III.
Guerdo & Barthell, 1018 South Wabash avenue.
E. E. Fulton Company, 1018 South Wabash avenue.

Motion

1820

Memphis, Tenn.
Monarch Theatre Supply Company,
ond street (I. M. Cohen).

United

Quality
street. Theatre

18th

Supply Company, 376 Pearl street.
& Film Corporation, 228 Franklin

Carolina
Theatre
Supply
Company,
building (J. U. McCormick).
National
Theatre
Supply
Company,
street (W. P. White).

Cincinnati
street.

IT

Philadelphia, Pa.
Indianapolis, Ind.
E. E. Fulton Company, 340 North Illinois street
National
street. Theatre Supply Company, 128 West Ohio

Baltimore, Md.
National
street

April 28, 1928
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for THEATRE OWNERS and MANUFACTURERS

Albany, N. Y.

Atlanta

INDEX SECTION OF

Omaha, Neb.
Supply Company,

1510

Davenport

Washington, D. C.
Capital Theatre Supply Company, McGill btiilding.
Cinema Supply Company, Inc., 804 11th street N. W.
(F. L. Higgins).
Ben Lust Theatre Supply Company,
N. W.
National
Theatre
Supply
Company,
N. W. (Abe Dresner).

908 2nd
937

H

street
street
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Sketch of the exterior of the new Commodore theatre being erected by Felt Brothers in Philadelphia from plans and
specifications by The Ballinger Company, architects and engineers of Neiv York and Philadelphia.

THEATRE

BUILDERS

THE BUYERS INDEX Presents Herewith a List of PROMINENT
Who

Are DESIGNING and BUILDING the Nation's Theatres

Frank B. Abbott, 6035 West North avenue,
Chicago.
George Abernethy, 83 South High street,
Columbus, O.
Adams & Adams, Builders Exchange building, San Antonio, Tex.
Harry C. Abraham, San Francisco, Calif.
Walter W. Ahlschlager, 565 Fifth avenue.
New York City, 65 East Huron street, Chicago.
A. S. Alschuler, 28 East Jackson boulevard,
Chicago.
Ernest A. Arent & Kenneth Mac M. Towner,
Kinmouth building, Asbury Park, N. J.
L. A. Asbury, 1514 East 4th street, Charlotte, N. C.
Augustine & Klinger, 5619 Sixth avenue,
Kenosha, Wis.
B
Backes & Uthus, 208 Third street,
kee, Wis.
Charles Bacon, 1104 I. O. O. F.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Leonard H. Bailey, 1207 Colcord
Oklahoma City, Okla.
The Ballinger Company, 105 South
street, Philadelphia, Pa.

AKCHITECTS

Milwaubuilding,
building,
Twelfth

BUILT
Roxy theatre, Roxborough, Philadelphia (1772).
Ooiford theatre, Burholme, Philadelphia (2050).
ERECTING
Commodore theatre, 43rd and Walnut streets,
Philadelphia
(1500).

Elmer F. Behrns, 605 North Michigan avenue, Chicago.
BUILT
Miller theatre, Woodstock, 111.
DuPage theatre, Downers Grove. 111.
Oriental theatre, Pekin, 111.
DESIGNING
Mayan theatre, Rochelle, III.
Patio theatre, DeKalb, 111.

Berger & Kelley, Lincoln building. Champaign, 111.
Besecke & DeFoe, 114 West 10th street,
Kansas City, Mo.
Betts & Holcomb, 32 West Randolph street,
Chicago.
BUILT
Chelten theatre, Chicago
(1000).
Villard theatre, Villa Park. 111. (1000).
Barrington theatre, Barrington, 111. (850).

Alvin C. Bieber, 1520 Locust street, Philadelphia, Pa.
E. R. Bitting, 1104 Hamilton street, Allentown, Pa.
W. S. Bittner, 4902 Forsythe street, East
Chicago, 111.
Boiler Brothers, 114 West Tenth street, Kansas City, Mo., and also Los Angeles.
BUILT
Kimo theatre, Albuquerque, N. M.
Midland
theatre, Kansas City, Mo. (associate
architects).
Poncan theatre, Ponca City, Okla.
Varsity theatre, Columbia, Mo.
Redmon's Majestic theatre. East St. Louis, 111.
ERECTING
Missouri theatre, Columbia, Mo. (1650).
Uptown theatre, Wichita, Kan. (1650),
Schmidt,sociate
Boucher
architects. & Overend, Wichita, asColeman theatre, Miami, Okla. (1700).
Plaza theatre. Country Club Plaza, Kansas
City, Mo. (2500), associate architects.
Warwick theatre, Kansas City, Mo. (1400).

Walter Earl Bort, Tucker building, Clinton, la.
B. A. Branson, 206 American Central Life
building, Indianapolis, Ind.
Finley
nati, O. Brooke, Conway avenue, CincinBrussel, Black & Vitterbo, 307 North Michigan boulevard, Chicago.
Bailding Service Bureau, 301 Broadway,
Market building, Detroit, Mich.
Clarence C. Bulger, 207 Construction Industry building, Dallas, Tex.
L. E. Burkett, 244 Farmers Trust building.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
G. R. Callis, Hearst Tower building, Baltimore, Md.
Cannon & Fetzer, 506 Templeton building.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Frank B. Carpenter, Brown building. Rockford, 111.
Swan A. Clausen, 701 Millikin building, Decatur, 111.
D. J. Cohen, 56 West 42nd street. New York
City.
(Tlinton B. Cook, Asburj' Park Trust building, Asburj' Park, N. J.

A. P. Coolidge, Helena, Ark.
Jos. H. Cornell, Far Rockaway, N. Y.
Arthur
527 Bangs avenue, Asbury
Park,
N. Cottrell,
J.
S. A. Craig, 103 South Capitol avenue,
Indianapolis, Ind.
York
Gty.
C. Howard
Crane, 551 Fifth avenue. New
C. Howard Crane, Elmer George Kiehler &
B. A. Dove, 1230 Michigan Theatre building,
Detroit, Mich.
Crosby & Crosby, Oil City, Pa.
Perry E. Crosier, 916 New York Life building, Minneapolis, Minn.
Samuel N. Crowan Company, 2 West Monroe street, Chicago.
William Cutts, Inc., Medford, Ore.
D
Davis & Wilson, 525 South 13th street, Lincoln, Neb.
L. A. Desjardins, 342 Colorado National
Bank building, Denver, Colo.
Dick & Bauer, 208 Third street, Milwaukee,
Wis.
Clari W. Ditchy, 415 Brainard street, Detroit, Mich.
L. H. Dodd & Geo. Chandler, 800 Graphic
Arts building, Kansas City, Mo.
111.H. B. Dox, 502 Lehmann building, Peoria,
W. Scott Dunne, Melba theatre building,
Dallas, Tex.
BUILT
Arcadia
theatre, Dallas.
New
Howell theatre, ColeHian, Tex.
New Texas theatre, Big Spring, Tex.
DESIGNING
New
Texas
theatre, S.^n Angelo,
Tex., and
new houses in Sweetwater. Tex.. Del Rio,
Tex., McKinney,
Tex., Sherman, Tex., and
Muskogee, Okla.

John Eberson. 200 West 57th street. New
York City; 212 East Superior street, Chicaga
BUILT
Universal theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
LTptown theatre, Kan.<^!i City. Mo.
Capitol theatre, Flint, Mich.
.•^t.Tte the.ntrr, Kalamazoo. Mich.

THE
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New
Loew's
State theatre, Richmond,
Va.
Loew's and United Artists, Louisville,
Palace theatre, Marion, O.
Capitol theatre, Sydney,
Australia.
Avalon
theatre, Chicago.

Ky.

DESIGNING
for Duquesne, Pa.

George E. Eichenlaub,
Ellerbe
& Company,
Minneapolis, Minn. ; 692
Paul, Minn.
Fred Elliott, Chamber
ing, Columbus, O.

SECTION

OF

Erie, Pa.
510 Essex
building,
Endicott building, St.
of Commerce

Fred & Bishop, Richmond, Va.
Wm. J. Freethy, Boston, Mass.
G. Herbert French, Builders Exchange building, Tampa, Fla.
Clyde N. & Nelson Friz, Lexington building,
Baltimore, Md.
G
M. Del
York
City. Gaudio, 160 West 45th street, New

Max Egermann, Pittsburgh Contracting &
Engineering Company, 811 Rebecca avenue,
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
theatre

INDEX

Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa., Hoffwan-Henon,

DESIGNING
Concourse
theatre. New
York City.
Loew's theatre, Jamaica,
L. I., New York.
Majestic
theatre, San Antonio,
Tex.
Loew's
State theatre, Akron,
O.
Battle Creek theatre, Battle Creek, Mich.
Paradise theatre, Chicago.
Spokane theatre, Spokane, Wash.

New

BUYERS

build-

George L. Fisher, 1439 City National Bank
building, Omaha, Neb.

John Graham & Company, 1610 Euclid avenue, Cleveland, O.
Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, 80 East
Jackson boulevard, Chicago.
Graven & Mayger, 180 North Michigan
boulevard, Chicago.
J. Herr Giffen, Brant building, Canton, O.
H
Robert E. Hall, 231 West 43rd street. New
York Citv.
H. C. Hodgens & A. D. Hill, 130 South ISth
street, Philadelphia, Pa.
BUILT
Ritz theatre, Oaklyn,
N. J.
Embassy
theatre, Lewistown,
Pa.
Roosevelt theatre, Philadelphia.

April 28, 1928

architects.
Frankford

theatre,

Philadelphia.
ERECTING
Tower
theatre, Philadelphia.
Fern Rock theatre, Philadelphia.
Admiral theatre, Philadelphia.
Rexy theatre, Philadelphia.

Hector O. Hamilton, 369 Lexington avenue.
New York City.
Heustis & Heustis, Springfield, Mass.
Hoffman-Henon Company, 1420 South Penn
square, Philadelphia, Pa.
BUILT
Erlanger theatre, Philadelphia.
Stanley theatre, Baltimore.
Stanleytheatre,
theatre, Philadelphia.
Pittsburg-h.
Kent
Wynne theatre, Philadelphia.
Egyptian
theatre.Philadelphia.
Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.
F.orle theatre,
Manor theatre, Norwood,
Pa.
Waverly theatre, Drexel Hill. Pa.
ERECTING
Mastbaum theatre, Philadelphia.
Embassy
theatre, Pittsburgh.
Villa theatre, Collingdale, Pa.
New theatre in Atlantic City.

Harry C. Holbrook, 39 West Broad street,
Columbus, O.

-
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Earle theatre, Philadelphia, Pa., Hoffman-Henon.
BUILT
Fayette theatre, Washington Court House,
f750).
Midland theatre, Newark, O.
(1650).
ERECTING
Western

theatre,
ciate architect.

Columbus,

O.

(1400),

O.

asso-

E. C. Horn Sons, 1476 Broadway, New York
City.
Houck & Smenner, 108 East Washington
street, Muncle, Ind.
C. G. Howell, 622 Forsyth building, Atlanta, Ga.
Hulskcn & Strong, Domestic building,
Lima, O.

J

George Nelson Jacobs, Boston, Mass.
Jens J. Jensen, 1105 Lawrence avenue, Ciiicago.
Johnson & Branson, Lynchburg, Va.
K
Albert Kabn, Inc., 1000 Marquette building,
Detroit, Mich.
Louis S. Kaplan, Fizcharges building, Trenton, N. J.

Solomon Kaplan, 10 South street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Keene & Simpson, 1005 Land Bank building,
Kansas City, Mo.
Floyd F. King, 201 Lauriston avenue. Lake
Worth, Fla.
Melvin L. King, 300 Dennison
building,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Richard D. King, Los Angeles, Cal.
W. H. King, Magee building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kirchoff & Rose, 210 West Michigan street,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Wade H. Klamberg, 407 Souderman building, St. Louis, Mo.
A. J. Klinkhart, Kohler building, Hagerstown, Md.
Charles E. Kountz, 115 Young
building,
Hagcrstown, Md.
H. J. Krapp, 1 West 47th street. New York
Citv.
E. D. Krenn & H. Bcidler. 952 North ^fichigan avenue, Chicago.
L
Tiios.City.W. Lamb, 644 Eighth street. New
York

architects.
C. W. Lampe, 155 North Clark street, Chicago.
W. J. Laws & Company,
First National
Bank building, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Wm.
H. Lee, 1505 Race street, PhiladelLee, phia, Pa.Smith
& Vandervoort,
Franklin streets, Riclimond, Va.

Sixth

and

ERECTING
Pitts theatre, FredericksburR, Va.

Leon M. Lempert & Son, 1058 Mercantile
building, Rochester, N. Y.
Lewis & Daugherty, Danville, III.
C. W. Linsley, Lamar
building, Jackson,
Miss.
H. C. Loomis, Fidelity Mortgage building,
Cleveland, O.
M
MacKcnzie
& Pratt, 306 Genesee County
Bank building. Flint. Mich.
Edw. Geo. McClellan, 7441 Cottage Grove
avenue, Chicago.
Magaziner, Eberhard & Harris, 603 Chestnut street, Philadclphi.n, Pa.
J. Mandor Matson. Racine, Wis.
(,CoHtiHued on f>agt 16)
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ACTS

A Ready Reference to OUTSTANDING PERFORMERS Reported on Fkegularly in the
PRESENTATION ACTS DEPARTMENT of the HERALD. WORLD
Don Abbot, Singer.
Abbott Dancers, Ballet Dancers.
John Allesandro, Tenor.
LoLiTA Amiet.
WiLLARD Andelin, Baritone.
Arnaut Bros., Novelty Acrobats.

B
Badger & Meuser, Singers.
Ilomay Bailey, Prima Donna.
Marguerite Ball, Dancing.
Banjo Band, Musical.
Dick & Edith Babstow, Dancers.
Bayes & Specht, Blackface Comedians.
Irene Beashy.
Beemis & Brown, Dancers.
Bell & Coates, Harmony Singers.
Benney & Western, Dancers.
Joe Bennett, Dancer.
Peggy Bernier, Musical Comedy.
Bernice & Emily, Acrobatic Dancers.
Ben Blue, Dancer.
Al & GussiE Bloom, Dancers.
Born & Lawrence, Comedy Singers.
Bob, Bob & Bobbie, Acrobatic Novelty.
Wade Booth, Baritone.
Mertzy Boyd, Blues Singer.
George Boyce, Dancer.
Florence Beady, Songs and Chatter.
Lew Brice, Comedian.
Brown & Baily, Dancers.
3 Browns, Singing and Dancing.
Buck & Bubbles, Songs and Steps.
Burns & Kissen, Comedy Singing.

Charles Calvert, Comedian.
Arch Cannon, Tenor.
Caprice Sisters, Dancers.
Lou Carroll.
Billy Uke Carpenter,
Songs and
Chatter.
Babe Carter.
Jack Cavenaugh.
MoRT Chadbourne, Character Dancing.
Chamberlin & HiMES, Comedy
Dancers.
Anna Chang, Chinese Songstress.
Charlton & Shields.
Charles Chase, Novelty Dancer.
Chilton & Thomas, Charleston
Dancers.
Bobby Christian.
Eddie Clark, Blackface Comedian.
Clifford & Elmore.
Clifton & Brent, Comedy Dancers.
Clyde Cottam, Comedy Dancer.
4 Cowans, Novelty Dancers.
Collette Sisters, Musical Comedy.
Boyce Coombs, Singing Comedian.
Will Cowan, Tap Dancer.
Crandall & Marley.
Cully & Claire.

D
Darling Twins, Musical Comedy.
Bert Darbow, Dancer.
Dean Bros., Dancers.
Bernardo De Pace, Mandolinist.
Dancing Dewees, Novelty Dancers.
Lorette De Voll.
Artillio Dickson.
Jerry
ist. Donatella, Dancing AccordionGrace Doro, Pianist.
Johnny Dove, Dancer.
Al Downs.
Druscilla, Dancer.
Johnny Dunn, Songs and Stories.

Jack
Danny Eddy.
Edwards.
Emerson & Baldwin, Comedy Jugglers.
Ruth Etting, Songstress.
Barton Evans, Tenor.
Evans & Carter.
Evans & Mayers.

Lang & Voelk, Harmony Singers.
Lassiter Bros., Dancers.
Bobby La Salle, Comedian.
Mildred La Salle, Blues Singer.
ist.
Earl La Vere, Comedy and Accordion-

Fagan,

Chatter.
Lewis & Kellogg, Dancers.
Lime Trio, Acrobatic Novelty.
Lloyd & Bryce.
Loomis Twins, Songs and Steps,
LuBiN, LowRY & Andree, Comedy Singing and Dancing.
Lucille Sisters.
George Lyons, Harpist.

ZiNA

Whistler.

Feiler.

Red Finn.
Mark Fisher, Singing Director.
Florence & Jane, Dancers.
The Foursome.
Chester Fredericks.
Sylvia Froos, Songs and Steps.

M
Julia Garrity, Blues Singer.
Pauline Gaskins, Musical Comedy.
Baby Gearhart.
Billy Gerber, Male Impersonator.
Coleman Getz, Songs.
Marjorie Gillan, Dancer.
Myrtle Gordon, Blues Singer.
Gordon & King, Songs and Steps.
Zelda Graham.
Gray & White, Dancers.
Gus & Will, Dancers.

H

ScoTTY MacDonald, Scotch Entertainer.
Mirth Mack, Dancer.
Eva Mandel, Blues Singer.
Mario, Desha & Barte, Adagio
Dancers.
Markel & Faun, Comedy Dancers.
Markert Girls, Ballet.
Tim Marks, Mouth Organ.
Tyler Mason,
Blackface
Comedian.
Maxwell & Lee, Versatile Dancers.
Freddie Martin, Dancer.
Helen McFarlane, Dancing XyloBill Meyers, Singer.
Meehan
phonist. & Newman.

Georgia Hall, Songstress.
Maxine
Hamilton,
Musical
Comedy.
Lydia Harris, Blues Singer.
Jason & Harrington.
Healy & Clifford.
Harry Heinz, Chatter and Songs.
Donald Henry, Boy Tenor.
Louis Hermann.
Heller & Riley, Musical Comedy.
Johnny Herman, Singer.
Eddie Hill, Comedian.
Tony Hillis, Singer.
Irene Hillyer.
Mabel Hollis, Blues Singer.
Stanley House, Comedy Singing.
Jean Houston, Acrobatic High Kicks.
Paul Howard, Acrobatic Dancer.
Howard & Lind.
Michel Howe.

Elsie
& Band,
Girls' Band.
Lucille Meyerson
Middleton,
Dancer.
Midnite
Trio, Entertainers.
Mills & Shea, Comedy Acrobats.
Ned Miller, Singer.
Mitchell Bros., Instrumentalists.
Bebe Moffis, Acrobatic Dancer.
Patty Moore, Novelty Steps.
Clarke Morrell, Singer.
Yvonne Morrell.
Morris Leaf, Comedian.
Babe Morris.
Dorothy Morrison, Songs and Steps.
Moss & Fry, Blackface Comedians.
Gus MuLCAHY,
Dancing Harmonicaist.

Charles Huey, Whistler.
•
Jean & Fritz Hubert,
Novelty
Dancers.
Don Humbert.
Harry Hume, Comedian.
Hutchins & HoLLOWAY, Harmonica
Players.

Gay Nell.
Eddie Nelson, Singer.
Nell Nelson.
Jack North,
Banjoist.
Red Norvo, Comedy.
Toots Novelle, Novelty Acrobats.
NovELLE Bros., Novelty Acrobats.
Dillon Ober.

J
Jason, Robeson & Blue.
Jerry, Dancing Accordionist.
Johns & Mabely, Old Time Songs.
Joe Johnson.
Jelly
Bean Johnson, Eccentric
Dancer.
Peg Jones, Dancer.

K
Muriel Kaye, Dancer.
Lew Keene, Dancer.
Kelo Bros.
Lee Kent, Uke Entertainer.
Helen Kennedy, Songs and Chatter.
KiMiWA
Novelty.Japanese Troupe, Acrobatic
King & King, Dancers.
Jack Klein, Jazz Singer.
Art Kluth.

E
Earl & Bell, Singing Instrumentalists.
Rubber Leg Edwards, Eccentric Steps.

Katherine Lewis.
Sammy Lewis, Novelty Steps.
Lewis & Dody, Comedy Songs and

Cy Landry, Comedy Dancer.
Eddie Lambert, Koke Comedy.

N

o
Vincent O'Donnell.
O'Neill Sisters, Singers.
Owen & Anderson, Songs.

Frank Papila, Accordionist.
Johnny Perkins, Comedy and Songs.
Phelps Twins, Songs and Steps.
Naomi Pitta, Songstress.
Flavio Plasencia, Spanish Tenor.
Ponce Sisters, Harmony Singers.
Pops & Billy.
Premier Trio, Harmony Singers.
Prosper & Merritt, Acrobats.

R
Al &
Billy
Dezo
Jack

Jack Rand.
Randall, Dancing Violinist.
Retter, Comedy Wrestler.
Richmond, Songs.

Jazz
Lips
Dancer.

Richardson,

Eccentric

RoBBiNS Family, Novelty Dancers.
Ginger Rogers, Cute Songs.
Billy Rolls.
Al Rome, Dancer.
Harry Rose, Singing Comedian.
Rose & Carroll, Singing.
Joe
Ross,Rosedale,
Dancer.
_ _■
Lillian
Prima Donna.
Ross & Gilbert, Comedy Singing.
Al Roth.
RoTUNO Bros. Dancers.
Dave Rubinoff, Violinist.

Salt & Pepper, Harmony Entertainers.
Frank Seifert.
Silver Haired Lady, Novelty.
Eleanor Sharier.
Hal
SiDARE, Dancing.
Six Crackerjacks, Novelty Dancers.
Paul Small, Singer.
Roy Smeck, Banjoist.
Smith & Hadley.
edy.
Sonny & Eddie, Dancers.
Billy Snyder, Chatter & Songs.
Jack

& Kay

Spanglee,

Musical

Com-

Stanley & Birnes, Dancers.
Stanley & Lee, Dancers.
.
Will Stanton, Drunk Comedian
Steele & Win slow.
Stewart, Eccentric Dancer.
GertieStrong.
Ben
Stroud Twins, Dancers.
Sylvia & Clemence, Dancers.
Symphony Four, Musical.
Sunset Four, Harmony Singers.
Suzette & JoSE, Ballroom Dancers.

s.
Talbert & Fisher, Harmony Singer
LoRAiNE TouMBLER, Songstress.
Singer.
Blues
,
Three
Co-Eds.
_ ,
Irene Taylor
& Lake, Harmony Singers.
Taylor Aces.
Three
Sophie Tilden, Blues Singing.
Trado Twins,
Dancers.
Bobby Termaine, Dancer.
Sophie Tucker, Blues Singing.
Bert Tucker, Dancer.
Tumbling Clowns, Tumblers.
TlNAH

Two

Tweedie.

Black Dots, Dancers.

Vale & Stewart, Dancers.
Walter Vernon.

w

Al & Louise Walker, Dancers.
Wallace & Cappo, Dancers.
George
Ward,
Dancing.
Washington, Baritone.
George Dewey
Milton
Watson, Tenor.
Betty Webb.
Weisner Sisters, Harmony Singers.
Wells & Winthrop.
West, White,
Lake &Dancer.
Kane.
Davy
Alice Whitman.
Marjorie Whitney, Dancer.
Frances Willer.
Williams & Ross, Dancers.
Tommy Wonder, Novelty Steps.
Joe Wong, Chinese Entertainer.
Worthy
& Thompson,
Dancers.

Zastro & White, Dancers.
Zeck & Stewart.

For information relative to the booking of these acts address, Editor, Presentation Acts, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, III.
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ADVANCE

PROJECTION
A Little Chat About the OLD

AND

THE

NEW

By F. H. RICHARDSON
IT seems just a little while since I, who was
then editor and owner of a widely circulated weekly paper in Pueblo, Col., found in
the morning mail an invitation to witness a
private, pre-showing of "Pictures That Move,"
the advent of which in that territory had been
widely heralded by the daily press. As nearly
as I am able to recall this was either in 1897
or 1898.
The time for the preview was set for 3 that
afternoon. The place was a vacant store room
rented for the occasion. I remember the
scene well. A square of muslin hung saggingly
against the wall at one end of the room. At
the other, just in front of the entrance on a
hastily constructed platform about four feet
high reached by a rickety ladder, was a black
cloth affair, above which appeared the head
and shoulders of the man who was to project the "Pictures That Move." Those two
things, plus something like two dozen camp
chairs completed the visible equipment.
The pictures "moved" all right. I'll say
they surely did move. Once, I recollect, they
performed a wild gyration and landed fully
half way off the improvised screen, due, I
presume, to the man in charge of projection
having bumped into the lightweight unanchored projector with too much violence.
The pictures flickered, jiggled and danced
their way through what I afterward found to
be about 350 feet of film. Their subject matter is long since forgotten, though the then
inevitable fire engine run formed a portion of
the program. I remember that, because just
as the engine dashed from the fire house the
picture performed the off-the-screen stunt I
have described and the chap next to me, a
Daily Chieftain editor, remarked : "Hell 1
They've run into the wall !"
After the "show" I, after considerable argument and the passage of a certain green
colored, richly engraved slip of paper, was
permitted to and did mount unto the throne
and inspect the projector. The man showed
me the film and how it was threaded into the
projector. A few questions disclosed the fact
that what he did tiot know about the mysterious mystery of the "Pictures That Move"
would fill a far, far larger volume than
would what he did know.
The projector was a little, spindle-legged
affair operated by means of a crank. The film
slithered into a yawning gunny sack, within six
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inches of which, right under the projector sat
a rheostat the coils of which became a bright
red almost immediately the chap struck the
arc to show me how enormously powerful(?)
the light was. Those red hot coils were not
even protected from contact with the film,
which I later found not very infrequently
failed to enter the waiting sack but run out
upon the floor.
And that oufit was later operated that way
for more than two weeks in the Sharpless
Opera House, with the place filled to capacity
— about 1,200 people I think it was. Surely a
good God must have looked down and spread
His protecting mercy over those audiences.
And all that was a short 30 years or so ago !
It doesn't seem possible.
In projection, Thomas Alva Edison was the
first man to place into the field a practicable
motion picture projector, and to keep it there.
In the beginning there were many tried their
hand at projector designing, but they all
failed.
Next came Nicholas Power, a motion picture projectionist who got himself all nicely
fired for taking the intermittent of his Edison
projector apart to see what made its wheels go
round, and was unable to get it together again
in time for the show. That particular thing
was the real starting point for "Nick" Powers.
He opened a small shop, on Nassau street I
think his first venture was, and started making repairs on Edison projector mechanism,
and making and selling rheostats and other
accessories.
Being a man of ideas Mr. Powers proceeded
to make what he conceived to be improvements on the Edison projector mechanism and
lamp, finally perfecting a projector of his own,
which he called the "Peerless."
This projector did not succeed. Soon thereafter another design was produced and named

the "Powers Projector," which later became
the Powers No. 1. He then successively,
through years, placed on the market the
Powers No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, and No. 5, which
latter came out about 1906, I think. I well
remember what a beautiful piece of mechanism we Chicago projectionists thought it to be.
It was the last of the Powers having the old
star and cam movement. The present type of
Powers intermittent came out in the summer
of 1909.
Meanwhile A. C. Roebuck, Chicago, had
perfected the Motiograph which, as we said of
it in that day, was "built like a sewing machine." It was in fact built altogether too
closely. There was much trouble experienced
with shafts binding up, the soft bronze gears
mashing down and in the setting of the small,
inside double cone shutters. It was only after
the writer finally, after having himself had
trouble and having listened to the daily wail
from Motiograph "operators" as we gathered
at the exchange each morning, went over and
read Mr. Roebuck the riot act, that he consented to "loosen up" on the construction and
to use steel gears instead of bronze. He was
a very fine mechanic himself and did not realize that a mechanism built so very closely and
then subject to warping by high temperature
could not be successfully handled especially by
men who were for the most part in no
sense expert
C." and
certainly did havemechanics.
one battle "A.
of words
thatI day,
but we afterward became very good friends.
The Motiograph DeLuxe ^^•as the final outcome of Mr. Roebuck's activities in the projection field. It stands today as one of the
truly high grade professional projectors which
have survived and are today recognized the
world over as standard.
In the early part of the century — its first
10 years — there were the Lubin, the Vitagraph,
the Selig and half a dozen other projectors
used to a considerable extent, but they all
finally dropped out.
In about 1910 Frank Cannock brought out
the first pedestal type projector, the Simplex,
which has lasted through the years and is today, in its vastly improved form, one of the
outstanding machines.
So much for that. No attempt has been
made in the matter of accuracy as to dates, as
you sec. That is not important for the purpose of this article and it would take up too
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much time and consume too much energy to
dig up the facts.
Projection, from the humble beginning very
well described in the Pueblo item, has grown,
and its growth has, I think I may say without
fear of seeming egotistic, been vastly aided
by the Propection Department of Moving
Picture World, which was the first in the field
in the matter of disseminating projection information, my own handbooks and now the
Herald-World.
Projection equipment has grown from the
cloth walled affair described, the little rheostat, the simple little mechanism carried by
thin, spider-like steel legs, with the film running into a sack, to a fireproof room now
seldom less than 9 feet deep, 8 feet high and
10 feet wide thoroughly ventilated and with
wash basin, toilet and often a shower bath and
steel clothes lockers. The projectors are imposing affairs. They use a light source which
would amaze the chap who was so proud of
that weak, sputtering arc back in 1898.
The mechanisms of projectors are constructed in certain of their parts with literally
amazing accuracy, yet the binding up of a
mechanism will never now occur, except it be
by rank carelessness or ignorance in the matter of lubrication.
The projector which in the early days cost
about $125 (and you should have heard the
exhibitor roar when he had to put in a new
one. He was just plain ruined! "Such a
price is outrageous," he declaimed, just exactly
as he does today) now costs around a thousand. The 10 or 15 dollar rheostat of that
day is displaced by a motor generator set
costing more than half a car load of the rheostats would have set the exhibitor back in the
year 1900.
The lens of today is a marvel of accuracy,
nothing less. The 15 to 25 ampere arc has
been displaced in many instances by one of
120 amperes.
And so it goes, or has gone.
But of all the improvement, that in the men
themselves has been, I believe, greatest and in
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some ways most important. In those days
the "machine operator" knew how to strike an
arc, but had little idea as to making it work
efficiently. He knew how to make a film
splice, but not how to do it correctly. In
fact while he had a smattering of knowledge,
that was about all he had, and there was not
much demand for knowledge anyhow.
Today the projectionist, if he is to work
well and efficiently, must have what amounts
to a very wide range of pretty accurate knowledge. He is called upon to handle large motors and generators and to give them all the
attention they are likely to get. He therefore
must understand motors and generators and
their construction and operating principles
very well. He must know transformers, rheostats and the like, backward and forward. He
must be a good mechanic, because he is in
full charge of machinery fitted down to the almost unbelievable accuracy of l/10,000ths of
an inch, and no dub can get away with that
very successfully.
He must understand lubrication, else the
costly equipment will deteriorate very rapidly.
Lack of that particular bit of knowledge may
easily cost his employers a thousand dollars
or more a year.
He must have a very good grounding in at
least the fundamental principles of light action, lenses and optics as applies to the optical
train of motion picture projectors, spotlights
and stereopticons.
He must, or at least certainly should, understand auditorium and orchestra pit lighting
insofar as it affects the screen. He must understand the effect of glare spots. He must
understand projection surfaces and how to
select the surface which will give most efficient results in any given auditorium.
All this and many other things he must
know and understand and now comes the
synchronism of sound with motion in pictures,
with Television not at all impossible for the
future. Gentlemen, in view of all this I have
often said and do now say that projection is
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Meginnis & Schaumberg, 614 Federal Trust
building, Lincoln, Neb.
C. Meyers, 104 North 6th street, Springfield,
111.
Midwest Engineering & Construction Corp.,
Interurban Terminal building, Columbus, O.
Milburn Heister Company, Roanoke, Va. ;
Washington, D. C.
Jos. C. Moresi, 418 Canyon avenue, Ft. ColHns, Col.
B. A. Mueller, Arcade building, East St.
Louis, 111.

N

A. E. Neucks, 604 Old State National Bank
building, Evansville, Ind.
C. H. North, 1711 Sansom street, Philadelphia, Pa.

o

Oppenhamer

& Obel, Green Bay, Wis.

BUILT
Grand theatre, Wausau, Wis.
Wausau theatre, Wausau, Wis.
Mosinee theatre, Mosinee, Wis.
DESIGNING
New theatre at Libertvville, 111.

A. W. Ott, 178-80 147th avenue, Springfield,
L. I.
Oliver Randolph Parry, 1524 Sansom building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Peacock & Frank, 445 Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Henry T. Phelps, Hicks building, San Antonio, Tex.
Pope & Manning, Equitable building, Wilmington, Del.

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp :
231 West 43rd street. New York City.
190 North State street, Chicago.
Victor Rigaumont :
State Theatre building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
1540 Broadway, New York City.
Frank A. Roman, Boston, Mass.
Peter Rossello, 406 Congress building, Detroit, Mich.
LeRoy B. Rothschild, 215 East Broad street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Rubin & VeShancey, 960 Union Trust building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Rubush
& Hunter,
430' American
Central
Life
building,
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Paul. Ruehl, 247 Park avenue. New York
City.
S. Russell, 11 East Lexington street, Baltimore, Md.
Henry J. Schneider, 66 Baldwin block. Council Bluffs, la.
Royal L. Simmons, Templin building, Elkhart, Ind.
E. Steinberg, 360 North Michigan avenue,
Chicago.
A. M. Strauss,
Fort Wayne, Ind.

415

projection.
By the way, I forgot to say that in addition
to all that the projectionist must understand
there is the fire hazard and he must be a man
thoroughly dependable, who will do exactly
the right thing at exactly the right time in the
unfortunate event of a film fire. The lives of
audiences depend upon it.
In closing let me say that the dimly lighted,
jumpy, flickery picture of yesteryear has become the rock steady, brilliantly illuminated,
steadily illuminated screen image of today, in
which anything even faintly resembling flicker
is seldom in evidence. Just as has the ill
ventilated "store room theatre" grown into the
beautiful, comfortable motion picture palace
of today, so has projection advanced to keep
pace. In the old days the motion picture was
a curiosity. It was viewed as such. Today
it is a thing of real artistic beauty, at least
insofar as has to do with its projection. I
am sorry indeed to say, however, that some
productions tax even the art of the most skillful projectionists, handling the most up to
date projection equipment, to make them acceptable to audiences.
Today many projectionists are called upon
to place upon their screens the images of the
very highest and best of mankind in this and
other lands, and to cause them to deliver addresses to the audiences, sing songs or to play
instruments. The responsibilities of the motion picture projectionist have vastly increased,
but
modern
projectionist
has ones
"kept inpace"
and the
is able
to look
those great
the
eye and say: "I gave to you a good and
creditable appearance before our people." And
that is precisely what he does do. He could
make even our President look foolish, but
having real pride in the thing he is beginning
to consider as and treat as a profession, he is
careful not to do so.
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■ Crown theatre, Racine, Wis.
Granda theatre, Racine, Wis.
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vestment Company.
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more than a trade or craft. It approaches
very closely to being a real profession, of
which I know several which demand far less
in the way of accurate knowledge than does
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BUILT
Court theatre. Auburn,
Ind. (1200).
Elks theatre, Garrett, Ind. (1200).
Emboyd theatre. Fort Wayne. Ind. (3100).
DESIGNING
Palace theatre, Anderson, Ind. (2100).
Palace theatre, Muncie, Ind. (2100).

Thalheimer & Weitz, 10 South 18th street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
C. Totten, 101 Hassayampa hotel, Prescott,
Ariz.

Fla.
Fred T. Uezzell, Robinson building, Ocala,
United Studios, Inc., 14 West Lake street,
Chicago, 111.
Van Gunten & Van Gunten, 26 East Huron
street, Chicago, 111.
BUILT
Downers Grove
(111.) theatre (ISOO).
Now working on sketches for another house.

P. A. Vivarttas, Union City, N. J.
C. Edward Vosbury, 509 Binghamton
ings Bank building, Binghamton, N. Y.

Sav-

w

Warren & Wetmore,
New York City.

17 East 47th street.

C. W. Webster and L. J. Latz, 5 North Genesee, Waukegan, Wis.
Emile Weil, Inc., Whitney Bank building.
New Orleans, La.
York
City. Weiser, 510 Madison avenue, New
Arthur
Wm. J. Westfall, 1104 Nixon building, Corpus Christi, Tex.
Albert E. Westover, 109 South 22nd street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
W. P. Whitney, 6951 South Green street,
Chicago.
Thos. W. Williamson, Central National
Bank building, Topeka, Kan.
Wm. Wrifford, (Camden, N. J.

John J. Zink, 2726 Overland avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Zook & McCaughey, 222 West Adams street,
Chicago.
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The
New
Anderson
Theatre,
A nderson,
Ind.

7 his theatre and
hotel building was
designed by A. M.
Strauss, architect of
Fort Wayne, Ind.
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Frank Adam Electric Company
3650 Windsor Place, St. Louis, Mo.
Manufacturers of remote control systems
Executive Personnel:
President & General Manager.. Frank B. Adam
Vice-President in Chge. of Sales
_
H. J. Reinhardt
Vice-President in Chge. of Mfg
_
M. J. Schmelig
Secretary & Treasurer....Miss
C. B. Conklin

Branches
Detroit, Mich., H. H. Norton, district manager.
Cincinnati, O., E. F. Schurig, district manager.
Atlanta, Ga., L. A. Crow, district manager.
New Orleans, La., W. J. Keller, district manager.
Dallas, Tex., R. S. Wakefield, district manager.
Kansas City, Mo., Robert Baker, district manager.
Minneapolis, Minn., L. H. Cooper, district manager.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Emory Coffin, district manager.
Buffalo, N. Y., R. E. Jones, district manager.
Omaha, Nebr., B. J. Fleming, district manager.
Chicago, 111., Phil Rabon, district manager.
San Francisco, Cal., B. F. Fuller, district manager.
Boston, Mass., J. J. Cassidy, district manager.
Philadelphia Pa., Wm. A. MacAvoy, Jr., district
manager.
Seattle, Wash., A. M. Asseltine, district manager.
Memphis, Tenn., C. B. Rutledge, district manager.
Jacksonville, Fla., F. W. Knoeppel, district manager.
Tampa, Fla^ F. C. Arnold, district manager.
Cleveland, O., W. W. Headings, district manager.
Walkerville, Ont., Canada, J. L. Frink, district manager.
Toronto, Ont., Canada, C. H. Keeling, district manager.
Winnipeg, Man., Canada, S. Langley, district manager.
Vancouver, B. C, Canada, F. N. Adams, district
manager.
Denver, Colo., Alex. Hibbard, district manager.
Baltimore, Md., W. J. Mann, district manager.
F. G. Kraut, assistant sales manager, Atlantic Coast.
E. Zinsmeyer, vice-president in charge of Pacific
Coast sales.

•

•

•

The Aikin Decorative Company
Dloontficld, Ind.
Mzmufacturers of artificial flowers, wrought
iron stands, wicker-ware, palm plants and
other items for the theatrical trade.
Executive Personnel:
President & General Man.-igcr

Earl T. Aikin

Alexander Film Company
Denver, Col.
Producers of publicity motion pictures
Executive Personnel:
President
1st Vice-President
2nd Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

• • •

J. Don Alexander
D. M. Alexander
Mark Fitzgerald
R. A. Duncan

American Seating Company
14 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers of theatre chairs
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President and

„...T. M. Boyd
Director of Distribution....
„
L. D. Petre
General Manager
V. L. Wills
Advertising Manager
E. G. Bentley

Branches

Boston, Mass., 69 Canal street, J. P. Butler.
Philadelphia, Pa., 1211 Chestnut street, W. B. Boyle.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 217 Fulton building, F. B. Carver.
Cincinnati, O., 519 Main street, John W. Boyd.
Detroit,
Toll. Mich., 157 East Elizabeth street, A. R. Van
Indianapolis,
Ind., 416 Bankers Trust building, W. A.
Pierson.
Seattle, Wash., 1st avenue and Virginia street., F. K.
Hargreaves.
Minneapolis, Minn., 801 Produce Exchange building,
L. J. Hollister.
Fort Worth,
Tex., 209 Cotton
Exchange
building,
M. W. Leuthstrom.
Buffalo, N. Y., 1354 East Swan street, T. R. Bentley.
Cleveland, O., 1404 East Ninth street, F. H. Boyd.
New York City, 119 West 40th street, L. N. Olmsted
Jacksonville, Fla., 315 Masonic Temple. H. W. Ewert.
St. Louis, Mo. 3908 Olive street, E. T. Oftelie.
Kansas City, Mo., 408 Manufacturers Exchange building, Alex Leishman.
Memphis, Tenn., 678 Randolph building, F. E. McCormick.
Grand
ferro. Rapids, Mich., 9th and Broadway, H. M. Talia

• • •
American Silversheet Company, Inc.

915-Q17 ll'ash street, St. Louis, Mo.
Manufacturers of metallic surface screens
Executive Personnel:
President

-

H. C. Wood*

Represented

Vice-President and Treasurer..John A. Scbuld
Secretary and General Manager..A. M. Pollack

Distributors

American Silversheet Company distributes through the
National
Theatre
Supply
Company,
whose
branch
offices are listed in this issue.

• « •
The Arcus Ticket Company
348 North Ashland avenite, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers of theatre tickets, amusement tickets, coupon books, ticket racks
and boxes.
Executive Personnel:
President and Treasurer
Vice President and Treasurer

James S. Arcus
H. J. Hessell

• • •
Arlington Seating Company
Arlington Heights, III.
Manufacturers of opera chairs
Executive Personnel:
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Sales Manager

^\. F. VoU
G. Rex Voli
G. K. Voli
C. E. McWhorter

• • •
Automatic Devices Company

sets .'■tiiiiiiiels Ihiilding. . ///i/;/c';i 71. Fii
Manufacturers of Stabilarc motor generator
Executive Personnel:
Secretary
Superintendent..^

Factories

IrvineE. Grmrorl
..K.
Wm.
.\. Smith

I2th and Maple street. .Mlcntown.
Pa.
Miller and Broad strcct.<:, Newark, N. J.

• • •
Brandt Automatic Cashier Company
Watcrlii-.cti,

Wis

Manufacturers of coin changing and paying
machines
Executive Personnel:
President
—
_
_
E. W. Ouirk
Vice President
C R. .\cker
Secretary
_
O. E. Iloffmu
Chairman, Board of Director* and Treasurer.
-E. J. Brandl
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Bell 8C Howell Company
1801-1813 Larchmont avenue, Chicago, III.
Manufacturer
of cinematograph
cameras
and equipment
Executive Personnel:
President...Vice-President
Secretary
Chairman...-

_

_.J. H. McNabb
-A.. S. Howell
C. A. Ziebarth
-R. J. Kittredge

_
~

Branches
New York City, 11 West 42nd street.
Hollywood, Cal., 6324 Santa Monica boulevard.
London, England, Bell & Howell Company, Ltd., 320
Regent street.
• • •

Richard R. Bruckner
532 West 22nd street. New York City
Manufacturer of fire curtains, motor driven,
hydraulic check, counterweig'ht
system,
cycloramas, light bridges and orchestra,
console and stage elevators.
Factory and Sales Office
New

York City, 532

West 22nd

• * •

street.

Caloroil Burner Corporation
225 West 35th street. New York City
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Director of Sales
Jersey

_
-

George
Bullock
M. J. Binkley
H. C. Alexander
G. H. Rittenhouse

_

Factory

City, N. J., 243

Mercer street.

Branches

Boston, Mass., 260 Tremont street, F. H. Johnson.

• » •
Capehart Automatic Phonograph
Corporation
Huntington, Ind.
Manufacturers
of the automatic
phonographs, orchestrope.
Executive Personnel:
President
J. W. Caswell
Vice-President and General Manager
_
H. E. Capehart
Secretary and Treasurer
Winfred Runyan
General Sales Manager
—.J. E. Broyles
Sales Promotion and Advertising Manager
..._
W. C. Peterson
Collection and Credit Manager....R. E. Girton
Auditor
_
W. H. Bell
Chief Engineer
_...T. W. Small
Factory Superintendent
B. R. Kinsey

Branches

The Capehart company will have 22 branches in the
principal cities of the United States.

• •

•

J. H. Channon Corporation
223-233 West Erie street, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers
of steel curtains, counterwreight rigging and stage hardware
of
every type.
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President

«

•

•

N.

LeRoy J. Zorn
C. Nussbauraer

Chicago Cinema Equipment Company
1736-1754 North Springfield
avenue, Chicago,
III.
Manufacturers of projection apparatus, orchestra equipment, stage lighting.
Executive Personnel:
President
Treasurer.
Vice-President
Secretary.
—

_

...W. W. Pitann
.._
E. Wolk
A. M. Berg
A. Pitann

Peter Clark, Inc.
534-550 West 30th street, New York City
Manufacturers stage equipment, orchestra
and console lifts, curtain machines, curtain tracks, curtains, stage hardware,
ticket racks, stage rigging, counterweight
systems, etc.
Executive Personnel:
President
Peter Clark
• * «
Clinton Carpet Company
130 North Wells street, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers
of Ozite rug and carpet
cushion.
Executive Personnel:
President and Treasurer
Vice-President
„
2nd Vice President
Secretary
Assistant Secretary

Branches

L. H. Regensburg
V. A. Wallin
J. V. Storck
O. A. Boheim
-.-Mr. Marcus

New York City, 295 Fifth avenue.
Los Angeles, Cal., 727 West Seventh street.
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Continental Electric Company, Inc.
325-27 Ferry street, Newark, N. J.
Manufacturers of electric power apparatus;
Cont-El-Arc motor generator.
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

Walfred A. Peterson
Arthur W. Peterson
Mauritz
Larsson
John Aanensen

Branch
* • •
Continental Studios, Inc.
100 East Ohio street, Chicago, III.
Interior decorators and designers; mural
paintings, draperies and special furniture.
Executive Personnel:

New York City, 140 Liberty street.

President
_
Vice-President
_
Secretary-Treasurer

_

_

August
Osols
Otto Osols
Alfred Shuster

* • •
Coxsackie Holding Corporation
Coxsackie, N. Y.
Manufacturers of projectors
Executive Personnel:

President.
_
-...H. A. Kelp
Vice-President
Geo. M. Overbaugh
Secretary-Treasurer and Manager of Sales
_
„
John L. Myer

Distributors
Cleveland,

O., Oliver Moving Picture Supply
Company, 204 Film Building.
Charlotte, N. C., Carolina Theatre Supply Company,
United Film building.
Birmingham, Ala., Queen Feature Service, Inc., 1912J4
Morris avenue.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Superior Motion Picture Supply Company, 1026 Forbes street.
Louisville, Ky., Louisville Film & Supply Company,
555 South First street.
Tampa,
Fla.,
Amusement
Supply
Company,
709
Twiggs street.
Kansas City, Mo., A. A. Electric Machine Company,
1117 Cherry street.
Omaha, Neb., U. S. Theatre Supply Company, Film
Exchange building.
Dallas, Tex., King Scenic & Theatre
Supply Company, 309 South Harwood street.
Detroit, Mich., McArthur Equipment Company, 2301
Cass avenue.
Providence,
76 Dorrence street.R. I., Wright and Macomber,
Chicago,
111., Movie
Wabash avenue.

Supply

Company,

844

South

« « *
C. Cretors & Company
N. W. Corner 22nd & Jefferson streets,
Chicago, III.
Manufacturers of com popping and peanut
roasting machinery.
Executive Personnel:
General Manager
Credit Manager
Sales Manager
Superintendent

* •

H. D. Cretors
_
H. J. Norgen
S. W. Hollingsworth
E. A. Oudin
•

Curtis Lighting, Inc.
iiig West Jackson boulevard, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers of lighting equipment
Executive Persoimel:
President
_
Augustus D. Curtis
Chairman, Board of Control.-.Kenneth Curtis
Vice-President
P. M. Hotchkin
Treasurer
J. W. Marshall
Vice-President in Charge of Sales
Norman B. Hickox
Sales Manager
_
J. E. Lauderdale
Manager Foreign Department....Darwin Curtis
Manager Foreign Sales
C. E. Johnson
Manager Chicago Sales
P. D. Cornelison
Chief Engineer
J. L. Stair
Advertising Manager. —
Richard L. Brown
Manager Luminaire Studios E. C. McKinnie

Resident Engineers
Baltimore, Md., 910 Garrett building, T. H. Bailey, Jr.
Boston, Mass., 146 Summer street, Karl Anton Piez.
Buffalo, N. Y., 430 Delaware avenue, L. B. Pierson.
Cincinnati, O., 605 Keith building, J. W. Morrison.
Cleveland, O., 750 Prospect avenue, H. L. Wright.
Dallas, Tex., 409 Construction
Industries
building,
F. H. Simmer.
Des Moines, la., 1128 23rd street, O. F. Fulhage.
Detroit,
Mich., 1148 Free Press building, I. M. Kirlin.
Indianapolis, Ind., 305 Merchants Bank building, R.
M. Maxwell.
Kansas
City, Mo., 310
Reliance
building, H. B.
Wheeler.
Los Angeles,
Cal., Commercial
Exchange
building,
F. S. Mills and G- A. Hill.
Memphis,
Tenn.,
205
Builders
Exchange,
H.
O.
Bourkard.
Minneapolis,
Minn., 232 Fourth street. South, G. C.
Law.
Henry.
Philadelphia,
Pa., 708 Witherspoon
building, J. R.
Pittsburgh,
Pa., 611 First National
Bank
building,
G. T. Morrow.
Rochester, N. Y., 623 Commerce building, C. B. Pate.
St. Louis, Mo., 402 Louderman building, A. R. Hoak.
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Francisco,
Seattle,
Turner. Wash.,

Cal.,

416

Terminal

Foxcroft
Sales

building,
building,

F.
W.

E.
K.

• « *
Company
The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing

I2th & St. Paul avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Manufacturers
of ekctric controlling devices.
Factories
Milwaukee, Wis.
New York City, 801 East 144th street.

Branches

New York City, 8 West 40th street.
Boston, Mass., 52 Chauncey street.
Cleveland, O., 815 Superior avenue.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 132 7th street.
Chicago, 111., 323 North Michigan avenue.
Detroit, Mich., 2539 Woodward avenue.
San Francisco, Cal., 970 Folson street.
Philadelphia, Pa., 1201 Chestnut street.
Atlanta, Ga., 1514 Healey building.
Buffalo, N. Y., 295 Main street.
Cincinnati, O., 49 East 4th street.
St. Louis, Mo., 611 Olive street.
Milwaukee, Wis., 530 Wisconsin avenue.
Los Angeles, Cal., 229 Boyd street.
Seattle, Wash., 2207 First avenue. South.

« * •
DeVry Corporation
iiii Center street, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers of motion picture cameras
and projectors.
Executive Persoimel:
President
Advertising Manager

Branch

H. A. DeVry
A. P. Hollis

New York City, 131 West 42nd street.

• « •
The Edwards Manufacturing Company
Eggleston avenue,
4th 0.
to 5th street,
Cincinnati,

Manufacturers
of sheet
material.
Executive Personnel:

metal

building

President..
E. W. Edwards
Vice-President and Treasurer„H. W. Edwards
Vice-President
G. R. Edwards
Vice-President and Secretary
G. D. Myers
Vice-President and Assistant Secretary
O. S. Larkby
Advertising Manager
N. D. Jones
Purchasing Agent —
H. W. Woodward

Branches

New York City, 81-83 Fulton street
Dallas, Tex., N. E. Corner
Market and Collin streets.
Company

• « •
The Enterprise Optical Manufacturing

564-572 West Randolph street, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers of motion picture projection
machines and accessories.
Executive Personnel:
President

O. F. Spahr

• « *
Essannay Electric Manufacturing Company
1012 South Tenth avenue, Maywood, lit.
Manufacturers of changeover devices for
projectionPersoimel:
rooms.
Executive
President and General
L. D. Strong
• Manager
• •
Filmack Company, Inc.
730 S. Wabash avenue, Chicago, III.
Producers of special trailers, heralds and
weekly programs.
Executive Personnel:
President and Treasurer
Vice-President
Secretary
Service Department • «

Irving Mack
B. Mack
Abe Mack
H. C. Brown

•
E. E. Fulton Company
1018 South Wabash avenue, Chicago, III.
Distributors of projectors, generators, stage
lighting equipment, electric signs, screens,
and all other equipment for theatres; also
manufacturers of Fulco products.
Executive Personnel:
President
C. H. Fulton
Vice-President
_
Pat Casey
Vice-President and General Sales Manager
F. A. Van Husan
Secretary. —
_
-...Frank Meyer
Treasurer
A. G. Jarmin
Director
„
Chas. Moskowitz
Manager Manufacturing Division..F. McMillan
Field Representative
Carl Krumrei
Engineering
H. C. Stiff
Purchasing
;_
Jacob
Mitchell
Credits
S. J. Vail

EXHIBITORS
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Undine
Fulton
Elma
Hands
George
Kegley
E. E. Hart

Branches
New York City, Carl Krurarei, 115 West 45th street.
St. Louis, Mo., W. C. Earle, 3403 Olive street.
Indianapolis,
Ind., Jos. Bomraerscheim,
340 North
Illinois street.
Milwaukee, Wis., 151 Seventh street.
San Francisco,
Cal., Paul Bush, 255 Golden
Gate
avenue.

Factory

Chicago, III., 3208 Carroll avenue.

Gallagher Orchestra Equipment Company,
Inc.
6i6 West Elm street, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers of music stands, orchestra
swivel chairs, conductor's
stands, piano
music racks, organ music racks, resonant
sectional platforms for orchestra pits, etc.
Executive Personnel:
President...R. D.
Vice-President
-...Thos. E.
Secretary and Treasurer
Geo. A.
Sales Manager
Edmund

Gallagher
Gallagher
Gallagher
F. Griffith

Branch
Los Angeles, Cal., 1487
Thos. E. Gallagher.

West

Washington

boulevard,

General Outdoor Advertising Company,
Inc.
/ Park avenue. New York City
Electric and painted signs and outdoor advertising.
Branches
Chicago, 111., Harrison and Loomis streets.
Offices in 60 other cities.

Hall & Connolly, Inc.
I2g Grand street, New York City
Manufacturers of arc lamps and accessories
Executive Personnel:
President
Treasurer

The Hart Manufacturing Company
Hartford, Conn.
Manufacturers of remote control switches
Executive Personnel:
_
_

*

«

*

Gerald W. Hart
George
Hart
Curtis Alvord
S. C. Williams

The Hertner Electric Company
1905 West 114th street, Cleveland, O.
Manufacturers of battery charging equipment, motor generators, transverters and
a.c. motors.
Executive Personnel:
President.
Secretary and Chief
Sales Manager

Holmes Projector Company
j6j2 North Halsted street, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers of motion picture projectors.
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-PresidentSecretary and Treasurer

O. J. Holmes
A. B. Gould
C. M. Swan

Theodore Hall
Joseph J. Connolly

_

President
Vice-President.
Sales Manager
Chief Engineer

Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh.

_
.J. H. Hertner
Engineer.
C. C. Dash
L. J. Sinnott

Distributors
The Hertner Electric Company distributes through
the National Theatre Supply Company, whose
branches are listed in this issue, in the United
States, and also controls distribution in British West
Indies, South America, Mexico, Central America
and the Orient.

Hey wood- Wakefield
209 Washington street, Boston, Mass.
Manufacturers of theatre seats
Division Sales Offices
Baltimore, Md., 113 West Conway street.
Boston, Mass., 174 Portland street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Wells and Carroll streets.
Chicago, 111.. 439 Railway
Exchange
building.
Detroit, Mich., 404 Film Exchange building.
Kansas City, Mo., 1310 West 8th street.
San Francisco, Cal., 737 Howard street.
Los Angeles, Calif., 801 East 7th street.
Minneapolis, Minn., 357 Locb Arcade.
New York, N. Y., 516 West 34th street.
Philadelphia, Pa., 244 South Sth street.
Portland, Ore., 148 North 10th street.
St. Louis, Mo., 6th and O'Fallon streets.

Geo. Kilgen 8C Son, Inc.
4016 Union boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.
Builders of pipe organs
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

_
_

Chas.
Alfred
Geo.
Chas. C.
Eugene

Distributors

C. Kilgen
G. Kilgen
J. Kilgen
Kilgen, Jr.
R. Kilgen

Geo. Kilgen & Son, Inc., distributes through National Theatre Supply Company, whose branch offices are listed in this issue.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric Stage
Lighting Company, Inc.
331 West 50lh street, New York City
Manufacturers of stage lighting equipment
of great variety, including
spotlights,
floodlights, color wheels, scenic effects
and many other devices.
Executive Personnel:
President
Treasurer
Secretary
Sales Manager
Purchasing Agent
Superintendent
Advertising Manager
Electrical Engineer

John
Herbert

H. Kliegl
A. Kliegl
Leo
Kliegl
Frank H. Bliss
Henry
Fisher
Joseph
Kliegl
Andrew J. McGregor
Herbert A. Kliegl

Kno^vles Mushroom Ventilator Company
203-204 I'raiiklin street, Nciu York City
Manufacturers of fresh air diffusers
Executive Personnel:
Manager
.\ssistant

Manager

.Vrlliur F. Knowlcs
-...Elliot Knowlcs

Sales Representatives
Denver.
Col., I4.'8 l.af;iyclte
street, T, S. .\lford
Supply Company.
Ualtimore.
Mil.,
Ill),"
.Vnu-rican
liuiKliiig, F. C. Cliffori I.

Hoffman-Henon,

architects.

Pittsburgh, I'a., 507 Larimer avenue, E. E., B. .V
St.Geier.
Paul, Minn., 765 Hampden avenue, Hcaly Ruff
Company.
Toledo, O., 916 Summit street, Anderson & Krapp.
Des
Moines, la., 512 Hubbell building, Preston
Daniels.
Boston, Mass., 36 Portland street, care Tuttle 4
Bailey Manufacturing Company, C. G. Graf.
Los Angeles, Cal., 721 Central building, A. E. Menke.
Detroit, Mich., 501 Detroit Savings Bank building,
R. C. Nagle.
Qeveland, O., 924 Keith building, Carl Sprigade.
London, W.C.2, England, 133 Long Acre, Sarco ComNolting.
Richmond,
pany, Ltd.Va., 22 North Seventh street, R. Massie
Houston,
Tex., 925 Electric building, Texas Engineering Company.

Lakeside Company
Hcnnansville, Mich.
Manufacturers
of ventilating systems
aligners.
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

and

S. E. Earle
G. H. Earle
W. .\. Rowcll
1. W. Rowell

Branches
.\tlanta, Ga., Ill Walton street.
Kansas Citj-, Mo., Ill West I8th street.
Minneapolis, Minn., 18 North Washington avenue.
Cleveland, O., Builders Exchange.
Newark, N. J., 57 Halsey street.
New York City, 65 Elast 9th street.
Portsmouth, Va., High street.
Los Angeles, Cal., 5421 Qinton street.
Boston, Mass., 46 Church street.
Houston, Tex., 209 Mason building.
Oklahoma
City, Okla., 121 S. Hudson
street.
Detroit, Mich.. 320 Bcaubien
street.
Escanaba,
Mich., 210 South 9th street.
ChicaRO, 111., 803 Transportation
building.
Chicago, III., 1018 South Walxish
avenue.

Link Organ SC Piano Company
)' and roll reManufacturersBitiglianiton,
of organs, .V.
pianos
producing players.
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

Branches

G.

E. .\. Link
R. Tbavcr
G. T. Link

Chicago. III.. 910-021 Rush street, Ralph Waldo Emerson Organ School.
Los
.Vngeles, Studios.
Cal., 1212 West Washington street.
W'a.shiuRton
New York City, 1600 nroadway.
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Lustrolite Corporation
Davenport, la.
Changeable
letter
electrical
advertising
service.
Executive Personnel:

Milwaukee Corrugating Company
36th avenue & Burnham street, Milwaukee,
Wis.
Manufacturers of Milcor sheet metal building products.
Executive
Personnel:

President..._
E. M. Clark
Vice-President and Sales Manager..M. L. Clark
Vice-President
D. J. McCallum
Secretary and Treasurer
W. J. Housman

Branches
Distributors
National
Theatre
Supply
Company,
whose branches
are listed in this issue, also handles this product.

The Maier Lavaty Company, Inc.
2141-43-45 Lincoln avenue, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers
of
uniforms,
usherette
dresses and caps.
Executive Personnel:
Jerome
Maier
O. J. Lavaty

Major Equipment Company, Inc.
4603-19 Fullerton avenue, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers of reflectors, border lights,
footlights, cloud machines, flood lights,
spotlights, box lights, electric signs,
Kausalite, dimmers, switchboards, and
other electrical equipment.
Executive Personnel:
President

and

Vice-President

Chief
and
_

Engineer.
_
_
Roscoe E. Major
Manager
P. J. Rabon

General

District Offices
Atlanta, Ga., L. A. Crow, 64 Cone street, N. W.
Baltimore, Md., Wolfe-Mann Manufacturing Company,
320 South Hanover street.
Boston, Mass., J. J. Cassidy, 222 Devonshire street.
Brooklyn,
N. Y., Fred G. Kraut, 182 North
Uth
street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Ralph E. Jones, 184 Main street.
Charlotte, N. C, H. D. Quarles, 6 Ashland avenue.
Cincinnati, O., E. F. Schurig, 44 East Third street.
Cleveland, O., Handel Davies Company, 328 Chester
Twelfth
building.
Dallas, Tex., R. S. Wakefield, 2425 Commerce street.
Denver, Col., Alex Hibbard, Hibbard-Weedon Electric
Company, 1940 Balke street.
Detroit, Mich., H. H. Norton, 2683 Wabash avenue.
Indianapolis,
Ind., The Scott-Jaqua
Company,
Inc.,
230 South Penn street.
Jacksonville,
Fla., F. W. Knoeppel,
2822 St. Johns
avenue.
Kansas City, Mo., Robert Baker, 106 East 14th street.
Los Angeles, Cal., Otto Demmert,
106 West Third
street.
Los Angeles,
Cal., E. Zinsmeyer,
1127 South Wall
street.
Memphis, Tenn., C. B. Rutledge, 417 Prescott street.
Minneapolis,
Minn.,
L. H.
Cooper,
442
Builders'
Exchange.
New Orleans, La., W. J. Keller, 509 Conti street.
Omaha, Neb., B. J. Fleming, 213 South 12th street.
Philadelphia, Pa., Wm. A. MacAvoy, Jr., 244 North
10th street.
Pittsburgh,
Pa., Coffin-Perry
Company,
319 Third
avenue.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Raymond Ackerman, 318 Dooley Block.
San Francisco, Cal., Baker-Joslyn Company, 490 Second street.
Seattle, Wash.,
Metropolitan
Electric Supply
Company, 2914 First avenue, S.
St. Louis, Mo., O. H. Rottmann, 3649 Bell avenue.
Tampa, Fla., F. C. Arnold, 109 East Jackson street.
Toronto,
Can., Square D. Company of Canada,
146
King street.
Vancouver,
Can., Langley
Manufacturing
Company,
Ltd., Granville Island.
Walkerville, Can., Square D. Company of Canada.
Winnipeg,
Can.,
Langley
Electric
Manufacturing
Company,
677 Notre Dame
avenue.

The Marr Sd Colton Company, Inc.
Warsaw, N. Y.
Builders of organs
Executive Personnel:
President and Treasurer
Vice-President and Secretary

Branches

INDEX
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President and Treasurer
Louis Kuehn
Secretary and Assistant Treasurer..A. J. Luedke
Vice-President and General Sales Manager
J. H. Christman

Branch Plants and Offices

Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Kansas City, Des Moines
and other points.

President
; Secretary

BUYERS

David Marr
John J. Colton

New
York
City, 2016 Paramount
building, Times
Square.
Chicago, 111., 708 Congress-Bank building, 506 South
Wabash avenue.
Detroit, Mich., 3001 East Grand boulevard.

Chicago, 111., 4301 South Western avenue.
Kansas City, Mo., Box 5121 Gateway Station.
La Crosse, Wis., 2130-50 South avenue.

Branches

Asheville, N. C, Room 35, American National Bank.
Philadelphia, Pa., 49th and Locust streets, Chatham
Court.
Detroit, Mich.,
144 LaFayette
boulevard,
W., 633
LaFayette building.
Boston, Mass., Room 726 Little building, 80 Boylston
street.
Minneapolis, Minn., 602 2nd avenue, S., 542 Builders
Exchange building.
Little Rock, Ark., 120 West Markham street.

* * *
Milwaukee Electric Switchboard Company
156 Clinton street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Manufacturers
of lighting equipment and
switchboards.
Executive Personnel:
President
Electrical Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Sales Manager

E. E. Hagedorn
N. H. Brown
J. F. Mulholland
H. M. Jackson

* * *
Minusa Cine Screen Company
Bomont at Morgan street, St. Louis, Mo.
Manufacturers of Minusa screens
Executive Personnel:
President
W. L. Schoening
Vice-President and Treasurer
A. W. Schulenburg
Secretary
D. G. Teasdale

* *

*

Morelite Company, Inc.
600 West 57th street. New York City
Manufacturers of reflector arc lamps, mirror
reflectors, lenses, condensers, fractional
electric motors, automatic arc-controllers
and stereopticons.
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President

_

_Arnold
Tyroler
Sydney Nickelsburg

The Morgan Lithograph Coihpany
Cleveland, O.
Producers of lithographic posters and paper
Executive Personnel:
President and General Manager P. J. Morgan
Vice-President
_
Geo. W. Morgan
Vice-President
E. S. Gaylor, Jr.
Secretary and Treasurer
Vernon Charnley
Purchasing Agent
_
G. L. Brock
Auditor
B. L. Osborne

Branches

New York City, 24 West 40th street.
Philadelphia, Pa., 1420 Chestnut street.
Pittsburgh, Pa., First National Bank building.
Chicago, 111., Towers building.
Atlanta, Ga., Thrower building.
Boston, Mass., 22 Bloomfield street.
Toledo, O., Smith-Baker building.
Detroit, Mich., General Motors building.
Kansas City, Mo., Mutual building.
Los Angeles, Cal., 257 South Spring street.

Plants

Cleveland, O., Payne avenue.
New York City, West 31st street.

National Uniform Company
12-14-16 John street, New York City
Manufacturers
of uniforms
for men and
women.
» • «
Nelson-Wiggen Piano Company
1731-45 Belmont avenue, Chicago, III.
Builders of automatic pianos, orchestra and
organs, grand, upright and player pianos,
reproducing and expression pianos.
Executive Personnel:
President
Secretary
General Manager

_.._

_

Distributors

Boston,
Mass., New
260 Tremont
street. England

Oscar Nelson
Peder Wiggen
Lee S. Jones

Organ-Piano

Company,
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Charlotte, N. C, Scofield Auto-Music Company, 25
West 1st street.
Daytona
Beach, Fla., A. H. Bechtol.
nue.
Birmingham, Ala., L. J. Davies, 1401 Woodland aveNew Orleans, La., Rive & Rive, 861 Camp street.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Wm. D. Jeanak, 1025 Forbes street.
Dallas, Tex., Southern Pipe Organ Company, 1913
Commerce street.

Claude Neon Lights, Inc.
50 East 42nd street, New York City
Manufacturers of Neon tube light signs
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
Sales Manager
Advertising Manager

W. T. P. Hollingsworth
R. L. Kester, Jr.
William
Franksen
A. P. W. Seaman
A. U. Howard
J. H. O'Neil

Manufacturing Licensees

Los Angeles, Cal., Electrical Products Corporation,
1118 Venice boulevard, with branches in Oakland,
San Francisco, Portland and Seattle.
Denver, Col., Electrical Products Corporation, 680
South Broadway, with branch in Salt Lake City.
Chicago, 111., Claude Neon Federal Company, 8700
South State street, with branches in Buffalo, Dallas, Duluth, Houston, Indianapolis, Lexington,
Louisville, Memphis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New
Orleans and Shreveport
South Boston, Mass., C. I. Brink, 24 Gold street.
Philadelphia,
Pa., Philadelphia Sign Company, 305-9
Brown street.
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
Alpha Sign Company, 231-3 Spahr
street.
Detroit, Mich., The Bellows Corporation, 2900 East
Grand boulevard, with branches in Cleveland and
Cincinnati.
Miami, Fla., Elliott Advertising Company.
Schenectady, N Y., Kolite Electric Sign Manufacturing Company, 1007 State street.
Atlanta, Ga., Munn Sign & Advertising Company,
103 Luckie street.
Baltimore, Md., Claude Neon Lights, 6 East Pleasant
street.
Richmond,
Va., H. C. McClelland, 112 Builders Exchange.
Jacksonville, Fla., J. C. Allen, 526 Lynch building.
Toronto, Canada, Macey Sign Company.

The Page Lima,
Organ0. Company
Builders of Pipe Organs
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

_

Branches

E. A. Williams, Jr.
D. M. Lamson
-A.. W. Wheatley
Walter M. Scott

New York City, S W. Toth, 505 Fifth avenue.
Philadelphia, Pa., C. A. Taylor, 1015 Chestnut street.

♦ « »
The Prometheus Electric Company
360 West 13th street, New York City
Manufacturers of electric heating specialties

The sales of this company
the New York office.

are handled

direct

from

* * *

Quality Slide Company
6 East Lake street, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers of slides
Executive Personnel:
President and General Manager..Harry S. Block
Secretary-Treasurer...
Herman
C. Lahann

Raven Screen Corporation
1476 Broadway, New York City
Manufacturers of Halftone screen
Executive Personnel:
President
_
_
Vice-President
Factory
Secretary and Treasurer
Mount Vernon, N. Y., 226

A. L. Raven
F. A. Raven
E. D Reif

Washington street.

G. Reising SC Company
227 West Austin avenue, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers of True to Nature artificial
flowers, plants and vines.
Executive Personnel:
President and General Manager
In Charge of Theatre Installations
_
Hermann

G. Reising
O. Mende

# • *
B. F. Reynolds 8C Company
118 West Ohio street, Chicago, III.
Manufacturers
of heating and ventilating
systems.
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Alfred P. Brown
E. Burt Brown, Jr.
R. T. Bracket!

_

Branches
Detroit, Mich., Tom Brown, 708 Owen building, 250
Lafayette street
St. Louis, Mo., H. A. Woodworth, 705 Olive street.

The Rollaway Motor Company
122-124 Southard avenue, Toledo, O.
Manufacturers of electrical equipment, including Perfex high and low intensity
arc lamps, rectifiers, etc.
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President

Walter Steward
General
Manager
C. A. Pennoyer
Assistant Sales Manager and Treasurer
H. F. Bush
and

Screen Publications
Appleton, Wis.
Publishers of Screen Review and Gravure
Publications for use as theatre house organs and programs.
Executive Personnel:
President
Editor
_
Manager
Assistant Manager

David Smith
L. K. Hoffman
M
Laitlaw
S. E. Murray

Branch
Philadelphia, Pa., 133 South 12th street.

«

*

•

The Screw Machine Products Corporation
I0I2 Eddy street, Providence, R. I.
Manufacturers of The Select-O-Phone Automatic interior telephone and Call System.
Executive Personnel:
President and General Manager.. George Briggs
Treasurer
_.._
_
S. E. Lummis

Branches
New York City, Room
615, Fifth Avenue
200 Fifth avenue.
Hartford, Conn., 64 Farmington avenue.
Chicago, 111., 6524 Oliphant avenue.
Seattle, Wash., 244 Central building.

building.

Sentry Safety Control Corporation
N. W. Corner 13th & Cherry streets,
Philadelphia. Pa.
Manufacturers of a fire preventer device for
attachment to any projector.
Executive Personnel:
President
_
Vice-President...Vice-President...Secretary
Treasurer

_

Branches

Joseph E. Cohen
Chas. J. Hoban
Edwin
Schweriner
Max Aron
Everett Hawley

New York City, 1560 Broadway.
Chicago, 111., 624 South Michigan avenue.
Sentry Safety Control Corporation distributes through
the branch offices of National Theatre Supply Company, listed in this issue.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corporation
I9i5-i7-i() Pine street, St. Louis, Mo.
Manufacturers of cooling and heating systems.
Executive Personnel:
President
Secretary and Treasurer...Vice-President
_

V. Hugoniot
J. B. Yoch
J. E. Yoch

Distributors
Distributes through Theatre Supply dealers in following cities and countries:
Kansas City, Mo.
Mexico
St. Louis, Mo.
Cuba
Chicago, ill.
Canada
Memphis, Tenn.
Charlotte, N. C.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Omaha, Neb.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
New York City, N. Y. I^■'' Mo-nes, la.
Clevcl.-ind,
O.
^"^ O.'^^',^'"'"!'
Jc^*'
o
„
' .
„ ,
Grecnvi
e, S C.
1''^}'''^"^':°'
<=■'''• Tampn.
Fla.
Seat
le. Wash.
Knoxvillo, Tcnn.
Washington,
D. C.
I'ortlaiul, Me.
Oklahoma City, Okla. Houslon, Tex.

Oxford theatre, Burholme, Philadelphia.
Tangley Company
Muscatine, la.
Manufacturers of The Calliaphone, a musical instrument operating automatically or

The Bollinger Company, architects.
Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.
37-9-37 Cass street, St. Louis, Mo.
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President and
—
Treasurer

by hand.
Executive Persormel:
Owner

* •

Norman

•

NewParamount
York City.
Volland
building.

Executive Personnel:
C.

_

M.

McCloskey
F. E. Merts
K. Woodward
Stanley S. Neal
B. M. Shoff
M. Dillow

« * •
Tiffin Scenic Studios

Designers
velour,
curtains
Executive

Tiffin, 0.
and painters of artistic scenery;
repp, vello, satin, sateen, etc., for
and draperies.
Personnel:

Business Manager
Producing Manager

-

Branches

Vallen Electrical Company
225 Bluff street, Akron, 0.
Manufacturers of curtain controls and track
equipment.
Executive Personnel:
„

• •

E. J. Vallen

•

Viking Products Corporation
422 West 42nd street, Nciv York City
Manufacturers
of electric directional, exterior, prismatic letter, marquee, luminous
gas tube and other sigjns.
Executive Personnel:
President
_
F. Schuyler Van Bloem
Vice-President.
Lawrence
K. Herzog
Secretary-Treasurer
_
F. E. Bergman
d'Humy
Assistant
Treasurer...William

Branches

ing.
Philadelphia,
Chic.u-o,

Pa., H.

111., W.

C. Cooley,

E. Hayne, 901

Scenic

• • •

Packard

build-

Strauss building.

Inc.,

1900

Leonard
Electric Company
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Manufacturers
of theatre
dimmers,
arc
lamp and projection lamp ballast resistors
and rheostats.
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President
and
■■ - —
Sales Manager

General

• „.• •

L. Kebler
Manager
D. J. Bums
L. H. Haight

C. S. Wertsner 8C Son
211-221 North 13th street, Philadelphia, Fa:
Manufacturers of motion picture and stereopticon screens.
Executive Personnel:
ProprietorManager

„

A. Q. Wertsner
Thomas
F. NahiU

• • •
Willey Sign Company

■'■.559 Church street, Detroit, Mich.
Manufacturers of electric signs of all tjrpes.
reflectors, window display signs and onUghted signs.
Executive Personnel:
President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer..
Sales Manager

Branches

Willey
Sign Company
tional Theatre Supply
listed in this issue.

C. S. Willey
-L. J. LaVanway
H. E. Hunter
— F. R. Goodwia

distributes through
the NaCompany, whose branches are

The Rudolph Wurlitzcr Company
Ciucinnali, 0.
Manufacturers
of organs, pianos and
other kinds of musical instruments.
Executive Personnel:
Cliairman
of
President
Vice-President

50

Board..
Howard
E, Wurliiier
— .—
Rudolph H. Wurliticr
and Treasurer
-

_•—
——
R. Wurliiicr
Vice-President
and Assistant F.-»my
Treasurer
Thomas P. ClancT
Vice-President
J. L, Ryao

Branches

The Wurliticr company owns and operates *4 stores
in 27 dealers.
cities and distributes through hundreds of
other

Factories

1403

Studios,

Ward

P T. Sennett
E. E. O'Connell

Cleveland, O., E. M. King, 775 East 93rd street.
Phoenix, Ariz., O. B. Marston Supply Company, 337
West Washington street.
Rochester, N. Y., James G. Embury, 27 Clinton avenue, S.
Chicago, III., P. C. Binder, Virginia hotel.
Charlotte, N. C, Carolina School Supply Company,
1001 West Morehead street.
Tampa, Fla., Seminole School Supply Company, 1106J4
Tampa street.
« « «

Owner

Sales Office

Baker

Theatre Ad Mat Service, Inc.
Uniontown, Pa.
An advertising mat service for theatres; delayouts of wide
variety. signers of newspaper
President
_
Treasurer
General
Manager
General Sales Manager
Studio Chief
Service Manager

Victor H. Volland
Secretary
Rose Volland DuMoscb
Louis J. Volland

North Tonawanda, N. Y.
Dc

K.ill>,

111
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DEPARTMENT

A Resume of IMPORTANT COURT DECISIONS Affecting Theatres and Compiled
Monthly for BETTER THEATRES by LEO T. PARKER.
Liability in Accidents
June 12, 1926, Page 9
The manager of a theatre in the eyes of the
law acts for the owner. Therefore, if an accident happens due to the manager's neglect to
keep the theatre in good condition, the owner
is liable for damages.
Quite recently an important court decision was
rendered in which the owner was held liable for
damages because a patron stepped into a depression
in the floor, lost his balance and fell, striking his
head on the edge of a seat. The court held the
owner liable, as it is the duty of a manager to keep
the floor of the theatre in good repair so that persons are unlikely to injure themselves.
In another case a patron ran a splinter into his
hand while using the arm of a seat as a rest. It
was proved that the seat was accidentally splintered,
only a few days previously, by another patron.
Even though the splintered seat had remained unobserved by the manager and his assistants for only
a few days, the owner was held liable for damages.
It is the manager's duty to supervise the cleaning
and inspecting of the theatre. Therefore, the manager should not trust irresponsible persons to supervise the cleaning and inspection of the seats, flooring and other parts of the theatre. The inspection
should be made at regular intervals. Even if the
unsafe condition goes unnoticed for but a few days,
the court quite likely will hold the theatre owner
liable for damages.

Not Insurer Against Injury
On the other hand, in another decided case,
the court explicity pointed out that a theatre
owner is not an insurer against injury to
patrons, though it is an established rule of
law that he is liable for injuries resulting
from his or the manager's negligence.

But if a patron is injured due to damage of the
theatre that is not the result of the owner's or his
and to
before
the aware
manager
amanager's
reasonablecarelessness,
time in which
become
of has
the
damage, then the owner is not liable. However,
what constitutes a reasonable period of time depends
considerably upon the circumstances.
The courts often have held that the manager
should insist that the assistants inspect the theatre
after each performance. An owner was held liable
because a patron was injured by a nail protruding
from a seat. This fact was considered sufiScient
to justify the decision, though it was not made evident how long the condition had existed and employes
testified they had not observed the nail on inspection trips.
• • •

Patron Injured by Employe
The owner is also liable if a patron is injured by an employe.
An owner was held liable for injuries received by
a patron who was attacked by the ticket-taker because
the patron had tried to get in on a previously dated
ticket. The court held the ticket-taker had effected
the injuries while acting within the scope of his
employment.
However, the owner is not responsible for all the
acts of an employe, particularly while the employe
is not attending to his duties. For example, an
owner was sued by a patron for injuries sustained
by a theatre cleaner. The cleaner and patron engaged
in a fistfight because the cleaner was standing between the stage and the patron. The owner was
not held liable, because the cleaner was a spectator at the time and was not engaged in his duties
of cleaning the theatre. If the cleaner had been
so engaged, the court may hare held the owner
liable.
Ordinarily it must be shown that the injuries are
due to carelessness of the manager or owner. For
example, a patron was injured when a plaster bust
fell from a wall. The owner was not held liable
because it was impossible for the injured man to
prove the manner in which the bust was attached
to the wall. If it could have been proved that the
bust had been attached in a careless manner, the
owner may have been held liable.
In another case the owner was not held liable
when a patron fell from the gallery to the first
floor. If the steps had been covered with a torn
carpet, over which he tripped, the owner very likely
would have been held responsible. But there was no
carpet on the stairway. Therefore, as thousands
of others had sat in the gallery, the court held that
the patron evidently was injured through his own
carelessness.

Injury to Performer
Owners sometimes are liable for damages
as a result of a performer falling from a
trapeze or otherwise from the stage onto a
spectator.

In one case a performer became disengaged from
a swinging trapeze and the owner was held liable
for injuries to two patrons upon whom the performer fell. The courts consider it the duty of the
owner to provide safe performances for his patrons,
irrespective of the repuation of the actors.
In another case the owner was held liable when
a ball was hurled by centrifugal force into the audience. It was held that, whereas the ball was released because a part of the actor's equipment broke
it was the owner's duty to examine the stage equipment carefully against defects. Furthermore, actors
are in effect agents of the theatre owner. Therefore owners should engage only such acts as are
safe, unless the performers are made liable for any
damages.
From the foregoing decisions, it is evident that
a theatre owner is liable for damages only when
the injuries actually result through the negligence
of the owner or his agents.

«

•

«

Fixing Price, Picking Personnel
July 10, 1926, Page 21
A theatre manager has the legal right to
regulate the price of admission as he sees fit,
as the law regards theatres as amusements
and not necessities.
If the prices are unreasonable there is no method
by law by which the public may compel the owner
to regulate the prices in accordance with the actual
money value of the performance. However, a theatre is subject to police regulation to safeguard the
health and general welfare of the people.
A ticket does not give its holder the absolute right
to remain during the performance, or even to enter
the theatre. It is generally well established that the
owner or his agent, the manager, may, any time after
the ticket is sold, eject the holder and refund the
purchase price paid, unless a state statute specifies
the relation.
Moreover, the owner is under no obligation to
explain his acts to the person whom he ejects. The
reason probably is that the law does not regard a
ticket as a contract, but merely as an evidence of
one, or merely as a license which may be revoked
by the owner at will. _ This is particularly true if
the ticket contains printed matter explaining that
the owner reserves the right to refuse persons admittance or to eject the holder. However, the proprietor is bound to show the performance specified
on the ticket and advertised, and if he fails, the
ticket holder has the right to demand a refund.
In a recently decided case, the advertised violinist became ill and the proprietor substituted another
violinist of equal ability, according to critics. The
court decided, however, that it was improper to
substitute the other violinist and held that ticket
holders had the privilige of a refund. The dissatisfied patron, however, must notify the ticketseller or manager immediately upon learning of the
substitution, and if he remains for the performance
he invalidates his right to a refund.
In another case one of the several stars advertised
became ill. A ticket holder demanded a refund, but
the court held that the proprietor was not liable for
a refund unless it is proved that the absent star
actually is the most important personage of the cast.
However, if an argument is entered into by the
patron and an employe and the ticket holder is injured, the owner may be held liable. Therefore it
is important for the owner to realize the extent of
powers of the doorman. On the other hand, if the
ticket holder becomes angry and tries to force his
way past the doorman, the owner is not responsible
if a fight ensues.
In a few cases, owners have been held liable for
damages where a ticket holder has been refused the
opportunity of witnessing a performance.
Such damages, however, have been slight.

•

"Not

•

•

Transferable"

Tickets

A court held in a recent case that a check
which is sold and on which a different person
enters the theatre after an intermission, is
not good.
On tickets stamped "Not Transferable," "Not Good
If Sold on Sidewalk," or "Not Good If Presented
by a Lady," etc., the owner is not liable in refusing
admittance, but he should refund the purchase price,
though not on a pass-check.
In one case the ticket had printed on its face
"Notorious Characters Will Not Be Admitted." It
was proved later that the ticket holder was a notori-

ous character. When requested to leave she refused
and then, without warning, struck
employe,
bhe was carried from the theatre. Thethecourt
held
that she was not entitled to damages.
In a letter, C. McDonough, Auditorium theatre,
LibertyviUe, 111., told of asking a pair of troublemakers to leave and then, when they refused, pulling
°".^, °i. them out of the seat and ejecting him. He
paid him the ticket price but refused to pay him
for a torn shirt. Mr. Parker gave the opinion that
the owner was not liable. He added, however, that
the law beprovides
used. that no more force than is necessary
should

*
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Duty to Maintain Order
Aug. 7, 1926, Page 19

The court held in a recent case that it is
the duty of the owner to maintain order durmg a performance, because people invest
money to witness it.
In anoither case the owner mistakenly believed
that a patron was creating a disturbance and cautioned him. The patron in a loud voice said another
was the disturber and walked out. The court held
the owner was not liable. However, if the owner
tails to be diplomatic, or is unnecessarily cruel then
the patron may recover damages and even prosecute
In a case where the proprietor attacked a patron
and ejected him before he was requested to
the court held that the owner exceeded his leave,
authority. It has been held repeatedly that a legal
disorderly person who refuses to leave is a trespasser.
l>urthermore, after a reasonable time for compliance,
the owner has a right to eject him forceably or to
v»iout-uu
arrest
the'=<=j;t3'"
•i' side
Ithi
after
the use
ejected
patronisj is
theatre,ttat
anym.
further
of force
illegal.
In a recently decided litigation, an innocent person was accidentally and severely injured during
the ejecting of a disorderly patron. The court held
the owner not liable and said persons in the immediate vicinity of a disorderly person should anticipate trouble and leave.

Eject Rule Violators
Moreover, the owner has the right to eject
persons who msist upon violating the rules and
regulations.
When a person violated the rule against protruding the feet into the aisle, the court held the
owner had a right to eject him after cautioning him.
But when a patron was forcefully ejected wrongfully, the court held the owner liable
damagls
in proportion to the injuries, the price for
of the admission and compensation for the disgrace
and injury to reputation.
A person is deemed to know the exact consequences of his acts, and the theatre owner must lay
nis hands off as soon as the disorderly
patron is off
the premises At the same time, he is not any more
responsible for damages to wearing apparel than
injury to the person.
An owner may legally and without
obtain
tne services of a policeman to ejectliability
a disorderly
A court has held also that a lawful act of a per-^
pa
tr
on
.
son may cause
a disturbanc
e. In one
case, the
sam the arrested man was conducting himself court
properly when insulted, a fight resulting. The court
held he was acting in self-defense.
A man who entered a place of assembly with a
portion of his trousers secured with
caused
a disturbance. He was arrested but padlocks
the court held
"'1^ entitled to a jury decision because it appeared that it was necessary for
to use padlocks
as a substitute for a recent loss him
of buttons.

• • •
Loss of Articles
Sept. 4, 1926, Page
The law is well established
proprietor is liable for the loss
longing to patrons, where it may
neghgence of the proprietor or
proximate cause of the loss.

10

that a theatre
of articles bebe shown that
his staff is the

For example, it has been held that the theatre
owner is liable for loss of a pocketbook stolen from
a patron. On the other hand, the patron must
prove that negligence or absence of ordinary care
by either the owner or the theatre staff was the
cause of the loss.
A patron bought all the seats in a box. A portiere screened the box from the passageway. 'Two
other overcoats were on the hooks when the party
entered,
property
of ushers,
who
intended
to re-
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move them. Neither patron nor friends protested at
their presence. During the play the patron visited
other parts of the theatre and left his overcoat on
the hook while at least two of the party remained
in the box. While the patron was out a stranger
entered the box, without objection. The patron
returned to find his overcoat missing. The court held
the owner was not liable, as he and manager are not
absolute insurers against loss. The court held further that the owner is liable to observe only most
reasonable care, and that he did so, the hooks being
within view of the occupants of the box.

"Not Responsible" Signs
Signs such as "Not responsible for the loss
or damage of valuables belonging to patrons"
have little bearing on the outcome of litigations.
The law is well established that an owner cannot exempt himself from liability for negligence of
himself or employes by posting such notices. Moreover, a court recently held that it is immaterial
whether the patron actually see and read such notices.
Another court said a person is never presumed by
law to assent to a general notice that relieves the
owner of responsibility for loss of money or valuables
particularly where the loss is occasioned by the gross
negligence of the owner or staff.

Ticket a Form of Protection
It has been held reasonable to assume that
a proprietor may limit his liability by a special
contract with patrons, either by printing the
notice on the admission ticket or by other
methods by which the exact limitation of liability may be brought to the attention of
patrons who imply their agreement.

Moreover, where an owner provides an employe
especially for checking and keeping valuables and
apparel, he may introduce this fact as evidence that
he has taken the precaution to supply a place where
the patron's valuables may be safeguarded. As a
general rule the patron who does not take advantage
of that precaution may not recover, unless there is
gross negligence by employes.
Where the service is free but tips may be accepted, the proprietor is legally expected to exercise
a less degree of care than where a charge is made.
However, the owner is not held responsible in all
cases where a charge is made, as the law requires
only that he e.xercise ordinary care.

What Is "Ordinary Care"?
Just what the term means depends upon the
particular circumstances. There is no general
rule.
For instance, it has been held that "ordinary care"
is that degree of care which would have been exercised by a reasonably prudent and careful person
under the same circumstances. It is certain, however, that the owner is not an absolute insurer against
loss or damage
of an article left in a checkroom.
It was shown in one case that the owner accepted
an article of considerable value and permitted it to
be exposed on a shelf but deposited his own valuables
in a more secure place. The court held the owner
liable because he had not exercised the same care he
used on his own valuables.
It has been held that an owner is not responsible
for loss or damage of property occasioned by mere
accident. But he must prove this occurred from no
lack of ordinary care on his part. When a theatre
and the checkroom burns the owner is not liable for
the articles unless lack of ordinary care started the
fire, but ordinary care to remove the articles must
be taken.
If a valuable article is left in a checkroom and the
proprietor permits it to leave the theatre or his possession^ he is responsible. He may be liable also if
an article is stolen by an employe while engaged in
his duties or by other persons. The law presumes
that he hires competent help. For theft by an employe during off hours the owner is not liable.
The owner also may be liable if he violates or disobeys any material instructions of the possessor of the
article, such as specific instructions as to where the
article is to be kept.

Liability for Injuries
Oct. 30, 1926, Page 10
In Burning et al. v. Heyman (133 A. 568)
it was disclosed that a girl, 13, was injured
when the left side of the seat gave way. The
court held the owner liable and said in part :
"Therefrom
is ordinarily
no presumption
of negligence
arising
the happening
of an accident,
and the
burden of proving the injury to have resulted by reason of failure of defendant to exercise reasonable
care must be affirmatively shown. This is true where
the claimant be a minor or an adult (Nichols v. Bell
Tel. Co., 266 Pa. 463, 109 A. 649).
"The assumption of the taking of due precaution
for the safety of others (Phila. & R. R. Co. v. Hummell, 44 Pa. 375, 84 Am. Dec. 457) must be overcome by facts establishing a failure to do so, or of
circumstances from which such inferences naturally
follow. ... In the present case . . . the duty
devolved upon the proprietor to show that reasonable

Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh.
diligence had been used to provide safe accommodations, and that a proper inspection was made. . . .
A clear statement of the applicable rule is found in
62 S. Ct. 410. . . . The proprietor of such structure is not a warrantor or insurer that it is absolutely
safe, but he impliedly warrants that it is safe for the
purpose intended, save only to those defects which are
unseen, unknown and undisclosable. . . . See
Luckstien v. Morris, 80 Pa. Super. Ct. 354, Rutherford, agent Academy of Music, 3 Adv. (Un. of Ser.)
Super. Ct. 320, Scott v. Athletic Assn., 152 Mich.
In the case of Central Amusement Co. v. Van Nostrum, 152 N. E. 183, a woman sued when injured
in falling from a "step-off" from a row of seats in
the rear of the theatre. She was awarded $750. The
court stated:
684."
"Appellee,
because of the darkness and the want of
warning of danger, was injured. . . • Appellee
went to the theatre for the purpose for which it was
operated. . . . Fergee v. Interprovincial Flour
Mills, 80 Ind. App. 248, 140 N. E. 450. Artificial Ice
and Cold Storage Co. v. Waltz (Ind. App.). 146 N. E.
827; J. Wooley Coal Co. v. Tevault, 187 Ind. 171, 190;
118 N. E. 921: 19 N. E. 485."
In 275 S. W. 16 the evidence disclosed that as a
woman was leaving the Rialto in Louisville she fell
upon the marble steps and was injured. She sued,
blaming the highly polished marble. Experts testified for the owner that there was nothing dangerous
about the construction, and the owner said several
courts had held that the fact of steps or floors being
slippery do not render the owner guilty of negligence.
A jury awarded her $3,850.
The court stated:
"Miss Lutz (the woman) was entitled to have her
case submitted to a jury. . . . It is the duty of
the defendant ...
to exercise ordinary care to
keep the stairs ...
in a reasonably safe conA higher court affirmed the verdict of the jury.
dition."

How

to Avoid Liabilities

Noz: 2~. J926. Pofjr ~
Few underestimate the iniportanco of insurance against fire, but few take the precaution to eliminate the probability of litigation
from injury to patrons or employes, loss of
articles, insult.«r to patrons and the like.
Probably the most important subject is the reduction of I.Vwsuits as a result of persons being injured
attending a performance.
This can be accom

while

Hoffman-Henon,

architects.

plished by instructing the cleaners to inspect thoroughly the various parts of the premises. A person
scratched a finger on a protruding piece of metal at
the window. The resultant damages could have been
prevented. The verdict in such cases may run up to
$10,000,
the
e.xtcntandof more,
injury. the amount being determined by

Manager Is "General Agent"
A person cmplo>ed by a theatre owner as
manager is a "general agent" of the owner in
the eyes of the law, so the owner is responsible
for his acts, but onl\ while acting within the
scope of his employment.

In one case an employe and patron met for a fight
when the employe was off duty. The owner was
not held liable. In another case a cleaner on a stepladder w,ashine the theatre entrance descended and
struck a person with whom he was in argument. The
court held that when he descended from the ladder
he was not acting within the scope of his employment. An usher, while showing a patron to a seat, got
into a fight with him.
The owner was held liable.
The application of scope of employment is different
as far as the manager is concerned, however. A manager meets a per.son on the street and insults him or
injures
in aowner
disputeis inliable.
connection with the owner's
business. him The
A patron who is insulted or otherwise humiliated by
an employe can collect from the owner provided the
patron's character has l>ccn injured and the employe
was engaged in his regular employment. The court
held that the owner is legally responsible to in.<truct
his employes to accord patrons good treatment and
render them protection against insults and injuriesTherefore, all employes should be thoroughly informed
of the employer's liability for their acts. It might
even be well for the owners to provide contracts for
the signature of their employes wherein the latter are
informed
of their legal rcsiH)nsibiIitic.»,
The matter of supplying good illumination is also
important. When a patron stumbled because of insufficient lighting, the owner was held liable. I?ut a
patron is not rntiiled to collect when the injtiries
result from his own negligence. For example, a
mother permitted her child to sit on the arm of a
chair. When the child fell, the owner was not held
li.ihle.
Where a defect is of such nature as to be ondi>coverahic by the application of ordinary care, tbe proprietor may not be liable.
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Injury to Employe
When an employe is injured while in performance of his duties, the owner is not liable
provided that the injuries did not result from
negligence of owner or manager.

But when an employe was injured as a result of
defective tools, the owner was held liable. A splinter
m a broom may be a cause of liability. It is thus
particularly important that all defects of tools be
reported by the employe to the manager or owner.
If the employe is advised to proceed on the promise
of the owner that the repair will be made, and he is
injured,
"owneris isto liable.
So proper
another repairs
method and
of
avoiding the
lawsuits
make the
not request the employe to go ahead with the work
until the repair is made.
Likewise, an injury to an employe resulting from
the owiier's violation of a state law makes him liable.

• • *

Safeguarding Property
Dec. 25, 1926, Page 29
A knowledge of the degree of care required
to avoid legal liability is one method of obtaining low cost insurance against loss. Moreover, he is liable for all the acts his employes
commit within the scope of the employment.

A man came into the office of an owner on business and hung his coat on a hook in an outer room
for that purpose. The coat was missing when he
returned. The proprietor was held liable, paid the
cost of the coat,- attorney fees, court costs, time of
employes or witnesses, his own time and lost the patronage of the person. Had he realized his liability
he would not have left that hook in a place where
articles might be removed by unauthorized persons.
Likewise, an owner was held liable for the loss of
wearing apparel of a performer.
The branch of the law concerning the forestalling
of litigations from the foregoing sources is called
bailment. The owner of the property is the bailor
and the one in whose possession it is placed is called
the bailee.
Determination of the meaning of the phrase, "ordinary care," is relegated to juries, one court explained.
A proprietor left another's property in the same place
where he kept his own of equal value. He was not
hfild liable. In another case, a patron left some
money with the cashier and the latter carelessly laid
£t in a position where a thief fished it out. The
owner was not held liable, though it was placed in a
tess safe spot than the proprietor's money.
In other words, the law implies that the keeper will
not deliberately
stand orbystolen.
and permit the patron's
property
to be injured

• •

•

Caution Employes
Therefore, the employes should be cautioned to use the same degree of care in protecting property of patrons as if the property
belongs to the person who consents to keep
it.
Then the keeper is exercising a greater degree of
care than is required by law. At the same time, the
more valuable the property the higher the degree of
care required. And in the case of checkrooms and
perforrners' property, the caretaker should exercise
more vigilance than with his own property. A court
recently
held that "the
. . A.
is for negligence.
A responsibility
bailee is not ofana bailee
insurer.
bailee ... is liable only in the event of fault,
neglect
or both." or his employes are expected to make
The proprietor
frequent inspections to know that the usual places
for depositing property are in good repair. In the
case of a defective lock, the owner was held liable.
An employe in a checkroom is expected to exercise
greater care for valuable clothing than for ordinary
clothing. If a stolen coat is valued at $500 the theatre owner may be held liable whereas if the value is
$100 he may not. The most secure part of a checkroom should be used for the more expensive clothing.

• *

*

The Proper Receipt
The following form printed on the receipt
given_ the property owner or signed by him is
effective in reducing financial loss from this
source :
"It is hereby agreed between the
theatre
and the holder or signer of this contract, that said
theatre shall not be responsible for injury,
loss, theft or destruction of the property, in receipt of
which this instrument is given, except for gross negligence on the part of said
theatre or its
employes;
and further,
that said
theatre
shall not under any circumstances be liable for a
greater amount than $10.00 for injury, loss, theft
■OT destruction of said property, unless said owner shall
pay the sum of 10 cents for each $100 of insurance against injury, loss, theft or destruction of said
property."
If the owner signs a contract to be responsible for
certain property, he binds himself in accordance with
the provisions of the agreement.
When property is placed in the care of theatre personnel, the owner of the property merely stands by
and it is the theatre owner's duty to prove that they
exercised due care to prevent the loss. However, if
the owner of the property is on the premises at the
time of the injury or loss, the property owner must
prove the damage was effected by the proprietor or his
employes. It is certain that provision for a checkroom service lessens the liability, and the owner may
offer this fact as evidence of providing ordinary care.
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Validity of Laws
Jan. 22, 192;/', Page 43
The basis for litigations involving the
validity of statutes and ordinances is Article
Xiy, Section 1, of the Constitution of the
United States and includes the statement that
"no state shall make or enforce any law which
shall abridge the privileges or immunities of
citizens
of the United States."
Only a special <lass of such laws and regulations

are valid and enforceable. Generally a statute which
safeguards the public welfare and is in the exercise of
the "police power" is deemed in the special class and
is valid, although apparently it interferes with the personal and property rights as guaranteed by the Constitution.
An ordinance prohibited the showing of a specified
kind of pictures in a certain class of theatres. The
court held the ordinance invalid because it was not
intended to safeguard public welfare but selected only
a particular class of theatres. Therefore, a law which
discriminates is invalid. Another state law, held invalid, required
have hadbranch
three of
years'
experience
in theproprietors
duties of to
a specified
the
business.
In State v. Laden, 117 Md. 373, the court held
valid a law which requires the operators of motion
picture machines to obtain a license, explaining that
operators should have a reasonable degree of skill or
the audience would be in danger of fire and other
injuries. But where a state law required operators in
only a certain locality to have licenses, the law was
held invalid, being class distinction. However, numerous courts have held that every owner of a business
impliedly consents that it may be regulated by the
state so that the majority of the people shall not be
» • «
jeopardized.

Police Law
Police power is generally conceded to be the
necessary power for the safety and welfare
215.
of the people. See Miami v. Dayton, 92 O. S.
A law which effects such purpose by regulating theatre conduct is not invalid. A court recently held that
the fourteenth amendment was not originally intended
to curtail the rights of a state. A state or municipal
council has_ a legal right to control all matters which
affect public safety, health and welfare. The court
in Metropolis v. Elyria, 23 O. C. C. 544, said that "the
only limitation upon the exercise of the police power
of the state is that the power must be exercised for
the interests of the public in general as distinguished
from the interests of a particular class.
. . ."
In Webber V. Chicago, 50 111. App. 110, a law was
held void which made it unlawful for a person under
16 to enter a theatre unaccompanied by his parents.

» ♦ •
License Law
In Titusville v. Gahan, 34 Pa. Sup. Ct. 613,
the_ court held that a license law was void
which specified that the tax was "for general
revenue
purposes."
In Gaynor
v. Roll, 75 Atl. 179, the court held that

a tax "not for revenue" but "in the exercise of police
power to license and regulate" was invalid. However,
as a general rule license and tax laws, which are not
oppressive are valid. In People v. Richards, 150
Mich. 434, an owner of a theatre in a park was required to pay a license to operate the park and an
additional license to operate the theatre, though entrance to the theatre was free to those who paid to
enter the park.
Only state legislatures have the original power
to enact laws and regulations which pertain to theatres. Yet the state legislature may delegate to municipal corporations the right to exercise police powers.
So if a municipal council enacts laws which do not
violate the Constitution, they are valid.
Yet in Schwartz v. People, 104 Pa. 92, the court
held that where a legislature delegates power to do
that which it cannot directly do, the act is invalid.
A court held valid a license fee of smaller amount
on one theatre class than another because the larger
seating capacity of the larger theatres made reasonable the expectation that their owners should pay a
higher fee. But a law requiring theatres in a particular part of the city to pay a higher tax is invalid.
A regulation that a particular theatre, particularly
hazardous to fire because of location or construction,
have more exits than another is considered valid because the law is designed to protect patrons. The
state law fire regulations should be carefully followed
at all times. If death occurs as result of a violation,
the owner is liable to prosecution for manslaughter,
but only if the death is a direct result.

*

« «

Sunday Closing Law
Feb. 19, 1927, Page 50
In Klinger v. Ryan, 153 N. Y. S. 937, the
Supreme Court of New York held a mayor
has no lation,
rightsaying:to impose a Sunday closing regu"The legislature alone may command how Sunday
may be kept, and it has not delegated the power to
the mayor ...
by giving to that official the mere
general
power to license
entertainments."
In People-Keeley
v. Lent,
152 N. Y. S. 18, the
court held that an anti-Sunday show ordinance was instating that "a
license
may be and
givenother
subject
to
certain valid,
reasonable
hours
of openirig
limits
upon its exercise. But the derivative power of a municipality to fine and imprison can only exist under
and in the due enforcement of authority clearly committed to the municipality."

April 28, 1928
Police Attendance
In the case of City of Hartford v. Parson,
87 Atl. 736, a city ordinance required every
theatre to have a policeman or fireman at each
performance.
The court held the ordinance
* * *
void.
Refusal to Issue License
In re Walker, 146 N. Y. S. 519, the court
held that the mayor had no right to refuse a
license to operate a theatre.
The court stated that the city, "having once given
its permission that the building should be made into a
moving picture theatre, and the owner having incurred
expense in its construction, the city's power over
such building extends only to regulating.
. . ."
In People v. Busse, 162 111. App. 314, the court
held that a license cannot be legally refused for the
operation of a theatre in close proximity to a church.
But in People ex. rel. Moses v. Gaynor, 137 N. Y. S.
196, the court held the mayor justified in barring a
license
to a theatre adjoiniiig
* * a« public school and opposite a church.

Fire Restrictions
Generally, fire or safety restrictions are legal
and the owner cannot avoid liability on technical grounds.
In Waldo v. Seelig, 126 N. Y. S. 798, persons were
permitted to stand behind a row of seats despite a
statute barring patrons from standing in aisles and
passageways.
The court held the proprietor liable.
In McGee v. Kennedy, 114 S. W. 299, the court
held valid an ordinance that provided that every theatre with auditorium, balcony and gallery should have
at least five exits from the auditorium.
However, a fire or safety law is invalid_ where not
intended primarily to safeguard the public. So, in
City of Indianapolis v. Miller, 80 N. E. 626, an ordinance was held invalid which required all exits be on
public street instead of alley.

« * *
Censorship

The Supreme Court of the United States
upheld censorship in the cases of Mutual Film
Corp. v. Industrial Commission of Ohio, 236
U. S. 230, the pictures being "James Boys"
andThe"Night
Riders."
court held
that "the purpose of the ordinance

is to secure decency and morality in the moving picture business, and that purpose falls within the police
power." However, in Life Photo Film Corp. v. Bell,
154 N. T. S. 763, in connection with a picture^ of a
German officer shown "in a cruel and inhuman light,"
the court held the theatre had a right to show the picture because "the play itself to a sensible and an ordi• •create strife."
nary man could in no * way

Operators'
In a leading
case, Examinations
State ex. rel. Elbert v.
Loden, 83 Atl. 564, a law providing for a
board for examining operators was held valid,
the court stating that "the act was to protect
the people . . . against the consequences resulting from the work of incompetent . . .
* ♦ ♦
Theatre Owner's Rights
May 14, 1927, Page 47
."
ors
it.
rat
ope
The theatre owner is not compelled to provide entertainment to all persons who request
Generally it has been held that the theatre owner is
not subject to the rules governing common carriers.
■The fact that a theatre is licensed is immaterial.
"The proprietors of a theatre can open and close their
place
at will,
no one can
make lawful
the court
heldand
in Collister
v. Hayman,
183 complaint,"
N. Y. 250,
76 N. E. 20, where the city tried to specify that a
theatre be kept open at certain periods of the day for
public convenience.
Also, a higher court in ex parte Quarg, 149 Cal.
79, ruled unconstitutional a statute making it unlawful "to sell or offer for sale a theatre ticket at a
price in excess of that charged originally by the management." The court held that such advaiice of price
or the business of reselling at a profit "is no more
immoral or injurious to public welfare or convenience
than is the sale of any ordinary article of merchanIn disethe
matter of a city law requiring that a ticket
at a profit."
be sold at the price printed on its face, in 83 N. E.
236, the court held that "these are arbitrary and_ unreasonable interferences with the rights of the individuals concerned. . . . The legislature has the
same authority over the theatre business as over any
other lawful private business and no more.
The fact that a license is required does not make the
business a public employment."
* * *

A Valid Law
However, a law intended to regulate the
conduction of a theatre to improve the morals,
health or general welfare of the people is
valid.
In Greenberg

v. Western Turf Assn., 140 Cal. 360,
the higher court held constitutional a law making it
unlawful for the owner to refuse admittance to any
person over 21 years who presented a ticket of admission, contending that "it is only a regulation com-
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pelling it (the theatre owner) to perform its own contract." When, in Homey v. Nixion, 213 Pa. 20, a
patron sued an owner for refusing to permit him to
occupy a seat for which he had bought a ticket, the
court held that his only remedy was to sue for losses
occasioned by the owner's refusal, stating that "the
proprietor of a theatre is a private individual engaged
m a strictly private business."
But in Pickett v. Kichan, 153 N. E. 667, the court
allowed a negro woman, refused admittance to a theatre, $70 damages, a state law providing "that all
persons within the jurisdiction of this state shall be
entitled to the full and equal enjoyment of the accommodation . . . of . . . theatres." The owner
contended that the ticket seller had offered her a
ticket to the gallery, yet the court held him liable,
the state law being held valid.

* * »

Theatre On

One

Floor

In Jewel Theatre Co. v. Winship, 144 N. W.
836, an ordinance requiring that a theatre have
only one floor and that it be on the level of
the street was considered valid.
The court held the law's purpose was to reduce fire
hazards, but a law of this nature will be held valid
only when it is considered beneficial to the people.
In Ritchie v. People, 155 111. 98, the court held that
the state "cannot invade the rights of person and
property under the guise of a mere police regulation
when it is not such in fact."

* • •

Recent Decisions
June II, 1927, Page 49
Theatre personnel should know of the recent higher court decisions because in many
instances knowledge of the law will assist
one to avoid all the expenses of litigation.

A state law of New York was enacted to limit the
liability of theatre owners to $75 unless the owner of
a deposited article signed a receipt stating its value
and then it was intended that the proprietor's liability
be limited to $100. Through the peculiar wording of
the law, however, the entire protection intended was
destroyed, in the case of Hones v. Riley, 216 N. Y.
S. 158, the court holding the law meaningless. Therefore, itbehooves the originators of a law to be certain
that the act is so worded that it is not meaningless or
invalid.
In Central Storage v. Pickering, the proprietor had
printed on the face of receipts for deposited articles
the following:
responsibility
company
article
or "The
package
listed on of
thisthisreceipt,
withfortheanycontents
thereof, ...
by it, is limited to $25, unless the
value thereof is made known at the time of storing,
noted on this receipt, and a higher storage rate paid
therefor."
Owner of an article which was lost or stolen had
failed to notify the proprietor of the value above $25
and had not paid the additional fee. The proprietor
was held not liable.
Generally the law had held that the receipt did not
hold unless the owner of the article had signed it.
The foregoing decision seems to overrule that.

«

*
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player's hands. In Easier v. Donie Amusement Company, 133 A. 905, the court held the theatre owner
liable because he "was chargeable with the duty of
using reasonable care, not only to see that the premises which it occupied were in a reasonably safe condition, but also that they were kept so. We think
there was negligible ignorance which in law is equivto actual was
knowledge."
An alent
employe
shot by another employe in an accident while the two were temporarily not at work.
In Cassel v. U. S. Fidelity, 283 S. W. 127, the court
held the injured man was entitled to compensation,
saying that "such pranks constitute a risk inherent in
or incident to the conduction of the employer's business.

« * «

Sunday Closing Law
Recently in State v. Loomis, 242 Pa. 345, a
law which excluded theatres from Sunday
closing regulations was held valid, the court
stating that "it is always competent for the
legislature to recognize different degrees of
the possible tendencies inherent in different
forms
of v.
amusement."
In State
Kennedy, 277 S. W. 943, the court held
that the theatres must remain closed Sundays, declaring that "it must be held that the operation of a picture show . . . does not constitute such 'household
offices of daily necessity' as the statute contemplates."
Therefore it is apparent that the present attitude
of the courts is to give a very broad construction in
favor of Sunday closing laws, but a law is valid which
excludes theatres from the regulations.

« • *
Licenses and Taxes
In Fox Film Corp. v. Trumbull, American
Feature Film v. Same, 7 F. (2d) 715, the
court upheld a statute "providing for the imposition of a tax on films from which motion

In a case where a patron was injured by the collapse of several seats, the supreme court of New York
held that "the danger of the seats breaking from the
strain and v\;eight and rough usage to which they
might be subjected . . . should have been anticipated and guarded against. ...
I find, further,
as a fact, that these benches were not properly constructed or sufficiently strong and were not properly
placed or fastened."
But in Burning v. Heyman, 133 A. 568, when a
patron was injured when a seat unexpectedly broke,
the court ruled that "the proprietor of such structure
is not a warrantor or insurer that it is absolutely safe,
but he impliedly warrants that it is safe for the purpose intended, save only as to those defects which
are unseen, unknown and undisclosable." Other cases:
Central v. Van, 152 N. E. 183; Brown v. Berlcs, 208
N. W. 461. In the first case there was a step-off from
the seat; in the second, there was no light over a
stairway. In both cases the owner was held liable.
In Espel V. Cincinnati Walnut Theatre Amusement
Co. 152 N. E. 684, the court ruled that "lighting
must be such as ordinary prudence would demand,
considering the purpose for which the theatre was

The Circuit Court of Appeals held that "the police
power embraces regulations designed to promote the
public
or states
the public
welfare."
The convenience
exercise by the
of the
power to regulate
exhibitions has been sustained by the U. S. Supreme
Court in a number of cases. In Crute v. State, 109
So. 617, the court held that the owner of a combination house must also obtain a license to operate a
vaudeville show.
• * «

Censorship

In Public Welfare Pictures Corp. v. Beeman, 134 Atl. 868, the Board of Censors' restriction upon
"Naked Truth,"
was reversed
by the
the picture,
court.

The board had considered it objectionable unless
shown in a Y. M. C. A., school building or church
without charge. The court said: "I cannot see why
a play objectionable in itself is made less so by allowing the public to see it «in a• church,
and for nothing."
«

Injury to Patrons
Aug. 6, 1927, Page li
Generally, an owner is liable for an injury
caused by means within his control.
But in Block v. Opera Holding Co., 154 N. E. 761,
when a woman tried to recover for lemonade spilled
upon her dress, the higher court held the owner not
liable. The employe was manager of a concession and
was paid by the owner of the concession. The court
said that "the evidence does not show that it (the
lemonade) was the property of the defendant or within
his control."

• •

•

Sunday Closing Legality
In Gillogly V. Vaugin, 110 So. 653, the court
held that a law which permits the publication and sale of newspapers on Sunday and
restricts the operations of theatres is valid.

Only in exceptional instances have such laws been
invalid.
the judges
heldoccupations
that "the
fact
that The
the majority
ordinance ofincludes
certain
or the conduct of certain businesses, and does not
include others, does not make it obnoxious on the
ground of discrimination." Two iudges gave as their
reasons the fact of the Sabbath being a day of rest
set apart for worship. Two others did not agree 9n
that basis, but that Sunday closing laws are beneficial
and merciful laws to poor people.
Other cases in which the validity of Sunday closing
laws was upheld are Salter et al. v. Smith, 55 Ga.
224; U. S. Supreme Court in Soon Hing v. Crowley,
113 U. S. 703; and Petit v. Minnesota, 177 U. S. 164,
20 S. Ct. 666, 44 L. Ed. 716.

• • •

used."
In O'Leary v. Smith, 150 N. E. 878, a woman sued
for injury when she slipped on something while passing through dark vestibule. The owner was held not
liable because it was not proved that the substance
had been there a "sufficient length of time for the
defendant to have discovered it."

Infringement of Names
Generally, names used to indicate businesses,
as theatres, arc legally known as "tradenames" and are quite different from "trademarks," and trade-names are not registerable.

Injury in Disobeying Usher
Jxily 9, 1927, Page .7i9
The court in Nicolctli v. Park Circuit, 287
So. 661, refused to allow damages when
it
was proved the patron disobeyed an attendant.

However, the owner of an infringed trade-name m.TV
sue. In Cleveland Opera Co. v. Cleveland Civic Opera
Assn. 154 N. E. 352, the higher court, in granting an
injunction preventing the use of the CIcvcI.ind Civic
Opera
name, such
said that
"a similarity
comparison that
of
the twoAssociation
names indicates
a great
the only probable result would be confu.tioii, and if
confusion, then naturally and probably unfair competition.

* »

•

was being
by employes.
armA game
was broken
whenplayed
an implement
slippedA patron's
from a

Regarding the adoption of firm names, this court
quoted: "In case of mere similarity of name . . .
the proof must show the probability of substantial

« • •

Film, Vaudeville Licenses
damage."
In Crute v. State, 190 So. 617, the court
held that the owner of a combination house
must take out a vaude^'ille license as well as
for motion pictures.

• • «

Must Prove Negligence
In Micolette v. Park Circuit & Realty Co.,
287 S. W. 661, the proprietor of an amusement park was held not liable for injuries
to patrons. One amusement was a slide.
The attendant pushed two girls down the incline in the usual manner. They fell off the
pad and were hurt. • • •
Compromise Offer Not Binding
Dec. 24, 1927, Page 11
An unaccepted offer to compromise a controversy isnot binding, and evidence of such
offer is not admissible.
In Buffalo Gaiety Theatre Company v. Indemnitr
Insurance Company of North America, 219 N. Y. S.
212, the insurance company mailed a check for $2,000
to the theatre company in an offer of settlemeat.
Later the theatre company tried to introduce this to
show the insurance company admitted liability for
$2,000, but the court ruled that "such offers take
place daily in attempted settlements, and are always
construed as conditional and not absolute offers. If
the condition is not accepted, the offer fails."
It is advisable for prospective litigants to submit
offers to compromise, as nothing is lost.

• • •

pictures are to be exhibited within the state."

*

Injury to Patrons
The theatre owner is not expected by law
to anticipate unusual accidents. He is expected merely to exercise ordinary care.
It is wise to save the citations of litigations
herein discussed as it is reasonably certain
that where a point previously has been decided, a similar case will be decided the same
way.

WORLD

Newspaper Libel
In Shubert v. Variety, 219 N. Y. S. 233,
the Variety Corporation was held to have published a libelous article under the heading
"Shuberts Gouge $1,000 from Klein Brothers."
The word "gouge" was the primary reason the
court held the publication
• • • constituted libel.
Agreement Not to Operate
Where the seller of a theatre agrees not
to enter the theatre business for a specified
period the general rule is that such agreement is valid, if the contract specifies a definite
territory and if the period is not of unreasonable duration.
In Clay v. Richardson, 290 S. W. 235, one of the
contractual parties (Oay), who had sold out to Richardson, built a new theatre and rented it to Bray.
The court issued an order preventing Bray from
operating the theatre and Clay from leasing it.

» • •

Unsafe Conditions
A theatre owner was held liable for $18,000
damages for injuries to a patron who slipped
upon a loose torn carpet.
In the case of Turschel v. Rex .\rausement Company, 136 S. E. 30, the court based its decision
primarily upon the failure of employes to report the
torn carpet. The court also stated that "it was
not necessary for the plaintiff to show the defendant
knew of the defect."

• • •

Employe Serving Employer
An employe was killed when a wire he was
winding up on the sidewalk came in contact
with a high voltage wire. The court held
the employer liable because the employe "in
fulfillment of his dut>', without orders, as a
faithful employe would do, proceeded to re• •sidewalk."
move the wire from» the
Recovering Purchase Price
In Hunt V. Dillon. 253 Pa.. 90. Hunt rented
a theatre building, agreeing to install certain
equipment. Later Hunt sold the equipment,
without knowledge of the theatre owner, to
Dillon. Dillon was prevented from rcinoving it by the owner. The court held Dillon
entitled to recover the full purchase price from
Hunt.
• • •
Simplify
Jan.
21, 192S, Leases
Page 15
Legal construction of a lease often results
in many thousands of dollars in profit and
loss.
In n.ill.n Opera House A.vociation ». Palla* Enterprises, 288 S. W. 656. it was agreed between
proprietor and building owner that in case of fire
the Lifter had the pnrileire of reconstructing the
building if the proceeds from the in.surance were
sufficient to cover the cost. The theatre owner deposited $20,000 in fulfillment of contrsct
The court

26
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concluded that the important issue to be submitted
to the jury was as follows: "Was Feb. 1 1922, a
reasonable time for the owner of the building to
elect whether or not he would repair the damage
occurring by fire on Dec. 27, 1921?"
The court held the theatre owner entitled to recoyer the $20,000 and the owner of the building not
liable in damages. This expensive litigation would
have been avoided and the theatre owner would have
saved $5,500 paid out for rent and taxes during
unoccupancy if the contract had specified a definite
time limit for the reconstruction.

the owner of the building and the theatre proprietor
specifies the latter agrees to keep the exterior in
repair.

* * *

Keep Exterior Safe
The owner of a building was held liable
for $20,000 damages because he failed to provide means to prevent ice and snow from
sliding from the roof onto the street.

In Klepper v. Seymour House Corporation of
Ogdensburg, 158 N. E. 29, the court declared him
negligent. The court held the renter of the building was not responsible. However, the theatre proprietor is held liable if the contract lease between
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Use of Electric Signs
In the case of Lyon & Bethlehem Engineering Corporation, 223 N. Y. S. 506, the proprietor of Roxy's theatre obtained permission
from the lessee of a nearby building to erect
an electric sign on the roof.
The owners of the building at the southeast corner
sued to prevent erection of the sign, holding that
it violated the lease of the building. The court refused to grant an order compelling removal of the
sign. In general, the proprietor of a theatre is
privileged to erect any kind of advertising sign not
damaging to a leased building, unless the lease specifically prohibits it. • « •

Duties of Proprietors
A theatre or amusement park proprietor is
bound to exercise ordinary care to maintain
the premises as reasonably safe.
But the liability of the owner of the premises is
quite different from that of the lessee. The court
held the traction company not liable in Frear v.
Manchester Traction, Light & Power Co., 139 Atl.
86. The company had leased a concession to a man
named Williams to operate a Ferris wheel. The
wheel collapsed and a woman^ injured, sued. It
was held that a concessioner is bound to exercise
ordinary prudence, and the court held the traction
company was not liable.« * *

PUBLISHING

A disorderly patron is a trespasser, it was held in
125 S. W. 255. If a patron is unnecessarily beaten
or injured, the owner is liable for damages and
possibly for criminal prosecution (93 Pa. St. 234).
If the patron resists, he may be seriously injured without liability to the owner (45 N. Y. S. 947). Also
in a recent case (60 S. 385) an owner was held
not liable when he mistakenly believed a certain
patron to be intoxicated. Owners may also eject
patrons who disobey the theatre rules or do anything not generally conceded to be an act ordinarily
expected of patrons.
In Hinson v. Morris, 298 S. W. 254, the owner
was held liable when an employe clubbed a patron
without provocation, the court denying the contention that the employe acted without the scope
of his employment.
In most states where no law exists regarding the
legal duties of an owner toward a ticket-holder, the
owner is under no obligation to permit a patron
to enter or remain at a show, regardless of whether
he is disorderly (12 N. Y. S. 680; 117 N. Y. S. 979).
A disorderly patron may be completely ejected from
the premises, including the lot, but the owner «s
always liable if the ejection acts are continued after
the patron is off the premises.

Conflicting Tax Laws
In many instances owners are paying excessive taxes under one law while unknown
to them there exist other laws under which
the taxes may be reduced.
In King v. State, 140 S. E. 513, one law affectheld$25that
show be
of a vaudeville
ing the owner ...
each
for"upon
the tax should
all exhibitions
day in or near cities of under 5,000 inhabitants,
$50 between 5 000 and 20,000. Another law specified
a $7 a month tax for each place of business in or
near cities of 5,000 to 10.000. The lower court held
rate; the higher court rehe must pay the higher
versed the decision. He could have saved $1,293
a month under the lower
* •rate.«

Illuminate Dark Steps
A patron is entitled to recover for negligence
of the owner.

Advantage of Incorporating
March 17, 1928, Page 43
The three forms of operating a theatre are
ship.corporation, by individual or by partnerby

Order your set today from
your local dealer or direct
from

SECTION

In Gibbons v. Balaban & Katr Corp., 242 111. App.
524, the higher court held the owner liable for $1,500
damages. A woman was ushered to a balcony seat
in the Tivoli by an usher with a flashlight. She
decided to leave while the theatre was i" the usual
darkened condition during the showing of the picture, fell and was injured. The higher court held
that "it was the defandant's duty to his patrons
to sufficiently light the aisle and stairway during
« « •
the exhibition of a picture."

Volumes)
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Disorderly Patrons
Feh. i8, 1928, Page 17
A theatre owner has the right to eject boisterous and disorderly persons, providing the
patron first is requested to be quiet. (189
N. Y. 180.)

1
t5

BUYERS

CO.

New York City

The important arguments against incorporation are
that the original owner or founder must share the
profits with others, because more than one stockholder
is required; certain formalities must be _ performed
in strict accordance with law; authorization of unusual expenditures must be made by the proper
officers, sometimes at considerable inconvenience.
The important advantages of incorporating are
that the stockholders ordinarily are not liable for
company debts in excess of the value of the stock
they own; and their individual credit is not affected
(Belle City Malleable Company v. Clark, 215 N. W.
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855). But stockholders may enter into a valid contract personally to bind themselves for the debts of
a corporation (Thomas County Co-op. Business Association of Colby v. Pearson, 260 Pac. 623). The
signer of a guarantee was held liable.
The fact that a theatre business is incorporated
does not decrease its liabilities for injurious acts
of its employes or contracts made by authorized
agents (139 Atl. 212). But a corporation is not
liable for unauthorized acts of its officers (E. O.
Painter Company v. Boyd, 144 S. 444). However,
the corporation is liable for unauthorized acts of
any agent, employe or officer if the directors ratify
the agreement or, when knowing of its existence
permit the corporation •to *benefit
• from it.

Theatre Partnerships
Each active partner generally is individually
liable for all debts of the partnership, and
from experience there is great likelihood of
litigation from this source. Furthermore,
persons
other than active partners may be
liable.
In Chapin v. Cherry, 147 S. W. 1084, held that
"before there could have been such a partnership
contract, minds of all the parties must have agreed
to the same thing in the same sense and at the
Any person is liable as a partner who permits his
name
to be used in a business, irrespective of whether
same time."
or
not 824).
he is a partner (Jansen v. Jackobson, 128
N. W.
Any partner may bind the other partners to a
contract obligation, irrespective of whether authorized.
Furthermore, a partner who withdraws from a business should be very careful to see that his name
is removed from the firm's literature, etc., or he
is liable. But if the business is enlarged into another and different business he is not liable. Nor
is a partner liable for unauthorized debts not incurred in the scope of the business.

• • »

Individual Ownership
An individual owner is liable for all the
debts which he or his authorized agents incur.

A general agent is one with general authority, as
the manager, and the owner is liable for all his acts
in the scope of his general authority. A special
agent is one authorized to perform a single act or
several acts related to one special department. The
owner is not liable for liabilities incurred by a
special agent in the conduction of other departments
(141 N. Y. S. 220). • • «

Liability for Injuries
April 14 1928, Page 43
An owner is always liable in case of employes' lack of ordinary care, but the patron
cannot recover damages if he himself does
not use ordinary care.
In Birmingham Amusement Co. v. Norris, 112 So.
633, where a 196-pound woman was injured by collapse of a seat, the jury rendered a verdict of
$12,500
The court
the
duty damages.
of the proprietor
...instructed
to keep that
such "it
placeis
in a reasonably safe condition . . .; those operating
such places . . . are under duty to exercise reasonable care . . _ . ; and such persons are held to
reasonable
inspecting
from but
timereduced
to time."
The
higher care
court in
upheld
the verdict
the
damages to $7,500.

« • •

Traveling Show Owner's Duty
In Crisafi v. Sells, 159 N. E. 611, the higher
court iipheld the liability of the show owner
for injuries to patrons because of a loose
board.
• « •
Janitor's Injuries
Generally, an o\yner is not Hable for injury
to an employe while intoxicated or while acting_ outside his scope of employment. But a
janitor was held entitled to compensation
when he fell from a ladder and the owner
could not prove he was intoxicated (Wright
V. Keltner, 159 N. E.• 433).
• •
Sale of Theatre Stock
The seller of theatre stock, part unauthorized, is bound to return all the money, it was
• •
held in Tatterson v.• Kehrlein,
263 Pac. 285.
Patents and Stock Sales
It is established that if a certain person's
patent contains essential basic claims on theatre seat indicator devices, all other makers
and users of seat indicator systems made
under licenses of mere improvement patents
would be liable for infringement in damages
and profits to the holder of the patent first
mentioned.
The seller of stock in any enterprise is
bound to state the truth regarding the enterprise or a buyer of stock may recover the
money invested (Guerin Theatre Seating System V. Guerin, 112 So. 34).
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Regulations Governing THEATRE CONSTRUCTION Are of Vital Importance to AKCHITECTS
and EXHIBITORS— Here Is a HANDY REFEKENCE LIBRARY
Arizona
Arizona has no state laws regulating the
construction of motion
theatres.
« * picture
*
California
The industrial accidents commission has
under its jurisdiction many of the regulations
for theatre construction. A law pertaining to
motion picture theatres, and becoming effective
July 1, 1928, reads:
SECTION 1 : In the operating room of every
theatre and moving picture house located in any
municipality there shall be provided running water
and toilet facilities for the use of the operator.
In every municipality or other place having a sewer
system adjacent to that portion of the building in
which is located the operating room, such toilet
facilities in said operating room shall consist of a
flush-tanlc toilet and wash-basin with running water
whenever the building, health and sanitary ordinances
of such municipality permit the installation of the same.
In any municipality or other place having no such
sewer system a dry-closet or other contrivance acceptable to the local health officer shall be installed in
said operating room in place and stead of a flush-tank
toilet. Any violation of the provision of this act
shall be deemed a misdemeanor and punishable by a
fine of not less than twenty-five dollars for each
offense, and it shall be a separate offense each day
that an owner of a theatre or moving picture house
shall fail to comply with the provisions.
SECTION 2: As used in this act the terms "theatre, moving picture houses and moving picture show
places" include only such buildings or places as are
used primarily as theatres or for the display of
motion pictures and are operated for such purposes
more than three continuous hours in one day.
SECTION 3: The provisions of this act as specified in sections 1 and 2 shall not become effective
until July 1, 1928.
« « *

Colorado
Colorado does not have a state building code.
Construction is handled under the supervision
of the different municipalities.
• • «
Connecticut
Robert T. Hurley, commissioner, department
of state police, Hartford, Conn.
Request for information regarding construction of motion picture theatre should be addressed to the commissioner of state police.

Delaware
Delaware has no state law regulating the
construction of motion picture theatres.

fastened by means of proper bolts and nuts spaced
not more than six inches apart.

There is no building code in the state of
Illinois, this being under the jurisdiction of
the municipalities. However, the state, under
the supervision of the fire marshal, does regulate the specifications for the projection
booth. These instructions read :

NOTE. — Jt is suggested that in booths which are
to be covered with asbestos board, 1 inch x 1 inch x
'/i inch tee iron be used for intermediate member of
frame.
FLOORING.— The floor of booth should be made
of same material as sides except asbestos, for which
No. 20 U. S. gauge metal or better construction
should be substituted — floor to be covered with rubber,
cork, asbestos or other insulating mat
OPENINGS. — There should be not more than two
openings in the booth for each machine, one for observation by operator and one for operation of machine. Openings should not exceed 12 inch x 12 inch
in size. The two openings for each machine should
be provided with gravity doors, constructed of metal
not less than No. 14 gauge sheet iron and when
closed should overlap the openings at least 2 inches
on all sides and be arranged to slide, without binding,
in properly constructed grooves. Such doors to be
held open by fusible links placed in series with fine
cord, so arranged that normally one of the links is
suspended directly over film when in slide of the

BOOTH. — Every motion picture machine or device
should be installed in a room, compartment, booth
or enclosure constructed entirely of fire-resistive material, which may include only brick, the concrete,
galvanized iron, hard asbestos board or their equivalent. All such rooms, compartments, booths or enclosures should be constructed in complete conformity
with the following conditions and specifications:
SIZE. — To be not less than 5 feet x 5 feet x 6 feet.
CONSTRUCTION AND ARRANGEMENT OF
BOOTHS— METAL AND ASBESTOS BOOTHS.—
If the booth is constructed of galvanized iron, hard
asbestos board, or their equivalent, it should be constructed and equipped substantially as follows:
FRAME. — -To be made of at least 1 inch x 1 inch x
% inch angle iron as follows:
Four outside horizontal members at top and bottom.
Four corner uprights.
Intermediate uprights, on sides and intermediate
members on roofs, spaced every two feet.
Doorway to be 2 feet in width and not less than
5 feet high with angle iron framing.
All joints in frame to be made with !s inch steel
plates to which each angle iron or tec iron should be
riveted or bolted by the use of at least two !4 inch
bolts or rivets.
COVERING OF BOOTH.— Sides, bottom and top
of booth and main or entrance door should be covered with hard asbestos board.s of at least '4 inch
thickness, or with steel or galvanized sheet iron of not
less than No. 20 U. S. gauge.
Asbestos or metal should be so cut and arranged
that joints shall always come over a member. Metal
should be overlapped and bolted or riveted to such
member; bolts or rivets to be spaced not over three
inches
on centers.
Asbestos
should
be ••niirrlv

NOTE. — All cords and links should be so interapparatus.
connected that the releasing of any one will close alt
openings in booth except entrance door.
DOOR. — To be not wider than 2 feet and not less
than 5 feet high, with an angle iron frame securely
riveted at the corners and braced in such a way as
to prevent warping out at the comers, and must be
hinged so as to fit close all around the rebate and
shall have a clearance of 1/32 of an inch all around
same to prevent binding, and must be arranged to
close automatically, cither by means of springs to be
placed on the exterior and riveted to the framework,
or by a metal rope and weight attachment. Covering
to be of not less than No. 20 gauge iron for an
iron booth, or quarter-inch hard asbestos board, where
same is used in constructing booth, fastened to the
frame in same manner as set forth under "Covering
SHELF. — To be of incombustible material.
VENTIL.\TION.— Booths shall be provided with
ventilation
of Booth." opening of at least \i inches diameter connected with conductor pipe of same sire which should
lead either into standard brick flue or directly to ou^
side of building. All parts of vent pipe to be at
least 1 inch from any combustible material.
NOTEl. — An exhaust fan should be placed at outer
end of conductor pipe unless connection is made
directly to flue.
Brick, Tile or Concrete Booth*
If the booth is to be constructetl of any of the
above materials, walls should conform with the follow
ingReinforced
standards: concrete
4 ioche*
Brick or llar\l Burned Tile
8 iochc*
I'lilMiriird or Gypsum Block Tile,
12 inckca

* * •
Florida

Mellen

C. Greeley, secretary, state board of
architecture, Jacksonville, Fla.
The Florida law requires that all buildings
shall be constructed under the supervision of
a licensed architect.

* « *
Illinois
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MACHINES.— To be equipped with feed and take
up reels in metal receiving boxes, joints of same to
be riveted or flanged. A shutter must be placed in
front of the condenser, arranged so as to be normally
closed and held open by pressure of the foot.
ELECTRIC WIRING.— Should be in accordance
with' the National Electrical Code and all wires employed within the booth for whatever purpose should
have an approved slow burning insulation and be
secured in place entirely on insulating supports. No
portable cord to be used within booth, unless the
connection to the lana proper f.
is pertinent to
same tern
itsel
.
, ,
EXTRA FILMS. — Should be kept in metal box
with tight fitting covers.
OPERATION. — Neither smoking nor the keeping
or using of matches should be permitted in any booth
where a motion picture machine is installed.
The entrance door to booth shall be kept closed
but not locked when an audience is in the building.
Approved
chemical
fire extinguishers
of the one
quart type should be installed in easily accessible
place just outside of booth.
No material of combustible nature will be permitted
inside of booth except the films necessary for one
day's operation.
No other opening into the booth, except those
specified above will be permitted.
All motion picture exhibition rooms shall be provided with at least two separate exits, one of which
shall be in front and the other in the rear, both leading to unobstructed outlets in the street or alley.
NOTE. — Side exits easily accessible may be installed in place of rear exits.
The aggregate width in feet of the exits should
not be less than one-twentieth of the number of
persons afforded seating capacity in the theatre and
no exit should be less than 5 feet in width and the
main exit should be at least 10 ft. in width.
All seats in any exhibition room for moving picture
machines shall be not less than 32 inches from back
to back and shall be securely fastened to the floor.
The seats shall be so arranged that there will not be
more than ten seats in a line between aisles nor
more than four seats between any seat and an aisle.
AH exit doors shall be arranged to swing outward
and be provided with panic bolts such as can be
readily opened from the inside with pressure, and
shall never be locked or fastened when the room is
open to the public. All exits shall be plainly indicated by an illuminated sign and bear the word
"Exit" in red letters which shall not be less than 5
inches in height, and where electricity is used for
the illumination of these signs the current shall be
on a separate supply from other parts of the house.
The foregoing is a reprint from Bulletin Number 8
and is adopted as General Order Number 8 as of
June 30, 1923.
Safety or suitcase projectors, designed for use without booth, are subject to approval of the Department
after test and examination of model.

* * ♦
Indiana
Alfred Hogston, state fire marshal, Indianapolis, Ind.
The new regulations for Indiana will be
published shortly. However, under present
regulations the following are in force relative
to projection booths:

SECTION 4: Each room, compartment, booth or
enclosure in which a motion picture machine or device is installed, must be not less than seven (7) feet
in height, with area of floor space varying in accordance with the number of machines or devices
installed in such booths, as follows:
One picture machine, 6 feet by 8 feet.
One picture machine and one stereopticon, 9 feet
by 8 feet.
Two picture machines and one stereopticon, 12 feet
by 8 feet.
* * *

Iowa
W. L. Huehner, deputy, department of state,
Des Moines, la.
Mr. Huebner writes : "I have referred to
our code under the caption, 'Theatres,' and
find only the following notation : 'Doors open
outside, exits indicated by red light, fire escape.'
This seems to be the extent of our laws relating to this subject. However, our laws
give municipalities power to make ordinances
* * •
regulating such matters."
Kansas
W. A. Elstun, state fire marshal, Topeka, Kan.
Rules governing motion pictures. Extract
from law enacted in 1925.
SECTION 12: The requirements for a motion picture booth and theatre as defined by the Kansas
Statutes are: "All such structures, rooms or places
used for the purpose mentioned having less than 500
cubic feet of air space for each person, and all rooms
having less than 2,000 cubic feet of air space for each
person in which the outside window and door area
used for ventilation is less than one-eighth of the floor
area, shall be provided with a draught fan or other
artificial means of ventilation installed so as to force
the stagnant air outward from said structure, room
or place. In the end of the room opposite said
fan an inlet ventilator shall be provided of sufficient
size to admit the required amount of fresh air as
provided in section 4 of this act. All booths used
for moving picture machines shall be made of galvanized sheet iron of not less than 20 B. W. gauge, or
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% inch hard asbestos board securely riveted or bolted
to angle-iron frame (of not less than 1 x 1 x J4
inch angle iron, properly braced), or equivalent fireresisting material. A not less than 6 inch diameter
ventilating pipe shall be used as an exhause for the
hot air generated in operating the machine. All
electric wiring shall be in accordance with the national electrical code."
SECTION 14: All motion picture theatres operating within the limits of this state shall be provided
with safe and suitable exits, opening outward, and
within easy access to the patrons and employees.
There shall be not less than two exits to the main
floor or auditorium and not less than two exits for
each gallery and balcony. All such exits shall, at
times when the audience is present, be kept unlocked
and shall be indicated by red lights, or lights covered
by red glass globes or boxes on which shall appear
the words "Fire exit." * * *

Maine
Me.
Edgar C. Smith, secretary
of state, Augusta,
Extract from Revised Statutes, Chapter 32,
as Amended :
SECTION ,17: Specifications of booth or enclosure; fire-escapes.
The construction of the booth or enclosure for
any such cinematograph or similar instrument must
conform substantially to the following specifications:
All booths, or enclosures, must be at least seven feet
high and the floor space to vary according to the
number of machines used in said booth or enclosure.
At least forty-eight square feet of floor space shall
be provided for one machine and twenty-four square
feet for each additional machine. The material used
in the construction of such booths or enclosures shall
be steel or asbestos-wood sheets supported by a skeleton frame or structural steel; the asbestos-wood sides
and tops shall not be less thon one-quarter inch thick,
and the floor space not less than three-eighths of an
inch thick. Said structural steel frame shall be made
of angles of tee shape not less than one and one-half
inches by one and one-half inches by three-sixteenths
of an inch. The door of said booth or enclosure shall
be made of asbestos-wood and iron and shall be so
contrived that it shall be kept closed at all times.
The booth shall also be provided with a ventilator
pipe not less than twelve inches in diameter leading
to the outer air, or to a chimney, with an electric
fan installed so as to create at all times when the
machine or machines are in operation a forced draft
through said ventilator for the purpose of carrying off
all gases and smoke which may arise from accidental
ignition of the film. Shutters made of one-quarter
inch asbestos-wood shall be provided for closing which
must be so contrived as to close automatically in
case of accidental ignition of the film. The enclosure
or housing provided for such cinematograph, moving picture machine, or other similar apparatus, shall
be located above the main floor of the hall, room or
building where such cinematograph, moving picture
machine, or similar apparatus is located. There shall
be a sufficient number of exits and fire-escapes leading
into a street, lane or passageway, with no obstruction to free exit.
» « «

Michigan
C. D. Livingston, commissioner of insurance,
Lansing, Mich.
Regulations governing construction of motion picture theatres come under the Moving
Picture Law, revision of 1927. Regarding seats
this law reads:
SECTION 7: All seats occupied by the audience
shall be fixed and immovable except in loges and
boxes. Not more than seven seats_ shall be in any
one row opening upon but one main aisle, and not
more than fourteen seats shall be in _ any one row
opening upon two main aisles: Provided, however,
that any auditoriums or buildings seating_ two thousand or more and having satisfactory exits on two
may be given by the state fire marsides,shalpermission
for temporary or removable seating on the first
or ground floor only. • « •

Mississippi

Secretary of state, Jackson. Miss.
Regulations governine construction will be
found in the code of 1906.
♦ ♦ *
Nevada
Building regulations may be obtained from
the countv clerks at the following addresses:
G W. Likes. Fallon, Cburchill county, Nev.
William S. Scott, Las Vegas, Clark county,
Nev.
H. R. Tepsen, Minden, Douglas countv, Nev.
Mae E. Caine, Elko, Elko county. Nev.
H. C- Roberson, Goldfield, Esmeralda
county, Nev.
>
Edward Delaney, Eureka, Eureka county,
Nev.
Winnemucca, Humboldt
J. W.
Nev. Davey,
countv,
Lena E. Streshley, Austin, Lander county,
Nev.
Frances Tlovd, Pioche. Lincoln county, Nev.
Ruel E. Lothrop, Yerington,, . Lyon county,
Nev.
S. T. Kelso, Hawthorne, Mineral county,
Nev.
Charles L. Slavin, Tonopah,„ Nye county,
Nev.
Nev.
J. W. Legate, Carson city, Ormsby county,
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Marion H. Cooper, Lovelock, Pershing
county, Nev.
Agnes Hamilton, Virginia City, Storey
county, Nev.
E. H. Beemer, Reno, Washoe county, Nev.
F. D. Oldfield, Ely, White Pine county,
Nev.
* » ♦

New Mexico
Jennie Fortune, secretary of state, Santa Fe,
N. M., writes : This at present is under the
management of the Interstate Commerce.
Nothing on the statute books regulating same
as yet.
« « *
New York
James A. Hamilton, industrial commissioner,
Albany, N. Y.
The following is Article 17 of the Labor
law of New York State:
SECTION 470: General provision as to construction, equipment and maintenance of places of public
assembly. All places of public assembly as hereinbefore defined shall be so constructed, equipped and
maintained as to provide reasonable and adequate
protection to the lives, health and safety of all persons employed or assembled therein.
SECTION 471: Rules; state standard building
code — The industrial board shall make rules to carry
out the provisions of this article. Such rules shall be
the minimum standard required and shall supersede
any special law or local ordinance inconsistent therewith, and no local ordinance inconsistent therewith
shall be adopted, but nothing herein contained shall
prevent the exactraent by local ordinance of additional
requirements and restrictions. Such rules of the
industrial board shall constitute the "State standard
building code" for the construction and equipment
of places of public assembly shall be subject to the
procedure set forth in sections twenty-nine and thirty
of this chapter, may be limited in their application to
certain classes of buildings or to the conditions under
which they are operated, and some or all of them may
apply only to those buildings or places to be constructed, maintained or conducted in the future. Such
rules shall have the force and effect of law and be
enforced in the same manner as the provisions of this
chapter.
SECTION 472: Enforcement and Investigations.-—
The industrial commissioner shall enforce the provisions of this article and rules adopted thereunder
except that in cities, towns and villages where there
is a department, board or officer charged with the
enforcement of building laws or ordinances such department, board or officer shall enforce the provisions
of this article and such rules, and for such purpose
shall have all the powers of the industrial commissioner, and except that outside of cities where there
is no local enforcing authority the provisions of this
article and the rules adopted thereunder shall be
enforced by the state police. The industrial commissioner shall inquire into the administration and
enforcement of the provisions of this article by all
public officers charged with the duty of enforcement,
and for that purpose shall have access to all papers
and records kept on file relative thereto.
SECTION 473: Certificate of compliance with requirements of law. — The enforcing authority shall
ascertain by inspection whether places of public assembly conform to the requirements of this article
and the rules adopted thereunder. If sucii places are
found to so conform, he or it shall issue a certificate
of compliance to that effect. Such certificates shall
be upon a form approved by the industrial commissioner or furnished by him and shall be conspicuously
posted on the premises. Before any certificate of
compliance shall be issued to a place erected after the
first day of October, nineteen hundred and twentytwo, plans for such building shall be filed with the
industrial commissioner or with the local enforcing
authority for approval, and such plans shall not be
approved unless they conform to the provisions of this
article and the rules adopted
thereunder.
A fee not to exceed ten dollars may be charged
to and collected from the owner, lessee or person conducting the place of assembly for the approval of plans
and for each inspection, but not more than twenty
dollars in any one year may be so charged or collected, in respect of the same premises.
SECTION 474: Revocation of certificate of compliance.— From and after October first, nineteen hundred and twenty-two, no place of assembly shall be
conducted for pecuniary gain unless a certificate of
compliance shall have been issued and conspicuously
posted therein. The enforcing authority granting the
certificate of compliance may revoke the same if
not maintained according to the propremisesvisionsare
of law.
SECTION 474a: Application to New York City
and other cities. This article shall not apply to the
city of New York, or to other cities having a
bureau of buildings which is charged with the duty
a building code enacted by the legislaof enforcing
tive body of such city.» » •

North Dakota

on of moThe supervision of the constructijurisdicti
on
tion picture theatres is under the
of cities and villages.
* * «
Rhode Island
of state, ProviErnest L. Sprague, secretary
dence, R. L
Chapter 173 of the general laws of Rhode
Island, revision of 1923, pertains to theatres.
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For the most part the power of regulating
construction is delegated to the 39 cities and
towns of the state.
Rules and regulations
relating to the prevention of
bodily injury and loss of life in buildings used for
public meetings made by the attorney general under
the provisions of Section 3, of Chapter 1042 of the
public laws 1927, being in amendment
of Chapter
173 of the general laws, by adding thereto Section
16.
Free and unobstructed ways by doors, foyers, corridors, passageways or stairways shall be provided
The auditorium floor and each gallery shall, respectively, have at least two independent exits, as far
apart as may be.
Where the use of an entrance as an exit may be
interfered with by the location of the moving picture
booth, such entrance shall not constitute an exit
within the meaning of these regulations. Every such
exit shall have a width of at least 1 foot 8 inches
for each 100 persons of the seating capacity of such
auditorium, floor, or gallery from which such exit
leads, but two or more exits of the same aggregate
width may be substituted for either of the required
exits, but none of the required exits shall be less
than 5 feet in width; provided, however, that the exits
from a gallery with a seating capacity of not more
than 150 persons may each be less than 5 feet but not
less than 3 feet wide, and no such egress shall liave
direct connection with the stage.
A landing of at least 6 inches wider than the door
must be between any egress door and any step downward in front of the door.
The stage shall have two approved exits, each not
less than 3 feet in width.
Theatres hereafter erected, with a seating capacity
of more than 800 persons, upon direction in writing
from the governor and attorney general, shall have
exits on both sides of the auditorium, connecting with
a street or open court, not less than 6 feet in width
and open to the sky, located as directed.
Exits from balconies and galleries shall not communicate with the basement or cellar.
The steps of egress stairs shall have a rise not less
than 6 inches nor more than 7^ inches and a run
not less than 10^ inches nor more than 12 inches,
and there shall not be more than 15 nor less than
3 risers between landings; they shall have solid treads
and be capable of sustaining a live load of SO pounds
per foot of width of stairs with a factor of safety
of 4; there shall be handrails on both sides; the
wall-rails shall have an approved number of heavy
wrought iron or bronze brackets, and the upper ends
shall have circular returns secured with joint bolts
or wall plates, and where not less than 10 feet 6
inches in width, there shall be center rails, with newel
and landing posts not less than 6 feet in height, approximately every 5 feet in width; when returning
on walls or directly upon themselves, the landings
shall be the full width of both flights, and the outer
lines of landings shall be curved to a radius of not
less than one-half the width of landing, or beveled
so as to maintain a width of 1 foot more than that
of the stairs, to avoid right angles.
For required widths, measurements shall be taken
between hand rails.
No winding steps shall be used, and no closets
for storage shall be placed under any stairs.
Where the auditorium floor is the second floor
of the building, the stairs shall be enclosed in fireproof walls and shall have no connection with the
basement or first floor.
In theatres hereafter erected where there is more
than one, gallery, the stairs from the level above
the first r.-\lcry shall run directly to and connect with
a street or open court, and shall have no direct connection with any part of the theatre.
Stairs to basement and boxes shall be located and
constructed as directed in writing by the governor
and attorney general.
The stairs from the stage floor to the fly gallery
and gridiron shall be not less than 2 feet iii width,
of easy incline and suitably railed on one side.

«

*

•

South Carolina
Sam B. King, insurance commissioner, Columbia, S. C.
Although South Carolina has a building
code, the regulations vary somewhat according
to the building codes of the various cities and
towns.
In the Columbia code is the following relative to the "Proscenium Curtain" :
The proscenium opening shall he provided with a

rigid fireproof curtain, built in conformity with the
following specifications, or their equivalent in efficiency when approved by the Inspector of Buildings.
The curtain shall have a rigid, rivet-jointed, steel
framework. The front or audience side of the frame
shall be covered with sheet steel of a thickness not
less than No. 16 U. S. gauge. The back shall be
covered with cellular asbestos hoards at least one
inch thick, or other material equally fire resisting.
Both coverings shall be securely attached to the framework and the joints properly sealed. The curtain
shall be designed to resist a wind pressure of ten
pounds per square foot of surface without flexure
sufficient to interfere with its closing.
The thickness of the curtain shall be not less than
three inches where the width of the proscenium wall
opening is thirty feet or loss, and curtains for
larger openings shall incre.ise in thickness in proportion to the increase in width of opening they cover.
An asbestos roll of a diameter not less than onehalf the thickness of the curtain shall be securely
attached to the bottom of the curtain to form a smoke
seal between the curtain and the stage.
The
curtain
shall overlap
the proscenium
wall

HERALD

and MOVING

PICTURE

One Picture Worth 10,000
Words, Says Brisbane
"A good picture is worth 10.000
words," says Arthur Brisbane, Hearst
editorial writer, in commenting on
Harvard's plan to Aim educational
pictures. "Harvard will make educational moving pictures, appropriating
funds for a 'university foundation,'
letting schools and colleges use the
films. Harvard hopes to make the
enterprise self-supporting. Well done,
it would make money enough to run
Harvard easily."
twelve inches at the sides and no less than two feet
at the top.
The guide members at the sides shall be rolled
steel shapes, none of which shall be less than threeeighths of an inch thick, and shall be of such character as to form a continuous smoke stop from top to
bottom, with a clearance of not over three-eighths
inch. They shall be installed in such manner that in
case of fire on the stage the pressure of heated gases
against the curtain will act to close the guide joints
tightly. Provision shall be made to prevent the curtain from getting out of the guiding channel. The
proscenium wall shall have an offset at each side
of the opening, so located and of such thickness and
height as to be suitable for the attachment of the
curtain guides.
The wall over the proscenium opening shall be
smooth and plumb to approximately the top of the
curtain when it is down, and shall then offset at
least four inches for the rest of its height, thus leaving a bench along the line of the top of the curtain
between which a smoke seal shall be formed by use of
rolled steel shapes. The clearance at the joint of this
seal shall not exceed one-half inch.
No part of a curtain or any of the curtain guides
shall be supported by, or fastened to, any combustible
material.
The hoisting apparatus for the curtain shall be
designed with a factor of safety of eight.
The points for curtain suspension shall always be
an even number, but never less than four. Two of
the suspension points shall be located at the extreme
ends of the curtain, and the others may be placed at
such points as best suit the design, but in no case
shall the distance between any two points of support
exceed ten feet.
Half of the cables attached to these points shall
lead to one set of counterweights and half to another. The curtain shall be operated by hydraulic or
other mechanism approved by the Inspector of Buildings. If hydraulic mechanism is used, the water
shall be taken from either the house tank or sprinkler
tank supply. If from the latter, the supply pipe for
curtain mechanism shall be so located in the tank
that it cannot reduce the quantity of water below
the amount necessary to fulfill the sprinkler requirements.
The device for controlling the curtain shall be
simple in design, and capable of convenient operation from both sides of the stage and from the tie
galleries.
The drop speed of the curtain shall be uniform
and not less than one foot per second, but when
the curtain is about two and one-half feet from the
stage it shall automatically slow down so as to
settle on the stage without shock.
Besides the regular operating mechanism, there shall
be an emergency device which will cut off the power
and allow the curtain to drop by gravity. This device shall he so arranged that it can be easily operated by hand from each side of the stage, under the
stage, and in the tie galleries. The device shall also bo
so designed that its operation will be controlled by
fusible links located at each of the above named
The audience side of the curtain may be decorated
points.
with a paint in which no oil is used. No combustible
material shall be applied or attached to the curtain.
Drawings for every such curtain shall be submitted
to the Inspector of Buildings and be approved by
him before it is erected.
The curtain shall be operated at the beginning of
each performance.
« • «

South Dakota
D. C. Lezvis, state fire vtarslujl, Pierre, S. D.
The laws of 1925 govern the construction of
theatres in South Dakota.
SECTION 9132: Audience Room, How Arranged
— Seats, Exits, Aisles.
Every audience room, opera house or other building used for theatrical or operatic purposes or for
public resort or entertainment shall be provi<lcd with
at least two exits on the main floor, easily accessible
from all parts of the main floor by means of aisles,
which aisles shall have in the aggregate, a width
of eighteen inches for each one hundred of the seating capacity of such room, and for fractional parts
of one hundred a proportionate part of eighteen
inches shall be added: but no aisle shall be less than
two feet six inches in width, anil no aisle required
to exceed four feet in width. Where h.ilconics or
galleric.-) are used by the audience, one c^it from
such point to the street or alley must be provided for
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each two hundred seats or fractional part thereof
installed. For rooms one hundred and fifty feet or
less in length, the main entrance may be considered
as one exit and a second exit must be provided at
the opposite end or on the side of the room and
open upon a public street, alley or other unoccupied
space having unobstructed access to a street or alley.
Exit doors must open outward and shall not be locked
when the building is open to the public, and where
only one exit in addition to the main entrance is
provided, such exit shall be not less than six feet
wide and seven feet high. Ejcits must open outward
upon and be of easy access to a street or alley; and
passageways, stairways or inclines, leading from exits
to streets or alleys, must be kept well lighted at all
times and be not less than six feet wide; switch
shall be an indicating type; wiring for exit light
installed in conduits and fuses for exit circuit placed
ahead of the main line• switch
• • cutout.

Vermont
Robert C. Clark, fire marshal, Montpelier, Vt.
The office of fire marshal, Robert C. Clark,
Montpelier, Vt., has jurisdiction over the construction of booths, exits, etc., although there
are no building inspectors in the state. The
State of Vermont has no regulations regarding the construction •of •motion
picture theatres.
«
Washington
Statutes governing the construction of motion picture theatres in the State of Washington are kept at the law library, W. J. Millard,
librarian, Olympia, Wash.
« • •
Wisconsin
Following are the state publications covering the laws relative to buildings and building
work :
Issued by the Industrial Commission:
Building Code, State Electrical Code, Elevator
Code, Boiler Code, Industrial Lighting Code,
General Orders on Existing Buildings, General Orders on Safety in Building Construction, General Orders on Fire Prevention, General Orders on Sanitation, General Orders on
Safety, Refrigerator Code and General Orders
on Spray Coating.
State Board of Health : Plumbing Code
and Wisconsin Public Comfort Station Code.

Films Grow in Favor in
Europe; 733 Theatres
New or Rebuilt in 1927
(U'ashitiffton Bureau of Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

W.-XSHINGTON, April 24. — Increasing
popularity of motion pictures in Europe is
shown by the number of theatres newly built
or reconstructed last year, as listed in the
report of the American trade commissionersGeorge R. Canty, from Paris. Last year there
were 733 theatres erected or remodeled, add-f
ing.
ing nearly 400,000 seats to those already exist-' .
The greatest growth was in Germany, which
led with 280 such theatres, having a capacity
of 130,000; in Great Britain, with 100 houses
seating 95,000; and in France, with 68 theatres
seating 50,000.
The European market, the report reveals,
accounts for considerably more than half of
the total revenue of American exporters of
motion picture films.

INCORPORATIONS

i

.\Ln.\.\Y. .\;inl 2t.— Vnx Popuii Film Corporm-;
tion. $50,000, Hannibal and B. Holm Hanssen, Hugo
C. Blatt, New York City.
Narcor Distributors, Inc., $20,000, Harry Goldman,
Bertha and .\lrxandcr Meyer. New York City.
Greenwich Village Presentations. Inc. $20,000, Erelyn Krasnoff,
Louis J. Seldin, Sol J. Shapiro,
Y'ork
City.
,
,New,
Moving Exposition Corporation $10,000. Joseph A.
York
Byrne.City.
Tames L. Cartv. Arthur Buxenbaum, New
Hensonville Community Hall Corporation. Hensonville. $20,000. Horton H. Smith. Alfred T. Seeley.
Charles A. Peck. Hensonville.
Park PInia Theatre Corporation $5,000. Maurice
I.ocbcl, Daniel G. Rosenblatt. David F. Cohen. New
York Citv.
ni.ick bird Productions. Inc., $.^0,000. Sidney K*Ifus Frank T. Frie<lm.-in, Bertha Safier. Brooklyn.
n.ikcr.'ificld Le.isinc Corporation. $10,000. A. M.
Wattrnbcrg
York
City. L. E. Dresser, Barnard Kapbn. New
Em-Bess Corporation Philip KlatUcow,
Stem. Kulh Roscnbluni. New York City.
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Above — Sidewall panels adjoining the proscenium arch.
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Lobby, showfloor.
ing thezaninemez-

Below — The auditorium, from the stage, showing the mezzanine loges and balcony.

Publix Gives
Birmingham
Film Palace
The Alabama theatre in
Birmingham has proved
to he all that Publix had
promised
thisfamily.
addition to its in
great
It is at once rich and refined. Itis spacious, yet
cozily compact. It ranks
Birmingham among
other cities possessing
fine screen theatres.
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A COMPLETE
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WORLD

SERVICE

BUYERS INDEX, Published Semi ^Annually as an Extension of BETTER THEATRES, Offers to all Factors in
the Motion Picture Industry a COMPLETE SERVICE Covering All Phases of Modern Theatre

CONSTRUCTION,

EQUIPMENT,

OPERATION,

DECORATION

and MAINTENANCE.

V^
Air Conditioning and Cooling

Accounting Systems
Bookkeeping systems taking into consideration specific requirements of the theatre have
been developed to care for the operation cuf
motion picture houses. These may be had
either in loose leaf form or in solid book
form covering an entire year's operation.
These systems are designed to cover fully receipts and disbursements, film used, tickets
sold, etc., and enable the exhibitor to check
with promptness and accuracy his daily, weekly
business or the business for the year. Prices
range from $1.00 to $3.50.
The
National Theatre Supply
Company,
624 South Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111.
Finch and McCullough, Aurora, 111.
^
^t ^

Acoustics
Proper acoustics is today a subject of outstanding importance in motion picture theatres.
Briefly, acoustics is a matter of sound control.
The auditorium that is faulty in acoustical
properties is losing much of the value of its
organ and orchestral music. Where speaking
is done from the stage, improper acoustics is
even more apparent, the deflection of sound
waves from hard surfaces, angles and other
factors, and their untimely clashing with resultant echoes, creating a disturbance and
"jumbled"
condition capable of ruining the
show.
Proper acoustics today is achieved through
a careful study of the theatre design and the
application of materials which eliminate the
natural tendencies of sound waves to swirl
uncontrolled as they radiate from a given
point. The problem of acoustics in theatres
has resulted in special consideration of them
by certain manufacturers who have established
special departments, headed by experts, to cooperate with theatre owners and architects in
the acoustical treatment of theatre buildings.
Craftex Company, The, 307 North Michigan
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Macoustic Engineering Company, Ninth and
Euclid avenues, Cleveland, O.
Stevens Sound-Proofing Company, 37 West
Van Buren street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
JX

<^

J^

Adapters, Carbon
Carbon adapters are used in the carbon jaws
of the regular arc lamp to accommodate small
negative carbons, as most of the early lamps
and some of the later types will not grip these
small diameter carbons. They also act as a
carbon saver, since the carbon can be burned
up to within an inch of its length. The prices
range from 60c to $1.25.
Best Devices Company, 1514 Prospect avenue,
Cleveland, 0.
The National Theatre
Supply Company,
624 South Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111.
I'J

t<
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Adapters, Mazda
The Mazda lamp adapter is a device for
converting a projector using the carbon arc
to the use of Mazda projection lamps. It can
be installed in any carbon arc housing by
fastening it to the lower carbon jaw. It will
operate for both pictures and storoopticon
slides.
The device consists of a bracket, an

The

"Better

Theatres

Informa-

tion and Catalogue Bureau" which
is a regular feature of each issue
of "Better Theatres" is reproduced
in this issue of "The Buyers Index"
on page 81.

adjustable
the lamp.

arm and reflector located behind
Prices range from $15.00 up.

Best Devices Company, Film Building, Cleveland, O.

Addressing Machines
Machines of this t>pe usually employ metal
plates on which are embossed names of theatre
patrons. Plates are used for addressing programs, special letters, etc., to regular lists of
theatregoers in the community of the playhouse.
The Addri-ssograph Company, 901 West Van
Buren street, Chicago, 111.
Elliott Addressing Machine Company, 117
Leonard street. New York City.
Rapid
Addressing
Machine
Company,
225
West 34th street. New York City.
Speedaumat
Addressing
Machinery,
Inc.,
2023 Willow street, Chicago, III.

Advertising Novelties
The thing to be accomplished through the
use of advertising novelties of one type or
another is the chief consideration in their
selection. Among the popular novelties, however, which have been used by theatres for
stimulating matinee business, building up
juvenile performances or bolstering business
on week nights are balloons, thermometers on
which are imprinted pictures of stars, buttons,
badges, pennants, confections, toys, etc. A
popular children's matinee stunt can be obtained by giving away a variety of novelty
toys. These can be had in boxes containing
100 toys ranging in value from 5 to 15c at .i
cost of $3.00.
American Badge Company, 141 West Austin
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Philadixphia
Badge
Company,
942 Market
street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Brazel
Novelty
Manufacturing
Company,
1710 Ella street, Cincinnati, O.
c5*

t3*

Air entering the
theatre where air condiEquipment
tioning equipment is used is cleansed and
humidified by a process of passing the air
through fine sprays of water which removes
from it dust and other dirt as well as obnoxious odors and gases. Systems of this
type
generally
referred
to asthe"air
washers."
Theareair
is drawn
in from
outside
and
then passed over heating coils so that it will
not cause freezing of the water in the air
washer. These coils are called tempering coils.
The air then passes through a mist of water
caused by a number of spray nozzles that
create a dense fog, removing dust, odors,
gases, etc. The air absorbs moisture from the
spray and is cooled thereby. It then passes
through a series of sheet iron baffles that
remove all suspended and entrained moisture.
The air next passes through the bank of heating coils that raise its temperature to the
desired degree. From here it is distributed
through a proper system of ducts to various
parts of the theatre.
Bentz Engineering Corporation, 661 Frelinghuysen avenue, Newark, N. J. (See Adv.)
Brunswick - Kroeschell
Company,
New
Brunswick, N. J.
Carrier Engineering
Corporation,
750 Frelinghuysen avenue, Newark, N. J.
Helmer
Air
Conditioning
Company,
103
Park avenue. New York City.
Reed Air Filter Company, Louisville, Ky.
B. F. Reynolds & Company, 118 West Ohio
street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Wittenmeier Machinery Comp.\ny, 30 Church
street, New York City.
York Ice AIachinery (Tompany, York, Pa.

Air Dome

Tents

These are tents suitable for housing of
audiences for amusements and gatherings of
various types, used in the motion picture industr>' mostly during the summer as open air
shows, the top of the tent being removed.
D. M. Kerr Manufacturing Company, 1954
West Grand avenue, Chicago, 111.
Martin, N. Y., Tent & Duck Company, 304
Canal street, New York City.
North American Tent & Awning Company,
1462-64 Milwaukee avenue, Chicago, III.
Tucker Duck & Rubber Company, 515 Garrison avenue. Fort Smith, .Ark.
v<

».<

.<

Aisle Lights

*?•

Advertising Projectors
Exploitation in the theatre lobby by means
of an advertising projector using trailers from
current or forthcoming attractions is a means
of theatre publicity that is growing in popularity. Projectors for this purpose are available together with a trailer service. By means
of recessing the screen daylight projection has
been made possible. Contimious and automatic action is a feature of many of the advertising projectors now available.
Excelsior Illustrating Comp.vny, 228 West
56th street. New York City.
Holmes Proji^ctor Company, 1632 North Haistcd street, Chicago, 111.

Aisle lights should l>e installed on i\<.i>
sixth chair standard in zig-7ag fashion along
aisle. Lights are placed at sufficient height
from floor to properly illuminate same without
disturbing reflection to screen or audience.
10-watt lamps arc generally used. Practically
all theatres today arc installing aisle lights as
a protection and convenience to patrons. In
recent months a number of instances have
been noted where aisle lights have been cast
as part of the chair standard itself, the practice being carried out in the more elaborate
theatres when the chairs arc built to certain
decorative specifications. Aisle lights sell for
about $4.00 each, the price decreasing for
quantities.

THE
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Brenkert Light Projection Company, 7348
St. Aubin avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Brookins & Chapman, 3912 Carnegie avenue,
Cleveland, O.
Kausalite
Manufacturing
Company,
8129
Rhodes avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Kliegl Bros., 321 West 50th street. New York
City.
(See Adv.)
Major Equipment Company, 4603 Fullerton
avenue, Chicago, 111.
National
Theatre
Supply
Company,
624
South Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111.
r^

t^
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Aisle Rope
A heaw rope covered with velour usually, in
green or red is used in theatre lobbies, the
rope being connected to stationary or portable
brass posts for guiding and handling cro%yds.
;Mandel Brothers, Inc., State and Aladison
streets, Chicago, 111.
Newman Manufacturing Company, 416 Elm
street, Cincinnati, O.
Albert Pick & Company, 208 West Randolph
street, Chicago, 111.

Anchors for Chairs
These are expansion shell bolts used for
anchoring theatre seats to the floor. They are
made in several types. Type No. 1 is used
with a carriage bolt and is inserted in the
hole and set with a small setting tool before
placing the chair in its final position. This
tool is furnished without extra charge. The
No. 2 type is used with a square head machine
bolt which has been specially heat treated to
prevent any possibilities of stripping the
threads when drawn up tightly with a socket
wrench. This type No. 2 is attached to the
leg of the chair before placing the chair in
position. The method of application is to
insert the bolt through the hole in the leg of
the chair and turn the expansion shell far
enough up on the bolt so that it comes in
contact with the under surface of the chair
leg. This small amount of friction prevents

the shell from turning around.
The shells will withstand the constant vibration of raising and lowering the chair seats,
as well as the motion and hard usage they
must necessarily stand when the seat is
occupied. The shells are furnished to the user
complete, consisting of the expansion shells
together with a washer and whatever style
or length of bolt the customer may specify.
Different makes of chairs take different
lengths of bolts, and stock is carried to cover
this variation with bolts from 1^ inches to 3
inches in length.
Acker'Man-Johnson
Company,
625 Jackson
boulevard, Chicago, 111.
American Expansion Bolt Company, 108-28
North Jefferson avenue, Chicago, 111.
The
National
Theatre Supply
Company,
624 South Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111.
The Paine Company,
2949 Carroll avenue,
Chicago, 111.
U. S. Expansion Bolt Company, 160 North
Wells street, Chicago, 111.
f^

t^
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Arc Regulators
As the name implies the arc regulator regulates the voltage in the arc through automatic
action as the carbon is consumed and the gap
between the carbons increases. The result of
this automatic action is a steady light on the
screen pronounced superior to that which it
is possible to produce by hand. The arc control, as it is frequently called, feeds the carbons in an even manner. This equipment sells
for about $125.
Chicago Cinema Equipment Company, 17361754 North Springfield avenue, Chicago, 111.
AIcAuley
Manufacturing
Company,
554
West Adams street, Chicago, 111.
1^1

x^t
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Architectural Service
In planning a motion picture theatre, the
services of a competent theatre architect are
recommended. Such service may be comprehensive or limited according to the nature and

size of the project. For example, an architect
may be called upon to furnish complete plans
and specifications for a theatre and the work
of building a house let to a local contractor.
In
sucharranged
cases, where
the cost
architect's
supervision
is not
for, the
of complete
plans
and specifications is 3 per cent of the cost of
the project. On this basis the cost of plans
and specifications for a $50,000 theatre, for
example, would be $1,500.
The lished
regular
architect'sInstitute
commission
as estabby the American
of Architects,
in which the architect renders full supervision throughout the construction period is
6 per cent. The architect's fee for plans and
specifications, usually results in a saving in
various materials and labor which more than
compensates for the cost of the plans, it has
been found. His plans provide a safeguard
against a building which might prove unsatisfactory from many angles if designed by
someone who is not familiar with the special
requirements of theatres. It should be remembered that a theatre is a highly specialized
type of building. Even the architect who may
be successful in designing factories, warehouses and industrial buildings of other types
is not equipped to give an understanding to
theatre problems which may be expected of
the architect who has given this particular
type of building an almost exclusive attention.
The hazard of trusting the design of a
theatre to a local contractor, therefore is
readily apparent. He can usually be relied
upon to perform satisfactorily the constructional work but the plans for the theatre require expert understanding if the completed
job is to be successful and profitable.
Midwest Engineering & Construction Corporation, 209 South Third street, Columbus, O.
United Studios, Inc., 14 West Lake street,
Chicago, 111.
A list of theatre architects will be found on
page 11.
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Art Plants, Flowers

THEATRE

COOLING
Advantages of Bentz
Equipment
SIMPLICITY
TROUBLE-PROOF
LOW OPERATING COST
NO SPRAY NOZZLES
GREATER CLEANING
EFFECT
NO ENTRAINED
MOISTURE
Partial List Installations
*Mayo Clinic, 5 machines
Chateau Theatre, Rochester,
Minn.
State Theatre, Sioux Falls,
S. D.
*Rainbo Gardens, Chicago
Lowry Hotel, St. Paul
Central Hotel, Lincoln,
Neb.

40,000 c.f.m. Air Conditioner
CHATEAU THEATRE
Rochester, Minn.

Adapted to CO2, Brine, Well
Water or Ammonia.

Bentz Engineering Corporation
NEWARK,

New York
122

Craenwlch

St.

661

N. J.

Frelinghuysen

Ave.

Chicago

Buildera

BUg.

Many places in the theatre may profitably
be made beautiful through the use of art
plants and flowers. The lobby, foyer, auditorium walls and organ grill offer excellent
places for such use. Many theatres are
capitalizing the seasonal rejuvenation it is
possible to achieve in the house through the
use of plants and flowers. Much progress has
been made recently in the manufacture of
beautiful art flowers, plants and trees of
all kinds. Not only do art plants and flowers
provide a natural beauty in the theatre but
they may advantageously be used in brightening dark corners and barren spaces.
The Adler- Jones Company, 651 South Wells
street, Chicago, 111.
The Aiken Decorative Company, 123 North
Main street, Linton, Ind.
Bodine-Spanjek Company, 637 West Division
street, Chicago, 111.
The Botanical Decorating Company, 319-27
West Van Buren street, Chicago, IIll.
Chicago
Artificial
Flower
Company,
632
North Albany street, Chicago, 111.
Oscar
Leistner,
Inc., 323 West
Randolph
street, Chicago, 111.
A. L. Randall Company, 729 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, 111.
G. Reising
& Company,
227 West
Austin
avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Schroeder Art Flower Manufacturing Company, 3341 Superior avenue, Cleveland, O.
t^
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Automatic Sprinklers
Sprinkling system located in ceiling which
goes into operation
in case of fire through
melting of fusible sprinkler link by heat.
Automatic Sprinkler Corporation of America, 123 William street. New York City.
Globe Automatic
Sprinkler Company,
250
Park avenue, New York City.
P. Nacey Company, 927 South State street,
Chicago, 111.
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Due to improved workmanship and quality
of product theatre advertising by means of
hand painted banners has gained renewed
vogue in the past few years. Banners in
three or more colors are now available on
heavy poster paper, on muslin and in the form
that is known as regular paper banners. The
usual sizes of these banners are 32 or 36
inches wide by 10 feet. Muslin banners are
made in the same width running any length
the cost being around 25 cents per foot. The
paper and heavy poster banners usually cost
about 10 cents per foot. The muslin banners
are painted in oil color and are waterproof.
Four or more harmonious colors may be included.
In addition to the straight lettered banners,
illustrated banners are sometimes desired for
big attractions.
Banners range in cost from 25
cents per foot up.
Consolidated Sign Letter Company, Th West
Van Buren street, Chicago, 111.
H. Dryfhout Company, 736 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Standard Sign Service, 127 North Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
Theatrical
Poster
Company,
1018 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.

Blocks,

(^

Pulleys,

Rigging

"Refer to Hardware, Stage."
t5*
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Bolts,

PICTURE

CHIC^^GO
II_L.I>COIS

to

The
UPTOWN
Kansas
Cify, Mo,
John
Eberson^
Architect

T"^

Recent

Let us figure on your air conditioning requirements.

Unl»er«al

The SHEBOYCAS
S/ieboygan,
Wit.
L'nited Studios^ Designert
K. L. Beaudry,
ArchitSCt

Jobs

Universal — Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Kenosha — Kenosha, Wis.
Venetian — Racine, Wis.
Uptown — Kansas City, Mo.
Capitol — Grand Island, Neb.
Sheboygan — Sheboygan, Wis.

Panic

f£rf

True to Nature
Artificial
Flowers, Plants,
Palms and
Vines
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Brass Rails
Used in theatres in front of ticket office,
for dividing lobby, boxes and for orchestra
pit, and for many other uses. Plush covering is frequently used over these rails.
Brass rails can be furnished in electro-plated
finishes such as statuary bronze, verde antique,
oxidized brass, oxidized copper, nickel plated,
brushed brass, etc. Prices of brass rails range
from 55c to $2.50 per foot.
Chicago
Architectural
Bronze
Company,
4740 North Clark street, Chicago, 111.
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works, 4435 West
Division street, Chicago, 111.
Illinois Bronze & Iron Works, Inc., 915-23
South Kildare avenue, Chicago, 111.
Newman Manufacturing Company, 416 Elm
street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
F. P. Smith Wire & Iron Works, 2346 Claybourn avenue, Chicago, 111.
o*

Our facilities are equal to the largest
theatres — and some of America's most
stupendous play houses are already to
our credit.

The fact that we have installed air
conditioning systems in their six latest
theatres (listed below) has a significance greater than anything we can
say here.

Booths, Ticket
'Ticket,

-'-^
means heating,
ventilating
■p EYNOLDS
Air Conditioning
and cooling: — pure, clean, air at
every seat, under perfect and
flexible control.

le of the
y sensib
deepl
AREdence
WE confi
the UNIVERthat
rical
EnterSAL Chain Theat
prises and their distinguished
architects have shown to us and
our Equipment.
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Booth Equipment, Fireproof
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Air. Conditioniiimg
ESTABLISHED

A horizontal lock placed on the inside of
exits doors which automatically releases on
slightest pressure.
Architectural Metal Products, Inc., Covington, Ky.
Milwaukee Corrugating Company, 36th
avenue and Burnham street, Milwaukee,
Wis.
Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating Company,
411 East Fifth street, Cincinnati, O.
Variety Fire Door Company, 2958 Carroll
avenue, Chicago, 111.
^*
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We specialize in
Decorations for Theatres —
Let us Estimate your
needs

John Eberson's famous Atmospheric Theatres are decorated
with our Flowers and Shrubs

G. Reising & Co*

o*

Building Service, Complete
Unification of the four outstanding factors
in the consideration of a theatre building —
financing — designing — erecting and equipping
is a comparatively new undertaking in the
theatre construction field hut one which has
proven itself entirely successful. Under this
plan centralized responsibility for the completed theatre is placed with one organization

227 West

Austin Ave.

Chicago, III.
Write us for our new Catalogue

THE
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which

turns

over to the builder the finished

job.
While the method under which this is
achieved may vary in some details the general
scheme involves an arrangement with one firm
for a theatre proposition of a size and cost
determined after due deliberation. The theatre building concern, at the conclusion of
proper investigation of conditions surrounding and in any way having a bearing upon the
proposition will, if the project has necessary
merit and indicates a successful career, undertake to carry the biggest portion of the financing burden and guarantee to the exhibitor or
builder the completion and opening of his
theatre wdthin the time limit agreed upon.
Plans are then prepared for a modern structure of appropriate architectural style and with
proper consideration given its construction and
equipment in all departments.
Sharing with the exhibitor to a certain
extent possible hazards involved in the undertaking proposed organizations of this type
maintain experts effecting the various lines of
endeavor involved for purposes of their own
as well as the exhibitor's protection. Obviously, careful attention, resulting in mutual
advantages and safeguards is given every
proposition.
It has been declared that theatres constructed under this method are outstanding
in that they are architecturally uniform and
pleasing in their appearance and material
savings in construction are effected through
a smooth working arrangement during the
building period.
Dick and Bauer, Third and Wells
streets,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Midwest Engineering & Gonstruction Corporation, 209 South Third street, Columbus,
O.
United Services, 127 North Dearborn street,
Chicago, 111.
United Studios, Inc., 14 West Lake street,
Chicago, 111.
t^
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Bulletin Boards, Changeable
Changeable bulletin boards which come
under this heading involve the use of a
grooved board on which are placed white
enameled brass letters, white enameled die
cast aluminum letters or white or red celluloid
letters of various sizes as may be desired to
work out an attractive announcement. The
background of the hoard is usually covered
with a dark broadcloth surrounded by a frame
in mahogany or extruded cast bronze. The
letters are hung in the horizontal grooves of
the board and the announcement accomplished
through placing of the letters in their most
advantageous manner. These changeable bulletin boards are made in various sizes ranging
from 10 inches by 6 inches to large boards
encased in brass frames and held by standards.
Many theatres have adopted signs of this
type for use in lobby in announcing coming
and present attractions. In fact the ease with
which announcements may be set up or
changed gives these bulletin boards a wide
range of use in the motion picture house.
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Bilt
Rite
Manufacturing
Company,
447
North Wood street, Chicago, 111.
Stanley
Frame
Company,
727
Seventh
avenue, New York City.
Tablet & Ticket Company, 1021 West Adams
street, Chicago, 111.
^*
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Cable, Motion Picture
Motion picture cable and other wires occupy
an important place in theatre, being extensively used in the projection room for the
projectors, for spot and flood lights, switchboards, motor and grid resistance leads and
the like. The two important features of the
right kind of wire are flexibility and immunity
to flame and heat. Owing to the intense heat
and possible danger from fire in projection
booths the conductor must have the finest kind
of insulation. Because of the necessity for
constant changes of position for floods and
arcs the cable must be very flexible and tough
enough to endure wear. Prices range from
10c to 45c per foot.
International
Projector
Corporation,
90
Gold street, New York City.
(See Adv.)
KxiEGL Bros., 321 West 50th street, New York
City.
(See Adv.)
Rockbestos
Products
Corporation,
New
Haven, Conn.

Cameras
A number of cameras such as may be used
by theatre owners in making pictures of events
of local interest are available. A majority
of these use the 16 m. m. film while others
may be obtained using standard motion picture
film which can be used in the regular theatre
projectors.
Bass Camera Company,
179 West Madison
street, Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell
Company,
1827 Larchmont
avenue, Chicago, 111.
The DeVry Coporation, 1111 Center street,
Chicago, 111.
The Eastman
Kodak
Company,
Rochester,
N. Y.
t^f
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Canopies, Theatre

Use of artistic canopies by motion picture
theatres is growing in popularity among
houses of all sizes. A canopy serves a number
of practical purposes. They offer theatres an
excellent advertising medium while giving to
the house an attractive and inviting entrance.
During inclement weather they offer protection to waiting patrons.
Canopies are usually constructed of sheet
metal and may be obtained in a variety of
designs. They are furnished with glass roof
or with steel ceiling and metal roof. Numerous interesting standard designs have been developed by marquis manufacturers especially
for theatre use. These are easily installed
and are shipped to theatres in convenient sections. Suggestions for attractive designs are
available. These should be accompanied by
accurate measurements of the front of the
building where the canopy is to be used.
Not only are practically all of the new thea-
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tres being erected installing marquis but they
are being exclusively used in the remodeling
of the old houses, because of the effective
manner in which they give to the theatres a
new and pleasing appearance at small cost.
Prices of canopies range from $300 up.
Architectural Metal Products Company, 19
West Eighth street, Covington, Ky.
E. T. Barnum Iron & Wire Works, 511 Cass
street, Detroit, Mich.
Central Iron & Wire Works, Milwaukee,
Wis.
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works, 4435 West
Division street, Chicago, 111.
Edwards Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, O.
Milwaukee Corrugating Company, 36th avenue and Burnham street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating Company,
411 East Fifth street, Cincinnati, O.
Newman Manufacturing Company, 416 Elm
street, Cincinnati, O.
L. ScHREiBER & Sons Company, Ivanhoe avenue and Montgomery road, Cincinnati, O.
t^*
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Carbons
Motion picture projection carbons might
possibly be considered one of the most staple
products in the operation of the moving picture theatre.
There is no factor, indeed, which can claim
any more attention in the successful operation
of the theatre than the light which is used for
projection, and quite a little depends on both
the quantity and quality of projector carbons
kept on hand in the projection booth.
Modern projection demands the best in quality in projection carbons today, and this demand is being met by the carbon manufacturers through their scientific and research departments with products that have kept pace
with modern progress.
Arco Electric Company, 112 West 42nd street.
New York City.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street. New
York City.
(See Adv.)
National Carbon
Company, Inc., Madison
avenue and West 117th street, Cleveland, O.
Hugo
Reisinger,
"Electra,"
11 Broadway,
New York City.
(See Adv.)
Western
Commercial
Company,
8 Beach
street. New York City.
(5*
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Carbon Savers
Carbon saver is sort of a carbon clamp with
extended machine shanks which accommodates
the short carbon butts, so that they can be consumed or burned within an inch or an inchand-a-half of their lengths. It is made to
accommodate carbons from a half inch on up
and generally sells from $1.00 to $1.50.
Best Devices
Company, Film Building, Cleveland, O.
t5*
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Carbon Sharpeners
A device resembling a pencil sharpener for
utilizing the short broken pieces of carbon by
cutting new points on them.
Sharpeners sell
for about $3.50.
E. E. Fulton Company, 1018 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, 111.
(See Adv.)
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Carpets

EFFICIENCY
HIGH
UNIFORM QUALITY

REISINGER

11 BROADWAY

(i?*

NEW

YORK

Because of the hard wear to which theatre
carpets are subjected it has been found that
there is no saving in the selection of cheap
carpets. The heavier and deeper the nap the
more life may be expected of a carpet. Generally, floor coverings and carpets should be
of a nature that rest on the floor and give
the impression of stability and foundation
upon which one may walk with security. A
carpet that is fussy, light in color and overdecorated has a tendency to give the impression that it is not resting — but rather floating.
Obviously this is an unfavorable impression.
Carpet padding used under the carpet not only
provides a softer and more comfortable feeling to the foot but reduces friction and adds
many years to the life of the carpet by keep-
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CO-ORDINATED
SERVICE
To
Theatre Builders, Promoters, Owners
Our Unified Plan Embraces a Complete Service Under One
Contract Which Includes:
1. Preliminary Planning: — We help you plan
your project and work out your scheme.

signed by our decorators and the installation made by experts.

2. Sketches — Perspectives: — Our Artists make
complete color perspectives of the scheme,
embodying the natural beauty of both exteriors and interiors. This is a great aid
in advertising and promotion work.

7. Furnishings: — The draperies, rugs and furnishings are designed and selected to harmonize with the interior.
8. House Equipment: — We furnish the organ,
seats, projection machines, booth equipment.

3. Architectural
Service: — Preliminary
and
final approved plans are prepared by
skilled architects.
4. Consulting and Engineering Service :— Complete specifications and estimates are made
by our engineers. Consulting service is
available on the plans and specifications
of others.
5. Contracting Service: — We build the building complete, handling the general and
mechanical trades contracts.
6.

Decorating Service: — The ornamental plaster work and painting treatment are de-

9. Stage Equipment : — The screen, scenery,
lifts, rigging, gridiron, all are an integral
part of our service.
10. Effects :— Electrical effects are created by
our Electrical Engineers. Fixtures to
harmonize with the architectural treatment are carefully designed and selected.
Unified Contract — The above services are all an
integral part of One Contract, which
builds your theatre complete from the
original planning to the grand opening.

A Scientific Service Harmonizing- the Work of
Architect - Engineer - Contractor - Decorator and Equipment
Any one service or all are at your command.

Men

One Contract - Speedier Progress - Go-operativt: Work

MIDWEST

ENGINEERING
&
CONSTRUCTION

CORPORATION

209 S. Third St.

Main 2033
COLUMBUS,

OHIO

THE
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ing it away from direct contact with the hard
floor.
Bigelow-Hartford
Carpet
Company,
385
Madison avenue, New York City.
Brown & Bigelow,
Quality Park street, St.
Paul, Minn.
Clinton Carpet Company, 130 North Wells
street, Chicago, 111.
Furniture Buyers
Service, 605 Broadway,
New York City.
Mohawk
Carpet
Mills,
Inc., Amsterdam,
N. Y.
M. J. Whittal Associates, Brussels
street,
Worcester, Mass.
^*
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Carpet Cushioning
In theatres, where continuous coming and
going of patrons subjects the carpets in aisles,
stairs and foyers to unusual wear a cushioning under the carpets has been found to add
many years to their life. In addition to this
practical advantage carpet cushioning gives a
delightful sensation of richness and luxury
which is important in creating a desirable atmosphere in the theatre. Carpet cushioning
is a product made of animal hair, felted under
pressure. It is made in thicknesses varying
from J4 to 54 of an inch.
Clinton Carpet Company, 130 North Wells
street, Chicago, 111.
National Rug Mills, 1001 Clybourn street,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Western
Felt Works, 4115 Ogden avenue,
Chicago, 111.

^* ^^ (^*

Chair Covers
In addition to giving a pleasing and inviting appearance to the auditorium, chair covers
serve the practical purpose of coolness and
sanitation. An interior otherwise drab may
be transformed into a cool, clean, cheerful
looking place through their use.
Theatre chair covers have been used extensively in dramatic and larger motion picture
houses but it is only recently that they have
been adopted on a greater scale by the smaller
houses. No doubt one of the causes has been
the belief that they were an expensive proposition. This, however, is not the case. Recently chair covers have been developed which
are reversible, effecting an important saving
in laundering costs.
There are several things that should be
borne in mind in connection with the use
of chair covers. It should be remembered
that auditorium and balcony chairs as a rule
require two distinct and different styles of
covers. The auditorium chair should be
equipped with a cover which covers the entire chair back while the balcony chair need
only have a quarter back. This is because
of the slope on which balcony chairs are
placed.
Working from blue prints provides the most
satisfactory way of assuring a perfect fit of
the cover for each chair.
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tion and Catalogue Bureau" which
is a regular feature of each issue
of "Better Theatres" is reproduced
in this issue of "The Buyers Index"
on page 81.

Allied Cloth Specialties Company, Greenville, O.
Dura-Tex
Fabrics
Company,
216 Webster
street, Cincinnati, O.
Made- Rite Fabrics Company, 911 Broadway,
Cincinnati, O.
Nu-Tex
Fabrics
Company,
526 Broadway,
Cincinnati, O.
Textile Specialties Company, Pioneer and
Broadway, Cincinnati, O.
t^

t^

t^

Chairs, Theatre
To equip a theatre properly, the first requirement isa thorough understanding of the
uses to which the building is to be put. Having determined that, a seating diagram or
layout should be made to insure the maximum seating capacity consistent with comfort,
safety, facility of entrance and exit, compliance with local or state building requirements,
proper sight lines, elevations and other mechanical adaptations and adjustments.
The arrangement and width of aisles and
passageways should be such that transient
patrons may move about with a minimum of
disturbance to those who are seated. For
this reason, the number of seats in each row
between aisles should be kept as low as is possible and consistent with the desired seating
capacity. It is well to have not more than ten
or twelve seats in a row between each aisle,
although this number may, if necessary, be
increased slightly. Many theatres, however,
have established a maximum of fourteen seats.
The distance between rows varies between
30 and 32 inches. Experience has demonstrated that this distance is necessary to accommodate all sizes of patrons, and to facilitate entering and leaving the center seats of
a row while others are seated.
In planning the seats for a theatre, it is
a safe policy to plan for the accommodation
of persons who are above the average in size,
since seating that is too large does not produce discomfort. In the larger theatres, therefore, the majority of the seats are 20 inches
wide, with an occasional 19-inch chair to fill
in. An exception to this ruling is the seating
for loges, which frequently is as much as 24
inches wide.
Every patron is entitled to a direct and open
vision of the stage. Sloping and terracing of
floor and the curvatures of the balcony are, of
course, intended to facilitate this, but unless
the seats are specially made to meet the requirements of each and every part of the
house, these avail but little. For so greatly
do theatres vary in plan and design that the
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seating construction problem must be solved
individually in each instance.
The relative length of chairs, front and
back, must be so adjusted as to conform
evenly to the slope of the floor and still keep
the chair in its normal position. Then the
occupant is assured of a natural, easy and
comfortable position in sitting. He is neither
tilted too far forward nor too far back. His
feet and those of the chair should rest very
naturally in exactly the same line or plane.
Where there are sloping sides toward the
center, a two-fold problem presents itself.
Not only must the inclination toward the front
be right, but there must be a mechanical adjustment inthe fastening of the seats to standards, so that the seats will be perfectly level
and parallel with the natural floor level and
the sitter will not be tilted at an angle.
The necessary converging of seats from the
outer circumference toward the stage, both
on the main floor and in the balconies, is another problem. There must be no loss of
chair space and resultant decreased capacity,
but the symmetry and a general pleasing and
orderly appearance must be preserved.
The placing of chairs in rows and the arrangement of the aisles, to make ingress and
egress as easy, speedy and safe as possible
and to conform in every way with the building and fire ordinance of each community,
is another important point requiring careful
thought and planning.
Frequently a very simple rearrangement
makes possible an appreciable increase in
house capacity, and if not in actual increased
numerical capacity, actual increased box office
receipts by transforming otherwise less desirable and less valuable seats to a higher grade
of valuation and desirability.
Almost equally as important as proper arrangement of the chairs themselves, is the
quality, comfort and service they will give.
The element of comfort is an especially outstanding consideration as the ability to provide rest and ease for the audience during
the performance augurs for more solid enjoyment of the show. Roominess, correct
springs, smooth, well upholstered backs, correctly placed arm rests, a perfectly level placing with the floor, serviceable hat holders,
smoothly operating and noiseless seat-hinges
— these are but a few of the things that go to
make up a comfortable theatre chair.
Strength, stability, durability must be embodied in every chair. A broken seat, while
apparently not of great importance in itself,
is nevertheless an annoyance that reflects unfavorably on the theatre as a whole.
Veneer chairs range in price from $2.75 to
$6.00.
Upholstered chairs are from $6.00 up.
American Seating Company, 14 East Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111.
The a. H. Andrews
Company,
107 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.
Arlington
Seating
Company,
Arlington
Heights, 111.
Furniture
Buyers
Service, 60S Broadway
New York City.
Heywood- Wakefield Company, 209 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

PETERSON "FREEZEM" COOLING AND
VENTIFATING SYSTEM
^K^^^BIKm^ai^iiAsti&Si:
k
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k
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No ceiling or wall fans required. It has from 1 5 to 400,000 cubic feet of air per minute, changing the air in your building
every two minutes.
For theatres, cafes, churches,
drug stores,
banks, dance halls.
In three sizes.
Special offer in new territory.
State agencies open.
Salesmen wanted. The "Freezem" does more and costs less. Why pay big prices?
For further information write

PETERSON
5 N. Dewy St.

FREEZEM

Home Office

SALES

CO.

Oklahoma City, Okla.
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E. H. Stafford Company, 367 West Adams
street, Chdcago, 111.
Steel Furniture Company, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Wisconsin Chair Company, Port Washington, Wis.
(5*

1^*
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Change Makers

Speed and accuracy are obtained at the box
office through the use of coin changing machines which in addition to their time saving
facilities offer a valuable protection against
annoying mistakes in making change to patrons. With the coin changing machines a
light touch at the keyboard is all that is
necessary to deliver the correct number of
coins to the patron who easily scoops them
up from a cup at the side of the change
maker. Coins may be delivered either from
the right or left side and these automatic
cashiers as developed for theatres have been
improved in recent months until now they are
available in sizes which occupy only about nine
square inches of space in the box office.
In the handling of crowds the coin changer
plays a particularly important part in reducing
to a minimum delay at the ticket window.
Fumbling of coins and the dropping of them
which is characteristic of the old fashioned
method is eliminated and the coin changer
enables the ticket purchasers to be served at
from three to five times as fast as under the
old way. Change makers sell for about $125.
Brandt Automatic Cashier Company, Watertown, Wis.
F & E Check Writer Manufacturing Company, 1158 Center street, Chicago, 111.
Henry
C. Forster
Company,
1615 South
Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111.
Hoefer Change Maker Company, 3700 East
12th street, Kansas City, Mo.
(^*
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Change-Overs

A device for changing from one projection
machine to another or from projector to stereopticon which is accomplished by pressing a
button.
The cost is about $30 per unit.
Essanay Electric Manufacturing Company,
Maywood, 111.
^w

t^
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Color Hoods
Artistic color effects on electric signs are
possible by the use of color hoods which are
available in six colors : ruby, blue, green, amber, opal and canary. The color hoods are
made of fadeless glass and are made to fit
any standard size lamp where they are held in
place by spring fasteners, and are readily
taken off and replaced for cleaning.
In connection with sign flashers color hoods
are an important feature in achieving life and
color to make an attention compelling display.
Prices of color hoods range from 22c-40c to
50 cents.
Curtis Lighting Company, 119 West Jackson
boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros., 321 West 50th street. New York
City.
(See Adv.)
Reynolds Electric Company, 2651 West Congress street, Chicago, 111.
(5*

(5*
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Color Wheels
Wheels
to accommodate
colored
gelatine
sheets for producing various lighting effects
with spot lights or projectors.
Prices range
from $2.50 to $7.50.
Klifx;l Bros., 321 West 50th street, New York
City.
(See Adv.)

Condensers
Condensers are single glass lenses, unmounted. They are made in various diameters from ZYu, inches to 8 inches in diameter ;
the 4^ inches diameter and the 8 inches diameter being used mostly in motion picture work.
The condenser is located in the front end of
the lamphouse to gather the rays of light from
the light source, and bend them, or condense
them into a spot of light on the aperture.
They are made in different shapes, some being Piano Convex, some Meniscus or Moon
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shape, and others Bi-Convex.
Condenser breakage and trouble has been
greatly reduced through the perfection and
development of heat resisting glass which is
tempered and processed to withstand extreme
changes of temperature. This, it is declared,
has been accomplished without any sacrifice
of light on the screen and without impairment
of photographic values.
Focal lengths for motion picture work arc
usually 6j/2-7^-8j/2 and 9>4 inches; 5 inches, 6
inches and 8 inches diameter condensers are
usually used for spotlight projection.
Within the last two years there has been
a development of what is known as the Parabolic condenser, which has made possible the
gathering of more light, and a sharp, concentrated spot on the aperture of the picture
machine. These Parabolic condensers have
been developed for regular arc projection,
high intensity arc projection, and mazda projection. They are a little more expensive than
the regular type of condenser, but the results
obtained are well worth the price. Prices
range from $1.50 to $12.00.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y.
Brenkert Light Projection Company, 7348
Saint Aubin avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Kliegl
Brothers,
321
West
SOth
street.
New York City.
(See Adv.)
Sussfeld,
Lorsch
& Schimmel,
153 West
23rd street. New York City.
t^

t^
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Cooling, Ventilating Systems
Capable of delivering 35,000 cubic feet of
fresh air per minute into every part of the
theatre, cooling and ventilating systems are
being adopted by theatres of all sizes. Systems of this type are reasonably priced, ranging in cost from $400 upward.
They may be installed in various parts of
the theatre, a common place being below the
stage. Under this arrangement distribution of
the air is upward, the air passing to the rear
of the auditorium and dropping naturally to
every seat. In theatres having an organ installed at one side of the proscenium the
opposite of the proscenium affords a good
place for a cooling unit. A pent house on the
roof at the rear of the auditorium is another
manner in which the system may be installed
to assure excellent results. In fact, regardless
of the nature of the theatre, cooling and ventilating systems of this type may be readily
adapted to it.
Manufacturers of this equipment maintain
cooling and ventilating experts and offer a
service of recommending the most efficient arrangement for the complete cooling and ventilating of a theatre. The systems may be
installed without interruption to the regular
performances.
American
Blower
Company,
6004 Russell
street, Detroit, Mich.
Arctic
Nu-Air
Corpor.\tion,
500
South
Fourth street, Minneapolis, Minn.
Autovent Fan & Blower Company, 730-38
West Monroe street, Chicago, 111.
Bayley Manufacturing Company, 732 Greenbush, Milwaukee, Wis.
Bentz Engineering Corporation, 661 Frelinghuysen avenue, Newark, N. J. (See Adv.)
Blizzard Fan Sales Company, 1514 Davenport street, Omaha, Neb.
Brunswick-Kroeschell
Company,
New
Brunswick, N. J.
Carrier Engineering Corporation, 750 Frelinghuysen avenue, Newark, N. J.
Helmer Air Conditioning Corporation, 103
Park avenue, New York City.
Ilg Electric
Ventilating
Company,
2850
North Crawford avenue, Chicago. 111.
John H. Kitchen & Company, 1011 Pioneer
Trust Building, Kansas City, Mo.
Lakeside Company, Hermansvillc, Mich.
National Air Filter Company, 5130 Ravenswood avenue, Chica.go, 111.
Peterson's
"Frefj'.em"
Sales
Company,
5
North Dewey street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
(See Adv.)
B. F. Reynolds & Company, 118 West Ohio
street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
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— is just one
features of
COOLING
that makes

of the NEW patented
the latest SUPREME
SYSTEM— a feature
the Supreme System

A Permanent
Feature Attraction!!!
Amazing in its Cooling-potver

The new Supreme Air-Washer accomplishes with a fractional H. P. motor
the same results obtained in the largest
theatre cooling systems, where high
powered pumps, tanks and a complicated
array of high pressure sprays, etc., were
formerly necessary.

Coupled with the new 6
Supreme Cooling Blower
above) the Supreme System
complete, the most effective,

ft. all steel
(illustrated
is the most
the quietest,

the most efficient and the most permanent apparatus of its kind on the
market.

SUPREME
Heater

&

Ventilating

Corp.

St. Louis, U. S. A.
Supreme Hr.Ttcr & Ventilating Corp.
191S-19 Pine St., St Louis. Mo.
Send us complete information and conTcnieot
payment plan on the new Supreme Cooliof
System.
Name

EI

City.
Address..

Sr.itinR

Capacity

of theatre.-

^Uie-
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Supreme Heater & Ventilating Corporation,
1915 Pine street, St. Louis, Mo. (See Adv.)
Typhoon Fan Company, 345 West 39th street,
New York City.
(See Adv.)
Wittenmeier
Machinery
Company,
850
North Spaulding avenue, Chicago, 111.
York Ice Machinery Company, York, Pa.
The Zack Company, 2311 West Van Buren,
Chicago, 111.

O. ScHECK & Company, 50th and Euclid avenue, Cleveland, O.
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.
E. J. Vallen Eijectrical Company, Akron, O.
Weaver Brothers Manufacturing Company,
221 West Grand avenue. Watts, Cal.
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Curtain Control Machines
Few things leave a finer impression on the
theatre audience than the smooth and silent
opening and closing of the curtain. This is
accomplished by curtain control machines
which operate automatically. The curtain can
be controlled from the booth or from back
stage by the simple process of pressing a
button.
Curtain control equipment consists of track
equipped with cable and snaps to which the
curtain is fastened. In opening and closing
the curtain may be stopped at any desired
point across the stage and may also be reversed at will.
The motor for operating the curtain is usually placed on the stage or it may be placed
in the grids or mounted on a platform. This
permits the machine, track and curtain to be
flied in addition to open from the center.
Theatres of all sizes are now employing
automatic curtain control equipment and mechanism of this type has been developed to a
high grade of efficiency, contributing immeasurably to audience enjoyment of the program.
The price of curtain control machines is
around $325 with the track selling at about
$2.25 per foot.
Automatic Devices Company, 17 North 7th
street, Allentown, Pa.
J. H. Channon Corporation, 223 West Erie
street, Chicago, 111.
Peter Clark, Inc., 534 West 30th street, New
York City.
RiCHARDS-WlLCOX
MANUFACTURING
CoMPANY,
Aurora, 111.

Curtain Tracks
(^

^*
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The type of curtain track installed is important for several reasons. It cannot be a
makeshift affair, for if it is it may ruin an
otherwise good program. Naturally, it must
be noiseless and must function smoothly and
with little or no effort. A moving curtain attracts attention, therefore that motion must
not be accompanied by vibration.
Acme Stage Equipment Company, 191 Lafayette street. New York City.
Automatic Devices Company, Allentown, Pa.
Richard R. Bruckner, 532 West 22nd street,
New York City.
J. R. Clancy,
1010 West
Belden
avenue,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Peter Clark, Inc., 534 West 30th street, New
York City.
Vallen Electrical Company, 225 Bluff street,
Akron, O.

Date

ti?*

t^

Strips

Date strips, being an inexpensive but nevertheless important theatre advertising commodity, frequently frustrate the efforts of good
advertising through over-use until they become dirty and unattractive. A few dollars
buys enough date strips for a whole year for
the average house. Except for special uses
date strips are available from stock in standard sizes. Prices range from Ic to 5c each.
Exhibitors Printing Service, 711 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
FiLMACK Company, 730 South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Hennegan Company, 311 Genesee street, Cincinnati, O. (See Adv.)
National Program & Printing Company, 729

That's the way to chase the hot weather blues.
• That's the way to pull big business all summer — every summer.
It isn't the breeze alone that makes Typhoon a winner. It's
the tremendous volume of pure, fresh air from outdoors — a
complete change once every minute — that gets rid of the enormous amount of heat and humidity given off by the audience.
You know wall fans wpn't cool your house — nor will anything
else that just gives you a breeze.
The one-minute air change — AND the breeze besides : That's
what does the trick. The thousands of Typhoon-cooled theatres
prove it— and they prove also that Typhoons pay for themselves
in one summer.

TYPHOON
345 W. 39th Street

avenue,
Xff^

Get our Booklet B-5

FAN COMPANY
New

York, N. Y.

f^^

Chicago, 111.

(See

^*

Decorating Products and Service

The theatre today has opened a new field
for the producer and designer of decorative
materials. No other building is as complete in
this sense as is the theatre, for in the decorative scheme the theatre has found a factor
which encourages patronage. The blending
colors, the unique wall designs, the finely cut
or moulded grill pieces, modern lighting fixture designs, gorgeous drapes, etc., all lend
themselves to the theatre.
Architectural
Decorating
Company,
1600
South Jefferson street, Chicago, 111.
The Craetex Company, 37-39 Antwerp street,
Brighton station, Boston, Mass.
Decorators
Supply
Company,
2547 Archer
avenue,
Chicago, 111.
111.
Hockaday, Inc., 1823 Carroll avenue, Chicago,
The Voigt Company, 1745 North 12th street,
N.
J.
Philadelphia,
Pa. H. B. Wiggin's Sons Company, Bloomfield,
^*
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Peppy breezes in your lobby to greet
people as they come in —
Gentle breezes — cool and refreshing —
inside your house —

Quick action — NOW.

South Wabash

^*
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Dimmers

The beautiful Hghting eiifects achieved in
motion picture theatres is accomplished
through dimmers which are capable of complete illumination control making possible soft
changes and color blending of lights to create
a restful and pleasing atmosphere. Dimmers
are used by small theatres as well as the large
motion picture palaces. They are usually
placed at the side of the stage. In instances
of smaller installations the dimmer may be
operated by the projectionist from the booth.
The magical effect of lighting control and
blending as achieved with dimmers is one of
the outstanding features of the modern theatre today. On the stage and throughout the
theatre dimmers give producers and managers
one of their most effective means of creating
marvelous effects which unquestionably are
important factors at the box office.
Frank Adam Electric Company, St. Louis,
Mo.
Chicago Electric Equipment Company, 417
South Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.
Cutler-Hammer
Manufacturing
Company,
12th and St. Paul avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
(See Adv.)
Hub Electric Company, 2219 West Grand
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street. New
York City.
(See Adv.)
Major Equipment Company, 4603 Fullerton
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee Electric Switchboard Company,
156 Clinton street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mutual Electric & Machine Company, 7610
Joseph Campeau street, Detroit, Mich.
Ward Leonard Electric Company, 37 South
street, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.
William Wurdack Electric Manufacturing
Mo.
Company,
21 South 11th street, St. Louis,
^*
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Disinfectants, Perfumed
The necessity of ehminating disagreeable
odors in a theatre has led to the development of disinfectants which not only serve
to eradicate the odors but leave in the room
a delightful perfume fragrance. Disinfectants
of this kind are usually sprinkled about the
house or they may be used in ornamental
cones, placed on the auditorium walls. Particularly during the hot weather months are
perfumed disinfectants used extensively to
sweeten the air in the theatre and make it
agreeable and comfortable. Disinfectants sell
for $3.00 a quart and up.
Arthur Beck Chemical Manufacturing
Company, 4743 Bernard street, Chicago, 111.
The Hunting Laboratories, Inc., Huntington, Ind.
Rochester Germicide Company,
ester. N. Y.

Inc., Roch-
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New Avalon
Corporation^
C-H Dimmers.
Switchboard

of the National Theater
Chicago, equipped with
John Ebenon, architect.
(shown below j by Tht

Major Equipment Co.

jljL rchitectural Beauty
completed withC'¥[ Dimmers
in the Nei^ Aralon^ Chicago
No longer do progressive theater owners invest fortunes in decorative art and
risk losing part of its eflfectiveness
through haphazard lighting.
The New Avalon, Chicago, is but one
of the new theaters in which C-H "Simplicity" Dimmers enhance and bring out
the architectural beauty. For the designer's
art can go only so far. Light must do the
rest. And successful showmen have discovered that C-H Dimmers complete the
beauty of their theaters and help
make each presentation better.
Because• foof the results others have achieved,
you too, should know all about C-H Dimmers. Ask your architect or electrician how
^\
■^

easily any house can be improved — and
write for the booklet "Illumination Control
for the Modern Theater".

The CUTLER-HAMMER

Mfg. Co.

Why

C-H

"Simplicity"
are chosen

Dimmers

Dimming, smooth as night-full, jrom full brilliancy to blackout — freedom from burn-outs
and maintenance — adaptability to all theaters,
regardless of size or decorative scheme — design
ivhich makes future remodelling easy — these
are a few outstanding features of C-H "Simplicity" Dimmers 'uhich make them first choice
'with leading theater ouners, architects
and electricians.

Pioneer Manufacturers of Electrical Control Apparatus

1254 St. Paul Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.

CUTLER WAMMER
Perfect Illumination Control for the Modern

Theater
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Display

Cutout

Machines

This is a device for making various kinds
of exploitation cutouts and lobby and marquis displa3-s. The design for the desired cutout display is traced on ordinary wall board
and wath this device, the cutout is easily made
by guiding a small chisel over the outlines
and cutting away those portions of the surface
not wanted. A small motor is used and the
current from the electric light socket furnishes
the power. The operation is similar, in many
ways, to that of operating a sewing machine.
International Register Company, 21 South
Throop street, Chicago, 111.
t^

t^
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Drinking Cups, Paper
The paper drinking cup, in its handy container, isan adjunct to the sanitary equipment
of a theatre.
cups to
range
price
from'
$13.50
for casesPaper
of 10,000,
$9.50infor
cases
of
2,500, depending upon the product purchased.
In some instances containers are included in
the cost of the cups. Where it is necessary
to buy a container, the price will range from
$4.50 up.
Lily Cup Company, 120 Broadway, New York
City.
Tulip
Cup Corporation,
220 Fifth avenue,
New York City.
Individual
Drinking
Cup
Company,
Inc.,
Easton, Pa.
The Vortex AIanufacturing Company, 421431 North Western avenue, Chicago, 111.
Ideal
Cup
Corporation,
317 North
Wells
street, Chicago, 111.
,

'
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Drinking Fountains

Eighteen drinking fountains about evenly
divided between the wall and pedestal type
are installed in Balaban & Katz's Uptown
theatre, Chicago. While the Uptown is one of
the country's largest houses the drinking water
facilities provided easily emphasize the importance of this feature in any theatre.
Drinking fountains should be placed as conveniently as possible for the patron entering
and leaving the theatre. In small houses at
either ends of foyer is a place frequently
used. Whether the wall or pedestal type fountain is used depends upon space available, the
wall type being used where space conditions
are more limited.
In the finer theatres drinking fountains form
an integral part of the decorative scheme of
the theatre, being designed in harmony with
the balance of the surroundings and in conformity with the architectural treatment of the
house.
The Crane
Company,
836 South
Michigan
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Standard
Sanitary
Manufacturing
Company, Bessemer building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
VoiGT Company, 1743 North 12th street, Philadelphia, Pa.
(^
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Effect Machines
Effect machines are an integral part of motion picture exhibition, especially when a policy of stageshows has been adopted. The effects in lighting which may be obtained are
almost phenomenal, are always a source of
curiosity and pleasure on the part of the public. There is a wide range of prices on these
machines, depending upon the effects desired.
Belson Manufacturing Company, 800 Sibley
street, Chicago, 111.
Brenkert Light Projection Company, 7348
St. Aubin avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equipment, 1736-1754 North
Springfield avenue, Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street, New
York City.
Milwaukee Electric Switchboard Company,
156 Clinton street, Milwaukee, Wis;.
t5*
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Electric Fans
This term is used to designate fans ranging
in size from 5 to 16 inches, which are usually
portable and are made in both oscillating and
non-oscillating types. They are operated by
connection to the light socket.
Prices range

from $7.50 to $35.00.
General
Electric
Company,
Schenectady,
N. Y.
RoBBiNs & Meyers Company, Springfield, O.
Wagner Electric Corporation, 6400 Plymouth
avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway,
New York City.
Westinghouse
Electric
& Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.

^* ^» ^*

Electric

Flowers

Baskets or vases of electric flowers offer
many possibilities in a decorative way for
theatres. Artificial roses, tulips or similar
flowers are fitted with small properly colored bulbs and the complete bouquet is wired
ready to attach to the light socket. Many a
nook or corner now barren and unattractive
or unsightly can be transformed into a beauty
spot by means of an electric bouquet.
Oscar Leistner, 319 West Randolph street,
Chicago, 111.
G. Reising
& Company,
227 West
Austin
avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
i^t
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Electric
Refer to "Signs,
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Emergency Lighting Plants
Emergency lighting plants are equipment designed to furnish power for supplying illumination and operating the show in the event of
a failure of the local power supply. It is
said that the financial loss suffered by admissions returned by a theatre through only
one power failure a year would more than
compensate for the cost of equipment of this
type. In addition to financial loss, a power
failure during a performance frequently results in loss o£ life and property through the
resultant panic.
Emergency lighting plants are made in several types such as the gasoline engine type
and the battery charged type with motor generator. In the instance of the latter several
sources of power are provided to meet every
contingency, which, together, form an interlocking type of protection.
The first source of power for the emergency lights of the theatre is the regular power
supply, either from central station lines or
from private generating plant. In some states
it is required that the emergency exit lights
be upon a 32-volt circuit in which case the
circuit is fed from the A. C. lines, through a
small transformer which is a part of the system.
The second source for the emergencj' exit
lighting is the special heavy-duty glass jar
storage battery of the system. Depending
upon the individual requirements of the installation, this battery and the auxiliary apparatus is of sufficient capacity to carry the
total necessary load for periods as long as 8
hours.
The third source of supply for the emergency exit lights is the motor generator set
itself. In case the A. C. transformer circuit,
which normally feeds the 32-volt exit lights,
should fail the motor generator set is operated
from the main power supply line and connected to the emergency exit light circuits
through the battery circuit. The battery will
carry the exit lights only as long as necessary
to start the motor generator set. After the
motor generator is started the battery floats on
the line.
The heavy-duty storage battery is kept continuously charged by means of a motor generator set, which is operated from the regular
power lines, on an individual circuit separate
from the emergency exit light circuits.
Fairbanks, Morse & Company, Beloit, Wis.
Kohler Company, Kohler, Wis.
Mathews
Engineering Company, Sandusky,
O.
Roth Brothers, 1400 West Adams street, Chicago, 111.
Universal Motor Company, Oshkosh, Wis.
Westinghouse
Electric
& Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Equipment Supplies
The importance of equipment to the theatre cannot be stressed too much. It makes
for comfort, proper presentation of entertainment, safety, etc. Equipment must be given
first consideration, for a theatre which does
not install the finest and most effective product, and become at the outset attractive and
efficient, is endangering its future success. Independent equipment dealers will be found in
all key centers, and the country is covered
also by the following two chain organizations :
E. E. Fulton Company, 1018 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
National
Theatre
Supply
Company,
624
South Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111.
r^*
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Exit Light Signs
Exit light signs are required by law in all
theatres, the Chicago theatre building ordinance specifj'ing them as follows : "The word
'EXIT' shall appear in letters at least six
inches high over the opening of every means
of egress from a theatre and a red light shall
be Many
kept burning
over such
sign."made in the
improvements
have a been
ma'nufacture of exit lights in an endeavor
to make them less offensive in appearance
without detracting from their practical mission. In addition to various styles, exit lights
may be obtained built into ornamental fixtures,
theAdv.)
whole being placed over the exit door.
Brenkert Light Projection Company, 7348
Saint Aubin avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Flexlume Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.
(See
Hub Electric
Company, 2219 West Grand
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street, New
York City.
(See Adv.)
Lu-Mi-Nus
Signs,
Inc., 2736 Wentworth
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Major Equipment Company, 4603 Fullerton
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Rawson & Evans Company, 710 West Washington street, Chicago, 111.
Viking Products Corporation, 422 West 42nd
street. New York City.
VoiGT Company, 1745 North 12th street, Philadelphia, Pa.
WiLLEY Sign Company,
1559 Church street,
Detroit, Mich.
(5*
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Fans, Ventilating
Fans may be divided into two classes, the
portable and the stationary. The latter is the
type commonly used in theatres. It is made
in a variety of styles and sizes and is used for
drawing into the auditorium fresh air or drawing out the foul air. These fans are mounted
in a wall opening and in theatres can advantageously be placed in the front or rear
of the auditorium and in the lobby. The
motors operating these fans are usually supported by a bracket extension of the fan.
The motor is generally enclosed to prevent
trouble from dust or dirt.
The sizes of these fans range from 10 to
12 inches in diameter.
Ceiling fans are of a larger type and operate
at slower speed. Fans of this type usually
have four wooden blades and they are hung
from the ceiling by an insulated hanger.
While the importance of adequate ventilation in the auditorium is generally recognized
it has been found that many theatres have
failed in providing ventilation in lobbies. Air
in the lobby, particularly when crowds are
waiting admission soon becomes stagnant and
foul, with the result that patrons are unduly
wearied and placed in an unfavorable state
for
fromenjoying
$160 up.the entertainment. Prices range
American
Mich.

Blower

Corporation,

Detroit,

Arctic
Nu-Air
Corporation,
500
South
Fourth street, Minneapolis, Minn.
Blizzard Fan Sales Company, 1514 Davenport street, Omaha, Neb.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating Corporation,
1915 Pine street, St. Louis, Mo.
(See Adv.)
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Typhoon Fan Company, 345 West 39th street,
New York City.
(See Adv.)
The Wigginton Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
(^*
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Film Inspection Machines
Perfect projection is impossible unless the
film itself is in perfect mechanical condition.
Today the public demands good screen results
and the projectionist can accomplish this only
when proper inspection has been given to the
film. The film inspection machines manufactured today are adding efficiency to this work.
Film Inspection Machine Company, Inc., 33
West 60th street, New York City.
DwoRSKY
Film
Machine
Corporation,
520
West 48th street, New York City.
(^

Film
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Cabinets

There are various types of film cabinets having storage capacity from three to twelve reels
per unit or various forms of construction so
that the reel is elevated or brought within
grasp by the opening of the cover. They
are generally of double metal wall construction, so that should one reel become ignited
in the cabinet, the others are insulated from
this heat, and thus saved from any damage.
Some of them are constructed so that they
can be ventilated to the outside by means of
piping. The prices range per unit from $14.00
to $60.00 per unit or cabinet.
American
Film-Safe
Corporation,
1800
Washington boulevard,
Baltimore,
Md.
Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo street, Dallas, Tex.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman avenue. Long Island City, N. Y.
E. E. Fulton Company, 1018 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Neumade
Products
Corporation,
249 West
47th street. New York City.
(5*
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Cabinet

Stands

There are various size stands which accommodate one up to three cabinets, and hold
the film cabinets so that they are more convenient as well as allowing them to be moved
about more easily for cleaning or relocating
purposes. Some of them also make the film
cabinets more safe by holding the film cabinet
at an angle so that a reel of film cannot be
laid on top of it. The prices range from
$12.00 to $17.00.
E. E. Fulton Company, 1018 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
^W
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Film Cement
A special preparation for splicing motion
picture film used in theatres, laboratories and
film exchanges. Film Cement sells at about
25c a bottle.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman avenue. Long Island City, N. Y.
F. B. Griffin, Oshkosh, Wis. (See Adv.)
Neumade
Products
Corporation,
249 West
47th street. New York City.
^^*
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Film Cleaners
A block containing pads which are saturated
with a film cleaning liquid through which the
film is run, dirt and grit being removed from
it in the process. Prices range from $7.50 up.
Duplex Motion Picturf, Industries, 74 Sherman avenue. Long Island City, N. Y.
Dworsky
Film
Machine
Corporation,
520
West 48th street. New York City.
Movieads, Inc., 507 Fifth avenue. New York
City.
Neumade
Products
Corporation,
249 West
47th street. New York City.
(5*
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Film Rewinders
This device is used for rewinding films after
they are run through the projectors, and are
made in two general patterns, the bench and
fire-proof enclosed type. The bench or open
rewind is made in one piece types with the
dummy and geared end complete in one unit,
and others are made so that they can be
clamped to a bench or shelf, while some arc
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machine and waxing the sprocket holes while
being rewound.
Prices range from $15.(K) up.
Bell & Howell Company, 1827 Larchmont
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman avenue, Long Island City, N. Y.
Dworsky Film Machine Corporation, 520
West 48th street. New York City.
Neumade Products Corporation, 249 W. 47th
street. New York City.
^*

permanently fastened by means of bolts. Some
are made with plain bearings and some have
their spindles mounted on ball bearings. They
range in price from $5.00 to $15.00.
The enclosed rewinds arc made in various
patterns, both hand drive and motor drive
models. The motor drive type is generally
automatic in its operation, stopping at the
end of the film or should the film break.
Some are made with plain bearings and some
have their spindles mounted on ball bearings.
Some motor drive types also have multiple
speed ranges and accommodate either one or
two-thousand foot reels. One type recently
brought on the market also has a detachable
grinding and polishing attachment for aiding
the operator in keeping his equipment in first
class shape as well as keeping his arc lamp in
good working order. The prices range from
$50.00 to $160.00 complete.
Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo street, Dallas, Tex.
Bass Camera Company, 179 West Madison
street, Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Company, 1827 Larchmont
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Chicago Cinema Equipment Company, 1736
North Springfield avenue, Chicago, 111.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman avenue. Long Island City, N. Y.
Dworsky
Film
Machine
Corporation,
520 .
West 48th street, New York City.
E. E. Fulton Company, 1018 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Neumade
Products
Corporation,
249 West
47th street. New York City.
(5*
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Film Splicing Machine
Equipment of this type is used mostly in
film exchanges, studios and laboratories for
the purpose which the name states. Smaller
models are made for theatres. Prices range
from $6.00 up.
Bell & Howell Company,
1827 Larchmont
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman avenue. Long Island City, N. Y.
Dworsky
Film
Machine
Corporation,
520
West 48th street. New York City.
E. E. Fulton Company, 1018 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Neumade
Products
Corpor.'vtion,
249 West
47th street. New York City.
^W
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Film Waxing Machine
A device for protecting the projector from
emulsion of green film. It is placed between
rewinds, the film passing through the waxing

For Studios, Motion Picture Theatres and Film Exchanges.
Patches made with this cement
will not dry out, buckle up or pull
apart.
Write for descriptive circular and
special introductory price.
Manufactured

by

F. B. GRIFFIN
O*hkosh,

Wit.

O*

There are two types of fire extinguishers :
the one quart size hand extinguisher, containing carbon tetra-chloride and the 2"^ gallon
soda and acid extinguisher. Good ones of
both types are manufactured by many companies. Instructions from fire inspectors
should be carefully followed in distributing
these through the theatre building. Prices
range around $12.(X).
Foamite-Childs
Corporation,
1010 Turner
street, Utica, N. Y.
Fyr-Fyter Company, 221 Crane, Dayton, O.
Pyrene Manufacturing Company, 560 Belmont avenue, Newark, N. J.
^
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Fireproof Curtains

Laws in most States now require an asbestos
curtain on the stage.
In some cases a combination of steel and asbestos curtains are required by the law.
Wm. Beck & Sons Company, Highland and
Dorchester a\enues, Cincinnati, O.
Richard R. Bruckner, 532 West 22nd street.
New York City.
J. H. Channon Corporation, 222 West Erie
street, Chicago, 111.
J. R. Clancy, Syracuse, N. Y.
Peter
York Clark,
City. Inc., 534 West 30th street. New
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiflin, O.
Volland
Scenic
Studios,
Inc.,
avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
tS^
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Fireproof

(See Adv.)
3737 Cass
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Units

There are various forms of these available
and generally each type is made in several
capacities and sizes to accommodate their installation insmall or large booths. The component parts of each unit are generally
detachable, so that the unit can be made
complete for film storage, waste disposal, film
rewinding and inspection, as well as the
storage of both supplies and tools. They are
generally furnished with casters, so that they
can be moved about for cleaning or relocating purposes. They are made entirely of
metal and are therefore, fireproof. These
units are far cheaper in the long run than the
general make-shift of the past, in covering
wooden benches or shelves with tin or sheet
metal, since they always represent a recognized value by being complete within themselves, and not built in as part of the partitions or the booth construction. The prices
range from $50.00 to $350.00.
E. E. Fulton Company, 1018 South Wabash,
Chicago, 111.

Griffin Film Cement

^*

Fire Extinguishers

(See
.<
,tAdv."»,t

Fire Prevention Projector
Important equipment has recently been developed which it is said definitely prevents a
fire in the projection machine. This equipment is a control device, easily installed and
which is operated on low voltage through a
small step-down transformer. A dowser is
mounted on the cone of the lamp house and
acts as the main light cut-off. taking the place
of the regular dowser. The dowser is
operated from five distinct points of contact,
covering every avenue through which a fire
could st.irt in the projector while it is in
operation with film in it. All contact points
arc very sensitive, and the dowser is instantaneous in its action.
A pivoted apron is mounted so that it comes
in contact with the upper film loop. An
.mxiliary idler is mounted so that it rides the
film between the take-up sprocket and lower
maga/ine fire valve rollers. These two points
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of contact
with the film offer protection
against fire from the following causes :
A. — Film break at any point in projector;
B. — Loss of lower loop; C— Mutilated perforations, i.e., perforations in such condition
that film will not ride properly through projector; D.— Failure of film to pass properly
through projector from any cause; E. — Bad
reel in lower magazine; F.— Failure of film to
take up properly from any cause.
Now there are other avenues by which a
film fire can start, and the inventors of the
device have apparently overlooked nothing.
Idlers mounted on arms ride the motor
drive belt and take-up belt. Failure of either
belt (such as jumping or breaking) causes
contact through mercury switches instantly
operating the dowser.
Failure of current supply to motor results
in instant actuation of the dowser.
Fire
Guard
Manufacturing
Company,
Aurora, 111.
Sentry
Safety
Control
Corporation,
1229
Vine street, Philadelphia, Pa.

orchestra pit while the balance of the house is
dark.
Frank Adam Electric Company, 3650 Windsor avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Belson Manufacturing Company, 800 Sibley
street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Chicago Cinema Equipment Company, 17361754 North Springfield avenue, Chicago, III.
Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1119 West Jackson
boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Hub Electric Company, 2219 West Grand
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street, New
York City.
(See Adv.)
Major Equipment Company, 4603 Fullerton
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee Electric Switchboard Company,
156 Clinton street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Westinghouse Lamp Company, 150 Broadway, New York City.
Wm. Wurdack Electric Manufacturing
Company,
21 South 11th street, St. Louis,
Mo.

^w
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Flashers, Signs
The sparkling life and motion characteristic of so many theatre signs is produced by
the use of sign flashers. Sign flashers are
made in several types, among them being the
motor driven, the mercury contact, thermal
and socket flasher type.
The possibilities for attention getting effects
through the use of sign flashers is demonstrated daily in thousands of signs equipped
with them. Signs employing flashers are generally used in connection with colored lamps
or color hoods, the combined flasher and color
lending itself to an almost endless interpretation of interesting figures and shapes.
In addition to the interest compelling action
which the sign flasher injects in a sign it is
stated that its use effects a saving in current
cost over the continuous burning sign. Prices
range from $40.00 up.
Cramblet Engineering Corporation, 286 Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wis.
(See Adv.)
Reynolds Electric Company, 2650 West Congress street, Chicago, 111.
^^
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Flood Lighting
Flood lighting is accomplished with a lamp
equipped with reflector of parabolic form
capable of projecting a light to cover a Vfide
area at a distance. For night lighting of
theatre buildings lamps usually range from
200 to 1,500 watts. These may be located on
the marquee or at some other vantage point
opposite or nearly opposite the building. The
intensity of the light is governed to a great
extent by the type of reflector employed. In
general there are three types : the extensive,
the distributing and the concentrating. The
former gives a wide, smooth distribution of
light for close-up work; the distributing reflectors provide a more concentrated beam for
work at average distance and the concentrating reflector throws a long, narrow beam of
light for illumination at long distances.
Claims advanced for the advantages of
flood-lighting, aside from the obvious advertising value of this form of illumination, include a clean revelation of the architectural
beauty of a building unmarred by signs or
lamp outlines.
An idea of floodlighting costs may be obtained from the following example:
Time of operation, 5 hours per evening.
Area to be floodlighted, 50 ft. long, 50 ft. wide.
Extent of floodlighted area, 2,500 square
feet.
Projectors used, 500 watt.
Area lighted by each projector, 250 sq. ft.
Number of projectors used, 10.
Kilowatt hour consumption per period.
10X100X25
= 25
1000
Cost per kw. hour: 25X10 = $2.50.
Cost of lighting front for 5 hours: $2.50.
Floodlighting is also used in theatre auditoriums for such purposes as illuminating the
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Floor Covering
Refer to "Carpets" and "Mats and Run<^
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Footlights
Many types of footlights are made for the
ners."
average theatre. They are designed in the
portable type, disappearing type, and the regular kind for permanent installation. Footlights can be bought already wired for various
combinations of color circuits, in single or
double rows.
Frank Adam Electric Company, 3650 Windsor avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Belson Manufacturing Company, 800 Sibley
street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Buckeye Distributing Company, 7016 Euclid
avenue, Cleveland, O.
Chicago Cinema Equipment Company, 17361754 North Springfield avenue, Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West SOth street. New
York City. (See Adv.)
Milwaukee Electric Switchboard Company,
156 Clinton street, Wilwaukee, Wis.
Major Equipment Company, 4603 Fullerton
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Wheeler Reflector Company, 275 Congress
street, Boston, Mass.
Wm.
Wurdack
Electric
Manufacturing
Company.,
21 South 11th street, St. Louis,
Mo.
^*
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Flowers, Artificial
Refer to "Art Plants, Flowers."
t^
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Fountains,
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Ornamental

Refer to "Ornamental Fountains."
^*
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Frames — Poster,

Lobby

Poster and lobby display frames are manufactured in standard sizes. There are one
sheets to hang and one sheet with easel back —
three sheets to hang and three sheets with
easel back — combination frames to hang and
with easel to accommodate a one-sheet and
eight 11x14 photographs. Another combination often used is one to take a 22x28 photograph, eight 11x14 photographs and date strip.
Photograph frames are also offered in
standard sizes for five or six photographs,
11x14 in size.
Most of the modern theatres are having
their lobby display frames and cases built to
order to fit the recesses and spaces provided
for by the architect. Manufacturers of frames
and cases gladly furnish complete drawings
and specifications for the theatre owner's approval. Standard sizes range in price from
$7.00 up.
Bilt
Rite
Manufacturing
Company,
447
North Wood street, Chicago, 111.
Libman-Spanjer
Corporation,
1600 Broadway, New York City.
Lobby Display Frame Corporation,
723 7th
avenue, New York City.
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Newman Manufacturing Company, 416 Elm
street, Cincinnati, O.
Stanley Frame Company, 727 Seventh avenue, New York City.
t^

Fronts,
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Metal

Theatre

Entire fronts for theatres made of sheet
metal and wrought in a pleasing design are
available for the small house desiring to
change its exterior appearance. These metal
fronts are made in various sizes and designs
and shipped in sections ready to be erected. It
is advisable, in ordering material of this type
to have the building properly measured and a
sketch of front submitted.
Architectural
Metal
Products
Company,
18 West 9th street, Covington, Ky.
Edwardsnati, O. Manufacturing Company, CincinMilwaukee Corrugating Company, 36th avenue and Burnham street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Moeschl-Edwards
Corrugating
Company,
411 East Fifth street, Cincinnati, O.
Newman Manufacturing Company, 416 Elm
street, Cincinnati, O.
^*
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Furniture,

^w

Theatre

A number of factors should guide the exhibitor inthe selection of his furniture. Comfort and restfulness are among the first considerations. Upholstering materials offer a
splendid opportunity for accents in the color
scheme of the room. Over-elaborateness and
that which breathes of the gaudy should generally be avoided.
All furniture depends upon the fiinish. A
glassy varnish finish on any piece cheapens the
quality of the framework. It scratches easily
and shows dust more readily. A soft finish
is always desirable, and this holds particularly
true of gold furniture, which looks cheap unless nicely toned down.
Furniture for the men's room should alwavs be of a heavy type, giving a manly and
clubby appearance. Leather upholstering is
quite proper. Women's rest room should be
dainty and more genteel. Cane furniture is
appropriate here.
Furniture
Buyers Service, 605 Broadway,
New York City.
Mandel Brothers, Inc., State and Madison
streets, Chicago, III.
Metalarts Studios, 451 East Ohio street, ChiPeabodycago, 111. Theatre Furniture
North Manchester, Ind.
x^f
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Generators,

Company,

^»

Motor

This electrical outfit is designed to produce
direct current at the arc lamp on the picture
machine — spotlights or double dissolving stereopticon. It consists of an alternating current
rnotor, directly connected on a shaft to a
direct current generator. Motor generators
are made for every current requirement to deliver amperages from 20 amperes to 200 amThere are 20-30 ampere
ing arc lamps; 40-50 and
for the ordinary arcs and
peres.
ampere
lamps. generators for use

outfits for reflect75 ampere outfits
75-100-125 and 150
with high intensity

Motor generators are made in two types, the
double arc generators and the multiple arc
generators.
The double arc is for use with two picture
machine arcs. It is so designed that for the
period of time needed to warm up the second
picture machine arc, preparatory to changing
from one picture machine to the other, it will
carry both arc lamps at the same amperage
without danger of losing the light on the arc
lamp on the running picture machine.
Multiple arc generators are designed and
built to generate direct current for many arcs.
They are used in the motion picture booths
where there are two arcs on the picture machines, one or more spotlights and a double
dissolving stereopticon and effect machine.
The multiple arc generator correctly built, will
carry the entire battery of arc lamps and
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various amperages. The variance in amperages is controlled by the necessary rheostats.
Prices range from $350 up.
Automatic Devices Company, Allentown, Pa.
Continental Electric Company, 323 Ferry
street, Newark, N. J.
J. H. Hallberg, 29 West S7th street. New
York City.
Hertner Electric Company, Cleveland, O.
Liberty Electric Corporation, Stamford,
Conn.
Northwestern Electric Company, 409 South
Hoyne street, Chicago, 111.
Roth Brothers, 1400 West Adams street, Chicago, 111.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.
^*
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Grilles
Grilles in both brass and bronze are used
in box office windows, organ grille openings
and in radiator openings in lobbies. Manufacturers of this item show many designs to
select from. Can be bought in standard sectional assembly or built to order.
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works, 4435 West
Division street, Chicago, 111.
Newman Manufacturing Company, 416 Elm
street, Cincinnati, O.
F. P. Smith Wire & Iron Works, 2346 Clybourne street, Chicago, 111.
The Voigt Company, 1745 North 12th street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(^
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Hardware, Stage
With the growing popularity in theatres of
presentation acts a need is apparent for equipment to meet the varied physical requirements
in the way of stage hardware to accomplish
this purpose. The subject of stage hardware
takes in many items, large and small, which
are equipment essentials in the stage that is to
be prepared to house a variety of acts or
talent.
Under the heading of stage hardware are included such items as blocks and pulleys of all
types, counterweights and arbors, belay pins,
cleats, curtain tracks, keystones and corners,
pin rails, pin wire, rope, manila and wire,
rope locks, sand bags, smoke pocket stage
screws, trim clamps, winches. Steel curtains
and counterweight rigging are also important
items of the equipment in the modern stage.
Acme Stage Equipment Company, 191 Lafayette street. New York City.
Richard R. Bruckner, 1819 Broadway, New
York City.
J. H. Channon Corporation, 223 West Erie
street, Chicago, 111.
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kind of fuel including oil or gas can be used.
The fires are controlled automatically by
means of temperature control equipment, responding to thermostats placed in the theatre
in various locations. Utmost flexibility is obtainable on account of the installation of these
units or separate heat generators.
Equipment of this type is being used in
every class of theatre from the 300-seat village playhouse to the 5,000-seat palatial home
of the cinema art. On account of the exceptional flexibility, convenience, economy of operation, and perfect results obtained from the
use of any kind of fuel, an owner obtains an
up-to-date heating system as well as a properly designed ventilating plant for both winter
and summer use.
American Foundry & Furnace Company, 915
East Washington street, Bloomington, 111.
B. F. Reynolds
Company,
118 West
Ohio
street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Supreme Heater & Ventilating Company,
1522 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo. (See Adv.)

^* ^^ ^>

Heating Systems, Oil
Heating by means of oil is growing rapidly
in popularity among theatres. Some of the
country's largest playhouses are installing oil
heating systems of various makes and types.
They are also to be found in smaller theatres.
Among the advantages claimed for oil heating
is the matter of cleanliness and subsequent
savings in draperies and redecorating costs.
The operation being automatic the oil burner
requires virtually no attention, effecting a saving in janitor service. Another advantage
pointed out is the fact that oil burners give
heat only when needed.
Most oil burners are operated in connection
with a thermostat so that when the temperature falls even one degree below the desired
point the thermostat establishes connection
which starts the burner again. When the temperature goes above the desired degree the
heat is automatically shut off.
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Caloroil Burner Corporation, 225 West 34th
street. New York City.
Hardinge Brothers, Inc., 4147 Ravenswood
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Rayfield
Manufacturing
Company,
2559
West 21st street, Chicago, 111.
B. F. Reynolds
Company,
118 West
Ohio
street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Supreme Heater & Ventilating Corporation,
1915 Pine street, St. Louis, Mo. (See Adv.)
C. U. Williams & Sons, Bloomington, III.

Incandescent

^*

Lamps

(^w

t^*
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Insurance, Rain
Rain insurance offers to exhibitors a protection against an empty box office when a
storm arises on the day or evening on which
the house has booked a big picture for which
it has paid probably more than its usual price.
Rain insurance policies are now an established
feature for motion picture houses and other
forms of amusement.
George J. Diener, 175 West Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111.
^
S
^

Inter-Communicating Telephones
Systematizing of business has relieved the
individual of much routine and has increased
thereby his efficiency. In the systematizing
of business the inter-communicating telephone
is playing an important part. In the theatre
it contributes to a smooth functioning organization. No theatre of consequence today operates without such a telephone system.
Acme Electric Construction Company, 407
South Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.
Automatic
Electric
(Company,
Inc.,
1027
West Van Buren street, Chicago, 111.
S. H. Couch, Inc., Norfolk Downs, Quincy,
Mass.
Stromberg-Carlson
Rochester, N. Y.

^» (^* ^*

Heating Systems

THEATRE DECORATING
SPECIALISTS
CONTINENTAL

(5*

Projection

Refer to "Lamps, Incandescent Projection."

J. R. Clancy, 1010 West Belden avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.
Lee Lash Studios, 1818 Amsterdam avenue.
New York City.

There are a number of heating systems for
theatres, among them the direct fired blower
type heater. This is a heat to air method of
heating, coal fired, which is used without
radiators, steam or water piping. It provides
for ventilation in summer and winter as well
as heating. A system of this type gives heat
uniformly and quickly, it is declared, and installation cost is said to be low. Another
method of heating is a system of warmth with
ventilation obtained by means of heat generators which conduct the heat directly to the
volumes of cold fresh air necessary to properly ventilate the theatre without any intermediate means or usual heat losses. The air
is drawn in through a fresh air shaft into the
fan room passing through air washers being
thoroughly washed and properly humidified.
From there, by means of large blowers it is
forced through the generator chamlicrs and
properly and scientifically distributed to the
portions of the building to be heated and
ventilated.
The generator are so constructed that any

^*

STUDIOS. INC.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago
MUR.^L
PAINTINGS — DRAPERIES
Proposals I'ri'pdrvtl on Ri'tiiicsl

Telephone

Company,

THE
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Interior Decorations
Interior decoration of the motion picture
theatre has developed specialists in this important phase of construction. These companies have made a thorough study of the
type of decorative scheme best suited tor
audience appeal. The originality of theatre
decoration has played no small part in the
success of this form of entertainment tor it
takes the public into a new world.
Robert P. Carsen Scenic Studio, 1507 North
Clark street, Chicago, 111.
.
Continental Studios, 100 East Ohio street,
. , •, i
Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
y, 421 Charlevoix buildCompan
rg
M. Goldbe
ing, Detroit, Mich.
,.co c *t.
Interstate Decorating Company, 14b» boutn
111.
Chicago,
Wabash avenue,
Matney Studios, 307 West 47th street. New
York City.
^
„
.
MiCHELO Angelo Studios, 212 East Superior
street, Chicago, 111.
Midwest Engineering & Construction Corstreet, Columporation, 209 South Third
bus,
O.
r^ , -Kr- 1 •
W. p. Nelson Company, 614 South Michigan
avenue, Chicago, 111.
^
,r^
.
n
(See Adv.)
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, 0.
United Studios, 14 West Lake street, Chicago,
3737 Cass street,
Studios,
Scenic
VoLLAND
St. Louis, Mo.
I Weiss & Sons, 508 West 43rd street. New
York City.
,
.

^

^

^

Lamp Dip Coloring
dips or lamp colorings are manufactured bv numerous companies, and can be
iii either the clear color or in an
obtained
opaque.
,
, .
/->
There are three types of coloring. Une
type for a temporary dip where the color
is to be changed often. For such changes,
incidentally a color remover can be purchased.
The next type is the color used for dipping lamps which it is desired to color for
permanent inside use. This color should not
be used for outside lighting as it will not
withstand the elements.
.
The third type is the outside coloring. This
is for use on lamps used for lighting electric
signs, marquees and other outside lighting. It
is a very slow drying color, taking from three
to four days to dry. Lamp dip coloring sells
for $1.35 per pint and up.
Kliegl Bros., 321 West 50th street, New York
City.
(See Adv.)
Lamp

<5*

t^
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Lamps, Decorative

The various lamp manufacturers offer a
number of decorative lamps. There are two
types of flame shaped lamps used on fixtures
with imitation candles and on standing candelabra. They are made in standard base and
in candelabra or miniature base, and may be
had in frost or sprayed colors — ^blue and red —
flame tint — amber or canary.
Also considered as decorative lamps are the
standard
globular
and pear shaped
lamps,
which
are sprayed
in colors as mentioned
above.
Art Lamp Manufacturing
Company,
1433
South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.
Henkel & Best, 431 North Michigan avenue,
Chicago, 111.
Metalarts
Studios,
451 East Ohio
street,
Chicago, III.
t^*

(i?*
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Lamps, High Intensity
It is very encouraging, indeed, to note the
many recent improvements in the high intensity lamp for moving picture projection. _
With playhouses of ever increasing seating
capacity and consequent increase of projection
range or "throw," the high intensity lamp has
rapidly become a necessity with very few alternatives for light source in the larger houses.
The high intensity lamp, just a few years
ago, while considered a necessity in the larger
houses, was also looked upon as a rather
troublesome piece of apparatus to be gotten
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along with because there was nothing else that
could serve its purpose. But today the high
intensity lamp has been perfected in such
measure that it is no longer troublesome or
intricate from an operating standpoint, and its
result on the screen under extreme projection
conditions is all that can be desired.
Ashcraft
Automatic
Arc
Company,
4214
Santa Monica bloudevard, Los Angeles, (3al.
Hall
Connolly,
129 Grand
street, New
York & City.

by progressive exhibitors which in addition
to saving the lamp, produces a flat even field
of bright crisp white light which is very desirable in motion picture projection. Prices
range from $195 to $350.
L. J. Gardiner Company, 1021 West Goodale
boulevard, Columbus, O.
Hall & Connolly, Inc., 129 Grand street.
New York City.
J.York
H. Hallberg,
29 West 57th street. New
City.

J. York
H. Hallberg,
City.

Kliegl Bros., 321 West 50th street, New York
City.
(See Adv.)
The Lit- War Company, Wellston, O.
McAuLEY
Manufacturing
Company,
554
West Adams street, Chicago, 111.
Mokelite Company, Inc., 600 West 57th street.
New York City.
W. G. Preddy, 187 Golden Gate avenue, San
Francisco, Cal.
Strong Electric Company, 2501 La Grange
street, Toledo, O.

29
(^*

West
Ai?*

57th

street,

New
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Lamps, Incandescent, Projection

This term is confusing as there are lamps
for motion picture projection and lamps for
spotlight and stereopticon projection and they
are very different.
There are two lamps for motion picture
projection.
The600900Watt,
watt, 20
'30 ampere,
ampere, 30
30 volt
lamp and the
volt
lamps. They cannot be used on the ordinary
lighting circuit without a regulator or transformer to change the current to the correct
amperage and voltage. Such transformers and
the other necessary equipment can be furnished by the various picture machine manufacturers.
Both of these lamps are made in monoplane filament in order to produce the most
possible light for projection. They are the
only practical lamps for the projection of pictures. The 900 watt lamp produces enough
light to work efficiently on throws of 75 to
100 feet. The 600 watt is used for throws
shorter than 75 feet.
The other projection lamps for spotlight
and stereopticons are manufactured in tubular,
globular and pear shapes. They can be had
in wattages of from 200 watts to 1000 watts
for use on 110 volt lines. These sizes are all
standard and are carried in stock. Special
lamps of 1500 and 2000 watts can be had, but
are only made up on special order. There is
one lamp made of 100 watt for use on 110
volt line for motion picture projection. It is
not, however, as practical and as efficient as
the 30 volt type.
Edison Lamp Works, General Electric Company, Harrison, N. J.
National Lamp Works,
Nela Park, Cleveland, O.
Westinghouse
Lamp Company,
\v:iy, New York City.
((?*

t^

150

Broad-

t^

Lamps, Reflector Arc

A carbon arc lamp for motion picture projection using a reflector for projecting the
light onto the aperture of the picture machine.
The complete lamp contains as a part of
the unit an automatic arc control adjusted
to operate at a variance of a fraction of a
volt at the arc. The adv.antage of the reflecting arc lamp is that it will operate at
from 20 to 25 per cent of the electrical current necessary to operate the old style arc
lamp. The carbons used are much smaller
in size making an additional saving. The
reflecting arc. is now accepted as a necessity,

EVERYTHING FOR
THE STAGE

IFFI
cenic

<^

i^

The matter of rejuvenating theatre chairs
is one which is of interest to many theatre
owners. A number of ways and materials
are available for accomplishing this. Recently
a form of artificial leather has been placed
on the market. With it is claimed the coating
and fabric become practically one integral
piece. This artificial leather is said to have
the advantage of being extremely soft, and
is said to be very easily installed. The result is that it provides the theatre chair with
a new and inviting appearance, and gives it
additional comfort facilities.
Reliable Theatre Seat Repair, 845 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.
,^Lenses
tjj Jt

The prime requirement of a lens is to give
a bright, well defined picture on the screen
without any distortion or color rings. There
are a number of these efficient lenses made in
two sizes : the quarter size and the half size ;
the quarter size being of a smaller diameter
than the half size. The quarter size is furnished, as a rule, in equivalent foci of 554
to 71/2 inches. The half size in equivalent
foci of 554 to 7% inches. The sizes mentioned are standard. All other sizes are special except in shorter equivalent foci in the
half sizes. It is not practical to make a half
size lens of shorter focus than 5^ inches.
The size is determined by the throw and size
of the picture desired. Prices range from $25
to $100.
Seebold Invisible Camera Corporation, 739
Clinton avenue South, Rochester, N. Y.
Spencer Lens Company, 442 Niagara street,
Buffalo, N. Y.
(^

t^

t^

Lifts and Elevators for Orchestra,
Organ and Stage
With the advance in showmanship many
new types of equipment have become factors
in motion- picture presentation and its supplementary entertainment. Not the least of these
new factors are the lifts and elevators which
play such an important part in the success of
programs today. The modern theatre has this
equipment.
Acme
Stage Equipment
Company, 191 Lafayette street, New York City.
Richard R. Bruckner, 532 West 22nd street.
New York City.
Peter Clark, Inc., 534 West 30th street. New
York City.
Gallagher Orchestra Equipment Company,
616 Elm street, Chicago, 111.
^*
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Leather Upholstering

^*

t^*

Lights, Aisle

Refer to "Aisle Lights."
(5*
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Send for Catalogue
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Lighting
Lighting Fixtures
and Decorative
While lighting fixtures constitute one of the
outstanding features of the theatre today their
style and application are obviously best deter-
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mined by the individual treatment of the theatre and its requirements. It is significant,
however, that a number of leading manufacturers have established special departments to
give time and attention to the sut)ject of theatre lighting and fixtures. Prices range from
$7.50 up.
1433
Company,
Manufacturing
Art Lamp
South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.
Claud Neon Lights, Inc., 50 East 42nd street.
New York City.
Curtis Lighting Company, Inc., 1119 West
Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111.
The Edwin F. Guth Company, 2615 Washington, St. Louis, Mo.
Henkel & Best, 431 North Michigan avenue,
Chicago, 111.
Hub
Electric
Company, 2219 West Grand
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street. New
City.
(See Adv.)
Mandel Brothers, Inc., State and Madison
streets, Chicago, 111.
Metalarts Studios, 451 East Ohio street, Chicago, 111.
Morelite
Lamp
Company,
600 West
57th
street. New York City.
Victor
S. Pearlman
Company,
535 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago, III.
The Voigt Company, 1743 North 12th street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(^
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Lights, Spot

Are made in arc and incandescent types for
use on stage — in the booth — in cove lighting,
and for head spotting. Most spotlights on the
market can be used for spot lighting and for
full flood. The arc types are made in sizes of
35 ampere up to 150 ampere. They come
complete with stand and attachment cord and
connector. Within the last year, the high intensity spot has appeared. It is an adaptation
of the high intensity lamp to spot and floodlighting.
The incandescent spotlights are in sizes of
from 250 watt to 2000 watt. The sizes usually
used are 250, 400, 500 and 1000 watt.
The small head spots of 250 watts are
used for cove lighting or spotting the head
of a singer or organist. The incandescent
spotlights come either with floor standard or
pipe hangers for border lighting batons.
In stage work spotlights are frequently
banked one above the other on a stand and
used for floodlighting from the wings. Prices
range from $15 to $450.
Frank Adam Electric Company, 3650 Windsor avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Belson Manufacturing Company, 800 Sibley
street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Best Devices Company, Film building, Cleveland, O.
Brenkert Light Projector Company, 7348 St.
Aubin avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equipment Company, 17361754 North Springfield avenue, Chicago, 111.
Hall & Connolly,
Inc., 129 Grand
street,
New York City.
Kliegl Bros., 321 West SOth street. New York
City.
(See Adv.)
Major Equipment Company, 4603 Fullerton
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee Electric Switchboard Company,
156 Clinton street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Westinghouse Lamp Company,
150 Broadway, New York City.
Wm.
Wurdack
Electric
Manufacturing
Company, 21 South 11th street, St. Louis,

Mo.

^*
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Lighting, Flood
Refer to "Flood Lighting."
.it '^i .it

Lobby Display Frames

Lobby advertising is an obviously effective
business stimulant and in this connection the
use of lobby display frames easily ranks first
in importance. With the etTcctive display
frames now available it is possible not only to
obtain a maximum advertising value from
their use but also to add materially to the
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The

"Better

Theatres

Informa-

tion and Catalogue Bureau" which
is a regular feature of each issue
of "Better Theatres" is reproduced
in this issue of "The Buyers Index"
on page 81.
appearance of the lobby. The front of the
theatre
be frames.
"dressed up"
in excellent
fashion may
with now
these
In the
case of
new theatres it is common practice to design
lobby frames in conformity with the architectural style of the house.
Artistic lobby display frames are now available which contain mirrors in the center with
space for lithographs on cither side. Or, display frames in the form of corner cases may
be advantageously used. Literature on corner
cases is visible from both the lobby and street
sides. Lobby display frames of brass with
finishes such as statuary bronze, verde antique,
brushed brass, oxidized brass, gun metal, dull
copper, have the advantage of requiring no
polishing.
Overcrowding of the lobby with display
frames produces a detrimental effect and for
this reason it is necessary that good judgment
and care be exercised not only in the selection of the frames but in their placing as well.
Working from blue prints or an accurate diagram enables manufacturers to suggest effective and harmonious arrangements for equipping the lobby with a display frame scheme.
Bilt
Rite
Manufacturing
Company,
447
North Wood street, Chicago, 111.
Libman-Spanjer
Corporation,
1600 Broadway, New York City.
Lobby
Display
Frame
Corporation,
723
Seventh avenue. New York City.
Newman Manufacturing Company, 416 Elm
street, Cincinnati, O.
Stanley Frame Company, 727 .Seventh avenue. New York Cit\-.

Send for a copy of

FULCO

Specialties Catalog
which covers nearly all the items
which we manufacture exclusively.
Most important of these specialties

Fulco Fireproof Projection Room
Equipment
Fulco Reels
Fidco Argo Film Boxes
Fulco Carbon Savers and Adapters
Fulco Terminals
Fulco Pin and Sprocket Remover
for Simplex
New items and devices in course
of
development.
OUR
NEW
PROJECTOR
will soon be ready
for distribution.

E. E. FULTON

CO.

1018 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, Ilhnois
im.vNcmcs
Ho AVrst
J.^th ^^t
.1103 Olivo St
151 Scv«'nth St
3-10 No. Illlnoifi St
288 (ioldrn Onto Ave

Nrw York
8t. I.tmU. Mo.
Mllwmikfv,
Wlx.
ImIli»im|M>lls. Inil.
Son Franolwo,

<"iil.

Corn

popper other
in exhibitor
his lobby,
by anstate Figures
that in provided
six months
he
took in $967.91, out of which his expenses
were $296.94, leaving a profit of $670.97. One
theatre circuit in the east is using pop corn
machines at five of its houses.
Pop corn machines may be had in a number of sizes and styles rangin? from small
models to elaborate machines which also include peanut roasting facilities.
Burch
Sales
Company,
1432
Wyandotte
street, Kansas City, Mo.
C. Cretors & Company, 612 West 22nd street,
Chicago, 111.
Dunbar
Company,
2652 West Lake
street,
Chicago, 111.
Holcombe & Hoke Manufacturing Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.
KiNGERY Manufacturing Company, 420 East
Pearl street, Cincinnati, O.
The Long Eakins Company, Springfield, O.
Star Manufacturing Company, 4477 Finney
Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
T.^LBOT
Manufacturing
Company,
1213
Chestnut street, St. Louis, Mo.
f^W

^V

(^V

Machines, Ticket
A motor driven device for dispensing tickets
which are automatically registered as to the
number of each denomination sold. These machines are made in two unit, three unit, four
unit and five unit sizes. A two unit will dispense two tickets of different denominations
such as children and adults. Each unit is controlled by a series of five buttons, making it
possible to sell from one to five tickets. Prices
range from $275 to $450.
Akcus Ticket Company, 34S North Ashland
avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Automatic
Ticket
Register
Company,
723
Seventh avenue, New York City.
Globe Ticket Company, 112 North 12th street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
O. B. McClintock
Company,
139 Lyndalc
avenue. North, Minneapolis, Minn.
National
Electric
Ticket
Register
Company, 1806 Kienlen avenue. St. Louis, Mo.
Simplex Ticket Company, 3120 West Grand
avenue, Chicago, 111.
U. S. Ticket Company, Fort Smith, Ark.
World
Ticket
& Supply
Company,
1600
Broadwaj-, New York City,

o*

Fulco
are: — Super Ball Bearing Enclosed
Fire-Proof Rewinds
Fulco Bench Rewinds

Pop

Pop corn machines offer an excellent opportunity for theatres to increase their revenue according to information from exhibitors
who are operating them. One exhibitor states
that in one week he cleared $59 with a corn

%s^

*?*

Marquise
Refer to "Canopies.
,.^« .< Theatre."
.<

Mats, Runners
As a protection to carpets and as a means
of keeping
the theatre
clean during
bad
weather mats and runners are used in theatre
lobbies and aisles.
Leather
mats are most
common
in lobbies, having a mesh for dirt
and slush to drop through.
The
irregular
features of the leather mat surface prevent
slipping.
Runners for aisles and foyer are usually
made of a hard material and are laid over
carpets as a protection.
Wear
Proof
Mat
Company,
2156 Fulton
street. Chicago, III.
v<

.<

.^

Mazda Regulators

This is an electrical device lor changing 100
volt to 220 volt current to 30 volt, 30 amperes
current
for use with 900 watt incandescent
projection lamps.
T. H. Hali.dfj<g. 29 West 57th street. New
York Citv.

Motion

^<

.<
v»« Cable
Picture

Refer cedingtopage."Cable, Motion Picture" on a pre-
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Motor Generators

Refer to "Generators, Motor."
^»

^w
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Motors, Projector
Motors for projection machines are usually
110 volts, 25 to 60 cycles and of 1/10, 1/8
or 1/6 horse power. They may be obtained
with variable speed adjustments giving a range
of speed of from 150 r.p.m. to 4,000 r.p.m.
Fidelity Electric Company, 331 North Arch
street, Lancaster, Pa.
The Wigginton Company, 434 North Church
street, Kalamazoo, Mich.
^>

^»

t^

Musical Instruments, Automatic
The automatic musical instrument is a factor in the motion picture theatre, whether
large or small. These instruments have
reached a high stage of perfection, and numerous types may be purchased. Many of
these instruments are used now to accompany
the picture.
Capehart Automatic Phonograph Company,
Huntington, Ind.
National
Theatre
Supply
Company,
624
South Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111.
The Synchrophone
Company,
1818 Wyandotte street, Kansas City, Mo.
The Tangley Company, Muscatine, la.
(^

(j5*
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Music Publishers
Appreciating the important part played by
music in the theatre several companies have
recently compiled special music for the guidance and assistance of theatre organists and
orchestras. Twelve compositions have already
been issued by a company headed by Henry
Waterson and it is planned by this organization to issue subsequent numbers at regular
intervals for theatre orchestras. In this music
and orchestral arrangement has been so
scored that the numbers can be played with
maximum effect by any combination of instruments, large and small.
Special books of organ music have also recently been available. These comprise classic,
modern, characteristic, marches, opera selections and sacred numbers, making a valuable
addition to every organist's library.
D. Appleton & Company, 35 West 32nd street.
New York City.
Irving Berlin, Inc., 54 West Randolph street,
Chicago, 111.
Leo Feist, Inc., 167 North Clark street, Chicago, 111.
Tax Free Music Publishing Company, 1674
Broadway, New York City.
^*

^*

^5

Music Rolls
It is quite essential in these days of big pictures to have the best musical accompaniment.
Many theatres have invested thousands of dollars in player pianos and pipe organs to give
the proper musical setting to the picture and
yet do not get the full benefit of their instruments due sometimes to inefficient organists.
A good picture roll especially selected, arranged and played for pictures will bring out
every good element of melody and action on
an automatic organ or player piano.
Of course there are good and bad picture
rolls, but it pays to buy the best, those that
are cut to accent the true pipe organ effects,
with all the force and volume written into the
original number. Most music rolls are so arranged to bring out the hand-played features
for the various makes of players and also to
synchronize with and accent every human
emotion pictured on the screen. Prices range
from 75c to $1.25.
Automatic Music Roll Company, 1510 Dayton street, Chicago, 111.
Filmusic
Company,
6701-15
Santa
Monica
boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.
Geneva Organ Company, Geneva, 111.
t5*
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Music Stands
Music stands are made in a number of
styles, from those of simple design for smaller
houses
to more pretentious
and ornamental
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ones for the elaborate theatres. One popular style is that which contains upright supports on which are mounted bell shaped shades
containing light and reflector. The lighting
arrangement is designed to eliminate any annoying reflections. The stand is adjustable
to allow for the most comfortable position
for the musician. The stands, in widths between lamp supports, are 24, 30 and 36 inches.
Ornamental music stands are designed in
shape like a large open book and make an
impressive appearance. These are finished in
gold, having beautiful designs on the exterior.
Manufacturers of music stands are also prepared to supply conductor stands to harmonize
with the type of music stand used.
Prices
range from $15 to $55.
J. H. Channon Corporation, 223 West Erie
street, Chicago, 111.
Chicago Cinema Equipment Company, 17361754 North Springfield avenue, Chicago, 111.
Gallagher Orchestra Equipment Company,
616 West Elm street, Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros., 321 West 50th street. New York
City.
(See Adv.)
The Liberty Music Stand Company,
1960
East 116th street, Cleveland, O.
(^
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Oil Burners
Refer cedingtopage."Heating Systems, Oil" on a pret^
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Organs

^>

It is hardly necessary here to call attention
to the ever growing importance of organ
music in theatres. Next to the film and projection machines, the organ today is a recognized necessity and a proven box office atevery phase
of thediscussed
organ's
place and traction.
use Virtually
in theatres
has been
in numerous articles in Better Theatres.
Space here will not permit, nor is it desirable, that a lengthy discussion of organ and
organ music be given. It is in order to call
attention, however, to several facts in connection with organs that are of more or less recent development. One of these is the location of the organ grilles. While these have
been conspicuous in the past, usually on either
side of the stage opening a number of theatres
are now placing the organ grille in the ceiling,
directly in front of the center of the proscenium. At the new Roxy theatre in New
York the organ chambers are located beneath
the stage.
Mounting the organ console on an elevator
so that the organist may be brought into full
view of the audience during a solo is another
comparatively recent feature that is winning
great vogue. Double consoles are now used
in a number of theatres in this manner.
In the purchase of an organ the theatre
owner should make sure that the instrument is
built for theatre work.
In the main, aside from
detail considerations, the important thing to bear in mind in
the purchase of a theatre organ is whether or
not the instrument is designed and built to
meet theatre requirements.
Demands upon an
organ to be used in a theatre and in a church
for example, are obviously at variance.
The
result is that organs
for theatres are built
along exacting lines, expressly for the work
they are intended to perform.
The
Bartola
Musical
Instrument
Company, Oshkosh, Wis.
Bennett Organ Company, Rock Island, 111.
EsTEY Organ Company, Estey street, Brattleboro, Vt.
Geneva Organ Company, Geneva, 111.
HiLLGREEN, Lane & COMPANY, Alliance, O.
Geo. Kilgen & Sons, Inc., 4016 North Union
boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.
W. W. Kimball Company, 308 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, 111.
The
Link
Organ
Company,
Binghamton,
N. Y.
Marr & CoLTON Company, Warsaw, N. Y.
M. P. MoLLER Company, Hagerstown, Md.
Page
Organ
Company,
519 North Jackson
street, Lima, O.
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Robert Morton Organ Company, 1560 Broadway, New York City.
J. P. Seeburg Piano Company, 1510 Dayton
street, Chicago, 111.
Wurlitzer Organ Company, 121 East Fourth
street, Cincinnati, O.. (See Adv.)
t^
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Organs, Automatic

A great many automatic organs are used by
smaller theatres throughout the country.
These instruments may be played either manually or by roll. The instrument is usually
placed in the center of the orchestra pit. The
pipes are mounted directly behind the upright
console and the whole occupies only a slightly
larger space than an ordinary upright piano.
Other mechanism is contained with the console, such as flutes, etc., and a number of orchestral combinations and effects are possible
with an automatic organ. It is possible, also,
when using rolls, to operate the instrument
from any point of vantage in the house such
as the projection booth, manager's office, etc.,
by simply pressing a button. Music rolls for
automatic instruments have been developed
that will play continuously for more than one
hour. The roll may be reversed or jumped to
any point of its length to obtain appropriate
music for the particular action on the screen.
Instruments of the above type range in price
from $2,000 to $2,500.
Marquette
Piano
Company,
2439 Wallace
street, Chicago, 111.
Nelson-Wiggen
Piano
Company, 1731 Belmont avenue, Chicago, 111.
Operators Piano Company, 715 North Kedzie
avenue, Chicago, 111.
J. P. Seeburg Piano Company, 1510 Dayton
street, Chicago, 111.
^w
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Organ Blowers

The organ blower is an important piece of
equipment,
and isofmanufactured
in sizes
able for organs
all types. They
maysuitbe
obtained in units ranging from 1-6 h. p. to
75
h. p., which
multi-stage,
multi-pressure
machines.
Thesearemachines
are made
so as to
give the proper wind supply for the size organ
for which it is desired.
Kinetic Engineering Company, 41 Park Row,
New York City.
Spencer Turbine Company, Hartford, Conn.
Zephyr Electric
Organ
Blower Company,
Orrville, O.
^*

Organ

f^l

^*

Heaters

Reaction upon organ music and the instrument itself of cold weather and dampness has
led to the development of organ chamber
heaters which keep the temperature in the
chamber at a uniform degree, preventing loss
of pitch, and deterioration of the organ.
Electric heaters with thermostat control are
used for this purpose. Organ chambers are
usually tuned at a temperature of from 65 to
70 degrees. If the temperature is allowed to
drop 10 degrees below the tuning temperature
the metal pipes become flat by a quarter or
half tone. A 10 degree rise above the tuning
temperature will cause the same pipes to become sharp and further rise puts many of
them out of pitch. The effect of dampness is
to cause a swelling and consequent deterioration of wooden chests, pipes and other parts in
the chambers.
Since organ chambers are not standard in
size the amount of heating equipment must be
determined for each chamber. The larger the
chamber or the greater the area exposed outside walls, the larger must be the wattage of
the heater installed. Heaters should be
mounted near the bottom of exposed or outside wall so that rising warm air from heater
will counteract the descending columns of
chilled air. Thermostats should be located at
the point the best circulation takes place and
out of reach of direct heat from heaters.
In large theatres operating afternoon and
evening heaters are usually left in operation
24 hours.
In smaller houses they may be dis-
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The New

V

EASY ELECTRIC
HEATER
Automatic Temperature
Controlled
Designed especially for
Theatre Organ Chambers,
Box Offices, etc., but will
prove useful in many other
places.
^

CLOSED

Write for particulars
♦

i':iT.!nted

The New

FLUSH WALL
AISLE LIGHT
Ramps, Stairways and
Corridors in Theatres,
Hotels and Hospitals.
^tade in tico Mis€»~—ttarulard,
and junior for uie over tablei

Made in 500, 1000, 1500
and 2000 watt capacity

KAUSALITE

in

hospital

patientt*

roomt.

for

MFG. CO.

8129 RJbodes Ave., Chicago, 111.
OUR

SHOWING

INTERIOR

connected when the show is over and started
again by simply
throwing
a switch
when
needed.
Prices range from $48 to $110 per
set.
Cramblet Engineering Corporation, 286 Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wis.
(See Adv.)
Kausalite Manufacturing Company, 8129
Rhodes avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
The Prometheus Electric Corporation, 356
West 13th street, New York City.
^^

^*
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Organ Music
The varied and exacting requirements of
appropriate music for the theatre organ have
prompted publishers to give special consideration to this field with the result that music
has been compiled and arranged that is especially suited for the theatre organ. Such collections may be obtained in book form containing classic pieces, modern, sacred, opera
numbers, marches, etc.
D. Appleton & Company, 35 West 32nd street.
New York City.
tS^

^*
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Organ Rolls

The Crane Company, 836 South Michigan
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street, New
York City. (See Adv.)
VoiGT Company, 1743 North 12th street, Philadelphia, Pa.
t^f

Paint, Screen

Organ Slides
v<

^^

Jit

Ornamental Fountains
Ornamental fountains arc invariably places
of interest in the theatre. In addition to their
decorative value they create a desirable atmosphere of coolness in the summer time through
the sound of the trickling water as it falls into
the base of the fountain.
Ornamental fountains may be obtained in
many sizes and in many forms. The water
pressure is supplied by a small pump operated
from light socket current, the same water being used over again in most instances.

t»5*

Papier

ty*

O*

Mache

Papier inache is extensively used in theatres
in the building or ornamental relief decorations. This material has the advantages of being light and durable with the added feature
of being comparatively inexpensive. It is particularl\- adapted for stage and screen settings,
being used fiir this purpose by a number of
the country's leading theatres.
.'\i.PHA
Compressed
Wood
Comp.vny,
2054
Larrabee street, Chicago, III.
P API I'.K-M ache Products Company, 725 South
1..1 Salle street, Chicago, TU.

Paste,

.t ^'< ■.'*
Poster and
Labelling

Lending to othciency in a theatre organization is a prepared
pateiued
powder,
whicli.

CHAIR

T\PE

when mixed, otYcrs an adhcsue paste iur all
types of poster billing.
Arthur S. Hoyt Compa.vy, 90 West Broadway, New York City.
t^
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Perfumers

^*

A paint for refinishing a screen surface.
This paint comes in flat white and metallic.
Five pounds of flat white is sufficient to coat
a 9x12 screen with two coats. Prices range
from $1.75 to $3.50.
American
Silversheet Company, 915 Wash
street, St. Louis, Mo.
Becker
and
Brothers,
2324 Taylor
street,
Chicago, 111.
D.\-LiTE Screen Company, 922 West Monroe
street, Chicago, 111.
MiNUSA Cine Screen Company, Morgan and
Bomont streets, St. Louis, Mo.
Pittsburgh
Pl.\te
Glass
Company,
1618
Prick building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Raven Screen Corporation, 1476 Broadway,
New York City.
C. S. Wertsner & Son, 211 North 13th street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Refer to "Music Rolls."
^
^
..f
Refer to "Slides."
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STANDARD

These are perfume disseminators. There
are various types of perfume disseminators.
The most common tjpe is known as the Perfume Cone. This is a decorative device made
from a porous clay material which has a cavit>'
m the top into which may be poured perfume.
The clay absorbs the perfume and gradually
disseminates the odor into the air. Another
type is the spray gun, which is used to spray
the perfume in the air when the theatre is being cleaned. There are other types which are
mechanical and driven by motors, disseminating perfume at stated intervals. Prices range
from 50c to $1.50.
The

Huntington
ington, Ind.

L.\bor.vtories, Inc., Hunt^•t

.<

."«

Photoframes
These are carried as standard stock in sizes
lLxl4 and 22x28 to accommodate photographs
furnished
with film features.
Prices range
from .^Oc to $1.50.
The
Hn.T Kite Manufacturing
Company,
447 North Wood street. Chicago, 111.
v<

0«
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Picture Sets
Picture sets in non-presentation houses are
usually changed seasonably or prepared for
holiday programs and special events. Theatres
offering presentation acts niake it a point to
changeture weekly
the effects surrounding the picscreen.
Draperies and other equipment ncccssan." to
the production of an artistic stage setting are
readily obtainable.
Novelty Scenic Studios. 340 West 41st street.
New York City.
Tiffin Scfamc Studios. Tiflin. O. (See Am.)
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United Studios,
Chicago, 111.
VoLLAND
Scenic
St. Louis, Mo.

Inc.,

14 West Lake

Studios,
Si

Si

ZlZl

Cass

street,
street,

Si

Plastic Paint
Plastic paint is extensively used for decorating auditorium walls, lobbies and foyers of
theatres. With this paint almost any sort of
rough texture can be developed from the most
refined stipple to the shaggiest Spanish palm
finish. Sand swirl, two-tone and other effects
can also be obtained in a number of colors
and color combinations.
Plastic paint comes in the form of a white
powder. Before application it is mixed with
water and mineral pigment of oil color. It
may be applied on any type of surface and
when thus properly applied and treated it can
be washed from time to time with soap and
water.
Architectural
Decorating
Company,
1600
South Jefferson street, Chicago, 111.
The Craftex Company, 37-39 Antwerp street,
Brighton Station, Boston, Mass.
HocKADAY,
Inc., 1823 Carroll avenue,
Chicago, 111.
H. N.J.
B. Wiggin's Sons Company, Bloomfield,
^7*
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taining effective copy, suitably illustrated, are
completed. This is possible through the efficiency of highly organized and ably manned
printing plants devoted exclusively to this
work. Copy provided in theatre programs
carries a well balanced selling "punch" creating a desire to see the attractions. The programs are amply illustrated and complete facts
concerning stars, players, author and other
matters of interest are included.
In the dissemination of theatre programs
many theatres have regular lists of patrons to
whom programs are mailed each week while
others distribute the programs to patrons as
they leave the theatre. Prices range from
$7.75 per thousand in one color to $8.50 per
thousand in two colors. Prices decrease with
additional thousands.
Prominent concerns specializing in this work
are:
Exhibitors
Printing
Service,
711
South
Dearborn street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
FiLMACK Company, 730 South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Gravure
Publications,
Box
216, Appleton,
Wis.
National Program & Printing Company, 729
Adv.
South) Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111. (See
^*

*^*

t^*
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Portable Projectors

Program Covers

Portable
Projector — a motion
picture projector of such size that it can be carried from
one room to another or from one place to
another.
Prices range from $225 to $425.
Bell & Howell
Company,
1827 Larchmont
avenue, Chicago,
111.
The DeVry Corporation, 1111 Center street,
Chicago, 111.
The Holmes Projector Company, 1632 North
Halsted street, Chicago, 111.

Construction of bigger and better theatres
has developed a demand for a higher class of
advertising. Offset color program covers are
representative of the efforts of theatre owners
toward increasing artistry and dignity in their
advertising. These colored program covers
are highly artistic and colorful. The fact that
they are extensively used has enabled production of program covers of this type at a very
reasonable cost considering their beauty and
effectiveness. In fact, the use of program
covers has enabled exhibitors to attain a highly
desirable individuality in this phase of their
advertising. These program covers combine
all the elements of a program announcement
with the necessary distinctive features of a
high class house organ. Prices range from $3
per thousand to $7 per thousand, depending
on size of cover.
The Hennegan Company, 311 Genesee street,
Cincinnati, O. (See Adv.)

t^

^>
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Poster Frames
Refer to "Frames, Poster" on a preceeding
page.
Si Si S-

Poster

Lights

These are tubular shape reflectors to be
fastened to the poster frame for illuminating
poster displays. They come completely wired,
with bracket for attaching. Prices range from
$16 up.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street. New
York City. (See Adv.)
The Voigt Company, 1743 North 12th street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Programs
Unusual progress has been made in the publication of theatre programs in the past few
years. Today the program is one of the outstanding advertising mediums of the motion
picture house. It goes into the home where it
is perused by the family.
In obtaining programs the exhibitor need
only specify the names of the attractions and
the dates.
Within eight hours programs con-

t^

(^
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Projection Booth Equipment
There are many things to keep in mind in
the purchase of projection room equipment.
Certain parts of this equipment must conform
to the building codes, it must be practical, it
must satisfy the projectionist and it must lend
itself to better projection. It is wise in a
majority of instances to consult a skilled projectionist before purchasing this equipment,
for his knowledge of completeness and product is broad. The projection booth today is
an efficiency room with an expert in charge,
and the equipment purchased should be selected with that in mind.
International
Projector
Corporation,
90

ALL YEAR PROTECTION!

April 28, 1928
Gold street. New York City. (See Adv.)
Holmes
Projector
Company,
1632 North
Halsted street, Chicago, 111.
Enterprise
Optical
Manufacturing
Company, 564 West Randolph street, Chicago,
111. (See Adv.)
t,^

off these enemies of organ w^elfare by installing this
efficient automatic electric heater in your organ
chamber.
Write today for particulars.

EVENHEETERS
CRAMBLET

ENG. CORP.

286 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee

*^

Refer
ing page. to "Lamps, Projection" on a precedf^

Projection
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Machines

It is the expressed belief of theatre owners
and projectionists that practically ideal projection ispossible with equipment available at
present provided it is in the hands pf a competent operator. The three most widely used
projectors today are the Motiograph, Powers
and Simplex. Each is the result of many
years of improvement and development to
meet the ever-growing requirements for the
best possible screen results.
While thousands of dollars are frequently
spent in many other departments of the theatre an apparent indifference to the importance
of the best possible projection has been manifest by theatre owners in the past. Fortunately this attitude is undergoing _ a very
marked change and projection is coming into
its own.
The motion picture theatre, despite the
many trimmings connected with its coiistruction today, offers to the public as its chief attraction the film story on the screen. That
it should be of the finest quality possible to
produce by modern machinery and engineering skill goes without saying.
One of the handicaps to the securing of
proper projection in the past has been in the
delay given this phase of the theatre at the
time plans for the house are made. In a
measure responsibility for this may be placed
with the architect who, in his desire to create
a palace of beauty and grandeur has apparently failed to consider that such facilities are
without purpose unless the thing which the
public pays its money to see — the picture on
the screen — is of a quality to produce the
highest type of entertainment.
It is not the desire nor the intention here to
go into any technical details concerning projection machines. It is rather aimed in these
columns to impress upon the exhibitor who is
not already alive to the fact that projection in
his theatre should have his keenest attention.
The picture on the screen is his biggest drawing card and any skimping in detracting from
its quality ultimately will be reflected in decreased receipts.
Prices of the standard projection machines
range from $625 to $1,150.
The Coxsackie Holding Corporation, Coxsackie, N. Y.
Enterprise
Optical
Manufacturing
Company, 564 West Randolph street, Chicago,
111. (See Adv.)
Holmes Projector Company, 1632 North Halsted street, Chicago, 111.
International
Projector
Corporation,
90
Gold
City. street, New York City. (See Adv.)
Sam Kaplan, 729 Seventh avenue. New York
Morelite
Company,
Inc.,
street, New York City.
(^

In Spring and Summer as well as in Fall and Winter
your organ needs protection, for dampness Eis well
as coldness harms the delicate mechanisms. Ward

c?*

Projection Lamps

(^

600

West

57th
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Projection Room
The design and layout of the projection
room should have the careful attention of the
architect or builder at the time the plans for
the theatre are being prepared. The co-operation of projection machine manufacturers or
their distributors can profitably be called into
use in the planning of a projection room and
in considering its equipment. A number of
instances are known where the design of the
projection room, relegated to last minute
consideration by the architect or owner has
necessitated expensive remodeling when it has
been found that beams and other constructional features made proper projection impossible.
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The desirable projection room may vary in
size but to accommodate two projectors, it
should be at least 15 feet by 10 feet, with 12
foot ceiling. This size will also care for a spotlight and slide dissolver. By all means should
toilet facilities be provided and a shower bath
is highly desirable.
For construction, a floor of 6 inch cement
slab is recommended with 4 inch tile wall.
Doors, windows and casings should be of steel.
There should be two entrances to the booth.
A room adjacent to the booth, at least 8 by 8
and well ventilated should be provided for the
generator.
It is important that in the event of fire the
flame or smoke be kept out of the auditorium
and for this reason the aperture on the front
wall of the booth should be lined with steel
and fitted with steel covers which will automatically drop when a fusible link melts that is
over each projector, releasing the aperture,
covers.
^w

^*

Publicity

t^w

Clocks

This is a device designed to produce revenue for the theatre by means of securing advertising from neighborhood merchants and
shops. The publicity clock is placed in the
projection room and projects the advertisement of a local merchant upon a circular face
to either side of the proscenium arch. Upon
this face is shown in silhouette the hours and
hands of a clock. The clock shows the time
and a wheel is used to project a new advertisement upon its face every three minutes.
The manufacturers of the clock operate upon
a basis of paying the theatre a certain amount
of money for the privilege of installing the
clock for one year in his theatre. They then
obtain the advertising from the neighborhood
stores. As the value of the advertising increases so does the sum which the theatre obtains from the manufacturer increase.
Luxe
Clock
& Manufacturing
Company,
1101 Broadway, New York City.
The National Kei-Lac Company, 557 West
Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Seth Thomas Clock Company, 19 West 44th
street. New York City.
Sterling Electric Clock Company, 30 Irving
Place, New York City.
Western
Clock
Manufacturing
Company,
107 Lafayette street. New York City.
^»
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Radium Light
Radium light is a process which gives a
spectacular effect to the stage when the house
is darkened. Its application has been simplified, and it is used with frequency in the
stageshows of the country's motion picture
theatres. It may be obtained in different
shades, and offers a colorful background for
the show.
Louis E. Samms
Studios, 177 North State
street, Chicago, 111.

Rain Insurance
Refer to "Insurance, Rain" on a preceding
page.
^
^
S

Rectifiers
A rectifier is an electrical device for adapting alternating current lo direct current for
use with motion picture projection arc lamps.
There are new types on the market for use
with reflecting arc lamps. Rectifiers are more
reasonable in price than motor generators.
Prices range from $160 up.
Automatic Devices Company, Allentown, Pa.
Forest Electric Corporation, 272 New street,
Newark, N. J.
General
Electric
Company,
Schenectady,
N. Y.
Hall & Connolly,
129 Grand
street. New
York City.
Hertner Electric Company, Cleveland. O.
Liberty
Electric
Corpor.\tion,
Stamford.
Conn.
The Rollaway Motor Company, 122 Southard avenue, Toledo, O.
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Roth
Brothers,
1400 West
Adams
street,
Chicago, 111.
Strong
Electric
Company,
2501 Lagrange
street, Toledo, O.
Westinghouse
Electric
& Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.
K^rf

f^9

Reels

^2r*

There are various types of these made, from
the 10 inch as used by film exchanges to the
accurately constructed type used on the projector machines. Some have machine embossed sides, wire welded sides, and still another type has die cast sides. Most of the
types offered for use on the projectors
have large diameter film hubs, which greatly
aid in relieving the strain on the projector as
well as giving more even take-up tension. The
prices range from $0.75 to $6.50 each.
E. E. Fulton Company, 1018 South Wabash,
Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Globe Machine & Stamping Company, 1250
West 76th street, Cleveland, O.
Goldberg
Brothers,
1646 Lawrence
street,
Denver, Colo.
Neumade
Products
Corporation,
249 West
47th street. New York City.

Reel End Signals
A mechanical or electrical device placed on
the upper magazine of a picture machine to
warn the operator that the end of the reel of
film is near, takes the name of Reel End
Signal. They are so constructed that they
can be set to ring a warning at any distance
from the end. Prices vary from $4.50 each
and up.
Cinema Specialty Company, Inc., Gary, Ind.
E. W.
Hulett
Manufacturing
Company,
1772 Wilson avenue, Chicago, 111.

WORLD
Various sizes are made with different spherical
49
curves, as well as parabolic cur\-es. Prices
range from $3.75 to $20.
Bausch & Lome Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y.
Brenkert Light Projection Company, 7348
St. Aubin avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Curtis Lighting Company, Inc., 1119 West
Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Hall
York and
City.Connolly, 129 Grand street, New
Hub
Electric
Company, 2219 West
Grand
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street, New
York City. (See Adv.)
Wheeler Reflector Company, 275 Congress
street, Boston, Mass.
O*
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Resonant Orchestra Base
The resonant orchestra plaiiorm is a comparatively new development. It consists of
box like layers made of the finest type of
wood of which fine violins are made. These
are placed together to form a pit base for
the musicians, their instruments resting on the
resonant box. It is stated that a resonator
platform of this type not only greatly increases the volume of the orchestra but adds
materially to the beauty of the music itself.
Orchestra pits of this type have been installed in many of the leading metropolitan
theatres.
Gallagher Orchestra Equipment Company,
3235 Southport avenue, Chicago, 111.
(,?*
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Rheostats

Reflectors

I
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Refer to "Lamps, Rcflect'ir .Arc."
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Reflectors are made for Mazda
Reflecting
Arc Lamps,
and for

^*

Reflector Arc Lamps

Projectors,
Spotlights.

HENNEGAN

PROGRAM
COVERS

Lire Show Man

I

An important item of projection equipment
is the Rheostat.
A rheostat mav be described

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen
Picture films vary as well as rurr«nt eoodltions.
Your projectionist can adjast hts are carreac to
always gi^e you a clear, bright picture If you
equip with PERFECTION. Cnrreot saving aU« Is
a result of PEBFECTION equipment, for he »e«W
not use full current till the actual projectiea is
started.

perfPction

and make
Tour 'Program
attractive

Write for Samples

T^e HENNEGAN Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

REMOTE

CONTROL

RHEOSTATS
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as a resistor provided with means for bearing resistance (opposition). The resistance
may be varied by having a contact lever or
shder moved over a number of stationary buttons or segments between which sections of
the resistor are connected, by compressing a
number of carbon or graphite discs or parts,
by using a number of levers or knife-switches
for cutting in and out resistance. Rheostats
differ from resistors in having larger currentcarrying capacities.
Hoffmann & Soons, 387 First a\enue, New
York City. (See Adv.)
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street, NewYork City.
(See Adv.)
Ward Leonard Electric Company, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

playing are no longer hit or miss propositions.
Both have become highly specialized. The
theatre manager must be trained in administration duties, and the organist must be able
to dramatize the music to accompany the
screen attractions. So valuable do chain organizations consider the trained man or
woman that they are demanding those persons who have become skilled through graduate work in schools.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Studios, 919 Rush
street, Chicago, III.
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Safes, Box Office
This is a safe anchored inside the box office
into which the cashier may drop silver coins
and bills as received from patrons beyond
what is needed for purposes of making change.
This type of safe has been developed as a result of the many "stick-ups" of theatre box
offices in which the hold-up has obtained receipts running into several thousand dollars.
It is widely used in several other trades, the
idea, in brief, being that with this type of
safe in the box office a theatre stands to lose
only the amount which it is keeping exposed
for making change — usually between fifty and
one hundred dollars.
Box office safes are made of steel and provided with a slot into which surplus receipts
are placed as received. The safe is securely
fastened to a long steel post which in turn
is anchored in the floor in concrete.
Kewanee Safe Company, Kewanee, 111.
York Safe & Lock Company, York, Pa.
(^
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Schools, Theatre Manager and Organ
Theatre

management

WHEN

and

theatre

or^an

The Gunn School of Music, 421 South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.
Moving Picture Theatre Managers
Institute, 135 West 44th street, New York City.
The Vermond Knauss School of Theatre
Organ Playing, 210 North Seventh street,
Allentown, Pa.
White Institute of Organ, 1680 Broadway,
New York City.

American Silversheet Company,
street, St. Louis, Mo.

915

Wash

Crystal Movie Screen Company, 10316 Madison avenue, Cleveland, O. (See Adv.)
Da-Lite Screen Company, 922 West Monroe
street, Chicago, 111.
L. J. Gardiner Company, 1021 West Goodale
boulevard, Columbus, O.
Jacobson
Picture
Screen
Manufacturing
Company, 3421 West 90th street, Cleveland,
Minusa Cine Screen Company, 2665 Morgan
street,
St. Louis, Mo.
O.
Raven Screen Corporation, 1476 Broadway,
New York City.
C. S. Wertsner & Son, 221 North 13th street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
^w
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Screen Paint
Refer to "Paint, Screen" on a preceding

n^
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Screens
There are three types of screens for motion
picture projection, metallic surfaced, white
surfaced and beaded surfaced.
The metallic surfaced screens are built in
various finishes, from a smooth surface to a
heavy pebbled surface. The smooth surfaced
screen, due to its directional reflective characteristics, isused in long narrow houses; the
heavy pebbled surfaces break the light, and
thereby somewhat diffuse the light, so are used
in wide houses. Metallic surfaces, as a rule
are built to fit the requirements of each house.
Flat white or diffusing type screens in most
cases are used with high intensity projections
where there is an abundance of light and are
recommended for use in wide houses. Screen
surfaces are made to meet the requirements
of mazda, reflecting arc, regular arc and high
intensity projection. Prices of screens range
from $1 to $2 per square foot.

SELECTING A SCREEN

INVESTIGATE
THE ONLY AND ORIGINAL

^w

page.
Refer

^w

^w

Seat Indicators, Vacant
to "Usher

Signal

(^

^*

Systems."
t5*

Seats, Theatre
Refer to "Chairs, Theatre" on a preceding
^*

^*

t^f

Seat Covers
page.
Refer to "Chair Covers" on a preceding
^5*

^7*

t^*

Shutters, Metal Fire

page.
The Port Shutter is made entirely of metal
with a metal sliding suspended on a cord in
which is connected a fusible link. In case of
fire, the fusible link melts and the fire shutter
automatically drops over the port hole in the
booth. They are made to fit standard openings, such as projection port holes, stereopticon port holes and spotlight port holes. Prices
range from $9 to $25.
Best Devices Company, Film building, Cleve
land, O.
H.

B. Cunningham, 964 University avenue,
St. Paul, Min.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street. New
York City. (See Adv.)
t^

c5*
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Signals, Reel End
Refer to "Reel End
Signals."
(5*
t5*
(^

Signs, Directional

NEW

AND

IMPROVED

BEADED

SURFACE

Great care should be taken in selecting a screen that will
produce the best results to every seat. The front and side
seats as well as the center and rear seats should be considered.

CRYSTAL SSe'ei CORPK
10316 Madison Ave.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Take the case of a patron who comes from
the auditorium and asks for directions. If
the theatre owner has had this experience he
realizes the embarrassment and other inconvenience. The patron is paying his way into
the theatre and he deserves every consideration. The modern theatre today is: equipping
itself with the directional sign. Every business building is doing likewise.
Signs may be considered in two general
groups — those that are illuminated and those
which are etched on metal or wood without
illumination. The illuminated signs, which are
highly artistic in finish and construction, are
made to read either from one side or both.
The lettering in the signs is chipped into the
glass and silvered, making it easy to read
in daylight. The letters glow in a soft greenish color. Illumination is accomplished with
25 watt show case clamps. Signs are fitted
with
lamps, cord and plug ready for attachAdv.)
ing to light socket.
Arnold Electric Signs, Inc., Kokomo, Ind.
Flexlume Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y. (See
Hub Electric Company,
avenue, Chicago, 111.

2219

West

Grand

EXHIBITORS
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The Ideal Sign Company, Inc., 149 Seventh
street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street, New
York City. (See Adv.)
Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736 Wentworth avenue, Chicago, 111.
LusTROLiTE Sign Company,
Inc., Davenport,
la.
Major Equipment Company, 4603 Fullerton
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Ravi'son
& Evans,
710 West
Washington
street, Chicago, 111.
Tablet & Ticket Company, 1015 West Adams
street, Chicago, 111.
Viking Products Corporation, 422 West 42nd
street. New York City.
The Voigt Company, 1745 North 12th street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Willey Sign Company,
1559 Church street,
Detroit, Mich.
t^f
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Signs — Electric

Motion picture theatres are leaders in the
use of Electrical advertising, the usual electric signs at some of the metropolitan houses
being the most elaborate of their kind to be
found anywhere. Among the smaller theatres
also, electric signs are widely employed. Electric signs may be obtained in many desired
sizes and designs. In fact, a good design is
one of the outstanding requirements of an effective sign and in this connection, a number
of manufacturers of theatre signs have created
special departments for the design of signs
especially suited to theatre purposes. Since
the sign must necessarily be made with consideration for the size of the theatre facade
and facilities for anchoring it, the matter is
usually given individual consideration, and
sketches prepared for the specific building to
which the sign is to be fastened.
American
Signs
Corporation,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Arnold Electric Signs, Inc., Kokomo, Ind.
Claud Neon Lights, Inc., 50 East 42nd street.
New York City.
Commonwealth
Electric
Sign
Company,
4543 West Lake street, Chicago, 111.
Federal Electric Company, 8700 South State
street, Chicago, 111.
Flexlume
Corporation,
1100 Military road,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Hub Electric
Company,
2219 West Grand
avenue, Chicago, III.
Ideal Sign Company, Inc., 149 Seventh street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street, New
York City. (See Adv.)
Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736 Westworth avenue, Chicago, III.
LusTROLiTE Sign Company, Inc., Davenport,
la.
The McNamara Sign Company, 531 East Lafayette avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Milne Electric Company, 189 Fifth street,
Milwaukee, Wis. (See Adv.)
Willev Sign Company, 1559 Church street,
Detroit, Mich.
%2^
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traction jioard this message can be presented
to these people.
American
Signs
Corporation,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Arnold Electric Signs, Inc., Kokomo, Ind.
Claude
Neon
Lights,
Inc., 50 East 42n(l
street. New York City.
Commonwealth
Electric
Signs
Company,
4543 West Lake street, Chicago, III.
Flexlume Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.
Hub
Electric
Company,
2219 West
Grand
avenue, Chicago, III.
Ideal Sign Company, Inc., 149 Seventh street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West 50th street. New
York City.
(See Adv.)
The Longsign Corporation, Dayton, O.
Lu-Mi-Nus
Signs,
Inc.,
2736
Wentworth
avenue, Chicago, III.
LusTROLiTE
Sign Company, Inc., Davenport,
la.

■^ J« .^«
Sound-Proofing

Slides

With a growing tendency on the part of
theatre owners to incorporate into the theatre
building additional recreational features such
as bowling alleys and ballrooms, the matter
of sound-proofing has become a subject of
wide interest.
In a great many instances it has been shown
that modern methods of sound-proofing make
it possible to place a ballroom or bowling alley
room either directly above or directly under
a theatre auditorium, with positive assurance
that noise will not reach the auditorium and
interfere with the audience enjoying the pro-

Slides are divided into four different
classes : Song slides, advertising slides, announcement slides and special advertising
slides.
Song
slides have come
into vogue

Proper sound-proofing in such instances is
an individual problem, due to the difference in
building constructions, methods of ventilating,
gram.
etc. The accomplishment is a matter of using

The McNamar Sign Company, 531 East Lafayette avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Milne Electric Sign Company, 185 5th street,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Willey Sign Company,
1559 Church street,
Detroit, Mich.
^*

^*
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Signs That Sell!
'T^HE brilliantly lighted Milne Made
-'- Electric Signs are the signs that sell.
They shout your shov/ message to the
crovkrds that fill your theatre. Tliey attract
attention for they are built by men who
knovsr and understand "showmanship."
The best TTieatres in the country are
using MILNE

Sigfns because they are con-

vinced that this "showmanship"

is built

right in.

tJ*

S*nd ut ihm nam* •/ T»ur tkaair* taul !•>
tu Buhmlt a e^lsr^d akmteh I* y#M w mhUgatlon «n y*ur part.

MILNE ELECTRIC SIGN COMPANY
614-618 Cherry St.

(3*

Long

Signs, Marquis and Attraction
Board
Electric illumination is a bonanza to the
program. Presenting the program in the marquis or in the attraction board is a box office
asset. The electric presentation of a theatre
and a program is an invaluable adjunct to the
theatre attendance. Large and small theatres, today, are utilizing this type of promotional presentation to bring the people to their
box offices. The theatre owner today must
tell his public about his organ, his refrigeration and heating and the general comfort of
his audience.
In the marquis or in the at-

Informa-

of "Better Theatres" is reproduced
in this issue of "The Buyers Index"
on page 81.

Sign Flashers
^»
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WORLD

within the last few years. There are two
types of these: The comedy type and the
sentimental type. They are sold or rented
in complete sets to be run in conjunction with
organ solos. Advertising slides: These are
of the stock advertising type in which may
be inserted the name of the advertiser. There
is a large selection for every line of business
artistically drawn up and cleverly wordei
Announcement slides : A standard stock selection makes it possible for the theatreman
to buy already made any announcement that
he desires to make. They can be secured in
very artistic designs. Special Advertising
Slides: Are those made from copy furnished
by the advertiser from photographs, drawings,
or any other material the advertiser may have.
In every case they are made up specially.
Prices range from 10c to $1.50.
Quality Slide Company, 6 East Lake street,
Chicago, III.
J. F. Ransley, 54 West Randolph street, Chicago, III. (See Adv.)
Standard Slide Corporation, 230 West 56th
street. New York City.

tion and Catalogue Bureau" which
is a regular feature of each issue

Refer to "Flashers, Sign," on a preceding
page.
f^h
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Diatanem

Phon«

Milwaukee. Wi».
Grand

7666

Chicago Branch:
4352 Broadway
CrsMluia 43S9

MILNE
The Palace Orphenm, Milwaukee,
the briKhlcst .>ipot
on "The White

Way."

SIGNS
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proper design and materials based on years
of successful installations. The _ system is
based on proper breaking of solid contacts
combined with proper absorbing mediums.
With this system it is possible to place refrigerating apparatus, pumps, ventilating
fans and motors, converter sets, etc., in any
part of a building without fear of disturbance.
In case a theatre auditorium is to be located
in a large office building, the system can be
used to prevent sound of pipe organs from
penetrating to office spaces.
Macoustic Engineering Company, Ninth and
Euclid avenue, Cleveland, O.
Stevens Sound Proofing Company, 407 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

the orchestra director's table and in the manager's office. The meters or speedometers, are
attached to the picture machines and indicate
at what rate of speed the film is being run
through the picture machine. In modern
theatres where the performances are run on a
schedule with everything synchronized, speed
indicators are a necessity. Prices range from
$55 a unit up. Generators extra.
Chicago Cinema Equipment Company, 17361754 North Springfield avenue, Chicago, 111.
J. H. Hallberg, 29 West 57th street, New
York City.

(^
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OF

International
Projector
Corporation,
90
Gold street. New York City. (See Adv.) 'y&O
Weston
Electric Instrument
Corporation,
Waverly Park, Newark, N. J.

April 28, 1928
splicing motion picture films.
sell for about $14.

t^

speed Indicators

(5*
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Splicing Block

A device used in theatres and exchanges for

Stage Lighting
EQUIPMENT

APPARATUS

SUPPLIES

OTANDARD and special stage lighting units
^ of every description.
Latest design — that
are built right — practical and dependable.
Expert Service. Reasonable prices. Full value
for every dollar and every unit fully guaranteed. A complete line that meets
all requirements, ranging from a
small spotlight to elaborate scenic
effects.
Your
inquiries, cordially
invited.
Your orders, warmly welcomed— and filled promptly.
The
following is but a partial list of
Kliegl Lighting specialties.

Write for descriptive literature and prices
on any item or group of items in vhich
you are especially interested.

Scenic Effects
Shutters
Color
ColorMediunu
Capi
Lamp
Coloring
Terminal
hngt
Resistances
Stage Cable

Color Wheels
Color Frames
Color Rolls
Color Boxes
Music Stands
Connectors
Plugging
Boxes
Floor Pockets

Spotligrhts
Floodlights
Sciopticons
Footligrhts
Exit Sigms
Borderlig-hts
Aisle Lights
Dimmers

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.,inc

^w

^w

^w

spotlights

Refer to "Lights, Spot" on a preceding page.
^*

^w
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Stage Lighting Equipment
Under the heading of Stage Lighting Equipment, come strip lights, proscenium strips,
footlights, border lights, floodlights, stage effects. There are so many details in connection with stage Hghting that we suggest getting
in touch with the manufacturers of such
equipment for specific information.
Frank Adam Electric Company, 3650 Windsor avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Belson Manufacturing Company, 800 Sibley
street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Brenkert Light Projection Company, 7348
St. Aubin avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equipment Company, 17361754 North Springfield avenue, Chihago, 111.
Chicago
Electric
Equipment,
417 South
Dearborn street, Chilago, 111.
Hub Electric Company, 2219 West
Grand
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Brothers, 321 West SOth street, New
York City. (See Adv.)
Lee Lash Studios, 1818 Amsterdam avenue,
New York City.
Major Equipment Company,
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Henry
Mestrum,
817 Sixth
York City.

4603 Fullerton
avenue.

New

Milwaukee Electric Switchboard Company,
156 Clinton street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mutual Electric & Machine Company, 7610
Jos Campau avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Ward-Leonard
Electric Company, 37 South
City.
street, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
J. H. Welsh, 270 West 44th street, New York
Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wheeler Reflector Company, 275 Congress
street, Boston, Mass.
Wm.
Wurdack
Electric
Manufacturing
Company, 21 South 11th street, St. Louis,
Mo.

32t West 50th Street
NEW

Splicing blocks

Bell & Howell Company, 1827 Larchmont
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman avenue, Long Island City, N. Y.
Neumade Products Corporation, 249 West
47th street, New York City.

(^

Speed Indicator— an electrical device with
meters which can be located in the booth, on

O^"

INDEX

Stage Rigging
CT*

^*
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YORK.fcl.'^
Refer to "Hardware, Stage" on a preceding
C^

ADD
PRESTIGE AND
PROFIT
TO YOUR THEATRE BY USING
MORE

SPECIAL

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILERS

All Orders
Received
By
Noon
Shipped
Same Day.
We Never
Disappoint !

We Specialize In

8c

Making
AnQOuncemeQt
trailers from
Cutomer's
Copy.

Foot
Tinting
Cards 50c

Let Us Make
Them for Tou.

and Arter
p
Borders
FREE

We know how.

We
Herald
Aik for Prices
and Samples on
Weekly Programs
Spoolal Cots
Snappy Reading
Matter

Have

_

on ticallyPracEvery

Picture
Released
SAMPLES
FREE
One

'730
SOUTH I.
rUir
it ff'il'''"*^'^'^-^
WABASH
HI I. /lull
WABASH 3060

Day

Service

(^
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page. Stage Scenery and Draperies
Draperies are an important feature of theatres today. They accent color and give softness and richness to an interior. Architectural lines of doorways and archways are
usually distinctively hard and draperies are
the mediums by which these lines are softened
to give a pleasing appearance. A drapery
scheme usually creates an inviting, soft and
colorful atmosphere. If the drapery is in
harmony with the main color in the surroundings and in proportion to the richness of the
architecture there need be little worry about
it being too rich or elaborate. Likewise,
scenery, colorful and delicate, has become an
important adjunct to the motion picture theatre. Scenery to properly clothe the stageshow
must be of a type which is eye-catching the
moment the drop is raised. Many specialists
have been developed in this particular field.
Beck

& Sons, Highland avenue
chester, Cincinnati, O.

and Dor-

EXHIBITORS
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John
C. Becker
& Brother,
2824 Taylor
street, Chicago, 111.
Continental Studios,
100 East Ohio street,
Chicago, III. (See Adv.)
S. M. Hexter & Company, Inc., 2400 East
Superior street, Cleveland, O.
Interstate Decorating Company, 1458 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.
Landish Studios, Inc., 40 Ames street, Rutherford, N. J.
Lee Lash Studios, 1818 Amsterdam
avenue,
New York City.
Mandel Brothers, Inc., State and Madison
streets, Chicago, 111.
Matney
Studios, 307 West 47th street. New
York City.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 West 41st street.
New York City.
SosMAN
& Landis
Company,
416
South
Kedzie avenue, Chicago, 111.
TiFEiN Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O. (See Adv.)
United Studios, Inc., 14 West Lake street,
Chicago, 111.
VoLLAND Scenic Studios, Inc., 3737 Cass avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
I. Weiss & Sons, 508 West 43rd street. New
York City.
Windowcraet Valance & Drapery Company,
328 Superior Ave, N. W., Cleveland, O.
*^*
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Modern

Electrics . . .
for Today's Needs
ELECTRICAL advertising has proved itself
again and again as the most productive
and most economical advertising for theatres.
And Flexlume Electrical Displays, combining unusual brilliance with clearer readability, give advertising values much above the
ordinar)'.
THexlume Displays are available in a variety of forms or combinations : exposed
laiTip, glass letter, and neon tube ; and interchangeable glass letter signs to feature
current attraction.
There are marquee
signs that flood the approaches to your
theatre with light. There are projecting

t^*

Stereopticons

signs, "spectaculars", that dominate the
entire street and draw attention many
blocks away.
There are roof-top signs
that can be seen all over the city.

Stereopticons are used for the projection of
lantern slides and effects, illumination being
supplied by incandescent or arc lamps. They
are made in single units and also for double
- and triple dissolving. Many unusual effects
are possible with the modern stereopticon as
developed for theatre use.

Let us tell you more about them and
the specially trained electric-display
men we have located in the chief cities.

Best Devices Company, Film Building, Cleveland, O.
Kliegl Bros., 321 West 50th street. New York
City.
(See Adv.)
^*

Sweeping

(5*

Send for the book (in colors) "Theatre Electrical Displays" and see how
others are employing electrical advertising to draw crowded houses
day and night.

t^*

Compound

There are a number of these on the market,
many of which are very efficient. They are
made from a composition impregnated with
oil so that in sweeping the theatre very little
dust is raised. These compounds also have
in them disinfecting material which disinfects
the floor as it is swept.

Flexlume

Huntington
ington, Ind.

Corporation

1854 Military Road, Buffalo, N. Y.

They come in 75-lb. drums, 100-lb., 200-lb.
and 300-lb. barrels. Prices range at about
$2.50 per 100 lbs.
The

WORLD

Sales and Service
in chief cities of
U. S. and Can.

Fact ones also al
Detroit, Los Angeles,
Oakland and Toronto

Laboratories, Inc., Huntf^i

(,?•

t^t

FLEXLUME

ELECTRIC

DISPLAYS

Switchboards
Control of lighting through the use of
switchboards makes possible the wonderful
lighting effects achieved in motion picture
theatres today. Switchboards for this work
are built in many capacities. Scenes for unusual lighting effects may be pre-selecled by
such a board and the theatre flooded with the
appropriate lighting scheme at a proper cue,
by the simple method of throwing a switch.
Lighting control systems are being adopted
by theatres of lesser size that heretofore have
considered such installations as being only for
the larger metropolitan houses.
Manufacturers of this type of equipment are
glad to furnish engineering service and consult
with exhibitors and architects on various
phases of these lighting control units.
Frank Adam Elecpric Company, 3650 Windsor avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago Electric Equipment Company, 417
South Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.
Cleveland SwiTCiinoARD Company, 2925 East
79th street, Cleveland, O.

Cutler-Hammer
Manufacturing
Company,
Adv.)
12th and St. Paul, Milwaukee, Wis.
(See

Milwaukee Electric SwrrcHBOARD Compant,
156 Clinton street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Ward Leonard Electric Company. 37 South

Hun
Electric
Company,
2225 West
Grand
avenue, Chicago, 111.
KiiEGL Bros., 321 West 50th street, New York
City.
(See Adv.)
Major Equipment
Company, 4603 Fullerton
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Westinghouse
Electric
& Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.^
^
'
Wm.street,Wurdack
Electric
Manufacturing
Company, 21 South 11th street, St. Louis,
Mo.
*
.« St 5*

The

"Better

Thoalns

luforina-

tion and Catalogue Bureau" which
la a regular feature of each issue
of "Better Theatres" is reproduced
in this issue of "The Buyers Index"
on page 81.

Theatre

Advertising

Service

In addition to the regular rcxenuc derived'
by theatres in ticket sales it has been cstab- .
lishcd
arc in specialties
a position ofto'in-j
crease that
their exhibitors
income through
one
kind or another.
One of these ways which
has been consistently presented
to the trade
and which is being used by more than 1,500
first class theatres throughout the country, is
a scries
of short-Jangth
publicity playlets.
These pl.aylcts are designed not only to inter-'
est the audience,
provide theatres
wth*'
additional
sources butof torevenue.
In undertaking to provide patrons with rnalcri.Tl of thi»

,

f
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sort the exhibitor
is relieved of practically
all worry in connection with its presentation,
the work of assembling interesting playletsr being taken care of for him.
Alexander Film Company, Denver, Colo.
Exhibitors
Printing
Service,
711
South
Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.
FiLM.'^CK Company, 730 South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Gravure
Publications,
Box
216, Appleton,
Wis.

THEATR

Border
Lights and
Foot Lights

National Program & Printing Company, 729
South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.
Pa.
Theatre
Ad Mat Service, Inc., Uniontown,
t(5*

EVERYTHING
in Theatre Lighting
"Made Right— for Better Light"

"DELSON lights embody important ex-'--' elusive features.
Better Ventilation
More Effective Illumination
Mri
■.■
rt 1
ositive
Contro
ore Positive
Control
Simpler
Easier to Install
Much
longer working Life.
And many others.

us figure on ALL
your
lighting
T EJ
requirements
and help you to solve
-L'
r<
all your lighting problems.
^^
i
■
^
Dur long experience and our engineer
.
^^
^
,
=
ing start are at your command
always.
Send for our bulletins

MFG. COMPANY
.„,....,..,„. BELSON
804 Sibley Street, Chicago

I

Theatre tickets are available and used in
many forms as roll tickets, folded tickets, reserved seat tickets, admission tickets, and
ticket coupon books. Admission tickets of the
more usual denominations are carried in stock.
Tickets are sold in lots of thousands, the price
decreasing with additional thousands ordered.
Tickets are made for use with ticket issuing
machines and may be obtained consecutively
numbered. This enables accurate check of
tickets sold for each day. Stock tickets may
be obtained for SOc a roll. Special printed
tickets range in price from $7 for 10,000 to
$160 for a million.
Arcus Ticket Company, 348 North Ashland
avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Automatic Ticket Register Corporation, 723
Seventh avenue. New York City.
Columbia
Printing
Company,
1632 North
Halsted street, Chicago, 111.
Globe Ticket Company, 116 North 12th street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
International Ticket Company, 50 Grafton
avenue, Newark, N. J.
Keystone Ticket Company, Shamokin, Pa.
Simplex Ticket Company, 3120 West Grand
avenue, Chicago, 111.
World Ticket & Supply Company, Inc., 1600
Broadway, New York, City.

411 Over the Country

^*

G2F
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Keeping pace with advancement in theatre
design the box office has been developed from
a rather unsightly necessity to a thing of
beauty, modernly equipped for speedy and
accurate sale of tickets. It is usually designed
in harmony with the architectural scheme of
the theatre.

54WRajidolpIi?i^.

OOOD
SLIDE? ^GOOD
GIVE
OUD OU9TOMEQ6

'SEDVlCE COMPINED
R-E^S^LXL/TS

BELOW -THEATRE
make THEATRES

ABOVE

profitable.

High rentals in any part of the theatre building now possible.
What better place for a bowling alley, billiard
hall or gymn, than the basement of a theatre?
Piano, Radio or Phonograph stores on the
street level are all possible by employing
Stevens Sound-Proof
Engineering Methods
Our enelneering department will cheerfully advise with
you, without the least obligation.
A

Hundredx of the most
modem buildings noUemotflcted with Stevens
Sound-Proof Endneering.

^^

Ticket Booths

r

BOWLING

(^

Tickets

Floodlight ts
Covelights - Oliozttei
Louvrelights - Exit Signs

PiOMTE.

t^

Handsome

New

Catalog on

STEVENS SOUND-PROOF

Requett.

COMPANY

Consulting Engineers and Manufaeturmrs
409 So. Dearborn St.
CHICAGO

Attractive booths are made of plastic composition or wood. Others are made of cast
brass or bronze with marble bases.
While larger theatres require several box
offices one of these is always placed as near
the sidewalk lines as possible. This procedure
is usually followed where only one box office
is used also, thus placing the ticket window
within easy access. Ticket booths vary in
price according to their construction, size and
elaborateness from $350 to $1,500.
Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo street, Dallas, Tex.
Libman-Spanjer Corporation, 1600 Broadway,
New York City.
Lobby
Display
Frame
Corporation,
723
Seventh street. New York City.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating Company, 411
East Fifth street, Cincinnati, O.
Newman Manufacturing Company, 416 Elm
street, Cincinnati, O.
Stanley Frame Company, 727 Seventh avenue, New York City.
f^
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Ticket Booth Heaters
The ticket booth heater is a compact device
which is a necessity, especially in cases where
the booth is set away from the walls of the
theatre. The seller in the booth must be pro-

EXHIBITORS
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tected against climatic conditions to function
efficiently in change making.
A cold booth is
not productive to correctness.
Cramblet Engineering Corporation, 286 Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wis. (See Adv.)
The Prometheus Electric Corporation, 360
West 13th street, New York City.
^*

Ticket

t^

ti?*

Caille

Brothers, 6210 Second
avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
Newman Manufacturing Company, 416 Elm
street, Cincinnati, O.
(^

Ticket

f^

Holders

There are various forms and types of these
made for both the single and coupon ticket
rolls and are generally cons'tructed so that the
roll of tickets is automatically held under
tension, which prevents the roll of tickets from
unwinding. The prices range from $0.50 to
$1.50.
Automatic
Ticket
Register
Company,
723
Seventh street, New York City.
Simplex Ticket Company, 3120 West Grand
avenue, Chicago, 111.
(^*
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Trailers

National Screen Service, Inc., 126 West 46th
srtreet, New York City. (See Adv.)
^*

^?*

ti5*

Transformers
Refer

to "Motor

Tool Kits
Tool kits, or outfits, are made complete with
a set of tools for us:e on the picture machine.
They usually contain "V" Block, Split Screw
Driver, Driver Pins, Taper Pin Reamer, Taper
Pin Remover and Sprocket Puller. Price is
$5.
Enterprise
Optical
Manufacturing
Company, 564 West Randolph street, Chicago,
111.
International
Projector
Corporation,
90
Gold street. New York City.

HOUR
SERVICE

CIRCUS H(RDL05

mmm

1) Guaranteed
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West

Theatre prestige emphasized through the
training of ushers, doormen and other attendants, is greatly enhanced by costumes
worn by such employees.
Uniforms for Summer wear should be of
a lightweight material to provide comfort and
in addition, to create an atmosphere of coolness. Uniforms for the Winter months should
be of a heavier material of a dark color.
Many theatres at present are making it a
practice of equipping ushers, etc., in a style
that harmonizes with the architecture of the
house. For example, a theatre done in a Spanish style verv frequently adopts a Spanish type
of uniform for house employees.
Uniforms should be made to individual
measurements to assure perfect fit and neatness at all times. Special catalogues are available containing appropriate suggestions for
theatre attendants' uniforms.
Chicago Uniform & Cap Company, 208 East
Monroe street, Chicago, III.
DeMoulin Brothers & Company, 1030 South
Fourth avenue, Greenville, 111.
111.
Lester,
Ltd., 18 West Lake street, Chicago,

(^

your attractions or just
announcing them?

National Programs
Roll
Machine
Reserved Seat

attract —
interest —
and
create a desire
to see \oiir shows

Coupon Books
Rain Checks
Everything in the
Ticket Line

8-hour service with all copy
and

cuts

furnished

bv

us

at prices that will interest you

0RTejPO$TeR5
EXHIBITORS
Printing
Service
711 South Dearborn Street
CHICAGO,

ILL.

BOX OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Racks — Boxes — etc.
Let lis quote on ALL your requirertiettts — (i/i((iy.<

THE ARCUS

TICKET CO.

346 N. Ashland
Chicago,

111.

Ave.,

46th

Uniforms

Are you
ADVERTISING?

TTTT

c?*

Displays

Maier-Lavaty Company, 2141 Lincoln avenue,
Chicago, 111.

Generators."

(^

Window

The transparency offers a colorful and eyecatching form of advertising. Use of this
type of display is growing, for the effect is
one of delicacy, yet it attracts. It may be
ordered in the form of window displays, lobby
boards, etc.
National
Studios, 226 West 56th street, New
York City.
Eastman
Brothers
Studios,
street, New York City.
v?« ^
^

The exhibitor has his screen for entertainment purposes, but it also is an invaluable
as'set in promotional work. Trailers are
widely used and vary just as widely in
style, depending, of course, upon the type
of entertainment to be promoted. Trailers
on feature pictures may be obtained on
a weekly, monthly and yearly contract
basis. Other trailers may be designed and
produced for some special feature of the program. A great many theatres also have their
own title trailer for the news reels, especially
when several news reels are comljined. Animated work in the trailers often is as interesting as the feature picture.
Ad- Vance Trailer Service Corporation, 111
Westchester square. New York City.
Exhibitors Printing Service, 711 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
FiLMACK Company, 830 South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
National
Program & Printing Company, 729
Adv.)
South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111. (See

Refer to "Machines, Ticket."
^*
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WORLD
Transparencies,

The

Ticket Machines
^w

PICTURE

Choppers

A machine for mutilating tickets which are
dropped in box as patron enters theatre. The
ticket chopper safeguards the resale of tickets.
Mutilation of the ticket consists of perforations made on the ticket, which, however, is
done in a manner that does not prevent accurately checking results. Ticket choppers are
made in mahogany or verde antique and are
of steel construction. Prices range from $75
to $250.
Arcus Ticket Company, 348 North Ashland
avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Automatic
Register Company, 723 Seventh
avenue. New York City.
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INDEX SECTION OF

National Uniform
New York City.

A Gold Mine of
Information
■''^^^o>
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HAND

Richardson's

BOOK
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.

5th

Edition

OF PROJECTION

(The Blue Book
IN TWO

of Projection)
VOLUMES

VOLUME

Company, 12 John street,

Pettibone Brothers Manui^acturing Company, 632 Main street, Cincinnati, O.
Western Uniform Company, 202 South Clark
street, Chicago, 111.
^*

Ushers
I-IiilH

t^

Signal

System

The usher signal system provides a sending
station at each aisle, equipped with numeral
push buttons that give any total of seats that
aisle might have. The usher registers on this
station the number of vacant seats available,
which information is transmitted to the floor
or head usher, depending on the size of the
theatre. In the larger houses the floor usher
relays the information to the head usher. The
head usher sends total of all aisles and floors
to the doorman who directs the people to the
different sections of the house where the vacant seats are waiting. This operation goes
on continuously and rapidly takes care of waiting crowds. The various stations can be furnished in any finish to harmonize with surrounding fixtures, at no additional cost.
The Acme Electric Construction Company,
407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.
Automatic
Electric
Company,
Inc., 1027
West Van Buren street, Chicago, 111.
Automatic
Seat
Indicator
Company,
1909
North Francisco avenue, Chicago, 111.
GuERiN Theatre Seating Company, Inc., 609
Iberille street. New Orleans, La.
Hub
Electric
Company,
2219 West
Grand
avenue, Chicago, 111.
^*

VOLUME

^*

I

Into Volume I is incorporated all the fundamentals
of projection including the closely allied subjects of
electricity and optics.
Every subject is profusely illustrated with diagrams
and pictures. In the front of the volume is a unique
index divided by prominent main heads and sub heads
tinder which appears a generous list of appropriate,
practical questions, together with the folio number of
the page or pages upon which the answers will be
iound.
Some of the many subjects to be found in this
Volume are: Projection Angle, Arc Light Source,
Carbons, Condensers, Electrical Action, The Film,
Generators, Fuses, Insulation, Lenses, Light Action,
Optical Terms — their meaning. Picture Distortion,
Projection Room, Practical Projection, Resistance as
applied to the projection circuit. Screens, Spotlights,
Switches,
Wiring,
etc.

II

This volume is devoted almost entirely to the explanation, care and use of well known projection
room equipment.
Like Volume I it is well illustrated with diagrams
and elose-ups of all the equipment described. It is
also equipped with the same detailed question and
answer form of index, making possible the ready
location of each subject.
An idea of the subject matter covered in this volume may be had from the following: Arc Ccmtrollers,
Brinkert Apparatus, Bosch and Lomb, Cinephor, and
Simplex Condensers, Curtain Machines, Current Rectification, Dotvsers, High Intensity Lamps, (Poivers,
Ashcraft, H. E., General Electric), Mazda Projection,
Mercury Arc Rectifiers, Motor Generators, Projectors
(General Instructions), Projectors, Special Instructions on Powers, Simplex, Motiograph, and Baird,
Reflector Arc Lamps — Poiverlight, Peerless, Motiograph, Morelite, Strong, and Hallberg), Screen Surfaces — their characteristics. Transformers, etc.
Into this stupendous work of over 1100 pages has
been gathered everything of importance concerning
projection.
Beautifully bound in a gold stamped, flexible, blue
Leatherette cover, it constitutes an invaluable piece
of literature worthy of ownership by every theatre
manager
and projectionist.

Price $6.00
(If Mailed add twenty cents for postage)

*^f

PUBLISHING CO.

516 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

U. S. Tests Talking Films
For Use in Infantry School
(Washington Bureau of Exhibitors Htrtld
and Moving Picture World)

WASHINGTON, April 24. — Experts in the War Department are to
make a test of talking moving pictures at the Infantry School at Fort
Benning, Georgia, to determine if
simultaneous projection of sound and
motion can be used advantageously
in training activities in the Army.
A number of simple scenarios are to
be prepared to illustrate training in
various phases of technical instruction and in subjects such as riSe
marksmanship, the showing of which
to the groups will be followed by a
test to determine the practical utility
of this method of training.

distributed
amount of air to reach all portions
of
the building.
American
Metal Products
Company,
5855
Manchester avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Knowles
Mushroom
Ventilator Company,
202 Franklin street. New York City.
^w

Though the constant and careful cleaning
of the interior of a theatre would seem to present a problem, the vacuum system has simplified matters for it functions smoothly,
whether it is used in cleaning carpets, drapes,
chairs or other such equipment. The vacuum
system also promotes sanitation, which old
methods did not do. Vacuum systems are
procurable for theatres of all sizes and are
priced nominally when consideration is taken
of their efficiency and labor saving.
Atwood-Stewart Vacuum Machine Company, 4527 Ravenswood avenue, Chicago, 111.
Eureka Vacuum Cleaner Company, Hamilton and Dewey avenues, Detroit, Mich.
The Hoover Company, Canton, O.
Spencer Turbine Company, Hartford, Conn.
t^

Ventilating Systems

t^

Cans

$5.00 to $7.50.
E. E. Fulton Company, 1018 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
t^

t^

(^

Wheels, Color

Ventilators

Refer

Informa-

tion and Catalogue Bureau" which
is a regular feature of each issue
of "Better Theatres" is reproduced
in this issue of "The Buyers Index"
on page 81.

to "Color

Wheels"

(5*

page.

Proper distribution of air in the theatre is
an important feature of correct ventilation.
One of the methods of achieving this is
through the use of ventilators located in the
auditorium floor. Air brought into the theatre is distributed in this manner to all parts
of the house. Ventilators of this type which
are generally known as; mushroom ventilators,
may be adjusted to permit the desired amount
of air entering the auditorium. It is claimed
that diffusers of this type enable an evenly

Theatres

t^

These generally have self closing covers,
some of them being operated by foot levers.
Some are finished in high-grade enamel to
harmonize with the rest of the booth equipment, while others are made of galvanized
iron. Some types are also water tight, so
they will hold water to extinguish carbon
butts or the immersion of film fragments in
water for safety. The prices range from

t^

Vending Machines

"Better

t^

Waste

Refer
ing page.to "Machines, Pop Corn" on a preced-

The

t5*

Refer to "Air Conditioning and Cooling
Equipment," "Cooling, Ventilating Systems,"
"Electric Fans," "Fans, Ventilating."

Vacuum Cleaning Equipment

ti^

f^

t^w

At your dealer or direct from

CHALMERS

April 28, 1928

t^

on

a preceding

t^

Wall Coverings

Sincere consideration must be given to the
subject of wall coverings for in the_ final analysis they are one of the most important
factors in theatre construction. While it is
advisable at all times to take an architect into
your confidence on these matters, it is also
wise to acquaint oneself with the various types
of wall coverings obtainable. The wall covering selected will depend to a great extent upon
the demands of the individual theatre.
Beaver Products Company, Inc., 1440 Military road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Universal Gypsum
& Lime Company,
111
West Washington street, Chicago, 111.
U. S. Gypsum
Company, 300 West Adams
street, Chicago, 111.
ViTROLiTE
Company,
133 West
Washington
street, Chicago, 111.
N.J.
H. B. Wiggin's Sons

Company,

Bloomfield,

■■OK
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An Authoritative Compilation of Exhibitors' Reports from EXHIBITORS
HERALD AND
MOVING
PICTURE
WOKLD's Department, "WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME," Published Semi^ Annually.

Y^
ADAM AND EVIL, MGM, Lew Cody, Alleen
PrinEle, Gwen Lee, Gertrude Short, Hedda Hopper, 7.
— NoTember 3. Very Kood comedy that pleased a
£Ood crowd. Better than "Tea for Three." (Majestic
theatre. Perry, 111.) We ran this the same week as
"Naughty but Nice" and had far more favorable
comment on this. The title is against this, but it is
a very clever comedy and should please any audience.
(Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.) September 11. Titla
interests them, so step out just a little more but
-don't promise them too much. It will please the
averaere audience. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth, O.)
■•5%. A clean comedy which pleased. A well told
screen story of married life. (Home theatre, Eddyville, la.) 36%. Above the average program picture.
They will go out with a smile after seeing this one.
(Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.) September 27. This
is one of the best comedies we have ever run. Book
it and tell your patrons a good one is coming.
(Cresco theatre, Cresco, la.) 70%. September 28-29.
A story that seemed to please the majority. (Royal
theatre, Le Mars, la.) Good comedy picture. (Auditorium theatre, Nehawka, Neb.) Good com«dy.
Teamed with vaudeville made a well balanced program. (Capitol theatre, Middletown, Conn.) What
the ladies term "an awfully cute picture," for a program picture. We highly recommend it. (Amuse-U
theatre, Monticello, Ark.) This went over big at
our theatre. It is snappy, but nothing that you can
pan. (Movies theatre. Brocket, N. D.) October 17-18.
Just a mighty good entertainment that everyone enjoyed. (Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.) December
4-5. A very clever, somewhat spicy, sophisticated
comedy drama that got a number of laughs and ai)parently pleased. (Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.)
This picture suited me better than any of its type
played in years. Boys, they will all like it. (Liberty
theatre, Delavan, 111.) 70%. January 8-9. A very
good comedy drama of a marital mix-up. Drew good
business. (Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.) A snappy
little comedy-society drama with just enough spice
to put it over, did good business and pleased all.
(Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.) January 9-10.
Ifighty good comedy drama. (Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.) A dandy good comedy
drama, some very clever situations that kept
the house in a good humor. Very good business.
(Tvrilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.) Clever little
comedy. The two principals were fine but their support weak in spots. Had many favorable comments
from patrons. (Eagle theatre, Leubec, Me.) February
11. This feature drew well, and was very favorably
commented on by many of our patrons. (Green Lantern theatre, Claymont, Del.) Just a fair comedy.
Have seen lots better. Did no extra business. (Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.) 25%. Kept our
crowd laughing and very favorable comments. Only
a program picture here. (Strand theatre, Paris, Ark.)
20%. This is very good of the comedy-drama type
and will please. Isn't a drawing card at all but
■worth program price. We hit a cold spell and for
that reason can't say just what it is worth at box
office. (Rialto theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.) Lots of
sood comments on this picture. Boost it. it will
J>lease. (Cozy theatre, Medford, Wis.) One of the
best I have shown and will stand the advertising.
Lots of good comments. (Palace theatre, Merkel,
Tex.) 22%. December 12-13. A good comedy that
flopped at the box office. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
pictures are good but they sure flop at box office.
(Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.) 100%. November 1.
This is one of the best ever.. Buy it and advertise it
and all your show patrons will go home happy.
(Crystal theatre, Peru, Neb.)
ALIAS THE DEACON, U, Jean Hcrsholt, June
Marlawe, 7. — 65%. December 31. A very good picture. Had a good crowd on one of the worst nights

Key to
A bbreviations
Columbia
(Col)
FBO
(FBO)
First National
(FN)
Fox
(Fox)
Gotham
(G)
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(MGM)
Paramount
(Par)
Pathe
(P)
Rayart
(Ray)
Tiffany-Stahl
(T)
United Artists
(UA)
Universal
(U)
Warner Brothers
(W)
Numerals indicate length of picture in
reels. The dates are those on which pictures were played, while the percentages
represent gross business as compared
with the record gross of the house.

of the year. (Community theatre, Woodbury, Conn.)
This is an entertaining comedy drama of the reformed crook who does a lot of good with his crookedness and who is clever in his doing it so the entire
crowd enjoys the show even if it is the type of story
that has been done these many years. I rank It as
very good entertainment. (Grand theatre, Pierre,
S. D.) A mighty clever picture. Hersholt steals the
show throughout but the support is good. We call it
far above the average program picture. (Twilight
theatre, Greensburg, Kan.) This picture was enjoyed by all our patrons. A good story and well
directed. It was sponsored by the Woman's Club of
Moline and had many favorable comments on it. (Bio
theatre, Moline, 111.)
ALIAS THE LONE WOLF, CoL Bert Lytell, Lois
Wilson, William V. Mong, Paulette Duval, 6. — 90%.
A real good picture. Is sure to please. (Opera
House theatre, Raymond, Minn.) March 15-16-17.
It's good all the way. Customers liked it and told
us so, and we did a nice busine;*. (Palace theatre,
Ashland,
O.)
AFLAME IN THE SKY, FBO, Sharon Lynn, Jack
Ludcn, William Humphreys, Robert McKim, Bill
Scott, Charles A. Stevenson, 6. — 80%. This picture
is real good. (Miere theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.)
36%. March 9-10. Plenty of thrills here for Saturday night. (Pastime theatre. Mason. Mich.) 40%.
Good little picture. Western and aeroplane story combined. Pleased all who saw it. (Cozy theatre.
Wagoner, Okla.) February 2-1-25. This is excellent
and a decided novelty. It's a mixture of Western
and aviation, packed with action and many unusual
situations. Drew excellent business for this time of
the year.
(Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.)
AMERICAN BEAUTY, FN, Billie Dove, Lloyd
Hughes, Walter McGrail, Margaret Livingston, Ludcn
Prival, Edytho Chapman. Alice White, Yola d'Avril,
6. — Here is another knockout for Billie Dove. She Is
superb in this one. Billie Dove is there right now
and the women folks come flocking in to tee how
she does it. "American Beauty" should please all,
but more particularly the women. (Cory theatre,
Winchaster. Ind.) 50%. This la a real good one.
Billie Dove can sure wear the clothes and the Indioa

like her, and so do some of the men. (Adair theatre,
Adair, la.) A very interesting story and well acted.
This star is building in this town with each pictora
shown. (Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.) January IL
A very pleasing picture, but as yet she is no drawing card with me. (Reel Joy theatre. King City,
Cal.) 45%. January 30. My patrons liked this and
so did I. First National wants Corinne Griffith prices
for Billie and they should get it. More of a drawing
card, better looking and a better actress than Corinna
by the proverbial mile. (Central theatre, Selkirk,
Manitoba, Can.) Played on Christmas Ere, so can't
report on its drawing power. Personally thought it
a very thin plot, bolstered up by Billie Dove wearing
a lot of pretty clothes in some scenes and not bo
many in other scenes. Would only class it aa a
program picture. Not for family nights. (Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.)
ANGEL OF BROADWAY. P, Leatrlce Joy, Victor
Varconi, May Robson, Alice Lake, Elaie Bartlett, Ivan
Lebcdeff, Jane Keckley, Clarence Burton, 7. — November 2. Boys, if you wish to give your patron*
a real treat, something true to life, with a real moral,
that was directed as "we" would have directed it—
Thanks to Lois Weber — and with photography and
acting of the very best, give your friends "The Angel
of Broadway." Yes, it will leave that desired effect
and when your show is over, for once, unless I am
a fish, you will be somewhere near your doorway.
Just for once forget to crab about that bunk. "The
Box Office," and give your folks a real show. (Auditorium theatre, Glendale, Ore.) October 27. The
producers and reviewers think this sort of hokum if
bread to the small town element, because they force
a moral at the close of the picture. They are dead
wrong, this mixture of religion and night clubs ha*
no place on the screen and folks resent it even
though they might not be members of the church
or regular attendants. Keep religion off the screen,
that is what I say about it. This picture did not
please because of the mixture of night club life and
faking religion. (Regent theatre, Indianola. Miss.)
66%. November 6. Leatrice Joy does some nice work
as a Salvation lassie in disguise. It's not a big picture but good for average houses. (Argonne theatre,
Akron. Ind.) I can't rate this one very good : first,
the photography is too dark and then the story lacks
popular Interest. It drags terribly, lacks the eom^
thing that makes an audience picture. I was all
hopped up over it too. I had seen some good criticisms on it and I know after running it they were
all wet. Too bad — they had a real cast with Joy,
Varconi and the balance, usually we look for an outstanding picture with such names but it is i>oor audience entertainment. (Columbia theatre, Columbia
City, Ind.) December 5. Poor program picture here.
No comments. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.)
December 31. Leatrice Joy plays the part of a
Salvation lassie In disguise and does her part very
well. Somehow, it lacks heart appeal. Did not go
over with us very well on account of the star's deceiving part. (Community theatre, Redgranlte. WT«.)
ANNIE LAIRIE. MGM. LillUn GUh, Norman
Kerry, 9. — October 2-3. An excellent historical
drama. Plenty of action and no drasKT moments
for a picture as long as this one. Business good and
comments good. (Cresco theatre. Cresco, la.) 80%.
A good clean picture with fair drawing poirsr.
(Home theatre, Eddyville. la.) 20%. This Is a
very well produced picture with gxxxl cast and acting.
However, for a special at a special price. It's a mighty
bad bet. Absolutely no good for a second run. \VIU
please higher cln.-ss patronage. (Rialto theatre. Enoxville. Tenn.) This is a splendid historical drama.
Special praiiio Is duo Norman Korry and really all
are cxccptionnlly well cast. Should do well anywher«,
eKpccinlly this side of the lino, or in a Scotch or
English community. (Liberty theatre. Amheretbarc.
Ont., Canada.)
January
20-21.
This we coiMlder
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very good. If "The Scarlet Letter" went over for you
this should, although they are not alike as to story.
Acting and scenery wonderful with plenty of action.
Norman Kerry actually seemed to live the part and
just about stole the show from Miss Gish, although
she was fine in her part. (Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.)
October 19-20. Not a small town picture. It certainly was a frost for me. (Electric theatre, CJaldwell, Kan.) 30%. January 17-18. A very fine picture, but it failed to draw. Seemed to satisfy those
who saw it. (Empress theatre, Akron, la.) 15%.
January 11-12. Oh boy I they could put me in jail
for what I think tabout this but I had two patrons
tell me that they liked it. I would advise you to
show it on Sunday just for your own amusement
and then ship it back. (Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan.) This is a good picture, notwithstanding unfavorable comments of other exhibitors. It pulled
fairly well and gave satisfaction to a high class
audience. (Playhouse theatre, Fairhojje, Ala.)
January 11. Wonderful picture and good rating but
didn't draw as a special. (Rialto theatre, Franklin,
Neb.) February 6-7. Not what I would class as a
small town picture. Those who are familiar with
history will like it and if handled properly it will
show some good receipts at the box office, but the
average small town theatre-goer will not like it.
(Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.) February 1-2.
This did not do much for me, although it was a
good picture in my opinion. Some liked it and some
didn't. (Comique theatre, Camden, Me.) January
30-31. Beautifully produced and well acted picture
but fails miserably at the box office. (Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal.) 50%. December 19. In spite of the
fact that this picture is not going so big in the
first runs, the small towns should not be afraid of
it. It pulled very well on a bad stormy night and
it will please as I would not ask for a better picture
to come into my theatre. It carries the special stamp
all the way through and can be bought right. (Richmond theatre, Richmond, Vt.) 50%. November 6-7.
The picture is well produced and directed and has
many good features. Somehow it did not appeal to
the patrons. Second night proved it by light patronage. Not a good box office picture. (Temple
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.) Not for us. (Colonial
theatre, Moulton, la.) Good for its kind, but my
people do not like these old costume pictures. A
good many walked out on this one. (Dunlap theatre,
Hawarden, la.) Weak. Many walked out. (Capitol
theatre, Middletown, Conn.) October 3. (Jood picture, but not a big special. Ran this before Omaha
and wish now we had waited till after they ran it.
(Auditorium theatre, Nehawka, Neb.)
ARIZONA WILDCAT, Fox. Tom Mix, Dorothy
Sebastian, Ben Bard, Gordon Elliot, Monte Collins,
Jr., Cizzy Fitzgrerald, Doris Dawson, 5. — 50%. When
they fail to come and see Mix, then business is poor,
and that's what happened with this one. Picture O.
K. ; business rotten. (Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.)
My first one of Mix. This drew fair, and seemed to
please. Makes a good Saturday program. (Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Neb.) January 14. Pleased and
drew fairly well considering the very cold spell we
had. (Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.) 47%.
March 16-17. Lota of comedy, action and thrills in
this, and a polo game for variety. (Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich.) January 22. This picture is not like
his other pictures. It is not such a Western as are
his others.
(Opera House, Coal City, HI.)

B
BABY MINE, MGM, Karl Dane, Charlotte Greenwood, George K. Arthur, Louise Lorraine, 5. — 70%.
March 9-10. Just as clean as the average comedy
and a lot less liable to criticism than "Rookies." It
is really funny, too, some scenes in it simply caused
uproar. Do not be afraid to advertise it. (Colonial
theatre, Moulton, la.) 68%. February 26-27. Very
funny, pretty rich. Rough in spots, but Karl Dane
and Geo. K. Arthur's innocence put it over O. K.
(Gem theatre, Ryan, Okla.) How did this picture
ever pass the Board of Review? Worst we have had
for a long time Took it off the second night. Just
plain, unadvertised smut. Screen it before showing.
(Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.) Fairly funny
offering. About one-half the picture "Rookies" was.
The direction seemed to be at fault in the picture.
They resort to some rather off-color titles in the last
reel to get the required laughs. (Empress theatre,
Akron, la.) Fellow exhibitors, if you have this one
booked to run, for the love of the industry, screen
it first, and have your scissors handy in order to cut
out the smut. The Metro-Goldwyn corporation executives. Will Hays, and the National Board of Review
must have all been asleep when they let this by.
I was ashanaed to face some of our good customers,
so take heed and screen it — and I am no prude
either. (Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.) February
19-20. Just about the funniest comedy ever made.
There is only one criticism — too much dirt in it.
Some of the subtitles and scenes would almost shock
the manager of a brothel. Better screen it. You
may want to clip its wings. (Star theatre, Nashville,
Mich.)
February 2. Not much to it, but full of
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comedy all the way through. Kept the house roaring
all the time. (Auditorium theatre, Nehawka, Neb.)
43%. February 26-27. Some raved about it and
others disliked it. Got plenty of laughs by means
of "nasty" sub-titles. Not as good as "Rookies," but
better than most feature comedies. (Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.)
BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY, U, Renee Adorec,
Robert Frazer, Walter Long, Mitchell Lewis, James
Mason, Walter Ackerman, 6. — A Curwood story that
should have drawn extra business, but did not. May
have been the extreme warm weather. Picture is
okay for a Northern, but would not say it should
be classed as a special as Universal has it listed.
(Idle Hour theatre, Tama, la.) September 29-30.
By James Oliver Curwood. If your patrons like
Northern stuff, here it is and it will please them, too.
(Arvada theatre, Arvada, Col.) September 13-14.
A nice little Northern picture that will go over good.
(Palace theatre. Grand Ledge, Mich.) September
19-20. Another Curwood picture not as good as the
story. Just a, program picture. (Electric theatre,
Caldwell, Kan.) This Curwood has some wonderful
scenery, but the picture lacks punch and action. Will
please the Curwood fans. (Firemen's theatre. New
Hampton, la.) 44%. September 29-30. Bad weather
and roads prevented good attendance, but everyone
who saw it was well pleased. (Rialto theatre, Anita,
la.) October 23-24. Good North picture, well acted,
plenty of action. Patrons pleased. (Elite theatre,
Laurens, la.) 30%. November 25-26. A fine picture that pleased all who saw it. Don't be afraid
to boost it. Increased our mid-week business with it.
(Rex theatre, Montezuma, Ind.) 71%. November 19.
A good picture, though several thought it a bit
rough. (Town Hall theatre, Woodbury, Conn.)
December 3. Here's a good Curwood story, well told
and beautifully photographed. Good outdoor film.
(Mission theatre, Menard, Tex.) 30%. January 8-9.
A good picture, but it doesn't follow the story.
(Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.) A James Oliver
Curwood story, and a picture that should pack your
house. We played it Saturday to S. R. O. for one
hour and half of the time. Everyone pleased. (Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.) Just a Western sold as
a special, worth half program class only. (Capitol
theatre, Duncan, B. C, Canada.) 55%. February 28.
Good picture, but ends too sudden, leaves one guessing. Wonderful scenery. (Gem theatre, Ryan, Okla.)
40%. Very good program picture. But not a special ;
failed to draw for me. (Cozy theatre. Wagoner,
Okla.) January 18. A very good class of an outdoor production, but on account of bad weather did
not draw. At any rate it was not the fault of the
picture.
(Capitol theatre, Karachi, India.)
BANDIT'S SON, The. FBO, Bob Steele, Tom Linffham. Ha] Davis, Stanley Taylor. Ann Sheridan, Bobby
Mack. Barney Gilmore. 5. — 51%. February 25. A
good Western, played by a rising star. (Family theatre, Metamora, Mich.) 60%. February 11. Our
Western picture fans liked this one. Good story, good
plot. One of Bob Steele's best. (S. of N. theatre,
Ambrose, N. D.) March 2. Just an ordinary Western. Not as good as "The Mojave" story, good plot.
One of Bob Steele's best. (Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.) December 9-10. A pleasing Western.
Young Steele has a good screen presence and will hit
the mark if they give him some good stories. (Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.) 40%. A good Western with
a new star that is sure to prove popular. He brings
in the dash of youth and can ride as hard as the old
timers. Not as much action as the average Western.
(Palace theatre, Rockmart, Ga.) A very good Western with a good moral. Will ' please Western fans.
(Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala.) Good Western for
Saturdays. (Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.) November
26. Our first Steele, regret we were disappointed.
Too slow. Come on. Bob, pep up, give us some
two-gun stuff, and lots of hard riding. Don't pose
too much, they want action. (Palace theatre, Mt.
Pleasant, Tex.) 80%. October 29. Tom Mix better
look out or this boy will get ahead of him as he sure
has the action. My patrons sure smiled. When they
went out a lot of them asked me if there were going
to be any more of them and a lot said, more like
this big boy, then we will be back. (Community
theatre, Burk, S. D.) Fine show, good action. Well
received and larger hoiise second night. (Emmert
theatre, Alcester, S. D.
BEAU GESTE, Par, Ronald Colman. Neil Hamilton,
Ralph Forbes. Alice Joyce, Mary Brian, Noah Beery,
Norman Trevor, William Powell, George Rigas. Bernard Siegel, Victor McLaglen. Donald Stuart, Paul
McAllister, 10.^ — Can easily be rated as one of the
big ones of the year. A super in every sense of the
word. Will hold the interest from beginning until
the end. Business v?as far above the average. (K.
P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.) This is not the roadshow
you might imagine. Did a poor business. Everything in favor of show. (Strand theatre, Humboldt,
la.) November 28-29-30. For some unknown reason
this picture did not please the few customers I had
for it. Some went so far as to say the poorest
picture of the year. My opinion, which did not slide
any silver into the till, is that "Beau Geste" is a
wonderful production well acted by a good cast, with
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a strong story which it follows closely. Business
very disappointing. (Academy theatre, Nunda, N.
Y.) November 25-26. Although Colman and Hamilton do wonderful work, Ralph Forbes was really the
hero. The scenes are wonderful and the direction
is good. Alice Joyce and Mary Brian are good as the
heroines and Norman Trevor does good work. (Althea
theatre, Dunseith, N. D.) 62%. October 5-6. This
may be the great special they claim it to be, but
my box office didn't say so. It took an awful flop the
second night and didn't draw very strong the first.
(Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.) September 28-29. A
wonderful picture. Immensely enjoyed by a few, but
absolutely not a small town money getter. If I had
it to do over again would run only one show each
night and get in all that were coming before I
would start. If they get in late they don't understand
the picture. (Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.) 60%.
Good picture but business did not hold up for four
days. (Capitol theatre, Middletown, Conn.) Very
good production, but they didn't come to see it.
Flofpped. (Arvada theatre, Arvada, Col.) 40%. November 11. Excellent production. However, did not
mean anything to only those who have read of the
French Foreign Legion, therefore the title did not
mean anything as for drawing power. Those who
saw, and were interested did see, were pleased wonderfully well. (Strand theatre, Bridgewater, S. D.)
September 11-12. This is a good picture, but did not
draw and it did not seem to please. Not good for
small towns. (Scenic theatre, Tyler, Minn.) 28%.
December 11-12. Big show and big price, but no
business. Why ? Too small town and when they
saw 25 and 50 on the sign Oh I how they turned
up their eyes. Well, my regulars did not come, and
the others whom we call the highbrows thought we
just were holding them up because of them not coming regularly, but the picture is good only it does
not draw out here in the Western part. (Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.) Fine, wonderful picture.
Liked by most everyone who saw it. One of the
best we ever played at 35e. (Rialto theatre, Franklin,
Neb.) January 4-5. Really believe this picture ie
deserving of the gold medal, from a production standpoint and for me. Was wonderful entertainment
with no drawing power, possibly due to the title. It
cost me a $40 loss to play this picture, but it's a
wonderful picture nevertheless. (Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.) 80%. A good picture, but had to raise
the price and people have not the money, so this ie
the cause for the percentage. (Pastime theatre.
Homer, 111.) Very good picture, but most too heavy
for my patrons to understand until they had time to
figure the meaning of the picture. Well acted and
a wonderful play. (Community theatre, Ellston, la.)
98%. December 15. It is a pleasure to meet the
imtrons after this show. Good entertainment. Good
drawing power. (Community theatre, Watertown,
Conn.) 75%. January 29-30. This is a very fine
picture. (A real special.) Gave satisfaction to all.
(iSilver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) Jaitnary
3-4. Very good picture, but most too heavy for my
patrons to understand until they had time to figure
the picture out. Well acted and a wonderful production. (Community theatre; Ellston, la.) Great
picture to very good business. (Postville theatre.
Poetville, la.) 85%. December 5-7. If this is a
roadshow so was the "Sheik" and then some. Good
picture, but not worth the price. (Central theatre,
Selkirk. Manitoba, Canada.) 60%. January 3-4.
Very good picture and pleased. Did not draw. Not
so good for small towns for drawing power. Pleased
all who came. (Lyric theatre, Morrison, 111.) 30%.
November 4-5. Not a small town picture. A beautiful picture but oh they soak you a beautiful price.
It may be the gold medal picture of 1927 but I got
the leather medal for running it. (Lincoln theatre.
Bunker Hill, 111.) 70%. November 25-26. A wonderful production, but did not draw for me. Personally
thought it one of the greatest pictures I've ever had
the pleasure of seeing. I guess they do not appreciate
good pictures here. Very favorable comments by
those who saw it. (Grand theatre. Story City, la,)
November 4-5. Very good picture but did not draw
many people on account of scarlet fever. Those who
did come seemed to like it. (Oneida theatre. Blue
River, Wis.) Good picture, but don't see how they
ever got by to roadshow this, and people fell for it.
Not worth more than good program picture. (Karlen
theatre, Monticello, Wis.) 59%. November 24-25.
Seeing so many adverse criticisims on the amount of
business done in small towns, I bad decided this was
not for me. However, I did a record business, even
the second night, considering the fact that I had as
opposition the first street carnival I have had in
seven years. It surprised me the way my country
patrons liked the picture. (Rex theatre. Eagle Lake,
Tex.) 60%. We ran "Beau Geste" after it had roadshowed and then played first run a week. Did good
business but rental was too high to make anything.
(Rialto theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.) 66%. February 3-4.
This
rightlyThe
deserves
"Photoplay
Magazine's"
medal picture
of honor.
story is
a little too
deep for
some of my patrons, but should please almost 100
per cent. (Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.)
26%. January 2-3-4. A good picture that failed to
get any business.
Not a small town
attraction.
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CAN YOU AFFORD TO DELAT LONGER?
(Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.) This picture is very
good. Something different. Men will like it much
better than women, because of the adventure. One
of the better pictures. Play it. (Cozy theatre, Union,
Ore.)
BEAU SABREUR, Par, Gary Cooper, Evelyn Brent,
Noah Beery, William Powell, Roscoe Karns, Mitchell
Lewis, Raoal Paoli, Joan Standing, 7. — 50%. March
11-12. Thifi is a good picture, but no camparieon to
"Beau (3este." Cast fine, gave about a 50-50 satisfaction. First night business good, second night a
terrible flop. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.) This is a great picture. Not a "Beau Geste"
but unsung and unheralded, it will please as many
people. It will stand a raice in admission and will
please everyone. (Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.)
January 12-13. Business way off on this picture.
Personally do not believe it can be compared with
"Beau Geste" from entertainment standpoint. (K. P.
theatre, Pitfcsfield, III.) A special that turned out
to be a flop for me. Price too high and not as good
as "Beau Geste." (Atlantic and Strand theatre,
Atlantic, la.) They killed them all but one in "Beau
Geste" and had little or nothing left for a cast. The
biggest joke for a special put out thie season, took
an awful licking at the box office. (Strand theatre,
Robinson, III.) February 1-2. Will go over in the
small town much better than "Beau Geste." It's not
eo gruesome, the action is much more diversified,
and there is the right amount of comedy relief.
(Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.) 72%-52%. January
9-10-11 and February 13-14-15. These two pictures
("Beau Geste" and "Beau Sabreur") are so much
alike, one being the answer to the other, they may be
taken together. As box office values it is needless to
add to the comments which have been made by others.
They are too high priced for small places. But as
productions they have high spectacular value. The
acting in "Beau Geste" is splendid and the cast is
well balanced. This is more than can be said for
"Beau Sabreur" in which the leading stars are awkward and out of place. It almost appears that Pnramoun/t is intending to manufacture stars as well
as productions. (Illinois theatre. Metropolis, III.)
February 3-4. Not as good as "Beau Gcwte" nlthough
a good picture. Just fair at the box office. (CryKtal
theatre, Wayne, Neb.)
BECKY, MBM, Sally O'Ncil, Owen Moore, Harry
Crocker, CU>rtrudo Olmstcad, Mack Swain, Claude
King, 6. — February 15-16. Light comedy drama that
pleased fairly well.
(Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.)
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What I saw of it looked okay and had a very nice
one day business. However, played it with "Amateurs" BO can't judge as to its draw. Audience
seemed to enjoy it. (Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.)
75%. November 20-21. A fairly good program picture. The fact that the story ran in the Peoria
Evening Star helped to create a little interest and
helped a little at the box office. (Paramount theatre,
Wyoming, III.) November 19. No good, just pictures,
acting good but rather vulgar. Parts funny, but
think they cut some of the picture out. As it is now
there is nothing to it. (Auditorium theatre, Nehawka,
Neb.) 27%. November 21-22. Good. Sally O'Neil
is certainly a good actress. (Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, III.) 40%, December 1. Sally was just aa
entertaining as usual. Pleased about 75 per cent.
(Richmond theatre, Richmond, Vt.) A fair picture.
No kicks on this one. Will please the most of
them. (Liberty theatre, Delavan, III.) Not as big as
the price asked for it. Just fair. (Temple theatre,
Viroqua, Wis.) Better show than we expected after
reading "Service Talks" on it. (Colonial theatre,
Moulton, la.) February 5-6. Drew good business
and pleased majority. (Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis.) 27%. November 21-22. A modern comedydrama that is very entertaining, yet failed to draw
any business. Sally O'Neil always good. (Tivoli
theatre, Knoxville,
III.)
BEN HUR, MGM, Ramon Novarro, Francis X.
Bushman, May McAvoy, Betty Bronson, Claire McDowell, Kathleen Key, Carmel Myers, Nigel de
Brulier, Mitchell Lewis, Lee White, Frank Carrier,
Charles Belcher, Dale Fuller. Winter Hall, 12.-100%.
October 24-25-26-27. The fairest jewel In motion picture achievement. Gave splendid satisfaction. All
reccords broken on attendance and receipts. (Star
theatre. Stanley, Wis.) lOO'/o, In four nights (two
each) those productions ("Ben Hur" and "The Big
Parade") did almost twice the gross business this
theatre did during the entire month of October Inst
yoar. They both more than doubled the receipts on
any picture heretofore shown here. In a town of
2,245 inhabitans, 1,225 people paid admission to "The
Big Parade" and 1,371 to "Ben Hur." About onothird of the audiences were strangers to my theatre.
Three said it was the first time they had ever attended a "movie" theatre. Many were seeing the
pictures the second, third and oven the fourth times.
I am healthy and middle aged, but I don't expect
to live long enough to see thoso records broken hero.
(Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.)
100%.
A big one.

and a good one. Best produced to date.H-WDrew and
pleased. (Arvada theatre, Arvada, Col.) 95%. ITii*
subject is all that is claimed for it. In our estimation the greatest of all the roadshow calibre productions in the past few years. Dollar and prestige
return. (Lyon theatre. Rock Rapids. la.) 100%.
October 2-5 and 25-26. Broke every house and town
record. (Capitol theatre, Middletown. Conn.) TTie
last word in pictures, magnificence and drawing
power. They came for miles to see this one. It
beat all records in the history of our theatre. (Elmac
theatre. Maple Rapids, Mich.) October 19-29-21-22.
Wonderful production. Came out a little ahead on
this, but still maintain Metro's selling arrangement
to the small situation on the two big ones is all wet.
(Ehnpress theatre, Akron, la.) October 14-15-16. Extra STOod. Had big crowds all three nights. Lota of
compliments on it. Ran "The Big Parade" and
"Ben Hur" right after Omaha's run using their axlvertising to help us. Our contract with M-G-M w«»
very very satisfactory on these two. Made money on
both. (.■Xuditorium theatre, Nehawka. Neb.) 95%.
September 20-21-22-23. Superlatives are unnecessary
as this is distinctly in a class by itself and one of
the few heralded roadshows that do box office business. (Ro>-al theatre, Le Mars, la.) lOO^i- Novonber 29-30-Decembcr 1-2. Best picture we have
ever played. Capacity business four days. Did not
make as much as some other specials due to the unreasonable split asked by M-G-M. (Princess theatre,
Chilton, Wis.) 85",^. December .1-6-7. This picture
played to approximately 15 per cent of my population in its three day run and expected a little better
|H>rcentage than that but I bought it figuring on about
that attendance so I didn't lose any money on it.
It's a picture every theatre should run. (Prineoee
theatre. Buchanan, Mich.) November SO-Dcccmbcr 12-3. They came in to hear my new pipe organ, bat
most of them stayed to see the picture. Serlouely,
it's what the fillum hounds call a vunnaful p'duction,
badly marrixl by tlic ghastly and unnoctwsary cruelty
of the chariot race, where they killed and mangled
several horses just to get a thrill. It made a one
day record and a record run. but not an att«i>dance record. Four da}-s is too long, and 35 and SO
cents is much too much for a small town clientela.
(Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.) Another srvat on*
broko my houM records, and ma<le aoma moocr but
Metro got the big end as usual. (Diamond thealra.
Lake Odi<«sn, Mich.) NoTember I4-IS-1C-I7. You juat
tell the tHv>plo you are playini; "Ben Hur" and
they'll do the rest.
Without a queition the gr— 1«.
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]>ictare released to date. (Electric theatre, Caldwell,
Ean.) One of the best pictures I have ever run. A
masterpiece. Should be shown in every theatre in
the world. It will bring in a good many i)eople
that are not regular showgoers. I lost money on
the picture, but that was no fault of the picture. I
paid more than my town could stand. (Opera House,
Raymond, Minn.) This is the greatest picture of all
times. You will get people in on this that never
came before. Even if you don't make a dime run it,
and stand in the back when they come out, and
you will be shaking more hands than your best
preacher ever did. (Hippodrome theatre, Crestline,
O.) In a class by itself. A most wonderful picture.
Broke attendance records. Seventy-five cents admission. (Shastona theatre. Mount Shasta, Cal.) Excellent. The biggest, the cleanest, the best and most
wonderful picture made, bar none. I have been an
exhibitor for the last 12 years and I can truthfully
say this is the greatest of all pictures. (Strand theatre, Griswold, la.) The best yet in the way of
screen entertainment. Bad weather — result, poor
business. Nevertheless the picture is all there. Should
be seen by every man, woman and child in every
community. (Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb.) We will
only add to the praise of the other exhibitors and say
that it is the most wonderful picture of its kind ever
produced. Don't ever expect to see anything that
will excel it. We did about 60 per cent more business on this than we did on "The Big Parade" and
made little money for ourselves. (Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.) February 8-9. This marvelous spectacle
in a class by itself. Great pictures of this type one
of the greatest boosters of the motion picture industry. Although it had been shown in a half dozen
houses in the vicinity, people came from as far as
thirty miles. (Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.) February
9-10-11. Our patrons said this was the biggest and
best picture ever shown here. No complaints and
people came that never had been seen in the place
before. The only complaint is that too much rental
is asked from towns of this size. (Opera House,
Paw Paw, 111.) 100%. January 9-10-11-12. Ten hundred forty-six people, counting the kids, saw this
picture out of a ten hundred seventy-eight popular
tion. Think this tells its own story. (Sun theatre,
Sargent, Neb.) Super Fine, a little better than "The
Big Parade" so my box ofRce and patrons say, but I
don't believe it ; for me they do not make them better than "The Big Parade." (Washington theatre,
Atoka, Okla.) November 28. Great picture, but
bought too high and didn't make anything. (Rialto
theatre, Franklin, Neb.) 100%. January 25-26. The
best of all pictures. Played percentage and made
money. (Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala.) Broke the
record in box office receipts, comments to the good
and helped the prestige of the show. (Palace theatre, Merkel, Tex.) A better drawing card than "The
Big Parade." (Crystal theatre, Watseka, 111.) Played
it on percentage and made a few dollars. A great
picture. (Electric theatre, Brovsming, Mo.) October
3-4-5. Greatest achievement of the screen to our
notion. "Big Parade" not to be classed with it.
(Mission theatre, Menard, Tex.) 100%. November
21-22-23-24. A wonderful production in every way,
wonderful settings, action and acting. We had a
visitor from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for the entire run
and their share of the split didn't pay his expenses
by Quite a little. Why couldn't I have that? However, I think that every showman should run this
picture because it will build your business if you
don't make a dime. (Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.)
Is much better picture than "The Big Parade." I
did more business and not as good dates. (Pastime
theatre, Rittman, O.) October 15-16-17. Better than
"The Big Parade." Greatest picture ever shown on
screen. Made good money on this one and gave my
patrons more than expected. (Elite theatre, Laurens,
la.) Big picture. Did a record business and did not
hear one kick. (Royal theatre, Frankfort, Ean.)
100%. January 5-6. No better entertainment made
than this. It is a revelation indeed. (Lyric theatre,
Rhome, Tex.) 100%. January 25-26-27. A great
production that will please all. This picture has more
pull in the small town than "Big Parade," although
personally I liked "The Big Parade" better. Should
make every exhibitor some money. (Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.) 80%. November 18-19. I
think the finest picture on the screen up to the present time. If you haven't played it do so if you
don't make a dollar. Metro charges the little town
too much for this one and "The Big Parade."
(Lincoln theatre, Bunker Hill, 111.) If you can't
make some money on this one you had better close
your play house. (Crystal theatre, Peru, Neb.) 75%.
October 5-6-7-8. A wonderful production and a good
drawing card but the manner in which this and
"The Big Parade" are sold proves too much of a
handicap for a small town. (American theatre,
Wautoma, Wis.) 100%. March 14-15. Just simply
great. 100 per cent picture. (Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.) 100%. January 16-17-18. "This
picture is the biggest and best picture that has ever
played in this town," as my patrons said. And believe me it has the drawing power, too.
However,

the rental is a little high on this picture, but we
made a little money at that. (Le Comte theatre,
Sevierville, Tenn.)
BEWARE OF WIDOWS, V, Laura LaPlante, Bryant Washburn, 6. — 85%. September 25-26. This show
will go over good any place as it is a clean laughable comedy. (Scenic theatre, Holstein, la.) 41%.
September 23. Very good comedy. Pleased generally. (Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.) 50%. October
12. This is an extra good program picture. (Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) A light farce that
pleased fairly well. Not as big as Universal clatma
it to be. (Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D.) December 6. Any picture that has Otis Harlan in it is
not a total loss and this is no exception. A light
frothy comedy drama that will not give you a headache trying to dope it out, and neither will it leave
you with a bad taste in your mouth. In other words
it's a pretty fair little picture. (Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.) 10%. December 14. Fair program entertainment and where they like Laura real well,
should do good business. (Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D.) It is a fairly good comedy, pretty much
slapstick but it gets the laughs. (Royal theatre,
Frankfort, Kan.) December 25. Like all Miss La
Plante's pictures, this was 100 per cent entertainment. Personally, we do not think it is quite as
good as "Her Big Night," but we want to tell you
that it is good and should be played by all exhibitors.
(Columbia theatre, Morganza, La.) This title hit me
in the eye but when it came time to put it over I
got cold feet. I'm a bachelor and this is a small
town. Laura is sure clever and Bryant Washburn
ideal support. Business fair. (Princess theatre, Seaforth, Ont., Can.) January 25-26. First three reels
are pretty good but it certainly gets terrible after
that, too silly for words. (Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.) 23%. December 11-12. Just fair.
(Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.) January 2-3. A
very clever little picture that seemed to please more
than usual. (Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.)
60%. November 1. Dandy little comedy drama
which failed to draw very good for some unknown
reason.
(Rex theatre, Joplin, Mo.)
BIG CITY, THE, MGM, Lon Chaney, Marceline
Day, James Murray, Betty Compson, Mathew Betz.
John George, Virginia Pearson, Walter Percival, 7. —
March 3-4. Lon Chaney at his best. In our estimation, Chaney is the most wonderful character actor
in the business and this shows him at his best, also
entire cast do very well. But it is an unpleasant
theme. One crook stealing from another isn't the
kind of stuff we like to show our youngsters as entertainment for
;
adults who appreciate acting, it's
wonderful. We absolutely cannot put Chaney over
in our town. (Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.) A crook
drama that holds the interest to the finish with a plot
on the order of the "Miracle Man." Would rate
this above the average program picture. (Cozy theatre, Medford, Wis.)
BIG PARADE, THE, MGM, John GUbert, Renee
Adoree, Karl Dane, Tom O'Brien, 12. — 90%. October
11-12-13-14. Needless to say this is wonderful. Fact
is, I feel it better from a great many angles than
"Ben Hur." The people were unanimous in their vote,
yes. (Royal theatre, Le Mars, la.) 65%. October
10-11-12-13. Personally, I enjoyed this and could
overlook the mistakes, but my patrons were divided
on the picture. Some people will tell you it was
wonderful, others that it was not so good. Ex-service men will pan the battle scenes because of the
glaring mistakes. I advertised this whole county and
did not take in the guaranteed split figure. Buy it,
but be careful. (Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.)
65%. ondO.timeK.in Good
business
considering
sectown.
(Capitol
theatre, picture's
Middletown,
Conn.) A splendid picture. Would not recommend
paying for It on basis of Metro's "formula." It
would be an impossible undertaking in eofar as making money. (Amuse-U theatre, Monticello, Ark.)
September 30-October 1-2. Very good picture. Had
good crowd if we did have one rainy night. I don't
see why John Gilbert can't keep on playing in good
pictures like this. (Auditorium theatre, Nehawka,
Neb.) 95%. December 29-30. A splendid picture,
worthy of being shown in any theatre. (Lyric theatre, Rhome, Tex.) February 15-16. FVom an entertaining as well as from a production standpoint I
can only emphasize the fact that all that has been
said about this picture was true. (Community theatre. Red Granite, Wis.) Wonderful, wonderful picture. King Vidor directs a masterpiece. I saw it
four times and enjoyed it more every time. Business good. Comments fine. Percentage denied me a
just profit. (Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.) December 14-15-16. This is a good picture but it is too
long and high priced for a small town. Didn't make
anything on account of having to pay so much for It.
(Theatorium theatre, Emienton, Pa.) Great picture.
Will make small exhibitor money if he can buy it
right. Comedy keeps the audience in an uproar all
the time. (Pastime theatre, Rittman, O.) September 15-16-17. Big picture. Play it. Broke all house
records to date.
(Elite theatre, Laurens, la.)
Good
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war picture with wonderful stars. Good box office
attraction but "Ben Hur" beats it. (Arvada theatre,
Arvada, Col.) Big and good but overestimated by
Metro. Worth about half that much Metro is asking.
(Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.) Played four days and
made expenses. Picture does not merit the price
asked. Expected a lot of comments and praise, but
did not receive a single one. (Liberty theatre, Dayton, Wash.) One of the big pictures and an extra
good one. It cost you most of your box office receipts to play it, but you can't afford to miss it.
(Crystal theatre, Peru, Neb.) September 12-16. You
all know the picture and what it will . do, so if you
haven't played it yet arrange for special music and
score as it is big help. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth,
O.) September 7-8-9-10. A very fine production. It
did a flop for me. Think the basis Metro has figured
out for the sale of the two big productions is all wet
for smaller situations. (ESmprees theatre, Akron, la.)
This giant superspecial that is known throughout the
land, caused a ferocious rent in our bank account,
for rental requirements, but only temijorarily. We
played it four nights early in October and it brought
in more profit than any picture we have previously
run. (B. B. theatre, Ashland, Neb.) 75%. December
27-28-29. A wonderful picture with superb acting by
Gilbert, Dane and Adoree. Drew a fairly good crowd
in very cold weather. Play it by all means. (Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.) Very good but worth
about half of "Ben Hur" prices. Too many war pictures took the edge off its drawing power. (Postville theatre, Postville, la.) The greatest picture ever
made. Everyone pleased. Price high but play it, you
will not lose. (Liberty theatre, Delavan, 111.)
November 14-15-16-17. This picture with orchestra
and effects will go over big. Without, it's a big
gamble. I'm afraid it's overly advertised from an
exchange viewpoint. We have all seen the same
thing in other pictures, and the war shots are practically the same that were in "Flashes of Action."
I lost money on it. The only way to play is 50-50
on the first dollar. (Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb.)
March 4-5-6-7. Bought right and made some money.
(Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich.) One of the
best war pictures I have ever run, although war pictures do not pull for me. Rating 100 per cent.
(Opera House, Raymond, Minn.) November 6-7-8-9.
A great picture. Would have made some money on
this if Metro-Goldwyn hadn't wanted it all. (Diamond
theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.) Played three nights.
A wonderful picture, but we lost money. Paid too
much for a small town. (Opera House, Paw Paw,
111.) November 11-14. The greatest war picture ever
made. It's too bad that we couldn't all of us have
seen "The Big Parade" before we were all fed up on
would-be, and try-to-be war pictures like we have
-been the last couple of years. It would have made
a greater impression on the public than it did. We
did not do much on it although the weather gave us
a terrible licking. We played it on a percentage and
the Metro checker took back the magnificent sum
of $8.50 for their share of the split. We are glad
we played it though, only wish more of our people
could have seen it. (Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.)
January 18-19-20-21. This is a great war picture all
right, but it barely made expenses here. Played it
four nights, and could have got them all in in one
night. Many favorable comments. (Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich.) January 16-17. It must have been
a big picture, as I booked it for two successive nights
without realizing how fast the time passed. I forgot
time when looking at this feature. It is a big picture,
but not the biggest ever made in my opinion. Appeal
one hundred per cent. (Green Lantern theatre, Claymont, Del.) Best war picture I have ever run. They
ask a mighty big price but are getting right now
and if you can get it right you can make the dough
on the same, your patrons will come to see it.
(Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.) January 4-5.
Good picture that pleased everyone. Made money for
me. (Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala.) October 24. I
was one of the first in this part of the country to
buy "The Big Parade" and "Ben Hur" with promise
of the first fe run them. Paid Metro's price and
then was last to run. (Rialto theatre, Franklin,
Neb.) Nothing from me need be said in regard to
those two gems ("Big Parade" and "Ben Hur") as
their praises have been sung so long and loud that
I need not emphasize the fact that all that has
been said was true. (Liberty theatre, Harrisvdlle,
Mich.) Went over fairly well. Some liked it and
others did not. It's a good show. (Royal theatre,
Frankfort, Kan.) January 18-19. Owing to bad
weather, the fact that every other town in the
vicinity had already shown it, and that people here
can't afford to pay a 50 cent admission, this masterpiece of the cinema art drew only a fair business.
(Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.) 75%. November
22-23-24. About the best picture of this type ever
produced. We have to pay too much for pictures of
this type and the result is the company carries away
the biggest end of the profit. If we could have
played this picture about the same time that it
played in other towns around here we could have
increased our business at least 50 per cent.
(Para-
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-moant theatre, Wyoming, 111.) Everything they claim
It to be. Too big to make any money for small
town exhibitors. (Jewel theatre, Texas City, Tex.)
90%. October 21-22. One of the big ones. Good
attendance. I really think patrons are tiring of war
pictures, but this is about the best to date. (Lincoln
theatre. Bunker Hill, 111.) Excellent. Pleased all.
><Good drawing power. Play it by all means. (Lyric
theatre, Morrison, 111.) Big in everything but the
.proiits. Had a big crowd, took in big money, had big
praise, did big advertising and gave Metro-Goldwyn
'big money. (Grande theatre. Port Allegany, Pa.)
Very good. The greatest of all the war pictures.
Having been over there about two years I could appre<siat« Renee Adoree as the French girl we all knew.
Her i>ortraying of this part is the greatest big of
individual acting I have ever seen. Metro not fair
■on the price of this one and "Ben Hur" for small
towns. (Club House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.) November 8-9-10-11. A good picture but not near as big
■a, special as Metro tries to make you believe. Their
price is too high. By the time I paid for the picture,
advertising and my overhead I had very little left.
-<Strand theatre, Griswold, la.)
BITTER APPLES, W, Monte Blue, Myma Loy, 5.
^30%. December 1-2. Monte Blue at one time was
a big drawing card for me but I am afraid those
-days are gone forever. Each release this past year
has registered a decided decrease, and this one didn't
lielp you any that's sure. (Princess theatre,
Buchanan, Mich.) 20%. January 4. -Satisfied about
60%. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.)
20%. Played on Sunday and Monday. Pretty bad
■weather and did not do much. (Sunset theatre,
Dallas, Tex.)
BLACKJACK, Fox, Buck Jones, 6.-33%. January
27-28. Good Western comedy. (Pastime theatre,
Mason, Mich.) One of Buck's best ones. His pictures
seem to please. (Columbia theatre, Athens, O.)
«5%. December 22-23. Pulled them in although it
■was week before Xmas. Good Western, pleased all.
(Crystal theatre, Oakroan, Ala.) Just another Jones
picture. I did not think it as good as some that he
has made in the past, though the story is a little
different than most of the Westerns. (Elite theatre,
■Greenleaf, Kan.) January 23. Fair Western but did
not draw. (Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.) A
good Western. We consider it better than "Chain
Lightning." (State theatre, Springfield, Minn.)
<3ood.
(Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.)
BLOOD SHIP, The, Col. Hobart Bosworth,
Jacqueline Logan, Richard Arlen, Walter James, Fred
Kohler, James Bradbury, Sr., Arthur Rankin, Syd
Crossley, 7. — 50%. March 7. Played this one as a
special but it failed to bring them in. Peofple got
the impression that it would be weird and gruesome,
from the title, I suppose. A good clean picture with
very few captions. It's worth pushing hard. (Family
theatre, Metamora, Mich.) Here is the daddy of all
sea melodramas, and, boy, how they applauded this
picture. (Legion theatre, Marshalltown, la.) None
but Bosworth could portray such a role as the lead
in this subject. A remarkable picture in many respects and sold at a price far below that charged
for a certain other sea story which has proven such
a sad story at many a box office. (Riviera theatre,
Anderson, Ind.) 22%. December 6. Rather gruesome for the ladies, o. k. for men. (Gem theatre,
<3reenriver, Utah.) 40%. November 3-4. By all
means this is the best sea story I have ever shown,
but for me It lacked the draw. Whether it was the
title or not I don't know, but I lost money on it.
In entertainment value it is better than program but
not in drawing power. (Princess theatre, Buchanan,
Mich.) A box office record breaker. Drew the biggest
crowd in years. Any exhibitor should be able to
■clean up with it. (Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S.,
■Canada.)
BLOOD WILL TELL, Fox, Buck Jones, Kathryn
Perry, Lawford Davidson, Bob Kortman, Harry
■Gripp, Austin Jewell, 5. — 50%. Jones and Eagle
register strong in this one, though business is only
60 per cent of usual. (Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.)
February 5. A good Western picture. (Opera House,
•Coal City, III.)
BODY AND SOUL, MGM, Ailccn Pringle, Norman
Kerry, Lionel Barrymoro, T. Roy Barnes, 6. —
November 20-21. Once again Pete Harrison Is
■wrong. "Body and Soul" is not a big picture but
it is good. He saya that it lacks comedy. Does a
picture have to bo filled with comedy to be good 7
It la heavy acting and there arc a couple of gruesome scenes in it, but when our patrons came out
they praised and I didn't blame them. (Star theatre,
Nashville, Mich.) 18%. February 13-14. Not what
I would call a small town picture. Did not draw very
■well and is mighty slow. (Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.) February 21. A melodrama that Is
above the average ; acting of Lionel Barrymore, e8i>edally fine. Suitable for any theatre. (Green Lantern
theatre, Claymont, Ded.) 60%. A strong play with
«xtra good acting in an uncommon story which
«atisfled. (Bonzo theatre, Eddyvillc, la.) Too slow
moYlng.
Audiences grow restless and many left bo-
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fore the picture ended. (Riviera theatre, Anderson,
Ind.) October 19-20. This one failed to get over
with the few that saw it. (Cresco theatre, Cresco,
la.) Personally I thought it as good a show as I
had ever seen. Pleased the majority of my people.
(Grand theatre, Dassel, Minn.) A pretty fair offering. Theme not pleasant. Did not draw. (Temple
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.) November 8. Awful. Many
poor comments. Weak, foreign story. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.) January 2-3. Not a good small
town picture. Not what we want at all. (Reel Joy
theatre. King City, Cal.) February 1-2. It sure
hurts when they stick it in like these. Some said
the picture was pretty fair but it doesn't get any
money at the box office. Lay off or play it one day.
(Strand theatre, Wadsworth, O.)
BORDER BLACKBIRDS. P, Leo Maloncy, Eugenia
Gilbert, Nelson McDowell, Joseph Rickson, Bad
Osborne, 5.^0%. February 18. A good Western.
Much better than the ordinary cheap Western. Had
poor business due to very cold weather. (Ingram's
theatre, Ashland, Ala.) 50%. This is a splendid
Western type picture. Seems Maloney is putting
more money in his pictures and they look high class.
This is extra good, if you are looking for something
better than a cheap Western, get Maloney. (Palace
theatre, Rockmart, Ga.) 75%. March 3. This is
above the average Western. (LcConte theatre, Sevierville, Tenn.)
BOY RIDER, The, FBO. Buzz Barton. Lorraine
Eason, Sam Nelson, David Dunbar, Frank Hice, William Runo, 5. — 85%. February 27. Buzz sure made
a hit with the kids for his first nppearnnce. Ho Is
good and if properly advertised will draw. (Salina
theatre, Salina, Okla.) 73%. October 28-29. Nice
Western. Ran as part of double feature program.
They liked it. (Strand theatre. Paoli, Ind.) 80%.
November 18. Very good Western and new star mads
a hit. Good story and supporting cast. (OiK>rn
House, Salisbury, Md.) 70%. December 17. This
was the first picture shown nt our thcatro from
this star and it pleased nil who s.nw it both young
and old. (S. of N. theatre. Ambros.\ N. D.) Didn't
make rxpcnsga
but no fault of the picture.
Wb< ■
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good show but just simply didn't draw.
Don't know
why.
(Dillsboro theatre, Dillsboro, Ind.)
BRANDED SOMBRERO, The, Fox, Buck Jones, LeUs
Hyams, Jack Baston, Leo Kelly, Francis Ford, Josephine Borio, Stanton Heck, 5. — "5°'o- February 7-8.
As I have not played very many of Jones' pictures
will say Jones is a good bet for the small town
exhibitors. If his pictures are as good as the ones
that I have played I think he is a better bet than
Tom Mix. (Elite theatre. .'Vrlington. S. D.) 22%.
March 3. Rather weak for Jones. (Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.)
BREAKFAST AT SUNRISE, FN. Conatanre Talmadge, Alice White, Bryant Washburn, Paulrtte
Duval, Marie Dressier, Don Alvarado, Burr Mrintoiih,
Albert Gran, 6. — January 23-2S. Very somI prosram
picture,
but not a (Cozy
big special,
but pleased
about Okla.)
T.'i',.
Fair business.
theatre.
Wagoner.
Brother, you ought to be shot at sunrise if you
play this baby. It might be funny and entertaining'
to the frogs across the pond, but for a typical
American audience it's a crime to shove this kind
of a picture down their throats and make them like it.
Constance, make one picture a year instead of two
and put some pep in it, (Lyric theatre. Atkinson.
Neb.) 50%. March 5-6. As good as most, from this
star. But she has lo.-;t her following for mc. I
cannot see her as a box office bet, (Opera Houasw
Emporium. Pa.) "Beau Geste" was worthy of Um
gold medal for being the best picture in 1927. then
this one should bo awarded the leather madal for
being the punkeit one. both as to drawing power and
entertainment value. (Sun theotre. Kansas Citj-. Mo.)
Quite a pretentious offering from stamipoint of dress*
ing up such as 8«ts, etc. But it takes more than ssts
to make a picture that has general appeal, and this
does not have anything to appeal. It may b* attraetivo to the so-called flapper, but I did not hava
enough flappers to m.iko a good crowd. (Coiy theatre.
Winchester.
Ind.)
BULLDOG PLl'CK. KBO. Dob Cuslrr. 5.— Sfplrmb*r 3. A good Wentcrn picture that plpai«<d. (Palac*
theatre. Grand Lpdc«. llirh.) December S. An avsrBge Cufltor
for Saturday
night.
(Trags
thcalrv.
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Neillsville, Wis.) 40%. January 6-7. A real good
Western and pleased my patrons. Cueter is a very
popular star here. Played two nights and made some
of the long green. (Cozy theatre. Lament, Okla.)
The Western whirlwind at his fighting best. Give
Khattar's enough Custers and we'll play them once
a week. (Khattar's theatre, Sydney, Nova Scotia,
Can.) 30%. This is a fair Western of the cheaper
type. If Bob would only spend the money to make
first-class Westerns he could be among the first rate
stars. His acting always good but cheapness of production spoile everything. (Rialto theatre, Knoxville,
Tenn.) Bob should stick to the horse and quit trying
to be a gambler. He looks good but picture very
poor.
(Salina theatre, Salina, Okla.)
BURNING DAYLIGHT, FN, Milton Sills, Doris
Kenyon, Arthur Stone, Big Boy Williams, Lawford
Davidson, Jane Winton, Stuart Holmes, 7. — 70%.
March 11. Good Milton Sills picture. Men like this
one, a little hard for the ladies. (Mermac theatre.
West Bend, Wis.) 50%. March 16. A dandy story
of the far North, then back to the States, with good
comedy and action. It pleased for me. (Adair
theatre, Adair, la.) The best that Sills has made in
many moons. More like this and he may be able
to stage a comeback.
(K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, III.)
BUSH LEAGUER, The, W. Monte Blue, Clyde
Cook, Leila Hyams, William Demarest, Richard
Tucker, Bud Marshall, Tom Dempscy, Wilfred North,
William Wilson, Violet Palmer, Rodney Hildebrand,
6. — 61%. October 1. A fair baseball picture. Most
people will like it. (Indiana theatre, Washington,
Ind.) 100%. October 4. Played this on my 10-cent
night and it sure pleased to a "T." Very good picture for a mixed crowd. Good comedy with some
action. Of course I always have a full house on
10-cent night. (Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.) 55%.
December 26. A good comedy drama of baseball life.
(Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.) 40%. January 23.
A mighty good melodrama for any house. Monte
sure does his stuff in this. (Joyland theatre, Booneville. Ark.) This was a good program picture.
(Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.)
BUTTONS, MGM, Jackie Coogan, Lars Hanson,
Gertrude Olmstead, Paul Hurst, Roy D'Arcy, Polly
Moran, Jack McDonald, 6. — Pleased 100 per cent,
S. R. O. sign out all night. Record crowd on program picture. Boys, Jackie is right there when it
comes to acting and drawing crowds to your little
play-house. My opinion is that this is the best one
he has ever made. (Plainview theatre, Plainview,
Tex.) February 24-25. Very good. Jackie always
draws well. Had plenty of good compliments on this
one. (Fairy theatre, Nappanee, Ind.) February 5-6.
A very good Coogan picture. Not his best but good
just the same. (Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.) Fine
Coogan picture. Pleased 100 per cent. (Lyric theatre, Hartington, Neb.) Jackie certainly gets a hand
from us. He always makes us money. This picture
is very good and I think it has about the beet shipwreck Ihave ever seen on the screen. (Liberty theatre, Amhertsburg, Ont., Canada.) A rather good
picture. Like Jackie better since he has grown up.
(Auditorium theatre, Nehawka, Neb.) 80%. A very
good picture that will please your patrons. Jackie
end Lars Hanson at their best. Business was very
good with it. (Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.) Good
comments. Good business. Lots of kids out. (Colonial theatre, Moulton, la.) Better than "The Bugle
Call." Better drawing power than the ordinary program picture. Jackie is not the drawing card he wafi
several years ago. (Paramount theatre, Wyoming,
111.) Very good, Jackie. I wish you made more
pictures each year. Most everybody likes you here.
(Postville theatre, Postville, la.) Not up to the
Coogan standard, a little too much of a man's story.
Run a kid matinee and a gang comedy for 5c. Guess
■we had all the kids in town. (Dunlap theatre,
Hawarden, la.)
BY WHOSE HAND, Col, Ricardo Cortez, Eugenia
Gilbert, J. Thornton Baston, Tom Dugan, Edgar
Washingrton Blue, DeSacia Mooers, 5. — A good picture that will keep them guessing. (Opera House,
Raymond, Minn.) January 30. A clever little crook
story, suitable for a program picture. Comments
were divided, some liked it, and some did not.
(Pastime theatre, Kurthwood, La.)

CAMILLE, FN, Norma Talmadge, Gilbert Roland,
Alec B. Francis, 9. — Norma Talmadge, if I may say
BO, never looked more wonderful than she does in this
piece. But don't be misled afi to the value of this
picture from box office standpoint. A wonderful
picture, but few followers for this class of picture.
(Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.) 75%. Excellent
picture, but failed at the box office. Did not gross
enough to pay rental. (Vine theatre. Mount Vernon,
O.) A very pleasing picture. Had several comments. Only objection was it did not end right.
Not worth the money
First National
asks for it.
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(Arrow theatre. Broken Bow, Okla.) January 25-26.
This picture wae one of the very best of its kind.
It drew out the upper class of people, but did not
do the business that I expected. (Comique theatre.
Camden, Me.) For the women folks. Wonderful
acting. Will go good where high-class pictures are
appreciated.
(Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb.)

CAT AND CANARY, The, U, Laura LaPlante,
Creighton Hale, Forrest Stanley, TuUy Marshall,
Gertrude Astor, Flora Finch, Arthur Edmund Carew,
Martha Mattox, George Siegmann, Lucicn Littlefield,
Joe Murphy, Billie Eagle, 8.-85%. October 20-21. This
picture is all Universal claims for it. Boost it strong,
fix up your theatre spooky, have weird music and
stand at the door and watch them come out. The
reaction will surprise you. Fine business for Thursday and Friday. (Grand theatre. Story City, la.)
December 18. Fair mystery drama, slightly better
than the program type. Not a special, nor is it
worth special price. (Liberty theatre, Condon, Ore.)
October 26-27. More comments on this than any
picture we ever ran. Step on it, it's a knockout.
(Odeon theatre, Cottonwood Falls, Kan.) Another
box office winner plus the best in entertainment.
Played it on a rainy day and night and did fairly well
considering the weather. Promise plenty of mystery
and thrills when you advertise this and they'll surely
get everything and then s«me. Pleased all classes
from the sixes to the sixties. Let's have some more
like this (but a big cut In the price). New Kentucky
theatre, Madisonville, Ky.)— 75%. November 8-9-10.
Not another "Phantom of the Opera" by a long ways,
but a satisfying audience picture. Some of the chills
and thrills failed to get over on account of too much
comedy in many of the scenes. (Opera House, Salisbury, Md.) October 31. Played Hallowe'en, right
where it belongs and it went over like a house afire.
Good all the way and the best of its type yet made,
in our opinion. (Mission theatre, Menard, Tex.)
Another box office knockout. Played midnight show
on this Xmas week with advance ticket sale, 50
cents. Results surprising. (Liberty theatre, Eunice,
La.) A real natural, no joking. Uncle Carl really
did give a Jewel in this production. Nice mystery
picture, and liked it, and they came in big numbers.
(Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.) January 2-3. Step
on this one, it is good and will stand an increase
in admission. (Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla.)
January 22-23. Mystery, thrills and chills galore,
with enough comedy and spooks to enable the kids
to help you put it over. Lots of good comments on
this picture. (Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.) A
good mystery picture, but not a special. Many of
my patrons expressed themselves that it was too
spooky. My little boy, eight years old, had nightmares all night, and heard others say the same
thing. It's O. K. if you like that kind of stuff.
(Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.) 75%. Good.
(Palace theatre, Rensselaer, Ind.) To my surprise
this did not pay film rental. Fine weather and no
competition, but it did not pull. (Playhouse theatre,
Fairhope, Ala.) Very good picture. Business poor,
due, I think, to very cold weather. (Orpheum theatre, Mellen, Wis.) 90%. October 27-28. In this
picture you will find in combination the two essentials
we are all looking for — ^good drawing power and the
ability to please. Much the best mystery thriller I
(Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.)
have ever run.
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A clever and entertaining mystery picture that certainly hit with the audiences that saw it. Pictures
such as this are a tonic for the box office.
(Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind.) This is
a great picture of the spooky type and should go
over anywhere. (Ideal theatre. Bloomer, Wis.) 30%.
This picture is absolutely zero at the box office.
It does not do even as good as a program offering.
Universal robs you on rental and with no drawing
power you come out in red ink. (Rialto theatre,
Knoxville, Tenn.) A great thriller. Spiffy camera
angles and everything. Even the operator got nervous. The best of its kind. (Texline theatre, Texline,
Tex.) 80%. Good picture with a great title. It
drew a good crowd in face of bad weather and roads.
Patrons were divided on opinions. Not as good as
"The Bat" but a box office attraction nevertheless.
(Postville theatre, Postville, la.) March 4-5. This
is a very good picture and it pleased most of my
patrons. Many came back to see it the second night
and we chester,
hadMo.) a full house. (Lyceum theatre, ManCHAIN
LIGHTNING,
Fox, Buck Jones, 5 58%.
February 9. Good. Best Jones yet. The more the
l)etter. Everyone complimented the picture. (Crystal
theatre, Oakman, Ala.) As good a Western as Jones
ever made. Gene Cameron furnishes some good
comedy. (Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.) February
18. My first one of this star, but think that he is
okay. This one seemed to go fair. Good Saturday
program where they like Westerns. (Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Neb.) It's good. One of the better Westerns on next year's product, and full of action.
(B. B. theatre, Ashland, Neb.) 27%. December 23.
Very good Western. Pleased the fans. (Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.) 44%. January 6-7. I haven't
played this boy in a long time, but they had not
Mich.)
forgotten him, and turned out well to see him.
This is a good Western. (Pastime theatre. Mason.
CHANG,
Par,
8.-55%.
January
16-17-18.
A
mighty good picture of its kind. Very educational,
an ideal picture to tie up with schools. The fellow
"Kru," who takes the lead, is a Presbyterian elder,
his picture appeared on one of the foreign mission
booklets, telling about his playing in "Chang." A
wonderful tieup with churches. (Tivoli theatre,
Knoxville, 111.) 65%. September 11-12-13. An unusually excellent production pleasing nearly everyone,
but due to the amount of faking in most of these
the true value of this was lost to many of the
public. (Royal theatre, Le Mars, la.) 66%,
October 26-27. Give Paramount credit for bringing
something very unusual to the screen. It's wonderful.
Every school child in our country should see this.
Did not click very strong at the box office, after a
stiff advertising campaign. Can't understand why
it failed. (Strand theatre. Paoli, Ind.) October 17-18.
Marvelous production that reflects much credit to
its producers. Something different from the ordinary run of pictures. (Amuse-U theatre, Monticello,
Ark.) A wonderful animal picture. Did not do
the business it should have. (Majestic theatre.
Homer, Mich.) 82%. January 14. For days after
playing this picture I received many favorable comments on it. It will bring people to your theatre
you never had before. (Community theatre. Watertown, C!onn.) A great show but a flop in this small
town. (Postville theatre, Postville, la.) Pictures of
this type are very rare and should prove it record
breaker if given the proper publicity. (New Eagle
theatre, Baltimore, Md.) 35%. January 21. Jungle
life in India, well done in every way. Hardly appreciated by those not having knowledge of the
efforts required in its making. Played to average
house at a slight loss. (Community theatre. Ridgeway, la.) January 16-17-18. Very good picture of
its kind. Somehow it did not draw, or build up
for a three-day run. I call it an outstanding picture, and one that every town should run. Buy it
right and couple up with schools if possible. (Rich
theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.) 40%. November 28.
This
verygood,
good some
if you
can get
them in.
I couldn't.
Some issaid
punk.
Personally
think
it very
good. (City theatre, Lafayette, Ala.) 23%. December 5-6. An excellent attraction. Something entirely different than other motion pictures. (Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis.) 25%. A good educational
picture that did not draw. (O. H. theatre. Smithland, la.) We had more favorable reports from
our customers on this picture than any we had in
a long time. It did not pull as it might because
the title did not mean anything to them and they
had been stung before on this type of picture. But
this one is different and is certainly worth running.
(Wiley theatre, Wiley, Col.) November 23-24. Wonderful. One of those kind you would not miss for
anything and still would not care to see only once.
(Richmond theatre, Richmond, Vt.) Marvelous animal jungle picture. Not to be compared with other
African jungle pictures. In a class by itself, but
failed to draw for me. (Sun theatre, Kansas CJity,
Mo.) 88%. September 27-28-29. Thrilling, wonderful, marvelous, that was the comment
from
cua-
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tomers. (Indiana theatre, Washington, Ind.) 50%.
February 8-9-10. Wonderful picture of its type, but
did not draw for me. The ladies stayed away. Don't
pay too much for it and you will be all right. (Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.) They called it
just an animal picture. (Capitol theatre. Middletown, Conn.)
CHASER, The, FN, Harry Lanffdon, Gladys
McConnell, Helen Hayward, William Jamison, Charles
Thurston, 6. — 50%. March 15-16. This ie the befit
Langdon picture since "The Strong Man." There
are a good number of laughs in it. There are a
couple of sequencefi that didn't hardly need to be put
into a picture such as the castor oil gag and the
kissing scenes. Nevertheless they are about the biggest laugh getters eo I guess they deserve a place
somewhere. (Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.)
50%. February 23. Would have made a good three
reel subject but had no excuse for being so long
about nothing. (Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo.) 50%.
February 4-5. This is much better than his last one,
but he does not draw for me. It has some good
comedy in it. (Adair theatre, Adair, la.) 75%.
February 4-5. Absolutely the most vulgar, rotten,
dirty, silly picture we have shown in the last 16
years. If producers are going to continue making
pictures of this kind, here's hoping we get Federal
censorship. Our patrons were disgusted with it and
they told me so. (Star theatre, South Range, Mich.)
CHICAGO AFTER MIDNIGHT, FBO, Ralph Ince.
Jola Mcndez, Lorraine Rivero, James Mason, Helen
Jerome Eddy, 7.-70%. March 4. This is another
good one and it sure pulled at the box office.
spe(Adair theatre, Adair, la.) 70%. A realcrowd.
cial. It pleased 100 per cent with my
(Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.) March 7.
A good picture of the Chicago underworld with plenty
of suspense and thrills that seemed to please.
(Princess theatre, Lexington, Tenn.) February 11.
A very good and neat picture. Held everybody's
interest throughout the show. Many favorable comments. (Community theatre. Red Granite, Wis.)
CHINESE PARROT, The, U, Marion Nixon, Florence Turner, Hobart Bosworth, Edmund Burns, Albert
Conti, Sojin, Fred Esmclton, Anna May Wong, 7.—
Pleased 90 per cent and what I mean, it pleased them,
too. Marion Nixon is as popular here as five dollar
bills now, and why not? And Edmund Burns didn't
run any of the girl trade away either. Brother,
for a real mystery picture, don't miss this one.
(Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.) January 28.
"The poorest Universal Jewel seen in a long time.
Really, these continental directors^ have no kick for
us. (Capitol theatre, Karachi, India.) 69%. October
8. Fair mystery story. No complaints but nothing
to rave over. (Community theatre, Woodbury, Conn.)
Good mystery picture. Glad we bought Universal
service, it's great. (Arvada theatre, Arvada, Col.)
We aren't going to pan this picture, because personally thought it pretty good. Our box office didn't
aay so, nor most of our patrons. Fair picture, no
special or Jewel. (Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant,
Tex.) Fair mystery picture. (Happy Hour theatre,
Jasper, Minn.) 31%. January 11. Just a fair
mystery picture. Does not follow the book and some
were disappointed. (Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.)
Not a small town picture. Did not hit for us.
(Coliseum theatre, Edmore, Mich.) One of the poorest mystery pictures I have ever run. Absolutely no
heart appeal to the story. (Jewel theatre, Texas City,
Tex.) 20%. February 19-20. A good mystery thriller
but all sweet Marion has to do is stand around and
look worried. (Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.) A
real mystery drama to my idea. (Althea theatre,
Dunseith, N. D.)
CIRCUS, The, UA, Charlie Chaplin, 7.-75%. If
this is Chaplin's best I would hate to take a look at
his worst. This is absolutely a lemon, the poorest
thing I have seen in many a month. If you can buy
it for $35 and sell it for 35 cents to the
public it might please. But don't play it as a big
special because it isn't there. (State theatre, Springfield, Minn.) February 22-25. We can highly recommend this latest Chaplin picture. It is clean, has a
good cast, direction good, continuity perfect. It gets
the laughs. Bad weather and basketball tournament
kept business down, but yet it was away above
normal.
(Ritz theatre. Arcanum, O.)
CIRCUS ACE, The, Fox, Tom Mix, Natalie Joyce,
5. — 75%. November 5. Just about the same as all
Mix pictures. Pleased majority of Mix fans. (Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.) 55%. November
11-12. Rather thin story, but enough comedy to
carry it across. (Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.)
60%. January 25-26. No comments. Not so good.
(Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex.) 75%. September
24. Better than average. (Indiana theatre, Washington, Ind.) September 17. My patrons don't like
Mix in this kind of stuff. (Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.) 50%. October 26. We could forgive
Tom for some of the othore. but can't hardly let
this SCO. But it's Tom
Mix and they winked
their
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other eye when they went out. I think one night
enough for it. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.) 64%. October 31. And still another dandy
good one from Tom Mix. (Strand theatre, Paoli,
Ind.) 20%. November 23. Well. Tom, we like you
well, but Fox has got to have so much or we can't
buy you, so goodby. When the salesman comes to
our figure we will buy and not otherwise. Picture
good for small towns and most of them are pleased.
(Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.)
CITY GONE WILD, The, Par, Thomas MeisThan,
Marietta Millncr, Louise Brooks, Fred Kohler, Wyndham Standing, Gunboat Smith, 5. — February 24-25.
The l>est thing Meighan has done in a long time.
A drama of the undei-world with a big climax. They
liked it immensely. (Strand theatre, Paoli. Ind.)
This was a good picture gone wrong. It started okay
and worked up to a goo<l point, then Jimmy Cruze
must have got tired and wanted to finish it in a
hurry because it all goes to pieces at the end and
leaves one wondering why. (Liberty theatre, Amherstburg, Ont., Canada.) February 19-20. Tense
underworld drama. (Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.)
78%. If Meighan would make them all like this, he
would never die out. As good as "Underworld," and
that's saying a lot. (Family theatre, Mt. Morris,
N. Y.) Very good, but not to be compared to
"Underworld." Best thing Meighan has given us
in a long time. But. Tom, you had better have
some one double your fight scenes. You're terrible.
(Postville theatre, Postville, la.) Was led to believe
that this film was weak but it went over far better
than "Underworld." Meighan seemed more like the
Tom of old. Hope he continues to pull better material. (Eagle theatre, Leubec, Me.) Very good.
Meighan better than usual. (Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.) At last they've given Tommy a story
worthy of his ability, but it's hard at this late time
to make the public believe it. A picture of the
underworld with action aplenty. Another picture or
two like this might bring Meighan back as a draw,
but this one drew only fair. (Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.) 25%. December 25. One of Meighan's
good ones. Interesting and entertaining all the way.
(American theatre, Wautoma,
Wis.)
CLANCY'S KOSHER WEDDING, FBO, George
Sidney, Sharon Lynn, Rex Lease, 6. — 77%. January
14. This deserves all the advertising you can give it.
Kept them laughing. (Family theatre, Metamora,
Mich.) 35%. This is one of F B O's new ones, and
I like all that I have used in their group. It pleased.
Has the type of comedy Sidney does so well. Will
please all classes and ages. (Palace theatre. Rockmart, Ga.) February 5. Very fair little picture.
Nothing big but will get by all O. K. (Star theatre.
Villa Grove, 111.) September 18. Gosh! These
Irish-Jewish pictures sure can make people like the
movies. This one is a humdinger. (Arvada theatre,
Arvada, Col.) 100%. October 9-10. This is a scream
and I liked it myself. Lots of funny things happen
in the picture that you don't think are going to
happen. (Scenic theatre, Holstein, la.) 79%. October 21-22. A laugh riot. The equal of any of the
Jewish-Irish comedies. (Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.)
A very good comedy to extra business on our regular
"Two for One" program. (Cresco theatre, Cresco,
la.) January 1. A rather clever picture. Gave very
good satisfaction. Would consider it a little better
than an average program picture. (Community theatre, Redgranite, Was.) A Jew-Irish picture that is
above program average. It will get the laughs and
please them. The picture is clean. (Elite theatre,
Greenleaf, Kan.) 30%. December 18. This is a
good picture. Chuck full of laughs. (Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore. October 27-28-29. This was well produced for laughs. Drew more than ordinary business.
Boost it to please. (Ritz theatre. Arcanum, O.)
75%. February 4. As good as any of the comedy
dramas produced at this time. Had many good comments on this from our patrons. It kept them
laughing all the way through the picture. (S. of N.
theatre, Ambrose, N. D.)
CLAW, The, U, Norman Kerry, CUire Windsor, S.
— 42%. October 4. I didn't see it. but I guess they
liked it, no kicks anyway. (Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich.) 32%. October 17. English-African story that
pleased majority. (Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.)
9%. September 28. Dandy good and interesting entertainment. Small crowd so no records were broken,
but it was different and good show. (Royal theatre.
Kimball, S. D.) Very good. Plenty of action and
Kerry and Claire Windsor very good. Let's have
more of her. (Liberty theatre. Delnvan, III.) An
excellent type of the outdoor picture, well likfd by
our patrons but many comment* that Norman Kerry
was not suited for outdoor stories. (Capitol theatre.
Karachi, India.) 36%. January I. Good African
story. (Gem theatre, Grcenriver. Utah.) One of
Undo (Virl's weak ones. Probably the poorest one
on Inst season's contract. Failed to draw and didn't
plenso many of those that did tnki» a chanctv (Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.) 60%. January 14. Fair.
(Redwood theatre. Redwood. N. Y.)
A very plnoslnc
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story of South
Africa.
Business
average.
(Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la.)
COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS, The, U,
George Sidney, J. Farrell .MacDonald, 8. — February
8-9. A real knockout, better than the old one. Universal charging plenty for it, of course. It is a
genuinely funny picture and rates the highest praise
to all concerned in its production. You can go after
it with all you've got. (Mission theatre, Menard.
Tex.) 60%. March 8-9. A very satisfactory picture
that did much better than program business. MacDonald very good, but possibly not as satisfactory as
Murray might have been. My patrons like the
Sidney-Murray combination and are disappointed
when they don't see them together. (Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.)
COLLEGE, UA, Buster Keaton, Ann Cornwall,
Flora Bramley, Harold Goodwin, Snitz Edwards, Carl
Harbaugh, Sam Crawford, Florence Turner, 6. — December 19. A very good comedy. About the best
Keaton has made. (Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore.)
40%. February 21. This is funny. I call it Buster's
best. Played as a program picture. (Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.)
COLLEGE DAYS. T, .Marceline Day, Charles Delaney, Jaraes Harrison, Duane Thompson, Brooks
Benedict, Kathleen Key, Edna Murphy, 7. — This ia
one of the sweetest pictures I have run. Tied up
with the school. Did well. Tiffany has some good
products and they are cheap. (Arrow theatre. Broken
Bow, Okla.) 24%. Terrible. If this is a sample
of the famous "Gems of Tiffany" we will have to
go elsewhere for our gems hereafter. Just another
plot spoiled by necking parties that are carried to
the extreme in every case. (Hipp theatre. Lewellen,
Neb.) January 16-17. Personally consider this to
be the poorest college story I have ever shown. Had
several walkouts on it. (Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.) 50%. November 7-8. A very good
picture of college life, but can't give it a good i>ercentage on account of half of the high school practicing for a home talent. I think percentage should
be rated according to conditions and not box office
reports. Would report this one 90 per cent good.
(Grand theatre. Story City, la.) 45%. November 8.
A college picture that seemed to please almost oil
of our patrons. We run Tiffany's color classics with
their features and they are a dandy one-reel subject.
(Palace theatre, Hoxie, Kan.) This was an entertaining picture, also a good buy. Had everj-thingr
and had I seen it before I booked it I certainly would
have used it for a tw^o-day booking. My Saturday
crowd liked this a lot. (Grand theatre, Pierre. S. D.)
Anything with the name of A. P. Younger, who
made "Brown of Harvard" and "Wild Geese," you
can depend upon as being a good attraction. TTiis
one by far the best of college pictures made so far.
Business highly pleasing on a two day run. (Colonial
theatre, Gillespie, 111.)
COLLEGE HERO, The, Col, Robert Agnew, Paulina
Garon, 6. — Fine picture and a good drawing e&rd.
Play this one. (Orpheum theatre, Mellen, Wis.)
30%. February 19. Good little picture with a football
game in it and all was well received. (Royal theatre.
Kimball, S. D.) 16°/.. March 8-9. Seemed to pleaae
very well, but did not draw as it should have.
(Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.) Better than moat
so-called college pictures. Heard lots of favorable
comment on it. Columbia has a consistent line of
good
Falls, small
Mont.) town pictures. (Theatorium, Columbia
COLLEGE WIDOW, The, W, Dolores C«»tcllo. William Collier, Jr., 7. — February 26, Played this on
Sunday and the young folks liked it fine. (Star
theatre. Villa Grove, III.) March 1. A very good
college picture showing Hiss Costello in a new role.
It pleased all who saw it, (Sterling theatre. Fairmont, Neb.) This is a very nic« college picture,
one old and young will enjoy. Play it and pleoa*
the young folks. (Cozy theatre. Union, Ore.) Just
another football picture. Possibly a shade bettor
than most of them. One of them is tonic for the
program but after that they posses.* no drawins
power. (Riviera theatre, Anderson. Ind.) On« of
the best college football stories this year, and Doloraa
Costello drew well in the role of the Oollesv Widow.
I am not sure but the screen ploy is better than
the stage play of 20 years ago. (Cozy thootro, Winchester, Ind.) One of the most pleasing pictures that
I have ever shown. (Cozy theatre. Minneapoll*.
Kan.) 80%. December 4. A very seood colics* picture. (Princess theatre. Chilton. Wio.) Clever collego comedy. We are proud to ploy pictures of this
sort and have a pleased audience tell us how much
they enjoyed e\-ery minute of the screening. (Hit*
theatre. Humboldt. Kan.) Jansary IS- It. While I
consider this one of the boat of the unlimited numbar
of college pictures we've been flooded with. It foiled to
stir up any excitement In my end of town and I
twik a neat loss. (Sun theatre. Kan-gu Qty. Mo.)
January 4. A very good little ft-oturr (Red Jojr
theatre. King CItj, Cal.)
Janaary II. Entertolnlnc
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college story. Business only fair. (Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal.) 36%. February 4. A dandy picture.
(Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.) 75%. Fair. (Palace theatre, Rensselaer, Ind.) 70%. November 8-9.
This is a good program attraction that is certain to
please, especially the younger generation. (Princess
theatre, Buchanan, Mich.) 75%. November 20-21.
A very satisfactory picture, splendid story, star and
cast fine. Gave 100 per cent satisfaction. (Silver
Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.)
COLLEGIATE, FBO, Alberta Vaughn, Donald
Keith, John Steppling, William Austin, Frankie
Adams, 5. — January 10-11. This is a clean little
comedy drama veith a lot of action in it. Drew better than I though it would on my two poorest nights.
(Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.) 25%. November 16.
A good entertaining program picture. (Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.) 36%. September 24. A
nice little picture of the college type. Made some
money on this one.
(Cozy theatre. Lament,
Okla.)
CONEY ISLAND, FBO, Lois Wilson, Eugene
Strong, Rudolph Cameron, William Irving, Lucila
Mendez, 7. — 75%. An extra good picture. (Miers
theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.) February 8. One of
F B O's beet. Raised the admission price and they
all seemed pleased. (Princess theatre, Lexington,
Tenn.) Just a good fair program picture. (Diamond
theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.) February 2. Didn't
see this myself but reports of the house staff and
audience seemed to be very good. (Mission theatre,
Menard, Tex.) February 5. This picture is big.
One of the best I ever ran. It starts with a bang
and holds out the seven reels without a dull spot.
FBO has extra good pictures this year. (Garrick
theatre, Milan, Mich.) February 17. Very good,
plenty of comedy, action, suspense and good at the
box office.
(Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.)
COUNTRY DOCTOR, The, P, Rudolph Schildkrant.
Junior Coghlan, Virginia Bradford, Frank Marion,
Sam DeGrasse, Gladys Brockwell, Jane Keckley, Louis
Natheaux, Ethel Wales, 8.-75%. Sure to please 100
per cent. Good drawing power in small towns, not
a special. (Town Hall theatre, Allegany, N. Y.)
This picture is full of sob stuff and hokum that gets
over in some parts. (Kenwood theatre, Chicago.)
An excellent small town picture. Try to get the
older people out, they will enjoy it most. A tribute
to the pioneer doctor. (Liberty theatre, Dajrton,
Wash.) 75%. October 16-17. This is a splendid
picture (yes, it is a special) and satisfied 100 per cent
in our town. When the preacher's comment is favorable on a picture from the pulpit after seeing the
picture I say it's good. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) 50%. October 5-6. This picture is deserving a lot of praise. I invited every doctor in
a radius of 40 miles by written invitation. They
seemed to think it was excellent. (Royal theatre,
LeMars, la.) A real classic and a very good one.
(Arvada theatre, Arvada, Col.) Fair program picture. Nothing to rave about. (Columbia theatre,
Athens, O.) December 14-15. A few pictures like
this and a man might regain his self respect and not
be ashamed to tell what line of business he followed.
Rupert Julian is to be congratulated upon his fine
direction. (Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.) Although
very long, and slow moving in spots, proved a very
nice entertainment. A good family show and something different. (Peoples theatre. Crosby, Minn.)
January 4-5. A very good picture, pleased our patrons very much. (Comique theatre, Camden, Me.)
70%. December 24. I believe this the most true to
life picture I ever have presented to my people.
Would certainly recommend this picture to small
towns. (Alert theatre, Steuben, Wis.) Used Christmas. Some said good, others said terrible. Acting
good. Too sad. Just an old fashioned picture for
old fashioned people. Made me money so why kick.
(Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb.) Good acting, but
it is rather sad and inconsistent in story. (Royal
theatre, Frankfort, Kan.) February 12. A very
good picture and gave excellent satisfaction. Did a
very big business. (Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.)
70%. Invited physicians within radius of 20 miles
to see this as our guests, consequently good per
cent. (Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.) January
29-30. One of the best pictures we ever played.
Mr. Exhibitor, if your patrons don't like this kind
of a show then I certainly would not care to be
living in your town. (Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.)
Too darned long and drawnout. People got tired
waiting for the end and nothing to the end when it
came. (Twilight theatre, Greenburg, Kan.) 80%.
January 1-2. Very good drama of a small town
character that is fast disappearing. (Community
theatre, Minneota, Minn.) 73%. December 3. An
excellent picture. (Community theatre, Woodbury,
Conn.) 70%. November 23-24. Good picture, until
the last reel and climax, where the hokum distorted
ones conception of the picture as a whole. (Oi)era
House, Salisbury, Md.)
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DANCE MAGIC, FN, Ben Lyon, PauUne Starke,
Louis John Bartels, Isabel Elson, Harlan E. Knight,
7. — 85%. Bought this on account of Louis John
Bartels being one of the principal actors and drew
a good house. Good picture, better than his first
picture, "Broadway Nights." Watch Bartels, he is a
comer. (Lincoln theatre. Bunker Hill, 111.) 65%.
November 2. A fair picture with nothing unusual
in the story or plot. Sunday, no. Special, no.
(Rex theatre, Joplin, Mo.) February 24. Business
good with this one, with plenty strong competition.
(Angus theatre, San Augustine, Tex.) Good picture
of the fast variety. (Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.)
10%. A fair picture of its kind, probably okay for
city. A box office dud for us. (Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore.)
DEAD MAN'S CURVE, FBO, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Sally Blane, Charles Byer, Kit Guard, James
Mason, 6. — 33%. February 17-18. Rapid action,
jumpy story. (Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.)
Nothing to this one and who ever told young Fairbanks that he could act? (Paramount theatre,
Wyoming, 111.) We informed our patrons not much
of a picture on strength of a preview we previously
read in some of the trade papers. However, agreeably surprised to find 80 per cent of the large SaturTex.)
day night crowd, said fine, and full of action. It's
up to the average. (Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant,
DIVINE WOMAN, The, MGM, Greta Garbo, Lars
Hanson, Lowell Sherman, Dorothy Cummings, John
Mack
Brown,
Paulette Duval, Jean de Briac, 7. —
Good picture but not a small town bet. (Lyric theatre, Hartington, Neb.) January 17. The women ate
this up and said it was good. (K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.) 42%. February 4. This is really the first
Garbo subject that we feel can be put across with a
bang in the small town. Although it is no picture
for youngsters, you need not be afraid of it. It
is well done and we join in with T. O. Service in
suggesting that Greta stick to Seastrom as a director.
(Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.)
DOG OF THE REGIMENT, W, Rin Tin Tin, 5.—
February 11. A good Saturday night show. This
dog always pleases. (Reel Joy theatre. King City,
Cal.) 100%. January 11. Dandy picture for small
towns where thrills and melodramas are the only
thing. House record broken on this one here. (Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y.) 85%. March 3. Not
much of a story but went over big at the box oflSce.
(Rose & Liberty theatres, Sumas & Lynden, Wash.)
30%. February 24-25. A good dog picture that will
draw the average crowd that attends action pictures.
(Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.)
DRESS PARADE, P, William Boyd, Bessie Love,
Hugh Allan, Walter Tennyson, Maurice Ryan, Louise
Natheaux, Clarence Geldert, 7. — 55%. All honor to
the producers of this picture. Here is a splendid
drama that holds forth high ideals for America's
youth. We need more pictures like this. Several
high school boys were so taken with this that they
are seriously attempting to try for West Point.
Every theatre in the land should run this. (Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.) February 2-3-4. Darn fine.
In spite of a downpour of rain Saturday night they
crashed the gate. (Palace theatre, Ashland, O.)
February 5. A good one. A picture that should
please almost any kind of an audience. (Community
theatre. Red Granite, Wis.) Very fine picture with
actual scenes of West Point. (Lyric theatre, Hartington, Neb.) This is a very good picture and perfectly
clean morally. You can step on this one and raise
your admission price, and your patrons will say good.
(Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.) January 15. Not
a special. No drawing power here, pleased some but
not all.
(Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.)
DROP KICK, The, FN, Richard Barthelmess,
Dorothy Revier, Barbara Kent, 7. — 80%. Drew well
and a good show. (Grand theatre, Dassel, Minn.)
November 24. Played this on Thanksgiving and of
course got extra business. However, a number of
my patrons expressed themselves as being disappointed with the picture. (Diamond theatre. Lake
Odessa, Mich.) Good story outside of the vamp who
was too silly for any picture. I would not recommend the picture to any one. I believe in clean
college pictures. Ran Thanksgiving day to poor business. (Dunlap theatre, Howarden, la.) December
11-12. Another bunch of good actors and a good
director wasted on a poor story. With people hungry
for real honest to goodness picture entertainment
we are forced to keep cramming this kind of bunk
down their throat. (Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.)
Had a fair crowd the first night. Second night terrible. Sort of far fetehed, but, of course, the old
football game is won in the last minutes so the
kids said it was okey. (Grande theatre. Port Allegany, Pa.) Very nice picture. However, Barthelmess had not pleased our people in his last three
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pictures so some people would not take a chance tocome in. (Idle Hour theatre, Tama, la.) 65%. December 31. Just a good program picture. Had a
midnight show and had a good attendance. (Bonny
theatre, Mansfield, Mo.) 50%. Very poor college
picture. It is a crime to waste this star on such
junk. (Hipp theatre, Lewellen, Neb.) September
23-24. A seasonable picture and very good. (Cresoo
theatre, Cresco, la.) 20%. January 10. Good program and Richard did well this time as for satisfaction. Not the beet football picture but will satisfy
majority of the movie goers. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.) 75%. Played at start of football season and it clicked. (Capitol theatre, MiddletoVTn,
Conn.) 15%. December 19. Not so good as someother football pictures we have had, and didn't click
so well. (Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.) October
24-25. Not the best football picture by a long shot,
but it has a good title, good advertising and we did
not have to pay out all we took in to show it. It's
a fair program picture. (Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.) Here is one that has been compared'
with "The Quarterback" ; some would say as a football game, not so good ; as a story, better. "A mightyfine picture" was what several said to us as they
went out. (Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Klan.)
Rather weak. Business fair, patrons disappointed.
(Postville theatre, Postville, la.) This subject on
college life was liked very much here. You cant
boost it. (Peoples theatre, Crosby, Minn.) 40%.
February 2. I call this a good program picture.
Gave general satisfaction. (Silver Family theatre,.
Greenville, Mich.) This is a pretty fair college picture. However, the football scenes are not as good a»
in some. (Wiley theatre, Wiley, Col.) 36%. December 26-27. A good college drama with football as it»
feature. (Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.) Nice college
and football story. GJood for any night. Just pay
program price, and you make expenses. (Karleni
theatre, Monticello, Wis.) We saw many reports on
this picture that were not very good, but the picture
pleased well here. (State theatre, Springfield, Minn.)
October 23-24. Good program picture, but fell flat
at the box office. I made the mistake and played
it the same time Omaha did. If I would have waited
a few weeks I am sure it would have been a better
drawing card. (Strand theatre, Griswold, la.) Here
comes a big football game, and a hot one, just the
kind that should be desirable this time of the year.
It is a dandy good story. It will please all classes.
(Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.)

FAIR CO-ED, The, MGM, Marion Davies, John
Mack Brown, Jane Winton, Thelma Hill, Lillianne
Leighton, Giene Stone, 6. — 65%. January 6-7. One
of the best comedies of the year with a thrillingbasketball game and a pretty romance to put it over.
Along with some snappy titles and good work by
Marion Davies makes this a complete college story
with a true life background. Play "The Fair Co-Ed"
and
will Very
understand.
(Stellapicture.
theatre. (Liggett
Council'
Grove,youKan.)
good program
theatre, Madison, Kan.) Very good entertainment.
The kind of picture for Miss Davies. (Allied theatre,
Dermott, Ark.) 42%. November 27. A college
story that pleased all. It's good entertainment and
did better than usual business in spite of bad weather.
(Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.) A very good college
picture, but I am sorry to say Miss Davies is nc'
draw at my box office. (Hippodrome . theatre, Crestline, O.) Marion Davies is one of the best comediennes in motion pictures. A delightful comedy
with a basket ball game that has you holding your
breath.
theatre, seemed
Conway,pleased.
N. H.) It'What
few
we
had to(Bijou
see Marion
certainly
went over big with the kids. It ought to go over
well in any community that boasts a good higb
school. (Parson's Hall, Marcellus, N. Y.) December
5-6. Good fun. Why don't they keep Miss Davies
out of hoop skirts ? She can do this stuff. John
Mack Bro-wn caused quite a bit of comment amongthe ladies. (Mission theatre, Menard, Tex.) 38%.
A cracker-jack. Basketball game makes this one
rather good. (Majestic theatre, Greenville, Tenn.)
29%. January 5. A very good comedy drama. But
we can't get the people out to a Metro picture.
(Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.) January 5-6. If
you have not used this picture, do so by all means.
It is as pleasing a comedy drama of college life as
can be found and clean, too. (Richards theatre.
Fayette, Ala.) Decidedly the best this star has ever
done. (Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.) This
was one of the best college pictures we've ever seen.
Give us more good college pictures. (Home theatre.
Mounds, Okla.) Hope Metro's new specials are a»
good. Pleased 100 per cent. (Strand theatre, Paris,
Ark.) January 27-28. This is a box office Natural
at this time of the year. We believe about the best
thing Miss Davies has done and surely shows that
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she can do these kind of parte as well ob the knighthood roles. (Eex theatre, Colby, Wis.) Grab it
quick. This is the type that makes you proud to be
in sight when the show's over. Everybody passing
out all smiles. (Liberty theatre, Harrisville, Mich.)
A mighty fine production. Well received. (Lyric
theatre, Ellendale, N. D.) 100%. The percentage
means the quality and not the amount of businese.
I hope "The Patsy" is aa good. (Po.stville theatre,
Postville, la.) 58%. An extra good college comedy
drama. (Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.) February 14. A good school picture with one of the
best girls' basketball games I ever saw in a picture.
(Princess theatre, Lexington, Tenn.) October 23-24.
This one gave general satisfaction. (Creeco theatre,
Cresco, la.) School teachers and children applauded
this and it was also well received by entire audience.
A real good picture. (Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich.) 60%. February 12-13. This is a splendid
picture. Gave 100 per cent satisfaction. (Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) This is a fine
picture. Kept them laughing during entire show.
Many favorable comments. (Globe theatre, Buena
Vista, Va.)
FEEL MY PULSE, Far, Bcbe Daniels, Melbourne
MacDowclI, George Irving, Charles Sellon, Hcinie
Conklin, William PowcU, Richard Arlcn, 6.— February
26-27. This picture, although it pleased a fair per
cent of the patrons, is not quite up to the Daniels
standard and it failed to draw as some of the others
have. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth, Ohio.) 50%.
March 8. Better than the average. Good entertainment. (Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo.) 40%. March 4.
No story, very light. Nothing to it. (Mermac theatre. West Bend, Wis.)
FIGHTING EAGLE, The, P, Rod LaRocque, Phyllis
Haver, Sara DeGrassc, Max Barwyn, Julia Faye,
Clarence Burton, Alphonse Ethcir, 8. — 75%. October
21-22. A very fine picture. Many comments on it.
(Odeon theatre, Cottonwood Falls, Kan.) October 25.
We thought this a mighty fine picture, but a reel
or two too long. It seemed to please, but my folks
are not strong for this costume stuff. (Regent theatre, Indianola, Mies.) 45%. November 3-4. Very
poor program picture for a small town. (Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.) Very good picture of its
kind, but the old time stories do not get me much
business. (Columbia theatre, Athens, O.) This was
a costume picture of Napoleon's time and I was
afraid of it, but it seemed to please. It has action
and held the intercet of both young and old to very
end. (Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.) 25%. November 3-4. The DeMille's of late have been falling
down on their so-called specials. This was hardly a
program. (Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.) November 18. Good picture. Not a special in small
towns. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.) This is
a very good picture, but when people are saving their
pennies for Christmas I can't coax them into the
theatre. (Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.) 60%.
November 9-10. A good play with Rod La Rocque
keeping you guessing. Quite a lively picture. (Argonne theatre, Akron, Ind.)
FIGHTING HOMBRE, The, FBO, Bob Custer, Mary
O'Day, Bert Sproutte, David Dunbar, Carlo Scipa, 5. —
50%. February 4. A fair Western picture. Gave
satisfaction. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.) A real good Western and went over very
good to small houses for two nights. Made a little
money. (Cozy theatre. Lament, Okla.) 75%.
October 28-29. Pleased our clientele. Bob popular
here. Good Western subject. (Bijou theatre, Greenville. S. C.)
FINDERS KEEPERS, U, Laura LaPlante, Johnny
Harron, Edmund Breese, Arthur Rankin, Bill Gorman,
Eddie Phillips, Joe Mack, 6. — February 22. A much
better picture than the title would imply. A comedy
drama that pleased a small crowd. Played this one
against great odds, the first day of the Lenten season
(Ash Wednesday) and one of the worst enowstorms
of the year. (Play it up big, they will like it.
(Community theatre, Red Granite, Wis.) March 11.
The bunk.
No story.
(K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.)
FIREMEN SAVE MY CHILD, Par, Wallace Beery,
Raymond Hatton, Josephine Dunn, Tom Kennedy,
Joseph Girard, 5. — 77%. September 23-24. An absolute riot here. A laugh a second from start to
finish. Give us more of this kind. (Strand theatre,
Paoli, Ind.) 60%. September 9-10. Fair comedy,
but paid too much. Drew no better than average
comedy. (Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo.) 45%. I can
hardly add anything except that this one eeemed a
trifle too overdone on the subject they had to work
with. We didn't need many hands to count the
laughs. (Royal theatre, Le Mars. la.) 40%. Tho
worst of this team's work. (Capitol theatre. Middletown, Conn.) 55%. December 29-30. Nice comedy,
not a si>ecial. (Lyric theatre. Morrison, III.) Hero
la a knockout. Kept our people in continuous roar
of laughter. (Lots of foolishness but good clean
stuff that Is full of laughs. (Crystal theatre, TombBtone, Ariz.)
Thia is a cracker-jack comedy.
Pulled
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well against basketball opposition. (Wiley theatre,
Wiley, Col.) December 8-9-10. These boys were
pretty good bets for ue but give 'em another picture
like this and they're sunk. Business bad after first
day. (Mazda & Eaet Side theatres, Aurora, Neb.)
January 26-27. A very good comedy and pleased,
but not a big box office attraction. (Princess theatre,
Chilton, Wis.) It's good, but not as good as the
others. (Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.) January
17-18. A rough slap-stick comedy with no drawing
power. I lost money on this one. (Strand theatre,
Griswold, la.) Too silly to be entertaining and
failed to register at the box office. (Cozy theatre,
Minneapolis, Kan.) 15%. A wonderful comedy, had
a hard cold spell to fight. (Suneet theatre, Dallas,
Tex.) Very ordinary but people, lote of them, came
to see it so Hatton and Beery seem to draw very
well. (Postville theatre, Postville, la.) 80%.
February 1. Full of hokum, seemed to please. All
went out with a smile. (Pastime theatre, Homer, III.)
December 19. Rotten. A good two reeler and that's
about all. (Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore.) January 23-24. These stars are dead in my town. In
fact, it seems that the producers have already overdone this type of picture and they are etill grinding
thera out. (Liberty theatre. Greenwood, S. C.)
February 7-8. Full of slapstick, not much to this
one. Wallace Beery runs away with picture. I
have played "Now We're in the Air," and they are
all alike.
(Pastime theatre, Logan,
II.)
FIRST AUTO, The, W, Barney Oldfield, 7.—
January 26-27. Just a fair picture which the present
generation don't care about. People who remember
exi>eriences of the first cars got a kick from this.
(Dunlap theatre, Howarden, la.) The biggest flop
I've ever had from Warner Brothers. Abeolutely
nothing to it. Don't advertise it as a special, as
the price would indicate it to be, because it will
disappoint the majority. (New Kentucky theatre,
Madisonville, Ky.) This picture went over big and
was enjoyed by all. We considered it fine and
especially clean entertainment. Plenty of good
wholesome
comedy. Give us more like it. Don't see
Kan.)
how anyone can pan it. (Elite theatre, Humboldt,
FLYING ROMEOS, FN, Charles Murray. George
Sidney, Fritzi Ridgeway, Lester Bernard, Duke
Martin, James Bradbury, Jr., Belle Mitchell, 6. —
50%. March 2. Another good comedy by Murray
and Sidney. My house was in an uproar and I
have found their comedies about the best on the
market. (Adair theatre, Adair, la.) A good clean
comedy, just as good as previous pictures by these
stars.
(Orpheum theatre, Lancaeter, Wis.)
FLYING U RANCH, The, FBO, Tom Tyler. 5.—
60%. January 28. One of "Tyler's best. Follows the
etory closely. (S. of N. theatre, Ambrose, N. D.)
February 18. The first four reels altogether too slow
to suit the Western fans. The last reel contains
some action and helped to save the show. (Community theatre. Red Granite, Wis.) 60%. January
25. This is not one of his best, but a good Western
show. (Adair theatre, Adair, la.) 50%. February
10-11. This is like J. C. Jenkins' report on "Under
the Tonto Rim." The title brought the crowd end
they were disappointed. (Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.)
February 11. Tom and his pals sure deliver the goods
at the box office and this was a little better on
account of B. M. Bower story. (Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Neb.) January 18-19. Nothing like the
book, and too tame for Western fans. (Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.) 10%. December 13. Good
little Western which will please in small towns.
(Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D.)
FORBIDDEN WOMAN, The, P, Jctta Gonda], Ivan
Lcbedcff. L. Snegoff, Josephine Norman, Victor
Varconi, Joseph Schildkraut, 7. — 65%. December
21-22. The best little program picture I have ever
run. Holds one spellbound. (Gem theatre. Ryan,
Okla.) Good picture, but not for a small town.
Didn't go over so good. (Lyric theatre, Hartington,
Neb.) February 13. Very good picture. Mouth to
mouth advertising brought most twice the businces
the second day. (Liberty theatre, Greenwood. S. C.)
29%. March 11-12. Very dramatic, but it ends unhappily. (Paetime theatre. Mason, Mich.)
FOREIGN DEVILS, MGM, Tim McCoy, 5.— Very
good. Better than the average program. (Paramount
theatre. Wyoming. III.) March 16-17. Not as good
as "Spoilers of the West," but will please a Saturday night crowd. (Strand theatre. Griswold, la.)
September
Satisfied
for Boxer
one"
crowd. A 13.
historic
drama the
ba.'ed"two
on the
uprising in China. (Cresco theatre, Crcmco. la.)
70%. A good outdoor action picture with story,
action and setting fine, but it is not a Western.
(Homo theatre, Eddyvillc, la.) The patrons that do
come for this cheap sort of pict<ire got their money's
worth — by kicking at us. McCoy must have ■iwnt
too much time in the "wide open spaces." (Kenwood theatre, Chicago.) Good picture. Failed to
draw.
(Shastona
theatre.
Mount
Shaato.
Cal.)

WORLD
December 2-3. Metro haa spent some money in pro65
ducing this but they have exaggerated too much.
(Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.) January 6.
Audience seemc-d to like it even if I didn't. Some
said good. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.) Not
so good. Picture well enough done but a Weetern
star should stay where he is advertised, in out-door
etuff and not Chincee atmosphere. fColumbia theatre, Columbia, City, Ind.) 65%. January 14. Fair
Western, on the historical line. A little better th&o
McCoy's last year's pictures. (Washington theatre.
Atoka, Okla.) This wae my first McCoy picture and
it was a total flop at the box office. The story Is
only fair. I believe that McCoy will be all right
in Westerns but he is no good for anything elee.
(Elite theatre, Grcenleaf, Kan.) February 18. A fair
program picture. Very good Saturday night picture
for email towns. (Star theatre. Villa Grove, HI.)
January 5-6. This, we consider far better than most
of the last year McCoys with the exception of "War
Paint." We had numerous favorable comments on
it. Don't be afraid of it aa McCoy will go over for
us all. (Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.)
FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE, FN, Ford Sterling,
George Sidney, Ben Lyon, Claudette Colbert. 7. —
October 25. Good picture, but this Frank Capra, the
guy who directed this picture, will have to do a little
mental house cleaning, and keep the dirty shots out
of his pictures. After the picture get« started it
develops into a mighty good college story, with lots
of good action during the Yale-Harvard boat race.
(Firemen's theatre. New Hampton, la.) March L
Not so bad. Would consider this a better comedy
than the average. Many favorable comments. (Community theatre. Red Granite. Wis.) September 1&-19.
Star not popular but the title and supiKjrting cast
drew fair businea. Pleasing show. (Strand theatre,
Wadsworth, O.) 30%. September 5. Very good
picture of college life. (Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo.)
A fair program picture that centers on college activities. Not esi>ecially strong as a B. O. bet. (B. B.
theatre, Aehland, Neb.) 16%. December 22. Fairly
good college story. (Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.)
I would rate this as rotten. There is absolutely no
necessity for showing some of the naked scenes.
(Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.) 89%. Here is a
very good comedy that will be sure to please any
crowd. It is by far the best from Ben Lyon for
some time. (Hipp theatre, Lewellen, Neb.) February
12-13. This is a very good comedy, don't be afraid
to book same. (Strand theatre, Griswold, la.)
February 10-11. A good program picture. (Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis.) 40%. February 10-11. After
reading so many adverse reports on this picture was
almost afraid to show it, but it went o\'er in good
sliape and had some good comments on the program.
(Cozy theatre, Lamont,
Okla.)
FOUR FLUSHER, The, U, George Lewis, Marion
Nixon, Eddie Phillips, Churchill Ross, Jimmy Aye.
Burr Mcintosh, Otto Hoffman, Wilfred North,
Hayden Stevenson, Patricia Carron, 6. — Here is a
knockout from start to finish. (Atlantic and Strand
theatres, Atlantic, la.) It's just trim full and overflowing with youth and breeiy comedy. It's the
story of a boy who makes good on his own hook
after his uncle withdraws his inheritance. This
will appeal 90%. (New Kentucky theatre. Madisonville, Ky.) This is sure a fine little picture and will
please 95 per cent. (Majestic theatre, Stuttgart,
Ark.) A very pleasing picture. Will appeal and
draw big business if you have used "The Collegians."
(K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.) A very good picture
but the theatregoers here are hard boiled mountaineers and they want their pictures rough. (Globe
theatre, Buena Vista, Va.)
FRECKLES, FBO, John Fox. Jr.. Gene Stratton.
Hobart Bosworth, Eulalie Jensen, Billy Scott. 6. —
30%. March 7-8. This is a good program picture.
Could not call it a special. The book very popular,
and drew tho business that we got. (Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.) A very good book picture,
it is clean and the story follows the book. This type
of picture will ploB«e most e\-eryone. (Lakeview
theotrc. Lakeview. la.) 90^'». This is sure a fine
little progmni picture. It will please. (Majostie
theatre, Stuttgart. Ark.> ^\'hen a picture drawi
them in and they come out smiling, and the Moond
day you find them still coming you have to say It's
a good picture and a real box offlco bet. (Rich tl>a»tre. MontiH'lier, Idaho.)
FRENCH DRF.SSING, FN, LoU Wilson. C\lr%
Brook, I.ilyan Taxhman, H. B. Warner, T. — 50%.
January 2. This is not a bad show. It will ple«««
tho ladios. (Adair theatre, Adair. la.) Very i;:ood
Indeed. Pleased all who came to sec it, (Dixie
III.)
theatre, Russollville, Ky.) Nice little picture.
Comedy pleased very well. (Lyric thcatrv, Morrison.
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•well directed. Good story, but not the kind folks who
keep us in business care for. (Palace theatre,
McGhee, Ark.) March 7-8. A very poor picture for
this town. Not the kind my people want. The ending is terrible. (Fairy theatre, Nappanee, Ind.)
Wonderful, your refined class will say. Terrible,
your roughnecks. No doubt this is a great picture
of its kind. Be careful how you handle it. (Hippodrome theatre, Creetline, O.) My people did not
care for this picture. Too many Monks and costume or Oriental garments. (Dunlap theatre,
Howarden, la.) 27%. March 4-5. A very artistic
production of this old best seller that won many
favorable comments from my m06t critical i)atrons.
(Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.) December 1. This
is a good picture and will please if you can get 'era
in. A foreign production with beautiful scenery
and a good sandstorm. (Majestic theatre, Perry, 111.)
November 26-27. Had more comments on this than
on any other, but did not have very good crowd.
Considered this a good picture, although it didn't
have
a
happy
ending. (Auditorium
theatre,
Nehawka, Neb.) Very good picture to good business.
Everyone pleased in spite of sad ending. I believe
the public is beginning to accept those endings for
which all exhibitors should be thankful. (Postville
theatre, Postville, la.) January 9. Very good picture. Pleased all. (Liberty theatre, Condon, Ore.)
Terrible. Don't play it. It's about the poorest thing
that I ever saw played off on the unsuspecting
exhibitors for a special. My patrons kicked and
quite a few of them walked out on it. (Elite theatre,
Greenleaf, Kan.) 20%. Why, oh why, did I let 'em
fool me again ? I let 'em fool me on "The Magician"
and said I would leave anything Alice Terry or
Petrovitch made alone. This team wouldn't pull a
greased toothpick half an inch if a ten ton truck
helped them. (Rialto theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.)
December 4-5. If your patrons want the very best,
we wish to recommend this. There is food for
thought all the way through it. (Star theatre,
Nashville, Mich.)
GAY DEFENDER, The, Par, Richard Dix, Jerry
Mandy, Robert Brower, Harry Holden, Thelma Todd,
Fred Esmelton, Frances Raymond, Fred Kohler, Ernie
Adams, 7. — 70%. Dix, they had you do a Lon Chaney
in this. Pretty good picture, but do you know folks
like to see you just as you are? So be yourself
in your next picture. (Postville theatre, Postville,
la.) This is a nice picture along the same lines
as Fairbanks' "Mark of Zorro." Dix is the most
overpriced star I have on my 1927-28 contract. He
is still an ordinary actor as far as the box office
goes. (Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.) January 27.
Average Paramount picture. AJ! Paramount prints
and service A-1. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.)
January 25-26. Different from anything else he has
done. A story of the old Spanish days in California.
A fast moving story with lots of action. This picture will go well in the small towns. (Strand theatre,
Paoli, Ind.) 98%. December 27. Very entertaining,
although thought Dix miscast. Everybody seemed
pleased, and our house record was also strained. (Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.) 40%. January 23-24.
Dix is a big favorite here and pleases well. (Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.) Out of the ordinary
roles for Dix, but he put it over and it pleased.
(Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.) January 2-3. A
good picture but Dix does not seem to draw in this
sort of story. Business fair. (Mazda & East Side
theatres, Aurora, Neb.) February 6. What hoi
Richard, we had to go outside and look at the
posters again to make sure it wasn't Doug himself.
But, no kidding, it's a pretty good little bit of entertainment, full of action, well mounted. (Mission
theatre, Menard, Tex. 75%. December 13. Not so
bad a picture, but my patrons would have rather seen
Dix in a real American role. (Richmond theatre,
Richmond, Vt.)
GAY RETREAT, The, Fox, Sammy Cohen, Ted
McNamara, 7. — 80%. Good. (Palace theatre, Rensselaer, Ind.) 25%. February 10. Comments all good,
often spoken of as the funniest comedy ever seen.
Bad weather ruined attendance. (Majestic theatre,
Greenfield, Tenn.) This one was a riot. Book this
one. (Orpheum theatre, Mellen, Wis.) 28%. February 23. Good comedy. Just step in the door when
they come out. They sure will compliment on It,
for they are still laughing. (Crystal theatre. Oakman, Ala.) 100%. December 18-19. Of all the
screams this takes the cake. The house just roared
and business was better the second night than the
first. (Stella theatre. Council Grove, Kan.) January
7. This is a knockout. One of the beet war comedies I have played. Don't forget to play this one.
(Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.) 67%. December
31. It's a scream and a knockout of a finish. Stand
at the door after the show, you'll get a kick out of it.
(Community theatre, Watertown, Ctonn.) The best
comedy of the year. Get it quick and step on it.
(Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.) I would call it a
very good program picture, it is overdone and impoesible and some of the comedy ia a little rough,
but it gets the laugha and pleased very well.
Only
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fair at the box office. (Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.)
Good entertainment. Better than many so-called speArk.)
cials. (Lyric theatre, Harrison,
GENTLEMAN OF PARIS, A, Par, Adolphe Menjou,
Shirley O'Hara, Arlette Marchal, Ivy Harris,
Nicholas Soussanin, Lawrence Grant, 6. — 45%.
January 30-31. Very good picture for the more
sophisticated audiences. Menjou not liked here, therefore no business for us. (Ingram's theatre, Ashland,
Ala.) February 1-2. Good picture, but too sophisticated for small towns. Very good business. (Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal.) December 27. Corking good
clever sophisticated comedy. (Mission theatre,
Menard, Tex.) January 16-17. A sophisticated
comedy-drama. Uneuited to the class of patrons in
this town. (Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.) January 10.
Good Menjou picture played to average Tuesday and
Wednesday house. (Liberty theatre, Condon, Ore.)
Januarj' 18. They stay away when you advertise this
star. Did not see this one but the box office told
me enough.
(Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.)
GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES, Par, Ruth
Taylor, Ford Sterling, Alice White, Emily Fitzroy,
Mack Swain, Holmes Herbert, Trixie Friganza,
Chester Conklin, Blanche Fredcrici, 7.— February
16-17-18. Just too bad. Could have been one of the real
big ones and it is just ordinary. Too bad, because
we believed the production's publicity and exploited
it heavily and got in wrong with our patrons. Krst
night attendance good, second night off 50 per cent
and last night awful. (Majestic theatre, Las Vegas,
Nev.) 54.% February 28-29. We were disappointed
in this picture. We bought the picture at a high
price and had to raise admission, and fell down at
the box office. A lot of our patrons told us they
did not like this. (Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.)
70%. March 1-2. This picture was sold to me as
a special. I watched this picture projected three or
four times, but as yet, I cannot make out where
it is a special. It also failed at the box office.
(LeConte theatre, Sevierville, Tenn.)
GET YOUR MAN, Par, Clara Bow, Charles Rogers,
Josef Swickard, Josephine Dunn, Harvey Clarke,
Frances Raymond, 6. — ^Clara Bow, that's enough, and
has given us good pictures. "Get Your Man"
she
is an evening well spent. Good for the whole family.
(Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.) 80%. Personally
I can't see why they go wild about Clara, but the
sheiks and shebas sure come in to see her. "Get
Your Man" is good, but not too much so. (Postville
theatre, Postville, la.) 70%. March 5-6. Boys,
than "It" or "Hula." It
Better
a picture.
here's
did better
and pleased
more for me, anyway. (Central
theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.) 60%. March 9-10.
Not much of a story but a lot of Miss Bow, and my
approve heartily of that. It she doesn't
customers the
■peTBonity
modern girl, it will never be done.
(&)lonial theatre, Troy, Mo.) 51%. March 2-3.
Clara as cute as ever in this. Buddy Rogers does
good work in support. Failed to draw as well as
"Hula." (Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.) Has
she got naughty eyes? Well, I'll say, nothing else
but, and everything else that goes with it. Some
say that this was just an exhibition of Clara's legs.
Well, maybe it is. Just the same it is what the
people want, so Clara, we're for you 100 per cent.
It will please the old people as well as the young.
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(Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.) 100%. December 29. Not up to CTlara's standard, but pleased just
the same. Set new house record on account of holidays which means it was going some, because our
house record was broken three times during the same
week. (Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.) 65%.
January 6-7. Another knockout from Clara. Many
liked this as well as "It." (Empress theatre, Akron,
la.) Very pleasing picture from Clara. Rogers also
was excellent as well as the rest of supporting cast.
(Eagle theatre, Leubec, Me.) Very good little picture, and got me some extra business. (Diamond
theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.) Fair picture but terrible
business. Next to our Westerns, Clara Bow is our
worst box office attraction. (Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.) 55%. February 17. A good clever title
that drew them in. (American theatre, Wautoma,
Wis.) February 17-18. Story not for this kid, but
Clara does good just the same. Some good comedy
and did just fair at the box office. (Crystal theatre,
Wayne, Neb.) Fine, great, nice, pleasing. Bad
■weather, eo I lost money playing this on one of your
trick contracts where it is "Heads" the Exhibitors
lose ; "Tails" the Distributor wins. (Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D.) Here is a corking good picture and
talk about going over, we were packed to the doors
as the people were our guests this night. We
were celebrating the installation of a new light and
power plant just completed in the city. (Crystal
theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz.)
GINGHAM GIRL, The, FBO, Lois Wilson, George
K. Arthur, Charles B. Crockett, Betty Francisco, 6. —
40%. March 3. We had a poor attendance on this
due to so many things going on. Those that saw
the picture were well pleased vrith it. A good comedy that will please the regular fans. (S. of N.
theatre, Ambrose, N. D.) February 14. A good
little program picture that drew fair in spite of a
basketiball game and a blizzard. (Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Neb.) 75%. September 18-19. This is
a sure-fire hit for any theatre large or small. Sure
pleased them. (Scenic theatre, Holstein, la.) Costarred with George K. Arthur. Don't see how he
ever got into the movies. This is a good picture if
you can stand to watch some one act you can't go.
(Arvada theatre, Arvada, Col.) The first of F B O's
'27-28 release not a knockout. The comedy furnished
by George K. Arthur pleasing and wholesome, but
the picture will never get higher than the program
class. (Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.) This was
one of the terrible disappointments of my picture
life. It is so overdone it is terrible. (Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.) October 18. A fair picture, a bit
overdue, that drew out all the "Two for One" bargain patrons. (Cresco theatre, Cresco, la.) 79%.
November 4-5. Entertaining program feature. Drew
fair Saturday business. (Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.)
95%. November 11. Saw some write up on this
one that said just so much film, but this fellow
must have been asleep when he ran it, as this one
is very good. Had a lot of people that I never had
before and got plenty of good comments on it.
(Community theatre, Burk, S. D.) 54%. December
25. A nice little comedy drama. Pleased generally.
(Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.) January 15. Tied up
with local merchants on gingham dress sale which
helped to pull them in, and the picture sent them
out smiling. (Arieto theatre, Lemmon, S. D.) 15%.
February 15. Very good show for any audience and
if all F B O's are as good as this one; there should
be no trouble. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.) Not so
good either in story or direction. Did not draw. (Playhouse theatre, Fairhope, Ala.) 40%. January 24-25. Good.
Had better crowd the second night which speaks well
for the picture.
(Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.)
GIRL IN THE PULLMAN, The, P. Mario Prevost.
Harrison Ford, Franklin Pangbom, Kathryn McGoire,
Ethel Wales, Harry Myers, 6. — January 22. Fair
comedy, some kicks. Print very bad but new.
(Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.) 28%. Good comedy
to poor business. (Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron,
Mich.) Fast moving comedy of the slap stick variety
that certainly kept the audience in an uproar from
start to finish. (Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.)
Gave satisfaction and proved to be very good entertainment. (Lyric theatre, Hartington, Neb.)
50%. November 22-23. Not up to standard of the
star.
(Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.)
GORILLA, The, FN, Charles Murray, Alice Day,
Tully Marshall, Fred Kelsey, Claude GilUngrwater,
Gaston Glass, Walter Pidgeon, Brooks Benedict,
Aggie Herring, 7. — January 2>8-29. Not very good and
by no means a special. I guess I expected too much
(Majestic theatre. Perry, 111..") March 2-3. This
picture is a special and should bring the admission price charged for specials. This is a seriocomic production, superbly mounted and with a cast
so well balanced as to be faultless in their actinlg.
The mystery part is staged with good dramatic eflfect.
(lUinois-Kozy-Elite theatres. Metropolis, 111.) 80%.
December 13-14. Good picture. Did nice business,
and for once I made money on a First National
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special. (Rex theatre. Eagle Lake, Tex.) 5%. December 23-24. For me this proved to be the biggest
flop of any picture I ever played. The worst of it
was that it didn't please 25 per cent of the people
that did see it. The title on this keeps people away.
(American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.) 68%. February
2-3. Very good picture that will please about 50
per cent of the email town patronte. Many praised
it highly here, while others said very poor. (Ingram's
theatre, Ashland, Ala.) December 22-23-24. We ran
this picture at a dull time, just before Christmas but
we stepped on it hard and had a fellow out in
"Gorilla" costume a week in advance of showing eo
did a dandy business in epite of holiday season.
(Mazda & Eaet Side theatres, Aurora, Neb.) Another
First National that hits and pleased 100 per cent.
(Lyrio theatre, Morrison, III.) Just fair mystery
which my people did not like. (Dunlap theatre,
Hawarden, la.) This picture got me the best
Wedneeday-Thursday business that I've enjoyed for
sometime. "The Gorilla" is a pretty good picture but
there just seems to be that certain something missing that makes a great picture. (Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.) 75%. November 29-30. An excellent picture that will go over in any small town' or big one.
Kids went wild over it. (Washington theatre, Atoka,
Okla.) This is First National's best picture this year.
It drew well at the box office and gave 100 per cent
satisfaction to patrons. (Lonet theatre, Wellington,
O.) If you have seen the stage play you will be
greatly disappointed. While interesting and can undoubtedly please, the i)ossibilities were overlooked and
a wonderful story was ruined. (Orpheum theatre.
Twin Falls, Idaho.) A flop. One of those kind that
the people either thought was excellent or terrible.
From the box office it failed to hit. (K. P. theatre,
Pittsfield, 111.) 100%. February 10-11. This is a
knockout. Full of thrills and drew good both nights.
(Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.) I've used all kinds
of pictures but this takes the cake for keeping people
away from my theatre. The picture itself is good
but oh goodness the title. I bought this as a special
and that's all you can say, so buy it right or leave
it alone.
(Majestic theatre, Mauston,
Wis.)
GUN GOSPEL, FN, Ken Maynard, Bob Fleming,
Romaine Fielding, Virginia Brown Faire, J. P. McGowan, Jerry Madden. Noah Young, 6. — 60%. Better than "Red Raiders." Had some good comments
on this one. (Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla.) February 28-29. Another good Ken picture. This bird
starts his riding and stunts where the others leave
off. (Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.) This fellow
and his horse is without a doubt the greatest Western star on the screen. (Liberty theatre. Greenwood,
S. C.) This boy knows the West and his pictures
show it. I never saw a poor one. (Hippodrome theatre, Crestline, O.) January 2. A very good picture,
it is the first time that he has played this house,
doing a very good business. (Comique theatre,
Camden, Me.) 75%. January 28. A-1 entertainment.
Up to the usual program standard, (Rose-Liberty
theatres, Sumas-Lynden, Wash.) In the same class
with Metro's Westerns, well made, but the same old
line of cattle rustling that people are getting fed up
on. Put more comedy into your Westerns. First
National and Metro. (Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa,
Mich'.) Seems good to see your face again, Ken.
You sure know your stuff and so do your producers
and directors.
(Postville theatre, Postville, la.)

H
HARP IN HOCK, A, P, Rudolph Schildkraut,
Junior Coghlan, Bessie Love, May Robson, Joseph
Striker, Louis Nathcaux, Clarence Burton, Lillian
Harmcr, Mrs. Charles Mack, 6. — 15%. October 25.
This is a splendid picture. A good story comes
nearer being a special than a lot we have paid special
rental for. Satisfied about 50 per cent. (Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) This picture was
as human as any we have ever presented. Do not be
afraid to advertise this. (Bio theatre, Moline, III.)
70%. December 19-20. Could be worse, but not jast
what my patrons like. The whole picture is saved by
the presence of Joseph Striker as the juvenile lead.
(Opera House, Salisbury, Md.) 69%. January 14.
An excellent picture. They all liked it. (Community
theatre, Woodbui-y, Conn.) 41%. December 15-16.
Would have pleased, I guess if I could have gotten
them here. Title means nothing to my patrons. (Rex
theatre, Eagle Lake, Tex.)
HARVESTER, The, F B O. Orvillc Caldwell, Natalie
Kinpslon, Will R. Wnllinsr, Jay Hunt, Lola Todd, 7.—
January 15. While not the best portrayal of Gene
Stratton Porter's books, it drew well and seemed to
please majority. (Aristo theatre, Lcmmon, S. D.)
Bough riglit, and made good for it. Pleased and drew.
(Palace theatre, Merkol, Tex.) The picture is good,
but not up to the standard of other Gene Porter
Stratton stories. Anyway, bill it good, because the
lovers of her books will like it, though it is mediocre. (New Kcntui-ky theatre, Mndisonville. Ky.)
December 26. Was very di?iit>|iointe<l in thi* picture.
No favorable comments.
(Star thtutre. Villa Grove,
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111.) This, as all Porter's pictures do, draws a different clientele than the regular, and the regulars
stay at home, so the results are not so good. The
picture is too slow, far too slow, there is too much
I>osing and nothing happening. (Columbia theatre,
Columbia City, Ind.) Gene Stratton Porter's stories
always get all the ladies out and please them.
Credit is due to cameraman for wonderful photography. (Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.) Good picture from my standpoint. Some criticism that the
characters were not in line with the time the story
was written. (Dunlap theatre, Hawarden, la.) December 4-5. A fair picture. Did not do the business
"Keeper of the Bees" and "Girl of the Limberlost"
did. (Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.) November 30. This is good for this type of a show, and
pleased those that liked the book. (Adair theatre,
Adair, la.) December 5-6-7. A very good picture but
not as good as some of the other Gene Stratton
Porter stories. Our patrons seemed to enjoy it, and
that is what counts. (Electric theatre, Caldwell,
Kan.) Gene Stratton Porter's name drew what few
we got, but was stormed out the second night. It
did not plea.se as well as her other works. (Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Neb.) We have a job in this
business in trying to please them all, and this
picture does not begin to complete the job. The
folks who made this picture tried hard enough but the
story they had to work with does not measure up to
present day demands. It does not have near the
drawing power that other books of this writer have.
(Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.) January 18. Gene
Stratton Porter's stories seem to get in the ladies
and please most of them, although "The Harvester"
did not please as well as some of her other stories.
(Community theatre, Red Granite, Wis.) Had FBO
assembled a cast, this certainly would have been a
wonderful picture. As it is. Gene Stratton Porter's
name draws them in. (Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant,
Tex.) 80%. December 27-28. A good picture, but
just a little short of the appeal that the other Gene
Stratton Porter stories have had. Mr. Meehan did
not give us a feminine lead that was exactly convincing. (Opera House, Salisbury, Md.) December
12-13. This will prove a sad disappointment indeed
to those who have played "Keeper of the Bees,"
"Laddie," and "The Magic Garden." Gene Stratton
Porter's name will draw the crowd, but the picture
won't satisfy them.
(Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.)
HEART OF MARYLAND, The W, Dolores CostcIIo,
Jason Robards, Hclcne Costello, 6.— A civil war story
of lovers, spies and of the girl that clung to the
bell to save her lover. Not a special as Warner
would have you believe, but should give satisfaction.
(Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.) Although same
type of picture made many times before this one is
now ripe due to fact nothing serious has been
attempted lately in this line. (Princess theatre,
Washington, D. C.) Though not so new is a fine
little show. If you have not played it do not overlook
a good bet. (Eagle theatre, Lubec, Me.) 36%. January 21. A civil war melodrama that was fair. (Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah. ) 20%. Good picture of the
kind, but didn't draw. Young people said it was
awful. (Strand theatre, Paris Ark.) 60%. December 18-19. This is a good picture. (Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.) 80%. February 24-25.
This is a real play, after seeing several poor reports
on this one I was sorry I had it on contract. But
boys, don't be afraid of it. It will please ninety
per cent.
(Elite theatre, Arlington,
S. D.)
HEART OF SALOME, The, Fox, Alma Rubens,
Walter Pidgcon, 6. — Would have been a very nice
program but the love making of Alma Rubens and
Walter Pidgeon was altogether too mushy ; therefore,
disgusting to many of the audience. (Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.) Joe Briggs couldn't stick. "Doc,"
says he "Tliat picture reminds me of the winter I had
to live on mush and milk and I feel squamish."
Exit Joe. Grand finale. Exit Seria and Marthy
Hightop. "Oh Keid, wasn't that a keen one. oh
Keid?" (Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.) March 1.
Didn't draw so well, but it brought out a few who
seldom come and I think it pleased. (Glove theatre,
Buena Vista, Va.)
HERO FOR A NIGHT. A. U. Glenn Tryon. Patsy
Ruth Miller. Lloyd Whitlock, Burr Mcintosh, Bob
Milash, Ruth Dwycr, Bobby, 6. — ^J0%. December 30-31.
Must back up Mr. Lnemnile's statement about Glenn
Tryon being comedy find. Boys, grab him, he's fine.
This picture is one of Universal's many good ones.
(Rex theatre, Montezuma, Ind.) A nice little picture. All about a cori-espondence school aviator who
accidentally hope the Atlantic. It should ple.nse almost everyone. (Liggett theatre, Madison, Knn.)
30%. January 19. A fine program picture. (Silver
family theatre, Greenville. Mich.) This Is a very
entertaining little i«icturo. People will like It.
(Grand theatre. Pierre, S. D.) February 1. Thi« w
the first of the-so Tryon pictures for us. Universal
has been making a lot of fuss about this yountc
man and we were expecting something. The rcnctlon
ol our audience lo this one w«* th«t it wnn loo
silly to be funny.
Nothing t«i it. sold at a fair price
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though. (Mission theatre. Menard. Tex.) Glenn
Tryon okay here and In two reelere. but deserves
better pictures, gags and titles. Poor business oz)
this one because Universal has no big first run bouse
here or volunteers no publicity in town about this
young comedian. (Kenwood theatre, Chicago. 111.)
This boy is a comer. The picture is extra good.
Worth showing in any house. (Coliseum theatre,
Edmore, Mich.) 24%. February 12-13. Another
hilarious slapstick with aggravatin' papa. (Pastime
theatre. Mason, Mich.) 10 %. A nice program picture of the impoGsible slapstick kind. However,
pleasing. (Family theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y.) Another good picture for Tryon. (The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala.)
HERO ON HORSEBACK, A, U. Hoot Gibron. 6.—
Sure pulled me the best Friday and Saturday night
business for months, and pleaded. (Cozy theatre,
Villisca, la.) 13%. December 16-17. Best Hoot
Gibson we have played for a long time. Oh boy I
how good this was and no business. Must be
Christmas season. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.)
55%. October 8-9. This is getting to be Hoot himself again. A real one. (Koehler theatre, Uehling,
Neb.) 40%. September 30. Good Western. (Grand
theatre. Rainier. Ore.) March 6-7. A fair Hoot
picture, but not his best. (Trags theatre, NeiUvBllle.
Wis. ) 70%. SepUmbcr 18-20. "Crapshoottr In a
bank" would probably have been a more appropriate title. Impossible, but suited the Gibson fans.
(Paramount theatre, Kokomo, Ind.) 35%. December
30-31. I usually exi>ect a licking at this season of
the
but (Pastime
with Hoot's
help Mason,
I manageMich.)
to weather
the year,
storm.
theatre.
58%.
January 29. A very good comedy drama and Westem. Pleased them all. (Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah.) 82%. February 4. Hoot Gibson always
draws for me and he is good in this one. However,
would have been much better if he had left off the
gambling. (Richartfe theatre, Fayette, Ala.) October 28-29. A pretty good picture. Not one of Hoot's
best, but will get by if you use a good comedy with
it. (Strand theatre, Griswold. la.) Very good Western with all the action in the last reel. Some good
comedy that kept the house in a mirthful mood.
(Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.) 41%. Febraary
10-11. Fair Western which draws better than it
pleases.
(Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.)
HER WILD OAT. FN, Colleen Moore. I>arry Kent,
Hallam Coolcy, Gwen Lee. Martha Mattox. Charles
Giblin, Julannc Johnston, 7. — 79%. March 10. Clever
comedy, well directed and she brings the crowd.
(Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich.) 45''/o. February 27-28-29. Not as good as Colleen can make them,
but fair entertainment. Patrons seemed to like it.
(Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.) This is a
comedy knockout and it brought us the best crowd
we have had all winter in spite of bad weather.
(Lakeview theatre, Lakeview, la.) March 4-5. Her
poorest picture; my people disappointed. (Dunlap
theatre, Hawarden. la.) February 27. A disappointment to me and to my patrons. (Princess theatre, Lexington, Tenn.) March 11-12. This is one
of Colleen Moore's poorest pictures. No drawinjr
power. This was the first Moore picture that didn't
make any money for me. (Strand theatre. Griawold.
la.) What a pleasure it is to show a picture with
this star. No matter who or what the i^erson is
they cannot be offended by her actions or the actions
of her fellow players. 'The whole family can oome
(and they most always do) and enjoy every bit of it,
and go out and recommend it to their friends. (New
Genceeo theatre, Geneseo. 111.) January 9-10. Very
good entertainment and brought considerable busineae
through the box office. (Liberty theatre. Greenwood.
S. C.) This is not up to Colleen's standard. I
would say the fault lay in direction. It pleased,
however, and (Colleen is always a drawing card.
(Liberty theatre. Amhcrstburg, Ont.. (Canada.) F«bn»"MisB Moore's
Moore's best."
of Miss
"One are
ary 5. These
beet."
the comments
we got on this picture and we think they came from almost e\-enr
person who saw "Her Wild Oat." (Columbia theatre.
Morganza. La.) 92'i'». January 26-J7. The most delightful entertainment wo have given our patrons In
many days. Had more good comments on this piclure than any other picture wo have played thio year.
(Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.) A nicely produced and interesting picture, played on Sunday,
everyone pleased. (Orpheum theatre. Twin Falls.
Idaho.) A lemon. Terrible. Not even a eocd program picture. My patrons knoelced this one and
on the second day, no business. (Dixie theatre.
Russellville. Ky.) '&','». February 5-*. Thi» i» an
extra good picture. Stoo' good, splendid comedy.
100 per cent satisfaetion. (Silver Family ihi-atrtv
Greenville. Mich.) Pleased 100 per cent. Play It.
(Lyric thoatTC. Morrison. 111.) Jannary t(-S7-lS.
Poorest Mooro picture we've ever nhown. Boslneaa
fair but mnny mmpUint*. (Mania & Eii«t Siil« th»atri*-, Aunirii. Neb.) Th« truth ol the matter, l» that
"Her
Wild Ual"
l« the bissnst box office pietur*
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we have had from any film company this year. Play
it quick they ■will like It. (Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.) 70%. March 5. One of the best pictures
Colleen ever gave us. Pleaeed all who saw it. (Cozy
theatre. Wagoner, Okla.) 10%. January 1. Rfteeri
below zero when I played this so I lost money. However, it is a typical Moore picture and will please her
fans. (American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.) Clever
comedy drama and as usual drew a good crowd on a
mighty cold stormy night. (Lyric theatre, Hartington. Neb.) Her poorest picture in my estimation.
Title poor, and my people didn't know what it was
all about.
(Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.)

HULA, Par, Clara Bow, Clrve Brook, Arlette Marchal, Arnold Kent, Mande Trunx, Albert Gran, 6. —
95%. October 13-14. Personally considered this as
good as "It." However, majority of patrons did not
think so. At that it pleased everybody. (Ingram's
theatre, Ashland, Ala.) 62%. October 19-20.
Pretty hot for my patronage. Only the wonderful
personality of Miss Bow put it over. Watch for the
Hula dance at the end of the fourth reel. Lots of
small town fans will not stand for it. (Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.) September 25-26. Same old
South Sea Island bunk done over and a little above
average. (ElmpresB theatre, Akron, la.) Clara Bow
always brings in the dough, (Postville theatre, Poetville, la.)I do
January
now better
holds than
my house
record.
think 6-7.
that "Hula"
this is far
any

HIGH SCHOOL HERO, The, Fox, SaUy Phipps,
6. — Here is a knockout. The finest, cleanest little
comedy that I have played in a long time. Had more
patrons tell me it was greater than any picture I
have played in last six months with the exception
of "Ben Hur." (Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.)
January 11. Boy I Oh Boy I For entertainment what
a picture. We used a tie-up with the high school
and the picture backed up everything. It's a natural. (K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.) It is one of the
cleanest and beet comedies that we have had the
pleasure of running for some time. It will please.
(Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.) December 9.
One of the beet comedy program picturee we hare
played in a long time. My patrons certainly enjoyed
it. (Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.) February 1-2.
This is certainly one perfect little comedy. (Pastime
theatre, Mason, Mich.) Hey, here's a knockout. Tied
up with high school girls' society. They put on five
actfi of vaudeville that would make Roxy weep with
jealousy. (Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.) January 8. A
very good small town picture. Pleased them and
was a credit to my house. (Reel Joy theatre, King
City, Cal.) 27%. February 17. A dandy picture
that wafi wasted on a small crowd. (Majestic theatre,
Greenfield, Tenn.)
HILLS OF PERIL, Fox, Buck Jones, Georgia Hale,
5. — 35%. Ordinary Western. (Strand theatre, Paris,
Ark.) 11%. October 5. Buck again gave us a
thrill. It sure should please where they like action
and thrills. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.) Good
action Western, but it flopped. (Arvada theatre,
Arvada, Ck)l.) October 1. Just an ordinary Jones
picture, that's all. (Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.)
50%. October 1. The first Jones since before the
overflow, and we had a good attendance. The best
Jones in a long time. We are not saying that his
previous ones are not good. They are all good which
the box ofliee records will show. (Columbia theatre,
Morganza, La.) 42%. October 10. This is a story
of booze and bootlegging. As this town has been dry
since Carrie Nation was a flapper, it flopped hard.
(Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.) 15%. December 23-24.
A good Western. (Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.)
January 7-8. Good Western. (Gait theatre. Gait,
Cal.) Good Western. The horse is improving.
(Colonial theatre, Moulton, la.) January 27-28. A
very good Western and it pleased. (Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan.) 49%. February 11. Good Western,
but nothing new. Drew Jones fans only. (Majestic
theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.) 40%. This is a good
Western.
(Texan
theatre. Roaring
Springs,
Tex.)
HIS DOG, P, Joseph Schildkraut, Julia Faye, Crawford Kent, Sally Rand, Robert Edeson, Annabelle
Magnus, Fred Walton, 7. — Every once in a while a
picture comes along unheralded and unsung that just
hits the right spot and gives one a revived hope
that the program picture may still be good and not
be priced as a special. (Kenwood theatre, Chicago,
111.) 32%. September 16-17. It is strange how
people will sob and ciT at a show and then stop as
they go out and say, "Oh, that was the best show I
have been to in a long time." (Cozy theatre, Duchesne, Utah.) 25%. September 20-21. Can't say
much for this. Played it on family night and they
didn't go crazy about it. (Scenic theatre, Holstein,
la.) February 8-9. An excellent picture. (Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis.) Very weak. (Crystal theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz.) Well done, but will not please
usual dog fans because it does not have enough action.
(Playhouse theatre, Fairhope,
Ala.)
HOOK AND LADDER No. 9, F B O, Ed Hearn,
Cornelius Kecfe, Lucy Beaumont, Dione Ellis, 5. —
December 7. A good fire picture and a nice story,
but fire pictures don't go over for ue ever. (Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.) December 16-17. A pleasing
drama. Nice clean story for the whola family.
(Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.) February 17-18. Wonderful picture. Fire scene very good. Better second
night than first. (Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.)
Our patrons didn't know a soul in the cast. Hard to
put over. (Arvada theatre, Arvada, Col.) February
29. A fair program picture with some action and
suspense. Was received favorably. (Community theatre. Red Granite, Wis.) 70%. January 16. Good
program picture with lots of action, a good picture
for any email town where they like action. (Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.)
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picture that Clara Bow has ever produced.
(Dreamland theatre, Metter, Ga.) 75%. January
22-23. This is a good picture. Star great. Gave
general satisfaction. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) 60%. .January 11. Fine picture. My
first of hers. Think she will be a good one for me.
(Pastime theatre. Homer, III.) February 3-4. (Jood, but
not great. Some said it was almost raw in places. Fair
business. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.) Take it from
us in all sincerity, this girl, Clara Bow, grows stronger
each time she comes to town, with our patrons. Therefore, she is delivering the goods and that is what pleases
us "hick town" exhibitors. (Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.) 40%. December 5-6. A good one.
Just the type for Clara for a change. Should draw
extra business in any theatre. (Tivoli theatre, Knoxville. 111.) Just cleaning them up is all we need
say about this girl, and it is not missing the mark
when we say she is like wine, improves with age.
They like her better and better. (Crystal theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz.) What Tom Mix is in the Western
picture, Clara Bow is in her type of picture. A
good box office attraction. (Jewel theatre, Texas
City, Tex.) 75%. February 14. This is without a
doubt the best I have seen Clara Bow do. It has
general appeal to both men and women. Don't pay
over program price for it. (Rialto theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.) Fair little comedy with a girl star that
is quite likeable. (Liberty theatre. Greenwood, S. C.)
65%. September 23-24. Very good picture for this
star. Attendance cut some, account of local opposition. (Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo.) September 1-2.
The poorest picture Clara ever made. It's not there
for an additional increase in money. (K. P. theatre,
Pittsfield, 111.) September 15-16. "Hula" had Arvada
Festival to buck. "Not so good crowd," but "so
good picture." (Arvada theatre, Arvada, Col.) Very
good. Drew well for Thursday. (Lyric theatre,
Shenandoah, Pa.)

IN A MOMENT OF TEMPTATION, FBO, Charlotte Stevens, Grant Withers, Cornelias Kecfe, Marie
Walcamp, Tom Ricketts, Kit Guard, 6. — 65%. February 18. A good program picture. Good for Saturday. (S. of N. theatre, Ambrose, N. D.) February
21. This was a blank as a picture and at the box
office as well. (Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.)
67%. March 3. A good program picture. Pushed
this one hard and had fair house. Those who saw
it, liked it. (Family theatre, Metamora, Mich.)
November 2-3. Just a fair picture. The wonderful
love story didn't show up but it did seem to please.
(Ritz theatre. Arcanum, O.)
IN OLD KENTUCKY, MGM, James Murray,
Helene Costello, Wesley Barry, Edward Martindale,
Dorothy Cnmmings, 7. — 55%. February 18. Best of
the race horse pictures. (Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.) December 26. Very good, of its kind.
Not as good as the old Stahl version, but not the
same story. (Majestic theatre, Perry, 111.) Nowhere
near as good as the old one that First National made
years ago. (Family theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y.)
Very good race track picture that is different. My
audience praised it very highly. (Postville theatre,
Postville, la.) Pretty good pictin-e of the horse race
type of story. This did not do very good business
because the stars are unknown to a great
extent. Just a good program picture. (Elite
theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.) A good production
of the old stage play. It is different from what has
gone before but very interesting and well done.
(Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind.) One of the
best Kentucky stories we have played. The comedy
is excellent. (This will please the average audience.
(Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.) Very good. (Rialto
theatre, Franklin, Neb.) So called all star cast —
December 26. This is good ordinary picture saved
by the colored folks In the cast. Where Metro gets
the idea it's a special and an advanced price picture
is one of those mysteries. The picture is good, yee,
but not one to sell at a high price. (Mission theatre,
Menard, Te^i.) January 21. A very good feature.
The darkies in this one were sure a kick. (Reel Joy
theatre, King City, Cal.) Reported once on this but
wish to say read "Service Talks" on this one. It
does not boost it hardly as much as it deeervee.
Book
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it and advertise it right. (Colonial theatre, Moulton.
la.) A most pleasing picture of horse racing theme.
Far better than many of the so called ipecials we
have had. There are just a few war scenes. (EVikI*
theatre, Leubec, Me.) Very good. (Consider thli
much better than the one produced some yean ago.
(Orpheum theatre, Mellen, Wis.) November 12. Very
good picture. "Highpockete" and his girl almost
stole the picture. A special that really is a special
and would stand a raise in admission. (Auditorium
theatre, Nehawka, Neb.) Good. Leave comedy to
the darky. (Colonial theatre, Moulton, la.) Played
this years ago and it went over big. This new production failed to draw and I lost money on it. Good
program picture. Not a special, (CJoiy theatre,
Medford, Wis.)

JAKE THE PLUMBER, FBO, Sharon Lynn, Jew
Devorska, Rosa Rosanova, Ann Brodle, Bad Jamison,
Carol HoIIoway, William Tooker, 5. — At laet — ^the
American Plvimber glorified — and what a howl. First
howl from the exhibitor who put this thing on his
screen for the entertainment of his fans, next howl
is from the fan who passed the change through for
the little ticket. I want to tell all exhibitors this
is a great big flop. (Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.)
50%. December 25. A good comedy, but it is no
special. (Adair theatre, Adair, la.) Fair comedy.
Everybody seemed to enjoy it. (Arieto theatre,
Lemmon, S. D.) About as poor a length of celluloid
as F B O has ever ground out of their mill. Lots of
humor, yes, but not in the picture. The joke was on
us. (Amvise-U theatre, Melville, La.) A fairly
good comedy that is somewhat out of the ordinary.
Did not do so very good at the box office due to the
fact that the star is unknown. (Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.) Played this with "Return of Boston
Blackie," glad I had something with it. I am sure
it could not stand alone. (Community theatre. Watertown, Conn.) Very good program picture. (Liggett
theatre, Madison, Kan.) January 27-28. Ran this
and Douglas MacLean in "Soft Cushions" on double
feature nights. Both pictures are just fair, and they
failed to draw a normal Saturday crowd. (Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.)
JESSE JAMES, Par, Fred Thomson, Nora Lane,
Montagu Love, James Pierce, Mary Carr, Harry
Woods, 9. — A sweet little box office bet. If your
people like Westerns, book it. Paramount will take
care of your box office receipts via the percentage
system. What more could you ask? (Electric theatre, Burwell, Neb.) 70%. Very good Western that is
really a splendid evening's entertainment. (Postville
theatre, Postville, la.) 45%. November 10-11. They
had wonderful material to make a great picture for
the Middle West but bungled it. I call it rotten, not
a good average Western. (Washington theatre,
Atoka, Okla.) 30%. November 10-11. Rotten, they
wasted one of the best opportunities to make a real
picture with a kick they will ever have. Thomson
is getting worse. (Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.)
This is a good Western. My crowd kicked on the
advance admissions and they didn't come out to see
this production as well as they do for the usual
Hoot Gibson or Tom Mix, though it is a much better
picture. (Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.) January 16.
Fair picture. Would have been better if some of
Thomson's stunt stuff had been left out. Not a
special. (Liljerty theatre, Condon, Ore.) January
20-21. What a travesty on the life of the famous
bandit. Every one attending thought it was a burlesque and laughed accordingly. It drew good business, by the way. (Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.)
January 5-6. Another one of the specials from Paramount that I was stung on. They sure hooked me
this year. This is an ordinary Western picture.
(Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.) I sent the cashier
home at 8 o'clock on this picture, admitting all
patrons free that came after 8 o'clock. After seeing
the picture it was impossible for me to take their
money. (Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.) 80%.
February 6. This went over very good here. Fred
always a favorite and the name "Jesse James" did
the rest. (City theatre, Lafayette, Ala.) Here's a
pretty good picture although they should have brought
Minn.)
more of his life into it. (State theatre, Springfield,
JOY GIRL, The, Fox, Olive Borden, Neil Hamilton,
Mary Alden, Marie Dressier, William Norris, 6. —
September 28. We thought this would be a knockout,
but were sadly disappointed. It is nice to look at,
but the heroine fails to create sympathy for herself
because of her selfishness. (Regent theatre, Indianola,
Miss.) This was rather a flashy show in spots but
as a whole weak as to story. The technicolor was
clever and won favorable comment. (Eagle theatre.
Luebec, Me.) 34%. January 13. Borden is good but
fails to draw big mohey. (Majestic theatre, Greenfield,
Tenn.) A dandy little picture. However, I would not
class it as a special as Fox does. (Orpheum theatre,
Mellen, Wis.)
February 2-3. Another good program
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from Fox. I have been agreeably surprised with
the Fox product this year. (Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.) 30%. November 25. A nice little story
nicely staged. Pleased maiority. (Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore.) November 9- This sure is one sweet
little picture and pleased all who saw it. (Regent
theatre, Wayland, Mich.) September 29-30. Would
rate this as only a fair program picture. (K. P.
theatre, Plttsfield, 111.) 26%. September 13. Just
fair program — no more. (Indiana theatre, Washington, Ind.)
JUDGMENT OF THE HILLS, FBO, Virginia Valll,
Frankie Darro, OrvHle Caldw<ell, 6.-24%. February
27. This picture is good ; not a big special but is so
human. That Darro boy is far ahead of any juvenile
star I ever saw in my thirteen years as an exhibitor. (Majestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.) Didn't
please hardly anyone. (Arvada theatre, Arvada, (3ol.)
If FBO thinks they are hitting a stride when
they distribute a picture the character of this one
then I don't know strides. (Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.) 65%. November 26. Not what it
could have been. Lacked action and cut off too soon.
(Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.) A story of the
back woods of Kentucky during the late war which
did not please. Too many drunken scenes to suit.
(Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.) November 28-29.
Not much to it. Failed to draw. (Electric theatre,
Caldwell, Kan.) January 7. Drew fairly good but
the etory not so well liked. (Community theatre,
Redgranite, Wis.) 60%. November 26. Good, you
need not be afraid of F B O bonds this year, they
are so far way above what they have done in the
past. I have run about nine of them and not a
sorry one in the bunch. (Washington theatre, Atoka,
Okla.) 27%. January 4. Story splendid. Pleased
all who came. (Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.) Most
comments have been adverse on this. While apparently it would have proven more satisfactory for
the hero to have returned from war sober, it has a
good plot, and is interesting throughout. (Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.) February 24. Would
consider this a good picture except the last reel.
Too many drunken scenes. (Star theatre. Villa Grove,
III.) 68%. November 18-19. Too much war. Too
much moonshine whiskey and too many drink
scenes to suit here.
(Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.)

LADIES MUST DRESS, Fox. Virginia Valli, Lawrence Gray, Hallara Cooley, Nancy Carroll, Earle
Foxe, Wilson Hummell, William Tooker, 6. — 22%.
First-class program picture ; as usual Valli fine. Too
much charitable competition ruined business for me,
otherwise my percentage would read different. (Ma/jestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.) March 11-12. A
snappy program picture. (Trags theatre, Neilleville,
Wis.)
LAST OUTLAW, The, Par, Gary Cooper, Betty
Jewel, 6. — 60%. March 10. Very good picture. Our
best Saturday night in the last two months. (Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.) This is the first one we
had showed of Gary. Everyone seemed to be well
pleased. (Community theatre, Rockville, Mo.) 85%.
Much better than the other Cooper, but not yet Is
he a star that has drawing power like Mix and
Thomson. Use the heralds and it can be put over
quite satisfactory. (Postville theatre, Postville, la.)
Very good Western, plenty of action. (Dunlap theatre, Hawarden, la.) September 14. One day to fair
house. (Arvada theatre, Arvada, Col.) 21%. November 23. Much better than "Arizona Bound,"
which we recently played. Everyone seemed to like
it. (Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.) Very good.
Plenty of gun action. Should please a Saturday
night crowd. (Richmond theatre, Richmond, Vt.)
Another Western from Paramount that did not fail
at the box office. Hope they are all as good as this
one. (Cozy theatre, Minneapolis, Kan.) Liked very
much. (Pacific Community Association theatre,
Columbia, S. C.) January 3. An excellent Western
to empty seats because of severe cold. (Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.) 75%. Good program Western,
far better than Universal Blue Streaks, for instance ;
Gary Cooper fine ; Jack Linden also good. Story
usual stuff, but cast makes it a good picture. (Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.) This is a good Western,
and if priced at what you can buy the Art Acords
and Bob IVlers and such, it is a good picture. It
is nothlcg but a Western, however, and can't be sold
on the same plane as the Paramount Zane Greys.
(Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.) 40%. A good high
class Western, but nothing big. (Lincoln theatre.
Bunker Hill, III.) January 28. A good Western to
good business. (Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.)
Gary fine. Picture much better than "Arizona
Bound." Feminine lead not fittingly (figure and
occasion) dressed. (Prlnceae theatre, Seaforth, Ont.,
Canada.) January 10. Played this on amateur night
and seemed to take well with the crowd. (Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.)
LAST WALTZ,
Schlettow;
Willy

The, Par, Sophie Pagay. Hani von
FritBch, Uane
Haid, 6 30%. Feb-
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ruary 11. Small towns lay off of this one. Some
very bad scenes, not fit for the family to see.
(Pastime theatre, Horner, III.) Well produced and
acted. Businese only fair. (Selma theatre, Selma,
Cal.) 55%. A peach of a program picture. Pleased
moet who saw it. (Lyric theatre, Morrison, III.) A
good picture. Perhaps because I expected a bad one
made this stand out as a pleasing picture. (K. P.
theatre, Pittsfield, 111.)
LATEST FROM PARIS, The, MGM, Norma
Shearer, George Sidney. Ralph Forbes, Tenen Holts,
Margaret Landis, Bert Roach, William Bakewell, 8. —
February 28-29. An excellent comedy drama.
(Colonial theatre, Moulton, la.) This picture gave
about as good satisfaction as any I have run this
year. A picture for the whole family. (Cozy theatre, Medford, Wis.) Best comedy I've run this year.
Pleased 100 per cent. Buy It. (Lyric theatre, Hartington. Neb.) Very, very good comedy. The best
in a long time. (Auditorium theatre, Nehawka, Neb.)
55%. March 11-12. The best Shearer has ever made.
Pleased all. A comedy drama that's a knockout.
(Ellinwood theatre, EHIinwood,
Kan.)
LAW OF THE RANGE, MGM, Tim McCoy, Joan
Crawford, Rex Lease, Bodil Rosing, Tenen Holtz, 5. —
30%. February 18. This is our first McCoy Western
and if the others are as good as this we will be
satisfied. (LeConte theatre, Sevierville, Tenn.) 60%.
March 2-3. A nice clean picture with McCoy in a
better role than some of his others. The cattle stamI)ede not so good but the grass fire was a dandy.
(Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.) Like all McCoy Westerns, good. (Atlantic & Strand theatres, Atlantic,
la.) Extra good Western. (Lyric theatre, Harrison,
Ark.) This is the second Tim McCoy we have run
of this year's group, and will say it is better than
some of last year's McCoys. Show is good and little
different from usual. (Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.)
Very fine Western picture. Pleased Saturday night
crowd.
(Lyric theatre, Hartington, Neb.)
LEGIONNAIRES IN PARIS, FBO, Al Cooke, Kit
Guard, Louise Lorraine, Virginia Sale, John Aason, 6.
— February 17-18. We saw this picture and enjoyed
it and it seemed like the audience did. We, therefore, stepped on it a little heavier than usual but got
no big results. Generally at our place they didn't
seem to care for it. (Ritz theatre. Arcanum, O.)
February 26-27. A good comedy, clean and all right
but not as good as painted. (Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.) 85%. February 24-25. Average comedy
by these two clowns. Nothing unusual, nothing big.
Actual shots from the Legion convention in Paris
are in the film and help of course. (Community
theatre, Ridgeway, la.) A comedy augmented by the
Legion convention and might go over if you could
get enough Legion men out to see the thing. I tried
to put it over by doing a large advertising campaign to the masses and got an awful jolt. (Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.) February 2-3-4. Fair
picture of Legion convention, etc., but failed to draw.
(Mazda & East Side theatres, Aurora, Neb.) 15%.
February 14. Good comedy, but don't promise too
much, and don't pay for anything but program qxiality. (Majestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.) Used
extra advertising to put it over and it sure flopi>ed ;
patrons said rotten. (Atlantic and Strand theatres,
Atlantic, la.) March 17. Just another Saturday date
wasted.
(Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.)
LES MISERABLES, U, M. Gabriel Gabrio, Mme.
Sandra Milowanoff, M. Jean Tonlot, M. Paul Jorge.
M. Rozet, M. D. Salllard, M. Charles Badilole, Mile.
Andree Rolane, 7. — 90%. November 9-10. A masterpiece program. Nothing but favorable comments and
brought people to my theatre that never came before.
(Grand theatre. Story City, la.) 80%. November
15-16. Here is a picture with exceptional drawing
power. However, it is slightly disappointing to the
patrons. (Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.) Very
good production. Splendid acting. Business only
fair. (Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.) Good and well
liked by the few. Too much money. Lost me money
in perfect weather. (Capitol theatre, Duncan, B. C,
Canada.) Satisfactory and different from the usual
run of pictures. A little too long. (Family theatre.
Mt. Morris, N. Y.) March 14-15. A wonderful production that was a great flop. Took in enough to
pay overhead and advertising. Everyone highly
pleased. (Majestic theatre. Perry, III.) Very good
picture which should please anywhere. (Dunlap
theatre, Hawarden, la.) Well, Uncle Carl went to
Europe and got a real picture, and a money maker.
Boys, I advise you to buy this one and step on it.
Victor Hugo's name will pull thcra In. (Rich
theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.)
UFE OF RILEY, The, FN. GeorKC Sidney, Charles
Murray, Sam Hardy, June Marlowe, Myrtle Sttdman,
Stephen Carr, Edward* Daris, Bert Woodruff. 7. —
40%. February 6-7. One of the best comodias In
many moons. Had .nmall nttondanco due to heavy
rain two days we pinyixl It. but it cortjiinly mnde a
hit with those who saw it. (Ingram's theatre. Ashland, Alo.) Nearly as good B« "McFadden's
Flats."
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however it only did half the business. (Diamond
69
theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.) Played this Thanksgiving and it proved to be ideal entertainment for
my holiday patrons. (Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.)
A good comedy but to my opinion slightly overdone
in parts. (Cozy theatre, Minneapolis, Kan.) 60%.
October 5. A dandy comedy feature that kept the
house in an uproar. (Adair theatre, Ad&ir. la.) Will
rate with the best of the Murray-Sidney comedies.
Excellent. (K. P. theatre, Pittefield. III.) SeDten»ber
18-19. We ran this directly after "Lcwt at the Front"
and did extra business with it from the word of
moruth advertising. A very good comedy. (Creeco
theatre, Cresco, la.) 25%. February 15. A good
program picture. Two of the best comedy stars in
the business. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.) October 11-12. Very good. (Carroll, la.)
45%. October 10. As good a comedy as I have •ecoi
for a long time. (Colonial theatre. Troy, Mo.) A
good one for Saturday in small towns. Will get the
laughs all right and pleasea. (Dixie theatre, Ruaaellville, Ky.) December 18-19. Pleased a Sunday
night crowd in fine shape. Have the projectionist
hurry the fire scenes a little, or they might drag.
(Strand theatre, Wadsworth. O.) Febraary 21-22.
Good comedy. Will go over where this team is
liked. (Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.) February 28-29.
A cracking good comedy. (Dunlap theatre, Hawarden, la.) 60%. January 1-2. Very good comedy.
PleaBcd everyone. (Lyric theatre, Morrison. III.)
Fine
comedy
Postville,
la.) to good business. (Postville theatre,
LIGHTNING, T, Jobyna RaUton, Robert Fraaer,
Margaret Livingston, Lightning, 7. — A Zane Grey
story that is different. Had more favorable comments on this picture than any program offering we
have run in many a day. (Colonial theatre. Gillespie.
HI.) 80%. Boys, If any of the bigger companies
had this one it would be sold to you (or the limit.
Here is one of the most satisfactory pictures I have
had for many a day. (Star theatre, St. Louis, Mo.)
This was a good picture and up to the regular standard of the Zane Greys. (Grand theatre, Pierre. S. D.)
Good outdoor action picture that drew well and
seemed to please. (Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.)
100%. November 24. Without any extra adv-ertislng
than an ordinary program picture, "Lightning" pulled
in the largeet crowd ever in my theatre to a picture
show. Not a big picture but Oh Boy I how It does
pull, and satisfied. (Alert theatre, Steuben, VVIs.)
October 5. This is a fijie picture, well made and
put in natural colors which adds to its interest.
(Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.) One of the finest and
very, very interesting and keeps you guessing.
(Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.) January 13-14.
Only a fair program offering, which drew big business on account of it being written by Zane Grey.
(Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.) 60%. November
1. This is a dandy Western feature that should please
all fans who like action pictures. (Palace theatre,
Hoxie. Kan.) This is one of the best Zane Grey
pictures we have ever played. You can boost it as
Minn.)
an extra good Western. (State theatre, Springfield.
UTTLE MICKEY GROGAN, FBO, Frankie Darro.
Lassie Lou Ahern, Jobyna Ralston, Carrol Nye. Billy
Scott, 6. — 60%. February 28. Good. They all liked
this one. (Mermac theatre. West Bend, Wis.)
February 28. Just a program picture that did not
make
exjpenses.
(Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb.)
LOCO LUCK, U, Art Acord, 5.— February 18. Better than the average Universal Western. A good picInd.) ture for small town patronage. (Green Lantern
theatre, Claymont, Del.) March 5. Average program
Western. No drawing power. (Strand theatre, Paoli.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT, MGM. Lon Chaney.
Marccline Day, Henry B. Walthall. Percy WUlioms.
Conrad Nagel, Polly Moran, Edna Tichnor, Claude
King,
7. — 60%.
February
6. ordinary
Lon (Thanfy's
for
sometime.
Buainecs
was very
in »pit*be.'n
of tbs
fact that we used heavy exploitation. Howe%er. the
picture is not at fault. (Rialto theatre. Knoxville,
Tenn.) 60°'o. February 25. They cams right in.
Though not the largest receipt*, it wa.i four times the
previous week's receipts. This in a dandy picture.
(Movies theatre. Brocket, N. D.) January S2-2J.
This Is at least one of the best pictur<« Chaney ever
made. Perhaps "The Unholy Three" w*5 better.
(Star theatre.
Nashville.
Mich.) in
A very
cle\-erly
sustained melodrama
with Chaney
a dual
role that
WHS excellently conctvilcd from the audience until the
laiit few hundred (cct. I believe that Qianry Is
better liked in stroiRht part* without the usual er\M>oomo characters that he has previously plsyed.
(Columbia theatre. Columbia City. Ind.) Incrtiasod
attendance «t rceular admissions. Very fine produetion. S<'*mi'(l to pleaso all. (Shaslnna theatrr. Mount
SIh.-uita. Cal.l This picture holds ray box offic* record
and how. Isn't that enough? (Dayton. tb<«tr(\
Dayton. O.) (0%. March (-7. Plpas«d much better
than "Mr. Wu" or "Mockery." Chaney as a detective stirs up many thrills and leavnn the spectator
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in doubt mitil the end. (ElUnwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.) 57%. Lon Chaney is a sure bet for
our theatre and he always draws a good crowd.
However, this picture is not above his average.
(LeComte theatre,. Sevierville, Tenn.) February 28-29.
Very good mystery melodrama. Equals "The Bat."
Will draw where Chaney is liked. (Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal.) January 4. The best of the Lon
Chaney pictures except "Tell It to the Marines."
(K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, III.)

both Monday and Tuesday, ordinarily our poorest
nights. Fox pictures, as a rule, deliver the goods for
us at the box office. (B. B. theatre, Ashland, Neb.)
A dandy comedy drama. (Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.)
Business very bad on this, but it pleased and that is
worth something. Good acting by entire oast, especially Arthur Housman. Johnny Harron also good.
(Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.) 85%. January 22.
Very good. The young folks eat it up. (Texan theatre. Roaring Springs, Tex.)

LONE EAGLE, The, U, Raymond Keane, Barbara
Kent, Nigel Barrie, Jack Pennick, Donald Stuart,
Cnyler Supplee, Frank Camphill, Marcella Daly,
Brent Overstreet, Egbert Cook, 6. — This is a drawing title and the picture satisfied the crowd that
came. (Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.) Just a program picture. Lots of faking in the air scenes.
The public is getting air-wise and faking is noticeable
to them, (Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.) Very
good picture, with plenty of thrills. Ought to please
anywhere. (Dunlap theatre, Hawarden, la.) January 6. Don't know where the title comes in at,
but the picture is a very good little hokum picture
that drew pretty well and seemed to please. (Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.) September 18-19. This
sure pleased all who saw it and drew very well.
(Palace theatre. Grand Ledge, Mich.) Weak in
spots, but as a whole has good audience api)eal.
Flying being popular at present should go over
in any small town. (Eagle theatre, Lubec, Me.)
January 11. A real good show. That is what the
patrons said when leaving the theatre. (Community
theatre. Red Granite, Wis.) Hey, J. C, break away
from them old vampires and take a look at Barbara
Kent. She sure won a home here with the fans. A
dandy picture. (Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.) This
picture is different and drew a good business for me
and pleased. (Cozy theatre, Minneapolis, Kan.)
March 2-3. Good picture of its kind. Not much of
a drawing card. (Strand theatre. Griswold, la.)
"Good drama of the air and of the World War heroes.
I thought it was good. (Althea theatre, Dunseith,
N. D.) 30%. March 2-3. Very good entertainment
of the air. It's different, and should please everyone
except in German settlements. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.)

LOVE MART, THE, FN, BUIie Dove, Gilbert
Roland, Raymond Turner, Noah Beery, Armand Kaliz,
Emil Chautard, Boris Karloff, Mattie Peters, 7.—
Another good one from Billie Dove. (Washington
theatre, Atoka, Okla.) February 26-27. Good picture, but think patrons would rather see her in modern stories. Business fair. (Selma theatre, Selma,
Cal.) Fine acting and direction, and a very good
picture of slaving days in the South. (Lyric theatre,
Hartington, Neb.) It has not a dull moment. That
is something to say for a picture nowadays. Adventurous Romance, and should please old and young
alike. (Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.) A good
show ; patrons here would rather see Dove in shows
like "The Stolen Bride" and "The American Beauty."
(Atlantic and Strand theatres, Atlantic, la.)

LOVE, MGM, Greta Garbc, John Gilbert, George
Fawcett, Emily Fitzroy, Brandon Hurst, Philippe De
Lacey, 7. — 50%. A wonderful combination of lovers. The picture is furnished by exchanges as desired, with a sad or happy ending, but would advise
the happy ending for small towns. (Family theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y.) 50%. March 7-8-9. A
real sweet picture with good acting and a real sweet
heroine. Crowds not so good, but no fault of the
picture. This is the happy ending picture. (Plainview theatre. Plain view, Tex.) 72%. February 6-7.
This picture is above the average and should please
most of the people that you could get out to see it.
(LeComte theatre, Sevierville, Tenn.)
LOVE AND LEARN, Par, Esther Ralston, Lane
Chandler, Hedda Hopper, Claude King, Jack Clark,
John Trent, Hal Craig, Hclene Lynch, Katherine
Parrish, Martha Franklin, Jerry Mandy, 6. — Gave
good satisfaction. (Atlantic and Strand theatres,
Atlantic, la.) 55%. February 19-20. Esther Ralston chalks up her fourth straight "hit" in this. In
my opinion, Esther Ralston will be the leading female
star a year from now. She has yet to make a poor
picture.
(Ellin-wood theatre, Ellinwood,
Kan.)
LOVELORN, THE, MGM, Sally O'Ncil, MoUy
O'Day, Larry Kent, James Murray, Charles Delaney,
George Cooper, Allan Forrest, 6. — ^Good picture.
Favorable comments. (Colonial theatre, Moulton, la.)
A fair show, will not do much business at the B. O.
(Atlantic & Strand theatres, Atlantic, la.) 36%.
February 13-14. This picture was very good. We
had several comments on it, but it failed to be a box
office success here. (LeComte theatre, Sevierville,
Tenn.) February 3-4. Sally, Sally, why did you
do it? You're a nice kid and we like you and we
need you, and we want your photo to put in our
lobby, and we need it now more than ever. But
honest, this was terrible. Your sister may be all right,
but she has an awful handicap to overcome in our
town after this. Sitting in the audience we could
feel the reaction of the crowd against it. If you
will send us that photo we will forgive you, but
don't let them do it again. T. O. Service said this
was different and good. We will agree, it's different.
(Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.) Good. (Lyric theatre,
Harrison, Ark.) February 14. Seemed to please
most of the customers and the business was pretty
good. Just a fair offering. (Strand theatre. Wadsworth, O.)
LOVE MAKES 'EM WILD, Fox, Johnny Harron,
Sally Phipps, 6. — 50%. Very good comedy. Mary
Brian can certainly do her stuff, and when it comes
to youth, leave it to Fox. Book it and laugh your
troubles off. (Chili theatre, Rochester, N. Y.) A
anappy

comedy

drama

that

pulled

'em

in

strong
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LOVES OF CARMEN, Fox, Dolores Del Rio, Victor
McLaglen, Don Alvarado, Nancy Nash, Rafael Valverda, Fred Kohler, 9. — January 28. This is a good
picture and Miss Del Rio does some splendid acting
in this. It's a little spicy but not enough to hurt.
I would not class this as a small town picture. (Pastime theatre, Kurthwood, Pa.) Have seen all of the
previous Carmens, but this tops them all. Dolores
Del Rio has surely come to the front. The pertarinance of McLaglen was excellent. (Eagle theatre.
Lubec, Me.) 53%. September 20-21-22. Very good.
Pleased most. Censor must have missed this one.
(Indiana theatre, Washington, Ind.) October 10-11.
Absolutely failed to go over. I had it set in for
three days, pulled it the second day. It may be big
city stuff, but will not please small town patrons.
(Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.) A great show of
its kind. No business and I haven't seen any place
where it did business. (Hippodrome theatre, Crestline, O.) January 27-28. Good picture of its kind
and will please the better class. (Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.) This picture pleased about 50-50.
Many thought it very good and more said it was
ten-ible. Personally we liked the picture. (State
theatre, Springfield, Minn.) 40%. Victor McLaglen
a knockout of an actor. If your organist plays "La
Paloma" every few minutes during the showing of
this picture you will actually live in Spain for an
hour or so. Fox sold it a little too high, but picture
is there with the goods. (Family theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y.) 49%. February 2-3. No good for us
country boys. (Majestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.)
27%. December 16. A well produced "Carmen."
It's big and "hot." Failed to do the business here
and pleased about 50 per cent of those who came.
(Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.) 25%. February 8-9.
This was a fair program picture that we paid a
special price for. We consider that we did well to
come out even. (Augus theatre, San Augustine, Tex.)
LURE OF THE NIGHT CLUB, FBO, Viola Dana,
Robert Ellis, 6. — December 6-7. A pleasing Dana picture. The story is a little far fetched, but will
please her fans. (Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.)
20%. January 6. Just a movie. Good star. No
story.
(Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.)

M
MAD HOUR, THE, FN, Sally O'Neil, Alice White,
Donald Reed, Larry Kent, Lowell Sherman, Norman
Trevor, Tully Marshall, Margaret Livingston, Kate
Price, Rose Dione, 7. — 80%.
March 3. — One of the
best this year. It is a natui-al, and modern. Not
good for children. (Mermac theatre. West Bend, Wis.)
60%. March 7. This one will please the young
showgoers and it is good. I had many comments on
it. (Adair theatre, Adair, la.) Personally I thought
this was great, but I found out later that a helluvalot didn't.
(K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.)
MAIN EVENT, THE, P, Vera Reynolds, Charles
Delaney, Julia Faye, Robert Armstrong, Will R.
Walling, Ernie Adams, 6. — February 15-16. Fair program picture. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.) One
of the beet prize fight pictures ever. (Lyric theatre,
Hartington, Neb.) Have had several better prize
fight yarns than this one. Rather draggy. (Theatorium, (Columbia Falls, Mont.)
MAN CRAZY, FN, Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall, Edythe Chapman, Phillips Smalley, Walter McGrail, Ray Hallor, 6. — Don't miss this one. It comes
closer to being a special than anything that has been
on the screen for a blue moon, and Dorothy Mackaill
is positively eweet as a little coffee girl. Jack Mulhall and Dorothy put over some spooning that will
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give them all something to shoot at. (0)zy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.) February 5-6. Here is a real
honest to goodness pleasing picture. This team pleaeee
them here and it was a satisfi.ed audience that went
home last night. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth, O.)
40%. February 29. Good little picture. Plenty of
good comments on this one. (Cozy theatre. Wagoner,
Okla.) 25%. A good one from F. N. (Bonzo theatre, Eddyville, la.) 50%. December 27. A dandy little show and was well liked. (Adair theatre, Adair,
la.) Good. General satisfaction. (Lyric theatre,
Hartington, Neb. 65%. January 6-7. Nice comedy.
Pleased all. (Lyric theatre, Morrison, III.) A good
picture but not up to "Smile, Brother, Smile." (State
theatre, Springfield, Minn.) 25%. A nice little
story, interesting and entertaining Will please the
women more than men patrons. (American theatre,
Wautoma, Wis.) A dandy progrram pictiire. This
young
couple
are "there" and are deservedly wellCanada.here.
)
liked
(Liberty theatre, Amherstburg, Ont.,
MAN, WOMAN AND SIN, MGM, John Gilbert.
Jeanne Eagels, Gladys Brockwell, Marc MacDermott.
Philip Anderson, Hayden Stevenson, Charles K.
French, Aileen Manning, 6. — Gilbert is wonderful. He
sure clicks at the box office. (Grand theatre, Dassel,
Minn.) 19%. February 22-23. My patrons did not
care for this one. Would not class it as a small
town picture. (Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.)
Don't know how to report on' this. It's pretty hot
in places but seemed to please. (Lyric theatre,
Hartington, Neb.) January 26-27. Very good. Business fair. (Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.) 50%. January 5-6. Fairly good pictvire. Some said fine, others
said poor. (Gem theatre, Alton, 111.) January 9-10.
Not good small town stuff, no use trying to put
this stuff over on country people. (RJeel Joy theatre.
King City, Cal.) February 29-31. It pleased all that
came to see it but such a poor title for a small
town' scared them away. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth,
O.) Another poor one of Metro's. I had several walk
out on this picture and not a single comment on it.
(Fairy theatre, Nappanee, Ind.) 25%. January 23.
This picture pleased about 50 per cent of the people
that we got out to see it and that wasn't very many.
(LeComte theatre, Sevierville, Tenn.) February 29March 1. What I call poor. Had several walk outs
on this one. John Gilbert is a very good star but
had a rotten picture to work on here. (Fairy theatre,
Nappanee, Ind.) 40%. February 8. John plays a
newspaper reporter in this one and murders the owner
of the paper. The story isn't suited to John at all
it seems, as the patrons express their dislike for John
in this type of story. It isn't worth more than a
program picture. (Rialto theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.)
40%. February 5-6-7. An excellent argument against
block booking. Big crowd first night, but Oh I the
two following. Everyone must have told their friends
to stay away. (Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.) Idid not hear a single person say a good word
for this picture, but I did have several tell me that
it was poor. I would not have run the picture had I
seen it befcre showing it. I had 50 children less
at my Sunday matinee on the Sunday following the
showing of this picture. (Cozy theatre, Medford,
Wis.) 30%. Strong drama of modern type which
held the interest of our first of the week patrons.
(Bonzo theatre, Eddyville, la.)
MISSING" UNK, THE, W, Syd Chaplin, Ruth
Hiatt, 6. — This is Syd's best one since "CStiarley's
Aunt." Very good, no kicks. (Columbia theatre,
Athens, O.) A real old fashioned burlesque. Does
not belong to the new school of pictures. Pleased
only the kids, others walked out complaining. (Eagle
theatre, Lubec, Me.) 20%. March 7. Just a fair program picture. No drawing power. (Rose & Liberty
theatres, Sumas & Lynden, Wash.) There was certainly something missing at the box office when we
la.)
played
this picture. The chimpanzee created a lot
of laughs for the children but the grownups thought
it terrible. (Bio theatre, Moline, III.) February 26.
Well named, for there was something missing all
through the picture. Not equal to an Ordinary program. A flop for me. (Dunlap theatre, Hawarden,
MOJAVE KID. THE, FBO, Bob Steele, Lillian GUmore. Buck Connors, Bob Fleming, Jay Morley, Theodore Henderson, Nat Mills, 5. — 79%.
October 14-15.
l{ the balance of the FBO Westerns on this year's
contract are as good as this, there will be many a
satisfied small town exhibitor. (Strand theatre, Paoli,
Ind.) 10%. December 30. Dandy picture. Steele
will be a good one soon if they give him good stuff
to work in. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.) This
is a very good Western. Drew good and seemed to
satisfy. (Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.) 50%.
February 19-20. A good Western with beautiful scenery and will please. (Adair theatre, Adair, la.)
30%. December 3. A good Western. Ojld and
stormy weather prevented our patrons from coming
out to see this one. (S. of N. theatre, Ambrose,
N. D.) 70%. December 17. Very good Western.
Will please for Saturday night.
(Richmond theatre.

EXHIBITORS
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Richmond, Vt.) December 10. This is my first picture of this star, and it v/as good. Had a pretty good
crowd. (Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa.) This
picture excellent. Steele very good and if given a
chance will be a topnotcher. (Classic theatre, Sparta,
Wis.) A very good Wefitern and we wish Bob success, as he is very good in this one. (Colieeum theatre, Edmore, Mich.) December 27-28. A very good
picture. Give us more like it. Bob, my patrons like
your pictures fine. (Strand theatre, Griswold, la.)
October 25. Our first from this star. Seemed to
please the "Two for One" crowd. (Cresco theatre,
Cresco, la.)
MOON OF ISRAEL, FBO, Marie Corda, 8.-66%.
February 10-11. Can't go wrong on this one. Some of
our patrons came back the second night. (Family
theatre, Metamora, Mich.) This picture is an exceedingly entertaining production, very spectacular ;
should be boosted by all exhibitors who play it.
FBO are selling the picture on a fair rental basis.
(Reel theatre, Oswego, Kan.) A good production of
its kind, but has no box office value in a small town.
(Electric theatre, Burwell, Neb.) This is foreign
made religious picture. Very heavy drama. Church
people and older folks may like it but it will not
appeal to the flappers. In smaller towns it is a credit
to run such a picture. (Rialto theatre, Adel, la.)
30%. November 25-26. A wonderful production for
any theatre to run but won't draw, and as to the
picture-going public this is of no value. My opinion
would be either sell it to the churches or lay off of it
if you want to make money. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.) A religious picture taken from
ancient history. It adds prestige to your house to
run Buch a picture. (Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.)
75%. November 23. A good picture, but did not
draw nearly as well for us as the Gene Stratton Porter pictures do, and this cost us much more. (Rialto
theatre, Stromsburg, Neb.) A very nice entertaining
picture on the order of "Ten Commandments." It
seemed to please generally and FBO don't rob you
on rentals. (Strand and Lyric theatres, Monticello,
Ind.) Not as good as "The Ten Commandments," but
gave fair satisfaction. (Temple theatre, Viroqua,
Wis.) 100%. February 10-11. A wonderful picture. A
splendid portrayal of the flight of the Israelites from
Egypt. The kind of picture our patrons ask for.
(Family theatre, Metamora, Mich.) Very good production. Elaborate settings. Fair acting. Pleased
the patrons. (Elite theatre, Placerville. Cal.) December 29-30. Put it in house runs one day a week,
charged forty cents and did a nice business. The
Biblical scenes are good. It has quite an appeal to
church people. (Liberty theatre. Greenwood, S. C.)
March 6-7-8. Very good picture of its kind but fell
flat at the box office. (Strand theatre, Griswold, la.)
December 25. A big production that held the interest
and pleased most patrons. (Community theatre. Redgranite, Wis.) This is a good religious picture. A
very spectacular show. (Dillsboro theatre, Dillsboro,
Ind.)
MY BEST GIRL, TJA, Mary Pickford, Charles
Rogers, Sunshine Hart, Lucien Littlefield, Carmelita
Geraghly, Hobart Bosworth, Evelyn Hall, Avonne
Taylor, Mack Swain, 9. — 86%. December 13. Pleased
our patroriB, which naturally pleased the exhibitor.
Much comment. Good picture for small exhibitors
if bought right. (Ne-Go theatre, Toronto, Kan.) An
extra good picture. Mary Pickford at her best. (Cozy
theatre, Groton, S. D.) A box office picture from
the well read story by Kathleen Norris. The be.st
Mary has done since "Daddy Longlegs." Buddy
Rogers is great in this. (Liggett theatre, Madison,
Kan.) 60%. A very good comedy and pathetic
drama. A little oversold in price. (Family theatre,
Mt. Morris, N. Y.) February 26-27. Mary, dear, it's
too bad you have to grow old. I mean some day —
you're a mere child as yet. "My Best Girl" is the
kind of picture that an exhibitor with an ounce of
brains likes to show his patrons. I'm sorry to say
that it failed to do any big business for me. But
father, mother and the children certainly enjoyed
themselves. Let's have about three a year just as
good.
(Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.)

N
NEVADA, Par, Gary Cooper, Thclma Todd, 7.—
75%. March 10. Good picture and gets the crowd,
as all Zane Grey pictures do. (Rose and Liberty theatres, Sumas and Lynden, Wash.) March 13-lJ. .V
very good Western that pleased all my Western fann.
Gary Cooper not quite as good as Jack Holt in the.se
Zane Greys. (Strand theatre. Griswold, la.) 65"^'o.
September 16-17. An average picture put over largely
on Zane Grey's name. (Royal theatre, Le Mars, la.)
60%. September 22. Very good Zane Grey picture.
Some comments over not following book very closely,
but that ia a regular kick registered after every picture taken from a well known book, bo I never worry
about that. Cooper is a real Western star. (Colonial
theatre, Troy, Mo.) September 30-Octobcr 1. Very
SOOd.
Gary Cooper
much
better In this than in

HERALD
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PICTURE

Key to
A bbreviations
Columbia
(Col)
FBO
(FBO)
First National
(FN)
Fox
(Fox)
Gotham
(Q)
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(MGM)
Paramount
(Par)
Pathe
(P)
Rayart
(Ray)
Tiffany-Stahl
(T)
United Artists
(UA)
Universal
(U)
Warner Brothers
(W)
Numerals indicate length of picture in
reels. The dates are those on which pictures were played, while the percentages
represent gross business as compared
with the record gross of the house.

"Arizona Bound." (Empress theatre, Akron. Ia.)
These Zane Grey Westerns always
go over for me
and this one is exceptionally good. Don't be afraid
to step on it. (Cozy theatre, Minneapolis, Kan.)
85%. December 6. Zane Grey and Gary Cooper's
names together will draw the business for anybody
and patrons will not be disappointed. (Richmond
theatre, Richmond, Vt.) 95%. A fine Zane Grey,
and apparently a drawing card. (Pastime theatre,
Homer, III.) January 25. Very good Western.
Pleased. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.) Very good
show but the public even in the small town is being
wised up that Westerns aren't so good after all.
Consequently these Zane Greys are not as strong
at the box office as formerly. (Postville theatre.
Postville, la.) A very good high class Western picture. It failed to follow the book and many of my
patrons complained about it. (Majestic theatre.
Homer. Mich.) 50%. December 16-17. A good
Zane Grey story that should do business anywhere.
(Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.) February 6-7. Good.
(Liberty theatre, Roanoke, Ala.)
NIGH'T LIFE, T, Alice D.-iy. Johnny Harron, 6.—
With Alice Day and Johnny Harron, just another
pleasing picture from Tiffany-Stahl. We operate a
second run house on a week stand policy, running
a number of double programs because our competitors
do. This show was very well accepted and we highly
recommend it as a pleasing performance. Business
very good. (Ritz theatre, St. Louis, Mo.) This was
a very good picture. Some fine directing and fair
story, and strong well chosen cast. Had many favorable comments on this. (Grand theatre, Pierre, S.
D.) This picture was well liked by all. Fair business was done when considering the attractions
shown at other houses. Johnny Harron and Alice
Day made a very lovable hero and heroine. (Hanover
theatre, Hanover, Pa.) This picture waa very good.
While nothing startling, it pleased the majority. Of
course, there are some that nothing will please. The
entertainment was varied and well acted. Do not
be afraid to book it. (Bio theatre, Moline. 111.)
NOOSE, THE, FN, Richard Barthclmcss, Lina Bnsqucttc, Montagu Love, Alice Joyce, Thclma Todd, William Walling, 8.— The best work that Barthelmess
has done, and the picture is first rate from every
angle and will please all classes. (Cozy theatre.
Winchester, Ind.) March 3. This would have been
a very much better audience picture if they had
made the sad part at le.Tst a reel shorter. The
women who love to cry enjoyed it, but it wn« too
long drawn out for the men. with no comedy relief.
(Cozy theatre. Medford, Wis.) 60%. February 22-23.
And it is some picture. I have been in the show
business several years and this one tops them all for
this type of picture. I don't care how hard they are,
this one will make them think and they will like It.
(Adair theatre, Adair, la.) 50%. February 18. The
best Barthelmess picture in a long time. Holds Interest all the time. (American theatre. Wautoma,
Wis.) Best iiicturo of the year. Plen.sed 100 per
cent. (Lyric theatre. Hnrtlngton. Neb.) Fcbrn«ry
21. Barthelmess comes back 100 per cent nnd delivers one of the best pictures of the year. As big as
the biggest and will ploase a.i well. Advance priow
if you have that policy on big ones. (Majestic thaatre. Las Vegan. Nev.)
53%.
Frbru»ry
10.
A pic-
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ture that has a strong heart appeal. Wonderful In
every respect. (Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo.) Barthelmcfis at hie beet. One of his best roles since
"Classmate*. " (K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.) Had
this lieen in six reels instead of eight it would b©
called a good one, but the length killed it. The last
part was draggy. (Dixie theatre, Rueisellvillc, Ky.>
Dollars to doughnuts, it is one of the beet 10 oi 1928.
Pleased 100 r>er cent here. (Lyric theatre, Morrison,
III.) February 15-16. They all came out raving about
this one, but Barthelmeee is hard to put over in thia
town, so business was just fair. It will please those
worth,
you
can O.)
inveigle into coming. (Strand theatre. WadsNO PLACE TO GO, FN, Mary Aitor, Lloyd HastMs,
Hallam Coolcy, Myrtle Stcdman, Virginia Le« Corbin,
Jed I'routy, Kuss Powell, 6. — 15%. December 3U A
pretty fair program picture. (American theatre,
Wautoma, Wis.) I have had the pleaijure to see Mary
Astor in many photoplayw, but she never pro\'ed herself as cai/able as in "Kose of the Golden WeBt" and
her last one, "No Place to Go." This little picture 1»
not credited by many as being anything worthwhile,
but my patrons liked it better than anything I hava
had to offer in quite a spell. (Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.) Very light entertainment. Light business. (Postville theatre, Poetville, la.) December 7.
Neb.) stars are making some good program pictures.
These
This one seemed to plea.se our patrone and drew a
nice business. (Mazda & East Side theatres, Aurora.
NOT FOR PUBUCATION, FBO, Ralph Ince, R«r
Lease, Jola Mendez, 7. — 50%. November 26. Thia te
one of F B O's best pictures. It has good audienoa
appeal and follows the story. Our percentage on this
picture is not what it should be on account of bad
weather. (S. of N. theatre, Ambrose, N. D.) Febntary 4. TTiie one drew well for us, and from all
reports the picture pleased. (Community theatre. Red
Granite. Wis.) 60%. March 10. A picture that hold*
the interest all through. (Family theatre, Metamora,
Mich.) 40%. This picture shows Rex Lease as one
of the beet of the younger players. One of the beet
pictures we have ever used, as the stars and title bad
very little drawing power. First night business not
so good. Second night extra good, due to many good
comments. (Palace theatre. Rockmart. Ga.) December 2-3. A pleasing melodrama. This is one of the
best I've had from FBO recently. (Strand theatre,
Paoli. Ind.) One of those kind of pictures that you
sit through but have to arouse yourself from a delightful slumber in order that you may be able to
say that you saw the thing. (Ojry theatre, Winchester, Ind.) 35%. January 30. Very good picture.
F B O is giving us good pictures so far this year and
will treat you right. (Joyland theatre, Booneville,
Ark.) 17%. November 30. This is a fairly good
story, with a big flood scene as a climax. Seemed
to please those who came. (Grand theatre. Rainier,
Ore.) A pretty weak story; title means nothing;
leave it alone if you have not already boue^it It.
(Elite theatre. Greenleaf. Kan.)
NOW WE'RE IN THE AIR, Par, WaUace Beery,
Raymond Hatton, Russell Simpson, Louise Brooks, (.
— 53%. February 16-17. This is another good comedy and we made money on it. (LeConte theatre,
Sevierville, Tenn.) 50%. March 1-2-3. Did not think
this as good as usual Beery-Hatton creations, but did
very good business. (Central theatre. Selkirk. Man.,
Canada.) A very good comedy. If played when yon
get good crowds it seeme to go over better. (Family
theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y.) Very good comedy drama.
Quite a bit of smut, but they seemed to enjoy It.
(Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.) 65»e. October
21-22. Same old thing, only in slightly different situations. Would be all right if you could buy them
reasonable. (Colonial theatre, Troy. Mo.) December
14-15. Those stars have a following without a doubt.
However, this comedy is no masterpiece. The s«^
quence with a prop cow is decidedly vulgar. (Strand
theatre. Paoli. Ind.) Dec«nber 25. Got over la fair
shaiie. Most too silly ; but when the bull came down
the road it got a big yell. (IJberty theatre. Condon.
Ore.) Very good, but this sort of comedy ia flni^bed
with us. Hope to see these two back In their old
tyi)e of character. (Bnglc tlicntre, Lubec, Me.) I
think this is the best Beery nnd Hntton to dale. The
cow .Mccno was the best thing 1 ever saw. (Strand
and Lyric theatres. Monticello. Ind.) January 12-13.
Another stinging. Special prices with an awfu)
holler. No more specials for me. Just ordinary pcegram picture. (Red Joy theatre. King City. Cal.)
Pretty rough and raw in spots and drajni badly at
the end, but bu.'Une.^s wiu> fair. (Postvillo theatre.
Postville, la.) Somewhat bctl«'r than "Fir«m«n. Sare
My Child." Will please tlic nvomire fan and a cood
box-oftice attraction. And. by the way. Paramount ia
lo.^ng good money by not IrttJnE us Kava sonio with
Miss Brooks bending the bill. (Strand tb««tr*. Atmoro, AU. ) This Ik one nice show. TTje littla lady
Is moro attractive than ever and the bold, bad men
make Homo fun of the war. (Grand theatre. PWrai.
S. n.)
D<*«nbcr 19. For a hieh priced comedy tfa
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about as rotten as one could desire. Barnyard humor
vulgar. (Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore.) 85%.
February 20. This is a very good comedy. A little
silly in spots, but went over very good. (City theatre, Lafayette, Ala.) November 28-29. There was no
sign of a plot and all gags and slapstick etuS has
been in two-reel comedies for the last three years.
You could go into Pathe's stock room and get everything in the show. (Liberty theatre. Greenwood,
S. C.)

0
OLD IRONSIDES, Par, Esther Ralston, Wallace
Beery, George Bancroft, Charles Farrell, Johnnie
Walker, George Godfrey, Guy Olivers, Eddie FetherBton, Effie Ellsler, William Conklin, Fred Kohler,
Charles Hill Mailes, Nick de Ruiz, Mitchell Lewis,
Frank Jonasson, Frank Bonner, Duke Kahanomukn,
8. — 95%. February 1-2. A very good picture, with
action, thrills and everything to make a big picture.
Be sure and get it. We made the mistake of paying
too much for it and just breaking even. The picture
is not worth much more than what we paid for
"Beau Geste" and "The Rough Riders." However,
it pleased everyone who saw it. Put it on at top
prices, 25 and 50c, and ran a special matinee for
school children at 10c. Tie up with the school when
you run this and you should go over big. (Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.) 75%. March 18-19. This
is a, splendid picture. Interesting, fair cast and
Beery and Bancroft give a lot of good comedy. Gave
100 per cent satisfaction. (Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.)
ONE ROUND HOGAN, W. Monte Blue, Leila
Hyams, James J. Jeffries, Frank Hagney, Tom Gallery, Abdul, 6. — ^March 7. Good prize fight picture.
(Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.) A very good boxing picture with James J. Jeffries. Book it and
boost it. Your patrons will be pleased. (Crystal
theatre, Oakman, Ala.) December 23-24. A pleasing
picture. Some fine fight pictures and a good story.
(Strand theatre, Wadsworth, O.) February 25. Boys,
here's the best fight picture I've ever shown'. A
peach of a story, a smashing climax and clean as a
whistle. Has "Knockout Riley" beat to a frazzle and
costs only half as much. Play it. (Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.)
ONE WOMAN TO ANOTHER, Par, Florence Vidor,
Theodore Von Eltz, Marie Shotwell, Hedda Hopper,
Roy Stewart, Joyce Marie Coad, Jimsy Boudwin, 5.
— December 28. Good little program picture, with
just enough comedy to get it over. (Liberty theatre,
Condon, Ore.) November 30-Decembcr 1. Nice picture. Nothing big, but Miss Vidor is always charming. (Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.) Good program
picture. (Elite theatre, Placerville, Cal.) December
29. Very pleasing program release. Was greatly enjoyed here. Not big, of course, but well done. (Mission theatre, Menard, Tex.) I liked the picture, but
it did not draw.
(Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.)
ON YOUR TOES, U, Reginald Denny, Barbara
Worth, Hayden Stevenson, Frank Hagney, Mary Carr,
Gertrude Howard, George West, 6. — Fair. Played this
on New Year's in a big blizzard, so business was off.
Don't know what it would have done. However, I
don't consider it his best. (Diamond theatre. Lake
Odessa, Mich.) March 7. Didn't go over as good as
"That's My Daddy" and is not quite as good. (Majestic theatre. Perry, 111.)
OPEN RANGE, The, Par, Betty Bronson, Lane
Chandler, Fred Kohler, Bernard Seigel, Guy Oliver,
Jim Corey, Buck Connors,
Flash, 6. — February
11.
Good Zane Grey picture. Photography and print
exceptionally good. Chandler makes excellent impression. (Mission theatre, Menard, Tex.) February
10-11. A Zane Grey story always gets the money
here, and Paramount certainly knows how to put the
class in Westerns. (Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.)
30%. This is way below the standard of Paramount
Zane Grey Westerns. I can't understand why Paramount and Jack Holt couldn't come to some terms.
(Rialto theatre. Knoxville, Tenn.) 50%. March 3.
A good picture. Story fine and well directed. Gave
satisfaction' as a program picture. (Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.) February 18. Good Westem for Saturdays. (Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.)
89%. November 17. Paramount'^ Zane Grey Westerns have always been above other Westerns and
they are still holding out. (Washington theatre,
Atoka, Okla.) Very good Western, but cold weather
hit me hard. Paramount and First National (Ken
Maynard) Western's are really the only good ones.
(PoBtville theatre, Postville, la.) 55%. December 31.
Good Western. Pleased Saturday nighters. (Lyric
theatre, Morrison, 111.)
OUT ALL NIGHT, U, Reginald Denny, Marion
Nixon, Wheeler Oakman, Dorothy Earle, Dan Mason,
Alfred Allen, Bob Seiter, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Billy
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Franey, Harry Tracy, Lionel Brahams, 6. — September
25. First night to fair crowd. Good picture, but we
have not many Denny fans. (Arvada theatre, Arvada, Colo.) 100%. October 2-3. This is a dandy
program picture. They will all like this one. Denny
is good in this and they like him here. (Scenic theatre, Holstein, la.) November 23-24. Not nearly as
good as his other pictures. (Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.) Not up to the usual Denny standard.
Light stuff. (Hippodrome theatre, Crestline, O.) This
was a well liked entertainment. His usual type of
story and acting. (Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.)
October 15. Denny don't draw much extra business.
They must be getting tired of him. (Rialto theatre,
Franklin, Neb.) January 11-12. Good, clean comedy
drama ; pleased 100 per cent. Plenty of comedy.
(Ck)zy theatre. Wagoner, Okla.) Far the best that
Denny has done this last year. It is sprightly.
Marion Nixon is cute and mighty personable to give
the once over. It is audience as we find them ; and
what more is needed? (Columbia theatre, (Columbia
City, Ind.) The regular Denny picture, usual stunts.
(Jewel theatre, Texas City, Tex.) November 13-14.
A clean comedy-drama of the Denny type of picture.
Percentage of gross receipts has no bearing on the
value of a picture in a small town. The weather and
counter attractions seem to count here. (Dunlap
theatre, Hawarden', la.) A good comedy and, while
not as good as some of his other pictures, was liked
to the extent that everyone spoke well of it. (Bio
theatre, Moline, 111.) 23%. January 29-30. Denny's
stories are getting better ; at least this one seems an
improvement. They have never reached the high
comedy mark of "California Straight Ahead" with
any subsequent picture of his. (Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich.)

PAID TO LOVE, Fox, Virginia Valli, George
O'Brien, J. Farrell MacDonald, Thomas Jefferson,
William Powell, Merta Sterling, Hank Mann, 7. — 22%. February 29-March 1. Was oversold on this
one. Picture was very ordinary and the star is a
weak sister for me. (Opera House, Emporium, Pa.)
40%. November 20. Drama woven around a mythical
kingdom. Seemed to please our patrons generally.
(Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.) 69%. December 26.
One of the best pictures I've ever had the pleasure
of showing; plenty of pep, and, oh, boy! that Valli,
she's there — looks better every day. Step on this and
make some dough. (Majestic theatre, Greenfield,
Tenn.) Excellent entertainment, although we are
accustomed to George in more active reels. (Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.) 26%. November 6-7.
Entertaining comedy drama. (Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.) February 20-21. Splendid picture, and
many people seem to like George O'Brien. (Liberty
theatre. Greenwood, S. C.) 65%. February 1. Mighty
good; step on it. (Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.)
PAINTED PONIES, U, Hoot Gibson, William Dunn,
Charles Selion, Otto Hoffman, Ethlyne Claire, Slim
Summerville, 5. — March 10. Played this on matinee,
and kids thought it great. So did the adults. (Star
theatre. Villa Grove, 111.) The basket ball tournament had nothing on Hoot. I advertised heavy and
stunted with no particular hope, of only the usual
loss on tournament dates. But believe me, sumpin'
must a happened. We had oui usual Hoot business
and some. They wanted Hoot, and Hoot got them.
(Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.). Good Western'. Slim
Simimerville very good. Something doing all the
way. (Palace theatre. Grand Ledge, Mich.) October
15. One of the best Gibson pictures we have played
in a long time. (Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.)
85%. November 3. Our first Hoot. Good entertainment. Our fans seem to want this gentleman in
straight Westerns. Good percentage on account of
cash night. (Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.)
Real good Western. Would rate this as one of
Hoot's best. (Columbia theatre, Athens, O.) 71%.
December 10. They all enjoyed this picture. (C!ommimity theatre, Woodbury, Conn.) January 4. This
is an extra good Gibson picture, -with lots of laughs,
thrills and action. Everybody likes Hoot Gibson.
(Lyceum theatre, Manchester, Mo.) 25%. January
2. Very good Western. The rodeo and Slim Summerville's comedy made a hit with our fans. (Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.) A good Western and had
many favorable comments. (Majestic theatre. Homer,
Mich.) October 29. Another good one from Hoot.
Lots of comedy and action. (Peoples theatre, Crosby,
Minn.) This kept my Saturday crowd in an' uproar.
Hoot is as good a comedian as he is cowboy. (Globe
theatre, Buena Vista, Va.) 25%. January 18. Good
picture, and this time we find Hoot Gibson beating
the stars, Lewis Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson, on
drawing power. Why we don't know. But, oh, how
they stayed away the night before to see Hoot.
(Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.) Above his average
and pleased a lot. (Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.)
January 7. The best picture Hoot ever made and
pleased 100 per cent. Stay in there. Hoot ; that is
the kind of pictures we want.
"Hey, Hey, CJowboy"
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was also good. (Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla.) 55%.
Average satisfactory picture, but the comedian and
some of the subtitles get first honors from Gibson
this time. (Family theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y.) 35%.
February 3-4. Good comedy Western. Pastime theatre. Mason', Mich.) Best Gibson to date. Slim Summerville gives some real comedy. (Althea theatre,
Dunseith,
N. D.)
PAJAMAS, Fox, Olive Borden, John Clark, Lawrence Gray, Jerry Miley, 6. — Very good entertainment
for adults. Some scenes entirely too suggestive for
youngsters. (Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.) 46%.
Quite spicy, but no one seemed to object. All said
they liked it. (Majestic theatre, Greenville, Tenn.)
Not such a good picture. Too much loving up.
(Opera House, Coal City, 111.) 60%. January 25.
Here is one you need not be afraid of. Something
doing all the time. (Joyland theatre, Booneville,
Ark.) 50%. Good action; all satisfied. (State theatre. Eureka, S. D.)
PHANTOM FLYER. The, U, Al WUson, Lillian
Gilmore, Buck Connors, Billy "Red" Jones, Don Pollen, Myrtis Crinley, Mary Comwillis, Larry Steers, 5.
— 25%. March 16. A good little airplane story.
(Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) Something a
little different in Western pictures. Some very good
airplane stuff in it. But don't promise too much on
this one.
(Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.)
PIONEER SCOUT, The, Par, Fred Thomson, Nora
Lane, Tom Wilson, William) Conrtright, 7.-75%.
January 21. Boys, here's Fred at his best in his
first regular Western under the Paramount banner,
and he hits the bulls eye again. I consider this picture much better than F B O releasee, and it cost mo
less money. Played ■without any advertising, except
slide and lobby photos, and on one of coldest days
this winter drew better than average. More action
than "Jesse James" and will please Fred's admirers
better. (Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.) March
18-19. Good, of course ; I have yet to play a poor
Thomson. I only wish we could get eight instead of
four of his pictures a year. Thomson pictures have
made more money for me than any other pictures
that I have played the 12 years I am in the game.
(Strand theatre, Griswold, la.) A good Western;
they are all about the same. (Atlantic and Strand
theatres, Atlantic, la.) Febntary 1-2. Well, it looks
like Paramount are going to have Fred right. This
is really a big picture and deserves extra advertising. (Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.) February
3-4.
Selma, Good
Cal.)picture of early pioneers. (Selma theatre,
POOR NUT, The, FN, Jack Mullhall, Charles Murray, Jean Arthur, Jane Wimton, Glenn Tryon, Cornelius Keefe, Maurice Ryan, Henry Vibart, Bruce
Gordon, 7. — A good average program picture, but
no
and tonotyou,
worth
an advance
in admission'.
If itspecial
was sold
brother,
as a special,
you are
a nut. Jean Arthur very easy on the eyes, and I
predict a bright future for this little lady. (Lyric
theatre, Atkinson, Neb.) 59%. September 18-19.
Pleased most people. (Indiana theatre, Washington,
Ind.) 37%. September 15. Fair picture of college
life. (Ctolonial theatre, Troy, Mo.) A fair college
comedy that went over well with our Sunday crowd.
Business very good. (Oesco theatre, CJresco, la.) October 22. Very good. (Mission theatre, Dalhart,
Tex.) Very good comedy drama. (Lyric theatre,
Hartington, Neb.) February 6-7. Good comedy.
Took in five dollars and seventy cents above rental.
(Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.)
POTTERS, The, Par, W. C. Fields, Mary Alden,
Ivy Harris, Jack Egan, Richard "Skeets" Gallagher,
Joseph Smiley, Bradley Barker, 7. — 50%. September
27-28. This is a dandy comedy drama of a middle
class American family, with Fields as Pa Potter. It
is not hilariously funny, but kept our audience chuckling all the way through. (Palace theatre, Hoxie,
Kan.) 60%. October 25. A good program picture.
Very true to life. Not much drawing power. (Bonny
theatre, Mansfield, Mo.)
PRIVATE LIFE OF HELEN OF TROY, The, FN,
Maria Corda, Lewis Stone, Ricardo Cortez, George
Fawcett, Alice White, Gordon Elliott, Tom O'Brien,
Bert Sprotte, Mario Carillo, 8. — This is a good picture
of this type and went over very well. (Cozy theatre.
Wagoner, Okla.) March 8-9. A big dressed up show.
Good scenes, but no story for small to'svn. Too long
drawn out. A special in' price is all. (Pastime theatre, Logan, la.) Goes right over the heads of small
town audiences. No business. (Selma theatre, Selma,
Cal.) 40%. February 15-16. Draws fair for first
night, but as a whole is rotten. Crowds stay away
in gangs after first showing. (Princess theatre,
Obion, Tenn.) 20%. February 10-11. A big dressed
up show with big, gorgeous sets, but for entertainment I can't say so much for it. Many did not
like it and some did. About a 50-50. (American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.)
You will be amazed at 'the
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tremendous amount of money that haa been spent on
this production. I am not so sure but what the picture would have given more eatiflfaction If It bad
been historical instead of hysterical. I have this to
say regarding Maria Corda: she does not screen' well
and does not begin to measure up to the job £riven
her In this magnificent production. It Is unexplalnable as to why some star that could have done the
job did not get to. I am sure this picture will have
tremendous box office pull everywhere. (Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.) February 14-15. Titles very original. Patrons complained of no action. Rental too
high. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.) 50%. A
disappointment.
(Palace theatre, Rensselaer, Ind.)
PUBLICITY MADNESS, Fox, LoU Moran. Edmand
Lowe, 6. — Here is a good little picture of the gogetter efficiency man type of story. Some good comedy in it, story good. Title means nothing at the
box office. This Is an aviation story in a way. It
has a Hawaiian' flight in it, so play it now or it will
be out of date. (Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.)
31%. February 29. Some said good, some bad. Nothing new ; old stuff. (Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala.)
December 23. Just a picture, not good, not bad.
O. K. for one day.
(Mission theatre, Menard, Tex.)
PUT 'EM UP, U, Fred Homes, 5.-85%. March
10. The best Western picture we have run In many
moons. The poorest crowds we have had in a good
stretch on Saturday, but the good book says there
will be days. Well, everybody was pleased, bo that
ig some help. (PlainVlew theatre, Plalnvlew, Tex.)
50%. March 10. Good action program picture. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.)

QUALITY STREET, MGM, Marion Davies, Conrad
Nagel, Helen Jerome Eddy, Flora Finch, Margaret
Seddon, MarceU Corday, Kate Price, 8.— March 4-5.
Just a dandy picture. Beautiful and colorful. Pe)>
Bonally, we would rather see her in this type than
In pictures of '"Illlle the Toiler" kind. She rose to
stardom in this kind. (Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.)
This Is a very sweet picture, beautifully set and
acted. I certainly enjoy Marion in costume. Would
for the box office, but it's the
it did much
not say
you feel better for playing. (Liberty
of picture
kind
theatre, Amherstburg, Ont., Canada.) Personally, I
enjoyed this picture, as it was out of the ordinary
run. My patrons, however, were very much divided
on it. (Cozy theatre, Medford, Wis.) Some liked it
and some didn't, but I thought it was good. (Auditorium theatre, Nehawka, Neb.) January 30-31.
Opinions were divided on this subject ; some of the
me they thought It was very good, while
told
people
others walked out on it. Personally thought it very
good, but not exactly a small town picture. (Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.) March 11-12. When
the people looked at the paper outside and saw that
it was a period play they said, "Maybe the comedy
is good anyway." The picture itself is a delightful
change from the same old comedy situations that we
pretty near know by heart, but it's not a business
getter. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth, O.) Too much
costume for us. Too long, but has some clever situations. (Colonial theatre, Moulton, la.) Some liked
this, others didn't, but it proved to me that Marlon
(Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.)
Davies can act.

R
RACING ROMEO, FBO, Red Grange, Jobyna Ralston, Trixle Friganza, Walter Hlers, Ben Hendricks,
Jr., 7. — 90%. February 17-18. A good auto race.
Many thrills, good acting, beautiful scenery. It Is
sold as a special. Did not make any money. No
fault of the picture. (Elite theatre, Arlington, S. D.)
February 7-8. School sure ate this up, and second
night showed fine increase at the box office. (Emmert theatre, Alceeter, S. D.) 8%. December 7-8.
Very, very nice racing drama. Horse races and auto
races aplenty and a beautiful love story. Should
please all who like better grade of pictures. I had
a big snowstorm to back the first night and school
play the next, so I just barely took in enough to pay
for coal and the rest went on' the red side of the
ledger. Show is good, however. (Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D.) A wonderful cast and a most clever
picture. Grange's name is a drawing card, and he
knows how to act. Hiers is always good, and Trixle
Friganza is a scream. More like this would be fine.
(New Kentucky theatre. Mndlsonville, Ky.) Grange
Is not a bad actor, and his support In' this was very
good. Enough good comedy to make a well balanced
feature. Racing scenes good. (Temple theatre, 'VIroqua. Wis.) An excellent auto racing story. Clean
and speedy. Red has more poise and natural ability
than lots of young men whose names rank high in
pictures.
(Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.)
RANGER OF THE NORTH, FBO, Ranger, Hugh
Trevor, Lina Basquettc, Bernard
Setgle, Julca Ran-
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court, 5. — 80%. November 4. Good picture. Hugh
Trevor as leading man was good. He is new and
will bear watching. (Oi)era House, Salisbury, Md.)
January 6-7. Here is a real dog picture. The story,
photography and wonderful outdoor shots were 100
per cent perfect. (Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.) 50%.
February 25. All the world loves a dog, and here is
the greatest of them all. If this one don't make
them stand on their tiptoes and cheer, I will eat your
old hat. (Community theatre. Razor, Tex.) January
6-7. Now, fellows, I've seen a lot of dog pictures
and paid lota of jack for them, but this is the best
dog picture I ever ran. (Rich theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho.) One of the best dog pictures of the year.
(Coliseum theatre, Edmore, Mich.) Good dog picture.
Pleased and drew. (Arvada theatre, Arvada, Colo.)
95%. December 2. My patrons just went wild over
this one.
(Community theatre, Burk, S. D.)
RAWHIDE KID, The, U, Hoot Gibson, 6.— January
28. Good Western. Just fine for Saturdays. (Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal.) 60%. November 19. Substituted this for "Hey, Hey, Cowboy," and It pleased
almost 100 per cent. Hoot Gibson's pictures are all
good. (Colximbla theatre, Morganza, La.) 50%.
February 25. This is a splendid Western program
picture. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.)
60%. Not up to the Hoot standard. Very weak
story and not much action. (Cozy theatre. Wagoner,
Okla.) 50%. March 3. A good Saturday night picture. Not the beet Hoot has made, but pleased my
patrons very well. (Community theatre. Razor, Tex.)
March 17. Hoot always goes over and never falls to
please or get them In. (Majestic theatre. Perry, HI.)
RED RAIDERS, The, FN, Ken Maynard, Ann Drew,
Paul Hurst, J. P. McGowan, Chief Yowlache, 7. —
80%. January 6-7. This Is not a Western, but a
picture dealing 'with Indians and the border troops.
It has plenty of action and Is very Interesting and
entertaining. (Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.) Ken
Maynard rings the bell. A good box office attraction.
(Postvllle theatre, Postvllle, la.) 75%. March 17.
This is extra good entertainment. Better than some
specials we have played at high rental. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) March 9-10. 'Where
you have Maynard you have the cream of the Western stars. (Fairy theatre, Nappanee, Ind.) 89%.
November 12. I have run all Maynards and they are
all first class action Westerns. (Washington theatre,
Atoka, Okla.) January 12-13. The first one of Ken's
of this season's product and it will stack up ■with
those he turned out last year. (Trags theatre, Neillsvllle. Wis.) Some more Western trash. A little
worse than' the average Maynard., Maynards are the
beet of the mediocre Westerns that the producers
force down our throats. (Kenwood theatre, Chicago.)
January 28. A dandy Western, which shows that
considerable money was spent on It under good direction. (Club theatre, Weed, Cal.) A very good picture, and pleased majority. (Strand theatre, Warren,
Minn.) January 21. Good picture of this tyi^e, but.
Ken, you had better stay In Westerns. My patrons
don't like this type of picture. (Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla.) A sure enough money getter. Patrons
said it was equal to many of the so-called specials.
(Reliance theatre, Orangeburg, S. C.) 25%. A very
good Western. This star draws better with each picture. (Lonet theatre, Wellington', O.) A dandy fast
action picture. (Royal theatre, Frankfort, Kan.) This
picture is too much like the "Overland Stage," but
as they were played six months apart the patrons did
not notice it. Played to more business than any
previous Maynard.
(Cozy theatre. Minneapolis. Kan.)
RED RIDERS OF CANADA, FBO, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Charles Byer, Harry Woods, Rex Lease,
Barney Furcy, 6. — A very good show of the Canadian
mounted. (Atlantic and Strand theatres. Atalntic,
la.) February 25-26. Well liked by all patrons.
(Donovan theatre, Hecia, S. D.)
RICH BUT HONEST, Fox, Nancy Nash, J. Farrell
MacDonald, 5. — 12%. December 20. The poor title
kept them away but those who came were well
pleased. A dandy picture ■with lots of comedy.
(Princess theatre, Chilton. Wis.) December 31-Jannary 1. Very good comedy drama along the usual
lines.
(Gait theatre. Gait, Cal.)
RICH MEN'S SONS. Col, Ralph Graves, Shirley
Mason, 6.^-42%. October 12. Good little program
picture that pleased. (Ingram's theatre, Ashland.
Ala.) 40%. October 12. A light diet but withall
its was satisfying and not holf bad. Just a good program picture, and boy I Bought at such a fine price
one can make money. (American Legion theatre. Lena,
Wis.) Much better than the average picture. In fact
would class It as deserving of special billing as It Is
just the kind of a picture that creates a lot of
mouth to mouth advertising. (Riviora thootrc, Anderson, Ind.)
ROAD

TO ROMANCE,

The, MGM.

Ramon

Norarro,

Marccllne Day, Marc MacDcrmott, Roy D'Arcy. JuIrs
Cowles, 6. — 60%.
November
27-28.
A gixxl picture
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but not the type Novarro fans like to see him in.
Too rough for some. (Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis.) 50%. March 3-4. This picture did not draw
them in, but not on account of the star — the title I
All that saw it enjoyed it. (Pastime theatre, Stratford, 9. D.) 35%. February 9-10. We see where this
picture has been knocked a little, but it went over
big here. (Strand theatre, Walhalla. S. C.) December 21. Just a fair program picture. (Community
theatre, Redgranite, Wis.) 30%. February 2-3. Not
BO good. Just another picture. It's a pirate romance
and the direction is not of the best. (Orpheum
theatre, Harrisburg, III.) 30%. January 20. Good
acting, but this type picture is rotten for me.
(Majestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.) 39%. November 13. A pirate story that seems to mi&s fire for
some reason. Some patrons thought If was silly,
others did not care for it. (Grand theatre. Rainier,
Ore.) 40%. January 20. Just an average program
picture, the kind that are hard for a email exhibitor
to put over. (Calhan theatre, Calhan. Col.) January 21. Just a fair picture. Good action, and exciting episode, but the picture is lacking in something. In my opinion it Is not so directed as to make
a good connected picture. (Green Lantern theatre,
Claymont, Del.)
ROSE OF THE GOLDEN WEST, F.V, Mary Astor,
Gilbert Roland, Gnxtav von Seyffertitz, Montagu
Love, Flora Finch, Harvey Clark, Rotl Murial,
Romaine Fielding, 6.-99%. December 2G. Some
liked it, others didn't. About 60-50. Fine biMine««
account holiday season. (Ingram's theatre, Ashland,
Ala.) January 15-16. Not the Super-special Firrt
National would lead you to believe but a good program picture of the early Spanish California days.
(Sun theatre. Kansas City, Mo.) A beautiful picture
well produced. (Royal theatre, Frankfort, Kan.)
This picture failed to draw and pleased only a few
who came. (Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.) Beautiful backgrounds and settings, together with splendid
acting, make this picture quite acceptable entertainment. (Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.) 50%. January 1-2. This is a good picture. Gave satisfaction.
(Silver Family theatre, Greenville. MJch.) February
13-14. Not a box office attraction and not euch a wonderful picture. Paid too much in the beginning and
did not take in film rental. (Opera House, Emporium,
Pa.) Mary Astor was never sweeter than in this
one, and Gilbert Roland did even better than in
"Camille." It should please all types of patronage.
(Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.) January 29-30.
This picture failed to draw the business we expected.
Quite a few people liked it but it's not a money
maker. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth. O.) 80%. February 24-25. Just a grood program picture. Nothing
to brag about.
(Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.)
RUSH
HOUR,
The, P, Marie
PrevoBt. HarrUon
Ford, Scena Owen,
David Butler, Ward
Crane, 6.
Febrxiary 12. A comedy of fair action and many
complications. Would consider it a good program
picture. (Community theatre, Red Granite. Wis.)
Another reason why the radio is so popular. Harrison Ford okay as usual, but the rest of the cast!
Marie Prevost never did rate so strong when it came
to cash customers.
(Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.)

SAILOR IZZY MURPHY, W, George Jewel. Audrey
Ferris, Warner Oland, Joe MiLjan, Qara Horton, 6
Somewhat misleading as to title. Expected the opposite of "Private Izzy Murphy" but it is no war
play, just a bunch of lunatics who take possession
of a ship. 'Will get by. (Coiy theatre. MinneapolU.
Kan.) Stay away from this one. It's a lemon. (Reel
Joy theatre. King City. Cal.) Don't play It or yoa
will regret It. Several said it was the poore.«t picture
I ever ran and I agreed. (Sun theatre, Plainwell.
Mich.) 20%. February 4-5. The bipirost piece of
cheese we ever played. Instead of hiding in the cellar
when the customers came out I got out of town for
a week. (Rose- Liberty theatres Sumas-Lynden.
Wash.) Pay for this and leave it at the exchange.
(Strand theatre, Atmore, .Ma.) 76%. Norember IS.
This one is so rotten it smells. If you have It
shelve It and save yourself embarrassment. (Arsonn*
theatre, Akron, Ind.)
SAILOR'S SWEKTHF.ART. A. W, I^oi.c Kaifnda.
Clyde Cook, Mym* Loy. William D<marv«t. John
Miljan, Dorothea Wolbert, S.— 60*;. Prbrnary a. Oh
boy what a ratling I got on this one. Utterly Inspossible, leave it alone. (Redwood tbeatr*. Redwood.
N. Y.) 35%. October S8-J9. No good. No bu»ln»«.
Fine weather which ahould have groeaed twice as
much. (Rox theatre. Monteium*. Ind.) 10%. Jane■ry 21. Fair. Will just get by. (RoM-Llbcrty tiic*trcs. Sumas-Lyndcn. Wa.ih.) Words fall. TTie ma«t
asaininc comedy feature e%fr made. C-anccl It, by all
moans. (Majestic theatre. Eureka. Mo.) Norcmbtr
9-10. We expected more from this teiun than we
got.
Somebody
«tlpp<x] up on lhi» ono. but not
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Clyde or Louise. (Ritz theatre. Arcanum, O.) 15%.
March 6. Yes, this is funny. Could not help it with
these comedians, but as an entertainment about 25
per cent satisfaction. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.)

ber 25. A good picture with plenty of action, comedy
and heart interest. (Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.)
November 23. Very good, pleased most everyone and
they told me so. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.)
54%. December 29. The best Bebe Daniels we have
had. Action galore in this and filled with comedy.
(Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.) Extra good. More
comments on it than any picture this winter. (Elite
theatre, Nixa, Mo.) Extra good picture. Bebe always
good for us, and this was better than average. (Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.) January 26-27.
Bebe puts the pep into this one and is a very good
program picture. (Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.)
December 18. Many favorable comments on this
comedy-drama. Will stand a lot of boosting. (Peoples theatre, Crosby, Minta.) September 29. A pretty
good action picture. (Princess theatre, Seaforth, Ont.,
Canada.) 32%. June 8. One of the best Daniels I
ever ran. (Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.) October
30-31. Very good program picture. O. K. for Sunday. (Strand theatre, Griswold, la.) Another good
picture featuring Bebe Daniels. (Majestic theatre.
Homer, Mich.)

SAILOR'S WIVES, FN, Mary Astor, Lloyd Hughes,
Earle Fose, Olive Tell, Burr Mcintosh, Ruth Dwyer,
Jack Mower, Gayne Whitman, Robert Schable, 6. —
February 8. Very good, but a few didn't catch on.
Poor crowd, bad weather. (Majestic theatre. Perry,
111.) A fair pro-am picture and two nice stars.
A good evening's entertainment. (Orpheum theatre,
Lancaster, Wis.) 75%. The first Hughes-Astor picture we have played for sometime and must say it's
a mighty fine picture. (State theatre, Springfield,
Minn.) A dandy picture. Will please them all.
(Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.) February 12. This
pleased them and drew fairly well. Where did they
get the name from? Not a sailor in it. (Reel Joy
theatre. King City, Cal.)
SALLY IN OUR ALLEY, Col, Shirley Mason, Richard Arlen, Alec B. Francis, 6.— If you will permit
me to say it, this is a sweet little picture, just the
kind of a picture for an every day small town audience. It seemed to please as well as most anything
shown in quite some time. (Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.) They made "Sweet Rosie O'Grady" and now
comes along with another wow! that's "Sally in Our
Alley." (Khattar's theatre, Sydney, Nova Scotia,
Can.) Oh boy, what a peach of a picture this one
ifl. Looks like Shirley Mason is coming into her own
after her years of miscasting on the Bill Fox program. (Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind.) 81%. Jannary 22-23. Everyone seemed pleased with this picture. (Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex.)
SATIN WOMAN, The, G, Mrs. Wallace Rcid, Rockliffe Fellowes,
Alice White,
Laska
Winter,
John
Mil j an, Ethel Wales, 7. — Absolutely no story worth
mentioning, draggy, dull and altogether a very poor
picture. This type of production is the kind that
keeps an audience at home by the radio. (Columbia
theatre, Columbia City, la.) 40%. January 22. Good
show but too draggy and not the best she has made.
Seems as Mrs. Reid is slipping a notch. She's got
to get up before sunrise before she beats her first
one she made, "The Human Wreckage." (Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.) November 6-7. This is the
best picture we have had of Mrs. Wallace Reid.
Pleased very well.
(Scenic theatre, Tyler, Minn.)
SECRET HOUR, The, Par, Pola Negri, Jean Hersholt, 7. — ^March 3. Brother Exhibitor, if you have
any moral people in your town who you are depending on for your business, don't play "The Secret
Hour." Absolutely the poorest picture we have ever
played in my many years of experience in the picture
business. (Badin theatre, Badin, N. C.) 60%. March
6. Fair, nothing big. (Mermac theatre. West Bend,
Wis.) March 10. Very poor. Suggestive and an insult to any decent woman. I cannot imagine the state
of mind of the director that produced it. (Liberty
theatre, Condon, Ore.)
SECRET STUDIO, The, Fox, Olive Borden, Margaret
Livingston, Clifford Holland, 6. — February 18. Well
acted picture, but not what they want here. (Gait
theatre. Gait, Cal.) Not such a bad picture but not
very much drawing power. (Colonial theatre, Moulton, la.) February 13. Didn't make film rental on
this. Just a very ordinary picture. (Star theatre.
Villa Grove, 111.) 15%. September 23. A program
picture. Pleased about 50 per cent. (Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.) January 17. A good
drama for its kind. Olive Borden sure has it.
(Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.)
SENORITA, Par, Bebe Daniels, James Hall, William
Powell, Josef Swickard, 7. — February 29-March 1.
Has plenty of action, and Bebe does a Douglas Fairbanks to a dot. It is not a big special, but is just
a pleasing program offering. (Legion theatre. Holyrood, Kan.) 70%. September 21-22. A wow of a
comedy. Bebe at her best. (Strand theatre, Paoli,
Ind.) 36%. September 28. The best since "The
Campus Flirt." Pleased generally. (Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore.) 65%. September 25-26-27. Something
a little different than we have seen her in. She is
clever, and everyone seemed to be pleased. (Royal
theatre, Le Mars, la.) October 7. Excellent. Bebe
does the impossible, but this pleases. (Community
theatre, Spiceland, Ind.) 20%. November 1. A fine
picture well acted. Came a big storm 20 minutes
before show time ; that is what made the percentage
what it is. (Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.) 75%.
December 7. This is one of the best pictures Bebe
ever made and pleased 100 per cent. (Richmond
theatre, Richmond, Vt.) 40%. December 29. A fine
entertaining program picture. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) Look out, Doug; this little
lady has it on you when it comes to using the sword.
Thrill after thrill in this one. (Pacific Community
Association theatre, Columbia, S. C.) Regular Doug
Fairbanks type of picture "and pleased everyone.
(Grande theatre. Port Allegany, Pa.)
90%.
Decem-
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SERENADE, Par, Adolphe Menjou, Kathryn Carver, Lawrence Grant, Lina Basquette, Martha Franklin, 5.— This is a good production for the sophisticated
movie fan who likes Menjou. It is a typical Menjou
picture and pleasing to those who like him. (Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. D.) Just can't put this fellow
over, but he is a real actor. His pictures just won't
pull for me.
(Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.)
SEVENTH HEAVEN, Fox, Janet Gaynor, Charles
Farrell, Gladys Brockwell, David Butler, 8. — February
15-16-17. Pleased 100 per cent. In my opinion, it
was one of the best productions Fox ever made. The
stars did excellent work and are to be commended.
(Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.) March 1-2-3.
This is a very fine picture. I raised the price on
this and it will stand it. (Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich.) March 14-15. I think this is one of the best
pictures I have ever played. Did a very good business
on it considering the way business has been. (Fairy
theatre, Nappanee, Ind.) 28%. February 21-22. A
wonderful picture. Zero weather kept our patrons
away. (Family theatre, Metamora, Mich.) Will
easily rate among the 10 best pictures of the year in
anyone's list. Personally thought it was in a class
by itself. (K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, III.) February
20-22. A winner. Will appeal to every class of
patron. (Capitol theatre, Duncan, B. C, Canada.)
100%. December 11-12. One of the best pictures we
ever played. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.) December 25-26. This picture is deservedly
one of the acknowledged outstanding productions of
1927, and ranks with the top-notchers. (Victory theatre, Napoleonville, La.) 90% Very good. (Palace
theatre, Rensselaer, Ind.) 56% February 21-22. Farrell and Gaynor sure put this one over. Our patrons
said "A mighty fine picture." (Family theatre, Meta^
more, Mich.) February 19-20. In order to get the
real lowdown on this picture, I took particular pains
to ask a great number of those who attended for
their opinions. I must say that everyone interviewed was loud in their praise of it and many told
me that it was one of the finest pictures they had
ever seen. It is bound to please the better element
of your patronage, and there is plenty of action in
it to please even the buck-hoot boys. (Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.) 98%. February 6-7-8-9. I
think this the best picture made in recent years,
and the large crowds who flocked to my theatre for
four nights to see it thought - the same, and came
out telling the world what they thought. (Orpheum
theatre, Harrisburg, III.) January 23-24. Good picture. Too long. Failed at the box office. (Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal.)
SHANGHAI BOUND, Par, Richard DLi, Mary
Brian, Charles Byer, George Irving, Jocelyn Lee,
Tom Maguire, Frank Ghew, Tom Gubbins, Arthur
Hoyt, 6. — 90%. January 30. Dix always good but
think he is better in comedy type roles. However, my
people said they liked this fine, so why worry? (City
theatre, Lafayette, Ala.) This is a very good story
of Chinese river pirates with Dix acting at his best.
(Rialto theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.) February 2. Dix
should be cast in better pictures. Did a fair business
but many were disappointed at the end of the show.
(Liberty theatre, Grenwood, S. C.) 85%. February 29.
Pretty fair Dix picture, rather slow at first part.
(Pastime theatre, Homer, 111) 42%. January 9-10.
Good, the women especially liked it. It should go
over anywhere. (Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.)
January 11-12. Good entertainment. Whole cast is
above ordinary. (Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.) January 23. Good picture. Richard Dix and Mary Brian
very good team. Has enough action for the hardboiled. (Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.) January
22-23. Very good picture, the kind of a picture Dix
belongs in. (Strand theatre, Griswold, la.) Stories
as weak and colorless as this are going to ruin
Dix. (Postville theatre, Postville, la.) 65%. January 10-11. Good picture with plenty of action.
It
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will please any class. (Lyric theatre, Morrison, 111.^
Good picture. Fine for simall town exhibitor ae well
as large. (Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.) Consider
this a poor Dix picture. Very few people care to
see Chinese pictures. Dix never has meant anything
at my box office, but this one flopped worse than
ever. (Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.) Poor picture
for Dix. Too rough, too much posing. (Karlen
theatre, Monticello, Wis.)
SHANGHAIED, FBO, Ralph Ince, Patsy EnUk
Miller, Alan Brooks, Gertrude Astor, Walt Robbins.
H. J. Jacobson, 6. — February 17-18. Here is a picture that draws pretty fair but is one that lends,
nothing to the reputation of your house. At least
it becomes distasteful and some women walked out on
it. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth, O.) March 3.
Should please any crowd that likes strong melodrama.
(Community theatre. Red Granite, Wis.) 90%»
Some picture with Miss Miller better than we hav©
seen her for months. (Arvada theatre, Arvada, Col.)
October 26-27. Another very good offering from
FBO. (Cresco theatre, Cresco, la.) 75%. November
28. Good program picture. (Washington theatre,
Atoka, Okla.) There has been produced for the
screen many sea stories that are better tales and
therein lies the weakness of this picture — lack of
story. However, it will pass through for good program picture. (Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.)December 30. Small town exhibitors, be on your
guard. This is a story of Frisco's Barbary Coast i
of booze, wild women and sea rats. The moral tone
is very bad. (Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.) Don't
play it. Too much booze fighting and wild and
woolly women in the San Francisco Honkey Tonks(Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.) 30%. To both star
in and direct such a splendid picture is quite an
achievement for Ralph Ince. It is truly an action,
picture. The story is interesting, and pleased my
people fine.
(Palace theatre, Rockmart,
Ga.)
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS, The, FN, Alec B,
Francis, Molly O'Day, John Boles, Matthew Betz,
Otis Harlan, Marion Douglas, John Westwood, Edyth©
Chapman, Romaine Fielding, 9. — 100%. February
13-14. A wonderful box office attraction. Used every
seat in the house including office furniture. (Colonial
theatre, Troy, Mo.) This is one of the best pictures
we have shown all winter. (Lakevie^v theatre. Lakeview, la.) February 19-20. One of the very best of
pictures, will please any audience. (Dunlap theatre,
Hawarden, la.) A mighty picture, and goes over
with the better class patronage. It has more than
average drawing power. (Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.) 32%. January 2-3. A great picture from
every angle. Played during coldest weather of ther
last 12 years, therefore the small percentage rating.
(Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.) January 5-6. A
natural ! From a box-office standpoint it's there.
(K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.) A wonderful picture
of the hill folks and while it does not please the
dumbbells it does please the so-called better thinking
class. (Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.) A special
that is a good one for any town. (Washington
theatre, Atoka, Okla.) January 9. Had more favorable comments on this picture than any of the 27-2S
productions. (Allied theatre, Dermott, Ark.) February 1-2. Good crowds that were pleased. Business good. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.) 80%.
Good.
(Palace theatre, Rensselaer,
Ind.)
SHE'S A SHEIK, Par, Bebe Daniels, Richard Arlen,
William Powell, Josephine Dunn, James Bradbury,
Jr., Billy Franey, Paul McAllister, Al Fremont, 6. —
Another knockout audience picture almost as good
as "Senorita" yet it failed to draw for me. But
it certainly can't be the fault of the picture. (Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.) February 17-18. Like
all of her pictures it's excellent and drew well.
(Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.) A program picture that
did not draw very much. She is better in American
settings. (Family theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y.) 35%.
January 16-17. A very clever picture with Bebegetting her man, and how I Should please generally.
(Ellinwood theatre, EUinwood, Kan.) February 5-6.
Good comedy drama with action. (Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal.) A good little picture that pleased all
that saw it, but not the type for Daniels. (State
theatre, Springfield, Minn.) February 6-7. Very
good and good at the box office. Pleased all. (Crystal
theatre, Wayne, Neb.) This is a good comedy-drama
and has an interesting story. Bebe does well and
handled most of the picture alone. (Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D.)
SHOOTIN' IRONS, Par, Jack Luden, Sally
Blane, 5. — 55%. This, in my estimation, is a
good, clean Western and is not so cheaply hashed
together as some of the Westerns of this type.
(Rialto theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.) 13%. December
30-31. Nothing to it, just another Western.
(Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.) Just a five reel pistol
opera. (Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.) Jack,
O. K. A nice little Western. (Postville theatre,
Postville, la.) The poorest Paramount picture we
ever ran.
(Liberty theatre, Roanoke, Ala.)
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SILK LEGS, Fox, Madge Bellamy, James Hall,
Maude Fulton, Joseph Cawthorn, 5.-80%. March 9.
Oh, boy, let me tell you, get sold on this one, and
then sell it to your customers for what it's really
worth. The picture will deliver all you promise.
(Majestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.) 39%. February
14. Fair comedy. Pleased about 50 per cent.
(Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala.) January 26. This
picture should go all right where Miss Bellamy is
liked. A pleasing program picture. (Pastime theatre,
Kurthwood, La.)
SILK STOCKINGS, U, Laura LaPlante, Johnny
Harron, Otis Harlan, William Austin, Marcella Daly,
Heinie Conldin, Burr Mcintosh, Tempe Pigot, Ruth
Cherriitirton. 6. — October 2-3. Nice little picture.
Pleased the majority. (Palace theatre. Grand Ledge,
Mich.) Box office and management happy. Sure did
draw. (Arvada theatre, Arvada, Col.) October 31November 1. The best Laura LaPlante picture I have
ever played. (Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.)
December 25. A fair farce that pleased the majority.
(Strand theatre, Wadsworth, O.) Here is one I can
recommend. (Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.) January 3.
It is a good clean picture and may be used any day
in the week. (Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis.)
Best pantomime seen in pictures in many a day.
(Playhouse theatre, Fairhope, Ala.) January 8-9.
Good little farce-comedy which creates considerable
amusement. (Dunlap theatre, Hawarden, la.) This
is a fine picture. I had many favorable comments
on it. (Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.) 5%. February
21. Just fair entertainment. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.)
SILVER VALLEY, Fox, Tom Mix, Dorothy Dwan,
Philip McCnIlough, Jocky Hoeffi, Tom Kennedy, Lon
Poff, Harry Dunkinson, Clarke Comstock, 5.-90%.
January 7. Short but sweet is the title I can give
this picture, short because it is only on five reels,
sweet because we had a full house and stood them
up. (Stella theatre, C>)uncil Grove, Kan.) 90%.
December 29-30. Just another good Mix. More comedy than usual. (Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala.)
90%. December 29. One star who is lucky enough
to have an ever present variety of stunts and appeal
to his pictures. (Opera House, Salisbury, Md.)
13%. December 30. Very good Western. Bad
weather and heavy snow cut attendance. (Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.) Here is a pretty good Western, some good comedy and it went over good. (Elite
theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.) January 27-28. Another
good Mix picture. (State theatre, Springfield, Minn.)
50%. February 1. A good Tom Mix picture. (Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) As good a Mix
picture as I have seen in a long time. (Diamond
theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.) March 10. Another
good one from Tom that kept a good crowd in a
good humor all through the show. Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Neb.)
SLIGHTLY USED, W, May McAvoy, Conrad Nagel,
6. — January 21. It was a good picture for the girls
of a flapper stage and also for the common girls.
Different from other pictures. (Opera House, Coal
City, III.) January 14. Had the best Saturday
night's business for some weeks on this picture and
they seemed to like it. (Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo.) February 8. It is a very good picture. (Reel
Joy theatre. King City, Gal.) February 22. Pleased
unanimously.
(Majestic
theatre.
Eureka,
Mont.)
SUNGSHOT KID, The, FBO, Buzz Barton, Frank
Rice, Jeanne Morgan, Buck Connors, Jay Morley, 5.
— The first of this star. Strange, but we haven't
even missed Fred Thomson from our lineup, as
P B O is supplying good Western stars in his place.
(Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.) My crowd had
not forgotten "The Boy Rider" and came back in
greater numbers to see this one. (Richards theatre,
Fayette, Ala.) 75%. February 25. This was our
second picture from this star, and it pleased them all.
(S. of N. theatre, Ambrose, N. D.) December 3.
This kid is a comer ell right, and is a good drawing
card.
(Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.)
SMALL BACHELOR, The, U, Audrc Beranger,
Barbara Kent, Lucien Littlefield, Vera Lewis. Ned
Sparks, Carmelita Gcraghty, George Davis, William
Austin, Gertrude Astor, Tom Dugan, 6. — Title
doesn't draw here. Good farce comedy, though.
(Theatorium, Columbia Falls, Mont.) Good clean
comedy like most Universals are. with a good cast.
(Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D.)
SOFT CUSHIONS, Par, Douglas MacLean, Sue
Carol, Richard Carle, Russell Powell, Frank Leigh,
Nigel de Bruilier, Albert Frisco, 7.— Very poor. My
people who commented on it said it was rotten.
(Dunlap theatre, Hawarden, la.) 51%. September
17. Would sny this picture is far below his usual
standard. (Colonial theatre, Troy. Mo.) 29%. December 4. Nicely produced and well ncted picture
but somehow didn't hit the spot. (Grand theatre.
Rainier,
Ore.)
Favorably
received,
good
comedy.
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(Pacific Community Association theatre, Columbia,
S. C.) January 7. About the poorest thing for a
picture that I ever did see. No one liked it.
(Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.) A very ordinary
piece of entertainment. (Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.) October 31. I thought this a very
clever comedy myself, but some of my patrons said
it was terrible. (Princess theatre, Seaforth, Ont.,
Canada.) 30%. December 22. Just a program
picture. Played one day. Bought for two days.
(Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) March
13-14. An interesting and entertaining program picture. (Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.) March 6.
This is different and is neither good nor bad. Didn't
draw. (Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.) 33%.
February 5. A good comedy that is different. (Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.)
SONORA KID, THE, FBO, Tom Tyler, Frankie
Darro, 5. — 80%. November 18. Pretty good Western.
(Petrolia theatre. Petrolia, Tex.) Norember 12. It
is a nice little picture for Saturday, but a great number of kids were disappointed because Frankie didn't
appear in it. (Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.) Not
up to Tyler's past standards. (Amuse-U theatre,
Melville, La.) 55%. Good. Tom is there even If the
kid is not with him. (Miere theatre, Schoharie, N.
Y.) September 2G-27. I consider this one a fair program picture. (Strand theatre, Griswold, la.) 25%.
December 31. A good action picture, but Tyler missed
his pal. Frankie Darro. (Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.) Very good outdoor picture. (E1it«
theatre, Placerville, Cal.) Not up to Tyler's standard,
which isn't any too high anyway. Absence of Frankie
Darro hurt the picture. (Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.) Just fair. Needs good shorts to round
out a program.
(Liberty theatre, Harrisville, Mich.)
SORRELL AND SON. UA, H. B. Warner, Anna
Q. Nilsson, Carmel Myers, Lionel Belmore, Normui
Trevor, Mickey McBan, Nils Asther, Betsy Ann Hisle,
Mary Nolan, Louis Wolheim, Alice Joyce, Paul McAl ister, 9—. 50%. A wonderful picture that will increase business after first night. Brings the higher
element of people that seldom go to the movies.
(Family theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y.) March S-7-8.
This is one of the pictures of the year. You don't
need to be afraid to advertise it. (Strand theatre,
Wadsworth, O.) 60%. February 26-27. This is a
wonderful picture. Complimented by press and pulpit. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.)
SOUTH SEA LOVE, FBO, Patsy Ruth Miller, Leo
Shumway, Allan Brooks, Harry Crocker, Barney Gilmore, 6. — The further into releases you get with
FBO product the more terrible they get, and this is
worster and worserin. (Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.) 85%. December 17. This is a dandy little
picture and pleased my ijatrons. Plenty of good
comments.
(Community theatre, Burk, S. D.)
SPOILERS OF THE WEST, MGM, Tim McCoy,
Marjorie Daw, William Fairbanks, Chief Big Tree,
Charles Thurston, 5. — This is our first Tim McCoy
and we are trusting the rest are better than this one.
Didn't register very good. (Twilight theatre. Greensburg, Kan.) Just about the poorest Western I've
ever played. (Postville theatre, Postville, la.)
February 25. I cannot get them in on McCoy. (Dunlap theatre, Hawarden, la.)
SPORTING GOODS, Par, Richard Dix, Gertrude
Olmstead, Philip Strange, Myrtle Stedman, Wade
Botcler, Claude King, Maude Turner Gordon, 6. —
February 9-10. A satisfactory two-day picture. (Lyric
theatre, Harrison, Ark.) 70%. March 8. Good. ITiey
all seem to like this one. (Mermac theatre. West
Bend, Wis.) 63%. Dix as a traveling salesman goes
over in fine style and will please all classes. (Ellinwood theatre. Ellinwood, Kan.) 50%. March 2-S.
Very clever little picture that will please Dix fans.
(Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo.)
SPOTLIGHT, THE, Par, Esther Ralston. Nell Hamilton, Nicholas Soussanin, Arlctte Marchal, Arthur
Housmann, 5. — Esther Ralston is certainty coming
fa-st to the front. (Ellinwood theatre. Ellinwood.
Kan.) March 2-3. A very infercetlng story which
Miss Ralston puts over In her usual charming style.
(Strand theatre, Paoll, Ind.) iO'/a. December SO.
Very poor Indeed. Far below Miss Ralston's standard. (Ingram's theatre, Ashland. Ala.) This was a
nice picture. A little heavier than most of her pictures. The picture pleased all right. (Grand theatre. Pierre, S. D.)
SPRING FEVER, MGM, William Haines. Joan
Crawford, George K. Arthur. George Fawcett, Elkvn
Percy, Edward Enrle, Bert Woodruff, L*« Moran, 7. —
30%. March 18-19. I don't call this picture so hot.
ju«t a fotr comedy drama. (Pastime theatre, Ms^on.
Mich.) 23%. February 20-21. Sure made a hit with
the golf bugs and in fact I think It pleased the majority very well. (Photoplay theatre, Ashland. Kan.)
March 12-13.
A mighty clever program picture.
Did
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very good bueinese. (Fairy theatre, Nappanee, Ind.)
30%. February 28-29. Personally I liked this and
had many good comments, but if not a golf town,
they are hard to get in. (Sun theatre, Sargent,
Neb.) Very good golf comedy, but the title will never
get them in. (Dunlap theatre. Hawarden. la.) 40%.
Golf Etory. Our small town people don't play this
game, but a lot of us poor people can be interested
in things we don't understand. (Bonzo theatre,
Eddyville, la.) October 20. This is the sort of entertainment they are looking for. "Spring Fever" Is
light, bright, snappy, full of romance, pep and comedy. They'll like this one. (Regent theatre. Indlanola, Miss.) 30%. Norember 28-29. A great comedy
with Haines taking his smart aleck part to perfection. (Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.) One that
sends your crowd away pleased. (Richmond theatre,
Rjchmond, Vt.) Great entertainment to small attendance. (Shastona theatre, Mount Shasta. Cal.) Good
show. (Grand theatre. Dassel, Minn.) S5%. January 10-11. Very fine picture of the golf type. Pleased
generally. (Empress theatre. Akron, la.) January
11-12-13. Pleasc-d them, made a bigger showing the
last night. (Electric theatre, St. Francis, Kan.) «5%.
February 1-2. This picture was certainly enjoyed by
a mighty good crowd but am not so sure that thks
drew the business. I have been running a serial and
it has a big following so guees they would come In
anyway. (Princess theatre, Lincoln. Kan.) 15%. December 28. This pleased a great deal more than I
expected it would. (American theatre. Wautoma,
Wis.) 65%. January 24-25. A dandy good program
picture. (Washington theatre. Atoka, Okla.) January 31. Our patrons were well pleased with this one.
(Green Lantern theatre, Claymont. Del.) February
3-4. Only a fair picture. (Strand theatre, Griswold,
la.) 60%. A mighty pleasing program here. Book
it. (Strand theatre, Paris, Ark.) 27%. November
28-29. (Jood. Should please anywhere. Failed to
draw for me. (Tivoli theatre, Kno.xville, III.) 50%.
November 16. Just an ordinary program picture and
nothing to rave over. (Paramount theatre, Wyoming.
III.) Best ever. (C>>lonial theatre, Moulton, la.)
November 4-5. A good golf comedy. (Auditoritim
theatre, Nehawka, Neb.) 90%. February 11. Biggest
Neb.) night 10-35 cent show receipts in two years.
one
(Movies theatre. Brocket, N. D.) Mighty clever little
comedy. Pleased all. (Lyric theatre, Hartington.
STOLEN BRIDE. The. FN, BilUe Dove. Lloyd
Hughes, Lilyan Tashman, Armand Kaliz. Frank Seal,
Clive Moore, 7.-30%. February 29. This is a
splendid program picture. (Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.) Februarj- 22-23. No better picture
made than this one. Billie Dove is one of the sreatest stars, to my notion, on the screen. Did fair bi»lness.
(Fairy theatre, Nappanee, Ind.)
SWLM, GIRL, SWIM, Par, Bebe DanieU, Ji
Hall, Gertrude Ederle, Josephine Dunn, William
Austin, James Mack, 6. — 67''/o. February 4. Everybody liked it and if Bebe will stay in pictures of this
type she will go with us. (Legion theatre. Holyrood,
Kan.) Made a very good regular program picture.
(Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.) 48';'e. January
6-7. Good. Bebe sure hits the spots in this collesre
picture. (Tivoli theatre. Knoxville. III.) 98%.
October 9-10. Good comedy. (Indiana theatre, Washington, Ind.) 65%. October 17-18. Very good. The
public is always glad to see one like this. (Ingram's
theatre, Ashland. Ala.) Bebe looks like Harold Lloyd
in this and she sure caused as many laughs as be
does. (Arvada theatre, Ar\-ada, Col.) Very good,
indeed. Plenty of action and comedy. (Manianita
theatre, Carmel, Cal.) Up to standard of DanieU
comedy dramas. (Happy Hour theatre. Jasper,
Minn.) 60%. December 22. Very good. Bebe
Daniels comedy seems to please. (City theatre.
LaFayette. Ala.) November 29. Liked extremely
well. (Pacific Community Association theatre. Columbia. S. C.) My idea of a swell little picture.
Box office O. K. (.\ugus theatre, San .\ugustiDe.
Tex.) December 1-2. A fine li«le comedy and all
seemed to like it. (Liberty theatre. Greenwood.
S. C.) 80%. Fine show; pleased most all. (Pastime
theatre. Homer, III.) Good. Bebe is there, and w»
are for her. (Rich theatre, Montpelicr, Idaho.)
Good outdoor !»port picture. (Elite theatre. Plae«r>
ville. Cal.) 72%. November I4-1S. A clean clew
comedy to good businw.i. (Strand thMitre. Paoll.
Ind.) A darn good picture. Drew extra bukineas.
(Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa. Mich.) February t.
As good as there Is. (Liberty theatre. Roanoke. Ala.)
Thi« comedy Is very good and has a box office Utla.
Busine.HS very good. (Postville theatre. Postville. la.)
Just nice light entertainment. (Karirn thnatre. Uoaticcllo, Wis.) It la good entertainment and my crowd
lik.xi It a lot. (Grand theatre. Pierre. S. D.) December 11-11. They liked this one very mue^
(Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich.) Nice tittle plelork,
which should pleane n>ost of Bebe'* admirera. DM
not draw for me, but neither has anything else the
past few w«ek)i. «o there you are. (^un thaatrik
Kuniws City, Mo.)
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TEA. FOR THREE, MGM, AUeen Pringle, LewCody, Owen Moore, Phillip Smalley, Dorothy Sebastian, Edward Thomas, 6. — January 12-13. Good program pictare, good for any house. (Dunlap theatre,
Hawarden, la.) December 4. Very clever little comedy drama. (Lyric theatre, Hartington, Neb.) 20%.
March 7-8. Terrible! Look before you buy this.
(Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.) Not just
•what we want and not as good as "Adam and Evil"
but far from being a poor show. (Colonial theatre,
Moulton, la.) A thin story. Not near as good as
"Adam and Evil," their previous release. (Columbia
theatre, Columbia City, Ind.) Good family night
picture. (Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.) Did not
appeal to our patrons. (Majestic theatre, Stuttgart,
Ark.) February 12-13. This one isn't so hot. The
ultimate consumer thought it was silly and weak
entertainment. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth, O.) Just
a. fair program picture. (Cozy theatre, Medford,
Wis.)
TELL IT TO SWEENEY, Par, Chester Conklin,
George Bancroft, Jack Lnden, Doris Hill, Franklin
Bond, William H. Tooker, 6. — This is a very nice
picture, lots of action and loads of fun. (Strand
theatre, Humboldt, la.) 75%. Excellent little story
and good comedy throughout. Nearly everyone was
•well pleased. (Royal theatre, Le Mare, la.) 65%.
October 7-8. Very good comedy and went over much
better than I expected. (Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo.)
€2%. October 2-3. A great comedy. (Rialto theatre,
Anita, la.) This is sorry, that is the only way to
explain it. If you have it bought I pity you! (Regent theatre, Indianola, Miss.) 35%. November
17-18. A great comedy that should go over big everywhere. (Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.) Good average comedy drama, full of hokum and impossible
situations, but entertaining. (Happy Hour theatre,
Jasper, Minn.) December 7-8. An excellent comedy
that did not gross the rental and overhead. (Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.) December 19-20. Juet nothing
at all to it. (Mission theatre, Menard, Tex.)
November 16. Paid too much money. Good comedy.
Favorable comments. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.)
35%. November 17-18. A great comedy, just what
the public wants. Should please anywhere. (Tivoli
theatre, Knoxville, III.) February 15-16. Absolutely
the poorest picture ever released by Paramount.
(Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.) February 9-10.
A fair program feature. Did not click at the box
office. (Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.) March 1.
Filled the house up, and consider it a great comedy.
(Angus theatre, San Augustine, Tex.) A dandy
comedy. Bancroft and Conklin are great ■with the
right amount of action and excitement. (Liberty
theatre, Amherstburg, Ont.. Canada.) Despite a very
bad report two weeks ago in this column this picture proved very good, and they liked it fine.
(Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.) A very good
comedy. Played to fair business. (Majestic theatre.
Homer, Mich.) Very good comedy. Priced too high
to make any money.
(Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich.)
TEXAS STEER, The, FN, Will Rogers, Louise
Fazenda, Sam Hardy, Ann Rork, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Lilyan Tashman, George Marion, Sr., Lucien
Littlefield, WUliam Orlamond, Mack Swain, 7.-10%.
An ordinary picture sold as a si)ecial that failed to
attract any business. Pleased a few. (Rex theatre.
Oilman City, Mo.) This is the best that Will Rogers
has ever done. (Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, W5s.)
This is a good picture. Plenty of comedy which ■will
please, and did at my theatre. (Pastime theatre,
Rittman, O.) February 28-29. It is a knockout,
boys I Played to a good business. (Pastime theatre,
Logan, la.) March 1. Some liked it very much;
others only fair. Business only fair. (Selma theatre,
I ran "The Gorilla"
thoughtforwhen
Cal.)theI record
Selma,it held
that
box office lemons but this
has it beat a mile. (Majestic theatre, Manston, Wis.)
December 28-29. You are bound to be disappointed
when you see this picture as it doesn't come up to
what you expect, but if you get behind it, it's there
at the B. O. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth, O.)
January 1-2. Something wrong somewhere. Not
what it should be as a draw, even in this Texas
to^wn. Just a rather good program picture. (Mission
theatre, Menard, Tex.) January 9-10. Dandy picture,
but didn't draw. Yes, it pleased all who saw it.
(Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.) January 16-17.
Good picture for the men, but ladies don't care
much for it. (Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla.)
60%. January 20-21. I don't think it is to be
classed as a special and it certainly isn't a box office
wow. (Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.) 35%.
January 3-4. Rotten. I wonder who told Will
Rogers he could act? I stepped on the advertisement and what a jolt I got. (Washington theatre,
Atoka, Okla.) Good picture and pleased all, but did
not have the drawing power we expected. (Lyric
theatre, Morrison, III.) Fair picture. Rogers drew
them in, but it was only about a 50-50 break. (Lyric
theatre, Hartington, Neb.)
Not a small town pic-
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ture. Action was slow, although the climax was
good. But it takes more than a good climax to put a
picture over. (Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.) 50%.
February 19-20. This is a funny picture. Will
Rogers is all that makes it a special. The comedy
over the heads of 50 per cent of our audience. (Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) 80%. Good.
(Palace theatre, Rensselaer, Ind.)
THAT'S MY DADDY, U, Reginald Denny, Barbara
Kent, Tom O'Brien, Lillian Rich, Armand Kaliz,
Jane LaVerne, Mathilde Brundage, 6. — A splendid
comedy, pleased 100 per cent. (Orpheum theatre.
Twin Falls, Idaho.) "This is one peach of a picture
and by far the best Denny picture since "California
Straight Ahead." It is not all slapstick humor, but
has a lot of real story and acting in it, thanks to
the little five year old girl. (Grand theatre, Kerre,
S. D.) January 31. Oh boy I Wow, how they went
for this one; pleased 100 per cent. Took in as much
on this at 10-30 cents as I did on "Ben Hur" at
25-50 cents, and pleased more people. (Majestic theatre. Perry, 111.)
THIRTEENTH HOUR, The, MGM, Lionel Barrymore, Jacqueline Logan, Charles Delaney, Fred Kelsey,
Napoleon, 5. — January 15-16. Saw several adverse
reports on this picture, but I found it a good mystery
play. Can truthfully say that majority were highly
pleased. (Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.) A fair
mystery picture that is entirely too dark to follow
the picture. Pictures are no good if you can't tell
what's happening. (Columbia theatre, Columbia City,
Ind.) Our crowd ate this up. For a change it Is
good, don't be afraid of it. (Rex theatre, Colby,
Wis.) Here's a real mystery detective story with a
dog who is very good. (Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo.) Very good with plenty of suspense. We received a lot of good comments on the dog. (Liberty
theatre, Amherstburg, Ont., Canada.) 50%. January
18-19. I think that this is a very clever and entertaining mystery story. (Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan.) If I had advertised this as a dog picture I
would have starved to death, but as a mystery picture I had the best week-end business this season.
(Postville theatre, Postville, la.) February 4. Full
of action and held the interest of our patrons all
the way through. (Green Lantern theatre, Claymont,
Del.) 14%. January 19. A good picture that
flopped, that might have been a drawing card had
the dog "Bonaparte" been starred when I bought
this picture. (Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.) December 10. A very good picture. Spooks and everything.
I don't see why they didn't advertise the dog as he
was the whole show. (Auditorium theatre, Nehawka,
Neb.) We got a very pleasant surprise in this.
Was not expecting anything but it was a dandy.
(Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.) Cracking good
mystery picture. (Dunlap theatre, Hawarden, la.)
Very good, sort of a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde plot
■with a spooky house full of sliding doors, secret openings, etc. Should please anywhere. (Richmond
theatre, Richmond, Vt.) One of the best mystery
pictures I have run. (Jewel theatre, Texas City,
Tex.) 40%. Mystery play with a good dog. Holds
111.)
audience. (Bonzo theatre, Eddyville, la.) February
11. A good mystery drama and a little spooky. Had
a full house on Monday. (Majestic theatre. Perry,
THIRTEENTH JUROR, The, U, Anna Q. Nilsson,
Francis X. Bushman, Walter Pidgeon, Martha Mattox,
Sidney Bracy, Sailor Sharkey, Lloyd Whitlock, George
Seigmann, Fred Kelsey, 6. — A good production of
crook — attorney — case — innocent proven guilty, and
guilty attorney pleads guilty all over a woman.
(Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D.) Excellent comments from majority of patrons. (Eagle theatre,
Lubec, Me.) This is a good detective prosecuting
attorney story like all the others, but they will like
it. (Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.) 90%. February 8.
Very good picture and most of our patrons were well
pleased. (Lyceum theatre, Manchester, Mo.) February 26. Received many good comments on this one.
(Community theatre. Red Granite, Wis.) The courtroom scene of the first reel was too farcical for any
court in any man's land, but after this bit of slapstick, action and story started to grip, and though
a little far fetched in si>ots, held strongly to the
happy end. Second night gained 105 per cent on first.
(Casino theatre. Republic, Wash.)
TIGRESS, The, Col, Jack Holt, Dorothy Revler, 6.—
Quite unusual story and interesting. Might say that
many of my patrons stopped at the ■window and told
how well they enjoyed the picture. Business better
than average. (Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.)
40%. March 1. An exceptionally interesting picture
that is different from the average ' run. (Colonial
theatre, Troy, Mo.)
TIRED BUSINESS MAN, The, T, Raymond Hitchcock, Blanche Mehaffey, 6. — A laugh special, chuckfuU
of chuckles. Raymond Hitchcock has yet to appear in
a picture in which he failed to give a finished performance and many laughs. (New Kentucky theatre,
Madisonville, Ky.)

I have played a lot of "Hffanys
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and found them all very good, except this one. Lay
off of this one as it is a very poor picture. (State
theatre, Springfield, Minn.)
TUMBLING RIVER, Fox, Tom Mix, Dorothy Dwan,
William Conklin, Edward Pell, Sr., Wallace MacDonald, Stella Essex, Harry Gripp, 5. — 65%. January
18. The best Mix yet. (Crystal theatre, Oakman,
Ala.) 39%. December 23-24. Good old Tom I Not
another star on earth (or in heaven) could have kept
me out of the red on C!hristmai Eve. This story is
just so-so, but that doesn't matter, it's Mix. (Pastima
theatre. Mason, Mich.) We haven't received a bad
Mix this season. (Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.)
January 20-21. Good Mix picture to poor businesa
due to basket ball, dance, parties and bad weather.
The picture well pleased all Mix fans. (Rich theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho.) 93%. September 17. Just a
fair Western. (Indiana theatre, Washington, Ind.)
Our first of the '28 series and it's a thriller I Mix
is still our best week-end bet. (B. B. theatre, Ashland, Neb.) 24%. November 16. Very good Western.
The fans liked it fine. Bad weather was no doubt
cause of small turnout. (Grand theatre. Rainier,
Ore.) November 8. This is an ordinary Wes^tera,
nothing so big for Mix. (Scenic theatre, Tyler,
Minn.) Tom and Tony saved ■the week end. (Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la.) 75%. Mix product better this
year, if you can judge by this one. (Majestic theatre, Green^rille, Tenn.) Nothing to rave about. It
■will get by but the story is rather weak. (Hlita
theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.) 54%. February 4. A
good Western.
(Family theatre, Metamora,
Mich.)
TURKISH DELIGHT, P, Rudolph SchUdkraat,
Julia Faye, Kenneth Thomson, May Robson, Loms
Natheanx, Harry Allan, Toby Claude, 5. — Terrible.
By all means, boys, be sure to shelf this one. (Kenwood theatre, Chicago, HI.) January 31. Just
another picture. Nothing much to it. (Star theatre.
Villa Grove, 111.) Good story, direction and actios
good, but not an audience picture. (Jewel theatre.
Texas City, Tex.) 20%. December 20. A lot of good
talent and work lost. Satisfied 20 per cent. (Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) Pleased about 40
per cent.
(Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.)
TWO FLAMING YOUTHS. Par, W. C. Fields.
Chester Conklin, 5. — A fairly good comedy drama.
(Family theatre, Mt. Morris, N. Y.) 60%. Very good
comedy. (City theatre, LaFayette, Ala.) 45%. January 11-12. Average program comedy feature. Not
bad, nor good. (Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.)
This is one dandy slapstick comedy. (Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D.) This is a pretty good comedy for older
folks. Not much for the younger bunch. No drawing card. (Strand theatre, Griiwold, la.)
TWO GIRLS WANTED, Fox, Janet Gaynor, Glenn
Tryon, 6.-20%. October 13-14. So this is a Fox
special. rible.
Well,
if theatre,
you didn't
buy it, don't
— it's 30%.
■ter(Indiana
Washington,
Ind.)
December 9. Not much to this. Just a fair program
picture. (Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.) Some people
said it was good and some of them panned it. It has
no story and what little comedy is in it seems to lack
pep. (Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.) Just a fair
picture. Appeal 30 per cent. (CJrystal theatre. Oakman, Ala.) 22%. January 22-23. Entertaining
comedy. This young Gaynor person is the most
charming youngster we've seen in a long time.
(Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.)
TWO
GUN
OF
THE
TUMBLEWEED,
P, Leo
Maloney, 6. — September 21. This is just as good as
any we have bad. Maloney is good. (Scenic theatre,
Tyler, Minn.) 48%. March 3. This is a humdinger.
Good story and direction. Good Saturday offering.
(Majestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.)

u
UNDER THE TONTO RIM, Par, Richard Arlen.
Mary Brian, Harry T. Morey, William Franey, Harry
Todd, Bruce Gordon, Jack Byron, 6. — 80%. March 10.
Zane Grey's story. Very good. (Mermac theatre.
West Bend, Wis.) 75%. February 16. A good story,
but entirely different from the book. (Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo.) February 10. Good Western.
(Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.) A good picture.
By no means as big as the other Zane Grey pictures,
but it will please. (K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.)
Did not draw so good, but pleased majority of patrons.
(Majestic theatre, Stuttgart, Ark.) 75%. Another
good Western from Paramount. (Majestic theatre,
Stuttgart, Ark.)
UNDERWORLD, Par, George Bancroft, Evelyn
Brent, Clive Brook, Larry Semon, Fred Kohler, Helen
Lynch, Jerry Mandy, Karl Morse, 8. — 18%. November
21-22. A wonderful picture of the Chicago underworld life. Although picture is there it failed at
box office. (Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.) November 16-17. Splendid picture, story, cast, production.
Not a wow as a draw.
(Mission theatre, Menard,
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Tex.) January 11-12-13. I ran this against "The
Big Parade" and held my own. It's one of the best
crook stories ever made. (Rich theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho.) 75%. November 19. Play this one — use
plenty of paper. A dandy etory of crook life and
clean as a hound's tooth. (Community theatre,
Wat«rtown, Conn.) Better than "The Way of All
Flesh** at the box office. Real entertainment. (Poetville theatre, Postville, la.) 70%. January 23.
A wonderful performance by Bancroft, Brook and
Brent. Thifl ia what the public likes. Real human
stuff. (Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Can.)
82%. February 9-10. An exceptionally good picture,
perfectly directed. Held the audience spell-bound.
(Ingram's theatre, Aehland, Ala.) Very interesting
and' somewhat different, comments favorable. (Strand
theatre, Atmore, Ala.) February 26-27. This is a
sure-enough picture. Played it at top prices here and
not one complaint. (Augus theatre, San Augustine,
Tex.) Personally think it's the beet crook story I've
run, but it failed to gross as much at the box office
BB Warner Bros.' "The Girl from Chicago." (Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.) A very pleafiing story of
crook life. (Eagle theatre, Lubec, Me.) Here is a
title that didn't appeal to our patrons. Lost us
money, but this is a wonderful heart throb crook
picture with excellent acting. (Arvada theatre,
Arvada, Col.)

VALLEY OP THE GIANTS, The, FN, Milton Sills,
Doris Kenyon, Arthur Stone, George Fawcett, Paul
Hurst. Yola d'Avrll, Phil Brady. Charles Sellon, 7.—
40%. Good program picture. Pleased about 60 per
cent. Failed at the box office. ((3ozy theatre.
Wagoner, Okla.) 28%. A good one that gave general
satisfaction to the few who came. (Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark.) 60%. January 4. This is a real
outdoor story, and above the average show. (Adair
theatre, Adair, la.) 50%. February 16-17-18. Excellent small town show. (Central theatre, Selkirk,
Man., Canada.) 96%. December 31. A knockout
from every standpoint. One of the most satisfactory
pictures we have ever played. (Ingram's theatre,
Ashland, Ala.) Ran this on Friday and Saturday
and it sure did extra business. Give Sills more of
this type of story. (Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa,
Mich.) The best Sills has done lately. Pleased our
patrons. (Majestic theatre, Stuttgart, Ark.) 70%.
January 8-9. Very good. Pleased everyone. (Lyric
theatre, Morrison, 111.) 85%. February 26-27. This
is the best Sills we have had in many months. Lots
of action. (State theatre, Springfield, Minn.) December 21-22. A very good Sills picture. Pleased
those who were here. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth,
O.) A sure hit. Will make any exhibitor money
under average conditions. (Princess theatre, Obion,
Tenn.)
VANITY, P, Leatrice Joy, Alan Hale, Charles Ray,
6.^-40%. November 24. This is a splendid program
picture. Star fine, cast and story good. (Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) January 31. A
good program picture. (Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis.)
VERY CONFIDENTIAL, Fox, Madge Bellamy, 6.
—75%. November 30. Ran this with a 45 minute
revue and it made excellent entertainment. An
amusing little comedy of sporting life and two poor
working girls. With the aid of a good comedy it
ought to get by one night. (Stella theatre. Council
Grove, Kan.) Here's a good little comedy drama.
(State theatre, Springfield, Minn.) 40%. February
16. A very fine program picture. Pleased them all.
(Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.)

W
WAGON SHOW, The, FN, Ken Maynard, Marion
Douglas, Maurice Costello, Fred Malatesta, George
Davis, May Bolcy, Paul Weigcl, Henry Roquemore, 7. —
80%. February 25. Here's another pretty good one
from Maynard, but why do they insist on making
circus pictures. (State theatre, Springfield, Minn.)
This is the best yet from Ken Maynard, it gives him
a chance to show his circus experience. (Lakeview
theatre, Lakeview, la.) 75%. January 13. A dandy
Western. (Calhan theatre, Calhan, Col.) This one
from Maynard is different from his usual type of picture as it has to do with a circus, but it is mighty
fine and will satisfy his fans. (Wiley theatre, Wiley,
Col.) February 4. A nice show of its kind. Should
please the regular Saturday night patrons. (Reel Joy
theatre. King City, Cal.) March 1. Not as good as
"Gun Gospel." A little draggy all along. (Majestic
theatre. Perry, III.)
WAY OF ALL FLESH. The,
Phyllis Haver, Donald Keith,
February 23-24. One of the
shown for a long time. Will
(Pastime
theatre, Logan,
la.)

Par, EmU Jnnnings,
Bcllo Bennett, 8.—
best pictures I have
stand a little raise.
Here's a marvelous
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Some Massachusetts Men of Vision

The headline may be taken to allude to the spectacles. Well, it does — but it refers even
more to the success of the Bay State screen theatre men who wear 'em. Introducing them
from left to right, they are Paid W. Wenzell of the Strand theatre, Amesbury; Thomas
Woodbury, booker of the Ware and Larcom, Beverly; Nat Burgess, manager of the Victoria,
Lawrence; and J. Lavanga, Central theatre. Revere.
picture, one of the finest we have ever played. (State
theatre, Springfield, Minn.) 40%. February 7-8.
The greatest piece of acting I have ever seen.
Pleased every patron without exception. (Ellinwood
theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.) We did not do the business
with this that our film rental should justify. However, we got splendid cooperation with the church
element and it drew folks who seldom come to the
theatre. It is a powerful drama. Phyllis Haver is
fine in her part. (Regent theatre, Indianola, Miss.)
It is a fine picture and really a near special, as they
will try to sell it to you, for it's worth the money,
if you can buy it cheap enough. (Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.) January 8-9. The story is rather
thin but what a picture it is just the same. Everyone but the num,bskulls and halfwits will certainly
appreciate this picture. (Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo.) 40%. Good picture but did not do the business.
Sad ending not liked generally. (Capitol theatre,
Middletown, (3onn.) Very good picture but did not
draw at box office. (Lyric theatre, Shenandoah, Pa.)
December 26-27. One of the finest pictures I have
ever seen to very poor business. (Strand theatre,
Paoli, Ind.) 80%. Excellent. (Vine theatre, Mt.
Vernon, O.) 82%. February 20-21. Man, what a
picture! Haven't played a better one this year. Made
a special appeal to the ladies to bring their husbands
and most of them did, and thanked me for personally endorsing the picture. (Ingram's theatre,
Ashland, Ala.) 25%. February 13-14. Business a
little off on this one but no fault of the production.
Consider this a real bet if exploited right. (Angus
theatre, San Augustine, Tex.) Wonderful acting,
cast all good. Story too sad to draw here. (Capitol
theatre, Duncan, B. C, Canada.) 10%, A wonderful
picture, good in anybody's house, had heavy rain and
cold to fight which accounts for small percentage.
(Sunset theatre, Dallas, Tex.) January 18. Here's a
great picture. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.)
January 19-20. Did not draw here at all. A very
good show but not a special. (Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.) Jannings gives a marvelous performance.
(Postville theatre, Postville, la.) February 1-2. One
of the finest pictures we have ever played. (Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis.) 57%. February 9. A very
good picture. Everyone commented on it. (Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.) February 22. The finest
piece of work of the year. By all means book it.
(Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.) A picture that
will please your audience. Had a few adverse comments as to ending. Will stand a little raise in price.
(Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala.) 95%. December 8-9.
This is one of the best pictures I have ever seen
and everyone who saw it says the same. (Stella
theatre. Council Grove, Kan.) December 19. Very
frood story and splendid acting. (Lark theatre,
McMinnville, Ore.)
WE'RE ALL GAMBLERS, Par, Thomas Mcirhan,
Marietta Millncr, Cullen LandU, Philo McCullough,
Gertrude
— 75%.
Vernon.
another

Claire, Gunboat Smith, Speck
Good program picture. (Vine
O.) 60%. Another Mcighnn
picture. (Vine thentrc, Mt.

O'Donncll, S.
theatre. Mt.
that is ju.it
Vernon, O.)

Couldn't rate nt any more than n fair picture.
(State theatre, Springfield, Minn.) February 3. Just
a fair picture with Tom walking around waiting
for something to happen. (Rich theatre. Montpelier, Idaho.) September 19-20. Good clcnn picture
as Mr. Meighan usually mnkon. but somehow drawing power on It didn't
click.
(Arvada
theatre.

Arvada, (Tol.) The best that Meighan has made In
months. (K. P. theatre, Pittsfield. III.) 87%.
September 30-October L Fair picture with good
ending. Much better than hie last two attempt*.
(Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo.) 73'>/». October 2»-2».
If they don't get Meighan a good story soon he will
have to start singing his "Swan Song." (Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.) 40%. Personally thought this
good, but Tom seems to have lost his pull here
lately. (City theatre, LaFayette, Ala.) January 8-9.
Pretty good program picture. Not one of Meighan' ^
best. (Strand theatre, Griswold, la.) January 16-17.
This drew the smallest two nights of the season.
(Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.) Good. (Liberty
theatre. Roanoke, Ala.) 35%. February 13-14. Fair
program picture. Meighan does not draw. (Ingram's
theatre, Ashland, Ala.) 22%. December 19-20. Too
ville.
111.)
slow, Meighan
is flopping here. (Tivoli theatre, EnozWEST POINT, MGM, William Haines, Joan Crawford, Neil Neely, William Bakewell, Ralph Emerson,
Leon Kellar, Major R. G. Moses, U. S. A., 8. — One
of the very best of the season. (Dayton theatre.
Dayton, O.) Extra good show. Favorable comments.
(Colonial theatre, Moulton, la.) It's some mighty
sweet picture with entertainment. The kind that
pleases all classes. (Strand theatre, Robinson, III.)
80%. Good. (Palace theatre, Rensselaer. Ind.) Fefcruary 22-23. Oh man. book it and boost it. (Crystal
theatre, Wayne, Neb.) 53»/o. March 5-S. This picture without a doubt is Haines' best, and one of the
best comedies we have played for some time.
(LeConte theatre, Sevierville, Tenn.) March 1-2.
Best Metro-Goldwyn in a long time. Go the limit
for advertising it. (Dunlap theatre. Hawarden, la.)
100 per cent entertainment. (Postville theatre, Postville, la.) Very good picture. Enjoyed by all.
(Auditorium theatre. Nehawka, Neb.) 80%. February 25. I am thinking they took quite a few
liberties in this picture but at that it has many good
points and seems to be entertaining. (Pastime theatre. Homer, 111.) SO'i. February 22. Good picture
of the smart aleck type. (Community theatre.
Ridgeway. Ia.) What a picture and who could put
it over but Bill Haines? Don't miss this ooe.
(Orpheum theatre. Lancaster, Wis.)
WH.\T PRICE GLORY. Fox. Dolor** D*l Rio,
Victor McLaglcn, Edmund Lowe, rh.vllts Ha\er. 12. —
September 26-27-28-29. My patrons who saw it said
that it was the best picture that they ever saw, and
you can just tell the world that it is. (Electric theatre, Caldwell. Kan.) A wonderful portrayal of the
world war. (.\muee-U theatre, Monticcllo, Ark.)
100^. November 20-2 1-23-24. Broke house record
over every attraction useii in past 15 years. (Globe
theatre. Globe, Ariz.) 60*'«. December 28-SS. Although this is a marvelous production and has be«D
well advertised, it is not the special that Fox rialmi
it is. We did not do the business that we expectsd
to do with the production, but think it was the b*d
weather, not the fault of the picture. (Stella theatre.
Council Grove. Kan.) Bxcollont production. Did bis
bu.tiness in face of bad weather. (Liberty theatre,
Eunice, La.) A great production but not a box ofllce
niatrnet by any means in the small town. It appeals
to the men without exception but owins to the smnt
the'BPiH-«l to women is nil. tLicsvtt theatre. Madison. Kan.) rioj^iod tho«o who saw It, but few saw
it here. (.Mlicd theatre. Dcrmott. Ark.) A marveloos
production. A little roush ^rhaps but sincere and
rings true.
Attendance
was irood In spile of bad
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weather. (Orpheura theatre, Twin Falls, Idaho.)
75%. January 13-14. This is a good picture, but why
all the filth? Everybody said it was too rough. I
made some money with it. (Joy theatre. Foreman,
Ark.) 30%. Personally, I thought this a wonderful
production, but severe weather for two nights kept my
patrons away. (Paramount theatre, Stapleton, Neb.)
February 21-22-23. This is a good picture, but it
just wouldn't draw for me. I think the public is bo
fed up on these 50-cent war pictures. (Strand theatre, Griswold, la.) 81%. February 9-10-11. If this
production is properly exploited, it will do business
against the strongest kind of indoor amusements.
(Opera House, Emporium, Pa.) Good. Failed to
draw, however. (Orpheum theatre, Mellen, Wis.)
100%. November 24. This is the pictxire I figure
my percentage from. It is a man's picture but the
ladies will like it, too. (Community theatre, Watertown, Conn.) December 7-8. All the good things
said by other exhibitors about this picture is hereby
okayed. (Victory theatre, Napoleonville, La.) A
flop here at the box office. Played in cold stormy
weather in January. A great show, nevertheless.
(Peoples theatre, Crosby, Minn.) 90%. November 13.
A wonderful portrayal of the world war as I saw it.
One of the best of its kind, but think some of the
smut should have been eliminated. (Crystal theatre,
Peru, Neb.) November 24-25-26. This is sure one
wonderful play. Twelve reels, and every inch of it
tells a regular he-man's story. (Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich.) This is a real picture for its kind.
It is plenty hot in places, and will probably draw a
little criticism, but it's worth stepping on. (Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Neb.) Outdrew any other picture ever played in this house in past 18 years.
(Princess theatre, Washington, D. C).
WHIP WOMAN, The, FN, Antonio Moreno, Estelle
Taylor, Lowell Sherman, Hedda Hopper, Julanne
Johnston, Loretta Young, 5. — Another reason why
people are not going to the movies. There is not
one atom of entertainment in the whole picture.
(Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind.) 50%.
February 2. This one pleased my patrons, and is a
good program show.
(Adair theatre, Adair, la.)
WIFE SAVERS, Par, Wallace Beery, Raymond Hatton, Zasu Pitts, 5.— It's the best these two have done.
(Atlantic and Strand theatres, Atlantic, la.) Better
than their last two. Drew well the first night but
second night we were zeroed out on account of the
weather. (Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.) February
2-3. Not as good as their previous pictures. (Lyric
theatre, Harrison, Ark.) 65%. Good picture, but
by no means another "Behind the Front." These
boys need a new line or a new bunch of ideas.
(Postville theatre, Postville, la.) February 29 and
March 1. An absolute riot here. The best thing
they have done since "Behind the Front." (Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.) If you like Hatton and Beery
you will like this, but not as funny as "Now We're
in the Air." Good, though. (Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.)

CAMEO COMEDIES, 1. — Cameos are the only good
one-reel comedies on the market and the new ones
are extra good.
(Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.)
EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES, 1 and 2.— Educational
comedies are sure good ones. (Joy theatre. Foreman, Ark.) I run Educational comedies better than
90 per cent of the time, and the reason for this is
beca\ise I find then better than any other. Their
Kinograms can't be beat. (Strand theatre, Warren,
Minn.) Very seldom get a poor comedy from this
company. (Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.) Just
fair as are most Educational comedies. (Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.) Another good one from Educational. I consider these comedies better than many
independent comedies and as good as any. (Majestic
theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.) Aa a rule Educational
comedies are pretty good. At least they are up to
date.
(Theatorium, Emienton, Pa.)
FELIX
THE
CAT,
Cartoon,
1 ^These cartoons
always seem to please. They all go over as regular
diet. (Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.) These are all
good. The children nearly tear down the house when
we have a Felix comedy, and the grown folks like
them about as well. (Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.)
(Jood cartoon comedy.
(Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.)
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WILD GEESE, T, Belle Bennett, Russell Simpson,
Eve Southern,
Donald Keith, Jason Robards, Anita
Stewart, Wesley Barry, 6. — After seeing this picture,
I am more convinced than ever that Tiffany has
the Gems. I call it a masterpiece. (Bio theatre,
Moline, 111.) January 19-20-21. As a picture for the
whole family this picture ranks very high. (Palace
theatre, Ashland, 0.) Played this one last Sunday
III.)
and Monday and believe me it is a real special production. If you are looking for a big picture, sea
that you run this one. (Colonial theatre, Gillespie,
WISE WIFE, The, P, Phyllis Haver, Tom Moore,
Fred Walton, Jacqueline Logan, Joseph Striker, Robert Bolder, 6. — ^December 2. A dandy comedy drama
that every one enjoyed. (Electric theatre, Caldwell,
Kan.) January 8. This one pleased our audience
very much. A good clean picture and drew better
than the average. (Community theatre, Redgranite,
Wis.) December 28. Good program picture. No
drawing power. (Rialto theatre, Franklin, Neb.)
January 16-17-18. Very cute society drama. (Palace
theatre, Ashland, O.) 52%. November 4-5. An average picture. (Argonne theatre, Akron, Ind.)
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WIZARD, The, Fox, Edmund Lowe, Leila Hyams,
Gustav von SeyflEertitz, Norman Trevor, 6. — 18%.
March 2. A picture of "Go and Get It" type, but
quite a few say it is better and I agree. If you boost
it it should make you money. (Majestic theatre,
Greenfield, Tenn.) February 25. A very good picture of its kind, but a little gruesome for the chilNeb.) dren. (Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.) 70%. January 7. A good mystery drama. Our patrons eeemedi
to like this one. (Paramount theatre, Stapleton,
WIZARD OF THE SADDLE: FBO, Buzz Barton,
Milburn Moranti, Jimmy Ford, Duane Thompson,
James Welch,
Bert Apline, 5. — February 24-25.
If
you want a good one. Buzz is a good bet. If you
run more than one night, you will make good gain
at the box office. (Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.)
8%. February 22. Nice little Western. Plenty of
action for small towns. (Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D.) February 4. This boy well liked and we
have found all three of his pictures good. (Coliseum
theatre, Edmore, Mich.) February 18. An excellent
Western.
Paoli, Ind.) Buzz draws the kids. (Strand theatre,
WOLF
Fair dog
(Pastime
good dog
January
like dogs.

PANGS, Fox, Thunder, 6 34%.
March 6.
picture. Drew better than some have lately.
theatre, Mason, Mich.) March 10. A very
picture. (Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.)
29. It was a good picture for those who
(Opera House, Coal City, 111.)

WOMEN'S WAKES, T, Evelyn Brent, Bert Lytell,
Larry Kent, 6. — Here is a lot of entertainment and
we all enjoyed it. Tiffany has certainly lived up to
their name in providing us with good pictures lately.
(Bio theatre, Moline, 111.) 70%. Built for the box
office. Business was very satisfactory on a two-day
run and picture pleased all. (Star theatre, St.
Louis, Mo.) Hard to sell to small town fans, but if
you get
them in will please. (Aristo theatre, Lemmon,
S. D.)
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, The, P, Sam DcGrasse, Virginia Bradford, Francis Ford, Frank
Marion, Alan Hale, Ethel Wales, Josephine Norman,
Milton Holmes, 7. — December 20. Good picture, but
not a special. Few comments. (Rialto theatre,
Franklin, Neb.) 90%. November 20. A sea drama
of the better class. (Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.)
Neb.)
Mighty fine picture. The name drew them in and.
everyone well pleased. (Lyric theatre, Hartington,
WRONG MR. WRIGHT, The, U, Jean Hersholt, 7.
— A dandy program picture. (Strand theatre, Paris,
Ark.) January 17. Had a nice attendance due to
amateurs mostly, and they all seemed to be having
an enjoyable time watching the antics of Mr. Wright.
(Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.) December 29-30.
This is only fair. Good in spots, but seema to drag
too much, probably due to its length. (Trags theatre,,
Neillsville, Wis.)
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BUYERS

LLOYD

HAMILTON
COMEDIES,
2.— This comedian's comedies always good.
(Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.)
LUPINO LANE COMEDIES, 2 — Lupino sure is
all there to give thrills and draw the laughs. We
thank you, Mr. Lane. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.)
This Lane guy is about the cleverest comedian on
the screen today. (Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.)
Lane improving. (Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba,
Can.) Lane is an artist. (Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.) Laughs,, gasps, thrills. Keep it
up, Lupino. (Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.) Lane gets better with each new release.
(Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.) This is
another good one from this star. (Liberty theatre,
Amherstburg, Ont., Canada.)
MERMAID COMEDIES, 2.— ("Solid Gold") good
Mermaid comedy. (Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.)
"Live Cowards" one of the best fast-action Mermaids
that we have ever shown. One big howl during the
entire second reel. (Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.)
Plenty of action and fun, as most Mermaids are.
(Ne-Go theatre, Toronto, Kan.) When better comedies are made Educational will make them, there's
no mistake about that. (Ingram's theatre, Ashland,
Ala.) What's the use to report on these Mermaids.
I have never seen a poor one. We play Mermaids
every Saturday, and they are certainly well liked.
(Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.)
How they do it

is a mystery to me. These Mermaids get better and
better. Our Saturday crowd is okay if we have &
Mermaid and they all look for a "Jack White Production." (Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.) Same
old story. Another good Mermaid comedy. St. John
and Lupino Lane have them all beat when it comes
to comedy.
(Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.)
BOBBY
VERNON
COMEDIES,
2.— Far ahead of
the new ones he is now releasing through Paramount.
(Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.) A knockout.
Have my patrons guessing about Vernon now because we play both Paramount and Educational comedies and the Paramounts are not so good, although
brand new. (Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.) Vernon has many friends here among my fans. (Majes-tic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.)
111.)
AL ST. JOHN COMEDIES, 2.— Al is hard to beat
and is good. (Majestic theatre, Greenville, Tenn.)
Al St. John doing good. (Tivoli theatre, Knoxville,

FBO
BEAUTY

PARLOR,

Kit

Guard, Al

Cooke,

Danny

O'Shea, Lorraine Eason, Thelma Hill, 2. — ^Have run ■
seven and no kicks yet.
(Strand theatre, Wadsworth,
O.)
This series of "Beauty Parlor Comedies" is a..
good bet and it pleases better than all others did be- -
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fore. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.) I have run seven
of the "Beauty Parlor Series" and found every one
a good, clean comedy with plenty of laughs and yells
in them. (Community theatre, Burk, S. D.) These
"Beauty Parlor Series" are pretty fair comedy.
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.) The two played of this
seriee have proven to be o. k. (Ritz theatre. Arcanum, O.) About the same as the previous series.
.Not as good as some but think they will get by. (Rex
theatre, Custer City, Okla.) These babies have nearly
reached the limit and therefore cannot begin to create the interest they did in some of their earlier series.
(Opera House, Emporium, Pa.) These are coming
along in fine shape. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth,
■O.) These are pretty fair imitators of "Our Gang,"
(Mission theatre, Menard, Tex.) Well, if they will
be all as good as this one, we will have a good
series coming. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.) All
these are good, but not as good as in previous series.
(Regent theatre, Chapleau, Ont., Can.) We have
played each series the past several years and by
heck there just isn't any better comedies. (Palace
-theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.) An amusing comedy.
(Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.) By all means book
these. They are real comedy. (Crystal theatre.
'Oakman, Ala.) On the 11th chapter and going good.
Will please most patrons. (Community theatre. Redgranite, Wis.)
CHARLEY BOWERS COMEDIES, 2.— This boy
makes all of his stuff practically the same. After
they have seen one of them there isn't anything to
see in the others. Mighty little comedy in any of
-them. (Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.) Our patrons don't like these. It is all right to play one at
a time of these, but no more as they get tiresome.
(Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.) Most of the
Bowers' comedies have pleased here. (Pastime theatre, Kurthwood, La.) Rotten, rotten, all of them
that I have played. (Sunset theatre, Dallas, Tex.)
-Charley Bowers has some wonderful trick photoplay
but he doesn't make enough of it. (Gem theatre,
■Greenriver, Utah.)
FBO COMEDIES, 2.— ^Sure glad that I bought
FBO comedies this year. (Auditorium theatre,
Libertyville, 111.) FBO'S new comedies are hitting the
mark. These McGuire comedies are knockouts.
(Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.)
KRAZY KAT CARTOON, 1.— With every show this
.-sure gets the youngsters and none go to sleep on
Krazy Kat. (Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.) These
•comedies draw better than any we play. They make
the kiddies go wild. (Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.)
The best cartoons we have ever played, including
"Aesop Fables," (Ingram's, Ashland, Ala.) These
•cartoons are all alike and nothing to them whatever.
(Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.)
MICKEY
McGUIRE
COMEDIES,
2 My
first
Mickey, but believe me not my last. This is along
the line of the old "Our Gang" comedies and believe
me they are great. Better than the "Our Gangs"
today. (Richmond theatre, Richmond, Vt.) Another
"Our Gang" bunch, but good. (Crystal theatre.
Oakman, Ala.) As good as "Our Gang" comedies.
(Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.) Mickey is some
actor. The children liked him. A fair rival to "Our
"Gang.". (Family theatre, Metamora, Mich.) These
Mickey McGuire comedies are excellent. (Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.) Better than the "Our Gang" for
me.
(Elysian theatre, Elysian, Minn.)
STANDARD COMEDIES, Fatty Alexander. Fat
Karr, Kewpie Ross, 2. — Some of these are very good
■comedies. (Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.) They
are good. Book 'em. (Family theatre, Metamora,
Mich.) We have yet to play a bad standard comedy.
These ton of weight boys are funny. (Palace theatre,
Mt. Pleasant, Tex.) Lots of fun just to look at
these boys' fatness, and that was good enough. (Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.) These birds are not bad
for slap stick. They get away vrith it and make
the people laugh ; that is what a comedy is for.
(Opera House, Emporium, Pa.) These fat boys have
made a decided hit with my people, and I bought
■several more comedies on the strength of the laughs
there were in the two that I have used. (Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Ka'n.) The fat men seem to please
our patrons. (Crystal theatre, Watseka, 111.) These
fat boys seem to get the laughs. (Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore.) Not their best, but at that they always
get the laughs. (Arvada theatre, Arvada, Col.) These
fat boys sure do make some real comedies. Laughs
■continued several days after this one. (Community
theatre. Razor, Tex.)

Fox
FOX COMEDIES, 2.— Fox has very good comedies.
<Strand theatre, Griswold, la.) Fox comedies do not
get the laughs and do not please our patrons like
they should. (Heights theatre. Houston, Tex.) Have
you tried Fox shorts? Look their comedies over,
they are up to and above the standard. They have
stories and action. (Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant,
Tex.) We have yet to use a bad comedy from Fox.
Make us 52 two reelers a your, Mr. Fox, you know
how. (Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.) Fox
has always had goml comedies.
(Majestic theatre.
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Lockwood Heacils a Circuit
and an M. P. T. O. at
the Age of— 29!
Many

surprising features have come

to

light in the growth of the Herald-World's
"Youngest exhibitor" group. There have been
exhibitors who started in the business at ages
when most of us were looking forward to
at lease several years more as items in the
family budget. There have been exhibitors
who built theatres in their teens, exhibitors
who have mastered not only showmanship
but musicianship and other fields — all while
still very young. And now comes Arthur H.
Lockwood into the fold.
Lockwood, be it announced with considerable gusto, has the honor of being at the age
of 29, the president of the M. P. T. O. of
Connecticut. He is the only "youngest exhibitor" to report who holds such a position.
Perhaps he is the only one in the country.
There must be men in his organization old
enough to be his father — and then some! —
and yet they have chosen this young showman
to direct their state-wide institutional affairs.
At 29!
A distinction, indeed.
In his capacity as an exhibitor, too, Lockwood is "old" for his age. He is president
of Colonial Theatres, Inc., one of the most
prominent circuits in Connecticut. It is his
firm which owns and operates what many
consider to be the finest picture house in the
state, the Cameo at Bristol.
Stuttgart, Ark.) Fox used to have comedies that
couldn't be beat. This is just fair. Van Bibbers
are extra good.
(Majestic theatre, Stuttgart, Ark.)
FOX NEWS, 1.— These are the best of all news
reels. (Bonny theatre, Mansfield, 0.) Fox News are
getting better and better. (Palace theatre, Naples,
Tex.) These are good news reels but sometimes they
are funny to the crowds as they are so old. The
producers don't care whether they treat the email
exhibitor right or not. We like new news reels as
well as anybody, and would like them a little younger
than two months old. (Bonny theatre, Mansfield,
Mo.) It was as good as any other news. Now it's
far the best.
(Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.)
FOX VARIETIES, 1.— Best one-reel fillers we ever
used. (Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.) They are
all good one reel subjects. (Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.) Having used Fox shorts 100 per
cent the past four years, we have found very few
comedies that weren't good. News reel with a drawing power within itself. With the Varieties 100 per
cent entertaining and educational. (Palace theatre,
Mt. Pleasant, Tex.)
VAN BIBBER COMEDIES, Earlc Fox, 2.— These
are pretty good. (Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.)
These Van Bibber comedies are most always entertaining. (Petrolia theatre, Petrolia, Tex.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
CHARLEY CHASE COMEDIES, 2.— Chase is getting quite a following here and they liked him in this
one. (Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.) Not up
to Chase standard, though not bad. (Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada.)
GREAT EVENTS, 2.— This series of great events
from Metro are going over fine with me. The
technicolor is wonderful and they are entertaining
as well as educational. (Richmond theatre, Richmond, Vt.) One of those technicolor subjects for which
Metro is becoming famous. Any audience, no matter how dumb and beautiful, homely and highbrow, will appreciate a short of this kind. It's one
of those features that adds a fine touch to your program and should be used in the small town house
as
well Mich.)
ns in a "pitcher" palace. (Pioneer theatre.
Amaea,
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER COMEDIES, 2. —
These two boys are good and these new M-G-M
comedies so far have been consistently very good.
(Rex theatre, Colby. Wis.) Consider these comedies
far superior to anything we have ever used. Prints
good, photography excellent. If you do not use thorn
give them a trial. You will not regret it. (Rialto
theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.) The first of the new
Metro comedies we have plnye<l and It is the btwt
we have run in years. Hope nil arc ns (tootl.
(Liberty theatre. Hnrrlsville, Mich.) These comedies
are coming through gooii. There are more Inushs In
them than anything ol.io wo run. (Strand thontro,
Wadsworth, O.)
Every comedy wo have pla>'od from
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this company has bad the goods. (Eagle tbeati«,
Lubec, Me.) They are better than anything Roach
has ever made, or at least the first six are. C^ase
and Our Gang are best. Stan Laurel is a bit. (Oi>era
House, Salisbury, Md.)
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER NEWS, 1.— A real
good news reel. No better on the market. (Opera
House theatre, Raymond, Minn.) M-G-M News pretty
fair. However, not as good as Kinograms. (Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa.) All have been fine to
far, and have received them at the age I paid for,
not two weeks older than the contract calls for. (Sun
theatre, Sargent, Neb.)
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER ODDITIES, 1.— With
the exception of a few the oddities are mighty interesting short reels. I believe the best I've ever
seen.
(Strand
theatre, Wadsworth,
O.)
OUR GANG COMEDIES, 2.— ("Heebie Jeeblee,"
"Old Wallop," "Dog Heaven.") We have used the
three above, new Our Gangs and will gay that they
are 50 per cent better than the last batch of Onr
Gangs we got from them when they were with
Pathe. These three are knockouts, all of them. (Rex
O.)
theatre,
Colby, Wis.) There is none of them come
up to the old standard of the Our Gangs. (Richmond
theatre, Richmond,
Vt.)
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, 2.— All I have to do Is
to tell ray patrons it is a Hal Roach comedy. Keep
it up, Hal, you have the right idea. (Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada.) Hal Roach comedies are In
a class all by themselves. (Dayton theatre, Dayton,

Paramount
BILLY DOOLEY CO.MEDIES, 2.— Personally think
they are the best comedies on the market and my
customers think so too. (City theatre, Lafayette,
Ala.) This boy is always good. (Liberty theatre,
Amherstburg, Ont., Canada.) Dooley comedies are
always sure to please. (B31inwood theatre, Ellinwood,
Kan.) Dooley seems to be getting quite a following
here. (Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.) Dooley Is
one of the best comedy stare Paramount has. (TivoU
theatre, Knox\ille, III.,)
OUT

OF

THE

INKWELL,

Cartoon,

%

Good, a cartoon filler that doesn't get me any extra
business. (Tivoli theatre, Knox\-ille, III.) Sure pleased
the kids.
(Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.)
PARAMOUNT-CHRISTIE COMEDIES. 2.— These
Paramount-Christies comedies are okay for any theatre. (Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.) Educational
comedies were good, and Paramount is producing
them just as good or better. (Crystal theatre. Silver
Creek, Neb.)
Goodtheatre,
comedy, Knoxville,
better thanIII.)Educational'*
Vernons.
(Tivoli
PARAMOUNT CO.MEDIES, 2.— Gets the laughs u
nearly all Paramount comedies do for me. (City
theatre, Lafayette, Ala.) Very good two reel comedies. (City theatre, Lafayette, Ala.) This is another good one. Third one for me from Paramotmt.
Going better. (0. K. theatre, Lewisport. Ky.) As
good as any on the market. Rental fair and they
please. (Rialto theatre, Anita, la.) All very good.
Lots of laughs.
((Community theatre, Spiceland, Ind.)
PARAMOUNT NEWS, 1.— Good. (Tivoli theatre,
Knoxville. 111.) Bett newsreel we ever contracted
and get it about three weeks after it is taken.
(Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D.) Have used one for
each program. All very good. (Community theatre,
Spiceland, Ind.) Cannot be beat. Strengthens my
program wonderfully. (Colonial theatre, Troy. Mo.)
Good. Am getting service, and the interesting news
is there. (Rialto theatre, Anita. la.) Very good
news. Get a good deal of local happenings. M7
■^^
patrons seem to enjoy it very much. tCity theatre.
Lafayette, Ala.) Just started this one and first
issue. No. 43, looked all O. K. (Sun theatre, Kansaa - of
City, Mo.) (jood news reel bought richt and well
liked. (Rialto theatre. Franklin, Neb.) I believe
this has got anything beat so far in the news line.
Furthermore, they give you the age news you buy.
(Richmond theatre, Richmond, Vt.) Paramount News
as good as average, only they give you a week older
News than you buy. The two reel comedies are as
usual just fair, nothing to rave about. Novelty reel
no good
cello.
Wis.)for smnl! < -" ■ - (Karlen theatre. Uonti-

Pathe
AESOP'S FABLES, Cartoon. 1. M
these and everyone likes them.
Very good filler in with a little
■ to
take nwa>- the bad taste after a UaU Ka'.urc.
(Sun
theatre, Wnlthill. Nob.)
The beat short rwl on the
market.
The kid.t enjoy them i —
'■''-'rpe
thoatro. Elnora, Ind.)
Voo" g-^^^
forward to them.
(Gem theatre. >.
'
CHARLEY CHASE
COMEDIES,
!.- lh.vw urtting
better nil the time.
(Central thra'rr. Fi-TVfrk. Mrti .
Can.)
Any Chn.»c comedy
In « .
boy mnkos any of the two ro« 1 ■
;.i,
H>- -••nViilies hnvr '-••>i -' •
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plenty of real hearty laughs. Keep up your good
work, Charley, and don't get the swellhead. (Hippodrome theatre, Crestline, O.)
ALICE DAY COMEDIES, 2.— Day comedies have
been running good. (Tivoli theatre, Knoxvllle, 111.)
These Alice Day's not much for my patrons. (City
theatre, Lafayette, Ala.) Miss Day ie a very appealing mis6, but her comedies are punk. (Rose theatre,
Sumas, Wash.)
OUR GANG COMEDIES, 2.— Not as good as some
of Pathe comedies. (Bijou theatre, Greenville, S. C.)
The gang always good. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.) These always get the laughs. (Family
theatre, Metramora, Mich.) Theee kids are actors.
(Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.)
PATHE COMEDIES, 2. — All Pathe comedies are
good. Chafie takes good here, but we pay too much
for them. Pathe comedies are worth no more than
others. (Heights theatre, Houston, Tex.) Pathe has
the poorest comedies that I have under contract.
(Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood,
Kan.)
PATHE NEWS, 1.— Don't make better news than
this. (Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.) We bought
news not over 19 days old, but get them when they
send them. Pathe no good here. (Petrolia theatre,
Petrolia, Tex.) Always good, but wish we could
have gotten a closer release on it. We are several
issues behind on it, but the smaller towns do not
suffer from that like the big towns would. (Majestic
theatre, Weiner, Ark.) I can't see how anyone can
do without news reels. Pathe continues to send older
service than we pay for, but am changing the first
of year to Metro-Goldwyn. Guess they will be worse.
(Petrolia theatre, Petrolia, Tex.) Used every week.
No better news on the market. (Majestic theatre.
Eureka,
Mont.)

Rayart
KING OF THE JUNGLE, Elmo Lincoln, serial, 2
I have played five episodes and it has drawn a
very good business for me and everyone of them has
pleased. I would say buy this serial and get it
started some way, then set back for it will bring
them back. (Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.) We
find if not used too often a Jungle serial pleases
better than any type. This is one of the best.
(Palace theatre, Kockmart, Ga.) Very good serial.
Now on the fifth episode and still going strong.
Different from the usual serial. (Ingram's theatre,
Ashland, Ala.) Just finished. Very satisfactory as
an animal serial. (Strand theatre, Paris, Ark.) I
am on chapter eight and is going good. I have
Bure made money on this one. (Joy theatre. Forenan, Ark.) Boys, here is a good serial. First independent serial run. I will say a few more like
this one and Pathe and Universal will have to make
better serials. Book it. (Arrow theatre. Broken
Bow, Okla.)
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A hbreviations
Columbia
FBO
First National
Fox
Gotham
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Paramount
Pathe
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(FBO)
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(MGM)
(Par)
(P)
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Tiffany-Stahl
United Artists

(T)
(UA)

■Universal
Warner Brothers
Numerals

(U)
(W)

indicate length of picture in

reels. The dates are those on which pictures were played, while the percentages
represent gross business as compared
with the record gross of the house.

BUSTER
BROWN
COMEDIES,
Arthur
Trimble.
2. — These comedies are i)opular. The kids are clever
but the dog (Tige) is excellent. These go over well
with the kids and note they bring us the junior
business. (Eagle theatre, Lubec, Me.) These are
pretty good, but the dog does all the heavy work.
(Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.) In line with most
Buster Brown comedies, good. (Community theatre,
Redgranite, Wis.) They seem to please all. (Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.) Buster Brown draws nicely.
(High School theatre. Sun City, Kan.) This series
gets rather monotonous. Buster is too much of a girl
to suit most folks. ((Community theatre, Woodbury,
Conn.) Well liked by the children. If it was not
for thei dog they would be worthless. (Redwood,
theatre. Redwood, N. Y.)
COLLEGIANS. The. Georee Lewis, 2. — First series.
Now on the eleventh episode and can say that these
are little gems of entertainment. (Amuse-U theatre,
Melville, La.) Second series. "The Collegians" are
still holding the center of the stage as a fine aeries
of shorts. (Strand theatre, Wadsworth, O.) These
shorts please as near 100 per cent as anything we
have shown. (Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.)

MEMORIES, L— This is the first of the TiffanyStahl color classics we have used, and oh boys, what
a. treat I Based on the song, "When You and I
Were Young, Maggie," this gem was the cause of
considerable comment on the part of our patrons.
A pleasure to stand at the door when they came out.
(Ritz theatre, St. Louis, Mo.) This beautiful little
eubject properly cued with music to fit the picture
will cause more comment and please more people than
any short subject you can buy. (Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.) One of Tiffany's Color Classics and very
beautiful. Well worth running. (Grand theatre.
Story City, Iowa.)

We have a following for these "Collegians" and all

Universal

Published Semi-Annually

BLAKE OF SCOTLAND YARD, Hayden Stevenson,
•erial, 2. — (Comment on this is good, but children are
frightened rather than entertained. I would say it is
above the average serial. (Playhouse theatre. Fairhope, Ala.) This picture is mysterious. (Opera
House, Coal City, 111.) This started off strong, fell
ofif a little in the middle when they stuck in a few
Western episodes, then came back and finished strong.
(Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.) September 24. We
have used two episodes, and while I would not pass
judgment for the 12 episodes I was just a bit disappointed in this serial and while it holds your interest
It seems like I have seen lots of serials as good or
better. However, people here want mystery in
their serials and it should satisfy those who follow it. (Idle Hour theatre, Tama, la.) We have
run four chapters of this and they have all been
r«ry srood. (Palace theatre, Grand Ledge, Mich.)
We are on chapter 10 of this serial ; it is good but
did not turn out to be a big drawing card. Best
boslness has held up on all episodes so far. (Pastime
theatre, Kurthwood, La.) Have played three episodes
of this and it is good although the star isn't well
knows here.
(Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.)

^In this, the first issue of the
^ BUYERS INDEX, which is an
extension of The Box Office Record
and Equipment Index, there is
published a record of material of
inestimable value to the buyer,
whether of equipment or screen

The
Buyers
Index

product.

insell there
whoimportan
those of
^TO
ce to issales
j| formation
activities. In the COMPLETE
SERVICE department both the
seller and the buyer will find a catalogue bearing upon the important
factors in this field of the business.
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are enthusiastic followers and boosters. (Princess
theatre, Lincoln, Kan.) Though these draw better
than average, the second series is not as good ao
the first. However, they are worth while runningr.
(Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.) All extra good. Manyfavorable comments on them. (Majestic theatre,
Stuttgart, Ark.) Second series has failed to maintain
the pace set by the first bunch. (Mission theatre,
Menard, Tex.) Second series. This series is finev
it is a credit to any one's house to show these.
(Pastime theater, Kurthwood, La.) We had the first
series and just started the second. If the second
holds the pace they will bring in the students. (Eagle
theatre, Lubec, Me.) They're short with an individual personality. Better than the first series.
(Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.) Second series.
They are great and as good as the first series,
(Opera house, Salisbury, Md.) The young people
think the "Collegians" are great. (Town Hall theatre, Woodbury, Conn.) Have just finished the series
of two reel athletic-college entertainment. Gee, but
these are fine. (Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.) The
first series of the 0)llegians were the best short
subjects made and these new series of which we have
run five, have them beat. (Odeon theatre, Cottonwood Falls, Kan.) They are great two reel entertainment. (Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.)
Looks like a good bet. (Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.)
These are the best liked comedies we have played to
date. (Playhouse, Falrhope, Ala.) The best short
subjects I ever ran or ever hope to run. (Colonial
theatre, Troy, Mo.) First series. These are all very
good and seem popular vrith the fans. (Pastime
theatre. Mason, Mich.) Universal's shorts can't be
beat. The same peppy bunch on the campus grounds
again.
(Arvada theatre, Arvada,
Col.)
ANDY GUMP COMEDIES, 2 — ^I have a number of
patrons who are always present when I have Andy.
I have not had a poor Gump comedy since I started
to run them. (Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.)
Gump always a good bet. Use them and make
friends. (Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.) Let the
folks know you have an Andy Gump comedy, they
won't even ask what feature. (Palace theatre, Mt.
Pleasant, Tex.) The kids like these. (Greenriver,
Utah.) One of the best of the Gump series, which
have all been good. (Redwood theatre. Redwood,
N. Y.) These Gumps are always good drawing
cards. Always please the kids. (Majestic theatre.
Perry, 111.) These are all good. (Redwood theatre.
Redwood, N. Y.)
INTERNATIONAL NEWS, 1.— My contract specifically states that the news not to be over 15
days old, and since I have been using it for three
months and have not received a news less than
25 days old, do not believe that they intend to do as
agreed. (Richmond theatre, Richmond, Vt.) I consider this news as good as any that I have run or
seen. Some issues are exceptional, others not so good
but as a rule they satisfy. (Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan.) International News is a much better news
reel than Pathe News and we get it much newer.
(Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D.)
MIKE AND IKE COMEDIES. 2 — Many favorable
comments and they have new gags with no repetition. (Rialto theatre, Anita, la.) These comedies
seem to please.
(Althea theatre, Dunseith, N. D.)
OSWALD THE RABBIT, Cartoon, 1.— These are
sure great cartoons. A great drawing card for kids
especially. (Majestic theatre, Stuttgart, Ark.) Better than Krazy Kat's and Oswald sure made the record of the air. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.)
This series of comedies are very good. (LeCIomte theatre,' Sevierville, Tenn.) No better cartoon to be had.
Are a great drawing card for the kids. (Majestic
theatre, Stuttgart, Ark.)
WANDA WILEY COMEDIES. 2.— When Wanda
plays you can always exjiect some speedy entertainment. (Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.) Don't care
for Wanda Wiley's comedies for some reason. ((Jem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.)
SILENT FLYER, The, Serial, 2 This is the best
serial I have run in a long time. Pleased 100 per
cent. (Joy theatre. Foreman, Ark.) We are on the
sixth chapter and going nicely. Have had adverse
weather all winter and naturally it is a draw-back to
attendance, but this serial keeps most all enthused.
(Liberty theatre, Harrisville, Mich.)
TRAIL OF THE
TIGER, Jack Daugherty, Serial,.
2. — A very good serial and one of the best ever
made. (Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.)
This starts out well. (Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.)
On ninth chapter and holding up fine, even betterthan "Blake of Scotland Yard." (Majestic theatre.
Perry, 111.) Chapter 1 starts with a bang. Hope
it holds up as we had plenty folks to see the first.
(Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.) Just finished
this serial last night and it sure drew them in
for me on Sunday night. It was exciting all the way
through.
(Lyceum theatre, Manchester,
Mo.)
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1
2
3
4
5
I
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Accounting tytteoit.
Aeouttlcal
inrtallatlon*.
Adapter*, carbon,
Adding,
calculating
naohlnn.
Admisilon lignt.
Addrculng Riaohlnii,
AdvMiUlna noveltiM, material!.
Advertliing proieott.
Air conditioning equipment.
Air dome tentt.
Aide llghte.
Alile rope.
Alarm
tignale.
Arc lampt, refleotlng.
Arehitectural iervloe.
Arc regulatori.

17 Artificial planti, flower*.
18
19
20
21
21

Art title*.
Automatic curtain control.
Automatic projection eutout*.
Automatic eprlnkler*.
Automatic *prinkter*.

22
23
24
26
26
27
28
29

B
Balloon*, adverti*ino.
Banner*.
Baiketa, decorative.
Bell-buzzer *lgna| *y*temi.
Block*, pulleys, (tage-rlgging.
Blower*, hand.
Booking agencle* for muilolan*.
Booking
agencle*
(itate kind).

31
82
33
34
35
36
37
38

Bolti, Chair anchor.
Booth*, projection.
Boothi, ticket.
Box, logo chair*.
Brai* grill*.
Brau rail*.
Broker*-Theatre promotion.
Bulletin board*, changeable.

30 Boiler*.

C
39 Cable.
40 Cabinet*.
41 Calcium
light*.

42 Camera*.

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
61
62
53
M
65
66
67
68

Canople* for front*.
Carbon*.
Carbon iharpener*.
Carbon wrenche*.
Carpet*.
Carpet cuehlon.
Carpet Cleaning compound.
Carpet covering.
Caie*, film ih^pplng.
Cement, film.
Chair cover*.
Chair*, wicker.
Chair*, theatre.
Change maker*.
Changer over*.
Color hood*.

65
66
67
68

E
70 Electric
circuit teiting
Inttruments.
71 Electric fan*.
72 Electrical flower*.
73 Electric power generating
plant*.
74 Electric *ign*.
75 Electric *lgnal and control ly*tern*.
76 Emergency lightlno plant*.
77 Exit light *ign*.
F
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
8S
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

11 1
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

60 Condenteri.
D
(itata kind).

Didnfectanti — perfumed.
Door*, fireproof.
Draperie*.
Drinking fountain*.

69 Duplicating machine*.

107
108
109
110

59 Color wheel*.
81 Date *trlpi.
62 Decoration*

63 Decorator*, theatre.
64 Dimmer*.

Film cleaner*.
Filmspilcing machine.
Film tool* (itata kind).
Film waxing machin*.
Fire alarms.
Fire escapes.
Fire extinguisher*.
Fire hose.
Fire hose reels, carta.
Fire proof curtain*.
Fire proof door*.
Fire proofing material*.
Fixtures, lighting.
Flashlights.
Flashers, Electrlo >ign.
Flood lighting.
Flooriights.
Floor covering.
Floor runners.
Flowers, artificial.
Footlights.
Fountains, decorative.
Fountains, drinking.
Frames-poster, lobby display.
Fronts, metal theatre.
Furnaces, coal burning.
Furnaces, oil burning.
Furniture, theatre.
Fuse*.
G
Generators.
Grilles, bras*.
Gummed label*.
Gypsum product*.
H
Hardware, etage.
Heating eystem, coal.
Heating system, oli.

PICTURE

"Better Theatres" offers on this page an individual service to
its readers. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any
product listed herewith will be sent to any theatre owner, manager, architect or projectionist. Just fill in the coupon below
and mail to "Better Theatres" Division of Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World. Many of the products listed by
this Bureau are advertised in this issue of "Better Theatres."
See Advertisers Index.

120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

Labels, film caution.
Lamps, decorative.
Lamp dip coloring.
Lamps,
general lighting,
Lamps, inoandeteent projection.
Lamp*, high Intensity.
Lamps, reflecting arc.
Lavatory equipment, furnlihIng*.

128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136

Lavatory fixture*.
Ledger*, theatre.
Lense*.
Lights, exit.
Lights, spot.
Lighting fixture*.
Lighting
Installation*.
Lighting
systems,
complete.
Linoleum.

137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

Liquid soap.
Liquid soap container*.
Lithographer*.
Lobby display frames.
Lobby gazing balls.
Lobby furniture.
Lobby decoration*.
Lubricants
(state kind).
Luminous numbers.
Luminous signs, interior,
exterior.
iVI

147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

iVIachines,
ticket.
Machines,
pop com.
Machines, sanitary vending.
Make up, boxes, theatrical.
Marble.
Marquise.
Mats, leather.
Mats and
runner*.
Mazda projection adapter*.

157
168
159
160
161

Metal palish.
Mirror, shade*.
Motor generators.
Motion picture cable.
Musical
instrument* (*tate
kind).

156 Metal lath.

162 Music publl*her«.
163 Music rolls.
164 Music stands.

168 Oil burners.
169 Orchestral pieces.
pit

fittings,

furnish-

171 Organs.
I7Z
173
174
175
176

1 19 Janitors' supplies.

Organ novelty slide*.
Organ lifts.
Organ chamber heaters.
Ornamental fountain*.
Ornamental metal work.

USE
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181
180
179
183
182
184
185
186
188
187

Paint, ecreen.
Paper drinking
Paper towel*.
Perfumer*.
Pianos.
Photo frame*.

Player pianos.
Plaitio fixtures and decorations.
Plumbing fixture*.
Poiitiv* film.
Posters.
Poster frames.

Portable

Programs.

„

263 Ttlephonet,

intar-eomiauaieat*

264 Temperature
265 Terra Gotta.

regultU«n

204 Radiator*.

266
Terminals. teceuntlBg
267 Theatre

205 Radiator
covert.
206 Rail*,
bra*s.
207 Rails, rope.

268 Theatre dimmer*.
269 Theatre seats.

Prtjection machine

_

215
216
217
218

Reels.
Reel end signal*.
Reel packing, carrying aaiM.
Resonant
orchestra
platfsra.

276 Tile.

277 Tilt stands.

stage.
materials.

235
236
237
238

Sign
flashers.
Sign-cloth.
Sign
lettering servica.
Sidewalk
machines,
oorn

Seating Capacit>

278
279
280
281
282
283
284

Tool
tperatsr's.
Towels,cases,
pager.
Towels, cloth.
Trailers.
Transformers.
Tripods.
Turnstiles.
reglstsHai.

285 Typewriters.

S

Scenic artists' service.
Screens.
Screen
paint.
Seat
covers.
Seat indicators, vacant
Seats, theatres.
Signs (state liind).
Signs, parking.
Signals,
reel end.

ustsa*.

273 Ticket holders.
274 Ticket racks.
275 Ticket selling isaahlnaa.

219 Reseating service.
220 Rewinding
film.
221 Rheostats.

226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234

«ysti«.

270 Tickets.
271 Ticket booths.
272 Ticket choppers.

Rain
insurance.
Rectifiers.
Reconstruction service.
Redecorating
servie*.
Refleottrs
(state kind).
Refurnishing
servlo*.
Regulators,
Mazda.

286 Uniforms.
287
288
289
290
291
2t2

U
V

Valances,
for box**.
Vase*,
stone.
Vacuum cleaner*.
Ventilating
fans.
Ventilatini,
coollag tyttsB.
Ventilating
systens,
taaplste.

293 Vending
machines,
els, napklni,
et*.
294 Vltrollte.
ess Wall

W

burlap.

296 Wall leather.
pag

297
298 Watchman's
Water
coelen.clocks.
299 Wheels,

City..
_

part*.

208
209
210
211
212
213
2i4

COUPON

Theatre

250 Stage lightlno syrteat*.
251 Stage rigging-blocks, pullva.
252 Stage scenery.

203 Projection room equipment.

I should like to receive reliable information on the following items :

_

Speed
Indicators.
Spotlights.
Stage docri-ralanos*. *>ta.
Stage lighting equlpatat.

260 Talley counters.
261 Tapestries.
262 Tax free music.

covers.

Remarks:

State

246
247
248
249

258 Switchboards.
259 Switches,
autonatl*.
Ing.
T

199 Program signs, illuminated.
200 Projection lamp*.
202
20 i Projectien macfilne*.

(Refer to Items by Number)

Name

Slide*.
Slide Ink. pencil*.
Slide lanterns.
Slide making outfits.
Slid* mats.
Shutters,
metal
fir*.
Soap
containers,
llgald.

255 Steel
lockers.
256 Stereoptlcons.
257 Sweeping compouads.

prejectsrs.

194 Pottery decorative.
195 Power generating plant*.
197
196
198 Printing, theatre.
Program

23S
240
241
242
243
244
245

253 Stair treads.
254 Statuary.

190
193 Poster lights.
191
189
192 Poster paste.

"BETTER THEATRES" DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago
:

cup*.

Picture sets.

pert.

Gentlemen

metal ttieatrt

178

224 Safe*, film.
225 Scenery,
stage.

165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.
167 Nursery furnishing* and
equipment.
0

170 ings.
Orchestra

177 Ornamental
fronts.

222 Rigging,
223 Roofing

N

Ink, pencils for slide*.
Insurance, Fire.
Insurance, Rain.
Interior decorating senrie*.
Interior Illuminated *ign*.
J
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EQUIPMENT

Listed Herewith Are MANUFACTURERS and DISTRIBUTORS of Theatre Equipment
CONSTRUCTION SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS Whose Advertisements
Appear in this Issue of THE

BUYERS

and

INDEX

(If you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalog
Bureau on preceding pages will get it for you.)
Page
PROJECTORS
AIR CONDITIONING & COOLING EQUIPMENT
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co
Back Cover
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago, HI.
Bentz Engineering Corporation
32
228 No. LaSalle St., Chicago, lU.
International Projector Corp
3rd Cover
B. F. Reynolds & Co
33
Simplex Division, 90 Gold Street, N. Y. C.
118 West Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
RHEOSTATS
AISLE LIGHTS
HofiFman & Soons
49
Kausalite Mfg. Company
47
387 First Avenue, New York City.
8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.
SCREENS
BUILDING SERVICE, COMPLETE
Crystal Movie Screen Corp
50
Midwest Engineering & Const. Corp
35
10316 Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
209 So. 3rd St., Columbus, Ohio.
SIGNS, ELECTRIC
CARBONS
Flexlume Corporation
53
Hugh Reisinger
34
Buffalo, New York
11 Broadway, New York City.
Milne Elec. Co
51
189 Fifth St., Milwaukee, Wis.
DIMMERS
SLIDES
Cutler Hammer Mfg. Co
39
54
12th and St. Paul, Milwaukee, Wis.
J. F. Ransley
54 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES
SOUND PROOFING SYSTEMS
E. E. Fulton Co
45
Stevens Sound Proof Co
1018 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, lU.
407
S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
FILM CEMENT
54
F. B. Griffin
41
STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
Belson Mfg. Company
54
800 Sibley St., Chicago, 111.
FLOWERS AND PLANTS, ARTIFICIAL
G. Reising Co
33
Kliegl
'. . 52
321 W. Brothers
50th St., N. Y. C.
227 W. Austin Ave., Chicago, HI.
THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS
HEATING & VENTILATING
Exhibitors Prtg. Service
55
B. F. Reynolds & Co
33
711 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
118 West Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
National Program & Printing Co
55
Supreme Heater & Ventilating Corp
37
729 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
1915 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
TICKETS
INTERIOR DECORATIONS
Arcus Ticket Co
55
Continental Studios, Inc
43
348 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, lU.
100 East Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
TRAILERS
Tiffin Scenic Studios
44
Tiffin, Ohio.
Ad- Vance Trailer Corp
59
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
ORGANS
Filmack Company
52
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co
2nd Cover
730
So.
Wabash
Ave.,
Chicago,
111.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
National Screen Service
61
ORGAN HEATERS
126 West 46th St., New York City.
Cramblet Engineering Corp
48
VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
286 Milwaukee Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Peterson "Freezem" Sales Co
36
Kausalite Mfg. Company
47
5 No. Dewey Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, lU.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating Corp
37
PROGRAM COVERS
1915 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.
The Hennegan Company
Cincinnati, Ohio.

49

Typhoon Fan Co
345 W. 39th St., New York City.

38

Wornout Projectors
and
Defective Parts
Are Costing Exhibitors
Millions of Dollars
Every Year
In Loss of Patronage
and Injury to Prints
F. H. Richardson
Better Projection Pays

SIMPLEX AND
POWER'S PROJECTORS
For Better Projection
International Projector
90 Gold Street

Corporation
New York, N. Y.
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Double Bearing
Ball Bearing
Intermittent
Movement
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qft/ie
Motiograph

MOTIOGRAPH
DE
LESS LAMPHOUSE

DeLuxe

LUXE

$725.00

MOTIOGRAPH
DE
WITH R. A. LAMP

LUXE

$900.00

An exclusive feature on tne

%\

Motiograpk De Luxe.

c

Write for literature.

THE ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

MANUFACTURING

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

CO.
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SPECIAL

Takes this Time
This Opportunity —
And this Space —
To publicly congratulate every member of the entire Universal organization who has had a hand in the making of the
most extraordinary line-up of Exhibitor Profit Product for 19281929 in all the history of this company.
It is presented — illustrated and described in our Annual Announcement which follows — Pictures that lead the World — All

IVERSAL
INEtRS

FOR 1926-29

J

^»E''rr.

Entered as secondclasi matter, Aupust 20, 1917, at
, .
.
IS79.
f'ut'luhed weekly at 40; South Dearborn St.. i:hi.,.y.,. SUj<r,f i ton $ J.JO * y*^>.

:>,nu,e t^'fei. :> ctntt.

.
.,,,,,,
April3^,lJ2.

eadliners! Top-notchers! Outstanding box'
office magnets to draw the people in and give
your business newer and greater vitality!
These things — and nothing else!
These are UniversaPs offerings for 1928-29 —
the most pretentious array of productions any
company dared to bring together under one banner!
YouUl be glad to pay more — because
you^ll get more*
Best selling novels! Big stage plays! The
very cream of the market! Universal slipped in ahead of
the whole world and bought up the choicest attractions
money could secure.
I never was so proud and happy in all my
life. I never worked so hard to get what I know you need.
I never saw the studio staff work so whole-heartedly
and so joyously!
This year we got so far ahead on our negatives that we had plenty of time to try them out. If they
showed weakness in any spot, we corrected it. Time, effort
and money were spent where they would do the most good*

gg||i|il|ig||iii^

As a result, I can look you in the eye and
tell you straight from the heart that IVe brought together a
group of pictures which could not suit your purpose better
if you had picked them your very own self.
It will he UniversaVs greatest year ivithont
the shadow of a doubt. Great, higy smashing hits — stories the
public has read — plays the public has seen or heard about —
the kind of stuff that fairly hits them betxveen the eyes — thaVs
the XJniversal biWof-fcire for the feast that aivaits you!
Precedents have been smashed in the making of this group of productions. Records will go overboard.
Universal now steps out far in the lead of
the packf without even a close second! Don^t read the details of our big announcement carelessly. Study them. See
what they mean to you. Apply them to your own business.
Visualize them. Realize their pulling power and then— make
this your 100 percent Universal year!

Carl Laemmle's
"Will takeitsrankamong
the epic pictures of the
day." Brooklyn Standard
Union
"Grand

and glorious

the screen."
upon
—show
Quinn
Martin
N. Y. World
"Visions the season's
greatest dramatic entertainment."ScranioH Times
"A big, overwhelming \N
epic."
N. r. Post
"Beautifully produced.
Should live as long as
*
the play."

Detroit News

"Thrilling andsatisfying.
—Musthavecostafortune."
Harriette Underhill
Herald-Tribune

ftj\

7^. A

.yt

"Deserves a place in the
world's cinema library."
B rooklynJJCiMes

V

\.

y^-

4

>/>'

i^}

It's a CARL

LAEMMLE
1^

$2,000,000 Production
of Harriet Beecher Stoive's
— .— H
age-enduring
novel
Backed by tremendous advertising and
oceans of publicity.
■—

Direct from its six months run on Broadway at $2.00 top.
The motion picture that will live in the
memory of as
theman
world's
millions as long
endures!
Pronounced— Acclaimed and IS
THE GREATEST HUMAN DRAMA
EVER SCREENED!
with Marguerita Fischer, Arthur Edmund Carew, George
Siegmann, Luden Littlefield, James Lowe, Virginia Grey,
Adolph Milar, Vivian Oakland, Lassie Lou Ahem,
Mona Ray, Aileen Manning.

A HARRY

POLLARD

PRODUCTION

You'll be
GLAD
to pay more!

2£iP00 ior the story alonel^
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The outstanding box-office melodramatic
hit in New York — "in
the last ten years
■— It made over $2,000,000 for its producers
as a stage play
As a motion picture it will crash records
for thousands of theatres !
"
^TUFIT'

••••••• •» •

1% mil

I There is only one "BROADWAY^
'
and UNIVERSAL 1

|
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That's what UNIVERSAL

paid for
-:i

o
/'>7<^

z?
: o -=^1

Already known in every city, town,
village and hamlet
throughout America
The mere announcement that
you are playing it means capacity.
Filmed from the Jed Harris stage
production written by Philip
Dunning and George Abbot

4i?

You'll he GLAD

to pay more

because you'U get more !

§©118
^illi

TPi
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^

Mil !ni iM
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TREMENDOUS!!!

.V

Y ^''

TREMENDOUS as a best selling novel —
TREMENDOUS
as the sensational
Florenz
Ziegfeld musical show —
TREMENDOUS
in story value and dramatic
punch —
TREMENDOUS

as a box office attraction —

TREMENDOUS in exploitation angles ready
made and waiting for you —
TREMENDOUS in advance publicity and the
greatest and most widely spread word of mouth
advertising campaign any picture ever had
anywhere, anytime.

That's UNIVERSAUS

"SHOW

BOAT"
p-l

ft
[^.

:^i

v^l

\

o^
Millions of people who read the book eagerly await the
motion picture.
A best selling novel from the day it appeared on the bookstands — a best selling novel today —
written by an author with an army of followers every one of whom is
amotion picture fan. With a theme and story that hits the heart!

Ifs a CARL LAEMMLE

'^caxaxxxmxxxxxxxxmnmjoooocDOOooooc^^

SUPER Production
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CARL LAimMtt\resents
j
^
The Great Cosmopolitan Magazine Story
hy /^^Acknowledged Box Office Author

P
who has even surpassed his sensational '^SPOILERS" in

An Inspiring Romance of Powerful,
Primitive Emotions.

You'll be
GLAD

it's a laemmle special

to pay more!

Brilliant - - Beautiful - FLAMING
MOROCCO
at its worst - - and best
Sex - - Soldiers - - Strife - - with
tfie most famous military
organization in history
The land of seething passions
where life, love and laughter
run riot with the hearts and
souls of men and women

'V

starring

[ORMAN KERRY
LEWIS STONE
/

June Marlowe
and
brilliant cast
An
EDWARD SLOMAN
Production

:^\

V

Adapted from the novel
byI.A.R.WyUe^

iT' -^
Tou'U be
GLAD
to pay more!
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Ifs a Laemmle Special

15he
ANOTHER
Red Letter Day
for Exhibitors
Light the fireworks, men - Here comes the biggest
Comedy Smash of many
seasons - -

'^The Cohens ^Kellys
in Atlantic City''
MARK it in your memo book - -

Paste it in your hat - Write it on your cuff - Chalk it on your chart - Scratch \t on your desk - Universal
hands you another,
gold trimmed, diamond encrusted winner.

^mM\

1

IN

MiMiinig

iI

^t^iUlSJtlGABHCllI!
Coniad
Renee
IDOREE

aemmle Special/

'A Drania of Elemental' Passions
A Glamorous Romance of Evety-day Folks
,^ Box-Office Title With a Powerful Pull
W^'

■■■■■■VJ

You'll be
GLAD
to pay more!

From the big Broadwa)^ stage success by Aaron Hoffman
With George Lewis - - Sharon Lynn - - Sam Hardy - - Frances Dair
- - Betty Walsh - - Major Farrell - - Henry Murilock

A WILUAM

BEAUDINE

PRODUCTION

You'll be
GLAD
3to pay more!

IfsaL
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$^and PL
a ^reat cast
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REMEMBER
Laura La Plante
in

"The Cat &. The Canary" ?

REMEMBER

The clean-up Exhibitors
made with that picture?

And Noi4; Comes
Adorable Laur.a in
even

a greater

mystery picture
»

"THE
LAST WARNING"
Thomas F. Fallon's sensational mystery

Broadway stage success.
Based on the novel "The House Of
Fear" by Wadsworth Camp. Adaptation
and Continuity by Al Cohn and
Directed by

PAUL

LENI

Director of "The Cat and The Canary"

You'll be GLAD

to pay more!

WATCH

FOR THIS PICTURE!

'-Entirely New!
' - DisTiNCTL Y Different !

Something you can
shout about --and How!
Backed By Big Time
Exploitation Ideas
[with All the Glamor and Glitter of

CONEY ISLAND
That Millions Everywhere
Are Always Eager to See

M,

fi^'ir

liyfttd Just Look at Tl
7^^|tf 5» '^
GLEN]^ TR YON
- BARBARA KENT
FAY HOLDERNESS--EDDIE PHILLIPS--GUSTAVE PARTHOS--FRED ESMELTON
Directed in an

extraordinary

manner hy Dl^. PAUL FEJOS

From an Original Story by Mann Page - - Scenario by E. T. Lowe, Jr.
Produced Under the Personal Supervision of

CARL

LAEMMLE,

Jr.

Supervisor of
^'WE AMERICANS"
n«

You'll
lou II be
be GLAD
GLAD

to
to pay
pay more:

^"""^

Tut the big
punch
profinit your
theatre with

He-man stories!
Speed in every

picture!

Gorgeously funny situations which give you
that grand and glorious
feeling every time
Denny'sthe face
flashes
on
screen
!
"RED HOT SPEED"
"THE NIGHT BIRD'
"HIS LUCKY DAY"
"PARTNERS FOR THE

Denny gave you ''The Leatherpushers" — Denny gave you
"California Straight Ahead" — Denny gave you "That's
My Daddy" and "Good Morning Judge" and nov^
this same BIG
MONEY
DENNY gives you
four smashing new ones that will hit every
Denny fan right where he lives and make
thousands of new Denny fans for you!

0€ Name/

NIGHT"
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I AURA LA PLANTE has
^ grown so fast in popular esteem that so able a
critic as George Gerhard
said in the New York Evening World (issue of January
23rd, 1928) "it would seem
that Laura La Plante is by
way of becoming the Elsie
Janis of the screen."

Sn'
wV.-,

-'-^.

1^^

V

Now

at the height of her

glorious career in these
four dehghtful romantic comedies—

"HOME JAMES"
A William Beaudine Production
with Charles Delaney, Aileen
Manning, Ruth Hurst
"ONE RAINY NIGHT"
A Wesley Ruggles Production
"THAT

BLONDE"

DANGEROUS

DIMPLES-

IS JLauras
reatest Year
— +—

Her for th
Money in 1928i^p*^

oxUme
A Sensation overnight!!!
- - A tremendous Hit with Exhibitors !!!
- - A Riot with the fans!!!
- - A Box Office Bonanza !!!
-- A MiUion Dollar Smile!!!
- - A bagful of brand new tricks!!!
- - A host of side-splitting new gags !!!
- - An Instantaneous Success!!!

-thafs

REMEMBER
GLENN

TRYON

^^ Fainting andthe Town
''A Hero for■ a Night

Watch Him

burn
with his 'em
four upnew
knockouts for 1928-29

"Fresh Every Hour
"The Gate Crasher
"The Kid's Clever
re
The Life of the Party

J

?9

??

riv

''He's Carl Laemmle's Sensational Screen Find''

r

,Q. Sensation* ---^ \J

-■•^'T/px'pLOlTATlON
TREMENDOUSjHi"'
GEORGE

rou7/ 6e GLAD
to pay more!

NORMAN KE
RRy

You'll be GLAD
to pay more!

"
Melville Brow
on
ti
uc
prod

CHARLb^
^^
h Trevor
'^ Hayden Stevenson -^^J^ ^^^^,,
^Andy Devine j^cCarthy
^

^^
^^^

Robert Seiter - - tar
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You'll be GLAD
to pay more!

ol
What a title for f^;--^^^^
Ml the comedY
^^^'T.^^ole ma small
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impetuous youth
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HARMON J^GiA^
DE
SVEN

directed '^y

rou7/ 6e GLAD
to pay more!
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SHARP.
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You'll be GLAD
to pay more:

frozen North

'

^^^

UNIVERSAL

NEIL M Ar;r ^^^^""^'.-^
BURR Mcint
osh
RT mi^ HARLAN
I AND MANV OT„e"s

you'// fee GLAD
to pay more!

(EWcr

Action! O

You'll be GLAD
to pay more!

^ama!

/;/ The Judgment of
More Than Nine Thousand
s
First Exhibitor
/// tJoe Eyes of
Mil/ions of People

\L

/

2 Each Week
104 a Year
released thru
UNIVERSAL

^''T^ACKED
by the un/ J limited resources
of
the Hearst newspapers
with its tremendous circulation representing
the cream of the movie

a

thru Universal.
and releasgoing edpublic

BE FIRST

-.m^a

in your town to show

INTERNATIONAL
NEW'SREEL

Proven at

the Box Office
Absolute

KING

of all
Western
Stars
In 8 Great Gibson Jewels
Bigger and better than ever before! More
action — more speed — more Western
atmosphere than any group of
Westerns you ever played !
"POINTS WEST"
Better stories — bigger
story by B. M. Bower
productions— a greater Hoot Gibson!

"THE DANGER

RIDER"

by Arthur Statter
Directed by Henry McRae
with Eugenia Gilbert

with Gibson!

"BURNING THE WIND"
"CLEARING THE TRAIL"
"SMILIN' GUNS"
"BLOW FOR BLOW"
"THE GETAWAY"
"KING OF THE RODEO''

Acclaimed — Acknowledged
and Conceded
(►— ->>•«<— — <i"

The ECONOMIC

SALVATION

of Thousands of Exhibitors
year its popularity increases. Every year more and more exhibitors fall into line — every year its benefits grow greater. Many exhibitors
have signed their third and fourth contracts. Almost without exception
EVERY

p

i:

once a Complete Service user always a Complete Service user. That's the
best proof in the world that there is only one Complete Service Contract
and you g^t it from UNIVERSAL !
L

^A^

-A.

A

^

^

M.

A,

A.

^A.

'^

-A

A

-A

.^

>4.

A^

More than 12,2O0

" TTf rrr-.'-'^r:

For the Profit Prosperity and Continued
Success of Thousands of Exhibitors/

The Exhibitor^ s only real Assurance of
Complete Box Office Programs
As he wants them — when he wants
them — and at the price he can
afford to pay!
••(►

— >»Xc<-

T HAT'S the Big Point we want to impress on your mind. That's
what Complete Service Contract means to every exhibitor who signs
it and that's Complete Service if ever there was complete service — the
first and only contract in the motion picture industry made on a live-and-

s

let-live basis giving the exhibitor absolute assurance of complete box office
programs with profit to himself!

Signed Contracts to Date

$

THE MOST
SUCCESSFUL
most widely copied
series ever produced

YET

12 TpvoKeeUrsta^

"THE COLLEGIANS"
Stand Supreme —

ALONE/!!

v-^^

IrsMcot^eJom

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

THE JUNIOR YEAR
PADDLING CO-EDS
REDSKINS VS. CALFORD
SPEEDING YOUTH
COLLEGIANS ON HORSEBACK
KICKING THROUGH
DEAR OLD CALFORD
THE BOOKWORM HERO
FIGHTING FOR VICTORY
THE FAREWELL
IN TRAINING
BUCKING THE LINE

Entire Series Personally Supervised by

CARL LAEMMLE,

Jr.

You t h- Sparkling, Fascinaling Youlh

Ted W^ELLS

western dramas

THRILLING

MELODRAMAS

"THE CRIMSON CANYON"
"BEAUTY AND BULLETS'
'BORN TO THE SADDLE"
"THE BORDER WILDCAT'
"THE SMILIN- TERROR"
"GRIT WINS"
"THE RIDIN' DEMON"

"MIDNIGHT MYSTERY"
"WOLVES OF THE CITY"
"BEYOND THE LAW"
"THE PRICE OF FEAR"
"PHANTOM FINGERS" "THE BODY PUNCH"
MACISTE IN "THE HERO OF THE CIRCUS-

REX wit

THE WONDER

HORSE

th JACK PERRIN
•HOOFBEATS OF VENGEANCE"
"WILD BLOOD"
•THE TWO OUTLAWS"
"PLUNGING HOOFS"
"THE HARVEST OF HATE"
"GUARDIANS OF THE WILD "

AVIATION
"THE

CLOUD

Pictures
with AL WILSON
DODGER"
"THE

SKY

SKIDDER"

fCATU

Pure, unadulterated, concentrated
speed, thrills and action guaranteed to
put pep and punch into any program-

''.^2::'

hoaded with action
Crowded with drama
Packed tight ivith thrills

RETTES//
12 Forest Ranger Pictures with Edmund Cobb

I 2 Stunt Cowboy Pictures with Bob Curwood

12

Tenderfoot Thrillers with George Chandler

O

Harry Carey
Reissues

O Jack Hoxie
Reissues

By
Released
UNIVERSAL

(

The World's Wonder

Baby and the

outstanding
box-ofl&ce
"Draw"
of the short
subjects

"SNOOKUMS"

in George McManus' famous newspaper comics

THE NEWLYWEDS
and their Baby
JUNIOR JEWELS

BOOKED

By all the Biggest and Finest
First Run Theatres in the
Whole Country

ing ofsoSNO
UMS is lari
growty
fastOKthat
E epopu
THwhol
the
industry knows him as
"THE BOX OFFICE BABY."
Once you've played him you'll
feature him in your advertising as many exhibitors are
doing now.
15 in the series.
2 reels each.

You'U be
GLAD
to pay more!

BROTH
Tremendously Popular
Everywhere
RUBE GOLDBERGS
Cartoon Comics

MIKE
AND

IKE
Comedies
SAY "Rube" Goldberg to anybody anywhere and the instant reaction is laughs. Say
MIKE AND IKE and the laughs
are doubled.
Millions follow their antics in
the daily newspapers thruout
the country. Millions are anxious to see them on the screen.
13 in the series.

2 reels each.

COMEDIES
The Choice of
the Big Theatres
US'
E McMANStrip
GEORG
Big Syndicate

LET
GEORGE
DOIT
Comedies
ANYTHING George McManus
jfV does in the way of comics is
absolutely surefire, and now he
gives you these "Let George
Do It" comedies.
"LetGeorge Do It" is a household phrase in everyday use the
country over. Syndicated in
hundreds of newspapers with
millions of readers.
15 in the series.

2 reels each.

Growing Daily in Drawing
Power at the Box-Office
R. F. OUTCAULT'S
Newspaper Kid Headliners

BUSTER
BROWN
Comedies
RY man, woman h and child
EVEgets
set for a laug as soon
as you mention the name.
In addition there are so many
exploitation tie-ups that you
have always ready at hand a
money.
campaign to help out the extra
13 in the series.

2 reels each.

I

YouHl he glad to pay more

1

Millions
know and enjoy
WILLIAM
MacLEOD RAINES
who wrote this great story
of bad men in the exotic
jungles down around the
tropic equator.
12 smashing episodes.

f^^H

^^?% \
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^
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G. A. HENTY
Recognized the world
over as the most popular
writer of boys' stones.
Marvelous built-in
appeal — by an author
who knows boys and
what appeals to boys in
adventure stones.

kM^

*

»"

^M

12 Thrilling Episodes.

J

Gttehaatnef

from the world famous stories
by Edgar Rice Burroughs
Never before such thrills
12 TretiieMd^iMiJBpisodes

bl^k

^^MYST
GEORGE

MORGAN'S

gripping story
made into a great
chapter play
proving once again
that Universal knows
its serial authors and
gives them to you.
10 glamorous episodes packed with
romance,
speed
and
action.

You HI be glad to pay more
The Great Writer

JACQUES

FUTRELLE

at his tip-top best
rises to h is greatest
heights in this unusual,
dramatic chapter play.
Crammed with action.
10 episodes.

-AND US T BUT BV NO MEANS LEAST

The first choice of all cartoon
comedies among thousands
of wide-awake
exhibitors

i
|

In one short season OSWALD has leaped
to the top in popularity with millions of
movie fans.
Twenty-six in the series — created by Walt
Disney — Winkler Productions.
Released thru UNIVERSAL.
<y

In addition to the OSWALD Series you
get these corking one-reelers produced
by Universal.
13 HORACE IN HOLLYWOOD
13 LAEMMLE

starring ARTHUR
NOVELTIES

LAKE

{Something new under the sun

.bu <«^^
the Universal Weekly
for further important
announcements on

ERSALIS
IV
UN
RS
NE
LI
HEAD
for 1928-29

April 28, 1928
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Harry Pollard
Now Directing

"Show
Boat"
for Universal

"UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN"

". . . . Directed by Harry
Pollard with sincere effort and intense
care."
".
.
.
deserves a big reception
in any community."
".
.
.
.
is without a superfluous foot."
— Ex. Herald & Moving Picture World.

MarKiirilii

I'isciuT

48

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

and MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

April 28, 1928

by

"WE
AMERICANS"
directed for Universal

Edward Sloman
"Edward Sloman, by his directorial handling of this picture, becomes a
real factor in America's cinematic megaphone circles.(Morning
His direction
is perfect."
Telegraph)

" 'We Americans' — is a really big picture — of vast credit to its director,
Edward Sloman."
(Daily Mirror)
"Directed by Edward Sloman, producer of that worthy effort, 'His People'
— and here again Mr. Sloman reveals his sympathy and aptitude for a similar
subject."

(N. Y. Times)

"It's an intensely human story, directed with much understanding by
Edward Sloman."
(N. Y. Journal)
'We Americans' — one of year's best pictures."

(L. A. Express)

"There is deep human interest all the way through. All, however, is not
pathos; there is considerable comedy throughout the picture. It has been
directed with skill by Edward Sloman."
(Harrison's Reports)

"Stirred a large audience to laughter and tears . . . Edward Sloman
has made an excellent job of directing the stage success."
(Exhibitors Herald)

April 28, 1928

EXHIBITORS
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and MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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because

the smart,

modern public knows PARAMOUNT
alone is making outstanding entertainment. Hits
^
like "Beau Geste," "Underworld," ^"^Legion of the Condemned,"
"Last Command,"

Harold Lloyd in

"Speedy" (Lloyd prod.. Par. release)
have taught them. ^Bear that thought
in mind for 1928-29.
-444-.

xraramount
zricture^.

HMHII

EXHIBITORS
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HERALD

and MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

April 28, 1928

1928 is Writing Film History
^

^

^

true importance of the merger of Exhibitors
THE
Herald and Moving Picture World will be brought
forcibly home to every one in the motion picture
industry within thirty days.
History is being written.
For the first time since the motion picture business
became a great industry, the annual product announcements of the major film companies can be placed exclusively
in ONE PAPER and reach every theatre owner of importance inthe United States, Canada, and the rest of the entire
world.
EXHIBITORS

HERALD
WORLD
^ MOVING

PICTURE

Is the only Audit
Bureau of Circulations
paper

in the motion
picture Geld

For the first time in years, the subscribers of ONE
PAPER are to receive every annual product announcement of importance.
That ONE PAPER
ing Picture World.

is Exhibitors Herald and Mov-

Thousands of dollars are being saved by the distributors
by this merger removing the necessity of purchasing duplicate circulation and of printing thousands of expensive
inserts to supply the duplications.
Thousands of dollars are to be made for the theatre
owner by providing him in ONE PAPER the complete
information on all of the product to be offered him for the
coming year, so that he can intelligently select the pictures
his patrons will respond to.
Everyone viewed the merger of Exhibitors Herald
AND Moving Picture World as of great importance.
How great, however, could not be clearly seen until
this important announcement season opened.
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from motion picture entertainment and this fact probably
accounts for the occasional expressions of disappointment that
are encountered.
But it appears to us that fair criticism can only say that
while the rate of progress at times may not have been satisfactory, still there has been progress and improvement, and
the march toward better and still better pictures goes on.
Vast technical improvements have been made in the production of motion pictures and this fact is frequently lost
sight of because technical excellence is now taken for granted.
The long cry for new faces and new talent upon the screen
is being adequately answered in the product that has been

and while the public's disposition toward these stories when
they are finally revealed upon the screen remains to be found
out, it will have to be recognized that every reasonable effort
has been made to inject into motion picture entertainment
the type and kind of stories that seem to bid strongly for
popular favor.

*

*

*
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The Product Story
WITH

WORLD

prepared for the coming season. The world's treasure house
of literary material has been ransacked for the best stories

Publication

Whole

PICTURE

and MOVING

PICTURE
WORLD brings to exhibitors everywhere
the initial chapter of the product story for the coming year.
Among all of the stories of the year in the motion picture
industry the product story is the one of greatest interest and
greatest significance to theatre men.
Regardless of whatever other factors may be exerting influences upon the business of motion pictures, none can have
the eventual significance of the product story. Essentially, the

rpXHIBITORS HERALD and MOVING
PICTURE
■^^ WORLD is privileged to announce that the complete
product stories of every important company in the industry
will be disclosed in the pages of this publication during the
next few weeks. Week

by week during May and June the

pages of this publication will be laden with the most vital
news of the business in fullest detail — the information which
is the most essential of all for theatre men for the successful
conduct of their business.
On account of trade restrictions the new season's production information is prohibited from publication until the first
day of May.

In order, therefore, to bring this and other

progress of the motion picture business is dictated by the

important news just released to the exhibitor at the earliest

calibre, strength and attraction value of entertainment offered

possible moment

for sale to the exhibitor and, in turn, to the public.

PICTURE

Other factors may momentarily appear in a commanding
position but over the long run the progress and prosperity of
the industry as a whole, and all the concerns and individuals
in it, depend upon just how successful the studios may be in
supplying attractions of the kind the public wants — attractions
that will from year to year renew and rebuild the public's
interest in motion picture entertainment and serve to continue
the motion picture as the world's predominant instrument of
entertainment.

*

*

*
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is publishing this extra edition. In this

issue Universal Pictures corporation tells its product story to
the theatre men of the world. The program announced is this
year's contribution of Mr. Carl Laemmle to the progress and
prosperity of the industry at large, and, particularly, to the
prosperity and progress of theatre owners. In this issue also
is the announcement of Warner Brothers.
Announcements

of other companies, including those of Fox

Film Corporation, F B O Pictures Corporation, First National
Pictures, Inc., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
will follow in subsequent issues.

Paramount and Pathe

THOROUGH and fair-minded analysis of the product
record proves that while in the natural order there have

In full confidence that the pictures disclosed in these
announcements will contribute their full share toward the

been advances and recessions in the standards of motion picture entertainment from year to year, still the general trend

prosperity and advancement of the industry during the coming
season, we commend them to the careful and thorough

has been steadily for the better.

scrutiny of exhibitors everywhere.

A

A great deal is now expected

I
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Companies Announce Product
For Selection of Exhibitors
Several New Distributors Enter Field — Independents
Expand Programs — Productions Reflect Progress
(Special to hxhibiturs Herald and Moving Picture Worldj
NEW YORK, May 1. — Eight hundred long features will be at the service of
the exhibitors for the coming season as the guaranty from the studios and the
distributors that the widest selection of productions will be afforded. In the

An
By
As

Announcement
Carl Laemmle

usual, our plans for next season are
based on an increase in the quality of
our output. For the 1928-1929 season, however, that increase will be far greater than
ever. Added to the betterment in production that will go all along the line, from
the biggest picture to the one-reel comedy,
we have made important shifts in production policy that I am sure will be eagerly
received by exhibitors.
In the first place, there will be no roadshows. Instead, our big pictures of roadshow quality, such as "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
"The Man Who Laughs" and similar Supers,
will not be road-showed but will be handled
as straight extended-run pictures. They
will play the regular picture houses right
from the start, their superlative drawing
power and picture value resulting in longer
TUfis and bigger crowds for the rank and
file of theatre owners.
In the second place, we have established
a new brand of output known as the
Laemmle Specials, consisting of 11 exceptional pictures just short of super-production merit. They will be handled individually, similar in that respect to the long-run
pictures. In many situations they will be
extended run pictures themselves. The box
office value will bring that about.
Our Universal Jewel releases for the coming season, which will include the Hoot
Gibson Productions, as well as the Laura
La Plante, Glenn Tryon, Conrad Veidt
groups and miscellaneous Jewels, will again
be the backbone of our product and of
the exhibitor's program!
In the Western feature field we will continue to predominate in an even greater
way.
Our short product schedule has been
tightened up with a few less releases forthcoming, but with a marked increment in
production value and box office worth.

short feature field as well, products of infinite variety will be available, as "the
march toward better and still better pictures goes on."
The number of productions from the major companies, who this week are
announcing their production output for the new season, holds its own with the
total for the outgoing season; indeed, the figure if anything will be larger for
1928-29. At the same time, it is noted that several of the independent organizations show ail expansion of output, another indication that the industry at large
faces the coming 12 months with fullest confidence in the continued forward
progress of the trade in all its branches.
Productions speak louder than promises, and definite announcements of product
preparations by the companies is in itself the proof of the optimism with which
they enter upon the new theatre year. Only one major company — Pathe — as yet
has not made known its oflferings, though the plans for its short feature department have been arranged and are announced as including several series of two-reel
comedies from the Mack Sennett studio.
"^Vast technical improvements have been made in the production of motion
pictures and this fact is frequently lost sight of because technical excellence
is now taken for granted," says Martin J. Quigley in an editorial in this issue.
^'The long cry for new faces and new talent upon the screen is being odequately answered in the product that has been prepared for the cominf^
season.
"The world's treasure house of literary material has been ransacked for the
best stories, and while the public's disposition toward these stories ivhen they
are revealed upon the screen remains to be found out, it will have to be recognized that every reasonable effort has been made to inject into motion picture
entertainment the type and kind of stories that seem to bid strongly for
popular favor."
Coupled with that effort to meet the desires of the public in selection of screen
material has been the steady and certain progress in development of synchronized
pictures. The past two years have seen an acceleration of both production and
public interest in the "talking" picture. The new season gives promise of even
greater strides forward in that field, with more companies associating themselves
with the makers of synchronization devices and already studying thtir prograjns
to determine which lend themselves particularly to the blending of siglit and
sound in one offering to tlie exhibitor.
While Pathe is the only one of the major companies still to inakc known it.<
plans in full, five of the smaller organizations are withholding their production
totals until preparations are complete.
Following are the totals for long feature distribution as made
by these companies:

known

to date

Allied Distributors, 20; Artlee, 6; Artclass, 12; Chesterfield. 14: Cinenui Attractions, 6; Columbia, 36; Crescent, 12; Excellent. 19: F B O. ()0: First Division.
18; First National, 49; Fox, 52; Gotham, 30; Hi-Mark. 12: Krcllbar. 8: M-G-M.
56; Paramount, 78: Rayart. 20: Sterling. 2: Tiffaiiy-Slalil. 3(): I K\. 12: I iiil.d
Artists, 18; Universal, 63, and Warner Brotliers. .VI.
Columbia has added six to its releasing program, (rotiiani 1() .iiul litV.iin -Stall!
10, pointing to the trust held by the indci)cndi iil coiKcni- in 1028-2*' a> .m outstanding year.
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Fritz Lang Produces
Masterpiece
in "Spy",
German UFA
Picture
Story of Crooks and Double Identity
Should Win Fine
Tribute
By SYDNEY

YALE

GREISMAN

BERLIN, April 20— (By Mail).— The man
who made Metropolis has created another picture, pardon me, another masterpiece, "The
Spy." Fritz Lang has once more proved that
he can make a subject which was formerly
thought of as impossible, and which might
have been refused by any other director, into
a money making special.
The story and adaptation was written by
Thea V. Harbou, a bit vague in spots but
good enough to hold the interest of any audience for two hours. In short, it deals with
a master mind (played magnificently by
Rudolf Klein-Rogge) who is a bank owner
and ring leader at the same time. Through
his vast resources, he is able to watch, listen,
and observe the movements of two different
secret-service agencies. One of his shrewdest spies is a woman who later in the story
falls for Number 326, a successful young detective who is out to "get" the man whose
lery
photo doesn't even stand in the rogues galIt's quite some time before he realizes that
Haghi, the bank owner, and Haghi, the crook
are one and the same person. The biggest
surprise comes when we find out that Haghi,
the crook, and Haghi, the bank owner, is also
the sensational vaudeville clown and a member of the same secret service agency as Number 326 himself is'. Of course, Haghi is finally
outwitted, but how? Not until Number 326
has ruined an entire bank and is almost suffocated. The final scene showing Haghi on
the stage, going through his number for the
last time at the point of a half dozen guns,
deserved the applause which it received.
Number 326 was played by Willy Frisch,
the German Ronald Colman. Up until this
picture he always had the easiest type of parts
to play but here is a hero a la carte. In
Gerda Maurus, as Sonja the tool of Haghi,
Fritz Lang has made a find that he can be
proud of. Arno Wagner's photography is excellent. The film was made and is being distributed byUFA. It will surely win its laurels
throughout the world.

Film Company Honors Its
Hockey Team Champions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

OTTAWA, May L— The Canadian International Films, Ltd., staff will entertain its
championship hockey team at a dance to be
held at Trenton, at which the championship
cup will be presented. Alore than 500 people
have been invited.

Dix Understudy Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

SALINA, KAN., May 1.— Frank H. DeWeese, 27 years old, understudy of Richard
Dix in "The Quarterback" and former roommate of "Buddy" Rogers at the University of
Kansas, died here recently in a hospital, following an operation for quinsy. His parents
live in Bonner Springs, Kansas, a suburb of
Kansas City.

Blight Installs Vitaphone
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PORTLAND, ORE., May 1.— Frank Blight
of the Bligh theatre of Salem will install Vitaphone in the Capitol theatre, which will open
May 11 with "The Jazz Singer."
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UniversaVs Third Hugo Story
producing
IN Who
hs" Man
Laug"The
for
1928-29, Universal has
brought its third Victor
Hugo classic to the screen.
This is the tragic, yet
beautiful, story of Gwynp 1 a i n e, the disfigured
clown. Conrad Veidt and
Mary Philbin have the
g
leadin
directed. roles. Paul Leni

Above — A scene showing the great Southwark Fair, a carnival celebrated in England in the days of Queen Anne.
At left — A street in the London of the
early 170(fs, as it appears in "The Man
Who Laughs."
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Efficient Selling Is Keynote
Of Conventions Now Underway

Points Road to Better B. O.
With Draw of Improved Films
New Standard Exhibition Contract and Increased Competition of Talking Pictures Are Factors
Efficiency in distribution of pictures made under "the soundest production
program the industry has yet had," is the keynote of sales executives as the
companies
into action
for the new selHng season with the opening of*
the annual swing
conventions
this week.
The meanings of the words "efficiency" and "economy" have been so generally confused in the past half-year that there has been even a danger of
backsliding into pessimism, these leaders say. That is over, they declare, and
instead of "economy," with the false interpretation some have given to it,
the word being brought to the conventions is "efficiency."
Better Pictures, Better B. O.
Making every dollar count in distribution as it is being made to count in
production, provides a twofold benefit for the exhibitor, these sales leaders
declare, by giving him better pictures as a draw for greater box office returns. And the exhibitor, they say, will realize what that means more than
ever when the product begins to appear on the screens with the increased
business that the better pictures automatically command from the public.

Vonceil Viking, Scandinavian beauty and,
like her antecedents, a rover. She recently "roved" from New York to Los
Angeles on horseback! Now she is Ted
Wells' leading woman
erns. in Universal West'

Stanley Company
Plan Theatre to
Cost $2,000,000
The Stanley Company of America has announced that a new theatre will be built in
West Philadelphia at a cost of $2,000,000. It
will have a seating capacity of around 4,000
and will be completed for the 1929 season.
The Empress theatre, Butte, Montana, has
been sold by Mrs. Fannie Sutton to Louis
Rosenstein, who expects to open it as a picture theatre. . . . The Lyric and Olympic theatres in Pittsburgh have closed, and the Cameo
goes into second run house with daily changes,
and the State will adopt a similar policy. . . .
Harry Milstein has been made manager of
the Pittsburgh Universal exchange upon the
resignation of Phil Dunas. It is rumored
that Fox Film Corporation has purchased several parcels of land on Perm and 7th streets
in Pittsburgh and that a huge theatre will be
built. . . .
Peter Sinopoulos, manager of the Orphcum
theatre, Oklahoma City, has been found guilt>of seven charges of violating the state child
labor laws and fined $10 and cost on each
charge. . . . M. K. Moore, manager for the
Publix theatre the Capitol at Oklahoma Cit\-,
has been transferred to the Joy and New theatres at Fort Smith, yVrkansas, and will be succeeded by Norman Prager. . . . The Cozy
theatre, Fulton, Kansas, has been purchased
by Charles R. Smith and will be renovated.
. . . The Capitol theatre at Kansas City, which
closed several months ago as a motion i)iclure and musical comedy house, has opeiud
with the same
policy.

"The opening of the new sales season,
which leads into the new theatrical season,
means the opening of a new chapter in the
history
industry,"article
Martin
J. Quigley
declared ofin the
an editorial
in the
current
week's issue. "Because of the conditions
that exist, the number of pages in this chapter that will be written in red ink will depend more upon the spirit with which the
new season is entered upon than anything
New

Contract Discussed

One of the first subjects to be covered at
the conventions is the new Standard Exhibielse."
tion Contract. The instrument drawn up
by the Contract Committee in Chicago last
February will be explained in detail to the
sales forces at their annual powwows. With
the Standard Contract effective May 1,
salesmanagers, branch chiefs and the men
in the field alike are affected by the new instrument from the start of their selling
campaigns.
Another new factor in the initiation of the
selling season is the talking picture. With
several more companies just entering this
field and Western Electric negotiating with
several other producers for synchronization
of their product for the coming season,
brisk competition
is awaited,
witli a wide

Exhibitor-Censor Fails to
Cut Scenes; Arrested
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PORTLAND.
ORE.. May 1.—
Floyd Maxwell, manager of the
Broadway theatre, here, is a member
of the censor board, and the board
called for two nose thumbing scenes
in "Sadie Thompson" to be cut out.
Maxwell ran the picture with the objectionable scenes. Two ladies of
the censor board objected and had
the board sign a warrant for his arrest. The warrant was served.

selection of synchronized pictures for the
theatre owner.
All companies now have preparations
completed for their gatherings; in fact,
some will already have opened their sessions before this issue is off the presses.
There still is a difference of opinion between sales officers as to the advisability
of conducting one general meeting for all
sales staffs in the United States and Canada,
or two or three sectional meetings.
Following is a list of dates of conventions
alreadv announced, in chronological order:
UNIVERSAL— Atlantic City, April 26 to
30; St. Louis, Alay 2 to 5; San Francisco,
May 9 to 12.
WARNER
BROTHERS— New York,
April 27 to 29.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
— Pittsand Mayburgh,1.April 27-28; Kansas City, .\pril 30
TIFFANY-STAHL— Chicago, April 2829; New York and Los Angeles, simultaneous meetings. May 5-6.
FIRST NATIONAL— Chicago, April 29
to Mav 3.
PARAMOUNT— Washington, April 30
Mav 3; Detroit, Mav 6-9; San Francisco,
Mav 13-16.
EDUCATIONAL— Montreal, in May.
F B O — Chicago, May 14. No other
places
yet. will
If be
lasta year's
scheduleannounced
is followedasthere
meeting May 7 in the east and one May 21 on
the W^est Coast.
PAT HE— Chicago, May 21.
While various forms of entertainment
have been arranged for the sales forces,
business will be the big order of the day at
all the meetings.

Pleads Guilty of Theatre
Holdup; Gets Ten Years
.Moving

Picture

}\\'rlj)

KANSAS CITY, May 1,— lames Clancy
pleaded guilty here to the charge of holding
up and robbing the Benton theatre, a suburban house, of $450. March 5. and was
sentenced to 10 years in the ponitentiarv.
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I Knew Them (Films) When —

fDid you know that in the olden days in the industry the state police would
close a motion picture theatre if a motor was used on a projector^ That's
one of the interesting bits in the third and last article of the series written for
tlie "Herald-World" by John P. Dibble, y^, of the Park theatre at Branford,
Conn. "Pop's" exhibition experience is as old as the motion picture industry
itself, starting in i8p6.

I

HAVE one of the first Power's projectors, also six other Power's No. 5
projectors.
Mr. Nicholas Power was my personal friend for many years.
I knew him well, long before the invention of his projector, in the old
Kinetoscope days.
i

The Pathe people were strong on handcolored films — at just double the price of plain
films. I bought and showed copies of all
their colored films, and have some of them
still with my collection of antiques.
As will be noticed, the development of
moving pictures was very slow, and nearly
ten years from the starting of same they had
only reached the length of a one-reel film.
Then two-reel Westerns came in, also two
and three-reel dramas. Very simple subjects
mostly, and 'most anybody among the actors.
No mention was made as to the identity of
the actors or their names, as is now so very
much in evidence.
But soon came a change in that respect,
and the Vitagraph people first began to advertise their "Vitagraph Girl" — Florence
Turner. This was followed by booming Maurice Costello, "Little Mary," as Mary Pickford
was called, Blanche Sweet, Flora Finch, John
Bunny and many others.
American Dramas "Rotten" Then
But the picture drama generally was still
in a very simple, crude state. Some of the
French dramas were not so bad. The Pathe
company had many clever little dramas, but
the American, as well as the English, Nor-
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the greatest moving pictures in the world,
wrote that he personally believed that the
long features (meaning the five-reel subjects)
were "doomed" and the exhibitors would soon
return to the short subject programs, as the
public
demanded
— that "the
feature
is
doomed
and itssame
deathknell
will long
be sounded
This is no reflection on the judgment of
one of the greatest men the movies have proshortly." duced. It only shows how uncertain the
movie game has been from the start. It has
been, and I believe still is, a wonderful game
of chance. I myself personally have not "won
out." Still I am "for it," and have been for
32 past years, without intermission.

By POP (JOHN P.) DIBBLE
Daddy of Them All

T AM still using Power's projectors, sfeveral
-^ nights every week. They are, however, the
modern motor-driven projectors, but I could
crank the oldtime machines again, if necessary, for I did crank them for 26 years. A
steady grind, and I liked it, too.
Police Barred Motor Projector
In those good old days I was proprietor,
manager, press agent, projectionist, and, in
fact, "the whole push." And I can remember
well, and not s'o long ago, when the Connecticut and Massachusetts state police would
close any show if a motor was used on a
projector.
The old first projectors had no safety attachments whatever — no magazines for films,
or safety shutters. The films were run loose
into trunk, box, basket or bag — any old way.
No asbestos projection room, or booth, had
yet been thought of. No stands, or legs, even,
on the first projector. It was set up on a
box or any convenient way, in the midst of
the audience at the most convenient distance
from the stage — if any.
Never Burned Foot of Film
It was only after many film fires that the
present strict regulations were established
throughout the country. Film fires were common and sometimes disastrous, but I can
truthfully say that I never had one. I have
yet to burn my first foot of film.
On those first short films there were no
titles, no subtitles. The first to use titles, or
any printed matter on films, were the Pathe
company, printing always in red, and with
their two little motionless red roosters, which
continued to rule the Pathe roost for eight
or ten years, followed by their present big
white bird, who stretches his neck and crows
so artistically.
No Mention of Actors at First

WORLD

wegian and Italian dramas, were simply rotten, and then some.
As to music in the good old days, it was
a decided contrast to the grand organs and
orchestras of the present uptodate palaces.
The grand music for my first movie roadshow
was a small Edison phonograph — though
later, as soon as Mr. Edison had produced
same, I purchased one of his "grand concert"
phonographs, with the big wax cylinders.
Carried Piano Player
Also we used the theatre piano — more or
less tin-panny — as the case might be, as we
carried a piano player, also a singer for the
illustrated songs, which then seemed a necessity for every respectable picture show. The
illustrated song habit continued for several
years — and then stopped suddenly everywhere.
We also carried an expert to work the "sound
effects" — imitations — back of the screen, such
as firing guns in battles, and clanging of bells
in fire runs.
A single reel was usually shown at this
time in vaudeville theatres to close their prowas time
called
the supposed
"chaser,"to aschase
the
movies gram,
at andthat
were
the audience out more rapidly than anything
yet discovered, and so make room for a new
and more or less fresh audience.
But soon the store shows and small theatres
began to flood the entire country, and there
was a change. Then in 1912 the Famous
Players company started their five-reel dramas, with honest-to-goodness actors, and the
business began to hum. Yet there was much
opposition to the longer films by many of the
exhibitors and producers.
Laemmle on 5-Reel Pictures
As late in the game as 1914, eighteen years
after the moving pictures started, no less a
personage than Carl Laemmle, who was then
a famous producer, and is now still more
famous and who has since produced some of

ife

Midwesco Theatres
Makes Many Changes
In Staff Personnel
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

MILWAUKEE, May 1.— H. J. Fitzgerald,
general manager, announces the following
changes in the personnel of Midwesco
Theatres, Inc. J. William Deubach has
been appointed purchasing agent of the circuit; Louis Orlove has been made manager
of the Mirth theatre; Milton Harman,
manager of the Mirth theatre, goes to
the Savoy theatre, succeeding Harry Perlewitz, who has resigned to enter the amusement business for himself.
B. R. Griffiths has been appointed manager of the Tivoli theatre, succeeding Donald Smith. Robert Frenzel has been added
to the auditing department as assistant to
Frank Coggins. F. R. Thompson succeeds
R. W. Hyde in charge of the Retlaw theatre, Fond du Lac. Charlie Murray succeeds
J. William Deubach as manager of the Oriental theatre.
Cliff Gill has been added to the advertising department. George F. Crismann has
been made assistant in the reorganization of
the purchasing department, while Russell
Leddy has been appointed an assistant production manager.

Ludwig and Perlewitz
Buy
Three Theatres
Moving Picture World)
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and

MILWAUKEE,
May l.--John Ludwig,
president of the Ludwig Film Exchange,
Milwaukee and Minneapolis, and Harry
Perlewitz have taken a fourteen-year lease
on the Jackson, Astor, and Murray, three
neighborhood houses formerly operated by
the Milwaukee Theatre Circuit, Inc. The
three houses will go to the new owners
April 29, and will be under the personal
supervision of Harry Perlewitz, who has
resigned his position as manager of Midwesco's Savoy theatre.

Dorothy Knapp Is
Signed for Fox Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)
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Eight o'clock a. m. — A bit of breakfast
for Alice Day and Matt Moore in the
course of the seri-comic events that comprise the action of UniversaVs "Phyllis
of the Follies."

HOLLYWOOD,
May 1.— Dorothy
Knapp, billed as "The Most Beautiful Girl
in the World," in all of Earl Carroll's Vanities," will display her pulchritude in "None
But the Brave," a Fox picture, according
to an announcement yesterday from the
William Fox studios in Los Angeles.

■
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Holds Farewell Show
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

MILWAUKEE,
May 1.— The Majestic
theatre held last week its farewell show
preparatory
moving
new Riverside theatre tothis
week.intoThethe same
policy
of vaudeville and photoplays will be followed in the new 3,000 seat house as in the
old theatre at the same prices.
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Daylight Saving Is Losing Out
Except in East, Exhibitors Find
Thanks, Subscribers
For Sending Copies
So generous has been the response
to the "HERALD-WORLD'S" request for the return of certain
copies desired to complete the 61es
of the government library at Washington that no more issues need be
returned.
Many thanks.

Attorney Lauds Judge
For Ending Injunction
Against
'King Herald
of andKings'
(Special to Exhibitors
Moving Picture World)

NEW ORLEANS, May 1.— Arthur B. Leopold, well known attorney here, lauded Judge
Pittman of Memphis for recently dissolving
the injunction against showing there of "The
King of Kings," on the grounds that barring
the picture was tantamount to religious suppression. Leopold spoke in praise of the
action upon reading an account of the decision in Exhibitors Herald and Moving
Picture World.
He said:
"I have read Judge Pittman's decision dissolving the injunction against the showing
of 'The King of Kings,' a religious picture,
at the Lyric theatre, Memphis, Tenn. In my
opinion, as a matter of law, courts are without jurisdiction to prohibit the showing of
moving pictures, the presentation of a spoken
drama, or any type of amusement, except
when the same may have a tendency to corrupt the morals or decency of the community,
or is in some manner objectionable as a
nuisance, or would incite the spectators to
such a degree that the showing would be
contrary to peace, quiet and good order, or
in any other way offensive. Judge Pittman
ought to be commended in separating religion and law."

K, C, Film Board Elects
Leo(Special
Doty
Vice-President
to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture

World)

KANSAS CITY, May 1.— Leo J. Doty, assistant manager of the United Artists exchange here, has been elected vice-president
of the Kansas City Film Board of Trade to
succeed Arthur Cole, who resigned as branch
manager of Paramount. Oscar Morgan, newly
appointed branch manager of Paramount, was
elected to the board of directors of the film
board.

Chicago Theatres Open Night
Shows Later To Draw Patrons
New

York State Houses Adopt Policy of Continuing
Amateur Performances Through Summer

By ERNEST A. ROVELSTAD
Daylight saving is losing out, except in the East, and exhibitors welcome
that trend as the answer to a problem for which they have found no general
solution, as far as the conduct of their theatres is concerned.
Start Night Shows Later
One fairly successful method of combating daylight saving's effects upon attendance at Chicago theatres has been to hold back the evening shows as late
as possible, in order to draw patronage to the first show. Some of the houses
in upper New York state are adopting a policy of continviing amateur nights
through the summer.
More than half the cities of New York
state will be under the early time schedule
this year, about the same number as last
year. Philadelphia took on the summer
schedule Sunday, but exhibitors doubt a
serious effect on patronage, the effect having been less noticeable last year than the
year before. The South and Southeast have
banished the daylight saving idea in practically all cities.
Chicago has it again, but there is an indication of the general sentiment outside Chicago in the fact that five cities in Illinois
within a week have rejected clock-changing.
Kansas City has returned to standard time,
apparently for good, and San Francisco is
practically certain to retain the regular time
though the issue is sure to come before the
next legislature.
Here is the situation in various territories
as surveyed by Herald- World correspondents :

Kansas Exhibitors Happy
at Return to Old Time

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)
KANSAS CITY, May 1.— Kansas City
exhibitors this year are thankful that the
city "dads" have concluded that daylight
saving is justcomplishes
so nothing
muchintended.
"applesauce"
and acOne veteran
exhibitor, whose career in showmanship
dates back to the dawn of the motion picture, was unusually forceful in expressing
his elation over the fact. He is A. M. Eis-

Butte Exchange Closed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

SEATTLE, May 1.— Hereafter exhibitors
in the State of Montana will have to secure
their Columbia film from the Seattle Exchange. However, for the convenience of
customers a shipping station will be continued
at Butte, Montana. Pete Carroll is now manager for Columbia Pictures in Seattle, and L.
E. Tillman is manager in Portland, Ore.

Kennedy Returns East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, May 1.— Joseph P. Kennedy,
president of F B O, arrived in New York
Thursday, returning from a short trip to California. He was accompanied by E. B. Derr,
vice-president of F B O, and Eddie Moore.
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An elaborate set makes this a memorable
scene. It was prepared for a wedding
sequence in Universal's "Man. fToman
and
Norman
Pauline
Starke Wife."
and Marian
NixonKerry.
head the
cast.

ner, manager of the New Gillis theatre and
former
sas City.president of the M. P. T. O. KanHow Patrons Figure It
"When daylight saving was in force in
Kansas City I decided to make a personal
investigation of the reaction it had upon patrons," he said. "I found that four out of
five families who are not out in their motor
cars will sit on the porch until about dark,
which is about 8 o'clock standard time in
the summer, then look at the clock and discover that, by daylight saving time, it is 9
and too late to think of going to the neighborhood picture show, as the father must
get up by daylight saving time, which, they
tell themselves, is really an hour earlier
than otherwise.
"People don't like to walk into a show,
especially a neighborhood picture show,
when it is daylight. They like to either
take a short ride in the car or sit on their
porches until dusk, then go to the neighborhood show and be home by 9:30. Under
the daylight saving system that is impossible. An exhibitor can figure his business
for the summer is just about 55 per cent
less under the daylight saving system.
Psychologically Off Color
"I have had patrons who have actually
complained that they regretted they were
being 'forced' to remain away from the
shows they wanted to see, simply because
they could not persuade themselves to walk
into my theatre when the sun was shining.
Not that they were so anxious to remain
outside and look at the sun. which they had,
so they admitted, seen thousands of times
before, but just because the whole thing
was psychologically 'off color.' You may
take it from me — daylight saving is the
'bunk,' theatre business or no theatre busi-

Amateur Nights Used
to Aid Summer B. O.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald
Moving Picture If'orld)

and

.'\LBANY, May 1.— Thirty-three of the
60 cities in New York state started daylight
saving Sunday, according to the New York
State Conference of Mayors. This is approximately tlie same number as a year
nci^s.''
ago, and includes practically all the larger
cities. Rochester will operate on daylight
saving for a shorter period this year, as
will six other cities. These 40 cities represent 8,000,(XX) population.
F.xliibitors in -Mbany, Troy and Schenectady have made no plans whatever to combat the cflfect
of daylight
saving
(CoHlinutd
on pofft
102) on attend-
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would be advisable to have the policemen attend when not in uniform. He said their
tickets would be paid for out of the 'contingency fund,' but that the contingency would
not be considered great enough to permit a
policeman to take his wife and children with
hirn. Any censoring done by the families of
policemen must be financed privately.

Scenes jrom two Universal-] ewel productions for 1928-29. At left is shown Bessie Love in a
"goodness-gracious-I-forgot-to-pull-down-tlie-shade" scene from "Has Anybody Here Seen
Kelly." The other picture shows Francis X. Bushman and June Marlowe in a scene from
"The Grip of the Yukon," an unusual story of the love of two men for the daughter of the
man they killed.

Patrolmen Named Screen Czars
In Prize Travesty of Censors
Kansas City's Bluecoated Autocrats Must Pay Their Way, Being
Reimbursed Out of Contingent Fund — O.K. on Burlesques But
Not "Subtle" Enough for Dramas, Says Commissioner
The censorship farce of the century appears to have Kansas City as
ting. For years the wheels of the motion picture industry have been
without anything resembling interference from Kansas City's one-man
ship board. Few persons in the city even knew Kansas City had a
Censorship for stage shows was unheard of.

its setturning
censorcensor.

Society Finds and "Out"
Then, about one year ago, the Society for the Suppression of Commercialized
Vice, longing for activity of some kind, launched a campaign against stage
shows and alleged immoral pictures. Time and again the society was laughed
down by press and public, and the county prosecutor, who sided with the
society, was severely criticized by Judge Ralph S. Latshaw of the circuit court
for neglecting" duties more important and burdening the circuit with cases
against theatre managers.
But the society was stubborn. It kept seeking an "out." At last it has found one. At
a meeting between representatives of the society and Chief W'illiam A. Shreeve of the
police depar.ment, Chief Shreeve, apparently
in a rare sense of humor, decided upon a move
which sent daily newspapers and the public
into a fit of laughter such as has not echoed
through Kansas City in many years. Be it
known that in the future Kansas City's patrolmen, whose duties have been confined to loading drunken citizens, pickpockets and bandits
into patrol wagons, will be Kansas City's'
dramatic censors. Inasmuch as the society's
campaign has been directed against the screen,
as well as the stage, the censorship of the
police will apply to both cases.
Something New in Critics
The Kansas City Star, in a front page news
story, had the following to say :
"When the names of the most feared dramatic critics are inscribed in the history of the
theatre, they probably will be headed by
George Bernard Shaw, William Archer and
Sergt. "Siki" Myers of the Kansas City police
department.
"That opinion is based upon the supposition that Sergt. '.Siki' will throw his heart into
the new work that has been assigned the
police as heartily as he has taken to loading
into the patrol wagon those who looked upon
the wine when it was red and those who
danced without paying the curfew ringer.
"For the police now are to be dramatic
critics. To the duties of whistling those who
attempt to think on the public streets hack to
the curbs and the general business nf mis-

creant chasing, have been added those of deciding when a dance step becomes a wiggle,
when a ballet skirt becomes an 'abbreviated
costume' and when sophisticated repartee becomes 'dirty talk' in the theatre.
"These powers were given the police today
after a conference behind closed doors at
police headquarters. The conference was a
continuation of one begun yesterday between
representatives of the Society for the Prevention of Commercialized Vice, the city counselor's office and the police.
"William A. Shreeve, chief of police, was
named spokesman for the group. At the
close of the session Chief Shreeve said that,
acting on complaints by Nat Spencer, secretary of the Society for the Prevention of
Commercialized Vice, the police were going
to investigate all shows whose morality was
complained of.
Must Buy Own Ducats
"The police reports will be turned over to
the city counselor's office where further investigation will be made and warrants will be
iss'ued if such action is considered necessary.
"The revolutionary part of the new order is
that the policemen are to pay for their tickets.
Some of Chief Shreeve's auditors expressed
the fear this alone might arouse the suspicions of the theatre managers.
"If a box office girl telephones to the manager's office, 'There'.s' a policeman down here
paying for his ticket,' it was suggested the
manager immediately would rush backstage,
shou'ing, 'Wear the hoop skirts and sing the
old-fashioned number this show, girls.'
"Chief
Shreeve
answered
that perhaps
it

What About "Twelfth Night"?
"The chief explained authority for the new
ruling was found in section 291, page 600, in
the Ordinances of Kansas City, Mo. The ordinance prohibits all indecent or lewd dress in
theatre, all indecent behavior and the wearing
of any dress designed for the other sex.
"Emil W. Koch, police commissioner, who
attended the meeting, was questioned in regard to this last point. A strict interpretation of the ordinance would oblige an\Kansas City high school desiring to perform
Shakespeare's 'Twelfth Night' or 'As You
Like It' to do so in Hickman Mills or Raytown.
"Mr. Koch declined to answer the question.
"M. A. O'Donnell, the other police commissioner, seemed a trifle skeptical about the
critical abilities of his men.
" 'They're not trained for it,' he explained.
'.\ policeman who is good at bringing noisy
strangers into the station may be a total
loss with the dialogue of Oscar Wilde or
Michael Arlen.
Critical Squad Next?
" 'The boys aren't all so subtle. I guess
we can trust them on judging the burlesque
shows, but we may need a critcal squad for
"Itdramas.'
was pointed out that anyone who cared
the
to complain
of a theatrical performance could
do so by caHing police headquarters — Harrison
1500 — and asking for an investigation.
"Next week the police will begin independent investigations. Mr. Spencer said his
workers would do the same."

F B O Completes Plans
for 4 (Special
''Gold
Bond'' Specials
to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving

Picture

World)

NEW YORK, May 1.— F B O has completed plans for four "Gold Bond" specials
which will go into production within the next
two months. They are "The Circus Kid," a
Ralph Ince production starring Frankie
Darro ; "Gang War," directed by Bert Glennon ; "Sally's Shoulders," directed by Lynn
Shores', and the fourth is to be a comedy
drama directed by Marshall Neilan with
Chester Conklin as the star. All will be completed for fall release.

Director Aids Another
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

LONDON, April 14 (By Mail).— Leo
Lasko, German director of the UFA Company, performed a gracious act in flying
to London this week especially to advise
George Banfield of Britsh Filmcraft Production on the the German war scenes and
uniforms

in "The

Burgomaster

of Stile-

K. C. Film Ball League?
monde."

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

KANSA.S CITY, May 1.— Kansas City's
film row is busily engaged in arguing "pro"
and "con" about a proposed Film Row Baseball League.
of the
Midwest'
Theatres,
Inc., F.
is E.
the Ritter
voluntary
organizer
of
the league and is waiting for some response.

Wife of Exhibitor Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

KANSAS CITY, May 1.— Mrs. Florence
Koch, wife of Stanley Koch, veteran exhibitor
and film salesman, who now is manager of
the Synchrophone company in Kansas City, is
dead after less than one dav's illness.
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Here's a team of feminine
balance the page. Surely,
thing to do with humor,
(left) and Jane Laurel,
comediennes, are very

comedy players to
if beauty has anythen May Ashley
Paramount-Christie
funny, what?
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He's an ugly-looking brute, but
Barbara Kent, Universal player, likes
him. She has named him Gwynplaine, after the leading character in
"The Man Who Laughs."
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Stories Told
by the Camera

Have you seen this one? Of course, you've
seen the perpetrator of this trick. Stan Laurel,
and his interested partner, Oliver Hardy. They
are the popular team of comedians
Roach
productions.

in M-G-M-

Welcoming Aaron Sapiro into the indu.stry. Sapiro is head of the newly formed Independent Motion PiiTure Hxhibitors .\ssociJlion
in the New York City territory, and the T. O. C. C. recently tendered him n banquet by way of introducing; him Co the irjdc. The
dinner, given at the Ritz-Carlton hotel in New York, was attended by many of those most prominent in the tilm world.
.S.ipiro ujs
previously a promoter of co-operative enterprises in other fields.
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Going for a sleigh-ride in the steam-heated studio! It can be done, for above you
see Robert Frazer and Josephine Borio about to glide over the glistening "snow"
without braving the wintry blasts. The explanation is that this is a set for "The
Scarlet Letter," a forthcoming Tiflany-Stahl production with Frazer and Miss Borio
in the leading roles.
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Music hath charms, but not all of 'em when Laiua
La Plante is the musician. In the instance pictured,
moreover, it is practically certain that the Universal
star has it on the particular brand of sound she is
supposed to be producing. We never did get much
of a kick out of drum solos. Walter Anthony, Universal title writer, is the innocent bystander, and the
episode occurred outsidestudio.
his official sanctuary at the

Shirley Collins has won for
herself a prominent place
among comediennes. Appearing in Paramount-Christie
productions, she now plays
feminine leads in Billy
Dooley's comedies.

You usually see her pictured astride a bronco,
for Vonceil Viking, you recall, recently completed a 120-day horseback ride from New
York to Los Angeles. She since has been appointed leading woman opposite Ted Wells
in Universal Westerns.

An up-and-coming Universal
player is Flora Bramley. A
1928 Wampas "Baby Star,"
Miss Bramley has an important role in Universal's story
"We Americans."

A famous comedian and his (of course, proud) dad.
This picture of Harold Lloyd and his father, J.
Darsie Lloyd, was taken in New York on the occasion of their sojourn there for the opening of Harold's latest (and some say futmiest) Paramoustt
comedy, "Speedy."
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Win at Pawtucket;
Lose in Birmingham
A two-year Bght for Sunday shows
at Pawtucket, R. I., was won when
licenses were issued by the aldermen. Pawtucket had been excluded
from the provisions of a state law
allowing Sunday shows in other
states. Harry F. Storin, manager of
the Leroy theatre, on behalf of the
theatre managers issued a statement
praising the city government for its
courteous consideration of the application and pledged better shows
for the city.
At Birmingham, despite a brilliant
campaign, the move to open the theatres on Sunday was defeated, 12,425
to 9,169. The referendum vote was
one of the heaviest ever recorded
there.

Charles Duell Loses Suit
for $5,000,000 Against
Lillian Gish, Court Rules
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May L— Charles Duell
cannot collect $5,000,000 from Lillian Gish according to a ruling of the Superior Court,
last week. Duell charged breach of contract,
but it was found the issues had been adjudicated before.

Paramount

Will Not

Show *'Dawn," English
Film, in Its Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, May 1.— Announcement has
been made by Paramount that the motion picture "Dawn," showing the execution of Edith
Cavell, would not be shown in any theatre
which the company owns or controls.

M'G'M
Uses Big Cast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture

World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May 1.— When filming
began on the court room scene in MetroGoldwyn-Mayer's picture, "The Bellamy
Trial," 19 featured players were assembled
for parts. The court room sequences run
through the entire picture.

Carewe Signs Unknown
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May 1.— Edwin Carewe
has announced through United Artists that
LeRoy Mason, of whom nobody (not even
Mr. Carewe) had ever heard before, will
appear opposite Dolores
venge."

del Rio in "Re-

M . 5. Harris at Venetian
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

MILWAUKEE, May L— Marvin S. Harris, manager of the Lake, Milwaukee, has
been made manager of the Venetian theatre.
He succeeds Emil Franke, who is now manager of the State.

Caddo Signs Darrow
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May 1.— John Darrow
has been awarded a long term contract with
Caddo Productions by Howard Hughes as
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Goodwill Drive Wins Fight for
Sunday Pictures at Hinsdale, 111.
G. W. Kruger, Manager, Puts Over Smashing Victory Without
Advertisements or Trailers — Wins Debate Over Two
Opponents at Meeting Called by Women Voters
Goodwill removes mountains, for the theatre owner as well as adage writers.
No better proof of the truth of this need be sought than the experience of G. W.
Kruger, manager of the Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111., who put over a Sunday
closing campaign a week ago without the semblance of advertisements or
trailers. And he won by the unprecedented majority of almost three to one
at the polls.
Overcomes Many Handicaps
It was from the start a campaign to win the confidence of the public, a campaign waged despite a series of disadvantages that might have disheartened
an exhibitor with less courage and optimism. It was also -an eye-opener on
what constitutes goodwill, for Kruger and for other exhibitors who may be in
a similar predicament.
When the election was called there was no
one at first openly opposed to Sunday shows.
In fact, the theatre manager was surprised to
learn how many organizations favored his side.
The American Legion, the Chamber of Commerce, the Lions Club, the superintendent of
schools — all were for him.
Swings Civic Support
That support, however, did not come out of
a clear sky. Kruger had swung the Legion
play to the theatre, winning the war veterans'
goodwill. Then the high school juniors decided to stage their play at the theatre. The
seniors determined to follow suit, but Kruger
advised them to wait until after the election,
because if Sunday shows were voted down he
might not remain in Hinsdale. That made the
seniors boosters for the theatre in their homes.
Sixty days before the election he went to
the city attorney and learned the legal requirement for obtaining a referendum. (Hinsdale
for years had been considered closed territory
for Sunday shows.) He was told that he must
have 600 signers of a petition in 30 days. Then
came the first revelation as to the amount of
goodwill he already had. Eight hundred signed
in four days. Then he stopped the petition.
Church Shows Threatened
Kruger was about to go to the ministers and
learn their sentiment, when Rev. W. A. Rowell
came to him. Kruger showed him the breadand-butter figures of what Sunday receipts
meant to the theatre. Rev. Rowell walked out,
threatening to run Sunday pictures in his
church if they were to be shown in the theatre, Kruger said.
Next a minority group in the Woman's Club
put through a resolution condemning Sunday
pictures, after the president of the organiza-

He Should Have Been
A Gag Title Writer !
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

KANSAS CITY, April 28.— Laughter, loud shrieks and yells of laughter, came cascading up to the o£Bce
of G. A. Maloney, manager of the
Ritz theatre, during the feature picture and it wasn't that kind of
picture. At the same time during the
next show the laughter came again
from the theatre. Maloney, being inquisitive, investigated. That day he
had accepted a slide contract for advertising an apartment building. The
ad was too long, so he had had it cut.
The slide
revised
read:decorated
"Apartment forasrent.
Newly

a result of his good work in "Hell's Angels."
Angels."
janitor."

tion had told Kruger to expect some such
action despite the fact that the majority in the
club favored them.
Women

Voters Call Meeting

Then the fun began. The League of Women
Voters called a public meeting five days before
election for the ostensible purpose of permitting the candidates at the village elections in
conjunction with the referendum to give their
platforms, but with announcement that Sunday
meeting. would be discussed at the end of the
pictures
The chairman called up Kruger and asked
if he would speak and also obtain another
speaker favoring Sunday shows, as there were
to be two speakers on the opposite side. It
was not to be a debate, as there was to be no
rebuttal. Kruger decided to go it alone, as he
considered it would be a tactical error to obtain an outside speaker. He insisted, however,
upon being permitted to speak last.
Wins 7 of 9 Ministers
On Sunday a pastor allotted five minutes of
his sermon to the unfairness of requiring that
Kruger speak alone against two opponents.
Then Kruger made inquirj' and found that
seven of the nine ministers in Hinsdale endorsed his stand.
The public meeting really determined the
election. After the two opponents, one of
them Rev. Rowell, had spoken, Kruger arose
and gave an address crammed with facts, all
supported by documents. He emphasized that
the theatre needed more revenue, that he was
giving Hinsdale selected pictures under selective contracts with all distributors, that most
opposition to Sunday shows is the result of
false tradition, that Lake Forest, 111., with its
exclusive citizenship, had found Sunday shows
successful, and that all should abide by the
result of the election, whichever way it went.
And then he answered a bombardment of questions.
Address

Printed in Newspaper

His address was printed in full in the ffiiusdalc Doings, and 4.000 copies were distributed,
with a specimen ballot, from door to door. He
also sent a thank-you letter and sample ballot
to each of the 800 signers of his petition. Aid
also came from another quarter when tvvo
days before the election Rev. Eugene Milne
Cosgrovc, openly in favor of Sunday shows,
had
a plea also
for had
unified
communityspirit.printed
Rev. Cosgrove
championed
his
cause at the meeting.
And the result? Kruger. who l^efore coming to Hinsdale a year ago had been manager
for F & R's Rialto and I.oring theatre? in
Minneapolis, tells us that Sunday shows won
67.5 per cent of tlie vote of the exclusive districts of Hinsdale and 70 per cent from the
workingmcn's section. His goodwill campaign
had won a sweeping victory.
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Profits on Fox
Film Issues at
Higher Level
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving

Picture

World)

LOS

ANGELES, May 1.— Because of improvements in earnings and increased revenues from recent acquisitions, earnings of
Fox Film Corporation for the current year
should approximate $7,000,000, according to
semi-official estimates. This will be equal
to $9 a share on the combined Class A and
B stocks.

Many Theatre Changes
in Kansas, Missouri
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

Metropolitan life in the heart of the tropics, as portrayed in the Universal-Jewel production,
"Hot Heels." This set is said to be a faithful representation of one of Havana's leading
hotels, and, of course, no one but a globe-trotter who takes himself seriously would argue the
point.
This picture features Glenn Tryon and Patsy Ruth Miller and was produced under
the direction of William J. Craft.

Ringling Buys Ticket from Wagon
In Circus Tieup with Theatre
Sawdust Colony Turns Out 200 Strong for Opening of Chaplin Picture-^
Acrobats and Clowns Appear on Stage
[By Special Correspondent of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World]
A TLANTA, May 1. — John Ringling, millionaire circus owner, stepped into
U-\ a new role that made a tremendous hit with citizens of Sarasota, Fla.,
■A- J^ and the surrounding country, when he joined forces with Manager
George Hofifman of Universal's Edwards theatre at that point and gave Charlie
Chaplin's "The Circus" a send-ofif that is unique in the annals of motion picture exploitation.
Hoffman booked "The Circus" he
WHEN
planned to make the premiere a farewell
party for the circus colony, on the eve of its
departure for Madison Square Garden to open
its season, after the first winter in its mammoth new quarters in Sarasota. He mentioned
his plans to General A'lanager Kannalley of the
Ringling organization and forthwith developed
the stunt that set the town "on its ear."
200 in Circus Colony Attend
Not only did the circus colony attend 200
strong, with Mr. and Mrs. John Ringling, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Ringling, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Ringling, each with a large party, occupying seats of honor, but the theatre itself
took on the atmosphere of the "big top."
Gay striped awnings stretched over the marquee ;sawdust covered the floor of the lobby ;
the official ticket wagon of the circus drew up
at the curb and a uniformed ticket seller
passed out the pasteboards. For the first time
in his life John Ringling bought a ticket from
his own wagon — he insisted upon paying his
own way and no one could stop him.
Even a "Hot Dog" Stand
Peanut and candy vendors cried their wares;
red lemonade flowed freely ; there was even a
"hot
dog"floated
stand,about.
and here and there colored
balloons
As a ballyhoo the Ringling circus bandmaster, Merle Evans, placed his band just inside
the lobby and played lively tunes while the
cash customers filled the house to overflowing.
Butturethat's
all circus
of the combined
story. Three
acts fromnot the
talentsfeato
give the Edwards a de luxe performance. The
DeLong Family, Theol Nelson, Buck Baker
and several others enlivened the program with

tumbling, clowning and daring acrobatic feats.
And Aderle Evans and his band provided the
music for their numbers,
Circus Folk Cheer Film
Then came the big feature of the program :
Charlie often
Chaplin
"The and
Circus."
It was
cheered
and in
heartily,
such applause,
coming largely from circus people, is just
about the highest tribute that Chaplin could
ask.
John Ringling has spent millions developing
Sarasota ; he will probably spend as much
more before he calls the job finished. And he
takes a lively interest in every worthwhile
enterprise launched in his adopted town. He
and his organization have shown the friendliest interest in the Edwards theatre and Manway. ager Hoffman has met them more than half
No wonder then, that Alanager Hoffman of
the Edwards, who is himself an able showman
and a splendid citizen, found the Ringling
organization responsive to his efforts. Floyd
Bell, publicity director for the circus, took
over the matter of advance publicity, assisting
Mr. Hoffman ably and heartily, and the Sarasota Herald front-paged stories of the e\ent
se\eral days.

Sam Sax Broadcasts
On Production Trend
(Sf'ccial to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)
NEW
YORK,
May 1.— Sam Sax, president of Gotham Productions, broadcast his
opinions on the forthcoming trend of motion picture production
over
Station
WPCH,
Hotel McAlpin, Thursday.
i

^

IvANSAS CITY, May 1.— The new Marshall theatre, operated by Ed Nugent, Marshall, Missouri, seating 500 persons, was
formally opened this week to capacity crowds,
which have continued since the opening day.
J. H. Campbell has taken over the management of the Crystal theatre, Ottawa, Kansas.
J. L. Waj'bill again has become the owner of
the Royal theatre, Carrollton, Missouri. The
Star theatre, Cole Camp, Missouri, has been
opened by C. P. Junge.
The Globe theatre, Tina, Missouri, managed
by J. G. Wetzel, has been redecorated, as has
the Liberty theatre, Sedalia, Missouri, operated by A. A. Karf. The exterior of the
Strand theatre, Sedalia, Missouri, has been
refinished in black and orange. The Hazelton theatre, Hazelton, Kansas, has been purchased from Hyatt & Edwards by Charles S.
Williams. The Lyric theatre, Houston, Missouri, has been purchased by Noel Duff and
Don Garrison from L. R. Burkhead. The
Legion theatre, Alton, Kansas, which has been
closed for more than one month, has reopened
FBO

Will Not Close
Sioux Falls Office
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

NEW YORK, May L— Although it has
been rumored that FBO will close its Sioux
Falls branch office, Lee Marcus, general sales
manager of FBO, announces that the office
will not be closed, and that the office will be
continued with more activity than ever before,
because of the exceptionally satisfactory results produced in the territory.

Ted Sloman Signs New U
Contract for One Year
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)
HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Edward Sloman,
Llniversal director, signed a year's contract
with Universal today. His most recent picture, "We Americans," opened at Loew's
State last week and did big business. It was
-Sloman versal
who
directed
three years
ago."His People" for Uni-

Licenses for Operators
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)
ALEXANDRIA, LA., May 1.— At the recent session of the Louisiana State Federation
of Labor held here a resolution was passed
asking the state legislature to provide for
the creation of a board of examiners for
motion picture operators, and asking that a
license be placed on each operator should he
be successful in passing an examination before the newly created board.
Lucas is Democratic Delegate
ATLANTA. — Colonel Arthur Lucas, head of Educational Films in the Southeast, has been appointed
a (iclegate to the Democratic National convention.
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Universal Announces Ambitious Line-Up
Of Productions for 1928-29
Presented in the Following Pages Is a Description of the Pictures Universal Will Offer for
the Netv Year. They Include Five Super-Productions and a New Class Called Laemmle
Specials, Besides Jewels and a Line of Westerns and Shorts.
These Are Important Pages.
in the history of screen progress. It is now
reaching the screens of the nation as the
most talked of picture in a decade. The
book has been read by more people than
any other book ever written, except the
F>ible. Every man, woman and child in
the country is a ready-made customer for
this production.

next
UNIVERSAL has the pictures for
year, judging from the ambitious lineup of prodvictions announced by the
Carl Lacmmlc organization for 19281929 release. Ranging from Million Dollar
(and over) Super Productions, through
Laemmle Specials of exceptional box office
quality, through an array of excellent Universal Jewel Productions, through Western,
melodrama and thrill features, down
through a wide variety of short subjects,
including several deluxe serials, a long list
of high-class two-reel comedies, one reel
y of two-r
ies, a year's suppl
Westcomedern
on eel
and other dramas, carto
comedies
and the International Newsreel, Universal's
forthcoming product is by far the most
promising ever undertaken by that organization. Itranks ivith anything else the industry has to offer.
LAEMMLE

SUPER

"The Man Who Laughs"
Three times Carl Laemmle has rung the
hell with Victor Hugo. The far-seeing
mentor of the Universal organization faced
tremendous opposition, even in his own organization, when he first announced he
would translate Hugo's great book, "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," to the screen.
His judgment prevailed, however, and the
result was the most successful production
ever made by Universal. Next, he determined to release "Les Miserables," a French
made picture, through all Universal exchanges in the United States and Canada.
Again there was skepticism. Again his
judgment was proven correct. The response
of
to "Les
Miserables"
stilltheis American
a sensationpublic
in motion
picture
circles.

PRODUCTIONS

T TNIVERSAL has just created a Long
^^ Run department, to aid exhibitors in
launching the five Laemmle Super Productions to become available during the coming months. These Supers are "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," "The Man Who Laughs,"
"Show Boat," "Rroadway" and "The Mating
Call." These pictures are on a tremendous
scale and are good for extended runs in
any locality — in any class of house. They
are destined to take their place in the sun
as five of the outstanding pictures of 19281929. They will be bunched in the lead,
too.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
This elaborate and magnificent screen
rendition of that famous American classic
of literature and the stage, was made at a
production cost just short of two million
dollars. The location trips to the Saranac
and Ohio rivers in the East, the Mississippi
River in the South, the nation-wide search
for the proper actors to play the world
famous roles of Topsy and Eva, Uncle Tom,
Eliza, Cassie, Simon Legree and the others;
the duplications
of famous
southern
plantations
and
the
authentic properties and furnishings that went into the picture, all represent big production value and every penny of it
shows on the screen.
Add to

CARL LAEMMLE
President of Universal
this the gripping drama of the story, the
rhythm of its intense progression and the
magnitude of its theme, and the result is
a picture that represents to the screen
world the drawing power, the appeal and
the box office possibilities of all the Uncle
Tom shows that ever trod the boards, rolled
into one.
And the picture has just completed a solid
six
months' run on Broadzvay at the Central
theatre.
Carl Laemmle conceived "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" asita with
masterno picture.
HarryThe
Pollard
directed
less vision.
cost
figures speak for themselves. There was
no stint. There was no limit to the steps
taken to make the production
a mile-post

Now comes "The Man Who Laughs,"
Hugo's most unusual and most colorful
story. Paul Leni, wizard of lights and
shadows, was selected to direct it. Fresh
from triumphs abroad, he came to Universal City and showed, by his remarkable
screen rendition of "The Cat and the
Canary," that he had brought a new technique into buying. This mastery of the
exotic in set design, in lighting and in the
handling of characters proved to be the
exact requisite for a proper translation of
the great Hugo classic.
In the matter of players, Leni and the
Universal studio executives accomplished
wonders. The large cast of principals is by
far the most brilliant and representative
ever gathered together in the industry.
Headed
by Conrad
^'eidt, star,
Europe's
most
famous screen
and stage
and Mary
J'hilbin, Universal's beautiful orchid-star,
the cast includes such character experts as
George S i e g m a n n, Torben
Meyer, Brandon Hurst, Olga
Baclanova. Josephine Crowell,
Nick de Ruiz, Stuart Holmes,
Sam de Grasse, Cesare Gravina,
and dozens of others.
lie settings have never been

Scenes from Vnitersal's "The Man U ho iMUghs." (in adapliition of the \ ictor Hugo clas.fic of the .-iame title. Trllinn a </.•.;,/%
tionnl .'ilory of I8th Century England, it na.s pret enlloitsly filmed under the direction of Paul I.eni.
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equalled in the history of the screen. Outexpected to match the gigantic task
standing among them are the elaborate
Tom's Cabin" proved in the making.
throne room of Queen Anne, the marble
Pollard, who guided the destinies of
Tom's Cabin," will be at the helm of
and gold bath and boudoir of the pleasureloving Duchess Josiana, the magLeading
nificence of the House of Lords,
the color, the amusement devices
players
in "Uncle
Top, George
SeigmannTom'sas
and the activities of the great
Simon L egree and Marguerita Fischer
Southvi^ark Fair, the London docks
Below, Virginia
as Eliza.
of the early 170O's, various London
Cabin."
Grey
as Eva and James B.
streets of that period and many
Lowe as Uncle Tom.
other immense and novel locations.
"The Man Who Laughs" has just
had its triumphant premiere in
New York City, where it now is
drawing capacity crowds to Broadway and winning high praise as an
epoch-making screen drama of one
of the world's most famous books.
"Show Boat"
Three years ago Edna Ferber,
popular American novelist, wrote a
colorful and dramatic book. It
became the best seller of the year.
Its title was "Show Boat" and it
dealt with the kaleidoscopic life
and adventures of the remarkable
people who operate "show boats"
or floating theatres, up and down
the Mississippi River and its tributaries.
Carl Laemmle noted the public
clamor for the book. He was impressed by the novelty of the
theme and gripping qualities of the
story. While the book was in the
first flush of its success, he obtained the screen rights for Universal, paying the remarkable price
of $65,000 for them. About the
same time Florenz Ziegfeld bought
the stage rights.
Several weeks ago Carl Laemmle
refused an offer of more than
three times what he paid for the
"Show Boat" rights, because he
means to make a super picture of
the story for release next season.
Ziegfeld put the story into an elaborate musical comedy of the ultrasmart type for which he is famous,
and its success was so great he had
to form a second company in New
York to handle the crowds.
.-»
All of which is marvelous background for the big Universal production, which is to reach the screen during the coming months. Special experts
in story adaptation and scenarios are now
at work at Universal City getting the script
and accessories into shape for early production on this great undertaking, which is

"Uncle
Harry
"Uncle
"Show
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rights to "Broadway," the stage success by
George Abbott and Philip Dunning. It
sounds like a lot of money. It is. It is by
several times over the greatest amount Universal ever paid for a story or a
play. Since that time, Mr. Laemmle
has turned down offers practically
doubling the original purchase
theWhy?
most Because
successful"Broadway"
play on theis
stage at this time. It hit New
price.
York like a bombshell. After a
remarkable run, during which it
held the ace position on the Broadway stage for two years, it is now
sweeping the country with a dozen
or more road companies.
The play pulsates with all the
glamor of the Great White Way,
its night life, its pleasure seeking,
gay, milling crowds of people, its
giddy flappers, towering buildings,
spendthrift youth, surging traffic,
and the undercurrent of night-club
hangouts, crime and despair, elemental emotions, bared passions,
and swift justice. In fact, it is
Broadway to the life.
The play "Broadway" staged a
vogue. The Universal super-production of "Broadway" promises to
be equally as historic in its screen
significance. Just as it is a longrun record holder on the stage, it
is expected to be an extended-run
record-breaker on the screen.
"The Mating Call"
The fifth Long Run production
on Universal's schedule for next
season will
"Thefamous
Mating
Call,"
adapted
frombe the
story
by
Rex Beach. This story was the
leading serial published in 1927 in
the Cosmopolitan Magazine. It was
such a popular story, not only with
the vast following of that noted
writer of best-sellers, but with the
entire reading public of the Cosmopolitan, that it was brought out
early this year in book form by
Harper Brothers. It is one of the
best selling books of the season.
It is a virile story of a strong,
ambitious man and the lure of a

Boat," which assures it an elaborate and
painstaking production. This also assures
its box ofifice appeal.
"Broadway"
Carl Laemmle
paid $225,000 for the screen

Scenes from Universal's special production
of the American epic,
"Uncle Tom's Cabin."
Harriet Beecher
Stowe's booh has long
afforded popular
drama and now is enacted without the Urni tations of the
"boards."

in Beach'sin best
emotionalwoman,
style, with done
a maximum
romantic
and heart appeal. Instead of the rugged
north-woods
most
of Beach's
work, it is a settings
story ofof the
orange
grove,
beach resort country of the Florida "gold

coast."

■PP

"Uncle
Tom'sby Cabin"
was directed
Harry
Pollard. The cast includes Marguerita
Fischer, George Seigmann, James B. Lowe,
Virginia Grey, Eulalie
Jensen, Adolph Milar,
Arthur Edmund Carewe. Jack Mower and
Vivian Oakland.
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Specials — a New

is always something new for UniTHERE versal
exhibitors. Carl Laemmle and his
picture experts are continually developing new
ideas for the betterment
of their
product.
The latest innovation calculated to appeal to picturegoers and
to reap new and larger profits at the
box offices of the thousands of exhibitors of the Laemmle output, is a
new brand of extra-special features.
The releases of the new brand will
be known as Laemmle Specials.
There will be eleven of them, four
starring Reginald Denny and seven
with other Universal stars, or with
all-star casts. They are of exceptional quality and rank just under the
super-productions listed in Universal's Long-Run release schedule. In
fact, many of them are well able to
hold their own with the Long-Run
pictures, and as a class, they are just
a shade under the Supers in production value and box-office appeal.
They are made from outstanding
stories, with the pick of the Universal
directorial corps responsible for their
making. The group of eleven pictures is rated on a slightly higher
scale than the Jewels and will be sold
individually. The titles are:
"The Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City," "The Michigan Kid," "The
Foreign Legion," "Give and Take,"
"The Girl on the Barge," "The Last
Warning," "Lonesome," and the four
Reginald Denny productions, "The
Night Bird," "Partners for the
Night," "Red Hot Speed" and "His
Lucky Day."
"The Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic

of this production yet. Just who will be featured in the roles of Cohen and Kelly and the
two wives is not yet known.
It is likely that
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Universal Brand
again in that role. Carl Laemmle will announce adirector for the new C & K picture
in a week or so.
Much of this picture will be shot
in Atlantic City, where Universal will
send a special unit this summer. A
representative of Carl Laemmle is at
that seaside resort at this time, completing arangements for the making
of the picture on a grand scale, with
the full co-operation of the civic authorities and the entire amusement
world of that place. The location is
felt to be ideal as a background for
the comic antics of the famed comedy
team, and the picture is expected to
be by far the funniest and biggest
one of the series so far.
"The Michigan Kid"
This picture \vill be an exceptionally colorful and big-scale adaptation
of the famous stor>' from the pen of
Rex Beach. It will star Renee Adoree and Conrad Nagel, two of the
most popular figures on the screen.
J. Grubb Alexander has adapted the
stoo", and Peter Milne has put it into
scenario form.
Beach wrote this story for the International Magazine, and it was one
of the most popular ever published
in that periodical. It is being directed for Universal by Irv^in Willat.
The story is of Alaska, written in
Beach's best style and wath his superb
flare for he-man action and romance
in the wilds. Willat was selected to
direct the destinies of this picture
because of his long experience in the
North woods and his special acquaintance with the country and people
dealt with in this tale.

The bare announcement that anCity"
A strong cast was selected at Uniother "Cohens and Kellys" picture is
on the way is good news for any exversal City for the making of the picture. Miss Adoree and Nagel are
hibitor. This will be the third of that
Those who play the leads in two of the new class of profamous series. The rage for this
ductions called Laemmle Specials. Top, George SidneyLloyd Whitlock, Virsupported
type of screen comedy, which was
ginia Grey,by
Maurice Murphy, Adolph
deft) and Jean Hersholt of "Give and Take," a comedy; and
started by the astoundingly successMilar, Fred Esmelton and Donald
House.
below, Conrad Nagel and Renee Adoree of "The Michigan
ful picture, "The Cohens and Kellys,"
Kid," melodrama laid in Alaska.
is being carried on by the second,
"The Foreign Legion"
"The Cohens and Kellys in Paris."
George Sidney, who created the Cohen role,
The third, for next season, promises to be
This picture is written around the famous
will
appear
again
as
that
rotund
funmaker.
equally as hilarious and equally as profitFrench military force of Northern Africa. It
building to exhibitors who show it.
has all the color of the Sahara and the human
J. Farrell McDonald, who was Kelly in "The
Universal has not announced the full details
conflict inherent in that famous organization
Cohens and Kellys in Paris," may be seen

A scene from the Laemmle Special, "The
Michigan Kid." Shown from left to right
are Renee Adoree and Conrad Nagel,
who are the leading players, and Lloyd
Whitlock.

AUniversal
scene from
"Thelaid
Foreign
Legion,"
Jewel
in the
Saliara.a
Those shotvn in fhis scene are (left to
right) Norman Kerry, Mary Nolan, and
Lewis Stone.

A scene from the Universal comedy,
"Give and Take," a Laemmle Special.
The players pictured are (left to rifiht)
George Sidney-, Hersholt.
George Lewis and Jean
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of desperate and daring men who make up the
Foreign Legion, It was adapted from I. A. R.
Wylie's powerful novel "The Red Mirage," the
most gripping story of the French forces in
Africa ever written.

Sidney and Hersholt have outdone themselves in this picture, their characterizations
being of an exceptional quality, chocked with
personality, humor and sympathetic appeal.
The romantic element is supplied by George

Norman Kerry and Lewis Stone are costarred in this production, in roles eminently
suited to them. The picture was made by
Edward Sloman, one of Universal's top-notch
directors and the man who made "We Americans," that company's current sensation. He
was accorded vmlimited support in the making
of "The Foreign Legion." The Universal company working this production spent several
weeks in the desert lands in Southern California, getting the proper atmosphere for the
Sahara fighting and marching scenes in the
picture, which are said to be the most realistic
and most thrilling ever produced of military
operations in that section of the world.
A strong cast was used in support of the stars.
Beautiful, blonde Mary Nolan plays the
leading feminine role. She has flashed on the
screen like a meteor. This is her first big role
and those who have seen her in it say she is
due for exceptional popularity at an earlj' date.
She is one of Universal's most promising players. Others in the cast are June Marlowe,
Crauford Kent, Walter Perry, Geoffrey Soutar, and a horde of former soldiers of all nationalities, who made up the Legion forces in
the picture.
The romantic elements of this picture are
outstanding. It is one of the most exotic love
stories ever reproduced in celluloid and carries
a real punch.

Lewis, Universal's popular "Collegians" star,
and Sharon Lynn, beautiful young ingenue.

past few >ears. His latest success, "We Americans," stamped him in the eyes of the critics
and the motion picture public as a genius for
characterizations and atmospheric incidentbuilding. In "The Girl on the Barge," he will
have free sway along these lines. As a result,
a picture of power and strong appeal is ex-

"The Girl on the Barge"
This picture is described by Universal as
one of the most promising productions for the
coming year. It is pointed out that everything
is in its favor as an exotic, compelling picture,

"The Last Warning"
pected.
This will be a sure-fire picture by all the
signs. It should be another "Cat and the
"Canary," one of Universal's best sellers of last
Fall and one of the highest praised pictures
ever made at Universal City. "The Last
Warning" will have the same dominating factors that made "The Cat and the Canary" what
it was.
In the first place, it is somewhat

Camp novel, "The House of Fear."
"The Last Warning" also will have adorable
Laura La Plante as its star. She will be seen
in much the same kind of a role as that she
played so perfectly in "The Cat and the
Canary" — a timid, fear-stricken slip of a girl,
thrown into a haunted house, beset on all sides
by menacing shadows, clutching hands, banging
doors
all the other phantasmagoria of a
mxsteryandstory.
Thirdly, "The Last Warning" will be directed by Paul Leni, the wizard who put the fear

"Give and Take"
Universal has done it again. Once more,
Carl Laemmle has taken a popular Broadwa\'
stage success and translated it into a picture
of even greater punch and appeal. "Give and
Take" was a nine-months wonder at the 49th
Street theatre, New York City. It was written by Aaron Hoffman and was produced with
George Sidney and Louis Mann in the leading
roles.
In the screen version Laemmle offers the
unusual situation of a picture with the same
star as the original stage version. George Sidney is in the same role on the screen as he was
on the stage. The other leading role in the
picture is taken by Jean Hersholt, one of Universal's most popular character stars.
The story is an amusing and graphic tale of
the canning industry, with an unusual romance
running through it. It was adapted to the
screen by Harry O. Hoyt, and directed by that
maker of screen successes, William Beaudine,
who recently scored with "The Cohens and
Kellys in Paris," another George Sidney success. In the cast are a group of popular players, among them George Lewis, Sharon Lynn,
Charles Mailes, Rhoda Cross, Sam Hardy, Les
Bates, Billy Franey and William Orlamond.

Glenn Tryon in a scene
from "Lonesome," in
which he has the leading
male role. Tryon has become in the last few
months one of UniversaFs most popular juveniles.

the same

type of a mystery comedy. Like "The Cat and
the Canary," it was a Broadway stage thriller
with a remarkable success. It ran for a year
at the Klaw theatre. It was written by Thomas
F. Fallon and is based on the \\ adsworth

REGINALD DENNY
Universal Star
set in a unique atmosphere and dealing with
remarkable characters.
Rupert Hughes, master craftsman of the
printed page and of the screen script, wrote
"The Girl on the Barge." It is a story of the
Erie Canal and the rugged people who live
between its banks. The story was published in
the Cosmopolitan Magazine and gained a tremendous vogue. Beatrice Van adapted it for
tinuity.
Universal,
and Charles Kenyon wrote the conBeautiful Mary Philbin has been selected as
the flower-like girl around whom the elemental
love interest of the story revolves. Of equal
importance is the fact that Edward Sloman
will direct it. That director is responsible for
many

of Universal's best -pictures during

Three scenes from
"Lonesome." This Laemmle Special tells a story
of love found among
the gay lights and
clamor of Coney Island.
Dr. Paul Fejos, a European and one of the

of the unknown in "The Cat and the Canary"
and who recently completed Universal's biggest picture for next year, "The J\Ian Who
Laughs." Leni is a past-master at effects.
He is an artist of lights and shadows. He can
do more with a spotlight and a shadow than
many directors can do with a full cast of players. This picture is right up his alley and he
is all primed to outdo his remarkable work
with "The Cat and the Canary." Where thrills
and mystery pulls them in, "The Last Warning"tions
willforbenext
absolutely
last is
word
season.theThis
all in
theattracmore
certain when it is known that Alfred A. Cohn,
scenario ace, has prepared the script.
"Lonesome"
This picture is in the cards as the sensation
of 1928-1929, and there are many reasons why
this undoubtedly will be so. In the first place,
it is being directed by Dr. Paul Fejos. Dr.
Fejos is the Continental screen expert who
came to this country and after an obscure
period in New York City as an experimental
biologist in the Rockefeller Institute, suddenly
appeared in California and created a sensation
by producing, practically on a shoestring, a
marvelous screen drama entitled "The Last
Moment," which has been hailed by critics and

the

newer directors, handled this comedy-drama.
The oval scene shows
Miss Kent and Tryon
enjoying the beach by
moonlight — and not so
very "Lonesome" at this
moment.

(Continued

on

page

102)

Barbara Kent, one of the
screen's beauties, has the
leading feminine
in
"Lonesome."
A role
player
familiar with important
parts. Miss Kenfs performance combines talent
with experience.
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Strong Line-Up of Universal- Jewel Productions
UNIVERSAL'S line-up of Jewel Productions for next season is an eye-opener
for astute showmen. With a wide variety
of appeal, ranging from strong drama to
sparkling comedy and force, the pictures of
this group are the backbone of greater
profits for 1928 and '29. There will be
thirty in all, including eight Hoot Gibson
Productions.
The Jewel line embraces such drawing
power stars as Laura La Plante, an outstanding comedienne on the screen; Glenn Tryon,
Universal's farce-comedy ace; Conrad Veidt,
the famous dramatic star; Jean Hersholt,
Marian Nixon, Francis X. Bushman, Charles
Rogers, Lewis Stone, Marceline Day, Norman Kerry, Pauline Starke, Kenneth Harlan, Matt Moore, Alice Day, George Lewis,
Dorothy Gulliver, Tom Moore, Bessie Love
and others equally as popular.
Directors and Authors

man who a few nights previously had rescued Laura from a masher. With a quickness of perception which she should have
known no regular chauffeur ever possessed,
Jimmy invited her into the car. And in a
timid voice, Laura spoke the words "Home,
James," which opened up an Arabian Nights
adventure
which, after all the humorous

These pictures arc the work of such well
known and sure-fire directors as William
Beaudine, Wesley Ruggles, William Craft,
Harmon Weight, Ernst Laemmle, Melville
Brown, George Melford, William Wyler,
Edward Laemmle, Millard Webb, Henry
MacRae, Reeves Eason and others. Among
the authors represented in these Jewel pictures are Gladys E. Johnson, Laura Hess,
Ernest Pascal, Leonard Praskins, Svend
Gade, Charles A. Logue, Gerald Beaumont,
Peter B. Kyne, Beatrice Van, Arthur
Gregor, Earl Derr Biggers, Fred W. Rath,
Leigh Jason and others of similar national
standing.
Brief resumes of the stories follow, to
give an insight into their entertainment
qualities and general picture possibilities:
"HOME, JAMES"
When Laura Elliott left Plainville it was
with the intention of studying art in New
York. But New York was unkind and the
nearest Laura got to art was the picture
department of the Lacy department store.
Nevertheless, she kept a stiff upper lip and
painted her prospects with the rosy brush
of imagination. She did such a good job
that her stepmother and stepsister hurried
on to New York to visit her. She was able
to convince them that she was shopping in
the store where she was clerking until it
was time to go home, but then Fate took
a hand in her harmless pretense.
Just outside the store door stood a huge
glittering limousine and beside it a yovmg

also learns that X'olgaira is the greatest
peanut growing country in the world.
His wit enables him to reach the Prince
and sell that young man on the idea of
exploiting the lowly goober as propaganda
for his loan activities. The Prince really
is not up to the job, so he makes Leonard
double for him while he sneaks away on a
fishing trip. Leonard takes to the Prince
stuff with a vim. In a few hours the hotel
apartment and the Prince's attendants are
garbed like a musical comedy, with the aid
of a theatrical costumer. An "Eat More
I'eanuts" campaign is started, "peanut" cartoons are dashed off and the greatest publicity campaign of the century is launched.
• Then Leonard sends for Beatrice and
permits himself to be interviewed. This
time Beatrice falls for him. Whereupon
complications begin, and the ensuing action
is fast and funny, with suspense and ginger.
Does the Prince get his loan? Does Leonard
get his queen?

LAURA LA PLANTE
Universal Star
complications and difficulties, brought them
to a real home and real happiness.
"FRESH EVERY HOUR"
Leonard Higgins, fresh and funnj' cartoonist, decides to "crash" New York City.
On the way down he falls hard for a
pretty traveler he later learns is Beatrice
Fairbanks, noted sob-sister and feature
writer. He doesn't land a job. All the
dailies are too busy trying to interview
Prince Hendryx of Volgaira, a secluded
visitor from abroad. Leonard learns that
the Prince is trving to float a loan.
He

Scenes from four of the 1928-29 Universdl-Jcwcl
ney in "Home Jame.t." At left center is a scene
right center i.i from "Jazz Mad" and shotvs Jean
Marloice

It's a riot.

"JAZZ MAD"
Franz Hausmann, beloved composer of
Nordlingen, goes to New York to market
his completed symphony — a life's work. He
finds a jazz-mad country, where an unknown composer and his unplayed symphony are ignored. Broken in spirit, he
is supported by his adorable daughter, Elsa,
who works in a flower store.
Elsa has two beaux. Levy, a neighbor and
a cheap vaudeville booking agent, and
Leopold Ostberg, a wealthy youth. Levy
she likes but does not love. Ostberg she
loves but refuses to marry because she is
her father's sole support. The aged musician learns of her sacrifice and seeks employment, debasing himself to the extent
of leading a phoney orchestra in a night
club skit. Elsa does not know this, but is
told he has sold his symphony and is rehearsing it. How he is invited to the sumptuous Ostberg home as the guest of honor
of a soiree and how he is recognized as
the night club buffoon is strong drama,
followed by even more gripping moments
when Elsa is "framed" on a night club
party by Ostberg's parents and shown her
father's degradation.
Fate is not always unkind to the aged.
Even though Hausmann suffers a severe
mental and physical relapse over his disappointments, he comes back to triumph
and to see his beloved daughter happy, in
one of the most dramatic scenes and mo-

productions. At oxtronw left are shmiri I.aura Im Plante. the star, and Leo Driafrom "Fresh Every Hour." with Glenn Tryon and Miiriun .Vi.vofi. The scene at
Hersholt and M arian Mixon.
The last picture shoics \eal Hamilton and June
in a scene from "The Grip of the \ ukon."
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daughter. But ambition called and he readily accepted the great chance of going to
New York as the prize jockey of the Sinclair-Morrissey racing combine. He didn't
know the combine was crooked, nor that
Sybil, the blonde vamp who took such an
interest in him, was playing up to him
under Morrissey's
orders.
As a result of Sybil's kisses, and her
tearful pleadings, he threw an important
race. Not even the presence of Lucy in
New York and the deep hurt in her eyes,
could overcome the power of Sybil's charm.
But the racing judges realize he pulled
the race and bar him from the track. Also
Sybil flees to Cuba with Morrissey.
In the days that follow Johnny sinks
lower and lower, finally reaching the gutter. But there are two things left to him.
His love of Lady Courageous and Lucy's
love for him. What these two factors accomplish on his behalf and the gripping
struggle that is fought over the soul of
Johnny Spencer can not be told. It must
be seen on the screen.
GLENN TRYON
Universal Featured Player
merits ever
screen.

enacted

for

either

stage

or

"GRIP OF THE YUKON"
Two men, pals, almost brothers, seeking
gold, famished and cold — who come to a
cabin seeking shelter. The owner of the
cabin, a man who has gone almost crazy
through his lust for gold, shoots at them,
thinking that they have come to rob him.
In defense they shoot back and kill him.
They secretly bury the man. His daughter
comes, seeking him. The two boys fall in
love with her — madly in love — and then discover that she is the daughter of the man
they killed.
Then the jealousy between the two, with
the breaking of friendship — one that has
lasted since the days they had attended
school together. She has to make her choice
and does not know how to do it, for she
cares for both of them. Then the discovery of the crime and the decision of one
of them to sacrifice himself, take all the
blame so that his friend can have the girl
and be happy with her.
"SILKS AND SADDLES"
Johnny was the cleanest little jockey
that ever groomed a winner, but, like many
another good man, he fell for the wiles
of an unscrupulous woman. He had been
in love with two beings, one Lady Courageous, Mrs. Calhoun's great race-horse and
the. pride of Virginia, and the other, Lucy
Calhoun,
Mrs.
Calhoun's
black-haired

Three youths and a pair of especially
ruddy lips, in a scene with (left to right)
Hugh Trevor, Marian Nixon and Charles
Rogers, from the Universal-Jewel comedydrama, "Red Lips,"

"RED LIPS"
Hugh Farrell came to college from a
small town. He was as fresh as any freshman ever was, had ideals, respect for
women, a determination to study, and everything else, including one of the trimmest
pair of legs the track captain had ever
seen. The coach just knew that he was
going to be the inter-collegiate 880 yard
champion in no time at all. Then he met
Cynthia Grey.
Cynthia was the college vamp. She had
a way with her which was irresistible to
freshmen. She was irresistible to Hugh.
He forgot training, forgot everything in
his mad infatuation for her. She led him

A scene from the Universal-Jewel production of love and the turf, "Silks and Saddles." From left to right are shown Richard Walling, Otis Harlan, Mcwian Nixon
and Clarie McDowell.

A scene from "Freedom of the Press," a
Universal-Jewel story of news and graft
directed by George Melford and with
Lewis Stone, Marceline Day and Malcolm
MacGregor heading the cast.

MARIAN NIXON
Universal Featured Player
on, through a succession of fraternity
dances, gay parties and wild rides. But
when he discovered that others had fallen
for Cynthia in the same way and through
the same coquettish arts which had ensnared him, he became so disillusioned that
he decided he would go the same pace
himself. He would show the fast crowd
something new and faster.
Cynthia, because she had really come to
love Hugh and realizing what she had done
to him, left college and decided to readjust herself. But Hugh still doubted her
sincerity when she came back. It was a
terrific uphill struggle to make him see
the light. And the daring way she did it
and the surprising result for the college
formed the climax of this most sincere and
realistic college story ever put on the
screen.
"FREEDOM OF THE PRESS"
Bill Ballard, youngest cub reporter on
the Free Press, falls in love with June Wescott, ward of Daniel Steele, wealthy and a
political power in the city. Bill is outraged when his father, John Ballard, editor
and owner of the Free Press, breaks a story
accusing Steele of being the "man higher
up" in the city's vice ring. The veteran
editor tries to reason with his hot-tempered
son, and points out to him the sacred obligation of a newspaper in exposing crime.
Even friendship doesn't count. Steele bad
been Ballard's close friend.
Steele is angry at the editorial taunts

"Man, Woman and Wife" is the Universal-Jewel from which this is taken.
Shown in the picture are (left to right)
Norman Kerry, Marian Nixon and Byron
Douglas.
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but cautions his henchmen against violence.
Further disclosures in the newspaper cause
other men in the ring to over-ride him.
John Ballard is murdered. Bill, stunned,
but with an awakened conscience, takes his
father's place at the helm of the great daily
and determines to carry on his father's
fight against corruption.
How Steele and his associates bring every
possible pressure to bear on young Ballard,
from the tearful pleading of his sweetheart,
June, to the bombing of the newspaper
plant, is a stirring series of events and emotions. The outcome is one of the most
graphic newspaper scenes ever filmed. The
solution of Bill's heart-ache comes in a
wonderful and gripping way. John Ballard's son wins his spurs and his happiness.
"MAN, WOMAN AND WIFE"
Jack Ranee was a physical coward. When
the war is over, it is impossible for him
to go back to his beautiful wife because,
rather than face the German machine guns,
he had exchanged identification tags with
a dead man and his wife and her whole
world mourned him as dead.
But Julia, who had been in love with
Ranee before he married, discovers him
and tries to rehabilitate him, though she
is living on the bounty of a night club
owner. Together these two give up the
luxury which they might have had and
strive desperately to start all over from
the beginning. But the night club owner
discovers their humble apartment and also
the fact that Ranee's wife has remarried,
thinking him dead. Rather than permit
him to use this knowledge, Ranee finds a
courage and unselfish heroism which he had
never found in the war.

plications which has ever brought about the
traditionally happy ending clinch on the
screen.
"HONEYMOON
FLATS"
Honeymoon Flats was so named because
its moderate rentals permitted many young
couples a nice little home. Jim and Leila
Clayton went there for this reason, although Leila was a daughter of wealth.
Jim was proud and had determined in his

"PHYIXIS OF THE FOLLIES"
Clyde Thomson, wealthy realtor, after
losing his fourth breach of promise suit,
swears off women. Decker, his lawyer,
advises him both professionally and personally to lay off of unmarried women, since
married ones cannot sue for breach of
promise. Thomson is in no mood to take
a joke and when he learns that Mrs. Decker
is a prize beauty winner, he decides to
practice
on Decker's
wife.
As soon Decker's
as Deckeradvice
discovers
this, he hires

HOOT GIBSON
Universal Western Star

Phyllis, a chorus girl out of a job, to impersonate the wife.
All goes well until Decker falls irrevocably in love with Phyllis and Phyllis with
him. Then their mutual deceptions cause
one of the most unusual and hilarious com-

Edmund Burns and Lilyan Tashman pictured in a romantic episode in "Phyllis
of the Follies," a Universcd-Jetvel story
glorifying the American girl — love — and
in a large measure, the screen.

own heart to live on his salary instead of
giving Leila the style to which she was
accustomed. This was all right with Leila,
but it wasn't all right with Leila's mamma.
Mrs. Garland thought it was just too terrible for her daughter to live in such surroundings and proceeded to surround her
with all the jim-cracks and old-fashioned
spinnet-legged furniture. That, she conceived, was the only way a person could
possibly exist. Her continuous shower of
presents and entertainment were the only
rifts in the lute of her happiness.
Well, not the only one.
There was An-

Cheap rentals make Honeynwon Flats a
good place for newlyweds. Hence, the
Universal- Jewel production, "Honeynuwn
Flats." This scene from that picture is
with Jane Winton (left) and Dorothy
Gulliver.
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Universal will be in an enviable position
next season as regards Super-Western features. Due to a shift in stars and the withdrawal of several prominent Western stars
from their established release channels.
Hoot Gibson, now making Hoot Gibson
Productions for Universal release, remains
the outstanding Western star with an assured production schedule for 1928-1929.
Hoot is lined up to make eight feature
pictures for next season. They will be of
Universal Jewel quality and will be released with that brand of exceptional merit.
With a new production unit now fully organized and ambitious plans for the coming months, Gibson promises to eclipse by
far all of his former records as cowboy of
the screen.
In the probable order of their release,
the eight Gibson pictures will be "The Danger Rider," "Points West," "Burning
Winds," "Clearing the Trail," "Smilin'
Guns," "Blow for Blow," "The Getaway"
and "King of the Rodeo."
Several already have been completed.
Well known directors of many years standing in the Western field are making these
pictures, which are taken from widely read
stories by such authors as B. M. Bower,
Arthur Statter, William McLeod Raine,
Peter B. Kyne, Charles Logue and others.
Gibson is concentrating on water-tight
stories, plus exceptional settings and photography, which, added to the fast action
and spirited riding and feats of horsemanship which mark Hoot's work before the
camera, make it certain the eight releases
will be "Horse Power Pictures."
thony Weir, an interloping millionaire bachelor and gay lothario, who buzzed around
Honeymoon Flats like a bumble bee, gathering honey while the male contingent
toiled in the great city to support what
splendor Honeymoon Flats boasted.
But these two rifts are just a little too
much for the honeymoon and it threatens
to crash entirely over an offered trip to
Europe, a diamond lavalliere and a carelessly loaned Spanish shawl.
{Continued

on page

73)

A scene from "Anybody Here Seen
Kelly," a Universal-Jcurl lulc of a Mtir
York pictured
copper and
an immigrant
girl. Th*'>'
are
above,
as impersonated
by
Bessie Ixtve and Tom Moore.
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22 Universal Thrillers
UNIVERSAL always has held high rank
among the makers of Western pictures.
According to the announcements by that
concern for the coming season, the
Laemmle organization will again step out
as the source of one of the best all-around
group of Western pictures on the market.
Universal is unusually fortunate this year
in having little or no competition in this
field. This fact, plus the outstanding quality of the Universal offerings, augurs widespread showngs for the Universal Westerns releases, which will number 22.
Ted Wells Features
Two groups of Western features are
promised from the Universal lot. One is a
group of seven features starring Ted Wells
and Vonceil Viking. This line-up includes
the following pictures, "The Crimson Canyon," "Born to the Saddle," "The Border
Wildcat," "Beauty and Bullets," "The Ridin'
Demon," "The Smilin' Terror" and "Grit
Ted Wells is well established as one of
Wins."
the most popular Western stars on the
screen. He has been seen in scores of
Universal pictures during the past year or
so and has built up an enviable reputation
among lovers of Western pictures by his
pleasing personality, his dashing feats of
horsemanship and his ability to handle himself as a he-man should in rapid action
and adventurous sequences.
\^onceil Viking, who will play opposite
Wells in these features, is one of the best
known young women in the United States.
Last winter she won the attention of the
country by riding on horseback from New
York to Los Angeles in 120 days, in the
face of extreme handicaps of weather, roads,
accidents, sickness and floods. She hung up
a record for her sex by this accomplishment and received thousands of columns of
publicity as the result of her pluck, her
beauty and her perseverance. When Wells
heard of her plans for the trip, which she
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made on a dare to prove that the modern
young American girl has as much hardihood as her pioneer ancestress, the Universal Western star wired her an offer to appear
in pictures with him upon the completion of
her trip. Carl Laemmle seconded the ofifer
and so Miss Viking, a true daughter of the
West, has been engaged on a long term
contract by Universal.
Jack Perrin and Rex Features
The other group of Universal Westerns,
six in number, will co-star Jack Perrin and
Rex, the Wonder Horse. Also, Starlight,
Perrin's famous mount, will appear in these
pictures in a role equally as interesting and
clever as that of Rex. The pictures in
this group are "The Two Outlaws," "Wild
Blood," "Plunging Hoofs," "Guardians of
the Wild," "The Harvest of Hate" and
"Hoofbeats of Vengeance." Perrin's popularity as a Western star, plus the countrywide vogue of Rex, the great horse-star of
the screen, combine to make these offerings of exceptional box office value.
These six pictures were directed by Henry
MacRae, veteran megaphone wielder and a
past master at suspense and action. Perrin
received the support of a striking group of
young screen beauties in this group of pictures, among them such favorite ingenues
as Kathleen Collins, Ethlyne Clair, Helen
Foster and Barbara Worth. The casts included such well known troopers as J. P.
McGowan, Cuyler Supplee, John Hall, Al
Ferguson, Bernhard Siegal, Bob Newman,
Theodore Lurch, Nelson McDowell, Tom
London,enced David
Dunbar and similar experiactors.
Aviation Thrillers
Included in the 22 Western, Thrill and
Melodrama features to be put out by Universal for next season, are two Aviation
Thrillers made by Al Wilson, the daring
serial-stunster of the screen. They are "The
Cloud Buster," directed by Bruce Mitchell,

Line-Up

with Gloria Grey, Joe O'Brien, Julia Griffith, Gilbert Holmes, Frederick Clark and
Ivan Unger in the cast; and "The Sky
Skidder," also directed by Mitchell, with
Helen Foster, Peewee Holmes, Wilbur McCaugh and others in support of the star.
In addition to Wilson, several other stunt
flyers appear in these two features.
With the present prominence of flying in
the public consciousness, these two air
thrillers are sure-fire drawing cards for any
box office. Wilson is a daredevil with castiron nerve and the stunts he pulls in, around,
under and over an aeroplane while flying
through the clouds, cause the small hairs
at the back of one's neck to bristle and
the breath to come in short takes. Where
thrills and tills are buddies, these Al Wilson pictures spell sure profits.
The Melodramas
Universal has another surprise in store
for exhibitors and the public for next season in the form of a group of seven special
Melodramas. These action pictures are
made by popular stars under the direction
of first class directors. The stories are
top-notch and the resulting pictures are
good red meat for the most carnivorous
picture audience.
The pictures are "The Body Punch," "Beyond the Law," "Phantom Fingers," "The
Hero of the Circus," "The Midnight Mystery," "The Price of Fear" and "Wolves of
An indication of the worth and box office
value
of this group may be had from the
the City."
facts
concerning
was adapted from "The
a storyBody
writtenPunch."
by HarryIt
O. Hoyt, who has turned out most of the
Glenn Tryon successes. Leigh Jason directed it,with Jack Daugherty, the popular
Western and serial star, and beautiful Virginia Browne Faire in the leading roles.
Others in the cast are George Katsonaros,
Arthur Willett, Monte Montague, Wilbur
Mack and more who are equally well known.

Universal Western Stars and Their Feminine Leads

Ted

Wells

and

jnceil Viking

Jack Perrin

Starlight

Ethlyne Clair

Helen Foster

and

and

Rex
and

Barbara

and

Worth

Al Wilson
Gloria
Grey
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Jack Daugherty
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Super^Shorts

Collegian series are promised as box-officeplus, combining all the experience and
training in the making of the first two
series, with new ideas and more elaborate
production methods for the coming year.
George Lewis,
who rose to screen
fame as the hero of
those clever tworeelers, will again be
seen in the same
role. Dorothy Gulliver, the heroine,
will continue as
such, and the other
college characters
which have become
so well know-n to
picture fans, will
again be played by
the same popular
Arthur
in

Lake

a new

featured

series,

"Hor-

ace in Hollywood**

GEORGE

standing short subjects during the
coming season.

LEWIS

Featured in "Collegians"
UNIVERSAL has always been among the
leaders in the Short Product field. In
comedies, serials, featurettes, novelties,
the Laemmle organization takes second
place to none in the facilities for making
these snappy one-reel and two-reel offerings. The proof of the popularity of Universal Shorts' lies in the fact that almost
half of Universal's business is in this class
of product.
"THE

COLLEGIANS"

In the comedy field, Universal is singularly well fixed for next season. Outstanding in the two-reel market will be more
of that popular series, "The Collegians,"
snappy pictures of college life and adventure, sponsored and supervised by Carl
Laemmle, Jr. Universal will put out two
series, the third and fourth, of the Collegian
pictures fOr next year, each scries to consist of 12 deluxe two-reelers. These pictures are classed as Junior Jewels and are
at the apex of quality in short subjects.
The vogue of the first two series, of ten
pictures each, is one of the wonders of the
industry. They command a positir)n on
the best screens in the land.
Tlic two new

actors, Eddie Phillips,andHayden
son
the Stevenothers.
The

24 new Collegians pictures are

expected to be outDOROTHY

STERN BROTHERS COMEDIES
Universal again
will release the popular Stern Brothers

Featured

in ■■Collegian-"

field. In addition to Snookums, the principals include Jack Egan as Mr. Newlywed
and Derelys Perdue, former Wampas Baby
Star, as Mrs. Newlywed. Francis Corby is
directing the earlier comedies of the series.

Comedies, 52 tworeelers made from
popular subjects,
with well liked stars
and players and of
guaranteed quality.
There will be four
series of 13 each.
"The
Newlyweds

"Mike and

Ike" Comedies

Next in the Stern Brothers line-up are
the "Mike and Ike" comedies, 13 in number and adapted from the world-famous
newspaper comics by Rube Goldberg.
These comedies hit a high mark of success
in 1927-1928. The new series promises to
be even funnier. Charles King is the headliner
Mike. in this series, plaving the role of

and Their Baby"
Outstanding in
the Stern Brothers
line-up are "The
Newlyweds and

GLLLIVER

Oswald,
"Oswald,

"Star"
the

of
the
Lueky

Rabbit"
series.
Their Baby" comedies, featuring the
remarkable baby
.star, Snookums. These comedies, superior
in quality to almost all two-reelers on the
market, are classed as Universal Junior
Jewels. They are adapted from the famous
George McManus newspaper comic strips,
and during the two years of their release
have attained top-rating in the Short Subiect

"Let George Do It" Comedies
Sid Saylor, regarded by knowing film
critics as one of the most promising comedians on the screen, will be seen again, in
a new series of the "Let George Do It"
Comedies, made by Stern from the comic
strip of that name by George McManus.
Harry Martell has been teamed up witii
Saylor for these comedies and the result
is highly pleasing, Sterns report^. Tlio
(Coiififiiifrf on fpr 73)

Suira of short comedies released by I'riiiersal. At extreme left is Snookiuns of
Stern Brothers' "Netvlyweds" comedies. At left center are (lejl to right) Tiiie.
Merry Mae McKeen. Lois Hardivick and Arthur Tremble of Sterns' litisler lirottn
series. At right center are Mike and Ike, Stern comedians. And finally. Sid Saylor. the George of "Lei George Do It" comedies.
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UNIVERSAL
can always be counted
upon to supply a program of first-rate
serials each year. The 1928-1929 season
will be no exception, other than in the great
improvement in the forthcoming product,
even over the successful serials of the current season and of the past.
Five exceptional chapter-pictures are
promised from Universal for next year.
Three will be leader serials of twelve chapters each. The other two will be in ten
chapters -each'. This means that Universal
will supply fifty-six weeks of serial fare.
The new Universal serial line-up consists
of the following:
"Tarzan' the Mighty," "The Final Reckoning," "The Pirate of Panama," "The
Mystery Rider" and "The Diamond Master." The first three are the leaders and
will be made on the same grand and dressy
scale as "Blake of Scotland Yard," Universal's highly successful leader serial of
the past season.
The new serials are adapted from well
known stories and will feature popular
serial stars. It is likely that Jack Nelson,
former Ince director and an expert on
screen thrills, will direct the majority of
them. William Lord Wright, Universal's
serial expert, will supervise them, and according to telegraphic advices, Fred J.
McConnell, one of the most noted serial
men in the industry, has just been engaged
by Carl Laemmle to lend his advice and
suggestions for the coming chapter-pictures.
"Tarzan the Mighty"
This super-serial will be adapted from
the famous adventure romance, "Jungle
Tales of Tarzan" by Edgar Rice Bur"Tarzan"
books in are
among
the best roughs,
readwhoseseries
of books
literature.
Several of the Tarzan stories have been
screened with immense success. The forthcoming Universal serial is promised as the
greatest Tarzan picture ever attempted.
Universal is now searching for the right
star to play the heroic super-man role of
Tarzan.
"The Final Reckoning"
This leader serial is being adapted from
the famous boy's adventure book of that
name by G. A. Henty, the popular writer
for boys. "The Final Reckoning" is an
exciting tale of adventure in the wilds and
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and

is regarded as admirable serial material.
It
is expected that Newton
House, the boy
rider, will be featured in the picture.
"The Pirate of Panama"
This unusual serial is from the pen of the
popular Saturday Evening Post writer,
William McLeod Raine. It is a story of
buried treasure, the Spanish Main, and low,
rakish craft with action, drama and more
action crammed to the gunwales. The picture will be an entirely different serial, a
new taste for the serial fans and a chapter
thriller that will appeal to any audience.
"The Mystery Rider"
"The Mystery Rider" is bemg adapted
from a spirited story by George Morgan.
It probably will be used as a starring vehicle for the screen's leading serial star,
William Desmond. It is expected to be
another of the popular "Riddle Rider" series, made famous by Desmond and Universal during the past several years. It
will combine Western adventure and action
with mystery and suspense. It is a sequel
to
"The Vanishing
Rider" of the current
Universal
serial schedule.
"The Diamond Master"
This will be another serial of a different
type.
is adapted
Futrelle's
popularIt novel
and from
will Jacques
be a mixture
of
scientific and amazing inventions, plus romance and a maximum of adventure and
rapid action and suspense.
All in all, the Universal serial schedule
for next year is remarkable for its wide
variety of subject matter and its promised
excellence in production.

Universal Refuses to
Show "Dawn** Picture
in Any of 326 Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald
Moving Picture World)

WORLD
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NEW YORK, May 1.— The British picture, "Dawn," which has aroused a very considerable controversy, will not be played in
any of the 326 Universal theatres. In this
decision they have followed the lead of the
Loew and Publix chains. The three big
chains of theatres find themselves in perfect
agreement in their refusal to play this picture.

Other
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Shorts

TWO REEL WESTERNS
Universal
will offer a full program
of
these fast-action featurettes for the coming
year.
There will be three series of twelve
each, and two series of eight each.
Tenderfoot Thrillers
This series of twelve will be made with
George Chandler in the featured role, supported by one of Universal's pretty ingenues and a strong cast of Western-type
players. Chandler is well known throughout the country by reason of his success
in vaudeville before he entered pictures.
Stunt Cowboy Series
These twelve pictures feature Bob Curwood, rodeo champion, and are being made
as thrilling, exciting Westerns with amazing feats of horsemanship and adventure.
The romance angle is well sustained. Curwood being supported by a series of carefully selected Hollywood beauties.
The Forest Ranger Series
This series will, consist of twelve tworeelers starring Edmund Cobb, already a
favorite where Universal Westerns are
played. They will be 100 per cent out-ofdoors dramas built around the forestry service and the adventures and romance in the
lives of the rangers.
Featurettes
Due to the demand by exhibitors for
Harry Carey pictures, stimulated in part
by his success in "The Trail of '98," Universal is re-issuing eight of Carey's smashing dramas of the west.
This series consists of eight Jack Hoxie
re-issues hand-picked from the many successful Western featurette which that star
has made for Universal. Some of them are
cut down from that star's most popular
feature pictures.
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL
Universal customers are assured of getting the ever-excellent International Newsreel for many years to come. That newsreel's plans for next year contemplate a
constant increase in news-gathering enterprise and in distribution efficiency. The
two-a-week issues of the International
Newsreel cover all the news. The International Newsreel has shown a steady growth
during the past year, even in the face of
new competitors in the field. This argues
merit well recognized by exhibitors.

Coming in Universal Series of 2''Reel Westerns

Edmund

Cobb

Bob

Curwood

Harry Carey

Jack Hoxie
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"ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY"
Pat Kelly was a care-free soldier. He fell
in love with Mitzi in a little town in the
Argonne, but when the Armistice came, he
gave her a picture of the Metropolitan
Museum and told her to come to America
to see him. Mitzi took him seriously, but
in attempting to slip into the United States
without the proper formalities, she ran
afoul of the immigration service in the
shape of Tom Johnson, former member of
Kelly's company. But being a girl with
but one thought in mind, she eventually
found her Kelly — in the center of Times
Square, directing traffic.
Under the kindly chaperonage of Mrs.
O'Grady,
thingsthe were
going
along
smoothly until
menace,
in the
shapevery
of
the amorous Johnson, backed up by the
authority of the United States immigration
service, broke into the little love nest.
From that moment, things began to happen to Kelly as rapidly and as unceremoniously as they ever had happened in the
Argonne.
"THE PLAY GOES ON"
The great artist marries the leading
woman of the company and together they
strive to bridge the gap between the provinces and the exclusive opera houses of the
European capitals, she submerging her life
in his and he taking her sacrifice and her
sympathetic help for granted.
But she is too beautiful to remain unnoticed, and her interests are not sufficient
to satisfy her ambition, while the actor
reaches the heights and fails to withstand
the temptations which surround a theatrical
hero. And then suddenly he is told that
his wife is untrue to him, that his best
friend is false and that they are planning
to elope.
The way the great actor brings his own
disjointed domestic drama into focus in the
dressing room between the acts of his play
forms one of the most dramatic climaxes
ever depicted on the screen.
"ONE

RAINY

NIGHT"

Every wife should keep up with her husband, particularly if her husband is a divorce lawyer and specializes in quick Paris
divorces. Mary had to admit to herself
that she had not followed the prevalent
style in bobs and knees and that Jack's
latest case, Rhea, certainly had, and furthermore, knew how to use a baby face and
clinging-vine disposition. Finally it had
come to the point where Jack asked Mary
to give him a divorce so he could marry
Rhea.
But Mary knew how shallow and selfish
Rhea was and how terribly unhappy Jack
would be in next to no time. So she went
to Paris and helped engineer this new affair of her husband. She had been so tireless in arranging everything, so generous in
giving
up that they
couldn't
well
refuse Jack
her invitation
to hold
the very
wedding
supper at the villa she had taken in the
suburbs.
Jack told the chauffeur to come back at
10 o'clock, but Mary put a gold piece in
his hand and told him that Mr. Hopkins
had meant 10 o'clock the next morning
and that there would be more gold pieces
for him at that time. The chauffeur would
have winked at Mary, except that Mary
was not the kind of woman that men
winked at. And she was just starting the
battle of her life to save her own happiness and that of the man she had divorced.
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But you will have to see the way
Ruggles depicts it.

"THE CHARLATAN"
It looked like a nice little party designed
simply for the novel entertainment of after
dinner guests. The men said Count Cagliostro, the Hindu swami, was a fakir, a charlatan, a rogue; the women said he was wonderful, fascinating, mysterious, sincere. But
when Count Cagliostro put Mrs. Talbot in
the cabinet to do the disappearing-andreappearing trick, which he had done time
and time again for audiences as the piecede-resistance of his act, the parlor of the
Talbot home was surcharged with electric
thrills. For the Count knew that Mrs. Talbot was his former wife and had just revealed himself to her in an attempt to have
his
ship.daughter Anne return to his guardianFurthermore, Mrs. Talbot had just
planned to elope with Dr. Payntcr, and Dr.
Paynter's wife had discovered the plot. Mrs.
Talbot, as a counter move, had revealed to
the
attorney
Count Cagliostro's
real district
name was
Peter that
Dwight.
Under these circumstances, when the
secret cabinet revealed the dead body of
Mrs Talbot, there was as much confusion
and recrimination as ever a mystery story
had evolved.
Who killed Mrs. Talbot?
"SEX APPEAL"
Having read all about fifty-fifty marriages, partnership marriages and companionate marriage, John Jones and Ethel
Smith decide to try it. He is to live his
life, she is to lead hers. Expenses will be
shared fifty-fifty. They keep their own
names. When one wants to be away a
week, a day, a night, it is all right with
the other one. They think they are having a grand time and their experiment
seems to be having a certain amount of
influence in the community and on their
friends, when Johnny loses his job and
Ethel gets it in connection with her own.
With no money coming from that side
of the house, the co-partnership arrangement on expenses takes a terrible flop and
all of the other theories that they have
held so dear back up for the main idea to
straighten itself out. But in this straightening-out process, there enters a dramatic
element which requires wiser hands and
older heads than theirs to keep them from
ruining their lives entirely.
"THE SHAKEDOWN"
Our hero is what is known in the profession as a "tanker." That is, he goes into
a small town a week ahead of a burlesque
show, makes a quick impression on the
townspeople so that they think he is a
great fighter. Then when the show comes
along, the town wagers its money on the
tanker and loses.
A chorus girl who is in love with the
"tanker" doubles in stimulating the betting.
But in a small town, Hoopsville, the tanker
makes such a determined impression upon
a lonely little kid and on his landlady's
daughter, that his whole outlook on life
and his manner of earning a living receive
a rude shock. In their ej^es he is the personification ofgood.
Just then a letter comes from the head
of the gamblers with the show. This letter is intercepted by the girl and tlie whole
plot of the "shakedown" is revealed to her.
But she doesn't lose faith in the tanker and
she convinces him that it is not too late
to go straight. But the road to rehabilitation is a tough and rocky one. Nevertheless, he encompasses it . . . over the
fists of the "champion."
"THE
OLYMPIC
CHAMPION"
Tom I,awton ran a fast mile twice a day,
sometimes three times, on a treadmill. He
was the son of James Lawton, middle-aged
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holder of Olympic records but reduced in
circumstances to a foot-race vaudeville act
with treadmill, painted stadium back-drop
and other evidences of his past glory.
Through Tom's sweetheart, Mary Sheridan,
sister of Strong Arm Sheridan, New York
cop and weight throwing champion, Tom
gets a chance as alternate in the marathon
race of the big Paris Olympic meet. While
buying an engagement ring for Mary, he
is robbed in a jewelry store holdup and has
to work his way to France as a stoker.
Mary's presence aboard the ship, on her
way as the American Beauty in an International Revue to be staged in Paris along
with the
Olympics,
bearable. Also,
he gets makes
a trace Tom's
of the lotjewelry
store holdup leader, now fleeing to France.
In Paris he and Sheridan divide their time
between the Olympic stadium and their
search for the crook. How they find him
and capture him after a terrific battle is
full of thrills, but none greater than the
next thrill for Tom — a place in the great
race.
What a race! What a climax! And all
colored
for Tom
by Mary's
unaccountable
fondness
for his sudden
rival in and
the
race.
The climax is tense drama.

Universal Shorts
(Continued

from

page

71)

"George
Comedies" are promised
ringers for the new season.

as bell-

"Buster Brown" Comedies
The popular Buster Brown Comedies will
be continued in 1928-1929 by Stern. Year by
year these clever kid comedies have gained
in favor and in representation. For next year,
Stern promises two-reelers for this series
on a scale far greater than ever before, with
a large cast of kids, black, white and yellow,
in support of the juvenile principals. Arthur
Trimble will continue as Buster, Lois Hardwick will play Mary Jane, and Tige will
be as much in evidence as ever with his
remarkable canine tricks.
OSWALD

CARTOONS

Universal added something new to the
screen firmament last season with the Oswald, the Lucky Rabbit, Cartoons. These
one-reelers, made by Winkler Productions
for Universal release, accomplished the astounding feat of jumping into first-run
favor over-night. Today they are popular
cartoon subjects everywhere. There will
be 26 of them for next season.
"HORACE
IN HOLLYWOOD"
Thirteen one-reelers starring Arthur Lake
are in the Universal line-up for the coining
season. The series will be called "Horace
in Hollywood." This popular juvenile star,
who has just completed the title role in
"Harold Teen," a big First National feature, and who is also to be seen in important roles in many Universal features, will
play the part of a young and ambitious
"e.xtra" trying to "crash the .cates" of the
motion picture studios in Hollywood. The
series is promised as a novel handling of
the Hollywood atmosphere, with many big
stars to be seen in the various sequences
of the Lake comedies.
L^EMMLE

NOVELTIES

L'niversal also will issue 13 Novelty onercelcrs next year, promised as unique subjects of exceptional interest.
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Children's Matinees with Choicest
Films Boost Week's Showing
Manager Ray Tubman at Ottaiva Gets Full House Saturday Morning With
Little Extra Cost by Selecting Pictures

[By Special Correspondent

of Exhibitors Herald and Moving

Picture World]

OTTAWA, May 1.— Ray Tubman, manager of the Regent and Imperial
theatres, Ottawa, has something to say about a project that has brought
him extra business and has facilitated the general operation of these
theatres. This has to do with juvenile patronage and the holding of special
children's matinees.
TUBMAN
has proved that it literally is
good business to stage an extra Saturday morning show for children of long features that naturally lend themselves to this
plan. And he charges regular children's
prices for the extra performances and packs
them in. He frankly admits that he would
rather not have children at regular performances— particularly at the Regent theatre which does close to capacity business on
most pictures. In fact, this theatre is
jammed every Saturday afternoon and
every night with pictures that run one week.
Full House at Little Extra Cost
Therefore, his solution of juvenile patronage is to put on a Saturday morning show
with such features as "Ben Hur," "The Circus," "Speedy," etc. The result is, he gets
a full house at little extra cost; he gets
many children to this early show who otherwise would be attending regular performances later in the day or at nights, and,
with the holding of the children's show on
the first Saturday of a week's run, he has
1,200 or more little boosters around the city
for a feature during the week. Tubman
figures that the children's shows pay handsomely no matter how you look at it.
Picture Selection Is Secret
The Regent is a first-run downtown
house and it admittedly sets the standard
of film entertainment in Ottawa with highclass film attractions. Therefore, Tubman
had to figure wisely on handling juvenile
patronage so that it would add to, rather
than reduce gross returns. The Saturday
morning show was the answer. Incidentally, Tubman sees to it that only features
appropriate to juvenile patrons are given a
Saturday morning presentation so that the
announcement of an extra performance always stands as a signal to the children that
they will be pleased again. To them, therefore, a Saturday forenoon performance always means a real treat.

properties in this city, and Jules B. Weisman,
formerly with the Fifth Avenue in Seattle,
manager of the theatres, the appointment being made by Hershel Stuart, Northwest Manager for West Coast.

Series of Forest Ranger
Films Coming from U
Among the several series of productions
which Universal plans to film this year will
the "Forest Ranger" group, scheduled to go
into production May 15, according to an announcement by Carl Laemmle, president of
Universal. The series is to be of twelve
units of two reels each and will be made
around the United States Forest Service.
The much-heralded production of a third
series of Universal's popular "Collegians,"
has been definitely decided upon and shooting will begin May 1, according to Laemmle.
The initial one of the third series will be
called "The Junior Year.''

Films to Aid Observance of
Music Week, FitzPatrick
Motion pictures will play a large part in the
observance of National Music Week, May 6
to 12, in the opinion of James A. FitzPatrick
who has dramatized the lives of the great composers in his Famous Music Masters series,
each of which is synchronized with a score of
the composer's own music, either for orchestra
or individual at organ or piano.
The New Haven Register devoted a halfpage on PatrickEaster
Sunday to the work of Fitzin this field.

Renew Work on Fox House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ST. LOUIS, May 1. — Construction was
resumed the past week on the 5,000-seat William Fox theatre being erected here. No exMoving Picture World)
planation of the manner in which the labor
BELLINGHAM,
WASH., May 1.—
difficulties which held up the construction for
George S. Douglas has been made general
many weeks was offered b\' the national
manager
of
the
Bellingham
Development
headquarters of the structural steel workers
Company
and
West
Coast
Theatres,
Inc., who were responsible for the tieup

Appoint
Douglas, Weisman
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and

Woman

Rises from Ticket Seller to
Manageress of Three Iowa Theatres

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)
OSKALOOSA, lA., May 1. — That women can be just as successful in business,
even the theatrical business, is proven by Mrs. Marie Clough, who manages three
of the four theatres in Oskaloosa, la. Youthful in years, but old in experience,
Mrs. Clough supervises the Rivola, Strand and Masonic playhouses under the general head of the Rivola Playhouses. Inc. The first two are motion picture theatres
and the Masonic handles road shows and other stage attractions. The young
woman buys and books the films, arranges the presentation acts, bandies the advertising and directs the force of a dozen employes.
Mrs. Clough started her career as ticket seller in the old Lyric and later took
over the office duties of the house. When J. L. Lee took over the Lyric and the
Strand, she was placed in charge of both offices. With the opening of the Rivola
and the forming of a company, she was taken into the organization and has been
manager of the corporation since last fall.

Bill Zinn Manages
Wesco Broadway
At only 22 Years
We have all heard the expression, "an old
head on young shoulders." Well, this adage
is exemplified to the nth degree by one genial
manager who qualifies as a "joungest exhibitor"— William R. Zinn of the Broadway theatre, Tacoma, Wash.
Zinn is 22 years young.
Not only a manager, but a real salesman
of class production to an ever-increasing list
of regular customers is Zinn, whose unfailing courtes}' to his patrons is a big reason for
his success in his chosen field.
Graduating from the University of Washington with high honors, Zinn put in his theatrical apprenticeship with Pacific Northwest
Theatres in Seattle, spending some time at the
Madrona, Garden, Cherio, Queen Anne and
Embassy theatres. He recently went under
the West Coast banner at the Boradway.
In telling of his success, Zinn asked that his
assistants on the Broadway payroll be mentioned, as being the chief contributors to his
upward climb. They are O. M. (Jake) Jacobson and H. C. (Rosie) Rosenberg, projectionists ;Bob Webber, orchestra leader ; and Dave
Good, supervisor of Fanchon & Marco acts.
Bill's angle on life is that life is like a jug.
There must be at least two handles, and one
of them for the other fellow.

Bridge Authority to Make
52 One-Reels for Gotham
Sydney S. Lenz, authority on bridge signed
by Budd Rogers, vice-president of Gotham,
to make a series of 52 one-reel novelty bridge
subjects, has started production at the Cosmopolitan studio in New York. Lenz will
appear in each of the subjects, which carry
the brand name of "Highlights in Bridge."
War

Hero to Wed

NEW YORK. —
louring the Loew
with the showing
"Gold on Chevrons,"
here
May 1.

in New

York

Clayton K. Slack, war hero, now
circuit of theatres in connection
of the government war picture,
will marry Miss Marcella Powell
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Have You a Luck Piece ?
Bebe Daniels Wants 10
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD.
May 1. — Bebe
Daniels, who hrmly believes that she
is the most unlucky girl in Hollywood, has sent out an appeal for a
good luck charm. From the hundreds of letters describing suitable
trinkets, she will select 10 and will
try them out by wearing a different
one each day. To the owner of the
one that brings her the most luck,
Miss Daniels will present a trophy.

Warner Bros, Looks for
Betty Bronson Vehicle
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, Alay L— Having signed
Betty Bronson to a contract to star in two
pictures, Warner Brothers is now busy searching for a suitable story for Betty's talents.
Miss Bronson, who returned from Europe
only a few weeks ago, has been working in
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture, "The
Bellamy Trial," in which she has one of the
leading roles. It is probable that the Vitaphone will accompan},' her work for Warner
Brothers.

Hungarian Film "^'Czar''
Is Hollywood Visitor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

__ HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Elek Horvath, the
"Will Hays" of Hungary, was the guest of
Louis B. Maver at a luncheon at the AI-G-M
studios last week. Horxath states that American pictures are pla\ing 90 per cent in Hungarian theatres. His object in visiting Hollywood is to help the producers to understand
what types of pictures are most pleasing lo
Hungarian audiences.

Arthur Stone Signs Three
Year Contract with Fox
(Special to Exhibitors Herald ami
Moving
Picture li'orld)

HOLLYWOOD, May l.-~.\rthur Stone,
versatile comedian in First Na'ional pictures,
has been signed by Fox on a three year contract to he featured in high-class comedies.
Stone recently began his free-lance career by
making "Chicken a la King" for Fox, after
which the company immediately signed him to
a contract. Stone comes lo the screen from
years of musical comedy and vaudexille.

Cummings

Shoots Boston

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Movinii Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Irving Cummings
left Sunday fi)r Boston to shoot scenes for
"Magringa." a Vox picture. He has signed
KetUH'lh Tlionips'on fni- ibr lead.

Near $3,000,000 Being Spent
on Productions Now Under Way
All Studios Concentrating Effort; 40 Pictures in Shooting and 12
Others Preparing; D. W. Griffith and Henry King Making Huge Pictures at United Artists
(Spcc'uil lo li.vhibilors Herald and Moving Picture U'urld)

HOLLYWOOD, April 27. — Greater effort to produce revenue-making pictures has not been made in a half year than is nested at the present time.
A
new lot of stories went to the stages yesterday and today, and eight picture^
have been completed at a total negative cost estimated at $475,000.
Forty pictures are in the shooting and a dozen other.-, are in the hands of
directors who are preparing to start within a few days. Close to $3,000,000
is being spent to produce these 40 pictures.
Two particularly expensive subjects are
those under the camera at United Artists.
Henry King is director of the Talmadge opera
that is costing every cent of $200,000. D. W.
driffith is making another that depends a great
deal on extravagance of ideas and extrava- ■
gance of expenditure. The Griffith cast consists of four people principally : Belle Bennett,
Jean Hersholt, Sally O'Neil and Phyllis
Haver. D. W. calls it "The Battle of the
Sexes." It's probably one of the most expensive pictures he has made in years.
Fox Films is spending more than a half
million dollars on films currently in work.
"Four Devils" tops the list. It is Janet Gaynor's next piece of work to follow "Street
.\ngel." F. W. Murnau is the director.
^

He

^

VictorWilliam
McLaglen
is acting directed.
in "River Pirate,"
which
K. Howard
The less pretentious of the present schedule
are "Plastered in Paris," featuring Sammy
Cohn and Jack Pennick; "Road House," featuring Lionel Barrymore ; "Wild West Romance," featuring Rex Bell, and an untitled
comedy featuring .Sue Carrol and .Arthur Lake.
De Mille Studies started another big picture
this week, "Power." It stars William Boyd.
Opposite hin^ is Jacqueline Logan. .'Man Hale
is in a prominent role. Howard Higgin is the
director. E. H. Griffith handles the megaphone on "Love Over Xight," the LcRiKqueJcanette Loff picture started two weeks ago.
FRO now has three productions under way.
Ralph Incc is directing "Danger Street," in
which Martha Sleeper has a big role opposite
Warner Baxter. Robert Bradlniry is directing
"Headin' for Danger," in which Bob Steele
and Jola Mendez are featured. Tom Tyler
has begun another fast-steppinc Western. This
one is "The Road to El Dorado."
One of the busiest lots in California is First
X'ational. Harry I^ngdon is working on the
last picture of his present contract. It is tmlitled. It is two months under way and should
bo completed shortly. Dorotliy Mackaill is in
"The \Vhip." Charles Brabin is directini; her
this time. The meek-mannered Ralph Forbes
has the role siipiK)rting the vigorous Dot,
Eddie Clinc Is wiTidiug up another box office
siory
Eddit. rt al. ch:'.n,i.;ed the title from

"The Boss of Litde .\rcady" to "The Head
Man." Impossible to get the original title in
a nxarquee ! Quite possible that it will be
changed again. The picture shows Charley
-Murray in a new kind of role.
Jack Mulhall and the winsome Greta Nissen
are playing together in "The Butter and Egg
Man." .-\nother long title! Richard Wallace
is directing this one for Mr. Eph Asher.
Corinne Griffith spends her days on the set
of "The Divine Lady" of course, in which picture voice
she isisbeing
starred.
Frank Lloyd's familiar
on the
megaphone.
George Fitzmaurice is directing a newly
started piece starring Milton Sills, "The Barker." Dorothy Mackaill is dividing her time so
that she has time to appear in this one, too.
.A number of big pictures are being shot at
the Mctro-Goldwyn Ma\er studios. First is
"The Bellamy Trial." It's the newspaper storj'
directed by Monta Bell. Leatrice Joy. now a
I ree lance pla\ er, is in it. Margaret Livingston has a good, though not a big role, and
Kenneth Thomson is one of the principals.
Jack Conway has begun the direction of the
Chaney picture. "Wlien the City Sleeps." James
C ruze is now directing "Excess Bagigage."
W illiam Haines is the gentleman w Im cansrs
the disturbance in this one.

* *

*

William Nigh is back at the lot directing
"Four Walls." Jack Gilbert is the star. He
plays opposite Joan Crawford.
A big Western is lH>ing directed by John
Waters at Paramount called "The \'anishinp
rionwr." It will probably get a lot of pull
because of the similarly named "Vanishing
assets.
American." Jack Holt adds to the picture's
Many big time stars are working on the lot
I'ola Negri is winding up her contract with
her picture, as yet untitled, which is heiny
directed by Ludwig Berger. Norman Kcrrjapixars in the leading male supptirt.
Clara Bow has bcgim work on "Ladies of
the Mob." W illiam \\ ellman directs h and has
chosen Richard .Vrlcn for the young man who
lo\es t"lara.
Luther Reed is the director of the Esther
R a 1s I o n

production.
('.\»>lflHllCl/

"Sawdust
1>>I

f«pf

"fO

Paradise."
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$3,000,000 Is Being
Spent on Production;
B,0. Films Under Way

Rambling Round Hollywood

{Continued from page 75)

By J. M. Loughborough
SID

GRAUMAN is always doing something new. He sits up nights thinking of new stunts and jokes, and those who surround the Maestro of

motion picture prologues will tell you "That don't mean maybe." Sid's closest
friend is Charles Chaplin. One night Charlie went to the Egyptian dressed as
an old lady of the mid-Victorian period and excitedly asked for the manager.
Mr. Grauman greeted "her."
''"VT'OU'VE swindled me!" exclaimed the
i- supposed female patron. "I bought a
seat and it's not what your ads said it was."
Sid was the essence of politeness. He always
is polite, but this time he played the part of
Chesterfield so earnestly that tears filled his
eyes. Even Chaplin couldn't go any farther
when he saw Sid's grief. He revealed himself, whereupon Grauman said : "Never mind.
I'll even things up. Just \\-ait."
And he'll do it.
A GRAUMAN THEATRE FOR
BEVERLY HILLS
Grauman now is planning a new theatre for
Beverly Hills. Chaplin in "The Circus" goes
out of the Chinese in May and M-G-M's "The
Trail of '98" comes in. There is an imposing
array of stars in this Klondike picture — also
Fritz Tidden, former newspaperman. Fritz
knows his Hoyle, also how to stack the cards.
In "The Trail of '98" he is seen as a Klondike
gambler. Sid thinks a lot of this Klondike
picture because, as a lad, he went up that way
seeking gold. He froze two toes, almost
starved to death and then came back to California to get his gold.
THOSE CALIFORNIA BOYS
Alentioning California, it is appropriate to
let it be known that no matter where a Californian goes he always makes good. Item :
Jack Partington, now a production supervisor
for the Publix Units. Not so many years ago
he was a shipping clerk in San Francisco. He
"discovered" Paul Ash, after entering the picture game ; invented the "magic stages" for
motion picture presentations, and now marches
right at the head of the procession. Then
there is Mort Harris, now at the Capitol, New
York. We might also mention Ben Black,
composer of "Moonlight and Roses" and many
other good ones. Ben spent his boyhood days
in South Africa and came to California in
later years. Lions? He boasted that he used
to sleep with 'em out on the veldt. It happened that a docile lioness appeared in a stage
act in which Ben was master of ceremonies.
The lioness took a great liking to Ben. She
used to watch him leading the band and would
roar with delight. A newspaper man thought
it would be great to get a flashlight of Ben
playing the piano, with the lioness sitting on
a chair. Everything was arranged. Ben posed
with a sort of side motion, all set for playing
and at the same time for a hasty retreat if the
lioness "went loco." The flashlight boomed.
Sadie Thompson, the lioness, leaped into Ben's
arms before he could budge. He lost his balance and his self-composure at the same time.
The lioness plopped right on top of him, and
the newspaper photographer shouted : "Hold
it, Ben; wait till I take another flashlight."
"That's all right," replied Ben, "if I tried to
get up I wouldn't be any more than a dish of
oatmeal to this varmint, and so I'll stay right
here." When the second flashlight went ofif
Sadie Thompson went for the photographer,
who went for an open door and made a getaway. Sadie, however, destroyed the camera.
She then returned to Ben and licked his wrinkled brow. She was only trying to defend him
— so Ben said.
FOR

THE "HERALD-WORLD" GOLF
TOURNAMENT
Everybody is practicing. Charles Logue, the
scenario expert, goes to the links daily and

maps out
other day
Andrew's
the ball
murdered

a continuity for a good score. The
Charlie stood on the fifth tee at St.
and said : "It's a cinch if you hit
an
ordinary
Watch."
it with
a swatsmack.
and it soared
oflf He
the

fair green and into a patch of rough on top of
Hill 4-11-44. Chariie took another shot. He
plays 85. Frank L. Newman, at 74, is a strong
contender.
Sam Sax of Gotham Productions, is being
touted as a "dark horse." H. B. Franklin,
Richard Arlen, Buddy Rogers, Harold Hurley,
B. P. Schulberg, Ben Fineman are players who
come in with good scores. Pete Smith always
finishes strong. Harry Wilson has a new golf
club, brought back from India. It is called a
"Swamiglick," and is said to give tremendous
distance. Harry Rapf has a bet on with
Hobart Henley that he will crash in under 95.
MONTA BELL AGAIN RINGS THE BELL
Monta Bell found himself back in his old
newspaper days when he began work on "The
Bellamy Trial," from the magazine serial. In
one of the sequences a huge staff of newspaper
men was retained to appear as bona fide reporters. Anybody who has ever tried to argue
with a newspaper man after the paper has
gone to press can sympathize with Bell. Everything he wanted done was "all wet." In one
.part of the courtroom scene a spectator fainted
and was carried out. "Say, Monta," said one
of the scribes, "in a real trial a reporter would
follow this guy out and get his name and address." "All right," said Bell, "you follow him
out and then come back and give me his real
name and address." This took the reporter out
of the picture. Pete Smith, who used to be a
New York newspaper man, watched the proceedings with the cj'nical air of a Richard
Harding Davis or Charles Dickens.

M-G'M Signs Jetta Goudal
to Support Marion Davies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Jetta Goudal, idle
since last September signed with Metro last
week to support Marion Davies in "Her Cardboard Lover." The actress left DeMille following an outburst of temperament, it is said.

West Begins New Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May 1.— Roland West,
who for some time has been working on "The
Purple Mask," a costume melodrama, has put
aside all work on this production and is now
concentrating all his efforts on "The Night
Stick," an underworld story which has been
purchased by United Artists.

''Doug*' Is Fined $10
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Douglas
banks was fined $10.00 here on speeding
last week, although the star was in New
awaiting to board ship for Europe. A
sentative from United Artists paid the

Faircharge
York
reprefine.

Luther is not only strong on drama, but strong
on comedy, and folks expect to see an entertainment here that is made under the budget.
Bebe Daniels has changed the name of her
comedy to "Hot News." It is something about
a newsreel girl and an airplane and a flood or
other disaster.
Clarence Badger is directing.
Michael Curtiz leads the list of the Warner
Brothers directors this month and this year
with
his spectacular
"Noah's Ark."
It's certain
that one production,
fits the marquee.
Curtiz is now working with Noah Beery,
Louise Fazenda, Dolores Costello and George
O'Brien on the picture.
Lesser of the Warner pictures are "Women
They Talk About" and "Fools in the Fog."
Lloyd Bacon directs Irene Rich in the former
and Howard Bretherton directs May McAvoy
in the latter.
Two pictures are under way at the Columbia
studios. "Name the Woman" is under the direction of Erie Kenton. Anita Stewart and
Huntley Gordon are in the leading roles of it<
Olive Borden is the star of an untitled one
under the direction of Elmer Clifton.
Joseph Henabery has begun work on "United
States Smith" at Gotham's lot. Eddie Gribbon
and Lila Lee are in the main roles.
Metropolitan Studios are being rented out
and are kept busy regularly. Wallace MacDonald has started direction of a First Division picture called "Free Lips." Jime Marlowe
and Jane Novak are the young women in it.
Frank Hagney is the man.
Burton King has started one called "You're
Angels,"
in "Hell's
the Army
Now." which Howard Hughes is
directing, is still under way. It is filled vnth
air war shots, they say. Hughes also has another picture in the making, "The Racket."
Thomas Meighan and Marie Prevost are heading the cast. Louis Wolheim is the third principal.

7 **Laemmle Specials/ ff
4 Reginald Dennys Are
Planned for 1928-1929
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW
YORK, May 1.— Universal will
launch on the market next year seven
"Laemmle Specials" and four Reginald
Denny production as a part of the new product. The "Laemmle Specials" will be placed in
rating just under the Universal roadshow
"supers," and will be called ahead of the Universal Jewel lineup. The Reginald Dennys
are given a "special" rating.
The seven "Laemmle Specials" are : "The
Foreign Legion," starring Norman Kerry and
Lewis Stone; "The Michigan Kid," with
Renee Adoree and Conrad Nagel ; "Give and
Take," featuring George Sidney and Jean
Hersholt; "The Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City," "The Girl on the Barge," featuring Mary Philbin ; "Lonesome," with
Glenn Tryon and Barbara Kent ; and "The
Last Warning," a Laura LaPlante picture directed by Paul Leni.
The four Denny pictures will be : "Red
Hot Speed," "Partners for the Night," "His
Lucky Day," and "The Night Bird."

Gibson on Location
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Hoot Gibson is
now at work on his new picture for Universal,
"Clearing the Trail." The entire company are
on location at Lone Pine, California, for exterior scenes. Dorothy Gulliver, Wampas
Baby Star of this year, appears opposite Gibson.
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Five thousand miles from Hollywood, a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio is daily engaged in producing a
motion picture to be called "Southern
Skies." The studio is located on the
island of Papeete in the South Seas
and is completely equipped for £Iming, cutting, developing and printing.
The picture, with Monte Blue on location as the star, will depict the
coming of the white man to the
Southern Archipelago. Many natives
have been obtained to take part in
the picture.

Pola Negri Sues Realtors
for $135,000 on Contract
,

HOLLYWOOD, May 1— Pola Negri last
week filed suit against the California Counties Development Corporation for damages
amounting to $135,000. Miss Negri charges
breach of contract in connection with a plan
to build an exclusive apartment house. She
bases her complaint for damages on commissions paid in connection with the transaction
and escrow charges and contends that the defendant failed to post a bond or begin work.

Neilan Will Direct Film
for Fox, Says Rumor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

Contract Are "Sitting Pretty"

More Than Fifty Actors Are Signed by Large Studios in April
— Demand Is Especially Strong for Directors
— Extras Desperate
By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, May L — Although approximately forty pictures are in the
shooting and although the studios are as busy as ever at this time of .the
year, unemployment continues to be a problem. Exemplifying this condition
is the increasing suffering among socalled extras. Two more were placed in
the County hospital in one day chiefly because of undernourishment and exposure. Several have been arrested the last few days for illegal attempts to
obtain money. One robbed, two forged checks, another operated a confidence
eame.
Things are most roseate for young featured players under contract. They are certain of their weekly pay. Studios are loosening up on contracts. Two months ago
it was impossible to obtain a contract for
more than two pictures at the same studio.
Official reports show that the services of more
than 50 players were contracted for by various large studios during April, most of them
signed these past ten days. However, many
of the contracts call for only one or two
years, whereas formerly it was common to
find players signing for five.
Demand is greatest for directors. Extremely
few of them are freelancing, unless trying to
lance themselves a job somewhere.

NOW THAT BAD WEATHER
IS OVER, BEN HECHT RETURNS

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Marshall Neilan
will make a picture for Fox Film Corporation
instead of returning to London now to make
"The Green Hat," it has been unofficially reported. Mickey is expected to take up his
work at the Fox lot tomorrow. Rumor has
it that the picture he will make for Fox is
"The Green Hat" although there is considerable dispute regarding this point.

Ben Hecht, author of rational screen plays
and irrational novels, is with us again. A
couple of Hollywood producers are overjoyed
while a third is saying, "Oy, Oy, wotta mistake Imade !"
Ben's companion on the trip West was Al
Lewis, stage manager for George Jessel, who
reached Hollywood a few days ago.

Carewe Seeks Locations

NEXT ONE MA Y BE
"CROSS MY HEART"

Film "Revenge''
U'A to Exhibitors
for(Special
Herald and
Moving Picture World)
HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Edwin Carewe
is in Yosemite searching for locations for
his forthcoming United Artists production,
"Revenge." The story is taken from "The
Bear Tamer's Daughter," an original by
Konrad Bercovici. Finis Fox has written
the scenario.

Martin Back on Job
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May 1. — Al Martin,
ace title writer, has returned to the Hollywood Plaza after a vacation in Hawaii. He
says he is all set to start on his new Fox
contract. Al accompanied Frank Borzage,
director of "Seventh Heaven" and Mrs. Borzage to the islands, where they tried out all
of the native sports.

Considine in New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, May 1.— John W. Considine, Jr., supervisor at the United Artists
Studio, arrived in New York last week,
bringing with him a print of John Barrymore's "Tempest," which he supervised.
Lawrence
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Extras Plead While Those on

5,000 Miles from Home,
M-G-M Studio Makes Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HERALD

Gray Wins Fan Contest

BUENOS AIRES.— Lawrence Gr.iy. MetroGoIdwyn-Mayer actor, was recently voted, tjy a majority
of several thousand picture fans in the Arfrentine,
the favorite screen actor.

Colleen Moore's picture is changed again.
It was once well called "Here Is My Heart."
On account of sales purposes it was changed
to "Heart to Heart." Now it is "Happiness
Ahead." Mary Astor will call hers "Heart to
Heart." For a Colleen picture it strikes us
the first was the greatest title that ever graced
a script sheet. If anybody agrees that "Here
Is My Heart" ought to remain unchanged
write us a letter and we'll see what can be
done about it.
Incidentally, Colleen will leave for a vacation in Hawaii with her mother and father as
soon as she completes the picture.

* * *

Max Factor shipped 14 tons of makeup to
It is theatrical cosmetics inParis Sunday.
tended for studio purposes.

* * *
A REPORTER FALLS
DOWN STAIRS
Newspaper and trade paper scribblers are
being invited to parties almost daily these
days. It's becoming a problem. Every party
one can't accept
but scribbler.
to attend
a temptation
is
ihem
all and remain
a news
One of the stars gave a luncheon. Many
attended. It became a guaranteed success the
instant that Ralph Wilk fell down a flight of
stairs on entering the living room.
Thea supper.
luncheon The
"grewsupper
into awastea growing
and the into
tea
into
something else when it was discovered that
it was 3 o'clock and time to start another
week.
Howard Hawks offered all the newsgath-

erers a free ride in airplanes at his party al
Fox Hills.
Harry Collins, fashion master, invited the
Fourth Estate to attend a fashion revue at the
Sunset boule\'ard studios of Fox Films.
The Wampas' written invitations to a conclave at the Breakfast Club Saturday read in
"The Wampas trusts you can se« your way
clear to be with us on this occasion. Here
you will see the press representatives at play.
We offer you on this joyous occasion food
— fun and froUc — and no questions
partand
: drink
asked
or answers given. In all the world
you'll find no fun like this so save the date
and you'll save all.
"Dress will be informal — coats and pants;
vests optional. Guests arriving at midnight
or after will be extended same courtesies as
afternoon sheet writers. This invitation and
your w. k. face is your ticket of admittance.
The affair is strictly stag if you know vsfhat
we mean and is for working pressmen only!"

Al Martin, title writer, returned
Honolulu and 14 days after he reached
reported that he had titled 12 two reel
edies. He'll soon catch up and be able
back to the tropical isle.

* * *

from
home
comto go

Winfield Sheehan leaves this week for New
York to spend two weeks.

* * *

Unless one of the companies withdraws,
both First National and United Artists will
have a "La Tosca" on its program of the coming year. Billie Dove will play the lead in
First National's and Dolores Del Rio will
play the lead in the other.
Billie's ultimately will probably be ".\ Great
Love" and Del Rio's will probably be "A
Great Hate." It's ten to one that "La Tosca"
will not be the title of both when the paper
is prepared.
* * *
Just as Hollywood was becoming emotional
concerning
news a of
Del Rio's
petition
for the
divorce,
storyDolores
broke saying
she
was the victim of a gigantic kidnaping plot.
When that stor\- was drawing attention from
her domestic trouble a storj' broke sa>nng a
man had confessed that the kidnaping plot
was a fairy tale, .'\nyhow it turned attention
from Jamie Del Rio.
Now comes our report that we picked up a
newspaper in Mexico four weeks ago s.i>'ing
the Del Rio divorce had then been granted.
But what difference does it make?

Pioneer Film Man

Dies

(Speci.il
(<> nxhihitcrs
IU'.:id jn.i
Mc-.ing
Picture World)

INDIANAPOLIS. May 1.— Funeral services for William M. Swain, 70 years old. a
pioneer in the motion picture machine business
in Indiana, were hold at the residence, with
burial in a local ccmetcn- here. Hcdicd following a short illness. Born in Cincinnati,
he had lived in Indianapolis 38 years. The
widow and two daughters survive.

1
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V^
SHORT FEATURE

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department,
"Little Pictures with the Big Punch," which has presented news, reviews and exploitation on
short features and serials.

Airplane Bringing Print Proves
Effective in Exploiting Merrill
Crossword Puzzle
Throwaways
Dropped Upon Milwaukee by Aircraft
Carrying Lindbergh Reels from Chicago — Trailers and
Special Titles Help — Newspapers Cooperate
[Mr. Exhibitor! Have you ever used a campaign on a Short Feature
that matched the one printed below, for novelty or thoroughness? This one
has been used before, in one form or another, and it is effective. You are
invited to tell your fellow-exhibitors of your exploitation methods on Short
Features through these columns. Just address the Short Feature Department,
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 4oy S. Dearborn St., Chicago.]
An airplane to bring prints of an airplane picture to the theatre. That was
the logical and effective method used to exploit M-G-M's "40,000 Miles with
Lindbergh" at the Merrill theatre, Milwaukee.
Newspapers and Trailer Enlisted
Arnold Saxe, manager of the Merrill, worked out the plans with an M-G-M
exploiter, and the preparations for the flight with the print from Chicago were
made known to the public by means of newspaper stories and a trailer.
Newspapers,
notified
of theInc.,
arrangement
with
the Midwest
Airways,
had their
own cameramen on hand to photograph the
landing. In addition, a motion picture
cameraman took shots of the plane in the
air and landing, with the handing of the
prints to Saxe by the pilot. These local
shots were developed and shown at the
Merrill in connection with the three-reel
production of Lindbergh's career in the air.
Crossword Puzzle Used
The management did not stop there,
however. Special throwaways, with a
crossword puzzle, were dropped upon the
city from the plane, and also distributed
in the usual manner.
The following banner on the plane pub-

Newspictures
P\THE NEWS NO. 35 — Many kinds of planes are
Fitzexhibited in aviation show at Detroit— Major
maurice of Bremen's crew arrives from Greenly
at 37th conCoolidge is speaker .
President
Island— vention
held at Washington
-r. ,,■
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 33— Reliefs
planes on way to Greenly Island to aid Bremen
splendid workWeissmuUer showsfleet
crew Johnny Beach
puts to sea
— American
out at Miami
defenses.
for test of Hawaiian
M-G-M NEWS NO. 73— Capt. Wilkins flies from
Alaska to Spitzbergen — Major Fitzmaunce takes
new propeller and supplies to comrades on Greenly
Island — Keech breaks world auto speed race, goes
207^ miles an hour.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5390— Wilkins flies across the top
of the world — Ray Keech sets new auto speed record of 207^ miles an hour — Americans meet defeat
in six day bike race in Paris.
PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 78— Repair Bremen at
Greenly Island, now ready for flight to New York
— Keech breaks speed record at 20714 miles an
hour in his 36 cylinder car — Captain Wilkins and
Eielson, his pilot complete sensational flight across
top of world.
Arab
Duke
Schiller — Ancient
with
Bay
Murray
FOX NEWS NO. 60 — Major Fitzmaurice flies to
fete celebrated in Egypt — Famous French race
won by 24 to 1 shot.

licized
the campaign:
"The Inc.,
RyanBringing
Brougham
of the Midwest
Airways,
the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Film, 'Forty Thousand Miles With Lindbergh' Direct to the
Merrill Theatre."
Special Titles Written
The following titles ran with the film:
Title No. 1— Elmer Leighton, Pilot of
the Ryan Brougham of the Midwest Airways, Inc., Bringing the Metro-GoldwynMayer toFilm,
with Lindbergh,"
direct
the "40,000
Merrill Miles
Theatre.
Title No. 2 — How the Ryan Brougham
Looked to the Cameraman of the Milwaukee
Sentinel.
Title No. 3 — Here Comes the Lindy Film!
The campaign attracted considerable attention both from those who watched the
plane arrive and those who read about it
and saw the newspaper photos.

New Interest and New
Players Developed by
Christie in P-F-L Year
•'Comedies are gradually getting back on
the screen in the big houses which have
played few two-reel comedies during the
last couple of years," Sidney R. Kent, general manager of Paramount, said this week
in commenting upon the completion of the
filming
of Comedies.
the entire first year's program
of
Christie
It is pointed out that in this present
series, Christie has developed Jack Duffy
as a new star, has brought out new talent
in such players as Billy Engle and Buddy
the dog; has developed five leading women,
including Ann Christy, now with Harold
Lloyd, and Doris Dawson, now with First
National, and eight Christie girls who have
signed contracts for long features.

Short Feature
Releases
WEEK OF HAT 6
EDUCATIONAL — "Fandango," Lupine Lane, two;
"Never Too Late," Cameo, one; "The Wandering
Toy," Hodge-Podge, one.
F B O — "Mickey's Wild West." Mickey McGuire, two.
M-G-M — "Sanctuary," Oddities; "Fair and Muddy,"
Our Gang, Hal Roach.
PATHE — "Mark of the Frog," No. 7, two: "A Junrie
Triangle," Aesop, two-thirds; Pathe Review, No.
19, one- third; Topics of the Day, No. 19, onethird; Rarebits, two-thirds.
PARAMOUNT— "Cruising the Arctic," Novelty, two;
"Gold Bricks," Krazy Kat, one.
UNIVERSAL— "Money! Money! Money!" Snappy,
one; "Newlyweds' Imagination," Newlyweds, two;
"The Haunted Island," No. 7, two; "Sailor George,"
Let George
tamed," Do
Western, It,
two.Stem Bros., two; "The UnWEEK OF MAY 13
EDUCATIONAL— "At It Again," Mermaid, Monty
Collins, two; "Felix the Cat in Arabiantics," one.
F B O — "Restless Bachelors," Kamival Komedies,
two;
"Big Berthas," Standard, two; Newslaffs No.
19, one.
FOX — "Follow the Leader," Animal, two; "Sea
Breezes," Varieties, one.
M-G-M— "The Virgin Queen," Events; "The Kid's
First Fight," Chase.
PARAMOUNT— "Love's Young Scream," Christie,
Duffy, two; "Koko Lamps Aladdin," Inkwell Imps,
one.
PATHE — "Mark of the Frog," No. 8, two; "Famous
Playgrounds,"
Sportlight,
"Coast
Aesop, two-thirds;
Pathe one;
Review
No. to20,Coast,"
one;
Topics No. 20, one-third.
UNIVERSAL— "Hungry Hoboes," Snappy, one; "The
Haunted Island," No. 8, two; "Women Chasers,"
Stern Brothers, two; "Fighting Destiny," Western,
two.
WEEK

OF

MAY

27

EDUC.\TIONAI^-"Felix the Cat in In and OutLaws," one; "Navy Beans," Big Boy — Juvenile,
two; "Landlord
Blues," Curiosities, one.
F B O— "Silk Sock Hal," Karnival, Al Cooke, two;
Newslaffs
No. 20, one.
FOX — "Jack and Jilted," Imperial, two: "Lords of
the Back Fence," Varieties, one.
M-G-M— "That Night," Davidson.
PARAMOUNT— "A Gallant Gob," Christie Dooley,
two; "Koko
Squeals," Inkwell Imps, one.
UNIVERSAL^"Oh, What a Knight!" Snappy, Oswald, one; "The Haunted Island," No. 10, two;
"George's School Daze," Stern Bros., two; "The
Dangerous Trail," Western, Perrin, two.

Five Serials Coming from
Universal for Next Year
Five serials are on the production program
of Universal for next year, four from novels,
the other an original. William Lord Wright
will supen'ise.
"Tarzan the Mighty" will be from Edgar
Rice Burroughs' "The Jungle Tales of Tarzan." "The Final Reckoning" is being adapted
from the G. A. Henty book. "The Pirate of
Panama," to go into production June 1, is
from the story by William MacLeod Raine.
George Morgan wrote "The Mystery Rider,"
in which William Desmond will star. "The
Diamond Master," from Jacques Futrelle's
story, is to be directed by Jack Nelson, starting May 1.
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Warner Brothers Executives
TOP, right to left: Harry M. Warner, president; Jack L. Warner, in charge of production, and Albert Warner, vice president.
CIRCLE, right: Sam E. Morris, general manager of distribution.
CIRCLE, left: George Quigley, vice president
of Vitaphone Corporation.

OUR

BIGGEST

BROTHERS is entering
ER
WARN
the biggest year in the history of
its business with a program of ambitious plans announced this week by H. M.
Warner, president. The excellent condition
that the company finds itself in at the conclusion of the 1927-28 season is responsible
for its decision to increase substantially its
production budget for the coming twelve
months, according to Mr. Warner.
A group of roadshows, extended run productions and 18 Warner winners will be
the foundation for Warner activities during
1928-29. These productions will all be
based upon the works of well known authors or box office writers who prepare
their stories directly for the screen.
Vitaphone, having contributed largely to
making
Al Jolsonsuccesses
in "The ofJazz
one
of the greatest
its Singer"
season, will
be used extensively in the execution of the
coming Warner schedule. Many sound effects will be employed as part of every
roadshow, and Vitaphone musical accompaniments will be available on each of the
18 winners.
In the foreground of the roadshow groui*
is the long awaited and elaborately prepared, "Noah's Ark," which Warner Brothers announces will be "made to top anv
picture ever made." It is now well under
way on the Coast with Michael Curtiz directing and Dolores Costello playing the
star role, supported by George O'Brien.
Others in the cast arc Noah I'eery, Myrna
I-oy, Paul McAllister, Leila Hyains, Heleni'
Costello, ."Xudrey I'erris, Louise k'azcnda,
John
7\nders Kaliz.
Randolf,TheWilliam
Mong Miljan,
and Armand
story \'.
of
"Noah's Ark" was written by Darryl Francis Zanuck and adapted by Anthony Coldeway.
Of equal importance is the second motion
l>icture vehicle to star Al Jolson. This will
be a Vitaphone roadshow which Warner
P'riithcrs is detiTniiiud
will (■clip>~e e\cn

YEAR,

says H. M. Wamer

"The Jazz Singer" in popular appeal. The
picture is based on Leslie S. Barrow's play,
"The Singing Fool," which C. Graham
Baker is adapting to screen purposes. The
starting date will be early in June.
The first week in June another big roadshow will go into production. This picture will star Fannie Brice. It is declared
to be of tremendous box ofifice significance
because it brings the screen debut of an
actress who is known throughout the whole
amusement world. Following the international success she has obtained with Ziegfeld in musical comedy, with Belasco on the
dramatic stage; and in big time vaudeville,
her signature to a film contract is considered as important a screen coup by Warner
as thepictures
securing
Jolson's
services Brothers
for motion
last of
year.
Three more features for 1928-29 that incoporate Vitaphone sound in song and dialogue are already completed. The first of
these extended run productions is "Tenderloin," starring Dolores Costello and featuring Conrad Nagel, which has just terminated ahighly successful run on Broadwa\'
at the Warner theatre. The story by Mel\ ille Crosman was directed by Michael Curtiz, with a distinguished supporting cast including Mitcliell Lewis, Dan Wolheim and
(ieorgie Stone.
.Another of the trio is "Glorious Betsy,"
now playing at the Warner theatre. Again
Dolores
Costello
heard onNagel.
the \'itaplione
as
the star
with isConrad
In this
vehicle she is directed by .Man Croslantl
and supported by Pasquale .'\mato. Marc
McDermott, Betty Blythe, Paul Panzer.
Andre de Segurola, Clarissa Selwyn.
Michael Vavitch and John Miljan. The
story
is taken from the play by Rida Joliii("oldeway.
son "\"oung and was scinarized b>' .\ntlion\
The third \'itaphone special already fini>lu(l is a film version of Charles Klein's
pla>-, "The Lion and llu Mouse," with Mav

McAvoy, Lionel Barrymore and
Collier, Jr. Alec Francis, Jack
and Emmet Corrigan are also in
Lloyd
Bacon directed from a script
ert Lord.

William
Ackroyd
the cast.
by Rob-

In addition to the six foregoing roadshows and extended run productions, several more stories will be selected for this
group on the Warner Brothers program.
Excellent box office material will comprise the 18 Warner winners. A reduction
in the number of winners does not mean a.
reduction in the production budget. On the
contrary, Warner Brothers has allotted
more money to be spent for the IS than it
has previously invested in the winner group
when it called for 26 pictures.
Limiting its lineup to 18 releases enables
more time and thought to be given the
preparation of stories and continuities and
more thorough effort to be put into each
production all along the line from the selection of material to the last stage of editing.
The \'itaphone accompaniments whicli
will be a part of each Warner winner will
be a strong element in its box office value.
Its scores will be played by distinguished
symphony orcl^estras that will be welcome
to the hundreds of exhibitors who have
\ itaphone installations in their houses and
ti) the hundreds more wiio are planning to
make the device part of their equipment in
the near future. .As in the past, however,
these pictures will be available with or
without
the X'itaphone
according ta
the individual
needs of scores,
each house.
A large portion of the winners are already in the processes of production. Several are entirely finished, others arc beinfr
titled and edited, still others arc before the
cameras and the remaining stories arp
being adapted.
In preparing its program for 1928-2'>
W ariur Brothers will follow the policy pursued this year. That is. it will work considerably ahead of schedule and promise to
deli\er every release strictlv on time.
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CIRCLES,
left
to right:
Louise
Fazenda,
AI Joison
and
May
McAvoy.
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In outline
at left is the
famous
Warner
dog
star,
Rin-Tin-Tin
William

Nagel

Collier,

New B*0* Names
on Warner
Roster

Fannie Brice

William

Russell

Helene

Costello

Betty Bronson

Agnee

Franey

Audrey

Ferris

STARS whose names carry box office
drawing power will form Warner
Brothers' stock company of contracted
players for the coming year, according to
expectations. Several important additions
were announced this week by Jack L. Warner, studio chief, who has been busy completing the lineup of actors and actresses
who will undertake the principal roles in
Warner pictures for 1928-29.
Betty Bronson will play the lead in three
productions during the new season, according to announcement from Mr. Warner.
Stories are now being selected for her and
their titles will be made public shortly.
William Collier, Jr., who was recently
signed by the organization to play in three
pictures next season, has had his contract
altered to read that he will appear in five
Warner stories to be filmed on their coming program. The extension clause was
added because of Collier's excellent work
in "No Questions Asked," which is now in
production with Audrey Ferris co-featuring
with the popular juvenile.
Another contract award has been made
to William Russell following the completion of a singularly fine performance in
"State Street Sadie," with Myrna Loy and
Conrad Nagel. Russell will appear in at
least three more productions.
Agnes Franey, former Ziegfeld beauty, is
still another player who has signed her
name to a Warner contract.
Harry Wardell has also been added to
the stock company. Assignment of his first
role will be made in the next group of pictures which Warner Brothers will cast in
the course of a few weeks.
Warner Brothers made public recently
that it would sponsor the screen debut of
Fannie Brice, nationally known comedienne.
Her first picture will contain elaborate Vitaphone effects and will be roadshown.
The biggest stars and players appearing
under the Warner banner during the season now coming to a close will continue
with it next year. Al Joison will be among
them, as will be Dolores Costello. Both will
make several big roadshow attractions.
Other celebrities with Warner Brothers
during 1928-29 will include Monte Blue,
Conrad Nagel, May McAvoy, Irene Rich,
Louise Fazenda, Rin-Tin-Tin, Clyde Cook,
Helene Costello, Myrna Loy, Leila Hyams
and Audrey Ferris.

Clyde

Cook

Myrna

Loy

Leila Hyams

Irene

Rich

Monte Blue

Dolores

Costello

Jr.
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Roy Enright

Howard Bretherton

Archie

Mayo

Michael Curtiz

Curtiz Is Shooting
Big Scenes in
''Noah's Ark''

Imposing Array of
IS antes in List

THE biggest scenes in the picture that
Warner Brothers has ever made will go
before the cameras this week. After more
than a year's research and many weeks consumed in building sets and untangling technical problems, the biblical sequences will
be shot by Director Michael Curtiz in Dolores Costello's starring vehicle, "Noah's
Ark," the roadshow that is being "made to
top any picture ever made."
William Koenig, studio manager at the
Warner studio, has been responsible for
the tremendous work that has been accomplished in preparation for these scenes.
They are to be taken at Warner Brothers
auxiliary studio which was acquired at the
time it took over the Vitagraph Company.
That entire lot of approximately 38 acres
is being occupied by sets and properties
that are to be used for this part of the
production.

WARNER
BROTHERS has lined up an
imposing array of names on the list of
directors in whose hands will be entrusted
its program for next season. Each of the
men already signed as well as others who
will soon receive contracts has been selected because he has applied showmanship
to his pictures in the past and has put those
pictures
tractions. into the category of box office at-

Under
Koenig's
supervision
than
2,000Mr.
workmen
have
been busymore
for
many weeks. These include carpenters, cement workers and laborers who have now
completed the erection of a mammoth architectural structure, the centre of which is
the Temple of Jaghut, a replica of the 16,OOO-year-old place of worship figuring in
this part of the story. This piece of construction alone extends over several acres
of ground.
About 5,000 extras will be used during the
next two weeks. The casting department
has been working day and night interviewing and selecting the people who are to
play "atmosphere" bits in the biblical sequences.
"Noah's Ark" is now in its sixth week
of production. George O'Brien plays opposite its star, Dolores Costello, and those appearing in supporting roles include many of
Hollywood's most popular actors and actresses, among them Noah Beery, Myrna
Loy, Leila Hyams, Audrey Ferris, Anders
Randolf, Helene Costello. Paul McAllister,
Louise Fazenda, John Miljan, David Mir,
William V. Mong and Nigel De Brulier.
The story of "Noah's Ark" is by Darryl
Francis Zanuck, with Anthony Coldeway
receiving credit for the adaptation.

of Directors
Roy

Del Ruth

Lloyd Bacon

Successful Conclave
Is Held in New York
THE Warner Brothers sales force, which
gathered from all parts of the country
in New York last week, returned home Sunday night after a three days' convention at
which they heard official announcements of
stars, pictures, and policies for the coming
year. The convention was conceded to be
the most successful one ever held by Warner Brothers, and its representatives in the
field have gone back to their respective
offices imbued with enthusiasm and confident that their company is starting the biggest box office season in its history.
Branch managers, division managers,
sales managers, and special representatives of Warner Brothers, as well as the
Vitaphone
field force,April
arrived
in New YorkCorporation's
Thursday afternoon,
26,
checking in at the Pennsylvania hotel in
time to attend the world premiere of Dolores Costello in "Glorious Betsy," which
'took place that evening at the Warner theatre. An entire section of the orchestra
was reserved for the visiting exchange men.
Formal opening of the convention took
place on Friday morning with Sam E. Morris, Warner Brothers' general manager of
distribution, presiding. During this session,
Mr. Morris outlined the plans for the coming year, which include a group of roadsliow specials, another of extended run productions, and finally 18 Warner winners.
He emphasized the notable progress made
by Vitaphone during the past season and
told liow the device will be employed extensively in next year's product.
Following Mr. Morris' introductory ad(Conlittued on next Page)

Michael Curtiz who has the highly important assignment of "Noah's Ark," starring Dolores Costello with George O'Brien,
now under way, has made such past Warner successes as "Tenderloin," "The Desired Woman," and "The Third Degree."
Lloyd Bacon, now at work on "Women
They Talk
About,"
Irene
Rich, is list.
another excellent
bet with
on the
directorial
He is responsible for "The Lion and the
Mouse," "Brass Knuckles," and others that
have registered.
Archie L. Mayo will also appear prominently among the Warner directors for
1928-29. Mayo has directed a number of
releases for the company during the last
year, notably "The College Widow" and
"The Crimson City." At present he is completing "State Street Sadie," with Myrna
Loy, for the new program, and is to receive
another assignment shortly.
Another director whose talents are familiar to exhibitors is Roy Del Ruth. He will
work on Warner releases for next season,
the first of which is a comedy drama temporarilyAudrey
titled, "No
Asked,"
featuring
FerrisQuestions
and William
Collier,
Howard Bretherton's efforts will also belong to the organization during the coming
months. Bretherton is a director who has
been developed at the Warner studio.
His present picture now under way is an
untitled co-starring vehicle for May Mc.\voy and Conrad Nagel. His most recent
hits are "Across the Atlantic" and "The
RayJr. Enright has also hit the box office
Silver Slave."
buUseye with such productions as "The Girl
From iation
Chicago,"
and Brothers,
will continue
his work
affilwith Warner
his first
on the 1928-29 schedule being "The Land of
the Silver Fox" starring Rin-Tin-Tin.
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City Heaps Honors upon Manager
Who Aids Community Cause
Eight Midnight Matinees for Charity Staged at Palace in Dallas by A.
Haydn Mason, Paramount School Graduate
(The following article, rewritten from an editorial in the Dallas Morning News, is in
line with the series on theatre cooperation with community which appeared recently in
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World.)

DALLAS, May L — "How to be a citizen in one year" might be the lesson
drawn from the career of A. Haydn Mason, managing director of the Palace
theatre, in Dallas, called one of the most successfully operated houses in the
Southwest, graduated in August, 1926, from the Paramount School for Theatre
Managers. Mason served a short apprenticeship at the Rivoli in New York and
then was given his choice of accepting the assistant managership of the Paramount or coming to Dallas as manager. He accepted the latter position and came
to Dallas in October of that year.
WHEN
he arrived here he did not know
even the census and he was stopped by
the page boy at the Palace. Furthermore, he
was born of English
parents and reared
and educated in New
England, a region
rather famous for reticence and austerity.
But a year later finds
this Yankee a typical
Southerner.
"When I came to
Dallas I drew on my
past experiences and
came to the conclusion that everybody is
right if he thinks
right," Mason said in
speaking
atu j Mason
m
.
.
'^ of . his
rr^
A..
HaTdn
titude
toward
1 exas.
"So I determined to do as Dallas does. I have
found the process interesting and enjoyable.
Dallasites and Texans act as they do because
they find their methods the healthiest, sanest
and most convenient for their purposes.
Since I have become a Dallasite I find established customs the best."
How completely Mason has fallen into
the spirit of his new home
might be

demonstrated by listing the honors thrust
upon him. The Kiwanis recently made
him a director. The Radio Post of the
American Legion made him commander.
Tannehill Lodge of the Masons conferred
his master's degree a few days ago.
He has utilized his theatre to no small
degree in fulfilling what he regards as
mandates.
Barely a week passes that he
does not marshal the performers on his
programs and carry them to hospitals and
orphanages to entertain "shut-ins." More
often than not he forgets "to put a piece
in the
He
has paper
stagedabout
eightit."midnight matinees for
charitable purposes,
giving the receipts over
expenses to the chosen cause.
Interested in Community
A novel instance of his spirit was his purchase of a bale of cotton which he displayed
in the lobby of the Palace. On it he affixed a
sign reading, "I bought this bale of cotton for
\2y2C and so great is my faith in Texas that
I will hold it until the price reaches 15c. Have
3'ou bought yours?" This was at a time when
farmers were sacrificing their cotton and all
efforts were being made to reestablish faith in
the staple. Mason was congratulated by
farmers and business men throughout the
state.

Tying Up with Community Nets Big
Returns for This Exhibitor
Sale of Tickets by Civic Groups Brings in Many Irregular Patrons, Fred
E. Johnson of Cambridge, Ohio, Finds
BUILDING up business through participation of the theatre owner in
community affairs for the winning of goodwill, which was the subject
of a series of articles recently in the Herald- World, has a real exponent
in Fred E. Johnson, of the C & M Amusement Company, operating the Putnam and the Hippodrome at Marietta, Ohio, and the Strand and the Colonial
at Cambridge.
ly/TANAGER JOHNSON, in a letter to the
-'-^-*- Herald- World, encloses a newspaper
clipping showing the success of a party he
staged at the Colonial for starving children of
miners, but most important to exhibitors at
large, and directly in line with that series of
articles, is the following paragraph which
shows that community work pays :
"I find these benefits enable me to Avork up
business nicely, increase my prices, etc., and
the ladies out selling tickets on a percentage
basis brings in many folks who are not regular theatregoers. It has worked to their advantage as well as ours and is a splendid and
easy way for various societies in the small
cities to make money.
How to Tie Up With Community
In what ways does a manager intelligently
lie up with his community to better his own
business?
The best answer is in Johnson's

letter.

He writes :

"It might be of interest to you to know that
IClubs
recently
talked
to motion
the Women's
of this
city on
pictures Federated
and gave
the Kiw-anis Club a talk on the same, besides
furnishing the program for the day. Took the
Radio Dolls Jazz Band to their noonday luncheon to furnish music.
Style Revue Brings Business
"Among our recent activities were a Spring
Style Revue, in co-operation with the PotterDavis Drj' Goods Company, showing 'Ladies
Must Dress' as the film feature. Big business
resulted. Also had a tieup with the American
Legion on 'The Gay Retreat.*
"Community affairs coming will be 'Les
Miserables', auspices of the Methodist-Protestant Church ladies ; 'Resurrection', for the St.
Hilda Guild of .St. John's Episcopal Church,
and a patriotic picture for the D. A. R.

Theatre Books 230
Programs, 230 Days
Here is an individual booking deal
on short features to shoot at. The
Dewey in Minneapolis has booked
230 complete Pathe programs to be
played continuously for 230 days.
Can any exhibitor beat that mark for
consecutive signing of the product of
any one company.''

Successful Conclave
Is Held in New York
by Warner Brothers
(Continued

from

preceding

page)

dress, H. M. Warner, president of Warner
Brothers, spoke. His message was to
stress the excellent position of the company
financially and he spoke at length of the exhibitor faith which it holds. Addresses
were also delivered the opening daj' by C.
C. Ezell, Southern and Western sales manager; Max Milder, Central sales manager;
Arthur Abeles, Eastern sales manager; and
Albert Howson, scenario editor. The present status of Vitaphone w-as explained completely by George Quigley, vice president of
the Vitaphone Corporation.
The session was resumed Saturday morning and continued through the greater part
of the day. The principal speakers at the
second meeting were Warner Brothers division managers, J. S. Hebrew, H. E. Elder,
and Harry Lustig. Short talks were also
given by A. P. Waxman, director of advertising and publicity; Joseph Hummel, manager of the contract department; H. M.
Doherty, auditor of exchanges; C. C. Ryan,
purchasing agent; B. F. Lyon, sales manager of the Canadian territory; A. C. Brauninger, sales promotion head; Samuel Carlisle, comptroller; and Paul Swift, sales
manager of Vitaphone.
On Saturday evening, the visitors were
the guests of the firm at a number of theato the', outstanding stage hits
now tre
onparties
Broadway.
Again on Sunday morning, the meeting
convened and this session was followed by
a luncheon at which the formal closing of
^the convention took place. In the afternoon special buses chartered bj- Warner
Brothers took the men to the Polo Grounds
where they occupied boxes at a doubleheader game between the Giants and the
Boston Braves.
Many novel features contributed to the
convention's success. The decorations of
the room at which the men met were most
effective and unusual. Cut-outs of Warner
stars reproduced in heroic size lined the
walls and the major display consisted of a
Ark." into the
replica of "Noah's
gigantic
The convention
has developed
outstanding event of the organization each
year. The one that has just come to a conclusion is the fourth one held by Warner
Brothers.

News Reel Is Subject for
Long Feature of Fox Films
Adventures of a newsreel cameraman comprise the theme
of on
"ThetheNews
Parade,"of much
of which
is based
experiences
Fox
News cameramen. Havana scenes have been
shot, and a number of other cities are to be
locales.
David Butler is directing Earle Foxe.
All of which should provide excellent exploitation for Fox News and bring to the attention of the public just how much the newsreel means to a complete program.
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Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
Production Directory
[Number immediately following title denotes production number]
DIRECTOR

STORT

CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

STORT

STARTING
DATE

DIRECTOR

California Studio
NO

PRODUCTION

THIS

CHIEF
PLAYERS

STARTING
DATE

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio

MONTH

Eddie
The
Baby Bellamy
Cyclone"

Sutherland Lew Cody
Aileen Pringle
Bell
Leatrice Joy

Monta

Columbia Studio
April

Oaston
Huntley Glafis
Gordon'
Olive Borden
John
Bolefi

April

9

Apri

Jack Conway
'
Excess
James
Cruze
l"Baggage
City
Sleeps'
Tria
"Four
Walls" William
Nigh

23

1 3
1 3

Apri

Margaret
ingston LivKenneth Thom.son
Lon Chancy
Anita Page
Wm.
Haines
Josephine Dunn
John Gilbert
Joan Crawford

While the
Anita Stewart

'Name the
Earl Kenton
Woman"
Elmer Clifton
Untitled

BRAND
NAME

14

April
April
April
19

DeMille Studio
'Love Over
NifirliC
"Power

E.

H.

Howard

22

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation

Rod La Rocque
.Teanette Loff
William Boyd
.laciiueline
Logan
Alan
Hale

Griffith
Higgin

April

17

April

25

"The
Vanishing
"Ladiesst of the
"Sawdu
Pioneer"
Untitled

F B 0 Studio
Bob Steele
Jola Mendez
Warner
Baxter
Martha
Sleeper
Tom Tyler
Ethlyne Claire

Wm. Wellman
Luther Reed
Ludwig

"Hot News"
Paradise"
"llcadhr
for Robert Bradbury
Ojiiiirfi"
'Danger
Ralph Ince
Street"
"The
Road
to Robert
DeLacy
El Dorado"

John Waters

Berger

Clarence Badger

April 7
April
April

Mob"

23

"Road

House"

•Wild West
Romance"
Untitled

April 3
April 10

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

April 16
April 14
April 23

Tec-Art Studio

Harry Langdon
Charles Bragin

NO

Mar. 31

PRODUCTION

Tiffanv-Stahl Studio

April 2
March
27
Marriage
April

IS

James Flood

of

Geo.

"Lingerie"
Tomorrow"

Melford

Fox Studio

'I'liislcrcd
in raris'

Paramount

Mar.
6
Mar. 19

Harry Langdon
Dorothy
Mackaill
Ralph Forbes
•The Ruder &
Richard
Wallace
Jack Mulhall
Greta Nissen
Man
Fiank
Lloyd
ine"
Corinne Griffith
"TheKlXK Div
Victor Varconi
Chalie Murray
"TheL:i.l.v"
Head Man"Eddie Cline
Donald
Reed
Doris Daweon
Geo. Fitzmaurico Milton Sills
"The Barker"
Dorothy
Mackaill

"The Four
Devils" (2)

Paramount

5

First National Studio
lliilillcd
"Tlic Whip"

Jack Holt
Sally Blaine
Clara BowArlen
Richard
Esther Ralston
Reed Howes
Pola Negri
Norman
Kerry
Bebe Daniels
Neil Hamilton

F. W. Murnau

Janet Gaynor
Chas. Morton
Nancy Drexel
Barry Norton
Henry Lehrman Sammy Cohn
Jack Pennick
Hugh
Allen
Marcel
Batallini
Maria
Cosajuana
Uichard
Rosson
Warren
Burke
Lionel Barrymore
R. Lee Hough
Rex Bell
Lillian Gilmore
Neal Neely
Haward
Hawks
Arthur Lake
David Rollins
Sup Carol

April

12

3

April

20

April

22

United Artists Studios

Jan. 3
Mar.

Patisy Ruth Miller
Malcolm
McGregor
Alice White
Mildred
Harris

'The

Woman

"The

Battle

of

Henry

King

D. W.

Griffith

Disputed"
the Sexes"

Norma
Talmadge
Gilbert Roland
Belle Bennett
Jean Hersholt

Mar. 21
.\pril 11

Phyllis
Haver
Sally O'Neil

.\pril 2
March

Universal Studios

l;i
"On Sunset

Gotham

Reaves

'United Slates Joseph Henaberry Eddie Gribbon
Smith"
Lila Lee
Mickey Bennett

Eason

Hoot Gibson
Dorothy
Gulliver

April

:i

.\pril

14

April

14

April

i:

April

Warner Brothers

Range"

Metropolitan Studio
'Heiri AdkcIi"

Ben Lyon
Greta Nisaen
James Hall
"The Racket"
Lcwia Milestone
Thos.
Meighan
Louis Wolheim
Marie Prevost
"Free Lips"
Wallace
June Novak
Marlowe
McDonnUlIanc
Frank
Hagney
"You're
in the Burton
King
Army
Now"

Nov. 7

Luther Reed

"Noah's
■Women

Ark'
They

Mar. 31
I'irst DiviHion
rioturcs

April ir.
.•\piil

L'«

T-ilk
"Fools

About"
in the

Michael
Lloyd

Curtiz
Bacon

Howard
erton
Brem-

Geo. O'Brien
Dolores Coatollo
Louise
Fazonda
Noah
Beery
Irene Rich
Wm.
Collier. Jr.
.\udrey Ferrin
wator Gilling:Claude
May McAvoy
Conrad
Nairel
Mack
Swain
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PRESENTATION

ACTS

Try Making Movies on the Stage
STAGE

SHOWS

A Box Office Team

New York Roxy
Week Ending April 28
Show opens this week, at the World's most beautiful theatre, with the eymphonic orchestra's "Rhapsody
in Blue."
The second number, set in and called "In A Theatrical Boarding House" was opened by a request
number by Harold Van Duzee, "Laugh, Clown,
Laugh" — now here is a man who knows how to put
this 6ong over — pronounced as great.
The Locust Sisters, and the Ensemble offer "Dream
Kisses" — four sweet girls who know how to harmonize. "My Pet" is their encore. Libby Holman, sings
"Weary" — representing an actress returning to her
"home" all tired out, broke, and weary.
Gladys Kice offers her encouragement and cheer,
singing "Sunshine" and everybody's happy again.
Rnsseil B. Markert's marvelouely trained Sixteen
Roxyettes and the ensemble offer the final dance and
song to this bit.
A Gypsy song and dance by Virginia Mauret and
Nicholas Daks and the chorus, is followed by the
32 Roxyettes in a doll dance — these girls are the
best trained troupe of dancers in New York, and this
dance tops them all. Markert is to be complimented
on his work.
The finish, "Rustle of Spring" is the same as last
week, held over by request. A topping good show,
and those Roxyettes sure are wonderful girls — all
32 of 'em.

Indianapolis Circle
Week

Ending April 21

On the stage of the newly re-opened Circle is
found the principal innovation in the change of
policy, a complete production with featured acts, a
dancing ensemble, a stagehand, and a master of
ceremonies, Eddie Pardo, who deserves to be ranked
among the most capable and most pleasing of any
in Indiana. A gift for pantomime and general tomfoolery keeps his contribution's to the show constantly amusing and his principal number, a song.
is well presented.
Among those in the show, which is called "Hello
Everybody," are OrviUe Rennie, tenor, who will remain as i>ermanent house vocalist ; Alice Weaver, an
exceptionally attractive dancer ; the Novello Brothers,
who as a pair of "loving birds," have a whistling
novelty, the Rotunna Brothers, talented dancers ;
Billy Adams, an eccentric comedian, and the dancing
ensemble composed of local girls.

Los Angeles State
Week

Ending April 20

Fanchon and Marco's "Bird Idea" is this week's
offering here with Benny Rubin officiating in the
role of master
of ceremonies
and band leader.
As usual, Rabin opens the show with a lot of
announcing.
Armanda Chirot follows with a very pleasing
voice, singing "Hello Blue Bird," with a wonderful
stage setting behind a screening, with the Sunkist
Girls, dressed as birds, and several very good
whistlers, also dressed as birds, in very large cages.
During this entire number motion pictures of birds

(^^^^^rJTeAW

Publix Circuit
Packed Houses
on this Stunt
Hal Ross and Lem Kennedy Now
Staging Local Movie
at
Palace Theatre, Cicero

A box-office name that always pulls a large
follovring in deluxe picture houses, Helene
Heller and George Riley, are two of the most
successful musical comedy artists on the
presentation stage today. They are now entering their third year with Publix, making
a tourunit
in "Arabian
Nights,"them.
Paul Ash's
origiinal
which features
No wonder
they always play return engagements. Why
not? They have made good in every theatre
and
still succeed
in drawing One
a crowd.
the secret
of showmanship.
of theseThat's
days
the great white way will be flashing their
names
in a new production. Just wait and
see.

are projected on the screening, with a wonderful
effect.
Following this number, the stage band comes onto
the stage, on a platform presenting a large bird
cage, and for their first number play "The Man I
Love," with cornetist playing a solo chorus. Natalie
Harrison is next, in a vevy clever offering of a
ribbon dance, and gives an excellent performance.
Benny Rubin, by request, then gives imii)ersona^
tions of the dances of various nations and various
persons, including the Gene Morgan shuffle, a
Hawaiian number, etc.
The next offering was easily the feature of the
entire show, presenting Roy Cummings, assisted by
Florence Duffy, in a patter of fast gags, and Cunvmings used the drop setting for his antics of jumping on same, using the chair painted on the setting
for a seat. Duffy, a very pretty girl, with beautiful
figure, helps Cummings considerably in putting over
his number.
Rubin then entertains his audience with a miniature trombone, assisted by the piano player of the
orchestra, with Rubin using his ever ready line of
patter to the audience.
The Sunkist Orioles are next on the show, in a
(Continued on next page)

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
Mr. Theatre Manager:
Have you ever tried the stunt of
"Making Movies on the Stage"? It
has all the local interest that you need
to bring the crowd into your house.
Nearly everyone anywhere is interested either to work in the movies,
or at least to see how they are made.
If you arrange to have a real director
and a few professional players really
to make a local movie in your town,
there is no reason why you should not
pack your theatre with the stage attraction and the showing of the comfilm.
Lem F.pletedKennedy,
well known director for
Pathe, Universal and many other producing
outfits, made a tour of Publix theatres for
more than 20 weeks doing this stvmt, and
from all reports the idea went over with a
bang, not only as an entertainment feature
but also from the box office angle.
This same director is now in Chicago rehearsing a new stage unit that may tour
deluxe houses throughout the Middle West.
Associated with Mr. Kennedy is Hal Ross,
head of Ambassador Pictures, a new producing firm which is to produce a series of new
Kennedy.
color films that may be directed by Lem F.
The first one of these units to be staged
in Chicago will open on Monday night, April
30, at the Palace theatre in Cicero, a Gregory
Enterprise house. For three days this director
and his production srtafif will make movies on
the stage and actually show how scenes are
taken for motion pictures. Many local people
will be used in the cast, as well as those who
are to be selected from the audience.
A week later for three more days the completed motion picture, which is to be made
locally, will then be shown at the same theatre. It is needless to say that the entire to\vn
will turn out to see their neighbors as movie

AfMTHONV
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Indianapolis Palace

SHOWS

Week Ending April 21

{Continued front page 84)
very cleverly produced dance number, followed by the
entire company on the stage for the final number
of the preeentation.
Hal Sidare, who is billed on the program as appearing in this week's show, failed to make his
appearance at this time, as was also the case with
Jose Mcrcado, who is billed as appearing with
Armanda Chirot. The rea-son for their' non-appearance is unknown, but it is certain that their presence
would have greatly helped the bill very much, eepecially Sidare, who has always been very good entertainment.

Detroit Capitol
Week Ending April 21

On the beach at Honolulu — Laura La
Plante, Universal star and wife of the
Universal director, William. Seiter,
"snapped" with Alexander Marky while
vacationing between pictures in the Hawaiian capital.
actors, and a fine time will be had by all when
they see themselves on the screen.
As a rule these local stunts if put on right
will draw big at the box office for at least
one full week in deluxe theatres, and two or
three days only in smaller houses.
The first steps to be taken in launching a
stunt of this sort is to first make arrangements with a well known director such as Mr.
Kennedy, or Mr. Ross, who is an expert in
conducting these novelties, then tie up with
your local newspaper to run a movie personality contest by requesting their readers to
send in their photographs to be used in the
selection of types. When this is done, run a
film trailer in your theatre a few weeks in
advance and arrange to have your local merchants boost the idea to their customers by
giving away circulars.
No town is too small or too big for the
stunt. The number of days that it should be
run depends entirely upon the seating capacity of your theatre. Now that summer is
near the idea is an excellent one to build up
your bad nights and goodwill in your community as a live wire exhibitor.
In addition to several professional players
now under contract to Ambassador Pictures,
Frances Dempsey (Miss Chicago of 1927) will
take part in the Kennedy-Ross production to
be made in Cicero next week.
For further particulars in regard to his
proposition write to the editor of this department and all details will be gladly furnished.
When the Cicero deal is over, we will be glad
to inform exhibitors how the stunt pulled at
the box office.

The formation of a new stagcshow circuit for
leading motion picture houses in the Middle-West
was revealed here today when the first of the new
shows
made
its debut.
Starting today, the Capitol theatre will present
each week traveling stage productions created by
experts of the Publi.x circuit, just as the Michigan
theatre has been doing since its opening. The idea
of another Publix circuit, according to the formal
announcement here, is to provide theatres with stage
offerings on a more elaborate scale.
The first show, under the new policy, was "Bubbling Over," featuring Ginger Rogers, Paul Small,
Billy (Uke) Carpenter and other young players. The
show scheduled to open April 28 is "The Blue
Revue," and the one for the week following "The
Jazz
The Bouquet."
new plan at the Capitol will permit the production department of John H. Kunsky to concentrate on the stage shows at the State theatre. These
shows will be built around Fred Stritt, the popular
master of ceremonies, it was announced.

Pittsburgh Stanley
Week Ending April 21
This week the Stanley theatre presented the second
of their units produced by Edward Hyman and called
"In Granada."
This unit has very little merit.
The show opens with girl soloist singing a medley
of songs accompanied by Phil Spitalny and his boys,
and for a finish Six Dancing Senoritas come on for
a flash.
The Cansinos follow with a tango which gets a
very light hand. Then comes Carlo Ferritti, baritone
singer, who sings the Toreador song from Carmen.
This fellow has a very good voice, one that would
do justice to most any song. His efforts are repaid
by a healthy applause from the patrons.
Spitalny then follows- with a hot band number.
Chaz mousChase
is introduced
as Spain's
fabull thrower.
Out walks
Chaz inmost
a suit
about ten sizes too large and commences to eat
matches, cigarette stubs, flowers and what have you.
This is followed by a dance you might call "the
shrinking violet," in which Cha.se just walks around
until shrinkage sets in. It all depends upon what
kind of comedy you like.
For the finale everybody out and at 'em, the showfinishing as it had started — poor.

CASH

The general impression here was that Seidel should
have had this po.'^ition from the start because it is
his orchestra and he is responsible for its success.
The chief visitor is Emile Boreo, formerly with
Chauve-Souris. He states that he created the "Parade
of the Wooden Soldiers," and the best thing he does
is his impression of one of those soldiers. His comedy is continental and eithei- above or below the
local idea of comedy. Sylvia Miller sings one number
with the chorus.

New York Strand
Week Ending April 28
The Strand Frolic opens this week with the sensational debut of Lilly Kovacs, talented girl pianist
of the famed orchestra, who offers a piano solo, the
12th Russian Rhapsody, to very good returns.
Yascha Zayde, violinist, and the Mark Strand ballet
corps, assist in putting over "Meditation" from
Thais — this is a highly classical number which goes
over in great style.
Arthur Ball, tenor of "Ziegfeld Follies" offered two
songs, "Ramona" and "Laugh, Clown, Laugh" — and
his rendition received mere polite applause.
The Serova Dancers, in cowboy costumes, offered
"Away Out West" a dance of very Western atmosphere, and assisted with their revolvers which were
fired at intervals throughout the dance.
Donoffers
Barclay,
late feature
"Merry-Go-Round"
then
his moving
picture of
novelty,
talking while
the moving picture is flashed on the screen. The picture was one of the very first movies ever filmed, and
has such stars as Harry Carey, the Gish Sisters, and
many others now famous, and was directed by D. W.
Griffith, according to Don. His explanations and sideremarks while the old masterpiece is being filmed, are
hilarious, and it is a unique novelty anywhere. R«^
ceived big applause.
The Serova Soldierettes, and Locke, Harak and
Locke, offer a military tap dance, called Soldiers
and Soldierettes for a finish, which is very pleasant
and leaves a satisfied audience.

Omaha

Riviera

Week Ending April 19
The house was packed during the week by Manairrr
Harry Watts, and it is hard to say whether the
main attraction was the feature film. "The Garden
of Eden," or the stageshow, "Merry Widow Revue."
The stage was set in keeping with the unforgettable
light opera from which the name was taken. The
stage band was in bright red uniforms on a grad-

ORGAN

Sensational ne'w idea in miniature consoles puts the organ solo and presentation over in a bigger way. Plays pit
organ from stage, boxes or balcony.
PRICE ONLY $850 f. o. b. St. Louis.
CASH or TERMS.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Movinq Picture World)

RENSSELAER, IND., April 28. — Frank
G. Kresler, owner of the Palace theatre here,
plans to erect a theatre, with store rooms and
a flat above, at a cost of $50,000. The theatre
is to have a seating capacity of 600.

TOM

Canadian Film Official Abroad
OTTAWA, CANADA.— The director of the C.inadian Government Motion Picture Bureau. Captain
Frank C. Badgley, M. C, has left for England and
the Continent on governmental business. While
there he will make a survey of the motion picture
industry.

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

On the stage is a production called "Northern
Nights" or "Knights," and there seems to be some
uncertainty at the theatre as to which it is to be.
But since its setting is the Canadian northwest and
most of its characters are members of the Boyal
mounted, the patron probably is permitted to take
his pick.
The presentation gives the management a good
chance to introduce a male chorus. After one of the
shows the opening day it developed that Teddy Joyce,
who has been master of ceremonies since the Palace
opened this season, no longer is with the theatre.
Emil Seidcl jumped into the sudden vacancy and
came through in good shape. Seidel can play a
piano as few can and he has a solo that stops the
show.

IN ON YOUR

To Build $50,000 House

UNIFORMS
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uated platform ending under a huge canopy. Paul
Spor, master of ceremonies, was at his best, whether
directing modern jazz or the familiar melodies which
linger on from the days of "Merry Widow" and
"Prince of Pilsen."
The stageshow had two outstanding features — the
songs of Joseph Griffin, tenor, and the chorus of
12 trained by Felicia Sorel.
Griffin delighted the audience ■with his songs.
Dressed in a purple uniform, he was the center of
the "Merry Widow" effect. He had to respond to
encores again and again when he sang the weird
song "Chlo-e." Griffin, besides having a voice, has
stage presence and has a mastery of gestures that
should be the envy of the most polished elocutionist.
The chorus of pretty girls was attractively set off
by unusual costumes. Their first was in black, with
large plume hats. Later they were garbed more in a
military effect.
The Royal Quartet, together with Griffin, offered a
number of songs which were well received. Moore
and Shy, if they had not done a thing or said a
word, would have done their bit by sheer contrast
l>etween the elephantine Moore and the midget Shy.
-Accent and Jemescu
were a dancing team.

New York Capitol
Week Ending April 28
"Vanity Fair" is this week's attraction, featuring
Walt Roesner and the Capitolians again, and the first
number is a "Vanity" song by the chorus, with the
sirls in front, the orchestra in the back of the
stage, and above and to the rear of the orchestra,
another beautifdl setting of silks and laces, with
three girls in front of immense mirrors "primping"
■up. During the song, the girls bring garments out
of their hat boxes, display them in turn — a very
good showing
is made.
Horton Spurr, follows and offers an exceptionally
clever acrobatic dance, his head work being very
difficult and thrilling.
The Capitolians offer the "Evolution of Blues"
representing the history of Blues since its start, to
the present craze. A song by the mandolin player
sets this number off in good style.
Walt Roesner, who until last week held out on us
by showing his dancing ability, combines that talent
-with his cornet playing.
John Quinlan offers "The Song of Songs" both in
English
and French translation.
A toe dance is then offered by the chorus of 10
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girls — with Vanity dresses and mirrors — very beautiful little bit.
The Capitolians offer their impression of Sophie
Tucker's "Together" — which selection draws very
good returns from the Capitol audience. The number
was sung by a mysterious tenor who is not visible,
but whose voice comes from somewhere in the balcony.
The finish "School Days" comprised of a dance by
the girls, and entire company singing the finishing
song. Stars of this show, unannounced at each turn,
were : Valodia Vestoff and Marian Vaug'hn, John
Quinlan, Monsier Adolphus Berg, Parisian Couturier,
Rosemary, Caffery and Miller, Capitol Osteite, Tarasoff-DeValery dancers.
The program merely says "Costumes by Brooks" —
but in this particular play, that means a whole lot.
The costumes were beautiful. The settings by Carmine Vitolo deserve many words of praise.

Philadelphia Fox
Week

Ending April 21

Jan Garber and his Columbia Record Boys provided the musical background for Leon Navara and
his entertainers "In Gay Jazzmania" at the Fox
this week. Leon Navara proved to be not only a
breezy and genial ma.ster of ceremonies but an accomplished pianist as well and added much to the
hilarity of the evening by his clever introductions
and quips.
Behind a curtain of glittering, iridescent strips the
orchestra was seated, silhouetted against a striking
and effective setting showing Moorist pillars with a
gay, futuristic background. The opening numbeiwasLeon
"Sunshine."
Navara was introduced by Jan Garber as
master of ceremonies and illustrated the different
stages in his (progress as a pianist. His skill in
manipulating the keys as he kept up a running fire
of conversation was enthusiastically applauded by
the audience and he responded with an encore.
Little Miss Billy Tichnor was given a good hand
for her lively dance which contained no new features
but pleased because of its rapid tempo.
Edith Murray, "sobbing Blues" singer, worked hard
to put across her songs but her efforts fell rather
flat.
Chester Fredericks, aptly termed the "Prancing
Paragon," gave a whirlwind and breath-taking exhibition of acrobatic dancing and contortioni.st
stunts. His skating, gliding dance is something to
wonder at. He was the hit of the evening and was

KVALE
(Say Qualley)
Going on My 9th Month at

Balaban and Katz
NORSHORE

THEATRE

P. S. — It's Gonna Be Lonesome in Chicago
After May 5th!!
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repeatedly recalled but refused to respond to the
demand
for an encore.
Ferral and Paul Dewees, introduced as the "laughing flapper and the twisting flipper," were a clever
combination as they danced, swirled and twisted with
amazing rapidity and skill.
The comedy of the evening was supplied by the
individual members of the orchestra, who gave several clever songs and skits in addition to the jazz
numbers "Away Back Home in Your Own Back
Yard," and "The Best Things of Life are Free."
The finale was a rollicking revue, "Giggling Gertie,"
in which four members of the orchestra in ballet
skirts sang the chorus as they capered about the
stage.
They brought down the house.

Los Angeles State
Week

Ending April 26

Fanchon and Marco's idea for this week's stage
presentation is titled "Sally From Hollywood,"
starring "Sally Rand," film actress, a 1927 Baby
Wampas Star, with Benny Rubin as master of ceremonies, and surrounded with an exceptional array
of talent.
The show opens with Rubin announcing the title
of this week's presentation, followed by a trailer of
Rand on the screen in her various film productions.
The screen curtain is then raised, showing a reproduction of a theatre stage in the background, with
Rubin's band seated as in the orchestra pit, with
the
for their
firstbynumber
"Together,"
the band
chorusplaying
of which
is sung
a member
of the
band, a young man with a very strong and excellent voice.
The band plays "Sally" while Sally Rand comes
down from the peak of the theatre stage, to the
stage in front of the band, where she is received by
the Twelve Male Steppers, singing "Sally," and doing
a dance number led by Rand. Ziegfeld could certainly follow suit of Fanchon and Marco in their
selection of members for a male chorus, both for
looks, dancing
and voices.
As this week's presentation deals entirely with
the film industry, it is natural that the next is a
studio scene, with great commotion of several directors endeavoring to stage their productions on the
same "stage," but finally Benny Rubin, who always
gets his way, has the film stage cleared so that he
may direct Miss Rand in her next famous picture.
He gives her the necessary instructions from his
script, of her lover leaving to go to war. Miss
Rand is to show the audience how she "emotes" on
the screen, which she does very cleverly.
As this week's show is dedicated to Sally Rand,
naturally she predominates, and for her next number
she appears in an adagio with Harvey Karels, which
proved her an exceptional
dancer.
Jack and Bob Crosby, famous dancers from musical
comedy shows, came on next, doing several dance
numbers which were well executed and likewise received by the audience.
Treen and Barnett, a sister act, clever girls, were
next, singing a song which possibly has a name,
but which certainly could not be identified, followed
by a dance number. These two girls, with their
excellent stage personality, were very good, and if
put on in a show with lesser prominent artists,
should be headliners.
For the finale the entire group of artists come
onto
stage,
with the band playing "Sally" for
their the
closing
number.

Detroit Michigan
Week

Ending April 20

The Publix unit show at the Michigan for this
week is "Araby," one of the most colorful in the
current series, and one that boasts more talent than
several previous presentations.
A new troui>e of these gorgeous Albertina Rasch
girls gyrate in original dances. Graceful and very
lovely are the 12 membere of the chorus, and their
beauty was set off well by a series of attractive
costumes.
The Giersdorf Sisters engaged in pleasant harmony and Johnson and Hewitt proved to be good
clowns.
Rita Owen topi>ed the list with some burlesque
dancing. She is the eccentric dancer who formerly
was with the Ziegfeld Follies, and she performed a
series of her characteristic antics which once delighted the patrons of Flo's annual revues. She
received her full share of laughter and applause
from the audiences
during the week.
Jerrie, billed as an accordion soloist, also did a
few unique and clever slow motion dance steps.
His suppleness is unusual.
The Michigan Syncopators with the leader, Del
Delbridge, all decked out in a new brown suit, played
several numbers excellently. The feature was a request interpretation of "Among My Souvenirs,"
which, if it is not popular elsewhere, cei-tainly has
achieved a full measure of popularity in Detroit.
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"Canadian Capers" is the label on the etage packet
of entertainment at the State this week. It is an
average potpourri which includes as the feature attraction, Lieutenant Gitz-Rice and his group of
"mounties."
The lieutenant draws more than his share of applause with "Pal of Mine" and his own version of
"Hinky-Dinky Parlez-Vous." The latter, of course,
is decidedly anemic compared with the version eung
overseas, but the ex-soldiers in' the audiences during the week, proved they were in favor of the
song even in this milder aspect.
Fred Stritt, who is back at the State with his
unbelievable collection of odd hats, romps madly
about as master of ceremonies. He entertains, also,
with a burlesque ventriloquist act, which is better
than the average.
Others featured in the show are Marie, billed as
"LePetite Ganadienne," Edgar Bergen & Co., Eddie
Stanley and "Ginger," and Van Cello and Mary.
Walter Bastian and his orchestra play popular
numbers in a stirring manner, and the State Steppers
perform several dance routines capably.

Presentation
LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in
presentation may discnss important matters
bearing upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only signed letters will be published.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: I noted
your article in the HERALD some time ago regarding your presentation department and your willingness to give suggestions and advice relative to same.
We are planning on presentations for the New
Capitol theatre, Beaver Falls, Pa., which just opened
and would surely appreciate your suggestions on the
different ways of staging these presentations.
We

use both organ and orchestra and have excellent facilities for staging them.

May I hear from you? Yours very truly, W. Glenn
Hoffman, organist and musical director.

PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: For my
organ solo last week I used the slides "Here's yoiir
chance to broadcast." As I broadcast organ music
daily at noon from station WHBL here, it wae not
difficult to borrow a microphone which I placed on
the organ console. This coaxed quite a few more to
sing than have done so heretofore. The songs used
included "Just Like a Butterfly," "Who Knows,"
"Blue River," "Shady Tree" and "Give Me a Night
in June." I should be glad if you would report
this in your column, thank you. Yours truly —
Melvin Peacock, Orgianist, Sheboygran theatre, Sheboyffan. Wis.

ORGAN

SOLOS

Harold Perl (Chicago Midwest) created quite a
little applause this week with his solo called "Please
tell me what to do." The crowd of people that
gather at this theatre are hard to make sing, but
Perl is succeeding in getting a little noise out of
them. We presume in time to come they will be a
"ready to sing" crowd.
Carlos Miers (Chicago Terminal) solo this week
was "Terminal Harmony Club" and, considering the
small week-day crowd, Miers was well received. He
played for his numbers — "There Must Be a Silvery
Lining," "Mary Ann," "Beloved," "Bungalow of
Dreams" and "Everywhere You Go."

Keaton

Company

Returns

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May L— The Buster Keaton Company arrived from New York last
Wednesday where it has shot exteriors for
"Hot Sands."
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Well, friends, here we are facing a new problem
again. As you all know that Paul Ash, our president, is leaving Chicago on May 5 we are now going
to ask all the members present who can take his
place. First of all we have some new business to
discuss, and then we'll let Sam Herman pass around
the voting box. . . . Dick and Edith Barstow send
word all the way from Cannes, France, that they
would like to join our club. . . . Others who also
make application for membership this week are:
Ted Mcyn, organist at Loew's Ohio theatre in Columbus. . . . Paul Forster, organist of Eckel's theatre
in Syracuse. . . . Maurice Cook, organifit at the State
theatre in Syracuse. . . . Tim Crawford, organist at
the Indiana in Indianapolis, and Tom Grierson, also
an organist at Shea's Buffalo. . . . Jack Partington
just left for New York, after a short business trip
to talk over the Paramount opening with Paul Ash.
Mclva Caldwell may be heaid on Tuesday and Thursday of each week on Stations WON and WBBM,
Melva sings the latest songs. . . . Sunshine Sammy's
bookings have been changed so that he will play
Chicago again, starting May 6 at the Reviera instead
of the State-Lake theatre. . . . Russell Cook and his
"cookies" are now playing in the Oriental Room of
the Davis Hotel, Chicago. . . . George J. Ryder is
the arranger for the band. . . . Warren L. Stafford is
now in charge of advertising space for B. & K. and
L. & T. theatre department. . . , Jack Stanley, formerly at the Windsor, Chicago, is now the new band
leader at the Howard theatre in Atlanta, Ga. . . .
Dr. G. W. Roufort is still furnishing organ music
to the photoplay programs at the Oak Park theatre.
. . . Adolphus Berg, well known stylist from Paris,
will be featured in "Vanity Fair," a new unit to
tour Loew and Publix theatres, starting next week.
. . . Boris Petroff produced it and Leo Edwards composed the music. . . . Leo Feist's new Chicago office
will be over Lindy's on Randolph Street. . . . Rocco
Vocco is now getting the placed furnished. . . .
Leo Weber is the new organist at the Stanley in
Jersey City. . . . Stanley Rinhero, organist at Proctor's in Newark, is making a big hit with the new
Cliff Hers solo called "The Flight of the Bremen."
. . . Marian Fisher is playing the organ at Miller's
in Milwaukee. . . . Speaking of Milwaukee, I paid
that town a short visit last week and met a lot of
real fellows like Bernard Caroliam, Arthur Richter,
Jack Martin, Rube Scholz, Dan Russo, Al Voelker,
and many others. . . . Bill Bennett is now doing organ
solos at the Varsity theatre in Evanston. . . . Novelle
Brothers will be featured in Roy Dietrich's stageshow
at the Avalon theatre, Chicago, next week. . . .
Word comes from Kansas City, Mo., to the effect
that Joe Kay-see is making a hit at the Midland
as its new band leader. . . . We also note that Anita
Stewart, the movie star, will make a tour of Publix
doing a few songs in a unit. . . . Lawrence Griswold Wood, manager of the Mark Strank in New
York, married Georgic Helen Gwynne, a Follies girl.
. . . Joseph Plunkett is producing a new unit to
tour the Stanley theatres. . . . Eddie Russell, Senior
and Junior, in association with George Cole, plan to
produce several picture house units this season. . . .
Herb Carlin has replaced Dell Lampe as leader at the
Trianon Ballroom, Chicago. . . . Sol Wagner's Orchestra at the Rainbo Gardens, Chicago, has been
replaced by Wady Wadsworth. . . . Spike Hamilton
and his boys are now furnishing music for dance
lovers at the Terrace Gardens, Chicago. . . . Tom
Mix and Tony will be at the State-Lake theatre,
Chicago, next week. . . . Lenard Smith is the only
Chicago organist playing an independent theatre that
is given newspaper billing. . . . George Scnescu has
taken Jack Stanley's place at the Windsor, Chicago.
George "Porkchop" Evers is being featured in Paul
Ash's "Jazz Minstrels of 1928" at the Oriental the-
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atre, Chicago, this week. . . . Pauline Gaskins is
one of the featured artists in "Gems," a Publix unit
at the Chicago theatre, Chicago, this week. . . .
Clomary Bailey will be in Chicago next week 87
as
priraa-donna in a Publix unit. . . . Benny and Weston
are one of the highlights in "Melody's Fan" unit now
playing in Chicago. . . . Reports have it that Brooke
Johns may not be given Paul Ash's post in Chicago.
. . . Week after Paul leaves Van and Schenck will
play the Oriental. . . . Well, anyway, there are going
to be several changes in Chicago when Paul Ash
leaves. . . . No one dares state what now, but we
feel sure they will interest the entire show world.
... I wish that the officers of this club, as well
as our board of directors and any interested members,
take it upon themselves to stay after this meeting
and try to come to some agreement as to who will
succeed Paul Ash in the role of president of the
"Royal Order of Our Friendly Chat Club." . . .
Don't forget to slip your suggestion into the voting
box as you file out, members. ... By the way, don't
forget that our friend, Frances Dempsey (Miss Chicago of 1927), and wife of Nick Belacastro of Mark
Fisher's band, is to be featured in a local movie
to be made in Cicero by Hal Ross of Ambassador
Pictures. . . . Lem F. Kennedy, the well known Hollywood director, arrives in Chicago April 27 to start
production of this film. . . . He will stage an act
called "Making Movies on the Stage" at the Palace
theatre in Cicero for three days.

M-G-M Buys Sudermann
Story for Big Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May L— Metro-GoldwynMayer has purchased the screen rights to
Sudermann's "Stephen Tromholt's Wife" and
it is announced by Louis B. Mayer that the
company plans to make it one of its biggest
productions. The story will be filmed under
the title of "Wonder of Women" and is being adapted for the screen by Dorothy
Farnum. Victor Seastrom will direct this
story of the marital troubles of a great artist

Film People Attend Rites
for Currier; Burial in East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May L— Funeral serv'ices
for Frank Currier were conducted today,
Thursday, at 2 :30 from Bramble Funeral
Parlors under auspices of the Elks. A large
gathering
of Currier's
friends
fromto the
studios attended.
The body
was sent
his
old home in Long Island for burial.

June Collier Gets Lead
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLWOOD, May 1.— June Collyer, pretty
girl in "Four Sons," has been chosen to play
in some of Fox's biggest forthcoming productions. She will play the lead in "Me, Gangster," aCharles Francis Coe storj- which will
be directed by Raoul Walsh.

Lila Lee Faces Suit
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald c.r.J
Moving
Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Lila Lee
suit over a $2,500 promissory note
John Corgiat. She claims she signed
in blank and gave it to her father,
Apfel five years ago.

faces a
held by
the note
Ciiarles
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Gives Signal for Grand
March by Telegraph
{Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

LOS ANGELES, May l.—By
means of a special transcontinental
electric hookup, Los Angeles took
direct orders from Washington Saturday night when James J. Davis,
Secretary of Labor, pushed a button
which gave the signal for the grand
march at the Springtime Jubilee and
Ball staged by the local members of
the Moose at the Ambassador auditorium. Billie Dove was star hostess and Charlie Chaplin acted as
master of ceremonies.

Al Evans, who has made a sensational rise within
the pafit few months and who ie considered one of
the cleverest young Masters of Ceremonies in the
country, is now in the new Loew theatre in Ck>lumbus,
which recently opened there.

* # *

The
Berlin
period
Harry

professional activities of the firni of Waterson,
and Snyder, who have just gone through a
of re-organizing, are now in the destinies of
Link, succeeding Joe Hiller who recently resigned. Harry is one of the best all around men
of the music business, and we take this opportunity
of wishing him success in his new capacity.

* * •

Abe Olman, one of the sweetest fellows in the music
business and who represents Forster Music Publishing
Co., has been in New York City the past few days,
establishing a branch office here. Of the many applicants vrho applied for the position of "New York
City Representative." Lon Mooney was the fortunate
one.

* « «

Five waltz hits, and I mean Hits, attributed to
Emo Kapee of the Roxy theatre in New York, are
"Charmaine," "Diane," "When Love Comes Stealing,"
"My Angel" and his latest, "Little Mother." Never
in the history of the music business, has one individual, such as Erno Rapee, been so instrumental in
popularizing a song. Chicago has its Paul Ash,
Frisco its Rube Wolf, St. Louis its Ed Lowry and
New York its Emo Rapee. To sum up the situation
briefly, Rapee composes these beautiful melodies, and
they are beautiful, and spots them in a tremendous
radio plug ; places them in a Roxy theatre presentation, which is the biggest plug in New York City,
and then has them featured in a few hundred theatres
throughout the country by means of his big connection with Movietone. Can anyone ask any more of a
composer !

* « «

A novelty tune on the order of "Doll Dance,"
"Dancing Tambourine," etc., is rapidly stepping out
here in the east among the big orchestras. The title
of this number is "Jack and Jill," written by one
of the greatest saxophone players in America today,
Andy Sannella.

* • *

Freddie Rich and his orchestra are back at the
Astor Hotel in New York, after a successful tour
through Europe. Rich says, although the other side
was very wonderful to him, he is certainly glad to be
back in the dear old U. S. A. again.

S. H, Fabian Begins Duties
as Buyer for Stanley Firm
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PHILADELPHIA,
May
1.— S. H. Fa.
bian, sonof Jacob Fabian, has assumed his new
duties with the Stanley Company of America
as vice-president in
charge of film, vaudeville and presentation
buying.
The Stanley
Company expends
more than $10,000,000
a year for purchase
of films alone, for
close to 300 theatres.
Fabian, who is 29
years tinue
old,
conalso aswill
general
manager of the Stanley-Fabian chain of
theatres in Northern
New Jersey. He is
associated with his
S. H. Fabian
father in that circuit,
which numbers almost 70 houses.
Fabian started in the business as a salesman
and later became manager of the New Jersey
branch of First National, a position he held
for seven years.

$12,000 Verdict Against
Union Must Be Retried

* * «

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

Many of Sammy Levy's friends will be glad to
know that he has recovered from his breakdown and
is back again among the boys in the music business.
Although he is not ae strong as he could be, he will
iio doubt be feeling 100 per cent soon'.

BOSTON, May 1.— Retrial of the damage suit of John J. Sweetman against Operators' Union 182 has been ordered by the
Massachusetts supreme court on the ground
that the $12,000 verdict which Sweetman
was awarded by a superior court jury
against officers and members of the union
is not recoverable against some members.
In February, 1923, Local 182 enacted a plan
of insurance for its members, costs to be
met by assessment upon its members.
Sweetman won a restraint decree.

RAY

TURNER
Featured Organist

Presents a New and Origfinal Type of Solo
? — Incorporating — ?
Novelty Ideas
Standard Composition
Popular Ballads
Coronado Theatre
Rockford,
111.
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SIP SA
BEST SELLERS
"Ramona" — (Leo Feist).

"Back
in n).Your Own
Backyard"- —
(Irvi
ng Berli
"Sunshine" — (Irving Berlin).
"My Ohio Home" — (Leo Feist).
derson).
"Together" — (DeSylva-Brown & Hen"Among& Henderson).
My Souvenirs"^(DeSylvaBrown
"Beloved" — (Irving Berlin).
Berlin).
"I _Can't Do Without You" — (Irving
"Coquette" — (Leo Feist).
"Chloe"— (Villa Moret).
"Mary Ann" — (Irving Berlin).
"Diana" — (Sherman Clay).
"Beautiful" — (Milton Weil).
"Let aWaterson).
Smile Be Your Umbrella" —
(Henry
"My Melancholy Baby" — (Joe Morris).

ji/i^ /5>

26 1928-29
of Universal
's
Program
Ready to Screen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, May 1.— Universal wasnever before in such a splendid situation toshow its feature pictures to exhibitors at the
beginning of the buying season as it is this
year, according to Carl Laemmle, president,
who states that 26 features of his 1928-1929'
product are completed, printed and in the
exchanges ready to show exhibitors byMay 1.
Of the 26, "Uncle Tom's Cabin" holds
precedence
at Universal.
has had
run at the Central
theatre,ItNew
Yorka good"
City,,
at $2 top. "Uncle Tom's Cabin" closed itscareer in New York to admit "The Man
Who Laughs" to the Central, and there is
indication that this Victor Hugo classic will'
duplicate in the success of "Uncle Tom's
Among the 26 pictures finished are "The
Foreign Legion," "The Michigan Kid,""
"Give and Take," "Lonesome," "Home
James,"
"Fresh Every Hour," "Jazz Mad,""
Cabin."Grip
"The
of the Yukon," "Silks and
Saddles," "Red Lips," "Freedom of the
Press," "Man, Woman and Wife," "Phyllis
of the Follies," "Honeymoon Flats," "Anybody Here Seen Kelly," two Hoot Gibson
pictures, "The Danger Rider" and "Burning Winds"; two aviation pictures with Al'
Wilson, "The Cloud Dodger" and "The Sky
Skidder"; while others are "The Body
Punch," "The Hero of the Circus," "The
Harvest of Hate," "Plunging Hoofs," and
"Wild Blood."
Pictures to be ready by September 1 are
"The Girl on the Barge," "The Last Warning," "One Rainy Night," "The Gate
Crasher," "The Night Bird," and "The
Olympic Hero." In addition, Carl
Laemmle's
next Super, "Broadway," will!
have
been completed.
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Incorporated in this department of practical showmanship

of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving

Picture World departments, ''Selling the picture to the Public," and "Better Business Builders."

Blanket

Campaign

Breaks

House

Record

When "Raniona," Edwin Carewe's latest directorial effort starring Delores Del Rio, played the new Lnited Artists theatre iu
Los Angeles, the picture was exploited from every possible angle, the advance campaign starting a full two weeks prior to
the day of opening and not letting up during the entire run of the feature. The success of "Ramona" in Los Angeles can
well be linked with the intense exploitation campaign that carried the picture to fans in a dozen different ways.
When the picture opened, a count
showed that there were over 376 window

tieups in the business district of Los Angeles, some of them requiring entire settings and placed in plate-glass frontage
that is worth from $100.CX) to $1,000.00
per week to any advertiser.
The Owl Drug company donated 26 windows in the cream corner locations of the
town, using a tieup with Dolores Del Rio and
one of their powder lines. Beautiful oil paintings and specially made mission-eiifect backings were used, together with groups of deluxe "Ramona" portraits.
The Victor Talking Machine company came
through with 15 of the finest music store
windows in Los Angeles, the tieup being the
Paul Whiteman "Ramona" record, one of the
season's song hits. The individual stores
played the tieup big in their newspaper ads
also.
Tie Up All Radio Stations
A dozen excellent windows were received
through the Leo Feist sheet music company on
the
the
of
All

"Ramona" song in sheet music form, with
victrolas playing the number in the lobbies
the stores throughout the day and night.
radio stations were canvassed with a result that "Ramona" was heard over every radio
through both voice and orchestra many times
every day.
The lobby of the United Artists theatre was
converted into a regular "Ramona" period two
weeks ahead of the opening date. Special mission sets were built and Indians who played
in the picture were engaged as atmosphere.

These Indians commanded the attention of all
the patrons visiting the theatre, their jobs being to weave baskets and make slippers and
straw hats while sitting in the lobby settings.
A group of 10 beautifully pamted scenes
from the production were placed in important
sections of the theatre and in the mezzanine
floors. A special trailer was made up for several of the other theatres that play ball with
the United Artists house.
The serialization of Helen Hunt Jackson's
book, "Ramona" was used by one of the important Los Angeles papers, the tieup lasting
for 21 days and running every day on page
one of the second section of the paper, supplanted with daily art of scenes from the production.
The department stores were prevailed upon
to dedicate a new radio set to "Ramona," calling it the Ramona radio. Big window space
was devoted to this in the finest locations on
Broadway, and big newspaper advertisements
were used on the stunt.
Firm

Mails 50,000

Heralds

The Victor Talking Machine company
mailed 50,000 special heralds to their entire list
of clients, announcing the coming of "Ramona"
to the United Artists theatre, their tieup merely being a small announcement of the
"Ramona" record with the record number.
Instead of passing out programs in the theatre in advance of the "Ramona" engagement,
the theatre made up special four-side heralds
announcing the coming of the Del Rio production, devoting but one page of the four to
the current attraction.
One of the tieups is a natural one and can
be used in every town by every exhibitor.
It

is the national endorsement of "Ramona" by
the Federated Women's Clubs of America. The
Los Angeles engagement cashed in with a
special club day, the club women buying the
house for the day. Several other important
club functions were staged during the run and
the club women themselves went to bat 100
per cent for the picture, sending circulars to
all the members and urging them to spread
propaganda in favor of seeing the picture.
These
be an exhibitor's greatest aid club
if he women
will playcanball.
Special attention was devoted toward the
schools, with letters sent all principals, urging
that the book, "Ramona" be read to the children and ad\ising them to tell the children
it was a picture worthy of their attention. The
public libraries were canvassed and special
"Ramona" book-marks placed in each branch
library with special announcement cards hung
on the walls of the reading rooms, announcing the film version of the famous book.
Watch

All Ads Carefully

Harold Home was in charge of the campaign. He had the full cooperation of Harry
D. Wilson, director of publicity for the
Carewe-Del Rio-United Artists organization.
The campaign was mapped out by Home and
Wilson and directed throughout item for item
on the initial list made for the run. Home
\aried his ads daily, watching the opposition
carefully. When the other ads were black.
Home's ads came out with plenty of white
space, and vice-versa. .\ constant eye was
kept on the theatrical advertising pages of tlie
papers, and artists were on hand for eleventhhour changes in copy and style in lettering.
{Continued

on

faiie 91)

This beautiful lobby display (at left) ivas used by the United li lists iluaii,- in l.os Anuil's in nthdiu-,- (in<l <litrinfi
the showing; of the Careive picture, '^Ramona" starring Dolores Del Rio. Indians, who played in the picture, iin^rc used
to add special interest.
The other photo shotvs how 2 l-sheet posters were nsed for f>anels on the outside of the theatre.
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Stevens, M. B. I. No. 17, Boosts
Patronage with Local Newsreels
K you're looking for a fine patronage and goodwill builder, you'll be interested
in T. H. Stevens' "My Best Idea." He makes motion pictures of local subjects
and happenings and runs them in his Oak Park theatre, Oak Park, Illinois. In
submitting this fine promotion idea, he becomes M. B. I. Number 17.

'my Best Idea" No. 17
By T. H. Stevens
AT this particular period of the motion pic■ ture industry as pertains to the small community theatre, I feel this idea I have used is
of
sufficient
merit
and interest to warrant my presentation
of it to you for the
good that it may be
to other small community theatre operators or owners who
might be in a quandary at the present
time concerning their
programs.
On February 1,
1928, I instituted in
my motion picture
programs a local
T. H. Stevens
newsreel composed of
M. B. I. No. 17
short shots of such
subjects as "A Local School Class at Recess,"
"A Prominent Banking Institution," "Merchants' Association Meeting," "High School
Basketball Team Members," "Ladies' Club
Activities," etc. This news was run under
the following titles, "The Oak Park News —
Filmed and Edited Weekly in the Interest of
the Oak Park Community by the Oak Park
Theatre."
These shots were taken by myself with a
DeVry automatic camera and the developing
and printing was done by a trailer company at
very little expense.
The local newspapers were, of course, in
touch with my activities on this innovation and
carried stories and news items from time to
time on it.
We are enjoying our fifth week with the
local newsreel and I find that it is not only a
means of attracting new patrons, but is a
mighty fine insurance policy on the box office,
as it has evidenced a tendency to bring the
occasional patron to the theatre regularly on
the local news nights in the hope of seeing
themselves as the camera man might have
caught them.
We can profit by the knowledge that few
persons exist who do not thrill at the sight
of themselves or their friends or someone
whom they know as they appear on the silver
screen.
And another angle which is of very great

Is Every Corner of
Your Theatre Clean?
No long ago we visited a neighborhood
house in Chicago. The long lobby was as
clean as a new pin. The tile floor glistened
white in the rays of overhead lights. We
were just thinking that this was the cleanest
neighborhood house we had ever seen.
Then we walked inside and went in the
men's room. To our surprise we found dirt
and grime there. What a disappointment!
The lavoratories hadn't been washed that
week, we are sure. No self respecting patron
would care to wash his hands. Why can't
every nook and corner of a theatre be as
clean as the "handles on the big, front door?"
we thought. Take a look around your theatre!—W. W.

importance, particularly to the small community theatre, is that it has proven to be the
greatest contact medium that I have ever experienced. Adirect contact with the patrons
is of itself a necessity in the community and
the newsreel is the biggest, most enjoyable
means of attaining it that can be had.
I personally feel that it is an innovation,
not only in silent drama programs for the
community theatre, but also is one of the finest and most substantial insurance policies that
a theatre manager can obtain for the box office,
and we are not only going to continue it at
this theatre, but^we are going to enlarge on
it as fast as possible.

iWEncOIISrillEfflNB
EDISON
WEEK
A tribute to America's beloved wizard^the man who gives the
present age its electrical name; the nation's Invoitive genius;
^a great American citizen, and the father of the motion pfcjEure industry — commemorating his eightieth btrthday.
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It is practically impossible to retain a
single definite impression from this ad.
Emphasis on everything has destroyed
emphasis on anything, and the trick layout defeats the reader's eye at every
point. The ad is from West Coast Theatres in Seattle.
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Accessory Ideas
for Coming Year
Universal Pictures during the 1927-28 season pioneered many new advertising accessories, some at the suggestions of exhibitors
and some through the knowledge gained by
home office officials of what showmen need in
the field. Great satisfaction was expressed by
exhibitors everywhere, especially on the new
type heralds issued on Hoot Gibson productions and serials. Beginning with the serial of
last year, "Blake of Scotland Yard," Universal
issued a herald which was a semi-circus and
semi-super colored herald — and combined both
qualities in the same herald.
The vertical ^ sheet issued on "The Cat
and the Canary" was used to good advantage
by many enterprising exhibitors and was acclaimed on account of its effectiveness on
fences, in windows and in theatre lobbies. The
reduction in herald prices was considered a
beneficial move on the part of Universal last
year. Varied sizes of heralds, which were
printed to help the small as well as the large
exhibitors, was another shrewd move on the
part of the Laemmle organization.
Many other helpful accessories were prepared by a corps of high-powered exploitation and advertising men, but the new season
bids fair to bring forth some finer advertising aids than heretofore.
In the first place, Universal announces that
vividly colored, attractive six sheets will be
printed on serials which can be used both as
advance posters and for each episode during
the running of the serial. Plenty of printing
space will make this accessory one of the
most practical printed in years, especially for
the small
showmen.
the "super
serials,"
the
flat three
sheet, Onwhich
was suggested
through the pages of Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World last year, will be continued. The advance-and-episode six sheet
will likewise be used for "The Collegians," the
popular Universal series.
New cutout type of heralds will be used this
year, many of them in five or six colors.
Despite the increased production cost of these
heralds, the price will not be raised, special
orders from Carl Laemmle assure personally.
Two and three heralds will be issued on the
big "supers," such as "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
and "The Man WTio Laughs."
Lobby cutouts and hangers will be made for
the bigger productions and the specials.
Colored portraits in sizes of 11 x 14 and 22 x
28 will be made of the Universal stars, such
as Glenn Tryon, Laura LaPlante and Reginald
Denny in an endeavor to assist Universal exhibitors to cash in on the popularity of these
stars. Special gelatine 22 x 28s will also be
prepared on some of the serials, to give exhibitors an entirely new line of advertising
along with the regular material.
The flat three sheet, which Exhibitors
Herald and Moving Picture World readers
suggested for serials, may be also prepared
for the feature product. A questionnaire has
been sent to several thousand exhibitors to get
their opinion, and if the consensus of opinion
is in the affirmative, they will be made on all
feature product.
Many other accessory ideas are being
worked up by order of Carl Laemmle, according to "Accessory" Dave Bader of the
Accessory Head in the New York Office.
Nothing will be issued or printed unlesshome
office officials believe it will materially aid exhibitors, and only if it can be sold at a very
low price.
Universal has done a great deal of pioneering in recent years in advertising accessories,
but the 1928-29 season bids fair to be one_ of
its outstanding from a standpoint of eflfective,
economic array of accessories.
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These two photographs show the great possibilities 24-sheet posters offer for effective cutouts. The cutout to the right was
made by Oscar Doob, manager of the
Adams theatre, Detroit. John J. Scanlon
of the Palace theatre, Torrington, Conn.,
has used the same 24-sheet to £ne effect in
a trellised arbor, which can be used for as
many pictures as he desires. Both cutouts
used to put over the M-G-M picture
"Love," starring Gilbert and Garbo.

This Blanket Campaign
Breaks All House Records

Hollywood
to
Fairbanks

(Contimiied from page 89)
One of the outstanding instances of the
phenomenal business of the Carewe production
is that during Holy Week, considered as one
of the two worst weeks in show business,
"Ramona" grossed the biggest week in the
history of the United Artists theatre.
Contest With

High Schools

The Drug store chains introduced a special
"Ramona" ice cream soda and heavily advertised same in the newspapers and at the fountains. Thousands of coupons were distributed
by the theatre, entitling the bearers to a discount of 10 cents at the fountain of the drug
chain.
The Feist sheet music company cooperated
with the window campaign, obtaining dozens
of windows and sSt-ups in all music stores
within a 50 miles radius of the theatre.
Contests were created in the high schools
and other institutions having R. O. T. C.
units, tickets to the show being given as prizes
to the private and officer of each company
showing the greatest number of points. As
the contest lasted four weeks and was advertised on the school bulletin boards and in
the school publications, invaluable publicity
was thus obtained.
A feature of the campaign was the use of
space in the Spanish and Mexican papers.
The foreign press reciprocated with pages of
free publicity, the largest of the Mexican papers supplementing its space by runnmg a continuity of the "Ramona" picture in installments for a week in advance and during the
first week of the engagement.
As a wind-up on the campaign, notwithstanding the fact that less money was spent
in advertising after the opening than on any
previous picture the theatre piled up a gross
of approximately $90,000.00 on the engagefment, the weekly profits for the run being
practically double the average weekly earnings since the opening of the house.
Seldom do you hear of a campaign that is
planned and carried out on such an elaborate
and far reaching scale, and it is this fact that
made it such a successful one. In any campaign the more organizations that can be tied
up with, the greater the success of tiic campaign will be.

The steady tratnp of
Soldiers marching to
The Front . . . Endurance
Of Man strained to
The Breaking Point . . . on
Their way to join The
Big Parade . . . and then
In No Man's Land
Darkness falls and the
Shadows of Death
Hover over the ground
Made sacred by the
Blood of the Undaunted
they
Comes the Zero Hour
The Signal is given
And Bayonets are
Fixed . . . and with an
Oath and a prayer
and
Go Over The Top .
Tho their Buddies stagger
And fall . . . to join
Another Big Parade . . .
They go on . . . and
On . . . the booming of
Cannon . . . the Deadly
Chatter
Of Machine Guns but
Still they go on . . . On . . .
On . . . Bullets humming
Their Song of Death . . .
But On . . . On . . . On
And there's a Long
Long Trail a-winding
Back to the Land of
Their Dreams . . . zvhere
The French Damosellcs
Are waiting for
Yankee lovers . . . for
Without the boucoup
Yankee francs they
Know. . not
they'll
Do
. norzvhat
Whom.
THE EMPRESS
Don AdliT. numagrr of tlw Emprcts llwatrv. at Fiiirhankx, .-ildska. iisvs this daily
column in the nvuspnpvr and finds that
this indirect method of adriTtising his
pictures does the ivorh and pleases his
patrons.

Daily Column in
Paper Sells Films
Indirectly but Well
"1 run a 'Hollywood to Fairbanks' column
daily in the local paper and the idea is being
favorably received by our patrons," says Don
Adler, of the Empress theatre, Fairbanks,
Alaska.
"I try to tell them about my picture in every
way but a direct way, using an interesting bit
of Hollywood news taken from your magazine or one of the popular movie magazines,
and then leading up to mj' picture. This seems
to make them want to read the column, as it
gets away from the straight cut and dried
A sample of Adler's ads is carried on this
page, and we agree that it is interesting. And
by the way, Adler's letterhead proclaims his
theatre to be "America's farthest Xonh theatre," which is also interesting.
ads." Publicity
Ads,
Help

Put Over ''Crowd''

Newspaper publicity and advertising, adroitly handled by Theatre Manager M. A. Malaney of the Stillman theatre, Cleveland, Ohio,
did
putto Metro-Goldw>-n-Mayer's
"The much
Crowd,"toover
big grosses.
Malaney began his newspaper ad campaign
witli one-inch and onc-half-inch, using the
highly favorable newspaper reviews as a basis
for his copy. Also he started a teaser ad
campaign on the Monday preceding the Sunday opening, and built it up to a ten-inch
display ad, whicii ran on Thursjday, Friday
and Saturday. Large 24-shcct cut-out was
placed over the doorway to Stillman week in
advance. Three other "special" displaj-s in
the lobby, consisting of two additional cutouts and an enlargement of reviews from
Judge, the Clcz'cland Plain Dealer and the
Cleveland Press were also used.
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SERVICE

TALKS

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the Box Office Window."

T. O. Service

"TENDERLOIN"
V^ONRAD
NAGEL, Dolores Costello and
Vitaphone are giving fellow-residents of this
big town an interesting hour, several times
daily, at Warner's Orpheum. "Tenderloin" is
the picture and, as of course you know, the
actors talk in portions of it. What you may
not know is that when Conrad Nagel talks the
dim interior of the cinema fades away and the
distant screen moves forward to the seeming
proximity of the speaking stage, Mr. Nagel's
projected likeness takes on a startling semblance of Mr. Nagel in the flesh, phrases issue
from his lips in complete naturalness and his
round, full voice warms the auditorium with the
intimacy of personal presence.
Nor is Mr. Nagel's voice the only one to
achieve this patented miracle. Miss Costello,
whose stage training doubtless has been less
thorough than Mr. Nagel's, speaks quite as
clearly, naturally and easily. In the love sequences they are, for the period of their utterances, with you in the theatre, talking as
actors talk in a theatre and putting across the
effects that actors put across. In the police
headquarters, where an attempt is made to
wring a confession from Miss Costello, other
players contribute to the lively realism of the
sequence. The closing episode, wherein four
of the players, give an intentionally discordant
quartette rendition of "Sweet Adeline," is a
crowning touch of artistry. It gives a tremendously effective fillip to the ending.
I was sorry when the speaking characters
lapsed into silence and the more rapidly shifting sequences of the picture moved along with
subtitles providing the dialogue. I wished the
speaking might go on from beginning to end.
I am sure that the next step in the development
of Vitaphone will be the manufacture of such a
picture. In view of the stupendous success
achieved in such short dramatic sketches as "A
Man of Peace," I expect the first full-length
speaking production to rock the business.

I

"THE
DO

DEVIL

DANCER'

not feel that I can do quite right by

"The Devil Dancer." My hunch is that it's a
pretty good picture, but I saw it at the Capitol
immediately after Gilda Gray had finished her
third and most gelatinous anatomical demonstration and no lifeless strip of celluloid — even
with the bottom loop gone and the film jerking
spasmodically over the intermittent sprocket —
could be expected to knock 'em off their seats
after that.

Miss Gray's "company," as the unit with
which she prologues her picture is called, afford an object lesson for people who contrive
stage divertissements to go with — or between —
picture exhibitions. It constitutes, if I know
anything at all about these things, the perfect
cinema stage act. It runs like this:
Blackbottomish music as drapes go up on
softlighted, heavy-draped set with stairs leading
upstage and to left. Ballet of eight, a snappy
and eyeable collection of gifted girls, tear off a
fast figuration leading up to entrance of Gilda, a
riot in black spangled brevities, who sings and
dances the number. They exit and are followed by pretty good performance of swan
dance (straight) by unbilled blonde. Girls are
back on, then, in nautch dance that eventually
brings back the star, who warms up a bit this
time. Man and woman adagio team follow,
good and wise enough to quit early, giving way
to return of the girls in bright spangles for
"St. Louis Blues" and final exhibition (with
the muffler cut out) by Miss Gray. In staging,
tone, composition and routine the act — which
probably runs about 25 minutes — makes the
homebrew type of presentation look like townhall-tonight.
Getting back to the picture, it's a yarn about
a white girl who is born in Thibet (or is it
Tibet?) and reared by the somewhat loco
Lamas as temple dancer de luxe. Clive Brook
is the Englishman who spirits her away to India, Montagu Love is the slave merchant who
adds her to his troupe of nautch-dancers and
intends to make additional additions, and Sojin
is the lethal Lama who comes to take her back
to Thibet and a nice, sacred sacrifice. The
thing is full of dances, by Miss Gray and — I
suspect — the girls who work with her on the
stage. And all of these dances may be quite
v/arm, even hot, if the picture is seen long
enough before or after Miss Gray has been
seen delivering the same in person. As I say,
I do not feel, under the circumstances, that I
can do quite right by "The Devil Dancer."

I

'THE PLAY

GIRL"

SUPPOSE I liked "Soft Living" too well to
care much for "The Play Girl." Or possibly
the two have too many points of similarity.

Anyway, I thought "Soft Living" was good and
I think "The Play Girl" is bad, but I'm reasonable enough to suggest that I might have had
directly opposite opinions had I seen them in

reversed sequence. And, for that matter, what
difference does it make whether I liked or disliked one, the other, or both?
a new parlor game.)

(No, this isn't

The play girl named in the title, one learns
when the picture gets going, is supposed to be
the opposite of the working girl you've heard
so much about. In this case Madge Bellamy
begins as the poor working girl and ends as
the bride of the usual millionaire, although the
interesting part of the picture is supposed to
be the in-between adventure into the play-girl
experiment. Save for the titular emphasis,
which is borne out most of the way, the story
is the one you know about the girl who takes
the gentleman's presents but doesn't give in return whatever it is — the pictures are so reticent on this point — that girls who take
presents are supposed to give in return. It is embroidered abit — if they're wearing embroidered things these days; my sight isn't what it
was — by having Miss Bellamy divest herself of
the presents in dispute (they happen to constitute her wardrobe) and conceal, not too
quickly, the well known Bellamy legs in a pair
of masculine trousers which simply will not
stay caught about the Bellamy waistline. (No,
I'm still talking about "The Play Girl" and not
"Red Hair" — your error.)
If any of that second paragraph gives you
the idea that I think "The Play Girl" isn't quite
up to snuff, re-read the first paragraph and believe that I'm sincere. I believe I'm suffering,
as they say, from an overdose of Bellamy. I
didn't think that could happen, for the young
lady with the big eyes has always been a favorite with me and mine, but I'm sure the picture can't be as bad as it seemed to me to be.
And, then, maybe this Spring weather is doing
things to my sense of values.

I

"IF I WEKE^ SINGLE"

KNOW I'm pretty late with this report, but
the picture got by me on the downtown run
and arrived in my neighborhood only last Saturday night. After looking at it, I am wonder-

ing why it didn't stay downtown another month.
It's first rate stuff, the light domestic type of
thing that isn't overdone, and it has Conrad
Nagel and May McAvoy for billboard purposes.
I think it's excellent.
This Nagel person, if I may voice a family
vote, is the perfect selection among present day
actors for the light, susceptible husband things.
And Andre Beranger, who doesn't get quite the
chance he should have had in this one, is without rival in quadrangular complications.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National

Theatre for Sale
FOR SALE — Picture Theatre; prosperous, successful house in town 1^500 pop. in beautiful California
fruit district on main Coast Highway; biiilding and
equipment first-class and practically new; in use one
year only; $10,000 lowest, $3,000 down, $250 month;
a true bargain and opportunity. Write F. B. McGilton, 6224 Ethel Ave., Van Nuys, California. Quick
action necessary.
FOR SALE — Lyric theatre, Morrison, Illinois.
Equipment, long lease. First price gets it. Seats 360.
3,000 population. Draws 8,000. Going into larger
proposition.
Address L. J. Burkitt, Morrison, 111.
FOR SALE — 400 seat theatre in Illinois town.
Only theatre in town. Latest equipment. Population
^,000. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14
E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.
NEW PICTURE THEATRE, town of 1,500; every
night; terms to suit. Address Box 148, North East,
Md.
FOR SALE — Two theatres in Southwestern town
of 15,000. Both located advantageously. At a bargain for cash sale. Address Box 261, Exhibitors
Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE— Only show in town of 5,000. Good
surrounding country. Making good money. Town
has good future. Will take $10,000 to handle. Address Box 263, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
THEATRE FOR SALE— Centrally located; A-1
condition; fully equipped; beautiful lobby; first run
of pictures; a real money-maker. Details upon request. Address Box 262, Exhibitors Herald & Moving
Picture World. 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE— Theatre with 300 seats. Stage. All
new. Population 1,500, grand opportunity for person with small capital. Quick action necessary. Address Box 265, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

For Sale
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that saves you half. Address
Redington & Co., Scranton, Pa.
RENEWED
Automatic Coin-Controlled Pianos.
$195.00 each. Write for further details. Address
Fox Music Co., Kansas City, Mo.
FOR SALE — At your own price, the following material. The theatre is now in operation and will be
until May 15th. 700 chairs, upholstered seat; 2
Hertner Transverters, 25 cycle, 220 volts; 2-SimpIex
Machines with Peerless Low Intensity Lamps, and
other incidentals. Must vacate by May 15th. For
information, address National Theatre Supply Co.,
372 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.
FOR SALE— Posters, Photos, Slides, Banners, In•ert Cards, and other Accessories. Save 50 per cent;
write for order blanks. Theatre Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, Theatre Poster Supply
Building, Cincinnati, O.
FOR SALE — Swimming pool, room for rink and
dance platform.
Address G. F. Wallis, Russell, Kans.
FOR SALE — 325 upholstered opera chairs all newly
upholstered in Spanish leather. Extremely cheap for
quick sale. Address C. G. Demel, 845 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
. FOR
SALE— 1,300 baseball chairs for ball park,
airdrome, like new, $1.35 each.
2,500 leather uphol-

Classified

Advertising

stered and veneer theatre chairs, perfect condition.
800 are re-upholstered, look like new, $1.50 up. Will
sell any amount. Address Amusement Supply Co.,
Inc.. 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
FOR SALE — Brunswick Panatrope, 3 tube amplification. Address Bay Theatre, Big Bay, Michigan.

Organs for Sale
FOR SALE— Used style U Wurlitzer orchestral
organ. Just overhauled. Address Box 256, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ used or new, Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, Illinois.
APRIL 1st list includes rebuilt Fotoplayers Wurlitzers, Seeburgs and Moeller Organ. Factory rebuilt.
Look like new. Guaranteed. Less than half the original cost. Two years to pay. Ranging in price from
$950 up. With or without rolls. VVrite for complete
list. Robert Morton Organ Co., . 624 So. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Stationery

Medium

ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced
in theatre work. Men and women now ready for
good positions. Union or non-union. Write salary
and other data. Address Chicago Musical College,
64 E. Van Bureau, Chicago.
THEATRE MANAGER— With broad experiences
in theatre management, pictures, road shows, vaudeville, stock exploitation and publicity. Will consider
connection with theatre over 1,000 capacity where
conservative management, forceful tactics, initiative
and live ideas may be applied. One hundred per cent
references. Salary and commission. Address Box
250, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407
S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Address Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 North 7th Street, AUentown, Pa.
EXPERIENCED ORGANIST desires position.
Thoroughly dependable, large library. Any make
Organ. Will go anywhere. Address Box 252, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Theatre Wanted

IF PARTICULAR— "Neargravure" Process printed.
Special 100 each letterheads — envelopes — plateless
embossed — $3.75 postpaid. Samples, see difference,
character.
Address SoUidays, XH-124, Knox, Indiana.

THEATRE WANTED— Small Theatre wanted to
buy or lease in Chicago or 50 mile radius. Address
J. J. P., 603 W. Adams
St., Chicago, 111.

Position Wanted

Business Opportunity

PROJECTION ENGINEER— Experienced in all
lines of projection work, desires connection with
theatre or supply house. Very best of references.
Can repair and adjust any make equipment. Communicate with Clell Jay, Eureka
Springs, Arkansas.
EFFICIENCY EXPERT— Theatre manager available at once. 15 years' experience. Been with circuit 8 years. Desire change. References. Address
Box 264, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
VIOLIN LEADER— Available immediately. Long
theatrical experience. Expert cuing. Large library;
union; references. Southern location preferred. Address Ernest E. Pound, P. O. Box 123, Durham, New
Hampshire.
ATTENTION, THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a fair salary to begin in order to prove
worth. If you are, do not overlook this opportunity.
Union, best of references, will go anywhere. Address
Box 257, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY — Female Organist, working at present but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World. 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
OPERATOR — 12 years experience, good references,
non-union, but will join if necessary. Will go anywhere. Address Victor Burns, care of Mrs. Ryan,
Box 493. Sea Oiff, Long Island. N. Y.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR, reliable and competent, desires steady position. Nonunion, but willing to join, will go anywliere. references.
.Address
Handelman, 2611 Gladstone .\ve., .\pt. 109, Detroit,
ichigan.

li

EXPERIENCED THE.\TRE MANAGER — for
partnership in centrally located Strand Theatre in
city of 85,000. Must have some capital. Reason
for capital to assure securing complete effort. Will
consider leasing property. Write or wire Dr. Lake
Polan, Huntington, W. Va.

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write today. No obligation. .\ddress
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS,
and a
shop equipped
for but one specializedcantools,
work. That offer
is whatyouI
nothing but the best in repair purpose
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion
picture mach
equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in th inery
e territory, and serving
some of the largest houses
equipment
furnished free.
For results brin g Relief
vour work
to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St diicago, HI.
BEST GR.A.DE repair work. Prices right. Free
relief heads. Prompt service. .\ddress Guercio 4
Barthel, 1018 Wabash .A.ve., Chicago, 111.
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt
service,
reasonable prices. Movie Supply Co.,
844
Wabash,
Chicago

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World has hel[>cd hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The
classified advertising department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling
equipment, and in solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per >\ ord payable \sith
order, 10% discount if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of somediing that is
being advertised this week. The cost is small, the results are great.
[See

nrxt

page]
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Films for Sale or Rent
WESTERNS, COMEDIES, Features reasonable;
list. Address Francis Key, 2519 Jackson, Anderson,
[nd.
DANTE'S INFERNO, new. Loads of paper, heralds, slides. Sacrifice for quick sale. Address Capps,
5315 Gilson Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
FOR SALE— "Secrets of Paris" (7); "Should a
Wife Work" (7); "Notoriety" (8); "Daring Years"
(7); "Ken Maynard Westerns"; also "Serials";
"Special Features"; "Comedies"; "Travelogues"; Cartoons, Scenic, Religious. Guaranteed Pictures, 729
Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Equipment Wanted
BEST PRICES paid for projection machines, all
types. Address Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Movie Supply Co., 844
Wabash, Chicago.

Equipment for Sale
IF YOU are looking for bargains in good used
motion picture projectors, lamps and house, and other
equipment, I can offer you some real buys. Also have
two new McCauIey Low Intensity Arc Lamps for sale
at a sacrifice. Joseph Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.,
Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Motion picture projectors, parts and
supplies for all type machines. Address Guercio &
Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before buying elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service, 643 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.
CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE for Second Hand
Equipment, Seats, Rebuilt projectors of all makes,
Screens, Pianos, Organs, and other miscellaneous
articles for the theatre. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Company, 12-14 E. 9th Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.
Some

Bones to Pick

LENA, WIS. — To THE Editor: Just a few
bones to pick.
Firstly, Phil Rand how could you? You
reported "The Two Gun Man" as a real Western with an interesting story and so we
praised it to the skies and almost lost our
reputation! Interesting story? Why it's the
same old "give me the mortgage, I'll give you
the child," only pardon, this was about cattle.
And the poor dear heroine was so innocent
that she came to conquer the great desert with
a chiffon scarf over her head and the dear
little children had on half socks and patent
leather slippers. I never hear the end about
that interesting Western.
But I know we can't all agree on what is
an interesting picture. Even J. C. and T. O.
disagree on what constitutes a real picture,
witness their recent controversy on "Seventh
Heaven!"
Talking about inconsistencies. In "The
Bugle Call," Claire Windsor, dressed in the
flimsiest creation, grabs up a thin cape only,
and runs out into a raging blizzard looking
for Jackie Coogan. The men in the party can
barely keep to their feet, but what cares she,
it's only a movie blizzard ! ! !
We received a picture of BilHe Dove and
a very nice letter from her because of a report we made of one of her pictures. Now,
she and Colleen have the right idea, a little
appreciation, now and then I
That reminds me, ages ago we were all for
Norma Shearer and feel sure in our tiny way
we helped a little toward her winning that
beauty contest. We asked for her picture
but she didn't deign to send us one. I can't
imagine she was any more busy than Billie
or Colleen?
Alaybe her secretary didn't sort
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THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
Chairs, Projectors, Screens, Generators, Rectifiers,
Reflecting Arc Lamps, etc. Write for bargain list
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

Chairs for Sale
FOR SALE— 1,800 HIGHEST GRADE used
spring cushion opera chairs, upholstered in dark
brown Spanish leather. Very reasonable. Write for
exact photograph and details. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St., Chicago, 111.
HERE'S A REAL BUY— Of 1,000 finest grade
made assembly folding chairs in sections of two
chairs slightly used. Also 720 upholstered theatre
chairs with a heavy 7-ply veneered back. All seats
have been newly re-covered in a Spanish leather and
are spring constructed. 2,000 used plain light and
heavy 5-ply veneered chairs. All chairs offered at a
very rare bargain. Exact descriptive matter and
photos will be submitted at your request. Address
Illinois
Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St.,
Chicago, Theatre
111.
OPERA CHAIRS — Largest stock in the country.
Get
our prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.
FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.

Trade Schools
CORNETISTS, Trombonists, Saxophonists, Clarinetists,Virtuoso
get "Free
Pointers."
Name
instrument.
dress
School,
Dept. 61,
Buffalo,
N. Y. Ad-

Wanted to Buy

out all the requests, yet?
Oh well —
Another thing, some exhibitors pan some
pictures for vulgarity unseemly and then
praise a picture like "What Price Glory" to
the skies. One can't even give that the exI never
hope to see such blatant vulgarity
cuse of— -"art."
as
I
saw
in
pictureSawandit believe
me I'm
not squeamishthat
either.
as a roadshow
over it yet.
Big Parade"
depicting
the
against some
Dolores Del

I have continually watched reports on it and
see very few protests. Do the men think it
okay, and then pan some poor little picture
for a little spice that only gave it a peppy
flavor. Ye gods !— ^Mrs. L. L. Netzer, American Legion theatre, Lena, Wis.
Attention:

April 28, 1928
Banners and Posters

CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10, 3 feet, colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, 111 West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Music
MUSIC ARRANGED for Piano and Orchestra.
Mimeograph copies made of songs, 10 to 100 copies.
Just the thing for chorus directors and producers.
Established eleven years. Address Southern Melody
Shop, Box 267, Montgomery, Alabama.

Engagements Wanted
J. M. McCABE'S Eight-Piece Orchestra— all
musicians; no fakers; union. Open for engagements
May first. Only steady engagements considered. Address J. M. McCabe, 312 N. 4th St., Terre Haute,
Indiana.
NATIONAL ORCHESTRA AGENCY— Announces
their famous and recording bands available for summer engagements. Address Victory Bldg., 1011
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Miscellaneous
BEAUTIFUL registered Bull Pups, $15. Bulldogs,
Address 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

500 LEATHER UPHOLSTERED, springy seat, 200
veneered chairs; two projectors complete with reflector arc lamps; spot light, generator or transverter,
rewind table and film cabinets, screen, drop curtain
and other stage equipment. All must be high grade
and equal to new. Address Lyceum Theatre, Chestertown, Maryland.

last spring and haven't gotten
What Ia find
different
picture
was.
no fault
with "The
their
war part as — Hell, in protesting
scenes of Victor McLaglen with
Rio.

WORLD

Mr. Cosner

EAGLE RIVER, WIS.— To the Editor:
I thought I read everything in the Herald as
soon as received, but I missed one thing and
that concerns me. I cannot miss the opportunity of answering. I picked up a few nights
ago, the issue of January 28 — you see I keep
them all — and noticed that John Cosner of the
Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb., undertakes to pan
me for my report on "The Winning of Barbara Worth" and states that it makes him
"sore" because I said it was the worst thing
shown
many mean
a day.that.
If II said
did
not inexactly
meant"thing"
it wasI
the poorest imitation of a good book, one
that had been read by millions of people and
could have been a good picture, that I had
ever seen. The picture is all right of its kind,
a program picture, that any reputable distributor would charge you about $7.50 for,
but has about as much relation to the book
from which it derived its name, "The WinBarbara
Worth," as a canary bird
had toningaof $15
monkey.
Awfully sorry, Friend Cosner, that one of
my few reports made you so sore and hope
that it is entirely healed and left no scar. I
make very few reports because I do not believe them to be of any benefit to the exhibitor, but a bill of expense for the trusty salesman never fails to garner in all the good re-

Wanted to Lease
WANTED TO LEASE theatre, seating capacity 500
or over.
Address Harry Meyers, Olmito, Tex.

Monster's Tooth Found in
Excavating for Theatre
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

KANSAS CITY, May 1.— While
workmen were excavating 24 feet below ground level on the new Country Club Plaza theatre here, the tooth
of a monster, believed to have been a
mastedon, was picked up in a steam
shovel. Experts from nearby universities were summoned and the
theatre received what is conceded to
have been the best front page story
thus far this year.

ports and make the trade buyers pay and_ pay
well for them. I also believe most exhibitors
have all or nearly all the pictures bought
before any are reported on and the only thing
he can then do is, as I frequently do, pay for
some of them that are shown too rotten and
leave them at the exchange. — ^N. M. Emmons,
Eagle theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

K, C. Film Men Hold
Annual Golf Tourney
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

KANSAS CITY, May 1.— Golf may not
be the game of an exhibitor or an exchange
man, but it would have taken an expert to
have determined that fact by witnessing the
annual motion picture golf tournament over
the Excelsior Springs course near Kansas
City last week. Good scores, bad scores
and "no scores at all" were turned in.
Nineteen prizes were awarded.
Winners are, in order: Oscar Morgan, Lawrence
Breuninger, Fred Meyn, Ralph Heft, Charley Knickerbocker, Jack Langan, Cecil Vaughn, Bill Warner,
Lawrence Lehman, Lee Jones, Rolahd Thompson,
Lionel Ritchie, A. G. Smith, Tom Baldwin, Ed
Dubinsky, Harry Schiller, Lester Levy, Russell Borg
and G. A. Maloney.
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WHAT

THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright,

1928

Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder

Columbia
THE
TIGRESS:
Jack Holt— 37%.
March
22-23.
Everyone seemed pleased with this picture. Personally, I thought it good. Seven reels. — C. P.
Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General
patronage.
THE COLLEGE HERO: Bobby Agnew— 44%.
March 6-7. A dandy good picture. Six reels. — G. P.
Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General
patronage.
STAGE KISSES. Helene Chadwick— 34%. AprU 8.
Ran this on Easter Sunday. A fair picture that
has a plot that is old and has been used lots of times.
Six reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
ALIAS THE LONE WOLF: Bert Lytell— 54%.
April 4. The "Lone Wolf" pictures always take well.
Bert Lytell fills the role to perfection. .Ought to have
an autographed photo for that. Would appreciate it.
Six reels. — K. D. Francis, Family theatre, Metamora,
Mich. — ^General patronage.
THE OPENING NIGHT: Special cast^-January
Si-February 1. A very good picture with an ending
somewhat similar to that in "The Way of All Flesh."
A drama of the theatre and E. Alyn Warren, bb
the theatrical producer quite eclipses the two stare.
Seven reels. — George Benson, Community theatre,
Minneota, Minn. — Small town patronage.

FBO
THE CHEROKEE KID: Tom Tyler— 100%. March
31. Tyler always draws capacity. Picture up to his
standard. — W. L. Komegay, Victoria theatre, Mt.
Olive, N. C. — Small town patronage.
LITTLE MICKEY GROGAN: Fiankie Darro— 55%.
March 25. It is a human interest story. Young
Darro at his best with all due honors. Jobyna
Ralston who for years was the leading lady in the
Harold Lloyd films carried out her part exceedingly
well. It has been well directed by Leo Meehan.
All in all, just a neat little story of romance and adventure. Seven reels. — -Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
SHANGHAIED: Ralph Ince— 57%. April 7.
Ralph Ince ably assisted by Patsy Ruth Miller certainly puts this one over. Held the interest all
through. Six reels. — K. D. Francis, Family theatre,
Metamora, Mich. — General patronage.
LEGIONNAIRES IN PARIS: Special cast— 50%.
March 30-31. Plenty of laughs in this. My people
liked it. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich. — General
patronage.
AFLAME IN THE SKY Special cast— 40»/o. April
7. This one was considered a real good action picture. Somewhat on the order of a Western. Drew
well for us considering that we bucked a very bad
snowstorm. Six reels. — Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Rcdgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE FLYING U RANCH: Tom Tyler— 39%. April
3. Pretty fair Western. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre, Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
THE DESERT PIRATE: Tom Tyler— 30%. April
11. A fair little Western with plenty of action in
the last reel. Five reels. — Wm. Wi.-ike, Community
theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronngo.
THE BOY RIDER: Buzz Barton— 30%. March
8-9. This seemed to me as good as average Western
but they sure did not turn out for the boy. Five
reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General patronage.

rts.'*

Repo
Editor's
Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained in the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided by
average daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.
EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .
When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE
TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart.

we had many tell us they liked thifi better than that
picture. Eight reels. — George Benson, Community
theatre, Minneota,
Minn. — Small town patronage.
THE COLLEGE BOOB: Lefty Flynn— A dandy
from Lefty and was well received. Lefty is a good
draw here and it seems a puzzle why FBO let him
go loose. Five reels. — George Khattar, Khattar'B
theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. — <5eneral patronage.
PRINCE OF PEP: Richard Talmadge— Good. Full
of action. — E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista,
Va. — General patronage.
DEAD MAN'S CURVE: Special cast— This is a
thrilling story and will go where the wild and woolly
Westerns go. It is above the average for this type
of pictures I would say. In the same way that the
Gibsons are above the average of the other Ujiiversal
Westerns. — Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
S. D. — General patronage.
MULHALL'S GREAT CATCH: Lefty Flynn—
-Strike another good one for Lefty. Five reels. —
George Khattar, Khattar'e theatre, Sydney, N. S.,
Canada. — General patronage.
THE TWO GUN MAN:
Fred Thomson— March 28.
Good. All Fred Thomson's please here. Kids go wild
over him and Silver King. Photo good. Si.x reels.
— Lester N. Leek, Club House, Jackson, Wyo. — General patronage.
THE SONORA KID: Tom Tyler— Good a* all
Tylers are. Nothing extra in drawing power. Five
reels. — George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney,
N. S., Canada. — General patronage.
THE BOY RIDER: Buzz
was Barton's first to play
ceived. Five reels. — George
atre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.

Barton— Very nice. Thij
here and was well reKhattar, Khattar's the— General patronage.

First National
THE COWARD: Warner Baxter— 5%. April 3.
Good show and failed to draw well. Maybe on account of the last week before Easter. Six reels. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.— General
patronage.
SILVER COMES THROUGH: Fred Thomson90%. March 3. One of Thomson's best. Broke
Saturday's record with this one. Five reels.— Harry
Diamond, Gaiety theatre, Dickson', Tenn. — General
patronage.
BREED OF COURAGE: Ranger— 34%. March 20.
The dog is good but story not much. Five reels.—
C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. —
General patronage.
THE HARVESTER: Special cast— Had this one
been in six reels instead of eight it would have
pleased fine, but as is, it drags. Very slow start.
Pleased about 50 per cent. Things look bad for my
section. Snowed all night and is still snowing today
(April 10). No signs of Spring here yet. Only
enough hay for elk feeding this week and 4,000 elk
on the feed ground. Very little hay for any of the
cattle ranches. We all looked for an early Spring
but was sure fooled this time. Can .see elk, deer
and sheep from town almost any day. — Lester N.
Leek, Club House. Jackson, Wyo. — General patronage.
MOON
OF ISRAEL:
Maria Corda— March
18-19.
A foreign-mnde picture with foreign actors but very
good. Has some very magnificent settings and
spectacular crowd scones. Story of the oppression of
the Israelitcfl in Egypt and the Exodus. The destruction of the Egyptians in the Rctl Sea was as
well pictured as in "The Ten Commandments"
nnd

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE: Special cast— 85%.
The type of comedy that is bound to please all.
College story with plenty action. — Hunstad-Becker,
Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la. — General patronage.
THE
PRIVATE
LIFE
OF
HELEN
OF TROY:
Special cast — 40%. April 9-10. Not very suitable for
small town. Eight reels — W. L. Komegay. Victoria
theatre, Mt. Olive, N. C. — Small town patronage.
SAILOR'S WIVES: Astor-Hughes- SS'/o- AprU
4-5. First class little picture. Miss Astor does the
best work I have seen her do yet. In a most difficult
role she is simply great. Mr. Hughes has little to do
but does it well as usual. The picture has an unusual story and drew well in spite of stormy
weather. Six reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk. Man., Canada. — Small
town
patrona8«.
SAILOR'S WIVES: Special cast— Pretty weak
number. Failed to see any Sailors. What's the matter with First National and Metro this year? They
sure are putting out a lot of mediocre pictures. Six
rt^els.- — Hollis H. Chase, Diamond theatre. Lake
Odessa, Mich. — General patronage.
THE DROP KICK: Richard Barthelmcs*— 15»i.
March 28. A fair picture to a very pm.ill atfcndanc*.
.\ college drnmii built around a football ganio. The
pictvire did not draw, as .n rosult fhowod to a lcv9».
Seven reikis. ^— Wm. Wiske. Comniunity theatre. lUxJgranitc. Wis. — Small town patronnjre.
THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton ail»—
90%. Wonderful scenery. Good drawing. Good irtory
for Milton Sills. Seven reels. Hunetad- Becker,
Princo.'is theatre, Guttenberg. In.— (rt-noral patronan*.
THE RED ItAIDERS: K.n Maynard— «0V AprU
6. This is goo<l <'ntfrt.ainmcnt.
In fact. Ken May-
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nard doesn't make any bad ones ; if he has we have
not had them yet. Seven reels.— P. V. Williams,
Peoples theatre, Munday, Tex. — General patronage.
THE RED RAIDERS— GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard — Ken Maynard most popular Western star here.
Seven reels. — Hunstad-Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la. — General patronage.
THE GORILLA: Charles Murray— 75%. April
4-5-6. This picture was priced as a special, but in my
opinion was lacking in plot. It pleased the majority
but we have run just as good regular service. —
Deluxe theatre, Bucklin, Kan. — General patronage.
THE LIFE OF RILEY: Sidney-Murray— 20%.
March 23. A very good comedy that pleased those
who came and there were so few there we could
not become interested, being fully occupied trying to
change red figures to black without proper coloring
on' hand. Seven reels. — T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark. — General patronage.
CAMILLE: Norma Talmadge — 60%. April 8.
Lavishly produced, well directed and acted. Judging
from the comments, the picture pleased the younger
generation and classed it as a good picture. Eight
reels.— Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite,
Wis.-^Small town patronage.
SMILE, BROTHER, SMILE: Special cast— 95%.
Comedy drama with very clever subtitles. First
National pictures which we have used the past year
have all been good. Seven reels. — Hunstad-Becker,
Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la. — General patronage.
CONVOY: Dorothy Mackaill— 80%. March 8. Just
a fair picture which pleased about half of our patrons. The boats at sea were fine, but Dorothy
Mackaill seemed to be in a trance and never did
come out of it. Seven reels. — David Straszer,
Lyceum theatre, Manchester, Mo. — General patronage.
NAUGHTY BUT NICE: Colleen Moore— 60%.
Yes, Annabelle, I agree with you, I think we have
seen the B. V. D.'s and garters of every actor in
Hollywood and out here in the cattle country when
the "cow persons" catch a look at the advertising
of our Hollywood entertainers and find them minus
the usual covering for the lower part of the male,
they burst forth into remarkably scandalous language and go away to hunt up a quart of rattle snake
poison thence to shoot up the first dud they can find.
Yes, Annabelle, I agree further with you, we have
had enough of trousers all off, dropping off, and
ready to drop. I also agree with you that if some
producer would give a comedy-farce with trousers
buckled up and on to stay through seven or eight
reels, that we might induce our bored patrons to
return once again to the theatre. I will admit,
Annabelle, that if anyone but Colleen had taken the
leading part, this play would have been' ruined ; she
saved the day, trousers or no trousers. — Philip Rand,
Eex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
FLYING ROMEOS: Sidney-Murray— March 30.
This is their best yet and I had a poor crowd on account of snowy weather. This is so funny I laughed
'til I hurt, so did the few others who saw it. Six
reels. — ^Paul J. Durbin, Majestic theatre. Perry, 111.
• — General patronage.
THE PATENT LEATHER KID: Richard Barthelmess — Wonderful picture. Pleased 100 per cent and
we don't get pictures very often that please everybody, young and old, so don't miss playing this one.
— Mrs. W. W. Hoekenberry, Liberty theatre, Oakland,
la. — General patronage.
SOMEWHRE IN SONORA: Ken Maynard— April
3. An excellent Western to fair business. Good
print and good photography. Six reels. — E. M.
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.— Small town patronage.
THE CHASER: Harry Langdon— March 27. The
most unsatisfactory picture we have had this season.
Not a real laugh in it. Sequences which are intended
to be humorous are based on plain muck. Patrons
left in disgust. Too bad such pictures are not
shelved. — Cragin & Pike, Inc., Majestic theatre, LaB
■Vegas, Nev. — General patronage.
THE CHASER: Harry Langdon— A little better
than "Three's A Crowd" but both are rotten. Can't
see why First National don't pay him off and kiss
him good bye. More results of block booking. Six
reels. — Hollis H. Chase, Diamond theatre. Lake
Odessa, Mich. — General patronage.
THE CRYSTAL CUP: Special cast— March 31.
This picture isn't so good. Part of it is interesting,
but dori't like the theme. As one woman said, they
didn't act nice. Film in bad condition, photography
poor. Seven reels. — Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre,
Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
FRAMED: Milton Sills— Nothing to rave over.
About the poorest Sills has made in a long time.
Eight reels.- George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. — ^General patronage.
FRAMED: Milton Sills— April 7. Here is the
best Sills picture yet. Don't know whether it was
just the picture or the music. We had just installed
a new Wurlitzer
player pipe organ and it is fine.
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Poor print and photography, as usual from First
National of St. Louis. Six reels. — Robert Yancey,
Bonny
theatre, Mansfield,
Mo. — General
patronage.
THE DEVIL'S SADDLE: Ken Maynard— One of
the best Westerns we've shown in a long long while.
Ken Maynard deserves a medal for making such good
pictures. Six reels. — George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. — General patronage.
GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard— March 23-24. Another fine Western with Maynard and Tarzan. This
pair has Thomson and Silver King beaten here. —
George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.
^Small town patronage.

gets extra business, and I have Gibson, Maynard
and McCoy, who are supposed to be the best. Five
reels. — Hollis H. Chase, Diamond theatre, Lake
Odessa, Mich. — General patronage.
DAREDEVIL'S REWARD: Tom Mix— March 26.
Not Tom's best, but good enough. Bad weather but
had a fair crowd for Monday. The kids sure stick
to Tom. Five reels. — Paul J. Durbin, Majestic thea^
tre. Perry, 111. — General patronage.
RICH BUT HONEST: Special cast— Very good.
Lots of laughs. J. Farrell MacDon'ald is in it. — E. C.
Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va. — General patronage.

LONESOME LADIES: Special cast— April 9.
Just an ordinary program picture. Not bad, not
good. Six reels. — ^Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa
Grove, III. — ^Small town patronage.
THE SEA TIGER: Milton Sills— March 31. This
one fooled us all. We expected a sea story as it
has been compared with the "Sea Hawk" so much.
About all the sea there is to it is in the title. A
dandy picture, nevertheless, and pleased all who came
in. Photo too dark. Seven reels. — Lester N. I^eek,
Club House, Jackson, Wyo. — General patronage.
WHITE PANTS WILLIE: Johnnie Hines— The
best Hines to date. Give your patrons a treat and
book this. Seven reels. — Hunstad-Becker, Princess
theatre, Guttenberg, la. — General patronage.
THE OVERLAND STAGE: Ken Maynard— April
7. Fine. Best house in two months and pleased
them all. If the photography in this one was better,
would class it among the best Westerns this year.
Photo fair. Seven reels. — Lester N. Lieek, Club
House,
Jackson,
Wyo. — General
patronage.
MAN CRAZY: Special cast — A pleasing picture.
Nothing big but will satisfy. — Winton W. Lowery,
Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala. — General patronage.
THE STOLEN BRIDE: Billie Dove— February 5-6.
An interesting and entertaining picture with Billie

HIGH
SCHOOL
HERO:
Special
cast^April
3.
Went over big. Tied up with high school and they
sold a lot of tickets. Six reels. — Paul J. Durbin,
Majestic theatre. Perry, 111. — General patronage.
THE BRONCO TWISTER: Tom Mix— Strike up
another success for Tom and his gang. Five reels. —
George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S.,
Canada. — General patronage.

Dove and Lloyd Hughes. Billie Dove's beauty would
put over almost any story, but here she has an
interesting one which makes this a very good show.
Eight reels. — George Benson, Community theatre,
Minneota, Minn. — Small town patronage.
THE STOLEN BRIDE: Billie Dov^-Well directed
and Miss Dove, the beautiful little goddess, sure
performed. Will please immensely but I have one
criticism, and will direct this statement to Miss
Dove. Cut out that bed room loving and lingering
kisses, then I am for you tooth and toe nail. —
Winton W. Lowery, Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala. —
General patronage.

Fox
BLOOD WILL TELL: Buck Jones— 80%. A good
Saturday night attraction. Very favorable comments
on this production. Buck Jones is a riding riot with
a wonderful horse.- — Deluxe theatre, Bucklin, Kan. —
General patronage.
THE GAY RETREAT: Special cast— 41%. March
21. The team of McNamara and Cohen is a drawing
card. Some said it was the best comedy we have
played. Five reels. — K. D. Francis, Family theatre,
Metramora, Mich. — General patronage.
SILK LEGS: Madge Bellamy— 22%. VeiT cute
picture from the cutest piece of star furniture in the
Hollywood factory. We refuse to convict Uncle
Ezra for falling for her, probably "Jaysce" would do
no better. Six reels. — T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,
McGehee,
Ark. — General patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Special cast— 20%. April
11-12. A good enough picture, but an absolute flop
at the box office. The "Big Parade" will get dollars
to "Glory's" pennies. Buy it cheap or lay off.
Twelve reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre,
Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Dolores Del Rio— As good
as "The Big Parade" at one fourth the rental. Some
liked it better, others not as good. Business poor as
roads were impassable in places and a blizzard didn't
help any. Am trying to get a return on it. Twelve
reels. — Hollis H. Chase, Diamond theatre. Lake
Odessa, Mich. — General
patronage.
THE JOY GIRL: Olive Borden— 35%. April 1-2.
Good society comedy drama. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich. — General
patronage.
THE JOY GIRL: Olive Borden— April 8-9. Well,
Sir, when I saw this baby in Roxy's last Labor Day
I says to myself, says I, "That's a pretty neat program picture which I will buy and slap in on my
natives on Easter Sunday," which I did. Opens and
closes in colors and is better than the ordinary run
of pictures. Roxy had 109 more musicians in his
orchestra, and about 6,300 more cash customers in
the house than I did, but the picture looked about
the same here as it did there. Seven reels. — Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
DAREDEVIL'S REWARD: Tom Mix— Very good
Western.
Tom is the only Western star I have that

THE CIRCUS ACE: Tom Mix— Another wow from
Mix. Pleased and drew big. Five reels. — George
Khattar,
Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. —
General patronage.
CHAIN LIGHTNING: Buck Jones— Good Western,
and above the average Western and seems to please.
Hard for us to report on a Western for they are all
so darned unreal and overdrawn we don't care for
them, but from the response at the box-office it was
good. Six reels. — C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre,
Greensburg,
Kans.— General
patronage.

Gotham
SAN FRANCISCO NIGHTS: Percy Marmont—
15%. April 5-6. A dandy show of good entertainment all the way. Had the folks guessing 'til the
very last two seconds and shows like that thrill you
on the inside of your heart. Percy sure did his part
to perfection and balance of the cast gave him very
good support. Give us more like this, Gotham.
Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D. — General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
WYOMING: Tim McCoy— 15%. Unusual Indian
fighting thing which our public do not appear to
appreciate. Personally, we think McCoy should have
remained in the army as he has the earmarks of a
good soldier. Five reels. — T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark. — General patronage.
QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies— 60%. March
25. Marion, you should make better pictures and
stories. We lost about half of your patronage. You
used to draw best of any star, but Colleen Moore
and Clara Bow are getting ahead. Seven reels. — H.
Karlen, Karlen theatre, Monticello, Wis. — General
patronage.
QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies— January 2930. A sweet, old fashioned love story beautifully
done by Marion Davies and Conrad Nagel. It has all
the charm of Barrie's story, and the star is lovely in
the quaint old costumes of the period. Eight reels.
• — George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota,
Minn. — Small town patronage.
QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies— April 7-8.
Consider this about the weakest one from Marion
for a long time although she is fine, with what she
has to do, but the story is pretty weak. Sure is a
comedovpn as to entertainhaent value as compared
with the "Fair Co-Ed." But they cannot all be mopups. We did rotten business on account of worst
Easter weather we believe Wisconsin ever saw. Miss
Davies always good bet for us and looking forward
to "Patsy." Eight reels. — Crosby & Schwierske, Bex
theatre, Colby, Wis. — ^Small town patronage.
THE STUDENT PRINCE: Special cast— 50%.
April 4-5. This picture failed to please those who
saw it. We lost money on it because we paid MGM
too much. — W. L. Komegay, Victoria theatre, Mt.
Olive, N. C. — Small town patronage.
THE GARDEN OF ALLAH: Alice Terry— 60%.
April 1. Really a good show if people take it for
what it's meant to represent. Of course it will not
draw much. Eight reels. — H. Karlen, Karlen theatre,
Monticello, Wis. — General patronage.
THE GARDEN OF ALLAH: Alice Teri-y- 30%.
April 9-10. Lavishly produced, well acted and directed, yet not a picture for small towns. The highbrow will enjoy it and tell you so, but the "bread
and butter gang" will consider it an evening lost.
Easter day is the only thing that saved us from a
loss. Nine reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
BEN HUR:
R'amon
Novarro— 100%.
April 8-9-1011. Want to add my little word of praise to the
many that have been reported on this beautiful picture. It is a wonderful production, thrilling and
impressive — a picture that you will never forget and
one that you can enjoy seeing over and over.
One
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of our out of town patrone said: "You (should have
a vote of thanks for giving the community an opportunity to see such a good picture." Twelve reels. —
George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.
— Small town patronage.
BEN HUR: Special ca8t^lOO%. March 27-28-29.
It's about the finefit picture ever shown here from all
angles. It eeems the small town exhibitor can only
make a little money on Buch pictures. Mediocre pictures do not mean anything. Eleven reels. — H. Karlen, Karlen theatre, Monticello, Wis. — General patronage.
BEN HUR: Special ca.st— 100%. April 4-5. Greatest moving picture that has ever been made. Audience
and personal opinion. Twelve reels. — P. V. Williams,
Peoples theatre, Munday, Tex. — General patronage.
BEN HUB: Special cast— March 23-24-25. Wonderful. One of the best I have ever seen. Only
people of the towTi could see it, roads impassable
every direction due to the breaking up of a long
hard Winter. I must use it again this Summer as I
hardly grossed film rental. Twelve reels. — Lester N.
Leek, Club House, Jackson, Wyo. — General patronage.
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'TTHE rich Alaskan soil again produces a screen tale of tense moments in
-I- Universal's "The Michigan Kid." This is a Laemmie Spedal, a new
lass of Universal production to be inaugurated with the 1928-29 program.
"The Michigan Kid" has a brilliant cast headed by Conrad Nagel and
Renee Adoree.
Four scenes from this picture are represented below.

LOVELORN: Sally O'Neil— 50%. April 2-3. This
picture was a different type and was used on ladies'
(10c) night. It was a drawing card for the ladies
and everyone was pleased. Not a Saturday attraction.— Deluxe theatre, Bucklin', Kans. — General patronage.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney— 28%.
As xisual, a very good portrayal of the mysterious,
though so many dark scenes do not appear to please
anyone except the deadheads. Eight reels. — T. A.
Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — General patronage.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGH8T: Lon Chaney—
March 11-12. A mystery picture with Chaney as a
Scotland Yard detective. Very thrilling and keeps
you guessing till the last reel. Seven reels. — George
Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn. — Small
town patronage.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney— April
7-8. A good mystery play and went over for those
that care for this kind of pictures. Holds the interest
throughout. Lon Chaney superb in his part as he
always is. But this will be the last Chaney picture
for us as we always starve to death when we try
to put one of his pictures over. Don't understand it
ourselves, but his following here does not warrant
showing any more of his pictures. Seven reels. —
Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis. —
Small town patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Hain<^— 30%. March
18. Nothing. A very light progi'am that is not
■worth anybody's time. Could be put in half the
length. Seven reels. — H. Karlen, Karlen theatre,
Monticello, Wis. — General patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Haines— Right clever
picture, but not so good as "Slide, Kelly, Slide" was
the comment of our patrons. Very good picture,
though, to poor business. Seven reels. — C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kans. — General
patronage.
ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur— 85%. March 13-14. This
one pleased hundred per cent. More favorable comments than on "The Big Parade." Seven reels. —
Harry Diamond, Gaiety theatre, Dickson, Tenn. —
General patronage.
ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur — A wow of a picture. No
exhibitor can afford to let this one slip by. Eight
reels. — George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney,
N. S., Canada. — General i)atronage.
MOCKERY: Lon Chaney— 50%. March 29-30.
Chaney's acting is the only thing good about this
picture. The picture is inferior to the majority of
Chaney's pictures. Seven reels. — Harry Diamond,
Gaiety theatre, Dickson, Tenn. — General patronage.
SLIDE, KELLY, SLIDE: William Haines— 4 0«/<,.
April 1. Dandy picture that went over fine and satisfied them all. Haines sure had 'em going this time
and the comments made us feel that they for once
got their money's worth. Play it, boys, and let them
know about it. Eight reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Special cast— 10%. A good
picture but no drawing power, at least for us. Suggest producers look into matter of picture appetites
of the public and give them something new. Our
public in these parts apixjar more disinterested every
day in this class of entertainment. Seven reels. —
T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — General
patronage.
CAPTAIN SALVATION: Lars Hanson— 48%. April
3. Drew better than the average Tuesday house. One
person said the one who wrote this must have had
a nightmai"e ; another said it was a very good show
and he enjoyed every bit of it. Eight reels. — Mrs.
Hulda J. Green', Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. —
General patronage.
CAPTAIN SALVATION: Special cust^Was well
liked and talked of. Don't be afraid of this one.
Eight reels.— George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. — General patronage.
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CALIFORNIA: Tim McCoy— 45%. Early California
days. Reports mostly indifferent. I didn't see it,
but couldn't find anyone who raved about it. It
seems they think Tim McCoy in regular Western
•would be better. — ^Philip Riand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — General patronage.
LOVE'S BLINDNESS: Pauline Starke— 20%. Mart*
28. The few ladies commented very favorably on
this. No crowd due to father and son dinner. Seven
reels. — E. S. "Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE ENEMY: Lillian Gish— AprU 5-6. Bought
this picture as a special, but it is just a good program picture. Nine reels.— Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111. — Small town patronage.
THE PATSY: Marion Davies — Played this hot, but
didn't get any extra business. However, those that
saw it seemed pleased. Eight reels. — HoUis H. Chase,
Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich. — General patronage.
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pay admission.
Small town exhibitors are soon done.
They
can't exist with foolishness. Six reels. — ^H.
Karlen, Karlen theatre, Monticello, Wis. — General
patronage.
UNDER THE TONTO RIM:
40%. April 2-3. An
average Zane Grey Western. Richard Arlen and
Mary Brian please, but I do not consider Arlen
suited for Westerns. Six reels. — Warren L. Weber,
Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kans.^General patronage.
TILUE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE: Special cast
— 29%. April 4-5. We got stung 'with this picture.
We bought it as a special and then raised prices
with the result that we did not get enough to pay
for the film. It will not stand a raise in admission.
Advertising is fair. Paper has scenes that are not
in the show. Turn to the March 31st issue of the
Herald-World and read T. O. Service's report of this
picture. Six reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.

MAN, WOMAN AND SIN: John Gilbert— Had
this dated in for Sunday and one of the salesmen
happened along and told me it was poor, so I took
It out and set in a 5c show and they kicked, saying
that I should pay them to go and see a picture like
that. Small towns better pay for it and shelve it.
Another reason why block booking should be abolished, as they got me for big money because it was
Gilbert and have killed him for me with this one
picture. Eight reels — Hollis H. Chase, Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich. — General patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan— February 25-26. Very
good. Jackie is a page boy and the captain's protegee
on an Atlantic liner. The wreck scenes are particularly well done. Six reels. — George Benson', Community theatre, Minneota, Minn. — Small town patronage.

TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE: Special cast
— ^this is the kind of picture that causes vacant seats
in a theatre. Nothing to this one. Got plenty of
razzing from my patrons. — Winton W. Lowery,
Strand theatre, Atmore,
Ala. — General
patronage.

LOVE: Gilbert-Garbo — April 6-7. Did not draw
for us despite extra heavy exploitation. We don't
think it is nearly as good a picture as "Flesh and
the Devil." Gilbert is not popular here if box ofRce
receipts are any criterion. We have not been able
to put him over yet. — Cragin & Pike, Inc., Majestic
theatre. Las Vegas, Nev. — General patronage.
THE SCARLET LETTER: Lillian Gish— A very
good picture but failed to draw. Nine reels — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.

WIFE
comedy.
through
Princess

WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy — A very good picture
and McCoy made a good start and we hope he keeps

FIGURES DON'T LIE: Esther Ralston— 49%.
April 7. A very good comedy drama. Our patrons
liked it a hundi-ed per cent better than "Tillie's
Punctured Romance," and they told us so. Ford
Sterling is good, so is Richard Arlen. Edward Sutherland directed this picture and also "Tillie's Punctured Romance," and this is a lot better and not
costing a third as much. Ran first episode of "The
Trail of the Tiger" and brought in a little extra.
Six reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,
Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.

up the good work. A good week-end attraction'.
Five reels. — George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. — General patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan— So far as
Jackie was concerned, good ; so far as the story
and support concerned, a wash-out. Jackie was given
the part of a spoiled boy that wouldn't respond to
the love of the step-mother though she was lovely to
him. We have always thought of Jackie as a different type of a lad. Had nice business but the picture didn't please, fell down second night. Six reels.
— C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg,
Kans. — General patronage.
THE TEMPTRESS: Greta Garbo— April 10. Very,
very good. Better than "The Student Prince" and
"^e Enemy" and bought as a program picture.
Many favorable comments. Nine reels. — Mrs. C.
Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111. — General patronage.
WINNERS OF THE WILDERNESS: Tim McCoy—
Another smashing success for McCoy and sure went
over fine. Six reels. — George Khattar, Khattar's
theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. — General patronage.
BODY AND SOUL: Special cast— March 20-21.
Based on Katherine Newlin Burt's story, "The
Branding Iron." This picture is very well done, but
the story is one that not many will like and it has
no comedy to relieve it. Seven reels. — George Benson,
Community theatre, Minneota, Minn. — ^Small town
patronage.
FLAMING FOREST: Antonio Moreno — About the
best Mounted police picture in a long, long time.
Eight reels. — George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. — General patronage.

Paramount
SOMETHING ALWAYS HAPPENS: Esther Ralston— 50%. April 9-10. Although different from the
usual Ralston, this one will please generally. Plenty
of spooky action and laughs. Don't pass up the
series of Miss Ralstcn's as they are all good pictures. Six reels. — Wai-ren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kans. — General patronage.
A NIGHT OF MYSTERY: Adolphe Menjou— 30%.
April 7. Very good program picture. Business poor
but due to bad weather. Six reels. — P. V. Williams,
Peoples theatre, Munday, Tex. — General patronage.
SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix— 40%. April 1.
It's just an ordinary pleasing little picture. Don't
think it's worthwhile
anybody's
time to see it and

TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE: Special cast
•— ^Absolutely the dumbest thing ever shown in our
theatre. Six reels. — Mrs. W. W. Hockenberry, Liberty theatre, Oakland, la. — General patronage.
TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE: Special cast
—March 30-31. Nothing big about this except the
price. Less laughs than an ordinary two reel comedy. For a special this is the prize lemon of the
season. Somehow the public sense the poor ones.
It was an awful flop at the box office. — Cragin &
Pike, Inc., Majestic theatre. Las Vegas, Nev. — -General patronage.
SAVERS: Beery-Hatton — 90%. Fast moving
Some new stunts. Keeps them laughing all
the show. Seven reels. — Hunstad-Becker,
theatre, Guttenberg, la. — General i>atronage.

FIGURES DON'T LIE: Esther Ralston— 86%.
March 30-31. A good program picture that registered
■with our patrons. Miss Ralston is a good actress
and made a lot of friends. This is the first time we
have shown her but it will not be the last as she
looks like a coming star. — G. O. Fields, Community
theatre. Aline, Okla. — General patronage.

ROUGH HOUSE ROSIE: Clara Bow— 85%. March
2-3. Clara Bow means dollars in the till for our
house. A good picture that gave general satisfaction-plus. The young people all like Miss Bow and
are very enthusiastic during performances. — G. O.
Fields, Community theatre. Aline, Okla. — General
patronage.
RUNNING WILD: W. C. Fields— 81%. March 6.
Fields has a following among our patrons and we
can always dei>end on a good business when we
advertise him. Pleased a good house and got lots of
laughs. — G. O. Fields, Community theatre. Aline,
Okla. — ^General patronage.
BARBED WIRE:
Pola Negri— 65%. March 16-17.
This is a different kind of war picture, sho-wing life
in a prison camp. Pleased ninety-five per cent.
Miss Negri is very fine in emotional parts and this
gives her ample opportunity to display her histronic
talents. Revival meetings kept some of our good
patrons away. This is a good picture for any size
tovm. — G. O. Fields, Community theatre. Aline,
Okla. — General patronage.
GET YOUR MAN ; FEEL MY PULSE. Clare BowBebe Daniels — 40%. Feb. 12. Only ordinary pictures
for young folks. Nothing for the masses, just light
stuff, not worth sitting one and one-half hours and
pay admission besides. These stars better get down
to business if they want to keep their fame. Seven
reels. — H. Karlen, Karlen theatre, Monticello, Wis. —
General patronage.
THE LAST COMMAND: Emil Jannings— 50%.
March 26-27. Jannings performance good. Story too
highbrow for small town. — W. L. Komegay, Victoria
theatre, Mt. Olive, N. C. — ^Small town patronage.
THE CITY GONE WILD: Thomas Meighan— 50%.
February 26. Although this is not so bad of Meighan,
but the crazy shooting in the street looks unreasonable. He can make better stuff if he wants to. The
small towns are soon done all over the country.
Seven reels. — H. Karlen', Karlen theatre, Monticello,
Wis. — General
patronage.
THE CITY GONE WILD: Thomas Meighan— 25%.
April 6. A fair program picture.
The star always
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satisfies, but hasn't had a good story since "Back
Home and Broke." — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
SHANGHAI BOUND: Richard Dix— 35%. April
2-3. Excellent. Dix always a favorite with us. The
fans know they get good value for their money
when Dix is on, and they know the show will be
clean. Good business in spite of rain. Six reels. —
S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.— Small to'wn patronage.
SHANGHAI BOUND: Richard Dix— Fair picture.
Have seen Dix in a lot better ones. Don't seem to
be able to get 'em in on anything this Spring. Is it
the pictures or their pooketbooks 7 Six reels. — Hollis
H. Chase, Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich. —
General patronage.
JESSE JAMES: Fred Thomson— 50%. April 4-5.
This is a good picture as a program picture. The
star always good. We have played better Thomson
pictures than this. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
JESSE JAMES: Fred Thomson— 20%. March 3031. Good enough show for those that like these kind
but the Western fans want Fred and Silver in plain
Westerns. "Arizona Nights," an FBO picture, much
better than this one. Well, write your own' ticket,
boys, but PYed may not get as many comments if
he doesn't make the pictures better than this one.
Something was lacking but as I did not see the
story it suited my taste fair. Nine reels. — Rudolf
Duba,
ronage. Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patTHE ROUGH RIDERS: Special cast-^0%. March
14-15. Very good picture. Cannot understand poor
attendance. It's really a big show, only fault too
long, otherwise would be 100 per cent. Eleven reels.
— H. Karlen, Karlen theatre, Monticello, Wis. — General patronage.
UNDERWORLD: George Bancroft— 50%. March
26-27. Good picture with a good cast. Nine reels.
— P. V. Williams, Peoples theatre, Munday, Tex. —
General patronage.
ARIZONA

BOUND:

Special cas1^60%. Drew like

a porous plaster. The title drew the men and Gary's
good looks the women. Come again', Gary !— Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida. — General patronage.
MANTRAP: Clara Bow— 28%. March 15-16. Good
picture. Snow kept them away. Seven reels. — C. P.
Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General
patronage.
MAN POWER: Richard Dix— 5%. March 27. Good
little picture that came and went without making
us
enoughabout
to pay
the lights
coal.queer
Don'tabout
say
nothing
filmforrental.
This and
seems
Paramount pictures that every time I put out Paramount posters the crowd goes the other way from
my doors. The pictures are all good that I play,
but they don't draw. Six reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
MAN POWER: Richard Dix— One of the best program pictures I've run. Several good comments.
Six reels. — E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista,
Va. — General
patronage.
NEVADA: Gary Cooper — 90%. Exceptionally good
Western. Pleased all classes. Gary Cooper, in our
estimation, will be the most popular star of 1928.
Seven reels. — Hunstad-Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la.— General
patronage.
FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE: Harold Lloyd— 59%.
March 18-19. Too old to draw well, I guess. Pleased
those that came. Six reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy
theatre, Skellyto-wn, Tex. — General patronage.
THE COVERED WAGON: Special cast— 99%.
March 11-12. This is an old one but they sure
turned out for it. A fine picture. Eight reels. —
C.
P. Washman,
General
patronage. Roxy theatre, Skellyto-wn, Tex. —
SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd — This is a great show.
Seemal the most universally liked of all this popular
star's productions. Everyone liked it. Clean all the
way and plot enough to keep you interested between
— Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
—laughs.
General
patronage.
TWO FLAMING YOUTHS: Fields-Conklin— Way
above "Tillie's Punctured Romance." Will please the
kids and most of the adults. The circus atmosphere
keeps this livened up. — Winton W. Lowery, Strand
theatre, Atmore, Ala. — General patronage.
RED HAIR: Clara Bow — Played this on Sunday
and had lots of criticism. After playing this picture
one of our merchants handed me a slide advertising
"Lingerie" and said: "I think this would be a very
good ad
to use
you show Clara Bow's pictures."— Mrs.
W. when
W. Hockenberry,
GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES: Special cast-I thought this a fine entertainment, very well directed and wonderfully acted by Ruth Taylor. She
sure played the part and made a great picture out
of the popular story. — Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — General patronage.
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THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Emil Janninge— Thk
is a great dramatic production. Sold as art and
drama, it will please. I can't see where it qualifies
aa entertainment and still believe that most of the
I)eople would have liked it better if they had put on
the old ending of loss of memory stuff, and allowed
the nice old man to have a moi-e pleasant old age,
but dramatically it is beyond criticism. — Chas. L«e
Hyde. Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — General patronage.

THREE FACES EAST: Special cast — 15%. Perfectly wonderful play. Wonderful because of its
gripping story and splendid acting. Every part perfect. Jetta Goudal and Clive Brooks great. Story
of English and German Bervice in great war with a
heart-gripping finale. High class and clean in every
particular. Would rate this for entertainment one of
ten. best of year. Congratulations. De Mille! — PhiUp
Rand,
ronage. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General pat-

TELL IT TO SWEENEY: George Bancrof1>— Some
big laughs, but the entire picture would not stand
a critical attack. It was too impossible, but for people who do not think it brought much laughter. Six
reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz. — General patronage.

STAND AND DELIVER: Rod LaRocque— AprU
12-13-14. Good I Very good! The new star. Miss
Lupe (ze loop) has arrived and the entire cast
worked as though they liked to work. It's good. —
Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O. — General patronage.

THE GREAT GATSBY: Warner Baxter— Some
thought it great, others thought it rotten. It drew
an empty house. Seven reels. — George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. — General patronage.

LADDIE BE GOOD: Bill Cody— April 7. A fair
little Western for Saturday night. Bill brings the
bull inside and runs him around in the parlor. Five
reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE FORBIDDEN WOMAN: Jetta Goudal— March
13-14. Another spy story with the French colony in
Africa for a locale. Jetta Goudal is very good as
the Arab spy who marries a French colonel and
falls in love with his brother. Seven reels. — George
Benison, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn. — Small
town patronage.

SHOOTIN' IRONS: Jack Luden— This is a good
Western, but nothing but a Western. — Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — General patronage.
CHANG: Special cast — This is a show with great
possibilities but not one that can be satisfactorily
sold as a surprise production. It must be sold as
an educational travelogue and they will like it better
than they did "Moana" or "Nanook of the North"
or "Down to the Sea in Ships," as it is a little
better done and has a more romantic background. —
Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — General patronage.
FEEL MY PULSE: Bebe Daniels— March 26-27.
A very good comedy-melodrama. Would not consider it as good as "She's a Sheik," but will stand
up for a couple of nights in a small town — Warren
L. Weber, EUinwood theatre, EUinwood, Kans. — General patronage.
THE SHOWDOWN: George Bancroft — ^April 4-5.
A good example of why fewer and fewer people are
attending the movies in the small town. This is the
story of the lust of three men for one woman. It is
morally rotten. Decent, clean minded women will
not sit and look at such pictures and I admire them
for walking out. It didn't gross the rental here and
for once I was glad of it. Perfect print and excellent photography. Seven reels. — E. M. Biddle,
Strand theatre, Paoli. Ind. — Small town patronage.
ROLLED STOCKINGS: Special casl^-April 3.
Good picture of college life. Clean and quite a bit
of comedy. Seven reels. — Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
SORROWS OF SATAN: Adolphe Menjou— April 13.
A very fine production for a high class audience.
Would consider the work of Carol Dempster as good
as Janet Gaynor in "Seventh Heaven." Exceptional
acting by Cortez and Menjou. Settings beautiful.
Nine reels. — Quinlan & Tobin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y. — General patronage.
BEAU GESTE: Special cast — April 9-10. Extra
fine picture but did not draw. Very small crowd for
a special. Print and photography good. Ten reels.—
Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
LOVE AND LEARN: Esther Ralston— April 6-7.
Another hit for Miss Ralston. A delightful, fast
moving farce, which will go over big with all classes
of patronage. Six reels. — E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town patronage.
THE BLIND GODDESS: lather Ralston— This is
an old one but will be worth digging up and running
if you didn't show it before Esther got popular. It
is a good show, great for Sunday, and stars make
It more of an attraction now than when released.
Also people seem to be more inclined toward such
stories now than two years ago. — Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — General patronage.

Pathe-P D C
THE GIRL IN THE PULLMAN: Marie Prevost—
62%. March 24. Plenty of action in this one, also
plenty of comedy. Good print. Six reels. — K. D.
Francis, Family theati-e, Metamora, Mich. — General
patronage.
THE GIRL IN THE PULLMAN: Marie Prevost—
20%. April 4. This one classed as a farce comedy.
Was considered as only fair. Six reels. — Wra. Wiske,
Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis.— Small town
patronage.
DRESS PARADE: William Boyd— 44%. April 6-7.
A good picture, but not the gosh-walloping special
it was .sold for. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
DRESS PARADE: Special ca3t>— January 22-23.
This picture has some beautiful scenes, as it was
filmed at the Military Academy at West Point. Tlie
story is that of a smart aleck recruit and hla experiences as a cadet. — George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn. — Small town patronage.

Rayart

THE KICK-OFF: George Walsh— A wow of a college picture. Watch out for the print of this one.
Five reels. — George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. — General patronage.

Tiffany

STREETS OF SHANGHAI:
April 7^. A very good night's
can use this any night in' the
romance, thrills, laughs galore.
right. — Deluxe theatre, Bucklin,

Starke-Harlen— 83%.
entertainment. You
week. It has plenty
It's good and priced
Kans. — General patronage. •

United Artists
RAMONA:
Dolores Del Rio— 100%. April 6-7. One
of the finest we ever played. Pleased one hundred
per cent. Tied up with the High School, as they
were reading the Helen Hunt Jackson book. Leo
Feist, Inc., supplied us with the song "Ramona" and
illustrated elides which made an excellent prelude.
A beautiful song, a beautiful picture and a mighty
fine tie-up. Miss Rel Rio's performance superb.
Warner Baxter and Roland Drew as the two lovers
both did excellent work. Eight reels — G. O. Fields,
Community theatre. Aline, Okla. — -General patronage.
SADIE THOMPSON: Gloria Swanson— 20%. Pardon us, Gloria, because we think you are all right,
but the one w^ho convinced you this story was suitable for picture material is not an asset to your
organization. If this is a picture, I am a ring-tailed
raccoon from the big swamp. — T. A. Shea, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark. — General patronage.
TWO ARABIAN KNIGHTS. Special cast— 75%.
October 29-30. These two stars in this picture are a
scream and our patrons didn't hesitate to eay so.
Pleased one hundred per cent. Mary Astor gave a
good performance and received praise right along
with Boyd and Wolheim. It's a pleasure to play a
war picture that doesn't leave a bad taste. Good for
any sized town. We played this early and did not
have advantage of metropolitan newspaper advertising.— G. O. Fields, Community theatre. Aline, Okla.
— General patronage.
MY BEST GIRL: Mary Pickford— 100%. January
20-21. One of the best pictures Mary ever made was
the comment of patrons as they passed out of the
theatre. "My Best Girl" tells a story, a simple story
that draws on the heart strings of all classes. Miss
Pickford gave a finished i>erfoi-mance, artistic from
start to finish. Buddy Rogers, a product of our sister
State to the North, was a worthy support. Several
people said, the best picture I ever saw. — G. O.
Fields, Community theatre. Aline, Okla. — General
patronage.
MY BEST GIRL: Mai-y Pickford— 100%. April 1.
Without any doubt the best pleasing picture I have
played for a long, long time. "My Best Girl" is the
kind of a picture my patrons like. Had beautiful
weather and wonderful business. The picture will
stand up under all you can do for it and will plcjuse
any day of the week. To nonie it api)oared a little
draggy in £t>ots, but the last reel more than makes
up. Eight reels. — Wm. Wiske, Community theatre,
Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
MY BEST GIRL: Mary Pickford— 75%. April 8-9.
This is a very fine picture. Ploa-iod thcra all. Mary
is in a class by herself, and at her best in this picture. The cost extra good. One hundred iht cent
satisfaction. — Bert Silver, Silver Family thotttre.
Greenville, Mich. — General pali-onagc.
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THE MAGIC FLAME: Special caBt^70%. November 25-26. A fine circus picture such as this has a
pleasing effect on our audience. They just naturally
like it. The work of the two lovers was never better.
Pleased one hundred per cent. The opening scene
was viewed from the outside of the circus tent showing the trapeze performers' shadows on the big top
which was lighted for night performance. An excellent effect. You needn't be afraid to book this one.
— G. O. Fields, Community theatre. Aline, Okla. —
General
patronage.
THE GENERAL: Buster Keaton— 30%. March 25.
Good long comedy and plenty of laughs and action.
Buster is the one good comedian that never cracks a
smile and keeps going. A big drizzle came up just
before the show and cold wave, so the crowd was
small but the picture was very good for a change.
Eight reels. — Rudolf Duba. Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D. — General patronage.
THE BELOVED ROGUE: John Barrymore— Very
good. Was well liked. Ten reels.- George Khattar,
Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S.. Canada. — General
patronage.

Universal
THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS: SidneyMcDonald— 90%. March 3I-April L This is a very
good comedy and some of my patrons came and told
me so. I think all of them were well pleased. I
used plenty of advertising paper, which was money
well spent. Eight reels.— David Straszer, Lyceum
theatre. Manchester, Mo. — General patronage.
THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS: Special
cast — Like the story better than "Cohens and Kellys,"
but J. Farrell McDonald, while good, can't compare
with Charlie Murray. Business off, due to bad roads.
Nine reels. — Hollis H. Chase, Diamond theatre. Lake
Odessa, Mich. — General patronage.
MIDNIGHT ROSE: Lya de Putti— 60%. April 4.
Just a fair picture. Several of my patrons walked
out and told me it was no good, while some seemed
to enjoy it. Seven reels.— David Straszer, Lyceum
theatre, Manchester, Mo.— General patronage.
THE MIDNIGHT ROSE: Special cast^The poorest
thing I have seen in years. A good cast and 6,000
feet of film wasted. The story is older than the
hills, but a real director could have made something
of it. I screened it and shelved it.— Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
THE LONE EAGLE: Special cast— 45»'o. April
6-7. A dandy little picture spoiled by a too abrupt
ending. All through the picture the hero is shown
trying his best to make good with a British flying
squadron at the front and when he finally do« so
it ends without him receiving the commendation of
the squadron flyers, which he tried so hard to earn.
Six reels.- S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,
Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
ON YOUR TOES: Reginald Denny— 36%. April
8-9. A feature length "Leather Pusher." Good comedy and fight scenes.— Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
DESERT DUST: Ted Wells— 80%, March 28. Fairly
good picture which seemed to please most of my
patrons. Seven reels. — David Straszer, Lyceum theatre, Manchester, Mo. — Ganeral patronage.
DESERT DUST: Ted Wells— lO^o- .March 28. Good
short Western and nobody got excited over it, so
that gives this one enough. Five reels — Rudolf Duba.
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General i>atronage.
THE CAT AND CANARY: Special cast— 65%.
Suffering snakes, but this is spooky. At the matinee
children actually hid under the seats. Best mystery
play yet. Fine cast, fine plot, exciting, gripping,
absorbing. It drew unusually well. Title helped and
paper good. Play it. — Philip Rand. Re.x theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
THE CAT AND CANARY: Laura La Planto—
March 25-26. A very "spooky" mystery picture, but
good entertainment as it has enough comedy to relieve the tension a little. Eight reels — George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota. Minn. — Small
town i>atronagc.
WINE: Clara Bow— 15%. April 5-6. Very rotten.
A very good crowd the first night but the ftccond
night was a flop. Don't book this one. Six reels. —
Harry
General Diamond.
patronage. Gaiety theotre. Dickson. Tcnn. —
THE THIRTEENTH JUROB: SiwJal cast— aS%.
April 4-5. Very good melodrama. It'e ccrtainljr •
pleasure to see a real trouper like Bushman In •
part like this. — Roy W. Adams. Pastime theatre.
Mason,
Mich. — General
patronage.
THE CLEAN-UP MAN: Si^ecial east— 40%. AprU
7. .\ very gixxl proirram picture. — Bert Silver, Sliver
l''amily theatre. Grooiivillo. Mich. — Gcnormi patronas*.
GALLOPING FURY: Hoot Gibson. SS'V Marek
27. Very good comedy WoBtorn. The title doosnt
have anything to do with the story. — Roy W. Adam*,
I'aatlrac theatre. Ma.«on. Mich. — General patronas*.
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GALLOPING FURY: Hoot Gibeon— Good Saturday
business. Picture not up to Hoot's standard. Six
reels. — E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.
— General patronage.
THE FIGHTING THREE : Jack Ho.xie— 14%. March
14. A very good Western'. Snow kept percentage
down. Five reels. — C. P. Washman, Koxy theatre,
Skellytown,
Tex. — General
patronage.
WILD HORSE STAMPEDE: Special cast— 50%.
If the director would have Jack turn hie back to
the audience when he criee it would help 100%. The
less close-ups of Jack the better. This is a very
good picture of the cheaper class Westerns. — Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
MEN OF DARING: Jack Hoxie— 50%. April 7.
One of the first warm nights of Spring and they
wanted to be out, and then It is Holy Week, so small
crowd. Picture very good. Will stand an extra bit
of advertising. I think Universal has better pictures
this year. I have not played any five-reel Westerns
yet but hope when I do Uncle Carl has managed
to get a new ranch house for his people. Boy, how
they would laugh and say, "just like home to see the
same house each week," in the Blue Streak Westerns,
Mustang, and they even used it for the serials laet
year. Of course. Uncle Carl cannot afford to build
a new house, being so generous with his Complete
Service contracts. Six reels — E. S. Wright, Redwood
theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THREE MILES UP: Al Wilson— 60%. March 31.
Good old melodrama. The kind that is well liked
by the small town people and farmers. This is one
of the first I have played of Universal's 1927-28
contract and is much better than the "Blue Streaks"
of last yeai-. Five reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood
theatre. Redwood,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
HERO ON HORSEBACK: Hoot Gibson— Good, very
good, and I personally thought Hoot was wonderful.
No exhibitor should pass up these Gibsons, though
he isn't a sensational box office draw. Six reels. —
George Khattar, Khattar's theati-e, Sydney, N. S.,
Canada. — General patronage.
OUT ALL NIGHT: Reginald Denny— April 8.
Pleased our Sunday night crowd. Very good. Six
reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111.
— Small tovTn patronage.
THE CHINESE PARROT: Marion Nixon— A .very
good mystery picture that pleased my patrons. Six
reels. — Mrs. W. W. Hockenberry, Liberty theatre,
Oakland, la, — General patronage.
LES MISERABLES: Special cast— This is as good
as most foreign productions and I don't think much
of any of them. I believe that it will draw a crowd
in most places because of the reputation of the book
and the possible tie-up with the schools. — Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — General patronage.
SILK STOCKINGS: Laura La Plante— A cracking
good piece of entertainment. Plenty of comedy, good
story and clean. Laura La Plante is gaining favor
with out people. We think she is mighty clever.
This is an old one we picked up and perhaps you
won't want to play it, but if you do, it's good. Six
reels. — C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre. Greensburg, Kans. — General patronage.
THE SILENT RIDER: Hoot Gibson— April 10-11.
A good Hoot picture, but for some reason Hoot has
not been drawing much with his last two or three
pictures. Six reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE FOURTH COMMANDMENT: Special castA very strongly presented picture, impressive. Seven
reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz.- — General patronage.
HIDDEN LOOT: Jack Hoxie— This Hoxie feature
seemed to click, and all were satisfied. Five reels. — ■
George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S.,
Canada. — General patronage.
HELD
BY THE
LAW:
Ralph Lewis— March 24.
Very good picture. Well spoken of by patrons on
way out. Cannot give percentage on this a£ it was
run in connection with medicine show. Seven reels.
— E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y.—
Small town patronage.
RED CLAY: William Desmond— April 2. An Indian versus White man drama that failed to gross
the rental. Fair print and good photogi-aphy. Five
reels. — E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—
Small town' patronage.
THE BUCKAROO KID: Hoot Gibson— Another
crackerjack from Hoot. Nothing cheap about these
Gibsons. Six reels. — George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.; — General patronage.

Warner Bros.
GOOD TIME CHARLIE: Special cast— 35%. March
31. A human interest story of stage life which was
pretty well received. It should appeal to most any
class. Six reels. — -Wm. Wiske, Community theatre,
Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
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BEWARE OF MARRIED MEN: Special cast— 25%.
A fair program picture. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
THE DESIRED WOMAN: Irene Rich— 30%. April
11. A desert story with plenty of sand. A picture
that failed at the box office. Seven reels. — Wm.
Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — Small
town patronage.

MICKEY'S UTTLE EVA: Mickey
good kid comedy. Some of his are a
but they contain comedy from start to
reels. — Wm. Wiske, Community theatre,
Wis. — Small town patronage.

HILLS OF KENTUCKY: Rin Tin Tin— 65%. April
4. Played this Ash Wednesday, so had a small crowd
for this star. He holds my house record. When his
name goes out front I can always be sure of a
good crowd. Warner Brothers' manager and salesman' of Albany are some of the nicest men to deal
■with that I have ever struck. They are more than
willing to see you get a good break. — Seven reels.—
E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. —
Small to'wn patronage.
IRISH HEARTS: May McAvoy— April 12-13. I
bought this because Miss McAvoy was in it and it
turned out to be a vei-y good little program picture.
If you have an Irish draw this ought to go over
■with a bang. I have only a few Irish around here.
I can't exactly say I had such a crowd on this one.
Six reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills■ville. Wis. — Small town patronage.
WHILE LONDON SLEEPS: Rin Tin Tin— Another dog picture. Six reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY: George Jessel— A very
good picture of the Irish-Jewish type. Many laughed
and many cried and all were happy. Eight reels. —
George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S.,
Canada. — General patronage.

PERMANENT RAVE: Cooke-Guard— Dandy one
of the "Beauty Parlor" series. Very good, better
than "The Wisecrackers." Two reels. — Rudolf Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.

THE BETTER 'OLE: Syd Chaplin— Laugh riot
from start to finish, but no special by a big shot.

McGuire— A
little rough
finish. Two
Redgranite,

NOW YOU TELL ONE: Charley Bowers— Better
than his last one. Two reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green,
Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.

TURKISH HOWLS: Cooke-Guard— "Ditto" all
comedies by these two. Fine and brings them back
for more. Two reels. — Lester N. Leek, Club House,
Jackson, Wyo. — General patronage.
METRO-GO

LDWYN-MAYER

40,000 MILES WITH LINDBERGH: Good. Every
theatre should arrange to play this one. I just
flashed the announcement on the screen and told
them when it was coming. Had the biggest Wednesday crowd since last Fall. Three reels. — Wm. Wiske,
Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
40,000 MILES WITH LINDBERGH: This was
very
reproduction
all Lindbergh's
flight
across good
the Atlantic
and allofaround
the United States,
after his return from across. Lindy is some boy.
Here's good luck to Lindy and his mother. Wish we
had millions more like this boy and less of the Hickman's class. Three reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.

Play it. Ten reels. — George Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. — General
patronage.

40,000 MILES
WITH
LINDBERGH:
March
16-17.
Nothing to it at all. Don't book. Played with Hoot
Gibson and he took the honors. Three reels. — Paul
ronage.
J.
Durbin, Majestic theatre, Peri-y, 111. — General i#at-

State Rights

PARAMOUNT

POLLY OF
April 4. This
us, so that's
Rudolf Duba,
patronage.

THE MOVIES: Gertrude Short— 5%.
show was the bunk of the season for
all* we can give it. Seven reels.^ —
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General

Short Subjects
EDUCATIONAL
BUSY LIZZIE: Mermaid— Dandy comedy. If they
would all be like this one we all would have more
fun. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
BRUNETTES PREFER GENTLEMEN: Good funny
comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
DUMMIES: Larry Semon— This is the best Semon
comedy we have run in the series. Thrilling ending.
Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,
Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
A HALF PINT HERO: Lupino Lane— This is a
very funiiy comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
HIGH STRUNG: Just a fair comedy. Laughs are
too scarce. Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
SHE'S A BOY: Big Boy— A comedy that tickled
the kids. The big boy lost his pants, as usual. Two
reels. — Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
SWORD POINTS: Lupino Lane— A dandy comedy
of the Fairbanks type. Lane is good, as usual. Two
reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,
Canada. — Small town patronage.

CRAZY TO FLY : Bobby Vernon— This is an' extra
good comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
PARAMOUNT COMEDIES: Are as good as any
of them, but that does not mean much, as there are
only about 10 per cent good comedies made. Two
reels. — H. Karlen', Karlen theatre, Monticello, Wis. —
General patronage.
NO PUBLICITY: Edward Everett Horton— Good
comedy. This Horton' is better in short comedy than
in features. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre.
Kimball,
S. D. — General pati'onage.
PATHE
PATHE NEWS: "Wisecrackers" two reelers and
Pathe News are upholding half of my drawing power
for Wednesday nights. — Lester N. Leek, Club House,
Jackson, Wyo. — General patronage.
SEEING THE WORLD : O-ar Gang— Our Gang takes
a trip to London, Paris and Italy. Some liked it,
some didn't. It's different. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — ^General patronage.
SMITH'S PICNIC : Smith Family— Good. Two reels.
— Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.
THERE GOES THE BRIDE: The best comedy
from Pathe in months. A laugh a foot in first reel
and continuous during the second. Two reels. — Lester N. Leek, Club House, Jackson, Wyo. — General
patronage.
WHY GIRLS LOVE SAILORS: A good comedy.
Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.

FBO

UNIVERSAL

ALL WASHED UP: Al Cooke— Our first starring
Cooke alone and it was well received. Two reels.- —
Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. —
Small town patronage.

BENSON AT CALFORD: "Collegians"— <3uite late
to start this series, but if you have not started them,
do so. They will prove one of the best bets for the
small tovjm you can get. Am anxious to play the
rest of the series. Two reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town' patronage.
BROKE AGAIN: Very poor Gump comedy.— Philip
Rand,
ronage. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General pat-

BEAUTY PARLOR: Cooke-Guard— Comedies like
these two birds make help to pull out many a weak
feature. Two reels. — -Wm. Wiske, Community theatre,
Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE ARTIST'S BRAWL: Cooke-Guard— First of
the "Wisecrackers" and goes right on where "Bill
Grim" left off. Pleases my house 100%. Two reels.
— Lester N. Leek, Club House, Jackson, Wyo. — General patronage.
EGGED ON: Charley Bowers — I have never reported on a comedy before, but had so many comments on this one — had to tell it. Play it. Two
reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General patronage.
LOVE AT FIRST FIGHT: Cooke-Guard— Fine.
FBO pulled a natural when they hooked up this
team and Witwer's stories. — Lester N. Leek, Club
House, Jackson, Wyo. — General patronage.

BUSTER, WHAT NEXT?: The little fat girl in
this takes the honors. Anothei" good comedy. Two
reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N.
Y. — Small town patronage.
THE COLLEGIANS: George Lewis— The last of
the first series. Each and everyone of them a
knockout. They are clean and I believe they were
the best liked comedies we have ever played. Two
reels. — Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
LOOK OUT, BUSTER: One of the best Buster
Brown comedies I have ever seen. Two reels. — E. S.
Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small
town patronage.
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NEW

PICTURES
PLAY GIRL, THE: Fox comedy-drama, with Madge
Btllamy, Johnny Mack Brown. Walter McGrail,
Lionel Belmore, Thelma Hill, Anita Garvin, and
Harry
Timbrooke.
Directed
by Arthur
Rosson.
Released
_
Length
TYPE AND THEME: What girls can do in th*
big cities — though, of course, like Madge, they may
not want to. She is a gay little thing, works in a
flmver shop, until she gets fired. Her room-mate is
built along other lines, not quite so pretty but
much "smarter." To her, work is "for men and
horses." She lets herself get invited to brilliant
apartment parties, where the men are generous.
She starts Madge off on a similar career. WeU,
Madge meets a young westerner who has money,
but also ideas. She likes him — but when he takes
her out, he leads her to an amusement park and
comes home with her, his arms loaded, not with
jewels, but with groceries. WhUe he's there, Madge
gets costly gifts sent by Courtney. Brad is jealous.
She is to let him know Thursday night if she'll
marry him. He leaves in a huff. Believing that
Brad is not coming for his answer, Madge responds
to Courtney's invitation to visit his apartment
Thursday night. Brad happens to be Courtney's
guest.
Madge
herself
to be a "good" girl —
aTid Brad
gets proves
his answer
affirmatively.

In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
ACTRESS, THE: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer drama, with
Norma Shearer, Gwen Lee, Lee Moran, Roy
D'Arcy, Virginia Pearson, William Humphrey, and
Effie Ellsler. Directed by Sidney Franklin. Released- _
Length
TYPE AND THEME: The stage and peerage in
England. Adapted frovi Arthur Pinero's "Trekuwneij of the Wells, "a highly popular stage play oj
another day, this one tells the story of an actress
who falls in love with a baronet, ivhose father looks
down upon stage folk. Rose is induced to live at
the home of her lover and leaves it in disgust at
the tyranny of old Sir William.. Thus estranged
from the young man she loves, she is brokenhearted. Then Sir William learns what a "brick"
she is, and the love affair between his son and
Rose Trdawney of "The WeUs" is renewed, presumably forever.

« * •

# * *

THUNDER RIDERS, THE: Universal Western, witb
Ted Wells, Charlotte Stevens, William A. Steele,
Bill Dyer, Leo ^Vhite, Julia Griffith, Bob Burns, Pee
Wee Holmes and Dick L'Estrange. Directed by
William Wyler.
Released April 8. Length 4,353.
TYPE AND THEME: A Western with a comedy
tivist. The hero has a tough time tcinning ths
girl but he does it in the end. Lon, ranch owner,
receives a letter that his former partner, now a
retired millionaire living in the East, is coming
West with his daughter. Bonanza, and wants her
to see the West as it was in the old days. Lon has
her met by an old-time stage coach arid directs the
cowboys to whoop it up generally. Bonanza is
unconvinced until she meets Jack, whereupon she
falls head over heels in love. A gambler, Lem,
however, takes a shine to the girl and wovld have^
her whether she wants to be had or not. He outivits Jack on a couple of occasiotis, but in his last
attempt, is himself out-sntarted, uhereupon Jack
wins Bonanza — just as she wanted him to.

BIG KILLING, THE: Paramount comedy, -with Wallace Beery, Raymond Hatton, Anders Randolph,
Mary Brian, Gardner James, Lane Chandler, Paul
McAllister, James Mason, Ralph Yearsley, Bruce
Gordon, Leo Willis, Ethan Laidlaw, Robert Kortman, Walter James, and Roscoe Ward.
Directed by
F. Richard Jones. Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Life as it is lived in the
mountains of Kentucky — or wovld be lived, if the
inhabitants thereof had a sense of humor. Powder
Horn Pete and Dead Eye Dan (Beery and Hatton,
respectively) are sharp-shooters in a carnival.
They couldn't hit Sophie Tucker with a handgrenade, but their act looks good to Jim Hicks,
who's got a little feud on with the Beagles. Pete
and Dan think the Beagles are dogs, so they consent to join the Hicks family for the purpose of
shooting said Beagles. Said Beagles, however, make
life pretty m,iserable, not to say uncertain, for the
sharp-shooters, and the grave yawns until Dan
convinces Pete that the latter and the Beagle girl,
Mary, shotdd run away to the preacher and end
this danged feud, which is getting on the nerves
of everybody concerned and especially on those of
Dan arid Pete. Well, Pete and Mary get spliced,
tvhich event ends the feud and makes life once
more safe for moonshining.
♦ * *
COSSACKS, THE : Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer drama, with
John Gilbert, Renee Adoree, Ernest Torrence, Dale
Fuller, Mary Alden, Josephine Borio, Neil Neely,
Yorke Sherwood, Joseph Mari, and Paul Hurst.
Directed
by
George
Hill.
Released
April
14.
Length
_....
TYPE AND THEME: How one can become a
Cossack — if one is interested. At first Lukashka is
deemed a cotvard, perhaps merely because he has
finer tastes than the rest of the Cossack band, of
which his father is chief. In Russia, the Cossacks
are noted for their brutality. Lukashka has to
learn this. . . . He loves Maryana, and she loves
him. But his co^vardice ot Jast disgusts her. Quite
abruptly, ho%vcver, Lukashka turns hero, when he
kills an escaping Turk. Later on, too, he saves
Maryama, becoming Cossack chief and marrying her.

• • •

YELLOW ULY. THE: First National drama, with
Billie Dove, Nicholas Soussanin, Clive Brook, Gustav von Scyflfertitz, Jane Winton, Charles Puflfy,
Marc MacDermott, and Eugenie Besserer. Directed
by Alexander
Korda.
Released
May
20. Length

Scenes front two Universal pictures for
1928-29. Top, Richard WaUing and Mary
Nolan

as they appear in "Silks and Saddles." Below, a scene from the Jewel
production, "Honeymoon Flats," sli&wing
George Lewis and Dorothy Gulliver.

TYPE AND THEME: Love between peasant and
nobleman, which is altvays difficult to be brought
to a happy ending. Houevcr„ this one turns out
cheerfully. Archduke .Alexander meets the Hungarian, peasant girl, Judith, when he taices his
late sualloived
flame, an actress,
to a doctor's
she
has
poison because
of hisoffice,
tiringafter
of her.
.Alexander's aristocratic parents look with horror
upon their son's latest and most absurd exploit. In
order to prevent any closer union between the tw<f
young people, they have Jtulith a>id her brother
imprisoned for theft. Later they hare her dt'
ported. However, the girl geos to (he parents of
the man she loves ayid convinces them of her good'
ness. They then take measures to reunite .Alexander artd Judith, and the Emperor permits thsir
7narriagc.

This Week's Press Sheet
WE AMERICANS (Universal drama) : After you've found
out which foreign nationalities have the largest colonies in
your town, set aside each night of the run for a certain race,
such as "German Night," "Hebrew Night," "Italian Night,"
etc., selecting those strongest numerically. Then launch your
advertising campaign. Enlist the aid of the foreign language
newspapers representing the nationalities you have selected.
Get the editors to give you a special publicity on the night.
Make up throwaways, printed in various languages and distribute them in the foreign colonies.
Follow
this style of
copy: "Tuesday is 'We Italian-Americans Night' at the
theatre. Come and see 'We Americans,' the thrilling tale of
real Americans proud of their Italian blood." * * * During the nights, decorate your lobby with the flags of the
various nationalities and have your organist or orchestra play
a special overture of their native songs. . . . Get the largest

stationery store in your locality to put in a special "patriotic
window," symbolizing the title of the picture. The display in
addition to window cards, announcement signs, poster cut-outs,
etc., supplied by you should consist of Uncle Sam hats, cutouts of American eagles, American shields, fl.igs. bunting, etc.
The keynote sign should read: "All true Americans use (Name
of store) patriotic decorations.
See Universal's drama of the
melting
'We Americans,'
theatre (Date)."
Novelty pot,
and department
stores ataretheother possibilities
for such
displays. * * * Tie-up with your newspaper, the con;est
to be conducted under its auspices but with your theatre name
and dates to be mentioned in every story. The essays should
be based on the topic: "What it means to me to be an American," or "Who is the greater American — he who was born
here
or
whoattention
emigrated
to immigrants
this country?"
In publicising
this stunt,hecall
to the
who bccime
tamoas.
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Daylight Saving Losing
Ground, Exhibitors Find;
Night Shows Open Later

Y^

(Continued

CHICAGO

PERSONALITIES
By Whit

FRIENDS of Tom Giliam will be glad to hear that he is now assistant
manager of the Chicago exchange of First National. The appointment
was made last Wednesday by "Grad" Sears, manager. A new salesman
will be taken on to fill the vacancy made by Tom's advancement. Tom has
been with First National nine years, and deserves his new position.
Every film man in Chicago, exhibitors included, who owns a golf outfit, or who can
borrow one, has a date on June 15 for that
is the time set at last year's film golf tournament for the one to be held this year.
Get out your clubs, men, and get in form.
A golf tournament does much for the industry. The one last year was a big sue
cess, and everybody had a great time. Let's
make at
thisinyear's
tournament
mark to
shoot
the future.
The atournament
committee, in case anybody has forgot, is
composed of Len Ullrich, chairman; Clayton Bond, treasurer; W. E. Burlock, Jack
Sampson and Tommy Greenwood. Let's begin talking it up. June 15 is not so far
away.
* * *
Walter Baier of the Vital Film exchange
of Milwaukee, was *in *town
* last Wednesday.
Sam Kowal, who operates the LaSalle
theatre, sailed Saturday from New York to
visit the land of his birth and his father in
Strigowa, Kabren, Poland.

* *

*

Eddie Brichetto, who is now permanently
on the road for M-G-M, got his new deluxe
Ford sedan Saturday. It is riotous in color,
so much so that it should advertise him
wherever he goes. « * *
Business was opened in the new Chicago
offices of National Screen Service, Inc.,
Monday, at 810 South Wabash avenue. The
new and larger offices, made necessary by
the greatly expanded business in this territory, will have over 5,000 square feet, which
will greatly facilitate the handling of business, and the rendering of service which this
organization furnishes to the many exhibitors in the 15 Middle Western states covered by this office.* * *
The Pathe salesmen are still out in the
country winding up the Skyscraper drive.
During this drive every town in the territory that boasts a theatre has been visited
by Pathe salesmen. * * *
Tom Giliam held a dinner at his home
Saturday, April 21, in honor of R. C. Seery,
who leaves after the First National convention here for California where he will represent First National as special representative. Clayton Bond held a similar dinner
in honor of Seery last Saturday.

* *

*

"The Port of Missing Girls," which the
Acme Pictures Corporation of Chicago is
distributing in Northern Illinois and Indiana, opened at the Woods theatre Sunday. This gives the picture a run right in
the heart of Chicago's
* * Rialto.
*
Two hundred fifty First National men will
witness the ball game at Cubs park Sunday
afternoon. This will serve, excellently, to
start the convention at the Drake hotel.
* * *
Joseph P. Kennedy, president of F B O,

E. B. Derr, vice-president,
Moore, passed through Chicago
on their way back to New York
fornia. Kennedy visited the
Pathe offices between trains.

and Eddie
Wednesday
from CaliF B O and

Earl Loeb, Fox Salesman, took his vacation last week, and spent most of it moving
into a new apartment.

Carl Laemmle Points to
Specials for Next Year
As Big Universal Move
(^Continued

from page 66)

discerning picture-goers as a new idea in film
entertainment.
Carl Laemmle recognized his genius even
before the public had a chance to pass upon
his work, and Fejos was signed up on a long
term contract. Then, with the entire resources
of Universal and Universal City behind him,
he was told to go to it and make a picture of
his own choosing in the greatest possible way.
He didn't pick the most famous book in
literature or the outstanding stage or operatic
classic to do, but the simplest of stories. It
was written by Mann Page, and it is called
"Lonesome." It is the story of a young clerk
and a young salesgirl in New York, both lonesome and heart hungry, who meet each other
at Coney Island on a holiday. The beauty of
the romance that springs up, and the gripping
sequences as their affair is complicated by unforeseen events, makes one of the most touching and appealing stories ever screened. It is
a masterpiece and Laemmle is convinced that
it wall be a sensation for the industry and the
public as soon as it is released.
The story was put into screen form by Edward T. Lowe, Jr. Fejos chose as his two
principal
characters
Tryon, Universal's
popular juvenile
star,Glenn
and Barbara
Kent, one
of the sweetest girls in pictures. Others in
the cast are Fay Holderness, Gustav Parthos,
Eddie Phillips and Fred Esmelton. All the
color and gaiety of Coney Island are used as a
background
for the ever-tautening thread of
the story.
Reginald Denny Productions
The four Lenny productions for next season
are scheduled on a much greater scale than the
Denny successes of the past. The elaborate
settings and production of such pictures
as "California Straight Ahead," "Sporting
Youth," "That's My Baby" and "Good Morning, Judge," will be far eclipsed by "The Night
Bird," "Partners for the Night," "Red Hot
Speed" and "His Lucky Day."
Fast action, smart automobile adventures,
racing cars, farce-comedy of the most scintillating brand and peppery romance are some
of the ingredients going into the new Dennys.
Hand-picked directors will handle the megaphone for Denny, among them Fred Newmeyer, who has proved himself a lOO-percenter
in the making of sure-fire Denny comedies.

from

page

57)

ance. While they may perhaps hate to
admit it, they are forced to say that efforts
in past summers have availed absolutely
nothing toward bracing up business. The
people simply will not come in for the first
show, 7 to 9, no matter what the attraction
may be.
Some theatres will continue their amateur
nights throughout the summer. These hav.e
proved big business getters during the winter, and it is barely possible that these acts
may suffice to bring additional business to
the theatres. Nearly all theatres in these
three cities have played their best pictures
the past few months.

San Francisco Defeats
Move to Change Clocks
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

SAN FRANCISCO, May 1.— There will
be no daylight saving plan in effect in California this year, despite efforts to bring it
about on the part of certain interests. The
last legislature considered a daylight saving
measure, but the railroad, public utility and
farming interests were united in opposition
and theatre owners were not called upon to
show their hand, although they were in
readiness to do so.

Daylight Saving Ousted
From Most Parts of South
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ATLANTA, May 1.— Daylight saving
was definitely banished from Atlanta, and
from most Southern cities, several years
ago. It was accepted under violent protest
even when there was some excuse for the
measure; it was discarded, and permanently,
as soon as the emergency which inspired
the movement passed.
A survey of the Publix and Universal
circuits, the former operating in the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama and Florida, and
the latter operating in Georgia and Florida,
brings out the fact that not one of the
towns observes daylight saving.
Investigation does not reveal even one
point in the Southeast where daylight saving is observed.

Philadelphia Exhibitors
Doubt Serious Effects
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

PHILADELPHIA, May L — Daylight
saving went into effect in Philadelphia at
2 p. m. Sunday. Exhibitors in this territory
have come to accept the summer time
schedule as a necessary evil and the consensus seems to be that it will not seriously
affect receipts. Last year the effect was not
as noticeable as the previous year.

Chicago Theatres Start
Evening Shows Later
Since it has been found that the effect of
daylight saving is to reverse the attendance
peak for the two evening performances,
making the last show the more heavily attended one, Balaban & Katz theatres are
attempting to draw as many people to the
first show as possible by holding back the
two evening shows as late as possible, making these two evening performances start
about 15 minutes later than when daylight
saving is not in effect. This necessitates
the last show ending as close to midnight
as possible. Later closing is prevented by
increased operating expenses.

Preordained
^^- — the final result of the motion picture
on the screen was preordained from the
day that Edison got his first sample of
Eastman Film/'^
That was in 1889. And today the film
that made motion pictures practical is the
film that makes the most of the cinematographer's art and carries all the quality
through to the screen — Eastman Film.
*Page 209 ''A Million and One
Nights, the History of the Motion
Picture" — by Terry Ramsaye.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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Racine, Wis.

Universal and United
The building" of profitable, as well as beautiful, theatres by United
Studios, Inc., can hardly be better portrayed than by the three recent
'is
theatres shown on
this page, constructed for Universal Pictures
Corporation.
We are solely responsible in every detail for
the theatres we build
— designing, engineering, constructing, finishin.of and equipping,
Here
is
real co-ordinating of effort that

SHEBOYGAN

THEATRE,

Sheboygan, Wis.

means saving and certainty. We also help
in financing. Write us
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"It doesn't matter, dad. This isn't
the issue with the Metro-Goldu-yn'
Mayer Announcement in it. That
comes out next week."
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cAo feature of the magnificent
nea) J^eiO - United Artisb - Penn
Theatre at Pittsburg lOas more enthusiasticallij received than the
uX)nderful Robert Mw-tonPhilharmoxiic UiiitOj*j[an.

-XA

^/le World's leading showmen
eveiyiohere- themoivprodressiVQ
Qxhibitors, ai'e taking ddi)dnta^e
of thobox office \jaJue ofthe'^
Robert MBi*toii(//7/tOrian.
Ro'bei'it? \Awhon Oj'isins ai^ distinctively dif?GrGnt£*om alu others. Unapproach^d grandGuvand beauty of tone.
Greater orchestral and theatrical re sources and structural improvements ^und
in no other instrument, inakc it the^
supreme musical instrument of all time.
New York.
156O Broidvay

Chic ago
624 So.MicKi^atv
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NEW

PARAMOUNT
^ 1928.

PICTURES

A new world.

New Fords in gay colors.

ing golf. Flyers crossing the Atlantic.

Farmers play-

Old established businesses

closing for failure to please the modern swift procession.
cerns leaping into amazing prosperity.
especially in the picture business.
choosey.
Motion Picture Headquarters, West Coast.
Administration
Building, Paramount
Studios, at Hollytvood, Cal.

new,

daring,

modern

A new world i

Audiences are smarter, pick-and- 1

Ignoring ordinary pictures.

unusual,

^ 1928.

New con-

Jamming theatres to see the

pictures.

favorite star to rush to an Emil Jannings.

Discarding a former
Letting run-of-the-mill pic- '

tures die and patronizing a^Chang", an "Underworld" or a'Xegion of
the Condemned."
geared

up

% Paramount sensed this long ago.

its production

organization

modern-type pictures and stars.

to produce

Paramount
exclusively *

Results ? Product like the pictures

named above and ''"Last Command",

'""Way of All Flesh", "Beau

Geste", and the ""'Speedy" of the always up-to-the-minute Harold
Lloyd, topped all previous theatre grosses.

Brilliant modern stars

pushed other company's personalities into the background.
keen

public

of today

saw

Pictures and the other kind.

the

difference between

^ The

Paramount

Grosses on Paramount productions

leaped so high above the rest of the field as to cause universal
comment.

^ Now 1928-9.

A still newer world.

a year or more ahead of other companies!
forces,

under the master,

Paramount is still

Paramount production

Jesse L. Lasky, and

the alert B. P.

Schulberg, are working day and night to give you the brilliant,
modern showmanship hits for a new world.

444«*44«

gBAMT

NEW

A

FOR
New Blood!

New Stars.

by public demand.

'•'•'•

WORLD

Sparkling youth.

Hurled to the front

^ New blood in short features, too.

swifter Paramount News captures news reel leadership.
JChristie Comedies. Real money makers.
ties who will command

Better,

Sparkling

^ Here are the personal-

the big money at the box office in 1928-9.

5TARS: Harold Lloyd (Lloyd Prods. Paramount releases), Clara Bow, Eniil
aniiings, Richard Dix, Bebe Daniels, Adolphe Menjou, Esther Ralston, George
ilancroft, Charles Rogers, Pola Negri, Wallace Beery, Florence Vidor, Douglas
lacLean, Thomas Meighan, Sir Harry Lauder.

."EATURED PLAYERS: Richard Arlen, William Austin, Sally Blane,
j|]velyn Brent, Mary Brian, Clive Brook, Louise Brooks, Nancy Carroll, Lane
Mr.handler, Chester Conklin, Gary Cooper, Ruth Elder, James Hall, Neil
{{familton, Ivy Harris, Doris Hill, Jack Holt, Arnold Kent, Fred Kohler, Jack

•jUiden, Paul Lukas, William Powell, Iris Stuart, Ruth Taylor, Fay Wray.

Motion
Pirlurr Hradqunrtrrt.
Pnrnmount Huildine nl Tnne»
Square^ .NVic > orfc ( it^

MRECIORS: Ernst Lubitsch, Erich von Stroheim, Victor Fleming, Malcolm
t. Clair, Josef von Sternberg, William Wellman, Rowland V. Lee, Clarence
adger, Frank Tuttle, Lothar Mendes, Luther Reed, Gregory La Cava, H.
• 'Abbadie D'Arrast, Frank Slrayer, Dorolhy Arzner, Fred Newmeyer, John
aters, Victor Schertzinger, Ludwig Berger, Leonce Perrel, George
Pearson.

Largest staff of young showman-writers in the world.

^ In

*)28-9, exhibitors who don't keep up with the modern demands
uLst go down.
lU

Old stuff plays to empty seats today.

There's one,

I only one, insurance for exhibitor prosperity in the coming

ason:

Paramount's Whole Show Program.

101 fcj lU
Le advantage
Ivanco of the
Insidorcd part

KiXHIlM I OKb.
A now ^vorld.
'^a^'tos «>v«t oliaiifiin-r.
rarniiioiiiit wnnts lo
of iK-w «l<-volo|>iii<-iils for voiir Ix-iK-fil.
'I'liis aiiii<>uii<-<-iu<-iiU Ikmii-; iiwuic in pari in
|>liolo|>lay!« announrfd, is nocossarily l>aM-<l upon
present plan> aii<l iiiii-l iiol lie
of any written cxhiliition conlraot

HAIIOLD LLOYD
FOLLOWING "Speedy," now playing to packed houses
everywhere, Harold Lloyd plans two big productions
of his accustomed high standard during 1928-9. C|"Lloyd
tops the stars of all companies in drawing power," says
Variety after its annual check-up of all theatre records.
A mighty tribute. And true. ^ You never know your
theatre's real dollar capacity until you play Harold
Lloyd. CI Lloyd pictures are produced by the Harold
Lloyd Corporation, and released by Paramount
&

a
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*

uilh inu^^ie score
TrPrPTTr^T'^ t Before release lo picture houses, "Wings" will he synehronized
JjjJ^ r JZjV^ 1 O • .^^^i ^jjg sensational sound effects that have made its exhihition the talk of a
You get in your theatre exactly the same complete "Wings," with sound, as in the S2 triumph ! , , , , ,

|^TT-|yr|-^
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THE

JMOSX

POPVL<i%IL

. s'n^.j^^y^S'VT*.

OIRL.

OM

THi:

specials

Starring in long run
THREE

WEEK

ENDS.

By EUnor

THE

SCREEN

KID.

NIGHT

SATURDAY

Glyn. Successor to "It" and "Red Hair." Same
combination, same brilliant box-office
44******
qualities.

The red-headed Ufe of the party on the night

THE

APACHE

FLEET'S

IN. Clara as the sailors'
sweetheart, with a man in every port. FightSure-fire!
ing for the freedom of the seize.

the world makes

merry. Daring, sparkling as

champagne.

*

*

LOVE.

^

*

*

*

*

The story may

be

changed. At present planned as a reckless
romance of the pleasure dens of Paris.
*
*

i

'he WecUliiif? iMarcir' will shoill> liavr an «-\l«>nclrfl Broadwa)

iiiii a I a<l\aii(«Mi

prices. Special and cxlousive exploitation will he place<l Ix^hind it. spieaclini: il>

^

distinguished

merits

worhl-wide,

hefore

it is olTered

for >al«-

lo

pic in re

llualrr-.

Broad
stage
to be ivawi
grea's
t de smas
luxe hing
special
nowhitf

Elaborate and startlingly
new production details are
being worked out for "Burlesque" which prevent its
sale to motion picture theatres at the present time
but which will enhance its
value many fold to exhibitors when it is ultimately
released.

BUKXJE

CI Watch

HUE

PARAMOUNT proudly announces the acquisition of the motion picture rights to the record-breaking comedy- drama stage success
of the past two years! Opened September 1, 1927, at the Plymouth
Theatre, New York City, and still playing to crowded houses. By
George Manker Watters and Arthur Hopkins. Poignant loves, laughs
and heartaches of backstage life. A host of imitators, but only one
"Burlesque, "in a lifetime! ^ The well-known director and the all-star
cast of popular favorites will be announced soon. <
«
<
,

for it!

RICII4RD DDL
in two lavish
special productions

three splendid Dix

*) r»

starring successes

REDSKIN
Uix ah a modern
drama

produced

college - bred Indian

youth

"WARMING
in a niighly

upon the sweeping scale of "The Vanishing

Aincrican."' The public wants him in a strong dramatic

role.

athletic comedy-romance.

with FLORENCE

VIDOR

Like "The

Quarterback." The male idol of lh«screen as you like him. Directed l>\ Ircd
Newmeyer.

"UNCONQUERED"

UP.*^ Dix iu a >wift

^vho

matic "(^)u;irlcrl>;i< k."'

"MORAN
oi
rm: marines."
Richard as a handxtmc. dare<lc\ il leatherneck. Fir?«l to fight, and l^^ iu> ii)can>

A man and a woman — social opposilcs — (lung upon a tropical
isle, stripped of civilization an<l barriers, (ighting their wa\ to

last toIo\cI iT itii one morv iorkiiiii Dix

a great love.

relt'itse ttt hr (nmoiiiifvd.

Two

big stars! A splendi«l box odice spe<-ial!

•

«

,

<^^

0XU^ ^^^tKGr

"THE

MAN

WHO

NEVER

the screen, in another of the superb characteriza-

rlWha, an
ISLAND"
ELLIS
ous theme for a picture — the hearlaclic> and
romance and laughs of the famous Gateway l«)

tions which made *'Way of All Flesh" and "Last

America! What a role for theoncand only .fannini:>I

IVl J. o o E JLl

The finest dramatic aelor on

Command" cleanups everywhere. Jannings in
electric lights today means packed houses in any

A piece of human

lown.

Opporlnnily lo — V

Cheered alike by classes and masses.

■•

*

driftwood on I lie niiiilily im-

migrant tide that surges throni:li llu- Portal of

paramount Cpiclures

••«•*••

1
\

TAHITI
NIGHTS"
with Evelyn Brent and Clive Brook
A spectacular special weaving a tense
drama of regeneration in the romantic
South Seas. Isles of refuge for the
driftwood of humanity. Seeking forget fulness in the seductive charms of the

rf

THE

HARD

tropics. Featuring

the tAvo famous

lovers of "Underworld" fame, and a
strong cast. May easily prove the biggest box-office sensation of 1928-29. The
public wants strong drama this year!

BOILED

ANGEL"

with Gary Cooper and Nancy Carroll
Thestar of "Legion of the Condemned"
and the vivacious heroine of "Abie's
Irish Rose." In a sparkling but heartpiercing drama of gay Broadway from

the inside. In which New York's
most sophisticated chorus girl discovers that she has a heart. Prominent director to be announced.

William Wellman
P R O

O U C T I O X
BY

John Monk Saunders
DIRECTOR

/VND AUTHOIV

OF "W^II^GS

q "1928 will be a diriuihle
year," say the experts. The
big ocean liners of the air will
flash in to thelinieligli I as brilliantly as did Lindberiih in
1927. ^ Paramount, ever first
to sense box ofTiee. presents
the first spectacular special
wilh diriiiibles as a ihrillinir
background.

C [Made by the

producer and author of
"Wings" and "Lciiion of I lie
Condemned.**

.7!^;.[!jj;iiS!i!ji!aa.'»»'^" ■■•~'

,

.

«

dancing
Her ex-convict

partner
William Powell
as
PHILO VANCE
Detective
The politician
ivhoni she tried
to blackmail

WHO

RILLED

THE MOST

THE
CANARY
CASE

The inillionaire
iviih the

The famous

perfect alibi

loved her
physician who

BEAUTIFUL

WOMAN

OM BROADWAY?

From

MURDER

With William Powell as the famous Philo Vance,
and big all-star cast of favorites. A sure-fire
special.
Mystery
is the vogue of the hour.

the sensational best

selling novel by S. S.Van Dine.
Read by millions as book, and
magazine and newspaper
serial. Most popular mystery
story in last five years. Sequel
to "Benson Murder Case" and
"Greene Murder Case," other
Philo Vance classics, to be
produced in de luxe style by
Paramount as Mystery Series.

QDie Comedienne
Tvith (zhann

Q^EBE
r<r

TAKE

ME

HOME
!)!>

and three more star hits

^ Beautiful Bebe Daniels (ills a unique and very lucrative niehe in «>\hil)il<»r>"
prof^ranis. She is llio only eonu'clienne on the screen today >vho < an at the
same time supply laujihs and "it"' — a combination which \.\\v public loves.
CJFour especially attractive Daniels vehicles arc |)lanned for the 4-«Mnin!: season.
^ "Take

Me Home"

(tentative title) is the first. Casts and produ<-tion \;ihics

will he poured into these pictures that shonhl enable tbcni l<> lop llu- di;i\N iniz
p»)wer of c^cn Aliss Daniels" famous '"Tlu' < "anipus I'lirl .""

,

-...•.•.

.

THE STAROF'*UXDERWORLD''IN^

STRONG DK\!MAS

GEOHGf BANCROFT
"THE
Josef

DOCKS
von

Sternberg

OF NEW
production,

YORK."
director

of

"Underworld."
By John
Monk
Saunders,
author of "Wings" and "Legion of the Condemned.'" Bancroft as a tough stevedore.

"SWAG."
Winner of $15,000 ParamountPhotoplay
Magazine
Idea Contest,
in
which 40,000 picture fans entered. ByRena
Vale.
And two more to be (nnioiinceil.

it

paramount Q>ictures
^

-k

^

^

by the famous author
of ^' Sadie Thompson^^

THE
LETTER

5>5

with EVELYN BRENT
and CLIVE BROOK

^ FromW. Somerset Maugham's astonishing
stage play hit of London and New York. A
flaming melodrama of the white ruling class
in the Malay Peninsula, in which the killing
of her admirer by a rich married woman
unleashes a torrent of scandal and intrigue.

a sparkling special with
two popular stars

"THE UPSTART
GENTLEMAN"
with RICHARD ARLEN
and MARY BRIAN

^ By John Monk

Saunders, author of

"Wings" and "Legion of the Condemned."
The action-romance of a male diamond in
the rough and the battles he fought for a
beautiful girl's heart and hand. Willi a
background of college life and brilliant
modern youth. A popular director and big
.»•«,,,,,
supporting cast.

0^ CJ'-^''^'

^ YOUNGER
SET

^?^w*^^.>-'

,e^/ff!%

CHARLES
ROGERS
'"

BULLDOG

YALE

After
"Wings"

and "My Best Girl," Paramount yields to public
demand and presents Charles Rogers as a star.
Already his fan mail is second only to Clara Bow's,
the largest in Hollywood. The first Rogers picture,
"Bulldog Yale," a rousing comedy-drama of college life. Breezy with youth, snappy as a flapper's
smile. A Frank Tuttle Production. By Wells
Root. Both of Yale. Followed hy three more
Rogers young-idea pictures!
* .. < ^ < «

RUTH TAYLOR
JAMES HALL
ANNE NICHOLS'
RRIED"
MA
"JUST
of the great American public

By unanimous request
— two popular young favorites co-starring. Their first
"Just Married," from the Broadway comedy success
by Anne Nichols (author and producer of "Abie's
Irish Rose"). Big cast and special director will be announced soon. Three Taylor-Hall companionate
•«•»*«•»*
romances released in 1928-9.

stArs

of tomorro^i^^

Paramount, the star maker.
Enough promising youth on this
company's lot now to pack a college! Stars of tomorrow. Gorgeous
box office assets for exhibitors on
the way. With the one and only
Paramount training.

*

«

-^ <. •»

-***)f

• ***,

1..

f PARAMOUNT'8

AYWRAY

GLORIOUS

YOUNG LOVERS

t

GARY COOPER

17 and brilliant starring conition with box-office plus

e lavishly produced love dratlarring Fity ff ray and Gary
ter arc coininfi in 192H-9

Fay Wray, heroine of "The Wedding March" and "Legion of the
Condemned." Gary Cooper, hero
of "Legion of the Condemned."

ff

^ Rudiaiil
Already

youth

famous

KISS"

FIRST

THE

an<l romance

with

jzlow in these

I lie public tlue to successes

twin

stars.

in previ«)us

pictures. 1928-9's jireat hox-o(Tice pair of screen lo>cr>.
€j] Their first co-starriiifi pi«lurc, an elaborate produrt i(ui of
a popular

Saturday

Kvcniuf; Post (cir«'uIalion. .■{,2(M).(MM) xri.il

love story by Tristram TiipiHT. i' Tb«> <Irama of a \oulli \» li<»
turns pi«-lurcs«|ue river bandit for llu- lioiuir of lii- f;in)il> .
And

the beautiful

heiress who

bra>c>

her {ireat love for liiui. <? Stnmj:
hijih fa\<>r >vith niotlcrn autlicncc>.

x-and.d

.xud dc;itb in

pi<luri> cif llii> i\pr arc in
••••«•••..•

ESTMEm

MAILST©^

a mighty special!

THE

CASE OF

LENA

She was just a number

SMITH "
in the files of a society formed

to rescue "bad" girls — but what a story of strife, sacrifice and heartache behind that number! A part made
for beautiful Esther Ralston's flowering talent. Produced
by Josef von Sternberg, director of "Underworld". Story
by the famous novelist, Samuel Ornitz. Big cast.
* •

four de luxe star pictures

THE
SAWDUST
mount's luscious blonde

PARADISE"

Para.

as an innocent-wise charmer.

HIGH
SOCIETY"
MIss Ralston as a rich
debutante shows society from the inside. And two more
pictures to be announced.

•«*«««•<

JBff* W *<!■?' -MJ

f^A
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TWO BIG
ALL-STAR
SPECIALS
f?'
I*)^

Strong dramas
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CHRISTIE ->IiVCLEiVI^

SPECIALS

MacLEAM
"WANTED:

A WOMAN"

co.,.i

f.,r

exhibitors! The combined resources of ihe Douglas MacLean ami
the Christie brothers production staffs will be united to make two
big feature pictures for Paramount

release in 1928-29. ^ The

pictures will be of the same audience quality as MacLean's "The
Hottentot" and Christie's "Charley's Aunt." ^ The first MacLean-Christie release is tentatively titled "Wanted: A Woman."
Big names will appear in the supporting cast and a well known
director will be announced. Title of the second picture will be
available soon. ^ With the drawing power of .MacLean's name
and the unlimited production facilities back of him, a pair of
knockout pictures is assured !

A DISTINCTIVE STAR
DE LUXE PICTURES

IN TWO

<,«««<«

There is no other star quite like Florence \ idor in
motion pictures today. Class, exquisite gowns, an
adorable personality and expert acting ability « haracterize her performances. CjThe first Vidor picture
in 1928-29 is tentatively titled

"DIVORCE

BOUND"

In which Miss Vidor startlingly demonstrates that
the "weaker sex'' is a misnomer. ^Assisted by an
augmented east an<l a special director. FolhuvctI
by a second release of e<iiinl streiiufh. I'aranKmiil
promises the strongest Vidor classics that c\liibilor>
have yet received. Special exploitation will b.- phu «<l
behind her vehicles. Cj Always a fa\i»ritc >» il li the
public. Miss ^ idor in tli«> coming .season >*ill be
found among llie c\<lusi\«- list of topnotcli «lr;i\s■•««••«,
ing stars of the screen.

IJgi1Htt>>fiitl

1VIDOR I

THE CRIME OF
IMTEREEREMCE
^Froni the tremendous stage success "Interference," by Ronald
Pertwee and Harold Dearden. ^The legitimate smash hit of London
and New York! To be produced on a spectacular scale by a special
director and a cast loaded with favorites. ^Sensational drama of a
society scandal that threatens to engulf an innocent woman and
how a "bad man" out of her past commits a crime to save her. The
most powerful woman picture of the year.

a C/>aramount Cpidure

Opened
October 18, 1927 at the Lyceum
Theatre, New York, and still playing to S. R. O.

1 11 LHAAUIDIIIEIiYi'

TBIE M©P1E1L

tl>lF

MOI^TMMinriRllE

m

HUNTING
TOWE R
With Vera Voronina.
From the famous novel
by John Buchan.

Screen

play by Charles Whitlaker. Presented by WelshPe a r s o n & Co., Ltd.
Directed by Geo. Pearson .

Produced in Paris by
Leonce Perret. ^ilh
Ivan Petrovitch (star
of "The

Garden

of

Allah"), beautiful
Louise La Grange as
the artist's model, and
Nita Naldi.

*

*

*

•

wmmm the c^ieifiam limx§
Revealing for the first time in official German war
films the secrets of the German battle lines. The
truth about Big Bertha, German efficiency. Battle of
the Somme, etc. Astounding in realism, breath-taking in sweep and dramatic action. With amazing technical effects, of which "Metropolis" was only a hint I

Produced by I'fa. official
German government photographers during the tear

^From the tingling Red Book Magazine serial by
the famous novelist, Harvey Fergusson. With
Gary Cooper, and a cast especially selected by
Jesse L. Lasky. Present plans call for Victor
Fleming, who made "The Way of All Flesh," and
Anne Nichols' "Abie's Irish Rose," as director.
^The dashing, colorful romance of a young giant
of the Western mountains who practically abducts
a beautiful, rich Spanish girl. How he tames the
tigress and builds an empire in the wilderness is
unfolded in one of the big specials of the year.

a CparamounlQielure

1 h«»inas Meighan is planning his
slrongesl piclure in years for
release through Paramount in
1928-9. Title, a supporting <ast
paeked with favorites and a well
knov/n <lireelor will soon he
announeed. The new Meighan
entertainments are big draw>
with all elasses of audienees.
Produced hy the Caddo Company, Inc. «««<^.«.

CLO^IFI&DJ
Production plans now completed
for this magnificent special. Personally supervised by Florenz
Ziegfeld, world's greatest magician of feminine beauty. Story
of Broadway's garden of gaieties,
heartaches and temptations.
Featuring all-star cast and
famous Ziegfeld girls. Well
known director announced soon.

TRADE

w-lf^ ^^f w MARK

THE WHOLE

SHOW

1928-29
you have been
reading about
the finest line-up
of specials
and star hits
ever announced

Special featuring
popular Jack Holt

"THE
WATER
Produced partly in Technicolor

for release by

HOLE."
with the same lavish

values that made "Wanderer of the Wasteland" so popular. Zane Grey's greatest story. Worthy of Class A first
run bookings. Followed by three Zane Grey-Paramount
pippins, of ivhich the first tivo are:
»
«
»
«
«

*^
A IVrTTF'
A T ^L1^1
A V^ /^J^/
''^-^
±J^
smash climax.

^^milVQ
I
OUIIOI^FT

er drama of
^thehair-trigg
Rockies,

with a
Presenting Jack Holt in a strong role.

PA^^

'^

fewest

Zane

LIVOO.
Grey novel now
enthralling magazine readers as a serial. With Jack Holt.

PARAMOUNT
or any other company
now learn about

the two road-show
sensations of 1928-29
and an amazing

short- features program
from PARAMOUNT
motion picture headquarters

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

EMIL

JANNINGS
in an

ERNST

LUBITSCH
production

THE

PATRIOT"
with

Florence Vidor, Lewis Stone
and Neil Hamilton
Adapted by Hans Kraly.
From the famous play by Alfred
Neumann.
B. P. Schulberg, Associate Producer.

A Paramount Picture
Opening
soon
on Broadnay
fit $2
admission.
]\ot for sale to motion
picture theatres at the present
time.

^

PARAMOUNT'
supreme
motion

picture

achievement

!

playing to
now
S. R. O. at $2 top
Theatre

44th

St.

New

York

VICTOR

City

FLEMING

production, with
Jean Hersholt, Charles
Rogers, Nancy Carroll
and
all-star
cast

not for sale to motion
picture theatres at
time.
present
the

Hi

ADC^I^PH

ZUKOR

AND

JESSE

L. LASRY

CHESEXT

^paramount pictures

^ Paramount brought Paramount quality to the short
features market for the first
time in 1927-28. Releasing
shorts that were not fillers

SHORT
FEATURES

but little-giant money makers
through sheer entertainment merit. Capturing
leadership in shorts as well as in features.
^ Paramount News, Christie Comedies and the
rest quickly proved the class of the industry.

Exhibitors responded with
enthusiasm. The volume of
contracts and praise exceeded our fondest hopes.
^ Paramount expresses its

appreciation by offering for
1928-29 an even finer line-up of shorts. Read
the following pages. They'll convince you that
Paramount Short Features are again a niih»
ahead of the field ! Paramount, the \^ hole Show I

toda
news
^
'
y
reel
leader!
here are the reasons:
1 BUSINESS. Already more ac-*- counts playing Paramount
News than most other news reels
have taken a lifetime to get. Business grooving steadily, Aveek after
week.
««««««
^

RECORD.

More scoops, more

^" big specials, more locals during past year than any other reel.
Q ORGANIZATION. Worldwide.
*^ Headed by Emanuel Cohen, 13
years editor of Pathe News. Largest staff of expert cameramen

in

the business. Backed by mighty

If it's news. Paramount News

resources of Paramount.

will have it on

Paramount

Special

News building in New
your screen —
first and. best.

York Avdth lightning-speed equipment. •» «^
«
•
«
«
/J SPEED. All speed records
-■-^ broken because of ultra-mod-

ArWEEK

ern set-up, faster methods than
other reels.
■«•««««
f^ SHOWMANSHIP. Breezy
^ titles. Fast tempo. Colorful
shots. What the public of today
wants.
<•••»«««

/r ILTRA-MODERN.

Para-

^-^ mount News competes with
no old-fashioned news reel or news
reels working on old lines. Paramount News is different.

As

different as television is from pony
express. Up to the second, progressive. In a class by itself. THE
NEWS REEL OF TODAY!
•
Nine

big

local

editions

blanketing

the

United

States,

i

showmen
hail
its
merit!
"The

oulslun<Jin<<; film even I of

J927-8 is ihe way Paramount

.News

leaped into first place amorifr the
G^

-

jar

»

j»

news reels," says a leading exhibitor. "My people tell me they did
not know a news reel eould he so
amazingly good!" Thousands of
showmen eeho this opinion — and
hack il up with <-onlra«ls.

•

«

PARAMOrarNEWS
(>oo«la.sil ^vasiM 1*)27-H. I'aramou ii 1
News
more

plans for h)2<{-') ar«- c\«n
startling! I'aramounl

i><)ul

to clinch first pIa<T in I lie in-\»«,
reel business forever. Nolliiui: can
slop us.

IIigh-po\t cr<(l iialioiial

a«lverli>ing ^\il! >pi<a<l ^lill furllur

ilw iiKiii- o( rm. M.WS
LKVDI'.K.

ParaiiUMiMl

HKKI.

\«\s^ i-<>ilal

I <> I lie >uccc>>< of I lie nil xl Ctrl -lio\> mail,

Purumouiit

N e iv s slations

fy'irdlv

the

ri ri I i zrtl

•: I n lir

riic one

iiul i^|)tn ^.i Mr

iit\»>.

PARAMOUNT

- CHRISTIE:

COMEDIES

CHRISTIE COMEDIES are the class of the short features fun field. That's proven by
exhibitor and audience reports and the widespread booking of the Christie product,
especially in de luxe houses. "Best theatres everywhere" is more than a slogan; it's a
fact. ^ Christie stars, backed by performance and years of national advertising, are as
popular with the public as the top-notchers among the feature stars. Personalities like
Bobby Vernon, Billy Dooley and Jack Duffy are greeted with roars whenever they bound
upon

the screen. Supporting players and particularly the famous

Christie beauty

brigade of gorgeous girls are favorites with all types of audiences. ^ "A Christie comedy.
Paramount News, a stage show and a feature make the ideal bill for a de luxe theatre,"
says Ed Beatty, general manager of the Butterfield Circuit, and smart showmen agree.
C| Christie set new high comedy standards in 1927-8; the 1928-9 line-up of ParamountChristie product promises to surpass this. Four series of eight releases each are outlined
on the following pages. ^ Look them over. They're the best comedy product that will be
oflfered you during the coming season by anybody.

They're the class of the market !

PARAMOUNT

- CIIRI^Tii:

€OMr<DIl<:S

BOBBYYERlfOM
Comedies

EIGHT boisterous burlesques and fun frolics from the
College Cut Comedian. Vernon is the perfect comedy
type — the little guy who gets kicked around. Teamed with
bouncing Bobby is Eddie Baker, the big fellow with the big
wallop. With pretty Patricia Archer, "Miss Personality,"
as leading woman. Also Hannah "Oatmeal" Washington,
a dark "chile," Gloria Killian, Virginia Sale and others.
^ Vernon plays more de luxe houses than practically any
«
«
«
•
other two-reel comedian in the business!

'^^xa^iuaHA^<t^i^\

BILLY DOOLBY
Comedies

EIGHT more from the goofy gob, the dippy diver, Billy
Dooley. His funny sailor suit is greeted with roars
whenever he ambles into view. "Dooley is the most popular comedian in the field of shorts. They keep asking
for him. Give us more," writes one big first-run exhibitor.
^ Well, here's more, brother — and how! Dooley is supported, as of yore, by luscious Vera Steadman. Also
"Admiral" Bill Blaisdell, Mary Ashley, Shirley Collins
and a shipload of nautical but nice beauties.
*
«

PARAMOUNT

- CHRISTIE

COMEDIES

ADVENTURES OF
SANDY MACDUFF
featuring

JACK

DUFFY

— now the
jokes
of Scotch
TYseries
PLEN
king
first
of rollic
Scotch
comedies. With the famous "grandpop
with young ideas." They'll love fighting, spendthrift Sandy Macduff. Supported by Neal Burns, Joan Marquis,
Eddie Barry, Bill Irving, Doris Martel
and others.
8 releases.
*
«
«
*

CONFESSIONS OF
A CHORUS OIRL
FUN backstage in 8 snappy comedies. The last word
in snap, dash and jazzy appeal. Featuring the most
beautiful girls in Hollywood, headed by adorable Frances
Lee. Also Billy Engle, Lorraine Eddy, Jimmy Harrison,
Betty Lorraine, Helen Fairweather, Jane Laurell and
Buddy, the dog. Fun spiced with peaches, sugar daddies,
«4«««««*
high jinks and merriment.

'4^^.

Mm

*^/^r
^4A

A/^ ^/^/^

^o

Mi
fo

c^^

Paramount

aiinoiinces the release of a series of two-reel short features briiigiiiii to the screen more

office star and author names
Cream

of the

^xrcal l»o\

than all the electrie li«ihls of (ilmdoni <>ouhl <lis|)lavl W ell-kno^^Il dirertoi-.. too.

world's aetin«; and

writinj; (genius

united.

AnotluM- «:r<al

coui*

lor

Paramount

e\liii»iiois!

EDHMID EVERETT
HORTOX
ft' Comedies
^ I ^WO comedy sparklers from this droll star.
"Call Again," or the hilarious adventures
of a bold bad man in a girls' boarding school.
"Vacation Waves," or what happens when your
wife's mother

goes along on your summer

vacation. De luxe style, popular casts. Produced by Hollywood Productions. A Paramount
««*«*«•«

Release.

KRAZY KAT
Cartoons
rpWENTY-SIX releases of this popular
cartoon series. Adapted from the famous
newspaper syndicate feature. Played in first run
theatres everywhere. Clever Krazy Kat, his
antics and his pals. Bigger and better than ever
in 1928-9.

One every other week.

Presented by Charles B. Mintz.
Ben Harrison and Manny

Gould.

«

*

•

Animated

by

»

«

■«

INKWELL
IMPS
Cartoons
ONE every two weeks. 26 in all. Featuring
Ko-ko, the komical klown, and his boy and
girl friends. Mirth -packed cartoon folks in
real-life settings. The public knows and loves
them.

*

Nothing else like it on the market.

Presented by Alfred Weiss.
Fleischer.

Produced by Max

Released by Paramount-

«

•

lyiiHH

PARAMOUNT

7

announces the acquisition of
the exclusive motion picture
rights to the outstanding
world event of 1928-29 ! On

COMMilKDER

the front page of every newspaper and on every tongue.
The one and only complete,

RICHARD E

BYRDS

actual motion picture record
\

Right to tlie Soutli fpole
A picture
everywhere

every audience
ivill clamor to see!
Sfctioa

RE\MS OF
NEWSPAPER
STORIES
ALREM^Y
STARTED

.SPECI/M. FF.ATURLS
RADIO

^\ft Jfetu fxrrk ^mt$.
SI'NIIAY.

LIFTING

THE

VEIL

MAIirH

in.

FROM

SPECIAL
FF.\U'RF5
AUTOMOPIliS

1!12S,

THE

ANTARCTIC

The Byrd Expedition Will Face Many Perils When Its Pilots Attempt to Penetrate the Great White
Continent With the Airplane— Fierce Storms and Bitter Cold Dominate This Unknown Area

^ An unbeatable array of forthcoming big Paramount road shows,
specials and star hits. QAnd now
with the best short features too

PARAMOUNT
The Whole Show
1928-29
De luxe entertainment in
the modern

MOTION

manner from

PICTURE
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duct
climaxes current
season with astoun
mpspoerrormance
at electriiies
in ustiy

Pafhe

Sensational Pathe
acid test of
WILLIAM
BOrD

CI^IC4GO
with

Phyllis leaver
VICTOR

DREfi PARADE

VARCONI

\vith

BESSIE LOVE

Virginia Bradford, Robert Edeson, Julia
Faye, May Robson and T. Roy Barnes

A Donald Crisp Production

Adaptation and Continuity by Lenore J. Coffee
From the Play by Maurine Watkins
Produced Upon the Stage by Sam H. Harris

Screen Play by Douglas Z. Doty
From the Story by Major Robert Glassburn, Major
Alexander Chilton and Herbert David Walter

Directed by Frank Urson
Produced

by DeMille

Piccures Corporation

Produced

by DeMille

Pictures Corporation

ILLIAM BOTD
/n

S leys C RAPE Fl
with

ALAN
SUE

CAROL

HALE

and ALBERTA

VAUGHN

Adapted by Elliot Clawson and Tay Garnett
From the Story by Dudly Murphy

Directed by Howard

Higgin

Ralph Block, Associate Producer
DeMille Studio Production

L^ROCQUE
STAND
and deliver:

ROD

LE4TRICE joy
-with

The
,
Blue "Danube

xvith

LUPE

VELEZ and WARNER OLAND
A Donald Crisp Production
By Sada Cowan
Ralph Block, Associate Producer
Produced

by DeMille

Pictures Corporation

JOSEPH

SCHILD

and NILS ASTHER

KRA
Adaptation
and
UTContinuity by
Harry Carr and Paul Sloane
From John Farrow's Original

Directed by Paul Sloane

Ralph Block, Associate Producer
Produced

by De Mille Pictures Corporation

The big money pictures are

Hits that meet the
the box-office
3 History- Making Hits
on the way

ov V^UOCQVi^

m

with Jeanette Loff, Tom Kennedy,
Joseph Cawthorn and Hugh Allan
A Hector Turnbull Prnduciion
AdafHed hv George DrorriKold
From "At Yale" hy Owen Davis
Directed by Edward H. Griffith
DeMillc SiuJio Production

A Ship
COME^ IN

WALKING
B AC K
w ifh

with

StE CAROL

Rudolph
Schildkrdut
LOUISE DRESSER
Robert Edeson, Milton Holmes,
and Louis Natheaux

by Monte Katterjohn
from a George Kibbe Turner story

Original Story and Ad«/»t(itioii h\
Julien Joscphson
Continuity h\ Sonva Levicn

Bertram Millhauser, Associate Producer

Directed by Rupert Julian
DcMillc

Studio

William

ProJitction

n

K. Howard

Directed (•>>■

^r)c\<illc Studio Prodintion

now being delivered by PATHE
Producers

International

Corp.,

130 W. 4ctb

Street.

William

M.

\'ogel.

Gen

Msr , lorn^n

Dutrihtitors

i

w

hile the world ii

BOOK
THE PICTURE!

Get
that
and
with

the bi^ profits
are bein^ madewill be made
the be$t advertised picture that has
ever been produced
Inspiration
Pictures, Inc.
and Edwin Carewe present

BOOK STORES
AS TIE-UPS
The vast popularity of this
famous

DOLORES
DEL RIO

novel makes

it

possible for any exhibitor
to obtain window displays
with every book store in
his town.

in

"Ramona

Helen HuntJacksons
/American Love Classic

' is now

in its f

92nd edition, one of the
most popular books ever
written.

SUPPORTED

BV

Warner Baxter-Vera Lewis
Roland Drew-Michael Visaroff

t^nEDWIN CAkEWE
PRO

D U CT

lO N

Screen pUif btj finis fox

book
it NOW
The picture with
the best known
title on the market

tcture
today —

inging R4M€NA
THE RAMONA
WALTZ

RAMONA
RECORDS

One of the greatest sor^

Paul

The

hits written in years is

Whiteman-

Victor record is a tremen-

this Leo. Feist, Inc., number that is sweeping the

dous seller, also the records made by Columbia

country. Over the radio,
in dance halls, theatres

and Brunswick.

and night-clubs this song
is being sung and played.

Every Phonograph dealer,

Every music store oners
free window displays for

assist in making a tie-up

therefore, will be glad to

display with the picture.

you.

3,000,000
WOMEN
The National Federation
of Women's Clubs, has
endorsed the picture
"Ramona '. Another great

'•M^^

«h

tie-up for bigger box-omce
business.

A
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Business that Surprised
Even the Snwrt Eggs

Street Angel
More than

Is a pushover!
i
:

$18,000
weekly
at $2
twice daily
at the
Globe Theatre
New York
Beating every picture
that ever played
at that theatre
WILLIAM

receipts,
$19,002 first week's

breaking all
records of all
pictures ever shown
at the Carthay Circle
Los Angeles
where the picture
without the usual
elaborate presentation
■

FOX

Frank £ lor:

is packing 'em in

presents

Street Angel
lage^s

with Janet Gaynor ana Charles Farrell
Also twice daily on Broadwa^f John Ford's 2 Successes

FOUR

SONS

MOTHER

MACHREE

Coming Soon: ^^The Red Dance*' Raoul Walsh production

And these are only appetizers
on the

<iV> feast

for next season!

TAKE A COUPLE OF AD
WRITERS, A HANDFUL OF
ARTISTS AND PLENTY OF
INK— Stir carefully—
—and what have
you got?

GONE

are the days when exhibitors thought they

could fill theatres just because somebody's bright Announcement told them so. Thank heaven, pictures are
being bought differently today*
(continued on next page)

EXHIBITORS are buying their
product on the basis of experience*

MAV

Tua

SUM

JUNE

w

6u«

WU)

IVIU>

Rl
fi«T

AND the experience of the past
four years shows that MetroGoldwyn-Mayer is the most dependable source of picture supply
every week in the yean
WE know what weVe got for
next season. But it's not next
season yet.

SAT

JULY
SUM MSN

TUf

WW

TW^

AUGUST
T«l

S*I

SO"

H0«

TK»

WU>

Til

Rl

f/IT

^'Gee ivhiz! Vve got to fill my
house every day for May,
Juney July and August V^

MEANWHILE we'll continue to devote ourselves to
helping your business right now. And weVe got the
pictures to do it. Nothing else counts !
EVERY

WEEK

AN M-G-M

ISN'T IT THE
TRUTH!

HIT!

RAMON NOVARRO, Across to Singapore — LON CHANEY, Laugh Clown
Laugh - DANE - ARTHUR, Circus
Rookies - SYD CHAPLIN, Skirts —
JOHN GILBERT, The Cossacks DAN£- ARTHUR, Detectives —
NORMA SHEARER, The Actress WILLIAM HAINES, Telling the World,
M lie. from Armentieres, Diamond Handcuffs—AND MORE! MORE! MORE!

"W/ioopeel These U'G'M
pictures will do the trick!"

k

—exhibitors agree that the MetroGoldwyn - Mayer Annual Announcement ithe
s one they look
forward to with the greatest interest because it represents the
facts {not talk) about the most
important product on the market.

THE IMPORTANT

COMPANY

AT

LAST! -The

follow-up on "Tol'able David"

that

you've been waiting for for years.
Barthelmess as the public likes him best — in the kind of
part that made him famous!
"Tol'able David" role .. ."Tol'able David" setting ... And a
greater- than-" Tol'able David"

'^4,

STORY!

-««.«»«•''

More than TWO IVIILLION have read John Fox, Jr.'s
classic romance of a lad who has the whole world

i^

against him ... A yearning youngster playing a man's
part in that strange, hidden region beyond the hills
where

men still fight to live — and live to fight!

4« AlFBEB

•The Litt,^
of Kliiq"'^
"Extreme beauty... A masterpiece, worthy of the best
screen tradition . . .Tremendously interesting and gen-

erally intelligent motion picture . . . Barthelmess' performance isequal in excellence to any we have ever
seen." — Motion Pictures Today.
Presented by Richard A, Rowland
Story by John Fox, Jr.
Adaptation and Continuity by Bess Meredyth

A PERFECT

SHOW

FOR

DECORATION

DAY! ^v..

A
m

Kid" ^ ,^^f><

3irAt
national

^'<iedby '^'^
ij*
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Chicago
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407 So. Dearborn St.
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IN THIS ISSUE
Injunction suits are filed in Federal Court at New York against ten leading picture corporations.
Hays organization and 32 Film Boards of Trade, aiming at breaking up alleged unfair trade practices and establishing legality of credit, arbitration and distribution systems ; Petitions declare defendant corporations distribute 60 per cent of all films and Film Boards represent 98 per cent of productions.
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The Anti-Trust Suit
THE expected suit of the attorney general of the United
States against the principal factors in production and
distribution in the motion picture industry has been filed.
A long and tedious legal controversy will now follow in
due course.
The suit of the attorney general seeks an injunction to
restrain the motion picture concerns named from continuing an alleged conspiracy to violate the anti-trust laws
of the United States government.
If the government should be successful in proving the
conspiracy that it alleges through its attorney general and
succeeds in obtaining the injunction that is being sued for
a situation of great seriousness would be created.
On the other hand, if the alleged conspiracy is not
proven the industry, at any rate, will occupy a ringside seat
at a long-drawn out legal spectacle which will create uneasiness while it is in progress and at the end of which
there will be a heavy expense bill to be met and the
industry's revenue will be the source out of which this
bill will have to be paid.
Just what the government's case cpnsists of will remain
unknown until the suit gets under way, but if what has
happened in connection with governmental inquiries into
other businesses, and attacks that have been made upon
other industries, is taken as a fair indication, then there
is nothing much to be expected as far as a change in
the normal course of the motion picture business.
The industry, however, in all of its factors will now have
its day in court. All of the elements, harmonious and
antagonistic, will be represented and every grievance of
whatsoever character will be aired. Meanwhile, the public
is going to learn a lot about the picture business and it
may be found that at least some of what it learns will not
act as a stimulant to the box office.
In many respects the suit of the attorney general against
the film companies is simply a normal development. Every
great industry in the United States may expect sooner or
later to be put through the courts. At the moment we
are not comn^enting on either the propriety or the lack
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of propriety of such procedure, but merely recording the
fact that this is what has happened and what we nxay
expect will continue to happen.
The various other great businesses — steel, oil, railroads,
insurance, automobile, textile, tobacco — have all been put
through the mill of the federal courts. In a few cases
severe readjustments have been brought about but in
most cases after a general airing affairs have settled down
in
their previous groove and moved along very much as
before.
The motion picture industry's turn has arrived; it was
inevitable that it should be reached eventually.
The arbitration principle in the industry, as practiced
by the film boards, will come in for careful examination
in connection with the inquiry which the government has
initiated. When the trial is ended the film boards either
will stand vindicated or else they will be declared unfair
and eliminated.
*

»

«

Sales Conventions
SALES conventions are the order of the day. All of
the principal companies are assembling representatives of distribution and production in meetings at which
it is intended to supply to members of the sales staffs the
necessary infoiTuation about product so that the sales staffs
in turn may be able to acquaint exhibitors with what they
may expect in the way of pictures during the coming
season.
Sales conventions, like various other activities of the
industry, have come in for certain criticism. It is doubtlessly afact that there have been instances in the past
when sales conventions have turned out to be more ballyhoo than business, but the basic idea of a gathering of
sales executives of these far-flung distribution companies
is thoroughly sound. These meetings afford the necessary
opportunity for an inter-change of ideas and information,
for the rebuilding of company spirit and for the regeneration of that quality of enthusiasm which is an essential
of success whatever the undertaking may be.
Exhibitors need not look upon these meetings simply as
conspiracies aimed toward an attack upon their bank
accounts. In every good sale both parties are benefited —
the one who buys and the one who sells. Sales representatives are equipped, or are intended to be equipped, with an
intelligent understanding of the product which they will
later be called upon to discuss in conferences with exhibitors. The better the sales representative is equipped
the better he should be able to inform the theatre man.
And — it may be remembered — a thorough and exact
knowledge of product is one of the best assets any theatre
man may have.
Progress in this and every other business has been such
as to render imperative exact knowledge about the practices of the business and its product.
The success of these sales conventions depends not upon
how much momentary enthusiasm may be generated but,
instead, upon how much exact knowledge and information
is imparted to the sales representatives to the end that they
may
be able accurately and intelligently to inform their
customers.
* * *
THE inevitable clash between the Independent Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association, the New York cooperative buying organization headed by Mr. Aaron
Sapiro, and the principal distributors of films appears to
be on the eve of breaking as the result of a recent announcement of Mr. Sapiro that he is now prepared to
commence buying.
This is a situation in which many and lively developments may be expected.
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Injunction Suit Filed Against
1 0 Firms, Hays Body and Boards
Officials Welcome
Test of Contract
and Arbitration
BY PETER

VISCHER

NEW YORK, May 1— Officials of the
leading distributing companies and the Boards
of Trade today expressed themselves as satisfied to go into court in defense of their
uniform contract and arbitration plan. They
were confident that the suit charging a conspiracy in restraint of trade, brought by
Attorney General Sargent and United States
Attorney Tuttle, against 10 companies, the
M. P. P. D. A. and the Boards of Trade,
would bring a welcome decision in their
favor.
Pettijohn Issues Statement
In a statement issued immediately after the
filing of the suit, C. C. Pettijohn, general
counsel of the Film Boards of Trade, declared
that the film industry knew there had been
no conspiracy or restraint of trade and that
arbitration in business is a modern and
proper trend. His statement, in full, is published on the next page.
Officials, many of whom discussed the
matter at the sales conventions, generally
were inclined to agree with the opinion
expressed in Pettijohn's statement. Phil
G. Reisman, general sales manager for
Pathe, said he felt satisfied there had been
neither conspiracy nor any restraint of
trade, and that arbitration in motion pictures would stand the test of the courts.
"The suit will test the validity of the uniform contract with its provisions for arbitration and of the credit committees of the
Boards of Trade," according to Elek John
Ludvigh, general counsel for Paramount.
Wickersham Welcomes Test
George W. Wickersham, former U. S.
attorney general, who is acting as counsel
for all the defendants, issued a statement in
which he declared that arbitration has played
an important part in bringing peace to the
industry.
"Our clients welcome the opportunity to
test the legality of the Film Boards of
Trade arbitration plan, which we are informed has been the small exhibitor's
greatest single protection during the
growrth of the motion picture industry and
which its sponsors regard as the outstanding contribution by any group toward the
development of industrial arbitration in
the United States," he said.
"The plan has been overwhelmingly satisfactory inside the industry. Under its provisions over 50,000 cases have been amicably
settled, without litigation, during the past five
years. Resultant confidence between seller
and buyer has freed the small exhibitor from
the former onerous necessity of posting large
cash advances to lease films."
The statement said that the industry has
furnished "every facility to the Department
of Justice during its investigation" and tha^
"the agents of the department received free
access to the files of the Film Boards."

Fire Stops Performance
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Pieture World)

SPOKANE, May 1. — A fire on the ground
floor of the Granada theatre here did minimum
damage. The blaze was extinguished with
chemicals. The audience left the theatre, but
soon returned, and the picture was continued.

Unfair Practices Are Charged;
Arbitration System Is Tested
Credit and Distribution Methods Also Are Under Fire,
Says Department of Justice
[Washington Bureau of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World]

WASHINGTON, May 1. — Injunction suits against ten of the leading motion
picture corporations, the Hays organization and the 32 Film Boards of Trade,
aimed at breaking up alleged unfair trade practices and establishing the legality
of the credit, arbitration and distribution systems, were filed in the Federal'
Court at New York Friday, the Department of Justice has announced.
The ten companies named were the Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, First
National, Universal, United Artists, Fox, Pathe, F B O, Vitagraph and Educational. All the members of each local Film Board of Trade also are made
defendants, although such members are so numerous that they are not named
individually.
Sell 60 Per Cent of Films, Say Petitions
Both

petitions allege that the defendant
mately 60 per cent of all the motion picture
United States and that the members of the
the distributors of approximately 98 per cent
"In August,
1926, the department
announced that it had completed its investigation of the Film Boards of Trade," it was
explained in a statement of the filing of the
cases issued by the Department of Justice.
"Certain practices which had been adopted
by the local boards were objected to by the
department and at its instance the Film
Boards of Trade amplified the rules and
regulations relating to arbitration, so as
clearly to prohibit members of local boards
from pursuing such objectionable practices.
The operations of the credit committees of
the Film Boards of Trade were not covered
by the first investigation by the department.
"Because, from its inquiry, the department found that the arbitration system constituted afair, just and economical method
of dealing with the disputes between exhibitors and distributors, it was decided at
that time not to institute proceedings to
test the legality of the system, but rather
to observe its operations, effect and practical workings.
Misleading Rumors Cited
"In January, 1927, the department instituted a thorough and comprehensive investigation into practically every phase of the
motion picture industry. This investigation
is still being pursued vigorously, but due to
the fact that it has covered a very large
field, it has required minute study of detailed data and information. Progress of
the work has been delayed also bv careful

corporations
distribute approxifilms distributed annually in the
Film Boards of Trade represent
of all such motion picture films,

investigation of ajll complaints received by
the department. Frequently such investigation has resulted only in loss of time, because the complaints themselves have too
often been founded on rumor unsupported
by evidence and as a result have been misleading. As the work progressed and as
illegalities have been disclosed, the department decided without delay to submit to
the court the determination of specific questions, so that stability and certainty could
be established in the industry.
Two Actions Taken
"It is as a result of this investigation and
the plan outlined that the present actions
have been instituted. These actions are two
in number. The first is entitled United
States V. Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation et al. It is brought to test the
legality of the agreement between the distributors ofmotion picture films to contract
with exhibitors for the exhibition of motion
pictures by contracts which contain all the
terms and provisions of a standard exhibition contract and more particularly a provision for the arbitration of all disputes
arising between exhibitors and distributors
which have been established and operated
by the Film Boards of Trade for enforcing
awards of the Boards of .Arbitration.
"The second action is entitled United
States V. First National Pictures, Inc., et al.
The purpose of this action is to test the
(Continued

on

next page')

Bill Raising Seat Tax Exemption to $3
Is Reported by Senate Finance Group
[Washington Bureau of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World]
WASHINGTON, May 1. — The senate Rnance committee today reported its tax
combill, increasing the admission tax exemption to $3, and providing that the
missioner of internal revenue may call for admission reports at any period in order
to prevent evasion by prizefight promoters and one-night film theatres.
The $3 exemption, the committee reported, was provided "that no tax will be
imposed where the amount paid for admission is $3 or less, particularly in order
to relieve the legitimate theatre from the disproportionate burden now imposed
on it. The motion picture theatres seldom charge more than $1 and. as a result,
from the tax."
as a practical matter, would be exemptauthority
to demand reports at any time, it is
While the commissioner is given
not contemplated that he will abandon the present practice of having them submitted monthly by established theatres.
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Arbitration Vital: Petti John
(Arbitration, attacked in two siats filed in the
United States District Court in New York, is a
principal contributor to the present prosperity
of the industry and a vital factor in maintaining and improving the quality of films produced, according to C. C. Pettijohn, general
counsel of the Film Boards of Trade, who
issu-ed the following statement in New York
outlining the viewpoint of members of his
organization.)
We know there has been no conspiracy
and no restraint of trade. The Film Boards
of Trade stand ready to fit their policies
cheerfully to any ruling of the courts of the
land. Arbitration, in one form or another,
is the modern and proper trend. To abandon it would be to slide back toward the
Dark Ages of business.
Producers Provide Capital
Major capital for the conduct of the motion picture industry, including all experimentation and improvement of the product,
must inevitably be furnished by the producing companies. The average picture usually
takes three months from the beginning of
production to completion and it is another
two years before return of capital expended,
and problematical profit, accrues to the producer.
This means, in effect, that the producer
puts up vast sums on the promises-to-buy
comprised in his sales contracts with exhibitors, large and small, throughout the country. Such pictures as "Old Ironsides," "Ben
Hur," "The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
the delightful Barrie stories and "Wings"
could never be attempted unless the producer had reasonable assurance that executed contracts would be fulfilled in good
faith.
Before the present arbitration system was
put into effect, five years ago, the situation
was met by requiring the exhibitor to put
up a considerable portion of the rental
charge in advance. This was a great hardship to the small theatre owner, and arbitration has happily ended its necessity.
Today exhibitor and producer agree, as a
basic part of their leasing agreement, to
submit to a board of arbitration, half of
whose members shall be exhibitors, any dispute which may come up between them. In
the rare cases where these boards, composed of six members, fail to reach a decision, a seventh is chosen by them or
appointed by the American Arbitration Association.
Plan

Extremely Simple

The plan is extremely simple and in practice has exceeded the most optimistic hopes
of its proposers. In 1927, 14,356 claims were
adjudicated by this method and only 62 out
of this great number were carried by either
side to courts of law.
The obvious value to a producer in knowing that contracts will be kept without the
necessity of long legal fights is equalled, if
not exceeded, by the protection to the small
exhibitor. Formerly, he might think he had
a prior right, under his contract, to a certain film. He could sue about it. By the
time the suit was settled, his rival would
long since have shown the picture and its
value as a drawing card would have been
extinguished by time and the onward
march of the art. A motion picture has box
office value, except the rare classics, only
during and immediately following the pro-

motional period. Today, the exhibitor can
appeal to his board of arbitration and get
a decision within two weeks at most. The
distributor cannot close with a rival theatre
owner until the board makes an award.
The particular complaint discussed above
is known in the trade as a "violation of
run." Other complaints which the' exhibitor has the right to take before an arbitration board for prompt award include:
Miss-outs, or failure to deliver pictures
on time.
Violation of protection, or the showing of
a film in the exhibitor's immediate territory
before a specified time limit.
Substitution of one picture for another
which was contracted for. The exhibitor
may appeal to an arbitration board for release of all obligation to show the substituted picture.
Ambiguities in contract. Any point which
may seem not clear to the exhibitor at any
time may be submitted to an arbitration
board for immediate definition.
There is fierce and unremitting competition, all year 'round and year after year,
between the companies which the government has attacked, under the socalled antitrust law. Every great producer has his
own salesmen in the field, in number, and
the desire to settle peaceably any differences with a customer is based on lively
self-interest. If the exhibitor feels that one
producer has not given him the fullest of
fair play, he has a dozen other companies
clamoring for his trade. That is why, in
1927, 4,671 cases between exhibitors and
preducers that were submitted to arbitration boards were settled before they came
up for hearing. When men in disagreement
can be brought to talk together, and when
each is a factor in the other's prosperity,
amicable adjustment almost invariably follows and is infinitely preferable to lawsuits.
This principle of arbitration is one of the
most important developments in American
economic and social life, and its application
in the motion picture industry is more complete and more demonstratedly successful
than in any other field. It is a pity, from
the psychological standpoint, that the government has had to seem to attack the principle itself. We belieye the net result will
be a mere defining by the court of how far
concerted agreements to arbitrate can go
under our present federal laws.

Unfair Practices
Charged in Suits;
Systems Tested
(Continued from preceding page)

legality of the operations of the credit committees of the Film Boards of Trade. It is
alleged in the petition that the purpose and
function of these credit committees is to
compel every one acquiring a motion picture theatre by transfer or purchase to take
over and to perform all uncompleted contracts for the exhibition of motion pictures
at such theatres which had been entered
into by the previous owners or operators of
the theatres.
"It is also alleged that many local film

boards still operate with the practices which
they were instructed to discontinue as a
result of the original investigation. In order
to prevent the members of the film boards
from continuing such illegal practices it is
essential to secure a decree which under
penalty will enjoin them from such continuance.
"Another reason for testing out the working of the arbitration system is to have
decided the legality of rules and regulations
for enforcing the awards of the Board of
Arbitration. This is particularly important
because of similar questions in other industries. Here we have presented a question
as to whether or not substantially all the
distributors of motion picture films may
agree to require security from any exhibitor
who has failed to comply with an award
of the Board of Arbitration and to suspend
service to such an exhibitor until and unless
he complies with the award or makes the
deposit.
"Cannot Agree Among Selves"
"Concerning the second action, it is the
contention of the department that distributors of motion picture films cannot agree
among themselves as to the terms and conditions under which they will enter into
contracts with the new owners or operators
of motion picture theatres. It is asserted
by the department that the system as operated does not pertain to credit as is usually
understood and does not purport to furnish
information on the basis of which each
member of each film board individually may
decide for himself whether any new owner
of a theatre is a suitable credit risk with
whom

to do business."
Plan Successful Since 1923
The suits will be defended by Cadwalader,
Wickersham and Taft, the proceedings being handled by George W. Wickersham,
formerly United States attorney general,
and Edwin P. Grosvenor, for many years
special assistant attorney general in charge
of cases under the Sherman anti-trust act.
Following the filing of the suit this firm
issued a statement in which it was declared:
"The arbitration plan, as successfully
practiced since 1923, was approved before
its adoption by us.
"As we understand it, the question at
issue in one suit is the legality of the arbitration plan adopted by the industry, and
also whether members of the Film Boards
of Trade have been operating strictly within
the plan as set up. In the other suit the
question is, the legality of the credit rules,
the purpose of which is to obtain information regarding transfers of theatres in total
disregard of existing contracts and to afford
reasonable protection to distributors against
fraudulent transfers of theatres."

INCORPORATIONS
ALBANY, May 1. — Five new companies entered
the motion picture business in New York state the
last week, including Hollywood Industrial Film Corporation, Hayes Cone, Erwin Joseph, F. Robert
White, New York; Notable Pictures Corp., $20,000,
L. E. Eversole, W. A. Clay, R. B. Shoemaker, New
York; Cameo Amusement Corp., Binghamton, $10,000,
William J. Lavery, Binghamton; George L. Fenderson, Johnson City; Harry B. Van Ness, Endicott;
The Moneylender, Inc., $30,000, Joseph Yarbrough,
Isidor Unger, Jacob L. Rothstein, New York city;
Findanza Enterprises, Inc., Martin M. Klatzky,
Harry
B. Lilienthal, Lucile Giacini, New York city.
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South Carolina Exhibitors Halt
Seat Tax with Injunction Plea
Associate Justice Signs Order Returnable May 14 — Sho^\^nen Call
Law Discriminatory — Charge Irregularity in
Passage of Admission Levy Measure
[By Special Correspondent

of Exhibitors Herald and Moving

Picture World]

COLUMBIA, S. C, May L — Injunction proceedings have been instituted
by the newly-formed South Carolina Theatres, Inc., exhibitors' association,
against the South Carolina tax commission in an attempt to halt collection of
an admission tax on theatre tickets, provided in a state revenue law, recently
enacted by the legislature.
Order Returnable May 14
An order, signed by Associate Justice Stabler, returnable before the state
supreme court May 14, requires the tax commission to show cause why it
should not be enjoined from enforcing the new law, which was scheduled to
go into effect today. Application for the injunction was made by K. J. M.
O'Dowd, of Florence, and A. H. Foemans, of Sumter, officers of the theatre
owners' association.

H. A. R. BUTTON

Dutton Succeeded
by Clarke as Head
cf National Supply
H. A. R. Dutton has retired from the presidency of the National Theatre Supply Company and has been elected president of the
National Contract Purchase Corporation, Chicago. H. L. Clarke, president of National
Theatre Supply, continuing as chairman of the
board.

Columbia Adds 3 Stories
To
Its 1928-29 Line-up
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture

World)

NEW YORK, May 1.— Columbia has added
three more stories to its line-up for 1928-1929,
"Trial Marriage," "The Power of the Press"
and "Sinners' Parade." "Trial Marriage," by
Elizabeth Alexander, ran serially in The Saturday evening Post. "The Power of the
Press" by Frederick A. Thompson, appeared
in McClure's; "Sinners' Parade," from the
pen of David Lewis, was written especially
for Columbia. Elmer Clifton and John Boles
have been signed as director and leading man,
respectively, of Columbia's next production,
which is as yet without a title.
"Alias the Lone Wolf," one of Columbia's
earliest releases, has just finished a week's run
at the Keith theatre, Washington. "Lady Raffles" opens for a six-day showing at Shea's
Hipodromc, Toronto, May 4. The Stanley,
Jersey City, has booked "The Sporting Age"
for the week of May 5.

Martin Opens $300,000
Theatre in Columbus, Ga.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald
Moving Picture World)

and

COLUMBUS, GA., May 1.— R. E. Alartin
opened his new Royal theatre here last night
with film men from all over the state present.
The theatre, built at a cost of $300,000, scats
2,800 and is modern in every respect.

The main contention of the showmen is
centered around circumstances, alleged to
liave been irregular, that attended passage of
the law by the legislature. It is asserted that
the act did not originate in the ways and
means committee of the legislature, where all
revenue acts are required by law to originate,
that it did not have the three readings in
• each house of the assembly, as provided by the
state constitution, and that the title of the bill
did not include all of the subject matter of
the bill itself.
Law Called Discriminatory
The theatre operators also set forth the
claim that the law is discriminatory, in that
it does not provide a uniform basis of taxation and does not assess the actual value of
the
property
taxed, as required by the constitution.
Furthermore, it is alleged, the law deprives
the taxpayers of their property without due
process of law. It is also contended that the
tax works an economic injustice on the theatres, in that requirements for the cancellation of tax stamps, used on tickets by theatre
operators who do not elect to use tickets provided by the state, would necessitate the employment of additional workers and thereby
would be costly and cause much loss of time
for the operators.
See Double Taxation
In case the theatres used tickets provided by
the state, the operators contend, they would
be doubly taxed, in that they would be required to pay an excessive price for the actual
tickets, in addition to the tax stamps attached.
This phase is set forth as another basis for
the claims of discrimination.
The injunction move comes as the climax
to the bitter fight the theatre owners have
waged on the law since its enactment. At a
recent meeting of showmen in Columbia, terse
protests were hurled at the tax commission
and it was intimated then that an injunction
would be sought.
Thus' far no statement has

come from the

tax commission regarding its plans to combat
the injunction move. However, it is intimated
that it will proceed with attempts to collect
the tax, basing its action on a technical claim
that the court order is not a restraining order
and that the law is unobstructed, pending
final decision on the injunction May 14.

"Roxy" Is Honored by
Dinner and Bronze Tablet
(Special to Exhibitors Herald
Moving Picture World)

and

NEW

YORK, May 1.— The Broadway association gave a dinner at the Manger hotel
last night in honor of S. L. Rothafel, known
to millions of theatre-goers and radio fans as
"Roxy," following which came the unveiling
of a bronze tablet in the lobby of the theatre
bearing his name.

Audience Exits in Order
When Fire Breaks Out
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Fire broke out in
the projection room of the Monache theatre
in Porterville near here Saturday night, but
the audience filed out in orderly manner. The
projectionist was badly burned about the body.

Shows German

War Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald
Moving Picture World)

and

NEW YORK, May 1.— "The Raider Emden," a film made under the supervision of the
German admiralty, with many actual scenes
taken during the war included in the footage,
is being shown at the Cameo this week. It is
a record of raiding exploits of Captain Carl
von Mullcr from the time von Spec sent him
into the Indian Ocean to the day he was taken
by the Australian cruiser Sydney.

Northwest Theatre Owners Wage Fight
Against N on -Theatrical Performances
(Sfrcial to Exhibitors Herald and Moi-ing Picture ll'orh!)
MINNEAPOLIS. May 1. — Papers were served yesterday on the school board
of Spring Grove, Minnesota, in an injunction suit brought by Joe Milner, owner
of a picture theatre there, to bar the school authorities from conducting two picture shows a week in the high school auditorium.
This is the second action taken in a 6ght being directed by the Northwest Theatre Owners' association against non-theatrical organizations entering the show
business. A suit has just been decided in favor of Harry W . Ressler. theatre operator of Park Rapids, in which the independent school district was barred from conducting picture shows in the school. Judge J. F. Wright held that it was illegal
for a municipal group to enter a private business in exhibiting pictures for money.

Here they are. First National!' $ sale force at Chicago Convention.

Two More Specials, Rowland
Tells F-N Chicago Convention
"Good Bye Kiss" and "Toilers of the Sea" Added to Program for
Next Season — 200 Officials and Members of
Sales Staff Convene at Peppy Meeting
RICHARD A. ROWLAND, general and production manager, sprang a surprise at the First National convention in Chicago this week when he an- nounced two specials for the coming season which had not been included
in the regular list.
'X'HE first is "The Good Bye Kiss," a long
■*- feature comedy personally directed by Mack
Sennett, with Johnny Burke, new comedy discovery. The other is "Toilers of the Sea,"
to be produced by Robert Kane from Victor
Hugo's famous story.
About 200 officials and members of the sales
staff were in attendance at the convention in
the Drake hotel, the advance guard arriving
Saturday. Business sessions got into action
Monday morning, after the delegates had become pepped up at a 12-inning baseball game
between the Chicago Cubs and St. Louis Simdaj^ The convention was to close Wednesday.
Depinet Presides
With Ned E. Depinet, vice-president and
general sales manager, presiding, the convention got down to work with addresses on the
forthcoming product by Clifford B. Hawley,
president; Richard A. Rowland; Watterson R.
Rothacker, managing director of the Burbank
studios ; Al Rockett, west coast production
manager ; A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern sales manager; W. E. Callaway, Southern sales manager, and S. W. Hatch, Western sales manager.
The delegation from the home office included Hawley, Rowland, Depinet, Smith,
Hatch, Callaway, Charles M. Steele, supervisor of exchanges ; Jerome Beatty, director
of advertising, publicity and exploitation ;
Florence Strauss, scenario editor; Lynde
Denig, assistant manager of publicity; Walter
Lindlar, manager of exploitation; W. C.
Boothby; H. A. Bandy, foreign sales manager ;R. C. Seery, west coast representative ;
Jerome M. Ix)eb of the purchasing department,
Sol Shernow of the print department, and
Charles Kemke, Charles A. Baily and Joseph
Kelly of the sales department.
From the Burbank studios came Rothacker,
Rockett, John McCormick, producer of the
Colleen Moore pictures; Ned Marin, unit production manager; Charles R. Rogers, producer
of the Ken Maynard pictures, and George
Landy, director of studio publicity.
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branch
sales : offices, including branch managers and
Eastern District
ALBANY— R. S. Wehrle,
E. Hochstim.
BOSTON— Thomas
B. Spry, A. P. Bibber,
J. B. Magann,
F. J. Scully, David
Purcell.
BUFFALO— F. J. A. McCarthy, J. G. Fater,
A. J. Herman. NEW
HAVEN— M. H.
Keleher, John Pavone. NEW JERSEY—
J. C. Vergesslich, S. J. Ulman, H. Hummell.
NEW YORK— Jules Levy, H. Levy, F. Meyers, W. G. Roosevelt, W. Benson, G. Solomon.
PHILADELPHIA— W. J. Heenan, W. G.
Mansell, F. A. Loftus, F. J. Leonard, P. F.
Duffy. WASHINGTON— R. Smeltzer, G. N.
Payette,
Jr., F. W. Beiersdorf, F. L. Greenhalgh.
Southern District
ATLANTA— C. A. Clegg, C. R. Beacham,
George C. Almon, J. M. Young, Max Blick.
CHARLOTTE— F. P. Bryan, R. M. Boovy,
Dean S. House. CINCINNATI— Paul E.
Krieger, Joseph Stickler, Ralph Kinsler, J. P.
Eifert, Al Shmitken, Maurice White. CLEVELAND—Carl Leserman, H. J. Ochs, W. J.
Brandt, M. A. Mooney. DALLAS— Leslie
Wilkes, G. M. Blackburn, R. L. McCoy, R. V.
Litsey. INDIANAPOLIS— Floyd Brown,
J. R. Neger, H. C. Knox. KANSAS CITY—
William Warner, T. O. Byerle, H. L. Cass,
R. J. Heft, A. J. Simmons. MEMPHIS—
Fred M. Jack, H. D. Parks. NEW ORLEANS—L. Connor, M. C. White. OKLAHOMA CITY— E. J. Brewer, W. C. Blackstone, C. H. Hill. PITTSBURGH— R. H.
Haines, A. Parks, R. M. Lynch, J. P. Lefko,
B. Kalmenson. ST. LOUIS— D. P. Rathbone,
Lester J. Bona, H. L. Pitner, James Hill.
Western District
CHICAGO— G. L. Sears, J. N. Howland,
R. E. Bradford, T. R. Gilliam, R. C. Herman.
DENVER— J. H. Ashby, John J. Harrington,
B. L. Reynolds.
DES MOINES— E. J. Tilton,
C. A. Pratt, W. C. Finter, Lou Elman. DETROIT—F. E. North, W. B. Collins. S. D.
Chapman, Fred Wilson. LOS ANGELES—
N. H. Brower, A. S. Railey, C. E. Buchanan,

George Bourke. MILWAUKEE— L. J. McCarthy, C. K. Olson, E. O. Hunnke.
MINNEAPOLIS— Thomas A. Burke, A. Anderson, J.G. Heywood, W. H. Johson, Carl
Michel, H. Devlin. OMAHA— W. C. Brimmer, B. J. McCarthy, W. R. Riddle. PORTLAND—L. E. Davis, B. R. Keller. SALT
LAKE CITY— WilUam F. Gordon, Vete Stewart, Claude Hawkes. SAN FRANCISCO—
Charles Muehlman, Al Oxtoby, Newt Levi.
SEATTLE— L. O. Lukan, H. W. Boehme.
Canadian District
CALGARY— E. Gorman,
H. Teel,J. E.
O'Brien.
MONTREAL^A.
H. W.
Briggs.
ST.
JOHN— G. M. Hoyt, TORONTO— H. Paynter, W. J. Melody, L. C. Paulson. VANCOUVER—J. E. Archer. WINNIPEG— M.
Isman, G. A. Mathews.
[Details
product announcement start of
on First
Page National's
33.]

Rosengarten Made Sales
Head of Commonwealth
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, May 1.— Commonwealth Film
Corporation will observe in the forthcoming
year its tenth season as a territorial distribun e s stor.aIt started
decade busiago
with a single picture
in a single room.
Clara Kimball Young
in "Eyes
of product
Youth"
was
its entire
then. Samuel Zierler
was eral
president,
genmanager, general
salesmanager or what
have you. Zierler is
still the president,
but now has helpers
— and needs 'em.
And now there
comes into the orDavid Rosengartan
gani zation David
Rosengarten, for many years prominent in distribution circles, both national and territorial.
Rosengarten joins Commonwealth to take full
charge of the sales department. He will have
direction over distribution of the entire Commonwealth product, which will include 20 pictures from the studios of Excellent pictures,
also controlled by Zierler, "Port of Missing
Girls" and a number of other feature pictures.

F B O Signs Romeo
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May L— Ramon Romeo
has been signed by F B O to write a series of
original photoplays, the first of which will be
an Anna Q. Nilsson vehicle.
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For details of First NationaVs product announcement see Page 33.

Sunday Show Jury
in Ohio Disagrees;
Indianan Arrested
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW PHILADELPHIA, OHIO, May 1.—
A jury in the probate court of Tuscarawas
county, after hearing evidence in the case of
Roscoe Spidell, manager of a Dover (Ohio)
motion picture theatre, charged with operating
on Sundays, was discharged by Judge J. H.
Lamneck after reporting a disagreement. It
was not announced if another jury would be
empaneled to try the cas'e. Spidell was arrested 16 consecutive weeks and was fined by
Major P. J. Groh. Church forces then brought
the charge in probate court.

Arrest at Bedford, Ind. ;
Danville in Test Case
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

INDIANAPOLIS, May 1.— With the rearrest of A. J. Arnold, manager of the Von
Ritz theatre at Bedford, Ind., the fight there
over Sunday shows has started anew. If
threats of the Sunday show opponents are
carried out there will be an attempt to fine
the managers thousands of dollars under an
old city ordinance. Citizens of the city are
divided into two factions, wtih opponents far
more militant than advocates of Sunday shows.
The latest Indiana town to try Sunday openings is Danville, where Tom Barnett hasr
opened his Royal theatre for matinees and
night shows. The question of opening came
up at a town board meeting and the board
discovered there was no ordinance against it.
Mr. Barnett is one theatre owner who would
rather stay closed on Sunday, but the patronage made insistent demands that he open the
theatre, which is one of the nicest small town
theatres in the state. Theatres had opened
in surrounding towns.

Many Cities in Canada
Adopt Daylight Saving
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

OTTAWA, May L— Various districts of the
Dominion swung into daylight saving time
April 28, but there were large sections of the
country which continued peacefully with standard time, notably the whole of western Ontario, wherein there are great cities and towns.
Cities which did adopt summer time in Canada include Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, Kingston, St. Catharines, Oshawa, Whitby, Cornwall, Thorold, Mcrritton, Hull, Quebec, and
others.

Lieutenant Governor Proposed
As Will Hays of N. W. Exhibitors
Northern Minnesotans Go into Minneapolis Convention mth Move
to Oust Steffes — Position Would Pay State
Official $10,000 a Year
[By Special Correspondent

of Exhibitors Herald and Moving

Picture World]

MINNEAPOLIS, May 1. — The Northwest exhibitors may have their own
Will Hays. A group of disgruntled members of the Northwest Theatre Owners'
Association have decided to attempt to dislodge Al Steffes from the post of
president of the organization by putting up a man from public life in the post.
Lieutenant Governor Proposed
At the convention of the theatre owners in Minneapolis starting today,
W. M. Miller, operator of the Leb theatre, Cloquet, Minn., says he will nominate for the post of president none other than W. I. Nolan, lieutenant governor
of the state of Minnesota.
That the position would not be "sneezed
at" by Nolan is evident, they say, because
the job pays $10,000 a year. Nolan has a
wide reputation as a humorist, chautauqua
lecturer and after-dinner speaker.
Northern Exhibitors Lead Fight
Most of the opposition to Steffes apparently lies in the northern part of Minnesota,
where the theatre owners say he has been
too friendly with the exchanges. They have
promised plenty of fireworks at the convention against the exchanges and especially
United Artists, which they say has been
selling films indiscriminately to schools,
churches, and other nontheatrical organizations. They had a meeting at Grand Rapids,
Minn,, about 10 days ago, at which time a
resolution was drawn up for presentation to
the convention in which they will ask association members to refuse to have further
dealings with United Artists.
This no doubt will precipitate a lively
fight on the floor, as there is difference of
opinion as to what recourse should be taken
to fight nontheatrical competition. Some
want the arbitration board to refuse to hear
the cases of the exchanges that are selling
to "outsiders."
Three Others in Field
In addition to Nolan and Steffes, who is
a candidate for re-election to the presidency,
three other candidates arc in tlie field for
the post. They are Clyde Hitchcock; H. B.
Johnson. Rush Citv, Minn., exhibitor, and
H. E. Hoffman of St. Paul. Hoffman made
an attempt — a feeble one — to have his name
withdrawn from the lists, but to date it had
not been done.
Following is the convention program:
May 1
12 noon — Open session, Nicollet hotel.

2 p. m. — Open session.
2:15 p. m. — Sightseeing tour for women.
4 p. m. — Closed session for members only.
May 2
10 a. m. — Closed session to continue until
all convention business is finished. Election
of officers.
2 p. m. — Theatre parties for women.
9 p. m. — Cabaret and supper dance, grand
ballroom, Nicollet hotel.
12 midnight — Supper.
It was announced that Clara Kimball
Young would attend the ball and supper of
the association.

Paramount Earnings Set
Record 9 Per Cent Over
First Quarter Last Year
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald
Moving
Picture World)

and

NEW YORK, May 1.— Profits 9 per cent
greater than for the corresponding first quarter of 1927 are announced by ParamountFamous-Lasky Corporation for the first three
months of 1928, and the same period in 1927
had set a record.
The corporation estimates its profit, after
all charges and taxes, including its undistributed share of earnings of the Balaban & Katz
Corporation, a 65 per cent owned subsidiarv,
for the first quarter of 1928 to be $2,250,000,
1<'2?.
which
amounts to $3.27 a share on 687,379
shares of common
stock outstanding.
The same quarter's earnintrs were $2,067,000
in 1927, $1,649,000 in 1926 ^and $1,352,000 in
Theatre Insures Employes
VTEW YORK.— Thf Bluebird tlie.iire has prorided
its employes with doiilile covcrapf (froup insiir»nre
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In First Nationals Line-Up
NEW
YORK.— The Grand Canyon that
boasts all the white lights is tempted to
get excited about the big music and "it" man,
who had a three years' run in Chicago. . . .
Paul Ash is the name and he makes his Broadway debut at the Paramount. . . . The
dock on the Paramount menage got so disturbed about the Ashen visit it turned pale and
ran half an hour slow most of last week. . . .
Can't help noting that most of the movie convention-hounds spend their odd moments visiting the drayma. . . . Now, the obvious
thing is to get all the drop-and-wing boys to
spend their off-time at the picture houses. . . .
Most of the flags were flying last week, celebrating sales drives or the arrival of the transAtlantic fliers or something. ... It seems
there were a couple of Germans and an Irishman. . . . Howard Diets is off for California again. . . . Pennsylvania Hotel was
the center of great activity during the Warner
Brothers convention. News cameramen, and
all hands connected with the news reels have
been Avorking overtime for the past _ three
weeks. Everything seems to be "up in the
air." The old town is deserted. All the Universal officials have been doing their spring
cleaning in Atlantic City while the Paramount
boys have been doing the same in Washington.
Tiffany- Stahl went even further West, and
took parking space at the Stevens Hotel Chicago. The Drake Hotel, Chicago, has the
First National convention, as well as the
FBO, which will be held May 14. . . .
Jack Connolly came in on the Leviathan on
Monday. Jack has been making Fox-Movietone installations in England and France. . . .
Hortense Schorr, the dashing and versatile
press representative of the Columbia Pictures,
has resigned her post with Columbia. . . .
Seventy-five per cent of territorial rights to
"The Port of Missing Girls" has been sold
since the picture was first offered to the independent market, seven weeks ago.
Trout season open and P. A. Parsons just
itching to go. . . . George Harvey, the
dynamic advertising manager of the same address, lays no claim to being a good fisherman,
but he can pass on them as fast as anyone
provided they are cooked right. . . . Elmer
Clifton and John Boles have been signed up
as director and leading man respectively by the
Columbia Pictures Corp. ... A gladsome
and delectable luncheon was held at the Park
Central hotel in honor of Jack Broivn, the new
manager of the New York Metro-GoldwynMayer exchange, and Carl Sonin of the New
Jersey branch.
PETER STUYVESANT.

Motion Picture Club of
New York Lays Plans for
Clubhouse Construction
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)
NEW YORK, May 1.— The Motion Picture
Club plans to be in its new club house early
in September, space having been leased in the
Bond building. At a meeting held last
Wednesday night Lee Ochs; was appointed
chairman of the construction committee, to
serve with Dave Chadkin and Emil Jensen.
This committee will let bids for the new club
house, and it is hoped that by next week all
of the contracts for construction will have
been let. Upon the resignation of Felix Feist
as chairman of the membership committee,
Lou Blumenthal was unanimously elected to
fill the vacancy.

First
National
up'sin 1928
HIGH
29 program are the
ns
r e p r eproductio
scnted here — "The
Barker," starring Milton Sills, and Colleen Moore's "Lilac
Time," which latter
is to be synchronized
with sound.

At
shownof
in left
the Sills
title isrole
"The Barker." This
picture
is an
adaptation of the
extremely
successful stage play

I

of carnival life bearing the same title.

I

Above and below are scenes from "Lilac Time" with Miss Moore and Gary Cooper.
The tale is of love and air-battles in war-time France.
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executives and salesmen convene
then adjourn to Cubs ball park.

E. Callaway (left), Southern sales manager; Charles M. Steele, supervisor of exchanges for First National.

The "bevy" of busses which took the First National people to Cubs Park for relaxation.

in Chicago

Ned

Yum, yum!!

Depinet,
general
sales manager.

Walter
Lindlar,
exploitation head.
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the Cubs

President Clifford B. Hawley (left) and General
Sales Manager Ned E. Depinet.

Jerome
Beatty (left), advertising, publicity
director; Stanley
managerW. of Hatch,
CompanyWestern sales

Southern S.iles NLin.iKer C.ill.iw.iy (left) .nnd J.
C. V'ergesslich, New Jersov m.in.iKor.
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F B O Drops Three-Session Plan
For Big Chicago Meeting May 14
Kennedy and Schnitzer Will Outline Product at Convention Presided Over by Lee Marcus — Six Other Companies Stage
Gatherings to Map Sales Campaigns
Announcement that F B O is forsaking the three-convention plan this year
in favor of one big meeting at the Drake hotel, Chicago, May 14 to 21, comes
from ISiew York concurrently w^ith the opening of the sessions of six other
companies over the past weekend.
Six Companies Already in Convention
Universal, Warner Brothers, M-G-M, Tif?any-Stahl, First National and Paramount all got their sales conferences underway either last week or over the
\veekend, two with single sessions, the others with the first of their sectional
gatherings.
Joseph P. Kennedy, president of F B O, and
J. I. Schnitzer, senior vice-president in charge
of distribution, will outline what F B O executives call the company's outstanding production program at the Chicago convention,
which will be presided over by Lee Marcus,
general sales manager. Among home office
executives to attend will be Edward B. Derr,
secretary and treasurer ; Clinton J. Scollard,
assistant treasurer and manager of exchange
operations; Hyatt Daab, director of publicity
and advertising, and S. E. Fitzgibbon, director
of sales promotion.
Attending Managers Listed
The following division managers and branch
managers will also be present :
Charles Rosenzweig, New York State sales manager; E. J. O'Leary, New England sales manager;
Cleve Adams, Central sales manager; Jerome Safron,
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey sales
manager, and J. Frank Shea, Western sales manager.
A. J. Guteic, manager at Albany; C. L. Peavy,
Atlanta; H. T. Dixon, Buffalo; William Conn, Charlotte; A. H. Washburn, Chicago; H. J. Michalson,
Cincinnati; A. J. Mertz, Cleveland; L. E. Harrington, Dallas; S. D. Weisbaum, Denver; Harry E.
Frankle, Des Moines; A. M. Elliott, Detroit; Claude
Penrod, Indianapolis; C. B. Ellis, Jacksonville; R. E.
Churchill, Kansas City; H. C. Cohen, Los Angeles;
P. M. Baker, Memphis; S. H. Abrams, Milwaukee;
M. J. Frisch, Minneapolis; John J. Lane, New Haven;
Paul H. Tessier, New Orleans; Sam Benjamin, Oklahoma City; S. W. Fitch, Omaha; A. H. Schnitzer,
Pittsburgh; W. T. Withers, Portland; W. E. Matthews, San Francisco; Harry Weiss, St. Louis; A. H.
Huot, Seattle; Fred Lind, Salt Lake City; Roy
Zimmerman, Sioux Falls, and F. L. McNamee, Washington.
P. C. Taylor, general manager of F B O of Canada,
will attend, as will Vernon Dixon, manager at
Calgary; E. H. Wells, Montreal; A. L. Gaudet, St.
Johns; B. D. Murphy, Toronto; A. E. Rolston, Vancouver, and S. H. Decker, Winnipeg.

1,500 New Contracts
Announced by M-G-M
KANSAS CITY, May 1.— More than 1,500
new accounts have been added by M-G-M in
the current year and the company's product
now plays lO,000 theatres, sales forces were
told at the second of the district conventions,
which opened yesterday, following the Eastern
meeting at Pittsburgh Friday and Saturday.
Felix F. Feist, general sales manager, gave the
opening address followed by a reverential
sermon for the late Marcus Loew. Howard
Dietz spoke on promotion.
President Nicholas M. Schenck in a telegraphic message said "Show People," "The
Carnival of Life" and "The Loves of Casanova" will be arnong the outstanding of the
44 pictures
on next season's program. Others
include
:
Three starring Greta Garbo, including "Tiger
Skin" and "The Single Standard"; John Gilbert in
"The Devil's Mask" and one other; Norma Shearer
in "Ballyhoo" and three others; William Haines in
"Excess Baggage" and three others; Lon Chaney in
"While the City Sleeps" and three more; Buster
Keaton in "The Camera Man" and one additional;
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle together in "The
Baby Cyclone" and two others; Ramon Novarro in
"Gold Braid" and another; Karl Dane and George
K. Arthur in "Camping Out" and three others; Lillian Giah in "The Wind"; three from Cosmopolitan,
including "Our Dancing Daughters," "Breakers
Ahead"
and
"Mother
and
Sons";
"The
Bellamy

Trial"; six from Tim McCoy; in short features, six
in the "Great Events" series, 26 UFA "Oddities," 10
Hal Roach "Our Gang" comedies, 10 Charley Chase
comedies, 10 comedies with Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy,
10 All-Star
M-G-M
News
Reel. comedies and 104 issues of the

Attending the conventions from the home
office were W. F. Rodgers, Eastern sales manager; E. Saunders, Western sales manager,
and T. Connors, Southern ; Feist, Paul Burger,
Fred C. Quimby and Allin Cummings.

Company Financial Status
Excellent, Says H. M. Warner
Warner Brothers stands in an excellent position financially, President H. M. Warner told
the sales forces at the convention in New
York, in pointing to the Warner product
which was announced in full in the special
issue of the Herald-World. Warner called
attention to the fact that the day of "junk
pictures" is past.

A. V, de Duisin Leaves
Fox to Be Columbians
Special Foreign Agent
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW

YORK, May L— Columbia has appointed A. V. de Duisin, formerly of Fox's
export
department, special foreign representative.
Upon entering motion pictures De Duisin
first devoted his time to production, then
changed to distribution. He organized the
first film board in Porto Rico and was its
first president. His affiliation with Fox began
in Cleveland.
His first assignment for Columbia is a sales
trip through South America.

Bavarian Producers Plan
Fight on Foreign Films
(^Washington Bureau of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

WASHINGTON, May 1.— Sales in Bavaria
may be made more difficult for American producers than previously, as a result of plans of
the South German producers to organize more
closely with the exhibitors. The Bavarian
studios have discontinued their affiliation with
the national organization, the split being regarded as the resrult of the government's rejection of the Bavarian proposal that only one
foreign film be licensed for every two German
pictures.
According to the American trade commissioner in Paris, the new Bavarian movement
is led by Emelka and Bayerische, with Herr
Scheer as the guiding light.

Nihlo Starts New One
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Fred Niblo started production of "War in the Dark" at the
Metro-Goldwyn-A'Iayer studios April 30.
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Watterson R. Rothacker
Fetes Birthday on May 6;
In Industry for 19 Years
HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— A triple birthday
will be observed May 6 by Watterson R.
Rothacker, vice-president and managing director of First Nat i o n a 1 Productions
Corporation. Sunday
will mark the anniversary of his birth,
also the nineteenth
anniversary of his
entrance into the industry, and the
eighteenth
sary of the anniverfounding
of the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing
Corporation.
It was 19 years ago
that Mr. Rothacker
left newspaper work
Watterson R. Rothackar
to become Western
editor of The Billboard. The following year
he started the film manufacturing company
which produced pictures and manufactured
negatives and prints for other producers. Two
years ago he sold out his interests in this
company and its affiliated corporations.
Mr. Rothacker's laboratories printed every
foot of First National's productions from the
time that company started. Thus his connection with First National has covered a longer
period than that of any other individual associated with it. He was also at one time a
director of the United Studios and is now first
vice-president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association. Two
years ago First National prevailed upon him
to reorganize the Burbank studios. His best
known production is "The Lost World."

F B O Explains New
Department to Managers
NEW YORK, May L— At the request of a
group of managers of the Small-Strausberg
Circuit of Brooklyn, the newly organized
FBO Department of Shovwnanship outlined
its ideas and general plan of operation last
Wednesday at the Republic theatre, Brooklyn.
A representative
the Showman's
department addressed theof large
group of managers
who attended, and this was followed by a
general discussion in which the entire audience
participated.

Excellent Signs Four
Players for 1928-29

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Four new stars
have been signed by Excellent Pictures for
1928-29 product. They are Conway Tearle,
Lillian Rich, Cornelius Keefe and Pauline
Gar on.
These stars, together with Mae Busch and
Margaret Livingston, make, six additions to
Excellent's talent within the last fortnight.

Grauman Issues Bids to
"Trail of '98" Opening
Invitations have been received from

Sid

Grauman
premiere Chinese
of M-G-M's
"The
Trailannouncing
of '98" at the
Grauman's
theatre in HolljTvood Monday, May 7. Grauman's
"Northern Lights" will precede the showing of
Clarence
production from the work
of
Robert Brown's
W. Service.
Wright

Columbia

Art Director

NEW
YORK. — ^Joseph Wright has been engragred
by Harry Cohn as art director for Columbia.
He
will succeed Robert E. Lee.
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**Glonous
Betsy, *'
<<1
'Man Who Laughs
Win at Premieres
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BY PETER

VISCHER

NEW YORK, May 1.— Two new films
came to Broadway during the week with
promise of profitable business. "Glorious
Betsy"
was theatre.
given aThe
rousing
welcome
the
Warner
audience
includedat
most of the visiting Warner conventionites.
"The Man Who Laughs" brought a stirring
portrayal of the Victor Hugo classic to the
Central theatre via Universal.
Curiously, the two pictures were in strikcontrast. "Glorious
rathering romantic
tale of theBetsy"
truant made
brothera
of Napoleon with Betsy Patterson, belle of
Baltimore, with the beautiful Dolores Costello as the center of interest. "The Man
Who Laughs" gave a faithful portrayal of
seventeenth century horrors with that powerful German actor, Conrad Veidt, in the
leading role. Each found a thoroughly receptive audience.
Vitaphone in "Glorious Betsy"
The unusual
premierebecause
of "Glorious
made
of the Betsy"
use of was
the
Vitaphone at certain critical points in the
drama. Perhaps the result was not perfect,
but it gave further indication of the marvelous possibilities inherent in the use of
speech in connection with pictures. Certain
preliminary reels, presenting solos and duets
by such famous opera stars as Rosa Raisa,
Marion Talley, and Beniamino Gigli,
showed the Vitaphone to be still further
improved.
As usual. Miss Costello was received with
the greatest admiration, critics uniting in
praise of her beauty and her widened histrionic powers. She made the picture worth
seeing, a thoroughly satisfactory entertainment for those who are charmed by pictorial romances.
Veidt's Reputation Enhanced
"The Man Who Laughs" considerably enhanced the reputation of Veidt as a character actor. This fine German star took a
particularly difficult part and played it to
win new plaudits. He made the picture a
thriller, as the book intended it to be, and
it is certain to win popular favor with those
who take their theatre like their coffee,
without sugar or cream.
Both openings drew keenly enthusiastic
audiences. As at most openings on Broadway, crowds jammed the doors to see what
was going on. Those who were responsible
for "The Man Who Laughs" were quickwitted enough to tie their title up with the
arrival of the transatlantic fliers, sending
out posters portraying each of these three
heroes as a man who laughs — at danger.

Stebbins in Amalgamation;
Jolson Insured for Million
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, May 1.— Arthur W, Stebbins & Co., insurance brokers at 1540 Broadway, have amalgamated with Leterman &
Gates, Inc., effective today. The first big
line the amalgamated company wrote was
a $1,000,000 life policy for Al Jolson, with
Warner Brothers as beneficiary.

Maurice Barr Recuperates
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW ORLEANS, May 1.— Maurice Barr,
managing supervisor of the Sacngers Theatres,
Inc., is now convalescing at Elmwood Manor
Bay, St. Louis, after a severe illness in a local
hospital in this city. Barr is expected to be
at his desk within the next week.
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Educational Opens Montreal
Goodwill Convention on May 22

Detailed Plans for at Least Two New Series of Productions Will
Be Announced by President Hammons at
Three-Day Gathering
[By Special Correspondent of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World]

NEW

YORX, May 1. — A new gesture of international cordiality and cooperation will be made late this month when the sales forces of Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., convene at Montreal May 22 to open their annual convention.
Convention Will Last Three Days
Three days of combined preparation for the launching of next year's product
of the company will get under way Tuesday morning, May 22, at the Mount
Royal hotel, which will be headquarters for all business sessions of the convention, closing Thursday, May 24.
E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, will greet the branch managers from
all
of
36 exchanges
the
United Educational's
States and Canada
when hein calls
the first meeting to order.
At Least Two New Series
One of the most interesting announcements Hammons will have to make at the
first session will be detailed plans for at
least two new series of pictures for distribution in the season of 1928-1929.
Montreal was selected as the location for
Educational's 1928 convention when a number of most cordial invitations to meet there
were received by Hammons from Canadian
officials during Educational's meeting at Los
Angeles last year. These invitations came
from MacKenzie King, premier of Canada;
L. A. Taschereau, prime minister of the
Province of Quebec; Mederic Martin, mayor
of Montreal, and several other officials, as
well as a number of Canadian exhibitors.
Oscar Hanson, Canadian general manager
for Educational,
and
his group
of six

branch managers, will greet the home office
delegation to the convention and the managers and salesmen from branches in the
United States.
Home Office Sending Many
The executives from the home office who
will accompany Hammons to Montreal include A. S. Kirkpatrick, assistant general
manager; J. R. Wilson, domestic sales manager; Gordon S. White, director of advertising and publicity, and Harvey Day,
Kinograms sales manager. Others in the
party will include Captain G. McL. Baynes,
head of the Kinogram Publishing Corporation, and severalamong
of Educational's
special
representatives,
them being Arthur
Lucas, of Atlanta, Southern representative,
and Jack Skirboll, of Ohio.

Orchestra Leader Weds
CHARLOTTE, X. C, May 1.— Helen
Munday, actress and dancer, was wed to
Dan J. Barringer, orchestra conductor, in
.'\sheville. N. C, after a whirlwind romance.

Herron Denies U. S. Companies
Voted to Close French Offices
Foreign Manager of M. P. P. D. A. Declares Hays Still Negotiating
in Paris and Hopeful of Reaching Amicable Agreement
for Ameliorating Proposed Quota
[By Special Correspondent of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World]

NEW YORK, May 1.— An important conference to be held in Paris today
between Will H. Hays, representing the American motion picture industry,
and Edouard Herriot, French minister of public instruction, was expected to
play a conspicuous part in the settlement of film difficulties between the two
countries.
Negotiations Not Closed
At the office of the M. P. P. D. A. it was stated with definiteness yesterday
that negotiations with the French by no means have come to a close. Reports
published here to the effect that the American film industry had decided to
suspend all business in France on a certain date were regarded as incorrect,
certainly premature.
Major F. L. Herron, foreign manager of
the M. P. P. D. A., declared that Hays was
still negotiating with the French and was
hopeful of reaching an amicable agreement
with them.
Decision to Close Doors Denied
"Mr. Hays' cables to this country have
been short but all have revealed his hope
that the severity of the new French regulations on foreign-made films will be ameliorated to such an extent that we can conHerron.tinue to do business in France," said Major
"To say that .Americans have decided to

quit their work in France is ridiculous. A
vast $5,000,000 industry cannot be dropped
with a wave of the hand for there are too
many contracts to be filled. To say that
Americans cannot continue to do business
in France if the threatened law goes through
is nothing new. That is self-evident.
"We are exceedingly hopeful that Mr.
Hays will be successful in his negotiations.
We look forward to his meeting with M.
Herriot today because we have confidence
that a thorough understanding of the situation will bring about an end of the difficulties now looming in our path."
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Tiffany-Stahl Will Make 60 Films
Chicago Convention Is Told
John M. Stahl and Reginald Barker Will Do Eight of Ten Specials — 24
Color Classics, Two Third Dimension Pictures
Tiffany-Stahl Productions, independent producers and distributors, will make
60 pictures at an approximate cost of $15,000,000, it was announced by executives at the company's sales convention at the Stevens hotel, Chicaga, Saturday
and Sunday.
Ten Specials, 24 "Gems"
The program, laid out by M. H. Hoffman, vice-president, after a week of
conferences in New York, is being put into work at once by Hoffman, now on
his way to the Coast.
John M. Stahl will produce four of the
ten specials, two of which will be "Loves
of Sappho" and "The Yellow Passport," the
latter from the pen of Abraham Schomer.
The pictures which Stahl will produce will
call for an expenditure of $1,500,000 and will
all be specials.
Barker to Direct Four
Reginald Barker will direct four other
specials which will call for an outlay of a
like figure. The first of these to be released
will be "The Toilers," which will be shown
in the early fall on Broadway. Another now
in preparation is "Forward March."
Completing the ten specials will be "The
Cavalier" and "Squads Right."
Production plans also include the making
of 24 "Gems," as well as 24 Tiffany color
classics and two Third Dimension pictures.
Stahl Lists Directors
John M. Stahl will supervise the schedule
and has signed the following directors besides Reginald Barker: George Archainbaud, James Flood, Tom Terris, Arthur
Gregor, John G. Adolphi, Edgar Lewis,
Norman Taurog, Al Robach and Wallace
Worsely. Among the stars to appear in the
Tiffany-Stahl productions are: Belle Bennett, Sally O'Neil, George Jessel, Ricardo
Cortez, Eva Southern, Buster Collier, Malcolm MacGregor, Roy D'Arcy, Montague
Love, Patsy Ruth Miller, Claire Windsor,
John Harron, George Hale, Barbara Leonard and Shirley Palmer.
_ On the scenario staff under the supervision of Raymond Schrock, assistant to
Stahl, are John Francis Natteford, Viola
Brothers Shore, L. G. Rigby, Frances Hyland, Harry Braxton, Ben Grauman Kohn,
E. Morton Hough, Leete Renick Brown,
Paul Edwards, Frances Irene Reels, Jerome
Wilson and Agnes Pat McKenna.
Here Are the 24 "Gems"
The 24 "Gems" are:
"The Twelve Pound Look," by Sir James

Barrie; "The Younger Generation," from
Booth Tarkington's "Ramsey Milholland";
"The Gun Runner," Arthur Stringer; "The
Naughty Duchess," from Sir Anthony
Hope's "The Indiscretion of the Duchess";
"George Washington Cohen," from the play
"The Cherry Tree," Aaron Hoffman; "The
Million Dollar Doll," A. M. Williamson;
"The Luck of Geraldine Laird," Kathleen
Norris; "Helen of London," Sidney Cowing; four Jack London stories, including
"Son of the Wolf" and "Wife of a King";
"Queen of Burlesque," H. R. Durant; "The
Power of Silence"; "The Big Top"; "Times
Square"; "The Floating College," Stuart
Anthony; "The Ghetto"; "Three Keys to a
Door," Jack Natteford; "The Devil's Apple
Tree," and four by Peter B. Kyne.
Tiffany Productions, Inc., was organized
four years ago and produced a series which
were released through M-G-M. When Stahl
entered, the name was changed to TiffanyStahl Productions and the company moved
to the Fine Arts Studios which it purchased.

Chaplin's Case Against
Alleged Imitator Revived
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

SAN FRANCISCO, May L— The fight of
Charles Chaplin to protect his comedy personality from imitation by usurpers came to
public notice again recently when attorneys
representing the comedian and those representing Charles Amador, alleged imitator of
Chaplin's style and screen garb, filed a stipulation in the District Court of Appeals agreeing to waive arguments in the case and submit it on briefs.
In 1925 Charles Chaplin obtained an injunction against Charles Amador to prevent him
from making use of the name "Charles Alpin"
and appearing in moving pictures in comedy
character closely resembling that of the plaintiff.

Charles M. Weiner, Cincinnati branch
manager of Tiffany-Stahl, had six exhibitors signed for 100 per cent showing of
his company's product even in advance
of the company convention in Chicago
Friday and Saturday, and couldn't resist
the temptation to fly to the meeting with
the news. Furthermore, the Qncinnati
office says they were all signed in one day.

Song Tie-Ups Arranged
for Exploitation
of 4
Salient Fox Productions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald
Moving Picture World)

and

NEW

YORK, May L— Fox has made exploitation tie-ups wits songs for the productions, "Four Sonst," "Street Angel," "Sunrise"
and "Mother Machree." For "Four Sons"
they have tied up the song "Little Mother,"
by Erno Rapee and Lew Pollack. The publisher, Sherman Clay & Company, has given
special cooperation in obtaining window displays and radio broadcasting.
For "Street Angel" the song tied up is "My
Angel," also by Erno Rapee and Lew Pollack.
For "Mother Machree," the renowned ballad
of the same name is used.
M. Witmark & Sons has tied up "Sunrise
and You" with the F. W. Murnau production,
"Sunrise," which Fox will release in the Fall.

Foreign Film Trade Is
Lowest for February
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

WASHINGTON, May 1.— Foreign trade of
the United States in motion picture films during the month of February reached the lowest
total recorded for well over a year, it is shown
by figures just compiled by the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The total
export trade in this commodity for the month
was 21,695,625 feet valued at $595,895, against
24,811,794 feet valued at $727,188 in January.
All classes of film shared in the decline, shipments
of positives dropping from 18,573,524 feet valued
at $466,401 in January to 15,613,181 feet valued at
$393,414 in February; negative from 925,302 feet
valued at $115,524 to 661,735 feet valued at $77,084,
and raw stock from 4,654,500 feet valued at $128,499
to 4,630,373 feet valued at $113,834. The February
exports also included 173,080 feet of raw stocks
valued at $1,230 and 617,256 feet of positive film
valued at $10,333 shipped to Porto Rico and Hawaii.

Palmer Escapes Death
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

M.

H. HOFFMAN
Vice-president

JOHN
M. STAHL
Vice-president

L. A. YOUNG
President

INDIANAPOLIS, May 1.— Harry Palmer,
manager of the Riviera, Starland and Granada
theatres here, last week narrowly escaped injury
when struck by a locomotive. His automobile
was demolished.
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Sophisticated literature hob-nobs with the "art of the masses,"
if only long enough to have its picture taken. The novelist,
Carl Van Vechten, as you know, is somewhat of a by-word
among the short-haired women and long-haired men. The
presence of Aileen Pringle and (left) Malcolm St. Clair, who is
directing M-G-M's latest Cody-Pringle picture, "The Baby Cyclone," wins him a place in these pages.

This is a big country but the two
ends must confer once in awhile.
Here's Fred Thomson arriving in
New York to talk over with Paramount folks his next We^em feature, "Kit Carson."

SECTION

Stories Told
by the Camera

Three corners of the world arc represented in this picture
snapped at the Paramount studio. First, there's Florence Vidor,
who is a Texan. Then (at left) there's Albert Conti, who was
an Austrian army officer. And the third comer is Argentina,
the home-land of D'Abbadie D'Arrast. They are working together on Miss Vidor's new Paramount vehicle, "The Magnificent Flirt," D'Arrast as the director.

From left to riglit, the P.icific (use your imagination), some rocks and Estcllc Bradley. It seems
obvious the charming Educational conjedicnne was
waiting for her ship to come in. But really, she
only wanted to make a beautiful picture. And she
did, didn't she?

On shipbo.ird Europe bound — King
N'idor and Mrs. N'idor (Elc.inor liojrdman). N'idor h.id .i bu.sA- vcir directing for M-Ci-M, so upon completing
Marion D.ivios' Litest pivlure, "Show
People," a vjc.ition w.rs Liunched.

'.,..

,
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The principals of a new Colleen Moore screen venture. Colleen herself, the star and
one of America's favorite cures for the blues. Edmund Lowe (left), one of the
newer names in electric lights. And William A. Seiter, noted director. "Heart to
Heart" is the tide of Miss Moore's next First National production, and she just recendy completed another one, "Lilac Time."

Launching a Gotham

roadshow.

Ben B. Lindsey

(left), famous judge and the author of "Companionate Marriage," and Sam Sax, president of
Gotham, "signing up" for a special production to be
made with Ascher, Small and Rogers for Gotham
release. Lindsey created quite a furore with the
publication of his views favoring legalization of
marital relations without benefit of clergy, judge,
ship captain or what-have-you. Just what lines the
picture will take is not revealed.

He came from Europe as a
biologist. Now Dr. Paul
Fejos is considered a director
of much promise. One of
his first productions is Universal's "Lonesome," featuring Glen Tryon.

kliil^'^

In some nice country they niay dress like
this, but for our purpose here, let's call the
costume — exotic. (What a handy word!) It
is worn by Lena Malena above and in "Diamond Handcuffs," M-G-M picture directed by
John P. McCarthy.

L

Gladys McConnell, who won
prominence just lately, has
been given an important role
in FBO's "The Perfect
Crime," which stars Irene
Rich and Clive Brook.

An American humorist shows a Sp>anish romanticist
how comical ideas are turned into screen capers.
And Johnny Hines should know, shouldn't he?
Dolores Del Rio is shown as at least the momentary
amanuensis of the popular First National comedian,
whose next production is on the way.

1^
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Astoria A Hard Road Town
and Our Fight for Existence
We all auree thai although we are t'oitunale enough to
have a hard j-oad — we find wf have to bf wide awake lo malie
the most of our situation.
We alao aip-e© that the amount of l)U»ine.ss we are going to
gain or lose, weighs the extent of nur rise or fall. Astoria im
our town and is worth fighting for Tomorrow (Tuesday) you
are asked to cast your voli' for or .ij^ainst an ordinance

ProhibiHa^ Sunday Picture Shows
Shall we or fihatl we not have Sunday pictures? This i.i for
you to decide.
Rtad carefully what it may mean to us.
We are interested in keeping Astoria prospi;toiis and have
always been boo.sters for any enterprise that looks good for the
community progress. You have your home here anrl hope to
live here a long. lon;r lime You have your all investi-d in and
around Astoria and expect better things ahead. But stop and
think wht-re we an- at— and figure how we can bnng this prosperity—we certainly have to maintain some pulling power
Amusement plays a larye part in bringing people to towTi.
They come to see a picture show and come back again to buy. U
H busines.s rrtan does not got the people into his ■^^l•^r>■ he cannot
sell his merchandise, nor can he prosper This has its effect
upon our whole in/Iustrial prosperity. Our town cannot he prosperous or our real e.state values high unless business men in
town are enioying good business. If our town does not offer inducements to gel people in the habit of coming to town then w<»
•are loosing to the towns that are offering what our customers
want, and with our hard roads it's onlv a step to nur neighboring towns, and unless we have to offer what they get elsewhere
then we lose our pulling power and must expect nothing more
than a dead town, which means lower property values, more
empty stores and less rents. Haven't wt seen our real estate
values drop enough already?
A pood live town will stimulate this
Pight now is the time to make this stepKeen Sunday shows by votrng against the proposed ordi(lance (Vote No)
Everv tovm around Astoria has Sunday .shows, viz — Vermont. Ipava. Table Grove. Rushnell. Macomb, Rushvitle, Canton
and Havana. How can Astoria afford lo lose this pufling pow<*r?
It forms a habit of having people cortie into our t^v/Ti at all
times and enables the theatre to furnish the best of pictures
But by your vote to close Astoria up — with our neighboring
towns open, it puts Astoria in a bad place, as so many people go
nut of town on Sunday and see the same shovv we have throuch
the'week and thus we lose money week niphts This eventually
means only a Saturdav night show This would mean folks
would not have anv show here to attend week nights, which
would take them to some other town to shows and lo trade.
Now is the time to se*^ this thing right and vote to keep our
town on an coual basis with other towns,
Macomb's town board voted and closed their Sundav showf
last Fall to their sorrow What happened? Their own peool*
drifted over to Bushnell , their business men saw their mislaVe.
Thev now have their Sunday shows back Th^ same way with
Oalesburg and Rloomington. .ind none of the above will v(afture
to take them out fln-ain And after all, is it any more wrong to
view a picture 'tnrv on the screen, than to read the story in a
newspaper or a book on Sunday' Is it any Tnore wrong Lo nit
through a good clean picture than it is to go car riding tot
pleasure, or iro visitinfr where there is laughter and amusement
or to a picnic or manv other things of the kind**
It's true people should "o to "hurch, and thece m nothing
more necessary to the welfare of the community However
there are those that in<^ist on going elsewhere and we had bettei
have them come to our own towTi to pictures than lo drive them
away.
Over in Syraruse N Y at a recent election, an article
states that manv parents who were church members, said thev
voted for Sundav movies because thev preferred lo have their
children in town at the moviea rather than at doubtful resorts,
or parked along a lonely road in an automobile on Sunday nights.
Astoria's Sunday nipht pictures are proving a drawing card
and no one* has been disturbed. WTiy stop th^n now? It's your
duty and to your )ntei-est to vote Tuesday Keep Astoria in the
load and it will benefit you
Read your ballot and \'(<\(- NO — which means you vote
against the enacting of ar^ordinance to prohibit picture shows
on Sunday
To vote for picture shows vote your ballot as below
Shall the President and Board of Trustees
of the Village of Astoria Eriact an Ordinance
Prohibiting the Operation of Motion Picture
Shows in Said Village on Sundays?

Yes
No

X

DOff'T STAY
at hiime and no! vote at all — as thus only
helps to kill your town. Ojme out and boost by voting.
CaJI 139-R2 for convcyance.

This throwaway, used by the theatre men
at Astoria, III., helped them to win a fight
for Sunday shows.

Gunning Is Completing
Sills'
''The Hawk's Nest"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
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Laemmle Buying Every Share
He Can, Cochrane Tells Session
Universal Vice-president Gives Lie to Rumors — Tells of Rejecting
Offer for "Show Boat" That Would Have
Given $500,000 Profit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

ATLANTIC CITY, May 1. — Carl Laemmle is buying up every share of
Universal stock upon which he possibly can lay his hands, and has been doing
so for the last year. That is the answer given by R. H. Cochrane, vice-president, to unfounded rumors spread recently that the president of Universal vv^as
entertaining offers to sell. The same holds true for himself as well, Cochrane
told the sales forces at the sectional convention here at the Ritz Carlton hotel
April 26 to 30.
Cochrane Tells of Rejecting Offers
Cochrane declared that just before leaving New York he had received an
offer for "Show Boat" which would have given Universal $500,000 profit above
what the company had paid for the screen rights, and that he had turned it
down. He declared that within the last two weeks Laeminle had been offered
$400,000 for "Broadway," for which he had paid $225,000 last year, and that
he had rejected this offer also.
Lou B. Metzger, sales manager, told the
convention that though "The Last Warning" will be the equal of "The Cat and the
Canary," an outstanding production last
year, five others for the coming season
would outrank even "The Last Warning."
These he named as "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
"The Man Who Laughs," "Show Boat,"
"Broadway" and "Mating Call." Metzger
also announced 26 long features for next
year already were ready for previewing.
Medal of Honor Established
A Carl Laemmle Medal of Honor, consisting of a gold diamond-set badge and
framed scroll, has been established to be
awarded to the most valuable exchange
manager next year, Metzger said. He also
commended three men who have won or
are in line for the Laemmle Testimonial:
Nate Sauber, manager of the Washington
office; J. Tierney of New Haven and H. H.
Young of Buffalo.
At the opening session the members stood
in silent tribute to Don Mitchell, Western
division manager who died in the last year.
There were talks by Metzger and Morris
Safier and then the forenoon session adjourned to see "Uncle Tom's Cabin." In
the afternoon the product was detailed, and
Ted Schlanger, Eastern sales director, and
Martin Van Praag spoke.
Rothstein Tells of Tieups
On Saturday Nat Rothstein, director of
exploitation and advertising, told of a number of tieups arranged, and E. D. Leishman,
supervisor of exchanges, explained the new
contract
form.
The
sales personnel
then

Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Wid Gunning is
completing the production of his original story
for First National, "The Hawk's Nest," Milton Sills' vehicle.
"Once There Was A Princess" is the title of
a Mary Astor picture which Gunning is sponsoring for First National. This has William
Beaudine as director, with Lloyd Hughes reported as returning to the Burbank studio to
play opposite the star.

Opens Tampa Exchange
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ATLANTA, May 1.— Arthur C. Bromberg
Attractions established an exchange in Tampa,
Florida, today, according [o announrcincnt
made (his week hy Arthur C. Bromberg, president 111' the conipaux'.
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Business Stays Strong
In Albemy Theatres

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ALBANY, May 1. — Business continues to be good at the majority of
the motion picture theatres in this
city. One £rst run house made a
comparison last week of the receipts
of Friday night, as against those of
Saturday night of the corresponding
week a year ago, and found this year
to run considerably ahead. Neighborhood houses also report business as
being up to normal. Reports reaching
Albany from rural sections are
varied, some theatre owners stating
that business is ahead of a year ago.
while others are rather inclined to be
pessimistic.

saw "The Man Who Laughs." Talks were
given in the afternoon by Ben Cammack,
short product sales director; Dave Bader,
manager of accessories; Fred McConnell, in
charge of serials and complete service, and
R. V. Anderson, sales manager of International Newsreel.
Speakers Sunday forenoon were Harry
Asher, president of the American Feature
Film Company of Boston, and Paul Gulick,
publicity director of Universal. Glenn
Tryon, Universal star, appeared at the banquet Sunday night. Harry Reichenbach was
toastmaster and speakers included Cochrane, Metzger, and E. H. Goldstein,
treasurer.

Sunday Shows Win
Despite Threats of
Jailing Exhibitors
Threats of arrest and a united opposition
from the pulpits failed to prevent the citizens
of Astoria, 111., from voting in Sunday shows
after a sharp fight.
"We have asked time and again for Sunshows but of
no the
oneColonial
paid any
attention,"
M. W.day Hughes
theatre
writes
the Her.\ld-World. "We had a hard road
built recently and this killed us to quite an
extent, and w-e had to do something. We took
it upon ourselves and opened up on Sunday
with 'The Big Parade,' and woke the people
up. Then all the church people met with the
town board and pleaded to have them stopped
and pleaded with me and threatened to arrest
us, but no one ventured, so we ran ahead.
"Finally, all the churches preached it from
the pulpit, to meet the board at the next meeting night and force a vote. The board refused
to meet, so they jumped on mc, and we argued
every point for two hours. We decided to
settle it by vote."

Underwood Buys Rights
to ''Port of Missing Girls'
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ATLANTA, ^fay 1.— Wliile in Atlnnt.i last
Tuesday. W. G. L^nderwood, of Dalla.<;, Texas,
vice-president and general manager of Lihcrt>'
Specialty Film Distribution Corporation, closed
a deal whereby his company acquired the distributing rights in the Soutlicast to "The Port
iif Missing Girls," from W'alter E. Greene, of
Hrenda Picture Corporation, the producers.
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Bandit Trio Slays Girl Usher;
Seizes $1,217, Fires on Crowd
Robbers

Cabnly Step Over Bodies of Usherette and Fainting
Cashier and Scoop Cash of Theatre in Chicago
Suburb — One Held in Seattle Bombings

A 16-year-old girl usher's scream cost her life at the Ritz theatre, Berwyn,
Sunday night, when three masked bandits murdered Miss Pearl Eggerson and
then, just as calmly, stepped over the bodies of Miss Eggerson and Miss Gertrude Plante, the cashier, who had fainted, and scooped $1,217 from the cage.
Bandits Fire Volley at Crowd
The murder and robbery, one of the most cold-blooded in theatre history,
did not stop there. The bandits fired a volley at patrons who had rushed into
the lobby from the packed auditorium, but the bullets went wild. They also
directed two shots at James Biba, one of the managers, as he came from the
office pulling out his automatic. Miss Eggerson died on her way to the Oak
Park hospital.
Every seat in the theatre was filled when
the bandit trio's car pulled up to the curb
at 9:15 p. m. Several patrons were in the
lobby. One robber pointed a shotgun at
Ernest Spelzer, the doorman. A second
rushed to the rear of the cashier's cage with
pistol leveled. The third, from in front of
the booth, ordered the girls to throw up
their hands.
Open Fire on Manager
Miss Eggerson, a clerk in an Oak Park
store who ushered at the theatre during
spare moments, had stopped in to chat with
Miss Plante on her oflF hours. At the bandit's command, the second robber hurried
to the front of the cage. Miss Plante complied, but Miss Eggerson screamed. The
robber fired through the glass and the
usherette fell. The cashier fell in a faint.

One bandit seized the money Miss Plante
had been counting and thrust it into a sack.
Then the three opened fire upon Biba and
the crowd as they retreated to the curb
where a fourth man had the car running.
The figures on the license plate of the
expensive car used by the robbers appeared
to be 9-N-435, New York, 1928.

One Arrested in Second
Bombing of Seattle House

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

SEATTLE, May 1.— With the arrest of
Thomas J. Woodhouse, 32, shortly after another bomb had been thrown at the Embassy theatre, police believed they were approaching a solution of a series of bombings
directed against the place the last few
months. Plate glass windows were smashed.

FOR the purpose of better serving our
present clients and, through association
with each other, to improve the facilities
for our growing business
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a metal marquee was rent and crumpled
and a number of electric light globes were
shattered in this last explosion. There were
75 in the theatre when bombed. This explosion was the second in a month.

Gets Year in Reformatory
For Robbing Two Houses
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

INDIANAPOLIS, May 1.— Donald Bowman, 17 who robbed two motion picture
theatres in Huntington, Ind., has been given
a year in the state reformatory.

$15,200 Judgment Given
Against Convict-Swindler
In Film Production Fraud
ST. LOUIS, May 1.— A default judgment
of $15,200 was rendered Mr. and Mrs. A.
Ernest Fischer against Arthur F. Brooks,
alias John V. Wiedemeier and with numerous
other aliases, who is now serving fifteen years
in Sing Sing, New York, for swindling numerous women he married.
Brooks married the Fischers daughter, Esther Wexford, Chicago vaudeville actress, in
1924 and, representing himself to be a wealthy
motion picture producer, induced his parentsin-law to sell their home and other assets and
turn the proceeds over to him for use in
making pictures. He promised 10 to 12 per
cent interest and a fat job for Mr. Fischer
as private secretary.
Brooks — or Wiedemeier — had $25,000 in cash
when arrested in St. Louis Oct. 12, 1925, and
an attachment has been issued against this
fund. Six other plaintiffs are also seeking to
cut in on this money.

Kennedy's Life Traced
in American Magazine
"Joe Kennedy Has Never Liked Any Job
He's Tackled," a life story of the president of
F B O Pictures Corporation, is one of the special features of the May issue of American
Magazine.
The story details the rise of the young film
magnate from a vendor of candy on an excursion boat in his fourteenth year to the youngest bank president in America 11 years later,
and winds up with his numerous activities in
the motion picture industry today.

John Ezell Again Heads
Film Board at Atlanta
ATLANTA, May 1.— John Ezell, Warner
Brothers manager, was re-elected president of
the Atlanta Film Board of Trade at the semiannual election of officers last Monday. This
is the fifth time he has been chosen.
Other officers of the administration include
Dave Prince, Paramount, vice-president; Jas.
W. Hanlon, M-G-M, secretary; and E. L. Cole,
executive secretary and treasurer. Mr. Cole
has served as executive secretary since Nov.
19, 1923.
t(

Insurance Brokers
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(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)
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Fatty'' Arbuckle Act Is
Withdrawn Upon Protest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

MINNEAPOLIS,
Roscoeyesterday
"Fatty"
Arbuckle,
who was toMay
have1.—opened
FIRE ' BURGLARY
HDELITY ' SURETY
MISCELLANEOUS

at Pantages theatre, was barred by the citycouncil and withdrawn without fight by the
theatre management. Just as soon as announcement was made that the rotund comedian would appear in person at the theatre
protests were showered on city officials by
churches, women's organizations and other
groups.
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Jack Holt

: : 200 SHORTS

Scheduled By PARAMOUNT
in Announcing Its Product for New
Film
Year... Host of BOX OFFICE NAMES
Will Appear in
Pictures.. .WELL KNOWN
WRITERS
on Staff
MOUS-LASKY CORPARAMOUNT-FAPORATION,
for the new film year
1928-29, will present, according to its announcement, one of the most striking arrays
of feature motion pictures ever scheduled by
one company. The program, summarized, follows :
74 feature length productions.
Comprising :
25 special features.

"Wings," Mary Pickford's "My Best Girl,"
"Get Your Man" and the recently exhibited
"Abie's Irish Rose," it will readily be granted
that his immense popularity is a marvelous
achievement. He will be srtarred in a series
of four pictures.
Fay Wray and Gary Cooper are a pair of
youngsters whose names now mean as much
to the average theatregoer as any of the
longer established stars. They are being
launched in a series of three pictures as Paramount's "Glorious Young Lovers."
There is

35 starring offerings.
-. -i pictures
made
by
through Paramount.

producers

releasing

Owing to the performance in "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes" of Ruth Taylor and the
worthy characterizations turned in by James
Hall, the two will be co-featured in a series
of three comedy-melodramas. The demand
to star James Hall has been insistent since his
appearance with Bebe Daniels in "The Campus
Other j-oung feature players who will be
given more important roles are : Richard Arlen, Mary Brian, Nanc>' Carroll, Lane Chandler, Ivy Harris, Doris Hill, Jack Luden and
Iris Stuart.
Flirt."
Included in the roster of directors are Ernst
Lubitsch, Joseph von Sternberg, William Wellman, Clarence Badger, Harry D'Arrast, Gregory La Cava, Hobart Henley, Rowland V.
Lee, Mai St. Clair, Frank Tuttle, and John
Waters.

3 roadshow attractions.
A hosrt of the best known screen stars will
appear in these productions, which will be
made from the best story material obtainable
and produced and directed by men and women
who, through previous efforts, have proved
their right to handle this great group of pictures.

The story material for the new Paramount
program will comprise adaptations of the writings of prominent living authors, adaptations
of popular stage successes and origfinal screen
stories written. by authors whose work has appeared in such publications as The Saturday
Evening Post, Cosmopolitan, Liberty and other
magazines of the same quality and circulation.
Among the authors whose works will form
the basis for Paramount pictures are : Owen
Davis, Richard Washburn Child, John Monk
Saunders, James Montgomery Flagg, W. Somerset Maugham, Edna Ferber, Elinor Glyn,

Only the most popular stars and players will
be assigned to these pictures, including Clara
Bow, Emil Jannings, Richard Dix, Adolphe
Menjou, Bebe Daniels, George Bancroft, Esther Ralston, Wallace Beery and other stars
of equal magnitude.
During the coming year Paramount will introduce several new stars and featured players; young men and women who have, in the
past year, come forward so fast that today
they are as well known to the general public
as the older stellar lights on picture programs.
No player in the history of pictures has
leaped into such tremendous popularity with
the public in such a short time as Charles
Rogers, according to Paramount. Already his
fan mail is second only to Clara Bow's, and
Miss Bow's is by far the largest of any star
in Hollywood. When it is considered that
Rogers has appeared in important roles in only

a tremendous demand at the present time for
romantic pairs like Wray and Cooper.

i5*
Harold

Lloyd

George
S. Kaufman,
Jim Tully, Tupper,
Ernest \'ajda.
and Dana
Burnet, Tristram
Anne
Nichols, and S. S. Van Dine.
As a reward for the wonderful pictures they
turned out during the present season Clara
Bow, Richard Dix and Esther Ralston will be
starred in a numlxrr of special productions
in addition to the regular program pictures
which they will make. Wallace Beery also will
make two special pictures with all star casts.
Following is a practically completed list for
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Lane

Chandler

the Paramount feature-length productions for
the new year, as arranged so far :
"The

Patriot"

There will be three roadshows : "The Patriot," an Ernst Lubitsch production starring
Emil Jannings, with a supporting cast including Florence Vidor, Lewis Stone and Neil
Hamilton. The story is an adaptation of the
European success by Alfred Neuman which
deals with the life of the mad Czar Paul of
Russia.
"Wings"
The second roadshow is "Wings," about
which little need be said because it already
has demonstrated its calibre through its box
office performance at the Criterion theatre.
New York City, and elsewhere throughout the
world. It is the confident prediction of A.
Griffith Grey, head of the Paramount roadshow department, that this picture will continue at the Criterion for ab least another
year, though it is now in its ninth month.
"Abie's Irish Rose"
"Abie's Irish Rose," third of this trio, is' now
attracting crowds at the 44th Street theatre,
New York City, where it has just had its
world premiere. Anne Nichols' play ran five
and a half years on Broadway, and, judging
from the advance sale of tickets for the film
version, the picturization will equal the run of
the play that broke theatrical records.
Victor Fleming directed the picture version
under the supervision of Anne Nichols. The
cast includes Jean Hersholt, Charles Rogers,
Nancy Carroll, J. Farrell MacDonald, Nick
Cogley, Rosa Rosanova, Camillus Pretal, Ida
Kramer and Bernard Gorcey, the two last having appeared in 2,327 performances which the
stage play had in New York.
Among the specials which Paramount will
release during the coming season are :
"The Wedding March"
"The Wedding March," with Erich von
Stroheim as author, producer and star and
with Fay Wray and a great supporting cast.
This picture has been produced on a stupendous scale and was two years in the making.
It combines all the flashing color of "The
Merry Widow" and the haunting wistful story
of "Merry Go Round." There are magnificent
sequences in Technicolor, spectacular parties
at court and the dazzling wedding of von
Stroheim and ZaSu Pitts.
Principal players in support of von Stroheim include Fay Wray, ZaSu Pitts, Maade
George, Dale Fuller, Mathew Betz, George
Fawcett, George Nichols, Cesare Gravina,
Hughie Mack and about 5,000 extras.

Sally Blane

Ivy Harris

"The Man Who Never Missed"
Besides his role in "The Patriot," Emil Jannings will make two other special productions.
One is "The Man Who Never Missed," an
adaptation of the Red Book series by Mildred
Cram and directed by Lothar Mendes.
"Ellis Island"
The next is "Ellis Island," a story of the
heartaches and romance and laughs of the
famous Gateway to America. Jannings in this
has the role of a piece of human driftwood
on the immigrant tide that surges through the
"Portal of Opportunity."
"Beggars of Life"
First of the Wallace Beery specials will be
"Beggars of Life," a picturization of the Jim
Tully story in which Beery will do a heavyrole, his first in a long time. The story will
be adapted for the screen by Benjamin Glazer,
and William Wellman, "Wings" director, will
guide Beery through his business. An all star
cast, probably including Louise Brooks and
Richard Arlen, probably will support the star.
"The Tong War"
"The Tong War" will be the other starring
special, with the star again in a heavy role.
The picture will tell the inside story of the
Chinatown tong war, white slaves, loves and
battles.
"The Canary Murder Case"
"The Canary Murder Case," by S. S. Van
Dine and based on the murder of a famous
Broadway beauty, will be a Paramount special.
William Powell will be featured in the role
of Philo Vance, the scientific detective who
solves the murder case.
"The Crime of Interference"
"The Crime of Interference," an adaptation
of
hit, "Interference,"
ran the
for stage
over play
two years
in London andwhich
has
been playing to big business in New York
since last fall, will be another special. Rowland V. Lee will direct a featured cast including Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook and William
Powell. The story is a mystery melodrama
of high society by Ronald Pertwee and Harold
Dearden.
"The Letter"
W. Somerset Maugham's stage play, "The
Letter," will form the basis for another special. It will be produced with Evelyn Brent
and Clive Brook in the leading roles.
"Tahiti Nights"
Another special co-featuring Brent and
Brook will be "Tahiti Nights." It tells the
story of a woman hater who goes to the
South Sea Islands, becomes a millionaire, and
then meets a girl who changes hjs mind about
the opposite sex.

Clive Brook
"Glorifying the American Girl"
"Glorifying the American Girl" will go into
production under the supervision of Florenz
Ziegfeld, who will personally select the supporting cast for Louise Brooks and Nancy
Carroll. The picture play, as written by Thyra
Samter Winslow, will be spectacular and a
strong drama of backstage lite.
"The Perfumed

Trap"

A magazine story by Richard Washburn
Child will be made into a Paramount special
under the title, "The Perfumed Trap." Victor
Schertzinger will direct, and the cast will include Clive Brook, Mary Brian, William Powell and Olga Baklanova. It is a crook story
detailing the sacrifices of a criminal for his
daughter.
"The Wolf Song"
"The Wolf Song," written by Harvey Fergusson, will be an all-star special directed by
Victor Fleming. Gary Cooper will have the
leading role. It is the story of a mountaineer
who wins, and loses temporarily, a beautiful
dance hall girl. The picture will be produced
on an elaborate scale.
"Dirigible"
Paramount will produce an epic picture of
the dirigible. The story is by John Monk
Saunders, author of "Wings," and William
Wellman
direct. "Dirigible" will be the
title
of thewill
picture.
"The Man I Lore"
Richard Arlen and Nancy Carroll will be
co-featured in the special, "The Man I Love,"
a story by Herman Mankiewicz. It is the
tale of a prizefighter who becomes champion
with the aid of his Irish sweetheart; fame
turns his head, he turns to a society girl, and,
through dissipation, loses his championship.
The society girl deserts him, but his former
sweetheart comes to his aid. Mai St. Clair
will direct this special.
"The Hard Boiled Angel'^
"The Hard Boiled .-\ngel," another special,
tells the story of a soldier, about to leave New
York for France, who meets a hard Ixiilcd
chorus girl. They do New York together and
she promises to wait for him. Gary' Cooper
is the soldier and Nancy Carroll the chorus
"Living Together"
"Living Together," a coniedy-meiodrama
with Richard Arlen, Mary Brian and Chester
Conklin featured, will be produced as a spegirl.
cial. The story deals with a young married
(Continued on page 5S)
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Novelty in Paramount Is Big Short Feature Program
APPROXIMATELY 200 short
features will.be released by
Paramount during the coming
film season. This number will
include 104 issues of Paramount
News, 32 two-reel Chrisie comedies, 2 two-reel Edward Everett
Horton comedies, 26 one-reel
Krazy Kat cartoons, 26 one-reel
Inkwell Imps cartoons and 12
two-reel "Great Stars and Authors."
The Christie product will be
headed by two novel series of
two-reel short features: one under the general brand name,
"The Confessions of a Chorus
Girl," which will comprise a
group of eight individual stories;
the other will be known as "Sandy
MacDuff Comedies," also composed of eight individual stories.
Frances Lee will be featured
in the "Chorus Girl" series and
the supporting casts will include
Nancy Dover, Billy Engle, Lorraine Eddy, Jimmie Harrison,
Jane Laurell, Betty Lorraine
and many others. The stories
for the series will combine both
comedy and melodrama and will
deal with backstage incidents in
the life of front row beauties.
The "Sandy MacDuf? Comedies" will be a series of Scotch
stories with Jack Duffy in the
name
role.
Duffy's
supporting
casts will
include
the comedians,
Neal Burns, Eddie Barry, and a
new leading lady, Joan Marquis,
who recently graduated from
the Christie beauty brigade.
Bobby Vernon will start his
tenth year with the Christies
making a series of eight tworeel comedies of the same type
as past fun-films. He will select
a new leading lady from the
Christie aggregation.
Billy Dooley starts his third
season with the Christies and
will be seen in a series of eight
two-reel comedies. The action
of these comedies will take
place aboard battleships, submarines and other water craft. He
will continue his role of "sap
sailor." Sid Smith, Bill Blaisdell, Vera Steadman, Mary Ashley and Shirley Collins will constitute his major support.
The new Christie product will
be produced in two studios; the
original Christie plant in Hollywood, which has been
thor-

duced by Hollywood Productions, will bear the titles, "Call
Again" and "Vacation Waves."
A cast of popular players supports Horton in both releases.
Emanuel Cohen, director of
the Paramount Short Feature
Department, has arranged with
Eugene Spitz, producer, to release a series of twelve two-reel
pictures which will bear the
brand name, "Great Stars and
By an agreement between
Spitz and the
Actor's Fund and
Author's
Authors." League of America,
Spitz will have the stories of the
greatest fictionists of the day,
such as Rita Weiman, George
Ade, Fanny Hurst, etc., and the
biggest stars of the legitimate
stage, Jane Cowl, Lenore Ulrich,
Holbrook Blinn, Catherine Cornell and many others of equal
importance. The pictures are
being made at the Cosmopolitan
studios in New York and will be
elaborately produced.
Doris Hill

Paul Lukas

The first of the series, "Two
Masters," has been finished. The
story manisandantheoriginal
by Rita Mary
Weicast includes
Eaton, Girl,"
star now
of "The
O'clock
runningFivein
New York City; Rex Cherryman, leading man in "The Trial
of Mary
Dugan,"
New
York
stage
success;another
Guy Bates
Post, Carroll McComas, Clark
Silvernail, Minnie Dupree, Tammany Young, Eddie Nelson,
Jenny Eustace, Ann Sutherland
and Eddie Robbins.
Paramount has contracted
with Commander Byrd for the

Arnold Kent

Fred Kohler

oughly overhauled, and the new
thirty-acre studio at Studio City,
where the larger exterior sets,
street scenes and action requir-

ing big construction
will be
filmed.
The
two
Edward
Everett
Horton two-reel comedies, pro-

exclusive pictures of Byrd's
Antarctic expedition. Two Paramount cameramen will accompany Byrd and make a motion
picture record of the expedition.
Just in what form these pictures
will be released has not yet been
determined.
Paramount has renewed its
contract with Charles B. Mintz
for the release of a series of 26
one-reel "Krazy Kat" cartoons.
This is the same number contracted for on the present season's program.
Paramount has also renewed
with Max Fleischer for another
series of 26 one-reel "Inkwell
Imps''
his
dog. cartoons featuring the
cartoon character "Koko" and

Regional Paramount News Issues Extending Throughout World
n^HOUGH the current season is but nine
A months old, Paramount News has
achieved an enviable position in the newsreel field. Paramount News has proved a
remarkably lusty infant.
Emanuel Cohen, Paramount News editor,
plans further expansion of service during
the new season. By means of its regional
editions, of which there are nine in this
country, Paramount News thoroughly covers the United States. Its foreign service,
too, is comprehensive.
At the present time Paramount News
serves a total of 45 countries outside the
United States and ultimately is translated
into 27 foreign languages. Paramount News
comeramen are located in every conceivable
place where a news event might occur; thev
are to be found on the Island of Guam, in
Alaska, the Himalayas, Spitzbergen, Siam,

Cape Horn, almost any territory that can
be mentioned.
"Our regional editions in the United
States provide a far superior service than
can be obtained from any other agency,"
stated Mr. Cohen. "Of primary importance
is the fact that these regional n'cwsreels are
printed and released in their respective localities immediately after a particular event
occurs and then the negative is shipped to
the New York Paramount laboratories
where it is attached to the national edition.
Thus, the people particularly interested are
enabled to see the news story with which
they are concerned, long before the national
edition could reach the theatres in their
locality.
"During the course of the next year we
intend to extend this regional ser\'ice to
foreign lands so that people, even in remote

spots of the world, can see news pictures
of local events soon after they occur. Plans
are underway for this additional service
and I hope soon to make a more definite
announcement.
"A big factor in our fast service is the
arrangement between Paramount News and
the Associated Press whereby the Paramount News cameramen arc advised of new
stories much sooner than if they lud to
depend on the ordinary channels of information. Though a story may break in the
dead of night, at some far off place, the
Paramount cameraman soon learns of it
through the wires of the Associated Press.
"Paramount News ncars its first birthday
with every reason for believing that it will
give even greater service to the theatre and
public during the course of its second year."
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department^
"Hollywood"

Schertzinger Starts One for
PFL; "Bellamy Trial" Finished
"Road House" Completed by Fox Films — Martha Sleeper Signed
by F B 0 for 40 Weeks Following Apprenticeship at
Roach Lot— Moreno "Back" in "Midnight Taxi"

[By Special Correspondent of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World]

HOLLYWOOD, May L— Victor Schertzinger got his picture, "The Perfumed Trap," under way yesterday at the Paramount studios. It was the
most noteworthy enterprise of any of the pictures to be started in the past
few days.
Monta Bell completed a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production,
Trial," which is the biggest picture to be finished in the week.
The Fox picture, "Road House," is a program picture directed by Richard Rosson.
In its cast are such players as Lionel Barrymore and Maria Casajuana. The story was
written by John Stone.
Schertzinger's picture boasts three players of considerable following. They are
Clive Brook, Mary Brian and William
Powell. Another, who is given screen credit
and publicity credit, is Olga Baclanova.
Just why her name is featured is as unknown to me as the name itself. The picture's schedule calls for five weeks of
shooting.
Antonio Moreno is cast in a Warner
Brothers picture, "The Midnight Taxi." In
the feminine roles are Myrna Loy and
Helene Costello. The picture was begun
yesterday by John Adolfi.
Martha Sleeper is in F B O's "Danger
Street." The studio is evidently well pleased

AL

"The Bellamy

with the young Roach star, because it has
placed her under a 40-week contract.
CuUen Landis has copped a role in a picture called "Temptation." It is being produced at the Metropolitan lot by a firm calling itself "Crown Pictures Corporation." A
young woman by the name of Helen Cox
is the feminine star, and a Mr. Manson
holds the megaphone.

Glorious Husband Returns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Gloria Swanson's husband, the Marquis de la Falaise,
returns to Hollywood Sunday, accompanied
by his brother, the Comte de la Falaise.
The marquis returns to this country under
authority of a nonquota passport, which
permits
him to remain in America indefinitely.

MARTIN

free-leutice title writer. Address, Hollywood
Plaza Hotel. On Vine Street. Still Going
Strong.

THE STUDIO
PREVIEW
"The Big Killing"
WALLACE
BEERYin this
and Paramount
Raymond Hatton frolic forth
picture, and in it have succeeded in putting
over
of thewhat
year. may be one of the best comedies
The two comedies are introduced as a
couple of trick sharpshooters, earning a livelihood by entertaining circus crowds with
their amazing, awe-inspiring feats with the
pistol and rifle. However, their marvelous
performances in a circus tent are revealed
to be nothing but trickery.
In the nearby Kentucky "mountings" a
family feud between moonshiners is in progress. The leader of one of the warring
groups comes( to town and employs the
sharpshooters to work on his side against
the opposing family, who are known as the
"Beagles." The hired assassins are unaware
of their mission and think that they are
going to hunt "Beagles," which they interpret as meaning cur-dogs, because their employers had referred to the Beagle family
as being "cur dogs." The families are said
to be "feuding" because of the love of the
daughter of one family for the son of the
other.
The incircus
"sharpshooters"
become
embroiled
the war,
with the result
that
some of the most screamingly funny situations yet devised by this team have been
put on the screen.
The thrills have a hysterical reaction. The
picture has plenty of story, which is a quality that is sadly lacking in a number of the
first Beery-Hatton comedies.
The direction of F. Richard Jones is fair.
The
titlesatare
amusing
that.not George Marion's, but are
Mary Brian plays the mountain girl and
does very good work. Lane Chandler deports himself well in his small part.
Beery and Hatton give excellent performances. Although Hatton is not given the
ooDortunity of a dual role, such as he played
— M. H.
in "Partners in Crime," his work constitutes
some of the best comedy business he has
put on the screen.

UNITED STUDIOS, Inc.
M. C. Levee, President

100,000 square feet of props, garnered
Let us supply the props for
from the four comers of the globe. your next production,

UNITED STUDIOS, Inc.
5341 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
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Bullets Ricochet; Wound
Clara Bow, Arlen, Wellman
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May L— During the filming of a gun battle in a crook drama being
directed by William Wellman on the Lasky
lot, three people were shot by real bullets
which were used in making the picture. Clara
Bow was wounded in the right leg and Richard Arlen, who plays the lead opposite the
actress, was shot through the calf of his leg.
The wounds were painful but not serious and
did not interfere with their work. The third
person injured was the director, William Wellman, who received a splinter of a bullet in the
eye. It was removed by a magnet by Dr. H. J.
Strathern. The set was arranged with armour
plate shields to stop the bullets which were
fired through windows, mirrors and other objects on the set.

F-N Studios May Adopt
Daylight Saving Plan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Watterson R.
Rothacker, vice-president and general manager
of the Burbank studios, is contemplating
adopting the daylight-saving plan for First
National studios during the summer months.
The plan has been enthusiastically received
by the majority of the 2,000 persons at the
studio. Mr. Rothacker believes that this would
be a sensible move, although the daylight-saving plan has never before been adopted by so
large an institution, outside of large eastern
cities. Rothacker states that while the plan is
a radical departure, he believes it will promote efficiency and at the same time prove
practical.

Police Arrest Jack O'Neil
After
Ten-Day Search
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
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Marshall Will Not Defend Big
Title in Herald- World Tourney
Effects of Recent Illness Prevent Director from Entering Second
Annual Motion Picture Affair; Expect 300 Players
to Play in Competition May 6
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May L— George Marshall declared yesterday he will be
unable to defend his championship in the Second Annual Motion Picture Golf
Tournament.
Physicians' instructions prompt his statement.
He became ill three weeks ago and has only recently been able to appear at
his studio office. The tournament will be held May 6 at the Riviera Golf Club,
under the auspices of Exhibitors Heraud and Moving Picture World.
Elaborate plans have been made for the
tournament this year. The most able golfers
in the motion picture community will compete for the big prize that Marshall is forfeit-

Trouble When Wrong Son
Sings Irish Mammy Song
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

ALBANY, May 1.— There was a
disturbance in one of Albany's motion picture theatres last week when
a negro, taking part in the amateur
numbers which are featured each
week, started in to sing "That Old
Irish
Mother almost
o' Mine."
The negro's
song proved
too much
for the
sons of Old Erin, who were attending the theatre.
ing. It is estimated by some that a player
with a four or five handicap will take it at a

low gross of around 75.
There will be foursomes of experts and
foursomes of dubs. There will be prizes for
the latter as well as for the former. So that
no one may feel unqualified for the match, aU
players have been classified. One trophy will
be awarded to low net in each class. Likewise
a trophy will go to low gross, of course.
Entry blanks, which were mailed last week
to exhibitors along the coast, have been cominto the treasurer's
office.that
Dozens
of them
haveing arrived.
It is believed
an entry
list
that now has 120 players, will contain 250 or
300 when play begins Sunday morning.

Bellamy on Movietone
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

NEW YORK, May 1.— Madge Bellamy will
sing and talk audibly in "Mother Knows Best,"
a Fox Movietone version of Edna Ferber's
popular short story.

Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May L— Sally O'Neil's
brother. Jack, was finally arrested early yesterday morning when he attempted to escape
from one of Hollywood's most exclusive apartment hotels. He will face charges of assault
on several counts. One complainant is a hotel
clerk who claims O'Neil broke his nose when
the clerk objected to a rowdy party at 3 a. m.
Police have sought young O'Neil for 10 da>s.

"t/" Changes Plan; Sloman
Starts(Special
"Greas
e Paine' Next
to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture

World)

HOLLYWOOD, May L— Plans to start
work on "The Girl on the Barge," which
Edward Sloman was to direct for Universal,
have been temporarily abandoned due to a
change in Universal's releasing schedule.
Sloman will next direct "Grease Paint," which
will star Conrad Veidt. The story will be
prepared by Edward J. Montague, editor-inchief of the scenario department of Universal.

Ernst Laemmle Injured
When Car Is Wrecked
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May L— Ernest Laemmle,
nephew of Carl Laemmle, was found unconscious with his left arm pinned under the
wreckage of his overturned automobile by
Beverly Hills police last week. Laemmle, who
is a director at Universal, was taken to the
Good Samaritan Hospital, where it is said it
may be necessary to amputate his left arm to
save his life. The car had turned over several
times. The wreck was found on a sidewalk
in Beverly Hills.

A Great Response!
" 'Four Sons' is the greatest film Ford
has ever made . . ."
— Exhibitors Herald and M. P, World.
" 'Four Sons' is a noble picture : it is
a glorious and impressive tribute to
mother-love, a great human masterpiece
that vv^ill provoke the world's tears and
— Beaton in The Spectator.
smiles . . ."
"John Ford has accomplished something almost the equal of 'Four Sons'
in the direction of 'Mother Machree'
. . . filmed with rare deHcacy . . ."
— Peter Vischer in Exhibitors Herald
and M. P. World.

JOHN
FORD

Wm. Fox
Directar
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Jolson Big Hit at Qrand Opening
of Warner Brothers Theatre
New Theatre Proves Beautifully Sedate in Andalusian Scheme; "Glorious
Betsy" the Film Attraction; Stage Show Is Dazzling
By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD,
new theatre
opened ashere
April 26 with a May
crowd L —
of Warner
celebritiesBrothers'
in the audience
as illustrious
at
any opening in Hollywood in many months. Whether Al Jolson drew
them or whether the social program was particularly dull last week no one
will ever know, but according to the concensus, the opening was a delightful
surprise, as those things go.
AL JOLSON sang "Mammy" in his best
'• form. He went through a line of chatter that would have brought $2,000 on
Broadway. He even explained the New
Orleans-Clara Bow joke. "Oh, boy!" he
exclaimed, "the flowers that joke has cost
The presentation show outdid all efforts
me!"
of past months in any Los Angeles theatre.
Its final number showed a music box large
enough to accommodate all the members
of the orchestra. A circling stairway
reached from side to side of the stage and
the chorus danced over the music box by
way of it. It was an impressive number.
Charles Chaplin, Sid Gauman, Harry and
Albert Warner and Joseph Schenck were
among the celebrated figures in the audience. Others included Conrad Nagel, Carl
Laemmle, B. P. Schulberg, Chales R. Rogers, Ed King and Gloria Swanson.
The theatre is in a more quiet style than
other modern houses. Its pattern is Spanish, and extreme care was taken to attain
beauty rather than gaudiness. A large pronvenade encircles the auditorium.

"Glorious Betsy"
The picture was "Glorious Betsy" and it
gets off with a duel that might be found in
the climax of an ordinary film. Preceding
the duel is a couple of introductory shots
and
titles, and then you are in the heart of
the story.
Alen Crosland, who has a good record of
box office pictures as a director, has done
exceptionally well with this. His job was to
tell a story about a brother of Napoleon
who visited the Colonies incognito in 1804
and wed a belle in Baltimore.
Napoleon's sudden coronation as emperor
served as a motive to call the young brother
back to France. It became necessary that
Brother Jerome marry the Princess of Wurtemburg. The theme is the sacrific made by
Dolores Costello when France asks her to
give up her husband for a political marriage.
It is all told very humanly and so convincingly that everyone wept.
In the critical parts of the story comes an
interjection of Vitaphone recitals to substitute for written titles. Conrad Nagel's voice
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is well trained for the role. At the juncture
where the Prince arrives at the home of
"Glorious Betsy," Andres Segurola sings
"Marseillaise" very beautifully on Vitaphone. Despite its beauty, however, the
reason for the song is somewhat elusive.
Ceballos Staged Show
The greatest appreciation for Vitaphone
was shown after the presentation of a oneact sketch. A mail carrier reaches home on
the day his two-weeks vacation begins. His
feet are blistered. His wife makes him spend
the two weeks on a mountain lake.
The entire show moved smoothly, with
considerable credit due Larry Ceballos for
his great part in staging the presentation
acts,

* *

*

Silk Hat Departs
nck'ofs Los Angeles celebrates
Schecity
ph the
Jose
When

it wears silk bennies. When the City Hall
was ready to dedicate, the city celebrated.
It was last Thursday. One of the chief celebrators was Joseph Schenck.
Bright and early he rose to ride in the
big parade. Shoes spic and span, necktie in
trim, trousers in good shape. All set to
leave when he opened the door that reveals
the hat boxes. The yellow box was empty.
He searched the others, but no silk hat was
there. It was time to parade.
He thought! Ah, the studio property
room!
"But I'm sorry, Mr. Schenck, we're out
of One
silk more
toppers."
All was
lost.
chance.
A mesenger
boy!
The hat arrived and Schenck got in the
parade in time. It was a glorious feeling
after all.
The original silker is still missing.
* * *
Katherine MacDonald, the American
beauty, was married last week to C. R.
Holmes. He is the nephew of Max Fleischmann, the yeast maker.

Gertrude Claire, 76, Dies
HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Gertrude Claire,
76, who came to California as an actress 22
years ago and entered films, died Saturday.
Her last role was in "Red Hair."

Lawrence White Dies
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald and
Moving
Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Lawrence White,
scenarist, died here yesterday following his
incarceration in the county jail hospital.

Estelle Taylor Returns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 1.— Estelle Taylor is
on her way home after spending a few weeks
in New York.
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"The Heart of a Follies Girl"
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"We Americans"
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5617 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood

^

"Sailors'
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Come"
"Man Crazy"
"No Place to Go"
"The
Drop Kick'
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Clifford B. Hawley

Richard A. Rowland

Chairman of Board

President

General and Production Manager

Samuel Spring
Vice-President and Treasurer

President Group of Specials
Announced by First National
#][ Literary Output of Two Continents Combed for Suitable Material for Use as Vehicles for Company^s Stars and
■^ Featured Players — Four New Stars Will Appear in 1928-29 Product, Which Has Just Been Announced at the
National Convention in Chicago.
Distinguished Directors
To Wield Megaphones

a lineup of popular
WITH
box office stars, a series
of unusual specials and a
number of new stars, First National Pictures, Inc., faces the season of 1928-29 with a confidence
born of the record made during
the year just closed. The world's
literary market has been ransacked for story material out of
the beaten path — plots that are
not threadbare, and characters
that will show the players in varying kinds of roles.
Among the vehicles for the
next year are seventeen stage hits
and nine important novels, among
them some of the best sellers of
recent years, a number of recent
outstanding short stories and several original screen stories.
The new season's product will
be known as the "President
Group." The productions will be
sponsored by Richard A. Rowland, general and production manager, who has planned the group
with Watterson E. Rothacker,
managing director of the studio;
Al. Rockett, West Coast production manager; John McCormick,
producer of the Colleen Moore
series; Sam E. Rork, producer of
many First National releases ; E.
M. Asher, co-producer of "McFadden's Flats," "Ladies' Night"
and "Vamping Venus" ; Ned
Marin, now in charge of a production unit at the studios ;
Henry Hobart, who made "The
Poor Nut" and "The Noose," and
Charles R. Rogers, who niade
"The Shepherd of the Hills" and
the Ken Maynard scries of western action pictures.

A

distinguished list of directors is offered by First National
as a guarantee of a product with

George Fitzmaurice, whose
box office value.
'
"The Dark Angel" and "A Night
of Love" put him at the top, has
just completed the Colleen Moore
special, "Lilac Time," and is soon
to start on the Milton Sills special, "The Barker." He will
make a year.
series of specials for the
coming
Alfred Santell, famous for his
Watterson R. Rothacker
Managing Director, Burbank Studio

Ned Depinet
General Sales Manager

djrection of "The Patent Leather
Kid," "Classified," "Subwav
Sadie," "The Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come" and other big
productions, will have charge of
some of First National's biggest
pictures.
Frank Lloyd, who made history
in "The Sea Hawk," is directing
the Corinne Griffith special. "The
Divine Lady," and will hold the
megaphone on other productions.
Charles Brabin, the man who
directed "So Big," "Twinkletoes"
and many of the Milton Sills pictures, is at work on a great racing special, "The Whip," and will
be
given other important assignments.

Al Rockett

Ned Marin

l?"«>.sf Coast Production Manager

Production Manager

Richard Wallace made "McFadden's Flats" and "A Texas
Steer" among other recent outstanding pictures. His slant on
comedy will prove a valuable asset to the company's 1928-29 product. John Francis Dillon is another director whose
services
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Sam E. Rork
Production Manager

have been of great value to the company and
who has been retained for important assignments in the "President Group."
Mervyn LeRoy gave such a fresh twist and
novel angles to "Harold Teen" and "Flying
Romeos," that he has been signed for the new
year.
The Colleen Moore

two seasons ago and which has been a big
success. The play has been on tour this year
and is being brought back to New York for
another engagement. The play has a buoyant
quality, a tenderness, charm and realism that
bring it close to the heart of the public. Miss
Griffith will have the role of Bobby Halevy
who, primed by her married sister, induces
Rims O'Neil to ask her to marry him on the
eve of his departure for South Africa. He
does marry her and gives up the trip. Love in
a cottage does not prove the unalloyed bliss
they had expected. Bills exceed their income;
there are petty annoyances and quarrels. At
last Bobby leaves Rims, gets a job, and lives
at a boarding house. Rims, jealous and lonely,
comes and asks her to return. Bobby says she
wants a lover, not a quarrelsome husband, so
that night, Rims enters her room by the fire
escape, and they affix a bolt to the door to
keep out the inquisitive landlady who insists
that all of the girls in her house must leave
their
doors open when entertaining their men
friends.

Special Attractions
Colleen Moore, most popular film star in the
world, according to vote of the exhibitors
themselves, will be seen in four pictures, all
of them specials produced by John McCormick, who has produced the Colleen Moore
films for many years.
"Lilac Time"
Her first picture for the new year will be
"Lilac Time," a roadshow production, which
Director George Fitzmaurice recently completed and sent to the cutting room. It is
based upon Jane Cowl's success, which she
wrote in collaboration with Jane Murfin. In
the supporting cast are Gary Cooper, Eugenie Besserer, Burr Mcintosh, Arthur Lake,
Dan Mason, Emil Chautard, Lieut. Richard
Grace and others. "Lilac Time" is a love
romance with its action taking place in
France behind the battle line. An airplane
battle is one of the big sequences of the piece.
"Synthetic Sin"
"Synthetic Sin" is another Colleen Moore
special — a great comedy vehicle for her. Her
role is that of a good girl, carefully reared,
trying her best to "sin and suffer" in order
that she may greatly portray human emotions
upon the stage. It is from the Broadway play
by Frederic and Fanny Hatton.
"Baby Face"
"Baby
Face,"
from
Cosmo Hamilton
which reached a halfa million
readers instory
the
pages of Hearst's International, will be another of Colleen's
specials produced
by who
McCormick.
Cosmo Hamilton
is the man
wrote "Scandal," "The Blindenss of Virtue"
and many other successes.
"The Richest Girl on Earth"
Then there is "The Richest Girl on Earth,"
written by John Emmett, which gives Miss
Moore an entirely new sort of role. Inheriting a great fortune, she sets about finding
ways of spending it. She finds many novel
means of doing it, and gets a husband in the
bargain.
The Corinne Griffith
Productions
The first Corinne Griffith picture, under her
new contract with First National, will be a

John McCormick
Producer of Colleen Moore Pictures
special now in work
Frank Lloyd.
"The

under

the direction

of

Divine Lady"

It is "The Divine Lady" from E. Barrington's best selling novel about the romantic
love story of Lady Hamilton and Lord Nelson, England's famous admiral. In the supporting cast are Victor Varconi, Ian Keith,
Montagu Love, Marie Dressier, Dorothy Cummings, William Conklin and Julia Swayne
Gordon. Walter Morosco will produce ""The
Divine Lady" and four other Corinne Griffith
pictures.
"Outcast"
One of these will be "Outcast," from the
stage success by Hubert Henry Davies, author
of many comedies. It served Elsie Ferguson
for several season as a starring vehicle. Her
role will be played on the screen by Miss
Griffith. It is said that it will give her one
of the most appealing parts of her career as
a London girl of the streets who is given
comfort and companionship by Geoffrey Sherwood, whose fiancee has deserted him for an
older and a wealthier man. The girl greatly
improves herself, and when Geoffrey's sweetheart leaves her husband and seeks his love,
the waif from the streets is ready to efface
herself for his happiness! That final sacrifice
is not demanded of her.
"Saturday's Children"
Another vehicle for Corinne Griffith will be
"Saturday's Children," the play by Maxwell
Anderson which the Actors' theatre produced

Says CLIFFORD

Charles Roberts
Producer of Ken Maynard

Efe Asher
Production Manager

Henry Hobart
Production Manager

B. HAWLEY,

"Paid For"
Miss Griffith will be seen in two other pictures from stories that have left an impression
upon the world. "Paid For" is one of these;
no present announcement of the other two can
be divulged at this time.
The Richard Barthehness
Feature Pictures
Richard Barthelmess, who has bounded to
the top of the ladder of screen fame with the
great war special, "The Patent Leather Kid,"
"The Noose," "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come" and "Roulette" during the season
just closing, will be given a series of stories
of outstanding dramatic worth, designed to
show his wonderful acting abilities at their
maturest development. Not all of these can
be announced at the present moment.
"Diversion"
One will be "Diversion," from the dramatic
and tragic play by John Van Druten, author
of "Young Woodley." Barthelmess will have
the role of a young Englishman who falls
under the sensuous spell of a light-of-love
from the dance halls. He tries to break with
her but is drawn irresistably back until he
learns that he is being used as a means of
drawing back a reluctant lover, when he kills
her. His father gives him a poison that he
may cheat the gallows.
"Mutiny"
"Mutiny," a story of the seas, an original by
W. Scott Darling, will be another Barthelmess

President of First National:

We start the new season with our feet firmly on hard rock. Sound and sure in its plans for the future. First National will
continue to drive ahead at top speed. Our production department,, under the able guidance of Richard A. Rowland, has before
it the most promising year in its history. In the finest studio in the world are housed great stars, great directors and great
writers who are all well under way on the most ambitious schedule of our history. Distribution is geared up to put a smashing drive back of the new product. Waste has been eliminated. The man power necessary to support Ned E. Depinet with
sales stands staunch and alert. It is going to be another great year for First National.
We are firmly intrenched.
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vehicle. It is a tale of love and
passion on board a ship, the
crew of which has mutinied to
obtain possession of a shipment
of pearls. Into this situation are
plunged Robert Dix, mate of a
foundered ship, and Haidee, a
water front woman from Apia,
sole survivors of the sunken
craft. Dix, the role acted by
Barthelmess, falls in love with
the imprisoned captain's daughter, whom he is enabled to save
from the lustful leader of the
mutineers through the genuine
love for him that had dawned in
the heart of the woman.
There will be other vehicles
for Barthelmess as tensely dramatic and stirring as the above.
The MUton
Vehicles
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"The Heart of a Princess"
"The Heart of a Princess," by
Maxine Alton, will afford Miss
Dove another of her exotically
colorful roles — that of a Russian
princess who escapes the revolution and becomes an actress in
New York. The son of her father's former overseers, now a
wealthy New York exporter,
covets her beauty and persecutes
Al Santell
her with his love. She must suffer his attention in silence to
save the girl who had saved her. Happiness
is won at last with the man of her choice,
the producer of her plays.

Sills

"The Barker"
This is "The Barker" from Kenyon Nicholson's stage play, which enjoyed a year's run
on Broadway and has since been on tour.
George Fitzmaurice is to direct it. A notable
supporting cast, including Dorothy Mackaill
and Betty Compson, is being assembled. Sills
will be seen as Nifty Miller, barker for a
"hick" tent show. When his 19-year-old son,
Chris, arrives unannounced to visit him, Nifty
breaks with the dancing girl, Carrie, with
whom he has been living for 10 years. It was
on account of his boy, whom he wants to
become a great lawyer, that Nifty has refused
to marry Carrie. Furiously jealous, Carrie
persuades Lou, a thoroughly experienced girl
with the show, to seduce Chris. Lou falls in
love with Chris and when Carrie refuses to
help them run away to Chicago, Lou tells
Nifty of her treachery. Nifty comes near
killing Carrie, but later forgives her when he
hears from Chris that he is studying law in
the office of a great Chicago firm. The role
of Nifty will reveal Sills in a new type of
part and one that will gain him thousands of
new admirers.
"Captain of the Strong"
"The Eagle's Trail"
"The Spotter"
"Hard Rock"
There will be four other Milton Sills productions which will reveal the virile star in the
type of roles in which his great public likes
to see him — the muscular, indomitable hero,
generous, quick-witted, fighting against great
odds. Their very titles will pique the interest
of every Sills fan and devotee of the actionpictures in which he has made his reputation.
These are the titles : "Captain of the
Strong," "The Eagle's Trail," "The Spotter"
and "Hard Rock."
Billie Dove Will
Star in Five
Billie Dove, one of the screen's most beautiful actresses, who has risen to a commanding position in the film firmament during the
I)ast two years, will be presented in a special
and in four star features.
"La Tosca"
The special will be "La Tosca," from Victorien Sardou's famous drama, which has been
seen throughout the world, both on the speaking and on the operatic stages. It will have
an all star cast. For 28 years it has been one
of the principal attractions in all the leading
opera houses of the world. The great Sarah
Bernhardt appeared as La Tosca nearly 1,000
times. The role of the celebrated Roman
beauty and singer who is tricked into betray-

ing in the Saturday Evening
Post and other big circulation
magazines have millions of readers, will offer Miss Dove another highly dramatic role, but
this time a modern one — that of
a Southern belle in Georgia who
breaks with her fiance following
a senseless quarrel, and marries
a jealous neurotic who suspects
her virtue and sets out to commit a legal murder upon the
body of her former fiance. He
is defeated in one of the greatest climaxes in fiction.

At the Megaphone

Milton Sills, who has continued his wide popularity during the present season with such
pictures as "Hard-Boiled" HagMervyn LeRoy
gerty," "The Valley of the
Giants," "Burning Daylight" and
"The Hawk's Nest," is at work on a special
for the new season.
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John Francis Dillon

"Pleasure Bound"
"Pleasure Bound," the story of a dazzling
beauty's whirl into society, fashion and romance, will give Miss Dove one of the roles
which set her superlative beauty off to it5
best and in which she has captivated the public— men and women alike.
There will be one other Billie Dove vehicle
from an internationally
famous
success, the
title of which is withheld for the present.
Mackaill and Mulhall
Will Be Co-Starred
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall, who
were teamed during the present season in such

Richard Wallace

Frank Lloyd

Charles

Brabin

George Fitzmaurice

ing her lover to the police, promising her
favors to their chief to stage a mock execution for her lover, allowing him to escape
and stabs the chief to death, will reveal a
new and powerfully emotional actress in Billie
Dove. The fashions of the early nineteenth
century will set her beauty off to luminous
advantage. La Tosca finds that the execution
was real and not the sham she had bargained
for and throws herself to death. George Fitzmaurice will direct this special.
"The Other Tomorrow"
"The Other Morrow," from the new novel
by Octavus Roy Cohen whose stories appear-

pictures as "Lady Be Good," "Ladies' Night in
a Turkish Bath" and "Smile, Brother, Smile,"
will be jointly starred in two of First National's most important productions for 192829, andtures also
each. be starred separately in two pic"Children of the Ritz"
"Children of the Ritz," from Cornell Woolrich's novel which won the $20,000 prize in
the First National-College Humor contest last
year, will be a stellar vehicle for both Miss
Mackaill and Mulhall. After appearing serially
in College Humor it was issued in book form,
enjoying a wide sale. It is the novel of the
younger generation. A spoiled flapper daughter of the rich falls in love with her chauffeur.
Her father loses his money, the chauffeur
\vins $50,000 on a horse race. The girl ma.rries him, spends all of his money, divorces him
and marries a wealthy society man. When
they return from Europe she engages her
former husband as her chauffeur, their marriage an all but forgotten incident in their
lives. Great roles for the charming Miss
Mackaill and the debonair Mulhall.
"Waterfront"
"Waterfront," a play by Will Chappell and
Gertrude Orr, has been bought for the joint
stellar use of these players. It is described ai
a sparkling, human interest comedy, with fitting roles for the two stars.
"Applesauce"
"Applesauce,"
Barry
Conner's
ful stage comedyfrom
which
is still
being successplayed
throughout the countrj-, will serve as a starring picture for Mulhall alone. He plays Bill
McAllister, the incurable optimist, back-slapper, parader of sunshine, slingcr of "applesauce" who takes Hazel Robinson away from
her fiance, marries her, estranges her rclati\'es
but manages to bring them all around again
without once mending his ways.
"When Irish Eyes Are Smiling^
"When Irish Eyes .-Xrc Smiling" will also
star Mulhall alone. Gerald Duffy is UTiting
{Ccntitiufd en fagt *0)
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Below: Ernest
Van Duren and
Mary
in "TheJohnson
Leap

for Life."

Above: Another

scene
from the Defu-First National film, "Leap for

Above: Ben Lyon and Lya
Mara who are co-featured
in "Dancing Vienna."

Life."

Below: Mary Johnson and
Kurt Gerron in scene from
"The Leap for Life."

Below: Trilby Clark and
Franklyn Bellamy in the
picture, "God's Clay."

First

National

in

Production

Abroad

On this page are scenes from Defu pictures which will be
released in America by First National
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F. N. Adds Four
NewLi Stars to
neup

Box Office —

q coRirsnNE Griffith
MALICE WHITE
^ DOROTHY MACKAILL
q JACK MULHALL
THIRST National Pictures, Inc., is to have
four new stars for the season of 1928-29.
All four of them are promotions from
within the ranks of First National's featured
players. They are players who have demonstrated at the box office their drawing power
and their ability to act roles of stellar calibre.
Corinne Corinne Griffith has long been a
the
much ofbanstar,National
feminine
L^riJJitn
jijj^g under
r 'ffith popular
the First
ner. She is returning to the company after
a year's absence and will be starred in five
productions.
Miss Griffith, who hails from Texarkana,
Tex., made her first bid for fame as the
Queen of the Mardi Gras in New Orleans.
Later, while living in Santa Monica, Gal., her
beauty brought her many offers to play extra
parts in films. She was soon elevated to leading
roles and subsequently went to New York
where she became a Vitagraph star. She appeared in many pictures, such as "The Common Law" and "Six Days" before joining
First National. Her first picture for First
National was "Black Oxen," one of the company's greatest successes. It was directed by
Frank Lloyd, the man who will wield the megaphone on her first picture, "The Divine

\

Alice
"^^^ exhibitors
the fansofareAlice
reT^T
. sponsible
for theand
elevation
trLady."
nite
\Yhite to stardom.
A few years ago
she was
a script
girl ofat ever
Firstappearing
National'sbefore
studios, without
thought
the camera. The vivacity, the sparkle and the
joy of life that are so characteristic a part of
her make-up made it inevitable, however, that
she should advance rapidly from the mechanical job of script girl. Film tests were made
of her and she screened so well that First
National gave her a playing contract in less
than three years from the day she arrived in
California.
She will be starred in four productions during the coming season — "Show Girl," "On
the Air," and two others.
Dorothy Miss Mackail was born in Hull,
mackailLn ^Jq^
^j^^ dancing
London, elocuwent
and whilein studying
England,
HI h
on the stage in the chorus at the Hippodrome
in an act that later went to Paris. She made
a motion picture in London and another in
France before coming to America where she
entered
the chorus
Ziegfeld's
"Follies."
It
was
Marshall
Neilanin who
gave her
her first

TOP

TO

BOTTOM:

Colleen

Moore, Charlie Murray, Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall and
Billie Dave.

film roles in this country, in John Barrymore's
"Lotus
in "Bits
of Life."
First Eater,"
Nationalandwill
star her
alone in two
pictures and with Jack Mulhall in two. The
two vehicles in which she will be starred with
Mulhall are "Children of the Ritz," "Waterfront." She will be starred alone in "The Girl
in the Glass Cage" and "Two Weeks Off."
^^^^ Mulhall has long been one
Jack
M Ih 11 *^^ screedom's most popular leading
stardom through a solid grounding in the art
of acting on both stage and screen. He is
now acting the featured part in a First National special for 1928-29, "The Butter and
comedy.
Egg Man," from George S. Kaufman's stage
Mulhall was born in Wappingers Falls,
N. Y. His youth was divided between that
town, New York City and Passaic, N. J.,
where he made his first stage appearance in
stock at Whitehead's theatre. He later came
to New York and acted in various plays.

Wfl

y/^

^

i
TOP TO BOTTOM: Richard
Barllivlmess. Alice White. Ken
Mavnnrd, Corinne Griffith ami
Miiton Sills.
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THE

MYSTERY

PICTURE,

by Ned E. Depinet, General Sales Manager:

Fashions in pictures change just as do fashions in books and stage plays. In order to make certain of giving the public
what it tvants during the season of 1928-29, we have made a thorough survey of the outstanding pictures in all parts of the
country. The most pronounced tendency is an increase in the demand for mystery dramas and mystery comedies. There is
always a place for good comedies, pictures introducing aviation, and wholesome love stories of a highly romantic nature,
and First National is well supplied with these pictures. The First National program for 1928-29 presents what I believe to
be the greatest lineup of pictures ever offered by any one company.

Big Specials Promised in Moore, Griffith Films
Romantic Theme in
Colleen^s Next,
''Lilac Time''
THE
Colleen Moore-George
Fitzmaurice
Special, "Lilac
Time," has finished production at First National's Burbank studios and is now being edited and titled.
"Lilac Time" will be one of First National's biggest specials
for the season of 1928-29. It is a love romance behind the
French fighting front during the war. While the war hovers
over it; furnishes the threatening backgrotmd and, in one
superb airplane fighting sequence, comes directly into the
picture, "Lilac Time" is not a war film. It is a romance and
as such was acted on the stage for three seasons by Jane
Cowl, and as such John MoCormick has produced it and
George Fitzmaurice directed it.
"Lilac Time" will be the first picture made
by First National to synchronize sound with
the film through the Firnatone process. This
is the "sound" or "talking" picture process developed by Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
a subsidiary of Western Electric Company,
which has granted First National a license to
use its patents for sound recording and reproduction. The Victor Talking Machine
Company will produce the synchronized score
and sound effects for "Lilace Time," using its
recording experts, its artists and its orchestra.
Colleen Moore as the French peasant girl
heroine has a more emotionally dramatic role
than she has perhaps ever before essayed. Reports from the studio and from executives
who saw parts of the film run off in the studio
projection room state that Miss Moore gives a
splendid performance and one that, in their
belief, will add immeasureably to her already
high prestige. By vote of the exhibitors themselves she is the biggest box office bet among
all screen stars.
It is a new Colleen Moore that the millions
of her admirers will see emerge when "Lilac
Time" is given its first performance, playing
seriously in a serious, dramatic role, yet one
that gives her opportunity for those innumerable little human touches which make her
characterizations so appealing to the public.
She did one of them once before, several years
ago when she acted in Edna Ferber's "So
Big," and gave an unforgettable performance.
"Lilac Time," however, is much lighter in
theme, more romantic in its story and happier
in its outcome.

*

*

*

Ned E. Depinet, First National's general
sales manager, is making arrangements for the
first showing of "Lilac Time," on Broadway
next June.
Gary Cooper
Miss Moore in
rowed for this
fitness for the
porting cast is
notable names

I

plays the aviator-hero opposite
"Lilac Time" having been borSpecial because of his peculiar
part assigned him. The supa long one and contains many
aside from the star and her

Corinne^s First to
Depict Famous
Sea Fight

<»nnHE DIVINE LADY," the first Corinne Griffith proX duction under her new First National contract, will be
one of the biggest specials the company has ever produced,
worthy to rank with "Lilac Time," "The Patent Leather Kid,"
"The Sea Hawk" and "Abraham Lincoln," according to announcement.
It is now in work and is being directed by Frank Lloyd.
Richard A. Rowland, general and production manager, who
presents this Frank Lloyd production, is authority for the
statement that "The Divine Lady" will be one of the greatest
attempts at super-screen production since motion pictures went
in for spectacular screen masterpieces.

First National's
German Studios Active
Two new Defu-First National productions have just gone into work at the
company's Berlin studios and a third is in
the cutting room.
Lianc Haid has been engaged for the
leading part in Robert Land's new production "Two Red Roses," shooting of
which picture for Defu-First National, began recently. Others prominent in the
cast are La Jana and Harry Halm.
Wilhelm Dieterle, the director of Defu's
new special, "The Saint and Her Fool,"
who at the same time is playing the leading male part, has left for Tyrol and
Bordighera, Italy, for the exteriors. He
will be accompanied by Frederik Fuglsang, the famous cameraman, his assistant
and Lien Deyers, the new find, who will
play the part of the Scant in this new hig
production. In about ten days, the company expects to be back in Berlin.
Erich Schoenfelder, prominent European director, has just finished shooting
"The Shop Prince," his latest Defu production. The picture immediately went
to the cutting room. Defu officials who
saw early previews acclaim it an outstanding production toorthy of a place
with Defu's biggest pictures.

"The Divine Lady," E. Barrington's novel
of the
romantic
story and
of England's
greatest admiral.
Lordlove
Nelson,
Lady Hamilton,
England's greatest beauty, was one of the biggest literary successes of recent years. It lends
itself to screen treatment admirably from
every point of view.♦ * *
A spectacular feature of Miss Griffith's special will be tremendous sea fights — the battle
of Trafalgar among them — in which the frigates, in the days before steam transformed
life on the sea, sailed majestically into action.
Lord Nelson's flagship and other famous fighting ships of the campaigns in the Napoleonic
area have been reproduced for the film and
will help to bring out vividly the romance and
color as well as the realism of the early years
of the nineteenth century.

♦ *

*

The
part of Lady
Hamilton
gives Miss
Griffith a wonderful role. The fame of her
beauty, of the men she had loved, of the people in high quarters — even two queens — who
befriended her in the heydey of her triumph as
the wife of Lord Hamilton and the adored
friend of Nelson, the country's idol to whom
she! bore a daughter, centered the world's interest upon her. He husband left her a legacy
of 800 pounds a year, and Nelson left her
100, but it was not enough; she soon began to
show the strain, the beauty that had made her
a favorite model of Rommey and other great
artists faded, the glamour and romance that
had surrounded her♦ vanished.
* *
A great corps of experts has been engaged

leading man — ^Eugenie Besserer, Burr Mcintosh, Fan Mason, Arthur Lake, Emil Chautard,
Cleve Moore, Kathryn McGuire, Jack Stone,
Dan Dowling, Edward Dillon, Lieut. Richard
Grace, Stuart Knox, Harlan Hilton, Richard
Jarvis and Jack Ponder.
Willis Goldbeck made the adaptation from
the play by Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin. The
continuity was written by Carey Wilson.

in research and advance preparation for "The
Divine Lady" for months — many more months
will be required for the filming, money will
not be stinted to make this the outstanding
production of its kind.
In the cast already chosen to support Miss
Griffith arc Victor Varconi, H. B. Warner,
Montagu Love, Ian Keith, William Conklin,
Marie Dressier Dorothy Cummings and Julia
Swayne Giordon.
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in Production Abroad

E. Bruce Johnson, Head of Foreign Department, Announces That Twelve Feature Productions Have Been
Produced hy the Company's German Producing Organization, Defu Pictures — Others Have Been Produced in
England.
Of these pictures already released abroad
by each of these units, not one has failed to
win the praise of every critic. Space here
does not permit reprinting their opinions nor
even excerpts from them, but it is safe to say
that many of these films have met with as
much and more success than many American
pictures which have found ready markets
throughout the world.

THE foreign department of First National
Pictures is no longer just a distributing
organization. It has entered the production
field on its own. The cream of Europe's players from both stage and screen, the creative
power of technical minds so successfully obtained abroad as the steadily increasing number of European films exhibited in America
has disclosed, and the scenic wealth of natural
settings which the old world offers, are all
being pressed into service by this international
producing company, now well advanced on a
picture-making campaign on the Continent
and in the British Isles.

In Germany, First National has set up a
producing organization second to none. That
company, Defu Pictures, has completed within
a period of fourteen months, a dozen feature
productions. Out of these will be selected
the most outstanding, those with the most appeal to the American taste, and they will be
included in First National's release schedule
for the coming year. At the present writing
two have been so classified. "Dancing Vienna,"
a revelation of modern Continental youth,
with Ben Lyon and Lya Mara in the featured
roles, and "The Leap for Life," a story of
love and life in a setting of side show glamour.
This selection offers exhibitors of the world
an unusual combination of releases, both possessing an abundant share of that audience
appeal that won such glowing tributes for
like films of international fame such as
"Variety," "Passion," "Dr. Calagar," etc.
The studios where the Defu-First National
pictures are made, situated in the heart of
Berlin, offer every modern facility, and with
an organization of several hundred employees,
under the guidance of Ray Rockett, formerly
business manager of First National's huge
Burbank plant, this unit was well qualified to
offer the best in film fare.

Center:

La J ana.
star in
GirUs in Paris."

Below:

Lya Mara, who
"Dancing

"My

stars in

Among other Defu pictures now in preparation are many interesting names. An internationally known story which, as a film, is
destined for even greater laurels, is "Therese
Raquin" by Emile Zola. This is among the
new releases and has won unstinted praise
from critics abroad. "Frau Sorge" ("Dame
Care") by Sudermann, is equally well known.
Mary Carr, the famous screen mother, is in
the name part.

By E. BRUCE
Vice-President

JOHNSON

in Charge of Foreign

Affairs
Likewise in England, First National has
started a producing center, and already five
feature pictures have been completed. The
organization is known as First National
Pathe, Ltd. There, too, they have access to
all the country's outstanding picture material.
Famous stories, internationally prominent
players and technical men who have produced
film for a world markei, have been obtained
bv the British unit.

The British pictures, all worthy of special
note are, "Confetti," an original story by
Douglas Furber, author of scores of scripts
both in America and abroad. Jack Buchanan,
late of Chariot's Revue, and Annette Benson
of the London stage, share stellar honors.
"God's Clay," just recently completed with a
notable cast, "Somehow Good," "The Ware
Case," and "Eileen of the Trees," now going
into production, are others. The acquisition
of
rights
to "La Cenato delle
by the
Sem screen
Benelli,
is considered
be ofBeffe,"
great
interest to all exhibitors. It will be remembered that this Benelli story won fame in
America, on the stage, under the title of "The
Jest," featuring John and Lionel Barrj-more.
Viewing dispassionately this new era in film
production, and reflecting upon the state of
international film production of but a short
year ago, the one salient fact that impresses
itself is that today it has become an estabtheory.
"shed industry, whereas before it was merely

Below:
Mary Johnson
preparing for her death-defying leap
in the Defu film, "The Leap for

Vienna."

Life."
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Pictures of Superior Quality
By Richard A. Rowland
General and Production
Ml] Never have I had such a deep conviction as to the superior quality of
jj our pictures for the coining season as at this time.
I was at Burbank only recently and there was a clear note of confidence
everywhere. It was not just a mere hopeful belief that all would turn out
for the best ; tlie men felt sure of themselves and their work.
Since the opening of our new studios, work has been progressing
steadily toward the unit system of operation. I have always felt that
this system was the soundest from both a financial and artistic standpoint.
Recently the studios have been enlarged and the number of stages
increased
"so that
plansof can
be carried
smoothly
and
swiftly
without
the production
hitch and delay
inadequate
space.outMany
economies
have been effected to prevent wastage and to produce pictures at the
lowest cost commensurate with good workmanship.
We have this season more big pictures, specials, than ever before.
"Lilac Time," the Colleen Moore-George Fitzmaurice production, is
completed and there is no question about it being one of the biggest
box office attractions.

New

First National Product

the story, basing it upon Ernest Bell's; ballad
which was made worldfamous by the singing
of Chauncy Olcott. Mulhall is just the actor
for a picture by this title.
"Two

Weeks

Off"

"Two Weeks Off" is a play by Kenyon
Nicholson,
authorandofwill"The
and
Thomas
Barrows
star Barker;"
Miss Mackaill
alone. Frances Weaver, department store
clerk, goes to the Long Island beach for her
two weeks' vacation, and meets a handsome
handy man whom she mistakes for a screen
actor. He smilingly lets: her think so until
a telegram from his employers, a plumbing
firm in Brooklyn, fires him for overstaying
his vacation. Frances, outraged and crushed,
returns to New York, but her friends arrange
an _ interview with the plumber-hero during
which their romance comes to life again.
"The Girl in the Glass Cage"
Miss Mackaill is to be starred alone in
"The Girl in the Glass Cage," by George Kibbe
Turner, author of "White Shoulders" and
"Streets of Forgotten Men," now running
serially in Collier's. Gladys Byrnes is a bigtown beauty who goes back to Main street
to start all over again, but the sins of her
mother pursue her; gossip and calumny trail
her till even the genuine love of the town's
most wealthy youth aids in involving her in a
tangled murder mystery. Miss Mackaill's recognized emotional ability will have a splendid
chance to assert itself in this picture.
Four Coming
Alice White

From

Alice White, diminutive exponent of "It,"
who has leaped from script girl to star in
two years, will be seen in four pictures during
the season. Her work in "Harold Teen,"
"Mad Hour," "The Big Noise" and other recent productions, has stamped her impress
upon the public with unmistakable power. The
critics have singled her out for unstinted
praise ; exhibitors have asked for more pictures with Alice White in them.
"Show

Girl"

So Alice White will be seen in "Show Girl,"
the novel of the humorous escapades and love
affairs of a New York show girl, by J. P.
McEvoy, author of "The Potters," "God
Loves Us," "Americana" and other stage offerings. It is now being serialized in Liberty
Magazine, where it is being read by millions.
Dixie Dugan, the show girl, falls in love with
the press agent, who rescues her from being
kidnaped by a too ardent Nicaraguan lover and
stages a fake kidnaping for publicity purposes.
The story is told with all the natural humor

Manager

tfllAnother great special, with a star name as an additional attraction,
^is "The Divine Lady," starring Corinne Griffith. The great battle of
Trafalgar, in which the combined fleets of Napoleon and of Spain were
crushed, will make one of the most thrilling spectacles in the history
of the screen.
We have another big special in the Broadway hit, "The Barker," a story
"of circus life, in which Milton Sills will star. Richard Barthelmess will
have an unusually strong series.
There will be two George Fitzmaurice specials, "La Tosca" and
"Changelings." Billie Dove will be featured in "La Tosca," probably
the most powerful dramatic production ever written.
"The Whip," the great Drury Lane sporting melodrama, "The Squall,"
one of Broadway's greatest dramatic hits, "No, No, Nanette," one of the
most successful stage comedies, "The Butter and Egg Man," featuring
Jack Mulhall, are our other great specials. Charlie Murray will star in
a series of excellent comedies and Ken Maynard wiU produce six of the
best out-door thrillers.
Besides these we have the strongest lineup of star and story productions we have ever offered.

Continued from page

and

odd conceits of character which
distinguish McEvoy's writings.
"On the Air"
"On the Air," from the book of radio short
stories by Paul Deresco Augsburg, will give
Miss White an opportunity to reveal the more
dramatic and emotional sides of her acting
ability. She plays the part of Pansy, a waitress who had once been the girl of Al McLean, heavyweight champion. He is fighting
Jim Jordan, the challenger. Pansy, who had
been kicked out and given a black eye by Al,
in the exaggeration of his importance, bets
on Jordan, hoping bitterly that Al is defeated.
But when the radio announcer tells of Al's
taking the count, her love revives and she telegraphs Al she is coming to him.
"Bluffers" "Rosie of the Ritz"
There will be two other vehicles which will
serve to help introduce Miss White into First
National's galaxy of stars. One of these is
"Bluffers," a short story by Robert S. Carr,
whose stories of flappers and high school boys
in Smart Set have attracted much attention.
The other is an original screen story by
Charles Beahan and Garrett Fort called "Rosie
of the Ritz," which also has a youthful angle
that will give Miss White's personality and
acting ability full scope.
Charlie Murray Will
Have Four Stories
Four fitting stories have been selected as
vehicles
Charlie Murray
'Murrayhasand
his well
brand
of farcicalforhumor.
stood
to
the front among the laugh-makers of the
screen through such pictures as "McFadden's
Flat," "Vamping Venus," "The Gorilla," "The
Life of Riley" and "Flying Romeos."
"The Lying Truth"
Ralph Spence, author of "The Gorilla," has
written an original vehicle for Charlie Murray's use. It is "The Lying Truth," in which
Charlie will play the role of a yokel who is
tricked by a confidence of ignorance, steps out
and becomes a millionaire, and wins a girl to
boot.
"The Sport of Kings"
Ian Hay Beith's notable stage success, "The
Sport of Kings," has also been acquired for
Murray's use. It is a race track comedy in
which a pious and straight-laced domestic
despot is inveigled into betting on the races.
He loses his money, gets a wetting at the
hands of indignant bookmakers. His wife's
innocent placing of a bet when she thought
she vras ordering groceries recoups their fortunes and deflates her husband's self-righteousness.

35

"Wine,
Woman
and Song"
"Wine, Women and Song," the musical comedy success, will be another Murray vehicle.
It will show him venturing among the charming ladies of gay Paree whose ways of helping a man to spend his money are astounding.
"Charlie's Night Out"
"Charlie's Night Out" is an original story
with unlimited laugh possibilities, with a Murray role that is a top-notcher.
New Series from
Ken Maynard
Ken Maynard has developed during the past
year into one of the biggest draws in the
theatre. Ken's wonderful riding ability, his
skill as an actor, the human interest of the
outdoor action stories of the West in which
he appears, together with the intelligence of
his horse, Tarzan, have won this star a large
following. The winning of that section of
our country from the Redman; the introduction of law and order ; mystery and adventure
on the plains ; outdoor feats of daring and
heroism — these are the qualities in the Ken
Maynard pictures which have made him a favorite with men, women and children alike.
"The Glorious Trail"
"The Phantom City"
"The Royal Rider"
"The Lawless Legion"
"Cheyenne"
"Wells Fargo Express"
First National has signed up for a new
series of six Maynard pictures during the coming season. Their titles alone are sufficient to
give exhibitors and fans a foretaste of what
is in store for them — "The Glorious Trail,"
"The Phantom City," "The Royal Rider," "The
Lawless Legion," "Cheyenne" and "Wells
Fargo Express." The inseparable cotijpanion
of the star in all of these pictures will be
Tarzan,
screen. pronounced the wonder-horse of the
Other Specials
Are Listed
There will be a number of other specials
aside from the ones named under the star who
will head the all-star cast.
"The Whip"
"The Whip," that English melodramatic
classic of the turf — one of the famous Drury
Lane melodramas — is now being filmed on a
gigantic scale under the direction of Charles
Brabin. Sam E. Rork is production supervisor. Bernard McConville made the screen
(Continued on page 49)
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the

Moving Picture

''^Little Pictures with the Big Punch" which has presented news,
short features and serials.

Short Feature
Releases
WEEK

OF MAY

6

EDUCATIONAL — "Fandango," Lupino Lane, two;
"Never Too Late," Cameo, one; "The Wandering
Toy," Hodge-Podge, one.
F B O — "Mickey's Wild West," Mickey McGuire, two.
M-G-M — "Sanctuary," Oddities; "Fair and Muddy,"
Our Gang, Hal Roach.
PATHE— "Mark of the Frog," No. 7, two; "A Jungle
Triangle," Aesop, two-thirds; Pathe Review, No.
19, one-third; Topics of the Day, No. 19, onethird; RarebitB, two-thirds.
PARAMOUNT — "Cruising the Arctic," Novelty, two;
"Gold Bricks," Krazy Kat, one.
UNIVERSAL— -"Moneyl Money! Money!" Snappy,
one; "Newlyweds' Imagination," Newlyweds, two;
"The Haunted Island," No. 7, two; "Sailor George,"
Let George Do It, Stem Bros., two; "The Untamed," Western, two.
WEEK OF MAY 13
EDUCATIONAL— "At It Again," Mermaid, Monty
Collins, two; "Felix the Cat in Arabiantics," one.
F B O — "Restless Bachelors," Kamival Komedies,
two; "Big Berthas," Standard, two; Newslaffs No.
19. one.
FOX — "Follow the Leader," Animal, two; "Sea
Breezes," Varieties, one.
M-G-M— "The Virgin Queen," Events; "The Kid's
First Fight," Chase.
PARAMOUNT — "Love's Young Scream," Christie,
Duffy, two; "Koko Lamps Aladdin," Inkwell Imps,
one.
PATHE — "Mark of the Frog," No. 8, two; "Famous
Playgrounds,"
Sportlight,
"Coast
Aesop, two-thirds;
Pathe one;
Review
No. to20,Coast,"
one;
Topics No. 20, one-third.
UNIVERSAL— "Hungry Hoboes," Snappy, one; "The
Haunted Island," No. 8, two; "Women Chasers,"
Stern Brothers, two; "Fighting Destiny," Western,
two.
WEEK OF IWAY 27
EDUCATIONAI
"Felix the Cat in In and OutLaws," one; "Navy Beans," Big Boy — ^Juvenile,
two; "Landlord
Blues," Curiosities, one.
F BO— "Silk Sock Hal," Karnival, Al Cooke, two;
Newslaffs No. 20, one.
FOX — "Jack and Jilted," Imperial, two; "Lords of
the Back Fence," Varieties, one.
M-G-M— "That Night," Davidson.
PARAMOUNT— "A Gallant Gob," Christie Dooley,
two; "Koko Squeals," Inkwell Imps, one.
UNIVERSAI^-"Oh,
What a Knight!"
Snappy,
Oswald, one; "The
Haunted
Island," No. 10, two;
"George's
School Daze," Stern Bros., two; "The •
Dangerous Trail," Western, Perrin, two.

"Camera!'' to Sound at
New Sennett Plant Soon
The new Mack Sciinctt studio is practically
completed and the additional facilities there
provided will make it possible for Sennett to
produce 38 comedies for Pathe during the
season 1928-1929. During his fi\e years of association as producer for Pathe, Sennett has
made more than 20() comedies for that company.
Negotiations have been concluded between
Pathe and Sennett whereby Sennett will continue to produce two-reel comedies for distribution through Pathe.
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Learn to Look for Good Short
Features^ Theatre Tells Fans
Learn to look for good short features. That slogan, adopted from an article
in the sprightly "Overture," brand-new house organ of the Delft theatre at
Marquette, Mich., should be carried in the publication of every theatre. And
those who do not put out house organs would do well to use it in their newspaper advertising.
Real Opening for B. O. Returns
Coupled with the information that the theatre does carry good short features
— and proving it by the titles — the exhibitor places before his public an angle
of exhibition that too often is overlooked by the exhibitor. And if the exhibitor neglects the advertising and exploitation of his short product, surely he has
no right to expect his patron to make any particular effort to inform him
which short feature he likes and which he does not like.
Following out that same line of reasoning, if he gives the public no opportunity
to register its preferences in short features,
then he is losing an opportunity to increase
his returns. If his patrons like a certain
kind of comedy or scenic, surely he is passing up perfectly good money if he does not
give them that kind. If his patrons do not
like the kind of short product he is running, he is making an even greater mistake
in not changing to another kind. The mistake is even more important in this case
because he may blame the long feature and
switch from its type when it may have been
just right.
The exhibitor who does not publicize his
short product is doing one of two things,
according to theatre owners who have gone
through the entire experience: he either is
hurting himself by giving patrons no opportunity to express their likings, or is deliberately throwing away a chance to build up
more patronage.
Suppose an exhibitor in a college town

Newspictures
PATHE NEWS NO. 35— Many kinds of planes are
exhibited in aviation show at Detroit — Major Fitzmaurice of Bremen's crew arrives from Greenly
Island — President Coolidge is speaker at 37th convention held at Washington.
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL No. 34.— Middies
march smartly before Representative Florence P.
Kahn-^Wild welcome is given Costes and Le Brix
on arrival
in Paris — New hiking record is set by
Eleanor
Sears.
MG-M NEWS No. 74.— Thousands in Italy honor
bomb victims and hail king who escaped assassins —
Outboards dash wildly in English contests — Motortion. cycle police ride like Cossacks in San Diego exhibiKINOGRAMS NO. 5390- Wilkins flies .icross the top
of the world — ^Ray Keech sets new auto speed record of 207^ miles an hour — Americans meet defeat
in six day bike race in Paris.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS .\o. 79.— Paris acclaims
Costes ami Le Hrix. landing after 3.S, 000-mile
flight around the world — General Nobile starts for
North Polo in dirisible — Floyd Bennett, avialor, is
buried witli niilit.irv bo?i(>rs at .*\rlinplon.
FOX NEWS NO. 60— Major Fitzmaurice flics to
Murray Bay with Duke Schiller — Ancient Arab
fete celebrated in Egypt — Famous French race
won by 24 to 1 shot.

has billed a short comedy of campus life.
He fails to mention it in his house organ
or in his advertising. Is he passing up a
chance at additional patronage? The answer is obvious. Of course he is. .\nd yet
in many instances similar mistakes are made
simply through a bad habit of confining the
advertising to the long feature.
The importance of the following quotation from the "Ouverture" lies in the fact
that the subject is placed squarely before
the patron.
Has Own Place of Dignity
"The day when the 'feature' picture was
the whole show and 'short subjects' were
nothing more than time-killers, is long since
past," the Delft theatre tells its public. "The
short subject now occupies a place of dignity on every movie program, and rightly
so. Many of the short subjects made today
equal — and sometimes surpass — feature pictures in entertainment value, beauty of phoand downright
cleverness."
There istography
nothing
new about
the foregoing
statement. It has been said time and again
in these columns. But here the exhibitor is
telling his patrons about it.
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"The Mikado

In

of Jazz"

Chicago Norshore
Week Ending April 29
Al Kvale entertained the fashionables and coUegrians of the North Shore in this presentation under
the banner of "Jazz Minstrels of 1928," with himself
working between Coleman Goetz and "Pork Chop"
Erers in' a series of gags.
Besides that, the popular young conductor put his
jazzicians through their paces, rendering special arrangements of such numbers as "Hot Fever" and
"There Must Be a Silver Lining."
Following the opening with the ballet dancing to
"Bring Back the Minstrel Days," and a number by
the band, Al and Jack Rand offer a few songs and
dances. Follows the band and ballet, after which
"Back in Your Own Backyard" and "Angel" were
sung by a songstress unlisted on your reporter's
engraved program. Thereupon, Coleman vocalized
"Today Is Tomorrow," yielding the spotlight to the
Five Crackerjacks, who caused a small riot of pleasure among the customers with dancing of the acrobatic variety. And, except for the grand finish,
that's all there was, there wasn't anymore to this
stage show.
The picture was Universal's "The Cohens and
Kellys in Paris."

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending April 28
On the stage this week is "Pagoda Land," with
three particularly good acts. Irene Taylor, who is
a blues singer sang "I'm a Good Gal and I Ain't Got
Nobody" and one other song. The Calfornia Humming Birds, with Adier, Well and Hermann, were
good with some novelty and comedy songs.
The third act was that of Gus Molcay. This man
plays the mouth organ in' real modern style. 'Wallace
and Cappo are eccentric dancers and sing a comedy
number or two.
The big chorus number is the dance of the Chinese
dragon, whence the act gets its name. The stage
band feature "As Long as I Live."

New

York Capitol
Week Ending May 5

"Leap Year Fancies" a Boris Petroff production
featuring Walt and his Caps — with, a treat, Willie
Solar!
Opening •with a chorus dance by the Leonora
Debutantes, to introduce Billy Rolls — another dancer,
but so different, and so entertaining that he's a hit.
Walt Roesner's unique arrangement of introducing
the "Hottest Man in the Band" (himself, finally) is
put over with the assistance of a very nice little
girl — a lot of proposals, songs by different girls, and
business by Walt.
Mona Lee, a new girl from California, wins attention by her difficult acrobatic dancing, and gets a
lot of applause.
George Lyons, harpist, plays both ballads and i)opular jazz on the harp, and goes over in great style —
giving two encores.
Willie Solar — everybody knows him! Clicks in his
\Mual big-time style — nuff sed.
Janet Winters and the entire company put the
finishing touches on this presentation, and it may be
pronounced as a perfect show.
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Theatres

Novelty Stunts
and Community
Solos Liked
The Type of Solos to Be Offered
Rests of
Upon
the Class
People

A scene back-stage showing Louis McDermott,
production manager of the Oriental theatre, Chicago,
going over the script of "The Mikado of Jazz," Paul
Ash's first Chicago stagehand unit now touring
Publix theatres. Paul Ash, the jazz king, himself
can be seen in the center looking down at McDermott's hand. Sitting down on left are the cute Darling
Twins as the "Little Girls From School." Reading
from left to rig'ht are Arch Cannon as "Nanki-Poo,"
Evelyn 'Vee as "Yum-Yum," the 4 Kimiwa Japs,
Willard Andelin as the "Great Poo-Bah" and Bob
La Salle as "Koko," who is starred in this cast of all
featured roles. This unit travels intact and the role
of the "Mikado" is played by the band leader of
each theatre. The version is a modem idea of Gilbert
and

Sullivan's

famous

opera

called

"The

Mikado."

ORGANISTS!
You're looking for something special for Mother's
Day — aren't you?
An appropriate song is
"God's Greatest Gift"— and
a small special set can be
had NOW.
Supply is limited.
Write or wire
VILLA MORET, INC.
(The 'Voice of tbe West)
At their New York. Ctiic^o or San Francisco Offices
— order your slides — now
New
York
Chicago
1595 Broadway 604 Woods BIdg.
San Francisco:
935 Market Street

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
Reports and requests keep pouring
into the office of this department asking the same puzzling question that
has confronted every exhibitor of a deluxe or neighborhood motion picture
theatre, and that is, "will community
singing last?"
This
question for
has quite
confronted theatre
managers
some time. It is rather difficult to answer in the affirmative for the simple
reason that any form of amusement
that has to deal with the public is confronted with a very fickle class of peoIt would not be very wise for us
nor ethical to make cold blooded statements that community singing is not
a worth-while novelty and that it degrades theatres. This is not always
the case as it mostly depends on the
ple. of people attending the theatre
class
as well as the location of the house.
It Depends on Your Audience
For instance one deluxe theatre in a
business district may feature community singing and do a marvelous business where on the other hand a neighborhood theatre will cater to the better class of music and still hold its
own at the box-office. That accounts
for the difference in taste and the opinions of audiences as well as the type
of entertainment they require.
From the past experience, we know
for a fact that there any number of
deluxe theatres who depend largely on
community singing for a draw at their
box-office. Among these theatres are
organists such as Ed Meikel at the
Harding theatre, Chicago, Henri
Keates at the Oriental, also of Chicago,
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and a great number of outlying houses
who have a community stunt at least
twice a week if not every day.
We want it distinctly understood
that we are not trying to discourage
the practice of community singing, we
are more or less interested in the progrf-.s of the motion picture theatre in
all its phases and our interest is purely
and simple of the construction nature
from the standpoint of theatrical press
and news service.
The quickest and easiest way to explain why community singing is a
great asset to one theatre and a terrible detriment to another, is the example of "a prize fighter and a university professor." By that we mean,
just reverse the living conditions of
these two humans and you know right
well that there is bound to be distress
for the simple reason that one is not
accustomed to the various modes of
living as the other is. We do not necessarily mean to compare theatres who
do community singing as "prize fighters" but it is just a mere example of
how to class a certain item.
If your theatre really wants community singing, then by all means get
an organist who is capable of doing it
right, but on the other hand if you
feel the least bit doubtful about it then
by all means give your audience a
straight solo or more toward the classic for after all you must give your
public what they pay for.

Paul Ash Will Get
Huge Reception
Elaborate arrangemente are being planned for a
reception to Paul Ash, "Rajah of Jazz," when he
arrives in New York May 7th from Chicago prior to
making his Broadway debut at the Paramount theatre on May 12th.
The Lyres Club, a social organization of musicians,
of which Ash is a member, will turn out en masse
to meet him when he steps off the Twentieth Century.
Among the prominent Lyres who will welcome Ash
to New York will be Ben Bernie, George Olsen, Paul
Specht, Tommy Gott, Mike Speciale, Freddie Rich,
Vincent Lopez, Nick Lucas and other prominent
orchestra leaders.
A number of Broadway's celebrated entertainers
and loveliest girls will also turn out for the Ash
arrival. The night of his arrival the i>opular jazz
band leader will be guest of honor at a dinner
tendered by the Lyres in their clubhouse on West
46th St.

Sheridan Theatre, Chicago,
Boosting Verne Buck
Immediately upon the heels of Paul Ash's leaving
Chicago the Sheridan theatre also of the same city,
announce in' newspaper advertisements a huge stage
frolic headed by a cast of well-known artists and
featuring Verne Buck and his boys.
The new addition to this billing is "Best Stage
Band in Chicago." There is no doubt Verne Buck
has a fine bunch of musicians and is well liked in
this theatre and the management of theatre has the
privilege of exploiting same as they see it.

DEAN
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Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in
presentation may discuss important matters
bearing upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only signed letters will be published.

You CanY Go Wrong

PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: In reply
to your last letter, I regjet the answer has been much
delayed on account of our change of policy. And
now, will you please answer ray queirtion which has
been in all my letters and never answered and, that
is how and where can I get a copy of Exhibitors
Herald when I want one. Very truly yours. — W. H.
Pond, Organist, Kunsky Theatres Corp., Detroit,
.Mich.

'my OHIO HO(Y\E."

PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Thought
I would drop you a few lines to let you know how
things are going.
We played six weeks in London to great success
and are returning there again later. At present
are down on the French Riviera, having just closed
at the famous "Casino" and Carlton Hotel, Monte
Carlo and are now back in Cannes for a return engagement at the Casino here.
It is just wonderful down here and we are staying
to the end of the season which ends in about three
weeks. How is everything going in Chicago? Sure
hope all is O. K. We were quite homesick at first
but now that we are used to the French public and
they have treated us so nice we feel much better.
The other night we appeared before His Majesty,
the King of Sweden, command performance at Giro's.
Monte Carlo and were so surprised when he called
us to his table after our number.
Don't know how long we will be over here as we
have several offers for Paris and Germany, and
will probably take some of them up before returning
to the U. S. A.
Would appreciate a line from you if you have time.
Sister Edith joins me in sending our very best wishc»sincerely — Dick Barstow, Paris, France.

'D. A MOM A"
' iA SHADY TREE"

Brooke Johns Won't
Replace Paul Ash
Rumors and reports that Brooke Johns would

replace
Paul Ash in Chicago seems to have been spiked
for according to newspaper announcements. Johns
will not replace Ash. On the first week of Paul's
absence a real big banner show will be presented
to the patrons of the Oriental by a cast of stars
headed with Van and Schenck on the stage.
Jesse Crawford noted organist will be the guest
organist on the same
program.

THERE

'BABY YOUR MOTHER'
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''CHANGES"
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7..FELL

In Person
Now and then the Piccadilly theatre. Chicago,
shows sign of life by at least following the footsteps of the other theatres if not in their own
original stunts. This week newspaper advertisements
also announce the personal appearance in their theatre of Sylvia Kamis and Bill Perkins winners of
the Piccadilly collegiate dance conteet. It seems that
everybody is running a dance contest now-a-days.
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Production
ChicagoDept.
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Balaban & Katz in affiliation with Publix will offer
their annual "Take a Chance" week at their Chicago
theatre, Chicago, next week. The program will consist of a huge stage show and a first-run feature
with the entire nature of the bill being kept a secret
until patrons are in the theatre.

and
Marbro theatres. Chicago, two of the most exclusive
motion picture houses, are featuring in their stage
show this week Vernon Lytel and Barbara Mundlock
winners of the national eccentric dance contest.

BE
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"Take a Chance," with
B & K This Week

Dance Contest Winners
Win Stage Contract
Marks Brothers who operate the Granada
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STAGE

SHOWS

Week

Ending April 28

"Jazz Minstrels of 1928" wae just another minstrel
show on the schedule of the Oriental's programs for
this year, although the new and striking stage decoration left the audience believing they had seen something very different than the orinary run' of shows.
The old song (I believe the name is:) "Minstrels
on Parade" was veiy sincerely sung by Art Dickson
as the opening number and the Abbott Dancers
arrived in minstrel colors of black and white doing
some peppy steps and were assisted with vocalization of various tunes including "Old Man River" on
the part of the orchestra arid Art Dickson.
Paul Ash then introduced an old veteran of
minstrel days by the name of "Porkchop Evers" and
he put over the modern song "There Ought to Be a
Law Against That" in oldtime minstrel fashion.
The band then stepped on "Hot Fever" with all the
pep in the world and after that some hot steps were
demonstrated by Al and Jack Rand, who received a
big hand. Joe Manning's singing of "Lila" was performed in such perfect old-style manner that it
made one feel they were back in the days when Eddie
Leonard was at his best.
The Abbott Dancers again came on the stage doing
a typical minstrel dance with truncheons so much
used with old-time minstrel dances.
The Phelps Twins, two wholesome young ladies,
sang two songs "Gee, but I'm Glad I Am Home"
and "Every Woman Knows the Meaning of a Rose"
in the most unique style and did some neat steps
at the end of their act. These girls have splendid
stage presence and received copious applause.
Coleman Goetz, with his green vest, can spoil any
show for this reporter, so if this report is not
enthusiastic we will have to put the blame on him.
However, he seems to have many friends among the
Oriental audience and received a good hand when
he sang "Today Is the Tomorrow You were Worrying
About" or some such foolish title that he alone seems
capable of fabricating.
Five negro acrobatic dancers performed excellent
work at the closing of this week's presentation.

Atlanta Howard
Week

Ending April 28

Offering "Steppin' High" as his farewell presentation, Ray Teal gathered four of the best acts that
the Howard patrons have seen in a long while.
First to draw a loud hand were the Kikutas Japs,
eight in number,
whose dexterity made one marvel.
Two young and the two elder Carrs proved of
unusual interest with their tap dancing. First the
two youngsters displayed their expert manipulations
of the feet and were followed by their mother and
father with a dance which they gave on the stage
twenty-five years ago. The old-timers certainly drew
the hands.
Nina Hinds and Pearl Leonard, harmony singers
with their baby piano were well liked with their
ultra modern songs.
Last, but not least, came Lew Fink, country rube
who gave a few lessons on how to swim, row and
many other acrobatic feats.
Good applause.
Ray Teal and his boys rendered a hot jazz number to enliven the heavy spirits of opera which seem
to prevail this week.
It was thoroughly enjoyed.
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New York Roxy

Chicago Oriental
Week

HERALD

Ending May 5

The Roxy Symphony Orchestra renders the Prison
Scene from "II Trovatore" as an opening selection
for this week's presentation enacted and sung on the
stage by Viola Philo and Aldo Bomonte, before
special set.
Beatrice Belkin, and the Ensemble, ofifer an
Oriental scene, with dances and songs built around
Arabia, taken from "Caucasian Sketches."
Joyce Coles and Nicholas Daks next present
"Harlequin
and Columbine" — a dance on toes, which
was
well received.
Gladys Rice and the ensemble present "Eli, Eli"
in original language — the setting and arrangement
of this number Is credited to Charles Previn, and
when the curtain is drawn the scene alone draws
exceptional
applause.
A Tinkle-Tot — the dance number held over by request— by the thirty-two Roxyettes, is a most wonderful bit of precision and teamwork amongst the
girls, that they can be called the best trained set
of dancers in the city. They work like clockwork,
and are great.
Credit goes to Russell Markert.
The Gathering of the Clan, — a series of Scottish
songs and dances by the entire company, feature
Beatrice Belkin, Harold Kravitt, The Roxyettes, and
Adelaide De Loca — the numbers, in their order, were:
"Blue Bells of Scotland," "Annie Laurie," "The
Highland Fling, "Bonnie," "Border Ballad" and
"Auld
Lang
Syne."
The finale, with the entire company on the stage,
was a whirlwind of dances and songs, and put over
in big time style.

New Orleans Saenger
Week

Ending April 28

To the tune of "There Is Just a Silver Lining That
It Shining for Me," Are Landry and his stage band
opened the Publix Shows this week and ran merrily
through the gauntlet of ordinary music to crazy
jazz of the jazzest class and back again to the delight of immense audiences at all performances.
While the stage was not elaborately set when the
curtain rose, the finale was a thing of beauty, with
dazzling costumes an-ayed against a background of
stagecraft workmanship, in which the Saenger management justly pride themselves.
Opening the bill were the Paul Oscard Girls,
twelve of them, handsome, vivacious, clad as farmerettes, in blue satin trousers and jumpers, with the
proverbial straw hats, who did clever work with
their feet, followed by Walter Craig and Lila Mann
in a mediocre act of singing, dancing and dialogue.
To those fond of the saxophone, Ruth Granville
proved a source of much enjoyment and received
several encores. The Lomas Family, four men,
stopped the show with Spark Plug, the "horse," the
non-speaking part of the act perfoiTning numerous stunts hitherto unseen in Nev? Orleans; the,
"horse" is capable of working big time alone, thereby
eliminating two salaries, as the members of the
Lomas family impersonating the horse are finished
acrobats.
Chief Eagle Feather, his second time in New
Orleans in six months, made an imposing figure in
full war feathers and costume, but to the minds of
many killed the illusion of the fading race when he
used up-to-date dance steps and music, instead of
the dance of his fathers to the weird music of a
drum and tom-toms, so common even now-a-days
on the reservations. However, he received several
hands.

FRED

KINSLEY
Featured Organist
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New York Paramount
Week

Tommy Wonder, and a wonder he is, does a very
good Russian dance, and the audience chorused,
"Oooh, he's just a little boy" while he was putting
his stuff over — good dancer, and got real applause.
Al Mitchell's impression of the hit "Just the End
of a Story" with the Paramount Stage Orchestra "was
fitted in nicely at this point, and everybody knows
the Paramount Orchestra is all there.
The Foster Girls present a unique offering which
they call "The Spider Web" — consisting of climbing
all over the giant spider's web, posing, and all that
sort of thing — and it was very very good — these
girls are acrobats, too.
Tommy Wonder — a Frisco dance — good work.
Tommy, you're some dancer — and we like you.
Cosia and Verdi, violinists, comedy and straight,
clicked to big returns in their funny rendition of
classical songs on the violin and cello. This pair
are high clasa entertainment, on the slapstick style,
going over big.
Cameos of Chrystal is the title for the finale, with
the entire company, — a very beautiful closing — you
can imagine, when we say it is one of the best
Paramount has ever presented.

New York Strand
Week

i

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

Ending May 5

The Stanley Company presents Leon Navara, and
his Aristocrats of Ja^x in Joseph Plunkett's "Song
andThisDance
Frolic."singing and dancing
rollicking
{Contintied on next page)
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Ending May 5

"Musical Gems" featuring the Florentine Singers.
opens the show at the Crossroads of the World, this
week in special Venetian costumes and setting, a
combination of 28 mixed voices —
"Cameos" is the Publix attraction, by John Murray
Anderson, and opening with "Dance Cameo" by
the Foster Girls, who put this number over with the
music of the Stage Orchestra, Al Mitchell, guest
conductor.
Lett Sisters and Lonise, sing "Ohio Home" and
"Angel Eyes" in beautiful close harmony, their
voices being particularly adapted for this style of
number, and they were well rewarded for their pretty
little songs.

Featured Organist
GREAT

May 5, 1928

The finale, in which the Oscard Girls again predominated, disclosed a wonderful stage setting, the
work of scenic artist Alloy in which members of the
company appeared in colonial costume on a balcony
the girls as British red coats (with bare legs), an
array of midgets fantastically arrayed, ranging from
five feet to twenty feet (made so by stilts), the
stage
band attired in blue military coats with chabill.
peaux, tuneful music__^_^__
and graceful steps closed the
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(Continued from preceding page)
with the big Strand Orchestra rendering "The Drum"
— previously
reported.
The
curtain
rises on the
stage-band,
revealing
the boys in "tux" and high
silk hats, and Leon Navara enters.
Vivienne Glenn follows as a highest kicker, who
does a very pretty routine of dancing and high
kicking and receives good returns. Twelve Greta
Boarman Dancers do a chorus dance, which clicked
favorably with the audience.
Monoff and Gifford, two pretty girls put a little
I)er8onality into two very nice popular songs, and
while these girls haven't got wonderful voices, they
put their stuff over big, and do an encore.
Joe Seller, introduced as the handsome star Jack
Gilbert, appears with a comedy make-up, and does a
vei"y simple dance — so simple it's funny — gets good
returns, and does an encore.
Leon Navara, the conductor of this new orchestra,
certainly deserves much praise — -he alone, as master
of ceremonies, is an entertainer of the highest calibre,
and at this point he does a talk and piano solo, which
we will predict, will make him one of the favorites
amongst Broadway orchestra leaders. He is a very
neat handsome chap, and has oodles of personality
and pep.
The finale was brought about with the entire company, the orchestra, and the featured entertainers —
being another Strand unit of merit.

San Francisco War/ield
Week

Ending April 27

This week's stage presentation, arranged by Fanchon and Marco, took the Warfield audience to
Russia and the trip proved a thrilling one.
Rube Wolf, who is billed as the greatest .showman
since P. T. Barnum, strolled out from the wings and
began talking in Russian, ending by introducing a
Balalaika orchestra of six pieces, the members
dressed in true Muscovite style. Following a Russian
folk song, the orchestra played the "Volga Boatman"
and this was sung with real artistry by a baritone
with the organization.
A sword dancer next offered a real novelty and
proved an adept in handling swords and spears,
dancing gracefully at the same time.
The Warfield theatre orchestra, at the rear of the
stage swung into a number and as it was getting
under way the lights dimmed. When the stage was
lighted once more every member was seen disguised
with a huge black beard. Before the number was
concluded Rube disappeared and when he returned
he was disguised with a beard and coat and cap of
a Cossack. He demonstrated his versatility by singing a Russian air and dancing in true Russian style.
The Cook Sisters, Brunsviack artists, offered a
vocal duet, "Keep Out of the South," followed by
a four-handed piano number. Maxwell and Lee,
introduced as Maxsky and Leesky, two Russian
emigrants, danced in Parisian Apache style. They
won their share of applause.
Led by Robe Wolf the Warfield theatre orchestra
offered "Together." The song was sung by one of
the members, who also gave a novel vocal imitation
of a banjo playing the air. The novel arrangement
brought rounds of applause, necessitating an encore.
BUI Dooley, the Goofy Gob, well known on the
screen, made an appearance in person, doing his old
vaudeville act, which included some rope stunts in
which he "showed up Will Rogers."
The act concluded with a tabloid version of
Tschaikowsky's "Overture 1812," depicting the burning of Moscow and the retreat of Napoleon. The
scene was a very realistic one with snow
falling
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and the burning city casting lurid lights on the
clouds above. A thrilling climax was reached when
guns roared and walls toppled, with the great organ
joining the band to swell the volume of sound. The
sight and smell of powder smoke added realism to
the act.

Chicago Chicago
Week

Ending April 29

WORLD
That stage revues^ are coming more and more to
resemble the vaudeville bill, without the curtain intermissions and changes of scenery, was evidenced
by Le Grohs, acrobats, as a part of the offering. This
is not casting any slurs at the acrobaUs. because they
were good, very good, and got a big hand.
Allan Kane and his Minnesota Serenadere were
on the stage as a background for the acts. Allan
is going over well with his Minneapolis audiences
and presents some snappy musical numbers.

"Gems" is the name of the show at the Chicago
this week. It opens with the band playing "There
Must Be a Silver Lining," and then behind a narrow
slit in a black drop a row of dancing legs is seen.
A vei-y good effect. The drop rises until another slit
reveals the heads of the ballet, then again the legs
and finally the girls in entirety. This is followed by
a fine band number, "My Heart Stood Still." The
band is before a black drop relieved by large red
panels and a huge string of "pearls" draped from
the flies. A member of the orchestra sings the
song, which has a unique and pleasing arrangement.
Roy Schuster follows with a fine impre.i^ion of the
way Bill Robertson performs his wonderful tap dance
on stairs, but after all it is nothing more than a
good imitation, and there are entirely too many good
imitations and impressions of famous folk infesting
presentations at present.
David Rubinoff, the Brunswick recording violinist,
follows with a beautiful reception which wins a
good hand, but he brings the house down with his
comedy playing, chief of which is his impression of
the way "Halleluiah" should be played. He is
excellent for presentation. He encores with comedy
versions of "Among My Souvenirs."
Pauline Gaskins is next with a very ordinary .song,
and an excellent high kicking dance. Burns and
Kisser follow with some good comedy songs, most
humorous of which are a Chinese song and a parody
on "In a Little Spanish Town."
They go over fine.
Rubinoff enters playing "Silver Lining" with the
band as a drop goes up revealing a beautiful setting
with the Ormand Ballet posed in various positions
over the stage. Two girls descend from the flies in
what appear as spinning bubbles. A vei-y pretty
finale.
At another point in the show, the pit orchestra
renders a beautiful overture called "Rigoletto Fantasies," with Gregory
Stone, featured.

"April Oddities" is the- name of the Sheridan
show this week, and the main oddity lies in the fact
that it is better than usual. The show is well put
together, there being no conscious lag in entertainment at any point, and its appeal is well diversified.
The show opens with Verne Buck and the ballet
doing a song together before the band. TTien the
Samuel Twins do a good acrobatic, high kicking
dance, to a good hand.
Joe Ro«g is next with a short song and a fine tap
dance encoring with an original conception of how
the black bottom originated. This is followed with
a band nimiber, "I'm Playing Hide and Go Seek,"
Buck doing a solo hit on the sax. The number is
snappy and wins a good applause.
The Abbott Dancers, in red jumper costumes, do
a good acrobatic dance routine, two of them doing
.short specialtie*-. Collins and Peterson are next with
their comic skit. "The Wise Guy." This is as silly
a thing as you'll ever see yet it produces a good
round of laughter and good applause. The skit contains good lines, a bit of dancing and a lot of horse
play in general. This is followed by a re<iue3t band
number, "When Day Is Done," during which Buck
plays his sax and Frank Wilson sings. Yes, the encore.
of course. The Samuel Twins follow with a harmony version of "Sunshine" and then go into a
team routine much the same as their opening bit.
Jerome, a boy of about 15. is the hit of the show
with his xylophone selections. The boy can play,
and he renders with skill a number of extremely
difficult pieces, but his skill with popular music is
just as notable. The finale opens with Jerome playing
"My Pet." Then Buck sings it over a telephone
to a girl seen in a scrim cutout ahove the band.

Minneapolis Minnesota

Cicero Palace

Chicago Sheridan
Week

Week

Week Ending April 26
New speed records might have been expected at
the Minnesota with the "Fa.st Mail" scheduled as the
stage attraction, but the show was no snappier than
the usual stage revue and far less pretentious than
some which have shown in Minneapolis.
It was a bill marked by a bit more singing than
usual, with Eva Thornton and Myrtle Gordon handling the vocal efforts. Roy Shclton proved a slick
dancer and Eddie Hill, rotund comedian, went over
big with his jokes involving radio and other current
topics.

Koehler and Edith

Ending May 5

The management here in association with Hal Ross
of Ambassador Pictures offered a very clever comedy
routine called "Making Movies on the Stage." The
act featured Lem F. Kennedy, well known Hollywood
director with a cast headed by Miss Chicago of 1927
(Frances Dempscy), Myrtle Hebard and Firman &
Bartoli, winners of the Chicago Aragon Dance Contest and several local people.
The entertainment started off with an announcer
who introduced Sam Firman and Eva Bartoli, second
prize winners of the recent dance contest held in
Chicago at the Aragon ballroom. Both showed their
steps and stopped the show. A little more teaehinp
(Continued on next page)
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Milton Charles (Chicago Chicago) plays just one
piece, "I Still Love You," this week. Words to
the song are flashed on the screen with slides. One
song played by Charles, however, is worth a half
dozen played by some organists. He gets a fine

WORLD
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applause.
Leo Weber, organist at the Stanley theatre, Jersey
City, N. J., certainly knows his "ivories." Al Porgie
caught him doing one of his novelty slide versions
and said he went over with a "bang." Leo was
formerly of Providence, R. I., but judging from the
plaudits he is receiving at this house, it looks as
though he is bound to make Jersey City his permanent address. We certainly wish him lots of luck !
A Young lady who certainly possesses both business
ability and a charming personality is Miss Wolff, one
of the music buyers for R. H. Maey, in New York
City. She is reputed as giving all the music publishers' representatives a fair break.
Leo Cummins and his Boys, ably assisted by Mickey
Addy holds sway at the Granada Grill, here in New
York. These boys are certainly becoming popular
because of their broadcasting over Radio Station
WABC, three times weekly, and judging from their
excellent taste in choosing their programs and from
the repeated requests, I am sure they will be a
I>ermanent feature at both the Grill and over the
air.
Mike Landau and His Orchestra who are being
featured at Will Oakland's Terrace, sure play "sweet
music." Would suggest your listening in to them.
some Sunday night when they broadcast over Station
WHN. in New York City, and enjoy some good
unusual features.
I doubt very much whether the organists of this
country realize the tremendous amount of labor,
talent and money that is spent by the leading music
publishers, in originating slide stunts for them. For
example, the film of Irving Berlin, Inc., employs at
the present time such well known names as : Dave
Dryer, Herman Ruble, Ballard McDonald and Archie
Gottler, who contribute their talents towards slide
stunts, all working under the able assistance of
Benny Bloom. Thi-ee stenographers, two boys and
two clerks round out the complete slide department
of this firm. By the way of mention, the latest slide
stunt, which I hear is a "knock-out," is entitled:
"I Can't Do Without You," and of course features
Berlin's new popular song, of that title.
"Here Comes the Band!" shouts the Radio Audience, as they tune in the Riverside Hour at 9 o'clock
eastern sta:idard time, on Mondays from one of the
many stations of WJZ's blue network. Such spirited
music could only come from the baton of Harold
Sanford. Harold is also identified as the composer
of "Mem'ries," the theme song of the Philco Hour.
"Mem'ries" was recently recorded for Gennett by
Don Bernard and is backed up by Don's interpretation
of the popular waltz ballad, "Was It a Dream?"
Teddy Joyce, that popular chap who was formerly
at Loew^s Palace theatre, Indianapolis, is now the
new Master of Ceremonies at the Penn theatre in
Pittsburgh. Teddy is the breezy sort of fellow that
will capture new friends in Pittsburgh that will be
SB lasting as those friendships created in Indianai)olis.
* * * *
Two exceptionally good features vie for first place
on the excellent bills from Station WAIU, Columbus,
Ohio, namely : The organ recitals of Charles H.
(Slim) Cuppctt, and Doug Norsworthy's State
Rfciitaurant Orchestra broadcasts. Both are so different and incidentally so pleasing that the customers of WAIU insist on repeated performances by
both — and how !
ff
ff
*
And speaking of Columbus — "Button, button, who's
got the button ?" — That's what theatre-goers in
Columbus are asking of Bill Dalton, who resigned
from the Majestic theatre as feature organist. As
yet, Bill has not announced where his new connection
will be, but wherever he goes the house that gets him
will get a "gold mine," as far as organ playing (and
box office receipts) is concerned.

J^Qjm

b^alM'

Chauncey Haines (Chicago Norshore). The organ
solo this week is entitled "Operatic Bits and Jazzy
Hits," allowing an appropriate tie-up of Pagliacci
and "Laugh, Clown, Laugh." The solo was conducted
as more or less of a community sing, with a performer to sing the popular song from the stage.
Haines finished his part on the program with a
straight community sing of "Sunshine." On this
latter, which was easier than the main solo, the
folks let go of their voices a little.
Melvin Peacock (Sheboygan, Sheboygan, Wise),
reports that he did an "Organ vs. Orchestra" solo
this week interpreting jazz vs. opera. The orchestra
upheld the jazz while the organ routed for opera.
The numbers used were "Ice Cream," "Sextet from
Lucia" then organ and orchestra playing "Dolores,"
together. According to the amount of applause it
seems that opera won out at this house, at each
performance. The manager also took part in the
offering by directing and lecturing on the stunt. This
chap also broadcasts every evening and is winning
considerable newspaper
notices for his good work.
Leonard Smith (Chicago Avalon). This hoiise recently
revived organ solos and this week a community stunt
was presented with gag slides and incidental music.
The numbers used were "Chloe," "Let a Smile Be
Your Umbrella," "Among My Souvenirs." Comedy
lines were sung to the tune of "Let a Smile Be Your
Umbrella" using titles of various songs. A German
lyric was flashed of "Souvenir" and old fashioned
illustrations of "Old Apple Tree" for comedy. The
closing number was "Turned Up Nose." This fellow
is receiving newspaper billings. Probably the only
one in Chicago now getting this sort of representation.
John Hammond (New Orleans, Saenger). Selections from Pagliacci, rendered by Castro Carazo and
his orchestra of thirty-five ijieces assisted by John
Hammond at the organ constituted the overture for
the feature film, "Laugh, Clown, Laugh," with Lon
Chaney. As an added attraction Harry Levy sang
a selection from

"Pagliacci."

Henri A. Keates (Chicago Oriental) produced his
own show this week in the cleverly planned production called "Our Revue," and all the action and
interest of a regular show were embodied therein,
such as comedy, love, harmony and the like. Such
songs as "Dolores," Ruth Etting's "When You're With
Somebody Else," "Silver Lining," "Ramona," "Sweet
Adeline" and "My Ohio Home" were used most
effectively.

STAGE

SHOWS

(Continued from preceding page)
on stage mannerisms and routine smoothing will put
this couple in good trim for this sort of work.
Myrtle Hebard followed next in a series of comedy
songs and special material. This young lady certainly knows her stuff and works something on the
order of Mary Haynes. A route on the KeithOrpheum should be the reward for her type of work,
although we understand she is to take part in the
Ambassador productions.
Well now the fun of the evening came next when
the curtain went up on a full stage set with studio
lights and camera on it. At this point the director
Lem Kennedy made his entrance after receiving a
fine reception for his introduction and assisted by
his production staff the enactment of scenes took
place right before the bewildered crowd.
Each scene was first rehearsed then the director
shouted Lights ! Camera ! Action ! and then Cut !
for the end of each scene. At first the players were
excited and made several blunders which injected the
proper amount of comedy that an act of this sort
requires. From the beginning to the finale curtain
the audience were rolling in their seats from laughter
and enjoyment.
The finale was very dramatic and with orchestra
music put the finished punch that got a thunder of
applause. Yes, Exhibitors, we feel sure your theatregoers will shake your hand if you present them with
this sort of amusement.
The best part of it is, that it's snappy, clean
and wholesome comedy and interesting as well.

Number One Song!
"Ramona"

(Leo Feist).

BEST SELLERS
"Back in Your Own Backyard" (Irving Berlin).
"Sunshine" (Irving Berlin).
"My Ohio Home" (Leo Feist).
derson).
"Together" (DeSylva-Brown & Hen"Beloved" (Irving Berlin).
"Mary Ann" (Irving Berlin).
Berlin).
"I Can't Do Without You" (Irving
"Atnong
My
Souvenirs"
(DeSylvaBrown
& Henderson).
"Beautiful"
(Milton
Weil).
"Diane" (Sherman Clay).
"Laugh,& Clown,
Laugh"
Remick
Co.).
"Coquette"
(Leo Feist).
"Chlo'e" (Villa
Moret).

(Jerotne H.

"Let a Smile
Be Your
Umbrella"
(Waterson, Berlin & Snyder).
WAI'nNG — (Irving Berlin Inc.)— A pretty melody
number that is already creating some talk through
the efforts of the Lombardos
Orchestra
and the
co-writer who is the owner of the Savoy Ballroom.
This song looks like ready money.
Words by I. Jay
Faggen', music by Carmen
Lombardo.
IN MY BOUQUET OF MEMORIES— (J. H. Remick
& Co.) — A song that reminds one of Among My
Souvenirs. This song has a good chance of clicking.
This combination of writers have written many of
out past hits. Lyrics by Lewis and Young, music
by Han-y Akst.
MY
ANGEL
(De Sylva-Brown
&
The theme song of the new Fox Super
Street Angel." The writers who have
a specialty of writing theme songs for
turned out another classic. Music by
lyric by Lew Pollack.

Henderson) —
Si)ecial "The
been making
pictures have
Erno Rapee,

* * *

LAST NIGHT
I DREAMED
YOU KISSED ME—
(Leo Feist, Inc.) — A beautiful fox trot with a typical
Gus Kahn lyric and an excellent melody by the
coming fast hit writer. Carmen
Lombardo.

* « *

I WISH I HAD DIED IN MY CRADLE (Before
I Grew Up to Love You) — (Shapiro-Bernstein & Co.)
— A very strong title that develops into a sweet love
song. The lyric writer is now his own publisher
which proves that this song must have laid on the
shelf for quite a while. Words by Lew Brown, music
by Max Friedman.

* * *

MARCH
OP THE MARIONETTES— (Robbins
Music Corp.) — A number on the order of "Parade of
the Wooden Soldiers." Should be great for stage
presentation. Music by D. Savino and Peter De Rose,
lyric by Raymond Klages.

« * *

I LIVE, I DIE FOR YOU—
song of the "Love Call" now
theatre, Chicago. The music
is beautiful as is all music
Lyrics by Harry B. Smith.

(Harms, Inc.)— The hit
playing at the Olympic
by Sigmund Romberg
that this man vsrrites.

« * «

HIDING IN THE CORNER OF YOUR SMILE—
(Sherman Clay & Co.) — From the title you would
imagine it was the story of a midget. However,
it's only a story of a sweetheart who basks in his
sweetheart's smile. One of the writers will be remembered as having written "Blue Heaven" which
was also good.
By Lew Pollack and George Whiting.

* * *

COLLEGIANA— (Jack Mills Inc.)— A hot collegiate
tune with a suitable lyric. Already taking hold in
the East and spreading this way. Lyric by Dorothy
Fields, music by Jimmy McHugh.

* • »

P. S. — Well, Boys!

May is here.

j/i^ ^.
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Incorporated in this department of practical showmanship

of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving

Picture World departments, "Selling the picture to the Public," and "Better Business Builders."

"The Theatre" Begins New Exchange

Let's begin a new house organ exchange! In the past "The Theatre" has run a house organ, exchange and many (exhibitors profited by it, but the list has inaccuracies, so herewith we begin a brand new one. All those desiring to become

members send in your name
tvill be added to the list.

to "The Theatre" at once. Just sign the coupon at the bottom of this column, and your name
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Novelty Ballyhoo
Crowd''
For "The
The manager

of the Rialto theatre, Tulsa,

Oklahoma, ran a snappy campaign on "The
Crowd," Metro-Goldw3'n-AIayer picture, featuring an unusual ballyhoo and appropriate
advertising cards.
Two very attractive girls were used on the
streets dressed in red capes and red caps.
Novelty envelopes were handed out by these
young ladies on Saturday. The caption on the
envelope was as follows : "Go where 'The
Crowd' goes." Bottom corner read : "See Inside." Inside on card, was the following copy:
"You are in danger of missing the Season's
Best Screen presentation at the Rialto if you
miss King Vidor's first picture since 'The Big
Parade' — 'The Crowd.' Join the crowd and
sec it." Each envelope was sealed. These
young ladies visited the three leading hotels
in the city and their appearance created a
proal (leal of excitement and interest.

The house organ exchange offers an
unusually fine opportunity for exhibitor cooperation and mutual aid. The
purpose is to exchange house organs
with other exhibitors. The house organ
of one exhibitor may help you to make
yours better, and yours will prove
helpful to others.
The way "The Theatre" house organ exchange works is as follows : You sign the
coupon below and mail it to "The Theatre."
This signifies your willingness to exchange your
house organ with any other exhibitor who
offers to exchange with you. The names
received by "The Theatre" will be carried in
the house organ exchange list at regular intervals. All you have to do to exchange
house organs will be to write any or all of
the exhibitors listed in the exchange and ask
him to trade house organs.
The reviving of the house organ exchange
comes at the suggestion of R. H. Zerbel, manager of the Delft theatre, Marquette, Mich.
Zerbel writes: "An exchange of ideas is, of
course, always beneficial and I believe that in
almost every- other field of endea\or where
house organs are used there is always to be
^ound an interchanging mailing list. ... It
seems to me that in this way a lot of valuable
results could be obtained." His entire letter
is carried on this page.
In looking over Zerbel's house organ, which
he calls "Overture" (and what a good name
that is!), we find many good ideas that any
exhibitor can use (the front cover is reproduced on this page). We find a story about
the way he makes and shows local newsreels
in his theatre ; another about a mid-week
special musical night used in addition to the
regular program ; another about his Friday
Family nights ; and still another about a short
subject contest. All of them furnish good
ideas for other exhibitors. Sign the coupon
below, men, and let's start this new house
organ exchange off with a bang. And remember, send your house organs to "The Theatre."
Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World.
407 S. Dearborn St..
Chicago. III.
The Theatre:
Please list me in your house organ cvchange :
Name
Theatre
Address

Editor, "THE
Dear Sir:

THEATRE"

I nm enclosing a copy of the first edition of our new house organ, which is
hereafter to be a iceekly feature of this
theatre.
An exchunge of ideas is. of course,
always beneficial, and in this connection
I believe that in almost every other field
of endeavor ivhere house organs are used
there is always to be found an interchanging mailing list.
Perhaps the same thing exists in this
industry, although if it does, I am not
fam.iliar with the fact, but would like to
see somebody sponsor it if it does not.
In other words, I would be very glad to
mail out several dozen copies of our house
organ each week if in return that many
exhibitors would mail me copies of theirs.
It seems to me that in this way a lot
of valuable results could be obtained.
What do you think of the idea and what
do you think can be done towards starting a movement in this direction?
Yours very truly.
R. H. ZERBEL.
Manager, Delft Theatre,
Marquette. Mich.

Texas
Theatre
Runs
Ad Trailers in Store
Cedgwick Coppock, house manager of the
Texas, San Antonio, demonstrated his foresight recently when he prevailed upon the
owner of a vacant store in the heart of the
business district of the city to let the Texas
erect a temporary screen in the window of
the store.
Coppock used a plain bed sheet in tite window for a screen, and used a portable projector with reversed film, back of the screen.
Six hundred feet of trailers on "Red Hair"
and "SorrcU and Son," current and coming
Texas pictures, together with policy trailers,
were run off every night for two weeks, with
enormous crowds watching the novelty stunt
every night.
The sunt into
proved
lie ven,-people
successful, and brought
the totheatre
who would not have come it they had not
been sold by the pictures they saw in the store
window.
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In My Opinion —

\_Letters from ReadersJi
Editor,
The Theatre.
Dear Sir:
In your current issue you give what is purported to be the correct solution of the "21
puzzle." Based on the wording of the puzzle
as originally given by you, your solution may
be correct, but according to the wording of
the original puzzle, the solution is not correct :
I understand the puzzle was originated by
Sam Lloyd. (The arrangement of these figures must show 1-3-5-7-9 in each column.)
Now, here are rules, and in presenting
this puzzle, these rules must be based in this
manner :
above).
(1) Use the figures on this board (or
(2)
tal of 21.ADD six of the figures to make a to(3) times.
No one figure may be used more than
three
The Edwards theatre, Sarasota, Fla., took on the atmosphere of the "big top" when John
RingUng joined forces with Manager George Hoffman to put over United Artists' Charlie
Chaplin picture, "The Circus." A real circus ticket wagon was used for the box office, and
sawdust covered the lobby and theatre floors. A detailed story on the stunt was carried in
last week's Herald-World.

Coupon Sales Go from $300 to

99

$2200 on Lee's ''My Best Idea

It takes good promotion to make a sales proposition jump more than 700 per
cent in four years, yet this is the accomplishment of M. G. Lee, owner of the Lee
theatre, Cuthbert, Georgia, with the sale of coupon books in connection with
his anniversary celebrations. He calls these annual coupon sales his "My Best
Idea," which makes him M. B. I. Number 18.

"My Best Idea" No. 18
By M. G. Lee
tpACH year in order to celebrate Lee Theatre
Anniversary Week, we place on sale coupon books good for $2.50 worth of admissions
for only $1. This sale starts on Monday
morning and ends Saturday night. The first
year's sale was only $300, the next year's $900,
the following $1,100, and this year $2,200.
For 30 days after this sale closes cash receipts are verj- small of course, but the actual
attendance is practically doubled. After the
coupons have been used by a patron he can
return the back of the book for 25 cents and
buy another book for $2.25 ($2 cash and one
back). Everyone is looking for bargains and
this causes more favorable comment for the
theatre than anything I have ever tried unless

pass. Each person in a radius of 20 miles
receives a birthday card and two passes and
a program a few days before their birthday
rolls around.
I am enclosing a photo of a weekly program
board that I have been using for some time
with marked success. I buy 11 by 14 photo
sets and insert one for each day's showing in
each board. I change six times a week and
place out around town and nearby stores 24
of these frames. In order to do this I buy
three sets of the photos of each picture. This
I could get a patent on but I prefer to pass it
along to other exhibitors for what it is worth.

The puzzle was placed on a large board in
front of the theatre a week in advance of the
opening date of the picture. I called it the
"Mystic Arabian puzzle" and had one onlooker
tell me "those damn Arabs can do more tricks
with
figures as
thanyou
anybody
else."
Solutions
suggest
came in by the
wholesale. This one also appeared : 3 plus 3
plus 3 plus 1 plus 11 equals 21.
But in the San Antonio case ; As each contestant would arrive at some solution, he or
she would tell others and the solutions would
be copied. They came in by the thousands.
All during the week, there appeared but about
seven correct solutions.
Then on Friday, the last day of the puzzle,
correct solutions came in fast. On scraps sf
paper, anything, by newsboys and others.
Hastening to the front of the theatre I discovered some lad about fourteen years of age
had been smart enough to visit a book store

it is the "My Best Idea" Number 5 as given
by Hoxey C. Farley, which I have also been
using for several years.
This is the birthday

The Lee theatre, owned by M. G. Lee, at
Cuthbert, Go.

The solutions offered by you permit the use
of sub-totals, which under the above rules are
not allowed, and which are not necessary to
the solution.
To begin with, there must be some reason
why the figures are listed in three columns.
Othewise you could show just one column of
the figures and then authorize the contestant to
use any of the figures three times.
Let's take the rules under the original puzzle. It says "USE THE FIGURES ON THIS
BOARD" but it does not say HOW to use
them. Therefore, each column is totalled, giving this result:
25
25
25
Rule 2 says ADD six of the figures (not of
the original figures shown) to make a total of
21, hence : 2 plus 5, plus 2 plus 5, plus 2 plus
5 equal 21. And in doing this you have complied with rule 3 that no oae figure may be
used more than three times.
In going back a little into ancient history, I
understand this puzzle appeared in this form
about eighteen years ago in the Saturday Evening Post, although I cannot give you the
exact date. But the following incident will
serve to show its age.
I have used this puzzle for the past four or
five years in exploiting various pictures, and
recall about three years ago used it while
working
on Antonio,
"The Arab"
at the Empire theatre in San
Texas.

Photo frames used by M. G. Lee for his
Lee theatre.

and found
searching
an old "puzzle
book"
had
the through
correct solution.
Not satisfied
with that, he took the book to the front of
the theatre and was showing everybody how
it was done.
I have always advocated the use of this
puzzle on a large board, say, 8 by 4, placed
in front of the theatre, as it serves the purpose of "selling" the current attraction as well
as the forthcoming one. And I know from
experience it will keep people standing there
by the hour trying to work it.
Regards. — W. G. Bishop, field pubrepresentative,
Pictures,licity
Detroit,
Mich. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
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"No, No, Nanette"
A special will be made from the successful
musical comedy, "No, No, Nanette," which at
one time was being shown by five companies
in this country, by another in London and two
or three in other European countries. It ran
for a full year in Chicago, and had long runs
in New York, Los Angeles and other big
cities. "No, No, Nanette" was a stage comedy,
"My Lady Friends," by Frank Mandell and
Emil Nyitray, before being musicalized. It
had a book life before that, the stage comedy
having been founded upon May Edington's
novel, "Oh, James." The Atlantic City settings of the story will give opportunities for
splendid backgrounds. It is probable that the
screen version will be made with synchronized
musical and sound accompaniment by the Firnatone process, the right to use which has
been acquired from Electrical Research Products, Inc., in conjunction with the Victor Talking Machine Company.
"The Squall"
"The Squall," Jean Bart's play of gypsy lure
and hot-blooded youth and middle-age in
Spain, which ran for more than a year on
Broadway, has every element that makes the
big film special. Nubi, the wild gypsy girl,
who takes refuge with a Spanish family and
soon has both father and son in love with her,
is the central character.
"The Butter and Egg Man"
"The Butter and Egg Man," from George S.
Kaufman's popular stage comedy, is now
being made at the Burbank studios with Richard Wallace directing. Jack Mulhall plays the
featured role, with Greta Nissen, Gertrude
Astor and Sam Hardy in the cast. The "butter and egg man" is a small-town goof who
comes to New York with $20,000 to put into
stage production. The "wise guy" producers
play him for a "sucker," but the tables are
cleverly turned.
"The Changeling"
"The Changeling," from Donn Byrne's
story of that title, will be another of the great
George Fitzmaurice specials for the season of
1928-29. It is packed with color, incident,
emotional stress, with a climactic scene that
will be one of the biggest thrills in film his"The Changeling"
has have
the glamour
and
romancetory. and
emotion that
made Donn
Byrne's books, such as "Hangman's House,"
"Messrs. Marco Polo," step into the best seller
class. A New York policeman is ordered to
get his woman — a dancer who shot her lover
and skipped to Tahiti, where she quickly becomes a favorite. The cop gets her but on
the return they are shipwrecked on an island.
The girl is transformed by love, and when a
ship takes them back to New York years later
she is an altogether different woman. They
have declared themselves man and wife, but
he is the policeman who captured her and
must testify against her. The solution comes
in the court room scene — one of the most
compelling ever written. \Vith a director of
Fitzmaurice's intclligenco, imagination and
ability, "The Changeling" is expected to rank
among the great pictures of the year.
International Successes
to Be Released
During the season throe internationally
known successes will be released. They ha\e

the sophisticated continental flavor. Each of
the three has achieved success throughout Europe. Famous foreign and American stars
appear in them and they have been directed by
try.
men who have set new standards in the indus"Dancing

Vienna"

One of the three is "Dancing Vienna," the
Defu production directed by Friedrich Zelnik,
which has met with such remarkable success
throughout Germany, Austria and other European countries. Lyan Mara, noted Viennese
film star, and Ben Lyon are the stars of this
diverting comedy of the conflict between modern jazz of America and the waltz of Vienna.
Lya Mara, as the dancer, is the exponent of
the old dance music, Ben Lyon, the AustrianAmerican, of the modern jazz. Their love
story has charm and color which only the European can give to a love romance. A big
scene of the film is a dancing festival in the
Viennese opera house.
"The

Strange Case of Captain Ramper"

"The Strange Case of Captain Ramper" is
a Defu picture produced by Frederich Zelnik
under the direction of Max Reichmann. It is
an adaptation of Max Mohr's play, "Der Ramper," which had a great European success.
Paul Wegener, one of the outstanding screen
actors of Germany, appears in the role of Captain Ramper. He will be remembered for his
performance in "The Golem" and other importations from Ufa. Others in the cast are
Kurt Gerron, Herman Vallentin and Mary
Johnson. It is a picture of tremendous dramatic and psychological significance, bound to
create a profound impression.
"The

Ware

Case"

The third international success to be distributed by First National during the coming
season is "The Ware Case," a British First
National-Pathe production from George Pleydell Bancroft's popular novel of that title.
Stewart Rome and Manning Haynes act the
two principal roles. It is a British murder
mystery in which the mystery is but deepened
by the trial. The picture has received the
most extravagant critical praise in England
and is sure to win popularity in this country,
where detective and mystery novels, plays and
pictures are riding on the crest of the wave
of popular success.
Will Offer Three
Mystery Dramas
Three mystery dramas are scheduled for the
new season — and it is one of the most promising series in the "President Group" of releases. The mystery craze is still sweeping the
country — on the stage, on the screen, in books
and magazines.
First National will help ex-

Urges Trade Congress
AtA Chicago
World's Fair
trade congress of international
scope
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New First National Product
adaptation of the play by Cecil Raleigh and
Henry Hamilton. Four box office names head
the cast, Dorothy Mackaill, Ralph Forbes,
Anna Q. Nilsson and Lowell Sherman, with
Marc McDermott, Albert Gran, Louis Payne
and Arthur Clayton in other important parts.
The film will contain one big scene after another— a thrilling motor wreck, race track
scenes, a spectacular train wreck, with the
running of the famous English Derby bringing
the story to a climax.

PICTURE

to adjust problems of commerce should be a high light of the

Chicago World's Fair in 1933, in the
opinion of 35 Bavarian capitalists
now making an extensive business
survey in Chicago.
Dr. Erich Meyer-Gmunden, financial editor of the "Der Munchnor
Neneston Nachrichten," stated a belief that an International Trade Congress could be realized by appointment of a committee by the International Chamber of Commerce, giving
each nation a delegate. He declared
also that an international understanding upon tariff would be the most important consideration toward solving
international trade questions.

hibitors cash in on it by supplying them with
three film mystery melodramas. Exhibitors
who played "The Gorilla" last year know what
this means in additional receipts at the box
office. Deals are still in progress for story
material that will prove ideal for screen treatment— one is by a great writer who supplied
one of the most successful mystery yarns of
the decade.
"The Haunted

House"

"The Haunted House," the mystery farce
by Owen Davis, which made such a hit on the
stage, has been purchased for one of the three
mystery dramas. It will require careful casting, for the actors who supply the mystery
and the drama must also be excellent comedians. A father who has been annoyed by
mysterious sounds — groans, clanking of chains,
scrapings of chairs, etc. — at his summer cottage in Connecticut, procedes his daughter and
her husband there on their honeymoon, deeming that she will be in danger. The bridegroom's old flame appears; there are struggles
in the dark, a tramp is seen running through
the woods with what appears to be a woman's
body in his arms ; there is a gun shot, blood,
a timid country constable, a New York detective, a milkman, an author who is a little
queer; mysterj', more mystery, suspicion, dangers, and comedy. Chills precede laughter,
and follow after it.
"Seven Footprints to Satan"
"Seven Footprints to Satan," by A. Merritt,
is a fantastic tale of a super-fiend of inhuman
intelligence and wonderful ingenuity who
passes himself off as Satan. James Kirkham,
an explorer, sees himself entering his club one
day, is accosted by a well-dressed man and
taken by subway, after police have been led
into believing him insane, to a secret palace of
Satan, a bald-headed, blue-eyed giant, half
Caucasian, half Mongolian. In his palace is
a stairway of ebony steps. On the steps are
seven footprints of shining material. As the
victim goes up the stairway he is given an
equal chance, Satan says, to win his life or
his service against .Satan. If he steps in all
the footprints he is free; but his victims never
step in all because Satan controls the lights
which are supposed to appear whenever the
victim steps in one of the footprints. Kirkham is forced to steal a valuable jewel from
the Metropolitan Museum. He falls in love
with Eve Demarest, whom Satan has chosen
to bear him an heir. With a cockney soldier
whose life Kirkham had saved in the war,
they conspire against Satan, and after a series
of amazing and mysterious incidents, make
up.
good
their escape just as the palace is blown
"Sh!
The Octopus"
The third of the mystery dramas will be
"Sh ! The Octopus," the myster>- comedy
written by Ralph Murphy and Donald Gallalier, which is one of the season's big stage
hits on Broadway. The story, partly horror
and mystery, has an element of comed\- Tuning through it. The action takes place in a
lighthouse on Long Island whither two detectives have gone to run down the criminal
known as the Octopus because he operates b>
submarine. He has the plans for a submarine
that spells disaster for all naval powers. The
action is fast, furious and of a nightmarish
quality in many instances, with the most unexpected persons turning out to be detectives.
From the foregoing list of productions it
will be seen that the name of the new season's
pictures, The President Group, has justly heei;
called such, for First National is puting forth
over>- effort not only to top its own great
production records in past years, but to keep
still further ahead of all competitors in the
making of great motion pictures.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the Box Office Window."
"THREE

SINNERS'

X\| OW and then, just often enough to keep
a person interested in this sort of a job, Hollywood sticks its nose in the air, takes the bit in
its teeth and turns out a ripsnortin' picture.
Such a picture is "Three Sinners," a picture to
look at with both eyes and write about with
both hands on the keyboard.
Polo Negri hasn"t been getting the best of the
breaks, as you know, but this one looks like
she'd had it built for her. For the first time
in plenty of moons, the story is of adult interest
and the plot runs on the through track all the
way. As anyone would have foretold. Miss
Negri does with a thing of this sort what no
other actress in Hollywood or elsewhere ever
dared hope to do. This is, emphatically, her
diet.
The story of "Three Sinners" carries, perhaps fortunately, a quite substantial "moral."
This doesn't intrude until the end, however, and
so the interest doesn't let down. And when it
does come to attention — the moral, I mean — it
is a natural result of causes that have gone before and so there are no headaches.
I had despaired of seeing Miss Negri, or anyone else for that matter, in this type of picture
again. I gave up my last hope of this when I
saw Adolphe Menjou in "A Night of Mystery."
Now, such is life, I find myself hopeful that
e\en he may come back in the sort of picture
for which he was — by nature or however — ^designed.

T. O. Service

deed for a decade of such comparatively peaceful occupation as I have reported on this page.

I find myself unable to fling my hat into the
air and do a dance as a result of having seen

And so I was very confident that the picture's
final wallop would be what the picture's final
wallop was and, for that reason, it was — to me,

"The Enemy." I can state, truthfully and in as
lengthy detail as you may wish to have it stated,

mind you; I don't know about the others — no
wallop at all.

that the picture is excellently acted, that it is
excellently produced, that its direction is su-

And so I end my purely personal report on
"The Enemy." It is a splendidly made, acted,

perb, its composition perfect — even too perfect— and its lesson plain as the nose on your
face. In fact I will state these things. (Yes,

directed and presented picture, but it didn't
give me a thing.

you're right, I have stated them.) All right,
all these things are true. And you can add my

"THE ESCAPE'

testimony to the effect that Miss Lillian Gish
is at her best in the role the picture gives her.
Altogether, a very excellent picture.
I must remind you, however, that I am making no more than a personal report, that I never
make more than that for I know, even better
than you know, that I am incapable — just as
you, or you, or you are incapable — of making
more than that. And, having reminded you of
this fact, I now feel quite free to tell you — if
you're still interested — how I was affected by
"The Enemy."
The picture had barely got past the opening
when I sensed the preachment. When
umns of marching men, men
empire," "for the republic,"
plainly labeled, started past
came all too plain that here

the col-

marching "for the
etc., etc., etc., as
the camera, it bewas the last word

Yes, I shall keep on with my job.

in peace-time logic against war. Here was the
shameful inconsistency of it all, the folly of
bloodshed, the resultant misery, all the horrible

"THE

examples, the bitter truths, the clinching conclusions— all lined up in orderly array and

I

ENEMY"

BELIEVE I pleaded guilty, in a recent issue,
to a pronounced if old-fashioned taste for war.
I suppose I am out of step with civilization,
perhaps — in my small way, even a menace to
the community, but it is a fact that I rather
like the shooting. Particularly, I might add, the
shooting that exists in celluloid representation
rather than in the immediate present. (And
if I must establish an alibi for this treason, I
shall state my belief that a good war picture —
such as, say, "The Legion of the Condemned" —
is a better argument for peace than a good
peace picture, snch as, say, "The Enemy.")
For these reasons, and surely for no other.

presented quite unanswerably. Here was a picture which the League of Nations might cause
to be exhibited daily — even continuously — at
any and all places where diplomats foregather
to discuss ways and means of running the
world to mutual satisfaction. Here was, in
short, final proof — if anybody needed it— that
war is a terrible thing. The picture leaves not
the slightest shadow of doubt about it. We'll
consider that point settled.
However — and, this being a busy Monday,
perhaps I can be pardoned for starting a paragraph with however — I had not come to the
playhouse to learn that war is a terrible thing.
I had suspected as much for a long time, in-

I

GUESS

Fm

getting tired of being taught

things. Above, if I analyze my hunches correctly, Iseem to have protested against being
taught that war is a terrible thing. Now, speaking of "The Escape," I find mysdf protesting
against being taught that drink is a terrible
thing. Somehow, as in the case of war, I seem
to have been convinced of that a long time
ago. Anyway, I found "The Escape" well made,
well acted, well produced and in all other ways
quite up to grade, but also uninteresting.
I know not what may be behind these pictures that teach. In fact, I dotibt that anything
is behind them, save perhaps the usual urge to
do good. I do not believe that a concerted
effort is being made to reform the world by
means of the screen. And yet, if such a concerted effort were to be launched, no doubt
just such pictures as "The Escape" and "The
Enemy" would be the instruments employed.
As "The Enemy" proves, painstakingly and
irrefutably, that war is a terrible thing, so does
"The Escape" prove, painstakingly and irrefutably, that drink is a terrible thing. It proves
it by the simple method of showing what drink
did to a young fellow who was, otherwise, a
quite nice young fellow. I know of no simpler
way of doing it.
However — and that's the second time today;
the weather must be at fault — I was not at all
interested in seeing the young man sink down,
down, down under the assault of Demon Rum
and I was even less interested in seeing him
come back up and whip his adversary, not to
mention a few gangmen. And of course it
doesn't matter whether I am interested or not.
Just, as I say, another personal report.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$L00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National

Theatre For Sale
FOR SALE— Only theatre, town 4,500, seats 350.
Address L. R. McGuire, Capitol theatre, Okolona,
Miss.
FOR SALE — MovinR: Picture Theatre. For particulars write 134 Elm St., Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Phone 30.
FOR SALE— Only theatre in 7 day town, 3,000
population. Completely modern; long lease; $15,000.
Owner moving to Texas. Address Galva Theatre,
Galva, 111.
FOR SALE — Picture Theatre; prosperous, successful house in town 1,500 pop. in beautiful California
fruit district on main Coast Highway; building and
equipment first-class and practically new; in use one
year only; $10,000 lowest, $3,000 down, $250 month;
a true bargain and opportunity. Write F. B. McGilton, 6224 Ethel Ave., Van Nuys, California. Quick
action necessary.
FOR SALE — Lyric theatre, Morrison, Illinois.
Equipment, long lease. First price gets it. Seats 360.
3,000 population. Draws 8,000. Going into larger
proposition.
Address
L. J. Burkitt, Morrison. 111.
FOR SALE — 400 seat theatre in Illinois town.
Only tlieatre in town. Latest equipment. Population
6,000. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14
E. Ninth St., Chicago 111.
FOR SALE — Two theatres in Southwestern town
of 15,000. Both located advantageously. At a bar
gain for cash sale. Address Box 261, Exhibitors
Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Only show in town of 5,000. Good
surrounding country. Makng good money. Town
has good future. Will take $10,000 to handle. Address Box 263, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
THEATRE FOR SALE— Centrally located; A-1
condition; fully equipped; beauitful lobby; first run
of pictures; a real mofTeymaker. Details upon request. Address Box 262, Exhibitors Herald & Moving
Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, III.
FOR SALE— Theatre with 300 seats. Stage. All
new. Population 1,500, grand opportunity for person with small capital. Quick action necessary. Address Box 265, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.

For Sale
FOR SALE — 2 Simplex Projectors, like new,
$250.00 each.
Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.
FOR SALE— 2 Peerless Reflector Arcs, perfect
condition, $385.00 pair. Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that saves you half. .'\ddress
Redington
& Co., Scranton,
Pa.

RENEWED Automatic Coin-Controlled Pianos.
$195.00 each. Write for further details. Address
Fox Music Co., Kansas City, Mo

Classified

Advertising

Medium

FOR SALE — At your own price, the fololwing material. The theatre is now in operation and will be
until May 15th. 700 chairs, upholstered seat; 2
llertner Transverters, 25 cycle, 220 volts; 2-Simplex
Machines with Peerless Low Intensity Lamps, and
otlier incidentals.
vacate Theatre
by May Supply
15th. Co.,
F'or
information,
addressMust
National
372 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.

make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. -Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE— Posters, Photos, Slides, Banners, Insert Cards, and other Accessories. Save 50 per cent;
write for order blanks. Theatre Poster Supply Compand and Sign Exchange, Theatre Poster Supply
Building, Cincinnati, O.

EXPERIENCED OPER.ATOR, reliable and competent, desires steady position. Nonunion, but willing to join, will go anywhere, references. Address
J. Handelman, 2611 Gladstone Ave., Apt. 109, Detroit,
-Michigan.

FOR SALE — Swimming pool, room for rink and
dance platform.
Address G. F. W"allis, Russell, Kans.
FOR SALE— 1,300 baseball chairs for ball park,
airdrome, like new, $1.35 each. 2,500 leather upholstered and veneer theatre chairs, perfect condition.
800 are re-upholstered, look like new, $1.50 up. Will
sell any amount. Address Amusement Supply Co.,
Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue,
New
York City.

ORC-K-NISTS thoroughly trained and experienced
in theatre work. Men and women now ready for
good positions. Union or non-union. Write salary
and other data. Address Chicago Musical College,
64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.

Organs For Sale
MAY 1ST list of rebuilt organs ready. Incudes
seven rebuilt Wurlitzer Organs one and two cabinets
with rolls. Prices from $950 to $2,500. Inclitdes
nine Fotoplayers all styles, rebuilt guarantee, priced
from $1,500 to $3,500. Welte Mignon Reproducing
Piano with large library music $750. Eight stop
Moeller organ. Seeburgs most all makes. Terms
10 per cent cash with order, balance two years.
Shipped any place U. S. A. installed free. Write
for complete list with prices. No obligation. Address Robert Morton Organ Co., 624 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ used or new, Reproduce Pipe Organs.
Address
S. B. McFadden,
Havana,
Illinois.

Stationery
IF PARTICUL.\R — "Neargravure" Process printed.
Special 100 each letterheads — envelopes — plateless
embossed — $3.75 postpaid. Samples, see diiference,
character. Address Sollidays, XH-124, Knox. Indiana.

Position W^anted
POSTER AND SIGN ARTIST— Will consider
any offer. Ohio preferred. Address Clyde Singer,
Malvern,
O.
PROJECTION ENGINEER—Experienced in all
lines of projection work, desires connection with
theatre or supply house. Very best of references.
Can repair and adjust any make equipment. Communicate with Clell Jay, Eureka
Springs, Arkansas.
ATTENTION. THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a fair salary to begin in order to prove worth.
If you are, do not overlook tliis opporlunity. Union,
best of references, will go anvwhere. ,\ddress Box
257, Exhibitors Herald & .Moxing Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY — Female Organist, working at present but will be free in a week.
Can work on any

OPER.^TOR — 12 years experience, good references,
non-union, but will join if necessary. Will go anywhere. .\ddress Victor Hums, care of Mrs. Ryan,
Box 493, Sea Cliff, Long island. N. Y.

THE.\TRE MAN.AGER — With broad experiences
in theatre management, pictures, road shows, vaudeville, stock exploitation and publicity. Will consider
connection with theatre over 1,000 capacity where
conservative management, forceful tactics, initiative
and live ideas may be applied. One hundred per cent
references. Salary and commission, .\ddress Box
250, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407
S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Address Vedmond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing. 210 North 7th Street, .\llentown. Pa.

Business Opportunity
EXPERIENCED THEATRE MANAGER — for
partnership in centrally located Strand Theatre in
city of 85,000. Must have some capital. Reason
for capital to assure securing complete effort. Will
consider leasing property. Write or wire Dr. Lake
I'olan, Huntington, W. Va.

Gift Night Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 hnc
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
F.Tir Trading Co.. Inc.. 140 W. 21st St.. New York.

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territon.-, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furnished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
SpratUr,
12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. 111.
BEST GRADE repair work. Prices right. Free
relief heads. Prompt service. Address Guercio 4
Barthel. 1018 Wabash Ave. Chicago, HI.
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt
service,Chicago.
reasonable prices. Movie Supply Co.,
844
Wabash,

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problcin. Tlie
classified advertising department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in sellini:
equipment, and in solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates arc but 10c per word payable with
order, 10% discount if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you arc in need of soincthini: that i.>i
being advertised this week.
The cost is small, the results arc great.
iJ^ir

IirM

|i:i«el
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Films for Sale or Rent
DANTES INFERNO, new. Loads of paper, heralds, slides. Sacrifice for quick sale. Address Capps,
Gilson Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

5315

FOR SALE— "Secrets of Paris" (7); "Should a
Wife Work" (7); "Novelty" (8); "Daring Years"
(7); "Ken Maynard Westerns"; also "Serials";
"Special Features"; "Comedies"; "Travelogues"; Cartoons, Scenic, Religious. Guranteed Pictures, 729
Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Equipment Wanted
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT, booth, cushioned
seats, organ or electric piano, stage. Address W. B.
Franke, Humboldt, la.
BEST PRICES paid for projection machines, all
types. Address Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Movie Supply Co., 844
Wabash, Chicago.

Equipment for Sale
IF YOU are looking for bargains in good used
motion picture projectors, lamps and house, and other
equipment, I can offer you some real buys. Also have
two new McCauIey Low Intensity Arc Lamps for sale
at a sacrifice. Joseph Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.,
Chicago, III.
FOR SALE — Motion picture projectors, part and
supplies for all type machines. Address Guercio &
Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before buying elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service, 643 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.
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CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE for Second Hand
Equipment, Seats, Rebuilt projectors of all makes.
Screens, Pianos, Organs, and other miscellaneous
articles for the theatre. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Company, 12-14 E. 9th Street, Chicago,
Illinois.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
Chairs, Projectors, Screens, Generators, Rectifiers,
Reflecting Arc Lamps, etc. Write for bargain list.
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

Chairs for Sale
FOR SALE— 1,800 HIGHEST GRADE used
spring cushion opera chairs, upholstered in dark
brown Spanish leather. Very reasonable. Write for
exact photograph and details. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St., Chicago, 111.
HERE'S A REAL BUY— Of 1,000 finest grade
made assembly folding chairs in sections of two
chairs slightly used. Also 720 upholstered theatre
chairs with a heavy 7-pIy veneered back. All seats
have been newly re-covered in a Spanish leather and
are spring constructed. 2,000 used plain light and
heavy 5-ply veneered chairs. All chairs offered at a
very rare bargain. Exact descriptive matter and
photos will be submitted at your request. Address
Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St.,
Chicago, 111.

May 5, 1928
Banners and Posters

CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10, 3 feet, colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, 111 West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Music
MUSIC ARRANGED for Piano and Orchestra.
Mimeograph copies made of songs, 10 to 100 copies.
Just the thing for chorus directors and producers.
Established eleven years. Address Southern Melody
Shop, Box 267, Montgomery, Alabama.

Engagements Wanted
J. M. no
McCABE'S
Eight-Piece
all
musicians;
fakers; union.
Open forOrchestra—
engagements
May first. Only steady engagements considered. Address J. M. McCabe, 312 N. 4th St., Terre Haute,
Indiana.
NATIONAL ORCHESTRA AGENCY— Announces
their famous and recording bands available for summer engagements. Address Victory Bldg., 1011
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Miscellaneous

OPERA CHAIRS— Largest stock in the country.
Get our prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.

BEAUTIFUL registered Bull Pups, $15.
Address
501 Rockwood,
Dallas, Texas.

FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.

WANTED TO LEASE theatre seating capacity 500
or over.
Address Harry Meyers, Olmito, Tex.

Trade Schools

Sheet Music For Sale

CORNETISTS. Trombonists. Saxophonists, Clarinetists, get "Free Pointers." Name instrument. Address Virtuoso School, Dept. 61, Buffalo, N. Y.

Bulldogs,

Wanted to Lease

OVERSTOCKED ON POPULAR songs, instrumentals and orchestrations. Send $1.00 for 10
copies assorted. Address G. M. Tidd Music Publisher, 850 Montrose Ave., Columbus, O.

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.
Do You Know

the Driver?

HUDSON, MICH.— To the Editor: Imagine my surprise when I opened the HeraldWorld
morning and found my picture in
M-G-M'sthisadvertisement.

Here

we are, "Us," dog and all, say Mr. and Mrs. Ezra B. Dodge
theatre, Hudson, Mich.
A happy trio.

4,000 Seats Are Cut
from Portland Total
(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PORTLAND, ORE., May 1.— With the closing of a number of theatres here recently,
4,000 seats are now cut from the total. The
Orpheum theatre closed alx)ut two weeks
ahead of schedule, and this will be occupied
by the Duffy Players, as the Music Box will
be torn down; another 1,600 seats were eliminated with the closing of West Coast's Liberty theatre; and the Hippodrome, (second run

of the Montauk

])icture house) closed April 29, another 1,000
seats in the discard, probably until the fall
months.

E. J. Bamberger

Dies

(Special to Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World)

PHILADELPHIA, May 1.— Edmund J.
Bamberger, personnel manager of the Stanley
Company of America, died here on April 24th,
aged 55 years. Mr. Bamberger was a well
known real estate man, and had been connected with the Stanley Company for several
years.
He had been ill only a short time.

Yes, I'm the lady in black, my husband in
the center, and Mrs. Guy Woodruff at his left.
Mr. Guy Woodruff on the front seat, but I
do not recall the name of the driver.
That picture recalls many things. I think
it was taken in 1907-8. Jn July, 1908, we
opened a store-movie at Eaton Rapids, Mich.
That fall Mr. and Mrs. Woodruff opened one
across the street. In 1909 we were broke and
they were just existing. We decided to leave,
so we moved the "Montauk," one machine
(an Edison) and camp chairs, and July 17,
1909, opened in Hudson. In 1914 we built the
theatre we now operate, just half a block
from where we started. We have never
opened on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodruff passed away a few
years ago.
Air. Dodge and myself are well and enjoying a good business.
Now can you give me the name of the person who supplied that picture? We would
like to learn the name of the driver. — Mrs.
Ezra B. Dodge, Montauk theatre, Hudson,
Mich. — P. S. Here is a little later picture of
"us," dog and all. — E. B. D.
Erect New

Theatre in Mexico

WASHINGTON. — A new theatre is being erected
in Saltillo,
Mexico,
which
will be inaugtlrated
in
May.
The theatre will have a seating capacity of
1.200.
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WHAT

THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Coprrlght,

1928

Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder

FBO
THE BOY RIDER: Buzz Barton— 75%. March
16-17. Went over in good shape. Buzz a good rider
and actor. Five reels. — John Coener, Sun theatre,
Sargent, Neb. — General patronage.
THE FLYING U RANCH: Tom Tyler— 50%,
March 31-April 1. Tom is as good as ever. A very
good Western and Frankie is getting better. Five
reels. — A. J. W. Koehler, Koehler theatre. TJehling,
Neb. — General patronage.
SWIFT SHADOW: Ranger— 25%. March 17-18.
A very good dog picture. Dogs don't go good here but
this seemed to please. Five reels. — A. J. W. Koehler,
Koehler
theatre, Uehling,
Neb. — General
patronage.
JAKE THE PLUMBER: Special cast— 60%. April
13-14. Double featured this with "The Mojave Kid"
and sure had a happy crowd. Jake furnished the
comedy and Steele a good Western. Six reels. — John
Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent. Neb. — General patronage.
MOON OF ISRAEL: Special cast— 75%. March
19-20. One of the most impressive pictures we have
ever run, and it satisfied too. We class this one a
special, and FBO was reasonable. Don't be afraid to
step on it. Seven reels. — A. C. Phillips, Strand theatre. Walhalla, S. G. — -General patronage.
THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY: Special cast—
60%. March 14-15. This is a great picture. I
raised admission and pleased. This is dedicated to
Col. Charles Lindbergh. — A. J. W. Koehler, Koehler
theatre, Uehling, Neb. — General patronage.
THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY: Special castApril 5-6. A splendid action picture. The title looks
"too Western" for those who don't like program
Western pictures, but all who came were well entertained. Seven i-eels. — B. V. McDougald, Amuse-U
theatre, Monticello, Ark. — General patronage.
CLANCY'S KOSHER WEDDING: George Sidney
— 60%. April 6-7. A picture which will please any
crowd. Thought they would tear the seats all loose.
Boost it as it will deliver the goods. Six reels. —
John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb — General
patronage.
HOOK AND LADDER NO. 9 Special cast— 70%.
March 9-10. Good entertainment and plenty of action
with a good etoi-y. Six reels. — John Cosner, Sun
theatre, Sargent, Neb. — General patronage.
RED RIDERS OF CANADA: Special cast— Pleased
a Saturday night audience. — Geo. E. Fuller, The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala. — General i>atronage.
GALLOPING THUNDER: Bob Custei— April 14.
A real good Western with action enough to please.
It's this type of Westerns the patrons like to see.
Five reels. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre. Many,
La. — General
patronage.
THE SUNGSHOT KID: Buzz Barton— April 7.
Just a Western, will get by on Saturdays. — J. L.
Sedter, Selraa theatre, Selma, Cnl. — Small town patronage.
THE MOJAVE KID: Bob Steele— April 11. A
dandy Western. Steele is snappy and puts on a
swell fight. The women enjoyed it, too. Five reels.
— F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small
town' patronage.
BREED OF THE SEA: Ralph Ince— April 10-11.
A very good picture and surely did click at the box
office. We credit the paper for getting on the plus
side. Dorothy Dunbar mighty nice to look at. Print
fair. Six reels. — Halliburton & Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town patronage.
JUDGMENT OF THE HILLS: Frankie Darro—
April 7. Crowd liked it. Lots of diunkentiess in it.

Reports."

Editor's Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained in the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided byaverage daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.
EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .
When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE
TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart.

making it rather depressing for some. Darro was
splendid. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatie. Eureka,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
THE SONORA KID: Tom Tyler— April 3. Just
another Western. A little more comedy in this one
than usual. Print poor. Five reels. — Halliburton &
Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
THE COWARD: Special cast— 22%. April 8-9.
No good. No drawing ix)wer and did not please. —
A. J. W. Koehler, Koehler theatre. Uehling. Neb.
— General patronage.

First National
THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard — 10%. April
11-12. Something out of the ordinary for Maynard.
A circus story with a disappointing ending. Can't
somebody find a cowboy who is a real actor '.' They
all depend loo much on comedy and an intelligent
horse now-a-days. Better bring Hart back. .'Vt loa.st
he can act if they let him alone. Give us a real
two-gim Western drama. Seven reels. — Stan Kenne<ly. Central theatre. Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. —
Small town patronage.
GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard— 75%. April U.
This itj an extra good Western picture. The star
second to none. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre.
Greenville. Mich.- -General pati-onage.
THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Molly O'O.iv
— 60%. February 28-29. .\ .tplendid picture, following the book veiT cloHoly, Did a very good busint-^s
taking piwr
roiuls in consideration.
Ei^iht n^-N. —

Muriel
S. Franzen,
General patronage.

Onawa

theatre.

Onawa.

la. —

THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Molly ODay
— April 11-12. The best picture this year and is sure
to please all classes. You can't go wrong on this an
advertising is extra good and the picture will back all
you can say for it. If Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer had thii
they would roadshow it for a year or two and ask
rental equal to "Ben Hur." Eight reels.— Paul J.
Durbin, Majestic theatre. Perry, III. — Small town
l>atronage.
THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Special caat^
April 10-11. Vei-y good and gets extra business. —
J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma. Cai. — Small town
patronage.
CAMILLE: Norma Talmadge— 75%. One ot th«
older stars that still has a grip on the public. Given
the right story will hold her place for some time
— J. Christensen,
—yet.General
patronage. Garden theatre, St. Clair, Mich.
WHITE PANTS WILLIE: Johnny Hines- 52%.
April 3-4. Here is a real comedy and is worth a
raise and why not — although one I had left when I
had to close last fall on account of too much sickne&i.
But it wa,s good. — A. J. W. Koehler, Koehler theatre.
Uehling,
Neb. — General
patronage.
THE PATENT LEATHER KID: Richard Barthelmess — April 16-17. A great picture that will stand
all the e.xploitation you care to give it, and your
patrons will go away happy. Twelve reels. — B. V.
McDougald, Amuse-U theatre, Monticello, .\rk. — General patronage.
THE PATENT LEATHER KID: Richard Barthelmess — A fair pictui-e and not any comments. Some
said it was too long and others did not like war
stuff. Not worth what they ask for it. Does not
pull good at the box office. Twelve reels. — A. C.
Schuneman, Isis theatre, Webciter City, la. — General
l)atronage.
THE LOVE MART: Billie Dove— Not the kind of
a picture that draws them in. Billie Dove does not
belong in this type of i)icture. People want to see
her in modern society drama. Eight reels. — A. C.
Schuneman, Isis theatre, Webster City, la. — General
l)atronage.
THE LOVE MART: Billie Dove- AprU 14. The
last two i-eels are not so bad but there is no action
in first six. Billie is as beautiful as ever and does
her part well enough but the story is the bunk. Horw
about a photo, Billie? Kght reels. — Paul J. Durbin.
Majestic theatre. Perry, 111. — Small town patronajrHER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore— Was disapixjinted in this. It did not pull and I had several
comments to the extent that they "were tired of
Colleen." Believe she needs a new type of story
or a story with more substance. — Geo. B. Fuller. The
Playhouse. Fairhope,
.-Ma. — General
ixitronape.
THE POOR NUT: Charles Murray — The ixjoreBt
of Charles Murray's pictures. Didn't take at all here.
Fair crowd first night and very poor attendance
second night. — Muriel S. Franten. Onawa theatre.
Onawa,
la. — General
pati-onage.

Fox
SEVENTH HE.WEN: Janet Ga>nor— 100*;. January 28. -A. better picture wa« ne^•er made and Janot
Gaynor a cute little star that in appreciated, also
this picture was placed on mid-week, two weakest
da>-B.--J. Christensen. Garden theatre. St. Clair. Mich.
— General patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: .<!iwial cast— 100%. AprU
lfi-17. Broke hoikio reci>ril with thi*. hut sorry to say
It did not satisfy, which wrecked businoM v>cond
night.
Comment
was that picture wa.i too smutty
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and did not compare with "The Big Parade." Fox
stuck us plenty for this and then handed us a rotten
print. Boys, there wasn't even a beginning and the
first thing that hit the screen was a title. We would
like to say, "What Price Profits" now. Twelve reels.
—A. C. Phillips. Strand theatre, Walhalla, S. C—
General patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Dolores Del Eio— 95%.
January 23-24-25. A really great and wonderful picture. My patrons went wild over it. Played three
nights to packed houses in spite of zero January
weather. Surely true to army life in France and one
I am not afraid to place before my public for a second
run. — Muriel S. Franzen, Onawa theatre, Onawa, la.
— General patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Dolores Del Rio— Very
good, gross business was larger on this play than on
"Ben Hur" the week following with 15 cents less
admission. 11109 feet. — J. Christensen, Garden theati-e, St. Clair, Mich. — General patronage.
NO MAN'S GOLD: Tom Mix— 87%. March 23.
Film not in best condition but very good picture.
In fact, above average of this type. — ^Newman &
Gordy, Ne-Go theatre, Toronto, Kan. — General patronage.
PAJAMAS: Olive Borden— March 28-29. Another
excellent production. These are real money getters.
Don't be afraid to buy them as they surely please the
public. Seven reels. — Muriel S. Franzen, Onawa theatre, Onawa, la. — General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
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at times. Had many favorable comments. Ten reels.
— John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb. — General
patronage.
THE STUDENT PRINCE: Novarro-Shearer—
April 9-10. Our advertising efforts proved effective
on this, but our patrons expressed disappointment.
The proper music is needed to bring this picture out.
Wouldn't boost it too much. Ten reels. — B. V.
McDougald, Amuse-U theatre, Monticello, Ark. — General patronage.
BABY MINE: Arthur-Dane — 35%. Advertised this
"Same stars as Rookies" etc., but don't bring out this
angle, as there is no comparison. Tame piece of
nothingness, with a poor plot. If one were to make
reports of the poor pictures offered by the Producers
in 1927-28, they would fill a large volume. — J.
Christensen, Garden theatre, St. Clair, Mich. — General
patronage.
THE BIG PARADE: Special cast— 75%. April
17-18-19. There has been' plenty said about this
picture and it is good. Had quite a few Legion
boys and they liked it. — A. J. W. Koehler, Koehler
theatre, Uehling, Neb. — General patronage.
THE
BIG PARADE:
Special cast— April 10-11.
It's a real good picture. Quite a few patrons told
me that it was not worth the admission price of
50 cents. Many patrons said they liked "Seventh
Heaven" better. This picture did not draw the crowd
that we expected. Had for opposition' first night
rain, second night fair weather. This picture does
not draw like "Ben Hur." Thirteen reels. — Carl L.
Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La. — General patronage.

CIRCUS ROOKIES: Dane- Arthur— 75%. April 7-8.
Good comedy drama with a story running through it.
Much better than "Baby Mine." Not as good as
"Rookies" but as good as any of the program comedies released. Six reels. — W. Mansfield, Idle Hour
theatre, Tama, la. — General patronage.

LOVE: Gilbert-Garbo— 52%. March 6-7. A well
acted picture which leaves a bad taste in your mouth
at the end. A good lesson which shows the woman
always suffers but the man's sins are quickly forgotten. Drew fairly well and few commented either
way. Eight reels. — John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent. Neb. — General patronage.

THE STUDENT PRINCE:
April 16-17. A picture which
class. Well acted and a good
may not like it but we have

THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Special cast— 50%.
April 10-11. Mystery drama with a good dog actor.
Pleased the majority. Six reels. — John Cosner, Sun
theatre, Sargent, Neb. — General patronage.

Novarro-Shearer — 40%.
will please the better
story. The roughnecks
to please both classes

WORLD
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LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney— 75%.
March 14-15. A good Chaney picture that is sure to
please any Chaney fans. I played it to good houeee
both nights with no unfavorable comments. — Muriel
S. Franzen, Onawa theatre, Onawa, la. — General
patronage.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney—
April 16. What was it all about? To my notion
the poorest Chaney since "Mockery." I like Chaney
in pictures like "The Unholy Three," "The Unknown," "The Big City," and "Tell It to the
Marines." — Paul J. Durbin, Majestic theatre. Perry,
III. — Small town patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Haines— 35%. April
13-14. Excellent. Miss Crawford and Mr. Haines do
splendid work in this. Though not a golf town this
picture drew well for me. Good title for this time
of the year and should draw big in a town with a
golf club. Your sporting goods store should leap at a
chance to tie up on this one. Seven reels. — Stan
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada.
— Small town patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Haines— This is about
the best picture I have seen in' a long time. However, it didn't draw for us. Will please everyone
if you can get them in. William Haines is good. —
Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O. —
General patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Haines— April 11. A
very fine program picture, especially where golf is
played. Many favorable comments here, w^hich is not
a golf town'. Seven reels. — B. V. McDougald,
Amuse-U theatre, Monticello, Ark. — General patronage.
TEA FOR THREE: Cody-Pringle— April 5-6. One
of those little program pictures. You better see that
you have a good comedy and other shorts to help it
out. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small
town patronage.
ADAM AND EVIL: Pringle-Cody-^1%. April
10-11. A very good picture and seemed to please.
Seven reels. — A. J. W. Koehler, Koehler theatre,
Uehling, Neb. — General patronage.
ADAM AND EVIL: Pringle-Cody— 35%. April
16-17. Good. One can hardly believe that this team
could make such a flop as "Tea for Three" after one
sees this picture. Decidedly entertaining. Seven
reels. — Stan Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small town patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan— 60%. The public still
has a soft spot for Jackie, but it is hard to imagine
him different than a kid, and his drawing power is
being impaired. It will be wise Jackie, if you spend
some money on good popular supporting caste. — J.
Christensen, Garden theatre, St. Clair, Mich. — General patronage.
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UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE: Flash— April 11.
Very good action picture with more war scenes but
handled in a new angle showing the part dogs played
in the late war. Many comments from patrons.
Seven reels. — W. Mansfield, Idle Hour theatre, Tama,
la. — General patronage.
THE SMART SET: William Haines— Another
dandy. This time it's polo. You can't go wrong on
this one, or any of his pictures provided you can
get them in to see him. — Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail
theatre, Hebron, O. — General patronage.
THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Norma ShearerApril 8-9. Very good picture. Star does good ■work.
— J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small
town patronage.
THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Norma Shearer—
A very clever picture with good work by leading
stars. Ralph Forbes especially good and Norma
Shearer was very easy to look at. Will get by on any
program. Eight reels. — J. A. Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn. — General patronage.
LAW OF THE RANGE: Tim McCoy— A good picture but I don't care about showing this holdup stuff
to the kids. Tim McCoy doesn't mean much to us. —
Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O. — General patronage.
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THE GARDEN OF ALLAH: Alice Terry— April
12-13. Personally thought it a very fine picture.
Box office value did not prove in line with rental.
Couldn't arouse much interest among my patrons.
Loet money. Eight reels. — B. V. McDougald,
AmuBe-U theatre, Monticello, Ark. — General patronage.
THE LOVELORN: Sally O'Neil— Not so
Would not boost this one very much but if you
to play it get some good short subject with
Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron,
General patronage.

good.
have
it. —
O.—

FOREIGN DEVILS: Tim McCoy— Couldn't see a
thing in this one. Lots of action but no one could
find out what it was all about. Not so good. — Ray
P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O. — General
patronage.
BODY AND SOUL: Barrymore-Pringle — April 7.
Very good picture ; one that will go over in any small
town. Barrymore wonderful, and holds up the tradition of the long line. Print fair. Six reels. — Halliburton & Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
THE SCARLET LETTER: Lillian Gish— April
13-14, A wonderful screen adaption of the story and
needless to say LJUian and Lars fit it exactly. Lars
Hanson a wonderful actor and it is a pleasure to see
a man in an emotional role who does not go back
to the chest heaving days. Hanson on a par with
Gish in this picture. He is one man who can play
an emotional role without being a sap. Lots of good
comments. Print fair to poor. Nine reels. — Halliburton & Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. —
Small town patronage.

Paramount
RED HAIR, LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED,
FEEL MY PULSE, SHOWDOWN, SPORTING
GOODS, GET YOUR MAN: Special cast— In fact,
all of Paramounts are 100 per cent. The old boy
who grabbed Paramount this time is surely on top.
Wonderful pictures. Can't say too much for them.
— H. Ford Taylor, Ritz theatre, Brady, Tex. — General
patronage.
THE GAY DEFENDER:
Richard Dix— 40%.
April
11. A good picture. Story good, star always good.
Gave satisfaction. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
UNDERWORLD: George Bancroft — 45%. March
29-30. We substituted this in' a hurry without much
advertising. Not much business first night but the
people talked and they came in the second night,
which speaks well for any picture. The story was
good and Bancroft did some real acting. Seven reels.
—A. C. Phillips, Strand theatre, Walhalla, S. C—
General patronage.
TELL IT TO SWEENEY: Special cast— 24%. April
12. One of the best comedies we have had for some
time. Another one that is one hundred per cent
better than "Tillie's Punctured Romance," A veiT
small house but a dandy picture. Six reels. — Mrs.
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. —
General
patronage.
TELL IT TO SWEENEY: Special cast— April
18-19. This is our first of this comedy team and
they went over in' good shape. Two good nights and
jiany favorable comments. Look forward to doing a
good business with them. Believe they will pull as
good as Beery and Hatton, and if they do we will be
satisfied. Six reels. — Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. — Small town patronage.
BEAU GESTE: Special cast— 50%. March 1-2-3.
A very good picture but not a drawing card. Not a
small town' picture. Ten reels. — C. H. Ketterman,
Colonial theatre. Alma, Kan. — General patronage.
BEAU GESTE: Special cast — Famous has another
winner in "Beau Geste." A wonderful picture with a
great cast. Beautiful scenery and photography. Work
of the brothers was very good. Business way off due
to snow storm on date of showing. Bad weather
hampered business, but the picture is there. Nine
reels. — J. A. Zimmerman, Rex theatre, .\urora, Minn.
— General patronage.
BEAU GESTE: Special cast— April 13-14. Played
this two days to very poor business. In fact it
grossed less than many two day pictures that played
at less admissions. Personally I thought it to be
one the best productions that I have played for a
long time as it is a beautiful story, however, there
were many unfavorable comments so I would not
class it as a small town picture. Possible a smaller
admission charge would have made a difference. Ten
reels. — Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
NOW WE'RE IN THE AIR: Special cast— 61%.
April 14. We're still laughing over this picture. A
few of the highbrows said that it is vulgar, but the
siajority had a great time.
Six reels. — Mrs. Hulda
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dated for a continued run. It will then probably be
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exciting as to how you are going to pay your bilLs.
Not so bad, but who makes money with this star ?
Seven reels. — B. V. McDougald, Amuse-U theatre,
Monticello, Ark. — General patronage.

In
This
—
—Issue
an outline
of the new season's
product to be offered by First National and Paramount.
In
Previous

LOVE AND LEARN: Esther Ralston— Very clever
picture but since it was our fair Ralston, business
wa.s only fair. If all Ralstons prove as good, people
are sure to like her. — W. Mansfield, Idle Hour theatre, Tama, la. — General patronage.
TWO FLA.MING YOUTHS: Fields-Conklin— AprU
3-4. Ordinary program picture. The prices they
get for these pictures are ridiculous. No wonder
they made eight million net profit in 1927. — J. L.
Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.

Pathe-P D C

announced their season's output.

THE WISE WIFE: Phyllis Haver— 75%. April
12. They always come in to see Haver and it was a
clever little picture. — C. H. Ketterman, Colonial theatre. Alma, Kan. — General
patronage.

In
Forthcoming

A HARP IN HOCK: Special cast — 10%. Not much.
Don't know where it got its title. Didn't make film
rental. — C. H. Ketterman, Colonial theatre. Alma,
Kan.' — General
patronage.

—Issues
Other —producers will make known
their offerings for the next 12

THE COUNTRY DOCTOR: Special cast— 90%.
March 23-24. \ very good picture. Drew them in,
and they liked it. Good for anybody's house — C. H.
Ketterman, Colonial theatre. Alma, Kan. — General
patronage.

—IsUniversal
and Warner
sues —

Brothers

months, beginning with the fall playing season.

These Issues Are Important
to You

3. Green,
patronage.

Gem

theatre,

Greenriver,

Utah. — General

SWIM, GIRL, SWIM: Bebe Daniels— 50%. April 12.
This is good entertainment. One of Miss Daniels
best. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — General
patronage.
THE ROUGH RIDERS: Special cast— 90%. April
5-6-7. Darn good. Didn't make any money because
of vei-y bad roads. Has a good drawing power. —
C. H. Ketterman, Colonial theatre. Alma, Kan. —
General patronage.
IT: Clara Bow — 80%. April 17. Good picture at
a high rental. Nt advantage in screening a picture
just for helping ti!' producers put their stars before
the public. Seven reels. — Newman & Gordy, Ne-Go
theatre, Toronto,
Kan. — General
patronage.
THE KID BROTHER: Harold Lloyd— 78%. March
27. Very good picture, that will stand exploitation.
Lloyd over on a raised admission. Newman &
Gordy, Ne-Go theatre, Toronto, Kan. — General patronage.
SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd — Best Lloyd picture
since "The Freshman" and everyone went out pleased.
Don't be afraid of this one, as it is a real picture.
Eight reels. — A. C. Schuneman, Isis theatre, Webster
City, la. — General
patronage.
UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Richard Arlen—
March 31. Good Western for Saturdays. — J. L. Seiter,
Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
THE SHOWDOWN: George Bancroft— March 2627. Very good picture, that ■ivill stand exploitation.
Seven reels. — B. V. McDougald, .\rause-U theatre,
Monticello. Ark. — General patronage.
THE SHOWDOWN:
George Bancroft— April 1213. Good program. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal.. — Small town patronage.
THE SECRET HOUR: Pola Negri— May 18. Can
see no excuse for this. The most absurd piece of
"smut" an exhibitor could ask his patrons to pay to
see. To those who kicked we refunded their admission and offered our apologies. Our morning deposit
was extremely small. Eight reels. — B. V. McDougald.
Amuse-U theatre, Monticello, Ark. — General patronage.
SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix— April 1-2. Entertaining comedy drama. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
A GENTLEMAN OF PARIS: Adolphe Menjou—
April 2-3. Nothing about this to get excited about
unless you li!<ve it bouvTht at a high rental and

NOBODY'S WIDOW: Leatrice Joy— 50%. April 13.
Not much to this one but those three stars should
draw them in. — C. H. Ketterman, Colonial theatre.
Alma, Kan. — General patronage.
ALMOST HUMAN: Vera Reynolds- 30%. April 15.
Entirely different from any picture we ever had. The
plot is old but the way the story was told made it
interesting to the few that came out to see it. Six
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver.
Utah. — General
patronage.
TIFFANY
WILD GEESE: Belle Bennett— Good picture with
Belle Bennett playing her usual good mother role
and Russell Simpson as the hard, cruel, domineering
husband. A story of life on a Minnesota farm.
Proved a good box office attraction. Seven reels. —
P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
General patronage.

United Artists
THE CIRCUS:
Charles Chaplin— 75%. April 15-16.
This is a 100 i>er cent comedy. If you appreciate
Charles Chaplin you will certainly be satisfied. Cast
fair. The only circus I ever saw without a band
but they could not have played if they had been
loolving at Charley. I call it great. — Bert Silver.
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
MY BEST GIRL: Mary Pickford— This picture
is a wow. Did more on this one than "The Gaucho."
Get this one by all means. It has anything beat
that Mary has done so far. Buddy Rogers deservea
great credit. — Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre,
Hebron, O. — General patronage.
THE GAUCHO: Douglas Fairbanks— March 1-2.
This one did not do the business that "The Black
Pirate" did. Still it is a better picture. The title
doesn't mean anything. Play it if you can buy it
right. — Ray P. Murphy. Old Trail theatre, Hebron,
O. — General patronage.
SPARROWS, THE WINNING OF BARBARA
Worth: February 28. Two pictures out of seven
that held up in receipts. "Barbara Worth" doins
about 100 per cent and "Sparrows" about 76 per cent.
The bal.nnce. "Resurrection" (run on Christmas Day)
running about 60 per cent, "The Black Pirate" 65
per cent. "The Beloved Rogue" 45 per cent. "The
General" 42 per cent, "Sunya" 45 per cent. With all
respect to tliese older stare and their records in the
past, it is time for them to realize that the public
today demands new faces and younger stars, which
has been plainly proven at this theatre of late. Also
United .•\rtisls will not soil to the smaller theatres
at an equitable price while comparatively new. If
you put their Product bank on the story and not the
star as in "Barbara Worth." — J. Christenscn. Garden
theatre, St. CInir. Mich. — General
pntronajte.

Universal
THANKS FOR THE BUGGY RIDE: I-iura L«Plante— 70%. April 14. Very good little eomody
drama.
Glenn Tryon did very good also and b«4p«d
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with the comedy situations. PatronB liked better than
"Finders Keepers." Six reek. — W. Mansfield, Idle
Hour theatre, Tama, la. — General patronage.
THE CHINESE PAKROT: Marian Nixon— 25%.
April 10. A good mystery program picture. — Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
THE RAWHIDE KID: Hoot Gibson— 40%. April
18-19. Better than the average Gibson but the old
Irish-Jewish hookup that hae been done to death.
Won't someone make a real tense Western drama for
a change. Six reels. — Stan Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Manitoba,
Canada. — Small town
patronage.
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doesn't draw like he used to. — Ray P. Murphy, Old
Trail theatre, Hebron,
O. — General
patronage.
THE NIGHT CRY: Rin Tin Tin— This is one ol
the greatest dog pictures ever made. Rin Tin Tin
very good and the work of the condor was also
fine. Business fair. Seven reels. — J. A. Zimmerman,
Rex theatre, Aurora,
Minn. — General
patronage.
SLIGHTLY USED: May McAvoy— This is a nice
picture. Has plenty of fun in it. The title is not
so good for a small town. — Ray P. Murphy, Old
Trail theatre, Hebron, O. — General patronage.
SERIALS

BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY: Renee Adoree—
58%. April 10. Best Tuesday house in the past two
months. James Oliver Curwood's name brought them
in. A good picture of the north. Six reels. — Mrs.
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. —
General patronage.

HAUNTED ISLAND: (Universal) Jack Daugherty
— We are on chapter three of this serial and it does
not please so far. Patrons like "Trail of the Tigers"
better. Perhaps "Haunted Island" will get better but
the first two chapters have failed to please. Two
reels. — Carl L. Brown, CiTstal theatre. Many, La.
— General patronage.

LES MISERABLES: Special cast— 60%. April 1617. Another one Universal calls a special and I got
hooked on it. Paid too much and it's only a program picture. — C. H. Ketterman, Colonial theatre.
Alma, Kan.. — General patronage.

TRAIL OF THE TIGER: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty — A good serial and a fair drawing card.
Much better than "Blake of Scotland Yard." Two
reels. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La.
— General
patronage.

THE CAT AND CANARY: Laura LaPlante—
60%. March 13-14. Fair drawing power. Didn't
make any money because I paid too much for it.
All right if you can buy it right. — C. H. Ketterman,
Colonial theatre. Alma, Kan. — General patronage.
SURRENDER: Special cast— Good picture. Would
say it was a special. Pleased but did not pull. — Geo.
E. Fuller, The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala. — General
patronage.
THE SMALL BACHELOR: Special cast— April
12-13. Not much to this picture. It's very poorly
done. It has a good cast but the story is weak.
Failed to please here. Six reels. — Carl L. Brown,
Crystal theatre. Many,
La. — General
patronage.
A MAN'S PAST: Conl-ad Veidt— April 9. The
bunk! Who said this was one of Universal 's best?
If it's one of the best then I don't "choose to run"
the best. Six reels. — Paul J. Durbin, Majestic theatre. Perry, 111. — Small town patronage.
MIDNIGHT ROSE: Special cast— April 15. This
picture pleased the majority of patrons. It's a clever
little crook story with a good cast. Direction is good.
Six reels. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La.
— General patronage.
PAINTING THE TOWN: Glenn Tryon— This one
kept them laughing throughout. Tryon clever and
Uncle Carl has uncovered another gem in this boy.
We are waiting for "A Hero For a Night." Five
reels. — J. A. Zimmerman, Kex theatre, Aurora, Minn.
— General patronage.
SILK STOCKINGS: Laura LaPlante— Drew well
with amateurs and certainly pleased, if laughter is
any indication. I'd class it as a clever little comedy
drama. Seven reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,
Kansas
City, Mo. — General
patronage.

Warner Bros.
HUSBANDS FOR RENT: Owen Moore— 25%. April
13. Satisfied about 40 per cent as a program picture.
Why waste good talent. The cast was great. No
direction, no story. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
SAILOR IZZY MURPHY: Special cast— 30%. Absolutely nothing to it. Silliest piece of film ever
pieced to-gether without being funn'y. — J. Christensen,
Garden theatre, St. Clair, Mich. — General patronage.
SAILOR IZZY MURPHY: George Jessel— Have
heard lots of bad repoi-ts on this one but thought it
might go for me, but take warning this is about the
worst piece of film we ever played in three years.
Don't play it. — Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre,
Hebron,
O. — General patronage.
HAM AND EGGS AT THE FRONT: Special cast
Fair entertainment of the "Rookies" type. Could be
greatly improved with snappy titles. Too bad the
titles slow up the picture which Is a distinct novelty
in some respects. — Geo. E. Fuller, The Playhouse,
Fairhope, Ala. — General patronage.
A RENO DIVORCE: May McAvoy— April 4-5.
They must have had a lot of idle time when this
lemon was hatched. You have no excuse for running
it, at least I had none. Six reels. — F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre, Ehareka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
THE

SILVER SLAVE: Irene Rich— A good picture. Pleased all who saw it. Will get the women
in.— Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O.
— General patronage.
THE BUSH LEAGUER: Monte Blue— A dandy
picture. Plenty of good laughs. — Ray P. Murphy,
Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O. — General patronage.
JAWS OF STEEL: Rin Tin' Tin — A good dog
picture, but Rin Tin Tin has had better ones.
He

THE TRAIL OF THE TIGER: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty — On second episode and ran with "Now
We're in the Air." The kids dropped off but more
adults came more to see the feature than this. Two
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
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CALL OF THE CUCKOO: Max Davidson- Very
good, though I have seen better from Davidson. —
Stan Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba,
Canada. — Small town patronage.
FIGHTING FATHERS: Max Davidson— Another
clever one that draws a laugh from them all. Two
reels. — O. M. Linn, Auditorium theatre, Coatesville,
Pa. — General
patronage.
40,000 MILES WITH LINDBERGH: April 6. Had
fair crowd on this. An interesting chronicle of his
trips. Three reels. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre.
Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
HATS OFF: Laurel-Hardy— One of the best
Laurel-Hardy combinations produced. Funny all the
way through. Two reels. — O. M. Linn, Auditorium
theatre, Coatesville, Pa. — General patronage.
HEEBEE JEEBIES: Our Gang— A real comedy,
full of pep and fun. One that is sure to please both
young and old. — Muriel S. Franzen, Onawa, theatre.
Onawa, la. — General patronage.
LEAVE 'EM LAUGHING: These two birds get
laughing gas out at the dentists and the laughs they
give are many. Some came back the second night to
see the comedy again. Two reels. — John Cosner, Sun
theatre, Sargent, Neb. — General patronage.
PASS THE GRAVY: Max Davidson— Good comedy
which -will sure make them holler. Two reels. —
John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb. — Small town
patronage.
SUGAR DADDIES: Just another comedy. Fair
Two reels. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka,.
Mont.^Small town patronage.

Short Subjects

PARAMOUNT

EDUCATIONAL

HOT PAPA: A funny comedy. Two reels.- Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
General patronage.

A BRINY BOOB: An excellent comedy, one long
laugh. Two reels. — Muriel S. Franzen, Onawa theatre, Onawa, la. — General patronage.
CHILLY DAYS: Big Boy— First one I have run
of this kid. He is a fair subject but the comedy was
just passable. No one laughed out loud to my knowledge. Two reels. — Stan Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small town patronage.
HALF PINT HERO: Lupino Lane— Take your hat
off to this clever Englishman. He delivers the laughs
and how I Two reels. — O. M. Lin'n, Auditorium theatre, Coatesville, Pa. — General patronage.
HIS MAIDEN VOYAGE: Here is a real comedy
with brand new gags. It all takes place on board a
liner and it's loaded with laughs. Two reels. — Stan
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada.
— Small town patronage.
HIS MAIDEN VOYAGE : Very good comedy of the
loose lions and scared negro type. Two reels. — P.
G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — General
patronage.
HOWDY DUKE: Lupino Lane — Another Educational and a mighty good one. Lupino Lane surely
knows his onions in this one. Two reels. — Muriel
S. Franzen, Onawa theatre, Onawa, la. — General
patronage.
KILTIES: An extra good comedy. Two reels. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.
— General
patronage.
SHE'S A BOY: Big Boy— Good comedy.— J. L.
Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
UP IN ARMS: Dorothy Devore — Good comedy. —
J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town
patronage.
WILD CAT VALLEY: Johnny Arthur— Very good
rough and tumble comedy of the Kentucky feud type.
Two reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — General patronage.

PATHE
AESOP'S FABLE: Pretty good so far. One reel.
— Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.
ALICE BE GOOD: Alice Day— Good comedy.
Eddie Quillan is great. Two reels. — Mrs. Hulda J.
ronage. Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patGreen,
BULL FIGHTER: Starts off
a bang and how. The bull fight
lar. Two reels.^Stan Kennedy,
kirk, Manitoba, Canada.^ — Small

slow but ends with
scenes are spectacuCentral theatre, Seltown patronage.

CHICKEN FEED: Our Gang— A funny Gang comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
COLLEGE KIDDO: Good comedy. Two reels. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
General patronage.
THE GOLF NUT: The best short subject I have
ever played. Everyone went ■wild over it and although it has been two months since I played it they
are still talking about it. Two reels. Muriel S.
Franzen, Onawa theatre, Onawa, la. — General patronage.
RAGS TO BRITCHES: Not a bit funny. Two
— F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.
—reels.
General
patronage.
WAR FEATHERS: Our Gang— Good Gang of the
shoot-'em-up-Jack type Indians and bad men galore^
Two reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — (Jeneral patronage.
WHY GIRLS SAY NO; Very good comedy.
Above the average, I think. Two reels. — Muriel S.
ronage.
Franzen,
Onawa theatre, Onawa, la. — General patUNIVERSAL

FBO
BILL GRIMM'S PROGRESS: Pretty good series
so far. The first two have brought the laughs. Two
reels. — Carl L. Brown', Crystal theatre. Many, La.
— General patronage.
MICKEY'S PALS: Mickey McGuire— Also a good
comedy and giving the Our Gangs a run for their
money. Two reels. — John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb. — General patronage.

BATTLE SCARED HERO: A funny Gump. Two
reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — General patronage.
BENSON AT CALFORD: Collegians— Our first
of the "Collegians." Good comedy, but this was old
and some what cut up. Two reels. — Mrs. Hulda J.
Green,
ronage. Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General pat-

Parlor"
reels. —
General

THE COLLEGIANS: These are just the thing to
bring them in. Two reels. — C. H. Ketterman, Colonial theatre. Alma, Kan. — General patronage.

Not so
theatre,

OH TAXI: A good comedy. Two reels. — Bert
Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
General
patronago.

AFRICAN ADVENTURES: Very interesting shots
by explorers. One reel. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. — General patronage.

PLAIN JANE: A good comedy. Two reels. —
Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La. — General
patronage.
SCRAMBLED HONEYMOON: Very good for a
single
reeler. — patronage.
Carl L. Brown', Crystal theatre. Many,
La. — General

LAST NOSE OF SUMMERS: "Beauty
series. Good comedy full of laughs. Two
John Cosner, Sun' theatre, Sargent, Neb. —
patronage.
THREE GLAD MEN: A Ton of Fun—
good. Two reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
METRO-GO

LDWYN-MAYER
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NEW
In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
AFTER THE STORM: Columbia melodrama, -with
Hobart Bosworth, Eugenia Gilbert, Charles E.
Delaney, Maude George, George Kuwa and Linda
Loredo. Directed by George B. Seitz. Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Another Boswortkian
drama of the sea. As Dane, he is captain of the
Sampson, which plies between San Francisco and
the Orient. At Singapore, a girl brings a letter of
introduction ivhich asks him to take her to her
father's people in San Francisco. Hating women,
he sends Joan doum to drudge in the galley, and
later is dismayed to see love grotving between his
son, Joe, and the girl. To poison Joe's mind, he
tells him of his life — that years before he had been
sent to prison through the treachery of Joam's
mother, ivhom he was to marry. But Joe is unconvinced, and in the fight that folloivs, is knocked
unconscious. Put in the brig, Joe escapes and in a
launch sets out with Joan for the mainland and
a minviter. A storm breaks. Dane discovers them
gone. He hurries to the mainland, where the storm
has mortally injured the 7VoiHan he had believed
his old friend and xvho noiv confesses that it was
she ivho liad contrived his imprisonment. He rescues the youths from a reef and unites them in
marriage
himself.

• • •

BANTAM COWBOY, THE: FBO Western, with
Buzz Barton, Frank Rice, Tom Lingham, Dorothy
Kitchen, Bob Fleming, Bill Patton and Sam Nelson. Directed by Louis King. Released August 12.
Length 4,893.
TYPE AND THEME: More philanthropic doings
of young Red Hepner and his grizzled pal. Sidewinder Steve. They meet Nan and her lover, the
sheriff, in a restaurant. She befriends them. Their
chance to reciprocate comes when they run on to
a cabin in flames. They rescue the man bound to
a chair inside. He is Nan's father and tells them
that the foreman of his ranch, Rogers, had kidnaped him and Nan. Red and Steve rescue the
girl, but Rogers escapes. Todd, Nan's half-uncle,
who is seeking possession of the ranch, hus Red
and Steve arrested for abducting Nan and her
father, but Red and Steve escape and later, after
Todd flees with Nan, rescue Nan once more. Leaving her in the sheriff's arms, they continue on their
way. What happens to them will be told in their
next picture, perhaps.
HANGMAN'S HOUSE: Fox melodrama, with Victor
McLaglen, June Collyer, Larry Kent, Earle Foxe,
Hobart Bosworth, Belle Stoddard, Joseph Burke
and Eric Mayne. Directed by John Ford. Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: The tale of a bad marriage, horses, and a mysterious stranger, laid in
the countryside
of Ireland.
Although
she loves

PICTURES
Dermott, in accordance with her father's death-bed
7i'ish Connaught marries Darcy. He turns out to
be an unscrupulous, drunken fellow, Connaught's
horse. The Bard, is expected to win the race. Dermott notes that Darcy is betting heavily against it.
Investigation shows that the jockey is missing.
Dermott rides The Bard and torus. Darcy shoots
the horse. Provoked, the people want to hang
Darcy. But Dermott engineers his escape. He
returns, however, and tries in vain to have Connaught take him back. Dermott meets the mysterious stranger, garbed as a friar, who teUs him
why he has been trailing Darcy. Darcy had violated his sister. While Darcy is seeking Connaught's jewels, the stranger comes upon him.
Darcy shoots him. A candle sets fire to the hov^e.
Dermott rescues Hogan and is about to return for
Darcy. Darcy leaps from a tower and is killed.
Connaught
and Dermott set oiit to be married.
RACKET, THE : Paramount melodrama, with Thoma.s
Meighan, Marie Prevost, Louis Wolheim, George
Stone, John Darrow, Skeets Gallagher, Lee Moran,
Lucian Prival, Tony Mario, Heni-y Sedley, Sara
De Grasse, James
Marcus,
and G. Pat Collins.
Directed
by Lewis Milestone.
Released
Length
_
TYPE AND THEME: Ho-hum, another "Chicago" gangster yarn. It's an adaptation of a current stage play by a Chicago netvspaperman, who
ought to know whereof he ivrites. It is the first
of the Paramount releases being produced by Caddo.
A Meighan , vehicle. All right? Well, then — McQuigg (Meighan), c^ police captain, is anxious to
"get" Scarsi, bootleg king. But Scarsi, rvho can
control thousands of votes, is always released by
"the one higher up." In a night club, where Irene
is an entertainer, Scarsi kills a rival bootlegger.
Again he is released, while McQuigg is transferred
to the outskirts. He is fretting for action, when a
copper brings in Scarsi's brother and Irene, they
having been found in a stolen auto. Young Scarsi
is released. McQuigg fights to get him convicted.
Scarsi shoots the copper who arrested his brother.
McQuigg arrests him. The release order comes.
McQuigg tears it up and tells the neivspapers
everything. No longer of use to the political chiefs,
Scarsi is killed by one of their gunmen. The love
interest carried through the tale is between Irene
and a cub reporter.
VANISHING PIONEER, THE: Paramount Western,
with Jack Holt, Sally Blane, William Powell, Fred
Kohler, Guy Oliver, Roscoe Karns, Tim Holt and
Marcia Manon.
Directed by John Waters.
Released
Length
_
_.
TYPE AND THEME: Zane Grey wrote this
one, which contains no night clubs. It's about
water! And it begins with Ballard and his son at
the head of a wagon train crossing the desert, seeking the more necessary fluid. They find it. And
25 years later, young Ballard has a big ranch at
the spot. The people of Happy Valley have plenty
of water. But the city of Metropolis has little.
Murdock, a crooked politician, seeks to gain the
water rights of Happy Valley, by means fair or
foul. A rancher is killed and Ballard blamed. He
is deserted by aU except June. But when Murdock's men attempt to seize the dam, the ranchers
see the light.
Joining
the hattlc. Ballard ynakcs

Murdock confess. But Happy Valley realizes th4U
the city needs water and sells it. It is Happy
VaUey no longer. And at eventide, as the great
orange sun slowly desaends to the distant hiUt,
etc., etc., Ballard and June ride axvatj, the vanitK-

• • •

ing pioneers.
VAMPING VENUS: First National comedy, with
Charlie Murray, Louise Fazenda, Thelnia Todd,
Russ Powell, Joe Bonomo, Big Boy Williams, Spec
O'Donnell, Fred O'Beck, Gustav von Seyflc-rtitz, Gus
Partos, Janet McLeod and Yola d'Avril. Directed
by Eddie Cline. Released.
Lengrth
TYPE AND THEME: From New York to Greece
and back, via two pieces of Irish confetti. Cassidy
is boss of the tenth rvard, but what of it ? Maggie,
his wife, bosses him. Although he's the guest of
honor at the Silver Spoon night dub, he doetn't
get there until a ruse allows him to escape from
Magt/ie. At the party, Mme. Vanezelos, dancer,
flirts with him, which brings Casaidy brick No. 1
from the hands of Simonides, strong man. Catiidy
at once finds himself in Greece. There he becomea
Mars' favorite and seeks the love of Venus. Among
other things, he introduces the wonders of the
Machine Age and becomes king. Maggie, in th«
form of Circe, tries to ivin him from Venus. Hercules knocks over a couple of columns from under
the palace, whereupon Cassidy is hit with brick
No. 2. He returns to consciousness in Mme. Vane♦ • ♦
zelos' arms.
WE AMERICANS: Universal drama, with George
Sidney, Patsy Ruth Miller, George Lewis, Eddie
Phillips, Beryl Mercer, John Boles, Albert Gran,
Michael Visaroff, Daisy Belraore, Rosita Marstini,
Kathlyn Williams, Edward Martindel, Josephine
Dunn, Andy De Vine, Flora Bramley and Jacob
Bleifer. Directed by Edward Sloman. Released
April 22. Length
TYPE AND THEME: The melting-pot. Thre*
families in New York's East Side, Russian, German
and Italian, cannot understand the ways of their
children, which are American. Levine drives his
daughter, Beth, from home. She meets Hugh
Bradleigh, young aristocrat. War comes. Peter,
Phil and Hugh enlist. PhQ, Beth's brother, it
killed saving Hugh. After the war, Hugh goes to
Beth's home, bringing his parents. They disapprove of the match, but when Hugh teUs them it
was Beth's brother who saved him from death, kia
parents consent to the marriage.
RIDERS OF THE DARK: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Western, with Tim McCoy, Dorothy Dwan. Rex
Lease. Roy D'Arcy, Frank Currier, Bert Roach.
and Dick Sutherland. Directed by Nick Grinde.
Released April 28.
Length 5,014.
TYPE .'IND THEME: Ganantry in the nick of
time saves the girl. Redding, newspaper oicner, U
lynched because he exposes the gang. Molly runt
the paper. She goes to the gang's rendezvous.
Crane, young lieutenant, observes her and arrivea
just as she has aocidentaUy killed one of the
gangsters. He puts her in jaU with the men. Th*
rest of the gang storms the bastHle, but Cruna
again comes to the rescue, this time with troope.
Molly is his reivard.

This W eek's Press Sheet
FOOLS FOR LUCK (Paramount comedy-drama): The
ballroom and wedding scenes in this picture give you a chance
to tie-up with clothing stores for a style show for men and
women. This tie-up is particularly advantageous at this time,
with June, the month of weddings, near at hand. Arrange
with your newspaper to get pictures and data on all young
men in town who are to be married in June. A series of
groups of these pictures in the newspaper for a pveriod of
about a week, under the caption, "Fools for Luck," is a novel
idea. Brides-to-be always have their pictures in the paper.
The bridegroom idea will get across better with the editor of
your newspaper if you can show the chance for advertising
by stores selling wedding accessories for men and women.
Get the bridegroom pictures and a column story into the news

columns as a setting for the ads of the stores and co-operate
with the stores to introduce wedding "stills" from the picture, "Fools for Luck," into their display ads. . . . Insurance,
real estate, home furnishing and banking houses should be
available for advertising tie-ups with this picture. The story
deals with a fake oil-stock promoter and hundreds of people
are led to invest their money in his scheme. Fortunately they
recover their money in this comedy, but in cvery-day life
Luck." Get your newspeople are not always such "Fools for this
tie-up for full page
paper advertising manager to stress
ads urging investment of money in sound enterprises, insurance, real estate, home furnishing, etc. You can probably
introduce a display of "stills" and poster material in the windows and offices of each of the firms co-operating.
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four starring pictures. The special will be
"The Case of Lena Smith," a story by Samuel
Ornitz, author of "Haunch, Paunch and Jowl."
Joseph von Sternberg will direct and Miss
Ralston will be surrounded bj' an all-star cast.
It is the story of a beautiful girl, gone wrong
because of an environment, and her rejuvenation.
"The Sawdust Paradise"

PERSONALITIES
By Whit

Two distributor conventions were under way in Chicago last week. The
Tiffany-Stahl organization began its convention at the Stevens last Saturday
and First National went into convention the following day at the Drake. The
F B O convention, the only one to be held, goes in session at the Drake the
14th of this month and the Pathe convention meets at the same hotel the 21st.
Due to the rapid expansion of the business of Filmack Company at 730 South
Wabash avenue, Irving Mack is doubling
the floor space of his present offices, taking
in the entire first floor of which formerly
the organization has occupied only the front
half. Special rooms will be provided for
his artists with proper equipment for them
to turn out their work. The new space will
provide ample room for work and the reception of customers.
>!^

*

:J:

It looks as if the Chicago exchange of
F B O has won the national Spring sales
drive, although no official announcement has
been made. If Chicago does win the prize
the boys will have $1,050 to split. The grand
comes from the home office and the half
century represents the bet between the Chicago and St. Louis offices. St. Louis has
already wired congratulations. We know
the boys have worked hard enough for both
prizes.
^ ^ ^
The

State Lake

theatre has been gaily

decked for Tom Mix's personal appearance
this week. The box office has been transformed into a log cabin, a number of cutouts of Tom and Tony attract attention on
the marquee, and the ushers and doormen
are dressed as cowboys.
Grad Sears and Clayton Bond are issuing
a challenge for bridge opponents. The situation has become so acute the pair is having
to advertise for worthy opponents. They
claim those who have already met them
have offered no real competition at all — just
like taking candy away from a baby. Those
who really play the game are requested to
send in their challenge at once.

^

^

^

Speaking of artists, Ernie Grohe's 15-yearold boy, Glenn, is turning out some beautiful
work these days.

* *

*

Suit for $12,000 has been filed in superior
court at South Bend by the United Artists
Corporation of Chicago against the Blackstone Theatre Corporation, with R. U. Miller, G. A. Harrop, D. A. Boswell, Hal Oliver
and M. M. Redlich co-defendants, charging
breach of contract. It is alleged that, contrary to a contract existing between the
parties to the litigation, the defendants refused to receive six motion pictures and
further failed to pay for them, the plaintiffs claiming damages based on the total
rental alleged to have been agreed upon for
the pictures.

* *

*

Marty Soloman has resigned from Red
Seal as manager, and Mike Kassel, former
booker, has been appointed as manager.

* *

*

C. C. Wallace, division manager of United
Artists, was in New York last week conferring with the home office.

When
recently
Quality
he will
pictures
season.

Jerry Abrams was in New York
he closed with Abe Carlos for 12
Production pictures. Jerry says that
handle approximately 52 program
and 10 specials during the coming

The golf tournament of the film row is
set for June 15. Let's talk it up.

Paramount Gives
Feature Schedule
for New Film Year
^Continued from page

pair who
enjoywithlifethem.
until
comes
to live
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girl's

father

"The Upstart Gentleman"
Another special featuring Richard Arlen and
Mary Brian will be "The Upstart Gentleman,"
written by John Monk Saunders.
It will be
a story of college life.
"Three Week Ends"
"The Fleet's In"
"The Saturday Night Kid"
"Apache
The Clara Bow
specialsLove"
for the new season
will be "Three Week Ends," an Elinor Glyn
story, "The Fleet's In," a story of sailors and
sailors'
sweethearts,
"The
Saturday
Night
Kid," which is self-explanatory, and "Apache
Love," as yet a tentative title.
"Redskin"
"Unconquered"
Richard Dix will appear in two specials and
three starring pictures. First of the specials
is "Redskin,"
a picture of "The
Vanishing
American" type.
"Unconquered"
will be the
second, and, in this picture will be featured
Florence Vidor.
It is a srtory of a low-born
handsome
young
man
and a girl of high
degree who are thrown together on a tropical
island.
"Warming Up"
"Moran of the Marines"
Two
Dix starring pictures have been selected, "Warming Up," a baseball story, and
"Moran of the Marines."
"The Docks
of New York"
"Swag"
George Bancroft will be starred in four
pictures, two of which have been selected.
The first is, "The Docks' of New York," a
story by John Monk Saunders which will be
directed by Joseph von Sternberg. It is a
story of a stevedore who defends his sister
from the advances of a tough longshoreman.
The second picture is "Swag," written by
Rena Vale, the winner of the $15,000 Photoplay Magazine Idea Contest. Evelyn Brent
will appear opposite Bancroft in this story of
gangsters and loot.
Bebe Daniels will also be starred in four
pictures. The stories have not been chosen
but they will be of the same type used in
Miss Daniels' pictures of this season.
"The Case of Lena Smith"
Esther Ralston will make one special and

"The Sawdust Paradise," a girl evangelist
tale, will be Miss Ralston's first starring picture in the new program. George Manker
Watters, author of "Burlesque," wrote the
story and Luther Reed will direct. Reed
Howes and Hobart Bosworth will support the
star.
"High Society"
"High Society" will be the title of the second Ralston vehicle. It will be the lowdown
on high society written by a man on the
inside. The last two pictures will be announced later.
"The Water Hole"
There will be one Zane Grey special and
three regular program offerings on the new
Paramount program, all featuring Jack Holt.
The special production is "The Water Hole,"
a picture partly in Technicolor, which will be
directed bj' John Waters.
"Avalanche"
"Sunset Pass"
"Avalanche," the first regular offering, is an
adaptation of a serial which appeared in The
Country Gentleman. It is the story of the
love of two brothers for a beautiful fickle
girl. "Sunset Pass," an adaptation of a serial
now running in the American Magazine, is
the title of the second Zane Grey regular
offering. The third story is yet to be chosen.
"Loves of an Actress"
"Fedora"
Pola Negri will make two pictures for the
new program. One will be "Loves of an
Actress," written by Ernest Vajda and directed by Rowland V. Lee. Nils Asther and
Paul Lukas will appear in support of the
star. "Fedora" is a tentative title for the
second picture. The story is of the type of
"The Last Command." Ludwig Berger will
direct and the leading roles will be played
by Norman Kerry, Paul Lukas, Lawrence
Grant and Jack Luden.
"The First Kiss"
Fay Wray and Gary Cooper will be cofeatured in three pictures, first of which is
"The First Kiss," an adaptation of a Saturday Evening Post storj-, written by Tristam
Tupper. It is the story of a poor town boy
who forces an education on his family, he
paying for it by honest and dishonest labors.
The daughter of the town's millionaire is the
only person who will have anything to do
with him. There is- a happy ending. The other
two stories will be announced later.
"Divorce Bound"
Florence Vidor will be starred in two picfirst.
tures. "Divorce Bound" is the title of the
"Bulldog Yale"
Charles Rogers will be starred in four pictures, one of which has been selected. It is a
story
of college
Hfe titled
"Bulldog
Wells Root,
Yale man,
wrote the
story; Yale."
it will
be directed by Frank Tuttle, also a Yale man,
and the locale of the picture will be filmed
on the Yale campus.
Hall-Taylor
James Hall and Ruth Taj'lor will be cofeatured in a series of three pictures the
stories of which are to be announced at a
later time.
"His Private Life"
Adolphe Menjou will appear in three pictures. "His Private Life," a tentative title,
will be the first. These pictures will be of
the same type and calibre of "Service for
Ladies" and "The Grand Duchess and the

Waiter."

Preference
means Profits
The theatre that stresses screen
quality is well on the way to
popular preference. And that
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman
Positive— the film that preser^"es
every bit of photographic quality for your screen.

EASTMAN

KODAK
KOCHHSTKR,

N. Y.

COMPANY
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MOVIETONE-VITAPHONE
I

MOTION

^ERON

EDITION

PICTURE
Says

NEWS

(Issue of April 7th, 1928)

JA.MES R. CAMERON'S new fourth edition of Motion
Picture Projection is the most complete that has come
from this well known and widely read authority on the subject. In the past five years there have been many new
developments in the technical field of industry, and many
new projection devices introduced on the market. Many of
the most important developments have been so recent, comparatively, that earlier books afford no reference whereby
the projectionist can be guided to a thorough understanding
of vital factors affecting the craft.
The Vitaphone and Movietone installations are of fairly
recent development, and the complete manner in which these
installations are treated in the new volume prepared by Mr.
Cameron in itself constitutes an important feature in recommending the work for the reference library of the student
and the active study of the projectionist.
One can gain an idea of the comprehensive scope of the
book, from the fact that it contains 1280 pages of text matter
and over 550 illustrations, the book weighs over 3J/2 lbs.,
making it the largest book published on this subject.

FILM DAILY
(Issue of April 8th, 1928)

The Stamp of Approval
Projection in all its phases is thoroughly covered in the
Fourth Edition of "Motion Picture Projection," just published
by the Cameron Publishing Co. The volume, which contains
around 1300 pages, is replete with informative data on the
subject, constituting a manual and handbook of projection.
James R. Cameron long has been recognized as an authority
on projection and has been an important factor in its de^velopment to its present degree of efficiency. He writes in
forceful and simple language, interestingly and convincingly. The volume, a mine of information as a
textbook and guide, has THE FILM DAILY
STAMP OF APPROVAL.

CARE

FOR
OF

THE ONLY BOOK PUBLISHED
GIVING COMPLETE DATA
AND
DIAGRAMS
THE
INSTALLATION,
OPERATION
AND
ALL
THE
TALKING
MOVIE
SYSTEMS.

VITAPHONE - MOVIETONE, ETC., ETC.

CAMERON PUBLISHING COMPANY, MANHATTAN BEACH, N. Y.
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IN the first four months of 1928, EXHIBITORS

Herald

and

Moving

Picture World

published 25% more paid advertising than its
nearest competitor.
In the same period, it carried more advertising than its three other competitors in the
national field COMBINED.
In the same period, EXHIBITORS HERALD AND
Moving Picture World received approximately 50 cents of every dollar spent in the
national trade papers.
In the same period, EXHIBITORS HERALD AND
Moving Picture World was the only paper
in the field receiving the full schedule of
advertising from all of the important motion
picture distributors.
In the same period, the circulation department of Exhibitors Herald and Moving
Picture World doubled the cash receipts
received by EXHIBITORS HERALD in the
same period a year ago.
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In one of the
biggest — finest —
most spectacular
and magnificent
Specials of the age

LILAC
TIME
A stirring spectacle of unprecedented magnitude, staged in the amphitheatre of the air.

a George Production
Fitzmaurice

In "BABY FACE"

Colleen's dra^ving-power will be coupled
with that of COSMO HAMILTON, one of
the most popular of modern authors, with
such successes aa "Scandal", "Blindneia of
Virtue", and half-a-doicn beat-selling novels
to his credit. "Baby Face" was published in
Hearst's Intcrnatioiud
half'S-miUion
reader*. Magazine, reaching

Presented by John McCormick
From the famous
Jane Murfin which
and the road. With
Willis Goldbeck.

stage hit by Jane Cowl and
ran 54 weeks on Broadway
Gary Cooper. Adaptation by
Scenario by Carey Wilson.

A Colleen Moore-George Fitzmaurice SPECIALI
Also a Series of 3 Other
SPECIALS
QfcPRES

Group

And "THE RICHEST GIRL
wfll show her at her g.ivot .nnJ repr'"'- as
■ girl who «udcicnlv tinJ« iUc i» \%t«rlh mil'
liona. and
ot anvhoJ\
lite can
figuring out ha»
the the
moattime
cxcitinf
thlnga '»she
do with them.

ON EARTH"

lharlie|MACKAlLLJURRAY
MULHALL
IPage 14

"SYi.THfcTIC SIN"
A Loa Angelct «nd New York atagc luccesi
by Frederic «nd Fanny Hatton, authort of
"The Great Lover", "Lombardi, Ltd." and
other hita. Underworld and back-ttage in
New York, scandaloui tituationt that are
hUariouaa' well aa thrilling, and azirlcryira
CO ' 'ain and auffer" because (he waau to be
an actreif.
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What New

York Critics thought

"All around
me there was the
of "Diveriion"
■ound of an audience having a
real good cry... At the end of
the perfortnance there waa stu—Woolcou
in N. Y. World.
pendous applause".

After
"TKe PATENT LEATHER
KID "...The NOOSE "...The
LITTLE SHEPHERD of
KINGDOM COME '
Barthelmess stands at the top of the list of
romantic screen heroes. By the verdict of key
exhibitors, the best male star-draw in pictiires
today! Each of his three latest record-breakers
has added millions to the following he won
with "Tol'able David", "Broken Blossoms",
"Way Down East". And these millions have
their admission money all ready and waiting

"DIVERSION"

for the showmen who play him in 1928-'29, in
a series of great pictures headed by

Author of the long-run hit
"Young Woodley"
Barthelmess as a dramatic character juvenile
with society background. A clean kid, hopelessly
caught in the net of a wanton temptress, kills her
in a flash of fury when he finds she has been
playing with his love. ..Suicide seems to be the
only way out of disgrace to an honored name —
and the only one who can make death absolutely
painless is the boy's father, a famous surgeon!

"DIVERSION"
From the brilliant Broadway
production of 1928

iSffiEi .
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VINE LADY
A GIGANTIC

SPECIAL

by E. BARRINGTON
Greatest literary discovery
overnight sensation with
row— 'The Divine Lady**,
"The Chaste

of recent years. Afli
3 best'sellers in a
"Glorious Apollo",
Diana"

THE orchid beauty of the screen returns to First National
to repeat the triumphs of "Black Oxen", ^Classified",
and "Lilies of the Field", Her first of a series of brilliant
vehicles will be'THE DIVINE LADY", sweeping romance
made nationally famous by its publication in CosmopoUtan
Magazine, with five million readers; its sale of 70,000 copies
in book form; and its syndication in 800 newspapers with
a total circulation of 4,278,000.
Will be directed by FRANK LLOYD, who gave you "The
Sea Hawk". Cast will include Victor Varconi of "King of
Kings" and Marie Dressier. Adaptation by Forrest Halsey,
Continuity by Agnes Christine Johnston, Presented by
Richard A. Rowland.

A Frank. Lloyd ProdLuctioA
A First 'National Special
QfePRES
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Mistress of Princes
—Mastered by Fate!
Humble of birth — superb in beauty, The
Divine Lady inarches across the sepulchres of many loves to the very steps of
a throne. Passed from hand to hand
among the nobility of an empire, each
conquest brings her to a new and greater
one, until at last she has all England at
her feet! And then in the center of tl»e
English court at the splendid height of
its 19th-century decadence, she begins
her supreme aSair with Lord Nelson —
only to have the whole nation turn upon
ker in fury when England's greatest
naval hero forgets duty, honor, and all
else in the glory of her love.

TKe Battle
of Trafalgar
For the first time in screen history First
National will film England's greatest
naval batde, famous in song and story,
as the big scene of *The Divine Lady",
Scores of sea monsters at death grips...
Flaming frigates plun^ng to destruction
. . . The kind of spectiicle they tell their
friends about

And 4 Others, inclxiding —

"OUTCAST"
The Play made famou* by
Elsie Ferguson, on Broadway
and road show run.
This play by Hubert Henry Davies provide a tenderly
appealing central part for Corinne GrifBth
A girl of
the streets who comes into a rich man's lile as the plaything of a night — and stays for a year as his adored comalwaysto there
the terrib'e
cloud of panion...
her But Pasr
which hangs
some over
da\ them
she must
return.

"PAID

and two others
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By Cecil Raleigh j(t
and Henry Hamilton

Ran for Years at the Drury Lane in Landonf and
in Hew Toric .... Now first National will
make it an Extended -Run SPECIAL!

Authors of "Sporting Life", "The
Derby
Winner",
and other
sensa*
tional melodrataa
successes.

Colleen
MOORE

I

r>VERY SCENE could be THE BIG SCENE in any ordinary production. Splendor of high
C^ society . . . Flash of racing silks ... A speeding motor plunging to destruction ... A devil'inay*
care hero almost ruined by sinister intrigue ... A dishonored woman avenging her wrong at
gun'point ... A spectacular train wreck . . . The famous English Derby . . . And a glorious girl
riding a thoroughbred to victory when the last hope seems lost ... ALL this is in *'THE
WHIP!" — Few pictures ever produced have contained so many of the tricd'and'true elements
that draw human beings to boX'OfiBces!

POROfHy

ANNA

LOWELL

NACKAIU

SHERNAN

of "Subway Sadie"
"Mighty Lak a Rose"
"Ladies' Night in a
Turkish Bath"

of'TheRecklessLady"
"The Mad Hour"

Richard
BARTHELMESS

A CHARLES

C orinne

GRIFFITH

RALPH

a.

NILSSON

FORBES

of
"Sorrel and Son"

of "Beau Geste"
"The Trail of '98"

BRABIN
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MAYNARD
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^
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The

First National's

STAR-FIND
of 1927 will be a

STAR. LEADER
in 1928-1929
GhES made now. "The Love
G/Mart","StolenBride'V'American
Beauty", "The Yellow Lily" did it!
Now YOU can cash in on the tremendous following she built last
year. And here are the vehicles that
will do it —

"^Ae OTHER

TOCTAVUS
OMORROY
ROCOHEN
W"
famous
who has built by
a huge
following with
scores of short stories in the Saturday Evening Post and other magazines. "The Other Tomorrow" is
one of his most popular novels. It
will show Billie Dove as a brilliant
Southern beauty of today.

""^he HEART

PRINALTON
OF byA MAXIM
CESS"
Billie Dove's beauty in three gorgeous settings — an imperial court of
Europe, backstageon Broadway, and
in New York's ritziest society! A
suspense-filled drama of a princess
who escapes the terror of the Revolution to become a Broadway star.

"PLEASURE

BILLI£

a dazzling
adventurous
whirl
at fashion,beaurj-'s
society and
romance.
oAnd one other made from an internationally celebrated success.
oAnd a

BOUND"
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KEN

W

-

KING

of all

OUTDOORS!

fKi
ALL WOOL
WIDE."

Absolutely estahlished as the
ace of all daredevils in 10,4^2

^"STEP
THEY

of the country's finest theatres.
The Thunder of galloping hoofs, the
mystery of the Prairies, the thrills of fight

ANDSalmon,
A YARD
Rex
Ida.

ON THE

MAYNARDS,

Edward RESULTS."
Smith Theatre,
BRING
lAmneapolis.

4e"WHEN BETTER THRILLERS
ARE MADE MAYNARD WILL

and romance from the start of day 'till the
fall of night — not a heart but beats to
the chivalry of this buccaneer of the outdoors and his feats of daring and heroism—

MAKE

Amuzu Theatre,
Winston Salem, N. C.
THEM."

Maynard and his horse Tarzan have so firmly
set themselves in Class "A" theatres that now
they stand M'ith the biggest draws of the game.
If you played "The Wagon Show", "Gun Gospel",
"The Red Raiders", "Land Beyond Law", you
want Maynard right away in these SPECIAL
stories huilt for thrills, comedy, spectacular
scenes —

THE

GLORIOUS

TRAIL

THE

PHANTOM

CITY

THE

ROYAL

RIDER

THE

LAWLESS

LEGION

CHEYENNE
WELLS

FARGO

EXPRESS

^Every Maynard hooker becomes a Maynard booster —
you'll
know thrillers
how much
make onnever
romantic
until profit
you playit's
Kenpossible
Maynard to
. .
and that white streah of horse -lightnin' Tarzan. J J
^ '•
Presented by CHARLES A. ROGERS
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Judged fey any sitaitdard
The VICTORIEN
Fame SARDOU
of its isAuthor
—
oneofthemostcelebratedof

modern dramatists, with a dozen
great international successes to his credit including "A Scrap of Paper", "Divorcons",
"Diplomacy", "Fedora".

Its sensational Stage Success —
Nearly 1000 performances of "La Tosca" were given by Sarah Bernhardt alone in
Europe and America. And it has served as a vehicle for such other famous actresses as
Eleanora Duse and Fanny Davenport.

Its pre-eminence
as an Opera —
For 28 years one of the principal attractions in all the leading
Phonograph

and radio have made its name

opera houses of the world.
and^music familiar to millions.

Its tensely
dramatic story —
Tosca — once ragged, half wild waif — who becomes

the celebrated beauty — dynamic, temperamental, darling of Rome.

Greater than "Carmen" with a sudden, surprising climax
that makes it one of the world's masterpieces of dramatic
stagecraft.

Its celebrated Star —

BILLIE

DOVE

— established as a fan-favorite by her performances in "The
Love Mart", "American Beauty", and "The Stolen Bride" —
will play the title role in the screen version of LA TOSCA.
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SILLS

A GEORGE FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION (he. directed "Lilac Time", "The Dark Angel", "Night of Love").
From the play by John Kenyon Nicholson and Charles
L. Wagn«T. Adaptation by Benjamin Glazer, who has
"Seventh
of
'98", to Heaven",
his credit "FUsh and the Devil". "The Trail

In a crashing, momentous SPECIAL from
the celebrated Broadway and road success

"THE

BARKER"

Then 4 others gauged specially to appeal
to women as well as to Sills' tremendous
male following: —

with Betty Compson

"Nifty" Miller, scarred, double-crossing
terror of the Side Show . . . just ONE
soft spot, his kid! . . . But the kid falls
for a little Hula dancer. And then! —

CAPTAIN A'e strong^
"THE EAGLE'S TRAJO
"THE
SPOTTER
"HARD
ROCK

It's real — real — REAL! — And all the
time this kaleidoscopic carnival background, and picturesque comedy from
the strangest lot of hard boiled characters ever filmed!
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Introduces ,y^

THE 3iOST TEMPESTUOUS
TEMPTRESS THE SCREEN
HAS EVER KNOWN!

wind that
NUBI — gypsy gale of passion! An ill
blows no man good when, whirlwind-wild, she
rages untamed across a sunny slope of Spain .... Bom
of the storm, this half-clad human hurricane takes love
where she will — from old, from young; from father,
from son. Cyclonic in her caresses .... Venomous,
voluptuous, super-vampire .... The fiiry of her passion
lays waste the souls of men!
With the coquetry of Carmen .... Primitive as
Desire .... This Spanish siren is box-office appeal
personified. Her multiple love story was
THE
FOR

TALK
ONE

OF BROADWAY
SOLID
YEAR!
'Presented h\ Richard A. Rowland
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BIG-BUY
VEHICLES!
in
knowgone
youEVER
EST
SURComed
y....thing
Has he
back on you ar the Box -Office? —
"Life of Riley", "Lost at the Front",
Vamping Venus," winners every
one .... Now figure what hell
do with the fame of great stage
successes and the reputation of
author -celebrities to back him!

star of the immortal ^^McFadden^s Flats^ is
set for the Greatest Season of his career with—
An original by the most famous of all writers
for the screen, RALPH SPENCE, author of
"A Connecticut Yankee**, "The Gorilla" and
dozens of other film successes —
•»THE LYING TRUTH"*
▼ ▼ ▼
A celebrated sure-fire musical comedy hit—
«'WINE, WOMEN, AND SONG**
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An hilarious stage success by Ian Hay Keith,
cdebrated author of "The First Hundred
Thousand". A race-track comedy that was one
of London's & NewYork's greatest farce hits—
•«THE SPORT OF KINGS**
▼

T

▼

And an original story with unlimited laugh
'«CHARLIE*8
possibilities —
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TWO Stars for the
Price of ONE!
The only eitabllahed maa'and-woman comedyromance team on the screen. Four-time winners In
1927 with "Ladiea* Night", "Smile, Brother, Smile",
"Subway Sadie", "See You In Jail". What won't
they do with
four famous
story buys
like —

"CHILDREN

of the RITZ"

SHE married
in haste — and divorced
for leisure.
HE was fired as a husband — then hired a* chauffeur of
her second spouse.
It's the answer to "What's wrong with this younger
From Cornell Woolrich'a famous sensational prize
novel
won College Humor's nation wide contest.
tion?"
generawhich
Serialized
to a million readers. A best-seller in book form.

"APPLE

S AU

C E"

A 40-horse power personality in a one-horse town.. .He
thought trouble was applesauce until he stole Rollo's girll
From Barry Conner's Broadway hit, which has been
running 3 year* in New York and on the road, with
7 road company* and Chautauqua Circuit bookings.

'"TWO WEEKS

OFF"

A good-looking plumber who poses as a movie star. He
claims he knows all the "joints" in Hollywood — but
he's a terrible bust in his first big love scenel
From the play by Kenyon Nicholson — author of "The
I
Barker" — and Thomas Baroi.

T E R F R O N T"

ng Human

interest comedy by Will Chappel and
Gertrude Orr.

*STARS
in their own rights— bu!

NATIONAL
FIRSl*^/

teams them for double return,

DOROTHY MACKAIll
S^Olton
IILLS
;e 12

The
SQUALL
Page 13

NO! NO!
NANETTE
Page i6

O'DAY
^ Molly

f BUTTER &. + INTER
SUCCESSES
Page 19
Page 17
TIONAL
NA
N
Page
i8
MA
EGG

Alice
WHITE

MYSTERY
MELODRAMAS

Page 20

Page 21

THE whole world has whistled "I Want
—
For Two"
"Tea flock
and will
Happy"town
to
to the
theBewhole
screen version of the musical comedy that
made these two song hits famous. Popular
appeal proved by thousands of capacity
performances abroad and on tour over all
the U. S. FIRST NATIONAL wiU make
h in the class with "Sally" and "Irene" —
inst as big a hit — Tremendous comedy
with America's Playground, Atlantic City
for Background.

•Tfte Patent Leather Kid", "Shepherd of
the Hills", and "The Little Shepherd
of Kingdom Come" will play Nanette.
Presented by Richard ^A. Rowland.

ByOttoHarbach, Frank Mandel, Vincwt
Youmans, Irving Caesar. From the
turn- musical hit "My Lady Friends",
by Emit Nyitray and Frank SlandeL

Colleen
MOORE
Page 2

^^

Richard
BARTHELMESS
Page 4

HRST NATIONAL
jY
^'

Corinne
GRIFHTH
Page 6

^^
y
'

The
WHIP

J^

Page 8

1

Billie
Page 9
DOVE

^

SPECIAL
Ken
MAYNARD
Page 10

LA TOSC
George

i

FTTZMAURIC!
•pecials
|

it

Page 17

NOW
a definite and distinct Box'office
attraction on the strength of her sen*
sational reception by the public in "Th^
Patent Leather Kid", "The Shepherd of
the HiUs" and "The Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come", will be presented by
First National as the
f

of 2 President Qroup Productions
The latest idol of the fan^"'i'^VE'^V name #
feature in yo^ lights and ads . .M^^ovdty for
Fj^WajpRal enables you to get full benefit of
fcllowi]

"The
in the
Cage"
By George Qirl
Kibbc Turner,
famous Qlass
Saturday Evening
Post
writer. The story of a beautiful "Love Nest" fledgling
trying to live down the notorious sins of her mother.
Calumny and suspicion trail her . . . Gossip lays wicked
hands
on silken
shoulders.
But involves
she's a her
smartin girl
— 'till
love makes
a Fool
of her, and
a tangled
murder mystery which climaxes this great romance.
This novel was serialized to five million in Collier's and
had a wild sale and publicity in book form.

The
'Milton J^
fSlLLS
SQUALL
Page 13
Paije 12 T

Charlie
MURRAY
Page 14

^ MACKAILLMULHALL
Page 15

*When Irish Eyes are Smiling"
Original story by Gerald Duffy, who titled "The Patent
Leather Kid". "Her Wild Oat", "See You in Jail" and
many others. An ideal character for MOLLY 0*0 AY'S
type as the heroine of the world-famous ballad by Ernest
Ball made famous by Chauncey Olcott.
The world has sung the song for a decade — now the
romance of its melody will be caught in z truly great
production.

BUTTER &
EGG MAN

INTERNATIONAL
SUCCESSES
Pii^qc" iQ

^ A 1 i c e J^

WHITE
i- Pat^c 20

'■

'

MYSTERY
MELODRAMAS
Ptic;? 21

Richard A. Rowland

Ifmgg 18

K
E
t
f
iV

presents

/ ; *t/

I

*«fc

^vf\

MONTHS
BROADWA
as a stage pla
New York
c|y| i
Hailed
by evei

ix>ir

as one of fli
funniest of nxx
ern comedie

Written by
T ^

the co-author of If
''Dulcy*', ''Merton jf
of the Movies" — ^
George S. Kaufman ^

national
PicturcA

Directed by the ^

I

man who made "Mc- m
Faddcn's Flats"—
^
Richard Wallace ^

■

A BUTTER AND EGG MAN-who-came-back
XX — afid came back hard!.... A worm who
turned against the New York wise guys who

j

thought
theywhohadgot"taken"
him....ONE
way sucker
MORE than
an even Broadbreak.
Rich with racy, unique types of Broadway
"insiders". Intimate revelations of the inner
workings of play production. And sure-fire
comedy in the attempts of a small-town boy
to act tough and wise like ''a regvilar New
Yorker".

t
III

with JACK MULHALL
GRETA NISSEN, GERTRUDE
ASTOR,
SAM HARDY

\

Group
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The
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Billie
Page 9
DOVE

Ken
MAYNARD
Page ID

LA TOSCA
George
HTZMAURICB
•pedaU

f
Milt(
SILH

pL iSeries of

kfCCESSES
iDensations in

V

LONDON, ROME, PARIS
BERLIN, MADRID
WllxT

lamous continental ana Ajnerican stars;

oy internationally known

autnors ; airectea by

men -vvrlio nave set new stanaaros in tne industry.
Inese successes w^ill come to you w^itn proved
pow^er. Jjest oy test— eacn picture w^ili pass tne
requirements ol roaa snow quality oelore you get it.
And

the first of a series of three will oe

BEN LYON anJ LYA MARA

DANCING

i

VIENNA

Oontinental youtn on tne rampant— —tne jazz age as
It nits oeautilul
v lenna— a trip abroaa to tne city
ol VV altzes in one ol tne iinest productions tnat ever
came
Irom
tne otner
side.
Iveceived
witn
great
applause

,

\Velt Am.
Aoena,
Berlin.
Great
tnusiasm at tne premiere ,Berliner
Lokalanzeiger.
Kvoked storms ol
applause

, Firm-Kurier,

en-

Berlin.

QteVKES
hLeL
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Charlie
MURRAY
Page u

MACKAILLMULHALL

NO!
NO!
NANETTE

Pase I

Paee i6

Molly
O'DAY
Paze 17

Alice
WHITE

MYSTERY
MELODRAMAS

SlioW GIRL
unllopenyoureyestoTHE REALTHINGtn chorus
girls — something they've never seen before!
Pre-sold to the public by serialization in
22,000,000 copies of Liberty Magazine,
where it ran for 14 lueeks; by publication in
book form; and by the national popularity
of the author, J. P. McEVOY, famous for his
tuMely syndicated newspaper feature, "The
Potters", Ziegficld Follies Hits, and the
musical comedy sensation "Americana".

ON THE AIR

will capitalbe the Radio craze in the story
of a prizefighter's sweetie who ^)as pure
dold, ihough her man was just plain Yellow.
From a short story in the widely circulated
book "Mon Homme", by Paul Deresco
Augsburg.

AcND TWO

OTHERS

I fill
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3 SENSATIONAL

SUCCESSfS

Ihe world is mystery mad;
Each year the craving for this type of entertainment becomes
greater and greater until now, from the pubHc libraries,
comes the statement that mystery fiction ranks 74% in demand above the nearest competitor. Of thiny-five successful
plays on Broadway last season eleven were mysteries; book
publishers are scouring the field for mystery stories; nightly
millions sit thrill -bound before the radios of the world
drinking in the thrills of detective yarns — and the best magazines are turning to mysteries as circulation builders. What
a shrewd move of showmanship to give you three productions
from baffling stories at the time when this craze is at its height.

The
QUALL
:e I

Charlie
MURRAY

MACKAILLMULHALL

NO!
NO!
NANETTE

Moll y
O'DAY

te

BUTTER &.
EGG MAN

NATIONAL
INTERSUCCESSES

i OU get a run for your money in First National
Pictures. You get Extended Runs for the money you
put into First National accessories. . .they'll come on
the jump when these 24-sheet Salesmen get to work!

JOHN w<om\CK

n

Paper
to
match the

Lilac
Ctm cooprR

of
greatness
the
product.

c^GtORGEfnZMAyWCE

knmmsKsmmaum
PRODUCTION

CWJEYWIISOM

First National
service never ends
with the sale —
great publicity ties
and
advertising
up all the way to
the last runs.

picture will
Every the
have
greatest
exploitation cambehindn it
paignwma
that sho
brains can devise.

The public knows
JEAN

the line "A First
National Picture"
means the only
show to see.

ftART

t^
f^f«,^t^ QICUARD AliOWLANI

A IxTbX national Picture
VMtt

National advertising will herald
the President
Group into the
far corners of the
earth.

ROWLAND
AiCKARD A>

The First National spirit is
spreading like
wildfire — the
public knows who
makes the consistent hits.

m

DODOTHY MACK41U
L (HEPMAN
UK PflOOUCTlQN

MALPICTURlf^

Advertising
battle. ••and FIRST NATIONAL

is half the business

advertising is universally

recognized as the Best in the Business... for 1928 -'29 you
can count on more intensive national exploitation and advertising than was ever given a great product in the past.

^"v^made in the greatest studio in
the world! — with eleven great«^^j
^
stars and sixty noted featured

national
Pictures

sensaplayers — with fourteen
tional stage hits — eleven tre^jj
mendous best sellers and nine
outstanding Specials, will crash
through with the greatest majority ever polled at the box office.
Public-made favorite, First Na
tional carried 1927 with unanimous vote — the choice of the

ii

people — the demand of showmen.

(5^--.

Now,

riding the tide of tremendous popularity, having

passed the acid test of the box
office with a phenomenal landslide of exhibitor endorsement.
First National AGAIN gives you
the key to Golden Profits.

I

Those who know will climb
aboard
the bandwagon
o(\
record breaking successes
and STAY there !
'This announcement,
being made in part
in
of produc
tionadvance
of the photoplays,
is based upon present
information and plans
and mustsidered asnot
part beof conany
contract licensing the
exhibition of any

photoplay."

CONTINUOUS
PERFORMANCE
PRINTED

IN U. S. A. BY L. KEHLMANN

CO.. N.Y,

hat smart showmen look for in
1928-29 product
announcements
^^^^fo^^.

^ Not gaudy colors. Not smart cracks
dished up in trick type. Not has-been or
synthetic stars. Not run-of-the-mill, oldfashioned pictures. Not good pictures for
which there is no advance demand

from

the pvdjlic. What you look for are tJie surefire naturals^ the pictures you cau tell six
mouths before you play theui that tliey trill
—^

pack your house. ^The Harold Lh)vds and
the Clara Bows and the Emil Jaiiiiiiiiis and
the Richard

Dixes and llic

\\ iiiiis

and

"The Wedding March." And "Canary Murder Case," which you and your wife
and 200,000 folks have been reading and talking about. And new up-and-

I

coming favorites like Charles Rogers, Esther Ralston, Wray- Cooper and Hall-

ii Taylor, idols of the young 16-30 crowd from which you draw 70% of your
audiences. ^ Short features? It's Paramount News that attracts your attention
because the public and the trade are talking about how much swifter, breezier,
, better it is than the others. It's always an asset to your house to offer the best.
And Christie Comedies, which play more de luxe theatres on merit than
several other companies' comedies combined.

The only really nationally

advertised short-comedy stars. You want the rest of the Paramount

shorts

line-up too. They're outstanding. ^ Buying product is simplified this year.
The important pictures that the smart showman

looks for— specials, features.

news reel, shorts— are all in one group

PARAMOUNT'S
Harold Lloyd

WHOLE

Specials Wolf

Song

Hard Boiled Angel

2 Emil Jannings

Livmg Together

Beggars of Life
The Tong War
Crime of Interference
The Letter

Dirigible
Man I Love

Upstart Gentleman
Behind German Lines
Burlesque

Road Shows

Wings

Tahiti Nights
Glorifying American Girl
Perfumed Trap

PROGRAM
Star Hits

Wedding March
4 Clara Bow
3 Richard Dix
Canary Murder Case

- SHOW
3
4
4
4
2

Richard Dix
Geo. Bancroft
Bebe Daniels
Esther Ralston
Pola Negri

3 Wray-Cooper
2 Florence Vidor
4 Chas. Rogers
3 Taylor- Hall
3 Adolphe Menjou
3 Zane Grey
1 Thomas

Abie's Irish Rose
The Patriot

Meighan

2 MacLean -Christie
1 Sir Harry Lauder

1 Model of Montmarte

Shorts
104 Paramount News
8 Vernon Comedies
8 Dooley Comedies
8 "Macduff" Comedies
8 'Confessions of a
Chorus Girl" Comedies
12 Great Stars and Authors
26 Krazy Kat
26 Inkwell Imps
2 Horton Comedies
Extra!

Byrd's Flight to
the South Pole

I

1
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this

29

Ad Man : "Shall I adver
tise the comedies?"

that's the difference between
Paramount- Christie
Paramount - Christie
Comedies
Paramount News
Paramount-Hortou

Comedies and the other kind

Paramount Novelties

Krazy Kat

Inkwell Imps

they tell the world about PARAMOUNT

SHORTS!

mm
IVs never been done before
by ANY company!!

tuiWm ^how hnoYou FIRST/

32
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THEATRES

Foxy and Grand Theatres, Perry, Ia»,
Strand Theatre, Woodward, la*

Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World,
Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen :
You'll never hear us say "Exhibitors Herald and
Picture World does not cover the field."
Since you published our campaign o£ our Sunday
have received requests for campaign material from all
country. We never anticipated such a thing, therefore,
ply of material is exhausted with exception of what
reserved for our files.

Moving
fight we
over the
our supwe have

Letters are still coming in from parties, who read the article
in your journal, requesting original copies of material.
It occurred to us that you might be glad to know of this,
because of the service you are desirous of rendering the trade
and that you might feel it worth while to devote more space to
our campaign whereby all interested parties could have on file
our campaign.
We understand the Hays organization has recommended our
campaign which, if true, we of course, greatly appreciate, but
the big thing is we are only too glad to cooperate with and assist
brother exhibitors all we can.
The National Association Opposed to Blue Laws, Inc., of
Washington, D. C, is also desirous of obtaining campaign material but we are unable to furnish them with a copy of our ad.
In view of the fact so many are having the Sunday problem
to contend with at this time we thought you might be desirous
of rendering still greater service. If so, we will be very glad to
furnish you with a complete story of our fight.
Sincerely yours,
C. J. LATTA.

MlLLJ

FOX
completed pictures!

T'welve FOX releases
for the next season
are NOW ready £or
screening
Pretty picture books
are circulatingsifireeping promises
are made. But only

TRANK BOPZACC'S

CHARLES INFARREL1
AND

GRETA NISSEN

Janet Gaynor and
Cmarles Taprcll
Capacity Since OpeningGLOBE THEATRE- N.Y.
CARTHAY CIRCLEL. A.

IN

BIGG-E-ST SCf^E-EN^ii^.
SUCCESS
\0 VE-Af^S
THE- LAST

HOTTER
THAN SAHARA

[TfriFi
JOnN FORD PRODUCTION
;^ i-^" MONTH AT^Z TOP
GAlEir THEATRE-

HOWARD HAWKS
PRODUCTION

^

I
xottKj

VIGTOHK^IAGLER- luu riuRAK
KICK mi-M^ •DOKAID CRLTP
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iu CHARLEP FRAKCir COf-
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BYA GREAT DIRECTOR
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JUNECOLLYER' EDMUND LOWE
ALBERT GRAN ' LIA TORA
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^ Broadside of Laughs
€$

^^/C/;;7/^^ax.t.<-^-K4-^

BIG BOYin
presents

ti

W

NAVY
BEANS
List every asset you look for in a
feature comedy . . .You'll find them
all in this spectacular two-reel laugh
hit. It's a ''big" picture in Short
Feature length.

Boy." Wheneye onng''Big
your
Keep ever
his w^inni
smile flashes on
the screen, an exhibitor makes extra profits.

BIG BOY

Juvenile
♦COMEDIES*

f~^^cUtAiatUrrud (fL^M/iK)
^x

/y*

Member, Motion Picture Producer*
and DiHtributors of AmcricH. Inc.,

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.

Will H. Hays. 7*r»-»i«/*n£

■THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
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— ^by right of service
—to readers

—to advertisers
— to the whole industry

Leadership!

L^xHiBiTORs Herald and Moving
^-^ Picture World stands in the
position of preeminent leadership
among the trade publications of the
motion picture field.
This enviable position has not been
won by accident.
It has been gained

— ^by right of service
— to readers
111

— to advertisers
to the whole industry

May 12, 1928

►

TME fil^KATIiST STAI! OS THE SCI^KES
^^rmm

LEO, THE M-GON HIS WAY!

LION IS

The Most Fa/nous Ballyhoo World Tour
Since Trackless Train

LEO, the Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer Lion makes
his personal bow to the audiences of the world in a
globe tour that is a sensational promotion followup to the Trackless Train (now in Australia).
Leo's tour is just one of our giant promotion
stunts of next season.

Leo

All oier (he earth, pulure-goers Know
M-G-M. The Trackless Train continues
its world lour and later will make a
triumphant home-coming tour of America.

The seyisational airpla^ie flight of Leo, the
M-G-M Lion, won more publicity for
M-G-M than anv company has been able
to huild up in years of national advertising .

The wheels of hidiistry are humming with the greatest prosperity of years

,«

THE COMING SEASON WILL BE
THE MOST PROSPEROUS IN THE
HISTORY OF THE
TURE BUSINESS.
^f' inancia

MOTION

PIC-

//

I forecast /^v NICHOLAS

M. SCHENCK

Prei> idoit \ Ittro-iioldii mi-SLi xcr

FOR

many days I have been

collecting opinions

bankers, statistical experts, market analysts, and —
ll continued on second pt/gc folloiving 11

from

IT is their general conclusion that motion picture enterprises are due for the greatest boom in their brief history.
NOTHING

halts the amusement seeker from attendino-

the show that he likes. The wide variations of weekly
receipts prove this. So the 1928-29 possibilities rest
squarely on the calibre of the photoplay fare and the
drawing power of star names.
I HAVE

recently watched the workings of all studios

producing pictures and I am confident that exhibitors
will receive a fine average of product from all leading
producers.

CHOOSE

your pictures with discrimination. Follow

this advice and I am confident that with the ability of
first-class showmen to promote their wares, 1928-29 will
be the biggest season you have ever had.

Lon Chaney
The Man of lOOO faces
and 100 niil/ion fans

B

JMfc^*.- _-^.«vkslElay
When your
attraction

But when you've
got what
they want!
oh hoy!

doesn't
attract! off I

YOUR THEATRE depends
on YOUR PICTURES
GIVE

them a show! That's what Mr. and

Mrs. John H. Public want when they set out
to buy tickets somewhere in your town. You
may have a wonderful organ in your theatre
and a cooling plant that actually cools. But if
you

haven't

got the product,

you ha\ en't

I cont'niiicd 0)1 sccu}i(i page Jollowing\
'■\\ei.an

zci --f.us lor th.ii pi.turc ...r.'--

; .v ~:mi.

"I'D RATHER STAND ON LINE AND SEE THIS
METRO-GOLD
WYN. MAYER PICTURE. THEY'RE
GOOD.
ALWAYS

John Gilbert and Greta Gar bo will appear in **THE
CARNIVAL OF LIFE," a Metro -Go Idwyn- Mayer Special

got the crowds. Your first consideration is not brick and
mortar — but pictures! Take any successful exhibitor and analyze his success. You'll find that his first and greatest concern has
always been what gets on his screen. That policy has won {ox
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

some 1 0,000 steady exhibitor customers

who are satisfied and happy because their patrons are also satisfied and happy. The faith of your audience that they will always
get their money's worth at your theatre is an asset no exhibitor
may underestimate. You've got what they want when you've
got Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

FACTORS THAT SHOULD
GOVERN YOUR BOOKING
OF A PRODUCT
WE RE glad that pictures are being bought today on
a more inteUigent basis than ever. Picture-buying is
stripped of bunk. Fair-minded and level-headed theatre
owners realize that after all the two important considerations in signing for service are dependability of the producing organization as reflected in the calibre of production, and the quality of the stars offered for sale. No one
in the industry can honestly challenge the assertion that
M-G-M has the greatest group of star names. And the
calibre of M-G-M production over the four vears of our
existence is a matter of historv.
PICTURE

after picture, consistencv is —

The keynote of Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer

IV|-G*IVI IN
X924'25S
HIs Hour, The Navigator, The Snob, The Silent Accuser, He Who Gets Slapped, Sinners
in Silk, So This Is Marriage, Excuse Me, Lady of the Night, Cheaper to Marry, Wine of Youth, The Red Lily, The Great Divide.

M-G-M
IN 1925-26
: The Unholy Three, A Slave of Fashion, Pretty Ladies, Never the Twain Shall Meet,
The Midshipman, The Merry Widow, His Secretary, The Black Bird, Ibanez' Torrent, Beverly of Graustark. Brown of Harvard,
Mike, Road to Mandalay, The Barrier.

: The waning Sex. The Temptress, Upstage, War Paint, Tin Hats, Flesh and the Devil,
1926-27
IN
M-G-M
Lovers, \lr. Wu, Tillie the T.^iler, Rookies. Twelve Miles Oi.t, The Flaming Forest.
Slide,
Kelly,
Slide,
Tell It to the Marines,

IT (-(nithnicd n>i sccmui page foUoxving 11

^,

7

^

0^

^^

-gw*.

Buster Keaton
>

—wait ""till you see hi/n in
M-G-M pictures! .

IVI-G-lVI IN X927-2o!
Ben-Hur, The Big Parade, The Student Prince, Love, The Enemy, The Fair Co-ed,
London After Midnight, West Point, The Divine Woman, The Big City, The Latest From Paris, The Smart Set, Across to
Singapore, Laugh Clown Laugh, The Cossacks.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
HAS THE BEST PRODUCT
ON THE MARKET
industry given over to the extravagant use of adt comforting to realize that when all is said and
jectives iis
done the box-office remains to tell the true story. That is
why we can in all sincerity print the statement that MetroGoldwyn-Mayer makes the best pictures. The box-office
is authority for the statement and there are thousands ot
exhibitors who gladly bring testimony from their personal

IN AN

experience that M-G-M product returns them the best
profits. That has been the case during the past four years
of M-G-M's existence and you may be sure it will be true
again in 1928-29 and thereafter.
^ (■o)it'niiii'd 0)1 second page fnUo'iving 11
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Norma Shearer
\

F?^om Coast to Coast
the Nation s Toast!
.A.

.A.
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1928-1929
THE YEAR OF YOUR
PROSPERITY

GREATEST

l^9>^^

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
presents

inc lidding the following:
II coiitiiiiicd on scc<))i(i pd^c fo//o-:viu<j:; ||

NOTE-— Several corrections have been necessitated in the list
of 1928-29 product as shown here. These corrections are
as follows: 4 Lon Chaneys instead of 3— Total number will be
44. The last page in this insert shows the final correct list

I

3

SPECIALS

SHOW PEOPLE
MARION DAVIES - WILLIAM

HAINES

A unique box-office attraction, in which appear Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, Norma
Talmadge, John Gilbert, William S. Hart, Renee Adoree, Mae Murray, Leatrice Joy, Rod
La Rocque and most of the leading stars of Hollywood.
King Vidor, director.

THE CARNIVAL OF LIFE
JOHN GILBERT - GRETA GARBO
Fresh from their triumph in "Love," the most sensational pair of screen personalities the industry has ever known now appear in a drama of St. Moritz, playground of wealth and beauty.
Clarence Brown, director of "The Trail of '98" and "Flesh and the Devil," is making it !

THE LOVES OF CASANOVA
Those who have followed box-office history abroad know of the unique success of "Casanova"
the romantic picture marvel. It has been obtained for the American public by M-G-M and
as "The Loves of Casanova" will be one of the talked about pictures of the coming year.

NAMES

THAT

RECALL

FAMED

HITS

ARE

ON

MG-M'S

BIG DIRECTORIAL

ROSTER

vim
CLARENCE

BROWN

KING VIDOR

TOD BROWNING

FRED NIBLO

VICTOR SFAS IROM

Dane -Arthur
bringing happiness to every
box-ojffice
■UK^^

J^

wm

M-G-M PRIDES ITSELF ON HAVING

WILLIAM

3

MONTA

NIGH

BELL

ROBERT

THE

SCREEN'S

LEADING

DIRECTORS

Z. LEONARD

LON CHANEY
M'Uk The City Sleeps
2 more at present untitled

3

GRETA

GARBO

Tiger Skin

It would he difficult to imagine a more ^oldrn opportunity than
is presented in the slettar beauty of Miss Garbo. the engrossing
story written r\ Elinor G!yn and its sure-fire tit/e"TigerSkin"

By Klino?^ Glyn

Single Standard
and

4

I more at present

WILLIAM

HAINES

Excess Baggage

and 3 more at present

2

untitled

RAMON

untitled

NOVARRO

Gold Braid

and

I more at present

untitled

M-G-M is making a sequel to "The Midshipman, "an announcement that should bring joy to every showman heart. A wonderfully winning role for Ramon Novarro, "Gold Braid" has even
more color, glitter and romantic thrill than its illustrious
predecessor.

WIELDERS

JAMES

CRUZE

OF

THE

nwARo

MEGAPHONE

srriii'Ki.wn

NOW

\ui,ci)i,\i siv ci.mr

'^Excess Bii^^^iigf," the long-run Broadway
play by John MiGoaan, is an ideal vehicle
/or handsome Bill Haines. Jl has all those
happy qualities o/youlh, romance and thrills
that are after all '.i'hat the public truly 'xanls.

DIRECTING

SA\I

1928-29

WOOD

PRODUCT

1 \i.'K

1, I >\\\ \V

Cody-Pringle
who add new laughs to the
co}?iedy oj niarriage!

M-G-M

ALLAN

HAS MORE

DWAN

WELL-KNOWN

CHESTER

FRANKLIN

2

SHOWMAN -DIRECTORS

JOHN

NJCK

P. MlCAKIHV

JOHN

THAN

ANY

CiKlNDE

COMPANY!

HAKKV

HKALMONT

GILBERT

The DeviPs Mask,,
and

I more at present

^ NORMA

untitled

SHEARER

IKANK

CAI'I<A

and 3 more at
present untitled
M-G-M
The popular screen personality in a
story commensurate with his top position in the film world. "The Devil's
iMask." is everything that your patrons could command in a dashing,
romantic, colorful John Gilbert starring production.

is delighted to be able

Ts

to offer you "Ballyhoo," the
year's novel sensation by Beth
Brown as a Norma Shearer

CHFT

WI THl 1

production.

QUERY

<

r%

Hovv' many times
have you played

"THE BIG PARADE"
and "BEN-HUR"?

2

BUSTER

W. S. \ AN

\J

KEATON

The Camera Man
and

1 more at present untitled

M-G-M gave you Buster Keaton in "The Navigator"and
MG-M has now developed an equally great comedy idea,
based on the experiences of a newsreel camera man. Edward Sedgwick, famed for"Slidc, Kelly, Slide," is director.

^ctnitumed o)i scco)id page folloivnig^

iKeaton Pictures
(irc noiv hii H's pro(luccd by MctroGoldwy// - Mijvcr
on thcM-C-M lot)

D'l kl

Tim McCoy
who flow plays to more theatres
than any oictdoor star

A

KARL DANE
GEO. K. ARTHUR
Camping Out
and 3 more at present
How

untitled

this team is coming along is a source of real pride
"The IVind" is one of the
most stirring dramas the
screen has known. The

N GISH
J^ LILL
TheIAWind

genius of Seaslrom, director
Clown
"Laug
of in
, Laugh
"
Hanso
it.h,Lars
is
n appears with Miss Gish.

3 LEW CODY . AILEEN PRINGLE
The Baby Cyclone
The

lamous

stage success

and 2 more at present

untitled

George M. Cohan's comedy "The Baby Cyclone" suits this merry
pair to a T. The play had a long and profitable run. The picture
will repeat !

TIM McCOY
at present untitled

THE

Exhibitors teU us that the qualilv
standard of Tim McCoy pictures is
the highest of any in his field. Be
assured this quality will continue.

VICTORY

THREE

In their early showings these important attn..
tions have truly merit
the name, ^'ictory
Three. For immediate ed
playing: John Gilbert
and Greta Garbo in "Love"; Ran'ion Xovarro
and Norma Shearer in "The Student Prince";
"1'he Knemy" with Lillian Gish.
ic-

j[r«;///;//^,v/ o)i sccn>i<i pao;e /o/lou-i)iA

ELECTRIC

LIGHT

on the M-G-M

NAMES
Roster

Renee Adoree, Lionel Barrymore, Eleanor Boardman, John Mack
Brown, Edward Connelly, Joan Crawford, Frank Currier,
Marceline Day, Ralph Forbes, Lars Hanson, Cecil Holland,
Tenen Holtz, Gwen Lee, Polly Moran, James Murray, Conrad
Nagel, Bert Roach, Dorothy Sebastian, Fay Webb, {pictured
■ibo'ce) Nils Asther, Edward Nugent, Anita Page

^m

3 COSMOPOLITAN

PRODUCTIONS

Oi/r Dancing Daughters
' ■■■i\:

This unusual story by Josephine Lovett is an up-to-the-minute narrative of our pleasure-mad
generation. Joan Crawford, John Mack Brown and Dorothy Sebastian head an all-star cast and
Harry Beaumont is director. The theme and its selling title insure it a syndication and promotion by the Hearst nation-wide resources such as few serial stories have merited.

The

Tide of Empire

A story of epic sweep has been written into a best-seller novel by the ever more popular Peter
B. Kyne. Unquestionably the author had the screen in mind when he wrote, for the result is a
marvelous picture subject. In the all-star cast are Joan Crawford and James Murray. Allan
Dwan is director. Plus nation-wide Hearst serialization and advertising.

r

Help Wanted i

The circulation-builders ot the Hearst organization picked this thrilling drama of today because
they know what the public wants in serial stories. That's why it's going to be a great audience
picture.

3 ELECTRIC LIGHT HITS
The Bellamy Trial
In obtaining picture rights to the well-known mystery
"The Bellamy Trial." by Frances Noyes Hart, M-G-M
has won the prize Saturday Evening Post serial story
and novel of years. Monta Bell, director, has picked a
great cast headed by Leatrice Joy.

The

Wonder of Women

Ever since "Flesh and the Devil" the Hermann Sudermann story which made picture history,
M-G-M has planned to bring forth another great novel by this same author. "The Wonder of
Women," based on Sudermann's book "Stephen Tromholt's Wife," is comparable in many respects to "Flesh and the Devil" and promises to be an important offering ot next season.

A Free Soul
The sure-fire qualities of Adela Rogers St. Johns' powerful theme were so apparent when this
well-known story ran in Cosmopolitan Magazine that it sub.sequently became a Broadway plav,
It will be an outstanding production of the ne>.v se:ison.
enjoying marked success.
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50 A nationwide survey reveals the fact that within eight months

M-G-M

40
■ and Newsreels.

/^

has climbed to leadership in distribution of Shorts
The period is from last August to March.
M-G-M' s lead over this field is increasing dailx.

y^
/^

IN SHORT PRODUCT
(--) M-G-M HAS
TAKEN

SHIP

{un9"esmned)

LEADER"

— and Ivith our ig28'2g plans ^ it doesnt seem likely
that any company can approach the M-G-M standard
of Junior Feature production,
BUYINGshort product just to fill time on a program has stopped since Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
entered the field of Junior Features. For the
coming season of 1928-29 you can be sure this
jT cnntiiined oii second page follovcijio;^

quality will be carefully maintained.
M-G-M's

^etio^oldwyn-^^ayeifteaeatt

first season was a sensa-

tional success, outdistancing all competitive records for playing time
previously established. The plans
for our second season make it a certainty that henceforth all exhibitors
must look to M-G-M for their short

ooo

MILES WITH
LINDBERGH
■'^ci,uuo Miles wilh Ltudhergh" is typical of
the new outlook M-G-M has given to the
Short Subject market.

product.

DON'T

BE A GAP!

— a/iy exhibitor who by any chance is not
playing lOOfo M-G-M is doing his
theatre and his public a grave injustice

Metro -Goldwyii- Mayer is far and away the best product on the market
tor every exhibitor in the country. There is no reason \\\\\ every possible
exhibitor should not play ioo% M-G-M.

Wherever there are exhibitors

who by any chance do not play ioo% M-G-M, it is because something
is lacking in the exhibitor or else he has not fully comprehended our
service. Over 10,000 theatres now play M-G-M.

When

each exhibitor

realizes what M-G-M can mean to him that gap (small though it is) will
be closed. AWAKE
EXHIBITORS WHO
AR1{ BACKWARD!
DON'T

BE

A

GAP!

OUR 1928-'29
SHORT SUBJECT
PRODUCT
HAL ROACH

THEY DIDN'T
BY NELL!

DO RIGHT

Do you realize thai up to the lime MelroGoldwyn-Mayer enlired the Short Subject
Fields these important little attractions
were the step-children of the industry.

M-G-M HAS GIVEN SHORTS A NEW
MONEY-VALUE AT THE B. O.

Comedies

The Greatest Product in the History
of the Short Feature

10
10

OUR GANG
The
happiest
group
of" joy-artists
in the short
comedy The
fieldbright
have
a grand
new bag
of tricks
for their milHons
of admirers.
spot on any program.
They draw monev.

STAN LAUREL
OLIVER HARDY
Not in all picture history has there been so amazing a success as
this hilarious team. One hit after another have made them a suremoney-maker. Wait 'till you see what's lined up for these boys
next fire
season.

10

CHARLIE

CHASE

In a class by himself, the comedian de-luxe of his field. He has won
a loyal ticket-buying following with class comedies and he'll keep
those folks coming again in '28-'lg.

]^Q ALL STAR

i^m

lo ALL

STARS

Hal Roach's All Stars are famous:
Ml':: Daviiison, Viola Richards, Marl ha Sleeper
and others

6 GREAT EVENTS
in technicolor
Among

next season's subjects being considered for

this beautiful, colorful series of M-G-M's distinguished Great Events are: Theodore Roosevelt,
Stonewall Jackson, The
Abraham

Fall of the Alamo,

Lincoln, Marie Antoinette, John Paul

Jones, Christopher Columbus

and others.

26 ODDITIES
M-G-M

has again arranged to ofier in the new

season 26 of the amazing UFA

Oddities. Ihese

single-reel gems have proved perfect in rounding
out a program, and the range of new subjects
assures exhibitors an even more intenselv interesting series.

-G-M NEWS
104 issues
M-G-M

points with pride to the thousands of

satisfied exhibitors who now play M-G-M
News twice each week. Naturally, with the
world-wide news sources of the Hearst organization and the constant growth ofits newsreel facilities, plus the enterprise of M-G-M
personnel, it is only logical that all exhibitors
must inevitablv turn for their newsreel service
to tlic siipcri(M- \[-G-M

News.

Twice each week

''LOOKS LIKE THE BIGGEST
YEAR OF ALL"
JVith M-G-M's line-up of Features
and Shorts you have a right to expect
that ig28"2(j will he your boom year.
THE

present era of prosperity means that the

public has plenty ot money to spend. It's up
to you to get that money with the best drawing
product you can put into your show-shop. The
experience of 10,000 exhibitors in the past
year has been that with a complete M-G-M
quality show, feature, shorts and ncwsrccl, their
business has shown a consistent ijrowth. Your
theatre is only as important as its product. Get
the big money with M-G-M
a gap!

service. Don't be
M-G-M phiycn (ire the fans' favofiles!

i

26

M-G-M

ODDITIES

UFA's amazing Life Dramas produced all over the world

-fi!.AiJift^.

-•>i>*'jrg'g,'.''.W.'.'.-'m'J!.','..WiJ'.?'l'".'M'.'i '.■!■ ..»'.VI!!i'H!'J".'!'l-,t.d»m»«'^IWim'.mjmlBMJlHlB|liWi
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SUMMARY

OF 1928-1929

Metro- Gold wyn -Mayer Pictures

3

SPECIALS
SHOW PEOPLE
Marion Da vies
William Haines

THE CARNIVAL
OF LIFE
John Gilbert
Greta Garbo

THE LOVES
CASANOVA

OF

4
3 GRETA GARBO
WILLIAM HAINES
4
2 RAMON NOVARRO
2 JOHN GILBERT
NORMA SHEARER
4
2 BUSTER KEATON
1 LILLIAN GiSH
LON CHANEY

4
3

6
3

While the City Sleeps
and 3 others

Tiger Skin, Single Standard
and I more

Excess Baggage
and 3 more

3
40

Gold Braid
and 1 more

The Camera Man
and I more

The Wind

PLAY

M-G-M

100 PER

Camping Out
and 3 more

LEW CODY
AILEEN PRINGLE
The Baby Cyclone
and 2 more

TIM McCOY
COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS
Our Dancing Daughters
The Tide of Empire
and I more

ELECTRIC
HITS

LIGHT

The Bellamy Trial
The Wonder of Women
A Free Soul

HAL ROACH
COMEDIES
lo OUR

GANG

lo STAN LAUREL-OLIVER
lo CHARLEY CHASE

HARDY

lo ALL STAR (with Max Davidson,
Viola Richards, Martha Sleeper, etc.j

The Devil's Mask
and 1 more

Ballyhoo
and 3 more

KARL DANE
GEO. K. ARTHUR

104

6

26

S
NEWAT
-l^ GRE
l^-^-M
M-G
EVENTS
(Twice Weekly)

(entirely in Technicolor')

M-G-M

ODDITIES

(a sensational
new series of 11'" A
world-wide
ijems)

CENT _ DON'T

BE A GAP!

!!
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EXHIBITORS

HERALD

The
Independent
Film Trade
Paper

Home
bornSt.
407So.Dear
Office:

PICTURE

alii MOVING

~

D
WORLISSUE

IN THIS

Trade Commission rejects block booking part of Paramount's report; Decision may throw entire issue
into federal courts — Senator Norris demands quiz of methods used in government's film investigation of ten companies, M. P. P. D. A. and Film Boards of Trade — Sapiro offers assistance of new
association to U. S. in suit.

COMPLETE

INDEX TO CONTENTS
FEATURES

NEWS
Hays wins compromise from French on quota plan; Sapiro's protest to Herriot against M. P. P. D. A. head brings rejoinder from
Woodhull.
U. S. and banking leaders laud industry at Paramount convention
banquet; Kahn, Dawes, Hoover, Wilbur and Robinson attend.

Service Talks by T. O. Service
Los Angeles by Douglas Hodges
Pictorial Section
Letters from Readers
Broadway

Mescall wins Playoff for title at Herald-World golf tournament —
Free park films give Texas exhibitors problem.
Northwest exhibitors turn down attempt to make convention
battleground for state politicians; Steffes is re-elected.

DEPARTMENTS
The Studio

109

Short Features

114

Presentation Acts

115

The Theatre

126

New Pictures

143

Classified Advertising
What the Picture Did for Me

133
135

Chicago Personalities, by Whit

144
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ADVERTISEMENTS
FILM AND EQUIPMENT— M-G-M, First National, Paramount,
Universal, Fox, Educational, United Artists, Eastman Kodak,
Sentry Safety Control, Fred Niblo, Dorothy Mackaill, Louise
Fazenda, Maria Corda, Automatic Ticket Register, U. S. Health
Films, Inc., Filmack, National Program and Printing Company,
Ambassador Pictures.
SPECIAL PAUL ASH SECTION AND PRESENTATIONS— Paul
Ash, Al Kvale, Mark Fisher, Al Belasco, Lou Kosloff, .AI Beilin,
Eddie Hill, Ginger Rogers, Milton Watson, Merriel Abbott, Jazzlips Richardson, Darling Twins, Vale and Stewart. Irene Taylor,
Novelle Brothers, Maxine Hamilton, Billy Meyer, Lett Sisters and
Louise, Billy Randall, Ilomay Bailey, Maxwell and Lee, Paramount Costumes, Tyler Mason, Benny and Western, Dancing
Dewees, Pauline Gaskins, Jean and Fritz Hubert, Kiniiwa Boys,
Lassiter Brothers, Bob La Salle, Joe Kayser, Paul Small, Abe
Alnian, George Dewey Washington, William Morris Agency.

EDITORIAL
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Martin J. Quigley,

PICTURE

Publisher 6>o Editor

Incorporating Exhibitors Herald, founded in 191S;
ture World, founded in 1907; Motography, founded
The Film Index, founded in 1909
Published Every Wednesday by

Movikg Picin 1909; and

Quigley Publishing Company
Publication

407 So. Dearborn St., CHICAGO,
U. S. A.
Martin J. Quigley, President
Edwin S. Clifford, Secretary
George Clifford, Asst. Treasurer
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
Copyright, 1928, by Quigley Publishing Company
All editorial and business correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago office
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published
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Herald and Moving Picture World:
Better Theatres, every fourth week, and
The Buyers Index, published semi-annually.
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Sapiro^s

(Vol. 33, No. 9)

French

May 12, 1928

Gesture

WHEN
Mr. Aaron Sapiro's affiliation with the motion
picture industry was announced the news was received in well-informed circles with interest and satisfaction. It appeared that Mr. Sapiro as a man of unusual intellectual attainment, with a record of substantial accomplishment elsewhere, was to contribute importantly to the
personnel asset of the industry.
Through a recent action, however, Mr. Sapiro now raises
the question as to whether in coming into the motion picture business his objective is one of constructive accomplishment or whether, unfortunately, he has merely set out
to create for himself a nuisance value.
The question is brought forward by Mr. Sapiro's recent
message to the French authorities in which he has apparently sought to embarrass the present efforts of Mr. Will
H. Hays in France, plunge Mr. Hays into disrepute and
defeat the effort now being made to protect the French
segment of America's overseas film market.
Mr. Sapiro, it seems to us, is much too smart not to realize that the only possible result of his cablegram was to
induct himself into the role of wielder of the destructive
monkey-wrench. Asserting at the moment he did, and in
the way he did, that the independent exhibitors of America do not want to exclude films from France or from any
other country had as much to do with the case as the flowers that bloom in the Spring, tra la . . .
Unless his reputation as an intelligent man is counterfeit,
Mr. Sapiro cannot help knowing that the question involved
is not one of excluding French films from the United
States, but rather the opposition to a situation which unless changed would mean the exclusion of American films
from France. American exhibitors want good product, irrespective ofits source; likewise, American distributors are
not averse to handling French films if they are of a character that will enable them to be made marketable in the
United States.

PICTURE

WORLD

May 12, 1928

THE American distributor, if for no other reason than
to protect his French market, is perfectly willing to
distribute any French subject that American exhibitors can
use, but even for the sake of his French market he cannot
afford to burden himself with French product that the
home theatres would be compelled to reject on account of
lack of suitability to the tastes of the American public.
Also, it is not the exclusive concern of any one or two
branches of the business — but the common concern of the
whole industry — that American producers should be protected against any regulation which tends to compel unprofitable investments in any foreign country in order to
keep open the channels of international trade.
In the manner of the small-time heckler at a political
meeting, Mr. Sapiro injected into his message the assertion that the producers' association "cannot speak for all
the exhibitors and does not speak for the public." We do
not know of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., ever having claimed to speak "for all
the exhibitors" and centainly Mr. Sapiro cannot ask us
to believe that Mr. Hays, either in France or in America,
has ever claimed that he speaks for the public.
If Mr. Sapiro imagined he was accomplishing any good
whatsoever in his message to the French it necessarily
must have been on the point of helping the independent
exhibitors whom he represents.
But, it may be noted, the entire exhibition branch of
the industry is materially concerned in the work which Mr.
Hays has ixndertaken in France. Any curtailment in foreign revenues to producers, regardless of what part of the
foreign market such a curtailment may take place in, is
be a concrete influence upon the scale of domesbound
tic filmtorentals.
* » «

patriotic American should wish to see America's foreign trade prosper for a lot of general reasons
and for the particular reason that greater foreign trade
means greater home prosperity. In the case of foreign
trade in motion pictures, there are added and especial reasons: The motion picture has become the greatest ambassador of the nation and because of the publicity it brings
to America and things American it is a most important
agent in advancing the position of the United States among
the nations of the world.
Among these and other reasons which should influence
the exhibitor as an American citizen, there is the fact that
the amount he will be compelled to pay in film rental necessarily must be influenced by the contributions towards
negative
costs that are supplied out of the overseas market.
EVERY

Hence, any interference with competent and considered
effort to protect and promote the interests of the American
film industry abroad is unpatriotic, tactless and decidedly
bad business judgment.
If Mr. Sapiro's message to the French authorities is other
than unpatriotic, tactless and decidedly bad business judgment, we are incorrect in our interpretation of the incident and we would be pleased to be informed as to what
other interpretation might properly be arrived at.
If Mr. Sapiro conceives himself as a Samson and is
willing to pull down the temple of the industry on top of
himself and those he represents because certain parts of it
need reconstruction, he is a dangerous man.
If Mr. Sapiro's interference with the French situation is
due to ignorance he might be reminded that the industry is quite sufficiently supplied with this element without
seeking reinforcement from the outside.
If his idea is to create for himself a nuisance value, he
might be told that he has already half succeeded — in becoming a nuisance, but without value.

May 12, 1928
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Trade Commission Rejects
P-F-L's Block Sales Report
Terry Ramsaye
Is Editor of
Pathe Review
In a recent issue the Herald-World
published a dispatch from New York
saying that Terry Ramsaye had been
named as editor of Pathe News. This
was incorrect; Pathe Review and not
Pathe News was meant.
Ramsaye has been appointed editor
of The Pathe Review, the specialty
subject.
Ray Hall, who for many years has
been a leading authority in the news
reel field, is editor of Pathe News.

Light Saving Fails
to Bring Slump in
New York Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, May 8.— The first week of daylight saving in New York state did not play
the havoc expected with many of the motion
picture theatres in the way of cutting down
attendance. The majority of theatre owners
in Troy said that, while there had been a
slight falling off in the first show of the evening, it was not that
to the
last of
year's
and furthermore
the extent
second ofshow
the
evening had been characterized by bigger
crowds than during the winter months, with
the result that the day's receipts have not been
seriously impaired.
Some of the theatres in Troy put on particularly strong bills for the week as a means
of offsetting the effects of daylight saving.
In Albany the theatres appear to be as well
filled as ever and thus far daylight saving has
not brought about the drop of past years.
Later on, of course, with the advent of warmer
weather the effect of daylight will undoubtedly become more apparent.

M-G-M Nets $3,032,838
Before Income Taxes
for 28 Weeks Period
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— Net profit (before
income taxes) of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
totaling $3,032,838 for the 28 weeks ending
March 11 has just been announced by
David Bernstein, vice-president and treasurer.
Operating profit was $2,714,788, with a
gross profit of $6,307,090 and operating
expenses of $3,592,308. Miscellaneous income added $318,050.

Canada Adopts U. 5.
Uniform Film Contract
(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, May 8.— Col. J. A. Cooper,
president of the Motion Picture Distributors
and Exhibitors of Canada, has announced that
the standard form of booking contract, as
registered with the American Arbitration association. New York, had been adopted for
Canada.
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Decision May Throw Entire
Issue into Federal Courts
Sapiro Offers New Association's Aid to Government
Suit against Producers and Film Boards

in

[Washington Bureau of the Herald-World]
WASHINGTON, May 8.— Rejection today by the Federal Trade Commission of that part of Paramount's recent report on the cease and desist order
issued July last, dealing with block booking, may serve to throw into the federal courts the whole question.
Other Parts "Unobjectionable"
Accepting as "unobjectionable" those parts of the report dealing with the
alleged conspiracy and acquisition of theatres, the commission declared that
"the facts alleged as to the manner and form in which respondents are complying and have complied with Paragraph Two of said order to cease and
desist are insufficient to show a compliance with said Paragraph Two.
"The sole question to be decided, and
that is decided by the commission," it is
commented, "is the sufficiency of the facts
alleged in said report to constitute compliance with so much of said order to cease
and desist as requires respondent to file a
written report or written reports as to the
manner and form of their compliance with
Paragraphs One, Two and Three of said
order to cease and desist; the question of
actual compliance with said order; or any
part thereof, not being determined by the
commission, but being left open at all times
to investigation challenge, allegation and
proof, under the terms of the Federal Trade
Commission
Act."of the commission has not
The next step
been determined, but it is pointed out that
the commission has the right to petition
for enforcement in a United States circuit
court of appeals, and the respondents have
the right to petition for vacation of the
commission's order.

Sapiro Offers Aid to
U. S. in "Unfair Practice" Suit
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— Aaron Sapiro,
president of the Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors'
in
an interview
hereAssociation,
that he hadannounced
offered his
services and those of his associates to help
the government in its suit against ten of
the leading motion picture corporation, the
M. P. P. D. A. and 32 Boards of Trade.

would not employ block booking, preferring "selective booking."
"Independent exhibitors," he said, "have
had to take a vast quantity of pictures
which are mediocre or worse and the best
pictures always are released first to the
string exhibitors and the independents
don't get them until thev are stale.
"Our organization will encourage smaller
independent producers by agreeing to take
portions of their output, selected with regard to family and neighboring needs. A
large majority of independent theatres in
the United States will take this sort of
picture, ficient
andto assure
they constitute
a market
sufdistribution
of films
adopted to what the public really wants."
Attacks Brookhart Bill
"I think the Brookhart bill is certain to
be defeated," said Sapiro, "and I hope it
will. Even if it passed, it would doubtless
be overthrown by the supreme court. So
far as we are concerned we propose to rely
on economic rather than political forces.
"If we are correct in our theory that the
public wants to exercise a choice and that
an exhibitor should be free to build his
programs in accordance with his neighborhood requirements, we will win by giving
support to those producers who will offer
the kind of pictures wanted and distribute

The government's suit charges unfair
practices and Sapiro declared that evidence
in
his possession might be of help to prosecutors.
For "Selective Booking"
Sapiro also declared that his organization

Senator Notris Demands

them

on their merits."

M, P. T, O, A. Removes
to Broadway Offices
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— Headquarters of the
M. P. T. O. A. have been moved from 745
Seventh Avenue to 1650 Broadwav, Suite No.
SOS.

Quiz of Method

Used in [Washington
Government's
Film Investigation
Bureau of the Herald-World]
WASHINGTON, May 8. — A thorough probe of the methods of the Department
of Justice in prosecuting the motion picture investigation which recently culminated in the filing of suits in New York, is to be demanded by Senator N orris of
Nebraska.
Frankly perplexed over the great delays which have occurred in carrying out
this investigation, which started nearly 18 months ago. Senator Norris feels that
the suits filed in New York do not accurately represent all of the developments
which the inquiry produced. It is his plan to introduce a resolution in the Senate
calling upon the Attorney General fully to explain the manner in which the investigation was conducted.

mm
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YORK.— Now that the announcements are out, there's nothing to do till
few thousand picnext May, except makeon a dollar
s. . Things
tures and a few milli
IV. ParaJohn
Old
.
.
.
.
better
look
n't
could
mount had dinner with Herbie Hoover in
Washington. ... By the way, if there was
week
any perceptible drop in Paramount last
let it be known here and now that it was
l ot
nothing more serious than an elevatorfu
officials forgetting to stop at the ground flooris
of the swanky new Carlton. . . . Kay Hall
News.
making the rounds out West for Patheinterru
pt
Aaron Sapiro finds he has: to
business every once in a while to have dinner
with visiting premiers, e. g., the Man from
Manitoba. ... And that's a good title, tossed
rio-ht out on the industry without as much as
cuta°necktie for charge. ... A little melonting has just been finished at Roxys:.^...
"Cut yourself a piece of melon wouldn t be
such a bad motto. . . . Irving Cummmgs is
up with "La Gringa" for i<ox.
here allDbusied
Williams is back on the high seas,
/
coming to tell New York all about a place
called Great Britain. . . . Erie C. Kenton,
Columbia director, is the happy father ot a
bouncing baby. Mother and child are reported
as doing well. . . . Monte Blue arrived in
town today. . . . And Dr. Shallenherger left
for the Coast.
town on Wednesday headed
Hy Daab and all the boys at F B O are
relaxing a bit after the strenuous work of
pages of the season's best.
bringin
congratulated on the result. . . .
be forty
are g toout
All
Gordon S. White, of Educational, is the father
of sixteen and all these children of his brain
delightare of the finest type and artistically
ful. ... It might be well to state right here
that Russell Holman made the trade sit up aiid
take notice last week when his Rembrandts,
Whistlers and Van Dykes came across. . . . .
Maria Corda sailed back to town on the Aquitania on Friday and the Mayor of Rome was
on the same boat. . . . Ernest Reif of the
Raven Screen Co. left for Europe on Saturday for a two months tour of the continent.
. . Eddie Small arrived in town Friday, all
smiles and looking full of pep. . . . Uncle
Carl Laemmle came to town from the Coast
Friday, all browned up after a winter in the
"Sun Kissed" clime. . . . The Golfers, Goofers. Duffers, Dunkers, will meet at the Rockville Country Club on May the 24th for the
fourteenth semi-annual Film Golf tournament.
... A few more fliers and potentates arriving
in town will just about put a crimp in city
travel. We don't feel guilty of anything, but
having two hundred cops constantly around
the front door upsets us a bit. We know for
a fact that there are no speakeasies in the
building but when the cops are gone there is
sure to be a rush on the place by the curious
and thirsty, trying to locate it. . . . Mike Simmons, of Gotham, has taken Manfred Lee into
the advertising department. Manfred was
formerly with Sterling and F B O. . . . William "Bill" Haddock has left the picture busi
ness and is now helping to conduct the affairs
of the Hecksher Foundation. . . . Daylight
saving is a huge success here in the East
where folks have sense enough to stay out of
that nasty hot sunshine and get into the cool
darkness of the picture houses.
—PETER STUYVESTANT.
NEW

Nolan Lectures on Publicity
NEW YORK. — Warren Nolan of United Artists
spoke on publicity to an English class in the Columbia University school of journalism last Thursday
night.
I,
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Came Days of Conventions
THEY

are here — the clamorous, inspiriting days of motion picture conventions. And with them, inevitably, come announcements of the new season's
programs. The family parties staged by the chaps from the home offices, and
certain gay, prophetic, though often bizarre pages of "the leading film trade
journal" (for example, the Herald- World!) are twin signs of a new year.

That Paramount men might have a vivid story of the 1928-29 line-up, while in
convention at Washington, the HERALD-WORLD made a special hurry-up
shipment to them of the May 5 issue, which carried the first announcement of
Paramount's new product. The photo above shows the truck with the magazines
just before they were loaded in the express car of the Washington train. Unfortunately the cameraman failed to include in the picture all of Austin Evans
(at left), who was responsible for the shipment reaching the Paramount men
on time. Below are shown Henry Herbel, Carl Laemmle's Chicago exchange
manager, and a group of his salesmen perusing the Special Universal edition
before they board their special train for the Universal convention in St. Louis.
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Hays Wins Compromise from
French on Quota Restriction
Ad Not Intended to
Be Unfriendly, Says
Schenck to Zubor
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— The following letter,
sent to Adolph Zukor, president of the Paramount Famous La sky Corporation, by
Nicholas Schenck, president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, was issued for publication by the
Paramount Famous Lasky home office at noon
today :
"My Dear Adolph: I just saw the
current edition of Exhibitors Herald
AND Moving Picture World and find
on the front page an advertisement of
ours that might be construed to be
derogatory to the announcement that
thei Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation is making in the same issue.
"It is unfortunate that there should be
any misunderstanding or that anything
that we have published should be considered to be unfriendly or derogatory
to your announcement, but since the advertisement has been published and it
might be construed to be unfriendly to
the Paramount Company, I am anxious
that you should know directly from me
that there was no such intention and that
I am keenly
sorry that our advertisement should be susceptible of such
an inference.
The only purpose of our
copy vras to draw
attention
to our
forthcoming announcement and not to
comment
on
the
announcements
of
other companies in the same issue. Assuring you of my deep regret, I am,
sincerely yours, N. M. Schenck."
The advertisement referred to appeared on
the front cover of the May S issue of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
which
contained
the 42-page
product
announcement of the Paramount Famous Lasky
Corporation.
It depicted a small child tearing up a trade paper; Mr. Exhibitor saying
"Stop him. He's tearing up my trade paper!"
and Mrs. Exhibitor
responding
"It doesn't
matter, dear.
This isn't the issue with the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
announcement
in it.
That comes next week."

Loeiv's in Toronto Saved
from Total Loss in Fire
(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, May 8.— Strenuous work on the
part of the fire department averted the destruction of Loew's Downtown theatre, Toronto, one of the largest in Canada, early May
4 when flames caused damage to the extent
of $30,000 and compelled the temporary closing of the theatre, performances being transferred to I^ew's Winter Garden, on the roof
of the l)uilding.
Heroic work on the part of the night watchman, Isaac Thompson, prevented the fire from
reaching the stage.

Rob Chicago Manager
Of Car and Receipts
Ned Rcselski, manager of the Rogers theatre in Chicago, reported to police early Saturday morning that two armed men had robbed
him of his car and $500. He was driving
home, when the robbers leaped upon his machine and then tossed him out. The money
consisted mostly of theatre receipts.

Sapiro's Protest to Herriot
Brings Rejoinder by WoodhuU
Imports Above 60 Per Cent of Last Year's Release in
France Subject to 7 to 1 Plan
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8. — Negotiations for happier trade relations with the
French were brought to a successful conclusion last Friday, after eleven long
hours of debate and discussion. His mission accomplished, Will H. Hays,
head of the M. P. P. D. A., embarked on Saturday on the Berengaria, to be
back in his office here on Friday.
Bitter Controversy Ends
The issue between America and France arose in March, when the French
made public new regulations intended to foster the French film industry by
forcing the United States to buy one French film for every four American
films to be shown in France. So bitter became the controversy over such
stringent regulations that for a time it seemed as if the American industry
would have to withdraw from France.
Hays went abroad to see Edouard Herriot,
minister of public instruction and a power
in French affairs. After long negotiations,
threatened at times with failure, an agreement was reached whereby the French abandoned afour-to-one ratio, substituted a sevento-one plan, and agreed that American films
shall be admitted to France free of all restrictions up to 60 per cent of last
American release in France. Imports
cess of 60 per cent will be admitted
French film is purchased for every
American films sent over in excess of
per cent total.
Decision Is Compromise

year's
in exif one
seven
the 60

Hays was assisted in his difficult negotiations by William A. MacLean, commercial
attache of the American embassy in Paris ;
George C. Canty, motion picture trade commissioner in Europe for the Department of
Commerce; and representatives of the principal American film companies. They met
with M. Herriot and a subcommittee of the
French Cinema Commission with such success
that their negotiations brought about the repudiation of the pernicious regulations by the
unanimous vote of the French government's
Cinematographic Control Commission.
In explaining the outcome of Hays' negotiations it was carefully noted that a "compromise" was effected which left both parties
to the agreement with honor intact. Care
was taken to point out that France in no way
has abandoned the position that a commission
limiting imports for the profit of French industry was correct in principle.
Quota Principle Retained
\l. Herriot said, just before the negotiations
were concluded :

"If the French and .American makers of
films cannot reach an agreement I shall decide
what is to be done and my solution will have
to be accepted. But in any case the quota
bill cannot be questioned. The method of its
application may be eased without deviation
After
were concluded. Hays
from
its negotiations
purpose."
made the following statement at the Hotel
Crillon :
"The main thing standing in our way was
the commission's rule requiring us to buy and
show one French film for every four of ours
admitted to France. That is now repealed
and the commission sets up a substitute measent. ure. The substitute appears much more leni"The principal point is that it eliminates
the necessity for buying French films to
show in America. It provides that with
every film produced in France seven import permits will be issued. We may get
these permits in three days.
"If an American company produces films in
France permits will be issued to it. Or an
American company may buy a French film
and permits, but is under no obligations to
exhibit the film. In the third case, it may
buy import permits outright from a French
exhibitor who has bought a film and permits."
Sapiro Complicates Issue
The negotiations were complicated by a
cablegram sent to M. Herriot and Jean Sapcne, head of Cineromans, leading producers
in France, by Aaron Sapiro, president of the
Independentsociation.Motion
Picture
At the time
when Exhibitors'
final details -Asby
no means were straightened out. Sapiro sent
a cable disclaiming that Hays was competent
{Continued on page 98)

Ticket Tax Revenue Drops 60 Million
Since 1924; Latest Figure 13 Million
(Washiiiiitcn

Bureau

cf

HeraldU'crUi)

WASHINGTON,
May 8. — The government is deriving approximately $cO.000,000 less from admission taxes under the present law than in 1924. it is shown
by figures just compiled by the bureau of internal revenue. Receipts for the nine
months ended March 31 were $13,003,838. as compared with $13,352,570 in the
corresponding period last year. Total receipts for the £scal year of 1927 were
$17,940,636, as compared with $77 ,712.523 in the fiscal year of 1924. Most of what
is now being collected will be wiped out if Congress adopts the Senate provision
for a $3 exemption, provided in the tax bill now pending.
The highest totals of taxes were collected from New York State. Illinois, Pennsylvania and California, in that order.
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Birthday Notes and Coupon Books
Win Qoodwill for Exhibitor
M. G. Lees Community Interest Draws Pastor s Comment
Are Greatest Factor for World Peace

That Pictures

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]
ATLANTA, May 8. — Years of well-guided, consistent effort, backed by
l.\ sound policies, have brought highly satisfactory returns to M. G. Lee,
J. JL owner of the Lee theatres — one in Cuthbert, Ga., another in Eufaula,
Ala. From the very beginning of his theatre enterprises Lee recognized the
importance of creating goodwill in his communities. The means by which he
has created and fostered goodwill would fill a large volume. While he adheres
faithfully to the main principle he has employed many constructive ideas.
"LJE has put over numerous exploitation
•*■■*■ projects, but he regards two that have
been tested repeatedly as his best. Perhaps
the most interesting is the one he uses to
celebrate the anniversaries of his theatres,
when coupon books good for $2.50 worth
of admissions are sold for $1. Four years
ago Lee launched the coupon book sale.
The first vear the sale grossed $300; the
second, it jumped to $900; the third, $1,100;
the fourth year grossed $2,200. Those figures tell a story in themselves.
Attendance Nearly Doubles
The coupon book sale lasts just six days
— opening Monday morning and closing
Saturday night of anniversary week. But
interest in the event continues because, after all coupons are used up, the backs represent a credit for the purchase of a new
book — $2 in cash and the backs buy a new
book of coupons worth $2.50.
Lee explains that for 30 days following
the coupon book sales the cash receipts fall
off appreciably, but he adds that attendance
is nearly doubled. "The people are looking for bargains," Lee believes, "and the
coupons give admission at a bargain price."
Birthday Cards Successful
The other project that Lee inaugurated
many years ago and continues to use with
increasing satisfaction is the birthday card
system. Where he got the data we do not
know, but he knows the birthday anniversaries of his patrons for a radius of 20
miles. To each patron or potential patron
he sends a birthday greeting card, on behalf of the Lee theatres, and encloses two
tickets to the theatre as well as a program
for the week's offerings.
The fortunate people are flattered and
pleased, and almost without exception
thank the theatre by letter — and use the
passes to enjoy a performance.
Although Lee supervises the operation of
both his theatres, dictating the general policies, devising special activities and working
out new means of community co-operation,
he leaves the execution of his plans and the
actual management of the theatres to his
captains — the managers in charge of the
houses.
Strong for Community Work
In Eufaula. Ala.. Manager J. R. McCarthy is in command. He has been associated with Lee more than eight years and

he
is regarded
as a manager
and showman
of unusual
ability.
He subscribes
heartily
to Lee's policies and he carries them out
faithfully — and successfully. McCarthy encourages worthwhile community undertakings by co-operating with such undertakings. He gives his support alike to
churches, clubs, schools and civic enterprises.
One recent week, for instance, when the
Boys Club (a group from the farming section) were entertained by the Rotary Club
of Eufaula, McCarthy had the entire group
of boys as his guests at the Lee theatre.
Many never had seen a motion picture before, and to all the occasion was an unforgettable event. The next week McCarthy extended the same courtesy to the
Girls' Canning Club.
Cooperated With Women's Club
While Manager McCarthy was bearing
aloft the banner of the Lee theatre in
Eufaula by those projects, Walter Harrison, a young man of real talent and now
in his seventh year as manager of the Lee
theatre in Cuthbert, Ga., was signalizing
himself for similar good work. Manager
Harrison cooperated with the Women's
Club of Coleman, assisting them to pu.t on
a special program at the theatre to which
the club came en masse, and patrons
packed the house. The Women's Club received a percentage of the receipts, the
theatre made money, the tieup made
friends for the theatre — from every standpoint it was successful.
The managers of both theatres send
passes to the pastors of all churches, and
to the children under 16 in the families of
those pastors. What is more, the ministers
are regular patrons. On a recent Saturday
night five pastors attended the Lee theatre
in Eufaula. A revival had been going on
all week, but there was no church service
Saturday night, and the theatre drew them.
On Sunday the same theatre was given
over to two denominations for two services.
Owner Is Mail Clerk
To what extent Lee depends on his two
able managers to carry out his plans may
be understood from the fact that Lee himself is a railway mail clerk, and has been
for the past 28 years, working regularly
for Uncle Sam. He can and does plan for
his theatres, but he gives the credit for the

Woodhull Congratulates
Chains
Banning
^'Dawn'';
Cautions
(Special to the Herald-World)

for
Exhibitors

NEW YORK, May 8. — In issuing a statement concerning the English war picture, "Dawn," R. F. Woodhull, president of the M. P. T. O. A., calls upon exhibitors to use caution in booking any Him that might hinder the advancement of a
world-wide friendship of all nations.
"In congratulating the management of Publix, Universal and Loew theatres upon
the decision not to exhibit the war picture, 'Dawn,' " says\ Woodhull, "I sincerely
hope that all theatre managers will give careful thought to the matter before rushing into this or any other endeavor that might tend to retard the world-wide movement for more cordial relations and better understanding."
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fulfillment of his plans to those two captains on the firing line.
Not long ago Lee saw the realization of
a cherished ambition in Eufaula — a new
Lee theatre, modern in every respect, larger than the old one, and as attractive as
could be found in any town that size. Needless to say, the opening of the new house
gave added impetus to the already fine work
of Manager McCarthy.
Within a few months Manager Harrison
will have the pleasure of opening a new
Lee theatre in Cuthbert.
Foundations are
being laid, and work is progressing rapidly.
Supervises Construction
Despite the fact that he is a very busy
man, Lee personally supervised the construction of his Eufaula theatre and he is
now superintending the building of his new
Cuthbert house. There's energy for you.
The new Cuthbert house will seat nearly
1,000—600 on the main floor, 350 in the balcony. "This will be entirely too large for
Cuthbert at the present," says Lee, "but we
expect
to grow." citizens
And there's
Representative
and confidence.
leaders in
Eufaula and Cuthbert manifest a genuine
pride in the theatres and express their approval and good-will in concrete terms.
Only two weeks ago The Eufaula Daily Citizen published a signed article from the pen of
Rev. J. W. Heyes, rector of the First Episcopal Church of Eufaula, commending motion pictures as the greatest factor in the
world today for promoting international
understanding and goodwill.

Victor Head Sees 1928
As Big Year; Growth in
Synchronizing Expected
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— An optimistic forecast of business conditions is indicated in the
report of the Victor Talking Machine Company, which looks forward to 1928 as one of
the
most
successful the
years
in theofcompany's
history. Reviewing
progress
the firm
and outlining future activities at the recent
stockholders' meeting, E. E. Shumaker, president, said :
"Record sales resulting from our connection
with the motion picture industry are on the
increase and we have recently made connections with motion picture producers which
will not only increase our record business in
that field but in addition we expect to write
the scores and do the recording. We expect
a rapid growth in this branch of our busi-

National Screen Service
Opens New Sales Offices
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— In strengthening
itsness."
sales organization, National Screen
Service has opened a number of new offices.
A new sales office has been opened at Salt
Lake City under the management of H. R.
Cantwell, formerly a United Artists salesman. Another office has been opened at
Denver with Jack A. Krum, formerly
United Artists exchange manager, in
charge. R. R. Nave and L. M. Cobbs have
been appointed sales representatives in
Seattle and Portland respectively. Headquarters for the San Francisco oflfice have
been moved to larger quarters with Louis
Reichert, former Tiffany-Stahl manager, in
charge.

Opt
aerator
OK'd
(Special to theCode
Herald-World)
KANSAS

CITY, May 8.— A favorable recommendation on a proposed building code
amendment, requiring motion picture operators to be of good moral character and of
more than 18 years old, was made last week.
Passage of the ordinance was urged by a
delegation of exhibitors.
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U. S. and Banking Leaders Laud
Industry at Paramount Dinner
John S. Spargo Named
Executive
Secretary
of
N, Y. Motion Picture Club
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— John S. Spargo,
formerly New York news editor of the Herald-World, who resigned a few months ago
because of ill health,
has been engaged as
executive secretary of
the Motion Picture
Club of New York.
Announcement was
made last week by AI
Lichtman, president
of the club, on the
eve of his departure
on a trip to the Coast.
With a restoration
of his health by a soj o u r n in Florida,
Spargo has entered
upon his new duties,
with his office at 1560
John S. Spargo
Broadway until the
clubhouse now being planned is thrown open.
"The Motion Picture Club is to be congratulated upon securing the services of J. S.
Spargo," Lichtman said. "It is to be congratulated first because he, as a member, has
recovered his health, and, secondly, because
he is in a position to be of such unique service. There is no one in the business whom he
doesn't know. His immediate duties will be
in regard to membership, although he is available to assist any other committee which may
require his services. A paid executive is an
absolute necessity for this club.
Lichtman called a meeting of the board for
Thursday night, when the directors will pass
upon bids for fitting up the Bond building.

London Suit of
Warners Against
Gaumont Settled
(Bv

Cable front London Correspondent of the
Herald-World)

LONDON, May 8.— Private settlement has
been made of the action by Warner Brothers
Pictures, Inc., against the Gaumont Company
for an accounting of profits alleged due them
under distribution agreements signed in 1924
and 1925.
Under the settlement, reached on the second
day of the hearing, the Warners pay Gaumont
15,000 pounds and the costs of the action. The
Warners withdraw any imputation against the
Bromhead Brothers or their statf. Trading
relations have been resumed.

9 Arrests Fail to Solve
Murdering of Girl Usher
Chicago police have failed to apprehend the
slayers of Miss Pearl Eggerson, usher of the
Ritz theatre. Nine arrests have been made,
but the identity of the trio who a week ago
robbed the theatre and murdered Miss Eggerson remains a mystery. Posted rewards may
reach the $5,000 mark.
Michael Arlen Weds Countess
CANNES, FRANCE.— Michael Arlan and Countess
Atalanta Mercati of Florence were married here recently in the Greek orthodox church.

Films Great Liberating Force,
Otto H. Kahn Tells Convention
Hoover and Wilbur Cite Benefits — Robinson
Decries
Federal Regulation — Dawes and Pipe Attend
By PETER VISCHER
WASHINGTON, May 8. — A Paramount convention noted for its solid accomplishments reached its climax in a banquet at which some of the highest
ofificials of the government paid tribute to the vast Paramount organization,
and through it to the entire American motion picture industry.
Otto H. Kahn Presides at Dinner
Vice-president Charles G. Dawes, Secretary of the Navy Curtis D. Wilbur,
Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, Senator Joe T. Robinson were the
prominent government officials present at the Paramount dinner over which
Otto H. Kahn presided at the Hotel Carlton here on Wednesday. They sat
on the dais flanked by Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky, Sidney R. Kent and
Sam Katz, with 300 members of the Paramount sales force and their guests
eager to listen and profit.
The officials of Paramount, obviously
happy over a new program that promises
74 features during the coming year, heard
the motion picture praised as a boom to
humanity and an aid to all American business. They heard its accomplishments
praised and efforts at censorship condemned and resented.
Yes, Dawes Has His Pipe
Vice-president Dawes, in accordance with
his custom, did not speak, but gave an exhibition on his famous pipe that no one
overlooked. Kahn delivered an address of
some length and moment and nearly all the
other important guests of honor contributed to the occasion. Probably never
in the history of motion pictures had such
an assemblage gathered to do the industry
such honor.
In his opening address, Kahn pointed out
that motion pictures have opened up for
people of all stations new worlds of knowledge, interest and variety. Films have
brought romance and beauty and novelty
and stimulation, he said, into lives all too
drab and humdrum. Far more than a mere
entertainment, motion pictures in his opinion have been a great liberating force for
the minds and emotions of the people.
After sketching
the history of motion

Change Censor Law;
Now

It's All Very Clear

(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

PORTLAND. ORE.. May 8.—
Changes just made in the censorship
ordinance provide several things, including the right to appeal from a
board decision to the city council.
The ordinance as it now reads also
clears up two other points that have
been the innocent cause of a great
deal of embarrassment. Here they
are:
No. 1 — Viewers are actually called
"viewers," and looking at a picture
before its public showing is called —
what
— "viewing."
No. do
2 — you
The suppose.'
censor board
itself may
now legally see a picture before the
"viewers" do. Previously, the "viewers" were the ones to see it 6rst.
And that, it is to be assumed, is
that.

pictures, Kahn made it plain that he considers the films of today on a high level.
Considering that this great new art and
industry has been forced to do its own
pioneering, he expressed the opinion that
the pictures of today are the result of
sound policy and meritorious production.
For the future he found a new era dawning.
Financial Positions Secure
"I believe that it may definitely be said,"
he remarked, "that a new era is dawning.
The financial position of the leading concerns is now secure beyond peradventure.
The credit facilities at their disposal are
ample. Their securities have a ready market. The public taste has advanced and become more discriminating.
"Mushy sentimentality and flamboyant
captions have lost much of their vogue.
Producers are finding out that the alleged
necessity of plaj'ing down to an alleged
level of fatuity on the part of the audience
is a bogey, that in this as in other matters
the instinct and tendency of the people are
to recognize the worthwhile thing and prefer it to the shoddy.
Truer Sense of Values
"A new and truer sense of values is making itself felt among producers. Young,
eager, original talent — recruited to an extent, in typical American fashion, from
whatever part of the world — is being
pressed into service and, particularly in a
directorial capacity, is more and more
piven scope and freedom to express itself.
An attempt is under way, if not perhaps in
all, yet unmistakably in some quarters, to
deepen the emotional appeal, to cultivate
the eloquence of restraint, to seek the sinrather than theKahn
showy."
In cereconclusion,
paid tribute to
Zukor and Lasky as faithful stewards of
the trust placed in them. He said that
they
"played
fair" with
investors
andconspicuously
their audiences.
He their
held
them to be entitled to credit, confidence and
gratitude.
Secretary Hoover, in his remarks, declared that motion pictures have made a
contribution of importance to international
relations. They have given the world a
new appearance, of ourselves to others, and
of others to us. Furthermore, he found
them an aid to business. The two combined to give the industry an honest and
profitable activity and at the same time a
(^Continvfd on next page)
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68 Free Park Shows in Texas Qive
Exhibitors Summer Prohlem
>Four Cities'' 59 Theatres Plead for Solution — Free Program
Clears $8,000 in Three Months at Houston

Operator

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]
SAN ANTONIO, May 8. — Approaching summertime in Texas is the signal
^ for exhibitors to begin racking their brain for some method of combating
the competition offered by free park shows. The hot weather situation
has been cleared up for the most part by the installation of huge cooling plants,
but as yet there has not been a plan offered to offset the natural slack business
nightly resulting from the free shows.
TN the four key cities of the state, Dallas,
■*■ Fort Worth, San Antonio and Houston,
the problem is especially crucial this year,
with more free shows operating than in any
past season. In Dallas, for instance, 32
parks operate the shows three nights a
week, with 11 parks having shows every
night. The pictures to be shown this year
are a vast improvement and after they get
underway and people begin seeing they may
get free entertainment on a par with some
they have to pay for, the shows, especially
the smaller ones, will suffer.
Pay Operators Big Money
The peculiar thing about the socalled
"free" shows is that they pay their operators big money for the season, what with
the concession rights and screen advertising. Pictures are obtained at a minimum
cost, and sometimes free, the only expense
otherwise being operators and upkeep of
screen and equipment, which is done by the
city in some instances. At the end of the
season in Houston last year, the man who
operated the park shows came out $8,000
ahead on the three months' season, operating only in four parks. It may sound unreasonable, but his concession rights and
screen advertising brought in huge returns.
Children form the major portion of the
audience at the park shows, and once they
get in the habit of attending, it is hard to
break them of it all summer long. They
play all day, go to the park shows at night,
and forget about the regular shows and the
revenue that the legitimate exhibitor must
obtain to put him over the red line and insure continued operation. Adult patrons of
the parks are usually the type that takes
advantage of the bargain matinees in the
theatres, and are under the impression that
a couple of shows a week suffice for their
entertainment — and they get it free at the
parks.
Real Battle Looming
Texas exhibitors can see a real battle
looming. _ It will be a tough, hard struggle,
for the city and state in all probability will
line up behind the operators of the free
shows, with the logical conviction that they
are a boon to any town.
How the park pictures can be put on a
non-competitive basis has not yet been revealed, and it remains for some exhibitor to
be a benefactor to the industry in offering
a logical solution to this problem. Free
shows are nothing to laugh at or dismiss
with a shrug. They have advanced beyond
the stage of an experiment, and now operate
on a thoroughly practical basis.
In Dallas, Houston, San Antonio and Fort
Worth approximately 68 free shows will
be operated this summer as direct competition to approximately 59 theatres that will
be affected.

Exhibitors Take Carnival
Fight to Mayor, Public
(Special to the Herald-World)
ALBANY,
May
8.— Exhibitors in many
New York state cities and villages are laying
plans to combat the evil of the summer car-

nival. In some places the exhibitors will appeal as a body to the mayor and governing
councils, while in others the exhibitors will
carry their program directly to the people, asking their saipport on the ground that their
theatrestutionrepresent
an investment
all the year runs
'roundintoinstiand that their
the
tens of thousands and should be given the
support it deserves.
The carnival situation is not as; bad in New
York state as it was two or three years ago.
In some cities and villages traveling carnivals
have been banned and are forced to show on
the outskirts, with the result that they do not
cut into the motion picture theatre to the extent that they would if permitted to locate in
or near the center of the city or village.

Seeks Place on Bench
(Special to the Herald-World)
PORTLAND, ORE., May 8.— Clarence E.
Yeager, local theatre owner, has filed as candidate for circuit judge of Multnomah county.
For a number of years Yeager was a well
known attorney. Frank Edwards, Seattle theatreman, was recently elected mayor. Film
Row is pulling for the election of Yeager.

Razed in $3,000 Fire
(Special to the Herald-World)
OKLAHOMA CITY, May 8.— The Home
theatre at Valley View, Tex., was destroyed
by fire. The loss was about $3,000.
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U, 5. and Bank Leaders
Praise Picture Industry
at Paramount
Banquet
(Continued from page 87)

purpose greater than that of mere material
accomplishment.
Secretary Wilbur, who spoke quite
briefly, restricted his remarks to the importance of motion pictures in the maintenance of morale in the United States Navy.
His was a valuable referenda to the point
so frequently made that films provide an
invaluable source of recreation for the peoRobinson Opposes U. S. Regulation
Senator Robinson's address found a
hearty welcome. He spoke at some length
of the Government's tendency to interfere
with the conduct of business, a movement
ple.
still going forward. This modern age, he
held, has brought with it the problem of
big organizations selling to the people at
their own prices. Whenever this involves
oppression, he said, it will follow that public authority must interfere.
He closed his address with these pertinent remarks:
"Let me summarize the proposition: If
industry and commerce are to be dominated
by private trusts and monopolies, public
regulation can not be escaped, however distasteful it may prove. It is not easy to
say just what figure competition cuts in
modern business. Economic production
and distribution are, in part at least, responsible for the present day combinations
of capital and brains. So long as competition is displayed by combinations some
form of public interference may be exCalls Censorship Unnecessary
pected.
"Let me state what I hold to be the true
measure of government interference in
business affairs.
"First, the laws and regulations should
be as few and as simple as can be found
consistent with safeguarding against extortion and oppression.
"Second, government ownership and operation of industry is no remedy. In the
long run these will make conditions worse.
"Third, modern business organizations
which constitute trusts and tend towards
monopolies should invite reasonable public
scrutiny, and promote fair dealings.
"Four, this problem must be regarded as
progressive and not susceptible of complete
and final solution.
"In the application of these principles to
your own business it seems to me that you
gentlemen, in the conduct of your business,
have amply demonstrated that you do not
need censorship or other unnecessary reguQuick and to the Point
Despite the fact that there were other
speakers — notably Zukor and Kent — the
lation." was quick and to the point. It
dinner
closed at an early hour, to set those present
buzzing with discussion through the halls
of the Carlton. Unanimous consent had it
that
it achieved a considerable measure of
success.

It was a logical campaign move for M-GM's "40,000 Miles with Lindbergh" to
bring the print by plane to the Melba
theatre at Dallas. James O. Cherry, manager, also made use of the fact that
"Lindy" was to stop at Dallas the second day of the showing. The campaign
started a week in advance with a special
trailer and newspaper story and ad material. Postmaster Philp permitted the
use of 22x28 cards on all postal trucks.
The A boards of the Army, Navy and
Marine recruiting services were obtained,
and newsboys wore Lindbergh novelty
caps.

Among those present at the speakers
table, in addition to those already listed,
were Sir William Wiseman, New York
banker; Oscar R. Luhring, assistant United
States attorney-general; Maj.-Gen. T. Q.
Ashburn, J. A. Sisto, New York financier;
E. E. Shauer, general manager of Paramount's foreign department; Ralph A.
Kohn, treasurer of Paramount; Elek John
Ludvigh, general counsel of Paramount;
Emanuel Cohen, editor of Paramount
News; Walter Wanger, production manager; William de Lignemare, producer of
"Abie's Irish Rose," and George J. Schaeffer, John D. Clark and John Hammill, division sales managers.
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Johnny Mescall Wins
For Herald-World
Theatre Ties Up
With Church for
45 Per Cent Gain
(Special to the Herald-World)

ARCADIA, FLA., May 8— An outstanding
tieup with a community church was accomplished by Ernest Aiken, manager of the Star
theatre, when he used "The Harvester" as a
medium for close co-operation with the First
Christian church, which was endeavoring to
build a new church.
It was agreed that the church be given 25
per cent of the gross sales up to a certain
quota and an increased amount for a greater
number of sales. Teams were organized by
the church members and Sunday school
classes; separate tickets for children and
adults were printed ; newspaper advertising
was pushed.
The Star doubled its gross for the day, and
after paying the church its percentage there
still was a 45 per cent increase for the theatre, as well as a definite building of goodwill.

Talking Picture Device
Will Be Demonstrated at
Dresden Exhibition May 16
(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, May 8.— A new talking
picture device will hold the stage at the annual exhibition to be held in Dresden, Germany, says George R. Canty, trade commissioner in Paris. This device, built upon the
Breusing system, is said to be so simple that
it will be possible eventually to attach it to
every projection apparatus.
Film stars will be among those who will participate in the talking picture demonstration
at the exhibition.
The process to be used is only one of several now competing for the best solution.

Dividends on Keith's
Preferred Are Earned
Despite Drop in Profit
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— The dividend and
sinking fund requirements of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation's 7 per cent preferred stock for the first quarter were more
than earned by the Keith units, E. F. Albee,
president of the corporation, stated last week,
though profits of both the Keith and the Orpheum theatres showed a decrease compared
with other years.

Titles of Two Alice White
Films (Special
for to'28-'29
Changed
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, May 8.— Titles of two of the
four productions announced for starring Alice
White on First National's program for next
season have been changed, Richard A. Rowland, general and production manager, announced on his return from the Chicago convention.
"Bluffers," Robert Carr's story, will appear
upon the screen as "Hot Stuff." The original
announced as "Rosie of the Ritz" will be
"Ritzy Rosie."

WORLD

Playoff
Golf Title
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150 Tee Off in Best Tourney
of Kind Ever Staged on Coast
Jean Hornbostel Takes Low Net Prize — Marshall, After
Siege of Illness, Makes Last Minute Entry
By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, May 8. — Johnny Mescall, one of the title contenders of last
year's golf tournament and a strong favorite in this year's betting, won low gross
in the second annual motion picture golf tournament under the auspices of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, May 6, at the Riviera Country
Club near Santa Monica. He shot an 80 with 4 handicap, taking the large silver
loving cup awarded as a perpetual trophy by the Herald-World.
Marshall Unable to Complete 18
George Marshall, who won the cup last year and has undergone a siege of illness,
decided at the last minute to defend his title but was unable to complete the eighteen holes of play. Jean Hornbostel also had a gross of 80 but Mescall won the
playoff, giving Hornbostel low net with 80-14-66. Mescall is a cameraman at the
Cecil B. DeMille studios.
Play began sharply at 8 o'clock on a
day protected from the burning sun of the
past week by a high fog that broke only
a few minutes about noon. Foursomes
were teeing off at five-minute intervals on
the first hole, a 453-yard stretch, until
shortly past 2 p. m. Approximately 150
players competed for the trophy in what
is regarded as the most successful event
of its kind ever held by motion picture
people. The smoothness of management
and the spirit of good sportsmanship of
day.
the match were the great features of the
Winners and Donors Listed
Following is list of events, winners and
donors:
Producers: First low gross, Hector Turnbull, the Louis B. Mayer loving cup 82-8-74;
second low gross, Kenneth Hawks, the
Wheat and Gill knickers, 84-8-76; low net,
Wesley Ruggles, Hollywood Magazine cup,
91-12-79.
Directors: First low gross, William Seiter,
the Seiter Loving Cup, 84-8-76; second-low
gross, John Waldron, Hagen Iron, 86-12-74;
low gross, Scott Sidney, the George Jessell
Zipper Bag, 91-18-73.
Actors Division: First low gross, Edgar
Kennedy, 82-10-72, D. E. Rose wardrobe
trunk; second low gross, Tom Kennedy,
83-6-77, all in one club; low net, Ted Oliver,
86-19-67, Watterson Rothacker silver
pitcher.
Technical division: first low gross, Jack
Boland, 88-14-74; Hollywood Plaza Hotel
cup; second low gross, Milton Carruth,
92-10-82, Tufts Lyons Wright driver; first
low net, George Stevens, 95-22-73, Schaeffer's Zipper Bag; second low net, L. H.
Creber, 98-24-74, Tom Stevens brassie.
Exhibitors first low gross: Lou Rosenberg, 84-12-72, Douglas Fairbanks pitcher;
second low gross, Don Knapp, 86-7-79,
Grayco shirts; low net, Otis Hoyt, 86-8-78,
Hoi Hi golf balls.
Publicity: First low gross, James Fidler,
84-10-74; Robert Z. Leonard cocktail
shaker; second low gross, Jack Rosenberg,
85-12-73, Spalding golf balls; low net,
George Hommel, 87-14-73, Harry Langdon
golf bag.
Writers: First low gross. T. J. Crizer,
90-18-72, Montmartre loving cup; second
low gross. Jack Cunningham, 92-12-80,
Harry
Bums
cigarette
case;
low
net,

Gordon Jennings, 93-16-77, Gittelson Brothers sweater outfit.
Director Bill Seiter's trophy, it will be
noted, proved to be the hammered silver
water pitcher that he himself contributed
to the tournament contestants.
Hawley in Fast Foursome
Clifford B. Hawley, president of First
National; Ned E. Depinet, vice-president
and sales manager; Roy C. Seery and Ned
Marin made up a fast shooting foursome
that declined to turn in scorecards, although it is known that Marin's score card
showed
less than
an 85 gross.
W'hat not
others
of the same
foursome
shot could
be
learned but it is understood that all shot
a parallel game and played with a mutual
money.
agreement not to try to come in for the
Strict adhesion to the association rules
was enforced by A. H. Painter, tournament director, and three disqualifications
were ruled during the day. In one case
a player entered as an exhibitor, and when
a query was made to the theatre he named,
it was found he had never been heard of
at that location. He admitted the misrepresentation. In another case a man
entered as a producer was found to be a
business man who had invested $94 in a
short reel two years ago and has since been
out of the industry.
Neal Burns Hits Snag
Neal Burns, who had been expected to
cause Mescall considerable trouble on low
gross, went to pieces on the last three holes
and came in with a 90, whereas he shoots
a consistent 78. The cleanest shooting of
the day was made by Hector Turnbull, Ed
Kennedy and Tom Kennedy. They showed
accuracy and good judcrment and kept their
scores under 84 for the 18 holes. Henn."
King would probably have come into the
velvet but for the automobile accident of
the preceding day whicli seriously disabled
him for severe tournament play.

Quive Goes to U, A,
(Sp.\-ial lo the Hcrald-Wcrld)

BOSTON, May 8.— Ralnh Quivc. for
some years a salesman at the Pathc exchange, has resigned and left this week for
\\ innipog, Manitoba, where he is to become branch manager of the United Artists
exchange.
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Educational Plans 52 Comedies in
Two Reels, 50 One-Reel Subjects
Eight Each from Lupino Lane and ^'Big Boy," Six From Dorothy Devore —
Jerry Drew in Series — New Screen Magazine
(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK, May 8.— More than 100 two and one-reel subjects will be
NEW
forthcoming from Educational, in addition to Kinograms, for the 1928-29
season, E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, announced last week
as final plans for the production program for the year were completed. There
will be at least 52 comedies in two reels and 50 single reel subjects.
T UPINO LANE'S output will be ex-'— ' panded to eight comedies in two-reel
length as a result of his success the past
season in his satirical product.
There will be also eight Big-Boy-Juvenile
comedies. So great has been the increase in
"Big
Boy's"extensive
popularityever
thatreceived
his fan mail
the most
at theis
Educational studio.
Jerry Drew in New Series
Drew, Jack
White's
willJerry
be featured
in a new
series"discovery,"
under the
brand name of Ideal Comedies. Drew won
this recognition by his work in Cameo
comedies the last year.
Dorothy Devore will have six comedies
in her own name. Miss Devore continues
to hold the enviable position of a girl
starred in her own series of two-reel comedies.
Sixteen Mermaid comedies, in two reels,
are on the schedule, featuring Monty Collins, George Davis, Al St. John and others.
It will be recalled that it was with Cameo
comedies that Jack White first became associated with Educational eight years ago.
There will also be six Tuxedo comedies,
with Wallace Lupino and others featured.
Screen Magazine Starts
"The World Today," modern screen magazine, with one release a month, will be a
new contribution to the one-reel field.
Twenty-six Cameo comedies will be made
and the Lyman H. Howe organization will
produce twelve Hodge-Podge releases.
Kinograms, issued twice a week, continues with Educational after what officials
of both companies call a remarkable record in a year of unusually strenuous competition.
"For several seasons," said Hammons, "it
has been our practice to add to Educational's releases
as thesubjects
season available.
progressed Such
the
best
of the special
special releases have included many beautiful subjects in color, such as the Romance
Productions and "The Voice of the Nightingale." We expect to add to our releases
in later months a few of the best special
short features which may be produced
throughout
the world."
New Stage Building Erected
All of Educational's two reel comedies
and the Cameo comedies will be produced

Ontario Censors
For Adults

1,^

at the Educational studios on Santa Monica
boulevard, Los Angeles. Called the largest
studios in the world producing short feature comedies exclusively, this comedy
plant has been still further improved during
the last year by the erection of a large new
stage building and other extensive physical
developments.
Jack White as director-in-chief of the
Educational studios will be surrounded by
a large staff of wellknown comedy directors, among them being Stephen Roberts,
Charles Lamont and Jules White. Other
leading comedy directors are to be added
soon.

Texas M, P, T. O. Opens
Two-Day Session; Cole
Slated for Re-election
(Special to the Herald-World)

DALLAS, May 8.— Members of the
M. P. T. O. of Texas convened here today
in the first of the semi-annual meetings
and prepared to elect officers and consider
a number of vital issues that will come up
before the two-day session. It was expected that Col. H. A. Cole would be reelected president.
Arbitration, block booking, light and
power rates, a proposal to have but one
general convention a year and to establish
district meetings, and an increase in the
number of directors from seven to 16, are
among the topics to be discussed.

First Division to Open
New England Exchanges
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— First Division is
about to open its own exchanges in Boston
and New Haven. The new exchanges will
sell in six New England states and will be
in charge of Henry G. Segal, with headquarters in Boston.

Supreme Now Rayart
(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, May 8.— The former Supreme
Films
exchange
has been
renamed
the
Rayart exchange.
It is operated by George
Solomon and Herman Rifkin.

Will Classify Films
or for Family Audiences

(Special to the Herald-World)
OTTAWA, May 8. — All Glms for release in Ontario are to be classiSed by the
provincial censor board as to suitability for adult audiences or for children and
adults together, Hon. J. D. Monteith, Ontario provincial treasurer, announced
on his return from Hollywood.
Dr. Monteith declared that there would be on compulsory feature in connection
with the labeling regulations in Ontario. The classifying of pictures would be carried out under government supervision and exhibitors would be required to indicate in advertising whether an attraction was an "adult" or a "universal" picture.
Responsibility would be left entirely in the control of parents or guardians as to
whether children would be permitted to attend theatres where a feature was being
presented that had been labeled as unsuitable for general acceptance. Ontario
would not bar children from moving picture theatres, as had been done in the Province of Quebec.
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General Theatres Deal
With Gaumont British
Seen; Gibbons Resigns
Pogson Quits Whitehall Films Board
— Pictures at Madame Tussaud^s
Waxworks
(By

London

Correspondent

of

the

Herald-World)

LONDON, April 28.— (By Mail)—
There has been talk for some time that all
was not well with the new theatre circuit
recently built up by F. A. Szarvasy and
Sir Walter Gibbons and floated as General
Theatres,
and following
company's
lic issue which
was very the
poorly
receivedpubby
investors, and left a damp atmosphere in
the city, all sort of stories have gained currency. It was reported and denied that
Fox had decided to acquire a big interest
in the concern, and while there may have
been more smoke than fire, it is no doubt
the
fact that something was at one time
smouldering.
Now Sir Walter Gibbons' resignation is
announced, and although at the moment
there is no official statement, there is evidence of much movement of important personnel between the headquarters of the
Denman Trust — another theatre combine of
recent growth, which is backed by Ostrer
Bros., and has the Bromheads of Gaumont
British on the board — and the headquarters
of General Theatres. It is likely that the
two concerns may soon be identified one
with the other, and that more definitely
than at present.

* *

*

Quota Watchdog Resigns
Sir Frederick Whyte, first chairman of
the Films Act Advisorv Committee, appointed recently by the Board of Trade, to
watch over quota matters, has resigned and
has been succeeded by Sir Laurence N.
Guillemard, former governor of the Straits
Settlements.

* *

*

Financial Barometer
Following the recent coolness of the public towards Film and Cinema capital issues,
it is not without significance that at least
one prospective issue is scratched. Collingwood Hughes, former M.P. and managing director of Supremacy Films, Ltd.,
announces that his concern will not now
go to the city for capital, as this has been
"privately subscribed."
N. A. Pogson has resigned from the board
of directors of Whitehall Films and Charles
Lapworth also is said to be contemplating a
move.

M-G-M Trackless Train
Arrives in Brisbane to
Begin Australian Tour
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— Metro-GoldwynMayer's Trackless Train arrived in Brisbane,
Australia, Sunday, April 22, after an uneventful trip across the Pacific Ocean from Panama. The arrival of the Trackless Train in
Brisbane marked its entry into the fourth
continent it has visited, for it has already
toured three times across North America,
through
England,
South
America,
Central America,
and Europe,
will show
in India,
possibly
in Japan, and also in Portugal before returning
to New York.

Ad-Vance

Opens Office

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO,
Trailers
have opened an May
office 8.-;-Ad-Vance
with All Star
Features Distributors, 209 Golden Gate
avenue, with Joseph F. Samuels in charge.
Arrangements for this were completed by
Art A. Schayer, general division manager,
on a recent visit from Los Angeles.
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Speaking of "youngest exhibitors," as we often do, here's one
of the oldest, R. M. Stanton, owner of the Odeon at Wendell,
Idaho. He is 84 years old. (How's that. Pop Dibble?) He
is pictured at the Paramount studio (he's been visiting Hollywood) handing Doris Hill a ticket to his theatre. However,
patrons of the Odeon pay not as they enter, but as they leave!

SECTION .fr^

Leaving — and arriving — to continue his remarkable career as
the "king of jazz." Need we say this is Paul Ash, pictured in
his glory? After three years in Chicago, two of them as a sort
of high-priest at the Oriental theatre. Ash left this week to open
at the Paramount, New York. "So long, Paul! Hello, Paul!
And

"Taking 'em for a ride"- — though not as it's done officially. On
the truck are (left to right) Hal Ross, Myrtle Hebard, player; and
Lem F. Kennedy, director, all of Ambassador Pictures, upon their
arrival in Chicago to demonstrate picture-making in a suburban
theatre. A. Raymond Gallo, Herald- World Presentations editor,
is the energetic chap at left.
(Herald-World photo.)

good luck!"

The \\'inner and its creator — both vcr>- attractive, '^'anda '^'ic?kowska, 16-year-old New York High school girl, is shown with the
poster she entered in the contest to obtain the bc-st dcsi^ expressing the "spirit of First National pictures." It won her the S'iO
first prize. And last October ^'anda was victor in .i bc.iutv contest for Polish girl!;.
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Spea^mg of the NEW

One of Warner Brothers' big producrions for 1928-29 is "The Lion and the Mouse,"
a stage play justly celebrated a generation ago. Here are the principals in its production, grouped on the set. From left to right they are Lionel Barrymore and
May McAvoy, who are co-starred; Lloyd Bacon, the director; and William Collier,
Jr., featured juvenile.
Standing is Jack Ackroyd.
Diamond advice from Mike Donlin, former New
York Giant, to Richard Dix, Paramount star. This
picture was taken while Dix was working on "Warming Up," just previous to his critical illness. He
now is reported out of danger.
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Glorious Dolores, so to speak
— and why not? — since Miss
Costello appears thus in the
title role of Warner Brothers'
"Glorious Betsy" — and since
"glorious" just seems to
describe her.
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Margaret Mann, who, critics say, is assured
fame for her portrayal of the German
mother in Fox's "Four Sons." From this
portrait, one can guess why. "Four Sons" is
one of the major line-up.
pictures in Fox's 1928-29

Not often you see Roy
D'Arcy as a man of the
plains. But such he is in
M-G-M's new Tim McCoy
starring production, "The
Masked Stranger."

One way of letting you know that in his new picture, "Beau Broadway," Lew Cody's hobby is polo.
It is one of M-G-M's series with Cody and Aileen
Pringle, and now they're working on a new one,
"The Baby Cyclone," under
tion. Mai St. Claire's direc-
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Experts with pencil, brush and mallet were guests of the Columbia studio recently,
resulting in this engaging picture with Dorothy Revier, Columbia player. Every
one of the artists is well known to magazine readers and patrons of art. Pictured
from left to right are Leon Gordon, Jo Davidson, H. N. Swanson, N4iss Revier,
Arthur William Brown and James Montgomery Flagg.

Joy Auburn as Captain Kidd — and let no one say
now that piracy hasn't its good points. Miss Auburn, who plays in Educational-Tuxedo comedies,
typifies the feminine appeal to be found in Educational's 1928-29 product.

One of the newest of rising
players, Anita Page, whom
M-G-M is giving much encouragement. She has been
cast opposite William Haines
in his next picture, "Telling

the World."

At home with Paul Leni, noted Universal director.
For the picture the camera peeked out through the
doorway and caught him spending a sunny hour
on the lawn. Leni, who directed "The Man Who
Laughs," is to direct Laura La Plante's next picture,
"The Last Warning."

Veteran plainsman is Jack
Daugherty, who will star in
Universal Westerns during
1928-29. He also stars in a
new Universal fight picture,
"The

Body Punch."

Exquisite Greta G.irbo minus those gorgeous
evening gowns and John Gilbert. Miss G.irbo
(and Mr. Gilbert, too, one must add) .iro to
begin soon on their
next picture, "^'ar in
M-G-M.
the Dark," which Fred
Niblo is to direct for
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Ten Specials Headline 36 Columbia
Pictures in $3,000,000 Budget
First on List of Greater Productions Is "The Younger Generation," From
Fannie Hurst's Story and Play
(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK, May 8. — Ten specials will headline the 36 productions to
NEW
be released by Columbia next season under the general title of "The
Perfect Thirty-Six," in a production program approaching $3,000,000.
"Driftby William Hamilton Osborne,
a Richard and Harding
wood,"
adapted from
Davis story.

rriRST on the list of the specials as announced is "The Younger Generation,"
from Fannie Hurst's magazine story and
play. "The Fall of Eve" is from the pen
of John Emerson and Anita Loos. "Trial
Marriage" is a Satiorday Evening Post story
by Elizabeth Alexander. Owen Davis
wrote the mystery play, "The Donovan
AflFair," which will be screened by Columbia.
Holt in Technicolor Picture

Exhibitors Refuse to
Sit in Default Cases
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW HAVEN, May 8.— Refusal of exhibitors to sit in default cases in the New
Haven Film Board has caused considerable
discussion throughout the state. The exhiljitors have no objection to serving in
arbitration matters provided they are not
default cases.

Jack Holt will star in "Court Martial," with
a number of scenes in Technicolor. "Acquitted" is from the Cosmopolitan story of
Mary Roberts Rinehart. Norman Springer,
author of "The Blood Ship," also wrote
"Below the Surface," which will appear on
Columbia's program.
Elmer Harris' story, "Stepmother," is the
basis of "Father and Son." Leo Tolstoy's
"Redemption" will also be brought to the
screen by Columbia. The ten specials also
will include "The Scarlet Woman," starring
Lya de Putti.
Other Titles Listed

Fire Damages Alabama
House; Will Reopen
(Special to the Herald-World)

The others of "The Perfect Thirty-Six"
include:
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter," by Louis Joseph Vance ; "Nothing to Wear," "A Broadway Hoofer," "The Wildcat," "The Street of
Illusion," from Channing Pollock's story;
"The Sideshow," "The Love Captive,"
"Runaway Girls," "Light Fingers," crook
melodrama by Alfred Henry Lewis.
"The Flying Marine," "Stool Pigeon,"
based on data from the New York police
department ; "Green Eyes," "The Spice of
Life," "Object — Matrimony," by Elmer
Harris; "Behind Closed Doors," mystery
melodrama by Willard Mack; "The
Apache," "Restless Youth," from Cosmo
Hamilton's story, "Restless Souls"; "Hurricane," by Norman Springer and starring
Hobart Bosworth.
"The Power of the Press," from Frederick
A. Thompson's story in McClwe's; "The
Bachelor Girl," "The Wicked Angel," by
Gertrude Atherton; "Greenwich Village,"
"The College Coquette," "Sinners' Parade,"
original by David Lewis; "The Quitter,"

KNOW

YOUR

ROANOKE, ALA., May 8.— The Liberty
theatre here was badly damaged by fire recently. The house was operated by Dr. C. B.
Welch and, it is understood he plans to start
immediately to repair the house for an early
reopening.

Warners Bar "Dawn"; to
Vitaphone
"Desert Song
(Special to the Herald-World)

»

NEW YORK, May 8.— Warner Brothers
has joined with several other companies already announced
decidingpicture,
to bar from
"Dawn,"
the English
Edithin Cavell
its
theatres.
The Warners also announced today that
"The Desert Song" will be the first full length
musical play to be Vitaphoned.

Jack Williams at Texas
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN ANTONIO, May 8.— Jack Williams
has been made assistant to Bob Kelley, publicity director of the Texas theatre, Williams
is a former Marine and newspaper advertising
manager.

SALES LEADERS

BUDD
ROGERS,
vice-president and general sales manager of Gotham
Productions, has the shoulders of a heavyweight boxer, the ruddy complexion of a deep sea sailor and the blue eyes of a poet. Obviously, with
a physical start like that, he has an open sesame to the hearts of showmen.
a business like the film industry, where
INmoving
from pillar to post is a mere in-

cident in a man's life, it must count as an
unusual distinction that Mr. Rogers is still
serving the only motion picture company he
has been associated with since he's been in
the film business. He started in the business in February, 1925. Prior to that time
he was a headliner in the export and import
business and made numerous trips abroad.
When the call to arms came during the
late war, Rogers became a buddy in the real
sense of the word, shouldering a musket in
the A. E. F. and putting in 22 months at

this before signing out. His real training
at injecting high pressure sales methods in
merchandising came in a period that was
devoted to selling automobiles, both wholesale and retail, the major part of these efforts being confined to the New England
states.
Budd Rogers was born in Boston, June
24, 1891. He gets his keenest fun out of life
contemplating his happy family, which consists of a wife, a boy and a girl, all of whom
think he's the greatest sales manager in the
world.

BUDD

ROGERS

Eight Titles Named on
Chesterfield's
Program
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, May 8.— Chesterfield Pictures the coming season will concentrate
on eight feature productions, to be released
regionally at six-week intervals, it is announced. One picture of the eight has already been completed, "The Adorable
Cheat." This production features Lila Lee
and was made under the direction of Burton King. Productions to follow are:
"The House of Shame," "Campus
Knights," "Circumstantial Evidence,"
"South of Panama," "The Roaring Forties,"
Fan."
"Below the Deadline" and "The Peacock

U. 5. Industrial Films
To Be Shown Abroad
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— Three American
industrial motion pictures will be exhibited
this summer throughout Germany, France
and Switzerland to groups interested in educational motion pictures. These films are
being taken abroad by Otto M. Forkert, of
The Educational Screen.
The three pictures, "At Your Service,"
"Your New York and Mine," and "The
Bedrock of Manhattan," were produced for
The New York Edison Company and have
played in New York theatres, the last two
opening at the Roxy.

Court Order Prevents
"Dressed to Kill" Showing
"Dressed to Kill," Fox production which
T. O. faithful
Service picture
in the April
issue called
"a
more
of the14Chicago
type of
criminality than is to be found in any of the
pictures plainly labeled as representative of
this place," has been held up by a court order
from showing at the Capitol theatre.

Pathe Gives Duryea and
Lina Basquette Contracts
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— Pathe announces
that long-term contracts have been signed
with Lina Basquette and George Duryea.
Both will be featured in a number of the
leading pictures on Pathe's new product,
Duryea plays the leading male role in DeMille's "The Godless Girl."
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Warner Bros. Name
Pictures in 1928-29
Line-Up; Number 18
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
YORK, May 8.— Eighteen "Warner Winners" for 1928-29 were named last
week
by H. M. Warner,
president
of
Warner Brothers, as follows:
Conrad Nagel in "Kid Gloves," Audrey
Ferris in "The Little Wildcat," Rin-Tin-Tin
in three productions, Monte I3Iue in "From
Headquarters," "One Stolen Night,"
Audrey Ferris in "Fancy Baggage," Monte
Blue in "The Greyhound Limited," Irene
Rich and Audrey Ferris in "Women They
Talk About," May McAvoy in "Stolen
Kisses," "She Knew Men," Audrey Ferris
and William Collier, Jr., in "No Questions
Asked," Myrna Loy in "Hard-Boiled Rose,"
May McAvoy and Conrad Nagel in a
mystery
"The Midnight
Taxi,"
featuringmelodrama,
Antonio Moreno
and Helene
Costello; Monte Blue in "No Defense," and
Conrad Nagel and Myrna Loy in "State
Street Sadie."

Shows Bad? Censorship
Good? Reformers, Police
And Minister Disagree
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, May 8.— As a result of
the pleadings of the Society for the Suppression of Commercialized Vice, Chief of Police
William Shreeve appointed patrolmen censors
of "indecent shows." All week the telephones
were kept busy at police headquarters by jokers who lodged preposterous objections at
various shows. The patrolmen came back
with
the followed
report that
the shows
were by"tame."
Then
a public
address
Rev. L.
M. Birkhead, pastor of the All Souls Unitarian church, in which he denounced bitterly
all forms of censorship. "Any sort of governmental censorship of the theatre, art or
literature is dangerous," he said. "It is almost impossible to obtain any type of censorship which is not stupid, unjust and somewhat
fanatical."
A queer thing, this censorship ! One never
knows what to expect.

Frisco Theatres Drop
Vitaphone When Union
Makes Heavy Demands
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, May 8.— Owing to
the demands of union men for an increased
wage scale and additional men in projection rooms of theatres making use of the
Vitaphone, West Coast Theatres, Inc., and
T. & D. Junior Enterprises, Inc., have decided to discontinue this feature in their
Greater San Francisco houses. At the
Campus theatre in Berkeley and the State
theatre in Oakland operating costs increased almost four times. Double the
number of men is demanded where use is
made of the Vitaphone, with a minimum
wage scale of $95 a week.

Starts Air Line
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Exhibitors Bar State Politics;
Retain Steffes at Minneapolis
Move to Make Lieutenant Governor Theatre Czar Laid to Rival
Politician — Association Goes on Record in Favor
of Arbitration After Warm Fight
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

MINNEAPOLIS, May 8.— The convention of the Northwest Theatre
Owners Association last week became a skirmish ground for Minnesota
politics when an unsuccessful attempt was made to seat W. I. Nolan, lieutenant governor of Minnesota, in the office of president. W. A. Steffes was
re-elected unanimously for the post which he has held for eighteen years.
Move Laid to Rival Politician
Rumors on the convention floor were to the effect that a Minnesota politician
who had eyes on the position of lieutenant governor was responsible for the
suggestion that Nolan would make N. W. T. O. a good president. The
election of Mr. Nolan would have given the "interested party" an opportunity
to file for lieutenant governor.
But Nolan's campaign was shortlived.
W. M. Miller of the Leb theatre, Cloquet,
Minn., who was his outspoken sponsor,
failed to put his name in nomination, even
after the Steffes forces had waived a clause
in the by-laws of the association that said
an outsider could not be elected to an office
in the organization and the clause could not
be changed
except by a two-thirds
vote.
Steffes Leads Arbitration Victory
After a warm fight the association went
on record as favoring arbitration. The
fight against it was led by Miller of
Cloquet, who said arbitration inflicted a
hardship on the small exhibitor. Steffes
led the arbitration forces. He said the plan
was not perfect but was the most satisfactory plan ever worked out and was the
best the producers had been willing to accept. He called attention to a recent court
decision in Minneapolis which upheld the
rulings of an arbitration board that Warner
Brothers had declined to accept.
The convention, which held its sessions
at the Nicollet hotel, also went on record
as lending its support to exhibitors who
wish to cancel pictures they consider immoral or unsuited to their audiences. It
was brought out that when an exhibitor
buying the entire output of a producer
finds a film he considers objectionable he
must pay for it whether it is used or not
and consequently suffers financial loss.
Urge More Producer Advertising
It was urged in the convention that the
producers do more advertising of their
releases in the motion picture trade publications so that the exhibitors could get a
clearer idea of what they could expect.
The convention also voted to refuse to
arbitrate cases with any producing company that sold films to schools, churches
and other non-theatrical
agencies.
This

action was taken largely against United
Artists, which, speakers said, had a
national policy of selling to anyone that
wanted to buy its output.
It was tiiought some action might be
taken relative to the association's stand on
the anti-trust action brought by the government against ten large producers, the
M. P. P. D. A. and the Film Boards of
Trade, but it was the consensus of the
exhibitors that this was a good question to
"let strictly alone."
"Block Sales" Resolution Waived
A resolution also was prepared against
"block sales" of pictures, but this was not
introduced, inasmuch as the resolution
against indecent pictures covered most of
the ground of the previous resolution.
George E. Leach, mayor of Minneapolis,
who addressed the opening luncheon meeting Tuesday, hit at the proposed candidacy
of Nolan in his talk, warning the exhibitors
against putting themselves under the rule
of a czar.
Father John Dunphy of the Ascension
Catholic Church, and Dr. Phillips E. Ospastor of St.
Episcopal
Church, good,
addressed
the Mark's
exhibitors,
urging
co-operation between exhibitors and public
in improvement of community life.
Film Buying Office Retained
Steffes reported that the finances of the
association were in good shape and that
the film purchasing office of the organization would be continued, due to its success
in the last two years.
In addition to Steffes, the following
officers were elected: vicepresidents. Otto
Raths, St. Paul; Theodore L. Hayes,
Minneapolis; Mrs. James Leslie, Clark,
S. D., and Mrs. M. C. Riggs, Owatonna,
Minn.; treasurer, H. E. Hoffman, St. Paul,
and secretary, A. A. Kaplan, Minneapolis.

K-C Banks, Golf Clubs Want Daylight
Saving; Film Row to Fight Against It

(Special to the Hcrald-World)

LOS ANGELES, May 8.— Western
Express, Inc., has established an aerial
senger line between Los Angeles and
Francisco, it is announced. The trip,
way, is made in three hours.

Air
pasSan
one

Defu Film for Roxy
(Special to the Ucrald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— S. L. Rothafel
has booked for presentation at the Roxy
the Dcfu-First National production, "The
Strange Case of Captain Ramper."

(Special to the Hcrald-U'crld)
KANSAS CITY, May 8. — Kansas City seems destined to be in for another daylight saving battle. The Kansas City Clearing House Association, the banks and
golf clubs favor a change to daylight saving time. Exhibitors and others of the
film industry, of course, are strongly opposed to the move. Several years ago Kansas City tried out- the daylight plan and gave up in disgust, but it looks as though
the plan will have another trial unless 61m row is strong enough politically to
stop it.
"It is ridiculous." said R. R. Biechele. president of the M. P. T. O. KansasMissouri. "I do not say that from a selfish viewpoint, but any one can see that
there is plenty of daylight after 5 o'clock for one to play golf or do anything else
desired. Such a move would greatly injure the theatre business, and as far as I
can see, would do no one else any good."
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Specialized Exploiting Needed to
Swing Over Irregular Patron
Questionnaire with Free Admissions for Those Who Fill It Out Is One of
Most Successful — Invitations Often Used
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN ANTONIO, May 8. — All is specialization now in theatre exploitation,
. and in no direction is that more noticeable and necessary than in drawing
' the irregular patron into the group of regular theatregoers.
THE exploiter who best deserves the title
is a student of applied psychology and
knows there must be a particular method
of handling each situation, while publicizing
each branch of the business.
The constant patron is taken care of by
the regular advertising channels. The group
of patrons who go to shows regularly but
do not stick to one theatre, being guided
rather by the advertising, are the inspiration for most publicity.
Irregular Patron Biggest Problem
The third classification is that which
causes the deepest thought and labor in
planning a campaign — and people falling into this class have made necessary some of
the greatest and most expensive exploitation schemes ever perpetuated. This type is
the noncommittal sort who goes only occasionally to a show for some special reason.
Managers in the Southwest have organized entire campaigns directed to this third
class of people, sometimes successful, usually not.
One of the best questionnaires ever put
over was one used by William O'Hare, at
that time with the Capitol in Davenport.
O'Hare got out a questionnaire regarding
the favorite type of picture, star, the theatre
attended most regularly, and other information. O'Hare the
did not
stop withthat,
this,when
but
also inserted
information
properly filled out, the form would be good
for one admission to the theatre. He obtained the goodwill of people who had not
been regular attendants and at a small cost
of about $100.
Invitation Plan Common
Many theatres throughout Texas use the
well-established invitation gag — that of
sending to all new residents and newlymarried couples an invitation to attend the
theatre as guests. The only difficulty with
this method is that all use it, and the theatre with the better entertainment generally
wins out.
To get to those who are the rare patrons,
theatres have placed on their staffs men

Newspictures
PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 81— Col. Lindbergh is
one of first to greet Bremen heroes at Boiling
Field — New Seaplane service carries people from
Nice to Monaco in France — President Coolidge
presents flying cross to Bremen crew at Washington.
M-G-M NEWS NO. 75— Major Walker welcomes
Bremen flyers to New York — 100,000 people watch
football game at Wembley, England — Canoe season
opens on Ramapo
River.
FOX NEWS NO. 64 — President Coolidge pins congressional award on breasts of Bremen's crew —
Prince Eric, Danish prince sells chicken farm,
and makes preparations to return to Copenhagen — Lindbergh lands in Washington, flies "Spirit of
Saint Louis" last time.
PATHE NEWS NO. 39— Bremen flyers showered
with many new honors in New York — President
Coolidge and wife attend circus at WashingtonCol. Lindbergh welcomes German flyers at New
York.
M-GM NEWS NO. 76—12,000 Shriners parade in
brilliant pageant at Miami, Florida— -Coolidges
attend circus at Washington — West Point cadets
study
Sam's mightiest weapons on visit to
provingUncle
grounds.

who will prove idols to certain groups, or
have
ment. inaugurated a new type of entertainThe Worth theatre in Fort Worth recently planned a special campaign for small
towns, entailing the running of special advertising in the local papers, special billing
with window cards and inserts, tieups with
the local chambers of commerce, and features weekly in the papers. A representative
of the theatre covered the towns, allowing
himself one full day in each one, insuring
the greatest amount of representation possible there, and the result is that the Worth
is now getting splendid patronage from the
visitors from the small towns on the weekends.
Theatre Census Tells Story
A census of the entire city of San Antonio
last spring gave to the Texas theatre the
information it desired concerning the patrons who were regular attendants and
those who were not. An enormous mailing
list was compiled, four letters sent out consecutively, the first including an invitation
to those who were not regular patrons, and
the three others stressing some feature of
the theatre — institutional advertising. The
theatre benefited more by this than by any
other big institutional campaign.
Such methods as institutional advertising
in papers that reach certain classes, cards
on special events in the theatre, and above
all, mailing lists, all make up recognized
methods of reach the irregular patron in the
South.

Tyler to Try for Weight
Event of Olympic Games
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 8.— Tom Tyler,
said to have shattered three national/
records
by putting
297 has
pounds
arm's
length above
his head,
been atselected
to compete in the elimination weightlifting contest by the Los Angeles Athletic
Club. Tyler is favored to win the contest
which is being held to determine who shall
represent the United States at the Olympic
Games to be held in Amsterdam this
summer.
Tom has held the national A. A. U.
heavyweight championship for three consecutive years, with marks as yet unequaled in either amateur or professional
ranks. H he wins this contest he will sail
early in July with 2,000 other athletes to
take part in the games.

Guests of Major Bowes
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— The wives of two of
the German-Irish flyers, Mrs. Hermann
Koehl and Mrs. James Fitzmaurice were honored guests of Major Edward Bowes at the
Capitol theatre Friday night.

Epidemic Stops Shows
(Special to the Herald-World)

OKLAHOMA CITY, May 8.— A smallpox
epidemic has closed the theatres at Carizzo
Springs, Tex.
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Short Feature
Releases
WEEK

OF MAY

20

EDUCATIONAI^"A Peculiar Pair o* Pups— Nobody
Home," Bruce Outdoor Sketches, one; "You'll Be
Sorry."
Bowers,
two;
"Three
'Tough
Onions,"
Cameo, Monty Collins.
M-G-M — "Golden Fleeces," Oddities; "Their Purple
Moment," Stars.
PARAMOUNT— "Horse Shy," Horton, two; "The
Long Count," Krazy Kat, one.
UNIVERSAL— "Summer Knights," Snappy, Arthur
Lake, one; "The Haunted Island," No. 9, two;
"Buster's Western,
Whippet two.
Race," Stem Bros., two;
"Framed,"
WEEK

OF MAY

27

EDUCATIONAI^— "Felix the Cat in In and OutLaws," one; "Navy Beans," Big Boy — Juvenile,
two; "Landlord Blues," Curiosities, one.
F BO— "Silk Sock Hal," Karnival, Al Cooke, two;
Newslaffs No. 20, one.
FOX- — "Jack and Jilted," Imperial, two; "Lords of
the Back Fence," Varieties, one.
M-G-M — "Should Women Drive?," Davidson.
PARAMOUNT— "A Gallant Gob," Christie Dooley,
two; "Koko Squeals," Inkwell Imps, one.
UNIVERSAL— "Oh, What a Knight!"
Snappy,
Oswald, one; "The
Haunted
Island," No. 10, two;
"George's
School Daze," Stem
Bros., two; "The
Dangerous Trail," Western, Perrin, two.
WEEK OF JUNE 3
EDUCATIONAL— "Crown Me," Cameo, Wallace
Lupino,
one; "Rah, Rah, Rah," Dorothy Devore,
two.
F B O — "Mickey in Love," Mickey McGuire, two.
M-G-M — "Tokens
of Manhood,"
Oddities;
"Crazy
House," "Our Gang" comedy.
PARAMOUNT— "Hold
'Er Cowboy," Vernon,
two;
"The Patent Medicine Kid," Krazy Kat, one.
PATHE — "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 1, two reels;
"The Flight That Failed," Aesop Fable, one; Pathe
Review No. 23, one; Topics of the Day, No. 23,
One.
UNIVERSAI^-"Newlyweds' Happy Day," Snookums,
two; "The Trickster," Snappy, one; "The Scarlet
Arrow," No. 1, two; "Whose Wife?," Mike and
Ike, ern,
Stern
two. Bros., two; "The Fighting Kid," West-

Vitaphone Adds $200,000
Warner Studio Project
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 8. — Increased
Vitaphone production is the reason for a
$200,000 studio improvement program of
Warner Brothers, including a new concrete
unit structure at the Sunset boulevard
plant and three 33,000-volt transformers
there as well as at the Vitagraph studio, a
200-foot scene dock, and a new sound-proof
stage and new wing of dressing rooms.
Lou Silvers has been named director of
the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra. In
that connection. Jack L. Warner has arranged for Irving Berlin to write a song
for
Al Jolson's
"The Singing Fool." Lloyd
Bacon
will direct.

Fox Athletic Club Picks
Officials for 1928-29
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— George Blake was
elected president of the Fox Athletic Club for
1928-29 at the annual election yesterday.
Herman Blumenfeld was voted vice-president;
R. B. Simonson, treasurer ; Miss Peggy Kelly,
financial secretary; and Miss Ida Myckon,
recording secretary.

Pizor Starts Sales Tour
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— William M. Pizor,
president of Capitol Productions, has left New
York on a Motor sales tour which will take
him to every exchange center in the United
States. Capital is releasing two 10 episode
serials, 30 novelty single reels, 36 two heel
comedies, three special features and a series of
six five reel westerns.
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Fox Fetes Silver Anniversary
At N. Y. Convention May 23-31
Twelve Productions Completed Out of 52 Pictures to Be An-

Cameron 's Book on
Projection Now in
Its Fourth Edition
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— "Motion Picture
Projection" appeared last week in its fourth
edition, published by James R. Cameron,
and the book makes an invaluable addition
to any library of the motion picture
industry.
workstore
makesof
it
obvious Study
that of
he Cameron's
has a vast
knowledge on matters pertaining to projection in all its phases. He has been for
many years a member of the Society of
Picture Engineers and has during that time
made a close study of every branch of the
mechanical side of the industry.

Annual Dividends Voted
On Roxy Class A Stock
At Share Rate of $3,50
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— Directors of the
Roxy Theatres Corporation have voted dividends on the class A stock at the annual
rate of $3.50 a share, through declaration
of a regular dividend payment of 87^^ cents
a share for the quarter ended June 1, 1928.
The dividend is payable June 1 to stockholders of record May 15.
The class A stock is cumulative from
December 1, 1925 at the $3.50 annual rate.
After yearly dividends of $1.50 a share have
been paid on the common, the class A is
entitled to additional dividends of $1 per
share before any further distribution of
dividends to the common stock.

Injunction on Censors
Permits Chicago Runs of
"Is Your Daughter Safe?"
The picture,
Safe?"
distributed
by U."IsS. Your
HealthDaughter
Films, Inc.,
of
Chicago, is running in many Chicago theatres by means of a restraining injunction
against the Chicago censor board. The picture has played the Central Park, Balaban
and Katz house; 45 theatres in the Coston
circuit; the Chatham, Colony, Cosmo, Jeffery and West Englewood of the National
Theatres group; and theatres of the Marks
Brothers and Schoenstadt and Sons. Although the Chicago showings were possible
only by the restraining injunction, the picture has been endorsed by the W. T. C. U.
of California.

F B O Signs Neilan to
Direct Chester Conklin

HERALD

»

in
Latest, "Taxi 13
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, May 8.— Marshall Neilan has
been signed by Joseph P. Kennedy, president
of F B 0, to direct Chester Conklin in "Taxi
13," a comedy-drama of the adventures of a
taxi-driver.
Neilan postponed his contemplated trip to
England, where the director was scheduled to
make a series of pictures for one of the large
British companies. He is now casting the
production, and work will commence within
the next few days.

Salvage Engineer Named
(Special to the Herald-World)

BURBANK, May 8.— Raeburn Petlay Powell, U. S. N., retired, has been named salvage
engineer of First National.
It is a new position.

nounced— Four of Nine Specials on Program Already
Have Shown on Broadway
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8. — The silver anniversary of Fox Film Corporation
will be celebrated at the annual sales convention May 23-31 at the Park Central
hotel, New York. A number of foreign representatives will attend in addition
to home ofifice executives and district and branch managers from all offices
in the United States and Canada, James R. Grainger, general sales manager,
announced.
Regional Sessions Will Follow
Regional conventions are to follow the New York meeting.
These sectional
meetings will be conducted in New York and Chicago, with attendance by
district and branch managers, assistant managers, salesmen and bookers.
Plans for next season will be detailed at
the international convention by William
Fox, president; Jack G. Leo, vice president;
Winfield Sheehan, vice president and general manager, and Grainger. At least ten
of the greater productions scheduled for
1928-29 and Movietone subjects will be
shown at the conventions.
Attending From Home Office
Among those who will attend the convention will be Jack Sichelman, assistant
sales manager; Jack S. Woody, assistant to
Grainger; Milton J. Schwartz, as general
sales manager for Fox-Case Movietone
Corporation; Courtland Smith of Fox-Case
Movietone Corporation; E. C. Grainger,
manager of the playdate department; Truman H. Talley, editor-in-chief of Fox
News; James C. Darst of Fox Varieties;
Clayton P. Sheehan, manager of foreign
department; Nat B. Finkler, manager of
contract department; Louis Rosenbluh,
manager of accessories; Glendon Allvine,
director of advertising and publicity; and
Roger Ferri, editor. Fox Dynamo, who is
in charge of convention arrangements.
Special Representatives
Max
Roth and
George
A. Roberts;
Short Subject Sales
Manager
E. T. Gomersall,
and
G. W.
McKean, special field representative.
District and Branch Managers
District managers: L. B. Remy, Dallas;
G. W. Fuller, Washington; Clyde W.
Eckhardt, Chicago; Harrv F. Campbell,
Boston; W. C. Backmeyer, Cincinnati;
J.
P. O'Loghlin,
Rosenberg,
Denver. Canada; and Ben F.
Branch managers: I. J. Schmertz, Albany; Paul C. Brvan, Atlanta; John Nolan,
Buffalo;
John W." Fuller,
H.
Cohen, Cincinnati;
Ward Charlotte;
F. Scott, Ira
Cleveland; P. K. Johnston, Dallas; R. J. Morrison, Denver; Jack L. Raper, Des Moines;
Lester Sturm, Detroit; George Landis,
Indianapolis; Claire F. Hilgers, Kansas
City; Ben Gould, Los Angeles; Jack C.
Shannon,
Memphis;
Fred G. Sliter, Mil-

Producer Needs Vision
of Editor, Says Mayer
(Special tp the Hcrald-World)

HOLLYWOOD. May 8. — The
motion picture producer should take
an active interest in public affairs
and world issues in exactly the same
way that the newspaper editor does,
is the belief of Louis B. Mayer, vicepresident in charge of production of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. "In these
modern days the motion picture, perhaps even to as great a degree as
the press, has a potent part in the
moulding of public opinion." he said.

waukee; M. A. Levy, Minneapolis; Sydney
Samson, New Haven, B. L. Dudenhefer,
New Orleans; Harry H. Buxbaum, New
York; W. A. Ryan, Oklahoma City; Harry
Melcher, Omaha; Edgar Moss, Philadelphia; W. J. Kupper, Pittsburgh; J. M, Linn,
Portland; B. B. Reingold, St. Louis; C. L.
Walker, Salt Lake City; Fred W. Voigt,
San Francisco; G. M. Ballentine, Seattle;
Herndon Edmond, Washington; J. H.
Huber, Calgary; Harry J. Bailey, Montreal;
R. G. March, St. John; W. C. Gehring,
Toronto; C. R. Dippie, Vancouver, and
J. A. Wilson, Winnipeg.
Twelve of 52 Completed
Twelve of the 52 pictures announced by
Fox Films for next season have been completed. Four of these dozen already known
to Broadway
are F.daily
W. for
Murnau's
"Sun-at
rise," shown twice
28 weeks
the Times
Square;
"Mother
Machree,"
which
followed
it into
that theatre
and
will be shown for the last time there May
27; "Four Sons," John Ford production now
in
"StreetandAngel,"
its its
fifththirteenth
week at week;
the Globe,
starringin
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell, who
both
appeared
in "7thBorzage.
Heaven," previous
production
by Frank
Raoul Walsh's
Red Farrell
Mill,"
featuring
Dolores special,
Del Rio,"The
Charles
and Ivan Linow, follows in two weeks at
a theatre still to be announced.
Sixth From Ferber Story
The sixth special will be Edna Ferber's
story, "Mother Knows Best," produced by
J. G. Blystone, with Madge Bellamy, Louise
Dresser,
Farrell Macdonald and Marjorie
Beebe.
Of completed
the three other
specials,Hawks,
"Fazil"based
has
been
by Howard
on
with Pierre
Charles Frondaie's
Farrell, Greta"LTnsoumisse,"
Nissen, Mae
Busch, Tyler Brooke, and John Boles.
Borzage is making "Backwash," from
Tristram Tupper's, "The River," to be published by J. B. Lippincott Company next
week. This is the first important production for Mary Duncan, who will be seen
with Charles Farrell, and Ivan Linow.
Hawks Making "Air Circus"
Howard Hawks is directing "The .\ir Cirwith Sue Carol, Arthur
Lake and
David cus,"Rollins.
Raoul Walsh is making. "Me, Gangster,"
Charles Francis Coe novel, with June CoUycr, Nick Stuart and Ben Bard. H. D"Abbadie D'Arrast is directing John Thomas'
"Dry Martini" from Douglas Z. Doty's scenario. Sammy Cohen and Tack Pcnnick,
new comedy team, arc completing, "Plastered inrecting
Paris,"
StolofF diand Lola with
Salvi Benjamin
in a chief supporting
role.
Irving Cummings reached New York last
week to shoot scenes at New Bedford for
"La Gringa," from Tom Cushing's play.
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dark pending decision on policy by Ackerman & Harris. . . . Olympia's new $60,000
theatre opened recently. . . . The Columbia
at St. Helens, Ore., recently threw open its
doors, as did the Joy at Veronia, Ore. . . .
C. Badger Reed has bought the Hancock
Opera House at Austin, Texas. . . . The
Dorbandt at Jacksonville, Texas, has reopened. .. . New theatres to be erected in
Texas are a $150,000 house by Midwest
Amusement Company at Edinburg, one for
the same amount by Robb & Rowley at
Del Rio, and one by Rubin Frels at Cuero.
. . . H. G. McNeese has taken back the theatre at Beeville. . . . M. Y. and Paul Alvazoflf have let the contract for a $75,000
house at Prince Rupert, B. C.

Hays Wins Compromise
From French on Quota;
Sapiro Note Is Decried

.

(Continued from page 85)

to speak for American exhibitors. The text
of his cable read :

Jack Donovan, athlete, actor, realtor and regular guy, has been playing in Westerns under
Pathe release for a long period. His next film work will find him in clothes more nearly
resembling those he wears above.
His is a type of work similar to that of the casement
climbing Fairbanks.

New England Theatre Co. Invades
Connecticut; U Holdings Qrow
Deal with Midland Chain Gives Universal Seven Suburban Houses in Kansas City— Other Projects Detailed
CHANGE in ownership of two theatres at New London, Conn., marks the
opening of a movement for circuit control in that section.
The Crown
theatre has been bought by the New England Theatres Operating Company and is its first in the Nutmeg State. A. Goddesman has bought the Garde.
ANOTHER outstanding theatre develop■ ment of the week was completion of
arrangements at Kansas City by M. B.
Shanberg, general manager of the Midland
Circuit of Theatres, and C. B. Plaine of
New York, representative of Universal
Chain Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., whereby
the Isis, Apollo, Linwood, Lincoln, Gillham
and Gladstone theatres will be returned to
the Universal chain.
U Holds 7 Suburban Houses
With the Uptown under Universal management. Universal has seven suburban
houses in Kansas City. George Steiner,
manager of the Uptown, will be local manager. The Midland now will be interested
in only the Loew's Midland in Kansas City,
though operating 50 houses in Missouri,
Kansas and Iowa.
Following are other leading activities in
the theatre field:
East
Stanley Company's Grand Opera House
(vaudeville), at Philadelphia, may remain
open this summer as a picture theatre, and
the Cross Keys, Orpheum and Broadway,
combination houses, probably will revert to
film theatres. . . . The Stanley-Benn Company has broken ground for a 1,000-seat
theatre in Collingsdale. . . . Freihofer's new
Fern theatre in Philadelphia, seating 1,400,
opens the first week in July, under Christopher Stamper, general manager. . . . The

Mark Strand New England interests have
acquired the Crescent Gardens at Revere,
Mass., and the Central Square at East Boston. . . . Walter Reade has obtained control
of the Columbia at Broadway and 47th
street in New York and will continue operating it as a burlesque house for two
years, after which it will be made one of
Broadway's first class theatres.
South
E. J. Sparks has taken over the Lyric and
the Baird at Gainsville, Ga., from Publix
and Saenger. . . . Saenger has acquired the
Hamilton at New Orleans. . . . The Scout
theatre at Oakdale, La., has been purchased
by R. L. Bailey. . . . Ground has been
broken in Louisville for a new theatre of
the Parkway Amusement Company.
Middle West
Besides the Midland-Universal deal at
Kansas City, another development was the
purchase of the Orpheum, Lyceum and
Strand, all the theatres at Leavenworth,
Kan., by Ed Dubinsky, manager of the Regent in Kansas City.
West
Plans for converting the Portola in San
Francisco into a market have been abandoned and it continues as a film theatre.
. . . H. J. Mattes, lumberman, is planning
a $125,000 suburban house in Spokane. . . .
The Hippodrome at Portland will remain

"Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association, representing several millions annual film rental, wishes to avoid your reaching
conclusion that independent exhibitors of
United States desire to exclude films from
France or other foreign countries.
"The producers' organization cannot speak
for all the exhibitors and does not speak for
the public. The people want good films from
all sources. Regardless of action of any other
group this association assures you that we will
consider importation and exhibition of desirable pictures
at any time."
Protested
by WoodhuU
The Sapiro cablegram aroused considerable
comment in New York, as in Paris. Among
those to protest was R. F. Woodhull, president
of the M. P. T. O. A., who cabled to M.
Herriot that Sapiro represented less than 100
of the 20,000 theatres in the United States.
Woodhull declared that American theatre owners do not care where films are made, so long
as they are good, please the public and make
money. He added that experience so far
seems to indicate that foreign-made films have
not been suitable to the American market or
profitable to theatre owners.
"The public is the only possible guide which
American exhibitors have in the conduct of
their business," said Woodhull, "and they are
at all times confronted by the free and uncontrolled public taste, regardless of quotas."
News of the agreement reached in France
was hailed with jubilation here. A typical
comment was made by Maj. F. L. Herron,
foreign manager of the M. P. P. D. A., when
he declared that Americans have no desire
whatsoever to interfere with the French in
the conduct of their domestic afifairs, but that
they were pleased to find the French thorreasonable
in their attempts to influenceoughly
American
business.

Kennedy Attends Wedding
of His Brother-in-Law
(Special to the Herald-World)
BOSTON, May 8.— Joseph P. Kennedy
was in Boston for several days last week
to attend the wedding of his brother-informer
mayor.
law, John
F. Fitzgerald, son of Boston's

Order Signs Removed
(Special to the Herald- World)
OKLAHOMA CITY, May 8.— City authorities have requested all theatres to remove advertising signs from the sidewalks in front of
their theatres, in accordance with a city
ordinance.
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Nicholas M. Schenck
President

Announces
FORTY-FOUR
pictures
are
scheduled
for
release
by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
during 1928-29, according to an announcement made by Nicholas M. Schenck, head of
this company,
"Financially the motion picture has come
into its own and hard-headed business men
are now conscious of the stability and security
of the industry," said Mr. Schenck, in outlining plans for the new year. "Theatre owners
have come to realize that there is seemingly
no limit to the revenue to be derived from
distinctive screen entertainment. Marks set
by popular engagements of the past have been
dwarfed by the reports from such new successes as 'The Big Parade,' 'Ben Hur,' 'The
Student Prince,' 'What Price Glory,' and 'Beau
* >» «
Geste.'
"A well-balanced, evenly distributed picture
program must be the keynote of a successful
production season. There are certain basic
requirements which we have learned to meet.
It would, of course, be not only foolish but
fatal for a company to pattern all its pictures
after a single model. An organization which
is to meet the best interests of the public
must be thoroughly elastic. A company must
attempt to catch new trends and demands and
thus combine a high degree of novelty with
variety.
"The future of the short subject is fully as
interesting in its way as that of the longer
feature.
The six or seven-reel feature is al-

New Season
most always fictionized drama, but the short
subject can cover any type of idea of nonfiction material, and within the limits of a
thousand feet one can take a chance and experiment with color pictures, new photographic
ideas and the like. The Ufa company has
blazoned a new trail abroad, in this line of
production and there are a number of organizations over here which have already announced new and interesting series of shorts
for the year.
"The Lindbergh three-reel picture offered,
I think, a good example of the uses to which
the short feature may be put, and may lead
to other three-reel pictures of similar scope.
The reception of the 'Great Events' series of
two-reel Technicolor films has been a very
enthusiastic one.
"The progress of the M-G-M News Reel,
in its first year of its existence, has been
truly amazing. Coming into a highly competitive field, we felt at first that it might take
longer to catch up with the leaders.

* * *

"All in all, I think one can safely say that
production standards throughout the industry
arc higher than ever before, that more technical improvements, as well as other advances,
have been made during the past year than in
any equal period of the past, and that the
public has come to demand consistently good
films, whether in the long or short feature.
The
industry
during
the past season
took

careful stock of itself and found the future to
be full of rich promise."
Among the outstanding productions on the
new M-G-M schedule are "Show People," a
King Vidor film depicting the fortunes of a
girl from the East seeking a career in Hollywood and co-starring Marion Davies and
William Haines ; "The Carnival of Life," a
new vehicle for John Gilbert and Greta Garbo
who scored heavily in "Flesh and the Devil"
and "Love ;" and "The Loves of Casanova,"
a French cinema dealing with the romantic
story of the world's most famous philanderer.

* « *

Greta Garbo, the Swedish girl whose rise to
stardom furnished the screen with one of its
sensational chapters, will be seen in three individual starring productions during the new
season.
of these
be "Tiger
after an Two
original
story will
by Elinor
Glyn,Skin,"
and
"The Single Standard," based on a story by
Adela Rogers St. John.
John Gilbert will appear in "The Devil's
Mask" and another film to he announced later.
More than three-quarters of the new season's films will be in the nature of starring
vehicles.
Norma Shearer will appear in "Ballyhoo."
an adaptation of Beth Brown's novel, and in
three other pictures-3?as yet unannounced.
r^
William Haines, hero of "Brown of Harvard," "West Point" and "The Smart Set,"
{ContiKufd OH fapf
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Star Emphasis Builds
Box Office^ Survey
by M-Q-M Shows
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER'S
developing stars in response to a policy
definite of
public
demand, has been reflected, more strongly than ever
before, according to the company, in star values at
the box office during the past year.

Greta

Garbo

A recently completed survey of the exhibition field brought
forward evidence that this company's policy of star emphasis
has increased theatre receipts and has proved a satisfactory and
logical method of meeting public demand.
More than a dozen stars of established drawing strength top
the list of M-G-M players. The list includes Lon Chaney, John
Gilbert, Greta Garbo, Ramon Novarro, Norma Shearer, William Haines, Buster Keaton, Tim McCoy and the co-starring
teams of Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle, and Karl Dane and
George K. Arthur.

Norma

Shearer

* * *

Ramon

Novarro

According to the M-G-M survey theatres have found that
week-to-week business is maintained by star values more than
by any other type of picture offering.
During the season 1927-28 such stars as Lon Chaney, John
Gilbert and Greta Garbo ran far ahead, picture for picture, of
their box office records in the past. "Love," co-starring Gilbert
and Miss Garbo, was an even greater hit than "Flesh and the
Devil," and the same pair, in response to a recognized demand,
will appear in M-G-M's special, "The Carnival of Life," in
1928-29. Lon Chaney reached a new level of popularity with
"London After Midnight," "The Big City," and tops his current
season with the widely heralded, "Laugh, Clown, Laugh."
Norma Shearer in "The Latest From Paris" has again demonstrated her box-office popularity and together with her costarring triumph with Ramon Novarro in "The Student Prince,"
one of the outstanding popular hits of the year, has widened her
vast audience.
William Haines'' rise to the top ranks has been sensational.
Within a short space of time he has developed a great following; stardom came logically after the success of "Brown of
Harvard" and "Slide, Kelly, Slide." In his recent romantic
comedies, such as "West Point," and "The Smart Set" he has
become a more colorful figure than ever before. Haines is now
working in "Excess Baggage," a picturization of the current
Broadway stage hit of the same name, and it will be an important M-G-M release of the new season.

Buster Keaton

* * *

Lon Chaney

"Rookies," according to the survey published several months
ago in the Exhibitors Herald, was the greatest single moneymaker for the previous year. This indicated the advent of a
new and tremendously popular co-starring comedy team Karl
Dane, the "Slim" of "The Big Parade," and George K. Arthur.
These two have just completed two new fun fests, that will add
greater strength to their drawing power. These two are "Circus
Rookies," and "Detectives." During the forthcoming year they
are scheduled to make four comedies.
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle, another co-starring combination
created by M-G-M in response to a recognized public demand,
brought a novel appeal to the screen with "Adam and Evil"
and other comedies of a sophisticated type. Tim McCoy established an enviable record in theatre receipts with a new and
(Continued on page 101)

Tim McCoy
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Production Personnel Schooled in Showmanship
a prominent executive of the business world recently inspected the great
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio plant in Culver
City, Cal., he left with the statement that this
was "not only the largest but one of the most
efficient picture-making organizations in the
WHEN

world."
At the head of this great film epterprise,
covering acres and acres of ground, are Louis
B. Mayer, executive vice president in charge
of production, Irving G. Thalberg, vice president and producing chief, and a staff of executive producers including Harry Rapf, Hunt
Stromberg, Bernie Hyman, Edward J. Mannix,
Paul Bern and Lawrence Weingarten.
An average of more than SO productions a

year has been turned out by this directorate
and its watchword is, "consistency in quality."
It is adherence to a recognized standard that
has accounted for the great success of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer since the merger, in April,
1924, of the Metro, the Goldwyn and the
Mayer organizations into one powerful and
efficient unit, according to a statement by one
of the company's executives. This success
has been based not only on M-G-M's having
produced many big road shows in recent
years but also according to this official, on the
weck-to-week delivery of money-making
product.
An analysis of M-G-M production personnels re\eals the significant point that each is
stars who are equally brilliant in romantic
roles and in character portrayals. Ramon

Star Emphasis Builds
Box Office

Novarro, the sensational star of "Ben Hur,"
offers another proof of M-G-M's ability to
pick winners and elevate them to the top.
Grela Garbo, William Haines, Tim McCoy,
Karl Dane and George K. Arthur are all examples of practically unknown players who
won stardom through the efforts and guidance
of this company. It is this policy of star
building which gives assurance that M-G-M
exhibitors will always have the asset of star
names in selling seats to their public.

(Continued from page 100)
original type of outdoor adventure story and
delivered one success after another with
"Wyoming," "Spoilers of the West," "The
Law of the Range" and other vehicles.
A significant commentary on M-G-M's star
value system is supplied in the recent statement of a Midwest exhibitor, whose letter
in part, is reprinted here :

Louis B. Mayer
Vice President in Charge of Production

"In my experience during the past year I
have learned an important fact — that is that I
must have a name to sell my show. The only
times that my opposition did more business
than I, was when he had a good name to feature and I didn't. I was always glad when I
had a Metro picture booked because I knew
I could depend on one of your popular names
to advertise to my people and there is no
question but that they have real draw. I believe this is simple elementary showmanship
and my hope is that you can again make it
possible for exhibitors next year to give their
patrons the Chaneys, Gilberts, etc., that you
sold us this season."
It is of further interest to note that practically the entire list of M-G-M stars achieved
their goal under the sponsorship of this organization. Norma Shearer was quite unknown when M-G-M saw great possibilities in
her, developed her unusual talent, and starred
her in some of the greatest box office pictures
of the past two seasons. John Gilbert struck

Stromberg

AiBoeialed

Produear

44 Attractions Are
Announced
(Continued from page 99)

will be seen in a film version of "Excess
Baggage"
the
coming and
year.in three other pictures during
"While the City Sleeps," will be the first of
a group of four new Lon Chaney productions.
This film will present the thousand-faced star
in the role of a police detective.
Ramon Novarro will appear in "Gold
Braid," the story of an ensign's adventures
after leaving Annapolis, and in another film
to be announced later.
Buster Keaton, the comedian with the
"frozen face," will do "The Camerman," the
story of a newsreel photographer's misadventures, and in one other picture during 1928-29.
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle, who are
paired in "Adam and Evil" and "Tea for
Three," will be seen in "The Baby Cyclone,"
picturization of George M. Cohan's farce hit,
and in two other co-starring photoplays.
Four comedy vehicles are announced for
Karl Dane and George K. Arthur, who made
their
co-starring
debut in "Rookies."
first of
the forthcoming
quartet willThe
be
"Camping Out."
Tim McCoy, new Western star who seems to
have installed himself as a popular favorite,
will be seen in six photoplays during the
new year.
Other M-G-M pictures for 1928-29 include
Lillian Gish's "The Wind." three Cosmopolitan
films— "Our Dancing Daughters," "Breakers
.•\head" and "Mothers and Sons," "The Bellamy Trial," "The Wonder of Women," from
a Sudermann novel, and "A Free Soul."

his full stride in "The Big Parade," and immediately developed into one of the great stars
in film history.
Gilbert is one of the few

Hunt

basically a showman, schooled in the downto-earth experience of the theatre. M-G-M
pictures are therefore made in accordance with
a careful, discerning analysis of public taste,
and have been characterized in particular by the
establishment of many new popular vogues,
principal among them the war picture exemplified by"The Big Parade," said this executive. It is the definite policy of M-G-M
producing personnel to seek ever the new
fertile field of public entertainment, and, in
the opinion of this executive, in the coming
season, the company will again intrigue world
audiences with subjects and locales hitherto
unttjuched by the motion picture.

Harry
Executive

Rapf

4ssi^lant

to Mnyer

In'inp Thalberji

Paul Bern
Aitistant

to Thalberg

Vice
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Twenty-four Outstanding Directors
on M-Q-M Production Staff
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER will enter
the new year with a list of noted directors of highest standing. Twenty-four
directors, among the leaders in their several
fields, are at the studios, busy turning out
pictures for the new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
production schedule of 1928-29.
Among these 24 directors are such men
as King Vidor, Clarence Brown, James
Cruze, Monta Bell, Fred Niblo, Victor Seastrom, Edward Sedgwick, Allan Dwan and
others of equal prominence. To each one
has been given pictures especially suited
to his special genius. A glance at the
subjects picked
for each
indicates
that M-G-M
has man's
chosen direction
with an
eye to obtaining the maximum showmanship directional efifort as evidenced in previous box-office successes.
Monta Bell's first picture of the new year
year will be "The Bellamy Trial," already
in production with Leatrice Joy and Kenneth Thompson in the leading roles.
Clarence Brown, whose roadshow picture, "The Trail of '98," is creating film
history at the Astor theatre, in New York,
will direct "The Carnival of Life," a Greta
Garbo-John Gilbert starring film, with a
Viennese setting and an exciting plot.
Brown directed these two stars in that
memorable success, "Flesh and the Devil."
Tod Browning, famous for his direction
of Lon Chaney thrillers, will direct "West

Jack

Conway

W.

S.

Van

Dyke

-, ^

W/k
William

Nigh

of Zanzibar," and in all probability other
Chaney vehicles during the coming year.
"While the City Sleeps," a story of New
York underworld life, with Chaney in the
role of a police detective, will be directed
by Jack Conway for release on the 1928-29
schedule.
Conway Haines,
filmed and
"The several
Smart other
Set,"
starring William
pictures during the past year.
Nick Grinde, recently signed as a
director, will direct several Tim McCoy
Western films, his first one, "Beyond the
George Hill, who has completed the
John
vehicle,features
"The Cossacks,"
one
Sierras."
of
theGilbert
outstanding
for this year,
will spend a portion of next year filming
another stirring action picture with a big
theme and an important star, the title and
subject of which has not yet been announced. Hill is now in France. Robert Z.
Leonard, who has lately turned his attention to the direction of sophisticated comedies, notably "Adam and Evil," the Lew
Cody-Aileen Pringle co-starring comedy,
will direct
similar
type. several more pictures of a
William Nigh, whose successful picturization of "Across to Singapore" has been
held for two weeks at the Capitol, N. Y.,
starring Ramon Novarro, will direct "Four
Walls," an adaptation
of the dramatic stage
{Continued on page 107)
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View

of one of the buildings on the M-G-M lot, which
covers more than 50 acres in Culver City, Cal.

Here's a busy spot at M-G-M studio during the shooting
of an exterior scene for a forthcoming picture.

Unusual Exploitation Keeps Name of
M'Q'M on Front Pages of World
ANNOUNCEMENT
at
Metro-GoldwynMayer's annual
sales convention
of the
forthcoming tour of Leo, the M-G-M lion and
company
trader ecm ala r1 k,
s the
many

exploit ation
and
t i o n promostunts
which have
kept the,
name, Metro-Go IdwynMayer, a s
well as the
trad emark
of the studios, well
forward in
the public
mind all
over the
world.

Director

Howard Dietz
of Advertising,
Publicity and Exploitation

MetroG o 1d w y n -

Tr ackless
Mayer's
Train, often
called "the world's greatest ballyhoo," continues its amazing progress over the globe
under the direction of Howard Dietz, director of publicity, advertising and exploitation for M-G-M, and William R. Ferguson,
exploitatiori chief. The train has toured
thrice across the North American continent, through England, Europe, South and
Central America, and is now in Brisbane,
Australia, starting its tour of Australasia,
and possibly Japan and India. At the termination of its Asiatic campaign, the
Trackless Special will "show" in Portugal,
and then return home, having appeared before
an estimated number of persons far in excess of the population of the United States.
Edward Carrier, conductor of the Trackless
Special, has guided the train in all its wanderings. At almost cvciy town I)oasting a
theatre the train has halted to distribute heralds, handbills and other M-G-M advertising
matter.
These stops have always been made

before theatres and it is unquestioned that the
various
tours of this ballyhoo have
done
much
to center attention on the American
film industries
abroad
and M-G-AI
pictures
in particular.
It must be said in recognition of the Trackless Train's crew and conductor that they
have exhibited high courage on many occasions when dangerous road conditions, jungle and mountain perils, as well as tropical
hazards, have made the continuation of
their tour seem almost impossible. To read
the "log" of the Trackless Train is to read
a modern Odyssey of promotion work.
The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer company employs a large staff of field exploiteers who
have contributed many of the year's outstanding campaigns in putting Metro-GoldwynMayer pictures over directly at box-offices.
Their work has done much to bring the
M-G-M product to the attention of theatre
goers in all sections of the country and M-G-M
exploitation campaigns are of such a practical and showmanship nature that description of this field work appears frequently in
trade papers.
To aid these exploiteers and also the individual exhibitor, M-G-M issues for each
picture an original and comprehensive type of
practical press book, replete with easily
worked suggestions, ads, news stories, features and every known device to aid showmen in putting over their shows. Simplicity and practicability are the keynote of
M-G-M
campaign books.
Special stunts focusing public attention
on M-G-M films during the past year establish this organization as ever on the alert in
the field of showmanship.
One of the most widely successful of these
stunts has been the "Blonde and Brunette
Reaction Test" for "I>ove," co-starring John
Gilbert and Greta Garlx). Prof. Marston of
Columbia University used the love scenes from
the film on chorus girls to determine which
type, blonde or brunette, reacted most violently to views of Gilbert and Garlw in torrid
clinches. The stinit received widespread publicity, and was featured in news reels.
Radio has been used extensively to pul>licize Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pictures and the

showmen who exhibit them. A series of Radio
Motion Picture Clubs founded by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer in 48 key cities of the United
knowledged
States is acone of the
most

widelicity
spreadaids.
pubThese clubs
selves to
furthering
devote
them-

t e r e s t in
M-G-.M picpublic
inM-G-^I and
star
tures
ties. Theme
personalisongs from
the pictures
arc cast,broadas well
as contests,
star speechviews
of
es, radio refilms in
dramatized

Paal Burger

Sales Development Manager of
MGM.

form, and other interesting activities, all deto increase patronage at the local
M-G-M signed
theatres.
Leo, the Metro-GoldwjTi-Mayer Lion, broke
onto the front pages of newspapers throughout the United States last fall with a transcontinental flight piloted by Martin Jensen,
winner of the Hawaii flight.
Publication in detail will soon be made of
the tour of Leo, the M-G-M lion, blazing the
company name across .America and the world
in the wake of the Trackless Train. In the
coming year M-G-M again will undertake extensive serialization of picture stories through
nationwide syndicates. Cosmopolitan Productions announced for national serialization in the new season are "Breakers
Ahead," "Mothers and Sons," and "Our
Dancing Daughters."
Portland Manager

Weds

PORTL.\Nn,
ORE.— Robert Blair. man.iRcr of the
new
Portland
theatre,
and
I^onttle
Ball c( New
York, have announced their m«rriaBe.

t
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Members

of Hal Roach's "Our Gang" comedy unit

Seven Qroups of Short Features Are
Scheduled for New Season
METRO^GOLDWYN-MAYER
izes its second year in the signalshort
feature field by its announcement of seven
groups of subjects for 1928-29. The program, for the most part, according to the
company, is a continuance of the same
type of short feature that proved so successful during the current season.
Hal Roach will produce 40 comedies for
M-G-M distribution. This group will be
divided into four groups of 10 comedies
each. Charley Chase will again star in one
series; Our Gang will continue with a new
group of 10; Laurel and Hardy, who during
the current season have been starred in the
All Star series, will in their new group appear in 10 films to be known as Laurel and
Hardy comedies. The fourth series of 10
is the All Star series, featuring Max Davidson, Viola Richards, Martha Sleeper and
others.
The series in which Chase will be
starred will be identical in them with those
which have been produced this year, smart,
snappy society type vehicles of a type similar to "Us," "Never the Dames Shall
Meet," "Aching Youth," "Limousine Love,"
"The Family Group," "The Fight Pest,"
and others which are now proving so
popular.
"Our Gang" will continue its merry way

Edna Marion

Hal Roach
with its personnel of Joe Cobb, Farina,
June Darling, Wheezer, Harry Spear and
Spot, the dog, augmented with the pres-

Max Davidson

Robert McGowan

ence of Mary Anne Jackson, diminutive
star recently signed to a long term contract. Production will continue under the
personal supervision of Robert McGowan,
vice president of the Hal Roach
studios.
The transfer of Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy from the All Star series. to a series
to be known as the Laurel and Hardy
series is a perfectly logical one, inasmuch
as they proved during the current year that
their personalities completely overshadow
any descriptive title which might be applied to tiieir comedies. Their success
during 1927-28, their first year as a starring
team, has been outstanding. They will
continue next year in the type of comedies
which have proved so popular, such as
"The Second Hundred Years," "Leave 'Em
Laughing," "The Finishing Touch," "The
Battle of the Century," and others.
It is expected that the new group of All
Star comedies will immediately attain the
high standard of humor inaugurated by
Laurel and Hardy. In addition to Max
Davidson, there will be other stellar comedy names, including Edna Marion and
Viola Richard, Hal Roach comedy beauties. Several additional beauties will also
be cast in similar roles, bringing to the Hal
Roach
studios
a galaxy
of pulchritude

Viola Richard
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Oliver Hardy

Charles Chase

seldom approached by any single producing unit.
"I am more than pleased with the distribution of our comedies achieved by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer during the first year
of our association," cabled Hal Roach
from the far side of the globe. Mr. Roach
is now on his way New York-ward concluding a round-the-world tour which he
and Mrs. Roach started last fall. His
cablegram inaugurating the second year of
production for M-G-M distribution continues in part as follows:
"Never in the history of our organization
have we been so enthusiastic over the outlook as at the present time. During the
year our distribution has reached a new
high point which we scarcely believed possible; Roach comedies are now playing in
more theatres than ever before. In setting
the pace for quality comedies our product
is constantly being improved and during
the coming season I now promise M-G-M
and the exhibitors of the world the finest
two reel comedies that money, and plenty
of it, can produce."
The Ufa "Oddities," the one-reel series
of strange things and people from every
part of the world, will again be present on
the M-G-M schedule during 1928-29. Next
year, however, the series will consist of 26
releases, which will provide a regular release of one every other week, instead of
the series of 25 which are now being released.
The M-G-M "Great Events" series will
be continued in the new year along the
same lines established at the present time.
These distinguished shorts have won an
immediate recognition in theatres of every
size. The new technicolor series will consist of six releases of two reels each featuring great moments in the lives of great
people in history. Again the M-G-M
"Great Events" will be produced under the
personal attention of Dr. Herbert Kalmus.
R. William Neill is expected to continue
his association with Dr. Kalmus.
M-G-M News enters its second year in
an enviable position. It is released twice
each week on Wednesday and Saturdays.
The three-reel feature, "Forty Thousand
Miles With Lindbergh," which has been
scoring a box-office cleanup throughout
the country, was an entirely new venture
in the short subject field. Based on a
compilation of the hiarh lights in the history
of aviation and in the career of America's
great popular air hero, this film was shown
in conjunction with other feature pictures
at theatres throughout the country. Its
reception was tremendous.
In presenting the M-G-M short subject
product, Fred Quimby, sales manager of
short features for M-G-M said: "For next
year we are continuing each of the series
of shorts which were selected to comprise
our initial program of this year. We are
continuing each unit because each one has
proved that it is the finest and most
popular of any brand in its particular field.
No changes have been made because nothing could be found that was more worthy

of a place on the M-G-M short subject
program than any of the units that are
now represented there. No additions have
been made because nothing has as yet developed that measures up with the high
standard which our present product has set.
When such short features have been developed they will be considered and added
to our program provided there seems to
be a genuine box office demand for the
type of entertainment which such subjects
represent."

24 Directors on StaflF
of M-G-M

(Continued from page 102)

play, as one of his contributions
to next
year's release schedule.
Edward Sedgwick is engaged in directing
Metro-Goldwynnext
Keaton's
Buster

Stan Laurel

Mayer starrmg film, "The Cameraman,"
and IS likely to direct other comedies during the course of the year. "West Point"
and "Slide, Kelly, Slide," both William
Haines films, were directed by Sedgwick.
Victor Seastrom appears on the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer release schedule for 192829 with the Lillian Gish starring picture,
"The Wind," an adaptation of Dorothy
Scarborough's popular novel. Lars Hanson
has the male lead in this dramatic film.
W S. Van Dyke, famous for his direction
of adventure films, notably the early Tim
McCoy Westerns, has just completed the
film. 'White Shadows in the South Seas"
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in Tahiti. Monte
Blue has the male lead in this film with
many in the cast natives of the South Sea
islands.

King Vidor, master-director of "The Big
Parade," "La Boheme," "The Patsy," and
other important films, has just completed
Marion Davies' Cosmopolitan starring picture, "Show People." It is an important
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer special
for 1928-29.
William Haines is co-starred with Miss
Davies and in the picture appear most of
the leading stars of Hollywood
including:
Sam Wood, who directed "Rookies," the
picture, and
K. Arthur
Dane-Geor
^.\l
William
Haines' gestarring
film, "Telling
the
World," will again contribute to the
M-G-M production offerings of next season.
Harry Beaumont is represented on the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer release list with the
new film, "Our Dancing Daughters," featuring Joan Crawford, Dorothy Sebastian,
Johnny Mack Brown and many other voung
players. It is a Cosmopolitan production
and will be serialized nationally in the
Hearst papers.
James Cruze is now directing the William
Haines starring film, "Excess Baggage,"
adapted from the current New York stage
hit of the same name.
Announcement will be made shortly of
productions to be directed bv Chester
Franklin, who made "Detectives," the
Dane-George K. .Arthur comedy, and Karl
Sidney
who
made
"The
.\ctress,"
Franklin,
and John McCarthy, whose current picture,
"Diamond Handcuffs," featuring
Nagel and Eleanor Boardman, hasConrad
been
singled out for unusual praise following
a preview by West Coast theatres.
Malcolm St. Clair has just completed
"Beau Broadway," a Lew Cody-Aileen
Pringle co-starring comedy for the new
season release.

Tivo scenes from "Our Dancing Daughters," an M-G-M production included in
the 1928-29 lineup. Among those in the
brilliant cast of "Our Dancing Daughters"
are Joan Crawford. Dorothy Sebastian and
John Mack Drown.

Edward Sutherland has completed "The
Baby Cyclone," an adaptation of the Geo.
M. Cohan stage farce, featuring Lew Cody
and Aileen Pringle to be released in the
1928-29 group of releases.
Chet Withey is directing Tim McCoy in
the first of the coming year's scries of
McCoy outdoor adventure films.
Frank Capra is to direct "Brotherly
Love," a newcomedy.
Karl Dane-George K. Arthur
co-starring
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department,
"Hollywood."

Kaufman Appointed
Lasky Aid; Returns
To America July 1
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— Jesse L. Lasky,
vice-president in charge of production of
Paramount, has appointed Albert A. Kaufman, director of Paramount theatres in
Europe, to be his assistant.
Kaufman has been long in the employ
of Paramount. With the organization of
Famous Players in 1912, he became studio
manager of the old establishment on 26th
Street, New York City. When Famous
Players and Lasky merged, he took charge
of the new studio on 56th Street.
After a short period in Los Angeles after
the war, he was sent to London to build
and open the Plaza theatre there. He
opened the new Paramount theatre in Paris
and then assumed charge of_all Paramount
houses in Europe.
After attending the Paramount conventions, Lasky will join Kaufman in Paris to
make a survey of European production activities. Both will return to the United
States July 1.

Edwin Carewe Starts on
''Revenge," U-A Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May 8.— Edwin Carewe
has completed the cast for his forthcoming
United Artists production, "Revenge." The
cast is headed by Dolores De Rio, LeRoy
Mason, Jose Crespo and Rita Carewe.
Work on the production starts this week
at the Tec Art studios, with one of the
biggest staflfs in Carewe's film career on
hand to aid him during the eight or ten
weeks scheduled for shooting.
"Revenge" is a gypsy tale adapted by
Finis Fox from the Bercovici story, "The
Bear Tamer's Daughter."

Estelle Appears at Roxy
Opitening of Green Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May 8.— Estelle Taylor
will make a personal appearance at the
Roxy theatre in New York tonight, when
her
latest
picture, She
"Honor
Bound,"
at that
theatre.
will leave
the opens
next
day for Hollywood, stopping for two days
at Niagara, and will start work on a picture
immediately upon her return. Alfred E.
Green directed the picture.

Cut in Auto Crash
(Special to the Hcrald-Worhl)

HOLLYWOOD,
May 8.— William Cameron Menzics was severely cut across the
face in an accident Saturday night when
Henry King's car collided with another.
Menzies is King's technical director.

Feminine Stars in Five Films
Completed; Five Others Done
Prevost, Mackaill and Bow Head Week's Production Output; Rex
Bell, New Fox Western Ace, Takes Off His Boots
After First Is Completed
(Special to the Hcrald-lVorld)

HOLLYWOOD, May 8. — Five feminine stars appear in productions completed late last week. They are featured in as many casts. The total productions completed numbered ten. The stars are:
Marie Prevost
Dorothy Mackaill
Clara Bow
Irene Rich
Aileen Pringle
Aside from these pictures Hollywood turned out several that are built more
for box office returns than for prestige.
Jack Holt and Hoot Gibson, for
example, two winners, completed pictures.
Jack is again under the Paramount
banner, strangely enough, and Hoot is of course with Universal.
Marie's role is one of the biggest of her
career, following
closely upon her triumph
in the big DeMille work. It is in "The Racket."
Thomas
Meighan
is
in the masculine role.
It's
a Howard
Hughes
production
for
Paramount
release and was
directed in good time
by the clever Lewis
Milestone.
Dorothy Mackaill
took ofif her makeup
upon the completion
of "The Whip," the
Charlie Brabin opus
for First National,

quences.
The director and Dick Arlen were
likewise shot up during a fight scene.
Irene Rich Film Completed
The picture Irene Rich has been working in
for 18 days came into the home stretch last
week, W'ith Lloyd Bacon at the megaphone.

and stepped
intoforan-a
other costume

lately. Miss Prcvost's doings have been trade
gossip because she has landed two of her
biggest roles in rapid order and has without
doubt given great performances in them. Three
things ha\e been underlying this success
principally: Her work is thorough and sincere, exhibitors have found her name worth
paying for and she has good mental grasp.
Rex Bell, the youth chosen by Fox officials
to fill a star's shoes, has completed his first
picture and has started on what will be an

Dorothy

Mackaill

picture called "The
Barker." She is the box office portion of
"The Whip," having for her support Ralph
Forbes, late of the M-G-M lot.
Clara Bow's completed film was "Ladies of
the Mob," under direction of the young
William Wellman. There is obviously gunplay galore in the picture, if news reports
from the lot mean anything. Clara, as you'll
recall, got a lead splinter in the arm or foot
last week
during
the final shots and se-

Light Paramount Building
to Honor Ocean Fliers
(Special lo the Ucrald-World)

NEW
YORK. May 8.— Complete
illumination ot the Paramount Building at 43rd street and Broadway in
honor of the German-Irish transatlantic Uiers was ordered by Adolph
Zukor. president of the Paramount
Famous Lasky Corporation. Beginning last Monday, the huge tower
was completely lighted each night for
the week.

It has no Vitaphone in it, so far as we've
been told. It's a Warner Brothers picture
called "Women They Talk About." Good
title but a little "Icttcry."
Aileen Pringle's latest completed w'ork is
"Baby Cyclone," M-G-M picture. She is opcomedy. posite Lew Cody in this Eddie Sutherland
Getting back to the first name on this list,
there is a young woman who has commanded
considerable discussion in the studio city

interesting career. The picture is "Wild West
Romance," written by John Stone.

Feist, Dietz and Hie key
Arrive on Western Trip
(Spccii^l tc th,- //.-rd/.f-tf >.;,!)

HOLLYWOOD.
ALiy 8.— Felix Feist,
general sales manager of M-G-M, arrived
iiere last week accompanied by Howard
Dietz, director of advertising, George
Hickcy. Western district manager, and
manager.
J. J. Milstein, Los Angeles exchange
Carter Barron to Marry
ATL.WTA — .\n .ipproaching wedJitiK of interest
lo members of the film circle is th»l of Carter Barron, m.in.iRcr of tlie Metropolitan theatre, lo MiM
\'clma SnclliMK.
solemnized
June 6.of Boswicl;. C;.-».. which will be
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M'Q'M's ''The Trail of '98'' Wins
Plaudits at Hollywood Opening
Fred Thomson
and Al Werker Return from Location Trip for Paramount's "Kit Carson" — Jean Hersholt's "Troubles" End
By DOUGLAS HODGES

WORLD

May 12, 1928

Anita Stewart Plays
Part With Masked Face
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8— Columbia
Pictures will introduce the mask to
the screen as a mode of dramatic

HOLLYWOOD, May 8. — Sid Grauman's Chinese theatre was the scene
last night of one of the most auspicious openings Hollywood has known. The
picture was "The Trail of '98."
Spectacular effects seldom seen in a cinema theatre were features of the
Western premiere of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer epic, which Clarence Brown
directed on a gigantic scale.

expression
in "Name
the Woman."
Anita
Stewart,
who appears
as feminine lead in this production, plays
her most dramatic scenes with her
face completely covered by a Bendalike mask. As the facial muscles,
one of the greatest aids for expressing emotion, are bidden, the actress
depends entirely on her hands and
the movements of her body to put
over her reactions.

Stars, directors, technical experts and lay- in an early issue,
men attended the first showing, following a
* * *
big advertising campaign. A report of the pic- After being shifted from one cast to another
ture itself will be found in this department June Collyer has finally been instructed to "re-

port for work" bright and early the day "Dry
Martini" goes into production. It's to be a
Fox picture.
:}:

^

s):

Fred Returns From
Trip With Werker
Fred Thomson and Al Werker, his director,
returned today from Phoenix, Ariz., where
they arranged for locations in connection with
"Kit Carson," Fred's next big Paramount picture.
On another trip recently Werker made arrangements for more than 4,000 redskins to
appear in the picture. Live ones, too ! He will
go to Utah soon to locate certain places figuring in the life of the great pioneer.

* * *

William Collier, Jr., was
by M-G-M for a featured
Empire" which Allan Dwan
is under regular contract to
brothers.

signed yesterday
role in "Tide of
will direct. He
the three Warner

* * *

J ess el and Taurog Begin
Work
on Jessel
"Schlemmeil"
George
began work yesterday on
"Schlemmeil," Tiffany-Stahl production. Norman Taurog, the director, blazes a trail when
he makes this picture. It is Norm's first long
feature and follows a long list of successful
short features. A lot of exhibitors and a few
others have tipped me off that they're going
to
youngof Taurog
big hand"
his give
first"this
picture
the big atime
comes when
to a
Mr. Jessel is saying nice things about Mr.
Taurog but I haven't seen Mr. Taurog in six
months and therefore can't tell you what he is
saying about Mr. Jessel.
pass.
Jean atHersholt
will be
in "Sutter's
Gold"
the Universal
lot. starred
And, that's
that !
Jean's troubles are practically over. He had
expected to visit New York upon completion
of his work at the United Artists lot but Unisays.
versal's announcement changes everything, he

* * *
D. W. Griffith's picture, "Drums of Love,"
will be "premiered" at the United Artists theatre, unfortunately giving me no opportunity
to give you the "lowdown" on it now. They
say it's good stuff for the golden gate of your
house and if so we'll tell you so next week.
If not, we'll tell you it's not and so on.

^ ^ ^

Jo
PolandBecause
Goes of It
Hatless

Dorothy Mackaill
"THE WHIP"

First National

"THE BARKER"

Joseph Franklin Poland, Universal's feature
comedy supervisor, and Mrs. Poland are receiving congratulations. Jo, himself, can wear
no "benny" since last week, when his own
stock went skyward. The child was bom
April 26. . . . It's a boy. . . . Will be christened Joseph Franklin, Jr., and is said by his
* *
father to be a very *promising
scenario writer.
A local press agent, Miss Fanchon Royer,
has commenced work on a motion picture,
"Life's Like That," at the Tec-Art studios.
It's an old title but will probably be changed.
A long cast is in it, chief of which is Grant
Withers, big fellow.
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(Colman-Banky)
o Lovers''
*Tw

FRED
NIBLO

"CamiUe"

(Norma Talmadge)

In Production

"The (Gilda
DevilGray)
Dancer"
Thomson Will Perform
in L, A. Olympic Trials
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 8.— Fred Thomson, who won the national all-round athletic championship in 1910, 1911 and 1913,
will appear with Silver King, in the Southwest Olympic Games finals June 16. The
trials will be held in the Los Angeles Coliseum. Jack Dempsey has also promised
to appear and will box several rounds with
an opponent.
In 1913, competing for the Los Angeles
Athletic Club, Princeton University and the
New York Athletic Club, Thomson won
recognition as the greatest all-around athlete in the world, setting a world record in
points that still stands. The greatest athletes in the Southwest will compete in the
program of Olympic events.

Marie Prevost Leaves
for N. Y. on Vacation
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 8.— Marie Prevost
will leave for New York this week to spend
her annual vacation there.
Miss Prevost
has been working in "The Racket."

"WAR (Greta
IN THE
DARK"
Garbo)

Radio Picture Test
Viewed by Scientbts
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, May 8. — First
public demonstration of C. Francis
Jenkins' ceiver
newfor use
radio inmotion
picture was
rethe borne
watched Saturday by government engineers, scientists and members of
federal radio commission. Silhouetted figures of children appeared in
a mirror, the motion pictures having
been transmitted from Jenkins' laboratory in the studio.

Sennett Organization
Moves to New Studio
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 8.— The old Mack
Sennett studios on Glcndale boulevard,
where many famous stars began their careers, are now deserted and the entire Sennett organization is settled in Studio City.
The old sets will be torn down and the
property cleared for subdivision.

*The(Greta
Temptress"
Garbo)
F B O Prepares Studio
for Mix Western Series
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 8.— Plans are being made for the accommodation of Tom
Mix at the F B O studios, where he will
make a series of eight Super-Westerns.
Mix will return to the Coast immediately
upon
latter completion
part of May.of his \'audeville tour the
Mix's popularity is said to be materially
increased by his vaudeville tour, as evidenced by the riotous greetings extended
the star in Denver, Omaha, Kansas City
and Chicago.

Nagel Is Cast Opposite
Garbo in Nihlo Picture
(Special to the Herald- World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 8.— Conrad Nagel
has been selected to play the lead opposite
Greta Garbo in "War in the Dark,"
which Fred Niblo will direct for MctroGoldw'\'n-Mayer. It was Niblo's direction
of "The Temptress" which first brought
Greta Meredvth
Garbo recognition
countrj-.
Bess
has written inthethisscenario.
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Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
Production Directory
[Number immediately following title denotes production number]
STOBY

DIRECTOR

CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

STARTING
DATE

DIRECTOR

STORY

Columbia Studio
"Name

the
Woman

"Virgin

Lips"

Erie

Kenton

Elmer

Clifton

April
April

9

"Baby
Cyclone"
"The
Bellamy

Over

E.

H.

Griffith

"Excess

Bag-

"Four

Howard

Rod La Rocque
Jeanette
Loff
William
Boyd
Jacqueline Logan
Alan
Hale

Higgin

Bell

James

Walls"

23

Cruze

Wm.

Nigh

Edw.

Sedgwick

Jack

April 17
April

Sutherland

Monta

Trial"
"While
the
"Snap
Shots"

"Pow
gh"t"
Nier

Eddie

23

DeMille Studio
"Love

BRAND
NAME

DATE
STARTING

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio

Anita Stewart
Huntley Gordon
Gaston
Glass
Olive
Borden
John
Boles

"

CHIEF
PLAYERS

City

Lew Cody
Aileen Pringle
Leatrice Joy

April 3

Margaret
ingston LivKenneth
Thomson
Wm.
Haines
Josephine Dunn
John Gilbert
Joan
Crawford
Buster
Keaton
Marceline
Day

April 3
April

April 22
April 4
April
14

Anita
Page
Lon
Chaney

Conway

19

Sleeps"

gage"

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation

F B 0 Studio
"Hciidin'

for

Robert

"Danger
Diiiigcr"

Bradbury

Ralph

"The

Street
Road to

Robert

EI
"The

Dorado"
Lariat

Louis

Ince
DeLacy
King

"Hot

Bob
Steele
Jola Mendez
Warner
Baxter
Martha
Sleeper
Tom Tyler
Ethlyne
Claire
Buzz
Barton
Eddie Cobb

April 7
April

News"

Untitled
"The Perfumed

5

April 23
May

1

Kid"

"The
Vanishing
ust of the
"Ladies
"Sawd

Bebe

Ludwig

Pola Negri Kerry
Norman

Paramount

Clive
Mary
Wm.

Paramount

Berger

Victor
zinger

Schert-

John Waters
Wm.

Daniels

Paramount

Brooke
Brian
Powell

Jack Holt
Sally Blaine
Clara
Bow
Richard Arlen
Esther
Ralston
Reed Howes

Wellman

Luther

Trap"
Pioneer"

First National Studio

Clarence Badger

Reed

April

25

April
April

14
30

Paramount
Paramount

April 3
April 10

Paramount
April 16

Paradise"
U mi lied
"The Divine

Harry
Frank

T,iidy"Barker"
"The

Geo.

"The

Head

Man' ' EMdie

Langdon
Lloyd

Harry
Langdon
Corinne Griffith
Victor Varconi
Fitzmaurice Milton
Sills
Dorothy
Mackaill
Cline
Charlie Reed
Murray
Donald
Doris

Mar.

Tec- Art Studio

6

April 2
April
March

18
27

"Revenge"

Mob"
Magic"

"Black

Dawson

Edwin

Carewe

Chas.

"Marriage
"The

Farmer's

Daughter"
"Untitled"
"The Four
Devils" (2)
"riastercd
in Paris"
"Road
"Wild

House"
West

HoMiant-e"
"River

Pirate"

Marjorie
Beebe
Arthur Roeson
Warren
Burke
Howard
Hawks
Arthur Lake
David Rollins
Sue Carol
F. W. Murnau
Janet Gaynor
Chas.
Morton
Nancy Drexel
Barry Norton
Henry
Lehrman
Sammy
Cohn
Jack Pennick
Hugh
Allen
Mavcel
Batallini
Richard Rosson
Maria Cosajuana
Warren
Burke
Lionel
Barrymore
R. Lee Hough
Rex
Bell
Lillian
Gilmore
Neal
Neely
Victor McLaglen
Wm.
K. Howarii Nick
Stuart

May
March

May

1

April 26

Tiffany-Stahl Studio

of

5
16

'

Del Rio

Roy Mason
Johnny
Hines
Louise Lorraine

Hines

Fox Studio

Dolores

James
"Lingerie"

Geo.

Flood

Patsy Ruth

Melford

Malcolm

Tomorrow"

Alice

Miller

April 20

McGre-

White

April

25

Jan. 3
Mar.

12

April 3

April 2
April

gor
United Artists
Studios
"The

Woman

"The

Battle

of

Henry

King

D.

Griffith

W.

Disputed"
the Sexes"

Norma
Talmadge
Gilbert Roland
Belle Bennett
Jean
Hersholt

Mar. 21

April 11

Phyllis
Haver
Sally O'Neil

25

Universal Studios
Gotham
"United

States

Joeeph
berry

Hena-

Smith"

No

Eddie Gribbon
Lila Lee
Mickey Bennett

"Hell's
"Free
"You're
Army
"Dugan

Angels"
Lips"
in

the

Burton

Now"
of

Dugouta"

the

"Noah's
Nov. 7

Luther Reed
Wallace

Bobby

Ray

Jack
Daugherty
Pauline
Garon
Danny
O'Shea

this week.

Warner Brothers

Metropolitan Studio
Ben Lyon
Greta Nissen
James Hall
June
Marlowe
McDonald fane
Novak
Frank Hagney
King
Tom
Santfichi
Betty
Blythe
man
Josephine
Nor-

Production

April 25

First Division
Pictures
Excellent
Corp.

"Women

Michael

16

April

24

Bacon

Talk About"
"The

Midnight

"Fools

in

John

30

Adolfi

the
Howard
erton

April

Curtiz

They
Lloyd

April

Pictures

Morris
Schlank
Productions

Ark"

Brem-

Geo. O'Brien
Dolores
Costello
Louise Beery
Fazenda
Noah

April 14

Irene Rich
Wm.
Collier, Jr.
Audrey
Ferris
water
Claude GillingAntonio Moreno
Helene Costello
Myrna
Loy
May McAvoy
Conrad
Nagel

April 10

Mack

Taxi"

Swain

April

30

April 12
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Sound-Films May Do
Theatre Work
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 8. — Films
may in the future be made that will
do all manner of odd jobs not only
in the theatre but in homes as well,
according to a statement made by
Roy J. Pomeroy, head of Paramount's experimental laboratory.
Pomeroy says that sound-films rnay
be made that will lower curtains,
turn on stage and house lights, and
even open exit doors at just the right
time during the projection of pictures in theatres. The film itself, in
other words, could become the right
hand man of the operator projecting
it, as well as the theatre manager's
third assistant and general all-around
stage hand and electrician.

Playing a
featured role
in

'
^
B
^
i

First National's

Over Million Spent on
Santa Fe Line Publicity
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 8.— The Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company
spent $1,152,626 in 1927 to advertise its service and the advantages of California. These
figures, according to James B. Duffy, general passenger agent, covered advertising
display space in newspapers and magazines
and a display of illustrated folders, maps
and literature, which was distributed
throughout the United States, Europe,
Canada and Mexico.

U. S. Films Win Growing
Popularity in Portugal
(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, May 8.— American pictures have been winning steadily growing popularity in Portugal the last five years, according to Consul L. J. Pinkerton, Lisbon. A
first class house opened six months ago is
showing only American films. Every program must include pictures produced in Portugal, however.

Jack and Estelle Will
Play in New York Show
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORIC, May 8.— Jack Dempsey
and his wife, Estelle Taylor, have been
signed by Sam H. Harris to appear in "The
Big Fight," a stage play to be given in a
Broadway theatre sometime in September.
David Belasco will direct the show.

Lichtman, Considine,
Shapiro Go to Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— Al Lichtman, vicepresident and general manager of distribution
of United Artists; John W. Considine, Jr.,
general manager of production of the Art Cinema Corporation ; and Victor M. Shapiro,
United Artists' advertising and publicity director, left Friday for Hollywood.

Burr Adds Names to Cast
Of Mines'
''Black Magic
(Special to the Herald-World)

HERALD

ff

NEW YORK, May ,8.— Players added by
C. C. Burr to the cast of Johnny Hines' "Black
Magic," for First National release, include
Louise Lorraine, Edmund Breese, Charles
Giblyn, Henry Herbert, Walter James, Betty
Egan, Kashi Heraldi and Fred Kelsey.

^r

■'v.*^

^^^M

"Heart to Heart"
Directed by

Wm. Beaudine

n
h
^
^

■^^^^H^^H^Hb

MARIA
CORDA
returns
to this
country

to resume
her work in
American
Pictures
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THE

SHORT

FEATURE

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture
"Little Pictures with the Big Punch,'' which has presented news,
^W
short features and serials.

reviews

World
and

department,

exploitation on

Give Short Feature Even Break
In Shaping Up Musical Program
Give your short feature an even break with the long in the musical setting
of your program. That is one suggestion offered by enterprising exhibitors to
those of their colleagues who have not given short product its due and then
have blamed the product, instead of themselves, for lack of enthusiastic
response.
Deserves Reel for Reel Attention
Reel for reel, the two and one-reel productions — and the three-reels, for that
matter, though they are few in number — whether they be comedies, scenics or
novelties, deserve just as much attention as the long product, these exhibitors
say.
Time was when all product was no
longer than the socalled short feature of
today, and in the light of the improved
modern program the exhibitor of today can
sigh with relief that those days are gone.
Occasional experiences in some small
theatres are apt to prompt the belief that
while the picture moved on to better things
it left the music spurlos versenkt, or whatever was that long-since-discarded war
phrase for "waiting at the church."
Music Sometimes Ignored
Not only does the example of some theatres indicate that the music for the short
feature has not kept pace with the production itself in improvement, but in some
instances it also is ignored altogether. For
the organist or pianist to dive from the
bench at the close of the long picture and
desert the fast action of a comedy, the
sentiment-appeal of a beautiful scenic, or
the keep-step draw of a newsreel band is
to create a silence as painful as the yawning abyss vacated by an exiled molar. If
such a rest is to be taken, better far in
the middle of the long feature, say the
exhibitors who know the effects of going
into the short production with the hum of
the projector or the rewinder as the sole
accompaniment. We have had the experience of seeing the program go into a
newsreel with a horserace as the leadoff
scene and in a musical silence that seemed
almost to stop the racers dead in their
tracks.
Endless Repetition Deadly
Nor is such a lapse by the organist or
pianist more deadly than the opposite of
an endless repetition of the same selection
for the short feature. We shudder yet at
recollection of one performance at which
the pianist went into a march for a newsreel scene of a race — a French track meet,
as we recall — repeated it for a fire scene
and a sylvan dance, and, not in the least
daunted, continued it right through into a
scenic of a winding brook. That was worse
than no music.
Then there is the case of faulty selection
of music. Just why the pianist at a certain

I

theatre
one of
Sousa's
liveliest elected
marches tofor play
a funeral
scene
and
then for a fox hunt follow with "Hearts
and Flowers," or something about the
same tempo and appropriateness, was a
mystery. Our softest conclusion was that
she had mixed her music and did not look
at the screen.
Speed Alone Won't Do
Who has not also heard the pianist — or
organist — dash into a wild march when the
comedy began, and with only one thought
directing his fingers — speed. With all
regard for the so-called impressionistic
school of music — if there is such a thing —
it is a horrible stretch of imagination to
think the audience is deaf to a meaningless
jumble of notes just because it represents
the tempo of the picture.
Yes, these cases are not the rule for short
features, in fact, they are not even a
majority, but one of them is just that
that number too many.
There is a great deal of truth in the
philosophy that a picture is no better than
its musical accompaniment. What is more
evident is the fact that many a good picture has been wrecked by indifferent or
poor playing at the keyboard or console.
The musician's effort or lack of effort reflects his interest or lack of interest in the
picture. The solution is not difficult. It
is for the exhibitor to prevent such a condition by checking up on the music.
Give your short feature an even break
with the long.

Lupino Lane Short Gets
Record 24-Sheet Billing
In addition to Adolphe Menjou in "Midnight Mystery," the Fanchon & Marco presentations, and Hermie King and his Broadway
Band in their farewell week, the Broadway
theatre, Portland, Ore., has this week added
Lupino Lane's Educational comedy, "Fandango._ To advertise this short subject they
are using a set of twenty-four sheets, marking
a new point in advertising the short subject,
at least for this territory.

M-G-M News caught the collapse of a
stand at Franklin Field, Philadelphia,
Paddock circled the tangled mass and
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Special Paul Ash Section
Y^

PRESENTATION

ACTS

Ash Opens in New York This Week
Will Ash 'Take'
Gotham? Give
Him a Chance!
Only

the Bosses Can Spoil It
All, Is Herald-World
Writer's View

By T. O. SERVICE
Listen, Show Business —
I'm not the guy that got those oil
bonds — ^wouldn't admit it if I were —
but if I did have them I'd shoot the
works at 8 to 5 on Paul Ash to take
Broadway in his sixth week. And if
you think I say this because I like
Paul Ash (which I don't) or because
Paul Ash likes the HERALDWORLD (which he does) you don't
know who's talking to you.
Here's who, and why :
I'm' the guy that pans the pictures for this
pamphlet — the bird who writes that page of
"Service Talks" — and if there's anything I like
less than pictures it's the things theatres put on
their stages between them. And if there's
anybody whose between-films productions I've
panned more than anybody else it's Paul Ash
— for the very good reason that his are the
best and, therefore, the root of the whole
bloomin' evil. Now for the story — then the
odds.
I saw Ash's opening bill at McVickers. I've
seen every bill he's thrown in the three years
since that opening (save perhaps half a dozen
missed due to absence from the city) and I've
watched him do what I saw Doug Fairbanks
do in the pictures. The parallel is perfect.
Ash Like Doug Fairbanks
Doug came into pictures from legit, where
he wasn't so hot. He got the cerebral range
of this picture public on his first guess and
how he played it. What Doug does in film
Ash does in person. Doug does it once and
it stays done. Ash does it four times a day,
five on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
Doug would tell you that's pretty good.
Ash didn't hit 'em with his first show. It
was too pretty, too high-hat, too good. Did
he quit? He didn't. He dropped his range
the second week. Still too high. It was the
sixth week, if I remember correctly, when he
climbed atop the piano, laid down, kicked his
heels in the(Continued
air and onscreamed
at 'em until
next Page)

Broadway

1^^^

Bound

if f I

Here's a snap-shot of PAUL ASH taken at the
station as he left Chicago for New York. "The
Rajah of Jazz" has taken the Windy City by storm
in the last three years and now he is on the way
to conquer Eastern laurels. This picture shows only
a few of Paul's friends who sent him away with
their very best wishes. Many say that Paul will do
the same for "Times Square" as he has done for
the "Loop" — we hope so, in fact, we're almost sure
he will.

Local Movie Packs Theatre
on Opening Night
According to reports from the Gregory Enterprise
and the manager of the Palace theatre, Cicero, the
"Making Movies" stunt that took place on the stage
last week at this house seemed to have more than
pleased their audience. In fact box office reports
showed a greater attendance on last Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday than heretofore.
The completed local motion picture which was
filmed around Cicero is now being shown at the
above theatre. May 7-8-9. It is called "The Heart
Thief" with an all-local cast. The production was
produced by Ambassador Pictures and directed by
Lem F. Kennedy and the entire proposition is being
presented by Hal Ross in conjunction with the
Cicero News and the theatre.
On the opening night this 2,000 seat theatre was
packed et the first show and had them standing up
until the second
show.
The local movie did this.

Maxwell and Lee
Going to Europe
Dick Maxwell and Marjoric Loe, known on the
vaudeville and presentation stage as the "Just
Jesters" end "the most versatile dance team of the
age," leave for Europe the latter part of August
where they shall fill an engagement at the leading
music halls of London, Paris and Berlin.
The team has for the last two seasons been touring the bettor class of theatres on Publix. Loew,
Keith-Orphcum
nnd West Const circuits.

Makes Eastern
Bow After Long
Run In Chicago
Closes 3-Year Engagement with
Record of 6,000 Performances
to 20,000,000 People
By A. RAYMOND GALLO
On Saturday, May 12, of this year,
Paul Ash makes his debut in New
York on the stage of the great Paramount Theatre. For the past three
years or more. Ash has been one of
the biggest box-office draws in the
deluxe picture theatres that the motion picture business has ever had.
His Chicago engagement terminated
on May 5 with more than 6,000 performances, to which he has played to
almost 20,000,000 theatregoers. Hi»
phonograph records and songs have
made him one of the most popular
artists in the country, and for this
he has been receiving more than 2,000
fan letters per week, or about 2,000
letters less, per week, than Clara Bow.
Paul Ash has practically revolutionized the
business in the motion picture theatres by
originating the stage bandshow which is tww
more or less known as the "Paul Ash PoWcy."
This policy is now operating in more than 20O
deluxe motion picture theatres all over the
country and as many more smaller house*
scattered all over the world. Christened -H-ith
the title of "The Rajah of Jazz" Ash in>-ad«l
Chicago more than three years ago with his
stagehand policy at McVickers Theatre and
since then has been the talk of the tomi.
Before coming to Chicago he was on the West
Coast for a number of years doing the same
type of entertainment.
Ash got his first big start at the Granada
Theatre in San Francisco, a short time after
he came out of the war with the title of ranksergeant in the Marine Con^s. His first stage
appearance was with Billy Rock and Maude
Fulton and he owes his success to his piano
thumping and his long red hair.
Will Get Big Reception
Among those who expect to greet .^sh in
New York are Mayor James J. Walker, Grover
Whalcn, Flo Ziegfeld, Lee Shubert, Adolph
Zukor,
Sam
Kat7, Daniel
Frohman,
Ed(^e
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Cantor, Al Jolson, Marilyn Miller, Jack Dempsey, Joe Cook, Anne Nichols, John Alurray
Anderson, R. H. Burnside, W. C. Fields,
De Wolfe Hopper, Mary Eaton, George M.
Cohan, Paul Block, Bernard Gimble and many
others well known in New York's theatrical
life.
Immediately upon his arrival in New York, Florenz
Zieg:felcl will greet him at the train with his red-headed
beauties accompanied by a band of 250 pieces who
will parade from the train station to the Paramount
Theatre and then from there to the City Hall where
Mayor Walker will give him the key to New York
City.

German

Flyers His Guests

On Wednesday, May 9, a banquet will be given by
Ash at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in which will be held
a gala reception with the German Flyers as his guests
together with a host of Broadway celebrities who will
gatherfrom
in the
Crystal Room to welcome the big "It"
man
Chicago.
The opening program at the Paramount will be
called "Welcome, Paul" with a huge cast of presentation stars headed by Milton Watson, Paul Small,
Ruby Keller, 8 Cocktail Girls from the Beatrice Lillie
show, Ormond Sisters and Kates Brothers. Jack
Partington will produce and stage the show and
Adolph Deutsch is arranging all the music. A band
of 28 musicians will be led by Ash.
In addition to A. J. Balaban, the Skouras Brothers
and Abe Blank there will be a special detachment of
theatrical men from Chicago and nearby points who
will attend this opening. The Merry-Mad Gang,
Paul's original orchestra will remain at the Oriental
Theatre, Chicago, and will be led from time to time
by such local band leaders as Lou Kosloff, Mark
Fisher, Al Kvale, and others who may take turns
in rotating between the Oriental and their own
theatres.

Will Ash Take Gotham?
^Continued from preceding page)

they thawed.
From there on it was Paul's
town.
He'd found out what they wanted.

I say he'll take New York in the sixth week.
Maybe he'll do it in the first, but I doubt it. New
York isn't Chicago. Paul's going in from the unloved
West. He's opening with a cold band. He's taking
none of the Chicago gang except his arranger, Adolph
Deutsch, and his tenor, Milton Watson. (Watson
opened with him in Chi: Maybe there's a bit of
superstition in taking him along.) Too, Ash's name
is Paul and so is Whiteman's. Also, New York has
seen Ash's imitators in the best imitations of the
Ash type of show that money, Cambria, Finston and
the other Chicago graduates could devise. (Maybe
they won't thank me when I say they were pretty
bad.)
The novelty's
I daresay
the odds shot.
against Ash to click will be
pretty heavy down East. Maybe I could do better
than 8 to S. If I took better I'd feel guilty of
something, for the Broadway boys don't know what
they're betting against. They think Ash is (1) a band
leader (2) a musician (3) a freak' (4) a novelty
(5) a trick personality (6) a manufactured symbol of
jazz. He may be any or all of these, but the thing
that gets him what he gets isn't any of them. What
gets has
him been
acrossmentioned)
is his (or ability
somebody's,
a Mrs. apart,
Paul
Ash
to takeanda public
see what makes it tick, apply just the right lubrication
to the ticking machinery and never (this is the very
important item) give that public a hint that it's being
psychoanalyzed, debunked and sold. The one more
big asset is a physique that stands up under punishment, a temperament that sheds bad news like a tile
roof and a perception that takes in too much to be
deceived by a little.
One thing I'd like to ask of the New York folks
Ash will work with. (I don't expect them to give it,
for they have their own ideas.) I'd like to ask that
they give Paul his head for six weeks, that they
throw some dough into the exploitation of his tryout and that they don't try to tell him what to do.
I don't ask that they like him personally, for X know
in advance that a lot of them don't and a lot others
won't, but I do ask that they "put him on" (just as
they
"put on"
of and
Doug's
pictures,
trying
to rebuild
the one
thing
make
Doug without
over for
the
local trade).
If they do this, I'll double the odds.
Now — to complete the story — the why oi this piece:
I've seen this fellow buck a town of 3,000,000 and
make it sit up and say Papa. I've seen him get
together the best stagehand in these United States
of America and the best picture house ballet in the
same area. I've seen him make headliners out of
down-and-out tap dancers, dud tenors and dog acts.
I didn't like to see it— as I said, I think picture
theatres ought to be reserved for pictures — but I
do recognize the stuff when I have it thrown in my
face and Paul's got it. If they don't cold-deck him
(and I weep
guy that
tries it)
Broadway
three for
out the
of three
in straight
falls.he'll flop

A Correction!
In the March ."il issue of Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World it was reported in our
"Staeeshows" column that the Roxy theatre has a
■Wurlitzer organ.
We wish to correct this statement by announcing
that it is a Kimball organ instead.
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LOSAYS

Presentation

LETTERS

PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Kindly
let me have full information regarding the acts which
you
28th have
issue. listed in your "Buyers Index" of April
Thanking you in advance I remain, yours respectMo. fully,— Wm. J. Menteer, Missouri theatre, Columbia,

PRESENTATION
ACTS— To the Editor:
In the
current issue of the Herald you list "The Phelps
Twins" among those of whom you can supply booking addresses.
If you can furnish me with either the presenting
routing of the Twins, or with the address of their
agent, I will appreciate it.
Very truly yours, — Elmo Hamby,
The Constitution, Atlanta, Ga.

about
Everyone

EDITOR,

In this open fonun those interested in
presentation may discDSS important matterbearing upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only signed letters will be published.

Theatres Editor,

PRESENTATION
ACTS— To the Editor:
If any
acts on their way to the Pacific coast can work
their way Santa Fe through Albuquerque, we can
arrange and play two days, Sunday and Monday.
They can leave Monday night and arrive Los Angeles,
Wednesday morning 7 :00 A. M.
Keep our name on file, Kimo theatre, Albuquerque,
N. Mex.
Thanking you for any courtesy extended in our
behalf, — Bachchechi Amusement Company, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Upon
completing our tour of the West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
we are sailing for England where we have been
booked by William Morris, Jr., to open the middle
of August. We are doing very well out here but
will be glad to get back around Chicago.
Best wishes. — Maxwell & Lee, Touring, Fandion
& Marco, West Coast Theatres.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: In answer
to your two letters, first of all I want to thank you
for the display you gave on "Laugh, Clown, Laugh"
and want you to know that one of these daya we
will get together again. I have an inkling that big
things are about to happen around these parts and
will let you know
the minute any news comes up.
With best wishes, — Cliff Hess, Manager, Special
Service Dept., Jerome H. Remick & Co., New York
City, N. Y.

Star Cast Takes Part in
Mills Memorial
On May 3 the Regal theatre, Chicago, a new
L & T house catering exclusively to a negro audience
on the South Side, offered a huge memorial fund
benefit show for Florence Mills, the late well-known
negro star.
On this program appeared such stars as Larry
Semon, Bill Robinson, Tom Mix, Jack Osterman,
Paul Ash, Joe Lewis, Jazz "Lips" Richardson, and
a number of other stage celebrities playing Chicago
that week. All funds received at this midnight show
will go towards a memorial fund for the late actress.

Loew Books
SammySunshine

PRESENTATION

TO PAUL

ASH:

From time to time we have heard many remarks about Paul Ash, some in favor of his
policy, while others were not becoming. As
one who has been very close to him during his
Chicago engagements, I wish to state that Paul
is not the stuck-up sort that many think he is,
in fact he is one of the most regular fellows
ever met in show business, and that goes
aI have
long way.
When Paul first hit Chicago three years ago,
he was a nobody, and with his grit and determined mind he at once set the whole town
talking about his style of shows and the way
he conducted his jazz band.
Since then he has not only created a wide
reputation for himself, but he also has revolutionized the show business to such an extent
that now there is no such thing as a "Vaudeville" theatre, they are all "Presentation"
houses, regardless of the two or three a day.
Nearly all theatres today run a combination
policy of pictures and stageshows. That makes
them "Presentation Bills" excepting the dramatic and musical shows which very seldom use
films.
The "Paul Ash Policy" is now being done in
more than 2,000 deluxe motion picture theatres
that.
all over the "World, and Paul is responsible for
In addition to originating the bandshow idea,
he has created work for nearly 10,000 performers who were at one time either in cafes or on
vaudeville circuits. Most of these artists were
lucky then if they secured 20 weeks work out
of a season. Now Presentation houses make it
possible for acts to work a whole year solid on
one circuit only. Besides that there is almost
'formers.
another year's work in independent theatres.
Paul Ash also made this possible for the perHe has discovered more good stage talent in
the past 10 years than any other man in show
business. All this he has done and is still
doing because he finds pleasure in it and for
that reason he is a great man as a man, and
a fine artist as an artist.
'lOS

Sunshine Sammy, one of the original stars of
"Ovur Gang" comedy seems to have deserted the
movies for the time being to renew a contract for
a tour of combination theatres. After his Chicago
engagement Sammy will begin a tour of the Loew
circuit after which he will play European countries.
54 W.Ctii'cado
Ddndolph St

"Little Peggy" in Person
This week's stage-bandshow at the Granada theatre,
Chicago, with Charles Kaley features Little Peggy,
former leading lady of "Our Gang" comedies. Immediately upon the completion of her picture house
engagements, Peggy will return to Hollywood to
start a series of new pictures.
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I wish to take this opportunity to thank

ALL

PRESENTATION

ACTS

who have played on my bills for their wonderful cooperation and the success 1 have enjoyed that they are
partly responsible for.
I also want to thank all the officials of

BALABAN
and their PRODUCTION

and BOOKING

&

KATZ

staffs for their wonderful support and cooperation

during my three years' association with them in

CHICAGO
Opening for PUBLIX

PARAMOUNT
NEW

GOOD

on May 12 at the

THEATRE

YORK

CITY

LUCK TO MY PAL
PAUL

ASH

From one who deeply appreciates everything
you have done for him in

CHICAGO

AL KVALE
Ninth Month

Milton Watson
■ says

that

Peggy Bernier
is glad to hear the
"Good News"

'7 know yoii 11

at B & K Norshore Theatre

make it Paid"
'I'm not from Missouri, Paul, I know
you II be a big hit."

JOE

KAYSER

Lou Kosloff
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Good Luck Paul Ash!
''Everywhere You Go, Sunshine
will follow You'

MARK

FISHER

"Times Square
will be

proud of you"

Ge
Deor
wege
y

"Show Business needs more men
like you '

MAXWELL

Washington

& LEE

"Fm right with you PauV

PAUL

SMALL

Merriel Abbott
DANCERS

"P-ersonality A-ttention U-nselfishness L-oyalty
A-miable S-incerity H-onesty, and more."

GINGER

ROGERS

"Don't Worry"

JEAN & AL

''Chicago knows you will

AL
BELASCO
make good."

"Broadway is already yours,
Fm sure of that"

ILOMAY

BAILEY

i
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We Are All With You
'We wish you
all the success
you desire

*'What can we say besides telling the
whole world that we are for you '

Jean and Fritz Hubert

and more"

Lassiter
Brothers

'^Presentation Artists owe a lot to you'

NOVELLE

BROTHERS

1

!

"Me too"

1

PAULINE
GASKINS

''We also join the Gang in wishing you
lots and lots of success."

DARLING

TWINS

"The Best of luck to 'Our Best Man

PAUL

ASH"

Eddie Hill and Eva Thornton
Best wishes for a
big success

j

ARE OLMAS

"You know what I wish you Paul, and I'm telling the
world that you re a Prince!'

BOB

LaSALLE

''We all wish you a Barrel of success' '

KIMIWA

BOYS
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Best Wishes from Your Pals
William Morris

'We wish you the same''

VALE

and STEWART

Abe Lastfogel

William Morris, Jr.

William Morris
Iheatrical Agency
(Incorporated)

of Chicago, Illinois

''You just can Y miss*'

IRENE

TAYLOR

lHh

floor, Butler BIdg. Phone Central 7838-39

Max Turner (In Charge)
Nat Kalcheim
Sam BramRon
Phil Tyrrell
Harry SanUey
"The

"Just to show my appreciation
for your kind help''

BILLY

MEYER

"Chicago's loss is New York 's gain,
MAXINEgo to it Paul"

HAMILTON

"You made us what we are today, I hope you re satwe are."
isfied, knozv
I

LETT SISTERS and LOUISE

"We hate to think what would have happened to performers ifyou had not started your Paul Ash Policy."

DANCING

DEWEES

MR. PAUL ASH — Fse suh sorry to see you go, but
Fse mighty glad yuh selected me to carry your bags.

Jazzlips (Porter) Richardson
"The whole ivorld will be talking about you before

lYLER loMAS
ON
ng."

Office

of

Action

and

Service"

Best of Luck

Paramount
Costumers
Alice
Pierce
Manager

"Your Paul Ash Policy
has revolutionized show

BILLY
RANDALL

business."

"We've played with the
big and small fellows,
but you still lead them
all; that's why you are a
ss."
big succeSY
BES
and
WESTERN
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STAGE

SHOWS

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending May 5
A stupendous show with the real spirit marked the
final week's performance of Paul Ash, one good
enough to be remembered by the audience, especially
Paul Afih fane, until Paul hae tired of Broadway
and returned to Chicago. This reporter has no doubt
but that this week will be an outstanding one in the
impressions of Paul Ash when retrospection' visits
Chicago's Jazz King. The piece was appropriately
titled, "Goodbye, Paul.
"
Now let's deal with some of the performers who
made this a great show. To begin with, the orchestra men were all dressed as trainmen and the scene
was a railway station. Ben Strong, whom Paul
introduced! later as a protege of his, opened the
presentation' bill by singing the song, "Bye, Bye
Blues" with fitting words pertaining to Paul's departure.
Abbott Dancers then did some nifty steps and they
were dressed in porter fashion. Paul then arrived,
porter carrying luggage, and he directs the orchestra in the piece, "Too Busy" wherein Ben Strong
had opportunity of putting over his personality, of
which he has plenty, and the audience showed their
appreciation with plenty of clapping.
Kelo Brothers, made up as a couple of hoosiers
from Muncie, had a bag of tricks which they knew
exactly how to serve to the audience in order to get
a great big hand.
The Abbott Dancers then put over the most unusual dance this reporter has ever seen a chorus
perform. Their costumes were gray on one side
and red on the other. As about half of their dancing was done on their heads, much of the red color
was in evidence and it made a mighty pretty setting
for their very difficult performance.
Evans and Mayer, or rather it should be Mayer
and Evans, as "Red" Mayer was the boy in this act
whom the audience were entertained by. Edith
Evans was introduced by her party as a Brunswick
record singer and might have given the audience
some fine singing if her partner had not been such
a good comedian. However, he opened the show
with a fascinating little number, "Baby, Won't You
Please Come Home" and from then on', he, and his
zither box car (as he called his small piano) helped
make this week's performance a jolly one.
Jazz Lips Richardson, also a stepper in his own
class, showed some new and novel dancing to the
audience and did a slow motion' splits never before
attempted by another performer, at least not on
view by this reporter.
As a complete surprise, Paul had arranged for
Milton Watson to be on the bill, and also played the
accompaniment to his songs, "I Can't Do Without
You" and "Ramona." Milton then took this opportunity to thank Paul for all he had done for him
in making the hard road to success an easier one,
as well as for many of their profession, and his own
goodbye song to Paul was sung with much feeling.
The finale showed Paul's train pulling out for New
York and for stage decoration a replica of electrically lighted Michigan Avenue
was on the scene.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending April 28
Stanley audiences this week were greeted by an
elaborate and delightful stage feature "In Granada,"
with the atmosphere of Old Spain in melody and
dance, not to mention the comedy introduced by
Chaz Chase.
Allan Rogers, musical comedy star, acted as master
of ceremonies and incidentally conducted the Stanley
Stage Band.
The curtains parted showing a drop of beautiful,
sheer lace behind which the Stanley Stage Band in
gay Spanish costumes was seated playing with a large
fan in the background.
Jean Wallin in lace mantilla sang a Spanish melody
and at the close of her song the six Scrova Senoritas
in red Spanish costumes and strumming on red banjos
sang and danced.
A Castilian dance was executed by Antonio and
Catherine Cansino with grace and skill as they gave
color and realism to their dance with castanets.
Carlo Ferretti, baritone, sang some Spanish songs
in a rich and sonorous voice. The Serova Senoritas
in voluminous skirts and ribbons, with many little
bells followed with a delightful Gypsy Dance.
Allan Rogers then demonstrated his right to the
title "American tenor with voice of gold," in a
negro spirituelle, "Chloe" portraying a Louisiana
negro searching for his sweetheart after the Mississippi flood. His voice seems particularly adapted
to dramatic effects and he received a great round of
applause.
Chaz Chase supplied the comedy
of the evening.
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Dressed a la Charlie Chaplin, he pranced around the
stage and then apparently started to imitate a goat.
He lighted both ends of a cigarette, ate it with relish
and followed it with countless lighted matches, hi.s
shirt front, his boutonniere and finally a mouth organ.
A special feature of the program was an operatic
arrangement of "Yes, We Have No Bananas" by the
Stanley Orche.stra under the direction of Gabriel
Bines.

Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending May 4

Acrobats and fine clothes were the features of
"Snap Shots," the stage offering at the Minnesota
this week, despite advertisements to the contrary.
Mills and Shea, who were the gymnasts of the bill,
got the biggest hand of the show because they
offered some high class entertainment
in their line.
The chonas was richly dressed as most of the
Publix steppers are, and the spectacle of "fine
feathers" brought many favorable "ahs" and "ohs"
from the feminine galleries.
Bert Tucker, son of Sophie, offered a song featuring his mother and did a bit of dancing. He's hardly
the entertainer his parent has been these many years.
Lillian Bernard's and Flo Henrie's vocal efforts
were only casually received by the audience, as were
the gags of Tyler Mason, blackface comedian.
Eddie Dunstedter offered an organ novelty. "Across
to Singapore," featuring Ramon Novarro, Joan
Crawford and Ernest Torrence, was the film offering.

Los Angeles Metropolitan
Week

Ending April 27

Frank Cambria's stage r^vue, "Treasure Ships,"
with Frank Jenks and his Metropolitan band, gave
one of the prettiest presentations of the local
theatres this week. The stage was made up into
a Pirate Ship and the orchestra dressed in red and
black harmonizing with decorations and flags made
a very pleasing sight.
■Val and Ernie Stanton, two young men with
radiant personalities, kept the audience gasping for
breath, getting a laugh with most every crack.
They are exceptionally clever boys and a big asset
to any program.
Following this, Carlos and Norma gave their
version of the Argentine Tango. Charles Benningrton,
world champion peg-leg jumper and dancer with
the aid of the Hohner Harmonica Boys, put over
some beautiful dance numbers, and the peg-leg dance
was more than out of the ordinary as all the
ten boys did a tap dance on a peg-leg. This went
over with a bang.
As a first attempt, Frank Jenks and two members
of the orchestra made a very fair showing, singing
"My Ohio Home." Al and Gussie Bloom, followed
in "The Rag Doll Dance" to the tune of "It Had
to Be You." This is one of their own creations
and altogether different.
Then for closing came a beautiful revue of stage
creations by the Felicia Sorel Girls, with all doing
a bit in the finale.

Seattle Seattle
Week Ending May 2
Publix stage presentation "Dancing Feet" was
welcomed here this week, and put over in nice shape
by Alex Hyde, who came up from the Portland
as guest conductor for the week and John Buffano,
was transferred
to the Portland.
Acts included Harry Rose, "The Broadway Jester."
who scored with quick wit ; Richard Edw.ards, labeled
"Limberlegs" and Margaret Ball, blonde stepper.
Margaret Vaughan, songland's "It" girl with host
of pretty girls scored from start to finish.
Arthur Clausen and the grand orchestra again
stepped into the sirotlight with "Orpheus." Ron and
Don at the organ featured late Spanish song hits
with offering "A Spanish Fantasy."

New York Paramount
Week Ending May 11
The first R. H. Burnside production, "The K.it
Kaberet" with AI Mitchell and the stage orchestra
is presented this week. Burnside is one of the producers of New York Hippodrome shows, the biggest
in the world. Kat Kaberet is distinctly a state production, with scene taken on the roofs of New
York
nade. where midnight prowlers gather for their sci-eRobert Cloy, tenor, and Eva Sobcl. soprano, sing
"Cherry Blossoms," before the revue opens, assisted
by the Paramount Orchestra accompaniment. Then
the show opens with the nuoting of the two cats.
Bert Nagol and Omar are the two cats — giving
the inside dope on what cats are wont to sing on
the rooftops. The Parade of the Krnzy Kats by the
Albertina Rnsch Girls follows, put over in great
style.
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"Felix and .Maria" who oi)en the show give a cat
dance and cat antics offering which draws many a
hearty laugh. Great animals, these cats. The
Hearst Brothers, two juvenile songsters, offer, "If I
Were a Millionaii'e" to good returns.
"The Cat's Meow" by Al Mitchell and the stage
band is a unique novelty orchestra selection — very
appropriate.
The Patterson Twins — in little red dresses — did a
peppy,
dance
which was in.stantly a hit —
stars in snappy
their own
right.
"The Cat and the Canary" — an interpretative dance
by Kcrcnoff and Maree, was featured by a closing
stunt — the girl jumps off from a high fence, swan
dive effect, into the arms of the cat — made the audience gasp. Whistling accompaniments by Roy Walman.
"The Black and White Kittens" offered by the
Rasch girls, was a very good chorus dance, well arranged and executed. Much applause for their endeavors.
The Hearst Brothers — suddenly becoming millionaires in answer to their wish, — sing, "Giggling Gertie"— these small boys are pretty good, their voices
are changing, but they've got showmanship stamped
all over them — personality and pep, too.
Then the Finale, but the entire company — a regular free-for-all gamboling of the cats, which made
a good whirlwind finish to a good show.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending May 5

"Komikal Kapers" was the title of the musical
part of the stage program of Walter Davison and
His Louisville Loons at the Mainstreet. In addition
to an overture, consisting of popular selections, the
Loons were featured in several additional musical
numbers.
Peter Higgins, who is popular with Mainstreet
patrons, was seen in a return engagement with all
new songs, his act being a vocal number. Buster
Shaver and His Tiny Town Revue were seen in a
merry frolic of midgets. Grace and Marie Eline
offered a novelty skit, titled, "Everybody Satisfied."
Agee and White are two young negro comedians who
spank banjoes and guitars unmercifully.

Detroit State
Week Ending May 4
"OKMNX.
We're 20,000,000 strong."
Thus did Fred Stritt, master of ceremonies salute
fellow members of the ancient and mysterious order
of Billygoats who patronized the State throughout
the week.
The stage show offered by the Kunsky production
department was based on Billy de Beck's popular
cartoon, and all of the characters were there. That
is all but the scooters.
As the weeks pile up and Stritt continues on.
merrily entertaining the regular patrons who come
back week after week to see him, his versatility becomes amazing.
This week not only did he conduct a snappy show
and sing a ditty in connection with the Billygoats,
but he also offered a recitative song, "Laugh, Clown,
Laugh," that was a gem.
He put it over, and how !
Trovato, introduced as the "world's greatest violinist," gave some comedy violin numbers. Gray and
White, two hoofers, stepped off a good dance routine
and the State Steppers performed even better than
usual, particularly in a radium dance number.
The cartoon idea was not forgotten, either, and the
State Steppers carried on the theme with a comedy
number entitled "Horsefeathcrs." They were OKMNX.
The show would not have been complete without
Sparkplug, of course, and he pranced in to give
an unique little dance. The Five Maxellos. a group
of tumblers, closed with some surprisingly clever
stunts.

Omaha

Riviera

Week Ending May 3

Humor was the prevailing keynote at the stagelast week. "Russian Revels"
the Riviera
at title,
show
was the
with stagehand, b.indmnster and sottings appropriate to the land of vodka. There were
Russian dancers, with Louis and Frieda Bcrkoff at
their head.
Boycc Coombs, English comedian, joined the show
in Omaha, and seemed to be the star of the week.
His sneezing act was a riot.
Emerson and Baldwin offered comedy juRgline and
talk : Wesley and Vodncy presented Ru.vian humor
and songs, and Anton Tccro otToi-cd tenor numbers.
Paul Spor. innstor of coromonies. apiieared with
Emmolino Ellis, an Omaha girl, in singing "Ramona." The song w,'>s in anticipation of the presentation of the picture of that name the followins
week.
Robert Cuscadrn directed the pit orchestra In a
Music Master production, "Schumann."
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Chicago Chicago
Week

Ending May 6

"Steps and Steppei-s" is the stagre presentation at
the Chieag-o this week. The show oijens with a
fine tap routine by four boys and girls of the ballet.
This is followed by the band number "Little Coquette." The stage set represents a scene in a
large conservatory and is very effective. A member
of the band sings the song well.
Ilomay Bailey is next with a group of songs,
including "Without You Sweetheart," and "A Shady
Tree." As she sings the latter a shady tree drop
lowers behind her. As she exits six boys and girls
come out to do one of the best tap routines this
reporter has seen in many days. They dance to
"Shady Trees." and then another drop back of the
orchestra appears which shows a night scene of a
city from a roof garden, and the effect of being on
a roof garden is very skillfully produced.
Charles Huey, a very young chap, is next with a
very good whistling act. He renders "I Told Them
All About You," "Listen to the Mockingbird," and
"Is She My Girl Friend." The boy gets a fine
hand which he undoubtedly deserved.
Lou Kosloff next announced Glenn and Jenkins,
t%vo boys dressed as negro porters. They do a short
dance while sweeping the stage with long handled
brushes and this is a riot. They then go into
the best line of wise cracks heard in any picture
house since way back when. These boys sui-ely have
the gags and know how to put them over. The
house laughed itself out of breath. They offer a
clever hard shoe dance, and do- their stuff on a
banjo and harmonica. The best blackface team in a
long time in picture houses. They belong back in
the old minstel days.
The tap dancing ballet of six boys and girls do
another splendid routine to the tune of "There Must
Be a Silver Lining." And then a wide flight of
stairs appears and the ballet does a knockout tap
routine on the stairs. This ballet is the real hit
of the show. The curtains close as they finish. A
fine presentation.

Boston Metropolitan
Week Ending April 26
This week was celebrated as the first birthday at
the Met of our popular band leader. Gene Rodemich.
The John Murray Anderson production, "Cameos,"
was presented.
The first number was by Gene and the band buys,
folowed by "A Cameo of Dance" by the popular
Foster Girls. Then the Lett Sisters and Louise sang
some harmony niimbers.
Tommy Wonder, juvenile dancer, did some snappy
jazz footwork. The first dance was done in Russian
costume and consisted of difficult steps but Tommy
sure could step them all.
Gene and the band gave us another selection made
up of hits played during the past season. Then the
Foster Girls put across some acrobatic work on a
huge spider's web which was lowered to the stage
from above.
Coscia and Verdi, stringing comedians, entertained
with jokes and musical take-offs. "A Crystal Cameo"
was the name of the final act. The girls were in
gorgeous silver spangled costumes and stood in a
framework in back of the stage. The entire company came on again for a last short act. A very
attractive finale.
Film : Pola Negri in "Three Sinners."

New York Strand
Week Ending May 11
Leon Navara, in his second big week at the Strand,
features in H. W. CruU's "Radio Nights." Show
opens with gigantic radio set on stage, and loud
speaker on top of the set — Leon Navara, in the
speaker, announcing a special line of chatter to open
the show, then introducing :
The Mark Strand stage band, billed as The Aristocrats of Jazz, who offer "The Dance of the Blue
Danube" — better playing, and seating arrangement
than last week.
The Ada Kaufman Girls present a Boxing Dance —
the eight girls dressed as boxers, giving a fairly
good imitation of our champions. Madame Mignolet,
in the loud speaker before scrim cover, does a very
beautiful Italian Operatic number, went over very
good.
The Meryl Sisters — artists of the dance — present a
snappy jazzy high-kicking number which is full of
vim and pep — pronounced as exceedingly good. They
did a double, each a single, and a double closing.
Leon Navara again treats his newly found friends
to one of his peppy piano solos — of the type that
stopped the show last week, and it did the same
this week.
He has a hard time refusing an encore.
Billy Claire — clicks with usual resounding applause
— a favorite in New York. Ada Kaufman girls — another cute little dance — going over big.
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Julia Gerrity, two "blues" singers rolled into one
— which goes both ways — puts over two numbers,
one of them, "Back in Your Own Back Yard." She
has a little cry in her voice, and does her work in
good style — big hit.
Joe Randolph's Six Banjo Daisies — offer a banjo
selection, and when another light is flashed, they are
in blackface costumes and makeup in a second. Reversible makeup, in three colors, white, red and
blackface. The six boys do specialties, and finish
in a snappy banjo selection.

Philadelphia Carman
Week Ending April 28
The "White Way Revue," a swift-moving presentation of comedy specialties, catchy melodies and brisk
dancing,
scored a decided hit at the Carman this
week.
Harry Ross and Eddie Edwards provided hilarious
comedy in an amusing sketch "In Wrong." They
kept the house in an uproar with an unbroken line
of comical dialogue and theirs was the outstanding
I)erformance
of the evening.
The OUie Thomas Saxymphony, a quintet of saxophones with the size of the instruments increasing
with the height of the players, offered a variety of
melodies.
The Gauthier Sisters, danced and sang with grace
and spirit. The Dufor Boys and their eccentric
dancing were well received. They have individuality
of style and their diflScult steps were clever and up
to date.
Mildred Byram sang off stage in a pleasing voice
as a feature of the overture and also accompanied
herself on a mandolin
in another
song.
Selections from "The Student Prince" were played
by the Carman Grand Orchestra under the leadership
of David Pesetzki.

San Francisco Granada
Week Ending May 3
A Publix revue, "Blue Plate," with a delectable
assortment of melody and fun, and plenty of local
trimmings, was the stage dish offered Granada patrons this week. Incidentally, it served to introduce
Phil Lampkin as leader of the Granada SyncoSymphonists and master of ceremonies. Young
Lampkin, a native of San Francisco, has had a lively
career within a span of a few years, having been
successively an actor, a band leader, a prize fighter
and a radio entertainer, and the qualities which
made him a leader in these activities were in evidence in his Granada performances.
The act opened with the appearance of Lorraine
Tumbler before the curtain singing a song about
Holland and when the curtain arose it disclosed a
Holland setting in blue and white, with a huge plate
in the background.
The twelve Foster Girls offered a Dutch dance, all
in blue and white costumes. They carried the novel
neck yoke of Holland, from which baskets were suspended, and concealed in the baskets were carefully
tuned electric bells, on which they played, as they
danced, to the tune of "Two Little Wooden Shoes."
Gordon and King, male dancers, offered a Dutch
number, which brought an encore, and the orchestra
offered a novelty number descriptive of a small town
circus. Phil Lampkin demonstrated his versatility
by playing on several instruments and ending by
singing "I Still Love You."
The Foster Girls next offered an unusually effective dance, which proved a study in blue and white.
Myers and Hanford, introduced as "two butter and
egg men from Amsterdam, and the whole cheese,
too," sang "Down in Arkansas," played a duet on a
musical
saw and danced
in true Arkansas
style.
Koehler and Edith gave an exhibition of fancy
skating which was one of the best this reporter has
ever seen.
The blue and white plate in the background went
up and a bevy of girls was disclosed posing on a
Dutch windmill. The act came to an end with the
windmill revolving, the girls still decorating the fans.

New York Roxy
Week Ending May 11
A very high-grade brand of entertainment was
presented on the stage this week, opening with the
Symphony
"1812."
Beatrice Orchestra's
Belkin and Overture,
Douglas Stanbury
present a
duet from "Rigoletto" — with special scenery and
lighting, and costumes to fit atmosphere — very
dramatic opera number.
"The Spider and the Fly" — a living picture of the
fable, by Flora Duanc, Lillian LaTonge, Rath Porter
and Harold Arias — interpreted in a striking stage
silhouette, beautifully executed.
Dance of the Skeletons, by Markert's 32 Roxyettes
— another demonstration of the novelty and precision
that has characterized this troupe.
"La Marseillaise"
by the Roxy Ensemble,
a dra-
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matic and musical staging of the famous scene of
French Revolutionary days.
"Moonbeam.s" — a big ncene with Gladys Rice, Aldo
Bomonte, the chorus and the Ballet Corps, — Victor
Herbert's masterpiece presented in a truly wonderful
manner.
"Story of the Flower" — by Joyce Coles, Nicholas
Daks and the Ballet Corps, presenting the birth of
the flower, its growth, the bee coming to take the
honey, and its final death — the petals are by the
ballet girls, the pollen and bee by the two stars
mentioned above.
Danse Moderne-Religio.so, by Von Grona and his
Dancers — a recent arrival from Germany, and an expert of the new school of dancing based on the abstract.

Chicago Uptown
Week Ending April 28
"Milady's Fan" which was reported at the Chicago
theatre tationlast
was the title of this week's presenat theweek
Uptown.
The Ada Kaufman Girls assisted by two clever
dancers Ojeda and Inibert opened with the performance in a snappy manner.
Benny and Western were introduced by Frankie
Masters as the two boys who were rocking the
country with their sensational dancing. The boys
also rocked the Uptown patrons too. Frankie Masters
must be commended on his clear announcing.
Bcrnice and Emily went over in a fine manner
with their clever acrobatic dancing. The patrons
wanted more, but two numbers was all the girls
would do.
Dorothy Neville, the girl whose voice goes as high
as the moon received considerable applause for her
number.
Lamberti, one of the oustanding numbers on this
pi-ogram was given a big hand for his interesting
playing on the xylophone. For the finale, the orchestra played "Milady's Fan" while the entire cast
assembled amidst beautiful stage settings for the curtain.

Detroit Michigan

Week Ending May 4

"Galloping On" is the Frank Cambria offering on
the Michigan stage this week, a presentation of a
Ziegfeldian nature in its general opulence and
impeccable
staging.
The scene is an English countryside during the
height of the hunt season, which of course gives the
cast ample opportunity to appear in colorful costumes.
The Bachelor Octet and the Equestrienne Quartet
are singing ensembles of importance which indulge
in luscious harmony. Another elaborate musical
number is the playing of "Rain" by Del Oelbridge
and his Michigan Syncopators.
Ben Blue provides some great comedy and proves
to be an eccentric dancer of no mean ability.
Mariam Lax, a pleasing soprano, and Robert Cloy,
a splendid tenor, contribute a hai-monious duet.
Ample comedy is provided by the antics of
"Bonzo," a qtiaint bull dog, the characterization
presented
Alfred
Latell.
Animalsof are
forte
and by
he has
played
all manner
such Latell's
parts,
from the wolf in "Little Red Riding Hood" to the
complacent cow in "The Wizard of Oz."
"Bonzo" is the melancholy mongrel which Latell
first made famous with Maude Adams in her immortal success, "Peter Pan." He is assisted in his
present act by Sylvan Dell — a cognomen which
sounds
nom de
— whose love
for "Bonzo"
leads toquite
a series
of plumish
mirth-provoking
incidents.
Eduard Werner's symphony orchestra has some
vocal trimmings in the rendition of selections from
the opera

"Faust."

Philadelphia Fox

Week Ending May 5

Dave Harmon
and his Everglades
Syncopators
at
the Fox this week supplied the background for the
Syncopated Revels, which provided an evening of
entertainment that was varied and uniformly good
if not strikingly original or noteworthy. Dave Harmon acted in the dual capacity of orchestra leader
and master of ceremonies.
The act opened with the orchestra seated behind
a curtain of glittering, iridescent strips which rose
to show an attractive tropical garden with deep blue
sky dotted with stars making an effective setting
for the opening number, "Mandalay," played with
spirit.
Al Bundy and Tess Norway did a whirlwind dance
and the ease with which Bundy flung his partner
around him made the audience gasp.
The orchestra intervened with a clever parody
entitled "How I Love My Vulgar Boatman."
Benny Kameroff, in Russian costume, did amazing
things with a miniature accordion, playing a medley
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of selections both classical and ragtime as he rolled
about the stage and turned somersaults, all without
ceasing playing for a moment.
Bemis and Brown have a clever collegiate dance
act characterized by skill, grace and lightness and
the audience wae completely taken by surprise to find
at the cloee that Bemis was a girl.
Gil Gilbert and Ned Ross, blues singers, one of
whom has a voice like an understudy to a saxophone,
sang several selections. They closed with the house
in darkness, in purple light with phosphorescent
gloves, ehoee and collars, an entirely unexpected
ending.
Pauline Alpert, Victor and Duo Art recording
artist, showed amazing technique on the piano.
Dave Harmon and the orchestra then gave an
amusing musical satire on "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
Dave recited the episodes and the orchestra replied
with musical comments that were both original and
clever.
Horton Spur, the real hit of the evening, was
wildly applauded for his unusual acrobatic dancing.
Clad in a disreputable looking cap and sweater, he
bounced around the stage like an animated India
rubber ball and ended in a burst of applause.

Los Angeles Boulevard
Week

Ending April 27

Lynn Cowan, with the help of his Jazz Jesters, put
over one of the snappiest programs offered at the
Boulevard in some time. Each and every act on the
bill was one of merit and the orchestra numbers
proved to be very popular with a well filled house.
The presentation opened with the Jazz Jesters playing, "Sometimes I'm Happy." and this harmonious
little ten piece band had the audience swaying from
the word "go."
Next followed a young man with a uke, Harry
Cody, who needed no introduction as being from the
south for as soon as he started to talk, it was readily
known, that Dixie had a great representation. He
wins friends quickly, and after telling a few storiee
and singing a couple of songs, he was forced to encore.
Natalie Harrison, next followed doing a pretty
dance number. The next offering had the customers
roaring from the very start, as Bozo Fox made his
entrance dressed in a long Spanish shawl and big
hat, entering with his back to the audience. The deception proved to delight the crowd. He was assisted
at the piano by Katherine Ferris, and his dance numbers and falls were out of the ordinary. Fox has
been in vaudeville for thirty years and rates as one
of the surest laugh makers in the business, and a
very clever tap dancer.
Lynn Cowan^ came next with a song. "I Walked
Back From the Buggy Ride" which went over good.
Right here I want to add that Lynn has certainly
earned the title of "Dr. Jazz" for he is a sure cure
for the blues, and has surely improved within the
past year or eo. He was formerly too serious and
worked so hard that he was a blank in places, but
now^well, see him and hear him and you will know
why.
Jimmie Ray, a fast and furious soft shoe dancer,
followed and of all the funny things that boy can
do with his feet. He is a very good entertainer but
believe that if he would give the audience a smile
once in a while that he would be received better.
Dr. Jazz closed the bill singing, "Way Down
South in Heaven" and how. He sure left a good
impression on the audience and I don't wonder why
he was moved to one of the best neighborhood houses
in the city. This versatile young man, has much
promise
and will some day rate like nobody's business.

Chicago Granada
Week

Ending May 11

"Japanzy" is the title of this week's stage show
at Marks Brothers' charming Granada, with Charles
Kalcy acting as host in his usual delightful style
(as the Paducah News society editor might put it).
The curtain rises on the ballet garbed a la Nipponese in front of a lotus-flower scrim which hid
the band. The gals do a routine and quit the
premises as the band is disclosed. A flourish of
brass — and enters Kaley.
The stage is unusually beautiful in the Japanese
motif. The lighter hues and more fragile lines give
one the impression not only of Japan but of Spring
— and that's always such a nice feeling.
Kaley takes the band into "I Still Love You" but
neglects to sing. This number is followed by Shean
and Philips, two-thirds of the trio of Shcan, Philips
and Anger. The two young men have ukuleles and
pleasant personalities and their comic songs — and
particularly their enter-and-oxit business — win them
the plaudits of Sunday's multitudes.
The Anger division of the trio followed with jazzy
vocalizing. But just one song she had, "When You're
With Somebody Else," though her auditors would
have liked more. Followed a band number, "Together," and this time Kaley
presented
the lyrics
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also. Peggy Eames, the little mite of "Our Gang"
screen comedies, was next, and because she was not
only a kid but also a truly clever songstress and
dancer, she was quite successful.
The approaching close produced the headliner, Al
Herman, who went through casual blackface gagging
with indifferent success. Approximately 90 per cent
of the applause was in appreciation of a plant singing from a box, offering "Ramona" and "There Must
Be a Silver Lining." He proved an invaluable aid
to the theatrical career of Mr. Herman.
The close brought out the performers in review, as
a back drop lifted, revealing the ballet elevated behind the band in gorgeous costumes, with one of
them ascending in a sort of sunburst of colors to the
center of the drop. The last note blared — and that
was all of a pretty good Kaley show.
The picture was Warner Brothers' "Tenderloin,"
the length of which accounted for curtailment of the
acts.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending May 4
"The Spanish Fan," this week's offering by the
Playboys opens with Billy Meyers singing "An Old
Guitar and an Old Refrain." The boys are dressed
in Spanish costumes while back of them is a huge
fan. Bebe Barri's English Rockets are arranged on
either side of the stage and as Meyers finishes they
do their stuff a la Spanish costumes.
The girls are followed by John and Mary Jennings
who stage a clever Spanish dance, and draw fair
applause for their efforts.
Brown and Bailey, two snappy steppers in blue,
do some neat dancing together, followed by one of
the boys who do the "Varsity Drag." They intersperse their dancing with a bit of comedy and make
a hit.
"Ramona" is offered by the band with Billy
Meyers singing the song through first. After the
orchestra has played the selection the fan is parted
and the three Dennis Sisters on the upper stage
seated before a beautiful Spanish shawl sing the
song. The girls, whose voices blend beautifully, then
sing "Dear Old Georgia Moon," and "My Ohio
Home." They receive heavy applause, but refuse
to sing any more.
The Barri Girls' next offering is a unique dance
in which each wears black eo.stumes with green
gloves on their arms. The number is very cleverly
done and goes over big.
Jerome Mann is just a youngster but exceedingly
clever. He sings "Is She My Girl Friend" followed
by an imitation of Ted Lewis singing "Just Around
the Corner." A sketch of Eddy Leonard is next
and as an encore he offers a sketch of Pat Kooney.
The boy is clever and gets big applause.
John and Mary Jennings come back to do another
bit of fancy dancing followed by the Barri Girls
who do a shawl dance to "Valencia." As they finish
the band swings into the melody of "Ramona" and
the Dennis Sisters on the upper stage sing the
chorus to the song, while still higher up John and
Mary Jennings hold a diflicult dance pose. The
presentation
is well done and well staged.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending May 5
Roy Detrich and Band presented a very fine show
to the i>eopIe of the Capitol theatre this week, and
it was everything its title meant — "A Carnival of
The Capitol Girls opened the show with a neat
dance, and ended up with a Black Bottom routine.
Then Roy appeared on the stage, getting a nice
applause. It looks like the people are well satisfied
Fun."
with Roy's work.
Born and Lawrence, reported before in this book,
were also on the bill.
Carpenter and Ingrams, the two harmony girls
from radio station WLS, and pleasing to listen to,
were given a fair hand for their songs.
Andy Rizzo, the popular accordion player of
Detrichs' orchestra, created a great deal of applause
with his comic act. Rizzo is well liked and the
people look for an act from him every week.
Roy Detrich next sang a very pretty song called
"Ramona." The people were not satisfied so Roy
had to sing the chorus over again.
The Two Black Dots gave some clever dancing but
did not click with the public.
The Finale: The orchestra sang a song that fitted
in well called "The More Wo Are Together." The
Capitol Girls came out doing another of their trick
dances and the entire cast appeared for the curtain.

Salt Lake Capitol
Week

Ending April 28

The stage presentation act at the Capitol theatre
this past week, billed as the "Jungle Idea" was received in a highly favorable manner by large
audiences. A primitive jungle with a native village
Slotting is the background
for this offering.
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The act opens with a very artistic scenic and
lighting effect aide<l by South Sea musical numbers
and dancing.
Eighteen of Fanchon and Marco's beauties were
featured in their jazz interpretation of the famous
Zulu War Dance, costumed in typical Zulu style
with grass skirts and black wigs.
Wallace and Sanna, who recently were here in
the "Sea Nymphs Idea" were featured in the dance
of the "Ape Man"
which
was very well presented.
Nora Schiller, known as the half pint of "Blues,"
was also featured in song and dance numbers while
Callahan and Miller, two black faced comedians,
cavort about in their burlesque on a couple of jungle
savages. Douglas Aleno offered a bit of jungle
atmosphere in his snake dance.
A jungle hut is used as the headquarters for
Albert! and his band which featured some new
jungle tunes with their fascinating rhythms. The
act finished in a spectacular fashion with the
eighteen girls in an aerial routine.

Atlanta Howard
Week Ending May 6
Jack Stanley, new bandmaster of the Howard
theatre, was given a good presentation, "Publix
Annual Revue" with which to start on his journey
to try and catch up with popular Al Short and Ray
Teal. How far he got was hard to tell as the
audiences seem to be thinking him over before giving
out the applause. They do that often, as entertainers
know who have experienced that attitude themselves.
Roy Cropper, "the original Student Prince," headlined the bill and his many popular songs brought
favor.
Dorothy Johnson, first found in Atlanta by Al
Short while he was accumulating talent for his
kiddies' shows, received a good send-off from her
home town. For an eight year old kid, she
possesses abounding talent and predictions are
great for her future.
Outstandingly artistic were the Three Kemmys,
who thrilled the audience with their statuary formations. They were well liked.
Lime Trio, termed the novelty sensation, were
enjoyable comedians. Sylvia and Clcmence proved to
be far above the average tap-dancers. They drew
good
hands. beautiful were the gowns shown in the
Especially
grand parade. The whole program ranked among
the best for the Howard in some time.

Los Angeles
Loew's
State
Week Ending
April 27
Fanchon and Marco's idea of "Radio-Television"
proved to be quite a novelty and was highly received
by the appreciating audience. The stage was made
up into a big radio set with dials, aerial and speaker
which later was lighted showing The Greater Band.
BennywasRubin
wason the
the through
"mike"
which
brought
the announcer
stage, and over
released
a speaker on the opposite side. The whole set was
beautifully arranged, showing several of the artists
as television, which
looked vci-y realistic.
Frances St. George, gave a couple of selections
which went over very good. Nat Spector, a black
face, was very successful in emulating Al Jolson.
singing "Mammy." How that boy can sing. He
gets his stuff over, in a pleasing, pleasant manner.
Hope to hear more of this boy.
Art West, the impersonator, is fast making big
headway. He is a hard working conscientious boy
and delivers the goods. It is hard to believe that
he is doing an impersonation and the audience is
delightfully surprised when he finishes and removes
his wig. He has been given several worthwhile
press notices lately and will add prestige to any
presentation.
West and Hane, two good hoofers, deserve plenty
of credit for the way they do their bit. They are
dancing fools and have plenty of new stuff.
Mosby's Blue Blowers, were one of the outstanding
features of the show. They are knockouts. Their
rendition of the latest numbers kept the audience
swaying. This colored band has won much popularity
on the coast and is plenty much in demand.
The Pearl Twins and Henry Bergman were also
on the bill, as an added attraction. Special guests"
nights with the various radio stare in jierson made
quite a hit, as the stars are rarely seen in person
but all have a large following.

New Open Days
Most of the deluxe picture hou,-os in Chio,i(W h.ive
changed their opening da.vs .is follows : Oriental.
Sunday opening ; with Norehore. Son.ite .and Harding
following suit : the Granada and Mnrbro. Saturday
opening: the Slieridan. a Sunday opening. This
leaves the Chicago, Uptown and TivoU besides the
Capitol and .\vnlon as Monday openings. This of
course covers only the houses offering a prt»entaUon
ixjlicy of stage bandshow.* who are now practicing
n i-otation of band lenders.
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Milton Charles (Chicago Chicago) offers a variety

One of the toughest assignments, in my opinion,
is that of "Librarian" for the Publix Theatres. With
one and two units leaving New York every week for
the Pacific Coast and back, the music is one of the
most essential details involved. Henry Falk very
ably takes care of this position.

* * •

Jesse Crawford returned to the Oriental theatre
in Chicago for a three week engagement, and as
usual, he received a tremendous ovation. Upon completion of this engagement, he will once again return to the Paramount Theatre in New York City,
where he and Mrs. Crawford are one of the mainstays of the weekly programs of that theatre.

concert this week playing "Chloe," and "Beloved,"
with slide accompaniment. During the playing of
"Beloved" a boy and girl are seen behind the scrim
curtain upon which the lyrics are shown. This was
done in practically the same manner in which Albert
Brown produces his Scrimaphone presentations at
the Marks Brothers houses. The boy sings the lyric
to "Beloved." Charles gets a fine hand, and it is
apparent that his popularity at the Chicago is on
the increase.
Arthur Richter (Milwaukee, Wisconsin) offers this
week "The Song Show" much as an automobile
dealer would exhibit at an auto show. His first
number is "Back in Your Own Back Yard," followed
by "Havin* Your Ups and Downs," "Sunshine,"
"Without You" and "Mary Ann." Between each
of these songs, the words to which are flashed on
the screen, several slides commenting on each
"model" are flashed, and by the time the last number
rolls around Richter has the audience singing in high.

* * *

For some reason or other, new music publishers
are springing up almost daily, particularly in New
York. Some of them last a week and some ten'
weeks. From all evidence, they believe that the
publishing business is a cinch, but very soon find out
that it is not as sweet as they anticipate. A lot
of financial resources plus a good deal of hard labor
certainly is necessary, I'll tell the world 1

* *

«

One of the most difficult things to broadcast, from
the standpoint of balance, is a brass band, and in all
justice to Charles Bentcr, director of the United
States Navy Band at Washington, D. C, he should
be complimented on not only the way his music
comes over the ether, but for his selection of tunes,
which are heartily endorsed by the boys in the music
business, which is a good sign.

* *

»

Duke Yellman, the handsome band leader at the
Mah Jong Inn, here in New York, is quite a radio
feature at Station WMCA, from which he and his
band broadcast three times weekly. By way of
mention, I hear that Duke is also quite a feature
with the ladies.

«

*

*

Afi everybody knows, in the very heart of Times
Square is the Astor Hotel. For years, the men's
wash room of the Hotel Astor has been patronized
by thousands every day. This free service was taken
advantage of to such an extent, that recently turnstiles were placed there, whereby it was necessary
to_ gain admittance by placing 10c in these turnstiles. The throngs have not abated, and it is
roughly estimated that this wash room takes in
about $150 to $200 a day. Some returns for an investment of a few turnstiles!

»

*

»

Rumors have it, and they are pretty authentic,
that the one and only Walter Donaldson is going
into the music publishing business for himself. Practically every professional and business man's name
has been at one time or other associated with this
new enterprise, and from last reports Walter Douglas
recently of Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, and Mose
Gambel, professional manager of Remick's will be
Donaldson's partners. With
turning out
those wonderful songs of his, thisWalter
new firm should be,
without a doubt, a tremendous success. I hear that
they will open their doors with $100,000 assured
them,— $35,000 for the foreign rights to their catalogue, and the remainder on the general order of
one of the big syndicate stores.

»

«

*

Since Harry Engcl has taken over the position at
Irving Berlin, Inc., formerly held by Bobby Crawford, he has slowly but surely built up a wonderful
standard catalogue, which in due time will be
a
tremendous asset to his firm. The latest publications to come under the Berlin wing through Engel's
manipulations, are compositions by the renowned
Sousa.
a • *
P. S. Will be in Chicago next week and will give
you the dirt as I find it. Sid Herman better watch
out! Will tell you all about the Paul Ash opening
when I see you.

Henri A. Keates (Chicago Oriental). — It really
doesn't matter much what he plays for he gets his
audience to sing anyway. This week he even had
those who can't sing do some humming and that
is some accomplishment. However he used some
good songs this week, such as "Give Me a Night in
June," "Ain't She Sweet," "Cecelia," "Mai-y Ann"
and finished up with "Sunshine." He almost put
on a special number by using the scale for the
girls to sing the "Up" part of the scale and the boys
to sing the "Down" pai't.
Harry Zimmerman (Chicago Belmont) solo this
week was short and sweet. Short because he only
played but three numbers and, sweet, because he
was assisted by his sister who sang "The Man I
Love" and went over in a very pleasing manner,
Zimmerman accompanying at the organ as only a
skillful organist could do, and more should be seen
and heard of both.
George Valeh (Chicago Shore) offered a solo called
"College Songs" with illustrated slides depicting each
state and their tunes. This was all done in the
form of community singing and the stunt was well
liked. This fellow is quite popular here and is
receiving considerable newspaper comment for his
"Kiddy-Club Idea."
Doc Webb (Chicago Marshall Square) offered a
"Song Title Contest" for his solo as a community
stunt. The numbers used were "Dream Kisses," "Is
She My Girl Friend?," "I'm Sori-y" and "I Still
Love You." This stunt was a tie-up with the newspaper contest of a similar nature now running in
Chicago. Webb is a big feature at this theatre for
his weekly offering.

George Saunders (Chicago Chelten) did a "OneMan Show" this week on the organ playing everything from the overture to the feature. Popular
music and thematic tunes were used for topics of
the day, newsreel and the feature photoplay. As a
community stunt "Across the Street From Heaven"
was featured with slides depicting "Southern Tunes."

Jesse Crawford Ag^ain
Becomes Chicago Guest
Jesse Crawford, world's premier organist will play
a three weeks engagement at the Oriental theatre,
Chicago, as guest organist. Mr. Crawford will present his usual concert solo that has made him
famous all over the country. After this engagement,
he will return to the Paramount theatre. New York,
where he and his wife both appear in organ concerts.
Henri A. Keates, the feature organist of this
theatre will be guest organist at the Uptown and
Tivoli theatre, Chicago, during the engagement of
Crawford.

Famous Names on Chicago
Stages This Week
This week Chicago is being honored with many

star names of both stage and screen. Van &
Schenck are on the first Ash-less bill at the Oriental
in addition to Jesse Crawford, the organist, Larry
Semon, the movie comedian in person at the Senate,
Little Peggy and Sunshine Sammy, both of "Our
Gang" comedies appearing at the Granada and StateLake theatres.
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SONGS
BIG HIT!
"Ramona"THE
— (Leo Feist).
THE BEST SELLERS
"Sunshine" — (Irving Berlin).
"Back
in Your Own Backyard" — (Irv"Chlo'e"
ing Berlin).
— (Villa Moret).
"Beloved" — (Irving Berlin).
H. "Laugh,
Remick). Clown,
Laugh" — (Jerome
"Mary Ann" — (Irving Berlin).
"My Ohio Home" — (Leo Feist).
Berlin).
"I Can't Do Without You" — (Irving
derson).
"Together — (DeSylva-Brown & HenMe"—
Feist).
"Last(Leo
Night
I Dreamed You Kissed
"Coquette" — (Leo Feist).
"Waiting For Katie" — (Leo Feist).
SAY
"YES"
TODAY— (Leo Feist. Inc.)— A trick
title but written up as this great writer only knows
how.
Enuf
said.
Words
and
music
by Walter
Donaldson.

«

*

«

ROSETTE— (Milton Weil Music Co.)— A number
that reminds one of "Coquette" by the same writer.
This song looks like it will make quite a bit of
money for the Lombardos and they deserve it on
account of their great radio angle to start songs.
Lyrics by Charles Newman, music by Carmen Lombardo.

«

*

*

OH, YOU HAVE NO IDEA— (Agcr-Yelleii & Bomstein) — An "Ain't She Sweet" type of song that is
just a£ clever as the former and should click as big.
Words by Phil Ponce, music by Dan Dougherty.

«

#

«

MELANCHOLY
SALLY — (Shapiro-Bernstein
&
Co.) — A "Sally" Song with a melancholy baby idea.
A sure fire selling combination. All three of the
writers have many successes to their credit. By
Jimmie Monaco, Al Piantadosi
* * # and Ray Klagee.
I'LL
DO
MY
BEST — (Irving
Berlin,
Inc.)— A
sweet little wedding idea which is quite appropriate
at this time of the season. One of the writers is
the well known radio star. Little Jack Little. Co* *
writers are the two Als* "Lewis"
and "Sherman."
HUM ALL YOUR TROUBLES AWAY— (Ted
Browne Music Co.) — A cheer up song. The writers
will be remembered as WLS radio stare. One of
the features of this copy is the piano solo arrangement by the popular Lee Sims. Words and music
by Ford Rush, Glen Rowell and Fleming Smith.

«

*

«

WAS IT A DREAM?- (Spier & Coslow,
terrific eastern hit that is slowly spreading
territory. One of the writers who is also
lisher, namely Larry Spier is here for
three weeks in the interest of this song.
Coslow, Larry Spier and
* *Addy
« Bi'itt.

Inc.)— A
into this
the pubthe next
By Sam

WHEN
YOU
CARRY
THE
TORCH— (Robbins
Music Corp.) — -A philosophical song that embraces
both the idea of "Four Walls" and "That Old Gang
of Mine." A strong lyric with an appropriate
melody.
Words and music by Harry Herschel.

* * *

A HUNDRED YEARS FROM NOW— (ShapiroBernstein & Co.) — A title that sets you thinking. We
wonder who will be writing this column a hundred
years from now. Also what type of songs will we
have in that age and so on. The writers, Phil Baker
and Sid Silvers, were here recently in "A Night in

* * *
I SAW YOU SMILE— (Spier & Coslow, Inc.)— If
a smile can do all this song tells about, the world
would be ours for just a smile. A well written
song that looks commercial. By Al Lewis, Ernie
Watson and Frank Winegar.
* * *
Spain."
P. S.— PAUL ASH will start Paramounting on
Broadway this Saturday and it looks like a cinch
that he will duplicate his Chicago success.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, '^Through
the Box Office Window."

C

"LAUGH

CLOWN

HANEY without his ci-utches, Chaney the
middle-aged lover, Chaney the clown, Chaney
the actor! These are good entertainers, particularly the latter, and "Laugh Clown Laugh"
is good entertainment. It is, I think, the sort
of picture that illustrates the difference between
entertainment and amusement, for it is not all
amusing. Entertainment is, of course, the bigger of the two.
Anyone, I think, can make an amusing picture. Almost any of the well known stars can
be amusing for five or six reels. Not many of
them, however, can be entertaining for that or
a shorter duration. Entertainment demands
something more than pastiming. It demands,
in fact, the sort of performance Lon Chaney
gives in "Laugh Clown Laugh" — a performance
of mind and body, a physical performance visibly motivated by mental causation. (But this
is getting learned.)
Mr. Chaney

T. O. Service

LAUGH"

does not distort himself in

"Laugh Clown Laugh." He enacts a clown of
possibly more than middle age, enacting him
with and without the paint and pantaloons. He
enacts, too, the clown enacting a clown. This
is pretty high business. I know no one but
Chaney who could do it so well.
The theme of "Laugh Clown Laugh" is pretty
well known. It is stated in the title, too, for
anyone who isn't familiar with the general idea.
The story contains, too, a reversal of that theme,
which is contrasted to the principal theme and
yet made a part thereof. The story is built
solidly, substantially, sanely, incorporated incidents ranging far from the beaten path, and it
contains no minute of film that I did not find
interesting.
If Mr. Chaney departs at all from his high
standard of acting in "Laugh Clown Laugh" it
is to give evidence of a time-sense that I have
not previously identified with him. It is, in a
dramatic way, what Mr. Chaplin's famous timesense is to the dean of comedians. It shows
itself in the exactly correct attenuation of preparatory sequences, in the exactly correct emphasis upon high points, in the exactly correct diminution of motion after a crisis. It is,
as you must gather, an exactly correct timesense.
I believe I'm giving the impression that I
think Mr. Chaney is a whale of an actor. If
I'm not, I'm sorry, for that — at least that — is
what I think he is.

I

"SEALED

LIPS'

LIKE nothing better than to go to a theatre

where quiet, well-mannered people sit in orderly contemplation of a screen which is devoted to a continuous exhibition of pictures.
The Playhouse, Chicago, is such a theatre. I
do not know of any place where observation
circumstances are better. The house is small,
the people are very evidently the right people,
and there is no officious ceremony.
But —
"Sealed Lips," an Italian production exhibited
at the Playhouse and written rapturously about
by the local picture gals, is just about as bad
as pictures get. It is introduced by a neat caption explaining that this is in the new European
manner ("montage" is the word used) and that
the acting is supposed to be secondary to the
situation. Alas, the actors then proceed to act
their heads off, disporting themselves in such
wild and furious fashion as to quite obscure
the really beautiful backgrounds. It is all too
bad.
The Playhouse never fails, however, to provide something worth mention. (I must go
there more often.) The caption containing the
"montage" crack as keenly conceived and neatly
executed bit of showmanship as one comes onto.
I'm sorry it flopped, although perhaps I'm
wrong — considering the notices — in saying that
it did.
Another touch of the unofficial — which The
Playhouse makes charming — was exhibition of
something about the history of gasoline. I contracted the impression that some one of the
powerful oil interests might have persuaded
somebody to produce the picture, perhaps as
a means of making people forget about other
oil affairs, but it is extremely well done and
very interesting. I doubt that a commercial
theatre would have the nerve to risk political
accusation by running it. although of course
that is none of my business.

w,

"LADY

She's finally found something she can do.
"Lady Be Good" is a piece about vaudeville
actors and she has Jack Mulhall along side. I
wonder if this isn't the type of thing Miss
Mackaill can do. Yes. I think it is.
story

of

"Lady

Re

Good"

dancer at some time (let's see, wasn't she in
the
?), but she's a dancer in this thing and
she's a vaudevillian in this thing and she's a
pleasant, self-possessed little actress for the first
time — to my knowledge — in pictures. I hope
it isn't just a flash, for we need some of these.
"THE

LITTLE

SHEPHERD

OF

KINGDOM

I

WISH I had a better memory for names —
or less of a dislike for looking up printed data
— for then I could write praises of the people

who staged "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
COME"
Come" as well as praises of the picture. When
a picture is so evidently the beneficiary of careful, painstaking effort — when it shows so clearly
that there was no time-clock on the job and an
extra take was not prohibited by the budget —
something ought to be said for the persons responsible. This is one of those times. Lacking
the names, I say the things anyway. The picture is a fine piece of production.
As to actors, the cast reads like a Wlio's Who.
At the top of the list, of course, is Richard
Barthelniess, but there are so many in it that
are almost as important to it that I shall make
no mention of other individual players. Dick,
back in the hills of "Tol'able David," is Dick
at his best, and Dick at his best is good enough
for anybody's entertainment.
This [lain^takjni; care in re-creating u period
and a location, of transporting tlie audience to
iiiiotlicr time and place, is the last word in production. Iknow it costs money. I know the
red ink on pictures made in this manner sometimes runs to unmentionable figures. But I
know, too, that one of these pictures goes further toward making the picture theatre the com-

BE GOOD'

ELL, girls and boys, here's good news
about Dorothy Mackaill. Yes sir, the same.

The

snappy little thing about a bum magician and
his assistant, who is to become the ball and
chain assistant to substitute for his wife — -in the
act, at least — and how poverty, the breaks and
plain dumb love combine to fix things up for
all concerned. Told laboriously, the yam would
be pretty thin. Told in the bright, careless
manner of the picture it pleases all the way.
Miss Mackill may or may not have been a

is a quite

munity's chief catherina place than a doren
merely adequate films. Perhaps the expense of
these really good pictures should be shared
by all producing companies and exhibiting interests. Of course that isn't a practical plan.
.■\nyway, in some manner or another, we ought
to be assured of a supply of these things. Tlie
occasional one that now comes to h.ind is the
one

thing lluit kci-ps me

interi'»Ii-il in pictures.
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Incorporated in this department of practical showmanship of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving
Picture World departments, "Selling the picture to the Public," and "Better Business Builders."

These Campaigns Stimulate Box Office
This storj- is written mainly for one purpose: to illustrate the importance the modern theatre attaches to exploitation and
to show how consistently it puts over exploitation stunts and campaigns week in and week out as a necessary stimulant for the
box office. However, the story also offers ideas for exploitation on a number of pictures that are being released today.
These exploitation campaigns were put
over by the Boulevard theatre, a West
Coast Theatres house in Los Angeles.
Montague Salmon is managing director.
Bj' looking at the reproduction on the next
page, you can see at a glance many of the
stunts that the theatre has used. A brief
summary on the campaigns for a number of
pictures follows.
"Thanks for the Buggy Ride"
1. Five hundred copies of the music were
presented to the first 500 ladies entering
the theatre on the opening night, at no cost
to the theatre.
2. Personal appearances of stars in the
cast on the opening night. Bouquets were
presented to the ladies, and the gala affair
received a great deal of publicity.
3. A radio tieup was easily obtained. A
well known radio star sang and played his
ukulele, featuring "Thanks for the Buggy
Ride," on three different occasions in advance of the showing.
4. Four days in advance of the attraction
an attractive horse and buggy was paraded
through the city; the driver dressed in a
snappy theatre uniform accompanied by a
beautiful young lady. At every important
street corner, the buggy was stopped while
the young lady sang the song and then
distributed heralds. Signs were carried on
the buggy. The stunt received a large share
of favorable comment.
5. Three days in advance of the picture
two attractive girls were sent over the city
on roller skates. Signs on their back read,
"Thanks for the Buggy Ride." The girls
also appeared at a number of skating rinks.
This stunt went over big.
6. Five thousand small tags with a string
loop in one end, the card reading, "Thanks
for the Buggy Ride," were distributed to
children coming out of school. They were
eagerly sought after and worn by the kids.
7. Three tJiousand post cards carrying a
picture of Laura LaPlante were presented
to male patrons prior to the showing of the
picture.
8. Ten thousand programs were mailed
and distributed to patrons in advance of
the showing. The program gave a detailed
account of the picture.
9. Eighteen thousand heralds were distributed in all parts of the city through the
pages of the Los Angeles Herald. These
reached into the homes.
10. The feature organist gave a special
organ slide novelty, "Thanks for the Buggy
Ride," the entire week in advance of the
showing.
11. The stage presentation was specially
tied up with the picture.

Scanlon Speaks
For Exploitation
Editor,Sir:"THE THEATRE."
Dear
If I did not know that the HERALDWORLD was a paper of merit, I would
say that the article, "We Beg to Differ,"
in this week's issue was a space filler and
nothing more. It was that impossible to
believe any exhibior could talk such nonsense.
It's a good thing all of us managers
don't feel the same way — we would be
looking for new jobs all the time. Big
or small town, we all need that pep that
a nifty little stunt will bring to tfee B. O.
Mr. Press should see some of the scrap
books that are kept by most all theatre
men around the country — stunts laid away
waiting for the time when it will be useful in making things lively around the
town for a few days in advance of an
opening of a picture.
As for having to get out too many ideas
in a year, why not suggest to Press that
he try all mediums of advertising on one
attraction and then when he gets 'em in,
keep plugging the following features with
the lobby and screen and now and then
a little institutional advertising. Say for
instance he plugs away at his first part of
the week's attractions, and then tells them
all about his next couple of days programs on the inside. The trouble with
some people is, they won't try.
I don't believe that he is getting all he
could out of the 21 houses of his when
he slips by a stunt like inviting all the
red heads in town to see Clara Bow's
"Red Hair." This little trick only takes
a typewritten slide to put over, but how
they talk about it and the picture.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN J. SCANLON,
Manager Palace Theatre,
Torrington, Conn.
12. A special lobby display was prepared,
featuring a large portrait of Laura
LaPlante.
13. Three-sheet cutouts were made up.
A phonograph was placed behind one of
these which played "Thanks for the Buggy
Ride" at regular intervals.
14. A number of good window displays
were obtained, using a number of stills.

15. Twenty-two 24-sheets were used in
strategic parts of the city.
17. The horse and buggy ballyhoo was
used in a big parade held in celebrating the
opening of the new court house.
"Wild Geese"
1. The entire cast of the picture, including director and cameramen, made personal
appearances.
2. Fifty 24-sheets, 18,000 heralds, 10,000
programs, and 2,000 small heralds were
used.
3. One hundred fifty book stores tied up
with the picture and displayed the book,
"Wild Geese," with stills in their windows.
4. A special display of the books and
stills were put in the theatre lobby, well
illuminated with colored spots.
5. Special displays were used in the
lobby, and in a sporting goods store. The
window displayed live wild geese. A banner on the window read: "If you want to
shoot wild geese, come in. If you want
to
'Wild Geese'
go to thepage.)
Boulevard."
(Seeseeillustration
on opposite
6. A negro who had a good voice and
a trained goose was used as a street
ballyhoo.
This was a riot and caused large
crowds.
7. A novel card was printed, reading:
"Do not let the season pass without seeing
'Wild Geese'." The words "season pass"
were printed in large letters as a teaser.
"The Warning"
1. Special 24-sheet posters were used
all over town reading, "Warning, to the
public of Los Angeles, Watch for further
announcements."
Huge banners
and2. carrying
a picturereading,
of Jack "Warning,"
Holt were
used as teasers.
3. The entire cast of the picture made
personal appearances.
4. Huge cutouts of Jack Holt were used
all over town. (See illustration on opposite
5. Special lobby display and four special
page.)
windows in department stores were used.
6. Ten thousand programs were mailed
and distributed in a local newspaper.
7. Three thousand postcards from Gene
Morgan, the theatre's master of ceremonies,
were given to patrons, warning them not
to miss the picture and the stage show.
8. A machine gun and a cutout of Jack
Holt were placed in the lobby.
"The Valley of the Giants"
1. Heralds reading, "How tall are yon?
If you are six feet four inches tall there
(Continued

on

page

128)
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These Campaigns Help
Box Office
(Continued

from

page

126)

is a free ticket for you at the Boulevard
theatre to see Milton Sills in 'The Valley
of the Giants,' " were distributed by two
men, seven feet two inches, and seven feet
three inches, respectively, dressed as lumberjacks and carrying axes. Sitting astride
of a huge log, they were hauled all over
town.
(See illustration on opposite page.)
2. The Hammond Lumber Company, on
whose land the picture was filmed, sent
out 10,000 circulars endorsing the film.
3. Slight reduction in admission was
offered the employes of the lumber company and more than 2,000 saw the picture.
4. Heralds were distributed with personal endorsement of the manager.
5. Ten thousand special programs were
distributed prior to the opening.
6. A measurement scale was placed in
the lobby and all very tall men were asked
to measure themselves. This was very
amusing and drew large crowds.

i Hie
i TalkofCMeago

.ill dny yrslf-Tday and Ittlc
taxi night
eager
croioda
thrungid the OTphrum. to sec
and hrar tht.i milr-a-minute
drama
of Nrw
York's celebrated "Tenderloin" district
Now
playing
to crowded
houses in Xcw
York at Si
'idmission.
•State at Monroe — C'tmttnuo

Four of a series of ads used by Max Slott, manager of the Orpheum theatre, Chicago, to
over Warner Bros.' picture, "Tenderloin," starring Dolores Costello. Notice the first ad,
four days before the opening, does not mention the name of the picture; the second
appeared on opening day; the third ad appeared the next day and the fourth during
third week. Read each ad and notice the continuance that runs through all of them.
ceipts at the theatre have proved the effectivejiess of the ads.

put
run
ad
the
Re-

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, New York, Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatres
The first show at the New York Mark
Strand took the form of a performance made
up of 8 incidents, including the photoplay,
which was Milton
Sills in "Burning
Daylight."
addi-6
tion there In
were
musical presentations
and the Mark Strand
Topical Review. One
hour and 59 minutes
was the total running
time, with the Milton
Sills picture itself
taking 1 hour and 9
minutes; 11 minutes
went to the review
and the musical end
was given 39 minutes.
Edward
L. Hyman
The
deluxe
performance began with
the introduction of Lilly Kovacs who was
imported from the Brooklyn Strand, and
was given 8 minutes. A big Grand piano was
placed on the orchestra platform and Miss
Kovacs did the "Twelfth Hungarian Rhapsody" under a white spot. Alois Reiser and
the Famed Mark Strand Orchestra ably assisted in the various passages.
Next came
a violin solo by the concert

master, this being the "Meditation from
Thais," accompanied by the Mark Strand
Ballet Corps on the stage. There was a neutral backdrop upon which was thrown moving cloud effects. A scrim was at the proscenium opening. Soft blue floods constituted
the lighting while the violinist stood at his
chair on the orchestra platform under a blue
flood. Five minutes.
After the Topical Review, Arthur Ball,
tenor, stepped out in front of the gold draw
curtains and in 7 minutes sang "Ramona" and
encored with "Laugh, Clown, Laugh." The
Serova Dancers next presented a novelty dance
called "Away Out West," in which they were
costumed as cowboys, a novelty feature being
the comedy business with the cap pistols. A
special backdrop was painted for this, being a
big cutout cowboy on a plain white ground.
Three minutes.
Don Barclay then offered his humorous
monologue with the oldtime pictures and
proved a big spot on the program. Ten minutes.
Incident No. 7 opened up with the 8 Serova
Girls dressed as soldierettes doing a line number, after which the draw curtains opened on
Locke, Harak and Locke who did their
familiar steps on steps.

"Beware of Married Men"
1. Ten thousand programs in envelopes,
with "Beware of Married Men!" printed on
the face, were mailed and distributed to
patrons
in advance
of showing.
2. Five enormous banners, in exceptionally good locations, were used as
teasers. They read, "Beware of Married
Men," and carried nothing else until the
day the picture opened.
3. Twenty-four 24-sheet posters carrying
the above teaser were used in the city.
These boards were the talk of the town.
(See illustration on opposite page.)
4. Eighteen thousand heralds were distributed in newspapers.
5. A ball game was arranged between
married men and single men of the employes of three theatres. The married men
wore large blue ribbons across their
shoulders reading, "Beware of married
men." The single men wore banners that
read, "Beware of Married Men, WHY?"
6. A number of good window displays
were obtained.
"That's My Daddy"
1. A week in advance of the showing a
trailer was run, reading, "During the showing all children accompanied by their daddies will be admitted free providing they
say2. toThe
the services
doorman, of'That's
My Daddy.'
two midgets
were"
obtained. One was dressed as a baby, the
other as an old man with a long beard,
who pushed the "baby" through the streets
in a soap box wagon. They distributed
heralds, and acted as a ballyhoo in front
of the theatre at night. This helped business a great deal.
3. A man was dressed in an enormous
head of Reginald Denny and sent through
the street distributing heralds. He acted
as a ballyhoo in front of the theatre at
night.
4. Invitations to all children in orphan
homes were sent out and the children were
brought to the theatre in large busses
carrying
which
read,to "We
are
going huge
to thebanners
Boulevard
theatre
see
'That's My Daddy.' " Ice cream was served
to all the children free.
5. Programs
were
distributed,
special
lobby
and window
displays
and
posters
used.
* * *
These are only a few of the many campaigns regularly carried out by the Boulevard. Space limits the description of more,
but the ones listed above prove that the
theatre regularly uses campaigns as a
necessary box office stimulant. Whether
your theatre is large or small_ its receipts
will be increased if such exploitation campaigns are used.
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PICTURE CHART

QUICK REFERENCE

Incorporated in this department of Moving Picture World is the Exhibitors Herald department,
"Available Attractions."
The key to abbreviations used in denoting the type of picture:
C— Comedy
O — Drama
R — Romanes
My—Mytery

Length

TGISSUGS*

the "Review"
underWorld
published
priorof to
The dates
in which
Picture
issues of7 Moving
the January
are those
column
the pictures were reviewed. The January 7 and subsequent dates
are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which "Service Talks" have been
published on pictures.
The dates prior to January 7 published under the New Pictures" column are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD
in which "New Pictures" information was printed. The January
7 and subsequent dates are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which this information will be printed.
Title and

Players

Released

New
Pictures

1927
Jan. 7
Dec. 3
Dec. 31
Tan. 14
Dec. 3

Jan. 14
Jan. 21
Jan. 7

Oct. 1
July 23

6047
6350

Jan.
_
Feb.
Alar.
— Jan.
.Tan.
Feb.

25
6
2
1
13
18

..July 31

..52.72%

1928
14
25
7
25

Tan. 28
Feb. 11
Mar. 31

1927

1927

1927
or

Lovers,

Dec. 3

Tannings.

Excellent
1927

1927
6080
6806
6912
6646
6792

7393
6587
6750
6867

Back to Liberty (D), Walsh-Hall
Bowery Cinderella, A (D). O'Malley-HuIette
Broadway
Drifter (D), Walsli-Hall
Broadway Madness (D), De la Motte-Kelth
His Rise to Fame
(D). Walsh-Shaw
.y
Kick-off,
The,
Hyams-Amann
Nest, The (D), Frcderlck-IIprbert
Striving for Fortune
(D). Walsh-Roberts
Winning Oar, The (D). Wal.sh-ITall
Your Wife and Mine (F), Haver-Holmes

Nov. 15
May 1
Nov. 1

..Nov. 26

6400
6636
6800

5967
4793
6329
4805

..Apr. 21
Feb. 25
Feb. 25

Alex the Great (M), Skeet* Gallaiher
May 13
Bantam Cowboy (W), Buzz Barton
Aug. 12
Beyond London's Lights (M), Lee Sbiunway
Mar. 13
Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele.
Apr. 1
Chicago
After Midnight
(M), Ince-Mendez
Mar. 4
Coney Island (D), Lois Wilson
_
Jan. 13
Crooks Can't Win (D). Ralph Lewis
May 11
Dead Man's Curve (D), Fairbanks, Jr
....Jan. 15
Devil's Trademark, The (D), Belle Bennett
Apr. 7
Dog Justice (D), Ranger
June 10
Driftin' Sands (W), Bob Steele
Jan. 1
Fangs of the Wild (D), Banger
.
Feb. 5
Fightin' Redhead
(W), Buzz Barton
July 1
Freckles (D), Stratton-Foi.
Jr
Mar. 21
Her Summer Hero (CD), Blane-Trevor
-Feb. 12
Law of Fear (D), Ranger
Apr. 8
Legionnaires In Paris (C), Cooke-Guard.
..Jan. 31
Little Buckaroo, The (W), Buzz Barton.
_Mar. 11
Little Yellow House, The (D), Orville CaldwelLMay 28
Man in the Rough
(W). Bob Steele
May 20
Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tj'ler
Apr. 22
Pinto Kid, The (W), Buzz Barton.
—Apr. 29
Red Riders of Canada (M), P. R. MUler
Apr. 15
Riding Renegade (W), Bob Steele
.Feb. 19
Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Love.
July 15
Skinner's
Big Idea (M), Bryant Washburn
Apr. 24
Texas Tornado, The (W), Tom Tyler
.Feb. 26
Trail of Courage, The (W), Bob Steele
_
-Tuly 8
Wallflowers (D), Trevor-Scott
Feb. 16
Wizard of the Saddle (W), Buzz Barton.
Jan. 22

.'iSOO Comrades.
Costello-Hughes
-Jan. 1
5400
5960 -.700Death Valley (W), Carroll Nye...5600
Sept. 1
Eager Lips, Garon
.Oot. 1
Finnoflan's Ball (C), Mack Swain
Sept. 15
J<ot. 15
5900 Ladies at Ease (CD). Garon-Short
Ladybird,
Comiison
\ug. 1
_
—
J^ov. 1
5700 N.Tughty. Garon
5750
6700 Polly of the Movies, Short-Robards.
.Oct. 15
Sept. 1
6700 Ragtime (D). Do La Motte
5700
Return of Boston Blacklo (D), Glenn- Palmor...Aug. 1
3600 Say It With Diamonds, Betty Compson
Aug. 15
Temptations of a Shop Girl, Compson....
Aov. 1

1927

Mar. 17

1928
20
20
30
25

5144
4769
5771
4801
6424
4785
4781
6419
4884
4729

Mar. S

Apr. 25
Jan.
.Feb.
.Mar.
May

4770
4804
4758
6148

5500
6300
6200

Mar. 17

1928
A Bit of Heaven
(D). Woshbum-Lee
Man of Quality, Walsh-Divycr
Satan and the Woman
(D). Wlndsor-Kecfo
Stronger Will, The (D), Marmont-Carewc
Women
Who
Dare (D). CHiadwlok-Delaney
You're In the Army
(D)

1928

Deo. 10
Dec. 10
Deo. 3

Oct. 8

Nor. 28
..Sevt 10
..Sept. 1(
Dec. 24
Nov. 28
Nor. 19
Dec 3
Dec.
Nor.
Deo.
Dec.

3
12
17
31

I>«c.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Dec.
Feb.

10
3
3
10
12
10
11

May
Feb.
Jan.

5
11
21

Deo.
Feb.
Dec.
Mar.

17
11
17
3

Deo.
Jam.
Fob.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.

17
21
11
4
21
11

July 30
..July 2

64.40%

Not. 2«
19
Nor.
..Dec. 10
Auf. 20
..Aof. «
..July
9
..July 23

Au«. 20

1928
Feb. 18
Mar. 17

Dec. 10
Jan. 14
Feb. 11
Jan. 31
Feb. 4
Jan. 21

Apr.
Apr. 14
28
Feb. 4
..Dee. 24

1927
An>

id

Jan. 7
...OcL 15
Nov. 26
Jan 7

ScpL S

1928

1928

Apr. 14
Feb. 15
_
.Aug. 1
..Tan. 15
June 1
Sept. 1

6388
4892

1927
Aflame in the Sky (M), Luden-Lynn.
Dec. 18
Bandit's Son, The (W), Bob Steele
_
Js'ot. 20
Boy Rider, The (W), Buzz Barton.
„
Oct 23
Breed of Courage
(D), Ranger
_
_
Aug. 7
Cherokee
Kid, The (W), Tyler-LyniL
_..Oct. 30
Clancy's Kosher Wedding
(CO), Geo. Sldney—Sept. 17
Coward,
The (D), Warner Baxter.
-Aug. 21
Desert Pirate (W), Tom Tyler
Dec. 25
Flying U Ranch, The (W), Tom Tyler
-Sept. 4
Gingham
Girl, The (C), Lois WilsoiL
_
X>ct. 2
Great Mall Robbery, The (M), Von EItz-Nelson_Au«. 15
Harvester, The (D), OrvLUe Caldwell
>'ov. 23
Hook and Ladder No. 9 (D), Ed Heame
Nov. 13
In a Moment of Temptation
(M), Kit Guard.. .Sept. 18
Jake the Plumber (C), Jesse De Vorska.
_
Oct. 16
Judgment of the Hills (D), Darro-VallL
_..J^ov. 6
Little Mlokey Grogan (D), Frankle Darro
J5«c. 27
Loves of Ricardo (D), Beban
_
June 17
Mojave Kid, The (W), Bob Steele
Sept. 25
Moon of Israel (D), Maria Corda.
_
Not for Publication
(M), Ralph Inee
_
Aug. 31
Racing Romeo
(D). Red Grange
„
Ranger of the North (D), Ranger
„
Oct 9
Shanghaied
(M), Ralph Ince
_
Oct. 19
Slingshot Kid, The (M), Buzz Barton.
.Deo. 4
South Sea Love (D), Patsy Miller
Dec. 10
Swift Shadow, The (D), Ranger
Dec. 11

1927

Emblem Films
Husbands

Ticker

First Division

May 15
Apr. 24
May 8

1927
6260

4924
5181

5984

May 14

.Oct. 2

Angelas, The (D)
Real Charleston, Lesson Novelty
Woo<len
Shoes, International

5C65
5240
6481
5186
6515

C320
5511

Aug. 28
Jan. 21

Cranfield & Clarke, Inc.
2000
2000

6507
7014

5872
4893

Dec. 3
..Apr.
Feb.
..Apr.
Feb.

5701
5093
4754
4913
6300

6267
4869
5583
6375

1928
Desert Bride, The (MD), Betty Compson
Lady Raffles, Taylor-Drew
Matinee Idol, The (MD), Love-Walker
So
This
Is Love.
Mason-Collier
Sporting Age, The, Bennett-Herbert
That Certain Thing. Dana-Graves
Wife's Relations, The, Mason-Glass
Woman's
Way,
A, Baxter-Livingston

4765
4858
4910
4837

4941
6004
4886

1927
Alia* the Lone Wolf (0). Lytell-Wllson
Aug. 22
Blood Ship, The (M), Bosworth-Logan.
Aug. 10
By Whose
Hand?
(MyD),
Cortez-GUbert.
JSept. 16
College Hero, The (CD), Agnew-Garon..._
Oct. 9
Fashion
IVIadness, Windsor-Howes
Deo. 8
Isle of Forgotten Women (D), Tearle-Sebastian-Sept. 27
Une Wolf Returns
(M). Lytell-Wllson
Opening
Night, The (D), Wlndsor-J.
Bowers...J^ov. 14
Pleasure Before Business
(F), Davidson.
_
Sally in Our Alley (M), Mason-AUen
Sept. 3
Screen Snapshots
~
Siren, The, T. Moore-Rener
_Dec. 20
Stage Kisses (D), Harlan-Chadwlck
_NoT. 2
Stolen Pleasures
(CD), Eevler
_
Sweet Rosie O'Grady
(CD), Mason
Tigress, The (M), Holt-Revier
-Oct. 21
Wandering
Girls (CD), Revier-Agnew
Warning, The (IVI), Holt-Revier
Nov. 26

Picturei
New

1927

6140
6680

Reviews

Columbia
6831
6843
5432
6628
6513
664S
67B0
S524
5569
S892
1000
6996
6435
5054
6108
6357
6426
6791

Released

Players

FBO

Where the picture is a comedy-drama, comedy melodrama, etc.,
Stars denote
of these abbreviations.
there is a combination

Length

Title and

F
Farce
M^Melodrama
If — fTettam

63.13
6300
G433
6222
6765
8730
7724

Fagasa. R.i.vmond
Wells
Masked
Angel, Betty Compson...
Souls Aflame, Raymond Wells

..M»^.
-Apr. 11
..Har. 15

First National
All Aboard
(C), Hlni-s-Mun'h.v
American
Beauty
(CD). Dove-Hughea.
_
An Affair of the Follies (0), Doro-HuKhea
Breakfast
at Sunrise (CD), r. T.ilmadge.
Broadway
Nights (D), Wilson-Hardy...
Camillc
(D), N. Talmadge-Itoland
Convoy
(D), Shemian-Mackaill

.May 8
.Ort. 9
Feb. IS
OoL 23
May 15
Sept. 4
Apr. 24

^m

Apr. 21
Apr. 7

Nor. 19

1927
..Apr. 1

Ort. 116
Not. 96
Not. is _.M»r.
.. Marl
-Mar 11
. lUyll

130
LenfftJi

EXHIBITORS
Title and

Players

Released

HERALD

and MOVING
Length

New
Pictures

5G20
4953
11109
57S3
5629
5531

6386
65SS
6802
6400
5282
7133

Crystal Cup. The (D). MackaiU-Mulhall
.Oct. 16
Dance Magic CD). Lyon-Starke
_
June 12
Drop Kick, Tlie (D). Barthelmess-Eevier
Sept. 25
Easy Pickings
(MyM),
Nilsson-Harlan.
Feb. 20
Framed
(D), Sills-Kingston.
June 19
Gorilla, The (My), Murray Kelsey
Not. 13
6288
Gun Gospel (W), Maynard-Faire.
Nov. 6
6118 Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-Kent
Dec. 25
6190 High Hat (CD), Lyon-Brian
Mar. 13
6524 Home
Made
(C), Hlnes-Daw
Nov. 20
6400 Lady in Ermine, The (D), C. Grifflth-Bushman .Jan. 9
6720 Life of Riley, The (C), Murray-Sidney
Sept. 18
5718 Lonesome
Ladies (CD), Nilsson-Stone
July 3
5550 Long Pants (C), Langdon-Bonner
Apr. 10
5255 Lost at the Front (C) , Murray-Sidney
May 29
73S8 Love Mart. The (D), Dove-B land
Dec. 18
5521 Lunatic at Large, The (0), Errol-Mackalll_..-Jan 2
5542 Man Crazy (CD), Mackaill-MulhaU.
_
Nov. 27
5434
Masked Women, The (D), NUsson-Blinn-H'nsen-.Tan. 23
7846
McFadden's
Flats (C), Murray-Conklin
Keh. 6
6520 Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed.
June 20
6040 Notorious Lady, The (D), Bedford-Stone
_Mar. 27
6431 No Place to Go (C), Huglies-Astor
Oct. 30
6734 Orchids and Ermine, Moore-MulhaU
Jlar. 6
11414 Patent Leather Kid, The (D), Bart'lmess-O'Day
5982 Perfect Sap, The (CD), Lyon-Starke
_Jan. 16
6897 Poor Nut, The (C), Murray-Mulhall —
Aug. 7
6400 Prince of Head Waiters (D), Stone-Taslrman.
6219
Red Raiders, The (W), Maynard-Drew.
_.July 17
6477 Rose of the Golden
West (D), A3tor-RoIand-_.Sept. 4
5606 Sea Tiger. The (D), Sills-Astor
Oct. 2
5800 See You in Jail (C), MuUiaU-Day.
Ku!i. 27
6548 Smile, Brother. Smile (0), MuUiall-MackaHl ..Apr. 17
7179 Stolen Bride, The (D), Hughes-Dove
Sept. 11
5000 Sunset
Derby
(D), Astor-CoUler.
_
^ug. 14
7400 Tender
Hour, The (D), Dove-Lyon.
—
— rune 5
7419 Texas Steer, A (CD), Bogers-Fazenda
May 1
5774 Three Hours
(D), Griffith-Bowers
Dec. 4
5668 Three's a Crowd (C), Langdon-McConnell
4.pr. 3
7833 Twinkletoes.
Moore-Harlan
_._Aug. 28
6380 Valley of the Giants (D), Sills-Kenyon
„..J)ec. 11
6324 Venus of Venice (CD), Talmadge-Moreno
Jlar. 20
6409 White Pants Willie (C). Hiues-Hyams
_July 24

1928
4612
4987

5038
5882
..Feb. 5
Nov. 2ti
Jan. 22
Feb. 12
July 16
May 14
Dec. 10
Apr. 9
_
Aug. 20
Jan. 22
Sept. 10
July 23
—
Oct 15
Nov. 19
Oct. 8
May 14
Apr. 23
Sept. 17
Sept. 3
July 2
May 28
Dec. 3
Apr. 16
..._
_...J»n. 1
Deo. 3
Dec. 24
Jan. 7
Aug. 6
Apr. 16

..._
Nov. 12

1928

7424
6S14
5724
5475
6374
6172
6344
5962
7694
6602
7703
6631
7331
6485
8188
6235

1927

H98
4665.
8500
4777
4556
6425
6078
5333
4810
4300
6381
8154

..63.58%
..70.47%
61.88%

25
26
29
12
15
26
15
29
18
8
1
22
8
4
6
29
22
1
27
11
5
20

Mar. 10

1927
6987
6000

-81.08%

Dec. 17

Feb. 4

5950
6700
6500
6750

1928

Dec. 10
Dee. 24
Deo. 8

5268

1927
6199

4709
6312
8730
6439

-Feb. SO
—Nov.
Jan. 16

12000
12550
5902
5821
6050
6126
7395

4658
6408
6909
8156
6646
6088
5687
6110
6280
5291
5957

..May 21
Sept. 24
Deo. 17
..Feb. 6

7603
6581
6337

6309
7865
6640
6280
6705
6203
6273
5252
6160
7899
6657

Oct. 2
Ma!
June 19
Oct. 30
Nov. 27
Dec.
n^ 2
Aug. 21
.Tune 5
.Tan. 9
Oct. 9
AnFn
Oct. 30
Sept. 11
Jan. 30

Very Confidential
(CD), Madge Bellamy
War
Horse (W), Jones.
What Price Glory (CD), McLaglen-Lowe
Whispering
Sage (W), Jones
Wizard.
The (MyD), Lowe-Hyams
Wolf Fangs (D), Thunder
(Dog)...-

-Nov.
Feb.
Aug.
Max.
— Dec
Nov.

6
6
28
20
11
27

Branded Sombrero, The (W), Buck Jones
Jan. 8
Daredevil's Reward
(W), Tom Mix.
_...Jan. 15
Don't Marry,
Moran-Hamilton.
June 3
Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Aator
_
_
Mar. 18
Escape, The (D), Russell-Valli
Apr. 14
Gateway of the Moon, The (D), Del Rio.
Jan. 1
Girl in Every Port, A (CD), Victor McLaglen ...Jan. 29
Hangman's
House,
McLaglen-CoUyer
May 6
Hello Cheyenne. Tom Mix.
May 13
Honor Bound, O'Brien-Taylor
May 13
Horseman of the Plains (W). Tom mit
Mar. 11
Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray
_
Apr. 15
Play Girl, The, Madge Bellamy
_
Apr. 22
No Other
Woman,
Del Bio-Alvarado
May 27
Sharp Shooters (CD), O'Brien-Moran
Soft Living (CD), BeUamy-Brown
Square Crooks, Brown-Dwan.
Thief In the Dark, A, Meeker-Hill-Beebe
Wild West Romance (W), Rex King
Why Sailors Go Wrong, Phipps-McNamara
Woman
Wise (CD), Russell-CoUyer.

_

C3.58%

..Ttb. 19

Jan. 14

-Apr. 9
Dec. 3

1928
Jan. 21
Feb. 11
Jan.
Apr. 21
14

.

Apr.
14
Jan.
Apr. 28
14

Apr. 21
Mar
Apr. 71"
F'f'h 4

Kf«h, 4
Fflb, IS

Jan.
Feb.
-Mar.
May
Apr.
Mar.
Jan.

15
5
4
20
8
25
8

Blondes by Choice (C), Claire Windsor
_
Oct.
Cheer Leader, The (CD), Graves-Olmstead.
Nor.
Final Extra (M), De La Motte
_
'Frisco Nights (D), Percy Marmont
Dec.
Girl from Rio, The (0), Carmel Myers
Sept.
Heroes of the Night (M), Landis-Nixon.
Rose of Kildare, The (D), Helene (niadwiok.....Aug.
Satin Woman, The (0), Mrs. Wallace Reid
Aug.

1
15

Dec. 31

1
1

Dec. 10
Nov. 26
Nov. 19

Sept. 24
I^b. 6

Not. 19

Aug. 13

■

Feb. IS

.'927
Jan. 28

Bare Knees
(D). Corbine
Branded Man, The (D), Delaney-Marlowe
Chorus Kid, The (D), All Star
Danger Patrol, The (D), RusseU-Faire.
Devil's Tower. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt
LIghtnin' Shot, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Midnight Adventure, A (D), Landis-Murphy
Mystery Valley (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Trail Riders (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Trailin' Back (W), Buddy Roosevelt
_.._
Turn Back the Hours (M), Myrna Loy
_

15
1

.Feb. 19

Feb. 1
May
Apr. 1
Apr.
May
May
iiay
July
Apr.
Mar.
Mar. 1

1928

Broadway

After

Midnight

1927

Betz..

Oct :

6667
1927

Apr. 28

Not. 19

T7.86%
...Wot. 12

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Jan. 21

Apr. 28
Mar.
17
Feb. 11

Itt?

Sept. 18
,yl5
Sept. 18
Nov. 20
Jan. 23
Mar. 6
SepL 4
Apr. 3
Feb. 20
Feb. 20
-Tan. 23
Ian. 2

Reviews

Krelbar Productions

Apr. 7
Mar. 17

Fox

Anklei
Preferred
(CD), Bellamy...
Arizona Wildcat, The (W), Tom Mti..
Auctioneer,
The, Sidney
Blackjack (W), Buck Jones.
Blood Will Tell (W). Buck Jones
Broncho Twister (W), Mil
•Cameo Kirby (D), John QQbert.
Chain Lightning
(W), Buck Jones
Circus Ace. The, Mit.
Come to My House (CD), Olive Borden
Cradle Snatchers (FC), Fazenda.
East Side, West Side (D), O'Brien- VaUL
S524
Gay Retreat The (C), Cohen-McNamara.
4545 Good as Gold (W), Jones
5617 Heart of Salome (MyR), Rubens
5515 High School Hero (C), Phipps-Stoart.
4983 Hills of Peril (W), Jones.
4851 •Honor First (D), John Gilbert
6940
Is 2at So? (CD), O'Brien-Lowe
_..
6162 Joy
Girl, The (CD), Olive Borden
5599 Ladles Must Dress (CD), Virginia VallL
5190 Last Trail (W), Mlx.__
8538 Love Makes 'Em Wild (D), Harron.._.
8538 Loves of Carmen (D), McLaglen-Del Elo
5415 Madam Wants No Children, (3ordla
5440 Marriage
(D), VaUl.
5500 Monkey
Talks (D), Lemer
7734 Music Master (D), A. B. Francis.
7677 One Increasing Purpose (D), Lowe.._
5327 Outlaws of Red River (W), Mii.
6898
Paid to Love (D), O'Brlen-Valll
5876 Palamas
(CD), Borden-Gray
5893 Publicity Madness
(CD), Moran-Ijowe.
E480
Rich But Honest (CD), Beebe
5870
Secret Studio, The, (CD), Borden
10726 Seventh Heaven, The (R), Farrell-Gaynor
5467 •Shame
(M), John Gilbert
5446 Silk Legs (CO), Madge Bellamy
5009 Silver Valley (W), Tom wTr
5702 Singed (D), Baxter-Sweet
_
5412 Slaves of Beauty (D), Herbert-Tell
5620 Stage Madness (D), Valll
_
4043 St. Elmo (M), John Gilbert
_
4675 Tumbling River (W), Tom Mix-Dawn
4299 Truxton
King, Gilbert
_
6293 Two Girls Wanted (CD), Janet Gaynor
5510 Upstream
(D). Foxe

5800
6200

Apr. 7

Apr. 21
Mar. 10
Dec. 24

Players

New
Pictures

Gotham

Feb. 11
Feb. 18
Apr. 10
7
Dec.

Title and

May 12, 1928
Released

..47.00%
-38.90%

1928
Big Noise, The, Conklin-White
Mar.
Burning
Daylight, SlUs-Kenyon
JB"eb.
Canyon of Adventure, Maynard.
_
,.
Apr.
Chaser, The, Langdon
ZJFeb.
Chinatown
Charlie, Hlnes
_
Apr.
Flying Romeos,
Murray-Sidney
Feb.
French
Dressing, Warner-Wilson
_
Jan.
Harold Teen, Lake-Brian
_A.pr.
Heart of a Follies Girl, Dove-Kent-Shennan
Mar.
Helen of Troy, Stone-Corda-Cortez
Jan.
Ladles Night. MackalU-Muttall
ipr.
Lilac Time, Moore-Cooper
Apr.
Little S'herd of K'gdom Come, B'th'mess-O'Dar-Apr.
Mad
Hour, O'NeU-Kent-Shennan.
_...___Mar.
Hawki Nest, The, MUton Sills
May
Noose, The, Barthelmess-Joyce
Jan.
Sailors' Wives, Hughes-Astor
Jan.
Shepherd of the Hills, Prancis-O'Day
Jan.
Three Ring Marriage, Hughes-Astor
_
May
Wagon Show, The, Maynard
Mar.
Whip
Woman,
The, Taylor-Moreno
_
_Feb.
Yellow Lily, The, Dove-Brooks
May

5380
5355
5629

PICTURE WORLD

5517

1928
6838
6344

7300
8548

Adam and Evil (CD), Cody-Pringle
Adventurer, The (W), Tim McCoy
After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray.
Annie Laurie (D), Lillian Gish..._

_

Aug. 27
_
_
Atlg. 20
Sept 17

Becky (CD), Sally O'NeU
JJot. 12
Ben Hur (M), Ramon Novarro
_
— Oct 8
Big Parade, The (M), Glll)ert-Adoree
_.._
Sept 10
Body and Soul (D), L. Barrymore
_
- Oct 1
Bugle Call, The (D), Jackie Coogan.
Aug. 6
Buttons (CD), Jackie Coogan
_
JDec. 24
Callahans and Murphys (CD), Dressler-Moran....June 18
Captain Salvation
(M), Hanson
May 14
Certain Young Man, A (D), Novarro-Adoree
Demi'Bride
(CD), Shearer
_
Feb. 19
Fair Co-ed, The (CD), Marion Davies
Oct 15
Foreign Devils (W), Tim McCoy
Sept 3
Frisco Sally Levy (C), O'NelL_
Apr. 2
Garden of Allah, The (D), Terry-PetroTltch.....JfOT. 5
In Old Kentucky (D), H. CosteUo
Oct 29
Little Journey (CD), All Star
_
_
Jan. 1
London After Midnight (D), Lon Chaaey
JJec 3
Lovelorn, The, Sally O'Neil
Dec 17
Lovers (D), Novarro-Terry
Apr. 9
Man, Woman and Sin (D), John (Jilbert
_..Jl07. 19
Mockery
(M), Lon Chaney._
Aug. 13
Mr. Wu (M), Lon Chaney
Mar. 26
Quality Street Davles-NageL
Jiee. 31
Red Mill (C), Davies
Jan. 29
Road to Romance, The (D), Novarro-Day..._
Sept 24
Rookies (C), Dane-Arthur
Apr. 30
Show, The (M), Gilbert-Adoree
Jan. 22
Slide, Kelly, Slide (CD), Halnes-O'NeU
Mar. 12
Spoilers of the West (W), McCk)y-Daw
Dec 10
Spring Fever (C), William Haines
Oct. 22
Taxi Dancer
(D), Crawford-O. Moore
Jeb. 5
Tea for Three (C), Cody-Pringle
Dec 10
Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel Barrymore-.-JToT. 26
Tillle the Toiler (C). Danes.- May 21
Twelve
Miles Out (M), Gilbert
July 9
Understanding
Heart (D), Crawford
Feb. 26
Unknown, The (M), C!haney
„
June 4

.Jan. 14
—

50.31%
4B.20%

Aug. 13

1927

Aug. 27
-..May 21
-...Not. 12

Nor. 26

88.»%

...May 2

88.26%

Dec 3
Jut 7

68.04%

....Sept
10
Deo. 17
.. June 4

r*.8o%
87.16%

Not. 19 ...Feb. 19
...May 9

48.07%
48.64%

Mar, 19
. Adt. 2
Not. 12
... Dec.
Dec 10
24

84.27%
89.63%
5S.2C%
62.18%

.. Mar. 12
Dec. 3

Not. 312
Dec
-June
11
..May 30
14
...July
..June 13

1928
Across the Singapore (MD), Novarro-CrawfordApr.
Baby Mine, Arthur-Dane
Jan.
Big City, The, CHianey-Compson-Day
_
_Peb.
Bringing Up Father, FarrelI-Moran-01m8tead.....Mar.
Circus Rookies (CD), Dane-Arthur
_
Apr.
Cossacks,
The, Adoree-Gilbert-Torrence.
May
Crowd,
The, Boardman-Murray-Roach.
Mar.
Divine Women,
Garbo-Hanson-Sherman.
_
Jan.
Enemy,
The, Gish-Dane-Forbes..._Peb.
Forbidden
Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree.
June
Latest from Paris, The, Shearer-Forbes
Feb.
Laugh, Clown, Laugh, Chaney-Murphy-Hisle
Apr.

7
21
18
17
7
12
3
14
18
2
4
14

Jan. 28
Apr. 28
Feb. 25
Mar. 31
Jan. 21
Mar. 10
Mar. 17
10
Mar.

.

Feb. 11
Apr. 7
May 6

'■■■

Apr. 2128
Jan.

oTii"10
DeMar.

Apr. 18
21
Feb.

■I

EXHIBITORS

Mav 12, 1928
Length

5014
6476
9566
5901
8134
5011
4435

Title and

Players

Released

Law o< the Range. McCoy-Crawford
-Jan.
Love, Garbo-Gllbert
Jan.
Patsy, The, Davles-Caldwell-Gray
Mar.
Riders of the Dark
Apr.
Rose Marie, Crawford-Murray
I'eb.
Smart Set, Halnes-Day-Holt-Bosworth.
^....Jeb.
Student Prince, The (R), Novarro-Shearer.
Jan.
Under
the Blacit Eagle, Forbea-Falrbanka-Dog
Flash
Mar.
West Point (CD), Haines-Crawford.
_.Jan.
Wickedness
Preferred
(CD),
Cody-Prlngle.
Jan.
Wyomino,
McCoy-Sebastian
-Mar.

21
2
10
28
11
25
30
24
7
28
24

HERALD

and MOVING
Length

New
Pictures

Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
May
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.

4
7
7
5
18
10
25

5862
6452
1656
7656
6439
7080
6940
6052
6007
5617
8039
7180
6258
6877
5798
4551
6599
6187
6680
5306
6247
5952
9443
5614
6368
6634
5209
6170
5515
6015
5179
6838
5524
4934
6200
6124
6O06
6497
4926
5319
7643
8486
5869
5935
5866

.Mar. 5
Jan. 915
..May
..May
Apr. 216
..May 2
.Dec. 10
Apr.
Apr.
Deo.
Nov.
Oct.

6555

Nov. 26

._
Jan. 14
_
Dec 31
Jan. 21

6871
8234
7415
6837
7910

6582
6118
7194
7616
4720
5951
7060
6733
5991
6435

Sept 10
Feb. 12
Oct 22
Jan. 29

65.57%

2
23
19
12
26
6
12
6

Jan.
Jan.
June
July
June
Mar.
July
June
JUay

29
22
25
30
4
19
16
18
14

_

.J3ec. 24

^

31
21
Jan. 28
10
18
Jan. 25

48.36%
48.30%
54.72%

68.08%

New
Pictures

44.08%

5755
3996
4S05
5927
6589
4S33
5408
4520
7996
44S0

47.36 %
4155
6650
5888
4600
539.<!
5954
5659
5026
5494

4fKl0
Feb. 18
Feb. 4
Apr. 25
21
Feb.

1927
60S9
5916
5076

Mar. IT
Feb. 18

5960
5970
5502

Apr. 21
Feb. 18
May 6

Feb. 26

Dec 24
Nov. 19

Nov. 5

Alice Through
a Looking
Glass
-..Feb.
Apache
Rider. The, Leo Maloney
Feb.
Ballyhoo Buster (W), Buffalo BUI, Jr
-...Jan.
Blonde for a Night Prevost
_
Feb.
Blue
Danube.
Leatrice Jo.v
_
Mar.
Boss of Rustlers, Don Coleman
_
Jan.
Bronc' Stomper.
The, Bon Coleman Feb.
Chicago
(M). Phyllis Haver.
_
Mar.
Cowboy
Cavalier (W). Buddy Roosevelt
Jan.
Crashing Through, .Tack Padjan
Feb.
Desperate Courage
(W), Wales
Jan.
Laddie Be Good (W), Bill Cody
Jan.
Leopard Lady. The (M), Logan-Hale
Jan.
Let 'Er Go, Gallagher! (M), Junior Coghlan
Jan.
Marlie. the Killer, Klondike
Mar.
Midnight
Madness,
Logan
Night Flyer, The, Wm. Boyd
Feb.
On to Reno (D). Prevost-Landis
Jan.
Perfect Gentleman,
A (C), Monty Banks.
Jan.
Roost. The (W), Coleman
Jan.
Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque
Jeb.
Valley of Hunted
Men, Buffalo BUL Jr
Feb.
Walking Back (M), Sue CarroU
May
What
Price Beauty
(CD), Nlta NaldL
Jan.

. June 17
Oct. 15
_
_
Nov. 19
_

Nov. 12
Nov. 19

Nov. 12

Dec 10
May 9
Nov. 5
May 14
Sept. 17
June 4
Nov.
Feb.
Nov.
Nov.

5
19
5
5

Nov. 5
. May 21
May 21
Sept 243
July
May
9

Aug. 27
Mar.
Jan. 110
Nov. 19

Not. 5
Jan. 29
June 12
.May9

..May 2
Jan. 15
. Jime
Oct 825
.Aus. 20
..Atic. 21
e
-May

.ifiS"2
_
Jan. 7
.-

Oct. 89
Apr.
Aug. 6
Oct 1
June 11

.Nov. 19

July
Jane
.Apr.
Aug.
Nov.

17
18
9
20
5

1928

..Feb. 18
1490
5006
5260

Mar. 18
3
Feb.
Mar. 17
Dec. 24
Feb. 4
Jan. 28
Jan. 28
Mar. 17
Jan. 28
Feb. 18

Jan. 28
Dec- 31

19J7

4200

Casey Jones (CD). Prlce-Lcwls.
Danger Patrol, The (D). Russell-Fair
Gypsy of the North (D). Gordon-Hale.
Heart of Broadway. The (D), Garon-Asnew
My Home Town
(D). Bpookwell-QIa-ss.
Painted Trail. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt
Phantom of the Turf. The (D). CoslcUo- Lease—
Wild Bom (W), Tex MaynardYou Can't Brat the Law, Iax Eoefa

a.40%

. May 14

Rayart
Cruise of the Helion (D), AU iitar
Heroes In Blue (M), Bowers-Rand
_
Jlov.
Law and the Man. The (D), Santsclil-RockwelLJ)ec
Light in the Window, A (D), Walthal..On the Stroke of Twelve (M), D. Torrence.
Nov.
Silent Hero (M), Bonaparte
Wanderer of the West, A (W), Tex Maynard....Dec

1928
6073
5976
6853
6608
4571

1927

June 4
Sept 10

1928

4520
5423

Feb. 10
18
3
28
18
28
7

47.58%

4833

Feb.
Feb.
Jan 7
Dec
Mar 3
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
. Apr.
..Apr.

56.00%

1928

21
Jan
Jan. 25
Jan. SI
Feb.
Mar
Dec.
Mar

65.56%

June 11
Aug. 20
Oct. 1

14
Adventure Mad (M) UFA
Alar. 31
Beau Sabreur (M), Cooper-Brent
_
Jan. 7
Doomsday,
Vldor-Cooper
Jeb. 18
Feel My Pulse, Daniels-Arlen
Feb. 25
Fifty-Flfty Girl, The, Danlels-HalL
_
Fools for Luck (CD), Ficlds-Conldln
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C), Taylor-White.
Jan. 28
His Tiger Lady, Mcnjou-Brent
Last Command, The (D). Emll Jannlngs
^Tan. 21
Legion of the Condemned, Wray-Cooper
Mar. 10
Love and Learn, Ralston-Cbandler
Jan. 14
Old
Ironsides
(D),
Beery-Bancroft-FairellRalston
....Max. 17
Partners in Crime
(C), Beery-Hatton.Jblar. 3
Peaks of Destiny
Jan. 28
Pioneer Scout. The (W). Fred Thomson
-Jan. 21
Red Hair (CD), Bow-Chandler
—
Mar. 10
Secret Hour, The (D), Nesrl-Hersholt
Feb. 4
Showdown,
The, Bancroft
Feb. 26
Something Always
Happens, Ralstoa-Hamllton-Uar. 24
Speedy (C), Harold Lloyd
_
Apr. 7
Sporting Goods, Dlx-Oim-stcad.
__
Job. 11
Street of Sin (D), Jnnnlngs-Wray
_
Throe Sinners (D). Ncgrl-Baxtcr
_
Tillic's Punctured
Romance, Flelda-Conklln
Feb. 18
Under the Tonto Rim, Arlen-Brlan.
Peb. 4
Wife Savers (C), Beery-Hatton
Jan. 7

38.61%
65.64%

Sept 3
Nov. 12
Nov. 26

..Sept. 3
...July 2
..July 23

1928
6887
6536
6665
6889

Dec. 17
Jan. 8

..Aug. 27
..May 9
..Dec. 3
..Mar. 19
Sept. 17
Oct 22
..July 23
.July 9

—

63.66%
53.08%
68.00%

9
9
10
12
8

...Feb. 5
..JJec. 17
...Sept 24

„
.._

64.31%
50.84%
41.30%

65.36%
66.33%

Apr.
Apr.
Nov.
Jtlar.
Jeb.
Aug.
Mar.
Aug.

Almost Human
(CD), Ronolds
Dec. 26
Angel of Broadway, The (D), Leatrice Joy.
Oct. 3
Avenging
Fangs (M)
;..._
,...June 5
Border
Blackbirds
(WD),
Maloney
Aug. 28
4512
Born to Battle (W), Bill Cody
— Sept. 11
5326
.'.804
Code of the Cow Country (W), Roosevelt
June 19
487.0
_
Oct. 23
rxK Combat (D), Walsh-Adams
5100
Country
Doctor. The (D), .Schlldkraut
Aug. 22
Desert
of
the
Lost
The
(W),
Wally
Wales
Dec.
18
7500
Devil's Twin, The (W), Leo Maloney
Dec. 11
Discord (D). Dagorer-Ekman.
_
_..
No». 20
547S
C.-.99
S5SG
Don Desperado
(W), Maloney
May 8
Dress Parade
(D). Boyd-Love
_
Nov. 11
8U02
.-.867
6228
Eyes of the Totem
(M), Hawley
_
May 15
Fiijhtino Eagle, The (M). La RocQUe-Haver
Aug. 29
7107
Fighting Love (D). Goudal
_
6.jC8
Flying Luck (C), .Monty Banks
_
Dec. 4
Forbidden Woman, The (M). Jetta Goudal
Nov. 7
Getting Gertie's Garter (F), Prevost
Girl from Everywhere (C). Pollard
Dec. 11
33»:;
Girl in the Pullman, The (C), Prevost
Oct. 31
«4o;-;
Gold from Weepah
(W), Bill Cody
Nov. 20
496S
T!ii:;
Golden
Clown,
The
(D),
Gosta-Ekman
Dec 18
OS. '.9
•Grandma's
Boy (C), Harold Lloyd.
Dec. 11
5990
Harp in Hock, A (D), Schlldkraut-Coghlan.
Oct. 10
4759
Heart of the Yukon
(M), Bowers-Cornwall
May 29
Heart Thief (D), Schildkraut-De PutU
Cfl.'iS
Hidden
Aces (M), HutcblsoiL
Aug. 7
4620
678S
_
July 21
i;r,ty.'. His Dog (D), Sdiildkraut
4700
His First Flame
(C), Langdon
May 8
His Foreign Wife (D), MacDonald-Murphy
Nov. 27
4800
Hoof Marks (W), .Tack Donovan.
Nov. 13
4076
Interferin' Gent The (W), Buffalo Bill, Jr
Aug. 21
4864
Jim. the Conqueror
(W). Boyd-Falre.
1.S5O0 King of Kings
(D), All Star
„
4131
5324
Land of the Lawless, The (W), Jack Padjan..... Dec. 25
4752
Little Firebrand
(C), Thornton.
_
July 3
5472
Main Event. The (D), Reynolds
J^ov. 21
Man
Bait (CD), Prevost...Jan. 29
5865
Meddlin'
Stranger
(W), Wales
_
June 12
My Friend from India (F), Pangt)om-Falr.
Dec. 19
Night Bride (FC). Prevost
„
5759
4576
0421
Nobody's
Widow
(FC),
Joy-Kay-Haver.
573C
6903
4.575
No Man's Law (W), Rex
May 1
Obligin' Buckaroo, The (W), Buffalo Bill, Jr Oct. 16
Pals in Peril (W), Buffalo Bill, Jr
-.._
June 26
4678
Phantom Buster. The (W), Roosevelt-Rayford-.Aug. 14
4497
6000
Pieces of China (Travel)
Aug. 7
Pirates of the Sky (M), Hutdilson.
May 22
482S
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary (C). Robson
_
4542
Ride
'Em
High
(W),
Buddy
Roosevelt
-..Oct.
9
4375
5844
Roarin' Broncs. Buffalo Bill, Jr
_
Nov. 27
Rubber Tires (C), Ford-Love
Rush Hour, The (C). Prevost-Ford
Dec. 12
6303
5880
Skeedaddle Gold (W), Wales
July 31
4502
4546
Soda-Water Cowboy, The (W), Wally Wales
Sept 25
4338
Trunk
Mystery
(M). Hutchison.
_
'.-...June 12
Turkish
Delight
Schildkraut-Fay&
_
Nov. 11
5397
Two-Gun of Tumbleweed
(W), Leo Maloney.
July 17
5921
5670
Vanity (M), Joy
_
6198
White Gold (D), (JoudaL
4485
White Pebbles (WD), Wally Wales
Aug. 7
6447
Wise Wife, The (C), Haver
Oct. 24
Wreck of the Hesperus, The (M), Bradford
Oct 31
Yankee
Clipper
(M),
Boyd.
5610
7820
5596

1927
..Apr. 23
..Aug. 13

_

Released

4335

Jan. 21
Feb. 11
Apr. 14

Jan. 7
Dec. 31

Player

1927

Apr. 321
Mar.

1927
Afraid to Love (C), Vidor
Apr. 9
Barbed
Wire (D), Negri-Brook
_
Sept. 10
Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery
Aug. 1
Blind Alleys (M), Melglian
Mar. 12
Blonde or Brunette? (C), Menjou.
Jan. 24
Cabaret
(CD), Gilda Gray
Mar. 26
Casey at the Bat (C), W. Beery
Mar. 5
Chang
(D), Special cast
Sept. 3
Children of Divorce (D), Bow
Apr. 2
City Gone Wild (M), Melghan-Millner
Nov. 12
'Covered
Wagon, The (M), Kerrigan-Wilson.
Aug. 6
Evening Clothes (C), Menjou
Mar. 19
Fashions for Women
(CD). Ralston
Mar. 26
Fireman Save My Child (C), Beery-Hatton
Aug. 1
Gay Defender, The (CD), Ilichard Dlx
Dec. 10
Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), Mea)ou-0'Hara....Oet. 15
Get Your Man
(CD), Clara Bow
Dec. 10
Honeymoon Hate (CD), Florence Vidor
Iifi'. 3
Hotel Imperial (D), Negri
Feb. 26
Hula (CD), Bow-Brook
Aug. 27
It (C), Clara Bow
Feb. 19
Je«se James (D), Fred Thomson
Oct. 22
•Kid Brother (C), Lloyd
Oct. 4
Kiss in a Taxi (C). Daniels
JTeb. 26
Knockout
Reilly (CD), Dix
Apr. 16
Last Waltz, The (D), Special cast
Nov. 26
Let It Rain (C), MacLean
....Jan. 3
Love's Greatest Mistake
(CD), Brent
Feb. 12
Man Power
(D), DLx
July 9
Metropolis (D), Special cast
-Aug. 13
Mme. Pompadour (D), Moreno-D. GislL
Aug. 13
Nevada
(W), Cooper-Todd.
Sept. 10
New York (M), Cortez-WIlson
Feb. 5
Now We're in the Air (C), Beery-Hatton
Oct. 22
One Woman to Another (CD), Vidor-Shotwell ...Sept. 24
Open Range (W), Lane Chandler
J^ov. 5
Paradise for Two (C), Dli-Bronson
Jan. 17
Potters (CD), W. C. Fields
Jan. 31
Ritzy
(CD).
Bronson
Apr. 9
Rolled Stockings
(CD), Hall-Brook
June 18
Rough
House Rosie (C), Bow
_...May 14
Rough Riders, The (D), Astor-Farrell
Oct. 1
Rubber Heels (FC), Ed, \V.vnn
June 11
Running
Wild
(C), Fields-Brian
Aug. 20
Senorita (F), Daniels
Aug. 30
Serenade (D), Menjou-Wray
_...Dec. 24
Service for Ladies (C), Menjou-Carver
Aug. 6
Shanghai
Bound
(D). Dii-Brlan
Oct 15
She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels
Nov. 12
Shootin" Irons (W), Luden-Blane
Oct. 8
Soft Cushions
(C), MaoLean-Carol
„
Aug. 27
Special Delivery (C). Eddie Cantor
Apr. 16
Spotlight, The (CD). Ralston-Hamilton
J^ov. 19
Stark Love (D). Special cast
Sept. 17
Swim. Girl, Swim
(CM), Daniels-Hall
_
Sept 17
Tell It to Sweeney
(C), Conklin-Bancroft
Sept 24
Ten Modern Commandments
(CD). Ralston
July 2
Time to Love (FC), Raymond Griflith
June 18
Two Flaming Youths (C), Fields-Conklin
Dec. 17
Underworld
(M), Banoroft-Brent
Oct. 29
Way of All Flesh, The (D). Jaunings-Bennett...Oct. 1
Wedding Bills (F), Raymond Griffith
JUay 7
We're All Gamblers (D), MelRhan-MlUner
-.Sept. 3
Whirlwind of Youth
(D), Lois Mor»n.
Apr. 30
Wings (M), Chailes Rogers
Oct. 29
Woman on Trial (D), Pol» Negri

Title and
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Pathe
Jan. 14
Apr. 14
Feb. 18

Paramount
6199
0951
9879
5597
5878
7175
6040
6536
6662
5408
7447
6287
6296
5399
6376
6017
5889
-091
5415

PICTURE

Jan.
Apr.
3iK.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.

. 8«pt 24
..Hot. IJ
Lot. SO
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New
Length

Title and

Released

Players

New
Pictures

Reviews

Length

Sterling
1927

1927
5563
5400
5500

Burning Up Broadway (D), H. Costello
Closed Gates CM). Harron-Novak
_
Outcast Souls (D), Len-is-Bonner
Pretty Clothes (0). J. Halston-Walker
Stranded
(D), Mason

.'.

Jan. 30

Dec. 3

Dec. 15
Oct. 15
Aug. 15

Nov. 12
Dec. 31
Jan. 7

A£ay 28
_
Sept. 10

1928
Marry the Girl

(CD)

1928

_...Feb. 4

Tiffany-Stahl

4752
5600
5S00
6049
6235
5629
6100
5182
5276
€448
5614

1928
5510
5708
6361
5283

1927

Backstage
(CD) , Bedford
_
Beauty Shoppe (CD). Busch
Broken
Gate (D)
Cheaters
(M). O'Malley
College Days (CO), M. Day
Enchanted Island (D)
First Night, The (FC), Lytell-Devore
Fools of Fashion
(CO), Busch
„
Girl from Gay Paree, The (F), Sherman-Bedford
_
Sept. 15
Haunted Ship, The (M), Sebastian-M. Lore._.J)ec. 1
Husband
Hunters
(C), Marsh
„_
Josselyn's Wife (D), Frederick
Lightning
(W), J. Halston
Sept. 1
Night Life (CD), Day-Harron
_
Nov. 1
Once and Forever (D), Patsy Hutli Miller.
Oct. 15
Sin Cargo (D), Mason
Snowbound
( FC) , Blytlie
_
Streets of Shanghai (RD). Starke-Harlan
Deo. 15
Tired Business Man
(C)
Wild Geese (D). Belle Bennett
Nov. IS
Women's Wares (D), Brent-Lytell
Oct. 1
Devil's Skipper, The...
Nameless Men ...
Tragedy of Youth
Women Against the World, A

Feb.
________,Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

1
15
15
1

July
July
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
June
Feb.
Oct.

9
16
15
24
6
25
19
9

4232
6081
5645

_

_
Mar. 10
Deo. 24

.Feb. 26
Nov. 27

Dec. 11
July 30
_
Dec. 10
_

4253
5689

1928

6073
4353
6274

1927
Belovsd Rogue (M), J. Barrymora
_
_
College (0), Keaton-CorawaU
General, The (C), Keaton
Loves of Sonya (D), Swanson
_
Magic Flame, The (M), Colman-Banky
My Best Girl (M), Mary Pick-ford
Night of Love (M), Banky-Colman
.*
Resurrection (M), La Rocque
Sorrell and Son (D), Wamer-Nilsson.
_
Topsy and Eva (C), Duncan Sisters
Two Arabian
Knights (CD), Boyd-WoUieim.
Winning of Barbara Worth (0), Banl^y-Colman.

Apr. 2
Sept. 17
j'eb. 12
Mar. 19
Sept. 24
.Apr. 7
Jan. 29
Apr. 15
.Nov. 19
Aug. 13
Oct. 29
.Dec. 4

Sept. 10
Sept. 24
Nov.
Nov.

Circus, The (C), Charlie Chaplin
Devil Dancer, The, GUda Gray
Douglas
Fairbanks as the Gaucho
(M), Fairhanks
_ _
__
Dove, The (M), Norma Talmadge.
Jan.
Drums of Love (D). Mary Philbin
Apr. 8
Garden of Eden. The (D), C. GrifHth-Eay
Feb. 25
Two Lovers, Banky-Colman
Ramona (D), Del Rio
Jan.
8660 Sadie Thompson
(D). Gloria Swanson.
Tempest
(M), John Barrymore
Mar.

Mar. 3

73.65%

Apr. 28
j^ov. 26
Jan. 7

5503
6929
5711
.5378
6958
7713
11000
5862
0038
6133
C155
5918
0170
.5416
5000

1927

Denver
Dude (W),
(W), TedGibson
Desert Dust
Wells
Down the Stretch (M), Agnew.
Fangs of Destiny (W). Dynamite
Fighting Three (W), Hoxle
Fourth Commandment
(D). Bennett
Foreign Legion (D), Kerry-Stone

Sept. 4
June 19
Sept. 18
„.Feb. 6
.Sept. 11
.Oct. 9
.Oct. 23
Tune 12
l~Feb.
Dec
..^May
Deo.
July
Ms.t.
„

13
18
29
4
3
20

_,
20~
10
18
3
4
23
30
18
Love Thrill
Plante
Z~__May 8
Man's
Pa»t, (FC),
A (D),La Veldt-Kent
_„
Dec 25
Men of Daring (W). Timk.Tune 5
On Your Toes (C), Denny-Worth
Nov. 27
Out All Night (C). Dc-nny-Nixon
Sept. 4
Painted Ponies (W), Hoot Gibson
Sept 25
Painting the Town (FC), Toon..
Aug 7
Galloping
FuryLaw (W),
Znov.
Held by the
(M),Hoot
LewisGibson.
Apr.
Hero for the Night, A, Tryon-MiUer.
__Dec.
Hey! Hey! Cowboy
(W). Gibson
Apr.
Irresistible Lover, The (CD). Kerry-Moran
Dec
Les Miserables
(M), Gabrio-Toulont
_
Oct.
Leg Miserables (M), (Long Version)
!Zoct.
Lone Eagle. The, Kent-Keane
_
Sept

Nov. 12

Dec. 17
Nov. 26
Nov. 26

Aug. 6
..May 9
..Jan. 1
May 14
._May 28
..JFeb. 26

58.43%
39.70%

..May 2

Dec. 24

..May 21
..Apr. 28

Jan. 14

..Apr. 2
Nov. 26

Dec. 17

Nov. 19
..Aug. 27

39.94%
56.75%

Jeb. 5
Jan. 8
Jan. 29
Aug. 20
„
_...

Nov. 19
Feb. 4
Dec. 3

Dec. 17
Jan. 14

...Apr. 9

Nov. 19

..Oct. 1
July 23
..June
25

44.70%

...Feb. 19
Dec. 3
Deo. 24
...Mar. 5

1928
Air Patrol, The (W), Al WUson
Jan.
Alias the Deacon
(CD), Hersholt-Marlowe
Jan.
Arizona Cyclone
(W), Humes
May
Buck Privates, de Putti
_
_
June
Call of the Heart, The (W), Dynamite
Ian.
Clean-Up Man, The (W), Wells
_
Feb.
Cohens and Kellys in Paris (C), Sidney
Jan.
Count of Ten, The, Bay-Ralston-Gleason
July
Fearless Rider, The (W), Fred Humes
Jan.
Finders Keepers (CO), Laura La Plante
Feb.
Four Footed Rangers, The (W), Dynamite
Mar.
Good Morning Judge
Apr.
Greased Lightning (W)
July
Grip of the Yukon. The. All star...July
Hot Heels, Glen Tryon
May
Hound of Silver Creek. The (W). Dynamite.
May
Love Me and the World Is Mine, Kerry-PUlbin.Feb.
Jazz Mad, Hersholt-Nixon-Lewis
_
June
Made-to-Order Hero (W), WeUs
June

1
22
6
17
29
12
15
1
15
5
25
29
29
22
6
20
25
3
3

Midnight Rose, de Putti-Harlan.
_
J'eb. 26
Phantom Flyer, The (W), Wilson
_
Feb. 26
Put 'Em Up (W), Humes
_ Mar. 11
Quick Triggers (W), Humes
....July 15
Rawhide
Kid (W), Hoot Gibson
Jan. 29
Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson.
„
Aug, 19
Shield of Honor, The, AU star
_
Feb. 19
Society Cowboy, A, Hoot Gibson,July 8
Stop That Man, All star
_
Mar. 11
Surrender,
Philbin-Mosjuldne
Mar. 4
Thanks for the Buggy Ride, La Plante-Tryon.
Apr. 1
That's My Daddy (C). Denny-Kent
Feb. 5
Thunder
Riders, The. Wells
Apr. 8
13 Washington Square, AU star.
Apr. 8
Trick of Hearts, A. Hoot Gibson.
Mar. 18
Won in the Clouds (W). WUson
Apr. 22
We Americans. All star
_
Apr. 22
Wild West Show, Hoot Gibson
_
May 20

Mar. 10
Feb 4

...Apr. 21

Jan. 28

.Apr. 21

Apr. 28
Apr. 28
Feb. 25

Mar. 17

Jan. 28
Feb. 25
Jan. 14
Apr. 28
Mays
Mar 17

^.._

5453
.5803
6330

Bitter Apples (M), Blue
_
Black Diamond Express (M), Blue
_
Brass Knuckles
(D), Blue-Bronson
.Dec. 3
Brute, The (0). Blue
5901
6281 Bush Leaguer, The (CD), Monte Blue...„
Aug. 20
6631 Climbers, The (D), Rich.
Dearest (D), Rich
6408 Desired Woman, The (M), Irene Rich.
5897
Aug. 27
Dog of the Regiment. A (M), Rin-Tln-Tin...Oct. 29
6972
5003 Don't Tell the Wife (C), Rich
6767 First Auto, The, Oldfleld-MiUer
Sept. 18
JSIov. 7
6639 Fortune Hunter, The (C), Syd Chaplin.
6284 Gay Old Bird (FC), Fazenda.
_
Ginsberg the Great (C), .Tessel
.Nov. 26
5978
5390 Girl from Chicago. The (M), Nagel-Loy
J^ov. 5
Glorious Betsy (CD), Dolores Costello
6302 Good Time Charley (D). Oland-H. Costello
Nov. 12
Ham
and Eggs at the Front (C). WUson-H.
5613 Conklin
_
-Dec. 24
6271
5968 Heart of Maryland (M). D. Costello
Hills of Kentucky (M), Rin-Tin-Tin
5200 ■Husbands for Rent. All star
-Dec. 31
If I Were Single, McAvoy-Nagel
_
_.Dec. 17
6230 Irish Hearts (CO), McAvoy
_
__
-...Sept. 17
5569 Jaws of Steel (D), Rin-Tin-Tin.
5397
Matinee
Ladies
(C),
McAvoy
_
6485
6310 Mill Bid, A (M), D. CosteUo
6352
Missing Link. The (C), Syd Chaplin
Aug. 7
7961 Old San Francisco (M). D. Costello-Oland
Sept. 4
6357 One Round Hogan (M), Monte Blue
Sept. 17
Reno Divorce, A (0), May McAvoy
Oct. 22
6295
5492 Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George JesseU.
_
Oct. 8
Sailor's Sweetheart, A (C), Fazenda-C. Cook.
Sept. 24
5685
6124 Silver Slave. The (D), Rich-Ferris
...J^ov. 9
6218 Simple Sis (M). Fazenda
_
0412 Slightly Used, McAvoy-Nagel
Sept. 3
7647 Third Degree (M), D. Costello
_
6281 Tracked by the Police (M), BLn-Tin-Tin
5813
What Every Girl Should
Know (CD), MiUer
5567 What Happened to Father (C), Oland
10081 When a Man Loves (R). Banrmore
Aug. 21
6820 White Flannels (M). Dresser
7068 Wolf's Clothing
(M), Blue-Miller

-

^^^y 9
July 23

—

64.17%

Across the Atlantic. Blue-Murphy
....Feb. 25
Beware
of Married
Men, Irene Rich
Jan. 14
City of Sin, The, Loy-MUjan-Wong
Domestic Trouble (CD), Cook-Fazenda
_
Jazz Singer, The, Al .lolson.
Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore...Little Snob, The, May McAvoy
Feb. 11
Powder My Back (C), Rich-Ferris
Mar. 10
Race for Life, Rin-Tin-Tln.
-...Jan. 28
Tenderloin, Dolores Costello
_

1927

May 2
-

—
__

May 28
June 18
Feb. 5
July 9
-Mar. 12

Dec. 31

—

Dec. 31

Nov. 26

-

_

-...
July 30
Feb. 26
_
Apr. 28
June 11
Oct. 1
Apr. 23
June 4
May 14
June 25
Oct. 8
_. Oct. 29
Dec. 10
Oct. 15
_..June 11
Jan.
May
Mar.
July
Feb.
Apr.
Jan.

8
21
19
9
12
2
29

1928

Nov. 12
..JMay 21
Sept. 17

35.87%

1927

1928

1927
Back to God's Country (D), Adoree-Frazier
Beware of Widows
(FC). La Plante
Border Cavalier, The (W). Humes-Pierce
Butterflies in the Rain (D), La Plante
Cat and the Canary. The (My), La Plante
CheaBng Cheaters
(C). Compson-Harlan
Chinese Parrot, The (MyD). Nixon-Turner
Claw. The (0), Windsor
_

Perch of the Devil (M), Busch
Mar. 6
Rough and Ready (W), Hoxie
.Ian. 9
Sensation Seekers (D), Dove
Mar. 20
Silk Stockings, Laura La Plante
Oct. 2
Sky High Saunders, Al Wilson
Nov. 6
Small Baehelor, The (C), Beranger-Kent
Nov. 6
Straight Shootin'
(W), Wells
Oct. 16
Taxi! Taxi! (FC). Horton
„..Apr. 24
Thirteenth Juror, The (D), Bushman-Nilsson.-.Nov. 13
Three Miles Up, Al WilsorL
_
Sept. 4
Wild Beauty
(CD), Kex
Nov. 27
Wrong Mr. Wright, The (F), Hersholt
Feb. 26
Wolf's Trail, Dynamite, the dog
_
Oct. 2

Reviews

Pictures

Warner Brothers

Universal
5777
4427
7319
7790
5623
7304
5252
5292
4349
6910
3295
4198
6892

Released

Apr. 21

1928

sTsT

5382
0172

Mar. 31

1927

7440
9120
9000
7456
8250
800O

4239
6869

4345

United Artists
9aj4
5900
7500
7311
8550

7172
4041
5598
5192
6450
4167

Players

1928

1927
5754
5669
5300
6024
7300
4SS7
5500
64S2
5233

6807
4409
7015
6166
4393
6305
4259

Title and

Feb. 11
_

J'eb. 18
. Apr. 14
„

Feb. 18

Apr. 28

71.57%

44.00%
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising

I

Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National

Theatre For Sale
FOR SALE— Picture Theatre, 425 seats. Population 37,000 Quincy, Illinois. Address 520 Hampshire St., Quincy, 111.
FOR SALE— Only theatre, town 4,500, seats 350.
Address L. R. McGuire, Capitol theatre, Okolona,
Miss.
FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theatre. For particulars write 134 Elm St., Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Phone 30.
FOR SALE— Only theatre in 7 day town, 3,000
population. Completely modern; long lease; $15,000.
Owner moving to Texas. Address Galva Theatre,
Galva, 111.
FOR SALE — Lyric theatre] Morrison, Illinois.
Equipment, long lease. First price gets it. Seats 360.
3,000 population. Draws 8,000. Going into larger
proposition.
Address L. J. Burkitt, Morrison, 111.
FOR SALE — 400 seat theatre m Illinois town.
Only theatre in town. Latest equipment. Population
6,000. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14
E. Ninth St., Chicago 111.
FOR SALE — Two theatres in Southwestern town
of 15,000. Both located advantageously. At a bargain for cash sale. Address Box 261, Exhibitors
Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.

For Sale
Single Phase Watton motor generator set, 35 Amp.
like new, $150 complete. General Electric Rectifier, 30 Amp., with 2 tubes, $75.00. Address Box
485, Rochester, N. Y.
2 Powers 6A mechanisms, need slight overhauling.
For sale cheap, $50.00 each. Address Room 1415
Paramount Bldg., New York, N. Y.
One Simplex Mazda Lamphouse complete with
regulator, $75.00. Pair Reflector Arc Lamps, $150.00
each.
Address
Box 485, Rochester,
N. Y.
2 Reel Chaplin Comedy, $150.00. Address Box
485. Rochester, N. Y.
FOR SALE — 2 Simplex Projectors, like new,
$250.00 each.
Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.
FOR SALE — 2 Peerless Reflector Arcs, perfect
condition, $385.00 pair. Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
hve ply, at prices that saves you half.
Address
Redington & Co., Scranton,
Pa.
,,^E^'EWED
Automatic
Coin-Controlled
Pianos.
$195.00
each. Write
for further
details. Address
Fox Music Co., Kansas City, Mo.
?9^ SALE — At your own price, the following ma'*'''?,■ May
,J"^ 15th.
theatre 700
is now
in operation and will be
until
chairs,
upholstered seat; 2
Hertner Transverters, 25 cycle, 220 volts; 2-Simplex
Machines with Peerless Low Intensity Lamps, and
other incidentals. Must vacate by May 15th. For
information, address National Theatre Supply Co
.
372 Pearl St., Buffalo. N. Y.
FOR SALE— Posters, Photos, Slides, Banners, Insert Cards, and other Accessories. Save 50 per cent;
write for order blanks. Theatre Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, Theatre Poster Supply
Building, Cincinnati, O.
FOR SALE — Swimming pool, room for rink and
dance platform.
Address G. F. Wallis, Russell, Kans.

Classified

Advertising

FOR SALE— 1,300 baseball chairs for ball park,
airdrome, like new, $1.35 each. 2,500 leather upholstered and veneer theatre chairs, perfect condition.
800 are re-upholstered, look like new, $1.50 up. Will
sell any amount. Address Amusement Supply Co.,
Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Organs For Sale
MAY 1st list of rebuilt organs ready. Includes
seven rebuilt Wurlitzer Organs one and two cabinets
with rolls. Prices from $950 to $2,500. Includes
nine Fotoplayers all styles, rebuilt guarantee, priced
from $1,500 to $3,500. Welte Mignon Reproducing
Piano with large library music $750. Eight stop
Moeller organ. Seeburgs most all makes. Terms
10 per cent cash with order, balance two years.
Shipped any place U. S. A. installed free. Write
for complete list with prices. No obligation. Address Robert Morton Organ Co., 624 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ used or new, Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, Illinois.

Stationery
LOOK! 500 two-colors ink gummed Film shipping
labels $4.00 post paid — "No-plate" embossed stationery
— Samples — Stamp appreciated. Address Sollidays,
Ex. -124, Knox,
Indiana.

Position Wanted
THEATRE ORGANIST— Good at cuing pictures.
Will go anywhere. Address Edward Schulis, 7329
S. Marshfield Ave., Chicago, 111.
SAX, ALTO, SOPRANO, CLARINET— Union,
wish a location job. State all. Can join in two weeks.
Address Musician, 261 N. Dennis, Decatur, 111.
POSTER AND SIGN ARTIST— Will consider
Malvern,
any
offer.O. Ohio preferred. Address Clyde Singer,
PROJECTION ENGINEER— Experienced in all
lines of projection work, desires connection with
theatre or supply house. Very best of references.
Can repair and adjust any make equipment. Communicate
with Clell Jay, Eureka
Springs, Arkansas.
ATTENTION, THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a fair salary to begin in order to prove worth.
If you are, do not overlook this opportunity. Union,
best of references, will go anywhere. Address Box
257, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY — Female Organist, working at present but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago. 111.
OPERATOR — 12 years experience, good references,
non-union, but will join if necessary. Will go anywhere. Address Victor Hums, care of Mrs. Ryan,
Box 493, Sea Clifi^, Long Island. N. Y.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR, desires position as
operator or assistant operator, has Chicago license
and will join union, will go anywhere. Address
David Silver, 4459 Broadway,
Chicago, 111.

Medium

ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced
in theatre work. Men and women now ready for
good positions. Union or non-union. Write salary
and other data. Address Chicago Musical College,
64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
THEATRE MANAGER- With broad experiences
in theatre manasement, pictures, road shows, Taudeville, stock exploitation and publicity. Will consider
connection with theatre over 1,000 capacity where
conservative management, forceful tactics, initiative
and live ideas may be applied. One hundred per cent
references. Salary and commission. Address Box
250, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407
S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Address Vedmond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 North 7th Street, Allentown, Pa.

Business Opportunity
EXPERIENCED THEATRE MANAGER — for
partnership in centrally located Strand Theatre in
city of 85,000. Must have some capital. Reason
for capital to assure securing complete effort. Will
consider leasing property. Write or wire Dr. Lake
Polan, Huntington, W. Va.

Gift Night Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write today. No obligation. Addres»
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhaulinf
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serrinf
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furnished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago, III.
BEST GRADE repair work. Prices right. Free
relief heads. Prompt service. Address Guercio k
Barthel. 1018 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, 111.
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Morie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash,
Chicago.

Films for Sale or Rent
FOR S.\LE— "Secrets of Paris" (7); "Should a
Wife Work" (7); "Novelty" (8); "Daring Years"
(7); "Ken Maynard Westerns"; also "Serials":
"Special Features"; "Comedies"; "Tr3velog:ues" ; Cartoons, Scenic, Religious. Guranteed Pictures, 729
Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Equipment JT anted

WANTED — Baird Projector complete, also motor
generator: must be in pood condition and bargains.
Address Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. TTie
classified advertising department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling
equipment, and in solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with
order, 10% discount if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is
being advertised this week. The cost is small, the results are great.
[See

next

page]
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COMPLETE EQUIPMENT, booth, cushioned
seats, organ or electric piano, stage. Address W. B.
Franke, Humboldt, la.
BEST PRICES paid for projection machines, all
types. Address Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
.
HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Movie Supply Co., 844
Wabash, Chicago.

Equipment for Sale
Second hand equipment — Motiograph De Ltixe
$300.00 Dempsey-Tunney fight picture, three reels,
new print, $150.00. Address Lee, 2718 Fairmont
St., Dallas, Texas.
IF YOU are looking for bargains in good used
motion picture projectors, lamps and house, and other
equipment, I can offer you some real buys. Also have
two new McCauley Low Intensity Arc Lamps for sale
at a sacrifice. Joseph Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.,
Chicago, 111.
.
FOR SALE — Motion picture projectors, part and
supplies for all type machines. Address Guercio &
Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before buying elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service, 643 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.
CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE for Second Hand
Equipment, Seats, Rebuilt projectors of all makes,
Screens, Pianos, Organs, and other miscellaneous
articles for the theatre. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Company, 12-14 E. 9th Street, Chicago,
Illinois.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
Chairs, Projectors, Screens, Generators, Rectifiers,
Reflecting Arc Lamps, etc. Write for bargain list.
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.
NEW BRAUXFELS, TEX.— To the Editor : It is a funny thing, but nevertheless a
fact, that the average showman considers his
patrons as children, and he, in his superior
sophistication, metes out to them entertainment
as he thinks they like it. It is doubtless true
that most people are children at heart and
many are children in mind ; but even children, those of today, have common sense and
the faculty of reason.
Being young and comparatively new in the
entertainment field, I am perhaps a bit overenthusiastic. I ha\^e observed, however, that
the newcomer often sees things which the old
timer had never noticed. I, therefore, take
the liberty to say that we want and we need
better plots in motion pictures. Every year
the small town exhibitor through the system
of "block selling" is forced to buy pictures
which contain no entertainment value at all.
To show these pictures means to hurt his
future business, and not to show them while
he is forced to pay for them, simply means
that he is cutting his profit, often to the extent that an audit of the year's business will
show no profit at all.
The producing companies must realize that
these pictures are an actual detriment to the
industry, and while they make a large profit
by the actual sale of the picture, still they are
actually losing money because it is these pictures which limit theatre attendance in general. Many probably argue that the enormous
popularity of the movie disproves this, but
in this town, as well as in every other town,
there are still a great per cent of the population who never patronize a picture show. Only
the other day I asked a man here in town why
he never came to my show. His answer was
that he did not like movies, "too much humbug and too many impossible things are done,"
he said.
This

is the age of

realism.

Today there
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Chairs for Sale
FOR SALE— 1,800 HIGHEST GRADE used
spring cushion opera chairs, upholstered in dark
brown Spanish leather. Very reasonable. Write for
exact photograph and details. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Co., 12-14 E. 9th St., Chicago, 111.
HERE'S A REAL BUY— Of 1,000 finest grade
made assembly folding chairs in sections of two
chairs slightly used. Also 720 upholstered theatre
chairs with a heavy 7-pIy veneered back. All seats
have been newly re-covered in a Spanish leather and
are spring constructed. 2,000 used plain light and
heavy 5-pIy veneered chairs. All chairs offered at a
very rare bargain. Exact descriptive matter and
photos will be submitted at your request. Address
Illinois
Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St.,
Chicago, Theatre
111.
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CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10, 3 feet, colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, 111 West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Engagements Wanted
NATIONAL ORCHESTRA AGENCY— Announces
their famous and recording bands available for summer engagements. Address Victory Bldg., 1011
Chestnut
St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

Miscellaneous

Bulldogs,

BEAUTIFUL registered Bull Pups, $15.
Address
501 Rockwood,
Dallas, Texas.

OPERA CHAIRS — Largest stock in the country.
Get our prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.

Wanted to Lease

FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.

WANTED TO LEASE theatre seating capacity 500
or over.
Address Harry Meyers, Olmito, Tex.

Sheet Music for Sale

Trade Schools
CORNETISTS. Trombonists, Saxophonists, Qarinetists,dress
getVirtuoso
"Free
Pointers."
Name
instrument.
AdSchool,
Dept. 61,
Buffalo,
N. Y.

Wanted

Banners and Posters
Special prices on 12x18 and 4J^xl2 bills, assorted
colored paper. Address Taylor Printing Co., Anna,
Kansas.

are more schemers and less dreamers. People
demand realism and logic in their stories.
Even from our Western fans we hear remarks
such as "boloney," "movie-stuff," etc.
I have seen picture after picture wherein
every step was organized to create certain
situations which intended to put over the
wallop by creating laughter, excitement, and
the like. But people in general will not swallow this hokum any more.
I am strong for big themes like "Ben Hur"
and "The Big Parade." They stimulate the
mind and leave a pleasant sensation even after
the actual showing is over. I am also strong
for lighter comedy plays, but even a comedy
must have logic, a situation must have at
least a chance of probability, before it becomes really funny. If you will analyze the
success
I mean. of "Rookies" you will understand what
I know that there are hundreds of other exhibitors who are disgusted with having to buy
these "spineless" pictures along with the good
ones. The reason I am writing this letter is
because I believe that a united protest will
impress the various producing companies to
the extent that they will reaHze that they are
hurting the industry and themselves every
time they release a picture which is sure to
be a failure.
I certainly will not deny that star names
help to draw the crowd, and good direction,
good acting, and pleasant screen personality
will improve any story; but it is the plot, the
theme of the thing, that satisfies the crowd,
and decides whether your patron comes back
tomorrow night and the next night and the
next, or whether he will stay at home and play
bridge or go to the roof and dance. Yours
for bigger profits. — R. P. Heinen, Capitol theatre, New Braunfels, Tex.

Send Film by Air Mail
(Special to the Herald-World)

_ NEW
ORLEANS,
May
time
in local
motion picture
this case First National's
a Turkish Bath," arrived
played at the New Saenger.

8.— For
history,
"Ladies
by air

OVERSTOCKED ON POPULAR songs, instruraentals and orchestrations. Send $1.00 for 10
copies assorted. Address G. M. Tidd Music Publisher, 850 Montrose Ave., Columbus, O.

athe
film,first
in
Night in
mail. It

Oppose First Show
OKLAHOMA CITY, May 8.— Operation of
the first motion picture show at San Angelo,
Tex., last week caused considerable opposition.
The preachers are goi-ng to test the issue.

WANTED — Passion Play — in good condition, hand
colored. Address C. H. Pattison, Port Elgin, New
Brunswick,
Canada.

10 Stanley Theatres
Entertain 100,000 Children
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, May 8.—Haiiy
D. Westcott, director of the department of public service and education
of the Stanley Company of America,
reports that during the active season
of his department just closed, more
than 100,000 children attended special
Saturday morning performances in
ten of the company's theatres. Mrs.
Walter Willard, chairman of the Motion Picture Committee of the Pennsylvania Federation of Women's
Clubs, co-operated with Mr. Wescott
in securing an entertaining and yet
educational type of Elm for the children. Films were furnished gratis by
Pathe and the U. S. Department of
Education.

Stage Stars Make Second
Film for Benefit Funds
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— The second of the
series of two-reel pictures with stage stars
much in evidence in the cast is in production, the story, "Walls Have Ears," having
been donated by Irvin S. Cobb. The pictures are being made for the Actors Fund
of America and the Authors League Fund
under the supervision of Eugene Spitz.

More Auditing Offices
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, May 8.— The Stanley
Company of America has moved the auditing department of all the various groups
of Stanley theatres to the Philadelphia
headquarters in the Earle building under
the supervision of James Brennan, treasurer
of the company.

Paramount Re-Signs Brian
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May 8.— Mary Brian has
signed a new Paramount contract and is at
present working on a special production called
"The Perfumed Trap."
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Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "^^ Straight from the Shoulder

Columbia
STAGE KISSES: Special cast— 60%. April 11-12.
One of the Columbia "Perfect 30" not quite up to
the standard. However, it's far from being a "fizzle."
I have played Columbiae for over a year and have
yet to run' across a poor one. They get "over" here.
Best of service from Memphis and the most accommodating, courteous exchange I ever deal with. —
J. W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. — General patronage.
AUAS THE LONE WOLF: Bert Lytell— 30%.
April 22. Good mystery melodrama. Seven reels.- —
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
— General patronage.
THE WRECK : Shirley Mason— An out of the ordinary picture, containing some very unusual situations, holding one's interest throughout. Six reels. —
Dorothy B. Strauss, Doralee theatre, Copperhill,
Tenn. — Small town patronage.

FBO
CHICAGO AFTER MIDNIGHT: Ralph Ince— 10%.
April 12. Good melodrama and mystery combined,
of Chicago and a band of bandits or crooks. Very
much surprised over the turnout for this. Had it
for two nights, but as nobody came to see it we let
it go the next night and put on a different program.
Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D. — General patronage.
FRECKLES: Hobart Bosworth— 80%. April 17-18.
With "The Harvester" I thought that Gene Stratton
Porter was losing her drawing power, but they came
back stronger with "Freckles." Seven reels. — Homer
P. Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich. — Small
town patronage.
CONEY ISLAND: Lois Wilson— 80%. April 23.
Good program picture and that is all F B O claimed
it to be. If it had been some of the other companies
that are given to handing us so many specials at so
much per above program price, it would have been
in' the special list. FBO
has had consistently
good programs this year. Seven reel§. — Geo. Marlow,
Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
CONEY ISLAND: Special cast— March 14-15. Just
a dandy picture. Well produced and better than a
lot of so-called specials. Played to very good business and pleased 100 per cent. Seven reels. — E. D.
Luna, Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla.- — Small town
patronage.
RED RIDERS OF CANADA: Special cast— 75%.
April 21. Good program picture of the • Northwest
Mounted Police type. Beautiful scenery, well acted,
good suspense, and plenty of action. If your patrons
like outdoor action pictures this will please them.
Good for Saturday and will be a relief from all
Western Saturday programs. Six reels. — Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — Small town
patronage.
THE HARVESTER: Special casl^-60%. March 11.
Drew well, bvit everyone complained about it being
too slow. They got tired waiting for something to
happen. Seven reels. — M. W. Hughes. Colonial theatre, Astoria, IIl.^ — General patronage.
THE HARVESTER: Natalie Kingston— A good picture and the author's name will draw. Paid just
one-half as much for this as I did for Metro's "The
Enemy" and grossed twice as much. — Claud Thorp,
Gem theatre, Ryan, Okla. — General patronage.
SILVER COMES THROUGH: Fred Thomson— 55%.
April 21. Thomson and Silver good in this one. A
little slow in getting into action, but finished okay
to a pleased crowd.
Six reels.— Wm.
Wiske. Com-

about as much as a street sweeper." — Geo. E. Fuller.
The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala. — General patronage.
SOUTH SEA LOVE: Patsy Ruth Miller— April 21.
.\ drama of the tropics, nice and clean and very entertaining. Ran on double program nights with
"Shootin' Irons" to average bu-siness. Good print
and good photography. Seven reels. — E. M. Biddle,
Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town patronage.
SOUTH SEA LOVE: Patsy Ruth Miller— March 23.
Good picture. Well produced and pleased my patrons.
Star is good in this type picture. Seven reels. —
E.
Luna, Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla. — Small
townD. patronage.

Reports."

Editor's Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained in the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided by
average daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.

THE

EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .
When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE
TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart."
munity
ronage. theatre,

R'edgranite,

Wis. — Small

town

pat-

IS THAT NICE: George O'Hara- 23%. April
13-14. A nice little program pictui-e with quite a bit
of action' and I believe pleased a big majority.
Played two nights to very small houses and just
broke even. Five reels. — W. C. Snyder, Cozy theatre, Lamont. Okla. — General patronage.
MOTHER: Belle Bennett— 85%. April 15. What
a fine picture this is. Too bad everyone can't see
it. Teaches a great lesson and surely ought to let
some of the younger generation see themselves as
others see them. Not overacted either, which is the
best part of it. The whole cast does excellent work,
but we are so sorry we can't remember the name of
the youngster who plays the son, as he did exceptionally well with his part. Seven reels. — L. L.
Netzer, American Legion theatre, Lena, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
MOTHER: Belle Bennett— 40%. April 15. Fine
portrayal of home life with Belle Bennett as mother,
which part was liard to put over, but the ability of
Miss Bennett was so good that the crowd had to
live through it with her. Little late in running this
one, but was glad to run same. Seven reels. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
patronage.
RANGER OF THE NORTH: Ranger— A well
directed picture with thrills. Pleased all. Five
reels. — B. C. Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis. —
General patronage.
JAKE THE PLUMBER: Special eivst— Pretty raw
in spots, but pleased the slant-hends who roar at a
title like this, "How much do I know about horeea,

MOJAVE

KID:

Bob Steele— March

28-29.

A fairly good Western. Better than "Bandit's Son"
or "Breed of Sunset." Too much similarity to this
star's pictures. Five reels. — W. E. Dickson, Aristo
theatre, Lemmon, S. D. — General patronage.
TOM AND HIS PALS: Tom Tyler— April 4.
Our second Tyler, and not as good as "Out of the
West." Five reels. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.
Red Creek, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
NOT FOR PUBLICATION: Ralph Ince— A well
produced picture that pleased. Well directed, good
photography. Seven reels. — B. C. Brown. Temple
theatre, Viroqua, Wis. — General patronage.
HER SUMMER HERO: Sally Blane— April 15-16.
A breezy little comedy-drama that was very pleasing.
Depicts flaming youth at the seashore in the good
old summer time. Perfect print and good photography. Six reels. — E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre,
Paoli, Ind. — Small town patronage.
HOOK AND LADDER NO. 9: Special cast— April
20-21. Very good picture. Quite true to life. Clean
and entertaining. Print and photography good. —
P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General
patronage.
KOSHER KITTY KELLY: Viola Dana— March 31.
Ran this far enough from "The Cohens and Kellys"
that no comparison was made. Good little show.
Pleased. Seven reels. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.
Red Creek, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
LOVES OF RICARDO: George Beban— Another
one of those famous FBO
pictures, the kind you
get all hopped up with anticipation with the one
thought that right here you are going to see a great
picture, and you don't get half through until you
are confronted with the fact that it is a crime to
waste your time sitting through the thing. There
is still a chance for George Beban, if he will appear
in a good strong story, but the thing must not have
any slapstick stuff. It must be strictly high claee.
— W. H. Brenner. Cozy theatre, Winchester. Ind. —
General patronage.

First National
CANYON OF ADVENTURE: Ken Mayard— 75V
April 14. Good, high class Western. Maynard is a
Western star and if First National would give him
some of the Zane Grey's or Peter B. Kyne storii*
we would have some real specials to advertise. Seven
reels. — Geo. Marlow. Washington theatre. Atoka, Okla.
— Small town patronage.
THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard— 80%. April
14. A-1 entertainment Pleased everyone. Soven
reels. — B. HoUonbeck. Rose-Liberty theatres, SumasLynden. Wash. — Small town patronage.
THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard— March 24.
Very good Saturday picture, but failed to draw for
me. My patrons want Ken In straight Wo«torns.
Not
as good
some of
other Wnponer,
stars' pleturon.
Six reels.
— E. as
D. Luna.
Cozythetheatre,
Okla.
— Small town patronage-
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THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess— 95%. April
19-20. A real picture that etande out all the more
prominent on account of this year's epidemic of comedies and light frivolous entertainment. With more
pictures of this character I doubt if we would be
suffering from the business slump as badly as we
now are. Seven reels. — Homer P. Morley, Princess
theatre, Buchanan, Mich. — Small town patronage.
THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmees— 80%. April
27-28. Absolutely one of the best pictures for the
general public. Advertise it big, it will please.
Eight reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria,
111. — General patronage.
THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess— April 18-19.
The most pleasing picture from the audience standlK)int that has been released in a long time. Taking
the tip from other very favorable reports, I put on
heralds that this would probably be one of the ten
best pictures made in 1928 and personally guaranteed
it to be exceptionally good. Using only the regular
amount of advertising my Tuesday-Wednesday business was double what it has been running. If you
have this picture bought play it as the biggest special you ever ran. It will deliver the goods. If you
do not have it bought, buy it. — H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,
H. & S. theatre. Chandler, Okla. — Small town patronage.
BURNING DAYLIGHT: Milton Sills— 70%. Another very good one from Sills. One that will please
the average crowd. Seven reels. — B. R. Parsons,
State theatre, Springfield, Minn. — General patronage.
GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard— 60%. March 15.
Here is a star that is holding his own. He is always
good, they give him good stories and direction is
good. Six reels. — M. A. Hughes, Colonial theatre,
-■Astoria, 111. — General patronage.
GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard— April 21. Played
on ten-cent night and failed to draw even normal
business. Not a bad Western, all of the Ken's are
good and Tarzan is good. But he doesn't register for
me like Gibson or Mix. Seven reels. — P. G. Vaughn,
Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
GUN GOSPEL: Kert Maynard — A good picture,
much better than the average Western. — Claud Thorp,
Gem theatre, Ryan, Okla.— General patronage.
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Molly O'Day— 90%.
March 25. Run this as soon as you can and boost
it. It's one of the best of the year, go right after it
and you will get them in and please them all. Eight
reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111. —
General patronage.
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Special cast— 50%.
April 16-17. Pleased. W. L. Kornegay, Victoria
theatre, Mt. Olive, N. C— Small town patronage.
NO PLACE TO GO: Special cas1^50%. April
10-11. Program picture, no better or no worse than
hundreds of the other program pictures. Seven reels.
Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. — ■
Small town patronage.
HARD BOILED HAGGEKTY: Milton Sills— 32%.
April 28. Too much smut in this one to suit my
patrons. Plenty of suggestive scenes and the first
Sills picture that some of our customers walked out
on. Usually Sills is pretty well liked here, but nothing to his credit ia this one. Bight reels. — Wm.
Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
THE LIFE OF RILEY: Murray and Sidney— 60%.
January 27. This pair are good in this, get it. You
will not regret it. Seven reels. — M. W. Hughes,
Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111. — General patronage.
AMERICAN
BEAUTY,
THE
STOLEN
BRIDE:
Billie Dove — 75%. Fine, both of them, and bb a
star Billie Dove is a beauty as well as a good actress.
Grab them. Seven reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial
theatre, Astoria, 111. — General patronage.
AMERICAN BEAUTY: Dove-Hughes— 65%. A
fairly good program picture. Played it on ladies' 10cent night in opposition to a school attraction.
Everyone seemed pleased except the shoot- 'em-up
element. Seven' reels. — C. C. Johnson, Deluxe theatre,
Bucklin, Kan. — General
patronage.
AMERICAN BEAUTY: Billie Dove— March 28-29.
A dandy picture. Star is coming to the front.
Pleased all who came to see it. Seven reels. — ^E. D.
Luna, Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla. — ^Small town
patronage.
THE GORILLA: Charles Murray— 35%. April
24-25. Fair, but did not care for it much here.
Seven reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.— General patronage.
THE GORILLA: Special cast— March 19-20. Very
good hokum picture, but not as big as they claim
it to be. Average business. Pleased about 50 per
cent. Seven reels. — E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla. — Small town patronage.
MAN CRAZY: Mulhall-Mackaill— 60%. Mulhall
and MackalU are really liked in this locality, but
this one seemed to be drawn out too much.
Five
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reels" would have been sufficient, although I received
several nice comments on the picture. Six reels. —
C. C. Johnson, Deluxe theatre, Bucklin, Kan. — General patronage.
THE CRYSTAL CUP: Dorothy Mackaill— 30%.
April 20-21. Just a fair program picture and will
get by with short subjects to back it up. Played
two nightfi but had poor attendance on account of
rain on both nights. Seven reels. — W. C. Snyder,
Cozy theatre, Lamont, Okla. — ^General patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore— 65%. April
15. Considered a rather good comedy. Drew fairly
well and seemed to have pleased. Seven reels. —
Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. —
Small town patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore — 10%. April 8.
Good show and good enough business so we should
worry. But folks expect little more from you. Colleen, every time they come to see you, so don't relax
on' giving us something better every time you turn
out a production. We thank you just the same.
Colleen. Had to run this against all churches gathering at the local high school for Easter night,
and we had good biz, anyhow, so that's that! Seven
reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. —
General patronage.
THE POOR NUT: Jack Mulhall— 100%. I had
a number of good comments on this picture, but
Mulhall was not his old self and the majority did
not like him in' this type production. Ran this ■with
a school quartette. Seven reels. — C. C. Johnson,
Deluxe theatre, Bucklin, Kan. — General patronage.
WHITE PANTS WILLIE: Johnnie Hines— 33%.
April 6-7. The best one of Hines' pictures since the
"Brown Derby," arid went over in fair shape to
small houses for two nights. Made just a very little
above expenses. Seven reels. — W. C. Snyder, Cozy
theatre, Lamont,
Okla. — General patronage.
WHITE PANTS WILLIE: Johnnie Hines— 12%.
April 11-12. This would have been a real good picture if they left out the nasty parts. We have always considered Johnnie's pictures good because they
have been clean, but in this one there are several
parts that should have been cut out by the censor
board. Johnnie, come on and give us more good
clean comedies, as of old. Seven reels. — W. J. Shoup,
Deluxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. — Small 'to'wn' patronage.
JUST ANOTHER BLONDE: Mackaill-Mulhall—
8%. April 10. Well this was a real good one, to
our estimation, but look at the percentage we got
to see it. Best show we had for some time to show
to such a poor crowd. • You never know how they
will flop, no matter how good they are. Six reels.
— Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
HOME MADE: Johnnie Hines- 60%. March 8.
Johnnie is always good. Everyone comes when' we
advertise Hines. Seven reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111. — General patronage.
THREE'S A CROWD: Harry Langdon— 50%.
Harry is slipping here. I'll have to buy him for
less money or let him alone. Seven reels. — M. W.
Hughes,
ronage. Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111. — General patLADIES'

NIGHT IN A TURKISH BATH: Mulhal -Mackail — Dorothy and Jack go over big in another honest-to-goodness audience picture. One of
those kind that bring good hearty laughter. Not
forced enjoyment but just natural. I still say
Dorothy and Jack should go right ori with this
type of entertainment. Seven reels.. — ^W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. — General patronage.
BREAKFAST AT SUNRISE: Constance Talmadge
— April 19-20. Can't say much for this one. Another of First National's specials, but there was
nothing special about it, except the price I paid for
it. Six reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa
Grove, 111. — General patronage.
THE DROP KICK: Richard Barthelmess— April
17-18. A gripping story of college life. Big football game in the last reel is excellent. Barthelmess
is always the finished actor, and his support was
very good. Drew nicely. Good photography and
print. Seven reels.— E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre,
Paoli, Ind. — Small town patronage.
THE RED RAIDERS: Ken Maynard— This is a
Western worth showing. Ken is undoubtedly the
best rider of all the Western stars and Tarzan the
equal of any other horse. Six reels. — A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.- — General patronage.
THE GREAT DECEPTION: Aileen Pringle— April
16. Just a program picture. Six reels. — Mrs. C.
Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111. — Small to-wn
patronage.
NAUGHTY BUT
Pleased immensely.

NICE: Colleen Moore— March 24.
Small attendance.
Seven reels.
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A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — Small
town patronage.
RAINBOW RILEY: Johnnie Hin«=— April 14-15.
A very good comedy. First Johnnie Hines we ever
ran and he went over big in this. Some imiKjssible
stunts pulled, but subtitles and well-balanced comedy throughout makes this a very good subject for
most any size town. Seven reels. — Crosby &
Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
THE OVERLAND
STAGE:
Ken Maynard— April
21. The first of this star, but not the last. The
best show we have shown' in ages, but did not draw.
Six reels. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE LOST WORLD: Special cast— AprU 20-21.
This is a very good picture of its kind. Some of
your exhibitors may think it's too old to run. I
have not found it that way. I had a good crowd
both nights and every one pleased. It is not always
the new pictures that click at the box office. Print
and photography good. Ten reels. — P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.

Fox
THE GAY RETREAT: Special cast^65%. An
exceptionally good comedy drama. Everybody pleased
and I received more comments on this picture than
any comedy to date. Had it only one day and had
a big rain. Seven reels. — C. C. Johnson, Deluxe
theatre, Bucklin, Kan. — General patronage.
SEVENTH HEAVEN: Gaynor-Farrell— 95%. Words
cannot express the greatness of this picture. Its
acting surpasses anything we have ever shown. Gaynor and Farrell are wonderful and the story is marvelous. Never before did we receive as many comments on any one picture as we did on this one.
Twelve reels.- B. R. Parsons, State theatre, Springfield, Minn. — General patronage.
LOVES OF CARMEN: Del Eio-McLaglen— 25%.
April 24-25. About the rankest thing yet. Everybody disgusted. Did not draw and was glad of it.
Nine reels.- G. E. Wendel, Opera House, Smithland,
la. — Small town patronage.

WHAT PRICE GLORY: Special cast— 60%. April
19-20. A wonderful war picture, but too strong for
towns this size. Too true to war. We played "The
Big Parade" April 22-23 and my patrons liked "The
Big Parade" the best and all said the same thing:
"Just as good, but too rough." That's this tovm. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— General patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Special cast— I'm not
saying a word. I will leave this one to each individual
locality. The first reel of this feature print was
absolutely rotten, and I don't mean' maybe. My
patrons sat through 50 cents worth of misframes,
breaks, hops and jumps. First night business fair,
second night fell oS 50 per cent. Third night a
storm saved me from checking off 50 per cent more.
It was more, but we gave the storm credit for the
slump. The reason I haven't sent in my weekly
report — ^I was a total nervous ■wreck after running
this rip-rap print. — Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre,
Villisca, la. — General patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Special cast— A wonderful picturization of the World War, ever showing the
humorous, rather than' the more tragic side. A production that has not been the least bit overrated.
The scenes and comedy are in a class by themselves.
Twelve reels. — Dorothy B. Strauss, Doradele theatre,
Copperhill, Tenn. — General patronage.
WHISPERING SAGE: Buck Jones— 15%. April
18. Buck Jones has a following but — the last two
we drew are not what they should be. This one is
very faulty in photography, the only clearly defined
scenes are in what they term "under the Western'
moon" and we are tired of guessing at what is
going on. It seems they make these pictures regardless of light. Five reels. — O. A. Fosse, Community
theatre, Ridgeway,
la. — Small to'wn patronage.
WHISPERING SAGE: Buck Jones— April 17-18.
A good Buck Jones picture.
However, the photog-
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raphy is terrible in quite a few epots. The night
scenes were very clear, while the supposed daylight
scenes must have been taken during the dark of
the moon. I suppose when one of those camera
twisters makes a picture full of fuzz and out of
focus stuff he is known as a Cinematophotographer ;
whereas, if he turns out a nice clear picture he is
only a "Camera Shooter." The fool killer ought
to get out on some of those lots and swing his slippery elm club. Six reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.— Small town patronage.
ARIZONA WILDCAT: Tom Mix— 71%. April 14.
Best Mix yet. Different from his usual run. Some
polo game. Believe me Tom can play polo. Five
reels. — L. W. Bagwell, Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala.
— General
patronage.
BLACK JACK: Buck Jones — April 21. Another
good picture from Buck, to big Saturday business.—
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, "Wis. — General
patronage.
THE BRANDED SOMBRERO: Buck Jones— Buck
and Eagle were there and over, and with the help
of our new friend, "Oswald," we never lost a regular and had some new ones with Angelo Comedians
and "The Fair Co-Ed" as competition. Print good,
photography good. — Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre,
Villisca, la.^ — General patronage.
EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE: George O'Brien— If
you can get them in, here is one that will more than
please. As good a picture as I ever had, but I
couldn't interest my patrons. Prizefight advertising
got the men, but where were the women and children, that have followed "The Collegians"? Search
me. Print and photography good. — Dr. F. M. Childs,
Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. — General patronage.
THE WIZARD: Edmund Lowe — April 10. A very
good mystery play with plenty of thrills. — E. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — General patronage.
SILVER VALLEY: Tom Mix— April 14. A good
Mix picture which drew fair business in spite of a
big snowstorm. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — General patronage.
THIRTY BELOW ZERO: Buck Jones— April 11.
This was good and thrilling. Pleased immensely.
Did not draw though. Six reels. — A. C. Betts. Powers theatre, Eed Creek, N. Y. — Small town pntro"age.
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picture. A little different from a Chaney, but a good
ending. Why is it the producers do not keep enough
advertising on hand to furnish the exhibitor what
he wants? Will say push it if you can get advertising to do it with. Bight reels. — C. C. Johnson, Deluxe
theatre, Bucklin, Kan. — General patronage.

admission and they liked it. Don't be afraid to boost
this one. Marion, hurrah for you ! Stick to this
type of picture and you should worry about who gets
the emoting roles. Pictures like this make us glad
we have a Metro contract. We even can almost forgive them for their punk ones. We must say we
get marvelous service from the Milwaukee exchange,
and Metro's prints are always in' excellent condition.
See, Marion, how you help the business. Se\'en reels.
— L. L. Netzer, American Legion theatre. Lena,
Wis. — Small tovim patronage.

QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies- 25%. April
12-13. A splendid picture of its kind. However,
patrons were not as well satisfied as they were with
"The Fair Co-Ed" or "The Red Mill." Eight reels.
— Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan,
Mich. — Small town patronage.

THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Special cast— 85%.
March 18. One of these secret panel, hidden trapdoor thrillers, but very good of its kind. It kept
our audience gasping and shuddering. Some even
screamed. The dog is great, but Polly Moran made
the hit with our audience as the lady reporter. She
vfSB a riot ! Six reels. — L. L. Netzer, American
Legion theatre, Lena, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Bonaparte (Dog)—
75%. April 19. A dandy mystery story, and the
dog is good, but not as good as Rin Tin Tin. Seven
reels. — M. W. Hught-s, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.
— General patronage.

QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies— Did not pull,
but that is nothing against it, because nothing much
pulls these days. It pleased the women and is a
high grade production throughout.- — Geo. E. Fuller,
The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala. — General patronage.
QUALITY STREET: Marion- Davies— Well produced and well acted. Drew and pleased. More of
this kind is what we want. Eight reels. — C. W.
Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis. — General patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan— 85%. This picture is
really a good attraction and the best Coogan' has
made for some time. It is snappy with action and a
good line of comedy for the kids. Boost it. Six
reels. — C. C. Johnson, Deluxe theatre, Bucklin, Kan.
— General patronage.

THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Lionel Barrymore—
60%. April 22. Yes, sir, for a change this one was
considered very good. Plenty of dark and somewhat spooky scenes. The dog does some wonderful
work in this picture. No special, but a very pleasing:
program. Six reels. — Wm. Wiske, Community theatre,
Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
CALIFORNIA: Tim McCoy— 30%. April 7. Dandy
show of California's old history, but we think a
plain good Western would mean more at the box
office. So, Tim, you had better change the lease
and give us more real Westerns than these historical
plays. I thank you. Six reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan— 80%. March
25. Jackie does exceptionally good work. Pleased,
but why aren't directors careful of the small things?
Claire Windsor rushing out into a raging blizzard,
that the men could hardly stand up against, with
only a thin cape over a decollete gown ! We heard
comments on this all around us. But the picture is
good notwithstanding. Herbert Rawlinson fine. Six
reels. — L. L. Netzer, American Legion theatre, Lena,
Wis. — Small town patronage.

BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan— 27%. February 17-18.
One of the best Coogan pictures we ever played.
A basketball tournament ruined our business. Seven
reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.
— General patronage.
WEST POINT: William Haines— 100%. April 19.
Oh what a grand and glorious feeling this one gave
us. How its praises were sung on all sides. Haines
is the only actor we know in pictures that can pull
that "I, myself and me" stuff and get away with
it. The others are only imitating Haines ! He makes
you feel that down underneath he isn't so hard.
Besides the comedy, there's pathos and oh, those
marvelous shots of West Point. Play it, by all means,
and play it big is what we mean. Nine reels. — L. L. Netzer, American' Legion theatre, Lena, Wis.
— Small town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

WEST POINT: William Haines— 58%. April 13.
A good one. Just the kind we like to see Haines in.
All comments very good. Played this on an off night
against a bad snowstorm as opposition. Eight reels.
— Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis.
— Small town patronage.

THE SMART SET: William Haines — 45%. Anril
18. Don't be afraid to boost it, as it will more than
justify anything you eay. — W. L. Kornegay, Victoria
theatre, Mt. Olive, N. C. — Small town patronage.
THE SMART SET: William Haines — Did a eoo<i
business with this. Good picture and Haines draws
them in'. Plenty of comedy and will please every
one. Seven reels. — C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville. Wis. — General patronage.
THE ENEMY: Gish-Forbes— 45%. Sold as a special, just a fair program picture in my town worth
ten dollars, paid thirty dollars. Does not draw.
Metro stuck me on this one. — Claud Thorp, Gem
theatre, Ryan, Okla. — General patronage.
THE BIG CITY:
Lon Chaney— 75%.
A very good

WEST POINT: William Haines — April 8-9. A
very good picture. Plenty of comedy, some love
and a football game. Gave excellent satisfaction
and did good business. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,
Chilton, Wis. — General patronage.
WEST POINT: William Haines— April 22-23. Here
is what I call an' audience picture with mon appeal.
Certainly is one sweet picture. Was the best of all
the West Point pictures released to date. Don't be
afraid to boost it. Business not so good, but no
fault of picture. Nine reels.— P. G. Vaughn. Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE FAIR CO-ED: Marion Davies— 95%. March
28. Oh — what a picture! A real honesMo-goodness
pippin'.
Our folks went wild over it. We raised our

THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan— April IS- 14.
Good picture. Jackie Coogan sure is a favorite with
the children. Print and photography good. — P. G.
Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronBECKY: Sally O'Neil- 50%. April 26. Pretty
age.
good little picture. Nothing big, just a little light
for comedy. Seven reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial
theatre, Astoria, 111. — General patronage.
BECKY: Sally O'Neil— 20%. April 23-24. Can't
say much for this one. Moore is miscast and the
story is one of those airy nothings. I simply cannot do business on Metro's program stuff. Seven
reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small town patronage.
TEA FOR THREE: Cody-Pringle— 50%. No equal
for "Adam and Evil." fell flat here. Do not care
for it, too light a story. Seven reels. — M. W. Hughes.
Colonial theatre, Astoria, III. — General patronage.
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patronage vei-y slim, due to poor weather, roads and
road shows. — V. E. Sherman, Midget theatre, Hillsboro. Wis. — General patronage.
THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Noima ShearerBook this and step on it. It's great. Norma's best
in some time. If you have this booked, step on it,
advertise big, because it will hold up all you can
give it. Seven reels. — C. W. Docter, May theatre.
Mayville, Wis. — General patronage.
THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Norma ShearerClean, enjoyable comedy drama that pleased everybody. An ideal Sunday picture. — Geo. E. Fuller, The
Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala. — General patronage.
THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Norma ShearerApril 27. A picture with one hundred per cent entertainment value for young and old. and a picture with
just about the poorest title they could have hung on
it. Title has very little connection with the picture.
People are sick and tired of "Gentlemen from Paris,"
"Parisian Love" and the thousand and one other
pictures that have had Parisian titles hung on them.
Why they should kill a fine picture like this with
such a bum title is beyond me. However, Metro and
Paramount are past masters at the art of killing
good pictures with poor titles and rotten paper.
You've got to hand it to Uncle Carl Laemmle, for
he picks titles that create a desire to see the picture,
even if some of said pictures are not so good. — Eight
reels. — P. G. Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
— ^Neighborhood patronage.

TEA FOR THREE: Cody-Pringle— 15%. February
23. A fail- comedy drama. Not as good as "Adam
and Evil." These two don't mean anything at the
box office. Seven reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
MAN, WOMAN AND SIN: John Gilbert— 60%.
March 23. Not near the picture they tell you it is.
Plenty programs will please better. Eight i-eels. —
M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.— General patronage.
MAN, WOMAN AND SIN: John Gilbert— 43%.
Februarj- 24-25. Poor. Not the kind of drama that
the public want to see. Too much sex. The lady
that played opposite Gilbert was so bad that I had
to turn my head. Seven reels. — E. J. Williams,
Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
>U.N, WOMAN AND SIN: John Gilbert— April 17.
A little too long, and fell off a little in the latter
part. A fairly good picture, but nothing wonderful.— George Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymont, Del. — Geneial patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Haines— 50%. March
19. Haines slipping. Not the drawing power, and
if they don't get him in something better they will
kill him, it's easy done. Seven reels. — M. W. Hughes,
Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111. — General patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Haines— April 13. I
thought this a very ordinary picture. In fact, didn't
see much to it. Six reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star
theatre. Villa Grove, 111. — General patronage.
GARDEN OF ALLAH: Special cast— 28%. February 13-14. A good picture of its kind. You could see
the wonderful directing of Rex Ingram. It failed at
the box office. Nine reels.— E. J. Williams, Tivoli
theatre, Knoxville, III. — General patronage.
GARDEN OF ALLAH: Alice Terry— April 15-16.
An odd picture with a disappointing ending, not true
to life. Opinion of people divided on this one, some
liked it and others didn't. Good for its kind and
has a good cast, but very draggy in spots. Would
not recommend it for a Sunday show. Drew big business.— R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. —
General patronage.
GARDEN OF ALLAH: Special cast— Of all the
piffle we ever played, how in the world Metro can
even think they can get away with this sort of picture is a mystery to us. Metro is like most all of
the film people. A very few really good ones and a
bunch of rotten ones. We have tried many of them
but say Paramount is the fairest, squarest, and best
in the business. Out of 40 pictures from Paramount,
the lemons are few, about four is the average. Try
any other company and you will get four good ones
and 36 lemons, and Paramount stays strictly away
from religion in pictures. Others try to cram down
your throats their ideas of which we know nothing
and care less. More power to you, Paramount, you
are hard to kid. Once you believe we have a grievance, you will deal fair and bring us out of it. —
Russell C. Dey, Reedville Movies, Reedville, Va. — Genei-al patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Special cast— 75%. April
13-14. This was a dandy ; just right for our Saturday night, appeals to all classes, and has plenty of
comedy and a good story and a good horse race in
the end. Seven reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria. 111. — General patronage.
BEN HUR: Special cast— 80%. April 13-14.
Quality and drawing power of picture has been' established so long that nothing can be said along that
line. Percentage basis as sold to us left us holding
the sack, and a mid-April blizzard kept the sack
empty. The smallest towns should show this, but
don't buy the film, the rental is plenty. Twelve reels.
— O. A. Fosse. Community theatre, Ridgeway, la. —
Small town patronage.
BEN HUR: Ramon Navarro— April 11-12. Probably the biggest and best picture ever shown in our
theatre. Roman Navarro does the best acting I
have ever seen man do. The picture holds your
attention from beginning to end. Twelve reels. —
George Lodge. Green Lantern theatre, Claymont, Del.
— General patronage.
BEN HUR: Special cast — Wonderful picture. Big
business for this season of the year. Played in
March. — B. C. Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
— General patronage.
THE BIG PARADE: John Gilbert— 40%. March
16-17. A flop for us because all that cared to pay
50 cents for a war picture had seen it in the larger
towns. The few that were still willing to pay and
see were too few to get us through. If this picture
has not played within 25 miles from your town, you
should do good business at the price you would pay
for extra specials and charging 50 cents. Thirteen
reels. — O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway,
la. — Small town patronage.
THE UNDERSTANDING HEART: Special cast—
20%. April 20-21. Just another movie. Overacted
and overrated. Metro sure stuck me this year. Seven'
reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small town patronage.
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BABY MINE: Dane-Arthur— April 18-19. The
cheapest of cheap slapstick and the vilest of cheap
vulgarity. If your patrons are half-wits or residents
of the red light district this will probably please
them. If you operate a respectable house, you vidll
regret this for a long, long time. We pulled it after
its first showing on a two-day engagement. Six reels.
— J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
LAW OF THE RANGE: Tim McCoy— As good as
the average short feature. Did not draw. Five reels.
— C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis. — General
patronage,

THE, FIRST NATIONAL CONVENTION
in Chicago. Top: President Hawley and
General Sales Manager Depinet enjoying
repast at Cubs ball game. Bottom:
Hawley and Depinet greeting managers
and salesmen in lobby of Drake hotel,
where enthusiastic convention was held.
MR. WU: Special cast— 80%. April 9-10. Extraordinarily good. Beautiful setting and scenes with
such superb acting that you do not realize that it is
acting. I was doubtful about this one for small
town stuff, but it certainly went over, and exceptionally large second night attendance in spite of inclement weather. — J. W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre.
Corning,
Ark. — Small town patronage.
ANNIE LAURIE: Lillian Gish- 50%. April 3.
A big production, but somehow did not go over here.
I guess too much story for them. Nine reels. —
M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, III. —
General patronage.
ANNIE LAURIE: Lilliam Gish— April 23-24. Just
fair. Nine reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa
Grove, III. — Small town patronage.
CAPTAIN SALVATION, 40,000 MILES WITH
LINDBERGH:
Special cast— 30%.
April 17.
The
attendance percentage does n'ot reflect on the quality of the picture "Captain Salvation." but is due to
the Lindbergh picture failing to arrive for showing
the 16th. Had Lindbergh heavily advertised for the
16th and films failed to come, so had to kill the
crowd for the first night on account of admission
raise and somehow they didn't come back the second, so there you are. "Captain Salvation" is a little
too heavy for us. The nature of the picture preludes
comedy relief, and some of the scenes are brutal.
However, this kind of a picture will make friends for
you, as it is different than the usual program pictures. Lindbergh picture just a bunch of news reels
"poked" off under a good title, and the exhibitor
soaked accordingly. — J. W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre.
Corning,
Ark. — General
patronage.
SPOILERS OF THE WEST: Tim McCoy— 42%.
February 10-11. Not much to it. No action. Not
near up to the standard of the other McCoys. Six
reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.
.— General patronage.
SPOILERS OF THE WEST: Tim McCoy— As fine
a Western as any one would want to see. Some very
good scenery. Good action all the way through.
Appeal good. Six reels. — C. W. Docter, May theatre,
Mayville, Wis. — General patronage.
THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Norma ShearerApril 15.
Extra
good and perfectly clean.
Our

LAW OF THE RANGE: Tim McCoy— April 27-28.
The best McCoy picture I have run, though nothing
to brag over. Rex Lease steals the picture, and
Miss Crawford is miscast. The ending is rather improbable. Six reels.- S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small town' patronage.
THE DIVINE WOMAN: Greta Garbo— Very good
picture. Played this on Sunday night. Drew well
and pleased well. Seven reels. — C. W. Docter, May
theatre, Mayville, Wis. — General patronage.
THE DIVINE WOMAN: Greta Garbo— April 22-23.
Drew regular Sunday night business, but failed to
please fully 40 per cent of the crowd. Not much
story or action. Not near as good as "Flesh and the
Devil." — R.patronage.
Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
—General
LOVELORN: Sally O'Neil— Had plenty of good
comments on this and thought it was a very good
picture. Had a good business. In spite of the bad
weather the picture drew. Seven reels. — C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis. — General patronage.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney—
Good business first night, but the late Chaney pictures fall down the second night, which proves his
class of pictures are not what the public wants.
Six reels. — B. C. Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua,
Wis. — General patronage.
JOHNNY, GET YOUR HAIR CUT: Jackie Coogan — April 19-20. As I hadn't shown this kid for
three or four years I didn't know whether anyone
would come to see him or not, so I turned the picture over to the Boy Scouts. Had a good crowd and
the picture seemed to please. Seven reels. — ^Wm. E.
Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small
town
patronage.
THE FRONTIERSMAN: Special cast— A splendid
historical drama. Quite interesting to our patronage,
due to the fact that the picture deals with Tennessee
history. Had contests held in schools. The students
wrote essays on this particular period in American
history. The production is replete with action,
patriotism and romance. Personally I think Tim
McCoy is simply marvelous, greatly due to the fact
that he always seems to be cast in a role to which
he is best fitted. Seven reels. — Dorothy B. Strauss,
Doradele
theatre, Copperhill, Tenn. — Small town patronage.

Paramount
LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED: Gary Cooper—
73%. April 19-20. A very good picture. Good first
night, but fell down second because of raised admission and church doings. Gary Cooper is coming
along fine and Fay Wray makes a distinct hit in this
picture. Eight reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.- — General patronage.
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OLD IRONSIDES: Special ca^^t- 25%. This is a
wonderful picture of the first ironclad battleship.
A masterpiece of history. Get your schools behind
it if you can. It will back you up in anything you
can say for it. We failed to make expenses because
it is another one of those percentage pictures, and
after sending 50 per cent of the gross to the distributors we have to wait until we show some other
picture before we can pay off our bills. Lay o(f the
I)ercentage pictures. Eight full reels. — W. J. Shoup,
Deluxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. — Small town patronage.
OLD IRONSIDES: Special cast— April 11-12-13.
Every theatre should play this picture, as it is an
interesting drama of America's first navy and her
fight against the pirates. Will draw and please all
cla.^ses. Although picture is full of fights it seemed
to please the women and also those who do not care
for war pictures. — R. Pfeifiier, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — General patronage.
SPOTUGHT: Esther Ralston— .50%. April 20.
This is a splendid entertainer. Clean and interesting
— the kind I like to play. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
SPOTLIGHT: Esther Ralston— 20%. April 19.
Failed to draw and pleased only about 33% per
cent of those who came. — W. L. Kornegay, Victoria
theatre, Mt. Olive, N. C. — Small town patronage.
UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Special cast— 30%.
April 17. A splendid entertainment. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Special cast— April
1.1-14. A Zane Grey Western, produced on a lavish
scale. Drew good Saturday business. Excellent photography and good print. Six reels. — E. M. Biddle,
Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — -Small town
patronage.
GET YOUR MAN: Clara Bow— 80%. April 22-23.
One of the best pictures this star ever made and gave
100% satisfaction at this house. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatie, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
GET YOUR MAN: Clara Bow— 75%. April 20.
Clara always good, but somehow it did not please as
well as "It" or "Hula," but get her pictures, they
will like her. Six reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial
theatre, Astoria, 111. — General patronage.
THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson— 75%.
April 21. This is a wonderful picture for a Western.
Star and cast great. Story fine. Above the average
program Western. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson— No better to our mind than his F B O pictures. "The Bandit's Baby" is still his best to us. Make another picture with a baby in' it, Fred. Six reels. — A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. — General patronage.
SERENADE: Adolphe Menjou — 67%. This one
might go over in some places, as it is a pretty fair
picture, but we cannot put Menjou over here. Six
reels. — B. R. Parsons, State theatre, Springfield, Minn'.
— General patronage.

On

to Alexandria!

Is O^Hara's Slogan
F. J. O'Hara, the Jewish Rabbi of Elgin, iVeb., has put on his campaigning boots. He is
out to make the proposed gathering of exhibitors and their families at Alexandria, Minn.,
the home of H. J. Longaker, a huge success.
Fearing that the proposed convention, whi<-li was launihcd by exhibitor reader- of these
columns, was about to fall by the wayside, F. J. lias broadcast to exhibitors urging that the
plans carry on.
reads:

We

are reprinting the letter in part, and let's biar from all. The

"I had a talk with Mr. Gailey of Wayne, Neb. And he is very enthusiastic about the
convention and said that everything should be done possible to ensure a good meeting and
requested me to write this letter. We have assurance from Mr. H. J. Longaker of the State
theatre at Alexandria, Minn., that everything will be done possible to make the convention
a success.
"This will be a great chance for the exhibitors to get together in a social way and enjoy
an outing such as has never before been contemplated. As the country is dotted with
beautiful lakes and trees. There will be all kinds of sports, fishing, boating, golf, touring
the beautiful country among
beautiful summer climate.

the thousands of lakes and nature's own

NEVADA: Gary Cooper— 60%. March 16. Grab
it, just the right kind and will please everybody.
It's well produced and a Zane Grey story. Seven
reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.
— General patronage.
SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels— 70%. April 13.
Book it and boost it and Bebe will please them. —
W. L. Kornegay, Victoria theatre, Mt. Olive, N. C. —
Small town patronage.
SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels— 60%. April 22.
Did not care much for it here. I liked it, but no
comment. Six reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre. Astoria, III. — General
patronage.
SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels — 45%. April 16.
Story light and of the costume type, which is not
good for the West. Seven reels. — Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre. Atoka, Okla. — Small town patronage.
THE GAY DEFENDER: Richard Dix— 25%. April
25-26. Excellent. If some of the Westerns had half
the punch that this little Spanish drama carries they
would be twice the drawing card. This Thelma Todd
is a favorite of mine and an actress. Six reels. —
S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba,
Canada. — Small town patronage.
ONE WOMAN TO ANOTHER: Florence Vidor—
42%. April 21. A good comedy drama. Roy Stewart
is in this after being absent from the screen for
some time. Five reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
THE ROUGH
RIDERS:
Special cast— 35%.
Feb-

parks and the most

"This is one chance in a lifetime for the exhibitors and their families to get together
and get personally acquainted and have the time of their lives.
"It has been suggested in the HERALD-WORLD
that the last week in June be designated
as the date for the convention and as nobody has set a definite date I am going to designate
the last week of June as the best date for the convention starting June 24 and ending
June 30. That will give time for all exhibitors to drive home before July the Fourth.
With possibly those coming from Hollywood and New York City and those would not care
to go home as they would be so taken with this beautiful country and the people of the
Middle West that they would not care whether they ever went home or not.
"Of course we expect to have a large sprinkling of the most noted stars from Hollywood
in attendance. And this is an invitation to all the stars who can possibly attend to do so.
And

it would not be a very bad stunt for them to get time off and spend a week

mingling

with the people who put them over.
Let's hear from the stars.
"Every exhibitor in this little old world of ours are invied and expected to be there unless
sickness detains them.
"All those receiving this letter through the mails are expected to see that all exliibitors in
their part of the country attend in a body.

SHOOTIN' IRONS: Jack Luden— 50%. April 23.
Only a fair Western. Six reels. — M. W. Hughes,
Colonial theatre, Astoria, III. — General patronage.
SHOOTIN' IRONS: Jack Luden— April 21. An
excellent Western, which I ran on double program
night with F B O'S "South Sea Love" to average
business. Perfect print and good photography. —
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town
patronage.

letter

ruary 20-21-22. A good picture, really one of the
finest historical dramas ever made. Very interesting
from start to finish. Tie up with school. Ten reels.
— E. J. Williams, TUvoli theatre, Knoxville, 111. — General patronage.
THE ROUGH RIDERS: Special cast— Good.
Boost it and it will stand up. Ten reels. — H. Nokes,
Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo. — General patronage.
FIGURES DON'T LIE: Esther Ralston — 44%.
February 27-28. A great comedy. One of the best
ever made. Just the type for good looking Esther.
More power to you. Miss Ralston, in' this type. Six
reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.
— General patronage.
FIGURES DON'T LIE: Esther Ralston— April 24.
Here's another audience picture from the word go.
Ford Sterling and Richard Arlen help make it so.
Pleased my people immensely. Played it with amateurs. Give it a boost. Seventy-five per cent better
than "Spotlight." Six reels.— P. G. Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
CHANG: Special cast — 18%. This is a most wonderful picture of the jungles of Siam and the wild
animals in their native haunts. It is a picture every
person should see. All schools should cooperate with
a theatreman when he puts this picture on. — W. J.
Shoup, Deluxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. — Small town
patronage.
CHANG: Special cast — A lemon for me if there
ever was such a thing and I have found there are a
lot of them. It is also another reason why the
Brookhart bill should be passed. — H. G. Stettmund,
Jr., H. & S. theatre. Chandler, Okla. — Small town
patronage.
CHANG: Special cast — Good animal story. Is a
wonderful picture of the jungles. Ten reels. — H.
Nokes, Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo. — General patronaite.

All expecting to attend, address Mr. Longaker."

THE CANADIAN: Thomas Meighan— 65%. It is
an altogether different type of picture from the average run, but could be done in five reels instead of
eight. Would say let it alone. — C. C. Johnson. Deluxe
theatre, Bucklin, Kan. — General patronage.
FIREMEN. SAVE MY CHILD: Special cast— 50%.
April 1. They are killing this team. I bought their
group and these are listed high and are losing money.
Too much of the same thing, they will not pull any
more. Six reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre.
Astoria, III. — General patronage.
BARBED WIRE: Pola Negri— 60%. February 28.
This is a little old, but it's very, very good. Play it.
Eight reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, .\storia,
III. — General patronage.
THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Special cast— 75^!,.
April 15-16. If your people like character work, get
this, it's good, but character work doesn't count here.
They want action, it seems. Nine reels. — M. W.
Hughes, Colonial theatre, .Astoria, III. — General patronage.
THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Emil Jannings—
One of the best pictures of the year. Work of Jannings great. — Jas. J. Crowell, Star theatre, MiddleVOTt, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE WAY OP ALL FLESH: Emil Jannings—
Very good picture, although one or two patrons said
that they had seen it before and seemed to be parts
cut out. Had this during Lent and will rebook It
for another showing. Nine reels. — C. W. Doctor, May
theatre, Mnyville, Wis. — General
patronage.
HONEYMOON
HATE:
Florence Vld»i-— 15%.
April 12-13. Very light. Nothing out*t."inding. jurt
another picture. Six reels. — Geo. Marlow, Washing*
ton theatre. Atoka. Okln. — Small town patronagt*.
SWIM. GIRL, SWIM: B«be DanieU— C0%. March
17.
Bebe Is there In this plotura.
Gav« much bet-
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ter satisfaction than "She's a Sheik." Everybody
liked this. Seven reels. — M, W. Hughes, Colonial
theatre, Astoria, III. — General patronage.
S^\TM, GIRL, SWIM: Bebe Daniels— April 15-16.
Good picture with plenty of comedy and action. Bebe
aluvays good. Print and photography good. — P. G.
Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
ARIZONA BOUND: Gary Cooper— 60%. April 28.
Drew a good crowd and they seemed to like it. Five
reels. — G. E. Wendel, Opera House, Smithland, la.
• — Small town patronage.
THE LAST OUTLAW: Gary Cooper— 15%. April
17. Good Western for such communities where they
like Westerns. Will satisfy most any audience. This
one could be rated in the better grade of Westerns.
Cooper well acting. Six reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
TEN MODERN COMMANDMENTS: Esther Ralston— 30%. February 15-16. A mighty good comedy
drama with that good looking blonde sure doing her
stuff in great style. Should please any audience.
Seven reels. — E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville. 111. — General patronage.
SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd— Up to Lloyd's standard.
Business held up good for three days. Harold has
some new tricks, and with Babe Ruth, the dog and
big supporting cast there was not a dull moment.
The comedy was balanced throughout the eight reels
and it was good from first to last. Eight reels. —
B. C. Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis. — General patronage.
TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE: ConklinFields — ^April 18-19. Sold as a special, but nothing
more than a program picture. Six reels. — Jas. J.
Crowell, Star theatre, Middleport, N. Y. — Small town
patronage.
THE LAST COMMAND: Emil Jannings— April
19-20. Jantiings is in a class by himself as a dramatic
actor. His wonderful pantomimic ability is nothing
short of genius. This is a splendid drama and is a
real big time special, but alas, it failed to draw
here. Excellent photography and perfect print. Nine
reels. — E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. —
Small town patronage.
UNDERWORLD: Special cast— April 25-26. Here
is another honest to good special, but I've fooled them
so many times before on Paramount specials that
they refuse to believe it when I do have one. This
drama of the underworld gets under your skin. Bancroft, Brent and Fred Kohler prove they are artists of
a high order. Business very light. Excellent photography and perfect print. Eight reels. — E. M. Biddle,
Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town patronage.
GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES: Ruth Taylor
— April 11-12. Nothing to enthuse about. The wide
publicity given to Anita Loos's book makes the title
known to everyone. It failed to draw them in, however. Just a good program offering. Perfect photography and good print. Seven reels. — E. M. Biddle,
Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town patronage.
GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES: Ruth Taylor
— ^April 18-19-20. Lost money on this one, as I paid
too big a price. Figured strong on title, but drew
only average business and pleased about half of the
crowd. Not the type of picture to appeal to the average small town movie fan. — ^R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — General patronage.
JESSE JAMES: Fred Thomson — I saw several
adverse reports on this picture, but it went over big
here at increased admission. Eight reels. — F. B.
Fanning, Crystal theatre, Watseka, 111. — General patronage.
DRUMS OF THE DESERT: Warner Baxter— April
14. Very good picture. Pleased my Saturday night
crowd. Six reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa
Grove, 111. — General patronage.
BEAU GESTE : Special cast — ^Not so good for small
towns. Mighty good picture, but not for small places.
— ^H. Nokee, Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo. — General patronage.
NOW WE'RE IN THE AIR: Beery-Hatton— These
Beery-Hattons keep falling down in box office receipts. Neither do any of them attain the comedy of
"Behind the Front," yet we're paying the same. Six
reels. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
— General patronage.
NOW WE'RE IN THE AIR: Beery-Hatton— April
24-25. Not much to these comedies. The rental is
way out of reason on this bunk. Half the rental I
am paying would be plenty for this bunk. They are
no drawing card. Six reels. — P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
HULA: Clara Bow — April 10-11. Very good picture. Little Clara Bow sure is there when it comes
to acting. She is the best box office bet I have.
Good luck to you, Clara. Print and photography
good. Six reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.— General patronage.
THE WORLD AT HER FEET: Florence Vidor—
April 15-16. A very good program picture. When
the trailer showed
Florence in bed with two bozos
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standing on either side of the bed, I thought: "Some
more of that French dirt," but that scene developed
into one of the cleverest parts of the picture. A
cleverly worked out plot, and Florence is always easy
to look at. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville. Wis. — Small town patronage.
FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt— Good Zane Grey
picture. — H. Nokes, Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo. — General
patronage.
THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix— April 17-18.
A very good picture, but I played it too old. Several
told me they had seen the picture before. Seven
reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111.
— Small town patronage.

Pathe-P D G
THE FORBIDDEN WOMAN: Jetta Goudal— 35%.
April 19. One of DeMille's specials. I have yet to
find one of them that is anything but an ordinary
program. It is a good program picture and should
not have been sold as anything else. Seven reels. —
Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. —
Small town patronage.
EYES OF THE TOTEM: Special cast^50%. April
12. Pretty good picture, holds their interest pretty
well all the way through. Six reels. — M. W. Hughes,
Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111. — General patronage.
THE LEOPARD LADY: Jacqueline Logan— April
15-16. A most absorbing mystery drama of continental circus life with a brand new twist. A picture packed with thrilling scenes and is sure to
please any audience. Well directed and acted. Six
reels. — W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.
— General patronage.
THE BLUE DANUBE: Joy-Schildkraut— April
11-12. Very good. — Jas. J. Crowell, Star theatre,
Middleport, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
A HARP IN HOCK: Special cast— Personally, cannot give this anything because it isn't anything.
Patrons had all left the theatre before the show was
over. The title is misleading although none of the
DeMille product drew for us. Seven reels. — C. W.
Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis. — General patronage.
ANGEL OF BROADWAY: Lea trice Joy— April 18.
Good picture. Has worthwhile moral. — -V. E. Sherronage. man, Midget theatre, Hillsboro, Wis. — General patTHE YANKEE CLIPPER: Special cast— Good program for Saturday night. Eight reels. — C. W. Docter,
May theatre, Malville, Wis. — General patronage.
THE COUNTRY DOCTOR: Rudolph Schildkraut
— Okay. Good program picture. Wonderful acting
and a very light story. Seven reels. — C. W. Docter,
May theatre, Mayville, Wis.- — General patronage.
THE MAN FROM HARDPAN: Leo Maloney—
April 14. A good Western for Saturday night. This
is better than the average or garden variety of Westerns, as it has a good story and good direction. Six
reels. — ^Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
ALMOST A LADY: Marie Prevost— March 27.
Not up to this star's reputation. Six reels. — W. E.
Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D. — General patronage.

Rayart

THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY: KirkwoodLee — April 22. Very good program picture. Jas. J.
Crowell, Star theatre, Middleport, N. Y. — Small town
patronage.

Tiffany-Stahl
BEAUTY SHOPPER: Mae Busch— 65%. This one
is certainly a lemon. A story that isn't interesting
at all, and very poorly acted. Our patrons were
certainly disappointed with this one. Six reels. —
B. R. Parsons, State theatre, Springfield, Minn. —
General patronage.
REDHEADS PREFERRED: Marjorie Daw— April
10. A clever and amusing comedy drama. Six reels.
— W. E. Dickson, , Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D. —
General patronage.
THAT MODEL FROM PARIS: Marceline Day—
If you want a picture containing a real fashion
show, here 'tis. Gorgeous gowns in beautiful settings.
Plenty of comedy relief and a very fascinating love
story inteiTvoven. Seven reels. — Dorothy B. Strauss,
Doradele
theatre, Copperhill, Tenn. — ^Small town patronage.
THAT MODEL FROM PARIS: Marceline DayApril 7. Cannot say much for this. No drawing
power. Lost money on this. Seven reels. — A. C.
BettB, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y. — Small town
patronage.
THE BROKEN GATE: Special cast^April 8-9.
Very good program picture.
Acting good, story ex-
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cellent.
Six reels. — W. E. Dickson,
Leramon, S. D. — General patronage.

Aristo

theatre,

United Artists
SORRELL AND SON: H. B. Warner— 100%.
April 25. There are a very few pictures that will
move a person as "Sorrell and Son." The unselfish
sacrifice of a father for his little son is shown in
so pathetic a manner that it will be difficult for the
average person to keep from dropping a tear or two.
It is interesting and dramatic. Yes, it is sad but a
great show. It drew and pleased beyond exriectations.
Nine reels. — Wm. Wiske, Community theatre. Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE CIRCUS: Charlie Chaplin— 80%. April 20.
Good comedy and good business on same, but not
enough when you consider the price we paid for it.
Seven reels.
B. Hollenbeck, Rose-Liberty theatres,
Sumas-Lynden, Wash. — Small town patronage.

Universal
THE SMALL BACHELOR: Barbara Ken1>-60%.
April 15. A good comedy with a good many compliments for the evening's entertainment. Six reels.—
Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.
— Small town patronage.
WOLF'S TRAIL: Dynamite— 12%. AprU 12.
Good little program picture for towns where they
like Westerns and outdoor stories. Five reels. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
patronage.
CLEAN UP MAN: Ted Wells— 44%. April 17.
A good Western. Our first of Ted Wells. Five
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
THE LOVE THRILL: Laura La Plante— 50%.
April 8. Very, very good farce comedy. The whole
tovtm hit by the flu epidemic that accounts for the
low percentage. But you need not be afraid to play
and praise this one. Laura is well liked here.
Seven reels. — L. I. Netzer, American Legion theatre,
Lena, Wis. — Small town patronage.
A MAN'S PAST: Conrad Veid1>-30%. April 18.
Extra heavy drama. Well directed and acted. Had
opposition of the worst kind. A bad snowstorm all
day and all night. Don't be afraid to book this one,
but when you do, be sure and set in a good one or
two reel comedy. The feature will hold their interest. Six reels.— Wm. Wiske, Community theatre,
Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
A MAN'S PAST: Conrad Veidl^-Good. Better
than lots of specials, will suit any audience. — Claud
Thorp, Gem theatre, Ryan, Okla. — General patronage.
BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY: Special cast^60%.
January 16. Here is a picture that will please the
general public. A good Northern story and holds
their interest all the way through. Seven reels. —
M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111. — General patronage.
BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY: Renee Adoree—
April 22-23. Only a fair program picture. Not near
as good as the old one was. Print and photography
good. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. —
General patronage.
BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY: Special cast— AprU
15. Very good picture. Pleased 90 per cent. Six
reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111. —
General patronage.
THE CHINESE PARROT: Marion NLxon— 50%.
April 10. Just fair, not near the drawing i>ower
of the "Oat and Canary" by same company. Seven
— M. patronage.
W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.
—reels.
General
THE CHINESE PARROT: Marion Nixon— April
4. Have seen some good reports on this picture but
only pleased about 50 per cent for me and failed to
draw. Not much to it. Too slow and draggy. Seven
reels. — E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla. —
Small tovim patronage.
HELD BY THE LAW: Special cast— 80%. April
1. This is an absorbing picture. You see the murder
committed, see an innocent man sentenced to die
by the jui-y, see the murderer trying to get the only
bit of evidence that would link him with the crime.
It is all well worked out and holds your interest to
the end. Seven reels. — L. L. Netzer, American Legion
theatre, Lena, Wis. — Small town patronage.
GALLOPING FURY: Hoot Gibson— 30%. April
14. Good comedy Western which brought forth many
a good laugh. Six reels. — Wm. Wiske, Community
theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE FOURTH COMMANDMENT: Belle Bennett
— 75%. April 8. Here is a picture good enough for
any house, a little old but it should be run in every
theatre. I used it on Sunday and could never have
found a better picture. Just started our Sunday
program and everybody praised the picture for the
day. Seven reels. — M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre,
Astoria, III. — General patronage.
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BLACK BEAUTY: Rex— 75%. April 7. Extra
good action picture. Something that will please the
horse fans. Well acted and directed. Seven reels. —
Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. —
Small town patronage.
THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS: George
Sidney — April 22-23. An excellent comedy drama that
drew well and sent them out with a smile. Better
than "The Cohens and Kellys." Eight reels.— W. E.
Dickson, Ai-isto theatre, Lemmon, S. D. — General
patronage.
THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS: Special
Cast — April 22-23. This picture sure rang the bell
with my patrons. Gave me the best Sunday-Monday
bufiiness I have had in several months. Pleased
practically everyone. — ^H. G. Stettmund, Jr., H. & S.
theatre. Chandler,
Okla. — Small town patronage.
ON YOUR TOES: Reginald Denny— Denny used
to be a good bet, but they will have to come different than thie one, if he continues. Fred Newmeyer,
who has credit for directing it, wastes a lot of footage on a very little doing. It drags, repeats what
looks to be comedy, but certainly fails to get the
laughs. Certainly the picture did not click with what
small audiences who saw it, and I know we took a
loss at the box office for the run, away under normal,
even for the poor business we are experiencing. —
A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind.
— General patronage.
ON YOUR TOES: Reginald Denny— April 25-26.
Reggie, my boy, if you can keep turning 'em out
as good as thie one and "That's My Daddy," you'll
soon be a regular fellow. This picture is the type
that Pa and Ma and the kids will enjoy and tell
their neighbors to see. By the way, Denny, can't
you work in that great little actress "Pudge" again
sometime? She's wonderful. Six reels. — P. G.
Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
FINDERS KEEPERS: Laura La Plante — A very
good comedy drama. Almost as good afi "Rookies."
Six reels. — F. E. Fanning. Crystal theatre, Watseka,
111. — ^General patronage.
CHEATING
CHEATERS:
Special cast— April 22.
A very interesting little program picture. No kicks.
—Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre, Villa Grove, 111.—
Small town patronage.
CHEATING CHEATERS: Special cast— Fairly
good picture that did not draw. A crook drama that
ends in an unexpected way. Six reels. — ^A. N. Miles.
Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. — General patronage.
PAINTED PONIES: Hoot Gibson— This was a
good one with comedy and plenty rodeo stuff. Support good. Slim Summerville about carried off the
honors with his antics. Six reels. — B. C. Brown,
Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis. — General patronage.
FAST

AND FURIOUS: Reginald Denny— A humdinger. Bucked Angelo's Comedians, and with the
help of "Cinder Path" of the "Collegians" we didn't
know any competition. Good, darned good. — ^Dr.
F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. — General
patronage.
THE OLD SOAK: Jean Hersholt— April 24. One
of the best pictures we have shown for a long time.
Is good for any theatre anywhere. Acting good,
and the picture holds your attention all the way
through. A one hundred per cent production. — George Lodge. Green Lantern theatre, Claymont, Del.
—General patronage.
SENSATION SEEKERS: Special oast— April 14.
A picture that pleased our patrons. Well acted,
and holds your attention all the way through. About
an average good picture. — ^George Lodge. Green Lantern theatre, Claymont,
Del. — General
patronage.
SPURS AND SADDLES: Art Acord— Atta Boy!
Art, Fred and Silver King were down the street, but
had nothin' on you and Raven. You outstepped
Buck and run in Hoot and Tom's class. Good average Western. Print and photography good. Pleased.
—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca. la.—
General patronage.
MEN OF DARING: Jack Hoxie— March 30-31.
Excellent historical pioneer day picture, deiiicting
the hard.ships of the early settlers of the West, featured by an appealing love story. Indian fights and
thrilling situations. The Black Hills scenery is wonderful. Many
.
favorable conim*nt.s on thi.s one. Si.x
reels.- — W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.
—General patronage.
SKY HIGH SAUNDERS: Al Wilson— Airplane
stunts seemed to go over very well but I can't hand
the picture nuich. On a par with the Blue Streak
Westerns. Five reels. — .\. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre. Eminence,
Ky.- General
patronage.
LOVE ME AND THE WORLD IS MINE: Special
cast — April 2-3. If this is a siieeial I am all wet.
Failed to do any bu8inc»;s for nie and failed to please
any one that saw it. Fell flat the second night.
Eight reels. — E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre. Wagoner,
Okla. — Small town patronage.
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WINE: Clara Bow— This re-issue is a flop. Will
draw but will not please. — Geo. E. Fuller, The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala. — General patronage.
HER BIG NIGHT:
Laura
La Plante— April 8-9.
A dandy picture. Entertaining from start to finish
and it's clean. I think this is the best Misfl La Plante
has made. Print and photography. Eight reels. —
P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griewold, la.— General
Ijatronage.
ALIAS THE DEACON: Jean Hersholt— April 15.
Here is what we con.sider a very good audience picture. Will please a greater per cent of the average
small town patrons as well as big town -patrons than
half of the so-called epecialfl. Very human and
interesting story, well told and acting by entire
cast very good, with special mention for Hersholt,
and for June Marlowe for being so pretty. Would
say a 100 per cent picture. Seven reels. — Crosby &
Schwier.ske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
SILK STOCKINGS: Laura La Plante— I may have
repoi-ted on this one before, seems like I have but
its worth IxKJsting again. It's great entertainment
from every angle. William Austin, Otis Harlan and
the whole cast including the director have my congratulations. Seven reels. — P. G. Vaughn, Sun
theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
BUTTERFLIES IN THE RAIN: Laura La PUnte
— A mighty good picture laid in England. James
Kirkwood is getting rather old for leading man, but
on a whole we thought it was all good. One of
Laura's beet. Four reels. — A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre. Eminence,
Ky. — General
patronage.
GRINNING GUNS: Jack Hoxi^-Different from
the usual run of Westerns. Plenty of action and
thrills. Bob Milasch in the comedy part almost
steals the honors. Five reels. — F. E. Fanning,
Crystal theatre, Watseka,
111. — ^General patronage.

for this pleased just about like some foreign picture.
If you don't want to go out of bufiiness, don't play
this. Six reels. — L. W. Bag^vell, Crystal theatre,
Oakraan, Ala. — General patronage.
DEARIE: Irene Rich— 10%. March 28. Terrible
flop! Bum title and bum picture. Leave it alone.
Goodbye, Irene, 'til they give you some good stories
to work on. Seven reels. — B. HoUenbeck, RoseLiberty theatre, Sumas-Lynden, Wash. — Small town
patronage.
DON'T TELL THE WIFE: Irene Rich— I advertised "What Every Man Should Know" but "Don't
Tell the Wife." Nothing big but seemed to please.
If they expected to learn anything in particular
they didn't, that's all. Print and photography good.
—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—
General
patronage.
THE BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS: Monte
Blue — Plea.sed my patrons. Over average business.
Print and photography good. Monte well liked here.
— Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. —
General patronage.
THE BETTER 'OLE: Syd Chaplin— Rotten.
Bought it for a special, and was the worst picture
we have run in a long time. My patrons are Btill
cussing me for running such a picture. Ten reels.
— H. Nokes, Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo. — General i>atronage.
THE MISSING LINK: Syd Chaplin— March 26-27.
Good comedy drama but failed to do any business
for me. Did not get film rental. Got the lea.st
business of any picture played this year. Se\-en
reels. — E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla. —
Small town
patronage.

State Rights
CLOSED GATES: Special cast— 56%. April 16-17.
Good, I'll say okay. The best State Rights picture
I have run so far. Sure hope they make them all
this good. Six reels.- L. W. Bagwell, Crystal theatre,
Oakman, Ala. — General patronage.

Warner Bros.
GOOD
April 1.
majority.
theatres,
patronage.
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TIME CHARLEY: Warner Oland— 70%.
A good picture. Seemed to please the
Seven reels. — B. HoUenbeck, Rose-Liberty
Sumas, Lynden, Wash. — Small town

THE GREY VULTURE: Special cast— 2S<'/o.
April 13. Of the cheap story variety of picture
and just will get by if your patrons are not very
particular. Five reels.— W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville. Kan. — Small town
patronage.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART: Special cast— 11%.
April 19. Well, I had just about as well had some
foreign picture that my patrons could not understand

THE MAN IN THE SHADOW: David Torrence—
13%. April 13-14. This is a good drama of real
life that we meet up with verj- often.
Torrence
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played his part to perfection, and the rest of the
cast gave him very good support. All went well.
Six reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D. — General patronage.
MOUNTAIN MUSIC: Special cast— Above the
avei-age for State Rights Western. Five i-eels. —
F. E. Fanning, Crystal theatre, AVatseka, 111. —
General patronage.
QUARANTINED RIVALS: Special cast— April IS.
Good program. Seven reels. — ^A. C Betts, Powers
theatre, Red Creek, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE WIZARD OF OZ: Larry Semon— 20%.
April 10. Played this with a small vaudeville act
but had a very small crowd and didn't make expenBes. The pictui'e seemed to please the kide,
but didn't take so well with the older folks. Personally, I thought it a very good picture. Seven
reels. — W. C. Snyder, Cozy theatre, Lamont, Okla. — •
General patronage.

Serials
HAWK OF THE HILLS: (Pathe) Walter Miller—
Absolutely one of the best serials for our house, I
have ever run. The Indians furnish the drawing
power. Try it on your bargain night or if business
is off through week. Start a ten cent night to everyone and run a good feature and "Hawk of the
Hille" and they will keep coming. I had this
trouble and now my weak night is my big night as
far as attendance is concerned. This gets them
started again and they generally see something advertised for coming week and come again. Ten
episodes. — M. W. Hughee, Colonial theatre, Astoria,
111. — General patronage.
MELTING MILLIONS: (Pathe) Cullen Landis—
Very good. I also used this on my bargain night,
and it proved a good di-awing card. Plenty of action.
Ten episodes. — ^M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre,
Astoria, 111. — General patronage.
THE
RETURN
OF
THE
RIDDLE
RIDER:
(Universal) William Desmond — Went over fairly
well. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
— General
patronage.
TRAIL OF THE TIGER: (Universal) Jack Daugherty — Falling down on third episode. Two reels. —
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greehriver, Utah.
— General patronage.

Short Subjects
EDUCATIONAL
BAD BREAKS: Cameo — Good one reel comedy.
Print and photography good. One reel. — P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
BRAVE COWARDS: Cameo— Good. Print and
photography good. One reel. — P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
CASH AND CARRY: Christie— A fair comedy
with not many laughs. Print good, photography
fair. Two reels. — ^P. G. Held, Strand theatre,
Griswold,
la. — (General patronage.
DUMMIES: Larry Semon — Always good. Great
acrobat. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
FRAMED: Lloyd Hamilton — Extra good. Two
reels. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
— General patronage.
HIGH SPOTS: A very good comedy. I hope
Educational will give me more like it. Print and
photography good. Two reels. — P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griewold,
la. — General
patronage.
KISS PAPA: Very good two reeler, but people
are getting enough of this class of comedy, which
ha£ been done over and over time and again. Have
the brains of comedy writers become exhausted? —
W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. — Small
town patronage.
MIDNIGHT FOLLIES: Mermaid— Good comedy.
Better than average. Plenty of laughs and excitement. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D. — <3eneral patronage.
MONTY OF THE MOUNTED: Good two reel
comedy. Print and photography good. Two reels.
— P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General
patronage.
PAPA'S BOY: Lloyd Hamilton— A very funny
comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
PEACEFUL OSCAR: Lloyd Hamilton— Nice comedy. Little better than some of his we ran prior
to this one. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
THE STUNT MAN: Larry Semon— Fine. Plenty
of excitement but we feel sorry for Larry. How
hard he worked to get the girl and he got the air
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instead.
Two
reels. — Rudolf
Duba.
Royal
theatre,
Kimball,
S. D. — General
patronage.
THERE IT IS: Chailey Bowers— The cleverest
comedy I have ever ri:n. The gags happen so fast
the audience ie always a gag behind. Bowers is no
panic but McGregor is gj eat. It's a real novelty and
should be shown everywhere. Two reels. — S. B.
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada.
— Small town patronage.
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FRENCH FRIED: Billy Dooley — Good comedy.
That's more than we can say about lots of two
reelers. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
A MOONEY MARINER: Funny comedy. Two
reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
PATHE

FBO
CHICKEN CHASER: Cartoon— Quite good. One
reel. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatrt, Red Creek, N. Y.
— Small town patronage.
MANY A SLIP: Charley Bowers- -Good. Two
reels.- — ^Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
MICKEY'S CIRCUS: A good kid comedy. Two
reels. — ^Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
RA RA RA DIXIE: Al Cooke— Good one. It's the
first carnival comedy we ran and I think this series
will be good. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
FOX
A SOCIETY ARCHITECT: Quite good. Two leels.
—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. V.—
Small town patronage.
WINE, WOMEN AND SOURKRAUT: A very
funny comedy. Two reels. — A. C. Betts, Powert
theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
CALL OF THE CUCKOO: Max Davidson— Hardly
as good as I expected from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
F. E. Fanning, Ci-ystal theatre, Watseka, 111.—
General patronage.
40,000 MILES WITH LINDBERGH: 61%. April
11-12. Okay. Boys, will sure get them in and please
afterward. Three reels. — -L. W. Bagwell, Crystal
theatre, Oakman, Ala. — General patronage.
40,000 MILES WITH LINDBERGH: By all means
book this. It is very well edited and draws folks
like a magnet. Three reels. — L. L. Netzer, American
Legion theatre, Lena, Wis. — Small town patronage.
40,000 MILES WITH LINDBERGH: A very interesting short subject, and drew a nice house. In
fact, the best house in over a year. Three reels. —
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. —
Small town patronage.
40,000 MILES WITH LINDBERGH: Very interesting subject but failed to show any drawing power
here. Three reels. — ^Homer P. Morley, Princess
theatre, Buchanan, Mich. — Small town patronage.
HATS OFF: Here is a knockout of a comedy.
They seem to be getting better so maybe by next
year we will get some good combination programs.
Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D. — General patronage.
LIMOUSINE LOVE: Charley Chase— This is sure
some comedy. When Charley yells "she's stripped"
boy, what an explosion of laughs. Metro sure has
the comedies. Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central
theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small town
patronage.
RINGLING BARNUM INC: Our Gang— A good
"Gang" that pleased the kids. Two reels. — S. B.
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada.
— Small town patronage.
SECOND HUNDRED YEARS: Stan Laurel— A
laugh from start to finish. — F. E. Fanning, Crystal
theatre, Watseka, 111. — General patronage.
SOARING WINGS: Oddity— Boys, this is wonderful. To my notion these UFA Oddities are excellent. Pleased everyone. One reel. — L. W. Bagwell, Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala. — General patronage.
US: Charley Chase — This is about the best Charley
Chase we have had to date. He seems to go over
the poorest of the Metro-(5oldwyn-Mayer short
subject stars, although personally consider him a
very good actor. Don't be afraid of "Us" as it's
better than average comedy. Two reels. — Crosby &
Schiwerske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
YOUR DARN TOOTIN': Laurel-Hardy— Try and
keep a straight face when watching these boys
work. They are always good. They play in a band
in this one and how. Metro has THE comedies.
Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,
Manitoba,
Canada. — Sm^all town patronage.
WHAT EVERY ICEMAN KNOWS: Max Davidson— Good, boys. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has the
short stuff. Got them all beat. Two reels. — L. W.
Bagwell, Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala. — General
patronage.

HAREM NIGHT: Ben Turpjn — Good. Two reelE.
— Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.
UNIVERSAL
BATTLE SCARED HERO: Just the kind that sett
them laughing and looking for the next happening.
Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, KimbaH,
S. D. — General patronage.
BRIGHT LIGHTS: Oswald (the rabbit)— Good.
Our first and seems to be pretty good. One-half reel.
— Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.
BUSTER, COME ON: This series of comedies goes
over nicely for us. Two reels. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence,
Ky. — General patronage.
MISTAKES WILL HAPPEN: Billy Hall— Good
little comedy to fill in the programs. One reel. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.— GeneraJ
patronage.
PASSING THE JONES': Not very good. Two
— A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
.reels.
— General
patronage.
TOO MUCH SLEEP: Good. Andy is just as
crazy as ever in this. — F. E. Fanning, Crystal theati'e, Watseka, III. — General patronage.
MISCELLANEOUS
SO'S YOUR MONK: Good. Two reels.- A. C.
Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. — Small
town patronage.

Rankin Handled Ads at 15;
in Line for Title of
Youngest Exhibitor
QPEAKING of youngest managers — as has
*~-^ been done intermittently in these columns,
what do }'ou say to entering Tommy Kankin
of the Rankin theatre at Bridgeville, Pa., in
the list of candidates for the title?
Tommy says he's only a "youthful manager,"
but he handled the theatre advertising whHe
turning the 15-year mile post, and played the
organ, too. A year later he started doing the
booking and all the active managing. He's
only 21 now and is completing a course this
year at the University of Pittsburgh, which
he
has how
been overloaded
attending inmanagers
his "sparearetime."
You
know
with that.
No?
That's what we meant.
Noting that he has held a state projectionist's license since 18, Tommy adds that he
always has "read friend Richardson's advice
to projectionists" and "I wish to pass on my
thanks to him."
Here's Rankin's parting shot : "I note that
Bruce Anderson of Carthage, Texas, is a candidate for honors in the youthful contest ; he
was a couple years older than I when he
started. Wait a couple of years; maybe I']l
catch up Studi
to him."
'*U"
o Fire Injures

2 Men,' $20,000 Damage
(Special to iJie Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 8.— A fire, which
broke out in the mill and lumber yard at
Universal studios recently, caused a damage
estimated at between $20,000 and $25,000. Two
men, Fire Chief Ely of Universal City, and
Fred Manning of the studio's transportation
department, were burned about the hands and
face while fighting the blaze. Several stages
were threatened with destruction, but volunteer fire fighters and a crew from the Lankershim fire department kept the blaze confined
to the mill and lumber yard..
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In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.

HELLO, CHEVENNE: Fox Western, with Tom Ki-x,
Caryl Lincoln, Jack Baston, Joseph Girard, Al St.
John, Martin Faust and William Caress.
Directed
by Gene Forde.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Not about horses and
ranchers and bandits and such, hut a unique sort
of Western talc about rival telephone companies.
They are building lines into Rawhide, out of
Cheyenne, the one getting there first to receive
the bulk of the business. For Cody, everything
depends on the success of his company in the race.
But Bardeen is too unscrupidous for him to cope
with. Luck brings Tom Trask. Trask is an
overland stage driver luho gets fired when he
wrecks the coach — though he did it while saving
Cody's payroll. Diana Cody can not conceal her
growing love for Tom, wlio becomes her father's
foreman. And success seems assured her father's
company now that Tom is running things. . . .
Then some ivire is stolen, and while Tom and his
men are hunting for it, Diana is kidnapped. Tom
scours the country for her, while Rawhide is
malting to celebrate the end of the race. Rescuing
Diana, Tom starts to complete the lines at any
cost. He decides to run the wires along the fence
posts. Diana goes on ahead to arrange the connection. Bardeen and his men overpower her.
But Tom routs them and dashing into the nearest
store, calls into the telephone, "HeUo, Cheyenne."'
An answer returns. Tlie race is won for Cody —
and Diana for Tom.

BOSS

OF RUSTLER'S ROOST, THE: Pathe Western, with Don Coleman, Ben Corbett, Tom London,
Eugenia Gilbert, Albert Hart, Dick Hatton, Frank
Clark, William Bertram and Chet Ryan. Directed
by Leo Maloney. Released January 22. Length
4,833.
TYPE AND THEME: In which rustlers are exposed and courage reirardcd. Perhaps ire've heard
of that theme before. But what of it? In this
one, the countryside is excited over the operations
of one "Quien Sabe," cattle rustler. He haunts
the ranch called Rustler's Roost, which Cavanaugh
and a pal buy because it's cheap, altlwugh the
Evermans, who oivn the next ranch, admonish them
not to. Giles, Everman's foreman, is antagonistic,
while Fay Everman ivariis Cavariatigh that the
Everman outfit will "get" him. Both she and
Cavanaugh believe that the bandit is her father.
. . . Cavanaugh trails "Quien Sabc" by means
of a broken horse shoe, and finding the bandits
bremding cattle, arrests Giles. But Giles escapes
to Fay's horse and with her, dashes to Rustler's
Roost. The herd stampedes, killing Giles, who was
the bandit chief. Cavanaugh saves Fay from the
stampede, whereupon she confesses her love.

DIAMOND HANDCUFFS: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
melodrama, with Eleanor Boaidman, Conrad Nagel,
Lawrence Gray, Sam Hardy, Lena Malena, Gwen
Lee, John Roche, George Cooper, Lew Harvey,
E. Allyn Wan-en
and Charles
Stevens.
Directed
by John P. McCarthy.
Released
_
Length_
TYPE AND THEME: This is a story— or several
of them — about the lure of diamonds. Men die
for them — because women want them. True, too,
more or less. The yarn stars out in the African
diamondducesfields,
whei'e
and erotic,
inNiambo to
stealMusa,
her aexotic
diamond.
He does
and it costs him his life. . . . In America, Cecile
sulks when John, her husband, refuses to bun her
a certain diamond. John is an attorney, and
Cecile teUs her trouble to Jerry, one of his clients.
Jerry buys her the diamond. Afraid that John
wiU discover the gift, Cecile gives the diamond to
Musa, the maid to wear temporarily. John finds
out, a/nyioay, and turns his wife out of the house
Musa retains the precious gem she loves. . .
In the underworld, Larry and Tillie love each other
But Tillie is Spike's woman. Tillie wants a dia
Tnond, but Spike refuses to buy it. Noting TiUie'.
cough, Larry gives her his hard-earned savings
with xvhich to get a doctor. Tillie takes the money
and buys the diamond. That night at a cafe Spike
sees the stome on her finger, and thinking that
Larry gave it to her, tries to kill him. Musa, an
entertainer, induces her partner, Jasper, to steal
the gem from Tillie. He makes the attempt while
Larry arid Spike are fighting and is killed. Spike,
too, is killed. Then Larry buys Tillie a little
diamond chip, which, she says, pleases her most
becaiise "there's love all over it."
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VALLEY OF HUNTED MEN, THE: Pathe Western,
with Buffalo Bill, Jr., Kathleen Collins, Oscar
Apfel, Alma Rayford, Jack Ganzhorn and Frank
Griffith. Directed by Richard Thorpe. Released
FebruaiT 19.
Length 4,520.
TYPE .AND THEME: This one's about revenue
men on the Mexican hordei — and a clever young
felUrw named Tom. .4 gang of desperadoes operating alo-ng the border has been the plague of the
revenue men for two years. When Tom joins the
force, he is at oiice impatient to get the bandits.
He bets a saddle that he can make them cross the
border, so that no difficulties over international
la^r may arise from their capture. Going to a
little tow-n just over the border, he excites the
interest of the people, including the gangsters.
They try to kill him, but Bob escapes and succeeds
in accomplishing his purpose of tricking the'in over
the border, tchcrc. of
they are captured.
^^ *course,
o

Scenes from MGM 1928-29 pictures.
Top, Kenneth Thompson and Margaret
Livingston
in Haines
"The Bellamy
Trial.''
Below, William
and Marion
Davies
in "Shotvpeople."

APACHE RAIDER, THE: Pathe Western, with Leo
Maloney, Eugenia Gilbert, Tom London, Don Coleman, Jack Ganzhorn. Joan Renee, William Merrill
McCormack. Frederick Dana, Whitehorse, Robert
L. Smith, Walter Shumway and Murdock MacQuarrie. Directed by Leo D. Maloney. Rieleased
February 12.
Length 5.7.S5.
TYPE AND THEME: The hero us thought a
bandit, but he proves in good time that he isn't.
There is no question that ".Apache" Bob Morgan
is stealing cattle. But the cattle were cheated from
hiin by Danson. It was Dan-son, too. who connived to get Boh accused of killing a sheriff. Bob
is ^corking to get his property back and to clear
his name. Hi finds out that Dawson operates
through hired ginimen and crooked politicians.
Dawson incites the tonnspcople to lynch Bob. but
iliilc the rope is around his neck, the people
suddenly turn against Dawson, and in a dcspcratt
gun fight. Boh nettles nil .icons >r!th th.- culprit.

This Week's Press Sheet
DIAMOND HANDCUFFS (M-G-M melodrama): For a
ballyhoo have a girl, rather pretty, carrying a diamond shape
design, front and back, some-what like a sandwich board arrangement. This affair should be light and made as attractive as
possible. Lightweight compo, or drawing board material used
by artists v/ill answer the purpose. Most five and ten cent
stores carry bracelets set with imitation diamonds. Have the
girl wear one on each wrist, joined together with link arrangement so that she walks through the streets handcuffed. The
sign she carries should read, "Which means most to women.
Love or Diamonds?
See at the
theatre (Date)."
This picture can be tied up with many national and local products and stores using the word "Diamond." For instance, if
there is a "Diamond washing machine company" in your town
it would be a comparatively simple matter to arrange a display

using the following copy: "Strike off the handcuffs of household drudgery. Install a Diamond Washing Machine and have
more freedom to see pictures like Diamond Handcuffs,' now
showing
at the form of tie-ups
theatre."
The particular
will depend on the product or
store, and its selection will depend entirely on the discretion
of the exhibitor. Among the nationally-known names incorporating this word are, the Diamond Match Company. Diamond
Dyes, etc. You will probably also find stores known locally
as the Diamond Shoe Company, Diamond Fabric Company.
Diamond Hosiery Company, etc. . . . You can announce on
the screen or by throwaways that the people giving the correct answers to the following will be guests at your theatre on
a certain
see "Diamond
Handcuffs."
puzzle will
be
to namenight
the tobirthstone
of each
month in Your
the year.
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Monday-.
June 10 to 16 is Jimmie Grainger
Week for the Fox boys.
^

If

*

Frank Flaherty is on his vacation this week
and is spending most of it in Detroit. Ernie
Grohe takes his vacation next week, and he,
too, has picked Detroit for his vacation
grounds. Wonder what the idea is in both of
these Fox boys going to Machine City!

* * *

Uncle Wickie Sussman made a lot of kids
happy last Wednesday when he brought them
down from the Adelphi
* * to * see Mix.
Jack Miller and Simon Simansky opened
their newly decorated Forest theatre at Forest Park, Sunday.

* *

*

Bill Sweeney was back on the row last
Friday after being ill at home for a number
of days. Our day down the row is not quite
right when we fail to see Mr. Sweeney.

* * *

Tom Mix looks into the camera while autographing photos at the Mix party at the Chicago
F B O exchange, and Mrs. Monte Blue, Herbert fFashburn, F B O manager, and Aaron Superstein look on.

each week, "Chicago Personalities."

* * *

PERSONALITIES
By Whit

ABOUT the most exciting thing to happen to the row last week was thel
L\ F B O party in honor of Tom Mix last Wednesday. It was a success
/- Jk. from every standpoint. Several hundred exhibitors from all over the
territory attended. The Adelphi theatre on the North Side chartered a bus
and sent 100 boisterous kids to the exchange to see the guest of honor, and
practically the entire population of film row came over. Sandwiches and punch,
enough to feed a regiment, were served by Ted Meyer. Mr. and Mrs. Monte
Blue accompanied Mix. It was a great party!
Frances Lee, the charming Christie star,
stopped in Chicago last Friday and Saturday
on her way back to the Coast after a two
weeks'
Newfirst
York.
willofbegin
work atvacation
once onin the
of a She
series
two
reel pictures, "The Confessions of a Chorus
Girl."
She was accompanied by her mother,
Mrs. Tibbetts.
ii;
^
^
The Chicago moving picture operators held
a ball at the Trianon Slonday night.
!K

^

^

George Tave is again with First National
as countrj' salesman.

YOU BOYS

The Educational force are hard at work
this month in securing additional playdates
during the May sales drive. Dave Dubin says
they are bringing in the business and wants to
thank exhibitors for their good response.
And Dave is plugging hard for the golf
tournament. He was out Sunday on the
course getting in trim to trim somebody on
the tournament day, which is June 15. We
hope the golf committee i.s getting to work.
The M-G-M office held a meeting Saturday
to talk over the next season's product.
George McKean, special Fox representative
out of Omaha, was a visitor on the row last

IN

CHICAGO
TERRITORY

* * *

According
to W. atC. Omaha,
"Bill" Brimmer,
National
Manager
whom we First
met
down the row last week, this season will be
the best yet in the Northwest. Brimmer reports that Omaha with a population of 215,000
has a weekly theatre attendance of 206,000.
And Brimmer also says that he reads first

Y^
CHICAGO

After a two weeks' run at the Woods, "The
Port of Alissing Girls" goes into the Castle
on May 14 for a run.

/^y

It is rumored that Clyde Elliott is soon to
open up a chain of theatres in the city running stock and pictures, and that he will begin with three houses. Combination stock and
pictures is sweeping this territory. At present
at least three Fischer theatres are using the
combination and each week brings news of a
new house adopting the policy.

^ ^ ^

We visited a neighborhood house Sunday
night and had a beautiful picture absolutely
ruined for us by poor projection. Not half
enough light reached the screen. We recommend this as a perfectly good way to run
patrons out of a theatre.

* *

M. Braum of the Ritz theatre in Milwaukee, was the first exhibitor to sign a regular
service contract at the new offices of National
Screen Service. The new offices, by the way,
are certainly an improvement over the old
ones.
* * *
B. N. Judell, Inc., opened new offices at
828 South Wabash, Tuesday.

Programs

15 THERE ANYTHIHC
YOUCANUfEA/PECIU
TRAIIERONRICHTNOW

prepared by us
get the public
interested
in

Bring in the copy or mail it
and
same the
day.trailer will be ready the

yourus shows.
Let
send you
some samples.

There is no charge for appropriate borders or tinting.
Send us your next order and
you'll be agreeably surprised at
the high class work and tiuick
service.

THERE'S A SACK OF
GOLD
FOR HOT
WEATHER
DAYS,
HANGING OUT ON
PAGE 137.

THE
PROGRAM

NATIONAL
& PRINTING

729 So. Wabash Ave.
728 SOUTH

WABASH

AVE. CHICAGO.

ILL.

*

M. Marcus made a flying trip to Chicago
from Fort Wayne recently. He says that the
new Emboyd theatre there will open on the
12th of this month, and that it will be one
of the largest and finest houses in the state.

CX3.

- Chia^o

r

Preference
means Profits
The theatre that stresses screen
quality is well on the way to
popular preference. And that
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman
Positive— the film that preserves
every bit of photographic quality for your screen.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

COMPANY
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The unequalled perfection of tone of
the Wurlitzer Organ is the result of
acoustic efficiency, developed by
seven ment
generations
of musical instrumakers.
The Wurlitzer organ has unlimited
possibilities in tone coloring. For
sweetness, balance and breadth of
tone, as well as for ease of control,
reliability of action and versatility, it
is unsurpassed.

^

pi

WurlTIzer

No other organ builders enjoy the
wealth of skill we employ in the
building and voicing of Wurlitzer
organs. Everything that goes into our
organs is built by us, insuring that
uniformly high quality demanded by
our rigid standards of inspection.
The Wurlitzer organ will be your inevitable choice if you will investigate.
A demonstration will convince you.

Residence Organs, Church Organs
and Auditorium Organs
The same recognition of superiority
accorded the Wurlitzer Theatre Organ is also conceded to the Wurlitzer
Residence Reproducing Organ — each
a masterpiece in construction and
tonal beauty — each type of organ distinctively designed for every installation.

NEW YORK
CLEVELAND
PHlLADELPHLlV

ST. LOUIS
CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH

DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES

:
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UPREME
The Only System of Its Kind
that Actually WASHES the Air

Does It Cool? It Does!
And How? Quietly!
Gives same results as the hig expensive cooling systems
used in hig^ity theatres. Tet its cost is moderate.
The Supreme Cooling Blower
After the air has been washed and cooled
by the Air-Washing Unit, this 6 ft. all
steel cooling blower forces it into your
theatre at such speed and in such volume
that all the air is changed 30 to 60 times
an hour. No noise! No drafts! Just a continual inpouring of fresh, cooling breezes.

The Aiv'Washing Unit
The Supreme Turho Air-Washing
Unit, a wonderful new feature of the
Supreme System, creates a foggy
water-mist through which the air must
pass before entering the cooUng blower.
Its amazing how that mist freshens
■?«
and cools the air.

Equipped with
Horton Variable Speed Pulley
At slight extra cost the Supreme Blower can be
furnished with the famous Horton Variable Speed
Pulley, instead of standard single speed pulley.

Heater & Ventilating Corp*
9^-

ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

Get The Facts/
Write for complete information and convenient payment
plan. Send in the coupon —
TODAY.

Supreme Heater 61*
-v,
Corp.
Ventilating
ign-lT-lfl
PineSt.
iName
St. Louis, Mo.
Send complete informa- AAArt^ae

conveni
and plan
tion
payment
on the ent
Supreme Cooling
System.

/^aare3S
_,
City

„
c

State

«, .^ ^
*"""*
Capacity
of Theatre
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Ninety per cent of your patrons' time is spent in your theatn
seats ! What are you doing to make them comfortable ?
Perhaps a good-looking, luxurious, comfortable theatre char
will increase -jour box office receipts 30% — as it did for Mrj

If you have not yet received our theatre seating catalogue, write for
a copy. It is a heautifully illustrated 44'page
book showing our new
line of theatre chairs.

Rosenberg, whose letter is shown at the right. There is no myster'
in the increased business which many theatres have secured b'
reseating, because any audience, comfortably seated, is easy to please
In the Heywood'Wakefield line of theatre chairs there are man
de luxe and semi-de luxe models — each one built for genuin,
comfort and troubleproof service.
J
Practical suggestions and detailed reseating plans are also avai.
able to you without cost or obligation on your part. Simply dro
a line to the nearest Heywood-Wakefield sales office.

HEYWOOD

--WAKEFIELD

EXHIBITORS

Mr. H. Rosenberg, owner
of the Magnet Theatre, Dorchester, Mass., is one of the
many progressive
showmen who have increased
box office receipts by
reseating.
A 30% increase in patronage
has been the result
J of his replacing old

' chairs with beautiful, comfortable
theatre seats.
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Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Calit.
Seattle, Wash.

SEIATING

'
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Carpets look better and wear
lonp^er when laid over
Odte meets the strain of thou'
sands of tramping feet with a
gentle resilience that doubles
the Hfe of carpets. And makes
carpets feel finer, softer, richer underfoot,
lending an added note of luxury to any surroundings. The beautiful carpet in the
CLINTON
NEW
%

CARPET

YORK

COMPANY,

mezzanine lounge of New York's
largest theatre — The Capitol —
is protected and enriched by
Ozite Cushion . . . Your dealer
will tell you how to lengthen the life of
your present floor coverings with this remarkable cushion.
Ask him about Ozite.
130 North Wells St., CHICAGO

{^American Hair Felt Co., Mfrs.)

LOS ANGELES
^
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^Tneatre Qoers are Comfort
^ Jovers theWorld Over!
Progressive theatre owners appreciate the tremendous
"comfort" to the theatre-going public.
being offered, the public looks first to
is assured. American Seating Company
agers a wide selection of chairs whose
stimulate box office receipts. Significant,

attraction of

Whatever the program that is
the house where their comfort
offers theatre owners and manqualities of beauty and comfort
too, is the exclusive use of this

company's seating by the nation's foremost exhibitors.

American Seating Chairs are in harmony
with the beauty of the Paramount Theatre
as illustrated in this interior view.
No.4078 Special Chair — 3,561 of these
chairs %vere installed in the Paramount
Theatre. Seat upholstered in red Moroccoline, with rose mohair back and
brown mahogany finished wood parts.
Aisle lights built into chair standards
and noiseless ball bearing seat hinges.

Lobby of Paramount Theatre, New York
City.
One of the many fine theatres
equipped with American Seating Chairs.
C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp, Architects,

American Seating Company
12 E. Jackson Blvd.

121 W. 40th St., New York City
65-D Canal St.

Theatre Chair Builders to the American

Chicago, Illinois

Bost

121 l-H Chestnut St., Philadelphia

Public For Over 30 Years

A

New

Theatre

Building

Code

Proposed

HARRY
EaMlern

CHARLES B. O'NEILL
Advertiting
Manager

E. HOLQUIST
RepreMenUitl99

A monthly supplement of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, published for information and guidance of theatre owners in matters of theatre
construction, operation and equipment and to promote the ideal of finer theatres

BETTER THEATRES
EDITORIAL AND
ADVERTISING OFFICES

In This Issue

CHICAGO
407
So. Dearborn
St. Telephone
Harrison 0036.
Cable Address:
Quigpubco.
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BETTER THEATRES presents in this issue a complete transcript
of the theatre building ordinance proposed by the National Fire
Underwriters; This proposed code is of vital interest to theatre
owners, builders and architects for it will effect a saving in insurance costs.

ANGELES

Hollywood
Blvd.
Telephone
Gladstone
3754
Douglas
Hodges
West
Coast Manager
LONDON

The Bioscope (J. Cabourn, Editor)
Faraday House, 8-10 Charing Cross
Ri, W. C. 2

AN

INTERESTING discussion of novel projected motion picture
presentations is written by Lewis M. Townsend emd William M.
Hennessy of the Eastman theatre and school of music; Detailed
accounts of the maruier of obtaining these unique effects are given.

THE
The successful theatre today is the
one that pays strictest attention to
its physical features. Cinema patrons demand more than pictures.
They must be given every degree of
comfort, convenience and atmosphere.
To the enterprising exhibitor Better
Theatres each issue presents numerous ideas and suggestions for increasing profit through better public service and management.

SUBSCRIPTION
United

State

and

RATES

possessions —
$3 per year

Canada — $4.50 per year
Other points of the world —
$9 per year
Single copies, 25 cents
Advertising rate cards and Audit
Bureau of Circulations statements
furnished upon application.

RICHNESS of effect obtained by gizizing process in wall decoration istold by Betts & Holcomb in another of their valuable architectural articles for Better Theatres; They describe the use of
ornamental plaster and polychrome work in interiors.

F. H. RICHARDSON continues in this issue to present his constructive suggestions to the projectionist, as well as to the exhibitor;
In these articles each month this projection expert discusses
many subjects of vital importance to the right projection of the
motion picture.
DO YOU believe in changing your admission price? Many exhibitors, in response for advice from their brother theatre owners,
answer that question this month in a detailed survey conducted
by Better Theatres; If you have been in doubt on this subject read
the reports.
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When You Flash This on
your screen
It Makes a BIG HIT/

Your patrons can tell, the moment they enter your theatre, whether or
not you have a modern ventilating system. If the atmosphere is stuSy
and close, they will hesitate a long time before again giving you their
patronage. But — provide for them, and tell them about, the efficient system of Lakeside ventilation that creates and maintains a cool, comfortable atmosphere through every minute of the performance, and you
may be sure of a steady stream of business.

Aggressive Houses Are Changing to This
Modern Method of Ventilation
Theatres throughout the country find that Lakeside Ventilators assure
the best equipment available today. Their tremendous power, quiet
operation, and easy installation mean the utmost in service with prac-

LAKESIDE

COMPANY,

tically no up-keep. Then, too, a Lakeside costs much less than many
of the complicated cooling and ventilating systems on the market. You
take no chances with Lakeside Equipment, because it is backed by a
reliable guarantee. It must "make good" in actual service.

Empty Seats Pay No Profits
Competition is keen. Your theatre must be modernized in every way.
You need an efficient ventilating system, and the Lakeside has been
approved by ventilating engineers throughout the United States. Lakeside Ventilators are made in different sizes to meet every requirement
and, if you will let us know the size, capacity, etc., of your theatre, we
will be glad to submit suggestions and quotations without obligation
to you. Write today for information.

223 Main Street, Hermansville, Michigan

electric VENTTLATOR

J.
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The new Fox office and theatre
building in the T'lichigan metropolis IS considered one of the
most imf>ortant of the William
Fox holdings by A. 5. Kemper,
vice-president m charge of real
estate for Fox Theatre . Corporation.

Completion

New Building Code
Adopted by National Board of Fire Underwriters for Regulating Construction and Equipment
of Theatres Points Out the Way to —

Reduce Your Insurance Costs
By ERNEST

A. ROVELSTAD

Theatres, once tinderboxes, now use comparatively little combustible material, and are cooperating actively with the insurance industry in reducing fire hazards to a minimum consistent with (^nnoniy, Claren'-e Goldsmith of Chicago, assistant
chief engineer of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, said last week in commenting upon the Suggested Ordinance
Regulating the Construction and Equipment of Theatres, adopted by the board and by the National Fire Protection Association of Boston. The proposed ordinance, printed in full in this issu3 of "Better Theatres," is presented for the first time to
the motion picture industry.
Architects now frequently ask the underwriters" board for information
on product to go into theatre construction and equipnaent which has
been inspected and approved by the Underwriters' Laboratories, maintained and operated without profit by the board and with chief testing
oflBces in Chicago. Greater and greater attention is being given by
theatre owners and their architects to the accredited product, Goldsmith
declared, with a definite movement toward employing as many of
Boch accredited devices as possible within the construction budget.
The same trend is noted by the companies, as attested by H. A.
Van Deinse of the endorsement department of Klee, Rogers, Wile &
Loeb, one of the largest insurance agencies in Chicago. That tendency
bears a close relation to the suggested ordinance, with its specifications
and requirements. While there is no law forcing exhibitors to adhere
to the recommendations of the underwriters' board, many of the provisions have been adopted in municipal ordinances.
Be it ordained by the.
of the City of _
BUILDINGS COVERED
Every theatre or opera house or other
building or parts of building intended to
be used for theatrical or operatic purposes,
or motion picture shows, hereafter erected
for the accommodation of more than 300
persons on all tiers shall be built to comply
with the requirements of this ordinance.
No building hereafter erected not in accordance with these requirements may be
used as a theatre, opera house, or by a
motion picture show.
* * *
CAPACITY
The Building Inspector shall determine
the number of persons which every such
btiilding may accommodate. This determination shall be based on the actual
number
of seats and an allowance
of 3

Even though the ordinance is still only in the recommendatory- stage,
it is pointed out that the theatre owner who adopts its suggestions
is availing himself of an opportunity to benefit in three directions.
Firstly, Every theatre owner worthy of the name desires to give his
patrons every measure of safety that he can, from a sense of public
responsibility and clear conscience, even without considering the possibilities of damage suits and even criminal prosecution if he does not
do so. Secondly, one instance of fire with possibly resultant tragedy,
in which it is shown that the exhibitor did not have the safety of his
patrons at heart, is inevitably also a fatal blow to the success of that
theatre. Thirdly, safety construction and devices pay, in dollars and
cents, by cutting the rate of insurance to the lowest level and also by
eliminating sources of costly court actions for damages.
It is for the foregoing reasons that "Better Theatres," with its constant
aim of servicing the theatre owner, publishes herewith the suggested
ordinance:

square feet per person for all parts of the
auditorium or galleries where "standing
room" may be provided. By standing room
is meant such space in which by law persons may be permitted to stand during
any performance. Such measurements are
to be exclusive of required aisles, passageways and lobbies. No more than the number so determined and certified by the
Building Inspector shall be allowed in such
structure al any one
* * time.
*
ALTERATIONS
No building which at the time of the
passage of this ordinance is not in actual
use for the purposes within the meaning of
this ordinance shall be altered or added to
for the purpose of converting the same
into a theatre, opera house, or: for use by
a motion picture show, unless when altered
or added to it conforms to the requirements of this ordinance.

PRESENT
BUILDINGS
The provisions of this ordinance shall
not be construed to mean or be made to
apply to theatres, opera houses or motion
picture shows, within the meaning of this
ordinance now erected or for which plans
have heretofore been approved by the
Building Inspector.

*

APPROVALS

OF

*

*

BUILDING
SPECTORS AND FIRE
DEPARTMENTS

IN-

No building hereinbefore described shall
be opened to the public until the Building
Inspector shall have approved the same
in writing in conformity to the requirements of this ordinance, nor until the Chief
of the Fire Department sliall have certified
in writing that all appliances for the extinguishing of fire conform to this ordinance and to the special requirements
of
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|TT Exhibitors, architects and construction engineers should be conversant with the details of this proposed code
^ for, in the final analysis, knowledge of these details before building a proposed theatre may relieve the theatre
owner of many troubles after the house is opened, and, too, it will make possible a minimum insurance rate which
is important to economic overhead.
the Fire Department, and are in a complete
and satisfactor}^ working
condition.
* * *
FIREPROOF BUILDING OVER AUDITORIUM
Nothing herein contained shall prevent
the construction of a thoroughly fireproof
building above a fireproof theatre, opera
house or motion picture show, providing
no part of such fireproof building shall be
placed above that portion of any such
building which is known as the stage
section. The portion containing the theatre, opera house or motion picture show,
including all passages, lobbies and other
accessories connecting therewith, shall be
cut off vertically from such fireproof
building by unpierced fire walls of solid
masonry not less than 12 inches thick and
horizontally by unpierced fireproof floors
of strength to safely sustain a live load of
ISO lbs. per sq. ft. on every superficial foot
thereof.
ROOF GARDEN
A roof garden or open air auditorium
(but no other place of public amusement)
may be constructed above a fireproof building used for theatrical or operatic purposes or motion picture show built in conformity with the requirements of this ordinance. Such roof garden or open air auditorium shall have not less than 60 per cent
of its total floor area open to the sky
without a roof, except that a cover of glass
and metal skylight construction may be
provided, and no part of its seating floor,
or space upon which seats mi^it be placed,
shall be at greater height than 90 feet above
the level of the curb in the street at the
main entrance to the building. The total
capacity of such roof garden or open air
auditorium shall not exceed 750 persons,
figured on the same basis as that provided
elsewhere in this ordinance for the calculation of capacity of theatres or opera houses.
The construction of such roof garden or
open air auditorium shall be fireproof and
shall conform in every way to the requirements of this ordinance.
The size of entrances or exits, corridors
and stairs shall be 50 per cent greater than
the corresponding requirements called for
in this ordinance for theatres where the
orchestra floor is at or about the street
level. If an audience is to be assembled in
the theatre, opera house or motion picture
show at the same time as in the open air
auditorium or roof garden constructed
above the same, then the provisions for
such entrance and exit herewith required
for the latter shall be entirely distinct
from and in addition to the provisions for
exits and entrances, corridors and staircases required for the structure below.
If any structure is built over the ceiling
or roof of any building used for a theatre,
opera house or motion picture show, the
girders, trusses or other metal members
supporting said structure shall be protected
against fire by at least 4 inches of fireproof material with special provision to
reinforce or support it.
*

*

!{I

OCCUPANCY
RESTRICTED
No portion of any building hereafter
erected or altered, used or intended to be
used as a theatre, opera house, or motion
picture show, shall be occupied or used for
any business dealing in any article or material dangerous to life in the opinion of the
Building Inspector.
The before-mentioned restrictions relate
not only to that portion of the building
which
contains
the auditorium
and
the

stage, but apply also to the entire structure
in conjunction therewith.
WORKSHOPS AND PROPERTY
STOREROOMS
No workshop, storage or general property room shall be allowed in or under the
auditorium, above the stage or under the
same, or in any of the fly galleries, but such
rooms or shops may be located in the
rear of, or at the side of the stage, and in
such cases they shall be separated from the
stage vertically and horizontally by a brick
or concrete wall not less than 12 inches
in thickness or other equally efficient cutoff, and the openings leading into said portion shall have approved self-closing fire
doors on one side of the wall and standard
automatic fire doors on the other side of
the wall.
No sleeping accommodations shall be allowed in any part of the building communicating with the
or stage.
* auditorium
* *

ENTRANCE

VESTIBULES,
ETC.

LOBBIES,

Interior walls or partitions of fireproof
materials shall senarate the auditorium
from the entrance vestibule, and from any
communicating room or rooms over or
under the same, also from any lobbies,
corridors, refreshment or other rooms
forming part of the theatre; and in all such
walls the windows and door frames and
all sash and doors shall be of incombustible
construction, and the sash made stationary
and glazed with wired glass not less than
one-quarter inch in thickness and each pane
or unit measuring not more than seven
hundred and twenty square inches; the
doors shall be self-closing.
^
*
-4^
FLOORS
All floor surfaces shall be of concrete or
other incombustible material and no wood
boards or sleepers shall be used as a covering over these floors, seat platforms, aisles,
steps, landings, passages
iH
*
^ or stairs.
TRIM
No combustible doors or trim shall be
used in the auditorium, and none of the
walls or ceiling shall be covered with wood
sheathing, wood wainscoting, or other combustible material, but this shall not preclude
the construction of a wood sounding board
over orchestra pit when the same extends
back of and below the overhang of the
stage, provided the said wood sheathing
be properly fire stopped by a 12-inch brick
wall back of same, and also have a proper
fireproof construction directly under the
overhang of the stage extending from the
brick wall to the apron of stage.
* ^ *
SEATS
All seats in the auditorium except those
contained in boxes accommodating not
more than 12 persons shall be firmly secured to the floor, and shall be placed not
less than 32 inches from back to back,
measured in a horizontal direction. If
benches without arms between seats are
used their capacity shall be figured on the
basis of one person to each 18 inches in
width.
No seat in any gallery shall have more
than four seats intervening between it and
an aisle, or more than ten seats in a row
between any two aisles.
* * *
TUNNELS OR CROSS AISLES
There shall be no more than 11 feet rise,
measured vertically, in any aisle in any
gallery without direct exit, by tunnel or
otherwise, to a corridor or passage with a

free opening to the gallery stairs or other
direct discharge to the street. At such
elevation of 11 feet or less an intervening
or cross aisle leading directly to an exit
may be substituted for the tunnel. No such
tunnel or cross aisle shall be less than 4
feet wide in the clear.
* * *
GALLERY
PLATFORMS
No ceive
platforms
in
galleries
formed
to rethe seats shall be more than
21 inches
in height of riser nor less than 32 inches
in width of platform. No such platform
shall be nearer than 8 feet from the ceiling.
* * *
AISLES— WIDTH
OF
Aisles shall be not less than 3 feet wide
at the beginning and all aisles shall be increased in width toward the exits and entrances at the rate of not less than 3 inches
to 10 feet of run.
* * *
STEPS IN AISLES
Steps in aisles shall be the full width
of the aisle. No risers shall be more than
9 inches in height, and no tread shall be
less than 10 inches in width, and whenever
the rise of seat platforms is 4 inches or
less, the floor of the aisles shall be made
as a gradient. Where steps are placed in
passages they shall be grouped together
and shall be clearly lighted. No stool, seat,
or other obstruction shall be placed in any
aisle.
^ ^ ^
FLOORS aT EXITS
Floors in auditorium at all exits shall be
flush with adjacent inside floors and shall
extend for an unbroken width of not less
than 4 feet in front of each exit, but no
step downward shall be nearer than one
foot to the door opening.
PASSAGES— WIDTH
The width of passages and hallways
shall be computed in the same manner as
that hereinafter provided for stairways, but
no passage may be less than 5 feet in
width.
All passages, hallways and stairways
leading from any balcony or gallery in any
direction shall permit of free passage to an
exit, without returning.
* * *
PASSAGES— AGGREGATE
CAPACITY
The aggregate capacity of the foyers,
lobbies, hallways, passages and rooms for
the use of the audience, not including aisle
space, shall on each tier be sufficient to
contain the entire number to be accommodated on said tier, in the ratio of 150
superficial square feet of floor for every
hundred persons.
ENTRANCES
AND EXITSDEFINITION
The term "exit" as used in this section
refers to emergency exits only; the term
"entrance" refers to all other traffic ingress
or egress.

*

*

*

CALCULATION
OF EXITS
The combined width of entrance and
exits for each tier, likewise their stairs,
shall provide one foot of width for each
20
tier. persons to be accommodated in that
Note — The following explanation may be of interest
with relation to entrance and exit calculations:
A large number of actual counts made by reliable
authorities by(see
paper J.
entitled
Terminal
Station,"
presented
Messrs.
Vipond"A Davis
and J.
HoUis
Wells before the American Institute of Architects at
Washington, D. C., December, 1909) show that with
freely moving crowds going in one direction, an
average of thirteen people per foot of width per
minute will pass down a stairway. This figure was
accordingly selected as the basis for estimating the
{Continued on page 25)
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The
WIPE-OUT
System
in
Decoration
By HAWLEY

Shown at left is a
corner of a ceiling
design, one-half of
it with the bare
stencil, the other
with the two colors
shotted in, blended
and wi^ed out.

M. LASHER

Instructor in Interior Decorating, Illinois College
of Painting and Decorating

DECORATING the interior of a public
place, such as a theatre, is quite another
matter than decorating the interior of
a home. Does that seem too obvious to mention? It is obvious all right — and perhaps
that is why it is, it seems to me, so often lost
sight of by some decorators. I choose to speak
of it here because many of the decorators who
may be called in to do the interior of the
smaller and unpretentious theatre may be more
familiar with home jobs than with the other
kind.
The designs presented and the color schemes
used for illustrative purposes in these articles
are of the brilliant, more complex type applicabfc only to the public place — particularly,
of course, to the theatre. They are intended
to do what decoration in the home is emphatically not intended to do, to catch the eye,
to impress. That, however, does not mean
that garishness is desirable. In my opinion,
garishness, gaudiness, too much of a striving
for mere impressiveness, should be avoided.
There is a path between — a path that permits
the decorations to invite people into a theatre,
not once, but many times after that. In short,
the decorations should be in complete harmony,
not only within themselves and with each

other, but in relation to the form and character of the immediate surroundings.
In this article I shall continue the discussion
I began last week on the wipe-out system of
decoration, and I have prepared a panel and
ceiling design to illustrate this method.
As I stated in the previous article, use of
the outline stencil is desirable by the average
decorator in work of this kind. But simple
though an outline stencil may be, I would
advise the decorator to try out the design in
colors before starting on the actual finish.
Thus he can familiarize himself with the design by wiping out the highlights desired, leaving the shadows properly placed. Then the
finished design will be in perfect tone and
color-harmony
with the surrounding decorations.
In case of an over-all stencil, that is, a stencil used on an entire surface, wall or panel,
different effects may be obtained. Quite frequently ahigh gloss background is used, in
colors as desired. The stencil should conform
in style and size of pattern to the space, to
avoid what one often sees— a design absurdly
out of proportion to the space.
Regarding the enamel or gloss background,

These pictures show two
sections of a ^anel fainted by the author with
the "wi'^e-out system, a
descri'^tion of which he
began in the •previous issue and continues in this
one. The section at left
IS the uj){)er one. The
reproductions disclose
the fine theatre work
that may be done economically (for the method IS swift) and by the
class of decorator available to the average theatre builder. For this
■^anel green and burnt
sienna were used.

care should be taken in selecting the materials used for the stencil colors. It is customary for some decorators to use a dead
flat paint, with the color as desired, reducing
this by means of benzine or even gasoline,
thereby diminishing the adhesive character of
the material to such an extent that should
an attempt be made to wash the colors the
result would be disastrous. Even a mild solution of an ordinary wall cleaning preparation
would remove the stencil color.
If in case a flat color effect is desired and
thinning of the material is necessary, equal
parts of turpentine and a high grade japan
dryer should be used. Also, in order that the
material may work smoother, linseed oil should
be cautiously added.
What I think is a very striking and beautiful
effect in panels and wall designs in general
may be obtained by using two different tints.
First, the space to be covered should be glazed,
the entire surface being coated with a clear
glazing liquid. The colors are then applied,
diagonally across it. Suppose the finished
color scheme desired involves a soft olive and
a warm tan. Both shades are got by mixing
green and burnt sienna, using sufficient green
(Continued on page 62)
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Above 7s illustrated one of tJie
many artistic lighting fixtures
which are a feature of this
new suburban theatre. At the
sides are •pictured the decorative effects and the beam
ceiling of the auditorium.

Gorgeous Lighting Effects in New Loew House
Theatre from ^lans hy M. H. McGuJre, architect of New York City, is O'^enedi hy big circult at Yonkers, N. Y. — A'pfi ointments are of rare heauty.
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The two views of the new
Y onkers theatre 'published
on this ■^age illustrate further the elahorateness of
the furnishings, and the
novelty and artisticness of
the lighting fixtures. At the
right IS the hunting room,
while helow is shown one
of the promenades.
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New Building Code
Is Proposed

Other publications: The Chicagoan and Polo, class journals; and the following motion picture trade publication in addition to Better Theatres, published
as a supplement to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World: The
Buyers Index, Semiannual.

BETTER THEATRES respectfully calls your attention
to the publication in this issue of the new theatre
building code proposed by the National Board of
Fire Underwriters and the National Fire Protection Association.
The new code is suggested as an ordinance for adoption
by municipalities.
While the code is not yet in effect, it would be wise for
the prospective theatre builder and the architect to acquaint themselves with its many provisions, for its allowance for safeguards of every description is of vital importance to this industry.
A theatre constructed according to the provisions of this
proposed code would, in the first place, be the means of
decreased insurance cost — always a big item in the year's
overhead.

Whole

The proposed code is published in full in this issue and
is deserving of a place in your files.
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A final word in this connection might be: Prepare to
combat summer weather with a better theatre and better
equipment.

*

Should Admission Prices
Remain the Same

Prepare Now and Laugh
at Summer
SUMMER — or rather the hot days which sometimes
come in the spring, sometimes in the summer and
sometimes in the fall — does not arouse the apprehension that it formerly did for the theatre owner.
There is a reason, and that reason is as clear as the sun
on one of the hot days.
Ventilating and cooling equipment have been perfected
to a high degree. Summer decorations are refreshing. In
fact, all that reflects coolness in the theatre today is an invitation to the public to come in off the blistering pavement.
The modern theatre today is well equipped for summer
business. These houses have found, through periods of
adversity, that such installations were essential to the furtherance ofyear around box office receipts.
In many localities the sunmier has proved to be the
bonanza period, and this despite the many outdoor recreational inducements. Watch the crowds that drift into the
comer drug store on hot days. The theatre, too, may
enjoy a share of this business, for during the sweltering
days the public seeks respite in surroundings which will
counteract the weariness caused by excessive heat. The
theatre, however, must offer, like the drug store with its
soda fountain must offer something refreshing.
In a survey conducted by this publication, there was
evidence presented showing that the theatre, properly ventigated and cooled and mth a refreshing atmosphere present, increased box office receipts. Other theatres found
that for the first time in years they had been able to operate during the summer period. The results of the survey
were convincing, for they presented the honest conclusions
of theatre owners.

»

administration is brought
of theatre
QUESTIONto the
front in a survey published in this
forcefully
Many exhibitors have been undetermined
issue.
as to the policy to be adopted on admission prices.
There are those theatre men who believe that only one
price should prevail; there are those who believe that Saturday, Simday and holiday warrant an increase, and there
are those who are confident that only a special production
should call for an extra fare from the public.
The survey is worthy of your consideration. It may, or
it may not, offer a solution to the problem confronting
you; nevertheless, it bears upon a subject which has been
of significance for years.
A

*

»

*

Better Theatres Welcomes
These New Advertisers
Continental Studios, Inc., 100 East Ohio street, Chicago, 111.
Theatre decorating specialists.
Also furnish mural
paintings and draperies.
Ralph Waldo Emerson School, 921 Rush street, Chicago,
111.
Resident School for theatre organists.
Also extension courses.
The Link Company, 183 Water street, Binghamton, N. Y.
Theatre Organs.
City.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 West 41st street. New York
Specializes in draperies, motion picture settings,
scenery, asbestos curtains and theatre rigging.
Platter Cabinet Company, North Vernon, Ind.
Manufacturers of sound reproducing devices.
Weldon, Williams and Lick, Fort Smith, Ark.
Reserved seat tickets, folded machine tickets; roll
and book strip tickets.
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And Hofw lb Turn Passers-lsy
Inlo BeguLlar Patrons -^ -^

Every day there are people passing your theater who COULD BE
PERSUADED TO COME
IN.
Why do they pass? The answer
to that question means DOLLARS
to you — MANY, MANY DOLLARS. To many exhibitors the answer means the difference between a
profitless summer season and a
healthy and highly successful one.

Give your ticket sellers mork work
in the summertime. Keep your ushers busy. Fill your seats. You have
all these facilities at hand — bought
and paid for. Stop those who PASS ;
make your theater so inviting, so
cool, so comfortable they cannot resist the urge to ENTER.
Among the hundreds of letters in
our "Bouquet File" fully 30% specifically mention increased business
resulting from providing proper inside air with Arctic Nu-Air Systems.

Here is a system representing a
million dollars invested by actual users. 3,000 installations make your
satisfaction sure.
In hot weather your theater can
be a powerful attraction. Instantly
it establishes a reputation for cool

4TH

The first step toward better times,
bigger business, and boosting patrons

— the coupon below. It will tell you
what happens when an Arctic Nu-Air
Svstem begins to STOP THOSE
WHO PASS.

MINNEAPOLIS,

ST.

Today/
Arctic
("(ikihiratiun
5U'-.'ill Ni-Air
Soiitli Fourth
St.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Send
engineering
data and information
Nu-Air Year-Around System for my theatre
feet long,
feet wide
seating
—.people,

OFFICE

71 Murray St.,
New York City
It costs
but a stamp
to find out
users
are
BUILDING
BUSINESS
withliowthis3000System.

MINN.

This Coupon brings word
of
BIGGER SUMMER PROFITS.

SALES OFFICES
Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
Cleveland
Dallas
Detroit
Milwaukee
New York
Oklahoma City
Philadelphia
San Francisco
Seattle
EXPORT

It is easy to install. Our engineers
render valuable cooperation. Most
installations are extremely simple —
no complications or disorder.
Our easy financing plan puts the
system in on a small down payment.
You have a year to pay the balance
in small installments. Thus your
system pays its way, and you will
enjoy
banker. every interview with your

It is the big capacity year-around
system, with complete control.
You

comfort in torrid weather — you'll
notice increased business. People
who once passed without interest will
ENTER with enthusiasm.

512-514 SOUTH

can use it in the winter for ventilation and to aid in circulating the heat
that lingers around radiators. On
not-so-hot days you can reduce its
speed, providing a gentle circulation
of fresh air that is most comfortable
and refreshing.

AViiiie

'

on

.\rctic

feet high,

.

Theatre
Address
Citu - -

Also Manufacturer.'! of
SANIDAIRE Humidifying Systems for Homes, Hospitals, Schools, Ofticos. Apartnioiits, Hotols. ami Iiulustrios.

^__
—

State
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— have you a police officer in your theatre?

IF YOU HAVE
You Should Know When You Are
Responsible for His Actions
Read LEO T. PARKER
s anicle, I explained the estabIN a previou
lished law with respect to the legal right
of a common theatre employe to eject a
disorderh' patron, without incurring liability
of the owner.
However, a new higher court case has just
been decided in which is discussed important
phases of the law involving the liability of a
theatre proprietor for damages, as a result of
injuries sustained bj^ patrons who are assaulted while being ejected from the theatre
by different classes of police officers.
Since the legal information contained in this
most recent case is unusually important, I
shall review its details and compare the legal
rights and liabilities of theatre proprietors under circumstances where injuries are inflicted
on patrons by common employes, special police
officers, and common employes who have specially conferred police powers.
In this manner, theatre owners and managers may readily minimize the hazard of
financial loss resulting from damage suits instituted by patrons who have been insulted,
injured, or otherwise damaged while attending a show.
Briefly, the law is well established that a
theatre owner, or his authorized common employes, may without liability eject a disorderly
or undesirable patron, providing undue force
is not used. But a theatre owner is liable in
damages if unnecessary force is exercised by
a common employe, while acting within the
scope of the employment, in ejecting a patron
although the latter is grossly boisterous or
disorderly.
On the other hand, a theatre proprietor
never is liable for injurious acts done by an
employe who had no actual or implied authority to maintain order or eject a disorderly
patron, unless the owner or manager of the
theatre stands by and permits the unauthorized
employe to effect the injurv-.
Distinction
Of Liabilities
Various courts have held that the rights and
liabilities of a theatre owner differ materially
for the injurious acts of a common employe,
and the different kinds of authorized police
officers.
Generallj-, the higher courts in the various
states have held that common employes employed by a theatre owner to act sometimes
as police officers and sometimes as servants
of the theatre are not, although paid for all
their services by the owner, servants of the
latter in respect to all the acts they perform
by virtue of their offices hut only in respect
to services rendered to the theatre owner, such
as protecting and preserving his property or
maintaining order on the theatre premises.
The line of distinction, sometimes difficult to
recognize under the circumstances of a given
case marks the point at which the act ceases
to be one of service to the employer and becomes one of vindication of public right and
justice, of the apprehension or punishment of
a wrongdoer, not for the injury done to the
employer but to the public at large. To make
the theatre owner liable he must have directed
the injurious and wrongful
act to be done.

not necessarily in express terms but by implied authority or direction from him to the
officer to do the act, in vindication of his
patron's public right.
In other words, a theatre owner is liable
in damages for the injurious acts of a special
police officer where the injury is effected to
protect the theatre owner's property or business. The theatre owner is not liable, however, if the act of the disorderly person is of
such character that it is the duty of the police
officer by virtue of his police powers to eject
and arrest the patron, so that the morals or
safety of the public is protected and the
wrongdoer is apprehended and punished by the
law.
Also, it is equalh- as well established that
where a theatre owner employs police officers
by consent of the state, county, or city to do
special work in protecting and preserving property and maintaining order on theatre premises, the theatre owner is liable in damages for
injurious acts done when such officers are
engaged in the performance of their duties
toward the theatre ozvners and are acting
within the scope of their powers and duties.
Under the latter circumstances, they become
and are the servants and employes of the
theatre owner who is liable for negligent and
wanton acts committed by them in the line
of their duty, and when engaged in the per-

Kausalite Introduces
New Heater
A new Easy electric air heater has been
placed on the market by Kausalite Manufacturing Company of Chicago.
The new device, according to the companj',
has an automatic temperature control and is
designed
especially for theatre organ
cham-

bers, box offices and other localities about the
theatre which require an even temperature.
The automatic control is of the mercury
type and may be regulated to operate within
one degree, single or double pole circuit. The
heaters, the company states, are available in
four sizes, 500, 1,000, 1,500 and 2,000 watts.

formancc
201
F. 146.)of such duties. (Kusnir v. Pressed,
However, a theatre owner never is liable
for the injurious acts of a special police officer
where the injuries are inflicted while the
officer is attempting to arrest a person who
has committed a crime on the theatre premises, because while the police officer is in the
act of making an arrest, he is upholding the
laws of the state, county or city which he
represents and, therefore, is not acting for the
theatre owner. He is, however, acting for
the theatre owner w^hen he is restraining the
boisterousness or the rudeness of theatre patrons and regulating good order among them.
Of course, an officer appointed by the theatre, who is no't a police officer, has no authority to arrest a patron who has committed
a crime and the theatre owner is responsible
for his acts if he attempts to make an arrest.
Combination

Officer

And

Workman

Theatre

Probablj' the most common kind of theatre
police officers are those appointed by the
proper state, county, or city authorities to act
as special police department officers in a particular theatre. This employe may, also, perform labor as cleaning the theatre, acting as
repairman, and the like. A police officer of
this class is authorized to maintain order and
make arrests exclusively on the theatre premises. He is in all respects, except for these
limited police powers, in the same class as all
other theatre employes.
During the past few weeks, a higher court
rendered an important and leading opinion
on the liability of a theatre owner for injuries inflicted a patron by a theatre authorman. ized police officer, and general theatre workThe facts of this case, Neallus v. Hutchinson Amusement Company, 139 Atl. 671, are
that a man named Benson had been, upon
written request of the owner of the Portland
theatre, appointed by the city council of Portland to act as a special policeman at the theatre. His services were paid by the theatre
owner. These services were in the morning
cleaning up about the theatre. On one morning a week he distributed in shops and stores
advertising posters. Usually in afternoons,
when the ticket taker was off duty, he took
tickets. In the evening he put on his uniform and was stationed as a policeman in the
balcony and ordinarily the only one there.
On the evening of March 4 a young man
named Neallus and a companion, Brown, came
to the theatre about 8 in the evening, when
the pictures were on, purchased tickets for
the first or orchestra floor, but instead of entering went up the right stairway leading from
the orchestra lobby into the balcony. Neallus
stated they did so because he wished to speak
to a man whom he saw going into the balcony.
The ticket taker, who was stationed in the
orchestra lobby, asked them why they were
going upstairs, to which Neallus replied, "Just
for the fun of it." Neallus and Brown stepped
out into the passageway in the balcony. Near
(Continued on page 48)
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By F. H. RICHARDSON
Lester Isaac Pulls a Good One
tfff Recently at the invitation of Lester Isaac I took friend
jl daughter in tow and went down to the Astor Theatre, on
the Great White Way, to witness a performance of "The Trail
of '98." We had a hint that in the course of its projection
something would happen that would surprise us. It happened and it did.
Gosh!
We were seated in ahout the center of the auditorium and
all was going well when bingo! something happened that
nearly raised us out of our seats. The scene was in a deep
canyon on the trail into the Klondike from the sea, over
which men toiled, struggled and many of them died back in
"98."
A snowslide started at the rim of the canyon over the men
and suddenly the picture just, bingo, expanded from normal
until it filled the proscenium. It was not a visible effect. It
just plain swelled up. There was no break of any sort in the
projection. The picture, screen, screen border and all just
plain expanded so that that snowslide was nothing less than
a thrillingly huge aflfair.

The First
Dy name

tf][ One seemed to almost be in it. I heard several sharp
^ exclamations and two or three suppressed squawks from
ladies.
Gentlemen, it was certainly one clever stunt! Lester Isaac
is to be complimented and congratulated. Unfortunately,
while I was allowed to examine the apparatus, I am not permitted to go into details in describing it to you.
I may say, however, that the screen moves forward and the
border, by a clever arrangement of levers expands automatically, while at the same time the projectionist expands
the projector aperture in synchronism.
Presumably the picture would be out of focus at the beginning of forward movement of the screen, which begins just
as a specially equipped projector is started, and only is in
sharp focus when the screen ri^aches its normal front position.
However, the action is too rapid for this to be discerned, even
if it is present. I don't know that it is present, but think it
surely must be.
Congratulations, Brother Isaac,
such as sand screens are made from, and enclose the whole set in it. Ground the screen
thoroughly. Should you wish further instruction I am sure Mr. Hertner will be glad to

Your

Thomas L. Stevenson, St. Louis, Mo., asks :
"To settle a bet and an argument will you
tell us who made the first electric dynamo? I
have had an argument which culminated in a
bet of some proportions. We have agreed to
leave the matter to you."
Brother Stevenson, I must refuse to give
you such information as my own. I had to
look the matter up. It was some job, too,
permit me to inform you. Finally, on Page
99 of "Conversations on Electricity," by Joseph
Branch, after describing at considerable length
the experiments of Faraday, the text proceeds :
"Questioii: What did Faraday do then?
Answer: On the ninth day (of certain experiments with magnets. Ed.) he was able to
construct a machine. To do this he used a
powerful horseshoe and into the polar gap,
where the magnetic field was strongest, he
introduced a wheel, or disc, of copper, 12
inches in diameter and one-fifth of an inch
thick, fixed on a brass axis which was mounted
in frame, so that the disc could be revolved
by hand. Against the edge of the disc he
pressed a collectofi of springy metal, and a
second collector against the axis, to which
collectors he attached a galvanometer by
means of wires. On revolving the disc a
current was continuously generated, which
current produced in the galvanometer a steady
deflection. When the direction of the rotation of the disc was reversed the direction of
the current was reversed. This was shown by
the needle of the galvanometer being deflected in the opposite direction to that to
which it was first deflected. This was the
first dynamo ever constructed."
And there you are ! This took place in the
year 1831, according to the authority quoted.
The copper disc was so mounted that one leg
of the magnet was upon either side of it. The
second collector "brush" bore directly upon the
circumference of the shaft carrying the disc,
there being, of course, no insulation between
the two. It is a far cry from Faraday's
experimental "dynamo" to the giant generators
of today. It was Thomas A. Edison who first

Inquiries
Mr. Richardson

will answer any and
all questions concerning matters pertaining to projection or matter allied thereto. Write him if you need advice. This
service is gratis. Inquiries will be treated
confidentially when requested.

made
the
success.

generator

a

practical

commercial

Radio
Interference
There have been a good many cases of interference by motor generator sets with radio
reception. I have in the past been the reappeals
for "hellup"
in this
matter.cipientIof several
know of
no more
able authority
on such matters than John Hertner, of Hertner Electric Company, Cleveland, who was
consulted. Here is his solution, or partial
solution of the matter.
"This interference is probably in part due to
the conditions surrounding the particular installation complained of. It can be minimized by inclosing the rotary in a metal cage,
which may be either an affair made from sheet
metal, perforated to provide ventilation of
course, or a heavj' wire mesh screen. In
either case the screen must be thoroughly
grounded.
"Radio interference is possible with almost
any make of current converting device, but I
believe such interference is emphasized in the
case of apparatus which does not deliver a
uniform direct current, such as, for example,
the mercury arc rectifier and the synchronous
commutator."
John Hertner is past master in the science
of electrical action. I would strongly advise
all those troubled with complaints of radio
interference by their motor generator to act
upon his advice.
Secure heavy wire netting.

help
you, him
or anyhow
he will
be w-illing
to.
Address
at Hertner
Electric
Company,
1905 West 114th street, Cleveland, O.

the
WhyRoof
Shingle
Once a traveler in the "cracker" section of
Arkansas, driving through the rain, passed a
house the roof of which was in terribly dilapidated condition. Great patches of shingles
were missing. Rain poured through. Just
within the open door sat a disconsolate man
huddled under sodden blankets from which
water dripped.
In astonishment the traveler contemplated
the scene.
"Why in the name of Heaven don't you
shingle your roof" he called.
"Can't" came the reply.
"It's rainin'."
"Why don't }ou shingle it when it is not
"Don't need shinglin', then," drawled the
native.
Gentlemen, permit me to remark there have
raining?"
been quite some men in the projection field
possessed of that trend of mind in years past.
It was well-nigh utterly useless to talk to them
about studying and improving their projection
knowledge. They were "getting by" and, like
the Arkansas crackers who comfortably loafed
in the sunshine, seeing no need for shingling
the roof when there was no rain to leak in,
saw no need for study.
Really, gentlemen, it is just a wee bit amusing to note how many of those same contented men who scoffed at Richardson and
derided the need for study, are now skurrjing
around in the vain endeavor to accumulate in
a few weeks the store of knowledge they
should ha\e spent years in amassing.
Movietone, Vitaphone, Vocafilm, Fimatone
and others and the possibilitj' of Television
have at last somewhat rudely, jolted them
awake to the fact that after all Richardson
was not so far wrong.
There reallv is some-

Corres'pondence for F. H. Rtchardson, editor of this department, should he addressed to South. Lyme, Conn., Box 100.
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thing to projection besides what one can get
through "practical experience."
All right, men! I'm real glad you have
awakened at last to the thing which for a
long time has been pretty evident to those
who were awake. We will forget the past and
your inactivity, only don't do any more slumbering. Be on the job ! Get a Bluebook. Read
the Projection Department. Read the American Projectionist. Accumulate unto yourself
a projection librar)-. I can recommend (a) a
good book on projection; (b) Hawkins Electrical Guides or some other equally good work
on electricity; (c) some good work on physics
which contains an elemental treatise upon light
action; (d) write to all projection equipment
manufacturers asking for such descriptive and
instructive literature as they may be able to
supply; (e) get the proceedings of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, issued every six
months.
This will equip you with all j'ou will need

AS SIMPLE

AS TWO

THEATRES

SECTION OF

for study. Cost? Sure it will cost. So does
a doctors' or a lawyers' library, but you don't
find them without the library do you ? The
projection book will cost you $6, and then
about $4 every three years or so to keep it up
to date.
The literature of manufacturers will cost
you only a few cents postage. The S. M. P. E.
proceedings will cost you $5 a year. Hawkins
will cost you about $10. It is a complete
treatise on electrical action and electrical
apparatus. Then another excellent work on
electricity.
The whole thing may cost you as much as
$10 a year, including subscriptions to this
paper and the American Projectionist, but to
be liberal let us say $12. ONE DOLLAR A
MONTH. And to "save" that measly sum
you remain a machine operator, instead of becoming a real motion picture projectionist —
a man who can say: Bring on your Movietone, your Vitaphone,
your Vocafilm,
your

AND

TWO

MAKE

FOUR

Good Projection with Good Pictures
Means more Money at the Box Office.

The Transverter
will enable your projectionist to give better results because it enables him to give his entire time and attention to his projection
work.
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Firnatone, your other talking pictures, or your
Television. I'm not afraid of 'em 1 May take
me a few days to break in on strange equipment, but I liave knowledge of fundamentals
and once one has that he is not afraid. It
is merely the matter of mastering the details
of new equipment. IS NOT THAT SORT
OF FEELING WORTH SOMETHING TO
YOU ??????

Mouse Takes Up
Scientific Investigation
Over in Brooklyn (about 3,000,000 people, I
believe) that really splendid production
"Wings" was playing an engagement. "Wings"
uses a G. E. amplifier for the machine and
other gun effects. The hookup includes a
series connection of dry B batteries delivering
a pretty high voltage — something like 350,
I believe.
This battery was in a metal box on the
projection room floor and everything was
"jake." The sound effects were just great.
BUT in the theatre happened to be a mouse
which had the urge for investigation. Espying
the aforesaid battery box he (or maybe it
was she, I dunno) clambered in and
!!!!
When the effects came on next time the
guns seemed to have become aweary of life
and war. They appeared, if one might judge
from the sound, to have developed a severely
complicated case of influenza, asthma, laryngitis and whooping cough. In fact, tlie
effect was what might be honestly termed "not
so good." The accursed pessimist might even
have declared it to be distinctly rotten, not
to say exactly putrid. Several snickers were
distinctly heard eminating from misguided
members of the emanating, as the guns softly
whispered "Bung !" instead of shaking the
theatre decorations with a raucous BANG !
When the reel was finished investigation was
in order. In fact friend manager declared it
to be very much in order. The battery box
was opened and therein was discovered what
had been a diminutive mouse, who (or which)
had, in his (or was it her) urge for investigation, wrapped his (or her) tail around a
negative, probably to try to pull it out by the
roots and see what it was all about. Finding
it deeply rooted (we may only guess as to all
this, of course) he (possibly it was she)
grabbed a positive to gain purchase and — went
to wherever li'l mouses go real pronto. Sad,
was it not?
Well, anyhow the projectionists thought so,
though maybe not from any maudlin sympathy
for the rodent. They may have had in mind
the language used by friend manager! Anyhow it is said they bought all the mouse traps
one Woolworth store had, plus two pounds of
cheese.

The Transverter saves current and saves time through its more
constant control.

The Fight
Is Won

Ask for our latest literature. You will be convinced that —

Years ago, believing the men who projected
motion pictures and placed before audiences
productions costing huge sums of money were
something more than mere operators of, or
attendants, upon a machine, and that they were
justly entitled to a distinctive title, after two
years spent in considering the matter and
consulting with others the writer came to the
conclusion that motion picture projectionists
was what they were, and what they ought to
be and should be termed.
The fight was started for the adoption of
the title. Even the editorial staff of the paper,
with which I was then identified ^vas against
me. George Blasdel, then managing editor,
edited the term out of my copy until I donned
my war paint, grabbed my t-rusty battle axe
and we had it out. The title then remained in
my copy thereafter and I was merely laughed
at. Everybody was against me at first, but I
stuck and finally began slowly to see some
results.
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Today I examined a ball program of the
Theatrical Stage Employes of Hudson County,
N. J., in which almost every theatre in that
district carried an advertisement. Many of
them carried the names and titles of the various theatre employes and in all of them I saw
but two classed as "operators." Every one of
the others proclaimed himself to be a projectionist.
That merely brought the matter to mind.
It is unimportant in itself, but offers evidence
that the fight on that particular thing is WON.
In a recently published letter, the international
president himself uses the term "projectionist"
several times. Advertisers use it almost exclusively. Publications carry it as a part of
their name. The fight is won, nothwithstanding the fact that many through unprogressiveness, disinclination to change or mistaken
loyalty to the name of the organization
(adopted 20 years ago, when the men really
were little else than operators of a very
simple machine) still call themselves "oper* * *
ators."
I believe even they or most of them at least,
now realize that "machine operator" is not a
good title; that motion picture projectionist
really is a better one ; but they hate to move.
I think we may now drop the matter. Final
complete adoption will now come by itself and
our energies are needed for other, equally
important matters, not the least of which is
handing friend manager a series of good,
heavy jolts to waken him to the fact that junk
equipment is passe, poor, bad, vile and utterly
impossible from the box office viewpoint. And
believe you me a lot of those birds certainly
NEED some bumps on that particular proposition.
Well, brother, they'll get all right. Watch
my smoke ! A "saving" effected by delaying
the replacement of a 6-or-so dollar intermittent
sprocket until the friend box office has lost $60
because the folks just plain don't like the picture at the Humptydooden theatre where that
bum sprocket remains while the patrons remain Away, is really NOT real good business policy, friend manager.
Honest, Mr. Manager, it doesn't pay real
well to "save" $6, and in so doing lose 10
times six, WHICH IS PRECISELY WHAT
HAS BEEN
DONE
IN THEATRES
TIMES WITHOUT NUMBER, AND IS
BEING DONE EVEN UNTO THIS VERY
DAY.
*

H=

*

A projector in poor repair can't, don't and
won't put a high grade picture on the screen,
and the dear Mr., Mrs. and Miss Public are
getting a bit fussy about such matters. Even
the village theatre loses, because while it is
true it may be the only theatre within miles,
hence figures it has a monopoly and can hand
friend villager any old thing, it really cannot
do anything of the sort. What is a few, or
even a lot of miles in these days of gasoline
buggies?
I'm asking you!
If the village show is not so good because
its manager feels he just cannot afford new
sprockets, new gears and the other gadgets
so badly needed to put his projectors in even
a decent condition, Mr., Mrs., and Miss Public gaily loads itself into the fam'bly gas
buggy and raises a cloud of dust visiting
somewhere else where the manager knows
the importance of such "unimportant" things ;
where the manager IS a manager, and not only
keeps his projection equipment "on its toes"
but has a real motion picture projectionist
instead of the villagedumbbell at the projectors.
A rock steady, bright, well timed and in
every way well projected production in a
village theatre will pay any theatre and any
manager several times the profit a shaky,
travel-ghostly, dim and in every way poorly
projected picture will. Gosh ! That's as
plain as Pikes Peak when one is standing on
it!

Illustrating the Hall & ConnollyH.

H. Stall S^ot

Hall & Connolly Demonstrate New
High Intensity Spotlight
#¥ Instrument
conceived
after study and planning by company
Jl with H. H. Stoll, projectionist for the Keith-Albee circuit.

spotnew high d intensity
DETAILS lightofwerea announce
on April
20
when a special demonstration of the
new equipment was given under a variety
of conditions at the Albee theatre, Brooklyn. The new high intensity spotlight is
the result of many months of careful planning and study by the Hall & Connolly
Company, 129 Grand Street, New York, in
collaboration with H. H. Stoll, projectionist of the Keith-Albee Circuit.
Following the successful demonstrations
of the lamp it was announced that it would
be officially adopted by all Keith-AlbeeOrpheum theatres.
Among the advantages claimed for the
new lamp are that it produces three times

in collaboration

the amount of illumination for a given
amount of current or amperage; that it produces a sharper light and a spot which is
perfect in shape.
The new lamp has been designed to give
every needed flexibility and can be used as
a flood light as well as an effect machine.
The lamp and lamphouse are mounted on
an adjustable counter-balanced stand. A
movable condenser lens carriage is provided
in the lamphouse so that the light may be
focused without moving the lamp burner.
A novel feature in connection with the
lamp is a blower which operates automatically and which serves to keep the color
sheets cool at all times.

Out of
Focus
C. E. Holt, projectionist, Legion theatre,
Elmwood, Wis., says : "We use Powers 6B
projectors and on one of them the picture
seems to have a tendency to get into and out
of focus in its center. That is to say, a portion of the time the picture is slightly out
of focus in the center. Seems worse at high
speeds. Is this caused by worn tension
shoes? If so can they be repaired or should
new ones be purchased? Use A. C. at arc,
with White A. C. carbons."
Inasmuch as the effect shows up on only
one projector, we maj' reasonably assume it is
not inherent in the film itself, but is due to
some fault in the projector. Remove the
aperture plate and test its film tracks with a

straight edge. You will probably find it is
considerably worn. If so you must purchase,
from any International Projector Corporation
service station, or from the factory itself, a
new aperture plate and tension shoes. If you
have a Bluebook of Projection, as you should
certainly have if you are projecting motion
pictures, you will find instructions for removing the Powers aperture plate on Page 679,
Vol. 2, instruction No. 16. To remove tension
shoes see instruction No. 12, Page 67S.
However, if you find the aperture plate to be
in good shape, then see that the tension shoes
center correctly on the aperture plate film
track, and that the tension is adjusted as per
General Instruction No. 9 Page 636 of Bluebook. These instructions are too long to publish every time some one needs them, which is
not at all infrequently. You should by all
means have the Bluebook anvhow.
I think.

22
however, your trouble probably-is in the worn
aperture plate tracks.

Test
Opera Glasses
Chauncey L. Greene, projectionist, Minneapolis, makes the following pertinent suggestion: "When using binoculars to examine the
screen image for faint traces of travel ghost
it is highly important that they be known to be
free from the optical fault known as coma.
"Coma is akin to spherical aberration in
some ways. It results in a point in the field
off the optic axis having a coma shaped
image.
"Fortunately the testing of a pair of glasses
for coma is a relativelj' simple matter. It is
onlj- necessary to view a small, round, bright
object, such as, for example, a small hole
drilled in a. metal plate, or a droplet of
mercury on black velvet, moving the glasses
about until the point is seen or viewed m
every part of the field.
"Another good test object for coma is the
sky on a clear night, since to glasses of any
power the projectionist would have use for,
any star, or even planet, would be a true
'point' of light, therefore will serve as a convenient and extremely critical test object for
this aberration."
Not very clear. I see brother Webster defines Coma, insofar as it applies to astronomy,
as : "The envelope of a comet ; a dense,
nebulous covering which surrounds the
nucleus or body of a comet."
The fault consists of, insofar as it applies
to projection, the formation of a halo of
light on one side of a bright object, such as a
title letter, which might appear to the observer
as a very faint travel ghost.

He Was Skeptical
But Is Convinced
A projectionist who signs himself merely
"J. H. S.," and doesn't even say where he
is— (discarded the envelope before I made
note of that fact) says : "Have fourth and
fifth editions of your Bluebook. They have
been a great help to me and will be to any
one who really studies them.
"I was a subscriber to the M. P. World.
Enjoyed the projection department very much.
Have it all filed in loose leaf form. When
the Her.^ld and World consolidated I was
very skeptical about the future of the department. After reading the two last issues,
though, I have renewed by subscription for
two years ; also I am a subscriber to the
American Projectionist, of which I am glad
you have taken editorship. Long may both the
HERfVLD-WoRLD department and the American
Projectionist live and prosper. They both
are good and both should have the support of
all true motion picture projectionists."
I usually pay small attention to letters
which do not carry the full signature and
address of the writer, but this one expresses
a truth and sets it forth so well that I am
using it.
As the writer says, there is ample room for
both this department and the American Projectionist, even though I happen to be editor
of both. Neither in any way interferes with
the other. Both ought to have the subscription support of you all. The Herald- World
department is monthly, only, it is true. That
is in some ways a disadvantage as against the
old weekly department but to offset that we
have space amounting to three or four times
what we had in the World during the last
year of its independent life. Also great care
is now taken in the makeup of the department.
Managing Editor Shreck is doing one fine job
of it. I give him full "credick."
A few of you — only a few, be it noted —
have said they would drop their subscription
because
the
department
is only
monthly.
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As to Getting
Men Jobs
The editor receives a great many letters
from well meaning, amhitious young
men who desire to get into motion picture projection. Presumably they are at
least to some extent influenced by the
lure of the theatre. Invariably they ask
my help in one form or another. Not infrequently they evidently have an idea
that I can, without the least bit of trouble, secure them a position as assistant
projectionist or something of the sort.
Let it be said, once for all, that I
can do nothing of the sort. Moreover, I
would not even if I could. Years ago I
did get quite a few men positions, or
jobs if you prefer the term. Almost without exception they failed to make good.
Possibly the manager expected too much
from a man recommended by Richardson. Possibly the man thought he would
not be fired no matter what he did because I recommended him. Anyhow I
fell heir to a lot of blame from the men
I recommended them to. Never again!
I stopped, quit and finished when the
last man I placed worked a short while,
borrowed what cash he could from the
manager, stole a whole production and
decamped. I paid for the film myself
and that settled it. Never again!
In organized towns and cities the union
controls all positions in projection, including assistant projectionists, reel boys
and apprentices. In unorganized places,
as a rule some local man who knows the
manager or the projectionist gets any position which may be open. It is not an
easy thing for a young man to break in,
but just the same it can be done and if
a young man is made of the metal success is cast from, he will stick until he
lands himself, and that's that! After all
it is the things we get through effort and
hard work that we really value.
Those who wish to become motion picture projectionists will just have to have
sufficient "wim and wigor" to secure for
themselves their chance. If they are not
go-getters enough to do that, then it is
dollars to lead nickels that even if by
some twist of fortune a projection job
fellmuch
into their
amountIt
to
when laps
the they
tale wouldn't
was all told.
is hustle that wins, gentlemen, and the
time to begin making the dust fly is
when you get ready to bust into the "projection game"! Selah!

DON'T DO IT! You can't afford to. Aside
from the direct benefit YOU will get from
the department, even though it be only
monthly, you must remember that this paper
is doing all that business conditions will permit, and after all it is doing great good to
the profession of motion picture projection
by carrying such a department. IT THEREFORE DESERVES YOUR SUBSCRIPTION SUPPORT.
Don't forget that whereas such a publication as the American Projectionist can and
does do the projectionist himself a lot of good,
it does NOT reach the exhibitor and theatre
manager, and you want your side set forth
where the exhibitor and manager will see and
read it once in a while. That is one thing this
paper accomplishes for your benefit.
You should have BOTH the publications
named. Cost? Suffering catfish I you gimme
a sharp pain ! The subscription price of
BOTH publications for one year is LESS than
you probably expend on cigarettes in one
month. It is much less than the price of a
pair of tickets to any good show. It is only
a fraction of what SOME of you birds blow
in shooting craps every week.
It is only a
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small fraction of the price of one ticket to a
big prize fight and little more than the price
of a pair of seats in the bleachers at a big ball
game.
Don't make me laugh I
You stick by the Her.-\ld- World, men. It is
sticking with you. Don't be cheap ! Play the
game with your friends. In the last analysis
that is what wins !

Mazda vs. Other
Light
Sources
Mrs. Menefee, Palace

theatre, Hoxie, Kan.,
wants to know whether or no as much light
(meaning screen illumination presumably) will
be available usuing Simplex Mazda equipment
as when using a Hallberg generator and 55
to 60 amperes. Screen is 11 feet wide by 8
feet 6 inches high. Projection distance 66
feet.
This correspondent probably does not realize
the fact that the mere statement that 55 to 60
amperes is used tells me but very little. Presumably itis a straight D. C. arc, but such
an arc may be used with enormous inefficiency, due to wrong crater angle (see Pages
406, 407 Bluebook of Projection), or to an
inefficient projector optical system. The
latter may be due to the use of wrong lenses
or to wrong adjustments of the lenses used,
or to both.
The Simplex Mazda equipment should give
3-ou a very satisfactory screen illumination for
an 11 foot picture, PROVIDED you have a
screen surface which is itself efficient and
further PROVIDED you have the Mazda in
exact adjustment. Screen surfaces you know
gradually but surely lose reflection power.
(See Pages 219 to 258, Vol. 1, Bluebook of
Projection). Most exhibitors use screen surfaces very much too long. A year should
be the absolute limit for most surfaces. Six
months is too long for some of them.
However, assuming your D. C. straight arc
to be working efficiently, and with an efficient
projector optical train, Mazda cannot compete
with it in the mere matter of screen brilliancy.
Mazda, however, is by comparison a very soft
and pleasing light. If you use Mazda efficiently (it requires very close adjustment, but
that is not difficult, see Pages 887 to 943, Vol.
2, Bluebook of Projection) you should have
all the light you need. On the other hand
if you are using your present light source
inefficiently Mazda might give best results. So
very much depends upon the ability of your
projectionist AND how he is using, or is
permitted to use, that ability. If he knows
his business and the manager lets him attend
properly to it by supplying what the projectionist needs, you will get plenty of light for
an 11 foot picture either with Mazda or the
straight arc, but after all the Simplex and a
reflector arc will give better results and give
them cheaply insofar as has to do with current
bills. With it you will have a brilliant, pure
white screen.
I am assuming that you have an 11 foot
picture. You say "screen," but probably really
mean picture.

Why the
Film Jerked
George Reiger, Projectionist, Manas theatre,
Weirton, W. Va., says : "I read the article,
January
issue,
titled 'At
to Reel Tension.'
Had
the 21same
trouble.
Discovered
that the
upper magazine fire trap rollers had a flat
spot in one place. That caused the film to
jerk because the roller only tuned once in a
Brother Reiger, I think I will use your
letter as the basis for a little sermon, for your
own individual benefit and for the benefit of
something like 20,000 other men who read this
department. Don't get the idea that I'm
"roasting"
I'm quite sure what
while." you, though.
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I shall propose is done by but very few, if
any projectionists.
ts and even machine opEvery projectionis
erators should make it their invariable habit
EQUIPMENT
THEIR
to EXAMINE
MINUTELY ONCE EVERY WEEK. A
fixed time should be set apart for this duty.
If you make it your fixed rule to, say on
Wednesday (or any other convenient day),
go carefully over the entire equipment, such
things as the roller-worn-flat would not and
could not happen, because you would discover
the fault — that the roller was not turning
freely — before any damage had been done. It
is a queer fact, though, that unless such inspections be made at some stated, fixed time,
they will seldom be made at all. Don't quite
know why, but that is the way the old thing
works.
Assuming that you have straight pictures
only — no sound projection — I will suggest
some of the things that should be done on
inspection day.

* * *

FIRST — Test the motor generator set for
possible grounds. Test both projector lamps
for grounds and all projection room circuits
as well. If you have a permanant test lamp,
as per Figure 93, Page 343. Vol. 1 of the
Bluebook of Projection, all this may be done
in less than three minutes.

* * *

SECOND — Examine all sprockets, using a
good magnifying glass on the intermittent
sprockets to determine whether there is sufficient wear or undercutting of the teeth to
justify renewal of the sprockets, or any one
of them. Reject any sprocket (intermittent)
which shows undercutting in sufficient degree
to be visible under the magnifying glass.
THIRD — Test your intermittent _ sprocket
for circumferential play — lost motion when
the intermittent is on the lock; also for end
motion.

* * *

FOURTH— Examine carefully to see if oil
is leaking from the intermittent oil well around
the cam shaft. If it is and you find the pads
used to absorb it need renewal, renew them.

* * *

FIFTH— Hold the flywheel still with
hand and test the rotating shutter for
motion in the gear train. If there is
much, report to manager that new gears
needed.

one
lost
too
are

* * *

SIXTH — Examine your screen carefully for
trace of travel ghost, judging only by blackbackground-white-letter titles. If any travel
ghost, no matter how slight, is present, eliminate it, by widening the shutter master blade
if necessary.
SEVENTH — Examine your carbon jaws for
pitting and the lamp in general, including
the condition of all contacts, wires and
switches.
EIGHT — See to it that your lamphouse ventilation isopen and free.
Jif

*

*

NINTH — Examine all switchboard switches
for loose contacts and all fuses for same
thing.

* * *

TENTH— See to it that the oil level is correct in both motor generator and projector oil
wells.

* * *

ELEVENTH— See to it that the motor generator or transformer tcmperture does not exceed 90 degrees C. or 194 degrees F. when
the device has been in operation, under load,
for say one hour.

* * *

TWELFTH— Examine
rollers. See that they
tance from the sprocket
that they turn freely.
removing all surplus oil,

all sprocket
idler
are the correct disat BOTH ends and
Oil them, carefully
of course.
Also ex-
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Heywood- Wakefield
Issue New Catalogue
The theatre seating division of
Heywood-Wakefield Company has
just brought from the presses a
beautiful and descriptive catalogue
of 44 pages, in which is presented
details of the latest in seat styles
and designs.
This attractive brochure contains all of the theatre chairs developed by the company in the
last few years, including the seats
designed for the Roxy, Orpheum
Circuit, Publix organizations and
manv other houses.

amine and lubricate all magazine fire trap
rollers and see that they turn freely.

* * *

THIRTEENTH — Carefully
examine
all
drive belts. See that they are the right length
and that the joining of the ends, if any, is
strong. If the belt looks weak and is getting
old, discard it. They cost little and a stop
of the show is bad.
* * *
FOURTEENTH — Examine
friction drive.

the

projector

* * *

FIFTEENTH— See that the projector driving motor is O K and that its bearings are
properly lubricated.
I could tell of other things to examine, but
have named the more important ones, I believe. The lenses I have not included because they will, of course, receive attention
whenever it is needed, and the need is usually
quickly made apparent.
A lot of trouble? Sure it is! What of it?
You are NOT there to play numble peg, but
to do every possible thing to keep the equipment in the best possible condition, or to do
your part to that end anyhow.
And when you have finished, by all means,
MAKE A WRITTEN REPORT, IN DETAIL, TO THE MANAGER. If he is a real
manager he will appreciate it. He •wall think
exceedingly well of you for doing it and will
feel the more inclined to respect you as a
careful, competent motion picture projectionist.
If he is not that kind of a manager — well, it
is your duty to do it anyhow, even though he
heaves it into the waste paper basket. Incidentally ifhe is that sort, you will do well
to seek a position under a real manager as
soon as practicable because you'll never get
anywhere working under him. It takes brains
to appreciate good, careful work, and "managers" who cannot appreciate that sort of
thing are managerially mentally defective.
They are in fact mis-managers, and will eventually gravitate hack whence they came.
A bit rough, that, but the industry is pretty
well
fed theatre
upon theatre
mis-managers
and and
I'm
sure real
managers
will agree with
approve of what I have said. Whether or no
the others do or not, I'm not especially interested. They don't count! I honor real theatre managers. Theirs is a difficult task. They
must know many things, be many things and
do many things. Most theatre managers are
competent men. They know their job and do
it. Such men appreciate the cooperation of
the projection staflF, or of the projectionist.
They will willingly cooperate by giving heed
to such reports as I have suggested and to
any reasonable request the projectionist may
make for repair parts etcetra. Being real
theatre MANAGERS they well know it is
very poor business, from the box office point
of view, not to do so.
The competent, modern theatre manager employs the very best projectionist he is able to

WORLD
and, having done so, turns projection matters
23
over to him absolutely, merely exercising a
sort of general supervision of the projection
department. He expects to be consulted when
expenditures are made, of course, but unless
there be some very excellent reason for doing
otherwise he accepts the word of the projectionist that expenditures are necessary, or at
least advisable. In the matter of projector
repairs he never even raises a question. He is
not a projectionist. He employs one and expects him to know his business. He realizes
the high importance of perfect projection and
knows it cannot be accomplished with projectors in other than perfect mechanical condition.
There, Brother Reiger, that is quite a
lengthy sermon, but not aimed especially at
your defenseless head. As I remarked, I'm
merely using your letter as the base for a talk
to about 20,(X)0 projectionists and machine
operators who read this department.

Exchange
Is Right
From the great state of Kansas comes this
letter : "Dear Friend Richardson. Friend
wife gave me a set of Bluebooks for birthday present. I'm certainly proud of them.
Don't know just how I could find words to
praise the Bluebook highly enough.
"I enclose a mess of film splices made by
me and returned by the exchange with the
'complimentary' statement that they neither
could or would be accepted as splices by any
one.
"This same exchange has sent me splices
which would not go over a Powers rewind
without pulling in two, and the tension of a
rewind is not nearlj' that of a projector. I
want to know what is wrong with these
splices. They last a week on my trailers. I
use the splicing block illustrated on Page 277
of the Bluebook. The cement is acetic ether
in which strips of film is disolved — emulsion
removed, of course. Use a dull knife for
scraping, but have not scraped the celluloid
side.
"I have avoided trouble with excessive upper
reel tension by building up the reel hub to
about 3^ inches with paper, retaining it with
friction tape. Works fine."
Brother, I'm sorry to have to report that
the exchange is right. Don't like to say that,
especially
after your kind words, but facts are
facts.
You want to know what is wrong. If you
will examine the splices I am returning to you
you will observe that while they are strong alright, they are stiff and curled a bit, though
mostl\- not badly. Moreover there is cement
smeared out over the film. Also one of them
came
"in have
transit."
The apart
splices
the sprocket holes well
matched and are mechanically alright but you
have used too much cement and, while I am
not certain but what that is the whole trouble,
still I suspect the cement itself is not what
it should be.
In this late day we expect to see not only
a strong splice, but also a splice which is not
curled in any degree, and no stiffer than the
double thickness of film causes it to be within
the boundaries of the splice. We do NOT expect to see any evidence of surplus cement,
either at the edges of the splice or out upon
the surface of the film. The fact that the
exchange sent you poor splices in no degree
excuses >ou. brother. Two wrongs never did
and never will make a right.
.•\s to building up the reel hub, that's better
than using the small hub. hut why not get
your manager to supply you with a set of steel
wire reels for use in the projection room?
Every theatre should be equipped with thom.
Incidentally your projector tension ought not
to be any heavier than the rewindcr tension,
unless you are referring to the projector aperture tension.
There, all that is not intended as in any wav
a "roast."
I'm not a "vcs man" though.
^
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From the Penitentiary

would like to be able to say you are right and
the exchange wrong, but your real, true friend
tells you the TRUTH, even if it is unpleasant.
Practice making splices without using so much
cement. If they show any tendency to curl
then, you may depend upon it there is something wrong with your cement. Never smear
cement over the surface of the film, or use
enough so that it will press out at the edges
of the splice. It requires very careful work
to make a really good splice. It also requires
practice in applying just the right quantity of
cement. If any applicable surplus cement
squeezes out under the pressure of the press
clamp, or if you get it smeared out on
the film you have done a sloppy job.
Note : In using the press, clamp down and

K-C Houses Begin Drive
For Summer Business

ofFrom
Kansas
N. R.

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, May 8.— Kansas
City theatres are beginning to make
their spring exploitation for summer
business. The Loew's Midland, 4,000seat house, this week began running
a short 61m daily in which it exploits
the fact that the Midland cooling system cost more than the average
theatre of five years ago. In conjunction with the lettering of the statement a clever sketch, showing a
picture of the Northland, Eskimos
and their snow houses are shown.

leave ■ pressure while you count five rather
slowly, then remove film and instantly pass a
cloth across the splice to remove any possible
bit of cement which may have squeezed out.

THE
REPRODUCO
PIPE
ORGAN

RECENT

INSTALLATIONS:

Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
Grand, California, Pa.
Smith, Des Moines, la.
Grand, New Lexington, O.
Majestic, Crooksville, O.
Cornell Square, Chicago,
111
Dorbrandt, Jacksonville, Tex.
Norwood, Birmingham, Ala.

Hollis, Okla.
1 wish to say 1 have been in show business for the past
20 years and this Reproduco is one of the Grandest organs
1 ever owned or heard. My people go wild over it, and

be better able to make good after his "spanking" is finished. I'd like to give one, but
there are too many such places in this great
Land of the Free — where for a time some are
what might be called unfree.
I do think, though, that prisons would do
well to add talking pictures to their programs.
Those poor devils are shut out from the world,
possibly some of them through a sin committed largely because of lack of proper early
training, which lack society cannot entirely
wash its hands of, and they ought to be
given such entertainment as society can provide. Talking pictures would each week give
them a glimpse, at least, of the outside world
in the most realistic* possible
* * way.

it has increased my business over 35 per cent. If 1 couldn't
get another money couldn't move my Reproduco.
(name on request.)

HAS
PROVEN A SOURCE
OF
SATISFACTION AND PROHT
Over 1 600 in daily use

The Reproduco
Pipe
Organ
Co.
715 N. Kedzie Ave.
Chicago

Illinois

Reproduco Pipe Organ Co.,
715 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 111.
me
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TTieatre Organs.
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Timmons, patrol officer of the
place where Kansas sends her bad boys to be
spanked — the penitentiary at Leavenworth,,
comes this letter:
"Dear Mr. Richardson : Our prison projectionist has asked that I request you to
supply all available information and literature
concerning the Movitone projector. He desires to keep informed on advancements ia
the projection field during his confinement
here.
"Also, as we are planning to rebuild our
projection room we would appreciate any
information you can supply as regards best
materials,, construction, et cetera. Present
equipment consists of two Powers 6A projectors, with arc lamps, motor rewinder,
double compartment film cabinet, exhaust fan
and necessary regulating devices for the arcs.
Any
information
you can supply regarding^
* *will be appreciated."
new equipment and *ideas
I have asked the projector corporation to
send plans and wiring diagrams to Mr. Timmons, which will be done. It is a real pleasure
to me, and I think would be to us all to
render any possible help to such institutions
and the men in them. I sometimes wonder if
every act in the life of us all were made public, how many of us would be found eligible
to one of those cute li'l rooms in the stone jug!
Maybe after all the sins of those inside, as
compared with the sins of many outside, consist chiefly in having been "caught with the
Well, anyhow I'm having Movitone Bulletin
sent, and the plans too. As to the equipment,
it seems to be excellent, only there is little
question but that the reflector arcs would be
better than the straight arcs now in use ; also
they would be far cheaper in current consumption. I would suggest that a Bluebook of
goods." be added as a regular part of the
projection
projection room equipment. It costs $6.00,
true, but is just as necessary to high class
results as anything else ; also it would help
your projectionist to keep up to date, and thus

FROM THE VIEW POINT OF AN
OLD SHOWMAN

Send
Reproduco

May 12, 192a

the

Cost? Yes, but so does the food the men
get cost. You don't starve them though. You
feed their bodies, and I venture to say very
well too. You also should FEED THEIR
MINDS, and evidently are doing so through
the medium of moving pictures. You, if I
may judge by your equipment and your letter,
are doing that well too. Alright ! That is all
good. Add talking pictures. Let them hear
as well as see our President. It is not at all
impossible that great good might be done by
having talking pictures installed in every penitentiary in the land, and talks and songs
especially prepared for use in those institutions.
In fact I am sure very GREAT good might
be done that way.
As to construction, the plans will give dimensions and general layout. Hollow tile or
any form of fireproof walls and ceiling is
good, provided it be not something which will
absorb and hold too much heat. Above all
things, though, have ample vent pipe space and
ample means for removing all smoke and
gasses generated by any possible film fire as
fast as they form. We will be glad indeed
to help you further in any possible way.

May 12, 1928
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A New Theatre
Building Code

SALES

"GoingTHEATRE
Bigger ThanOWNERS
Ever'*
WITH
Attractive
and Electrically
Powered.
70c from each dollar in Sales Net Profit.
"A year ago I bought
one of your All-Electric
Corn Poppers, on easy payments as I wanted to see
if it could be made to pay for itself. It has not only
paid
for itself,
good profit
besides."
(Signed)
Mr. & but
Mrs.paid
N. me
M. aEmmons,
Owners,
Eagle Theatre,
Eagle River, Wis.
The

Crclors'

C. CRETORS

X^'ay

Is Easy

To

Pay.

& COMPANY
CHICAGO

612 W. 22nd St.

The width of entrance stairs shall be at
least 50 per cent of the combined width of
the entrance and exit stairs, and the aggregate width of exit doorways opening from
each gallery shall be 60 per cent more than
the stairs to which they lead.
* i *.
ENTRANCES
A common place of entrance may serve
for the orchestra floor of the auditorium
and the first gallery, provided such entrance
and the passages leading thereto are of the
width required for the aggregate capacity
of these two tiers.
Separate places of entrance shall be provided for each gallery above the first.
* * ♦
EXITS
From the auditorium at least two exits
remote from each other leading into open
courts or streets shall be provided in each
of both side walls of the auditorium on all
tiers. Each exit shall be provided with
approved
fire doors.
* • ♦

ROXV no^ w*c* 6 BRANDTS

"Roxy" (S. L. Rothafel) knows how to attract the crowds.
Here they are trying to get into the new Roxy Theatre on
Mon., April 18th. Roxy knows how^ to handle them, too. He
says, "first contact with the house is by way of the Cashier;
therefore, how important it is that the first point of impression convey all the management desires in the way of
courtesy and service."
That's why there are six Brandts
in Roxy s box office.
His cashiers
press-one-key-only
corresponding
to the ticket price
automatically,
in less
than a second
the Brandt delivers the correct change direct to the patron.

EXIT DOORSWIDTH

The minimum width of doorways shall be
5 feet in the clear, except exit doorways,
which may have a minimum width of 4 feet.
* * ♦

CTFve iNeiJU

T3THEATRE
:

HANGING OF DOORS
All entrance and exit doors shall open
outwardly and be hung in such manner as
not to obstruct any part of the required
width of a doorway, passage or stairway.
The fastenings of these doors shall be
such as can readily be opened from the inside at all times without the use of keys
or any special knowledge or eflfort. The
use of draw bolts is prohibited. All such
doorways shall be entirely unobstructed.
MARKING EXITS
Every entrance and exit doorway opening
from the auditorium shall have over the
same on the auditorium side the word
EXIT inscribed in legible letters not less
than 6 inches high, or an illuminated sign
with letters of the same height. Auditorium
entrances and exits shall be numbered with
figures not less than 6 inches high.
No mirrors shall be so placed as to give

25
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(Continued from page 12)
combined width of entrance and exit stairs, allowing
a period of 2 minutes in which to empty each tier.
Considering the probability of unfavorable conditions due to a panic or other causes, the width of
entrance and exit stairs is figrured on the assumption
that two thirds of the audience may pass out at either
side of the auditorium.
The calculation
under
the above
conditions
for
determining
the necessary
total width for entrance
and exit stairways, for any specified number of people
such as 500, would have this form: —
2/3 X 500
X 2, or in reduced form 500-^-19.5
2 X 13
For further simplification, the derived number is
assumed as 20 instead of the actual 19.5. This will
give stairs but slightly narrower than those which
would be obtained by applying the formula in detail,
and makes
the calculation extremely
simple.
It is further specified that the width of the entrance
stairs shall be at least 50 per cent of the total stairway capacity provided by this calculation.
To encourage the audience to divide and thus
offset in part at least the instinctive tendency to
escape by way of the most familiar entrance, the
aggregate width of exit doorways opening from each
gallery shall be at least 60 per cent wider than the
exit stairs to which they lead; persons after reaching
the exit stairs and balconies required in this ordinance are comparatively safe when they have passed
beyond the exit doorways opening from any tier
under consideration.
Attention is also called to the minimum requirements for both stairways and doorways which must
always obtain.

ENTRANCE
AND
MINIMUM

WORLD
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Wiih the Subtractina Kejboard

Sold Direct
not through dealers
Use the
Coupon

Over
40,000
Users
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Full Houses
All Summer

giWOrBOOKS

Willi

Send for our book — "Business Boosters". It suggests a multitude of ways
"GTMARCts Ticket Co.
to sell Tickets and Coupon Books, in
348 KAshland Ave Chkago.lll.
advance, to local merchants, newspapers,
laundries, employers, and others. Also
tells how to get an army of kids working for you during their school vacation, at small cost.
Also — Let us figure on all your ticket needs
Ask for the booklet.
It is free

The Arcus Ticket Co., 346 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mention Exhibitors Herald

Two hours of real music
plus remote control!

ECONOMY of operation which characterizes
the motion picture industry requires the
eventual installation of this type of instrument.
Sooner or later you will realize the superiority
of the SEEBURG product, made by specialists
in that field.

Locate this board
any place
in your house

Mail the Coupon Today!

I am interested in the SEEBURG

TWIN

ROLL Reproducing Pipe Organ.

ting me kindly send booklet, "The Soul of the Film."
My house seats
____.___..„ —
Instrument.
NAMETHEATRE..
CITY

. STATE..

Without obliga-

,.people, I now have a
'

DIAGRAMS
OF EXITS
There shall be legibly printed on the
program of each performance a separate
diagram or plan of every tier. Each such
diagram shall occupy a space not less than
15 square inches and shall show distinctly
the entrances and exits from each tier and
where they lead.
* * *
ENTRANCE CORRIDORS
Where any entrance does not open directly on a street, the corridor or passage
connecting it with the street shall be constructed of continuous walls of brick or
other fireproof material equally efficient.
The roof construction of these corridors
must be fireproof and of strength sufficient
to safely sustain a live load of 150 pounds
per square foot of every superficial foot
thereof. The height of such corridors shall
be not less than 10 feet throughout. No
doors or windows shall be permitted in the
side walls or roof.
* * *
STAIR LANDINGS
stairs return directly on themselves, alanding of the full width of both
flights, without any steps, shall be provided.
The outer line of landings shall be curved
to a radius of not less than 2 feet; this
provision, however, shall not apply to emergency exit stairs on outside of buildings.
Stairs turning at an angle shall have a
proper landing. In stairs when two side
flights connect with one main flight, the
width of the main flight shall be at least
equal to the aggregate width of the side
flights. No stairway shall ascend to a
greater height than 12 feet without a level
landing, and the length and width of such
landing shall be not less than the width of
the stairs; no run of stairs shall consist of
less than six risers* between
platforms.
* *
When

STAIR RAILS
All stairs shall have on both sides strong
hand rails. Where stairs are built between
walls rails shall be firmly secured to the
walls about 3 inches distant therefrom. All
rails shall be about 3 feet above the center
of the treads. This provision shall also
apply to all steps in side aisles of galleries.
The width of all stairs shall be measured
between hand rails. All stairs and landings
between stories, when 7 feet and over in
width, shall be provided with a center hand
rail of metal, not less than 2 inches in
diameter, placed at a height of about 3 feet
above the center of the treads and landings.
Such rails shall be supported on wrought
metal or brass standards securely bolted
to the treads or risers of stairs, or both.
At the head of the flight of stairs terminating at each story, the post or standard
shall be at least 6 feet in height, to which
the rail shall be secured.
^ ^ ^
NUMBER OF STEPS AT ENTRANCE
The entrances opening directly on a
street shall not be on a higher level from
the sidewalk than four steps of 7^4 inch
risers each.
* * *
ENTRANCE

J. P. Seeborg Co.,
1510 Dayton St., Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen:

May 12, 1928
the appearance of a doorway, exit or passage. There shall be no false doors or win* * *
dows.

STAIRWAYS— MINIMUM
WIDTH
No entrance stairs to any tier in the auditorium shall be less
* *than
* 5 feet wide.

STAIRWAY ENCLOSURES
All entrance stairways for the use of the
audience (excepting those leading to the
first gallery only, which may be open on
one side) shall be enclosed with walls of
brick or other fireproof materials, in the
stories through which they pass. There
shall be no communications above the
(^Continued on page 31)
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Convene to Further Science and Art of Motion Picture
Society of Motion Picture Engineers Holds Annual Convention in Los Angeles

"v
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J. I. Crabtree
of the Eastman
Kodak Company and a member
of the board of governors.

m!V L&tV v^E^ ^'^m99
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Banquet tendered Society by Academy

L. C. Porter, Edison Lam^
Works and secretary of the
Society of 7d. P. Engineers.
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of l^otion Picture Arts and Sciences at the Hotel Roosevelt.

Between sessions.
Left to right: L. C.
Porter, W. B. Cook, S. M. P. E. president, L. A. Jones and J. I. Crahtree.

W. B. Cook
of the fCodosco^e
Laboratories,
New
York,
and
president of the Engineers.

li^KT

-m
^m:'^4:

(fCeystone Photo.)

Bill fCunzmann, National
Carbon Company, and active in convention
details.

F. A. Benford
of the General
Electric Company.
Schenectady,
first vice president of Society.
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who
Enraptures
Millions
Speaks up for
LINK
ORGANS

The power to charm people by music is
of real dollars and cents value to you.
Yet it is elusive and
you must be properly
equipped to gain it.
People feel music. It
isn't a question of
knowing music
for
their appreciation is
obtained
from
the
senses.
You
can be
sure

of the soul-stirring harmonies only
with the Link Organ

for Theatres — for the reasons we will tell you if you
write us. No obligation of
course.

May 12, 1928
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The Musicale As a Matinee Builder
JliST North of the city Hmits of Chicago
lies the city of Evanston and right in the
heart of Evanston is the Varsity theatre,
operated by Lubliner & Trinz.
Now perhaps you know all about Evanston,
hut if you don't, a little description of it will
he necessary for you to understand just how
and why the Varsity theatre is putting over
a musicale each Friday afternoon in the theatre.
Evanston, a city of thirty or forty thousand
people, likes to think and have others think
that it is the Boston of the West, that it is the
■center of things sophisticated, that, unlike its
neighbor on the South, it is a city of culture
■and fine breeding. It boasts that it is the
birthplace of the W. C. T. U. and the home
■of Northwestern University. Even the pure
waters of Lake Michigan are believed to be■come purer as they roll in on the Evanstonian
shores.
Resting right in the midst of such people,
■what could be better for a motion picture
theatre, and the Varsity in particular, than a
Friday afternoon musicale. These musicales
"have
been inaugurated
means ofthey
boosting
the Friday
matinees, andas although
have
Tjeen just newly begun, they promise well to be
successful.
The Varsity is a new theatre, modern in
•every way, with a seating capacity of 1,800. It
is managed by Wallace O. James. Its orchestra is called the Varsity Salon orchestra and
is composed of talented musicians, directed by
Josef Lichter. The orchestra is made up almost entirely of stringed instruments, and is
advertised as such.
The Friday afternoon musicales are begun
regularly at 3 :45 and are offered in addition
to the regular screen attraction at no increase
in admission. The musical offerings are of
•classic nature, as the program reprinted here
shows. Singers of talent are recruited from
•musical organizations and the music departtnent of Northwestern University for special
numbers to lend further interest to the musicales and to give it a more local flavor. It
"has
been
found
that this
idea works
for it
tends
to draw
the theatre
and splendidly
the public
closer together, and offers local talent a means

Lubliner

and

Trinz

Varsity Theatre
1710 Sherman Avenue — Evanston

Friday Afternoon Musicale
Varsity Salon Orchestra
Josef Lichter, Conducting
Bernard Siegert, Cellist
Ruth Mclnnes, Soprano
Soloists

Program for Friday Afternoon,
May 4
Starting from
at Three-Forty-five
1. Overture
Mignon
„ o'clock
—Thomas
2. a. "The Swan"
-Saint Saens
b. "Mother Machree"
_
Chauncey Olcott and Ernest R. Ball
Bernard Siegert, Cellist
3. Selections from "Song of the Flame"
4. a. "Carmenia Waltz Song"
_
Wilson
b. "The Lotus and the Moon
Magic"
Ruth Mclnnes. Soprano
5. Second Movement, Fifth Symphony
-;Tschaikowsky
6. Indian Love Lyrics
a. "The Temple Bells"
6. "Less Than the Dust"
c. "Kashmiri Song"
d. "Till I Wake"
7. "Sing
Along"
_
_
Penn
Ruth Mclnnes, Soprano
8. Coronation March from "The G.Prophet"
Meyerbeer
William Bennett at the Varsity Grande Organ

for expression. The organ, played by Bill
Bennett, is used at times to augment the orchestra.
The theatre has an exploitation program for
the musicales that calls for tieups with various
local organizations, such as the various musical
clubs and women's clubs. Arrangements are
being made for the active cooperation of all
the public schools. Percentages of the receipts will be given to local institutions to
further win the cooperation of local organizations. It is planned to make the musicales a
definite part of the civic life of the city and
to afford its citizens a real means of satisfying
their taste for the better class of music.

If the musicales are handled properly and
the right means of exploitation are used, they
should prove successful. Evanston is still
without Sunday motion pictures, and is not
known as a picture city. The musicales
should prove a fine wedge for enhancing the
prestige of the theatre and motion picture in
general, besides the monetary consideration of
building a large Friday matinee patronage.
Such musicales should prove effective for
any theatre which rests in a community composed of residents of the more or less serious
type of persons. However, it should be
remembered that in inaugurating any such
program as this, a great deal of hard work and
promotion will be necessary to put it over in
its initial stages. It will he well to pursue the
same course that the Varsity is using. Tie
up with the local organizations. Get the most
prominent women in town to boost and endorse it.
In arranging your musical numbers, choose
music of a better class, but you will probably find that a certain amount of popular
music will be necessary to give your programs a general appeal. In selecting your
popular numbers do not choose jazzy numbers, but popular numbers of the semi serious type. However, the musical director of
your theatre will know what sort of music
your patrons will desire.
Such musicales should do much to increase
the prestige of a theatre localed in a neighborhood of the higher class, and should prove
popular and successful at the same time. The
prestige and high standing that the Chicago
theatre in Chicago has built up in the city is
no doubt partly due to its excellent musical
programs and its Sunday morning symphony
concerts and organ concerts. These concerts
have been given every Sunday for a number
of years and have gained a wide reputation
in not only the city but the country as well.
The musicales as instituted by the Varsity
in Evanston are well worth the consideration
of many theatre managers. If properly produced they might be the means of building
goodwill and prestige for your theatre and at
the same time boosting one matinee each
week.

1

The White Organ
School
In the environs of these Spanish
studios, students of the White Institute of Organ, study pipe organ
music in its many phases. This
school was opened recently by Lew
White of the Roxy theatre.
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Ralph Waldo Emerson
Emerson
Extension
by
Course

Resident School

Mail

Course

or
, by
dcasttimeorga
nisttre
" thea
a "big
BE broa
studying with Emerson.
Spend your summer vacation
in Chicago land. Resident
school has three manual Link
Organs. Early reservations
advisable.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Chicago, III.

School

Send this Coupon for details
Name

_

Address

SCHOOL

Write
Today

FOR THE
ORGANIST

A miniature organ console, which can be
easily moved onto the stage or to any other
location where it is desired, has been perfected by Tom Terry, feature organist of
Loew's State theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
The instrument has two manuals of five
octaves each, pedal keyboard of 25 pedals,
and 24 combination pistons. The organ console will be manufactured Iffi, various firms,
assembled and marketed.
:
In announcing his instrument, Mr. Terry
said:
"At last I see a wonderful loophole to
assist all the organists all over the country,
in getting out of a most terrible rut they have
been in for the last several years.
"Community singing, slides, songboosting,
etc., do not help them individually or otherwise, but on the other hand cheapens them,
and maybe ruins their possibilities, retards
their progress, etc.
"A few organists have tried to keep away
from the above kind of solos as much as they
have been allowed to by their superiors, and
have tried also to hold the organ unit on the

You Can

program
where
should
be, but I'm afraid
only a very
few ithave
succeeded.
"There is no reason why the investment and
the capacity of the organ should not be a
paying and entertaining feature that will stand
out and not merely be a routine habit.

Afford a
Selector-Duplex

"I am heartily in favor of scrim presentations, sets, musical comedy or operatic scenes
condensed, for the organ as much as for the
orchestra.

It is a musical wonder, a box office
attraction, a business builder and a

"I am also in accord with the organist playing popular numbers, but instead of using
slides, why can't the publishers make a special
arrangement. The number will be repeated
oftener, the publishers will get their break,

profit-maker. Organ music is the very
foundation of all that is best in music
literature and now is presented the opportunity to have organ music reproduced perfectly by means of hand
played rolls.

and the organist won't have to limit himself
in
the public's eye to a stereotyped idea or
routine.
"I have invented a miniature organ console.
You can imagine the unlimited field this has ;
it can play the auditorium organ in nearly
all its entirety, by using jumpers and coupling
manuals.

Why named SELECTOR-DUPLEX?
SELECTOR— because you can select and
play whatever piece you wish on the roll.
The rolls have from ten to twenty pieces,
and you may select any one of these by
simply pressing a button either at the Organ itself, or from the operator's booth, or
any part of the house.

Terry, St Louis
Organist, Perfects
a Portable Organ

DUPLEX — because the roll runs and
plays both ways. It travels forward and
backward and has no rewind, consequently
continuous music. The one roll system is
equivalent to two rolls and makes a better
arrangement because it is not necessary to
change rolls during performance.
Nelaon-Wiggen
Co., 1731 Belmont
Chicago, U. S. A.

Send this coupon for catalog —
Name

Address

City

State

Ave.

"The organist can do anything the stagehand
can, in fact can alternate with it, play any of
the
acts,small
be in and
any miniature
kind of setting,
it's can
on
rollers,
m size asand
be moved at will."
UVALDE, TEXAS.— H. B. Hunter has low bid
from S. T. Hutchinson. 711 Hays street, San Antonio, Texas, at $18,180 to erect one-story balcony
brick, tile, stucco and cast stone theatre, 140 by 40
feet.
NASHUA, N. H.— C. I. Smith, 30 Winsor avenue.
New Haven, Conn., has contract for one-story brick
theatre to be erected for the Tremont Theatre Company, care J. A. Tuck, architect. 164 Lincoln street,
Boston, Mass.
Estimated cost, $150,000.
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Hear It At Once! Or send for Booklet No. Ill
which tells all about the ORCHESTRAPHONE.
Address
GENERAL OFFICE
624 South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago
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and Quick Response
■f f -f These are two of the many features so noticeable in Kilgen Organs;
quahties which ever inspire the artist,
and delight the audience.
Responsible for the full symphonic
orchestral effects which so distinguish
the Kilgen Organ there are, in the
Kilgen Factory, "Voicers" of international reputation; master^craftsmen whose genius is the envy of
their kind.
These are men whom the Great Organ Masters of the world are proud
to know and greet as fellow-artists
— as true musicians; for men like
these can '*make" an Organ.
All the wealth of tone-harmony and
varied musical effect which their skill
GEO.

KILGEN

&

SON,

provides in the Kilgen is available at
will with the speed of light; for, keyed
to the touch of an electrical contact,

INC.

4020 N. Union Blvd. < ^ St. Louis, U.S.A.
NATIONAL

THEATRE

SUPPLY

CO.

its voiced response is instantaneous.
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A New Theatre
Building Code

^^Enlargement
and

(^Continued from page 26)

Street or court grade in any of said stairway enclosures except the communication
from the tier for which the stairway is exclusively intended. No stairway from a
gallery shall communicate with the basement or cellar. No door shall open immediately upon a flight of stairs, but a
landing at least the width of the door shall
be provided between such stairs and such
door.

Improvement^*

. . . is the order-of-the-day in the field of
the theatre. The house that would command
most of the public's attention and patronage
is the house that must outshine its competitors
with

TREADS AND RISERS
All stairs shall have treads of uniform
width and risers of uniform height throughout in each flight. In no case shall the
risers in any stairs exceed 7j4 inches in
height nor shall the treads, exclusive of
nosing, be less than 9H inches wide. No
circular or winding stairs shall be permitted
and no winders shall be introduced in any
stairs.
* * *
ENTRANCE STAIRS, STAGE SECTION
Entrance stairs and passages for the
dressing rooms shall be at least 36 inches
wide and extend independently to the street
or court. No stairs in the stage section
shall be less than 30 inches wide. At
least two independent stairways, with direct
exterior outlets at court or street grade,
shall be provided for the service of all tiers
in the stage section, and shall be located
on opposite sides of the stage.
* * *
EXIT
STAIRS
AND
BALCONIES
Exit stairs from each gallery shall be
placed in smoke-proof and fireproof towers,
or in lieu thereof, an approved form of
open air stairway may be used. The minimum width of exit stairways shall be 4
feet, except that their width may be reduced
15 per cent if located in a fireproof and
smoke-proof tower having no openings except to an outside balcony and to court
grade. Exit stairs shall have risers not exceeding 7^ inches, and treads not less than
9j4 inches exclusive of nosing. The stairs
for the exits from each tier shall extend
to the court or street grade independently
of the stairs or exits from other tiers. Outside balconies shall be at least as wide as
the stairways which they serve, but in no
case less than 6 feet. No riser shall be
nearer than one foot to the door opening.
* * *
CONSTRUCTION
OF BALCONIES
AND STAIRS FOR EXITS
All exit balconies and stairs shall be constructed of steel throughout or other forms
of incombustible construction approved by
the Building Inspector. Risers, treads,
platforms and balconies must be solid, without slats, and the construction shall be of
strength sufficient to safely sustain a live
load of 100 pounds per square foot. Sheet
metal or other suitable solid material shall
be provided to a height of not less than 4
feet on the outer side of all these open air
stairs, balconies and platforms. All open
air stairs, balconies and platforms shall be
covered with a metal hood or awning to be
constructed in such a manner as shall be approved by the Building Inspector. There
shall be no openings in any theatre wall
between the outside balconies or stairways
and their covers, except the required exits
from the tier served by said stairs and balconies. No person of the audience shall be
obliged to pass alongside of more than one
exit doorway after reaching an outside balcony to get the ground. All exit stairs
and balconies shall be kept free of obstructions of every kind including snow and ice.
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bigger and better shows and
more spectacular electric display.
For the very latest creations in roof-top,
building front, marquee or current attraction
displays —lamp,
of
exposed
neon tube and
glass letter types
— consult with
"electric - sign
headquarters" operating

devoted
exclusively
displays.

to

the largest plant
in the
world
electric advertising

Specially trained Flexlume representatives,
located in the chief cities of the U. S. and
Canada,, are glad to talk with you about your
display needs ; and to submit, without obligation, a color sketch of an electric to put your
theatre into a dominating position in its locality. Just write, "Send your Flexlume man to
see us." Flexlume Corporation, 1832 Military Road Bufifalo. N. Y.
Factories, also
at Detroit,

Los Angeles, Oakland
and Toronto

FLEXLUME
ELECTRIC
SALES

AND

SERVICE

DISPLAYS
IN

CHIEF

CITIES

OF

U.

S.

AND

CANADA

L^MMMaLZOU'E^SLZS^aypya^^MMMMMMMMMMM

Theatre Decorating
Specialists

New Theatres made More Beautiful
('hica
Old Theatres made More Profitable go

Continental Studios, Lie.
]00 East Ohio St.
ff rite

for

Dvlails

and

Estimatos

withoiu

obligution
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EXITS

THEAIIIE AD MAI SERVICE
AOSI
WITHnews"BREMEN"
The moment
of the Bremen
SCOOPS
arrival reached TAM offices, elaborate
preparations were made to give exhibitors proper advertising to cash in
on the greatest event since Lindbergh.
Using every known method of speed
in photo-engraving, TAM delivered to
its clients, at no extra cost, a complete
press sheet and a dozen mats to advertise the news reel special.
Don't delay any longer— your Theatre should have the original ad mat
service for Theatres*
Our latest issue awaits your inspection.
Theatre Ad Mat Service, Inc.,
Penn Theatre Bldg.,
Uniontown, Pa.

FROM
STAGE
SECTION
DRESSING ROOMS

AND

At least two independent exterior exits
shall be provided on a level with the stage
for the Service of the stage and floors below same. These exits shall be at opposite
sides of the stage. Each tier of dressing
rooms shall have an independent exit leading directly to a fire escape or to a court
or street. No ladder fire escapes shall be
permitted. The fly galleries shall be provided with adequate means of exit. All
exits and fire escapes from the stage section shall be independent of the exits for
the audience above the court or street
grade. Stairs, if any, leading down from
stage level shall be enclosed and protected
b-y a fire door.
* * *
STREET
FRONTS
AND
ENTRANCES
THEREON
Every building used for theatrical or
operatic purposes or motion picture shows
shall have at least the front or one side
wall bordering on a street, and not less than
one-half of the openings required for entrance of the audience to the auditorium as
hereinafter specified shall be provided in
such wall or walls.^ * ^
EMERGENCY

COURTS,

WHEN

RE-

There shall be reserved for exit purposes
an open court or QUIRED
space on the side or sides
of the building as follows:
In the case of a plot with streets on
front, rear and both sides, or in the case
of a double corner plot where both sides
of the theatre border on streets, no courts
will be required. On a double corner,
single corner or inside plot when one side
only of the building borders on a street, one
court will be required located on the opposite side. On an inside plot where only the
building front borders on the street, courts
will be required on both sides.
In buildings used for motion picture
shows and having no stage, the exits and
courts above required may be replaced by
equivalent exits and courts at the rear if
consistent with the adequate distribution
of the entire entrance and exit facilities.
COURT
WIDTH
The minimum width of open courts shall
be 8 feet when the total capacity is 750
or less; 10 feet when the capacity is between
750 and 1,000; and when the capacity exceeds 1,000 people the width of the courts
shall be increased one foot for each addifraction thereof in ex500 people or
cess tional
of 1,000.
* * *
^

^

5{r

COURT LENGTH
Said open court or courts shall extend
at least from the line of the proscenium
wall the length of the auditorium to the
wall separating the same from the entrance

Better Theatres, just as every other part of Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World, has a bona fide paid circulation exceeding by
40 per cent the combined paid circulation of all of its contemporaries
(with duplications eliminated).
It not only reaches and is read by every important buyer in the motion
picture field but it also reaches and is read by every important executive
advising these buyers.
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lobby or vestibule. This entire court area
shall be open to the sky, except that stairs
and smoke-proof towers may occupy part
of the court space if the required width of
exit passageway is not obstructed.
* * *
COURT CORRIDORS
Where said emergency courts do not open
directly on a street a separate and distinct
corridor or passage shall continue directly
to the street, around the building or through
such structure as may be or may have been
built on the street, but no such passageway
shall pass under any portion of the auditorium or stage. Said corridors or passages
shall be constructed fireproof all the way to
the street in the same manner as provided
for the construction of corridors for entrances hereinbefore described. The corridor or passage leading from the court to
the street shall be at least as wide as the
court and there shall be no projections
into the passage. The outer openings may
be provided with doors or gates opening
outward. During the performance these
doors or gates shall be kept open; at other
times they may be closed and fastened by
movable bolts.
:|! * *
ENTRANCES IN COURTS
If entrances open on emergency courts
or corridors the said courts or corridors
must be increased in width an amount at
least equal to the width of the entrances
which they serve.
*

COURTS

5t^

*

AND

CORRIDORS KEPT
CLEAR
The courts and corridors or passages
shall not be used for storage purposes, nor
for any purpose whatsoever except for exit
and entrance, and must be kept free and
clear during performances.
* * *
GRADIENTS
All courts and corridors at points of
street entrance or exit must be flush with
sidewalk. To overcome any difference of
level in and between courts, corridors,
lobbies, passages and aisles on the ground
floor, gradients shall be employed of not
over one. foot in 10 feet, except that runs
of not more than 10 feet in length may be
one in 8.
* * ■:■
PROSCENIUM
WALL
A fire wall built of brick or concrete not
less than 12 inches thick in any portion shall
separate the auditorium from the stage and
shall extend at least 4 feet above the stage
roof, or the auditorium roof if the latter be
higher. Any windows in the structure
above the auditorium which face over roof
of stage section when withip 100 feet of the
stage roof must be protected with fire
shutters or wired glass windows in metal
sashes and frames. Above the proscenium
opening there shall be a girder or other
support of sufficient strength to safely carry
the load. If a girder be used it shall be protected against fire by at least 4 inches of
fireproof material with special provision to
reinforce or support it.
* * *
PROSCENIUM CURTAIN
The proscenium
opening
shall be pro
vided with a rigid fireproof curtain, built in
conformity
with
the following
specifications, or their equivalent in efficiency when
approved by the Building Inspector.
The curtain shall have a rigid, rivetjointed, steel framework. The front or
audience side of the frame shall be covered
with sheet steel of a thickness not less than
No. 16 U. S. gauge. The back shall be
covered with vitrified cellular asbestos
boards at least 1 inch thick, or other material equally fire resisting. Hoth coverings shall be securely attached to the framework and the joints properly scaled. The
curtain shall be designed to resist a wind
pressure of 10 pounds per square foot of
(Coiiliniit'd on pac/c 3C0
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Would
You Buy
The Same Make Screen Again?
A COMFORTABLE majority of
. Da-Lite owners do. Owner
loyalty and ow^ner boosting is the
best form of advertising and proof
of value of any merchandise.
A reputation for quality does not
come by chance. You must excell
to keep ahead in the race that
never ends.
When

a million dollar theatre

opens you w^ill usually find a
Da-Lite Screen, because they w^ant
the best.
Write for sample and
catalogue —

DA-LITE SCREEN & SCENIC
922-924 West Monroe Street
CHICAGO,

CHANNON

CO.

ILLINOIS

STAGE
EQUIPMENT
Used Exclusively by

B. F. SHEARER
SEATTLE

CO., SEATTLE, WASH.
in

CIVIC AUDITORIUM

iffHrnnsH

J.H

£33-233

W ERIE
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Projected
^^Prologues^^ to the Feature Picture
Below Are Conce'^tions by Lewis A/. T ownsend and William W. Hennessy for Screen
Presentations,

as Described in Their Article

on the Adjoining Page.

rmem

^j^H^^
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Fig. 3
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Fig. 4
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—have you tried these?
#11 Mr. Townsend is projection engineer of the Eastman
j| Theatre and School of Music, University of Rochester,
and Mr. Hennessy is a member of the projection department of this institution. These men give a very detailed
account of the manner in which they have obtained these
very unique projection effects.

In the accompanying article prepared by two projection experts of the Eastman theatre and school and
read before the annual convention of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, there are presented many novel effects
which may be obtained by the alert projectionist to enhance the screening of a picture.

Some Novel Projected Motion Picture
Presentations
By LEWIS M. TOWNSEND
of US will remember Lyman H.
MANY
Howe, who toured this country for
several years with his famous travel
pictures. He began before the birth of the
Nickelodeon and continued to be a success for
a number of years after our present movie
palaces became established. Let us analyze
his methods. Most of his subjects were photographed with faily wide angle lenses. He
then brought his audience right into the scene
by making his projected picture large enough
to nearly fill the average stage opening. It
appears that this, together with especially good
projection for that time, was the greatest factor of his continued success. The above is
cited merely to show that motion pictures of
greatly enlarged dimensions are really nothing new.
Many Novel Presentations have been secured by using applications of this idea. These
may be of interest to the producer or theatre
manager or may suggest other ideas that will
eventually be of more real value than those
which are described below.

* * *

The week of October 11, 1925, another application of this idea was used to blend the
prologue of "The Iron Horse" smoothly into
the start of the picture. The prologue entitled
"The Vagabonds" ended with typical hoboes
boarding a set train which was pulled off stage
at the close of the act. As the train was
pulled off a picture of a locomotive coming
head-on and passing over ihc camera was projected on a gauze drop which had been used
at the front of the stage during the act. This
picture was also 30x40 feet. VVliile the locomotive scene was being run, together with
train effects from stage and orchestra the regular screen was lowered just back of the gauze
and just at the moment the engine seemed to
leap out over the audience the title of "The
Iron Horse" was started, using the regular
picture size. The gauze drop was raised dur-

W. HENNESSY

ing the title and the feature itself was shown
in the regular manner.
On August 29, 1926, "The Black Pirate" was
our feature. This picture was singularly lacking in the usual profusion of closeups. Scene
after scene consisted of medium or fairly long
shots. Because of this it was decided that it
would get over better if projected slightly
larger than our standard screen. After a few
experiments we decided on a screen size of
21x28 for the entire feature. This worked out
very satisfactorily.
A point to be noted here is that the idea of
enlarging certain scenes of the picture to enormous dimensions was used at the Eastman theatre, Rochester, N. Y., February 15, 1925, and
again in May and October, 1925, and August,

ISSew Products
by Fulco

The normal size of our screen is 17x21 feet,
using an objective lens of 6)4 inches E. F. at
a distance of 160 feet. The week beginning
February 15, 1925, we played the feature entitled "North of 36." The Stampede scenes in
this picture were enlarged up to 30x40 ft. A
large white screen which filled the entire stage
opening was dropped in front of the regular
screen for this purpose.
On the week of May 29, 1925, "The Thundering Herd" was shown and in this case the
great Buffalo Roundup scenes were projected
in the same manner. In each of the above
cases one projector was equipped with a standard 3!;^-inch E. F. objective lens, and a S to 1
intermittent movement, thereby permitting a
shutter blade of less width to be used. By
using 150 amps, instead of 120 amps., as on
the regular lamps, the screen illumination
compared favorably with the balance of the
projection on the regular screen.

and WILLIAM

1926. In December, 1926, the same idea was
used in presenting "Old Ironsides" at the
Rivoli theatre in New York. It was at this
later date that Mr. Zukor hailed it as being
the greatest advance in projection in 20 years.
Many other applications of the original idea
have lows :been evolved from time to time as fol-

*.* *

I. To heighten spectacular or dramatic effects in a picture : Take for instance the ballet
scene shown as a fade-in as Colleen Moore
looked into a teacup in "Twinkletoes." In
this case the large sheet was masked by black
velvet in such a manner that a 17x21-foot
opening was used for all but the ballet scene.
As this scene was faded on the mask was
pulled up at the top and out at each side
until it disclosed a 30x40-foot screen. The
entire ballet scene was run at this size. As
this scene faded out the mask was brought
back to the standard 17x21-foot size all during the continuous projection of the picture.
The elephant stampede scenes in "Chang" were
also enlarged in the above manner. In this
case it was again necessary to go from the
small screen to the large one and then back
to the small one for the balance of the picture.

*

*

*

II. To create atmosphere and feeling for a
picture previous to showing the actual feature:

ABOVE:

The

new

sprocket remover

and

which

effective
has been

perfected by the E. E. Fuhon

Com-

pany.
BELOW:
remove
sprocket
sprocket.

This

instrument

is to

taper pins from the
shaft without damaging

Our presentation of "The Fire Brigade" was
good example of this. Three hundred feet of
specially made film showing flames continually
rising was projected on a white velvet curtain over the entire stage opening. Our regular screen is surrounded by medium pray
drapes instead of the more common black
mask. The flame scenes were started on the
front white velvet curtains previous to starting the feature. The flame film continued to
run during the opening of the curtains and
during the main title, and all subtitles and
was not faded off until the actual scenes of the
picture were started. Thus the title and all
subtitles were seen through a screen of flames
which also extended beyond the regular screen
at top and bottom and on either side. A little
atmosphere on the comic order was created
for "Firemen, Save My Child" by making a
sketch of the front of a burning building.
This was made in the form of a continuous
loop resembling the roller hand towels which
were familiar in the gay nineties. This was
revolved while a cartoon of Bcer>- and Hatton
was suspended in front of it. The whole was
photographed on standard motion picture film.
The resulting scene was of Been,- and Hatton
continually falling down past the flame filled
windows of the building. This was projected
over the entire stage opening for a few seconds
just previous to starting the feature. It pot
and prepared
a good laugh(Ccntinued
on page the
63) andi.Mu.- for
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A New Theatre
Building Code
(^Continued from page i}i)

surface without flexure sufficient to interfere with its closing.
The thickness of the curtain shall be not
less than 3 inches where the width of the
proscenium wall opening is 30 feet or less,
and curtains for larger openings shall increase in thickness in proportion to the increase in width of opening they cover.
An asbestos roll of a diameter not less
than one-half the thickness of the curtain,
shall be securely attached to the bottom of
the curtain to form a smoke seal between
the curtain and the stage.
The curtain shall overlap the proscenium
wall opening at least 12 inches at each side
the the
top.opening and not less than 2 feet at
of
The guide members at the sides shall be
rolled steel shapes, none of which shall be
less than Yf, inch thick, and shall be of such
character as to form a continuous smoke
stop from top to bottom, with a clearance
of not over Y2, inch; 1 inch shall be allowed
at each edge of curtain to provide for
lateral expansion. They shall be installed
in such manner that in case of fire on the
stage the pressure of heated gases against
the curtain will act to close the guide
joints tightly. Provision shall be made to
prevent the curtain from getting out of the
guiding channel into which it shall project
at least 2 inches. The proscenium wall shall
have an offset at each side of the opening,
so located and of such thickness and height
as to be suitable for the attachment of the
curtain guides.
* * *

Over two million a
Every
hot
day
this
summer
over
2,000,000 people will be cooled by Typhoons
At least a quarter of these —
500,000 of them— go to Typhoon-cooled theatres only because they know they'll be comfortable.
Typhoon

—pulls these 500,000 extra admissions, and thereby saves
$100,000.00 every day for the
exhibitors of this country.
That's $5,000,000.00 in just one
summer.

Cooling — nothing else

If you want some of this five million
dollars this year, get busy NOW.

TYPHOON

FAN COMPANY

345 West 39 Street

New York
Offices in Principal Cities

BOWLING

BELOW — THEATRE

ABOVE

make THEATRES profitable.
High rentals in any part of the theatre building now possible.
What better place for a bowling alley, billiard
hall or gymn, than the basement of a theatre?
Piano, Radio or Phonograph stores on the
street level are all possible by employing
Stevens Sound-Proof
Engineering Methods
Our cnglneerins department will cbeerfully advise with
.vou. without the least obligation.
A

Huadrerls of the most
modpm bulldlQtf^B nolseprotftted wifb Stevens
Sound-Proof EiiBlneering.

STEVENS

Handsome

New

Catalog on

SOUND-PROOF

Request.

COMPANY

Consulting Engineers and ManufacturerB

409 So. Dearborn St.

CHICAGO

The wall over the proscenium opening
shall be smooth and plumb to approximately the top of the curtain when it is
down, and shall then offset at least 4 inches
for the rest of its height, thus leaving a
bench along the line of the top of the curtain between which a smoke seal shall be
formed. Such a seal may conveniently be
provided by arranging for the edge of a
rolled steelshape attached to the curtain to
dip into a trough of sand resting on the
bench.
No part of a curtain or any of the curtain
guides shall be supported by, or fastened to,
any combustible material.
The hoisting apparatus for the curtain
shall be designed with a factor of safety
of 8.
The points for curtain suspension shall always be an even number, but never less
than 4. Two of the suspension points shall
be located at the extreme ends of the curtain, and the others may be placed at such
points as best suit the design, but in no case
shall the distance between any two points
of support exceed 10 feet.
Half of the cables attached to these points
shall lead to one set of counterweights and
half to another. The curtain shall be op- ■
erated by hydraulic or other mechanism approved by the
Building
Inspector.
hydraulic
mechanism
is used,
the waterIf may
be taken from either the house tank or
sprinkler tank supply. If from the latter,
the supply pipe for curtain mechanism shall
be so located in the tank that it cannot reduce the quantity of water below the
amount necessary to fulfill the sprinkler
^
5fj
^
requirements.
The device controlling the curtain shall
be simple in design, and capable of convenient operation from both sides of the stage
and from the tie galleries.
The drop speed of the curtain shall be
uniform and not less than 1 foot per second,
but when tlie curtain is about 2>4 feet from
the stage it shall automatically slow down
so as to settle on the stage without shock.
In addition to the regular operating mech-
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anism, tliere shall be an emergency device
which will cut off the power and allow the
curtain to drop by gravity. This device
shall be so arranged that it can be easily
operated by hand from each side of the
stage, under the stage, and in the tie galleries. The device shall also be so designed
that its operation will be controlled by
fusible links located at each of the above
named points.
The audience side of the curtain may be
decorated with a paint in which no oil is
used. No combustible material shall be applied or attached to the curtain.
Drawings for every such curtain shall be
submitted to the Building Inspector, and be
approved by him before it is erected.
* * *
COUNTERWEIGHTS
Where counterweights are used they shall
be suspended at the extreme side or other
walls of the stage section, and be enclosed
by guards.
* * ■:■
OTHER OPENINGS IN PROSCENIUM
WALL
Openings between the stage and auditorium other than the proscenium opening
shall not exceed four in number; two at the
approximate stage level and two in the
musician's pit; the size of any such openings shall not exceed 21 square feet. The
openings at stage level shall have an automatic fire door on one side of the wall and
self-closing fire door at the other side of the
wall, and openings, if any, below the stage
shall have a self-closing fire door; all of
said doors shall be hung so as to be opened
from either side of the wall at all times.
* * *
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It's

a Hub!
The Hub Electric Company is a group
of stage switchboard specialists in the
manufacturing of equipment for lighting control. When they install a theatre
switchboard they are glad to say — "It's
Pride
in this work is well deserved as
a Hub!"
"Hub"willin know,
you
if your theatre has a
it.

STAGE

SECTION,
OVERHANG
OF
STAGE
All that portion of the stage extending
from the stage side of the curtain and from
the wall separating the space under the
stage from the auditorium to the outer edge
of the apron shall be fireproof. A wood
finish floor without air space may be used
on the stage in front of the curtain.
* * *
OPENINGS IN EXTERIOR WALLS
All openings
in exterior
walls of stage
section shall be protected by approved fire
doors, shutters or wired glass windows in
metal sashes and frames.
* * *
ENTRANCE
VESTIBULES
All entrances to the stage from streets,
alleys, or open courts shall be vestibuled
to protect the stage from drafts of air.
^ * *
FIREPROOF STAGE CONSTRUCTION
All that portion of the stage which is
not movable (excepting that part usually
embraced between the proscenium jambs
and from proscenium to rear wall) shall be
of fireproof construction and designed to
safely sustain a live load of not less than
100 pounds per square foot. The non-fireproof portion of stage floor shall be of
heavy timbers or steel beam construction
with flooring not less than 1^ inch finished
thickness.
* * *
FLY
AND
TIE
GALLERIES
The fly galleries and the tie galleries
shall be of fireproof construction designed
to safely sustain a live load of 90 pounds
per square foot. No wooden boards or
sleepers shall be used as covering over
these floors.
* * *
GRIDIRON
The gridiron ur rigging loft shall have a
lattice metal floor capable of sustaining a
live load of 75 pounds per square foot and
be readily accessible by metal stairs.
* * *
SCENERY
All stage scenery, curtains, and decorations made of combustible material, and all

WORLD

Write for full details and estirmites.
Furnished
ivitlu)ut obligation or
charge.

HUB

ELECTRIC

CO.

Factory and General Offices

2219-25 W. Grand Ave., Chicago
Phone Seelev 6440-1-2
DOWN
TOWN CHIC.\CO
S.4LE.S OFFICES
Suite 323
— 155
Clark Si.
h-hone
State N.7966

TOLEDO.
OHIO
1220 Madison Ave.
Phone Adams 5518

NEW YORK CITi
1457
Broadway

.MILWAUKEE.
WIS.
12.1 Second St.
Phone Grand 1533

Phono Wisconsin -1843

PAINE

EXPANSION

SHELLS

For Anchoring Opera Chairs to Concrete Floors
Will not come loose tclien properly set
Furnished with bolts and washers ready
to install. j/^" size shell most generally used for repair work as well as
original installations. The most satisfactory way to permanently anchor a
chair to concrete.
Send for samples and prices

THE PAINE COMPANY
Type No. 1

2951 Carroll Ave.
Chicago,
III.

79 Barclay St.
New York, N. Y.

Tj-pe
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The New

EASY
ELECTRIC
HEATER

Patented

The New

Automatic Temperature
Controlled

FLUSH WALL
AISLE LIGHT

CLOSED

Designed especially for
Theatre Organ Chambers,
Box Offices, etc., but will
prove useful in many
other places.

Ramps, Stairways and
Corridors in Theatres,
Hotels and Hospitals

-O-

Write for particulars

for
Made, in two sixes — standardy
and junior for use over tables
in hospital patients*

rooms.

Made in 500, 1000, 1500
and 2000 watt capacity

KAUSALITE
MFG. CO
y
SHOWING

8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.
OUR

INTERIOR

STANDARD

Organ

Protection
SAVES
You

can insure perfect organ service the year round,
and save costly repairs — by
protecting your organ from
climatic conditions — with a
PROMETHEUS
Electric

Mail the coupon
for further details

Electric Corp.

354 West 13th Street, New York
Name
Address..

sprinklers.
The cover shall be arranged to open instantly after the outbreak of fire by the
use of approved automatic fusible links of
the thinnest metal practicable; manual control also must be provided by a cord run
down to the stage at a point designated by
the Building Inspector.
The link and cord must hold the cover
closed against a force of at least 30 pounds
excess counterweight tending to open the
cover. Fusible links shall be placed in the
ventilator above the roof line and in _ at
least two other points in each controlling
cord. No automatic sprinkler heads shall
be placed in the ventilator space above the
fusible links. Each ventilator cover shall
be operated daily by one of the cords while
theatre is in use. * * *

DRESSING

Especially designed to maintain even temperature in organ
chambers, it keeps the pipes
and chests dry and warm. —
always, regardless of weather
or climatic conditions.

further details regarding PROMETHEUS

TYPE

Glass if used in ventilators must be protected against falling on the stage. A wire
screen if used under the glass must be so
placed that if clogged it cannot reduce the
required vent area or interfere with the
operating mechanism,
or obstruct
the distribution of water from
the automatic

ROOMS

Actors' dressing rooms shall not be
placed on or under the stage, or in or under
the auditorium. They shall be in a separate section provided for that purpose. No
dressing room ceiling shall be less than
4 feet 6 inches above the level of street
or court adjoining.

Organ Heater.

Send

CHAIR

VENTILATION
IN STAGE
SECTION
There shall be one or more ventilators,
constructed of metal or other incombustible
material, near the center and above the
highest part of the stage of every theatre,
opera house or motion picture show, raised
above the stage roof, and of a combined
sectional area equal to at least 10 per cent
of the floor area within the stage walls.
The openings in such ventilators shall have
an aggregate sectional area at least equal
to that required for the ventilators. Detailed drawings showing the construction
and operation of the ventilators must be
approved by the Building Inspector before
installation is begun. The entire equipment shall conform to the following requirements or their equivalent: —
The construction of the cover and its
ooerating mechanism shall be massive and
the cover shall open by force of gravity
sufficient to effectively overcome the effects
of neglect, rust, dirt, frost, snow or expansion by heat, twisting or warping of the
framework.

SKYLIGHTS
If any skylight is placed in a roof, it
shall be installed in accordance with the
specifications for skylights published by the
National Board of * Fire
* *Underwriters.

Costly Repairs

Prometheus
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woodwork on or about the stage, shall be
painted or saturated with some non-combustible material, or otherwise rendered
safe against fire. * * *

Organ

Heaters.

The walls separating said section containing the dressincr rooms from the stage
or auditorium shall be of brick or concrete
not less than 8 inches in thickness and each
opening therein shall be protected with a
self-closing fire door. The partitions dividing the dressing rooms, together with the
partitions of every passageway from the
same to the stage shall be constructed of
approved fireproof material not less than 4
inches in thickness. All doorways in any
of said partitions shall be protected by selfclosing fire doors. All dressing rooms shall
be ventilated by wired glass windows in
metal frames to a street or to a court not
less than 24 square feet in area.
All shelving and cupboards in every
dressing room, property room or other
storage rooms, shall be of incombustible
material.

EXHIBITORS
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HEATING APPARATUS
Steam boilers shall be located outside of
the buildings, either under the sidewalk or
in an extension, but in no case under or
within any portion of the building, and the
space allotted to the same shall be enclosed
by walls of brick or concrete at least 12
inches thick on all sides, and the ceiling
of such space be constructed of fireproof
materials. Each doorway in said walls connecting with the building shall have an
automatic fire door.
No floor register for heating, ventilating
or other purposes shall be permitted in
aisles, corridors or passageways.
All blowers used to circulate air through
heating or ventilating pipes with openings
to the auditorium shall be provided with a
device to stop the blower automatically in
case of fire. Fusible links for this purpose
shall be located near the blower, both inside and outside the pipe leading to openings in the auditorium.
No coil, radiator or pipe shall be placed
so as to obstruct any aisle or passageway.
Any exposed radiator or coil shall be
guarded.
* * *
LIGHTING
The stage section and every portion of
the building devoted to the uses or accommodation of the public, also all passages
leading to streets, including the open courts
and corridors, shall be satisfactorily lighted
during every performance, and until the entire audience has left the premises.
Only electric light shall be used in the
auditorium and stage section, except that
gas fixtures having not larger than "1 foot"
burners may be used in dressing rooms.
These shall have soldered to the fixture
strong wire guards or screens not less than
10 inches in diameter, so constructed that
any material in contact therewith shall be
out of reach of the flames.
Where electric current from two separate street mains is available, two separate
and distinct services must be installed; one
service to be of sufficient capacity to supply
current for the entire equipment of the
theatre, while the other service must be
at least sufficient to supply current for all
emergency lights, including the exit lights
or signs, and all lights in outside courts,
lobbies, stairways, corridors and other portions of the theatre which are normally
kept lighted during the performance. Where
only one supply from a street main is available the connection used exclusively for
emergency lights must be taken from a
point on the street side of the main service
fuses. When the source of supply is an
isolated plant on the same premises an
auxiliary service at least sufficient to supply
all emergency lights shall be connected
with some outside source, or a suitable
storage battery within the premises may be
considered the equivalent of such service.
Where illuminated signs are not provided there shall be at least one green light
over each exit and entrance opening from
the auditorium and stage sections.
All emergency lights shall be controlled
by a special switch located in the lobby and
accessible only to authorized persons.
The stage switchboard shall have a metal
hood over the top, running the full length
of the board and fulb' protecting same
from anything falling from above.
* * *
AUTOMATIC
SPRINKLER
EQUIPMENT
A standard wet-pipe system of approved
automatic sprinklers shall be installed
throughout the theatre, except in the auditorium, foyers and lobbies. Sprinklers will
not be permitted over dynamos and switchboards or above the fusible links immediately under the automatic ventilators over
stage.
(Continued
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THE GALLAGHER
MOBILE
STAGE ORCHESTRA LIFT
Individual platforms that raise and lower
Entire stage moves forward and back
AH under instant control of the Leader
Adopted
by one of the largest theatre
chains for two of their new theatres
i^
Complete particulars on request
Write now

GALLAGHER

ORCHESTRA

EQUIPMENT COMPANY

616 Elm Street, Chicago, 111.
West Coast Office— 1487 W. Washington BouL, Los Angeles, Calif.

Perlite

PRACTICAL
BEAUTIFUL

Perlite signs were designed and perfected with full appreciation of the artistic
note which dominates the equipment of Modern Alotion Picture Theatres. Even
where furnishings and decorations are of the most palatial character. PERLITE
signs attract favorable attention because of their classic beauty. The illumination
of Perlite Directional Signs is also an outstanding feature. Years of troubleless
service guaranteed by simple construction. Nothing to get out of order or replace
but the lamp.
Standard inscriptions, as catalogued, or special designs to order.

Size
Overall
Glass
xl6"
8"

6"xl4'
with
Price °"^.
f."
standard
inscriplamp).

tion (without
Two sides
$13.00

Catalogue

$13.50
on request

MANUFACTURED

WILLEY

BY

SIGN CO.

DETROIT, MICH.

Order from National Theatre Supply
Co. — Your Nearest Office

WILLEY
1559

Church

SIGN CO.
St.,

Detroit.

Mich.

I am interested in Perlite Directional Signs.
Semi literature showing full line of inscriptions:
Same
Theatre
City
5'/ii/<-
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Above: Exterior of the Des Plaines theatre,
which is done in colored terra cotta.
Left: View of interior, the ornamental work
of which IS done in gold, blue and red.
Below: The box office and a corner of the
lobby; the motif is white gold and blue
terra cotta.

The Beauty of Ornainental Plaster in Interiors
Betts & Holcomh describe a third treatment for decorating the theatre for a neighborhood
or for an exclusive residential suburb; above is the Des Plaines.
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A sim.'^licity of ^Jan is noted in the Des Plumes theatre

Richness of Effect Obtained by Qlazing
Process in Wall Decoration
Distinctive departure also adopted by Belts &, Holcomh, architects, in lighting the Des Plaines theatre — Brilliant coloring possible through cove lights across the stage side of each ceiling beam.
THE

Des Plaines theatre is the forerunner of the three houses since done
by Betts & Holcomb, Chicago architects, and reported, both pictorially and in
descriptive articles, in Better Theatres.
Perhaps the most interesting feature of
the Des Plaines is its use of ornamental
plaster and polychrome decoration. This
was done almost entirely by what is called
glazing. The ornament is first painted with
one color which is allowed to dry, then
painted over with a second and sometimes
a third color, the last coat being wiped over
with a clean rag, allowing the first coat
to show through, bringing out the pattern
of the ornament.
While there is a good deal of decorative
plaster in this house there was very little
modeling required, owing to the fact that
each motif was repeated a great many
times. In this way the cost was kept down,
while the richness of effect was maintained.
The ceiling in the auditorium is a pure
white, the walls a very warm buff gotten
by means of a very light color glazed over
as previously described with a darker warm
color.
The ornament is in gold, blue and red
and after three years use still retains its
original freshness and richness of effect.
Lighting is another distinct departure.
A cove across the stage side of each ceiling
beam contains all of the house lighting.

except for the side brackets and that in the
niches in the side walls.
This gives an
opportunity to vary, by the use of dimmers
on the emergency lighting, the amount of
light used during the picture, while for
special
performances
the house lighting,
not controlled by the expensive
dimmer
installation, can be turned on one beam
at a time, producing a very brilliant effect
which is obtained at a cost much less than
is ordinarily necessary.
There is some stencil decoration on the
side walls which is worked out in Textone,
a very heavy plastic material.
This limited
use of stencil, it will be noted, has been
carried to a great extent in the later houses
by these architects.
The same simplicity
of plan is noticeable in the Des Plaines that
one sees in the Villa Park, Chelten and
Barrington
previously
illustrated
in this
magazine.
* * *
It is interesting to compare this house
and the Villa Park with the Catlow at
Barrington and the Chelten in Chicago,
from the point of view of the theory of
pleasing the theatre going public. In the
Des Plaines and Villa Park while the
houses are simple there is an elaboration
of plastic ornament noticeably absent in
the Catlow at Barrington and the Chelten.
The Des Plaines and Villa Park having
been designed according to the theory that
a moving picture theatre is in full light for

a very small part of the time and that an
elaboration in detail and intricacies of ornament is not only possible but amusing to
the public. This public attends the theatre
chiefly seeking relaxation and amusement
and desires freedom from restraint in its
place of amusement. This seems to be the
theory that has largely dominated the
moving picture house builders in the past
* * *
ten j'^ears.
In the "Catlow and the Chelten the theory
was followed that the neighborhood house
is one continually used by more or less the
same group of patrons and that in the attempt to interest and amuse these people
there must be careful restraint in order that
in repeated visits the motifs and effects
which are at first agreeable may not become tiresome after years of attendance.
A careful check is being kept on the reaction of the public to this tvpe of theatre to
see how it wears. It is noticeable that in
these houses the extreme aoplication of the
theory in which they have been designed
has not been indulged in. It would be certainly advantageous to the moving picture
theatre building industry on the whole if
the owners and lessees of the theatres
would make a more intelligent study of the
reactiontheir
of people's
to theafter
housetheatre
built
under
influence.taste
Theatre
has been ruined through the ignorant desire on the part of the lessees and owners
iContinued

on
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Simplicity

THEATRES

Standardization

SECTION OF

Flexibility

Complete control with one
Your lighting control is worth your study for it means, if the
@ Major System is selected, a bigger, better show with more
box office value.

There is an engineer in each
district office to answer all
questions.
Call him in.

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

ST. LOUIS
— District
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago,
111.
Cincinnati.
Ohio
Cleveland. Ohio

OfficesDallas, Texas
Denver,
Colorado
Detroit, Michigan
Jacksonville, Fla.
Kansas City, Mo.
rx)s Angeles, Calif.
Memphis,
Tenn.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Musl;ogee,
Okla.
New
Orleans. La.
New
Tork City
Omaha, Nebraska
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Washington
Tampa. Fla.
Montreal, Quebec
Toronto.
Ontario
Vancouver,
B. C.
Walkerville, Ontario
Winnipeg, Man.

WARNING

WEN HA

dby
IS covere
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SCREEN

United States and Canadian Patents
Suit under U. S. Patent No. 1,315,743 has been entered in the
United States Court, Southern District of New York
RAVEN

A New Theatre
Building Code
(^Continued from page 39)

WATER SUPPLY
There should be at least two independent
water supplies to the automatic sprinklers.
The following are approved sources of

All Master Switch

Send for the new book on
Theatre
Lighting
Control.
Free — simply
send
your
name.

May 12, 1928

by the
SCREEN
CORPORATION

against the New York distributor of a motion picture screen manufacturing concern, for selling a motion picture screen composed
of textile fabric and rubber.

water
supplies:Water
—
a. ' Public
Works: —
The system to give not less than 25
pounds static pressure at all hours of the
day at highest line of sprinklers.
Note: — Where the normal static pressure complies
with the above, the supply must also be satisfactory
in its ability to maintain not less than 10 pounds
pressure at highest sprinklers, with the water flowing
through the number of sprinklers judged liable to be
opened by fire at any one time.
Street main connection should be of ample size, in
no case smaller than four inches. No water supply
for sprinklers to pass through a meter or pressure
regulating valve, except by special consent of the
inspection department
having jurisdiction.

b. Pressure Tank: —
The tank shall be located approximately
at the level of the highest line of sprinklers.
The total capacity shall be not less than
5,000 gallons (3,300 gallons of water), and
in any event the tank or tanks shall contain
sufficient water to supply 25 per cent of
the greatest number of sprinklers within
an "area"* for twenty minutes with an
average discharge of 20 gallons per minute
per*Note:
sprinkler.
— The term "area" as here used refers to

an undivided floor space or story through which a
fire may quickly spread. In theatres the undivided
space above the
the greatest
stage floor
will usually
be the exposed
"area"
containing
number
of sprinklers
to a quickly spreading fire.

c. Gravity Tank: —
A gravity tank shall contain an available
quantity of water sufficient to supply 50 per
cent of the number of sprinklers in one
"area," to which it gives protection, for 20
minutes, with an average discharge per
sprinkler of 20 gallons per minute, but tank
shall not be less than 5,000 gallons available
capacity.
Elevation of bottom of tank above highest line of sprinklers on system which it
supplies shall be not less than 20 feet.
d. Fire Pump: —
Fire pump of not less than 500 gallons
capacity per minute, and sufficient to supply
50 per cent of the number of sprinklers
within an "area" with an average discharge
per sprinkler of 20 gallons a minute. The
pump is to be so located on premises as to
be free from damage by fire or other
causes. The pump room shall be readily
accessible and easy of safe egress for attendant. Water shall be taken from an
approved source, having sufficient capacity
to supply pump for not less than 60 minutes, while pump is delivering its rated
capacity. A surge tank of not less than
5,000 gallons capacity shall be provided
when the supply from the street main is
not sufficient. Power to drive pump,
whether steam or *electricity,
shall be con* *
stant and properly safeguarded.

All persons are warned not to manufacture, offer for sale, sell or
use any projection screen composed mainly of textile fabric and
rubber, as described and claimed in United States Patent No.
1,315,743 which is not manufactured by and marked with the
above Registered Trade Mark of the Raven Screen Corporation.

FIRE DEPARTMENT CONNECTION
In addition to two of the above required
supplies there shall be an approved Siamese
Fire Department connection not less than
4 inches in diameter, placed on the outside
of the building at each street front, installed in accordance with the requirements
of the Fire Department and with suitable
metal plate with raised letters securely attached to the wall near the connection

Legal action will be taken against all persons violating this

reading "Automatic* Sprinklers."
*
s}:

patent.
RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
1476 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

Standpipes shall be provided not less than
4 inches in diameter of wrought iron or
galvanized steel, with hose connections,
located as follows: One on each side of
the s-tage on each tier, one_ readily accessible from the property room', the carpenter

STANDPIPES
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American Seating
Publishes Brochure

Artificial
Flowers
Plants and
Vines

A catalogue on theatre seats, and
published in multicolor, has just
been issued by American Seating
Company.
Within the pages of this striking
brochure are presented pictures of
in
theatre interiors, and chair designs
in many of the varied colors
which they may be purchased.
The catalogue is now available
to the trade.
shop, scenery storage rooms, lobbies and
elsewhere as may be required by the Department having jurisdiction. These standpipes, together with fittings and connection, shall be of such strength as to safely
withstand at least 300 pounds water pressure to the square inch when installed and
ready for service without leakage at joints,
valves or fittings, and shall be provided with
hose connections fitted with approved
straightway gate valves
* » at
* hose outlets.
WATER SUPPLIES FOR STANDPIPES
Said standpipes shall be kept constantly
filled with water under pressure, and shall
be supplied by at least one of the following
sources: Water works, gravity tank, pressure tank, or fire pump.
The capacities and pressures shall be in
accordance with the requirements of the
department having *jurisdiction.
* *
FIRE DEPARTMENT CONNECTION
In addition to one or more of the above
required supplies there shall be an approved
Siamese Fire Department connection placed
on the outside of building at each street
front, installed in accordance with the requirements of the Fire Department, with
suitable metal plate having raised letters
securely attached to wall near the connec* * *
tion, reading "Standpipe."
HOSE
A sufficient quantity of approved linen
hose. 1J4 inches in diameter, in 50-foot
lengths or enough to cover floor area, shall
be kept attached to each hose connection;
2S-foot lengths will be permitted in fly
galleries. Hose shall be placed on approved
racks and fitted with standard couplings at
each end. Each line of hose shall be
fitted with short play-pipe, with By^ inch
smooth bore nozzle and provided with
washers at both ends. Spanners shall be
located at each hose connection throughout
the building.
* * *
MISCELLANEOUS FIRE APPLIANCES
There shall be on each side of the stage
two axes, one 20 foot, one 15 foot, and one
10 foot hook, as designated by the Fire
Department. On each side of the, stage,
under the stage, on each fly gallery, also
in property and other store rooms and in
each workshop, there shall be kept in readiness for immediate use one approved 2^
gallon hand chemical fire extinguisher and
one 40 gallon cask filled with water, and
six fire pails; said casks and buckets shall be
painted red and lettered "For Fire Purposes Only." There shall also be provided
at least three approved 2j/^ gallon hand
chemical fire extinguishers for each tier of
the auditorium.
* ♦ ♦
FIRE APPARATUS UNDER CONTROL
OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
All apparatus for the extinguishment of
fire shall be installed in accordance with the
rules of the Fire Department and be kept
at all times in "condition satisfactory to and
under control of the Fire Department.

that are true
to Nature
There are none
better
famous
s
John Eberson'Theatres
Atmospheric
are decorated w^ith
REISING'S Art Flowers
and Shrubs

G* Reising & Co»
227 West Austin Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.
Phone:

Superior

2425

Specialists in Decorations
for Theatres

BOOKED
SOLID
\ /OIGT

fixtures have always been

^ "booked
men.

99

solid" with

theatrical

That is because they are economical decorative and provide the

lighting requirements in the most
pleasing manner.
The Voigt book "Lighting Fixtures
for Theatres" is chock full of valuable
suggestions for installing new equipment or replacing old. Write for it.

Voigt Co., 1743-49 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Please send me. without obligation, the new
VOIGT

No. I846D

book "Lighting Fixtures for Theatres"

NameTheatreCity

State-
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AN ARNOLD SIGN
WILL KEEP YOUR HOUSE FULL !

A
R
N
O
L
D
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Modern

*^^<_i..

Inventions

1,657,795. MOTION PICTURE CAMERA.
Paul Cuerin, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to
Mack Sennett, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a Corporation of California. Filed Dec. 5, 1925.
Serial No. 73,373.
3 Claims.
(CI. 88
16.)
1. A motion picture camera comprising a
barrel having a window near one end, film exposure means in the barrel
behind
the
win-

S
I
G
N
S

The famous Arnold Electric Signs, constructed to fulfill individual theatre requirements, are giving
satisfaction to thousands pf theatre owners and managers throughout the country.
Superior GALVA-ANNEALED iron, stretcher leveled, with corrugated
unusual strength, beauty, and endurance. Coated with genuine DUPONT
not to scale or become discolored. Wiring and construction approved by
writers. Heavy angle iron construction. Staff designers will be glad to
without charge or obligation for responsible theatre owners or managers.
letter design.

faces, gives Arnold signs
DUCO finish, guaranteed
National Board of_ Underprepare sketches in color
Any color combination or

Write for Complete Information and Estimates

ARNOLD ELECTRIC SIGNS, INC.
KOKOMO

r All

INDIANA

dow.

film aciuating means In the barrel adjacent to the film exposing means, a shaft extending longitudinally in the barrel operably
connected with the film actuating means and
with the film exposure means, and a motor
mounted on the other end of the barrel and
driving said shaft.

Richness of Effect
Result of Glazing
(Continued

Eyes Are Focused on
YOUR

SCREEN
The audience in your theatre
looks at only one thing — your
screen.The picture that they have
paid admission to see appears
only as a succession of varying
shadows — light areas and dark
areas — on your screen. What the
patrons actually see is the screen
itself. It is the stage upon which
your picture is enacted.
The American Silversheet is scientifically built by the world's
master screen maker to fit the individual requirements of your
house. Its specification surface is the last word in screen perfeC'
tion, giving sharp, brilliant pictures of unsurpassed clearness, definition and depth. Built by American Silversheet Co., St. Louis.
Sold in the U. S. through the National Theatre Supply Company .

Silversheet
^^ ^ »

TEAR-PROOF

"It Just CAN'T

Be Torn"

r^

from

page
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to elaborate without any thought of contrast. Men who in ordering a dinner would
undoubtedly be intelligent enough to avoid
rich dishes for every course or in the
delivery of a curtain speech would not resort to the waving of arms for emphasis
for every phrase will sometimes urge their
architects to crowd in ornament, detail and
effect in such a manner that each effort
serves to diminish its neighbor. It is to be
noted that in the Villa Park and Desplaines
this has not been done, although they were
built with the idea of an interesting first
impression, even at the cost of some simplicity.
The exterior of the Des Plaines makes
use of colored terra cotta. The brick is a
warm red with bufif mortar which is recalled
in the natural buff of the terra cotta body.
Blues and oranges were used to contrast
with the spandrels over the windows.
The lobby of the Des Plaines makes use
of the white gold and blue terra cotta
which owing to the ease with which it can
be kept bright and clean, its clean brilliance
of effect and its richness in color is a material that can well be used more extensively in theatre lobbies. The architects
feel however, that the rich design done by
Mr. Edgar Miller, while original and successful in itself is more or less destroyed
by the posters and advertisement display
necessarily a part of the lobby. They feel
that later lobbies in which the surface
immediately around the display has been
kept plain have been a great deal more
successful.
The Des Plaines theatre, the first of
the houses built by Betts & Holcomb as
a firm, was kept quite reasonable in cost
due to the previous experience in theatre
work on the part of both these men as
individuals. A house which seats slightly
under 1,000 was built in 1924-5 for $116,000.
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Should the individual motion picture theatre establish one standard price for all

HERALD

and MOVING

PICTURE

NO

YES

A. J. Gibbons, Illinois theatre. Metropolis,
111.
R. G. Risch, New Scenic theatre, Appleton,
Minn.

A. B. Morrison, Pantagres theatre, Memphis,
Tcnn.
Edw. J. Hiehle, Auditorium & Arcade theatres, Newark, O.
S. B. Brock, Happy theatre, Happy, Tex.
E. P. Rndlin, State theatre, Easton, PaFrank J. Murphy, Strand theatre, Hasbrottck
Heights, N. J.
Ralph W. Kinne, Ideal theatre, Springfield,
Vt.
G-B Theatres Corporation, Springfield, Mass.
H. Goldstein, Strand theatre, Sioux City, la.
W. J. Carter, Jewel & Santa Fe theatres,
Denver, Col.
Dave Hese, Granada theatre, Monte Vista,
Col.
Harold A. Zcll, Cozy theatre, Genesee, Ida.

Cecil Dye, Storm theatre, Oakland City, Ind.
Ritz theatre, Clarksburg,
W. Va.
W. B. Fordycc, Little theatre, Sclma, La.
A. E. Andrews, Emporium Opera House,
Emporium,
Pa.
W. L. Mack, Strand, Empire, Liberty & Palace theatres, Joncsboro, Ark.
R. S. Koser, Orphcum theatre, Lewisburg,
Pa.
Russell D. Jones, Frankford theatre, Frankford, Dcla.
C. B. Blake, Savoy theatre, Louisville, Ky.
Clyde U. Phillips, Grand
theatre, Stilwell,
Okla.
D. Stanley Brown, Lyric theatre, Blackvillc,
S. C, New theatre, Springfield, S. C.

she

What^s
Your
Admission
Price?
THE Herald-World and Better Theatres
in the past few weeks has been urged by
exhibitors everywhere to ascertain a consensus
of opinion on the question of the standard
admission price.
In Une with its pohcy of service to the industry, the Herald-World has conducted a
thorough survey on this subject, and this week
presents its findings.
On this and the following page will be
found the opinions of many exhibitors on this
subject, and also the questions to which replies
have been made.
The opinions follow :
A. J. Gibbons, Illinois theatre, Metropolis,
111., 6,000 population.
It should be left to the judgment of the
exhibitors.
R. G. Risch, New Scenic theatre, Appleton,
Minn., 1,600 population.
Business sense tells the above (that theatres should change price on larger productions). There are different grades and
prices on shoes and prunes. The same is
true of pictures.
Cecil Dye, Storm theatre, Oakland City,
Ind., 3,000 population.
Being a small exhibitor, can't offset the
high priced picture by either cheapening
the vaudeville or cancelling same out to
offset the difference in rentals. No Sunday
shows.
Ritz theatre, Clarksburg, W. Va.
The prices of films such as the larger
productions cost so much more than the
regular program feature the box office must
charge more.
A. B. Morrison, Pantages theatre, Memphis,
Tenn., 175,000 population (including 45,000
Negroes).
This applies to Memphis, Tenn. (Favors
one price for all shows). Other localities
may be different.
W. B. Fordyce, Little theatre, Selma, La.,
700 population.
I believe the patrons of the motion picture theatre should be sold on the individual
merits of a picture even in the smaller
towns such as ours, if for no other reason
than to keep the patrons sold on the fact
that the motion pictures have outstanding
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D. A. Rhyner, Rialto theatre, Hebron, N. D.
Cecil Dupp, Royal & Co-Ed theatres, Arkadelphia. Ark.
H. A. Brumund, Lyceum & Princess tbcatreK, Thief River Falls, Minn.
E. P. Shupe, Pearl & Park theatres, S.
Lorain, O.
Anthony Shimko, Patio, St. Petersburg
theatres, St. Petersburg, Fla., Park theatre,
Tampa,
Fla.
Phil J. Pieharich", Liberty theatre, Jerome,
Ariz.
W. W. Taylor, Taylor theatre. Pleasant Hill,
La.
Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite theatre, Placerville, Cal.
H. W. Batchclder, Gait theatre. Gait, CaL
O. Harrington, Stonewall theatre, Stonewall,
Miss.
William M. Mahoncy, Sunset theatre. Ft.
Lauderdale,
Fla.

IS IT STANDARD?
artists, producers and directors in their profession the same as the legitimate stage and
radio. Should you bill every picture with
the same amount of advertising and at the
Should the theatre have a fixed higher
price for Saturdays and Holidays but
not change prices according to the program?

YES

111.A. J. Gibbons, Illinois theatre. Metropolis,
A.
Tenn.
R.
Pa.
C.
H.

B. Morrison, Pantages theatre, Memphis,
S. Koser, Orpheum

theatre, Lewisburg,

B. Blake, Savoy theatre, Louisville, Ky.
A. Brumund,
Lyceum
& Princess theatres. Thief River Falls, Minn.
Anthony Shimko, Patio, St. Petersburg theatres, St. Petersburg, Fla., Park theatre.
Tampa, Fla.
Dave Hese, Granada theatre, Monte Vista,
Col.
NO
R. G. Risch, New
Minn.

Scenic theatre, Appleton,

Kitz theatre, Clarksburg, W. Va.
W. B. Fordyce, Little theatre, Selma, Iji.
A. E. Andrews, Emporium Opera House,
Emporium, Pa.
W. L. Mack, Strand, Empire, Liberty & Palace theatres, Jonesboro, Ark.
S. B. Brock, Happy theatre, Happy, Tex.
Russell D. Jones, Frankford theatre, Frankford, Dela.
Clyde U. Phillips, Grand theatre, Stilwell,
Okla.
D. Stanley Brown, Lyric theatre, Blackville,
S. C, New theatre, Springfield, S. C.
E. P. Rudlin, State theatre, Easton, Pa.
D. A. Rhyner, Rialto theatre, Hebron, N. D.
Cecil Dupp, Royal & Co-Ed
theatre, Arkadelphia. Ark.
Frank J. Murphy, Strand theatre, Hasbrouck
Heights, N. J.
E. P. Shupe, Pearl & Park theatres, S.
Lorain, O.
Phil J. Peiharick, Liberty theatre, Jerome,
Ariz.
J. P. Hanson, Home, Carter, Dale theatres.
Long Beach, Cal.
G-B Theatres Corp., Springfield, Mass.
H. Goldstein, Strand theatre, Sioux City, la.
\V. J. Carter, Jewel & Santa Fc theatres,
Denver, Col.
Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite theatre, Placerville, Cal.
H. W. Batchclder, Gait theatre. Gait, Calif.
O. Harrington, Stonewall theatre, Stonewall,
Miss.
William M. Mahoney, Sunset theatre, Ft.
Lauderdale,
Fla.
Harold A. Zcll, Cozy theatrei Genessc, Ida.

same admission the public would soon begin
to think that every picture was just the
same and before long would be hunting
other amusements. By selecting a few outstanding pictures, putting on an extra advertising campaign with a raised admission you
sell your patrons on the fact that to see
artists in the motion pictures you must pay
the price as in all other professions, there
by doing your part in building up the pro^
fession in the eyes of the public. Should
Saturday and holidays be raised admission?
By all means no. Let each program stand
for its own box office value.
Edw. J. Heihle, Auditorium & Arcade theatres, Newark, O., 30,000 population.
Do not believe prices should change on
same program excepting use of night prices
for Saturday, Sunday and holiday matinees.
Suggest standard price for moving picture
theatres where films can be purchased on an
equitable basis. E.xorbitant rentals should
get higher box office rate.
A. E. Andrews, Emporium Opera House,
Emporium, Pa., 2,900 population.
In giving you my answers to the abovtf
questionnaire I am taking into consideration my own case here. ' With opposition
to contend with I have to give the public
a pretty good show for their money, but
nevertheless I have to vary my prices
according to the prices asked by the exchange for their specials and super-specials.
W. L. Mack, Strand, Empire,
Liberty &
Palace theatre, Jonesboro,
Ark., 15,000
population.
First — Special pictures — REALLY
GOOD ONES, are worth more, just as
articles of merchandise of better grades
are worth more. It will stop production
of better and finer attractions if they are
given at same prices as mediocre picture?.
Second — There should be some definite
reason for raise in admission prices aside
from selecting certain days without regard
to quality or character of program.
Third — Answered in first reason given.
R. S. Koser, Orpheum theatre, Lewisburg,
Pa., 3,500 population (College town).
How can anyone have the courage to
charge say 30c for a program picture at
program costs and charge the same price
for a better picture which costs producers
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more — -costs the exhibitor usually a great
deal more — more advertising, etc., expense,
etc., etc. Doesn't quality always demand
and receive greater returns?
S. B. Brock, Happy theatre, Happy, Tex.,
700 population.
Patrons should always know just what
they will have to pay for admission.
An exhibitor should seldom if ever book
a picture that he cannot show at the regular price. If he does he should advertise
both picture and price well in advance of
play date. I have had many go away on
account of raised admission.
Russell D. Jones, Frankford theatre, Frankford, Dela., 500 population.
Some shows are worth more than others.
Looks like taking advantage of the public
in raising price on Saturday and holidays
unless program is better.
Large productions cost more money to
make and they help the whole industry.
They create better sentiment toward movies.
Clyde U. Phillips, Grand theatre, Stilwell,
Okla., 1,445 population.
No theatre can play large productions and
small productions at a standard price. If
you have a large production and a small
production it won't work. Why not? You
pay more for larger productions. In a small
town you have to change prices.
D. Stanley Brown, Lyric theatre, Blackville,
S. C, 1,400 population and New theatre,
Springfield, S. C, 900 population.
Because the distributors charge much
more for the larger productions and the
exhibitor must in turn charge more in order
to meet the additional expenses. Then, too,
the patrons appreciate the big pictures more
when they pay more to see them.
E. P. Rudlin, State theatre, Easton, Pa.,
40,000 population.
A show is worth no more to the public
at one time than another. The same performance is given Saturday as Monday.
Therefore, worth as much one day as the
other. There should be one price always
and no increase on special attractions as
the public pays to see too many very poor
pictures not to let them have advantage of
an occasional good picture at regular prices.
D. A. Rhyner, Rialto theatre, Hebron, N. D.,
1,200 population.
I see no reason why prices should not be
advanced on the large productions, but this
practice should not apply just because some
exchange sells it for a special. A few pictures each year will stand an advance, but
only a few. Why try to discourage Saturday farmer patrons by raising prices on the
only day they come to town? There are
plenty businesses that fleece the farmer now
without adding the theatres.
Cecil Cupp, Royal & Co-Ed theatres, Arkadelphia, Ark., 5,000 population.
Answers outlined above show the policy
I operate under. Small town, no theatre
competition. Extra price for specials absolutely necessary because of film rentals.
The extra price for specials and added
attractions seems to have the psychological
effect of promoting interest in the attraction, causing more patrons to come. This
effect ruined if used too frequently. And
when advertised as such I am careful to
have a really worthwhile attraction.
H. A. Brumund, Lyceum & Princess theatres, Thief River Falls, Minn., 4,500
population.
I do not believe it is good business for a
theatre to have a standard price on all
pictures any more than it would be for a
merchant to have a standard price for all
his merchandise. However, I always make
sure that the picture is good enough and
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Should the theatre change prices on larger
productions?
YES
A. J. Gibbons, Illinois theatre. Metropolis,
111.
R. G. Risch, New Scenic theatre, Appleton,
Minn.
Cecil Dye, Storm theatre, Oakland City, Ind.
Ritz theatre, Clarksburg, W. Va.
W. B. Fordyce, Little theatre, Selma, La.
Edw. J. Hiehle, Auditorium & Arcade theatres, Newark, O.
A. E. Andrews, Envporium Opera House,
Emporium, Pa.
W. L. Mack, Strand, Empire, Liberty & Palace theatres, Jonesboro, Ark.
R. S. Koser, Orpheum theatre, Lcwisburg,
Pa.
Russell D. Jones, Frankford theatre, Frankford, Dela.
C. B. Blake, Savoy theatre, Louisville, Ky.
Clyde U. Phillips, Grand
theatre, Stilwell,
Okla.
D. Stanley Brown, Lyric theatre, Blackville,
S. C, New theatre, Springfield, S. C.
D. A. Rhyner, Rialto theatre, Hebron, N. D.
Cecil Dupp, Royal & Co-Ed theatres, Arkadelphia. Ark.
H. A. Brummnnd, Lyceum & Princess theatres. Thief River Falls, Minn.
Ralph W. Kinne, Ideal theatre, Springfield,
Vt.E. P. Shupe, Pearl & Park theatres, S.
Lorain, O.
Anthony Shimko, Patio & St. Petersburg
theatres, St. Petersburg, Fla., Park theatre,
Tampa, Fla.
Phil J. Peiharich, Liberty theatre, Jerome,
Ariz.
J. P. Hanson, Home, Carter & Dale theatres. Long Beach, Cal.
H. Goldstein, Strand theatre, Sioux City, la.
W. W. Taylor, Taylor theatre. Pleasant Hill,
La.
Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite theatre, Placerville, Calif.
H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait, Calif.
O. Harrington, Stonewall theatre, Stonewall,
Miss.
William M. Mahoney, Sunset theatre. Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla.
Harold A. Zell, Cozy
NO theatre, Genesee, Ida.
A. B. Morfrison, Pantages theatre, Memphis,
Tenn.
S. B. Brock, Happy theatre, Happy, Tex.
E. P. Rudlin, State theatre, Easton, Pa.
Frank J. Murphy, Strand theatre, Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.
G-B Theatres Corp., Springfield, Mass.
W. J. Carter, Jewel & Santa Fe theatres,
Denver, Col.
Dave Hese, Granada theatre, Monte Vista,
Col.

big enough to stand an advance in admission. Ihave New York, Chicago and Minneapolis reports on every picture before I
play it. I have quite often advanced my
admission on pictures that were sold to me
as program pictures but after they were
made the reports showed them to be specials. On the other hand, I have often
played pictures that were sold to me as
specials and they turned out to be fliers
and I played them as program pictures of
a standard price. I consider the show business the same as any other business. I
believe in charging according to the quality
of the article that you have to sell. The
main point is to know what you are selling.
Any man or woman will pay a price for a
good article and be satisfied. It's like going
in a cafe and buying a porterhouse or a
round steak. If the customer gets what he
pays for he is satisfied, but be sure that you
are giving your people porterhouse steaks
and not round steaks. I have been in the
show business for ten years and I found
out in the beginning that to be successful
in this business you have got to know your
business or, in other words, know all about
the picture before you show and advertise
it. Quite often I get phone calls from
people asking about the picture that we are
going to show. If the picture is weak I tell
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them so. On the other hand, if I have a
good picture I tell them what I know about
it. This is a farming community and conditions like in most farming points are not
very good. Crops have been poor and the
price on most farm products is low. However, my business has kept up.
Ralph W. Kinne, Ideal theatre, Springfield,
Vt., 5,000 population.
I am unable to answer question No. 2 as,
of course, in small towns prices are never
raised for holidays or Saturdays. I do not
believe in charging prices on program pictures and believe in increasing them only
on
big specials
like "The and
Big others
Parade,"of "Ben
Hur,"
"Old Ironsides"
this
calibre. We have to increase prices on
these as we are unable to get by on a percentage proposition at regular prices. We
have tried it and it does not go. Many
exhibitors in this section raise their prices
on a two-day picture and have Saturday one
of the lowest priced days during the week
and I cannot see for the life of me why
they do it, as it means giving away your
Saturday business.
Phil J. Peiharich, Liberty theatre, Jerome,
Ariz., 4,000 population.
It seems impossible for prices to be same
for the reason that we are paying different
prices for productions anywhere from 500
per cent to 5,000 per cent, therefore, prices
cannot be the same or equal.
J. P. Hanson, Home, Carter, Dale theatres,
Long Beach, Calif., 140,000 population.
I think there should be a universal minimum price. I don't think specials should
ever be shown for ten cents. If ten cent
houses can't get specials (no matter how
old) they will be forced to raise. The hurt
to theatres raising prices on specials comes
from public opinion, when they see them
advertised for ten cents. Standard prices
would be hard to establish and unfair owing
to the run of pictures and the class of the
houses.
G-B theatres Corporation, Springfield, Mass.
My reasons for the above are that if you
charge more admission for a better grade
picture the people will not patronize the
theatre and we have found that it hurt our
business in not telling the public that we
are giving them a consistent program at
all times and holding the reputation and
standard of the theatre at all times the
same. A number of theatres govern their
admission prices by the amount of money
they pay for their productions, which is
not fair, because sometimes a picture that
costs less money is more valuable to the
box office.
H.

Goldstein, Strand theatre, Sioux City,
la., 75,000 population.
During the last two years we have been
getting the patrons of our theatre to know
that no matter how big the attraction was
the Strand admission always remains the
same. The result is that when we have a
program picture they did not patronize
thinking that it was not worth the admission at all. They got so they demanded
every program with the biggest of stars
and nothing else satisfied.
W.

J. Carter, Jewel & Santa Fe theatres,
Denver, Colo., 325,000 population.

All theatres, especially neighborhood theatres, should have one price at all times.
Juggling prices hurts. I have found it does
not cost any more for pictures shown on
Saturdays, Sundays or holidays. Have
shown quite a few large productions and
have found them very poor pictures and did
not go over, and to have charged more
admission would have ruined our basiness.
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Dave Hese, Granada theatre, Monte Vista,
Colo., 2,300 population.

W. Taylor, Taylor
theatre,
Hill, La., 950 population.

nPHE

know and understand "showmanship."
The best Theatres in the country are
using MILNE

Harrington,
Stonewall
theatre, Stonewall, Miss., 1,200 population.
It has been our experience that increase
in price on an above average production
tends to increase attendance; we have tested
both plans and find two standard scales
(according to the merit of the feature) are
better than one standard scale.
We find our patrons are "picture-wise"
and any increase on Saturdays or holidays
on an average program picture causes dissatisfaction. As stated above, we have more
attendance when we increase admissions on
larger productions — however, if the production is bought "in block" at the beginning of the season and is not as entertaining as was expected, we run it as a program
release.
■William
M. Mahoney,
Sunset
theatre. Ft.
Lauderdale,
Fla., 15,000
population.
It all depends, if the theatre is running
the same standard of attractions, yes. But
if the exhibitor is sandwiching in a superattraction during the week, he is certainly
entitled to a greater admission price.
Personally, I think the greatest destroyer
of good will is the kiting of the admission
prices on Sundays and holidays as a regular
thing. It is all right when you have an
attraction that is worthy of an increase in
the admission price.
I think an admission price should be
raised on an attraction that is worthy of
it._ Why not? You have to pay a greater
price for the best quality of any kind of
merchandise, why not moving pictures?
The best way to maintain a high standard
for your product is to maintain a Iiigh
purchase price.

Signs because they are con-

\anced that this "showmanship"
right in.

is built

Send u» the name of your theatre and let
us submit a colored sketch to you*— no obligation on your part.

Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite theatre, Placerville, C^if., 1,650 population.
In small towns prices should be higher
for super-attractions and a regular admission should be charged for program pictures.
Harold A. Zell, Cozy theatre, Genesee, Ida.,
800 population.
My answers are based on small town
patronage. A frequent change in price disgusts the customers as they do not know
what the admission will be until they reach
the box office. The difference in admission

O.

Made

■*- Electric Signs are the signs that sell.

Can't answer second question, but I find
it better to have the prices on Saturday and
holidays fixed according to program. I do
not think well of fixed prices for small
towns. Good program, make them pay for
it. I believe good shows and good prices.

H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre, Gait., Cal.,
800 population.
It seems to me that should be explanation
enough, but if not if I have to pay an extra
price for a large production, something big,
I can see no reason why I should not get
an advance price for same. Also, I can see
no reason for an advance in price for Saturdays and holidays.

brilliantly lighted Milne

They shout your show message to the
crowds that fill your theatre. They attract
attention for they are built by men who

Pleasant

is usually small. They'll pay 35c as quick
as 25c. Raise price on perhaps three of
the biggest pictures of the year.
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Signs That Sell!

To change prices hurts my business, before an^ after the show you raise your
price on.
Dave Deamas, Grand theatre, Douglas, Ariz.
In answer to your questions above, will
advise that if you can buy all pictures from
the producer at the same price, then you can
have a standard price at the box office.
Otherwise, it will be out of the question
to consider same.
W.

PICTURE

MILNE ELECTRIC SIGN COMPANY
614-618 Cherry St.
Long

Distance

Chicago Branch:

Phone

Craeeland

Milwaukee,
Grand

Wis.

7666

4352 Broadway
4289

MILNE
The Palace Orpheum, Milwaukee,
the brightest spot
<>a "The White

SIGNS

Changeable Letter Marquise or Canopies

Way."
LENS

B & L
TALKS
No. 6

lit:

LENS FOLLIES
No article of manufacture lends itself more readily
to
the salesman's
enthusiasm
"talking
than
a lens.
To this fact
must be for
ascribed
the points"
claims made
for this lens or that, many of them too mystifying
for words, others so obviously impossible as to serve
onl_\- to gi\'e him who knows a laugh.
Ti) the latter class belongs the claim for superiority
in respect to stereoscopic effect and for depth of focus.
Stcreoscopy absolutely requires one picture for one eye
and another for the other eye. Depth of focus depends
upon the speed decreasing with increasing speed. To
claim high speed giving high illumination, and extraordinary depth of focus in the same lens is one of
the perennial jokes of the lens business.
C'i;icphore
reproduce
the director,
screen with
the utmost Lenses
fidelityaim
the topicture
whichon the
the
camera man, and the actors labored hard to put on
llu- film. For the projection lens to aim at any other
end is to defeat ihcir efforts and would constitute a
ridiculous eifort to transfer the making of the picture
from the studio tc the motion picture theatre.
BAUSCH & LOME OPTICAL COMPANY
652 St. Paul St.
ROCHESTER, X. Y.
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SPOT

LIGHTING

LePaadceer's
C-14

SECTION

C-600

Keeping ever a step ahead in the production of the
finest effect lighting devices, Brenkert announces an
increase in distribution channels. The E. E. Fulton Company, B. F. Shearer Company, and National
Theatre Supply Company, are now shovfing the complete Brenkert line. Never in our history have we
shown so complete a line, nor so many advanced features, including booth and back stage equipment, spot
and flood lights.

C-503

Brenkert engineers may always be counted upon for
new developments in lighting effect devices. It is
emphatically our business to reduce operating cost, to
reduce labor of projectionists and to produce new and
original lighting effects and effect combinations which
will make our part of the program easily executed,
more successful, more profitable in dollars and cents,
more
attractive in good will and entertainment.

Get the Brenkert Illustrated Catalog

■/^t

A book every theatre should have — a complete catalog
of latest effect-lighting devices.

Wei

vV'i!-

MOS
C-505

"/'1<V^

Brenkert Light Projection Company
St. Aubin at East Grand Blvd.

Detroit, Mich.

WHEN

SELECTING A SCREEN

INVESTIGATE
THE ONLY AND ORIGINAL

NEW

AND

IMPROVED

BEADED

SURFACE

Great care should be taken in selecting a screen that will
produce the best results to every seat. The front and side
seats as well as the center and rear seats should be considered.

CRYSTAL HSie'^ CORPN
10316 Madison Ave.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Do You Employ a
Policeman
{Continued from page

18)

them, also standing in the passageway, was
the wife of Benson.
Benson came over to them and told them
they must secure seats, of which there was
ample supply. They told him they had seats
downstairs, were looking for a man and, as
soon as they saw him, would go below. Benson said, "All right," and moved away. Neallus made a remark about Benson which Mrs.
Benson overhead. She at once charged them
with calling him a foul name, which they
denied. Benson came back, and his wife told
him what he had been called, and he at once
told them to go out, and began to push and
drive them downstairs, using his club ; they
reached the orchestra floor, Brown having
jutnped ahead, and they then turned down the
stairs leading from the orchestra floor or to
the theatre entrance. As Neallus began to
descend the entrance stairs, Benson reached
down and struck him a hard blow with his
club on the back of the head. Neallus sued
the theatre owner for
* the
* *injury sustained.
The outcome of this litigation depended
upon whether or not Neallus had committed
acts in the theatre for which he was subject
to arrest by a duly authorized special policeman. If Neallus had been guilty of a breach
of the peace, the theatre owner is not liable
in damages. However, if Benson injured
Neallus not while he was attempting to make
an arrest, then the theatre owner is liable.
Moreover, it is important to know that an
"arrest" in this case is the legal right of Benson to detain Neallus for a sufficient period
to eject him from the theatre.
In other words, the term "arrest" does not
necessarily mean that a formal charge was
entered by the police department against Neallus.
In this case, the court held the theatre
owner liable in damages to Neallus because insufficient evidence was introduced to prove
that Neallus had committed a criminal act
or breached the peace for which Benson, as a
policeman, had power to make an arrest. This
court said :

"Benson could not have arrested Neallus
unless he had been guilty of a breach of the
peace in his presence. Caffinni v. Herman,
91 Atl. 1009. ... A more difficult question
would be whether the plaintiff (Neallus)
committed an offense against the law for
which he could be arrested or detained for a
longer time than was necessary to eject him
from the theatre. Did Benson arrest the
plaintiff? He did not so inform the plaintiff
or Brown, and they testified they were not
arrested that evening or after. ... If Benson
was at the time of the assault making an
arrest for the commission of a crime, he was
acting as a police officer, and the defendant
(theatre owner) would not be responsible,
although he used excessive force in so doing.
If he was not so acting, but had been employed to protect the business of the defendant (theatre owner) and to maintain order on
the premises and he was at the time discharging the duties of such employment but did
so in a negligent or wanton manner, the de* * *
fendant (theatre owner) is liable."
Theatre Owner Liable
For Authorizing Arrest
It is also well established that a theatre
owner is liable in damages where he prefers
charges against a patron and authorized an
unjustifiable arrest.
For instance, in the case of Marmorstein v.
State Theatres' Corporation, 140 A. 8, decided during the past few weeks, a patron
filed a suit against a theatre owner for assault and battery, false imprisonment and
malicious prosecution arising out of a dispute
which occurred in a motion picture and vaude-
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ville theatre. The icstimooi- indicates that a
theatre patron held a ticket for a reserved
seat. During the performance he left his
seat and when he started back, he was told
he could not go then, but to wait until the end
of the number. He waited until the end of
the number, and then went down to his seat.
Shortly afterwards a young man usher came
to him and said, "You think you are a privileged character?" The patron said, "No."
Then the young man said, "Well, I will see
you
at the
end of
thiswith
aft."
At the endwho
of
the act
he came
down
a policeman,
took him to the manager of the theatre, who
said to the officer, "Take him out." The
officer called up the police station on the telephone, the patrol wagon came, and the manager instructed the usher to go to the station and make a charge of assault and battery
against the patron. The charge was made,
but afterwards was dismissed. During the
trial, the testimony disclosed that when the
patron attempted to walk to his seat at the
end of the act, a couple of ushers tried to
hold him. However, he pulled away and
walked to his seat, but did not attempt to
strike the ushers. The lower court held the
theatre owner liable in damages, and the
higher court sustained the \erdict, saying:
"The testimony * * * shows, if believed
(and the jury had a right to believe it) that
the defendant's (theatre) employes laid hands
on the plaintiff (patron), that he was substantially taken into custody in the theatre,
turned over to an officer by the direction of
Keale (manager) and taken down to a police
station where a formal complaint was made
against him by Keale's express instructions.
Keale's authority in the premises as the executive of the theatre was shown by his own
testimony. Therefore, it is quite apparent
that although this arrest was made by a police
officer, the theatre owner was held liable because its manager authorized the police officer
to make the arrest."
In view of the previously decided cases, a
theatre owner is not liable for injurious acts
committed by a regular police officer in a
theatre but he is liable if he causes the patron
to be arrested without justification. Moreover, the theatre owner is not liable for injuries effected by a special officer (who is
employed by the theatre and who has police
powers conferred by the proper police authorities) when he is in the act of arresting the
patron unless such officer is authorized to
make the arrest by the theatre owner or manager, when in fact the patron has committed
no act which legally subjects him to arrest;
or for injuries inflicted by a common theatre
workman who has special police powers conferred by the proper police authorities, providing the injury is effected while the officer is
in the act of arresting or ejecting the patron
for doing a criminal act, or any other act, as
breach of the peace, for which he may be
legally arrested by a regular police officer.
However, if the theatre officer is not a special policeman, with powers conferred by
proper police authorities, that is, merely a person employed by the theatre owner to maintain order, then the proprietor is liable in
damages for injuries inflicted by such an officer as a result of using undue force in maintaining order or ejecting a patron.
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Stage Equipment
ANOTHER
STEEL

CLARK

INSTALLATION

AND ASBESTOS FIRE CURTAIN
COUNTERWEIGHT SYSTEM

New Forrest Theatre
Philadelphl\, Penn.
Herbert J. Krapp, Architect

PETER CLARK
INC.

544 West 30th Street, New York
Orchestra
• Console
- Stage Lifts
Counterweight Systems - Fire Curtains

"SATISFIED USERS
SPELL SUCCESS"

* * *

Validity of Contracts Made
By Letter or Telegrams
Another common source of litigation among
theatre proprietors arises when disagreement
exists, as a result of passage of letters and
telegrams, whether or not a valid contract is
made.
Since the law relating to this subject is seldom explained, few theatre owners are correctly informed of the laws which govern
the validity of contracts made by correspondence. Usually this class of contracts comprise two or more communications. The
(Continued on page 52)
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An Americanized Cinema in Far Off China
Modern

equipment installed by Shahmoon & Company in New Capitol theatre which has
been completed after two years of construction in Shanghai.

May 12, 1928
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Decorative scheme and boxes in Shanghai' s new Capitol.

Orient Modernizes Its Theatres
^A. L. Giles in the accompanying letter describes the new Capitol theatre in Shanghai. A study of the
pictures and a reading of Mr. Giles article will convince one of the fact that the modern theatre is a
reality in the Far East.

Says
J^j.^

We have pleasure in enclosing
herewith a few photos of our
"^^ Capitol theatre just comGiles'
pleted in Shanghai with a seating capacity of 900 persons
which we trust may be of sufficient interest for you to include in your
well known paper.
The theatre took two years to build
and is situated in the center of the downtown business section of Shanghai, the
first to be built in such a location. It is
contained on the ground floor of an eight
story building, over the theatre being
offices and residential fkts.
The theatre is fitted with an air condi-

Entrance

to the stalJs

tioning and cooling plant, the first to be
fitted in any theatre in the Far East, and
is heated by oil burners. All of the lighting is indirect and controlled by dimmers, thus avoiding ej^e-strain caused by
the sudden change from darkness to
light.
A large stage, 45 feet deep and 53
feet wide with proscenium opening of 32
feet, has been provided and it is intended
to pioduce pla}'s and prologues.
A large organ will later be installed
and featured.
The owners are S. E. Shahmoon &
Company, a most progressive firm who
plan to build other cinemas in China.
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Border
Lights
Foot Lights
and Cove Lights
in the remodeled
WORLD
Theatre
Omaha, Neb.
AFTER a careful investigation the
World Realty Co., Omaha, Neb.,
selected Belson equipment when they
remodeled the World Theatre.

LET us figure
• Equipment
theatres.

Our engineering department will cooperate with you and your architects in
working out the most effective lighting
at the lowest cost and the most economical operation.

Their order was executed with our
usual promptness and the Belson
equipment is giving complete satisfaction.

Send
Representatives
All Over the Country

BELSON

on ALL Your Lighting
for either new^ or old

for

our

circulars.

MFG. CO.

804 Sibley Street, Chicago

records of previous cases show that usually
the first letter, message or telegram contains
an offer from one party to do a certain thing
at a stipulated price.
It is important to know that if the recipient
simply accepts the offer without modification,
or otherwise submitting a counter offer, a
vaHd contract is made, and each party is immediately bound by the agreement.
However, if the person who receives a proposal fails to accept it in full, or writes saying that he agrees to the offer except for certain changes, he is not bound by the acceptance, unless the person who first submitted the
offer writes and accepts the counter offer in
all of its details.
Therefore, under certain circumstances, a
valid and binding contract may comprise several offers and counter offers which, however,
results in considerable difficulty in determining whether the agreement made by the several communications is valid. For this latter
reason, the case of Day v. Ferguson, 263 Pac.
126, decided during the past few weeks, is
unusually important, because the law relating
to contracts made by communications is well
illustrated.
* * *
The facts of this case are that the owners
of the Ferguson Brothers Stock Company,
being desirous of booking an engagement for
their dramatic show, sent to the owner of the
Dome Motion Picture theatre, the following
telegram :
"Can offer Ferguson Brothers stock company open first week February, 4 weeks or
longer, three bills a week, terms fifty-fifty,
guarantee company share three hundred and
seventy-five dollars each week, eight people.
Address Stratford Hotel.
"Ferguson Brothers."
The Dome theatre immediately answered by
wire as follows :

Decoration and Equipment
To

Insure a Successful House
Must
— be designed to harmonize with the architectural scheme
— be carefully selected to secure pleasing comfort and restful relaxation.
Midwest Unified Service Covers Every Requirement of Building — Decorating— Equipment — Furnishings.
A Scientific Service Harmonizing the Work of Architect — Engineer —
Contractor — Decorator and Equipment Men.
Ornamental plaster — Painting — Draperies — Rugs — Lighting Effects —
Equipment from the ticket booth to the pipe organ.
One Contract — Speedier Progress — ^Co-Operative Work
Write for Estimates

MIDWEST

ENGINEERING
&
CONSTRUCTION

CORPORATION

209 S. Third Street
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Main 2033

"Can use your bill opening February 11, as
"Dome

per letter.

theatre."

On the same day the Dome theatre dispatched the following letter :
"Ferguson Stock Company, Flouston, Texas
— ^Gentlemen : As per my wire of today, I
could book you for 4 weeks, starting Feb. 11,
on condition I do not have to spend too much
money to run your show. This house has not
taken in less than from $1,000 to $7,000 per
week for months. We are a picture house, and
could not stop the matinees ; therefore it would
be necessary to use pictures or you give two
shows daily to keep my people ; I do not
know whether that would pay you or not.
Also, we have only two men at present, both
of whom are good on the stage, but cannot
for one month's time build scenery. Now, in
a nut-shell, if you care to come with the above
accommodations, two stage men, scenery on
hand, with a $300 guarantee per week, let me

* * *

Upon
of this theatre
letter, :Ferguson Brothers thus receipt
wired Dome
"Jan. 20, 1925 :— Letter just received, two
know."
stage
hands, scenery on hand satisfactory.
We carry special scenery, can decide on matinees on arrival. You furnish pictures, as per
letter. Four weeks' engagement, starting
Feb. 11. Terms fifty-fifty, guarantee company
share on each week three hundred and twentyfive dollars. This is the lowest. Remember
weThe
haveDome
a bigtheatre
jump to
Lawton."as follows :
answered
"Can use four weeks as wire Jan. 20 and
letter. Mail contract."
Now, it is important to observe that the
Dome theatre in this latter telegram accepted
the
terms in
of the
the Ferguson
offerexact
submitted
Jan. 20 Brothers'
telegram.
Therefore a valid contract existed, irrespec-
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tive of the offers and counter offers submitted in previous letters and telegrams.
After Ferguson Brothers had arrived at the
Dome theatre, a "jazz" orchestra was employed
to play during the Ferguson Brothers performance, itbeing mutually agreed between
the parties that each party was to pay onehalf of the expense of the orchestra. However, the owner of the Dome theatre became
dissatisfied with the orchestra and endeavored
to have Ferguson Brothers employ another.
Upon refusal of the latter to do so, eleven
days after the show started, the owner of the
Dome theatre prohibited Ferguson Brothers
from continuing its show for four weeks, as
specified in the contract.
Then the latter sued the Dome theatre for
$3,250 damages. The court held the Dome
theatre liable and explained the law on this
subject in the following language :
"It is well settled that letters and telegrams
may constitute a complete contract, but they
must be complete within themselves. No contract is complete without the mutual assent of
all the necessary parties to all of its terms.
So long as the negotiation remains open,
neither party is bound ; the one may decline
to accept or the offer may be withdrawn by
the other. The offer of acceptance as modified or added terms would be a new or counter
proposal, and would require an acceptance,
according to its terms, before it could be said
that a contract has been made. The consent
must be mutual, and consent is not mutual unless the parties all agree upon the same thing
in the same sense. ... In determining whether
or not a contract is made by correspondence
and telegrams, the entire correspondence must
be looked into, and if a bona-fide intention
of both parties to come to a definite agreement is shown, it should be construed, if possible, as to constitute an agreement rather
than to defeat one. . . . We believe the letters
and telegrams referred to did constitute a
binding agreement between the parties."
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Remote Control
Kiiegl Spotlights
COMPLETE

and

entire operation

of Mazda

type Kliegl

Spotlights— including the control of four color frames —
can now be accomplished from any desired point. The Spot
light itself may be located wherever requirenients dictate —
frequently in concealed and inaccessible places — and the electric
control may be positioned wherever it is most convenient for the
operator. A group of Spotlights can be simultaneously operated
just as easily as one.
Write for full details.

LIEQL ii
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Coding

32t West 50th Strew
NEW

YORIl.bt.>&

New Speed Change
Pulley Invented by
Blizzard Fan Maker
Announcement has just been made by
F. C. (Fred) Largen, manufacturer and
patentee of the Blizzard Fan, of the perfection of the Oilectric Speed Change
Pulley, which, as the name implies, is an
oil pulley electrically controlled.
Every working part, it is said, is immersed in oil, thus making the pulley positive in every respect — positive results, positive electric remote control, positive response.
The Blizzard company is now manufacturing two types — F and P. Type F
will be for all makes of fans up to and
including 7^ horsepower, while Type P
is for machines using a greater horsepower.
The announcement of this new product
recalls to the mind of the writer the work
of Fred Largen years ago before his invention of the Blizzard Fan. The writer
was a youngster in those days and the
greatest thrill each day was to go hand in
hand with Mr. Largen and inspect the
intricate workings of the electric plant
which he was operating.
Even in those days his inventive genius
was apparent.
— Shreck.
BOSSIER CITY, LA.— Dr. R. O. Carter has
awarded contract to J. C. Ray for two-story brick
theatre and office building, 75 by 100 feet, to be
erected on Cain street.
Estimated cost, $30,000.
WORCESTER. MASS.— C, I. Smith, 30 Windsor
avenue. New Haven, Conn., has contract to erect
two-story brick theatre on Main street for Universal
Realty Trust Company. Cost estimated to exceed
$150,000.
WINSTON-SALEM. N. C— J. P. Pettyjohn &
Company, 212 Eighth street, Lynchburpr. Va.. has
contract for theatre, with Beating capacity of 3,200.
to be_ erected at Fourth and Marshall streets, for
Carolina Building Company. Inc. Estimated cost,
$1,000,000.

Every theatre should have this
emergency lighting system and
advertise the fact, thereby
building
up a safest
"reasontowhy"
is best and
attendit
that particular house.

EMERGENCY
LIGHT PLANT/
i9 low In cost— ibioluttly dept^nd&ble — automAtlo In action.
It li an Inveitment
oxponw — not an
Roth Brothers £ Co.
MAnufu^turora of Actodtvtors
Chloaoo. III.
Export Dcputmont. 44 \MilKtuU St.
Dlatrlbuton New
In allYorkprincipal elUc*
Also
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Super-Lite Screens
KNOWN

THE WORLD OVER AS HAVING
BEST REFLECTING SURFACE

-/- SUPER-UTE
SCREENS

THE

EASY ON THE EYES
Made of Strong Duck — All Sizes
Up to 18 X 24 Without a Seam
— Are Practically Indestructible

for

PERFECT
A. PROJECTION jr

Super-Lite Screens Give Best Projection Results. They Retain Their
Brilliancy for a Long Time. They Produce a Brilliant Picture That Is
Soft and Clear. Every Detail in the Film, Every Tone Quality and
Color Value Is Enhanced on a Super-Lite Screen.
ASK
FOR
OF YOUR

DEMONSTRATION
NEAREST DEALER

by

C. S. Wertsner & Son
211-221 N. 13th St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Distributors in Principal Cities
Note to dealers: Some territory open. Write for details

FOR
MAKE

BETTER

THE SUPERIOR

PROJECTION
PROJECTOR
YOUR STANDARD
It has exclusive features not found in
other projectors and
several other distinguished qualities that
make for the character of projection you
have so long sought.

Our circular, "Facts and
Features,"
for it today.tells why. Send

Manufactured

by

Coxsackie Holding
Corporation
Coxsackie, N. Y., U. S. A.

Superior "R
Pr"ojector
Type

The tendency among theatres, hath
large and small, throughout the
country is to modernize. Evidence
of this encouraging situation is
found in the many installations
of equijiment re^^orted by leading
manufacturers.
Heywood- Wakefield Company
Theatre Seats
Rex theatre, Hutchinson, Minn.
Lucas theatre. Savannah, Ga.
Rialto theatre, Chickasha, Okla.
Theatre Fort Moultrie, Charleston, S. C.
New Music Box theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Midway theatre. New York City, N. Y.
A. H. Blank theatre, Cedar Rapids, la.
Orpheum theatre, Pocatello, Idaho.
Orpheum Circuit, Inc., new theatre, MemWestphis, Englewood
theatre, Chicago, 111.
Tenn.
Great States Theatres, Inc. (Publix) Empress theatre, Decatur, 111.
Joelson theatre, New York City, N. Y.
York
Mr. City.
Alfred Zukor's private theatre. New

and be convinced that the SUPEIR-LITE has all the good points
combined in one screen

Manufactured

May 12, 1928

College theatre, South Bethlehem, Pa.
Civic Auditorium,
Seattle, Wash.
Langley theatre, San Bernardino, Cal.
Rialto theatre, Rockford, 111.
Finkelstein & Ruben theatre, Moorehead,
Minn.
Graham theatre, Sheepshead Bay, L. I.
Tivoli theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Principal Theatres, Inc., Ventura, Cal.
New Majestic theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Great States Balaban & Katz new theatre,
Waukegan, 111.
Playhouse theatre, Hicksville, L. I.
Capitol theatre, Lawrence, Mass.
Monarch theatre, Farmington, Mich.
Williams theatre, Oxnard, Cal.
Pantages theatre, Tacoma, Wash.
Pantages theatre, Fresno, Cal.
Maui Amusement Co., Kahului Maui, H. I.
Bungalow theatre, Weatherford, Okla.
J. P. Seeburg Piano Company
Organs and Pianos
New Luna theatre, Byesville, O.
Savoy theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Pastime theatre, Warren, Ark.
Queen theatre, Wharton, Tex.
Gem theatre, Wichita Falls, Tex.
Strand theatre, Gulf, Tex.
Liberty theatre, Lewisville, Tex.
Ord theatre, Ord, Neb.
Grand theatre. Cooper, Tex.
Gem theatre. Cooper, Tex.
Creighton theatre. Fort Wayne, Ind.
Princess & Dixie theatres, Mayfield, Ky.
American Mirror theatres, Moline, 111.
Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Crescent theatre, Sour Lake, Tex.
Reliance theatre, Orangeburg, S. C.
Liberty theatre. Greenwood, S. C.
North Newton theatre, Newton, N. C.
Iris theatre, Salisbury, N. C.
Empire theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
Goldens theatre, LaGrange, Ga.
Independence theatre, Chicago, 111.
Colonial theatre, Springfield, O.
Francis theatre, Chicago, 111.
Regent theatre, Cleveland, Miss.
Rex theatre, Joplin, Mo.
Palace theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Princess theatre, Victoria, Tex.
Port William theatre, Carrollton, Ky.
Mecca theatre, Dayton, O.
Alamenta theatre, Alamogordo, N. M.
Palace theatre. South Pittsburg, Tenn.
Alhambra theatre, Dayton, O.
(^Continued on page 56)
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Rare Old
Tapestries
in New
Portland
Theatre
old tapestries, original paintings of
RARE
some of the great masters and magnificent pieces of statuary gathered from
the art centers of the world, are among the
first things that meet the eye on entering the
new Portland theatre, Portland, Ore., operated by West Coast Theatres, Inc., and PublixLoew.
The theatre was constructed at a cost of
$1,425,000. It was constructed by the Portland Paramount corporation formed by J. A.
Charlesworth, who is also president of the
corporation. DeYoung & Roald, Portland
architects, supervised the construction of the
theatre as associates of Rapp & Rapp of Chicago and New York, who designed the structure. L. H. Hoffman of Portland had the
general contract.

* * *

As one enters the foyer he is impressed with
the color harmonies, warm and inviting, yet
all of soft tones. The foyer extends for a
distance of 90 feet from the street entrance.
Mirrors and chandeliers set off the color. Beyond the foyer are three grand lobbies, one
above another, and from them lead many
entrances to the orchestra and balcony seats.
The theatre has a seating capacity of nearly
4,000, and so arranged that from each is obtained an unobstructed view of the stage.
The stage is one of the most interesting
features of the theatre. It is what is known
as an automatic or "flying stage," and is in
fact a stage within a stage, and can be raised,
lowered and moved freely about over the
standard or major stage. It has been installed
at a cost of $30,000.
There are five tiers of dressing rooms back
stage, all with outside windows, and all completely equipped and furnished. There are
stairways as well as elevator service to each
tier. Also the dressing rooms are provided
with private phone system and amplifiers from
the stage so that actors may keep in touch
with the progress of the show. The rooms
are equipped with tile showers and special
illumination for makeup is at hand.
Accommodations for patrons include a
cosmetic room for women, which is equipped
with French dressing tables, mirrors and has
maids and hair dressers in attendance, large
luxurious lounge, club rooms for men with
huge fireplaces, telephones, radio and phonographs with servants in attendance.
There will be elevator service to the balcony.
Besides the regular audience in the pit, there
will be a smaller orchestra in the grand lobby.
A double console Wurlitzer organ has been installed.
For the first time in Western theatrical construction the light fixture contract has been
given to a firm here the J. C. English company who secured the $34,500 contract.
The fixtures in the grand lobby include the
main chandelier which weighs over 1,700
pounds, is 23 feet over all and contains 181
lights. It has a spread of 8 feet, contains three
glass brackets and two tiers of lights.
Each

The

new

West

Coast-Puhhx-Loevj

of the lower arms supports 14 lights and the
upper arms support eight.
The main chandelier is banked on either side
by smaller chandeliers, miniatures of the larger
one. They are 15 feet over all with a spread
of four feet and weigh 700 pounds and contain 108 lights each. Around the walls of the
grand lobby are myriad brackets of beveled
gold. Each bracket contains two solid brass
arms with 13 lights • each.
• •
The inner lobby or foyer, is carried out in
a motif of French renaissance. There are
two main lighting fixtures suspended from
the ceiling. Each fixture contains six glass
brackets and six arms carrying 16 candles on
each arm. Each figure has silk velour drapes
co\ering the heavy hanging support. An art
glass dome with six brackets around the sides
completes the illumination in this room.
In the main auditorium two large fixtures
hang on either side of the ornamental chains.
They are 27 feet over all, weighing approximately 1,500 pounds and contain 59 lights each.
There are also four large brackets, two on
either side of the stage, each nine feet over all
and composed of four sections of leaded art
glass each containing 2^1 lights. These fixtures
are covered with crystal trimmings.
In the balcony section are six fixtures each
weighing 250 pounds. These, too, are of
leaded glass each containing 24 lights. These
fixtures arc covered
with crystal trimmings,

theatre

and at the top and jjotiom are center bands
containing 22 glass roundels. They have glass
grape trimmings with a total of 47 lights in
each fixture. Six brackets along the walls
are similar to the large fixtures. The latest
type of switchboard makes possible complete
control of all lights in the theatre.
An interesting idea of the scope of construction may be gained from a partial list
of materials used. Alaterial in the building
includes 70,000 common brick, 350,000_ faced
brick for exterior decoration, 12 tons of steel,
600 yards of concrete, 350,000 feet of light
steel shapes, 42,000 square feet of plaster
casting, 6,000 square feet of scagiola, 18,000
yards of metal lath, 450 tons of plaster and
900 tons of sand.

• • •

The following well-known firms furnished
the various
and made this wonderful theatricalequipment,
palace possible:

CONTRACTORS
PORTLAND
"PUBLIX"
THE.\TRE
Gener.il Contractor — I.. H. Hoffm.in
Company.
Architects
Rapp
& Rapp,
Chicago
(De\oung
Roald,
local — rep.).
Ventilating — rox & Company.
Plumbing — Fox & Company.
Decorations — Armstrong 8: Powers.
Brick Work — Dorney 4 Hogan
Company.
Plaster Work — Hogan 4 Comp.iny.
Elec. Wiring — Jagger-Scroufe
Company.
Elec
Fixtures — J. C English
Company.
Galvanising — Grand Sheet Metal Works,
(Continued on {•ape 60)
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Modern
Installations
The tendency among theatres, both
large and small, throughout the
country is to modernize. Evidence
of this encouraging situation is
found in the many installations
of equi^iment re'^orted by leading
manufacturers.
(Continued from page 54)

THE

HIGH INTENSITY
REFLECTOR ARC

Type
HJ.R.

For Motion Picture Projection
The latest and greatest step forward in the development of High Intensity
projection.
Snow White High Intensity Light. 60 Amperes equal in screen illumination to
120 amperes with the older High Intensity Lamps. Gives more and better light for
current expended.

HALL

& CONNOLLY,

129 Grand Street

INC.
New York City

FOR
ARC
LAMP
OPERATION ONLY
Strong Full Wave Rectifiers
IN 15 OR 30 AMPERE

SIZES

Not a battery charger. Designed
to function efficiently — without
noise or attention.

No Heat
No Breakdowns
May be installed between reels
Made

and guaranteed by

The Strong Electric Company

2501 Lagrange Street
ti

f>
Toledo,
Ohio

You can't go wrong with a Strong

Tivoli theatre, Valparaiso, Ind.
Alhambra theatre, Elwood, Ind.
Casino theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.
Home theatre, Rantoul, 111.
Armory theatre, Clarinda, la.
Pastime theatre, Woodward, Okla.
Queen theatre, Brownsville, Tex.
Lyle theatre, Lyle, Minn.
Columbia theatre, Clinton, Ind.
Grand theatre, Robertsdale, Ala.
Rex theatre, Starkville, Miss.
Bonton theatre, Jackson, Mich.
Frank's Chain theatre, Abbeville, La
Bedford theatre, Bedford, Va.
Conrad theatre, Breaus Bridge, La.
Isis theatre, Bristol, Va.
Texas theatre, Brownsville, Tex.
Clark National theatre, Cleveland
Strand theatre, Cullman, Ala.
Princess theatre, Cochran, Ga.
O.
Lyric theatre, Wooster, O.
Gem theatre. West Helena, Ark.
Home theatre, Somerville, Ind.
Palace theatre, Pocahontas, Va.
Grand theatre, Newberry, Mich.
Carwel theatre, Monterey, Tenn.
Star theatre Co., Mansfield, Pa.
Grand theatre, Madison, Ind.
Williams theatre, Leland, Miss.
Princess theatre, Leroy, 111.
New Gem theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
Lyda theatre. Grand Island, Neb.
Liberty theatre Co., Inc., Eunice, La
Majestic theatre, Dewar, Okla.
Clinton Carpet Company
Car{)et Cushion
Midelburg theatre, Logan, W. Va.
Imperial theatre, Charlotte, N. C.
Imperial theatre, Asheville, N. C.
Endert theatre. Crescent City, Cal.
President theatre, San Francisco, Cal.
Aztec theatre, Enid, Okla.
Marlow theatre, Helena, Mont.
Avalon theatre, Olympia, Wash.
Riverside theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis.
Fountain
Square
theatre,
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Mission theatre. Mission, Tex.
Loew's theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Publix theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.
Sheboygan theatre, Sheboygan, Wis.
Minneapolis
theatre, Minneapolis,
Minn.
Loew's theatre, Columbus, O.
Venetian theatre, Racine, Wis.
LeRose theatre, Jeffersonville, Ind.
Granada theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
O.
Fayette theatre, Washington C. H.,
Grand theatre, Cincinnati, O.
Uptown theatre, Louisville, Ky.
Iowa theatre. Cedar Rapids, la.
Benton theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
J. H. Channon Corporation
Stage Rigging Hardware
New theatre of Rochester Theatre Company, Rochester, N. Y., complete
rigging
equipment.
Englewood Masonic Temple, Chicago,
111., installed by Acme Scenic Studios,
Chicago, Channon stage equipment.
LaSalle Peru Township High School,
LaSalle, 111., Channon stage equipment.
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Gary Memorial Auditorium, and Horace
Mann School, Gary, Ind., installed by
Chicago Stage Equipment Company, Chicago.
Community theatre, Baltimore, Md. (J. F.
Dusman), two electric draw curtain machines and tracks.
Lyric theatre, White River Junction, Vt.,
installed by Novelty Scenic Studios, New
York City.
Channon Stage equipment.
New theatre for Ironwood Amusement
Company, Ironwood, Alich., installed by
Twin City Scenic Company, Minneapolis,
Minn.
New
Riverside
theatre
(Orpheum
Circuit), Milwaukee, Wis., a new type draw
curtain track, electric nigger head winch,
cyclorama arms, grand piano truck.
The Page Organ Company
Theatre Organs
New installations in new theatres in the
following cities:
Bangor, Pa.
Detroit, Mich.
Berea, O.
Hanover, Pa.
Washington C. H., O.
Homestead, Pa.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Elida, O.
Celina, O.
Lowell, Mich.
East Stroudsburg, Pa.
^
Lebanon, Pa.
Wooster,
O.
Marion, O.
Monroe, Mich.
Nazareth, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Continental Studios, Inc.
Theatre Decorators
Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Hamlin theatre, Chicago, 111.
Lexington theatre, Chicago, 111.
Varsity theatre, Evanston, 111.
Sheridan theatre, Chicago, 111.
Grand theatre, Wheaton, 111.
New Terminal
theatre, Chicago, 111.
Tiffin theatre, Chicago, 111.
Embassy theatre, Chicago, 111.
York theatre, Elmhurst,
111.
Ridge theatre, Park Ridge, 111.
West Englewood theatre, Chicago, 111.
Wilson theatre, Chicago, 111.
West End theatre, Chicago, 111.
Warner's
Orpheum
theatre,111. Chicago, 111.
Monroe theatre,
Chicago,
Manor theatre, Chicago, 111.
Portage Park theatre, Chicago, 111.
Logan Square theatre, Chicago, 111.
Metro theatre, Chicago, 111.
Rose theatre, Chicaeo, 111.
Hamilton theatre, Chicago, 111.
Princess theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.
Valley theatre. Spring Valley, 111.
Fox & Rialto theatres, Joliet, 111.
Princess theatre, LaSalle, 111.
Fountain
Square
theatre,
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Ironwood theatre, Ironwood, Mich.
G. Reising & Company
Floral Decorations
Loew's New theatre, Richmond, Va., and
the floral work on all of the atmospheric
theatres designed by John Eberson.
Geo. Kilgen 8C Sons, Inc.
Theatre Organs
Shelton theatre, Shelton, Conn., 2 manual.
Crown theatre, Lowell, Mass., 2 manual.
Wades theatres, Morehead City, N. C, 2
manual.
Argonne theatre, Belair, Md., 2 manual.
Theatre at Bridgeville, Pa., 2 manual.
Citizen theatre, Brazil, Ind., 2 manual.
Capitol theatre, Portland, Ore., 2 manual.
Endert theatre. Crescent City, Cal.
Leola theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Caton theatre, Catonville, Md.
Strand theatre, Hackettstown, N. J.
Strand theatre, Scottdale, Pa.
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Reproduce Pipe Organ Company
Theatre Organs
Orpheum
theatre, Neosho,
AIo.
Grand theatre, California, Pa.
Smith theatre, Des Moines, la.
Grand theatre. New
Lexington,
O.
Majestic theatre, Crooksville, O.
Cornell Square, Chicago, 111.
Dorbrandt theatre, Jacksonville, Tex.
Norwood
theatre, Birmingham,
Ala.
Typhoon Fan Company
Ventilating Eqwj)nient
New National Democratic Convention
building, Houston, Tex., installation consisting of four 12 in. fans and four 8 in.
fans with a total capacity of 60,000 cubic
feet of air each minute, reversible type to
blow in or exhaust and all units with ten
speeds of control.
Newark theatre, Newark, N. J., air conditioning having a capacity of 150 tons of
refrigerated air, installation well under way
and will be turned over on May 15.
New Capitolio building, Havana, Cuba,
installations consisting of 10 eight foot
diameter fans and 12 laree centrifugal
blowers, one of the units to be arranged
with air conditioning.

WORLD
The Voigt Company
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Artistic Lighting Fixtures
Lansdale theatre, Lansdale, Pa.
Collingswood theatre, CoUingswood, N. J.
Granada theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Royal theatre, Columbus, Ga.
Hope theatre. Providence, R. I.
E. W. Albertson's theatre, Kane, Pa.

Student Managers Hear
Lectures at Light Plant
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— Students of the
Moving Picture Theatre Managers Institute
spent considerable time last week at the Edison Lighting Institute at Harrison, N. J.,
studying the value of light and color, and how
it can be practically applied to the theatre.
A lecture and demonstration course was laid
out for the student theatre managers. Among
the subjects were "Color and Music," "Stage
Lighting," "Light Measurement and Units,"
"Color Medium for the Theatre," "Auditorium
Lighting," "Sign and Marquise Lighting," "Incandescent
Projection Lamps,"
and for"The
Psychology and
-Symbolisms
of Color
the
Motion Picture Theatre."

PUROTONE
ING DEVICE'^if^>nf>'^^^^«^>''^
WyW.Wy THCATI^r CfVNEI\
Cue yCMr pictures iutelli^eritlp. The best musical
talcFil ailujaijs aLva[ilafc>le.

iL4TTEI\ <AE>INET C

LOU

SAMMS

r«"^ ^r^i!

Designing — Painting — Draperies
Creators of Scenic Effects

SCENIC
Radium Effects and Novelties

tD'
^/^l^oona°Request

Samples

177 North State Street
CHICAGO,

ILL.

STUDIOS
Serving rcpresrntntive presentation
honses
throughout
the
country
307 West 47th St.

N(\s

York

Citv
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For Personality
in Your Ushers'
Appearance

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen
Picture Glms vary as well as current conditions.
Vuur projectionist can adjust his arc eurreni to
always give you a clear, bright plctura If you
equip with PERFECTION. Current saving also U
u result of PEilFECTION equipment, for he need
not us« full current till the actual projection Is
marted.

SNAPPY uniforms reflect the
personality every theatre man
depends upon for the popularity
of his theatre.
Snap and quality are two patronbringing features of Maier-Lavaty uniforms. Your audience
is flattered by the attendance of
snappily dressed ushers. For the
different — and smart uniform, let
us show you some models.
We zvill be glad to furnish you with
a catalog and information on the servicing of unifomsin your neighborhood.

REMOTE

Paramount
City
York
City Theatre — New
City
lllalto Theatre — New
York

Quality Built

Klvoli

Theatre — New

Theatre — New

York

Publli
N. Y. Theatre — Buffalo.
NewN. Y.
Capitol — Blnghamton.
Keith's

Theatre— Philadel-

Carman

Theatre — Pbilsdel-

CO.

by

Theatra

HOFFMANN
387

Chicago, 111.

York

Cohan

Loew's State Theatre — Newark. N. J.
Loew's
Texas
Theatre —
Houston.
Texas
Loew's 86th St — Brooklyn,
N. Y.State — Columbus. O.
City
Loew's
Astor Theatre — New
York

Uniforms

2139 Lincoln Ave.,

RHEOSTATS

Loew'B
York State
City Theatre — New

Sold

MAIER-LAVATY

CONTROL

4n Ever Growing List of Satisfied Uter»:
City
City City86th
York
St.— New
Roxy
Theatre — New
York rroctor's

phia
P RocheUe.
r o o t 0 r'sN. Theatre
— New
Y.
phia
Proctor's
Theatre — W h 1 t e
Plains, N. Y.
Fox's
Washlnetoa
— Washington. D. C.
—and
Supply

»th»rt

& SOONS

Mfg. Division
First Avenue

Contracting

many

Dealers

New

York

Electrical
Engineers — Moving
ture Theatre Electrical
Specialists

Qty
Pic-

Louie'' Orlove
Is Promoted by
Midwesco Chain

L. W. Orlove, or "Louie" as he is called
by his friends, has gained additional promotion after an enviable career with the Saxe
Amusement
Enterprises.
"Louie," who has been purchasing agent
for Midwesco, the successor to Saxe Enterprises, has been appointed manager of the
Mirth theatre in Milwaukee.
Being purchasing agent of a circuit of SO
theatres was a hard enough job to interest
Orlove, of course, but what he always
really wanted was a house of his own.
And now, though only 27, he's got one,
which is fair enough for everybody concerned.
His promotion is due to the fact that
after all he is a "showman," with the quotes
referring to the peculiar ability of that class
of people to sense what the public does and
does not like. Besides that, his experience
as a buyer of what a theatre needs, makes
him a manager who knows materials and
values. And besides that, it must be added,
Orlove is rabidly ambitious. Thus is his
rapid rise explained.

New Deflector by
Arctic Harmonizes
with Surroundings
The

original Arctic Nu-Air Dual Deflector was granted patents on the basic
claim of diffusing air both vertically and
horizontally by means of blades so placed
as to deflect the air currents in the desired
directions.

DRAPERIES
MOTION PICTURE SETTINGS
SCENERY

The company now announces a new
Dual Deflector (design patents), which, it
is stated, is a distinct improvement over
the former device, for it is so constructed
that the blades, regardless of their position,
present a symmetrical appearance and in
no way detract from the appearance of the
deflector.
In addition, this new Deflector, it is
announced, has a handsome frame in simple
carved design, which harmonizes with the
decorative
treatment
of the interior.

A Few Recent Installations
Harris's South Hills Theatre
Dormont, Pa.
Lyric Theatre
White River Junction, Vt.
Tuxedo Theatre
New York City

Leo Heerwagen Sails
for Vacation Abroad

Palace Theatre
Lorain, Ohio
Every
order
personally
Faithfully performed.
Inquiries

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— Leo Heerwagen, for
many ment
years
the Company,
sales departof the associated
Marr and with
Colton
has

supervised-

Invited

Reserved

Seat Tickets: tor Theatres

ment enterprises. Folded
machines.

Roll and Book

Machine

ami all amuseTickets: for all

Strip Tickets: for every

left for a vacation in Europe. Heerwagen
will tour through Germany, France and Italy
before returning to his duties in the New York
office.
Mr. Marr and Mr. Colton were in New York
to
wishon Heerwagen
"bon voyage" when he
sailed
the S. S. Muenchen.

purpose. \^'e supply the leading; the.ilres and amusement enterprises all over the country. Write for
samples and prices.

Bijymf

340 West 41st Street
New York City

"WILLIANIS
&

FORT

SMITH,

ARK.

Specialists in i\nntbered Printing: Since 1898

Ralph Grant in Charge
of Evenheeter Sales
(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, May 8.— The Cramblet Engineering Corporation of Milwaukee, has engaged Ralph Grant, formerly sales engineer
with the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, to handle all of the work in connection
with the sale of Evenheeter equipment, for the
automatic heating of pipe organ chambers.
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Millions in New Theatres and in
Modem Installations
BETTER

THEATRES

Monthly Survey of Construction

Picture Theatres Planned
DOTHAN, ALA. — Alabama Amusement Company.
Rupert Richards, president. New Orleans, La., is
reported planning to erect theatre. Estimated cost,
$100,000.
ELDORADO, ARK.— McWilliams Family has plans
by E. M. Kolben, Exchange Building, for two-story
brick, stone, terra-cotta and reinforced concrete theatre to be located at Cedar and Jefferson streets, 65
by 160 feet. Estimated cost, $150,000.
CULLENDALE, ARK.— W. W. Henderson plans to
erect one-story brick theatre on North avenue, with
seating capacity of 300.
SAN RAFAEL, CAL.— J. Albert, Fourth and B
streets, has plans by Reid Brothers, 105 Montgomery
street, San Francisco, Cal., for two-.story concrete
and terra-cotta theatre and store building to be located on Fourth street. Theatre will have seating
capacity of 1,500.
Estimated cost, $150,000.
CATALINA ISLAND (Mail Wilmington), CAL.—
Catalina Island Company, D. M. Renton, general
manager, has plans by Weber & Spaulding, 627 South
Carondelet street, Los Angeles, Cal.. for three-story
brick and reinforced concrete theatre, dance hall and
auditorium, 230 by 230 feet, to be located on Avalon
street.
Estimated cost, $300,000.
GLENDALE, CAL.— J. A. Menard, Brand Building, is reported will erect theatre, with seating capacity of 1,250. Architect not selected. Estimated
cost, $150,000.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.— N. DeFrancesco, Crown
street, has plans by L. J. A. Julianelle, 42 Church
street, for one-story brick, tile and marble theatre
to be located on Main street. Estimated cost, $150,000.
L.-VKE WALES, FLA.— Princess Realty Company
has plans by George E. Jacobs for theatre, with
seating capacity of 1,000.
Estimated cost, $100,000.
CUTHBERT, GA.— M. L. Lee plans to erect a modern theatre.
HUMBOLDT, lA.— W. B. Franke plans to erect
one-story brick moving picture and vaudeville theatre. Estimated cost, $25,000.
MANCHESTER, lA.— E. W. Williams has plans
by O. W. Latimer & Company, 804 Securities Building, Cedar Rapids, la., for two-story brick moving
picture theatre, store and apartment building. Estimated cost, $75,000.
DE KALE, ILL. — De Kalb Theatre Company, Dale
Libheit, manager, has plans by Elmer F. Behms,
605 North Michigan avenue, Chicago, ill., for oneitory brick theatre. May mature this summer. Estimated cost, $175,000.
MUNCIE, IND.— G. Challis has plans by A. M.
Strauss, 415 Cal-Wayne Building, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
for five-story brick and reinforced concrete theatre
and hotel building, 125 by 195 feet. Estimated cost,
$500,000.
HAMMOND, IND.— Hammond Theatre Corporation,
William Kleihege, 816 Hohman street, contemplates
erecting theatre at 617 Hohman street. Architect
not selected.
BODGE CITY, KANS.— Otto Theis and George S.
Howell contemplate erecting two-story brick theatre
at Twelfth and Walnut streets. Architect not selected.
Estimated cost, $100,000.
BOSTON, MASS.— M. M. Kalman, 294 Washington
street, is preparing plans for two-story brick theatre,
store and office building, 120 by 120 feet, to be located on Huntinjrton avenue, near Gainsborough
street.
Owner withheld.
Estimated cost, $500,000.
FRANKLIN, MASS.— A. H. Morse Estate, W.
Mitchell, trustee, has plans by R. T. Jackson, 77
River street, Boston, Mass., for two and three-story
brick theatre, store and office building to be located
on Main street.
Estimated cost, $150,000.
JACKSON, MICH.— W. S. Butterfield Theatres,
Inc., W. S. Butterfield, president, 605 Insurance Exchange Building, Chicago, III., has plans by John
Eberson, 212 Superior street, Chicago, III., for contemplated moving picture theatre. Site not selected.
Estimated cost, $500,000.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.— Frank P. Allen & Son,
463 Houseman Building, is preparing plans for oneBtory frame moving picture theatre. Owner and exact
location withheld.
Estimated cost, $50,000.
FLINT, MICH.— A. Eisman, care Richard Theatre,
Lelth street, has plans by G. Bachman, 313 Flint P.
Smith Building, for two-story brick and terra-cotta
theatre, store and office building. Estimated cost,
$150,000.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Philip J. Scheck, 1 North
Holiday street, has leased building at 312 West Baltimore street, which he proposes to convert into theatre.
CATONVILLE, MD.— The Alpha Theatre, E. W.
Cashmyer and R. E. Kanode, lessees and managers,
has opened with first-class picture policy. House has
Beating capacity of 600.
GULFPORT, MISS.— Syndicate forming has plans
by T. R. Scott, Seybold Building, Miami, Fla., for
two and five-story brick, stone and reinforced con(Continued on page 62)

Ll'iKT TO RIGHT: D. C. Millward, president of North^vestern Film Compuny and also of Capitol Theatre Corporation, Portland; R. C. Peacock, manager of Seattle branch of National Theatre Supply Company; W. C. Gowen, vice-president of Olympij ln\estnient Company; Attorney F. R. Benz for Capitol
company,
and O. H. Dulton,
assistant
district sales manager
for National
Theatre
Supply.

The officials of the Capitol theatre (below) sign the contract with yational
for the complete installation of equipment in the new Portland house. The
equipment includes a Kilgen organ.
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Raven Company Starts
Suit Charging Violation
of Patents on Screen
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, May 8.— Suit has been
entered in the United States District court,
by the Raven Screen Corporation against a
New York equipment distributor for seUing
a motion picture screen composed of textile
fabric and rubber, which is being put on the
market bj' a screen manufacturing concern of
Chicago. The Raven Company claims that
this screen is an infringement on Raven
patents.
In a statement issued by the Raven firm,
"all persons are warned not to manufacture,
of?er for sale, sell or use any projection screen
composed mainly of textile fabric and rubber,
as described and claimed in United States
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Patent No. 1,315,743, which is not manufactured and marked with the registered trade
mark of the Raven Screen Corporation," and
that legal action will be taken against all persons violating their claims under the above
mentioned patent.

Business Trend Upward,
Building Firm Reports
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, O., May 8.— Midwest Engineering and Construction Corporation of
this city reports an upward trend of business. This service, extending into many
sections of the country, embraces the combined work of architect, engineer, contractor, decorator and equipment men. The
company is headed by Colonel Gustav
Hirsch, consulting engineer.

3
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tage Equipment

Console - Orchestra - Stage Elevators

Motion

Picture Patents My

Rules for Ushers Are
Presented by Manager
Who Previously Was One
Joseph Goetz, manager of the State theatre, K-A house in Dayton, uses "ten commandments" for his ushers to follow. Goetz
used to be a K-A usher, and the following
are the rules growing out of that experience:
1. Be courteous, polite and helpful to all
patrons, especially direct your attention to
the old, feeble, and crippled who need a
helping hand in assisting them to their seats.
2. Always be neat in appearance, shoes
shined, hair combed, and collar clean. Remember the first impression the patron gets
of the theatre is from the usher.
3. Conduct yourself as a gentleman. Do
not hold unnecessary conversation with
your fellow ushers. Stay at your post of
duty. Speak in quiet dignified tones so as
not to attract attention from those patrons
seated near you.
4. Remember you can lend to the atmosphere of the house with your cheery,
polite "Single please," "Double please" to
the patrons as they enter.
5. "Please" is magic. Use please in all
cases. A patron never tires of the word.
ronage.
It paves the way to longer and better pat6. Do not give attention to lady friends
while on duty. It lends only to a bad ap-

Fire Curtains
Counterweight System
Motor Driven
Cycloramas
Hydraulic Chec\
Light Bridges

532-540 W. 22nd St.
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PATENTS

William N. Moore

pearance.
7. Always know where your seats are
located, where you have singles, doubles,
etc.
8. A gentleman controls his temper.
Keep cool when an unsatisfied patron is
discouraged with the location of his seat.
9. Know your theatre. Know each exit
and be familiar with fire drill tactics and
how to handle any situation that may arise,
using judgment and holding your head when
all about you is commotion.
10. Respect the rules and orders of your
superior.

Rare Old Tapestries
in New Portland

Patent Attorney
Loan and Trust Building
Washington,
D. C.

(Continued from page SS)
Chairs — Heywood Wakefield Company.
Organ — Wurlitzer Company.
Sign — Electrical Products Company.
Marble — Schanen Marble Works.
Wrought
Iron — Bayer
Construction
Company.
Structural
Steel — Poole, McGonigal
Company.
Face Brick — Willamina
Clay Products
Company.
Cast Stone — Ernest Thomas Company.
Glass Work — W. P. Fuller Company.
Carpet — Olds Wortraan
& King
Portland,
Ore.,

The first important step is to learn
whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention with
$5.00, and 1 will examine the pertinent
U. S. patents and inform you w^hether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost
and manner of procedure. Personal attention. Elstablished 35 years.
Copyright
Trade-Mark

your

play

$5.00

your goods or titles $30.00

GRIFFIN FILM
CEMENT
A new Film Cement for Studios, Motion Picture Theatres
and Film Exchanges.
Patches made with this cement
will not dry out, buckle up or
pull apart.
Write for descriptive circular and
special introductory
price
Manufactured by

F. B. GRIFFIN
Oshkosh, Wis.

HOUR
SEFliVlCE

CIRCUS HAROLDS

PRoowms

0RT6$PO5T6ft5
EXHIBITORS
Printing
Service
711 South Dearborn Street
CHICAGO,

ILL.

4,000
yards.
Marble
— Vermont Marble Co., Tacoma, Wash.
Elevators — Kaestner Hecht Elevator
Co., Chicago,
111.
Automatic Stages — Automatic Stage Appliance Co.,
224 Fremont St., San Francisco.
Refrigerating Machinery — Brunswick,
Krochel
Co.,
Chicago, 111.
Heat Control — ^Johnson Service Co., Portland, Ore.
Fans— Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N. Y. (Seattle
Rep.).
Electric

Switchboard — Metropolitan

Electric

Co.,

Seattle.
Electric Switchboard— Frank
Adam
Electric Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Electric
Switchboard — Major
Electric
Equipment
Co., Chicago, 111.
Hollow
Metal Doors — United Metal Products Co.,
Chicago, 111.
111.Usher Signal System — Acme Electric Co., Chicago,
Orchestra
Equipment — Gallagher
Orchestra
Equipment Co., Chicago, 111.
Carpets
Purchased
from
—
-Albert
Pick
Co.,
Chicago,
111.
Electric Lamps— Graybar Electric Co., Chicago, 111.
Projection Room Equipment — Chicago Cinema Co.,
Chicago, 111.
Rubber Mats — U. S. Rubber Co., Portland.
Hauling
and Transfer — Pihl Transfer
& Storage
Co., Portland.
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Automatic Tilting
Opera Chair Urged
By Fire Conference
(Special to the Herald-World)
OTTAWA, May 8.— Delegates from all
parts of Canada attending the annual conference of the Dominion Fire Prevention association at the Chateau Laurier dealt with numerous features of direct interest to exhibitors.
The association decided to recommend to
the various provincial governments the adoption of automatic tilting opera chairs for new
theatres or where old orchestra seats are to
be replaced. A sample of the automatic tilting seat was demonstrated at the convention
and was endorsed because of the manner in
which it afforded ready passage between the
rows.

* *

*

There were general discussions regarding
the admission of minors to theatres, obstruction of theatre exits and entrances, the use
of nitro-cellulose film in unlicensed premises
and other subjects.
Donald Dear, inspector of the Ottawa fire
department, declared that he had no objection
to the admission of children to theatres where
proper supervision was taken. He brought up
an interesting point, however, in advocating
that all ushers in theatres should be provided
with flashlights or battery lamps which were
to be carried by the theatre attendants at all
times, even when they were going up and
down the aisles.

* *

*

It was the moment after a theatre had been
plunged into darkness or any emergency had
taken place that was the dangerous one, he
said. If three, four, five or more theatre attendants had flashlights which could be used
instantly, the situation could be controlled, he
argued. Inspector Dear pointed out that some
theatres already made a practice of having
ushers carry flashlights at all times during a
performance, the lights being attached to belt
straps. These theatres were to be commended.
E. P. Heaton, Ontario fire marshal, advocated uniform fire drill signals in <;chools, theatres and other public buildings.
MT. EPHRAIM, N. J.— National Engineering &
Construction Company, Box Building, Philadelphia,
has contract to erect two-story brick and reinforced
concrete theatre and store building, 80 by 150 feet,
for T. Lazario, 1541 Mt. Ephraim avenue, Camden,
N. J. Estimated cost, $150,000.
ELIZABETH, N. J.— Owner, care H. A. Hamilton.
369 Lexington avenue, New York, has awarded separate contracts for seven-story brick theatre and office
building, 100 by 200 feet, to be erected on North
Broad street.
Estimated cost, $200,000.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.~Haverstick & Berthwick,
Schafl Building, have contract for one and two-story
brick and reinforced concrete theatre, 73 by 190 feet,
with seating capacity of 1,440, to be erected at
Forty-third and Chestnut streets, for Felt Brothers,
1518 Walnut street.
ALICE, TEXAS.— Mrs. Rufus Hobbs has awarded
contract to E. B. Jackson. Corpus Christi. Texas, for
one-story brick, stucco and concrete theatre and store
building, 92 by 120 feet. Estimated cost. $33,523.

and MOVING

By HARRY
sts and members of
200 projectioni
SOME
the American
Projection Society, together
with their wives and sweethearts, turned
out at the Astor hotel at midnight April 14
to do honor to F. H. Richardson at a dinner
and dance tendered F. H. by the Society.
Richardson was heartily lauded for his constructive efforts in behalf of better projection
and everybody had a good time.

* *

* *

*

Carl Fulton made a brief visit to his New
York office and then jumped the rattler for
the South, where he declared he would make
arrangements for the opening of a Southern
district office of the E. E. Fulton Company.

* *

*

Frank Bowen of the New York theatre
seating division of the Heywood-Wakefield
Company, spent several days at the executive
offices of the company in Boston.

* *

*

Lester Isaacs, supervisor of projection for
the Loew circuit, has left New York and is
headed for sunny Los
Angeles.
*
>K
^
P. A. McGuiRE, advertising manager of the
International Projector Corporation, addressed
the Washington chapter of the American Projection Society on April 26.

* *

E. HOLQUIST
NOLLY and H. H. Stoll, projectionist of the
B. F. Keith-Albee theatres, was given at the
Albce theatre in Brooklyn.

* *

*

Emil Friedlander, vice-president of DaziEurope.
ans.
Inc., has recently returned from a trip to

* *

*

J. C. Enslen, of the World Ticket & Supply Company, accompanied by Mrs. Enslen,
left New York recently for a trip to the Continent.

* *

*

Walter Hirschfeld, engineer of the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company of Chicago, was a visitor in New York at the offices
of the National Theatre Supply Company.

* *

*

Don McCray, of the J. E. Mc.AuIey Manufacturing Company, Chicago, is in New York
on business matters.

* *

*

Ernest Reif, secretary and treasurer of the
Raven Screen Corporation, will make a two
months' tour of the Continent on a trip in
which he will combine business with pleasure.

* *

*

Ed Wolk, of the Chicago Cinema Equipment Company, is in New York, having returned from an extended trip through the
Northwest. Mr. Wolk reports that conditions
on the West Coast are in a flourishing condition.

*

A fine demonstration of a new high intensity spot lamp developed
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F. H. Goodwin, of the Willey Sign Company, Detroit, makers of Perlite directional
signs, has been spending several weeks in New
York on business matters.
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Millions to Be Spent
for New Theatres
(Continued from page 59)
Crete theatre and hotel building, 160 by 200 and 50
by 160 feet.
Estimated cost, 5350,000.
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C— Paul Abraham plans to
erect theatre on Waughtown street. Estimated cost,
$10,000.
RANDLEMAN, N. C— The Playhouse has been reopened by Dick Teague with pictures.
BELMAE, N. J.— C. B. Cook, Asbury Park. N. J.,
is preparing plans for theatre, dance hall and bath
houses to be located on the ocean front. Owner
withheld.
HAGKETTSTOWN, N. J.— A. C. Sherrer and
H. A. Ajemian plan to erect one-story brick theatre, store and community building, 80 by 150 feet,
to be located on Main street. Estimated cost, $150,000.
BAYONNE, N. J.— Wolcott Holding Company has
plans by H. Adelman, 494 Broadway, for two-story
brick theatre, with seating capacity of 1,500, to be
located on West Eighth street. Estimated cost,
$150,000.
PLEASANTVILLE, N. J.— William Freihofer,
Twentieth street and Indiana avenue, Philadelphia,
contemplates erecting brick theatre. Architect and
site not selected.
VENTNOR, N. J.— Owner, care William Freihofer,
Twentieth street and Indiana avenue, Philadelphia,
has plans by Magaziner, Eberhard & Harris, 603
Chestnut street, Philadelphia, for one-story brick
theatre, with seating capacity of 1,500, to be located
at Ventnor and Martindale avenues. Estimated cost,
$200,000.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.— M. J. DeAngelis, 49 East
avenue, Rochester, N. Y., is preparing plans for one
and two-story tile moving picture and vaudeville
theatre, including stores and apartments, to be located
on South Salina street.
Estimated cost, $300,000.
PLAINFIELD, N. J.— William Pfau Company has
plans by Alfred M. Kroff, 203 Park avenue, for proposed new theatre to be located on West Front street.
Estunated cost. $100,000.
SALAMANCA, N. Y. — Schine Theatre Company,
North Main street, has plans by Victor Rigaumont.
1540 Broadway, New York, for theatre and store
building to be located on Main street. Cost to exceed
$■150,000.
NEW YORK. N. Y.— Weeks Avenue Construction
Company, 3489 Jerome avenue, plans to erect theatre at Gerard avenue and 161st street, 230 by 386
feet. Estimated cost, $900,000.
BUFFALO. N. Y. — Bagg Amusement Corporation,
Grove Bagg, president, 1514 Main street, has plans
by Bacon & Lurkey, 997 Main street, for four-story
brick theatre and office building to be located on Main
street, near Ferry.
Estimated cost, $150,000.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Jeffersonian Holding Corporation. A. Frybush, 706 Mutual Building, has plans
by L. Greenstein, 1334 Prudential Building, for onestory brick theatre to be located on west side Jefferson street, near Glenwood.
Estimated cost, $150,000.
ITHACA, N. Y.— Harry S. Clark, care Happy
Hour Theatre or 934 East State street, has plans by
J. Peters. 139 East State street, for one-story brick
moving picture theatre to be located on East Seneca
NEW
YORK,
N. Y.— Eden Cinema
Theatre, Inc.,
A. Tini, secretary, 1560 Broadway,
has plans by P.
B. LaValle, 505 Fifth avenue, for proposed new
theatre.
Estimated cost, $3,000,000.
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Highbridge Realty Corporation, N. H. Scheneck, president. 1540 Broadway, has
plans by Thomas W. Lamb, 644 Eighth avenue, for
brick theatre and store building, 199 by 205 feet,
to be located at 4140 Broadway. Estimated cost,
$1,250,000.
GALION, O. — Canton Development Company has
plans by W. A. Rabold. Inc., Martin Building, Canton, O., for two-story brick moving picture theatre.
Site withheld.
Estimated cost, $100,000.
JACKSON, O.— Joseph and Robert Stern, Ironton, O., has plans by Ralph Murray, Masonic Building, Ironton, O., for contemplated brick theatre and
store building to be located on Main street. Probably
mature this summer.
ROSSFORD, O.— Alfred A. Hahn, Close Building,
Toledo, O., is preparing plans for two-story brick
moving picture theatre, store and office building.
Owner withheld.
HAMILTON, O.— Jewell Photoplay Company, J.
A. Schwalm, president, Rialto Theatre Building, contemplates rebuilding burned theatre on Second street.
Architect not selected.
COLUMBUS, O.— The new Ohio theatre, one of the
twelve in the Loew de luxe group, has opened with
feature pictures and presentation acts.
HOLLIS, OKLA. — J. H. Coley and associates have
plans by Hawk & Parr, Cotton Exchange Building,
Oklahoma City, Okla., for three-story brick and stonetrim theatre, 50 by 125 feet.
Estimated cost, $20,000.
MIAMI, OKLA. — Commerce Mining & Royalty Company plans to erect two-story brick and reinforced
concrete theatre, 130 by 150 feet. Estimated cost,
$150,000.
MIAMI, OKLA.— G. L. Coleman has plans by Boiler Brothers, 114 West Tenth street, Kansas City, Mo.,
for two-story
fireproof theatre, 120 by 150 feet.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Tom Hutchinson, 118
West C street, has plans by W. J. Laws & Company,
First National Bank Building, for two-story brick,
stone and reinforced concrete theatre. Estimated
cost, $30,000.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— William I. Charr, 1001
Chestnut street, is preparing plans for one and twoBtory brick moving picture theatre, with seating
capacity of 1,000, to be located at Sixty-fourth street
and Woodland avenue.
Owner withheld.
PITTSBURGH, PA.— H. J. Shapiro, 5813 Phillips
avenue, contemplates erecting theatre at 1616 Broadway. Architect not selected. Estimated cost, $100,000.
COLLINGDALE. PA.— Marcu= A. Benn, 419 South
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1.660,335. FILM-MOVING MECHANISM FOR
CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS. Juan Sasire
Pocovi, Barcelona, Spain. Filed April 24, 1925,
Serial No. 25,628, and in Spain, Nov. 7, 1924.
1 Oaim.
(CI. 88
18.6.)
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A. M. Longoria for fireproof theatre, 50 by 70 feet,
to be located at Sixteenth street and Sixteenth avenue.
Estimated cost, $18,000.
EVERSON, WASH. — Reported that the Liberty
theatre will reopen as a moving picture house, under
the management of Carl Gritch.
MARTINSBURG, W. Va.— F. Vernon Aler U Interested in promoting and financing theatre, store
and office building. Wants to get in touch with architects. Estimated cost, $500,000.
WELCH, W. VA. — Brewster Realty Company (a
D. Brewster, D. Scott and others) , has plans by William W. Watkins for contemplated theatre, with &eating capacity of about 1,500.
Estimated cost, $200,000.
PHILIPPI, W. VA. — New Grand theatre has opened
with pictures under the management of Robert
Corath.

Contracts Awarded

Feed mechanism for cinematographic films,
comprising a frame having a projection aper*
ture, positive means for withdrawing on each
feed movement of the mechanism a length of
film equal to the distance between the centres
of successive images on the film, film gripping
means disposed in position between the said
frame and the said positive film withdrawing
means and adapted to grip and to prevent return movement of the film during the feed
movement thereof, means such as an eccentric
for the actuation of said film gripping means,
an arm pivotally mounted in position between
the said frame and the said gripping means,
and adapted at its outer end to engage the
film to eiTecl the feed movement thereof, the
said arm having a stroke in excess of that
necessary to bring successive images on the
film into alignment with the said projection
aperture, a second arm pivoted upon the same
axis as, and fixedly connected to the said arm
first referred to, a rotatable element, a crank
pin mounted upon the said rotatable element
and adjustable radially thereon, and a rod con>
necting the said crank pin to the said second
arm, substantially as hereinbefore
described.

Forty-ninth street, Philadelphia, has plans by Hoflman-Henon Company, Finance Building, Philadelphia, for one-story brick moving picture theatre,
with seating capacity of 950. to be located on Parker
avenue, between
Felton and Lincoln avenues.
EDGEWOOD. PA.— Herman Lindeman and Paul
Huhn. 1024 Milton avenue, Swissvale, Pa., contemplate erecting two-story brick theatre and store building at Braddock avenue and Hutchinson street. Architect not selected.
PITTSBURGH, PA.— Mercantile & Theatre Properties. Inc., Thirteenth and Chestnut streets, Philadelphia, has plans by HofTman-Henon Company,
Finance Building, Philadelphia, for one and two-story
brick and terra cotta trim theatre and store building
In be located on Penn avenue, near Euclid street.
Estimated cost, $2,000,000.
SWARTHMORE, PA.— -Owner, care A. Margulis,
246 South Fifteenth street, Philadelphia, has plans
by Magaziner, Eberhard & Harris, 603 Chestnut
street, Philadelphia, for theatre and store building
to be located on Chester road, near Rutgers avenue.
Estimated cost. $750,000.
ASHLAND, PA.— J. V. Schreck, Temple Theatre
Center,
has plans
by W. H.'
1505 toRace
street,
Philadelphia,
for one-story
brickLee,
theatre
be located
on Center street.
PITTSBURGH, PA.— William Lando, care Lando
Realty Company, 331 Fourth avenue, plans to erect
two-story brick theatre and office building at 1851
Center avenue.
PHOENIXVILLE. PA.— J. A. Waxman, 510 North
American Building, and B. Dintenfass, 263 South
Fifteenth street, Philadelphia, plans to erect onestory brick theatre at southwest corner Bridge and
Main streets.
Estimated cost, $150,000.
ALTOONA, PA.— The Lyric theatre has been reopened as a moving picture house by August Bair,
formerly manager of the Colonial theatre.
BRANCHVILLE, S. C— F. M. Bryant, owner of
the old Majestic theatre, has remodeled and reopened
the house under the name of Imperial.
BRISTOL, TENN.— C. A. Goebel and associates
plan to erect theatre at State and Progress streets,
with seating capacity of 1,800.
BIG SPRING. TEXAS.— R. R. Theatre Enterprises,
2009 Jackson street, Dallas, Texas, has plans by W.
Scott Dunne, 301 Melba Building, Dallas, for threestory brick and reinforced concrete theatre. Estimated cost, $75,000.
CARJIIZZO SPRINGS, TEXAS.— Will N. Noonan
Company are preparing plans for one-story frame,
brick front and concrete theatre, 60 by 100 feet.
Estimated cost, $10,000.
CUERO, TEXAS.— Rubin Frels plans to erect theatre on site of Muti Hotel property.
McALLEN,
TEXAS. — Jacob
Garze has plans by

SAN RAFAEL, CALIF.— A. D. Disston. Hearst
Building, San Francisco, Calif., has contract for reinforced concrete theatre and store building to be
erected for A. McKevitt. care Clausen & Amandes,
Hearst Building, San Francisco, Calif. Estimated
cost, $165,000.
PRINCETON, IND.— Gibson Hotel & Realty Company has awarded contract to Ostrom Realty Company, People's Bank Building, Indianapolis, Xnd., for
brick theatre, store and office building. Estimate<i
cost, $150,000.
NORTH KANSAS CITY, MO.— North Kansas City
Development Company, N. M. Fitch, chief engineer,
Commercial Building, has awarded general contract
to Fritzler & Hufford, 3735 State line, for two-story
brick moving picture theatre and club house to b«
erected at Armour and Swift avenues.
KANSAS CITY, MO.— J. C. Nichols Companies.
Commerce Trust Building, will erect reinforced concrete theatre at Forty-seventh and Wyandotte streets,
with seating
capacity of 2,500, by day labor. Estimated cost, $750,000.
BOSTON, MASS.— C. Canner, 45 Milk street, has
awarded contract to B. Steinberg, 6 Beacon street,
for two-story brick and stone trim theatre, store and
office building
be erected on Meridian street. Estimated to cost to
$150,000.
♦JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.— James Cummings, Norwich, N. Y.. has general contract to replace burned
theatre at 20 North Market street with new onestory brick building for William Smalley, Cooperstown, N. Y.
Estimated cost, $75,000.
PITTSBURGH, PA. — Stanley Company of America,
1916 Rice street, Philadelphia, has awarded contract
to Hoffman-Henon Company, Finance Building, Philadelphia, for one and two-story brick, terra cotta and
stone trim theatre, including balcony, to be erected
at Penn and Euclid avenues. Estimated cost,
$2,000,000.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN. — Reliance Investment
Company has awarded contract to John Parks, both
Hamilton National Bank Building, for theatre to be
erected at 626-28 Market street. Estimated cost,
$138,000.
McALLEN, TEXAS. — Jacob Garaze has awarded
contract to A. M. Longoria to erect theatre at Sixteenth street and Sixteenth avenue. Estimate cost,
$18,000.
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.— Pitts Realty Company
has awarded contract to E. G. Heflin for two-story
brick theatre. 50 by 225 feet. Estimated cost,
$100,000.
MONROE. WIS. — Lorenz-Redding Company, 10
North Clark street, Chicago, 111., has contract for
two-story brick and stone trim theatre, store and
apartment building, 40 by 80 by 165 feet, to be
erected
North
Jackson boulevard for syndicate.
Estimatedon cost,
$300,000.
STEVENS POINT. WIS.— Lorenz-Redding Company, 10 North Clark street, Chicago, 111., has contract for three-story brick and stone trim theatre,
store and apartment building, 120 by 240 feet, to be
erected on East Main street. Estimated cost.
$525,000.

The Wipe-Out System
in Decoration
(Continued from

page

13)

to produce the olive effect and adding the
green to the sienna to get the tan. The decorator should start coloring with the green on
an upper corner, say along a strip 12 inches
wide, the color being brushed thin aloiig the
edges. Then leaving a space about six inches
wide, the tan is applied, also along a strip
12 inches wide, brushing it out thin toward
the edges. When the surface is thus covered,
the colors are blended with a large, dry brush,
being mingled diagonally in the white or neutral space. When dry, the blend will be perfect. The stencil is then applied, with the
paint tinted in as desired.
In subsequent articles, during which I intend
to take up the problems connected with decorating specific parts of the theatre, I shall also
go into other phases of the two-color and
wipe-out system, submitting also an over-all
design and showing how what is usually regarded as extremely difficult work, such as
the painting of floral designs, may be done
quickly
— andeasily.
that is to say economically — and
also rather

)
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1,657,678. FILM CLIP. PhiUp J. Kirwan,
Glenwood Springs, Colo. Filed May 14, 1927.
Serial No. 191,388.
5 Claims.
(CI. 24
259.)
4. A film clip comprising a length of spring
material having relatively broad ends and bent
into U-form, each arm of the U having struckout therefrom inwardly directed tangs, the
tangs of each arm being offset with relation
to the tangs of the other arm, each arm having an opening for the passage of the tangs
of the other arm, each tang having its free
end reverted in spaced relation to the body
thereof and pointed.

and MOVING

PICTURE

IV. To furnish part of the scenery or setting for an act: One of the most effective
stunts where motion pictures were combined
with an act was used as a prologue for Buster
Keaton's "The Navigator" November 19, 1924.
The stage set was a scene laid under the sea
with an ancient wrecked ship in the background. A singer costumed in a diving suit
was the principal figure in the act. He was
suspended on wire cables and was raised and
lowered while singing "Asleep in the Deep." A
gauze drop was used at the front of the stage,
upon which was projected underwater scenes
taken from the feature "Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea." This of course contained a variety of fish swimming to and fro
and made the scene which was lighted from

63

1,659,176. PICTURE-PROJECTION FILM.
Edgar D. Tillyer, Southbridge, Mass., assignor
to American Optical Company, Southbridge,
Mass., a Voluntary Association of Massachusetts. Filed May 12, 1923. Serial No. 638,446.
5 Claims.
(CI. 88
24.)
4. A projection member having a picture
formed of opaque areas on a transparent field
by deposits of a whitish salt.

Continued

Novel Projected Presentations ♦
more laughs to follow at each performance.
See Cut No. 1, on page 34.
III. To bridge over from an act or prologue
to the feature immediately following: The
prologue to "What Price Glory" ended with a
soldier facing the audience from center stage,
giving a bugle call. A special film was previously made of the bugler. By moving the
camera toward him while taking we gradually
came close enough so that the bell of the
bugle filled the whole aperture. The action
I of the presentation was worked out in this
manner. At the close of the prologue the stage
lights were slowly dimmed and the picture
was projected on a gauze drop so that the real
bugler appeared to fade into his own picture,
and then to come closer and closer to the audience. At the point that the bugle filled the
stage opening the feature was started (standard size). The title came on in the center
of the bugle and the bugle slowly faded off.
The gauze was then raised, disclosing the regular screen. This approach scene of the bugler
was made to closely resemble a similar scene
shown later in the picture. In another instance projection was utilized to create realism in the forepart of an anniversary prologue
and again in the same act to bridge over to
the feature which followed. The opening
scene on the stage was a drop depicting the
front of a typical old nickelodeon. This drop
was raised, disclosing the interior. To add
realism a long focus objective lens was used
to project a 9xl2-foot picture on the miniature
screen of the theatre set. The scene then
changed to a full stage set, in the center of
which was a large birthday cake. Motion
picture film had previously been made of the
birthday cake. This was projected on a gauze
drop front stage as the stage lights faded and
continued to run while the screen was being
lowered back of the gauze and until the gauze
was raised, disclosing the regular screen with
the picture already started. This made a
smooth and pleasing transition from the prologue to feature without any waits or dull
seconds between.

WORLD

the sides in a deep blue green
realistic.

appear very

"The Honeymoon Express" was the title
given to a combined film and stage act which
was presented with very good success. The
idea was to have a scene on the stage of a
full size observation platform of a passenger
train. Around this were to be projected scenes
taken from a train in such a manner as to
give the appearance of the car passing through
continually changing scenery. All film libraries
were combed in an effort to find suitable
scenes on film but with no success. It was
necessary that the scenes used be taken from
the front of a train and that the track photographed be exactly m the center of all scenes
used. First about 1,200 feet of film was taken
over the Adirondack division of the New York
Central. Many good scenes were obtained.
The resulting positive had to be trimmed to
700 feet to eliminate certain places where the
track ahead moved a trifle off center while we
were going around curves. A short motion
picture was then produced showing two couples leaving a hotel amid the usual hilarity
after a wedding. They were followed to the
station and shown boarding a train.
Then a scene of the train pulling out and
fading away in the distance was taken. All
of this first part was shown as a regular
motion picture on the standard screen. As
the train passed away and the picture faded
out the screen was quickly raised, disclosing
the stage set of the observation platform with
the actual persons who had been previously
shown in the picture seated on the platform,
singing. On either side and above and below
the observation car was stretched a screen.
This was also carried out on the floor in front
of the car. Upon this screen was projected
the scenes previously taken from the engine,
enlarged to fill the stage opening, of course,
and also arranged to project on the floor in
front of the car so that the moving tracks
could be seen. It was necessary to use a
special aperture plate for the projector upon
which these scenes were run. This aperture
had an opaque projection which was carefully
filed to the proper dimensions to prevent the
picture from being projected upon the train
itself. See Cut No. 2 on page 34.
The platform was then lighted with spots
and floods with separate effect projectors. No
stage lights were used except two red signal
lanterns which the porter brought out and
hung up on either side as we gradually
brought a blue filter over the scene to indicate
evening at the finish of the act. The effect
was of course that the audience saw the whole
as if they were on another train following the
one on the stage through the beautiful scenery
of the Adirondacks. See Cut No. 3 on page 34
V. To furnish all of the scenery and all of
the lighting for an act :
In this category we have

a number,

"Me

from page

35

and My Shadow," suggested by the song, of
course. A picture of a girl in fancy clown
costume sitting in a swing was drawn four
times on a card, making the images at the
extreme sides quite large and the ones near
the center smaller to give an idea of perspective. The center was left blank and a space
calculated so that when photographed on
standard motion picture film and projected to
the full stage size there was room for two
real swings to be suspended, which appeared
still smaller than the smallest image on the
projected film. Two girls were costumed to
match the sketch exactly. They were placed
in the swings hung just in front of a 30x40foot white screen.
When the curtains in front of this were
opened the projected film was irised on. The
blank space in the center of the film furnished
all the light for the actual figures and no stage
lights were required. The result was that the
audience were not quite sure whether the singers themselves were real or not until they
moved near the end of the song. There was
no action in this film but it got across to our
audiences so well that we were encouraged to
try another.
See Cut No. 4 on page 34.
This time we did the job a little better. We
introduced animation and for the song "Two
Little Pretty Birds" we had an animated cartoon and actors costumed to match all working in harmony and rhythm with the music.
We called the birds Penguins. The photographers preferred to call them ducks. The
audiences gave this number a hearty welcome
at each show regardless of what the birds
actually were. See Cut No. 5 on page 34.
In what way should all this be of interest
to the society? The following is an excerpt
from a letter written by Mr. J. I. Crabtree,
chairman of the papers committee of the society, to Mr. Eric T. Clarke, managing director
of the Eastman theatre, Rochester, N. Y., under date of August 17, 1927:
"We as engineers want to know what the
exhibitor wants. For instance, Mr. Zukor announced recently that the Magnascope, which
is simply an extra lens attachment to magnify
the picture on the screen, -was the greatest advance in projection during the past 20 years.
From a showmanship standpoint perhaps this
is correct, but no engineer would think so,
because the stunt is so simple and obvious.
However, it seems to me that engineers could
work out a lot of similar stunts if they only
were urged by the exhibitor. We are also
interested to know what he thinks of the
Widescope
pictures?"
It is safe orto double
say thatwidth
the Magnascope
is not
really a new idea nor does it involve any
special mechanism or optical equipment. It
is merely making good use of available equipment. Let us go back to the methods practiced by Lj^man H. Lowe. Why did not the
theatres that were erected later have just as
large pictures in proportion to the size of the
house as he used? The answer is simple. The
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ning of this paper are not put forth with the
thought, that the Eastman theatre is or has
been the only theatre to do these things. We
fully realize that some of the stunts have been
crude and that any engineer can probably
think of many ways to improve upon them.
We hope they will, and that these few things
may suggest many other ideas that will be put
to use. Motion pictures should be able to
stand on their own feet without the addition
of spectacular reviews, expensive vaudeville
acts and what not to draw a crowd. When
theatres are compelled to resort to this it
means there is not enough element of newness and entertainment
♦ * in *the pictures.
If the picture is lacking in these things we
strive to do something unusual to pep it up,
and sometimes we succeed. I would like to
state right here that in each case mentioned
above that as soon as the Managing Director,
Mr. Eric T. Clarke, approved of the idea presented he turned the whole proposition over to
me completely. I, with the assistance of Mr.
William W. Hennessy and the other members
of our projection department, were given a
free rein to go ahead and produce results.
It is only natural that these things should
be handled in this way. Take for instance the
railroad act. No one could be better acquainted with just how the scenes should be
filmed than the man who was responsible for

theatres were made much larger. Light sources
were then inadequate. Projection optical
equipment was inadequate. The film itself
showed graininess if enlarged too much. Also,
the general quality suffered considerable.
By reason of all this the theatres were compelled in many cases to limit the size of their
projected picture. In the meantime there has
been a gradual improvement in projection.
This improvement is still going on and will
continue. We now have the high intensity
arc. With this we have some great advances
in the optical equipment used to collect this
light. We also have a much better quality of
objective lenses for projection. At the spring
meeting of the society held in Norfolk, Va.,
Mr. J. I. Crabtree read a very interesting paper
entitled, "Graininess of Motion Picture Film."
This paper points out the causes and remedies
for this objectionable feature.
The necessity of keeping the size of the projected picture within small limits was partially
overcome by the use of closeups, and semicloseups. In some cases features have been
made in which there were more closeups than
long shots. When the opportunity came to
show a picture of really big dimensions it was
quite natural that it should make a great impression. It was like being let out of doors
after a long sickness. The audience could
see the character as large as in the ordinary
closeup with plenty of background also.
It would appear that it might be good for
theatres to use slightly larger pictures in many
instances. It would not be wise to increase
the size to the extent that all pictures would
fill the stage openings, because this would lead
to monotony in the other extreme. It would
be interesting to see a feature, with all scenes
taken at long enough range so the entire picture could be run on a large screen. Mr.
Crabtree asks with the exhibitor thinks of the
Widescope. That is problematical. If Widescope or double width pictures are desired, it
seems hardly necessary to go to the great trouble and expense involved by using double
width film special projectors, etc., when it
would be quite possible to get the same results
by using standard film and masking off a portion of the top or bottom or both and then

using the proper focus objective lens to project same to the size desired. This idea might
be used with success on desert scenes in such
pictures as "Beau Geste."
The different ideas mentioned at the begin-

Admission Tax Receipts
(For nine months ending March 31)
States
Admission Tax
1927
1928
Alabama
$ 17,877 $
18,233
Arizona
.4,451
9,507
Arkansas
17,058
9,563
California
1,003,162
977,900
Colorado
72,635
56,318
Connecticut
;
117,456
98,005
Delaware
12,267
11,107
Florida
141,079
45,333
Georgia
57,833
37,278
Hawaii
12,433
11,242
Idaho
14,370
13,443
Illinois
_
1,440,757 1,617,744
Indiana
164,883
153,136
Iowa
72,077
49,590
Kansas
36,225
23,047
Kentucky
132,506
130,585
Louisiana
104,616
69,361
Maine
„
18,860
15,443
Maryland,
including
Dist.
of Columbia
' 362,812
332,482
Massachusetts
587,153
626,378
Michigan
..._
388,477
382,547
Minnesota
126,064
86,427
Mississippi
20,358
7,275
Missouri
334,912
258,735
Montana
24,440
14,659
Nebraska
27,891
28,686
Nevada
22,739
35,080
New Hampshire
33,635
13,863
New Jersey
359,117
273,196
New Mexico
2,872
2,456
New York
5,147,483 5,536,293
North Carolina
— - 26,303
28,824
North Dakota
11,087
8,094
Ohio
545,245
481,752
Oklahoma
59,375
56,429
Oregon
_
65,798
55,762
Pennsylvania
_
1,178,849
985,082
Rhode Island
60,940
57,892
South Carolina
9,221
5,985
South Dakota
13,010
10,257
Tennessee
41,863
37,063
Texas
_
130,196
96,311
Utah
_
21,538
14,641
Vermont
:
13,820
6,203
Virginia
55,185
54,055
Washington,
including
Alaska
110,453
73,111
West Virginia
22,587
8,695
Wisconsin
94,335
72,871
Wyoming
14,246
5,875
Total

$13,352,570

$13,003,838

the
projection
of same.
not get
in a proper
rut. There
are many
good Let's
projectionists
throughout the country. Give any one of them
something out of the ordinary to do, then
Back him tip. He will put it over. Many
more dollars will be reaped through the box
office than will have to be paid him for the
extra work or for the expense involved in a
little additional equipment.

Projector Exports
for 1927 Show Big
Gain, 3042 Total
The United States exported 3,042 projectors
valued at $641,461 in 1927 compared with
1,943 projectors valued at $510,207 in 1926,
according to the motion picture division of
the Department of Commerce.
Europe still remains the best customer for
American projectors both in quantity and
value, importing 991 projectors with a declared value of $240,859, as against 669 valued
at $205,995 in 1926. _ The Far East took 908
American-made projectors with a declared
value of $142,917 as against 574 valued at
$141,587 in 1926.
Canada was third best customer in 1927,
taking 483 projectors with a value of $91,059
as compared with the 399 valued at $73,746 in
1926. Following Canada comes Africa and the
Near East which increased its imports of
American projectors by some 300 to 358
machines valued at $89,263. Latin America
imported 302 projectors with a value of
$77,463 as against 260 projectors with a
declared value of $79,298 last year.
Analyzing the individual countries it is
found that with but two exceptions increases
have taken place in all of the 10 leading countries. Japan has advanced to leading market
in 1927 with imports of projectors totahng
641 in 1927 as against 142 in 1926.
After Canada, second largest market, comes
the United Kingdom which increased imports
from 302 projectors in 1926 to 391 for the
year 1927. Australia shows a slight decrease
for the year 1927 importing 243 American
projectors as against the 295 imported in 1926.
The fifth market is Germany, its imports
totaling 188 projectors of American make in
1927 as against the 38 imported in 1926.
Switzerland, France, China, Mexico and South
Africa follow in order. Only Mexico, "of these
five countries, did not increase its imports
over 1926.
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Information and
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1
2
3
4
5
t
7
S
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
It
17
18
19
20
21
21
22
23
24
25
2t
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
31
37
38

Accountlno tyitemi.
Acourtlcal
inttallatiODl.
Adapter*, carbon.
Adding,
oalculating
machinet.
Admisilon liont.
Addre«ting maohinti.
AdvertitlnB noveltlet, material!.
Advertliing project*.
Air conditioning equipment
Air dome tent*.
Altle light*.
Aide rope.
Alarm •ignali.
Arc lamp*, reflecting.
Architectural eervice.
Arc regulator*.
Artiflciai plant*, flower*.
Art title*.
Automatic curtain control.
Automatic projection cutout*.
Automatic *prlnicler«.
Automatic eprlnklen.
B
Balloon*, >dv«rtl*ing.
Banner*.
Ba*i(eti, decorative.
Bell-buzzer eignal tyrtem*.
Block*, pulley*, *tag*-rlgfflng.
Blower*, hand.
Booking agencle* for matlclan*.
Booking agencle* (*tata kind).
Boiler*.
Bolt*, Chair anchor,
Booth*, projection.
Booth*, ticket.
Box, lege chair*.
Bra** grill*.
Bra*« rail*.
Broker*- Theatre promotion.
Builatin board*, changtable.

C

39 Cable.

40 Cabinet*.

41 Calcium light*.
42 Camera*.
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
60
51

Canopie* for front*.
Cartioi*.
Carbon *hani*ner*.
Carbon wrenche*.
Carpet*.
Carpet cu*hlon.
Carpet Cleaning compound.
Carpet covering.
Case*, film *hlpplng.

52 Cement, film.
53 Chair cover*.

54
55
56
57
58
59
to

Chair*, wicker.
Chair*, tiieatr*.
Change maker*.
Changer ever*.
Color hood*.
Color wheel*,
Condeneer*.
D
tl Date etrip*.
t2 Decoration* (*tat* kind).

63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Decorator*, thtatrd.
Dimmer*.
Ditinfectant* — perfumed.
Door*, fireproof.
Oraperlei.
Drinking fountain*.
Duplicating machine*.

120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

E

70 Electric circuit te*tlno in*truments.
71 Electrio fan*.
72 Electrical flower*.
73 Electric power generating

Label*, film oautioR.
Lamp*, decorative.
Lamp dip coloring.
Lamp*, general lighting.
Lamp*. Incande*cent projection.
Lamp*, high Intenelty.
Lamp*, reflecting arc.
ing*.
Lavatory
equipment furnieh-

130 Lenie*.

131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

82 Fire alarm*.

Fire eecape*.
Fire extlnguither*.
Fire bo*e.
Fire ho*e reel*, aarti.
Fire proof curtain*.
Fire proof door*.
Fire proofing material*.
Fixture*, lighting.
Flashlight*.
Fiather*, Electrio dgn.
Flood lighting.
Fioorllght*.
Floor eoverint.
Floor runner*.

147
148
149
150

Light*, exit
Lights, *pot.
Lighting fixture*.
Lighting Initallation*.
Lighting iy*temi, complete.
Linoleum.
Liquid *oap.
Liquid *oap container*.
Lithographer*.
Lobby display frame*.
Lobby gazing ball*.
Lobby furniture.
Lobby decoration*.
Lubricants (itate kind).
Luminous number*.
Lumlnou* *lgni, interior,
exterior,
M
Machine*,
ticket.
Maohine*. pop corn.
IVIaohlne*. *anitary vending.
IMaka up. boxe*, thtatrleal,

152
153
154
155
166
157
158
159
160
ICI

Marquise.
Mat*, leather.
Mat* and runner*.
Mazda projection adapter*.
Metal lath.
Metal polish.
Mirror, thade*.
Motor generator*.
Motion picture cattle.
Musical
Instrument* (*tat*
kind).

151 Marble.

97 Flower*, artificial.

98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
lot

Footiight*.
Fountain*, decorativ*.
Fountain*, drinking.
Framet-poiter, lobby dl*play.
Front*, metal theatre,
Furnaee*. coal burning.
Furnace*, oil burning.
FurnKure, theatr*.
Fu*e*.
Q
107 Ganerator*.
108 Grille*, bra**.

162 Mu(ie publl*her*.
163 Mueio roll*.
164 Mu*ie *tand*.
N

165 Napkin*.
166 Noveitle*. advertlslpg.
167 Nur*ery furniehinf* and
equipment
0
168 Oil burners.
169 Orchestral piece*.
170 ing*.
Orchestra pit fitting*, furnhh-

109 Gummed label*.

110 Gyptum product*.
H
111 Hardware, «tag*.
112 Heating eyitem, coal.
113 Heating eyttem, oil.
i
114 Ink, pencil* for *lide*.
115 Innirance, Fire.
116 Iniurance, Rain.
117 Interior decorating eervioe.
118 Interior Illuminated eign*.
J

171
172
173
174
178
176

119 Janitor*' luppKe*.

Organ*.
Organ novelty *lide«.
Organ lift*.
Organ chamber heater*.
Ornamental fountain*.
Ornamental metal work.
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"Better Theatres" offers on this page an individaal service to
its readers. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any
product listed herewith will be sent to any theatre owner, manager, architect or projectionist. Just fill in the coupon below
and mail to "Better Theatres" Division of Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World. Many of the products listed by
this Bureau are advertised in this issue of "Better Theatres."
See Advertisers Index.

128 Lavatory fixture*.
129 Ledger*, theatre.

74 plant*.
Electric *ign*.
75 Electric *ignai and control *y*tem*.
76 Emergency lighting plant*.
77 Exit light *iin*.
F
78 Film cleaner*.
79 Film*plicing machine.
80 Film tool* (*tat« kind).
SI Film waxing machlno.
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

PICTURE

COUPON

177 Ornamental metal theatrt
front*.
P
178 Paint ecreen.
179 Paper drinking cap*.
180 Paper towel*.
181 Periuraert.
182 Photo frame*.
183 Piano*.
184 Picture *et*.

185 Player piano*.

186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203

Plastic fixture* and decoratien*.
Plumbing fixture*.
Positive film.
Posters.
Pester frame*.
Potter light*.
Potter paite.
Poriable projector*.
Pottery decorative.
Power generating plant*.
Printing, theatre.
Program*.
Program coven.
Program tignt, illuminated.
Projection lamps.
Projection machine*.
Projection machine part*.
Projection room equipment.
It
204 Radiator*.

205 Radiator

206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223

cover*.

Rail*, brass.
Rails, rope.
Rain Insurance.
Rectifier*.
Reconstruction eervlce.
Redecorating eerviee.
Reflector* (ttata kind).
Refurnithing tervica.
Regulator*, Mazda.
Reeli.
Reel end lignal*.
Reel packing, carrying cate*.
Resonant ercheetra platform.
Reseating service.
Rewinding
film.
Rheottatt.
Rigging,
itage.
Roofing material*.
S
224 Safe*, film.
225 Scenery, *tage.
226 Scenic artJet*' **rvtc*.
So-een paint.
Seat cover*.
Seat indicator*, vacant
Seat*, theatre*.
Sign* (*tate kind).
Sign*, parking.
Signal*, reel end.
Sign fiather*.
Sign-cloth.
Sign iettering tervic*.
Sidewalk
machine*,
corn

260
261
262
263

Slide*.
Slide Ink. pencil*.
Slide lantern*.
Slide making outfit*.
Slide mat*.
Shuttert, metal fir*.
Soap container*, liquid.
Speed Indloatort,
Spotlight*.
Stage doors-valance*, tts.
Stage lighting equipment
Stage lighting lystem*.
Stage rigglng-biock*. pulley*.
Stage scenery.
SUIr treadt.
Statuary.
Steel locker*.
Stereopticon*.
Sweeping compounds.
Switchboards.
ing.
Switches,
automatis.
T
Talley counters.
Tapettriet.
Tax free mutic.
Telephones,
inter-oommunlclt*

264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272

Temperature regulation *y*t«B.
Terra Cotta.
Terminal*.
Theatre
accounting
eyetea*.
Theatre dimmer*.
Theatre leat*.
Ticket*.
Ticket booth*.
Ticket chopper*.

273
274
275
276
277

Ticket holder*.
Ticket rack*.
Ticket *eiling machine*.
Tile.
Tile stands.

278
279
280
281
282
283
284

Tool cases,
operator'*.
Towel*,
paper.
Towel*, cloth.
Trailer*.
Transformer*.
Tripod*.
Turnstile*, regittering.

285 Typewriter*.
U
286 Uniform*.

V
287 Valance*, for boxe*.
288 Vase*, (tone.

227 Screen*.
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238

239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259

289 Vacuum cleaner*.

290
291
292
293
294

pop-

295
296
297
298
299

Ventilating fan*.
Ventilating, cooling (yst«a.
Ventilating
systems,
eompiet*.
Vending
machine*,
soap. t*v>
■I*, napkins, *t».
Vitroilt*.
W
Wall burtap.
Wall leather.
Watchman's oJocki.
Water cooler*.
Wheel*,
colof.

per*.

"BETTER THEATRES" DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago
Gentlemen : I should like to receive reliable information on the following items :
(Refer to Items by Number)

Remarks :

Name
.State

_

_

_

Theatre.

City....
Spating Capacity

-

-

-

--
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(If you desire something not listed here. Exhibitors Information and Catalog
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for you.)
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AISLE

LIGHTS

Operators
Piano Co
715 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, III.

Kausalite Mfg. Co
S129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, III.
ANCHOR
The
2951

EXPANSION

38

37
III.

CURTAIN
_.....

49

CUSHION

Clinton Carpet Company
120 No. Wells St., Chicago,
CHANGE

_
Illinois

7

ELECTRIC
HOODS

Cashier Co

FLASHERS,

25

61

SUPPLIES

National Theatre Supply Co
Insert
624 South Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
FILM CEMENT
F. B. Griffin
_
62
Oshkosh, Wis.
FLOWERS,

PLANTS — ARTIFICIAL

G. Reising & Co
227 IV. Austin Ave., Chicago, III.

_

43

Automatic
Devices Co
Allentown, Pa.
Hertner Electric Co
_....
_
Cleveland, Ohio.
Roth Brothers & Co
1400 W. Adams'
St., Chicago, III.

_ 49
20
53

SHIELDS

Best Devices Company
„
Film Building, Cleveland, O.
INTERIOR

61

DECORATIONS

Continental Studios, Inc
100 East Ohio St., Chicago, III.
LAMPS, HIGH INTENSITY
Hall & Connolly, Inc
129 Grand St., N. Y. C.
LAMPS,

REFLECTING

31

_...„ 56

HEATERS

Cramblet Eng. Corp
286 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis.

61

Kausalite Mfg. Co
8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, III.
The Prometheus EUec. Corp
356 W. 13th St., N. Y. C.

-

Bausch & Lomb
Rochester, N. Y.

56

47

FIXTURES

The Voigt Company.
_
1743 No. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

43

ORGANS
George Kilgen & Son, Inc
„
4016 N. Union Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
The Link Company
_
183 Water St., Binghamton. N. Y.

__

60

LIGHT
57

28
30

Gallagher Orchestra Equip. Co
616 W. Elm St., Chicago, III.

39

STAGE

LIGHTING

EQUIPMENT
Mo.

_

42
_ 52
48
-

Kliegl Brothers
321 W. 50th St.. N. Y. C.
RIGGING

53

HARDWARE

Richard R. Bruckner
532 West 22nd, New York City
J. H. Channon Corp.
223 W. Erie St., Chicago. III.

60
33

J. R. Clancy
Syracuse, N. Y.
STAGE

37

61

SCENERY

Matney Studios
_
„
307 W. 47th Street, N. Y. C.

57

Novelty
Scenic
Studios
340
W. 41st
St., N.
Y. C.

58

_

Tiffin Scenic Studios

_

60

Tiffin. Ohio.

RHEOSTATS
_
York City

_

58

THEATRE

BUILDING

SERVICE

Midwest Engrg. & Const. Corp
209 So. Third St., Columbus, Ohio.

52

SCREENS
American Silversheet Co
915 Wash St., St. Louis, Mo.
Crystal Movie Screen Corp
1721 E. 27th St., Cleveland, O.

„

Da-Lite Screen
922 W. Monroe
Raven Screen
1476 Broadway,

_

Co
_
St., Chicago, III.
Corp
N. Y. C.

44
48
33
_

42
54

SEATS
8

Heywood-Wakefield
Co
209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
SIGNS — ELECTRIC
Arnold Elec. Signs, Inc
Kokomo, Ind.

4-5

_

44

Flexlume Corporation
Buffalo, N. Y.
Milne Elec. Co
614-13 Cherry St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Willey Sign Company.
1559 Church St., Detroit, Mich.

31
47

J. F. Ransley
_
54 W. Randolph St.. Chicago. III.
SOUND PROOFING SYSTEMS
Stevens Soundproofing Co
_..
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

^

THEATRE

PRINTING,

PROGRAMS

Exhibitors Printing Service
_;
711 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago. III.
Theatre Ad Mat Service, Inc
Uttiontown. Penn.
THEATRE

60
32

TRAINING

Moving
Picture_
Theatre
Managers'
Institute
135 W. 44th Street. N. Y. C.

60

TICKETS
Arcus Ticket Co
348 N. Ashland Ave.. Chicago. III.

26

Weldon, Williams & Lick.
Fort Smith. Ark.

58

UNIFORMS
Maier-Lavaty Co
2141 Lincoln Ave., Chicago. III.
VENTILATING

58

EQUIPMENT

Arctic Nu-Air Corp
500 So. Fourth St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Blizzard Fan Sales Co
1514 Davenport St.. Omaha, Neb.

17

61

Lakeside Company
Hermansville, Mich.

10

36

Supreme Heat & Vent. Co
1915 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

39

SLIDES
Insert

UFTS
49

STAGE

Coxsackie
Holding
Corp
_
_
54
Coxsackie, New York
Enterprise Optical Co
4th Cover
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III.
International Proj. Corp
1st Cover
90 Gold St., N. Y. C.

Hoffman & Soons
387 First Avenue, New

ORCHESTRA

Peter Clark, Inc
534 W. 30th St., N. Y. C.

Belson Mfg. Company
800 Sibley St., Chicago, III.
Brenkert Light Proj. Co
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Hub Electric Company
2225 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, III.

25

„

AND

57

38

PROJECTORS

RADIUM

STAGE

DEVICES

Frank Adam Elec. Co
3650 Windsor Ave., St. Louis,

30

POP CORN MACHINES
C. Cretors Co
_
_
612 W. 22nd St., Chicago, III.

SOUND REPRODUCING
Platter Cabinet Co
North Vernon, Indiana

38

INSTRUCTION

Ralph Waldo Emerson School
921 Rush St., Chicago, III.

American
Seating Company.
14 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.

LENSES

Nelson-Wiggen
Piano Co
1731 Belmont Ave., Chicago. III.

Cover

C. S. Wertsner & Son
221 No. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ARC

Strong Electric Co
_
2501 Lagrange St., Toledo, Ohio.

LIGHTING

2nd

Louis E. Samms Studios
_
177 N. State St., Chicago, III.

GENERATORS

HEAT

Co

PATENT ATTORNEYS
William N. Moore
_
_
Loan &• Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

COLOR

Reynolds Electric Co
_
„
2651 W. Congress St., Chicago, III.
EQUIPMENT

Rudolph Wurlitzer
Cincinnati, Ohio.

ORGAN

MAKERS

Brandt Automatic
IVatertown, Wis.

The Page Organ Co
_..3rd Cover
519 No. Jackson St., Lima, Ohio.
J. P. Seeburg Piano Co
26
1510 Dayton St., Chicago, III.

ORGAN

Automatic
Devices Co
17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.
CARPET

-

BOLTS

Paine Co
_
Carroll Ave., Chicago,

AUTOMATIC
CONTROL

~

24

Typhoon Fan Co
_
345 W. 39th St.. N. Y. C.

_

_

6

3
36

inq the ORGAN

a

E theatre owners
know the attracting
power of good music in
their programs. They know this so well that they are satisfied
only with a unit pipe organ of finest make. When they have
such an organ, they advertise it. They make it a vital, drawing
part of their entertainment.
One exhibitor who realizes the value of featuring the organ is
Charles Bayer. In his Park Theatre, Lehighton, Pa., he has
installed a Page Unit Organ. The console — beautifully finished
in stipple gold and mahogany, with three manuals — is on an
elevator.
Thus the organ can be spotlighted to extraordinary advantage.
Special organ numbers are given to delight patrons, with the
console looming above the pit and level with the stage. An
idea of the elevating mechanism can be gained from the illustration at the right.

Page Unit Organs

Mr. Bayer has learned that the Page Unit Organ
is an ideal organ to be featured. So have other exhibitors. It is known and honored for melody of
unforgettable richness, soothing warmth and pulsating fullness; for the glorious color of its tone; for
wonderful workmanship of the best materials.

is a fine theatre in a city of less than 10,000 population. What he has done, exhibitors in other small
cities and towns can do.
Page architects are ready to study your requirements without obligation. Page Unit Organs are
easier to own than you might think. Investigate —
you want the organ your theatre deserves.

There is a lesson in Mr. Bayer's experience.
His
THE PAGE ORGAN

COMPANY

523 N. Jackson St., Lima. Ohio

Park Theatre, Lehighton,
Pa.
Above — Robert Seidel at Page Unit
Organ
Right — The Park interior

Double Bearing
Ball Bearing
Intermittent
Movement
oft/ie

Motiograph
DeLuxe

MOTIOGRAPH
DE
LESS LAMPHOUSE

LUXE

$725.00

MOTIOGRAPH
DE
WITH R. A. LAMP

LUXE

An exclusive feature on tne
Motiograpk
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De

Luxe.

for literature.
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564 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III.
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Camping
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Matchless
cMusical Attraction
cAo feature of the magnificent
nea) J^qW - United ArtisS - Penn
Theatre at Pittsburg ii)as more enthusiastically received than the
uX)nderful RoWt MwtenPhilhar
xnonic UiiitOi*j[an.

•enn

Dhe World's hading shovomen
everywhere- tliemoivpi'o^'essiVQ
exhibitors, are taJiiikddi^dnfa^e
of tiiebox office VaJue of the ^
Robert Mn-ton Unit Or^an.
Robert: Moi'ton Oj'isins are distinctiVelij difierGiit£'oin all others. Unapproaclied grandcuvdnd beauti^of tone.
Greater orchestral and theatrical re sources and structural improvements ^und
in no other instrument, inake it the^
supreme musical instrument of all time.
New York.
156O Broadway

CHic Ago
624 So-MicKi^aiv
SinFwmcisco
16SCdden Gait

JW-s.^^

Los Angeles
1914 SoVenaont
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PICTURES

CORPORATION
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PRESIDENT

FBO PICTURES

CORPORATION

SENSATIONAL

Devel

Witness Even More
L ion
WILans
90 Exp
R Z/^
1 C)'7/O^
lyZ
for FBO in
of Screen Showmans

MASTER
SHOWMEN
0//LWORLD
THE Dawn of a New Era in
tion Pictures .... AN ERA

Mighty

attractions

OF

.... finds

FBO Prepared to Retain its Position
in the First Rank of World Showmanship during 1928-29
SIX GREAT SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS head FBO's array of BIGGER
BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTIONS ....
ling every need of the modern
5wnian.

These productions are truly
BIG in story value, casts, direction, scenic backgrounds . ♦ , ,
and invested with that stunning
vigor of action which has won
distinction for FBO and its prO'
ductions and rich profits for
more than IS^OOO exhibitors.

In addition to wliicli there will be
Six Tom Mix Western Specials, ujith Tom
and Tony in the roles that made them
famous.
Tuienty-four Greater Gold Bonds.
Seven Tom Tyler Western Features (with

his pals J.

Seven Buzz Barton Wild West Shotvs.
Six Bob Steele Dramas
Adventure.

of Youth and

I*

All art illustrations
ill this iiiiniiuiici'tiit-iu
arc fully protected
ii " </ I t-pi'ii(li4i.-t icin .
<i'ir/iiii(( />friiii,<>ii>ii

^^ l-}^0. is pvohibitol.

CI IVF RR(i
IRENE Rl
f^.
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TULLY MikiSitl
EDMUNm iRi
m:::a.

Sensational MpTEiii
Built Foe EmMMMB.
Based on lSRAlL;;ZAMQWllSyS; Amazmi

tUCAf^

^osepi

m.

ennecuf

THE

DAZZLING:
SPECTACULAR!
UNPARALLELED!
The Riotous Glitter . . . The Mighty Splendors and Burning
Emotions That Make the Circus !
Sweetest Love Story of the Big Tops Ever Fihned I

A RALPH

INCH PRODUCTION

unlh Paodles Hanncford and hi

Colossus of Sea Thrillers
A World Aflame —
Uncle Sam's Great Rum Fleet
in Action! Dreadnaught
Decks Rocking with theThunderous Throb of Mighty Guns!
Belching Death and Destruction. ♦.♦ Sweeping the Swift
Greyhounds of the Lawless
Booze Ring to Annihilation!
And a Great Big Love Story!

II

m

\

with
■

ANNA

Q.

NILSSON
and
alUstar
cast 1

(

^ J^.^

*ailp^?^

Presented by

Joseph P. Kennedy

ir %

ALPHt/NCES
^i^««^3jp^

-!i«t« T Wi 'I"

WHAT

PRICE FAME?

Sons and Daughters of the World of Make-believe . . . Bleeding Hearts
Beneath the Mask of Laughter ! Ince Showmanship at its Smashing Peak.
Cast includes Joe E. Brown, famous musical
comedy
star; Gertrude
Olmsted,
Daphne
Pollard and Gertrude Astor.

Directed hs

RALPH
From

INCH

the Moiv h\

Viola Brothers

Shore

VIERCILESS BATTALIONS
Riot'Gun Romeos . . . Machine-Gun Paderewskis
, . . Hurtling Into the Smoke and Flame of Frenzied Action!

A City Engulfed in a Black Pall of Terror . . .
Mighty Cohorts of Law and
to Batter the Underworld
Submission!

Order Mobilizing
Into Cowering

of CRlMt

I

m the MARCHJ

he
hpLTIMATE

/NDERWORLD
HRILLERS.'

1

Joseph P. Kennedy presents the World's
Greatest Western Star and Pre-eminent Showman, with his beloved
horse TONY, in Six Qreat Specials
A New and Epochal Page in the Amazing Career of this Mighty Figure of the
Show World .... Now at the Absolute
Top of his Box-office Powers 1

Presented by

Joseph P. Kennedy

Brawn of the Mounted!

i

Crimson Snows Beneath
the Fury of Frenzied
Giants Fighting for
Love and Life!

An All' engulfing
Thrill that Dwarfs 1
the Fight in "The
Spoilers" by its Sheer
Epochal Terror and
Suspense !

BY
THE

WORLD'S GREATEST
AUTHOR OF
OUTDOOR STORIES!

F«EDP.ItlC

Scarlet
and
Steel — Flame
and
Sword!
Cossack . . . Moujik . . .
Prince . . . and Priest!
The Madened Mob . . . Passion and the
aid!
Torrential
Tides
of the
Mighty Muscovy Empire
in the Throes of Dissolution!

TOCliS
PRESENTED

by

osepnU. 7\ennei

TIMELIEST C|OMEDY
THEME OF THE HOUR H
Mad Frenzy of Wall Street
Speculation! Plungers in^
J^lillions Twisted I About the
Jeweled Fingers J>f Cabaret
Blondes !

JACQUELINE

LdDAN, SKEETS GALLAQHER

AND OTbIER STARS! I

Glamorous Romance Along
a Path of Dazzling Life!

PAINTED
LIPS
LURING!

The Boy .... Peering into its
Sinful Depths .... Saw only
Purgatory!

SLITTED EYES
WATCHING!

'^osep.

The Girl
Gazing Beyond
its Blazing Lights .... Looked
into Seventh Heaven!

ennei

Harold
McGRATH'S
crackling melodrama
starring

WARNER
MARTHA

BAXTER
SLEEPER

RALPH
INCE
Production

m

tic
n
a
i
Q

Qtearst

lo.e
Mimom of Reader, Have Devoured ™, Silrring

LOVE
by BEATRICE

BURTON

&

I ailion
rcuiac

f
.

Another smashing Hearst serial to be published in
more it
than
newspapers just when you're ready to
the screen!
on 500
show

,

THE
THUNDER
OF ARAB
COLUMNS
HURLING
DEFIANCE AT
WHITE MAN'S

RULE J

THE FLASH OF SABRE . . . THE SLASH OF SCIMITAR . . .
White Sands Red With the Blood of Heroes . . .
Honor and Duty Engulfed in the Mad Frenzy of Desert Love !

BOX OFFICE?... NOTHING

ELSE BUT!

Scathing{indictmertt of the
BewilderedChildren of Pleas'
ure .... Riding the Gilded
Juggernaut of Jazz aod-Gin !

ESTINED
O ROCK
THE

Si.

NATION.'

HDOI^PiiTH I # SHEETED FLAME!
^ggmng Patiorama of the World's M^
of tfe'U* S* Mail"~Ghallenpi§'f^e--Moi^
Legiont
Pedl Service, their Missioii~Dut¥^ thek
it naites
X

""

^y

.

X

^

^pwfff"

The linking of FBO and the Great Chain of
Bernarr Macfadden Magazines with their
stupendous world-wide circulation, is one of
the outstanding developments of the season.
THIRTY MILLION READERS of the
TEN POWERFUL MACFADDEN publications stand solidly behind the

TWO FBO-TRUE STORY
PRODUCTIONS
TO BE
MADE BY FBO DURING
1928-1929
An advertising campaign of colossal magnitude running twelve months is now being
projected by all the Macfadden Publications,
in which the story of this mighty tie-up of
publishing and motion picture organizations
is being carried direct to the public.

>,vv>^^'t|e^^.^Vo^ So^* <^^ \^^ ^^"^^^^

azines
cfadcmtmad
Circulation
of the

M.acfadden
}Aagazines
TRUE

STORY

2,640,000

TRUE
ROMANCES
700,000

PHYSICAL
CULTURE
480,000

DREAM

WORLD

350,000

TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES
226,000

TRUE
EXPERIENCES
128,000

DANCE
57,000

GHOST

STORIES

93,000

N. Y. EVENING
GRAPHIC
390,000

PHILADELPHIA
DAILY NEWS
150,000

LOVE

ANNA
^osepk

Q. NILSSON

in a South Sea Smash
Loaded with
Box-Office Values!

yenneaij
PRESENTS

ROPIC

On the same
lavish scale as
'' PONJOLA ''

MADNESS

-foscpli ^

T

PRESENTS

WIRES DOWN . . .
LOVE AND LIFE
AT STAKE!

•

Stupendous Melodrama
of the
,f

.i^ifi

Telephone Service
In Storm . . . and FUx^t
and Wrack . . and Ruin

¥

r *.

iU. neniiecti/
I Josepl
PRESENTS

DAZZLING SUPERTHRILLER OF THE
CARNIVAL racket;
Tinsel and Tears
The Wheel and Spiel . .
The Barker and Shilliber . .
On through a Love Story
Human, Gripping, Real !

PACKED

with BOX-OFFICE

VALUES

Munm

SOMERS

ARTHUR

ROCHE

rings up the curtain on Midnight Thrills'.
'^osep.

Crackling Dramatization of the Modern Girl Beset
by the Pitfalls of the Show World .... by the widelyfamed author of "Loot", "Fallen Angels" and
Other Smashing Stories!

\enneay

PJ/
PRESENTS

As Powerful As "Chicago After Midnight"

I

Dedicated to the Boys
^^ho Gave Their All
n the Scarlet
Ihamhles of
Armageddon!
A stirring tribute to America's Bravest!
Titanic after-the-war
drama of world-inspiring
love!
Nation-wide
exploitation
with government
cooperation to pack your
theatre.

Presented by

Joseph P. Kennedy

jffw l\ennerly

CREAMING Symphony of Straining
Steel! Grinding Wheels . . . Bursting
Boilers . . . On . . . On Thundered
^x , the Plunging Inferno!

STIRRING
RAILROAD
DRAMA from a
NEW ANGLE/

m W

tvith

N LPC HE
IRA

^
A

RALPH

PRODUCTION

INCH

MILLIONVOLT
MELODRAMA
SHOT WITH THRILLS!
m.
ennecihy

osep>

PRESENTS

CONVICTJr
with

RALPH INCE
ShovvraarCs Dynamite
to "Blow the
Box'Office
Loose From
Its Hinges 1

7)
'osepli

eniieat.y

PRESENTS

KINe

CF^THE
.401%

^.

h

y

A
^
V

■-ri^:

M
^

King of the North . . , ruling with
lash and fist . ♦ . claiming and taming his Princess of the Snows !

i-f
d(fi-»

The Mad Rush of Reckless Thousands for Ice-locked Wealth!
AVALANCHE OF THRILLS
ROARING DOWN THE TRAIL
OF YELLOW GOLD I

WHITE WASTES!
BLUE SKIES!
RED BLOOD!

^..,

^J3|»- '"*■'

J^
,^-^-*
L%.

h.c.witwer:s

A COMEDY DRAMA
KNOCKOUT THAT
WON'T NEED ANY
LONG COUNT!

FREi?RIC C

MnOAH

BOUNClNi
KING
SPECIAL
of by the
COMEDY
DIRECTORS

. .

MARSHALL
NEIL A N

T4XI
SCREEN'S GREAT COMEDIAN in the
LAUGH EPIC OF HIS CAREER.'

P. Kennedy
Joseph PRESENTS

« LAST
HAUL
Scalding Drama
of Souls Seared b^'
v3lTl « « « «
Saved hy
Faith and
Love !

Watch for
Announcement
of Sensational
Cast and
Director!

I

Joseph ±.

JVennedy

^

The comic genius of
HENRY IRVING
DODGE
at its best
Greatest of all the

he BIG TOWN
IN PARADE!

SKINNER
laugh hits!

ILK-LINED sirens;
fLUSH'LINED PAPAS/
IZZY DOWAGERS!!^

ITS

.J'/

BigSKws WitWWHfWmcible Dog Star!
i:xpert select v)n of stories . . . big with action and
thrills! Masterful direction .... topnotch casting ....

EVERYTHING TO GUARANTEE
AND GOOD WILL!

YOU

PROHTS

Punch titles for all four:
Dog Law
Fury of the Wild

Tracked
The One-Man

Dog

I

FBO^S

BOY

WONDER

In Seven Whizzing Wild West Shotvs
Packed More Profits Into Showmen's Pockets
Last Season than a Dozen Average Stars!

Everything higger this season
including the kid himself!

Nail these sure-fire titles :
The Young Whirlwind
Rough Ridin' Red
Orphan of the Sage
Pals of the

The Vagabond Cub
The Freckled Rascal
The Little Savage
Prairie

'ad^

/,/

jamm

DanAAPRARLS<!
The Phenomenal

Success of

Tom Tyler Last Season Justifies FBO in its Daring an(
Sensational Program for his
New Product !

-f^^A

\'-

<ji

t.'/'

Smashing Stories! Brand
a
New Thrills! Outstanding
*
Direction!
Big Scale — ^
Production !

,^ii(i^^P^ '.*^
\

^v(vashing BoX'Office Titles :
Terror Mountain
Gun Law
Idaho Red
The Pride of Pawnee
The Avenging Rider Tyrant of Red Gulch
Trail of the Horse Thieves

-^
~

^

WHIZZING
TITLES
A

A

T T •

T

o

A

o

♦

Hit Last Season ♦ ♦ . A Sensation in 28-29!

Lightning Speed
ng Dange
r ond
The
Vagab
ng for
HeadiAmazi
Laughing at Death
Captain Careless

come and Get it

WEcy
jmmM

From
Cosmopolitan
'S
ITWERStories
WAlat^azine

:ULAt
THE YEx^il
^^ - -^ ihs ^<

\..

iS^-^S'

Famed Comic
— Appearing in all
Hearst newspapers
— Hundreds of
others — Millions
and millions of
readers — No
YOURS-in twelvi
Two-Reel
Flesh and Bloi
Comedy Featun
Produced CINEMA
by
STANDARD
)RP0RAT10N
SupervUion
IRY
DARMOUR
Copyrighted

by

peature St tidicate. Inc.

^

BILLY DE BECK
Whose Barney Googles
have convulsed a nation
for years — and ^vhose screen
version of them in real life
tvill shatter records.

arney

World^s Most Popular
Kid Comedian and His
Gang of Is/Lischief Makers!
Twelve Superlative Comedies Designed
for Old and Young Alike.... a Smashing
Hit Last Season.... IN THE NATION'S
GREATEST THEATRES !

FONTAINE

FOX'S

eMOVIE SIDE SHOW

What the Public Wants to See/

WF VET GO
OR YOU!
The Rollicking Comil
Strip that millions of
readers of Hearst and
hundreds of other newspapers are wild about!
i'welve Two-Reel Riots
FLESH AND BLOOD
versions that will bo^
over!

STANDARD CINEMA
CORPORATION

'B.f

Supervision
LARRY DARMOUR
Copyrighted by

^ing Feature Syndicate, Ini

-,'&,.

^\
^2M

JIMMIE

MURPHY

is the broth of a lad whose
gifted pen and rollicking
wit are now at your service!
And his millions of readers
will follotv him right up to
the Box Office.

PHOTO
CHATHAM

ENGRAVINGS
BY
PHOTO
ENG . CO

PACE

PRINTED
BY
PRESS.
INC. . N.

Y.

i'

THE DYNAMO
OF THE INDUSTRY

''of course Fm buying Paramount;
it's the backbone of my business"
^ That's what you live-wire exhibitors tell the opposition salesman when he goes to sell you product.
This year more than ever. It's only common

sense. Paramount has been making the most and

the best pictures in this industry for 17 years. Paramount Pictures are the only ones the public
asks for by the brand name.

^ Theatre grosses on Paramount productions this season have been |

so far ahead of the average for other companies as to cause universal comment throughout the trade.
Returns on specials like Harold Lloyd, Clara Bow, "Underworld," "Last Command"
taught exhibitors what superior attractions can do.
is Paramount.

and others,

^ Naturally the whole talk about 1928-9

This company had a tough job surpassing its 1927-8 line-up. But we've done it.

Buying for next season is simplified. All the big stuif — specials, stars, features, newsreel, shorts — is
in one group:

Paramount's Whole -Show Program.

PARAMOLNT'S

WHOLE

Specials
Harold Lloyd

Wolf Song

Wedding March
4 Clara Bow

Dirigible
Man I Love

3 Richard Dix
2 Emil Jannings
Canary Murder Case
•'
Beggars of Life

Hard Boiled Angel

The Tong War
Crime of Interference

„Burlesque
,

The Letter

Paramount, the Dynamo

j^^^^^„ Together
jr . ^^
^,
Upstart <jentieman
t.
.
.
,
^
Behnid German Lines

I^^ad ShoWS

- SHOW
3
4
4
4

Richard Dix
Geo. Bancrofl
Bebe Daniels
Esther Ralston
2 Pola Negri

3Wray-Cooper
2 Florence Vidor
4 Chas. Rogers
3 Taylor- Hall
3 Adolphe Menjou

Tahiti Nights

Wings

3 Zane Grey
1 Tliomas Meighan

Glorifying American (iirl
Perfumed Trap

Abie's Irish Rose
The Patriot

2 MacLean-Christie
1 Sh- Harry Lauder

of the Industry!

PROGRAM

Star Hits

1 Model of Montmarte
ShortS
^^^ Paramount News
g Vernon Comedies
g jj^^j^y Comedies
8 "Macduff " Comedies
g "Confessions cf a
Chorus Girl" Comedies
12 Great Stars and Authors
26 Krazy Kat
26 Inkwell Imps
2 Ilorlon Comedies

Extra!

Byrd's Flight lo
the South Pole

EXHIBITORS

May 19, 1928

HERALD

and MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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ask the
salesman about this

PARAMOUNT

a chance to make
big money
with two
^M
really big specials!
^^^jj^^^B^^I
^^j4
"^' ?*

■-•.
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^

J*^
x^^^mW\

i

IJ^M

:-

George Bancroft
<?<?!

&

The Dras Net"

17 good

J

<??

Emil Jannings

1-

The Street of Sin"

between now and Aug. 1st!

58
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SdLLccdicrncx£ Short Feature

Saves the

Lu/jino hane as
a toreador m "Fandango'*

Show
cu

s/o

The

Netv York Daily

MirroYf reviewing a Broad'
way first'run show includ'
ing the LUPINO LANE
Comedy "SWORD POINTS,"
says:
A Lupino Lane comedy re*
deems the movie part of the
program. It is a short Educational, playful and cuckoo, with
its period established during the
days of flowery knighthood,
wine bibbing and jousting.
Lupino is funny and his slapstick misadventures as a noble
Knight provoke howls.

4upuur40one

Xsmeaies
f'^cUi<:<itlcrrxxd (P<u:tuA.^
-THE SPICE

OFTHE

PROGRAM'

\ju\)'ino Lane as a swashbuckling
cavalier in "Sword Points"

Irnpersonating a school girl in
"Listen Sister"

Member, Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc.,
Will H. Hays. President

-lA-4^-^
^^
EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

.^W/ta^

FRANK

THERE
ARE

BORZAGE^S

STREET
ANGEL

RESERVED
SEAT
PICTURES
ON
BROADWAY,

leads them all!
SIK.
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WILLIAM FOX presents
The World's Most Popular Pair
""

^tfS

JANET GAYNOR
CHARLES FARRELL
and

TWICE

DAILY to the capacity oE the GLOBE

And this one
is just an appetizer on tlie
■a

<S7>

THEATRE

FEAST
FOR NEXT
SEASON

I
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<

I

CHANCES
TO MAKE
MONEY!
Eighteen big profit-taking, box office bell-ringers — Everyone entertainment, everyone audience and
everyone box-office tailored — Note
the titles, read the gist of the stories
in our year-book
a program to sell
18, not based on
defined policies
and to be just as

just issued — ^What
to your audience —
hopes, but on wellcarefully planned
carefully executed

— 18 each separately cast with boxoffice names possessing drawing
power — 18 with no star too big, no
story too popular.
^

EXHIBITORS
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SEASON
"WHISPERING

WIVES"

61

WORLD

by Edward Boling

"THE PINK PEARL"

by Jacques LaGrange

"THE GREAT GOD JAZZ"

by H. M. E, Clamp

"THE MOCKING

CHEVALIER" 6y 4. G. f/a/es

"SECOND HAND HUSBANDS"

by Mary Mauley

"KISSES IN THE DARK"

by Lester Alden

"THE WOMAN

by Clayton Johnson

"WHERE

TAMER"

THE LAW ENDS"

"HER DOUBLE LIFE"
"MACHINE

by Robert Sears
by J. Robert Alwig
by Charles Murphy

GUN ROSIE"

■

by Lester Alden

■

"THE COAST GUARD"

by Robert Slocum

■

"WALL STREET"

by Addison Emmett

"POWER

by Addison Emmett

"BROADWAY

BOUND"

OF MONEY"

"MOVIE MADNESS"

by Gertrude Long

"THE CRYSTAL GAZER"

by Laura Hurley

"TRAPPED"

by Donald Marmes

"THE BUM"

by Charles K. Harris
and Edna Sherry

1
1
I
1

1
■

m li
(ote

■■■■■■■■■II

■■■■■■■■

Write for a Copy of Our Year-Book and Learn About
The Pick of the Pictures

FIRST DIVISION DISTRIBUTORS, Inc,
JESSE J. GOLDBURG,
ROBERT

723

S. FURST,

Treasurer — RAYMOND

Seventh Avenue

President
WELLS,

Vice-President

New

York

City

51
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Next Week

May 19, 1928

•• -The most
announcement

i
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WORLD
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llmportant

MAY

26"" ISSUE

Exhibitors Herald
and M' P' World

EXHIBITORS
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HERALD

and MOVING
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May 19, 1928

Tli£ ^ Big Events
of ^^ the Season
I

X« Republican National
Convention
Kansas City '•'>•*•* June I2th

3#« Democratic National
Convention
Houston ^A^AA^A June 26th

^•Silver Anniversary
Announcement
of Profit Pictures
front

M<»^
the One Gieat Independent

SURSandftATUHED
fAYOlVlTtS
comotKer
pany ca» sKow
that kavc
ny
so ma
so often!
«d
yt«
^^A^

Wkat

COLLEEN MOORE
LMESS
RICHARD BARTHE
TH
FI
IF
GR
E
CORINN
BILLIE DOVE
MILTON SILLS
CHARLIE MURRAY
AILL
DOROTHY MACK
L
JACKMULHAL
ALICE WHITE
KEN MAYNARD
Molly O'Day
Louise Fazenda
Ben Lyon
Anna Q. Nilsson
Betty Compson
H. B. Warner
Doris Kenyon
Marie Dressier
Gary Cooper
Ralph Forbes
Lowell Sherman
Greta Nissen
Gertrude Astor
Sam Hardy
Lilyan Tashman
Larry Kent
Maria Corda
Arthur Stone
Thelma Todd
Clive Brook
Lya Mara
Paul Wegener
Ian Keith
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Alma Bennett
Albert Gran
McDermott
rc
Ma
Natalie Kingston
Lucien Littlefield
William Demarest
Yola d'Avril
Edythe Chapman
Mary Johnson
Victor Varconi
Donald Reed
Mathew Betz
Paul Vincenti

Joh
st
l nKo
Pau
Hurlb
Lucien Prival
Big Boy Williams
Gustav von Seyffertitz
Jane Winton

The entire picture trade
Group.
dazzled by the brilliance of
First National's President
No wonder there's a new
sparkle in the eyes of thousands of showmen.
They
they'll
do
withKNOW
product what
like thati
Its marvelous potentialities
have given the entire industry aNEW LEASE ON
LIFE!
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Signing ^vitli f ll\$T

LIKE BUYINQ

Suppose you stood in Times Square
and saw Broadway lined with the BIG
stage-hits of 3 YEARS — 18 of them —
all playing simultaneously.
You see the box-office lines — you watch
the crowds — you know the long-run
records.

The PRESIDENT

Gives You All These f
ili^tl FAMOU9
11 §¥Aa FEATUMEf i
And Stories From Mass-

Here are some of tKe
Long-Run Records
that made these
Stage Plays Nationally Famous —
"LILAC TIME"
Ran

34 weeks on Broadway

road

♦

and the

<♦

"LA TOSCA"

Famous for years as play and opera.
Nearly 1.000 performances by Sarah
Bernhardt
in Europe
and America.

"THE
Was

London's
cess. Ran for

WHIP"

greatest melodrama
years.

"THE SQUALL"
1927
Ran one solid year on Broadway

suc-

in

"NO, NO, NANETTE"

Played a full year in Chicago and has
had thousands of capacity performances in New
York and on the road.

'APPLESAUCE"
Has been running 5 years in New
York,
"^ road Chicago,
companiesand on the road, with

lATIONAL this uear is

J!

f BfiOADWAY I
WlHiililllilllH^

'

^^

-s«a_

You say to yourself — "I want to play
all these in my theatre*'. . . And you
walk down the street and buy up every
last one of them!
Sounds like magic . . .YET THAT'S
EXACTLY WHAT YOU DO when

you buy —

CROUP for IQ28-'29

I Eamous Sta^fe Successes
^EST-^ELLERS
tirculation Magazines

»<3 internahonal successes Ei
First NationaPs
I9a8-a9 Stage Buys
-were Hailed as
\Iasterpieces by tKe
"THE

Critics—
BUTTER
AND

EGG

"Deliciously funny." . . . "Its theatre
humor is classical.** . . . "A truly exhilarating evening
in the theatre.*' —
said New York
critics.

MAN"
"THE

BARKER"

"An abundant, overflowing evening
in the theatre . . . Enjoyed every
minute of it." — Alexander W oollcott
in N. Y. World.
"Different,
thrilling." —
Alan
Dale invivid,
N. Y.alive,
American.

"SH!— THE

OCTOPUS"

"Plentitudinously creepy ... If you
want alternating nervous chills and
chortles to make you forget the day's
hutndrutn. drop in and see 'Sh !— The
Octopus.' " — N. V. American

UTf
\' V
^r?

^AlI^ 0

grclieck'

Here i$ the line-Up that thrilled
the Industrq one weekagb todaq

\ COMPLETE

asT

COLLEEN

MOORE

Tbese t-wo inillioitdollar prodactions alone ivouldl
establish the
doxninance of The
President
Group.

in

LILAC TIME
I

q4 Firnatone Production

TH€

oTPtClALJ^'

MAMMOTH

l4-

ST K\

HITS
COLLEEN

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS

in

"Diversion"
"Mutiny"
And Others

MOORE

in "Baby
Face**
.;. .J.

COLLEEN

GRIFFITH
tn

The divine LAD'

From E. Barrington's Famous Best-Sei

TH€

STAR

HITS

MOORE

in "Synthetic Sin"

COLLEEN

CORINNE

MOORE

DOROTHY

MACKAILL

in

"The Girl in the Glass Cage"
"Two

Weeks

OflF"

in "The Richest' Girl on Earth"

?

CORINNE
"Outcast"

GRIFFITH

"LATOSCA"

in

JACK

with Billie Dove

"Saturday's Children"
"Paid For"
And 1 Other

"THE WHIP"

wiih Dorothy Mackaill, Ralph Forbes,
Anna Q. Nilsson, Lowell Sherman

"THESQUALL"
BILLIE DOVE

"NO, NO. NANETTE"

in

"The Other Tomorrow"
'The Heart of a Princess"
"Pleasure Bound"

"THE BUTTER

AND EGG MAN"

iviih Jack Mulhall, Greta Nissen, Sam Hard
Gertrude Astor

"THE BARKER"

MULHALL

m

"Applesauce"
'When Irish Eyes Are Smiling"

CHARLIE

MURRAY

in

"The Lying Truth"
"The Sport of Kings"
"Wine, Women and Song"
"Charlie's Night Out"

with Milton Sills, Dorothy Mackaill,
Betty Compson. Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.

"CHANGELING"

ALICE

WHITE

in

\

A George Fiizmaurice Production

MILTON

SILLS in

I

And

"Captain of the Strong"
"The Eagle's Trail"
"The Spotter"
"Hard Rock'

Z Added

Special

Not included in prertous
announcements
"THE GOOD-BYE

KISS"

A Mack Sennett Romantic Drama

DOROTHY
JACK

MACKAILL
MULHALL

and

"Show Girl"
"On the Air"
'Bluffers"
"Rosie of the Ritz"

"TOILERS OF THE SEA"
*♦• Hugo's
**• Classic
From Victor

in

"Children of the Ritz"
"Waterfront"

KEN

MAYNARD

in

"The Glorious Trail"
"The Phantom City"
"The Royal Rider"
"The Lawless Legion"
"Cheyenne"
Wells Fargo Express'

^^^
V lWqE/-jto«'//iee
whq thit in
qearofat/i/em
fmt national
has The Best Prnposithn
the Field /»ltmbti cf Motion Piciuie Producer ,n4 Disuibutors of America Inc.— Will H Hayt Pnudt^,
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New bill is offered in Congress to bar block booking, producer ownership of theatres and compulsory
arbitration; Michigan representative sponsoring measure says aim is to promote all branches of the
industry; U-B Enterprises' action against companies is continued at Cleveland; Exhibitor sues distributors and Atlanta Film Board of Trade, calls contract unjust.
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INDEX TO CONTENTS
FEATURES

NEWS
FBO and Educational announce product; FBO Go-Getters
launch season at Chicago convention for selling of greatest program; The Convention in pictures, Page 80.
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of pictures (see Page 84) — Hays returns happy at saving U. S.
films from ban overseas.
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The Washington Dinner
THE recent Paramount dinner in Washington, attended
by a number of men who are distinguished in the
public life of the nation, was an event which, while reflecting credit upon Paramount, also contributed to an enhancement of the whole business of motion pictures.
This dinner, held in the national capital under most
favorable auspices, has created an impression that will
last — and while enduring it will do much toward offsetting the popular practice of throwing mud at the industry. There have been but few occasions in the history of
the business which have resulted in so much sound and
constructive publicity for motion pictures in places and
positions which really count.
» « *

Blue Law Drive
THE

drastic blue law legislation pertaining to the District of Columbia which is now pending in Congress
should not be considered as merely a local issue. The blue
law fanatics, in the drive they are making for the enactment of this legislation in Washington, are following a
course which they have found successful in the past. They
have selected Washington for the introduction of the opening wedge. If successful there, the movement will spread
rapidly to other sections.
A distressing feature of the present status of this blue
law legislation in Washington is that among a certain group
of weak-kneed members of Congress there is virtually an
understanding that they dare not vote against any "moral"
issue. Legislation fanatics are well-aware of this and they
overlook no opportunities to parade the "moral" aspects
of their proposal.
This legislation is important for the District of Columbia
but it is also important for the country at large and it
should be viewed — and the opposition built up — on that
basis.
* * ♦

Sapiro vs. Hays
MR.

AARON SAPIRO, in a statement last week, explained that he is "not out to fight Hays." It seems
to us that following Mr. Sapiro's telegram to the French

PICTURE
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authorities and his offer to the government to assist in the
federal action against the members of the Hays organization, his position with reference to Mr. Hays, hardly stands
in need of clarification.
* * *

The Next Step
THE recent rejection by the Federal Trade Commission
of that portion of the report of Paramount to th$
Conmiission's cease and desist order of last July which
refers to block booking is a routine development in the
case. Paramount has not agreed, and is not expected to
agree, to a discontinuance of block booking as called for
by the Commission.
Paramount's refusal to discontinue block booking was,
of course, met by the Commission's further insistence that
their order on this point be complied with.
As a means toward breaking the apparent deadlock the
Commission has decided to petition, probably in New York
for enforcement of its order before a United States Circuit
Court of Appeals. When this step is taken, the whole
matter will be tried over again and whether block booking
^'^^^^S.■S- will
**■ *^ depend upon the court's
will continue or disappear

Double Features
THE double feature question is again in the limelight
as the result of a recent resolution passed by the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association in which the
double feature was branded as an unwise and unsound
business practice.
CleveAttention to the question was recently attracted ofin double
land on account of certain conspicuous instances
featuring. In two of the cases cited there had been a
doubling on "The Circus" and "West Point" and "Sadie
fhompson" and "Sharp Shooters."
The inquiry may be asked, "What kind of pictures does
the exhibitor, who cannot attract satisfactory patronage
with either 'The Circus' or 'Sadie Thompson' alone, expect?" If these are not attractions which are well able
to carry a show without a second, supplementary feature —
then the records elsewhere do not afford accurate guidance.
The use of two features on a single bill now appears
more inexcusable than ever before. At a time like the
present when there is so much criticism of high admission
charges we cannot understand why exhibitors should be
seeking to overload their programs. The public is not
interested in just more entertainment. The number of
locations where quantity bargains are an inducement for
greater patronage are very few indeed. The public demand is for better entertainment — and, of course, at lower
prices, if possible.
There is plenty of evidence to indicate that in many
places lower admission prices will lead to greater receipts.
And the theatre man, naturally, is decidedly more interested in the volume of receipts than in the number of
people played to.
The best possible film show can be built around a single
feature. If such a program can be offered at a lower
admission price, it is good business to curtail the cost of
saving.
the second feature and give the public the benefit of this
Double features are contrary to every principle of sound
entertainxnent and amount to bad economics for both exhibitor and producer. Running two features on a single
program may appear to be a sure short-cut to satisfaction
for the public, but in most cases the result is the exact
opposite.
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New Bill to Bar Block Booking,
Producer Theatres, Is Offered
More Articles Wanted
Of "Pop" Dibble Type

The following letter has been received from Elmore Simon of Elmore Simon Motion Picture Title
Co., St. Louis:

"Read the 'I Knew Them When'
articles by Pop Dibble in the recent
issues and must say Mr. Dibble does
know his 'fillums.' I'll bet his garret
would make a wonderful 'set' for
filming Motion Picture History. And
speaking of history, we have one of
the old Lubin Projectors mentioned
in his article. It is in daily use for
testing trailers, etc., although not
quite
as noisy as the 'corn sheller'
he
describes.
"One

of the old Edison Films, entitled the 'Desperate Encounter Between the Burglar and Police,' is
among my cherished possessions. It
is about fifty feet in length and contains about 49 feet of shooting. Some
action!
"I think all showmen would be interested in reading some more of
these articles by the oldtimers. What
say?"
WHA TSAY? The "Herald-World"
news columns are open to further
reminiscences similar to those of
Pop."

Kennedy Spikes All
Rumors of English
Purchase of FB O
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May IS.— Joseph P. Kennedy,
president of F B O Pictures Corporation, has
emphatically denied the published report that
PRO may be purchased by English interests.
Kennedy stated officially that the story was
without foundation of any sort.

3 Bandits Rob Clemmer
Theatre, Seattle, of $568;
Make
Getaway
in Car
(Special to the Herald-World)

SPOKANE, May 15.— Three bandits robbed
employes of the Clemmer theatre here Saturday night of the receipts of the last show,
totaling over $568, on Riverside Avenue, the
principal street. One robber flourished a pistol on the assistant manager of the theatre
and the girl cashier, and the third ran an
automobile up to the curb took the other two
in and sped away.

Begin Broadcasting of
Radio Films Over WGY
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 15.— The General Electric Company last week began a regular schedule of television broadcasting for the benefit
of experimenters and amateurs who have constructed television sets. The radio moving
pictures are to be broadcast each Tuesday,
Thursday
and Friday afternoons.

Compulsory Arbitration Is Hit
In Move toLaunched
"Develop
Industry"
Suit for $102,000
at Atlanta — Injunction
Action at Cleveland Interests U. S. Officials
[Washington

Bureau of the Herald-World]

WASHINGTON, May 15. — Carrying provisions prohibiting blind or block
booking, producer ownership of theatres or compulsory arbitration, a measure
providing for federal regulation of the motion picture industry has been introduced in Congress by Representative Hudson of Michigan.
Aim "To Develop Industry"
The purpose of the bill, Hudson declared, when it was introduced, is to develop all the branches of the industry to their largest and highest capacity
and to maintain a fair, broad and open field of endeavor in every branch.
The bill is designed, according to its author,
"to secure at the source of production without censorship or any compulsory system of
pre-examination of films before exhibition,
conformity to the moral standards which were
drawn up by the industry in 1921, and which
they then promised to put into effect, thus
to assist parents to protect their children from
the exploiters of youth in such a manner as
to increase the amusement value of the films
and the financial profits of the business ; to
promote America's foreign business in all
l)ranches of trade by removing the principal
reasons why France and other nations object
to American films, otherwise other nations
like Russia may adopt government ownership of films, may limit their importations as
Great Britain and France have recently done,
or may exclude them altogether ; to regulate
the political activities of the industry; to
place the settlement of trade disputes and the
supervision of the industry in the hands of a
Federal Commission, nonpartisan and beyond
unfair political influence, a commission which
will devote its whole work to the motion picture industry only; and to inaugurate the use
of teaching films in the schools of the United
States by providing $1,000,000 to the Federal
Bureau of Education for that purpose."
There is little likelihood that any serious
consideration will be given the Hudson bill
during the rest of this session or at all next
session. Less than three weeks now remain
of the present session, according to present
plans of the leaders, and the next session
will be limited to a period of three months,
most of which will be devoted to consideration of appropriation bills and other matters
of
more
industries. national importance than indi\'idual

Georgia Exhibitor Sues
Companies for $102,000

Ashburn, in a suit filed Wednesday here in
federal district court against Fox Film Cor12 other Board
distributors'
agencies and
the Atlantaporation, Film
of Trade.
In his petition, Kelley asserts that he was
damaged to the extent of $34,000 when alleged concerted action by members of the
Atlanta Film Board of Trade cut off his film
service when he refused to abide by the
arbitrators' award growing out of a film contract. The petition asks for three times this
bill of damages, as provided by the Sherman
Anti-trust Act. He declares that exhibitors
are required to sign a standard contract, unjust in its provisions.
In February, 1927, about the time he
opened his theatre in Ashburn, Kelley asserts
he contracted with Fox, United Artists, Pathe,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, First National, Universal and Tiftany-Stahl. About Jan. I, 1928,
he says he notified the Fo.x exchange he would
not continue the Fox News service after that
date. The contract, he avers, expired Aug. 1,
1927. He says that arbitrators then appointed
by the Atlanta Film Board of Trade rendered
an award that he should use and pay for 52
issues of Fox News.
He

says he refused and the seven companies then notified him he was required to
pay each company in advance to secure performance of his contracts, and that when he
refused, these companies notified him they
had discontinued service to him.
Follow ng this, he asserts, he was refused
service from Warner Brothers. Paramount,
Educational, F B O, .Arthur C. Bromberg
Attractions and Liberty-Specialty Film Distributing Corporation.

U. S. Watches Suit
Launched in Cleveland
(Washitigton

(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA,
May
15.— Conspiracy
in restraint of trade is charged and $102,000 damages asked by P. V. Kelley,
exhibitor
at

Bureau

of Hcrald-World)

WASHINGTON. May 15.— Officials of the
Department of Justice are watching with a
great deal of interest a suit for injunction
{Continued on page 981

Sixth Bombing in Seattle Jars Audiences
in 2 Theatres; Windows Broken; No Injuries
(Special to the Herald-World)
SEATTLE, May 15. — The sixth theatre bombing in Seattle occurred last Friday
night when a bomb planted in an alley between the Colonial and Capitol theatres
exploded during the evening performance. Both theatres were filled with smoke
and windows in the district were shattered. Miraculously, no one in either house
was hurt. Police investigations showed that the bomb was set to explode at S
p. m. Audiences in both theatres were severely shaken; however, no disturbances
occurred.
No clues were left by the bombers.
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YORK, May 15.— Every time they
NEW
start tearing down a building along the
Canyon, and that's about three times a day, the
report goes: around that somebody is going to
put up the biggest theatre you ever saw in
your Hfe. . . . With ushers with snappier uniforms than Roxv ever dreamed of. . . . The
thinking
a huddle,
O. A. "are. all
P. T.
M.
of
Hatrick,
. Edgar
. . in
a convention
about
International Newsreel, returned from a long
jaunt last week and this week he loads aboard
ship for another globetrotting tour. . . . Jinimie Grainger is the only individual in the industry- who "outmiles" Edgar on long distance
flights. . . . Sam Efrus, of the Peerless Corporation, left New York Wednesday for a
ern sales trip. ... A perfect "36" is
southwest
to be looked at a second time these days and
Columbia Pictures announces it has a perfect
36 exhibited and extolled at their conventions,
the first in Los Angeles May 10 to 12, second
in Chicago May 11 to 13 and the third in New
York ]\Iay 17 to 19 inclusive. . . . Irving Thalherg and his Avife Norma Shearer, passed
through quarantine and the customs house
inspection Monday after a Mediterranean
cruise. Both looked well, and smiling, as they
tripped down the gangplank. . . . Eddie
Grainger, of the Fox company, and incidentally maj'or of Columbus, Mt. Vernon, is in
town and looking forward to a restful vacation
on Tenth Ave. and 55th street. . . . Gordon S.
White has been suffering from a touch of the
grippe. However, we are pleased to be able
to state that he is on the road to recovery.
this?
about
do you
what
. . . W'ell,
Raymond
name to
his know
changed
Hall has
Ray
Hall. . . . Do you remember the two brothers
who once had offices at 729 Seventh avenue
who changed their names so often that the
postman could not tell from day to day to
whom the letters were to be delivered. These
two naturally turned out to be dead beats, and
most of the letters went to the dead letter
office. . . . Irwin Willat is to do a sea story
for Columbia, and how he can do the salty
srtuff. . . . Nat Rothstein, of Universal, is expected to return to the city on the 21st. . . .
Harry Reichenhach expects to finish up his
work with Universal within the next two
weeks and it is said he will sail for merry
England about the first of June. . . . Terry
Ramsaye is back in the business after having
finished the world's only history of the moving picture industry. . . . The Pelham moving
picture theatre, which was closed most of the
winter because of the high price of coal, has
reopened. Most exhibitors give the excuse for
closing as the high price of pictures or the
overhead in connection with the hat checking
privilege. . . . Charles Brownell, of F B O,
owns one of the smartest and most comfortable yawls on Long Island Sound but pressure
of business is such that Charley must deprive
himself of his greatest pleasure and sell the
goodship Atalla. . . . Reports to the contrary,
Colvin Brown is not going to take up boating
on the Hudson, at least not this year. . . .
Redcaps at the Grand Central didn't like the
looks of the baggage of one of the outgoing
groups who were headed for Chicago for the
convention and there was some trouble for a
few minutes and a lot of explanations before
the redcaps would move the baggage. They
thought F B O was the same as FOB, but
Hy Daab made a noise that sounded like real
coin and the buckskins soon returned to norbest
with
This
gets

mal . . . Wray Physioc, one of the industry's
directors of short subjects, is negotiating
Educational for a directorial position.
is not an advertisement but we hope he
it.
—PETER STUYVESANT.
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They'll Have Big FBO Roles
players who
arc three
E partic
HERwill
ipate importantly
in the 1928-29 story-telling of
Alberta Vaughn has
FBO.
been familiar to the public for
some time, but Eleanor Flynn is
rather new. The past year
brought forth Frankic Darro,
that lad with the fetching eyes,
as a star, and he will have equal
opportunities in the coming program, says FBO.
At right is shown Alberta
Vaughn. She has been signed
by Larry Darmour to star in a
series of shorts by H. C. Witwer
entitled "Racing Blood," which
Darmour is making for the
Standard Cinema Corporation
for F B O 1928-29 release.

Frankie Darro is pictured above
as the courageous little Westerner who rode himself into the
hearts of the picture public.
But his talents are not confined
to those which first advanced
his career. Among his 1928-29
parts for FBO will be the starring role in "The Circus Kid."
Shoivn at left is Eleanor Flynn.
Miss Flynn also has been engaged by Darmour for roles in
the FBO
series of Witwer
shorts which are being made by
the Standard Cinema Corporation. She will appear in important portrayals throughout
the series in support of Miss
Vaughn.
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New National Body
Of Exhibitors Will
Start Soon: Report
(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS, May 15.— The current issue of Greater Amusements says :
"Within thirty days there will be a new
national organization of exhibitors formed
and details of the formation will be made
public within the next week or ten days. . . .
"Practically all the plans . . . have been
completed and the time and place for the
holding of the meeting only awaits word from
two exhibitor leaders, who are now in the
midst of their state conventions, to give the
word 'go !' . . .
"It is known that the inactivity of the 'remains' of the M. P. T. O. A. is the cause
back of the movement. . . . Charges, too, that
the Hays organization is 'giving orders' to
Pete Woodhull and paying the organization's
expenses are largely responsible for rushing
through to completion plans of the men back
of the movement."

F-N Produces Net
Income of $346,229
for Last Quarter
(Special to the Herald-World)

_ NEW YORK, May IS.— Net income, after
interest. Federal taxes, etc., of First National Pictures, Inc., including domestic and
foreign companies, for the quarter ended
March 31, 1928, equaled $346,229. This is
equivalent, after regular dividend requirements on the 8 per cent first preferred stock,
the 7 per cent class "A" second preferred and
the 7 per cent class "B" second preferred
stocks, to $3.80 a share on 73,627 no par
shares of common stock.
In figuring share earnings no allowance is
made for participation provisions on 8 per
cent preferred or for accumulated dividends
of second preferred class "B" shares.

Exhibitors Seek Man
On $1,300 Fraud Charge
(Special to the Herald-World)

ROCHESTER,
' IS.—
Charles
Kreighbaum,
owner IND.,
of a May
theatre
here,
and
Karl Cast, theatre owner of Akron, are said
to be seeking the return to Rochester of Seymour Stern of Indianapolis, whom they accuse of defrauding them of about $1,300 on
an advertising plan to be used in theatres.
Thus far they have been unable to secure his
return though Stern has been arrested in Indianapolis after affidavits were filed in Rochester. Twice he has succeeded in obtaining a
continuance of his case.
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Paramount May Synchronize All
After This Season, Says Lasky
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Dialogue

Will Be Used Where
Dramatically Effective,
Sales Convention Told — Sam Katz Speaks Over
Radio — Charles Rogers at Sessions
[By Special Correspondent

Detroit

of the Herald-World]

DETROIT, MICH., May 15.— The day of the "silent drama" is drawing to
a close, according to Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president in charge of film
production of Paramount, who told 200 members of the sales force at the convention here that it is entirely likely that in the near future all productions
made by Paramount will be "talking pictures" and intimated that this year's
product of the company will be the last of the school of silent films.
Working on Sound Device Now
"We are working on a sound device which will be a new contribution to the
motion picture art," Lasky said. "All pictures, very shortly, will be made
with the figures actually speaking from the silver sheet.
"I certainly don't believe that motion picture
scenarios will be written as plays for the
legitimate stage are written now. That is,
Ias don't
believe
on the
stage.the dialogue will be continuous
Dialogue

in Most

Effective

Spots

"The dialogue, I believe, will be put into
the films where it is dramatically effective. It
will tend to make picture plays more dramatic
and more effective.
"In another way, also, we will be able to
effect economies by its use. Let us consider
that we are filming a scene where persons
inside of a house are threatened by a mob
howling around the outside of the building.
"On the stage that scene would be produced
by showing the persons in the room, and with
sounds off stage to represent the mob. We
must show it at present, by pictures of the
persons in the house, and then flashes of the
mob outside.
"This means that a great many extras
must be employed for the mob shots. I believe the same scene could be produced more
effectively by scenes showing the persons
cowering in the room, while the sounds of
the mob came to the audience over the
'talking movie' or whatever name you desire
to give to this new apparatus."
Depends
on Invention's Success
Lasky said that other effective uses might be
made of the new device, and intimated that
Paramount's entrance into this field on a
large scale depends largely upon the successful
completion of present work on the invention.
The convention here was of executives of
the Middle Western division of the Paramount sales force. A similar meeting was
held in Washington and a third in San Francisco closes tomorrow. Delegates came here
from all over Canada, from as far west as
Milwaukee and Chicago, from Cincinnati on
the south and Pittsburgh on the east.
Paramount's product for the coming j'car
was gone over in great detail, and convention

Charles Rogers, Paramount's newest star,
attended and appeared for three days at the
State theatre. The sales force was told that
the title of his first starring picture has been
changed from "Bull Dog Yale" to "Varsity."
y\mong the home office officials of the
Paramount corporation who were present
were Adolph Zukor, president ; S. R. Kent,
general manager, and Samuel Katz, president of Publix. Katz spoke over a radio
station describing the manner in which Publix
stage shows are put together.
John Hammell, sales manager of the middle
western
division, was chairman.
The five Kunsky houses all booked Paramount pictures for convention week. Advertisements were run daily in the newspapers
informing the public of the reason for an
entirely Paramount program.

Manager Arrested Twice
In Saenger Clash With
Council at Greenwood
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, May 8.— Authorities of
Greenwood, Miss., are clashing with Saenger
Amusement Company, reports indicate. On
May 1 the city council passed an ordinance
enforced May 3, which attorneys for the
Saenger Amusement Company say was aimed
directly at them. The ordinance makes it
unlawful to place on exhibit on streets any
sign boards unless they are hung eight feet
above the sidewalks.
The manager of the Greenwood theatre.
F. E. Shipley, was arrested and fined $50
for having two display boards in front of the
lobby on the sidewalk. Following the disposal of the first count Shipley was again
arrested charged with congestion in the theatre following the awarding of a prize, and
fined another $50. Attorneys for Saenger
claim discrimination, as signs of other concerns were not molested. They will carry the
cases to a higher court.

Senate Approves Bill to
Reduce Air Mail Charges

members were shown previews of "The
Dragnet," starring George Bancroft, and
"The Patriot," with Emil Jannings.

According to a Brisbane editorial last Saturday, the Senate has: approved a bill that
now goes to the President which will reduce
air mail charges SO per cent. General New
believes the lower price will mean more business, better profit, says Brisbane.

Commission Decides to Sue Paramount;
Petition to Be Filed in Appeals Court

Stage Golf Tournament
(Special to the Herald-World)

TACOMA, WASH., May IS.— At the request of the Tacoma Theatre Owners' and
Managers' Association the date of the 1928
Film Golf Tournament is scheduled for
Wednesday, June 13th. "Fircrest" at Tacoma
is the battleground.

{Washington Bureau of the Hcrald-li'orid)
WASHINGTON, May 15. — A petition for the judicial enforcement of the cease
and desist order of last July against Paramount is to be filed in the United States
circuit court of appeals, probably in New York, by the Federal Trade Commission.
Announcement that suit would be brought was made yesterday, the decision following the rejection by the commission of Paramount's report of compliance with
the block booking order on the ground that it was insufficient to show complete
and actual compliance with the requirements of the Government. Only block booking will be brought to the attention of the court, the commission having accepted
the respondent's report on the other points of conspiracy and theatre acquisition.
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Exhibitors of Texas Re-elect Cole;
Lower Power Rates Promised
Uniform Charge Depends Upon Receipt of Data from Theatre Owners —
Association s Board Increased to Sixteen
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

DALLAS, May 15. — H. A. Cole of Dallas was re-elected president of the
M. P. T. O. of Texas at the last session of the two-day meeting of the organization here. Among subjects discussed were electric light rates, new contracts
and increasing the board of directors from seven to sixteen. The increase
was approved.
Burt King First Vice-President
Other officers elected were:
Burt King of Stamford, first vice-president;
E. J. Callahan, Crockett; H. T. Doge and Henry Sparks, Cooper, second vicepresidents, and Jack Lilly, secretary-treasurer.
One of the highlights of the convention,
conducted May 8 and 9, was the matter of
light and power rates, according to an official
statement by Col. Cole.
Reductions Promised
For some months he has been working on
the problem of light rate reductions for theatres, and after recent conferences' with officials of large electrical distributing companies,
said the proposition to obtain these reductions
is quite likely to be effected.
"The onlj' obstacle confronting us now," he
said, "is the fact that many exhibitors have
been negligent in furnishing the organization
with the simple data necessary to meet further
■with the power officials to make certain the
lower rates."
Investigation showed, according to Cole,
that companies with control in a number of
towns in Texas, were varjang charges for the
same current usage. This' the officials agreed
to correct upon receipt of data from exhibitors, through the M. P. T. O., as to just how
the power is now coming into their theatre.
In one town, Cole said, the rate charged
was 15 cents a k.w. hour on the light circuit
and 6 cents a k.w. on the power circuit. In
this case an all-power rate would produce a
very large saving.

Jazz Gets Indirect Blow
When Judge Allows Only
$30 in Irving Berlin Suit
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, May 8.— Federal Judge
Louis Henry Burns has refused to grant Irving BerUn, Inc., damages: in the sum of $750
on three counts on alleged copyright infringement by A. Daigle, operator of a dance hall
at Plaquemine, La., but allowed $30 on the
three specifications, or $10 for each violation.
Berlin, Inc., sued under the section of the
copyright law which provides a minimum penalty of $250 for each infringement of a copyright of a dramatic, choral or orchestral composition. This the defendant denied but set
up a counter plea that if infringement existed,
plaintiff was entitled to recover only $10 for
each offense, under a subsequent clause in the
act which says "other musical compositions,"
as popular music does not fall under the
higher classification.
This is the first time this phase of the law

has been passed on in an infringement suit.
The federal court also dismissed a similar
suit by the same company to collect $500 from
Joseph and Charles' Russo, operators at
Plaquemine. The theatre managers said music
was provided from a phonograph and played
records alleged to have been copyrighted by
the Berlin Company.

Goldburg Signs Hummell
as Sales Manager
for
First Division Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May IS.— Jesse J. Goldburg
has announced that H. S. Hummell has been
signed as sales manager of First Division
Pictures. Hummell was formerly sales manager for Columbia and represented Pathe in
Chicago at one time.
Four special productions are announced by
the company
as part
of the
uct. The four
pictures
willnew
be season's
selected prodfrom
the 18 pictures planned for the season's program. A special budget and publicity and
exploitation campaigns will be put behind
these productions, it is said.

German Censors Cut 59
Features, 21 American
(Washingtoji

Bureau

of

the

Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, May 15.— Germany censored 59 long feature films during March, of
which 27 were German and 32 foreign (21
from America), as compared with 22 domestic and 16 foreign the previous month, according to a report from Trade Commissioner
George R. Canty in Paris.
Of the total length of 219,055 meters censored in March, 61 per cent were feature
films, and 39 per cent educational and news
reels.

Boost Fox Name
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Alay 15.— Fox prestige has
grown in South America as a result of such
pictures as "7th Heaven" and "Sunrise," Clayton P. Sheehan, foreign manager of the Fox
company, said on his return from a three
months' tour of the Fox exchanges in Brazil,
Argentina, Uruguay and Chile.

Mayor Vetoes Daylight Saving Ordinance
at Indianapolis; Back to Council May 21
(Special to the Herald-World)
INDIANAPOLIS, May 15.— This city has escaped daylight saving, for the
present at least. Mayor L. Ert Slack Saturday vetoed the ordinance originally
passed by the city council two weeks before. The mayor's action places the ordinance in discard, at least until the regular meeting of the council May 21, when
it may be passed over his veto.
Five of the six councilmen who voted for the ordinance refused to commit
themselves yesterday as to whether they would urge passage over the veto. Not
for months has an ordinance aroused such attention among the general public.
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Fox Move for Poli
Chain and Twin City
Foothold Reported
Reports that Fox interests soon will acquire
the Poli circuit in New England, options on
which have expired, and that Fox plans to
erect a large theatre in the Midway district
between Minneapolis and St. Paul, following
the breaking up of negotiations for the F & R
circuit, enlivened news of theatre developments of the past week.
F & R has leased the Orpheum in Duluth
and is revamping the Nokomis theatre in
Minneapolis, while plans are being resumed
for the addition of several houses in the
Northwest.
West Coast has closed the Broadway in Tacoma.
G. C. Knight has bought the Liberty at Nyassa,
Idaho, Liberty at Parma and Liberty at Wilder.
The three theatres at LaGrande, Ore., have been
consolidated into the LaGrande Theatres, Inc., under
Francis Greulich and J. D. Meyers. Bob White has
sold his interests in Multnomah Theatres Corporation, half stock of which is held by Universal.
Dr. Nathan Zoglin has bought the Ritz, Kansas
City suburban. Topeka is to have a $12,000 Negro
theatre. At Milwaukee, John A. Ludwig and Harry
Perlewitz have taken over the Murray, Astor and
Jackson and the Parkway. A $45,000 theatre is to
be
erected
at Spencer,
'VVabash Square,
at Clinton,
Ind.,
has been
closed.Ind.
The The
Fountain
one
of the finest houses in Indiana, has just opened at
Indianapolis. The Weller at Zanesville, Ohio, is
to be remodeled. The Indiana at Terre Haute, Ind.,
has been offered for sale.
The Empress theatre opens May 19 in Montreal.
Loew's at Toronto is being reconstructed. Baton
Rouge interests are to build a theatre at Opelousas,
La.
Management changes include appointment of Jack
Retlaw as manager of the Midwesco theatres at
Kenosha, Wis., Leonard Grossman as manager of
LTniversal's Rialto at Racine. Jess Day has left the
Strand at Des Moines to affiliate with Midwesco, and
is succeeded by H. S. Ward.

Future Medical Student
Will Learn From Screen
Is Physician's Prophecy

Use of motion pictures to teach medicine
is prophesied in the current issue of "American Medicine," in an article by Dr. J. F.
Montague entitled "Taking the Doctor's
Pulse." The author, who is a pioneer in the
use of medical films, holds that the student
could learn better and more rapidly from the
screen than from text books and lectures.
"The dissection of an entire human body,"
he declares, "a tedious process taking months
of careful work, may be shown in faithful detail by motion pictures taking but a few hours
to show. Moreover, without the necessity of
again going through the dissection, the process may be repeatedly shown until the student
is entirely familiar wdth its details."

Skouras Nets $62,345
First Quarter of Year
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, May 15.— Skouras Brothers
Enterprises netted $62,345 profit for the
quarter
ended March 31, the annual report
shows.
The company and its subsidiaries during the
year ending with January experienced a net
loss of $19,999, because of floods and cyclone,
but in January alone a net profit of $27,265
was made,
months
of leaving
$7,266. a net profit for the thirteen

Carnivals Hurt Theatres
(Special to the Herald-World)

WATERVLIET, N. Y., May 15.— Theatre
owners here are hard hit these days with
carnivals. Two weeks ago a carnival came to
town for a week, and this week brings another. The Grand theatre, owned and operated by George Tetrault, feeling the effects
of the carnivals, has decided to operate on a
three day a week basis for the next month
or so.
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Shows for Profit
In Tax-Supported
Halls Ruled Legal
(Special to the Herald-World)

SALT LAKE CITY, May 15.— High schools
may exhibit commercial pictures in their auditoriums for profit in this state, it is announced,
as a result of the decision of the Third Judicial District court in the case instituted by
George Beard, theatre owner and a member
of the M. P. T. O. of Utah, against the board
of education of the North Summit High school
district.
The complaint set out that the board allowed the exhibition of pictures usually shown
in theatres and that an admission fee has
been charged, with the proceeds therefrom
going to both the treasury of the district and
to the persons sponsoring the entertainments.
Beard urged that the taxpayers engaged in
private enterprises should be protected from
encroachment by institutions maintained by
taxation.

Paramount Denies
Rumor of Building
New York Theatre
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, May 15.— Prominent officials
of the Paramount organization, including
Ralph A. Kohn, treasurer of the organization,
denied today that Paramount Famous Lasky
is about to conclude a transaction for the
construction of a new theatre in the Times
Square
district.
Rumors to the effect that Paramount would
build a new skyscraper on Broadway between
44th and 45th streets — on the site now occupied by Loew's New York and the Criterion
theatres — were continually circulating last
week. They professed to believe that Paramount was interested in halting the uptown
trend of moving picture patrons since the
opening of the huge Roxy theatre.

Frank Newman Joins
Columbia Pictures as
Production Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 15.— Frank Newman
who came here from Kansas City two years
ago to manage the Metropolitan theatre today
joined Harry Cohn. In his new post he takes
the place formerly occupied by Sam Briskin
who has been promoted. The title is production manager.

She Gets Hand-Painted
$20 (Special
Bill;
He's Arrested
to the Herald-World)
DETROIT, May 15.— Passing counterfeit
bills on theatre cashiers during the rush hours
when they generally are too busy to inspect
them closely was given a new twist by John
Gault, 32 years old. Gault passed a counter feit $20 bill on Miss Catherine Porter,
cashier at the Madison theatre here, and Miss
Porter, suspicious because Gault did not enter
the theatre, called the police. When Gault
was arrested it was found that the $20 bill,
instead of being engraved, had been painted
by hand.
Gault is an artist.

LaGrange

Theatre Closing

The LaGrange theatre at LaGrange, 111., will
close May 19. The theatre is operated by
Gregory & Bernasck.
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FBO Go-Getters Roll Up Sleeves
For Week's Session in Chicago
Kennedy Arrives Wednesday — Schnitzer and Marcus Launch Sales
Season with Addresses Reflecting Enthusiasm Over
Company's Greatest Production Program
Individual as well as company enthusiasm over the greatest production program ever undertaken in the annals of F B O Pictures Corporation was reflected at the opening sessions of the general sales convention, which rolled up
its sleeves and got down to work Monday at the Drake hotel, Chicago, to start
a week of preparation for the selling season.
Kennedy Arrives Wednesday
With the
Joseph
Kennedy,of sales
president,
slated for
to arrive
\\'ednesday
andSchnitzer,
set into
action
heavy P.artillery
arguments
the field
forces, J. I.
senior vice-president, and Lee Marcus, general sales manager and presiding
officer, launched the drive at the Monday session.
The entire product, which is announced
elsewhere in this issue, was to be gone over
in detail by speakers from the home office and
officials in the field.
N. Y. Delegation Arrives Sunday
The vanguard arrived Saturday but the
main delegation from the home offices in New
York reached Chicago Sunday afternoon on
the Lake Shore Limited.
Besides those already mentioned, the executives from New York to arrive included
E. B. Derr, secretary and treasurer; Clinton
J. Scollard, assistant treasurer and manager
of exchange operations ; Hyatt Daab, director
of advertising and publicity; S. E. Fitzgibbon,
director of sales promotion ; Ambrose Dowling, assistant to the president; William
Dahler, manager of sales accounting department, and E. A. Home, manager of print
and negative department.
The New York exchange is represented by
Charles Rosenzweig, New York state sales
manager, and Phil Hodes, exchange office
manager.
District and Branch Managers Attend
District managers at the meeting are P. C.
Taylor, general manager for Canada; E. J.
O'Leary, New England sales manager, Cleve
Adams, Central sales manager, Jerome Safron,
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey sales manager and J. Frank Shea,
Western sales manager.
Branch managers participating in the convention are A. H. Washburn, Chicago ; W. E.
Matthews, San Francisco ; P. H. Tessier, New
Orleans ; C. L. Peavey, Atlanta ; A. L.
Gaudet, St. John, N. B. ; Harry Weiss, St.
Louis; Roy £. Churchill, Kansas City; E. H.
Wells, Montreal ; William Conn, Charlotte ;
Roy Zimmerman, Sioux Falls ; M. J. Frisch,
Minneapolis; S. H. Decker, Winnipeg; H. R.
Frankle, Des Moines; Sam Benjamin, Oklahoma City; Claude Penrod, Indianapolis;
Sam H. Abrams, Cleveland ; H. T. Dixon,
Buffalo; Vernon Dixon, Calgary; A. AL
Elliott, Detroit; S. W. Fitch, Omaha; Fred
Lind, Salt Lake City; A. H. Schnitzer, Pittsburgh ; H. C. Cohen, Los Angeles ; B. D.
Murphy, Toronto ; W. T. Withers. Portland ;
H. J. Michalson, Cincinnati ; L. E. Harrington,

Dallas ; J. J. Lane, New Haven ; F. L.
McNamee, Washington; A. H. Huot, Seattle;
Sid Weisbaum, Denver; A. E. Rolston, Vancouver; P. M. Baker, Memphis; A. J. Gutek,
Albany; C. B. Ellis, Jacksonville.

Censors of Prizefight
Films and Books Draw
Fire of Press Writer
Agitation of socalled reformers for censorship of prizefight films and of books is given
a blow by Clifford Raj^mond, writer for the
Chicago Tribune.
"The habits of the multitudes, their tastes
and proclivities, as indicated by their pleasures in the theatre, in the movies, in the
newspapers and magazines, are disconcerting
to the censorious and the schoolmaster attiwrites. tude seems reasonable to the latter," he

"The chances are that good music, good
reading, and exen good theatres drives out

F. B.Oldest
Honey,Exhibitor,
Nebraska's
Sells
(Special to the Herald-World)

ASHLAND, NEB., May 15.— The Isis theatre was sold last week by F. B. Honev & Son
to W.
E. C. Becker and W. S. BirdsalL They
bad."
will run the Isis in addition to the B B theatre,
their first Ashland venture.
F. B. Honey is said to be the oldest exhibitor in Nebraska in point of continuous
ser\-ice. He operated a theatre about sixteen
years, all in Ashland.

P-F-L Signs Baclanova
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Alay 15.— Olga Baclanova,
Moscow Art theatre importation, has signed
a Paramount contract. Baclanova was
brought to this country by Morris Gest. She
has appeared with Pola Negri in "Three Sinners" and with Emil Jannings in the as yet
unreleased "Street of Sin."

St. Louis Dog Track Is Ordered Closed As
Nuisance; Racers Win Decision in Chicago
It looks as though dog racing in Chicago will again be present this summer as
competition against local theatres but in St. Louis a track was ordered closed as
a public nuisance in an injunction suit. In Chicago a circuit court judge recently
granted from
a temporary
theIllinois
state's Kennel
attorney's
the
sheriff
interferinginjunction
with dog restraining
racing at the
Club office
on theandSouth
Side on the strength of the plea that what the state's attorney's office designates as
wagers are merely contributions made by the spectators. This action came as the
result
office. of four tracks seeking restraining injunctions against the state's attorney's
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Schenck Denies Being
Asked to Do Hoover Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 15.— Inquiries
by the press as to the selection of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer by the Herbert Hoover organization to produce
a campaign picture has brought a denial by Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. His
statement follows:
"I have read in the papers the

East was West when this quartet met at the Imperial hotel, Tokio, Japan.
Left to right are
Maurice A. Choynski, globetrotting Chicago
exhibitor; Del Goodman, Fox manager
in
Japan; Max Hyman of Chicago and Mr. Hecht, Fox assistant at Tokio.

Ohioans Starting Local Option
Fight to Qet Sunday Pictures
Grand Jury Indicts Two Under Blue Laws — Kansan Tests Public Opinion
— Two Other Cities Bar Sabbath Shows
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald- World]
COLUMBUS, OHIO, May 15. — A general movement has been started
among the smaller cities and larger towns in Ohio, and particularly those
bordering the Ohio river from East Liverpool to Cincinnati, to bring about
an amendment in the laws of Ohio which will give all communities a chance
to vote on Sunday shows. Exhibitors in many places have canvassed the
situation thoroughly and have concluded that such a law will be favored by
a large majority of Ohioans.
Blue from Steubenville to Cincinnati
There is not a city or town along the Ohio river from Steubenville to Cincinnati that permits Sunday exhibitions. The larger places such as Steubenville, East Liverpool, Pomeroy, Bellaire, Gallipolis, Ironton, Portsmouth and
the like, are favorable to Sunday pictures, it is believed. Efforts to bring
about Sunday performances are usually met with a strong protest by the local
ministerial association and city officials generally make arrests.
It is planned to draft a bill to be submitted
next session providing for local option. This
will be introduced in the coming session of the
Ohio legislature, which will convene early
next January.
May Test Referendum Law
Advocates of Sunday performances still
have another arrow in their quiver. Under
the recently written constitution of Ohio,
there is a provision for starting legislation
under an initiative and referendum section. It
is believed that if efforts to get the legislature to amend the law fails, the initiative and
referendum will be tried.
The grand jury of Putnam county recently
returned indictments against Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Buttermore of Leipsic, and Leslie
Moore of Columbus Grove, on the charge of
violating the blue laws. They will be tried in
the present term of the criminal court.

Test Citizens' Opinion
(Special to the Herald'-iVorld)

KANSAS CITY, May 15.— After a battle
which has lasted more than a year, it looks
as if the Sunday closing question in Herington, Kan., is to come to a decision. Recently
C. L. McVey, exhibitor, opened his house for
five consecutive Sundays, then voluntarily
closed on Sundays for two weeks and "put
his ear to the ground" in order that he might
sense the pubhc pulse. Ministers adopted a
resolution condemning the Sunday shows.
McVey came back with the announcement
that there was no law specifying it illegal to
operate a motion picture show on Sunday,
any more than there was a statute which prohibited an organist in a church from working

for pay on Sundays.
The "blue labor law"
makes both unlawful, he said. The law, however, rarely has been enforced.

Ames, Iowa, Bars Sunday Shows
(Special to the Herald-World)

AMES, IOWA, May 15.— This city was recently added to the list of Iowa towns which
insist on banning movies on Sunday, by a
margin of 38 votes out of 4,060 cast. Residents near the State college grounds voted to
continue the ban which went into effect in
1922. Perry and Madrid, close by, voted for
Sunday shows some time ago.

Banned at Columbia, La.
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBIA, LA., May 15.— At a special
session of the police jury last week an ordinance was passed prohibiting motion picture
theatres operating on Sundays. Two houses
are affected.

Threatens New Move
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, May IS.— A threat to force
local police and court officers strictly to enforce Missouri's ancient blue laws if the St.
Louis Sunday closing ordinance against delicatessen owners is appHed has been made by
J. W. Stokes, president of the DeHcatessen
and Confectionery Merchants Association,
Inc. Stokes contends that the only way his
organization can drive home to the public the
injustice of the closing ordinance is to force
everything else to close.
The state supreme court is deadlocked on
legality
of the Sunday closing law for Springfield.

news story that 'arrangements have
been made with the Metro-GoldwynMayer Pictures Corporation to precampaign £lm.'
Thishave
is an
errorpareof areporting,
since we
never
been approached in such a matter
either in the East or at our studios
in California. The statement in the
press is the first we have beard of
such a plan."

Albany Exhibitors
Stand Firm Against
Higher Film Rentals
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, N. Y., May 15.— Exhibitors in
Albany when asked for an expression this
week on the coming new product were noncommittal in so far as pictures were concerned, but were emphatic in that they would
stand for no increases in prices. These exhibitors said that a great deal of the product of
the last year was not satisfactory, that there
was too much hokum in the pictures and little
of dramatic value, and that they had been
forced into paying prices in excess of the
drawing power of the pictures. Any attempt
on the part of exchange managers in this
city to boost prices will be met with stiff
opposition on the part of exhibitors.
There may be a meeting of Albany exhibitors in the near future, to discuss prices and
product and becoming possibly the first step
toward an organization of exhibitors in the
capital city.

Farash Theatres Fete
Shirley's Show Career
(Special to the Herald-World)

SCHENECTADY, May 15.— Celebration of
the tenth anniversary
of William
M. Shirley's
association
with theatrical
activities
in this
city, came to a close last week. Shirley is
president of the Farash chain, and special attractions were presented at the State, Wedgeway, Strand and Barcli theatres.
Shirley came to Schenectady from New
York in 1918, becoming manager of the Palace, which is now the Strand. He was instrumental in organizing the Farash group,
but sold his interests in the chain in 1925.
Last December he rejoined the company as
president.

20-Foot Strip as Lobby of
Theatre Rents for $5,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, May 15.— To own a theatre lobby is a good form of investment, it
was proved by real estate records in Kansas
City last week. A 20-foot strip of land occupied by the entrance and long lobby of the
Pantages theatre is under lease to the theatre for 86 years at a net rental of $5,000 a
year. Albert Schoenberg, fee owner, sold that
narrow strip last week to Kline's, Inc., of
Kansas City for $95,000. That corporation
bought it at a sound investment, netting
slightly better than 5 per cent.
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List of Entries
In Herald-World
Golf Tournament
HOLLYWOOD, May 15.— Following is a
complete list of those who teed off in the
HERALD-WORLD Golf Tournament at the
Riviera Country Club, pictures of which appear starting page 81:
PRODUCERS AND EXECUTIVES— Art
Coover, Max Golden, Edward Butcher, Geo.
Marshall, Nat Deverich, Kenneth Hawks, Hector Turnbull, H. M. Walker, A. MacArthur,
Louis A. Sarecky, Jimmy Townsend, R. Blaydon, M. D. Farley, J. A. Waldron, J. Wesley
Smith, E. J. Bleger, James Ryan, Wallie Lohman, Leo McCarey, S. B. Brennecke, Ned
Marin, C. B. Hawley, Bobby North, Wid
Gunning, Gilbert Fones.
TECHNICAL — Reggie Lanning, Gordon
MacLean, Geo. B. Smith, Gilbert E. Wright,
Edw. J. O'Carroll, Karl Struss, Jean Hornbostel, E. J. Litton, Louis Witte, Milton Carruth,
Johnny Mescall, Edw. M. McDermott, Geo.
Stevens, Carroll Dunning, L. H. Creber, Chester Gore, W. D. Cramer, Billy Shea, R. B.
Rickenbough, C. E. Freshwater, Willard
George, Jack Boland, Robert Kyle, Jr.
DIRECTORS— Victor Heerman, Gregory
La Cava, Jay A. Howe, Bert Glennon, W. S.
Van Dyke, Wm. A. Seiter, Wesley Ruggles,
David Butler, Robert McGowan, Sam Wood,
Henry King, Scott Sidney, Wallace McDonald, William Nigh.
ACTORS— Ted Oliver, Eddie Phillips, Harold Goodwin, Frank Coleman, Harold Miller,
Matt Moore, Tom Kennedy, Robert Armstrong, Edgar Kennedy, Bert Roach, Frank
Thorwald, Brandon Hurst, Oliver Hardy,
Howard Clinton, Jack Mulhall, Neal Burns,
Huntley Gordon.
WRITERS— -James M. Loughborough, T.
J. Crizer, Lex Neal, Tom McNamara, Tom J.
Geraghty, Oliver Garrett, Richard Weil, Al
Cohn, Scott W. Darling, Gordon Jennings,
Jack Cunningham, Frank C. Griffen, Paul
Schofield.
EXCHANGE MEN AND EXHIBITORS
— Otis Hoyt, J. G. Knapp, Lou Rosenberg,
Howard Sheehan, Roy Seery, Ned Depinet,
W. H. Lollier.

Trinity Pictures Forms
to Distribute Films of
Independents on Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May IS.— Trinity Pictures
Corporation has been formed to distribute
product of several independent producers in
California, Frank S. Mattison and Howard S.
Hummell announced. Among the companies
to produce for the new organization are
Hercules Film Productions, Pacific Pictures,
Souvereign Serial Productions, Mayfair Pictures and Trinity Pictures.
Trinity will release twelve long features
and two serials of ten episodes each in its
first year.

Block to Supervise 9
Features for Pathe
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 15.— Ralph Block will
bear a major part in the new Pathe production at DeMille studio this warm-weather
season. He has just been assigned nine feature subjects to produce, of which the first
is the picture tentatively called "Power," starring William Boyd, with Jacqueline Logan
and Alan Hale as featured players.

President Coolidge was guest at the annual dinner of the White House News Photographers
Association in the National Press Club in Washington. (L. to R.) Maj. Gen. J. D. Fechet,
chief of the Army Air Corps; Everett Sanders, secretary to the President; Harry New
postmaster-general; Dwight Davis, secretary of war; President Coolidge; George M. Dorsey,
M-G-M News cameraman and president of the W. H. N. P. A.; Frank J. Hogan, Washington
attorney; John G. Sargent, attorney- general ; Curtis D. Wilbur, secretary of the navy; Admiral
F. Hughes, chief of naval operations, and John Hays Hammond.

Columbia Sales Year Launched
At Series of Peppy Meetings
Jack Cohn Announces Plans at Chicago — Harry Cohn Presides
at Los Angeles — New York Session May 17-19 —
Maberry Calls Regional Meetings
Columbia's selling forces are all set to make the "Perfect 36" for next season perfect from a sales standpoint as well as from the viewpoint of production, with a week of conventions that started last Thursday in Los Angeles,
were taken up in Chicago Friday to Sunday, and are to wind up with a New
York gathering Thursday to Saturday of this week.
Jack Cohn at Chicago Session
The Midwest convention, at the Congress hotel, swung into action last Friday with Jack Cohn, treasurer, as chief speaker in the absence of President
Joe Brandt in Europe. Cohn told of the plans for ten specials and 26 other
productions for the coming year. He announced that the first story will demand a$250,000 outlay and will be a submarine story under the tentative title
of "Into the Depths."

Cecil E. Maberry, general sales manager,
told of the encouraging reception being
given Columbia product by exhibitors and
outlined sales policies.
Alex Moss, director of advertising and
publicity, gave descriptions of the plans for
publicizing the new product.
Stars and Directors Listed
Stars under contract, as announced by
Cohn, include Jack Holt, Hobart Bosworth,
Lois Wilson, Bert Lytell, Lya de Putti,
Betty Compson and Margaret Livingston,
while among the directors are George B.
Seitz, Frank Capra, Erie C. Kenton and
Irwin Willat.
Rube Jackter and Abe Fischer were
others from New York to attend the Chicago meeting, while the following were on
the list from the field:
Henri Ellman, C. Harthill, R. Lindau,
W. Brumberg, Chicago; Ben Marcus, R.
Frazee, E. W. Booth and E. W. Jensen,
Minneapolis; A. W. Bowman, S. J. Bowman, W. Stern, A. M. Rosecan and E.
Reaper, Detroit; J. O'Toole, St. Louis;
Ralph Peckham, L Dutton and L. Sosna,
Des Moines; George Sampson, R. Chrysler
and G. Wellfounder, Omaha; C. Schultz,
Kansas City; M. Wiesner, Milwaukee; Wm.
Skirboll, Cleveland; A. H. Kaufman. Indianapolis and Lee Goldberg, Louisville.
Harry Cohn at Coast Meeting
Harry Cohn, vice-president, and Joe
Goldberg,
newly
appointed
West
Coast

sales manager, presided at the Western
division sessions in Los Angeles. Heading the delegations from the branches were
I. E. Tillman, Portland; L. J. McGinley.
Seattle; Jack Bowers, Los Angeles, and
Phil Weinstein, San Francisco. On the
speakers' list also was Elmer Harris, head
of the scenario department.
All managers and sales executives not at
the two first meetings are to be at the New
York convention May 17-19, with General
Manager C. H. Macgowan describing the
new system of reports and forms which he
has introduced.
Maberry will follow up the conventions
with a series of regional meetings.

Ingram, United Artists
Close for Film Series
(Special to the Hcrald-Worli)

NEW YORK, May 15.— Rex Ingram and
United Artists have definitely settled arrangements for release throughout the world of
"The Three Passions," an Ingram film version
of the new and unpublished novel by Cosmo
Hamilton. This will be the first of a series
of productions that Ingram will produce in
Europe upon a lavish scale, it is said.
.-Mastair Mackintosh, former assistant general manager of Les Artistes Associes, distributors of United Artists pictures in Continental Europe, will be production head ot
tlie Ingram company.
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Walker Hearing to Decide Whether
^^Dawn^^ May Be Shown New York
Otto H. Kahn Resigns from Film Bureau, Unofficial Organization for
Promotion of Pictures, Because It Sponsored Screening
(Special to the Herald-World)

picture, "Dawn," which deals with
British during
15.— Theexecuted
May Cavell
YORK,
NEWthe life
of Nurse
the war by the Germans, is
beginning to stir up almost as much excitement here as it did abroad.
A hearing has been arranged before Mayor Jimmie Walker to determine
whether or not the picture may be shown. Public interest in the film is
beginning to show signs of activity.
AT

least one permanent citizen is publicly
against its sho\ving. Otto H. Kahn,
hanker and patron of the arts, announced yesterday that he had resigned from the Film
Bureau, an unofficial organization for the promotion of motion pictures through social organizations and clubs, because the Bureau
sponsored a showing of "Dawn" scheduled
for the Times Square theatre on May 29.

that the reports of the Cavell
aroused embittered comments."

(Special to the Herald-Wcrld)

NEW

YORK, May 15.— Many theatre companies in this state will hereafter be called
upon to pay a considerably greater annual tax
to the state under an amendment to the tax
law just enacted, according to M. L. Seidman,
tax expert of Seidman & Seidman.

reverently done, but deplored the use of "the
pathetic stor}- and the tragic end of a noble
•r-oman" for a sheer commercial purpose.

British Paper and
Reviewer Disagree
Should "Edith Cavell" be filmed? That is
the heading of an article in The Literary
Digest, issue of April 14. The article begins
wth the statement that "the film world of
England has had no such sensation as that
aroused over the picture called 'Dawn,' which
tells the story of Edith Cavell."
The Literary Digest quotes from a review
of the picture by E. A. Baughan, critic of
The Daily News and Westminster, London, in
which Baughan declares that "there is not a
single German, officer, private or civilian, who
is presented as being brutal or callous." The
writer adds that " 'Dawn,' whatever faults it
may have, is an earnest expression of horror
at the horrors of war. It must be shown not
only in this country but in Germany as well."
Editorially, however, the British publication
differs with its reviewer and holds that the
picture "will certainly help to keep alive, if it
does not positively inflame, hot passions and
bitter prejudices and angry memories which
in the best interests, not of Germany, but of
Europe and the whole world, should be
suffered to die as soon and as completely as
possible."
The Berlin correspondent of the same newspaper, according to The Literary Digest, states

YOUR

"have

Amendment Raises Tax
On Double Corporations

1s.It. Kahn issued a statement s'aying that
he had not seen the picture, understood it was

KNOW

film

"The amendment," Seidman declares, "applies to all cases where two corporations have
been organized to take care of the business,
one to hold the building and the other to
operate the theatre. The amendment provides that the annual franchise tax on the
building corporation shall be computed in the
same way as on the operating company. Theatre corporations affected may find some
source for consolation in the fact that the
technical wording of the amendment is such
that through a proper readjustment of the
manner in which the property corporation's
stock is held, it would appear that the effect
of the amendment could be overcome and the
tax kept on the old basis."

Record
Players* Voices
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK,^ May IS.— Records of film
players' voices will be made in Hollywood by
the Victor company. Among the first to be
recorded will be Dolores Del Rio, United
Artists star. She will sing the popular theme
song
of "Ramona,"
which she recently sang
over the
radio.
Brickell

Elected

Director

TORONTO.— J. B. Brickell, vice-president of Famous Players Canadian corporation, here, has been
elected a director of the Canadian Bank of Commerce.

SALES LEADERS

1EE MARCUS, general sales manager of F B O Pictures Corporation, was
born in Buffalo, N. Y., in 1893. When he went to school in Bufifalo he
-^ was always interested in the theatre, and attended the performances of
every stock company that came to town. Determined to get into some branch
of the theatrical or motion picture business, he joined the Bufifalo exchange of
Realart Pictures in 1919, as salesman and booker.
T-JE remained with Realart for a year and a
half, long enough for the picture business
to get into his blood. He decided to remain
in the picture industry, and when a bigger
opportunity was offered him with Selznick
Pictures, in New York, he left Buffalo and
came to New York. He remained with Selznick Pictures for one year, long enough to
learn the business of foreign distribution.
The Selznick bankruptcy sent him to the
then R-C Pictures Corporation. When R-C
■was merged into F B O Pictures, Marcus was

one of the_ few executives who remained with
the organization. He became assistant to
Harry Berman, the sales manager, and upon
the death of Mr. Berman was made general
sales manager of the company. He has been
with R-C Pictures and F B O for the last
seven years.
Mr. Marcus is 35 years old, a member of the
American
months ago.Legion, and was married a few
His hobbies are golf and the reading of
detective stories.

LEE

MARCUS

Republicans Win
in Test Vote Over
$3 Tax Exemption
{Washington

Bureau

of

the

Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, May 15.— Ticket tax exemptions provided in the new revenue bill
were increased last week from 75 cents to $3,
after the RepubHcan majority in the Senate
had refused to repeal the levy. The Republicans were victorious by the narrow margin
of 42 to 39 in keeping the proposed tax cut at
$200,000,000, instead of boosting it to the minority figure, $325,000,000. The voting was
practically along straight party lines, with
Vice-President Dawes being forced by the
slim Republican majority to cast his vote. It
is expected that the administration tax program will go through this week.

Pictures Do Not Hurt
Children, Survey Shows
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, May 15.— Following a
survey of more than two thousand grammar,
grade and high school students in California,
Dr. Harold E. Jones, director of research at
the University of California Institute of Child
Welfare, has found that school grades are
not affected by attendance at moving picture
shows. The survey followed the accusation
that
moving pictures were the cause of mental
deterioration.

Lily Damita Here for
Roles Opposite Colman
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, May 15.— Lily Damita, Continental screen player, arrived in New York
last week on the Berengaria. Mile. Damita
was selected by Samuel Goldwyn to take
Vilma Banky's place as leading lady for Ronald Colman during the producer's recent
European trip in search of new screen talent.

Buys Chesterfield Rights
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 15.— The latest franchise for the current season's output of eight
Chesterfields and two Champion productions,
has been closed with Jack Grauman, president
of Celebrated Plavers of Wisconsin.
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Film News
in Pictures

SECTION

m^

Stories Told
by the Camera

I
Always in demand when the
screen choses to burlesque life
is Louise Fazenda. She just
completed
for Warner "Ten
BrothersCent
and Annie"
is now
cast in that company's "Noah's

Graduate theatre managers. Having successfully completed their courses, this class of the Moving Picture
Theatre Managers Institute in New York were recently
granted diplomas. They are Harvey Conway, Al Mainker,
M. A. Ruscher, Gerhard Krone, James A. Conn, George
D. Mackay, Jerome A. Myers, George T. Towns, Carl A.
Morris, Walter Dehncr, David Levine and N. P. Nathan.

Joan in the French production
by the Societe Generale de
Films of "The Marvelous Life
of
Joan ofand
Arc."
is Simone
Genevois
was She
chosen,
it is
said, by a jury of prominent
artists and literatteurs.

Ark."

Something to "intrigue" the interest of
those gay boys rich and forty — not to
mention the poor but honest! Such is
Jacqueline Logan's role in Columbia's
"Broadway Daddies," and she is submitted above in a typical phase thereof.

Mr. and Mrs. Monte Blue greeted by the
camera as they arrive in New York. Monte
is between two Warner Brothers schedules
and is off to Europe to rest up. from the
last and for the next.- (Note: He's going
"Across the Atlantic" by boat this time.)

Barbara Leonard and her first director as
a leading woman in TitT.iny-Sl.ihl productions. George Arch.iinb.Jud, who has
held the megaphone on manv a TiffanyStahl s-uccess. is Miss Leonard's dirt-ctor
for "L.idies of the Night Club."
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NATIONAL CHAMPEENS! Chicago wins
F B O national drive. Left to right: Ted Meyers, Joe Lyon, Sam Gorelick, Red Johnson, W. E.
Dickerson, Steve Fitzgibbons (H. O.), A. H.
Washburn, manager, Len Ullrich, Walter Brown,
Henry Saulkin.

FROM THE
OFHCE! Snapped by the
Herald- World photographer on their arrival at
the Drake hotel, Chicago. Left to right: E. B.
Derr, Ambrose Dowling, J. I. Schnitzer and
Cleve Adams, district manager. These men are
in charge of F B O's national sales gathering.

Left to right: A. H. Huot, Seattle, Hy Daab (H.
O.), Cleve Adams (central), C. E. Penrod, Indianapolis, W. Benjamin, Kansas City, E. W.
Penrod, Indianapolis, Sam Abrams, Milwaukee,
Roy Zimmerman, Sioux Falls.

On the job at the Drake for several days of
intensive sales study! Left to right: Al Mertz
of the Cleveland branch, Ed Blumenthal of Dallas and George Lefko, also of Cleveland branch.
In Chicago for F B O meet.
CHerald-World

PhotosJ
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HERALD

The
general sales manager
who has a lot to tell the boys
— and how. This is Lee Marcus, the G. S. M.

Some of the Canadian contingent! Left to right they
are: S. H. Decker of Winnipeg and A. L. Gaudet of
Saint John, N. B.

From home office and other localities! Left to
right: Harry Michalson of Cincinnati, F. L. McNamee of Washington, Jim Seymour of the
home office, Sam Benjamin of Oklahoma City
and Eddie Home of the home office.

In Chicago for their big conclave! Reading from
left to right: Jim Holden of home office, L. E.
Harrington of Dallas branch, H. T. Dixon of
Buffalo exchange and P. C. Taylor, general manager of Canada.
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Yes, it was a successful tournament, the second annual Her.\ldWoRLD links affair for film folks
at the Riviera Club, Hollywood,
on May 6. A great tournament, if
you please. Even the finish was
a stirring thing, for Johnny Mescall and E. J. Hornbostel, tied at
80 and it took MescalFs best to

]-\erald ^"^orld
FILM GOLF

win the play off. Now let the
Herald-World camera tell the
storv.

"^ournament

These went to players at Riviera.
The trunk was contributed by D. E. Rose and won by Ed Kennedy.
The big cup was contributed by the Herald-World.
There were 24 trophies.

John Waldron and Alfred Cohn.
Waldron, executive at the Mack Sennett studio, won the directors' second
low gross, receiving congratulations
and more for his success.

Wesley Smith and these two directors
played a pretty fast game. Bill Seiter,
center, won tlie low gross cup that he had
contributed. Wesley Ruggles, right, won
the Harry Langdon golf bag.

George Marshall surrenders the Herald- World cup to
Johnny Mescall when the latter wins it with a low
gross of 80. George held it during 1927. The cup
must be won three consecutive years before it becomes
a permanent possession.

Paul Johnson, Capt. William Brown, and
A. H. Painter, tourney director. They
are the trio who policed the course and
enforced all the "Hoyle-lations." In
addition to these duties they kept score.

Karl Struss, cameraman for D. W.
GriflSth, is shown above teeing off
with a long one. His golf is between 80 and 90 and his personality is 100 per cent.

Leo McCarey, left, Brandon Hurst and
David Butler. They arc three quarters of
a dam good foursome. "Brandy" helped
launch the first tourney the Hcr.ild ever
staged at the film capital.
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In looking over these
graphic stories of the
tournament, remember
that after all golf is just
another way of having a
good time. Hence its
appeal to hard-working
film folks. So if any
pictures fail to show
smiling faces, blame it
on the cameraman, who
wasn't
out day.
for the fun of
it
on that

"Snapped" during a
lull in hostilities — lorn
Geraghty, Oliver Garrett, Charles Lederer
and Matt Moore lined
up in company front
to prove that they were
in there laying down
a barrage for fun if not
for valor.

"Cap" William Brown, course superintendent,
A. H. Painter, tournament director, George Marshall, treasurer of the tournament, and Douglas
Hodges, Herald- World representative, after the
skirtnish was over. A quartette of losers who
insist they had lots of fun.

E. J. Hornbostel, low
net ghwinner;
Ted OliRi t—
ver,
winner
of
low net; and actors'
Jim
Loughborough (a good

A few of the trophy winners. Tom Kennedy, Ted Oliver,
Jack Cunningham, George Marshall, Johnny Mescall, Scott
Sidney (with zipper bag), Wally MacDonald, L. H. Creber
and Jean Hornbostel, who won second place after losing in
the play-off to Johnny sneezed
Mescall.at, But
is it?second place isn't to be

Right: Four tournament musketeers awaiting their turn at the
tee. See the muskets?
Warfare has become
modernized, you know,
and science has developed the much-more
effective mashie. They
are Bert Roach, Woody
S. Van Dyke, Scott
Darling and Edgar
Kennedy. Kennedy
won the big Rose
trunk by garnering an
82 grossdivision.
in the actors'

— and now with the
tournament over and
won there is nothing to
do but return to the lots
and make good pictures.
Eh, what?

player, bosteltoo!).
shot an 80Hornwith
a 16 handicap, but
changed the handicap
when play ended, —
which proves it was a
successful tournament.

Left: Three competitors who put a lot of
vigor cess)
(with
some
into their
playsucin
the tournament, jack
Cunningham (left)
won second low gross
in the writers' division.
Henry King (center)
wculd probably have
come "into the money"
but for a severe auto
accident the day before. Jack Mulhall
took Joseph Schenck's
place when
drew. he with-

Left: T. J.
Crizer,' Jay
Victor
Heerman,
director,
A.
Howe (Harold Lloyd gag
man) and Gregory La Cava,
director. Jay lost the tossup
or he would have won the
Plaza Hotel cup. Vic lost
anyhow . . much.
. and didn't care,
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It was not only a jolly
affair, that links battle,
but it was a dandy
sports event. There
were 150 entries and
something like 24 prizes.
The Riviera Club course
is hard enough to be interasting and beautiful
to look at. The experts
strove
looked —and
and the
that "dubs"
is as it
should have been.

Sam Wood would have won low gross but for
Pete Smith's watchful eye. Howard Strickling,
another of the M-G-M forces, is shown between
Pete and Jack Fowler at right. Pete and Howard wore the only trousers.

Milt Howe, M. D. Farley, Jimmie Fidler and
Jack Boland. Milt lost
the low net championship, but Jimmie won
a cocktail shaker donated by Bob Leonard for
low gross among publicists. Jack Boland
won a silver cup,
which wasn't so bad.

Left: Jack Rosenberg,
winner of second low
gross for publicists;
Max Guest and Lou
Rosenberg. They put
in a strenuous day of
golf, but at least for
the Rosenbergs there
was a happy ending.
Guess Mr. Guess
would say so, too.

Watch that ball take wings! Ned Marin shown socking it
from the third tee. Clifford B. Hawley, president of First
National, is standing in front of Roy Seery. Ned Depinet,
F. N. sales chief, is seated at right. Hawley played with a
nine handicap, but tore up his scoresheet. Oh, well, so it goes
sometimes.

Left: This year's and
lastJ.year's
"champs."
J.
Mescall
(left),
low gross winner, and
George Marshall (center), who won the
tournament last y«ar.
With them is Hector

Right: Four regulars
officially recorded as
they pause to drive off
once more — or was it
to rest? No matter,
the recording was official, inasmuch as a film
tournament would not
be bona fide without
them. They are Ned
Marin, Roy C. Seery,
Clifford B. Hawley and
Ned Depinet, partners
in business over at First
National.

Turnbull, who "came
through" to win the
low gross in the producers' division. He
by. Louis B.
won the big
Mayer loving cup to
remember his victory

Left: Billy Leyser shows the
boys about the driving business. Farthest West is Charley West. Phil Gersdorf has
on Scotch pants and with
their aid shot 148. Between
Phil and Charley is Oliver
Garver.

Right: George Marshall
awards Tom Kennedy the
big trunk. Kennedy is the
Irish golfer at left. Kennedy
says now is a good time for
him to leave films and return
to the road show business.
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T ooking over r^olumhia product

At Columbia's three-day convention in Chicago last week. Alex Moss, director of
advertising and publicity, is pictured showing the sales leaders the 1928-29 schedule.
Attending the parley were Jack Cohn, Rube Jackter, Cecil Maberry and Abe
Rscher of the home office; Henri Ellman, Carl Harthill, William Brumberg, George
Sampson, Lee Goldberg, C. A. Schultz, Ralph Peckham, Abe Kaufman, Ben
Marcus and A. W. Bowman.

Talking over distribution in the Louisville territory.
Jack Cohn (left), treasurer of Columbia Pictures
Corporation, is shown in a imxing-business>withsociability pose with Lee Goldberg, who heads the
Columbia sales organization in the Kentticky metropolis.

Left: Columbia's representatives in the Chicago territory looking
over the 1928-29 lineup. From left to right:
William Brumberg,
Hetui Ellman and Carl
HarthiU.
Henri Ellman of Chicago gets the season's
first contract.
Jack
Cohn is shown at center, Cecil Maberry at
left and
Abe Fischer
standing.

The big book presenting the "Perfect 36" line-up for 1928-29.
Notice how fondly Jack Cohn handles the volume! And why not?
Shown with him is Cedl Maberry, who until recently was connected with film distribution in Chicago and who is now head of
Columbia distribution at the home office.
CHcrald-World Fbotoi]

Here they are — the whole batch of 36 pictures that will form
Columbia's program for 1928-29. Jack Cohn, who directed the
convention of sales leaders, is shown at left, giving a litde sales
talk to those attending from the exchanges. A few "unlucky"
ones didn't get into this picture.
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Loew's, Inc., Declare
25 Per Cent Return
Ig On Common Shares
(Special to the Herald-World)

*

NEW

II

YORK, May 15.— The board of directors of Loew's, Inc., have declared a stock
dividend of 25 per cent to holders of common
stock. The stock dividend is payable on the
18th day of June to common stockholders of
record as of the 9th day of June. The regular cash dividend of 50 cents is payable on
June 30 to common stockholders of record
as of June 20. Thus the common stockholders
will receive the cash dividend on their present
holdings and the additional stock received as
a stock dividend.
(t

Syndicalism" in Theatre
Operation Condemned by
Noted English Showman

[By

the London

Correspondent

of the Herald-World]

LONDON, May 5.— Sir Walter Gibons,
former managing director of General Theatres, has issued a statement in which he makes
a trenchant attack upon the idea of "syndicalism" in cinema management. The great
days of the theatre, he declares, were the days
when strong individual showmen were in command.
His statement comes shortly after independent theatre owners have been hearing
tirades from leaders of the C. E. A., who
warned them that unless they accepted the
idea of a booking combine, they would have
to go out of the picture.
J. Hagen, who recently severed his connection with W. P. Films, has joined Cecil
Catermoule and the two are to direct for
Argosy Films.

Newly Decorated Rialto
Re-Opens in Atlanta
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, May 15.— Last week brought a
record crowd to the popular Rialto theatre
and made an occasion that will go down in
Atlanta's amusement circles in bright red letters. It was a gala event, this re-ooening,
second only to the opening of a brand new
theatre. And for that matter, the Rialto looked
almost a new house. The interior has been
done over entirely, and the decorators made
a good job. Deep, luxurious carpets that
deaden footsteps, add much to the general
attractiveness ; the walls and ceilings are tastefully done; the stage has been enlarged and
equipped with handsome sets of scenery; the
lobby has been vastly improved in apearance.
Two handsome electric signs above the
marque proclaim Vitaphone and Movietone.

Famous Players-Canadian
Planning Two Conventions
(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, May IS.— Official announcement has been made regarding the conventions of Famous Players Canadian Corp., to
be held in the Dominion this summer. The
Eastern convention will be held at the head
office of the company at Toronto on July 17
and 18, at which the presiding officer will be
Clarence Robson, Eastern Division manager.
The Western conference will be held at Banff
Springs, Alberta, under the direction of H. M.
Thomas, Western Division manager.

Voted Film Board Head
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE,
May 15.— Wall Rucker, Educational manager, has been elected president
of the Film Board of Trade of Seattle, succeeding L. A. Samuelson.
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Hays Returns Happy at Saving
U. S. Films from Ban Overseas
Sympathetic Toward Nations' Efforts to Encourage Their Own
Industry — Digs into Study of All Details of Government's Suit Against M. P. P. D. A.
By PETER VISCHER
NEW YORK, May 15. — Will H. Hays returned from France Friday in a
particularly cheerful mood, with details of his successful negotiations with
the French, which resulted in a happy settlement of business difficulties in the
film industry. The French had in mind a particularly stringent quota, which
would have embarrassed American business considerably. As related in last
week's Herald-World, Hays brought about much more favorable conditions.
Sympathetic to Nation's Efforts
Interviewed on the Berengaria, Hays expressed himself as rather sympathetic toward the efforts being made by all nations to protect their motion
picture industries.
His remarks on this subject were as follows :
"The goverrunent of nearly every country
in Europe has taken some kind of legal steps
to help the nation's motion picture business.
"This grows out of their realization of the
value of the motion picture as a national
asset and expresses their determination to foster and protect it. In some countries it
amounts to a subsidy. All this is a perfectly
proper purpose and we take no exceptions
to it.
"The motion picture has indeed become an
important factor for any country and any government does well sympathetically to encourage it. This fact is thoroughly appreciated
abroad.
Want Place Product Merits
"Our concern has been that this protection
does not develop in such a way as actually to
prohibit American pictures from competing
at all. The American motion picture has attained a commanding position in the world on
its merit and we only want that place in the
world's commerce which the quality of our
product
Hays' warrants."
plans for the coming weeks will depend largely on developments of various important projects.
For one thing, Hays is expected to familiarize himself at once with every angle of the
suit brought by the Government against members of the organization he heads. While he
has every confidence, of course, in the legal
staff which has the defense of the case in
hand, he is understood to be anxious to be
conversant with every detail of this important
matter.
He did not discuss politics in any form.
Two important members of the Hays staff
will leave New York today for Los Angeles.
They are C. C. Pettijohn, also recently returned from Europe, and Gabriel Hess. They
will attend the annual convention of secretaries of Film Boards of Trade, returning
East soon after the conclusion of their sessions out West.

Producers Commend

Hays

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May 15.— The board of
the Coast producer body voted resolutions

commending Will H. Hays for his work in
"solidifying friendly and cordial trade relationships between the citizens of France and
the citizens of the United States" by amicably
settling the proposed film quota and censorship regulations.
The settlement was declared of vast benefit not only to producers but also to the
American government and the American peoThe resolutions were offered by Joseph
Schenck and seconded by Louis B. Mayer.
Cecil toB.Hays.
DeMille, president, ordered a copy
sent
ple.

5. C Supreme Court
Reserves Decision
on Tax Injunction
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBIA, S. C, May 15.— The South
Carolina Supreme Court reserved decision today after hearing arguments by counsel for
the South Carolina Owners' Association for a
permanent injunction against collection of an
admission tax by the state. No intimation of
when the decision would be rendered was
given by the court.

Youth Admits Part in
Murder of Theatre Man
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, May 15.— Orville Barclay, 25, has confessed that he participated in
the brutal murder of Max T. Harrison, assistant manager of the Cross Keys theatre,
here on March 23 and has solved the myster>'
of more than 40 holdups in this city. Barclay
was arrested in Greensburg and brought back
to Philadelphia for questioning, but steadfastly refuses to disclose the name of his
accomplice, who he maintains fired the shots
which actually killed Harrison. He has been
formally charged with the murder.

RCA Puts Photophone, Talking-Pictures
Device, on Market; Opens N. Y. Offices
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, May 15. — Photophone, a new talking-picture device, has been put
on the market by RCA Photophone, Inc., a subsidiary of the Radio Corporation
of America. The device is the product of RCA, General Electric and Westinghouse. Photophone has taken over two Boors at 411 Fifth avenue and will install
a miniature theatre for demonstration purposes.
According to an announcement of the company, a library of talking-picture subjects will be established, consisting of features, musical accompaniments and
educational films, while the statement stresses the use of Photophone in schools,
churches and other institutions.
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The ROMANTIC
By HYATT

DAAB

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Daab of
the home office personnel has been
a member of the F B O organization for
several years. Through this long association with the company, both at the
studio and in the home office, and with
the industry, he has had an opportunity
to observe at first hand the rapid development under the guidance of Joseph P.
Kennedy and his associates. With his
knowledge of the company, Mr. Daab,
who is director of advertising and publicity, has written this sketch of the
company's progress during the last two
years.

e as the
adventur
romance and ario
in
is as rich
movie scen
history of F B O Pictures Corporation since February, 1926, vvrhen
Joseph P. Kennedy became president
and owner.
NO

The history of F B O is a record of
the accompHshments of its young president during the last two years.
It is said that when the late Marcus
Loew heard that the young Boston
banker had purchased F B O, he facetiously remarked:
"A banker? Why, I thought this business was just for furriers."
^

:{;

*

Since Mr. Kennedy's advent in the
picture industry, he has proved that the
picture business is an ideal business for
bankers. He had not been a film magnate for 30 days before conditions in the
industiy began to appall him and challenge his intelligence. In his opinion
money was being drooled away, impossible stories were being filmed, talent
was being wasted, everything indeed that
could be done wrong was done. He was
shocked. But he didn't hurl vituperative
invectives at anyone or anything. He
rolled up his sleeves and started to work.

J. I. SCHNITZER
Vice President in charge of Distribution
Right:
WILLIAM LEBARON
Vice President in charge of Production

Years of experience had
taught him that manpower is
one of the mainstays of any organization. He immediately
surrounded himself with veteran showmen ; men of accomplishment, with years of motion
picture experience behind them.
He appointed J. I. Schnitzer,
one of the veterans of the industry, a man whose record is accomplishment, senior vice-president in charge of distribution.
He went to Paramount for William LeBaron, and installed Mr.
LeBaron as chief factotum in
the studios, and told him to go
ahead and produce good pictures at a nominal figure, so that
the pictures might be sold to the
exhibitor at a nominal figure, so
that the exhibitor, as well as
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F B O, might make his share of profits
on a deal.
He made Charles E. Sullivan, a man
experienced in finance and business management, vice-president in charge of the
studio's finances. He appointed Edward
B. Derr, long associated with Mr. Kennedy in huge financial enterprises, secretary and treasurer of the company, with
headquarters in New York. Lee Marcus
continued the supervision of the sales of
the organization, while Clinton J. Scollard, a veteran of the banking business,
was made assistant treasurer and manager of exchange operations.
Thus, the young banker created a
model film corporation, run by sane and
experienced executives on sound, business-like principles. And it has caused
more than one rival producer to halt and
take stock of conditions within his own
unit.
* * *
Not satisfied with having piloted his
company into a place of front rank
among the independent producers, Mr.
Kennedy started to look around a bit for
the purpose of signing up worth while
talent. Not only to give his company
prestige. But to give the exhibitor the
best there was in the market.
When Tom Mix severed his connections with Fox Films, Mr. Kennedy immediately got in touch with him and
made the Western favorite such a flattering offer that it was impossible to resist it. Result : The great Western star
is now on the F B O roster, and work on
his first production is scheduled to com-
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of F BO
mence within a few weeks. Mix, now
on a tour of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum
circuit, is receiving a reception more
riotous than that tendered Lindbergh.
Concrete evidence of Mr. Kennedy's
ability to pick the winners.
He persuaded Marshall Neilan to
postpone his contemplated trip to England, where the famous director was
scheduled to make a series of productions for a famous British company, and
remain in Hollywood long enough to dione of the
big specials,
"Taxi role.
13"
with rect
Chester
Conklin
in the leading
He has signed two of the greatest cartoonists in the world, from whose worktwo series of short subjects
will be made.
Above all, the young
F B O president stands
firmly on a platform devoted to clean pictures
— the sort that he can
take his children to see.
He will not tolerate a
suggestion of the unclean in an F B O production, and is everlastingly on the lookout
lest anything offensive
creep into an F B O
photoplay.
Joseph
P. Kennedy
has
brought
Americanism
and
substantiality to motion pictures.
By
reason of his practical leadership, the
young banker from Boston has become a
figure
industrv.of power and prominence in the

\

Alberta Vaughn Returns to FBO
ylLBERTA VAUGHN, the petite
L\
"Thea Telephone
*. Jl little
series star
andofhalf
dozen otherGirl"
H.
C. Witwer short subject productions for
FBO, has been signed by Larry Darmour to play the leading feminine role in
"Racing Blood" a series of 12 two reel
productions which he is making for
Standard Cinema Corporation, to be released by F B O.
"Racing Blood" is now running serially in Cosmopolitan Magazine and comes
from the pen of H. C. Witwer.
Alberta is one of the best known
comediennes on the screen, and since she
severed connections with FBO about a
year ago, has played leads for Paramount, Metro, Pathe, and several of the
independent companies. Her fan following is enormous, and the demand
from thousands of admirers that she return to the short subject field, where
they can see her each week on the
screen, prompted the star to accept Mr.

Darmour's very flattering ofl:'er.
Work on the "Racing Blood" series i^
scheduled to start within a few days.
* * *

Production on "Taxi 13," the comedx
special which Marshall Neilan is directing for FBO, with Chestei
Conklin in the featured rol
will begin this week, it
was announced by William LeBaron, vice
president in charge of
production for FBO.
Martha Sleeper has
already been named as
first of the supporting
players and notable additions to the cast include Ethel Wales.
Hugh Trevor and Lee
Moran, outstanding figures in the realm of corned
Ethel Wales also has bee
selected for the cast.
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Entrance to the F B O studio in California

One Showman

to Another

A Message to Exhibitors
From JOSEPH P. KENNED

W

HAT

does the exhibitor need, want and require to

make the 1928-29 season his outstanding box-office

year?
Before embarking on our production program, we went
directly to the exhibitor, large and small. We obtained his
reactions, opinions, views. We sought facts and figures on
what the various types of stories had done at his box office.
And we obtained the exhibitor's hard, practical, valued advice.
It is on this firm foundation of exhibitor information and
guidance that F B O's 1928-29 program is built.
Showmen's pictures for showmen is the result.
* * *
Specials that cover the outstanding box office demands of
the times in wide diversity, such as "The Perfect Crime," a
mystery melodrama that is unique, with Clive Brook and
Irene Rich as co-stars; "The Circus Kid," featuring Frankie
Darro, in a romance of the big tops full of heart appeal, with
Poodles Hannaford and his great troupe of circus performers; "Blockade," a smashing melodrama of Uncle Sam's determined efforts to padlock the high seas against rum-runners ;
"Taxi 13," directed by Marshall Neilan and featuring Chester
Conklin, and "Hit of the Show," another of Ralph Ince's sureproductions, this one 'dealing with back-stage Broadway
show fire
life.
From the point of view of sheer showmanship, F B O's
outstanding achievement for the coming season is the acquisition of Tom Mix, who will make six super- Westerns for you
under our banner. This gives F B O exhibitors the edge on
everything in their territory. That Tom Mix possessed a
phenomenal popularity we all knew. But the true measure of
his unrivalled popularity was never fully realized until he
commenced to make his ei>ochal cross-country tour of the

Y

Keith-Albee-Orpheum vaudeville theatres. Not even Lindbergh received more riotous ovations.
Exhibitors want stories with advertising and exploitation
background. "Sinners in Love" is one of two big True Story
Magazine stories which will come to you while appearing
serially in True Story Magazine, a book with a circulation of
over two and a half million copies per month. A gigantic
advertising campaign which will reach 30,000,000 Macfadden
readers is now under way in eight of their magazines.
Our Gold Bonds for the new season will give you just what
you want. "The Air Legion," an epic of the United States
air mail, produced and released at the time that interest in
aviation is at its peak; "The Red Sword," a romance of intrigue and adventure during the reign of the late Czar; "The
Record Run," a powerful drama of the rails; "Lest We Forget," a tender and thrilling after-the-war theme, dedicated to
the boys who gave their all in the scarlet shambles of Armageddon; James Oliver Curwood's "The Yellowback"; "Voice of
the Storm," an epic of the telephone service ; "Charge of the
Gauchos," a drama of the birth of the Argentine; "Love in
the Desert," and others.
Here you have the variety, the magnitude, the color, and the
type of clean, wholesome romances which spell box office as
it is spelled today. And when you add the seven Tom Tyler
Westerns, the seven Buzz Barton Westerns, the six Bob Steele
stunt and action pictures ; the four Rangers, the 12 two-reel
"Racing Blood" jockey stories by H. C. Witwer, the 12 tworeel Barney Googles, the 12 two-reel "Toots and Casper"
series, both Hearst features and rttnning in hundreds of newspapers, the 12 two-reel Mickey McGuire series from the cartoons by Fontaine Fox, and the 26 one-reel Curiosities, you
will admit that F B O is giving exhibitors what they want
when they want it and how they want it.
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one of the most popMIX,
TOM
ular Western stars, has been
signed by F B O to make a series
of six Western productions on the
F B O lot for F B O distribution. Each
picture, according to F B O, will be a
special. Stories, cast and directors will
be carefully selected, so that each production, the company states, will bear
the marks of a super-Western film.
Outbidding three of the largest companies in the industry who had been
angling for his services since he severed his connections with Fox, the offer
Joseph P. Kennedy, president of F B O,
made the Western star was so tempting, it is said, that it was impossible
for him to turn it down. Mix has temporarily abandoned his contemplated
trip to South America.
Upon completion of his triumphant
tour of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum circuit, Mix will return to Hollywood to
start work immediately at the F B O
studios on the first of the series. The
riotous receptions tendered him and his
horse Tony throughout the tour have
been adding to the popularity of this
Western star, until today, at the commencement ofhis contract with F B O,
it is believed by many that he stands
at the peak of his career.
The ovations tendered Mix in Denver, Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis,
Chicago, Dayton, Columbus and Cleveland— the cities in which he has already
played — were spectacular. Police, in
some instances, were unable to handle
the thousands of youngsters and
grownups that turned out to greet the
star. The SRO sign was hung up at
2 o'clock every day in all the theatres
in which he played, and by the time the
box offices were reopened to sell tickets for the 4:30 performance, long lines

Riotous receptions for Tom—
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of persons were waiting to see the star.
Receptions were tendered the star in
the F B O exchanges in all the cities
which he visited. Open house was
held, and hundreds of exhibitors journeyed to see Mix and Tony.
Mix's tour will reach its climax when
the star and his horse arrive in New
York.
A gigantic exploitation
cam-

— and Tony during tour-
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Stars

paign is now being conceived to make
his reception in New York one long to
be remembered.
The stories already selected for him
are said to be full of the wallop and
punch which made his pictures such
outstanding box office attractions in
the past. Tony, of course, will play a
prominent part in each production.

of Keilh Albee circuit.
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Summary of
'

1 928- 1929 PR OGRAM
/^

6 Specials
THE PERFECT CRIME
TAXI 13
THE HIT OF THE SHOW
GANG WAR
BLOCKADE
THE CIRCUS KID
* «• »

Series of 6
Tom Mix Westerns
*

»

»

24 Gold Bonds
SINNERS IN LOVE
SALLY'S SHOULDERS
STOLEN LOVE
STOCKS AND BLONDES
THE SINGAPORE MUTINY
DANGER STREET
THE AIR LEGION
TROPIC MADNESS
THE RED SWORD
THE CONVICT'S SON
THE RECORD RUN
LEST WE FORGET
THE YELLOW BACK
THE JAZZ AGE
KING OF THE KLONDIKE
SKINNER STEPS OUT
DOUBLE CROSSED
HARDBOILED
THE LAST HAUL
VOICE OF THE STORM
HEY, RUBE!
THE CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS
LOVE IN THE DESERT
« * *

Series of 7
Tom Tylers
TERROR MOUNTAIN
THE AVENGING RIDER
TYRANT OF RED GULCH

TRAIL OF THE HORSE THIEVES
GUN LAW
IDAHO RED
THE PRIDE OF THE PAWNEE
* * *

Series of 7
Buzz Bartons
THE YOUNG

WHIRLWIND

ROUGH
REDSAGE
ORPHAN RIDIN'
OF THE
THE VAGABOND CUB
THE FRECKLED RASCAL
THE LITTLE SAVAGE
PALS OF THE PRAIRIE
» « »

Series of 6
Bob Steeles
HEADING FOR DANGER
LIGHTNING SPEED
CAPTAIN CARELESS
COME AND GET IT
THE AMAZING VAGABOND
LAUGHING AT DEATH
* » *

Series of 4
Ranger Dogs
DOG LAW
FURY OF THE WILD
TRACKED
THE ONE MAN DOG
« * »

Series of 5
Short Subjects
RACING BLOOD— 12 two reelers
BARNEY GOOGLE— 12 two reelers
TOOTS
AND
CASPER— 12 two
reelers
MICKEY McGUIRE— 12 two reelers
CURIOSITIES— 26 one reelers
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to six, with a series of six Tom Mix "superWesterns," 24 Gold Bond productions, 7 Westerns starring Tom Tyler, 7 Westerns starring
Buzz Barton, F B O's 14 year old Western ace,
6 Bob Steele dramas of youth and adventure,
and 4 productions starring Ranger, the wonder
dog.
Upon completion of his triumphant tour of
the Keith-Albee-Orpheum circuit, Tom Mix
will return to Hollywood to start work immediately at the FBO Studios on the first
of his series of productions. The enthusiastic
receptions tendered Mix and his horse, Tony,
throughout his tour have been adding to the
popularity of this Western
star.
The six specials on the 1928-29 program
include :
"The Perfect Crime," a mystery melodrama
by William Le Baron, based on Israel Zangwill's novel, "The Big Bow Mystery," directed by Bert Glennon. Clive Brook and
Irene Rich are co-starred, with Tully Marshall, Gladys McConnell, Carroll Nye, Edmund
Breese, Ethel Wales, Dick Bellfield, Phil
Gastrock and James Farley in prominent parts.
"The Perfect Crime" is finished and pronounced afine mystery melodrama.
Marshall Neilan's first directorial effort for
F B O is "Taxi 13," with Chester Conklin in
the leading role, now in course of production at the studio, from the story by Scott

WORLD
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PRODUCT
PICTURES CORPORATION is
FBO
about to enter upon the greatest production program in its history for the
1928-29 season, according to announcement by
Joseph P. Kennedy, president of the company. The announcement was made co-incident with the opening of the annual sales
convention at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, which
started on May 14 and will end on May 21.
Not only will FBO make more feature
productions than ever before in its history,
but the number of specials have been increased

PICTURE

FOR 1928-29

Darling. Neilan's reputation as one of the
outstanding directors insures the success of
this
FBO. unusual comedy-drama, according to
special
is "The based
Hit ofonthetheShow,"
a Another
Ralph Ince
production,
story
by Viola Brothers Shore. This picture is
finished and pronounced a sure fire winner.
Joe E. Brown, well known vaudevillian, portrays the role of "Twisty," a hoofer in a
Broadway show, who sacrifices his life for the
girl he loves. The balance of the cast includes Gertrude Olmstead, William Norton
Bailey, Gertrude Astor, Ole M. Ness, Lee
Shumway, William Francis Dugan, lone
Holmes, Leroy Mason, Frank Mills, Daphne
Pollard and Cosmo Kyrle Bellew.
"Gang War," a story of the underworld in
San Francisco's Chinatown, is another of the
six specials on the program. The story comes
from the pen of James Ashmore Creelman,
and is being directed by Bert Glennon.
"Blockade," with Anna Q. Nilsson in the
leading feminine role, a melodrama of the
conquest of the rum-runners of the Atlantic,
is another in the series of six specials. "Blockade" promises to be a thrilling melodrama,
full of punch and romance.

*

^; *

"The Circus Kid," a story of the big tops,
with Frankie Darro in the leading role, rounds
out the series of six specials. Frankie portrays the role of a circus waif, with an uncanny ability to subjugate the most ferocious
animals in the circus. "Poodles" Hannaford
and his great troupe of circus performers
will take part in this production. All the
thrills and glamour of the sawdust will be
crowded into this attraction. Ralph Ince, who
scored in the direction of "Bigger Than Barnum's,"
Circus
Kid."
The 24will
Golddirect
Bonds"Theinclude
:
Two pictures based upon two True StoryMagazine stories.
"Sinners in Love"
is the

first, and is the prize winning story selected
from among stories submitted in a contest
conducted by the Macfadden Publications, for
two stories containing all the elements of
love, romance and intrigue that could be incorporated into two powerful motion pictures.
Ralph Ince is scheduled to direct "Sinners in
True Story Magazine, in which "Sinners in
Love" will appear serially in four issues, starting with the September number, simultaneously
with the release of the production, is said to
monthly.
have a newsstand sale of 2,250,000 copies
Love."
The second Macfadden True Story picture
will also be selected from among those submitted in the contest, and will be announced
in the September,
1928, issue of True Story
* * *
Magazine.
Another tieup which it is said will insure
a ready made audience of millions has been
effected between FBO and International Film
Ser\-ice, Inc., whereby FBO will produce
"Stolen Love," a novel by Hazel Livingston,_
which is scheduled to run in hundreds of
Hearst newspapers concurrently with the release of the picture. "Stolen Love" will appear in serial form in Hearst newspapers in
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Baltimore
and Washington.
"Sally's Shoulders," by Beatrice Burton, is
another of the 24 Gold Bonds. Syndicated
to over 500 important national newspapers,
"The
the production, FBO points out, has a ready
made audience of millions awaiting its screen
appearance. The stor>- concerns itself with
tine girl Sally, who, having borne the burdens
of a dissolute family on her shoulders, leaves
home but takes them under her wing again
when they start to drift to disaster. She
loses her lover to her Bapper sister, but the
(Continued
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STAR SERIES
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ofYnLthe most popT as on Ter
Stars. His
ular West
last series were considered
tstanding box ofsuch an ou
fice success that FBO
scheduled another series for
1928-29. Six of the seven
productions are completed.
Tom is an Easterner by
birth, having made his entry
into the world at Port
Henry, some 25 years ago.
Much of his youth, however, was spent on a ranch
owned by his father in Wyoming. There he learned to
ride, shoot and use the lasso.
When he entered pictures he was already grounded in most
of the essentials of a Western star's art.
He has been selected by the Los Angeles Athletic Club
to compete in the elimination weight-lifting contest for the
purpose of representing the United States at the Olympic
Games this coming summer.
His new series of seven include "Terror Mountain," "The
Avenging Rider, "Tyrant of Red Gulch," "Trail of the
Horse Thieves," "Gun Law," "Idaho Red" and "The Pride
of Pawnee." Frankie Darro will appear in several of these
productions, while "Flash," Tom's horse, and "Beans," his
dog, will play in all of them.
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dog, is hahrdly
t,o
old enoug
have a history
but the pnrsohde uc s
ha
tio
made for FBO
in the past
should give him
a pileace inl the
Hal of
Mov
Fame.
Pure based
from Tamar Lane when he was 10 weeks old, his background has been pictures since he was whelped.
Ranger's father was a Pacific Coast champion, and his
grandfather was one of the International Grand Champions.
His grandmother is a Reserve Grand Champion.
Ranger decided to celebrate his next contract with FBO
by taking a vacation right in the middle of his first picture, "Dog Law." Nothing could get him to the studio
or to work for five days. However, he returned on the
sixth day not much worse for his rest and the production
is almost completed. In one of his recent pictures he established two records. He was the first dog to return from
location in an aeroplane, and he is said to have reached the
highest altitude for a dog, 9,000 feet.
His pictures for the new season include "Dog Law,"
"Fury of the Wild," "Tracked" and "The One Man Dog."

from FBO
freckle faced Western
ace. Buzz Barton, hit
y soyesqar
old
uarely
the publicO'fa
s nc14
FtwB
een their eyes with his
be
first series of Westerns that
he has been signed to do another series of seven hardng
ridi
pictures for the new
season's program.
Despite his 14 years, Buzz
probably has done as much
hard riding as many of his
seniors.
Born in Gallatin, Mo.,
young Barton began riding
horses bareback at the age
of 3, very shortly after he
had learned to walk. And it
was not the mild old nags that drag the plows which Buzz
began to play with at this early age.
Newhall, Cal., became the family seat of Buzz and his
parents when the boy was about 5. Here Buzz continued
his riding and was tutored in the intricacies of trick horsemanship by some of the best riders in the West. He also
began to rope and shoot under expert supervision.
His new series of Westerns are almost completed. The

first four, "The Young Whirlwind," "Rough Ridin' Red,"
"Orphan of the Sage" and "The Vagabond Cub," are finished. He has still to make "The Freckled Rascal," "The
Little Savage" and "Pals of the Prairie."
^ ^ ■^
e,
s,n, but
not inmad
say
thearesage
Bob
bor
RS
ACTO
^ Steele, FBO presents a
star who not only inherits a remarkable histrionic ability but has
also been trained in the rigorous
school of athletics since he was
old enough to walk.
As the son of Robert North
Bradbury, for 15 years associated
with the production of motion
pictures, Bob has been trained
since childhood in the athletic
outdoor activities which go to
make a stunt and action star worthy of the name. In addition.
Bob has the blood of the stage
in his veins, for both his father
and mother were well known on
the legitimate stage when he was
a youngster.
In the course of his various wanderings through the wild country
of the West, Bob has singlehanded trapped mountain lions,
bears and wolves.
With this unusual athletic
training. Bob was an instantaneous success on the screen.

His seven pictures include : "Heading for Danger," "Lightning Speed," "Captain Careless," "Come and Get it," "The
Amazing Vagabond" and "Laughing at Death."
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Five Series of Shorts From FBO
■*- r

■*HE series of 26

T^ B O's lineup of
^ short subject material for the new
season is the most

one reel Curiosities known as the
Movie Sideshow
which FBO will distribute this season
will be produced by
Walter Futter and
presented by Amedee
J. Van Beuren.
Barnum, the greatest showman the
world has produced, was the first to realize
that the world is interested in freaks. He
started the sideshow and the sideshow made
the circus famous.

imposing in the history of the organization. Forty-eight two
reel subjects will be
made by Standard
Cinema Corporation,
and 26 one reel Curiosities presented by
Amedee J. Van Beuren, are being offered the
exhibitor for the new season.
"Racing Blood," based on the series of
jockey stories by H. C. Witwer, now running
serially in Cosmopolitdn Magazine, will feature Al Cooke in a prominent role. The
series, which will consist of 12 two reelers,
are concerned with the adventures of a famous
jockey and his pretty girl friend, a New York
chorine. The "Racing Blood" series will be
made by Larry Dai-mour for Standard Cinema
Corporation.
* * *
"OARNEY
GOO-D GLE" and his
pal Spark Plug will
be brought to the
screen for the first
time by Larry Darmour.
Twelve

Walter Futter applied Mr. Barnum's idea
to the movies. He saw the entertainment possibilities of showing only freak, curious and
novel subjects to the public. He makes a
business of gathering these from every part
of the world, and during the years that he
has produced these unusual subjects, he has
out-Barnumed Barnum by obtaining over 50
times as many freaks as Barnum ever did in
25 years in the circus.
Each reel of "Curiosities" has from 15 to
25 individual freaks in it. Freak birds, freak
fish, plants, animals, odd people, odd happenings, etc., are incorporated in the subjects.
Millions of people who have already seen the
subjects have voluntarily contributed ideas
from their own localities. A staff of cameramen has been built up throughout the world
to photograph a freak wherever it may be
found. If a man with three heads, or a tree
bearing four kinds of fruit at the same time
is heard of, though it may be thousands of
miles away, a photographer is sent there immediately to photograph the object, so that it
may be incorporated in the next issue of
"Curiosities."

Barney Google comedies will be produced for the 192829 season.
Billy byDe
famous cartoon strip syndicated
KingBeck's
Feature Syndicate, has been running for years
in Hearst newspapers and Barney has been
the subject of one of the most popular songs
■ever written.

GUIRE, that
tough little mug in
McEY
CK
MI
ne Fox's newstai
Fon
paper cartoons, has
taken his gang across
the railroad tracks at
the FBO Studios in
Hol
er ood
ies anothlyw
serfor
of
Mickey McGuire 12
two- reel comedies.
Al Herman, who is again directing the series,
has gathered together all the members of the
"Little Scorpin Club" — Mickey (himself).
Stinky Davis, Tom Boy Taylor, Spunky Edwards and Little Stanley.
The motion picture version of the adventures of these kids adheres closely to the Fox
cartoon subjects, the only difference being that
the characters are played by real, live kids.
Like the "Racing Blood" series, these shorts
will be made by Larry Darmour for Standard
Cinema Corporation.

* *

*

ficulties of one of
the most famous cares in
l difcouplita
the
THEtoon mar
world will be brought
to the screen when
"Toots and Casper"
do their stuff for the
benefit of F B O au. "To'ots," the
diencese,
is a
flapper wif
facsimile of thousands of flapper wives throughout the country, while Casper will be recognized by as
many henpecked husbands. The cartoon strip
is running daily in the many Hearst and other
papers, syndicated by King Feature Service.

FBO Agents and Distributors
In Foreign Countries
Loet C. Bamstyn,
Stationsweg No. 7,

Sol. G. Newman,
185A Wardour Street,
London, England.
Representative
Scandinavia.

The
for

the

United

Kingdom

and

Hague, Holland.
Distributor for Holland.

Albert Goose,

FBO
Pictures, G.m.b.H.,
21 Markgrafenstrasse,
Berlin, Germany.
A. E. Hubsch, Manager.
Agents for Central and East Europe.

140 Boulevard Emile
Brussels, Belgium.

Jacquemain,

Distributor for Belgium.
* * *
William

Scott,

121 Castlereagh Street,
Sydney, Australia.
Representative for Australasia.
* * *

Societe Anonyme des Films FBO,
69 Faubourg St. Honore,
Paris, France,
Agents for France, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, Egypt, Syria, Palestine, Spain, Portugal

and Italy.

FBO Pictures of Mexico, S. A.
37 Avenue Uruguay 37,
Mexico City, Mexico, D. F.
Luis Lezama, Manager.
Distributor for Mexico.
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Announces

Macfadden

Magazine

and Hearst Newspaper Tieup
A MONO the 24 Gold Bond producL\ tions on the 1928-29 program are
X A. two pictures based upon two
stories in True Story Magazine. "Sinners in Love," which Ralph Ince will direct, is the prize winning story which
William Le Baron, vice-president of
F B O in charge of production, selected
from among the thousands of stories
submitted in a contest conducted by the
Macfadden Publications, for two stories
containing all the elemental emotions
which might be incorporated into successful motion pictures.
The tieup between FBO and Macfadden True Story Pictures, Inc., is considered byF B O as one of the greatest
that has ever been consummated between
a magazine and a motion picture producing and distributing company. True
Story Magazine, in which "Sinners in
Love" will appear serially in four issues,
starting with the September, 1928, number, simultaneously with the release of
the production, has a sale of 2,250,000
copies monthly. An advertising campaign of comprehensive proportions, descriptive of the two prize winning
stories, is now under way in eight Macfadden publications, which include True
Story, Physical Culture, True Romances,
The Dance, True Experiences, Dream
World, Ghost Stories and True Detective Mysteries, with a combined reading
public of probably 30,000,000. In addition to the magazine advertising, each
production will be given full page advertisements inthe New York Evening
Graphic and the Philadelphia Daily
News, with a combined circulation of
500,000.
A publicity campaign is being inaugurated simultaneously with the advertising campaign in the eight Macfadden magazines and two Macfadden
newspapers.
The second Macfadden True Story
■picture will also be selected from among
those submitted in the contest, and will
be announced in the September, 1928, issue of True Story Magazine.
* * *

Hearst Tieup
Another tieup which will insure a
ready made audience of millions has
been effected between FBO and International Film Service, Inc., whereby
FBO will produce "Stolen Love," a
novel by Hazel Livingston, which is
scheduled to run in the Hearst and other

newspapers concurrently with the release of
the picture. "Stolen
Love" will api>ear in
serial form in Hearst
newspapers in New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Boston, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Baltimore and
Washington.
"Sally's Shoulders,"
from the prolific pen of
Beatrice Burton, is another story that probably will be read by millions of devoted readers.
Syndicated to more
than 500 national newspapers, the production
has a ready made audience in every city and
town throughout the
country. The story is
full of human interest
and heart throbs, and
tells of the trials of
Sally, who bears the
burdens of a careless
family on her young
shoulders for years.
Finally, unable to bear
the respvonsibilities any
longer, she leaves home,
only to have them drift
to disaster without her.
She returns home,
knowing that she will
lose her lover because of
this sacrifice, but all
turns out happily in the
end.
Another tieup with
the Hearst newspapers
has been effected with
two series of short subjects. The adventures
of "Barney Google" and
his chum Spark Plug,
based
DeBeck's
famouson Billy
cartoon
strip,
will be brought to the
screen by Larry Darmour for Standard
Cinema Corporation.
The Barney Google cartoon strip has been running in scores
of news(Continued
an page 97)
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FBOs Showmanship Department
in Full Swing
F B O's
advent of
thet of
H artmen
WITdep
showmanship, according to the company, exhibitors have been introduced to a new,
practical and helpful service. Its enthusiastic reception by exhibitors is evidence
both of its timeliness and its popularity.
Undoubtedly, the future success and
prosperity of many thousands of exhibitors, says F B O depends to a large
measure on the success with which they
plan and execute their advertising and
exploitation campaigns.
With the ver\' large theatres, this
problem of advertising and exploitation
is met by a staff of experts, highly paid
men who devote themselves exclusively
to this branch of the show business.
The smaller exhibitor, however, and
the exhibitor who cannot feel justified in
maintaining such a staff, finds himself

confronted by many baffling problems.
His time is often limited or taken up
with the numerous and vexing problems
of his theatre. For these exhibitors,
F B O's department of showmanship has
been organized.
The personnel of this department,
composed of experts in the field of show
advertising and exploitation, lays out and
supplies the exhibitor with the finished
campaign, from the first opening shot of
some little teaser ad to the big poster
smash. A corps of artists execute the
individual ideas of the exhibitors, allocating and arranging space according to
the specifications of the exhibitor.
The budget system is one of the interesting features of this department.
The exhibitor supplies the department
with a general idea of the newspapers in
which he desires to advertise. He gives
the department of showmanship a gen-

FBO's Product Announcement
Poy realizes his mistake and returns to Sally.
"Stocks and Blondes," with Gertrude Astor,
Jacqueline Logan, Richard "Skeets" Gallagher
and Albert Conti in leading roles. The production was directed by Dudley Alurphy,
based on his own story and continuity, and is
a saga of New York's golden-haired gold
diggers and Wall Street daddies. The film
is finished and is declared to be a howl from
beginning to end.
"The Singapore Mutiny," a Ralph Ince production, in which the director will enact the
leading male role. The story concerns itself
with the plight of a beautiful girl smuggled
aboard a phantom ship, with a blood-crazed
crew thirsting for the blood of the man she
loves, who stands between them and the girl.
+

!H

*

"Danger Street" is another of the Gold
Bonds already completed. The stor^', from
the pen of Harold MacGrath, famous novelist,
appeared in a recent issue of Red Book Magazine as "The Beautiful Bullet." The story
concerns itself with the love of a wealthy
aristocrat for a beautiful waitress, and starting in a gorgeous mansion on Park avenue,
roars along to a smashing climax in the
shadows of a Bowery hangout. Warner Baxter and ^Martha Sleeper play the leads, with
Duke Martin, Frank Mills, Bob Perry, Harry
Allen Grand and Ole M. Ness in supporting
roles.
Ralph Ince directed.
"The Air Legion," by James Ashmore Creelman, is a tribute to the heroes of the United
States air mail. This epic of roaring wings
is one of the Gold Bond headliners.
"Tropic Madness" is the story of a young
man who seeks forgetfulness for a wounded
heart in the languor of the ropics. A meeting
with a beautiful girl convinces him that life
is worth living nobly, and he finds his soul's
redemption in true love. Anna Q. Nilsson
will play the leading feminine role.
"The Red Sword" concerns itself with the
conflict in the heart of a young Russian girl,
torn between the lust for revenge, and love.
After her mother has been despoiled and slain
and her father blinded in a massacre by the

eral idea of the efifectiveness of the various accessories in his town. The budget
expert of the department lays out the
amount of money to be spent on the individual items of the campaign and the
art, copy and exploitation departments
go to work on the campaign.
The men in this newly organized department are hitting on all sixes, and as
the demand for this service increases, the
staff will be increased. Exhibitors are
invited to submit their problems to
FBO's department of showmanship,
whatsoever they may be, from opening
a new theatre to putting over a big feature with the utmost confidence that
their campaigns are in the hands of
keen, practical, thoroughly experienced
and up-to-the-minute showmen, whose
sole aim is to see that the exhibitor
makes as much money as he can.

Continued from page 91

Czar's troops, the girl dedicates her life to
hunting down the leader of the murder band.
She finds him, plans her revenge and then
learns he is the father of the youth she loves.
"The Convict's Son" is another of the productions which will be directed by Ralph Ince
and in which Ince will play the leading role.
Frankie Darro is scheduled for the part of
the child of the convict. It is based on a
story, "Sandpile," by Mary Synon, which ran
in Red Book Magazine. Railroaded to prison
for killing a man who has wrecked his ambitions, the convict sees himself only as the
dupe of the warden, once a rival for the love
of the convict's wife. A sand-pile banked
against the prison wall where his little son
plays every afternoon gives the convict an
opportunity to escape and rejoin his family on
the boy's birthday. The warden interrupts the
reunion, whips the convict in a terrific battle
of fists and takes him back to his cell. A
parole brings a happy ending to a story full
of heart throbs and * heart
* * interest.
"The Record Run," by James Ashmore
Creelman, will also be directed by Ralph Ince.
Ince will play the leading role, that of Casey,
the best loved figure on the railroad, secretly
in love with the daughter of the president.
Injured in a landslide, the whole line is held
up so that Casey may be rushed to the hospital. The engine of the limited is commandeered by a young romantic boy who is
also in love with the girl. After a terrific
battle with his conscience, the boy breaks all
records and gets the injured man to the hospital in the nick of time. Heartbroken but
game, Casey is the first to wish him happiness
when he realizes that the girl loves the
younger man.
"Lest We Forget," by James Ashmore Creelman is the story of one of the thousands of
boys wounded on Flanders Field, made helpless through his sacrifice to the Great God
War, and forgotten and passed by by a forgetful world. In love with a girl who is
beautiful and wealthy, with no chance of winning her, he takes fate into his own hands
and not only wins the girl, but is able to give

happiness
to his fellows,
:}!
^
* who
were forgotten by the world.

like

himself,

"The Yellow Back," by James Oliver Curwood, as national
a magazine
Hearst's
Magazine and serial
later in
a novel,
was Interread
by millions. It tells the story of Pierre, a
sensitive and delicately attuned fiddler whose
ambition is encompassed by his music and his
love for a beautiful girl. She is forced into
marriage with a rascally trapper, and Pierre,
attempting is
to whipped.
defend herHe from
husband's
brutalities,
flees her
to escape
the
stigma of his cowardice, but returns in the
red coat of the mounted police, proves his
manliness and wins the girl from her husband,
who is discovered to be a killer.
"The Jazz Age" is a story of the dangers
that beset American youth limned against a
background of modern jazz. The drama of
a million American homes told, it is said,
so that it will wring the hearts and capture
the imaginations of all generations, both young
and old.
"King of the Klondike" is a blood tingling
drama of adventure against the snows of bleak
Alaska.
■■'Skinner Steps Out." Henry Irving Dodge
has written another great story of the immortal Skinner. In this latest version of the
Skinner saga, the enterprising young man
decides to sow a few belated wild oats. He
succumbs to the wiles of a female "buyer,"
but emerges from the adventure rich in experience if empty in pocket, and decides that
there is safety in numbers. A production full
of pretty girls and Broadway whoopee.
"Double Crossed," by H. C. Witwer, reveals
the inside of the "fight racket."_ The story
of a square-shooting, wise-cracking manager
who mixed love with business — made his man
a world champion^picked the wrong man
to win — and still made a million and won the
"Hardboiled," story by Arthurs Somers
Roche which appeared in Cosmopolitan Magazine. The tale of a gold-digging Follies girl
who wanted to marry money. When her milgirl.
lionaire husband loses it all, she sticks be-
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"The Last Haul," by Louis Sarecky, is the
story of a crook who is redeemed by an
angel of the tambourine — a Salvation Army
girl. He determines to reform, but first he
will make "The Last Haul." He is trapped,
disgrace and prison are ahead, but the simple
faith and fighting spirit of the girl leads him
to a new life.

by FBO

{Continued from page 95)

*

papers throughout the country, and is
one of the most famous cartoon characters in the world.
A nation wide search is now under
way to find the person most resembling
Barney Google. Take a look at yourself
in the mirror, and if you feel that you
qualify, send your photograph to the
FBO Studios. Who knows but that a
great actor may be lurking beneath the
modest garb of F B O exhibitor?
"Toots and Casper" another famous
cartoon strip, also syndicated to scores
of papers, is another of the series of 12
two-reelers which will form part of the
new season's short subject offerings. The
marital difficulties of Toots and Casper
are familiar to millions of Hearst readers, and their screen debut is awaited
with much interest.
* * *
Another tieup of interest with a well
known syndicate which will insure a
huge and receptive audience, has been effected with the Bell Syndicate, which
serves hundreds of large papers with the
Mickey McGuire cartoon strips by Fontaine Fox.

"Voice of the Storm." A voice in the night,
over the snow-swept telephone wires saves a
boy from the gallows for a crime of which
he is innocent.
"Hey, Rube !" A wagon show and its people living, loving, scheming and struggling
behind the glare of carnival lights. A professional "come-on" man playing in the sticks,
meets and loves a girl but realizes that she is
too good for him. Determined to win her,
he forsakes the fakery of his craft and in
a smashing climax proves to her and to the
world that he has guts as well as gab.
"The Charge of the Gauchos." A drama of
the birth of the Argentine and the hard-riding
heroes who fought to free her from the yoke
of servitude and disgrace. A gay romance
masking the harsh courage that made possible
this great story of the New World. Francis
X. Bushman and Jacqueline Logan play the
leads.
"Love in the Desert" is the last of the 24
Gold Bonds. A drama that rips the veneer
from modern civilization — the story of the love
of a woman for a man beneath the burning
desert sun, fanned to white heat by the hot
breezes of the desert nights.

* *

*

There will be seven Western pictures starring Tom Tyler. They are "Terror Mountain," "The Avenging Rider," "Tyrant of Red
Gulch," "Trail of the Horse Thieves," "Gun
Law," "Idaho Red" and "The Pride of
Pawnee." Six of these pictures have already
been completed.
Buzz Barton, F B O's hard-riding, freckled
faced, 14 year old Western ace, will make
seven for the 1928-29 program. These include
"The Young Whirlwind," "Rough Ridin' Red,"
"Orphan of the Sage," "The Vagabond Cub,"
"The Freckled Rascal," "The Little Savage"
and "Pals of the Prairie." Four Buzz Barton
pictures have already been completed.
Bob Steele will make a series of six stunt
and action pictures. These include "Heading
for Danger," "Lightning Speed," "Captain
Careless," "Come and Get It," "The Amazing
Vagabond" and "Laughing
* * * at Death."
Ranger, the wonder dog, will make a series
of four outdoor pictures. These include "Dog
Law," "Fury of the Wild," "Tracked" and
"The One Man Dog."

* * *

F B O's array of short subject products for
the 1928-29 season is the most imposing in
the history of the organization. Five series
of short subjects are scheduled. Four of the
series will be made by Larry Darmour for
Standard Cinema Corporation. These include :
"Racing Blood," a series of 12 two reel
jockey stories from the prolific pen of H. C.
Witwer, now running serially in Cosmopolitan
Magazine. Al Cooke has been slated for one
of the leading roles.
A series of "Barney Google" 12 two reel
subjects, based on Billy De Beck's famous cartoon strip of Barney and his pal Spark Plug.
The Barney Google cartoon strip, syndicated
by King Feature Service, has been running in
Hearst newspapers through the country, and
is one of the famous cartoon characters.
"Toots and Casper," another famous cartoon strip, also syndicated to Hearst papers
by King Feature Service, is another of the
series of 12 two rcelers which will form part
of the new season's short subject offerings.
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causes she realizes she loves him for himself,
and makes a man of him.
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Lois Wilson Signed
for Leading Role
Scenes from "The Perfect Crime," one
of F B O's leading attractions in the
1928-29 line-up, announced in this issue.
The production stars Clive Brook and
Irene Rich.
The marital difficulties of Toots and Casper
are familiar to millions of Hearst readers.
The success of the Mickey McGuire subjects during 1927-28 prompted F B O to arrange for the distribution of another series
featuring Mickey and his gang. Twelve two
reelers are now in course of production, with
Mickey Yule in the leading role. The series
are based on the cartoons by Fontaine Fox
and through the Bell Syndicate, have been
running in many newspapers.
The short subject program will be rounded
out with 26 one reel Curiosities, known as the
Movie Sideshow. These "Curiosities" are
made by Walter Futter, and will be presented
by Amedee J. Van Beuren. The Curiosities
are not cartoons, but are motion pictures based
on bits of life, photographed and dramatized
by an observing camera.

Schnitzer Over Illness
In Time for Convention
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, May IS.— J. I. Schnitzer,
senior vice-president of FBO in charge of
distribution has recovered from a serious attack of pneumonia and has gone to Chicago
for the FBO convention, which commenced
yesterday.

Lois Wilson has been signed by FBO
for the leading feminine role in the screen
version of "Sally's Shoulders," the Beatrice
Burton novel which ran serially in a Los Angeles evening paper and McCall's Magazine.
The picture will go into production soon
under the direction of Lynn Shores. Miss
Wilson's previous appearances under the FBO
banner were in "The Gingham Girl" and
"Coney Island," in which she scored outstanding triumphs.

Complete Cast for
^'Racing Blood"
Larry Darmour, who is producing a series
of H. C. Witwer "Racing Blood" two reel
productions for Standard Cinema Corporation
and FBO release, announces that a complete
cast for the series has already been assembled.
Alberta \'aughn will play the feminine
lead, with Eleanor Flynn, Lewis Sargent and
Willie Gray in other prominent roles.
Work on the first subject is scheduled to
start wthin a few days.

Cedar

Will Direct

*'Bar7iey Google''

Ralph Cedar, comedy director, has lx;en asUie direction
the "Barneywhich
Google"
series ofsignedshort
subjectof productions
are
to be produced by Larn.* Darmour for FBO.
Work on the famous cartoon strip of Billy
DeBeck will be under way within a short
time.
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Royster Answers Critic of Films
With Defi to Prove Charges
North Carolina Exhibitors, Through Secretary-Treasurer, Answer
lotte Man Who Denounced Pictures

CHARLOTTE, May 15.— When Dr. W. A. McPhaul of Charlotte undertook recently at Pinehurst to denounce motion pictures as the "worst
moral menace in the country," his unfounded accusations started something. The Theatre Owners Association of North Carolina, through its officers
and board of directors, at a special meeting instructed N. L. Royster, secretary
and treasurer, to answer the published denouncement.
"I did not get the full text of Doctor
iMcPhaul's address in Pinehurst, but only the
Associated Press report which went out over
the wires. However, there is enough contained in this to justify this answer.
"Better
Than
Many
Sermons"
"Doctor AlcPhaul states that the movies are
the worst moral menace in the countrj' today,
and that the movies furnish the desire, and
the automobile furnishes the opportunity. I
wonder how man^^ movies Doctor McPhaul
attends each month. I wonder if he doesn't
go to those which he does attend with his mind
prejudiced and already made up as to their
aims and purposes.
"I wonder if he ever attends dozens of
movies, that are projected on the screens of
Charlotte, which have done more good and
created a better atmosphere in the minds of
those who see them than many sermons we
hear. I wonder if Doctor McPhaul saw 'The
King of Kings,' 'Seventh Heaven,' 'The Jazz
Singer,' 'Rose !Marie,' 'Tenderloin,' 'Mother
Machree,' and a half hundred others, that have
been presented here recently, and which, if
properly approached by a mind open and unprejudiced, cannot help but send the audience
away better men and women.
When Logic Goes Wild
"Just because the automobile causes many
downfalls among the younger generation, is
no reason why I would want to see the automobile industry wiped out. Just because we
find, now and then, a picture that offers a
scene true to life, and perhaps just a bit
risque, is no sane reason why the movie should
be condemned.
"I wonder if Doctor McPhaul has ever
obtained from the Charlotte library a volume
entitled,
'Rainbow
Round
My Shoulder,'
and
has therein
read what
I think
is the rankest
filth ever put upon paper in book form, and
which does not even offer the true negro
dialect as we Southerners know it. Now, just
because the library has this volume that I don't
consider up to standard, is that any good
reason why I should condemn the library and
the other books contained therein?
The Good Pictures Do
"I wonder if Doctor McPhaul knows how
many people, each night or each day, visit the
various theatres in Charlotte, and there see the

Denies Newsreels Refuse
Pictures of Sen. Watson
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, May 15.— Denial that motion picture news reel
producers had turned down trailers
of Senator James E. Watson and his
family was contained in a telegram
received here by Miss Patricia
Lynch, secretary of the Indiana Film
Board of Trade. The telegram was
from C. C. Pettijohn of New York,
general counsel for the Film Boards
of Trade.

pictures he talks a.bout, then take an
'vicious'
auto
ride which furnishes the opportunity that
he speaks of. I wonder if Doctor McPhaul
knows how many fathers, mothers, sisters and
brothers visit these same theatres daily, leave
them and go home happy in the fact that they
have had an hour or two of relaxation, and
with their virtue still intact. I'll bet the latter
class would show figures to the extent of at
least 98 per cent.
"Any man would be a fool to say that all
pictures were good and presented the right
kind of moral, just as any man would be a
fool to say that all of our laws were just, or
that the city of Charlotte was free of immorality of various kinds, but what about the good
that motion pictures are doing today? What
about the several hundred penal institutions
which show them, the hospitals, churches,
schools, and the vast knowledge being obtained
through the use of motion pictures in surgical
operations?
Issues Challenge to Critic
"I've witnessed dozens and dozens of pictures in my life, which have brought tears
from the audience, when hundreds of sermons
could not do as much. I see a dozen things
which I think could be done to make our city
better and safer from a health standpoint, but
just because they exist is no reason why I
should condemn the men at the head of our
city government, when perhaps I could not do
as well as they.
"No, Doctor McPhaul, I defy you or any
other person in this cit3' to point out, and
prove that the movies, or any other single
agency, or industry is the greatest moral
menace to these United States of ours. I
don't think that Doctor McPhaul really and
truly meant the way it read and sounded, for
it's a very broad statement for any one to
make, unless he knows whereof he speaks."

Protest Made Against
Spanish
Subtitles for
So, American Screens
Protests of titles in American films translated for South American theatres into Spanish rather than in the idiom of the country
in which they are shown, as voiced before
the Pan-American Congress in Havana, is seconded in a communication from R. O. Hernandez, Latin-American publicist of New
York.
"For a number of years," he declares, "moving picture theatregoers in the Latin-American nations have been shocked at the poor
Spanish translations of American film titles.
Investigation made a little over a year ago
disclosed that the film companies employ natives of Spain as translators, the majority
of whom are seldom acquainted with the
idioms of the Latin-American countries."

Pathe Appoints Theurkauf
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, May 15.— C. L. Theurkauf has
been
of Pathe's
Seattleappointed
branch. branch
He has manager
been a salesman
in
that office.
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New Bill Would Prohibit
Block Booking, Theatre
Holdings by Producers
{Continued ■from page 71)

Char-

(Special to the Herald-World)

answer, as published in
is Royster's
TT ERE
the Charlotte
Observer:

WORLD

brought by the U-B Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc., against the Film Board of Trade and
10 distributors in Cleveland, but are not preparing at this time to become a party to the
proceedings, it is indicated here.
While officials of the department refuse to
comment on the case, it is intimated that the
proceedings are quite parallel to those
brought by the Government in the New York
Federal Court some days ago. Representatives of the department are understood to be
investigating the Cleveland situation with a
view to adopting for use in their own case
such material as may prove to be valuable to
support their contention that some of the
operations of the film boards are repugnant
to the Federal statutes.
The petition filed in the Federal Court at
Cleveland by U-B charges violation of the
Sherman and Clayton acts and seeks a temporary injunction to restrain the defendants
from discontinuing the delivery of pictures
for which the plaintiff has contracted.
The case was continued at the request of
the defendants, according to a dispatch from
Cleveland. It was indicated that the distributors would waive their cash deposit demands.

Friendly Litigation,
Says St. Louis Paper
Commenting on the two suits filed in New
York and the one in Cleveland, all under the
Sherman Act, the St. Louis Globe-Democrat
in an editorial article last week said that the
suits "are described as really a friendly litigation." The writer adds :
"Every movie interest in the United States
is said to be concerned in the litigation from
the small neighborhood house to the syndicate
backed by millions. It is called the most
important litigation ever instituted for regulating the industry, and an affirmation of the
contention of the Department of Justice would
change many results to which screen exhibitors and the public have long been
habituated."

Warners Start Three Big
Productions During June
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 15.— The month of June
will see the beginning of production on the
three of the biggest productions planned for
Warner Brothers for 1928-29. They are "The
Singing Fool," starring Al Jolson; "The Terror," in which Vitaphone will for the first
time replace all subtitles and an untitled picture with Fannie Brice starred. Vitaphone
figures prominently in all three.
The Aldine theatre in Philadelphia will be
devoted exclusively to Vitaphone specials until September, it is announced.

INCORPORATIONS
ALBANY, May 15. — Eastman Teaching Films, Inc.,
Thomas E. Finegan, Edward P. Curtis, Marion D.
Folsom, Rochester;
$1,000,000.
M. I. L. Corporation, John F. Wharton, M. I.
Trimble, J. Simpson, New York (no capitalization
given).
Kirkland & Strickland, Inc., Alexander Kirkland,
Robert H. Wrubel, New York; Francis C. Strickland,
Manchester, Conn, (no capitalization given).
Jessem Productions, Inc., Joseph L. Henry, C. and
Louis Greenberg, New York (no capitalization given).
Reduction in capitalization:
Paramount-Famous-Lasky, from 1,200,000 to 1,000,000 shares.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department,
"Hollywood:'

Asher & Company Signs
Betty Branson, Doug, Jr.
(Special to the Herald-WoHd)

HOLLYWOOD, May 15.— After spending
time in trying to find two players who were
attractive enough and modern enough to play
the leads in Judge Linds'ey's "Companionate
Marriage," Asher, Small & Company has
finally selected Betty Bronson and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., for the parts. Miss Bronson
recently completed a role in "The Bellamy
Trial" and Monta Bell, who directed that picture, is now negotiating with Asher, Small
& Company for the directorial assignment on
"Companionate Marriage."

Kuth Roland Engaged
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 15.— Hollywood's
latest engagement was made known at a party
given this week by Billie Dove, when Ruth
Roland announced that she will wed Ben
Bard in the near future.

Neilan Doing "Taxi 13" at FBO;
7 Underway; Universal Reopens
1,000 People Engaged in Making Pictures at U; R. V. Lee Begins
Gary Cooper Film at Paramount; "Ghetto" New Title
of Norman Taurog Production
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 15. — The FBO organization has seven pictures under way at the Gower street plant and several others are in the cutting rooms.
The lot is reaching a high point of activity and vi^ithin two or three weeks will
be shooting on almost a dozen stories for the new season.
Neilan Directing "Taxi 13"
Marshall Neilan last week began shooting "Taxi 13," a fast moving story
that centers about Chester Conklin, comedian borrowed from Paramount for
the role. The cast includes Lee Moran, Martha Sleeper and Ethel Wales.
Pictures in the cutting rooms or already Rowland V. Lee began the direction of a
completed are "Hit of the Show," featuring
picture on the Paramount
lot last week
Gertrude Olmstead, Joe E. Brown and Gercalled, "The First Kiss." In the cast are
say.
Gary
Cooper
and
Fay
Wray.
Evidently an
trude Astor; "The Perfect Crime," starring
Irene Rich and directed by Bert Glennon;
osculatory theme but what else we shan't
"Danger Street" with Martha Sleeper and
Taurog Changes Jesse! Title
Warner Baxter; and "Stocks and Blondes,"
starring Jacqueline Logan.
In Norman Taurog's Tiffany Stahl picture starring George Jessel, Norman is
Six Tykrs Completed
using Gwen Lee and Margaret Quimby. It
Six of the series of Tom Tyler pictures
is called,
Ghetto" instead of "Schliemmele"
— or"The
whateveritwas.
have already been completed and are practically ready for service. There is one
Perhaps one of the biggest production
remaining of the series and it will be gotitems of the year is the opening of Uniten under way early.
versal City. The lot got off with several
"The Lariat Kid," starring Buzz Barton,
of the program pictures, postponing work
is in shooting. Within a few days, Bert
on the bigger productions for a few more
Glennon will begin work on "Gang War,"
days.
One thousand people are now worka municipal crime yarn. He is sitting in
ing at the studio, which is comparable to
on the scenario at present. Ralph Ince
the number engaged there just one year
will have the ■
scenario of "Circus Kid"
ready for the cast m
next week. Frankie
ago. Cody Begins "Phantom Fingers"
Darro will be the featured player. A Bob
Bill Cody, brought over from Pathe, beSteele drama, a Tom Tyler, and "Dog
gan work
Fingers,"
an underLaw," starring Ranger, are being prepared
world on
story "Phantom
with Duane
Thompson
and
and will soon be in the shooting stage.
George Hackathorne. Ray Taylor began
the direction of "The Crimson Canyon,"
with Ted Wells, Lotus Thompson and
Wilbur Mack.

^

^

GEORGE

SIDNEY
^Kr-

ays —East
Am in Sthe
For a rest
But, Gosh ! My mind
Is in the West.

3

Si

CHAS. G. CLARKE— A. S. C.
PHOTOGRAPHER

"THE
RACING
ROMEO"— F B O
"GOING
CBOOKED" — FO.\ — "UPSTHEAM"
"FOUR
SONS"— FOX
"SHARPSHOOTERS"
"THE RED DANCER
OF MOSCOW"

Arthur Lake began w-ork on "Horace in
Hollywood."
It is under the direction of
Doran
Co.x.
Vonceil Viking supports Edmund Cobb
in "Forest
Ranger," the first of a series of
red
hot dramas.
Then there are the Denny films. Reginald began one yesterday called, "Red Hot
Speed," under the direction of Fred Newmeyer.
therethird
are series
the "Collegians."
We are And
into the
now. The
first of it is called, "Calford versus Redskins." The company left three days ago
for Phoeni.x. (Probably there by this
time.) Forty of them. Hcadliners are
George Lewis, Dorothy Gulliver, Eddie
Phillips, Hayden Stevens, Yvonne Howells
and Churchill Ross. Nat Ross (no relation) is directing.
And that's that!

M

^
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De Mille Lauds Qriffith at ^^Drums'^
Opening at U. A. Theatre
Poland Okays New "Cohens and Kellys" for George Sidney at U — Chief
Dan O'Brien Helps and Visits Tommy Meighan
By DOUGLAS HODGES

Griffith's picture, "The Drums of Love,"
D. W. theatre
ANGELES,
LOS opened
at the May
United15.—
Artists
here May 8 with a filled house. It
^ was a perfect premiere. The prologue was short, to the point and well
presented. Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld's "Little Grey Home in the West" (not the
The picture was a specific example of Griffith's version
was clever.
original)
of
the modern
cinema story.
THE

after-ceremonies consisted of two imposing figures of the film industry saying
things impromptu and as sincerely as propriety
would permit. They were the two great directors, Cecil B. De Mille and Mr. Griffith.
In addition to being great directors they proved
themselves worth listening to as speakers.
It may have been the sight of the two ingenious figures on the stage together that
cinched the general opinion that the evening
had been a perfect one.
In De Mille's tribute to Griffith he said
"literature has its Shakespeare, the canvas its
Rembrandt, the mural its Michael-Angelo—
and the screen its Griffith."
After Griffith had been deserted on the stage
he began to speak in the Southern drawl
that had a laugh in every line. He explained
that the actual formation of United Artists
took place when two men were discussing pictures over a back fence in Chicago. The two
were Charlie Chaplin and himself. He then
brought Chaplin to the stage for a bow. He
introduced such members of the cast as Mary
Philbin and Don Alvarado. He called on
Lionel Barrj'more to appear on the stage but

made a wager simultaneously that Lionel
would not be found. He said he has never
been able to find any of the Barrymores when
he wanted them.

Lionel didn't appear.

Dan O'Brien with Tommy
and Marie
Tommy Meighan ought to be good in this
picture he is making at the Caddo lot. He
has had good company. Aside from his leading woman, Marie Prevost, providing feminine
pulchritude and beguiling charm Meighan's
technical adviser was Chief Dan O'Brien. The
Chief took a role in the picture. He also
visited Tommy at his Beverly Hills home. And
in case you don't know it the Chief is not
only the
San boss
Francisco's
law enforcement butboss
he of
is the
of a young
fellow
named George O'Brien who
Fox pictures quite regularly.
*

*

does things in

:J:

Poland
Okays
New at
"Cohens"
for George
Sidney
U
Joseph Franklin Poland, supervising editor
of feature comedies for Universal, and Matt

WORLD
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Harry Brand, Branded
as Fox Comedy Brander
HOLLYWOOD,
May 15.— Harry
Brand gave away a half million dollars' worth of gags before he found
he could sell them. For years Brand
has been known as the originator of
more smart cracks than any otber
master in this line, many of his remarks Bnding their way into musical
comedy and vaudeville, but no credit
was given him.
Now Winheld Sbeeban, vice-president of Fox Films, has signed Brand
to a contract and immediately assigned him the job of writing comedy
titles for the Cohen-Pennick vehicle
and following that, "Why Sailors Go
Wrong." With the collaboration of
Henry Johnson, Brand has written a
great comedy

story, "The

Farmer's

Daughter."
Taylor have completed the original of "Cohens
and Kellys in Atlantic City." It is intended
as a George Sidney picture, of course.

Boylan to Visit Mother

Malcolm Stuart Boylan has left Holljrwood
to visit the home folks in Memphis, Tenn. His
mother is Grace Duffie Boylan, the authoress.
From there he will go to Chicago and New
York and return to the Fox lot early in June.

* * *
Howe and Simmons
Open New Offices

Hal Howe and Frank Simmons, well known
motion picture publicists, have moved into a
new suite of offices at 6406J4 Sunset Boulevard.

Meyers(Special
Returns
to M-G-M
to the Herald-World)

Marie
Prevost

HOLLYWOOD, May 15.— Carmel Meyers,
who left Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer when she
completed the role of a native girl in "Tell
it to the Marines," returns to that srtudio in
the role of Bertha in John Gilbert's new starring picture,
is
adapted
from "Four
the wellWalls."
known The
stage story
play of
New York's East Side, with Gilbert plajdng
the role of an ex-convict. Joan Crawford has
the
will leading
direct. feminine role and William Nigh

Car ewe Signs Arkatov
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May
15.— Edwin
Carewe
has signed Dr. Alexander Arkatov, noted technical advisor, to aid him in his production
"Revenge," which stars Dolores Del Rio.

Nick
Musuraca
A. S. C.
Ciaematographer
"Red Riders

"Phantom of
"When the

Who is now working
in "The Racket" with
Thomas Meighan
for
Caddo Pictures

Can
of"Val
y "
leada
of
"Terror

Law Rides"
Range"
SuperF B O

Studios

n""
stit
taioin
Moun
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Cohen and Pennick on Trip
To Cedar City for Fox Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 14.— A special train
provided by the Union Pacific Railroad transported a caravan of camels from Hollywood
to Cedar City, Utah, where a company from
Fox is making desert sequences for "Plastered
in Paris," a special production starring the
new comedy team, Sammy Cohen and Jack
Pennick. The company includes 52 players,
mechanics and production technicians under
the direction of Benjamin Stoloff.
Among the cast which accompanied Stoloff
are Lola Salvi and Hugh Allan, who have
the romantic leads ; Marion Byron, Ivan Linow
and Micael Visaroff.

Stone and Rosson Outfit
To Santa Cruz on Location
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 15.— Arthur Stone,
character comedian, left this week with a Fox
company for Santa Cruz, where Arthur Rosson will start directing "The Farmer's Daughter," which is Stone's first picture under his
new contract with Fox. The company includes 60 people from the Fox studios who
will remain at this location for almost a
month. Stone is supported by Majorie Beebe
and a high-powered cast of comedians.

Poland Completes Script
Of ''Man
Disturber" for U
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, May 15.— Joseph Franklin Poland announced this week that the continuity of Reginald Denny's next starring vehicle for Universal is now completed. It will
be called "The Man Disturber." Production
is scheduled to begin May 14 under direction
of Fred Newmeyer.

Branded by Director,
Actress Tells Police
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, May 15.— Jean Weston,
actress, yesterday accused John A. Nelson,
director and writer, of having branded her
after Miss Weston broke her engagement
to him.
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THE STUDIO PREVIEW
'i'yHE TRAIL OF '98" is one of the pic^ tures Hollywood has talked about. It's
Clarence Brown's picture. He worked on its
It isn't a preview.
many months.
for showed,
direction
It has been
of course, in other cities,
its importance
and
value
its
but nevertheless
rates its appearance in this department.
Dolores Del Rio worked in it before she
did "Carmen" or "Ramona." She is better in
Her work in " '98" has
two.
in those of
it than
an
abundance
charm. She portrays an
American girl surrounded by Swedes in the
Yukon.

don't
me.the IRobert
familiar I to
story was
The whether
know
it is because
recall
W. Service tale or because it is the same
story that Frank Lloyd used in "Winds of
Chance." At any rate it is alx)ut the 600-mile
hike to Dawson City in the winter cold.
The early part of the film is devoted to
hundreds of feet of beautiful scenery ;_ the
latter part to several highly dramatic situations. In the latter part is a shooting, a discovery of gold and a seduction. A man is
frozen to death and is eaten by coyotes. A
snowslide in the earlier part of the picture
that is excellently photographed.
The best work is probably done by Harry
Carey and the worst by Ralph Forbes.
He
is inadequate for such things, it seems to me.
Tully Marshall is excellent as usual.

* * *

While Hollywood is seeking directors who
can direct pictures economically, there is a
fellow here footloose and free called Robert
Florey. He not long ago directed a picture
for about $100 which I did not see. But he
has more recently directed one called "The
Loves of Zero" for less than $200 which I
did see. It is terrible.
William Cameron
tor. Which means
sets and costumes.
ably, but the picture
achievement.

Menzies is the art direche is responsible for the
He has done very credithas profited little for his

There is a story about a man and a woman.
He woos and loses. And that is about all.

John
i> ^Topping. the^ list
,. of, writers
.
Q

The less said about this sort of picture the
better !

* * *

"The Golden Clown" is the feature attraction of the Filmartre theatre, which opened
in Hollywood May 9. The house is designed
for the showing of pictures out of the regular
run. It is expected that many foreign pictures with artistic values will be exhibited
there. This one is more foreign than artistic.
Its story has many weak places and it is without any exceptional incident. The greatest
thing in its favor is the acting of its principal
characters.
The story takes up the plot of I Pagliacci
and dwells long on the remorse of the clown
following his wifes' departure with her lover.
He is given a difficult task of carr>ing on
under the strain of sadness for half the picture. At last a more than expected happy
ending comes about when he finds a daughter
of his dead wife. It is likely not his daughter,
but she is sufficient otherwise to lend him happi ness. It is a film made in Sweden and is
released through Pathe.

* * *

"Lady Raffles," Columbia, is an excellent
production. It stars Estelle Taylor in a role
that suits her admirably. The production
values are commonplace, but it is nevertheless
a well made film that can be used in thousands of houses where the audience gets normally hungry for a drawing room crook yarn
and a cast that's full of pep. —HODGES.

Tapper Joins Fox Staff
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 15.— Tristram Tupper, author of "The River," and one of America's best known story writers , has been
brought to the Coast to superv-ise the screen
version of his story, which is soon to go
into production at the Fox studios under the
direction of Frank Borzage. Author and director are now conferring over the screen
adaptation of this story, which is to be filmed
under the title of "Backwash."

of 1927

YOUR NEXT BOX OFFICE HIT IS
"PREP AND PEP" — WRITTEN BY
JOHN STONE FOR FOX FILM CORPORATION—BIG COLLEGE STORY OF
THE YEAR

John )
StONP

\

Office Scripts
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that it was Bonaparte's theory that any man
who wanted to get anywhere had to give up
part of himself for what he wanted. Enough

By J. M. LOUGHBOROUGH
e out in these
IF the Great American Screen story is not written by someon
Everybody
es.
employ
theatre
and
studio
of
fault
the
be
parts it won't
seems to be "at it" with pencil, pen and typewriter. Stage hands, laboratory
workers, ofifice boys, ushers in the theatres— all are "courting the Muse s during
s and trying to do a broncho-busting act with Pegasu when
spare hmoment
throug
work.
.
,
Studio executives are chuckling with delight. They like it. This _ literary
mania," which has spread outside the sets and scenario departments indicates
an upward mental trend. Then again, some big bozo who drives a truck may
prove that literary power is locked withm the
and thus
put overanda great
breast
not tostory
be fished
out of books.
YOUNG woman stenographer in one of
the studios recently sold a screen story to
a big company. Then there's Bill Branch,
former film salesman and exploitation and pubhcity man, who wrote "The Showdown" for
George Bancroft. Also, one of the studios
has in its scenario department a young man
who was an usher in a Mid West theatre.
In commenting on the prevailing craze a
screen story writer of prominence said : "We
A

who have been through the game like to see
thos'e around us endeavoring to _ turn out a
and myFor my part, my I wife
good story. two
sold my first
years before
self starved
me I
reached
story, and when the check
dashed to the bank to make sure it was good.
I was then on the verge of insanity.
"It's a grand thing to write and another
matter to have story after story rejected.
points out
in his 'Napoleon,'
Emil Ludwig,

^^this boy is an actor.
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— W. E. Field

DESERT

PIRATE:

Tom Tyler — February 10-11. Good.
Better second night
than first. Five reels.

B

E. A. Emmert, Emmert Theatre, Alcester, S. D.

o

LET'S

GO

GALLAGHER: Tom

Tyler — Strike another good one for
Tom and his unbeatable pals. Five
reels. — George Khat-

THE
CHERO-

KEE KID
Tom Tyler
— February 25. Good
Western for Saturdays.— J. L. Seiter,
Selma Theatre, Selma, Gal.
THE
ARIZONA
STREAK: Tom TylerTom has another good
one here. A good clean
Western. Five reels. —
George Khattar,
Khattar's
Theatre,
Sydney,
Nova
Scotia, Can.
THE
TEXAS
TORNADO: Tom TylerFebruary 25. This boy is
an actor and a scrapper
and most generally in a
strong story. Western folk
like him fine. — W. E.
Field, Liberty Theatre,
Greenwood, S. C.

L

tar,
tre,Khattar's
Sydney, TheaNova
Scotia, Can.
THE
COWBOY
COP: Tom Tyler
— Another
good
Western
Tom.

from
Five

George
reels . —
K h a ttar's KhatiThetar,
ney, N.atre, S.,
SydiCanada.

next is
"The Road to

TomTyler's
El Dorado"

AL

MARTIN

free-lance title writer. Address, Hollywood
Plaza Hotel. On Vine Street. Still Going
Strong.

"How to Write for Screen"
"Well, what's the real secret of writing for
the screen?" he was asked. "Why don't you
write a book about it?" "Does a magician
reveal the tricks he has spent his life-time in
originating?" was the reply. "Nobody could
paysaid."
me enough money to write such a
pamphlet. Does a reputable physician or
lawyer write on how to master his profession?
No. Why? Because it takes four years to
make a good doctor or lawyer."
At any rate, the writing craze has hit Hollywood, and many a ball-room sheik is staying
home o' nights putting his Big Idea on paper.
Fanchon & Marco Reach Heights
So greatly have their activities in the stage
presentation line been enlarged that Fanchon
& Marco have bought a huge airplane and are
using it to fly between Los Angeles and San
Diego to review their acts. Within a few
weeks they intend journeying through the air
to San Francisco, Portland and Seattle.
Marco made the first trip the other day after
opening
stageshow
at Loew's
State theatre here.theLeaving
Clover
Field shortlv
after
noon, he had luncheon at San Diego, reviewed the "Bird Idea" at the California theatre and then returned to this city. He said
he not only intends "covering" the entire West
Coast Circuit by airplanes, but that within less
than two years he believes the players in his
acts will be carried from one city to another
via air routes. With this idea in mind Fanchon & Marco have organized the Ambassador Airways, Inc. Wealthy people of Los
Angeles are said to be backing the project.
Mack Sennett Has Another "Find"
Mack Sennett always "rings the bell." Look
over his career. How many failures to his
credit? None. This screen veteran seems to
have an uncanny talent for hitting the nail
smack on the head every time he turns out a
picture. _ His new studio out on Ventura road
is practically completed, and a big, imposing
structure it is — a fine monument to a fine man
who has made a fine reputation for himself
in his profession. With all of his bathing
girls and all of his screamingly funny situations, Sennett never has permitted himself to
appeal to anything but the better emotions of
his public. He abhors reformers, but there
is always a good, strong moral behind every
big laugh he turns out. If a husband catches
his wife with another man and pulls out the
shooting irons, what do you find? That hubby
was entirely in the wrong, for all of which
Friend Wife throws the artillery out the window and hands him a haymaker.
And now Sennett has scored in about the
most serious film yet made by him — "The
Good-bye Kiss," which is a long-run success.
In this picture Sally Eilers, a Sennett find,
makes her first important appearance. Sennett selected Sally without the formality of a
screen test. But what of it? Didn't he do the
same with Gloria Swanson, Louise Fazenda,
Phyllis Haver, Mabel Normand and Marie
Prevost?
More power to you. Mack!
He Makes "Thinking Gowns"
If a girl must have personality for the
screen and a story must tell something definite, then why shouldn't the women's gowns
tell, instead of hide, something? This is the
theory of Harry Collins, noted designer of
dresses, who has been brought here from New
York to give expression to all gowns worn
by stars at the William Fox studios. Upon
his arrival here Collins gave a demonstration
of his theory. He displayed one gown which,
he said, expressed Voraciousness; another
Duplicity and so on. These gowns, he says,
will give you the "atmosphere" of the star
and will be to the screen what a "theme" is
tp grand opera.
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Educational

R

Comedies

Bulk of —

EDUCATIONAL

PRODUCT

— to come from own studio
IN its second year as an actual producer,
Educational will provide the bulk of its
1928-1929 program of short features from
its own comedy-making plant in Los Angeles,
the big Educational Studios on Santa Monica
Boulevard. All the two-reel comedy series
announced will be products of this studio, as
well as one series of single reel comedies, the
Cameos. The remaining single reel series on
Educational's lineup and the news reel,
Kinograms, are the product of other
independent producing organizations.
Educational's new program, as announced by E. W. Hammons, president
of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
includes six series of two reel comedies,
with a total of 52 releases, and three
groups of one-reel subjects, with SO releases, in addition to 104 issues of
Kinograms.
The two reel comedy lineup includes
eight Lupino Lane Comedies, eight Big
Boy- Juvenile Comedies, eight Ideal Comedies (a new series), featuring Jerry
Drew, 16 Mermaid Comedies (Jack
White Productions), six Dorothy Devore Comedies, and six Tuxedo Comedies, which will feature Wallace Lupino and other popular comedy stars.
The single reel series will be as follows : Twenty-six Cameo Comedies, 12
Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podge, 12 issues of "The World Today," a new and
modern screen magazine, and the usual
twiccra-week news reel, Kinograms.
"We have added but two new brands
of pictures to our lineup," said Mr.
Hammons
in announcing Educational's
plans for the coming
season.
"The
Ideal Comedies will provide vehicles for
one of the most promising young comedians developed in recent years —
Jerry Drew.
'The World
Today'
is
planned to meet the need for a new type of
screen magazine.
There may be nothing new
under the sun, as we have heard all our lives,
but there are new ways of presenting entertainment and new ways of showing the most
interesting things that can be found
in all

corners of the globe. This new magazine
will show the world to the world as it is
traveling in this marvelous
age.
"Most of the Educational program, I am
glad to say, we are able to continue on pretty
much the same basis as during the current
season. Through many seasons of consistent
'delivery' Educational's comedy group has
built up a reputation with the public that
makes it of a standard, recognized value to

which have proved most universally pleasing,
from the big de luxe first runs to the little
house in the hamlet.
"Quantity is not the controlling factor in
Educational's plans. It is quality. The Educational Studios have only the same number
of pictures to make for the coming season
that they made during the production year
just closed. And they have tremendously
increased facilities to work with. The fact
that the new season begins with the
stage space increased 50 per cent over
gives some idea of the addilast fall
tional effort and expense that are to be
put into each comedy on our program.
"These additional studio facilities will
enable the production staff to work still
more efficiently on all series of pictures
to be made at this big plant, and particularly to elaborate on the Lupino Lane
and Big Boy-Juvenile Comedy series,
which it is our plan to embellish still
further in keeping with the outspoken
fondness of the public for the work of
these
two stars."
his fourth season with EduStarting
cational, Lane is reaping the benefits of
increased publicity and exploitation of
as well as the benefits depast months
rived from numerous personal appearances. The big West Coast Circuit billboard and theatre managers' publicity
and exploitation campaign on his comedies, now in progress, already has
shown its effect not only in the W'est
tlie countn,-.
ut and
also througho
butLavishly
dressed
overflowing in

E. W. HAMMONS
President of Educational
exhibitors. Back of it stand men witli years
of experience in making the public laugh and
years of good will building, advertising and,
most important of all, public satisfaction. We
could do no better than to continue to provide
for exhibitors
the same
brands
of pictures

production
comedies
have
come
to be value,
looked Lane's
on as the
ultimate
in
two-reel comedy pictures.
The former
stage star has managed to combine in
ideal proportion the correct amount of
speed, nifty slapstick, travesty and droll
humor.
"Big Boy," the 4-ycar-old child star, con>tinues an advance in public favor that has
been meteoric.
Last season was the first in
which he was starred in his own group of
fun films bearing his own name, and the manner in which he scored repeated comedy hits,
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according to Educational, clearly justified the
honor. His winning smile, clever acting and
cute ways are as well known as those of any
other child actor on the screen today. And,
above all, his pictures are real laugh vehicles,
with human interest and entertaining stories
as the background for the fun.
Jerry Drew, who achieved fame as a comedian with his work in Mermaid Comedies,
has come to the fore so rapidly that he will
be the featured comedian in the new series of
Ideal Comedies. These will be vehicles suited
particularly to Drew's type of funmaking. A
fine cast of supporting players, including a
group of prettj' girls, vnll aid the star.
With such stars as Monty Collins, now
rated as one of the funniest youthful comics
in two reel pictures; Jack Miller, former musical comedy funster and another great comedian George
;
Davis, a featured funster of
the past season, and others in the principal
roles, the Mermaid Comedy series promises
to be better than ever this coming year. Estelle
Bradley is expected to appear as leading
woman in a number of these laugh treats.
When it is realized that the first two-reel
comedy released by Educational eight years
ago was a Mermaid Comedy and that these
celebrated Jack White Productions have made
millions laugh since that time, some idea may
be had of Jack White's considerable pride in
producing the fastest and funniest vehicles
he can in this series.
Changed producing plans for the Tuxedo
Comedy group call for the appearance of a
dift'erent
staris in
Wallace Lupino
nownearly
slated every
to playpicture.
the principal
role in one of the first comedies in this series.
Other stars for the Tuxedo Comedies will be
announced in the near future.
There will be the usual number of one reel
Cameo Comedies — 26. Last season this series
surprised even the most conservative motion
picture critics, for it developed both Monty
Collins and Wallace Lupino as outstanding
comedians. The direction, which proved a
pleasing feature of the group, again will prove
a strong point for the Cameos in the next
season.
Jack White, director^in-chief at the Educational Studios, heads a strong and versatile
directorial staff.
Charles Lamont, Jules White, Stephen Roberts and Henry W. George will serve as the
nucleus of the staff of directors, all having
had years of experience and all having been
vnth Educational for some time. Several
others are to be added soon.
Lamont has

*'Felix the Cat" Theme
of Song; Exhibitors to
"* Get Special Accessories
"Felix the Cat," screen cartoon released through Educational, is the
theme of a song published by the Sam
Fox Publishing Company. Distribution wall start this week. The composition will also be backed by an extensive advertising campaign. The
Fox organization wdll also provide ex^
hibitors
of the
the Cat" cartoon series
with"Felix
free orchestrations
and accessories.

made a name for himself in directing "Big
Boy." He has been director of the youngster
since he was 2 years old and has directed the
youthful star in every comedy in which the
young comedian has been featured or starred.
Stephen Roberts, who started with Educational afew years ago as Cameo Comedy director, has been to the Mermaid Comedy
series what Lamont is to "Big Boy." In the
handling of these fast-action and often thrilling fun pictures Roberts' name has become
synonymous with laugh hits.

Lupino Lane Will
Star in Series
of Eight
1UPIN0 LANE, who was acclaimed all last
_j season as one of the truly great screen
comedians, plans to continue next season
his highly successful type of satirical fun
vehicles such as those which caused so much
favorable comment in the season just coming
to a close. There will be eight of the Lupino
Lane Comedies.
A prime favorite in the theatres of New
York, London, Paris and Hollywood, and leading representative of a family whose every
male member has been in the theatrical profession for many centuries past. Lane has
elected to remain definitely in motion pictures,
and plans to make his returns to musical
revues and other stage performances only incidental tohis screen work.
Lane's astounding rise in pictures shows that

he has taken to screen comedy work like a
duck to water. But this is not surprising
when one considers the background of his
career and the long training he has gone
through on the stage.
Lane's work during the current season in
his lavish, satirical laugh productions, each
containing a distinctly different comedy character set entirely in new surroundings, won
from critics praise and recognition. Trade
paper, fan magazine and newspaper writers
outdid themselves in heaping laurels on this
little comedian's clever head.

His initial comedy of the past
"A Half Pint Hero," in which
comical, rookie fireman who dared
in order to become a hero in the

season was
he was a
all at a fire
eyes of his

sweetheart. This travesty on a fire fighter's
life combined nearly every known acrobatic
fall and twist.
"Some Scout," his next comedy, gave an
amusing picture of the thrills and fun to be
experienced in the West during the pioneer
times.
Lane scored with his laugh hit, "Hello,
Sailor." To prove his versatility. Lane made
"Sword Points," a comedy of the seventeenth
century. Lane's work in this brought a shower
of praise. In contrast, the star comic appears
as a playful school
in "Listen,
masquerading
in thisgirlguise
through Sister,"
many
humorous scenes.
"Fandango," one of the comedies which was
played in key cities of the West Coast Circuit
recently to open the big circuit-wide billboard
and theatre managers' exploitation contest,
won universal praise from the critics. In this.
Lane goes to a Latin-American country, where,
as a caballero, he finds love-making is a dansaid picture
of it: with
"It's
another gerous
wowbusiness.
typeOneof critic
audience
extravagant nonsense put together in hilarious
sequences. One of the fastest moving and
most amusing of these rapidly rising boxoffice attractions."
Lane jumps back to America for his locale
in "Hectic Days," and plays a store clerk in a
typical western cow town. His encounter,
while garbed as a cowboy, with a cowboy
bandit and his gang, provides most of the
outlandish fun.
In his concluding laugh film for the old
season. Lane goes back to the days of Rome
when a galley slave's life vras no joke. "Roaming Romeo," as this comedy is called, shows
him poking fun at Roman life, love and battle.
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JACK WHITE, the
director 'in -chief
of Educational
comedies
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KINOGRAMS proud
of distinction it
has gained in
past year

JACK WHITE, director-in-chief of the Educational Studios, has served as director and
the most exacting
a year,
AFTER
of competition that the
pointdered
standconsi
supervising director of pictures released by
from the
■ news reel business has ever experienced,
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., ever since the
executives of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
company entered the comedy field more than
and The Kinograms Publishing Corporation have
eight years ago. He is recognized throughout
reason to be proud of the position they have
the industry as one of the outstanding fast-action
comedy directors of two reel pictures, and the
gained, and the outlook for Kinograms during
is considered by Educational as
the new
raging.
most
encouyear
title, "Jack White Productions" has come to signify swiftly-moving short feature fun films of the
"Kinograms is the only independently operated
highest character. Such recognition has resulted
reel in the industry," said E. W. Hammons,
news
from his production of consistently fine comJACK WHITE
"It is conducted entirely
edies. Still a young man, his rapid advance and
Educational's president.
Director-iruChiej
free from outside influence or feature company
wide-awake ideas in comedy making have
control and is a separate and distinct orelevated him to the top in his particular
of men
ganization governed by a group
field of directorial endeavor.
Hamilton began making comedies at Glendale
in each branch of news
m the old Astra Studios. Hamilton was the
specialized
highly
A native of New York City, White was
star comic, while White directed. Educational
attending school in Los Angeles before he
G. McL. Baynes, publisher of
Captain
operation."
later releas'ed the pictures, which were called
reel
was 8 years old. He received most of his
Mermaid Comedies.
summing up the accomplish,
Kinograms
education in that city, but returned to Manments of thisinnews reel for the current year,
This series grew in popularity so rapidly
hattan while still a youngster to do his first
says:
that White decided to form the Jack White
work with the New York Motion Picture
"We are proud of the distinction gained
Corporation, in 1921, to devote more energy
Company. He was only 10 years old w.hen
by this news reel recently. An impartial
to making Mermaid Comedies, with Hamhe made his debut before the camera. Alcritic, having completed a comparative
ilton as the principal comedian. The comthough this was just "atmosphering" for a
analysis covering fifty releases of all news
pany's
expansion
was
so
great
it
was
felt
"Western" company, a short time afterthat Hamilton should be starred in a series
reels, made it a matter of record that Kinowards he again went West and joined the
grams led its nearest competitor for^^first
of his own laugh pictures. Consequently,
stock company then employed by the old
{Continued on page 106)
Selig Company in making its pictures.
by a score of over three to one."
place
Kinograms now faces the 1928-29 season,
This comthe eleventh
pany was one
of the pioistence,exwith
the of
biggest
year
its
neers, and
White learned
staff it has ever
many of the
had. The home
fundamentals
office editorial
of production
staff consists
early in his
ard, managing
career with
of Forrest Izthis unit.
editor; H. E.
H i s initial
Hancock,
ciate editorassoand
opportunity to
become a dibusiness manrector was with
ager James
;
N.
Donohue.
news
Fox. He directed two reel
editor,
and Alcomedies for
lyn
Bulterfield.
feature
and
four years, and
film editor.
then made up
his mind that
The domestic
men has been
he could put
staff of camerahis new ideas
considerahly
ininto effect betcreased by the
ter as a proaddition of a
ducer. StartFORREST IZARD
i n g "on a
(C.-/«-.c
f on
_
_ .^.w,,^
large
number
ALLYN BUTTERFIELD
H. E. HANCOCK
shoe - string,"
Assistant News Editor
Managing Editor
pagt 107)
News Editor, Business Manager
he and Lloyd

Kinogram Officials
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Educational Studio
Space Increased
50 Per Cent
starts the 1928-1929 proEDUCATIONAL
ducing season with one of the largest
studios in the world devoted exclusively
to production of short comedies. Additions
and the completion of a new stage building
at the Educational Studios during the last year
increased the available space 50 per cent.
This new stage building, which is 110 by 195
feet in size, adds more than 20,000 square feet
of floor space to the old area of 40,000 square
feet which had been in use up until last fall.
With production work going on in this new
structure, it was necessary to enlarge the carpenter shops, property room and other departments in order to care for the added activities.
The new structure is of stucco and stands
two stories high. The lower floor is used for
scene docks and an enlarged property room.
These are paved with concrete and are protected from the stage on the next floor by a
waterproof ceiling. A 42-foot wall protects
this new building from any fire originating
in adjoining structures.
Another new improvement, adding to the
many modem facilities already in use at the
studio, is a big swimming pool which is used
in making comedy shots. It is 40 by 60 feet
and goes down to a depth of 10 feet. A camera
tank, simk into this pool, makes possible
almost any variety of underwater shots. There
are glass ports set in this camera tank through
which the submarine shots are taken.
During the past year, a new plaster moulding department was installed. Property rooms
were enlarged and additions built to the carpenter shop.

Fascinating Girls
Will Appear in
Comedies
PRETTY girls — the ravishing blondes, the
fascinating
brunettes
and dashing
redheads— all will be found taking an increasingly important part
in Educational
Comedies next season.
Leading women in all Educational Comedies
are noted for their beauty, and in the 1928-29
season there will be found more exquisite
femininity in supporting and minor roles. Educational's
Beauty Squad has been greatly enlarged.

* *

*

Estelle Bradley, who will play the leading
feminine roles in some of the Mermaid
Comedies, was crowned Miss Atlanta at the
Atlantic City Beauty Pageant only a few years
ago because of her perfect form and face.
She is a glorious blonde; has blue eves;
weighs 120 pounds and is 5 feet 4 inches tall.
Lucille Hutton's comeliness has attracted
attention in every picture in which she has
played. This winsome screen player has
brown hair and brown eyes. She is 5 feet 3
inches tall and weighs about 100 pounds. She
probably will be seen in several of the new
series of comedies.

* *

*

Ruby McCoy, Marjorie Moore and Muriel
Evans are three new beauties who have been
elevated in the last year to leading feminine
roles in Educational Comedies. Miss McCoy,
formerly a cigarette girl at Montmartre in
Hollywood, is a glorious red head who has
attained fame and fortune in numerous bathing beauty contests. She also won the prize
as being the most beautiful red haired girl
in Southern California. She has been playing in Cameo Comedies.
Miss Moore,
who
played opposite Lloyd
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Educational
Top to Bottom:
LUCILLE HUTTON
RUBY BLAINE
MURIEL EVANS
BETTY BOYD

Hamilton and Lupino Lane during the past
season, is another beauty of the red hair type.
She has titian red locks and blue eyes to go
with them. Born in California and educated
in the San Francisco high schools, she was
playing in Fanchon &l Marco presentation acts,
club work and vaudeville, until given a chance
to play a minor role in a feature production.
Muriel Evans, recently elevated to prominent roles, is a perfect type of Norse beauty.
She has blonde hair, blue eyes and is about
5 feet 4 inches tall. ^ ^ ^
Betty Boyd, another new beauty at the Educational studios, adds to the collection of
brunettes. She has brown hair and brown
eyes.
She is a great lover of sports.
Anita Garvin, a former dancer in the Ziegfeld Follies, has made a name for herself
playing comedy vamp roles in Educational
fun films. Her beauty and grace first attracted attention in the Follies and other
Broadway productions. She is a dark, Spanish type, having black hair and being about
five feet and a half tall.

Jack White Who Is
Director-in-Chief
of Educational
(^Continued from page 105)

the Lloyd Hamilton Comedy Corporation
was formed, with the big comedian as the
star.
It was not long after this that White began "finding" new comedy material, making new stars and promoting others. As
the new luminaries were found new comedy
producing units were formed. White found
and developed "Big Boy" a short time after he started a series of Juvenile Comedies, instanding
which
players. youngsters were the out"Big Boy" had been brought on the lot
by his mother to do a few scenes, but it
■ was not long before his name found a place
in the cast of the Juvenile Comedies. It
was White who conceived the idea of putting him in large shoes, encasing him in a
diaper and undershirt and giving him a big
derby hat. His advance has been so rapid
that last season he was the star in a series
bearing his own name.
^

^

i/L

Jerry Drew, another White find, has advanced so rapidly that he is to be featured
in a new series of comedies during the next
season. Drew was directing on the Educational lot, but showed such promise when
given a chance to play supporting comedy
roles that White rapidly advanced him to
feature parts, first in one reel and then in
two reel comedies. Monty Collins, one of
the comedy sensations during the past season, also was discovered and rapidly
brought to the fore by White. Collins
clicked from the start, and the one reel fun
films in which he was featured last season
brought
promotion to feature parts in
Mermaid his
Comedies.
A series that has made one reel history
is Educational's group of Cameo Comedies.
This series — another group started under
the supervision of Jack White — has been
described as one of the most successful
one reel comedies made during the last six
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Pictures, Inc., of Tokio, one of Japan's
leading producers of exclusive news pictures. Another desirable arrangement is
with Fletcher Enterprises, Inc., of Sydney,
Australia, and more recently a big firm in
Mexico City, with branches throughout
South America, assures Kinograms of coverage throughout its respective territories.
All these contacts have been made during
the last year, and each is with a concern
of sufficient responsibility to assure absolute protection.
The biggest news reel organizations in
England, France and Germany, covering
the whole of Europe, together with a special correspondent at Madrid, covering
Spain and Algiers, assure complete coverage of these important territories.
Two special expeditions, conducted by
other than regular staff men, from which
exhibitors can look forward to a lot of unusual and thrilling material in forthcoming
releases, are now under way in the South
Seas and the East Indies.

years. By using the same hig-h-class casts,
sets and stories as employed in two reel
laugh productions, White has been able to
turn out consistently fine one reel comedies
that have astounded the industry.
White is now supervising director of the
Mermaid, Juvenile and Tuxedo Comedy
series as well as director-in-chief of the
Educational plant.

Drew Is Elevated
to Stardom by
Educational
rise
JERRY DREW, who had da sensational
in Cameo and Mermai
Comedies, has
been elevated to stardom and will be featured in a new series of comedies by Educational in 1928-1929. He will be the principal
player in eight subjects to be known as Ideal
Comedies.
Drew is another Jack White find. This rising comedy star first put on the grease paint
at the Educational Studios, and from then on
it was only a question of time until he reached
the position he now has attained. Known until
about eight months ago as Clem Beauchamp,
Drew assumed the short name for the screen.

Kinograms has always believed in keeping apace with the times, constantly
strengthening and building up its organization and even with the advent of two new
competitive news reel organizations during
the last year, it has been able to make its
usual progressive advances. No doubt the
spirit of competition has been instrumental
in bringing to the surface much of this
year's alertness, but the fact that Kinograms has a staff of men having years of
experience in the business, who have
proved their loyalty to Kinograms through
years of service, is, no doubt, the greatest
asset of all.

Drew tested parachutes for the navy aviation service during the world war. At the
termination of hostilities, he continued in the
air, doing stunt flying at fairs and for film
companies. A near-fatal fall into a canyon,
however, halted his ambitions along these lines,
and when he was able to leave the hospital,
he sought a position at the Educational
Studios. It was not long afterwards that he
was made an assistant director, and then he
became a director on his own.
The records show that Beauchamp made
some of the best comedies turned out in the
Mermaid and Cameo Comedy series during his
career as director. It was while making one
of these fun films that he was persuaded to
play in a picture. He made good, and was
used time after time in supporting roles. With
the start of the 1926-27 season. Drew, or
Beauchamp, as he was then known, was cofeatured in a number of Mermaid Comedies,
and this season he has been featured alone in
several pictures in this same series of productions.

''Big Boy' Will Be
in Fourth Year
with Company
"T)IG
BOY,"
Educational's
wonderful
l~S juvenile star, has not yet reached his
fifth birthday, but he will be in his
fourth season in Educational Comedies, for it
was more than three years ago that 'Jack
White "discovered" the star, then hardly more
than a babe in arms, being used as an extra
in one of the Juvenile Comedies.
Ranking now as one of the strongest star
attractions in the short comedy field "Big
Boy" will be the central figure in eight humorous stories
especially
to theallyoungster's
talents.
Around
him suited
are built
the plans

Kinograms Is Proud
of Distinction It
Has Gained
of free lance operators who are kept constantly on the alert, as are the regular stall,
by the system recently adopted of awarding
monthly bonus prizes. The prizes have been
found to be an extraordinary incentive to
industry and morale and are distributed in
three parts — to the man securing the most
accepted footage, the one showing the most
enterprise, and for the best photography.
A larger annual prize is likewise put up
and each $10 unit secured monthly counts
as a point towards the winning of the major sum.
At no time has foreign territory been
more capably covered.
Donald Thompson,

107

special correspondent in the Orient, fulfills
his duties exceptionally well. An arrangement has recently been made whereby
Kinograms secures the cooperation of the
greatest picture producing organization in
India — the Punjab Films, Inc., of Bombay.
The same is true in Japan through Ohoi

Top to Bottom:
ESTELLE BRADLEY
MARJORIE MOORE
RUBY McCOY
ANITA GARVIN

(Continued from page 105)
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for the new Big Boy-Juvenile Comedy Series.
"Big Boy's" infectious smile, cute ways, winsome boyish tricks and, above all, his clever
comedy flare, are almost as well known as his
big black derby hat and large shoes. During
the past season, "Big Boy" "grew up," and it
was only befitting a growing star that he
should have more raiment than he has worn
in the past. From the diaper stage, the youngster grew into long baggy trousers.

H

One critic described him as "the most inviting and attractive kid actor on the screen
today. The little fellow's name has become
synonymous
with quality entertainment."
"Big Boy's" rise to stardom has not gone to
his head. He's just like any other .Xmcrican
lad of his age — full of "pep" and boyish pranks
with a rapidly developing aversion to hug^
and kisses. Although he has been in pictures
since before he could crawl, and has been
playing stellar parts in the Juvenile Comedies
for the last two years, he is just a normal.
100 per cent boy, with a particular liking for
ice cream cones and an ambition to be a truck
driver when he grows up.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture
"Little Pictures with the Big Punch,*' which has presented news,
short features and serials.

Mr. John Short Feature Speaks
For Himself If Given a Chance
Mr. John Short Feature is speaking for himself more and more, and rightly
so. The coming season will find that to be truer than ever, both literally and
figuratively — literally, with the increased usage of synchronization in the short
product field promised for the next year; figuratively, by the totals of growing
bookings shown in the past tweleve months and the justified expectations for
the season about to unfold.
Public Taking to Short Features
You recall how John Alden pressed the suit of Miles Standish until Priscilla
advised John to be his own tailor. You also recall the days — and they're still
with the Europeans — when the short feature was "thrown in" as the thirteenth
roll
the baker's dozen of long features to guide the exhibitor's pen to the
dottedin line.
Miss Priscilla PubUc likes Miles just as
much as ever, but not because the name means
miles of film. By the same token, she is learning Mr. John S. Feature's attributes and taking him for himself alone rather than just as
a Man Friday, shadow or proxy for his
lengthier brother.
Chain Bookings Increase
One of the cheeriest evidences of that growing public faith in the short feature — ^nd a
faith justified by the proven merit of product
— is found in a recent statement of Sidney R.
Kent, general manager of Paramount, that a
steadily increasing appreciation of short features has been reflected in the past year by
a mounting number of bookings from circuits.
When that is accomplished in the face of
the myriad forms of entertainment at the call
of the chain, it means much to the entire industry, and particularly to the makers of short
product.
Synchronizing Short Product
The short feature is speaking for itself also
in the realm of the talking picture. There is
the Movietone News, wherein synchronization
already is being applied to the flash of world
events. There is the announced plan of Educational to employ the Vocafilm in productions
the coming year.
With Educational the lone company whose

Paul Terry Has Model
For "Henry Cat" Now
And now "Henry Cat" has become
an honest-to-goodness, Hesh-and-claw
reality. It seems that Paul Terry,
artist ol Aesop's Fables, rambled into
his studio one morning to concoct
some new antics for his cartoon
character. When he pulled down
from the locker shelf his smock, be
brought along with a jet black kitten.
Whatever the source of the mystery,
the kitten immediately was accepted
as a model.
Voila!

product is exclusively in the short feature
category, its decision to synchronize pictures
bears vital significance to theatre owners.
F B O as yet has made no announcement as
to whether it plans to use its new synchronizing device in its short product, but if and
when it should so decide, there would be
further proof that even in talking pictures the
short feature is making itself heard — not a
pun — reel for reel as audibly as the manyreel production.
John Alden Exploiter Needed
There is a place, however, according to reports from the field, where the short feature
itself needs a John Alden to speak for it,
and that is in the small theatre's exploitation.
There are exhibitors — and too many of them,
in the light of these reports — who place all
their emphasis on the long feature and permit
the short product on their programs to shift
for itself as far as newspaper advertising,
house organs and even lobby displays are concerned.
In a way, the success of a one or two-reel
production under such conditions is indeed a
striking testimonial to its worth, but the point
is not whether the short feature merits reelfor-reel consideration but rather to what extent the exhibitor is cheating himself of additional income by neglecting it.
Give Product a Chance
If an exhibitor has made a consistent effort to give short material its proper play
and has found the effort unsuccessful, that
may. be that. It is extremely likely, however,
that another theatre owner who has seen his
own exploitation efforts reflected at the box
office can show him the campaign was fruitless not because of any shortcomings of the
productions or the public but rather through
some missing cylinder in the campaign itself.
It is the exhibitor with a single-track advertising routine, however, who shorts the
home-to-B.-0-circuit by disregarding the comedy or scenic — yes, and the newsreel, as well.
"Why don't you speak for yourself, John?"
Mr. John Short Feature replies to the exhibitor: "I'll speak plenty for myself if you'll just
give me the chance!"
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Releases
WEEK

OF MAY

20

EDUCATIONAI^-"A Peculiar Pair o' Pups — Nobody
Home," Bruce Outdoor Sketches, one; "You'll Be
Sorry.."
Bowers,
two;
"Three
Tough
Onions,"
Cameo, Monty Collins.
M-G-M — "Golden
Fleeces," Oddities; "Their Purple
Moment," Stars.
PARAMOUNT— "Horse
Shy," Horton,
two; "The
Long Count," Krazy Kat, one.
UNIVERSA]:^-"Summer
Knights,"
Snappy,
Arthur
Lake, one; "The
Haunted
Island," No. 9, two;
"Buster's
Whippet
Race,"
Stern
Bros.,
two;
"Framed,"
Western, two.

WEEK

OF MAY

27

EDUCATIONAL — "Felix the Cat in In and OutLaws," one; "Navy Beans," Big Boy — ^Juvenile,
two; "Landlord Blues," Curiosities, one.
FBO — "Silk Sock Hal," Karnival, Al Cooke, two;
Newslaffs No. 20, one.
FOX — "Jack and Jilted," Imperial, two; "Lords of
the Back Fence," Varieties, one.
M-G-M — "Should Women Drive?," Davidson.
PARAMOUNT— "A Gallant Gob," Christie Dooley,
two; "Koko Squeals," Inkwell Imps, one.
UNIVERSAL— "Oh, What a Knight!" Snappy, Oswald, one; "The Haunted Island," No. 10, two;
"George's School Daze," Stem Bros., two; "The
Dangerous Trail," Western, Perrin, two.
WEEK

OF JUNE 3

EDUCATIONAL — "Crown Me," Cameo, Wallace
Lupino, one; "Rah, Rah, Rah," Dorothy Devore,
two.
F B O — "Mickey in Love," Mickey McGuire, two.
M-G-M — "Tokens of Manhood," Oddities; "Crazy
House," "Our Gang" comedy.
PARAMOUNT — "Hold 'Er Cowboy," Vernon, two;
"The Patent Medicine Kid," Krazy Kat, one.
PATHE — "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 1, two reels;
"The Flight That Failed," Aesop Fable, one; Pathe
One.
Review
No. 23, one; Topics of the Day, No. 23,
UNIVERSAL — "Newlyweds' Happy Day," Snookums,
two; "The Trickster," Snappy, one; "The Scarlet
Arrow," No. 1, two; "Whose Wife?," Mike and
Ike, ern,
Stern
two. Bros., two; "The Fighting Kid," West-

Newspictures
PATHE NEWS No. 40 — Leonard Bonney, inventor of
Seagull plane, crashes on test flight — Thrilling war
games at Langley Field, Virginia, won by Army
Fliers — -West Point Cadets review dress parade for
mayor of Rome.
KINOGRAMS No. 539-1 — Bremen fliers see their first
baseball game at New York — 12,000 cadets parade
for Mayor of Rome at West Point — Canadians win
in Marquette relays at Milwaukee.
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL No. 37— Cadets
parade for Prince Potenziani of Rome, at West
Point — Thousands of natives give royal welcome to
Italian monarch at Tripoli — German fliers attend
baseball game at New York.
PARAMOUNT NEWS No. 82— Leonard Bonney,
veteran pilot, is killed in crash at Curtiss Field —
Herr Junkers, Bremen's builder, visits New York
—Compston.
Walter Hagen, golf star, is defeated by Archie
FOX NEWS No. 65 — Tripoli natives give Italian
Royalty big reception in Africa — -Helen Wills crosses
ocean to
Europe's
champions
— West Point
Cadets
stageplay
review
for Prince
Potenziani.
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Mark Fisher May Replace Paul Ash
STAGE

SHOWS

His Master's Voice

Chicago Oriental
Week

Ending May 13

Yes, boys and girls, they did have a show at the
Oriental last week in spite of Paul Ash's departure.
That is to say, they kept the house open and sold
tickets. And that ifi to say they sold a certain number of tickets. Which, in turn, is to say that they
sold about as many tickets as Van and Schenck
could sell in the old red barn on the east forty or
elsewhere. This many, plus the number that Jesse
Crawford could sell with the aid of anything from a
zither up.
These attractions, brought in to fill the void created
by the absence of Monsieur Ash, really did themselves
proud. Jesse played a medley of plain and fancy
ditties, getting over big. Van and Schenck were
going great, too, until the announcer who was batting for the mysteriously absent Kosloff on the occasion of this reporter's visit got panicky or fallen
arches or something and broke into the finale against
the combined and plainly expressed wishes of the
several hundred present who wanted to hear the
pennant-winning battery do the three or four more
encores which the members of the battery just as
plainly wanted to do.
This fellow, who didn't bother to announce himself
and whose voice would be a whisper in a speakeasy,
took out of the show whatever there may have been
of starch in it. His manner was that of a cat with
glue on its tootsies. A boost from him for a singer
or dancer was as good as an obituary notice in the
Morticians' Monthly. The band, entering into the
spirit of the occasion, amused itself by telling funny
stories not quite loudly enough to amuse the audience
but obviously enough to kill whatever the hoofers,
garglers and assorted talent had to offer. It's only
fair to the band to report, however, that nobody
blamed them for seeking relief.
The performance caught — and for the sake of whoever may be concerned it is hoped that this was the
worst of the week — was a perfect anti-climax. If
Ash were the sort of guy who would want the show
to flop after he'd left it, he couldn't have framed
anything this bad. These things can't be ordered —
they just happen.
The thing was called "Sunshine Days" or something like that and opened with a flock of befrilled
hooferettes in front of a shutterdrop which should
have seen better employment. The gals danced and
danced and danced (that is, they moved their feet)
and then they danced awhile. They finally tired,
or iXJesibly they didn't know any more, and the drop
went up on the band. Then this lean, cadaverous
and anonymous spokesman for the management began whispering the names of the performers.
A gal who'd die standing up in third-rate burlesque
tried a romantic ditty sung to the boys in the boxes
(or where the boxes should be) and died standing
up. After this the show got worse until Van and
Schenck came on for three sure-fire numbers and
two equally sure-fire encores. Then, while they were
getting warmed up to go into the extra innings for
which they're famous. Old Man Gloom shrieked unintelligible nothings into the clamor of applause and
sent the gang into a finale that had flash and nothing else under the broad blue canopy.
Oh, well — Mark
Fisher and Lou McDermott
will
find this easier following than something else.
(And
let it be added for the purposes of coherence and the
record that the name of Louis McDermott
was not
{Continued
on page 111)

.VCAM

His Last Run
Proved Him A
Popular
Draw
and Fisher Have Held

Kvale

Box Office Records at
Oriental, Chicago

BERNARD COWHAM
AND HIS SHADOW—
Bernie's dog goes wherever Bemie goes — in fjict there
is hardly a solo done at the Oriental theatre, Milwaukee, but what this clever canine has some little
part to perform — Cowham has been playing organs
for the Saxe Enterprises for more than 4 years and
from all indications he will no doubt be with them
for another 4 years or more as Bemie is very popular
in Milwaukee not only with the patrons, but also with
the circuit executives.

Fitch Is Better
Eldmund Fitch, featured organist of Ascher's
Sheridan theatre, Chicago, is slowly recuperating
from a recent illness and exi)ects to be back on the
job in another week or two. He has been away
now over a month.

ORGANISTS!
Have you used either of the tvro
wonderful slide specials on
"CHLOE" (Song of the Swamp) ?
This song is sweeping the country— it's a hit. Play it and be
a hit.
Also chorus

ONLY

slides on

"READY FOR THE RIVER"
"PERSIAN RUG"
"WONDERFUL
YOU"
(Milton Charles Hit)
Write or wire
VILLA MORET, INC.
(The Voice of the West)
At their New York. Chlcaeo or San Francisco OlDoes
— OTder your slides — now
New
York
Chicago
1695 Broadway 504 Woods Bldg.
San Francisco:
935 Market Street

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
After considerable hemming and
hawing and numerous conferences,
Balaban and Katz production executives have finally decided to bring
Mark Fisher into the Oriental Theatre, Chicago. Whether or not Mark
will
to take
placebeisexpected
something
that Paul
is yetAsh's
not
known as things are rather undecided.
However, it is known that Mark will
play an indefinite engagement at the
Oriental and in all probability stands
a very good chance of staying there
for quite some time to come.
As stated before in this department Mark
Fisher replaced Paul Ash last November
for a period of seven weeks while Paul was
vacationing in Europe and from all reports
it seems that Mark held up the receipts at
the box-office quite satisfactorily. Almost
the same thing was done by Al Kvale now
at the Norshore Theatre, Chicago, when he
replaced Ash for three weeks last year. To
the best of our knowledge there are no
other band leaders in Chicago who have such
a big following at the Oriental Theatre, like
Mark Fisher and Al Kvale who could go
back and still draw at the box-office.
Of course, it might be a wise thing for
Balaban and Katz to give all their other
leaders like Bennie Krueger, Frankie Masters, Al Belasco, and Lou KoslofT a chance
to rotate once in a while between their own
theatres and the Oriental, but the logical
bets for a permanent draw are Mark Fisher
and Al Kvale and if one was to choose between the two, it would be a hard thing to
decide because both are so different in their
type of work and so well-liked that an injustice would be done to show partiality.
Mark Fisher started on the road to fame
a little over two years ago when he was
the
banjo-player
in Dan Russo's
Oriolesinging
Orchestra
at the Edgewater
Beach
Hotel, Chicago. At that time, he created
such a hit with his splendid voice that he
was given an engagement to tour all of the
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Balaban and Katz, Chicago theatres, doing
a single.
Just about the same time the bandshow
policy which is now better known as the
"Paul-Ash-Policy" was fastly becoming a
fad in Chicago and immediately after the
completion of the Harding theatre, Lubliner and Trinz at that time operating separately from Balaban and Katz, decided to
install Mark Fisher in the house as the
singing band leader.
Since then Mark has been rotating between the Senate and Harding theatres,
Chicago, and through his sunny personality
and soothing golden voice, he has created
a tremendous following.
Will Mark Make Good?
Now the question is will Mark Fisher be
able to fill Paul Ash's shoes at the Oriental? From all past experiences and present
indications there is no doubt that the Oriental theatregoers will be highly pleased with
Fisher's type of entertainment especially
with his splendid voice. The rest remains
to be seen for after all everything depends
on the public and everybody knows that
the public is a fickle crowd to deal with.

Presentation

Fox Trot Ballad

LETTERS

WHEN
YOU'RE
SOMEBODYWITH,
ELSE

In this open fonun those interested in
presentation may discnss important matters
bearing npon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only signed letters will be published.

Abel Baer. LWolfeGilbert,aRuth Ettin^
NEW/ DIFFERENT.'
A REAL
NOVELTY
FOX TROT/

^

T
^

1

/

;#-/

n

T R El
WALTEH

DONALDSON

EDWARD
j

ILIEO. lFIEII§TiNc
231 w. 40751.,

Newyork.

PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: This
week I am running a eolo dedicated to National
Music Week. After an introductory paraphrase on
"Sunshine," telling the occasion to which the solo
is dedicated, I use explanatory prose slides mentioning some of the different ideas and emotions
which can be expressed in music, accompanying
them with excerpts from the following: Pomp and
Circumstance by Elgar, Beethoven's Minuet in G,
Little Log Cabin of Dreams (the entire chortie with
word slides), and finish with the Prologue to Pagliacci. On the last of the finale, I have part of
the Prologue sung by a Panatrope placed offstage.
The slides are thrown upon silver curtains instead
of the screen, and the whole thing is enhanced
with some unusual color effects designed by our
production manager, Mr. Colby Harriman. The solo
has won some very favorable comment, and is going
very nicely with the audiences.
Sincerely yours, J .Virgil Huffman, organist,
Loew's Palace theatre, Washington, D. C.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Kiddies
and I are over here spending Chicago's Moving
Week vacation with Daddy. He, however, leaves tomorrow night for New York City, while the kiddies
and I climb back into the old car and tread
Westward.
Want to personally thank you for the recent cut
used, every bit helps, 'tis said. Cordially — ^Mrs. Henry
B. Murtaffh, 2722 Pine Grove Ave., Chicago, III.
PRESENTATION
ACTS— To the Editor:
I am in
receipt of your letter of April 2Crth, regarding the
gloss prints and want to say that I have ordered
some from Bloom's which I will receive in a few
days. Will mail same to you immediately upon
receipt of prints from Bloom.
I notice you have used the name KAY in my
advertising. As no one knows me by that name,
kindly use the name with a large KAY and a small
eer, as follows: JOE KAYser. I will later discontinue the e-e-r but at present, I want to connect
Kayser with Kay.
Thanking you kindly for your co-operation in the
past I am with kindest regards, — Joe Kayser, Midland
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
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LOS4K$
about
Everyone

Well, boys . . . now that all the rumpus is over
let's get down to business . . . first of all I want to
say a few words about the Paul Ash opening in New
York . . . according to reports he received the greatest send-off that any artist ever got on the Great
White Way . . . we all hor)e he puts it over too,, don't
we, fellers? . . . and now we also wish to announce
that Mark Fisher has been elected President of "Our
Friendly Chat Club" and Al Kvale is the chairman
. . . between the two we should have a good spokesman at our meetings . . the rest of our officers and
board of directors remain the same . . . now for some
inside dope . . . whatta ya say, boys ? . . . lend me
your ears for just a few moments . . . Jack
Martin, organist of the Garfield theatre in Milwaukee
dropped in to say hello this week . . . Leo Terry
phoned his regards and said he would pay his dues
as soon as he sells his new invention . . . Sid
Lorraine just returned from a short vacation . . .
he wore a new straw hat and a tan coat on his
face . . . guess where he was . . . Henri A. Keates
is the guest of B & K's Uptown and Tivoli theatres
for the next few weeks . . . Verne Buck is celebrating
his first year at the Sheridan ... by the way poor
Eddie Fitch is still ill but will be out soon . . . Irene
Taylor is featured in "Pagoda Land" a Publix unit
playing in Chicago this week . . . Lou Kosloff is
back at the Chicago theatre after batting a week at
the Oriental . . .Eddie Perry took his place at the
Chicago last week . . . Ilomay Bailey is one of the
attractions in "Steps and Steppers" a Publix unit
now playing B & K theatres . . . Art Kahn is back in
Chicago and has taken over his old band at the
Harding . . . until further notice Art will rotate with
Al Belasco between the Senate and Harding in place
of Mark Fisher while Mark is at the Oriental . . .
"Little Peggy" of Our Gang Comedies was forced to
change her name to "Pretty Peggy" by the parents
of "Baby Peggy," in order that the public would not
be confused at the similarity of names . . . the
famous "Frisco" will play Marks Bros, theatres in
Chicago, starting next week . . . Dr. G. W. Ronfort
is no longer playing the organ at the Oak Park
theatre . . . Lett Sisters and Louise are featured in
"Cameos" another Publix unit now touring their
houses . . . Lou Goldberg is handling the publicity
for all Publix units opening in New Haven' . . .
Henry Francis Parks, popular Chicago organist is
publishing a local music journal called "The
Aesthete" . . . Harry Hume, Los Angeles manager of
Shapiro-Bernstein, writes us that he is lonesome for
Chicago . . . Isham Jones and his orchestra are now
appearing in the Pompeian Room of the Hotel Congress, Chicago . . . Mrs. Henry B. Muitagh visited
her hubby last week in Columbus before he departed
for New York . . . George Vlach is a relative of
Ashton Stevens the Chicago dramatic critic . . .
George plays the organ at the new Shore theatre . . .
Bob West formerly of Texas is now guest organist
at the Varsity theatre in Evanston' . . . Bill Bennett
is playing a guest engagement at the Belpark and
may return to the Varsity in two weeks . . . Cecil
Davidson is doing a "Paul Ash" at the North Center
theatre, Chicago, every week-end . . . Herb Weidoeft
well known band leader died from injuries recived
in an auto accident in Ashland, Ore. . . . William
Weiman road man for Ed. B. Marks Music Co., is
back in New York after a long business trip. . . .
Tommy Sacco, Chicago band leader • is now booking
presentations for the Bert Levy Circuit . . . Ruth
Etting is back into picture house work . . . Ted Leairy
is now in San Francisco, doing an M. C. for Publix .. . Charles Ryan, manager of the Buckingham
theatre, Chicago, is called the little Roxy of Chicago
. . . Bill Pine arranged the first aeroplane interview last week with Mark Fisher . . . Lem
F. Kennedy has completed his first local film
for Hal Ross who is putting on this stunt with independent exhibitors for a business getter.

K, HOUSE

"The Entertaining Organist"

MARKS BROTHERS CHICAGO
MARBRO AND GRANADA THEATRES
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way
connected
with the disaster here recorded.) Mark and Lou could beat thifi thing with
hands tied and the hives.
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this: "The three trees and blah-blah," or something
of that sort.
Everybody came on for the finale with a beautiful
tabloid setting forming in the background as the
male chorus sang a special song called "Sing Happy
Days" to which the band played an arrangement.
Not as good a show as this house usually offers,
but one never gets good shows always in any house,
does one.

New York Paramount

Chicago Granada
Week

HERALD

Ending May 18

Out of mere curiousity this reporter dropped in at
the Saturday midnight ehow here and was surprised
to note a fairly good-sized house who witnessed the
last performance. "Bubbles of Joy" was the stageband show which Benny Meroff and his boys accompanied the acts with some catchy tunes.
The ehow oriens with the house ballet and male
chorus dressed in sort of a "student prince" costumes
for no reason at all, except that they look nice.
The first band number introduced by the master of
ceremonies who by the way is also Benny Meroff,
was "Waiting for Katy" with comedy version sung
by the boys, to which Benny did a few of his eccentric splits, kicks and what-nots.
The first act on the program was Shirley and
Adams, tap dancers, with nothing very extraordinary
to write home about.
This was followed by the Hungarian Troupe composed of men and women in an acrobatic and rizly
routine. Their stunts were unusually clever and
were one of the high-lights of this show.
LeVan and Doris, two chaps came on next, first
singing "Dolores" and then showing off with a few
eccentric steps. The best part of their act is a
novelty duet dancing routine which resembles one man
dancing and doing pantomime at the same time. They
claim the origination of this routine and the novelty
of it stopped the show.
The next was a band arrangement offered as an
overture and as near as we could make out from the
master of ceremonies announcement it was called
"Morning, Afternoon and Evening in Vienna" or
some place like that. At any rate, the audience enjoyed it.
TKere is one noticeable thing about this band
leader and that is his attitude in making announcements, one would gather from his expression that
he considers himself cute. The idea is good if it was
handled in a graceful manner which it is not. In
addition to that, unless one is sitting way down
front, it is impossible to hear, let alone understand,
the announcements as he makes them. Outside of
that this chap is a clever dancing band leader with
many unique mannerisms.
The next routine was performed by the house ballet
in military style to which Shirley of Shirley and
Adams offered a military tap dance.
Lee Barton Evans followed next in a rendition of
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh" intermingled with a medley
of "II Pagliacei" which he put over very nicely with
his tenor voice. Lee was called back again and
this time sang, "Together," in fact he repeated this
twice before they would let him off. Lee is a standard
attraction in presentation and always fills his role
on any bill.
A man and woman comedy team followed this with
a series of silly stunts partly comedy talking and
partly prancing up and down which nevertheless
secured laughs. The best part of this act is the
young lady who next to the man looks like a Mutt
and Jeff team. The band does considerable in putting over a comedy recitation done by the man which
according to some of the lines ran something
like

Week

Ending May 18

Paul Ash and the Paramount Stage Orchestra
appear in "Hello, Broadway" — sorry we missed the
opening two numbers, but we heard that Paul got a
rousing greeting from the audience — and forthcoming
events predict that he will make a big success on
Broadway, rivaling his Chicago popularity.
John Tiller's Cocktails in "The Musical Fingers"
opened the show, unreviewed — and the Orchestra then
offered
"Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here!" unseen —
then
Paul Ash, and the stage orchestra, through special
arrangement by Adolph Deutsch, offered "Back in
Your Own Back Yard" with vocal accompaniment —
encore:
Gershwin. "The Man I Love" and sung by George

WORLD
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Detroit State
Week

Ending May 11

Syncopation in song, dance and instrumental music
furnished "A Jazz Bouquet," the third of the Publix
stage shows to be booked at this theatre.
Charles Irwin, who was a great favorite as master
of ceremonies during a long stay at this theatre last
summer, was back in a similar capacity. His suave
manner and his impeccable English accent won him
more friends during his present engagement.
The Capitolians Orchestra, under the direction of
Harry MacDonald, set the pace for the entertaining
abilities of the Phelps Twins, Betty Webb, Smith and
Hadley, Don Abbott
and the Capitol dancing unit.
In contrast to the jazz was the splendid orchestral
production by the Capitol Symphony Orchestra, under
the direction of Samuel Benavie, of "The Bohemian
Lillian Poli, Detroit soprano, displayed her lovely
voice and attractive person as soloist in this number.
She sang charmingly also that old favorite "I
Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble Halls," and was heard
in a duet with Andre del Sarto, tenor.

Atlanta
Howard
Girl."
Week

Ending May 12

Ruby Keeler, "Little Miss Broadway" appeared
through the courtesy of Charles Dillingham, and
sang "My Pet" and did a clever wooden shoe dance.
Milton Watson, sang "Romona" — this boy has a
well-trained voice and pleasing personality — let's have
more of him. His encore was "You're Wonderful"
in which he led the chorus of dancers during the
second verse.
Paul Small, appearing with the Tom Nip Dancing
Girls, led the girls through a second chorus of the
above number assisted by Paul Ash and the stage
orchestra. Small has a very fine voice too, but for
a vote, it's closely shaded Milton's way, very close.
Paul Remos' Midgets — offer a comedy equilibristic
act which is very entertaining. Paul — the third
"Paul" on the bill — and his little fellows do some
clever tricks and his comedy touches are very
amusing.
The Ormonde Sisters, two sweet girls who know
how to sing, harmonize on two popular late numbers— to very good returns.
"Changes" by the entire company is put over for
a finale.
Good luck, Paul — you sure started out great ! The
question remains: "What has Paul got, that makes
him the most popular band leader of today ? AVho

There was no war, but the wooden soldiers of all
kinds, shapes and cleverness were "Marchin' On"
with Jack Stanley, Howard bandmaster, leading the
procession this week.
Chief Eagle Feather, acclaimed the only full blood
American tap dancer on the American stage,
strayed from the path wearing his full regalia, a
most attractive white Indian outfit, feather headgear included. His number
gathered
a loud hand.
The Lomas Family and their funny horse, the
latter proving really funny, were liked for their
novelties, especially their stilt walking feat which
brought memories of Mardi Gras to Atlantians.
Walter Craig and Lila Mann made eye-catching
soldiers and their songs and steps were acclaimed.
Ten Paul Oscard chorines put over some successful
steps, making chic soldiers for looks.
Excerpts from "Rose Marie," the popular stage
musical comedy, were brought to the Howard by
Jack and the Howard Stage band and were well
liked. Members of the orchestra adorned the
mounted police garb and, with lighting effects, made
an outstanding picture.
The Howard Symphony orchestra rendered "Stephen
Foster Melodies" as an added attraction.

knows ?"

New Orleans Saenger

Indianapolis Circle
Week

Week

Ending May 12

Eddie Pardo, master of ceremonies, is making an
even bigger hit than ever this week in his conduct
of the show. He appears to have been taken to the
theatre patrons' heart in short order He is presenting an attractive and diverting show, headed by
Ginger Rogers, a rare comedienne, whom the audience calls back again and again.
Bob, Bob and Bobby have an unusual act, which
begins with a juggling exhibition by the two Bobs
and ends with an emulation of their tricks by Bobby,
a well trained dog.
Uke Carpenter was well received in his group of
songs with ukulele accompaniment. The Midnight Trio,
negro dancers, have some intricate steps, and Orville

Ending May

11

Through some mishap or other New Orleans did
not draw a Publix Show up to the usual standard,
but, nevertheless it was pleasing, although slightly
draggy in spots.
However, Art Landry, the personality leader, with
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Rennie, staff tenor sings "Waiting for the Rainbow,"
accompanied by the dancing ensemble.

Koehler and Edith
LETT SISTERS and LOUISE

SUNSHINE
SAMMY

(The

Three

Humming

Birds)

"OUR GANG"
Star and his
little brother
CHARLEY
Just Finished
a Tour of KEITH
ORPHEUM
CIRCUIT.
Opening on
LOEW CIRCUIT
Soon
Direction — Abe I. Feinbero

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

Booked

Solid Publix Theatres

Now at—
Next WeekDenver
Theatre,
Riviera Theatre,
Denver, Colo.
Omaha,
Neb.
Direction
Henry H. Dagand
William
Morrli Agency
1440 Broadway
1560 Broadway
New
YorK

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

Featured
John

Harmony
Murray

Act
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Anderson's

"CAMEOS"
Touring
PUBLIX
Circuit
Direction — RILEY

BROS.,
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New
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York

N. Y. City
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The Laugh of
the Week
If you gotta act that you like pretty well
yourself, even though you get the razzberries
— that's egotism!
If you gotta act that you know is good,
despite the fact you can't draw more'n one
bow — that's confidence!
And if you gotta act that makes 'em put you
in big black type and cancel all the passes —
that's fame!
So much for Van and Schenck.
But how about Balaban & Katz?
Last week the former played the latter's
Oriental, Chicago, headlining where only Paul
Ash could headline before, and the free list
was duly (?) suspended.
Of course, there's the old saying that it takes
dough to support art.
Which explains everything — or doesn't it?

A Kaleidoscope Dance, by the Ballet Corps,
choreography and costumes by Adelina Rotti, intended to depict the kaleidoscopic character of modern
music. Rotti creates on the stage an animation
of design, interpreting various moods in the combination of movement and colors. This is the first
of this style of work in New York.
The Spirit of Labor, midst a scene of derricks,
construction beams, and factories in silhouette background is a futuristic dance conception by Von Grona.
Music accompaniment is abandoned for the noise
of factories. Realism is achieved by connecting
microphones on the stage with the power plant of
the theatre itself, actuating the noises of the
dynamo and turbine engines and being heard by the
audience.
Russell Markert's thirty-two precision geniuses then
offer a unique chorus dance to good returns.
"Notte Venezia" — a Venetian Fantasy, with Gladys
Rice, Aldo Bomonte, Joyce Coles, Nicholas Daks, the
Roxyettes, the Ballet Corps and the chorus — follows
with the theme song "Angela Mia" by Erno Rapee
and Lew Pollack. By far the most extravagant
Presentation in New York and this sort of offering
always packs the Roxy theatre.

New York Roxy
Ending May 18

Opening stage show this week with Impressions
of "Faust" by Gounod, assisted by the Ensemble and
Ballet Corps. Singing in the special boxes, and
ballet dancing on the stage — beautiful offering.
"The Miser's Death" — a dramatic episode with
(the miser) Douglas Stanbury; (the Devil) Anthony
Nelle: (Symbols of Gold) Lillian LaTonge and Ruth
Porter; (Death) by Nicholas Daks.
"Caro Nome" from "Rigoletto" an operatic vocal
number by Beatrice Belkin, written by Verdi.
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Glendale Alexandria

the assistance of outside talent and the scenic artist
presented an entertainment which made up for the
defects in the Publix unit.
When the curtain drew aside eight sprightly chorus
girls interspersed with the stage band bore out the
title "Leap Year Fancies," as each selected one of
the members of the band as "her man." The voices
of the chorus were weak, but they made up the
defect by skillful dancing throughout the remainder
of the iJerformance with beautiful costumes.
Earl Lavere, accordionist and comedian was refreshing and his Scotch jokes were new, to this city,
although many in the audience wondered why he
burdened himself with an accordion which he used so
little.
The Tumbling Clowns, two excellent acrobats, do
weird things — one of them in particular who spends
his allotted time on the stage doubled backwards like
a jackknife
received much
attention.
Patti Moore and Sammj' Lewis with an eccentric
interpretation of the varsity drag, followed by
Louise Plomer, The Personality Girl, in a song or
two well done, completed the Publix bill.
Art Landry then sprung a surprise by bringing
Vital Lnbowski, pianist of the stage orchestra, out
as an independent act as a soloist on the xylophone,
which was more accomplished than many similar ones
on the so-called big time circuits which has visited
New
Orleans
in the past.
Steve Gilbert and Roy McDonald, also members of
the orchestra were pressed into service and sang
"Ramona" to the satisfaction of the audiences. These
gentlemen leave the Saenger at the end of this week,
for the acceptance of a road engagement through the
Saenger circuit.
Castro Carazo with his 35 piece orchestra and
John Hammond at the organ rendered a combination overture entitled "Operatic Jewels."

Week

and MOVING

Solos and Community Sings

BILLINGS

Solo Organist
CRYSTAL

Week

Ending May 11

Ted Mack and his orchestra sponsored a high claas,
well arranged presentation this week at the Alexandria, and as a result gained many new boosters. Ted
opens with a song, "Sweet Sue, Just You" accompanied by the orchestra.
Perc Nichols,
and Walt Rassranssen came in with a
bang and the trio harmonized to a good advantage.
The orchestra picking up the chorus in full swing,
amid a very beautiful display of lighting effects.
Next came Myra Kinch, whom Ted introduced as an
entertainer of note, and believe us she was. Her
Oriental number to the tune of "Persia" would credit
any showhouse. Her costume in blue and her wavy
hair, made a very pleasing eight.
Following Kinch, the orchestra started playing and
singing "Ray, Ray, Rain" as an introduction to
Irving Berlin's latest number, "Sunshine." This was
very appropriate as it has been raining here for
several days at intervals. He received a good hand
on the innovation. Next came Myra Kinch again
dancing a gypsy number which was very well done.
This reporter believes that her work Is about the best
in her line yet seen.
The "Three Musketeers" followed, which sure put
a punch in the program. Two clever boys, Bobby
Gillette, banjo ; Reggie Montgomery at the piano, and
that clever classy little Nita Marfan singing and
doing her dance numbers. Bobby Gillette does some
new tricks with a two toned banjo. He was well
liked, and highly received.
Ted Mack has made many friends in the Glendale
house and will make it hard for any leader to step
in and take his place when he gets a bigger and
better job. (He is sure to do this in the near future.)
Ted's voice, is not what you would call good, but he
has a charming manner, and his personality makes
the audience forget he is trying to sing. He readily
sells himself with his big smile, and with the support
of his orchestra, he is a cinch.
As a whole, the bill was very good.

San Francisco Warfield
Week

Ending May 11

This week's stage presentation was marked by
the return of Rube Wolf, master of ceremonies and
director of the Warfield Super-Soloists, and the
offering of the Fanchon and Marco medley, "JapaThe act
was opened by Rube making his appearKnees
Ideas."
ance before the curtain and announcing the character of the show in English suggestive of the
Hashimura Toga style. He introduced Madame Iki,
a diminutive Japanese prima donna, ■who offered
selections from "Madame Butterfly" in a manner
that won the approval of the audience.
This was followed by the appearance of the
Sunkist Lotus Blossom Beauties, in Japanese attire,
who danced a novel fan dance, supporting Alda
Kawakami, toe dancer.
Rube then occupied the stage for a few minutes,
telling some funny stories about his recent trip to
Los Angeles and at the donclusien of his monologue
the back curtain arose, revealing the band, in
Japanese attire, in a typical Japanese tea house.
A medley of popular airs by the composer of "My
Blue Heaven" was offered, with Rube contributing a
trumpet solo.
Dufin and Draper offered a Japanese Rag Doll
Dance and this was followed by a difficult trumpet
solo by Rube Wolf.
The Sunkist Lotas Blossom Beauties next presented
the crane dance, a novel and beautiful offering in
which the girls appeared as cranes, with feather
dress, an arm
representing
the neck of the bird
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and a hand
representing
its head.
Some
of the
drill effects were especially effective.
The Kitaros troupe of three foot jugglers offered
a big-time act, toesing one another about like so
many barrels. The act came to an end with a
(luick change in the appearance of the Japanese
house, which blossomed out in holiday attire and
with Rube Wolf displaying his remarkable versatility
as a eho^vman by reclining on the Japanese jugglers'
table, feet in air and balancing one of the Japanese
performers in true gymnastic style.

Chicago Norshore
Week Ending May 12
Al Kvale had Paul Ash's farewell show last week,
with the title used at the Oriental changed to "The
Dixie Plyer." Cavorting jestingly and musically in
front of his band in the approximate environment of
a railway station, Al amused the customers in his
usual style and was supported by an excellent cast.
After the show opened with the ballet doing a routine in front of the band, the presentation proceeded
entertainingly with Red Finnegan in songs and dances
(well liked), Evans and Mayer in a Western seriocomic musical act (stopped the show), Kelo Brothers
in their well known hick dances (very successful),
and the novel prowess of Jazz Lips Richardson
(gratefully received).
At the close, an observation car backs in and Al
climbs aboard, presumably Dixie bound, while the
ballet wish him bon voyage and all that sort of
thing to the final blare of the band. "Good show.
Great boy, this Al." Obviously that was the verdict
of the auditors.

Chicago Sheridan
Week

HERALD

Ending May 12

The Keller Sisters and Lynch, "The Three Perfect
Voices," are next with a number of good songs, including "Changes," "Sunshine," and "Baltimore,"
each sung in their own novel and pleasing manner.
The act closes with one of the sisters doing a good
eccentric tap, and an encore, "I Still Love You."
A band number, "I Still Love You," follows. The
entire band sings it as one of the Abbotts comes out
to pose with Buck on a platform with a scrim.

PICTURE

Beware of the Red
Necktie Joke
Fellow countrymen (inclading theatre managers) :
How do yon like your so-called homor
served up? Well done or raw? Plain or
fancy? For abroad in the land is a picture
hoase act that makes
a decision imperative.
In it are three young fellows. They're pretty
good — in their way. They have a funny way.
Odd, you might say. It's all in fan, of
course. Just light, carefree, rollicking amusement. Can you picture it? Anyway, that's
about as far as published words can go —
at least through the mails.
But listen!
Says one red necktie: "I have to hurry.
I've got a date outside."
The two other red neckties make "queer"
grimaces, whereupon the first red necktie addresses the audience:
"Now, folks, don't misunderstand. We don't
wear these red neckties on the street. It is
only
in the act."
And-so-on,
to speak briefly. It happened, of
course, on the traditionally well-bred stage
of a "ritzy" Chicago theatre. But doubtless
every manager must decide for himself. Beware of the red necktie joke.

Chicago Marshall Square
Week

The show at the Sheridan this week is a good one.
It opens with the band playing a snappy number,
then the Six Abbott dancers enter singing "There's
One Little Girl That Loves Me," then going into a
snappy routine.
Maxine Hamilton follows singing "What'Il You
Say," then going into about the fastest little dance
seen lately. The girl certainly shakes a fast pair
of legs.
Ju Fong, a Chinaman dressed in Chinese costume,
is next with a group of songs. He sings an Irish
song in the brogue, and an operatic song in Italian,
and a number of popular songs in English. He goes
over with a bang and is forced to give several encores.
The band number, "Together," is next with Buck
playing his violin and Frank Wilson einging. Without my telling you, you should know that the patrons
demanded an encore. The Abbotts followed with a
clever little buck routine.

and MOVING

Dean

Ending May 13

Stevenson and

his band

open this show

with a very pretty band arrangement called "Swinging Down the Lane." As usual Dean led the band
and entertained with his Master of Ceremonies
duties.
Thei first artist on the bill was Tom Faxon, a
radio favorite, who sang "Romona" and "There Must
Be After
a Silver
Lining." Dean put his band through an
an encore.
arrangement of "She's a Great, Great Girl," a good
comedy song which was cleverly executed by the
boys. Dean sang the catch lines and the boys replied to them.
Clifton and Brent, two men followed next in a
series of comedy steps and hokum acrobatic stunts.
These boys were reported many times before.
Vernon Buck (not our popular band leader but
the singing cornetist of this orchestia) next warbled
a chorus of "Way Down South in Heaven." This
chap has a fairly good voice and is liked.
This concluded this performance with the band
playing an arrangement to the same tune. Doc Webb,
the featured organist here, joined in the finale as he
started to play for the feature.

Chicago Chicago
Week

Ending May 13

This week is "Taka Chance" week at the Chicago,
but all chance was removed the second day by large
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ada in the papers giving full particulars of the show.
The first day's poor receipts showed that an excellent
bill was likely to be wasted on an idea that after
three years of drawing had ceased to be a draw.
The show's first half is the Spitalny overture,
which is well nigh perfect. The Moore Sisters announce the overture in a Taka Chance vein. The
overture is called "Sahara Dreams," with Marjorie
Maxwell and Milo Luko rendering very beautiful
solos, augmented by a large singing chorus. The
stage settings representing a tented camp on the
sands of the Sahara are beautiful in the extreme.
The overture gets a wonderful hand all of which
it deserved.
We would like to see more of these.
The stage show opens with the Moore Sisters
announce the Sorrell Ballet of 12 girls in a fine tap
routine in which the waving of their plumed hats add
appreciably to the rhythm of their dance. The Bemie
Brothers follow with a good eccentric dance. Milo
Luka follows them with a sea song done In concert
style for a good applause.
The Moore Sisters next come out to do their stuil
which is singing "My Ohio Home" in good harmony,
then going into a high kicking team routine. The
Two Harlequins follow with a good hand balancing
act which nets them a good round of applause.
The Bemie Brothers are on again with a fine
military tap dance. Their applause was enough to
suit any act of this kind. The Sorrell Ballet is on
again for a good routine. Then comes Benardo DePace, in his clown suit, playing on his mandolin
Everybody knows what he can do on a mandolin and
he proceeds to do it to the fine enjoyment and applause of the audience.
Then come the Ritz Brothers, who are the hit and
the talk of the show. Their collegiate act is funny
crude, vulgar, fast and furious and just about anything you want to say about it. They have a riot
of an act without the repulsive crudity that characterizes some of it. It may be all right for revues, but
it is not the stuff for picture houses. When actors
have to assume the characters of perverts to get a
laugh, we think it about time to call a halt.
The finale is a beautiful jazz wedding affair, with
the ballet in beautiful lace costumes, a boy and a
girl descending from the flies seated in a huge wedding ring, and the whole company singing "SweetEddie Perry, the band leader, was a distinct disap ointment. He is devoid of personality.
heart." Lake
Salt
City Capitol

Week

Ending May 12

The stage attraction billed at the Capitol this
past week as "Ukulele Ike" has proven to be an
unusual attraction. Ukulele Ike's real name is.
Cliff Edwards but his popularity as the world's greatest exponent of the ukulele has tagged that nickname to him, it is stated.
Ukulele Ike sings and croons a number of ballads
and imitates with his mouth various musical instruments, which imitations
are his own creations.
Bee Starr, aerialist, is also featured on this bill in
some astounding feats done on a rope extending from
the ceiling of the theatre. She is assisted by a be\-y
of "Sunkist Beauties."
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Mrs. Jesse Crawford
(New York Paramount)
has
been giving Paramount patrons the organ solos all
by her lonesome for the past three weeks. Mrs.
Crawford, usually accompanied by her husband, is
great at the console, and her feminine touch is very
pleasing.
Jesse, we hear, is in Chicago.
Being in Chicago this week, the heading to this
column is all wrong ; instead of "Up and Down the
Alley" it should read "In and Around the Loop". . . .
At any rate, they're both more or less alike as far
as the music business is concerned ; Loop or Alley,
Chicago or New York (hot or cold) you'll find organists, musicians, producers. Sid Hermans, etc. : the
same. ... In fact, in Chicago, you'll find them just
a little more so.

* * *

If you fellows back in New York, had a place like
the Chicago Comedy Club, I aseure you, your lives
would be sweeter. . . . For homelike atmosphere, good
fellowship,
laughs and
Willie
Horowitz
it simply
can't be beaten.
* * *
Horowitz, by the way, is Chicago's outstanding
master of ceremonies. ... At all benefits, impromtu
shows, and gatherings, it's Willie Horowitz for master
of ceremonies, or no one. . . . And believe me, Willie
has them lying in the aisles in short order, with
his wit and comedy.

»

«

«

Saw Fess Williams, the colored Ted Lewis, holding
down his master of ceremonies job at the new Regal
theatre. . . . Possibly the only man' of his race in such
a position, he's doing great,
* • *and worthy of mention.
I got a real kick out of watching and listening
to Chicago, breathlessly awaiting news of its favorite
son Paul Ash, who went to the big city last Saturday. . . . Before he left it was "How will he do?".
. . . On the day of his opening it was "How did he
do?" and now, as all know it's "How he did do!".
. . . Well, he certainly is entitled to it, 'cause he has
done a lot for us, whether we be musicians, organists, performers, producers, publishers, or songwritere.

* * *

By way of mention, and also for your information a new tune stepping out for a hit around this
burg is "Waiting". . . . Watch this tune. . . . It's
published by the firm of Irving Berlin.

* * *

Some of the boys I've seen since I've been in town'
'that are doing great work and setting the pace are.
. . . Leo Salkin, Harry Gourfain, Louis McDermott,
Wayne Allen, Will Harris, Louis Lipstone, Billy Mills,
I, Jay Faggan, Guy Lembardo, Ted Fiorito, Willie
Horowitz, H. Leopold Spitalny, Lou Kosloff, Jesse
Crawford, Milton Charles, Al Brown, Ed House, Henri
Keates, Eddy Hanson, Ed Meikel, Preston Sellers, Al
Kvale, Chauncey Haines, Mark Fisher, Al Belasco,
Frankie Masters, Benny Meroff, Bennie Krueger,
Charlie Kaley, Del Lampe, Roy Detrich, Fess
Williams, 'Verne Buck, Sid Berman, Charles Niggenueyer, Murray Bloom, Ted Leary, Murray Hillbloom,
Norris Gunderson, Alton B Stevens, and Miss Clutterham. . . . Being in town one week these are the
only fellows I could get to see. ... I hope my partner,
Sam Coslow, back there in New York is satisfied,
and sends on my salary. If he wants to be real
big hearted,

he

can

send
*

* me *

an' aeroplane.

Ted Fiorito goes back to his "happy hunting
grounds," the Edgewater Beach Hotel this month after
a successful tour of the United States. ... As mostly
all of his friends will remember, Ted first received
fame and recognition, at this hotel, and both Ted
and the Hotel are glad« once
* « more to be re-united.
If by the time next week's issue of the Herald- World
comes your way, and you feel like getting a few
laughs at some of your friends' expenses, try and
remember to read this column. . . . Since I've been
here I've noticed in many of my friends, a good
many eccentricities, peculiarities, and things in general that I'm sure you'll enjoy and appreciate, if
you'll take them in the right spirit. . . . And even
if you don't they'll be in this column anyhow, so if
you know me, and I know you, watch yourself.
LARRY
SPIER.

i

onM

Harold Daniels (Chicago Buckingham) celebrated
two occasions this week. One was a tribute to
Mother and the other a birthday greeting of the
house. Both were well planned and executed, as all
this organist's novelties are. The numbers used for
community purpose were "Sweet Sue," "Romona,"
the
"My Pet" and "Dolores," and special lyrics were
sung to the tune of 'Sunshine." The slides and
manner in which the tunes were played were
highly received by this audience.
Don Isham (Chicago Embassy) offered for his
community stunt a solo called "Everybody Sing,"
illustrated by a clever set of slides. The numbers
to which the audience sang joyfully were "Back in
Your Own Backyard," "That's My Mammy," "Today
Is Today," "Romona" and "Sunshine." It was
necessary for this organist to take three encores,
not an unusual thing for this fellow to do. Community singing means a lot in some theatre and it
means a lot more here -with this fellow's type of
playing.
John Hammond (New Orleans Saenger). — Mothers'
Day was celebrated here by an organ concert in
which representative music dedicated to mothers and
motherhood was rendered. Selections were classical,
semi-classical and popular.
McNeil
Smith
(Chicago
Marquette). — One of the
big attractions at this theatre is McNeil Smith and
he proved it by his solo last week. His style of
playing gets a big applause from the patrons, but,
nevertheless he deserves it.
Jerry Jackson (Ciceroi Palace) offered a community singing stunt intermingled with many gag
slides. Part of the solo was done in the form of
questions. A clever parody of "Souvenirs" 'was well
put over. The song program consisted of "My Ohio
Home," "Let a Smile Be Your Umbrella," and
"Everywhere You Go." It is evident from, the vocal
response at this house that singing is well liked.
J. Virgil Huffman (Washington Palace) reports
that his solo for last week was dedicated to national music week. After an introductory on "Sunshine" explanatory slides were flashed mentioning
different ideas and emotions that can l>e expressed
in rnusic. "Pomp and Circumstance" by Elgar,
"Beethoven's Minuet in G," "Little Log Cabin of
Dreams" \and the prologue to "II Pagliacci." This
was the finish and the prologue singing effect was
secured by a Panatrope arrangement. Another
novelty was the flashing of slides upon the silver
curtain instead of the screen with the entire thing
offered with some unusual color effects designed and
staged by Colby Harriman. This type of solos
are well liked here.
Milton
the "Taka
the way
old songs

Charles (Chicago Chicago) in carrying out
Chance" idea relates with organ and slides
song composers take a chance and steal
for ideas in new composition. He showed

by playing both that "Moonlight and Roses" is a
new version of "Andantino," as are "Dream Kisses"
and "Melody in' F." Then he plays his own composition "Wonderful You," but does not tell from what
he stole it. Three saxophonists are heard behind a
scrim and then for the finish the scrim lifts exposing
the players. It is a good presentation, and gets a
good applause for Milton.

Leo Feist Moves
Into New Chicago Offices
Leo Feist, Inc., publishers of popular songs for
many years, and one of the leading contributors to
the field of song hits, announce new Chicago headquarters.
Rocco Voeco in charge of the Chicago branch for
many years, reports that the new offices are located
at 75 West Randolph Street, over Lindy's restaurant.
George H. Pinus is manager of the special service
department and Chester Cohn' is the professional manager. They have a large staff of pianists and arrangers who are always at the disposal of presentation
artists.
The new office is very spacious as it occupies the
entire second floor and hundreds of telegrams and
letters of congratulations were received on the opening day as well as floral tributes.
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SI? ?A
THE

GREAT

AMERICAN SONG
DERBY
FAVORITE AND WINNER
"Romona" (Leo Feist).
PLACE
Remick).
"Laugh,
Clown, Laugh"
(Jerome
H.
SHOW
"Back
in Your
Ozvn
Back
Yard"
(Irving
Berlin).
"Chlo-e"
(Villa Moret).
derson).
"Together" (De Sylva, Brown & HenREST OF FIELD
"Beloved" (Irving Berlin).
"Girl of My Dreams" (Jack Mills).
"Mary Ann" (Irving Berlin).
"My Ohio Home" (Leo Feist).
"Among
My
Souvenirs"
(De Sylva,
Brown & Henderson).
Berlin).
"I Can't Do Without
You"
(Irving
"Sunshine" (Irving Berlin).
"Beautiful" (Milton Weil).
stein).
"Sweet Sue Just You" (Shapiro-Bern"Coquette" (Leo Feist).
"Last(LeoNight
You Kissed
Me"
Feist).I Dreamed
OTHERS

WHO

RAN

FROM MONDAY ON— (Shapiro-Bernstein & Co.)—
This is not a history of our duties at Lyon &
Healy but is a love song by two of the Rhythm
Boys in Paul Whiteman's Orchestra and is a cleverly
written song.
By Harry Barris and Bing Crosby.

* * *

SHE'S THE SWEETHEART OF SIX OTHER
GUYS — (Shapiro-Bernstein &
Co.) — Competition
being the life of trade, having six other sweet>hearts is not so bad, as we know quite a few girls
who have no trouble being dated up for the entire
month which makes it five times as tough. A
comedy song with lots of extra choruses. Words
by Howard Johnson, music by Robert King.

* «

«

YOU'RE
WONDERFUL— (Sherman Clay & Co.)—
Written by our own Paul Ash who it is already
reported as having wowed in New York the same as
he did in Chicago. He should have no trouble creating hits there the same as here. More power to him.
Co-writers, Buddy Fields and Jack Gardner.

* # ♦

FELIX THE CAT— (Sam Fox Pub. Co.)— A song
written around the famous Pat Sullivan comic
cartoon. Is written up very cleverly by a hit combination of writers and its many choruses create
quite a few laughs. Words by Alfred Bryan, music
by Pete Wendling and H< Max
*
*Kortlander.
CHURCH BELLS
(De Sylva, Brown &
sell. This being a
conmiercial. A very
By Elmer Colby.

ARE RINGING FOR MARY—
Henderson) — ^Mary songs always
sad type makes it all the more
strong lyric with a waltz melody.

* «

*

WHO'S TO BLAME— (Spier
the •writer of Was It a Dream
pretty thought with a suitable
Sam Coslow, Harry
Link and

* * *

& Coslow, Inc.)— By
— and it has a very
fox trot melody. By
Larry Spier.

WILL YOU BE SORRY?— (J. H. Remick & Col)—
A clever song with lyrics by the famous Gus Kahn
with a melody by his equally famous wife. A hit
combination as writers and also in home life. Their
success is well deserved.* * *
WHEN YOU'RE SMILING (The Whole World
Smiles With You) — (H. Rossiter) — A new smile song
by a combination of sure fire writers. One of them,
Mark Fisher, is now at the Oriental theatre and this
song should get a great start from his plug alone.
Co-writers, Larry Shay and Joe Goodwin.
Let's go.

6^/?>

^
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Incorporated in this department of practiced showmanship of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving
Picture World departments, "Selling the picture to the Public," and "Better Business Builders."

House Organ
Exchange
R. H. Zerbel, Delft theatre, Marquette,
Mich.
Albert Sindlinger, Majestic theatre,
Athens, Ohio.
L. W. Carroll, Majestic theatre, Burlington, Vermont.
Montague Salmon, Boulevard theatre,
Los Angeles.
(To become a member of the House
Organ Exchange, sign the coupon at the
bottom of this column.)

New House Organ
Exchange Offers
Mutual Benefits
Have you sent in your name to the House
Organ Exchange yet? Albert SindHnger, director of publicity for the Majestic theatre,
Athens, Ohio, in sending in his name, says,
"Please add my name to the House Organ
Exchange — very good idea and will do all I
can."
In his letter Sindlinger sends two of his
weekly programs and any exhibitor will find
them worth looking at. He uses the good idea
of carrying a short biography each week of
some star that appears in a picture on the
week's program. Montague Salmon, manager
of the Boulevard theatre, Los Angeles, sends
in his weekly program with his signed coupon for membership in the Exchange. We
are glad, for his program is interesting and
well arranged. It contains two good ideas
for contests, among other things.
Verner Hicks, manager of the Phil H.
Heyde Theatres at Olney, Illinois, also sends
in copies of his "Olney Screen News," but
without the signed coupon. We would like
to list you, too, Mr. Hicks, if you will sign
your name to the coupon at the bottom of the
page and mail it in. In his programs we find
the excellent idea of listing the out of town
locations where patrons in other towns can
obtain the weekly program. Hicks has stores
in 11 other towns distributing his programs
and each store is listed. Another good idea
is "The Answer Man" column, in which answers are given to questions on pictures and
stars. Hicks says that the advertising he carries pays for all costs of publishing the programs. Sign the coupon, Mr. Hicks.
The monthly "Lark Tales" published by Miss
Ursula Mattecheck for the Lark and Rainbow theatres at McMinnville, Oregon, has just
reached our desk and we find that it carries
in a big display the "21" puzzle published by
"The Theatre" and also a story headed, "Theatre Is Influence for Good Among Youth, Say
Kiwanians," which is a resume of the sym-

Any House Can Use This Novel
Idea for Announcing New Bill
A stage advertisement for a coming attraction that any theatre possessing a stage
can easily use was recently put over by the Chicago theatre on the Metro-GoldwynMayer picture, "The Crowd." All that is required are a boy and a girl who can
speak lines, two chairs and tables and two telephones. The stunt can be used for
any picture. It makes a good novelty and will successfully announce the next
weeks' program.
It works as follows : At the time in the
JACK: "Just this morning, dear, and say,
Betty, while I was out in Los Angeles, what do
program where the trailer on coming attractions is usually run, the stage is dark. A spot
you think? I visited one of the moving picture studios in Holly^vood where they were
then plays on a young man seated at a table
at one side of the stage. He picks up the
making some of the scenes of that great pictelephone on the table and calls a number. A
ture— 'The Crowd.' "
telephone rings on the opposite side of the
BETTY : " 'The Crowd' ? Say, I've heard
stage and another spot plays upon a girl seated
a lot of wonderful comments about the picat a table there. Their conversation follows.
ture ;in all the write-ups I've read the critics
It can be changed to suit any picture.
were unanimous in their praise of it."
JACK: "Really, Betty, I think it's positively
BETTY
(picks up receiver):
"Hello!"
one of the greatest motion pictures that was
JACK:
"Hello, is this Betty?"
BETTY: "Yes, this is Betty, who's callever
produced."
BETTY:
"What is it like?"
JACK: '"The Crowd' is a story of every
JACK : "This is Jack."
man and his wife — their courtship — their marBETTY (jubilant): "Jack? Well, well,
riage and parenthood. Alost dramas end with
well, when did you get back from Los
marriage, but this one has its beginning with
ing?"
Angeles?"
posial
articles carried in recent issues of the
Herald-World. Many exhibitors are finding
a great deal of house organ material in the
pages of this publication. We know there
will be many exhibitors who will want to see
"The Lark Tales," so we hope that Miss Mattechek will sign the coupon at the bottom of
the page.
You exhibitors, all of you, sign the coupon
below and let's get a whole flock of members
for the House Organ Exchange. We know
from looking over the many house organs
that reach this desk that there is a great deal
of mutual benefit to be derived from the House
Organ Exchange. And a word to the exhibitors who were members before. You, too,
must sign to become members again. Your
name will not be listed unless you do, and
we know that all of you want to be listed.
The coupon, gentlemen !

World,
Exhibitors

Herald

and

Moving

BETTY:
"Who produced 'The Crowd?'"
JACK: "King Vidor, and it's the first picture he has directed since 'The Big Parade,'
and in this story, he has dared expose marriage as it has never been exposed before.
'The Crowd' originally was sho\\Ti at the Capitol theatre. New York, at popular prices, but
after one week of sensational success, it was
moved to the Astor theatre at two dollars
admission, the first time in the history of
motion pictures that a screen production has
achieved such an honor."
BETTY : "When will 'The Crowd' be shown
in Chicago, Jack?"
JACK: "Next week, starting Monday, at
the Chicago theatre and at regular (Thicago
theatre prices. What night would you like to

Picture

407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, III.
"The Theatre":
Please enroll me as a member of The
House Organ Exchange. I will exchange
house organs with other members.

Theatre

BETTY : "Tell me. Jack, who are the stars
marriage."
in JACK:
the picture?"
"Eleanor Boardman and James
Murray, and they give two of the best performances of their careers."

seeBETTY
it, Betty?"
: "Any night you say."
JACK: "All right, keep every night next
week open, for after you see it once, you'll
times."
or three
it two
to seeabout
want"How
probably
BETTY:
taking
Mother
and
JACK: "Okey, we'll take the crowd to see
Dad along?"
"The
Crowd."
Toward the end of the conversation the
trailer on the picture is flashed on the screen
and nms imtil after the conversation ends.
The stunt went over well at the Chicago. It
is novel and different from the usual trailer
announcement.
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ion —
OpinReaders]
My from
In[Letters
Under
this carries
heading,letters
"The from
Theatre"
time
to time
readersfrom
of
this department. It will pay you to read these
letters, for many of them are pertinent to
every exhibitor.
It is a column in which you can air your
troubles or your pleasant thoughts. Many
times you will find in these letters ideas that
have been used to good advantage by exhibitors— ideas which you can use in your own
theatre for profit.
If there is anything on your mind that you
would like to tell other exhibitors about, just
write to "The Theatre" and it will be published here. Consider it your column.
Editor,
Dear Sir:"THE

THEATRE"

Will you kindly tell the editor of "Ten
Commandments for Exhibitors" that be
can do away entirely with commandment
number four by engaging a projectionist.
This will leave him with nine commandments.
Thanking

Scanlon Uses Novel
Easel Frame Display
for 1 -Sheet Posters
John Scanlon, manager of the Palace theatre, Torrington, Connecticut, and M. B. I.
Number 8, has devised a novel and attractive
easel lobby frame to display one-sheet poster
cutout.
In describing it he says:
"No doubt there are plenty of managers
who have these frames around, some without
backs or broken, who could make attractive
use of them.

"Simply paint the background black and
take a one-sheet cutout and raise it about
two inches off the back of the frame by use
of 1x2 boards. Use some light color to outline the cutout and then letter in the title and
star. Perhaps it looks like extra cost of sign
work, but even if managers are not letterers,
they can cut the titles from the one-sheet
and paste it to the background and then
fdl in around it with black."
"Make an easel of 1x2 plank similar to the
one shown in the photograph. Everything
should be painted black but the frame itself.
I would suggest that the same use could be
made of insert frames also."
The is
photograph
of Scanlon's lobby display
frame
carried above.

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, New York, Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatres
The "Song and Dance Frolic," one of the
Stanley units which have been placed in circuit,
got under way here coincidentally with the
debut of Leon Navara as the permanent master of
ceremonies. Navara
had been previously
used at the Earl in
Washington and the
Stanley in Baltimore
and was brought here
especially for the
stage band policy now
starting. Navara is
billed as "The Aristocrat of Jazz" and in
keeping with the idea,
the stage band was
all dressed up in high
Edward L. Hyman
silk hats.
The routine started off with a line dance by
the Crete-Bourman Dancers, followed by
Vivienne Glenn, a high-kicking specialty
dancer. The orchestra then played a special
arrangement of "In Your Own Backyard"
and this was followed by Manoff and Gifford,
two girl harmony singers. Charlie Wilken
carried the comedy of the act in his dancing
number and then Leon Navara had the piano
rolled out for his own specialty.
Jay Seller,

an acrobatic dancer, kept up the fast pace
and everybody came back for the finale.
In addition there was a novelty overture by
the pit orchestra. The latter was "The Drum,"
conceived by Willy Stahl, conductor of the
Famed Mark Strand Orchestra in Brooklyn.
This overture features three drummers and is
played while appropriate scenes are thrown
on the screen. The big flash is the Sousa
March at the finish with the drummers spotted
and augmented by heavy brass.
The feature photoplay, Leatrice Joy in "The
Blue Danube" and the Topical Review rounded
out the program.
Brooklyn Mark Strand
The stage band unit at this theatre was
"Venetian Nights" introducing Russ Morgan
and band and artists including Berinoff and
Eulalie, Three Whirlwinds, Kitty McLaughlin,
Georges Dufranne, Edward Albano, Grace
Yaeger, and the Serova Dancers. The members of the stage band were mostly new, as
the band formerly here was moved over to
the New York Strand. The routine of this
presentation, which was in typical Venetian
setting, costumed and designed by Thomas
Farrar, included such well known selections
as "O Sole Mio," "Santa Lucia," "Mari Mari"
and "Italian Street Song," and "Tarantella."
The overture by the pit orchestra was
Thomas' "Raymond," with Sascha Kindler
conducting.

you, I remain, yours truly,
W. C. BUDGE,
Blue Book School of
Projection,
119 Wynsum
Merrick, N.

Editor, THE
Dear Sir :

Ave.,
Y.

THEATRE

Perhaps this letter will not tell anyone how
to sell their short features in advance but if
anyone is playing this particular short and
they cue the picture like my organist did here,
it certainly will help to put the show over.
The two-reeler I refer to is Famous' "Toddles," a very nice subject which I dare say
please any audience. Jack Smallwood,
organist, did not set up any music for
double, but he did have the book "Songs
Whole World Sings" within easy reach,
turned over to the nursery rhymes and

will
our
this
the
and

played "Jack and Jill," "Little Bo-Peep" and
other nursery rhymes therein. And not alone
youngsters will appreciate hearing these little
pieces but the older folks as well like to recall
the days of their childhood and while looking
at "Toddles" hear these songs. "Toddles" is
the story of a very mischievous baby and a
very clever dog. We overheard one of the
patrons on leaving remark, "Wasn't that little
picture about the child just too cute for anything, and wasn't the music the organist played
so fitting to the story."
Am having photos taken of a new use for
your twenty-two by twenty-eight frames taken
and will send them in soon. Really think this
is a new idea. Sincerely— JOHN J. SCANLON, Palace theatre, Torrington, Conn.
Editor.
Dear Sir:"THE THEATRE."
Many thanks for accepting me in the M.
B. I. club as a member. The EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOVING
PICTURE WORLD is my favorite trade
journal and I always look forward to each
think the "The Theatre" departis great.
and
issue, ment
Had a great iieup here with local High
School last week.
I had a big parade to
the theatre with the military club and band
to see "Dress Parade."
If you can use this
in your section I will send clippings and
photos
as it may beYour
of some
truly,help to other
exhibitors.
FRED

PUTNAM,

Managing
Director,
Strand Theatre,
Port
Arthur,
Texas.
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Olson Tells How to
Record Ideas; Next,
How to Use Them
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and MOVING

PICTURE

ning this week!"
How many times have you said words to
that effect to yourself? If you are Hke many,
many exhibitors, you have said it no end of
times. You have a picture that needs a good
exploitation to put it over right, but the old
brain refuses to function. You put the picture on cold, and then when your run is half
over, just the right idea comes to you, but
too late.
Well, just to forstall this sort of thing,
Hal G. Olson, director of publicity for Adler
Theatres Company of Marshfield, Wisconsin,
and a member of "The Theatre's" M. B. I.
club, has devised a fine card index system
for filing ideas, and what's more important,

>IOQ

Bitf cav-js

(jit\rno^
AJvO'Qt-g
Vu»iqt

too,^
Sereen
trvc-l*-

to Ger>wv» mojmg

V

Uiit

V)olV< 'JnBaXi-e S
h'>-\lMWio-C\'t^ a>U irvya^

One of the cards used by Hal G. Olson to
record exploitation ideas for use with pictures to be run in the future. The cards
are filed away, but brought out and
placed in prominent view upon his desk
ten days before the picture is to be
shown. In this way he has a constant
reminder of the ideas he intends to use
for the theatre.
he has also perfected a routine for USING
the ideas. From here on, Olson has the floor :
"You fellows have been advocating the use
of scrap books for years and I quite agree
that they are a great help in laying out campaigns, in fact, I cannot see how anyone concentrating on advertising and exploitation can
get along without at least two reference books.
"I have used them for years, but found that
even with their aid there was something lacking in the way of a quick reference chart.
To overcome this I devised and use an ordinary card case, indexed and keyed, with a
card on each picture publicized. When a picture comes within 10 days of play date I take
the card from the index and drop it under the
glass on my desk. In this way I have three
or four cards staring me in the face at all
times and I find it mighty hard to overlook
any stunts I had planned.
"About once a week I find time to read
three or four press books thoroughly, making
note of all advertising
angles, theme,
etc.
Then I refer to my scrap books or plan original material to sell the pictures in question.
This I record on the card, filing it away.
During the course of time, if other ideas suggest
themselves I get them down on the card before I forget them, and as a result, when the
time comes to shoot I am pretty well set.
"Since
using this Sling system I
have made it a point to carry out
every idea mentioned,
even
though
local conditions
or other
obstacles
make it difficult, for if this is not
done the cards soon become just a
lot of suggested material never utilized and worthless.
to give you

an

and merchants.

That

Don

W.

to work hand
Hoobler,

ington Theatres, Inc., of Bloomington,
of putting over "Old
full page ad.

who

in hand

with the local newspaper

handles

publicity for the Bloom-

111., does this is evidenced

Ironsides" at the Irving. Twelve

He calls it his "My

idea

by his method

merchants

Best Idea" and becomes

took ads in a

M. B. I. Number

19.

''My Best Idea" No. 19
By Don W, Hoobler
a -fv
^J^^* ^mithevnn.
hiidCT
iPOTds m IhcK fam

I put over a cooperative full page ad with
12 merchants and the local paper on "Old
Ironsides." Twelve superfluous capital letters
were placed in words of the ads. The contest was to find these letters and arrange them
to spell "two words significant to this date,"
the two words being "Old Ironsides," and the
date being the day of its opening. Prizes of
$5, $2.50 and eight of $1 were oflfered for the
solution and SO words on the meaning of the
two words.

s

t Fn r» Ik Cniulm Qu

Boybn's Drug Store

r« He*

-

f • H*

'.:rr CLAt DOOLE
•i^rUR STORAGE »

TJ~' IRVIN

This proved to be by far the best cooperative page I have ever used, and I have sold
many. We received 273 letters in reply. Of
course the solution of the two words was easy,
but the 50 words were most interesting. It
so happened that this date was our first day
of Sunday operation, and the idea of our openmany.ing with such a reputable picture impressed

Q>, Slvjt

"I am inclosing card
of the size I use."
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Cooperative Ad Contest Makes
Don W. Hoobler M. B. I. No. 19
It always pays for a theatreman

"Oh, well, it's too late now, but
gosh, I wish I had thought of using
that stunt for the picture I am run-

WORLD

I KIRKPAJRICK I

i.

LAST WORDS

FAMOL^
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—

§?- »9^_g'
fJroxT C Hctn U <
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So many cooperative pages have been sold
locally that it takes a ver> unusual one to sell
the merchants on, but this one was easy. The
theatre furnished the prize money and used
14 inches of space. The mat was obtained
from a newspaper feature service.

operative ad his "My Best Idea.'' Superfluous capital letters were placed in the
ad which when found and properly ar-

Note the "atmosphere" of the page, with
the mariner looking through the telescope at
the top (see reproduction of the ad). This
made the solution comparatively easy for those
who were quick to grasp the idea.

ranged would spell "Old Ironsides," the
picture which the ad exploits. Prizes
were offered for all correct solutions together with the best 50 words about the
meaning of the two words.
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The two inside pages of the house organ folder of the Palace theatre. Jamestotin. S. Y..
where William L. Hendricks is manager. "The Palace P^ews" is attractive, nttvsy and easy
t-o read. A one page ad on the back no doubt brings forth enough to pay for the printing.
Enough interesting copy to fill such a house organ can be found in the press sheets of pictures, however, it is a good idea to insert a bit of load neu«.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the Box Office Window."

W.

"POWDER

MY

BACK"

ELL, boys and girls, the week elapsed
since last entry in this dilatory diary contained
one big kick for your orator. This kick was
imparted by "Powder My Back." "Powder My
Back" is exactly the kind of picture Irene Rich
should have to work in and in it she does the
excellent work she can always be depended
upon to do in these circumstances. It is the
best of the pictures seen during the seven days
ending this morning.
"Powder My Back" is one of those light,
smart little stories about a notorious (for publicity purposes) actress who arranges everybody's happiness for them, not forgetting her
own. It gives Miss Rich a chance to do what a
less polite reporter would term her stuff. It
gives her, also, a lot of good assistants in the
persons of such players as Anders Randolf,
Andre Beranger and the plump little gal, whose
name always eludes me, recently come to
prominence in Warner pictures. These, and
numerous others, produce an extremely interesting and entertaining picture.
Miss Rich seems to me to be made for this
type of picture — or should it be phrased, this
type of picture is made for Miss Rich? At any
rate, she and Florence Vidor and Lewis Stone
and Adolphe Menjou are the quartette I have
in mind when I think of the kind of picture I
like best, the mainly mental picture politely
enacted and politely viewed by a mainly mental
crowd. It is the sort of picture that does not
tire, does not work great hardship upon the
observer but does appeal very strongly to the
cerebral centers. I am hopeful that "Powder
My Back" is the first of a lengthy series of these
which Warners will produce for Miss Rich.
Miss Rich is perfect, of course. Mr. Randolf
is almost as ideally chosen for the secondary
role. The plump little gal — whose name I still
do not recall — is all right, and there's a young
man, a sort of juvenile, who doesn't do badly
with a minor assignment. The brunt of the
comedy falls upon the slight hut sturdy
shoulders of Andre Beranger and there is nobody who can do the sort of thing he does in
anything like the able manner which is his.

R,

"EASY

COME

EASY

GO"

.ICHARD DIX is biUed as star of "Easy
Come Easy Go" and Nancy Carroll is second in
order of mention, but Charles Sellon (if I have

T. O. Service
dug the right name out of a scattered cast listing) is the picture. Mr. Sellon, whom you've
seen doing odd jobs in many a picture and
possibly given little attention, contributes to
this comedy the funniest, best, most human and
probable of comic crooks in all filmland. He is
a plain riot, a wow, and a fourbagger with
three on.
(Mr. Sellon, take a bow.)
The picture is not the sort of thing Dix
has been doing. It is straight comedy, verging
upon and sometimes veering over into slapstick.
It tells about a young fellow who unwittingly
becomes partner to a payroll robbery with trimmings. The payroll robber is a delightfully
adroit gentleman of middle age whose way with
the language is his best safety device. Toward
the middle of the picture the stolen funds begin
one of those pocket-to-pocket chases dear to the
heart of scriptmen and it ends where all of
these things do end. Much merriment prevails in the interim, most of it provided by
Mr. Sellon.
Which is not said in disparagement of Mr.
Dix or his associates, who do all that can be
expected of them and do it well. Even Miss
Carroll (and is Nancy any relation to the charming Sue?) gets along all right. And Frank
Currier (rest his soul) is perfect.

"HONOR

BOUND"

VJTEORGE O'BRIEN and Estelle Taylor are
the principals in a somewhat somber but meaningful treatment of convict labor called "Honor
Bound." Sam DeGrasse is his most unpleasant
screen self in a part that demands just that.
The case against convict labor is made very
convincing.

to have O'Brien transferred to the mine, to
work as her chauffeur, but her husband learns
of her devotion to him and sends him to toil
in the diggings. DeGrasse makes him short in
his weights, dishonestly, then applies the lash.
A fire results in O'Brien's liberty, but he is in
honor bound to return to captivity. A pardon
from the governor secures him his personal
liberty and convict labor is abolished in the
state.
There is quite a bit of good acting in the
picture, and the fire is a quite exciting affair,
but the whole comes under the head of deep
and purposeful drama. Knowingly, Fox gave
the job of telling this forceful story to the
knowing and forceful Alfred E. Green. When
Mr. Green directs a picture it stays directed.
My only regret is that deep and purposeful
drama is not my favorite dish.

I

■'THE FIFTY FIFTY

GIRL'

DON'T seem to get fed up on this Bebe
Daniels series. Some of the reason I trace to
the caption writer, some to James Hall, but
most, I think, to Miss Daniels. Whenever I see
her in this new mood I think back to the days
when she did dramatic things, and did them
dramatically, whereupon the contrast has its
way with me and I find myself re-encouraged
with respect to the several other young women
now doing dramatic things dramatically. I'm
led to the belief that, if it is economically
practicable, all the actresses should be tried in
comedy. Perhaps there are others whose
talents are buried beneath bushels of manufactured woe and whatnot.
"The Fifty-Fifty Girl" is another of those
light, airy things which Paramount is producing
in such excellent quality and quantity. It sets
forth the spectacle of two young people, boy
and girl, with conflicting opinions as to the

The story opens with Miss Taylor, an unhappy wife, calling upon George O'Brien,
bachelor, in his room at night to complain of
her husband's treatment. The husband, foUowing, enters and attempts to shoot O'Brien, killing himself accidentally. O'Brien is tried for
murder, Miss Taylor flees, and he goes to jail.
Years later — ^just how many I forget — Miss
Taylor has married a mine owner whose
property is being worked by convict labor under
the supervision of Sam DeGrasse.
She manages

modern woman's equality with man. They are
made partners in a gold mine and assume management ofthe same with a wager, share against
share, that the girl can do
better than the man can do
ing the match impartially,
vote a draw, but the finish

the man's job of it
the woman's. JudgI was inclined to
gave the victory to

the boy so I suppose that's that.
The picture bristles with comic situations,
comic captions and comic happenstances. It's
great stuff.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National

Theatre For Sale
FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theatre. For particulars write 134 Elm St., Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Phone 30.
FOR SALE — Lyric theatre, Morrison, Illinois.
Equipment, long lease. First price gets it. Seats 360.
3,000 population. Draws 8,000. _ Going into larger
proposition.
Address L. J. Burkitt, Morrison, 111.
FOR SALE — 400 seat theatre in Illinois town.
Only theatre in town. Latest equipment. Population
6,000. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14
E. Ninth St., Chicago 111.
FOR SALE — Two only theatres town 5,000 population, 2,000 drawing power. One theatre property
three-story solid brick, other theatre long lease. Excellent chance to form circuit in adjacent towns. Box
office trial. Other business compels selling. Price
$15,000, terms. Address Box 267, Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
FOR SALE — Three theatres in Northern Indiana
towns over 6,000. Address P. O. Box 403, Huntington, Ind.
FOR SALE — Theatre in southern city, population
20,000. One of the fastest growing towns in the
South. Ten thousand will handle the deal. Address Box 268, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

For Sale
Single Phase Watton motor generator set, 35 Amp.
like new, $150 complete. General Electric Rectifier, 30 Amp., with 2 tubes, $75.00. Address Box
485, Rochester, N. Y.
2 Powers 6A mechanisms, need slight overhauling.
For sale cheap, $50.00 each. Address Room 1415
Paramount Bldg., New York, N. Y.
One Simplex Mazda Lamphouse complete with
regulator, $75.00. Pair Reflector Arc Lamps, $150.00
each.
Address
Box 485, Rochester,
N. Y.
2 Reel Chaplin Comedy, $150.00. Address Box
485. Rochester. N. Y.
FOR SALE — 2 Simplex Projectors, like new,
$250.00 each.
Address Box 485. Rochester, N. Y.
FOR SALE— 2 Peerless Reflector Arcs, perfect
condition, $385.00 pair. Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. Address
Redington & Co., Scranton,
Pa.
FOR SALE — At your own price, the following material. The theatre is now in operation and will be
until May 15th. 700 chairs, upholstered seat; 2
Hertner Transverters. 25 cycle. 220 volts; 2-Simplex
Machines with Peerless Low Intensity Lamps, and
other incidentals. Must vacate by May ISth. For
information, address National Theatre Supply Co.,
372 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.
FOR SALE— Posters, Photos, Slides, Banners, Insert Cards, and other Accessories. Save 50 per cent;
write for order blanks. Theatre Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, Theatre Poster Supply
Building, Cincinnati, O.
FOR SALE — Swimming pool, room for rink and
dance platform.
Address G. F. Wallis. Russell. Kans.
FOR SALE — 1.300 baseball chairs for ball park,
airdrome, like new, $1.35 each.
2.500 leather uphol-

Classified

stered and veneer theatre
800 are re-upholstered, look
sell any amount. Address
Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue,

Advertising

chairs, perfect condition.
like new, $1.50 up. Will
Amusement Supply Co.,
New York City.

Organs For Sale
MAY 1st list of rebuilt organs ready. Includes
seven rebuilt Wurlitzer Organs one and two cabinets
with rolls. Prices from $950 to $2,500. Includes
nine Fotoplayers all styles, rebuilt guarantee, priced
from $1,500 to $3,500. Welte Mignon Reproducing
Piano with large library music $750. Eight stop
Moeller organ. Seeburgs most all makes. Terms
10 per cent cash with order, balance two years.
Shipped any place U. S. A. installed free. Write
for complete list with prices. No obligation. Address Robert Morton Organ Co., 624 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ used or new. Reproduce Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, Illinois.

Stationery
LOOK! 500 two-colors ink gummed Film shipping
labels $4.00 post paid — "No-plate" embossed stationery
— Samples — Stamp appreciated. Address Sollidays,
Ex. -124, Knox,
Indiana.

Position Wanted
THEATRE ORGANIST— Good at cuing pictures.
Will go anywhere. Address Edward Schulis, 7329
S. Marshfield Ave., Chicago, 111.
SAX, ALTO, SOPRANO, CLARINET— Union,
wish a location job. State all. Can join in two weeks.
Address Musician, 261 N. Dennis, Decatur, 111.
PROJECTION ENGINEER— Experienced in all
lines of projection work, desires connection with
theatre or supply house. Very best of references.
Can repair and adjust any make equipment. Communicate
with Clell Jay, Eureka
Springs, Arkansas.
ATTENTION, THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a fair salary to begin in order to prove worth.
If you are. do not overlook this opportunity. Union,
best of references, will go anywhere. Address Box
257, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY — Female Organist, working at present but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago. 111.
OPERATOR — 12 years experience, good references,
non-union, but will join if necessary. Will go anywhere. Address Victor Hums, care of Mrs. Ryan,
Box 493, Sea Cliff. Long Island. N. Y.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR, desires position as
operator or assistant operator, has Chicago license
and will join union, will go anywhere. Address
David Silver. 4459 Broadway.
Chicago. 111.
ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced
in theatre work. Men and women now ready for
good positions. Union or non-union. Write salary
and other data. Address Chicago Musical College,
61 E. Van Buren. Chicago.

Medium

THEATRE MANAGER- With broad experiences
in theatre management, pictures, road shows, vaudeville, stock exploitation and publicity. Will consider
connection with theatre over 1.000 capacity where
conservative management, forceful tactics, initiative
and live ideas may be applied. One hundred per cent
references. Salary and commission. Address Box
250, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Address Vedmond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.
THEATRE DRUMMER, tympani bells, marimba,
chimes. Now finishing season in recognized Broadway
York City.Desires steady engagement anywhere. Adtheatre.
dress Drummer, Apt. 2c., 525 W. 182d St., New
MANAGER-OPERATOR,
years'
experience,
excellent references, reliable 8and
competent,
desires
steady position. Will go anywhere after June 15th.
Address N. S. Kearney, Box 201. Shaw, Miss.
ORGANIST — Ambitious young lady desires good
position in theatre. Cue pictures carefully. Union.
Address Box 266, Exhibitors Herald and Moving
Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, lU.

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furnished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.
BEST GRADE repair work. Prices right. Free
relief heads. Prompt service. Address Guercio &
Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, 111.
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash, Chicago.

Films for Sale or Rent
FOR SALE— "Secrets of Paris" (7); "Should a
Wife Work" (7); "Notoriety" (8); "Daring Years"
(7) "Ken Maynard Westerns"; also "Serials";
"Special Features"; 'Comedies"; "Travelogues"; Cartoons. Scenic. Religious. Guaranteed Pictures, 729
Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Equipment Wanted
WANTED — Baird Projector complete, also motor
generator; must be in good condition and bargains.
.■\ddress Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World has helf>ed hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The
classified advertising department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling
equipment, and in solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with
order, 10% discount if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is
being advertised this week.
The cost is small, the results are great.
[See next page]
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COMPLETE EQUIPMENT, booth, cushioned
seats, organ or electric plana, stage. Address W. B.
Franke, Humboldt, la.
BEST PRICES paid for projection machines, all
types. Address Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Movie Supply Co., 844
Wabash, Chicago.

Equipment for Sale
Second hand equipment — Motiograph De Luxe
$300.00 Dempsey-Tunney fight picture, three reels,
new print, $150.00. Address Lee, 2718 Fairmont
St., Dallas, Texas.
IF YOU are looking for bargains in good used
motion picture projectors, lamps and house, and other
equipment, I can offer you some real buys. Also have
two new McCauley Low Intensity Arc Lamps for sale
at a sacrifice. Joseph Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.,
Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Motion picture projectors, part and
iupplies for all type machines. Address Guercio &
Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment
Organ
befcu'C Southern
buying elsewhere.
You tave, and
we Pipe
satisfy.
Address
Theatre
Service, 643 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.
CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE for Second Hand
Equipment, Seats, Rebuilt projectors of all makes.
Screens, Pianos, Organs, and other miscellaneous
articles for the theatre. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Company, 12-14 E. 9th Street, Chicago,
Illinois.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
Chairs, Projectors, Screens, Generators, Rectifiers,
Reflecting Arc Lamps, etc. Write for bargain list.
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.
On Next Year's Rentals
NAPOLEONVILLE, LA.— To the Editor :
"You'll
Glad to Pay More" You'll Be Glad
to
Take Be
Less.
This caption in quotation marks represents
the slogan of the Universal corporation, while
the line next is my own slogan. Both of these,
no doubt, were inspired by experience and
Soth slogans justifiable and imperative.
While the writer of this article names Universal for the purpose of illustration, this is
not to be construed as an attack on that corporation. Indeed, while Universal is the author' of this slogan, I am pretty well convinced
that it about describes what the attitude of all
the larger companies is or will be in the forthcoming sales drive of the 1928-1929 product.
And, will cheerfully add, the losses encountered in 1927 can in no way be attributed to
the Universal Complete Service Contract s'o
far as this theatre is concerned. But any corporation that comes to me with a statement
similar to the above slogan, might just as well
say, "You'll Be Glad to Lose More," and this
is equivalent to saying "You're a D
fool,"
which may be true, but I won't publicly admit
it.
Mr. Editor, I've just had my last tooth
pulled (an actual fact) and the dentist assures
me it will be some time before I can bite with
any degree of pleasure, and the local tailor
who knows the length of my inseam, says
there exists no valid reason for having my
leg pulled. So wnth this expert testimony and
my own experience to corroborate it, the film
salesman who left the convention of his particular company fired with enthusiasm, knowing, too, that he will be "fired" without enthusiasm ifhe fails to effect sales at advanced
rentals — well, I'm just sorry for him thassall.
Query! How long can the average exhibitor write his balance in red, before he sees
red sure enough?
I understand that if the present plans of all
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Chairs for Sale
FOR SALE— 1,800 HIGHEST GRADE used
spring cushion opera chairs, upholstered in dark
brown Spanish leather. Very reasonable. Write for
exact photograph and details. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St., Chicago, 111.
HERE'S A REAL BUY— Of 1,000 finest grade
made assembly folding chairs in sections of two
chairs slightly used. Also 720 upholstered theatre
chairs with a heavy 7-ply veneered back. All seats
have been newly re-covered in a Spanish leather and
are spring constructed. 2,000 used plain light and
heavy S-ply veneered chairs. All chairs offered at a
very rare bargain. Exact descriptive matter and
photos will be submitted at your request. Address
Illinois
Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St.,
Chicago, Theatre
111.
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CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10, 3 feet, colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, HI West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Engagements Wanted
NATIONAL ORCHESTRA AGENCY— Announces
their famous and recording bands available for summer engagements. Address Victory Bldg., 1011
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Miscellaneous
BEAUTIFUL registered Bull Pups, $15.
Address
501 Rockwood,
Dallas, Texas.

BuUdogs.

OPERA CHAIRS — Largest stock in the country.
Chicago.
Get
our prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,

Wanted to Lease

FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St.,
Chicago, III.

WANTED TO LEASE theatre seating capacity 500
or over.
Address Harry Meyers, Olmito, Tex.

Trade Schools
CORNETISTS. Trombonists, Saxophonists, Qarinetists,dress
getVirtuoso
"Free
Pointers."
Name
instrument.
AdSchool,
Dept. 61,
Buffalo,
N. Y.

Sheet Music for Sale
OVERSTOCKED ON POPULAR songs, instrumentals and orchestrations. Send $1.00 for 10
copies assorted. Address G. M. Tidd Music Publisher, 850 Montrose Ave., Columbus, O.

Wanted

Banners and Posters
Special prices on 12x18 and 4}4xl2 bills, assorted
colored paper. Address Taylor Printing Co., Anna,
Kansas.

the producers are carried out, the output of
1928-1929 will aggregate approximately 800
pictures. Very few of the large theatres in
the key cities use as many as 50 a year. Indeed, those with extended runs will use far
less, so the bulk of this output must find
lodgment in the smaller theatres. While not
holding a brief for any small theatre owner
or manager thereof, I'm pretty well convinced
that a goodly number of those 800 will never
be placed. I can most positively speak for
myself though, and will state that the film
salesman isn t born yet who can convince me
that I ought to pay more.

* * *

No harm to try though. You have or will
have your instructions. I have my convictions. These convictions were bought at no
small price. They are, therefore, mine. Unalterable, Hnshakable and so far as you are
concerned unanswerable.
Whenever I want a mob scene I can get one
very easily in front of my box office just by
showing some picture that some producing
company aimed to make a roadshow of. This
has actually happened. As for roadshows at
fabulous rentals, I can "show you the road to
go home."
I know
better) the
rental
I can
afford(none
to contract
for.maximum
I know
with equal certainty and finality just what percentage of any given product it is expedient
to buy for any use.

* * *

I can only say in conclusion, gentlemen, if
you have made such elaborate plans for the
1928-1929 product, if the elaborate plans
mean the expenditure of millions more than
was expended for last year's you are certainly
within your rights in demanding more for that
product. Sure thing! Then, too, I will have
to change my slogan into, "I'll have to pay
less" and I don't mean probably!
Resolution: Whereas, it has become apparent, after operating this theatre for seven
years, that this business is like any other in
one respect, i.e., you can't buy a thing for
two dollars and sell it for one dollar with any
prospect of longevity or even good health.
Therefore, be it resolved: That all future contracts entered into between any distributor
and this theatre will be entered into only when
this exhibitor is convinced that said contract
holds some prospect for profit to the party of
the second part. — Peter Bylsma, Victory theatre, Napoleonville-, La.

WANTED — Passion Play — in good condition, hand
colored. Address C. H. Pattison, Port Elgin, New
Brunswick,
Canada.

Studies to Be Teacher
of College Film Course
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
MAY iS.—Establishment of a four-year course in
motion picture technique was begun
last week, when Prof. W. R. MacDonald, of the University of Southern California, started as a regular
worker at the Metro-GoldwynMayer studios. By working in every
branch at the studios. Professor
MacDonald is to make a survey of
the entire £eld. He is working with
Harry Rapf, associate producer, on
the survey. The plan, according to
Rapf, is the Brst really important
step in enlisting the universities of
the United States in motion pictures
as a serious study. Digests of the
courses when Bnished will be provided other universities, through
either the Academy or the university.

Refusal of M, P. T, O. to
Arbitrate
Non-Members*
Cases Adds
49 to Rolls
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, May 15.— Forty-nine
new members have joined the M. P. T. O. during the first four weeks of the drive which is
to last for six weeks, it was announced at a
recent meeting of the board of managers. The
campaign is the result of the refusal of the
M. P. T. O. to arbitrate cases of non-members
and the discovery that nearly all cases of contract violations brought by the board of arbitration were against non-members of the organization.
Bill Heenan, of First National ; Bill Bethel,
of De Luxe ; and Bob Lynch, of Metro-Goldwyn, were among those who were complimented by President Pizor on the active part
they have played in the campaign for new
members.
A. R. Brake

Weds

Mildred I. Cline

SEATTLE. — Allen R. Brake, assistant manager of
the Fifth Avenue theatre, and Miss Mildred I. Cline,
also a cashier in several theatres here, were married
recently at the home of the bride's parents.
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
CopTright,

1928

Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder

Columbia
BY WHOSE HAND: Ricardo Cortez— 11%. April
25. Dandy program and held interest from start
to finish. Good mystery and very fine plot and story
well received. Brought out mostly school ma'ams and
we think they liked it too because we liked it ourselves and we like the better pictures only. Six reels.
—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.— General patronage.
THE SIREN: Special cast — 60%. A good program
picture. Personally didn't like it but had a number
say "it's real" and some of the women enjoyed it
because it "made them nervous I" Columbia's are
good consistent pictures. And say! They have the
snappiest, classiest set of advertising on the market.
Their llxl4's are real works of art with real pulling
power.- — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning,
Ark. — General patronage.

FBO
JAKE THE PLUMBER: Special cast— 64%. April
19. Here is a wow of a Jewish comedy and nearly
all the cast are Jews, but the direction is fine and
the audience seenxs to like 'em. So I say it's good in
any house. Will add nearly every FBO picture has
made money for us. Six reels. — E. N. McFarland,
Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — ^Neighborhood
patronage.
LEGIONNAIRES IN PARIS: Cooke-Guard— 20%.
April 26. This was good for what it was intended
to be. We made a bargain night on this one and
took in just twice as much as for the good programs
that we ran ahead of it, the first of the week.
Plenty of comedy and stispense that kept Mr. Cooke
and Guard guessing 'til the very last fade out. Six
reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. —
General patronage.
THE MOJAVE KID: Bob Steele— 25%. April 24.
This is a fine program. Star as good as any of
them. Story good, scenery wonderful. — Belt Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
MOON OF ISRAEL: Maria Corda— 60%. April
1-2. Fine picture, but only mediocre drawing power.
Advertised it big but got only limited response.
Those who saw it praised it, however. Eight reels. —
L. M. Dunlap, Palace theatre. Meridian, Tex. — Small
town patronage.
NOT FOR PUBLICATION: Ralph Ince— 10%.
April 18. Very, very good. Starts little slow but
speeds up as the story unfolds on the screen and
ends with a bang. The water roaring down the
gulch to fill the dam and cover the past of two men
that wanted to go under and never show up again.
Love story that keeps you guessing 'til the last moment. Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
NAUGHTY NANETTE: Viola Dana— A dandy
clean program. Use it any night and do not blush
or hide. — G. Carey, Strand theatre, Paris, Ark. —
General patronage.
THE FLYING U RANCH : Special cast— April 17-18.
Just an ordinary Western, but pleased the kids. Five
reels.- H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait, Cal.—
Small town patronage.
MOULDERS OF MEN: Conway Tearle — Good picture for any theatre. Seven reels. — Nicolaides
Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Utah. — Small
town patronage.
ROSE OF THE TENEMENTS: Shirley MasonGood comments and good picture for every town,
large or small. FBO has good pictures and they
will help you out.
Good picture for any theatre.

Reports"

Editor's Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained in the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided by
average daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.
EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average deiily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .
When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE
TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart."
Seven reels. — Nicolaides
Brothers, American
theatre,
Scofield, Utah. — Small town patronage.
THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY: Special castGood. Our patrons were satisfied 100 per cent. This
one was a box ofiice attraction and it will go big
in every theatre. Seven reels. — Nicolaides Brothers,
American theatre, Scofield, Utah. — Small town patronage.
LIGHTNING LARIATS: Special cast.- Tyler and
kids are okay. — J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese,
111. — ^General patronage.
LIGHTNING LARIATS: Tom Tyler— Just a picture. Don't know where they got the title as I didn't
see a lariat in the whole show. Frankie Darro is
very good and the kids like him. Only one more
picture from FBO and we are through. Was getting very punk prints out of Cincinnati. Five reels.
—Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O. —
General patronage.
THE GINGHAM GIRL: Lois Wilson— April 29-30.
A pleasing program picture. Miss Wilson is always
clean, wholesome and pleasing in anything in which
she may appear. All producers should be tipped off
to the fact that although a picture may be made
with the title of some Broadway musical comedy success, such facts mean about 18 degrees less than
nothing at the box-office out in the alfalfa districts.
That goes for all of them. Seven reels. — Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
THE GINGHAM GIRL: George Arthur— March 2S
Advertising is attractive and gets the crowd. All
enjoyed it and had many laughs. It's goofy but
they'll like it. Seven reels. — Frank Sabin, Majestic
theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.

THE
MAGIC
GARDEN:
Special cast— AprU
15.
We had some good comments for this picture. Business fair. Seven reels. — Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Utah. — Small town patronage.
DON MIKE: Fred Thom.son— April 28. A fair
Western. Six reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre.
Villa Grove, 111. — General patronage.

First National
HEART OF A FOLLIES GIRL: Billie Dove— 60%.
April 23-24. A good show for the ladies and Billie
Dove sure has the looks. The story is not so good
but it will please. Eight reels. — W. T. Bigge, Adair
theatre, Adair, la. — General patronage.
THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard— 85%. Ken
Maynard is as good as any, even if he is not a million dollar star, and it makes one feel safe to know
there are stars like him available when one sees the
mistake one company is making in unreasonable salary that must be passed on to the public. Please
remember there are no better Westerns on the market
than First National-Ken Maynards. — J. Christcnsen,
Garden theatre, St. Clair, Mich. — General patronage.
ROYAL AMERICAN: Ken Maynard— 65%. AprU
20. This is a good one, but not up to Maynard's
standard. Seven reels. — W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre,
Adair, la. — General patronage.
CANYON OF ADVENTURE: Ken Maynard— 52%.
Up to the Maynard standard. Seven reels. — -T. A.
Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — General patronage.
CHINATOWN CHARLEY: Johnny Hines— 60",;,.
April 27-28. A good Johnny Hines, with comedy,
gags and thrills. Much better than his last one.
Seven reels. — W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la.
— General patronage.
THE GORILLA: Special cast— 72%. April 27-28.
The best Friday night's business we have had for
some time and Saturday night held up to normal,
so it's a good picture. Advertise it as a comedy
instead of a spooky drama, and step on the advertising. Eight reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove
theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE PATENT LEATHER KID: Richard Barthelmess — 70%. Big feature in every way and should
have read 100 per cent but we are just (not
getting) the business. Nothing but favorable comments and First National to be credited for having
made a real picture. Barthelmess is in his proper
role, also Molly O'Day is well cast and fine. — J.
Christensen, Garden theatre, St. Clair, Mich. — General patronage.
THE PATENT LEATHER KID: Richard Barthelmess— ^A worthy production. Can be classed by
the side of other specials. WTiile a story with a
war background, it is in many ways different. It
can hardly help but please everyT%-here. Twelve reels.
— A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre. Twin Falls,
Idaho. — General patronage.
MISMATES: Doris Kenyon— 90»'o. April 29.
Fairly good picture which seemed to please most of
our patrons. Eight reels. — David Straszer. Lyceum
theatre, Manchester,
Mo. — General
patronage.
THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton Sills—
85%. Very good program picture that drew well
and pleased well. Best Sills picture in a long time.
Hope he continues to improve. — L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville. la. — General patronage.
THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton Sille—
Good picture well taken. Sbme asked if it was the
same picture as was out some years ajro, which I
think went to show the popularity of the story.
This picture will and can be released with a new cajrt
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every five or six years. Seven reels. — J. Christensen,
Garden theatre, St. Clair, Mich. — General patronage.
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Molly O'Day—
100%. April 22. Thifi is a very good picture. The
story is well known here and it drew in more people
than any other special I ever had. Eight reels. —
David Straszer, Lyceum theatre, Manchester, Mo. —
General patronage.
CAiULLE: Norma Talraadge — 46%. April 20-21.
Consider the story poor. Picture reflects the same,
acting and direction excellent. Drawing power
under normal. Photography very dark. Not a good
picture for the kids. Eight reels. — E. N. McFarland,
Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — Neighborhood
patronage.
CAJHLLE: Norma Talmadge— AprU 26-27. This
is a long, sad, droopy affair. The trailer has Norma
state that "I wish to be remembered by this wonderful production." What Norma ought to do is to
take her press agent out behind the woodshed and
talk to him with a club. If we had to remember
you by this production. Norma, you would sure be
a total loss. I can't say I heard one favorable
comment on it. A picture must have a happy ending
regardless of what any fool book or scenario may
call for, or what the dizzy critics may say. Nine
reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
MAN CRAZY: Mackaill-Mulhall.— 30%. April 27.
A good clean entertaining program picture. — Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
General
patronage.
MAN
CRAZY: Mulhall-Mackaill— April 15-16.
Ordinary program picture. — J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal. — ^Snxall town patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore — 70%. Not so
good. Drew well but many disappointed patrons
and the second night fell off terribly. — L. E. Palmer,
Postville theatre, Postville, la. — General patronage.
LAND BEYOND THE LAW: Ken Maynard— 56%.
April 26. A good Western, well made, and Ken is the
who draws for us and it's funny
Western
only
but we
have star
more women than men for the last
two pictures. Must have a lot of S. A. or something. Five reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove
theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
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BURNING DAYLIGHT: Milton Sills— For once
we had a Milton Sills feature that was well received and brought us many favorable comments.
Our patrons do not like the gruesome fights which
have been the main issue of his features, and it
goes to prove that intelligent story well acted would
soon place this player in popular demand. Seven
reels. — A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre, Twin Falls,
Idaho. — General patronage.
THE RED RAIDERS: Ken Maynard — April 15.
This is a good picture and should please any audience. Maynard is a wonderful rider and his horse
Tarzan is well trained. — Da\ad Straszer, Lyceum
theatre, Manchester, Mo. — General patronage.
THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess— April 17-18.
Good drama, but does not draw. — J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess— Best picture
this star has made since "Tol'able David" but no
business with roads practically impassable in all
directions. — L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville,
la. — General patronage.
GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard — Went over well
here. We have yet to play a Ken Maynard picture
that has failed to please. Seven reels. — ^A. R.
Anderson, Orpheum theatre. Twin Falls, Idaho.
General patronage.
THE PRIVATE LIFE OP HELEN OF TROY:
Lewis Stone — ^A picture really worth shelving. Sold
as a special. Brother exhibitors, how long must we
put up with this cut throat stuff. Positively the
worst picture ever hit my screen. Lewis Stone is
pitiful without his mustache. — R. J. Speck, Kenwood
theatre, Chicago, 111. — General patronage.
THE TEXAS STEER: William Rogers — This was
sold as a special, but First National shall never
sting ma again. I suggest Will Rogers bow out
of pictures and give the exhibitors a break. — -R. J.
Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111. — ^General patronage.
THE TEXAS STEER: Will Rogers— An enjoyable,
laughable picture with no draw at the box office for
me. Bill certainly is a well known and popular
person but he doesn't register with the movie mob.
But the picture is certainly okay.
Eight reels. —
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P. G. Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — General
patronage.
A TEXAS STEER: Will Rogers — A rather Billy
story. Seemed to please but eoraething lacking to
make it a really good show. Seven reels. — A. R.
Anderson, Orpheum theatre. Twin Falle, Idaho. —
General patronage.
AMERICAN BEAUTY: Billie Dove— Little program picture, no drawing power. — J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
THREE'S A CROWD: Harry Langdon — One of
the poorest pictures we have run this season. If
Langdon don't snap out of that marble face stuff
he is due for the discard very shortly. Six reels.
— H. E. Gilman, Club theatre. Weed, Cal. — General
patronage.
MISS NOBODY: Special cast— Very good.— J. W.
Schmidt, The Grand theatre, Breese, 111. — General
patronage.
THREE HOURS: Special cast— It's good.— J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111. — General patronage.
THE WHITE BLACK SHEEP: Richard Barthelmess— ^April 23-24. Good picture, but very dark in
parts. Taken all around think it satisfied patrons.
Seven reels. — S. J. Hackney, Star theatre, Roseland,
B. C, Canada. — Small town patronage.
HER SECOND CHANCE: Special cas1>— Good.—
J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111. — General
patronage.
SUBWAY SADIE: Dorothy Mackaill— Very good.
—J. W. Schmidt, The Grand theatre, Breese, 111. —
General patronage.
SOMEWHERE IN SONORA: Ken Maynard—
March 25. How he does ride! Play this picture and
meet 'em on the way out. Story good. Seven reels.
Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. — Small
town patronage.
DANCE MAGIC: Special ca£t— April 27. Very
good. Six reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa
Grove, 111. — General patronage.
NAUGHTY BUT NICE: Colleen Moore-^ust a
fair program. Lost money for us. First National
gets too much for her. — G. Carey, Strand theatre,
Paris, Ark. — General patronage.
WHITE PANTS WILLIE: Special casf^Very good
entertainment but has two scenes and one title that
is very smutty. Just plain dirt, and if you have
any pride in yourself or show house you will feel
like hiding your face. I don't see where the director,
or whoever is responsible, gets the idea people (or
the common class) want to see this kind of stuff, and
you hear what is the matter with the movies. It's
smut or plain dirt that is hurting the pictures. Cut
this out and business will pick up. You can't get by
in the small towns where the whole family goes to
the show, if you show this stuff. — J. W. Schmidt,
Grand theatre, Breese, 111. — General patronage.
ORCHIDS AND ERMINE: Colleen Moor^-Very
good. — J. W. Schmidt, The Grand theatre, Breese,
111. — General patronage.

Fox
SOFT LIVING: Madge Bellamy— 65%. April 29.
Hardly what I would class as a good picture. It
is entertaining enough; possibly for those you can
lure into the theatre but there is nothing in it worth
seeing or nothing to the story. Just another example
of why people are losing interest in pictures. Six
reels. — Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan,
Mich. — Small town patronage.
PAJAMAS: Olive Borden— 40%. April 26. Fair
Pleased most of them. Six reels. — L. W. Bagwell,
Crystal theatre, Oakman,
Ala. — General
patronage.
WOMAN WISE: William Russell— 12%. Very
good entertainment, but as usual no drawing power.
Six reels. — T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
— General patronage.
THE COUNTRY BEYOND: Olive Borden— 18%.
April 25. Picture okay. Star has not been seen
here before and tent show in competition left only a
few to see it. The picture is a little daring but
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nobody kicked.
Six reels. — O. A. Fosse, Community
theatre, RidgTvay, la. — Small town patronjage.
WHY SAILORS GO WRONG: Special cast— With
good direction perhaps could be made into a good
two reeler. Not a redeeming thing in it. In other
words, totally unsuited to our audience. Could
make a fair filler for a vaudeville bill. Six reels. —
A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre. Twin Falls, Idaho,
— ^General patronage.
SEVENTH HEAVEN: Gaynor-Farrell— You bet
thie is a dandy. Step on it. One of the best ever
made.— S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.
— General patronage.
THE SHARPSHOOTER: George O'Brien— Good
picture. George is usually good. Free anti-saloon
picture killed the business for me. — S. H. Rich, Rich
theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho. — General patronage.
BLACK JACK: Buck Jones— First Jones I've
played in many moons and while It was the same
old formula, hiding among the rocks and shooting
each other's hats off, etc., they seemed to like it, so
we should worry. Buck himself and his horse are
good. Five reels. — P. G. Vaughn, Sim theatre,
Kansas City, Mo. — General patronage.
TUMBLING RIVER: Tom Mix— AprU 14. Good
Western for Saturdays. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal.- — ^Small town patronage.
TUMBLING RIVER: Tom Mix— Pleased the Mix
fans. However, a lot of impossible stunts without
rhyme or reason. Don't go good any more with the
critical theatregoer. Six reels. — A. R. Anderson,
Orpheum theatre. Twin Falls, Idaho. — General patronage.
TONY RUNS WILD: Tom Mix— April 7-8. Good
Western, Mix pulls better for me than most Western
stars. Six reels. — ^H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre.
Gait, Cal. — Small town patronage.
FIG LEAVES: Olive Borden— May 3-4. A classy
picture with about two reels in technicolor. However, the paper on this is terrible and has a tendency to keep i>eopIe away in a small town. There
is nothing in the picture to offend any one, but the
paper would lead them to believe otherwise. Seven
reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, NelUsville,
Wis. — ^Small town patronage.
THE BRONCHO TWISTER: Special cast— Okay
for a Western. — J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Breese, 111.- — ^General patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Special oast— April 1.
A box office natural but — there's a lot of dirty profanity (and I'm not a good lip reader either) also,
many red hot mamma clashes. Not good for school
children. Nevertheless, it's intensely interesting and
Captain Flagg is perfect. To sum it up, it's awfully
dirty and it's awfully good. So there I (SRO ?
You bet!) Twelve reels. — Frank Sabin, Majestic
theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
WHISPERING SAGE: Buck Jones— A good Western for Buck Jones. — J. W. Schmidt, The Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.- — General patronage.
SILVER VALLEY: Tom Mix— Good average Mix
picture that did better than average business.— S. H.
Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. — General patronage.
ANKLES PREFERRED: Madge Bellamy- April
22-23. A snappy program picture. All Madge's pictures seem to be along about the same lines, that
is she exposes most of her personal charms and
generally a flock of unmentionables. Great stuff for
the cities, but a little too snappy for a mixed
audience in the thickets. Six reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — -Small town
patronage.
A MAN FOUR SQUARE: Buck Jones— Good
Western, plenty of action and what the Western fans
and kids want. Five reels. — H. W. Batchelder, Gait
theatre. Gait, Cal. — ^Small town patronage.
OUTLAWS OF RED RIVER: Special cast— Very
good. — J. W. Schmidt, The Grand theatre, Breese,
111. — General patronage.
MONTE CRISTO: John Gilbert— Re-issue. April
14-15. Very good picture but very poor business,
with very poor house second night. Eight reels. —
H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait, Cal.— Small
town patronage.
OVER THE HILL: Mary Carr— Re-issue. April
28-29. There is nothing to say about this except
that it is a great picture and worth running even
if it is old. Eleven reels. — H. W. Batchelder, Gait
theatre. Gait, Cal. — Small town patronage.

Goth am
THE OVERLAND LIMITED: Special cast— 71%.
April 23-24. This picture drew well and would have
pleased had I received a good print. The print was
rotten, Just all over the screen. Six reels. — L. W.
Bagwell, Crystal theaitre, Oakman, Ala. — General
patronage.
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE ROAD TO ROMANCE: Special cast— 50%.
April 30-31. When I received the press sheet on this
picture, I congratulated myself that I had a real one.
However, when I screened the actual picture I found
out it was one of Metro's secret pictures — ^they tried
to keep it from you on the screen. They kept it
dark most of the time — night scenes without any
moon. Now the press sheet is so darn good on this
picture, I advise you boys that haven't run this to
cut the press sheet in film size strips, paste 'em
together and run through the machine (excuse me,
Richardson, I mean projector) for the first reel.
Then, without rewinding run it through again for
the second reel. For the third reel, just run the
machine empty with the lights out, for the fourth
reel run the machine empty, lights on but with an
old sock hung over the lens. For the rest of the
picture reverse the process. You'll have the general
effect of the picture and it'll save you lots of rewinding, etc. All kidding aside, this is a little too
"artistic" a picture for small towns. I'll admit
I had a few that thought it was fine, but these same
people are so "artistic" they would want green
tombstones with yellow letters on their graves — so
that's that. This is the only picture I have ever
received from Metro that just wasn't extra good.
This pleased my crowd about 10 per cent. — John W.
Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. — General
patronage.
MAN, WOMAN AND SIN: John Gilbert— eflo/,.
April 29. We say read C. W. Doctor's report on this
in the April 28th issue. Them is our sentiments
exactly and it's the truth, the whole truth, etc. We
make our own slides with comments on the coming
pictures besides running the regular slides, etc. So
we told our folks that it was no picture for children
and to take it or leave it. We had no children to
speak of for which we were grateful. Our regular
patrons in great numbers stayed away but we got
a fair crowd of sensation seekers and were they
stung? We claim it's not any more hot than a
lot of pictures. We are not hollering about the out
and out badness but because there's no story and
it doesn't make sense. What a shame to waste John
Gilbert on such trash. And don't let anybody kid
you into believing you'll see scenes of Washington
or the Embassy Ball — sure you see people dancing —
it is to laugh. And are these trashy "sex-appeal"
names necessary to make a picture a success ? No !
Witness the box office on "Ben Hur," "The Big
Parade," "Keeper of the Bees," "Laddie," and scores
of others we could name. They did fine without a
scarlet name! Seven reels. — L. L. Netzer, American
Legion
theatre, Lena, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE STUDENT PRINCE: Ramon Novarro —
50%. April 29-30. This is a fine picture. Star and
oast splendid. Too classy to be a money maker in
towns of this size (5,000). Them that knew "what
it was all about" very satisfactory, the balance just
didn't know. Satisfaction about 60 per cent. Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
General patronage.
TWELVE MILES OUT: John Gilbert— 75%.
April 23-24. A he-man's picture that the ladies like.
Plenty of action, thrills, etc. Had a larger crowd
second night than had first, so it was well received.
Play it even if it is a little old. It clicks. — John W.
Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. — General
patronage.
ROSE MARIE: Special cast— 22%. Very good
North woods picture. Pleased the few who came.
Eight reels. — T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark. — General patronage.
THERE YOU ARE: Conrad Nagel— 20%. April
11. Cannot understand where the people are. Since
Lent business has fallen way off. This picture is
pretty fair, but I ran a two reel comedy from Universal that was and had all the same things as in
the first two reels of this. People told me about it
and claimed I was repeating the picture. Six reels.
— E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — ■
Small town patronage.
LOVE'S BLINDNESS: Special cast— 50%. March
28. Not for small town folks. Will not draw.
Seven reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan- 24%. Very good for
all the family. Seven reels. — T. A. Shea, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark. — General patronage.
TEA FOR THREE: Cody-Pringle— 65%. April 22.
This would have made a good two reeler, but to
stretch it out to seven is too much. The laughs are
too few and far between. First ^valkouts we had in
a long time. "Adam and Evil" went over big here
but this was an absolute flop. The story is the thing.
Anyway this lacked the spark. Seven reels. — L. L.
Netzer, American Legion theatre, Lena, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
THE PATSY: Marion Davies— April 18-19. Very
good comedy. Pleased all who saw it including yours
truly.
Business
not so good, but held up sxKxi
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second day which is the real test. Eight reels. — S. J.
Hackney, Star theatre, Rossland, B. C, Canada. —
Small town patronage.
BABY MINE: Dane-Arthur— April 30-May 1.
This is certainly the rottenest vulgar picture I have
ever put on my screen. I simply sat and sweated
all through the picture and was really ashamed to
look at the people when they came out. It's a shame
we have to put up with such junk as this. Ju.st
a few more like this one and Metro-Goldwyn and I
will be through. Six reels. — Guy Loudermilk, Fairy
theatre, Nappanee, Ind. — General patronage.
BEN HUR: Ramon Novarro — April 25-26. Gave
this 100 per cent on merit as for drawing power
with me. It grossed in two nights less than my
house record of Rin Tin Tin. If anyone can figure
out this town for me I v/ould like to hear from
them. They do not appreciate a picture here. The
picture pulled people out that I never saw before
but lots would not come. Metro gave me a fine
break. Thanks, Metro, very much. Twelve reels. —
E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y.—
Small town patronage.
LAW OF THE RANGE: Tim McCoy— AprU 27-28.
Just a little better than "Wyoming" but nothing
extra. Metro should rather put this McCoy in some
good pictures or, let someone have him that will,
for I consider him a fair Western star if he had
a chance. Six reels. — Guy Loudermilk, Fairy theatre,
Nappanee, Ind. — General patronage.
UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE: Flash- Acting of
this dog very good. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
THE DIVINE WOMAN: Greta Garbo— Many patrons disappointed. They seem to want Garbo as a
vamp.— a. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. —
Small town patronage.
WYOMING: Tim McCoy— McCoy will always be
poison to our box-office. — R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, III. — General patronage.
QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies— This is
Marion Davies" poorest picture. — R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago,
III. — General
patronage.
BECKY: Sally O'Neil- AprU 25-26. Just one
word expresses it, rotten. Lost money on this.
Many walk-outs. Took in S6.00 second night and
those hardy ones did not all see it through.
Typical comment "What the h — did they make that
picture for?" Mack Swain's "Fallin' Woman gag"
is about the most painful near joke we have seen
for many moons. Seven reels. — S. J. Hackney, Star
theatre, -Rossland, B. C, Canada. — Small town
patronage.
FRISCO
SALLY
LEVY:
Sally O'Neil— March 21.
Sally can throw my watch in the river — she (and
the excellent ca.st) made a dandy piece of entertainment.— Frank
Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont,
- — Small
town patronage.
CALIFORNaA: Tim McCoy— March 14. Historical,
good, lots of action. — PVank Sabin, Majestic theatre.
Eureka,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
WICKEDNESS PREFERRED: Pringle-Cody— Very
good light entertainment. Something new in slang
phrases that will get a laugh. Six reels. — ^T. A.
Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — (general patronage.
THE FIRE BRIGADE: Special cast— Probably the
best fire pictuie made. Technicolor gives it class.
Take it, but don't expect it to draw like a special
should. — G. Carey, Strand theatre, Paris, Ark. —
General patronage.

Paramount
THE SECRET HOUR: Pola Negri— 30%. AprU
25. Not a bad picture. Well liked by the few who
turned out for it. However, we think the castinsr
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director makec a mietake when Pola is selected for
this type of picture. Photography good. Film fair,
although we ran into a whole flock of poor splices.
Junk reels. E5ght reels. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
LOVE AND LEARN: Esther Ralston— 75%. Very
good. Seems like Dix is slipping on account of poor
material, and Ralston gets better material. Both
are good bets but Dbc is not getting the breaks. —
L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la.—
General patronage.
JESSE JAMES: Fred Thomson— 35%. May 3.
Our first Fred Thomeon. The picture is fair, it's too
long. Eight reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theartre, Greenriver. Utah. — General patronage.
JESSE JAMES: Fred Th.->mson — ^Not nearly as
good as the old F B O picturee, although more money
was spent on this. Dieappointe.i. — S. H. Rich, Rich
theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho. — General
patronage.
BEAU SABREUR: Special cast— 75%. Not another "Beau Geste" but a. very good desert picture.
Too many school entertainments so it wa£ almost a
failure at the box office. — L. E. Palmer. Postville
theatre, Postville, la. — General patronage.
BEAU SABREUR: Special cast — Very good picture of the "Beau Geste" type on considerable more
action and comedy. Has the same drawing power
of "Beau Geste" which was zero for me. Personally
think both pictures had poor titles for the mob.
The people who read such books as "Beau Geste"
and "Beau Sabreur" are not regular movie fans.
Good titles mean a lot in this business. Of course
there must be good direction and a real story aNo.
I took a neat loss on both the above mentioned pi ^
ductions and they are both good pictures. Figure i
out for yourself. Seven reels. — P. G. Vaughn, Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — General patronage.
MANPOWER: Richard Dix— 30%. April 21. Attendance nothing unusual but those who came said
good. A special Fox news reel in colors showing
the settings in detail leading to the Crucifixion and
Resurrection was an added attraction. Regarding
the feature will say that Mary Brian is the best example of unconscious acting that we get from the
screen. Thanks for the photo that I should get Miss
Brian ! Six reels. — O. A. Fosse, Community theatre,
Rldgeway, la. — Small town patronage.
MAN POWER: Richard Dix— January 1-2. A very
good, entertaining Dix picture. The photography of
the night scenes done in black and white are very
effective. This is the first picture for many years
which I recall that the night scenes did not look as
though they had been ducked in a barrel of green
paint. As a matter of fact, this picture drew and
pleased just twice as many as that alleged special,
"Knockout Riley." Seven reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Emil Jannings—
55%. A story picturized is the most apt description
of this exhibition for it is more of a story than a
drama, though drama it is in which no detail or
situation potential to the story is missing. The loving
husband, the kind father, the able bank cashier who
lectures the clerk who was late, on the wiles of
women and the house boy who pilfered twenty-five
cents only to fall himself, is well connected. So is
one sequence after another from the time he steps
on the train at Milwaukee where he falls a victim to
the wiles of a siren who leads him to her dive in
Chicago where he is debauched and robbed of the
bank's securities until he wakes up in a stupor
next morning to realize the awful thing which has
happened to Otto Schilling. All this is a story, the
rest is drama the most pathetic in modern life. My
impression of Emil Jannings the second time is as the
first, a strikingly kindly disposition, well adapted to
the character which he plays. He is perfectly natural
and free from staginess. And his art is deserving
of the highest compliment. It is so natural as not to
appear to be art at all. — A. J. Gibbons, IllinoisKozy-Elite theatres. Metropolis, 111. — General patronage.
ARIZONA BOUND: Gary Cooper— 13%. April 24.
Good little picture for the email town but no one got
excited over it here, eo I don't know what they do
like now-a-days anymore. Six reels. — Rudolf Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
HULA: Clara Bow — 75%. Clara is sure fire in
this one, and a boon to the box office. If you haven't
already done so, my advice is to hook up with this
ukulele lady. — L. M. Dunlap, Palace theatre. Meridian,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
HULA: Clara Bow— 30%. April 28. If the picture has not shown within twenty miles distance
from year theatre, you had better show it. Any of
her pictures have box office value to the house showing them on release. Pa and Ma stay home and
worry about what Dorothy will learn from Clara.
If it takes the whole family to make a success of
your show you had better choose a different type.
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Six reels. — O. A. Fosse, Community theatre. Ridgeway, la. — Small town patronage.
THREE SINNERS: Pola Negri— 30%. AprU 18.
A good picture but not so good from box office
standpoint. At least in small towns. Not of general interest although there were some very favorable
comments from a certain class. New film and reels,
everything in fine shai)e. Plenty of light. Watch
your step when you get new film from Cincinnati.
Eight reels. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
CHANG: Special cast— 75%. April 25-26. This
is a wonder picture. You have got to see it to ai>preciate it. My patrons all said, "wonderful!" — Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
General patronage.
CHANG: Special cast — 48%. Good picture to poor
business. No drawing power with me but comments

Seven reels. — Nicolaides Brothere, American theatre,
Scofield, Utah. — Small town patronage.
FEEL MY PULSE: Bebe Daniels— April 22-23.
Good program picture. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
DRUMS OF THE DESERT: Warner BaxterApril 24-25. A very good Zane Grey picture. Be
sure you are awake when you advertise this as this is
not the name of the book which Zane Grey wrote.
It was adapted from hie story "Desert Valley." Zane
Grey's name will pull good, but by mentioning the
fact that this was adapted from one of his books,
will have a tendency to increase box office receipts.
Six reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, NeUIsville. Wis. — Small town patronage.
DRUMS OF THE DESERT: Warner BaxterVery good. — J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese,
111. — General patronage.

good
audience.
up bewith
schools
in'
small from
towns.theHandled
right Tie
should
a hit.
Should
be bought at program price. Seven reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. —
Neighi)orhood
patronage.
A GENTLEMEN OF PARIS: Adolphe Menjou—
45%. April 28. A good picture. Seven reels. —
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
— General patronage.

LET IT RAIN : Douglas MacLean— This is a dandy
good clean comedy and thrills enough for everybody.
Also some of the best color photography I have seen
in the last reel. — ^H. E. Gilman, Club theatre. Weed,
Cal. — General patronage.

BEAU GESTE: Special cast— 65%. This is a
special and will please a general audience. Played
Monday-Tuesday
to fair
be
classified as the Gold
Medalbusiness.
winner ofShouldn't
the season.
It's far below "Seventh Heaven." Ten reels. — E. N.
McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
BEAU GESTE: Special cast — April 7. Good picture to poor business but not the fault of the picture. This picture did not draw for me as we expected some extra business. About 15 regular patrons
did not come out to see it. We raised the admission to five, fifteen and thirty cents. Had better
business on "The Rough Riders" than' on "Beau
Geste" but we had some good comments for "Beau
Geste" from those who came to see this picture.
Ten leels. — Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre,
Scofield, Utah. — Small town patronage.
SPORTING
GOODS:
Dix—with
60%.only
I can't
give
this much.
Very Richard
sorry, but
one
real funny situation it is impossible to give it much of
a rating. Patrons disappointed. — L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la. — General patronage.
THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Emil Jannings.—
58%. April 15-16. It's a great drama, heavy and sad
and the work of all the cast is great. A production special but a program picture at the box office.
Eight reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre.
Port Huron,
Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
SHANGHAI BOUND:
Special cast— 42% April 26.
A very good picture. Everyone liked it. Seven' reels.
— Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — Gneral patronage.
RUNNING WILD: W. C. Fields— 47%. Very good
comedy drama and Fields' work in this made a lot
of friends for both of us. Business considered good,
following "Beau Geste." Six reels.— E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
WE'RE ALL GAMBLERS: Thomas Meighan—
37%. Only a fair program picture which failed to do
average busines in an Irish neighborhood. Seven
reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port
Huron, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
ADVENTURE MAD: Special cast— Another one
of Paramount's sour grapes. — R. J. Speck, Kenwood
theatre, Chicago, 111. — General patronage.
LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED: Special castVery good picture that did better than average business.— S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.
— General patronage.
THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson— Better
picture than "Jesse James" and, in fact, a very good
attraction, but with rain and muddy roads I am
thankful to break even. — L. E. Palmer, Postville
theatre. Postville, la. — General patronage.
GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES: Special cast^
This was sold as a Paramount special, lay off,
boys, only a fair picture, and will not click at the
box office. — R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago,
III. — General patronage.
GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES: Ruth Taylor
■ — -A picture that should have been one of the season's
box office hits but it's another stage play gone wrong
and I don't know just why. It's a well directed, well
acted, well dressed production, but hasn't done a thing
here in Kansas City. I consider it a good picture.
Seven reels. — ^P. G. Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — General
patronage.
CHILDREN OF DIVORCE: Clara Bow— April IL
Good, and fair business. This star is a drawing
card for this town. We had some extra business
and they were all satisfied one hundred per cent. We
appreciate your great work you have done. Miss Clara.

THE CITY GONE WILD: Thomas Meighan—
One of Tom's best. — S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. — General patronage.
SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels— Not up to Bebe's
average. — S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.
— General patronage.
IT: Clara Bow — We had more comments on this
picture than anything else. Sure Clara Bow was
great in this picture. Satisfied 100 per cent, and
for this reason we congratulate Clara Bow. Seven
reels. — Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Utah. — Small town patronage.
KNOCKOUT RILEY: Richard Dix— Good comments, satisfied all. You have done great work on
this picture, Mr. Richard Dix. Seven reels. —
Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Utah.
— Small town patronage.
THE ROUGH RIDERS: Special cast— Thifl is a
very good picture featuring the Spanish-American
war and follows history closely enough. This is a
fine picture for school children as well as adulte. —
H.
E. Gilman, Club theatre. Weed, Cal. — General patronage.
THE

ROUGH RIDERS: Special cast — Good picture. Ten reels. — Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Utah. — Small town patronage.
A WOMAN ON TRIAL: Pola Negri— Very good
picture. Pola is coming out of it. Give us more
like this and "Barbed Wire."— S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. — General patronage.
WE'RE IN THE NAVY NOW: Beery-Hatton—
April 25-26. Very good comedy. Pleased all who
came to see it. Seven reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star
theatre, Villa Grove, 111.. — General patronage.
SUNSET LEGION: Fred Thomson— April 21.
Very good Western. This is the kind Thomson
should stick with. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma,
Cal. — Small town patronage.
THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER: Jack HoH^Very
good.
— J.patronage.
W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111. —
General
IRISH LUCK: Special cast— Just fair.— J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111. — General patronage.
WOMAN HANDLED: Special cast— Very good.—
J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111. — General
patronage.
THE COVERED WAGON: Special cast— This picture played our house before we took it over when
picture was first out and have heard so much about it
that ■we picked it up and did a surprising business.
The picture was great in its day but seems very
small compared to the pictures of today. Every scene
seemed so short that we had to run it rather slow. —
Ray eral
P. patroange.
Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O.— Gen-

Pathe-P D C
THE NIGHT FLYER: William Boyd— 69%. April
29. A good picture that drew a very good house
the reason being that the picture was taken less
than one hundred miles from here on the Denver &
Rio Grande Railroad and as this is a railroad town
everyone wanted to see it. They did ! Seven reels. —
Hulda patronage.
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
—Mrs.
General
THE NIGHT FLYER: William Boyd— April 18.
This is a good railroad drama and good entertaining picture. We had a full house as they all came
out to see this pictui-e because it was made in our
Carbon County, sixteen' miles from Scofield. I wish
Mr. William Boyd would come back this summer and
make another picture up in these mountains. We
thank you, Mr. Boyd. Seven reels. — ^Nicolaides
Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Utah. — Small
town patronage.
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THE COUNTRY DOCTOR: Rudolph Schlldkraut—
74%. April 17-18. A laugh on life with a tear behind it ! Ju6t fits this picture and if it's handled
rigrht will make money. Built up on second night.
It's a sad picture with enough comedy relief to make
'em like it. Rudolph does some wonderful acting in
this and his supporting cast is great. Seven reels. —
E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre, Port Huron,
Mich. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
ALMOST A LADY: Marie Prevost— 60%. April
28. Just six reels of ipicture show. Nothing much to
it, although the audience condescended to a few
minor snickers. Do not consider this worthy of
much comment one way or the other. Six reels. —
Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. —
Small town patronage.
DRESS PARADE: William Boyd— 85%. Good
picture. Well made and will please an audience.
Did good business on Sunday. Six reels. — E. N.
McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
GIGOLO: Rod LaRocque— 65%. April 20-21.
Just a fair program picture. If we couldn't average
better than this we would soon be out of the running.
Photography fair, film poor. Seven reels. — Tivenan
& Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small
town patronage.
FIGHTING LOVE: Special cast— An abomination
unto the industry. Roxy said this was a wonderful
one. He would starve picking pictures for my crowd.
Don't show it. The garter grabbing scene is more
than vulgar. — G. Carey, Strand theatre, Paris, Ark.
— General patronage.
ON TO RENO: Marie Prevoet— A good little program picture. Miss Prevost handles the situations
in this sort of picture in a very clever manner. Good
support in this picture. — H. E. Gilman, Club theatre.
Weed,
Cal. — General
patronage.
TWISTED TRIGGERS: Wally Wales— April 21.
My first one with this boy and he looks as though
he was going to be a good card. A fair program
Western, but it will please the Saturday nighters.
Five reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.

Rayart
THE CRUISE OF THE HELLION: Special castApril 24-25. I don't know what to say about this,
X went to a lot of trouble to get it and then did no
business the first night and less the second. Personally Ithought it a fair sea picture but no special.
Seven reels. — H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait,
Cal. — Small town patronage.

United Artists
THE GAUCHO: Douglas Fairbanks— 64%. One of
Doug's good ones. Eleven reels. — T. A. Shea, Palace
theatre, McGehee,
Ark. — General patronage.
MY BEST GIRL: Mary Pickford— 100%. April
26-27. Oh, Boy! Ain't it a grand and glorious feeling, to see them packing in as in the good old days
of a year ago? That is what Mary did for me and
what is better yet she pleased them all. All .agreed
that it was the best Pickford in several years if not
the best she ever made. Eight reels. — Homer P.
Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich. — Small
town patronage.
MY BEST GIRL: Mary Pickford— 80%. The best
this star has made in many a month. Would have
been very good at the box office if we hadn't received about a foot of snow the day of the show. —
L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la. —
General patronage.
THE CIRCUS: Charlie Chaplin— April 26-27.
This one sure did bring 'em in. Did not do any
extra heavy advertising, it seemed they knew all
about it. Broke house record held by "The Son of
the Sheik." As for the picture, I think "The Gold
Rush" was better. It seemed that the kids had to
start the laughing and then the older ones would
pick it up. Don't pass it up if you can buy it
right. We did. Seven reels. — Ray P. Murphy, Old
Trail theatre, Hebron,
O. — General
patronage.

Universal
THE BORDER CAVALIER: Fred Humes— 50%.
April 14. Boy, he can ride and fight. Well received
here. Universal's pictures this year are way above
those of last year. Five reels. — ^E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre, Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE BORDER CAVALIER: Fred Humes- 50%.
April 28. A good Western picture. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
THE RAWHIDE KID: Hoot Gibson— 100%. April
28. Hoot never fails to draw a full house. Consequently he is a hard man to beat. The "Rawhide
Kid"
is no exception
to the rule.
Six reels. —
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Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.
— Small town patronage.
THE SHIELD OF HONOR: Neil Hamilton— 54%.
A good program picture which failed to do normal
business but the weather had something to do with
it. It's a great little show after you get 'em. Six
reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port
Huron,
Mich. — ^Neighborhood
patronage.
THE CHINESE PARROT: Marion Nixon— 30%.
April 22. Good mystery melodrama. Only fault with
this was too many night scenes and all too dark to
see what was going on. Plenty of suspense. Acting
of Nixon very good and Bosworth got the part to
perfection. Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
THE CHINESE PARROT: Marion Nixon— 20%.
May 1. Fair, too much night photography and weird
effects for us. Seven reels. — ^Mrs. Hulda J. Green,
Gem
theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General
patronage.
THE CHINESE PARROT: Marion Nixon— April
29. Had several walk out on this. For my.self I
thought it a fair program picture. Seven reels. —
Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111. — General
patronage.
THE CHINESE PARROT: Marion Nixon— Fair
picture. Not in the class with "The Cat and
Canary." — S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho. — General patronage.
LOVE ME AND THE WORLD IS MINE: Special
cast — 60%. April 30 and May 1. This picture probably rates as a special, but was not recognized here
as a super-special. Some excellent work by the starring team, but in my opinion Universal has gone in
too much for foreign settings for its specials this
year. Seven reels. — L. M. Dunlap, Palace theatre,
Meridian, Tex. — ^Small town patronage.
A TRICK OF HEARTS: Hoot Gibson— 95%. April
7. Hoot good as usual in this one, and drew the
crowd as usual, but not as good a picture as "Painted
Ponies," which numbers of my patrons call Hoot's
best bet. Six reels. — L. M. Dunlap, Palace theatre.
Meridian,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
LES MISERABLES: Special cast— 60%. Here is
a picture that builds prestige for any theatre and
brings many of them in who care nothing for the
ordinary drama. Play it. — L. M. Dunlap, Palace
theatre. Meridian,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
LES MISERABLES: Special cast— A worthy production, well directed, well acted. It may not draw
but should please if you can get them in, as it holds
your attention from start to finish. Eight reels. — ■
A. R. Anderson, Orpheum theatre. Twin Falls,
Idaho. — General patronage.
THE CAT AND CANARY: Laura La Plante
— 75%. Ranks high as a mystery drama and drew
better second night than the first, which tells its own'
story. Laura always a good bet here. — L. M. Dunlap,
Palace
ronage. theatre, Meridian, Tex. — Small town patTHE CAT AND CANARY: Laura La Plant<^30%.
April 19. The title and advertising played up to the
scratch. Mystery, thrills and suspense, all the way
through and how they screamed. Played only one
night to better business than usual. Eight reels.
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
patronage.
THE CAT AND CANARY: Laura La Plante—
April 19-20. This was a good mystery picture interesting all the way through, but did not pull for me.
I don't blame the picture. Eight reels. — H. W.
Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait, Cal. — Small town
patronage.
ONE GLORIOUS SCRAP: Fred Humes- 20%.
April 30. Many favorable comments from the people
who patronized this flicker. Five reels. — Homer P.
Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich. — Small
town patronage.
THREE MILES UP: Al Wilson— 62%. March 31.
Well liked by crowd. My town wants action and
this certainly has it. One of the regular dime novels
in pictures. Five reels. — ^E. S. Wright, Redwood
theatre. Redwood,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
GALLOPING FURY: Hoot Gibson— 80%. April
11. Very good comedy drama which seemed to please
all of our patrons. Six reels — David Straszer,
Lyceum theatre, Manchester, Mo. — General patronage.
DESERT DUST: Ted Wells— 80%. April 28.
This boy (Ted Wells) is steadily growing here as
a box-office attraction, and I believe he's a comer.
This was only the second of his pictures played here
and it got much favorable comment. Five reels. —
L. M. Dunlap, Palace theatre. Meridian, Tex. — Small
town patronage.
MEN OF DARING: Special cast— 60%. April 7.
Very fine picture of the better class of Westerns.
Well liked but did not draw any extra business. Six
reels. — E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
FANGS OF DESTINY: Dynamite— 28%. April 24.
Fair, oar first of this dog and we can't see much to
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him. Bad weather may have had something to do
with the small crowd. Five reels. — ^Mrs. Hulda J.
Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General
patronage.
THE MIDNIGHT ROSE: Special cast— After reviewing this picture, I admitted all patrons free and
still I was ashamed to face them as they came out.
Really a disgrace to put on the screen. — R. J.
Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111. — General
patronage.
PAINTING THE TOWN: Special cast— It's good
but expected a better one. The support put the picture over and not Tryon. — J. W. Schmidt, The Grand
theatre, Breese, 111. — ^Jeneral patronage.
THE RUNAWAY EXPRESS: Special cast— Good.
—J. W. Schmidt, The Grand theatre, Breese, HI.—
General patronage.
THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE: Special cast— Very
good. — J. W. Schmidt, The Grand theatre, Breese,
III. — General patronage.
HELD BY THE LAW: Special cast^March 24.
Very good. Held interest. Good plot. Well liked
and spoken of. One of Universal's feest. Seven
reels. — ^E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood,
N. Y.^-Small town patronage.
THE WILD WEST SHOW: Hoot Gibson— This
picture fits Hoot to exactness and they come in from
the creek-forks when they see his name linked up
to this kind of title. Seldom are you disappointed
on a Hoot picture. — L. M. Dunlap, Palace theatre.
Meridian,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
FAST AND FURIOUS: Reginald Denny— A great
show. Pleased immensely. Plenty of laughs, action
and thrills. Played on Sunday. Six reels. — A. R.
Anderson, Orpheum theatre. Twin Falls, Idaho. —
General
patronage.
FAST AND FURIOUS: Special cast— Very good.—
J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, HI. — General
patronage.
HEY, HEY, COWBOY: Hoot Gibson— Good picture
that pleased. — S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho. — General patronage.
BUTTERFLIES IN THE RAIN: Laura La Plante
— Very good. — J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese,
111. — General patronage.
THE DENVER DUDE: Special cast— Good Westem. — J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111. —
General patronage.
WESTERN WHIRLWIND: Jack Hoxie— April 28.
Plenty of action in it after it gets started, but it
doesn't get much of a start until the fourth reel.
Five reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
OH, BABY: Special cast — Very nice Sunday picture.— J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese. 111. —
General patronage.
BEWARE OF WIDOWS: Special cast— Very good.
— J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, III. —
General
patronage.
THE FOURTH COMMANDMENT: Special cast^Very good mother picture. — J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, III. — General patronage.

"Warner Bros.

HUSBANDS
FORseveral
RENT:
Special
»0»'oWarners
have had
bad ones
but cast—
for sheer
failure to satisfy this one takes the prize. This is
the kind that will bring on censorship. The scene
of the butler and the girl in reel four being disgusting to say the least. It is absolutely without any
merit and my patrons did not fail to say so. — J.
Christensen, Garden theatre, St. Clair, Mich. —
General patronage.
HILLS OF KENTUCKY: Rin Tin Tin— ei"',,.
April 4. Very good picture. He always pulls the
kids and they bring out the older ones. Would advise
any small town to play any Rin Tin Tin, he is a
good bet. Six reels. — E. S. Wright. Redwood theatre.
Redwood, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
ACROSS THE PACIFIC: Monte Blue— 12%. April
27-28. Very good show played to no business. The
photos must have done all the poor advertising. My
poorest business on Friday and Saturday for some
time, but we thought we had a good show which
was not approved by our turnout at the box office.
My folks must not care for war pictures. Eight
reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. —
Genera]
ratronage.
THE GOLDEN COCOON: Gordon-Chadwjck— 55%.
May 1. A three reel picture, expanded to so\-en.
This is an old one from 1924-1925 list before Warner's took a correspondence course on making pictures for small towns. Shelve it. Seven n?els. —
John W. Crabtree. Jo>-land theatre. Corning, .Vrk. —
General patronage.
CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin— 10%.
April 20-21. Dandy good picture for any night.
Just like a Western. .■Ml outdoor action and that
is what most of my psitrons want.
Rin Tin Tin
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always good. Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball,
S. D. — General patronage.
THE SILVER SLAVE: Irene Rich— Inasmuch as
Irene Rich is an exceptionally strong actress this
picture went over fairly well on a double feature
bill. But it's a very shallow story. Seven reels. —
P. G. Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
General patronage.
A DOG OF THE REGIMENT: Rin Tin TinMarch IS. You may be sure of a house on this one.
It will please, no doubt of it. — Frank Sabin, Majestic
theatre, Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
ONE ROUND HOGAN: Monte Blue— AprU 28.
Very nice little picture. Little long in getting
started, but after the third reel it moves along in
nice shape. Boosted Jim Jeflfries' name and had a
nice crowd. Seven reels. — Ray P. Murphy, Old
Trail theatre, Hebron,
O. — General patronage.
GINSBERG THE GREAT: George Jessel— Terrible
picture. George Jessel really should give up as a
screen actor. — R. J. Sp<?ck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.— General
patronage.
HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS; Rin Tin TinMay 1-2. A good dog picture which pleases Rinty's
fans. Six reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.

State Rights
CLOSED GATES: Special cast — 46%. April 25.
Really a very good program pictui'e but no one
knows it until after it's too late. Six reels. — E. N.
McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
FRENZIED FLAMES: CuUen Landis— April 10-11.
This is a very good fire picture ; plenty of fire scenes
and action. It brought better than the usual Tues.Wed. crowd. Six reels. — H. W. Batchelder, Gait
theatre. Gait, Cal. — Small town patronage.
HOO DOO RANCH: Buddy Roosevelt— 68%. April
27-28. Not much. Too slow. Not enough action
to suit my Western fans. Five reels. — L. W. Bagwell, Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala. — General patronage.
THE OLD CODE: Special ca£t— 41%. April 20-21.
Fair crowd. Rained both nights but got a few who
said just fair. Six reels. — L. W. Bagwell, Crystal
theatre, Oakman,
Ala. — -General patronage.
RED SIGNALS: Special cast— 38%. Not much to
it and a fair story was badly directed. Six reels.- —
E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron,
Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE SLAVER: Special cast— 50%. April 18-19.
Story from book by James Oliver Curwood. Rather
slow in starting and has rather abrupt ending. Some
good action and suspense making a fair program
picture. It'll get by okay. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning,
Ark. — General patronage.
THE TEXAS FLASH: Pawnee Bill— 65%. April 6.
Very poor, plot, photography, and action. Five reels.
— John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark.
— General
patronage.
TRICKS: Marian Mills— 60%. April 20. Out of
the ordinary Western, well received and lots of
favorable comments. Good. Five reels. — John W.
Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. — General
patronage.
WEST OF THE MOJAVE: Special cast— 75%.
April 14. Average Western that viill please most
of them. Five reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland
theatre. Corning,
Ark. — General patronage.
WOMEN LOVE DIAMONDS: Pauline Starke—
April 14. Just a fair picture. Not for a family
show. Seven reels. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.
Red Creek, N. Y. — Small town patronage.

Serials
BLAKE OF SCOTLAND YARD: (Universal)
Hayden Stevenson — The best drawing serial to play
this theatre since "The Riddle Rider." Two reels. —
Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.
— Small town patronage.
BLAKE OF SCOTLAND YARD: (Universal) Special cast — Number five and gaining all the while.
Seems to be above the average serial. Two reels. —
E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron,
Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
TRAIL OF THE TIGER: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty — On fourth chapter and is picking up.
Two reels. — ^Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,
Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.

Short Subjects
EDUCATIONAL
DUMMIES: Larry Scmon— Fairly good. — J. L.
Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town
patronage.
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FBO
BILL GRIMM'S PROGRESS: Cooke-Guard— Good.
Great chapter. Patrons asked us if there were any
more coming and told us this was the best chapter.
Satisfied 100 per cent everyone who came to see it.
We have played the last chapter during March.
Twelve chapters. — Nicolaides Brothers, American
theatre, Scofield, Utah. — Small tovra patronage.
CAMPUS ROMEOS: Three Fat Men— Good. The
kind a small town likes. Two reels. — Ray P.
Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O. — General
patronage.
CHANNEL SWIM: Krazy Kat— Just another cartoon and that does not mean anything at all. One
reel. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. —
General patronage.
FLESHY DEVILS: Three Fat Boys— This was
good, so what more could we ask for ? Two reels. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
patronage.
MICKEY COMEDIES: VeiT good and will make
the "Gang" go some to keep up. — J. Christensen,
Garden theatre, St. Clair, Mich. — General patronage.
OUL OUI, HEIDELBERG: Three Fat Boys— Good
Standard comedy. Plenty of laughs and that's all
we want. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D. — ^General patronage.
THE UNSOCIAL THREE: A Ton of Fun— Fair.
Two reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,
Greenriver,
Utah. — General
patronage.
FOX
LOVE HUNGRY: Very good little comedy. Kept
them good natured all through the show. — S. H. Rich,
Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. — General patronage.
OLD WIVES WHO KNEW: Fair comedy. Nothing startling. Two reels. — T. A. Shea, Palace
theatre, McGehee,
Ark. — General patronage.
METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
AFRICAN
ADVENTURE:
Oddity— Very
good.
Seemed to please.
One reel. — L. L. Netzer, American Legion theatre,
Lena, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
THE CALL OF THE CUCKOO: Hardly a laugh
in the whole two reels. Don't see where they get
this bunk, for a comedy. Two reels. — John W.
Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. — General
patronage.
EDISON MARCONI AND CO.: Our Gang— This
one rates well with the rest of Our Gang comedies.
Possibly a little better than average. Two reels. —
Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.
- — Small town patronage.
FIGHTING FATHERS: A "get by" for a comedy.
Two reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre.
Corning, Ark. — General patronage.
40,000 MILES WITH
LINDBERGH:
April 25-26.
Played this with "Chang" and made a wonderful program and satisfied all. I hope Lindy gets his share
of receipts on this picture as he is certainly the star.
— Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— General patronage.
HATS OFF: Laurel-Hardy— Very good comedy.
These birds are great. Always figured they would
be a great team since seeing them in "Second Hundred Years." Two reels. — Ray P. Murphy, Old
Trail theatre, Hebron, O. — General patronage.
HATS OFF: Laurel-Hardy— Would rate this about
80 per cent on average good comedy. Two reels. —
Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. —
Small town patronage.
THE JUNGLE ROUNDUP:
We believe these oddities have a
whole than the average comedy.
& Wolfe, Screenland theatre,
town patronage.

Oddity— Very good.
better appeal on the
One reel. — Tivenan
Nevada, O. — ^Small

LOVE 'EM AND FEED 'EM: Hal Roach— Good
comedy. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. —
Small town patronage.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER NEWS: Metro's news
is getting better. Was very punk when first came
out. One reel.— Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre,
Hebron, O. — General patronagg.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER NEWS: No. 63, 65,
67. Good. One reel. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
O. — Small town patronage.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER ODDITIES: Could
get along very nicely without these. Too short to
bother with. Okay for filler in big houses. Onehalf reel.— Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron.
O. — General patronage.
PARASOL ANT: Oddity— These oddity subjects
are well liked as a rule. This particular subject
was a little monotonous — too many ants. One reel.
Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. —
Small town patronage.
STING OF STINGS: Charlie Chase— Very good
comedy all through. It will please, play it. Two
reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre, Corning,
Ark. — General patronage.
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STING OF STINGS: Charlie Chase— This is the
bunk. Not up to Charlie Chase's standard. Failed
to get many laughs. — L. L. Netzer, American Legion
theatre, Lena, Wis.-^Small
town patronage.
SUGAR DADDIES: It'll get over good. Two
reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning,
Ark. — General patronage.
US: Charlie Chase— Very good.— J. L. Seiter,
Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Small town patronage.
PARAMOUNT
CRAZY TO FLY: Bobby Vernon— Well, Bob, you
have thrilled them in this one and did it right. Very
good two reeler. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
THE ELEGY: Absolutely n. g. for our patronage.
This was supposed to be a comedy to run with
"Three Sinners" and instead was tragedy with
funerals, graveyards, etc. Ugh ! What do they film
such stuff for? Two reels. — Tivenan & Wolfe,
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
FANTASY: Featurette — Just some film that we
pulled off and put in a two reel Western. Absolutely terrible and I'll bet Paramount wouldn't let
it in their own house. Two reels. — E. N. McFarland,
Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — Neighborhood
patronage.
KRAZY KAT COMEDIES: Excellent and have
bmlt up their own clientele of Kat fans. — L. M.
Dunlap, Palace theatre. Meridian, Tex. — Small town'
patronage.
MOONEY MARINER: Billy Dooley— Fine two
reeler from Paramount. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
OH, MUMMY: Jimmie Adams — ^A good, funny
comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
OH, MUMMY: Jimmie Adams — Good comedy again
from Paramount. Some real laughs out of this.
Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D. — General patronage.
PATHE
AUCE BE GOOD: Alice Day— Good. Well liked
by everybody. Two reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove theatre, Port Huron, Mich. — General patronage.
ALICE'S MYSTERIOUS MYSTERY: Good cartoon comedy well received. Kids like these. One
reel. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre, (horning.
Ark. — General patronage.
BROMO AND JULIET: Charlie Chase— A very
good comedy. One of the best we've had of Charlie.
Two reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
CRAZY LIKE A FOX: Charlie Chase— Funny all
through. Laughs aplenty. Two reels. — -Frank Sabin,
Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
DON'T TELL DAD: Ralph Graves — A fair two
reeler. — Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.
— Small town patronage.
JOLLY JILTER: Ben Turpin — Who said he was
through? Well I actually believe Ben Turpin draws
at the box office. — E. N. McFarland, Pinegrove
theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
SMITH'S PICNIC: Another good one. Wish all
two reelers were as entertaining. Two reels. — Frank
Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town
patronage.
TIFFANY
RACE OF KILARNEY: This colored one reeler
of Tiffanys is a splendid filler for any program. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
General patronage.
UNIVERSAL
HORSE PLAY: A good comedy. Two reels.—
Silver,patronage.
Silver Fanuly theatre. Greenville, Mich.
—Bert
General
NEWLYWED'S TROUBLES: Snookums— Good.
Silly but funny and they liked it. Two reels. — E. N.
McFarland, Pinegrove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
RUN BUSTER: Good for the kids.— Bert Silver.
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
SWELL CLOTHES: Arthur Lake— (5ood little
comedy. Arthur seems to have good stories and he
always puts enough pep into them. One reel. — Rudolf
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
THERE'S A WILL: Mike and Ike— Good comedy.
Plenty of fun. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
UNIVERSAL COMEDIES: As a rule only fair.
However, once in a while very good. Two reels. —
E. S. Wright, Redwood theatre. Redwood, N. Y.—
Small town patronage.
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BULLET MARK, THE: Pathe Weetern. with Jack
Donovan, Gladys McConnell, Joseph Giraxd, Albert
J. Smith,
Lincoln
Plumer
and
Margaret
Gray.
Directed
by Stuart Paton.
Released.
Length
.
TYPE AND THEME: The hero rides and shooU
to clear himself of a charge of hank robbery. Cal
gains the enmity of Curly on a number of occasions but never so much as when he and Alice
discover Curly with the sheriff's daughter, Marion,
Curly wants to marry Alice and the discovery
causes Alice's father to discharge him from fore^
manship of the ranch and engage Cal. When
Cal puts his money in the bank, Curley holds up
the institution. Circumstances point to Cal as the
robber and he is threatened itrith hanging, but he
escapes and baffles his pursuers by stampeding
cattle and jumping off a cliff into a river. . . .
Creeping into town, Cal finds Curley in a saloon,
gambling. Holding up the game, Cal recovers the
money and proves to the sheriff his innocence. The
foreman of Alice's father's ranch promises to he
the husband of Alice's father's daughter.

In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
HOLD 'EM YALE: Pathe comedy-drama, with Rod
La Rocque, Jeanette Loff, Hugh Allan, Joseph Cawthorn, Tom Kennedy, Lawrence Grant, Oscar Smith
and
Jerry
Mandy.
Directed
by
Edward
H.
Griffith.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: In which a young chap
JTom the Argentine cattle country learns hoiv to
win glory and a, girl in the U. S. A. He wants
to go to Paris to study, but his father says, "Go
to Yale decides
with my
money
or to And
Paris then
without
it!"
Jaume
to go
to Paris.
he m,ects
Helen, who is touring his country with her papa.
She is from New Haven — so Jaume goes to Yale.
He
goes to
jail,Helen,
too. But
fortunate,
for there
he runs
into
who that's
has been
arrested
on a

* « •

traffic charge. He "socks" a detective and escapes
in Helen's car. And so the story goes, from jail
to Yale, tvhere Jaume is pretty green hut learns
fast, especially about making a hit with Helen.
He tries boxing for the dear old college hut is
smacked down by his Harvard opponent. Back in
Argentina, however, he learns open field running
a la Red Grange, and when he returns to school,
he goes over big with the football coach.
Comes the day of the Princeton game (why not
Harvard and make this a regular picture?). The
detective whom Jaume "socked" is still on his
trail. An accident happens. Jaume finds himself in the hospital on the day of game! But!
He gets out — he rushes to the field of combat — he
climbs into a suit — and he makes the tou^hdo^vn
that wins the game —* and
* »the girl!
JAZZ MAD: Universal drama, with Jean Hersholt,
Marian Nixon, George Lewis, Roscoe Karns,
Torben Meyer, Andrew Arbuekle, Charles Clary,
Clarissa Selwynne, Patricia Caron and Albert
Hertz.
Directed by F. Harmon Weight.
Released
June 3. I/ength
_
TYPE AND THEME: This one's about a musician who tries to sell his symphony — in these mad
days of jazz! He has come from Germany to New
York with his daughter. But nobody wants to
buy a symphony. A nice little jazz tune, now, if
it's good and hot — but a symphony, no, no ! So
Elsa has to support the two of them. Hausman
learns that she has rejected an offer of marriage
from the wealthy young Leopold Ostberg, simply
becomse she has to support her father, and in remorse, he takes a job as leader of a comic
orchestra in vaudeviUe. To hide his shame, he tells
Elsa that he has sold his symphony and is conducting rehearsals. Mrs. Ostberg invites him to a
tea, where the elder Ostberg, who has seen the
vaudeville act, recognizes him. He takes his family
to the theatre. There, sure enough, is Hausman.
Leopold breaks with his parents over their opposition to Elsa's marriage to him. These events so
shock Hausman that he collapses, and the doctor
declares that only some spiritual stimulation will
effect his recovery. Elsa arranges to have a great
orchestra play his symphony. The old man staggers to the stage — and thv^ begins his career of
glory. Leopold and Elsa now find their marriage
unopposed.

RINTY

OF THE DESERT: Warner Brothers melodrama, with Rin-Tin-Tin, Audrey Ferris. Carrol
Nye, Paul Panzer, Otto Hoffman and Grover
Lignon.
Directed
by Ross Lederman.
Released
_
Length

TYPE AND THEME: In this one Rinty starts
thinkin' that human folks are pretty suspicions,
but as things
turnbeats
out, ithe toforgives
'em.
Whenhe his
master
dies, he
the city,
where
is
picked up by Marloxve, who runs a museum, and
his daughter, Mary, who is in love with Casey, a
copper. Rinty dislikes Mason, Marlowe's partner,
and
he's justified,
forfinds
Mason
is trying
to "gyp"
Marlowe.
The latter
it out
and goes
to see
Mason. Rinty and Casey follo^v hiin to an old hut,
where a bulldog attacks Casey. Thinking the dog
to be Rinty, Casey arrests him and he is sentenced
to be shot. Ma/rUnve arrives to explain, h/ytvever,
and Rinty is released. Heartbroken, Rinty prepares to quit the MarUnve home, hut Mary gets him
to forgive them aU and stay.

Two scenes from the FBO 1928-29 production, "The Perfect Crime," which
stars Clive Brook and Irene Rich. Brook
is shown seated in the scene above, and
ivith Miss Rich below.

THIEF IN THE DARK, A: Fox melodrama, with
George Meeker, Doris Hill, Gwen Lee, Marjorie
Beelje, Erville Alderson, Michael Vavitch, Noah
Young, C. M. Belcher. Raymond Turner, James
Mason, Yorke Sherwood, Frank Rice and Tom
McGuire.
Directed by Albert Ray.
Released May
20.
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Mysterious doings among
secret passageivays, ghosts, and-so-on. Zeno is
master mind of a gang of circus crooks, and in attempting to steal a valuable collection of jewels
possessed by a recluse, he kills the old man. Elise,
granddaughter of the deceased, persuades Zeno to
conduct a seance in the old house in an effort to
discover the murderer. It is Eliiic that makes
Ernest
that heto islead
a member
of Zeno's
and he regret
determines
a different
life. gang,
Zeno
sees in the seance a way to find the hiding place
of the jeicels, and while ghosts, hands in the dark
and other trappings of creepy drama arc placed
in operation, Zeno fijids the jewels. He opens the
box — and a pistol device shoots him dead. Ernest
and Elise embrace.

This Week's Press Sheet
SKIRTS (M-G-M comedy-drama): By connecting this title
with advance summer styles, which show skirts shorter than the
prevailing mode, you will create a publicity angle to the attraction. Run as a newspaper, program or a throwaway contest:
"What is your opinion of short skirts? Advance summer styles
show that skirts are definitely shorter. What is your opinion of
this mode? Does it become most women — is it attractive to
men — has this style reached its limit? We feel sure that the
women of (Name of your town) will be interested in knowing
that a recent checkup of advance styles in Paris revealed that
skirts this summer will be more abbreviated than in the current
mode. This shortness in length varies from one-half to a full
inch. The (Newspaper) invites the answers to these questions.
Those sending in the best answers will be guests of the (Theatre) to see Syd Chaplin in 'Skirts.' "

Send a "snappy-looking" girl, dressed up-to-the-minute in
short skirts, around your principal streets. Prepare circular
matter, somewhat as indicated, and instruct her to pass these
out to men only. The circular should read: "Hello, boys, how
would you look in skirts?
If you want something real fast in
screen entertainment, see 'Skirts' at the
theatre
(Date)." Decorate the lobby of your theatre with different
styles of dresses and skirts. Run a line across the top and hang
a number of skirts on it. If your ushers are men dress them in
skirts. You can also announce that all men or boys dressed in
skirts will be admitted to your theatre as your guests. Arrange
to have some boys dressed in skirts parade the town with a sign
reading, "These skirts will make you laugh, but you should see
Syd Chaplin in 'Skirts.' Now showing at the
_... thea-
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* * *
Edward Lindaman, special representative
for D. W. Griffith, is in town for a few days.

* * *

C. C. Wallace visited the Omaha office of
United Artists last week, and J. S. Ambrose
territory.
returned
Friday
from
a swing around
the

PERSONALITIES

* * *

By Whit

more conventions went into session last week. The Columbia convention began at the Congress hotel Saturday, headed by the home office delegation of Jack Cohn. Cecil Maberry, Alex Moss, Rube Jackter,
and Abe Fischer. The F B O convention began Monday at the Drake hotel.
Among the New York executives present were J. I. Schnitzer, Ambrose Dowling, Lee Marcus, Hy Daab, E. B. Derr and Steve Fitzgibbons, and Joseph P.
Kennedy, president, and William LeBaron will arrive Wednesday. The Pathe
convention begins Monday at the Drake
TWO

A

farewell party will be given 25 secretaries of Film Boards of Trade Wednesday at
the Sherman hotel just before they board a
special car for Los Angeles to attend their annual convention. A small theatre has been

* *

J{i

*

^ ^ ^

Bill Sweeney received a post card from
China last week and the signatures' on the
card read Max Hyman, M. A. Choinski and
Del Goodman. The three are making a tour
around the world.

* * *

The value of these columns as an advertising medium are just too good to suit two men
on the row, it seems. Grad Sears and Clayton Bond last week advertised for worthy
bridge opponents. Hardly was the ink dry on
this page before Harry Lorch and Harry Graham were clamoring for a game. They got
the game and Grad and Clayton got it in the
neck. We don't know what the score was but

F^VICE
AND

NO WORRY

ON /PEciAL trailer;
Hake
113
prove It.
S«k1 u3 your
n'Tt ordf?r.

As a rule, when you need a
special trailer, you need it
in a hurry. You can always
depend upon us to give you
same-day service. And the
work will be the best.

ijirrT«i:¥if.i
728 S. WABASH

AVE.

CHICAGO

We saw "Sadie Thompson" there last Friday, and what a fine picture it is. It does for
the story exactly what the play does and just

Tom North, special representative for
Pathe's "Topics and Fables" put over a good
stunt last week when he took 13 passengers
for a ride in a huge Ford airplane. Pictures
were taken of the ride and will be shown at
the Chicago convention of Pathe. The slogan
for these shorts is "Over the Top," and North
made the slogan come
* * true.
*

It's always pleasant to report success, and
especially so, when the success comes to local
boys, so with a glow of pride we report that
the Chicago exchange of F B O has won the
national sales drive staged by F B O. Congratulations, boys. It was a darn good fight,
and you deser\'e the grand offered by the company and the $50 j'ou won from the St. Louis
gang.

^

* * *

Jerry Abrams is to give a screening of
"Hell Ship Bronson," a Gotham picture, at
"Dad" Igo's projection
Wednesday.
* * room,
*

Miss Tess Heraty, who will accompany the
secretaries, will spend three or four weeks in
California.
We'll all miss Tess while she's
gone, but we wish her a wonderful trip.

Carl Laemmle came through
Chicago
last
Thursday on his way to New York from the
Coast.
The "Welcome, Mr. Laemmle" signs
were well displayed in the Chicago oifice.

for patronage
those up
who and
sit in
the the
smokers'
loge,
an usher topasses
down
aisle
bearing on a tray good cigarettes, and when
you have taken one, he holds out a cigarette
lighter for you, and the thing works every
time.

as effectively.
film interpretation of SadieGloria
is justSwanson's
as remarkable
as was

* * *

Astrachan Lipton, city sales manager for
Universal, was home last week, ill with a case
of scarlet fever.
He is much improved now.

For once (and really more often than that)
we agree with T. O. Service, whom you doubtless read on another page. He has sung the
praises of the United Artists theatre, and we,
were we musically inclined, would reach even
a higher note in its praise. As a special bid

Jeanne Eagel's stage interpretation, and that
is saying something *more
* *than a slug of type.

provided on the car and pictures of next season's product will be shown enroute. Either
with or without the pictures, we know the trip
will not be a dull one.

^
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promoting it and Jim Best will operate the
Blaine.
theatre which
will be known
as the New

Y^
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WORLD

Frances Lee, Christie star, takes a sun
bath and enjoys Chicago's Spring air during her stop at the Drake last week while
on her way back to Hollywood and work
after a vacation in New York. She is to
be starred in a series of two-reel comedies depicting the escapades of a chorus
it evidently was pretty bad for them. But
Grad has an alibi. "It's
girl. an old Chinese custom," says he. 'to give
a sucker a

*

As a means to combat the effects of the
daylight saving evil, the Balaban & Katz newspaper ads carried Monday this announcement:
"Beginning today our loop theatres extend
their bargain 50c matinee price to 6 :30 p. m.
Have your dinner early and come in time to
take advantage of this economy and conveni* * *too."
ence. Seats are prompt,
William E. Heaney has just sent in his
subscription for the Herald-World with the
words that he must have his Herald to keep
up with everything in the industry. Mr.
Heaney is the owner of the Crawford and
Madison Square theatres in Chicago which are
now leased to L. & T. He spends most of
his time in Jacksonville, Florida.

* *

Dan Roche is busy this week preparing entertainment for the Pathe convention that begins next Monday. ^ * ^
John Balaban returned to Chicago last week
* * to Europe.
after a two months'* trip
Nat Wayne, manager of the Metro theatre
in Harvard, 111., vras in town last Friday.

* * *

Simon Simansky was ill last week from an
attack _ of arthritis, but his condition now is
much improved.
* * *
The Fox exchange and the offices of Jerry
Abrams are newly decorated and the improvements are remarkable.

* *

B. D. (Dave)
theatre, Newcastle,
board of directors
board, was in town

*

Cockrell, of the Princess
Ind., and a member of the
of the Indiana arbitration
last Wednesday.

^

^ ^

Plans have been drawn up for a new
seat theatre near Addison Boulevard
Southport which is not far distant from
Cubs park.
Merchants in the community

900
and
the
are

In those good old nickelodeon days way
back in 1910 when the audiences whooped
it up as "A Cattle Ritstler's Daughter,"
and "A Mexican Lothario" flashed upon
the screen. The Clifton theatre was the
first on 26th street, standing at 26th and
Clifton, and Ernie Grohe, now a Fox
salesman, was the proud owner. He and
Mrs. Grohe are seen in the picture.
Harry Ascher, operating the Homan theatre, offered Grohe good competition not
far away.

juemmm^

Preference
means Profits
The theatre that stresses screen
quality is well on the way to
popular preference. And that
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman
Positive— the film that preserves
every bit of photographic quality for your screen.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

COMPANY

Another
Indication
of FOX Supremacy
DURING THE SELLING SEASON
now closed, more than
TWO THOUSAND
NEW ACCOUNTS

played the industry's finest product

FROM

FOX

FILM

AUGUST,
to date

1927

CORPORATION

is proud to announce this increase in business
deserved by magnificent BOX-OFFICE Successes:

2062 J_ 184 =
New accounts in

|

United States

AND

New accounts
in Canada
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'X'HE genius of seven genera-^ tions of musical instrument
makers is reflected in the unc qualed performance of Wurlitzer
Organs.
It is but natural that the great
motion picture houses built to
tntertain Florida's citizens and
host ofyearly visitors shouldmake
Wurlitzer Organs their overwhelming choice.
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WURUTZER
Factories, N. Tonaivanda, N. Y.
New York
Cincinnati
Chicago
Cleveland
Pittsburgh
Detroit
Philadelphia
Buffalo
San Francisco Los Angeles St. Louis
Kansas City
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ANNOTJNCEME

PATHC

IS

CECIL B. DE MILLE

(j[ The motion picture is committed to newness and the
immediate Now. The Screen succeeds, not in yesterday's
glory or tomorrow's hope, but in the facts of Today.
(j[ Pathe advances into the new season assured and prepared
in terms of Now.
(j[ Twenty-nine deluxe features, headed and hall-marked
for quality by CECIL B. DeMillE'S "The King of Kings"
and ''The Godless Girl", comprise the major dramatic
offerings — an array of product attuned to the demand of
today — and Now — from theatres and their patrons. These
— the twenty-nine — are pictures of and for their time —
aggressive with the sparkle of modernity, deliberately
considered in their execution and bearing the impress of
mastery.
(j[ No less important is Pathe's time-proved and institutionally famous presentation of lesser-length productions,
including the unapproachable Pathe News, the victor of
a thousand camera competitions, comedies from the
laugh-laden Sennett lot, Pathe Review, Sportlights,
Topics of the Day, Aesop's Fables, novelties, adventure
pictures and the unpredictable topical specials, determined
by the flow of the world's events, as typified by "Winging
West".

<j[ Pathe's name spread across the screen with the birth of
the picture theatre, nearly a quarter of a century ago.
Pathe's name, alone of those who began, is still there,
now. Through the years, exhibitors have been dealing
with Pathe, a house of honor, jealous of its good name and
fair repute, untainted of competition with its
customers, rendering unswerving service and
asking in return nothing beyond its proper due.

ROD

LA ROC QUE

PHYLLIS

HAVER

GUSTAVE VON
SEYFFERTITZ

(j[ Pathe, as ahvaysj is prepared, now — today.
JOHN BOLES
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PREVOST

\i. B. WARNER

SEENA

OWEN
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DURYEA

QUARTARO

JEANETTE

JOSEPH

LOFF

SCHILDKRAUT
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ROBERT

COGHLAN

ARMSTRONG

t
LOUIS NATHEAUX

JACQUELINE LOGAN

EDDIE QUILLAN

ALAN
naa HALE

The Supreme Gift of
Motion Picture Art
Now available for motion picture release
at
direct from international exhibition

advanced admission prices in the world's
leading cities.

Cecil B.
De Mille's

King
jA

nw ICINGS

JEANIE
MACPHERSON

Never before has there been offered a production of such magnitude m theme and produced on such a tremendous scale. It
has been lauded and acclaimed as the world's greatest motion
picture. As a road-show attraction it has erected itself as the
most amazing box-office draw in the annals of showmanship.
The announcement of its exhibition at your theatre is eagerly
awaited by every member of your community.

Pafhe

ANOTHER

CECIL B. DEMILLE

SUPER

ATTRACTION!
:I-V

Heightened by splendid realism.
Tremendous scenes
and settings with a superb cast, headed by

LINA
BASQUETTE
GEORGE
DURYEA
EDDIE
QUILLAN
MARIE PREVOST and NOAH BEERY

The

Story b>
MACPHERSON

GODLESS
"
L
R
GI
^ig!

^old!

Original in Treatment!

This DeMille Super-Special has aroused more interest throughout the
country in the making than any other of the new season's productions.
Forty governors and persons high in other stations in Hfe have commended DeMille for such an undertaking.
Into DeMille's fearless expose of conditions in reformatory schools
has been woven the most sincere and daring love romance ever created
for the cinema. There are revelations that will amaze the country as
they are progressively disclosed in State after State.
Personally Directed by

^E CI L

S . 2) E zJ)Cl L L E

^^mSr

'
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A Real
Special

VICTOR

VARCONI

and

JOSEPH
SCHILDKRAUT
A William C. de Mille Production
from the stage play by John McQowan
and Lloyd Griscom
Continuity by Douglas Doty
DEMILLE

STUDIO

PRODUCTION

y^N impelling expose of underworld life in New York. A charming
romance amid a class of humans who stop at nothing to gain
their end. A girl who plans to marry a criminal in the hope of reforming him— to keep him straight — while the man she loves takes
the blame for the crime and she goes the limit to have him punished.
Daring. Intriguing. Vivid as a pistol flash in a night of velvet
black.
Phyllis Haver and Victor Varconi, the team who helped make
"Chicago'' a sensation, and Joseph Schildkraut are in the cast — a
big name combination if there ever was one.

THE most daring departure
in motion picture annals
— an epic of an unknown civilized race, a French criminal
colony far removed from the
eyes of the world ort 'ia lonely
island in the broad Pacific.^

In their midst is Zelie, 'a
beautiful young girl, 'beloved
by one Bibi-Ri, the boy of
mystery who finally shows a
yellow streak. And Zelie is
about to become betrothed
to DeNue, the village executioner, who condemns BibiRi to death.
■■'The Red Mark'' reveals a
new James Cruze, a director
who achieves for himself
honors such as came to him
when he startled the world
with "The Covered Wagon.""
Based on one of John Rus-

Pro4)uction

sell's outstanding short
stories with a far greater
punch than "Where
Pavement Ends."

A GREAT

the

SPECIAL

A tremendous story
that will grip
and thrill

with

NENA
QUARTARO
GUSTAVE
VON
and ROSE

"33

• GASTON
GLASS
SEYFFERTITZ
DIONE

Adaptation and continuity by JULIE N JOSEPHSON
from the story by JOHN RUSSELL; personally directed
by JAMES CRUZE, presented by JAMES
CRUZE, INC.
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Another great Boyd
showmanship special
(lyjCidnight—the heat of a
night stick on hrick walls —
a shot in the dark— a cry
of anguish!
Behind it looms the tremendous drama of our
public guardians. All the potent elements of
popular sympathy and interest awakened by the
big-hearted, loyal cop on the danger trail that
too often leads to death.
The entire New York Police Force are cooperating in every way. A golden tie-up in any
community.
''Bill" Boyd's greatest role as the "Cop".

Easily the Most Elaborate Exploitation
Special Ever Made

with

ALAN

HALE

JACQUELINE LOGAN
ROBERT ARMSTRONG
and
TOM
A DONALD

KENNEDY
CRISP PRODUCTION

Screen play by Tay Garnett from the
story by Elliott Clawsor
Ralph Block, Associate Producer
DEMILLE

STUDIO

PRODUCTION

William Bon

<*.->nci"^'.jt;-

II

in

The Cop

Pafhe

A
Special
with
LIN A
ROBERT

BASQ^UETTE
and
ARMSTRONG

Adapted by Elliott Clawson
from the play by Willard Keefe
RALPH BLOCK — Associate Producer
Directed by HOWARD

HIGGIN

ITH the coming season heralded as likely to be the
greatest in the history of boxing, including the
heavyweight match with its international flavor, Pathe
brings to the screen an adaptation of that most successful stage play, "Celebrity." It is a strong humaninterest tale of the prize ring, possessing a fund of
humor and variety of action and the colorful drama of
the roped arena. You remember "The Main Event"
and Robert Armstrong's great role. Armstrong in
"Celebrity" plays as no other can the part of a
professional fighter. Lina Basquette, Wampus Baby
Star, is a new DeMille "find" wWU reach the heights
this year. Here's one in the hea'vyweight class — and a
knockout for the box-office.

Show Folks
"with Jeanette Lojfy 6ddie Suillan and Robert oArmstrong

L^ //^FTER the curtain falls on the show world — here's
*^ -^ this story's fascinating setting. Colorful backstage
atmosphere and melodramatic punch of the underworld.
Breezy, fresh — written by Phillip Dunning, co-author of "Broadway", the master play of show Hfe.
A seat.selling title.
You know that.

qA %eal

Special

Pafhe

W

With

ANNA
NILSSON
Q.
Supported by

Robert
Armstrong
Adapted by

BEULAH

MARIE

DIX

NedM
Da ugh ter
A Special Production based on Americans PrizC'
Winning Play of last year by Sidney Howard
as produced by the Theatre Quild

II

William Boyd
r^/^ LL that its title implies
^^ ^ — a tremendous film
spectacle dealing with man's
fight to harness the mighty
forces of nature — a love drama
set against a background typifying the American domination of industry. Brings together again Boyd and Alan
Hale, that team that built
' ' Skyscraper ' ' to new heights
of comedy-drama, and adds
Jacqueline Logan for the love
element. He-man, hearttouching — a giant picture
of the modern pioneers of
progress.

:P0 WER

99

in

with c/^lanHale and ^Facqueline Logan
irom an original story by TAY
Directed by HOWARD
9(ALPH

GARNETT

HlGGlN

'Slock— Associate Producer

Pathe

A Great Special presenting
on an elaborate scale the
most colorful side of the
traveling circus
with

Jacqueline Logan
Alan Hale
from

an original story
ELLIOTT CLAWSON
RALPH

BLOCK

Associate Producer

by

THE

SPIELER
(y''**'HE Circus — smell of sawdust, red lemVy onade, peanuts, mighty herd of pachyderms, trapeze performers at dizzy heights,
the calliope, the parade with its color and
glitter — out front of blaring canvases, the
spieler crying his story of the side show and
the big top. The other side — the motley
stage-men, the animal trainers, the "chow"
force, the wagon drivers — shattered lives,
intense hatred, cruelty.

This powerful screen
version of one of
Broadway^s biggest
Stage Successes represents one of the
dramatic high spots
in Pathe*s array of
great Specials.

Irene ^ich
in the most coveted feminine role
of the year

ROBERT

supported l»\

ARMSTRONG

Adapted by CLARA

BERANGER

from

GEORGE KELLY'S stage play tvhich had
a sensational run of one year in Ncii' York

Rod LaRocque
IN

I

lovE Over
Night
G/^ WHIRLWIND story of the big city with
an ambitious youth — a subway worker —
battling his way to success. Human, trueto-life and punctuated with fast action
typified by a train robbery in a subway
tunnel, a wedding holdup and hilarious
scenes at Coney Island. An exploitation
natural, with tie-ups with street railways,
amusement parks, etc. Jeanette Loff, the
sensational woman lead in "Hold 'Em
Yale!", Tom Kennedy, as the stupid detective, and Mary Carr, supporting the
dashing LaRocque.
Original Story by

GEORGE DROMGOLD
SANFORD HEWITT

and

A Hector Turnhull Production
Directed by E. H. GRIFFITH

A Special

%H ^- Ai^ te^HUn

Q/i
oAimed

Showmanship
Special
^ight
at the ^ox-Office

/T great story worked out by the staff that
^^.yJ- made "Dress Parade" a parade to the boxoffice. The United States Military Academy at
Annapolis, with its training for the navy, as a
background. Airplanes, battleships and submarines in action. Throughout the picture the
immortal spirit of John Paul Jones, father of the
navy, will be felt. The season's most smart and
colorful production with beautiful Lina Basquette
and handsome John Mack Brown. Complete U. S.
Government cooperation has been obtained by the
producers, assuring you unlimited exploitation
possibilities.

ANNAPOLIS
with,

LINA

and

JOHN
Original

BASQUETTE
MACK

Story

DIRECTED

BROWN

by F. McGreti;
BY

CHRISTY

WiHis

CABANNE

I

WILLIAM BOYD
BILL BOYD flashes like a meteor across
the skyline of film stars. His recent stellar
roles as engineer, cadet and iron worker
have indelibly stamped him as the big
favorite of millions of fans. His portrayals
of heroic roles that are representative of
the common people, together with his
appealing personality and his mastery of

histrionics, have caught the public fancy
and Bill's name in the electric lights today is a drawing magnet that is without precedent in film annals. Boyd will
win additional laurels the coming season
with four new clean-up comedy-dramas,
the very epitome of exploitation product.

,

rk

c

e screen's new idol

WILLIAM BOYD
in 3 f^iQ

eatures^
T?^e LEATHERNECK
TWO LEATHERNECKS, hard-boiled, two-fisted, down where
the Marines are keeping order in Nicaragua. War, international
intrigue, hair-raising adventure. With Lina Basquette, Robert
Armstrong and Alan Hale. From an original story by Elliott
Clawson.
Directed by HOWARD

HIGGIN

— RALPH

BLOCK,

Associate Producer

HIGH VOLTAGE
(JjOOYD at his best — the most romantic
Jj of all his roles. A big, human drama
of the telephone linesman, who,
through sleet and rain, snow and fire, keeps
clear the silver threads of communication
from Atlantic to Pacific, from the Gulf of
Mexico to the Great Lakes. Made to order
to exploit wherever there's a telephone,
from the story " The Trouble Shooter" by
Tay Garnett.
RALPH

BLOCK,

Associate Producer

^e FLYING

FOOL

An Entirely New Angle in an Aviation Story. Love, jealousy
and hatred riding in a trans-oceanic plane with three occupants,
a man and a girl, high-born and proud, but helpless in the great
emergency, and the third, a lowly mechanic who becomes master.
With Lina Basquette.
From the story by Ernest Pascal.
Directed by EDWARD

H. GRIFFITH

— RALPH

BLOCK,

Associate Producer

Cjr^HYLLIS HAVER has taken the country by storm. Critics everywhere have
jf hailed the dynamic Phyllis as the fastest-climbing player in all cinemaland, destined in the new season to reach the heights of stardom. Her role
of Roxie Hart in "Chicago" marked a new milestone in individual screen accomplishments and the fans followed the critics in going wild over the dazzling
blonde beauty. Four productions with breezy box-office titles, "Tenth Avenue",
"Sal of Singapore", "The Office Scandal" and "The Shady Lady", have been
selected as Haver hits for the new season. They are going to be the cream of
the money pictures for 1928-29.

Phyllis Haver Reaches New
Heights of Stardom in
CDOMANCE
again
-'Vrides the deep. Out
and into obscure ports,
Captain Whalen, master of the sea and winds,
sends his tramp
steamer In a tough
Malay seaport, he kidnaps Tina, the rebellious, brought aboard
to mother a derelict
baby. That's the novelty situation ! Strong
in drama, tense in
action, rich in humor !

U

SINGAPORE
4
^
/
0
L
A
S
FROM
Adapted by JULIEN

^f'OSEPHSON

" The Sentimentalists "
By DALE COLLINS

T'H
cago'''badin lady
the
•'Chibold,
ofAT
role of a fast-stepper who
moves in the millionaire
row of fashionable Park
Avenue. Scandal, involving big financiers, breaks,
and in a surprising climax
with ^EORGE
from the story by
LEONARD

CDHYLLIS HAVER
■*• as a worker in a
commercial organization where the bosses
bark, tongues wag
and the lives are
coursed by the hand
of fate. A picture
typical of the daily
existence of more
than half your screen
patrons, yet possessing novel drama and
unique comedy
Here's one for the
workers, the high and
mighty and the low
and ambitious in
industry.

the "shady lady" reveals
her true self A sizzling.

^tDURYEA

Ritzy story of adventure
and romance among the
higher livers of New York,

PRASKINS

OFFICE
SCANDAL"
with

^EORGE

^DURYEA

A Hector Tumhull Production

Sensations

on

Any

Program

Pafhe

Jeanette LofF

^ TATUESQUE Jeanette Loff, dazzling screen
personality, young, vivacious, beautiful.
Her name on the marquee during the new
season will mean a draw second to that of no
other player.
.•^M

i I

the Pathe find of 192829
r^OTNG
UP!
Jeanette Loff is headed
for the top — a fast
\J stepper, with a fan following gaining with amazing speed.
And here's two box-office classics featuring Jeanette, with
zippy, modern themes, that will clean up for you.

THt
ELEVATOR GIRL
and

with JEANETTE
LOFF
GEORGE
DURYEA
ROBERT
ARMSTRONG
Adapted

by Seulah Marie Dix

From an original story b-y Tay Garnett — Ralph Block, Associate Producer

rHE heroine of "Hold 'Em "^'ale!" as a blase elevator
operator in a big city hotel carrying a magic, incredible
cargo of gold-diggers, sugar-daddies and precious "fluff"
A world of temptation — the pleasure palaces, the lounge
lizards of Peacock Alleys, fashion's four-flushers. Modern
— appealing — the glitter of the gay White Way!

Qreat
toOTH TARKINGTON
Storyi

xvith JEANETTE LOFF
EDDIE
QUILLAN

and

Adapted by Tay Garnett
From the story by Booth Tarkington

TN your community, Booth Tarkington 's famous
story, "Geraldine" has been read and re-read.
Jready publicized for you, it comes to the screen to
nake a legion of new patrons for your box-office.
Jeautiful Jeanette Loff in the part that Tarkington
mmortalized
in his never-to-be-forgotten
story.

UNIOHCOGHLAN
Junior Coghlan has been rated greatest of boy
actors — "the brightest and most talented little
boy in the movies today," says Betty Colfax in
the N. Y. Graphic. "A smiling, modest little
fellow, who couldn't be unconvincing if he
tried," George Gerhard, Evening World. "A
born actor with a rare gift for pantomime,"
Regina Cannon in N. Y. American. "We can't
say enough for him," Irene Thirer in N. Y.
Daily News.

SQUAR
SHOULDERS
Junior Coghlan as a

■ yp
young cadet personifies
■
th
the opportunities,

longings, desires and
ambitions of millions

■ loi
of boys who dream of
the day when they shall
be in a military academy. One of the biggest
money - getting ideas
for a picture
devised, with ever
George
Duryea. From an original story by Beulah
Marie Dix.
Directed by Frank Urson

Marked
Money'

"Marked Money" is a picture of fun
and thrills and sentiment that will
entertain youngsters of all ages.
With Alan Hale, George Duryea and
a greatular boy
cast
supporting the most popplayer.

From an original story by Bertram
Millhauser. Directed by Spencer Bennet.

TWO
WILL

UNUSUAL
PACK

THEM

FEATURES
IN

FROM

THAT!
8

TO

80

j..
♦

Pq

Jl.

tatuesque Jeanette
Loff and handsome
George Duryea, young
players with a fan following of millions, in
a big-city crook melodrama that is destined
to be the greatest boxoffice attraction of its
type for the coming
season. Fast action,
striking characterizations, colorful backgrounds, surprising
twists of plot

^^^ Getaway
n

his one
will click at a
mile'a'minutel

with ^Teanette Loff and ^orge
from the story by ERNEST
9^ALPH ^LOCK

Duryea

PASCAL

'- - Associate Producer

Pafhe

The NEW

EUROPEAN
SENSATION
nant
ermast
piece is ofthepoig
J^r
love edramas. First,
the palace, the Prince
dead, the Princess
free. Then Paris — the
gay life — a young
author — and love.
She is called home to
rule as Queen in the
lu-d
red gam
save
liferevo
tion.e Her of
by the young author.
Wa r — p atriotis m —
ionlove!— Will
forduty — pass
bidden
their mad love break
down the age-old
tradition of royal
blood for royalty?

Adapted
from Noel
European
Stage Couiard's
Hit

"THE QUEEN

WAS

IN

THE PARLOR"

L iIi D a m ita
in

u

FORBIDDEN

LOVE"

«

La RocQue
in

Captain

>
w

yyHAT role will Rod La Rocque have next?
That's a question millions of fans are wondering about. Give them this answer and you're
selling tickets — ''Rod as a swashbuckling young
aviator of the Escadrille Lafayette, a daredevil,
an ace who returns from 'over there' destitute
to wander into strange adventure and romance
in the aftermath of war." Just the role for
La Roque, the kind that has made his name in
the lights a guarantee for screen entertainment
second to none.

A HECTOR

TURNBULL

PRODUCTION

from the story by

adelaide heilbroun
leonard""praskins

*

Leatrict Joif^
w

EN
WOM
6
/M«^
Man
n:

Pafhe

r^/l SPARKLING sophisticated story of modern mar^"^ ried life laid amidst Long Island's smartest social
BoYork's
rust of! New
y upper-cFashion
wealth
set and the
created
Adrianand tinsel!
hemia. Glitter
gowns.

A "natural."

//
with H. B. WARNER. JOHN
BOLES,
and SEENA OWEN
Screen play by
ALICE

D. G. MILLER

from the story by
ERNEST PASCAL
Directed by
PAUL

L. STEIN

Produced by RALPH BLOCH
e ictures orporation
C
P
DeMill

with the worlc/ renownecf

LLAN
QUI
FAMILY
w
under the sunnein
SOMETHING
picture themes.

The entire Quillan family of eight sterling
artists, including Eddie
Quillan, in a story of
vaudeville troupers who
seek the quiet of old
Kentucky, only to find
themselves in the thick
of the most terrible
mountain feud in history.
Fresh — dynamic — different! A picture all the
neighbors will talk
about.

BOX-OFFICE

ALL

THE

WAY

!l

isren
with.LINA
BASQUETTE
and EDDIE QUILLAN

The ''infinite variety" of genius
of 'Elsie Janis has been capitalized
with the adaptation of her famous Red Book Magazine story,
''Listen, Baby!", written in collaboration with Gene Markey, It
is real, sincere, different, a story
of the stage resplendent with its
drama of life beyond the enchanted footlights.

ls4arW

=.1 '^•;lS=.
cowedy f"L:e.

SJ

^jj^rspW

Sl«>*<'"

From the Great Red Book
Magazine Story

r ! ' '" tfte,V
/°^ these J "^^^^^

""^ day, ?• »''th its
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A Milestone in Short Subject
Production
■«i

^J^UWAYS
dominant
factorof inshort
the
dyv
industry the
in the
production
subjects, Pathe transcends its own previous achievements for the coming
season with an unprecedented output,
bringing new elements into its elaborate
program and providing more extensive
facilities in publicity, advertising and
exploitation.
The Premier House of Short Subjects
announces as its "backbone of programs"
more than 300 units, the very cream of
the market, shorts that will many times
save your show and will at all times provide that diversity of presentation and
novelty without which no picture house
can firmly establish itself.
Pathe's short productions are known
throughout the civilized world as quality
entertainment. Literally millions of
fans go to the theatres to see the Pathe
wonder reels that are the epitome of
freshness, newness and novelty, bringing
from all the world the stories of nature's
changing forces and human endeavor
and progress. Pre-eminence — leadership
— showmanship — these are the key words
in Pathe's epochal output for 1928-29.

20 Super Comedies such as only Mack

Sennett can produce
(TJi^ACK SENNETT, Monarch of
(V>/J L Merriment, King of Comedy
Producers, has brought more
laughs into the world than there are
pebbles on the shores of the seven seas.
Maker of scores of screen stars, creator of
the Keystone Kops and the Bathing Girls,
he has been responsible for hundreds of
comedies that have brightened the lives of
millions the world over. His name is literally a trademark guarantee for screen fun.
For this season, the genius of Sennett has
been turned into new ideas in the making
of laughter, and from his new studios, the
finest laugh-manufacturing plant in the
world, will come 20 two-reelers that will
set up fresh standards in short laugh-films
and cause mirth-quakes in thousands of
movie palaces. Laughs are dollars and
Mack Sennett is the laugh mint of movieland

Til

^A/EWSENSAT/0^/

IM shortcomeoieS
CT)ATHE will bring to the screen something
^ entirely new in the short comedy field
with its series of 18 two-reelers featuring
the leading funsters of the cinema. Each
of the series of six has bang-up box-office
titles, the subjects are timely, the stories
clever and production will be on a big scale.
Jack Cooper, Carole Lombard, Andy Clyde,
Anita Barnes, Billy Bevan and Carmelita
Geraghty are sweet names for your publicity. Every picture easy to exploit.

THE

TA^lU^N

and
tur
/eaCar
barkd. Cooper
oleingLomJac
Clicks off the laughs like a taxi meter
clicks off the nickles. And you can get
a tie-up with every "bus''.

.
taing
nesdy
BarAn
Ani
ur
/eat

CUEAUTIFUL
*^ stenographers,
wild women,
wives on vacation
—a series that will
revive the tired
business men
and rock the rafters with laughter.

eaturing

New

a

Big

Cast
of
Fun makers

Clyde am

More mix-ups than in a baker
shop. Six that will be a how
in any house.

rafliecomedies
^AJHEN Pathe steps out with something
Wfc/ new in shorts, you can figure them
in the bag as money-makers. That
statement is based on past performance,
20 years of laugh manufacturing.

i

AND
PRESENTED

13,000,000

HIS PALS
BY AMEDEE

J. VAN

READERS

BEUREN

A DAY

NOW IN
THE
IN 10
MOVIES
Sensat/onal

New

k/d comeo/es

From the Famous Cartoon
Character Oriqinated by
Syndicated Throuoh^out The world

THE SIDE-SPLITTING ideas
s most
d the
behin
s carto
on world'
strip
comic
famou
brought to the screen in ten
two-reel laugh-provokers.
Ready - made publicity for
you, with the Smitty cartoons
appearing in fifty great daily
newspapers in the United States
and Canada and in five foreign
countries, and in color in scores
of Sunday papers.
1(fad by millions
oActed by lovable kids
Clever plots
Clean, fast action

A hundred per cent series
that will sweep into popularity
from the start.

Unparalleled in its
and Unchallenqed

GE/%l^iD U/ITII TUE Gl/IKTS

Of Speed /%nd Progress
-1.ATHE NEWS is more than a screen
feature, more than the news reel that has
maintained its leadership for 18 years. Pathe
News is an institution of the screen. When
you book it, you are backing the judgment
of the public, for the public looks upon Pathe
Ne\^s as the very symbol of the cinema.
When you play it, you are building prestige
for your entire program and good will for
your house and policies. If you don't play this
dominant screen factor, you are cutting away
the very heart of your presentation system.

iccomplishments
n its Leadership

Issued
iwice a yreek

Sport!

GRANTLAND

RICE

the world's foremost
sports writer

c5^merica's £ife ^loodl

Thrills for the Millions I

Who best could catch the spirit of all this — the
glamour, the beauty, the drama of what is going on
in the world of sport, ever reaching out to awaken
new interest and gain new converts ? The answer is,
of course, Grantland Rice, the world's foremost
sports writer.
If you would back a champion, book the Sportlights
and play them across the boards for the winners
they are.

Orantland Qice

SPORTLIGHTS
The sporting Page of the Screen
Ze ISSUES
Produced - byONE EVERY TWO WEEKS
JOHN L. HAWKINSON

m

Reel Subject
>t^:t$ Every Demand
Public And Box-Opfice

Under
the
Editorship
of
TERRY
(^TTJATHE REVIEW turns the lens on that
J^ which is little known, primitive tribes of
the far places, northern animal life, a
glimpse behind the scenes of the Great White
Way, new aspects of art and science, of human
interest and achievement.

The Big Little
Feature Issued
Once a Week

Two hundred different subjects, the greatest
program ever outlined by the Review staff, will
be released in the 52 issues for the coming year.
There will be stories covering almost every topic
that is within the knowledge of man, and with
settings in almost every country. Every week
a story in color that is in itself a feature.
The wise showman is exploiting the many
natural tie-ups offered by Pathe Review.

Pathe R eview
^ht Maaazine of the ScreoL

RAMSAYE

Only Pathe can give

Night
^

OF

THE

Featurin)^

FRANK

CLARKE

Hreaxes, ,,/ aeropUmv siunc fU^rs

Original Uory hy Paul CriiKer
Directed hy Jimmy Pt.lton

THE

enviable record established by Pathe during its more than 17 years of uninterrupted serial

service has never been approached. Since May 15, 19 14, when the celebrated "Perils of Pauline"
was first released by Pathe, with Pearl White as the star, 71 Pathe serials in all have been
made to literally coin money for exhibitors. Pathe has now cornered the best serial talent. Spencer
Bennet, director of the greatest serials ever made, stands alone in this field. George Arthur Gray
and Frank Leon Smith are the finest serial writers living. Starting with this talent, Pathe has prepared for the new^ year 5 great chapter plays in 10 episodes of a reels each combining to a superlative
degree every element that makes for seat-selling, business-boosting entertainment. With big names to
feature in the casts, fine stories and masterful direction, Pathe will go the limit in elaborateness of
settings. These attractions are destined to write a new and glorious page in the history of serial entertainment, with hundreds of additional houses joining the showman's brigade that has been steadily
cashing in on productions that pull in the fans ten times where a feature brings them but once.

^ou these great serials
•»^^

..^-

/^^^^■?"»-^o„

'■"■■"

?.«.-. If*"!-^
-S'^C".

•., V

j^

the
s s,
at dai
spaper
newyear
lastlvfew
the
INthre
tabloids and mazarines have
increased vastlv in number
and in circulation. This has
been larj^elv due to the fiction and articles which are
carried over from issue to
issue and labeled "To Be
Continued." The interest of
the reader is captured in the
earlv chaptersorinstallments
and he j^oes on to the finish,
"To Be Continued." For
17 years Fathe serials have
built theatre patronaj^e with
the intri<i;uin<j: chapter stor'
ies, ending with a thundering climax, followed bv the
above magic words. In this
period of time Pathe serials
have done for the theatre
what the installment storv
has done for the neuspapers
and magazines.

^

TheTigei^s
Shadow
^e^

Original story and scenario bv
GEORGE
ARTHUR
GRAY
author of "The Crimson Flash"
"Hawk of the Hills", "The
Yellow Cameo", etc.
Viirecled h\ Spencer Bennct

&^,

.JiSiii.liitKi^.^ij;

9e,

Serials
%-.

MRMEU AIFAIFA ANNOl/NCtS
iq:2^-3C) TWtLVt CyLlNDEft
yV/ODEL OF

HIS N/EW

EARED with a million new gags,
*^ toned up with a new transmission
of humor, a funnybone clutch that
never fails, fast box-office pick-up,
twelve-cylinder stories, a body of
quality and added all-'round pleasing
qualities
Fables setsforouttheon eyes,
high Aesop's
to break Film
the
all-time laugh records.
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Western Etectric
SYSTEM
TALKING

PICTURES

Adopted by
WARNER

BROTHERS

(VITAPHONE)

FOX FILM CORPORATION
(MOVIETONE)
PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORPORATION
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FIRST

NATIONAL

UNITED

PICTURES,

ARTISTS

UNIVERSAL

CORPORATION
INC

CORPORATION
PICTURES,

INC.

%
The System which has been selected by all in the field of entertainment, Western Electric
the major producing companies as their stand- equipment is now installed i-n more than 300
ard is Western Electric — product of the world's
pioneers in communication — development of
the Bell Telephone
Laboratories — the only
application of sound to motion pictures now
in commercially successful use.
For two years an outstanding development

theatres, bringing to audiences all over the
country pictures that talk and sing and play,
With seven great producers putting sound
into their pictures, progressive exhibitors everywhere will recognize its significance to the
industry.

For information as to theatre equipments address

Electrical Research Products tnc.
SUBSIDIARY

OF

Western Etectric Company
250 West

THE

STANDARD

57th street. New

FOR

York, N. Y.

THE

INDUSTRY

I ;
I

.=^2
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Lindbergh
cross th
Atlanti

11

^The other 66 were good enough flyers. But Lindbergh got the crowds. \^ by?
Personality that appealed to the modern public. Front-page publicity everywhere. On the tip of every tongue. S. R. O. wherever he turned. It's the
same with pictures. ^ 66 good pictures get only a passing nod. The 67th
picture knocks box-office records lor a row.
everybody wants to see it. You
announcements

Everybody knows about it.

find good pictures in other companies^

for 1928-9; you find the 67lli type of good picture and star

]
in large quaiititv, exclusively in Paranionnt's Whole-Show Program. ^ Because i
Paramount geared its production staff and spent its millions to make high- i

powered pictures with the spark that fires the public. "Wings," that has ;
smacked every road-show record of all times. Harold Lloyd, leading boxoffice draw of the world, with his own smart Harold Lloyd Corporation
production outfit. "Canary Murder Case," read by 200,000 people. Von
Stroheim's "Wedding March," most eagerly-awaited picture in years. Clara
Bow, to Avlioni 30,000 fans a month write. Jannings (world's greatest dramatic
genius), Dix, Bancroft, Daniels, Ralston (coming up like a rocket), Charles
Rogers (new idol of the millions), and more, more, more. Stars and pictures
that stand out like Lindberghs above the mass of other product. ^ The
important pictures of next season are in**

PARAMOIVT'S
Harold Lloyd

Wolf Song

Dirigible
Man I Love

3 Richard Dix

Hard Boiled Angel

2 Emil Jannings
Canary Murder Case

Livmg Together

Tahiti Nights
Glorifying American Girl
Perfumed Trap

*

*

**

«»

PROGRAM

Star Hits

W edding March
4 Clara Bow

The Letter

*

WHOLE -SHOW

Specials

^'^
The Tong War
Crime of Interference

*

Upstart Gentleman
Behind German Lines
^Burlesque
,

^oa</ Shows

3
4
4
4
2

Richard Dix
Geo. Bancroft
Bebe Daniels
Esther Ralston
Pola Negri

3 Wray-Cooper
2 Florence Vidor
4 Chas. Rogers
3 Taylor- Hall
3 Adolphe Menjou
3 Zane Grey

Wings

1 Thomas

Abie's Irish Rose
The Patriot

2 MacLean-Christie
1 Sir Harry Lauder

Meighan

1 Model of Montmarte

Shorts
104 Paramount News
8 Vernon Comedies
8 Dooley Comedies
8 "Macduff" Comedies
8 "Confessions of a
Chorus Girl" Comedies
12 Great Stars and Authors
26 Krazy Kat
26 Inkwell Imps
2 Horton Comedies
Extra!

Byrd's Flight to
the South Pole

i
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GOOD

emil Jannings

EXHIBITORS HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD

NEWS!

CLARA Bow
"Ladies of the Mob"

"The Street of Sin"

GEORGE BANCROFT
"The Drag Net"

17 of the best

Paramount Pictures
of the year
between now and August 1st

Bebe Daniels
"The Fifty Fifty Girl"
"Hot News"

Richard

Dix

"Easy Come, Easy Go"

POLA Sinners:
Negri
''Throe

EXHIBITORS

^1^

fWw

HERALD

PICTURE WORLD

and MOVING

May 26, 1928

r*^ ^
^Vv

/^^"

!>^^

ADOLPHE MENJOU
"A Night of Mystery"
"His Tiger Lady"

Beery - Hatton
"The Big
Killing"

Esther Ralston
"Half a Bride"

I
Florence

vidor

"The Magnificent Flirt"

Jack Holt
"The Vanishing Pioneer'

Thomas Meighan
"The Racket"

(Produced by The Caddo Co.)

re-read

PARAMOUNT'S
Announcement
of the
Whole Show
Fred Thomson
"Kit Carson"
"Sunset Legion"

Fields - Conklin
"Fools for Luck"

Program
for 1928-29!

any month — any season — the
best pictures — the most pictures are

PARAMOUNT!

THE

WHOLE

SHOW

FROM

MOTION

PICTURE

HEADQUARTERS!

Q/^
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^Dntro
A Product of

Radio Corporation of America
General Electric Company
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Radically Different
FOLLOWING years of intensive research and experiment in the foremost
electrical and acoustical laboratories of
the world, the Radio Corporation of
America announces the formation
of RCA Photophone, Inc. for the purpose of marketing new and highly
perfected devices for the recording and
reproducing of sound on motion picture film.
Only a supremely scientific and mechanical age could produce a mechanism so
superbly efficient as the RCA Photophone, and so capable of revolutionizing
present-day motion picture values. And
only an industry that has reached the
heights of the motion picture business
could have inspired it.

As a new form of embellishment of
motion picture programs, and as an
aid in enhancing the effects and naturalism of motion picture productions, RCA
Photophone marks the next step in
advance in the production and presentation of motion pictures — a step long
prophesied, and inevitable.
Differing materially from all other
systems in its achievement of complete
practicability, RCA Photophone restores
to the motion picture theatre its original birthright of the screen's popularity.
As such, it promises to become as necessary an element of every theatre's equipment as its theatre chairs.

m/M^/M^/MS^/X:i7/M^/M\'7A\J/MSiJ/M^/M\'7/£s:7/MS'r/A\7/A\7/A\^/*\^M\'^/A\7/

Now—

d Film'
PerfectAll^^ Soun
A That
Producers
And Theatres Can Use

Far-Reaching Advances
PHOTOPHONE

embodies

In the production of motion pictures,

>. projection and acoustical

the RCA Photophone will add the vast
entertainment resources of the radio field

RCA^

improvements of far-reaching significance. Nothing approaching it in tonal
effectiveness has ever before been offered
motion picture theatres.
The human voice is reproduced by RCA
Photophone as a real voice, rather than
the emanation of some mechanical force.
The most delicate tones of a symphonic
orchestra reach their hearers with all the
tonal fidelity of the original orchestration. There is absolutely J20 over-loading,
no distortion or unnatural volume.

to those of the film industry.
There will be available a wide selection
of full length motion picture productions
from front-rank producing organizations, synchronized with symphonic
orchestrations and dramatic sound effects.
Also, news reels and novelty films.
The new RCA

Photophone projection

Furthermore, as a result of a w^holly new

equipment will be ready for installation
in theatres July 1st. Installation prices will
vary from $4,000 to $15,000, depending

sound recording process, RCA Photophone films last. The sound track of
these films will outlive the picture.

upon the size of the theatre. The equipment may be leased at exceptionally
moderate terms.

Equipment that meets every requirement
RCA PHOTOPHONE projection equipment may be installed in practically
every projection booth with little alteration.
Standard films, without the sound feature, may be used without any
change in the RCA Photophone, as may all types ©/"talking films." The
installation of RCA Photophone equipment in no way interferes with
the projection of the ordinary picture.
In addition to a wide range of feature productions, news reels and
novelty films, there will be available through RCA Photophone, Inc., a
large selection of films of incidental and non-synchronized music.
For theatres desiring only reproducing apparatus for incidental and
non-synchronized music, there will be available high power reproducers,
providing superlative performances, at moderate prices.
Board of Directors of RCA

Photophone, Inc.

CORNELIUS N. BLISS
PAUL D. CRAVATH

EDWIN M. HERR
DAVID SARNOFF

GENERAL JAMES G. HARBORD
EDWARD W. HARDEN
OWEN D. YOUNG

Officers of RCA
CHAIRMAN

GENERAL

JAMES R. SHEFFIELD
GERARD SWOPE

Photophone, Inc.
OF THE

JAMES

BOARD

G. HARBORD

PRESIDENT

David sarnoff
Vice-President E. E. BUCHER
Technical Vice-Pres., ALFRED
Treasurer, GEORGE

N. GOLDSMITH

S. DeSOUSA
Secretary, LEWIS
Comptroller. CHARLES J. ROSS

MacCONNACH

Board of Consulting Engineers
ALFRED

N. GOLDSMITH

C. W. STONE

S. M. KINTNER

Forward-looking exhibitors, when in New York, are invited to investigate
at our studio, the business-building
potentialities of RCA Photophone.

KCA

PHOTOPHONE
411 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW

INC.

YORK

A Subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America
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Th« Bays Are
Getting Rough i
61

(No. 585— Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmley
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)
SOME

OF UNIVERSAUS

COMPETITORS

ARE GETTING

ROUGH.

SOME OF THEM ARE ALMOST NAUGHTY AND NASTY IN THEIR FRANTIC
j efforts to explain to you why they are not prepared, as Universal is, to show you com'
pleted pictures instead of words for the coming season«
TUT, TUT, COMPETITORS!
BE GENTLEMANLY.

TRY

TO AVOID

GUTTER

TACTICS

AS MUCH

AS

your nature will permit. Don*t let anything get your goat— not even the fact that Universal
has twenty^six of its pictures completed and ready to show!
ITS NEVER BEEN DONE BEFORE BY ANY COMPANY— BUT
has always liked to do things which have never been done before.

UNIVERSAL

I REALIZE THAT IT IS A TERRIBLE HANDICAP FOR OTHER COMPANIES
to face. I realize that it is a tough job for a salesman of another company to try to sell w ords
to the exhibitor while the Universal salesmen are offering pictures ready for screening.
YOU SEE, MR. EXHIBITOR, UNIVERSAL NOT ONLY HAS THE PICTURES
—but has them completed and ready to show — 26 of them! Never in the history of the
business has any company been able to offer this many on the screen and not merely
in the fancy announcements!
SOME OF OUR COMPETITORS ARE QUITE FRANTIC ABOUT IT. THEY
ask you to pay no attention to our completed pictures, but to wait for their promises.
YOU^VE BEEN PLAYED FOR A SUCKER MANY A TIME, BUT THIS IS THE
season when you are going to buy with your eyes open — and Universal, as usual, is the
one to open *em!
NO PRINTED ARGUMENT IN THE WORLD CAN POSSIBLY ANSWER THE
Universal challenge — pictures completed and ready to show!
IS IT ANY
frantic?

WONDER

THE

BOYS

ARE

GETTING

ROUGH

AND

A BIT
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Yeats funniest cpmedi

United
Artists
Picture
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Tresen^eJ by
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK.
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LOGICAL
SUCCESS
There is no mystery about the success of The
Herald-World.
The Herald-World has been operated since
its inception as a simple trade journal rendering direct service to readers.
Readers have rewarded this service on its
simple merits— advising, suggesting, dictatthe course
of the
paper's development
from ingthe
first issue
forward.
Exhibitors have made The Herald-World
what it is.
It was inevitable that a paper built by exhibitors should become the exhibitors' favorite
paper.
The Herald-World's supremacy in trade interest, circulation and advertising is a simple
result of its exhibitor policy.

The Herald-World's success is a LOGICAL
SUCCESS.
EXHIBITORS

HERALD
WORLD
ani MOVING

PICTURE

May 26, 1928
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FIND OUY^HYiEFOREYOuBliY
Get down to cases — the cold,
hard facts.
Sum up every essential elecally. ment — searchingly, scientifiLook at THE

AMAZING

by You'll
week! understand
why
FIRST NATIONAL is FIRST!

IS THE ONLY COMPANTD
WI¥H

SO MANY
THAI HAVE
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MADE GOOD
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will also come to you with REPUTATIONS
ALREADY
ESTABLISHED! Story Fame ADDED to the Star Draw in every
one.
Seldom have so many pre -sold vehicles been included in a
single season's line-up.
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fM*"** f IRST NATION Al
ON THE

AIR
Jit dvse stories
of humor OHd
patAos, romance and
atfveuture, radio is
sAcmm plofiM^ a vital
fad<r in tki drama
ofmodtmlife.
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A KINGS RANSOM
Spent for the Film Rights Alone to the

A«

-'RUN
IS LON
STAGGE»ltl¥S
1% FAMOUS
y BEST'SELLERS
and Stories fromMass-CirculationMagazines
H STARfEATURff
X INTERNATIONAL
y
SUCCESSES

in

PRHI DENT GROW
■LILAC TIMl:'

".SYNTHI-TIC SIN"

"BABV

FACE"

"LA TOSCA"
Play by Viccorien Sardo

"OUTCAST"
Play by Hubert Henry Da

"TWO

WEEKS

OFF

"WINK,
WOMENand
SONG"
Famous
musicul conieJv
Play by Kenyon

Nicholsti

%

^

YOli
SIGN UP
^

towi^

GREAT POPULAR
AUTHORS
^,^ WHEN
YOU SICN FOR
fHE PRESIDENT

GROUP

INCLUDIMCi

,

jfeMX

„^>!ICS«B-

rO«.MO

t

TVlliXTVv

RALPH

MANULTrtS

Ore or ihc lcadcr>of ihc lis
'lllindi»
nf «idely popular novtiuls o,
■111 of -Scanda

stars

I-amou.

for

J belt-

sellers in a row— ■•THK
DIVINK I.ADV." "Glonouj
Apollo- and "The

1

SPENCF

When
you hear
ihatrheauif,.
of
'THK
LYING
TRUTH ■
i< also ihe author of -ThGor.lla" and the adaptor ..i
■•A Connecticut Yankee'

Chaste Diana."

^H^^^BtvT^'

THE

OCT OP^^
OVl'EN
MA

:^^t^::i^'

ywFll

AS)I>f PSOS'
•SATURDAY
S CHIl
DREN"

IS the

second

DAVIS

woman and child as the author

great

success by the co-author ol
■■What Price Glors,"

of "l.es Miserables," -Ihc
Hunchback
of Notre
and
•TOll.tRS
OF Dame."
THK
SKA." The last-named s.ill be
produced as a President
C;roup Special.

histredit than an) other In i,i^
dramatist. "THK HAIN

I to

HUL'SE-isoneofh.sureate.i

'X:tavt.is rot
COHEN

c.KORGE KIBBE
T|!RNER

Remember "While Shoulders"
and "The Street of Forgotten
Men"? The author of "THE
(ilRl. IN THE GLASS
C.\GE ■ also wrote these and
other famous film hits.

A lavorite of millions as th,
author of scores of short stonei
in Tlir SolurJay Evini:,; Poj,
and other leading magazines
THK
OTHER
TOMOR
ROW" ,s his most

popular nosel.

CEORC*

.S.KAUFMAN

The author of "THE Hl'TI ER AND KGG MAN ,.
one of the outstanding comedy. dramatists of the da.
You can feature him as the
CO. author of "Mcrton of t>ie
Movies.-

••Dulcv.-

and

•adies First,"

riir author ol ■■SHOU
GIRL," scriali/eil in :i,oco,'
CORNELL

WOOLRICH

won overnight fame as the
author of "CHILDREN Ol
THE RIT/." awarded litst
: in CsJIrf //i.-no'/ wide
publicized
contest
lot novels ofprize
the youniei

ooocopies of t.ihilx \f*l*timt.
IS nationally popular through
h.s widely syndicated feature,
-The

Putter. "

The

ltd by
OON.N B\ RNE
author ..f "CHANGI

I IN(;." .huh
eighth
Richard edition.
Hutio
ihoritt. as "lar aiwl away ibr
limit gilled o( peesvnt'di

"THE WHIP"

Hay Beilli

^^5^:^
Famaiin En«ll>li Pbr

"THK SPORT OF KINGS"
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THK

WARE

CASE"

THE LINE-Ur TH4T HAS SWEPT
THE INDlJfTIXr LIKE WILDFIR.E
THE 1^4 MAMMOTH
COLLEEN

CORINNE

MOORE

GRIFFITH
in

in

The divine lad

LILAC TIME
c/f Firnatone Production

From E. Barrington's Famous Best-Se

retTARlfAHlJUl
COLLEEN

MOORE

in "Synthetic Sin"

COLLEEN

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS

in

COLLEEN

"Diversion"
"Mutiny"
And Others

MOORE

DOROTHY

in "Baby F»c«"

MOORE

MACKAILL

in

"The Girl in the Glass Cage"
"Two Weeks Off"

in "The Richest Girl on Earth"

"LA
TOSCA"
with Billie Dove

CORINNE
"Outcast"

GRIFFITH

in

"Saturday's Children'
"Paid For"
And 1 Other

"THE WHIP

"

JACK MULHALL

wiih Dorothy Mackaill, Ralph Forbeii,
Anna Q. NiUson* Lowell Sherman

"Applesauce"
"When Irish
Eyes Are Smiling"

"THE SQUALL"
"NO, NO, NANETTE"

BILLIE DOVE

CHARLIE

"THE BiItTER and EGG MAN"
with Jack Mulhall, Greta Nissen, Sam Hardy

in

"THE BARKER

MURRAY

"

with MiltoD Sills, Dorothy Mackaill.
Betty Compton, Doug. Fairbanks, }t.

"CHANGELING"

A George Fitzmaurice Production

ALICE WHITE
MILTON

uded
inallslt I
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orig
incl
Notnd
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nt
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2an
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SILLS in

"Captain of the Strong"
"The Eagle's Trail"
"The Spotter"
"Hard Rock"

"THE GOOD-BYE

KISS"

MACKAILL

JACK MULHALL

'THE HAUNTED
Owen

■!*
"SH!— THE
Famous

HOUSE'

Davis' sensational play

*t>
OCTOPUS"

Broadway

"SEVEN

"On the Air''

•Hot Stuff"

"Ritzy Rosie"

HRSY
NAIIONAlf
PRHIDEN
GROUD

thrill success

FOOTPRINTS

"The Royal Rider"
"The Lawless Legion"
"Cheyenne"
"Wells Fargo Express"

wlnfewnafmnal iu

•7r 'i'i'Hf

..s';xmi-:'^-A!T4'^t!mm^»,

Paul Wegener
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Synchronized Pictures
SYNCHRONIZED pictures which have been steadily
coming to the foreground through the vast and ceaseless efforts of the pioneers in this field have now reached
a point at which they stand recognizable as a tremendous
factor in the affairs of the industry.
The adaptation of the principle of sound reproduction
to motion pictures nxeans the introduction of a new and
amplified method of expression. The newness of this principle as applied to motion pictures involves many problems, but the certainties already established make very
plain that a vast new field in the amusement world has
been opened up.
Great progress doubtlessly will be made during the coming year in the application of the sound principle to motion
pictures, but regardless of the rate of speed at which this
progress may travel it is certain that the motion picture is
to be given a greater sphere of effectiveness and a greater
sphere of usefulness.
There is no longer any doubt as to the effectiveness of
the limited use of sound accompaniment in motion piclures. A great question which the future will decide is just
how fully a motion picture may be made audible vocally
without destroying instead of helping the psychological
interest which has been an essential characteristic of the
silent drama.
Leading authorities in the industry now have no hesitancy in recognizing the definite values that may be obtained in the full orchestration of feature pictures through
the method of synchronization. Also, there is complete
agreement on the effectiveness of rendering vocally audible
certain portions of a feature film, but opinion is divided
as to how far the sound accompaniment may be carried
without effecting an imitation of realism, instead of an
illusion of realism, as in the case of the silent picture.
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IN the field of short specialty subjects synchronization has
already proven out. Certain classes of short subjects are
given a vastly greater importance through the introduction
of sound accompaniment.
In the news reel field sound accompaniment achieves an
almost incredible degree of realism. In the case of the
Fox News Movietone, Mr. William Fox has already contributed large
a
number of audible news reel subjects and
each of them has been an item of eloquent evidence attesting to the fact that by means of the synchronized picture
it is possible to reproduce the news events of the day with a
faithfulness that has never previously been attained. There
is no doubt of hazard about the use of synchronization in
the news reel.
Warner Brothers with the Vitaphone system have given
convincing demonstrations of the value of synchronization
used at intervals in the highlights of a feature picture.
This phase of the adaptation of the sound principle to motion pictures may also be accepted and recognized as a
demonstrated and proven betterment in the entertainment
world.
Plans are now under consideration in several of the
studios for the making of pictures based upon successful
musical plays in which voice synchronization will be used
virtually throughout the productions. In many quarters
these enterprises are regarded in the light of experiments,
the eventual result of which cannot be determined with
any degree of accuracy.
While it is generally agreed that synchronization developments have been progressing at an amazing rate during
the past few months, still many of the keenest production
executives believe that a great deal of experiment will have
to be undertaken before conditions will favor embarking
upon a production that will in fact be a talking motion
« • •
picture.
EXHIBITORS may regard the developments that have
taken place in connection with synchronized pictures
with the greatest possible satisfaction; these pictures —
beyond any question of doubt — ^mean the introduction of
a great new type of entertainment for theatres. They will
amount to an effective stimulant to those portions of the
public which have been drifting out of the classification of
regular theatre patrons.
The synchronization process means a widening of the
sphere of the motion picture and gives a greater significance and a greater attraction value to motion pictures. It
amounts to another instrument in the hands of the theatre
man for winning and holding patronage.
There will be immediately the novelty appeal for the
public in synchronized pictures, but the process has already progressed to a point at which it can no longer be
considered merely in the light of a novelty.
The adaptation of the sound principle to motion pictures actually means that the motion picture has again
taken a great step forward — as the greatest popular entertainment and as a form of artistic expression.
The Herald-World is pleased to announce at this time
the establishment of a regular department which will be
devoted to the subject of synchronized pictures. The establishment ofthis department is in line with the publication's
policy to serve effectively and completely the whole industry in all of its chief activities.
The new department will appear in an early issue. It
will contain the latest news, information and comment on
the whole field of synchronized pictures and will aim to be
a constructive influence on all matters pertaining to this
great and significant development of the motion picture
art.
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Era of Sound Pictures Dawns
As Eight Big Producers Sign
Steffes Group toonal
Plan New Nati
Body, PcLpeV Says

Organization of a new national exhibitor
association will be discussed by theatre men
from various sections of the country gathering at a specially summoned convention of
the Northwest M. P. T. C, which opens for
three days July 10, according to Greater
Amusements, Minneapolis regional film
publication. Says this journal in its issue
of May 19:
"W. A. Steflfes, head of the Northwest
Theatre Owners association this week announced that the unfinished business of the
fifteenth annual convention would be transacted at a meeting to be held on boat between Duluth and Port Arthur and return,
the voyage and meeting starting July 10 and
lasting three days.
"Also at that time, plans will be made for
the launching of a new national exhibitor
organization and exhibitor leaders from
various sections of the country will gather
for the occasion to perfect plans of organization which it is understood have been
under way for the past two months.
"In making known the plans for the meeting on the boat, Mr. Steffes stated that he
wished it to be distinctly understood that
the new organization would in no way interfere with the present M. P. T. O. A., and
would be organized on entirely different
lines from the present national organization
of exhibitors. He said that in all probability
the new league of exhibitors would co-operate with the present body in matters of
vital interest to exhibitors."

Pathe Looks Forward
to More
Profitable
Season for 1928-29
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 22.— The annual report
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., for 1927 informs
stockholders that it appears from available
data that the company has turned the "comer"
and is anticipating a satisfactory year. Gross
sales and rentals were $17,553,528 with loss
for the year of $2,151,882. Surplus after dividends and bond interest was $902,873.

Kleihege Will Go to Trial
in Bombing of $1,750,000
State at Hammond, Ind.
William Kleihege of Hammond, Ind., will
be tried June 11 on a charge of conspiracy
following the bombing of the State theatre
in that city last November.
Kleihege was operating the $1,750,000
State theatre on a lease. The bomb practically destroyed the structure.

Armed Youth Holds Up
Cashier, Gets $175 Loot
(Special to the Herald-World)

POCATELLO, IDAHO, May 22.— A
masked armed youth entered the Orpheum
theatre here, held up the cashier and escaped with $175. He has not been apprehended.

Coiitracts Prepared for Two
More; New Devices Perfected
of RCA Photophone Is Announced — Seven
Formation
Companies Adopt Western Electric System
Developments whereby practically all the large producing companies already have either signed contracts for the use of synchronization devices, or whereby such inventions have been made
available for them to couple sight and sound m screen entertainment, make synchronism of vital importance to the entire industry.
Companies which already have contracted for the application of synchronization include the following: F B O, Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, United
Artists, Warner Brothers, Educational, First National, Fox Films. Contracts
also are in preparation by one of the manufacturers for Universal and KeithAlbee-Orpheum.
"Herald-World" Starts New Department
So general has become the activity of motion picture producers in tying
up with the makers of sound devices that the Herald- World, in keeping with
the policy it consistently has maintained of leading the trade publication field
in keeping step with new developments in the industry, has decided to launch
a new department devoted entirely to the new type of entertainment. Announcment of this innovation is printed on page 77.
Radio Corporation of America, with which
F B O became associated several months ago
for the use of its synchronization device, announces the formation of RCA Photophone,
a product of RCA, General Electric Company and Westinghouse Electric &^ Mfg. Co.
Firms Adopting Devices Listed
Western Electric announces that its system
of sound pictures has been adopted by seven
companies and that contracts now are being
prepared for one of these and an eighth concern. The Han-a-phone is Jinnounced by the
Han-a-phone Company, in association with
the Utah Radio Products Company of Chicago.
Sound devices which have been adopted by
producing organizations include : Photophone,
F B O ; Western Electric system, \Varner
Brothers, Fox Films, Paramount, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, First National, United Artists (with contracts in preparation for Universal and Keith-Albee-Orpheum) ; Vocafilm,
Educational.
RCA Photophone, Inc., is announced as
a new company formed "for the purpose
of marketing new and highly perfected devices for the recording and reproducing
of sound on motion picture film. The
projection equipment is to be ready for

Synchronized
Pictures*
Success Held Permanent
"It is hardly necessary to emphasize either the marvelous character or the certain popularity of talkpictures,"
the Chicago
Daily
News ingsaid
last week
in an editorial
article.
"No one doubts that this form of
entertainment will be permanent.
The question artists and singers are
raising is as to the effect which, in
the long run, the talking and singing
picture will have on the spoken
drama and the opera or musical com-

installation in theatres July 1, with in^
stallation prices ranging form $4,000 to
$15,000, according to the theatre's size,
and with the equipment leasable at excepterms." a wide selection of
"There tionally
will moderate
be available
full length motion picture productions from
front-rank producing organizations, synchronized with symphonic orchestrations and dramatic sound effects, also news reels and
novelty films," according to the announcement.
New Process Evolved
"The human voice is reproduced by RC.\
Photophone as a real voice rather than
the emanation of some mechanical force.
The most delicate tones of a symphonic orchestra reach the hearers with all the tonal
fidelity of the original orchestration. There is
absolutely no overloading, no distortion or
unnatural volume. Furthermore, as a result
of a wholly new sound recording process,
RCA Photophone films last. The sound track
of these films will outlive the picture."
Paramount, M-G-M and United Artists
are among the latest to contract with
Electric Research Products, Inc., subsidiary of Western Electric, for licenses under the patents of the A. T. & T. and
Western Electric. These producers will
use the name "Movietone" for their sound
pictures. Vitaphone and Fox-Case for
some time have been producing pictures
made under the Western Electric system.
In addition, First National recently announced its adoption of the Western Electric system, and contracts are being prepared with Universal and K. A. O.
"The action taken today by Paramount.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. United .Artists and
the other companies will be proof to the nublic that talking motion pictures are here to
stay," said J. E. Ottcrson, president of Electrical Research Products, Inc. "Many months
have been devoted by these producers to studying the relative merits of the different systems
at their disposal, and the fact that all of
these outstanding companies in the industryhave concluded that such pictures represent
(Continued on page 83 ■)
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YORK.— Another swell picture like
NEW
"Steamboat Bill" and Buster Keaton will
run the risk of being dissected by the highbrows. . . . Mr. C. Chaplin might dig the
old laurels out of the closet and set about
doing a little poHshing. if one may stand on
the corner of 42d street and Hsten to the
ladies and gents as they file out of the Rialto,
exiting laughingly. . . . Morris Gest is in the
flesh at almost every movie opening. . . .
First Division Distributors, Inc., has just
issued a booklet or brochure on the forthcoming productions. It is in color and is
really a work of art. The color scheme and
art work was turned out under the able direction of William Murphy. . . . There is much
bustle and hustle at the Fox office these days
and if hard work and ability will tell in the
siun total, Glendon Allvine and Joe Fine will
turn out an issue of inserts which will long
be remembered in the industry. . . . Roy J .
Pomeroy has been placed at the head of the
technical department of the Paramount talking films. He can run it and how ! . . . The
firm of Lord, Thomas and Logan are to be
commended for the speed and skill with which
they turned out the advertising for the Photophone. It registered all over the map. . . .
Mack Sennett gave a very delightful tea and
cracker party at the Hotel Ambassador on
Thursday and all hands had a good time with
the genial host. There were no casualties.
. . . Sidney Lust, of Washington, gave a
showing of his new war picture, "Over
There," at the Hays projection room and all
hands were of the opinion that Sidney has
a winner. . . . "Bill" Murphy, Russell
SImnnahan, et al., have formed a company
to handle the Da-Light Sign. This sign is
a "pip" and runs on sunlight. There is no
outlay for electricity so it will naturally be
condemned by the lighting people, but take -it
from us, it will function as long as old Sol
does his bit. And you buy it by the inch instead of the kilowatt. . . . Jesse J. Goldburg
is about the busiest man in town these days
but he is always ready to talk to you and
the "smile that vnns" is always present. . . .
Buck Jones has taken Don McElwaine away
from the Fox Co. to do publicity. . . . Earl
Wingart, late of the F B O studios, Hollywood, has joined the William Fox forces as
one of the publicity department. . . . Rutgers
Neilson, of FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc., reports
four "Music Masters" on Broadway at one
time. And why not — they are well done and
well liked. . . . "The Three Graces,"
Virginia, Hortense and Paula, have all been
verj' busy for the past few weeks getting out
the extra publicity for their respective companies but novkf that the conventions are over
they will be able to relax a bit and it may be
that they will take a trip to Bermuda or perhaps Bagdad. . . . Percival McGuire, of the
International Projector Corporation, was the
"Movietone" at the A. M. P. A. luncheon
last Thursday. . . . Jack ICeegan, of Vitaphone, expects to become a country gentleman
within the near future and the locality of his
choice seems to be up Westchester way. . . .
Talking pictures are going to raise havoc with
some of the wellknown "He Actors" who have
canary voices. May have to resort to the old
method of having good voices behind the sets
to do the talking for the falsetto heavies.
.. . . United Artists has appointed Arthur S.
Kane district manager in the southern territory, covering Dallas, St. Louis, Kansas City,
and New Orleans. That district should go
over big as that same Arthur Kane is one
of the best executives in the entire industry.
PETER
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The Drama Behind Newsreels
ENTERS the newsreel cameraman as a hero for the world to applaud! Not
that the intrepid picture-reporter has been neglected. But we have known
him for his works alone. It shall be thus no longer. An adventurous spirit
peculiar to our day — as D'Artagnan was to his — the newsreel cameraman is to
come from "behind the screen" and enact the story of his thrilling life — his
"News Parade,"
melodrama,
Fox's
is the hero
loves. areHepictured
his below
exploits and and
those ofwho
prepared
his debut.

Double congratulations on the first dramatic spectacle made around the
newsreel. Nick Stuart, who plays the part of the camera-hero, is shown at
center, applying the enthusiastic grip to David Butler (left), who directed
the production, and to Truman H. Talley, editor of Fox News and the portrayer of himself in the picture. It is Talley who orders Stuart enrolled, as
a cameraman, thus starting him on a career of thrills and glory. Talley
has done that in real life.

The entire company of principals in the making of Fox's "News Parade." From left
to right they are Director Butler, who is shown explaining the script; Sally Phipps,
who has the feminine lead opposite Stuart; Stuart, Talley and William Counselman,
supervisor of the production. The love interest in "News Parade" begins upon Stuart's
being sent to get pictures of Miss Phipps' father, a crusty old money baron with an
intense hatred for cameramen. Following them to Havana, where papa gets kidnaped, Stuart wins his freedom, the pictures and the girl.

A Discussion on

y^

ADVERTISING
By Mr. Adolph Zukor

President, Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation, an acknowledged leader in the motion picture industry and
an eminent figure in the world affairs of business.

(Reported by MARTIN

J. QUIGLEY)

An

industry, like an individual, is inclined to go from one extreme to
another. During the past few years the motion picture business in conjunction with its general program of economic readjustment has gone
from the extreme of an extravagant use of certain forms of advertising to
another extreme which has consisted of an unwise and unsound curtailment of at least one essential form of advertising: namely, advertising
within the trade.
Under the stress of a broadcast readjustment which the trend of the
business had rendered necessary, the pendulum on trade paper advertising
has been permitted to swing too far in the direction of curtailment. A
swing back toward the point of normalcy is now both advisable and necessary.
I regard advertising within the trade as an essential activity of the business of motion pictures. The trade press is or should be the voice of the
industry and the scene in which is depicted evidence of the thought, action and progress of the business. When the trade press reflects, or tends
to reflect, a quiescent state of affairs in the industry it is a bad condition
for the business and for all the concerns in the business.

C

ONSIDERING directly the interests of our organization, I want to
see a vigorous and enterprising trade press; one that is alive with
the progressive thought of the business. Advertisements in the trade
press that are well-written and effectively displayed serve to stimulate the
exhibitor's interest in his business; such advertisements being properh
and accurately informative are a valuable aid to the theatreman.
I make it a practice to study the advertisements of all of the companies.
When I see good advertising, whether it is from Paramount or from some
[over]

other company, I am interested and pleased, because I know that such advertising stimulates interest in product; is an inspiration to better work
on the part of every other advertising department; and that it is contributing to the spirit of progress in the business.

E

^

IXAMPLE is one of the greatest influences in life. Through the
trade press the successful showmanship efforts of one exhibitor in
any particular part of the country are held up for the guidance of all
Here is a sphere of great service for the trade press.
other exhibitors.
Advertising to the public is, of course, an important activity of the industry but the logical first step of the industry in publicity is advertising
within the trade. However important may be any local or national advertising effort aimed at the general public it must be remembered that
the media for reaching the trade are the trade media. It is in these publications that the producer and distributor is enabled to send his business
message directly and surely into the hands of the man who is most interested in the news of the business, whether it be about product or about
something else that concerns the business of motion pictures.
When the trade press publishes an important advertisement or an important article we know that the information concerned is going directly
to the persons for whom the information is intended. Wlien it appears
elsewhere we know that while it may reach some small part of the trade
it does not reach the whole trade and, whatever its merit may be, that
merit is non-existent for all those whom it does not reach.

T,

S

HE trade paper in the motion picture business is bound to be a big
influence — either for progress or retrogression. When I read the trade
paper week by week and find a volume of enterprising and effective advertising copy, and an editorial section which is alive to the progress of
the business, I am stimulated and I know that a similar effect is achieved
throughout the business. K, on the other hand, I pick up a trade paper
and find but few advertisements and these indiiferently displayed I feel
that the dominant urge of the business is for the moment held in abeyance
and that the industry is foolishly sacrificing an opportunity for advancement.
The trade press is the mirror of the business; at all times it should reflect a picture of initiative, enterprise and intelligent activity.

^
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Kennedy New KAO Chairman;
F B O and Pathe Get Big Outlet
Oklahoma Owners
Hold Series of 6
Regional

Meetings

(Special to the Herald-World)

OKLAHOMA CITY, May 22.— Members
of the Oklahoma M. P. T. O. will meet at
six places on as many days, in accordance
with a recent vote of the directors, and the
meetings, which begin today, have been announced as follows:
McAllester, today; Tulsa, tomorrow; Miama, Thursday; I-awton, May 29; Clinton,
May 30; and Woodward, May 31. All meetings begin at 10 a. m.

Paramount Elects Son
of Otto H, Kahn Member
of Board of Directors
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 22.— At the monthly
meeting of the board of directors of Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation, Gilbert W.
Kahn, son of Otto H. Kahn, of Kuehn, Loeb
& Company, was made a member of the board
of directors.
Gilbert W. Kahn is one of the younger
generation of the banking firm of Kuehn, Loeb
& Company. Since his return to America
following a study of banking conditions in
foreign countries, he has been associated with
his father at Kuehn, Loeb & Company.

Loeiv House Net Goes
Up While Gross Drops
(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON, ONT., May 22.— ^Gross profits
for Loew's theatre, London, Ont., for the
past fiscal year, as announced in the financial statement just issued, were $82,764, as
compared with $83,528 for the previous 12
months. However, after deduction of the
general expenses, the net profits stood at
$48,211, contrasted with $41,532 for the preceding year.
Preferred dividends amounted to $23,619,
while common dividends of $15,000 were
paid. Fred Jackson has been manager of
the theatre for some years.

"Harold Teen" Awarded
Texas May Blue Ribbon
(Special to the Herald-World)

DALLAS, May 22.— The M. P. T. O. of
Texas has selected First National's "Harold
Teen," the Robert Kane-Allan Dwan production based on Carl Ed's newspaper comic
strip, for its May "Blue Ribbon" award. The
selection committee expressed itself as exceptionally pleased with the picture, declaring the choice to be one of the most fortunate that has been made thus far.

Paramount Declares $2
Common Stock Dividend
At a meeting held last week the board of
directors of Paramount-Famous-Laskv Corporation declared the regular quarterly dividend of $2.00 per share on the common stock,
payable July 2, 1928, to stockholders of record
at the close of business on June 8, 1928. The
books will not close.

75

Bankers Join in Purchasing
Large Block of Common Stock
Albee Remains President, While Keith People and Associates Retain Control, Circuit Announces
Joseph P. Kennedy, president of F B O, in association with a group of bankers, has purchased a large interest in the Keith-Albee-Orpheum theatre circuit
and has been made chairman of the board of directors. Kennedy has been in
Chicago the past week and a half to attend the F B O and Pathe conventions.
Gives F B O and Pathe Big Outlet
This action, whereby Kennedy obtained a huge guaranteed outlet for the
products of both F B O and Pathe, was one of two strategic moves of vast
importance to the industry made by the head of F B O in the past week, the
other being the installing of Colvin W. Brown as executive vice-president of
Pathe.
New York financiers associated with Kennedy in the KAO deal are Elisha Walker,
president of Blair & Co.; the Lehman
Brothers, and Jeremiah
Milbank
of the

Joseph P. Kennedy

Albee

Chase National Bank group. E. F. Albee
remains president of K A O, the board
voted, and Marcus Heiman is executive
vice-president. Added to the directorate are
Walker, Richard C. Hunt, representing Milbank, and the Lehman Brothers. One report has it that $4,500,000 changed hands
in the transaction for an amount of common stock, sufficiently large to give Kennedy and his associates a big role in development of the successful circuit.
Kennedy made no comment on his his
portant moves, but Albee was frank in
satisfaction that energetic new blood has
been brought into the; organization he
heads, fulfilling a promise he made at the
time of the merger of Keith-Albee and the
Orpheum circuit.
imCalls Kennedy Tremendous Asset
"The motion picture has become such an
important factor in the KAO
theatres in
the last few years," Albee stated in announcing the new development, "that it is

Samuel Katz Will
Adopt Boy Orphan
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 22.— Samuel
Katz, president of Publix Theatres,
has taken into his home a six and
one-half year old boy, whom he expects to adopt within a year, it has
been learned. The boy, whose identity is withheld, is called Billy, and
is a ward of the free synagogue of
which Mrs. Stephen S. Wise is chairman.

only natural that I should look to the picture industry for a new associate. Mr. Kennedy has shown, in a brief but colorful
career in the picture business, such constructive and organization
genius that we
consider him a tremendous asset to our
business. He is energetic, dynamic and a
The announcement
from the KAO
ofstraight
shooter."
fices stated in part:
"The Keith people and their associates
retain the control of the company, but with
the entry of the energetic young Joseph P.
Kennedy, who has made a place for himself
in the motion picture industry in the past
two years, those who hold stock in the
Keith-Albee-Orpheum circuit can feel assured that with this new combination, this
injecting of new blood and financial interest
into the business, it will continue to be the
leading theatrical institution that it has been
for over forty years.
Denies Rumor of Retirement
"There is no truth in any rumor abroad
that Mr. Albee, the president of the KeithAlbee-Orpheum Circuit, is to retire or be
less active in the affairs of the Keith-AlbeeOrpheum Circuit than he has been for the
past forty years.
"It was he, with Mr. Keith, who built
this circuit, who labored early and late and
injected principles into the vaudeville business which have made it respected throughout the world.
"Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Albee will now
work out together, with the co-operation of
these finanical groups mentioned above, the
new program which has been laid out for
the expansion of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum
Circuit.
Closer Association
Effected
"Kennedy entered the motion picture
business actively two years ago when he
bought F B O Pictures Corporation from
the British banker owners. His accornplishments with that company have astounded
the motion picture industry, accustomed as
it is to unusual accomplishment. He has
just recently effected an aftiliation between
his F B O company and Radio Corporation
of America, General Electric and Westinghouse under which these interests are his
partners in F B O.
"With Mr. Kennedy's election as chairman of the board of K .\ O a closer association isestablished between the two companies, KAO recently having acquired an
interest in F B O pictures, and Mr. Kennedy recently having become unofficial
business advisor of the Pathe company, in
which

K A

O

is heavily

interested."
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Omaha Convention Pep Makes Up
For Roads' Blow to Attendance
Exhibitors of Nebraska and Iowa Have Lot of Fun Over Uniform
Contract But Agree It's Long — Meeting Loaded with
Harmony — Three Pictures Win Plaudits
By
J. C. JENKINS
The Herald-World Man
DEAR

HEfL\LD-WORLD :

OMAHA,

May 22.

The "Get Together" convention of the M. P. T. O. A. of Nebraska and Iowa
has just concluded its midsummer gathering with the smallest attendance for
some years, occasioned, no doubt, by reason of the excessive rains which have
visited Iowa and Nebraska the past few days, but what the convention lacked
in numbers was made up in enthusiasm over the prospects for a bumper crop.
Bad Roads Limit Iowa Attendance
The attendance from Iowa was much smaller than in former years because
of the road conditions in that state, which were reported to be in the loblolly
stage after the rains. The webfooted exhibitors however, were able to be
present
rub off. and they brought to the convention that "Corn Belt" smile that won't
It is always an easy matter at one of these
conventions to tell where an exhibitor is from :
if there is mud between his toes you may
know he is from Iowa, but if you see him
back up against the corner of a building to
scratch his back you may know he is from
Nebraska. That bullhead fisher from Wayne,
Neb., ruined two shirts on the corner of the
Loyal hotel the first day and Peter Kraut from
Denison, Iowa, had to take two baths, one to
remove the first coat and the second to determine whether he had gotten down to the
hide or not.
Yes and No on New Contract
The boys had a lot of fun over the new
uniform contract : one-half of them thought it
didn't and the other half were damn sure of it.
O'Hara from Elgin, Neb., and Mr. Whiting
from Whiting, Iowa, were the only two in the
convention that agreed. They were unanimous
in their opinion that it was the longest document ever framed, only it had never been
framed.
There were two guards placed at the door
of the convention hall with six-shooters and
they were instructed that if a film hound
showed up they were to shoot to kill. Micky
Larson from Oakland, Neb., tried to get the
order amended on the grounds that it wasn't
half drastic enough, but his motion was ruled
out of order after the chair had appointed
Bowker of Onawa, Iowa, and Wolfe of Lynch,
Neb., as guards.
A Frameup with a Bellhop
Maybe you won't believe it, but it's true
nevertheless, that at this juncture a bellhop
brought in a pitcher of icewater and placed
it on the speaker's table. You've heard 'em
groan at a campmeeting haven't you? Well,
you'd have thought this was a campmeeting,
but it wasn't. It was learned afterwards that
Bob Greenblatt, a film hound, framed this up
with the bellhop.
There is a committee out

looking for Bob now and we hope they find
him.
This has been the most harmonious convention we ever attended ; it was so harmonious,
in fact, that it was painful in spots. Texas
and Oklahoma could get some valuable lessons
in harmony if they would attend an Omaha
convention. This harmony was no doubt occasioned by Mayor Dahlman's order that any
exhibitor caught drinking from any of the
city's hydrants would be promptly arrested,
but at that we couldn't detect a thing on any
exhibitor's breath but garlic, which no doubt
killed the Sioux City sewage flavor in the
Missouri river water. That's why Omaha uses
so much garlic.
Enjoy Two Fox Pictures
Through the courtesy of Harry Melchor,
branch manager for the Fox Film Corporation, the convention was invited to view "Sunrise" and "Mother Machree" at the Sun theatre. When one can sit through two pictures,
one of them eight reels and the other ten
reels, after the 11 o'clock show is over and
come out saying he enjoyed them both, and
you know he is telling the truth, you may be
assured they were good pictures, and that is
what they all said.
It is not our purpose to review pictures (we
are too crosseyed), but if we were an exhibitor
we'd try and negotiate with the Fox office for
an early showing of both of these on the
theory that our bank account would approve
of this action.
F. _W. Murnau, as the director, and George
O'Brien, Janet Gaynor and Margaret Livingston as stars, are responsible for making a
very fine picture out of -a rather weak story.
It's "creepy" in spots and in spots it will make
you grip your seat, and the only fault we
could find with it, if indeed it is a fault, is
that its action is somewhat draggy in some of
the scenes, so. much so that one is apt to wish
that the director had 'pepped it up a little.

Daylight Saving Voted in Fort Wayne;
Louisville Mayor Moves for New Time
Daylight
saving, an issue in the primary election, has been adopted in Fort
Wayne, Ind., by a vote of 11,607 to 9,716, while in Louisville Mayor Harrison
has begun a movement for the change in time with both the support and opposition
of various commercial and religious organizations. The merchants are for it, the
labor unions, bankers and the Baptist church against it. Louisville exhibitors thus
far have chosen to await developments before publicly taking sides.
Fifteen theatres in Allentown, Pa., which had decided to operate on standard
time in spite of city-wide adoption of daylight saving, have begun operation
according to the new system, to avoid confusion. The city council of Warsaw,
Ind., has refused to take any action on a proposal for daylight saving. Several
factory interests are urging adoption of the change in time.
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That's all we are going to say about it, and
perhaps that's
enough. That Tugs
A Picture
"Mother Machree." Boy, if you want some
of Uncle Sam's greenbacks get in touch with
the Fox office today ; don't let your competitor
beat you to the candy jar. You know how
the old song is loved by everybody and how
it twangs on the heart-strings?
Well, John Ford at the megaphone, and
Neil Hamilton, Belle Bennett, Ethel Clayton,
Ted McNamara, Victor McLaglen and Constance Howard in the cast, have made a picture akin to this old song that tugs and tugs,
and if we are to be credited with having
fairly goodwhosense
like to theremark
that
everybody
sees we'd
the picture
first night
will tell everybody to go and see it the second.
But for the second time we want you to know
that we are not a reviewer of pictures. We
are married and our wife says she has trouble
enough already without charging us with that.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" Scores
We want to thank Uncle Carl for giving to
the world a cinema version of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." We have thanked Harriet Beecher
Stowe a thousand times for the story and we
want to thank Uncle Carl's local manager here
for inviting the convention to view the picture at the Uptown theatre, and while we are
thanking' folks for this picture we want to
thank Harry Pollard for his masterful direction of the picture and George Siegmann for
the best piece of character work ever flashed
upon a screen.
You remember how ornery "Simon Legree"
was? well, Mr. Siegmann makes Mrs. Stowe's
"Legree" look like a Sunday school superintendent out for an evening stroll.
Margarita Fischer Lauded
It has been a long time since we have seen
Margarita Fischer on the screen and we were
delighted
to see her
play the used
part to
of be
"Eliza"
in
this picture.
Margarita
our
favorite back in the old "Mutual" days and
we are still kinda strong for her (if Pollard
won't take any offense at the "strong") and
we doubt if there is another "Eliza" in Hollywood that is is
just
an "Eliza"
that
Miss Fischer
andthewe kind
hopeofUncle
Carl keeps
her working before the camera a little more
regularly— he owes it to the boys to do this.
There is a big cast in this picture, too big
to mention here and if there was a weak one
he must have gotten on and off the screen
while we were trying to wake up the Rabbi
from Elgin and make him stop snoring. (The
fact is he disturbed the whole house and it
embarrassed us.) But as we have already informed you, we are not revievnng these pictures; we are just telling you what they are
and you can do just as you please about it,
but if you can't put a crimp in 'em with
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" then Al Smith is liable to
carry Pennsylvania.
Marie and I have been kinda under the
weather (whatever that is) for sometime but
we
able towith
be that
out gathering
again and ofwethehaven't
been are
in touch
Great
Unwashed at Alexandria, Minn. A lot of the
boys here at the convention signified their
intentions to be present and that bullhead
fisher at started
Wayne inand
the some
"Piano
Mover"
at
Oakland
to tell
of their
choice
bits of experience fishing and the chairman
had to call them down. We were glad he
did for we have heard those old stories so
many times we are half inclined to believe
them ourself . The chairman had to advise the
boys to keep away from the hydrants.
We were up to that screening of those pictures until 3 a. m. and have to organize an Izaak
Walton League Chapter at Creighton, Neb.,
and it begins to look like we wouldn't get our
required allotment of sleep that we are entitled
to. Therefore, Be It Resolved, that Eagle
Eye Joe finish whatever is necessary to fill out
this column. All in favor of the motion say
aye. Motion is carried, and the meeting is
adjourned.
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Colvin Brown, Pathe Executive
Vice-President, Starts Duties
Resigns Position with F B 0 When Murdock Announces Selection
by Board of Pathe — Took Practical Charge of Affairs
When Kennedy Became Business Advisor
Colvin W. Brown has been elected executive vice-president of Pathe Exchange, Inc. The announcement w^as made by J. J. Murdock, president of the
Pathe organization, when the board of directors made known their choice for
the important position. Mr. Brown immediately resigned as vice-president of
F B O and has already assumed his new duties.
Guilding Hand in Pathe Activities
When Joseph P. Kennedy became business advisor of Pathe some time ago,
he placed Mr. Brown in practical charge of the affairs of the company. The
latter's contribution to the reorganization and the effectiveness of the policies
he introduced is best evidenced by the action of the board of directors in
electing him to the executive vice-presidency which will make his the guiding
hand in the future activities of Pathe.

COLVIN

W. BROWN

K-M Owners Delay
Meeting Till After
G. O. P. Convention
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, May 22.— Plans for the
annual convention of the M. P. T. O. KansasMissouri, which was to have been early in
June, have been knocked into a cocked hat by
the national Republican convention, which begins in Kansas City June 12. The M. P. T. O.
K.-M. has decided to postpone its convention
until after the political convention.
The M. P. T. O. K.-M. meeting probably
will be in Wichita, although no definite place
has yet been named.
t(

Is Your Daughter Safe*J>9
Withdrawn from Chicago
As Exhibitors Break Writ
The motion picture "Is Your Daughter
Safe" distributed by the U. S. Health Films,
Inc., of Chicago, which has been shown in
the city of Chicago for the past three months,
has been withdrawn from service by the company because of the fact that the temporary
injunction under which it has been operating
was violated in respect to the admission of
persons under age by various exhibitors.

Bandits Force Men to
Lie on Floor; Get $900
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATCHISON, KAN., May 22.— Two unmasked bandits Sunday night of last week
robbed the Orpheum theatre, of $900, forcing
Herbert Welsh, manager, and others to lie
face downward on the floor while the money
was taken from the safe.

LeBaron Visits New York
After Chicago Convention
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 22.— William LeBaron
is here after being in Chicago attending the
F B O sales convention. He will remain in
the city four weeks in conference with Joseph
P. Kennedy and other F B O officials to lay
out plans for the 1929-30 program.

The opinion generally expressed is that
Brown's elevation to his new post makes him
one of the most powerful of the young executives in the industry.
Beginning his actual experience in the film
business in Chicago with the Mutual Film
Corporation as assistant head of the advertising and publicity department, Mr. Brown has
had practical training in every branch of the
business. Prior to his connection with
Mutual, he had risen rapidly in the newspaper profession. He resigned as city editor
of a daily to take this first position which was
eventually to lead to the recognition now
accorded him.
Attention began to be centered upon him
when the late Thomas H. Ince selected him as
his personal representative in New York City.
It took but a short time for Mr. Ince to
realize that he had in the young westerner
an executive of marked ability. Convinced of
this point, Mr. Ince relied upon him for many
duties and responsibilities which do not
ordinarily fall to the lot of a representative.
Mr. Brown spent considerable time on the
West Coast at Mr. Ince's request gaining an
insight into production fundamentals. With
the death of the famous producer, he was retained by the estate to wind up the affairs of
the organization.
Helped Fix F B O's Foreign Policy
It was while engaged in this activity that
he was sought by F B O and accepted the
position of vice-president in charge of sales,
with that company. This is the position he
occupied when Joseph P. Kennedy turned his
attention toward the film industry allying
himself with F B O.
Mr. Kennedy found in Brown the same exceptional executive qualities that so impressed
Mr. Ince, which finally culminated in his
selection to supervise an exhaustive research
of the foreign market. Brown made several
trips to Europe establishing new and better
outlets for F B O product and the recommendations embraced in his findings now

furnish the groundwork for F B O's foreign
policy.
At the convention of F B O, held last week
in the Drake hotel. Chicago, Mr. Kennedy
complimented Brown highly on what he has
already accomplished in a preliminary way in
the reorganization of Pathe.

Song Publisher Sues
Frank Rembusch,

Ball

(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, May 22.— A suit asking
an injunction and damages of not less than
$250 for alleged infringement of copyrights
on sheet music has been filed in federal court
here by Ager, Yellen & Bomstein, Ina, of
New York against Frank J. Rembusch and
L. R. Ball, managers of a theatre in Elwood,
Indiana. The complaint alleges that the defendants presented the piece in their theatre
without the knowledge or consent of the
plaintiffs.

1 !

Pola Negri Sues Realty
Company for $135,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— Pola Negri has
entered suit for $135,000 against a California
realty firm for breach of contract, alleging
the company failed to build a large apartment
house for her in connection \vith her plans
to enter the real estate business.

Air Mail Rate Reduced
a Half by New Measure
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, May 22.— It will cost
only five cents, instead of ten cents, a half
an ounce, to send mail by airplane, as a
result ofof the
President
Coolidge's
signing
week
bill cutting
the rates
in half.last

800 in Burning Theatre Walk Out Through
Rear Exit as Smoke Overcomes 25 Firemen
Eight hundred screen patrons were led to safety from the Capitol theatre at
Pottsville, Pa., last week by the manager and ushers through the rear exits when
smoke from a 6re in the basement blocked the front entrance. Twenty-Eve Bremen
were overcome in Ggbting the £re.
Three young women were injured and many others narrowly escaped being hurt
when 300 persons in the balcony of the Valentine theatre. New York City, rushed
for the exits when a cry of "fire" was raised in the rear. The shout came when
a reel of £lm caught Ere in the projection booth. The Ere caused little damage
and was extinguished by house employees.
The Columbia theatre at Bogalusa, Louisiana, was practically destroyed by Ere
on the night of May 14 when Ere swept the business district, doing $200,000 damage.
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Enthusiastic Pathe Convention
Echoes Faith in Big Sales Year
Constant Growth of Business Transacted in Past Several Months
Is Reflected in Addresses of Kennedy, Murdock
and Brown at Chicago Meeting
Optimism pervading the entire Pathe organization, reflected by enthusiasm
over the selection of Colvin W. Brown as executive vice-president and by
the fact that constantly increasing business has been registered for several
months, was evident throughout the three-day convention of the Pathe sales
forces in Chicago this week.
Kennedy, Brown, Murdock Speak
Joseph P. Kennedy, unofficial business advisor of Pathe and new chairman
of'K
as well
as' president
of the
F B outstanding
O, emphasized
the bright
for
Pathe A inO the
coming
season, in
address
of theprospects
convention.
T. J. Murdock, president of Pathe, Kennedy and Brown spoke on the product
for 1928-29, both long and short features, which now have been definitely set.
The convention, which was conducted at
the Drake hotel, was attended by practically
all the officers and executives, the vanguard
arrivingSunday.
They are:
J. T. Murdock,
president ; Colvin
Brown, executive
vice-president ; Elmer
R. Pearson, vicepresident ; John C.
Flinn, %ice-president ;
Lewis Innerarity,
secretary ; John
Humm, treasurer ;
Phil Reisman, general sales manager ;
Harry Scott, short
subject sales manJ. J. Murdock
ager; E. J. O'Leary,
feature sales manager; J. J. McAloon, manager of exchange
operations ; Arthur Rousseau, manager of the
foreign department ; J. E. Storey, short subjects production manager; Ray Hall, editor,
Pathe News ; Terry Ramsaye, editor, Pathe
Review ; Lou Kniskern, assistant to the general sales manager ; P. A. Parsons, publicity ;
George Harvey, advertising; James Flinn,
accessory sales manager; Harry Lewis, art
manager; Mrs. Elizabeth Richey Dessez,
manager of the educational department and
W. W. Black, sales manager, educational
department ; L. VV. Weir, Western division
manager; Dan Michalove, Southern division
manager; Stanley Jacques, Midwest division
manager; Joseph O'Sullivan, editor, Pathe
Sun; D. A. Doran, head of the Eastern
scenario department; John E. Cashman,
assistant to Scott; Louis H. Miller, assistant
to Reisman.
In addition the following branch managers
attended : Albany, C. W. Stombaugh ; Boston,

R. C. Cropper; New Haven, B. M. Mo ran ;
New York, W. E. Raynor, and Robert Wolff,
branch sales manager; Philadelphia, W. _G.
Humphries; Washington, R. C. Robin;
Atlanta, W. W. Anderson; Charlotte, E. L.
McShane ; Dallas, E. C. Leeves ; New Orleans,
G. C. Brown; Buffalo, Oscar Hanson; Cincinnati, J.A. Harris ; Cleveland, O. J. Ruby ;
Indianapolis, Oscar Bloom ; Pittsburgh, Robert Mochrie; Chicago, H. S. Lorch; Detroit,
H. P. Zapp ; Milwaukee, W. A. Aschmann ;
Minneapolis, J. H. Mclntyre ; Des Moines,
Walter Liebmann ; Kansas City, E. S. 01smith; Memphis, L. J. Duncan; Oklahoma
City, C. W. Allen; Omaha, R. S. Ballantyne;
St. Louis, C. D. Hill; Denver, A. G. Edwards; Los Angeles, J. S. Stout; Portland,
H.
Percy; Salt
Lake
City,
J. O'Keefe;
San L.Francisco,
M. E.
Cory,
andA. Seattle,
C. L.
Thieurkauf.

Employes Freed from
Sentences Imposed in
Montreal Catastrophe
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL, May 22.— The prison sentences imposed by the Court of King's Bench
on Ameen Lawand, manager of the Laurier
Palace theatre, and Camil Bazzy and Michel
Arlie, employes, in connection with the Palace
disaster in January, 1927, in which 78 children
lost their lives, were set aside here Thursday
by the court of Appeals by unanimous decision.
The three men were found guilty of manslaughter last October, Lawand being sentenced to serve two years in jail and the two
others to 12 months.
There was no connection, the court ruled,
between the evasion of civic bylaws, as alleged in the trials, and the catastrophe.

First National Definitely in Business
Of Producing Abroad, States Haxvley
(Special to the Herald-World)
BURBANK, May 22. — First National has de£nitely gone into the business of
producing 51ms in Europe, while several units from here may be sent abroad for
pictures, according to Clifford B. Hawley, president, now here conferring with
Watterson R. Rothacker, vice-president and managing director at the studio.
"In Germany, First National has set up a production organization second to
none, called Defu-First National," he stated. "The studios are in the heart of
Berlin, where several hundred employees are at work under the direction of Ray
Rockett, formerly a producer at the Burbank studios. Three pictures, 'Dancing
Vienna,' with Ben Lyon and Lya Mara; 'The Strange Case of Captain Ramper,'
with release.
an all-star cast; and 'The Ware Case,' also with an all-star cast, are ready
for
"Five pictures have been completed by our London organization, known as First
National-Pathe, Ltd. They are 'Confetti,' with Jack Buchanan, late of Chariot's
Revue, and Annette Benson; 'God's Clay,' with an all-star cast; 'Somehow Good,'
from William DeMorgan's great novel; 'Eileen of the Trees' and 'The Ware
Case'."
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A. H. Fischer Joins Sales
Forces of Columbia; Will
Open
St, Louis Branch
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Alay 22.— A. H. Fischer has
joined Columbia in a sales capacity.
His first
assignment will be the opening of the company's new exchange
in St. Louis, which
will have jurisdiction
over Eastern
Missouri and Southern
Illinois.
Fischer has been
identified with the
distribution end of
motion pictures for
many years. He
started as Montreal
manager
of Exchange
the Canadian Film
in 1911 and then became general manager in the Canadian
^- Fi^l"'
Warner
Bros.
afffliation was^- with
M-G-M,
territoryHisfornext
for which company he acted as Minneapolis
manager, with jurisdiction over Minneapolis,
Omaha, Kansas City, Des Moines and St.
Louis.

Pennsylvania M.P,T.O,
May Oppose Exchanges
Serving
Non-Theatricals
(Special to the Herald-World)
PITTSBURGH, Ma^^ 22.— Fred J. Herrington, secretary of the M. P. T. O. of Western
Pennsylvania, has sent out a letter addressed
to independent theatre owners asking for action against
atricals. Theexchanges
letter states selling
in part:to non-the"Now, we would suggest that we as theatre
owners refuse to arbitrate any claims placed
by an exchange who insists on selling to nontheatrical institutions. We would also recommend that we serve notice on the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of America through their president. Will H. Hays,
and also notify the Film Boards of Trade,
individually and collectively, through their
chief counsel, C. C. Pettijohn, of our inten-

M-G-M

Declares Dividend
for Preferred Stock
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 22.— The Board of
Directors
tion." of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Corporation at a meeting held last week declared a quarterly dividend of 1% per cent on
the preferred stock of this company, payable
June 15, 1928, to stockholders of record at the
close of business on May 26, 1928.

Earl Wingart Joins
Fox Publicity Staff
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
YORK, May 22.— Earl Wingart,
formerly publicity manager of the F B O
studio, has joined the publicity department of
Fox Film Corporation. He fills the vacancy
left by Don McElwaine who resigned to join
Buck Jones.

John M. Stahl Appoints
Fitzroy His Assistant
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, May 22.— John M. Stahl,
production head of Tiffany-Stahl Productions,
has appointed Roy Fitzroy as his assistant on
all matters pertaining to the physical handling
of production. Fitzroy joined the company
last year as a supervisor.

The Herald- World
announces a department on

SYNCHRONIZED
PICTURES
In recognition of the present position of importance of SYIVCHRONIZED PICTURES, and their future of almost limitless possibilities,
THE

HERALD- WORLD herewith announces the forthcoming establishment of a regular department devoted to this subject.

THE

HERALD-WORLD'S
department
on SYNCHRONIZED
PICTURES will reflect the current progress in the sound-and-picture field;
will aim to supply the industry with the latest and most authoritative news.
information and comment, and will seek, under all circumstances, to be a
factor for development and betterment
SYNCHRONIZED PICTURES.

in the vast

and

vital field of

Y^
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Fox Convention Hails News of
Five Roadshow Films Completed
Four Already Have Prestige of Broadway Runs, While Two More
Will Open in New York in June — William Fox, Jack G. Leo
and James R. Grainger Head Home Office Delegation
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 22. — Six completed roadshow productions heading an
imposing list of 52 long featvire pictures were announced by Fox Film Corporation at the opening of its Silver Anniversary International Convention at
the Park Central hotel, New York, this week. Four of these — "Sunrise," "Four
Sons,"behind
"Mother
Machree" and "Street Angel" — have the prestige of Broadway
runs
them.
Two More Open on Broadway in June
Two more — "Fazil," with Charles Farrell and Greta Nissen, and "The Red
Dance," with Dolores Del Rio and Charles Farrell — will open on Broadway in
June.

In addition, James R. Grainger, general
sales manager, announced that ten other
pictures have been completed or are well
along in production. These include "Plastered in Paris," "Win That Girl," "The Air
Circus," "Alother Knows Best," "Dry Martini," "Me, Gangster," "Joy Street," "Backwash," "Prep and Pep" and "The River
Pirate."
William Fox, president, and Jack G. Leo,
vice-president, headed the home office delegation at the convention. Winfield Sheehan,
vice-president and general manager, will arrive from Hollywood next week to give a
detailed outline of the production program
for the assembled executives, American district and branch managers and foreign representatives.
Janet Gaj-nor, feminine star of "Street
Angel," and Malcolm Stuart Boylan, production editor, are guests of the convention.
The Fox schedule also includes Movietone subjects, 26 two-reel comedies, 26 Fox
Varieties and 104 issues of Fox News.

British Chains Trade a
Director Each;
Ties Up
Gaumont Producing Firm
[By

the

London

Correspondent

of

the

Herald'World]

LONDON, May 12.— A. C. Bromhead, one
of the Bromhead brothers of the Gaumont
British Corporation and of the Denman Picture Theatres combine, has become a director
of Moss Empires, while R. H. Gillespie, a
director of the latter, has joined the board
of Denman Picture Theatres. This represents
a directorial tie-up between what may now
be regarded as the largest of all British producing-renting exhibiting organizations and the
largest British vaudeville theatre combine.
It is stated that the latest arrangement does
not signify that Moss Empires proposes to
commence introducing films into their programs, but there is little doubt that the real
meaning behind the move is that the group,
concerned is an.xious to consolidate interests

and to build up an impregnable holding in the
entertainment industry. This is not far from
accomplishment.
The Financiers Call
In the Publicity Men
The methods employed by British publicity
men are assuredly paradoxical, but references
at the statutory meeting of shareholders of
General Theatres (the Szarvasy-Gibbons people), and published presumably at the company's expense in all the daily papers, coming
as they do upon very insistent rumors of a
big plan for the creation of an entertainment
monopoly here, seem to suggest that a very
definite meaning lies behind them, and that
the implications they convey are intended for
the special benefit of speculators and others
who care to read them.

Columbia Pictures Issues
Elaborate Announcement
Book on New Productions
An elaborate and well-arranged book has
just been issued by Columbia Pictures containing announcement of the product for
the coming season. An attractive cover in
three colors opens upon fifty pages of varicolored pictures and text regarding Columbia's "Perfect 36," as well as views of
the studio.
The announcement book is the work of
licity.
Alex Moss, director of advertising and pub-

Trenchard

Is Promoted

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, May 22.— E. L. Trenchard, manager of the Stanley Company's Grand
theatre, Lancaster, Pa., for the past eight
years, has been appointed assistant director
of publicity for the Stanley interests. His
headquarters are in the office of Abe L. Einstein in the new Stanley headquarters in the
Earle Building.

Bill Increasing Exemptions on Seat Tax
To Three Dollars Is Passed by Senate
[Washington

WORLD
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Walsh Urges Quiz
of Film Boards in
Senate Resolution
(Washington

Bureau

of

the

Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, May 22.— Investigation
of the practices of the Film Boards of Trade
is sought in a resolution introduced in the Senate today by Senator Walsh of Montana.
Therect resolution
the Senate
dithe committeeprovides
on the "that
judiciary
to inquire
what proceeding is now pending before the
court upon the initiation of the Department
of Justice or otherwise, or before the Federal
Trade Commission, involving the practices of
the Film Boards of Trades . . . what inAestigation has been prosecuted leading to such
proceedings and the amount expended in the
same, and what complaints have been made
concerning such acts or practices, with what
diligence and fidelity these complaints have
been investigated and proceedings to restrain
or punish any unlawful or apparently unlawful acts or practices of the said Film Boards
of Trade and the Famous Players Lasky Corporation or the Famous Players Lasky Paramount Corporation or of the officers, agents
or servants thereof, have been prosecuted."

W. E. Greene Named
Managing Director
Of National Supply
Several changes have taken place in the
executives of the National Theatre Supply
Company of Chicago. Walter E. Greene
has been appointed general manager.
Greene has for many years been associated
with the theatre supply business and has
been manager of the eastern district. He
will continue in this capacity. H. L. Clarke
is now active president and will continue
as chairman of the board.
The position of general sales manager is
now filled by George E. DeKruif, who has
been actively engaged in sales management
for National since the inception of the company. L. S. Hunt has been named general
purchasing agent. He comes from the
Commercial Electric Company of St. Louis,
of which organization he was vice-president
for several years.

Epic of Discovery of
America by Norsemen
Tale of "Viking Ship

99

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
YORK, May 22.— Carl Stearns
Clancy, producer, states that he has completed plans for the production of the story
of America's discovery by the Norsemen.
It will be called "The Viking Ship, a Saga
of Surging Seas." Arrangements have been
made,
it is said, for the filming of exteriors
in
Norway.
Production is being financed bv Epic
Film.s, Inc. The budget is $500,000, with an
additional $100,000 to be for exploitation,
it is announced. The picture is to be put
in work in Norway July 1.

Bureau of the Herald-World]

WASHINGTON, May 22.— A $205,000,000 tax reduction bill, including increase
from 75 cents to $3 of exemption on admission taxes, was passed yesterday by the
Senate. The higher exemption on the seat assessment eliminates $17,000,000 from
taxes, but the greatest significance to the industry is that it practically frees it
from admission taxation.
Republicans forced elimination of the Democrats' proposal for a graduated scale
of lower rates on corporations with incomes of $15,000 and less.
Effecting a compromise between the Senate and the House, which voted a $290,000,000 reduction, is expected to take several days. The conference committee
will rush its work and the compromise bill is expected to be approved by both
houses and sent to President Coolidge this week.

Pathe Exchange

Looted

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, May 22.— Office equipment consisting of a billing and two adding
machines were stolen from the offices of
the Pathe exchange here Friday night by
thieves who effected an entrance through a
rear window, according to a report made
to the police by Guy C. Brown, local manager.
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W/
Film News
in Pictures

PICTORIAL

SECTION

Stories Told
by the Camera

Left: Far above the madding
studio crowd. This is where
Reginald Denny hangs up his
goggles and puts on his spurs.
Indeed, here is the Universal
star himself, perched (the very
word, if you notice) upon the
only means of transit that can
negotiate the San Bernadino
mountains, is
where
Denny's catnp
located.

Right: Picture making in Berlin. Not different from the way
over here, of course, but it's interesting tolook into the studios
abroad. This photograph was
taken at the Defu-First National
plant and shows the noted director-actor, William Dieterle, directing a scene of "The Saint
and Her Fool,"stars.
in which he also

At two of M-G-M's regional conventions.
Above is shown the group attending the Kansas City meeting.
Felix Feist, general sales
manager who led the parleys, is best shown below, at the earlier Pittsburg convention.
Feist is seated on the rostrum at center.
At
extreme left is Fred Quimby, short features sales manager, and beside him, Howard Dietz, advertising director.
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IhTERESTING

^ome

\

joung5/ers

"Camera!" for Suzanne, who is going to Europe. Of course the photographer was interested also in Suzanne's mama (accent on the
last syllable, please), for mama is going along
and is Florence Vidor, famous Paramount star.
They are shown arriving in New York to take
the steamboat.

'Way back when Dolores and
Helene Costello were beautiful kids
— and Daddy Maurice was a dashing screen hero! Not long ago, was
it? And now you see them in
Warner Brothers productions —
grown up! — but just as beautiful.

Who would say that this youngster isn't interesting, even without
Colleen Moore as a — er
nursemaid?
As you have guessed, "it"
is a baby Shetland pony, recently bom at the First National studios. Who the parents are we do not know, but we do know they
are proud to have Firstbirth
National's
most popular star sponsor their
announcement.

It's pretty cold up there in Alaska, you see.
Hence the blizzard-proof accoutrements of Virginia Grey and Maurice Murphy. They are
equipped as they were for Universal's, "The
Michigan Kid," wherein they impersonate the
characters assumed in the adult stage by Conrad Nagel and Renee Adoree.

One is Geraldinc and one is Anne, and Daddy Harry Beaumont
knows which is which. (With fathers of twins it's a gift!) However, Geraldine is the pretty girl at left, so Anne is the other pretty
girl. We know, because an M-G-M news man told us, and he
ought to know, because Harry Beaumont is an M-G-M director.
So mayhap we'll see Geraldine and Anne in films some day.
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Pathe opened its 1928 national convention Monday at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, with Joseph P. Kennedy, unofficial
advisor; Colvin . W . Brown, executive vice-president ; J. J. Murdoch, president, and Phil Reisman, sales manager,
to direct the proceedings.

P
^athe's
CONVENTION

Among
the early arrivals to the 1928
party for the Pathe Rooster at the Drake
Hotel, Chicago, were Charles McDonald
and Arthur Rousseau.

A trio of enthusiastic Pathe boosters (you know,
the kind that make
film selling a pleasure!).
From left to right they are L. J. Duncan, Bert
Moran and S. C. Jacques.

WORLD

Arriving to present himself to the Pathe
sales organization — Colvin W. Brown, became executive vice-president in the change
making Joseph P. Kennedy unofficial advisor.

He

who

directs all this complicated sales machinery — the
genial and very large Phil Reisman, general sales manager.

Right: Scurrying
around the bustling
convention grounds,
the cameraman spied
Dan Roche (right) ,
Pathe publicity man
in Chicago and a
"press agent" f or
whom Chicago editors
profess extraordinary
liking. Sorry his little
chat with C. J. Hacking had to be broken
up, but this collection
needed their picture.

Two

Pathe executives from distant centers— E. J. O'Leary of the home office in
New
York, camera-captured
with Harry
Lorch of the Chicago exchange.

Four Rooster rooters — East and West — (left to
right) R. Mochrie,
W. G. Humphries, O. H.
Bloom and L. W. Kniskem, assistant to the sales
manager.

Left: Here is another
member of ganization
Pathe's
orin Chicago,
"snapped" with Bert
Moran, whom
we
noted above. North
(left) is in charge of
the sales in the Chicago territory of
Aesop's Fables and
Topics of the Day.
And that has proved
to be abination.
popular com-

Left: It took extra effort to
round up this trio, but the deed
was done, so here are George
Harvey of the advertising department, L. W. Weir and
James M. Flinn.
Right: Finally, but not secondarily, arc presented, O. W. Hanson, R. S. Ballantyne and W. R.
Liebmann. And now we're
sorry there isn't room for more
camera-reports on the 1928
gathering.

'
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Above and at right are pictured two scenes from "The
Marvelous Life of Joan of
Arc," French production
made by Natan for the Societe Generale dc Films. The
scene above shows Joan
(Simone Genevois) accompanied by supporters, enroute to demand an army
from the Dauphin for the
protection of France. In the
other scene the artillery is
shown besieging Orleans.

At left is presented a scene
from one of the major productions inF B O's 1928-29
line-up, "The Perfect Crime,"
showing the stars, Clive
Brook and Irene Rich. The
cast also includes Tully Marshall and Edmund
Breese.

The likeably impertinent Glenn Tryon abruptly
intrudes upon Patsy Ruth Miller for the avowed
purpose ot acquiring a kiss, in a scene from the
lively, "Hot Heels," a new Universal production
laid in the American tropics and featuring this pair.

Two scenes from "The Hawk's Nest," First National's latest production starring
that lover of finish fights, Milton Sills. In the upper picture are shown Sills and
his feminine lead, Doris Kenyon, while the scene below is enacted by Sills, Sojin and
Montagu Love. This production, released May 6, preceded "The Barker," Sills'
first vehicle on First National's 1928-29 program.
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All but the far West teas represented in
I nited Artists^ convention at the Drake
Hotel, Chicago. Al Lichtman and Victor
M. Shapiro of the home office led the
parley, ichich lasted from Sunday
meetings.
through Monday and ended L-.4'.s 1928

nited L^rtists'
\jCONVENTION

AI Lichtman, vice-president and
manager of distribution of United
who has headed the home office
tion at the territorial gatherings
company.

general
Artists,
delegaof the

Paul M.Lazarus,
former advertising chief and
now one of the
sales managers
of organization.

Cresson E.
Smith, one of
the sales managers of United
Artists, who
attended
meet.

r,

Here's the Eastern gang.
Or better still, the men from the Eastern territory who are planning
a big season for their attractions.
Sorry we can't give you their individual names, but. like
true salesmen, they were anxious to take to the road and though the staff works fast and is
persistent it could not hold them in position long enough to get their monickers.

, .%-*l KiIIB.-^..
V

"ttm
w^

^

And before going into session here's what you might have seen as
Freddie Martin and C. C. Wallace tried to line the men up for a
"good" snap by the Herald-World Photographers. These were
the men attending one of the sectional meetings of United Artists,
the Western being addressed by Joseph M. Schenck.

*

^k

^

^sjQS

\'-

■**

tT

#i(^

"

Aj^vimM}\

^""
Now for Mid Western ^^
men,^^
including
Arthur
K.ino. nowl\
.ip-^
'■ S. ^1'
^»
^
pointed manager of district number 5. From loft to right, unless
someone slipped out of his position: Fred M.irtin. R. A. Morrow.
H. G. Morrow, Guy F. Nav.irre, W. G. C.irmich.ioi, J. S. Ambrose.
Herb Heyman, C. C. W.illace, A. Weinberger, M. Gottlieb. K,ine.

h
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n for ^^Dawn^^
emiere Is Seets^
LivelyIn Pr
Replies
Series of Protes
Edith Cavell Picture Will Be Shown at Times Square May 29 — Arch
Selivyn and Film Bureau Chairman Answer Critics
(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK, May 22.— The American premiere of "Dawn," the s British
NEW
Edith Cavell's life and execution, promise to be
picturization of Nurse
an event of some interest and excitement. According to Arch Selwyn,
the theatrical producer who had the film brought to America after a public
showing in Britain was refused, the picture will be shown at the Times Square
Theatre May 29.
THE Film Bureau, a volunteer committee
gro\v-ing out of the war-time organization
of the American Committee for Devastated
France, is heartily endorsing the picture. Undaunted by the resignation of Otto H. Kahn
from its advisorj' council because of its support of "Da%vn," the Film Bureau is out to
make tlie American premiere a huge success.
6,000 Invited to Buy Tickets
Six thousand invitations to buy tickets have
already gone out to organizations and inbelieved of
to be
"the right
sort."
An
unlimited dividuals
number
additional
tickets
is also
on sale at the Film Bureau's office at 4 West
40th street. Where everybody v^rho wants to
see "Dawn" is going to sit is still something
of a question, for the Times Square theatre
holds exactly 1,057 persons in a sitting posture.
Discussion about the picture has reached a
point where a public hearing is expected to be
held before Mayor Walker to determine
whether his restraining hand should make a
move. Miss Elizabeth Perkins, chairman of
the executive committee of the Film Bureau,
expects no interference.
Ready to Bar "Bolsheviki"
"Of course we will sell tickets only to the
right sort of people," she said, discussing the
premiere. "We suspect that a lot of Bolsheviki
will try to get tickets and break up the show
the opening night. We shall recognize these
Bolshevists, however, and tell them we have
no tickets for sale."
Miss Perkins insists that the far-flung publicity her bureau is giving "Dawn" is entirely disinterested.
"With some of the films we sponsored in
the past," she said, citing "The Covered
Wagon," "Beau Geste," and "The Man Who
Laughs," as examples, "we were given part or
all of the proceeds of certain nights. This
money we turned over largely to postwar work
in France.
"Promised Nothing by Selwyn"
"But we have been promised
nothing by
Mr. Selwyn for our work on 'Dawn.'
We will,
of course, present modest bills for stationery,
stamps and clerical work.
"W^en Mr. Selwyn first brought 'Davra'
from England, we asked him if he wished us
to underwrite the film's presentation, but he

Sanction of Film by
Ontario Censors Seen
(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, May 22.— A preliminary examination of the British
film "Dawn" was held by Premier
G. H. Ferguson and officials of the
Ontario Government May 17. Much
interest was taken but no comment
was forthcoming. Premier Ferguson
merely announced the picture would
come up before the Ontario Board of
Moving Picture Censors for formal
inspection in due course. The fact
that the feature will be viewed by
the censors is taken to mean that it
will he passed.

«■

said all that he wanted was our moral support.
He has to pay almost $250,000 to the maker
of the film, I believe. Anyway, it couldn't
have had better publicity, more arresting pubthan ittohas
had."in reply to his resignaIn a licity,
letter
Kahn
tion Miss Perkins wrote:
"In answer to your statement that the advistory board was not consulted concerning
this decision taken by the Film Bureau, I
would remind you that there were six private
screenings arranged for the express purpose
of ascertaining the majority opinion concerning the public presentation of the picture. We
regretted that you did not attend any of these
screenings, as your opinion, after seeing the
picture, was desired. The majority opinion
was for the public presentation of 'Dawn'."
"Senseless Tirades," Says Selwyn
Arch Selwyn, in answer to what he
called "senseless tirades" against showing
the production, stated in part:
"When Austin Chamberlain, minister of
foreign affairs of Great Britain, was tricked
into making a blind and blanket objection
to the film on account of its subject matter,
he also had never seen the work nor knew
what it was about, and his decision, hastily
made, has been overwhelmingly overridden
by the London County Council and the new
board of censors which was placed in control for the very purpose of passing this
film. At this writing it has been passed in
other states in this country and has encountered no objections. . . .
"The larger distributing monopolies have
added their clamor, gratuitously announcing
that they will not handle the picture and
that it will not be shown in their theatres.
I say gratuitously because they have never
been asked to. It was never the intention
to show 'Dawn' in the chain moving picture
houses. That is no place for it. It is infinitely superior to the atmosphere and environment of the average Hollywood exhibition. It is not necessary to camouflage
with vaudeville acts, symphony orchestras,
quartets and sideshows. . . .
"No Cheap Mugging"
" 'Dawn,' in my opinion, is probably one
of the last of the great silent dramas. Had
it been done with cheap mugging, hocus
pocus and buncombe and had the facts distorted through the card-index minds of scenario writers, the result would doubtless
have been vulgar, inane and abominable.
But in Mr. Herbert Wilcox's picture a most
careful investigation was made as to each
and every fact concerning the history of
Edith Cavell's efforts in behalf of mankind
during the war in Belgium."

L. D. Netter Is Given
Testimonial Film Dinner
(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, May 22.— One hundred fifty
theatre men of Boston gathered at a testimonial dinner last week in honor of L. D.
Netter, former booker for all Publix theatres
in New England. Netter has been promoted
to a higher executive position with his office
in the Paramount building in New York.

WORLD
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He Still Wages Fight
After Thirty Arrests
(Special to the Herald-World)

MILFORD, IND., May 22.— Frank
Parrish, theatre operator here and
the most arrested theatre owner in
Indiana if not in the entire country,
has just been £ned again for operating on Sunday. The £ne and costs
amounted to $57.50. He has been
Sghting for a year with the authorities of Kosciusko county and the
W. C. T. U., for the privilege of operating his show on Sundays. Tried
on three counts the last time, Parrish
was convicted on two. Since the £ght
began he has been arrested more than
thirty times and convicted three.

New England Chain Adds
2 Theatres; Now Has 23
(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON,
May
22.— The
New
England
Theatres
Operating
Corporation
of Boston,
the Netoco group, has taken over two theatres
in Waltham,
Mass.,
the
Central
Square
picture
house
only,
and
the
Waldorf,
presenting
films and
vaudeville.
Under- the new expansion plan of
Samuel Pinanski,
president, the chain
has increased to 23.
SamueL Pinanski entered the show business 16 years ago.
Boston born and
bred, Pinanski got his
Samnel
Pinanski
education in the local
schools, after which
he studied textile design at the Lowell Textile
Institute. He is married and has two small
daughters.

Texas Theatremen
Have Little Faith in
Sapiro Co-operatives
(Special to the Herald-World)
SAN ANTONIO, May 22.— Not much
consideration is being given by San Antonio exhibitors to the importance of the
Sapiro movement for consolidating independent exhibitors. It seems that the
scheme is looked upon as an experiment
that gets little, if any, resultant good for
those exhibitors entering into it.
The opinion of the majority of local exhibitors isreflected in that of S. R. Abrams,
manager of the Princess, and a long-time
independent exhibitor of Houston, who believes that such a project is illogical and
that it cannot be successful because independent exhibitors will not stand for organization.

Harriette Underhill, Film
Critic, Dead; with N. Y,
Herald-Tribune 20 Years
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 22.— Harriette Underhill, motion picture critic of the New York
Herald-Tribune, died at her home here early
Friday, after a long illness. She had been associated with the Tribune and the HeraldTribune for 20 years.
For the last month of her illness. Miss Underhill has been unable to leave her apartment,
but continued to write of current events in
motion
pictures. One of her articles appeared
day.
posthumously in the Herald-Tribune Suh-
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Educational Announces
New Adventure Series
at Montreal
Meeting
Reed Howes Stars in Films From
Burtis Air Stories
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL, May 22.— E. W. Hammons,
president of Educational, gave the managers
from 36 exchanges in the United States and
Canada a real surprise at the opening of the
three-day sales convention today at the Mount
Royal hotel when he announced a new series
of six adventure pictures in two reels, based
on the Thomson Burtis aviation stories in the
American Boy.
This series is in addition to the 52 two-reel
comedies, SO one-reel subjects and 104 Kinograms already announced. These tales were
brought out first in a series known as "Russ
Farrell, Border Patrolman," and feature Russ
Farrell, a young aviation hero. Reed Howes,
recently leading man for Clara Bow, will star
in this series. Howes was to address the
sales force.
The Russ Farrell flying stories have been
running in the American Boy magazine for the
last four years and published in book form
by Doubleday, Doran and Company, are now
being sold in four separate volumes.
■ Burtis Howes
is a former
man willandfly anin
aviator.
also is aarmy
flier and
these pictures, which are to be made in Los
Angeles by Charles R. Rogers Productions.
Approximately 2,500,000 readers of the
American Boy are familiar with Russ Farrell
and the facts that his ventures are now obtainable in book form and that the adult reading
public is now getting acquainted with him by
stories in McClure's Magazine also add to
the popularity of the aviation character.
Howes, the young star, has made a name
for himself both on the stage and in pictures.
Six feet tall, he is an excellent horseman and
likes all outdoor sports including wrestling,
boxing, football and basketball. On the
stage, he played in support of Billie Burke in
"Intimate Strangers." He also appeared in
"Nice People" and then opposite Peggy Wood
in "Artists' Life." One of the first pictures
in which he was featured was "The Broken
Violin." After this he played in feature productions for Rayart, Columbia, Fox, Warner
Brothers and Paramount. He was with Raymond Griffith in "Open All Night;" leading
man in "Bobbed Hair."

Chicago Film Board Is
Host to Secretaries
on Way to Convention
The Chicago Film Board of Trade held a
banquet last Wednesday evening at the
Sherman hotel in honor of the Eastern, Middlewestern and Southern secretaries of Film
Boards of Trade who were enroute to Los
Angeles where their second annual convention is being held. The party was headed by
C. C. Pettijohn and Gabriel S. Hess, accompanied by Mrs. Hess. Members of the Chicago Film Board were present. Harry S.
Lorch, president of the Chicago Board, acted
as toastmaster. Short speeches were made by
a number of those present.
Others present were. Miss Sullivan, New
Haven, Miss Ferris, Boston, Miss McNamee,
Cincinnati, Miss Pfister, Albany, Miss Littcll,
Pittsiburgh, Mrs. Wrenn, Charlotte, Mrs.
Draizen, New York City, Miss Tess Heraty,
Chicago, Joe Abramson. Chicago, Miss Pat
Lynch, Indianapolis, Mrs. Parkhouse, New
York City, Miss Ablanalp, Buffalo, Miss
McCollough, Indianapolis, Mrs. Moffett,
Cleveland, Mrs. Walton, Memphis, Mrs.
Heinic, New Orleans, Mrs. J. Grecnhcrg,
Philadelphia, E. L. Cole, Atlanta, L. Niger,
New York City, D. Palfrcyman, Detroit, T.
Fitzgerald, Washington, Ben Kocnig, Milwaukee, and R. R. Biechele, Kansas City.
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Stockholders Make Officers
of National Playhouses Quit
Place Own Managing Personnel in Charge Pending Election
New Board May 24 — President Silent on Whether
Action Means Cooneys Are Out

of

By WILL WHITMORE
Stockholders of National Playhouses, Chicago circuit commonly known as
the Cooney chain, have forced the resignations of former officers and placed
in charge their own management company pending election of a new board
of directors at a meeting called for Thursday.
Working Capital Increased
Plans for reorganization were announced in a letter sent to holders of shares
by C. H. Walker, president. They call for the procuring of a $100,000 loan
for National Theatres Corporation and the placing of $54,000 in the treasury of
National Playhouses, Inc., for the purchase of stock, thus making a $154,000
addition to the working capital.
Whether the reorganization proposal and
the change in management means that the
Cooney brothers are out of control was not
vouchsafed by Walker. He declared that
all details would be revealed after the stockholders' meeting, including identity of the
new management personnel. The Cooneys
could not be reached at the circuit headquarters Monday or Tuesday.
Silent on Rumors of Deals
Walker was also reticent regarding
whether any affiliations with any large
national circuit of theatres was in prospect
or under negotiation. One report that
overtures had been made by the Fox chain
was not given much credence. Another was
that the James Coston circuit was taking
control but it was thought that this rumor
was prompted by the fact that Coston has
been booking National Playhouses' theatres
and the general belief that Coston has been
given broader booking authority in the circuit under the temporary reorganization.
National Playhouses is facing underlying
mortgages totaling $1,299,000 on the Capitol
and Stratford theatres, Walker stated, and
other obligations including $250,000 in
interest charges with $155,000 annual prepayment, and taxes and other fees amounting to $199,000. Cash on hand was given
as $3,000 on May 11.
Theatres in the circuit, besides the
Capitol and Stratford, include the Avalon,
Grove, Highland, West Englewood, Cosmo,
JefTery, Colony, and Chatham.
Text of Letter to Stockholders
Following is the text of the notice of
annual and special meeting of the stockholders, signed by C. H. Walker, president:
"Conditions have arisen which have made
it necessary for us to investigate and report
to you the affairs of the above Company.
"It appears to us that the business of
this Company is a very substantial one, and
that it requires the utmost in efficiency and

skill of management and operation and in
the safeguarding of its finances, to the end
that the rights and interests of all parties,
secured creditors, general creditors, and
stockholders may be protected and promoted.
Affairs Being Audited
"Messrs. Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and
Company, auditors, are conducting an audit
of the affairs of the company, and we hope
to have it ready for presentation to you
at the meeting hereinafter called.
"Briefly, we find the company faced with
underlying mortgages on the Capitol and
Stratford theatres, aggregating approximately $1,299,000. Interest charges per
annum on funded debt, are approximately
$250,000. The annual prepayments are
approximately $155,000. Taxes, license fees
and other prior charges and liens payable
immediately, approximately $190,000.
"To meet these obligations, the theatres
have as cash on hand as of this date (May
11), the sum of approximately $3,000.
"Current earnings during the season of
1928 have been below normal, and insufficient to meet the operating expenses,
interest, amortization, prepayments and
other items chargeable to earnings, to say
nothing of reducing any of the other matured obligations of the Company.
Stockholders Called May 24
"This situation cannot continue and.
therefore, a meeting of the stockholders of
the National Plaj^houses, Inc., is hereby
called for Thursday, the 24th day of Ma%',
1928, at 9:30 a. m., at the Capitol theatre.
7941 South Halsted street, Chicago, Illinois,
for the purpose:
"1. Of amending the charter of said
company to provide for five instead of three
directors.
"2. Of electing directors.
"3. Of approving a management contract
effecting the management of the theatres,
and for the transaction of such other busi(Contitiiied on page 126)

Youth of 20 Confesses Killing of Girl
Usher; Two Accomplices Also Captured
Stanley Durmaj, 20 years old, is the slayer of Pearl Eggerson, 16-year-old usher
at the Ritz theatre in the Chicago suburb of Berwyn. Captured last Friday night,
he re-enacted for the police the tragedy that followed his attempt, with two companions, to hold up Gertrude Plant, cashier, while the murdered girl was in the
box office. The Eggerson girl's scream frightened him into discharging the gun,
Durmaj explained.
Also captured
testimony,
the two
Stanley
Thomas, and
IS. confronted
and Albert with
Mas.Durmaj's
21, confessed
to their
part other
in theyouths,
fatal
robbery. Both of them have police records, Thomas having been out on probation for theft of an automobile just 23 days before the Ri*z hold-up. The Chicago
Crime Commission has indicated that it will use this fact in its efforts to show
the alliance between crime and politics in Chicago.
An early trial for first degree murder is expected.
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Barrymore Wins Unanimous Praise
pest''
''Tem
of HisLukewarm
ing Previously
OpenReviewers,
Toward Star, Join in
AtNewspaper
Several
Huzzas — Camilla Horn Also Comes in for Merited Applause
By PETER

VISCHER

starring vehicle, a
newest
May 22.— John Barrymore's
YORIv,
story of wartime Russia entitled "Tempest," came to the small buta
evening and evoked
theatre here Thursday
Embassy
fashionable
veritable storm of applause.

NEW

IT is no secret to the motion picture industry that Barrymore's
pictures
have
generallj^ been the cause of considerable discussion. They were
greatly
admired
by
many, but there were
plenty
of keen
observers of films who
were frequently disap ointed. Ina way,
this dissension in the
ranks had something
to do with the screen
popularity
of this
great stage star.
In "Tempest,"
Barrymore won
unanimous approval.
Not only did the picJohn Barrymore
ture please a crowded
house on its opening
night, but critics who have hitherto been lukewarm about Barrymore's screen virtues started
to throw their critical hats in the air and
whoop things up. For example the critic of
The World, Quinn Martin, who announced
quite shamelessly: "It always has seemed to
me that among the screen stars John Barrymore must surely be one of the worst, but last
night in 'Tempest' he demonstrated that he is
easily one of the best."
This is by no means faint praise, considering
its source, and it is rather typical of the
huzzas that followed Barrymore's new picture.
"Tempest" won the attention and respect of
everyone at the Embassy — and that went for
the shopgirl in row T as well as for Morris
Gest and Jean Hersholt and the other celebrities present — and won as well the smiling approval of those who go to motion pictures to
guess how much money they're likely to make.
Camilla Horn Also Scores
WTiile Barrymore was of course the outstanding figure of "Tempest," considerable
credit accrues to Camilla Horn, erstwhile leading woman for Emil Jannings in "Faust," for
an intelligent, subtle, and moving portrayal of
the leading feminine role. Miss Horn, on her
way to visit her mother in Germany, was
among those present and made a little speech ;
unhappily, she was called upon to announce
that her little heart was breaking with gratitude for the chance to play opposite "your
greatest actor" before the show started, so
that the applause she got was more or less
perfunctorj-. After the show, she would have
been given a couple of. handclaps for her own
sake.
Louis Wolheim. George Fawcett and a new-

Riesenfeld Handles Music
For "Tempest"
Opening
f special to the HcraldlVorld )
NEW YORK. May 22.— Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director of United
Artists theatres, had charge of the
musical presentation at the Embassy
theatre last Thursday evening for the
opening of "The Tempest," John
Barrymore picture. He left Friday
for Los Angeles.

comer named Boris De Fas were well received
for their portrayal of secondary roles.
Sam Taylor, who directed Harold Lloyd for
years, directed "Tempest" for United Artists.
From the manner in which his work was received, it might be a good idea for many a
dramatic
director to get his grounding in
comedy.

Era of Sound Pictures
Dawns; 8 Producers Sign
(Continued

from

page

71)

the latest great development in the motion
picture art makes the possibilities for the
future of talking pictures practically unlimited.
Almost two years ago the Warner Brothers
pioneered in this field through a license which
they took from us and the success of Vitaphone has been outstanding. Subsequently,
about a year ago, we licensed the Fox-Case
Company to use the system developed in our
laboratories and out of this association has
come the Movietone with its unqualified success.
"It is naturally very gratifying to us at this
time that other major producers of pictures
have recognized the new field for the application of sound in pictures and have elected to
use for their productions, after thorough and
exhaustive research, the methods and system
developed in the Bell Telephone Laboratories
for the Western Electric Company.
Follows Years of Experiment
"Years of experiment lie back of these talking pictures. They are, in the last analysis, a
byproduct of the telephone, for it was through
the continuing study by the Bell Laboratories
experts of the ways in which speech is produced that they were ultimately developed.
Successive steps in this development were the
perfection of the public address system for
amplifying and distributing sound ; the development of electrical methods of recording
sound on phonograph records as now successfully employed by the Victor and Columbia
Phonograph Companies ; and the recording
and reproduction of sound in conjunction with
motion picture film now in use for more than
a year in Movietone and Vitaphone productions.
"It is my understanding that Paramount,
Metro-Goldwyn and LTnited Artists have already begun the installation in their studios
of the necessary equipment for introducing
sound into their productions. They have
placed substantial orders both for the studio
equipment thus needed and for reproducing
equipment in the theatres owned or controlled
by them. With the seven leading producers
thus committed to the production of talking
pictures it is obvious that the time is not
far off when we shall have well nigh universal application of sound to pictures and
every first class theatre will be equipped to
enable its audiences to hear as well as to see
screen productions. In anticipation of this
demand for equipment the Western Electric
Company's manufacturing facilities, already
large, are being still further increased."
E. J. Ashley, publicity director for the new
product at Western Electric in Chicago, said
that a building in Chicago covering several
acres is being revamped for making the syn-
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New Talking Film Is
Brought Out in France
To the many devices for registering sound in synchronization with
films is added a new one in France,
according to an European £lm paper.
The International Phonos-Film is
taking out patents for an invention
which will operate on an entirely
different plan from the two principal methods now in use.
Film stock is softened by a special process and the sound registered
on it by an engraving point. The
film is then hardened. It is necessary to carry out the third process
almost immediately after the sound
is registered.
The record may be made on old
stock, and it is possible to register
a whole opera on a small roll of £lm
only two or three inches in diameter.
Synchronization with a picture has
already been tried out on a baby
camera.

chronizing device, that 300 theatres now are
using Vitaphone and Movietone, that 300 new
orders for equipment already have been received, and that 1,000 theatres will be
equipped by the end of 1928.
Paramount's contract has caused the reopening of its Long Island studio for producing the sound pictures. Special stages
have been constructed at the studios on both
coasts. "Burlesque" is one of the first pictures to be synchronized.
Devices Studied for Two Years
Adolph Zukor, president of Paramount,
said :
"For the past two years we have been investigating the performance of every device
for the reproduction of talking pictures. After
intensive study of every reproduction machine, we have decided that the Sound Projector System of the Western Electric Company is the best.
"Another factor considered in this decision
is the ability of the Western Electric Company to produce in quantity for it was realized that there would be an immediate call
for a great quantiti' of these sound projectors
from Publix Theatres which owns, controls
or directs the activities of a great number
of theatres throughout this country and
Two
Acts
in Han-a-Phone
Unit
Han-a-phone is announced as now ready for
the market "at a price that will bring it within
abroad."
the
reach of the smallest theatre." It is declared that Han-a-phone will play any standard records and that Han-a-phone units consisting of two standard acts will be available,
a number already produced or in production,
for release at the rate of one unit or two acts
a week, starting August 15.
Joseph M. Schenck, president and chairman
of United Artists, declared from Hollywood
that "United Artists will use the sound device
on those pictures to which sound is adaptable.
The addition of sound to pictures is a great
step in the progress of films provided it is
used "Awakening"
judiciously."

to Be Ssmchronized

Sam Goldwyn stated that "The Awakening," Vilma Banky's first starring picture, will
be the initial United Artists production with
sound accompaniment, Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld
having been signed to prepare the score and
direct the orchestra.
Ralph I. Poucher, First National production executive, has gone to the company's
Burbank studios to help arrange the Firnatone
forsound
Colleen
"Lilac accompaniment
Time," F-N's first
film. Aloore's
Westinghouse Electric showed sales totaling $175,000,000 for the year ended March 31,
with net manufacturing profit of $14,000,000,
and 13.4 per cent earnings a share of stock.
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HECTOR TURNBULL
Associate Producer

PATHE
Announces
CECIL B. DE MILLE
Producer of Pathe Features

37 FEATURES
PATHE will have 29 de luxe features for
the season 1928-1929, of which 12 will be
specials and one, "The Godless Girl," a
roadshow special. "The King of Kings," Cecil
B. DeMille's greatest work, also will be offered for general distribution.
It now becomes apparent that behind the
scenes, quietly and effectively, plans for Pathe's
feature product for the coming season have
been worked out. The feature program for
1928-1929 has been prepared in the light of
experience gained during the past year. The
stars and the featured players selected for
these features are those whose work brought
them prominence during 1927-1928, and who
have proven to have been popular with exhibitors and public. In every respect, announces
Pathe, the product has been adapted to market
needs.

* • «

"The King of Kings," because of the worldwide prominence that it enjoys and the dominating position that must be accorded it,
claims first rank in Pathe's new program.
For a year it has been making roadshow historj'. Never has a picture been so much discussed. Never has a picture worked so powerfully upon those who have seen it. Had
Cecil B. DeMille directed no other picture
his fame would still be secure through this
picture alone. The great cast contains scores
of names of actors of prominence, among
which shine those of H. B. Warner, Ernest
Torrence, Joseph Schiklkraut, Robert Edeson,
Jacqueline Logan, Rudolph Schildkraut, Victor
Varconi, Montague Love, William Boyd, Theodore KoslofT, George Siegmann, May Robson,
and many others.
For two years the picture has received a
vast and cumulative amount of editorial comment in the press and periodicals of the whole
world, publicity having started a full year
before its premiere.
Another personally directed attraction of
Mr. DeMille's
for this season will be "The

/or 1928-29

Godless Girl," also from a story by Jeanie McPherson, who wrote "The King of Kings."
For months this has been in production, and
through the sensational character of the story
and the masterly treatment of Mr. DeMille,
according to Pathe, it is destined to arouse
great comment and be a mighty box office attraction. The picture is filled with new angles.
The theme is novel and big. Lina Basquette,
George Duryea, Marie Prevost, Noah Beery,
Kate Price, Eddie Quillan and Mary Maberry
are in the cast. The burning of the reformatory', with the escape of the inmates, is
spoken of as topping anything that has been
done in the way of realism. "The Godless
Girl" will be roadshowed.
Another special will be the picture tentatively distinction
titled "Power."as William
who work
has
attained
the resultBoyd,
of his
in "The Volga Boatman," "Dress Parade,"
"Two Arabian Knights," "The Night Flyer"
and "Skyscraper," is starred, with Alan Hale
and Jacqueline Logan featured. Howard Higgin is the director, Ralph Block associate producer and Tay Garnett the author. Boyd, in
this picture, has another rough and ready characterization of the kind in which he shines
and the picture is powerful,
dramatic
and
novel.

* * *

Still another special will be "The Spieler,"
with Jacqueline Logan, Alan Hale and George
Duryea, from an original circus story by Elliott Clawson. This picture is a fascinating
portrayal of life under the "big top." Ralph
Block is associate producer.
Another on the lists of specials is "Love
0\er Night," in which is starred Rod La
Rocque, assisted by a cast including Jcanette
Loff, Tom Kennedy and Mary Carr. This is
from an original story by George Dromgold
and San ford Hewitt. This picture finds La
Rocque in a role of an ambitious young chap
who battles his way to success. It is a
comedy-drama,
punctuated
with an exciting

train robbery in a subway tunnel, and a wedding holdup, with the bride being carried off
by a modern Lochinvar. Edward H. Griffith is
the director and Hector TurnbuU associate
producer.
Another special is "Annapolis," wuth Lina
Basquette and John Mack Brown. As the
title suggests, this is a story of life at Uncle
Sam's great naval academy, introducing battleships, airplanes and submarines, as well as
fascinating glimpses of academj' life. W.
Christy Cabanne will direct and F. McGrew
Willis is the author.

* * •

Also on the list of specials is "Celebrity,"
from the stage pla3% "The Celebritj-," by Willard Keefe. Lina Basquette and Robert Armstrong will be featured under the direction of
Howard Higgin. Elliott Clawson did the
adaptation and Ralph Block is the associate
producer. "Celebrity" is said to be an unusual
treatment of the subject of boxing. It is
strong in human interest, satirical in spots,
introduces considerable humor and has a lot
of action. It portrays the development in
character of a braggart. A novel situation
is provided when Robert Armstrong, as the
prize fighter, hires a girl to be his fiancee for
publicity purposes.
Another special is "Craig's Wife," adapted
from the stage play of the same name by
George Kelly. The play ran for one year on
Broadway. The adaptation has been done by
Clara Beranger. "Craig's Wife" is the powerful story^ of a woman whose god was her
home, but who neglected to make it a real
home for her husband. Anna Q. Xilsson is
featured and details as to cast and the director will be announced later.
Another special is "Show Folks," from the
original story by Philip Dunning, coauthor
of "Broadway," Jeauettc LofF, who clicked so
emphatically in "Hold 'Em Yale," will be
featured, with Eddie Quillan and Robert -A-rmstrong. Ralph Block is tko associate producer.
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TOP ROW, left to right:
Donald Crisp and Paul Stein.

Are
Making

SECOND ROW, left to right:
Frank Urson, Bertram Millhauser, E. H. Griffith and William C. deMille.

Pathe
Pictures

The story treats, with fascinating reahsm, of
the people of the stage as they are, and is
fresh and breezy in treatment. "Hap," the
hero, is a vaudevilhan with a trained duck.
His etTorts to make the "big time," the tragedy in the loss of his bread-and-butter duck,
his implication, though innocent, in a mail
robbery, the real-life back-stage atmosphere,
united with a title that sells itself, contribute
to the picture.
"Ned McCobb's Daughter," another of the
specials, is from the Theatre Guild hit by
Sidney Howard, with scenario by Beulah
Marie Dix. Anna Q. Nilsson is featured, with
Robert Armstrong and an all-star cast. The
play from which the picture was adapted was
one of the Theatre Guild's most successful
offerings and had a long run on Broadway.
It combines clever character drawing with
vigorous melodrama. It is the story of a
clean woman in a rotten environment and her
struggles against her surroundings.

♦ » •

"The Cop," starring William Boyd, and with
Alan Hale, Jacqueline Logan and Robert
Armstrong, is another special. It has a New
York City background and is a story of the
tremendous drama of the police in their neverending battle against the forces of lawlessness. Donald Crisp is the director and Ralph
Block the associate producer. Tay Garnett
adapted the story by Elliott Clawson. Depicting, as it does, the life of the New York
police force, this department has taken an
interest in the picture, and will cooperate in
a most unusual tieup. William Boyd combines, most ingratiatingly, combativeness, resource, big-heartedness and loyalty and gives
a most impressive performance in the title
role, following up his notable characterizations
in "Dress Parade," "The Night Flyer" and
"Skyscraper."
"The Red Mark," with Nena Quartaro, Gaston Glass and Gustav von Seyffertitz and Rose
Dione is still another special, adapted by Julian
Josephson. This picture, personally directed
by James Cruze, is from the story by John

Russell. It is an epic of an unknown civilized race composed entirely of lawbreakers
and offenders on an island in the Pacific far
removed from the eyes of the world. It is
a most daring departure in motion pictures,
reveals Cruze at his best and introduces the
new "find," Nena Quartaro.
"Tenth Avenue" is also on the list of specials. Phyllis Haver is the star and Victor
Varconi and Joseph Schildkraut also appear
in this drama of New York's famous Hell's
Kitchen. It was directed by William C.
DeMille. John McGowan and Lloyd Griscom
are the authors of the story and the continuity
is by Douglas Doty. Phyllis Haver's wonderful work in "Chicago" is closely paralleled in
this fascinating treatment of romance in the
tenements. Gangsters, crooks, bootleggers,
policemen and detectives figure and there are
excitement and action aplenty.
Like the specials, the list of program pictures for the coming season contains titles
that, according to Pathe, are alluring and
promise box office satisfaction.

Leatrice
starsH. inB."Man-made
Women,"
with
John Joy
Boles,
Warner and
Seena
Owen featured players. Paul L. Stein is the
director and Ernest Pascal, author of "The
Marriage Bed," wrote the story. Alice D. G.
Miller did the adaptation. Ralph Block was
the associate producer. This is a sophisticated story of modern marriage life laid
amidst Long Island's smartest social set, and
the upper crust of New York's Bohemia. It
tells, in a startling manner, with deft and
humorous touches, of a beautiful young woman's fight to keep her individuality from being
submerged in that of her husband, who, having fallen in love with her for what she was,
tried to remould her into what he thinks she
ought to be.
Rod LaRocque stars in "Captain Swagger."
The story is by Adelaide Heilbroun and Leonard Praskins, and relates, with much humor,
how a swashbuckling young daredevil of the
Lafayette Escadrille demoblized himself after
the war and his difficulty in adjusting himself to the ways of peace. Hector Turnbull
is the associate producer.

• • •

William Boyd, one of the most popular of
the younger stars, finds another appealing role
in "Leatherneck." Supporting him are Lina
Basquette, Robert Armstrong and Alan Hale.
Howard Higgin directs, with Ralph Block as
associate producer. Elliott Clawson wrote the
story. Boyd plays a hard-boiled marine sent
with the other leathernecks to Nicaragua to
put down the revolution. Lina Basquette is
the lovely daughter of a revolutionary leader,
with whom the marine falls in love. There
is a lot of humor as well as fast action in the
story which is particularly timely and promises to be as good as "Dress Parade" and
"Skyscraper."

GEORGE ARTHUR
GRAY
West Coast Scenario Editor

William Boyd is also the star of "High
Voltage." The picture is adapted from the
story, "The Trouble Shooter," by Tay Garnett with Ralph Block as associate producer.
In this picture Boyd plays a telephone linesman, who, through storm and sleet and flood
must keep the lines up and the channels of
{Continued on page 97)
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Names to Feature in the Lights
These players are among those ivho tvill have big parts
in the Palhe-DeMille pictures for the ncu film season.
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LIN A BASQVETTE

JUNIOR

Prominent Names in Pathe Product
These players, with those on the foregoing page, will
be featured in the attractions for the 1928-29 season.
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Pathe News is now rounding out its seventeenth
THE
It
year, and stands as the pioneer of news reels.
answered a real need in world education and informaToday it enjoys the
tion, therefore it became widely known.

Hi

^

Giese, Will E.
Hudson,
j". T.Maurice
Baltzell,Blache,
J. C,
Zimmerman,
J. T.
Flanagan,
E. R. Trabold, Fred Delevan and Guy Allbright, heroes of many scoops. Abroad, under
the charge of Paul Jones, is a large and competent staff which includes Leslie Wyand in
London, M. Dely, Robert Molin and Lucicn
Lesaint in Paris, Georg Schubert in Berlin,
A. Giordani and G. Pucci in Rome, and R. E.
Saeki in Yokohama.

*

*

of screen exa new phase
entersandon vigorously
PATHE REVIEW
daring editor and
pres ion. Ithas a new
The new Pathe Review promises to be
editorial policy.
aggressive, militant and sometimes flippant.

Sportlights Cater to
World's Love of

*

Through an arrangement with the United
Press, Pathe News gets the same press service
as the largest newspapers. Many branch
offices in key news points insure comprehensive treatment of news from a broad, world
standpoint, as well as making local editions
possible.
Pathe News has been, and will conliiuic to
be, a screen newspaper ralher than a screen
magazine.
The record made by Pathe News under Ray
Hall as editor has iieen a distinguished one.

J. J. Murdock, president of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., has announced Terry Ramsaye as the
new editor of the Review as one of the moves
related to the 1928-29 season.
"Ramsaye has been known for a certain
curious combination of romanticism, whimsy
and irony," observes Mr. Murdock. "He has
been chosen to an important editorial post in
the Pathe organization because he can make
C(jntributions which may l>e expected to have
a \ilalizing influence on the product. He has
a record of performance both in the world of
the motion picture and the world of the
printed word. He is to make of Pathe Re\'iew
a sophisticated reel for the audiences of the

Sports

The first issue of Pathe Review to bear
major theatres."
impress of Ramsaye's attention is No. 27
pearing July 3. The new policy of action
aggressiveness will become increasingly
parent in succeeding issues.

^

Before long theatre owners discovered that
a new type of patron was being attracted to
their shows ; and that many of them came in
for the express purpose of seeing the Pathe
News, and left as soon as it was finished. A
box office value was being created, the first
in the business, and this was the most desirable type of patron. The results were farreaching. It is not too much to say that with
the introduction of the Pathe News motion
pictures ceased to attract merely because of
their novelty and a demand for real merit was
created. Up to that time it was merely a
question as to how long the new amusement
would last. The Pathe News gave assurance
of its permanence.
During the 17 j'ears of its existence the
world has passed in review before the camera
lens of the Pathe News. It has made histor\'
actual and imperishable.
Today under the editorship of Ray Hall the
Pathe News is forging ahead. As assistants
in the home office are Jack Darrock, Joseph
O'Brien and Ted Smith. Editorial representatives in other cities are Eugene Cour, in charge
of the Mid West; Marvin H. Mclntyre at
Washington, D. C. ; R. B. Nichol on the Pacific
Coast ; Richard W. Sears for New England ;
and Tracy Mathewson for the South. Among
the domestic cameramen are such experts as
Harry Smith, Tommy Hogan, Harry Hardc,
Robert E. Donahue, William Deeke, I.awrencc
O'Reilly, Dave Oliver, Karl Fasold, Bouncy
Powell, Merl La Voy, Flovd Traynham, Fred
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New Pathe Review to Be
Sophisticated^ Moderny
Says Terry Ramsaye

Pathe News Reel Enjoys
Prestige of Seventeen
Years of Success
prestige of its many years of success and a
name that has 'become synonymous with news
reels.
When the first issue of the Pathe News was
released Taft was president; the RepubHc of
Portugal had just been estabhshed; the first
shots had not yet been fired in the ItaHanTurkish war, nor had the Balkan war started.
Women wore long skirts, the jazz age had not
begun and people had not discovered that
youth was going to the bow-wows. The
"movies" were looked down upon and the
only theatres were of the "store" type. A
one reel picture was a feature, and the acting
of the players was laughably exaggerated,
according to present day notions. At frequent
intervals ushers passed up and down the aisles
spraying with a disinfectant. It was into such
a primitive form of entertainment that the
Pathe News was introduced.

PICTURE

I

the
apand
ap-

"It is time to break with the traditions of
the production of such material as the Pathe
Review," says Ramsaye. "The picture must
be considered not by itself but as a component of the theatre program. The Review
ne\'er appears by itself. It is always a part of
a show and it must key with amusement policy.

By GRANTLAND

RICE

m\\ The call of sport has gone out to
jJ more millions this season than the
world has ever known before. It has
gone out to a greater number of men
and women and to a larger part of the
younger generation than anyone ever
dreamed about five or 10 years ago. The
old and the young of both sexes have
come into sport with the rush of a tidal
'vave, and this rush has built up amazing
interest in many new forms of sport that
were almost unknown a few years ago.
The National Broadcasting Company
estimates that 50,000,000 persons listened
in on the Dempsey-Tunney fight at Chicago.
Baseball admissions ran to over 2.5,000,000 last vear. Football admissions
ran to over 30,000,000. There were 12,000,000 hunting or fishing licenses given
And 1928, with the Olympic Games
coming on, has shown every sign of a
greater all-around sporting interest.
It has been the purpose of the Sportlight pictures, released by Pathe, to cover
every sector of the big field and to watch
especially for the action, drama and
beauty of those sports which appeal to
the millions, young and old. It has been
the purpose to combine entertainment
with information and instruction so that
millions can get a completely rounded
picture of all leading games that carr>'
dramatic action or close human interest.
The world has been moving at a faster
clip and there is more time and a greater
need for play and recreation — a far
greater demand for sport from every
walk of life. For sport is movement and
action, rhythm and beauty of surroundings wherever this is possible.
The Sportlight pictures are authentic
■•onrodurtions of one of the most dramatic
sides of modern life.

"I hope never again to hear the word 'educational' in connection with the Review. Its
mission is entertainment and if, along ■with
its entertainment properties it chances to also
prove beneficially instructive, that will be, for
the public, pure velvet and excess value.
'Education' is a medicinal word, alxjut as incompatible with the theatregoing mood as castor oil. Pathe Review is something to be
enjoyed and experienced. It is not the
primary purpose of the motion picture, in the
theatre, anyway, to make people think. They

J

I

want to feel,
to enjoy invohing
emotional sensations
reaction. \"icarious
experience
of
pleasure is the real merchandise of this business of fleeting shadows. The Review is
being made with that thought uppermost.
"With the large capacities of the Pathe
organization both in its technological equipment and in the world scope of its camera
representation, it is possible for us to explore
yet untried capacities of the motion picture as
an instrument of expression with results which
will primarily serve our audience with what
may be at first sheer novelty and which may
subsequently be absorbed into the continualh'
evolving technique of the camera.

* * *

"Every issue of Pathe Review is being made
with an appreciation of the typical theatre
patron. E\er\- issue contains something of
especial appeal to feminine interest. Tlie
Review will relate itself to the screen presentation of pictures always bearing on the trends
of popular interest, whether it be a matter of
new lingerie fabrics in Paris or new airplane
motors in Dayton, Ohio. The world is young
minded, and it is getting faster, so is the
Review.
"The Review will observe a well balanced
relation to Pathe News. The famous Pathe
News is the screen's equivalent of the newsjiaper with its swift, incisive glimpses of the
day to day flow of events and drama of
personalities. The Review on the other hand
l>cars to the Newsreel somewhat the same
relation as that between the weeklies like
.Saturday Evening Post and Lilvrty and the
(^Continued on page 951
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The laugh-makers ivho are appearing regularl
short features which Sennctt is producing for Pathe.
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, ATHE will figure strongly in
short comedy product for the season of 1928-1929. This was foreshadowed in recent advices from the
Coast to the effect that Mack Sennett
will continue to produce for the pioneer
company. Now it is announced that in
addition to the 20 two reel comedies to
come from the Sennett lot, there will
be 28 others, making 48 in all.
The Sennett comedies are divided

Another new series will be "Smitty,"
consisting of 10 two reel "kid" comedies.
The title comes from the famous cartoon by Berndt, which may be seen daily
in the New York Daily News and the
Chicago Tribune, as well as over 50
other newspapers in the United States
and several in foreign countries.
"Smitty," the well-loved little cartoon
character, and his pals will be the subject of these comedies, though the parts

into four groups, the "Sennett Girl,"
"Mack Sennett," "The Smiths" and
"Sennett De Luxe."
In the "Sennett Girl" series will be
four, three of which have been produced. "The Girl from Nowhere" has
in it Mack Swain, Daphne Pollard,
Billy Bevan, Carole Lombard, and the
famous Sennett bathing girls. Carole
Lombard, Daphne Pollard, Johnny
Burke and the bathing girls appear in
"The Campus Carmen," and Daphne
Pollard, Johnny Burke, Sally Eilers,
Matty Kemp, Carole Lombard and the
Sennett girls in Technicolor in "The
Campus
and title of the
fourth areVamp."
still to Cast
be announced.

will be enacted
by the pick
of "kid"
actors.
The newspapers
running
the
cartoons will give full cooperation.
This together with the fame of the
comics, gives exceptional box office
value.
* * *

There are six two reel comedies in
the "Mack Sennett Comedy" series.
Billy Bevan, Dot Farley, Vernon Dent,
Carole Lombard, Carmelita Geraghty,
Andy Clyde, Bud Jamieson, Sunshine
Hart and Bill McCall will appear in
"His Unlucky Night;" Billy Bevan, Vernon Dent, Barbara Tennant, Alma Ben^
nett and Carmelita Geraghty in "Hubby's
Week End Trip;" Billy Bevan, Carmelita Geraghty, Vernon Dent, Dot
Farley and Andy Clyde in "Calling
Hubby's Bluff;" and Billy Bevan, Dot
Farley, Vernon Dent and Carmelita Geraghty others
appear in still
"FooUsh
with two
to be Husbands,"
announced.

MACK

SENNETT

FORTY-EIGHT
Short Features
from Pathe

There will be three comedies in "The
Smiths" series, each of which will feature
Mary Ann Jackson, Ruth Hiatt and Raymond
McKee. The titles are "Smith's Restaurant,"
"Smith's Catalina Rowboat Race" and "Smith's
Baby's Birthday."
There will be six "Sennett De Luxe" comedies. This series, though representing somewhat of a departure from the idea behind
"The Smiths," will also feature Mary Ann
Jackson, the remarkable youngster, and Ruth
Hiatt and Raymond McKee. The titles of
these are still to be announced. In addition
to the above there will be one two reel Harry
Langdon comedy, produced by Sennett, called
"Soldier Man."
Supplementing these comedies will be three
new series of Pathe comedies, each series composed of six two reelers — the "Dan the Taxi
Man" series, "Handy Andy" series and the
"Tired Business Man" series.

* * *

Jack Cooper, a very promising comedian,
and Carole Lombard, a striking blonde beauty
who has figured prominently in the Sennett
girls of the past year, will be featured in "Dan
the Taxi Man." The titles will be "In a
Taxi," "Taxi Gossip," "Taxi Honeymoon,"
"Taxi Sweeties," "Taxi Flirts" and "Taxi in
the Park." The stories are based on humorous incidents in the daily life of a taxi driver,
his fares, sweetheart, and the male and female
flirts who ride in his bus. Cooper has played
in Sennett comedies for years, and is now ripe
for stardom.
Andy Clyde, who figured prominently in
Mack Sennett comedies of the last four years,
will be featured with Anita Barnes in the
"Handy Andy" series. Clyde was born in
Scotland, the son of the late John Clyde, a

famous theatrical producer of Glasgow and
Edinburgh. He came to America at the age
of twenty to play a part in "Bunty Pulls the
Strings." He went into pictures in 1920, doing
character and comedy, and has achieved a reputation for makeup. The titles of the new
series will be "The Bungalow Scandal," "The
Dumbwaiter," "The Bathtub Mystery," "The
Night Watchman's Mistake," "Hold My Baby"
and "Betty's Baggage." Anita Barnes is another of the celebrated Sennett girls who has
risen to featured parts. "Handy Andy" is a
great little fixer who tries to mend anything
from a dumbwaiter to a bathtub, a basic idea
that develops many funny situations.

* * *

Billy Bevan and Carmelita Geraghty will
be featured in the "Tired Business Man"
series, a group title which in itself suggests
rollicking hilarity. Bevan is well known from
his work in the Sennett comedies of the past.
He was born in Australia. His first stage
experience was with the Pollard Opera Company in that country. He is a nephew of
Cyril Maude, the famous English actor. As
the "man with a walrus moustache" he was
prominent in Sennett comedies as far back as
1919. Miss Geraghty is the daughter of Tom
Geraghty, the well known screen humorist.
The titles of this group of comedies suggest
the fun possibilities of each — "Pink Pajamas,"
"His Latest Excuse," "The Wrong Flat," "The
Narrow Escape," "His Wife's Vacation" and
"His New Stenographer." Each story deals
with the troubles of the hero with stenographic
help, and his difficulties in fixing it up with
his wife when he gets into jams with the various beauties he meets in his office and outside.

"Everyone loves the kids," said Mr.
Amedee J. Van Beuren, president of the
AyVeeBee Corporation of 1560 Broadway, the producers of these comedies,
"and in selecting Mr. Berndt's character
'Smitty' for our new release, we do not
merely believe we have hit upon a
moneymaker for all concerned, but we
take the privilege of making an absolute
prediction that genuine success will
crown our efforts. It has been the business of my organization since its inception to deal in motion pictures of
laughter, fun and good humor. The
best kid actors in the world will be our
stars — youngsters who have appeal,
pathos, humor and a bit of roguishness
in their general appearance and actions.
These pictures will be taken on the West
Coast under the supervision of one of
our executives and directed by one who
not only thoroughly understands motion
picture direction, but who also understands children. Stories will be selected
with the utmost care. It is our purpose
and expectation to turn out as fine a
comedy release as is on the market."
In diversity, titles, players and all
around quality the Pathe two reel comediesdies for the new season are such as to
inspire confidence
in the sales organization,
and presage success.

Pathe Review to Be
Sophisticated
{Continued
from page 93)
daily press. The Review has no obligation to
cover the news as news, but an obligation to
present more matured and deliberately prepared screen pictorial representations and discussions of current general interest. The
newsreel interest is the interest of the daj',
the Review is of the season and the year."
Beverly Jones, assistant editor of the Review forthe
the same
past position,
year continues
Ramsaye's
staff in
as doeson Marguerite
Doran, head of the Review's film cutting
rooms and extensive screen librarj'.
Mr. Ramsaye brings to Pathe a wide combination of capacities and experiences both in
editorial and business capacities. His whole
working career has been concerned with the
production, fabrication and merchandising of
ideas addressed at the public interest, variously
in newspapers, magazines, in editorial matter
and advertsing on the screen in the terms of
pictures. He is well known in the magazine
field as one of the most authoritative writers
on the institution of the motion picture.
Following the publication of his two volume
histon- of the screen, "A Million and One
Nights," Ramsaye has been lecturing frequently before academic audiences including
special classes at Columbia university, the New
School for Social Researcli, and various teclinical gatherings.
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Six Patheserials for New
the completion of six new serials
WITH
for the season 1928-1929, Pathe will
have presented to the serial fans of
the world 77 chapter plays. This number
represents a specialization that began on March
15, 1914, when the first episode of "The Perils
of Pauline" was released. During the entire
14 years there has never been a time when a
Patheserial was not current. Therefore, it
ma\- be truthfully said that Pathe has been
a dominating influence in serials in the motion
picture business from their very beginning.
"The Yellow Cameo," the first of the group,
with a release date of June 3, is from an
original story by George Arthur Gray, who
also prepared the continuity. Allene Ray is
the star, assisted by the new Pathe dog,
Cjxlone, whose work is spoken of as remarkably clever. Edward Hearn plays the male
lead, and the cast includes Dick Bartlett, Tom
London and Harry Semels. It is a Western
of the rapid-fire type, and, according to Pathe,
has many thrills and a considerable mystery
element. Spencer Bennet directed.

^ *

*

"The Terrible People," which follows on
August 12, is adapted from the novel by Edgar
Wallace, famed as a writer of mystery stories,
and author of Pathe's big serial success of
several years ago, "The Green Archer." Allene
Ray and Walter Miller, the popular Pathe
serial team, are starred, while the cast includes
Wilfrid North, Fred Vroom, Mary Foy,
Thomas Holding, Alice McCormack, Allen
Craven and Larry Steers. Spencer Bennet
directed. "The Terrible People" is a particularly strong mystery story. The title refers
to a secret criminal organization with widespread activities and great power. While various subordinate members are identified in the
serial from time to time, the identity of the
master criminal remains in doubt until the
very end. In addition to the intriguing mystery, always popular with serial audiences,
there is also much action. It ranks among
the best serials of the company's serials, according to Pathe.

On October 21st will be released "Eagle of
the Night," an airplane stunt serial featuring
Frank Clarke, one of the best of the stunt
fliers. Some of the feats performed by Clarke
in this serial are almost unbelievable. vVmong
them are the landing of his plane upon the
top of a fast-moving train, and the take-off
from it just as the train is about to enter a
tunnel. This serial was made by an outside
producer and was obtained by Pathe as it was
believed that not only will the remarkable
stunts make it a strong attraction, but that
the airplane angle, so popular today, will make
it timely. "Eagle of the Night" was produced with the assistance and cooperation of
the Mexican authorities. Shirley Palmer, a
newcomer to films, is leading woman, and the
cast includes Maurice Costello, Josef Swickard,
Earl Metcalf and Max Hawley.
Following "Eagle of the Night" will come
"The Fire Detective," from an original story
by Frank Leon Smith, who also prepared the
continuity. Smith was the author of a number of Pathe's best serials, among them
"Snowed In." This serial will be directed by
Spencer Bennet, Pathe's premier serial director, who for years has specialized on this
particular branch of production. The release
date will be December 30. The hero is the
son of a wealthy manufacturer of fire apparatus, who to learn the business in the right
manner, joins the fire department of a big
city. The heroine is a newspaper woman who
seeks to unravel a mystery that will not only
save her father, but also make a big story
for her paper.
On March 10, 1929. will be released the first
episode of "The Tiger's Shadow," from an
original story by George Arthur Gray, who,
like Spencer Bennet, is one of Pathe's serial
staft' developed and seasoned
years will
of
successful experience. Spencerwith
Bennet
direct. This is a mystery melodrama with a
big city locale. The "Tiger" is a mystery
character who bafiles big crooks by stealing
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from them their loot. The activities of this
person bring into the story all sorts and conditions of people, and there is rapid fire action,
with a lot of thrills.
On Alay 19, 1929, will be released "Queen of
the North Woods," from an original story by
George Arthur Gray. The locale is the fur
country of the Canadian Northwest, and the
type is outdoors adventure, with an underlying
element of mysterj'.

* *

*

Pathe has found that in the long run the
best results in serials have been secured
through a production staff selected for its
individual fitness and then trained in serial
technique, which differs to some extent from
other branches of production. From 19131914, when "Pauline" was produced in the old
Pathe studios in Jersey City, down to 1925,
serial production was entrusted to outside producers, who usually made serials from stories
bought by Pathe, with players either suggested
by Pathe or else under contract to Pathe. It
was to build up specialists in serials that this
system was discontiued, and production taken
entirely over by Pathe. The staff was made
up of those who had demonstrated under
Pathe serial producers their particular fitness.
The first man engaged under the new policy
was Spencer Bennet, one of the best serial
directors in the country, who had had a long
period of training under George B. Seitz, who
had produced and personally directed 11 Pathe
serials. Bennet has had a most interesting
career. By turn he has been Arctic traveller,
Hudson Bay explorer, crack sculler of the
Sheepshead Bay Rowing Club, actor, athlete
and motion picture director. "The Green
Archer," one of the greatest successes in the
history of serials was directed by him, followed by such serials as "Snowed In," "The
Fighting Marine," "The House Without a
Key," "Melting Millions," "Hawk of the
Hills," and "The Man Without a Face."
He
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directed both "The Yellow Cameo" and "The
Terrible People," and will personally direct
"The Fire Detective," "The Tiger's Shadow"
and "Queen of the North Woods."
George Arthur Gray, story and continuity
writer, has also been developed by Pathe into
a serial expert. His early years were spent
in Syracuse, N. Y. His first position was on
the Syracuse Herald, from whence he went to
the Syracuse Post-Standard. In 1910 he was
associated with the Cleveland Plain Dealer,
remaining there until 1916. In 1916 he went
with the New York Evening World. In 1918
he came to Pathe, where he has continuously
been ever since. Gray was the author of both
story and continuity of "The Crimson Flash"
and "Hawk of the Hills." He is also author
of "The Tiger's Shadow" and "The Queen of
the North Woods" for the forthcoming season.
Until last autumn Patheserial production
was divided between the East and the West.
It is now concentrated at Hollywood.
In titles and strength of story it is believed
by Pathe that the serial product for 1928-1929
is among the best yet released by the company during its long and honorable history
as a specialist in serials.

Pathe Announces 37
Features
(Continued

from

page

90)

communication open. "High Voltage" offers
splendid opportunities for tieups with the
telephone companies and gives to Boyd another
he-man role such as he delights in and in
which he shines.
William Boyd also stars in "Flying Fool,"
a picture with an attractive title, particularly
in view of the great interest in aviation at
this time. It is from a story by Ernest Pascal.
Lina Basquette has the feminine lead and
Edward H. Griffith is director. The story
Tias a decidedly new angle. The aviator gets
glory aplenty, but what of the mechanician
that makes his feats possible? "Flying Fool"
has for its hero, not the aviator, but the
mechanician whose simple hardihood in taking
chances has won for him the title of the
story. A girl and a man take a trans-oceanic
flight. Their mechanician is the "flying fool"
who is looked down upon by them and treated
as a servant. The airplane is forced to land
upon a tropical island where the situation at
once changes and the servant becomes the
master. It develops that the real "flying fool"
is the aviator, who is helpless now that he
faces new and strange conditions. It is the
mechanician who is the genius in the emergency, who can do all the things the aviator
and girl cannot do. It is natural that the
girl's opinion changes and that her admiration goes to the man who demonstrates his
abilitjr to protect and care for her.
Phyllis Haver will star in "Office Scandal"
with George Duryea playing opposite. Hector Turnbull is associate producer. In it Miss
Haver appears as an office worker in a large
commercial organization. Innocently she becomes the center of a great office scandal
which develops its humorous as well as its
dramatic and romantic aspects. Miss Haver's
box office value is amply established. The
story is so modern and has so many appealing
angles that it looks like a "natural."
Phyllis Haver, supported by Alan Hale,
will also star in "Sal of Singapore" from
Dale Collins' novel, "The Sentimentalists."
The adaptation of this story is by Julien
Josephson. A three-year-old waif is salvaged
bj' the captain of a ratty tramp steamer —
Captain Whalen. He is hard put to it to
know how to care for the youngster, but solves
it by kidnapping "Tina," a feminine derelict,
from a tough Malay seaport joint. Tina and
the captain are both explosive personalities
and they clash continuously, but Tina cares
for the baby. Phyllis Haver plays Tina while
Alan Hale is Captain Whalen. A strong love
interest is built up between the two and there
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Topics of Day Has
Confidence
By AMEDEE

J. VAN BEUREN

President, Timely Films
IT is difficult to compose an article on Topics
of the Day with the idea in view of making
manifest new merits in our justly popular
motion picture of the world's best wit and
humor.
Last year at this time I was modestly fain
to believe that all possible was being done to
provide the theatregoing public with the acme
of humor through Topics of the Day. During the ensuing 12 months our organization
not only proved that stick-to-it-iveness has
its own rewards, but we, through concerted
efforts in advancing the training of our readers
and editors, were enabled to increase by 15
per cent the quality and quantity of the audible reaction of laughter in each of our 52
releases.
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stage star, and Gene Markey, appearing originally in The Red Book magazine, will have
Lina Basquette and Eddie Quillan as the featured players. It is a story of vaudeville,
of a boy and girl struggling to make the
jump from "small time" to "big time," of how
the girl, through love of the boy, put him
over, only to find that he took all the credit
to himself. This has the real show atmosphere, some delightful characterization and
reveals a phase of life that interests all.
"Forbidden Love" was produced in Germany and is from Noel Coward's stage hit,
"The Queen Was in the Parlor." The story
is of a princess who chose to live her own
life unhampered by the laws of her caste.
Incognito, she met and loved a commoner.
They were about to be married when she unexpectedly became queen. Though she
struggled to follow her inclinations and marry
the man of her choice, the dictates of custom and caste proved to be too strong and
a renunciation is forced from her. The story
is a powerful one and the production and cast
worthy of the best German traditions. Lilli
Damiti, a celebrated European star, plays the

A far-reaching and forceful sales campaign,
augmented by our special representatives under
"Noisy Neighbors" introduces the Quiilon
my personal direction, blanketed the strategic
queen.
family of eight, headed by the redoubtable
sales centers of the United States and Canada,
Eddie, formerly of the Mack Sennett comeach following close in the wake of an inedies, and more recently with a prominent
tensive direct-by-mail advertising drive and
part in "The Godless Girl." The story was
unusually interesting publicity releases. The
by George Dromgold and Sanford Hewitt
results were startling, to say the least. They
with Hector Turnbull as associate producer.
have pleased Pathe and us.
It relates the adventures of a family of vaudeTheatres running Topics of the Day held
ville artists who have spent a lifetime in the
tight. Managers in doubt as to the worth of
big city theatres and on tour. All their lives
our reel booked Topics and were convinced ; they have longed for the peace and quiet of
and in the few remaining houses, good will
country life. Suddenly, by the death of a
to the producers and confidence in the sales
relative, a farm in the mountains of central
division was instilled, with the result that we
Kentucky is left them. They leave the stage
now face a gala season — a year that will not
and take up residence on the farm, only to find
only doubly convince the exhibitors who have
that they have not only inherited a farm, but
run Topics for years and years, but that will,
a deadly feud. The complications, what with
through our standardization of quality and
the fun and the excitement, are terrific.
service, make new and staunch friends.
"Marked Money" has a notable cast which
It is our business to make others happy.
includes Junior Coghlan, Alan Hale, Jeanette
Not only in the laughter that evolves from
Loff and George Duryea. Spencer Bennet is
every release of Topics of the Day, but to
the director. Bertram Millhauser wrote the
make and keep every exhibitor happy in havstory
which combines a crook-chase plot with
ing him know for a certainty that our service
amazing adventure. Junior, as the juvenile
and interest does not end with the mere signhero, is kidnapped and taken into the wilds
ing of a contract.
for ransom. An airplane is captured by the
I have the utmost confidence in my editorial
gang and the master crook and the boy go
into it. The little chap takes control of the
staff and sales organization and therefore, infinite trust in the product which we so happily
plane while in the air and drives it alone
place as available before every live and wide- . to safety. Fun, thrills and sentiment are interwoven.
awake exhibitor in the country.
are melodrama

and adventure galore. Those

who
Miss
"What
Glorj'?"
know say
what
she Haver
can doin with
suchPrice
a part.
Phyllis Haver also stars in "The Shady
Lady" with George Duryea playing opposite.
This is a big city drama from the story by
Leonard Praskins. It shows how a young
lawyer of high reputation becomes identified
in the affairs of a lady of very dubious reputation,— an association that seemed destined
to wreck his own. There are novel angles to
the plot, which is worked out at high tension, and gives Phyllis Haver ample opportunity to create a role comparable to those
that she had in "Chicago" and "Tenth AveJeanette Loff, Robert Armstrong and George
Duryea are featured in "The Elevator Girl,"
a modern story by Tay Garnett. Beulah Marie
nue."
Dix
did the adaptation. Ralph Block is the
associate producer. This production unfolds
a romance of life in a big Manhattan hotel,
as seen by the girl who says, "What floor
please?" Gold diggers, sugar daddies, bootleggers, society people, Peacock Alley paraders, all have their part in the story.
"The Getaway," with Jeanette Loff, George
'Duryea and Robert Armstrong, is a big city
crook melodrama full of action and suspense.
Ernest Pascal wrote the story and Ralph
Block is the associate producer.
"Listen Baby !" by Elsie Janis, the famous

"Square Shoulders" presents Junior Coghlan
again, with George Dunea also featured.
Frank Urson is director and the story is by
Beulah Marie Dix. Junior is the young cadet
in a militan- academy and the story has an
appeal to all youngsters, as well as adults.
"Geraldine" was adapted by Taj' Garnett
from a short story of the same title, written
by Booth Tarkington, and appearing originally
in The Red Book magazine. Jeanette Loft
will be featured in this picture with Eddie
Quillan as leading man. Details as to director and supporting cast to be announced later.
The eight Western features include Leo
^Maloney in "Yellow Contraband." from the
story by Ford I. Becbe and directed by Maloncy; Don Coleman in "45-Calibre War,"
with Jeanette Loff, also directed by Leo Maloney ; "Sin Town," with Elinor Fair, Ivan
Lebedeff, Hugh .-Mian and Jack Oakie; Harr>'
Carey in "Burning Bridges," a Charles R.
Rogers production ; Harry Carey in "The Border Patrol," also a Charles R. Rogers production ; Wally Wales in "Saddle Mates." an
Action Pictures production directed by Richard Thorpe ; Don Coleman in "The Black
Ace," a Leo Maloney production, and Wally
Wales in "The Flyin' Buckaroo," an .^ction
Pictures production directed by Richard
Thorpe.
Sales executives of Pathe are enthusiastic
over the titles, stories, stars, and directors
of this list of pictures.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department,
"Hollywood."

Schenck Presents '28 -'29 Product
at Western Sales Convention
Maria Corda Returns to U. S. — Howard Green Signs with De Mille — Mae
Murray in Courts Again — Schertzinger Buys an Organ
By DOUGLAS HODGES
and Coast branch sales managers
May 22.^Western
HOLLYWOOD,
of United Artists Corporation convened at the Hotel Roosevelt last
week for a two days' session. Joseph M. Schenck, president, presented
the new lineup of productions for 1928.
Gregor Sues Mae Murray
AL LICHTMAN, general manager of dis■ii- tribution, discussed methods for sales and
for $110,000 Damages

also exploitation angles of the new product.
Attending the meeting were Victor Shapiro,
publicity and advertising director; Dave Bershon, Kenneth Hodkinson, D. J. McNerney,
H. Bradley Fish, Guy Gunderson, Frederic
Gage, S. E. Benson and Harry Stern.

"Probably by the time this is made ready,
dried and bound Victor Schertzinger will be
winding up his cast in "The Perfumed Trap"
and sending them home. The picture is being
completed and Vic, they tell me at PFL, has
done well. He's made some good opries, this
boy.
He is a musician as well as a director of
note. It was only a couple of days ago that
a pipe organ costing about $17,500 was installed at his home on Griffith Park Terrace.

Jack Boland Wins
When Al Green Defaults
Al Green doesn't play golf. But Al is a
sportsman from 'way back. He knows the
history of the prize ring from the time gold
was discovered in California. He has been
too busy during his forenoons making pictures
to learn the trick of golf and therefore
couldn't compete for the Herald-World
Championship this year.
But Al has an assistant director who is
really an assistant. When Al defaulted on
the Riviera Course Jack Boland came to the
front and defended the name of Alfred Green
Productions by winning a silver loving cup as
big as your hat. Jack had spent the preceding week in the hospital and has spent
much of his time there since, but for one
day he braced up and fought for honor.
Captured low net in his division and plans on
coaching Al the game for next year's tournament.

Mae Murray, just out of a suit against Jack
Donovan, film star and realty expert, has gotten into another. Arthur Gregor, her director,
sued her this week for $110,000, saying she
has failed to keep her contract with him to
direct "The Hungarian Rhapsody." He says
Miss Murray didn't like the picture story and
he did ; so she dismissed the story and also
dismissed him.
Meantime she has announced that she will
star in "Guns of Gault" ; Allan Dwan may
direct it; and it will be produced by her at
the Universal lot.

^ ^ ^
Doug Dawson Saves and
Saves and Saves for Fred

George McGonigle, prop man for Fred
Thompson, was planning his props for the
fight scenes in "Kit Carson." "Six hundred
Indians means six arrows for each," he told
the business manager.
It pays to have a Scotch business manager.
Douglas Dawson exclaimed : "What ! It
can't be done ! Use boomerangs ! One each !"

Maria Corda Returns;
Korda to Start Film
Maria Corda has returned to America to do
another picture under the First National banner._ She arrived in Hollywood last week following her appearance in a big feature made
by British National Pictures in London.
Alexander Korda, her husband, will begin
the production of a new BilHe Dove picture
at First National within a few days.

* * *

It takes $100 to buy a plate at a certain
dinner given at the Biltmore hotel in Los
Angeles on a certain day about this time of
year. There were 125 business men in this
town who came across for the century last

Three in Fox Alaskan
Plane Reported Missing
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May 22.— Word
was received Sunday by WinBeld
Sheehan that the airplane carrying a
party of Fox people in Alaska has
been reported missing for three days.
In the party are Charles Clarke, cameraman; L. Virgil Hart, director;
and Jack Robertson. They are detailed on a six
months'
polar trip in
the interest
of the
Elm company.

week.
fornia.

Business

* *
is■1: getting

better

in

Cali-

Green Engaged by De Mille
Howard Green has been engaged by Cecil
B. De Mille to write an original story which
will be directed under the supervision of Hector Turnbull, associate producer. Green was
responsible for most of the comedy gags in
"The Private Life of Helen of Troy," First
National special directed by Alexander Korda
and starring Maria Corda. He has a long
list of successful productions to his credit,
many of which have proved his ability as a
seasoned scenario writer. He has turned out
Murray.
several Johnny Hines scripts ; he wrote "The
Boss of Little Arcady" and others for Charlie

Mary and Doug Phone
They Are Returning Home
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks, vacationing in Paris,
telephoned the United Artists Studios in
Hollywood last week, to say that they would
be back in June and will immediately start
work on their new productions. Fairbanks
will make a sequel to "The Three Musketeers"
and _Miss Pickford will do an original, not
yet titled.

Leatrice Joy Leaves
on Long Eastern Tour

HOLLYWOOD,
May 22.— Leatrice Joy,
who has been under contract to C. B. DeMille for five years, is on her way to New
York and Atlantic City. Miss Joy will take
a complete rest and may not return to
Hollywood until late fall.

Dix Resting on Ranch
I saw

HOWARD

J. GREEN

last week at the De Mille Studios.
He was so busy writing scenarios that I
didn't stop to ask what we should write in this space.
But I will find out later

HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— Recovering from
his recent illness, Richard Dix is leaving this
week for his San Fernando Valley ranch,
where he will spend his time looking over
his fruit trees and resting. He will return
to HollsTvood in a short time and immediately start work on his next picture for
Paramount.

EXHIBITORS
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Bobby Vernon Back
from Vacation

Tour

HOLLYWOOD, May 22— Bobby Vernon,
well known Christie star, has returned from
a six weeks' vacation tour of the Eastern
cities and will start to work immediately on a
new series of pictures. During his visit to the
E^st, Vernon made stops in St. Louis, Chicago, New York, then to Miami, Fla., thence
by boat to Havana, Cuba, where he was joined
by Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lloyd, who returned
with him through the Panama Canal, landing
at San Pedro May 5. Bobby is under a long
time contract to Christie and while entoure
gathered much material for his future pictures.

Frank Roderick Gets
Casting Director Job
(Special to the Herald-World)
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Curtiz' Work on "Noah's Ark"
Hits Eyes of Film Economists
Pathe in Fast Stride with

Four Big Productions

(By D. H.)

Hoot's Leading Woman
Returns to Universal

George O'Brien is his leading male player
and Dolores Costello plays the feminine role.
O'Brien suits the part exceptionally well.

Tryon, Miller to Co-star

Rogers to Begin Film
HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— Charles R. Rogers, of Asher, Small & Rogers, arrived here
from New York last week to begin work with
Sam Sax on the filming of Ben Lindsey's
"Companionate Marriage," in which Betty
Bronson is to play the lead. Alex B. Francis
is also in the cast.

Way;

HOLLYWOOD, May 23.— Michael Curtiz, director of "The Moon of
Israel" which F B O releases, is attracting the attention of several Hollywood
progress on "Noah's Ark."
his picture
producers
It is the with
biggest
being made in this village at present and is being
made by a European who understands the value of an American dollar and
is making good use of a sense of frugality which he developed in foreign
studios. It is that characteristic economy combined with a genius for careful
execution that is appealing to California producers.

Saves $15,000 for Employers
He shot a flood scene last week that called
for a thousand extras and 500,000 gallons of
water. The work would probably have cost
an American director $30,000. But he has
learned to save. Curtiz designed his sets and
laid out his work in such a way that the shots
cost less than $15,000.

HOLLYWOOD,
May 22. — Co-starring
teams are becoming more and more popular
with the public. This fact was emphasized by
requests from exhibitors all over the country for more Glen Tryon-Patsy Ruth Miller
pictures. They have made only three pictures
together, but Universal, acting upon the exhibitors' suggestions, has signed Miss Miller
to appear opposite Tryon in his forthcoming
picture,
"Leave It to Me." William J. Craft
will direct.

Under
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"Power" Under
Hale in
and ofAlan
JacqueHne Logan
Direction
Howard
Higgin

HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— Frank Roderick,
of the Central Casting Corporation, has been
signed by the Fox company, in an executive
part in the Casting bureau, under Joe Egli,
replacing Captain Ed. Rolf. Roderick is a
very pleasant young man, and though young
in age has been in the casting business for
several years, having been associated with the
old Metro Film Corporation and more recently
with Warner Brothers. This position is one,
of the most responsible ones in the outer field,
making it absolutely necessary for a big
amount of knowledge regarding types.

HOLLYWOOD,
May 22.— Blanche Mehaffey, who played opposite Hoot Gibson
in a number of his pictures last year, is
again back on the Universal lot to start
work with Hoot on his next picture, "Silks
and Saddles." The popularity of Miss Mehaffey in the Gibson pictures has caused
Universal to induce her to return, but it is
probable that upon completion of her role
in this picture she will work at some other
studio. Henry McRae is directing Gibson
in "Silks and Saddles."

WORLD

Although the studio he is working for is
holding him to an expenditure of a half million dollars he is making a picture that could
not be duplicated for a million and a quarter.

Pathe
Shooting "Craig's
Wife"
Pathe went into high gear last week with
an additional pair of big productions. They
were "Craig's Wife," that big stage success
that went into long runs in New York and
Chicago ; and "Celebrity."

r" Boyd are in
in "Powe
Jackie and
Jacqueline Logan
William
the romantic roles of "Power" while Alan
Hale has the burden of the comedy work.
It's a great trio and is backed up by a director who certainlv knows how and why to
make box office pictures with such talent as
this. He is Howard Higgin.
Miss Rich in De Mille Picture
In "Craig's Wife" is Irene Rich, her first
appearance on the De Mille lot for many,
many months. She is being farmed out by
her own company.
Basquette in "Celebrity"
In "Celebrity" Tay Garnett is directing
Robert Armstrong and Lina Basquette. It is
Miss Basquette's second picture for Pathe.
Her latest one was "The Godless Girl." It
seems that they are pinning a lot of faith on
Lina and she's well worth the confidence.
E. H. Griffith Directing
In "Love Over Night" E. H. Griffith is
directing Rod La Rocque and a little girl
called Jeanette Loff. Jeanette is a sweet
youngster you'll probably like.
In any case

UNITED

E. H. G. is a director who makes 'em right
and whether Jeanette suits or not the picture
is pretty sure to.
Niblo Chooses Von

being, perhaps.

More later.

Quillan Chosen for Role
in Pathe's "Show

Folks"

HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— One of the first
steps in a campaign being mapped out by
William Sistrom, general manager of the
De Mille studios, will be a series of productions featuring Eddie Quillan. Eddie has
done some very distinguished work in C. B.
De Mille's "Godless Girl," which resulted in
a long term contract with the Pathe-De Mille
organization. "Show Folks" has been chosen
to mark Quillan's debut under the De Mille
banner. It is an original stor>' by Phillip
Dunning, co-author of "Broadway."

De Putti in New Role
of Story by Meredyth
HOLLYWOOD,
May 22.— Bess Meredyth, who has written some of the strongest stories in picture history, is now working on a story for Lya de Putti. Harry
Cohn of Columbia will produce it, and it
will be called "The Scarlet Woman." Miss
Meredyth has just completed "War in the
Dark," which Fred Niblo is directing.

Scott Signed by Roach
HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— Warren Doane,
general manager of Hal Roach Studios, announces that Robert Scott, formerly of Paramount, has been appointed casting director.

STUDIOS, Inc.

100,000 square feet of props, garnered
Let us supply the props for
from the four comers of the globe. your next production.

STUDIOS, Inc.

5341 Melrose Ave., Hollj'Avood, Calif.

Seyffertitz

for the big character role in "War in the
Dark" today at M-G-M. It's the picture
Niblo began last week with Greta Garbo and
Conrad Nagel. It's a story we know very
little that
aboutis as
yet butinformation
it's a Niblo for
Production
and
sufficient
the time

M. C. Levee, President

UNITED

Seyffertitz

Fred Niblo chose Gustav Von
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LOUGHBOROUGH

/% LL of the brains, personality and money power of Hollywood gathered
/\
at the Windsor Square theatre the other evening to witness an unusual
JL a. series of plays staged under unusual circumstances.
These were the
Ken-Geki, or Japanese sword plays, starring Mitsuru
Toyama,
assisted by
Koharu Ohara, Japanese players from the Imperial theatre, Tokio.
These two noted actors came here to look over Hollywood and soon their
honorable funds beg'an running low. Joseph M. Schenck, Sid Grauman, Charles
Chaplin and Samuel Goldwyn interested themselves with the result that the
Japanese artists were booked for the Windsor Square, the seats costing from
$3.50 to $5. It was a sellout.
CHAPLIN explained the show just as
Balieff does the Chauve Souris, except
that all accent was absent. It was a great
affair. Every Hollywood star was there, and
all hands paid for their seats. Even the press
agents had to come across, because Sid Grauman was watching the box office. The sublime Japanese players almost collapsed when
told of their share of the show.
Incidentally, this marks the beginning of a
Japanese art craze in Hollywood. Folks are
buying up chop sticks, bowls, incense burners and Buddhas. One star bought a Japanese
tooth brush and said it was great till the
bristles began falling out four days after
purchase. He took it back to the Japanese
store, where the sales Samurai blamed it on
the salt air of the Pacific during the transit
of brush from Tokio to teeth. The Japs are
great people. Hap O'Connor, who affectionately terms himself "the nation's guest," has
bought a Japanese straw hat to wear at baseball games.

JACK

WARNER AND BROTHER
NOAH

Little Jack Warner

cried:

"Now

CONNELLY

AGAIN

You can't lose One-Eyed Connelly. The
champion gate-crasher of the world came to
Hollywood several months ago, and he has
even crashed the gates of West Coast theatres, where the eagle eye and stern voice of

sat in a corner

on
He Planning
stuck
in "Noah's
a storm Ark."
and
damsels warm
And

spot during a scene in a ballrom. For instance, if Milton Sills and Dorothy Mackaill
are dancing together and a closeup is desired,
with the dancing "extras" around them, they
step into the machine and the camera does the
rest. This dancing contrivance consists of
two metallic rods eight feet long, leading to
a metallic hoop with a buckskin attachment
in it. On the opposite ends of the rods is a
triangular piece of wood, on which the camera
is placed.
The machine is wheeled out on the ballroom floor, the dancers step within the metal
hoop and then are accurately photographed as
they go through the hurly burly of a fox
trot or the rhythm of a waltz.
ONE-EYED

I'll

make

some
my

Jack ismark!"
anything but a dull boy these days.
He runs from Warner Brothers theatre to the
Studio and then over to the old Vitagraph lot,
where
"Noah's
Ark"
is being filmed, with
Michael Curtiz, one of the Vk'orld's great directors, wcilding the megaphone.
Heading
the cast are Paul I^IacAllister, Dolores Costello, George O'Brien, Nigel de Brulier and
William V. Mong.
Like Noah when he was skipper of the
Ark, Jack can't make up his mind just what
to do about this gigantic production. One
day he wants to tell the world about it and
the next day he is anxious to keep it a secret.
On a Sunday when his publicity floodgates
were open, he sent for the newspaner people
to witness a storm in a temple. There was
plenty of water, along with wind machines.
Just as the film storm started, however, it began to rain right from "the windows of
heaven," which made the affair even more
realistic. Jack got all wet, but he didn't seem
bothered a bit. The next day, however, he

PLAZA
HOTEL

HOLLYWOOD

To

Travelers
This
Emblem
Means Hotel Headquarters
In the Film
Capital
of the World

The Hollywood Plaza is hotel headquarters inHollywood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern
California, make this famous hostelry
your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the
hotel is most centrally located for either
pleasure, business or shopping in Los
Angeles.

picture wasn't good they would "pan" it and
that if it was good they would praise it— so
why should they see it in the making?

Strange people, exotic sights, theatres,
and entertainment are but a step away
from the door of this famous hostelry.

A MODERN
MACHINE

Write or wire us for reservations in
advance. Appoint this hotel now as your
headquarters while in Southern California.

DANCING

Out at First National one of the stage
hands has built a "dancing machine." Its
purpose is to confine two dancers to a given

EXPLOITING

A HORSE

CAR

Bill Mendelsohn, former Paramount exploiteer, has just returned from a long
journey with the horse car used by Harold
Lloyd in the making of "Speedy." Bill was
hired for a "cyclone trip" from Hollywood
to Sacramento, taking in towns on the route.
Instead
of the
"cyclone"
the humble
horsetripcarbeing
was ahauled
at theaffair,
rate
of 8 or 10 miles an hour. But it was a
splendid exploitation idea, well carried out.
Crowds greeted the car in every town, and at
Sacramento, a delegation of old-time horse
car drivers greeted Bill and the car. Bill now
is in training to go out with an aeroplane.

HOLLYWOOD'S

LATEST

SWINDLE

It's represented
selling fake asclothing,
and bybric-abrac
having baubles
been used
stars
in such-and-such a production. Naturally, a
woman is said to be at the head of the swindlers. Oiifices have been established, and one
can go there and ask for any kind of a picture star relic and get it. Someone recently
bought an overcoat said to have been used
by Richard Dix in a picture. Investigation
Dix.
showed
that the overcoat never was used by
Of course, there was a big hullaballoo. The
police, Pinkertons and fire department were
notified, but the gang still is at work. Some
practical joker called at the headquarters of
the gang recentlv and asked if he could get
the "nouvelle mariee" (French for bride) of
a prominent star. "Oh, yes," replied the
swindler. "You know that was an imitation
pearl. We have it, set in a tie pin. Owing
to the sentiment surrounding it, you would
have to pay us $100."

AL LICHTMAN,

decided that writers for the press shouldn't
visit the lot. His argument was that if the

HERE'S

But now he has a new job. He's a tickettaker in a circus. He's getting a dose of his
own medicine, his job being to hold back
gate-crashers. Connelly does the honors for
Gowdy's circus in First National's "The
Barker," in which Milton Sills and Dorothy
Mackaill are co-starred. "Not a gink gets by
ME," he said.
"I know the game."

STORY

TELLER

Al Lichtman is a great story teller. .At the

Every room is a parlor during the day
time — a luxurious sleeping quarter at
night.
In-a-Door Beds make this possible.

Atta boy, Jack. You tell 'em — on the Vitaphone !
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Harold B. Franklin always command :
"Money first. Free tickets never!" Not only
that,fit but
show. Connelly crashed the N. V. A. bene-

Rambling Round Hollywood
By JAMES

WORLD

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

Hollywood,

Calif.

HOTEL

last meeting of the Wampas he said : "Life is
a gamble. So thought Cohen, who had
worked years and years peddling goods and
had saved $20,000. He went to the races and
lost every penny. Then he leaned uo against
a stable, stunned. Finally he began talk!-^- to
himself, putting questions and giving replies.
"What's your name?" he asked. "Sol Cohen,"
he replied. "Oh, is that so? And what you
been doing all these years? Working?" "Oh
yes. Workin- hard. Carrying a pack and
walking, walking, walking." "Did you save
any money?" "Yes." "How much?" "Twenty
thousand dollars." "Oh, is that so. And what
did you do with it?" "I lost it— on the
races." "On the races, eh? You lose twenty
thousand dollars on the races ! Now. how
will you get home?"
ticket." ".A.11 right.
me. (Cohen tears up
schlemeiel, walk home

"I've a ticket — a return
Is that it? Give it to
the ticket.) Now, ^■ou
!"

Estelle Taylor on Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— Since her return
to Hollywood, Estelle Taylor has turned
down three offers as well as two others received on her way home. Estelle is very
carefully selecting her pictures, but has only
until July 15 to find one she likes, and she
must then leave for New York and the stage.
Her contract, however, allows her to return
to Hollywood
to make a picture and then return to the East.

EXHIBITORS
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Milton Sills in Speech
Praises Film Leadership
Work of Will H. Hays
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, May 22.— Milton Sills, in
a speech given recently l)efore the Los
Angeles Women's Club, said, as reported in
the Los Angeles Examiner of May 2 :
"Tribute to Will Hays for giving the motion picture industry the 'same type of business leadership and inspiration which he used
in putting the Postoffice Department on the
most efficient basis it had ever known.
. . .'
"The motion picture industry for six years
now, thanks to Mr. Hays, has been following
a definite, clearcut policy of arousing public
interest.
"Six years ago the industry was unorganized in its policies. Each company was a
separate unit, perhaps jealous of every other
unit and nrobably differing in its attitudes
from every other company.
"It was then that a new type of leadership
was brought in. The pictures you are seeing
today, made by sanely operated Inisiness concerns, with all the improvements which
science and art have been able to add in the
brief history of the screen, are evidences of
the industry's adoption and acceptance of this
type of leadership."

Rayart Puts First Film
of New Season in Work;
Will Be Released July 1
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Mae Murray Is Sued
by Rejected Director
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, May 22.— Arthur Gregor
has entered suit against Mae Murray for
$110,000, charging that the actress made
statements which reflected on his ability as
a director and that he was employed to direct
a picture and later the actress used another.

Franklin on Olympic Body
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— Harold B. Franklin, president of West Coast Theatres, has
been appointed general chairman of the
Southern California Olympic Games committee, in association with Douglas Fairbanks.
They will have charge of staging the huge
show that will be held in connection with the
L'oliseum. iryouts on June 16 at the Los Angeles
Olympic

VVCimingi
U/y7^t11i^(ff
"Officer 444"
"The

Power

"The
Midnight
Message"
featuring
Johnny
Fox and Mary Carr.
Three Feature Pictures with an All Star Cast

(Special to the Hcrahl-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
May 22.— The Fred
Thomson company left this week for northern Arizona, where production will start
immediately
Paramount,
will be on
Reservation,
si.xtieth

on Thomson's next special for
"Kit Carson." The company
location in the Navajo Indian
and shooting will start on the

anniversary

of Kit

Carson's

death.

Borden in F B O Picture

Six
FeatureJr. Pictures
starring
Francis
Bushman,
(also known to the trade as the
Bushman Series)

X.

Gangster."

(also known to the trade as the "Sables")

Feature

Pictures

starring

Jack

Mower

(also known to the trade as the "Mower
1.
2.
3.
4.

Series")
"Melodies"
"The Ghetto Shamrock"
"False Friends"
"Her Own Story"

Some

Gerber.

"You're Fired"
"The Top Hand"
"Lash of the Law"
"Western
Sand"
"Fighting Jack"
"Lightning
Bill"

Six

Western

Pictures

starring

Yakima

Canutt and his wonder horse "Boy"
(also known to the trade as the "Canutt
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1. "Folly of Youth"
2. "Courageous Coward"
3. "Valley of Hate"

Gerber.

and Neva

Six Western
Pictures starring Bill Bailey
(also known to the trade as the Bailey Series)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

"Away in the Lead"
"Never
Too Late"
"Who's
Your Friend"
"Midnight
Faces"
"Dangerous Traffic"
"Eyes Right"

Four

and Neva

a fifteen-episode serial featuring Ben Wilson

The second production will be "The Alan
from Headquarters," and the third, "Sisters of
Eve."

Fred Thomson's Unit
On Arizona Location

which
wastheto fire
be isused
for "Me
Cause of
unknown.

a ten-episode serial featuring Ben Wilson

God"

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(Special to the Herald-World)

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— Fire destroyed
stage number one of the Fox Film Corporation yesterday morning and resulted in a
damage put at nearly a quarter of a million
dollars. It was discovered at 2 o'clock by
the watchman and by the time Winfield
Sheehan reached the studio a half-hour later,
the stage had been razed.
There are seven other stages on the lot,
which is located in the heart of Hollywood.
Ben Stoloff had completed work on the destroyed set for "Plastered in Paris" Saturday
The only other set on the stage was the one

RSS:
TOGE
CH
BIAN
EXHI
AN
ALLD EX

HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— Rayart's first picture of the new season has been put into work.
It is a Trem Carr production, directed by
Scott Pembroke and is being made at the
]\Ietropolitan studios. The picture is "The
Divine Sinner," by Robert Anthony Dillon,
and features Vera Reynolds, who has been
borrowed from the DeMille organization ;
John Peters, Nigel de Brulier, Ernest Hilliard,
Carol Lombard and Barney Seigal. It will
be ready for release July 1.

HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— Edward J. :\Iontagne, scenario editor-in-chief of the Laemmle
organization, has added several new stories to
the scheduled program. Montague has purchased an original story by John Clymer
called "Salvage" and has assigned Paul Schofield to start work on the screen version immediatelv.

Blaze Destroys Fox
Stage and Set; Put
Loss Over $200,000

The undersigned are attorneys for the producers, sole owners and
distributors of the following pictures:

(Special to the Herald-World)

John Clymer's "Salvage**
Purchased by Universal
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"Fighting Stallion"
"Desert Greed"
Series")
"Hellhounds of the
Plains"
"The Outlaw
Breaker"
"The Iron Rider"
"Wild Horse Canyon"

Six Feature Pictures starring "Jack Meehan"
(also known to the trade as the "Meehan"
and "Ermines")
1. "Passing of Wolf McLean"
2. "His Own Law"
3. "The Rattler"
4. "The Broken Law"
5. "Hurricane Hal"
6. "A Son of Sontog"

of the above pictures are being and
changes and exhibitors.

have

been

pirated by unscrupulous

ex-

Notice is hereby given that Goodwill Pictures Incorporated, 6050 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California, is the legal distributor of the above named pictures, and as such, will
immediately institute legal proceedings against every exhibitor, exchange, firm or individual who offer or have offered any of the above pictures for sale, lease or showing,
except by contract vvath it.
Under a certain letter agreement, permission has been granted by the GoodNvill Pictures Incorporated to International Producers and Distributing Company. 1426 Beachwood Drive, Hollywood, California, for distribution rights pertaining to those pictures
mentioned therein.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 22.— 01i\e Borden
has just signed a contract to appear in the
starring role of an underworld picture which
F B O is to produce and which is entitled
"Gang War." Miss Borden, who left the Fox
lot some time ago, recently completed a picture for Columbia in which she is the star
with John Boles playing i)pp(«ito her.

All exchanges having prints of any of the above named pictures on hand, except
under contract with the above mentioned Legal Distributor, are hereby notified and
requested to immediately return them to Goodwill Pictures lncor[>orated, to the address
above mentioned.
(Signed)

KEMP.

PARTRIDGE

and KEMP.

.Attorneys.

EXHIBITORS
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Production Directory
[Number immediately following title denotes production number]
DIRECTOR

STORY

CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

STORY

STARTING
DATE

Geo.

SeitE

Dorothy Revier
Roy
Matt D'Arcy
Moore

Blondes"

"Excess
May 15

"Four

BagWalls"

"Snap
•While Shots"
the

DeMille Studio

'War in the
City

"Love

Over

E.

H.

Griffith

gh"t"
Nier
'Pow

Howard

"Craig's Wife"
'Celebrity"

Wm.
DeMille
Tay Garnett

Rod La Rocque
Jeanette Loff
William Boyd
Jacqueline iJogan
Alan Hale
Irene Rich
Robert Armstrong
Lina Basquette

Higgin

April 17

Sleeps"
gage"

Thirteen"

"Dog Law"

Marshall Neilan
Jerome Storm

Chester Sleeper
Conklin'
Martha
Hugh Trevor
Robert Sweeney
Mary Mayberry
Ranger

BRAND
NAME

STARTING
DATE

May 19
May 19

May 10

James
Wm.

Cruze
Nigh

Edw.
Jack

Sedgwick
Conway

April 19
April 22
April 4
April 14
May 9

Greta Garbo
Conrad Nagel

Fred Niblo

"Hot Dark"
News"
"The Lady from
"The Perfumed

Clarence Badger
Ludvrig

Berger

zinger
Victor Schert-

Moscow"
"Sawdust
'The First Kiss" Roland V. Lee

Luther Reed
May 14

Wm.
Haines
Josephine Dunn
John Gilbert
Joan Crawford
Buster Keaton
Marceline
Day
Lon Chaney
Anita
Page

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation

April 23

F B 0 Studio
'Taxi

CHIEF
PLAYERS

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio

Columbia Studio
"Beware of

DIRECTOR

Trap"
"Just Married"
"Beggars of
Paradise"

Frank

Strayer

Wm.

Wellman

Bebe Hamilton
Daniels
Neil
Pola Negri
Norman Kerry
Clive Brooke
Mary Brian
Wm. Powell
Olga
Bacanova
Fay Wray

Paramount

Gary Cooper
Esther Ralston
Reed Howee
Ruth Taylor
James Hall
Wallace Beery

April 26
Paramount
Paramount

April 14
April 39

May 4
Paramount
April
16
May 17
May 19

First National Studio
Unlilled
Harry Langdon
"The Divine Frank
Lloyd
Lndy"
"The Barker" Geo. Pitzraaurice
"Heart to
Wm.
Beaudine
Heart"

Harry Langdon
Corinne Griffith
Victor Varconi
Milton Sills
Mary Astor
Lloyd Hughes

Tec- Art Studio
Mar.
6
April 2

"Revenge"
Life"
"Black
Magic"

April 18
May
5

Edwin

Carewe

Chas.

Hin'es

May 1
April 26

Tiffany-Stahl Studio

"The Grain of

Fox Studio

Dolores Del Eio
Roy Mason
Johnny
Hines
Louise Lorraine

Geo.baudArchainMay 19

"The

Farmer's

Daughter"
"The Air Circus"
"I'lnslcred
in Paris"
"River Pirate"
"La

Gringa"

"Mother Knows
Best"
"The
Cowboy

Marjorie Beebe
Warren
Burke
Arthur Lake
David Rollins
Sue Carol
Ben StoIofE
Sammy
Cohn
Jack Pennick
Hugh
Allen
Marcel
Batallini
Wm. K. Howard Victor iMcLaglen
Lois Moran
Nick Stuart
Irving
Maria Alba
Lionell
Cummings
Barrymore
Kenneth Thomson
Madge Bellamy
J. G. Blyetone
Louise Dresser
Barry Norton
Rex
Bell
Clyde Carruth
Mary Jane
Temple

Arthur Rosson
Howard Hawks

May 5
April

17

Mar.

12

April 25

United Artists Studios
'The

Woman
Dust"
"The Battle of
Disputed"
the Sexes"
"Tho Awaken-

Griffith

Victor

Fleming

"The
May 9

Collegians" Nat Ross

"Leave It to Me" Wm.
Craft
ing"
"The Stool
Crimson
Ray Taylor
"The
"The Non-Dis"Tarzan
Canyon"the
Pidgeon"

Byron'

Fred Neoimeyer
Jack Nelson

Dorothy Gulliver
George Lewis
Glen Tryon
Ted Wells
Lotus
Thompson
Bill Cody
Duane Thompson
Reginald Denny
Betsy Lee
Frank
Merrill
Natalie Kingston

May 14
May 14
May 14
May 14
May 14
May 14

turber"

this week.

Warner Brothers

Mighty"

Metropolitan Studio
Vera Reynolds

April
11
May?

May 10

"Noah's Ark"

Scott Pembroke

Mar. 21

Phyllis
Haver
Sally
Vilma O'Neil
Banky
Walter

Lee Jason

No Production

Sinner"

D. W.

Norma
Talmadge
Gilbert Roland
Belle Bennett
Jean Hersholt

Universal Studios

Gotham

Divine

King

May 17

Kid"

"The

Henry

"The
May 19

Midnight

Michael

John

Curtiz

Adolfi

Geo. O'Brien
Dolores
Costello
LouiseBeery
Fazenda
Noah
Antonio Moreno
Helena Costello
Myma Loy

April 14

April 36
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High Praise Won by
''Over There, ''Film
of Real War Scenes
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 22.— Sidney B. Lust's
war
picture,
given
showing
at the"Over
officesThere,"
of the A.
M. aP. special
O. A.
last week, made a profound impression. The
picture,
to Lust'sat present
be made according
into a roadshow
once. plans, will
A group of officials from the D. A. R. were
specially invited as guests and gave "Over
There" an enthusiastic endorsement. Mrs.
Newton D. Chapman, chairman of the committee on better films, offered every cooperation
at her command.
"Over There" consists of actual shots from
the World war, with pictures of American,
French, English, Belgian, Italian, German and
Austrian soldiers. Every branch of the service is represented, sometimes with subtle
humor, frequently with horror, always with
honest presentation of a world turned upside
down. There is no fiction to "Over There,"
and its sincerity made it particularly impressive.

Her Dance of 1893 Too
Sensational for Us, So
Historical Film Is Cut
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 22.— This is an age of
high-minded tastes, sex-talk to the contrary.
At least that's the way the New York censors
view it. And as a result, footage showing a
woman of generous parts called Fatima, dancing the hoochie-koochie as she did at the Chicago World's Fair in 1893, was ordered cut
last week from a film depicting the development of the motion picture. All the other
sections of the film were regarded "decent"
enough to be shown today.

Simon Charninsky,
Texas Theatreman,
Dies of Heart Attack
(Special to the Herald-World)

DALLAS, May 22.— Taken with a heart
attack, Simon Charninsky, managing director of the Capitol theatre, died here very
suddenly on May 8. He was 46 years old.
Mr. Charninsky and R. J. Stinnett, business associates, several months ago were
successful in winning a verdict of $237,500
in the Dallas District Court against Paramount and others on anti-trust charges.

Patterson Leaves U
to Head Publix Chain
in Atlanta Territory
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Sales Campaigns Emphasized
at United Artists Meetings
Lichtman
in Charge of Chicago Convention — Joseph Schenck
Addresses First Sectional Gathering of Distribution
Forces, Conducted in Los Angeles
Emphasis on special sales and exploitation campaigns on next season's product marked the Chicago convention of United Artists, second and last of the
sectional meetings of home office and field forces, the first having been held
last Monday in Los Angeles. The Midwestern, Southern and Eastern stafifs
were represented in Chicago.
Lichtman and Shapiro Come from Coast
The distributing staff began assembling in Chicago early Sunday for the
sessions at the Drake hotel, Al Lichtman, vice-president and manager of distribution, and Victor M. Shapiro, advertising and publicity director, coming
from the West Coast meeting to take charge of the gathering after outlining
productions and distribution plans at Los Angeles.
From the home office also came Harry D.
Buckley; Cresson E. Smith, assistant general sales manager; Paul N. Lazarus, sales
promotion manager; L. J. Schlaifer, district
manager of district No. 1 ; William Rosenthal, district manager district No. 2; Harry
L. Gold, district manager of district No. 3;
O. C. Wallace, district manager of district
No. 4; Haskell Masters, district manager
from Canada; Joseph Luckett, special representative; Emil Jensen, representative of
Joseph M. Schenck Productions and Inspiration Pictures; Carroll Trowbridge, representative of Douglas Fairbanks Productions; Guy Morgan,
Goldwyn's
representative;
Edward Samuel
Lindeman,
D. W.
Griffith's representative.
The following branch managers also participated inthe proceedings:
Saul
Resnick,
Cleveland;
Arthur
M.

NOW

Wineberger,
Washington;
Charles
Stern,
New Haven; H. E. Lotz, Boston; Michael
J. Garritty, Portland; George Moeser, Buffalo; Jack Von Tilzer, Philadelphia; B. M.
Stearn, Pittsburgh; C. E. Peppiatt, Charlotte; W. G. Carmichael, Atlanta; Jose
Levy, Cincinnati; D. V. McLucas, Omaha;
Guy F. Navarre, Kansas City; Mannie
Gottlieb, St. Louis; Ralph A. Morrow, Dallas; Moe Streimer, New York, and H. G.
Morrow, New Orleans.
Lichtman announced at Chicago that
Arthur S. Kane has been made manager
of district No. 5, which includes Dallas, St.
Louis, Kansas City and New Orleans, and
that Oscar Kuschner, formerly a salesman
out of Indianapolis, had been chosen to
succeed Phil Dunas as Indianapolis manager, following Dunas' resignation due to
ill health.

BOOKING

THE CLEANUP

OF THE AGE

ISYOURDADGHTER

•fv

SAFE?
1928
Sex

Facts

(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, May 22.— WiUard C. Patterson has resigned as Southern division manager of Universal theatres to become district
manager for Publix, with supervision over
a group of houses in this territory. Patterson's
resignation became effective Monday. He left
for Dallas, to join Milton Feld of the Publix
New York office, for a tour of Publix houses.

Jeffress to Manage
2 Butte Theatres
(Special to the Hcrald-Wortd)

BUTTE, MONT., May 22.— E. C. Jeffress, veteran showman, has arrived in
Butte from Tacoma to take over the management of the Rialto and American theatres for West Coast Theatres, Inc. He
succeeds Tom Shanley, who has been promoted to have charge of the management
of the United Artists theatre, Seattle.

Astoanding
Revelations Of
theha Modero
kit.
Endorsed by Clergy, Prei-n, V(elf.ire, Medlral ond Public .\ulhortti<>o
No kickbacks — It satisfies— Carries a world of publlclt.v — Your iMtrons mwi you wltii iilovniig w-orcLi of rnUae —
Not the old worn out "Sex Film" of other days but the most timely up- to- Uie- minute drxro* of madam
youth ever fllnu-d.
V. S. HEALTH
FILMS
PERCENTAGE BOOKINGS
810 SO. WABASH
AVE.. C1I1C*(.0. ILL.

\ !
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FEATURE

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture

W/^

"Little Pictures with the Big Punch" which has presented news,
short features and serials.

All-Short-Feature Theatres Seen
As Result of Sound-Film Activity

Great Change in Field Predicted Within Year With Most Big Producers
Already Signed for Synchronism Devices — Varied Programs
Made Certain
Will the house that Jack Synchronism built be an All-Short-Feature theatre?
That is the question that exhibitors are asking as a result of the almost-bewildering rapidity with which producing companies are affiliating with manufacturers of sound-pictures apparatus.
Great Changes in Field Seen
Certainly the next season will see great changes in the short feature field as
a result of synchronization. Three companies already are applying sound
devices to pictures of less than feature length, and one of these companies —
Warner Brothers — actually has entered the short product market solely on a
basis of synchronized production, through the Vitaphone sketches of one to
three-reel subjects.
The fact that Warner Brothers has entered upon short feature production has
scarcely been noted, yet that is the practical result of the development of the Vitaphone sketch.
Many
Companies
Get Devices
Two companies — Educational and Fox
Films, both in the short feature field before the appearance of the synchronization
devices — now are actively in the business
of applying sound to the screen, as in the
case of the Movietone News of Fox, or
are prepared to introduce the new element
into product for next season, as has been
announced by Educational.
First National announced Firnatone recently and now comes the news of the signing of deals by Paramount, Metro-GoldwynMayer, Universal and United Artists for the
use of sound devices of the Electrical Research Products company, subsidiary of
Western Electrical. Whether Paramount,
M-G-M and Universal will apply sound to
the short product they release has not been
announced. That would depend upon a number of things, one of primary importance
being the attitude of the producers of the
product these concerns release. M-G-M
and Paramount returned to the short subject field only a year ago. Universal always
has been strongly active in short feature
releasing. Nor would there be any great
surprise if First National and United Artists
should take the sound device into the short
product field.
What About F B O and Pathe?
F B O, which some time ago made known
its arrangement for sound pictures, has
issued no further statement as to plans,
if any, for synchronized short product. Exhibitors also are wondering whether the fact
that Colvin W. Brown, former vice-president of F B O, is now vice-president of
Pathe may mean a possibility of synchro-

nization of short product to be released by
Pathe.
Summarizing the foregoing may indicate
the possibility of use of sound devices in
connection with the pictures of at least a
majority of the major distributors of short
productions.
Advocated by Leaders
The all-short-feature theatre has been discussed from time to time for several years.
It will be recalled that Carl Laemmle at
one time was quoted as advocating such a
theatre as the solution of the picture entertainment problem for those in the downtown districts of large cities for the patrons
who with just an hour or so of leisure at
noon would have time to enjoy a program
of short features, but would not enter a
theatre to see only a part of a long production. There was announcement made a
year ago that Hal Roach was considering
sites for a short feature house in downtown
Los Angeles.
If plans for such theatres have been held
in abeyance through hesitation on the score
that there might be sameness in program to
retard activity at the cashier's window, the
appearance of synchronized short product,
it is believed, would eliminate that obstacle.
Certainly the variety that could be effected
by a program including usage of sound
devices, all the way from comedy through
scenic and newsreel, would be wellnigh
limitless, considering the amount of product to which it doubtless will be applied.
One Installation for All?
Cost of installation, which at first thought
might be held an insurmountable obstacle,
becomes almost a secondary consideration
if, as reported, experiments already are
under way to standardize equipment so that
all the major installations would be applicable to all the devices. Movietone and
Vitaphone already have accomplished that.

reviews
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Releases
WEEK

OF MAY

27

EDUCATIONAi:^"FeIix the Cat in In and OutLaws," one; "Navy Beans," Big Boy — Juvenile,
two; "Landlord Blues," Curiosities, one.
FBO — "Silk Sock Hal," Karnival, Al Cooke, two;
NewslaSs No. 20, one.
FOX — "Jack and Jilted," Imperial, two; "Lords of
the Back Fence," Varieties, one.
M-G-M — "Should Women Drive?," Davidson.
PARAMOUNT— "A Gallant Gob," Christie Dooley,
two; "Koko Squeals," Inkwell Imps, one.
UNIVERSAI^-"Oh,
What a Knightl"
Snappy, Oswald, one; "The
Haunted
Island," No. 10, two;
"George's
School Daze,"
Stem
Bros., two; "The
« • • Perrin, two.
Dangerous Trail," Western,
WEEK OF JUNE 3
EDUCATIONAL — "Crown Me," Cameo, Wallace
Lupino, one; "Rah, Rah, Rah," Dorothy Devore,
two.
F B O — "Mickey in Love," Mickey McGuire, two.
M-G-M — "Tokens of Manhood," Oddities; "Crazy
House," "Our Gang" comedy.
PARAMOUNT — "Hold 'Er Cowboy," Vernon, two;
"The Patent Medicine Kid," Krazy Kat, one.
PATHE — "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 1, two reels;
"The Flight That Failed," Aesop Fable, one; Pathe
Review No. 23, one; Topics of the Day, No. 23,
One.
UNIVERSAL
— "Newlyweds' Happy Day," Snookums,
two; "The Trickster," Snappy, one; "The Scarlet
Arrow," No. 1, two; "Whose Wife?," Mike and
Ike, ern,
Stern
two. Bros., two; "The Fighting Kid," West-

* • *

WEEK
OF JUNE
10
EDUCATIONAL — "Who's Lyin'," Mermaid, DavisCollins, two; "Felix the Cat in Outdoor Indore,"
one; Lyman Howe's Hodge-Podge, one.
FBO — "Come Meal,'" Karnival, Al Cooke, two;
"Heavy Infants," Standard, two; Newslaff No. 21,
one.
FOX— "A Knight of Daze," Van Bibber, two; "That
She Blows," Varieties, one.
PARAMOUNT— "Say Uncle," Christie, Duffy, two;
"Koko's Field Daze," Inkwell Imps, one.
PATHE— "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 2, two; "Puppy
Love," Aesop Fable, one; "Limberlegs," Sportlight,
one; Pathe Review No. 24, one; "Topics of the
Day," one.
UNIVERSAI^-"Poor Papa," Oswald, one; "The
Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 2, two; "A Full House,"
Gilman,
two. Jones, two; "Ambuscade," Western,
Stern Bros.,

Newspictures
PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 84 — Record crowd of 40,000 see horse race at Pimlico, Maryland — Lindbergh's
plane, "Spirit
of St. —Louis"
installed infamous
Smithsonian
Institution
Civil isWar
veterans march as annual reunion opens at Arkansas
FOX NEWS NO. 66— Mussolini cheered by 25,000
workmen at Rome — Best running dogs of the nation appear in contest at San Francisco — Many
tumbles are taken at Rodeo in Washington.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5396— Lindbergh's "Spirit of St.
Louis" takes last trip to Smithsonian Institution —
40,000 see Harry Payne Whitney's colt capture feature and $61,000 stake at Baltimore — Takes first
airplane
she is 94.ride with her daughter who is 72 years old,
M-G-M NEWS NO. 79— King Alfonso honors war
nurse in Spain — Chinese ask "Devils" aid ag;ainst
Japan
— Lindbergh's
famoirs plane takes last trip to
Smithsonian
Institution.
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 39— Railway
guns roar in test by army at Chesapeake Bay —
Lindbergh'schains
plane are
goes woven
to Smithsonian
Institutionsol—
Carnation
around unknown
dier's tomb by Gold Star mothers.
PATHE NEWS NO. 42— Smithsonian Institution gets
Lindbergh's famous plane — Navy warriors leave
Pacific Coast for Sea Drill — 40,000 see race at
Maryland,
18 horses start in rich event.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World
''Stage and Pit"

Kennedy
STAGE

Heads

Now

SHOWS

K-A-0 Circuit

a

Never Roamed"

Chicago Sheridan
Week Ending May 19
This week R. C. McMuUen, presents Verne Buck
and his boys in a fine stage presentation that celebrates Verne's first birthday at this house.
The anniversary as all anniversaries do, helped
observe the affair and from the reception received it
was evident that all were happy that they were
present.
The affair opened in dark stagre under special lighting arrangement with the boys singing special lyrics
for the occasion as the Abbott Dancers were gathered
around a birthday cake with a huge candle illuminated.
After a dance routine, the house lights were up
and in comes the host himself, Verne Buck. It is
needless to say that the audience gave him a fine
birthday greeting after which he directed his band
through
an arrangement of "What
Do You Say."
This was followed by Carpenter and Ingraham
known as the Harmony Girls in local radio circles.
They offered, "Laugh. Clown, Laugh," "Tin Pan
Parade," and "Henry's Made a Lady out of Lizzie."
for radio puri^oses these young ladies have the right
material but for presentation purposes, they have not.
However, they seem to like them here as they were
compelled
to give an encore.
Billy Rolls, came on next, with his fast acrobatic
dance and trick chairs stunt, which was reported in
these columns before.
The next band number was an arrangement of
"When You're Smiling" the chorus sung by Verne
Buck. This received two encores as all his solos do.
The Abbotts came on again this time in a clever
acrobatic routine stepped to the tune of "Changes"
one of Donaldson's novelty numbers.
Right after this Verne Buck offered Kreisler's
"Frasqueta" as a violin solo. Right here and now,
we wish to put ourselves on record, that Verne plays
a mean fiddle, be it either ixipular or classic.
Lydia Harris came on next and as usual she
Knocked the roof off of the theatre with her hot
blues and character comedy songs. Her "Good Bye
Broadway and Hello Montreal" number was the
thing that did the trick and she drew oodles of encores for it.
This was followed by a band arrangement of
"Coquette" with a vocal chorus sung by the ever
popular Frank Wilson, in fact sung twice by popular demand.
Fauntleroy and Van, came on next with their usual
routine of comedy talking and novelty music instruments. This team was reported in our columns many
times before.
Everybody came on for the finale as Verne Buck
took center position on the stage while illuminated
streamers poured down from above as serpentines
were thrown at him from each end. This concluded
the birthday show.

New

York Paramount
Week Ending May 25

Musical Impressions from Verdi by the Paramount
Orchestra and Vocal Ensemble, introduced the utapre
show this week, entitled ■'Flapi)erette3" and featured
Paul Ash.
"Flapperettes" — a sinprinK-dancinpr number opened,
si)€cia:i lyric by Rubey Cowan, danced by The Foster
Girls and sung by Paul Small.
{Continued
on l^mjc 107)

Department,

FBO Official
Takes Control
with $4,500,000
Board Elects Joseph P. Kennedy
as Chairman, and Gives J. J.
Murdock and Pat Casey
RuHng Authority
By A. RAYMOND
GALLO
Probably one of the biggest deals
ever put over in theatrical history

We've often heard of people going to strange lands
to seek fame and fortune, but very seldom have we
heard of a case like Arthur Richter, solo organist
at the Wisconsin theatre, Milwaukee — Art was born
and raised in the city of beer and before taking
up music was secretary to the Mayor — He's been
with the Saxe outfit more than 4 years and from the
outlook he'll be with them forever — Jolson must be
right when he sings about finding "gold and sunshine
in your own backyard."

Another Chicago House
Books Movie Making Stunt
Dave Rice, mana.iiing director of the North Center
theatre, Chicago, for many years one of the leading
manaprors for Ascher Brothers, is presenting for the
first half of this week a stunt on the stage called "A
Day in Hollywood" as an added attraction. This
attraction is being presented by Hal Ross and features
Lcm V. Kenne<ly. the movie director, who goes
through a scries of stunts showing the audience how
moving pictures are really made.
A week later a local motion picture which is being
filmed in the vicinity of this theatre will bo shown at
this house with an entire cast of local talent. A similar stunt was put on a few weeks ago at the Palace
theatre. Cicero, and broke all house records there.
The manager of the above theatre learned of the attraction through this publication and is positive ho
can break records at his hou.se.

was
the inacquiring
of E. F. Albee's
control
the Keith-Albee-Orpheum
Circuit by Joseph P. Kennedy, president of FBO, the picture producers
and distributors. Although there
have been rumors of such a movement
for some time, no definite statement
was able to be secured until word was
received last Tuesday that a meeting of the board of directors of the
K. A. O. placed the entire control
and management of the circuit and
its subsidiaries in the hands of F B O
and its banking interests.

Several statements have been published by
the various theatrical journals to the effect
that Kennedy had only acquired an interest
in the vaudeville circuit but that Albee and
his people would still retain the managing
control. However, all these conflicting statements more or less confuse the reading mind
and from what kas been able to be varified
and the information is as authentic and official as it is possible now adays, we know
it to be a fact that E. F. .\lbee, for nearly
40 years the active head of the Keith Circuit, is no longer financially interested in his
former organization, nor is he directly interested in the aflfairs and management of the
new affiliation.
Joseph P. Kennedy, a Boston banker who
recently entered the field of motion picture
production and distribution, has been a close
friend of E. F. .\lboe for many years. In
addition to being a son-in-law to Ex-Nfayor
Curley of Boston, he has a tremendous influence in financial circles and is considered
one of the most brilliant minds in the business world. This new deal places him as
chairman of the board with J. J. Murdock as
the executive vice-president and Pat Casey,
formerly head of the \'audc\ille Manasrcrs
Protective Association, as the general manRumors that E. F. .\lbee would still remain
ager.
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as president might be true, and if so it is
just to continue the life of his name as it is
our opinion that he will be only a figurehead. The only reason that Albee hasisconfor
sidered to retire from his business
reasons of his advancing age and health, other■ivise we doubt if this "power" of vaudeville
would have ever consented to step out of the
picture after nearly a half-century of active
interest and association in the formation and
development of the greatest and largest
vaudeville circuit in the world.
Many Changes Expected
\Miat effect this new line-up will have on the
various branches of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum_ Circuit, is not as yet known. However, since KeithAlbee have taken over or rather merged with the
Orpheum Circuit last January, several changes in
the executive and booking departments of the various
branches
has been expected.
It is only a matter of a short time now, when
real definite plans will be made known as to the
future activities of the organization. In all probabilities C. S. Humphrey, for many years in charge
of the Keith-Albee interests in the West, will remain
as the ruling head of that territory and may even
have greater authority than he has had in the past.
May Create New Circuit
This new movement may also revive the two-a-day
policy to some extent in some of the key cities
which the circuit operates theatres in. However,
it is our belief that the majority of the 230 theartes
involved in his deal will present feature pictures
and a policy of stage entertainment, which will be
better known as picture house presentation.
Reasons why this statement can be well founded
is the fact that F B O has wanted a first-run outlet
for their pictures for a long while and the present
condition with other producing, distributing, exhibiting chains, left no other channel but the Keith-AlbeeOrpheum.
Since the K. A. O. have taken control of Pathe,
which is now also a part and baggage of the F B O
deal, there is no doubt in the minds of anyone in
the show business that Joseph P. Kennedy and
F B O will be one of the largest factors of its kind
in the world.
This new arrangement should also create a great
deal of work for a number of presentation artists
and musicians as well. In fact it may even create
a new picture house circuit.

From Presentation Staple
to Movie Actor

and MOVING

Presentation

LETTERS

In this open fomm those interested in
presentation may discuss important matters
theatre entertainbearing upon this phase of
ment. Only signed letters will be published.
PRESENTATION ACTS — To the Editor: I would
like this bit of news published in "Presentation
Facts" of the Exhibitors Herald.
"Frankie Masters' car is stolen."
Frankie Masters' new Hupmobile 8 has just been
stolen and he feels pretty bad about it. It was the
car he was so proud of and now poor Frankie has to
use hie legs. Even though he is unhappy he is going
to make some one else happy with his new snappy
show, this week.
Sincerely, Miss E. Rosenthal, 4557 N. Hamlin Ave.,
Chicago, III.
PRESENTATION ACTS — To the Editor: I'm afraid
I've rather neglected sending in anything to you
lately. I'm a very lazy lad these days. My solos this
week were: (1) "A Tribute to Mother," featuring
"Mother, I Still Have You," and using in it "Backyard" and "Sunshine" with special lyrics. A nice
number, short but sweet; (2) Mental Telepathy (I
may learn to spell some day!) in which the organist
"goes mind-reader." A clever eolo although the jokes
were forced. The songe were "Coquette," "That's
My Mammy," "When You're With Somebody Else,"
"Romona," and 'Silver Lining."
Both numbers brought encores and were quite okay
as far as the audience went.
interested
in yourmore
"Ourabout
Friendly
Chat Club"
andI am
would
like to know
it.
Thanking you for your cooperation in the past, I
remain. — Ramon Berry, Alamo theatre, Chicago, 111.

MASTER

MACK

OF CEREMONIES

Now at West Coast Alexander Theatre, Glendale, Calif.
Just completed one year engagement at West Coast
Cabrillo Theatre
Direction — Fanchon & Marco
COMMUNITY

SINGING

HAROLD

ORIGINAL

ORGANLOGUES

J. LYON

ORGANIST-SOLOIST
MILLION DOLLAR STATE THEATRE— JOHNSTOWN, PA.
Organ Recitals broadcast daily through Station WHBP

LOUISE

losm
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of the outstanding hits of the "Sadie
theatres, n"is one
film starring Gloria Swanson. This film
Thompso
was
is an adaptation from the play "Rain," which
directed by Raoul Walsh and produced at Catahna
grounds.
hiding
happy
Wrigley's
Islands, Bill
From all indications Stanton's work in the film as
Quartermaster Bates will place him in line for some
films.
in the comedy
real opportunity

Will Stanton, for many years prominent on the
vaudeville stage for comedy antics as a drunk character and recently featured in Balaban and Katz deluxe

TED

HERALD

PLONER

In BORIS PETROFPS
PUBLIX
"LEAP
YEAR
FANCIES"
UNIT

about
Every orae
Well ! ...
no I'm not so well after the Derby
results . . . It's bad enough
not to be able to cross
the streets without running into a "Yellow Cab," let
alone having the owner's wife beat you at the races
. . . such is life oh a Kentucky
highway
...
I
should know
better than to trust any horse nowadays ... if I'm a little too severe this week blame
it on "Reigh Count."
. . . Ready for the roll call,
members? I feel more like Villa Morel's "Ready for
the River," but here goes . . . word comes from the
East that our Paul Ash took those New York hicks
off their feet . . . word also reaches us that the
Admiral and Lawndale theatres, of Chicago, formerly
picture houses, were shut down for the summer . . .
if the dog races don't stop pretty soon I'm afraid
others will follow suit . . . ain't it funny
many
folks! ... if the Horses don't get you the dog races
sure bite into your weekly board bill ... I make a
move that all sorts of gambling be stopped for the
benefit of us poor working
fellers . . . whata ya
say, Royal members? . . . something has gotta be
done with "Jai-Alai"
and other sports angling for
. . . it's a good thing Uncle
your dough each week
night clubs, now he should do
the
up
closed
Sam has
a little more house cleaning outside . . . now let's go
what's
what"
. . weekly
Mark topics
Fisher oris "who's
ill this whoweekand and
Al
on with . the
Kvale has taken his place at the Oriental
. . .
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STAGE

SHOWS

(Continued from page 105)
Paul Ash and the orchestra render a symphonic
impression of the ever-popular "St. Louie Blues."
The Rio Brothers, two college dumb-bells, offer a
unison tap dance which goes over to very good returns.
Helen Kane, a risque little thing, puts over a cute
singing number in a very sweet way called "Romeo"
— her encore, was a song for Paul Ash's special benefit, and sung to him, called "You Have No Idea" —
rather peppy but it sure drew the bows.
The orchestra, with Ash leading, played "My Pet."
Milton Watson, a favorite already, sang "Diane" —
and an encore being very much necessary he started
to sing another song — but was interrupted by Ash,
and told to sing the song with more feeling. This
brought on a bit of good-natured business.
Lully, Mealey and Crocker, the three village firemen, put over their dance routine in a very brilliant
way. Each one of these old gents doing a specialty
and vying each other for honors. A great success
here.
Billy Gerber, a girl in boy's Tuxedo, offered a
cute tap dance which was good, but didn't register for
some reason.
Finale, by the entire company, was presented in
ordinary setting, and wound up a pretty good show.
It looks like Paul Ash is going to turn the same
trick here as he did in Chicago three years ago.

Chicago Stratford
Week

Ending May 12

Minus Ted Leary, the Stratford Syncopators under
the direction of "Murray" (that was all of the name
announced) presented an interesting stage show this
week. Leary's absence will no doubt be felt, but
more shows like this one and it will help fill up the
big gap.
The opening number was played by the orchestra,
consisting of ten musicians but getting lots of music.
The number was called "Stampede."
Next was "Gualland" an accordion player, although
he did not .geem to be much of an attraction, he had
to make three bows.
Carpenter and Ingraham, those two girls from Station WLS still are going over in a great manner.
The girls had to give two encores at this performance.
The Clipper Five, consisting of three men and two
girls all of Indian race, gave their impressions of
how the Black Bottom is done. They also sang, did
acrobatic stunts and in the whole they were good.

Los Angeles Metropolitan
Week Ending May 11
"Funny Face" Frank Jenks, the popular versatile
baton wielder led his Metropolitan Orchestra over in
great style, this week in John Murray Anderson's
creation "Blue Plate." This was the most pretentious
setting of the local theatres this week, and no doubt
the most expensive.
The presentation opened with the orchestra playing "Two Little Wooden Shoes" and sung by Loraine
Tumler, supported by the troupe of Foster Girls doing
a dance number. The complete setting was wonderfully carried out. The girls were dressed in Holland
Dutch costTimes in Delft China, with flower baskets
suspended from their shoulders, concealing small bells.
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inside the baskets, which jingled with their movements.
Gordon and King were next, doing a tap dance
and closing with a fast buck. The boys are good
and brought a good hand.
Frank Jenks next directs his melodious gang, in
"I Still Love You," Eddie McGill, the phenomenal
tenor, singing the chorus. Frank then gave a short
recitation on love, accompanied by the orchestra, finishing with a trombone
solo.
Myers and Hanfurd, a novelty team, gave the crowd
many hearty laughs, with their rural capers, playing
the uke, banjo and musical saw.
Koehler and Edith, roller skaters, pulled some
clever exhibition' stunts on a small platform, which
was well received.
Frank closed the bill doing impressions of Bert
Williams and Ted Lewis with the entire cast appearing in the finale.

Detroit Grand Riviera
Week

Ending May 12

Persons who are uneasy in their own minds as
to life in the next world were about the only persons
who didn't approve of "Full of the Devil," the stage
show at the Grand Riviera this week.
The production, staged under the direction of Fred
J. Ireland, offered an unusual stage setting in the
lower regions, with "Monk" Watson in the role of
his Satanic majesty and the Keystone Serenaders
fittingly costumed.
Mildred LaSalle, a blues singer of ability, got over
several numbers in an excellent manner, and Artie
Lewis and Peggy Ames wei-e pleasing in songs and
dances.
Norman and Constance Selby, two clever dancers,
showed their audiences a thing or two about fancy
hoofing, and the Riviera Wonder Dancers were seen
in new routines.
Besides being a producer, Ireland is a composer of
ability. Two of his song compositions, "Full of the
Devil" and "Devil's Drag" were the hits of the show.
The feature film was "The Patent Leather Kid,"
with Richard Barthelmess. Merle Clark at the organ,
vocal solos and shorter screen subjects completed the
bill.

Portland Portland
Week
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San Francisco Granada
Week Ending May 17

This week's stage act at the Granada, "Dancing
Feet," lived up to its name, something not always
true of stage presentations. It served to introduce
once again Martha Vaughan, an old favorite at this
theatre. Incidentally Martha is the songstress whom
Elinor Glyn calls the ''It" girl of the stage.
The act began with the curtain rising but a
tantalizing trifle at first, displaying a smart array
of dancing feet, but finally it arose on the twelve
dancing beauties who proved as attractive as their
feet suggested. Following the dance a gaily decorated gauze curtain in the rear went up, revealing
the Granada Synco-Symphonists, with Phil Lampkin
directing.
Ted Leary, billed as master of ceremonies, was
seriously ill the day this reporter covered this show
and Phil Lampkin did the honors in his stead.
Vale and Stewart, two dancers, were first introduced and were well received, going through their
steps with ease and grace.
Next came the Cameo ballet in which Martha
Vaughan, gowned in the fashion of a day that is
gone, made the attractive center for the huge cameo
lowered from the flies.
Richard (Limberlegs) Edwards then offered a novel
act in which he appeared devoid of joints or even
bones. Auriole Craven, late of the Al Jolson show,
sang a popular number and followed this with a
violin solo, going through dancing steps and high
kicking while playing.
Harry Rose then came running on to the stage and
when asked why he came on in that manner replied
that everybody was running for the presidency and
he was too. He urged Phil Lampkin to join him
for the vice-presidency and after he had started Phil
running around he induced the members of the orchestra to run for the senate. All joined but one
who said he did not choose to run. Rose announced
he would sing "The Return of the Swallow," by
Belch, but instead sang a number that had much to do
with frankfurter sandwiches.
The act came to an end with Rose reading telegrams and reciting poetry, with the dancing girls
crowded
about him.

Minneapolis Minnesota

Ending April 11

Opening the album of joy, and incidentally opening
Portland's camera season, "Snap Shots" devised and
staged for Publix by Will J. Harris had its introduction with Richard Dix "Out Again, In Again."
Taking first honors was Bert Tucker, son of
Sophie Tucker ; Tyler Mason, "The Southern Breeze"
Lillian Bernard and Flo Henrie, the feminine Van
and Schenck.
As usual Alex Hyde led the melody arrangement
of charm ; the grand orchestra under Harry Linden
rendered "Little Mother" and "God's Greatest Gift"
appropriate to Mother's week.

IRENE
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Week

Ending May 11

Mighty good entertainment throughout — that was
the Minnesota bill this Tveek. The feature picture
was "Harold Teen," based on Carl Ed's comic strip
that is appearing in many of the leading dailies of
the counti-y. and unlike many such pictures was not
a disappointment to the followers of the comics.
"Tick Tock" was the stage offering, and was a
colorful series of acts chockfull of good entertainment.
Helen Yorke was a winsome singer who went
over big with the audience. Frohman and Gary
presented a dignified dance number that was pleasing
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for its dignity, but did not keep the performers from
showing they were high kickers of no mean ability.
Bayes and Speck, who have played Minneai)olis
before, furnished the comedy — juet nutty stuff that
got a big hand from all corners of the house. The
Albertina Rasche Girls made up the ballet and specialized in toe dancing — not a beautiful chorus but
delightfully costumed.
The Minnesota Screnaders, made up of picked members of the concert orchestra that plays in the pit
at the start of the bill, went in for a little comedy
of their own in presenting "Ice Ci-eam," and got
by big, under the direction of A] Kane.
Oscar Baum, director of the concert orchestra,
apparently is a fixture at the Minnesota, the theatre
ceasing to advertise him as a guest conductor from
the Capitol at St. Paul. The theatre isn't making
any mistake in keeping him, because his work is
becoming a drawing card.

Kansas City Pantages
Week Ending May 19
Joseph E. Barnard and Co., presenting a novelty
sketch, "Who Is She?" headed the stage progi'am at
the Pantages theatre. The sketch is one of comedy
and won approval of the patrons. Then there were
"The Four Flashes," including Sally Sarkis, Sam Allen, Murray Wallace and Helen Hartman, who could
do just about anything in the way of singing and
dancing, offering a variety in both.
Rogers and Donnelly presented a unique sketch entitled, "The Italian Count," which proved to fit into
the program well. The Juggling McBans had a
variety of juggling acts in which virtually every
type of conceivable instrument wafi used.
The Pantages orchestra, under the direction of
Louis Chaminsky, rendered popular numbers in medley form as an overture. A popularity singing contest, confined to local talent, topped off the bill.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending May 18
"Reflections" this week's offering by the Playboys
opens with Bebe Barri's Eight Rockets doing a bit of
snappy dancing before the orchestra which is dressed
in tuxes. The setting is that of a garden with a
trellis effect, surrounding the band.
Phyliss Rae, star of Beatrice Lillie's latest success,
did a neat bit of dancing together with singing,
"Get Out Under the Moon." The young lady besides
being good looking is a quite versatile miss and made
a big hit.
"Sunshine" was next played by the orchestra with
Billy Meyers singing the chorus. Following this number Billy Meyers sang, in commemoration of Mother's
Day, "Mother,
I Still Have
You."
Four Nightingales, seated on the upper stage, sang
"When You're with Somebody Else," followed by
"Among My Souvenirs," and "Sunshine."
The four
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girls are blondes and consequently they went over
big with the gentlemen and ladies as well.
Bebe Barri's Rockets next put on a clever drill
dance in which each girl carried a gun and all were
arrayed in white with white plumes in their headgeai-. During the number several of the girls did
some snappy individual tap dancing, and they received
heavy applause.
Joe Roberts, America's foremost banjoist, pleased
the audience with "Rhapsody in Blue" followed by
"Dream Kisses," "Just Once Again," and an encore
of "My Blue Heaven." The boy is no slouch when it
comes to playing the banjo and he drew heavy applause.
Ford, Marshall and Jones, three colored boys, put
plenty of pep into the audience with their singing
and dancing. They offer first "Everywhere You Go,"
followed by some snappy stepping by one of their
number, to the tune of "Moonlight on the Ganges."
The
number with "Beautiful Changes"
and boys
some end
moretheir
dancing.
The presentation ended by a clever dance on the
upper stage by four of the Barri girls. A miiTor
effect made it appear as though there were only two
girls dancing while in reality there were four. The
trellises on either side were then' turned disclosing
the rest of the dancers in yellow costumes.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending May 20
Following collapse of Taka-Chance-Week secrecy,
this house segued to straight entertainment and rolled
off for the seven days here concerned a typical bill.
This house, enjoying the closest approach to a staple
following in the city, gets best results with staple
stuff.
H. Leopold Spitalny opened proceedings with one
of his formal overtures. It's my fault, and mine
only, that I've heard .so many of these as to have
forgotten what this one was about. I remember,
though, it got better than usual applause.
Milton Charles used a singer to help him with
"Ramona" — as if Milton needed help with anything —
and took two bows, one alone and the other with the
songster.
(Incidentally,
it was "Ramona"
the
loop, with
even the songshops
shooting theweek
recordin
at pajssersby, and the picture's to open shortly at the
supposedly
opposition. United Artists.)
"Pagoda Land" was the unit and the set, costuming, etc., was what you'd expect. Lou Kosloff led
the band, getting away particularly well with "Must
You
Wear a Mustache?" (Lou's doing very well at
this place.)
Irene Taylor, familiar to the natives, blued a bunch
of blues in first rate manner, kidding with Kosloff
for satisfactory reactions.
Gus Mulcahy performed his usual miracles with the
harmonica, using the usual ditties for that purpose.
They hit like new.
Adler, Weil and Herman, featured act, lived up to
billing. The boys tote a small piano around the
stage, shoot a fast patter and harmonize.
Their
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stuff is nicely put together, slips freely and swiftly
into utterance and regifiters. No imagination whatever is required to see them in the big money with
lapse of sufficient time for their voices to blend a
bit.
They're excellent now.
And of course there was the ballet, a ballet about
as good as theee unit ballete usually are, and they
did — among other things — a dragon dance that
clicked.

Des Moines Capitol
Week

Casey Jones, who took Jimmy Ellard's place while
he took a brief vacation, remained two weeks at the
Capitol when another master of ceremonies who wae
to have relieved him, had a sudden attack of appendicitis. He proved most popular with Capitol
audiences.
"Russian Revels," featuring Louis and Frieda
Berkoff, was an attractive offering. The Russian
dancing ensemble was appreciated if the applause
means anything. Boyce Combs, musical comedy comedian topped the entertainers with plenty of ridiculous pattetr.
One of the musical story films, depicting the love
story of Clara Schumann was a welcome change from
the usual routine.
Herbie Koch, played a cleverly arranged number
titled "Hats." This was full of smart bits and entertaining music Koch is extremely popular.
There wae the usual news reel and the feature
film was

"Across

to Singapore."

Atlanta Howard
Week Ending May 19
Jack Stanley and the Howard Stage orchestra
with the presentation, "Rainbows," went over big
this week.
Firstly, the setting proved an eye-catcher and then
came lovely girls in really gorgeous costumes to
start a thoroughly
entertaining program.
The PetrofI Dancers gave some well executed numbers and drew unusually well for chorus bills. Paul
Mall, dancer was greeted with applause.
Freddie and Eddie, hailed as of Earl
Vanities, did some exceptionally difficult
turns and were accorded
deserving
praise. eccentric
Jean Geddes, petite songster, rendered "I Can't
Believe You're in Love with Me" with the aid of
Carroll's
Jack Stanley and went over well.
Jack and the Howard Stage orchestra assisted in
a Glow Worm number with the Petroff Dancers and
Paul Mall vrhich won acclaim for its axtistic rendition, both in musical scores and dancing and costume
effects.

Indianapolis Palace
Week

Ending May 12

The stage show, entitled "Topsy Turvy," has an attractive background, Russian with modernist influence
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and it eei-ves admirably an a setting for the show
which Emil Seidel presents.
The cafit is headed by Bobby Henshaw, who amuses
with his imitations and songs and provee that a
tune can be played on a ukulele without vocal accompaniment.
Another star of the bill is Raymond Eiscman. an extraordinarily talented juvenile, who sings and dances
in the manner of much older performerfi.
Fred Babb has some new steps and Ethel Parker
is amusing in a kiki dance. The dancing ensemble
has a Russian dance and several other numbers.
Seidel is presenting his orchestra in a musical
specialty, with Dusty Khodes as soloist.

Chicago Senate
Week Ending May 19
The Senate theatre presented a very fine stage
show this week, it was called "The Dixie Flyer."
Al Belasco the popular band leader, and the big
attraction, must be given the credit for the way the
show went over.
Ben Strong was the first artist, and he sang a few
popular songs that got big applause. By the way
Ben is from the West Side, thus causing so much
excitement at this theatre.
But he's O. K.
Si Kelo, a young fellow dressed as an old farmer was
given a fair hand for his extraordinary acrobatic
tricks.
More was wanted, but Si gave no more.
Ray Mayer and Edith Evans, two very clever singers were one of the main attractions at this performance. Evans' voice is wonderful. Mayer is the
funnier of the two.
Then came Jazz Lips Richardson, the fellow who is
creating so much interest in Chicago theatres.
R'ichjardson is really clever.
An encore was necessary.
The ending was very well arrange<l. A train
backed up on the stage and Al Belasco and part of
the cast boarded it. It was then pulled ofE the stage
making a gi-eat finishing.

New York Strand
Week

HERALD

Ending May 18

The Stanley Company of America, faithful followers of "Presentations" in its true form, present
Leon Navara, the inimitable conductor and the
Strand Stage Band in Joseph Plunkett's "In Dutch."
Opening with the Grete-Bourman Dancers in a
dancing number with the orchestra playing "Tulip
Time in Holland" — wonderful scene, good playing and
the "wouldn'chu" dancers give much atmosphere to
the idea.
Carlo Restivo (another Dutchman?), and his
accordion in a Holland feature of popular numbers.
Reeves and Leu, two Dutchmen in one pair of
pants, give a precision dance, which is very unique
and pleasing.
Myrtle Pierce appears at this point in delightful
songs with Holland strain, to good returns.
Leon Narava, chameleon-like, instead of offering
a jazzy tune on the piano this week, puts over the
Hungarian Rhapsody in something or other, and
gets away with it, being forced to refuse encores
to the chagrin and disappointment
of his audience.
Franklyn and Stanley, favorites at this theatre,
present the long and the short of it, in a hilarious
comedy-dance — th«ir usual big-time offering which
goes over with a bang.
The Greta-Bourman Dancers, beautiful girls that
they are, don't look so good in Dutch outfits, but
they can dance, and that makes up for it. Their
chorus dance following the above team is very appropriate to introduce.
Pauline Miller and Al Seigel. Al does an acrobatic
comedy dance, and Pauline warbles a tune or two —
and with a new set in back, very picturesque, the
finale is struck by the entire company.

Chicago Granada
Week

Ending May 25

"Perfume" is the title of Charles Haley's offering
at the Granada this week, and while it's a little
weak in sjjots, an exquisite, colorful setting, redolent
of those delectable odors which cost so much per
ounce, make.s the pre.sentation on the whole a pleasant
experience. And then there is Monsieur Frisco — of
whom
more will be said in a moment.
The curtain rises with the stage in semi-darkness
and the spot on a girl singing a song entitled
"Perfume," with the ballet in different costumes
representing, presumably, the different expensive
odors, stepping into the spot one by one and walking
off. At full light, the stage appears a bower of
flowers, with a perfume cabinet at front on either
side. Kaley takes charge of the band and presents
"Just Across the Street from Heaven."
The band number is followed by The Carlsons in
very comjietent dancing mixing the tap and eccentric,
taking a bow or two. Then Maestro Kaley orders
the band to swing into "Little Coquette" and singing
the chorus, he has a hard time inducing the audience
to let the ne.xt act come on. But it does, as acts
will, and so the customers are permitted the questionable pleasure of listening to the Hauser Brothers,
two who sing ( ?) and one who accompanies them on
an immature piano. After a couple of jazzy songs,
the two vocali.sts take to the dance, and doubtless
the applause is for this latter effort when ultimately
they quit the stage.
The band then offers "Chloe," with Kaley and the
boys cooperating in a clever arrangement, whereupon
(presentations having come to this sort of thing
finally) Walter Waters, with a feminine assistant,
I)resents a ventrilofiuist act, which pleases to a surprising degree for 1928. The ballet next appears,
wearing dainty derbies, and prances and sings "Hello,
Frisco," for the purpose of introducing —
Frisco, the likable chap who can do more with a
cigar, a tin hat and a pair of feet than — than — well,
words are no use. He's still Frisco, and the folks out
front know it and like it and won't let him go. And
so far as this reporter is concerned, their judgment
is A 1, o. k., etc. Frisco leaves and the show is over,
except for the usual parade of the ballet, the rising
drop revealing the lofty maiden in a sunburst of
light, and the grand blare of final notes.

Chicago Harding
Week

Ending May 19

Art Kahn is back at his old theatre again and his
audience gave him a good welcome. The show is
called "The Jazz Minstrels of 1928." It opens with
Joe Manny, dressed as a Negro minstrel performer
singing "Bring Back Those Minstrel Days," before
the curtain. He gets a good hand. The ballet girls
dressed in minstrel costumes come out to do a good
routine to the tune of "Hot Time in the Old Town
The curtain then parts revealing the band before
aTonight."
typical minstrel set. Art enters to a good hand
and announces the overture, ''Hot Fever," which is
well named as the band plays it. It is a good numl>er and gets a good hand. Five Negroes dressed in
minstrel attire sit with the band and use taml>ourines.
Joe Mann)- and Coleman Goetz, in comedy attire sit
at either side of the stage.
Al and Jack Rand follow with a fair eccentric,
acrobatic dance to a good applause. This is followed with a band number, "Lilacs," as sung by the
entire company. The Ballet girls are seen as a rear
curtain rises to reveal them upon a higher level
behind the band. They join in the singing. This
gives a typical minstrel atmosphere
to the setting.
The Ballet girls are next with a clever tap routine.
Lillian Dawson follows, singing "Back in Your Own
Back Yard." and "Angel."
She goes over well with

the house. Coleman Goetz follows with a comedy
song for a good laugh. The Six Crackerjacks, six
Negroes, follow with good tap and eccentric and acrobatic dances. They get a fine hand.
Kahn follows with two piano numbers, the first a
sjjecial arrangement of "Ramona," and the second
"Back in Your Own Back Yard," and the wonderful
applause showed the audience was glad to see Kahn
again and hear him tickle the ivories. The finale
comc« with the band playing "There Mu.st Be a
Silver Lining," as the entire company come on. A
very good, entertaining show.

Chicago Oriental
Week

Ending May 19

Mark Fisher's return to the Oriental will be triumphal if he continues as ho has begun. This week's
show was a wonder. It had everything one likes to
see, and above all there was Mark Fisher. Uixin his
first visit to the Oriental he was a golden voiced
singer acting as a master of ceremonies. Now he is
a master of ceremonies with a golden voice, if you
get the distinction. He has developed into a real
showman.
But let's get along with the show.
It is called "Mission Bells," and opens with a
short colored picture called "Mi.ssion Bells," which
shows scenes of Mi.ssions. This picture is shown on
a scrim curtain, and as the picture ends a beautiful
scene of a mission wall with the mission shown in
the background slowly apr>earB in silhouette upon the
scrim curtain which extends over the full length
of the stage. Clouds float by in the background and
monks pa.ss along before the mission wall. It is one
of the most impressive, realistic and beautiful scenes
ever used in a Chicago theatre. As the silhouette
fades the scrim parts revealing the setting that had
cast the silhouette upon the curtain.
It is beautiful.
The band is arranged before the garden wall. The
band goes into "Ramona," and Fisher, dressed in
Spanish costume, sings it to a girl sitting in the
window of the mission. Fisher's applause is tremendou.s and he is forced to sing it again. The ballet
enters to do a good Spanish dance routine.
This is followed by a band number, "Waiting for
Katie," with good applause. Alice Lee, youthful and
it-ful toe dancer with beautiful long hair, follows to
good applause. Roy Rogers is next with a very good
drunk act. His antics over the footlights bring
gasps and applause and his falls are marvelous. The
adjectives are flowing, yes, but they are needed in
this report.
This act is followed by a band number which
Fisher announces as a Spanish fantasy, being a
special arrangement of "Ramona." Fisher sings
"Ramona," and it is here that he demonstrates his
showmanship as well as his gift to sing. He makes
the audience almost tear the hoiise down before he
satisfies them with an encore. The organ is used to
auirment the band during the number.
The ballet follows w-.th a routine which is announced as "Rhapsody of Rhythm," Billy "Uke" Carpenter follows with his ukulele, singing act. He goes
over fine. The C«rr family is next with their dancing
act which is a riot. The boy and girl tap dance
first, then Mrs. Carr, then Father Carr, the two next
together, then the whole family finish. A great act
thai gets applause
enough
for anyone.
Then comes the finale with the band playing "An
Old Guitar." The ballet giris enter in beautiful
Spanish costumes and pose on pedestals whose lights
within illuminate their dresses from within — very
pretty — the girl appears again in the balcony and
Fisher sings "Ramona" to her as in the opening as
the curtain falls.
Observation : When the final curtain faces after
a tremendous appearance, an audible sigh is actually
heard throughout the theatre, a sigh telling plainly
the audience is sorry the show has ended. It was a
great show, and if Mark keeps going in this manner,
the Oriental will still be the same.

Albert F. Brown
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Well, as I told you last week, here goes the column
about the city of Chicago as I found it after one
■week's stay. . . . Verne Buck, does everything at the
Sheridan theatre but sell tickets. . . . Al Brown,
probably eats his breakfast, lunch and dinner behind a scrim. . . . Al Beilin, a good plug for a merrygo-round. . . . H. Leopold Spitalny does his share for
the Chicago Comedy Club. . . . Rocco Vocco looks
like he's with Feist permanently (struggling with
"Rambna"). ... I. Jay Faggan does so many things
he's a medley (main income "Waiting"). . . . Sid
Berman, sunburnt from spending twenty years in the
basement of Lyon and Healy's. . . . Willie Horwitz,
master of ceremonies, with or without a beard same
rates (nothing). . . . Abe Lyman, a great plug for
Waterson. . . . Mark Fisher can always bring in
real business to the Oriental theatre by inviting his
family. . . . Sam Coslow sold "Was It a Dream?"
and now open for a proposition. . . . George Bradford forced Victor to recognize the importance of
Chicago. . . . Jack Capp, making Brunswick recognized aside from their pool-tables. . . . Walter Donovan, very liberal with his toupee. . . . Charlie Kaley,
his Columbia recordings haven't hurt his draw yet.
. . . Jesse Crawford, famous for his beer and mustache (organ side-line). . . . Benny Meroff, after
plainng all his instruments, must finish with a dance.
Louis Lipstone, the music publishers' delight (does
all their work). . . . Frankie Masters, clothes by
Sears-Roebuck. . . . Milton Charles, now at the Chicago theatre, has been promised a better house in
town. . . . Louis McDermott, looks at a song from
a presentation angle. . . . Paul Ash, formerly at one
of the local theatres here in town (plays piano).
. . . Bennie Kmeger, will spend his vacation at Lake
Villa. . . . Roy Dietrich, works at the Avalon theatre and lives in Milwaukee. . . . Fezz Williams,
entertains royally and royalty. . . . Harry Gonrfain,
has been accepted by the audience at the Regal theatre. . . . Milton Weil, makes a living playing bridge
(could fill this column). . . . Will Harris, books Horwitz on all outside jobs that don't pay. . . . Ed Meikel,
they sing so loud when he plays them a solo, he
can't tell whether or not he's playing the right
melody. . . . Chester Cohn has full charge of Feist's
golf department. . . . Sid Lorraine, plugging ballads
with a comedy face. . . . Preston Sellers, learned to
play the organ under the direction of Mrs. Preston
Sellers. . . . Raymond Gallo, who over-bid every other
magazine in the city for Sid Bemtan's and Larry
Spier's services and has been apologizing to the
owner ever since. . . . Henri Keates, improving, will
have them singing yet at the Oriental theatre. . . .
Joey Stool, won the billiard championship for DeSylva,
Brown and Henderson at the Chicago Comedy Club.
. . . Harold Lee, lost the billiard championship for
Sherman Clay, at the Chicago Comedy Club. . . .
George Pincus, the whispering plugger. . . . Al Kvale,
entertains Dave Balaban out at the Norshore theatre.
. . . Abe Oleman, doing very well since Forster closed
up his jobbing business. . . . Ray Florene, "you're
high with the ace." . . . Barney Dean, a perfect
type of manhood. . . . Joe Lewis, the king of them
all from a casino player's standpoint of view. . . .
(I need air). . . . The masters of ceremonies
who have to wear badges to keep from introducing
each other. . . . Mark Morris, who works for the
Chicago Comedy Club and lives better than any member. . . . Samuel H. Knpferman, who is now representing Horwitz in the east, but expects to go into
moving pictures (by paying the admission). . . . Del
Lampe, who is now at the Capitol theatre, which was
formerly a prairie. . . . Eddy House, who is the
straight man for George Pincus. . . . Art Kahn, just
re-lected to the Senate (with the Harding to follow).
. . . Al Qaadbach, the owner of the Granada Cafe,
Chicago's sole cafe owner. . . . Ward Perry, who left
Remick to work for Joe Kelt. . . . Walter Donaldson,
who was never heard of in Chicago. . . . And . . .
The Loop, where there is plenty of parking space.
Finding everything peaceful and quiet when I got
here, I hope that this column will leave things as I
found them. . . . "So long," Chicago, I'll be back real
soon again 'cause I've found you to be a real city.
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Preston Sellers (Chicago Senate) continues to be
a big seller at the Senate theatre. Sellers sold his
songs with ease this week and was forced to come
back for more. All of his songs were well chosen,
some of which were, "Mary Ann," "Sunshine,"
Mark Fisher's new song called "Keep on Smiling,"
"Ramona," "Beloved" and "There Must Be a Silver
Lining." Sellers' solos consist of good songs, lots
of pep and well played. What more can you ask
for?
Johnny Devine (Chicago Patio) presented a "Mental
Telepathy" for a solo with comedy slides for a community feet. During the flashing of slides, he played
the "Melody in F." The popular songs used were
"Coquette," "My Ohio Home," "That's My Mammy,"
"When You're with Somebody Else," "There's a
Silver Lining" and "Romona." This chap was compelled to play an encore, a usual occurrence, and
also offered "Sweetheart I'm Sorry,"
Burton Lawrence ("No Man's Land" between' Kenilworth and Wilmette, Teatro del Lago) offered a brief
solo with illustrated slides featuring a new number
called "In the Shadow of the Rose" intermingled
with a medley of "There Is Something About a Rose."
It is evident from the type of solos played here that
classic is very popular and this chap is well liked.
L. Carlos Meier (Chicago Terminal) offered for one
of his original stunts a solo called "Home Talent"
which presents a travesty on a violin solo intermingled with comedy slides that carried on a conversaton with the audience. The closing number
is a beautiful arrangement of "The Waltz of Love."
On Sunday afternoon this player features a community solo that caters to the high school close by, which
enables the boys and girls to have their weekly

SdNCS
THE BIG MOVING PICTURE
SONG HIT
Co.)
"Ramona" — (Leo Feist).
THE BEST SELLERS
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh" — (Remick
"Beloved"
(Irving Berlin).
"Chlo'e"— —(Villa
Moret).
"Back in Your Own Backyard"—
(Irving Berlin).
"Girl of My Dreams" — (Jack Mills).
Berlin).
"I Can't Do Without You"— (Irving
"Together" — (DeSylva, Brown
Henderson).

&

"Sunshine" — (Irving Berlin).
"Too Busy" — (Leo Feist).
Bernstein).
"Sweet Sue Just You" — (Shapiro"Coquette" — (Leo Feist).
"My Ohio Home" — (Leo Feist).
"Among My Souvenirs^' — (DeSylva,
Brown & Henderson).
NEVER— (Will Rossiter)— This publisher has just
enlarged his professional department and has started
off with this beautiful high class waltz. A regular
fellow that deserves success — By Will H. Hendrickson
and De Koven Thompson.

* * «

Ray Turner (Rockford Coronado) is using special
organ presentations, mostly original versions, with
publishers' material used only as fillers. This week
he offered selections from "Blossom Time" and it
was highly received. In fact, everything this organist does here seems to go over like a house-afire.
Ramon Berry (Chicago Alamo) reports that hia
solos for last week were a "Tribute to Mother," featuring "Mother I Still Have You" intermingled with
"Back in Your Own Backyard" and "Sunshine."
using special lyrics. The last half of the solo was
a "Mental Telepathy" vrith almost an entire program of Feist songs. They seem to like this chap's
playing and the several encores prove that he is a
favorite here.
Leo Terry (Joliet Rialto) reports that his solo for
the last half was a tribute to the local High School
Band, of which John Phillips Sousa is one of the
judges. A march called "Marche Joliet," dedicated
to the high school band, is a composition played and
written by this organist which brought out the effects
almost the same as if the entire band were playing
it itself. It was the talk of the town.
Jesse Crawford (Chicago Oriental) is playing at a
new house for him, and it appears that he has not
quite correctly judged the likes of the house. It
appears as if he realized that the Oriental likes more
ballyhoo and less music and that he does his best
to give it to them. As a result his "Organ Concert"
sounds more like a trip through the organ'. He uses
all the stops and the theatre trembles with vibrations.
He shoots the whole works. It's all right but even
the Oriental audience probably would have rather
heard him play his sentimental ballads as only he
can play them. What he played makes little difference but a few of the numbers were "Doll's Dance,"
"Calling to Me," and "Together."

Preston Sellers Is Guest
Organist This Week
Preston Sellers, for years a featured organist on
the Lubliner and Trinz Circuit and recently a guest
organist for Balaban and Katz, is playing a week's
engagement at the Oriental theatre this week in place
of Jesse Crawford,
Crawford is at the Uptown this week, while Henri
Keates, the original Oriental organist, is at the Tivoli.
This is Crawford's last week in Chicago and upon
his return to New York, Keates will resume his own
position and Sellers will do likewise,
Eddie Hanson, who rotates between the Uptown and
Tivoli, is replacing Sellers at the Senate this week.

HAPPY DAYS AND LONELY NIGHTS— (AgerYellen & Bomstein) — A sweet title. As the title
denotes, it's about a love sick Romeo. These two well
konwn writers have turned out a very commercial
song.
Words by Billy Rose, music by Fred Fisher.

* • •

I'D LIKE TO TAKE YOU HOME TO MY
MOTHER— (Irving Berlin, Inc.) — One of the writers
is the famous radio star Little Jack Little who is
about due in this territory and he will no doubt give
the song a great start. * Billy
« • Rose is the co-writer.
WAS IT A DREAM— (Harms, Inc.)— Spier and
Coslow have made this song outstanding in the east.
T. B. Harms always on the alert outbid all other
publishers and are going after this song for a natural.
This firm seldom makes mistakes. By Sam Coslow,
Larry Spier and Addy Britt.

* • *

JUST A
Bernstein &
writers and
have turned

NIGHT FOR MEDITATION— (ShapiroCo.) — Young and Lewis, leading lyric
Lew Pollack a foremost melody writer,
out an excellent song.

* * *

THAT'S MY WAY OF FORGETTING YOU— (De
Sylva-Brown & Henderson) — Every song these boys
write is a masterpiece. This ranks with their best
Looks like another hit to add to the many they are
already credited with. By B. G. De Sylva, Lew
Brown and Ray Henderson.

* • *

SWEET ELLA MAY— (Robbins Music Corp.)— One
of the ■writers will be remembered as having written
the big hit — Mary Lon. — This number has merit and
should sell. By Jacques Renard, Mickie Alper and
J. Russel Robinson.

* • •

DRINK YOUR BEER AND LET'S WALTZ— (Ted
Browne Music Co.) — Reminds one of — When Frances
Dances With Me. It's easy to get the waltz but
where do you get the beer 7 Send your address to
the writer of this column'. By Fred Rose and Cal
De Voll.
* • *
MERRY-GO-ROUND— (Villa Moret, Inc.)— As this
is a published song, it is not a slap at the music
business. It's about a little girl who is driving her
sweetheart dizzy and finishes by handing him the
brass ring. A cute idea. Words and music by Buzz
Lent and Neil Moret, Jr.

* * *

P. S. — Get your wedding songs ready.

^C^^C^ /^>
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Incorporated in this department of practical showmanship of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving
Picture World departments, "Selling the picture to the Public," and "Better Business Builders."

f/'s School Drive on "Collegian ''
Series Is Successful for Hoobler

House Organ
Exchange
R. H. Zerbel, Delft theatre, Marquette,
Mich.
Albert Sindlinger, Majestic theatre,
Athens, Ohio.
L. W. Carroll, Majestic theatre, Burlington, Vermont.
Montague Salmon, Boulevard theatre,
Los Angeles.
Publix News, Riviera theatre, Omaha,
Nebraska.

Allen

Kohan

Idea

Likes

of Exchange

"The Theatre" has just received a letter
from Allan Kohan of the Riviera theatre,
Omaha, Nebraska, in v^^hich he encloses his
signed coupon to become a member of "The
Theatre's" House Organ Exchange. Here's
what he has to say:
Editor, "THE THEATRE,"
Dear Sir:
The House Organ Exchange is a very
good idea and I hope that it will receive
the same hearty cooperation from all theatres as I am planning.
"The Publix News" at the present time
is in the making and the £rst issue will be
printed June 1.
If you have copies of other house organs
handy, I would appreciate the mailing of
those to me at once. Also I am enclosing
the name of our publication as a member
of the exchange club.
With the best wishes for the success of
the House Organ Exchange, I remain.
Respectfully,
ALLAN KOHAN.
Director, "Omaha
Thanks for your letter,
receive the house organs
hibitors will shoot you

Publix
Kohan.
and we
some in

If you have booked the Universal series, "The Collegians," you doubtless have
heard about the exploitation campaign arranged by Universal with the Adler
Clothing Company, and their dealers. Don W. Hoobler, M. B. I. number 20,
and publicity director for Bloomington Theatres, Inc., of Bloomington, Illinois,
used this campaign for the Castle theatre, and according to him, "it was the most
successful contest offered in Bloomington in many months." Doobler tells here
how he put it over:
not have had ordinarily.
"We tied up with the local dealer of 'Adler"The race was very close between three of
Collegian' clothes, the dealer agreeing to furthe schools to the finish. Not only did the
nish a$40.00 suit to be given to the most popubusiness prior to the contest increase greatly,
lar athlete on the evening of the first of
but the crowd attending the opening of the
'The Collegian' series.
serial was capacity, helping the feature over
"Ads were used in the school papers announcing the contest (the daily newspapers
to a good start.
refusing to assist with it) and the theatre lobby
"About the only requirement for this contest is a city with more than one school which
was decorated with pennants representing the
is
competitive in athletics. The students take
various schools. Three high schools and two
pride in their own school and so the contest
colleges participated. The idea is to work up
school spirit, encouraging each school to vote
gets away to a start.
for their most popular athlete. We obtained
"Newspaper cooperation, the paper sponsoring the contest would be materially better,
the names of the most prominent in each case,
posted them in the lobby of the theatre and
but our daily papers are very slow about entering contests where someone may receive
gave each a certain number of votes (later submaterial gain.
tracting this number from the bona-fide
votes).
"The cost to the theatre was the cost of
printing the ballots and the lobby display, in"A coupon good for 25 votes was given with
each admission for two weeks prior to the
cluding a bulletin for posting standings."
awarding. The store cooperating also gave one
of the same coupons with each $1.00 purchase.
"It was soon talked about and the students
began coming in, mainly for the votes. The
athletes themselves then took up the idea and
E. H. Arnold, manager of the Liberty
started working. Fortunately, the race was
theatre in Watertown, New York, scored
close and the leaders varied from day to day.
heavily last week witli the hundreds of
We started with 18 entries, and each school
soldiers at Madison Barracks, 12 miles
singled out one to boost, excepting one school,
distant, when he showed pictures of the
which was divided between two.
arrival of the new commanding officer,
taken on the day of his arrival. Large
"From this point on, the contest took care
of itself. The thing resulted in many hundreds
numbers of officers headed by Brigadier
of admissions which we are sure we would
General Traub, attended the theatre.

Photographs

Soldiers

News."
You will
hope exaddition.

And to you other exhibitors who haven't
sent in your names, yet. You will find the
coupon on the next page. Send it in right
away. We all want to get as many members as possible so the House Organ Exchange will be a real benefit to you.

Lets

Patrons

Vote

Following a custom adopted by exhibitors
in some other cities, Samuel Carver, manager of the Liberty theatre, first run downtown house in Kansas City, has found a
lively response to a voting contest on the
revival of pictures shown in the last two or
three years. Each performance a "reader"
is thrown on the screen, explaining to the
audience that the management will show
one or two pictures receiving the largest
number of votes, providing the pictures
have been shown within two or three years.

On the left of this reproduction may be seen the from and back pages of an ijisue of "Oicrture," the weekly house organ published by R. H. Zerbel. manager of the Delft theatre.
Marquette, Mich. On the right are the same pages, but tivth illustrations cut from pre.is
sheets pasted in to slioiv how mats may be used for illustrations in funist organs. Do y<>«
think "The Theatre" has added to the appearance icilh the use of nuit tlluslnitions'/
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ion —
OpinReaders]
My from
In[Letters
Editor, THE THEATRE,
Dear Sir:
In as much as I have been very busy with
various campaigns at some of our theatres with
Vitaphone openings, I have somewhat neglected to thank you for your kind ranking Number
2 in the "My Best Idea" club.
I have been watching with quite an interest
the various exploitation ideas that you have
been publishing in your column and I must
say that the majority of them are very good
and others are great.
I note that my brother, Bert Ramm, is now
a member of our club. I guess it runs in the
family, and I want to thank you sincerely for
your kind words. "The Ramm brothers surely
ramOneacross
the pictures."
of these
fine days I am going to mail
you a few more ideas that I have exploited in
the last few months — one namely of tying up a
radio broadcasting station in Jamestown for an
entire week gratis, and also a little stunt that
I worked in conjunction with the showing of
"The Thirteenth Hour." It packed the house
opening day and kept up for the entire three
days that this picture was booked for.
LOUIS E. RAMM, M. B. I. No. 2,
Manos Enterprises,
Greensburg, Pa.

R. S. Guiterman. manager of the Astor theatre, St. Paul, says this lobby display "caused an
interest and stopped everyone who passed the theatre in addition to being a fine help jor
business during the week." Patrons had to pass through the doors of the bus to get in the
theatre. Unquestionably, it is a good exploitation for the Johnny Hines picture, "Chinatotvn Charlie," released by First National.

Atmospheric^ Historic Displays
Boost "Across to Singapore'^ Run

Salmon Decorates
College Boys for
"Hero for a Night

In a recent issue "The Theatre" urged the use of more atmospheric lobby and
window displays for pictures suitable for this type of exploitation. As proof of
what can be done along this line, the following story is an excellent example.
There is no reason why many of the pictures released today cannot be given
exploitations such as this.
A window display of historic interest,
suggested by the period in which the photoplay is set, did a great deal to augment the
success of Ramon Novarro's MetroGoldwyn-Mayer starring picture, "Across
to Sinapore," when it played at the Warfield theatre, San Francisco, Cal.
A tie-up was arranged with Goldberg,
Bowen Company, importers. They gave
windows in three of their stores, decorating
them with models of clipper ships and tea,
together
with stills, etc., as the old-time

Have You Signed the
Exchange Coupon ?
Have you signed the House Organ Exchange
coupon yet? Just to remind you in case you
haven't, you will find it below. The new Exchange ismeeting with a great deal of approval by exhibitors'. All that is necessary to become a member of the Exchange is to sign
the coupon. Your agreement is that you will
exchange house organs with any other member
who requests an exchange with you, and that
you will send your own house organ to "The
Theatre."
Exhibitors
World,

Herald

and

Moving

Picture

407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, III.
"The Theatre":
Please enroll me as a member of The
House Organ Exchange. I will exchange
house organs with other members.
Name
Theatre
Address

clipper ships sailing from
this port were
tea-carriers.
A display of photos of old windjammers,
the logs of several old ships, a quadrant and
sextant, together with the bell from the

99

Monty Salmon, manager of the Boulevard
theatre, Los Angeles, tied up with the Glenn
Tryon aviation
with the local
On each
of the
one
of these

famous clipper, "Young America," and her
chronometer and clock, was secured in the
Merchants Exchange, linked with stills, etc.,
to the picture and theatre.
Special stories were written for the local
dailies on records attained between this
port and the Orient by the old-time clippers giving details of voyages and showing
old photos to illustrate them.

comedy, "A Hero For a Night"
heroes' of the nearby colleges.
five nights of
picture's
run,
celebrities,
a the
football
captain,

basketball champion, etc., was presented to the
audience and received a medal from Gene
Morgan, mas'.er of ceremonies. On the opening performance a special aviation night was
arranged and two well known war aces gave
two minute talks on flying. The lobby display
consisted of the wings, propeller and motor of
a plane.

50 TICKETS FREE! To "The STUDENT PRINCE"-Solve The
PUZZLE
2 Special Olferings
ThtStudmlfTmceCwsi V/md PazzU Conltsl.
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Jf truck cooperative ad put over by S. R. Nicholson, manager of the Liberty thea4 double
tre, Terre Haute, Ind., for the Metro-GoldwytuMayer picture, "The Student Prince."
The
novel part of the crossword puzzle contest is that the key words of the puzzle are scattered
through the individual ads of the merchants.
Thus more attention is called to the ads. This
idea helps to sell the ads to the merchants.
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Here's a Hot, Hot
Weather Publicity
Stunt for Theatres
When hot weather officially started in San
Antonio, Bofc Kelley, publicity man at the
Texas theatre, got in touch with the weather
man of that city and perpetrated a stunt that
caused no end of comment. Dr. J. H. Jarboe,
the local weather authority, was taken through
the huge cooling system, and thoroughly acquainted with its operation — then his picture
was taken at the switchboard officially turning
on the plant for the summer season, and predicting a uniform temperature of 72 degrees
for the entire season.
One of the local papers used the picture,
in a three column cut, with an accompanying
story that stated the doctor could be sure that
his predictions in this case were not subject to
any vagaries of the weather, but were guaranteed to be as fore-told the entire year.

Hoohler

Gets

1000

Replies on Cartoon
Strip Exploitation
Don Hoobler, M. B. I. Number 19 and
publicity and exploitation director for
Bloomington Theatres, Inc., put on a cartoon strip contest to exploit the coming of
First National's picture, "Harold Teen," and
got an unusual amount of publicity. He
started the contest more than three weeks
in advance of the opening of the picture at
the Irvin theatre, Bloomington, Illinois.
The drawings for a Harold Teen newspaper strip, minus the speeches of the characters, were printed, with spaces for the
contestant to supply the conversation.
Three thousand of the printed forms were
distributed to the high school pupils of the
city. The school papers reprinted the entire
form and two weeks before the opening,
Hoobler was already receiving answers to
his contest.
The prizes were $10, $3, $2, and six pairs
of tickets to the picture. Awards were
made on cleverness, originality, humor and
neatness of the ideas for the conversation
of the characters in the comic strip. A
thousand replies were received in the contest, demonstrating a high exploitational
value for the idea.

When Fred Putnam, manager of the Strand theatre. Port Arthur. Texas, and
the M. B. I. Club, played the Pathe picture, "Dress Parade," he held a special
boys' Military Club, and 250 members, including a 40 piece hand, paraded in
theatre. Traffic in front of the theatre was held up while the band played and
taken. Good publicity in the papers resulted.

a member of
show for the
a body to the
a picture was

Animated Cutout Stops Traffic;
Makes Thacker M. B. I. No. 20
Somelinies

a little idea, costing but a few dollars, will attract more

attention

than a big campaign. That's what happened when H. J. Thacker, manager of
the Hippodrome theatre, Newport, Kentucky, put a grass skirt on a lifesize cutout of Clara Bow and made it wiggle with an electrical motor attachment. ^ ith
this idea, Thacker becomes M. B. I. No. 20.
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see people
uncommon
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'"^- their
;„
cars "'^'
gape
at it, andsight
thento come
back
and stop their cars and watch it.

By H. J. Thacker
\\7HEN I played "Hula," the Paramount
• ' Clara Bow picture, I made an animated,
mechanical cutout of Clara Bow and used it
for a lobby display. The cutout really "hulaed." A real, raffia skirt, which was operated
by a concealed mechanism, was used, and also
ribbons and garlands were tied and draped
around the figure to give it a more attractive
appearance. This was without a doubt the
most attractive and interesting cutout I have
ever originated.
It was really amusing to watch people on
the opposite side of the street stop and stare
at it and then pass on down the street laugh-

A mechanical cutout of Clara Boic. nhicli
really hula-ed. j/,<r(/ by //. J. Thacker of
the Hippodrome theatre. \eu'porl. Ky.. to

// these 19 boy Charlie Chaplin impersonators could not advertise Charlie Chaplin in the
United Artists picture, "The Circus," tvhat could.
Tom Shaiiley. manager of the Rial to
theatre, Butte, Mont., used them for a week's ballyhoo of the picture when he played it.

put over
"Huhi."
Clara
Bow. the
The picture.
novel idea
makes starring
Thacker M. B. I. I\umber 20. .-i hidden rlectrie motor operates the grass skirt and
makes it shake. The gurhmd and ribbons
make it more attractive.

I
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PREFACE

T

T. O. Service

X. HIS is written on the rainy Saturday morning of May 19 in Chicago. This is the morning
of the Kentucky Derby at Louisville. Possibly
these circumstances will combine to offset an
otherwise incomprehensible lack of fervor in
the following comments on what I'm sure must
be very good pictures.

D

"THE

STREET

OF SIN"

ESPITE the general bad news about it,
and my own curious apathy toward it, I feel

sure "The Street of Sin" is all right. I have
the theory that great expectations are to blame
for the falling off in enthusiasm for Mr.
Jannings' pictures since "The Way of All
Flesh." If my calculations are correct, his next
vehicle will call forth the full measure of ac-

somer brother and his American bride. It is
unusual in production, lavish staging meshing
perfectly with a Vitaphonic accompaniment
which includes dialogue, solo and choral singing by the cast. It is unusual in portrayal,
Conrad Nagel and Dolores Costello leading an
unusual cast in excellent enactment of the various roles.
A step far off the beaten track, a firm step
well taken, and definitely a step in advance,
"Glorious Betsy" is excellent entertainment. It
is, also, highly illuminative as concerns the
potentialities of synchronized pictures — so illuminative, infact, that I feel myself threatened
with an extensive outburst of words and phrases
on this subject. (Not, however, on this rainy
Derby day.)

customed praise. And I believe that, had "The
Street of Sin" come next instead of at this point
in the series, it would have been the recipient
of eulogies.

I

Mr. Jannings' present occupation is a story
about the London slums which have been written about at length in our bigger newspapers
recently. They are made to appear much as
they have been described and they are interesting. In this setting Mr. Jannings, performing
under studied direction, portrays the reformation of a barrel-chested crook, bad man and

cinematize "Trelawney of the Wells" (which is
what "The Actress" used to be) than Norma
Shearer. And, of course, it is Miss Shearer who
plays Trelawney and it is a fine, upstanding
picture that M-G-M has made of it. I cannot
for the life of me understand why I am not
choked with words of praise for it, and so I
again mention the running at Louisville.

all 'round thug. The picture sets out to show
that his reformation, at first a phoney gesture

(They're filling the stands, I'm sure, as I write
these words.)

prompted by a Salvation Army girl's sex appeal,
merges into the genuine at a proper time and
so accomplishes a worthy end.
There is a good deal of color in the acting,
setting, captioning. If there is anything wrong
with the picture, which I doubt as stated above,
it is the too-careful application of this color —
as when a painter is overcome by the wealth
of material at hand and so burdens his canvas
ag to denude it of value. An obscure metaphor,

The scene of "The Actress" is, as you know,
London of the preceding century. The story
is about an actress, her friends, her sweetheart
of the peerage, parental intercession and the
rest of it. The period is excellently re-created,
the acting is superb, the picture is delightful
pastime. I should catalogue it as of the more
substantial things that come from the Pacific
slope at this or any season of this or any year.

'THE ACTRESS"
CAN

"HANGMAN'S

but a better way to describe "The Street of Sin"
than any other I know.
"GLORIOUS
V^F

BETSY"

six pictures seen during the week, I have

chosen "Glorious Betsy" as the one to mention
to inquirers seeking the current exhibit that
may be considered most dependable. That
amounts, I believe, to saying it is the best picture.
"Glorious Betsy" is unusual in period, theme
and plot, telling the story of Napoleon's hand-

think of no one better qualified to

HOUSE"

HE Fox production of "Hangman's House"
is a thoroughly thoughtful, earnest, I might say
a meticulous job. The principal scene is
Ireland, an Ireland that cannot be mistaken for
any other place, and the story is a strictly
formal narrative set down with properly and
regularly placed emphasis. It is distinctively
unified — and try to recall another picture of
which that might be said.
Victor McLaglen is the actor given feature
billing, but Mr. McLaglen is absent for great

T.

stretches of the film into which a less earnest
director would have dragged him whether or
no. There are frequent occasions where comedy might have been introduced according to
the Hollyivood manner, others where gag captions all but wrote themselves, still others
where gory exhibits might have been brought
into closeup for whatever reasons this is sometimes done. None of these things happen, however, and the story goes forward as a simple,
strong chronicle of events in the lives of several
interesting people. It ends as it runs, without
grandstand play or flourish.
"SADIE
HERE

THOMPSON"

is so much that is good and so little

T,

that is bad in "Sadie Thompson" that I feel
sure it is a very fine picture. (If the little that
is bad did not happen to be Lionel Barrymore
— who is my idea of no actor to be used in
anything
but one-man
if then —Miss
I'm
sure I should
forget pictures,
it altogether.)
Swanson's acting and Mr. Walsh's acting, which
surpasses his direction in this case, combine to
afford ample compensation for whatever of the
stage "Rain" is not included in the film "Sadie
I am under the impression that the picture
Thompson."
has been widely exhibited and that it comes
late into the Chicago area. Therefore I wiU
refer you to the reports on it in "What the
Picture Did for Me" and add only the news
that it was doing quite well at the United
Artists theatre last evening.

I

"HOLD

'EM YALE"

F I may place the cart before the horse —
and by this I do not mean that Rod LaRocque
is either — I will open this installment by saying
that Mr. LaRocque has served valiantly in
demonstrating that the Haines type of thing
can be done much better than Mr. fiaines does
it. For "Hold 'Em Yale" is one of those lastinning, final-quarter, grandstand-finish things
with the comedy trimmings that go before and
the clutch that comes after. And in it Mr.
LaRocque does a better job than anyone — ^if I
may speak for everyone — ever believed could
be done in this pattern.
The game, this time, is football. The hero
is of the Argentine. The principal scene is
New Haven. The gag captions are funny, Mr.
LaRocque's comedy better. The picture is the
best that has been made on this formula for a
long time.
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The key to abbreviations used in denoting the type of picture t
F — ^""0
Comedy
C
"' — Melodrama
Drama
D
^ — Wettem
e
R— Romanc
My—MyMtery

Length

under the "Comment'
priorof totheJanuary
That dates
Moving edPicture World m which
issues of7 publish
are those
column
and subsequent dates
7
January
The
d.
the pictures were reporte
are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD and MOVWORLD in which "Service Talks nave been
ed PICTURE
publishING
on pictures.
... , ,
. ^. ..,r^
d.v
d under the New PicThe dates prior to January 7 publishe
HERALD
tures" column are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS
in which "New Pictures" information was P""ted. The January
7 and subsequent dates are those of the issues of EXHlBl iyKi>
PICTURE WORLD m which this inMOVING
andwill be
HERALD formation
printed.
Title and

Released

Players

New
Pictures

Comment

1927
4765
4858
4910
4837
5701
4754
6093
4913
6300
6507
7014
5665
5240
6481
5186
6515
5181
4924
6680
6140
4941
6004

8831
6843
6432
6628
6613
S645
5760
6524
5569
5892
1000
5996
6435
6054
6108
6357
6426
6791

6388
4886
4892

Columbia

1927

1927
Alias the Lone Wolf (D). Lytell-Wllson
-Aug.
Blood Ship, The (M), Bosworth-LoBaiL
A.ug.
By Whose
Hand?
(MyD),
Cortez-Qabert.„_
Sept.
College Hero, The (CD), Agnew-Garon.
Oct.
Fashion
Madness, Windsor-Howes
Deo.
Isle of Forgotten Women (D), Tearle-Sebastian_Sept.
(M), Lytell-Wilson
Lone Wolf Returns
Opening
Night, The (D), Windsor-J.
Bowers...NoT.
Pleasure
Before Business
(F), Davidson.
_
Sally in Our Alley (M), Masou-AUen
....Sept.
Screen Snapshots
—
Siren, The, T. Moore-Revier
_Dec.
Stage Kisses (D), Harlan-Chadwick.
JJot.
Stolen Pleasures
(CD), Eerier
_
Sweet Rosie O'Grady
(CD), Mason.
Tigress, The (M), Holt-Eerier
_Oct.
Wandering
Girls (CD), Eevler-Agnew
Warning, The (M), Holt-Eerier.
J^ov.

22
10
15
9
8
27

Jan. 7
Deo. 3
Dec. 31

Oct. 1
July 23

Tan. 14
Dec. 3

Jan. 14

..May 14

3
Jan. 21
Jan. 7

20
2

..Aug. 28
Jan. 21
..52.72%
...Oct. 2

21

6047
6350

Desert Bride, The (MD), Betty Compson.
Lady Raffles, Taylor-Drew
Matinee Idol, The (MD), Love-Walker
So This
Is Love,
Mason-ColUer
Sporting Age, The, Bennett-Herbert.
That Certain Thing, Dana-Graves
Wife's
Relations,
The, Mason-Glass
—
Woman's
Way,
A, Baxter-Llringston

-Jan.
_
Feb.
HI&t.
Jan.
Jan.
Jeb.

25
6
2
1
13
18

1928

14
25
7
25

^

1927

Emblem Films
or Lovers,

1927

Excellent

7393
5337
6750
6867

Back to Liberty (D). Walsh-Hall
Bowery Cinderella, A (D), O'Malley-Hulette
Broadway
Drifter (D), Walsh-Hall
Broadway Madness (D), De la Motte-Kelth
His Rise to Fame (D), Walsh-Shaw
KIck-ofT, The, Hyams-Amann
Nest, The (D). Frederick-Herbert
Striving for Fortune
(D), Walsh-Roberts
Winning Oar, The (D), Walsh-Hall
Your Wife and Mine (F), Haver-Holmes

Nov. 15
May 1
JJov. 1

A Bit of Heaven
(D), Washburn-Lee
_
Man fit Quality, Wklsh-DwT<rSatan and the Woman
(D), Wlndsor-Keefe
Stronger
Will, The (D), Marmont-Carewe.
Women
Who
Dare (D), CSiadwlok-Delaney
You're In the Army
(D)

Apr. 25

Feb. 15
Aug.
Jan.
June
Sept.

1
15
1
1

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
...May

20
20
30
25

6700
5750
6700
6700
5700
5000
5500
6300
6200

Mar. IT
Mar. 3

Riding Renegade (W), Bob Steele
J'eb. 19
Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Lova
July 15
Skinner's Big Idea (M), Bryant Washburn.
Jlpr. 14
Texas Tornado, The (W), Tom Tyler
Feb. 26
Trail of Courage, The (W), Bob Steele
_
-July 8
Wallflowers (D), Trevor-Scott
_
-.Jeb. 16
Wizard of the Saddle (W), Buzz Barton.
Jan. 22

Deo. 10
Dec. 10
Dec. 3

Got. t

Nor. 26
Bept 10
Sept. 10

Dec. 24
Nor. 28
Nor. 1»
Dec. 3
Deo.
Nor.
Dee.
Dec.

3
12
17
31

_J
Deo.
Dec.
Dec.
Deo.
Nor.
Dec.

10
3
3
10
12
10

P«*.
May
Feb.
Feb.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec.
Mar.

11
5
11
11
17
21
11
17
3

July
Jtriy
Nor.
Not.
..D^.

S»
J
19
2«
10

Am. 20
..Aug. e
..July
9
.July 23

Aug. 20

1928
Feb. 18
Mar. 17

Deo. 17
Jam.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Dea
Jan.

21
11
4
21
11
10
14

Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.

11
21
4
21

Lw.
Apr. 14
28

reb. 4
.Dm. 24

First Division
-Jan. 1
Comrades,
Costello -Hughes
—
-Sept. 1
Death Valley (W), Carroll Nye
..Oct. 1
Eager Lips, Garon.
_
...Sept. 15
Finnegan's Ball (C), Mack Swain
.-Not. 15
...Aug. 1
Ladies at Ease (CD), Garon-Short
Ladybird.
Compson
..Not. 1
Naughty, Garon
_
-Oct. 15
Polly of the Movies, Short-Robards.
1
Ragtime (D), De La Jlotte
-.-. ..Sept.
..Aug. 1
Return of Boston Blackie (D), Glenn-Palmer.
,_Aug.
15
Say It With Diamonds, Betty Compson
...JJOT. 1
Temptations of a Shop Girl, Compson
Fagasa, Raymond Wells
Masked
Angel, Betty Compson....
Souls Aflame, Raymond Wells. —

-Apr.
Mar. 11
Mar. 15

6333
6300
0433
6222
6765
8730
7724

All Aboard
(C), Hlnes-Murphy
May 8
American
Beauty (CD), Dove-Hugbes.
Oct. 9
An Affair of the Follies (D), Dore-HuKhca-..-..Fob. 13
Breakfast at Sunrise (CD), C. Talmadga
Oct. 23
Broadway
Nights (D). Wilson-Hardy
May 15
Camille
(D). N. Talmadge-Roland.
SepL 4
Convoy
(D), Sbexman-Mackalll
Apr. 34

54.90%

_..

1927
-.. An*. 20

Jan. T

Not.
Jan T26

. Oot. 15

Stpt.3

1928
Apr. T

First National
1928

—

13
12
18
1
4
13
11
15
7
10
1
5
l
21
12
8
31
11
28
20
22
29
15

1927

Mar. 17

.Adt. U
Feb. aS
Feb. 25

Alex the Great (M), SkeeU Gallafher
Jl»y
Bantam Cowboy (W), Buzz Barton
Aug.
Beyond
London's Lights (M), Lee Shumway— ..Mar.
Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele.
Apr.
Chicago
After Midnight
(M), Ince-Mendez.
Mar.
Coney Island (D). Lois WUson..._
Jan.
Crooks Can't Win (D), Ralph Lewis
May
Dead Man's Curve (D), Fairbanks.
Jr
Jan.
Devil's Trademark, The (D), Belle Bennett
Apr.
Dog Justice (D), Ranger
June
Driftin" Sands (W), Bob Steele
Jan.
Fangs of the Wild (D), Banger
Feb.
Fightln" Redhead
(W), Buzz Butsn
July
Freckles
(D), Stratton-Fox,
Jr
Mar.
Her Summer Hero (CO), Blane- Trevor.
_Feb.
Law of Fear (D). Ranger
_
Apr.
Legionnaires In Paris (C), Cooke-Guard.
Jan.
Little Buckaroo, The (W), Buzz Barton.
Mar.
Little Yellow House, The (D), OrriUe CaldwelLMay
Man in the Rough
(W), Bob Steele
May
Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler.
Apr.
Pinto Kid, The (W), Buzz Barton.
_Apr.
Red Riders of Canada (M), P. R. MiUer
Apr.

1928

...Apr. 14

1928
6400
6636
6600

5960
5400
5C00
5900
5800
5700

1927

1927
6980
6805
6912
6645
5792

1927

_X)ec. 3

Jannlnga..

6329
4805

,^

May 15
Apr. 24
May 8

1927

6424
4801
4785

5967
4793

Feb. 11
Mar. 31

Angelus, The (D)
Real Charleston, Lesson Novelty
Wooden
Shoes, International

Husbands

4770
4804
4758
6148

4729

Ian. 28

1927

6260

5872

4884
4781
6419

Cranfield & Clarke, Inc.
2000
2600
_

1928

26
..Apr.
Feb.
..Apr.
Feb.

Pictures
New

1927

5144
4769
5771

Dec. 3

1928

Released

Aflame in the Sky (M), Luden-Lynn.
Dec. 18
Bandit's Son, The (W), Bob Steele
JJot. 20
Boy Rider, The (W), Buzz Barton
Oct. 23
Breed of Courage
(D), Banger
Aug. 7
Cherokee
Kid, The (W), Tyler-Lynn
_
Oct. 30
Clancy's Kosher Wedding
(CD), Geo. Sldney—Sept. 17
Coward,
The (D), Warner Baxter
Aug. 21
Desert Pirate (W), Tom Tyler
Dec. 25
Flying U Ranch. The (W), Tom Tyler
—Sept. 4
Gingham
Girl, The (C), Lois Wilson.
Oct. 2
Great Mall Robbery, The (M), Von Eltz-Nelson_Aug. 15
Harvester,
The (D), OrriUe CaldwelL
J^of. 23
Hook and Ladder No. 9 (D), Ed Heame..._
JJov. 13
In a Moment of Temptation
(M), Kit Guard...flept. 18
Jake the Plumber (C), Jesse De Vorska....
Oct. 16
Judgment of the Hills (D), Darro-VaUL
_..J^oy. 6
Little Mickey Grogan
(D), Frankle Darro
Dec. 27
Loves of Ricardo
(D), Beban
_
June 17
Mojave Kid, The (W), Bob Steele. —
_
_Sept, 25
Moon of Israel (D), Maria Corda.
Not for Publication
(M), Ralph Ince
Aug. 31
Racing Romeo
(D), Red Grange.
Ranger of the North (D), Banger
Oct. 9
Shanghaied
(M), Ralph Ince..._
_
_
Oct. 19
Slingshot Kid. The (M), Buzz Barton.
_
Deo. 4
South Sea Love (D), Patsy Miller.
Deo. 10
Swift Shadow, The (D), Ranger
Dec. 11

5583
4893
4869
6267
6375
6320
5984
5511

..July 31

14

Players

FBO

Where the picture is a comedy-drama, comedy melodrama, etc.,
Stars denote
of these abbreviations.
there is a combination

Length

Title and

1927
Not. 19

.. Apr. 3

Not. 13

.. Mar.
6
. Oct.
Mays12
Not. »
May SI
.. MajXI

Mi«*
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Lengtti

6386
6688
6802
6400
6282
7133
6288
6118
6190
6524
6400
6720
5718
5550
5256
7388
6521
6542
6434
7846
6520
6040
6431
6734
11414
5982
6897
6400
6219
6477
5606
6S00
6548
7179
5000
7400
7419
5774
5668
7833
6380
6324
6409

Title and

1928

7424
6614
5724
5475
6374
6172
6344

_
7703
6631
7331
6485
8188

6235

1927

ri(X)t)

6792
5411
5620
494S
4676
4299
8293
6610

Crystal Cup. The (D). MadtalU-MulhaU.
...Oct 16
Dance Magic (D), Lyon-Starke...June 12
Drop Kick, The (D), Barthelmess-ReTier
Sept. 25
Easy Pickings
(MyM),
Nllsson-Harlan.
Feb. 20
Framed
(D), SlUs-Klngston.
June 19
Gorilla, The (My), Murray Kelsey
Not. 13
Gun Gospel (W), Maynard-Falra.._
Nov. 6
Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-KenL
Deo. 25
High Hat (CD), Lyon-Brlan
Mar. 13
Home
Made
(C), Hlnes-Daw
Not. 20
Lady in Ermine, The (D), C. Griifith-BuslunaD-Jan. 9
Life of Riley, The (C), Murray-Sidney
Sept. 18
Lonesome
Ladies (CD), Nilsson-Stona
Julys
Long Pants (C), Langdon-Bonner
4pr. 10
Lost at the Front (C), Murray-Sidney
May 29
Love Mart, The (D), DOTe-R land
Deo. 18
Lunatic at Large, The (C), Errol-MackalU
Jaa 2
Man Cra^y (CD), MaokaiU-MulhalL
Nov. 27
Masked Women. The (D), NUsson-Bllnn-H'nsen.Jan. 23
McFadden's
Flats (C), Murray- Conklln.
Keh. 6
Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed
June 2G
Notorious Lady, The (D), Bedford-Stone.
_Mar. 27
No Place to Go (C), Hughes-Astor
_
Oct. 30
Orchids and Ermine. Moore-Mulhall
Mar. 6
Patent Leather Kid, The (D), Bart'lmess-O'Day
Perfect Sap, The (CD), Lyon-Starke
Jan. 16
Poor Nut, The (C), Murray-Mulhall
_
-Aug. 7
Prince of Head Waiters (D), Stone-Tasliman
Red Raiders, The (W), Maynard-Drew.
July 17
Rose of the Golden
West (D), A^tor-Roland... Sept. 4
Sea Tiger, The (D), SUls-Astor
Oct. 2
See You in Jail (C), MuUiaU-Day
Kub. 27
Smile. Brother. Smile (C), MuUiaU-Maokalll.- Apr. 17
Stolen Bride, The (D), Hughes-DoTe
Sept. 11
Sunset
Derby
(D), Astor-Colller
Aug. 14
Tender
Hour, The (D), DoTe-Lyon.
lune 5
Texas Steer, A (CD), Bogers-Fazenda
May 1
Three Hours
(D), Grifllth-Bowers
Dec. 4
Three's a Crowd (C), Langdon-MoConnell
Apr. 3
Twinkletocs.
Moore-Harlan
Aug. 28
Valley of the Giants (D), Sills-Kenyon
Dee. 11
Venus of Venice (CD). Talmadge-Moreno
Mar. 20
White Pants Willie (C). Hines-Hyams.
July 24

Big Noise. The. Conklln-Whlte.
Mar.
Burning
Daylight. SlUs-Kenyon..J"eb.
Canyon of Adventure. Maynard
Ipr.
Chaser.
The, Langdon
Feb.
Chinatown
Charlie, Hines
Apr.
Flying Romeos,
Murray-Sidney
__ .
Feb.
French
Dressing, Warner-Wilson.
Jan.
Harold Teen, Lake-Brian
Apr.
Heart of a Follies Girl, DoTe-Eent-Shermtn
Mar.
Helen of Troy, Stone-Corda-Cortez
Jan.
Ladles Night, ilackalU-Mulhall
Apr.
Lady Be Good, MulliaU-Mackaill
_
.May
Lilac Time, Moore-Cooper
4pr.
Little S'herd of K'gdom Come, B'th'mess-O'Oay-Apr.
Mad
Hour, O'Nell-Kent-Sherman
Mar.
Hawks Nest, The, Milton Sills
May
Nooss, The, Barthelmess-Joyce
Jan.
Sailon'
Wives, Hughee-Astor
_
Jan.
Shepherd of the Hills, Francis-O'Day.
Jan.
Three Ring Marriage, Hughes-Astor.
JMay
Wagon Show, The. Maynard
Mar.
Whip
Woman.
The. Taylor-Moreno
Feb.
Yellow Lily. The. Dove-Brooks...May

6962
7694
6602

6488
4666.
6600
4777
4656
6425
6078
5333
4810
4300
6381
8154
5524
4546
6«17
6615
4983
4861
6940
6162
5699
5190
8538
85S8
6415
5440
5500
7734
7677
6327
6898
5876
6893
6480
5870
10726
5467
5446

New
Pictures

Players

25
26
29
12
16
26
15
29
18
8
1
12
22
8
4
6
29
22
1
27
11
5
20

Not. 12

HERALD
Comment

Oct. 29
..Aug. 13
...Feb. 26
-.July 9

Deo. 17
Dec. 3

and MOVING

—Jan. 7

Length

48.00%

65.00%
62.70%

4612
4987

...ilar. 19
Oct. 29
...Jan. 8
...Oct. 1
...Sept 24
-.Apr. 9
...June 25

5038
5882

..J-eb. 5
Not. 26
..Jan. 22
....Feb. 12
...July 16
Nov. 12

Not. 19

Deo. 24

....Dec
10
May 14
...Apr. 9
...Aug. 20
...Jan. 22
...Sept. 10
...July 23
...Oct. 15
Oct. 8
...Jiay 14
...Apr. 23
....Sept. 17
...Sept 3
...July 2
....May 28
Apr. 16
....J*n. 1
...Doc. 3
Jan. 7
...Aug. 6
...Apr. 16

68.76%

..6L88%

..47.00%
-38.90%

-Oct. 16
.Mayl
-Sept. 18
-May 15
..Sept. 18
-Not. 20
_Jan. 23
_Mar. 6
_Sept. 4
-Apr. 3
-Feb. 20
-Feb. 20
-Jan. 23
-Jan. 2
-Aug.
-Oct.
-Oct.
-May
-June
-Oct.
_NoT.
Dec.
^Oot
Aug.
June
Jan.
Oct
Aoc
-Oct
-Sept

14
23
222
19
30
27
18
I
21
6
9
9
21
SO
II

5380
5355

5800
6000
6200

-61.08%
68.66%
45.80%

6500
5950
6700
6750

1928

Apr. 7

Apr. 10
7
Dec.

Dec. 17

Apr. 21
Mar. 10
Dec 24

Feb. 4

6199

May 12

6667
4709
6312
8730
6439
12550
12000

Apr. 28

...Mar. 11
..JJOT. 19
...Feb. 5
..Not. 11
..Apr. 2

1927
63.00%

..June
4
Oct. 22

-

Dee. 31
Dec. IT

June
May
Oct
May

11
9
2»
14

May
Sept
Dec.
Feb.

21
24
17
5

Oct
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Aug.
Dec.

8
16
26
5
22
15
23
6
10

lone
-..June
.-.May
...Not.

4
15
28
26

Get
..July
..June
.Jan.

29
16
II
29

5902
5821
6050
6126
7395
6886
6408
4658
6909
8156
6088
6646
5687
6110

Jan. 7

._
_
_

_Not.
Feb.
Aug.
Mar.
Dec.
Not.

Comment

40.70%

5291
6280
5957
7603

T3.18%

6337
6581
6309
6640
7865
6280
6706
6273
6203
6252
6160
6657
7899
5517

1928
6344
6838

8648
7300

-Ans. 2T

75.06%
50.61%

-Mor.
12
..Xeb. 19

6
6
28
20
11
27

Jan. 14

—

IHct

Branded Sombrero. The (W), Buck Jones
Jan. 8
Daredevil's Reward
(W), Tom Mix.
-...Jan. 15
Don't Marry. Moran-Hamilton.
_
June 3
Dressed to Kill. Lowe-Astor.
Mar. 18
Escape. The (D). Russell-Valll
Apr. 14
Gateway of the Moon, The (D), Del Bio
Jan. 1
Girl in Every Port, A (CD), Victor McLaglen....Jan. 29
Hangman's
House,
MoLaglen-Collyer
May 13
Hello Cheyenne, Tom Mix.
May 13
Honor Bound, O'Brien-Taylor
:
May 13
Horseman of the Plains (W), Tom mIt
_
Mar. 11
Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray
_
Apr. 15
Play Girl, The, Madge Bellamy
Apr. 22
No Other Woman,
Del Rio-Alvarado
May 27
Sharp Shooters (CD), O'Brien-Moran
Jan. 15
Soft Living (CD), Bellamy-Brown
Feb. 6
Square Crooks. Brown-Dwan.
_
Mar. 4
Thief In the Dark, A. Meeker-Hill-Beebe
—.May 20
Wild West Romance (W), Rex King
_...Apr. 8
Why Sailors Go Wrong. Phipps-McNamara
Mar. 25
Woman Wise (CD), Russell-CoUyer.
Jan. 8

1928

Jan. 21
Feb. 11
Apr. 14
Jan. 28
Apr. 14
.May 12

Jan. 21
Apr. 14
May 19

Apr. 21
Apr. 7
Mar. 10

Feb. 4

Feb. 4

ir«h

If!

Feb. 18
May 19

Blondes by Choice (C), Claire Windsor.
....Oct.
Cheer Leader. The (CD), Grsves-Olmstead
.Nov.
Final Extra (M), De La Motte...'Frisco Nights (D), Percy Marmont..-...Dec.
Girl from Rio, The (D), Carmel Myers
Sept
Heroes of the Night (M), Landis-Nixon...Rose of Kildare, The (D). Helene C!hadwick.....Aug.
Satin Woman, The (D), Mrs. Wallace Reid
Aug.

J 927

Dee. 31

1
15
1
1

Deo. 10
26
Nov. 19

15
1

Nov. 19

..Feb. 19
..reb. 5
Sept 24

Au«. 13
Bare Knees (D), Corblne
Feb. 1
Branded
Man, The (D), Delaney-Marlowe
May
Chorus Kid, The (D), All Star
_..Apr. 1
Danger Patrol, The (D), RusseU-Faire.
—Apr.
Devil's Tower, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt
May
LIghtnin' Shot The (W), Buddy Roosevelt
May
Midnight Adventure, A (D), Landis-Murpliy
May
Mystery Valley (W), Buddy Roosevelt..July
Trail Riders (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Apr.
Trailin' Back (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Mar.
Turn Back the Hours (M), Myrna Loy.
Mar. 1

1928

Jan. 7

Broadway

After

Midnight,

Adam and Evil (CD), Cody-Prlngle
Adventurer, The (W), Tim McCoy
After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray
Annie Laurie (D), LlUian Gish

1927

..Oct 29

Betz.-

-

Aug. 27
Aug. 20
Sept. 17

Becky (CD), SaUy O'NeU
Nov. 12
Ben Hur (M), Ramon Novarro._
Oct. 8
Big Parade, The (M), Gilbert- Adoree
Sept. 10
Body and Soul (D), L. Barrymore
Oct 1
Bugle Call, The (D), Jackie Coogan.
Aug. 6
Buttons (CO), Jackie Coogan
Deo. 24
Callahans and Murphys (CD), Dressier-Moran...June 18
Captain Salvation
(M), Hanson
May 14
Certain Young Man, A (D), Novarro-Adoree
Demi-Bride
(CD), Shearer
_..Feb. 19
Fair Co-ed, The (CD). Marion Davles..™
Oct 15
Foreign Devils (W), Tim McCoy
Sept 3
Frisco Sally Levy (C), O'NelLApr. 2
Garden of Allah, The (D), Terry-PetroTltch.
Not. 5
In Old Kentucky (D), H. CosteUo
Oct 29
Little Journey (CD), All Star
Jan. 1
London After Midnight (D), Lon Chaney
Dec. 3
Lovelorn, The, Sally O'NelL
Dec 17
Lovers (D), Novarro-Terry
_
Apr. 9
Man, Woman and Sin (D), John Gilbert
Nov. 19
Mockery
(M), Lon Chaney.Aug. 13
Mr. Wu (M). Lon Chaney
Mar. 26
Quality Street Davies-Nagel
Deo. 31
Red Mill (C), Davies.
Jan. 29
Road to Romance, The (D), NoTarro-Day..._
Sept 24
Rookies (C), Dane-Arthur.Apr. 30
Show, The (M), Gilbert-Adoree.—
Jan. 22
Slide, Kelly, Slide (CD), Halnes-O'NelL
Mar. 12
Spoilers of the West (W), McCoy-Daw
-...Dec 10
Spring Fever (C), William Haines
Oct. 22
Taxi Dancer (D), Crawford-0. Moore.
-.Feb. 5
Tea tor Three (C), Cody-Prlngle._
Dec 10
Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel Barrymore..._.NoT. 26
Tillle the Toiler (C), DaTies
May 21
Twelve Miles Out (M), Gilbert
_
July 9
Understanding
Heart (D). Crawford
Feb. 26
Unknown, The (M), Chaney
June 4
Across the Singapore (MD), NoTam)-Crawford..Apr.
Baby Mine, Arthur-Dane
-Jan.
Big City. The, CHianey-Compson-Day.
^Peb.
Bringing Up Father, Parrell-Moran-01m«tead.....Mar.
Circus Rookies (CD), Dane-Arthur
Apr.
Cossacks, The, Adoree-Gllbert-TorrenceMay
Crowd,
Tbe, Boardman-Murray-Roacb
Mar.
Diamond
Handcuffs. Boardman-Nagel
May
Divine Woman. Garbo-Hanson- Sherman
Jan.
Enemy. The, Qish-Dane-Forbes.._Jeb.
Forbidden
Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree.
.June
Latest from Paris, The, 8hearer-For)>ea
Jeb.
Laugh, Clewn, Laugh. Chancr-Hurpby-Hlfle
Apr.

7
21
18
17
7
12
3
12
14
IS
2
4
14

45.63%
51.16%
80.31%
96.37%

..Auf. 13

1927

Apr. 28
Mar.
IT
Feb. 11

Not. 19

Very Confidential
(CD), Madge Bellamy
War
Horse (W), Jones.
_
What Price Glory (CD), McLaglen-IiOwe.
Whispering
Sage (W), Jones
Wizard, The (MyD), Lowe-Hyams.
Wolf Fangs (D). Thunder (Dog)....

Metro-Gold\vyn-Mayer

Dec. 10
Dea 24
Dec. 8

Jan. T

Released

Krelbar Productions
1927

Apr. 717
Mar.

New
Piotures

Players

Gotham
1927
6il87

Feb. 11
Feb. 18

-Feb. 10
-Not. 20
-Jan. 16
-Sept. 25
-Not. 13
-Mar. 13
-Aug. 28
-Aug. 14
-June 26
-Dec. 26
-June 6
-Oct. 9
-Sept. 25
. June 13
-Mays

.■5629

..TO. 47%

1928
Mar. 10

Title and

May 26, 1928

1928

Fox

Ankles Preferred
(CD), BellamyArizona Wildcat. The (W), Tom Mtr.Auctloneer.
The. Sidney
Blackjack (W). Buck Jones
Blood Will Tell (W). Buck Jones
Broncho Twister (W), mjt
•Cameo Kirby (D). John Gilbert
Chain Lightning
(W), Buck Jones
Cireus Ace. The, Mil.
Ccnie to My House (CD), OUto Borden
Cradle Snatchers (FC), Fazenda
East Side, West Side (D), O'Srlen-VaUL.
Gay Retreat The (C), Cohen-MoNamara.—
Good as Gold (W). Jones
Heart of Salome (MyR), Rubens.
High School Hero (C), Phlpps-StnartHills of Peril (W). Jones•Honor First (D), John GUbert
Is Zat So? (CD), O'Brien-Lowe
Joy Girl, The (CD), Olive Borden.....
Udles Most Dress (CD), Virelnla TaUL„
Last Trail (W), Mli...
Lave Makes 'Em Wild (D), Harron
Lave* of Carmen (D), McLaglen-Del BlOMailam Wants No Children, Cordla
Marriase
(0), Vaia
Monkey
Talks (D), Lemer
Music Master (D), A. B. Francis.
One Increasing Purpose (D), Lowe
Outlaws of Red River (W), Mix —
_.
Paid to Love (D). O'Brlen-TaUl
Pajamas
(CD), Borden-GrayPublicity Madness
(CD). Moran-LowcRioh But Honest (CD), Beebe
Secret Studio, The, (CD), Borden
Seventh Heaven. The (R), FarreU-Cteynor'Shame (M), John Gilbert-.Silk Lets (CD). Madge Bellamy...
Silver Valley (W), Tom MIt
Singed (D), Baxter-SweeLSlaves of Beauty (D), Herbert-Tell
Stage Madness (D), VaUl
St Elmo (M), John Gilbert..
Tdmblicifl River (W), Tom Mlx-Dswn.Truxton
Kino, Gilbert..
Two Qlrls Wanted (CD), Janet OamorUpttreaa
(D), Foie

5620
4953
11109
5783
5629
5531

PICTURE WORLD

1927

...Aug. 27
...May 21
Not. 26 ...XOT. 12
Not. 26

.-

81.50%
48,09%

Not. 19

Dec 31 .. Joly 16

•S.40%
64 57 9^
•1.41%

Inly 2
Not. IB
Nov. 19
Not. 26
Dec 17
De&Sl

Oct 39

48.46%

. Apr.
210
Sept 23
Deo. 3

39.50%
«B.20%

-Jan.
Dec 15
17

Decs

. Jfay 2
Dec 17

JaiLT

...Sept 10
...June 4

Not. 19

...Mays

..J*h. 19
.. Mar. 19
..Apr.!
Not. 12
Deo. 10
-Dec 24
Deo. 312
Decs 24 -Mar.
Not. 12
Dec

66.83%
M.04%
71.15%
66.43%
44.70%
48.64%
«».e3%
56.93%
65.16%
63.25%

..June SO
11
..July
..May 14
..Tune 13

1928
Apr.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

28
28
25
31

Mar. 10
Jul
Uar.
Mar.
FUi.

21
10
17
18

Apr. 21

ra>. 11
Apr. 7

Mays
Apr. 28

Mar. 10
May 12

May 26, 1928
Length

5014
6476
9566
5'JOl
»134
Mil
44S6

Title and

Players

HERALD

EXHIBITORS
Released

Jan. 21
Law of the Range, MoCoy-Crawford
J»i- *
—
Love, Garbo-QUbert.
Mar. 10
Patty, The, Davles-CaldvreU-Gray
^P'- ''^
..Riders of the Dark
— I'eb. 11
Rose Marie, Crawford-Murray
_....Jel). 25
Smart Set. Halnes-Day-Holt-Boswortli.
_Jan. 30
Student Prince, The (R), Novarro-Shparer
Mar. 24
Under the Black Eagle, Forb«3-Dog Flash
Jan. 7
rd.
West Point (CD), Haines-Crawfo
Jan. 28
Cody-Prlnglo.
(CD),
Preferred
Wickedness
-Vfar. 24
McCoy-Sebastian
Wyooilng,

New
Pioturee

Comment

and MOVING
Ticker

75
18
10
25

6555
6596
4335
5326
4875
4512

Jan. 21
Feb. 11

.■5804
5100
7500
5478
4933

Apr. 14

8580

1927
Afraid to Love (C), Vidor
Apr. 9
Barbed Wire (D), Negri-Brook
Sept. 10
Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery
Aug. 1
Blind Alleys (IH), Melghan
—
Mar. 12
Blonde or Brunette? (C), Menjou.. —
Jan. 24
Cabaret
(CD). Gllda Gray
Mar. 26
Casey at the Bat (C), W. Beery
Mar. 5
Chang
(D), Special cast
Sept. 3
Children of Divorce (D), Bow
Apr. 2
City Gone Wild (M), Melghan-MlUner
Nov. 12
•Covered Wagon, The (IH), Kerrigan-Wilson.
Aug. 6
Evening Clothes (C), Menjou._
Mar. 19
Fashions for Women
(CD), Kalston.
-Mar. 26
Fireman Save My Child (C), Beery-Hatton.
Aug. 1
Gay Defender, The (CD), Richard Dlx
Dec. 10
Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), MenJou-0'Hara.-..Oct. 15
Get Your Man
(CD), Clara Bow
Oec. 10
Honeymoon
Hate (CD), Florence Vldor
Ue.-. 3
Hotel Imperial (D), Negri
_
„..Feb. 26
Hula (CD), Bow-Brook.
Aug. 27
It (C), Clara Bow
Feb. 19
Jesse James (D), Fred Thomson.
_
..Oct. 22
•Kid Brother (C), Lloyd
Oct. 4
Kiss In a Taxi (C). DanleOs
J'eb. 26
Knock«ut
Reilly (CD), Dlx
...Apr. 16
Last Walti. The (D), Special cast.
_..J^ov. 26
Let It Rain (C), MacLean
....Jan. 3
Love's Greatest Mistake
(CD), Brent
...-Feb. 12
Man Power
(D), Dbt.July 9
Metropolis (D), Special cast
—Aug. 13
Mme. Pompad«ur (D), Moreno-D. Gleh.
Aug. 13
Nevada
(W). Cooper-Todd.
Sept. 10
New
York (M), Cortez-Wllson
Feb. 5
Now We're In the Air (C), Beery-Hatton.
Oct. 22
One Woman to Another (CD), yidor-ShotweIL...Sept. 24
Open Range (W), Lane Chandler
_
J^or. 5
Paradise for Two (C). Dli-Bronson
_
Jan. 17
Potters (CD), W. C. Fields
Jan. 31
Ritzy (CD),
Bronson
Apr. 9
Rolled Stockings (CD). Hall-Brook..
June 18
Rough
House Rosle (C), Bow
May 14
Rough Riders, The (D), Astor-FarreLL
-...Oct. 1
Rubber Heels (FC), Ed. Wynn
June 11
Rimnlng Wild (C), Flelds-BriaiL
-Aug. 20
Senorita
(F), Daniela
_
_
--Aug. 30
Serenade (D), Menjou-Wray
—Dec. 24
Service for Ladies (C), Menjou-Carrer
Aug. 6
Shanghai
Bound
(D), Dii-Brlan.
—Oct. 15
She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels
_
Nov. 12
Shootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blaue
Oct. 8
Soft Cushions
(C), MacLean-Carol
Aug. 27
Special Delivery (C), Eddie Cantor
Apr. 16
Spotlight The (CD), Balston-Hamilton......iio?. 19
Stark Love (D), Special cast
Sept 17
Swim, Girl, Swim
(CM), Daniels-HalL
Sept 17
Tell it to Sweeney (C), Conklln-Bancroft..Sept 24
Ten Modern Commandments
(CD), Ralston.
July 2
Time to Love (FC), Kaymond Griffith.
..June 18
Two Flaming Youths (C), Flelds-CJonklln.
Dec. 17
Underworld
(M), Bancroft-Brent
Oct. 29
Way of All Flesh, The (D), Jannlngs-Bennett...Oct 1
Wedding Bills (F), Raymond Griffith
May 7
We're All Gamblers (D), Melghan-MlUner.
..Sept. 3
Whirlwind of Youth
(D), Lola Moran.
Apr. 30
vnngs (M), Charles Rogers..
Oct 29
5960 Woman on Trial (D), Pol» Nogri.

1927
..Apr. 23
..Aug. 13
...Mar. 5
..Jan. 15
...May 9

_
Jan. 7
Dec. 31

_
Nov. 26

..Apr.
...May
...May
...Dec.

216
2
10

Apr.
Apr.
Dec.
Nov.
Oct.

9
9
10
12
8

Dec.
Jan.
Sept
Feb.
Oct
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
Nov.
Mar.
Feb.
Aug.
Mar.
Aug.

17
8
10
12
22
29
2
23
19
12
26
6
12
G

Adventure Mad (M) UFA
-...
Mai. 31
Beau Sabreur (M), Cooper-Brent
Jan. 7
Doomsday,
Vldor-Cooper
_
JFeb. 18
Easy Come, Easy Go, Richard Dix.
(889 Feel My Pulse, Danlels-Arlen
J'eb. 25
Fifty-Flfty Girl, The, Danlels-Haa
Pools for Luck (CD), Fields-Conklln.
6871 Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C), Taylor- White.
Jan. 28
His Tiger Lady, Menjou-Brent
_
8234
Last Command, The (D), Emll Janntngs
Jan. 21
T415
Legion of the Condemned, Wray-Cooper.
Mar. 10
6837
Love and Learn, Ralston-Chandler
Jan. 14
7910
Old Ironsides
(D), Bi'orv-Bancroft
_
Mar. 17
Partners In Crime
(C), Beery-Hattoa
Max. 3
5582
Peaks of Destiny
_
Ian. 28
6118
Pioneer Scout, The (W), Fred Thomson.
-Jan. 21
Red Hair (CD), Bow-Chandler.Mar. 10
7194
Secret Hour, The (D), Negrl-Heraholt
_
Feb. 4
7616
Showdown,
The, Bancroft
_
Feb. 25
4720
Something Always Happens, Ralston-HamlltoD_Uar. 14
Sveedy (C). Harold Lloyd.
Apr. 7
5951
Sporting Goods, Dli-Olmstead.
J'eb. 11
Street of Sin (0), lannlngs-Wray
7060 Three Sinners (D), Nogrl-Baiter
57 S3 Time's Panctured
Romance, Flelds-Omkltn
Fieb. 18
6991 Under the Tonto Rim, Arlen-Briaa
Ttity. 4
MSt WIfs Savers (C), Beery-Hatton.
Jaa. T
18(7
SS36

(VAMi%
,5a.8:i%
50.84%
41.30%
63.06%
51.8fi%
68.00%

67.60%
03.38%
00.77%
65.01%
38.61%
55.64%
65.59%
51.18%
73.90%
47.58%

..Feb. 5
..Deo. 17
..Sept 24
_

_

-

Ian.
Jan.
June
July
June
Mar.
July
June
May

29
22
25
30
4
19
16
18
14

Deo. 31
Jan. 21

48.36%
48.30%
54.72%

57.64%

_
_
Jan. 7

Sept 3
Not. 12
Not. 26
Aug. 27
May 9
Dec. 3
Mar. 19
Sept. 17
Oct 22
..July 23
July 9
..Sept. 3
..July 2
..July 23

.JJeo. 24

ill
26
31
7
10
31
28
21
18
25
7
10
3

Feb. 18
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
.. Apr.
...Avt.

3
28
18
28
7

3303
58C7
4968
6.';63
7913
4750
5990
0035
4620
6788
4700
4890
4076
48C4
5324
13500
4131
4752
5472
5865
4576
5750
6421
5736
6903
4678
4575
4497
6000
4828
4542

4562
5880
4546
4338
5397
5670
5921
6198
4485
6447
5610
7820

44.08%

3996

06.27%

57.55
4805
6589
5927
4833
5408

58.91%
47.36%
48.00%

June 11
Aug. 20
Oct. 1

4526
7996
4480
5398
4155
6850
5888
4600
5954
5659
5G2G
5494
5423
4520

Jan. 14
Jan. 7
Jan. 21

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Deo.
Mar.

Pictures
New

Released

117
Comment

Ticker

4000
Mar.
M:ir.
.May
Feb.

10
m
19
18

Feb.
-Apr.
Feb.
Feb.

4
21
25
18

1927
G0S9
507 G
5016
5960
5970
5502

Mar. 17

4200
1928

Feb. 18

6673

Apr. 21
Feb. 18

5976

Mays

r»b. »

Almost Human
(CD), Reynolds
Doc. 26
Dec 24
Angel of Broadway, The (D), Leatrlce Joy
Oct. 3
Not. 19
Avenging
Fangs (M)
_
June 5
Border
Blaokbirds
(WD),
Maloney
Aug. 28
Born to Battle (W), BlU Cody
_
-..3ept. 11
Code of the Cow Country (W), Roosevelt
Juno 19
Combat (D), Walsh-Adams
Oct. 23
Country
Doctor, The (D), Schlldkraut
Aug. 22
Desert of the Lost. The (W), Wally Wales
Dec. 18
Jan. 14
Devil's Twin, The (W), Leo Maloney
— Dec. 11
Discord (D), Dagover-Etanan.
Not. 20
Don Desperado (W), Maloney._
Hay 8
Dress Parade
(D), Boyd-LoTe
Nov. 11
Eyes of the Totem
(M), Hawley
May 15
Fighting Eagle, The (M), La Rocque-HaTer
Aug. 29
Fighting Love (D), Ooudal
Flying Luck (C), Monty Banks
_
Dec. 4
Forbidden Woman. The (M), Jetta GoudaL
Nev. 7
Getting Gertie's Garter (F), Prevost
Girl from Everywhere (C), Pollard.
Dec 11
Girl in the Pullman, The (C). Prevost
Oct 31
Gold from Weeoah (W), BlU Cody
— Nov. 20
Not. 19
Golden Clown, The (D), Gosu-HnimanDoc 18
•Grandma's Boy (C). Harold Lloyd.
Dec 11
Harp in Hock, A (D), Sohlldkraut-Coghlan.
Oct 10
Heart of the Yukon
(M), Bower8-Ck>mwalI
-May 29
Heart Thief (D). SchUdkraut-De PuttL
__
Hidden Aces (M), Hutchison.
Aug. 7
His Dog (D). Schlldkraut
July 21
His First Flame
(C), Langdon
_
_
May 8
His Foreign Wife (D), MacDonald-Murphy
Nov. 27
Hoof Marks (W), Jack Donovan.
Nov. 13
Interterin' Gent The (W). Buffalo Bill, Jr
Aug. 21
Jim, the Conqueror (W), Boyd-Falre...King of Kings (D), All Star
_
Jan. 14
Land of the Lawless, The (W), Jack Padjan.
Dec. 25
Little Firebrand
(C), Thornton.
July 3
Main Event, The (D), Reynolds
Not. 21
Man
Bait (CD), Prevost...
_
Jan. 29
Meddlin'
Stranger
(W), Wales
June 12
My Friend from India (F), Pangbom-Falr
J>ec. 19
Dec. 24
Night Bride (FC), Prerost...Nobody's Widow (FC), Joy-Ray-HaTer.,
No Man's Law (W), Rei.
_
May 1
Obllgin' Buckaroo, The (W), Buffalo BlU, Jr Oct 16
Pals in Peril (W), Buffalo Bill, Jr
June 26
Phantom
Buster, The (W), Ro08evelt-Rayford-...Aug. 14
Pieces of China (Travel)
Aug. 7
Pirates of the Sky (M), Hutchison.
May 22
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary (C), Robson
Ride 'Em High (W), Buddy Roosevelt
—.Oct. 9
Roarin' Broncs. Buffalo BiU, Jr
Nov. 27
Rubber Tires (C), Ford-Love
Rush Hour, The (0), Prevost-Ford—
Dec. 12
Skecdaddle Gold (W), Wales
July 31
Soda-Water Cowboy, The (W), WaUy Wales
Sept 25
Trunk Mystery
(M), Hutchison.
Jtine 12
Turkish
Delight
Schildkraut-Fay&
Nov. 11
Two-Gun of Tumbleweed
(W), Leo Maloney
July IT
Vanity (M), Joy
_
White Gold (D), GoudaL
White Pebbles (WD), WaUy Wales
Aug. 7
Wise Wife, The (C), Haver
Oct 24
Not. 19
Wreck of the Hesperus, The (M), Bradford.
Oct 31
Yankee Clipper (M), Boyd.
—

1927
72.70%
Not

5

Oct 15
Bf[tf 1"
.Dec. 10
.May 9
III"- 'T
Not. 5
.- Sept. 17
.. May
June 14
4
-Feb. 19
Not. 5
..Not. 5
Not, 5

Not. 5
.May
. May 21
21

' I

Sept. 3
July 24
May 9
..Aug. 27
-Jan. 1
-Mar. 10
July
.Jan.
Not.
-Jane

2
29
5
12

.May 9
.Jan. 215
-Uay
...Oct
June 825
..Aug. 20
-Jlay
-Aug. 21
6
..Oct 8
..AtlT. 9
..Aug. 6
..Oct. 1
..Jane 11
-July 17
-Jane
-Ast.
-Aug.
Not.

18
9
20
5

May 14

48.40%

1928

1928

1928

-May
Feb.
..Mar.
..Apr.
Deo.
..Mm.

6228
6599
8002
7107
6403
6568
C859

4375
5844
6303

Jan. 14

1928
Bees

Playeri

1927

Paramount
6199
6951
9879
5597
6878
7176
6040
6536
6662
5408
7447
6287
6296
5399
6S76
6017
6889
5416
7091
5862
6452
*65<
7656
(439
7080
6140
6053
6007
5817
8039
7180
6258
6877
5798
4561
6599
6187
6680
5306
6247
6952
t443
5614
6368
6634
5209
6170
5516
6015
6179
6838
6524
4934
6200
6124
6006
6497
4926
6319
7643
8486
5869
5935
5866

Title and

WORLD

Patht

Feb. 4
Jan. T
May
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.

Length

PICTURE

6G08
5853
4571
1490
5906

..Feb. It
S260

A Ship Comes
In. Rudolph Sehildkraut
Alice Through
a Looking
Glass
Apache
Raider, The, Leo Maloney
Ballyhoo
Buster (W), Buffalo BUI, Jr
_
Blonde for a Night Prevost
Blue Danube.
Leatrlce Joy
Boss of Rustlers Roost, The, Don ColemaiL
Bronc' Stomper,
The, Bon Coleman.
Bullet Mark. The, J;ul< Donovan
Chicago
(M), Phyllis Haver
Cowboy
Cavalier (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Crashing Through, Jack Padjan
Desperate Courage
(W), Wales
Hold 'Em Yale. Rod I^a Rooiue
Laddie Be Good (W), BlU Cody
Leopard Lady, The (M), Logan-Hale.
Let 'Er Go, Gallagher! (M). Junior Coghlan.
Marlie, the Killer, Klondike
Midnight
Madness,
Logan...
Night Flyer, The, Wm. Boyd
On to Reno (D). PreTOst-Landls._
Perfect Gentleman, A (C), Monty Banks.
Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque.Valley of Hunted Men, Buffalo Bia Jr
Walking Back (M), Sue CarroU
What Price Beauty (CD), Nlta Naldl

Tune
Feb.
....Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Mat.
Jan.
-...Feb.

4
12
12
8
27
12
22
28

Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.

5
29
5
IS

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
-Mar.

1
23
18
4

-Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
-.-May
Jan.

S
2
15
20
19
6
22

\f«Y 19
Feb.
Mar. 18
3
May 12
Mar.
17
.. May 19
Dec. 24
Feb. 4
. May 19
Jan. 28
Jan. 28
.Mar. IT
Ian. 28
vtay 12
Jan. 28
Dec 31

Rayart
Cruise of the Hellon (D), All star
Heroes in Blue (M), Bowers-Rand
Nov.
Law and the Man. The (D), Santschl-RockwelL.Dec
Light in the Window, A (D), Walthal
On the Stroke of Twelve (M), D. Torrence.
Not.
Silent Hero (M), Bonaparte.
Wanderer of the West A (W), 'Pex Maynard.. .Dec.
Casey Jones (CO), Prlco-Lewla
Jan.
Danger Patrol, The (D), Russell-Fair
AT>r.
Gypsy of the North (D). Gordon-Hale.—
Mu.
Heart of Broadway, The (D), Garon-Agnew
Jan.
My Home Town
(0), BrockweU-Olasa.
Mar.
Painted Trail. The (W). Buddy Rooeerelt
Feb.
Phantom of the Turf, The (D), CoeteUo-Leaae.— Mar.
Wild Bom (W), Tci Maynard
Jan.
You Can't Beat ths Law, Lee Keefa
Jan.

1927
..Sept. U

Las. to

1928
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Pictures
New

Players

Comment

Ticker
35.87%

.. Jeb. 6

Sterling

6807

_

4409
7015
6166
6305
4393
4259

-

5598
7172
4041

1927

1927
5563
5400
55U0

Burning Up Broadway (0). H. Costello
Closed Gates (M), Harron-Novak.
Outcast Souls (D), Lewis-BonnerPretty Clothes (D). J. Kalston-Walker
Stranded
(D), Mason
_

Jan.
—
Dec.
Oct.
-iug.

_

30

Dec. 3

15
15
16

Nov. 12
Dec. 31
Jan. 7

..May 28
Sept. 10

1928

1928
Marry the Girl (CD)

_

_..J"eb. 4

Ti£fany-Stahl

5300
6024
7300
4887
5500
6482
5233

4752
5600
5800
6049
6235
6629
6100
5182
5276
6448
5614

1928
5510
5708
6361
5283

1927
..July 9

Backstage
(CD). Bedford
Beauty Shoppe (CD), Busoh
Broken
Gate (D)..._
Cheaters
(M). O'MaUey
_
College Days (CD), M. Day
Enchanted Island (D)
„
First Night, The (FC), LyteU-Devore...
Fools of Fashion
(CD), Busch.
_
Girl from Gay Paree, The (F), Sherman-Bedford
Sept. 16
Haunted Sh^p. The (M), Sebastlan-M. Ii0Te--_Dec. 1
Husband
Hunters
(C), Marsh.
_
Josselyn's Wife (D), Frederick
_
Lightning
(W), J. Ralston.
_
Sept. 1
Night Life (CD). Day-Harron
Nov. 1
Once and Forever (D), Patsy Euth Miller
Oct. 15
Sin Cargo (D). Mason
Snowbound
(FC), Blythe
Streets of Shanghai (RD), Starke-Harlan
Dec. 15
Tired Business Man
(C)
Wild Geese (D), BeUe Bennett
Nov. 15
Women's Wares (D), Brent-Lytell
Oct. 1
The..
Devil's Skipper,
Nameless
Men
Tragedy of Youth
_
Women Against the World, A

Feb.
_JFeb.
„
Jan.
Jan.

.July
.. Jan.
. Mar.
,. Nov.
.. June
.Feb.
.Oct.

16
16
24
6
25
19
9

..Feb. 26
...Nov. 27

..Dec. 11
..July 30
Mar. 10
Dec. 24

Deo. 10

1928

1
15
16
1

Mai. 31

United Artists
1927
9264
5900
7500
7311
8550
7440
9120
9O0O
7456
8250
8000

1927
Beloved Rogue (M), J. Barrymore.
College (C), Keaton-Comwall
General, The (C), Keaton
Loves of Sonya (D), Swanson.
Magic Flame, The (M), Colman-Banky
My Best Girl (M), Mary Picltford
Night of Love (M). Banky-Colman
Resurrection
(M), La Rocque
Sorrell and Son (D), Wamer-Nllsson.
Topsy and Eva (C), Duncan Sisters
Two Arabian Knights (CD). Boyd-Wolheim.
Winning of Barbara Worth (D), Banlxy-Colman.

Sept. 10

_...Apr. 2
Sept. 17
_..Feb. 12
Mar. 19
Sept. 24
Apr. 7
Jan. 29
Apr. 16
Nov. 19
_....Aug. 13
Oct. 29
-..Deo. 4

_

Sept. 24
Nov.

~
_
_

Nov.

_
-

1928

45.90%

Circus, The (C), Charlie Chaplin.
_..ilar. 3
Devil Dancer, The, Gilda Gray
_
Douglas
Fairbanks as the Gaucbo
(M), Fairbanks _
_
—
_
Dove, The (M), Norma Talmadie
Jan.
Drums of Love (D), Mary Pliilbin
Apr. 8
Garden of Eden, The (D), C. Grifflth-Eay
Feb. 25

73.65%

Apr. 28
Nov. 26
Jan. 7

""]
_ ..Z!.!!.!!"!

Jan.
Mar. 17

50.81%

1927
Back t« God's Country (D), Adoree-Frazier
Beware of Widows (FC), La Plante
Border Cavalier, The (W), Humes-Pierce
Butterflies In the Rain (D). La Plants.
Cat and Canary, The (,My), La Plante
Cheating
Cheaters
(C), Compson-Harlan
Chinese Parrot, The (MyD), Niion-Tumer
Claw, The (D), Windsor
Dsnver Duds
(W), Gibson.
Desert Oust (W), Ted Walls
Down the Stretch (M), Amew
Fangs of Destiny (W), Dynamite
Fighting Three (W), Hoxle
_
Fourth Commandment
(D), Bennett
Foreign Legion (D), Kerry-Stone
5503 Galloping Fury (W), Hoot Gibson
6929 Held by the Law (M), Lewis
„
5711 Hero tor the Night, A, Tryon-MUler
5378 Heyl Hey! Cowboy
(W). Gibson
69S8 Irresistible Lover. The (CD), Korry-Moran
7713 Les Miserables
(M), Gabrio-Toulont
11000 Les Miserable! (M), (Long Version)
5862 Lon« Eagle, The, Kent-Keane
6038
Love Thrill (FC). La Plante
6135
Past, A (D), Veldt-Kent
6155 Man's
Men of Daring (W). Hoile
5918 On Your Toes (C), Denny- Worth
6170 Out All Night (C). Denny-Nlion.
„
5416 Painted Ponies (W), Hoot Gibson.
_
6900 Painting Hie Town (FC), Tryon

44.70%

..Feb. 19

Deo. 24

..Mar. S

1928

Nov. 12
Sept. 4
June 19
Sppt. 18
Feb. 6
Dec. 17
Sept. 11
Nov. 26
Oct. 9
Nov. 26
_.Oct. 23
Tune 12
Feb. 13
Deo. 17
Dec. 18
May 29
Dec. 4
^Tuly 3
Mar. 20
_. Dec. 24
Nov. 20
Apr. 10
Jan. 14
Dec. 18
_...Apr. 3
Dec. 17
Deo. 4
Oct. 23
Oct. SO
Nov. 12
_Sept. 18
May 8
Dec. 28
_...Tune 5
Jan. 14
Nov. 27
Sept. 4
Nov. 19
Sept. 25
Aug. 7

1927

Aug. 6
.Jlay 9
..Jan. 1
May 14

46.3 8%
70.00%

-May 28

68.43%

-Jeb. 26
...May!

39.70%

May 21
...Apr. 28
...Apr. 2
Nov. 26

4259 Air Patrol, The (W), Al Wilson..
Jan. 1
6869 Alias the Deacon
(CD), Hersholt-Marlowe.
Jan. 22
Arizona Cyclone
(W), Humes
May 6
6171 Buck
Privates, de Putti
.June 17
4345 Call of the Heart, The (W), Dynamite
Jan. 29
4232 Clean-Up Man, The (W), Wells
Feb. 12
Cohens and Kellys In Paris (C), Sidney
Jan. 15
Count of Ten, The, Eay-Ralston-Gleason.
July 1
Fearless Rider, The (W), Fred Humes
Jan. 15
6081 Finders Keepers (CD), Laura La Plante...„
Feb. 5
Four Footed Rangers, The (W), Dynamite
Mar. 26
5645 Good Morning
Judge
Apr. 29
Greased Lightning (W)
_
July 29
Grip of the Yukon, The, All star
July 22
Hot Heels, Glen Tryon
_
_
May 6
Hound of Silver Creek, The (W), Dynamite.
May 20
Love Me and the World Is Mine, Kerry-PhllbLn..Feb. 25
Jazz Mad, Hersholt-Nixou-Lewis
June 3
4120 Made-to-Order
Hero (W), Wells
_
June 3
5689 Midnight Rose, de Putti-HarlaiL
Feb. 26
4253 Phantom Flyer, The (W). Wilson.
_
Feb. 26
Put 'Em Up (W). Humes
Mar. 11
Quick Triggers (W), Humes
July 16
5382 Rawhide
Kid (W), Hoot Gibson.
Jan. 29
Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson.
_
Aug. 19
6172 Shield of Honor, The. All star
_
Feb. 19
Society Cowboy, A, Hoot Gibson.
July 8
Stop That Man, All star
Mar. 11
8249 Surrender,
Philbin-Mosjuklne
Mar. 4
Thanks for the Buggy Ride, La Plante-Tryon.
Apr. 1
6073 That's My Daddy (C), Denny-Kent
Feb. 5
4353 Thunder
Riders. The, Wells
_.._
Apr. 8
6274 13 Washington Square, All star
Apr. 8
Trick of Hearts, A, Hoot GibsoiL
„
Mar. 18
4348 Won
in the Clouds (W), Wilson.„
_
Apr. 22
We Americans. All star
_
Apr. 22
Wild West Show, Hoot Gibson
May 20

.TtinA VJi

Mar. 10
Feb. 4

Anr

21

Apr

SI

Jan. 28
Apr. 28
Apr. 28

Feb. 25
May 19
Mar. 17
Mar. 17

Jan. 28
Feb. 25
Jan. 14
Apr. 28
Mar.
May 617
Apr. 21

Warner Brothers

Universal
5761
6777
4427
7319
7790
5623
7304
5252
5292
4349
6910
3295
4198
6892

Jan.
Aug. 29
20

1927

1928

Two Lovers, Banky-Colman.
Ramona
(D), Del (D),
Rio Gloria Swanson
Sadie Thompson
Red Tempest
(M), John Barrymora

Jan. 8
Nov. 19
Dec 3
Feb. 4

1928

1927
5754
5669

5192
4167
6450

Perch of the Devil (M), Busch
Mar. 6
Rough and Ready (W), Hoiie
Jan. 9
Sensation
Seekers (D), Dove
__
_
Mar. 20
Silk Stockings, Laura La Plante._
Oct. 2
Sky High Saunders, Al Wilson.
Nov. 6
Small Bachelor, The (C), Beranger-Kent..._
Nov. 6
Straight Shootin'
(W), Wells
Oct. 16
Taxi! Taxi! (FC), Horton._
Apr. 24
Thirteenth
Juror, The (D), Bushman-Nllsson....Nov. 13
Three Miles Up, Al WllsorL_
Sept. 4
Wild Beauty
(CD), Rex
_
Nov. 27
Wrong Mr. Wright, The (F), Hersholt
Feb. 26
Wolf's Trail, Dynamite, the dog
_
_
Oct. 2

42.00%
56.75%

1927

Bitter Apples (M), Blue
Black Diamond Express (M), Blue
_
—
Brass Knuckles (D), Blue-Bronson.
Dec. 3
Brute, The (D), Blue
_
—
6281
Bush Leaguer, The (CD), Monte Blue.
_Aug. 20
6631
Climbers. The (D), Rich.
Dearest (D), Rich
6408
Desired Woman, The (M), Irene Rich.
_Aug. 27
5897
5003
Dog of the Regiment. A (M), Rin-Tln-Tin
Oct. 29
6972
Don't Tell the Wife (C), Rich
_
6639
6767
First Auto. The, Oldfleld-MUler
Sept 18
Fortune Hunter, The (C), Syd Chaplin.
I^ov. 7
6284
Gay Old Bird (FC), Fazenda.
_
5390
Ginsberg the Great (C), Jessel
Nov. 26
5978
Girl from Chicago. The (M), Nagel-Loy
Nov. 6
Glorious Betsy (CD), Dolores CosteUo
6302 Good Time Charley (D), Oland-H. Costello
.Nov. 12
5613 Ham
and Eggs at the Front (C), Wilson-H.
Conkiin
Dec. 24
Heart
of Maryland (M), D. Costello
5968
5200
6271 Hills of Kentucky (M), Ein-Tln-Tin
Husbands for Rent, All star
_
-Dec. 31
6230 If I Were Single, McAvoy-NageL
Dec 17
Irish
Hearts
(CD),
McAvoy
_..„
_
5397
5569 Jaws of Steel (D). Rin-Tin-TiiL
-...Sept.
17
6310
6352 Matinee Ladles (C), McAvoy
_
Mill Bid, A (M), D. Costello
6485
7961 Missing Link, The (C), Syd Chaplin.
-iug. 7
6357 Old San Francisco (M), D. Costello-Oland
Sept 4
6295
One Round Hogan
(M), Monte Blue
Sept 17
5492 Reno Divorce, A (D), May McAvoy
_
Oct. 22
5685 Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George Jessell
_
Oct. 8
6124 Sailor's Sweetheart, A (C), Fazenda-C. Cook.
Sept 24
6218 Sliver Slave. The (D), Rich-Ferris
_
JSTov. 9
6412 Simple Sis (M), Fazenda..
Slightly Used, McAvoy-Nagel
Sept 3
7647 Third Degree (M), D. Costello
_
_
6281 Tracked by the Police (M), Rin-Tin-Tin
5813
What Every Girl Should Know (CD), MUler.
_.
10081
_
5567 What Happened to Father (C), Oland
6820 When a Man Loves (R), Barrymore
_
jlug. 21
White Flannels (M), Dresser
_
_
_
_
Wolf's Clothing
(M), Blue-Miller
5453
6330
5803
5i)01

1928

..May 9
. Jnly 23
... May 2
. May 28
. Juna 18
Fab. 6
71117 9
.Mar. 12
Dec. 31
Dec. 31

70.47%
Nov. 26
. July SO
..Feb. 26

„
_
—

Apr. 28
June 11
Oct 1
Apr. 23
June 4
May 14
June 25
Oct 8
..Dec. 10
Oct. 29
Oct 16
....June 11
44.00%

__
_
^
_

Jan.
May
Mar.
July
Feb.
Apr.
Jan.

8
21
19
9
12
2
29

1928
Nov. 19
..Aug. 27

40.15%

. May 21
Sept 17
- Apr. 9
64.17%

?""

Deal

Across the Atlantic, Blue-Murphy
Beware of Married
Men, Irene Rich.
City of Sin, The, Loy-MUjan-Wong
Domestic Trouble (CD), Cook-Fazenda
Jazz Singer. The, Al Jolson.
Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore....
Little Snob, The, May McAvoy
Powder My Back (C), Rich-Ferris
Race for Life, Rin-Tin-Tln
_
_
Rinty of the Desert. Rdn-Tin-Tln
Tenderloin, Dolores Costello...-

_...Feb. 25
Jan. 14

Feb. U

..Feb. 18
..Apr. 14

Feb. 11
.Mar. 10
Jan. 28
-

..May 19
Feb. 18
May 19

-Apr. 28
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WORLD

CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Recognized

National

Theatre For Sale
FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theatre. For particulars write 134 Elm St., Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Phone 30.
FOR SALE — Lyric theatre, Morrison, Illinois.
Equipment, long lease. First price gets it. Seats 360.
3,000 population. Draws 8,000. Going into larger
proposition.
Address L. J. Burkitt, Morrison, 111.
FOR SALE — 400 seat theatre in Illinois town.
Only theatre in town. Latest equipment. Population
6,000. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14
E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Two only theatres town 5,000 population, 2,000 drawing power. One theatre property
three-story solid brick, other theatre long lease. Excellent chance to form circuit in adjacent towns. Box
office trial. Other business compels selling. Price
$15,000, terms. Address Box 267, Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Three theatres in Northern Indiana
towns over 6,000. Address P. O. Box 403, Huntington, Ind.
FOR SALE — Theatre in southern city, population
20,000. One of the fastest growing towns in the
South. Ten thousand will handle the deal. Address Box 268, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Theatre for Rent
FOR RENT — Up-to-date moving picture theatre,
600 seats and balcony. Capacity 800. Best East side
location. Address Box 7, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 565 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

For Sale
Single Phase Watton motor generator set, 35 Amp.
like new, $150 complete. General Electric Rectifier, 30 Amp., with 2 tubes, $75.00. Address Box
485, Rochester, N. Y.
2 Powers 6A mechanisms, need slight overhauling.
For sale cheap, $50.00 each. Address Room 1415
Paramount Bldg., New York. N. Y.
One Simplex Mazda Lamphouse complete with
regulator, $75.00. Pair Reflector Arc Lamps, $150.00
each.
Address Box 485. Rochester,
N. Y.
2 Reel Chaplin Comedy, $150.00. Address Box
48.^. Rochester. N. Y.
FOR SALE — 2 Simplex Projectors, like new,
$250.00 each.
Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.
FOR SALE— 2 Peerless Reflector Arcs, perfect
condition, $385.00 pair. Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. Address
Redington
& Co., Scranton,
Pa.
FOR SALE— Posters, Photos, Slides, Banners, Insert Cards, and other Accessories. Save 50 per cent;
write for order blanks.
Theatre Poster Supply Comgany and Sign Exchange, Theatre Poster Supply
uilding, Cincinnati. O.
FOR SALE — Swimming pool, room for rink and
dance platform.
Address G. F. Wallis. Russell. Kans.
FOR SALE— 1,300 baseball chairs for ball park,
airdrome, like new, $1.35 each. 2,500 leather upholstered and veneer theatre chairs, perfect condition.
800 are re-upholstered, look like new, $1.50 up. Will
sell any amount. Address Amusement Supply Co.,
Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Classified

Advertising

Organs For Sale
MAY 1st list of rebuilt organs ready. Includes
seven rebuilt Wurlitzer Organs one and two cabinets
with rolls. Prices from $950 to $2,500. Includes
nine Fotoplayers all styles, rebuilt guarantee, priced
from $1,500 to $3,500. Welte Mignon Reproducing
Piano with large library music $750. Eight stop
Moeller organ. Seeburgs most all makes. Terms
10 per cent cash with order, balance two years.
Shipped any place U. S. A. installed free. Write
for complete list with prices. No obligation. Address Robert Morton Organ Co., 624 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ used or new, Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, Illinois.

Stationery
LOOK! 500 two-colors ink gummed Film shipping
labels $4.00 post paid — "No-plate" embossed stationery
— Samples — Stamp appreciated. Address Sollidays,
Ex.-124, Knox,
Indiana.

Position Wanted
AT LIBERTY — Violin or stick leader. Fine library.
satisfaction or no notice required. All essentials.
Address Frank Harris, Crest Hotel, Kansas City, Mo.
ORGANIST with experience wants to locate in
Idaho or Montana. Good recommendations. Address
Box 270. Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
EXPERIENCED ORGANIST— Avilable for picture theatre. Large library. Competent and reliable.
Write or wire Helen Hale Dunakin, 1238 Tennessee
St., Lawrence, Kansas.
EXPERIENCED CHICAGO MOVIE ORGANIST
— (Male) Good at cuing and effects. Will go anywhere, non-union, willing to join. Addres.s Box 272,
Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn
St.. Chicago, 111.
SOPROANO AND TENOR DUETIST— Brother
and sister. Good appearance. Would like to join
a good troup. Had some experience. Address Box
271, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn
St.. Chicago, 111.
THEATRE ORGANIST— Good at cuing pictures.
Will go anywhere. Address Edward Schulis, 7329
S. Marshfield Ave., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE MANAGER AVAILABLE—
FORMER THEATRE OWNER WHO
KNOWS THE EXHIBITION BUSINESS
FROM SIDEWALK TO STAGE IS
AVAILABLE TO THE RIGHT PARTY
FOR A REASONABLE SALARY. YEARS
OF CLOSE CONTACT WITH PUBLIC
AND EXHIBITOR'S AFFAIRS. HAS
BOOICED FOR STRING OF THEATRES
OF ONE OF LARGEST CIRCUITS. ADDRESS BOX 269, EXHIBITORS HERALD
& MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 407 S.
DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Medium

PROJECTION ENGINEER- Experienced in all
lines of projection work, desires connection with
theatre or supply house. Very best of references.
Can repair and adjust any make equipment. Communicate with Clell Jay, Eureka
Springs, Arkansas.
ATTENTION, THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a fair salary to begin in order to prove worth.
If you are, do not overlook this opportunity. Union,
best of references, will go anywhere. Address Box
257, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY — Female Organist, working at present but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World. 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago, 111.
OPERATOR — 12 years experience, good references,
non-union, but will join if necessary. Will go anywhere. Address Victor Hums, care of Mrs. Ryan,
Box 493, Sea Cliff, Long Island. N. Y.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR, desires position as
operator or assistant operator, has Chicago license
and will join union, will go anywhere. Address
David
Silver. 4459 Broadway.
Chicago. 111.
ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced
in theatre work. Men and women now ready for
good positions. Union or non-union. Write salary
and other data. Address Chicago Musical College,
61 E. Van Buren. Chicago.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Address Vedmond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., AUentown, Pa.

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furnished free. For results bring your work to Josepn
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago, 111.
BEST GRADE repair work. Prices right. Free
relief heads. Prompt service. Address Guercio &
Barthel. 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie Supply Co.,
844 XVabash. Chicago.

Films for Sale or Rent
FOR SALE— "Secrets of Paris" (7); "Should a
Wife Work" (7); "Notoriety" (8); "Daring Years"
(7) "Ken Maynard Westerns": also "Serials";
"Special Features"; "Comedies"; "Travelogues"; Cartoons, Scenic. Religious. Guaranteed Pictures, 729
Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The
classified advertising department has placed organists all over the country, has help>ed in obtaining equipment, in selling
equipment, and in solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with
order, 10% discount if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is
being advertised this week. The cost is small, the results are greac
[See

next

page]
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EXHIBITORS
Equipment Wanted

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT, booth, cushioned
•eats, organ or electric piano, stage. Address W. B.
Franke, Humboldt, la.
BEST PRICES paid for projection machines, all
types. Address Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Movie Supply Co., 844
Wabash, Chicago.

Equipment for Sale
Second hand equipment — Motiograph De Luxe
$300.00 Derapsey-Tunney fight picture, three reels,
new print, $150.00. Address Lee, 2718 Fairmont
St., Dallas, Texas.
IF YOU are looking for bargains in good used
motion picture projectors, lamps and house, and other
equipment, I can offer you some real buys. Also have
two new McCauley Low Intensity Arc Lamps for sale
at a sacrifice. Joseph Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.,
Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Motion picture projectors, part and
•upplies for all type machines. Address Guercio &
Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before buying elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service, 643 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.
CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE for Second Hand
Equipment, Seats, Rebuilt projectors of all makes.
Screens, Pianos, Organs, and other miscellaneous
articles for the theatre. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Company, 12-14 E. 9th Street, Chicago^
Illinois.

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.
What

Do

You

Say, Readers?

COLUMBUS,
GA.— To the Editor:
By
the advice of one of the gentlemen of the
Grand theatre, this place, I take the liberty
to ask a favor of you.
One of our citizens claims to have seen
"Ivanhoe" on the screen about fifteen or
twenty years ago. It is held by others that
this of Walter Scott's -writings has never
been filmed. If you can do so, will you
please let rne know which is the case. If you
cannot advise me on this, perhaps you can tell
me where to get the information.
Awaiting your reply and thanking you in
advance, I remain — H. Sternberg, Racine
Hotel, Columbus, Ga.
A Challenge from Pop Dibble
BRANFORD, CONN,— To the Editor:
The wife called my attention to your comment, under pictures of Mr. Stanton and lady,
in the Pictorial Section of the Herald-World
of Alay 12th, and we sure had one big laugh,
as did also several of our Branford friends.

"How's that, Pop Dibble?" Well, well,
that's all right. He sure has me beaten for
age and whiskers, but I hope to grow older
and probably could grow whiskers if necessarj'. _ But age and whiskers are not the point.
The idea is if you can find another "young
feller," besides "yours truly," who has made
a consistent and steady living by personally
showing pictures on the screen for just fiftyseven (57) years. That is 2.5 years in steady
stereopticon exhibitions and 32 years with the
movies. All this time projecting all these pictures personally on the screen and still working this trick seven (7) nights every week.
Well, then, you should have his pictures.
However, that's all okay with me and anyhow I always did like Chicago, though I was
born right here in Branford, where one of my
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THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
Chairs, Projectors, Screens, Generators, Rectifiers,
Reflecting Arc Lamps, etc. Write for bargain list.
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

May 26, 1928

CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10, 3 feet, colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, 111 West 18th St, Kansas City, Mo.

Chairs for Sale

Engagements Wanted

AT $1.60 EACH — Packed, ready for shipment, in
Madisonville, Ky. l.SS heavy 5 ply Opera Chairs,
used 10 weeks. Guaranteed like new. Cost $3.20
each. Address
Sam Lears, 3759 Pinegrove Ave.,
Chicago,
111.

NATIONAL ORCHESTRA AGENCY— Announces
their famous and recording bands available for summer engagements. Address Victory Bldg., 1011
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE— 1,800 HIGHEST GRADE used
spring cushion opera chairs, upholstered in dark
brown Spanish leather. Very reasonable. Write for
exact photograph and details. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 K 9th St., Chicago, 111.
HERE'S A REAL BUY— Of 1,000 finest grade
made assembly folding chairs in sections of two
chairs slightly used. Also 720 upholstered theatre
chairs with a heavy 7-ply veneered back. All seats
have been newly re-covered in a Spanish leather and
are spring constructed. 2,000 used plain light and
heavy 5-pIy veneered chairs. All chairs offered at a
very rare bargain. Exact descriptive matter and
photos will be submitted at your request. Address
Illinois Theatre
Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St.,
Chicago,
111.
OPERA CHAIRS — Largest stock in the country.
Get our prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.
FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St.,
Chicago, III.

Miscellaneous
BEAUTIFUL registered Bull Pups, $15.
Address
501 Rockwood,
Dallas, Texas.

Wanted to Lease
WANTED TO LEASE theatre seating capacity 500
or over.
Address Harry Meyers, Olmito, Tex.

Sheet Music for Sale
OVERSTOCKED ON POPULAR songs, instrumentals and orchestrations. Send $1.00 for 10
copies assorted. Address G. M. Tidd Music Publisher, 850 Montrose Ave., Columbus,
O.

Wanted

Banners and Posters
Special prices on 12x18 and 45^x12 bills, assorted
colored paper. Address Taylor Printing Co., Anna,
Kansas.

ancestors settled with the first bunch that hit
Connecticut when the Indians were the only
inhabitants. But I was around your section
quite often and met and married the wife just
forty years ago in Richmond, Ind., and we
have lived happily ever after. Our only son,
Claude Dibble, has been practically a Chicagoan for the past seventeen years, but he
manages to hop home on the Twentieth Century Limited or with his Packard three or
four times every year to see his mother and
pop. He has been, for several years, general
superintendent and manager of the Moore
Brothers Company, manufacturers of stoves,
furnaces, etc., plant at Joliet, 111., and surely
has a fine position. Before accepting this
position he was for several years in charge
of electrical and construction work for the
Pullman Manufacturing Company of Chicago
and Pullman. And, I can remember just 35
years
at the him
Old around
World's most
Fair of
in the
Chicago,
when ago,
I carried
time
on my arm, as his mother and myself (and the
boy) did the Fair properly for one entire week.
T must congratulate you on the appearance
of the Herald-World. This last number is
something wonderful. I'll say it sure is some
trade magazine. — John P. Dibble, 69 Church
Street, Branford, Conn.
A

Boost

for

W.

P.

D.

F. M.

CORNING, ARK.— To the Editor: I enclose afew reports on pictures recently played.
Because I depend on these reports of fellow
exhibitors I try to report the picture as faithfully as I can.
I realize that when a picture clicks with an
exhibitor he gives it a good report and I
notice a good many of the pictures that are
knocked bear a low percentage at the box
office for that particular exhibitor. Such
things have to be taken into consideration as
well as the size of the town and patronage.
I consider these reports well worth the price
of subscription alone.
I wish same were printed on but one side
of the sheet so that one could collect reports
under a heading in scrap book by pasting the
reports wanted. This is impossible with reports printed on both sides of the sheet, as it
destroys reports on the opposite side of the
page. Thus exhibitors could select a picture,
title same in his scrap book and paste all reports under that title and get an instant comprehensive idea of the picture by reading the

Bulldogs.

WANTED — Passion Play — in good condition, hand
colored. Address C. H. Pattison, Port Elgin, New
Brunswick,
Canada.

Theatres Aid Event
of "Know
Ohio Week"
(Special to the Herald-World)
COLUMBUS, O., May 22. — All
theatres in Ohio were asked to help
put over the "Know Ohio Week"
campaign, May 20-26, as proclaimed
by the Governor, by the Ohio M. P.
T. O. Slides were sent to all theatres
by the M. P. T. O.

collective reports
umns under the
on one side, bad
it? — John W.
Corning, Ark.

or he could have two coltitle and put good reports
on the other. What about
Crabtree, Joyland theatre,

Morris Month Playdates
Are Boosted to 23,561
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
YORK, May 22.— The impetus
given Warner Brothers business by the
celebration of Sam E. Morris Month during May is unsurpassed in the sales history
of the company. The selling force has built
up a testimonial of 23,561 extra playdates
thus far, all additions to the regular May
business.
The standing of the exchanges credits the
ten highest totals to Brooklyn, Buffalo, Indianapolis, Denver, Portland, New Jersey,
San Francisco, Cleveland, Los Angeles and
New Haven.

Changes Are Made in
M-G-M's Foreign Staff
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 22.— Ludwig Lawrence,
former Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer manager for
Western continental Europe, arrived here last
week to serve as special representative of the
company's international department. J. J.
Letsch, formerly stationed in Belgium becomes
managing director in Spain and Portugal.
Allen Byre, head of M-G-M's distributing
staff in France, will now act as managing
director in Belgium and Switzerland as well
as France.
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WHAT

THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
CopTright.
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Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder

Columbia
BY WHOSE HAND: Ricardo Cortez— 47%. Ma>
6. A good mystery drama. Keeps the audience interested. Six reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
FASHION MADNESS: Special cast— 30%. May
3. Good program picture. Reed Howes not popular
here and Claire Windsor unknown. Six reels. — J. W.
Crabtree, Joyland theatre, Corning, Ark. — General
patronage.
THE BLOOD SHIP: Hobart Boeworth— 61%.
April 1-2. Very good but not the "big special" they
sold it to me for. Hobart Bosworth is good. I
think Richard Arlen very good also. Seven reels. —
C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. —
General patronage.
LADY RAFFLES: Estelle Taylor— Very good entei-tainment. Good work by entire east. Don't be
afraid to advertise. It will please. — E. C. Bays,
Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va. — General patronage.
THE COLLEGE HERO: Special cast— Good picture that pleased but did not pull the usual Sunday
night patronage. — Geo. E. Fuller, The Playhouse,
Fairhope, Ala. — General patronage.

FBO
WALLFLOWERS: Special cast— 5.5%. April 29.
A stoi-y published in "Good Housekeeping" written by
Temple Bailey. "Wallflowers" is of a somewhat
touching story about two sisters gripped in the swirling life of today. It has not the drawing power that
the novels written by Gene Stratton Porter, but
somewhat along similar lines. A clean program picture. Seven reels. — Wm. Wiske, Community theatre,
Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
FRECKLES: Special cast— 50%. April 28-29. Rotten for the money it cost. Kennedy sure will make
some money this year. No production. The picture
didn't even draw. The Porters used to draw but I
guess the people are getting wise. Seven reels. — D.
Copeling, Temple theatre, Ubiy, Mich. — General patronage.
DEAD MAN'S CURVE: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—
22%. May 9. Considered just a fair program picture with a lot of auto racing. Six reels. — Wm.
Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — ^Small
town patronage.
JAKE THE PLUMBER: Jess de Vorska— 20%.
April 11-12. I have seen eome blue reports on this
but my people found it very funny. About the first
Jewish comedy that ever clicked here, not that it did
any business, but it pleased. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
THE MOJAVE KID: Bob Steelc^32%. April 17.
A good Western that went over big with my hardboiled fans. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich. — Ceneral patronage.
THE MOJAVE KID: Bob Steele— 16%. April 3-4.
Far better than the average Western. Bob Steele
extra good for Western star. Bad weather. Five
reels. — C. P. Washman. Roxy theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General patronage.
HOOK AND LADDER NO. 9: Special cast— 28%.
April 7. A good fire picture but our crowd turns
'em down flat. Six reels. — C. P. Washman. Roxy
theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General
patronage.
HOOK AND LADDER NO. 9: Special cast— 16%.
April 25-26. Good fire melodrama. Blame the low
percentage on the fact that I played it on my two
weakest nights. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
ARI7.0NA NIGHTS: Fred Thomson— 52%. May
5. Did not see this one perHonally, but judging from

Reports.*'

Editor's Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained in the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided by
average daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.
EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .
When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE
TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart."
the reports, the picture pleased. Six reels. — Wm.
Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — ^Small
town patronage.
ARIZONA NIGHTS: Fred Thomson— May 5. Little late playing this one and the print sure showed
it. Only a program picture. Nice Saturday night
show. Very dark print. Seven reels. — Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O. — General patronage.
MOON OF ISRAEL: Maria Corda— 50%. April
7-8. Not so good. I've certainly got the short end
this year from FBO. Eight reels. — D. Copeling,
Temple theatre, Ubly, Mich. — General
patronage.
SHANGHAIED: Ralph Ince— 12%. May 9-10. A
good cast in a devilish rough unpleasant story. —
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. —
General patronage.
DON MIKE: Fred Thomson— 50%. April 14-15.
Very good but Thomson seems to be losing his drawing power here. Six reels. — D. Copeling, Temple
theatre, Ubly, Mich. — General patronage.
LADDIE: Special cast— 72%. March 25-26.
Seemed to please, though I would call it only fair.
Seven reels. — -C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, TeN. — General patronage.
THE BANDIT'S BABY: Fred Thomson— 50%.
April 14. Fred and Silver always seem to please
whether the story is so good or not. Five reels. —
C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. —
General patronage.
CONEY ISLAND: Lois Wilson— Well, Ted. I guess
we will have to agree with you when you said that
we would never show a better picture than "Coney

Island," for it is sure there with the goods. Showed
this on Saturday in place of the regular Western
feature and this picture drew people that never come
as a rule on Saturday and pleased the Western fans
as well. The grown-ups as well as the kids applauded this picture all the way through and I feel .safe
in saying that it pleased one hundred per cent. Different from the ordinary picture and has enough
action to make it a splendid Saturday entertainment.
Brother exhibitor, step on the gas and you'll get re.sults. Seven reels. — Marion F. Bodwell. Paramount
theatre, Wyoming,
111. — General patronage.
NOT FOR PUBLICATION: Kenneth Harlan—
Just fair. Did not gross film rental. — Marion F.
Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111. — General
patronage.
THE HARVESTER: Special cast— Just barely
grossed film rental. It might have been a fair picture in six reels. Eight is too draggy and too long.
Not to be compared with "Keeper of the Bees."
Eight reels. — Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre,
Wyoming,
III. — -General patronage.

First National
THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard— 90<;/». I
don't see how anyone can compare Mix, or Jones,
or even Gibson with this star. His pictures are
vastly superior in every way and they show that
money was spent in their making. — L. E. Palmer.
Po.stville theatre, Postville, la. — General patronage.
THE PATENT LEATHER KID: Richard Barthelmess — 40%. April 16-17-18-19. A wonderful picture
of prize fighters and soldiers. A very good cast and
they handle their stuff in a very creditable way. I
think that the public, as a rule, are tired of war pictures and this has it. However, I think that this
typifies the feelings of most of the doughboys in action, about as true to life as any war story yet made.
Very, very good, I would say and if you can buy it
right and charge a reasonable admission you can
come out on it and satisfy. Fifty cents is too much
for a picture. Twelve reels. — Ray W. Musselman,
Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton Sills—
70°'o. April 27-28. A very good action drama and one
that satisfied my patrons. It will help put Sills back
to the high place he once occupied. I believe that
it is a good buy for any town and will make money.
Seven reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln. Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton Sills—
An outdoor picture that drew better than our usual
business. They seem to fight most of the time. —
Ernest Vetter. Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich. — Small
town patronage.
THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton Sills—
You couldn't ask for a better picture. Entertainment, thrills, suspense and everything you could a*k
for. One hundred per cent entertainment. — Marion
F. Bodwell. Paramount theatre, Wyoming, III. — General patronage.
FRENCH DRESSING: Special cast— 20<>'». May
2-3. Well produced and acted but too sophisticated
for a small town audience Did not do business.
Seven reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre. Selkirk. Manitoba, Canada. — Small town pntronatre.
ROSE OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Mary Astor—
50°'o. Very weak otTering. I can't .-ioe how they can
call this a special because it isn't there. No story,
no punch, just a group of beautiful scenes thrown
together.— L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre. Postville.
la. — General patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore — 50»i^ April
23-24.
Colleen has made a number of better pictures
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than this and I hope she gets back in high. I would
consider this just a very ordinary picture and I
guess that my patrons were of the same opinion.
Seven reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE STOLEN BRIDE: Billie Dov&-35%. May
6-7. Fair entertainment. This girl is certainly easy
to look at. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich. — General patronage.
THE STOLEN BRIDE: Billie Dove— A well acted
production but did not satisfy the majority. The
title did not seem to appeal. Business below average.— Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.
- — Small town patronage.
THE SUNSET DERBY: Special cast— 65%. March
23-24. A pretty good horse racing story and I used
it on Saturday with a Mermaid comedy and had a
very good program. Six reels. — Ray W. Musselman,
Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE SUNSET DERBY: Special cast— April 28.
This is real entertainment and the best comedy we
have had in a long time. Our crowd likes this kind.
Good print and photography for a wonder. Six reels.
- — Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. —
General patronage.
SUBWAY SADIE: Dorothy Mackaill— 40%. AprU
9-10. A picture that is full of entertainment, clever
subtitles and a big surprise ending. Guess everyone but me has played this though and if you haven't,
there is no need to worry about running it, 'cause
it will deliver. Seven reels. — Ray W. Musselman,
Princess theatre. Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE WHIP WOMAN: Estelle Taylor— Okay for a
program picture. — L. Jones, Star theatre, Malad City,
Idaho. — General patronage.
THE PRIVATE LIFE OF HELEN OF TROY:
Maria Gorda — March 26-27-28. Well, there are some
people who might get a big kick out of this but they
don't live in Lincoln. I never heard so many knocks
on one pictui'e in my life and they were justified.
If some smart feller would tell me what this was all
about, I would thank him. Don't buy it! — Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — Small
town patronage.
THE DOVE : Norma Talmadge — Not so good. Failed
to draw. — L. Jones, Star theatre, Malad City, Idaho.
— General patronage.
THE LOVE MART: Billie Dove— Was afraid this
one wouldn't go over because it was costume. But
business was a trifle better than usual and it seemed
to please immensely. — Marion F. Bodwell. Paramount
theatre, Wyoming,
111. — General patronage.
THE TEXAS STEER: Will Rogers— May 9. Not
a special by any means but did not snap into this.
Very ordinary program picture. — M. W. Mattecheck,
Lark theatre, McMinnville,
Ore. — General patronage.
GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard— Up to the usual
Ken Maynard standard. A good Western. — Ernest
Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich. — ^Small town
patronage.
CAMILLE: Norma Talmadge— April 30-May 1.
Very good but no drawing power in small town. Could
have done much better on a Ken Maynard picture.
Seven reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa
Grove, 111. — General patronage.
FIGURES DON'T LIE: Esther Ralston— Played
this old as the report shows but found it to be
very good and very good at the box-office. Esther
Ralston is very beautiful and appealing, not sex
appeal, but the appeal of a good, dear wholesome
girl. — L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la.
— General patronage.
BABE COMES HOME: Babe Ruth— Business
wasn't what we were expecting ae we had carnival
competition. If we had competition of this kind
often we would positively have to close down in sixty
days. Six reels. — E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena
Vista, Va. — 'General patronage.
SEE YOU IN JAIL: Jack Mulhall— May 5. Good
little comedy which seemed to please. Six reels. — ■
Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. —
General patronage.
SMILE, BROTHER, SMILE: Special cast— A very
good comedy and seemed to please the majority. —
Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich. — ^Small
town patronage.
THE UNKNOWN CAVALIER: Ken Maynard—
April 14. Another good Ken Maynard. The Western plots are all the same and after seeing a few
they get rather tiresome. Tarzan is a wonderful
horse but he does the same tricks in every picture.
Don't get good prints from First National any more.
Seven reels. — Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.-— General patronage.

Fox
SEVENTH HEAVEN: Gaynor-Farrell— 51%. April
24-2.?. A wonderful picture that pleased all who
Baw it. Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell do great
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acting and the picture is very well directed. Twelve
reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
SEVENTH HEAVEN: Special east— One of the
best pictures of the year, Mr. Parker. Business above
average but rental too high. One thing is this,
your patrons will tell you that it was a real picture
and that is what counts now-a-days. Would class
this far ahead of "What Price Glory." Twelve reels.
— Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming,
111. — General patronage.
THE CIRCUS ACE: Tom Mix— 70%. April 6-7.
A little diiTerent from the general run of Mix pictures but then we have to have some circus pictures, so he made one. It will satisfy though and
Tom and Tony always deliver for me. Five reels. —
Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.
— Small town patronage.
BLOOD WILL TELL: Buck Jones— 44%. April
13-14. Fair Jones picture. Good business for the
season. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich. — General patronage.
BLOOD WILL TELL: Buck Jones— May 4-5. An
average Western drama with the usual fights, rescues, etc. Kve reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
SILVER VALLEY: Tom Mix— 10%. May 2. Rotten print. About three and one-half reels out of the
five were here. There was no connection to the different scenes. Most terrible Mix I ever ran. I guess
Fox wants to put Mix out of business. So long. Mix.
Five reels. — D. Copeling, Temple theatre, Ubly, Mich.
— Geneiial patronage.
SINGED:
Blanche
Sweet— 33%.
April
29-30.
Pretty good. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich. — General patronage.
ARIZONA WILD CAT: Tom Mix— 75%. May 5.
This is one of Mix's best. A good entertainment. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— General patronage.
THE GAY RETREAT: Special cast— May 1-2. A
wow of a comedy. Kept the crowd in an uproar continuously. Step on it hard. It's there! Six reels. —
Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.
— ^General patronage.
THE SECRET STUDIO: Olive Borden— April 5-6.
A fine little program picture. Six reels. — C. P. Washman,
ronage. Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General patSOFT LIVING: Madge Bellamy— May 1-2. A
fairly clever little pictui'e. Amusing and light entertainment. Seven reels. — -J. C. Kennedy, Empress
theatre, Akron, la. — General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE SMART SET: William Haines— 45%. April
22-23. A good comedy-drama that will please 90 per
cent. Haines is not up to his standard set in "West
Point." Haines always gets the laughs. Eight reels.
— Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood,
Kan. — General patronage.
THE CROWD: Boardman-Murray— 70%. A great
picture spoiled by a very abrupt ending. It no doubt
has been cut. as the musical synopsis had a half page
of cues at the ending that were not in the picture.
M-G-M will do well to look over that ending as it
leaves a question mark in the minds of the patrons
as to how it ends and what the outcome is. — L. E.
Palmer,
ronage. Postville theatre, Postville, la. — General patTHE PATSY: Marion Davies— 70%. Just fair was
the comment of the patrons. Not to be compared
with the "Fair Co-Ed" or "Tillie The Toiler." Here's
hoping "Dumb Dora" is better. Marion Davies is very
good and she alone saves the picture. This gives you
something to work with and she'll deliver the goods.
— L. E. Palmer, Postville theati-e, Postville, la. —
General patronage.
ROSE MARIE: Murray-Crawford— 50%. Very
good picture to very poor business. This month of
May so far has proven itself the weakest month at
the box-office, of any previous months. Just can't
get them in to see anything. — L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la. — General patronage.
ROSE MARIE: Joan Crawford — A very good picture. Very favorable comments on this one. — Harold
Smith,
ronage. Dreamland theatre, Carson, la. — ^General pat-

WORLD

LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney—
60%. April 29-30. Very good show and good receipts. Just a little extra advertising brought them
in from all directions, despite the fact that we are
about the last to show this picture in this territory.
Just a little short for a special but we heard no
complaints on account of our increased admission.
Some scenes a little bit dark. Seven reels. — C. B.
Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town
patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan— 65%. March
30-31. A pretty good picture and seemed to satisfy.
Frontier days and the usual soldiers and Indians
gallopin' around and round. Six reels. — Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan.— Small
town patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan— 46%. AprU
22-23. The only Coogan that has ever done any business here. It's a good picture. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan— Pleased
Jackie's friends here. Six reels. — Giacoma Bros.,
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
BODY AND SOUL: Lionel Barrymore— 45%.
March 21-22. This is heavy drama and will satisfy
the people who like that kind of stuff. It's the eternal triangle and the same old stuff. Can be left out
of your theatre and will never be missed. Seven
reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan. — ^Small town patronage.
BECKY: Sally O'Neil— 35%. April 4-5. Just another picture. Critical will pan this and you for
running it. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur— 55%. May 6-7. Good
show although light stuff. However, we were fouled
by the press, and in consequence we disappointed
some of our patrons by being too enthusiastic in our
advertising. Nothing to get excited about. Would
have pulled better if it had followed "The Big
Parade" closely, but in that case our patrons would
have been more disappointed. Film good. Six reels.
—
C. B.patronage.
Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small
town
GARDEN OF ALLAH: Alice Terry— 50%. AprU
25-26. — ^Oan't say much for this. It might satisfy
some but many will be disappointed as it is a story
of monks and monasteries and one good monk gone
wrong. Kinda deep in spots and full of religion.
Educational in a way and veiT pretty scenically.
Use your own judgment but don't charge them very
much to see it. Nine reels. — Ray W. Musselman,
Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronGARDEN OF ALLAH: Alice Terry— May 12. This
is not a small town picture but should be great for
age.
bigger houses. Moves rather slowly but the acting
and directing great. Had a very poor house on this
but not the fault of the picture. Nine reels. — Ray
P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron, 0. — ^General
patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Special oast— 30%. March
19-20. I had a number of people tell me that they
liked this picture. It has a very good vein of
comedy running through the story and this is carried
by darkies who sure can strut their stuff. Seven
reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Special east— Fine weather,
no competition, receipts first night 59.60, second
night $7.40. Well advertised, just flopped. — Geo. E.
Fuller, The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala. — General patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Special cast— May 11. A
very good
picture. the
Seemed
to hold
everybody's
interest all through
show.
A very
good small
town picture. Did a nice business for us. Seven
reels. — Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron,
O. — General patronage.
SPRING FEVER: William Haines— A good program picture. Nothing
like the Haines
in "West

Afo Losses in the Box Office

THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Lionel Barrymor^45%. April 20-21. Good mystei-y melodrama. — Roy
W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. — General
patronage.
THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Lionel Barrymore—
April 27-28. A splendid mystery drama that makes
"The Gorilla" look like monkey business. Will please
all lovers of action and mystery. Six reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. —
General patronage.
THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Lionel Barrymore—
The doc should have been featured in this picture
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which is well acted, well directed and based on a
good story with plenty of suspense and action.—
Geo. eral
E. patronage.
Fuller, The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala.— Gen-
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Point." He's improved lots since this was released.
Six reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General
patronage.
LAW OF THE RANGE: Tim McCoy— 80%. AprU
4-5. I think that this was one of the best from the
star since "War Paint." It is a straight Western
and has splenty of action with suspense and everything. If you have this one bought, there is no need
for worry. Six reels. — Ray W. Mueselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE FIRE BRIGADE: Charles Ray— One of the
best program pictures in months. Eight reels. —
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. —
General patronage.
UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE: Special castApril 6. A dog picture that was good. Story has
German army for its background and dog has the
usual enemies and friends, gets in bad and is saved.
Done a thousand times and will be done many more.
Five reels. — Ray W. Museelman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Norma Shearer—
At last here is a real Norma Shearer picture. Something different with plenty of good comedy. Just a
dandy little picture that should please all classes.
Eight reels. — Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre,
Wyoming,
111. — General
patronage.
THE BIG CITY: Lon Chaney — Marceline Day
steals the picture from Chaney. A good crook story
that satisfied Chaney fans. Eight reels. — Warren L.
Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General
patronage.
THE BIG CITY: Lon Chaney — Drew business and
satisfied. — L. Jones, Star theatre, Malad City, Idaho.
— General patronage.
ADAM AND EVIL: Special cast— Just a fair program picture. Seven reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz. — General
patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan— 65%. May 13. Better
than the average Jackie Coogan picture. There is
considerable comedy all the way through. Personally,
I think the paper on this one was very poor, or else
I played on a wrong night. Heard some women say,
"it looks rather rough for a Sunday night show."
However, if you can get them in, it will sure please
the kids as well as adults. Six reels. — Wm. Wiske,
Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan — Pulled fairly well and
pleased. — Geo. E. Fuller, The Playhouse, Fairhope,
Ala. — General patronage.
LOVELORN: Sally O'Neil— April 14. Just another picture. True to life but no entertainment.
Seven reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
BEN HUR: Ramon Novarro— April 20-21. This is
a wonderful picture, I know, but I didn't care for it
like "The Ten Commandments." It's too long and
too much sorrow and gloom. Had a pouring rain
both nights which spoiled business for us. Lots of
dark scenes. Twelve reels. — Robert Yancey, Bonny
theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
BEN HUR: Special cast — Broke all records here.
The many varieties of thrills and historical interest
kept the patrons spellbound from beginning to end.
"TTie Big Parade" played to less than 40 per cent
and "What Price Glory" to about 25 per cent. It's
the popular stars and not the pictures that draw
here. — W. D. Ament, Princess theatre, Springfield,
Tenn. — General patronage.
WEST POINT: William Haines^Dandy picture
that went over fine and satisfied them all. Haines
very good. — Harold Smith, Dreamland theatre, Carson,
la. — General patronage.
THE BIG PARADE: John Gilbert— Good, but too
long. Thirteen reels.— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz.— General patronage.

Paramount
RED HAIR: Clara Bow— 65%. April 15-16. Pleased
100 per cent. Clara's best picture yet, and should
do great business. A knockout especially with the
younger set. Play it by all means. Seven reels. —
Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.
— General patronage.
RED HAIR: Clara Bow— May 5. Sold as a special but far from being one. Lost money on it. A
good program picture and nothing more. — M. W.
Mattecheck, Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore. — General patronage.
RED HAIR: Clara Bow— April 22-23. Pleased
everyone. Drew fairly well, personally thought it her
best effort. Seven reels.- — J. C. Kennedy, Empress
theatre, Akron, la. — General patronage.
BEAU SABREUR: Special cast— 35%. April 1718. Many patrons said "better than 'Beau Geste' "
but this picture won't come up to expectations at
the box office. A very good picture, though. Seven
reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
BEAU SABREUR:
Gary Cooper— May 1. Sold as
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a special, but far from being one. Lost money on
it. A good program picture and nothing more. —
M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore. —
General patronage.
SPOTLIGHT: Esther Ralston— 20%. May 7-8.
Miss Ralston again delivers an entertaining little
number but seems to lack drawing jpower. The
temijo is rather slow for small town people and we
did poor business in exceptional show weather. Six
reels. — -S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small town patronage.
UNDERWORLD: Special cast— 50%. May 6-7.
This is a very good picture, one of the best crook
stories we ever played. The star and cast extra good.
General satisfaction.— Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
UNDERWORLD: George Bancroft — 40%. May 5.
Good picture. Eight reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green,
Gem
theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General
patronage.
ONE WOMAN TO ANOTHER: Florence Vidor—
55%. April 28. Just an average program picture
that I believe pleased the majority. Nothing to send
them away talking about it. Six reels. — Paul B.
Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. — Small town
patronage.
SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniel3^J0%. May 3.
This is a good one. This star always good. Story
better than general run of program pictures. — Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels— Played this late,
too. Had it booked once, but they took it out. Most
every exhibitor knows that it is one of her very best
and much better than "Feel My Pulse." Bebe, I'd
like a picture of you for my lobby. Perhaps you can
influence Miss Ralston and Miss Bow to send me one,
also. Will you do it for me? — L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la. — General patronage.
SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels— Very good program picture. Bebe is a favorite here. Six reels. —
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. —
General patronage.
BARBED WIRE: Pola Negri— 58%. April 8-9.
Seemed to please. Different from most war pictures
in that it gave more of the German side. Eight reels.
— C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. —
General patronage.
WE'RE ALL GAMBLERS: Thomas Meighan—
25%. May 1. Just an ordinary program picture.
Thomas Meighan deserves better stories. Always
have played him as a special, but now only a one
day program picture. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
EASY COME, EASY GO: Richard Dix— April
29-30. Dix as a crook gets over in good style. Not
as good as "Sporting Goods," but will please. Six
reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
THE LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED: Special
cast — April 17-18. A very fine production. Pleased
more people, or at least drew more favorable comments, than the "Big Parade." Truly a wonderful
picture. Step on it, boys, raise your admission.
Eight reels. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron,
la.- — General patronage.
THE NIGHT OF MYSTERY: Adolphe Menjou—
A very weak picture. No story to it at all and
Menjou's acting is the only good thing about it. Six
reels. — Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan. — General patronage.
THE BIG SNEEZE: Special cast— We sure got a
rough treatment on this picture, booked as "The Big
Sneeze," and no printing, and when it came its
title had been changed to "The Wife Saver." Of
course we had a flop on attendance, and here is where
we paid good money for nothing, in other words we
were euchered out of a good night's business and had
to pay for the picture just the same. In cases of
this kind surely no exhibitor .should be forced to pay
and stand a door sales loss also. Six reels. — Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
THE DIVINE WOMAN: Greta Garbo — Business
poor on this one. A costume picture never goes over
for us, the picture itself was too slow and draggy.
Would have been much better in six reels instead of
eight. Eight reels. — Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount
theatre, Wyoming, 111. — General patronage.
OLD IRONSIDES: Special cast— May 7-8. Fine
picture, but couldn't get any crowds. Had school
activities both nights for opposition. Also had to
pay too much for it. Print and photography good.
Eight reels. — Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
THE ROUGH RIDERS: Special cast— Good picture,
but did not draw aa well oa expected. Nine reels. —
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. —
General patronage.
THE ROUGH RIDERS: Special cast— May 2-3.
Very good picture on which I did not make expenses
in two dny.s' run. Ten reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star
theatre. Villa Grove, III. — General patronage.
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SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix— April 26. Very
ordinarj- program picture. Story weak. Dix is not
getting good stories. — M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore — General
patronage.
OPEN RANGE: Special cast— Could only say fair
for this one. Paramount's Zane Grey Westerns are
a joke this year. Cannot be compared with the Jack
Holt Zane Grey's. A good Saturday's program, but
don't raise the admission. If you do, yoH couldn't
blame them for squawking after you see the picture,
for there is nothing to it. Seven reels. — Marion F.
Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, HI. — General
patronage.
OPEN RANGE: Jack Holt— Good high class Western. It drew many of the readers of the book and
Zane Grey fans. — Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre.
Homer, Mich. — Small town patronage.
ARIZONA NIGHTS: Fred Thontson— A good etory
and well received. — Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre.
Homer, Mich. — Small town patronage.
TOO MANY CROOKS: Special cast— April 24.
Others have been knocking this, but it's not so bad.
Pretty good comedy. Had a lodge blowout for opposition and didn't make any money. Film, print and
photography good. Six reels. — Robert Yancey, Bonny
theatre, Mansfield,
Mo. — General
patronage.
TWO FLAMING YOUTHS: W. C. Fields— The
best thing Fields ever appeared in here. He was the
typical type of old time ballyhoo side-show owner, and
sitting in the audience one couldn't help recall the
days when "trooping" with a side-show or almost any
other kind of a "one night stand" show, that eating
was "few and far between" sometimes. It was good,
clean comedy and the audience does not get "three
shelled" with this as a regular. Six reels. — Giacoma
Bros.,
ronage. Crystal theatre, Tomb.stone, Ariz. — General patKNOCKOUT RILEY: Richard Dix— AprU 30-.May
1. Good picture, but too many school activities now.
We didn't make expenses. Richard Dix well liked
here and usually draws good. Would like to have a
photo, Richard. — Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
NEVADA: Gary Cooper— April 17. A good Western, but has the same plot exactly as "The Unknown
Cavalier," which we ran just before this. A leading
citizen as the bold bad man. Always good prints
from Paramount, but this film was bad. Six reels.
— Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. —
General patronage.
NOW WE'RE IN THE AIR: Beery-Hatton— May
2-3. Grossed the least on this that we have grossed
for a long time. This was partly due to the fact that
we couldn't get the ad materials we had ordered and
were not notified that we couldn't get them till the
day before show date. The picture is a little better
than the last two have been. Six reels. — Paul B.
Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. — Small town
patronage.

Pathe-P D C
ON TO RENO: Marie Prevost— 12%. May 2.
This one did not gross film rental. Showed mostly
to empty seats. Personally, I am glad of it. There
was not much to the story. Not up to this star's
reputation. Six reels. — Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite, Wis. — Small town patronage.
ON TO RENO: Marie Prevost— April 27-28. Nobody got wildly excited over this picture, but it's a
pleasing program picture just the same. Five reels.
— Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O. —
General patronage.
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS: Special cast— 39%.
April 27-28. A fair picture with a real storm scene.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. —
Roy W.
—General
patronage.
WHITE GOLD: Jetta Goudal— 26%, May 5. Rotten ! Terrible ! We were handed many Irish bouquets on this one. Theme — ending— star-all punk.
Get the hook! Seven reels.— C. B. Wolfe, Screenland
theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
CHICAGO: Special cast— The first real special we
have had this year, from a box office standiwint. We
made a nice profit on this picture, which is something we seldom make on so-called specials, which
have been so numerous in the past. — Oscar Hansen,
patronage.
theatre, Go.shen, Ind. — General
Jefferson
THE LEOPARD LADY: Jacqueline Ix)gan— Drew
and pleased.- L. Jones. Star theatre. Malad City.
Idaho. — General patronage.

NOBODY'S WIDOW: Leatrice Joy— .\ trifle better than the average program picture. But the same
old story, thcee Pathc pictures do not go over for me.
The pictures are fair but thoy lack drawing power.
Seven reels.— Marion F. Bodwell. Paramount th.wtre,
Wyoming,
111.— General
patronage.
VANITY: Special ca.«t^u.-;t another good picture
from Pathe. Had Senior clafss play for opposition
and only grossed $1.50. Too bad.— Marion F. Bodronage.well, Paramount theatre, Wyoming. 111. — Troncml pat-
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Tiffany
COLLEGE DAYS: Mareeline Day— May 4.
a fair picture. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre,
Grove, 111. — General patronage.

Just
Villa
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another, this one did not draw. However, seemed to
have pleased the few men that came to see it. Six
reels. — Wm. Wiske, Community theatre, Redgranite,
Wis. — ^Small to%vn patronage.

United Artists

THE CLEAN-UP MAN: Ted Wells— Another
Western star we hadn't played before, but we hope to
see him often. Will please your Saturday crowd.
Five reels. — E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista,
Va. — General patronage.

THE CIRCUS: Charlie Chaplin— 75%. May 6-7.
A fair picture. Drew pretty well and cost too much
money. Seven reels. — D. Copeling. Temple theatre.
Ubly, Mich. — General patronage.
THE CIRCUS: Charlie Chaplin— May 3-4-5. A
very funny picture. Chaplin's best, to my way of
judging. However, sold by the James boys at robber
prices. Seven reels. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la. — General patronage.
THE GAUCHO: Douglas Fairbanks— 100%. April
22-23. Wonderful. Everything is in this picture.
Buy it, advertise it, push it. It's worth all you can
say about it and it will bring the money. Ten reels.
—D., Copeling, Temple theatre, Ubly, Mich.— General
patronage.

PAINTED PONIES: Hoot Gibson — Read several
times in the Herald about what a knockout this was.
It was all right. Some of the best rodeo shots in the
movies, but oh boy, the rest of it was terrible, with
the most inconsistent story ever heard of. There are
only two companies with decent Westerns. Paramount's Zane Greys and Thompson F. N.'s Ken Maynard series. — L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la. — General patronage.
ALIAS THE DEACON: Special cast— Many favorable comments on this. It was different from the
average. Universal should be complimented on this
one. — Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich.
— Small town patronage.

SADIE THOMPSON: Gloria Swanson— May 3-4.
This picture did not do the business we figured.
Raised prices and did lots of advertising, but just
made out on it. You can get along very nicely without this one. Picture was nothing extra. After it
was all over no one knew what it was all about. Not
a small town picture. Nine reels. — Ray P. Murphy,
Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O. — General patronage.

PAINTING THE TOWN: Glen Tryon— Silly and
impossible, but pulled a lot of laughs, and that is
what the people came for. Six reels. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY: Special cast— A
CurwcKxl story with some wonderful scenic shots. —
Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich. — Small
town patronage.

Warner Bros.

Universal
SURREN'DER: Mary Philbin— 68%. April 6. This
is considerable
purely a Jewish picture. There
human interest in it and pleased fairly well. Eight
reels. — Wm. Wiske, Conununity theatre. Redgranite,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
SURRENDER: Mary Philbin— May 6. Good picture. Many favorable comments. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star
theatre. Villa Grove, 111. — General patronage.
FINDERS KEEPERS: Laura LaPlante— 39%.
April 15-16. I don't call this as good as "Silk
Stockings." The laughs depend largely on Laura
losing her pants, and we have seen that so often
lately that it's losing its kick.— Roy W. Adams,
Pa.stime theatre. Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
CHEATING CHEATERS: Betty Compeon- 25%.
May 4. A good program picture, gave satisfaction. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
General patronage.
STOP THAT MAN: Arthur Lak(^-31%. April 24.
Good farce comedy. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
THE SMALL BACHELOR: Special cast— 24%.
May 8. Just a fair comedy. Lucien Littlefield carries the picture. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
FAST AND FURIOUS: Reginald Denny— 75%.
April 20-21. Mighty good racing story with plenty
of comedy. Can't beat that kind of a combination
for the email town or any other, for that matter. I
think you ought to buy thie, if it is old and cash in
on it. Six reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE CHINESE PARROT: Marion Nixon— 45%.
May 4-5. A well sustained mystery drama which
drew exceptionally well in a town where mystery
plays are not popular. Sojin gives an uncanny performance and practically steals the picture, though all
the cast do good work. The direction is almost perfect. Seven reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small town patronage.
THE LOVE THRILL: Laura LaPlante-^0%.
April 11-12. A fair program offering and it seemed
to satisfy. Few favorable comments and no knocks.
Seven reels. — ^Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE SILENT RIDER: Hoot Gibson--65%. April
13-14. A fairly good Western and satisfied the Gibson fans. About all you could expect to do. A good
comedy with this and you have a progi-am that will
give them their money's worth. Six reels. — Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — Small
town patronage.
BEWARE OF WIDOWS: Laura LaPlante— 32%.
March 29-30. Good. Seven reels. — C. P. Washman,
Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General patronage.
THE DENVER DUDE: Hoot Gibson— 13%. May 9.
We did rotten business on this one, but mostly on account of the weather. However, it is not up to standard for a Hoot Gibson picture. Photography and film
both good. Six reels. — C. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
THE AIR PATROL: Al Wilson— 32%. May 1.
Good flying picture with plenty of thrills. — Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre, Ma.son, Mich. — General patronage.
WILD

BEAUTY:

Rex— 24%.

May 9.

Somehow or

THE JAZZ SINGER: Al Jolson— 35%. April 30May 1-2-3. I believe this is one of the best pictures
of the year, but it will not draw in the smaller towns,
as the people who have never seen Al Jolson on the
stage do not appreciate him. I had a local singer
help put this over, as I had seen it with Vitaphone
and knew that there were places where a song would
come in mighty handy. It didn't make me any
money, but the picture was not at fault. I couldn't
get them in. Buy it right and give your folks a
treat. Eight reels. — ^Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre. Lincoln. Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE BUSH LEAGUER: Monte Blue— 24%. May
12. A fair romance with baseball playing as a background. Seven reels. — Wm. Wiske. Community theatre, Redgranite. Wis. — Small town patronage.
BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS: Monte Blue— 57%.
May 5. Not many liked this one. Didn't see it myself, so am unable to say why it didn't do much business for us. — Paul B. Hoffman. Legion theatre. Holyrood, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE COLLEGE WIDOW: Dolores Costello— 20%.
April 30-May 1. Pleasing little program picture.
Seemed to please the majority, but did not draw well
for me. Seven reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small town patronage.
THE MISSING UNK: Syd Chaplin-^5%. April
2-3. About as poor a thing as Syd ever made and
your patrons will tell you about it on the way out.
Good time to go down and fix the blower or anything
else that can serve as an excuse for you to hide.
Sure a long way from his other comedies. — Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — ^Small
town patronage.
THE MISSING LINK: Syd Chaplin— 25%. May 2.
This is just a program picture. Sold as a special on
Chaplin's making good with "The Better 'Die." As
a special it's a frost. I bought it as a special, played
it one day as a program and did not get film rental.
— Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— General patronage.
DON JUAN: John Bari-ymore— 40%. May 7-8. A
good enough picture when they got to it, but too much
film was wasted and costume pictures are always
draggy and slow. I don't believe that the picture satisfied. Never heard any comments, for or against.
The cast enacted their various roles in a creditable
manner and would satisfy the critical, in my estimation. Barrymore is a very poor bet for me and I
wouldn't advise any small town to buy this picture.
Ten reels. — ^Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
DON JUAN: John Barrymore — Did not draw and
those who came were fairly pleased. Ten reels. —
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. —
General patronage.
WHILE LONDON SLEEPS: Rin Tin Tin— 55%.
March 29. A very good dog picture and he isn't all
the picture. A very good lot of suspense and thrills
galore. Kinda creepy and has a wild man to help
put it over and he does. Buy it, but run a matinee
for the kids in the afternoon. No loitering around
after the show on this picture. They all dug out for
home right now. Seven reels. — Ray W. Musselman,
Princess
theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE

CLIMBERS: Irene Rich— March 31. Another old Spanish
picture
and I don't like them
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'cause they don't satisfy and I like to give them what
they like. Seven reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
WOLF'S CLOTHING: Monte Blue— March 24. A
good picture with plenty of entertainment in every
foot. Don't be afraid to boost this. It will satisfy.
Eight reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
IRISH HEARTS: May McAvoy— Good. Typical
Irish plot. Seven reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
THE BETTER 'OLE: Syd Chaplin— Chaplin sustained his part well. The burlesque and travesty
part of this picture went over well, but the title
fooled many, as they thought Chaplin was to play
the part of a Swede. "If 'Die isn't Swedish, then
there is something wrong in Denmark," said one of
our patrons. Nine reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre, Tonibstone, Ariz. — General patronage.

State Rights
THE LAUGHING FOOL: Jack Perrin— 69%. May
5. Just say "grab it" and play it. Full of laughs
as a dog is of fleas. Surprise situations and unexpected turns that thrill and amuse. Dog and horse
are extra good. In fact it brought more favorable
comments than any Western I have ever played.
Five reels. — J. W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning,
Ark. — ^General patronage.

Serials
PERILS OF THE JUNGLE: Special oast— I followed "Secret Service Saunders" with this serial lapping same, showing first episode on finish of "Saunders." Got it off to big start and weather and other
conditions never headed it. It's one of the life savers for dull days. — ^John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre.
Corning, Ark. — ^General patronage.
SECRET SERVICE SAUNDERS: Special cast—
This is the first serial I ran last year, and the kids
still talk about it. Fifteen episodes and all good.
Starts out with one of the best commencings I have
ever had in any serial. Interest holds up throughout
picture. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning,
Ark. — General patronage.
TRAIL OF THE TIGER: Jack Daugherty— Have
played four episodes and this is good. Much better
than "Blake of Scotland Yard." Ten episodes. — E.
C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va. — General
patronage.
TRAIL OF THE TIGER: Jack Daugherty— On
chapter five and is picking up. Two reels. — Mrs.
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.

Short Subjects
EDUCATIONAL
BATTER UP: Fair. Not like an Educational
comedy. Rather silly. Two reels. — Ray P. Murphy,
Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O. — General patronage.
BETWEEN JOBS: Lloyd Hamilton. — As good as
any Hamilton. Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central
theatre,
ronage. Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — ^Small town patHELLO, SAILOR: Lupino Lane— This is ex-tra
good. Two reels. — Etert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
NEW WRINKLE: Lloyd Hamilton— Yes, it's funny.
Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
RED HOT BULLETS: This is an extra good
comedy, very good. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
SAY AH-H: Charley Bowers — This is an exceptionally clever comedy, with the feather duster ostrich
stealing the show. Everyone wanted to know how
they did it and I was as wise as they. It pays to
keep them guessing. Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small
town patronage.
SIMPLE SAP: Larry Semon^ust the old pie
throwing stuff. Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central
theatre.
— Small town patronage. Selkirk. Manitoba.
FB Canada.
O
BLISTERS UNDER THE SKIN: Cooke-Guard—
Not much funny stuff, but the last reel had a good
fight they got a kick out of. Two reels. — Ray P.
Murphy,
Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O. — ^General patronage.
HE COULDN'T HELP IT: Charley Bowers— Good.
Two reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
FOX
SILLY SAILORS: A funny comedy. Two reels.
—— General
Bert Silver,
Silver family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
patronage.
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In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
GOLF WIDOWS: Columbia comedy-drama, -with
Vera Reynolds, Harrieon Ford, John Patrick, Sally
Hand, Kathleen Key, Vernon Dent and Will Stanton. Directed by Erie C. Kenton. Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: A little kidding for the
ancient Scotch game, the men who play it (too
much) and their wives. Ernest is such a man.
Dixon, his friend, another. And their wives are
sore about it. Mary, Ernest's wife, gets so peeved
one day she gets out of his car. Standing on the
road beside a mud puddle, she gets splashed when
Bateman drives by. He suggests she take off her
dress inside his car and he will hamg it out to
dry. She does. He does. A tramp steals the
dress. His fiancee, Marion, drives up, tows thenn
in, discovers Mary I . . . Mary and Ethel meet a
gay millionaire, Gladstone. He invites them to fly
with him to Tia Juana. Mary's partner proves
to be Bateman. The husbands follow in one mwchine, Marion in another. Bateman gets everybody
in one room explains that he only wanted to shoiv
the husbands what their golf was doing. Husbands
promise to reform. Bateman amd Marion get
married.

* * *

HAPPINESS AHEAD: First National drama, with
Colleen Moore, Edmund Lowe, Charles Sellon,
Edythe Chapman, Carlos Duran, Lilyan Tashman,
Robert Elliott and Diane Ellis. Directed by William A. Seiter. Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: More drama, real tense
and tearful drama, unhyphenated drama from the
apparently versatile Colleen Moore. She falls in
love with a card-shark, not knowing what he is.
Babe loves the little small town girl and would
probably revamp his ways. But his "jane" squeals
on him, and shortly after he and Mary are wed,
he is sentenced to six months in the penitentiary.
He tells his bride that he has been given a promotion and sent to Buenos Aires and he contrives
to have his mail sent from there. But she learns
the truth, and when he confesses upon his release,
sh$ says that they will tell their child the lie he
told her.

* * *

HAWK'S NEST, THE: First National melodrama,
with Milton Sills, Montagu Love, Doris Kenyon,
Mitchell Lewis, Stuart Holmes and Sojin. Directed
by Benjamin Christensen. Released May 6. Length
7,390.
TYPE AND THEME: This one takes Sills to
New York's Chinatotvn underworld. The Hawk's
Nest is the name of a cabaret operated by a man
so disfigured in the tvar that he wishes to hide
himself. This is Sills, the Hawk. In a quarrel
over Madelon, the owner of a cabaret competing
with the Hawk's Nest, attempts to drive the Hawk
out of biisiness.
But the Hawk goes in for a little

PICTURES
Color Classic Series
Will Be Made Overseas
Europe and North Africa will be
the locales for six two-reel Tiffany
Color Classics, as well as one long
feature, Tiffany-Stahl has just announced. Curtis F. Nagel and a unit
will sail for Tunis June 9 from New
York, with Spain, Switzerland, Austria and France later objectives. The
full length Color Classic will be directed by Leonce Perret.
plastic surgery, becoines John Finchley, defeats
Daugherty in his nefarious schemes and wins
Madelon.
* * *
HOT HEELS: Universal comedy-drama, with Glenn
Tryon, Patsy Ruth Miller, Gretel Yoltz, James
Bradbury. Sr., Tod Sloan and Lloyd Whitlock. Directed by William Craft.
Released May 6. Length
TYPE AND THEME: Shoiv troupe and horses
— in Havana. Glenn, owner of a small town hotel,
is induced by the crooked owner, to buy a touring
show. Glenn falls in love with the lea/ling woman.
Patsy. Receiving a telegram offering an engagement in Havana, he takes the troupe there amd
finds the offer was a fake. He suspects Patsy of
being in on the deal. A jockey urges him to enter
The "prop" horse in a race. The jockey is beaten
up. Patsy wants to ride, but the horse runs atvay
with Glenn and %vins the race. Amorous relations
between Glenn and Patsy are renewed more vigorously than ever.
* » *
LADIES OF THE MOB: Paramount melodrama,
with Clara Bow, Richard Aden. Helen Lynch.
Carl Gerard, Mary Alden, Bodil Rosing, Lorraine
Rivero
and James
Pierce.
Directed
by William
Wellman.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: This one is out of the
experiences
of a prison.
young fellow
%vho autobiographical
is "doing" life
in
a California
Several
articles by him appeared the past year in Henry
L. Mencken's "little green bible of the intelligentsia." One bore the above title. This story is the
result: As Yvonne, Clara Bow is the daughter of
a murderer irho 2vas electrocuted when she was a
child. She grows up under the bitter influence of
her mother and falls in love xuith Red (Arlen), a
young bank robber. He robs, she drives the getaway car. Fleeing from a job, they find security in
California. Both go straight, but Red hates the
life. He helps out a friend in jail. He is invited
to join a gang in a bank robbery. Yvonne battles
to save him from the old life, but he joins in the
robbery, and ivhen a policeman intervenes, Yvonne
prevents the copper's bullet. That keeps Red ho^ne
the next night. Police surround the house. They
flee. Red attennpts to join the gang on a job.
Yvonne shoots him in the shoulder. They are
captured and led off to jail.

NEWS PARADE: Fox melodrama, with Nick
Stuart, Sally Phipps, Brandon Hurst, Earle Foxe,
Truman H. Talley, Cyril Ring and Franklyn Underwood. Directed by David
Butler.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: The heroic lives of the
newsreel cameraman dramatized, with an auxiliary
"cast" of real-life celebrities, besides Trurnan H.
Talley, editor of Fox News, in a role of corresponding identity. As for the yarn — Nick gets exclwiive
pictures of a sensational airplane stunt by making a
parachute jump and thus earns the enmity of
Waipole, assistant editor of a newsreel. Nick in^
troduces himself as Talley, newsreel editor, amd
he directs Waipole to put Nick on assignments.
Waipole gives Nick difficult jobs, but the lad is
successful in each case. Then Waipole assigns him
to the "impossible" task of getting pictures of
Morgan, millionaire nith an especial hatred for
cameras. Nick folkms him to his Lake Placid
hunting lodge, where he enjoys the company of
Morgan's daughter, Sally. But he gets no pictures,
so folloivs him to Havana, where a plot to kidnap
the cax-ritalist for a million dollar ransom gets under way. Nick foils the culprits, however, and
gets the coveted "shots" of Morgan, whereupon he
gets Sally, too.
« * *
SKIRTS: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer comedy, with Sydney
Chaplin, Betty Balfour, Nancy Rigg, Annie Esmond,
Edmond Breon, Diana Wilcon, Clifford McLaglen
and Enid Stamp Taywor. Directed by Jesse Robbins
and
Wheeler
Dryden.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: A series of comedy situations for Syd Chaplin, wovem around this plot:
Bertram's bride is taken from him by her termagant mother, who insists that Violet must accompany her to London. He meets an actress,
Mamie, and with a friend, John, goes to the night
club where Mamie works. An old sweetheart of
hers, Henry, arrives. To make him jealous. .Mamie
plays up to Bfrtie. Ultimately, there's a fight.
Bertie gets hold of Mamie's necklace. Escaping,
he gets into her bathroom. And so it goes, until
rushing home, he finds wife and mother-in-law
there. Things continue to look bad for Bertie,
untU a blow on the head
» • gives
• him peace.
WARMING UP: Paramount comedy-drama, with
Richard Dix, Jean Arthur, Claude King, Philo
McColIough, Roscoe Karns, Wade Bottler, Billy
Kent
Schaefer,
James
Dugan
and Mike
Donlin.
Directed
by Fred Newmeyer.
Releaeed
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Remember "The Quarterback" ivith this star? Here's a7iother sport story —
about baseball. A small toimi pitcher tiith marvelous control, he tries out with the Green Sox,
big league team. There he encounters McRae,
"king of swat," icho gets the jinx on him at the
start. After quitting the team because of this, he
rejoins it. The daughter of the owner ha.i won
his interest. But he thinks she is Miss Zilch, a
governess. Meanwhile McRac goes to a team in
the other league (impossible, but that's all right).
And in the world's scries, he is the first mati up.
with Tulliver pitching. Tullircr 7calks McRac and
is yanked. But in the last game. ici7/i the bases
full, McRae up and Tulliver pitching, Mary signals
to the hurlcr that she loves him otily. And he
fans McRae and wins the scries for the Green Sox.

This Week's Press Sheet
THE NEWS PARADE (Fox melodrama): In some towns
it will be possible to tie-up with a man who owns a motion
picture camera to make local scenes of the prominent people
and stores. You can make pictures at stated hours, advertising them each day. Choose locations which will help the
merchants. The idea behind this stunt is to induce the people
to see themselves on the screen. In return for your making
motion pictures that show the prominent banks and stores,
the people in charge should give you window displays and
tie-up for co-operative newspaper advertising when you play
this production. Naturally you will have to arrange matters
in advance. The bathing scene in this picture gives you a
chance to tie-up with your stores that sell swimming suits,
etc. Arrange to have your stores put stills of the pictures in
their display windows and have the following sign: "We can
also equip you with a bathing suit, such as is shown in this
picture.
See 'The News Parade' at the
theatre
(Date)."

Arrange to have a typing contest held on the stage of your
theatre. In conjunction with the typing contest, or independent
of it, a window display in stores selling typewriters is feasible.
Following is a letter that can be sent to the people on your
mailing list:
"To Our Patrons: This letter is to announce something
new and fresh in motion picture entertainment — an original
idea cleverly worked out and acted by a cast of well known
players. It is called 'The News Parade' and will be the feature
attraction at this theatre beginning
Those of you
who enjoy Fox News will now have an opportunity to follow
the exploits of the men who make it possible to see current
events almost as soon as they happen. A more colorful, daring and picturesque life would be hard to imagine. Nick Stuart
and
Sally Phipps
are youth
featured
"The News Parade'
and lend
the charm
of their
and inenthusiasm.
Earle Foxe
and
Brandon Hurst are also seen in principal roles. This picture
is a delightful novelty that you simply must not miss!"

.\
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PERSONALITIES
By Whit

more sales conventions were held this week. United Artists swung
TWO
into action Sunday at the Drake, with representation from districts
one, two, three, four, five, and seven. The convention was in charge of
Al Lichtman, general sales manager, and Victor Shapiro, advertising and publicity manager. The Pathe convention began Monday at the Drake. A banquet
was held Tuesday evening for the group.
The term, "country salesman," has become
so odious to Ted Meyers of F B O he has
substituted the name, "rural salesman." According to Ted, the new name is a great
improvement and carries none of the stigma
of the former.
Attenshun — Salute !
Ted
Meyers, Rural Salesman.
* *
*
Jack Schwarts, former First National
salesman, is now with the Chicago Fox exchange, and is covering the sama territory
he covered for First National.
Ernie Grohe of Fox was on his vacation
last week, and Detroit was the place where
he spent it. And George Levine, country
salesman, took his vacation last week also,
as did Miss Charlotte Browde, the smihng
and always pleasant
* operator
*
* at Fox.
Clyde Eckhardt will hold his regional Fox
convention June 1-2 at the Stevens hotel. It
will be presided over by James R. Grainger.
Eckhardt expects to have approximately 100
men present.

*

*

*

Gene Cour, local editor of Pathe News, was
in a very critical condition last week caused
by a case of pneumonia. His condition
Sunday, hoAvever, was reported as much improved.
* *
*
Mr. and Airs. Joe. Lyon are certainly getting sporty these days. Last week they purchased a new two-tone green deluxe Packard
sedan. If Joe doesn't show up for work some
fine morning, we'll all know that the lure of
the road and some Northern lake proved too
much for him.

*

*

*

And right now before we get in more
serious trouble, we want to correct a serious
error. In reporting the Tom Mix party at
F B O we failed to give Mrs. Lyon credit for
mixing the red lemonade and preparing those
delicious sandwiches and for performing several other duties.

*

*

*

Bill Brumberg was seriously bit by a golf
bug last week. It was his first game but he's
a rabid fan now, and he can hardly wait for
the golf tournament. And speaking of this
golf tournament, we would like to report a
lot of action from the committee, but as far
as we can ascertain, nothing definite has been
done yet.

*

*

*

To Dave Dubin goes the honor for being
the first to appear on the row in a new straw.
The
time was
Saturday.
The
place, the

MILTON M. STERN
The Row's Insurance Man.

Life, Accident, Auto, Fire &
Casualty Lines
1180 E. 63rd St.

Phone Fairfax 7200

Universal lobby.
wise comments.

The

*

*

hat

*

drew

no

end

of

Carl Laemmle visited the Universal exchange Friday afternoon.
Last week we saw a picture in which was
starred one of the most charming young
ladies we have seen in some time. The picture is "The Road to Ruin," and the star,
Helen Foster. If some of the large companies don't grab her soon, we'll miss our
guess. The picture will be distributed in
Northern
Illinois by Leroy
Alexander
and

B. N. Judell.

*

^

*

Miss Ruth Wallace, operator at the First
National exchange, has resigned and will be
married in June. sii ^
*
Grad Sears' importance as a father has been
strengthened by the recent arrival of an eight
and a half pound :^
son. :ii ^
Harry H. Brown has joined the forces of
the St. Louis exchange of F B O as country
sales manager for Southern Illinois. This
makes three Brown brothers in the film business. Colvin W. Brown is executive vicepresident of Pathe and Walter is city salesman for the local exchange of F B O. Better
watch out, Walter, or Harry will outstep you.

*

*

*

The men at Pathe have been out in the
country lately selling Pathe News, and besides
renewal contracts a number of new ones have
been signed.
Hi
*
*
The Chicago and St. Louis exchanges of
F B O have up another bet with $100 as the
stakes. Right now we have forgotten what
the race is over, but it's going to be a good
one for St. Louis is out to wipe out the last
defeat at the hands of Chicago.

Stockholders Called to
Elect New Directorate
of National Playhouses

(^Continued from page 87)
ness as may properly come before the
meeting. At the meeting all of the above
facts will be presented to you in detail and
all such other information as you may require will be made available.
New Management Arranged
"In the meantime, we have arranged for
expert and more efficient management, to
take charge of, manage and operate in ten
theatres controlled by your Company. This
new management, which will be in the form
of a management company consisting of
personnel who have had many years of
successful experience in the operation of
theatres at a profit in Chicago, has made
the following proposal:
"(1) That it will manage the affairs and
operate
the theatres
to the best of its
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ability, replacing such employes as it shall
deem necessary and for the best interests
of the National Playhouses, Inc.
"(2) That it will eliminate all waste,
extravagance and unnecessary or nonproductive overhead, in order to reduce the
cost of operation.
"(3) That it will endeavor to build up the
attendance and increase the revenues of the
various theatres.
Raising Working Capital $154,000
"(4) That it will procure a new loan to
the National Theatres Corporation (at the
interest rate of 7 per cent per annum without commission or discount) in the sum
of $100,000 in cash to be secured by mortgage and also cause to be placed in the
treasury of the National Playhouses, Inc.,
$54,000 additional cash for the purchase of
Class A stock in the sum of $54,000 at par,
thus increasing the operating working
capital of the companies by these amounts,
aggregating $154,000.
"(5) That it will call in the principal
creditors and endeavor to arrange with
them for a reasonable extension of time in
which to meet the obligations due them,
and/or make such adjustments with creditors as the management company may
deem to be for the best interests of the
theatres.
To Negotiate With Bankers
"(6) That it will negotiate with the
bankers representing the first and refunding
mortgage issue so as to prevent a default
being declared or foreclosure proceedings
being instituted, for a reasonable period, on
account of any failures to provide the sinking fund payments when due.
"(7) That it will render its service in all
of the above matters for a compensation to
be agreed
upon
as reasonable
and which
will reduce administrative expenses.
Former Officers Out
"If you believe that such results are vital
to safeguard your interests in this company,
We shall expect your attendance at the
meeting, and your hearty support for the
program described. If you cannot attend,
we shall expect you to sign the enclosed
proxy authorizing the person therein
named to vote for these proposals.
"We have already caused to be accepted
the resignations of former officers of the
National Playhouses, Inc., and the personnel suggested by us are in charge temporarily awaiting the election of a new
board of directors and the adoption of
proper resolutions by directors and/or
stockholders to carry into effect the program herein described.
Sees Increased Revenues
"This proposal of the management is
contingent upon acceptance by the unsecured creditors, the stockholders, and the
directors of the Theatres Corporation and
the Playhouses, Inc., and upon the approval
of the companies' bankers. It is also contingent upon the election by the stockholders of the directors of the National
Playhouses, Inc., committed to this program, in order that the management company may be assured of necessary support
and cooperation.
"We believe this plan will materially increase the revenues and lessen the operating expenses of the two companies, will provide proper and efficient management and will
stabilize the financial condition so that the
rights and investments of the stockholders
will be better safeguarded.
Large Stockholders Named
"This letter is sent you after consultation
with ers,
and
approval
of the
and after
placing
this companies'
plan beforebankthe
following large stockholders of the company:
"Martin McNally, John Lind, T. F. McFarland. Jack O'Connell, Theodore Hawkins,
Tom J. McNally, Mary McNulty, Max
Spegel, Jacob Kraeme, John B. Long,
EHzabeth

Hogan,

Charles

M.

Mickelberry."

Preference
means Profits
The theatre that stresses screen
quality is well on the way to
popular preference. And that
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman
Positive— the film that preserves
every bit of photographic quality for your screen.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

COMPANY
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Gambl
/ •-"/

Preachers, editors, bankers are
continually advising their audiences
not to gamble...
Doubtless you agree that their
advice is good.
Don't gamble with the lives of
your patrons... Don't gamble with a
fire -hazard which is unnecessary...
Don't gamble with panic...
In brief, remove the possibility
of fire's dread consequences by
installing SENTRY SAFETY
CONTROL in your theatre.

^^■''J^

:/

coRPanATlO^

13th and Cherry Sts.. PHILADELPHIA
1560 Broadway, NEW YORK
And All Branches of

NATIONAL

The positive fire preventer.

THEATRE

SUPPLY

COMPANY

Can be attached to any projector.

Costs only a few cents a day.
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MARQUEE

'28-'29

FOR

TALK

when you^ve a hig M-Q-M star name to put
up in your lights every week in the year —
oh hoy^ what a grand and glorious feeling!
JJUiXJiJLXXXXXXXJULKXXXXlXJOt-,

vAXJUUiXxxxxjuuuajjijjjuuuLjLXjjL,

n Gilbert in "The Devil's Mask"
i 1 more

Greta
2 more Garbo

irion Davies in "Dumti Dora" ^nd
lore

iter Keaton in "The Camera Man'
i 1 more

iinU Vol 01 W« O /U I 99 M
19\
noie vol. 91, 1X0. :f ^VOI. JJ, 1>I0. U;

in "Tiger Skin"

and
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juuuuuuuuuuuu-jujjlxjjuuuuul^

William
Haines in "Excess Baggage"
and 3 more

Ramon1 more
Novarro
and

in

"Gold

Braid"

.AJJUJUUUJiJJJUUJUUUUJiXJJLL

Lillian Gish in "The Wind"

Norma Shearer in "Ballyhoo"
3 more

and

Lon Chancv
in "While
Sleeps" and 3 more

The

City

"HITS
in "Camping Out" and
3Dane-Arthur
more

IN ADDITION
3 SPECIALS

Tim McCoy

Cody-Pringlc
in "The Baby Cyclone'
and 2 more

TOpictures

3 COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

SHOW PEOPLE
Marion Davies
William Haines
THE CARNIVAL

in 6 thrilling outdoor

Our Daiuinn n.un;liur»
Breakers Ahead
Mothers and Sons
OF LIFE

John Gilbert
Greta Garbo
THE LOVES OF CASANOVA
M-G-M's great ^urprise special

3 ELECTRIC
'^*
/■ V

LIGHT

The WondcAV Women
^Thc IVlIaniv ttMl
A Fr*!^iil -«i^

Mo MAL ROACH
104 M-G-M NEWS
6 GREAT EVENTS (TcchVfCWb COM EWES
t^ CHASE
2 FLASH OS:
STAR
\
■ ::PY
26 M-G-M ODDITIES

Entered as secondelast matte-, August 20, 1917, at the Pott Offtee at Chicago. III., under the act <V Sfnrfh .'.
l^/O. published weekly at 407 south Dearborn St., Chicoi/o. Subscription t^OO a year. Single copies, 2S cents.
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Matcmess
^Musical Attraction
•

cAo feature of thema^Eificent
nea) J^qv) - United Artists - Penn
Theatre at Pittsburg lOas more enthusiasticallij received than the
uX)nderful RoWt Mwton Philharirionic UiiitQi*j[an.
'jhe World's leading shovomen
QX>eiyu)hei'e- the more pi'0^'essr)Q
exhibitors, ai-e takiikda])dnta^e
of the box office VaJue ofthe'^
Robert Mu'ton Unit Oj-^an.
Ro1»ert Mu'ton Oj'ians are distinctiVelij difiercnt £'om all others. Unap proaclied grandeur and beautijof tone.
Greater orchestral and theatrical re sources and structural improvements ^und
in no other instrument, make it the-^
supreme musical instrument of all time.

RoteitMntNiOmn Gi.
New York.
15&0 Broidvay

Chic apo
624 So.Michi^an
SanFiancisco
166Gdilen Gat«

los Angeles
1914 SoVermont

»*»»'*
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PERCUSSIONS
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/^FTKR. a tluarter o£ a century of developntent* FOX
etkterptises occupy today an enviaMe position. Throughout the civiliaeed tvorld* FOX is acknotvledged to he
the one STABILIZED trade mark in the motion
picture industry.
Consistency of perforniance in the production of exceptional entertainnient has heen the determining
factor in the STABILIZATION of this trade mark.
Behind ii" stands this acknotvledged fact — that FOX
pictures steadily return
the greatest profits.
Anchored on this stahility, the exhibitor of FOX pictures is assured a pern&anent profitable business*
a consistent return each iveek and years of financial
prosperity.
Guaranteeing the future product that tvill rise from
the bed-rock stability of FOX are tKro facts the exhibitor -will do -well to consider:
1. A budget of One Hundred Million Dollars has been authorized for the production of FOX box office attractions during the next five years.
2. The nation's foremost theatres operating
in key cities under the FOX banner ivill
depend* for their financial success* upon
FOX standard* -v«rhich cannot and ivill
not fail them.
The STABILITY

THE ONE CREAT^

of FOX

is the industry's greatest asset.
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(JT^ROM infancy to middle age —
C/ mother always managed to
keep men away, to chase oflp
romance and to keep daughter
dancing and singing for the
family bank account.
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The story is the talk of the show^
business — the picture w^ill be
the most discussed of the new
season's screen oflFerings.
Presented by

WILLIAM FOX
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W\vat a Cast!

MADGE BELLAMY
LOUISE DRESSER
FARRELL MACDONALD
MARJORIE BEEBE
BARRY NORTON

/
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FtRBERt
autfior
. ofihii
unusual
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Scenario by

Marion Orth

W
\

Madge
Bellamy
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EDNAFERBERS

Sensational StoiyDirect?a^yJ.G.BVstone

-JocMrrvVerx

RVMANfE
in Araby with ^ Sheik
in Venice while a gundnlier sings Kff love
in Paris while champagne huhhies
"^^ioim that prince of Lovers

CmRUS
fARRtLl
wooing the atLurincj 6eauti^;;y
CRtTA NISStN

t.

r^
CWARIES FARRrLL
GRETA NISSEN
MAE BUSCH
VADIM URANEEF
TYLER BROOKE
JOHN BOLES
JOWNT. MURRAY
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**Let me do it!**
exclaimed R AOUL
when

WALSH

he read the

CHARLES
FRANCIS

red-blooded novel by
Charles Francis Coe.

COE
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It s m production
with [left to right)
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A Great Story Produced by a Great Director
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"Sunrise" brings a new day to the movies. — Literary Digest
There is an emotional appeal all through

"Sunrise" brintgs the dawir of a new motion
picture era. It is magnificent, tremendous,
this first American production of that peer
among directors, F. W. Murnau.
— New York Daily News
It is the only picture that the writer h«s
seen worth waiting hours in line to see,

"Sunrise" that is terrific. The importance
— Film Daily
of "Sunrise" cannot be discounted.
"Sunrise" is the most remarkable film ever
turned out by an American producer.
— Exhibitors Herald

— Springfield
(Mass.)
Union
It is not only a transcending artistic triumph, but is excellent entertainment and a
financial success.
— Masonic Review

The picture is well worth two dollars of

anybody's money, for it is not only different
A triumph from every angle. If you are a
in every way, but the greatest screen offering ever brought to Springfield.
movie fan don't miss "Sunrise."
— Philadelphia Daily News
Springfield (Mass.) Daily News
This picture will rank with the hal f dozen masterpieces of the screen.
— Cleveland News

William. Fox Presentation
with

JANET

GAYNOR

Story by HERMANN

SUDERMANN

F. W. MURNAU

and

GEORGE
Scenario by CARL

OBRIEN
MAYER

PRODUCTION

•■■Mj " -T-gam^... J./USM'
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''Sunrise'' First
Berlin (By Cable) — A vote
conducted
by "Der
Deutsche,"
in 25 countries
to ascertain
the
best picture of 1927 has resulted in "Sunrise" as the choice.
"What Price Glory" is second.
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F.W
MURNAU
3heJ\loted ToxDiredtor
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the film of films, the best
picture of this yean last
" according
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to theall
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York years]'
Daily News
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SENSATIONAL

MONEY-GETTER
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<:y4t T^opular Prices
\fter 28 Weeks at $2.00
it Times Square Theatre
NEW YORK

as demonstrated In
DETROIT
Washington Theatre
-^^here ''SUNRISE'' ran g ypeeks,
playing to more admissions and
more money than any attraction
/
in history of that theatre
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^LL VELVET
WITH VICTOR} N<^LAGLEN
AND NANCV

CARROLL

AN OhlAUOf^XA SPENDER PAINTS TUtWUITE WAV RED
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DAVID ROLLINS SUE CAI^OU
UJf

TOM tlLICTT'ROSCOE k4RNS OlIN FRANCIS
MACK nil kCH SIDNEY BRACY JANET M^tOD
MAKINE

SEJELLV- BETTY RECkLAW

BetteiThan^'W\{A\ SCHOOL TJERO''
~thif football comedy by\^\\\\^m Gonselman
\^

Directed by DAVID BUTLER
Idou^ Gz>fU ^c
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Victoi

ith a dozGn oriental bQautiGS in hi^
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harem, this QGLri'an PrincQ, plagGd by
Charles FarrGllJoved only one v/omanwhitQ and married to an Englishman. She
said'Nd'for years, but when her husband
^-.
proved faithless, she,
tOQ canne to Join the
j,f:

harom. ^^
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CHARLES FARRELL
MARY DUNCAN
EARLE Story byFOXE
ALAN
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JUNE COLLYED
ALBEDT GRAN
LIA TORA

Thomas

EDMUND LOWE
BARRY NOPTON
TYLER BROOKE
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Dovt sods pLanttd in an
orphanojCjt blossom into
' tmoLr romanct that UMs
to lastiyuj hippinas.
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BARRY NORTON
MARGARET MANN
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GEORGE MEtKEA
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LiaToia
iargiaretMann
Varren Burke
ieor^e Meckel

^li^ MADGE

MADGE
BELLAMY
in a imait comedy drama
of iophifticated society

BELLAMY m WISE BABY
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■AUNTING the dark coves of lower
Manhattan, slipping, by way of the
river, in and out of the huge warehouses that
line the waterfront; taking what he wants of
rope and ship materials and selling it to skip- ;
pers of outgoing ships . . , that is the life of the
river pirate. Straight from a reform school Sailor
Frink, played by

VICTOR

McLAGLEN

and the Kid, played by

NICK STUART
start a profitable business in such river pirating.
Outwitting the police boats and the unrelenting detective
Caxton, played by

DONALD

CRISP

they ply their present-day piracy.

LOIS MORAN
finally persuades the Kid to go straight,
despite the other women who try to
lead him deeper into crime.
This picture marks the return to the Fox
Studios of

WILLIAM

I* 5 ^▼i

K. HOWARD

whose directorial
has been extolled by^
reviewers
and felt genius
at box offices.
Here's melodrama in a new setting,
done with new directorial technique.
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A colorful picture
vibrant with youth....
Gimpui life in a prep
school.... Uniforms
that dazzle women....
and pretty
g'irl* to
thrill
the men
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Edmund Lowe
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Nancy Drexel
Earle Foxe
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Produced by Popular Demand

Chasing ^^"^^ EUROPE
Newsreel NickStuarT iakeskscamraanj Sally Phipps
on an exciHn^ trip abroad
Presented by

WILLIAM FOX
Direcied by

David Butler
luho made " 'Jhe News Parade"
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WILLIAM FOX presents

Wiiira
"^Tom the play by
THEODORt KREMERaWSAM
Scenario by
EDDIE COOK

H.HARRIS

of Fordham Univcrsit)/^

ARTHURROSSON
PRODUCTION

Melodrama diat has

drilled 2 generations/
mjith a great cast.

GEORGE OBRIEN
MARGARET MANN
EARLE FOXE
NANCY DREXEL
ARTHUR STONE

WILLIAM

FOX

FALSE
COLORS
C4 poignant drama of a nurse
who served humanity though
suspected of treason
;tllMARGARET MANN
tt^
tDMUND LOWE
LOIS MORAN
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WVy ORE and more it is being realized that there is a
CLi^ J V definite place on the program for interesting one'
reel scenic and travel pictures.
Fox Varieties fill this place. After the thrills of the fea'
turc, the laughs of the comedy and the brisk up'tO'dateness
of the nev/s reel, spectators welcome the contrast of a poetic,
beautifully photographed, serene, scenic picture.
Every Fox Varieties picture is complete in itself, a well'
rounded portrayal of some interesting bit of the variegated
\vorld. Each picture strives to bring out the little, inti'
mate scenes that often tell us so much more than titles or
long sequences can tell.
Fox Varieties are built with music in mind. The combina'
tion of a short reel of artistic photography and appropriate
orchestration is ten minutes of soothing and satis'
factory entertainment.
The de luxe theatres of America are realizing this
in increasing numbers. The applause that follows
the showing of a Fox Varieties picture, with proper
musical accompaniment, proves the universal popu'
larity of this form of entertainment.

V

For the next year, tv^enty six superlative
Fox Varieties make up the schedule. Each is
worthy of a place on any program.

Chest of
Entertainment

William Fox

i\OW you can hear
the news of the day, as
well as see it. <<59 Thanks to
this marvelous new invention, sound is photographed
on and projected from the film
along with the picture. ^ A really
modern theatre lets the audience
hear what's going on — as well as see
the news of the day. ^ There's a new
Movietone News every week at the near■ est Fox exchange. '^ It speaks for itself.
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silent drama

isn't silent any more.
Movietone entertainments
have put songs, orchestras,
bands, monologues, dialogues, pianologues and whole
musical comedies into one and
two reels of film. ^Audiences are
thrilled with the novelty of them,
ovietone wins a new clientele for
every theatre using this box-office tonic.
Movietone talks business. Hear, hear!
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Miss Madge Bellamy
A dinner dress of lettuce
green chiffon with a taffeta wreath of daisies appliqued.

A street dress of pearl
grey flat crepe, laced on
the side with pansy purple chiffon fold. The coat
is made of braided chiffon folds

ana creator oj ^^vnohonism
in
designs all modern
fnoaern dress
at

QOilLnam

ures
\

^

^

\

It-

V

lary

Miss

D

An evening gown of pale
green over a bright tea
rose yellow chiffon slip,
with flowers painted by
hand in the different
colors of the tea rose

-a

Miss

Lois

Moran

A garden dress of turquoise blue taffeta and
Swiss embroidered organdie, the organdie in
the palest shade of chamlagne,chiffon.
mounted
over
lesh

Pliifj^js
A white bathing suit with
black polka trim, and a
j^J*

mart
^S^FOR

berizedof lining.
cape
Vermillion rub-

^r^^omen nov turn to C^o^C^i
^.^ 03£ e^ urns
ADVANCE

FASHION SHOVINGS-^^^o.

Get in Ibuch jj/btv with
the Nearest Fox Exchange.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
Head Office: 850 TENTH
ALBANY
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Due to conditions arisinjj froni proJiiction and liislrihiitioii prohlcnis and
policies, wc reserve the rif;ht, without notice, to chanjic the cast or tlie director
or the title of any of the photoplays
described
in this announcement.
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can you get for general release five pictures oS
roadshoMT calibre ^vhich have played New^ York
and Los Angeles engagements at $2 top.

have you the assurance oS ticket-selling success
demonstrated by audience reactions and boxoffice statements on a dozen completed pictures.

can you get a complete ^weekly program, providing Mreekly release of one feature, tivo news
reels, and alternating comedies and varieties.

can you get Movietone— the greatest box-office
tonic ever devised ~ now^ available in short
iveekly entertainments and "with finished and
forthcoming specials.

can you get Movietone New^s, bringing to your
ear as 'well as to your eye the ne^vs of the day.

have you the assurance of a continuous floiv
of fine pictures, adequately financed on a
$100,000,000 production budget for the next
five years, and produced w^ith the shreivdest
showmanship that the industry has know^n in
its quarter-century existence.

now they can be sold
^ Provided

you have a good theatre and run

good ])ieture8, your real

competition today is not the theatre down the street. Time was when motion
pictures had a monopoly
modern

on entertainment

for the masses. Aot so in lliese

days. Automohih's, radio, golf, hall games, hooks, bridge, daiuiiig. and

,1

scores of other diversions compete for people's leisure time. ^ More good
pictm-es died in 1928 for lack of patronage than in any previous year. But,
on the other hand, productions like Harold Lloyd in "Sueedy," "Wings,"
"Underworld" and the like did unprecedented big business. Why? Because
they sold not only the chronic movie-goers but auto-riding, radio-listening
millions besides. ^ It's no accident that you find practically all the product
of this type in Paramount's Whole-Show Program. Paramount planned it that
way. Big-time stars like Harold Lloyd, Emil Jannings, Clara Bow and Richard
Dix. Stories like "Canary Murder Case" bought and read by 200,000 people.
Specials like "Wings" and Von Stroheim's "The Wedding March." ^Analyze
all the product announcements

and you'll find it's on this point that

Paramount, more than ever, excels! Paramount

has 1928-9 pictures your

whole town wants to see. ^You've wondered how to sell that extra $5,000
with

worth of patronage that means S.R.O. Now they can be sold

PARAMOUNT'S
Harold Lloyd

WHOLE

2 Emil Jannings
Canary Murder Case
Beggars of Life
The Tong War
Crime of Interference
The Letter
Tahiti Nights
Glorifying American Girl
Perfumed Trap

.

PROGRAM
Star Hits

Specials
Wolf

Wedding March
4 Clara Bow
3 Richard Dix

- SHOW

.

Song

Dirigible
Man I Love
Hard Boiled Angel
Living Together
Upstart Gentleman
Behind German Lines
Burlesque

Road Shows

Wings

Abie's Irish Rose
The Patriot

3
4
4
4
2

Richard Dix
Geo. Bancroft
Bebe Daniels
Esther Ralston
Pola Negri

3 Wray-Cooper
2 Florence Vidor
4 Chas. Rogers
3 Taylor- Hall
3 Adolphe Menjou
3 Zane Grey
1 Thomas Meighan
2 MacLean-Christie
1 Sir Harry Lauder

1 Model of Montmarte

Shorts
104 Paramount News
8 Vernon Comedies
8 Dooley Comedies
8 "Macduff" Comedies
8 "Confessions of a
Chorus Girl" Comedies
12 Great Stars and Authors
26 Krazy Kat
26 Inkwell Imps
2 Horton Comedies
Extra!

Byrd's Flight to
the South Pole

.
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Universars
1928-29
Headliners
!
These Four Qreat Carl Laemmle
Super Productions

The Man Who Laughs
Uncle Tom^s Cabin
Broad^way
Sho^w Boat
7 Smashing Laemmle
Specials
4 Big-Money Dennys
22 Universal Headliner
Je^wels
Including 4 Laura La Plantes, 4 Glenn Tryons

8 Hoot Gibson Je^irels
22 Five-Reel Western and
Thrill Features
S AmazingIncluding
Super Serials
TARZAN

THE MIGHTY

Complete Serviee Contract
International Newsreel
Tlie Best Short Subjects in

Cad uemmle
^^^

^

m^

^

the World

Tfm

I
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"is the man who has something to be happy about. That's

Carl Laemmle. Laughing because Universal is sitting on top of the world ! Laughing because
Universal has the goods! 67 FEATURES!

26 of 'em finished!

Showing 'em to exhibitors. Twenty-six of 'em completed. Pictures you can see
.-right NOW!

Plays, stories, titles, casts, directors, PRODUCTION

see. SHOWMANSHIP

that you can see. BOX-OFFICE

is so evident it fairly shouts! Shouts: YOU'VE
Laemmle

made 'em.

GOT

CLASS

that you can

thought in every single picture on the list that
TO HAVE

UNIVERSAL'THIS

YEAR.

Carl

Spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to get the pick of the market

in stories, plays, books, etc. Got them. Called for the best in every de-

partment. Got it.

knows

it.

We know it.

You know it.

UNIVERSAL

TOP OF THE WORLD.

Everybody

IS SITTING

ON

NO WONDER

THIS MAN LAUGHS!!
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LOGICAL
SUCCESS
There is no mystery about the success of The
Herald-World.
The Herald-World has been operated since
its inception as a simple trade journal rendering direct service to readers.
Readers have rewarded this service on its
simple merits— advising, suggesting, dictatthe course
of the
paper's development
from ingthe
first issue
forward.
Exhibitors have made The Herald-World
what it is.
It was inevitable that a paper built by exhibitors should become the exhibitors' favorite
paper.
The Herald-World's supremacy in trade interest, circulation and advertising is a simple
result of its exhibitor policy.

The Herald-World's success is a LOGICAL
SUCCESS.

June 2, 1928
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RAMONA
opened at
the RIVOLI
to one of the
biggest
weeks
in the history
of the house —
then on the
second
SATURDAY
and SUNDAY

YORK

it broke
the Record

proves that

of the
theatre.

Inspiration Pictures, Inc. S^Edivin Carewe present

DCLCReS

WARNER

BAXTER

Vera Lewis -Roland Drew

some

Michael Visaroff - ^ ^ ^

EDWIN CAREWE
PRODUCTION

lil
^

Helen Hunt Jackson's
^'^'^^
Great American Love Classic

^___^
""^

picture!
■

j^

Greatest Bcx^ Office Buy
No picture in years has caused the country
wide talk as has Ramona.

— ATLANTA — MINNEAPOLIS
now NEW YORK—

The business it did in SEATTLE— DENVER — PITTSBURGH — SALT LAKE
—LOS ANGELES— SAN FRANCISCO

Is proof enough that "RAMONA"
be on every exhibitor schedule.

and
should

^<97ie test advertised picture
ARTISTS PICTURE
titie in UNITED
ttie world
todaq,
^

(
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The
Independent
Film Trade
Paper

asi MOVING

Home
Office:
407 So.Chicago
Dearborn St.

PICTURE

IN THIS

ISSUE

Federal Trade Commission announces decision on resolutions adopted at conference with leaders
of industry last October; Text of 25 accepted resolutions is printed in full in this issue; Commission
refuses to indorse proposal that sale of competitive entertainment productions to churches and
schools be considered unfair practice; Rulings on block booking and producer-owned theatres are held
in abeyance.

COMPLETE

INDEX TO CONTENTS

NEWS
Fox Film Corporation announces product; Sales force prepares
for most successful season at convention held in New York.
Warners-Stanley affiliation gives each even stronger position;
Producers achieve big outlet in East; Vitaphone is made available to circuit.
British-American alliance is essential to progress of industry, says
J. D. Williams— Musicians vote huge defense fund.
Theatre for travelers in St. Louis railroad station turns exploitation ideas topsyturvy — K. C. film board offers protection plan.
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Synchronized Pictures
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Short Features
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a theatre's public.
On the other hand, an enthusiastic, buoyant and
optimistic attitude may be as easily communicated to the
theatre's public.
And this is an influence which the industry requires at
this time and it is up to the theatre men of the country,
backed up by reasonable cooperation from the sales organizations, todeliver.

S. A.

Martin J. Quigley, President
Edwin S. Clifford, Secretary
George Clifford, Asst. Treasurer
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
Copyright, 1928, by Quigley Publishing Company
AH editorial and business correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago office

Whole Vol. 91, No. 9

WORLD

this latter effort depends the degree of prosperity which
the industry will enjoy during the coming season.
The producer completes his main contribution to the
advancement of the industry when he presents a program
of pictures, each with a reasonable attraction value at the
box office. The sales organizations are then expected to
merchandize the picture — and not merely take orders or
force orders. From that point on the salvation of the
business is in the hands of the exhibitor.
Many of the adverse conditions of the past few months
are directly traceable to the half-hearted attitude of many
exhibitors. Such an attitude is quickly communicated to

HERALD
WORLD
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Selling the Public
PRODUCT announcements — the most vital news of the
industry — are now receiving the thorough scrutiny of
theatre men everywhere. These announcements, outlining
the story of the producers' eflforts to provide the theatres
of the country with suitable product for the coming season,
should have an inunediate effect in creating and re-building
interest and enthusiasm throughout the trade; and this renewed interest and enthusiasm, if properly nurtured and
directed, can in turn be passed on to the general public
at the opening of the new theatrical season.
For various reasons — some of w^hich are obvious and
others of which are only theories — the past several months
have not been auspicious as far as the theatres are concerned, and when the theatres are not flourishing there is
cause for concern everywhere, even into the remotest
comer in the picture business. Some of the causes in the
lapse of the desired volum© of theatre attendance may be
beyond the influence of the industry to correct, but the
great majority of them are conditions that are crying for
attention.
Now that practically all of the product news of the year
has been laid before the exhibitor, the next proper step
is for this product news to be merchandized adequately
and effectively to the exhibitor. If the coming season is
to be faced with the greatest confidence as to the outcome
this is a first step that must be accomplished. To do this
sales organizations must proceed on the principle that
there cannot be a good sale unless the buyer shall be able
to make a profit on the contract he has accepted.
Regardless of the merit of a program the exhibitor cannot get the best results out of it unless he is soundly convinced of its quality and unless, following this conviction,
he is able to become sincerely enthusiastic about it. To
accomplish this the exhibitor must be intimately and adequately informed about the pictures under consideration —
by the printed word and by personal contact.
When all of this is accomplished the exhibitor will then
be able to go ahead, intelligently and enthusiastically,
about the business of making plans for the selling of the
pictures he has bought to the general public.
And upon

Product Talks
A

SLOGAN
may be national
only a slogan
the tag-line
adopted
for the recent
sales but
convention
of the
Fox
Film Corporation, held in New York City, has a meaning
that is just about as basic and important as anything that
may be used in connection with the business of motion

pictures.
The Fox convention slogan was, "Say it with pictures,"
and even a cursory glance through the Fox product announcement, which is published elsewhere in this issue,
leaves no doubt in the mind of the reader that for the
coming season the Fox organization will be well-qualified
to "say it with pictures."
Now and always product is safely entrenched in the commanding position in the industry. No matter how
eloquently any sales story may be told, in the long run it
will not be convincing to the exhibitor unless it is backed
up with pictures of a box office attraction quality that will
enable the theatre man to exhibit them at a profit.
it with
or "Say
for any
year. pictures," is a great slogan for this year,
In being able to use it this year, which marks the Silver
Anniversary of the Fox organization, the company has
earned the congratulations of exhibitors everywhere.

Economic Feature
^ T^ HE advance of the Synchronized Picture continues as a
X subject of absorbing interest throughout the trade. By
common consent this development means a widening of
the sphere and scope of the industry, bringing it to the
threshold of a great new development.
During the past week announcement has been made that
the Strand theatre. New York City, one of the earliest
de luxe houses, is providing for the installation of
Synchronized Pictures and as the result of being enabled to
present these subjects will alter its policy materially. A
smaller orchestra will be maintained and many of the
variety features that have been used will be dispensed with.
There is great significance in the Synchronized Picture,
on the point of added attraction value for the public, a
widening of the uses and effects of the motion picture and
also on the very important question of net profit for the
theatre.
There is no question that the Synchronized Picture will
lead to a stimulation of the public's interest in motion
pictures and it is also quite plain that many costs in theatre
operation which have been constantly growing more difficultnized
to control
Picture. will yield to the influence of the Synchro-
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Commission Acts on Decisions
Of Trade Practice Conference
Samuelson Settles
Suit Against Arrow
And 60 Other Firms
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, May 29— The five-yearold suit brought against the Arrow Exchange and many other defendants in the
motion picture industry, including the Will
H.Hays organization, by Sidney E.Samuelson, was settled last week out of court.
A financial agreement is understood to have
eased the settlement.
Samuelson, a theatre owner of Newton,
N. J., brought suit against the Arrow Exchange in February of 1923, charging violation of the antitrust laws. He asked
$450,000 damages and broadened his suit
to include 60 other defendants, including
the biggest producers in the country.
In his original complaint Samuelson
charged he suffered losses to the extent of
$150,000 as a result of his refusal to do
business as the producers and distributors
demanded. He was blacklisted, he charged,
and otherwise suffered from malpractices.
In settling the suit. Max D. Steuer, attorney for the defense, announced that the
practices of which Samuelson complained
were long ago adjusted. A statement to
that effect was issued, signed by Steuer
and by counsel for the plaintiff, David L.
Podell.

Fifteen Elected
To Pathe Board;
Officers
Chosen
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, May 29.— Directors elected
at the annual meeting of Pathe last Thursday are J. J. Murdock, Maurice Goodman,
Marcus Heiman, E. F. Albee, Richard C.
Hunt, Elisha Walker, George Armsby,
Cecil B. DeMille, Paul Fuller, Jr., Jeremiah
Milbank, Frank Callahan, Lester D. Burton,
Colvin W. Brown, Elmer Pearson and
Charles A. Reynolds.
The board then elected the following
officers:
President, J. J. Murdock; executive vicepresident, Colvin W. Brown; vice-president,
Elmer Pearson; vice-president, John C.
Flinn ; secretary, Lewis Innerarity ; and treasurer, John Humm.

Veteran Exhibitor Dies
(Special to the Herald-World)
ALEXANDRIA, May 29.— Jesse B. Essary, 71 years old, one of the oldest men in
Indiana in the motion picture business,
died recently at his home here. Back in
the early days of the motion picture industry he opened a theatre on West Washington street, and had been interested in this
business and others, for years.

Under New Management
HOLLYWOOD, May 29.— Bob Jensen,
builder of the Lincoln theatre, Glendale,
has been assigned to take charge of the
Glendale theatre, under William Howe, effective June 1.

75

Rejects Ban on Competitive
Sales to Schools, Churches
Resolutions on Block Booking and Producer
Are Held in Abeyance

Theatres

[Washington Bureau of the Herald-World]

WASHINGTON, May 29.— .Xction by the Federal Trade Commission with
respect to the various resolutions adopted at the Motion Picture Trade Practice Conference held in New York last October was announced today.
Fifteen Rules Approved and Accepted
'
Fifteen rules are approved and accepted, ten rules are accepted as expressions of the trade, one resolution is rejected as illegal and in restraint of trade,
and four resolutions and the statement of policy of the producer-distributor
group are held in abeyance, the four resolutions because the vote indicated
that the industry was hopelessly divided and could not come to an agreement
upon the various subjects, and the statement of policy because of the suit
now pending against Paramount.
The resolution rejected by the commission provided that the practice of distributors contracting for the exhibition of
motion pictures known in the trade as "entertainment," as distinguished from educational or scientific pictures, at schools or
churches or any other places where motion
pictures are shown to the public, found by
an impartial arbitration body to be in competition with any regularly operated motion
picture, is an unfair trade practice.
Producer-Theatre Ruling Delayed
The resolutions which were held in abeyance characterized as unfair trade practice
the acquisition by a producer or distributor of any theatres or theatrical property
with the intent or effect of intimidating or
coercing an exhibitor to book his films or
to surrender his theatre holdings; declared
unfair the allocation, leasing or licensing of
films by a distributor to any group of exhibitors without affording all competing
exhibitors an equal opportunity to bid for
such films, except in the case of wholly
owned producer theatres; condemned the
granting of protection to a theatre against
a house not in competition; and declared
an unfair trade practice the refusal of a
distributor to lease a film to an exhibitor
for exhibition within a reasonable time after
its prior run.
On the recommendation of Commissioner
Abram F. Myers, who presided at the conference, and because of the suit now pending against Paramount, the commission
held in abeyance the statement of policy
which provided that:
"1. The sales method known as block
booking shall not be used for the accomplishment of any illegal purpose.
"2. No distributor will require as a con-

And the Proofreader
Left for Points South
In enclosing the following newspaper clipping, S. J. Hackney of the
Star theatre at Roseland, B. C, wonders "if any of the boys ever suffered from this type of afHiction":
"Ed. Ilerndon, iiumnger of the Lyric
picture sJiow. was sev(>relY burned last
Monday tvhen he accidentally look hnld
of a hot wife in the operating booth. It
seems that somethiiij; went uroni; irith
things in the booth and Ed tried to fix
it up. — Ilawkinsvillc (Ida.) Tribune."

dition of permitting an exhibitor to lease
its pictures that such e.Khibitor shall also
lease pictures of another distributor.
"3. If an exhibitor shall claim within a
reasonable time prior to the date fixed for
the exhibition of any picture included in
any block leased by him that such picture
will be offensive to the clientele of his theatre because of racial or religious subject
matter, such claim shall be arbitrated by
the board of arbitration of the proper zone,
and, if sustained, such exhibitor shall be relieved of obligation to take and pay for such
picture.On Rejection of Part of Block
"4. If anj' exhibitor who has purchased
an entire block of pictures offered by any
distributor so elects, within a reasonable
time prior to the date fixed for exhibition
of any picture included in such block, such
exhibitor may refuse to take such picture
by paying one-half of the allocated price
thereof, provided that the pictures so rejected out of any block shall not exceed 10
per cent of the number included in such
block, and if a rejected picture is resold
by the distributor, one-half of the net price
received on such resale shall be credited
against the exhibitor's obligation in respect
of such picture up to the amount of such
obligation.
"5. Business shall not be included in any
block witli new pictures.
Shorts and Blocks
"6. Newsrcels and short subjects will
not be included in any block with features,
and the le^se of newsreels or short subject blocks shall not be required as a condition of being permitted to lease feature
blocks or vice versa.
"7. The matters dealt with by paragraphs
3 and 4 shall be covered by appropriate
provisions to be included in the new standard form of contract."
Commissioner
Myers pointed out that the
position of the commission in the Paramount case is that block booking is in and
of itself unlawful. "That being true," he
said, "no resolution which recognizes the
legality and propriety of the practice and
contemplates its continued observance by
the distributors, can be accepted as a compliance with the order dispensing with the
necessity for proceedings against the other
distributors
employing
the commission
practice."
Myers recommended
that the
at once proceed against the other distributors, "since it is hardly fair to pursue only
the Famous Players-I.asky Company when
its competitors are doing tlie same thing."
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25 Resolutions Accepted by Federal Trade Commission
Following are the resolutions accepted today
by the Federal Trade Commission in Washingto-n as comprising the rules of conduct for
the motion picture industry, the first 15 comprising the resolutions zvhich it accepted and
approved, and the remaining ten resolutions
accepted by the commission as expressions of
the trade:

KULE 1
WTiereas the motion picture industry recognizes that
commercial arbitration promotes goodwill, economy and
better standards of business, and is endeavoring to
develop in the most complete way possible a system
of arbitration for the settlement of disputes between
distributors and exhibitors which will be both fair to
all and speedily expedient; and
\\Tiereas it is the desire of all branches of the
industry to use a uniform exhibition contract, both to
standardize its contractual relations and to provide
for such arbitration; and
WTiereas it is the further desire of all branches of
the industry that the standard exhibition contract so
providing for each system of arbitration shall be fair
as possible at this time and shall be changed or modified as from time to time experience may demonstrate
that it should be changed, and the further desire that
the present provisions of such contract and all future
changes or modifications herein shall themselves be
subject to arbitration, and the further desire that the
rules and regulations for the arbitration of all disputes arising under such contract shall be as fair as
possible at this time and shall be changed or modified
from time to time by arbitration, as experience may
demonstrate and warrant that they should be; and
TOiereas it is believed that changes can be effected
in such standard exhibition contract to improve the
same; now, therefore, be it
Resolved, (1) That to carry out the purposes of
this resolution and the desire of all branches of the
industry to promote fair arbitration and contractual
relations, a committee of six shall be immediately
designated, consisting of three members chosen by the
unaffiliated exhibitor delegates here assembled and
three members chosen by the producer-distributor delegates here assembled; that three affiliated exhibitor
delegates without right to vote may participate in the
work of this committee; that such committee shall
immediately institute a study of the provisions of
such standard exhibition contract and the rules for
the arbitration provided for there, and develop improvement in such contract and in such rules for
arbitration, and develop a plan for the further operation of arbitration. In the event the exhibitor members and producer-distributor members of said committee are unable to agree, a seventh member of such
committee shall be designated, such seventh member
to be chosen unanimously by the six members, and if
such six members cannot unanimously agree on such
seventh member, then the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States shall be asked by
such committee to appoint its seventh member.
(2) That after such adoption of such modified standard exhibition contract and such modified rules of
arbitration, it shall be the further purpose of such
committee to have periodical consideration of both
said contract and rules of arbitration at consistent
periods, under the plan therefor which said committee
shall develop to consider whether changes in such
standard exhibition contract and arbitration rules are
warranted by experience, and at such periodical deliberations the seventh member may be called in for
decisions.
Contract Held Fair Practice
(3) It is understood that such amended standard
exhibition contract and amended rules of arbitration
shall be ready for use for the season 1928-29. Be it
further
Resolved, That the use of a standard uniform contract providing for arbitration both of disputes arising
out of said contract and of the provisions of the
contract itself is a fair trade practice.
RULE 2
Resolved, That the insertion of commercial advertising, for which compensation is received, in motion
picture productions leased to exhibitors as entertainment, is unfair trade practice.
RULE 3
Resolved, That the substitution by a producer or
distributor for any photoplay contracted for by any
exhibitor, as the photoplay of a specified star or of a
specified director, or as based upon a specified story,
book, or play, of any photoplay in which such specified
star does not appear, or which has not been directed
by such specified director, or which is not based upon
such specified story, book, or play, as the case may
be, unless with the consent of the exhibitor, is an
unfair trade practice.
RULE 4
Resolved, That the requirement by any distributor
that an exhibitor as a condition of being permitted
to purchase any picture of such distributor shall also
purchase pictures of another distributor, is an unfair
trade practice.
RULE S
Whereas the use of misleading or salacious advertising is recognized as an evil, and
Whereas the distributors of motion pictures represented in the membership of the film boards of trade
themselves will not use misleading or salacious advertising in connection with their product.

Resolved, That it is a fair trade practice to use
their best efforts to discourage others in the industry
from using misleading or salacious advertising.
RULE 6
The purchasing of photoplays for a specific theatre,
which photoplays are also used in other theatres uncontracted
for, commonly
known as "bicycling," is
an
unfair trade
practice.
RULE 7
Deliberately
returning
a print late, thus securing
additional
exhibition
time
without
payment
of the
rental therefor, or by reason of such delay making
it impossible to ship such print to the next exhibitor
who has it booked, is an unfair trade practice.
RULE 8
Resolved, That the giving of any gratuity, either by
an exhibitor to a salesman or a salesman to an exhibitor, in exchange
for advantages not otherwise
procurable between buyer and seller, either in relation
in the sale or booking of motion pictures, is an unfair
trade practice.
RULE 9
Resolved, That the use of a signed application for
a contract by an exhibitor, and the showing of the
rental prices thereon, either by a distributor or another
exhibitor for the purpose of securing higher rental
prices, or by an exhibitor to a distributor other than
to whom such application is addressed, for the purpose of securing a reduction of rental prices, is an
unfair trade practice.
RULE 10
Resolved, That the practice of contracting for pictures for one theatre and using service at an entirely
different theatre than the one specified in the contract is an unfair trade practice.
RULE 11
Resolved, That failure on the part of the exhibitor
to promptly report correctly the results of percentage
bookings is an unfair trade practice.
RULE 12
Resolved, That any agreement among competing exhibitors to allocate among themselves the motion pictures of distributors, thereby eliminating competition
in the rental of such motion
pictures, is an unfair
trade practice.
RULE 13
Resolved, That any agreement among distributors to
prevent any exhibitor from contracting for the motion
pictures of such distributors, or to exact from such
exhibitor a higher rental for the motion pictures of
such distributors than could otherwise be obtained in
open competition, is an unfair trade practice.
RULE 14
Resolved, That the using of buying power for the
purchase of more photoplays than an exhibitor can
consume, in order to deprive a competing exhibitor
of the opportunity of purchasing his supply of photoplays, whether it be an attempt to corner the market
against such competing exhibitor, or whether it be
with the thought of forcing a competing exhibitor out
of business, or the compelling of such competing
exhibitor to sell his theatre, is an unfair trade practice.
RULE 15
Whereas the following rule or regulation has been
adopted by all the members
of the Motion
Picture
Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.:
"No member shall directly or indirectly or through
the instrumentality of any officer, employee, agent,
representative, or servant of such member, or otherwise offer or cause to be offered any money inducement or advantage of any kind to any actor, director,
or employee of any other producer or distributor in
an effort to persuade or induce such actor, director, or
employee to become dissatisfied with such employment
and to breach any contract between such actor, director, or employee and any other producer or distribuResolved, That such a rule is a fair trade
RULE 16
Whereas
the Motion
Picture Producers
tributors of America,
Inc., has . allied itself
International
Advertising
Association,
the
Association
of Credit Men, the American
tor."

practice.
and Diswith the
National
Bankers'

Editorialist Belittles
Radio Advertising
Commenting on the recent abandonment oi radio broadcasting by
the Wanamaker store in New York
because "it is not helping the store
in general or in an advertising way,"
Arthur Brisbane, writing in his Today column in Hearst papers Monday,
that "listening to the radio,
crowds saysthink
about amusement, not
of goods to be purchased next day
or later. Advertising which does not
compete with jazz or singing, that
can be seen with its pictures and
really at leisure, is the best advertising."

Association, and the National Better Business Bureau
to prevent fraudulent activities; now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the proper educational work of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America
Inc., in co-operation with such other organizations!
with respect to any attempted fraudulent enterprises
relating to motion pictures, to the end that the public
may not be defrauded by fake motion picture scenario
schools, or other dishonest enterprises which trade
on the public's ambition to become a part of the
motion picture industry, is a fair trade practice.
RULE 17
Whereas it is a trade practice to enforce in 482
film exchanges in the United States rules and regulations for the prevention of fire more drastic than
those provided by the state and city fire commissioners,
and fire drills are conducted each week, a safety
committee comprising three branch exchange managers
and secretary of the local film board of trade conducts
a rigid monthly inspection enforcing regulations regarding general housekeeping conditions to prevent
fire, including regulations against smoking, protecting
film or waste matter from contact with radiators
steam pipes, and electric lights, testing sprinkler systems and fire extinguishers, eliminating the use of any
inflammable material in the shipping and
inspection
departments and preventing accumulation of scrap
film and every other possible regulation to protect
the lives of employees and to insure safety; and
Wliereas the reports of the safety committee are
checked in the home office of the film board of trade;
and any violation of any rule or regulation is immediately corrected; and as a result of this work fires
m film exchanges have been practically eliminated;
and since January 1, 1927, there has been no fire loss
in any department in the distribution of film;
Resolved, That such regulation of film exchanges is
a fair trade practice. RULE 18
Whereas throughout the United States today more
than 1,500 public, private, and charitable sectarian
and nonsectarian institutions for caring for "shut-ins"
are showing motion pictures; and such motion-picture
programs are furnished to these various institutions
by nation and regional distributors through the various
film boards of trade under a plan whereby the responsibility for such distribution is divided among all
members of each board; and in most instances
such
motion-picture programs are furnished free of charge
to such institutions as orphan asylums, homes for the
aged,veterans;
tuberculosis
war
and hospitals, and institutions housing
Whereas in some cases they are furnished upon
payment of the postal or express charges to ship and
return the films, and in other instances where institutions have appropriations available with which
purchase entertainment for the inmates nominalto
charges are made; and
Whereas in all instances motion picture films are
ftirnished to such institutions with the understanding
that they are to be shown only to the inmates
attendants of their respective institutions and that and
the
general public is not to be admitted either free of
charge or for an admission charge; now, therefore
Resolved, That the admission of the public, either '
be
freei
of charge t
or for an admission charge, to any
such motion picture entertainment or perforrfiance is
an unfair trade practice and unfair competition to
theatre owners; and
Resolved, That the showing of motion pictures in
such institutions where the public is not admitted,
either free of charge or for an admission charge, is
a fair trade practice. RULE 19
That the practice of transferring title to a theatre
without making an honest and sincere effort for the
transferring at the same time of existing contracts
IS an unfair trade practice.
RULE 20
Whereas
the Motion
Picture Producers
and Distributors ofAmerica, Inc., have subscribed to the following preamble and resolutions:
"Whereas the members of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. in their
continuing effort to 'establish and maintain the highest possible moral and artistic standards of motion
picture production,' are engaged in a special effort
to prevent the prevalent type of book
and play from
becoming the prevalent type of picture; to exercise
every possible care that only books or plays which
are of the right type are used for screen presentation; to avoid the picturization of books or plays
which can be produced only after such changes as
to leave the producer subject to a charge of deception; to avoid using titles which are indicative of a
kind of picture which could not be produced, or by
their suggestiveness seek to obtain attendance by deception, athing equally reprehensible; and to prevent
misleading, salacious, or dishonest advertising- now

"Resolved, by the board of directors of the Motion
01
Picture
and Distributors of America,
be it
therefore, Producers
Inc.,
That said association does hereby reaffirm its determination to carry out its purposes above set out, and
does hereby repledge the best efforts of the members
of the association to that end, and does hereby further declare that they will not produce or promote
the production, distribute or promote the distribution,
exhibit or promote the exhibition, or aid in any way
whatsoever in the production, distribution, or exhibition by the members of this association, or by companies subsidiary to said members, or by any other
(Continued on page 86)
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Warners-Stanley Affiliation
Gives Each Stronger Position
Exhibitor Plea for More
Trade Paper Advertising
Indorsed by "Screen Press"
"We desire to heartily and unreservedly commend and approve the
stand taken by Northwest Theatre
Owners Association, who disapprove
of the recent tendency by producers
to curtail their trade paper advertising," says the "Screen Press," under
a heading, "Trade Paper Advertising
— Let's Have More of It."
"These have always been our
views," the "Screen Press" goes on,
"and we can be accused of no selfinterest, since we carry no advertising ourselves.
"It is owner
the producers'
to their
theatre
customers duty
to advertise
as fully and as widely as possible in
trade papers. Such advertising not
alone creates a demand for their
product, which is to their interest,
but it also, if properly devised, carries much informative matter to the
theatre owner, which is to his advantage.
"We wish that more exhibitor
bodies would take the same sensible
businesslike stands as have the
Northwest Theatre Owners Association. More power to them."

Federal and State
Protests Hold Up
Soviet Film's Bow
(Special to the Herald-World)

^_ NEW YORK, May 29.— The premiere of
"The film
End which
of St. was
Petersburg,"
the shown
Russian-at
made
to have been
Hammerstein's theatre last night, was held
up because of the objection of government
and state officials. Expecting to get their
difficulties ironed out, the Hammerstein
organization made plans to have the film
open Wednesday.
The picture was brought from Europe by
Arthur Hammerstein, who obtained it from
the Soviet Government despite warnings
that it could never be shown in America
as being too frankly propaganda. However,
the New York state censors objected to
only a few points — such as one scene depicting childbirth and some of the titles. The
State Department in Washington was less
friendly. Then Tames Wingate, head of the
department of motion pictures in the New
York State department of education, announced alicense had been refused.

Paramount Picks Clark
as Manager of Ad Sales
(Special to the Hcrald-Wortd)

NEW YpRK, May 29.— James (Jim)
Clark, who in his early twenties finds himself at the same age as Irving Thalbcrg,
the young production genius of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, yesterday was appointed
manager of the Paramount ad sales department, a position of great responsibility that
entails the handling of a business that runs
into several millions of dollars each year.
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Producers Achieve Big Outlet;
Vitaphone Available to Circuit
Particular Advantage to Warner Brothers in Access to
265 Eastern Theatres, Says Banker
By PETER VISCHER
NEW Y(3RK, May 29.— An affiliation between Warner Brothers and the
Stanley Company of America, to solidify even further the positions of both,
was effected last week by interested bankers. The new agreement, of which
details were withheld, gives Warner pictures a new outlet of immense importance and gives the Stanley theatres access not only to Warner pictures,
but as well to the popular Vitaphone products.
Particular Advantage in East Seen
The new deal was arranged by AVaddill Catchings, of Goldman, Sachs and
Company, bankers. While quick to point out that the Warners are not in
need of theatres by any means, he saw it as a particular advantage that access
should be had to the 265 theatres controlled by Stanley in the eastern states.
In commenting on the deal, Harry M.
Warner, president of Warner Brothers,
stated it amounted to insurance for both
companies.
"We of Warner Brothers are producers,"
he said, "and we shall continue to market
the best product we can. We are making
highly successful product at the present
time and expect to continue to do so. From
that point of view, we do not expect to be
affected by the new affiliation.
Positions of Both Strengthened
"The new deal was arranged by bankers
and, asfeel
you that
know,
don't talk much.
They
theybankers
have strengthened
our
position and at the same time helped the
Stanley theatres. In the long run, this
should be of importance and value to both
of us. The deal should help us to do big
things in the not distant future."
Catchings, in announcing the new affiliation, said he considered Warner Brothers
an unqualified success, with its product now
receiving first-run and extended-run bookings everywhere. Likewise, he added, the
Stanley theatres are enjoying a healthy
patronage. Still, he said, this would be
helped by the Warner Vitaphone pictures.

Catchings on Stanley Board
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, May 29.— In response
to the announcement of refinancing plans
for the benefit of the Stanley Company of
.America, the stock on the local exchange,
which has steadily declined, foreshadowing
the omission of the dividend, until it
touched 30^ last week, rallied until it
reached 37 on May 25. Directors of the
Stanley Company, at a meeting held in
New York on May 23, voted to omit the
quarterly dividend due at this time in order
that the company might be in a stronger

position to take care of its obligations.
The directors elected Waddill Catchings,
of Goldman, Sachs & Co., bankers, a member of the board of the Stanley Company.
Catchings is also a member of the Board
of Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., and has
been active in the affairs of that corporation. The election of Catchings will result in Goldman, Sachs & Co. becoming
bankers for the Stanley Company. Refinancing plans for the benefit of the Stanley Company are under consideration and
it has been reported that a loan of from
$5,000,000 to $10,000,000 will be arranged.

Oklahoma Exhibitors Say
Thumbs Down on Opening
Clause of New Contract
(Special to the Hcrald-Wortd)

TULS.A., May 29. — Regional exhibitormembers of the state M. P. T. O. went on
record at a meeting here last week as refusing to sign the first clause of the new
Standard Exhibition Contract, referring to
riders and additional clauses, on the ground
that the clause sanctions unfair trade
The exhibitors also voted to recommend
practice.
the showing of foreign pictures and that
one authority be developed for the buying
of all films for all individual theatre owners
in Oklahoma.

Williams Arrives Thursday
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

20.—Producers,
J. D. \\ illianiv;
of NE\\"
United YORK,
Motion May
Picture
Ltd.,
will arrive from England on the Berengaria
Thursday' and will open offices at once in
the Paramount building.

Musicians
Vote $10,000,000 National
Benefit Fund Raised by Salary

Tax

Establishment of a $10,000,000 fund for defense, strike relief and other beneSts
was voted at the national musicians' convention in Louisville last week. A levy of
two per cent is to be made on the salaries of union musicians, the fee to be paid
weekly through the locals.
The plan was introduced by Joseph N. Weber, president of the International
Federation of Musicians in the United States.

9fim
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YORK— A big week in pictures,
NEW
starting in with the new Russian film,
"The Fall of St. Petersburg," at which the
State Department in Washington got all excited. . . . Then Tuesday came "Dawn," at
which most everybody else got excited. . . .
Then Tom Mix was at the Astor, and all the
flappers and Broadway cowboys got excited.
. , . Just one burst of blood pressure after
another. . . . Arcye IVill drives one of the
smartest looking cars which graces the roads
of Westchester when she is in the East. And
how she can step on it! Boston Road residents all craned their necks on Tuesday when
she zoomed through. . . . Eddie Grainger,
of the Fox company, had a birthday last week
and celebrated by going to the Fox Silver
Anniversarj- convention. . . . Fred McConnell, having covered all the conventions, is
back in town and after all he went through he
is looking remarkably well. . . . The old
standoff, "He is in conference," has been supplanted during the last weeks. All hands being busy and short of breath the answer has
been to inquiries, "He is at the convent."
. . . Well, it was a great day at the golf
club and all hands seemed to have a good
time. Everybody got a prize but the nose
bag boys. . . . Bill Murphy has resigned
his post with the First Division Distributors
advertising and publicity department. . . .
Don McElwaine, of the Buck Jones Corp., left
for the Coast on Tuesday the 29th. . . . Nat
Rotlislcin is back in town after a long spell
in the Woolly West. . . . George Harvey is
the recipient of many congratulations on the
classy quality of the Pathe announcement inserts. We send ours to him now. . . . When
Tom Mix and the F B O boys gave their gettogether luncheon at the Astor on Friday
last Tony, Tom and Hy, as well as Fitz, Joe
and Irwin, put this horse show over in the
most approved fashion. ... It is reported
that C. S. Clancy, who is to produce "The
Viking Ship," has placed Jim Sayles at the
head of the advertising and publicity department. Jim is one of the cleverest in the line
and aside from having a name that would
help the ship, he has the ability to make the
box office click. . . . W. Ray Johnston,
president of the Rayart Pictures Corporation,
is all ready to head west with the "Box Office
20." . . . Virginia Morris, of Warner Bi'others, celebrated her zinc wedding anniversary
on Friday last. Virginia has been married
six months. . . . All the Educational film
force admit that Montreal is an ideal ulace
in which to hold a sales convention. Right
they are, one can enter into the spirit of the
occasion up there. . . . Cliff Lezvis, of Paramount, is one of the early birds on the job
and thrives on it. If you can't find Cliff at
his desk by nine a. m. there must have been
a subway delay or perchance more oversea
flyers clogging IBroadway. . . . The old Astor
seems to be missing the film folks of late.
. . . Dick Brady of the Eastman Kodak still
has the eagle eye. Dick demonstrated his
prowess by winning the Gotham trophy at
the golf tournament. . . . Well, well, he's in
again. Chester Beecroft of the Cosmopolitan Studios made a hasty trip to Gretna Green
and picked off the winner of the beauty contest in Newark. Miss Carolyn Pierson is the
bride. These happy young people were married in Port Chester on March the 31st and
have been keeping the secret all to themselves
but it was bound to get out and a tabloid
paper ran the picture of the bride and told
the tale. Carolyn was twice winner of the
beauty contest in Newark. Chester never
won a beauty contest but he can pick a winner.
PETER STUYVESANT.
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Among Fox Films for 1 928-29
THIS group of pictures is by way of offering further previews of the approaching 192829 season, this time through Fox lenses. Represented here are four stories among
-%
the major Fox productions. Three
happen to offer alien locales (if any part of the
msM/r.
world can be said to be foreign^ to American cameras), while the fourth takes
up
aviation, the phenomenon which has been so highly publicized of late.
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And this is it, "The Air Circus,"
with onArthur
Lake, David Rollins and Sue
shown
the plane.

Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor in
"Street Angel," a N eapolitan romance
directed by Frank Borzage

Carol

Again Charles Farrell, this time with
Greta Nissen in a scene front "Fazil,"
tale of Paris.

\\\

yet again Mr. Farrell, with Dolores Del Rio and Ivan Linow in an episode in "The
Red Dance," story of Russia directed by Raoul ffatsh.
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At the New York
Theatres
NEW

FILMS

PARAMOUNT— "His Tiger Lady," a Paramount
production starring Adolphe Menjou, with Evelyn
Brent.
Hobart Henley directed.
ROXY— "The News Parade," a William Fox film
featuring Nick Stuart and Sally Phipps. The story
is based on the adventures of a newsreel cameraman,
and Truman Talley appears in the film. David Butler
directed.
CAPITOL — "Laugh, Clown, Laugh," a MetroGoldwyn-Mayer production, starring Lon Chaney.
Loretta Young plays opposite the star. Herbert
Brenon directed this version of the stage play by
David Belasco and Tom Cushing.
RIALTO — "The Street of Sin," a Paramount production starring Emil Jannings. A story of London's
Limehouse, with Fay Wray and Olga Baklanova.
STRAND— "Lady, Be Good," a First National film
featuring Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall. Adaptation of the musical comedy of the same name, directed
, by Richard Wallace.
• GREENWICH VILLAGE THEATRE— "Decameron
Nights,"
a UFA
special
Barrymore
and Werner
Krauss,
withstarring
a castLionel
including
Xenia
Desni and Bernard Goetski.
Herbert Wilcox directed.
HAMMERSTEIN'S— "The End of St. Petersburg,"
produced in Russia by the Soviet Government.
Directed by W. J. Padowkin. Premiere delayed by
objections of government and state officials.
TIMES SQUARE— "Dawn," the British Dominion
Company's
starring
Thorndike.
AFilmstory
of Nurseproduction
Edith Cavell
filmedSybil
in the
original
Belgian locale.
CAMEO — -"Youth Astray," a German production
with Nina Vanna, Andre Mattoni, and Mary Johnson.
Peter Ostermayr directed.
,55TH S-TREET PLAYHOUSE— "The Veil of Happiness," with a Chinese cast.

HELD

OVER

ASTOR— "The Trail of '98," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
— "The
Man
Who
Laughs,"
presented
by CENTRAL
Carl Laerarale.
CRITERION— "Wings," from Paramount.
EMBASSY — John Barrymore in "Tempest."
44TH
STREET
THEATRE— Paramount's
"Abie's
Irish Rose."
GAIETY — William
Fox's "Four Sons."
GLOBE— William Fox's "Street Angel."
RIVOLI— "Ramona,"
with Dolores
Del Rio.
WARNER — "Glorious
Betsy," with Vitaphone.

Burtis and Howes
Meet Educational
Convention Force
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL, May 29. — Educational
closed its history-making sales convention
here Thursday after three days of intensive
preparation for the selling season.
Theatrical interests of Montreal were
hosts at a banquet Tuesday nighti at the
Mount Royal hotel, convention headquarters, and B. E. Norrish of Associated
Screen News entertained at a luncheon
aboard the Montclare, Canadian Pacific
liner, on Wednesday.
At the Wednesday luncheon E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, introduced
Thomson Burtis, author of the "Russ Farrell" air stories which will be the subject
of a series of two-reel productions for the
coming season, and Reed Howes, who will
star in the pictures.

Daylight Saving Looms
in San Francisco; Poll
Contains 100,000 Votes
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, May 29.— Daylight
saving agitation refuses to down and the
board of supervisors will shortly be called
upon to pass upon the proposition of formally adopting the plan. A poll taken by
the Junior Chamber of Commerce now includes almost 100,000 votes, which results
in more than six to one in favor of the
plan.
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Six New Fox Theatres to Cost
50 Millions, Sales Force Is Told
Producer Advises Convention That Houses Will Be Completed Before September, 1929 — Twelve Pictures for Coming
Season Will Have Movietone
(Special tu the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 29. — Without any display of words, in that incisive and
convincing manner so characteristic of him, William Fox told a convention of
300 of his sales force and bookers in convention at the Park Central hotel today
that he expected the motion picture industry to make greater progress during
the next year than ever before.
Announces $50,000,000 Building Program
So confident was Fox that he announced a $50,000,000 theatre building program for the coming year, to be spent in the construction of six theatres in
different parts of the country each seating 5,000 persons, the six to be finished
before September of 1929.
"If you think this is day-dreaming," said
Fox, "I ask you to look at my record. This
year I promised to spend $30,000,000 in the
construction of four theatres. I am opening
the first in Brooklyn in August. I am opening the second in Detroit in September, the
third in St. Louis, and the fourth in San
Francisco in December. These four theatres, each seating about 5,000, represent
just exactly the $30,000,000 I promised to
Good Films Fill Seats
spend.
"I am not worried about any ovcrseating
problem. Just as long as we make pictures
that
we don't
have that
to worry
about
fillingarethegood
seats.
I believe
Movietone
alone will double the number of seats sold
next year.
"We have no idea of the far-reaching possibility of synchronized pictures. Two years
ago the Fox organization was the only one
that had trust in synchronized pictures.
Now they are all coming to it."
Coast "Genius"
Fox Calls
made Sheehan
two interesting
comments on
executives in his organization. Quite frankly, he said it was his opinion that Winfield
Sheehan
was the
"genius" now
on the
Pacific Coast,
and only
he regretted
exceedingly
that he didn't send Sheehan to the coast
eight years ago instead of two. He added
that James R. Grainger had done the finest
sales job in the last twelve months that had
ever been done in the motion picture indusFox will make twelve pictures during the
coming year with Movietone. Incidentally,
Courtland Smith revealed that Fox himself
coined the word, coming out with "Movietone" when all others were breaking their
necks trying to think of a good word.
Four McLaglen Movietone Films
Four Victor McLaglen pictures are to be
made with Movietone, and eight others. It
became known, then, that McLaglen is so
popular through the country that he will be

given a separate series all to himself, the
only Fox player so honored. During the
year he will make "Captain Lash," "The
Baggage
Smasher," "The River Pirate" and
"All
Velvet,"
leased shortly. details of which will be reThe high spots of the Fox release
schedule were announced as follows:
"Street Angel" to be released in August,
"Four Sons" and "Fazil" in September,
"Mother Machree" in October, "Sunrise" in
November and "The Red Dance" in December. There will also be additional weekly
releases.
(t

Deliverance" Brings Row
on Charge Film Frankly Is
Dry Political Propaganda
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW picture
YORK, based
May 29.—
motion
on "Deliverance,"
the writings ofa
Prof. Irving Fisher on prohibition, produced by the Stanley Educational Films
Division, was given its first showing at the
44th Street theatre yesterday morning. The
theatre was filled to overflowing and a
second showing was given simultaneously
in the Astor ballroom.
"Deliverance" was taken by its audience
to be out-and-out political propaganda, with
the prohibition theme as the basis for discriminating between Gov. Alfred E. Smith
of New York and a group of Republican
leaders, such as President Coolidge and
Chief Justice William Howard Taft.
A picture of Gov. Smith was shown depicting him signing the bill that nullified
prohibition enforcement by state officers in
New York, frankly showing him and all
who supported him in a most unfavorable
light. There were groans and hisses as this
part of the picture was shown and more
than a few exprsesed the opinion A! Smith
would be well within his rights if he protested.

Rothacker Resigning as FN Studio Head;
Al Rockett Will Succeed Him at Burbank
(Special to the Herald-World)
BURBANK, May 29. — Watterson R. Rothacker is resigning as managing director and vice-president of First National Studios, effective early in August, and
Al Rockett will be appointed resident head of the studio, in charge of West Coast
production, with R. W. Poucher assisting as studio executive manager.
Rothacker made this unofficial announcement last night at an informal meeting
of department heads which celebrated completion of the reorganization and building program he started last year. He stated he will leave for New York late in
July to sail for Europe, the resignation to go into effect when he leaves for overseas early in August, and with no obligation to return to the studio to complete
his contract which expires in October.
Clifford B. Hawley, president of First National, who starts for New York
today,
praised
Rothacker's
and cited theat appreciation
the board
of directors
over work
the achievements
the studio. felt by himself and
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Theatre For Travelers Turns All
Exploiting Ideas Topsyturvy
House in St. Louis Union Station Draws Best Attendance in Summer

and

on Rainy Days — Sunday a Poor Show Time
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, May 29. — Perhaps the most unusual motion picture theatre
in the world is operated in the St. Louis Union Station for the benefit of
travelers passing through the St. Louis gateway to the West, Southwest
and Northwest. Every day persons from all quarters of the globe sit for an
hour
tions. or two watching current motion pictures while waiting for train connecTF }"0u have ever waited several hours for
a train in a strange citj- you will quickly
realize the advantage of seeing a picture
show that protects you against missing your
train. That's the sort of service that Billy
Aliller, proprietor of the Union Station Picture Show, gives his travel weary patrons.
Unique but Not Flashy
It isn't a large and flashy house, this
unique theatre. There are no brass fittings,
art works in the lobby or gold-bedecked attendants, but its small screen, facing a small
row of comfortable wooden benches of the
church type, probably gives as much pleasure as the first runs of the big picture palaces downtown and along Grand boulevard.
On one side of the small theatre which
occupies a part of the second floor of the
big union station is a huge clock that can
be seen conveniently from any part of the
house. Trains are never missed by patrons
of the house, as the management sees that
each person attending the show is informed
of the exact moment his or her train will
pull out.
Plays to Half Million Patrons
Miller established the theatre March 10,
1922, and in the six years the house has
been open it has played to almost a half
million patrons. The theatre has gained an
international reputation and many patrons
are of the repeater type. Persons who
often pass through the St. Louis gateway
always attend the show between trains.
Aliller has also found that travelers from
California, Florida, Maine, Mexico and
Canada have asked for the theatre on their
arrival at the station, having been told of
the picture show by others who enjoyed it.
About half of the audiences are men, but
it is the mother with a brood of restless
children who has found the theatre the
greatest boon. A lively comedy or a Western thriller is just the prescription to keep
them quiet between trains. Some mothers
have even checked children in the theatre

Magazine Praises Work
of Theatre Managers
(Special to the Herald-World)

JACKSONVILLE, FLA., May 29.
— The Southern Club Woman magazine, edited and published by Mrs.
Etta Scholenback of Jacksonville,
contains very complimentary references to local theatre managers in
the May issue. Manager John L.
Crovo and Manager Guy Kenimer received praise for the programs they
have been offering.
The magazine also carries a series
of articles on motion picture policies,
written by Carl Milliken, secretary of
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors ofAmerica, Inc. The criticisms carred by the magazine on pictures shown locally have received
much favorable comment and the
Jacksonville theatres have been generously praised in the publication.

while doing a bit of shopping in St. Louis.
The programs at the theatre run for a
week and are selected with considerable
care and various experiments have been
conducted during the past six years to determine the best type of program to be
used.
When the theatre was first opened it was
believed only short features could be used.
However, a careful check revealed that the
average patron stays in the theatre for an
hour and a half to two hours. In view of
this fact six and seven reel features are
now used. However comedies are also featured, as well as newsreels and scenics.
Every clean
efifortand
is made
to keep
screen
pictures
with thetootheatre's
strong
a sex appeal are not used.
Depends Entirely on Travelers
The theatre probably violates every ordinary rule for theatre success. The advice
of an expert who attended the opening of
the house has been played exactly opposite
with real success.
The theatre must depend entirely on travelers for patronage, since apparently it cannot attract a single patron from Market
or Eighteenth streets outside the station.
An efifort was made to obtain outside business with large posters, sandwich men and
other forms of advertising but results were
nil. The best season is the summer time
when business of regular houses falls off.
Also in summer and winter its best days
are the rainy ones. Sunday as a rule is not
a good day. The theatre has no orchestra
or pipe organ, depending entirely on the
picture to put the show over. Occasionally
radio music is provided, but it hasn't toned
up attendance to speak of.

Seat Tax Bill Saving
Public $17,000,000
Goes to President
[Washington

Bureau

of

the

Herald-World]

WASHINGTON, May 29. — Theatregoers will be saved $17,000,000 a year as a
result of the action of the conferees on the
tax reduction bill in adopting the Senate
provision for a $3 exemption from admission tax in lieu of the $1 exemption provided by the House of Representatives.
The present exemptio.i is 75 cents. The
new figure will become efifective 30 days
after approval of the bill by the President,
bringing it into force probably at the end
of June.

Summer Comes June 10;
Small Orchestras to Go
Orchestras in most of the class 6 theatres
in Chicago will be taken out for twelve
weeks after June 10, thereby announcing
the arrival of summer, which some exhibitors call "dog days." There are 43 houses
in this group, which must employ at least
five musicians, including organists, for 40
weeks each year.

WORLD
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Anyone'd Be Sure ! Bandits
(Special to theLeave
Herald-World)
Get $12,000;
I. O. U.'s

DETROIT, May 29.— This might
come under the heading of "Now it
can be told," inasmuch as Joe Lee,
press
agentuntil
de luxe,
it himself
he wasdidn't
readybroadcast
to leave
town.
Joe was doing publicity work for
the Oriental theatre here, when that
amusement palace was invaded by a
little group of wilful bandits, who
tied all the help with adhesive tape
and then helped themselves to the
gate receipts, estimated at something
like $12,000.
A little later a reporter discovered
Joe in the lobby. He was wringing
his hands.
"Whats' the matter?" said the reporter. they?"
"They didn't responded
bother you."Joe.
"Didn't
"They took everything out of that
safe but three I. O. U.'s and all of
'em were signed by me."

200 Gather at F B O
Dinner to Honor Tom
and Tony in New York
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 29.— Tom Mix was the
guest of honor at the luncheon Friday given
by F B O at the Hotel Astor. Nearly two
hundred guests attended the affair which was
marked by an enthusiasm unusual at these
mid-day gatherings.
The high mark in the proceedings was the
entrance of the star on the incomparable
Tony, who scintillates in the film firmament no less brightly than Tom himself.
Tony went through his paces on the dancefloor as familiarly as a night-club habitue, and
with a great deal more charm and grace.
Speeches were limited, which may account
for the success of the affair to the introduction of Mix to the assembled guests, and the
former's brief reply. Tom expressed his
pleasure at having the opportunity of meeting so many distinguished friends of F B O.
He spoke of the honor he felt in being associated with such a live and progressive organization, and said he looked forward to his
return to begin work on the Western specials
which he hoped would bring profit to all.

Directors of Ohio
Exhibitors Tackle
Blue Laws on Jane 1
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, May 29.— Exhibitors of
Ohio in cities which suffer from Sunday
closing will soon band together for an
united movement to obtain a local option
amendment in the state blue law.
One of the latest arrests is that of
Edward F. Sharpless, manager of the
Grand in Marion, who is up for trial in
the criminal court. P. J. Wood, AI. P. T. O.
manager, has been subpenaed to testify.
At Ashland the managers of the Rex,
the Opera House and the Palace have been
arrested again, by the local ministerial association. Fines of $25 and costs had been
meted out to these three, but they are
determined to fight the case.
At a meeting of the M. P. T. O. directors in Columbus June 1, the matter will
be discussed at length. The story in the
May 19 issue of the Herald-World will be
submitted to the meeting as the ground
work for the discussion.
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Film News
in Pictures

PICTORIAL

SECTION

I
1

1 1

Back for work on M-G-M comedies of
1928-29. Hal Roach, noted producer of
screen humor, and Mrs. Roach, "snapped"
by the Herald-World photographer on
their arrival in Chicago enroute to Hollywood from New York, completing a trip
around the world. And at right is a remarkable picture brought back by them,
showing them seated before the famous
Taj Mahal at Agra, India.

m

p :4-^'-^

1
—.

Stories Told
by the Camera

Also back from a trip abroad are Irving
Thalberg and his wife. Norma Shearer.
Above: Miss Shearer and Beth Brown,
author of "Ballyhoo," which the M-G-M
star will make. Below: the Thalbergs and
other M-G-M folks leaving New York for
the Coast — Paul Bern; Mrs. Nicholas M.
and Mr. Schenck, who saw them off; Miss
Shearer, Thalberg, Mrs. J. Roben Rubin,
Mr. Rubin and David Bernstein.
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better preparation for those strenuous sequences than tennis. Hence, no script will
daunt these M-G-M players — above, Joan Crawford (undergoing instruction from Harvey
Snodgrass, former champion); right, John Gilbert; and left, Anita Page.

Witness now the methods of two Paramount
players. Above, Clara Bow creating punch for
her peppy roles, and at right, Charles Rogers
steeling his muscles along the Santa Monica
beach (with Baron setting the pace).

A twin flight by Frances Hamilton and Donald Reed, First
National players, who sometimes take to the hurdles in
the interest of thespian preparedness (in this case, also in
the interest of a striking action picture).

Yuh gotta keep fiti So Muriel Evans and Dorothy Devore, Educational
comediennes, repair at intervals to the gymnasium (anyway, there's no harm
in saying they do).
Whatever Miss Evans is committing makes one supple —
but we can understand Miss Devore's contemplating it with distaste!
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TALES:

America .... f^t/ss/a
and ]^ungary

Hungary, via First National, these scenes being from "The Yellow Lily." It is a BilJie Dove vehicle, telling the story of a peasant girl in love with
parental intrigue proves no match for them. Miss Dove and
a scion of a noble family. Something of a rake, his love for her ennobles him. AndAlexander
Korda directed.
' ^
'
*
above.
shown
her male lead, Clive Brook, are
Left: Fighting it out before a
non-paying but intensely interested crowd invehicle
First National's
new Western
for Ken
Maynard, who is the vigorous
youth shown at left. "The Upland Rider" offers further ridingfighting opportunities for this
popular young plainsman.
Right: Divulging an open secret
("I love you!") during the
course of events in Universal's
"Honeymoon Flats." The scene
shows the leading players, Dorothy Gulliver and George Lewis,
who portray newlyweds whose
first home is threatened with dissolution. New York is the locale.

"Tempest" is the sources of these scenes. At the recent premiere in New York, this United Artists production is viid to have rcvciIcd in its star.
John Barrymore, a gift for screen acting theretofore undisclosed. The scenes above show Barr\niorc, one with C.iniilLi Horn, German actress,
who makes her American debut in this picture.
The story is of Russia during the Revolution.
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sonal pictures have passed forever, and that
even when the mercury is at its highest, a
representation of South Sea life will draw
as well as one of the Frozen North, the
reason being that up-to-date heating and
cooling plants have eliminated the thermometer as a factor in selection of pictures.
Once a year the out of town managers
are called in for inspection of departments
and theatres and then taken to Elmwood
Manor, recreational center of the Saengers,
Inc., at Bay St. Louis, Miss., where for two
weeks they are schooled in theatre management and new phases of advertising and
publicity, with this one idea constantly before them: "know your locality."
How Managers Are Schooled
Here is an example of how the Saenger
organization trains its managers:

A new picture of the crowds at the Saenger theatre, New Orleans.

Druggists
In
Worked

Dream

Saenger^s

Comes
300

to Life

Theatres

from B. O. to Projection Room After "Rolling Pills'" — Rapid
Expansion Follows E. V. Richards^ Affiliation
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

NEW
ORLEANS, May 29.— A druggist's dream came true, and he had
builded even be'tter than he knew. Today, Julian Saenger, who 18 years
ago "rolled pills" as a druggist in Shreveport, La., the while he operated
the Strand theatre there as a pastime, has seen that toy grow into an organization which controls 300 theatres with 1,800 employes on its payroll and assets
far up in the millions.
TT was hard sledding for the young
gist. The Strand was far from an
orate afifair. The apothecary-exhibitor,
compounding
prescriptions,
would

Julian

Saenger

drugelabafter
rush

E. V. Richards

down to the theatre and work from the box
office to the projection room, and pass out
hand bills.
Theatre Aladdin Rubs Lamp
And now? The Saenger Amusement
Company, with theatres in Louisiana, Texas,
Mississippi, Florida, Arkansas, Alabama,
North Carolina, New Mexico, Cuba,
Panama and Jamaica, was one of the original franchise holders of First National,
owner of half of the common stock of Ppblix-Saenger Theatres, Inc., and with assets
which exceeded $5,843,000 July 2, 1927.
Firstwith
expansion
of Saenger's
came
the decision
to locate activities
in New
Orleans. In 1916 he enlisted the services
of Maurice F. Barr, newspaper man, who
with Mrs. Louise Boyer opened the Exhibitors Bureau in the old New Orleans Bank
building at 918 Gravier street. In these
offices were evolved the ideas that have
materialized in one of the largest chains
in the country. On July 4, 1917, the Strand
on Bayonne street was opened with Douglas
Fairbanks.
Next the Liberty on St. Charles

street was acquired from Ernest Boehringer,
followed in quick succession by the Globe,
controlled by the Fitchenberg interests, and
the Trianon from Eugene Pierce, who with
Fitchenberg at one time owned practically
all theatres in New Orleans.
At this point E. V. Richards came into
the picture, and from the moment that he
entered the organization its rapid ascent
was assured. As vice-president and general
manager, Richards is recognized as a factor
try.
in the inner circle of leaders in the indusToday, either by direct control or affiliation, the Saenger banner in New Orleans
floats over the Piety, Dreamland, Variety,
Capitol, Ivy, Carrolton, Escorial, Isis,
Rivoli, Tivoli, Granada, Prytania, Napoleon,
Columbia, Poplar, Fern, Fine Arts, Queen,
Folly, Washington, Crown, Mecca, Happy
Hour, Liberty, Trianon, Strand and New
Saenger.
Secret in Efficient Operation
That success is explained in part by innovations inoperation which are characteristic of the forward-looking system of the
circuit.
A committee of twelve department executives views films scheduled to be shown.
Should it be unable to decide on a certain
picture, an audience is drafted for a special
showing in the little theatre at headquarters
on Tulane
avenue,
the are
audience's
ment is final.
All and
films
graded judgfrom
AA to C, on merits and on prospective
appeal to the audience of a particular theatre. A feature that would pack the Liberty at the standard house price might play
to empty seats at the Strand. Furthermore,
many a world premiere at the Strand at 75
cents shows a lower box office return than
the same picture at the Saenger at 50 cents,
as the Strand seats 2,000, the Saenger 4,000.
Conduct Own Training School
Incidentally, Jack Meredith, head of the
publicity department, says the days of sea-

Ray V. Powell was brought to New Orleans from Florida and put in charge of the
Crescent theatre. When the Crescent closed
recently, Powell was sent over to the Liberty as assistant to Joe J. Levy; in the
meantime Levy is spending considerable
time under the tutelage of Aubrey Chadick,
manager of the New Saenger, which has
four times the seating capacity of the Liberty and caters to a dififerent class.
The humblest employee has the same opportunity of training as the manager. This
in part accoimts for the fact that the
Saengers have avoided labor troubles, even
during the stirring times of signing new
scales.
Earnings on the common stock of the
Saengers, Inc., after setting up $350,000 for
depreciation, and after paying all taxes and
preferred dividends this year, run about
six dollars a share.
The large earnings in the face of flood
conditions, Saenger says, were made possible by the wide field in which the^ circuit
operates. The greater part of it was not
affected.
"Ordinarily," he said, "these earnings
would have been placed to surplus account
and used as working capital, for it is
largely that
by reinvestment
of the
profits
the business has
beencompany's
built up
from small beginnings to its present pro-

Abrams
Exploited
portions."
Roadshows; He Is
Branch Head Now
Sam H. Abrams, manager of the F B O
Exchange in Alilwaukee, entered the motion picture business via Universal, handling
publicity on the first
Universal road
show,

"Traffic in

Previous to joining Universal,
Abram.s had been
engaged
the theabusinessand
end in
of
Souls."
tre
in the
outdoor
amusem.ents. He rewith Uni-of
versal amained
number
years, working on
their road show attractions. From Universal he took to
the road for Fox,

Sam H. Abrams

in advance of the road show, "A Daughter
of the Gods." Then Abrams went to
Indianapolis to do special sales work, later
joining Selznick and after that company
went out of business, F B O.
Abrams went to Milwaukee for F B O
three years ago. He is married and has
two sons.
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N. Y. Film Tourney
Is Mob Scene With
130 Happy Golfers
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 29.— A mob scene
with 130 golfers was enacted at the Rockville Country Club Thursday. The occasion was the fourteenth semi-annual Film
Golf Tournament, sponsored by Film Daily,
and held with the hearty (almost violent)
cooperation of everybody in sight.
A round of golf in the morning, just one
putt after another, until lunchtime, another
round in the afternoon, and a dinner in the
evening provided about all the entertainment most of the boys were looking for.
Incidentally, there was also a tennis tournament, won by Mike Simmons.
Winners:
Low net (leg on Film Daily Cup and Stebbins,
Leterman & Gates Trophy) — Jack Gottfreund.
Low net runner-up (Pathe Exchange Trophy) — M.
Spiese.
Low net runner-up (J. P. Muller Agency Trophy)
— Arthur W. Stebbins.
Low gross (Motion Picture News Trophy) — Tom
Moore.
Low gross runner-up (AI Ruben Trophy) — Jack
Nolan.
Second runner-up (Jules Broulatour Cup) — J. U.
Richey, Jr.
Low net morning round (National Theatre Supply
Trophy)— T. Da Costa.
Runner-up (Hedwig Laboratories Trophy) — Mitchell
May.
Low gross morning round (Morning Telegraph
Trophy) — William Rabell.
Runner-up (Wm. Massce Trophy) — Arthur Kliesrath.
Low exhibitor score (Jules Mastbaum Memorial
Trophy) — Harry Brandt.
Runner up (Eastman Kodak Trophy) — Lee Ochs.
Putting trophy (Carl Laemmle Cup) — William Orr.
Runner-up (Gotham Production Cup) — Richard
Brady.
Birdie trophy (F B O Cup)— Al Ruben.
Runner-up
(Dupont-Pathe Trophy) — Gerry Kayser.
Driving trophy (Jack Cosman Cup) — Paul Burger.
Runner-up
(Columbia
Pictures
Cup)— A.
L.
Pratchett.
_ Low
gross advertising
and publicity men
(Associated Publications Trophy) — Jerome Beatty.

Phil Orr of
Laemmle trophy
Dick Brady of
runner-up prize,

M-G-M took the Carl
in the putting contest and
Eastman Kodak won the
the Gotham trophy.

Three Planes Lost
As Fliers Seek Fox
Expedition in Arctic
(Special to the Herald-Wor.ld)

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA, May 29.— No
word has been heard as yet of the Fo.x
film expedition which left on a six-months'
polar trip in two planes May 11, nor has
any information come as yet from the
searching plane, which hopped off from
Kotzebue late Friday. Noel Wien and R.
S. Merrill are the men in the expedition,
while those searching for them are Matt
Nieminen, pilot, and Richard Heyser, wireless operator. Heyser was to establisli
communication as soon as his plans reached
Barrow.

Edward

Kevane Dies

(Special to the Hcrald-lVorld)

NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASS., May
29. — Edward Kevane, owner and manager
of the Star theatre for many years, passed
away last week here. His wife plans to
continue the operation of the theatre.

Josack to Run Revere
(Special to the Herald-World)

REVERE. MASS., May 29. — Joseph
Josack, Jr., has been named manager of the
Revere theatre by Univcrsal's circuit.
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British- American Alliance Vital
To Industry, Says J. D. Williams
Absolutely Essential to Have Another Producing Center in Active
Competition, Declares Executive of New Company Formed
to Distribute English Pictures in America
An alliance between leaders of the industry in English-speaking countries is
the most essential need today, in the opinion of J. D. Williams, whose new
undertaking to introduce British films into America has already met with several outstanding sales, says the Daily Film Renter of London. The greatest
brains in the American film industry are at last convinced that this is necessary,
and must be accomplished before the motion picture industry can be properly
stabilized, Williams is quoted as saying.
Calls Alliance Lone Solution
The whole trend of the times is running that way — the question of taxing
foreign films in England, the legislation which is being enacted in France,
Germany, Australia, British Columbia and Quebec — Williams declared, adding that the only one successful way to remedy this adverse legislation is by
an English and American alliance in this industry.
"There are still, however, a number of
narrow-minded people who believe that
Hollywood will dominate and control the
business forever," Williams went on. "They
are so provincial that they cannot see over
the
wood.top of the mountains adjoining HollyCalls Competition
Essential
absolutelyto essential
for thecenter
welfarein
of"Ittheis business
have another
active competition with Hollywood. The more
Hollywood dominates the industry the more
legislation the other countries of the world
will advocate.
"When I arrived in this country in August,
1925, the prevailing feeling was that it was
utterly impossible to get any money to produce pictures. Since then several millions of
pounds have been subscribed. Other people
stated you could not make pictures here on
account of the climate.
Must Get Into U. S. Market
"The one great thing that is lacking in regard to the success of the British film industry is the matter of setting into the
American market. United Motion Picture
Producers, Ltd., hope to accomplish this.
"A selection of the very best pictures produced in England and the Continent today
are as good as, or better than, the average
product of any one American distributing
company. We hope to demonstrate to the
industry here and in America that if the
American market is opened it will be a good
thing for the motion picture industry on both
sides of the Atlantic.
"The only possible way to get into the
American market is to get in on merit, that
is, by having good pictures. The American
exhibitor will not book any picture unless he
thinks he can make money on it.
".•\11 this talk of forcing the American exhibitors to show French compulsory quota
pictures is nonsense, in my opinion.
No dis-

tributing company in America could guarantee distribution of French pictures unless
the pictures appeal to the American public.
"The taste of the American and English
public is so similar that it is easy to make
pictures which will please the two countries,
but this does not applv to French and American audiences or German and American
audiences.
"For this reason an alliance in this industry
of the English-speaking people is the only
kind of aUiance worth while and the only
possible one that will e\er stabilize the motion
picture industr\- throughout the entire world."

Arthur Lamar

Dead

(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTAND, ME., May 29. — Arthur
Lamar, distributor of motion pictures and
formerly theatrical promoter and manager,
died in this city of pneumonia, aged 62
years. His wife, Mrs. Alice Johnson Lamar,
is director of publicity in theatre enterprises
in Plainfield and other New Jersey cities.

More Free Park Shows
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, May 29.— Free motion
pictures are the attraction at Audubon
Park, a city owned and controlled breathing
spot. No complaints have been registered
by theatre owners, however, as they say the
patrons at the park do not go to pay entertainments.

Mary

and Doug Returning
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

AMSTERDA^I, May 29.— Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks have dropped their
contemplated world tour until .August and
are returning to America, according to the
Dutch .\\r Company.

Indianapolis Council Votes Earlier Day
Despite Veto and Civic Bodies ' Protest

(Sh-^-ial to the rrn-iild-]l\'rld)
INDIANAPOLIS. May 29. — The city council here has passed the daylight saving ordinance over the veto of the mayor. The ordinance provides no penalty for
failure to follow the terms of the new law. however, nor does it state when it shall
go into effect. The county officials, the city schools and innumerable other business and official institutions declare they will not observe the law. Even at the
city hall there is much grumbling, since it means extra hours. The law provides
that offices shall be open through the week until 5 p. m. central standard time and
until noon on Saturdays.
This means an extra hour for these employes.
Meredith Nicholson, novelist and member of the council, berated the theatre
industry for its stand against the law.
His remarks brought a reply from Herman P. Lieber. another member of the
council and prominently
identified with the industry.
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K-C Zone Plan Favors Neither
Exhibitors Nor Distributors
Class A Houses Are Given 28 Days Protection Over Grade C, with
None at Present in Group B, Left Open for Future
Developments — Seven Days Separate C and D

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]
KANSAS CITY, May 29. — A zoning and protection plan for Kansas City
territor}' has been indorsed by the Kansas City Film Board of Trade. Favors,
under the plan which was originated by Leo J. Doty, vice-president of the film
board, would be shown to neither exhibitors nor distributors. Natural barriers,
seating capacities, geographical locations, admission prices and numerous other
problems were the factors which had to be dealt with in perfecting, the plan.
Theatres Divided Into Six Classes
Kansas City theatres were divided into six classes — A, C, D, E, F and G,
there being no class B theatres, that class having been left open for future
developments.
Any house which is showing a first run
picture is a Class A house. Class C theatres are first suburban or subsequent run
theatres charging admission prices of 30
cents, the Class A theatres having 28 days
protection from the closing date over Class
C houses.
Class C Given 7 Days Protection
Those houses in Class D are suburban
theatres charging 25 cents, they having
seven days from the opening of pictures in
Class C houses before pictures are available
to the latter class.
Houses charging 20 cents admission are
in Class E, they having 35 days following
the closing of pictures in Class A theatres.
The Class F theatres are those charging
15 cents. Pictures for that class become
available according to the run contracted.
Class G houses are those charging 10 cents.
Pictures which do not play Classes C, D
and F houses become available for Class G
49 days after the closing of the picture in
Class A.

peak here halls will be cheap enough for a
large scale growth of the P. C. T. concern.
A
with
far
This

peculiar position has arisen in connection
the Films Act Advisory Committee, as
as it concerns exhibitor representation.
committee is composed of two, each representing renters and producers, four for exhibitors and four not connected with the industry, together with an impartial chairman.
It so happens' that of the four exhibitor
representatives only E. Hewitson is now an
independent exhibitor. Now the C. E. A. has
adopted a recommendation that only independent exhibitors represent their fellows. The
three members not so qualified announce they
do not propose to resign. The C. E. A. cannot
compel them to resign. It looks as though
the C. E. A. movement will soon split in two.

Stanley Ad Films Forms
Coast Producing Units
. (Special to the Herald-World)

Merger of Gaumont and
General Theatres Welds
200 Houses in England

NEW YpRK, May 29.— A. Pam Blumenthal, president of the Stanley Advertising
Company, Industrial Film Division, Inc.,
has gone to the Coast, where the Stanley
company will start a number of production units. Heretofore the production end
of the organization has been only in New
York.

P. C. T. Combine Is Eclipsed — Circuit Affiliations Muddle Exhibitors' Association

Resolutions Accepted
by(Continued
Tradefrom Commission
page 76)

(By London Correspondent of the Herald-World)

LONDON, May 18 (By Mail).— The great
theatre fusion foreshadowed exclusively in my
notes of two weeks ago has come. The Gaumont British Theatre Corporation and General
Theatres are one — to all intents and purposes —
an arrangement having been concluded
whereby Gaumont has acquired the whole of
the ordinary share capital of the General Theatre Corporation, in exchange for ordinary
shares in the Gaumont-British concern. Including Denman Picture Houses, subsidiary of
Gaumont, this merger brings under one control
more than 200 theatres, including also some
of the very best West End of London halls.
The capital involved exceeds ten millions.
Last week it was announced that Lt.-Col.
A. C. Bromhead had also accepted a place on
the board of Moss Empires, largest vaudeville
group, and R. H. Gillespie of Moss Empires
had joined the Gaumont board.
The P. C. T. cinema combine is now eclipsed
numerically. The policy of Will Evans of
P. C. T., which was recently associated through
the Standard Film Company with First National-Pathe-Loew interests, seems to be that
of conservation of capital as far as consistent,
with the belief of leaders of P. C. T. that
when the era of big finance has: reached the

person, firm, or corporation producing, distributing,
or exhibiting pictures, of any picture or pictures, by
whomseever produced, distributed, or exhibited, which
because of the unfit character of title, story, exploitation, or picture itself, do not meet the requirements of this preamble and resolution or hinder the
fulfillment of the purposes of the association set out
herein.
"And whereas in carrying out. the purposes of the

Clara Bow Most Popular
Says New Orleans Manager
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, May 29.— At a
gathering of theatre house managers
here, a discussion was brought up
concerning who are the most popular
film actors and actresses from a box
office viewpoint.
Maurice F. Barr stated that offhand he believed this: Clara Bow is
the most popular actress; Corinne
Griffith, second, with Billie Dove and
Colleen Moore sharing honors for
third place; among the men Emil
Jannings ranks first; John Gilbert
second, with Ronald Colman and
Richard Barthelmess neck and neck
for third place.
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aforesaid resolution when any company member of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., is offered the screen rights to a book or
play of a questionable nature its representatives immediately inform the officers of that association; and
if the judgment of the member company to the effect
that the picturization of the subject matter is inadvisable is confirmed a notice is sent to all the other
member companies giving the name of the objectionable book or play, and such company members thus
having their attention directed to the subject in question have the opportunity of avoiding the picturization
of Resolved,
the novel That
or play";
this is a fair trade practice.
RULE 21
Whereas, for the purpose of further establishing
and maintaining the highest possible moral and artistic
standards in motion pictures, the members of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,
Inc., have adopted a formula with reference to the
selection and rejection of certain story material for
picturization;
Resolved, That the execution of the purposes of
this resolution is a fair trade practice.
RULE 22
Whereas there existed a practice with respect to
the securing of employment by extras in motion picture studios through agencies which charged them a
fee of from eight to 15 per cent for placing such
extras each time they secured a position through such
agencies; and
Whereas, besides certain legitimate casting agencies,
there were many questionable agencies that preyed
upon would-be motion picture extras and by their
activities brought great discredit upon the motion picture industry; and
Whereas, at the request of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., the Russell
Sage Foundation made a survey of the entire situation
in conjunction with the State Labor Commission of
California and the Association of Motion Picture Producers of California; and
Whereas the findings of the survey resulted in a
joint recommendation that the industry operate and
maintain free of cost to the motion-picture extra a
central employment bureau; and
Whereas the Central Casting Corporation has been
established and has been functioning in the recommended manner for a period of 21 months and has
made 502,916 placements in that time without cost to
the extra, and has brought about certain other betterments in working conditions of such extras; now,
therefore, be it
Resolved, That the establishment and functioning
of such a nonprofit casting bureau be, and the same
hereby is, declared to be a fair trade practice.
RULE 23
Whereas the Los Angeles Board of Education and
the State of California labor authorities were experiencing great difficulty in restraining the improper
exploitation of children in motion pictures by their
parents, which resulted in nonattendance at school
and an insufficient ratio of work and recreation; and
Whereas the Association of Motion Picture Producers and the California State Labor Bureau and the
Department of Compulsory Education of Los Angeles
by joint recommendation consummated the present
method by which a teacher is supplied by the board
of education and paid for by the producers in every
studio, together with similar financing of classroom
facilities where children are engaged in motion picture
production, so that each child works not more than
four hours during the day and has its regular schooling and recreation; and
Whereas any child not proficient in its lessons
cannot secure a permit to work in pictures, with the
result that the practice of improperly exploiting the
child has been entirely eliminated; now, therefore,
be it
Resolved, That the present formula obtaining in
respect to the employment of minors in motion picture
production, as set forth in the foregoing preamble,
is a fair trade practice.
RULE 24
Whereas producers at times desire to lend employees
under contract for whose service there exists no current necessity; and
Whereas the services of such temporarily disengaged contract employee may be desired by another
producer;
Whereas and
waste is avoided and the interests of both
employer and employee are advanced by continuous
employment;
now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the practice of a producer lending
an employee under contract to another producer for
an amount equal to the salary paid to the contract
employee plus a reasonable amount to absorb the fair
pro rate of such employee's idle time, is a fair trade
RULE 25
practice.
Whereas, to avoid duplication and conflict in titles
for motion pictures, the members of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., have
a plan for the registering with the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., of their
intention to produce a certain motion picture under
a certain title, and through such registration have
exclusive right to that title; and
Whereas such plan further provides that if the
title registered duplicates or conflicts with a title
already registered by another member of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.,
the parties whose titles conflict are notified so that
they may confer to avoid conflict, with the understanding that the company first registering a title
possesses the right to use the title unless it voluntarily withdraws its prior registration in favor of the
later one, or it is shown that the member making the
later registration has, by purchase or otherwise, obtained prior legal right to the title; be it
Resolved, That this is a fair trade practice.
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Edison's Great Dream Becomes Reality
By Will Whitmore

Synchronization of sound and moving pictures, the dream of Edison years ago, is now concrete reality. Today synchronization is a success, mechanically. Science has stepped far ahead of art. The artistic application of synchronization in the
realm of entertainment has progressed far in the last two years, but it is still upon the threshold of achievement. The
coming year promises tremendous strides in this great art of the entertainment field. The following story traces the work
of the pioneers up to the present.

the eyes of the public and
WITH
the industry centered upon synchronized pictures today, it
should be remembered that the synchronization ofsound and motion pictures as an entertainment art is no new
accomplishment in this age where the
scientific marvel of today is the commonplace of tomorrow.
It was about 20 years ago that Thomas
Alva Edison conceived the idea of talking
pictures. He had already given the world
the motion picture, but he thought his invention was incomplete unless the figures
that moved upon the screen were endowed
with speech.
Edison had already invented the talking
machine. The simple combination of these
two devices, he thought, would give the
world talking pictures. He busied himself
with the problem and soon "Cameraphone
theatres" sprung up all across the land. If
you were going to theatres 20 years ago,
you perhaps remember these converted
store rooms that displayed the name "theatres."
These theatres were installed with the
talking devices, and contracts were made
with the Cameraphone company for onereel pictures with sound accompaniment
with three changes a week for a contract
price of $150 per week. Each reel consisted
of a number of subjects. In seeking entertainment subjects the Cameraphone company was no "piker." It obtained the most
famous vaudeville stars of the day, such as
Eva Tanguay.
Just a Companionate
Marriage
But Edison's dream of a wedding of the
phonograph and moving pictures would
perhaps today be called a companionate
marriage. Neither device at that early
stage was suited for the union. Each
possessed far too much mechanical temperament for the union to be a success. Synchronization was attempted, but rarely
achieved, by running the film in synchonization with the phonograph behind the
screen. At a signal from the operator, the
phonograph was started, and it was up to
the projectionist to run his film in time
with the phonograph. Often, the sound
from the phonograph, did not even reach
his ears. And often again the phonograph
screeched out the words of one actor while
the canvas screen displayed the pictures of
another subject.
The life,
"Cameraphone
theatres"
enjoyedanda
short
and the union
of pictures
sound was dissolved. The estrangement
remained practically complete until within

Lindbergh
Paris
was shown.
Movietone Newsforwas
introduced.
Movietone
News production units are now located in
various parts of Europe and the United
States. The Movietone studio in Hollywood is now making "Mother Knows
Best," a feature length picture, and the
New York studio is turning out Movieto
entertainments and feature film accompaniments.

Fannie Brice, the famous comedienne
pauses in Chicago enroute from New
York to Hollywood where she will make
a Vitaphone picture for Warner Brothers
in which
her famous
and moving
"talk"
will
be heard.
It will besongs
her first
picture. Herald-World photo.
the last few years when Warner Brothers,
acting the part of Cupid, sponsored an experimental and scientific courtship of the
two. In the meantime radio had made its
appearance and the marvelous strides that
had been brought about in this new realm
of
ship.science aided and abetted the new courtThe reunion of motion pictures and sound
accompaniment was made perfect on
August 6, 1926, at the Warner theatre in
New York and the world proclaimed the
success of the wedding. Dropping the
metaphor now, that first public demonstration of synchronized pictures was a complete success. Much credit must be given
Warner Brothers and the Vitaphone Corporation. Everything to make this reunion
of motion pictures and sound accompaniment a success was done. And their efTorts
have rewarded them. Today there are
more than 300 Vitaphone installations in
the country.
Development of Movietone
The next successful venture in synchronized pictures was brought about by the
Fox-Case Atovietone Corporation. The
first public showing of Movietone was held
January 21, 1927 at the Sam H. Harris
theatre in New York when a performance
of four songs by Raqucl Meller was given
in conjunction with the showing of "What
Price Glory." The second performance was
held at the same theatre on May 25 when
among
other
subjects
the
takeoff
of

The process employed in making Movietone pictures is claimed by Fox-Case Corporation as its individual process. It is the
result of many years of e.xperimentation
and study conducted by the Case Research
Laboratories in Auburn, N. Y., according to
the company. It was here that, under the
direction of Theodore W. Case, was evolved
the direct method of photographing sound
waves on a strip of motion picture film employed in the Movietone process. The Case
laboratories, in this work, claim to have
built a strong chain of patents covering
the crucial points of each step in their
process. Form Fox-Case Corporation
These patents have been filed in all the
principal countries in the world. It was
the acquisition of these patents together
with the knowledge and facilities of the
Case laboratories that led William Fo.x to
affiliate himself in the formation of the
Fo.\'-Case Corporation. This combination
resulted in the perfection of the Movietone
In the Fox-Case process, aside from its
process.
own various particular patents, such, for
instance, as the "aeo" tube, certain telephonic apparatus is necesary. This embraces the use of such devices as amplifiers, michrophones, loud speakers, both in
recording and producing. Wherever telephonic apparatus is employed by Movietone the devices of the Western Electric
apparatus are used. These are the devices
which were acquired by Vitaphone under
an exclusive license from Western Electric,
and the use of which by Movietone is
covered by an agreement between Fox-Case
Corporation
the \'itaphone
Corporation. Since theand
telephonic
equipment,
which
is the principal part of an installation, is
common to both Vitaphone and Movietone,
reproducing attachments for these two systems are now being so designed that both
can be put on the one projection machine.
Tiiis enables the exhibitor, after iiavinp
secured installation, to reproduce both
Vitaphone and Movietone pictures at will
over the same machine. By the end of this
year. Western Electric will be producing
machines that
contain onboth
\'itaphoiio and
(Continuid
pag* 90)
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Progress of Moving Pictures as the New York World See It

The

Southeast

Acclaims

Synchronization

Synchronized pictures are sweeping the Southeastern states. The first really successful introduction of synchronization
was made in Jacksonville, Florida, more than a year ago, hut only in the last few months, since Publix entered the field,
has this new type of entertainment really fired the enthusiasm of the Southeast. At present installations are heing made
in many Southern theatres. Publix attaches so much significance to proper advance exploitation the company has detailed
a special exploitation man to cover all installations. Vita phone is opening a sales and shipping office in Atlanta
Special excursion trains have been run for a recent opening and theatres are billing openings for a radius of 60 to 100 miles.
Exhibitors as well as the public are showing tremendous inter est. The following story vividly recounts the reaction of the
Southeast to Synchronized pictures :
pictures are bidZED
SYNCHRONI
ding high for popular favor
throughout the Southeast — and
getting it. Observation and experienece
lead to the prediction that before the end
of the current year the number of theatres now equipped with sound reproducing devices will have been trebled if not
quadrupled.

Slightly more than a year ago — during April
of 1927, to be exact — Vitaphone had its premiere in this section. The first important and,
incidentally, the first pre-eminently successful
presentation of Vitaphone in the South took
place in April of last year in Jacksonville,
Florida, at the Riverside theatre, the then newest house in the circuit owned and controlled
by E. J. Sparks of E. J. Sparks Enterprises,
Jacksonville.
Nowhere has Vitaphone enjoyed a more
able and brilliant introduction than it received
at the hands of Mr. Sparks. The advance
advertising would have done credit to a circus. It was billed for a radius of 60 miles,
hundreds of 24-sheet stands being leased for
the purpose, and the newspaper advertising,
not to mention screen and program and special advertising, was on a par with billboard
exploitation.
Movietone Popular in Jacksonville
The results were immediately reflected in
the box-office. In no southern city has Vitaphone been more conspicuously and uniformly
popular than in Jacksonville. The Riverside
lost Vitaphone when Mr. Sparks became affiliated with Publix, for they jointly decided
to transfer Vitaphone to the downtown Imperial, where it has continued and even increased its following. Movietone has since
been installed in the Imperial, which house is
under the management of that astute showman John L. Crovo, and no better proof of
the popularity of synchronized pictures need
be offered than the simple statement that the
Imperial draws the largest attendance of any
theatre in Jacksonville (the Publix deluxe
house, The Florida, not excepted) and is the
only Jacksonville theatre playing full week
stands.
Shortly after the Riverside inaugurated Vitaphone the Atlanta Metropolitan, of which Sig
Samuels is the largest individual stockholder
and was then managing director, essayed the

new device. But that first venture was unsuccessful, perhaps due to the fact that Atlanta
was not duly prepared to appreciate it, or
possibly because it lacked the brilliant introduction that Jacksonville enjoyed.
Where Jacksonville first heard Vitaphone as
an accompaniment to "Don Juan," Atlanta
first saw "Don Juan" unthotit hearing Vita-

How

Did You Put Over
Synchronization ?

// you have introduced synchronized
pictures in your theatre, how did you do
it? How much advertising did you do?
Did you use the billboards? What tieup did you make? What sort of ballyhoo
did you stage?
It is the aim of this new department
to cooperate with exhibitors, and to offer
them all possible aid in the exhibition
of synchronized pictures. The department wants to hear what you did, so that
it may pass the information on to others.
Remember, your ideas may help others.
The ideas of others may help you. Send
in your ideas. With your cooperation,
tve promise a great department and service on SYNCHRONIZED PICTURES.
phone, and obtained a less happy impression
of Vitaphone through a group of Vitaphone
short subjects. Subsequently the Metropolitan
brought "Don Juan" back for a repeat run — ■
this time zvith Vitaphone, but the thing had
lost
its "edge."
After
a few months of more or less indifferent success the Metropolitan canceled Vitaphone subjects and discontinued the use of
the device entirely. Then a few months ago
the house came under a new management
and Vitaphone was given a brilliant revival
with "The Jazz Singer," which picture enjoyed the unprecedented consecutive run of six
weeks — unprecedented not only in the Metropolitan but in Atlanta.
Publix Installs Sjmchronization
The triumph for the Metropolitan was shortlived, for negotiations that had been pending
for months were suddenly consummated and
Publix secured the privilege of installing not
only Vitaphone but Movietone in a large group
of its southern theatres. In the deal the syn-

chronized pictures which the Metropolitan
management had hoped to play were lost to
the Rialto, its keenest competitor and the only
other
Atlanta theatre in the Metropolitan's
classification.
On May 7 the Rialto reopened, after being
closed two weeks for renovation, redecoration
and installation of Vitaphone and Movietone,
presenting "Tenderloin" as well as a group of
Vitaphone short subjects, and for the first
time in Atlanta showed Fox Movietone News.
It is no secret that the Rialto "took the business of the town" that week ; the second week
wrote up a good score, and the same program,
with the exception of a new issue of Fox
Movietone News, is now in its third week at
the Rialto.
Vitaphone made its debut in Macon, Georgia,
April 16 at the Rialto (Publix-owned) and
scored an unqualified success. "The Jazz
Singer," which has so successfully launched
Vitaphone in other cities, was the equally brilliant medium in Macon.
Bills Vitaphone
100 Miles
Birmingham is giving a royal welcome to
Vitaphone. The opening at the Strand (Publix-controlled) on May 7th was equally as successful as that which wrote history in the
Rialto, Atlanta, on the same day. Manager
Bolivar F. Hyde of the Strand walked away
with the business of the town, but not until
he had earned it with the most able and farreaching exploitation campaign ever launched
in
that billed
city. for
Vitaphone
and of
"The100Jazz
Singer"
were
a radius
miles;
the
Southern Railway ran special excursions ; the
newspapers carried advance stories with layouts of five and six columns, explaining and
illustrating the apparatus. The citizens responded at the box-office and critics were, and
are, unanimous in their praise. "The Jazz
Singer" is now in its third week at the Strand
and all indications point to, at least, a six
weeks' run. One week is the usual run in
Birmingham,
so "The
Jazz Singer"
Vitahone have already
established
a new and
precedent
there.
Installs Vitaphone and Movietone
Three additional installations of Vitaphone
and Movietone in Publix-controlled houses in
this immediate territory are now under way,
and openings are scheduled as follows : The
Odeon theatre. Savannah (house owned jointly
by Publix and Arthur Lucas), is to inaugurate
(Continued on page 91)
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The first page of the ^'Modern Miracles" cooperative newspaper
section used by Palace theatre, Wichita, Kansas, to announce the
introduction of Vitaphone at the theatre. The merchants listed
paid for the ad.

F-N Proceeds with
Plans for Firnatone
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 29.— First National Pictures is making rapid strides on its recently
announced Firnatone productions, combining
motion pictures and sound synchronization.
Now that contracts have been consummated
with the Victor Talking Machine Company
and the Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
Ralph I. Poucher, assistant production manager in charge of Firnatone, is en route
from New York to California to confer with
Clifford B. Hawley, president of First National Pictures and with Watterson R.
Rothacker, vice-president and managing director of this company's Burbank studios, in
regard to Firnatone in various current First
National productions, as well as next year's
product.
There is a strong possibility that these conferences will result in concrete plans to erect
special stages at First National's Burbank
studios, which will enable this company to
make it synchronized productions entirely at
the one plant. Among the current special
productions which will have Firnatone are
Colleen Moore's "Lilac Time" and Corinne
Griffith's 'The Divine Lady."

Salt Lake Theatre
Installs Equipment
SALT LAKE CITY. — Vitaphone and
Movietone have been installed at the Victory
theatre here, which house is under the management of Ray Hendry and is one of the
Louis Marcus Enterprises. The opening took
place May 26.

A MAN LOVES"

T»J. VITATMOnt

PEABODY

»TKn*0»»T

OCOttmLA

VAUDEVILLE
"REAUZATIOiN"

The theatre paid for this page ad, the second page of the "Modem
Miracles" section announcing Vitaphone introduction at the Palace. The story telling how H. E. Jameyson put over this cooperative section follows below.

"Modern Miracles " Section in
Newspaper Introduces Vitaphone
The introduction of synchronized pictures in your theatre should be given all
possible exploitation and advertising. It has been found that the greater the
advance publicity given an opening the greater the subsequent success becomes.
When H. E. Jameyson introduced Vitaphone in the Palace theatre at Wichita,
Kansas, recently he put over a six-page co-operative newspaper section which
successfully announced the coming of Vitaphone.
"I don't indulge very much in spectacular
advertising and stunts," says Jameyson, "my
effort being confined to the more conservative— and as I think the more sensible style
of advertising.
Occasion

Warrants

Publicity

"However, when we recently opened with
Vitaphone I thought the occasion was worthy
of some extra publicity, so I arranged a special Vitaphone newspaper section called 'ModEight
advertisers took space in the section.
ern Miracles'."
These included a phonograph shop, a player
piano shop, the gas company, an engraving
company, a creamery, tire shop, auto supply
company and the local projectionist union.
E.ach of these ads carried out the idea of
modern miracles created by science, tying in
perfectly with the marvel of Vitaphone idea.
Will Furnish Mats
The theatre paid for one full page ad. Art
work on this page ran $175. If any exhibitor
desires mats of these engravings he may obtain them by writing to Jameyson and paying
the cost of the mats. Mr. Jameyson has volunteered to do this on his own accord, as a
help to fellow exhibitors. Jameyson reports
that all advertisers in the special section were

well pleased with the results brought them by
the "Modern Miracles" section.

F-N to Train Star's
Voices for Firnatone
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 29.— A teacher in
elocution is to be employed by First National
studios to coach the younger players as the
result of plans for talking and singing motion pictures, which are to be made by First
National under the Firnatone process. With
the coming of talking pictures, former stage
players now in pictures are ex[)ected to be in
great demand. Fortunately, most of the
First National stars have had stage experience, it is said. These include Milton Sills,
Charlie Murray, Jack Mulhall, Billie Dove,
Dorothy Macliaili, Harry Langdon, Doris
Kcnyon and Johnny Hines.
The younger stock players, however, will
be coached by experts, so that they will be
perfectly at home before the sound recording
devices, as well as motion picture cameras.
It is also probable that a language expert will
be employed to instruct all the players in the
speaking of foreign language titles.
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Fox Builds Special Sound Proof
Studio for Movietone Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYT^^OOD, May 29. — Fox Films feature productions in Movietone will be
made possible in midsummer through the construction of Movietone stages now
under way at Fox Hills, Cal. Special interest attaches to the new Movietone stages
in that they are radical departures from usual motion picture stage construction.
First of all, these buildings are pentagonal. Second, they will be sound-proof.
Third, they will be specially constructed inside and out, and fourth, the floors
will be than
carpeted
or covered
rather
refract
sound. with some sort of "plastic" material that will absorb,
Two units, of two stages and an administration building each, are under way and a
similar group ^\^ll be added later, eventually
providing eight stages and four administration buildings. Each unit is to have two fivesided stages, one having a width ranging
from SO to 75 feet and an overall length of
100 feet, while the other will have a width
ranging from 7S to 112 feet and an overall
of 150 feet. Sidewall height to the trussed
roof measures 36 feet.
A three-stor>' administration building is
placed in front of and at the junction point
of the two stages so that it serves both stages.
This building has offices on the first floor as
well as film loading and laboratory; a projection room on the second floor and the monitoring room on the third.
All doors to the stages are sound-proof,
and special lights will tell at all times when
Movietone is being recorded, which will mean
that none can go in or out until the light
changes, or goes out.
All of the five walls will have special
sound-proofing_ treatment, and while the interior of the Movietone stages will be somewhat akin to the radio broadcast studios, they
will be more "alive," yet echoless.
Carpenters and others working about the
stage will conduct themselves much the same
as any cinema stage up to the point where
Movietone recording actually begins, then on
signal, absolute quiet on the part of everyone
except those "seen" by the camera is essential.
Even the director cannot speak to his players when the camera grinds, which means that

a megaphone will be useless. Moreover, the
studioterm
musicians,
or not
"emotion
as
some
them, will
be used doctors"
to stir the
feelings of the players, unless music happens
to be essential to the film as it appears on
the screen.
The Fox Movietone studios will have an
interior air of elegance, compared with the
stages for the making of silent drama. With
construction that shuts out all outside noise,
draperies and soundproof hangings inside,
with padded floors and other equipment to
promote quiet, actors, actresses and directors
will find an atmosphere that permits 100 per
cent concentration on the task at hand, it is
said.
The monitoring room operator from his
"crow's nest" position can give instructions
to any part of the stage at any time through
a loud speaker. All picture sequences will
be rehearsed with monitor listening in and
directing through the loud speaker on the
stage the location of microphones to get the
best results from each actor and actress.
Thus microphone locations become as highly
essential as the proper placing of lights m
any film production.
Fox Films directors are looking forward
eagerly to the time when the initial Movietone stages will be completed and ready for
operation. They realize that making productions in Movietone will be quite different from
what they have been used to in silent pictures, but the urge to work with Movietone
and in the elaborate surroundings this type
of production demands provides double incentive.

Edison ^s Dream Becomes Reality
(Continued

Movietone reproduction units on the same
pedestal or stand.
F B O Enters Field
The next producing company to tie up
with synchronized pictures was F B O Pictures Corporation. This company's announcement, made several months ago,
stated that contracts had been made with
the Radio Corporation of America, Westinghouse, and General Electric Company.
Then upon the heels of this announcement,
came the announcement of Educational
that it had entered into an agreement with
Vocafilm, which is the disc method, for
the employment of synchronization with
its short feature releases.
Then came First National's announcement that it had joined hands with Electrical Research Products, Inc. (the subsidiary company formed by Western Electric for merchandising the Western Electric
system of synchronization) and the Victor
Talking Machine Company for the purpose
of producing synchronized pictures, under
the trade name of Firnatone. The first
production utilizing musical accompaniment and synchronized sound effects will be
"Lilac Time," starring Colleen Moore. The
Western Electric disc method of synchronization will be used, but it is possible that
subsequent productions may use both the
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disc and film process controlled by Western
Electric.
RCA Develops Photophone
Radio Corporation of America has recently announced a new device called Photophone, produced by this company in conjunction with Westinghouse and General
Electric. It is of the film type of recording and reproduction. Officials of the company state that they do not contemplate
any exclusive franchise rights, but plan
to make the Photophone available to all
responsible producers and theatres. The
Photophone theatre projection equipment
is standardized with the Western Electric
system so that films made by the Western
Electric or Photophone process are interchangeable. The Han-a-phone is also announced by the Han-a-phone Company in
association with the Utah Radio Products
Company of Chicago.
The latest announcement with respect to
synchronized pictures is one of great importance and shows the great extent to
which synchronized pictures is reaching out
in the industry. This announcement, made
two weeks ago states that Paramount,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and United Artists
have contracted with Electrical Research
Products, Inc., for use of synchronization
under the A. T. & T., and Western Electric
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patents
and forthat
name "Movietone"
will
be used
theirthesynchronized
pictures.
The anouncement also stated that contracts
are being prepared for Universal and KeithAlbee Orpheum.
This lines up practically every one of
the major producing companies for the
production and distribution of synchronized
pictures. The coming months will see production of pictures with synchronized accompaniment on a huge scale.
Vitaphone
Production
Heavy
Warner Brothers has already made history with synchronization in the feature
length picture. "The Jazz Singer," the first
picture to carry synchronization as an integral part of a feature length film broke
house records in theatres all over the
country. "Tenderloin," starring Dolores
Costello, and the first to use synchronized
spoken lines as an integral part of the
picture, is said to be duplicating the success
of "The Jazz Singer." The next was
"Glorious Betsy," also starring Dolores
Costello, in which both song numbers and
dialogue were woven into the story. The
next to come is "The Lion and the Mouse,"
in which dialogue will be used in the
pivotal scenes of the action rather than in
sequences of secondary importance. The
very thread of the story rests with Vitaphone, it is said. Another Jolson picture,
"The Singing Fool" is to follow, and others
are "The Terror," in which Vitaphone will
eliminate all subtitles; "The Desert Song,"
the first picturized operetta and "Noah's
Ark," which is now in production and will
be Warner Brothers' most ambitious production during the 1928-29 season. Other
pictures of importance are unnamed.
Besides "Lilac Time," other First National pictures that will have Firnatone accompaniment are "The Divine Lady," starring Corinne Griffith; "La Tosca" and another based on the musical comedy "No,
Paramount has reopened its Long Island
No, Nanette."
studio
for producing synchronized pictures
and "Burlesque" will be among the first of
its synchronized productions. United Artists
announces "The Love Call," with Lupe Velez
as its first sound picture. Hal Roach
has just announced that he has contracted
for synchronization for the production of
comedies released by M-G-M. This picture of producer activity in the realm of
synchronization pictures shows that the
new art is already well established and that
the near future will bring about marvelous
strides.
Publix Buys Synchronization
From the exhibition side of the art, the
picture is just as promising. More than
300 theatres in this country alone are already equipped with synchronization systems, and installations are being made
daily. Publix Theatres, Inc., has already
a large number of theatres installed with
systems, and it is said the company has
ordered 280 additional installations for its
theatres throughout the country.
In all parts of the country, exhibitors
and patrons, alike, are showing a quickened
interest. Even in the smaller towns, exhibitors who had regarded synchronization as
something for the larger theatres, are now
either contracting for installations or seriously considering the move.
From the manufacturing point of view.
The Radio Corporation announces that
Photophone will be available on July 1.
Western Electric is transferring the manufacture of its product from Philadelphia to
Chicago, and all machines will be manufactured in Chicago by the end of this year.
Already much of the equipment is being
manufactured in Chicago. The plant which
is being prepared for manufacturing the
product will have a capacity of 200 complete machines a month, and the company
anticipates a demand for at least 2,000 during 1929.
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Theatres Equipped
with Vitaphone
The list below contains the names of theatres in the United States installed with Vitaphone. Many of these theatres are also
equipped for the exhibition of Movietone. This
is the first time a list of motion picture theatres
equipped for the exhibition of synchronized
pictures has been carried in a motion picture
trade journal. It should prove of interest and
value to the entire industry. This list will be
augmented by all new installations to be made
in the future.
Strand, Albany, N. Y. ; Earle, AUentown, Pa.;
Strand, Altoona, Pa.; Ouster, Baltimore, Md.;
Metropolitan, Baltimore, Md. ; Family, Batavia, N. Y. ;
Savoy, Bethlehem, Pa.; Binghamton, Binghamton,
N. Y.; Cameo, Bridgeport, Conn.; Lafayette, Buffalo,
N. Y.; Harris, Butler, Pa.; New Lyric, Camden,
N. J.; Walt Whitman, Camden, N. J.; New Broadway,
Charlotte, N. C; CoIIingswood, Collingswood, N. J.;
Strand, Erie, Pa.; Bijou, Fall River, Mass.; Harris,
Findlay, Ohio; Manos, Greensburg, Pa.; Majestic,
Hartford, Conn.; Grand, Hazleton, Pa.; Majestic,
Hornell, N. Y.; Imperial, Jacksonville, Fla. ; Winter
Garden, Jamestown, N. Y. ; Cambria, Johnstown, Pa.;
Strand, Lynn, Mass. ; Rialto, Macon, Ga. ; Hippodrome, Miami, Fla.; Harris, McKeesport, Pa.

* * *

New Bedford, New Bedford, Mass.; Roger Sherman,
New Haven, Conn.; Warner, New York City; Fabian,
Paterson, N. J.; Astor, Philadelphia, Pa.; Belmont,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.; Jackson,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Lindy, Philadelphia, Pa.; Lindley,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Model, Philadelphia, Pa.; New Park,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Roosevelt, Philadelphia, Pa.; Royal,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Olympic, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Regent,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; American, Pittston, Pa.; Empire,
Portland, Me.; Strand, Portland, Me.; Majestic,
Providence, R. I.; Arcadia, Reading, Pa.; Capitol,
Richmond, Va.; Fay's Rochester, N. Y.; Pheil, St.
Petersburg, Fla. ; Strand, Schenectady, N. Y.; Strand,
Scranton, Pa.; Capitol, Springfield, Mass.;
Eckel, Syracuse, N. Y. ; Strand, Syracuse, N. Y.;
Liberty, Tacony, Pa.; Victory, Tampa, Fla. Harris,
Tarentum, Pa.; Stacy, Trenton, N. J.; Troy, Troy,
N. Y.; State, Uniontown, Pa.; Avon, Utica, N. Y. ;
Waltham, Walthara, Mass.; Harris State, Washington,
Pa.; Republic Washington, D. C; Avon, Watertown,
N. Y.; Arcade, West Palm Beach, Fla.; Fay's, West
Philadelphia, Pa.; Park, Woonsocket, R. I.; Strand,
Worcester, Mass.; Strand, Yonkers, N. Y. ; Dome,
Youngstown, Ohio; Royal, Atlantic City, N. J.;
Stanley, Atlantic City, N. J.; Regent, Baltimore, Md.;
Temple, Berwick, Pa.; Strand, Birmingham, Ala.;
Colonial, Brockton, Mass.;
Kearse, Charleston, W. Va. ; Rialto or New, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Stanley, Chester, Pa.; Ceramic, E.
Liverpool, Ohio; Colonial, Germantown, Phila., Pa.;
Maryland, Hagerstown, Md.; Broadway, Kingston,
N. Y. ; Capitol, Lancaster, Pa.; Colonial, Lebanon, Pa.;
Strand, Lowell, Mass.; Strand or Empire, Montgomery, Ala.; Victoria, Mt. Carmel, Pa.; Knickerbocker, Nashville, Tenn.; Broadway, Newburgh, N. Y. ;
Grand, Norristown, Pa.; Admiral, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Forum, Philadelphia, Pa.; Kent, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Logan, Philadelphia, Pa.; Tower, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Colonial, Phoenixville, Pa.; Colony, Portsmouth, Va. ;
Stratford, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. ; Roxy, Roxborough,
Pa.; Plaza, Salem, Mass.; Victoria, Shamokin, Pa.
Majestic, Williamsport, Pa.; Arcadia, Wilmington,
Del.; DeWitt, Bayonne, N. J.; Beacon and Modern,
Boston, Mass.; Manor, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Moore's
Opera House, Clarksburgh, W. Va. : Plaza, Englewood, N. J.; Colonial, Hartford, Conn.; Majestic,
Jersey City, N. J.; Mosque, Newark, N. J.; Liberty,
New Kensington, Pa.; Capitol, Wilkes Barre, Pa.;
Fox Folly, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Fox Ridgewood, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Fox Savoy Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Great Lakes,
Buffalo, N. Y.; Fox Liberty, Elizabeth, N. J.; Fox
Jamaica, Jamaica, L. I. NLY. ; Fox Academy of
Music, New York City; Fox Audubon, New York
City; Fox Crotona, New York City; Fox Japanese
Gardens, New York City; Fox Nemo, New York
City.
Fox Star, New York City; Metropolitan, Altanta,
Ga. ; Capitol, Bloomsburgh, Pa.; National, Jersey City,
N. J.; State, New Bedford, Mass.; Clinton, New York
City; Garden, Philadelphia, Pa.: Palm, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Tioga, Philadelphia, Pa.; Capitol, Pottsville, Pa.;
Strand, Shenandoah, Pa. ; Metropolitan, Washington,
D. C; Capitol, Waverly, N. Y. ; Oneonta, Oneonta,
N. Y. ; Palace, Ashtabula, Ohio; Bradford, Bradford,
Pa.; Glove, Gloversville, N. Y. ; Palisades Park,
Palisades Park, N. J.; Leroy, Pawtucket, R. I.;
Riviera, Rochester, N. Y. ; Pergola, AUentown, Pa.;
Strand, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Victoria, Buffalo, N. Y. ;
Roxy, New York City.
Carman, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Sunshine. Albuquerque,
N. Mexico; Mission, Amarillo, Texas; Strand, Canton,
Ohio; Strand, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Capitol, Chicago,
III.; Avalon, Chicago, 111.; Granada, Chicago, 111.;
Marbro, Chicago III.; Orpheum, Chicago, 111.; Rialto.
Colorado Springs, Colo.; Grand, Columbus, Ohio.;
Capitol, Cincinnati, Ohio; Melba, Dallas, Texas;
Columbia, Davenport, Iowa; Colonial, Dayton, Ohio;
Empress, Decatur, 111.; Aladdin, Denver, Colo.; Dcs
Moines, Des Moines, Iowa; Garrick, Dulutli, Minn.:
EUancy, El Paso, Texas; Fargo, Fargo, No. Dak.;
Rialto, Ft. Dodge, Iowa; Jefferson, Ft. Wayne, Ind.;
Palace, Ft. Worth, Texas; Capitol, Grand Island, Neb.:
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Subtitles Will Become
Obsolete, Says Franklin
(Special to the Herald-World J

SAN FRANCISCO, May 29. — "The
silent photoplay with its explanatory subtitles will be as obsolete as the horsecar
within the next three years," is the opinion of Harold B. Franklin, president of
West Coast Theatres, Inc., as expressed
by him upon a recent visit here.

Lupe Velez to Sing
in First U A Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 29.— Lupe Velez will
sing in the first United Artists picture to carry
Movietone accompaniment, it is announced by
the New York office. The picture will be
"The Love Song," adapted from a story by
Dr. Karl Vollmoeller. The song will be the
theme song of the same name as the picture
and has been especially written by Irving
Berlin. The entire picture will carry Movietone accompaniment.

Southeast Acclaims
Synchronized Films
{Continued

from

page
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Vitaphone June 4; the Modjeska theatre, Augusta, Georgia, will give Vitaphone and "The
Jazz Singer" their debut on June 11. The
advance exploitation has been launched under
the able direction of Frank J. Miller, one of
the South's outstanding showmen and the dean
of Augusta theatre men. The third installation of Vitaphone and Movietone for the
month of June is scheduled for the Strand
theatre, Montgomery, Alabama, where H. C.
Farley, city manager for Publix, holds sway.
All preliminary arrangements have been concluded for an advance campaign that will embody all the features employed in Birmingham,
and some that have not heretofore been used.
That the growing popular favor of Vitaphone and Movietone has created a steady
demand for the sound synchronizing apparatus
is borne out by the fact that Vitaphone is now
busy establishing a sales and shipping office
in Atlanta.
Regent, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Kirby, Houston, Texas;
Apollo, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Globe, Kansas City, Mo.; Kenosha, Kenosha, Wise;
Rivoli, La Crosse, Wise; Majestic, La Salle, 111.;
Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. ; Sigma, Lima, Ohio; Strand,
Louisville, Ky. ; Uptown, Louisville, Ky. ; Parkway,
Madison, Wise; Palace, Mason City, Iowa; Lloyd's
Menominee, Mich.; State, Minneapolis, Minn.; Garden, Milwaukee, Wise; McComb, Mt. Clemens, Mich.;
Capitol, Oklahoma City, Okla. ; Rialto, Omaha, Neb.;
Columbia, Paducah, Ky. ; Palm, Pueblo, Col.; Coronado, Rockford, 111.; Grand Central, St. Louis, Mo.;
Capitol, St. Paul, Minn.; Lyric, Springfield, 111.;
Majestic, Springfield, Ohio; Olympia, Steubenville.
Ohio;
Grand, "Terre
Ind.; Temple,
Ohio; Majestic,
Tulsa, Haute,
Okla.; Orpheum,
Waco, Toledo,
Te.xas;
Madison,
Mansfield,
Ohio.
Strand, Waterloo, Iowa; Court, Wheeling, W. Va. ;
Liberty, Zanesville, Ohio; D. & R., Aberdeen, Wash.;
Garfield or Egyptian, Alhambra, Calif.; California,
Anaheim, Calif.; Liberty, Astoria, Oregon; California,
Bakersfield, Calif.; Avalon. Rellingham, Wash.;
Campus, Berkeley, Calif.; Rialto, Bremerton, Wash.;
Rialto, Butte, Mont.; Granada, Everett, Wash.; State,
Fresno, Calif.; Lincoln, Glendale, Calif.; Palace, Long
Beach, Calif.; Tower, Los Angeles, Calif.; State,
Oakland, Calif.; California, Pomona, Calif.
Blue Mouse, Portland, Ore.; Hollywood, Portland,
Ore.; Rubidoux, Riverside, Calif.; Alhambra, Sacramento, Calif.; Capitol, Sacramento, Calif.; Plaza, San
Diego, Calif.; West Coast, San Bernardino, Calif.;
Embassy, San Francisco, Calif.; Mission, San Jose,
Calif.; Yost's Bdway., Santa Ana, Calif.; Rose, Santa
Barbara, Calif. ; Blue Mouse, Seattle, Wash. ; Egyptian,
Seattle, Wash.; Granada, Spokane, Wash.; Liberty,
Spokane, Wash. : Blue Mouse, Tacoma, W.ish. :
Liberty, Walla Walla, Wash. ; Liberty, Wenatcheel.
Wash.; Liberty, Yokina, Wash.; Uptown, Milwaukee,
Wise; Liberty, Oklahoma City, Okla.; Liberty, Oregon
City, Oregon; Wigwam, Reno, Nevada; Granada,
Santa Barbara, Calif.: Hamrick's Music Box. Seattle,
Wash.; Stillman, Cleveland, Ohio; Criterion, Los
Angeles, Calif.; Aztec, San .Vntonio, Texas; Capitol.
Detroit, Mich.
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Talkies " Bring New
Hope
to New
York
Stage Profession
By PETER VISCHER
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 29— A new invasion of
Hollywood is moving westward. From the
tx)oking offices of Broadway, from the rooming houses along the side streets, from the
theatrical clubs, from the vaudeville stages,
actors and actresses are starting out for the
West hopeful that their iraiijed voices will
money.
finally break them into the movies, and big
Broadway is buzzing with the possibilities
offered to trained stagefolk by synchronized
pictures. Actors and actresses who never
aspired to the motion pictures on the basis
of their looks, or their ability to photograph,
are suddenly figuring that their great chance
has come because they know how to use their
voices.
No one on Broadway

is ready to predict

that there must be a turnover of Hollywood's
cast, provided synchronized pictures take
immediate hold. However, it is an open
secret that many an actor or actress — young
and old — is dreaming of motion picture stardom as the result of a chance apparently sent
from heaven.
Actors See New

Hope

-Actors and actresses in New York — the
Mecca of the stage as Hollywood is the
Mecca of the film — profess to see rays of
sunshine gleaming through a season that has
been, on the whole, pretty terrible. The}'
figure that voices trained in elocution, in
English diction, in stagecraft will be in great
demand during the coming months. Should
that happen, the\- want to be on the spot.
Vaudevillians, who look back on a particularly harrowing season, are hoping that
synchronized pictures will create a demand for
an entirely new type of motion picture actor
and actress. The beautiful face and the handsome figure will no longer determine fitness
for the screen, they argue, but only be one of
several factors of equal importance.
Foreign-speaking actors, or at any rate those
foreigners who see no chance for stardom
comparable to that achieved by Emil Jannings or Greta Garbo, look to the new synchronized pictures with equal hope. Broadway is discussing foreign sales as one factor
of importance in s>-nchronized films. If a
picture is made in English, they say, how in
the world can it be sold with success in France
and Germany and Italy, or for that matter
India and Japan? .■\nd here is where the
foreign elocutionist hopes to come in.
Paramount

Reopens

Studio

The reopening of Paramount's Long Island
studio as a result of this new and keen interest in s>-nchronized pictures has fired the
imagination of actors and actresses who have
been poimding the pavements for weeks.
They look on the local project as a test of
what may be expected of the future, when, if
they have the dough, the\- will be able to
take the train west and get in on "the biggest
thing that has yet happened in pictures."
New York knows no more about s.vnchronized pictures at the present time than
does anyone else. As a business proposition,
they see synchronized pictures as a new motivating force in the motion picture industr>'..
From the acting profession, they profess to
see an end to the long line of empty-faced
flappers who have gone hopefully on and on to
Hollywood. From every vicwT>oint. they look
to the new syndironizcd pictures with the
keenest interest and curiosity.
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Steffes Bares Plan
To Re-create Allied
States Association
The defunct Allied States Association^ will
be resurrected as a nucleus for a new national
exliibitor organization, according to Al Steffes,
president of the Northwest M. P. T. O., who
announced this intention as the plan for a
meeting of exhibitors from various sections
of the country on board a boat between Duluth
and Port Arthur July 11 and 12. The Allied
States organization, in which were 14 state
groups, was dissolved two years ago in Los
Angeles.
Steffes announced the plan to Greater
Amusements, Minneapolis regional film trade
paper, which publication presents his statement in the May 26 issue.
"We have not only waited a year for the
M. P. T. O. A. to make good its promises
at Los Angeles," Steffes said, according to
Greater Amusements, "but we have waited two
years almost to a day and not one of the
promises made us has been kept or even
attempted, so far as we know.
"If you think there were fireworks at the
fifteenth annual convention, wait until you see
what pops at the Duluth-Port Arthur meetings."

March Export of Film
Shows $200,000 Increase
Over February Figure
(Washington

Bureau

of

the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, May 29.— An increase
of more than $200,000 was recorded in our
foreign trade in motion picture films in
March, according to figures just compiled
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, showing total exports for the
month to have been 29,345,604 feet valued
at $810,860, compared with 21,695,625 feet
valued at $595,895 in the preceding month.
All classes of film exports showed a decided increase over February, shipments of
positives increasing from 16,330,437 feet
valued at $403,747 to 20,845,294 feet valued
at $525,795; negatives from 661,735 feet
valued at $77,084 to 934,793 feet valued at
$126,484, and raw stock from 4,803,453 feet
valued at $115,064 to 7,565,517 feet valued
at $168,581.

Thalberg Returns with
Two European Directors,
Vienna Beauty Signed
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 29.— High production standard is the answer to "much of the
careless talk about national antagonism or
national protection," Irving G. Thalberg,
M-G-M vice-president and production chief,
declared on his return from Europe where
he signed Jacques Feyder, French director,
Erich Schoenfelder, German director, and
Mitzi Marena, Viennese beauty without
screen experience but considered star material.

/. J, Robb, Veteran Texas
Exhibitor, Dies at Dallas
(Special to the Herald-World)

BIG SPRINGS, TEXAS, May 29.— Funeral services were held at Mount Olive
Cemetery for Isaac J. Robb, pioneer showman, who died at the home of his son, Harold B. Robb, in Dallas. I. J. Robb several
years ago disposed of his theatre holdings
to R. & R. Theatres, Inc., of which Harold
Robb is senior member.
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Enemies in World War
Become Chums at Studio
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 29. — Two
military aviators who in the world
war fought against each other, have
met again as fellow-screen players on
the set for "Power" at the DeMille
studio. The men are C. J. De Bona
of the 101st squadron, American unit,
and Fritz Stephani of the German
Richthofen squadron, nicknamed the
"flying circus." Sworn enemies then,
the ex-pilots are inseparable now,
both on and off the scene, and the
crew has dubbed them "the brothers."

6,000 Mile Race Won
ByPFL Cameraman
Nets 5 Day Scoop
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, May 29.— Newsreels enterprise of the first rank permitted John
Dored of Paramount News to win a 6,000mile race from Spitzbergen to New York
last
Bay. Friday, with pictures of the landing of
Capt. George Wilkins, Polar flier, at Kings
Dored discovered a fast route by way of
Sweden. As the party aboard the ice
breaker SS. Hobby approached Tromsoe,
Norway, Dored was met by a fishing launch
which he had ordered by radio. After 18
hours of a freezing trip in the open launch
in a storm, he reached the mainland and
found waiting a dogsled and driver, also
ordered by radio.
Eight hours of this kind of travel and a
30-mile run by auto brought him to Narvik, Norwegian town touched by the Swedish railroad. Two days on the train
brought him to Stockholf, whence he hastened to Berlin, and then to Paris by plane,
catching the Aquitania just before it sailed
from Cherbourg for New York. A seaplane picked up the films at Quarantine.
The result?
A five-day beat.

Australian City Greets
M-G-M Trackless Train;
Paper Joins in Ovation
(Special to the Herald-World)

BRISBANE, May 29.— Metro-GoldwynMayer's "trackless train," now ending a
world-trip, received an enthusiastic reception from the people here when it landed
for a tour of Australasia. The following
excerpt is from the Brisbane Express:
"The advent of M-G-M's much-traveled
and world-famed trackless train to Australia and New Zealand begins a period of
tremendous interest for everybody and of
undoubted prosperity for every exhibitor
linked up with M-G-M."
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Union of Fox With
Stanley Houses in
Philadelphia Denied
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, May 29.— Major John
Zanft, vice-president and general manager of
Fox theatres, has denied emphatically current
rumors that there is to be a merger of the Fox
houses here with Stanley. Zanft stated that
Fox will continue its independent expansion
in this locality.
The Empress theatre, Montreal, seating 1,800 and
owned by the Confederation Amusements, Limited,
of Montreal, of which F. A. Tabah, a local merchant, is president, has been opened. It is the first
theatre built by this company.
J. V. Yearty, of Trenton, Fla., opened his new
theatre here last Saturday. It is the first motion
picture house in Trenton and is known as the
Gilchrist.
The Blumenthal Theatre Circuit will erect a theatre in the suburban city of Mill Valley, and has
named Reid Brothers as architects. The house will
seat 1,000 and will cost $75,000.
Materials are arriving for the construction of the
new seven story hotel and theatre building at Anderson, Ind., being constructed by the Anderson Hotel
and Theatre Company. George Challis, theatre owner
of Muncie, Ind., who is interested in the construction, recently underwent an operation in a local
hospital. Rapid progress is being made on the construction of the new Capitol theatre being erected
there,
has takenHarry
over Muller,
the interest
Cosco
at Anderson.
ownerof ofJoseph
t^" (^-"stql
and Harry Goldberg, both of Detroit.
The Orpheum, Warner Brothers' Chicago theatre,
will be completely remodelled at a cost around $100,000, the plan calling for the reconstruction of everyat 750. thing but the four walls. The capacity will remain

British International
Completes 12-Pictures
Contract with Williams
(By London Correspondent of the Herald-World)

LONDON, May 12.— (By Mail.)— British
International Pictures has completed a contract with the United Motion Picture Producers, Ltd., newly formed company of
which the chief is J. D. Williams. Under
this contract J. D. has paid British International approximately $500,000 on account
1927a output.
of
percentage of the whole of the firm's
The films included in the deal are "The
White Sheik," "Poppies of Flanders," "The
Silver Lining," "The Ring," "Not Quite a
Lady," "Champagne," "Tommy Atkins,"
"The Farmer's Wife," "Moulin Rouge,"
"Adam's
Apple," "Toni" and "Tesha,"
twelve in all.
The price received by British International from M-G-M on account of a percentage from Syd Chaplins, "A Little Bit
of Fluff," in which he stars opposite Betty
Balfour, is $250,000.

George Kates, C. F. A,
(Counsellor of Foreign
Affairs), at Paramount
(Special to the Herald-World)

QUEBEC. May 29.— The battle is on in
the Province of Quebec over the question
of Sunday shows. Test cases have been
launched by Hon. L. M. Taschereau,
Premier of Quebec, against three moving
picture theatres, the Cartier and Victoria,
Quebec, and the Strand at Montreal. The
summons have been issued and the preliminary investigations are about to take

HOLLYWOOD, May 29.-^Now comes
the
on foreign
affairs."post
No, but
it's
not "counselor
a White House
appointive
rather it's to advise scenario writers and
directors so that productions which hare
foreign angles will not only be technically correct but also will have no details offensive
to other countries.
George Kates, C. F. A., as it might be
written, has been appointed by Jesse L.
Lasky, first vice-president of Paramount, to
open an office in the Paramount studio with
a changing personnel of technical experts.
Incidentally, Lasky expects this innovation to save heavy costs encountered in correcting mistakes in the making of foreign

place.

pictures.

Premier of Quebec
Begins Campaign to
Close Theatre Sunday
(Special to the Herald-World)
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The Manpower Behind Fox Films
Company Now
Observing
Silver
Anniversary
while Fox Film Corporation is
Now,
celebrating its Silver Anniversary, it is
interesting and informative to glance at
the executive personnel, which has carried it
through 25 prosperous years.
Back in 1903, when \Villiam Fox staked his
entire fortune of $1,666.66 on the small motion picture theatre in Brooklyn, he may have
aspired, but certainly never hoped, to realize
such conspicuous success as is his in the year
1928. The organization which bears his
name has just completed the most successful
year in its history, with a net profit far in
excess of any previous year, resulting from
a season's supply of pictures which has been
profitable to theatres throughout the world.
Winfield Sheehan, vice-president and general manager, who has been responsible
for
the exceptional
Fox product
that has come
from the West Coast, has built a production
organization that is the talk of the industry.
Under
his guidance
such screen
masterpieces as "What
Price Glory,"
"7th
Heaven,"
"Sunrise,"
"Four
Sons,"
and
"Street Angel"
have
been produced along
with
a consistently
fine run of pictures
for the entire year.
Jack G. Leo, vicepresident, handles the
mass of financial
problems connected
with the production
and distribution of
Fox Films along with
James R. Grainger
his duties in superGeneral Sales Manager
vising laboratory
operations and manof Fox
aging the home office,
Under the direction of James R. Grainger,
general sales manager, the Fox sales' force has
just completed a most successful season. By
his dynamic force and quick understanding
of distribution problems, Mr. Grainger has
been able to increase the volume of sales in
the past year 45 per cent over the best previous
year in the history of the company.
The burden of running the huge production plants on Sunset boulevard in Hollywood
and at Fox Hills falls on Sol M. Wurtzel,
general superintendent.
Along with these executives work a number
of other officials whose acquaintanceship ^yith
the principals of cinema making and distribution have done much to further the success
of Fox Film Corporation.
They are : Clayton P. Sheehan, foreign
manager; Saul E. Rogers, vice-president and
general counsel; Milton J. Schwartz, Movietone sales manager; Major John Zanft, vicepresident and general manager, William Fox
Circuit of theatres; J. W. Woody, assistant
to general sales manager; and Truman H.
Talley, director-in-chief. Fox News.
These executives are the men who during
the past season have carried Fox Film Corporation through its most successful year and
will guide its destinies through the 25th anniversary year with what the company has
chosen to term, "Profit Pictures."

jJ the most guccessful
#][ THIS year has been
of any year since the inception of Fox enterprises in 1903, when
William Fox entered
the bu.siness through
the purchase of a small
theatre in Brooklyn.

Winfield Sheehan
Vice President
andManager
General

Saul E. Rogers
Vice President and
General Manager

JackPresident
G. Leo of
Vice
Fox Films

Truman
H. Talley
Direclor'in-Chief,
fox
News

Malvolm
S. Boylan
Supervising
Editor
at
the Studios
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52 "Profit
FOX
GOLD MEDAL BIG
Sunrise
Street Angel
Four Sons
The Red Dance
Mother
Machree
Fazil

FILMS FOR

THE TETTE
GOLDEN
QUARMother
Knows
Best
The Air Circus
Backwash
12 Captain
GOLD

Lash
COINS

Me^ Ganster
Dry Martini
The River Pirate
Plastered in Paris

Riley

SIX

the Cop

The
Wise Baggage
Baby
False Colors

Smasher

Making
the Grade
AU Velvet
The Wastrel
The One Woman Idea
10

GOLDEN
Win That

NUGGETS
Girl

Speakeasy
Lipstick
Girls Who
WUl
Prep and Pep
The Great White North
Europe Through
Chasing
Joy Street

WILLIAM
FOXfor offers
52 newof pictures
to exhibitors
the season
1928-29
with the utmost confidence in their
box office merit.
They form a fitting diadem for the Silver Anniversary of Fox Film
Corporation.
Fox officials have designed this group of
productions to be the high point in the
company's 25 successful years of picture
making. Each picture is having production
lavished on it as if every one was destined
to be a Broadway special.
As a matter of fact, the first four in the
list — "Street Angel," "Four Sons," "Sunrise"
and "Mother Machree" — have had Broadway runs. "Fazil" will open at the Gaiety
theatre aJune
and "The
follow
few 4weeks
later. Red Dance" will
"SATRglance
EET at the following list will reveal
the box office elements that have been put
into this 1928-29 group.

This production which brings together
Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell and Director
Frank
Borzage, the trio that made "7th
ANGEL"
Heaven,"
already has proven its box office
worth. The picture is notable for its beautiful photography and settings. Borzage
has blended humor, heart interest and intense drama in unfolding the story of a
"FOURwaif who deserted her artist lover
street
rather
ruin his
"Street Angel"
is
in itsthan
seventh
weekcareer.
on Broadway
and is
also showing in Los Angeles and Philadel-

Now in its sixteenth week on Broadway,
phia.
"Four Sons" has elevated Margaret Mann
to stardom because of her great portrayal of
Mother Bernle and has won new laurels for
Director John Ford. James Hall, Charles
Morton,
SONS" George Meeker and Francis X.
Bushman, Jr., play the sons and June
Collyer has the romantic leading feminine
role. Character portrayals are contributed
by Earle Foxe, Albert Gran, Frank Reicher,
August Tollaire, Jack Pennick, Ruth Mix,
the Archduke Leopold of Austria and Ferdinand Schumann-Heink. The picture is
based on the story by Miss I. A. R. Wylie.
PICTURE AT TOP of page shows
Charles Farrell and Greta Nissen in a
scene and
fromParis.
"Fazil," a romance of the
desert
PICTURE AT BOTTOM is Dolores Del
Rio as she appears in "The Red Dance,"
Films.
Raoul Walsh's latest attraction for Fox

;

EXHIBITORS
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Pictures"
7

GOLDEN
WESTERNS
Starring Rex Bell
OLD GOLDS
Tom
Mix Reissues
Sky High
Last of the Dnanes
Lone
Star Ranger
Just Tony
Soft Boiled
Rough
Riding
Romeo
Deadwood Coach
26 COMEDIES
10 Imperials
8 Sunshines
8 Animals
26 VARIETIES
104 FOX NEWS
7

"MOTHER
MACHREE"
Victor McLaglen and Belle Bennett are
Ford's
featured in "Mother Machree," John
screen version of the celebrated ballad w^ritten by Rida Johnson Young to music by
Chauncey Olcott and Ernest Ball. The supporting cast, including Neil Hamilton, Philippe de Lacy and Ethel Clayton, has taken
full advantage of the sympathy and tenderness of the story. The picture begins in
the colorful and romantic background of an
Irish village, and the story carries Mother
Machree and her son to New York City.
Fox has made a tie up w^ith M. Witmark &
Sons for the use of the song in connection
with the showing of "Mother Machree."
"SUNRISE"
"Sunrise" which comes to exhibitors after
long runs in New York, Philadelphia, Los
Angeles, Newark and Detroit, is the first
American picture produced by F. W. Murnau, the noted German director. Janet Gaynor and George O'Brien play the leading
roles in a love story aptly called "a song
of two humans." Carl Mayer wrote the
scenario based on an idea taken from Hermann Sudermann. This unusual film has attracted widespread attention because of the
spectacular camera work and novel treatment from the angles of storv, acting and
settings.
"FAZIL"
Here is a pulsating love story, featuring
Charles Farrell as a desert prince and
Greta Nissen as a Paris society girl. It
takes this pair of lovers galloping across
the sands of Araby, speeding along the
Paris boulevards and drifting leisurely
through Venetian canals. There is more
box office packed into "Fazil," it is claimed,
than in a dozen ordinary pictures. It will
open at the Gaiety theatre, New York, for
a Broadway run beginning June 4. Howard
Hawks directed this Fox screen version of
Pierre Fronadie's play, "L'Insoumise." The
story brings the passions of the East into
conflict with the social customs of the West.
It is full of vivid backgrounds ranging from
Paris boudoirs to Oriental harems.
"THE RED
DAN
CE" Del Rio and Charles Farrell play
Dolores

the leading roles in "The Red Dance," the
PICTURE

AT

TOP

and MOVING

for New

25th BIRTHDAY
Homesick
A Romance
of the
Underworld
8 GOLD
PLATES
Vampire
a la Mode
Stags Door
Daddies
The Campus
Hero
Husbands Are Liars
Nobody's Children
Under
Two
Clouds
The Fatal Wedding
Row, Row, Row
5 GILT EDGES
Hey,
Hey,
Henrietta
Red Wine
Kisses for Salo
Broadway
Sally
A Night in a Pullman

HERALD

of page is another

scene jrom "The Red Dance," showing
two of the principals, Charles Farrell and
Ivan Linow.
PICTURE AT BOTTOM shows George
O'Brien and Janet Gaynor dancing the
country dance in the Murnau attraction,
"Sunrise."
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Jack Pennick and Sammy Cohen, the two comedians of "Plastered in Paris," which is the first of a
series of featured comedies by them for Fox.
latest picture produced by Raoul Walsh, director of "What Price Glory." Ivan Linow,
Dorothy Revier and Andreas De Segurola
have important supporting parts. Charles
Farrell portrays a grand duke wrho falls in
love with a lovely peasant girl v^^ho has come
to the capital as a dancer. The story deals
with the Russian revolution from an unique
aspect.
open All
for ofa
Broadway"The
run Red
withinDance"
a few will
weeks.
these Broadway specials have Movietone
accompaniment.
"MOTHER
KNOWS BEST'
"Mother Knows Best" is being produced
with Movietone by J. G. Blystone from
Edna Ferber's story of a footlight favorite
who cut the apron strings of her managing
mama. Madge Bellamy plays the stage star
and Louise Dresser is the mother. Albert
Gran and Barry Norton have important
supporting parts. Miss Bellamy will again
let her public hear her voice.
She will be

PICTURE

WORLD
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Margaret Mann of "Four Sons," surrounded by
George Meeker, James Hall, Francis X Bushman,
Jr., and Charles Morton. "DRY
John Ford directed.

heard as a singing and dancing comedienne
in this production which will be produced
with Movietone.
"THE
AIR
This is a story of youth and aviation, with
Sue
Carol, Arthur Lake and David Rollins
CIRCUS"
as the young fliers. The two boys leave
home to emulate their hero, Lindy. There
are romantic, comic and adventurous complications on the flying field.
"BACKWASH"
A rousing drama of railroading directed
by"ME,
Frank Borzage from the Saturday
Evening
Post Director
story, "The
River,"
Tristram Tupper.
Borzage
has by
brought
together an exceptional cast headed by
Charles Farrell, Mary Duncan, Ivan Linow
and Margaret Mann.
Raoul Walsh is directing the Fox screen
GANGSTER"
version of Charles Francis Coe's thrilling

Hn|

novelauthor
of thepersonally
underworld,
"Me, Don
Gangster."
The
selected
Terry
as a perfect type for the hero. The supporting cast includes June Collyer, Margaret Mann, Arthur Stone, Anders Randolf
and Pauline Garon.
Edmund Lowe, the Sergeant Quirt of
"What
Price Glory," portrays the leading
MARTINI"
role in "Dry Martini," which H. D'Abbadie
D'Arrast is producting from the story of the
Paris boulevards by John Thomas. June
Collyer has the leading feminine role. The
supporting cast includes Albert Gran, Barry
"PLASTERED
Norton,
Lia Tora and Tyler Brooke.
This rollicking comedy presents the new
Fox
laugh team, Sammy Cohen and Jack
IN PARIS"
Pennick, as a couple of legionnaires who
get into all kinds of uproaring adventures
among the sculptors and models
of gay

p^aa ^H|

lli9^i@B'^ ^^^^^^1

v"'-'-- -^^^H^^|2HH
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^^9
Mary Duncan, whose remarkable work in
Fox pictures has stamped her as one of
the most sensational finds in motion pictures in recent years.

Tom Elliott, Sue Carol and David Rollins, the three corners of the youthful
triangle in "Win the Girl," David Butler's
football romance.

Farrell Macdonal as "Riley the Cop" iji a
picture of that title which John Ford is
preparing to direct. The locale is New
York and Paris.
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Sue Carol and David Rollins as the youthful fliers
in "The Air Circus," which is being produced as
one of the Golden Quartette for new season.
Paree. Lola Salvi furnishes the romantic
interest. The story was written by Harry
Brand and Andy Rice and Benjamin Stoloff
is directing.
"THE RIVER
PIRATE"
Victor McLaglen plays the title role in
this gripping story by Charles Francis Coe
of modern buccaneers along Manhattan's
docks and piers which is being directed by
William K. Howard. Lois Moran, Nick
Stuart, Donald Crisp and Robert Perry have
the other important roles. This is underworld drama with a new twist.
"WIN

THAT
GIRL"
Here is a football comedy directed by
David Butler with David Rollins and Sue
Carol in the romantic leading roles, that it
is believed, will prove a box office sensation
this fall. It is an unusual romance of football and its feuds, extending through three
generations.
Butler proved his skill for this

Ivan Linow, the Russian actor who will
appear in "The Red Dance," "The Great
White North" "A Romance of th<i Underworld^ and other Fox films.

and MOVING
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Victor McLaglen and A'icfe Stuart in "The River
Pirate," which William K. Howard has produced
for Fox Films from novel by Charles Francis Coe.

which
"JOY reached its climax in a basket ball
game. "Win That Girl" is a timely football
sequel.
Lionel Barrymore plays the part of a
STREET" ship captain in this production
dominating
which Irving Cummings is fashioning into
a picture from Tom Cushing's play, "La
Gringa." Maria Alba, winner of the Spanish
beauty contest, has the leading feminine
role, with Kenneth Thomson opposite.
Gladys Brockwell has an important character part. It is the story of the struggle
between puritanism and paganism projected
by the skipper who brings his Yankee relatives a seductive dancing girl.
"VAMPIRE
LA MODE
A Marjorie
"
Beebe
comes into her own as
the comedienne of "Vampire a la Mode," a
comedy, burlesquing the activities and personalities of motion picture studios.
This

Maria Alba and Lionel Barrymore in
"Joy Street" which Irving Cummings is
directing from Tom Cushing's play, "La
Gringa," for Fox Films.

type
"High Fox
School
Hero,"is
funsterof ofpicture
severalin recent
pictures
teamed with Tyler Brooke in travesties on
some of the leading figures of the films.
Irving Cummings will direct.
"HOMESICK"
Sammy Cohen and Jack Pennick, the new
Fox
will and
appear
"Homesick,"
with fun
Sallyteam,
Phipps
Nickin Stuart
in the
"PREP leads. This takes them through
romantic
the hilarious antics of two bicycle riders defending America's title on the Berlin saucer.
Benjamin Stoloff will direct.
This production deals with an engaging
EP"campus comedy — life at a boy's
A
N
D Pof
feature
military
school. David Rollins and Nancy
Drexel have the leading roles, and John
Darrow has become a villain for the occasion under the direction of David Butler.
E. H. Calvert and Frank Albertson have
(Continued

on page

102)

Madge
in "Mother
Knows Best,"
which J.Bellamy
G. BIyslonr
is fashioning
into a
picture from Edna Fvrber's story. Louise
Dresser plays the mother.
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Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor in
"Street Angel," the Neapolitan love
story filmed by Frank Borzage for Fox
Films.

Players in
and Their
MARIA ALBA
Row, Row, Row
Joy
The Street
Campus Hero
Kisses for Sale
MARJORIE BEEBE
Vampire a la Mode
Husbands Are Liars
MADGE BELLAMY
Mother Knows Best
Wise Baby
Lipstick
Girls Who WiU
SUE CAROL
Win That Girl
The Air Circus
NANCY CARROLL
Broadway Sally
AU Velvet
JUNEFour
COLLYER
Sons

Youthful Talent Predominates
in Casts of Fox Films
YOUTH
is the conspicuous characteristic of the players appearing in the
new Fox pictures, according to officials of the company, who state that a
definite policy of choosing players with new and interesting faces,
spontaneous and unspoiled manners and enthusiastic spirit has been followed
by Fox Film Corporation to meet the constant public demand for new personalities and pictures with a fresh appeal.
That this policy has been successful is
one of the obvious deductions which the
company draws from the highly prosperous past year. These youthful and buoyant
luminaries have been the subject of frequent
reference in the press. They have been the
magnets that drew film lovers to theatres
all over the country. They have played a
major part in making the 1927-28 season
the biggest one in the history of Fox Films.
A continuous check-up on the growing
box office returns has proven, it is said,
the value of this Fox guiding principle. All
these personalities have been kept diversified. Fox leaders have made sure that their
list of players did not get stamped with a
specific trade mark, with romantic players
predominating, or emotional stars, or character actors. Variety of personality is represented by such players as Janet Gaynor,
Charles Farrell, Victor McLaglen, Edmund
Lowe, Madge Bellamy, George O'Brien,
Nick Stuart, Lois Moran, Mary Duncan,
Farrell Macdonald, June Collyer, Margaret
Mann, Charles Morton, Maria Alba, Marjorie Beebe, Sally Phipps, Nancy Drexel,
Earle Foxe, Barry Norton, Jack Pennick,
Sammy Cohen, David Rollins, Arthur
Stone, Don Terry, Warren Burke and
others.
Janet Gaynor is only 19 years old, and
yet no star is more highly regarded by
public and critics everywhere than this petite miss. She has been cited by newspapers
in New York and elsewhere as the greatest
screen talent now before the public, and her
rise during the past year through "7th
Heaven" and "Sunrise" has been one of the
phenomenal fairy tales of the screen. Her
fragrant charm will be seen on silver sheets

throughout the country the coming season
in "Street Angel," which has already made
Broadway history at the Globe theatre.
Charles Farrell is a figure of similar appeal, whose climb to the heights has been of
the same spectacular order. He brought to
"Street Angel" that same boyish grace
which caused him in "7th Heaven" to be
bracketed with Miss Gaynor by reviewers
as forming "the perfect screen lovers." He
is to participate on the new schedule in "The
Red Dance," "Fazil," "Backwash" and "The
One Woman Idea.'
Victor McLaglen, who contributed an unusual characterization to the world's screen
gallery as the memorable Captain Flagg in
"What Price Glory," will have plenty of
scope this coming year for his stalwart individuality. "A Girl in Every Port" showed
how staunch was the appeal of his unique
work, that of mingling robust humor with a
touch of beguiling deviltry. McLaglen's
winning smile and swaggering virility will
be on view again in "The River Pirate,"
"Captain Lash," "Mother Machree," "The
Baggage Smasher," "All Velvet" and "The
Wastrel,"
so that bethesatisfied.
most avid McLaglen
followers should
Edmund Lowe, the- erstwhile Sergeant
Quirt of "What Price Glory," has been keeping step in the rise to fame with his former
screen foeman. Film patrons everywhere
who viewed "Dressed to Kill" expressed satisfaction that here is a handsome leading
man who can be something more than a
matinee idol. Lowe will have an opportunity to call upon the wide range of his powers in such productions as "Dry Martini,"
"False Colors,"
(Continued"Making
on page the
100) Grade/' "A

The Great White North
Dry Martini
The Baggage Smasher
Me, Gangster
DOLORES DEL RIO
The Red Dance
NANCY DREXEL
Nobody's Children
A Romance of the Underworld
Row, Row, Row
Riley the Cop
Prep and Pep
MARY DUNCAN
The One Woman Idea
The Great White North
Backwash
JANET
StreetGAYNOR
Angel
Sunrise
MARGARET MANN
Four Sons
Lipstick
Nobody's Children
Backwash
False Colors
The Fatal Wedding
Me, Gangster
LOIS MORAN
Speakeasy
The River Pirate
Making the Grade
False Colors
SALLY PHIPPS
Homesick
Row, Row, Row
Hey,
Hey,Through
Henrietta
Chasing
Europe
LOLA SALVI
Plastered in Paris
Kisses for Sale
Red Wine
LIA TORA
Lipstick
Dry
KissesMartini
for Sale
BEN BARD
The Great White North
Kisses for Sale
Red Wine
LIONEL BARRYMORE
Joy Street
TYLER
BROOKE
FazU
Dry Martini
Vampire a la Mode
Kisses for Sale
WARREN BURKE
Lipstick
Row,
Row, Row
Riley the Cop
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Victor McLaglen, Philippe de Lacy
and Belle Bennett in "Mother Mor
chree," one of the specials for the new

Fox Films
Pictures
SAMMY COHEN
PJastered in Paris
Homesick
Under Two Clouds
A Night in a Pullman
CHARLES FARRELL
Fazil
Street Angel
The One Woman Idea
The Red Dance
Backwash
EARLE FOXE
Stage Door Daddies
Four Sons
The One Woman Idea
A Romance of the Underworld
Husbands Are Liars
ALBERT GRAN
Dry Martini
Four Sons
IVAN LINOW
The Great White North
The Red Dance
A Romance of the Underworld
Backwash
EDMUND LOWE
Dry Martini
A Romance of the Underworld
Making the Grade
False Colors
Husbands Are Liars
FARRELL MACDONALD
Mother Knows Best
Hey, Hey, Henrietta
Riley the Cop
VICTOR McLAGLEN
Mother Machree
The River Pirate
Captain Lash
All Velvet
The Baggage Smasher
The Wastrel
GEORGE MEEKER
Four Sons
Nobody's Children
Lipstick
CHARLES MORTON
Four Sons
The Great White North
The Campus Hero
Broadway Sallv
BARRY NORTON
Mother Knows Best
Speakeasy
Dry Martini
Nobody's Children
Row, Row, Row
Sunrise
GEORGE O'BRIEN
Speakeasy
The Fatal Wedding
The Wastrel
JACK PENNICK
Plastered in Paris
Homesick
Under Two Clouds
A Night in a Pullman
DAVID ROLLINS
Win That Girl
Prep and Pep
The Air Circus
Row, Row, Row
The Campus Hero
ARTHUR STONE
The Baggage Smasher
Joy Street
Me, Gangster
DON TERRY,
Me, Gangster
REX BELL
7 Golden Westerns

Movietone to Play Important
Part in New Product
BACKED by the prestige of a successful Movietone season, Fox Film
Corporation is forging ahead with the production of its synchronized
pictures. On the 1928-29 Silver Anniversary program Movietone will
play an increasing part in feature length productions and Fox Movietone New?
and Movietone entertainments will continue in their already established field
with new ideas and improvements.
With the numerous new installations of
projection equipment throughout the country, Fox Movietone pictures are gaining an
increasing clientele. Studios in New York
and Hollywood and Movietone News crews
in various parts of the world are working
to supply the increased demand for sight
and sound pictures.
Five Movietone pictures of roadshow
calibre — "Sunrise," "Four Sons," "Mother
Machree," "Street Angel," and "Fazil" — already have been shown on Broadway. "The
Red Dance" has been completed and i>
ready for a New York showing. "Mother
Knows Best" is another of the company's
pictures which will be synchronized for the
next season's program.
"Sunrise" was the first Broadway run
picture to reveal the full effectiveness of a
Movietone score. Since pictures and music
were photographed on the same film, Janet
Gaynor and George O'Brien's country dance
was perfectly synchronized. In "Four Sons"
the theme song, "Little Mother" and the
call of the brother is used with telling effect. In "Mother Machree," Neil Hamilton
actually sings the sonc which gives its title
to the picture. The musical call of Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell enhances the
drama of "Street Angel," and the gondolier's
song in "Fazil" is given unusual effectiveness through Movietone.
Since Fox Movietone News was started
seven months ago, theatre audiences have
been hearing the news of the day as well
as seeing it. There has been a regular
weekly issue of news subjects that lend
themselves to having sound photographed
on and projected from the film along the
picture.

A recent issue gives an idea of the scope
of the Movietone News. Among the subjects are Prince Potenziana, Governor of
Rome, reviewing a colorful dress parade of
cadets at West Point. Henry Ford driving
an 1868 horse-car, cantors singing on shipboard as they bid farewell to Cantor Rosenblatt, chorus girls practing new steps, and a
spectacular demonstration of army airplane
maneuvers in connection with the Langley
Field war games. Sight and sound recordings give the audience the illusion of being physically present.
Movietone entertainments have issued
numerous one and two reel entertainments,
chiefly musical numbers, monologues and
pianologues with scenic investiture.
Most impressive of the early Movietone
news reels was the sight and sound recordof Lindbergh's
take-off This
on his
from ingNew
York to Paris.
filledflight
the
Roxy theatre with the roar of the Spirit of
St. Louis' motor as she left the field. It
brought enthusiastic cheers from the Roxy
patrons when it was shown as Lindbergh
was landing in Paris. The subject has
proved so popular that it has been coupled
with the Movietone recording of the reception and speeches of President Coolidce
and Lindbergh at the Capitol on his return in a one-reel subject.
Raqucl Mcller. the Spanish diseuse; Beatrice Lillie and Gertrude Lawrence, musical
comedy stars, have been recorded with remarkable fidelity singing their most popular
songs.
new production
a Amusical
productionis "In
baseda Music
on theShoppe,"
life of
the American composer, Stephen Collins
Foster.
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Fox Plans in Short Feature Field Complete
Rounding out its features and Movietone program for
1928-29, Fox Films will issue a complete schedule of
short subjects, including 26 two-reel comedies, 26 Fox
Varieties and 104 issues of Fox News.
The Fox staff of comedy writers, gagmen and directors
are already preparing to film 10 Imperial Comedies,
eight Sunshine Comedies and eight Fox Animal
Comedies.
Truman

H. Talley, director in chief of Fox News, has

Prominent Authors
Write for Fox Films
the best quality of film stories, the best
WITHOUT
type of acting and directing often falters and fumbles. This fundamental truth has been recognized
by Fox Film Corporation in selecting story material for its
1928-29 group of pictures. Winfield Sheehan, vice president
and general manager, has been busying himself duritig the
past year lining up a solid phalanx of authors who would do
credit to the screen.
In many cases they are men who have
been trained by experience to write for the
Sheehan's
silver sheet. Above all else, Mr.authors
and
guiding principle in choosing
scripts has been the matter of genuine
humanness in the writing output.
George Ade was a natural selecHence
tion as the man to write a cinema comedy
founded on his notable magazine story,
"Making the Grade." No author in the
country is considered to have a wider and
more engaging knowledge of human nature
than Ade. He is generally acknowledged
to be the country's leading humorist.
Moreover, he has been thoroughly versed in
the sensitive business of writing for the
screen. So when his first story in five
years came out in print, Fox eagerly
snapped it up in the face of competitors.
Charles Francis Coe is another literary
craftsman whose product has been bought
by Fox. When a prominent magazine with
a nationwide circulation wished to join the
current vogue with thrilling crook stories,
its editor picked Coe and commissioned him
to write these tales, because it was felt
that this Eastern writer had the most genuine, spontaneous and human touch in work
of this type. The result was "Me, Gangster"
and "The River Priate," two rattling yarns
which have already drawn wide attention in
published form and which have been bought
by Fox. The author himself showed such
a sympathetic understanding of screen requirements that he was engaged to collaborate on transcribing the stories into
cinema form, and he has already firmly
entrenched himself in Hollywood.
The same applies to Tristram Tupper,
whose novel, "The River," achieved national standing in magazine form. He has
been called to Hollywood by Fox to participate in the filming of this dramatic epic
of railroading under the name of "Backwash."
Other prominent authors whose pens
have been enlisted under Fox standards are
Edward Knoblock, author of a long series
of stage successes, who collaborated with
George Rosener on "Speakeasy;" Tom
Gushing who wrote the drama "La Gringa,"
from which "Joy Street" is derived, and

just returned from a three months tour of Europe,
where he has considerably strengthened his newsreel
camera staff. In addition to its comprehensive American staff. Fox News is represented by camera reporters
in all the principal capitols of the world.
James E. Darst, production manager of Fox Varieties,
has outlined a series of 26 interesting one-reel scenic and
travel pictures. Cameramen are already at work in
remote parts of the world.

w;

ISlewspapermen Find
Niche at Fox Studio

'INFIELD SHEEHAN, vice president and genera!
manager of Fox Film Corporation, probably has
done more to bring newspapermen into the field of
motion picture production than any other one motion picture producer. Since his own early career was that of a
newspaperman, Sheehan has recognized the worth of newspaper experience in dealing with dramatic incidents so
necessary to motion picture construction.

John Thomas, whose best seller, "Dry
Martini," will exhibit on the screen his
jaunty understanding of beguiling human
foibles. And among the potent names from
the past are Paul Armstrong, author of the
stirring play, "A Romance of the Underworld," and Theodore Kramer, originator
of the time-honored success, "The Fatal
Wedding,"
both of them linked with the
new Fox schedule.

Youthful Talent to
Be Cast in Fox
Pictures
(Continued from page 9&)

Romance of the Underworld, and "Husbands Are Liars."
Madge Bellamy is a young actress who
has grown into a consistent draw, according
to reports from exhibitors to the Fox home
office. Starting her earlier career as an
emotional ingenue, she has made a clever
shift to the role of comedienne and attained
still wider vogue in "Ankles Preferred" and
"Soft Living." Under the riew program she
will have greater openings to exercise both
her dramatic and her comedy gifts with
such mediums as "Mother Knows Best,"
from Edna Ferber's famous story, "Wise
Baby," and "Lipstick," mingling sophistication with sweetness. In the Ferber picture
particularly she will have great leeway for
a display of her varied talents, since she
portrays a young actress with a large scale
of possibilities.
All these instances go to show that none
of the Fox stars have been definitely tagged
with a specific, invariable characterization.
Players of this calibre always make the film
fans feel that no matter what the type of
picture the actors may be in, they will always give the same steady satisfaction.
Hence Fox officials are always on the lookents out for budding stars of such multiple tal-

He was on leading newspapers in Buffalo
and New York some years ago, covering
any number of important cases. Thus he
gained a thorough experience in the essentials of stories that were likely to hold the
public eye, and in the details of representing character which would seem genuine
and vital.
Since his rise in the film world, many
former newspapermen have joined with
him under the Fox colors. He has found
them apt material as film makers.
William Conselman, Fox supervisor, has
had a wide training in journalism. So has
Malcolm Stuart Boylan, supervising editor.
Chandler Sprague, head of the scenario department, made a name for himself that was
known throughout the United States by reporting major assignments for well known
news services.

Fred Schader, who has joined the company in a responsible capacity, was known
both East and West for his journalistic
activities. Wilson Mizner has been a reporter, among other occupations in a colorful career. Philip Klein, son of the famous
dramatist, Charles Klein, and one of the
leading editors and writers on the Fox
staff, did his bit on newspapers throughout
the
country.
Josephreporters
Jefferson
one
of the
best known
whoO'Neill,
ever came
from New York, recently joined Fox to do
stories.
Others who are contributing work are
Velva G. Darling, authoress of a series of
humorous stories which have been widely
syndicated; Harry Sinclair Drago, who has
written thrillers for Tom Mix and Rex
Bell; Randall H. Faye, Philip Hum,
Frances Agnew, Jane Shore and a number
more.
Small wonder that Mr. Sheehan
christened the studio area given over to the
writers "Park Row." It was a name that
sounded like home to many of those working there.

Quits Foxes for Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, May 9. — Joe Becker has gone
from silver foxes to the motion pictures.
Becker, who formerly owned and operated a
silver fox farm near Schroon Lake, la., has
just opened a new theatre at Long Lake.
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Madge Bellamy plays the
title role in "Lipstick," a
brisk comedy of a girl
who was naughty but
nice.
REALIZING that good stars are always
enhanced by expert directors, Winfield
Sheehan, vice-president and general
manager of Fox Films, has selected 17 directors, who are considered second to none
in the motion picture industry, to make the
major portion of the Silver Anniversary
program for 1928-29. Every one of these
men — F. W. Murnau, Raoul Wash, John
Ford, Frank Borzage, Howard Hawks, Alfred E. Green, Irving Cummings, J. G. Blystone, Benjamin Stoloff, William K. Howard, James Tinling, Arthur Rosson, David
Butler, Lew Seller, Dick Rosson, Henry
Lehrman and H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast — has
proven his ability to make profit pictures.
Each has been assigned stories that fits his
particular directorial forte which will mean
satisfy every possible demand of their theatres.
This group represents a wide variety of
talent which, it is believed, will assure to
exhibitors a product from Fox that will
satisfy every possible demand of his theatre.
F. W. Murnau, with his ability to manipulate his players, as well as the human quality of his story and the artful use of his
camera, attained in "Sunrise," a picture that
already has registered an artistic and a box
office success in key city showings. His
directorial talents were given full play in
this production and he turned out a picture
that is the sensation of the industry.
Raoul Walsh had carte blanche for the
smashing effects, in which he is so pre-eminent, with the powerful story of "The Red
Dance." This adventurous romance of Russia, generally regarded as a plum of the
season in Hollywood, enabled him to put
into play all the dynamic conflicts and
rugged humors which made his production,
"What Price iGlory" something to implant
itself in the memory of screen lovers. He
can also give free rein for his gift of graphic
expression
"Me, Gangster,"
a surging
story of the inunderworld
which will
be one
of his forthcoming productions.
John Ford is as much at home in the
realm of homely feeling as in the raging
din of the battlefield.
It was his quietly
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Charles Farrell and Dolores Del Rio in "The Red
Dance," which Raoul
Walsh directed for Fox
Films.

Victor McLaglen in the title role of "Captain
boat Lash,"
days. a picture of Mississippi steam-

n Directors
Will Make
Ma/or Portion
of Product
and surely coaxing touch which winnowed
such a harvest of sentiment and quaintly
unforced comedy in "Four Sons," which will
be available for general release on the new
schedule. "Mother Machree" is another example of his directorial bent. Besides "Captain Lash," with its Mississippi highlights,
there will be, "Riley the Cop," a subject
w.hich
has captured
Ford'smaking
imagination
and
for which
he has been
a special

study of police characteristics.
Frank Borzage is another resourceful
majordomo of production who added fresh
laurels to already celebrated achievements
with "7th Heaven," and who has been
hailed everywhere on Broadway and in the
key cities, where it has been shown, as a
triumph of winning beauty and endearing
charm. In "Backwash," a picture of railroading. Fox executives are assured that
Borzage will give further proof of that
capacity for sweeping from provocative
comedy to mounting drama.
There is so much efficiency betokened by
the rest of the Fox array of directors that
it is difficult to know whom to mention
next. Irving Cummings is a good example
of the type of megaphone-wielder who has
been attracted to the Fox portals. After
his velvety deftness in following underworld by-ways in "Dressed to Kill" it was
but natural for him to be assigned to "A
Romance of the Underworld" and "Speakeasy." On the other hand, he has spent just
as much care in preparing for the totally
different atmosphere of "Joy Street," a roaring tale of the sea and sirene, for Cummings has the faculty of making sure of his
ground and of the cooperation of all connected with a story before he goes ahead.
And there's "Vampire a la Mode" to reveal
his lighter touch.
David Butler has been winning an enviable position for himself lately as a director
of pictures of the growing pains of love,
such as "High School Hero" and "The
News Parade." In view of his understanding of adolescence and of his unflagging energy, he has been given more and more
attractions to handle. "Win That Girl,"
"Prep and Pep," "Chasing Through Europe" and "Row, Row, Row" comprise a
slate that any director might be proud of
completing. A former actor of parts himself, Butler knows what he wants from
other actors, how to get the most laughs
with the least waste motion, and how to
make the
cast
feel under
they'retheenjoying
selves while
acting
Klicgs. themHoward Hawks is another young director
who is establishing himself vigorously, be{Continued on pagt 13Q)
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ISIew Fox Product
character roles. The exteriors were filmed
at Culver Military Academy, Culver, Ind.
"CAPTAIN
LASH"
Victor McLaglen has the part of a big,
blustering Mississippi river skipper in "Captain Lash," which John Ford will direct
from Charles Francis Coe's romance of the
old river packet rivalries. A race between
two river steamboats reaches a spectacular
climax when one bursts into flame and imperils the lives of all on board. Mary Duncan and Farrell Macdonald have important
roles.
"FALSE
COLORS"
Margaret Mann has been cast for a bif?
part in this drama of a nurse who served
humanity, though suspected of treason. Edmund Lowe and Lois Moran have the romantic leads, and William K. Howard will
direct. The picture reveals the stratagems
of an elderly woman forced to become a
spy in Brussels.
"UNDER
CLOUDS"
TWO
The adventures of Sammy Cohen and
Jack Pennick under the direction of Benjamin Stoloflf continue in this laugh provoking
comedy. This gets the cheerful lunatics up
in the air for a series of side-splitting gambols. It's a mirthful story of two heroes
who go up in naval dirigibles and find
heroics rather a strain.
"RILEY
THE COP"
In "Riley the Cop," Farrell Macdonald
portrays a New York policeman sent abroad
to bring back a prisoner. He imbibes too
freely of the liquids and night life of Paris,
which results in his prisoner having to
bring him home. John Ford, who will direct, is in Europe now getting authentic
atmosphere. Nancy Drexel, David Rollins
and Warren Burke have the juvenile roles.
"THE BAGGAGE
SMASHER"
Victor McLaglen advances from trunk
juggler to plutocrat in "The Baggage
Smasher," which he is scheduled to do under the direction of James Tinling. June
Collyer and Arthur Stone support the
rugged star. There will be a great variety
of background, with arresting glimpses of
the hectic life of the metropolis.
"WISE
BABY"
Madge Bellamy is given ample opportunity in "Wise Baby" to ripple through the
role of a cutie who gets enough knowledge
from polishing the finger nails of Times
Square men to pluck a square deal from
them.
"THE James Tinling will direct.
WASTREL"
Victor McLaglen and George O'Brien
have been cast together in "The Wastrel,"
a gripping story of the turbulent encounters
of a man who is shanghaied aboard a ship
bound for the Orient. Lola Salvi, the Italian beauty contest winner plays the part of
the woman who effects the beach comber's
regeneration. The colorful locale of a palm
shaded beach in the tropics adds much in
this story of a man reclaimed. Arthur Rosson will direct from the story by Daniel
Tomlinson and Laura Hasse.
"MAKING
THE
Lois GRADE"
Moran and Edmund Lowe are
teamed
in "Making
Grade,"
Alfred again
E. Green
will the
direct
fromwhich
the
Cosmopolitan Magazine story by Gorge Ade.
It is the story of a smug young man who
finds that in order to win the girl he loves
he must accomplish some of the heroic
feats at which he has sneered. It is done
with
Ade's life.
keen eye for the odd quirks in
American
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In this production Victor McLaglen has
VEL
the
role
VETof" an Oklahoma oil millionaire who
paints the Great White Way red. He becomes fascinated with a night club cigarette
girl, impersonated by Nancy Carroll. This
roystering character fits McLaglen perfectly, and the direction by Howard Hawks insures rich backgrounds from the night life
of
New ONE
York.
"THE
IDEA" Mary Duncan and Earle
Charles Farrell,
WOMAN
Foxe will revel in the Oriental atmosphere
of "The One Woman Idea," from an original story by Alan Williams. The story is
that of a half-cast girl who closely resembles
her English half-sister. There is a clash of
Eastern and Western moral codes. The
background of London and Persia beckons
to the lands of romance. The picture brilliantly capitalizes the current vogue for
things Oriental.
"LIPSTICK"
"Lipstick" brings Madge Bellamy under
the direction of J. G. Blystone again for
another of those clever comedies. Margaret
Mann, George Meeker, Warren Burk and
Lia Tora have important supporting roles in
this brisk
line smiles.story of feminine riles and mascu"SPEAKEASY"
In this
drama,Norton
GeorgegetO'Brien,
Lois
Morancolorful
and Barry
into a
New York underworld setting under the
direction of Irving Cummings. The picture
is based on the Broadway stage success by
Edward Knoblock and George Rosener. The
mysterious activities going on behind the
bootleg joints of Broadway, with lines into
Park avenue, form the motivation of this
unusual drama.
"THE FATAL
This melodrama that has thrilled two
WEDDING"
generationsMann.
features
George
O'Brien
and
Margaret
Arthur
Rosson
has been
assigned to do the screen transcription of
this play by Theodore Kremer and Sam H.
Harris.
"A NIGHT
INSammy
A PULLMAN"
Cohen and Jack Pennick will realize all the exhilarating possibilities of the
sleeping cars when they appear in a feature
length comedy called, "A Night in a Pullman." It is a mile-a-minute farce of uppers, lowers, compartments, drawing rooms,
porters, snores, snorts and berth control.
"THE
GREAT
WHI
NORTH"
An TE
unusual
story of a shipwrecked party
in the frozen North. Mary Duncan has
been cast as an actress who saves another
girl, June Collyer, from the possessive
clutches of a giant Eskimo, portrayed by
Ivan Linow. Charles Morton and Ben
Bard have important roles in this original
screen storj' by Philip Klein, which will be
"CHASING
directed
by Lew Seller.

Linow, Earle Foxe and Nancy Drexel play
the principal roles in this celebrated melodrama. Irving Cummings
will direct.
"NOBODY'S
"Nobody's Children" brings together
Nancy
Drexel, Margaret Mann, Barry NorCHILDREN"
ton and George Meeker under the direction
of Lew Seller in a youthful and poignant
romance based on the play by Frederick
Hazlitt Brennan. It is the tender love story
of a boy and a girl who have fallen in love
in
"HEanY. orphan
HEY, asylum, and the boy's great
sacrifice for his sweetheart's happiness.
"Hey, Hey, Henrietta" is a sprightly
comedy
Sally Phipps, Nick Stuart and
HENRIEwith
TTA"
Farrell Macdonald in the delightful syndicated newspaper series by Velva Darling.
It is the intimate story of a typical American girl, young and giddy, who wisecracks
her sophisticated way through college.
"BROAD
WAY will direct.
James
Tinling
Charles Morton and Nancy Carroll play
the leading roles in "Broadway Sally,"
showing
with portrays
the lovesa
and lures a ofgirl's
nightencounters
life. Nancy
SALLY"
wisecracking
little cabaret dancer. This is
teeming with all the multi-colored sensations of flashing Broadway. Jane Shore
wrote the screen adaptation from the story
by
HowardDOOR
McKent Barnes.
"STAGE
Earle Foxe heads the cast in this comedy
drama,
picturing scenes backstage and out
DADDIES"
front in New York theatrical life. It gives
new slants on the acting profession and its
tribulations. Since he is actually a seasoned trouper, Foxe is ideally cast in this
"THE
CAMPUS
one.
Love and athletics are blended to make
"The Campus Hero" a rippling undergraduate story. Maria Alba, Charles Morton and
David Rollins head the cast of adolescent
players in this entertaining comedy of
"HU
SBA
NDS years.
HERO"
bright
college
Edmund Lowe and Earle Foxe play the
LIARS"
title
in this comedy of the complicaARE roles
tions caused by martial deceits and suspicious wives. Most amusing entanglements
"KIScriss-crossed
SES
are
through this domestic
comedy-drama of husbands who think
they're getting away with something.
Here is a story that should catch every
flapper
"RROW,SAwith
LE" its pictures of free and easy
FO
young women who kiss and tell. Seeing
Maria Alba, Lia Tora, Lola Salvi, Ben
Bard and Tyler Brooke romping through
this picture, it is easy to understand why
there is so much osculation.

THROUGH EUROPE"
The conspicuous success of "The News
Parade," manceshowing
the adventures
and has
roof a newsreel
cameraman,
brought a sequel, "Chasing Through Europe," in which "Newsreel" Nick Stuart
takes his camera and Sally Phipps on an exciting trip abroad. The sights on the
Continent will be unfolded in this sprightly
comedy
under the direction of David Butler.
"THE ROMANCE

"RED
Rowing
rivalries between two girls' colseveral eyefuls of campus beauOW"
ROW, legesRbrings
ties into "Row, Row, Row," which David
Butler Alba,
will direct
Harry
story.
Maria
Nancyfrom
Drexel
and Brand's
Sally Phipps
are among the shapely feminine athletes.
Barry Norton, Warren Burke and David
Rollins will portray the campus swains.

OF THE UNDERWORLD"
This picture based on Paul Armstrong's
play, centers about the court of general sessions. New York. Edmund
Lowe,
Ivan

"Red Wine"
is an up-to-the-minute picture of modern society folk in search of new
thrills.
A well-rounded
cast, headed
by
(Continued on page

WINE"
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department,
"Hollywood."

Green, Ray and Butler Start
Fox Productions; 10 Shooting
Director Alfred E. Green Begins "Making the Grade" with MoranLowe Following Success of "Honor Bound"; Howard on
"River Pirate"; Carruth Shooting
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 29. — Of five productions begun this week three of
them are under direction of Fox Films men. Alfred E. Green yesterday began
actual shooting on "Making the Grade," the big comedy drama from the pen
of George Ade, Indiana humorist. Green has chosen a strong cast headed by
Lois Moran and Edmund Lowe.
Albert Ray Shooting "None But the Brave"
Albert Ray and David Butler went into production during the past week.
Butler is in Indiana shooting "Prep and Pep" and Ray is in Catalina Island
shooting "None But the Brave."

Ben Stoloff, Fox megaphone wielder who
directed "Plastered in Paris" with Sammy
Cohen and Jack Pennick, creating an
idea for a scene, which brings a chuckle
for each ten feet of film. This comedy is
considered a masterpiece.

Madge Bellamy Stars in
First Movietone Picture
to Be Made by Fox Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 29.— Madge Bellamy, who was selected by Winfield Sheehan to make the first Movietone production, "Mother Knows Best," has proven to
those who had faith in her talent, that she
was probably the one actress in America
who could do the difficult impersonations
which her role in this picture calls for.
Andy Rice, one of Broadway's most brilliant playwrights,
that Miss
impersonations
of says
Al Jolson
and Bellamy's
the late
Anna Held were a revelation and predicts
that this production will be the hit of the
age. "Mother Knows Best" is being directed for Fox by John J. Blystone, who
directed one of Miss Bellamy's most successful pictures, "Ankles Preferred."
With characteristic modesty. Miss Bellamy refuses to take all the credit for her
wonderful work in this first Movietone production, sharing that with the great directors who have developed her talent. It is
said that Miss Bellamy has one of the finest
Movietone voices in the world.

PF L Signs Mary Brian
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, May 29.— Mary Brian has
just signed a new contract to feature in
Paramount productions.

Green's picture follows "Honor Bound,"
but has nothing in common with it. It is
a story of a different style entirely and calls
upon the versatility of the director for its
execution. It more nearly resembles the
comedy dramas that Green directed a short
time back, starring Colleen Moore.
With the addition of these three units
Fox is the busiest company in the industry,
considering production. It is making 10
pictures, an unusual number for any company-. Many of them are on location, of
course.
Howard Shooting "River Pirate"
William K. Howard is shooting "The
River Pirate," featuring Lois Moran and
Victor MacLaglen. . . . Arthur Rosson is
shooting "The Farmer's Daughter," starring Arthur Stone. . . . J. G. Blystone is
shooting the Movietone, "Mother Knows
Best," with Madge Bellamy. . . . Clyde Carruth is shooting "The Cowboy Kid," featuring Rex Bell.
Neilan Completes One
Marshall Neilan completed "Taxi 13" yes-

terday for F B O. He has spent half his
time on location with Chester Conklin.
There is apparently considerable footage of
Conklin doing chase stuff. Beverly Hills
and Sawtelle were the location points.
FBO has chosen to bring Jack Pickford
back into picktures. You will see him in
"Gang War" which Bert Glennon is directing. Olive Borden does the feminine
lead.
Schertzinger to Finish Soon

Victor Schertzinger's work on "The
White Sin" is expected to be brought to a
close within a few days at Paramount. He
began production April 30. Clive Brook,
Mary Brian and Bill Powell are in his cast.
Tuttle
on 'A'arsity"
at Frank
that lot
thisbegan
week.work
College
picture.
by Rogers and Mary Brian are in it.
Charles
Conklin goes from Xeilan's cast to Tuttle's.
"Little Theatre" Planned
NEW YORK. — Little Picture House, Inc., in conjunction with the Film Bureau, plans to erect and
operate on a site just purchased in East 50th street
a 300scat motion picture house of the intimate type,
catering to an exclusive patronace.

Photography

DANIEL B. CLARK
Now shooting "The Air Circus" for Fox Film
Corporation. He has had the distinction of
having photographed fifty-seven Tom
ductions since 1921.

Mix pro-
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Green's "Honor Bound'' Wins
Official Approval—
Another picture with box
office foundation — conceived and dedicated
with strong exploitation
angles by Alfred E.
Green.

Mr. Alfred E. Green
Fox Film Company
850 Tenth Avenue
New York City
Dear Mr. Green:
I want to congratulate you on the excellent picture
"Honor Bound." This organization is naturally interested in the picture as it plays up the abuses against
which the Committee has been working for many
years. It is also timely as there is legislation pending
in Congress which will do away with certain of the
abuses which grow out of private exploitation of
prison labor. I should be glad to know how you
became interested in the subject and where the suggestion came from; also whether you would feel that
this picture could be followed by another taking up
present abuses in the north in contrast to these abuses
existing in the south.
I should be glad to hear from you.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) E. Stagg Whitin
Executive Director
National Committee on Prisons and Prison Labor

''Making the Grade" wiU
be one of the outstanding
comedy dramas of the
year. It is another big
ALFRED E. GREEN PRODUCTION.
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Now in Production!
>>

"The River Pirate
-byCHARLES

FRANCIS

COE

WM. FOX PRODUCTION
with

VICTOR

MacLAGLEN

WM. K. HOWARD,

"^

LOIS MORAN
EARL FOXE
NICK STUART
and
DONALD CRISP

Directing

Five Escape Drowning
Shooting Daniels Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD May 29.— Five members
of the Paramount troupe making Bebe
Daniels new starring picture, "Hot News,"
narrowly escaped death when a_ launch
from which cameramen were working capsized. Several thousand dollars' worth of
cameras and other technical equipment
were damaged. A script girl was rescued
by a cameraman.
The cameras were mounted on a small
launch which was tied alongside the yacht.
One of the ropes holding the launch broke
and sent the small boat careening to one
side, throwing the technicians into the water. Clarence Badger, the director, managed to grasp a rope aboard the launch.

Goodrich Made Columbia
Scenario Head in Change
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 29.— Columbia is
reorganizing its scenario department on the
Coast to take care of its more pretentious
plans, nario
with
editor. John Goodrich appointed sceBess Mercdyth, prominent screen writer,
has joined the scenario staff, which now
includes Norman Springer, Winifred Dunn,
Peter Milne and Dorothy Howell.

Prevost Postpones Trip
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 29.— Marie Prevost
has postponed her trip to New York, after
leasing her home, packing her trunks and
buying her ticket. Miss Prevost changed
her mind at the last minute and decided not
to go East until later.

"THE FOUR

BARRY

NORTON

DEVILS"

"MOTHER

KNOWS

BEST"

Theatre Owners
Protest Against
Stench Bomb War on Coast
Hughes Keeps Spending on '''Angels" — Marshall to Direct MacLeans —
Willat Returns from Golden Gate — Bevan Signs
By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD,
May 29. — Theatre owners in this vicinity are increasing
their complaints against labor leaders, charging that they are responsible for the numerous stench bomb controversies. The subject came
up for thorough debate at the meeting of the INIotion Picture Theatre Owners
last week.
IT IS possible that concerted action on
the part of the organization will be
taken
soonThe
unless
"bombs"
stopped.
case placing
of the ofMason
operais
house has become a warm issue.
Howard Hughes, president of Caddo, has
spent approximately $1,500,000 to date on
"Hell's Angels" and says he will spend a
half million more before it is finished. One
thousand reels of film have been shot.

* * *
Marshall Becomes Director
of Douglas MacLean Unit

George Marshall has signed a contract
with Christie Comedies. He leaves the Fo.x
Film Corporation to direct the features
which Douglas MacLean will make under
the Christie banner for Paramount release.
Marshall has been supervising director for
Fox comedies for more than two years.

* *

*

Betli Laemmle made several screen tests
for a part in motion pictures. The latest
one she made was at the Universal lot
about two months ago.
It resulted in her

being signed by Carl Laemmle, her uncle,
for a period of five years.

* *

*

Conrad Veidt will next appear in "The
Charlatan" under the Universal banner. Dr.
Paul Fejos will direct.

* * *
Willat Returns from
Trip to Golden Gate

Irvin Willat, who is preparing a story at
Columbia which will probably star Jack
Holt, has returned from a trip to San Francisco, where he made a thorough investigation of marine equipment which plays a
big part in the picture he will soon begin
directing. Willat has a picture figured for
early release which bears watching. It is
"The Michigan Kid," L^niversal, with Conrad Nagel and Renee Adoree.

* *

*

Jack Ford Due Home
Sometime in June
Tack Ford was due back in this country
last week, but according to word just received his return has been delayed and he
(^Continued on pagt 112)
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Production

"CHICKEN a la KING"
for Fox Film Corporation
with

Nancy Carrol, Arthur Stone and Ford Sterling
On Roxy's Movie Menu

Lehrman Is Now Preparing
(r

'VampiTitles
a laA. Starr
Mode"
reby James

("Chicken a la King" Opens at Roxy Theatre, June 3)
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Madge Bellamy Is the First Fox
Star to Appear in a Movietone
Selection . . . "Mother Knows

Rambling Round HollywoodBest."
By JAMES

LOUGHBOROUGH

Universal falls the credit of having the
youngest director in the industry. He is
Leigh Jason, now just 21 years old. He
doesn't pretend to be a prodigy, a genius or
any kind of a bird but a sincere worker.
"Jason" is only his screen name. His
right monicker is Leigh Jacobson. Ever
since he was a kid he has been wild about
the movies. At the age of 10 he tackled
fiction and scenarios. His father didn't like
that. He wanted Leigh to be a lawyer.
mad." After
man was "movie
But the young
completing
an academic
course at Columbia
university, he entered the school of journalism and later made an intensive study of
scenario writing.
His next move was to come to Hollywood. Not being able to get past the gatemen at the studios, he proceeded to make
a two-reeler of his own. It was an O.
Henry type of story, with a smashing romance and plenty of comedy. Harold B.
Franklin, president of West Coast Theatres,
liked it so much that he booked it for the
big first-run Metropolitan and the West
Coast Circuit.
Meantime Leigh hadn't been letting the
celluloid grow under his feet. He wrote
"Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly?" for
Universal, and then Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
signed him as a director.
This young man is liked by everybody
on the lot, from the fact that he is always
pleasant, is unassuming and yet impresses
those coming in contact with him. Actors,
Stage hands and cameramen realize that he
knows his stuff and has learned it through
hard work.
TO

Look out for Leigh Jason. He may be
the D. W. Griffith of the next era in motion
pictures.
HOLLYWOOD'S

"SUCKER

LISTS"

There areandplenty
lists" in
Hollywood,
many of
a big"sucker
screen luminary
is on all of them. For the benefit of those
who have not walked through "Peacock
Alley" at the Waldorf-Astoria, where the
"We Boys" once hung out, a "sucker list"
consists of the names, addresses and personal information regarding "good taps" or
"easy marks."
William Beaudine, ace of directors, was
one of those whose names appeared on the
"sucker lists." Like all great artists. Bill
doesn't delve much into the details of business. When not working he is generally
rambling out in the woods studying bird
life, going to a lion or an alligator farm or
observing humanity on a park bench. That's
how Bill gets his screen material. A forlorn and shipwrecked brother always got
money out of Bill and a woman in distress
caused his heart to swell and his pocket
book to shrink.
Some wise gazabo discovered this. He
tipped a few earnest-talking, high-pressure
friends, and pretty soon a modern Mulberry
Sellers came along and sold Bill the idea of
opening a clothing store. This flopped. Bill
next took an interest in a tailor shop and
soon found himself well-pressed. Followed
then a haberdashery, which left Bill with
barely a shirt on his back and then an in-

terest in a comic opera, which wasn't so
funny financially.
All of this cost the kind-hearted Bill
about 50 grand within a period of two
years,
but anything
now he has
sworn off.
He won't
listen to
whatever.
If somebody
threw a fit right in front of him Bill would
turn and run. He is a human frigidaire
when it comes to 500 per cent investments,
and his money is rolling up in the bank.
He now is busily engaged in directing
Charley
Murray
solo
picture
for inE. this
M. popular
Asher. star's
Bill first
has
made
director.a big success as a "free lance"
LAY OF THE LAST PHONEY

PRESS AGENT

I put 'em over on Broadway,
I knocked 'em dead in "Chi";
But token it came to Hollyicood —
Well, I travelled here to die.
It's no slam on the profession, but the
p.a.'s are growing fewer and fewer out
here. Why? Survival of the fittest. Not
more than three years ago the pickings
were good for "wild-cat" publicity men.
Anybody with a soft lead pencil and a pad
of paper could get a job press-agenting.
Young, inexperienced men who thought the
"dead line" was the boundary of a cemetery flowed into the picture colony and
sold themselves on the idea that they were
great
publicists.
as they
well
as
water,
always Being
finds as
its "hot
true air"'
level,
began "blowing up." Result: Efficient
press agents still arc on the job, and there
is a good demand for them. The chaff has
been separated from the wheat.
HORSES!
HORSES!
HORSES!
When Tom
Mi:^ went into vaudeville it
looked a5 if horsemanship had been dealt a
terrible blow here, but Ham Beall. Sam W.
B. Cohn, Mark
Larlcin and Hal Wallis
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"The Iron Horse"
"Three Bad Men"
"FOUR SONS"
"MOTHER MACHREE"

"The Iron Horse"
"Three Bad Men"
"FOUR SONS"
E"
RE
CH
MA
R
THE
"MO
Fox
them ior

All of
All of them directed by

JOHN

FORD

"The h-on Horse"
"Three Bad Men"
"FOUR SONS"
"MOTHER MACHREE"

loudly, if not heartily, as he plucked thorns
from his equator. The joke was on the
cavalry horse. It had responded to a bunk

HAROLD

LIPSITZ

FOX
Scenario Editor
1927

HAROLD

LIPSITZ

FOX
Supervisor
1928

started out to save the day. Elected to
honorary membership in the Breakfast
Club, composed of expert horsemen, they
took up equitation. An appointment having been made for an early jaunt before
breakfast, the Four Horsemen met in
Griffith Park. Ham is the type of man
him —
Julius Caesar liked to have around the
arrotund of build. He v^ras awaiting
small
of
group
a
rival of his palfrey when
boys came along and one of them shouted:
"Hey, Mister, what time does the balloon
go up?" Ham did not deign to answer.
Sid Grauman will do that for him later on.
Well, the Four Horsemen mounted and
first thing of? the bat Mark Larkin found
himself doing a Paul Revere. His horse
hadn't had exercise for some time and it
played 36 holes full tilt. When Mark got
back to the first tee, an equerry gave him a
cavalry horse. This animal had a flat back
and a kind-looking face. It seemed anxious
to obey orders — so anxious that when Sam
Cohn made a remark and Larkin exclaimed:
"Right!" the intelligent beast executed a

Demmy Lamson
Ruth Collier
Inc.

"Fours right" and led Mark into a bramble
bush.
At last they had a race. It was wholly
an impromptu affair. One of the horses is
said to have given some sort of a signal.
Be that as it may, all of the animals started
lickety split. The Four Horsemen held the
reins tight — in fact they pulled back, undoubtedly fearing the blooded animals
would be injured. But the horses kept right
on until they left the bridle path and
plunged into Los Feliz Boulevard.
An excited woman yelled "Runaway!"
But it wasn't that at all. It was just a
merry dash in the dewy hours of the morn,
and was so exhilarating that the Four
Horsemen trembled with excitement. In
their mad rush they passed a motor car
with one of those new horns which blows
"Attention to orders." The horn blew.
Mark's horse, true to its army training,
stood stock still. But Mark kept on, right
through the air and plunk — onto a rose
bush. The race thus being over the other
horses naturally had to stop. Mark laughed

signal.

MILLION DOLLAR CLOSING
The historic Million Dollar theatre soon
is to close its doors — perhaps for the summer, perhaps for all time. The opening of
this 2,200-seat house by Sid Grauman seven
years ago marked the beginning of motion
picture presentation on a large scale in Los
Angeles. The Million Dollar then had no
screen opposition and it was no usual event
to have holdout crowds a block long. In
recent years, however, the amusement district seems to have grown away from that
section of the city. Charles Kurtzman, the
able manager and publicity director of the
Million Dollar, will remain with West Coast
in an important capacity. Leo Forbstein,
the musical director, has received many flattering ofTers. Charlie, who came here from
managerial and publicity triumphs in San
Francisco, is one of the best in the business. He put over tremendous exploitation
and publicity campaigns on such recent
long-run offerings at the Million Dollar as
Harold Lloyd in "Speedy" and Mack Sennett's "The Good-bye Kiss." Looks as if
the Million Dollar, in the future, will be
good only as a second-run house at 15 to
25 cents. The neighborhood won't permit
of anything better, say the wise ones.
As a matter of fact, all of the downtown
picture houses in Los Angeles are having
a tough tussle of it. And the so-called
"reform" element is largely to blame. Rev.
Bob Shuler and others have been fighting
pictures tooth and nail and have concentrated their attacks on several of the downtown theatres. The reformers are in the
minority here but they have the liberals
"buffaloed."
Ordinances have been passed by the city
council which make it difficult for theatres
to be operated along lines of real showmanship. For instance, no sign can extend
more than four feet from a building. This
prohibits the spectacular electric signs such
as are to be seen in New York or Chicago.
Broadway, the main street of Los Angeles,
is an abandoned thoroughfare after 9 p. m.
Movements have been started to make
Broadway a "white light" district and drag
the crowds downtown, just as they now are
doing in Hollywood, but no one seems to
care. Hollywood, by the way, is liable to
make Los
within
a fewAngeles
years. the "tail of the dog"
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Fox Director

44

Thief in the

Starting Direction of

"None but the

Dark"

Just Released

Barry Norton Finds
Perseverance Winning
Award in Movie Epics
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, May 29.— It took a bit
of time and much hard work, but Barry
Norton eventually lived down the handicap
of being known as the "handsomest juvenile
m pictures."
This young South American, son of
wealth and a youth of brilliant education,
paid his first visit to America when he and
10 companions, all members of the exclusive
Jockey Club of Paris, London and Buenos
Aires, came to New York to see the heavyweight battle between Jack Dempsey and
Luis Firpo.
. .
After the battle Norton decided to visit
came to Hollyfriends in Chicago and then were
made.
wood to see how pictures
He joined the ranks of extras and there
remained unnoticed until Raoul Walsh decided he was "just the type" to play the
"mother's boy" role in "What Price Glory,
a truly remarkable portrayal, by the way,
sufficient to earn him a long-term contract
with Fox Films.
His work attracted the attention of other
producers with the result that Norton was
loaned for another "bit" in "The Legion of
ed" winnine the favor of rethe Condemn
viewers the country over.
Then the featured role of one of the
Fox
devils in "4 Devils," F. W. Murnau'sacting
production and currently his best
performer
vaudeville
the
of
that
date,
role to
in "Mother Knows Best," featuring Madge
Bellamy and directed bv J. G. Blystone.
Ezell Returns to Work
NEW YORK. — C. C. Ezell, southern and western
sales manager for Warner Brothers, returned to work
after a week's absence. He was confined to his home
with an ulcerated tooth.

StonCy

the School Teacher^
Br e"
Who Turned ExpertavScenarist

I found a man in Hollywood
who has
neither come from the newspaper ranks nor
the theatrical business.
So far as anyone
knows there is only
one such.
He spent
12 years
teaching
school — teaching
English
in New
York City. In those
days
people
probably spoke very little
of it in Gotham.
People
Hollywood are in
alumni
of
histrionics when

they
of the aren't
fourth alumni
estate.
A lot of them played
stock in your town
when you were
John Stone
merely a ticket chopper. Look at Matt Moore, Daphne Pollard,
Billy Bevan, Douglas Fairbanks, and even
Bess Meredyth, the scenarist. Then the
people: Winfield Sheehan, Watnewspaper
terson Rothacker, Jacqueline Logan and a
thousand and one others.
But the school teacher who came into
motion pictures and turned out to be an
the big box office proexpert scenarist
Mix almost immediately is
duction of Tom for
John Stone. He came with an extensive
knowledge of American and English literature and first used his talents in the reading department of Fox Film Corporation.
That was Christmas, 1919.
Then in the scenario department he broke
in three editors, one after the other. His
first active writing was about the time of
the release of "Over
the Hill."
Johnny

Walker and Edna Murphy were teamed for
a series of pictures. He wrote their scenarios and at the same time had charge of
the scenario department.
At the end of that series he began a
period of writing for the Mix films which
lasted four years. He has written 60 Western dramas in recent times. Twenty of
them were for Mix. That is a boastful
record, yet Stone is one of the least boastful men in Hollywood.
Executives of Fox Films have recently
elevated him to the writing of comedy
dramas. His recent efforts are meeting
with considerable box office success. He
scenarized "Win That Girl," "The Play
Girl," "Roadhouse," and "Prep and Pep."
The latter is now in the shooting. When it
was originally drafted it was regarded as a
small picture. When the scenario was in
form the material warranted an increase in
the budget and rearrangement of plans en—HODGES.
tirely. Itwill be a big production.

Von Stroheim to Direct
Gloria
Swanson's Next
(Special to the Hcrald-World)
HOLLYWOOD. May 29.— Gloria Swanson's next picture will be. "Tlic Swamp," a
story in German South Africa. Miss Swanson has signed Eric Von Strolicim to direct
this production, which will be released
through t^nitcd .-Xrtists. The story is from
an original by \'on Stroheim and the picture
will be his first directorial effort since "The
Wedding

March."
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DAVID BUTLER
Director for Fox Films

"High School Hero"
"The News Parade"
"Win That Girl"

In Preparation

"Prep and Pep"

Dan Clark Takes All the Chances
Cameraman Escapes None of the Risks You See in the Finished
Production; Many Assignments with Mix
(Special to the Herald-World)
— Dan Clark, who has shot first camera on all
29.
May
HOLLYWOOD,
Tom Mix pictures for the past seven years, claims that there is no vehicle on
wheels on which he has not set up his camera. Automobiles, trains, racing
cars, engines and airplanes being a few of the modes of transportation on
which he has placed his tripod and ground out thousands of feet of film. Even
the cage of an aerial cable has been commandeered as a fitting spot from which
to get the best results for the picture.
Another
time
in which
those
who
watched the camera crew held their breath
was during one of the recent Mix pictures
when
the cameras
were placed on top
of
an
old
stage
coach
and
the
horses were actually
running away.
The
coach,
being
a
rickety
old
thing,
the
doubletrees
were not so secure
as they
had
once
been
and
in the
middle of a perilous
turn
the horses
broke away and ran
down the road. The
coach careened into
Dan
Clark
the bank, but had it
chosen to turn to the other side there was
nothing but a 500-foot drop between the
camera men and eternity.
Having an infuriated cougar jump onto
the camera platform is another of the incidents which Clark recalls. It was during
the filming of "The Trouble Shooter." The

cougar became enraged and made a flying
leap for the cameras. The savage animal
stood rigid for a moment and then his attention was diverted and he jumped down
again.
Cameraman
Clark likewise stood

James A. Starr
TITLED

"CHICKEN A LA KING"
"VAMPIRE A LA MODE"
Directed by HENRY LEHRMAN
for Fox

"THE LION AND THE
for Warner Bros.

MOUSE"

perfectly rigid and had he moved, it is
highly probable that the animal would have
attached himself to the camera crew with
astounding rapidity.
Having a troop of bucking bronchos
make a bee-line for the cameras and get all
mixed up in them is all part of Mr. Clark's
day's work. The camera man and his assistants simply pick the cameras and themselves out of the debris, set up in another
spot and go on shooting the scene.

Luck plays a big part in all of the work done on
Mix pictures. Very often when some particularly
tricky scene is under way and a certain angle must
be used, the scene will be completed before anything
untoward happens. For instance, at one time. Mix
coming
an incline
45 degrees
on a"Tony"
was the down
action.
Cameras ofwere
placed on
small
incline railway and were grinding as the platform
was sent down the hill by a cable. Clark suddenly
realized that the superstructure of the platform was
slipping, so the camera crew held the cameras on with
their hands until the bottom of the hill was reached.
Just as the last foot of film was completed the platform slipped for good and the camera crew took a
tumble into space, but luck was with them and they
dropped into soft dirt.
"There is one big chance that I take almost every
day in the year," asserts Clark, "and that is boxing
with Tom." The two men box each night after the
days' work is over and the result is usually in favor
of Tom, but Dan is determined that some day he will
get in a punch that will make him the champion of
the lot.
Incidentally,
Clark
has to 1921,
his credit
57 Mixpictures taken since
January,
and since
joining
the Mix company he has not indulged in a vacation.
Often one picture is begun the day after the previous one is finished. That is also a record of which
any camera man may well be proud.

Sheehan Selects Carruth
to the Herald-World)
Bell in "Kid''
Direct
to (Special

HOLLYWOOD, May 29.— Clyde Carruth, one of Fox Films youngest directors,
has been chosen by Winfield Sheehan to
direct Rex Bell, their new star in the second
of a series depicting youthful Westerns.
Carruth more
recently directed animal
and children comedies for Fox.
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BEN STOLOFF
"PLASTERED

IN PARIS"

Starring
SAMMY COHEN
JACK PENNICK

THE ONE GREAT INDEPENDENT
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CLYDE CARRUTH
Director

"The Cowboy Kid"
Fox Film Corporation

I E R Ai D

DccemC!

The Biggest
MONEY MAKERS
of 1927
^ROOKIES
148'
TELL IT TO(MGM)
THE MARINES (MGM)
148
THE KID BROTHER (Par)
127
SLIDE KELLY SLIDE (MGM)
107
rr (Par )
103
BEAU GESTE (Par)
97
THREE BAD MEN (Foi)
95
WETIE IN THE NAVT NOW (Par)
95
THE WINNING OF BARBARA WORTH (UA) . . . . 92
THE lUGIC GARDEN (FED)
79
"THE VOLGA BOATMAN (Pathe)
75
THE BIG PARADE (MGM)
72
■LADDIE (FBO)
72
BENHl^R (MGM)
64
[ "THE QUARTERBACK (Par)
59
)r THE GREAT K. AND A TRAIN ROBBERY (Fox) 56
(rTHEBLACKPmATE(UA).„
55

Stone's)

And Now 1 11
"Win That Girl" and "Prep
and Pep" have been turned
out by the pen of John Stone
for Fox Fihns. Another will
be added to the list soon.

JOHN Scenarios
STONE

Andrew

Rice

CO-AUTHOR
"PLASTERED IN

PARIS"

CHARLES G. CLARKE, A. S. C.
has photographed "Four Sons" and "The
Red Dancer" for Fox Film Corporation. He
is now on a six months' location tour for the
studio.

Exhibitors Protest
Against Bomb War
on the West Coast
(Continued
will not arrive
time in June.

in

from

page

Hollywood

* *

105)
until

some

*

Eddie Hayden who plays a more
tant part in the making of motion
than many exhibitors realize will
Alfred E. Green of his redoubtable

imporpictures
deprive
services

and jaunt himself to Havana. It's a vacation. Scheduled for May. Postponed. Just
Hollywood luck. Gonna make it in November.
* * *
Lou M. Goodstadt, casting director at
the Cecil B. DeMille studios, died
Thursday. He had been ill eight days.
Rev. Neal Dodd officiated at the funeral
services at Hollywood cemetery Saturday.
Goodstadt had been with De Mille for
many years and tvas surrounded with a
legion of friends in the film colony.

Billy Bevan Signs
for '28-29 at Sennett's
Billy Bevan hasi signed a new contract
with Mack Sennett, it was announced today.
He will appear in the starring role of a
new series of comedies to be made at the
Studio City lot when production begins
next month.

Dan Borzage Booked
for Al Ray Vehicle
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD,
May 29.— Inasmuch as
music is one of the important factors in the
production of a good picture, Al Ray, director has signed Dan Borzage, accordionist,
and Carl Allen, violinist, to assist him in
making his latest production. Dan, who is
the brother of Frank, the director, has been
on the Fox lot for three years. The well
known musician is featuring his new
"Miniature Pipe Organ" the latest model
accordion, which will expound practically
all the notes and chords of the larger instrument.

"HelVs Angels" to Open
Sept, IS on Broadway
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD,
May premiere
29.— "Hell'sin
Angel's"
is to have its world
New York. September 15. Ben Lyon and
James Hall, principals, as well as Howard
Hughes, producer, have become aviators
since "Hell's Angels" went into production
eight months ago. Two more months will
be required to complete aerial sequences.
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Production Directory
[Number immediately following title denotes production number]
CHIEF
PLAYERS

DIRECTOR

STORY

BRAND
NAME

STORY

STARTING
DATE

DIRECTOR

Columbia Studio
PRODUCTION

THIS

Wm.

Walls"

WEEK
"Snap

Nigh

Edw.

Shots"

"War

in the

"The

Cardboar

Sedgwick

Fred Niblo

DeMille Studio

d

Robert

Leonard

"Tide of the

"Craig's Wife"
"Celebrity"

Wm.
Tay

DeMille
Garnett

Irene Rich
Robert Armstrong
Lina Basquette

BRAND
NAME

STARTING
DATE

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio
"Poor

NO

CHIEF
PLAYERS

Allan
May 19
May 19

Dwan

Dark"
Lover"

John Gilbert
Joan Crawford
Buster Keaton
Marceline
Day

April 22

Greta Garbo
Conrad Nagel
Marion
Davies
Niles Afihter
Renee Adoree
Bu.ster Collier
Geo. Duryea

April 4
May 9
May 19
May

19

Empire"

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation

F B 0 Studio
"Taxi Thirteen"

Marshall Neilan

"Dog Law"

Jerome

"Gang

Bert

War"

Storm
Glennon

Chester Sleeper
Conklin'
Martha
Hugh Trevor
Robert Sweeney
Mary Mayberry
Ranger
Olive Borden
Jack Pickford
Eddie Gribbon

May 10
May 14

Harry Langdon
Corinne Griffith
Victor Varconi
Milton Sills
Mary Astor
Lloyd Hughee
Billie Dove
Donald Reed
Paul Lucas

'PInslcred
ill Palis"
'River Pirate"
'La

Gringa"

'Mother Knows
Best"
"The

Cowboy

Kid"
"Prep and Pep"

Marjorie Beebe
Warren Burke
Arthur Lake
David Rollins
Sue Carol
Ben Stoloff
Sammy
Cohen
Jack Pennick
Hugh
Allen
Marcel
Batallini
Wm. K. Howard Victor McLaglen
Lois Moran
Nick Stuart
Irving
Maria Alba
Lionell
CummingB
Barrymore
Kenneth Thomson
Madge Bellamy
J. G. Blystone
Louise Dresser
Barry Norton
Rex Bell
Clyde Carruth
Mary Jane
Temple
David Butler
David Rollins
Nancy Drexel
John Darrow

Arthur Rosson
Howard Hawks

Mar.

6

Greta Nissen
James Hall
Ben Lyon

zinger
Victor Schert-

Frank Strayer
Wm.

Wellman

17

Mar.

12

'Revenge"

Edwin

"Black Magic"

Chas.

Paramount

Gary Cooper
Ruth Taylor
James Hall
Wallace Beery

April 14
April 80

May 4
May 17
May 19
May 21

Carewe
Hines

Dolores Del Rio
Roy Mason
Johnny
Hines
Louise Lorraine

May I

April 28

Tiffany-Stahl Studio
"The

Grain of

Geo. Archainbaud

Ricardo Cortez
Alma
Bennett
Claire Windsor

May 19

United Artists Studios
Dust"
"Tho Awaken-

May 17

May?
Victor

Fleming

Vilma Banky
Walter
Byron

Universal Studios

May 10

May 21

April 16
Paramount

Tec- Art Studio

April 25

May 9

Bebe Daniels
Neil Hamilton
Pola Negri
Nornian Kerry
Clive Brooke
Mary
Brian
Wm. Powell
Olga
Bacanova
Fay Wray

May 28

Life"
Hole"

May 5
April

"The

Crimson
ing"
"The Stool

Lee Jason

"Tarzan
Canyon" the

Jack Nelson

Pidgcon" Comes
"Jackson

Walter

iders of the
"RMighty"

Joe Levigard

Edmund

"Hollvwood

Doran

.•\rthur Liike
Lillian Gilmore

or

Ray Taylor

Fabian

Cox

Ted Wells
Lotus
Thompson
Bill Cody
Duane Thompeon
Frank
Merrill
Natalie Kingston
Bob Curwood
Cobb

May 14
May 14
May 14
May 19
May 19
May 19

Home"
Woods"

Warner Brothers

Metropolitan Studio
Hughes

Berger

F. Richard Jones Jack Holt
Nancy
Carroll
Frank Tuttle Chas. Rogers
Mary Brian
Chester Conklin

"

"Varsity

April 18
May
5
May 19

No Production this week.

Howard

Ludwig

First Kiss" Roland V. Lee

April 2

Gk>thain

"Hells Angels"

•The

"Just Married"
"Beggars of
"The Water

Fox Studio
"The Farmer's
Danghter"
'The Air Circus'

"The White Sin'

Clarence Badger

Moscow"
May 21

First National Studio
Untitled
Harry Langdon
"Tlie Divine Fi-ank Lloyd
Lndy"
"The Barker"
Geo. Fitzmaurice
"Heart to
Wm.
Beaudine
Heart"
Untitled
Alexander Korda

'Hot'News"
"The Lady from

Nov. 4

Bust"
'Noah's Ark"

Michael

Curtlz

Geo.
DoloresO'Brien
Costollo
Louise Beery
Fnionda
Noah

April 14
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FEATURE

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture
"Little Pictures with the Big Punch," which has presented news,
short features and serials.

Short Films Give Natural Setup
for Tieups on Anniversary Days
Wealth

of One and Two-Reel Material and Ease of Fitting It into Program
Pointed Out as Factors by Showmen Who Know
Short Features provide the simplest and most logical means of tieups with
days set aside for national observance of particular events or special anniversaries, as well as celebrations pertinent to certain states and even cities.
Fitting Program to Calendar Pays
Exhibitors who keep one eye on the calendar while talking business with
the film salesman are making the optic do the double duty of also watching
the box ofhce. Theatre owners who have tried out the plan and found that it
clicks are authorities for the advisability of spotting the program with pictures
that lit the occasion and the day.
Long features can serve the same purpose —
to a certain extent — but for week in and week
out planning the one and two-reel subjects are
the best source, both because of the wealth
of material from which to select and the availability of short pictures made for just such
a purpose. To attempt to list that product
would be a herculean task; it is much more
practicable for the exhibitor to ask the salesman when the booking hour comes around
and watch companies' announcements.
The Herald- World recently ran a series of
articles from its correspondents on the question of whether pictures should be run seasonally to get the best activity at the cashier's
coop. While, for example, exhibitors' opinions
varied on whether a snow picture would draw
best in summer, there was unanimity of belief,
from experience, that the best time to run any
picture is the time when the public is thinking most about that subject.
That has been found true both because of
the natural draw from that factor and because
of the opportunities to cash in on that current
interest through tieups when everyone is interested. For example, theatre owners agreed
that the best time to run a football picture is
during the football season.
Striking While the Subject Is Hot
Applying that same conclusion to the use
of short features pertinent to special observances, the answer is obvious that clubs and
civic organizations interested in such observances provide a readymade source of linking
theatre program with public interest.
This fact is evidenced in another way. Another series of articles in the Herald- World,
those on community activities of exhibitors,
brought out a number of examples of direct
co-operation with societies to foster both their
interests and the theatre's. Of course, that
can be done without pointing the program
toward particular observances, but certainly,
when there is an element in the program that
links it solidly with the event, the connection
is all the tighter. Furthermore, that program
connection is more than likely to make the
patrons boosters after they have seen the show.
Memorial Day comes and goes this week.
We wonder how many exhibitors have booked

a short feature that carries a special appeal
for that day. June, the month of brides and
of school graduations, is here. To what extent have campus pictures, fashion pictures and
the like, of which many are on tap, been
signed for showing in the month? Next, the
Fourth of July, with a host of patriotic subjects at hand. How many will have booked
short product for just that purpose? It would
be interesting to know. One thing is certain,
however, and that is that the most wideawake
exhibitor will have built up his program with
a short feature that fits the day and public
thought.
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Releases
WEEK

OF JtJNE 3

EDUCATIONAL— "Crown
Me,"
Cameo,
Wallace
Lupino, one; "Rah, Rah, Rah," Dorothy Devore,
two.
F B O — "Mickey in Love," Mickey McGuire, two.
M-G-M — "Tokens
of Manhood,"
Oddities;
"Crazy
House," "Our Gang" comedy.
PARAMOUNT— "Hold 'Er Cowboy," Vernon, two;
"The Patent Medicine Kid," Krazy Kat, one.
PATHE— "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 1, two reels;
"The Flight That Failed," Aesop Fable, one; Pathe
Review No. 23, one; Topics of the Day, No. 23,
One.
UNIVERSAL — "Newlyweds' Happy Day," Snookums,
two; "The Tricky Trickster," Snappy, one; "The
Scarlet Arrow," No. 1, two; "Whose Wife?," Mike
Western,
and
Ike, two.
Stern Bros., two; "The Fighting Kid,"

• • •

WEEK

OF JUNE

10

EDUCATIONAI^-"Who's Lyin'," Mermaid, DavisCollins, two; "Felix the Cat in Outdoor Indore,"
one; Lyman Howe's Hodge-Podge, one.
Cooke, No. two;
F B O — "Come
Meal,"
Karnival, AlNewslaflf
21,
"Heavy Infants," Standard, two;
one.
FOX — "A Knight of Daze," Van Bibber, two; "That
She Blows," Varieties, one.
PARAMOUNT— "Say Uncle," Christie, Duffy, two;
"Koko's Field Daze," Inkwell Imps, one.
PATHE— "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 2, two; "Puppy
Love," Aesop Fable, one; "Limberlegs," Sportlight,
one; Pathe Review No. 24, one; "Topics of the
Day," one.
UNIVERSAI^-'Toor Papa," Oswald, one; "The
Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 2, two; "A Full House,"
Oilman,
two. Jones, two; "Ambuscade," Western,
Stern Bros.,

• • •

WEEK

OF JUNE 17

EDUCATIONAI^-"A Homemade Man," Lloyd Hamilton, two; "Thoughts While Fishing— Silver Shadows," Outdoor Sketches, one; "Hectic Days,"
Collins,
Lupino one.
Lane, two; "Sailor Boy," Cameo, Monty

M-GM— "Palace
of Honey,"
Oddities.
PARAMOUNT— "Slippery Heels," Christie, Adams,
two; "Stage Coached," Krazy Kat, one.
PATHE— "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 3, two; AePathe Review No. 25, one;
Day, one.
the one;
of Fable,
Topics sop's
UNIVERSAL— "The Speed Sheik," Snappy, Lake,
one; "The Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 3, two; "George
Meets George," Stem Bros., two; "The Valiant
Rider," Western,
two.

Newspictures
M-G-M NEWS No. 81— Mexican horsemen give thrilling exhibition for President Calles— All Japan honor
Emperor dresses
Hirohito's
— President Coolidge adat Andover.
large crowd birthday
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL No. 41— Joie Ray
breaks record in 26-mile race at Long Beach —
Mandell retains title as lightweight champion, beats
McLarnm — Coolidges visit Phillips Academy at Andover.
KINOGRAMS No. 5398—16 seaplanes race for Curtiss
trophy at Anacostia — Coolidges attend Phillips Academy celebration
at Andover — Drouhin's plane ready
for Atlantic
flight.
PARAMOUNT NEWS No. 86— Dr. Chao Chu Wu,
former Chinese minister of foreign affairs, arrives
in New York— Airmen give show at Washington —
Coolidges visit Phillips Academy.

"Smitty" has turned actor. Walter Berndt
(right), who draws the cartoon strip, is
shown signing with Amedee J. Van Beuren and Harry Weber, the producers.
Pathe will release the 10 "Smitty" comedies, in two reels.

PATHE NEWS No. 44— King Mahia, Roumania's boy
ruler, inspects his soldiers — Navy pilots exhibit daring thrills in airplanes at Honolulu — Gene Algee,
only three years old, smokes cigars.
FOX NEWS No. 69— Many vessels crash in New
York harbor in fog — Gene Tunney trains at camp
Catskills show
for future
bouts — Nation's only raunicipjd
musical
stages exhibition.

lie
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Organ Clubs Draw Good Patronage
STAGE

SHOWS

Louis Lipstone

Organize One In
Your Territory^
It Never Fails

New York Strand
Week Ending May 25
The Strand presents "Streets of New York" on the
stage this week, featuring their ever-increasing popular band leader Leon Navarra and the Mark Strand
Stage Band.
Opens with an East Side New York scene, in the
tenement district, the Bowery. The orchestra played
a medley of Bowery songs, including "A Bicycle
Built for Two," "She May Have Seen Better Days,"
"East Side, West Side," "The Bowery" and "Comrades."
The Novelle Brothers, known throughout the whole
United States, present their standard act, slightly cutdown, of acrobatic violin playing.
The Six English Tivoli Girls, come out to manicure
the boulevard, dressed in street-cleaners outfits, with
brooms — do a chorus dance to fair returns.
Peggy English, the recording artist, sings two popular numbers. Her personality and showmanship put
the songs over, not her voice. She has a fair voice,
but her act goes over very good.
A carbon copy of the Novelle Brothers, billed as
"Two Black Dots" present a buck-and-wing dancing
number, in unison — fair act.
Leon Navarra, at tho piano, presents his version
of an East-side movie pianist, playing through the
picture show. This is the hit of the show as usual,
and Leon has a hard time getting away with only
one encore.
Georgia Lyons, previously reported at another theatre, is a close successor to Navarra, with his harp
playing and singing, does two encores and four bows.
The Novelle Brothers close the show with their
humming-bird number followed by the Six Tivoli
Girls, and remaining on the stage while they do
another chorus dance to the "Elephant's March." The
gSrls remain on the stage while Peggy English
sings "Together" and they all join in introducing
themselves in Dutch to the audience, in turn. This
last bit would have fit in better with last week's
show, "In Dutch" but it's used to good effect.
Finale brings a rather long show to a good closing.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending May 11
Ann Penningrton, that well known, versatile little
Hula, Black-Bottom, and what have you dancer, is
still up to her old tricks, stopping the show with
every movement. Her dances are all the Pennington
style and is in a manner all her own. She has
packed them in all week, and would do as much with
an extra seven days.
The presentation opened with Benny Rubin, master
. of ceremonies, and mascot of straw hat week, directs
ing the Music Masters in "Raraona," which was sung
by Harry Coe, the composer.
Next came eight beautiful costumed girls, bringing
out Fanchon and Marco's "Great White Way Idea"
doing a Hula number, as an introduction to Ann's
debut, the orchestra playing "Song of the Isle." The
last chorus was sung by Vina Zolle and Elmer
Hurling.
Ward and Van, two "dumb" comedians with a harp
and violin, kept the audience in an uproar with their
funny antics, closing with a violin solo, with harp
accompaniment, "Among My Souvenirs." As an encore Van sang "If you see Sally." As a closing num(Conlinued on page 117)

Meikel's Club in Chicago Has
More Than 3,000 Members
Who Attend Regularly
By A. RAYMOND

Here's the man who is busier than the proverbial
bee — Louis Lipstone is his name and he is known to
almost every musical conductor and organist in the
country — As General Musical Director for Balaban
& Katz, Lipstone has made many loyal friends in
the number of years he has capably held that
capacity — He first attained fame as a musical conductor of note — It's really too bad that Lou does not
possess nine lives. (Photo by Butler Studios, Chicago.)

ORGANISTS!
If you are looking for something
unusual in a slide presentation,
be on the lookout for the new set

on "READY

FOR THE RIVER."

to be released soon; the song is
by GUS
KAHN
and NEIL
MORET.
The version is by
WALTER
HIRSCH.
Chor

slid es

novk^

reac

for

"READY FOR THE RIVER"
"PERSIAN RUG"
"WONDERFUL
YOU"
(Milton Charles hit)

Write or Ti'irc
VILLA MORET, INC.

(The Voice of the >Vest)
At their New York. CbicaKO or San Frani-lsco Offlo
— ordiT your slides — now
New York
Chicago
1595 Broadway
504 \Vood3 Bldg.
.Sun Francisco:
936 Markot
Stroot

GALLO

Mr. Theatre Exhibitor —
Do you want to receive more out of
your organ than what you are now getting? Then by all means start some
sort of an organ club. Organization is
a great thing in any line of business
and the amusement field is one that
needs all the support and cooperation
possible to put over any certain idea or
stunt. There are a great number of
matinee clubs and all sorts of other
clubs for the purpose of bringing
people into the theatre but with the
exception of a few organists, there are
not many organ clubs.
Eddie Aleikel for several years the featured organist at the Harding theatre, Chicago, has succeeded in establishing one of
the best organ club memberships in the
country. Although the club is just two
years old, it has proven to be a very big
attraction at the above theatre and almost
a fourth of the people who attend there
demand a special solo.
Another young chap who has made a
name for himself through an organ club is
Charles Kusserow, organist of the Adler
theatre, Marshfield, Wisconsin. This fellow
has a regular letter with membership card
attached which is sent to the patrons of
his theatre and the results obtained through
his solos are remarkable. A novel part of
this chap's club is that he calls it the "I
Scream Club" for the purpose of designating community singing.
There are a great many organists all over
the country today that more or less specialize in community singing. .As we stated
before, the stunt should be worked wherever the class of people demand it and to
make it more interesting a club of some
sort should be formed in order to keep the
same people coming into tlic theatre each
week and the proper kind of organ solos
will help a great deal towards keeping your
house filled.
Of course community singing is not the
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only form of organ solos presented in picture houses today. The scrimaphone and
scrim presentations which has been originated by Albert F. Brown of the Granada
and Marbro theatres, Chicago, has also become a very popular feature in the de luxe
theatre. Milton Charles probably the most
versatile organist in the country, has even
succumbed to the scrim presentation and
a great many others who are popular in
their own territory have seen the possibility
of this high class novelty and find favor
with their audience in presenting this type
of solo.
We all know that such an investment as
a theatre organ must be realized in more
ways than merely solos, and by that we
mean that the proper music accompaniment
must be played to photoplays whether or
not they are themes or just musical bits
that enables an audience to enjoy a motion
picture in all its various subjects. Now
more than ever, the public is realizing that
organ music is playing a great part in the
theatre, almost as great as an orchestra
and, in some places even greater.

FresenUition

iy OUS

KAHN

A Ballad That's Different!

lAST NIGHT
I DREAMED,
YOU KISSED Mt

GusKahn ©.Carmen Lombar-do

C u te/Wever/ Cmchy^

|y NEE) MJUlERe. CHESTER COH*t

That Great Harmony Ballad/

''I Tone UP
YOUR PICTURE
WHEN YDU SAID
BYE'"
GOOD
y DOLLY
MORSE s-ANDREW DONNELLY
^he Bid Smash/

L WOLFE
GtLB£Rrr

^j/id
^^

MAQEL
WAYNB

LEO. FEIST, INC
23lw.40^hsT.
N.YC.

LETTERS

In this open fonim those interested in
presentation may discuss important matters
bearing upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only signed letters wiU be poblished.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Am running almost all personal versions of my own. My
slide bills will testify to this. Tried one or two and
they went over so well that I am trying to stick to
them exclusively using publishers' versions only as
fillers. The commendation they receive from Mr.
St. Pierce, our manager, shows that they are well
liked in the front of the house.
Got the surprise of my life this week. Tried a flat
spot solo (Selection from Blossom Time) as a test
of my playing as lately I have run nothing but
slides, and it went over like a million. Never dreamed
it would do that well as I believe the slides to be
preferred. Evidently it is not only the versions that
they like.
By the way, the publisher of "Old Swanee Shore"
asked me what your circulation is. I am writing a
version for him. So kindly oblige with the figures
when you get time.
Suppose you know that Arthur and Doris Gutow
are in Europe for a five weeks' vacation. They sailed
for France, May 25th, I believe. I called A. G. long
distance before he left and he told me he was going
to bring back some souvenirs from Paris.
I'm curious.
Sincerely yours. — Ray Turner, Organist, Coronado
Theatre, Rockford, 111.

Sacco Turns Producer
Tommy Sacco, formerly stage band leader is now
staging bandshows for neighborhood theatres through
the Bert Levy office. One of Sacco's productions
plays every Saturday at the North Center theatre,
Chicago. This week's production' is called "Back in
Your Own Backyard," suggested by the song of the
same title, and featiuing Cecil Davidson, the theatre's
band leader as master of ceremonies.

Buck Writes Song
Verne Buck, the popular band leader of the
Sheridan theatre, Chicago, and his orchestra, played
a special engagement last Saturday night at the
Aragon Ballroom, Chicago. The Aragon' is claimed
to be the most beautiful ballroo'm in the world.
At this dance Verne also introduced a brand new
song called "Down Where the Sun Goes Down" one
of his own compositions. Wayne King is the featured
band leader at the ballroom and alternated the music
with Verne Buck.

Herman

"Discovering"

Sam Herman, widely known as a novelty contest
man, has revived the "Discovery Nights" formerly
held at the Rialto theatre, Chicago. The contest
is under the personal direction of Herman and is
being held every Tuesday and Friday evening. In
addition to this stunt Sam is also conducting a series
of "Bathing Beauty Contests" at the various neighborhood picture houses.
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LOS41IS
5onieihin^
about
Everyone
Greetings! ... In behalf of the "Royal Members of
Our Friendly Chat Club," I wish to thank you one
and all for the fine letters received in the past month
. . . such spirit as shown by all of you is worth
mentioning and at this time I want to go on record
for giving you the greatest "Razz-Berry" ever accorded to any of our Royal Members. . . . Horsefeathers! . . . seeing that this is visiting week in
addition to celebrating a Holiday, almost evei-y band
leader or organist will do some sort of a Patriotic
Tableau for the benefit of the starving Sea Gulls in
Alaska. . . . Among those who will honor our fair
city this week will be . . . Irene Taylor . . . Lester
Santlcy's mother . . . Charley Melson's mother . . .
(it looks more like mother's week) . . . Lee Barton
Evans . . . Lang & Voelk . . . the Wellington Sisters
. . . McKenzie
& Bishop . . . Jean & Fritz Hubert
. . . Ginger Rogers . . . and a few more stray
hoofers and yodlers . . . Rocco Vocco just returned
from New York and is "Too Busy" getting things set
in his new oflSce to go after plugs . . . Frankie
Masters was host at the Jai Alai last Saturday night
. . . the job only lost him $200 . . . Mark Fisher is
now well and is back at the Oriental . . . Nope!
Mark is not a Scotchman . . . how would he be with
the large family? . . . word from the East says that
Paul Ash brought over 573,000 into the Paramount Box Office for the opening week . . . Ulderico
Marcelli, musical conductor of the Uptown and Tivoli,
will spend his vacation on the West Coast . . .
Preston Sellers is going to spend his on the East
Coast . . . that leaves me only the South open for
General Nobile is spending his on the North Pole . . .
Joie Lichter won't need to go anywhere, he's in
Evanston at the Varsity (Theatre). ... At the
Oriental theatre last week I heaid someone ask . . .
who is this guy Jack Laughlin? ... I wanted to
help her out, so I answered that he's the fellow that
Louis McDermott owes a week's rest to, every other
week after seeing his shows . . . say, fellers, did you
know that Irene Taylor is now recording for the
Victor
. . No?
. . well,
here'sthe
some
scandal people
about . her
. . . .Irene
is also
wifemore
of
Bob Martin, former head of the Chicago Press Club.
. . . Billy Meyers is now at the Missouri theatre in
St. Louis after a long run in Milwaukee. . . . Abe
Olman says that "no matter how young a prune
may be, it's always full of wrinkles" . . . Abe should
know, he eats them every morning . . . Brown &
Bailey and the Douglas Wright Company are now
playing deluxe picture houses in New York . . .
everybody seems to be running some sort of contest
now . . . Sam Herman is back at Rialto theatre,
Chicago, with his "Discovery Nights" . . . Charles
Ryan is putting a "Miss Chicago Contest" at the
Buckingham, also a Chicago theatre . . . Billy Weinberg is still doing his "Revusical" stunts and Hal
Ross is booking his "Making Movies" stunt . . . looks
like
ahead with
the "Bathing
and aallgreat
otheryear
Box-office
novelties
. . . and Beauties"
say, Mr.
Manager, don't forget that an "Organ Club" will do
a lot for your theatre also . . . Organists ! . . . get
wise to yourselves and make your job a real safe
one by stai-ting something to popularize your name
. . . trade-marks when properly advertised are like
insurance policies, always good for their face value
. . . "Ramona" is coming to the United Artists theatre this week . . . that is in film form . . . she's been
here in song form for many days . . . Leo Feist.
On page 115 of this issue appears a likeness of
Louis Lipstone, chief booker of organists and band
leaders for Balaban & Katz . . . now with his photo
you can't miss knowing hira whenever you should
call on him . . . I'll say he's a prince too . . . the
secret I spoke of last week, is no longer a secret . . .
it's the tie-up of Warner Brothers with the Stanley
Company of America . . . what effect that will have
on
stageVitaphone
acts is not
. . youmaysee appear
Warner's
control
and known
artists. now
on
the screen instead of on the stage of the Stanley
theatres ... at any rate there are over 220 weeks
now available to presentation acts with the PublixLoew and Fox-Wesco tie-up . . . that's not counting
Stanley and Fanchon & Marco, nor the new KeithAlbee-Orpheum tie-up with F B O ... it's safe to
say that before next January there will be more than
5 years solid bookings for good Presentation Acts.
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ber the eight Sunkist Beauties, dressed in Polka Dot
costumes, theii' faces showing tan, with colored lights,
preceded Ann's finale, dancing a Black-Bottom to
the orchestra's "Stay Out of the South," Ann finishing with a fact "Hula" and Black-Bottom combined.

Chicag^o Oriental
Week

Ending May 26

Al Kvale substituted for Maik Fisher this week
during the latter's illness. The show offered was
calleil "Top of the World" and the film trailer announced it was staged and devised by Jack Laughlin.
We must say that any other title would have
suited the purpose the way this presentation was
staged and devised. It ojiens in full stage setting
supposedly above the clouds with background representing a Zeppelin stationed above the clouds with
the orchestra boys dressed in' more or less of naval
togs.
The house ballet stepped out at this point to do a
military routine costumed as aviatrix while a young
man by the name of Carl Lang sang a few lines to
introduce the opening. The best part of this routine
was an aeroplane stunt, that is, after the dancing
the house lights were dimmed and the girls donned
a headgear that represented a miniature aeroplane
and with a propeller in their hands made their exit
in airship style.
Right after this, Al Kvale entered in fine white
aviator's uniform and after a short comedy announcement led his band through an arrangement of "Black
Mai'ia" later giving the boys a chance on their
instruments. There is one thing about this leader
that makes him stand out from the rest, that is, he
is so different and so talented as a pantomime comedian that everything he says and does gets real
laughs.
The next act on the bill was Sanna and Wallace
an adagio team that was one of the best ever seen
by this reporter. The young lady is a beautiful
blonde with long curls who possesses acrobatic ability and a graceful form, that turns and twists
at her command. Musical productions are waiting
for her and we will not be a bit surprised if she
goes fai- into that class of work. They enjoyed them
here vei-y much.
The next one to follow was Ginger Rogers, that
little personality girl who looks like the character
in John Held, Jr.'s cartoon and who enraptures
you with her cute mannerisms and clever baby talk.
This is one of the many times that Ginger has played
this house and according to the reception given her
at this performance, she is always welcome to come
back.
She did a cute duet number
with Al Kvale

DEAN STEVENSON
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clowning for her in "Too Busy" and "Some Day
You'd
Mine."
The Be
house
ballet came on next in what appeared
to be more or less of a Follies revue than regular
bandshow routine. All the girls were attired in beautiful costumes for no reason at all as we doubt if
anyone above the clouds would appreciate them. This
number according to Carl Lang's singing was called
"The Calendar Girls" each one supposed to have
represented a month of the year.
After this routine came on Walt Neilsson, the
bicycle comedian who for years offered a similar
routine in vaudeville. This chap can certainly ride
the bikes and has a clever line of comedy chatter
which he dispenses throughout hLs routine. There
is one suggestion we would like to offer and that is to
snap up the offering and to eliminate the "milking
for applause" bit. At this show he was very well
received and proved he can go over on his own
merit.
Another band arrangement followed and this time
one called "Sweet Sue" with Al soloing on his flute
and Carl Lang singing the choras. It was a real hot
tune played in hot style by the Merry Mad Gang.
The Three Bennett Brothers were next outfitted as
collegians who offered a song and some steps. We
would suggest that they stick to dancing as they are
talented along those lines and offer a fine routine.
The house ballet came on again followed by the
entire cast who decorated the stage while the band
played an arrangement of several popular tunes. For
the finale the girls mounted the stairs to enter the
Zeppelin
and this was the end of the show.
Observation : As stated above, the title of this
show in accordance with its scenes and players, had
no rhyme or reason, in fact, we are still wondering
what it was supposed to be. The band leader did
all in his power to keep continuity throughout and
tried to keep within the title. But even a good
M. C. can't hold up a bad show and this didn't
miss much
in being a bad show.

New York Paramount
Week

Ending June 2

"American Sketches" — an orchestral production
opens the stage show this week at the cross-roads
of the world, with the Paramount orchestra, Virginia
Johnson, and Hilda Ramon, sopranos, Robert Cloy,
tenor and the Paramount vocal and dance ensembles.
It consists of old-fashioned skirt dances, .southern
melodies built around "Indian Love Call," cowboy
costumes, and Medallion cut-out settings.
"Seeing Things" — the longest and most elaborate
stage unit thus far, features Paul Ash and the stage
orchestra. The first thing, was a spooky song, with
shadowy, sriooky setting, sung by Allan Raymond.
Joe Rose, one of the inmates of the haunted house,
does a particularly good acrobatic dance.
Paulsolo
Ash,by and
the stage
play "Beautiful" —
vocal
somebody,
nameband,
unannounced.
Castleton and Mack, two eccentric dancers, imitat-
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ing a couple of German acrobats, put over a very well
received offering.
L*s Klicks— direct from Paris, is indeed a novelty.
Lighted puppets, or manne<(uins, representing lobsters,
teddy-bear.s, goblins, go through their dancing antics
much to the supreme delight of the audience. Bullfrogs, turtles and kittens stage a boxing match — and
the finish, an enormoiK phosphorous duck, which lays
electric lighted eggs, from which come chickens —
finish the act. The newest thing in presentation
novelty.
The Felicia Sorrel Girls contribute to the i>leasure
of the audience in their chorus dance.
John Maxwell, made up as a woman on one side,
and man on the other, gives a good imitation of a
man and woman singing to each other.
Programmed as "Diane" and introduced by Paul
Ash as an original band number by his Saxophone
player, the stage band plays a hot one.
Helen Kane, who became popular over night because of her sweet way of putting over risque .songs,
follows a short offering by Castleton and Mack, singing "Is There Anything Wrong in That" and "Papa
Mustn't Do That" — a very much demanded encore
brought out one of the last week's songs, with a new
twist to it — called "You Have No Idea."
The Sorrel Girls, and Lea Klicks again appear, and
the "thirteenth" thing, is the finale with the entire
ensemble. Biggest and best show yet at the Paramount— and a packed hoase. Paul Ash can be given
credit for this.

Los Angeles Metropolitan
Week Ending May 25
The Publix revue staged this we<-k by Paul 0.scard,
featuring several artists, might bo a knockout in
many other places but it certainly did not get over
so well here. The big star (so booked) proved a
false alarm and took only in sr>ots. This party
believed that he was the best on the coast, not
taking into consideration that there were others on
the bill besides himself. He was as tiresome as he
was good.
The high lights of the presentation were Vale and
Stewart, two real clever dancers, and well worth
while entertainers. They drew and continued drawing
a good hand, finally ending with a short speech.
Taking the show from the start, the puppets, a
dance ensemble, featuring a neat looking group of
girls did a novel dance number with their hands
working dolls through a curtain, followed by the
curtain rising 6ho\ving the girls' dancing
feet.
Then Frank Jenks, the master of ceremonies
greeted the audience with a couple of fast dance
numbers. The girls dancing a tap and soft shoe
dance.
Vale and Stewart came next doing some new and
original soft shoe creations, first in a double time
then in singles to the tune of "Bye Bye Blackbird."
They would not have tired the audience had they
danced all evening, for they were at least different.
Martha Vaughn, billed as the "It Girl of Songland"
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had a very pretty background for her number "Give
Me the Old Song." The chorus coming in doing an
old fashioned dance among the soft lights. This was
well brought out and prettily done.
Richard Edwards, the limberleg boy, has everyone
beaten when it comes to shaking a hip (yea all out of
joint).
He was among the best on the bill.
"My Pet" proved to be a good number, don't know
how to account for this entirely. Could be the way
Frank and the boys played or possibly the trombone
solo, by Frank, and then' finishing with a soft shoe
dance, in which the young leader is known to excel.
Anriole Craven, booked as the late Vitaphone artist,
was not so hot. She may be great over radio, but
her violin solo and dance could both be improved
upon plenty. Next came the blunder (I mean' blister)
the burn 'em boy froan Broadway. Hot in spots but
that was all you could say. Frank helped him to
put inoet of his stuff over.
The dance in the finale by the whole cast was very
good, every one doing a specialty. The band arrangement was a little different and music good but
as a whole the show was only mediocre.

San Francisco Warfield
Week Ending May 25
This week's stage presentation at the Warfield
featured the "Diving Venus Idea" of Fanchon and
Marco, and was real summery throughout, with this
atmosphere enhanced by the use of Irving Berlin's
"Sunshine" as the musical theme of the show.
The versatile and irrepressible Rube Wolf opened
the act by api)earing from the 'wings and announcing
the playing of "Sunshine," which was also sung by
Woods Miller. This was followed by a dance by the
Snnkist Beauties clad in flowing draperies decorated
with flower designs.
Rube stated that last week had been "Opportunity
Week" for girls on the stage and that this week
would be "Opportunity Week" for the members of the
orchestra. Solos were offered by a clarinet player, a
cello player, and "El Miserere" from "II Trovatore"
was played as a trombone and trumpet duet by
Rube Wolf and the band's trombonist. Even the
drummer homed into the spotlight and received a
great hand.
An acrobatic dance by Jimmie Fawcett and Dagmar
Kovcmoff was enthusiastically received, and was followed by a parade of bathing beauties displaying
swimming suits to advantage. A difficult dance on
one leg, or more politely, one limb, by Arline Langan,
was well received, and Rube cooperated by leading the
orchestra with one hand.

HERALD
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The back curtain went up on a beach scene 'with
swimmers frolicking in the surf and this faded into a
stage setting with a large glass tank, with swimmers
posed around it. Fancy divers displayed their art
and each of the bathing beauties performed.
Rube Wolf . next announced Arline's phocoid
marvels, which turned out to be four trained seals.
These little fellows proved to be marvels, balancing:
balls on the tips of their noses, clapping their
flippers at just the right time, and leading the
humans to clap their flippers, also. They danced,
rolled over, ate fish, dived in the tank and otherwise enjoyed themselves.
A member of the company announced that through
rare good fortune the champion high diver of New
Zealand was present and had consented to perform,
introducing Horatio O'Brien. The visiting champion
proved none other than Rube Wolf, whose build is
anything but athletic, but who appeared in beach robe
and bathing suit. This brought the show to an end.

New

York Capitol
Week Ending May 18

A most pretentious stage re-vue offered by the
Capitol this week is entitled "Capitol Gambols"
featuring Walt Roesncr, the irrepressible stageband leader.
The stage show oi>ens 'with Walt missing — ^regrets
are expressed by his understudy, telegram received
stating Walt is playing golf and can't be bothered —
show proceeds. About half-way through the first
number which ia offered by a chorus of dancing girls,
in comes Roesner -with a loving cup. He mixes a
"musical cocktail" for the girls, and that sets off
the show in fine style.
The Templeton Brothers, James and Mercer, are
sensational dancers, late of Geo. M. Cohan's Merry
Malones. offer a good soft shoe dance.
Walt offers his own composition, "A Trip Down
Memory Lane," bringing in some of the hits he has
played this season, including "Blue Heaven," "A
Lady Out of Lizzie," "Without You, Sweetheart,"
by
"Together" and the "Tiger Rag."
The Williams Sisters, late from 'White's "Scandals"
appear in charming song and dance numbers —
doubling both song and dance at same time. Very
peppy
The team.
Tom Nip Dancing Girls add color and pep to
the program by a chorus dance and they are followed
Rnth Etting, the noted Ziegfeld "Follies" star, who
entertained with modem operatic numbers — being
well liked and applauded.
Two numbers and her own
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A novelty
talking song by six of the band boys,
Somebody
Else."
including Walt Roesner, is then offered — and each
man does a specialty bit, in the form of a song, an
acrobatic dance, a tumbling trick, or a comet solo.
These boys are very versatile — put their stuff over
Johntoo.Qninlan, the noted tenor, and Sylvia Miller,
good,
lyric soprano, delighted the audience with songs
accompanied by the Capitol Theatre Orchestra.
Milton C. Work, world-famous auction bridge
authority and expert, appears in person and on the
screen in a one-reel technicolor film.
Joe Termini, somnolent melodist, entertains with
some of hie European hits.

Chicago Capitol

Week Ending May 19

Roy Detrich and band presented a short stage presentation this week called "Symphony in Blue." The
first number was by the orchestra and they played a
collection of songs having the word blue, such as
"Blue Heaven," "Alice Blue Gown" and "Blue River."
Roy introduced Watts and Etawley. The pair render
big.
comedy chatter and get a big hand. Both went over
Then the house ballet did another of their dances,
and as usual it made the people sit up and watch
them.
Slick, I'll say.
Joe Allen, extraordinary acrobatic, followed with his
clever stunts.
The next artist was Harry Rappi, who did everything except stand on his head. Harry played the
violin, sang, danced, and also played on the uke. He
went necessary.
over big with the Capitol crowd. An encore
was
Now comes a real artist in all respects and will call
him Roy, the band leader with the silver voice. For
his first number Roy sang "Ramona" and was compelled to come back after he repeated the chorus and
sing an entirely new song. Roy's well liked at this
showi
The ending was similar to other shows, with the
usual gathering of the artists for the curtain.

Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending May 18

the

The poet's favorite, Terpsichore, ruled the bill at
bill at the Minnesota thisi week.
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girl dancers, men dancers and pair dancers and if
the audience failed to feel like dancing when it left
the theatre it was no fault of the management. This
does not imply that the bill was not a good one — it
was — a colorful revue, "Milady's Fans," the work of
John Murray Anderson. The set was one of the
most beautiful that has been seen at the Minnesota
in several weeks.
A huge fan which opened and closed formed a
novel background for the stage on which the Minnesota Serenaders, the stage band, appeared as usual on
a raised platform, with the action of the bill going
on in front of them.
Dorothy Neville furnished the musical features and
was well applauded. Benny and Western, the whiskbroom dancers Ojeda and Imbert and the Stanley
Twins, all were dancers, and went through almost all
the gyrations possible in a dance program .
Lamberti, billed as a xylophone artist, spends almost as much time with burlesque comedy as he does
tapping his wooden music makers on which he is
very clever. Despite the slap stick — not on the
xylophone — he was a big hit.

Chicago Norshore
Week Ending May 26
Bennie Krueger had charge of affairs here last
week, in place of Al Kvale, who was sojourning at
the Oriental during the illness of Mark Fisher. However, Bennie doesn't need any explaining, does he?
How he can sulidue a saxophone t But let's begin at
the i>eginning.
This was the original Oriental show "Mission
Bells," which opens in an alarming fashion (for a
jazz show) with a parade of monks at twilight.
The set represents a mission, with a Spanish residence at left. A crew of gauchos at right is the
orchestra. The opening number presents Blair Stuart
singing "Ramona" to a Castilian beauty seated
(rather indifferently, we thought) on the balcony
of the aforementioned Spanish residence. That over,
Bennie comes on and takes the band into "Waiting
for Katy."
Celia Weaver is next, offering an interesting
terpsichorean experiment adapting classic ballet
methods to jazz-dancing, and those who paid to get
in thought it all very splendid. Roy Rogers followed, and impersonating himself when drunk, won
several hearty rounds of applause with his ability
to twist and hurl his body just about as he darn
pleases. Well, this being "Mission Bells," there had
to be some more "Ramona," this time presented as a
special arrangement for the band, with Blair Stuart
singing the chorus.
Then Bennie offered some of his saxophone playing, which is always easy to listen to. This audience
thought
so^ too,
for ittiie
didn't
let for
him a stop
but
finally gave
in when
balletwant
came to out
routine.
Just one more act your reporter saw, the Carr
Family, papa, mama, brother and sister, who please
with meritorious tap dancing. Billy Carpenter would
be now reported if it were not for the regrettable fact that your show-reviewer unfortunately went to this house Friday evening when for a
reason beet known to the treasurer of Balaban &
Katz, the youngsters from Northwestern University
in adjoining Evaneton' make an amateur night of it.
And so it must be frankly stated that your reporter
walked out, although, in his defense, it may also be
stated that he stood it just as long as he could.
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Chicago North Center
Week

Ending May 26

"A Day in Hollywood" wae the stage offering
for the last half of this week featuring Lem F.
Kennedy, a motion picture director, in a routine that
not only showed how movies were made, but actually photographed scenes on the stage.
The offering had a real camera and cameraman
with a full set of studio lights and its required
production staff that put the local cast through a
series of action.
This attraction which is presented by Hal Ross
was exploited in advance by manager Dave Rice and
in addition to the stage act, a real local movie was
made in' and around the theatre which is to be shown
at this theatre on June 4-5-6.
We must say that the director poseesees a good
supply of clean comedy and keeps good humor running throughout the offering. The act is full of
comedy, suspense, and dramatic punch that sort of
appeals to all types of audiences. Appropriate mu-sic
was furnished during the scenes by Cecil Davidson,
the musical director of the theatre.
A similar stunt was done at the Palace theatre,
Cicero, a few weeks ago and proved a record breaker.
According to the business done at this house, it seems
that this Is just the sort of novelty that every exhibitor has been waiting for to fill his empty seats
regardless of what kind of weather.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending May 27
The show at the Chicago is called "Roman Nights."
The show opens with a full stage scrim curtain of the
Coliseum at Rome. The band is seen faintly behind
the scrim. Two Heralds enter to announce the ballet.
The ballet enters and does a very fine routine, beating time with cymbals.
The Lassiter Brothers follow with their fine sailor
dance. This act has been reiported a number of times
in this bible of the industry, and has always won
excellent
reports,
all of which
the act certainly
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deserved. Their dancing is excellent and so is the
comedy woven into their capers. A band number,
"Sunshine," follows, with Lou Eosloff, the band
leader, playing "The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise," on his violin which is interpolated into the
number.
the bandplayer
goes back
into "Sunshine,"
Joe BrunoThen
the astrumpet
is featured.
A very
fine number indeed.
Phillis Rae, a Chicago girl but lately from Broadway, sings a song and then goes into a very pretty
and graceful high kicking dance. She gets a good
applause for her good dancing.
Then comes the featured number of the show. Boy
Cropper. He sings first a song that might have been
called, "Be My Heart Once More," then "Together,"
and "Auf Wiedersehen" as an encore after a fine
round of applause. He is forced to sing the last again,
and he finally leaves with the audience wanting more.
He is followed by one of the best comedy acts seen
lately, a ballet of 6 men dressed as bums doing a
burlesque classical dance. They caper all over the
stage going through the usual classical routines. Hie
house roars. They are forced to come back several
times and offer more of their funny capers. Really,
a knockout act.
The finale is a big scene with all performers on the
stage, and above the band and in the rear of the
stage is seen the big spec of the show, a chariot race.

Chicago Marshall Square
Week Ending May 27

Dean Stevenson and his boys offered a short musical
routine on Sunday opening with a band arrangement
of "Ready for the River" with a chorus sung by
Dean and solo specialties played by the boys.
A young lady called Tinah Tweedy offered a song
and dance that was rei)orted in these columns before.
The last band number was an arrangement of the
comedy version called "The Prune Song," with a
chorus sung by Dean again and the catch lines by
the boys.
We must say that Stevenson gets a lot of real hot
tunes from his band and that he is appreciated by
his audience.
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'Whoever coined the phrase, "When you're outside
of New York, you're in Bridgeport" was all wrong,
for, having just returned from Chicago I think this
phrase could just as well be used in Chicago, and
mo6t likely in Los Angeles, Frisco, and a half dozen
other good dependable cities of this country. As you
may gather, I have become an ardent Chicago booster !

« » »

Many native sons from the West have come to the
East and made good, but don't overlook for a minute,
the fact that many Eastern sons travel to the West,
as per Greeley's advice, and have also made good.
The very latest to leave New York and make a big
name for himself in virgin territory, is Alex Hyde,
now in the capacity of master of ceremonies at the
Portland theatre, Portland, Oregon. Being very clever
and vematile, it did not take Hyde more than two
weeks to permanently install himself in the hearts
of all Portland. The East misses him, and we hope
that he returns to us before long.

* * *

It seems that no matter where you travel, you are
bound to meet up with a Spitalny. In Pittsburgh,
playing at the New State is Phil Spitalny and his
orchestra. In Chicago, at the CTiicago Theatre is H.
Leopold Spitalny and his orchestra, and the youngest of the trio, is Maurice Spitalny in Cleveland,
playing at the Stillman Theatre and doubling at the
Statler Hotel. The fact is worthy of mention that
Maurice has been at the Stillma.n Theatre for ten
consecutive years and at the Statler Hotel for thirteen years. This is quite a record, and I doubt
whether any orchestra leader in the counti-y can
surpass it.

* • «

If you think you're a busy guy, you ought to go
up and pay F. R. Wertman a visit in Detroit.
Wertman is in charge of the Kresge Company's
music departments, and while I was in his office last
week, he was receiving telephone calls from music
publishers in Chicago, St. Louis, New York, etc. Even
as I was leaving, these long distant calls persisted
in coming in, and believe me, he certainly had his
hands full with evei-y one of them.

» « »

One of the biggest deals to occur in the music
business, in recent years, was the turnover of a song,
entitled: "Was It a Dream" by Spier and Ccslow,
Inc., to T. B. Harms, Inc. This deal involved a tremendous amount of money, and regardless of what
any other publication has to say about it, I ought to
know, because it was my song !

« « «

William A. Haines, manager of the Allen theatre
in Cleveland, is certainly worthy of praise for the
way he handles his theatre, both back stage and in
front of the house. His presentations and orchestral
renditions are a very popular part of the progi-am,
and Cleveland will verify this.

* « «

Arnold Johnson has plucked another plum ! He is
leaving the Park Central Hotel with his orchestra
shortly to be one of the features in the new George
Wliite Scandals, which opens in New York the latter
part of next month.

» » »

Ben Pollock and his orchestra are also doing very
well, having left the Little Club for a forty-six week
engagement in vaudeville with Bee Palmer.
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Sigmund Krumgold (N. Y. Paramount) received
perhaps the greatest applause ever accorded a Paramount organist this last week, when he presented
a "Trip Around New York" on the Organ. His
program depicted the life in New York, with its
various foreign citizens, from the Bronx to the Battery. Opening with Russian Second Avenue, he
jumped to Harlem for his Dixie melodies, then to
the Metropolitan Opera for his Oi>eratic airs. To
Tin Pan Alley, the haven of music publishers, he
goes along Melody Lane with "Happy Go Lucky
Lane" and then slips to Carnegie Hall for his symphonic work. Taking in a few other localities, he
winds up with "Sidewalks of New York" and the
big organ trembles under his adept fingers.
William Pond (Detroit State) seems to have solved
the problem of how to get audiences to sing. His
solution is simple, too. He simply plays songs that
are old enough and tuneful enough so that everyone
knows them and knows how to sing them. Pond
tried his scheme out recently in "A Song Title Contest," in which pictures were flashed on the screen
and the audiences were asked to figure out the title
of the song to be played. A blazing red sun heralded
"Sunrise," of course, and an old, black mammy was
the signal for one of the plaintiff mammy songs.
And In every case the audiences swung into the
choruses with a will.
Eddie Meikel (Chicago Harding) celebrated the second anniversary of his Organ Club by playing a
medley of popular and old fashioned tunes intermingled with hits of the day and comedy slides. The
organ was trimmed with flowers and colorfully illuminated. The numbers used were "Hail, the Gang's
All Here," "When You Are Smiling," "Back in Yout
Own Backyard," "Angel," "Till We Meet Again"
(withencore.
special The
lyrics),
"Ramona"
and men
"Ice representing
Cream" for
an
cartoon
of three
"Care. Worry and Trouble" which were knocked down
by Meikel and his community club members was unusually clever and won this chap a very big hand.
This is one of the many clever and original stunts
presented by Meikel.
Preston Sellers (Chicago Oriental) as guest organist here, offered a community solo called, "Inquiring
Reporter," intermingled with many gag slides,
comically illustrated. The songs used were "There
Must Be a Silver Lining," "I Still Love You" and
comedy lyrics to "Ramona" substituted by the word
"Kimona." "Too Busy" intermingled with "Some of
These Days" and "Sweetheart of Sigmi Chi" with
"Let Me Call You Sweetheart" intermingled. A clever
comedy version of "Sing Me A Baby Song" using
the letter "S" in all the words was vei-y clever and
brought huge laughter. Judging from the amount
of applause both the stunt and the player were enjoyed greatly at this theatre. In fact, he stopped the
show.
"Backyard" was also used.
Les Hoadley (Milwaukee Uptown) offered two classical selections which were beautifully played and very
well received. His numbers were Barcarolle from
the Tales of Hoffman and the Love Song from Samson and Delilah.
Chauncey Haines (Chicago Norshore) presented a
long parade of popular songs in a community sing
that was the most successful solo of this type this
reporter ever sat through. If those who didn't sing
had sung, it wouldn't have made any difference anyway. The auditorium shook with masculine and
feminine voices doing their very best with "Cecilia,"
"Mary Ann," "I Can't Do Without You," "Back in
Your Own Backyard," "Four Walls," or what-have-

« * *

Coming to pay the big city a visit soon is Gertrude
Heinmiller, -who is in charge of Kresge's store in
Albany. She is bringing with her three comjwsitione
of her own. Miss Heinmiller writes good commercial
songs and should have no trouble in placing them
with any of the publishers
the "Alley."
* » along
»
It might interest you to know that the longest
single engagement through the National Broadcasting
Company's network is the Ipana Troubadors, under
the direction of Sam Lanin. This orchestra was one
of the first to use the means of radio, and has been
playing on Wednesday nights consecutively now for
over one hundred and fifty-six weeks.

you?
Milton Charles (Chicago Chicago) takes the audience for a trip through the organ this week. We
have been through organs so many times already
we know just what to expect, but Charles proves a
fine conductor for his tour, and expertly demonstrates
'lOS
everything an organ can do. The slides are exceptionally good, and in all it is a very entertaining
organ feature which gets a big hand from the
audience.
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SONGS
JAI ALAI SONG CONTEST
ELIMINATION SINGLES
"Ramona" — WINNER
(Feist).
SECOND
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh" — (Remick).
TIED FOR THIRD
"Beloved" — (Berlin).
"Together" — (DeSylva-Brown).

TIED FOR FOURTH

"Girl ofAnn"
My — Dr
earns" — (Jack Mills).
"Mary
(Berlin).
"Chlo-E"— (Villa Moret).
"Too Busyf' — (Feist).

TIED FOR FIFTH
"Back in Your Own Back Yard" —
(Berlin).
"I Still Love You" — (Ager-Yellen).
Brown).
"Among My Souvenirs" — (DeSylva"Sunshine" — (Berlin).
DONALDSON,

DOUGLAS

AND

GUMBLE— (The

Latest Entry) — Reports from New York are that
Walter Donaldson has written a great routine of
songs. Watch our column for this great writer's
song listings.

* • •

GOOD NIGHT— (Leo Feist, Inc.)— A number that
has been revived by the publisher. Is very appropriate in signing off on various radio stations around
the counti-y. Melody of chorus is taken from famous
bugle call "Taps." Written by Leo Wood, Irving
Bibo and Con Conrad.

* * *

GET OUT AND GET UNDER THE MOON— (Irving Berlin, Inc.) — An excellent novelty tune that is
typical for a summer hit. Always in demiand. Words
by
Chas. Tobias and William Jerome, music by Larry
Shay.
*

*

:fc

I'M RIDING TO GLORY (With A Glorious Girl)—
(DeSylva, Brown & Henderson) — June brings weddings and wedding songs. This is one in popular
style. Is well written and has an excellent chance
to stand out. Words by Mort Dixon, musio by
Harry Woods.

* * *

THAT BRAND NEW MODEL OF MINE— (ShapiroBernstein & Co.) — The title is misleading. It is not
about an automobile but is written so cleverly that it
holds its secret to the finish. The tune is very ap-

* • •

propriate.

WAITING
AND
DREAMING^— (J. H. Remick
&
Co.) — ^A fox trot by two local writers one being the
band leader at the Granada and the Marbro theatres.
Should be heard from in this vicinity at least. By
Benny Meroff and Walter Hirsoh.

* * *

GRIEVING— (Forster Music Pub. Co.)— A one word
sure fire title that is almost always commercial. A
waltz melody that is very pretty and should sell.
Words and music by Wayland Axtell.

* » *

SIX FEET OF EARTH (Make Us All of One Size)
— (F. B. Haviland) — Vernon Dalhart the Victor Talking Machine artist who was responsible for the
Prisoner's Song has been digging for another to follow that famous Hill Billy song. A truthful title that
will no doubt appeal to those who love to be pessimistic. Words and music by McCravey Brothers.

* * *

54 W.Chicago
Pdndo/ph St

9tat&59l8

YOUR GOODBYE KISS— (Villa Moret, Inc.)— The
love theme of Mack Sennett's Super-Production, The
Goodbye Kiss. Theme songs are the things now-a-days
and this one may be heard from eventually. Words
and music by Byron Gay and Neil Moret.

* • •

Horowitz).
P. S. — Make

Whoopee

Arc
pu citing RUMORS
MoiUily 9licfelteio for tJt Or^nii

^«J^C^

/^>

(with apologies to Willie
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Incorporated in this department of practical showmanship of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving
Picture World departments, "Selling the picture to the Public," and "Better Business Builders.'*
Herald-World Begins
New Department
Readers of "The Theatre"! Turn to
page 87. You will be interested in the
new department beginning in this issue
of the HERALD-WORLD called SYNCHRONIZED PICTURES. The new department will be, in one respect, a sister
department of "The Theatre," for it will
contain ideas for putting over the synchronized picture, and stories telling of
successful exploitation used by exhibitors.
It is the hope of "The Theatre" that
its many contributors will benefit by the
netv department, and that they will give
it the same splendid cooperation that
they now give "The Theatre." All exploitation and advertising on synchronized pictures will henceforth be curried
in the new department. "The Theatre"
calls on its readers to contribute to SYNCHRONIZED PICTURES.

2

Girls

Distribute

Novel "Crowd'' Cards
The manager of the Rialto theatre, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, recently ran a snappy campaign
on "The Crowd," featuring an unusual
ballyhoo and appropriate advertising cards.
Two very attractive girls were used on the
streets dressed in red capes and red caps.
Novelty envelopes were handed out by
these young ladies on Saturday. The caption on envelope was as follows: "Go where
'The Crowd' goes." Bottom corner read,
"See Inside." Inside on the card, was the
following copy: "You are in danger of
missing the Season's Best Screen presentation at the Rialto if you miss King Vidor's
first picture since 'The Big Parade' — 'The
Crowd.' Join the crowd and see it." Each
envelope was sealed. These young ladies
visited the three leading hotels in the city,
and their appearance created a great deal
of excitement and interest.

Films Plus Musical Stock
Proves a Flop; Theatre
Returns
to Legitimate
The Woods, Chicago Loop house with a
varied career embracing pictures and legitimate attractions, will end its present policy
of pictures with musical comedy stock this
week, after a two-weeks' trial proved the
scheme a flop.
A rumor that the Woods is to take over
Loew vaudeville from Jones, Linick &
Schaefer's other Loop theatre, the Rialto,
and also function as an M-G-M first-run
house, is denied, and according to Aaron
Jones, Jr., the theatre will return June 17 to
a legitimate policy.

Theatre Stages Singing Contest
Between Rotarians^ Lions Clubs
Have you two or more business clubs in your city? If you bave, there's a
good stunt waiting for you to pull in your theatre. It will doubtless get your
theatre on the front pages of the newspapers, pack your house, create a lot of
goodwill for you, and in addition give the town and your patrons a lot of fun.
At least that is what it did for the Poncan
and Rotarians, the other among the A. B. C.s
theatre, at Ponca City, Oklahoma. It all came
and the Kiwanis, to choose the two best singing clubs, and then a third to decide the city
about as the result of an argument. Fred
championship.
Pickrel, manager of Bogan Theatres, Inc., of
After several practice rehearsals, which was
Ponca City, happens to be a Rotarian, and
also copy for the papers, the contest was held.
A. L. Bogan, also connected with the company,
is a member of the Lions club. Now these
The theatre trembled with song. It turned out
a draw, and everybody had a great time. It
two gentlemen came to an almost violent arwas one of those perfect ideas which cost
gument over the singing abilities of the two
clubs. Each claimed his club excelled in vocal
practically nothing except the passes for the
attainments. Well, sir, the argument waxed
theatre and it created a great deal of excitement in Ponca City.
strong, and to restore peace within the theatre
organization they decided the thing must be
It should be easy for any exhibitor to put
settled.
this over. The papers will give it all the putjlicity, and the two clubs will do the rest.
Ah, yes, why not have a singing contest between the tv^o clubs and settle, once and for
all, the argument? Yes, why not, and why
Announces Fight Film
not have the contest right in the Poncan theatre, a Bogan Theatres house? What an idea!
at Prize Fight Arenas
Settle the argument, bis' stories in the paper,
pack the house, give the town a lot of fun and
Permission was obtained by Montague Salsomething to talk about.
Yes, an idea.
mon, manager of the Boulevard theatre, Los
The boys decided upon a Tuesday night,
Angeles, to announce from two local prize
which happened to be the first night of a three
fight arenas that "One Round Hogan" was
playing at the Boulevard. Large cutouts of
day run of "We Americans." Then each went
to his club and put it up to the l>oys. They
Monte Blue, star of the picture, were placed
fell for it like a ton of brick. Two passes
on telegraph poles in front of one of the local
were given to each member of both clubs.
fight auditoriums.
The paper grabbed it up and put stories on
the front pages. Everybody began to wonder
which club possessed the best singing tonsils.
600 Newspapers
Using Warner's Serial
NEW YORK.— The Philadclplii.! Lcd^c-r was the
Then the Kiwanis and American Business club
600th newspaper signed to run Warner Brothers
demanded to get in on the contest. The paper
"Glorious Betsy." Practically all the newspapers running this story are dailies in large cities.
suggested two contests, one among the Lions

Old

6i]

Stunt Helps
'Patsy'' at Texas

As a usual thing, stunts contained in the
average press book, are either tried and true,
or theory — but the Texas theatre, San .\ntonio, found that one of the oldest stunts in
circulation proved to be a business builder on
Marion Davics in "The Patsy" — and the
stunt, for the most part, was a press l>ook
idea.
A large envelope, with the copy, "FOR
MEN ONLY— SEE IN'SIDE" on it, was
printed, together with a card giving eight
rules on how to stay single during the leap
year. This en\elope and card was given out
to the extent of 5,0(X) to men and women in
all oflices in San .\ntonio, and proved to add
at least $2(X) on both the Thursday and Friday shows, the two closing days. The cards
were passed out on Wednesday, and hv
Thursday morning, ihcy could be seen all
(n er town.
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Monty Salmon of the Boulevard theatre, Los Angeles, puts his exploitation on wheels, it seems. The portable exploitor
tion on the left, folks, was for the Universal picture, "That's My Daddy," starring Reginald Denny, and Los Angeles
streets echoed with laughter at this midget "father and son." Perhaps the midget supply in your town is slim but surely
there's a horse and buggy for an exploitation such as this one which Monty used for another Universal picture, "Thanks
for the Buggy Ride," featuring Laura LaPlante and Glen Tryon.
The girl in the buggy sang the lyric of the same name
and distributed heralds at busy street corners.

Reese Sends Novel Letter to
Men; Now He 's M. B. I. No. 21
Uncle Sam is one of the exhibitor's best advertising men, for the use of his
post office will always bring results if the mailing piece or letter is interesting
or novel enough. L. M. Reese of the Orpheum theatre, Lakeport, California,
tied up with Uncle Sam when he sent out a novel letter to all the male voters in
Lakeport, and the stunt makes him M. B. I. Number 21.

"IVfv

F5p^t

Tdpa"

IVo

21

By L. M. Reese
When I played the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picture, "The Patsy," starring Marion Davies,
I sent special letters to a mailing list composed ofboth
every
on themen.
voters'
ister,
singlemanandlisted
married
On regthe
envelope was printed:
"I dare you to send this to your
wife unopened."
The envelope contained a card which read :
"Dear Wife:
I halve been so busy
lately that I have not had time to

you out tot
think about
^^^"evening.
an
We taking
ought to step out
and have a good time more often.
I hear that 'The Patsy,' at the Orpheum on Sunday and Monday is a
good show, so put on your bonnet
and let's go.
Your Hubby."
This is my "My Best Idea," for I boosted
business on the particular picture more than
the expense of sending out and printing the
letters, and the stunt also caused enough talk
to be of future benefit to me. Also it got me
a fine at the following Rotary club meeting,
which was more good advertising.
FIRST
ANNIVERSARY

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, New York, Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatres
"Streets of New York" is this producer's
stage show this week at the Mark Strand,
It moves with nice
taking up 42 minutes,
speed and is well balanced with singing,
dancing and novelty.
In addition, the setting does much to
help the revue along,
it being a waterfront
scene backed up by
transparency drop of
skyline and Brooklyn
Bridge, mechanical
eflFects giving illusion
of street cars and
autos crossing the
bridge. Band is
dressed in sweaters
and caps, with set
Edward
L. Hyman
row of fence upon
which are painted Bowery advertisements.
At opening
Charles
Gordon,
tenor, in
checked suit and brown derby, comes on to

sing a medley of old fashioned waltzes, with
pantomime supplied by girls of the dancing
brigade. Leon Navara, band leader, then introduces the Novello Brothers, who do a classy
comedy tiunbling act while playing violins.
More atmosphere is evident when the Six
English Tivoli Girls, in silk "white wings"
suits, go through a precision dance that keeps
up the pace set for the show.
The Two Black Dots, youthful colored boys
in polkadot suits, proceed to do some fast
stepping, and then comes Peggy English, the
Brunswick Record Girl, with two blues numbers. Following her is George Lyons, the
singing harpist, always a favorite on Broadway. No matter what the selection is, George
can play it on the harp, and sing it, too.
The English girls were called upon for
some more line work, and then the Novello
Brothers in a comedy bird get-up came back
for a whistling novelty, announced as the Two
Lovebirds. The entire company closed with
"Together," specially arranged and with the
band joining in the vocalizing.

This ad from the Carolina theatre, CharN. C, advertising
won a prizetheinshort
Paramount's
contestlotte,for
feature.
The novel layout is extremely good, giving emphasis to both the feature and the
short feature. Many exhibitors are finding that it pays to play up the short
feature in their newspaper advertising.

Gets
for

Good

Tieup

"The Actress''

The current feature picture at Loev/s
Temple at Birmingham, Norma Shearer in
"The Actress," was the inspiration for a corking piece ofsiderable
exploitation
that is attracting
coninterest. Manager
Harry Weiss
arranged
tieups by
withwhich
leadingthey
shops
in women's
ready-to-wear
feature
• smart
and exclusive models chosen particularly for
the Norma Shearer type. Some very gorgeous gowns highlight the display. For the
engagement Manager Weiss further exhibited his talent by an arresting lobby.
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Each of these ads are effective and compel reader attention. By the use of good reading matter and striking
illustrations, they sell the picture to the reader. Yet not one bit of art work by the theatre artist has been
required for any of them. They are all the result of using mats furnished by the producers. The ads come
from the Meserole theatre, Brooklyn; the Burford, Arkansas City, Kansas; the Rialto, Tucson, Arizona; and
the Brockton theatre, Brockton, Massachusetts.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department contcdning news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the Box Office Window"

I

.F I reinemher correctly, this column's last
mention of William Boyd was a statement that
he shouldn't do William Haines' stuflf, being a
better actor in his own. Without indulging
illusions as to the importance of this suggestion, it is now chronicled that in "Skyscraper"
Mr. Boyd does no one's stuff save Mr. Boyd's
and it's excellent. The picture is about as
pleasant, interesting and bright as a picture
need be made.
In this appearance Mr. Boyd is a steel worker.
So is Alan Hale, who used to enact the Prussian villains in war and post-war pictures.
These boys are chock full of wisecracks and
liuman observations which keep matters lively.
And Miss Sue Carol — said to be of Chicago,
although I never saw her on the L — -is the
highly colorful, piquant and engaging young
woman chiefly concerned. Miss Alberta
Vaughn is the other. Wesley Barry is in the
first of the picture, serves a good plot purpose
and appears no more.
This is excellent entertainment. It threatens
no world-beater's record of world-beating, although it may develop those tendencies, but it
is the good, bright, consistent, crisp, serio-comic
sort of picture that makes pictures worth while.
More, please!

s

T. O. Service

"SKYSCRAPER"

"A THIEF

IN THE

DARK"

OMEONE with a say-so in Fox production
has endowed that studio with the vast benefits
that accrue from a sense of hiunor. It was evi-

dent in "Square Crooks," which would have
been just another picture without it, and it is
outstanding in "A Thief in the Dark," which
would be just another crook picture if it were
not for the humorous handling which may be
due to the direction of Albert Ray. With this
asset, it is the best sliding-panel find-the-murderer, kid-the-detective mystery comedy on the
contemporary screen.
It's a howl.
The mystery in this one is not a mystery to
the audience; so one may enter whenever one
likes and still enjoy the picture. The murder
in it seems unimportant. The humor is the
thing, although it is set forth as of secondary
importance— in which manner humor is most
effective. The thing holds interest, gets laughs,
ends naturally and pleasantly. A clever picture.
George Meeker is the principal young man
and I shouldn't be surprised to hear much more
of him in later pictures. Doris Hill is the prin-

cipal young woman, and I keep confusing her
with Sue Carol, which is a boost for both of the
ladies. (Where are these girls coming from,
anyway?)

Gwen

Lee is another colorful per-

sonality involved, although the plot doesn't let
her display the usual lingerie, and there are
two others whose names I would emblazon on
this imperishable tablet of fame if I could be
sure which is which. These actors impersonate
the turbaned thief-in-chief and his tanglefingered assistant who looks like Karl Dane.
The picture, as stated, is a knockout, but I'm
particiUarly concerned with the use made of
humor in this one and the other mentioned.
It impels me to the belief that the pictures
really can be made funny when enough production people have learned, as someone in this
studio seems to have learned, that humor functions best when employed as an incidental
rather than a primary asset. I think that point
is well worth thinking over and so I shall not
becloud it with further verbiage.

I

SYNCHRONIZED

PICTURES

F I have not my dates mixed, this is the issue
of this paper which is to introduce to a waiting
and needy industry the first (for no doubt there

will be others) department devoted to "Synchronized Pictures." I believe it is to appear
under that caption. I know it will be an engrossing institution of reader-service. In fact,
if I am able to cajole an invitation from the
editor thereof, I mean to write for that department my purely personal and as yet unpublished opinions, prescriptions and impressions
pertaining to the subject involved. (There will
be no extra charge for the issues carrying these
pieces.)
The synchronization thing seems to me to
represent simultaneously the biggest promise
and risk that has come to face the business in
years. Under certain circumstances I believe
it can be made to bring back to the cinema
that portion of the adult public which of late
has been finding other attractions unduly interesting. Under other circumstances I can see it
depopulating the picture houses overnight — but
these circumstances are remote. Under still
other conditions, more probable ones, I can
see it a football to be kicked around with no
great good to anyone and considerable damage
to many.
Fortunately, the thing is comrollable

and there exists among those in control a common interest in preserving the popularity of the
motion picture.

I

^DIAMOND
FORGOT

HANDCUFFS"

to notice the origin of the story

that is told in "Diamond Handcuffs," but I
recall reading the thing — or something very
much like it— awhile I waited the knitting of
bones crushed in a seventh-grade effort to play
the whole football game. I enjoyed it then,
and I enjoyed it the other night when I saw
it worked out in M-G-M's good picture.
A great number of good actors are employed
in the cast, some of them only briefly, final
interest settling on Eleanor Boardman, Lawrence Grey and Sam Hardy. (I don't recall the
name of the African belle who accompanies the
jewel from discovery to dissolution, but she
has it.) All the characters, however, average
less important in point of focal interest than
the diamond itself — which is as it should be.
A remarkably well-told tale, and an engaging
one.
/ RENEW

MY

CONTRACT

I Jo NOT despair, sell out, or go fishing. I
herewith renew my contract to see pictures and
write about them in this space for another season. And — now that the cheering has subsided
— I admit frankly that my reason for this decision lies in the product anouncements of the
various film producing companies. They have
convinced me, closed to conviction as I am,
that the approaching year is to be the most
interesting picture year that has come to hand.
Naturally, I cannot walk out on that.
I do not believe I could tell you in detailed
discourse the names of twelve pictures announced in the whole collection of tabulations,
but I am sure you've extracted from the whole
the feeling that is mine — a feeling that in this
bunch of pictures a singularity of purpose prevails and that purpose is to make interesting
pictures. I recall no previous year when I had
that conviction, although I recall years when
stars were the favorite topic, when authors
were, when books were, and when titles were.
This time, somehow, everybody seems to me to
be trying to outdo everyone else, by this means
or by that, in providing the public with pictures that promise to interest. If anybody
knows any better news than that he should put
it on the wire.

<l
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Incorporated in this department of Moving Picture World is the Exhibitors Herald department,
"Available Attractions."
The key to abbreviationt used in denoting the type
C— Comedy
D^Drama
R — Romance
My
Mytery

o) picture:

Length

Released

Plaj^ers

New
Pioturet

Comment

4765
4858
4910
4837
5701
4754
5093
4913
6300
6607
7014
5605
5240
5186
6481
6515
5181
4924
6140
4941
6004
4886
6388

Columbia
1927
5831
8843
M32
5628
561S
11646
S760
S524
8669
6892
1000
6996
5435
6054
6108
5367
6426
6791

Alias the Lone Wolf (D). Lytell-WUson
-Aug. 22
Blood Ship, The (M), Bosworth-Logan.
Ang. 10
By Whose
Hand?
(MyD),
Cortez-GUbert
Sept. 15
College Hero, The (CD), Agnew-Garon
Got. 9
Fashion
Madness, Windsor-Howes.X>eo. 8
Isle of Forgotten Women (D), Tearle-SelMi»tlan_Sept. 27
Lone Wolf Returns
(M), Lytell-Wilson.
_
Opening
Night, The (D), Windaor-J.
Bowers...JJOT. 14
Pleasure Before Business
(F), Davidson.
_
.,
Sally in Our Alley (M), Mason-AUen
Sept. 3
Screen Snapshots
—
Siren, The, T. Mooro-Eevier
Deo. 20
Stage Kisses (D), Harlan-Chadwlck.
Nor. 2
Stolen Pleasures
(CD), Revler
_.
Sweet Rosie O'Grady (CD), Mason
_
_
Tigress, The (M), Holt-Revler.
Oct. 21
Wandering
Girls (CD), Revler-ABnew.
Warning, The (M), Holt-Revler.
_
JJov. 26

1928
Golf Widows, ReiTiolds-Foid
Desert Bride, The (MD), Betty Compson.
Lady Raffles, Tajlor-Drew
_
Matinee Idol, The (MD), Love-Walker
6440 So This
Is Love,
Mason-Collier.
Sporting Age, The, Bennett-Herbert.
6047 That Certain Thing, Bana-Grares.
— ,
6350 Wife's
Relations, The, Mason-Glass.
Woman's
Way,
A, Baiter-Llvlnsston.
_

1927

Jan. 7
Dec. 3
Deo. 31

July 123
Oct.

Jan. 14
Dec. S

Jan. 14

Jan. 14
Jan. 21
Jan. 7

..May 14

..juiy'si

_

Feb.
Alar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

6
2
1
13
18

4770
4804
..52.72%

Oct. 2
Dec. 3

..Apr.
Feb.
..Apr.
Feb.

1928

14
25
7
25

ran. 28
Feb. 11

6329
4805
..May 15
..Apr. 824
-May

Angelus. The (D)
Real Charleston, Lesson Novelty..
Wooden
Shoes, International

1927
1927
6400
5960

Emblem Films
1927
6260

Husbands

or Lovers,

-Deo. 3

Jannlngs....

1927

Excellent
1927

1927
6980
6806
5912
6646
6792
7393
6337
6750
6867

Nov. 26
Back to Liberty (D), Walsh-Hall
....Nov. 15
Bowery Cinderella, A (D), O'Malley-HuIette
May 1
Broadway
Drifter (D), Walsh-Hall
Nov. 1
..Apr. 14
Broadway Madness (D), De la Motte-Kelth
His Rise to Fame (D), Walsh-Shaw.
Feb. 15
Kick-off, The, Hyams-Amann
._Jlar. 17
Nest, The (D), Frederick-Herbert....
lug. 1
_
Striving for Fortune
(D), Walsh-Roberts.
.Tan. 15
Mar. 3
Winning Oar, The (D), Walsh-TIall
.Tune 1
-..
Your Wife and Mine (F), Ilavor-Holmes
Sept. 1
Mar. 17

1928
6400
8536
8600

Apr. 25
Jan.
_Feb.
Mar.
May

20
20
SO
25

.Apr.
Feb. 11
25
Feb. 26

Kcoo

5900
5800
5700
6700
5750
6700
5700
5600

Aflame in the Sky (M), Luden-Lynn.
Dec. 18
Bandit's Son, The (W), Bob Steele
Nov. 20
Boy Rider. The (W). Buzz Barton.
Oct. 23
Breed of Courage
(D), Ranger....
4ug. 7
Cherokee
Kid, The (W), Tyler-Lynn.
Oct. 30
Clancy's Kosher Wedding
(CD), (3eo. Sldney_Sept. 17
Coward,
The (D), Warner Baiter
4.ug. 21
Desert Pirate (W). Tom Tyler
_
Dec. 25
Flying U Ranch. The (W). Tom Tyler
_Sept. 4
Gingham
Girl. The (C), Lots Wilson.
X)cL 2
Great Mall Robbery, The (M), Von ElU-Nelson_Aug. 15
Harvester, The (D). OrvUle Caldwell
Nov. 23
Hook and Ladder No. 9 (D), Ed Heame
JJov. 13
In a Moment of Temptation
(M), Eat Guard... Sept. 18
Jake the Plumber (C). Jesse De Vorska
.OcL 16
Judgment of the Hills (D), Darro-Valll
Nov. 6
Little Mickey Grogan
(D), Franlde Darro.-___Dec 27
Loves of Ricardo (D), Beban
June 17
Mojave Kid, The (W). Bob Steele
Sept 25
Moon of Israel (D), Maria Corda
Not for Publication
(M), Ralph Ince...______Au«. 31
Racing Romeo
(D). Rt-d Grange
Ranger of the North (D), Ranger.
Oct. 9
Shanghaied
(M), Ralph Ince...
Oct. 19
Slingshot Kid, The (M), Buzz Barton.
J>ea 4
South Sea Love (D), Patsy Miller
Deo, 10
Swift Shadow, The (D), Ranger.
_
Deo. 11

Deo. 10
Dec.
Deo. 310
Oot.1
Nov. 26
Dec. 24

Bent 1(
. Sept. 10

.
.

Nov. 28
Nov. 1»
Dec 3

. July
Jolyl3»
«•». 19

.
.

Nov. 28
- Dm. It

.

Nov.
Deo. 312
Dee. 17
Dee. 31

Aug. 20

.

lag. t8
. Jaly
. JBly 23
Dec. 3
Dec. 10
Dec. 3

AncM

Deo. 10
No».
12
Dec. 10

192t

Mays

rwk. 11
Alex the Great (M), Skeets GaUaihCT
May
Bantam Cowboy (W), Buzi Barton
An*.
Beyond
London's Lights (M), Lee Shumway
Mar.
-Apr.
Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele..Mai.
Chicago
After Midnight
(M), Ince-Mendez..
Coney Island (D), Lois Wilson...
Jan.
Crooks Can't Win (D), Ralph Lewis
May
Dead Man's Curve (D), Fairbanks. Jr
Jan.
Devil's Trademark, The (D), Belle Bennett.
Apr.
Dog Justice (0), Ranger
June
Driftin' Sands (W), Bob Steele.
Jan.
Fangs of the Wild (D), Baager
Ttb.
Fightin' Redhead
(W), Buzz Bart«n
Jaly
Freckles (D), Stratlon-Foi.
Jr
Mar,
Her Summer Hero (CD), Blane-Trevor
_Feb.
Law of Fear (D), Ranger
_
_
Apr.
Legionnaires In Paris (C), Cooke-Guard
Jan.
Little Buckaroo, The (W), Buzz Barton.
_Mar.
Little Yellow House, The (D), OrrlUe CaldwelUUay
Man in the Rough
(W), Bob Steele
May
Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler
Apr.
Pinto Kid, The (W), Buzz Barton.
Apr.
Red Riders of Canada (M). P. R. Miller... ...Apr.
_JVb.
Riding Renegade (W), Bob Steele
Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Love.
July
Skinner's Big Idea (M), Bryant Washburn.
Apr.
Texas Tornado, The (W), Tom Tyler
feb.
Trail of Courage, The (W), Bob Steele
July
Wallflowers (D), Trevor-Scott
Jeb.
Wizard of the Saddle (W), Buzz Bartea
Jan.

13
12
18
I
4
13
11
15
7
10
1
5
i
21
12
g
31
11
28
20
22
29
15
19
15
24
28
8
16
22

Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Deo.
Feb.

11
11
21
17
11

Fefc. 11
Uw. IT

.

Mar.
S
Dec. 17
Deo. 17
Jaa. 21
r«fe.
Feb.
Jan.
Dea
rcb.

11
4
21
10
11

-

Jan. 14
Feb. 11
Jan. 21
reb. 4
Jan. 21
Apr. 28
Apr. 14
Feb. 4

.OHLX4

First Division
..-Jan. 1
Comrades,
Costollo-Hughea
Death Valley (W), Carroll Nye
Sept. 1
Eager Lips, Garon
_
_
Oct. 1
Finnegan's Ball (C), Mack Swain
Sept. 15
Ladies at Ease (CD), Garon-Sbort
Nov. 16
Ladybird,
Compson
Aug. 1
Naughty, Garon
Nov. 1
Polly of the Movies, Short-Robarda.
Oct. 15
Ragtime (D), De La Motte
Sept. 1
Return of Boston Blackie (D), GIenn-raImer...Aug.
— lug. 115
Say It With Diamonds. Betty Compson.
...JJov. 1
Temptations of a Shop Girl, Compson..

64.90%

1927
-AMM.

Jan. T

20

_

Oet. 18

Jan. 7
Nov. 26
■Wt.1

5700

1928

TiSOO
6300
6200

1927
1928

A Bit of Heaven
(D), Washburn-Lee
Man of Quality, Walsh-DwyerSatan and the Woman
(D), Wlndaor-Kcefo
Stronger Will, The (D), Marmont-Carewe.
Women
Who
Dajo (D), CHiadwlck-Delaney
You're In the Army
(D)
_.._
_

4769
6771
4801
4785
6424

5067
4793

Mar. 31

1927

4758
6148
5144

4781
4884
6419
4729

Cranfield & Clarke, Inc.
2000
2000

4892

1928
5872
4893
4869
5583
6267
6320
6375
5511
5984

..Aug. 28
Jan. 21

..May 26
Ian. 25

Comment

1927

1927

6680

Title and

Pictures
New

Players

FBO

Where the picture is a comedy-drama, comedy melodrama, etc..
there is a combination of these abbreviations. Stars denote
reissues.
under the "Comment '
priorof totheJanuary
That dates
Moving Picture World in which
issues of7 published
are those
column
the pictures were reported. The January 7 and subsequent dates
are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which "Service Talks" have been
published on pictures.
"New PicThe dates prior to January 7 published under the
tures" column are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD
in which "New Pictures" information was printed. The January
7 and subsequent dates are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which this information will be printed.
Ltnotti

Title and

F — Faree
H— Melodrama
W — Wettem

6300
0333
0433
6232
67C5

8730
7724

Fagasa, Raymond WoUa.
Masked
Angel, Betty Compson.
Souls Aflame, Raymond Wells...

3Iar. 1
-Apr.
.Mar. 115

1928
Apr. 21
Air. r

First National
May g
All Aboard
(C), ninos-Murrhy
American
Beauty (CD). Dere-Hughea...
An Affair of the Folllei (0), Dove-Bughea.—
Brcnkf.ist at Sunrise (CD). C. Talmadge.
Broadway
Nights (D), Wilson-Hardy
Camilla
(D), N. Talmadgo- Roland
Convoy
(D). Sberman-Markalll..

Oct. 9
FVb. IS
Oct. SS
JkCay IS

1927
_ Aw. 1
Nov. 19
-Mar.
Oct IS6
Nov. S8
Not. 11 -Mays
May SI
Msr SI

_
_

»«i»%

126
Length

EXHIBITORS
Title and

New
Pictures

Players

6386
65SS
6S02
5400
62S2
7133
62SS
6118
6190
6524
6400
6720
5718
5550
5255
7388
5521
5542
5434
7846
6520
6O40
6431
6734
11414
5982
6897
640O
6219
6477
5606
6800
6548
7179
5000
7400
7419
5774
5668
7833
6380
6324
6409

Crystal Cup. Tile (D), MackaiU-MulliaU
— Oct. 16
Dance Magic (D). Lyon-Starke...June 12
Drop Kicl(, The (D), Bartlielmess-Revier...Sept. 25
Easy Pickings
(MylM),
Nilsson-Harlan
-Feb. 20
Framed
CD). SiUs-Kingston.
,— Tune 19
Gorilla, The (My), Murray Kelsey
Not. 13
Gun Gospel (W), Ma.vnard-Faire.._
Nov. 6
Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-Kent
Deo. 25
High Hat (CD), Lyon-Brian
Mar. 13
Home
Made
(C), Hlnes-Daw
Nov. 20
Lady in Ermine, The (D), C. Grifflth-Bushman Jan. 9
Life of Riley. The (C), Murray-Sidney
Sept. 18
Lonesome
Ladies (CD), Nilsson-Stone
July 3
Long Pants (C), Langdon-Bonner
A.pr. 10
Lost at the Front (C), Murray-Sidney
May 29
Love Mart. The (D), Dove-B land
Dec. 18
Lunatic at Large, The (C), Errol-MackaUJ
Jan. 2
Man Crazy (CD), MadJaiU-Mulhall
_
Nov. 27
Masked Women, The (D), Nilsson-Blinn-H'nsenJan. 23
McFadden's
Flats (C), Murray-Conklin
Feb. 6
Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed.
June 26
Notorious Lady, The (D), Bedford-Stone
_Mar. 27
No Place to Go (C), Hu«hes-Astor
.Oct. 30
Orchids and Ermine, Moore-Mulhall
Mar. 6
Patent Leather Kid, The (D), Bart'lmess-O'Day.
Perfect Sap. The (CD), Lyon-Starke..._
_
-Jan. 16
Poor Nut, The (C), Murray-Mulhall
„Aus. 7
Prince of Head Waiters (D), Stone-Tashman.
Red Raiders, The (W), Maynard-Drew
-July 17
Rose of the Golden
West (D), Astor-Roland....Sept. 4
Sea Tiger, The (D), Sills-Ajstor
Oct. 2
See You in Jail (C), MulhaU-Day
-Feb. 27
Smile, Brother, Smile (C), MulhaU-MackallL..Apr. 17
Stolen Bride, The (D), Hughes-Dove
Sept. 11
Sunset
Derby
(D), Astor-Colller
Aug. 14
Tender
Hour, The (D), Dove-Lyon.
June 5
Texas Steer, A (CD), Bogers-Fazenda
May 1
Three
Hours
(D), Grlfflth-Bowers
Dec. 4
Three's a Crowd (C). Langdon-McConneU
ipr. 3
Twinkletoes.
Moore-Harlan
iug. 28
Valley of the Giants (D), SlUs-Kenyon.
„J3ec. 11
Venus of Venice (CD), Talmadge-Moreno
Mar. 20
White Pants Willie (C), Hines-Hyama.
July 24

7424
6514
5724
5475
6374
6173
6344

Big Noise, The, Conldln-White.
Mar.
Burning
Daylight, SlUs-Kenyon
Feb.
Apr.
Canyon of Adventure, Maynard
-Feb.
Chaser,
The, Langdon
-Apr.
Chinatown
Charlie, Hines
_.,
Flying Romeos,
Murray-Sidney
Feb.
French
Dressing, Warner-Wilson
Jan.
Happiness Ahead, Colleen Moore
-...
Hawk's Nest, The, Milton Sills
-...
H arold Teen, Lake-Brian
Apr.
Heart of a Follies Girl, Dove-Kent-Sherman
Mar.
Helen of Troy. Stone-Corda-Cortez
Jan.
Ladles Night, MaokalU-Mulliall
Apr.
Lady Be Good, MulhaU-Mackaill
_
May
Lilac Time, Moore-Cooper
-Apr.
Little S'herd of K'gdom Come, B'th'mess-O'Day-Apr.
Mad
Hour, O'NeU-Kent-Shennan
Mar.
Hawks Nest, The, Milton Sills
May
Noose, The, BartheUness-Joyce
Jan.
Sailors' Wives, Hughes-Astor
Jan.
Shepherd of the Hills, Francis-O'Day.
Jan.
Three Ring Marriage, Hughes-Astor.
-...May
Wagon Show, The, Maynard
_
Mar.
Feb.
Whip Woman,
The, Taylor-Moreno..,
.May
Yellow Lily, The, Dove-Brooks..._,

1928

S962
7694
6602

7703
6631

7331
6485
8188
6235

1927

HERALD

~65.0
0%
Ticker
"62.7 Length
0%

Comment

Oct. 29
..Aug. 13

Dec. 17
Deo. 3

1928
4G12
4987

Mar. 19
Oct. 29
Jan. 8
Oct. 1
-Sept. 24
ipr. 9
.....June 25

Nov. 28
_
_

5038
5882

Fet). 5
Nov. 26

68.76%

..._

Jan. 22
Feb. 12
July 16
May 14
J>ec 10
Apr. 9
_
Aug. 20
-..Jan. 22
Sept. 10
July 23
.Oct. 15
Nov. 19
Oct. 8
May 14
Apr. 23
_
Sept. 17
JSept 3
July 2
May 28
Dec. 3
Apr. 16
Jan. 1
Deo. 3
Dea 24
Jan. 7
Aug. 6
_
Apr. 16

-70.47%

„.^
Nov. 12

Mar. 10
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Dec.
..May
..May

5480
..47.00%
-38.90%
"45.'
80

6000
5800

-61.08%
68.66%

11
18
7
10
26
26

5950
6700
6500
6750

1928

1928

5268

Dec. 17

Apr. 21
Mar. 10
Dec. 24

Feb. 4

Apr. 717
Mar.

Mar.
17
Apr. 28
Feb. 11
Apr. 28

Jan. 21

6312
8730
6439
12000
12550

63.00%

-.June 4
Oct. 22

5687
6110
6280
5291

40.70%

...Oct. 29
May 14
May 21

..May 26

_

Jan. 15
Apr. 23
Aug. 6
Dec. 10
June
_.Jnne
-..May
-..Not.

Dea
Deo. 31
17

4
25
28
26

Oct 29
..July 16
..June 11

5957
7603
6337
6581

—Sept.
24
Dec. 17
8
16
26
6
22

7395
6408

8156
6646
6088

...June 18

Oct.
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.

5821
5902
6126
6050

6909
4658

Apr. 2

Nov. 19

6640
6309
7866
6280

48.60%

6706
6273
6160
5262

91.68%
6657
7899
5517
1928

6838
6344
8648
7300

-Aui. 27

Nov.
Feb.
Aug.
Mar.
Dec.
_.Nov.

_
_

Not. 12
Feb. 19

6
6
28
20
11
27

Jan. 14

Apr. 9
Dec. 3

1928
Jan. 21
Feb. 11

Branded Sombrero, The (W), Buck Jones
Jan. 8
Daredevil's Reward
(W), Tom Mix.
—Jan. 15
Don't Marry, Moran-Hamllton.
_
-...June 3
Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor
Mar. 18
Escape, The (0), Russell-Valli
Apr. 14
Gateway of the Moon, The (D), Del Rio
Jan. 1
Girl in Every Port, A (CD), Victor McLagleiL...Jan. 29
Hangman's
House, McLaglen- Colly er.
May 13
Hello Cheyenne, Tom Mix.
_
May 13
Honor Bound, O'Brien-Taylor
_
May 13
Horseman of the Plains (W), Tom Mix
Mar. 11
Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray
_
Apr. 15
Play Girl, The, iVIadge Bellamy
Apr. 22
No Other Woman,
Del Rio-Alrarado
May 27
Sharp Shooters (CD), O'Brien-Moran
Jan. 15
Soft Living (CD), Bellamy-Brown
Feb. 5
Square Crooks, Brown-Dwan.
_Mar. 4
Thief In the Dark, A, Meeker-HlU-Beebe
May 20
Wild West Romance (W), Rex King
Apr. 8
Why Sailors Go Wrong, Phipps-McNamara
Mar. 25
Woman Wise (CD), BusseE-CoUyer.
Jan. 8

Apr. 28
14
Jan.
Apr. 14

Jan.
Apr. 21
14

.

May 26
May
Apr.
Apr.
Mar.

12
21
7
10

Feb. 4
Feb. 18
May 19

\

May 19
Feb. 4

..

IToh, IS

Jan. 28

Gotham

1927

Blondes by Choice (C), Claire Windsor.
Oct.
Cheer Leader, The (CD), Graves-Olmstead
J^ov.
Final Extra (M), De La Motte.
_
'Frisco Nights (D), Percy Marmont
Dec.
Girl from Rio, The (D), Carmel Myers
.Sept
Heroes of the Night (M), Landis-Nixon
Rose of Kildare, The (D), Helene Chadwick..-.Aug.
Satin Woman, The (D), Mrs. Wallace Reid
Aug.
Bare Knees (0), Corbine
Branded
Man, The (D), Delaney-Marlowe
Chorus Kid, The (0), All Star
_
Danger Patrol, The (D), BusseU-Falre
Devil's Tower, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt
LIghtnin' Shot, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Midnight Adventure, A (D), Landls-MurphyMystery Valley (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Trail Riders (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Trailin' Back (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Turn Back the Hours (M), Myrna Loy.

1
15

.. Jeb. 19

1
1

Deo. 10
Nov. 26
Nov. 19

15
1

Nov. 10

Feb. 1
-.May
Apr. 1
Apr.
May
May
May
July
Apr.
Mar.
Mar. 1

...Feb.
Sept 624

.

Aug. 13

.

1928

Jan. 7

Feb. 11

1927
..Oct 29

Broadway

After Midnight,

Betz..

61.16%
45.63%
1927

Metro-Gold\vyn-Mayer

May 12

..Jtme 11
...May 9

Very Confidential
(CD). Madge Bellamy
War
Horse (W), Jones
What Price Glory (CD), McLaglen-IjOwe.
Whispering
Sage (W). Jones
Wizard, The (MyD), Lowe-IIyams
Wolf Fangs (0). Thunder (Dog)

Ticker
76.06%
60.61%

Pictures
New

Released

Players

1927

6667
1927
4709

Dec. 10
Dec. 24
Deo. 8

Comment
Title and

Krelbar Productions

..

6199

.-.Ifov. 12

.Oct J
May 22
-June 19
.Oct. 30
JSov. 27
-Dec. 18
""* S
Aug. 21
June 5
Jan. 9
Oct 9
Aug. 21
Oct 30
Sept. 11
_Jan. 85

6200

June 2, 1928

PICTURE WORLD

1927

% 6987

Apr. 7

_.-.J^OT. 19

Jan. 2
.AuK. 14
Oct. 23

5629
5380
5355

..61.88%

1927

4665.
4777
4556
6425
6078
5333
4810
4300
6381
8154
5324
4545
5617
5515
4983
4851
6940
6162
6699
8538
8538
541S
5440
550O
7734

5020
4953
11109
5783
5629
5531

48.00%

Ii"eb. 26
July 9
Jan. 7

Fox

Arizona Wildcat. The (W), Tom Mix
Blackjack (W), Buck Jones
Blood Will Tell (W), Buck Jones.
Broncho Twister (W), Mii
•Cameo Kirby (D). John Gilbert...
Chain Lightning
(W), Buck Jones
Circus Ace, The, Mli
Come to My House (CD), Olive Borden.
Cradle Snatchers (FC), Fazenda
East Side, West Side (D), O'Brlen-VaUL
Gay Retreat, The (C), Cohen-MoNamara.._
Good as Gold (W), Jones
Heart of Salome (MyR), Rubens
High School Hero (C), Phipps-Stuart
Hills of Peril (W), Jones
•Honor
First (D), John Gilbert
Is Zat So? (CD), O'Brien-Lowe
Joy Girl, The (CD), Olive Borden.
Ladles Must Dress (CD), Virginia VallLLove Makes 'Em Wild (D), Harron
Loves of Carmen (D), McLaglen-Del Bio
Madam Wants No Children, Cordla..
Marriage
(D), VallL
Monkey
Talks (D), Lemer.
Music Master (D), A. B. Francis. —
News Parade, Stuart-Phillips
7677 One Increasing Purpose (D), Lowe
6327 Outlaws of Red River (W), Mix
Paid to Love (D), O'Brlen-VaUl
6876 Pajamas
(CD), Borden-Gray.
6893 Publicity Madness
(CD), Moran-Lowe.
6480 Rich But Honest (CO), Beebe
6870 Secret Studio, The, (CD), Borden.
10728 Seventh Heaven, The (R), Farrell-Qaynor.....
6467
•Shame (M), John GUbert
6446 Silk Legs (CD), Madge Bellamy
6000 Silver Valley (W), Tom Mix
67 92 Singed (D), Baxter-SweeL6412 Slaves of Beauty (D), Herbert-Tell
_
6630 Stage Madness (D), VallL
494S 8L Elmo (M), John Gilbert.
_
4«76 Tumbling River (W), Tom Mli-Dawn,.._
41M Truxton
King, Gilbert
..._
MM
Two Girls Wanted (CO), Janet Qoynor
me UpttrMB (D), Foxe

and MOVING

Adam and Evil (CD), Cody-Prlngle
Adventurer, The (W), Tim McCoy
After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray
Annie Laurie (D), LiUian Gish

-

Aug. 27

..Aug. 13
..Aug. 27

,

Aug. 20
Sept 17

Becky (CD), Sally O'NeU
Nov. 12
Ben Hur (M), Ramon Novarro
_
Oct. 8
Big Parade, The (M), Gilbert- Adoree
Sept 10
Body and Soul (D), L. Barrymore
.Oct. 1
Bugle Call, The (D), Jackie Coogan.
_
Aug. 6
Buttons (CD), Jackie Coogan
_
Dec. 24
Callahans and Murphys (CD), Dressler-MorarL-.June 18
Captain Salvation
(M), Hanson
May 14
Certain Young Man, A (D), Novarro-Adoree...-.Fair Co-ed, The (CD), Marion Davles
Oct 15
Foreign Devils (W), Tim McCoy
_
Sept 3
Frisco Sally Levy (C), O'NelL
Apr. 2
Garden of Allah, The (D), Terry-PetrovltchNov. 5
In Old Kentucky (0), H. Costello
Oct 29
Little Journey (CD), All Star
Jan. 1
London After Midnight (D), Lon Caianey
Dec. 3
Lovelorn, The, Sally O'NeiL
„
Dec. 17
Lovers (D), Novarro-Terry
_
_
Apr. 9
Man, Woman and Sin (0), John Gilbert
Not. 19
Mockery
(M), Lon Chaney.Aug. 13
Mr. Wu (M), Lon Chaney
.Mar. 26
Quality Street, Davles-Nagel
.Deo. 31
Red Mill (C), Davies
Jan. 29
Road to Romance, The (D), Novarro-Day..._
Sept 24
Rookies (C), Dane-Arthur
Apr. SO
Show, The (M), Gilbert- Adoree
.Jan. 22
Slide, Kelly, Slide (CD), Halnes-O'NelL
Mar. 12
Spoilers of the West (W), McCoy-Daw
-..Dea. 10
Spring Fever (C), WlUlam Haines
- Oct. 22
Tea for Three (C), Cody-Pringle
Dec. 10
Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel BanTmore..._JIov. 26
Tillle the Toiler (C), Davles
May 21
Twelve Miles Out (M), Gilbert
July 9
Understanding
Heart (D), Crawford
Feb. 26
Unknown, The (M), Chaney
June 4
Actress. The, Norma Shearer.
Across the Singapore (MD), Novarro-Crawford..Apr.
Baby Mine, Arthur-Dane
_
Jan.
Big City, The, Chaney-Compson-Day
Feb.
Bringing Up Father, Farrell-Moran-Olmstead
Mar.
Circus Rookies (CD), Dane-Arthur
Apr.
Cossacks,
The, Adoree-Gilbert-Torrence.
May
Crowd,
The, Boardman-Murray-Roach
Mar.
Diamond
Handcuffs, Boardman-Nagel
May
Divine Woman, Garbo-Hanson- Sherman
Jan.
Enemy,
The, Glsh-Dane-Forbes
Feb.
Forbidden
Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree
.June
Latest from Paris, The, Shearer-Forties.
Job.
Laugh, Clown, Laugh. Cluuiey-Muriihy-HlsIe..-.Apr.
Skirts, Syd Chaplin.
_

Not. 26
Not. 26

..May 21
...Vor. 12
Not. 19

Dec. 31

...July
...July 216

Not. 10

Oct 29

Not. 19

Dec. 323
..Apr.
Sept. 10

64.5r%

48.09%

■"*

~-r-

81.41%

4S.46%

Not. 26
Deo. 17
Dec. 31

17
. Deo.
Jan. 16
..May
Dec. 217

Deo. 3

...Sept 10
...June 4

89.20%
39.50%
66.83%

66.04%
71.15%

Jan. 7
Not. 19

...May
..Feb. 919
..Mar. 19

Not. 12
Dea 24
Deo. S

..Apr.
Dee.
..Dea
Not.
Deo.

2
10
24
12
3

69.63%
65.16%
56.93%
63.25%

..June 11
..July 30
..May 14
..June 13
May 26

7
21
18
17
7
12
3
12
14
18
2
4
14

96.37%
60.31%
81.50%

Apr.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

28
28
25
31

Mar. 10
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Apr.
May

21
10
17
18
21
26

1928

Feb. 11
Apr. 7
May 6
Apr. 28
Jan. 21
Bfar. 10
May 12

Hfl

EXHIBITORS

June 2, 1928
Lenglli

liOU
6476
9566
6901
8134
6011
4436

Title and

Released

Players

Law of the Range, McCoy-Crawford —
Love, Garbo-GUbert
_.._
Patsy, The, Davles-Caldwell-Qray.
Riders of the Dark
_.._
Rose Marie, Crawford-Murray
^
,
Smart Set, Halnes-Day-Holt-Bosworth.
Student Prince, The (R), Novarro-Shearer
Under the Black Eagle, Forbes-Dog Flash.
West Point (CD), Haines-Crawford.
Wickedness
Preferred
(CD), Cody-Prlngle.
Wyoming,
McCoy -Sebastian
_,
-

Ian.
Jan.
Mar.
— Apr.
I'eb.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
-Mar.

21
2
10
28
11
26
30
24
7
28
24

HERALD

New
Pictures
Feb.
Jan.
May
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.

4
7
67
18
10
28

and MOVING
Ticker

5590
6553
4335
6320
4875

Feb. 18
Apr. 21
Mar. 3

Jan. 21
Feb. 11

4512
5100
7500
4933
5478

Apr. 14

8586
5804
6228
6599

1927

6960

"."!Z"

_

Jan. 7
Deo. 31

Not. 26

Apr. 23
.Mar. 13
6
.Aug.
Jan.
Jilay
A.pr.
-...May
May
JDec.

16
9
16
2
2
10

-.A.pr.
Apr.
Deo.
J^OT.
Oct.

9
9
10
12
8

Deo.
Jan.
Sept
Feb.
Oct.
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
Not.
MuT.
Jeb.
.Aug.
-.iCar.
Aug.

17
8
10
12
22
29
2
23
19
12
26
6
12
6

JTeb. 6
Deo. 17
JSept 24

_.

Jan. 14
Deo. 31
Jan. Zl

Jan. 7

Jan.
Jan.
June
July
June
Mar.
July
June
May

29
22
25
30
4
19
16
18
14

Aug. 27
May 9
JJec 3
Mat. 19
.Sept. 17
Oct 22
July 23
July 9

6889
6871
8234
7415
6837
7910
6582
6118
7194
7616
4720
6961

ifoeo
6TSS
6991
6436

63.66%
51.86%
68.00%

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
_May
Feb.
-Mar.
...Apr.
Dec.
..Mar.
.-May
Jan.

14
7
21
19
26
31
7
10
31
26
28

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Dec.
Mar.

21
18
25
7
10
3

Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
..Apr.
-Apr.
Feb.

18
3
U
18
28
7
26

May 28

Mar.
Mar.
May
Feb.

10
19
19
18

Feb. 4
-Apr. 21
Feb. 26
Feb. 18

Feb. 18

3303
5807
4908
G8.';0
7913
4750
6990
er,C3
0035

67.60%

4890
4076
4864

63.38%
66.77%

5324
13500
4131

65.91%
38.61%
66.64%

4752
6472
5865
4576
5750
57.38
6421
6903
4575

66.69%
61.18%

4678

73.90%
47.58%

4497
6000
4828

48.36%

5844
4542
4375
6303

48.30'%
54.72%

67.64%

5880
4562
4546
4338
5397
5670
5921
6198
4486
5610
6447
7820

44.08%
66.27%

58.91%
47.36%
48.00%

1928
Adventure Mad (M) UFA.
Afar. 31
Beau Sabreur (M), Cooper-Brent
Jan. 7
Doomsday,
Vldor- Cooper.Jeb. 18
Easy Come, Easy Go, Richard Dii.
Feel My Pulse, Danlels-Arlen
Feb. 25
Fifty-Flfty Girl, The, Danlels-HalL
Fools for Luck (CD), Flelds-Conklln.
_
_
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C), Taylor- White.
Jan. 28
His Tiger Lady, Menjou-Brent
Ladies of the Mob, CUira Bow
Last Command, The (D), Emtl Jannlngs
Jan. 21
Legion of the Condemned, Wray-Cooper
_.-Mar. 10
Love and Learn, Ralston-Chandler
-Jan. 14
Old Ironsides (D), Beery-Bancroft
Mar. 17
Partners In Crime
(C), Beery-Hatton.
Jrlar. 3
Peaks of Destiny
j»n. 28
Pioneer Scout Tho (W), Fred Thomson
Jan. 21
Rod Hair (CD), Bow-Chandler
Mar. 10
Secret Hour, The (D), Negri-Heniholt
Feb. 4
Showdown,
The, Bancroft
_
Feb. 26
Something Always
Happens, Ralston-HamUton_Max. 34
Speedy (C), Harold Lloyd.
ipr. 7
Sporting Goods, Dli-O'rastead.
Feb. 11
Street of Sin (D), Jannlngs-Wray
Throe Sinners (D), Negri-Baxter
Feb. It
Time's Ponotured
Romance, Flolds-CIonklln.,
Feb. 4
Under tho Tonto Rim, Arlen-Brian.
Warming Up, Richard Dlx
Wife Savers (C), Beery-Hatton.
Jan.

8002

7107
0.vC8
C403

4620
6788
4700

June 11
Aug. 20
Oct. 1

1928
B8»7
6638
6665

59.83%
63.66%
50.84%
41.30%

Sept 3
Not. 12
Not. 26

Sept. 3
July 2
July 23

.JJeo. 24

New
Pictures

Players

Comment

Ticker

Pathe

1927
Afraid to Love (C), Vidor
Apr. 9
Barbed
Wire (D), Negrl-Brook
_.
Sept. 10
Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery
_
Aug. 1
Blind Alleys (M), Melghan
„Mar. 12
Blonde or Brunette? (C), Menjou
Jan. 24
Cabaret
(CD), Gllda Gray
— Mar. 26
Casey at the Bat (C), W. Beery
Mar. 5
Chang
(D), Special cast
_
_
—Sept. 3
Children of Divorce (D), Bow
_
Apr. 2
City Gone Wild (M), Melgban-MlUner
Not. 12
•Covered Wagon, The (M), Kerrigan-Wilson
A.ug. 6
Evening Clothes (C), Mcnjou.Mar. 19
Fashions for Women
(CD), Ralston
Mar. 28
Fireman Save My Child (C), Beery-Hatton.._
Aug. 1
Gay Defender, Ths (CD), Biobard Dlx..„
-..J)ec. 10
Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), MenJou-0'Har&....Oct. 16
Get Your Man
(CD), Clara Bow
_
Dec 10
Honeymoon
Hate (CD), Florence Vldor.
Dec. 3
Hotel Imperial (D), Negri
_
Feb. 26
Hula (CD), Bow-Broot.
Aug. 27
It (C), Clara Bow
„..Feb. 19
Jesse James (D), Fred Thomson
Oct. 22
•Kid Brother (C), Lloyd.
Oct. 4
Kl»» In a Taxi (C), Daniels
Jeb. 26
Knockout
Reilly (CD), Dlx
Apr. 16
Last Waltz, The (D), Special cast
J^ov. 26
Let It Rain (C), MacLean
_
Jan. 3
Love's Greatest Mistake
(CD), Brent
Jeb. 12
Man Power
(D), Dlx._
July 9
Metropolis (D), Special cast
_
4ug. 13
Mme. Pompadour (D), Moreno-D. Glsh
4ug. 13
Nevada
(W), Cooper-Todd.
Sept. 10
New York (M), Cortez- Wilson
-_
Feb. 6
Now We're In the Air (C), Beery-Hatton.
Oct. 22
One Woman to Another (CD), Vldor-ShotwelL..5ept 24
Open Range (W), Lane Chandler
J^ot. 5
Paradise for Two (C), Dli-Bronson
Jan. 17
Potters (CD), W. C. Fields.
Jan. 31
Ritzy (CD),
Bronson.
Apr. 9
Rolled Stockings (CD), Hall-Brook.
_
June 18
Rough
House Rosle (C), Bow.JJay 14
Rough Riders, The (D), Astor-FarreU.
Oct. 1
Rubber Heels (FC), Ed. Wynn
_
June 11
Running
Wild (C), Fields-Brian.
_Aug. 20
Senorlta (F), Daniels.
_
Aug. 30
Serenade (D), Menjou-Wray
_
Dec. 24
Service for Ladies (C), Menjou-Carrer.
Aug. 6
Shanghai
Bound
(D), Dlx-Brian
Oct 16
She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels
Nov. 12
Shootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane
Oct 8
Soft Cushions
(C), MacLean-CaroI
Aug. 27
Special Delivery (C), Eddie Cantor
Apr. 16
Spotlight, The (CD), Balston-Hamllton
How. 19
Stark Love (D), Special castSept 17
Swim, Girl, Swim (CM), Danlels-HalL
Sept 17
Tell It to Sweeney (C), Conklln-Banoroft
.Sept 24
Ten Modern Commandments
(CD), Ralston
July 2
Time to Love (FC), Raymond Griffith...June 18
Two Flaming Youths (C), Flelds-Ck)nlclin.
—.Dec. 17
Underworld
(M), Bancroft-Brent
Oct. 28
Way of All Flesh, The (D), Jannlngs-Bennett.-Oct. 1
Wedding Bills (F), Raymond Griffith
May 7
We're All Gamblers (D), Melghan-MiUner.
Sept 3
Whirlwind of Youth
(D), Lois MonuL
Apr. 30
Wings (M), Charles Rogers.Oct. 29
Woman on Trial (D), Pola Negri..

Title and
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WORLD

1927

Paramount
6199
6951
9879
6597
6878
7175
6040
6536
6662
6408
7447
6287
6296
t399
6376
6017
6889
6416
7091
6862
6462
8656
7656
6439
T080
6940
6062
6007
6617
8039
7180
6258
6877
6798
4561
5599
6187
6680
6306
6247
6952
9443
6614
6368
6634
6209
6170
6616
6015
6179
6338
6524
4934
8200
6124
6006
6497
4926
6319
7643
8486
5869
693S
5866

Length

PICTURE

1928
3996
5755
4805
5927
6589
4833
5408
7996
4526
4480
5398
8000
4155
6650
6888
4600
5C59
5954
5494
5026
5423
4520
4000

1927

Tune
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
ilar.
Jan.
Feb.

4
12
12
8
27
12
23
26

.Mar.
Jan.
Teb.
Jan.

5
29
6
16

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.

1
23
16
4

Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
-.Feb.
Feb.
May
Jan.

6
2
15
20
19
20
22

Rayart -Not.

Cruise of the Hcllon (D). All star..Heroes In Blue (M), Bowers-Rand
Law and the Man. The (D). Santschl-RockwelLDec
Light In the Window. A (D). Wallhal ...
5970
On
the Stroke of Twelve (M), D. Torrenca
Not.
5960
6502 Silent Hero (M), Bonararto
4200 Wanderer of tho West, A (W), Tex Mayiiard...J}ec

1928
5976
6853
4671
6608
5906
1490

-Feb, 18

A Ship Comes
In, Rudolph Schlldkraut
Alice Through
a Looking
Glass
Apache
Raider, The, Ixx) Maloney
Ballyhoo Buster (W), Buffalo BlU, Jr
Blonde for a Night, Prevost
Blue Danube,
Leatrice Jo.v
Boss of Rustlers Roost, The, Don Ckileman
Bronc' Stompcr,
The, Don Coleman
Bullet Mark, The, Jack Donovan
Chicago
(M), Phyllis Haver
Cowboy
Cavalier (W), Buddy Rooserelt
Crashing Through, Jack Padjan
Desperate Courage
(W), Wales
Hold 'Em Yale. Rod La Rocque.
Laddie Be Good (W), BiU Cody
Leopard Lady, The (M), Logan-Hale.
Let 'Er Go, Gallagher! (M), Junior Coghlan
Marlie. the Killer. Klondike
Midnight
Madness,
Logan
Night Flyer, The. Wm. Boyd.
On to Reno (D), Prevost-Landls.
Perfect Gentleman,
A (C). Xfonty Banks...Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque
Valley of Hunted Men, Buffalo BUL Jr
Walking Back (M), Sue CarroU
What Price Beauty
(CO), Nlta Nal*'

6076
6089
5916

6673
Apr. 21
Feb. 18
May 26
Mays

Almost Human
(CD), ReynoldB
Dec. 28
Angel of Broadway, The (D), Leatrice Joy
Oct. 3
Avenging
Fangs (M)
_
June 5
Border
Blackbirds
(WD),
Maloncy.
Aug. 28
Born to Battle (W). Bill Cody
_
Sept 11
Code of the Cow Country (W), Rooserelt
June 19
Combat (D), Walnh-Adams
Oct 23
Country
Doctor. The (D), .Schlldlcraut
Aug. 22
Desert of the Lost, The (W), WaUy Wales..Dec. 18
Devil's Twin, The (W), Leo Maloney
Dec. 11
Discord (D), Dasover-Ekman
Nov. 20
Don Desperado
(W), Maloney.
May 8
Dress Parade
(0), Boyd-LoTe.
Nor. 11
Eyes of the Totem (M), Hawley..._
May 15
Fighting Eagle, The (M), La BocQue-HaTer
Aug. 29
Fighting Love (D), Qoudal
Flying Luck (C), .Monty Banks
Dec. 4
Forbidden Woman. The (M), Jetta GoudaL..Not. 7
Getting Gertie's Garter (F), Preyost
Girl from Everywhere (C). Pollard
Dec 11
Girl In the Pullman, The (C), Prerost
Oa. 31
Gold from Weeoah (W), BlU Cody
Nor. 20
Golden Clown, The (D), Gosta-Ekman
Dec 18
•Grandma's Boy (C). Harold Lloyd.
Dec. 11
Harp In Hock, A (D), .Schlldkraut-Coghlan.
Oct 10
Heart of the Yukon
(M), Bowera-Comwaa
-May 29
Heart Thief (D), Schlidkraut-De Puttl
_
Hidden Aces (M), HutchisonAug. 7
His Dog (D), .Schlldkraut
July 21
His First Flame
(C), Langdon.
May 8
His Foreign Wife (D), MacDonald-Murpky
Not. 27
Hoof Marks (W), Jack Donovan.
Not. 13
Interferln' Gent, The (W), BufTalo Bill. Jr
Aug. 21
Jim, the Conqueror (W), Boyd-Falre.
King of Kings (D), All Star
Land of the Lawless, Tho (W), Jack Padjan.
Dec. 23
Little Firebrand
(C), Thornton
July 3
Main Event, The (D), Reynolds
Js'ot. 21
Man Bait (CD), Prevost..
Jan. 29
Meddlin'
Stranger
(W), Wales
_
_
—June 12
My Friend from India (F), Pangbom-Falr.
Doc. 19
Night Bride (FC). Prevost..._
Nobody's Widow (FC), Joy-Ray-Haver
No Man's Law (W), Rei.
May 1
Obllgin' Buckaroo, The (W), Buffalo BUI, Jr.„..Oct 16
Pals In Peril (W), Buffalo Bill. Jr
June 28
Phantom Buster, The (W), Roosevelt-Rayford— Aug. 14
Pieces of China (Travel)
Aug. 7
Pirates of the Sky (M), Hutchison.
May 22
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary (C), Robson
Oct. 9
Ride 'Em High (W), Buddy Rooserelt
Not. 27
Roarin' Broncs, Buffalo Bill, Jr...
Rubber Tires (C), Ford-Love—
_
Rush Hour, The (C), Prevost-Ford.
J)ec. 12
Skeedaddle Gold (W), Wales
-...July 31
Soda-Water Cowboy, The (W), WaUy Wales
Sept 26
Trunk
Mystery
(M), Hutchison.
June 12
Turkish
Delight
Sohlldkraut-Faye.
Not. 11
Two-Gun of Tumblewecd
(W), Leo Maloney
July 17
Vanity (M), Joy
White Gold (D), Goudal
_
White Pebbles (WD), WaUy Wales
Aug. 7
Wise Wife, The (C), Haver
Oct 24
Wreck of the Hesperus. The (M), Bradford
Oct 31
Yankee Clipper (M), Boyd.
-

S260

.-.Jan.

Casey Jones (CD), Prico-I^wls
Apr.
Danger Patrol, The (D), Russell-Fair.
...ilar.
Gypsy of the North (D). Gortlon-Hale
.-Jan.
Heart of Broadway. The (D), Oaron-Agnew__M»r.
My Homo Town
(D). Broi-kwell-Gli
Painted Trail. The (W), Buddy BooscTelt.
Phantom of the Turt, The (0). Coatello-:
-Jan.
Wild Born (W), Tex Maynard
Jan.
You Can't Beat the Law, I>ee Eeef«L__

1927
72.70%
Not. 5
-Jane 4
-Sept 10
-June 17
...Oct 15
-Dec. 10
Not. 1»

Not. 12

Not. 12

May
Not.
.-May
...Sept
June

95
14
17
4

Not. 19
5
-Feb.
_NoT. 6
Not. 6

Not.
..May
-May
..Bept

6
21
21
3

-July 24
-May
9
-.Aug. 27
-Mar.
-Jan. 110
Jan. 14
Not. 19

Deo. 24

-July 2
Not. 6
.Jan.
.June
-May
-Jan.
-Mat

29
912
16
2

-Oct 8
---Ang.
Jnne 26
20
-May 21
-Atlf. 6
Oct
Jan. 7

8

-Apr. 9
-Aug. 6
-Oct 111
..Jane
-July 17

Not. 19

..Jtme
.Apr. 918
-An*. SO
Not. 6

48.40%

May 14

1928

May 12

-May 19

May 28

Jan. 28
Jan. 28
.Mar. 17
Jan. 28
ilay IJ
Jan. 28
Dec 31

1927
-BepL 14
-JJOT. IJ
~Aa«. M

1928

128
Length

EXHIBITORS
Title and

Players

HERALD

and MOVING
Length

Sterling

6807
4409
7015

1927

1927
E563
5400
5500

Burning Up Broadway (D), H. Costello
Closed Gates (M), Hairon-Novak.
Outcast Souls (D), Lewis-Bonner.
Pretty Clothes (D), J. Balston- Walker
Stranded
(D), Mason
_
„

Jan.
_
Dec.
Oct.
_A.ug.

_

30

Dec 3
_
_
15
Nov. 12
15
Dec. 31
15
Jan. 7

(CD)

„

6166
4393
6305
4259
7172
4041
5598

..J^ay 28
Sept. 10

1928
Marry the Girl

June 2, 1928

WORLD
Pictures
New

Released

New
Pictures

Released

PICTURE

1928

.._..J"eb. 4

5192
4167
6450

Title and

35.87%

Players

Perch of the Devil (M), Busch
Mar. 6
Rough and Ready (W), Hoxie
_
Jan. 9
Sensation Seekers (0), Dove
Mar. 20
Silk Stockings, Laura La Plante
~
Oct. 2
Sky High Saunders, Al Wilson.
Nov. 6
Small Bachelor, The (C), Beranger-Kent...Nov. 6
Straight Shootin'
(W), WeUs
_
Oct. 16
Taxi! Taxi! (FC), Horton
Apr. 24
Thirteenth
Juror, The (D), Busbman-Nilsson....Nov. 13
Three Miles Up, Al Wilson.
„
Sept. 4
Wild Beauty
(CD), Bex
Nov. 27
Wrong Mr. Wright, The (F), Hersholt.
_
Feb. 26
Wolf's Trail, Dynamite, the dog
__
Oct. 2

„_
_.
Nov. 19
Feb. 4
Dec. 3

Jeb.
Jan.
Jan.
Aug.

6
8
29
20

..Feb. 19
Dec. 3
Dec. 24

..Mar. 5

1928

Tiffany- Stahl
1927
5754
6669
5300
6024
7300
4S87
6500
6482
5233
4752
5600
5S00
6049
6233
5629
6100
51S2
6276

6448
5614

1928

6510
570S
6361
6283

1927
Backstase
(CD), Bedford.
_.,
Beauty Shoppe (CD), Busch
Broken
Gate (D)
Cheaters
(M), O'Malley
_
College Days (CD), M. Day
„
Enchanted Island (D)._
First Night, The (FC), LyteU-Devore.
Fools of Fashion
(CD), Busch.
_
Girl from Gay Paree. The (F). .Sherman
Sept. 16
Haunted Ship, The (M), Sebastlan-M. Loyei Dec. 1
Husband
Hunters
(C), Marsh
Josselyn's Wife (D). Frederick
_
Lightning
(W), J. Ralston.
Sept. 1
Night Life (CD). Day-Harron
Nov. 1
Onoo and Forever (D), Patsy Ruth Miller
Oct. 15
Sin Cargo (D), Mason
„
Snowbound
(FC), BLrthe
_
Streets of Shanghai (RD), SUrke-Harian
Dec. 15
Tired Business Man
(C)
Wild Geese (D), BeUe Bennett
Nov. 15
Women's Wares (D), Brent-Lytell
_.Oct. 1
The..
Devil's Skipper,
Nameless
Men
Tragedy of Youth
_
Women Against the World, A

Feb.
_Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

July
_.... July
Jan.
_
Mar.
Nov.
June
Feb.
.;
Oct.

9
16
16
24
6
26
19
9

. Feb. 26
. Not. 27
_
Mar. 10
Dec. 24

„
Dec. 10
„

1928

1
15
15
1

Mac 31

United Artists
1927

1927
9264
5OO0
7500
7311
8550
7440
9120
9000
7456
8250
8000

Beloved Rogue (M), J. Barrymore.
Collegs (C), Keaton-ComwaU.
General, The (C), Keaton
_
Loves of Sonya (D), Swanson.
„
Magic Flame. The (M). Colman-Banky
My Best Girl (M), Marv Pickford
Night of Love (M), Banky-Colman
Resurrection (M), La Bocciue
Sorrell and Son (D), Wamer-NtUaon
Topsy and Eva (C), Duncan Sisters
Tw» Arabian Knights (CD), Boyd-Wolheim.
Winning of Barbara Worth (D), Banky-Colman.

_
Sept. 10

_..Apr. 2
Sept. 17
Feb. 12
Uar. 19
-.. Sept. 24
Apr. 7
Jan. 29
Apr. 16
Not. 19
Aug. 13
-..Oct. 29
Dea 4

Sept. 24
Nov.
_
_
Nov.
_
_
_...~_

1928
6400

9358
9100
8350
7300
7650
8600

_...Mar. 3
_
„
_
Jan.
Apr. 8
Feb. 25
_

_
Mar. 17

Jan.
Jan.
_...May
June
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
July
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
July
July
May
May

1
22
6
17
29
12
15
1
15
5
26
29
29
22
6
20

Love Me and the World Is Mine, Kerry-Philbin.JF'eb.
Jazz Mad, Hersholt-Nixon-Lewis
June
Made-to-Order
Hero (W). Wells
_
June
Midnight Rose, de Puttl-Harlan.
Feb.
Phantom Flyer, The (W), Wilson.„
Feb.
Put 'Em Up (W). Humes
_
- Mar.
Quick Triggers (W), Humes
~
July
5382
Rawhide
Kid (W), Hoot Gibson.
Jan.
Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson.
_
Aug.
6172 Shield of Honor, The, All star.
_
Feb.
Society Cowboy, A, Hoot Gibson.
July
Stop That Man, All star.
Mar.
8249 Surrender,
Philbin-Mosjukine
Mar.
Thanks for the Buggy Ride, La Plante-Tryon
Apr.
6073
That's My Daddy (C), Denny-Kent
Feb.
4353 Thunder
Riders, The, Wells
_
Apr.
6274
13 Washington Square, AU star.
_
Apr.
Trick of Hearts, A, Hoot Gibson.
„
Mar.
4348
Won in the Clouds (W), WUson
Apr.
We Americans, AU star
Apr.
Wild West Show, Hoot Gibson
......May

25
3
3
26
26
11
15
29
19
19
8
11
4
1
5
8
8
IS
22
22
20

5453

73.65%

5803
6330
6901
6281
6631
640«
5897
5003
6972
6767
6639
6284
5978
5390

6302
May 26
_

5968
5613

Universal
Back t» God's Country (D), Adoree-Frazler
Sept. 4
B«waj-e •f Widows (FC), La Plante
June 19
Border Cavalier, The (W), Humes-Pierce
Sept. 18
Butttrfliet In the Rain (D). La Plants.
Feb. 6
(^t and Canary, The (iMy), La Plante
Sept. 11
Cheating Cheaters
(C). Compson-Harlan
Oct, 9
Chinese Parrot, The (MyD), Niion-Tumer
Oct. 23
Claw. The (D), Windsor
.Tune 12
Dsnver Dwit
(W), Gibson
Feb. 13
Desert Dust (W), Ted Wella
Dec. 18
DowD th» Stretch (M), Agnow.
_
May 29
Fangs »f Destiny (W), Dynamite
_
Deo. i
Fighting Three (W), Hoile
July 3
Fourth Commandment
(D), Bennett
__Mar. 20
Foreign Legion (D), Kerry-8tone._
6503 Galloping Fury (W), Hoot Gibson.
Nov. 20
6929 Held by the Law (M), Lewis
Apr. 10
5711 Hero for the Night, A, Tryon-Mlller.
Dec. 18
5378 Heyl Heyl Cowboy
(W). Gibson
_...Apr. 3
6958 Irresistible Lover, The (CO), Kerry-Moran
Dec. 4
7713 Les Miserable*
(M), Gibrio-Toulont
Oct. 23
11000 Les Miserable! (M), (Long Version)
Oct. 30
5862 Lone Eagle, The, Kent-Keane
.Sept. 18
6038 Love Thrill (FC). La Plante
May 8
6135 Man's Past, A (D), Veldt-Kent
Dec. 2S
6155 Men of Daring (W), Hoile
.Tune 5
.■JO 18 On Yeur Toe* (C), Denny-Worth
Nov. 2T
6170 Out All Night (C). Dcnny-Nlxon.
Sept. 4
.Ml 6 Painted Ponies (W), Hoot Gibson
Sept. 25
5900 Painting the Town (FC), Tryon
Aug. 7

50.81%

1927

Aug. 6
May 9
Dec. 17

-

46.18%
70.00%

Jan. 1
May 14

Nov. 26
Nov. 26
Dec. 17

May 28
Feb. 26

58.43%
39.70%

May 2
May 21
Dec. 24
Jan. 14
Dec. 17

Apr. 28
Apr. 226
Nov.
Nov. 19
Aug. 27

Nov. 12
Deo. 17
Jan. 14
Not. 19

42.00%
56 75%

40.15%

May 21
Sept 17
Apr. 9
Oct. 1
July 23
June 25

...Apr. 21

_.

Jan. 28
Apr. 28

.Apr. 21

Apr. 28
May 26
Feb. 25
May 19
Mar. 17
17
Mar.

Jan. 28
Feb. 25

Jan. 14
Apr. 28
May S17
Mar.

Apr. 21

5200
6271

6761
6777
4427
7319
7790
6623
7304
5252
5292
4349
6910
3295
4198
6892

Feb. 4

Warner Brothers

Apr. 28
Nov. 26
Jan. 7

1927

.

Mar. 10

1927

1927

„

Jan.

Air Patrol, The (W), Al Wilson.Alias the Deacon
(CD), Hersholt-Marlowe
Arizona Cyclone (W), Humes
6171 Buck
Privates, de Putti
4345 Call of the Heart, The (W), Dynamite
4232 Clean-Up Man, The (W), Wells
Cohens and Kellys in Paris (0), Sidney
Count of Ten, The, Ray-Ralston-Gleason
Fearless Rider, The (W), Fred Humes
6081
Finders Keepers (CD), Laura La Plante
Four Footed Rangers, The (W), Dynamite
5645
Good Morning Judge
Greased Lightning (W)
_
Grip of the Yukon, The, AU star
Hot Heels, Glen Tryon
_
Hound of Silver Creek, The (W), Dynamlta

45.90%

1928
Circus. The (C), Cliarlie Cliaplin
Devil Dancer, The, Qilda Gray
Douglas
Fairbanks as the Gaucho
(M)
Dove, The (M). Xornia Talmadge
Drums of Love (D), .Mary Philbin.
Garden of Eden. The (D), C. Griffith-Bay
Two Lovers, Banky-Colman.
_
_
Ramona
(D), Del Rio
Sadie Thompson (D), Gloria Swanson
Red Tempest (M), John Barrj-more.

.

1928

4259
6869

4120
5689
4253

Dec. 11
July 30

44.70%

64.17%

6230
5397
5569
6352
6485
6310
7961
6357
6295
5492
5685
6124
6218
6412
7647
5813
6281
5567
10081
6820
7068

Bitter Apples (M), Blue
_
Black Diamond
Express (M), Blue
~—
Brass Knuckles (D), Blue-Bronson_
J)ec. 3
Brute. The (D), Blue
Bush Leaguer. The (CD), Monte Blue.
Aug. 20
Climbers, The (D), Rich.....
Dearest (D), Rich
Desired Woman, The (M), Irene Rich.
Aug. 27
Dog of the Regiment, A (M), Rln-Tln-mn..._
Oct. 29
Don't Tell the Wife (C), Rich..
First Auto. The, Oldfleld-MiUer
Sept. 18
Fortune Hunter, The (C), Syd Chaplin.
JIot. 7
Gay Old Bird (FC), Fazenda...
Ginsberg the Great (C), Jessel
Nov. 26
Girl from Chicago, The (M), Nagel-Loy
Nov. 5
Glorious Betsy (CD), Dolores CosteUo
Good Time Charley (D), Oland-H. CosteUo
Nov. 12
Ham
and Eggs at the Front (C), WUson-H.
Conklin
_
Dec. 24
Heart of Maryland (M), D. Costello
Hills of Kentucky (M), Rin-Tin-Tin
Husbands for Rent, AU star
_
-Dec. 31
If I Were Single, McAvoy-NageL.
_.Dea 17
Irish Hearts (CD), McAvoy
Jaws of Steel (D), Rin-Tin-Tin.
...Sept. 17
Matinee Ladles (C), McAvoy
Mill Bid, A (M), D. CosteUo
_
Missing Link. The (C), Syd Chaplin.
Aug. 7
Old San Francisco (M), D. Cost«Uo-01and
Sept 4
One' Round Hogan (M), Monte Blue
Sept. 17
Reno Divorce, A (D), May McAvoy
_..„
Oct. 22
Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George JesselL
Oct. 8
Sailor's Sweetheart, A (C), Fazenda-C. Cook.
Sept. 24
Silver Slave, The (D), RIoh-Ferris
JJov. 9
Simple Sis (M). Faz&nda
Slightly Used, McAvoy-Nagel
Sept. 3
Third Degree (M), D. Costello..
Tracked by the Police (M), Rln-'Rn-Tin
What Every Girl Should Know (CD), MUler.
What Happened to Father (C), Oland
When a Man Loves (R), Barrymore
_
White Flannels (M), Dresser
_
_
Wolf's Clothing (M), Blue-MiUer

.

May 9
July 23
.May 2
May 28
Jane
18

Dec. 31
Dec. 31

..May 26
Not. 26

70.47%

.Jul; 30
Feb. 26
Apr. 28
.... June
11
Oct.
Ai*. 123
. Jime 4
.. May 14

_

. June 25
.. Oct. 8
..Dec.
10
Oct 29
Oct. 15
. June 11
Jan. 8
Mar.
May
July
Feb.
Apr.
Jan.

„
_
.Aug. 21
„
_..
„

_

Feb. 25
Jan. 14

Feb. 11

44.00%

19
21
9
12
2
29

1928

1928
Across the Atlantic, Blue-Murphy
Beware of Married
Men, Irene Rich.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National

Theatre for Sale
FOR SALE — Uptown theatre, Clear Lake, Iowa.
Seats 300, 7 days, 2,800, also Summer resort. Electric
popcorn machine. $550 takes them all. Address R. J.
Relf, Uptown theatre, Clear Lake, la.
FOR SALE — Modern fireproof theatre store-apartment; good Wisconsin territory; no opposition; $10,000 handle. Also theatre building' and eciuipment or
equipment Wisconsin town 6,500. One other theatre
in town; terms; both good payers. Address Clark
Wilkinson,
Baraboo,
Wis.
FOR SALE— Two only theatres town 5,000 population, 2,000 drawing power. One theatre property
three-story solid brick, other theatre long lease. Excellent chance to form circuit in adjacent towns. Box
office trial. Other business compels selling. Price
$15,000, terms. Address Box 267, Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago. 111.
FOR SALE — Theatre in southern city, population
20,000. One of the fastest growing towns in tl.e
South. Ten thousand will handle the deal. Address
Box 268, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearliorn St., Chicago, 111.

Theatre for Rent
FOR RENT — Up-to-date moving picture theatre,
600 seats and balcony. Capacity 800. Best East side
location. Address Box 7, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 565 Fiftli Ave., New York, N. Y.

For Sale
VICTOR PROJECTOR, COMPLETE, $60, fine for
travelling show. "Diamond Carlisle" mounted police
story, five reels, fair condition. Lots of advertising.
Cheap.
Address Community theatre, Kenedy, Texas.
GENUINE BARGAIN on Hallberg motor generator. Scott-Newcomb oil burner. Write for details.
Address Sam Bowden, 536 Pennsylvania Ave., Glen
Ellyn, in.
FOR SALE — Ten horsepower Fairbanks-Morse engine, 7KW generator, 125 volt. Address Frank Jones,
Olney, Texas.
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. Address
Redington & Co., Scranton, Pa.
FOR SALE — Posters, Photos, Slides, Banners, Insert Cards, and other Accessories. Save 50 per cent;
write for order blanks. Theatre Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, Theatre Poster Supply
Building, Cincinnati, O.
FOR SALE — 1,300 baseball chairs for ball park,
aidrome, like new, $1.35 each. 2,500 leather upholstered and veneer theatre chairs, perfect condition.
800 are re upholstered, look like new, $1.50 up. Will
sell any amount. Address Amusement Supply Co.,
Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Organs For Sale
MAY 1st list of rebuilt organs ready. Includes
seven rebuilt Wurlitzer Organs one and two cabinets
with rolls. Prices from $950 to $2,500. Includes
nine Fotoplayers all styles, rebuilt guarantee, priced
from $1,500 to $3,500. Welte Mignon Reproducing
Piano with large library music $750. Eight stop
Moeller organ. Seeburgs most all makes. Terms
10 per cent
cash
with
order,
balance
two
years.

Classified

Advertising

Slii|)ped any iilace U. S. A., ijistalled free. Write
for complete list with prices. No obligation. Address Robert Morton
Organ
Co., 624 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ used or new Keproduco Pi[)e Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden,
Havana.
111.

Stationery
LOOK! 500 two-colors ink gummed Film shipping
labels $4.00 post paid — "No-Plate" embossed stationery
— Samples — Stamp appreciated. Address .Sollidays,
Ex. 124, Knox, Ind.

Position Wanted
ORGANIST with experience wants to locate in
Idaho or Montana. Good recommendations. Address
Box 270, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
EXPERIENCED CHICAGO MOVIE ORGANIST
— (Male) Good at cuing and effects. Will go anywhere, non-union, willing to join. Address Box 272,
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
SOPRANO AND TENOR DUETIST— Brother and
sister. Good appearance. Would like to join a good
troupe. Had some experience. Address Box 271,
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
THEATRE ORGANIST— Good at cuing pictures.
Will go anywhere. Address Edward Schulis, 7329
S. Marshfield, Ave., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE MAN A GER AVAILABLE
—FORMER THEaVTRE OWNER WHO
KNOWS THE EXHIBITION BUSINESS
FROM SIDEWALK TO STAGE IS
AVAILABLE TO THE RIGHT PARTY
FOR A REASONABLE SALARY. YEARS
OF CLOSE CONTACT WITH PUBLIC
AND EXHIBITOR'S AFFAIRS. HAS
BOOKED FOR STRING OF THEATRES
OF ONE OF LARGEST CIRCUITS. ADDRESS BOX 269, EXHIBITORS HERALD
AND MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 407 S.
DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
PROJECTION ENGINEER— Experienced in all
lines of projection work desires connection with theatre or supply house. Very best of references. Can
repair and adjust any make equipment. Communicate
with Clell Jay, Eureka Springs, Ark.
ATTENTION, THEATRE MANAGER— .\re you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a fair salary to begin in order to prove worth
If you are, do not overlook this opportunity. Union
best of references, will go anywhere. Address Box
257, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
4"7 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY — Female Organist, working at pre;
ent, but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go any
where. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald and Mov
ing Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III
OPF.R.\T()R — 12 years experience, good references
non-union, but will join if necessary. Will go any
where Address Victor Hums, care of Mrs. Ryan
Box 493, Sea Cliff, Long Island, N. Y.

Medium

EXPERIENCED (OPERATOR, desires position as
operator or assistant operator, has Chicago license
and will join union, will go anywhere. Address
David Silver, 4459 Broadway,
Chicago, III.
ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced
in theatre work. Men and women now ready for
goo I positions. Union or non-union. Write salary
and other data. Address Chicago Musical College,
61 F.. Van Buren, Chicago.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. -Address Vedmond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.
ORGANIST — -Experienced, cue accurately, library,
conservatory graduate. Write or wire immediately.
Address Organist, Grand theatre, Estherville, la.
ORGANIST Best
— .\vailable
Twelve years'
experience.
library.immediately.
Married, reliable.
Play
piano for vaudeville and tabs. Best references. State
all; salary, hours, make of organ, etc. Please be
ford, Ind.
expedient.
Address P. H. Forsythe, Gen. Del., BedA RARE COMBINATION — Artist and motion picture photographer. Your opportunity for a local news
reel and to save on show card work. Pastels, portraits, lettering, outdoor posters. Samples on request.
Now employed, but desire affiliation with a larger
organization. .\ddress Box 273, Exhibitors Herald
Chicago,
111. Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,
and Moving
AT LIBERTY — Organist, union, experienced cuing
— slides. Piano vaudeville. Moderate salary, will go
anvwhtre. Address Box 274, Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
HI.

Gift IS'ight Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 2Ist St., New York.

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
sliop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
notliing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furnished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago. 111.
BEST GRADE repair work. Prices right. Free
relief heads. Prompt service. Address Guercio &
Barthel. 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago. III.
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Profnpt service, reasonable prices. Movie Supply Co.,
844 \\'abash, Chicago.

Films for Sale or Rent
FOR SALE— "Secrets of Paris" (7): "Should a
Wife Work" (7): "Notoriety" (8); "Daring Years"
(7); "Ken Maynard Westerns"; also "Serials";
"Specialtoons,
Features";
"Comedies";
"Travelogues";
Scenic. Religious.
Guaranteed
Pictures. Car729
SeM-nth .\ve.. New York. X V

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The
classified advertising department has placed organists all over the country, has helf>ed in obtaining equipment, in selling
equipment, and in solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with
order, 10% discount if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is
being advertised this week.
The cost is small, the results are great.
[See

nrxl
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Equipment Wanted

Chairs for Sale

WANTED — All equipment to start picture theatre
400 seats. Address T. J. Poague, Westmoreland,
Kans.
BEST PRICES paid for projection machines, all
tj-pes. Address Guercio & Barthel, lOlS Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Movie Supply Co., 844
Wabash, Chicago.

AT Vz REGULAR PRICE. Cash or 18 monthly
payments. Any amount of these opera chairs. Used
two months. 558 heavy veneer and 765 upholstered.
Will
Sam Lears, 3759 Pinegrove send
Ave., photo.
Chicago,Address
111.

NATIONAL ORCHESTRA AGENCY— Announces
their famous and recording bands available for summer engagements. Address Victory lildg., 1011 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE— 1,800 HIGHEST GRADE used spring
cushion opera chairs, upholstered in dark brown Spanish leather. Very reasonable. Write for exact photograph and details. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St., Chicago, 111.
HERE'S A REAL BUY— Of 1,000 finest grade
made assembly folding chairs in sections of two
chairs slightly used. Also 720 upholstered theatre
chairs with a heavy 7-ply veneered back. All seats
have been newly re-covered in a Spanish leather and
are spring constructed. 2,000 used plain light and
heavy 5-ply veneered chairs. All chairs offered at a
very rare bargain. Exact descriptive matter and
photos will be submitted at your request. Address
Illinois Theatre
Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St.,
Chicago,
111.

BEAUTIFUL registered Bull Pups, $15. Bulldogs.
Address 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.
I have discovered the true means of preventing condenser breakage in lamphouse of motion picture projectors. Anyone having this costly and annoying trouble send me $2.00 (two dollars) and I will send you
full instructions how to prevent it. Address W. W.
Borden, 33 Central St., Sydney, Nova Scotia.
ART-PHOTOS, nudes, 4, $1.00. Cartoons, cuts,
$1.50.
Address GPO, Box 471, New York City.

Equipment for Sale
IF YOU are looking for bargains in good used
motion picture projectors, lamps and house, and other
equipment, I can offer you some real buys. Also have
two new McCauley Low Intensity Arc Lamps for sale
at a sacrifice. Joseph Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.,
Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Motion Picture projectors, part and
supplies for all type machines. Address Guercio &
Barthel, lOlS Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before buying elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service, 643 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.
CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE for Second Hand
Equipment, Seats, Rebuilt projectors of all makes,
Screens, Pianos, Organs and other miscellaneous
articles for the theatre. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Company, 12-14 E. 9th Street, Chicago,
IlL
THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
Chairs, Projectors, Screens, Generators, Rectifiers,
Reflecting Arc Lamps, etc. Write for bargain list.
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.
We are Replying
NEW YORK CITY.— To the Editor : As
a constant reader of your very excellent magazine may I ask that you oblige me by answering the following questions :
Are there two cinema actors of the name
Johnnie Walker?
Has Gloria Swanson ever appeared in a
screen version of "Kiki"?
Has Gloria Swanson ever appeared in a picture of any other name in the character of
"Kiki"?
Who played in the screen version of "Kiki"?
— E. P. Creagh, New York City.
A Report from Mr. Bodwell
WYOAHNG, ILL.— To the Editor: Brother
exhibitors I feel that it is my duty as a motion
picture exhibitor to tell you the exact truth
about "Getting 'Em Right." In September,
1926, I contracted for six George Larkin features and a two reel comedy with each feature from Reelcraft at Chicago. My first picture of this series was shown on Friday, April
27, and that was "Getting 'Em Right," and
a very good title at that. For they sure got
me right, and your patrons will sure get you
right istoo,
show
over.if you don't clear out before the
We had a two reel comedy featuring Ben
Turpin
in "HighI could
Art." not
What
a comedy
how? Friends,
describe
these and
two
pictures in words. But I can say this, that
of all the terrible pictures you ever saw these
two are the worst. Absolutely terrible. The
leading lady wears long hair and a wide hat
with long dresses dragging the ground. The
villain and the hero similar to characters in
the dime novels of years ago. It must have
been resurrected from years back, and last,
but not least, we must not forget the two reel
comedy mentioned in the above with Ben
Turpin.
I had just intended to use the feature only

OPERA CHAIRS— Largest stock in the country.
Get our prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.
FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St., Chicago, III.

Banners and Posters
CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10, 3 feet, colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, 111 West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

on Friday and hold this Turpin comedy for
Saturday, and after I played the feature I
thought the thing for me to do was to run
the comedy
so beginning
I did. If you
it hadn't
said
Ben
Turpin and
at the
never ofwould
have known who he was. One little boy after
the show wanted to know where Ben Turpin
was. He said he did not see him in the picture. Itwas so bad it was pitiful.
After the show I drove to Kewanee to wire
for a Mickey comedy for Saturday in place
of the one just mentioned. The Western Union
was closed up and I got the operator at the
Peerless theatre to drive out to the block
house on the C, B. & Q. and I wired from
there. The next day I had to drive to Peoria
to meet the train to be sure of the comedy,
so as not to disappoint my Saturday patrons.
My patrons
are still
me the
about
this picture,
and giving
keep asking
me "razz"
where
I_ got the ancient history. If you have this
picture under contract, the best thing for any
exhibitor to do would be to pay for it and
not show it and charge the loss to "experience." If I had done this I would have been
far better off. Five reels. — Marion Bodwell,
Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.

Fox Product for New
Season Is Announced
iContinued

from

page

102)

Ben Bard and Lola Salvi, has been assigned
to this story which shows the modern con"GIRLStempt for conventions and violation of the
prohibition laws.

WILL"
WHThis
production
gives Madge Bellamy an
O
admirable opportunity to portray the moth
who plays with fire, in a modern environment of flaming youth. It is a drama of
how the new generation is using its freedom
from restraint.

REX BELL
IN 7 WESTERNS
Rex Bell, a brand new Western star, will
be directed by R. L. Hough in a series of
fast-moving pictures steeped in the romance
and adventure of the New West. Bell is
handsome, modest and has a most ingratiating smile that will win him a host of friends.
The thrilling feats of horsemanship, clean
humor and romantic situations that have
been put into this series of Western productions will make them sure-fire at the box

Engagements Wanted

Miscellaneous

Wanted
WANTED — Passion Play in good condition, hand
colored. Address C. H. Pattison, Port Elgin, New
Brunswick, Canada.

Theatre Wanted
WANTED — Theatre located in some thriving town
where business under the right kind of management
is unlimited. Worthwhile proposition to the man who
has the theatre. Address Turner J. Hulsey, Marine
Barracks, Submarine Base, New London, Conn.
WANT TO BUY picture theatre town of 5,000.
Prefer one theatre town. Address T. J. Poague, Westmoreland, Kans.

office.

His first picture will be, "Wild West

TOM MIX
RE-ISSUES
Romance."
Fox Films has collected the seven best
pictures that Tom Mix and his horse, Tony,
ever made. These pictures that built the
popularity
the Western star will be reissued nextofseason.
FOX SHORT
SUBJECTS
As usual, Fox News will be represented
by 104 issues and Fox Movietone News
will appear once a week. Twenty-six tworeel comedies, 26 Fox Varieties and Movietone Entertainments round out the Fox program for the season.

17 Directors Assigned
to New Productions
(Continued from

page

101)

ing especially adept at pictures with exceptional settings. This will be evident from
a glance at "Fazil," dealing with Arabia and
Paris; "The Air Circus," concerned with
aviation in the upper reaches, and "The
One Woman Idea," localized in Persia.
Lew Seller's flexibility with divergent material will be evinced in such widely contrasted productions as "The Great White
North," dealing with vibrant drama in the
frozen
wastes,
and "Nobody's
calling for
tenderness
and wistful Children,"
humor in
handling misunderstood youth in an orphanage.
William K. Howard is still another young
director who is forging rapidly ahead with
this company. "The River Pirate" and
"False Colors" will be his next opportunities to show his understanding of pungent
situations.
J. G. Blystone shows his facility in handling all varieties of emotional work in
"Mother Knows Best."
Arthur Rosson will have similar sway in
the dramatic building of "The Wastrel,"
and "The Fatal Wedding." Fox is rich
likewise in directors who have proven themselves abundantly with the more jovial side
of the screen. Such are James Tinling,
handling "The Baggage Smasher," "Hey,
Hey, Henrietta," and "Wise Baby;" Benjamin Stoloff,
"Plastered
in Paris,"
"Homesick"
andwith
"Under
Two Clouds"
and
Henry Lehrman with "A Night in a Pull-

man."
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THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright,

1928

Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder

Columbia
LADY RAFFLES: Estelle Taylor— 26%. April 2627. An extra good program picture. Estelle Taylor
fine. Six reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy tlieatre,
Skellytown,
Tex. — General patronage.
THE WARNING: Special cast— 85%. May 9-10.
Wiggle your ears, exhibitors, and listen. I'm warning
you tiiat if you miss showing this picture you are
missing a real box ofBce sure thing 1 "The Warnin.g"
is an exceptionally good small town picture and will
draw a good crowd the second night. Play it. Six
reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning,
Ark. — General
patronage.
ALIAS THE LONE WOLF: Bert Lytell— 40%.
April 29. Very good program and Bert Lytell eure
played his part to perfection. Interesting from start
to finish. Good mystery drama. Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball S. D.— General
patronage.
ALIAS THE LONE WOLF: Bert LyteIl-^0%.
May 18. This is a splendid crook story. The star
ways good. Satisfied all that saw it. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
THE BLOOD SHIP: Hobart Bosworth— 50%. May
16-17. This is certainly a fine sea picture. Story good,
stare and cast fine. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.

FBO
THE PINTO KID: Buzz Barton— 50%. May 18.
Just another Western. Five reels. — M. D. Frazier,
Empress theatre, Arma, Kan. — General patronage.
THE FLYING U RANCH: Tom Tyler— 32%. April
28. Just an ordinary Western. Five reels. — C P.
Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General
patronage.
RED RIDERS OF CANADA: Patsy Ruth Miller —
10%. May 2-3. Another good picture played to poorest business for some time but seems as if this whole
week was on the slide. No business and best pictures played at regular admission, 10 and 25 cents.
Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D. — General patronage.
SILVER COMES THROUGH: Fred Thomson—
65%. May 12. Yes, they came through and it's a
good picture of the West with a great race in it.
Drew well and pleased all. Six reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pine Grove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
THE BANDIT'S SON: Bob Steele— 6%. April 30.
This is a good Western. Better than average. Good
for small towns. Bob is coming right to the front
with all the other old Western stars. Five reels. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
patronage.
THE HARVESTER: Special cafit>— 86%. April 1516 Better than "Laddie." Eight reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General patronage.
WALLFLOWERS: Lois Wilson— May 13. Will
please the younger picture goers. Seven reels. — M.
D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma, Kan. — General
patronage.
DRIFTIN' SAND: Bob Steele— April 28. Good
Western for Saturdays. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
LITTLE MICKEY GROGAN: Frankie Darro — May
9. Kids will eat It up. Just a program picture for
adults. Six reels. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre.
Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.

rts.^*

Repo
Editor's
Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitora in reports to this department are obtained in the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided by
average daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.
EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .
When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE
TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart."

First National
CHINATOWN CHARLIE: Johnny Hines— 60%.
May 19. Clever comedy and abundance of action.
Seven reels. — M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma,
Kan. — General patronage.
THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard— 80%. March
16-17. Ken is a star performer in the circus in this
picture and can fill the bill. Plenty of entertainment
for everybody and the action is fast all the way.
Buy it and cash in on a good picture. Seven reels. —
Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. —
Small town patronage.
THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard— The best
Maynard ever made which I know covers a lot of
territory. — Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111. — General patronage.
THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard— May 12.
This is a good circus picture. Good riding. Story not
impassable. Satisfied a Saturday crowd. The star
the whole show. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton Sills— 85%.
We used this on Ladies Ten Cent night and especially
invited the ladies to see California's world wonder
red forests with Milton Sills as the go-getting mill
owner. Play it, it's prood. Seven reels. — C. C. Johnson, Deluxe theatre, Bucklin, Kan. — General patronage.
THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess — 58%. May
10-11. Good heavy drama, well done in every way.
A sad but plausible ending. Holds the audience and
makes the ladies cry a little if you have good music.

Much better than "The Drop Elick." Seven reels. —
E. N. McFarland, Pine Grove theatre. Port Huron,
Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
LOST AT THE FRONT: Sidney-Murray— 1%. May
9-10. A complete failure here but if you'll make a
bargain program on this instead of raising admlssioa
you will make ends meet. I should have known
better than to raise my admission, but I didn't, so I
am very glad it's over. Just a bunch of hokum life
for Sidney-Murray. Six reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
NO PLACE TO GO: Hughee-Astor— 25%. May 8.
A good entertaining program picture. — Bert Silver,
ronage.
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General i>atNAUGHTY BUT NICE: Colleen Moore— 50%. May
6. Good show and this time Colleen broke the record
in my house on all her previous pictures and it was
good, so Colleen pleased them again and we took in
a little more than gust expenses. Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
patronage.
SAILOR'S WIVES: Special cast— April 29-30.
Very ordinary, put it on one of your weak nights. —
J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General
patronage.
THE PRIVATE LIFE OF HELEN OF TROY:
Maria Corda — May 7-8. Not much at the box office
but appeared to please those we got. Six reels. —
J. Hackney,
Star theatre, Rossland, B. C, Canada.
—S. General
patronage.
SMILE, BROTHER, SMILE: Mulhall-Mackaill—
May 8-9. Entertaining program picture. — J. L Seiter,
Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General patronage.

Fox
HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS: Tom Mix— 58»/^
May 11-12. A very thin story, based on the most
familiar plot in the whole history of motion pictures.
Nevertheless this appeared to satisfy the fans and
certainly pleased the box office. Five reels. — Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Special cast— ll»'o- May
7-8. Good picture to very poor business. In fact,
we were very disappointed in this one. Does not
appeal to the women and the love story is not so
good seems to be the reason. Twelve reels. — E. N.
McFarland, Pine Grove theatre. Port Huron. Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
SINGED: Blanche Sweet— Here is a true to life
story, the world is full of these kind of affairs as
portrayed in this picture. The entire cast was good
and Blanche Sweet was especially good and W.i.'-m.r
Baxter delivered in good shape, while the woman
pays, here is a case where she brought the man to
time. It pleased every one in the house, although
some of the audience did not know what it was all
about which makes us wonder where all the innocent people come from. Six reels. — Giacoma Bros..
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
PAJAMAS: Olive Borden— May 5. A good program offering. Did not draw big, just made expenses.
Some very beautiful scenes in picture of Canadian
lakes. Six reels. — R. Pfciffer, Princess theatre. Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronago.

Met^o-Gold^vyn-Maye^
THE CROWD: Murray-Bonrdman — SO*',. A true
to life story that will make you cry and make you
laugh. It seemed a little long bat on the whole the
patrons were pleased with this production. It foems
that Metro has lost a part of last year's pop. Nine
reels. — C. C. Johnson. Deluxe theatre, Bucklin, Kan.
— General patronage.
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THE CROWD: Eleanor Boardman— May 12. Kine
Vidor tried hard to make a special but it is only a
good program picture. The story is not strong enough
for nine reels and would get over much better if cut
to seven reels, as it is it gets veiT draggy before the
end. Nine reels. — O. G. Blakeslee, Cozy theatre, Medford, Wis. — General patronage.
THE FAIR CO-ED: Marion Davies^70%. May
7-8. Will please school crowd and younger set. Some
of the comedy a little far fetched but it is a good
clean picture that will pleaee. Advertising exceptionally good. Seven reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland
theatre, Corning,
Ark. — General
patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Special cast— 50%. May
9-10. One of the most entert^ning program pictures
we have played in a long time. The stoiy good and
the cast great. Should please any sane audience.
Satisfied all here. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan— 30%. May
2-3. Very good picture of the aimy during the days
following the Civil war. It is a little sad in places
but a real good picture. Six reels. — W. J. Shoup,
Deluxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. — Small town patronage.
FOREIGN DEVILS: Tim McCoy— 75%. May 19.
This is an extra good program picture. McCoyWindsor and whole cast fine. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
FOREIGN DEVILS: Tim McCoy— 25%. May 15.
Good picture of the boxer rebellion. Interesting, instructive and well produced. — Roy W. Adams. Pastime
theatre. Mason. Mich. — General patronage.
BEN HUR: Special cast— 86%. May 13-14-15. Fell
below "The Big Parade" with the conditions in its
favor but made good money which the "Lion" did not
get. Twelve reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pine Grove
theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
SPRING FEVER: Joan Crawford— 25%. May 1617. This is a fine picture, why anyone should pan
this picture is beyond me, as it pleased my audience.
Had more comments for the good on this than anything we have shown for some time. "Old Ironsides,"
"Rough Riders" and such pictures did not bring as
many
good comments
as this one brought.
Seven
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please the majority. Seven reels. — Wm. E. TragBdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town

ADAM AND EVIL: Cody-Pringle— 70%. May 1415. No! Adam didn't fall for an "apple" in this
one, he fell for a "peach" and no married man can
blame him, for a "blonde cutie" like he fell for would
make any man wish he owned a harem. Very, very,
bad picture for married men to see, puts too many

patronage.
BABY MINE: Dane-Arthur— May 16-17. Many
of the boys rapped this for being suggestive or
smutty. That must have been all there was to it as
produced. Our censor would take that out. All we
got was just six reels. Some of the few patrons we
got went home and I would have liked it better had
I stayed home. Six reels. — S. J. Hackney, Star theatre, Rossland, B. C. Canada. — ^General patronage.
BECKY: Sally O'Neil — Good program picture, nothing to get excited over and our patrons did not,
which was very nice of them We are in the frame
of mind now-a-days that we feel lucky if they don't
demand their money back or take a shot at us, with
all the rotten plays that are afloat now-a-days and
the hold-up prices exhibitors are paying for bum
pictures. Seven reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan— May 2-3. Fair comedy drama. Jackie's name still potent with the kids.
— S. J. Hackney, Star theatre, Rossland, B. C. Canada.— General patronage.

fancy ideas in their heads that their wives don't
want there. However, it's a darn good picture and
will advertise for you. Play it sure. Seven reels. —
John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre, Corning, Ark. —
General patronage.
THE SMART SET: William Hainee- April 24. I
did just half the business with this picture that I
did with "West Point," and it is about one half as
good a picture. The director lets Haines over-act in
this one, and some of the smart aleck stuff is rather
silly. However it is a good program picture. Seven
reels. — O. G. Blakeslee, Cozy theatre, Medford, Wis. —
General patronage.
THE SMART SET : William Haine.s— May 6. Typical Haines. Well received by my audience. Seven
reels. — M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.
— General patronage.
THE PATSY: Marion Davies— May 15. I still
think "When Knighthood Was in Flower" is Marion
Davies best picture, in spite of some of critics opinion of the "Patsy." This picture got by and gave
good satisfaction, wis'n they were all as good as thir,
one. Eight reels. — O. G. Blakeslee, Cozy theatre,
Medford, Wis. — General patronage.
LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH. Lon Chaney— May 1-2.
Excellent. Chaney's work great. Pleaised everyone.
— J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General
patronage.
BRINGING UP FATHER: Marie Dressier— May 8.
This would have made a very good two reel comedy.
Would get by in five reels but seven reels of rolling
pins was a little too much for my audience. I am
praying every night for shorter and better features.
Seven reels. — O. G. Blakeslee, Cozy theatre, Medford,
Wis. — General patronage.
May
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BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan — May 4. A good picture to good business.— R. Pfeifter, Princess theatre,
Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE SCARLET LETTER: Gish-Hansen— May 5.
High class drama. You can't go wrong unless you
cater to absolute lowbrows. Ten reels. — F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
THE FRONTIERSMAN: Tim McCoy— May 12. I
wouldn't call this very good. Fact is, I didn't like
it and neither did my patrons. Six reels. — F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town
patronage.
THE BIG PARADE: Special cast— May 6-7-8-9-10.
A big picture but did not draw as exr>ected due,
perhaps, to the fact that it had been shown in most
of the surrounding thickets before it got to me.
Thirteen reels.— Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.

PARIS: Norma Shearerpicture which seemed
to
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i-eels. — W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
— Small town patronage;
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Paramount
SPEEDY:
Harold Lloyd— 100%.
May 14-15-16.
I
think that this is a very satisfactory comedy and
contains a lot of laughs. Some original gags, others
that were with Noah in the Ark and the rest were
neither. They stole their big scene from "Battling
Orioles" where the old men do a heap of fighting.
Their checker was on the ground and they also wired
me collect, that the matinee prices were to be the
same as the night prices. I am sadder, but wiser,
and have again sworn off on ever playing another
Lloyd but it seems impossible to refuse to play a big
bet and he sure is for me. They came for miles
around to get to see him and as I get a lot of experience Isuppose that I will fall again. I am sure
that it is worth running but buy it right if you can.
Eight reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. — ^Small town patronage.
SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd— 75%. May 20-21. This
is great comedy entertainment. Pleased everyone
that appreciates Lloyd's comedies. I liked it as well
as "The Freshman" or any he has made. 100 per
cent satisfaction here. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre,
Greenville,
Mich. — General
patronage.
SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd— 75%. May 18-19. The
best Lloyd yet, seemed to be the general opinion.
Packed with stunts and comedy. Everybody well
pleased. Eight reels. — G. E. Wendel, Opera House,
Smithland,
la. — Small town patronage.
SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd— May 9-10. Best comedy
Lloyd put out since "The Freshman." Everybody
— R. patronage.
Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
—enjoyed
Small it.
town
THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson— 77%.
May 12. The best house that we have had for some
time and it was a real show that they got to see.
This picture has plenty of action and it kept them
up on their toes all the way through. You can't
miss on this for a Saturday night show and it is
bound
to please.
Seven
reels. — Paul
B. Hoffman,

No
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Legion theatre, Holyrood,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson~25%.
April 27-28. This is a good action picture with the
scenes overdrawn in many places, but why doesn't
Fred let Silver King do his stuff in his later pictures
as he did in his first few pictures. Fred, you better
let him do his old tricks if he hasn't any new ones,
because Silver King is what the people want to see
and when Silver does not act as he used to do they
are disappointed. Seven reels. — W. J. Shoup, De
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans. — Small town patronage.

THREE SINNERS: Pola Negri— May 13. Consider
this a pretty good picture. . Had several good comments. Eight reels. — ^W. H. Goodroad, Strand theatre, Warren, Minn. — General patronage.
SHANGHAI BOUND: Richard Dix— May 6-7. A
little rough for Sunday program but .seemed to please
and did good business in spite of Mission in two
Catholic churches. Seven reels. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronage.
SHANGHAI BOUND: Richard Dix— April 29-3».
A good picture that will hold their interest to the
end. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex.
— 'General patronage.

OPEN RANGE: Special cast— 72%. May 12. Another Zane Grey picture that proved a box office success. Some said it was the poorest Zane Grey they
had seen. We're glad to hear that Jack Holt is back
in Zane Grey Westerns. He hasn't made a poor
picture. Six reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
SERVICE FOR LADIES: Adolphe Menjou— 18%.
May 9. Good program picture, "well done that w^on't
draw at the box office. Menjou is not a star but a
great leading man. Six reels. — E. N. McFarland,
Pine Grove theatre. Port Huron, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
TWiO FLAMING YOUTHS: Fielde-Conklin— 54%.
Fields a very clever comedian but does not appeal to
the mass. Stuff too deep for the layman. Bnding
ruined whatever good in story. — C. H. Olive, Princess
theatre, Washington,
D. C. — General
patronage.
THE SECRET HOUR: Pola Negri— 52%. Did a
good business on a week night. A nice picture but
Negri does not show well without good dress. — ^C H.
Olive, Princess theatre, Washington, D. 0. — General
patronage.

RED HAIR: Clara Bow— May 6-7. Very good.
Everyone enjoyed it, especially the flappers. — J. L.
Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General patronage.

"BEAU SABREUR; Gary Cooper— 20%. May 4-5.
Good show. Some said it was better than "Beau
Geste" but it was not as long so maybe soma
thought it was too short for 35-10 cents. Seven reels.
—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
THE GAY DEFENDER: Richard Dix— 90%. A
different role for Dix but handled to the public's
liking. Very favorable comments. — C. C. Johnson,
DeLuxe
theatre, Bucklin,
Kan. — General
patronage.
THE GAY DEFENDER: Richard Dix— 70%. For
one day. Story not right type for Dix fiction. Fairly
reasonable but not perfect for a first class picture. —
C. H. Olive, Princess theatre, Washington, D. C. —
General patronage.
BARBED WIRE: Special cast— 25%. May 4-5. Excellent picture that should show a better percentage,
but business is off these days here. The picture deals
■with the prison oamps in France during the World
War. Eight reels. — W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre,
Spearville, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels— 40%. May
9-10. I believe that this must have been a good
picture once upon a time but what I got was jiiet a
trailer, few of the big scenes. I can sure draw some
bum prints from Kansas City on Paramount. I run
them old but they should keep them in serviceable
condition. This sounded like the Battle of the
Marne when it was going through my Sim.plex.
Seven reels.— Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. — ^Small town patronage.
FIGURES DON'T LIE: Esther Ralston— 30%. May
6. Good program picture. Well received. This star
seems to be coming to the front fast. — E. N. McParland, Pine Grove theatre. Port Huron, Mich.—
Neighborhood patronage.
FIREMAN. SAVE MY CHILD: Beery-Hatton— 34%.
May 13. Our machine broke down about half way
through the comedy so we didn't get to run the picture. The picture drew just about half of what
"Now We're In The Air" did only it was on a Saturday and this is a Sunday. We have it coming
back for a return run so may be able to do better.
Six reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
HULA: Clara Bow— 98%. April 22-23. Clara
Bow gets them in. This one not nearly as good as
"It." — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General
patronage.
EAGLE OF THE SEA: Ricardo Cortez— 30%.
April 17-18. A fine picture but did not draw. Too
old, I guess. Eight reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy
theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General
patronage.
THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Emil Jannings—
40%. May 12. Very good show. Those who believe
in predestination had better take a look at this and
be convinced that very small things may change one's
whole future. In short, if you meet up with Miss
Haver you are not sure about the future. Nine reels.
— 0. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la. — ■
Small town patronage.
TELL IT TO SWEENEY: Conklin-Bancroft— 25%.
May 11. A bunch of hokum. Lots of laughs. Slapstick comedy. Why waste good talent on this kind
of entertainment. We played Bancroft in a wonderful picture, "Underworld," this week and now this.
The two extremes, good and bad. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.

DOOMSDAY: Florence Vidor— May 10-11. Very
ordinary and "Doomsday" at the box office. — J. L.
Seiter, Selma theatre. Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
SPORTING GOODS: Richard Di.x— Here was Dix
in another picture his admirers enjoyed, they laughed
and then laughed some more. The road fans in this
townNational
got a kick
of the
wayArrowhead
the pictureTrail
"panned"
the
Old out
Trails
or the
which
surely must have a rotten section in its Mojave
Desert section according to this picture. Broadway
of America on which we are located has no spot
like shown in this picture. Six reels. — Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
SERENADE: Adolphe Menjou— May 3-4. Ordinary program. No business with this star. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
AFRAID TO LOVE: Florence Vidor— May 8. A
good program picture. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,
Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE ROUGH RIDERS: Special cast— May 19.
Good business on a good picture. Profits went to the
school who sold most of the tickets in playground
benefit drive. Ten reels. — O. A. Fosse, Community
theatre, Ridgeway,
la. — Small town patronage.
THE ROUGH RIDERS: Special cast— May 1-2-3.
A very good picture, but failed at the box office, possibly due to home talent play — or the title. Did big
advertising and figured strong on the picture but the
people wouldn't come. Even mentioned it as "Roosevelt's Rough Riders." Paid a good price for the picture so was able to gross only enough for film rental
and advertising expense. Ten reels. — R. Pfeiffer,
Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronage.
SWIM GIRL SWIM: Bebe Daniels— April 19.
Bebe Daniels is good, though this picture nothing
extra. — ^C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General patronage.
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SHADOWS: Lon Chaney— 85%. May 16-17. Well,
my crowd .said I ought to go to jail for obtaining
money under false representation. This is an old
Lon Chaney re-issue sent me in substitute for a
Columbia I had ordered by wire to fill unexpected
date. This Chaney will draw you a crowd becausa
of his present reputation, but the exhibitor catches
hell after he shows it. I figure this picture did me
far more damage than I made by showing same, besides the future damage on other good Chaney pictures I have booked. If any of you boys get this
wished off on you. don't send it back to the exchange,
just take it to the cemetery and put a tombstone
over it with heading, "Died of Old Age!" There
won't be any mourners amon>; the exhibitors and
Chaney and the exchange ought to pay the funeral
expenses. Seven reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland
theatre. Corning,
Ark. — General
patronage.

Rayart

THE LAW AND THE .MAN: Tom Santschi- 10%.
.May 8. Well, again a Rayart picture that pleased
but a small crowd. Not the fault of the picture as
it should please the most critical and better class
moviegoers, so don't be afraid of this one. It holds
interest from .start to finish. Sl-x reels. — Rudolf Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.

Tiffany

SIN CARGO: Shirley Mason— 80%. This is a
good production and a good clear print. Brother
exhibitor.s, give Tiffany a try in filling some of your
spot dates. I feel sure you will not be disap[»ointed. —
C. C. Johnson, Deluxe theatre, Bucklin, Kan. — General patronage.

United Artists
TWO ARABIAN KNIGHTS: Special ca.st—
May 13-14. This is a very funny picture.
average with the other burlesques on the war.
two stars great. Gave general satisfaction. —
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
eral patronage.

60%.
Will
The
Bert
Gen-

SORRELL AND SON: Special cast— April 29-30.
A wonderful picture. The director and cast must be
complimented. A story of a. father's love for his
son. Very dramatic. An English story. EJxcellent
photography. Sunday business slightly affected by
church program and dances. Monday business ver>good. Ten reels. — R. Pfeiffer. Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE ONLY WAY: Martin Harvey— April 30.May
1. One of the best dramas in a long time. Many
favorable comments. We were a long time getting
this. Have had many dates set in the pa.st year.
Consider U. A. prints and exchange service consistently the poorest in Canada. The motto appears
to be "Promise anything." Six reels. — S. J. Hackney, Star theatre, Rossland. B. C. Canada. — General
patronage.

ROUGH HOUSE ROSIE: Clara Bow— 70%. Once
in a long time Paramount produces a good entertaining play with a likeable star and whether by sheer
luck or -whether someone batted for Lasky while he
was on a vacation, a play that drew and pleased was
given us in "Rough House Rosie." — Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon.
Idaho. — General patronage.
KID BOOTS: Special cast— 20%. Dear, dear, after
all the fuss, feathers and money. Paramount spent
in exploiting Eddie Cantor he emerges the prize
lemon for our town. Ran this on a Thursday-Friday
with no opposition and lost heavily. The name Eddie
Cantor scared 'em worse than a smallpox sign hung
on the door. Who is it that talks up new stories and
stars to Lasky ? If that gentleman would retire perhaps Paramount would give us better pictures. More
than fifty per cent of any year's output of Paramount is a total loss for small exhibitors, yet editors
of trade papers say exhibitors want block booking,
yee they do I— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — General patronage.

FINDERS, KEEPERS: Laura LaPlante— 61»i.
Miss LaPlante followers disappointed in this one.
Her character too masculine for her good looks. Story
unrea.^onable.— C. H. Olive. Princess theatre, Washington, D. C. — General patronage.

QUICKSANDS: Richard Dix-^0%. Not so good
Roger not so good I Let's give Mr. Lasky a year's
vacation and see if we won't have better stories.
Any one second the motion ?— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.

ALIAS THE DEACON: Jean Hersholt — 10%. May
15. This is an extra good entertainment for any
house. The star and cast splendid. — Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.

Pathe-P D C

CHEATING CHEATERS: Betty Compson— «V
May 1. It is a shame to report on a good picture
like
per the
centpicture
receipts,
all Ithis,
tookthein Sand
wasbutso that's
good actually
that if

NO MAN'S
LAW:
Rex— 65%.
March
14-15.
I
believe he has made a lot better pictures than this,
but it has a lot of entertainment mixed in with the
acting of Rex. I believe that it is a good picture to
buy if you can get a good print. It was old when
I got it and it made money for me. Seven reels. —
Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. —
Small town patronage.
THE LEOPARD LADY: Jactiueline Logan— May
11-12. An A-1 show. Will please most any one. A
circus drama. Seven reels. — W. H. Goo<lrojul, Strand
theatre, Warren,
Minn — General
i)atironage.
DON DESPERADO: Leo Maloney— May 12. .\
good Maloney Western. These Maloncys are a little
better than the average run of the mine program
Westerns. Si.\ reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town iintronnge.

Universal
A MAN'S PAST: Conrad Veidt— 30°o. May 13-14.
A very appealing and satisfying story that holds
one's interest right from the start, but the title and
the star had no drawing power. Conrad Veidt is a
good actor, but he'll never win any beauty prizes
if my fans are on the jury. — Roy W. .A.danK, Pastime
theatre. Mason,
Mich. — General
patronage.

we knew it before we would have dated it on a different night so more i>eople would see it. But you
never can tell how they will flop. Don't be afraid
of this one, boys. Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba. Royal
theatre,
Kimball,
S. D. — General
patronage.
A CHEERFUL FRAUD: Reginald Denny— j3»,.
May 17. Pleased the crowd and broke our thre»'
nights record against a hard rainy night. Six reel>.
— E. N. McFnrland, Pino Grove theatre. Port Huron.
Mich,
("lenoral patronage.
THREE >ULF,S UP: .\l Wilson— 21*e. May 10.
Failed to gain film rental. The picture is just fair.
Five reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem theatr*.
Greenriver, Utah. — GenomJ patronage.
A HERO ON HORSEBACK: Hoot GIboon— 75%.
May 11-12.
.\ very «o<xl Wmtcrn comedy drama and
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drew well for me. Hoot is a good bet in this town
I get very good serrice from Universal at Kansas
CSty. Six reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.— Small tovsm patronage.

Warner Bros.
THE JAZZ SINGER: Al Jolson— 70%. A good
picture but not of universal appeal without Vitaphone.
No special without Vitaphone. — C. H. Olive, Princess
theatre, "Washington, D. C. — General patronage.
DON JUAN: John Barrymore— 15%. May 7-8. I
had some patrons who like this, others who did not.
I do not care about costume pictures and this is it.
Picks up in the last two reels and John does a Doug
Fairbanks when he whips the whole shebang. It
might go in a city, but small towners lay off. Ten
reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE FORTUNE HUNTER: Syd Chaplin— 55%.
May 12-13. I believe that everyone who saw this picture was a booster. It is one of the good ones that
Syd has made. It has a very good story and a lot
of fun for everybody. Seven reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — Small town
patronage.
GOOD TIME CHARLEY: Warner Oland— May 2.
They came to be amused and remained to sob. It's
a fair picture with lots of hard luck for ixx)r Charley.
Six reels. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
DOG OF THE REGIMENT: Ein Tin Tin— May
11-12. A good show. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,
Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronage.
TRACKED BY THE POLICE: Rin Tin Tin— 63%.
May 16. Good dog picture. Drew well and pleased.
Six reels. — E. N. McFarland, Pine Grove theatre. Port
Huron, Mich. — ^Neighborhood patronage.

State Rights
THE LAST BULLET: Al Hoxie— 75%. May 11.
Just like fishin' in the ditch ; maybe they'll bite and
maybe they won't. This Western may please and it
may not, so I give it 50 per cent appeal. Five reels.
— John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark.
— General patronage.
RED GOLD; aiff Lyons— 85%. May 12. Straight
Western, with very little comedy relief. Hero not
much on looks, but good on action. The heroine
wouldn't stand any chance in a beauty contest. As
one patron remarked, "Good thing they got married ;
keeps from spoiling two good families." A punk
Western, my crowd thought and told me. Five reels.
— John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. —
General patronage.
THE SNARL OF HATE: Johnnie Walker— 28%.
April 24-25. A very good picture. Johnnie Walker
and Silverstreak both good. Six reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General patronage.
DOWN UPON THE SWANEE RIVER: Special
caBt>— 53%. February 27-28. This is not a good picture. Audience was very much disappointed. Print
was in bad condition and entertainment value low.
Played two days with a colored orchestra, traveling:
with it, who only furnished a prologue and gave a
vaudeville act following. Receipts dropped more than
half the second night. Six reels. — A. E. Andrews,
Opera House, Emporium, Pa. — General patronage.
FANGS OF DESTINY: Dynamite— The weather
man took a shot at us on Saturday night at 6
o'clock. The dog is sure good. Ordinary Western
etory ; rain whooped the business, but think it pleased
the ones who braved the storm ; 10 and 25 cents. —
Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. — General patronage.
JACK OF HEARTS: CuUen Landis— February 28.
A very good picture, and drew better than I «xpected. — R. Pfeifter, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. —
Small town patronage.
LET'S GO: Richard Talmadge— January 25. The
poorest Richard Talmadge I have ever seen. Usually
Richard is a good drawing card, but this one simply
kept the audiences away. Did very poor business on
the off nights. Six reels. — -M. Vallicha, The Capitol
theatre, Karachi, India. — General patronage.
MEN OF THE NIGHT: Herbert Rawlinson— February 8. An average picture of the mediocre class.
The trouble with these independent offerings is that
they are dry, almost without any realism at all.
Average appeal. Six reels. — M. Vallicha, The Capitol theatre, Karachi, India.^General patronage.
POLLY OF THE MOVIES: Special cast— February 29. Did good business on this and it pleased.
Story whole lot like "Merton of the Movies." Seven
reels. — E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va. —
General
patronage.
THUNDERING THROUGH; Buddy RooseveltFebruary 24-25. This star sure does click here.
Everyone that comes enjoys his pictures. Five reels.
— L. W. Bagwell, Jr., Crystal theatre, Oakman, Ala.
— General patronage.
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THE KING OF THE JUNGLE (Rayart) : Special
cast — ^This is a very good serial from a box office
standpoint. Grab this one, as it is just what you
need for a change. Story fiction bad for first cla£S
house, but fine for kid-male audience or Saturday. —
C. H. Olive, Princess theatre, Washington, D. C. —
General patronage.

COLUMBIA

THE IMMIGRANT: Charlie Chaplin— Good comedy, but not good enough to pay much more for it
than any other two reeler. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
EDUCATIONAL
FLAMING ROMANCE: Al St. John— Fine comedy,
but not many laughs, so that's that. Two reels. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.— General
patronage.
FULLY EQUIPPED: Cameo — Good comedy.— J. L.
Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
HELLO SAILOR: Lupino Lane — Excellent comedy;
it's funny. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.
— General patronage.
OH WHAT A MAN: Larry Semon — This is an extra good comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
PLUMB DUMB; Good little comedy, all we can
say. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
SCARED SILLY: Fair comedy. Two reels.— Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
WHO'S AFRAID: Lupino Lane — Dandy comedy,
and Lupino is sure there and over. Two reels. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
patronage.
FBO
ALL ALIKE: Three Fat Boys— This one
knockout of a comedy, full of pep. Two
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. —
patronage.
MICKEY'S ELEVEN: Good comedy for the
but grownups don't care so much. Two
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—
patronage.
FOX

LOVE 'EM AND FEED 'EM: Ordinary run-of-themill stuff. As good as the average, which isn't good
enough. Two reels. — C. E. Wolfe, Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER NEWS; Best there
is and getting better. We are going to run this
news service exclusively. One reel. — C. B. Wolfe,
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.RAINY DAYS; Our Gang — A great Gang comedy.
Two reels. — Ray P. Murphy, Old Trail theatre,
Hebron, 0. — General patronage.
PARAMOUNT

Short Features

was a
reels. —
General
kiddies,
reels. —
General

CHAIN LIGHTNING: Buck Jones— May 5. Good
Western. — ^J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — ■
General patronage.
HOLD YOUR HAT; Another good Fox comedy.
Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
METRO-GO
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40,000 MILES WITH LINDBERGH; This was certainly a flop. Played two nights and did not get us
an extra dollar. Three reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy
theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General patronage.
LEAVE 'EM LAUGHING: Hardy-Laurel— Very
good ; the second reel sure gets them laughing. — J. L.
Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
SHOULD WOMEN DRIVE; Max Davidson— Say,
some of these M-G-M comedies are "limes" ; that's
twice as bad as a lemon. But somehow they slipped
this one through with a sugar coating and the crowd
took it on the hee-haw-haw. Yes, it's good even if
Noah did use some of the gags in the ark. Two
reels.^John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning,
Ark. — General i>atronage.
SUGAR DADDIES; Very poor comedy. Two reels.
— W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—
Small town patronage.
YALE VS. HARVARD; Our Gang— Just an ordinary Gang picture ; not up to their standard. Would
like to see the kind they used to make about two
years ago. Two reels.— W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.. — Small town patronage.
BLOW BY BLOW: Max Davidson— They told me
this was a knockout, and I must say most of the
Davidsons have been, but cannot say this is as good
as usual. Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada. — Small town patronage.
BRINGING UP FATHER: Special cast— Poor bet
for small towns. — ^L. Jones, Star theatre, Malad City,
Idaho. — ^General patronage.
CHILDREN OF THE SUN: Oddity— Educational,
but not so interesting as most oddities. Film rotten.
One reel. — C. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
O. — Small town patronage.
THE LIGHTER THAT FAILED: Title should have
comedy that failed. Played it after a Winnie Winkle
comedy, which made it look worse than it is. Two
reels. — J. W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre, Corning, Ark.
— General patronage.

FIND THE KING: Edward Horton— This is a real
funny comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
WEDDING WOWS:
Bobby Vernon— This is a
funny comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver PVimily
theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
KRAZY KAT COMEDIES: We have run two of
these and find them real good. Krazy isn't as cute
as Felix in the Felix cartoons, but the comedies are
funnier. Three-fourths reel. — Robert Yancey, Bonny
theatre, Mansfield,
Mo. — General patronage.
PARAMOUNT NEWS; These are good newsreels.
One reel. — Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield,
Mo. — General
patronage.
PATHE
GOLF NUT: Good comedy. Two reels.— Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
INTERFERIN' GENT: Buffalo Bill, Jr.— May 5.
A passable little Western for iSaturday night. Five
reels.— Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillflville,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
SAY IT WITH BABIES: Glenn Tryon— Here's another funny one from Glenn. Two reels. — F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town
patronage.
WHY GIRLS LOVE SAILORS: Darn good comedy. Male lead very good. Two reels. — F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronWITH LOVE AND HISSES: A fair comedy. Two
age.
reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — General patronage.
ASSISTANT WIVES; Charlie Chase — Fair comedy. Chase has had lots better ones. Two reels. —
Ray P.
Miirphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron, O. — General patronage.
CAPTAIN KIDD'S KIDS: Harold Lloyd— A dandy
comedy, but the print was rather jumpy. Two reels.
—Ray
Murphy, Old Trail theatre, Hebron, C—
General P.patronage.
FLUTTERING HEARTS: Good comedy. Two
reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — General patronage.
PATHE NEWS: Pathe does not shoot enough
of the spectacular stuff to suit us. Also too much
dark film. One reel. — C. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.— Small town patronage.
UNIVERSAL
BOSS OF A RANCHO: Good two reel Western,
but not much comedy in it. Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
HIGH FLYING GEORGE: A good, funny comedy.
Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
INDOOR GOLF: Fair comedy. Two reels. — Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
MADDEN OF THE MOUNTED: Western two
reeler. A good filler. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
MONKEY SHINES: Billy Hall— Just a fair one
reeler, to stretch out the program. One reel. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
patronage.
ANDY NOSE HIS ONIONS; A total loss. Hardly
drew a snicker, although to be truthful, we did not
have enough of a crowd to judge by. Personally,
don't think "The Gumps" assay very high. Two reels.
— C. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. —
Small town patronage.
MISCELLANEOUS
ALICE ON THE FARM: This is a giggle snatcher
cartoon comedy. The "cow" in this is a wonder, and
this ain't no "bull" either. This is one of the best
cartoon comedies I have had in a coon's age, and the
kids went crazy over it. One reel. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. — General patronage.
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NEW
In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
CERTAIN YOUNG MAN, A: Metro-GoldwynMayer drama, with Ramon Navarro, Marceline
Day, Renee Adoree, Carmel Myers, Bert Roach,
Huntley Gordon and Ernest Wood. Directed by
Hobart
Henley.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: The love ramUings of
a certain young Lord Gerald. He escapes to
Brittany when Henriette proves to be the vrife
of his valet. On board ship, he meets Phyliss,
with whom, of course, he falls m.adly in love. They
get off at Biarritz. Phyliss tells her father that
she is engaged. Father tells Phyliss that Lord
Gerald is not fit to be engaged to. Mrs. Crutchly
arrives. Mrs. Crutchly and Lord Gerald are together. Mr. Crutchly enters. She hides. He sees
her bag. Then Phyliss enters and claims the telltale satchel. But she is broken-hearted. Lord
Gerald writes her a note of farewell. She gets
it on the train. And on the train they meet.
All is forgiveness.
* « «
LILAC TIME: First National drama, with Colleen
Moore, Gary Cooper, Eugenie Besserer, Burr McIntoeh, Katihryn McGuire, Cleve Moore, Jack Stone,
Emile Chautard and Arthur Lake. Directed by
George
Fitzmaurlce.
Released
April 22.
Length

PICTURES
Here's a Bit of Film
History of New Orleems
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, May 29.— The
first motion picture theatre in New
Orleans was opened by Narve Maverick in 1907 at 722 Canal street,
with Phantemscope machine, with
vaudeville, illustrated songs and a
barker in front to attract attention
to the Electric theatre inside. This
was closely followed by others with
one and two-reel features, in houses
operated by Billy Reed, Phil Zerr,
Doc Russell and Ed Peters, until
within one year from the opening of
the Srst theatre, New Orleans boasted
of 160 houses, of all varieties. Today this city boasts of only 60 houses
scattered through an area populated
by 460,000 people. The Erst him exchange was operated by Walter
Streetly.

months hunting for him, only to have Philip's
father tell her that he is dead. She sends lUacs to
her dead lover. Philip rashes to the window.
Never again are they to be parted,

Emmy is tired of poverty, a view in which she is
supported by her maternal grandmother, who deplores her daughter's sorry marriage. Robb Hollis
loves Emmy, and though he is only a factory hand
now, he hopes to become worthy of her. Emmy,
hoiuever, looks with timid favor upon the attentions
of Harbison, of whose marriage she is ignorant.
When her father is killed, she gets an apartment
by herself. Harbison confesses that he is married,
but says that his luife is permanently in Europe.
Then Emmy meets his wife, and finding her charming, knows that Harbison is a brute. But Harbison
one day tries to take her into his arms by force.
Robb arrives, knocks him down, and takes Emmy
back to the Little Yellow Cottage, tvhich he has
bought.
• « »

LITTLE YELLOW HOUSE, THE: FBO drama,
with Orville Caldwell, Martha Sleeper, Lucy Beaumont, Freeman Wood, Edward Peil, Jr., William
Orlamorid and Edythe Chapman. Directed by Leo
Meehan.
Released May 28. Length 6,424.
TYPE AND THEME: About the troubles of
"ordinary folks" and hoiu they may be brought to
a happy solution. Flower Street, once a neighborhood of pleasant cottages, has become a grimy
factory district, but Rose Milburn, mistress of Little
YeUotv House, still loves her home there. Her
greatest trouble is her drink-loving husband. Perry,
her son, never keeps a job, but he is young, and
Emmy, her lovely daughter, is a dear, good girl
and works in the office of Wells Harbison.
Still,

WHEEL OF CHANCE, THE: First National drama,
with Richard Barthelmess. Bodil Rosing, Warner
Oland, Lina Basquette, Margaret Livingston, Ann
Schaeffer, Sidney Franklin
and Martha
Franklin.
Directed
by Alfred
Santell.
Released
Length
_
TYPE AND THEME: Dual roles for Barthelmess in an emotional yarn of two immigrants.
Dashed against a horse-trough during a pogrom,
Schmulka is left for dead. The parents leave
Russia, taking Schmulka's tivin brotlier, Nickolai,
to America. In New York, Nickolai becomes district attorney. And one day he is called upon to
prosecute Jason Talinef for the murder of Josie
Drew,
with whom
Nickolai
lias been in love.

TYPE AND THEME: Something different in
the line of vehicles for the vivacious Miss Moore.
She's a French girl in this one, which is more or
less about the late war. Her name is Jeannine and
she's a "little mother" to the British flyers stationed near her home. She promptly falls in love
with Philip, an aviator, and she waits for him in
her lilac garden to return from ivinning the war.
In
duel, tioo
fall. Jeannine
One is Philip's,
and anhe air
is rushed
to planes
a hospital.
spends

« » *

Nickolai's mother feels a strange sympathy for the
defendant and begs her son to be lenient with
him. The killing proves to be accidental, so Jason
is given but a jaU sentence. (The true identity
of Jason never becomes known
to his family.)
HELL SHIP BRONSON: Columbia melodrama, with
Noah Beery, Mrs. Wallace Reid, Reed Howes,
Helen Foster, James Brandbury, Sr., and Jack
Anthony. Directed by Joseph Henabery. Released
Length
_
TYPE AND THEME: Just what the tiUe suggests. It's about Branson and he's a gizzardslitting son-of-a-seorcook with hell in his soul and
death in his fists. And his son Tim is just lika
him. "Black Heron" is the old tub he sails and its
hulls know little else than illicit cargoes and ugly
oaths. It's a hell-ship and those who don't like it
can come up on deck and say so to BronsonI
On shore, in a shabby room, lives Mrs. Branson,
mother of Tim. Ira had left her, taking the kid,
SO years this
before.
"Black
sailing
nightSheforknows
Friscotheand
thatHeron"
Ira andis
Tim she
are iscarousing
sea-front
It's
Tim
thinking in
of.a And
takingsaloon.
a revolver,
she goes to the saloon. There Ira confronts her.
Tim does not know her and is told his mother is
just a street-woman. Tim's next experience thai
night is to protect Mary Younger. He takes her
aboard the hell-ship. At sea Mrs. Branson is discovered. Ira makes her prisoner in his cabin. Tim
attempts to attack Mary. His mother intercedes,
and revealing her identity makes Tim a son more
worthy to call her Mother. . . . Meantime, Branson
is having trouble with his awn soul. Outside of
him, too, a storm is raging. At the height of the
tempest, he orders Tim to a mast-top to fix a
sail, even thoxigh it means certain death for th*
lad. But he realizes his lave for Tim in time to
save him and falls mortally wounded to the deck.
MADEMOISELLE FROM ARMENTIERES: MetroGoldwyn-Mayer drama, with Estelle Brody, Marie
Ault. John Stuart, Alf Goddard, Humberstone
Wright, John Hamilton, Sergt. I. Smith, Colonel
English, Albert Raynor, Boris Ranevsky, Clifford
Heatherley and Gabriel Rosea. Directed by Maurice
Elvey.
Released
Length
5.441.
TYPE AND THEME: This is one of English
manufacture, having been produced by the Bromhead brothers of the Gaumont British Corporation.
The title is that of a song. This is its story: John
and Fred, soldier-pals in France, take refuge in
Armentieres, where a French woman and her niece.
Mademoiselle, take them in. Both fall in love with
her, but John is the winner. Unbekruncn to her
lover. Mademoiselle is commissioned by the government to see that certain misinformation is given
a spy. She gets him into her room (which is not
hard to do, of course), and John discovers thevu
He leaves for the front c^nbittercd against the
woman he loves. . . . John is taken prisoner by
the Germans. Mademoiselle is brought in, her
captor saying that he found her wandering on the
battlefield. The spy Mademoiselle had deceived
overhears her explain to John the incident in the
room. He is about to kill them when a bursting
shell kUls him.

This Week's Press Sheet
HELLSHIP BRONSON (Gotham drama): You can have
a ballyhoo man made up like the title character and have him
parade around town. Rig out your man in a regular sea-captain's outfit, a brass-buttoned coat and peaked cap with the
word "captain" on it. Td get the resemblance to Noah Beery,
study the stills and give him a mustache. A bulky big man is
needed.
The placard on the man's back should read "Hellship
Bronson's on his way!
See him in all his glory at the
theatre now."
Arrange your lobby with a sailor display, such as bits of
rope, anchors, a sextant, telescope, etc. Arrange a chinaware
tie-up with a department store for a window display. Have
your store artists make a cut-out of ship and put on it the
catchline:
"Oriental Ware — brought to
's store by
just such a ship as you will see in 'Hellship Bronson' at the
theatre."
Also arrange a window display in a sta-

tionery store with cards. Catchline: "The best deck of cards
in town — see 'Hellship Bronson' and be convinced!"
If there is a travel-bureau service in your neighborhood, a
window display of stills and a miniature ship with the obvious
catchlines of travel, adventure, etc., will put the idea over.
Get a placard with copy:
"Sail on! Now!" and add details of
particular merchandise sale. "Sail on! Now!
At the
theatre, on the good ship 'Black Heron' and see "Hellship
Bronson' and get a thrill." This can be used with any tie-up.
A variation on the pet shop idea is to display gold-fish with
the placard: "Not every fish in the ocean! and not every ship
in the sea! 'Hellship Bronson' at the
theatre (date)."
Another is with a cageful of pups with the placard:
"No!
These are not sea-dogs!
See a real sea-dog at the
theatre."
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By Whit

/% T a meeting of the golf committee of the Film Golf Tournament held last
Zj Thursday, it was agreed that the Film Golf Tournament will be held on
X Jl June 15, the date chosen at last year's tournament. The tournament will
be held at the Edgebrook Valley Country Club, LaGrange. Olympia Fields,
formerly chosen for the tournaments, no longer caters to outside tournaments.
The entrance fee is $10, the same as last year, and this fee covers luncheon,
green fees and dinner. According to Len Ullrich, chairnaan, a number of prizes
have been obtained. Entry blanks will be mailed the latter part of this week,
and it is the hope of the committee that these will be returned as soon as possible, because the country club must know in advance the number to expect.
A great deal of interest is already being
shown in the tournament, and many of film
row's crack golfers report they will be out.
Frank Ishmael reports that at least six or
seven may be expected from the M-G-M office. Let's all
turn success.
out and make
this be
year's
tournament
a real
This will
the
only one to be held this year, so it presents
the one real chance of everybody in the business getting together for a day's fun and
recreation.

* *

i^

^

i^

E. F. O'Connor, First National manager
for Japan, was in town last Wednesday on
his way to New York. He reports that there
are only 18 theatres in Japan showing
American pictures exclusively, 100 showing
a mixed program of Japanese and foreign
films, the remaining 1,000 show nothing but
the home-made product, which according to
O'Connor
is rather terrible, at least from
our viewpoint.

* *

*

Charles Gregory, former branch manager
at Kansas City for M-G-M, is now working
out of the Chicago office of the company as
special representative. His office in Kansas
City was filled by *Russel
* * Enger.
E. M. Saunders of the home office of
M-G-M paid a visit to the Chicago office
last week.

* *

he is still enjoying good health. He was
to have been initiated into the Elks Saturday night and the boys were planning to
make it a real initiation.

* * *

Harry Charnass, who formerly covered
the Galesburg territory for M-G-M, is now
covering the Springfield territory, and Eddie Brichetto now has the Northern suburban territory.

*

Eugene Cour is back at work again at
Pathe after his serious attack of pneumonia.

*

According to Frank Ishmael, city sales
manager of the Metro office, exhibitors are
making contracts for the new season's product much faster than they did last year.
We haven't seen Herb Washburn since
Saturday morning, so we are wondering if

Cecil Maberry, sales manager for Columbia Pictures, was through Chicago Saturday
on his way to Memphis to hold a convenland. tion for the Columbia men of the SouthDave Bader of the home office of Universal, stopped over in Chicago last week
on his way back to New York from the
Coast.
A large number of theatre changes have
taken place recently in the Chicago territory. H. Jefifrey, who operates the Apollo
at Ottawa, has leased the Eagle theatre
from the American Legion at Princeton and
will refurnish it and open it as a motion
picture theatre soon. F. W. Forbell has
purchased the Henry theatre at Henry, 111.
E. E. Popkins has taken over the Lincoln
theatre at Gary. Perry M. Tracey has purchased the Grand theatre at Lowell from
B.
J.' Vought
operates who
the Palace
Crown
Point. who
A. Calbach,
formerlyat
operated the Auditorium at Nappanee, has
opened a theatre at Syracuse. The Laporte
Theatre Company of Laporte has taken
over the Grand theatre and will operate it
as a combination stock and picture house.
Abe Tague has sold the Milford theatre at
Milford to the Meltzer Brothers and Ben

Bankers Raise Funds to Meet Pressing
Obligations of National Playhouses, Inc.
Creditors of National Playhouses, Inc., of Chicago and National Theatres Corporation gathered at the La Salle hotel and discussed the accomplishments of a
meeting at the Capitol theatre Sunday at which representatives of 2,000 stockholders were informed that two investment bankers had agreed to advance sufficient funds to meet the pressing obligations.
Attorney Michael Ahem of Nash <& A hern, counsel for the stockholders, who
are headed by Martin McNally, declared that $100,000 of the $500,000 in obligations of the theatre chain were of the "pressing" classification. Ahem added that
a number of changes in management
of the houses were to be effected. At a
stockholders'
meeting
on
Thursday
the
proposed plan to elect a new directorate
was held in abeyance.

The creditors' committee, in its call
that "it is absolutely essential to save
would be dangerous to the creditors."
man, includes Ed Quackenbush, James
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Miss Illinois Steps Into
Miss America's Slippers
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for the Tuesday meeting this week, declared
this business from forced liquidation, which
The committee,
N. O. Geyer as chairF. Oates, R. O. with
Farrell and
C. B. Irwin.

'JkitLJ

There may not be a national "Miss
America" contest, and if not it would
seem that "Miss Illinois" will gain
thereby. Great States will conduct
a statewide beauty competition this
summer and announces that the winner will be given a trip to England,
France and Italy. And the second
and third prizes will be automobiles
— no less. So if there's no "Miss
America," what of it?
Nathan. Ben Lucas has sold his theatre at
South Bend to Ralph Rohn. Vincent E. Machek has purchased the Liberty theatre at DePue from the Mace Brothers.
Friends of Irving Mack, head of the Filmack Company, Chicago, will be sorry to
hear of the untimely death of his brother
Abe on Saturday, May 19, after a six-daj'
illness with pneumonia. Abe Mack, who
was twenty-one years of age at the time
of his death, was associated with the Filmack Company for a period of eight years
prior to his fatal illness and was in charge
of the trailer end of the business.
M. J. Weil has taken over the management of the Academy theatre, on the Junior
Orpheum wheel, and has instituted a combination policy. The new manager, who
succeeded to the position left vacant by
the death of Joe Pilgrim, had been in
charge at the Castle and other theatres of C.
E. Beck Enterprises. J. R. Mead is the new
manager of the Castle.
The Chicago Title and Trust company
and Abel Davis, receivers of Ascher
Brothers Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., have
sent out notices to all creditors of the
company that all claims against the firm
must be entered with the receivers not later
than June 20, otherwise all claims will be
foreclosed.
The City State Bank has been appointed
receiver for the Admiral theatre, Chicago,
to succeed the Chicago Title and Trust
Company, which became trustee last summer when the owners were pronounced insolvent. The new receivership, however,
remains inactive pending a decision as to
the jurisdiction of the Superior court, by
which the appointment was made.
Great States and local Rockford, 111., interests owning the Orpheum theatre in that
city, have sold the house to the Forest City
Theatres Corporation, recently formed with
Charles Lamb as president. The company
has also taken over the Palm. The Orpheum, which has been a straight picture
house, will be remodelled for dramatic
stock.
The deal leaves Great States with only
the Coronado in Rockford.
Sunday shows have been overw.helmingly
approved of in Wilmette, fashionable Chicago suburb. The vote was 2,779 to 455,
taken
canvass by awith
citizens'
Action inina accordance
this committee.
expression
is expected soon by the cjty council.
One of the reasons given for the change
in sentiment is that servants insist on going
to screen theatres Sunday afternoons, and
being forced to go to Chicago for them,
are often late for Sunday dinner.

HaH

Preference
means Profits
The theatre that stresses screen
quality is well on the way to
popular preference. And that
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman
Positive— the film that preserves
every bit of photographic quality for your screen.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

COMPANY

EXHIBITORS

HERALD
WORLD
as4 MOVING

PICTURE

(L

T S the Only Paper in the motion
-*- picture industry to carry ALL
of the important announcement
inserts for the present season.

J>

The Lineup:
Apr. 28 — Warner Brothers, 12 pages.

May

1— Universal Pictures, 46 pages.

May

5— Paramount Famous Lasky, 42 pages.
May 12 — First National Pictures, 24 pages.

May 12— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 40 pages.
May 19— F B O, 52 pages.

May 26— Pathe Exchanges, Inc., 48 pages.
This Week— Fox Film Corporation, 60 pages.

C

Next Week— Educational Film Corp., 16 pages.
And more to come within the next jew weeks.

^

EX.HIEITOM

^

E LUXE HOUSES

©ME

ATTENTION

!

The best way to stimulate hnsiness and
practise economy at the same time is to
do what these houses are doing —
Capitol, NEW YORK- Midland, KANSAS CITY- State, ST. LOUISOhio, COLUMBUS, O.-Allen, CLEVELAND, O.-Penn , PITTSBURGH,
PA.— Century, Valencia, BALTIMORE— Palace, Columbia, WASH., D. C,
-State, BOSTON- Palace, INDIAN APOLIS-State, SYRACUSE,
etc.
THEY are playing M-G-M Short Subjects —
FOR INSTANCE at the Capitol, N. Y.,
CHARLIE Chase in "The Fight Pest" is
HELD over for 2nd week!
Making history!
FOLLOWING with "Czarina's Secret," [Technicolor)
LAUREL-Hardy in "Their Purple Moment"
CHARLIE Chase in "Limousine Love"
THE "Virgin Queen" {Technicolor)^ and more!
GET wise to this smart idea!
Ask
'Qui'

Gang

METRO - GOLDWYN

Whole Vol. 91. No 10('Vol 31 Nn \W
..liuie TOI.»l,i>0. IU(,VOI.OJ,1>IO. li)
UBM

M-G-M

GREAT

EVENTS
imimni.u.

[(Technicolor)

- MAYtK

(llllllim!!!.'

'"'"''''<''' "■■' .wo.i</i/u«
malt,>. ...,,;.... ... .-<,. ,ii .-,.. , ...« >/r;,.- at i-ir.„j.:. /.. . ....... ..u- ,.,, ., ........ ;^.,y
i^M.shed weekly a, 407 South LUa,lo,„ St.. Chuauo.
SuhjctU^H tS.OO a y.ar.
i.NWr .c^rx, .'5 .e«,j.

,
n ,„,-,
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A SURVEY
Of The Field Entered In The Great Picture Derby of 1928-29
NOW

that the various conventions of producing companies have been held, and soon the selling campaign for 1928-29 will be under way, it seems to be the proper time to give a final
survey to next season's picture prospects. Following our precedent of last year we view this
picture campaign as a race, in which the most deserving entry wins. Our predictions — our "dope"
— ^regarding the race of 1928-29 are set forth in the following —

FILM FORM
ENTRY

SHEET

PICTURES

FOR 1928-1929 RACE

OWNER

JOCKEYS

1. Fox Film Corp

52

William Fox

Winnie Sheehan
Jimmie Granger

2. Universal Pictures
Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer
Paramount-Famous Lasky

67
44

Carl Laemmle
Nick Schenck
Adolph Zukor

Bob Cochran
Lou Mayer
Jesse Lasky
Sidney Kent

3. F. B. O.
First National
Columbia Pictures

74
56
54
36
18

4. United Artists

5. Warner Bros.
Tififany-Stahl
Gotham Productions
Rayart Pictures Corp.
Excellent Pictures Corp.
Pathe Exchange

30
36
30
20
29
29

REMARKS — Though the FOX

Jos. P. Kennedy
Cliff Hawley

SHOULD FINISH
First by reason of
their "class."
These three entries
are evenly matched and
anyone of the three
may
catch
the Judge's
eye for
place.

Joe Schnitzer
Dick Rowland
Harry Cohn

There is class enough
in this bunch to entitle
them to run close to
the preceding group.

Jos. M. Schenck

Al. Lichtman

The entry carries
weight for age and
while possessing class
enough to make occamoney.
sional spurts cannot
hope to finish in the

H. M. Warner
L. A. Young

Sam Morris
Jno. M. Stahl
M. H. Hoffman
Sam Sax
Ray Johnston
Sam Zierler
Phil Reisman

Though not belonging in a stake race
some of these may rate
well at some part of
the race.

Joe Brandt.

Sam
Ray
Sam
J. J.

Sax
Johnston
Zierler
Murdock

entry, by reason of their class, figure to finish first, because, true to

their claim, they "Say It With Pictures," this promises to be one of the most interesting races in many years, for
one thing because the "gee gees" now talk. There are plenty of stake horses entered, most of whom, in the
"place" and "show money" groups will show marked improvement.

All in all it will be {^ great race, and both exhibitors and the public should benefit as a result of the improved class of the contestants.

MPION
t is no idle boast to say that
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.^
are the woridis greatest distributorii
of Short Features. This is proved a^airr
by the stirring history of the last year
the picture industry
^j
ducational stands today as the onlij lar^e
producing and distributing organization in the
world that is truly independent and that is dealing |
Short Features exclusively— or even primarit
hinh that over!
^^
bu wont be misled by unfounded statements aboti
who'made Short
Features
they are pioneer
today" \nYouthehnowthat
Educational
has been
//r^ omwhat
outstanding
fiel
Since the day it entered the business. And you Know th
every other alone
bi^ company
fryTirst; of
thaqua
Educational
musfano has
will "other
stand a$fish
thetochampion
ily in the spice of your pro^ram^efore all other considerations r
e men who make EducafioPial¥icturef%ov ^ou in 192^-192
will be mostly the men who have been building EducationaFs
record of comistent performance for years^ In his ninth year CL
^^association with Educational as a comedy producer and
director, Jach White , as diiector-in-chief at Educationa
Studios, will be surrounded by a lar^e Staff o
such able directors as Stephen Roberts, CharlS
Lamont; Jules White , Henry W. Geq^ '

■'*»:

and othe^^^
^vell hnown- The
same hnown stabii, the same assurance stand bach of
the single-reel nov-^
elty and news series
And Educational,
as always, stand
back of this pro^r
with strong, consist
ent adveriisin^__
^t is no idle i^as
to claim the ihort
Features championShip for Educational

i^f\

■

,>^

I
1%

/// ^v.
r-€-

7A
^'^

//^

<^

.M

/

'•m

^

^

^Y^ star h^ifta^e1:^^e^
strides in pufeWfavormthe
pa$t year thanXupino /ane, .
^ other fliort /eatures star
o^i'f sucn splendid promise
of exceptional entertainment
value ofl/added profits in the next-

C^Tfie^ WORLDir
^^••i.

4^1

En£^

U^U>tuA£^

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

OREATE/T
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^

U^'

r:^^^ .
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Juvenile
*co

■■/!« ,

Jack White Productions

Millions on j^illionshnourblO BOY,
9nd eveq one who know$ him
loveJ him ..//is ineiistible
ch9rm i$ reflected in an
inesistible box-office urge..
DIRECTED BY Charles

Lamont

I
^
y
E
l
D
E
M
O
C
K^ new $erie$ of

comediei featurin?^ Jack
White's lateit spectacular
find-jERRY Drew, splendidly i>roduced, as well^
dressed as Drew hinwel^
yet hsi and snappy, Ideal
Comedies truly merittheii- name They aie ideal
comedY entertainment.

2Reel

hoduced under suftervision of JACK WH ITE
■'»->•■ -.*,-*-'■■

H

H^RMAID

COMSOISS

Jack White Roductions

jf^

2 Reel

The comedie/ that Jack
Whitejr l^eniui fiirt made
famoui. Q^nsistent, urrfailinj^
lau^h producei-5 for the pa$t
eight seajons, and rtill
j^ettin^ faster, snappier,
funnier. With many or
the old Mermaid favoiile/
and with fOme bright new
face/, too— Monty CDllinx,
George Davif; JachMiliei, 1 1

Ertelle^Bfaai^^^^^

•*-

f\h}&

Proauced under
the personal
iupermioMof

JackWhite

TitYedo Comedies A
Tuxedo CDmediej pos
sess 2 sophistication
and a sm2thness th-at
lift them :Pai' -above
the average comedy
subject, featuring
Wallace lupino and
othew who^e name/
will be an additional
l^uaiantee offunmd
lively action..
Jack White
productions

''M. jy-.^i m

mL

«r-

COMEDI
A clever comedienne, _
a beautiful^irl, a I
daredevil at thrill
stunts, alone in her
field as a star of
two-reel comediei-

# >jr%
J ; ♦ ,,. ^

i>'^

^

t>A

■<asijii»

,» ■v

- Dorothy Devoret

^ith a tremendous
fan following.

^^

\

TWO Reel
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THE SPICE

OFTHE

PROGRAM-

=.^
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E
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I
CaCOMED V^

i

^et away wii^h a
They
flying start and pack into
gh lau^hi'
one
reel prog
enouram.
for any
Brief faff action
comedies with a
lom^xmd enviable
record,,.

One Reel

I

/flNOGRAMS has been acclaimed throughout ^;he trade a/ the new? reel
leader^'Hthold/ the remarh9ble
record of three to one over itr
neare/t com^eiWoY, at attested b^/y
unbiased fjres£ comparisons of Hte
Mm reels, for conri/tent /ervice
and entertainment,,
KiNOGRAMS i5 the only independent
newj leel on the market— -it har
no object to/erve except to provide YOU with the be$t newj reel
service obtainable.

h

KiNooRAMS pledger it/elf to continue inthe coming season to
^ive the /ame out/tandin^ service
and entertainment value that have
made it a three-to-one favorite
over the field .

y'

'/
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/
•THE SPICE OFTHE

PROGRAM"

Wk

LytnatiHMowe's

e-Po
Hodg
Some Sense and

»^

Some //onsense

u

^ lau^h or two, a bii^
of wisdom, a^lim[55e
at the world's beauties
Woddities, some camera
trichs and clever cartoon
clowning; stirred together
in just xhe ri^ht proportion and served smarUy
*^'-a delicioui cocktail
for Your program ,»♦»»*:'
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Modern\Screen Maqazin^-

ONE PICTURE

IS WORTH A
THOUSAND
WORDSv

/Whatever i$
mo^i inteieftin^
in ihis old world
of ouiJ-piesented
in the most up-todate modem style.
A Month

f^(^ULC<\licn<.d 0 i-ctuAjU^

■THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM

i f ave 1119 ny ^ show., j
And they always make
^ a ^ood show betteiv j
Exploit them
to make your

profits

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

MEMBER, MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS

and DISTRIBUTORS

Will H Haifs, Piesident.

sswir^w

OF AMERICA,

l/VC.

r
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Leading showmen

WORLD
19

agree:

^Buying for next
season is easy. The
really big stuff is
all on one program!"
PARAMOUNT'S
WINGS

• HAROLD

WHOLE

LLOYD

SHOW

• THE WEDDING
THE PATRIOT

MARCH

1928-29
• DIRIGIBLE

De Luxe Productions
4 Clara Bow

Beggars of Life
The Tong War
Interference

2 Richard Dix
2 Emil Jannings
Canary Murder

Case

The Letter
Tahiti Nights

Hard Boiled Angel
Living Together
Man I Love
Upstart Gentleman
Perfumed Trap

Wolf Song
Soubrette
Behind the
German Lines

Big Star Hits
3 Richard Dix

4 Charles Rogers

3 Zane Grey

1 Thos. Meighan

4 George Bancroft
4 Bebe Daniels

3 Wray-Cooper
2 Pola Negri

3 Adolph Menjou

1 Hall-Taylor

2 MacLean-Christie

4 Esther Ralston

2 Florence Vidor

1 Harry Lauder
1 Montmartre

Short Features
104 Paramount News
r-i • *•
o A7
o Vernon-Christie
2 Horton

—

26 Krazy Kat

8 Dooley-Christie
8 Confessions of a
Cliorus Girl
J T\/r T\ re
a a
8 Sandy MacDuii
—

26 Inkwell Imps

—

Extra!

12 Great Stars
and Authors

Byrd's Flight to Stmth Pole

20

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

and MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

June 9. 19J8

Astounding!
Even the most callous critic of motion pictures will be confounded by the amazing
acting in this exciting photoplay; by the
sheer power of its dramatic force; by the
unbelievable ingenuity of its direction...
When you have seen it, you will agree that
it is the most modern picture of the year.

Exhibitors!
This is one of two
special giant-space
newspaper ads available to theatres playing
^^The Street of Sin."
Ask your Paramount
exchange about them!..
gangster and bad man,
a marvelous dramatic
portrayal byscreen
the world's
foremost
actor

Emil

JANNI

9f

in "The Street of Slri
a PARAMOUNT

Picture

i

FBO NASTlRSHinnUN
STUNS

Vol, 1

New

York

Weather

Sweet and

Pretty

SHOW WORLD

NEW

YORK, Today— Smashing all records of the
show world for company
resSy

eclipsing

its

own

prog-

astonishing

achievements of the year just elapsed, stealing the
headlines of countless newspapers and trade publicaj tions in recognition of its stupendous advance during
the last several months, FBO literally has the motion
j picture industry by the ears.

It is generally agreed that FBO's
Product for 1928 and '29 is the finest
in years.
Joseph P. Kennedy has startled the entire trade
during the past few weeks by a series of moves that
indicate even greater things to come and firmly intrench FBO in the first rank of world showmanship.
The recent announcement of FBO's Master Showmen's Product for 1928-'29 has landed with smashing
effect in all quarters. East, West, North, South —
everywhere the motion picture grips the interest of
the public — FBO has won the applause of thousands
of exhibitors.

Joseph P. Kennedy

Master Showmen
Are at Work

The Man of the Hour

The FBO lot is humming.
Big directors are making
their selections of stars.
Great scenic artists are at
Few men in the history of the show world have occupied
work. World-famed writers
the position Joseph P. Kennedy holds today. As president of
are
doing continuities.
FBO Pictures he has set a terrific pace during the past two
Along with the sensatioual jnoyears, his sensational progress and that of FBO eclipsing all ^ram conies the annoiuu-enient of
a monster
exploitation
program
known records.

ore NET

Profit with FBO

for tlie benefit of exhibitor^. Mammoth exploitation tie-ups have been
arranged with Hearst newspapers,
newspaper syndicates. Macfadden
publications, book publishers, great
national or.saniza tions.
in keeping with these plans FBO
will shortl.v nnnoiMHo additions to
its present highly ertiiieni st.ilT ot
exploitation
for the bonefii of exhiliiloi s.

Pictures

MPSTRA
I
4T
NS
SE
TH
WI
SIUPEiOUS RESOURCES MASSED FOR UNPARALLEi
Le Baron Combs
Six Red Blooded Supers
Head FBO's Monster List Coast for Headliners
NEW

YORK

Today:

Six smashing super-specials . . .

big with the showmen's sock that vitalizes all F B O attracions. . . lead the sensational program just announced
HOLLYWOOD, Today— Combing Hollyby The Master Showmen of the World.
wood for its finest picture talent, William Le Baron,
Vice President of FBO in charge of productions, has been
Each boasts money names for the mjurquee, a big time emerging with sensational announcements of new finds for
director emd a punch title to bring home the bacon. Here his production plans for the 1928-*29 FBO season. George
they are :
B. Seitz, his latest acquisition, is to do "Blockade" and two
other big pictures.. MaVshall Neilan is doing "Taxi 13."
Clive Brook, Irene Rich, Anna Q. Nilsson, Chester Conklin,
THE PERFECT CRIME
Jacqueline Logan, Tully Marshall are some of the stars
Clive Brook, Irene Rich
with box-office prestige who are already in his list of acquiTully Marshall, Edmund Breese
sitions ! More big bets coming.
Directed by Bert Glennon

GANG

WAR

Olive Borden, Jack Pickford
Eddie Gribbon and others
Directed by Bert Glennon

BLOCKADE
A George Seitz Production
with Anna Q. Nilsson

CIRCUS

KID

George Seitz Production
with Frankie Darro, Joe Broivn
Poodles Hanneford troupe

HIT OF THE SHOW
A Ralph Ince Production
with Gertrude Olmstead and
Joe Brown

CHESTER CONKLIN
in TAXI 13
A Marshall Neilan Production

More NET

Critics Hail FBO Specials
Preview showings of "The Perfect Crime" and "Hit of the Show'
both in Hollywood and Chicago
have won the unstinted praise of
the critics.

Mammotli National Tie^ups
Effecting a mammoth

exploi-

tation coup with the nation's
biggest publishers, FBO announces tie-ups with McFadThey have been hailed as technical masterpieces and proclaimed
den's
thirty
million readers,
as tw<5 of the most gripping and
powerful melodramas ever pro- Hearst's newspaper millions
jected on the silver screen.
These are the first two of the
Six big specials which include in
addition, "Taxi 13," "Hit of the
Show," "Gangwar," and ''Blockade."

Seitz ti) Direct "Blockade'
(Special Wire)
HOLLYWOOD, Today — Please
be advised that George B. Seitz,
director of "The Vanishing American, "Great Mail Robbery" and
"Blood Ship," has been engaged to
direct "Blockade," the FBO superspecial with Anna Q. Nilsson and
three other attractions for 1928- '29.

Profit with FBO

and huge syndicate co-operation on forthcoming productions.
Two TRUE STORY productions
is "Sinproduced.
are to
ners in be
Love,"
already One
published in
"TRUE STORIES." The other is
to be chosen from a gigantic TRUE
STORY CONTEST now In progress.
Millions of readers have already
devoured "STOLEN LOVE," stirring Hearst story, published in
addition in three hundred other
newspapers.
"SALLY'S SHOULDERS" is to
be another Hearst serial to be
issued as well in five hundred
other newspapers..

Pictures

WIDE OPEN
ONAL PRODUCT!
LEDP

OF SURE -FIRE MONEY AHRA

Trade
Rocked by

MIX

Six Giant Specials ... 24 Greater
Gold Bonds, Six Tom Mix Supers . . . Smashing Array of
Outdoor Features and World's
Finest Short Subjects.

HERE ARE THE 24 GOLD BONDS
"CHARGE

OF THE GAUCHOS"

ivith Jacqueline Logan
FranciH
X. Bushman

"THE RED SWORD"

Tense Drama

in the Flaminy

Land of the Czars '

"SINNERS
Backed

by

IN LOVE"

tremendous

combined

James Oliver Curuood's

"THE YELLOW

BACK"

"HARDBOILED"

Stupendous Qreeting in Oma'na

MILLIONS MILL AROUND MOVIE
STAR; MIX MIGHTIER THAN EVER

by Arthur Somers
Harold

Roche

McGraths

"DANGER

STREET"

uitli Warner
Baxter
Martha 8leeper

GIGANTIC CONTEST

STORY

to Macfadden
be Chosen ' Magazine's
circulation 'of

"TROPIC MADNESS"
ivtt)i

Anna

Q

Xtlsson

"KING OF THE KLONDIKE"
"HEY RUBE"
Dazzling Thriller of the
Carnival Racket'

"STOCKS
AND BLONDES"
li ith Jacqueline Logan

Directed by Ralph L/icc

Stunning the show world by the most dazzHng piece
of expert showmanship the industry has seen in years,/

Tom Mix, world famed western
star, traveling with his horse, Tony,
in a cross-country tour of KeithAlbee-Orpheiim theatres, has for the
past twelve weeks not only smashed
all records for attendance in the
houses which he has played, but
actually achieved more publicity
and aroused more public interest
in a given time than any other motion picture star in the business.
Police have battled with milling
millions in Los Angeles, Omaha,
Denver, Chicago, Cleveland, New
York and Boston, as Tom proved
without a doubt that he and Tony

ore NET

are one of the biggest crowd
ing attractions of the day.

by Beatrice Burton

pull-

"THE CONVICrS

Geo. B. Seitz Directs
"The Circus Kid"
HOLLYWOOD, Today — First
rushes on "The Circus Kid," one
of FBO's six specials, directed by
George B. Seitz and starring
Frankie Darro, indicate that Seitz
will deliver the box-office special
of the season. Seitz, who directed
"The Great Mail Robbery,"
also direct "Blockade."

"SALLY'S SHOULDERS"

will

uith

Ralph

SON"

iJf"VOICE
todiitina

OF
THE STORM"
(tt Telephone
^eroic.e

"STOLEN

LOVE"

I'll Hazel

Livingston

I nee

"SINGAPORE
"THE JAZZ AGE"
"SKINNER

STEPS OUT"

by Henry Irving Dodge

"THE

^i(/ir<in(:

MUTINY"

uith Ralph Ince

"LOVE IN THE DESERT"
"LEST tij WE
Tribute
.1;(.( FORGET"
. .vii ,v ilravLSt

AIR LEGION"

Air

Mail

Sinrtnctc

H

C

"DOUBLE

■THEuith RECORD
RUN"
Ral/ifi I nic

Profit with FBO

Wttirrrs

CROSSED"

"HIS LAST HAUL"

Pictures

STAGGERING SUKrRI&Eo!
in -like ear to the
its shell
The whole industry has ground
in anticipation of the

AT A JLANCE
Trade's most practical profit-making program:

6
24
6
7
7
6

4
Specials
Gold Bonds 12
12
Tom Mix
12
Tylers
Bartons
12
Steeles
26

Rangers
Barney Googles
Mickey M'Guires
Toots and Casper
Racing Blood
Curiosities

The foregoing program fills every conceivable
need of the modern showman — big or small. Act
fast or your opposition will grab it— and clean up.

next move by Joseph P. Kennedy
on the chess board of the trade.
Mr. Kennedy, suffice to say, has
set in motion what will unquestionably be the greatest program of expansion for FBO in
the long history of the industry
-WATCH FOR FURTHER SENSATIONAL NEWS!
WORLD'S GREATEST HUGE LIST OF
OUTDOOR SHOWS
SHORT^ PRODUCT
With Larry Darmour and Standard
Cinema at the helm of production,
FBO announces the most imposing
tory.
array of short attractions in its his-

TREASURE

?t

There will be four — count em —
series of nationally publicized attrac12 "Racing Magazine
Bloods"
from tions,
the including
Cosmopolitan
stories of H. C. Witwer, starring
Alberta Vaughn and Al Cooke; 12
"Barney Googles" from the great
Hearst comic strip by Billy De Beck;
12 'Toots and Gaspers" from the
Hearst strip by Jimmy Murphy and
the Fontaine Fox Mickey McGuires
which cleaned up for showmen last
season. Walter Futters "Curiosities"
— 26 of them — complete the program
under the sales handling of dapper
Cleve Adams.

Announcing the world's
greatest rodeo of western
stars and box office attracJtions FBO is bringing to exhibitors adazzling lineup of
outdoor features.
Buzz Barton, FBO's Boy Wonder,
is coming in seven wild west shows.
Tom Tyler with Frankie Darro and
his pals is due in seven smashing
stories with brand new thrills. Bob
Steele emerges in six headlong action
melodramas, packed with new characters, and new ideas. And four big
shows with Ranger, the invincible
dog star are due.
Outstanding direction, bigger casts
and big scale production are assured.

Industry Applauds
FBO's Insert
A Billion Dollars in ShowmanInto This Announcement.ship Packed
PICTURES

CO

ore NET

Be sure to get FBO's masterful INSERT BOOK for 1928-29. Study the
show values that blaze from its pages . . .
If one is not delivered to you be sure to
Address FBO Adwrite or wire
vertising Dept., 1560 Broadway, N. Y.

Profit with FBO

Pictures

D'S
WIEET THAEMOUWSORLLION
MOST F
PERSONALLY
hi

in constmction, it offers
TKe toXaixal car in which Leo will tour the world is shown above. Unique
for details of stanmg place
amazing facilities for stunts in front of theatres. Watch the trade press
a and thence the world.
and itinerary. Leo will blaze the M-G-M trade-mark across Americ

THE GREATEST
BALLYHOO SINCE
THE TRACKLESS
TRAIN
He will boom business
in every town he visits

All oi'c'i- the earth (yicture- goers krow M-G-M.
The Trackless Train continues tls ^^r>rld tour
(r\ow in Australia) and later will make a
triumphant home-coming
tour of America

A colored button
will he i;iven free to
millions of Leo's friends

^1rrl(f

iSfio

The postcard that will he distributed
en route, from
spreading
town toM-G-M
town 's fame

AGAIN Young Blood does it!
IVI-G-IVI's marvelous product
FOR 1928^79 gets the
JUMP on the field with this
SMASHING promotion idea —
MILLIONS have seen M^G^M's
NOTED Lion trade-mark
ON the screen—
WHAT a ticket-selling stunt
TO bring him to the folks
IN person!

A life-story of Leo and his great M CM
organization will be given away everywhere
advertising the M-G-M product of 'aS-'ag

AND HERE IS THE GREAT CAST OF
STARS SUPPORTING THE GREATEST
STAR ON THE SCREEN
and the DIRECTORS

who will DIRECT THEIR PICTURES

Clarence BrowD

B

1
King Vidor

Malcolm St. Clair

S...T. w^.s

JOHN GILBERT

GRETA

GARBO

LON CHANEY

^*

1

Fred Niblo
Jack Oinway

Victor Seastrom

Allan Dwan

WILLIAM

HAINES

NORMA

SHEARER

RAMON

NOVARRO

William Nigh

Chester FrinkUn

Monta Bell

MARION

DAVIES

BUSTER

KEATON

TIM McCOY

Robert Z. Leonard

Nick CnnJc

Haffv Bcjumon:
Edward Sedgwick

LILLIAN GISH

CODY-PRINGLE

DANE-ARTHUR

George Hill
Frank C-ip''^

Edward Sutherland

ABOVE:

Rcncc Adorcc Nils Asthcr, Lionel Barrymorc, John M.ick Browci, LJw.icd Oinnclly. Jiwn Cr.i\vrord. Matcclinv- Djy. R. Iph l"oiK*5. Cccii
Dorothy Scbistun
Holland, Tenen Holti, Gwcn Lcc, Polly Moran, James Murray, Conrad Nagcl, Edward Nugent. Anit.i Page, Bert Rojch,

A

5 \ an Dyke

i
¥k.%m. f LX\HG L.\OH
'*
LEO
;

Leo'5 Trackless Train

Leo's Personal Tour

Leo's Airplane Flight

THE M-G-M LION WILL
BRING YOU THE BIG HITS
OF 1928-29!
Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer Pictures for 1928-1929
SPECIALS

NORMA

SHOW PEOPLE
Marion Davies
William Haines
THE CARNIVAL OF LIFE
John Gilbert
Greta Garbo
THE LOVES OF CASANOVA

LON CHANEY
While the City Sleeps
and .-; others

GRETA

GARBO

Tiger Skin, Single Standard
"and I more

WILLIAM

HAINES

Excess Baggage
and 3 more

RAMON

Gold Braid
and I more

JOHN

NOVARRO

GILBERT

The Devil's
Mask
and I more

The Important Company

Ballyhoo

SHEARER

and ;^ more

BUSTER

KEATON

The Camera Man
and I more

LILLIAN

GISH

3
2
3

MARION
Dumb

FLASH
The Amazing Dog Star in
Grease Paint
and r more

ELECTRIC-LIGHT
HITS

The Wind

KARL DANE
GEO K.ARTHUR
Camping Out
and J more

40

The Baby Cyclone
and 2 more

TIM McCOY
COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS
Our Dancing Daughters
Breakers Ahead
Mothers and Sons

The Bellamy Trial
The Wonder of Women
A Free Soul

HAL ROACH
COMEDIES
lo
lo
lo
lo

LEW CODY
AILEEN PRINGLE

104
6
26

DAVIES

Dora and 2 more

OUR GANG
LAUREL-HARDY
CHARLEY CHASE
ALL STAR

M-G-M

NEWS

(Twice Weekly)

M-G-M
EVENTS
M-G-M

GREAT
(in Technicolor)
ODDITIES

(a sensational
series of
UFA
world-widenewgems)

I
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THE
FIRST

EXHIBITORS

NEW

PICTURES

with the first pictures of the landin
in Spitsbergen
of Captain George
Wilkins and Lieutenant Carl Eielson
after their flight from Alaska over
/ polar regions.
/ By steamer, launch, dog sled, auto[V mobile,raced to train
win aandcleanairplane,
beat ofDored
five
Xdays on One of the outstanding news
Jstories of the year.
An hour after
/the films were landed here yesterday
they were developed and on their
v/ay to newspapers
and
theatres ■
throughout the country
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YORK
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TIMES.

CAPTAIN

GEORGE

PICTURE

SATURDAY.
WILKINS

WORLD

MAY

AFTER

HIS

29

26, 1928
POLAR

FLIGHT.

N. Y. Times hails
Paramount Scoop!

^ Biggest news event since Greenely Island and Paramount
News first again with exclusive pictures of actual completion in
Spitzbergen of Capt. George Wilkins' great Arctic Flight 14
^ 3 00- foot Paramount

News

4 4

Special on the screen Saturday,

May 26th5 beating all competition. No extra cost to subscribers.
^ One after another

4 4

4 Paramount

News scoops the field!

PARAMOUNT

NEWS

News

the

Reel

Leader

j r o m

Start!
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\NV\etv \)ou
Need \\
Day and date with Broadway/
The strongest box-office picture ever produced
at Warner Bros^ Studios, based on one of the
strongest stage plays known in theatrical history*
Now playing to capacity audiences at the
Aladdin Theatre, Denver; Lafayette Theatre, Buffalo;
Warner Bros* Theatre, Hollywood*
Opens June 15, Warner Theatre, New
for an extended run, at $2*20 prices*

York,

Available now, when you need it— instead of
being held out for next season, for bigger prices*
Another example of Warner Bros* policy of
giving you big pictures when you need them !

DAY AND DATE WITH BROADWAY!

MADE

AH'S
TO CoTOP
w//!^ANY/'NOPICTURE

'
ARK^
EVER

MADE/
u
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LION

MOUSE

and
the
WITH

MAY N^AVOY
LIONEL BARRXMORE
WIUUM COIUER''
AIKHIANaS
ROM

THE

HARLES

PLAY

BY

DIRECTED

KLEIN

A WARNER

LLOYD

BY

BACON

BROSEXTENDED

SCENARIO
ROBERT

Br

LORD

RUN PRODUCTION
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ADVERTISING
is NEWS!
informacontain
ADVERTISEMENTS
tion as vital to the motion picture theatre owner as that contained
in the
news columns.
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World, which prints more advertising than
any other two business papers in the motion
picture field, is a treasure house of information. Thousands in the motion picture field
find it an invaluable aid to wise buying.
In a business field, regardless of the effort of
its editorial force, the business paper, which
does not print all of the important advertising, is not giving its readers the service they
must have.
Readers in the motion picture industry are
indeed fortunate that the greatest volume of
advertising appears in the magazine which
leads editorially as well.

Complete Service
for the reader
Complete Coverage
for the advertiser

«r ^

1 heres

NEW

BAND
WAGON

in motion
pictures
—WILLIAM

^^

A. JOHNSTON

In "Motion Picture Neics"

Hktfch your siep
in ^ettinsj on I

la

In the Entertainment Field,
Science Has Always Blazed
the Trail
^UPERIOR

facilities and superior resources automatically

^^ attract superior services. This is as true in the realm
of entertainment as it is in the realm of business.
In the development of "talking" pictures, art will follow
science. The box office prizes of the future will go to
those possessing the most advanced and efficient facilities
for sound reproduction.
Some may seek to upset this principle, but the public is
never long misled.
The selection of the proper "sound" equipment is the
most important matter before the exhibitor today. On
the efficiency of that equipment ultimately will rest the
quality of the pictures he has to show.
It behooves him, therefore, to make sure he is in right
before he goes ahead.

RCA

PHOTCPHONE

Leads the Way to Assured Public Favor
in ^Talking" Pictures
With the introduction of the RCA Photophone, "talking"
pictures have passed beyond the experimental state. It is
to previous devices what the modern day phonograph is
to the old-time gramophone. Only the resources and research facilities of the world's foremost engineering laboratories could have made such an achievement possible.

Revolutionary Improvements
While the RCA Photophone equipment is standardized in that it permits of the interchange of films with other processes, it differs from
all other "sound film" appliances in these
TONAL FIDELITY
The superior tonal quality of the Photophone
is due to the fact that the Photophone employs the "variable width" or "serrated edge"
method of recording sound on the film, as opposed to the "variable density" process.
There are no limitations to the Photophone
recording process. Nor are its tone qualities
affected by under-developing or over-developing of the sound track. Full value is obtained
from all musical gradations — full advantage
taken of the phonetic quality of a performer's voice.
ACOUSTICAL

ADVANCES

The Photophone reproducing apparatus embodies all of the technical improvements
which the Radio Group have developed in
their work in the broadcast field. Photophone
reproduction is practically a "straight line"
method, giving equal amplification for all
sound frequencies. Furthermore, Photophone
does not use horns for reproduction. It employs anewly discovered and highly perfected
cone of the electrodynamic type, which gives
a tone quality that can never be approached
by the horn method.
As a result of these improvements sound reproduction achieves a fidelity in RCA Photophone never before equalled.
There is absolutely no suggestion of mechanical transference — no over-loading, no distortion, no unnatural volume. It is devoid of
metallic sounds, or shrillness, harshness or
slurring.
PERFECT

SYNCHRONIZATION

Absolute synchronization is accomplished by
RCA Photophone by the projection of both
picture and sound jfrom the same source.
The sound is on the film, — not on another
machine. There can be no gap between the
sound and the picture caused by jumping
disc needles or variations in timing of separate apparatus.

essential characteristics:

PRODUCTION

EFFICIENCY

Much of the effectiveness of "talking" pictures is dependent upon the skill exerci-cd
inthe placing of the microphones. The Ra(li<j
Group's vast experience in such work as the
result of its broadcasting activities will be
utilized in the production of all films made
by the Photophone process, assuring the most
satisfactory results in recording.
DURABILITY
The sound track of the RCA Photophone
lasts. In contrast to other film recording
methods, RCA Photophone films arc as well
preserved after the tenth week of operation
as they are after the first. They will outlive
the picture itself.
FULL-SIZED

PICTURES

Producers may put synchronized orchestral
accompaniment on existing negatives by the
Photophone process without destroying a
portion of the picture.
The RCA Photophone is the only sound film
that preserves the normal size of such pictures.
The Photophone Company produces positive
prints with sound track by a special optical
reduction printer which enables it to save the
entire picture record and still leave enough
room on the film for the sound track. Other
methods destroy a portion of the picture
record to accommodate the sound track.
Furthermore, there is no distortion of the
photography by reason of the necessity for
duping to make possible the introduction of
the sound element. RCA Photophone pictures are printed direct from'the negative on
positive stock.
PROJECTION IMPROVEMENTS
The RCA Photophone equipment embodies
new projection improvements that are both
simpler of operation and more effective tlian
any other existing system.
ECONOMY
The RCA Photophone offers a .-uh-lanlial
savingin its installation cost.whilc nicclianical
efficiency assures a low maintenance cost.

You take no chances in installing RCA Photoplione. It gives you all
the improvements of present-day science, plus the assurance of such
improvements as may develop in the future.

Equipment that meets every requirement
RCA PHOTOPHONE projection equipment may be installed in practically
every projection booth with little alteration.
Standard films, without the sound feature, may be used without any
change in the RCA Photophone, as may all types (^/"talking films." The
installation of RCA Photophone equipment in no way interferes with
the projection of the ordinary picture.
In addition to a wide range of feature productions, news reels and
novelty films, there will be available through RCA Photophone, Inc., a
large selection of films of incidental and non-synchronized music.
For theatres desiring only reproducing apparatus for incidental and
non-synchronized music, there will be available high power reproducers,
providing superlative performances, at moderate prices.
Board of Directors of RCA

Photophone, Inc.

CORNELIUS N. BLISS
PAUL D. CRAVATH

EDWIN M. HERR
DAVID SARNOFF

GENERAL JAMES G. HARBORD
EDWARD W. HARDEN

JAMES R. SHEFFIELD
GERARD SWOPE

OWEN

D. YOUNG

Officers of RCA
CHAIRMAN

GENERAL

Photophone, Inc.
OF THE

JAMES

BOARD

G. HARBORD

PRESIDENT

DAVID

SARNOFF

Vice-President E. E. BUCHER
Technical Vice-Pres., ALFRED
Treasurer, GEORGE

N. GOLDSMITH

S. DeSOUSA
Secretary, LEWIS
Comptroller, CHARLES J. ROSS

MacCONNACH

Board of Consulting Engineers
ALFRED

N. GOLDSMITH

C. W. STONE

S. M. KINTNER

Forward-looking exhibitors, when in New York, are invited to investigate
at our studio, the business -building potentialities of RCA Photophone.

KCA

PHOTOPHONE
411 FIFTH

AVENUE

NEW

INC

YORK

A Subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America
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11,500,000 Will Want It
Count on unusual advertising support for your run of
"Happiness Ahead". Full pages in August TrUK Stxiry
and Smart Sit. on sale July ist. will reach ne»
ticket-buying millions — influence 2,600,000 families!

>^£

letf

'Thank heaven!— I'll be able to feature one new Big-Star ■o</uAttracin the J
tion every week this Summer!— Thar will keep my patrons
■^/Jlr
movie -going habit — help my business all through the week.'
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BETTER pictures
in Summer

"
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Non-Theatricals
THERE need be no apprehension in the mind of the
theatre man concerning the failure of the Federal
Trade Commission to give its official approval to the industry's trade practice resolution against the non-theatrical
exhibition of pictures.
The commission, in its official position, was not expected
to lend its support to this policy, which the industry has
arrived at for its own protection. But its failure to do so
does not in any way interfere \vdth the industry's right to
sell its pictures where it sees fit.
As a national question non-theatrical exhibition may not
be of great importance, but in certain localities it is of
extreme importance. In several hundred cases at least the
theatres cannot operate successfully if church, school and
lodge hall exhibitions of pictures are to be encouraged by
supplying pictures which belong in the theatres.
The industry need have no desire to interfere with the
proper development of non-theatrical exhibitions. There
is a vast field of subjects that may be properly shown in
places other than theatres. In some instances these subjects will consist of films which are not strictly of an entertainment type and in others they are pictures which
because of age or untimeliness are not suitable for theatrical distribution.
But the principle that must at all times guide the policy
of the industry on this matter is that the exhibitor's best
interests must receive first consideration. Nothing that
interferes with his income can be tolerated, because when
his income is curtailed the whole industry is adversely
affected.

Propaganda Films
THE importation of another Russian soviet film creates,
as in the case of "Potemkin," an unpleasant situation.
There probably always will be individuals who will be
unwilling to look at the vital considerations involved in a
situation of this kind, and, in the chance of a little imme-
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diate profit, will run counter to the wishes — if not the
orders — of the government. Because the subject is a
motion picture, the regularly constituted and organized
industry will, of course, be made to bear the chief blame.
The state department strenuously objects to the showing in the United States of this latest Russian importation,
and although the department cannot be expected to state
definitely the reasons for its opposition, it is not at all
sensible to consider that it is protesting just for the fun
of it. There doubtlessly are solid and substantial reasons
why the picture should not be shown.
The case of the effectiveness of the motion picture is too
well known for any sensible person to be unacquainted
with the dangers of a propaganda film directed against
our institutions. No American citizen who wishes to match
his actions and intentions with the citizenship he enjoys
should be willing to run the risk of showing a picture
which the state department has labeled as dangerous.
In respect to the wishes of the state department this publication declined to accept advertising on the former soviet
propaganda picture and warned theatres of the dangers
in showing it. Its attitude is the same with respect to
this new importation.

Mr. Williams Returns
J. D. WILLIAMS, whose activities in the industry
have left a strong imprint upon the business of
motion pictures, returns to America with a new film proposition, and if Mr. Williams' record in the industry may be
taken as a criterion this new proposition will make itself
definitely felt in the trade.
Mr. Williams' activities have been among the outstanding trade developments during the past dozen years. We
recall very definitely an occasion about 12 years ago when
Mr. Williams, in company with Mr. E. Bruce Johnson, now
foreign manager for First National, went about the United
of an exhibitors' distribution
the gospel
preachingcircuit.
Statesexhibition
Mr. Williams became quite accusand
tomed in those days to hearing his project and policies

MR.

pronounced as visionary. However, this same "visionary"
project became the First National Exhibitors Circuit,
which is now the First National Pictures Corporation.
When Mr. WiUiams went to England a few years ago
with a view to assisting in the establishment of British
production he encountered very much the same attitude
which he had experienced in his early efforts to establish
First National. However, many of the policies and practices which Mr, Williams introduced into British production are proving out and it is now freely admitted in England that had Mr. Williams continued in British production in his original connection the cause of the advanceassisted.ment of British production would have been materially
We know that whatever Mr. Williams' new project may
be it will receive an interesting, enterprising and forceful
presentation to the American trade, and to the success of
his project we offer our best wishes.
/VLTHOUGH the industry came in for quite a bit of
1\. attention from the late Congress of the United States
it may be gratefully recorded that the Congress adjourned
without the enactment of any legislation of adverse influence upon the business.
For this the industry may be most thankful. But any
exultation which the occasion may give rise to should be
tempered by the thought that now that the business of
motion pictures has been very definitely discovered in the
halls of Congress, future attention from our national legislators may not only be expected but depended upon.
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Congressional Action Doubted
On Film Measures in December
Thieves Chloroform
Guard but Mighty
Portal Foils Them
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, June 5.— A stout door on the offices of Kunsky's Royal Oak theatre, frustrated thieves who attempted to ritle the safe.
Two men attacked Claude Spade, 65, the
watchman, bound and gagged him and then
poured chloroform in his face. They then
searched his clothing and, failing to find the
keys to the office where the safe is located
attempted to batter in the door. Failing they
left without obtaining anything of value.
Spade was found by a patrolman and revived.

Missouri M. P. T. O. Head
Praises
Attitude
Taken
By Federal
Trade Body
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, June 5.— The Federal Trade
Commissiou is absolutely in accord with
the views of the independent exhibitors on
the various subjects touched upon in the
code of ethics, according to Fred Wehrenberg, president of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois.
"I am heartily in accord with the general
attitude of the Federal Trade Commission
as expressed in the new code of ethics recently handed down by that body," he declared. "It has taken a definite stand on
block booking. Perhaps some exhibitors
may object to the apparently liberal views
toward non-theatrical exhibitions of pictures, but we independent exhibitors have
always contended that a motion exhibitor
should be permitted such pictures as he desired. We could not consistently endeavor
to prevent others from enjoying the rights
we demand for ourselves."

K-M Owners Approve
Doty Protection Plan
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, June 5.— The M. P. T. O.
Kansas-Missouri has approved the protection'
and zoning plan prepared by Leo J. Doty,
branch manager of United Artists and vicepresident of the Kansas City Film Board of
Trade, according to R. R. Biechele, president
of the exhibitors' body. The zoning and protection plan was announced last week by Doty.

His Car Now Too Slow,
Exhibitor Buys Airplane
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTIC, lA., June 5.— O. C. Johnson
of the Atlantic and the Strand theatres has
bought an airplane. Johnson recently drove
his sedan from Atlantic to Council Bluffs, a
distance of 49 miles, in 51 minutes.
Andy Neilson of Harlan, wartime aviator,
will be pilot of the plane.

Move in New Quarters
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 5.— The Alotion Picture Directors' Association has taken offices
in the Cherokee building in this city.

Passage of $3 Seat Exemption
Is Lone Step of Ended Session
Brookhart Bill Stays in Committee — Other Proposals
Fail to Win Consideration
[Washington

Bureau of the Herald-World]

WASHINGTON, June 5.— With the exception of the Brookhart bill restricting the leasing- of motion picture films and the tax bill provision of a three-dollar
exemption for admission, little legislation affecting the motion picture industrywas considered by Congress during the session which ended May 29, though
the year reflected unusual federal activity and interest in the industry. Of the
two questions which did come before Congress, only the increase in exemption
was adopted, it being estimated that the theatregoers of the country will save
$17,000,000 a year.
No Action on Brookhart Bill
The block booking bill, socalled, was introduced by Senator Smith W. Brookhart of Iowa early in the session, following complaints that Paramount had no
intention of complying with the Federal Trade Commission's order to cease and
desist. It prohibited block and blind booking and discrimination in the leasing
of films. Extensive hearings on the measure were held by the Senate interstate
commerce committee, of which Senator "Jim" Watson of Indiana is chairman,
but the committee made no report on the measure, although efforts were made
by Senator Brookhart to obtain action.
Similar measures were introduced in the
House of Representatives by Congressmen
Celler of New York, Cannon of Missouri and
Hudson of Michigan, but were not considered
pending action in the Senate. Efforts by Senator Walsh of Montana to obtain a thorough
investigation by the Senate judiciary committee of the prosecutions which have been
brought by the Government against the Film
Boards of Trade throughout the country, during the last days of the session, were unsuccessful, as the senator was unable to obtain
consideration of his measure by the committee.
Under the Walsh res'olution the committee this
summer would have inquired into proceedings
now before the courts dealing with the acts
and practices of the film boards.
Censor Bill Not Considered
The socalled censorship bill, providing for
Federal regulation of the industry, was proposed fairly late in the session by Representative Hudson of Michigan, who appended
thereto the provisions of the Brookhart block
booking bill, but the legislation was given no
consideration. The bill providing for Sunday
closing for the District of Columbia, introduced last session by Representative Lankford
of Georgia, was again reintroduced by the
congressman, but this, too, was laid aside. The
only other measures of any importance sought
the repeal of the present law making the interstate transportation of prizefight films illegal, but nothing was done with them.
Legislation unacted upon at the close of the
session goes over until next December, but
it is not likely that any great amount of consideration will be given any of these bills dur-

ing the three months which Congress is then
to be in session because of the lack of time,
most of which will be devoted to consideration
of federal appropriation bills and such major
legislation as may require immediate action.

Six Months in Jail for
Thrower of Stench Bomb
In Labor-Theatre War
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, June 5. — Joseph Burbridge, accused with three other men, said to
represent labor interests, of throwing stench
bombs in theatres here, pleaded guilty to the
charge in Municipal court last week and was
sentenced to six months in jail. The others.
Sidney Burton, Ed-\vin A. Keller and Ben
Vezie, pleaded not guilty and were released
on $1,000 bonds pending a jur\' trial. The
bombings are the result of futile attempts to
unionize the theatres.
Burbridge testified that he and Vezie were
engaged by Burton at a conference attended
also by Keller to do the bombing, which resulted in the burning of patrons by acid, cessation of performances and property damage.

Burglars Get No Loot
(Special to the Hcrald-Wor'.d)

MARTINEZ, CAL. June S.— Burglars jimmied open the entrance to the State tJieatre
but obtained
no loot. Manager
N'aify
discovered the attempted
looting ofF. the
theatre.

Synchronized Pictures Triumph in Texas
The Synchronized Pictures Department of the "Herald-World," inaugurated in last week's issue, has won extended commendation in the industry. One feature of the department is the series on the reception given
synchronized productions in various territories. Read the article on
Page 55 on how sound films have won rapidly increasing success in
Texas. Material for these comprehensive and authentic articles has
been gathered by the "Herald-World's" own correspondents.
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A Clown, His Love and Death
ca*
NEW YORK.— The party given in honor of
Janet Gaynor by Emil Fuchs and Winfield
scared the eminent copper-scratcher's
Sheehan
kittens right out of the studio, giving you
a rough idea. . . . Trum-an (Hard-Boiled)
Talley, who was some kind of a hero in the
recent newsreel picture at the Roxy, is getting
a tremendous fan mail. . . . J. D. Williams
steamed up the bay on the Berengaria and
some of the boys went down the bay on a
tugboat to meet him. . . . Now, to make
news out of that, Jaydee ought to come across
the ocean on a tug and have the boys go
dowTi to meet him on the Berengaria. . _. .
"Fazil," which opened Monday, got a terrible
break ; no one complained about it, not even
the press agent. . . . Charlie Petti John is
back in town after making conversation all
over Los Angeles. . . . Broadway is pretty
excited about the prospect of a speechless
director. . . . Charles Simone, who was
the Fox representative in Italy for several
seasons and incidentally one of Mussolini's
pals and sidekicks, has taken charge of the
United Artists Detroit office. Charles has a
reputation for livewire salesmanship. . . .
Glad to report that Nathan Hirsch is on the
road to recovery although it will be many
weeks before he can get about as formerly.
Nathan was playing golf at the time of the
accident. He stepped into a rut or hole on
the fairway and the sudden twist or reflex
broke the bone. . . . Lee Ochs, owner of the
Upto^\'Tl and Castello theatre, will sail for
Europe about June 15th. . . . Morris Needle,
owner of the Park West theatre, left for a
six months tour of the continent. His wife
and daughter accompanied him. . . . Walter
K. Hill, late of the Columbia theatre, is with
Warner Brothers in the advertising department. Walter still maintains that the
Eighteenth amendment stands for what it
says. . . . William "Bill" Yearsley is about
town looking for the right spot for the Jaydee
productions office. We stated last week that
he would locate in the Paramount Bldg. but
this was a slip of the keyboard. "Bill" thinks
the Paramount is too high; that is, many
stories too high. . . . Jack Keegan passed
another milestone on the road to success. And
why not? Jack is there with the ability and
work is his middle name. . . . M. M. Keilsohn has been appointed advertising manager
and publicity director for the Madalatone.
. . . Apropos of nothing, a wag in an office
heard the boss carry on the following con"Itell you and
that itour
the
finest on theversation: market
has machine
the loudis and
the soft tones as none other. It can be
checked down so low that the voice is as the
zephyr. But what will we name it?" Wag:
"Boss, if it talks as soft as that, why don't
you call it a "speakeasy." Patent applied for.
.... Lon Chaney arrives "While the City
Sleeps" but a gang of scouts met him just the
same. He was at first mistaken for a red cap
but
after
identification
he
was
given
a
warm
reception
Alex Moss has a
business-like looking insert and the kind that
will help the salesman. Alex has the reputation for writing good copy. . . . Threequarters of the current film conversation concerns this business of synchronizing. . . .
Authors, directors, actors, technicians all see
something in it so big they don't know what
to do except grab the tail of the kite. . . .
William LeBaron expects a lot of studios to
reopen in the East, in order to take advantage
of the charming voices, tra la, of the local
Barrymores. . . . Harlan Thompson has an
idea that the next musical comedies will be
marked "adapted from the screen play."
PETER VISCHER.

THE famous story of Tito,
the jester whom love drives
, is M-G-M's
to
suicide
vehicle
for Lon
Chaney. latest
The
screen story was adapted from
the stage play. Loretta Young
has the feminine lead. The picture is now having long New
York and Chicago runs.

The Star.

Nils Asther and Loretta Young.

Chaney

and

Loretta

Young.

The clown — his heart breaking.
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Every Kind of Film for Every
Kind of Theatre Set for Year
Correction
The title of Saul E. Rogers of Fox
Film Corporation incorrectly given in
the last issue of the Herald- World is :
Vice-president and general counsel.

Welsh Appointed
General Manager
of Universal City
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 5.— Robert E. Welsh has
been appointed general manager of Universal
City, in place of Henry E. Henigson, according to an announcement by Carl Laemmle.
Laemmle said that Henigson's resignation,
which came Saturday, was accepted with deep
regret as the friendliest feelings existed between them.

British Film Exports
Rise; Imports Fall for
First Quarter of Year
(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, June 5.— British motion
picture film imports were lower and exports
higher during the first three months of this
year compared with last year, according to the
Motion Picture Section of the Department of
Commerce.
Import film statistics show a drop of 4,000,000 feet from last year's period to 20,448,793
linear feet valued at 274,041 pounds sterling.
This
were more
than
twice year's
those imports
in 1926,however
owing chiefly
to blank
film imports which were only 4,906,201 linear
feet that year.
British exports of film, on the other hand,
showed marked increase of 7,000,000 feet over
last year's quarter to 20,951,392 linear feet
valued at 76,853 pounds. British film exports
this
quarter,
loweryear's
than in
1926. however, are still slightly

F N May Send Units
Abroad from America
To Produce Specials
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 5.— Production of films
in Europe has been started by First National
Pictures, Inc., on a large scale, according to
an announcement by Clifford B. Hawley, president of the company. Two production affiliations already have been made, one in England
and one in Germany, Mr. Hawley said, and
eight feature films have been completed.
First National's Defu-First National organization has several hundred employes at work
in its studios in Berlin. First National's new
London organization, known as First National
Pathe, Ltd., has already completed five pictures, Hawley announced. Several units from
the United States may be sent abroad to make
special features for the company.

Valentino Rites, Aug. 23
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
June 5.— M e m o r i a 1
services for Rudolph Valentino will be conducted at Hollvwood Cemetery on August
23.

Product of Leading Companies
Is Listed for Ready Reference
Productions Compiled by Title and Series — Vast Array
of Long and Short Features Presented
Every kind of production for every kind of theatre is being offered by the
leading companies for the coming season, a recapitulation of product announcements by the leading companies in the Herald-World shows.
Product Given in Epitome
With the announcements from practically all leading distributors and producers already made, starting with the special edition of the Herald-World
of April 28 issue, a further service is given exhibitors herewith by a listing
of productions under companies in a concise form which places at the theatre
owner's finger-tips the major news of coming
pictures
fromGirleach
organization.
Baby Face,
The Richest
on Earth.
CORINNE

In short product, too, a vast array of product is marshaled for the exhibitor's inspection
in the following columns, with a listing of
series and type of productions under each,
the companies being treated alphabetically.
COLUMBIA (36)
Nothing to Wear, A Broadway Hoofer, Hurricane,
The Lone Wolf's Daughter, Stool Pigeon, Runaway
Girls, The Power of the Press, Sinners Parade, The
Apache, The Street of Illusion, Light Fingers, The
Donovan Affair, The Younger Generation, Father
Love, The Fall of Eve, Court-Martial, The Wildcat,
Behind Closed Doors, The Spice of Life, Object —
Alimony, The Scarlet Woman, Trial Marriage, Into
the Depths, Redemption, Acquitted, The Bachelor
Girl, The Wicked Angel, Driftwood, College Coquette,
Restless Youth, The Flying Marine, The Faker, The
Love Captive, Green Eyes, Greenwich Village, The
Sideshow. SHORT FEATURES— 26 Screen Snapshots, also perhaps some comedies.

EDUCATIONAL
(Short Features— 206)

Two reel comedies — 8 Lupino Lane, 8 Big BoyJuvenile, 8 Ideal, 16 Mermaid, 6 Dorothy Devore,
6 Tuxedo.
Single reel — 26 Cameo comedies, 12 Lyman H.
Howe's Hodge-Podge, 12 issues of "The World Today," Felix the Cat Cartoons and 104 Kinograms.

FBO

(Long Features — 60)

SIX SPECIALS— The Perfect Crime, Taxi 13, The
Hit of the Show, Gang War, Blockade, The Circus
Kid.
SIX
TOM
MIX
WESTERNS.
TWENTY-FOUR GOLD BONDS— Sinners in
Love,
Shoulders,Mutiny,
Stolen Danger
Love, Stocks
and
Blondes,Sally's
The Singapore
Street, The
Air Legion, Tropic Madness, The Red Sword, The
Convict's Son, "The Record Run, Lest We Forget,
The Yellow Back, The Jazz Age, King of the Klondike, Skinner Steps Out, Double Crossed, Hardboiled,
The Last Haul, Voice of the Storm, Hey, Rube, The
Charge of the Gauchos, Love in the Desert.
SEVEN TOM TYLERS— Terror Mountain, The
Avenging Rider, Tyrant of Red Gulch, Trail of the
Horse "Thieves, Gun Law, Idaho Red, The Pride
of the Pawnee. SEVEN BUZZ BARTONS— The
Young
RoughCub,
Ridin'
Orphan
of
the
Sage,Whirlwind,
The Vagabond
The Red,
Freckled
Rascal,
The Little Savage, Pals of the Prairie. SIX BOB
STEELES — Heading for Danger, Lightning Speed,
Captain Careless. Come and Get It, The Amazing
Vagabond, Laughing_ at Death. FOUR RANGER
(DOG)— Dog Law, Fury of the Wild, Tracked, The
One Man Dog.

(Short Features)
Racing Blood — 12 — 2 reels. Barney Google — 12 — 2
reels. Toots and Casper — 12 — 2 reels. Mickey McGuire — 12 — 2 reels.
Curiosities — 26 — 1 reel.

FIRST

COLLEEN

NATIONAL

MOORE— Lilac

Time,

(52)

Synthetic

Sin,

GRIFFITH— The Divine Lady (special). Outcast, Saturday's Children, Paid For, and one more. RICHARD BARTHELMESS— Diversion, Mutiny, and
others. MILTON SILLS— The Barker, Captain of
the Strong, The Eagle's Trail. The Spotter, Hard
Rock. BILLIE DOVE— La Tosca, The Other Tomorrow, The Heart of a Princess, Pleasure Bound,
and one other. MACKAILL-MULHALI^Childrcn
of the Ritz, Waterfront. MULHALL — Applesauce,
When Irish Eyes Are Smiling. MACKAILI^-Two
Weeks Off, The Girl in the Glass C:age. ALICE
WHITE— Show Girl, On the Air, Bluffers, and one
other. CHARLIE MURRAY— The Lying Truth, The
Sport of Kings, Wine, Woman and Song, Charlie's
Night Out. KEN MAYNARD— The Glorious Trail,
The Phantom City, The Royal Rider, The Lawless
Legion, Cheyenne,
Wells Fargo Express.
OTHER SPECIALS— The Whip, No, No. Nanette,
The Squall, The Butter and Egg Man, The Changeling. INTERNATIONAL SUCCESSES— Dancing
Vienna, The Strange Case of (Ilaptain Ramper, The
Ware Case. MYSTERY DRAMAS— The Haunted
House, Seven Footprints to Satan, Sh! The Octopus.

FOX
(Features—
52)
Four Sons, Sunrise,

Street Angel,
Mother Machree,
Fazil, The Red Dance, Mother Knows Best, "The Air
Circus, Backwash, Me, Gangster, Dry Martini, Plastered in Paris, The River Pirate, Win That Girl, Joy
Street, Vampire a la Mode, Homesick, Prep and Pep,
Captain Lash, False Colors, Under Two Clouds, Riley
the
Cop, Making
The Baggage
Smasher,
Wise Baby, "The
Wastrel,
the Grade,
All Velvet.
The One Woman Idea, Lipstick, Speakeasy, The
Fatal \Vedding, A Night in a Pullman, The Great
White North, Chasing Through Europe, A Romance
of the Underworld, Nobody's Children, Hey, Hey,
Henrietta, Broadway Sally, Stage Door Daddies, The
Campus Hero, Husbands Are Liars, Kisses for Sale,
Row, Row, Row, Red Wine. Girls Who Will.
SEVEN REX BELL WESTERNS— Wild West
Romance, and 6 others.
TOM
MIX REISSUES.

(Short

Features)

FOX NEWS— 104 issues.
FOX MOVIETONE.
TWENTYSIX
TWO REEL COMEDIES— 10 Imperial, 8 Animal,
8 Sunshine.
TWENTY-SIX FOX VARIETIES.

M-G-M
(Features
— 44)
GARBO— Tiger Skin. The

GRETA
Single Standard,
and one other. JOHN GILBERT— The Devil's Mask.
and one other. Norman Shearer — Ballyhoo, and three
others. WILLIAM HAINES— Excess B.icgagc. and
three others. LON CH.A.NEY— While the City Sleep*,
and three others. RAMON NOV.\RRO— Gold Braid,
and another. BUSTER KE.^TON— The Cameraman,
and another.
LEW CODY AND AILEENPRINGLE— The Baby
Cyclone, and two other co-starring photoplays.
K.ARL
(Continued
on Page 54)

U. S. Delegation to Geneva Conference
Is Asked to Oppose French Quota Plan
(Special to the Hcrald-lVorld)
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, June 5. — Edward Lowry. representing American
on aboliproducers, has asked American delegates to the forthcoming conference proposals
tion of import and export restrictions to oppose the French 7 to 1 quota
on the ground that they violate the spirit of the convention framed here. Hugh S.
Wilson, American minister at Berne, heads the delegation.
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Arhitration Has Trebled Possibility
Of Trade Expansion^ Says Hays
System Literally Rescued Industry from Chaos, M. P. P. D. A. Head Tells
Board of Commerce at Detroit
(Special to the Herald-World)

picture
DETROIT, June 5.— Arbitration literally has rescued the motion
industry from chaos and at the very least trebled the possibility of
swift and helpful expansion, Will H. Hays declared in an address prepared for delivery before the Detroit Board of Commerce tonight.
the 14,346 claims in 1927 disposed of, 4,671
THE industry today represents an investwere settled before the date of hearing and
'^ '
' '
'
" '" '
dollars, with produc
of two billion
2,368 were withdrawn.
tionment
expenditure
annually totaling $125,000,000, Hays said, and the entire machinery
"We have had some difficulties, of course.
for making this product, bringing 100,000,000
We will continue to have some. Every now
paid admissions weekly in the 20,233 theaand then some man, who wanted an advantres of the United States "depends on the good
tage and got a judgment instead, becomes
faith and stability of individual contracts with
vocal in the press. These cases make headtheatre owners."
lines, but they are hardly chips in the steadQuarter Billion See U. S. Films
stream of success."
ily flowingFilms
Selling America
Nearly a quarter of a billion people in
the world see American product weekly,
The motion picture is selling America and
with other nations combined having one and
is helping to better living conditions, Hays
declared.
one-half times as many motion picture theatres as this country. Hays declared in em"Gentlemen, motion pictures today are
phasizing the vastness of the industry for
your selling agency as much as that great
which arbitration has done so much.
acreage of white space on printed pages
"When it is realized," he said, "that the
which tells the story of your individual
average motion picture theatre annually
he told the audibrands and trademarks," for
rents from distributors approximately 175
you a certain
ence. "We do not sell
feature pictures and about 350 short submake of furniture,
certain
a
or
car,
of
type
jects (news reels, comedies and novelties),
or a brand of ginger ale. But, by putting
it will be seen that the approximately 20,000
100,000,000 theatre-goers every week
before
theatres enter into contracts with distributhe drama of the possibiUties in American
tors calling for 10,500,000 separate exhibievery American the comlife, by showing
tions of pictures every year. This enorrnous
forts he can have if he combines work with
number of transactions is under written
thrift, we launch a sales impulse that seems
contract, and the opportunities for disputes
to me incalculable.
arising therefrom can be readily visualized.
"With the motion picture we are selling
Every delivery of every picture in every
America to itself. We are building buying
theatre was a potential lawsuit."
habits, through the motion picture. We
Shows Results of Arbitration
have kept our pictures as unpurchasable as
newspaHays then explained the development and
the editorial columns of America's
pers. But nevertheless we have been selling
operation of the arbitration system and
goods for you.
pointed to the following results of the work
of the Boards of Arbitration:
"The government of nearly every country in Europe has taken some kind of legal
"In 1922, the year before arbitration bepicture
gan in virtually its present form, the indussteps to help the nation's motion
of their realizatry had approximately 4,000 lawsuits over
business. This grows theoutmotion
picture as
contracts.
tion of the value of
detera national asset and expresses their
"In the four years of arbitration, the
mination to foster and protectit. In some
boards have disposed of 50,006 contractual
countries it amounts to a subsidy. All this
disputes, involving $11,200,298.94.
a perfectly proper purpose and we take
is
14,346 Cases Adjusted in 1927
no exception to it. The motion picture has
indeed become such an important factor for
"In 1927 alone, 14,346 cases, involving
$3,825,636.76, were amicably adjusted. Of
any country that any government does well
the total number of claims filed by theatre
sympathetically to encourage it. This fact
owners against distributors, the theatre
ed abroad. Our conis thoroughly appreciat
owners were upheld in 52 per cent. Of the
cern has been that this protection does not
total number of claims filed by distributors,
actually to prodevelop in such a way as
only 41 per cent were upheld. Only 36
hibit American pictures from competing at
cases required the seventh arbitrator. Nine
all. The American motion picture has atcourt entries were made to enforce complitained a commanding position in the world
ance with awards, and there were 53 court
on its merit and we only want that place in
entries of judgments under awards. Five
the world's commerce which the quality
cases only found their way into court before
arbitration.
of our product warrants."
Hays declared the motion picture is "the
"Here is another pertinent fact:
Out of
greatest sales force in the world."

Missouri M. P. T. O. Refuses to Represent
Non-Members on St, Louis Arbitration Board
(Special to the Herald-World)
ST. LOUIS, June 5.— Fred Wehrenberg, president of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, has announced that the executive committee
of the organization voted unanimously on May 30 that in the future the members
of the association on the arbitration committee of the St. Louis Film Board oA
Trade will refuse to represent non-members or members whose dues are not paid
in full.
Wehrenberg declared that the executive committee had decided that the time
has arrived to compel all theatre owners who derive protection from the association to help pay the expenses of the organization.
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Angus Co, Acquires
Motion Picture News
The Angus Company

of New

York, which

for 23 years has published "The Spur," has
acquired the Alotion Picture News. The
Angus company, which also publishes "Golf
Illustrated," has been reorganized to provide
for the acquisition of other class and trade
This reorganization is being effected through
journals.
a combination of bankers and publishers.
William A. Johnston, publisher of Motion
Picture News, is president. James M. Heatherton, publisher of "Plumbers' and Heating
Contractors' Trade Journal," is vice-president.
L. C. Gerry, of Bodell & Co., also is a vicepresident. C. B. Van Tassel, publisher of
"Asia," is secretary. K. M. Goode is chairman of the board.
According to a statement from the new
management, this new combination will
strongly emphasize decentralization and plans
to devote its combined experience and resources to developing the individual strength
of its specialized units.
Another national motion picture trade
paper, described as founded in 1916, is offered
for
in a 31.
display advertisement in Printer's
Ink sale
of May

M. P. r. O. May Affiliate
With Sapiro Association
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, June S.^Many members of the
M. P. T. O. of Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois may affiliate with the Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association, headed by
Aaron Sapiro of New York City, it is learned.
An effort is being made to have Sapiro visit
St. Louis to explain the operations of his
organization at the annual convention. Pending a final decision from Sapiro, the dates for
the annual meeting have not been announced.
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois organization,
states that a large number of the independent
exhibitors of the St. Louis territory are
thinking very seriously of joining the Sapiro
organization and that it is very probable that
a St. Louis office of the Eastern association
will be established in the very near future.

Party to Mark End of
M. P. r. O. Member Drive
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, June 5.— The membership drive of the M. P. T. O. in this section,
which ends June 15, has proved successful beyond all expectations, and it is now the
intention of the organization to celebrate the
termination of the drive by a get-together
event for all managers and salesmen who participated in the contest. Winners will be announced at that time. At present. Bill Bethel
of De Luxe heads the list.
The local membership was increased by over
100 Stanley houses in this territory, making
the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and Delaware, with
about 370 members, one of the strongest units
in the country.

Wesco Plans Extensive
Greater Movie Campaign
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, June 5.— West Coast
Greater Movie Season will be ushered in
August 18, and plans being made promise
one of the most wide-spread campaigns ever
held on the Pacific Coast. Jeff Lazarus, advertising and publicity director for West
Coast, has been appointed chairman of the
committee in charge of mapping out the

plan.
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Fox Holds Regional
Sales Convention in
Chicago; 95 Present
A regional sales convention of Fox Film
Corporation was held in Chicago last Friday, Saturday and Sunday at the Stevens
hotel, at which more than 95 men gathered
from the Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Des Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas
City, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Omaha and
St. Louis exchanges.
The convention was headed by James R.
Grainger, general sales manager, and his
assistant, J. S. Woody, of the home office.
Clyde Eckhardt, Chicago district manager,
acted as chairman and handled all affairs.
Besides Eckhardt, two other district managers, W. S. Bachmeyer, Cincinnati, and
Ben F. Rosenberg, Denver, were present;
also George McKean, special representative
for Fox News. Exchange managers and
their salesmen present were :
Chicago: Van Dyke, Mitchard, Dreher, Benson,
Loeb, Grohe, Flaherty, Levine, Parker, Schwartz,
Goldberg, Willard. Cincinnati: Cohen, manager;
Neff, Needham, Bugie, Shafer, Burkhart, Weinberg.
Cleveland^ Scott, manager; Hunt, Davidson, Bruce,
Klein, Ward, Cell, Thompson. Des Moines: Raper,
manager; O'Brien, Gottlieb, Reigelman, Phillips, Garland. Detroit: Sturm, manager; Barrett, Sanshie,
Champagne, Knapp, Westcott, Carrow, Beck, Jacobson.
Indianapolis: Landis, manager; Grady, Dunwoodie,
Goodamote, Keller, Lachnit, Hancock. Kansas City:
Hilgers,
Kubitzke,
Tanner, Sliter,
Mayer, manager;
O'Neill,
Trewhela,manager;
Franconi.
Milwaukee:
Vollendorf, Sheinbaum, Sliter, Gavin. Minneapolis:
Levy, manager; Nairn, McErlane, Halowell, Adams,
Mantzke, Shartin, Berg, Lorentz. Omaha: Melcher,
manager; Madsen, Blubaugh, Miller, Cohen, Weiner.
St. Louis: Reingold, manager; Feld, Werth, Ware,
Rose, Ford, McLean.

Screenings of "Mother Machree," "Fazil,"
"Four Sons," and "Sunrise" were features of
the convention. Exhibitors were also present at the screenings.

Gotham Opens Branches
In Albany and Buffalo
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, June 5.— Because of increased business, it is said, in the Northern and
Northwestern New York territory, Gotham
has opened two exchanges in Albany and Buffalo. Both will be under the management of
Herk Webster, formerly of Bond Photoplays
Corporation in the same territory.
The Buffalo office will be located at 505
Pearl Street, the Albany office at 1046 Broadway.

Exhibitor Mortally Shot
While on His Way Home
(Special to the Herald-World)

ELBA, ALA., June 5.— Henry Spurlin,
operator of the Elba theatre here, was shot
and mortally wounded while on his way
home after the last show. Spurlin was
rushed to a Troy hospital, dying two days
later.
The deceased is survived by his widow
and five children.

Decision in School Show
Suit Not Yet Given
The report in the issue of May 19
that a decision had been reached in
the suit in Salt Lake City of George
Beard, theatre owner, against the
North Summit High school, seeking
to stop the school from exhibiting
£lms for proSt, was erroneous. The
court has not yet ruled in the case.
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Herald- World Good-Timers!

Attention!

All intending to participate in the" Herald-World" Readers' Convention, June 24 to 30, are urged to send reservations to Henry J. Longaker,
Alexandria, Minn. State whether you desire cottage or hotel, or plan to
camp out. Specify how many will he in your party. And — WRITE
TO LONGAKER AT ONCE!

Come On, Muskies! Herald- World
Readers to Meet at Alexandria
Good Fishing Rod, Brassie or Just Plain Hankering for a Chinfest
Is Lone Credential Needed for Get-together
June 24 to 30
The Herald-World Readers' Convention is a reality. And what a reality
it is! A gathering without a precedent in the motion picture industry — and
probably in the history of journalism in any field — is assured for the week of
June 24 to 30. The place is Alexandria, Minn., and H. J. Longaker is taking
care of reservations.
Squads North! March!!
For every Herald-World reader who has a hankering to chase muskies,
pike and (but why wear out a fishing rod in anticipation) ; for every reader
who is honing for an opportunity to climb the pedestal of the Hole'-in-OneClub ; for every reader — and his family — who would welcome a week of pure
outing fun, with no one to write resolutions and no committees to serve on,
and nothing to do but loaf and chat. For all such the word is : Squads North !
March ! !
The plans are all set — set by Herald-World
readers themselves:, and when these exhibitors
start making plans they spurt into high on all
six without even shifting gears. The Chamber
of Commerce at Alexandria is prepared to provide accommodations for all. The Alexandria
Golf Club has extended a cordial welcome to
everyone and has offered the privileges of the
club during their stay. And J. C. Jenkins, the
Herald- World Man, and F. J. O'Hara, that
plenipotentiary of pep from Elgin, Neb., have
Patsy Ruth rarin' to go, starting from Nebraska, June 21, or thereabout. What more
can be said? And what more cannot be said?
How It All Started
It was only a half-suggestion from somewhere— no one seems to know where, except
that it was the idea of an exhibitor — that
started the ball rolling. It was one of those
things that folk talk about, with a real hope
that it will come to pass but without any real
expectation.
And now?
Hearken to the words of that man O'Hara,
the letters which he encloses (they're printed
on page 82), and to Daddy Jenkins himself
(pages 83 and 84). They tell the story right
up to
the day the social convention gets under way.
Outing Is the Main Thing
Here's what the Rabbi writes :
"I am enclosing two letters from Alexandria,
Minn., one from the Chamber of Commerce
and one from the Alexandria Golf Club.
Would be pleased to have you publish tliem as
they would reach all the exhibitors who may
be contemplating on making the trip to Alexandria for the convention.
"As far as I can learn there has been no
program of entertainment lined out. It will
be just a get-together social meeting and the

exhibitors and their families can arrange any
entertainment that they wish. The main thing
is to have an outing with fishing, golf, sightseeing. And mostly to get acquainted with
your fellow exhibitors. And possibly organize
an exhibitors' annual social outing club
whereby they could have a social outing each
year in some part of the United States.
"Mr. J. C. Jenkins and myself aim to arrive
at Alexandria Sunday, June 24. That is, if
J. C. don't talk the tires off of Patsy Ruth.
"Would suggest that anyone intending to
make the trip would write H. J. Longaker at
Alexandria for reservations."
Herald Only Club in Action
The Herald Onlj' Club will now come to
order
the order
Fishy
Phil — Rand,
and reservations.
Trags, and There's
Grasshopper
Sprague. And what about Tom Foster, from
up Wisconsin way? And Doc Childs? And
Bert (Family) Silver?
And Walt Bradley?
What a place for Crockett Brown to train
that Bullfoundland pup to dive for bullheads —
pardon, catfish. And Estee: Will you be
there, P. J.? Maybe Giacoma Bros, will try
to seal up one of those horned toads in the
gunwale of a boat. Will Rudolf Duba, the old
faithful of WTiat the Picture Did for Me, and
Micky Larsen, Fred Meyer, Mrs. Hulda J.
Green, and Elmer Dailey, be on deck?
But we'd keep the printers working double
time for a w^eek without nicking the list And
Stettmund? And Zimmerman? And — no,
states. got to stop. We can't even list 'em by
we've
There's space to add only one thing. From
June 24 to 30 there'll be only one-way traflfic,
and that's headed straight for Alexandria, in
the land of the skyblue water, wnere percn are
perch and exhibitors are just plain goodfellows.

Walkout of Projectionists Closes All
Theatres, Attempts to Arbitrate Fail
d)
(Special to the Hcrald-U'orl
as a result of a walkare closed.
theatres
5.— All Astoria
ors
rat
.
,„
ope
picture June
of motion ORE..
outASTORIA.
the
arbitrate
to
efforts
all
far
thus
and
28.
The operators ceased work May
differences between them and the theatres have proved futile.
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Su Louis Labor Indorses Fight On
^^Machine Music^' in TheatresDenies
Four Houses Made Center of Union Demands — Petrillo in Chicago
$10,000,000 Fund Voted at Louisville Is for Campaign

Tames Petrillo, head of the Chicago Federation of Musicians, emphatically denied
yesterday that the $10,000,000 fund to be raised^ by the American Federation of Musicians will be used for £ghting "canned music."
"We do not fight," declared Petrillo, "but the fund will be used in case of any £ght
that might develop. The fund is being raised purely for protection in case of strikes
and for member bene£ts. We have taken no action Jn regard to 'talking picture devices in Chicago nor do we contemplate any action."
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

ST. LOUIS, June 5.— Decision of the American Federation of Musicians
at its Louisville convention to raise a $10,000,000 fund for defense, strike relief
and other benefits has been indorsed by the Central Trades and Labor Unions
of St. Louis, at the request of Steve Butler, representing the local union of
musicians. The fund is reported to be sought, in part at least, for a campaign against "machine music" and the St. Louis organization has pledged
its moral support.
Plan 2 Per Cent Weekly Levy
It is planned to levy an assessment of 2 per cent on the v^^eekly pay of
all musicians affiliated vi^ith the national body. There are 75,000 union
musicians. The pay of members of theatre orchestras ranges from $48 to $90
a week. On that basis the $10,000,000 fund v^^ill accrue at the rate of more
than $80,000 a week.
The national officers have been empowered
to continue the assessment after the fund has
been accumulated in the event of strikes, lockouts or other conditions requiring large expenditures.
The initial assessment will be levied the first
week in September. In addition to the 2 per
cent tax a number of local unions of musicians, including the St. Louis local, now
assess members 1 per cent of their weekly
pay toward financing the fight on "machine
music." A revenue of $35,000 a year is derived by the St. Louis union for that purpose.
According to Butler the 1 per cent charge
will continue after the 2 per cent national
assessment goes into effect.
Grand Central First Objective
The Grand Central theatre, operated by
Skouras Brothers as a Vitaphone house, was
the first St. Louis theatre to be singled out
in the drive against mechanical music. Although no orchestra is required in conjunction
with the showing of Vitaphone pictures, the
local musicians insisted that an orchestra of
seven pieces be employed by the Grand Central. These musicians play but 90 seconds
during each performance. It is understood
that this arrangement is unsatisfactory to the
leaders of the musicians union.
The next step taken in St. Louis was the
placing of pickets before the Senate, Astor
and Rainbow theatres, operated by C. Goldman
and J. Leventhal, which have been using mechanically operated organs for several years.
The pickets passed out handbills calling attention to the fact that these theatres were
using mechanical music instead of orchestras
composed of union musicians.
Nine Pickets Arrested
On May 1 police arrested Emil P. Bafunno
and eight other pickets who were passing out
the handbills in front of the Senate and Astor
theatres on the charge that they were violating
a city ordinance against littering the streets
and sidewalks with paper and other rubbish.
Later all of those arrested were discharged
in police court.
On May 29 Bafunno filed suit for $40,000
damages against the owners of the Senate
and members of the Board of Police Commissioners charging they had conspired to effect
his arrest.
Those named as defendants were: Col.
Orrick, president of the Board of Police Commissioners; Henry Kortjohn, Arthur J.
Freund and Frank Magoon, members of the

police board ; Assistant Chief of Police
Glasco; Lieutenant of Police Ulrich, and William Holtman, Jake Leventhal, Frank Leventhal and Charles Goldman.
Calls It "Abuse of Art"
Explaining his purpose in handing out the
handbills in front of the Senate, Bafunno set
forth that he had a constitutional right to
protest against "the abuse of the art of music
by these devices and to freely impart his opinion to others, including the patrons of said
He characterized the mechanical music used
theatre."
as "an abortion of the art and demoralizing
and destructive of the art and tending to debase and destroy the technique of music and
its effect on the emotions and the intellect
of Hethe further
public." charged that
(Continued
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This Handed Us a Big
Laugh; Does It You?
NEW

YORK, June 5.— The following words were seen last week as
a trailer at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse, a so-called art theatre:
"Now that Roxy is serving coffee
(with cream) at his palatial theatre,
we feel proud that this custom of
the smallest theatre has been copied
by the largest. And yet we wonder
what this custom will lead to. Looking forward some 10 years we imagine the following conversation:
" 'What are they having at the
Strand theatre this week, dear!''
" 'The Strand is having Pimento
Sandwiches and Bebe Daniels.'
" 'I hate Pimento Sandwiches.
What's at the Rialto?'
"'At the Rialto? Oh, yes. Fruit
Salad and Tommy Meighan.'
" 'Fruit Salad again. I'm fed up
on that. Didn't I hear somewheres
that Theodore of the Ritz has taken
over the cuisine of the Fifth Avenue
Playhouse? I wonder what they have
" 'Roast
this
week?' Duck and Caligari.'
"'Roast Duck? — Let's go!'"
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At the New York
Theatres
NEW

FILMS

GAIETY — "Fazil," a Fox special with Charles
Farrell and Greta Nissen featured.
ROXY — "The Strange Case of Dr. Ramper," a First
National production filmed in Germany, starring Paul
Wegener. Adapted from the stage play by Max Rohr
and directed by Max Reichmann. Mary Johnson
plays the only feminine role.
PARAMOUNT— "The Drag Net," a Paramount
film starring George Bancroft. Evelyn Brent, William Powell, Fred Kohler, and Leslie Fenton are featured. Josef von Sternberg directed.
CAMEO— "The Living Image," a Continental production v;ith a story of revolutionary Russia. Played
by Emmy Lynn, Jacques Catelain and Roger Karl.
GREENWICH VILLAGE THEATRE — "The
Hands
of Orlac,"
rad Veidt.
Robert foreign
Weine mystery
directed. film starring ConSTRAND — "Tenderloin," Warner Brothers picture,
with Dolores Costello and Vitaphone.
HIPPODROME— "Clothes Make the Man," TiffanyStahl film, starring Eve Southern and Walter Pidgeon.

HELD

OVER

CRITERION — "Wings," Paramount, opened Aug.
12, 1927.
ASTOR — "The Trail of '98," Metro-GoldwynMayer, opened Feb. 13, 1928.
GLOBE — "Street Angel," Fox, opened April 9.
44th STREET
"Abie's Irish Rose,"
Paramount,
opened THEATRE—
April 19.
WARNERS— "Glorious Betsy," opened April 2(,.
CENTRAL— "The Man Who Laughs," Universal,
12.
opened
April 27.
RIVOLI^"Ramona," United Artists, opened May
FIFTH AVENUE— "Berlin," German-made, opened
May 12.
EMBASSY — "Tempest," United Artists, opened
May 17.
RIALTO — "Street of Sin," Paramount, opened
May 26.
CAPITOL — "Laugh, Clown, Laugh," M-G-M,
opened May 26.
TIMES SQUARE— "Dawn," presented by Arch
Selwyn, opened May 28.
HAMMERSTEIN'S— "The End of St. Petersburg,"
presented by Arthur Hammerstein, opened May 29.

Theatres Great Aid in
Success of Music Week
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 5.— Healthy rivalry
among the various states with regard to the
number of local "music weeks" within their
borders was a feature of the fifth National
Music Week observed in nearly 2,000 communities, and in swelHng the amount of participation, various states counted considerably
upon the increased observance of the week by
motion picture theatres. Increase was largely
brought about by the suggestions for special
music features provided not only by the
M. P. P. D. A., through the trade press,
but in printed matter distributed by the music
week committee. It is desired by that committee that any motion picture house which
made even the slightest participation in music
week send a report to the committee for inclusion in its forthcoming book, "Five Years
of National Music Week."

San Francisco Host to
Returning Secretaries
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, June 5.— Twenty young
women secretaries of the Film Boards of
Trade of the United States and Canada, were
visitors last week on their way home from
their convention held in Hollywood. They
were escorted from the southern city by Miss
Claire Foley, secretary of the local board, and
were^ entertained at a luncheon at the Hotel
St. city.
Francis and taken for a motor tour of
the
Grover C. Parsons, president of the San
Francisco Film Board of Trade, and Milton A.
Nathan, counsel, acted as hosts. Charles C.
Pettijohn, general counsel of the Film Boards,
accompanied the secretaries here.
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Leading Proposals
From Australian
Commission
Here are the outstanding recommendations of the Royal Film Commission for
Australia, as summarized by Gayne Dexter, editor-in-chief of "Everyones":
1. A Board of Censors will be established, consisting of three persons, one of
whom will be a woman.
2. A Censorship Board of Appeal will
also be established, consisting of three persons, one of whom will be a woman. The
position of chairman will be offered to
Professor Wallace. No member of the
motion picture industry can be on the
board.
3. The Commission recommends the
limitation of film contracts to 12 months,
but the Commonwealth has no power to
enforce this until agreement is reached
with the States.
4. The Commission recommends a 5
per cent rejection clause in all contracts,
but exhibitors can only use the clause for
the purpose of making room for Australian
productions. The Government has no
power to enforce this.
5. Each year the Government will give
an award of merit of $25,000, $12,500 and
$7,500 for the three best Australian pictures. Also $2,500 for the best scenario
written by an Australian, and $2,500 for
the best scenario containing Australian
sentiment. These awards will be made for
three years only.
6. The Government needs wider powers
before it can act on the recommendation
for a three years' quota for Empire films,
commencing Jan. 1, 1929, with 5 per cent
the first year, 10 per cent second year, 15
per cent third year.
7. It is recommended that films be
graded and marked "Suitable for Universal
Exhibition" if they are suitable for children. No other markings to be allowed.
No picture can be advertised "For Adults
Only." Only pictures marked "Universal
Exhibition" can be shown at matinees, but
long-run houses are exempt. These recommendations also are outside the scope of
the present constitutional powers.
8. The Government will increase the
tariff on foreign films from one penny half
penny to two pence per foot. British
films will still be admitted free. An attempt will be made to induce England to
remove the duty from Australian films.
The $225,000 a year extra from increased
duty will be devoted to the maintenance
of the Censor, and Appeal Board, and supply the annual Awards of Merit.

Three Literary Agents
Combine;
Open
Offices
In New York, Hollywood
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Three- Year Quota in Australia
Proposed by Royal Commission
Duty Would Be Increased $225,000 a Year, 5 Per Cent Rejection
Clause Would Be Permitted, but Only to Make Room
for Australian Productions
A three-year quota for Empire films in Australia, an increase of $225,000 a
year in duty on foreign productions, except British, and a 5 per cent rejection
clause in all contracts, but only to make room for Australian pictures, are
among the outstanding recommendations, as far as American producers are
concerned, in the recommendations of the Royal Film Commission, printed in
full by "Everyones." Government Seeks Wider Powers
Fifty recommendations are made in the commission's report, but only 19 of
these can be put into effect by the Commonwealth Government, wider powers
depending upon full co-operation of all the states which is to be sought at a
conference.
The quota proposal, referring to long
features only, is one of those which the
Government cannot as yet place in operation. Under this plan, while no Australian
quota is recommended, the Empire quota
would be fixed at 5 per cent for the first
year, 10 per cent the second year and 15
per cent the third year, all this provided
reciprocal arrangements can be made with
other parts of the Empire. Long run houses
would be required to show at least one
Empire picture each year, with a 5 per cent
quota operating over all three years.
Showman Safeguarded
To safeguard the showman it is provided
that a certificate of remission could be issued if the exhibitor proved the price for
a quota picture not equitable, a sufficient
number of quota pictures of the right standard not available, if the opposition exhibitor
already had screened all available quota
films and if it should be commercially impracticable to comply.
Denial that an American combine controls Australia is made in the commissioners' statement that "it is abundantly clear
from the evidence adduced that there is no
American combine in existence in Australia
exercising a stranglehold over the motion
picture
industry."Limited to 12 Months
Contracts
Contracts would be limited to 12 months
under the proposal, registration of distributors would be required and the plan for a
National Film Exchange discarded. TheMotion Picture Distributors of Australia is
held a purely trade protective association.
Registration of exhibitors also would be
required, in the section of the report dealing
with the 5 per cent rejection clause. In
holding that the rejection provision could be
applied only to make room for Australian
pictures, the Commission found that 100
per cent contracts narrowed the chances
for use of Australian productions.
Revenue to Aid Home Product
The provision which would add $225,000
duty on foreign productions
specifics an

increase of a halfpenny a foot, making the
duty two-pence a foot. This, accepted by
the Government, will bring the revenue up
to $900,000, this to be used to stimulate
Australian productions, to supply annual
Awards of Merit and maintain the Censor
Board and Board of Appeal provided for
elsewhere in the report.
The Commission recommended that English producers discontinue the practice of
selling
their pictures
to "carpetbaggers,"
who purchase
a few films
in London and
bring them to Australia for screening at
prices disproportionate to general returns.
The Commissioners stated that the latest
British pictures had shown a decided improvement over the second-rate type of
previous years which had caused a distinct
apathy of Australian audiences.
Distributors Not Australian
The Commissioners also held that the distributors, calling themselves purely Australian companies, were in effect virtually
distributing branches of American concerns
and declared that profits, which should be
taxed, are being remitted to America, these
totaling $3,700,000 for the year ending June
30, 1927, with total film hire of $5,500,000
for the same period and $27,500,000 the
gross receipts of theatres a year.

Pathe Regional Confab
Opens in Dallas Sunday
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

ATLANTA, June 5. — Dan Michalove,
southern division manager for Pathe, left
Sunday for a tour of Pathe exchanges in
his division, winding up in Dallas where the
regional convention for the Southern division will be held at the Baker hotel, June
10 and 11. Branch managers, salesmen and
head bookers from Dallas, Memphis, New
Orleans and Oklahoma City will attend the
two-day session. Harry Scott, short subiects sales manager, will join Michalove in
Dallas.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 5.— Brandt & Brandt,
James B. Pinker & Son, and Ann Watkins,
Inc., announce that they have amalgamated
their motion picture interests and established
a literary agency to be known as AngloAmerican Authors, with offices both in New
York and Hollywood. Alary Alice Scully
will represent the new organization in Hollywood and have complete charge of the sellCoast.ing of the agency's product on the West
The new combine represents authors of
America, England and the Continent. Murray Howell, of Pinker & Son, Leila Worthington, of Brandt & Brandt, and Ann Watkins will .continue to operate with the Eastern
offices.

Moral in ''Mad Hour" Causes Aldermen
Censors' Condemnation
To Overrule
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., June 5. — Because the picture shows the heavy price that
must be paid for the wildness of youth, the city council has overruled the municipal censor board's condemnation of "Mad Hour." First National picture scheduled
to the drunkenness and "necking"
the Rivoli.
showing
for
shown. The board objected
among collegeat youths
"viewers" are shortly scheduled to take a written exSeventy motion picture
amination to determine their qualifications to pass on pictures, the motion picture
board decided. The examination is expected to determine the viewpoint of^
"viewers" on pictures so there will be no more cases of one set of "viewers"
passing a picture and another set condemning it.
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Bankers Take Over Cooney Circuit;
Place Coston Over Theatres
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WORLD

Tour of World Planned
For Leo, M-G-M Lion,
As Exploitation Stunt
(Special to the Hcruld-World)

Stockholders Given Option of Resuming Control if They Raise $250,000
in 30 Days — Meeting Called for Sunday
BANKERS have taken over the National Playhouses, Inc., Chicago circuit
started by the Cooney Brothers, in a move to straighten out the financial situation of the company, which operates ten theatres in Chicago.

NEW YORK, June 5.— Leo, the M-G-M
lion, is to see the world. Plans are now
being completed for a globe-circling tour as
an exploitation
hoo to followballythe

'T'HE arrangement, with James E. Coston
-»■ of the Coston Booking Circuit placed in
charge of the theatres, was made with an
option providing that the stockholders may
take control by raising $250,000 by July 1
to meet obligations. The bankers. Barret
& Co. and Frederick Peirce & Co., all of
Philadelphia, provided $200,000 to satisfy the
most pressing obligations.
Meeting Called for Sunday
A meeting has been called for next Sunday at which the stockholders, creditors and
the bankers, the latter represented by
Peirce, C. E. Morrow and C. H. Walker,
are to determine final disposition of control.
Three directors appointed at a meeting
last week are Peirce, Morrow and Martin
McNally, the latter to remain on the board
for one year regardless of the decision Sunday, according to M. J. Ahern of the law
firm of Nash & Ahern, representing the
stockholders.
Deny Dickering with Big Chain
B. J. Cooney and Con Cooney are reported to have Been retained in an advisory
capacity under salary, as well as J. J. Cotter.
The bankers are said to hold loans totaling
$2,500,000 on the circuit.
It also is reported that if the stockholders
take control they will name S. J. Gregory
to head the chain. Ahern denied, however,
there has been any dickering with any large
circuit, at least as far as the stockholders
are concerned.

said on his return from Chicago.
Peirce
declared there is no present intention of
turning over the Cooney circuit to any
larger chain but that if some big circuit
made an attractive offer it might be considered.
Resignations of all officers were asked
and accepted and the following officers of
both corporations elected: C. E. Morrow,
president; C. H. Walker, secretary and
treasurer; James E. Coston, vice-president,
and a board of directors consisting of Morrow, Peirce and Martin J. McNally.

Leo's home during
his tour of the world
will be a motorized
cage 23 feet long. The
interior, fitted with
patented
and
train." feeding
watering
troughs, is
of white enamel.
Frank W. Phillips
will take care of Leo
during the tour.
An advance wagon
will arrive in each

Stern Completes 20 of
52 Universal Comedies
In Four 1928-29 Series

city and town two weeks ahead of Leo's appearance. This wagon is artistically decorated, has a special press compartment capable of taking care of newspapermen, typewriters, mats, cuts, etc. In the rear compartment of this truck will be pigeon-holes
containing accessories, including buttons,
blotters, post cards, bronze lions, medallions,
trailers and special three-sheet and one-sheet
posters. Accompanying the Leo cage will be
a calliope and three cameramen.

Big Chain Offer Might Be
Considered, Says Peirce
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, June 5.— Backers of
National Playhouses, Inc., and National
Theatres Corporation, Chicago, feel that
with changes of control, improved stageshows, and curtailed operating expenses
there will be increased attendance and benefit to the stockholders,
Frederick
Peirce

If You Think You're Like
Venus and Want Film Fame —
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
YORK. June 5. — Girls,
here's at least one more chance to
become a film actress: FBO, in
conjunction with "Physical Culture
Magazine,"
is searching
girl
whose face and
form will for
rivala that
of the famous Venus de Milo. she to
be awarded a ten-week contract at
$150 per week, with railroad expenses
paid for herself and chaperone from
her home to the studio. If she
shows promise, she will be retained
permanently. All unmarried girls
between the ages of 16 and 25 are
eligible. Contestants must submit
photographs between now and Aug.
31 to Physical Culture Venus Editor,
Macfadden Building, New York City,
with name, address, weight, age,
height, coloring, bust, hips, thigh,
neck, wrist and waist measurements
noted on the back of each photograph. The judges will be composed
of a committee of seven prominent
men and women, it is said.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YO'RK, June 5.— The 52 Stern
Brothers comedies to be released by Universal
in 1928-1929, are almost half completed according to Abe Stern, vice-president of Stern.
Twenty comedies are now complete, most of
them ready for pre-viewing.
The comedies in hand are about five tworeelers of each of the four series being made
for the 1928-1929 market, "The Newlyweds
and Their Baby," featuring Snookums ; "Let
George Do It," featuring Sid Saylor; Buster
Brown comedies ; and "Mike and Ike."

Labor Scare Revived in
New Stench Bomb Charge
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, June 5.— An echo of the
stink-bombing of the Grand theatre at
Kokomo, some months ago, following labor
difficulties, is being heard now in circuit court.
Roy V. Orin of Gary, is being tried, charged
with having a stink bomb in his possession for
an unlawful purpose.
In the examination of the Panel, particular
care was taken to ask each one whether he
had any prejudice against organized labor or
theatres. One who reported in overalls admitted he never had been in a theatre in his
Hfe.

11 Pictures Completed
by China Sun Company
(Special to the Herald-World)

SHANGHAI, May 24.— Eleven pictures
have been completed by the China Sun
Motion Picture Company, Ltd., that producer reports. The titles include "Way
Down West," "The Girl General," historic
dramas; and "A Poet from the Sea" and
"A Reviving Rose," novelties. Distribution
rights for both America and Europe are
held by L. Schipper of Antwerp, Belgium.
It is said that much care has been taken
to make these productions comprehensible
to Occidental peoples.

Fox Salesmen Present
Grainger Diamond Ring
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 5.— Tribute to the
leadership of James R. Grainger, general sales
manager_ for Fox Film Corporation, was paid
by 300 district and branch managers and salesmen by presenting him with a diamond ring
at the end of the New York convention.

present
of the
M-G-M one"trackless

Leo,

in

Person

First National Buys 48
Plays, Published Works,
Originals
for 1928-29
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, June 5.— Forty-eight stories
have been bought by First National for
1928-29 productions, according to Richard A.
Rowland, general and production manager,
who states that only a few more are needed
to complete the President group. The new
material includes 18 plays, 12 published
stories and 18 originals.

$100 Fine Is Imposed
for Operating Sunday
(Special to the Herald-World)

ASHLAND, C, June 5.— Harry Carl,
proprietor of a motion picture house, was
finedviolating
$100 in the
the city
mayor's
court prohibiting
last week
for
ordinance
Sunday performances. There are four
houses in Ashland, one of which is owned
by the city and leased, with the express
proviso that no Sunday performances be
given.

Many View Opening of
New Banning Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

BANNING,
June 5.—the
Large
and enthusiasticCAL.,
audiences marked
opening
of
the Banning theatre, many coming from nearby towns. E. E. Beattie, manager of the house,
chose "Steamboat Bill, Jr.," United Artists picture starring
as the initial attraction. Buster
Two shows Keaton,
were run.

Jerry Steel Is Made
Manager for Warners
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June S.— Sam E. Morris, general manager of distribution for Warner Bros.,
has appointed Jerry Steel as manager of the
company's office in St. Louis. Steel succeeds
L. E. Goldhammer, who has been transferred
to the Minneapolis exchange, where he will act
in the capacity of branch manager.
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Sistrom Appointed
Managing Head of
Pathe's Film Plant
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 5.— William Sistrom
has been appointed general manager of the
Pathe studio.
Sistrom has been acting in a
similar
capacity
at
the De Mille studio.
Born in the Fen
country of Lincolnshire, England, Sistrom was brought to
the United States by
his parents when a
boy. His earlier business years were spent
in the employ of the
Western Electrit
Company. In 1914
he came under the
notice of Carl
Laemmle, at that
time building his Fort
William Sistron
Lee studio, and was
hired to supervise the construction. On completion of the studio Sistrom was placed in
charge of it and afterwards sent to Universal
City as production manager.
After some years at Universal he became
production chief for Cosmopolitan productions, and personally supervising Frank
Borzage's "Humoresque." Later he became
general manager of Hollywood Studios, which
eventually became Metropolitan Studios.
Affiliation of De Mille placed Sistrom in
charge of both the Metropolitan and De Mille
studios, later taking charge of production
also.

Move to Ban Shows on
Sunday Halted by Writ
Stopping Court Action
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL, June 5.— A distinct surprise
was sprung by United Amusements, operating
12 theatres here, when in opposition to the
move of the Quebec government to ban Sunday shows, a writ of prohibition was obtained
in Superior court last week against the criminal proceedings instituted by the authorities
against the Regent theatre. As a result, the
move by the government to close all theatres
on Sundays has been halted.
It was contended in the petition that moving picture presentations were not theatrical
performances in the eyes of the law, and
there was no provision in either the Federal
Lord's Day act nor the Quebec statutes making the presentation of moving pictures on
Sundays an ofifence. Further it was alleged
that the proprietors of the Regent, being an
incorporated company, could not be summoned
on a criminal charge. It was further claimed
that Sunday shows have been permitted in
Quebec since 1907 under existing laws.

Danz Signs Agreement
With Theatre Unions
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, June 5.— An agreement has
been reached between the Theatrical Federation and Joseph Danz, operator of the Embassy and Rialto theatres, to become effective June 28.
Five unions are represented in the agreement, stage employes, musicians, motion picture operators, building service workers and
bill posters. A score of former employees
are expected to return to their former positions.
The agreement ends a long battle between
Danz and the local imions. Several of the
Danz houses have been the objects of bombing attempts.
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Williams Lands with 18 Trunks
Loaded with Pictures and Ideas
Physical Distribution of World Wide Product Through Educational Reported Immediate Plan, with 35 Branches to Be
Arranged — Seeks Sales Manager First
By PETER

VISCHER

NEW YORK, June 5. — With eighteen trunks and a comprehensive plan for
the distribution of European pictures in America, J. D. Williams arrived here
Friday on the Berengaria. He plunged at once into the business of establishing
an American organization with 35 branches, beginning with a still hunt for a
livewire sales manager and for an arrangement for physical distribution with
some existing exchange system, reported to be Educational.
Urges Competition for Hollywrood
"The greatest thing that could happen to the motion picture industry today,"
he said, "would be to provide Hollywood with competition. We like to look on
our industry as a worldwide force; as a matter of fact, the situation is held
tightly in Hollywood's hands.
"Business without competition breeds stagnation. That in itself would be bad enough,
but I have found from long experience abroad
that all the poorest
American pictures
reach the other side
as well as the good
ones. Europe is flooded with second-rate
American pictures,
and as a result there
is a reaction against
the entire American
industry. Of such
things are quotas and
tariff walls and other
depressing measures
constructed.
,"Let us say, for instance,arethatmade
800 pictures
in
Hollywood. Of these, 400 are not good
enough to be shown on Broadway. But
they do get to England and France, and
they claim to represent the American industry. No wonder Europeans complain!
Good Foreign Pictures Sought
J. D. Williams

"My plan is to see to it that good pictures
are made in Europe, with an eye toward
the American market, and then shown in
this industry
country. farThis
willthan
develop
Europe's
film
better
will any
quota
or tarif?. It will provide Hollywood with
the sort of competition that means progress.
"I want to do this by combining European talent with American energy and business sense.
"This is not just a plan for the future.
I have already obtained nearly 20 pictures
in Europe which are to be brought over
without delay. These pictures are, I can
say conservatively, far better than the aver-

Ever Make a Funny Error?
Tell First National
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 5.— Walter F.
Eberhardt, editor of "First National
News." has begun another "crazy"
contest. The £rst one was "The
Craziest Question Ever Asked." The
new contest will be "The Funniest
Mistake
Ever may
Madehavein been
My Theatre."
The mistake
made by
the contestant himself, an exhibitor,
by a member of his staff, or a patron.
All entries must be received by July
23. A prize of $10 will be awarded
for the answer adjudged the funniest.

age product from Hollywood.
They will
get better as we go along.
"These pictures will be sold to exhibitors
singly, each on its own merits. I will make
no attempt to force a series of pictures on
any exhibitor. There'll be no attempt to
sell pictures sight unseen, on their names,
or on the name of some star, or the dream
of some salesman.
"I intend to establish 35 branches in the
United States and Canada. I expect to
bring down the negative cost of pictures.
Obviously, I will open a new source of supply and create international competition.
New faces, new ideas, new thoughts will be
offered, for we will not be bound by the
prevailing Hollywood technique, w-hich, as
everyone knows, tends to produce pictures

as though they were cast in a mold."
Nations Alive to Film Importance
Williams said that the British people —
and as well the citizens of France, Germany,
Denmark and other European countries —
are alive to the importance of picture representation. America is known to the world
through
Hollywood's
England
and France and Germanyproduct.
do not begin
to
get the representation they should have and
actually need, because Hollywood dominates the motion picture theatres.
The English are so alive to the existing
situation, he said, that $25,000,000 has been
raised in the past year for the development
of English pictures. Through this sum they
intenddo to
put Britain's
best foot
and
a profitable
business
on theforward
side. —
"Invasion" Not Aim
Williams made it plain that he does not
intend an "invasion" of American business.
A close study of the situation, he said, convinced him that strong European competition would stimulate interest in pictures the
world over, in America as in the farthest
corners of the world, to the end that all
would profit. He predicted that an indirect
result of bringing European films to this
country would be an increase of from 25
to 50 per cent in the business of American
producers abroad.
Producing units releasing through World
Wide Pictures will form associations in
their respective countries similar to the
Hays Organization in America.
The record boasted by T. D. Williams in
the motion picture industry makes it obvious that his plan is carefully worked out
and should show prompt results.
Williams announced himself a great believer in trade paper advertising and deliberately withheld the names of the pictures
he will first offer in order to announce them
first in trade paper advertisements.
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Broadway Gets Big Treat

Pointing Way to Big Year for Columbia

with
Premiere
Newest
Pictureof **Fazil,"
by Fox
"Dawn"

and "The End of St. Petersburg" Show to Good
Houses
By PETER

Joe

Brandt

Jack

Cohn

Harry

Cohn

Alex

Moss

Six New Offices Complete National
Chain of Columbia Exchanges
Latest Established in St. Louis, Milwaukee, Denver, Salt Lake City, Albany
and Buffalo to Handle Next Season s Product
(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK, June 5.— A deal engineered by Jack Cohn, treasurer of
NEW
Columbia Pictures, for establishment of Columbia exchanges in six key
cities — St. Louis, Milwaukee, Denver, Salt Lake City, Albany and Buffalo— marks practically the final step in completion of a nationwide exchange
system by the company started two years ago.
T^HE latest move, which has been placed
■*■ in execution by Cecil E. Mayberry, general sales manager, with the St. Louis office
just opened with the assistance of A. H.
Fischer, gives Columbia strategic distribution centers in eastern Missouri, southern
Illinois, Wisconsin, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico, western Nebraska, south
Idaho and New York state.
Six Branches Opened in Year
"Six branches were opened in the past
year, one in Minneapolis and five in the
Northwest,"
said. "Every
link
in
the chain Cohn
of distribution
has weak
now been
eliminated and responsible offices have been
established in all important key cities."
Cohn added that announcement is soon
to be made of the appointees to the new
positions of branch managers and sales personnel.
Southern Franchise Holders Meet
Mayberry presided at the convention last
week in Memphis of Liberty-Specialty, Columbia's franchise holders in the South, with
26 managers and salesmen attending.
Completion of the distribution system
gives Columbia a nationwide working force
for the handling of the "Perfect 36" product
for the coming year, listed elsewhere in this
issue. Robert Edeson is one of the latest
stars to sign with Columbia, making his
first appearance in one of the few productions still to be made on this year's program. It was announced also by the home
office that important bookings are piling up
for "The Raider Emden," German production being distributed by Columbia.

Bromberg Attractions
Opens Conclave Monday
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, June 5.— Branch managers and
salesmen of the Atlanta, Charlotte, New
Orleans and Tampa exchanges of Arthur C.
Bromberg Attractions will meet at the Atlanta
offices next Monday, for a sales convention.
The sessions will cover a period of two days.
Monday evening those attending will be entertained at a barbecue and dance.
The sales meeting will be presided over by

Fred F. Creswell, district manager.
Arthur
C. Bromberg also will be present. Others to
attend are :
H. H. Everett, manager; George Goodale, assistant manager; E. A. Rambonnet, special sales
representative, and Roy Wittiford, salesman, from
Charlotte.
Leo Soicschnaydre, manager; G. Boggi, assistant
manager; and C. R. Hatcher and E. W. Leland,
salesmen, from Nevi' Orleans.
George Chester, manager; and Henry Kimmel,
salesman, from Tampa.
Miss Ruth Roberts, office manager; P. Savin, manager accessories department; and O. P. Corral, salesman, of Atlanta.

Publix Raises Hardy
(S special to the Herald-World)

CHARLOTTE, N. C, June 5.— Harry
Hardy, formerly booker of Publix Theatres
Corporation, has been promoted to district
manager for this territory. W. E. Drumbar,
the former district manager here, has been
transferred to Atlanta. Charles Oswald, of
Jacksonville, Fla., arrived here this week to
take over Hardy's duties as booker.

Educational Working on
"Thrill" Series Tie-Ups
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW
YORK,
June
5.— Educational
is
workmg on a number of exploitation tie-ups
for the series of aviation "thrill" shorts which
are to feature Reed
Howes
in stories by
Thomson Burtis, creator of the
"Russ
Farrell" tales appearing in The American
Boy and republished
in book form.
The
film
series
will
be
called "Russ Farrell,
Both Howes and
Sky Rider."
Burtis
are now in
Hollywood, and
Charles Rogers Productions is expected
to begin production
'^"^ Howe»
issue
first
the Each
on
shortly.
picture will be in two reels,
while the series will consist of six releases.

VISCHER

NEW YORK, June 5.— Broadway was
given a rare treat last night. The glaring
calcium, the crowded lobby, the smiling
stars, the jam of standees, even the pouring
rain made it seem like any other film opening. But when "Fazil" faded from the
screen at the Gaiety theatre, something like
an event had been accomplished.
"Fazil," newest of the William Fox pictures on Broadway, had the courage to
present a tragic ending. When Pierre Frondaies' picture came to a close, Charles Farrell and Greta Nissen were in each other's
arms as one might expect from a romance
of the Arabian desert, but theirs was no
happy smile of delight. They were true to
the legend of Romeo and Juliet.
Rare Tribute to Picture
A packed house greeted "Fazil," and, far
from objecting to the tragedy of its close,
seemed to find it romantically told, beautifully presented and fittingly ended. Such a
compliment is a rare tribute indeed when
one considers that the seats at the Gaiety
are just about the hardest in town and point
downhill like a trick camera shot.
"Fazil" was greeted with real enthusiasm.
The minor parts were thoroughly well handled. The photography was, in spots, fine
as anything the film has yet shown. Thus,
there
reasons
should were
enjoy many
real popularity.
"Dawn"
The

why

"Fazil"

and "St. Petersburg" Go Well

two

foreign made

pictures that

opened some days previously, "Dawn" and
"The End of St. Petersburg" are showing
to good houses, the result, undoubtedly, of
sion.
unusual publicity and considerable discus"Dawn," the picture made by the English
of the life and death of Nurse Edith Cavell,
executed during the war as a spy, aroused
no end of excitement before it reached the
screen. There were many, among them
Otto Kahn, who feared that the picture
would stir up old hatreds. Others, like
George Bernard Shaw, held it to be a powerful argument against war.
An inspection of the picture showed it to
be an earnest and impressive representation
of wartimes in Belgium. The picture could
hardly stir up old hatreds, for it made no
attempt to show Germans in an unfavorable
light, even going so far as to depict an Englishman whom Edith Cavell had saved as the
one who brought about her downfall by
"snitching" on her. The Germans were
shown as going about the sorry business of
war in about as decent a way as the thing
could be done.
Russian Picture Shows

Technique

The Russian picture, sponsored by the
Soviet, proved to be a strong and dramatic
representation of the terrible times Russian
workers had under the heel of profiteers.
The picture was a story based on the cruelty
of munitions manufacturers, rather than a
story of royal venom and cunning.
Some parts of the Russian picture were
exceptionally effective. Certain war scenes
and the handling of mobs at all times
showed the Russians to be masters of film
technique to a remarkable degree. However, itseemed to be fairly generally agreed
that the picture lost somewhat in effectiveness by being played too continuously on
one low pitched key, and a sour one at that.
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Film News
in Pictures

PICTORIAL

W/

Pinched? What of it? They're in good company, inasmuch
as the copper is the Irish-hearted (you know, smilin'-hearted)
Tom Meighan, shown as the police officer he is in Paramount's
"The Racket." At left is Tony Gaudio, his cameraman; and at
right, his director, Lewis Milestone.

SECTION

Stories Told
by the Camera

Rex Ingram is making his first United Artists picture, "The
Three Passions" — but these aren't them, of course. They are
Douglas Fairbanks, UA star now touring Europe with his wife,
Mary Pickford; Ingram, and Alastair Mackintosh, production
manager, "shot" at Ingram's studio at Nice, France.

A youthful executive, indeed! For Universal has
appointed Carl Laemmle,
Jr., supervisor of Laura
LaPlante's next picture.

The Hotel Astor, New York, decorated to welcome
Tom Mix on his vaudeville tour. F B O, which
will make Mix Westerns in 1928-29, gave a luncheon at the Astor for Tom. As for Tony — well, oats
is oats!

Matty Radin, who now
conducts Gotham Eastern
sales affairs, having just
been appointed sales manager for that territory.

It's an old
around the
Navarro has
tions in his

s.iw that a retired fireman always sits
st.ition house. .An.ilojjouslv. R.}nion
a thc.itrc for intinuto dr.inutic produchome. And .ihovc the M-G-M star is
shown .It its cntr.incc.
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What is more suitable to Tahiti than this sports
outfit worn by Raquel Torres while there for sequences in M-G-M's "White Shadows of the South
Seas"? The dress is of printed crepe with — but
what of it?
Something preferably for hotel
ballrooms, though adaptable to
kitchenette apartment parties by
leaving the fan at home. Posed
by Myma Low, Warner Brothers
featured player.

Bathing suits will again be
worn a great deal this Summer,
and here is an appealing model
chosen by Dorothy Gulliver,
Universal featured player

Very smart is this afternoon frock
for girls, girlish women and women
who think they are. Becomingly
presented by another Warner
Brothers player, Leila Hyams, who
belongs to the first group.

Something — not much, it's
true, but something — to be
worn by Polly Ann Young,
M-G-M player, in a very
striking portrait.

Chic, what? The material is
malleable bronze — but what's
more important, the model
is Audrey Ferris, Warner
Brothers featured player.

An arresting bathing suit is this
one worn by Dorothy Sebastian,
M-G-M featured player. It is
adapted to swimming.
both lake and ocean

^
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}-{alfDozen ior 1928-29

A title meriting that popular adjective, "intriguing,"
is
represented by this scene from "Man, Woman and Wife,"
Universal story for the approaching season.
On the difference between women and wives depends the tale.

A critical episode in another Universal 1928-29 production, "Home, James,"
comedy-drama
starring that jolly good fellow, Laura La Plante, who is
shown at right in the scene pictured above.
This picture offers a lively
story about a wealthy woman and a "chauffeur" who isn't a chauffeur.
Left: Such is the
course of love in the
collegiate "Win That
Girl," a Fox comedydrama for the new
season. David Rollins
and Sue Carol, the
featured players are
shown.

Right: What a newsreel cameraman is and
does "behind the
screen" is told in
Fox's 1928-29 melodrama, "The News
Parade." And here
are the featured players, Nick Stuart and
Sally Phipps.

"Look out below!" — or — "Leave that thar gal alone!"
Take your choice of
these subtitles for this scene in Bob Steele's latest hair-raiser, "Headin'
for
Danger," the first in his new scries of F B O Westerns for 1928-29.
In this
scene Bob is the chap above.

An

adventure in quietude in M-G-M's
1*^28 production, "TIic Bcll.imv Trial."
In this scene .ire Pollv
Ann ^'ounji: (whom wc noted quite difforontlv on the
opposite page) .ind Jack R.iymond.
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Vast Array of Product Listed for Busy Exhibitors
(^Continued from page 43)
DANE AND GEORGE K. ARTHUR— Camping Out.
and three others. TIM McCOY, six.
OTHERS— The Wind, Three Cosmopolitan Films,
Our Dancing Daughters, Breakers Ahead, Mothers
and Sons, The Bellamy Trail, The Wonder of Women,
A Free Soul.

(Short Features)

COMEDIES— Charley
Laurel-Hardy (10), All
DITIES—26 releases.
of 2 reels each.
M-G M

Chase (10), Our Gang (10),
Star series (10). UFA ODM-G-M EVENTS— 3 releases
NEWS.

PARAMOUNT

(Features — 74)

ROADSHOW
ATTRACTIONS — The Patriot,
Wings, Abie's Irish Rose.
SPECIALS— The Wedding March, The Man Wlio
Never Missed, Ellis Island, Beggars of Life, The
Tong War, The Canary Murder Case, The Crime
of Interference, The Letter, Tahiti Nights, Glorifying
the American Girl, The Perfumed Trap, The Wolf
Song, Dirigible, The Man I Love, The Hard Boiled
Angel, Living Together, The Upstart Gentleman,
Three Week Ends, The Fleet's In, The Saturday
Night Kid, Apache Love, Redskin, Unconquered,
Warming Up, Moran of the Marines.
STAR OFFERINGS — + from George Bancroft, including The Docks of New York, Swag, two others.
Four from Bebe Daniels. Five from Esther Ralston,
including
"TheParadise,
Case ofHigh
LenaSociety,
Smith"and(special)
and
The Sawdust
two others.
A Zane Grey special, The Water Hole, and three programs, including Avalanche, Sunset Pass and another.
Pola Negri — Loves of an Actress, Fedora. Fay
Wray and Gary Cooper — The First Kiss, two others.
Florence Vidor — Divorce Bound and one other
Charles Rogers — Bulldog Yale and three others.
James Hall and Ruth Taylor cofeatured in three.
Adolphe Menjou in three, one tentatively titled "His
Private Life."

(Short Features— 200)

CHRISTIE PRODUCT— The Confessions of a
Chorus Girl (eight stories), Sandy MacDuff Comedies
(eight stories), Bobby Vernon, eight 2-reel comdies,
Billy Dooley, eight 2-reel comedies. CHORUS GIRL
series. EDWARD EVERETT HORTON, two 2-reel
comdies. Great Stars and Authors — 12 — 2 reels.
Krazy Kat cartoon — 26 — one reelers. Inkwell Imps —
26 — one reel. Paramount News — 104 issues. Commander Byrd's Antarctic
Expedition.

PATHE

THE KING
ROADSHOW

(Features — 37)

OF KINGS.
SPECIAL— The Godless Girl.

SPECIAL— Power, The Spicier, Love Over Night,
Annapolis, Celebrity, Craig's Wife, Show Folks, Ned
McCobb's
Daughter, The Cop, The Red Mark, Tenth
Avenue.
PROGRAM — Man-Made Women, Captain Swagger,
Leatherneck, High Voltage, Flying Fool, Office Scandal, Sal of Singapore, The Shady Lane, The Elevator
Girl, The Getaway, Listen Baby, Forbidden Love,
Noisy Neighbors, Marked Money, Square Shoulders,
Geraldine.
WESTERN FEATURES— Yellow Contraband, 45Calibre War, Sin Town, Burning Bridges, The Bordec
Patrol, Saddle Mates, The Black Ace, The Flyin'
Buckaroo.

(Short Features — 48)

SERIES— Sennett Girls, four. Mack Sennett, 6 —
2 reels. The Smiths, three. Sennett DeLuxe, six.
Dan the Taxi Man — six — 2 reels. Handy Andy — six
—
2 reels.
Tired Business Man — six — 2 reels. Smitty
—10
— 2 reels.
PATHESERIALS— Six— The Yellow Cameo, The
Terrible People, Eagle of the Night, The Fire Detective, The Tiger's Shadow, Queen of the North
Woods.
PATHE NEWS.
PATHE REVIEW.

TIFFANY-STAHL
(Features — 24)

BELLE BENNETT— The Queen of Burlesque, The
Power of Silence, Geraldine Laird. SALLY O'NEIL
— The Big Top, Hurdy Gurdy, The Floating College.
GEORGE JESSEL— George Washington Cohen, The
Ghetto. DOROTHY SEBASTIAN— The Million Dollar Doll, The Spirit of Youth, The Devil's Apple
Rl'CARDO
CORTEZ—
The Gun Runner,
Keys
to a Door.
EVE SOUTHERN—
Helen ofThree
London, The Twelve Pound Look, The Naughty Duchess.
TACK LONDON STORIES— Son of the Wolf, Wife
of the King. PETER B. KYNE STORIES.
Tiffany

(Short Features— 24)

Color

Classics — Short

Reel

Gems.

UNITED ARTISTS
(Seventeen Specials)

Titles still to be announced.

UNIVERSAL
(Features — 68)

LAEMMLE
SUPER PRODUCTIONS — Uncle
Tom's Cabin, The Man Who Laughs, Show Boat,
Broadway, Mating Call. LAEMMLE SPECIALS—
The Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City, The Michigan Kid, The Foreign Legion, Give and Take, The
Girl on the Barge, The Last Warning,
Lonesome,

and 4 Reginald Dennys, including The Night Bird,
Partners for the Night, Red Hot Speed, His Lucky
Day.
UNIVERSAL-JEWEI^-Home, James, Fresh Every
Hour, Jazz Mad, Grip of the Yukon, Silks and Saddles, Red Lips, Freedom of the Press, Man, Woman
and Wife, Phyllis of the Follies, Honeymoon Flats,
Anybody Here Seen Kelly, The Play Goes On, One
Rainy Night, Sex Appeal, The Charlatan, The Shakedown, The Olympic Champion, and eight Hoot Gibsons— The Danger Rider, Points West, Burning
Winds, Clearing the Trail, Smilin' Guns, Blow for
Blow, The Getaway, King of the Rodeo.
UNIVERSAL WESTERNS— The Crimson Canyon,
Born to the Saddle, The Border Wildcat, Beauty and
Bullets, The Ridin' Demon, The Smiling Terror, Grit
Wins, The Two Outlaws, Wild Blood, Plunging
Hoofs, Guardians of the Wild, The Harvest of Hate,
Hoofbeats of Vengeance, The Cloud Buster, The Sky
Skidder, The Body Punch, Beyond the Law, Phantom
Fingers, The Hero of the Circus, The Midnight
Mystery, The Price of Fear, Wolves of the City.

(Short Features)
JUNIOR JEWELS— The Collegians, third and
—13.
fourth series, each twelve — 2 reels.
STERN BROS. COMEDIES (4 Series, 13 each)—
The Newlyweds and Their Baby, Mike and Ike —
—comedies.
comedies.Let George Do It — comedies. Buster Brown
LUCKY RABBIT CARTOONS— 26. HORACE
IN HOLLYWOOD— 13. LAEMMLE NOVELTIES
SUPER SERIALS AND OTHER SHORTS—
Tarzan the Mighty, The Final Reckoning, The Pirate
of Panama, The Mystery Rider, The Diamond Master.
(Three of the above are leader serials of 12 chapters
each, and two of 10 chapters.)
UNIVERSAI^2 REEL WESTERNS (three series
of 12 each and two series of 8 each) — Tenderfoot
Thrillers, Stunt Cowboy series, Forest Ranger series.
Featurettes — Harry Carey and Jack Hoxie reissues.
International Newsreel — 2 issues weekly.

WARNER

BROTHERS

ROADSHOW GROUP— Noah's Ark, The Singing
Fool, Tenderloin, Glorious Betsy, The Lion and the
Mouse, Untitled picture starring Fannie Brice.
WARNER WINNERS— State Street Sadie, Greyhound Limited, One Stolen Night, Kid Gloves, Fancy
Baggage, Midnight Taxi, Stolen Kisses, No Questions
Asked, No Defense, Women They Talk About, From
Headquarters, The Little Wildcat, She Knew Men,
Hardboiled Rose, Frozen River, Land of the Silver
Fox, Untitled picture with Rin Tin Tin, Untitled
picture.

Sheridan Buys Palace
Of Engineering; to Make
Immense Film Studio
Stoll Organization to Book Attractions for Picture and Vaudeville Houses
(By London

Correspondent

of the Herald-World)

LONDON, May 25 (By Mail).— Victor
Sheridan, a man well known on this side,
has purchased the whole lot of the Palace
of Engineering at the late British Empire
Exhibition from the Wembley Film Syndicate. He tells me that he is getting to
work right away, that after a little improvisation there will be in all 14 separate and
self-contained studios in the Palace of Engineering, which is the largest permanent
concrete building in the world. The whole
site comprises 50 acres, and very little alteration will be necessary to bring up the
work to par.
Another Booking Scheme
Sir Oswald Stoll this week announced
that the Stoll Managerial organization is
willing to undertake the service of booking
attractions for a selected number of cinemas and vaudeville houses. Independent
theatres or groups availing themselves of
this service, the announcement points out,
may thus enjoy the advantages obtainable
by the centralized Stoll management, which
controls the most important entertainment
houses in the West End and suburbs of
London and in the provinces.
Will There Be a Break?
Day by day there is more and more evi-

Cochrane Views
on Trade Body^s
Report on Code
Folloiifing is the comment of R. H. Cochrane,
chairman of the distrihiitors' group at the
Trade Practice conference last October, on
the report of the Federal Trade Commission's
Code of Ethics for the industry, announced in
last week's issue of the Herald- World :
"The report approves most of the trade
practices suggested by the conference and in
doing so benefits the general situation.
"It is disappointing that the report does not
approve the distributors' declaration of purposes relative to block booking because such
modifications as are proposed and as are now
actually in practice under the new contract
really eliminate those features of block booking to which objection has been made in the
past.
"I hope Mr. Flannery's recommendation of
a six months or twelve months trial period will
be adopted, because I am confident that when
the new contract is in general force and is
understood by both exhibitors and distributors
it will prove satisfactory to everyone."
dence that the C. E. A. which fairly solidly
represents the exhibitors of this country
today, is going to be torn in two. The annual
conference opens at Cardiff June 18.

83 Theatres in Stanley
Jubilee; Cornerstone of
Mastbaum School Laid
(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

PHILADELPHIA, June 5.— The Jubilee
week of the Stanley Company of America is
being celebrated this week by 83 theatres in
Philadelphia and adjoining territory. There
are added attractions and special features at
each of the theatres joining in the Jubilee,
which was originated by Abe L. Einstein,
publicity director, to offset the slump which
usually takes place about this time.
Several hundred persons, including city
officials, members of the board of education
and the family of the late Jules E. Mastbaum,
former president of Stanley, attended the laying of the cornerstone of the new Jules E.
Mastbaum Vocational school. William Rowen,
president of the board of education, presided
and eulogized Mastbaum, as did Ellis A.
Gimbel, prominent merchant.

"Clean Up'* Drive Brings
Manager, Actress Fines
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, June 5.— Sam Reider,
manager of the Gayety, was fined $100 last
week in the North Side Municipal court by
Judge Carlin. P. Smith. A charge that the
Gayety's stage show was immoral was filed
by the Society for the Suppression of Commercialized Vice. A $100 fine also was imposed upon Carrie Finnel, leading woman of
the show. The case had been under advisement since May 5.
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Synchronization Rides High in Texas
Texas has been taken by storm by synchronized pictures, and the present situation indicates that a long and prosperous
season is ahead for companies and theatres promoting the new type of entertainment. Movietone is being used by all
Interstate houses, and Vitaphone has been and is being installed in Publix class B houses in the larger cities. Good exploitation has aided in the big success in Texas.

At the present time, Dallas, Houston, Fort Worth, Waco, Austin and
Galveston are equipped with either
Movietone or Vitaphone, or both, and
there is not an instance where the innovation has not built business phenomenally. Sound pictures are the;talk of the show wherever they are
played, and theatres that heretofore
made a bare sustenance each week are
now flourishing with big box office
receipts.

The Circle, in Dallas, installed Vitaphone
some six months ago, and played the first
group of Warner's, but the small seating capacity of the house and its inconvenient
location made the success of Vitaphone
rather insignificant, and it was removed,
going into a suburban house, the Arcadia,
for a short time, with not much better success. Two months ago, Publix obtained the
Dallas rights, installed Vitaphone in the
beautiful Melba theatre, inaugurated it with
Al Jolson in "The Jazz Singer," and it was
an instantaneous success, with the picture
running three weeks, a thing that had never
been done in Dallas previously.
Advertising Assures Success
Advertising carried by Publix in all
towns playing Vitaphone has been of such
intensive and thorough nature that its success was almost assured from the beginning. C. B. Stiff, district manager for those
houses playing the talking pictures, has
been in direct charge of the exploitation
campaigns, and duplicated the successful
campaign carried out on the opening of
Vitaphone in Houston at the Kirby, in all
his theatres.
The Kirby was the first house in Texas
on the Publix chain to operate Vitaphone.
It was opened there about three months
ago, with the Jolson picture, advanced by
two-week campaigning period. "The Jazz
Singer" played at the Kirby two weeks, and
instantly brought the house from a period
of indifferent success over and under the
red line to a point where goodly profits are
being made every week, now.
Movietone Is Popular
Interstate, in inaugurating Movietone
with Fox News in their houses in Dallas,
Fort Worth, San Antonio, Houston, Abeline, put on a campaign that was forceful
and interest-creating. All ads, paper, stories, cards and stunts played up Movietone
to such an extent that the public curiosity
was aroused to such a point that its opening was a sensation. Movietone is immensely popular with the patrons of the Interstate theatres, and has brought many additional dollars into the box office.
In campaigning Vitaphone, Stiff had his

Queen,
and Majestic, in their respective
towns.
Advertising Campaign for Vitaphone
NEWSPAPERS: Advertising campaign
starts two weeks in advance, with small
ads, increasing daily in space, in all local
daily papers, and in papers directed at the
foreign population.
Ads to play up three angles — "Jazz
Singer," Al Jolson, and above all, Vitaphone, listing Vitaphone as the eighth wonder of the world and "The Marvel of the

The Biggett
Entertainment
Event Hoaston
Hat Ever Seen!
Starts Tomorrow
attho

P ^ THEATBE
AT 11:00 A.M.

■vcl o(

^
rhe

■ahn^'. grip-

Mammy^ Mammy! O boy, lis'n! —

Hands a'ciutchin , eyes dai glis'n; Mammj,
IVUmmy, \'ze a-missin' home and you I Pipe
down, all you syncopaters, all ycoi jazz-bo
imitators, saxes, cymbals, swe*! potatoes; beat
it fiddlin'. break
^lOLSON
SINGSde 1strings, hush your hubbub

AL JOLSON
UteMSU
MAY McAVOY
CANTOR
ROSENBLATT
WONDER

OF WONDERS!

Tht mARir "f Al Julsnr.-s voitc— 3t)r) pre.encc—
arinnlly Mni:iii(,' l" y<,u from ihc btrten • PoiMbk

The Phantom of Entertainment!
ALL HOUSTON WILL SEE IT!
ALL HOUSTON WILL RAVE ABOUT IT!
Its the L.S.I Word!

'

Newspaper ad used by the Kirby theatre
(Publix House), Houston, Tex. In spite
of all the words of this ad, the key word,
"hear,'' is not used once. The reader is
told in only one place, specifically that
Jolson actually sings. Otherwise, the ad
is
"rtiarvelwell
of Vitaphone"
ideaeffective.
has beenThehandled
in the ad.
Play up ads
the on
"seetalking
and hear"
angle in all
pictures.
advertising managers keep before the public mind at all times the fact that this invention was absolutely new and revolutionary. His success in putting it over as he
has in his towns is an inspiration for other
managers throughout the country contemplating playing Vitaphone, to follow his example and put on a similar campaign. The
following campaign was lined out in San
Antonio for Vitaphone installation over
Te.xas by Stiff, L. E. Schneider, supervisor
of class B theatres, L. L. Edwards of the
home office, and the advertising department
of the San Antonio Publix theatres. It is
an advertising schedule that costs little, and
is effective, as has been shown in box office
reports from Dallas, Houston, Galveston,
Fort Worth and .Austin, since the opening
of Vitaphone in the Melba, Kirby, Queen.

Special campaign of ads and stones m
Jewish papers.
Out-of-town papers in radius of 100 miles
furnished with stories and cuts on Vitaphone, with two passes to each editor for
opening week of attraction, with promise of
more passes upon the further publication of
stories, to be sent out every week by the
advertising department.
Double truck in two big local papers on
opening, tied in with music stores and local
merchants, featuring Jolson songs, and tieing in in general with the opening.
Stories and cuts to start two weeks in advance, playing up at all times that Vitaphone is "The Marvel of the Age."
Outdoor Posting Used
OUTDOOR POSTING: 25 inserts one
week advance and including playdates.
20 pictorial 24 sheets, ten days in advance,
with 2 sheet streamer for Vitaphone announcement.
10 special
block
24's, for
downtown locations,
on picture
and special
Vitaphone.
10 block 6 sheets in spots close to theatre.
50 three sheets sniped over town two
weeks advance.
200 one sheets, going up one week in advance— block.
1,000 tack cards, covering entire city, one
week in advance.
10,000 heralds, circus type, put out three
days before opening of picture.
5,000 teaser cards — business size, two
M.-\R— "THE SOON
with IScopv
in advance,
weeks OF
VEL
THE AGE
COMING
TO200THE
BL.\NK"
window
cards theatre.
to be distributed by
drivers of bus company operating in 85
towns adjoining cities, with big banner on
each bus. All Te.xas key cities have big
bus lines.
Secure Many Tieups
MISCELL.\NEOUS: Indorsement of
prominent citizens to be obtained at special
invitation preview showing, to be used in
current ads.
All show
ads to
play up "Jazz Singer" as of
road
calibre.
Music stores to feature Jolson songs in
{ContinufJ
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Synchronization to Revolutionize
Drama^ Says Prominent Author
By PETER

"The new dramatic form will take dialogue,
music, rhythm, from the stage, but it will use
them quite differently. There will be an amazing economy of dialogue, for talking scenes
will not stand up on the screen without action.
Speech and action must be synchronized, and
there will be far more business and pantomime
than on the stage.

VISCHER

"The new art will have many more scenes
than a stage play. Now, we frequently have
two characters sitting and telling each other
long stories. That boresome subterfuge won't
be necessary, for matters generally explained

Now, Sounds of Flying
Pies Will Be Heard
With the announcement from the Hal
Roach studios that this company will
soon make sound short feature comedies,
one may expect soon to hear almost anything in theatres. Let us quote the company's own publicity man:
"Audiences may now hear for the first
time what a full-grown pie sounds like,
when hurled by a hefty arm, it finds the
physiognomy which may or may not have
been the target. It may even reach the
point where audiences udll be able to
distinguish from the sound whether the
pie thrown was a luscious huckleberry or
a creamy custard."

able for the screen in a proper and adequate
manner; only a few have so far reached the
screen and with rare exceptions, such as 'The
Merry Widow,' they hardly panned out. In
the second place, originals will be written for
the screen, which will allow a field for action
and spirit and reality now utterly out of the
Much

question."
Fresh from Hollywood, Mr. Thompson said
that the importance of synchronized pictures
had not yet fully penetrated into the moving
picture colony on the West Coast. The
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
is alive to the importance of the situation, he
said, holding conferences of directors, actors,
writers and others. The mass of actors, however, do not seem to be aware of the revolution impending.
The companies are active, Mr. Thompson
reported. Paramount already has two stage
directors of the first rank in Hollywood experimenting with the new dramatic form^
Robert Milton and John Cromwell. Others are
expected to go West at the end of the summer.
Apparently no one in Hollywood is disturbed
about the dangers lurking in synchronized pictures for those able to express themselves in
the medium of the voiceless screen, but not
up to speech as well. Jesse Lasky recently
addressed a meeting in Hollywood assuring
all his employees that everybody would be
given a fair chance. And that, to anyone with
self-confidence, is more than enough.

Synchronization Rides
on High in Texas
their windows,
their ads.

in dialogue will be shown in action. For the
firsrt time in the history of the stage, spoken
drama will be freed from the confines of the
picture-frame stage.
Closeups, Subtitles Doomed
_ "Purely as a screen art, it will now be possible to show expressions and shadings hitherto out of the question. This will cause a vast
change in the manner of scoring dramatic, or
for that matter comedy, points. I can see
where subtitles will be entirely done away with,
thus keeping the thread of the picture intact.
Closeups are doomed ! It won't be necessary
from now on to express shadings by contortions of the face at close range; events need
not be repeated for emphasis.
"The new art will open up an entirely new
field for dramatic and comedy effects. Many
a time a single word might put over a scene
quite difficult to show purely in pantomime."
Mr. Thompson's experience in stage writing has been greatest in the musical comedy
field. He wrote the book and lyrics of such
long-running successes as "Little Jessie
James," "My Girl," and others. It was only
natural, then, that he should be keenly interested inthe development of musical photoplays.
"Synchronized pictures will bring about two
great events in the field of musical comedy.
In the first place all the magnificent musical
comedies of days gone by will be made avail-

Action on Coast

(Continued
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page
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Synchronization Will
See Production
in
East Says LeBaron

NEW YORK, June 5. — Harlan Thompson, author of many Broadway musical
comedy successes and more recently an author in Hollywood for Paramount,
believes that the advent of synchronized pictures will mean an entirely new dramatic form — neither photoplay nor stageplay.
"Certain fundamentals will be drawn both
from the stage and the screen," he said, discussing the possibilities of synchronized pictures in an exclusive interview for Exhibitors
Herald and Moving Picture World. "But the
new art, while it will lie between stage and
screen, must evolve certain features entirely
its own.

WORLD

in

Search through newspapers two weeks in
advance for persons having seen picture in
other towns. Letters obtained from them
for publication and for lobby display.
Special excursions run by railroads and
busses into key cities on day of opening,
with rates including ticket to performance.
Trailers run two weeks in advance, for
announcement, followed by one week advance trailer with more detail as to proLobby advance two weeks, using cutouts
gram.
of Jolson, panel boards with stills. Vitaphone cards, entire fronts, carnival atmosphere prevailing, depending upon the type
of lobby. Artist and manager to decide detail of display.
A minimum of 20 window displays in
each city, more as the case permitted.
All ads carry note of enthusiasm, and a
feeling of certainty, getting over the idea
that the Jolson show, with Vitaphone, is
absolutely the greatest innovation amusements have seen.
This campaign, with variations, is the nucleus around which the advance advertising
was operated in each city where Publix
opened Vitaphone. Its simplicity is probstay. ably one of the major reasons for its huge
success. "Talkies" have come to Texas to

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, June 5.— William LeBaron,
vice-president in charge of production for
F B O, on a brief visit here, declared that he
expected many Eastern studios to be reopened
as a result of activity in the production of
synchronized pictures.
"This seems to me inevitable," he said, "as
we will naturally have to draw on many
Broadway actofs and actresses to provide us
with trained voices. Personally, I will welcome the change for I was one of the last
to drop Eastern production and want to be
near the head of the parade when they all
LeBaron said that Hollywood was keenly
interested
come back."in the development of Synchronized
pictures. Fortunately, he said, experimentation would not be so terribly expensive, for
tests could be made with a small but capable
staff employing actors and actresses who would
not need to be stars.
LeBaron expects to be back in Hollywood
within two weeks to help in the arrangement
of a schedule for Erich von Stroheim's production of Gloria Swanson's new picture. This,
he said, had been arranged in order to assist
Joseph P. Kennedy, head of F B O, whose
banking associates are backing the actress in
her new picture.

Warners Begin Two
Vitaphone Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 5.— Warner Bros, began camera work this week on two of their
road shows with Vitaphone for 1928-29. Al
Jolson has put on his make-up for the first
scenes in "The Singing Fool" which is being
megaphoned by Lloyd Bacon from Leslie S.
Barrow's play. Betty Bronson who is plajnng
opposite the star is also working in the preliminary sequences along with Josephine
Dunn, Davey Lee, Arthur Housman and Reed
Howe.
The second Vitaphone special is "The
Terror," the first production to be made with
sound replacing subtitles. This is based on
the play by Edgar Wallace and is being directed by Roy Del Ruth. May McAvoy, Edward Everett Horton and Louise Fazenda
head its cast supported by Alec Francis,
Mathew Betz, Holmes Herbert, Otto Hoffman,
Joseph Girard and John Miljan. Work will
be started next week on the filming of the
Vitaphone
sequences
for The
"Noah's
Ark,"
which
stars Dolores
Costello.
picture
is now
in
its third month of production.

Rehearses Star of
Movietone Roles
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD,
June 5.— Harry Delf,.
prominent actor, director and star, has
signed a contract with Fox, to coach
Madge Bellamy in various impersonations
of famous stage stars, for her first Movietone picture. Miss Bellamy was formerly
a musical comedy star in the East, and will
star der
inthethe
Movietone picture made unFoxfirst
banner.
She will feature such numbers as HarryLauder, Al Jolson, Eddie Foy, Raquel Meller, and several others would sing, in their
own dialect and actions. This is one of the
biggest things ever attempted by Miss
Bellamy, but from the result of the rehearsals, she is assured of every success, due
to the cooperation of her instructor and
musicians.
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Atlanta Vitaphone
Branch Opens With
Fulton as Manager

\ THIRD AMAZING WEEK!

HEAR

Dolores
in tbzt drarutic
"ihird
<lrgr«c"sccne
! Sigei
imgirg — aryj hear marvel-

DOLORES COSTELLO

(Special to the Herald-World)
ATLANTA, June 5.— With the announcement from Paul J. Swift, general sales manager for Vitaphone, of the appointment of W.
B. Fulton, formerly representative in this
territory, as Atlanta branch manager for
Vitaphone Corporation, active operation went
under
weekStreet.
in the company's new
office atway
161 this
Walton
Through the supervision of H. Goldberg, of
the Chicago branch, Vitaphone Corporation
can boast of one of the most modern and neatest offices on Atlanta's Film Row. Over $50,000 worth of Vitaphone records have already
been received by the Atlanta branch and car
loads are continually arriving. Up-to-date in
every detail have the accessory department,
record testing room, film inspecting room and
vaults been planned and constructed. Because
of the necessity of absolute accuracy in the handling of synchronized pictures, the Vitaphone
Corporation will have a large force in proportion to its service.

WORLD

TENDERLOIN
Crowds get bigger each week! N'eVcr iuch
enthusia&m since **The Jazz Singer." Talking
pictures ecore again' A tremendous story ol
gangLand — plus the thrill of the human voice!

S^mra

rill, Enn^gtmcni Can Ho!
Wc Adv>^ Ailcnding the

This ad successfully brings out the "hear" feature of Viluphone. The reader is told definitely and forcefully that he will hear the voices of the two stars. This feature should be
stressed in all ads.
The ad is well arranged typographically and will attract attention.

Theatre^ Devoted Exclusively to
Sound Films^ to Open in Detroit
(Special to the Herald-World)

Vitaphone Scores
at New Embassy
(Special to the Herald-World)
FRANCISCO, June 5.— Paid admissions to the Embassy theatre since its
opening in November passed the half-million
mark late last week. This is the only theatre
in the Greater San Francisco field to make
use of Vitaphone and was the first to install
Movietone. The success of roadshow productions has been such here that Manager William B. Wagnon has been compelled to release the entire list of other bookings to avoid
a congested calendar. Following an engagement of "Good Time Charley," the entire
offering of films will be either road shows or
films from the Warner Brothers' list.
SAN

Hines Will Make
Sound Production
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 5.— Johnny Hines,
who is no longer with First National, announces that his first independent picture will
be a synchronized production. He will make
"The Girl Friend" at the Tec Art Studio and
the sound device will be furnished by the Electrical Research Products, Inc., a subsidiary of
the Western Electric Company.

Exploits Pianist
That a pianist can be of just as much exploitation value to an exhibitor as anything else
was proved during the engagement of Huston
Ray, concert pianist, at Pantages theatre,
Kansas City. Ray first broke onto the front
pages of daily newspapers with the assertion
that music had power to cure illness. His
next step was to give a lollypop party for the
children of Kansas City and entertain them
with a concert.

Represents

Vitaphone

(Special to the Herald-World)
SEATTLE, June 5.— J. A. Gage, former
Educational and Tiffany-Stahl manager in
Seattle, has been appointed West Coast representative of Vitaphone, according to Joe
Skirboll, West Coast district chief.

DETROIT,

MICH.,

June 5. — This city is to have what local theatre owners

term

the first modern theatre devoted primarily and exclusively to the "speaking
screen." Officials of John H. Kunsky Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., have announced
that on Jiine 16 the State theatre will begin a policy of talking pictures, the
features to be long-run super-productions with synchronization.
The announcement was made upon the return from New York of George W. Trendle,
vice-president of the corporation. While in
New York, Mr. Trendle reviewed reports from
Vitaphone and other talking pictures' experts
who have been making secret tests at the
State for a month or more. They reported
the theatre perfectly adapted to talking pictures, acoustically and mechanically.
The opening attraction under this new policy
will be Vitaphone's, "Glorious Betsy." Other
attractions booked are, "The Lion and the
Mouse," "The Jazz Singer," "Noah's Ark,"
and other Vitaphone features, according to
George W. Trendle, vice-president.
Public Wants Talking Pictures
"We

are convinced that the public wants

talking pictures," Trendle declared. "Our experience with 'The Jazz Singer' opened our
eyes. Then we found that Vitaphone novelties
at our Capitol Theatre were applauded heartily by the public and 'Tenderloin' at the Madison was repeating the success of 'The Jazz
The Kunsky interests are now the only ones
in Detroit who are pioneering in talking pic" The Fox Washington, which closed
Singer.' tures.
this week, was running the Movietone newsreels, but no other house is using the new
films on its programs.
The first installation of Vitaphone was at
Kunsky's Madison for "The Jazz Singer."
Then came "Tenderloin." The engagement
of the latter picture will close when the State
changes its policy, and the Madison then will
revert to silent pictures, contenting itself with
a semi-weekly change of bill, according to
Kunsky officials.

Features Word "Hear"
The Kunsky publicity agents have featured
the word "HEAR" in all of their advertisements for "Tenderloin." No special advertising has been used for the short talking novelties at the Capitol, however.
"HEAR Dolores Costcllo in that dramatic
'third degree' scene !" has been the keynote of
all advertisements for "Tenderloin." "HEAR
Conrad Nagel singing and hear marvelous
Vitaphone music. A tremendous stoi-y of gang-

land — plus the thrill of the human voice."
This reiteration of the word "hear" probably has had much to do with the crowds
which have thronged to the Madison in recent weeks.

Arrest Follows Jam
to See ''Tenderloin "
So great were the crowds that jammed in
the Capitol theatre, Chicago, to see Warner
Brothers' talking picture, "Tenderloin," Manager William Donaldson has been arrested
charged with violating the city's ordinance
against standing in the aisles and blocking
exits. A survey of theatres to determine
which of them violate this ordinance was ordered last week by Fire Commissioner A. W.
Goodrich.

''Lion

and Mouse '^
at Warner
Opens
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, June 5.— "The Lion and
the Mouse," Warner Brothers' latest picture with Vitaphone accompaniment and
dialogue, opens at the New York W^arner
theatre on June 15, instead of June 12 as
previously announced. Principal roles are
carried by May McAvoy, Lionel Barrymore, William Collier, Jr., and Alec
Francis.

"Jazz Singer'' Breaks
Record at Strand
(Special to the Herald-World)
BIRMINGHAM, June 5.— Vitaphone and
"The Jazz Singer" are writing up a new
record at the Strand theatre. Now in its third
week, the s.Miclironizcd picture has already
established a precedent for length of run here
and is predicted to remain the strongest local
drawing card for another two or three weeks.
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Grombacher Gives Special Show
for Three Who Drove 80 Miles
SPOKANE, June 5.— "The Customer Must Be Served," and this is more than
an empty slogan with at least one Washington theatre owner. This was proved
in a unique manner last week, at Ray Grombacher's Granada theatre, Grombacher, who by the way, is president of the Washington M. P. T. O., recently installed Vitaphone in the Granada and reopened it as a second run Vitaphone
house, the Liberty being his Vitaphone first run outlet. The Granada reopened
with Al J Olson's "The Jazz Singer" and did a splendid two weeks business.
theatre, operated by the St. Louis Amusement
On its closing night, about 10:30, a dustCompany.
covered automobile drew up with a flourish in front of the Granada. The box
The Missouri Federation of Labor at
office was closed
Springfield, Mo., on May 31 refused a request
and Manager Roy
of the musicians that demand be made on
Rivers was within,
Governor Baker for the resignation of the
telephoning for a
police
board.
cab for a woman
Amusement Park Picketed
patron. A weary
and travel stained
The request was submitted by Butler as
traveler crawled out
business agent for the St. Louis local union
of musicians and was opposed by 0. E. Jenof the car and apnings of the Electrical Workers Union and
proached Rivers
asking excitedly,
R. T. Wood, president of the Missouri Federation of Labor. President Wood expressed
"Am I too late to
doubt that it was a matter of good policy to
see the "Jazz Singadopt the resolution in the form presented.
The St. Louis musicians have also picketed
''You certainly
er?"
the Westlake Park at Natural Bridge and
are, sir. The last
reels are being run
St. Charles Rock roads, which is using meRay Grombacher
chanical music instead of an orchestra on its
off now."
dance
floor. Last week the musicians induced
"I've got to see it, exclaimed the wouldthe Wellston Chamber of Commerce to cancel
"I have come over 80 miles with
be-patron
a boosters picnic which was to have been held
my' wife and mother-in-law, just to see it.
at the Westlake Park June 20. The musicians
My car broke down and that is what dehave also succeeded in diverting several school
layed me. What can you do for me?"
picnics from the park because of the music
Rivers got Grombacher on the phone imdispute. Several days ago a patron of the
mediately and the latter in characteristic
amusement park found that three tires on his
fashion, got action.
automobile had been slashed by a vandal while
Patrons were filing out of the theatre as
he was in the park. The park is also on
final arrangements were made. The visitors
the unfair list of the Waiters, Waitresses and
were given the courtesy of the house for
Bartenders Union because of a change from
a special midnight matinee with the sole
union to nonunion employes this year.
proviso that they pay the operators for
their overtime work.
Thus the "Jazz Singer" played to its
most unusual audience of three persons,
until after 1 a. m. Delighted patrons they
were, too, and so appreciative of the service rendered that they tendered a check
for $10 to the booth operators with the
request to buy some cigars with the extra
-noney, and betook themselves to a hotel,
with a feeling of sincere warmth for
Spokane, the Granada and Ray Brombacher, an exhibitor who was willing to go
the limit to serve his patrons.

St, Louis Labor
Backs Fight on
"Machine
Music^^
(^Continued from page 46)
speech and lawful use of the streets was curtailed and that the defendants had conspired
to terrify himself and other members of the
musicians union so as to prevent further distribution of the handbills.
Union Backs Suit
The Musicians Union is backing Bafunno's
suit.
Julius Leventhal has denied that the theatre owners had anything to do with the arrest
or prosecution of the pickets, saying the police
officers acted entirely on their own volition.
Following the acquittal of the pickets the
musicians union sent a protest to Governor
Sam Baker asking that he conduct an investigation. The governor referred the protest to the Board of Police Commissioners.
Bafunno is in the orchestra of the Novelty

''Include Talkies ^^ in
New Netoco House
(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, June 5.— Erection of an 1,800*seat theatre near the North Attleboro post
office, which will be started at once by the
New England Theatres Operating Corporation of this city, of which Samuel Pinanski
is president. It will be called the Netoco
Community theatre. All the seats will be
on one floor. Entertainment will consist
in pictures and stage shows, while both
Vitaphone and Movietone will be installed.
The opening is scheduled for October 1,
when the Elm theatre will be closed for
renovation.
James W. McNamara, for many years
associated with the motion picture business
in New England and for the past four years
with Netoco, has been given supervision
over the Dudley and Rivoli theatres. Albert Lourie, son of Jacob Lourie, treasurer
of Netoco, has been promoted to manager
of the new Morton theatre at Mattapan.

New Sound Device
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 5.— The Madalatone
Corporation was organized this week to manufacture sound projector apparatus. The president of the corporation is Ferdinand von
Madaler, for some time consulting engineer
for the Eastman Kodak Company and the
Columbia Phonograph Company. Temporary
offices have been established at 729 Seventh
Avenue.
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Gotham Announces
Entrance
in Field
of (Special
Talking
Pictures
to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, June 5.— Sam Sax, president
of Gotham Productions, has announced that
negotiations have been completed with a New
York electrical and radio concern for the
production of synchronized pictures.
Necessary equipment will be set up in Hollywood immediately for reproducing purposes,
and work will begin in the near future on the
company's first picture to carry sound accompaniment which will be "The Girl from Argentine," starring Carmel Myers.

Schine Houses Get
Talking Equipment
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, June 5.— Vitaphone installations
continue to prevail over Northern and Central New York. The Schine Brothers, of
Gloversville, have recently installed the Vitaphone at their houses in Oneonta, Gloversville and Utica, while Harry Lazarus, of
Kingston, has installed the apparatus at his
house. Bob Pierce, owner of the Capitol
theatre in Ilion, has announced that he plans
to install the Vitaphone in the near future.

Sign

Bailey for
Movietone
Casting
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
June 5. — Announcement has been made of the appointment of
Harry A. Bailey as casting director for
Movietone at the Fox studios. Bailey has
been with Fox for the past five years. The
advent of sound pictures requiring executives familiar with the legitimate stage was
responsible
forassociations
Bailey's promotion.
childhood his
have been Since
with
the show business.
Bailey started with Fox as manager of a
roadshow for several seasons and then was
called into the studio where he has been
active in production work since.

Butler

to Manage

Long

Island

Studio

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 5.— Jesse L. Lasky
has appointed John W. Butler executive
manager of the Paramount Long Island
studio, which has been reopened for the
production of pictures with sound accompaniment. Butler has been associated with
Paramount for the past eight years, serving
the company in various executive positions
in the business administration departments.

Lewis Handles Vitaphone
Publicity, Advertising
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 5.— A. P. Waxman,
advertising and publicity director for
Warner Brothers, has appointed Warren
Lewis to take charge of Vitaphone publicity
and advertising. Lewis, who has been on
the Warner advertising staff for some time,
takes over the duties of Jack Keegan, who
has been promoted to the post of New
York branch manager for Vitaphone.
Lewis is succeeded by Walter K. Hill,
formerly president of the Theatrical Press
Representatives of America.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture florid department,
"Hollywood"

Absence of Roadshows Despite
Vigorous Production in West

Colleen Moore Back
"Oh Kay"
for LeRoy's
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD.
June 5.— Colleen
Mooie has just returned from
Hawaii and will immediately start
work on her next picture for First
National, "Ob Kay," which means
that she will go to sea again. John
McCormick has chartered a yacht
and the entire company will sail off
the Coast of Southern California for
the aopening
Kay"musical
is to
be
screen scenes.
version "Oh
of the
comedy of that name and is to be
directed by Mervyn LeRoy.

^'Jackie" Logan Signs
for 3 Films with
Pathe-De Mille Firm

Schertzinger and Reed Complete Biggest Pictures of Week; Both
Paramounts; Two Specials Go Into Production;
Sloman and Tuttle Direct
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 5. — .\n absence of two dollar pictures mark.s the production activities of the Coast studios. Instead there are 47 pictures of somewhat similar calibre and which are intended as programs or specials.
At the same time a vigorous state of productivity marks the colony, nine pictures having been turned out in the past seven days. Two of the biggest were
produced under the direction of Victor Schertzinger and of Luther Reed at
the Paramount lot.
Schertzinger completed "The White Sin"
featuring Clive Brooke, Mary Brian, William
Powell and Olga Baclanova. He spent several days cutting it following his' last studio
shot and then jumped into the preparation of

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 5.— Jacqueline Logan
will be featured in three pictures to be made
by the Pathe-De Mille company in the nexti
eight months, according to a contract which
she signed last week and which is announced
today.
During the past year. Miss Logan has done
remarkable work in the wide variety of roles
for this company. William Sistrom, general
manager of the De Mille studios, announces
that Jacqueline's first picture will go into
production the end of July and will be either
"The Spieler" or "Marked Money." In "The
Spieler," she will head an all-star cast, inand in "Marked Money"
Hale,
there willcluding
beAlantwo
leading men, George Duryea
and Robert Armstrong.
Her third picture will be a featured role
opposite William Boyd. This will be the last
of the three pictures under the new contract
and is scheduled to be finished before the
first of the year.

At the same time seven pictures went ino
production. Five of them are considered of
the "program" class while two of them might
be specials, as the finished production may
determine, of course. The two probable specials arc "The Girl on the Barge," directed by
Ted Sloman, and "\'arsity," direc'ed by Frank
Tuttle. Sloman's picture is a Universal which
stars Sally O'Neil and Jean Hersholt. Tuttle's
is a Paramount picture which features Man.Brian and Charles Rogers.
"Black Magic" with Hines
.\ picliHC not finished lait which will be finished by the time this is on the press is "Black
Magic." Johnny Hines s'.ars, Charley Hines
directs and Charley Burr produces under the
Burr and Hines banner. It is the last of the
Burr
and Hines
on this
year's hooking
release
schedule.
It is pictures
figured for
a heavy
because of the success of the latest release,
"Charlcytown Charley" which was one of the
best
edian.pictures every made by the smiling com-

Talmadge Party Leaves
for 3 Weeks in Hawaii
(Special to the Herald-World)

June 5.— Norma TalHOLLYWOOD,
madge left yesterday noon on the City of
Honolulu for Hawaii, where .she will spend
three weeks. In the party of four were Gilbert Roland, who has appeared in a number
of United Artists pictures; Mrs. Margaret
Talmadge, mother of the film star; and the
star's uncle, James Cooley. Miss Talmadge
told newspapermen she and Roland will
complete their work on "The Woman Disputed" when they return June 22.

Drier Signs New

Paramount

ALFRED A. COHN
FREE-LANCE

WRITER

"The Gorilla"
"Cohens and Kellvs in Paris"
"The Jazz Sinj^er"
"The Cat and the Canary"
"We Americans"
"The Last Warning"

Contract

NEW YORK. — Hans Drier, architeclural expert for
Paramount, has signed a new contract. Drier designed sets for Paramount during the 1927-28 season.

"The Redskin." The latter picture will go
into production June 18. It will star Richard
Dix in a story that will probably be shot with
an Arizona locale.
Reed
completed, "Hot News,"
which
stars
Esther Ralston. Reed Howes appeared opposite Miss Ralston. Reed's picture, as well
as .Schertzinger' s, belong in the big picture
class although it is far from fair to the directors to say that they are of the roadshow
calibre.

S617

Hollywood

Blvd.,

Hollywood

Alexander Korda is getting well under way
with "The Night Watch." the big First National production starring Billie Dove. The
company is expecting the names of Miss Dove
and Korda to carry this picture over with
little or no other nominal support. Whereas
Miss Dove has always had big names in her
supporting
castone.
she relics on herself and director in this

Airmail Service Opens
.•\LB.\NY, June 5. — .Airmail service between
\lliany and Cleveland opened last week. This
may prove a valuable aid for exchanges in
Aljjany in sorvim: theatres in Ulica and
S\ racuse.
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From Broadway to Monticello
" 'The Showdown' Is a Darn Good Picture!"
Directed by VICTOR SCHERTZINGER for
Paramount Famous Lasky and starring George
Bancroft.
THE SHOWDOWN: George Bancroft
— March 26-27. Very good picture, that
will stand exploitation. Seven reels. —
B. V. McDougall, Amuse-U theatre,
Monticello, Ark. — General patronage.

Now

SCHERTZINGER

Completing

'*The

Perfumed

career for Inspiration as well as for Dick
Barthelmess as a star.
It is reported that the theatre that opened
"
p
a
Tr with a promise of providing Hollywood
with its favorite kind of pictures is not revealing a goldmine to its proprietors. If
it fails to show black in the margin Hollywood will have an unpleasant reminder of
Two Planes Vanish Into Silence in Alaska — Jack Ford Says Shaw Wilt
its own fickleness. Just such a house as
this has been the cry of many scenarists,
Appear in Movietone — Al Green Gets a Request
actors and directors for months and
months. The actors — of certain circles —
By DOUGLAS HODGES
have been most noticeable in their cry for
pictures "that are artistic" and least noticeoffice. able to drop their dollars into the box
HOLLYWOOD, June 5. — A second relief expedition is being made up in

2nd Relief Plane Starts on 14 Hour
Search for Lost Fox Party

Fairbanks, Alaska, to search for the lost plane bearing a party of Fox
The plane was reported
Film people bound for Point Barrow, Alaska.
missing May 18.
A second plane vanished into silence May 26 when it attempted to rescue the
Fox party. It was piloted by Matt Nieminen and carried a transmitting set
and a radio operator.

IN

the Fox plane were Charles Clarke,
photographer;
L. Virgil Hart, director,
and Jack Robertson.
Bennett Robebaugh, who pilots the plane
to leave today, is carrying sufficient gasoline and oil to make it possible to remain
in the air 14 hours. He believes that both
planes were wrecked in landing at Point
Barrow and is preparing for a flight which
he believes will not permit his landing at
Point Barrow.

*

*

*

Jack Ford Says Shaw
Will Be in Movietone
^Jack Ford returned to America last week.
Upon his arrival in his home town in New
England he revealed a secret about George
Bernard Shaw, English playwright. Shaw,
he says, has consented to appear in Movietone films with a series of lectures. Shaw
has been noted in the trade for his touchiness about pictures. He has refused in no
uncertain manners to permit many of his
stage plays to be adapted for the screen.

But the Celtic Mr.
Ford has obtained
Shaw's promise to ^ appear
^ ^ in person.

Lamont Finishes
First "Big Boy"

Charles Lamont, Educational director,
was the first under the wire in the completion of a production for the new year. He
finished a comedy this week for Educational starring Big Boy.
Lamont will direct two series this year.
.One will star the child; the other will star
Jerry Drew.
* * *
Ray Flynn,
after
an ' has
absence
five
months
from the
studio,
been of
signed
by Fox to assist Harry D'Arrast in the dithis week.rection of "Dry Martini" which will start

* *

*

Regge Doran, director of the new Filmmarte theatre, announced last week that
"Tol'able David" will open an engagement
at the little house on Vine street June 7.
Henry King, you recall, directed it eight
years ago and thereby launched a great

Charles Lamont's

Educational
Comedies
This Season Consist
of T-wo Series

Big Boy Juvenile Comedies
Jerry Drew Ideal Comedies

Editors of two "art loving" Hollywood
periodicals have been much more eager for
such a house than they are to attend it
without complimentary
* * tickets.
*
West Coast Greater Movie Season opens
August 18, according to official announcement today. JeflE Lazarus, director of advertising for West Coast Theatres, is chairman of the committee in charge of plans
for the "Season." His jurisdiction represents the entire Pacific Coast circuit.

* *
Al Green's Physog
Wanted on Screen

*

InDearAl Mr.Green's
mail came this:
Green:

What is the matter you have not acted
since the chapter for I have not seen you in
the pictures. So will you please send me a
picture of yourself so I can put it in a frame?
to
My mother went to the pictures on the last
chapter and said you acted so good she said
she'd like to go again when you was acting.
So if you will send me a pictiu-e please return
Peter Balciunas,
Basthampton, Mass.

A director's life is never an easy one but
when the fans begin to demand that he also
act the task becomes a hopeless one. If
I recallhe Aldirected
appeared
"Ella Moore
Cinders,"at
which
for in
Colleen
First National. He played the role of a
director — and well.

* *

*

Estelle Taylor, Jack Dempsey, Martha
Sleeper and her mother, Arthur Lake, Sally
Filers, Mary McAllister, and a number of
others christened a Chinese dining room
down near the Plaza Thursday evening.
The press were very honored guests at the
favor of Ethel Jackson, charming film
actress.
Lots of rice, soft lights. Chinamen, and a
smooth
talking
Now who
I'm
looking out
for afortune
tall darkteller.
gentleman
is to gyp me plenty when he meets me.

The Outstanding Line^Up of
Box' Office Attractions on the
Market for 19284929
DONT

GAMBLE!

Insure Your Profits Next Season
with a Columbia Contract I
m

udge Us By Our
Past Performances!
FOR years Columbia has given its customers a
standard grade of merchandise. We have kept every
promise ^'delivered every picture* CLOur business
and our prestige have been established on a live- andlet-live policy We own no theatres^are not in competi^
tion with our customers* d. Furthermore, we sell our
product at a price that enables exhibitors to make a
good profit on their film rental investment.

Story material for The Perfect 36 has been chosen from outstanding stage plays, magazine serials and short stories written by
nationally known authors. Millions of people will be glad to see
these pictures when you show them at your theatre, d. Among
our writers and playwrights are Fanny Hurst, John Emerson, Anita
Loos, Owen Davis, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Joseph Louis Vance,
Cosmo Hamilton, Count Leo Tolstoi, Channing Pollock, Willard
Mack, Elmer Harris, Norman
Springer, Elizabeth
Alexander.

You can always depend on getting a good star in a Columbia picture! We have already signed up to appear in The Perfect 36-Jack Holt, Lya de Putti, Lois Wilson, Hobart Bosworth, Margaret
Livingston, Bert Lytell, Betty Compson, Dorothy Revier. Ct, Direction is to be entrusted to men who know through experience how
to get the utmost entertainment value into pictures.

No Pictures Anyivhere in the Industry Will
be Better Made, Better Exploited
i— or Better Advertised than

■ The Perfect Thirty -Six

EXHIBITORS
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Seitz Signs to Direct
2 Specials for F B O

Montagne Cabling for
on "Owl's Eyes"
Rights
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 5.— After searching for two months for a suitable mystery
play, Edward J. Montagne, editor-in-chief
of the scenario department at Universal,
has started negotiations by cable for the
purchase
the film
rights
"Owl's such
Eyes,"
a mysteryof play
which
has toproved
an
extraordinary success in France.

Raymond Griffith Home
from European Journey
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
June 5. — Raymond
Griffith returned to Hollywood from Italy
this week, where he and Mrs. Griffith have
been vacationing for six weeks. Griffith is
under contract to Caddo and immediately
upon his return went into conference with
Howard
Hughes in regard to future pictures.

and MOVING
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(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 5.— George B. Seitz
has been signed by William LeBaron vicepresident in charge of production, to direct
three special productions for F B O. The
first picture over which the famous director
will wield his megaphone is "The Circus Kid,"
starring Frankie Darro. Ralph Ince was
originally scheduled to direct this story of the
big tops, but Ince has been switched to
"Sinners in Love," prize winning story in a
Macfadden publication. Production started
yesterday.
The second special to be directed by Seitz
is "Blockade," melodrama of rum-runners on
the Atlantic, with Anna Q. Nilsson in the
leading feminine role. Production on "Blockade" will start immediately after the completion of "The Circus Kid."

HERALD

"Lonesome"
A

CITY boy and girl arise on Saturday
morning, watch the clock until one m
the factory and the phone exchange, go to
the beach, speak of love, ride the roller
coaster, get caught in the storm and reach
home on Saturday night tired and sad.
That tells the story as another director
might have told "Lonesome." That is not
the way it is told in the Fejos picture. It
is told as Murnau might try to tell it. It
is told with care regarding incident and
with detail that is really new to Hollywood. It will not lie a stranyc thing if
Fejos some day joins the ranks of directors
such as Lubitsch, DcMille and Von
Stroheim. He is an exponent of plot — if
the plot be simple — and of incident above
all.Barbara Kent fitted tlic role better than
anything she has ever done. Opposite her
is Glenn Trj'^on who is one of the greatest
improvisers among the younger group of
Hollywood's players. Aside from these
you will remember no one in the cast so
why mention them. The rest could have
been robots.
The picture deserves great recommendation because the longer your thoughts dwell
upon it the finer it becomes. With apparently no effort a situation is reached in
the last reel where it seems the boy and
girl have been separated permanently and
— -well — something must be done about it.
It is a gripping situation and follows a few
thousand feet of pleasant entertainment.

A story with no emphasis on plot. Carl
Laemmle, Jr., supervised its production for
Universal. It is not a picture to be judged
by the ordinary principles of the picture
uge because of the unique manner of
treatment and its extraordinary production
value.
One would think, after seeing it, that the
director had attempted to show by cinema
apparatus that poetic things can be caught
accurately by the motion picture camera.
Yet it contains entertainment for patrons
who loathe verse as a diversion. It is forceful enough that visioners are held by its
dramatic situations and then lulled by its
.;iiter relief moments.
* * *
An Educationaf picture that I believe is
called "The Fire Fighter" has been previewed at the Alexander theatre in Glendale, clocking 74 laughs in less than 20
minutes. Charles Lament, director, has
comedy. the new year's series with this
begun
Rig Boy, the child star, has been greatly
developed since I last saw him. His sense
of comedy as well as drama is growing
faster than he is. His forte is his pathetic
appeal simultaneously with his execution of
comedv business.
Educational has wisely, it seems, rested
this young actor's destiny with one director
to a great extent with the result that
Lamnnt has brought out the best that is in
the child and has given him well
grounded
—HODGES.
traininer for the work ahead of him.

To Adapt Scenario to Stage
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 5.--Ralph Spence,
title writer, is planning on translating "Beau
Broadway," which he recently titled for
M-G-M, into a stage play. Harold Lloyd's
collegiate comedy, , "The Freshman," is now
running in stage form under the title of
"Good News." The "Desert Song" was based
on "Beau Geste," and is being lauded more
daily after each performance.
Catholic Convention

Sees "Wings"

BROOKLYN. — "Winps" was the motion picture selected by the Motion Picture Bureau of the International Federation of Catholic Alumnae to show to
the
wives
visitingConvention ofheld
here. delegates to the Catholic Press

09

MARIA
CORDA
returns
to this
country
to resume
her work in
.American
Pictures

^B

^^^^^^^^^^F^y— -^.T^sj

MARK

SANDRICH

Direelor of Fox
Comediei
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Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
Production Directory
[Number immediately following title denotes production number]
DIRECTOR

STORY

CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

DIRECTOR

STORY

STARTING
DATE

CHIEF
PLAYERS

Frank Capra

All Star

May 31

James Cruze

Untitled

Sables"

"Craiff's Wife"
"Celebrity"

Irene Rich
Robert Armstrong
Lina Basquette

'Four
May 26
May 19

F B 0 Studio
"Taxi Thirteen"
"Dog Law"
"Gang

War"

Marshall Neilan
Jerome
Bert

Storm
Glennon

"Orphan of the
Sage"

Chester Conklin
Martha Sleeper
Hugh Trevor
Robert Sweeney
Mary Mayberry
Ranger
Olive Borden
Jack Pickford
Eddie Gribbon
Buzz Barton
Frank Rice
Annabel!
Magnus

May 10

Liuly"Barker"
"The
"Heart to
t"
HearNight
"The
Watch"
"Out of the
Ruins"

Harry Langdon
Corinne Griffith
Victor Varconi
Geo. Fitzmaurice Milton Sills
Wm.
Beaudine
Mary Astor
Lloyd Hughee
Alexander Korda Billie Dove
Donald Reed
Paul Lucas
Alfred Santell
Richard
Barthelmees
Marion Nixon
Harry
Frank

Langdon
Lloyd

Walls"

"War
the
"Snap inShots"

May 21
May 29

Wm.

Nigh

Edw.

Sedgwick

Fred Niblo

"The Cardboard

Robert

"Tide of the

Allan

Leonard
Dwan

"Brotherly
Love"Chas. Reisner
"
rkr"
Dave
Lo
"
re
Empi

May 14

Ludwig

Berger

'The White Sin" Victor Schertzinger

'Just
'BeggarsMarried"
of
'The Water
Mar.

6

April 2
April

May 26

Farmer's

Daughter"
"The Air Circus"
"River Pirate"
"La

Gringa"

"Mother Knows
Best"
"The Cowboy
Kid"
"Prep and Pep"

Arthur Roeson
Howard

Hawks

Marjorie
Beebe
Warren Burke
Arthur Lake
David Rollins
Sue Carol

Wm.

K. Howard Victor McLaglen
Lois Moran
Nick Stuart
Irving
Maria Alba
Lionell
Cummings
Barrymore
Kenneth Thomson
Madge Bellamy
J. G. Blystone
Louise Dresser
Barry Norton
Rex
Bell
Clyde Carruth
Mary Jane
Temple

David Butler

David Rollins
Nancy Drexel
John Darrow

Earl Kenton

Betty Bronson
Alec Francis
Richard
Walling
Hedda Hopper
Wm. Welsh

Strayer
Wellman

'Varsity"

May 6
April

Edwin

"Black Magic"

Chas.

Greta Nissen
James
Hall
Ben Lyon

Carewe
Hines

May 94
April
May 19
May 19
May 3

Pola
NormanNegriKerry
Clive Brooke
Mary
Brian
Wm. Powell
Olca Baclanova
Fay Wray
Gary
Cooper
Ruth Taylor
James Hall
Wallace Beery

Paramount
Paramount

April
April

14
80

May 14
May 17
May 19
May 21
May 28

Dolorefi Del Rio
Leroy Mason
Johnny
Hines
Louise Lorraine

May

1

Geo. Archainbaud

"Tho Dust"
Awaken-

Victor

May 10
May 9

May 26

May 19

Fleming

Vilma Banky
Walter
Byron

May 7

Universal Studios
- ing"
"Tarzan

May 21

Ricardo Cortez
Alma
Bennett
Claire Windsor

United Artists Studios

April 25
May 17

Tiffany-Stahl Studio

"The Grain of

17

Metropolitan Studio
Howard Hughes

April 22

Tec- Art Studio

Life"
Hole"
"Revenge"

the

Jack Nelson

"Hollywood

or
Doran
Cox
"
"The Collegians Nat Ross
Mighty"
"Leave It to Me" Wm.
Craft
"The Non-DisFred Neumeyer
"Phantom
Bust"Demon"
"Riding
Ray Taylor
Lee Jason
turber"
"The Girl on the Edward Sloman

Frank
Merrill
Natalie Kingston
Arthur Lake
Lillian Gilmore
George Lewis
Dorothy
Gulliver
Glen Tryon
Patsy
Ruth
Miller
Reginald Denny
Betsy Lee
Ted Wells
Lotus
Thompson
Bill Cody
Duane Thompson
Jean Hersholt
Sally G'Neil

Fingers"

"Hells Angels"

2

April 28

Gotham
"Companionate
Marriage"

John Gilbert
Joan
Crawford
Buster Keaton
Marceline
Day
Greta Garbo
Conrad Nagel
Marion
Davies
Nils Asther
Renee Adoree
Buster Collier
Geo. Duryea
Karl Dane
Geo. K. Arthur

F. Richard Jones Jack Holt
Nancy
Carroll
Frank Tuttle
Chas. Rogers
Mary Brian
Chester Conklin

18

May
5
May 19

Frank
Wm.

Fox Studio
"The

May

Meighan

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation
'The Lady from

Moscow"
'The First Kiss' Roland V. Lee

First National Studio
Unlilled
"The Divine

Thomas

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio

DeMille Studio
Wm. DeMlIIe
Tay Garnett

STARTING
DATE

Caddo

Columbia Studio
"Say It with

BRAND
NAME

May 14
May 19
May 14
May 14
May 14
May 28
May 28
May 28

Warner Brothers

Barge"
Nov. 4

'Noah's

Ark"

Michael

Curtiz

Geo. O'Brien
Dolores
Costello
Louise
Fazenda
Noah
Beery

April 14
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V^
SHORT
FEATURE

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald

is the Moving Picture

"Little Pictures with the Big Punch" which has presented news,
short features and serials.

Releases
WEEK

OF JUNE

10

EDUCATIONAL— "Who's Lyin'," Mermaid, DavisCollins, two; "Felix the Cat in Outdoor Indore,"
one; Lyman Howe's Hodge-Podge, one.
F B O — "Come Meal," Karnival, Al Cooke, two;
"Heavy Infants," Standard, two; Newslaff No. 21,
one.
FOX — "A Knight of Daze," Van Bibber, two; "That
She Blows," Varieties, one.
PARAMOUNT— "Say Uncle," Christie, Duffy, two;
"Koko's Field Daze," Inkwell Imps, one.
PATHE — "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 2, two; "Puppy
Love," Aesop Fable, one; "Limberlegs," Sportlight,
one; Pathe Review No. 24, one; "Topics of the
Day," one.
UNIVERSAL — 'Toor Papa," Oswald, one; "The
Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 2, two; "A Full House,"
Stern Bros.,
Western,
Gilman,
two. Jones, two; "Ambuscade,"

•

WEEK

*

»

OF JUNE 17

EDUCATIONAi:^"A Homemade Man," Lloyd Hamilton, two; "Thoughts While Fishing — Silver Shadows," Outdoor Sketches, one; "Hectic Days,"
Lupino Lane,
two; "Sailor Boy," Cameo, Monty
Collins,
one.
M-G-M — "Palace
of Honey,"
Oddities.
PARAMOUNT — "Slippery Heels," Christie, Adams,
two; "Stage Coached," Krazy
Kat, one.
PATHE— "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 3, two; Aesop's Fable, one; Pathe Review No. 25, one;
Topics of the Day, one.
UNIVERSAL— "The Speed Sheik," Snappy, Lake,
one; "The Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 3, two; "George
Meets George," Stern Bros., two; "The Valiant
Rider," Western, two.* * *
WEEK

Fourth Film in Series
of Actors and Authors
Started for Paramount
Fourth of the series of two-reel productions
in the series called "Great Actors and
Authors" is now in production. It is tentatively titled "Prancing Prune" and was written
by Rupert Hughes. The second and third in
the group, "Walls Have Ears" and "The
Home Girl," have been completed by Eugene
Spitz, with Edwin Lawrence directing. Paramount will release the series.

Pathe Review Explorer Home
Harold Noice is back from nine months in
the jungles of Brazil, Colombia and Venezuela
and a long trip up the Amazon with 40,000
feet of film for Pathe Review.

reviews

and

department,

exploitation

on

Cleve Adams Heads FBO^s New
Department of Short Features
Former Chief of Selling in Central District Is Appointed Short Subject
Sales Manager with Headquarters in New
York — Other Changes Made
F B O has just inaugurated a short features departme-nt in order to handle
most effectively the increased amount of business to be written as a result
of the decision to enlarge upon the volume of short product on the program
for the coming year.
Cleve Adams Heads Sales of Shorts
A first step in the development of the new department at F B O was the
selection of Cleve Adams as short subject sales manager with New York as
his headquarters. Adams, formerly Central sales manager of the company, is
now touring the exchanges in connection with his new duties.
Four other promotions have been made in
the F B O sales ranks the last week. J. Frank
Shea, western sales manager, has been appointed assistant general sales manager of
the company with
headquarters in Los
Angeles.
Edward L. McEvoy, home office
representative in the
field, has been made

OF JUNE 24

EDUCATIONAL — "Felix the Cat in Futuritzy," one;
"The Gloom Chaser," Big Boy- Juvenile, two; Curiosities, one.
F B O — -"Almost a Gentleman," Karnival, Cooke,
two; Newslaff No. 22, one.
FOX — "A Cow's Husband," Animal, two; "The Dude
Ranch,"
Varieties, one.
PATHE — "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 4, two; Aesop Fable, one; "Bath Time," Sportlight, one;
Pathe Review No. 26, one; Topics of the Day, one.
PARAMOUNT — "Alice in Movieland," Novelty, two;
"Koko Goes Over," Inkwell Imps, one.
UNIVERSAL— "The Fox Chase," Snappy, Oswald,
one; "The Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 4, two; "Buster
Minds the Baby," Stern Bros., two; "The Iron
Code," Western, two.

World

the Hal Roach organization is included in Jthe
contract made by M-G-M
and Electrical Research Products, Inc.
It is pointed out that the possibilities for
increased interest in short product through
the use of synchronization are as great as
for the long product. Potential laughs are
seen in recording in sound the impact of a
runaway hoosegow against a telephone pole
as well as in having the gag writer sound off
literally instead of in cold t>'pe.

Coach Meehan Takes Grid
Pictures on Lecture Tour
A football coach on a boosting trip for

Cleve Adams

assistant general
sales manager with
headquarters
in New
York.
Larry Gardner has
been made sales manager of the Boston
office, while C. F.
Jerry Safron
McGerigle
has been
appointed office manager at Boston.
Jerome Safron, sales manager for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey, has
been placed in charge of the Pittsburgh office
in addition to his other duties.

Hal Roach Getting
Equipment to Set
Comedies in Sound
Equipment for synchronizing two-reel ciMiiedies produced by Hal Roach for M-G-M is
at the producer's
be installed
to
t
studio,
in line very
with soon
the announcemen
that

short features. That's "Chick" Meehan of
New York University, who is accompanying the showings of the ten one-reel subjects on "Football Sense," which he directed
for Pathe release, in fifteen schools this
spring and summer.

Newspictures
NO. 5400— Stanford Athletes

KINOGRAMS

win Intercollegiate meet at Cambridge, Mas?. — Lexington captures Navy's speed crown at California —
Coolidge sees Democratic congressmen swamp Republican rivals.
PATHE NEWS NO. 46 — St.inford captures track
meet in rain at Cambridge — Andrew Payne wins
world's longest foot race, ending up at Madison
Gardens. Kew York — C. C. Pvie, race promoter
greets runners in foot race at i^ew York.
INTERN.\TIONAL NEWSREELS NO. 43— Jack
Dempsey trains with college .ithletics at Hollywood— Stanford triumphs in intercollegiate meet
at Cambridge — U. S. defeats China in Davis cup
tennis trials at Kansas City.
M-G-M NEWS NO. 83— Germans erect first Globeshaped house, 100 feet high — Stanford captures
track meet at Cambridge — I'. S. S. Lexington
beats required speed in acceptance trials.
FOX NEWS NO. "1 — Stanford again wins college
track title at
Cambridge
— I'. landslide
S. Oavij bane*
cup team
overwhelms
China
— Democrat
Republicans.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS NO 88— I'ncle Sam's new
ship, "Lexington," shows speed in final trial —
Tack Dcmpsev trains with Olympic college 5tutlents — Mile. Le Blan wins British women's golf
crown at England.
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ACTS

Moving Picture World Department,
Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the
"Stage and Pit"

Put

On

A Bathing

Contest

Beauty

Midwesco Starts
Tab Policy in
Picture Houses

Good Stunt For
Those Hot Days^

Uptown and Garfield Theatres in
Milwaukee Present Films and
Tabloid Every Saturday

Four Chicago Neighborhoov^
Theatres Now Offering This

Midwesco's Uptown theatre, in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, a deluxe
neighborhood house, inaugurated Saturday night, May 19, something new
and novel in the way of stage attractions which created much favorable
comment among theatregoers. Instead of several stage novelties in addition to the photoplay program, Al
Kvool, manager of the theatre, offered the Uptown Players in a 50minute tabloid version of a popular
farce comedy. In fact so successful
was the presentation, that the circuit's
Garfield theatre, another deluxe
neighborhood house, will offer a
similar attraction on Saturday nights
starting in the near future.
The Uptown Players are under the direction
of Jack Boyle, well known Milwaukee dramatist, who has selected players with care from
professional ranks. In reducing the time of the
plays to their 50-minute versions, the unnecessary lines are omitted thus aiding rather than
eliminating any of the action. The offering
Saturday night was: featured with authentic
costumes and scenery and was very well done.
The sketch was divided into two acts with the
orchestra playing a short number while the
scenery was changed. This company will offer
a tabloid form of popular comedies every Saturday night and a similar company also under
the direction of Jack Boyle will present their
plays at the Garfield theatre. The company at
the Garfield theatre will be known as the Midwesco Players.
In addition to this fine dramatic offering,
the theatre presented, "Tillie's Punctured Romance," a comedy, newsreel, two Vitaphone
acts, and the organlog by Les Hoadley. In
its lobby exploitation the theatre is stressing
the fact that the public should come to the
Uptown on Saturday nights to view a dramatic and photoplay offering on the same bill.

A Money Maker
Novelty Under
Sam Herman's Direction

Nope! They're not in the Navy now, but sure look
like the original boys from "Old Ironsides" — Warren
and Franc Lassiter are their names and they are now
making a second tour of Publix theatres, this time
featured in a unit called, "Roman Nights," Three
years ago these boys took a notion to learn all about
show business and started out as usher and doorman
in Los Angeles, until Joe Howard discovered they
could dance and now they are the talk of all Presentation houses — some rise.

F & M to Invade Europe
Fanchon and Marco, originators of the stage presentations at the Warfield Theatre in San Francieco,
and long residents of that city, have been invited to
duplicate their productions in Europe. A European
impresario has offered to form an European corporation for the purpose of producing revues similar to
those produced on the Pacific Coast.

George Givot Will Make
Two Reel Comedies
George Givot, the wide-panted comic of songland,
is now playing a return engagement at the Marks
Brothers Chicago theatres. For the past three years,
Givot has created a large following in picture houses
through his particular type of entertainment and is
widely known from coast to coast as the collegian
speed songster. Recently Givot appeared in a Vitaphone arrangement and was also featured in a Ziegfeld show.
There is considerable talk lately that Givot will
desert picture houses for the concert field, as it has
been discovered in the past six months that he possesses a marvelous tenor voice. It is also understood that sometime this fall a group of Chicago
theatrical men' will finance a series of motion picture
comedies starring George Givot. Judging from his
Vitaphone film, his motion picture success is assured.

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
Now is the time to put on that
Bathing Beauty Contest that you
have been wanting to stage for a long
while. As a rule bathing beauty contests always draw a certain amount of
people into your theatre who probably very seldom patronize any of your
other programs. However, if the
stunt is put on right and conducted
by a man of practical experience such
as Sam Herman, the original novelty
contest man, there is no reason why
you should not be able to build up a
clientele that will be steady attenders to all your various features and
novelty stunts.
In some parts of the country a bathing
beauty contest is really the means for bringing out some of our most beautiful girls
who in some instance or other, later become
interested in some part of the amusement
world. Miss Chicago of 1927, a young lady
by the name of Myrtle Valsted, who took
part in last year's bathing beauty contest
sponsored by the Chicago picture houses
under the direction of Sam Herman, found
her way to the position of first winner by
just taking part in this sort of an affair.
Miss America Was a Bathing Beauty
Lois Delander, Aliss America of 1927, is
also another bathing beauty contestant who
won the role of Miss Illinois in her home
town in Joliet and later was selected from
all the beauties of the country who gathered
at Atlantic City as the most beautiful girl
in America.
Many of our most popular motion picture
and stage stars of today owe their success
to a contest of some sort usually sponsored
by some civic or business organization or
through the cooperation of newspapers and
theatres. Contests of any sorts usually build
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up goodwill in the community that they are
sponsored in especially if a theatre exhibitor
has some hand in the affair. They have
always proven a great box-office draw and
never fail to satisfy the patrons due to the
local interest they always possess regardless of the merits of the talent.
With the hot weather approaching us and
many theatres contemplating a shut-down
during the hot days, it would be advisable
and also a very wise move on the part of
exhibitors to first try one of these novelty
stunts before putting a lock on the box-office door. If you are interested to stage a
bathing beauty contest in your theatre, it
would be well for you to employ Sam Herman's advice and years of expert knowledge
in planning and conducting such a contest
that will put you before your public as a
successful live wire and who will also make
the dollars roll into your box-office regardless of how hot the sun may burn.
At the present time, Sam Herman is conducting bathing beauty contests in the following Chicago picture houses : The Buckingham theatre, Clark and Roscoe, on June S ; the
Ashland theatre, Ashland and Madison,
June 7; Biograph, 2433 Lincoln Avenue, also
on June 7, and the Broadway-Strand theatre, 1641 W. Roosevelt Road, on June 16.
These are the first series of the contest and
in the course of a few weeks the finals will
be held in some loop deluxe house.
In addition to cash prizes there will be
other novelty prizes offered. One of the interesting features of these contests is the
fact that it is something entirely new ever
attempted in a bathing revue with a line-up
of seven to ten girls in each contest and a
great many of them entertain in some manner by either singing, dancing or playing
some sort of an instrument.
Take a night off on these dates and satisfy your curiosity by seeing the results at
the above theatres and then if you are convinced either write this publication for further details or get in touch with Sam Herman.

Presentation

LETTERS

In this open fomm those interested in
presentation may discuss important matters
bearing upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only signed letters will be published.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: I certainly was happy to hear with what success Paul Ash
made his New York debut, and I do know that if the
"Paul Ash Policy" means anything, and it certainly
does, there is nobody who can deliver nor sell that
entertainment to any public regiardless of the location
as the man who made it, and I mean no one else but
'— the one and only one Paul Ash.
Yes, sir, organ-scrim presentations are still the new
era for de luxe theatre entertainment or for any
other theatre for that matter that can afford nothing
but the best. I caught the last scrim presentation at
the Chicago theatre that Milton Charles did and I
liked it very much.
Ruth Rucette is my latest prima donna and she is
an artist and very fine stage personality.
Kindest personal regards — Alfred F. Brown, Organist, Marks Bros, theatres, Chicago, 111.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Kindly
let me know if my yearly subscription has run out
on the Herald-World. I don't think so, but let me
know when it will run out and also what the renewal will be for a year.
How are you and everything else around Chicago.
Drop a fellow a line.
With kindest regards and best wishes, I remain —
Harry Hume, 845 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

Playing Picture Houses
Famous names of the -week playing in Chicago deluxe theatres, are aB follows : Lou Holtz, at the Uptown, late star of the Scandals ; Rita Owens, late
Follies star also at the Uptown ; Van and Schenck
and Phyllis Rae at the Tivoli ; George Givot, at the
Granada ; Margaret White at the Marbro ; and t«e
Barton Evans also at the Marbro.
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one of the cleverest acrobatic dancers seen in this
69
city for many seasons.
Zastro and White, two clever young men danced
themselves into favor, and perspiration, before the
audience was content to let them retire.

New Agency Formed
A new theatrical agency has been formed in
Boston, Mass., called "The Metropolitan Booking
Offices, Inc.," for the purpose of boolcing independent
motion picture and vaudeville theatres in and around
New England. The new organization has a staff of
executives well-known and successful in the booking
line and for the first time in the history of independent booking, will offer talent for any size theatre
or program
at a price suitable for any exhibitor.
Harry Padden is the booking manager with New
York headquarters and the following head the Boston
office: Joseph Sullivan, Louis Walters, Paul Denish,
Ross Frisco, and Doc Breed.

Helcne Heller, at one time "Mary" in "Sally, Irena
and Mary" received several encores and at the close
doubled her act with George Riley in a collection
of "wise-crackfi" which were really fresh, at least to
this section. He received several hands on her
"KLsfi and Make Up."
The Lucille Sisters, with voices a trifle weak sani;
"Across the Sands" and "It's Up to You," accompanying Boila
themselveeRockets
on a mandolin'.
The Eight
were really clever singerB
and dancers — better than the average.
The stage band, clad in the colors of the rainbow
with the spot ever changing did themselves proud,

Irene Making Records

for their feature
"Puttin"
on theofDog,"
Landry.
ausing
syncopation
number number
under the
direction
Art

Irene Taylor, known as the "It" of blues now featured in "Pagoda Land," a Publix Unit just recorded
"My Castles in the Clouds" on the Victor Records
for the Milton Weil Music Company. Irene who was
recently married to Bob Martin, a Chicago newspaper man, was selected by Paul Whiteman to record
some of the songs he made for Victor. In addition
to her recording, she is now touring the Publix circuit.

A feature of the entertainment
of Don Phillipini, who rendered
"Second Hungarian Rhapsody."
the organ has a comedy number
old time tunes set to words about

Omaha

Dancing in Films

Riviera

Week Ending May 24

Deno and Rochelle, one of the most popular standard dancing acts in vaudeville who recently deserted
the musical comedy field for presentation work, just

"Treasure Shir*" came in at the Riviera la-st week,
bringing cargoes of joy and laughter to big houses
at the theatre. Walter Smith, a pirate captain, had
a sui>erb baritone voice and ordered all his crew to
contribute to the merriment of the week. The settings for Pirate Smith and his motley crew were all
that a reader of Robert Louis Stevenson and Farnol
could desire.
Another star of the program was far from beins
hardboiled, as she was only 6. The tiny, chubby star,
Dorothy Johnson played a saxophone and a clarinrt
almost as big as herself and delighted the audience
with her music and her charm.
Val and Ernie Stanton, had a line of nonsense
which went over good and Carlo and Norma bad
graceful dance steps. The Felicia Sorel girls added
to the attractiveness of the stageshow.
Paul Spor, master of ceremonies, and the pit orchestra presented "A Hunt in the Black Forceta ;"
George Johnson at the organ played "Chloe." A
composition by the pianist of the stage orchestra,
Wallace Wheeler, "Longing for You" went over
nicely.

completed a featured part in "Plastered in Paris" a
motion picture production starring Sammy Cohen,
and Jack Pennick. Deno and Rochelle are known
from coast to coast as the foremost exponents of the
Apache.

STAGE

was the appearance
as his overture the
John Hammond at
with a medley of
the family Lizzie.

SHOWS

New Orleans Saenger
Week Ending May 25
Romping through all the acts of the Publix unit,
George Riley a comedian of no mean ability featured
himself this week and added' spice to the performance
styled Arabian Nights, which proved a winner despite
warm weather and the lure of the open road to the
Gulf Coast.
The opening was rather unique and the burlesque
was well received. The curtain parted on a darkened
stage and Riley was discovered with a lantern and a
huge book. Seating himself on a camp chair which
he carried, and bringing the lantern into service
he read a portion of the story of the fairy tale,
and then rubbing the lamp brought forth from the
left entrance Art Landry clad as the Arabian of old,
and in response to questioning asked to see the wild
women. The lamp was again rubbed and the curtain
parting disclosed a riot of color with the Eight Boila
Rockets in a snappy Varsity Drag with Idlas Gamble

EDWARD

St. Louis State
Week

Ending May 18

Nat Nazzaro, Jr., the new master of ceremonlw
offered as his stage entertainment "Oddities." Pwsonally he played a cello solo that won much apKramer and Boyle, Migiion Laird, the Three Adaraa
plause.
Sisters and The Criss Cross Girls were also prominent in the entertainment.

K. HOUSE

"The Entertaining Organist"

CHICAGO

RAY

TURNER
Featured Organist

Original Organ

CORONADO

Novelties

THEATRE,

MILTON

That

Are

Different

ROCKFORD,

SLOSSER

Solo Organist
Fifth Year at the

MISSOURI THEATRE, ST. LOUIS

ILLINOIS
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This chap is black-face, and if you haven't heard,
he can ad lib. foil, sing, and dance. Dance? And
how ! Perhaps it should not be said so unreservedly,
one should allow for lapse of memory. Nevertheless,
it seemed to this reporter that Lubin is the greatest
dogger he has ever witnessed. Andre is o. k., too,
and Lari-y is useful. But Lubin could have remained
upon the platform for far more than the three
clamorous encores he took advantage of. Once more,
those who paid to get in were right!
The house grew more healthfully subdued as Lubin,
Andre and Larry quit the stage, and Kaley took the
band into "When My Heart Stood Still," singing the
chorus in his usual, popular style. Two kids (whose
names nobody seems to know), were next, and having
a stage manner beyond their years and quite a bit
of talent besides, their Spanish song and dance drew
a sizable measure of applause. The Bellclalre
Brothers followed with an outstanding strong-man act
that brought a couple of encores.
And George Givot, the headliner. came next. Givot,
still wearing the Harold Teen pants, though they
may seem to have lost their novelty, offered comic
songs and patter, partly with the ballet, and capturing a few chuckles, was rewarded with applause
enough to bring him back for another stunt.
And so the stage show ended — ballet gals ascending the steps — the scrim revealing pulchritude inside
roses and bottles— and the final fan-fare of the band.
A beautiful show, with entertaining acts — including
Lubin, Larry and Andre.
Especially Lubin.

Week Ending June 2
The presentation characterized by a vai-iety of entertainment which is Roxy's own plan, opens this
' week with a procession, "In a Monastery Garden."
A purely Catholic religious offering, consisting of the
Uoxy Symphonic Orchestra, Organists. Roxy Ballet
Corps, Ensemble and Markert's 16 Roxyettes.
Second on the program was a memoriam, called
"There Is No Death," with scene laid in Flanders
Field, and action pictures of the war shown on
sky-line. Harold Van Durzee sung the operatic number, assisted by the ensemble. The characters represented Father Time, Uncle Sam. and Miss Liberty.
Divertissements De La Danse followed, first being
"L'Horloge Porcelaine" with Joyce Coles, Nicholas
Daks, Lillian LaTonge, Ruth Porter, Anna Fleming
and Flora Duane — a Dresden China clock dance.
Second was an interpretive. Prelude in C# Minor by
Von Grona and his dancers — a silhouette dance. Third
was "Congo" — by Jacques Cartier, a dance of the
bronze Indian and fourth was "Eccentric" — a chorus
dance by the Roxyettes, in clown outfits.
The last number was called "Variete" — A PotPourri Populaire, a singing-dancing comedy series
of numbers executed by the Symphonic Orchestra
Ballet Corps, Ensemble, Roxyettes, Male Quartette,
Gladys Rice, Mildred Hunt, and Amy Revere.
"Waitin" at the Church," "Sweet Sue," "Without You
Sweetheart" and a burlesque on' Rigoletto, with
Harlequin. Clown and Pierrot costumes, were the
numbers used at the finish. More variety and entertainment this week than usual, and a much better
show.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week

Chicago Granada
Week Ending June 8

Charlie Kaley conducts affairs this week at Marks
Brothers' exceedingly hospitable Granada, offering a
highly appropriate and pretty production entitled,
"June Bugs." The curtain rises upon Myrtle Lansing
singing before a green hedge (but all hedges are
green, aren't they?), with said hedge becoming at the
end of the first chorus a row of rose bushes. The
orchestra and remainder of the stage is concealed behind all this — and it's an auspicious introduction.
The end of this number brings the stage in full,
and it proves to be more or less of an arbor of
roses. A snatch of music brings Kaley into the scene
to take the band into "Happy Go Lucky Days." Next,
and briefly, is presented Buddy White, who dances
very well for a young man doing feminine steps, and
though his prowess at what he has chosen for his
forte really deserved at least a slight encore, he quit
the premises and permitted the hit of the evening —
indeed, the greatest smash this reporter has seen in
presentation for lo, these many days — to take the
spot.
....This act is Lubin, Larry and Andre, with cymbals
and a great blare of trumpets
sounding for Lubin.

Ending May 12

Allan Rogers, who has become quite a fixture at
the Stanley, again acted as master of ceremonies for
the stage presentation "Around the Clock," as he
smilingly informed the audience just how good all the
acts were, conducted the Stanley Stage Band and even
incident commemorative of Mother's
a dramatic
sang very
Day
touchingly.
The act opened with a large clock striking three
and the Stanley Band playing "Three O'Clock in the
Morning." As the band proceeded with various
selections, the lighting efllects suggested a thunderstorm and finally the passing of the storm and a
burst of sunlight.
The Kaufman Girls, ten in number, all dressed
in' black and silver with elaborate silver headdresses,
did some good team work in their dancing.
The Three Co-eds dressed in green and right from
the campus according to Rogers, sang two songs to
which they played their own accompaniments on a
small stage piano. The songs became a bit monotonous and their voices were rather light for so large
an auditorium.
Morosco and Daniels in full dress suits and high
hats did a clever imitation of two inebriates leaving
a night club.
Lady Tsen Mei depicted a very modern
Chinese
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flapper. She sang an American and a French song in
jazzy and up to date style.
The Kaufman Girls in orange and yellow skirts of
soft fluffy material put on a good routine dance number.Allan Rogers sang "My Mammy" very dramatically.
Perhaps the most unusual number on the program
was Marty White and his twin brother. During the
first part of the act they did not appear on the stage
together and the audience is led to believe that there
is but one man. They finally indulged in a clever
slow-motion boxing bout to demonstrate that there
are two i>er6ons and Marty's twin sang "After My
Hazel Romaine,
blues singer, sang several songs
Laughter
Came Tears."
in a voice that was too harsh for beauty.
In the finale the entire company was grouped
around the clock with one of the girls forming
the pendulum as the clock struck three and the master
of ceremonies looked very sleepy as the curtain fell.

Glendale Alexandria
Week

Ending June 3

"Bugle Call Blues." a musical novelty ntimber composed and arranged by Ted Mack and his Musical
Monarchs. made a sincere hit vrith a large audience,
this week at the neighborhood house. The music
was great but was even better when the little finishing touches, put on by the band boys carried out
the thought of Decoration Day.
The show opened with La Veil and Heath, who
sang, danced and wise cracked, finishing with the
song "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling." This is an
old number which still lingers and was well received.
Ted Mack next introduced Andy Rice, Jr., a hoofer
of merit, but was tiresome as a singer. His impressions of various well-known steppers were well carried out and were duly rewarded as the result.
Next came Zimmerman and Granville, in an Alpine
Romance. This couple were above the average in
yodeling. and their "Sleep. Baby, Sleep" stopped the
show. They were forced to sing an encore and then
take a curtain bow. This is rather a treat for showgoers, for a song of this nature is a relief from the
usual routine. Hope to be able to listen to more
like this in the near future.
Ted and the orchestra closed the bill playing "The
Unknown Soldier" which was well rendered. Ted
speaking a few verses of the chorus, while the band
played softly.
The show
was short but pleasing.

Salt Lake City Capitol
Week Ending May 19
The Capitol theatre stage presentation this past
week differed greatly from the other presentations
offered at this house by Fanchon and Marco. The
act, billed as the "Jazzical Trial" idea took place upon
a stage set as a court room with the orchestra uniformed as policemen.
A judge presided and the audience acted as jury,
offering plenty of applause
to the performers.
Ted Doner and his "Girl Friends" were featured;
Doner being well received in his comical monologue
as were the Girl Friends in their dancing. A very
artistic number was presented by the girls in the
form also
of a sung
ballet very
to tlje
waltz number "Diane." which
was
effectively.
Bailey and Bamum and Bobby Thompson coimpleted
this presentation with some very good singing and
dance numbers.

MUSICAL CONDUCTOR
BALABAN&KATZ
Uptown and Tivoli Theatres, Chicago

Boston Afefropo/if an
Week Ending May 24

McNEIL

SMITH

Featured Organist

MARQUETTE

Theatre, CHICAGO

Photoplay and Solo Specialties

BOB

Solos and Community Sings

BILLINGS

Solo Organist

UNIFORMS

CRYSTAL

THEATRE, CHICAGO

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

COSTUMES

R. H.this
Bumside
production.
Things"
wasTheshown
week, with
Jeannie"Seeing
Hnse and
the
Felicia Sorcl girls assisting. The rising curtain disclosed a spooky scene, with two bodies stretched on
the floor, a watchman who was supposed to discover
them singing a sort of introductory song. Then the
Sorel girls danced on in snappy red and white
costumes and did some fast stepping.
Gene and the band boys played a selection, and
then a very clever marionette stunt was shovim, with
artificial illuminated spiders, kittens, bears, etc,
which got a big laugh from the audience.
The band next gave a take-off on "Was It a
Dream," and then the dancing girls, this time in
rainbow costumes, entertained again. Jeannie Huse,
dressed as a goil from the Bowery, put across a
clever "tough" song and dance number. Lastly, a
huge illuminated duck, operated by a man inside,
did some clumsy hopping around that was some
contrast to the graceful stepping of the girls. A
clever number.
The finale, with the illuminated duck in the center
and the girls in colorful costumes dancing around
him. and some up back in a sort of frame work made
an attractive ending to a good production.

FOR STAGE
PRESEa>iTATI(»IS

BROOKS

N.
1437Y. aty
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New York Paramount
Week

Ending June 9

"Sunny Skies" featuring Paul Ash and the Paramount State Orchestra runs through the current
week at the Paramount, with an all-star cast of
players who put over the show in great style.
William Robyn, famed over the radio as "Wee
Willie" sings a si>ecial number "Sunny Skiee," followed by a Jungle Dance by The Pedro Rubin Girls
and "Heaven Help a Sailor."
Maurice Colleano, an instant hit, does a very difficult acrobatic eccentric dance, which gets fine
applause.
"The Marionette Show" comes next, with The
Pedro Rubin Girls, Georgne Hayes, "Wee Willie"
Robyn,
a singing, dancing, musical talking routine.
"The Fortune Teller" by Paul Ash and the stageband, one of Victor Herbert's favorites, with vocal
numbers intermingled including the "Gypsy Love
Song" and others.
Joe Termini, the somnolent melodist, with his
plaintive violin, puts over his usual comedy routine
to very good returns. Joe gets round after round of
applause, until his encores are all exhausted.
Maurice Colleano, who did that clever acrobatic
dance before, now does one difficult feat we have
never witnessed before on any stage or circus. He
does a couple of fast flips, then does a doublesomersault in the air landing neatly on his feet —
and it's quite evident that this trick is also new to
Paramount audiences, for he stopped the show.
Helen Kane, a favorite, who has recently signed
up, according to Paul Ash's statement, with Arthur
Hammerstein, prettily thanks the audience for her
reception and success, puts over four cute little
numbers and the last two were encores at that — "We
Love It," "That's My Weakness Now," "Is It Going
to Be Long" and "Love, Love" — and although she
closed the show on the program, she is next-toclosing in reality. The big finale is very extravagant,
and closes a well built program.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week

Ending June 2

"Newsy Nifties" this week's offering by the
Playboys is both novel and catchy and opens with
Bebe Barri's Rockets staging a snappy dance before
a setting of magazines while Jack Richmond who is
succeeding Billy Meyers sings a snappy number.
"There
Ought
to Be a Law
Against
That,"
a
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comedy number by the Playboys draws heavy applause and is followed by Charles Bennington's
Newsboy Harmonica Band which offers several miscellaneous selections including a harmonica solo by
the champion harmonica player of New York.
An orchestral production ensemble "Laugh, Clown,
Laugh" by the Playboys, with Jack Richmond singing the selection and the Barri Girls staging a very
pretty dance on the upper stage, makes a hit with
the audience.
"Bits of the Orient" are offered by Keo Toki Yoki,
three versatile people. The girl of the trio offers,
"I'm Sick of Being Homesick," while another of the
group does some nifty uke playing, and third person
offers a bit of intere-sting juggling with a gold
barrel.
The Phelps Twins make a hit with some snappy
songs and dances, and besides being pretty their
good voices and dancing help to put them across with
the audience.
"Polly," a piano solo by the conductor goes over
big with the audience, who have gotten to look for
his solos every so often and delight in hearing them.
For the next number Charles Bennington offers a
peg-leg dance followed by a similar exhibition by
his ten boys.
The number is novel and makes a hit.
The grand finale finds Jack Richmond singing
"Satisfaction," while the Barri Girls in natty costumes stage a hot dance, followed by the peg dancers.
The magazine drop is then raised showing the Barri
Girls posed on the upper stage. The entire presentation is somewhat different and it is well done and
well received.

Chicago Uptown
Week

Ending May 26

One of the poorest shows ever seen was at the
Uptown theatre this week. Outside of Frankie
Masters' hot numbers on the banjo and Irene Taylor's
songs there was nothing much to mention. The title
of the presentation was called "Pagoda Land."
The stage settings were arranged as a Chinese
Cavern with pictures of Dragons painted on the walls.
Kind of tricky though. Then Frankie Masters
stepped on the stage and received a welcome like
he usually does. He led the band through "Lime
House Blues," in which Frankie showed the audience
how a real banjo number was played.
Irene Taylor the other attraction and girl who
sings blues, did for her first number "A Good Gal."
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Irene has a clear sweet voice and is pleasing to listen
to. She sang for her next number "Somebody Else."
Smith and Hadley, though not mentioned above as a
hit, really were because of clever dancing. In fact they
came back for an encore, the first one in the show.
Frankie Masters, Irene Taylor and the band created _
a good deal of applause with their little comic called
"Must You Wear a Mustache."
It went over big.
Gus Mulcahy, a harmonica wizard played a collection of hot numbers on his tiny instrument. He was
given a fair hand.
Next was supposed to be a headliner I think, but
instead fell badly. The smaller of the three men
had a cold, or something was the matter with his
voice. The three called themselves Adier, Weil and
Herman.
The Uptown Girls did an interesting dance called
"The Dragon's Dance" and were given considerable
For the finale, all of the artists appeared on the
applause.
stage each doing a repeat of their former act, while
the orchestra played a hot tune under Masters' guiding hand.

Atlanta Howard
Week Ending May 26
The Howard presentation, "Leap Year Fancies."
went
week. off with unusual swiftness and brilliance this
Opening with the eight] Gould Dancers choosing
their leap year man from the Howard stage orchestra,
the bill next introduced the Two Tumbling Clowns, a
riot act. Seldom do Howard patrons applaud eccentric contortionists as they did these two. And they
deserved the hand.
Earl LaVere with his accordion and wise cracks
went over well.
Louise Ploner, personality singer came in for a
good share of hands and was ably assisted by band
master Jack Stanley.
Gus and Will, two first rate hoofers won a hearty
approval.
They were ace high.
Jack Stanley and the Howard stage orchestra scored
on the rendition of the jazz version of "Way Down
South
in Lee
Heaven."
George
Hamrick presided at the organ.
Besides high grade performers in high grade numbers, settings and costumes stacked skyward in beauty
and colors. All told, "Leap Year Fancies" takes its
place among the best recent presentations.

INB
U
L
LARRY&
ANDRE
The Most Talented Sure-Fire Comedy Attraction Playing Presentation Houses. Now Featured in MARKS BROS. Chicago Theatres.
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Indianapolis Indiana

San Francisco Granada
Week Ending May 31

Week Ending May 18

The management of the Granada has been making
a still hunt of late for an acceptable master of ceremonies for its stage presentations and seems to have
found one in the person of Ted Leary. The fact
that this week's stage act, "Snap-Shots," pi-oved
rather mediocre, is no fault of Ted, as he worked
hard to make the most of the offering with the
material available.
The act opened with the orchestra behind a gauze
curtain and a telephone talk under way by a boy
and girl on either side of the stage. Snap-shot
number one introduced "Our Conductor," who appeared behind the cut-out of a street car. Ted Leary
and the Harmonica Octette, an aggregation of girls,
offered "Blue Heaven," following this with a dance.
Snap-ehot number two featured Mills and Shea
who offered acrobatic stunts of a different type.
These were really very difficult, but were of the
type which look easy and the boys scarcely got the
applause they deserved.
Sylvio Savant, the new conductor of the orchestra,
offered a trumpet solo, "Somewhere a Voice Is Calling." Lillian Bernard and Flo Henri, intioduced as
the female Van and Schenk, sang three duete, including "Brushing the Cobwebs
Off the Moon."
Another Snap-shot featured the Gould Girls in an
easy-to-look-at cigarette fantasy, the girls coming out
of huge cigarette boxes in the rear and dancing
Egyptian, Russian and Virginia dances. Ted Leary
sang "Mary Ann" and Bert Tucker, introduced as the
son of Sophie Tucker, danced "The Sugar Foot
Strut" and a buck dance.
The real hit of the show was Tyler Mason, of
Barbary Coast fame, who told some really clever
stories and sang Mammy songs with splendid effect.
The act came to an end with the singing of "Snapshots" and the introduction of the Gould Girls in
costumes
and poses suggesting
Broadway
successes.

As a part of the celebration this week, commemorating the 1,000th performance of Charlie Davis as
leader of the stage band, the theatre comes to the
front with one of the finest stage shows seen here
this season. The title "Hula Blues" is suggestive
of the seductive atmosphere of the South Sea isles,
which is not missing.
The bill includes Chie Tui Po and his Royal
Samoans in weird and interesting dances and music
of their people. The Felicia Sorcl girls appear in
two colorful numbers. The leopard dance is especially intriguing.
Moore and Powell are providing big winners with
their musical contributions. Fritz and Jean Hubert
in their eccentric dancing are excellent.
Also is included Anna Chang, a diminutive oriental
who caught the favor of the audience by her singing of American
songs.
The finale of the show is good. Davis brings his
boys into the front of the picture and also contributes a new song of his own "Suppose Nobody

elphia Carman
Philad
Cares."
Week

Ending May 12

The Carman theatre presented a snappy "Song and
Dance Revue" that was characterized by nothing
particularly original or out of the ordinary. The
jazz band music provided by Ross Conklin and his
Ten Students proved especially popular with the
audience.
Horton Spur was perhaps the real hit of the evening and his unusual acrobatic dancing was heartily
applauded. He bounced around the stage like an
India rubber ball performing such seemingly impossible stunts that the audience was in doubt as to
whether he was a real flesh and blood man.
Jeoftrie,
Nightingale,"
is Fleurette
a coloratura
sopranotheof "Continental
unusual merit.
She sang
a number of arias from grand opera with a ballad
or two for good measure and her singing was a real
treat.
Bemis and Brown put on a clever collegiate dance
act characterized by skill, grace and lightness.
McKay and Ardine presented a number of up to
the minute songs and created much hilarity with their
comedy numbers.

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending May 18
The Michigan has an excellent production this week
in whicb Frank DeVoe, late of the musical play
"Canary Cottage," does the big hit.
Frank is a whiz at getting his stuff across the
footlights. He's the kind of a boy one likes to have
on a party — does everything.
The dancing of the Gibson Sisters is good and what
Jack Powell does to the traps is a wonder to behold.

New York Strand
Week Ending June 2
"Graduation Days" by Harry W. Crull, featuring
Leon Navara and the stage-band, opens with a chorus
dance by Ned Wayburn's "Chicks," two of the girls
singing "Gertie's Galoshes" and dancing to the chorus
of "Giggling Gertie" sung by two other girls.
The Lee Sisters offer a singing number, with a
—little
no encore.
resistance of the dance, called "My Ohio Home"

Boyle's Hey Hey Girls and Eddie Willis are about
the rest of the Publix show for which Del Delbridg*
and his syncopators syncopate.
The show came direct to the Michigan from the
Paramount theatre in New York, and proved to be
clever and entertaining.
Ednard Werner and the Michigan Symphony Orchestra put on a special production, "Magic Melodies,"
with Lucille Peterson as soloist.

Charles Calvert proves that there is still today a
few real performers left in show business, he does a
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singing, talking, dancing, musical, story-telling act
that is absolutely okay.
Ned Wayburn's Chicks offer a chorui; ballet dance
which received good applause. The girls are very
young yet, but they show excellent training.
Brown and Bailey, in Eton Grad. suite, put over
a dancing number which clickc favorably.
Leon Navara then has the piano pulled out, a little
trick Strand audiences patiently wait for in great
anticipation, and Leon never fails. His piano solo
this week is exceptionally funny and only Leon's
firmness gets the ehow started again.
Douglas Wright & Company closed the show — a.
girl, probably Barney Google's wife, who pute
"Sparky" through some good antics. The horse ( ?)
shows quite a spectacular adaptability for falling all
over himself. Exaggerated Spaik Plug and his mistress are a complete success. It's hot work for the
two boys who play the fore and aft of Sparky.

Kansas City Pantages
Week Ending May 31
Jack DeSylvia's Nite Club headed the stage program at the Pantages theatre, consisting of a typical
depiction of the revelry to be found at any night
club with some exceptionally good dancing and singing thrown in for good measure. The title of the
number was "A Glimpse of Broadway Night Life."
Bernice and Lloyd Foley have a neat singing and
dancing act and present it with youthful vigor that
is pleasing. Doran and Soper indulge in some noisy
comedy that keeps the audiences in good humor.
McDevitt, Kelly and Quinn have a dancing and
comedy act , their dancing being unusually
good.
Louie Charninsky and his Pantages orchestra
render popular selectionfi as the overture.

Seattle Seattle
Week

Ending June 4

"The Show Divine at 9th and Pine" brought forward a versatile collection of acts under "Milady's
Fan" including Lamberti, "Musical Fane" ; Stanley
Twins, truly the "Limber Fans"; Dorothy Neville,
"Charm Singer" and how ; Benny and Western, dyed
in the wool "Baseball Fans" ; Ojeda and Imbert,
premier Spanish fans, ably assisted by Ada Kaufman Girls.
The giant cooling plant did its act nicely and
helped to keep the attendance up.
Ron and Don, as usual at the Wurlitzer. Arthur
Clausen, conducted the Grand orchestra in a wellselected program, followed by Jules Bnffano and the
Seattle Stage Band.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending May 19
In addition to a world premiere of "Hangman's
House," a rare event in Philadelphia cinema history,
the surrounding program at the Fox this week was
exceptionally good and there were none of those
acts which seem merely to have been inserted to
fill up the time.
The overture was so interesting that no one felt
the least desire to talk. Selections from "Rio Rita"
which are catchy and popular in themselves, were
made doubly so by J. Harold Murray in Movietone.
"Romona" was well interpreted by the orchestra with
an appealing vocal interpolation by Patricia Besson,
a Philadelphia girl.
Boseray and Capella held the audience spellbound
in admiration of the human figure and the grace of
skillfully trained muscles. The stage setting was a
garden scene with conventional hedge and blue dis-
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tance in the background. Roeeray wore a stunning
white wrap of ostrich and rhinestonee which Capella
took from her shoulders.
Castleton and Mack started their act with some
clever and difficult steps, keeping- perfect time with
the orchestra silently until the drummer accented one
or two steps with tape. Their apparent errors and
their slipping and sliding without actually falling
formed a humorous take off of the acrobats.
George White presented Frances Williams in a
number of songs, the most popular of which was
"Let's Misbehave." She was blonde and dressed in
white in a dark interior, forming the high light
of the setting. Her voice seemed a trifle harsh but
she put her songs across well.

Indianapolis Palace
Week

Ending May 26

Baby Peggy is the feature of the stage presentation'
"Oddities" this week. The presentation is rather
above the average in entertainment value. The youthful screen star sings, dances and deports herself with
all the assurance and ability of a veteran.
The Adams Sisters are putting on a gymnastic
dance that is above par in entertainment value.
Grace Johnson sings and Horton Spur offers a slow
motion imitation of a dub golfer.
Emil Seidel directs the stage activities and conducts
the band.

Los Angeles Metropolitan
Week Ending May 31
The "Fast Mail" was somewhat of a special at
the "Met" this week, and with "Funny Face" Frank
Jenks, and the Metropolitan orchestra doing the
musical numbers, Frank Cambria's Publix Revue was
a cinch. The show opened with the "Fast Mail"
coming in.
The Twelve English Steppers (The Foster Girls)
entered in line imitating a train. This novelty was
rather different and took well.
Eddie McGill followed, with his megaphone. He
put over "Happy Days and Lonely Nights." This
young man has made a record here and is always
well received. Looks like he is apt to be a fixture
for some time. A "Trojan Dance" by the English
steppers followed. They were dressed in short golden
costumes carrying swords and shields, and during
their dance would clash swords and shields, the big
plumes in their hats swaying with their movements.
Eddie HiU, booked as "America's Cry Baby Comic,"
entertained the audience in a few song ntimbers and
funny titles. His two hundred and fifty pounds with
his small hat was comical.
Roy Shelton did some highly polished steps, in soft
shoe and tap. Eva Thornton, lyric soprano, sang a
couple of ballad numbers. She makes a good appearance.
The Three LeGrohs, proved a surprise along the
acrobatic line. They were actually as the program
stated, "Boneless Twisters," doing almost the impossible in fiips, bends and turns. The show closed
with an array of lights covering a large seal, which
was lowered from the wings. The show as a whole
was worth while, although slow in spots.

Indianapolis Circle
Week Ending May 26
The "Yachting Party" is the title of the stage production over which Eddie Pardo presides. He introduces the Robbins family, a troupe of tumblers,
Nell Nelson, a singer, Rodney and Gould, dancing
sailors, and Stanley House, a comedian. The entire
act is fair, with a diversity of entertainment which
appeals in some degree to all.
The individual acts are well done, though not as
flashy as some of the presentations that have been
made since the house opened with its new policy.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending June 3
The show this week is called, "Araby," and opens
with a beautiful set in character with the name of
the show. The entire band and the leader, Lou Kosloff, are dressed in gay Arabian costumes. The ballet
enters to do a beautiful routine with flying veils
making the dance very entrancing.
The Three Dancing Arabs, three young Negroes, are
next with some good team tap dancing and eccentric
work, the best of which consists of one of the team
diving over three chairs and grabbing a handkerchief
from the floor in his mouth while in the air. The
act gets fine applause.
The Three Giersdoroff Sisters follow with good harmony singing, their songs being "Sunshine," "Together," and an encore of "Goodbye Blues." The
sisters make a fine appearance, and their work is
more dignified than the usual run of such acts, and
combined with their good singing it is a pleasing act.
Rita Owins follov/e with her comedy songs and
aance.
She acts the part of a perfect nut and her
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dance is funny enough to get many laughs in the
Chicago.
She gets a big hand.
Then comes a band number that would be a wow,
but it is rather surprising to hear it in the Chicago.
It is "Constantinople," and each member of the
band sings a verse or two in which the word is
spelled in tune characteristic of the nationality of
the singer. It is really a very funny little number
and despite its Oriental theatre flavor, goes over well.
This is followed by another routine by the Albertina
Rasch Ballet which is called, "Red Hot Sands." Unusual and beautiful, the number wins good applause.
Then comes the feature of the show, Lou Holtz, but
he fails to live up to expectations. He was advertised out of all proportion to his entertainment value.
He is good, yes, but he is nothing to rave about. His
jokes are fairly funny but he lacks the real gift of
putting them over. He gets good applause, however,
so perhaps the cash customers were satisfied after
all.
The Three Harmony Sisters come on again for the
finale. The Rasch girls enter to pose in various spots,
some of them carrying large vases, and the curtain
falls on a very pretty finale spec.
Spitalny's overture, "Songs of the North and South,"
gave the show the Memorial Day flavor, and evoked
fine appreciation' from the audience. As the overture ends, spots play on a flag and eagle placed on
either side of the stage.

Chicago Oriental
Week

Ending June 2

"Here Comes the Bride," is the show at the Oriental
this week with Mark Fisher. It opens with a boy and
girl singing some sort of a song about weddings before the curtain. The curtain parts to reveal Mark
and wedding party at a huge banquet table occupying
the length of the stage. Really a beautiful scene.
Mark sings a short song and then the curtain behind
the table parts to reveal the band. The bride and
groom of the affair sing, "And the Girl Is You," as
the Oriental ballet enters in beautiful wedding costumes to do a short routine.
This is followed by a boy and girl doing a good
eccentric tap dance. Then Bennie Strong sings a
clever song, "That's My Weakness," after the band
has served up a hot portion of it. The song is
snappy and has a good rhythm. Strong gets a good
hand for his singing.
A girl dressed as a maid comes in to sing a short
song, and goes into a good, snappy little dance. Then
a butler comes in to announce Pall Mall, the blackface comedian, who keeps the house in a roar with his
telling a tale in snatches of popular song. This is a
knockout of a number which goes over fine. He
sings, "Together," and several others before the audience is finally willing to let him go. He gets wonderful applause and deserves it all.
Then follows one of the cleverest ballet routines
seen in a long time. The girls are dressed in smart
red costumes, each of them carrying a doll dressed
in the same sort of costume. The girls put the dolls
on the floor and by manipulating them with their
hands, make them go through the usual rou*-\ne of a
ballet. The audience brings them back again for
more. Clever and amusing, for sure, is this little
number.
This is followed with the band number, "You're
Wonderful," with Mark singing it, and of course he
has to satisfy the customers with an encore or two.
Mark still reigns supreme. A girl enters to do a
good high kicking dance, who might have been Margaret Ball since she was billed on the program but
applause drowned out Mark's announcement.
Sam Lewis and Patty Moore follow -with clever
songs and dances, the feature of which is their dancing the "Wobbly Walk." The finale is a beautiful
wedding scene, with all sorts of trick stage effects
and folding stairs, etc. A beautiful spec close, for
a good show.
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Los Angeles Boulevard
Week Ending May 18

Fanchon and Marco's, "West Coast Varieties," featuring Ivan Bankoff, the well known Russian dancer,
presented a fairly good bill, but rather slow in places.
The show opens v.'ith Lynn Cowan, and the Jazz
Jesters playing "Together." Lynn singing the last
chorus. Then came Dana Warrene doing a xylophone solo. Ivan Bankoff, followed with some mighty
clever dancing. His kicks were marvelous, all Russian, but to jazz steps, and double time in placee.
His dances in general were all out of the ordinary
and took a good hand when he finished to, "After
My Laughter Came Tears."
Lynn then introduced Joe Wong and Co., (the company, for his piano player) as the "Ambassador From
China." Joe proved to be quite an entertainer, in
singing and playing the uke, and closed with a fact
Charleston black bottom dance for which he got a
big hand.
Lynn Cowan, the versatile master of ceremonies,
followed
and singing,
Got toHeHave
for
whichplaying
he certainly
did get"You
a post.
can "It,"
sure"
put over songs of this kind, but -when ho tries such
numbers as "I'm Crying Because I Am Losing You,"
he loses all that he puts into it. He has been called
Dr. Jazz and the name hits him, only -ivhen he caxries it out. He will spoil his following if he persists
in theee type of songs. Think that if he would let
one of his orchestra boys do a specialty he would get
a bigger hand merely directing the band.
Bringing out "Mothers Week" was very well done,
both by the Jazz Jesters and also in picture. A huge
frame, with a screen, when lighted, showing a mother
sewing, served to lend atmosphere to the mother
song composed by Lynn. Took a good round of applause.

Detroit Capitol
Week

Ending June 1

Paul Whiteman is a standard .American product,
nationally advertised and always living up to his specifications. He proved it at the Capitol this week.
Beyond any doubt Whiteman has the slickest jazz
orchestra before the public and the cleverest arrangements. Ever since he first discovered that jazz
could be played so that the audience could take the
cotton out of its ears, and not go deaf, Whiteman
has grown steadily in artistic stature.
Proof of this is shown in his performance of
"Chloe," with which he opens his present act. It
is a fine example of expert sho-wmanship. Other
numbers which were especially popular were "From
Monday On." "Shades of Blue," "Ramona," and "My
Whiteman carries all his own specialists, so he
provided
the entire stage attraction. These players
Ohio Home."
were Coleman Goetz, Lillian Lawson, Al and Jack
Rand and "Goldie" the orchestra trumpeter.
Among them were discovered a girl who dances.
three boys who harmonize and clown, another chap
who dances madly and one who successfully engages Whiteman in some diverting cross-talk. Not
to mention the fact that all of them sing well.
It's quite a show.

Handles
''Dawn'' Music
(Sficcial to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 5.— Abe Meyer has
been engaged by Arch Selwyn to supervise
the
musical premiere
presentation
of "Dawn,"
at the
American
tonight
at the Times
Square theatre.
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SOLOS

Arthur Richter (Milwaukee, Wisconsin) at the
organ offers "In My Bouquet of Memories," with the
words flashed on the screen. As usual his number
is well done and well received. Richter has one of
the largest followings for his type of solos that an
organist can ever boast of.

0 t

Well, the new publishing firm of Donaldson,
Douglas and Gumble had their formal opening yesterday, and a grand time was had by all. Nearly everyone connected with the music and show business was
there, including the Honorable Mayor James J.
Walker, who can always be depended upon for his
presence at an affair of this kind. The consensus
of opinion is that the new
firm will be a huge
success.

Melvin Peacock (Sheboygan, Sheboygan, Wis.)
reports that his community solo last week was called
"Our Own Orchestra" with the following songs
used:
"One Summer Night," "Ramona," "Let a
fan
Smile Be Your Umbrella," "When Rustus Plays His
Old Kazoo" and "My Ohio Home." The audience tried
to imitate the orchestra by whistling like a clarinet
and besides singing whole-heartedly, they really enjoyed their novelty and were very generous in their
applause.

Gene Austin made his radio debut last Thursday
night under the guidance of Nathaniel Shilkrct on
the Maxwell House GofEee Hour. Austin's performance consisted of his recent recordings, and I must
say that his rendition of same was one hundred per
cent perfect. Loolcs like this fellow will make a
name for himself as a recording artist yet!

Bernie Cowham (Milwaukee Oriental) offered recently in his
own pleasing
Glowupon
Worm"
with the
words
for the manner
number "The
flashed
the
screen. Bernie continues to be a big success at the
Oriental and never fails to please his audiences.

* *

*

*

i>

*

On the corner of 50th St. and Broadway in the
very heart of the "Alley," a new building is under
construction. This will, in due time, be the new
home of the Leo Feist Professional Department, and
from early reports, it will outdo, in grandeur and
style, any other professional office in the City of
New York. The opening date will be another occasion for the boys in the music business and His
Honor Mayor Walker to participate in an enjoyable
afternoon.

* *

*

From Boston, comes Leo Reisman to open at the
Waldorf-Astoria next week. Reisman has a very
big following throughout New England, and should
do very well in this New York spot. He is the
Paul Ash of the dance floor (hair and all).
« * *
Harold Veo and his orchestra have landed the
cream society job in New York for the summer.
He is at Joe Smallwood's place in Glen (Jove, L. L,
where the ultra-society spend their summer vacations.
He is holding down this berth in fine style, and
should be good for a repeater the next three or
four summers.
Well. Spring fever got me, so I guess here's where
I sign off. I'll let my partner, Sam Coslow, continue
from here.
So long, everybody — ^me for the beach.

* *

Continuation

(By

Sam

Coslow)

'Sroomered
that
Murry
Rubens,
Shubert
revue
composer,
has just eloped
with
one
of the eyedazzlers from his "Greenwich
Village
Follies."
>> * *
A tale is going the rounds of a prominent business
executive in music publishing circles who was caught
bawling out one of his music printers because the
notes in his orchestrations were "full of holes." He
meant the half notes.

* *

Henri Keates (Chicago Oriental) uses a really funny
and clever slide presentation this week during which
he plays, "Laugh, Clown, Laugh," a parody on "Halleluiah," "Sweet Sue," "Sunshine," "Roses of
Picardy," and "Overthere." The audience sang the
old numbers, especially, with lots of pep and volume.
Milton Charles (Chicago Chicago) plays "Too Busy,"
and explains and then proceeds to compare it with
the "Second Hungarian Waltz" and "Berceuse." Then
he
"Last refrain
Night Isung
Dreamed
You Miller.
Kissed Good
Me,"
withplays
a vocal
by Ned
applause.
John Hammond (New Orleans, Saenger) has selected his wife, Betty Hammond as his associate organist. They celebrated their new musical connection
last week by playing, "Together" as the organlogue
of the week.
George Lee Hamrick (Atlanta Howard) regular
Howard organist, gave his solo place to Julia Dawn,
visiting solo organist who rendered "Ramona" accompanied by illustrated slides. Miss Dawn is well
known in this section for her superb work and a
hearty welcome was accorded her.

*

What to write about, what to write about. Let's
see — Con Conrad has gone tinpan again, after a fling
at the Darktown producing game. He is re-entering
the composing field with a beautiful ditty called
"Heartbroken and Lonely," on the order of his
"Lonesome and Sorry" hit of three years ago.
Wotta tune !
* * *

George Johnson
played "A Classical
nated Elks night,
club. Since coming
real following.

Barrymore Records Shakespeare
NEW YORK. — John Barrymore recently selected
for recording by the Victor Talking Machine Company the soliloquy from "Hamlet," Act II, Scene 2,
in which the Danish Prince plans the play which
shall betray the consciences of his father's murderers; and the soliloquy of Richard, Duke of
Gloucester, from the third part of "Henry VI," Act
'lOS
III, Scene 2.

the
and
54 W. Ddndolph St
Chioado

Many of Broadway's leading songwriters have
formed a summer bungalow colony at Rnmson, N. J.

* *

(Omaha Riviera) at the organ
Surprise." One night was desigwith music by the Elks Apollo
here this fellow has built up a

*

In the words
of a well known
columnist,
members
of the American
Society of Authors
Composers
anticipate another bleesed event.
« * *

*

The New York flaps are getting more and more
accustomed to Paul Ash every week. Looks like he's
slowly but surely building up the same prestige here
that he built up in (^hi.
« * *
Just heard one of the most sensational symphonic
arrangements in years. Arthur Lange made it for
Harms on "Was It a Dream ?" I was in a trance
when I heard it and I'm not out of it yet. Harms
will print up a few. If you are a big enough shot
orehestrally, you may get one.
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ONE

"Ramona" — (Leo Feist).

THE BEST SELLERS
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh" — (Remick
Co.).
"Beloved" — (Irving Berlin).
"Girl of My Dreams" — (Jack Mills).
"Sweet Sue" — (Shapiro-Bernstein).
"Back
in Your Own Backyard" — (Irving Berlin).
"Last
Night
I Dreamed You Kissed
Me"
— (Leo
Feist).
"Too
Busy"-(Villa
— (Leo Feist).
"Chlo'e"—
Moret).
Berlin).
"I Can't Do Without You" — (Irving
derson).
"Together" — (DeSylva-Brown & Hen"Get Out and Get Under the Moon"—
(Irving Berlin).
stein).
"My Pet"—(Ager, Yellen & Born"My Ohio Home''- — (Leo Feist).
"Mary Ann" — (Irving Berlin).
I NEED SOMEONE (Yon Need Someone)'— (Spier
& Coslow, Inc.) — Together we all need someone. A
cute fox trot tune and has as a novelty three masters
of ceremonies as composers. Words and music by
Irving Rothchild, Terry * Joyce
Meroff.
« « and Benny
DO I HEAR YOU SAYING— (Harms, Inc.)— The
hit song of the Lew Field's production, "Present
Arms." This song reminds one of "My Heart Stood
Still," which is by the same writers. When it comes
to writing songs for musical comedies these two
boys are right on top. Words by Lorenz Hart, music
by Richard Rodgers.
* • *
THAT'S MY WEAKNESS NOW— (Shapiro-Bernstein & Co.) — Green and Stept the original publishers are also the composers. They just about got this
song over when Shapiro-Bernstein took it over. A
good hot tune in comedy* style.
* *
C.O.N.S.T.AN.T.I.N.O.P.L.E. — (DeSylva-Brown &
Henderson) — An imported composition of the "Valencia" type already taking hold and looks like a big
hit. The lyric is a spelling idea. Words and music
by Harry Carlton.
* » «
TWO LITTLE ROOMS (On the Third Floor)— (Will
Rossiter) — Why is it all sweethearts are content with
so little before marriage, later they want a whole
building. A cute idea nevertheless that should be
commercial.
By Lee Tish.
* » *
PRUNE
SONG — (Forster
Music
Publishers)— A
comedy song that has as its inspiration the prune
and its wrinkles. Written up very funny and has a
lot of extra choruses. Words by Frank Cnimit,
music by Harry De 0)sta.
« * *
REMEMBER ME TO MARY (If She Still Remembers Me) — (Green & Stept) — A home song of the type
that has made Walter Donaldson famous. An excellent lyric with just as good a tune. Words and
music by Bud Green and Sam H. Stept.
* # «
WE LOVE IT — (Irving Berlin, Inc.) — Reminds one
of "Ain't We Got Fun." An excellent gang song
VfWn a lilting melody. Should sell. Words by Billy
Rose and Mort Dixon, * music
« « by Harry Warren.
GIRL
OF MY
DREAMS— (Jack Mills, Inc.)— A
song that is hitting all over the country strictly
through radio plugs. One of the big sellers of the
day.
Words and music * by« Son'ny
Clapp.
*
CHERIE
CHILLY-POM-POM-PEE— (Watcrson-Berlin & Snyder) — A dance tune with a French comedy
idea. Very good an an orchestra number. Words
by Alfred Bryan, music* by« Pete
Wendling.
«
F'RINSTANCE — (DeSylva,
Brown & Henderson)A college song that is really funny. Can develop into
an excellent gang song.
By Irving Cohn.
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Incorporated in this department of practical showmanship of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving
Picture World departments, "Selling the picture to the Public," and "Better Business Builders"

Sell the Cool Idea
During Summertime
Summer requires special effort. The cool
idea must be put over to your patrons. Where
modern ventilating systems are used in theatres, the houses are actually cooler than the
hot, sultry streets. Get this idea over to
your patrons and business will not slump. Following are a few ideas for doing this which
are sent out by Joe Weil, director of advertising and exploitation for Universal theatres :
Lights
Marquee and house lights should be changed
to greens and blues or other cool tones. Reds
and deep amber should be eliminated because
they "look" warm.
Ice Signs
Your
announcement
signs in your lobby
An "iced" "IT'S
should all carry ice borders.
COOL AND BREEZY INSIDE" sign should
have a permanent place under your marquee
or over your box office.
Fans
Fans should be well oiled so that they operate as noselessly as possible.
Cleanliness
The theatre should have "super"
cleaning
and airing throughout the summer.
At this
time more than any other, you must sell comfort and freshness.
Ushers should be dressed
in summer uniforms with white pants.
Decorations
In addition to "ice" signs you should doll
up your lobby and marquee
with ferns or
imitation
flowers.
Trellis work
is put up
cheaply
for corner
displays.
Fans
in your
lobby with streamers
attached, sell the cool
idea.
Singing birds sell happiness.
Air Your House
Test out the best way of cooling your house
by keeping certain doors open or closed.
Air
out your theatre thoroughly every morning.
Don't be sparing in your use of the water
hose in front of the theatre and in the lobby
and exit alleys. Oftentimes prospective patrons
see the washing down
process and it "sells
coolness" to them.
Programs
Careful selection of programs means much
to your
summer
business.
Feature
bright,
light comedy attractions and short subjects.
Sell the Cool
Idea
Back up the appeal with programs made up
mainly of light and happy comedy features.
Pick the best pictures you can for summer.
Your loyal patrons deserve the best.
Stunts
Sell the cool idea ! Ice water always
on
tap; cardboard fans carrying co-opertive advertising which covers their cost; ice cream
matinees for kiddies ; two-for-one merchants
morning
shopping
tickets;
merchant
gift
nights; local movies;
bathing
girl contests,
etc., are only a few of the summer business
boosters.
You can sell the cool idea, and, by a scries
of real showmanship stunts weekly, race
through the danger days of July and August
with a healthy balance on the profit side of
the ledger I

Enlarge Press Sheet Sketches
for Posters; Morris Tf>lls How

Do you derive the utmost value from press sheets? Every one of them contains
one or more ideas which can be put to use to exploit the picture. And now
Eugene Morris of the Southwestern Theatre Corporation at LeRoy, New York,
sends in an idea for using press sheet drawings in making posters for lobby displays. We'll let Morris tell you how:
"The press sheet has too long been ignored
by the theatre artist for its artistic qualities.
Practically every press sheet ranks very high
in the type of art work necessary in putting
over the picture.
It was while in Detroit and Jamestown that
I realized the speed with which the work of
designing posters must be accomplished. I had
used the press sheet for some time, but enlarging the heads and figures by hand was too
slow, and even by means of the pantograph
it was not yet fast enough. Even with the
pantograph the features are not sure to be
exact.
"One day I hit upon the idea of projecting
the press sheet clippings upon my cardboard,
beaver board or whatever I was working on
and tracing around the outline with a pencil.
Not being able to purchase one of the expensive projection machines, I obtained an
old magic lantern, just a common post card
projector. This I hooked up. Because of
weak bulbs the outline was rather dim and
hazy, but, after putting in stronger ones, it
cleared up fine.

"Then, picking out the figure I desired from
the press sheet, I clamped it on the back of
the projector so that it shot up on my cardboard which was tacked to a support. I then
traced it off. Because the traced outline would
be reversed from the original on account of
the process of projection, I at first, encountered some difficulty. This I soon overcame
by the use of a mirror which I stood up on
end near the clipping. By looking in the
mirror I could tell exactly how the tracing
looked originally. The idea of the lantern
helped me a great deal and the press sheet
idea and the lantern idea go hand in hand
to save time. Another suggestion which I
might make is the raising of cutouts away
from the background of the poster. In the
accompanying illustration, I have taken Charlie
Chaplin in "The Circus" for an example. The
head wants to stand out and get your eye
first and the only way it can be done is to
paint it up in bright colors or have some
decided contrast to the rest of the poster ; then
raise the head about one inch from the board
bv means

of cork."
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Exchange List Now
Boasts Two Foreign
Signers; Grows Fast
The House Organ Exchange has already
taken on an international flavor, for since the
Hst was last published, an exhibitor from England and one from Nova Scotia have sent in
signed coupons and become members. They
are John Goldstone of the Empire Picture
House, Yorkshire, England, and Wener and
Green of the Russell theatre, Glace Bay, Nova
Scotia.
This gives exhibitors an excellent opportunit}' to check up on exhibitors outside this
country. Doubtless, many exhibitors will be
interested in seeing these two house organs.
Altogether we have 10 new members this
week. Albert Sindlinger, publicity director of
the Majestic theatre, Athens, Ohio, and a member of the Exchange, is now making use of a
good idea. Upon opening his house organ
this week we found a printed slip of paper
in the envelope which read : Enclosed you
will find a copy of "The Theatre Guide for
which please exchange your house organ. Any
comments or criticisms will be greatly appreciated." Other exhibitors might well make
use of this idea for exchanging house organs.
Russell C. Roshon, publicity director of the
Columbus Amusement Company of New Kensington, Pennsylvania, sends in three copies of
the weekly house organ, The Movie Gossipy
which
he It
publishes
the company's
theatres.
is a finefor
16 page
magazine, four
well
made up and written and composed of many
feature departments which should be of absorbing interest to all readers. Roshon did
not send in a signed coupon so his name is
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not listed as a member, but we hope he will'
rush his coupon in, for we know many exhibitors would be helped by looking at his
magazine.
In the opposite columns may be seen six
pages clipped out of The Movie Gossip.
When you look at them, we believe you wil!
admit that Roshon edits a classy magazine.
He has written "The Theatre" a letter concerning his magazine, and his following comments should be of inspiration to others :
"In line with your house organ department
in 'The Theatre' section of the Exhibitors
Herald and Moving Picture World, am herewith forwarding several copies of our Movie
Gossip which we publish every week in the
interests of our four theatres in this city.
"We have a circulation of 6,000 weekly.
Three thousand five hundred of these are
mailed direct to the homes in 26 surrounding
towns as well as this city. We have found
it to be our very best advertising medium
without any question. The rates received at
least defray the expenses of printing. We
consider the little more than $50 postage
weekly very well spent. To reach the same
territory that we cover with our weekly magazine we must advertise in four dailies and five
weeklies. We can, therefore, pare down on
these and the saving more than justifies the
publication of the Movie Gossip.
"As to the magazine make-up: you vdll
notice that I use the top of the front page
announcing the current stage play as offered
by the stock company at one of the theatres.
The cover page I usually use for the purpose
of putting across the biggest weekly feature
at our largest house, the Liberty. Page two
is used for the purpose of bringing out a
coming or current attraction at the same house.
You will notice that we have a national advertiser on this page also. This little weekly has
been published for nearly seven years and our
circulation appeals to the national as well as
the local advertisers.
"Page three I use for the big picture of the
week, also a reader on the stage play at the
Ritz and special boxes announcing some particular event. Page four is taken up with'
readers for the big house attractions. Page
five also carries one or more along with the

I
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Telegrams, Passes to Graduates
Makes John Jones M. B. I. No. 22

House Organ
Exchange
R. H. Zerbel, Delft theatre, Marquette,
Mich.
Albert Sindlinger, Majestic theatre,
Athens, Ohio.
L. W. Carroll, Majestic theatre, Burlington, Vermont.
Montague Salmon, Boulevard theatre,
Los Angeles.
Publix News, Riviera theatre, Omaha,
Nebraska.
H. M. Addison, Great Lakes theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
John Goldstone, Empire Picture House,
Huddersfleld, Yorkshire, England.
Wener & Green, Russell theatre. Glace
Bay, Nova Scotia.
Charles P. Gilmorc, Orpheum theatre,
Oswego, N. Y.
Verner Hicks, ..tcadia theatre, Olney,
III.
Kenneth Tallmadge, Temple theatre,
Saginaw, Mich.
Wally Nordby, Indiana theatre, Indiana, Pa.
The Lark 1 tiles. Lark theatre, McMinnville. Ore.
,
L. D. Everett, Saenger theatre. Mobile,
Ala.
Hal D. Neides. Grauman^s
theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

HERALD

Egyptian

display ad for the larger house in which we
have been presenting a big stage act.
"Page six is used for an editorial page. You
will doubtless notice the "APPLESAUCE"
column. This is made up of wise cracks
about the employes in our four houses. I
started this two years ago and have found it
the most popular column in the entire book.
Page seven I use for a little personal interview with the players making up the stock
company at the Ritz, also a column of slug
ads for the second run house, the State. Pages
eight and nine are taken up with a schedule
announcing the current and coming week's
offerings, also is otherwise completely filled
with advertisements.
"Page 10 I hold exclusively for articles of
particular interest to the womenfolks. Page
11 is reserved for a special article dealing with
a coming picture. You will also note the two
ads on this page. They are both chain store
ads. Inyariably such stores frown upon such
advertising mediums, but in this instance they
are steady advertisers with us. Page 12 is
also taken up with special articles which I
find put plenty of touch and interest into the
little weekly. Page 13 carries a column of
laughs and a two column display for Ritz
theatre offerings. On page 14 I carry readers
of coming pictures, also an humorous column
made up of clippings, etc., from Brevity dealing with funny breaks about the picture industry.
"I also use a 'What's Wrong With the
Picture Contest.' Page 15 is taken up with
the Strand theatre ad, a column of studio
snap-shots, a hidden letter contest and the
Sunday Benefit show ads as well as the subscription coupon. Theatre patrons who do not
receive our Movie Gossip each week clip this
coupon and enter their name on our subscription lists. In this manner we are certain to
know that it reaches those who are interested
in it and want to know what is taking place
among the theatres.
"We receive from 10 to 25 of these each
week, allowing for tl 7>se who die or move
away, our subscriptiof. • has been increasing
approximately 750 yearly. The sixteenth page
carries two advertisers who have been on our
back page ever since we started this publication nearly seven years ago.
"I trust that these copies will supply your
readers with some information as to the
make-up and success of a magazine of this

It always pays to play to the young people. A theatre that gets their patronage
is a live theatre, and usually enjoys the patronage of hoth the young and the old.
John E. Jones, managing director of R J R Theatres, Inc., in San Angelo, Texas,
proved the value of catering to the j oung people of the city hy a fine piece of
showmanship which makes him M. B. I. Numher 22.

"My Best Idea, " No. 22
By John D. Jones
THERE are so many live-wire showmen becoming members of the M. B. I. club, I
suppose it is useless for me to try. However,
since I have read every "My Best Idea," I have
been trying to make up my mind to get in,
so We
heresent
is my
"My Best
Idea."
telegrams
to the
70 high school
students who graduated this year, and the results were practically 100 per cent. The telegram read :
The R. J. R. theatres tender heartiest congratulations upon your graduation. You are now embarking on
your real work in life and we send
you our best wishes for your future
happiness and success in the career
opening before you.
Presentation of
this message is good for one admission at any of our theatres.
John
D. Jones, Manager.
The telegram
cost us 24 cents each, and
were delivered just as any telegram by uniformed messengers.
You
can imagine
how
some of these boys and girls felt — some of
them had never received telegrams before.
The results were great. Out of the 70 telegrams sent, 69 have already been turned in at
our six theatres, and these 69 students brought
with them an average of three other people, so
you can see that I got three for one, and got
publicity that could not be had otherwise.
We had over 30 telephone calls on these
wires and a great deal of mouth-to-mouth
advertising that could not have been bought.
For instance, I was in a drug store and overheard and saw several girls showing their
wires to about 20 boys and girls. They were as
proud of them as if they had been sent by
the Crown Prince. What we want is advertising, and that's what we got. It was a real
stunt, and the town is still talking.
type. At this time we are the only operating
company in this district (Western Pennsylvania) that is using this means of advertising."
Yes, sir, Mr. Roshon, we are going to expect your coupon right away, for you know to
much about editing a house organ to keep it
all to yourself.

In My Opinion —
[Letters from Readers]

Editor,
Dear "THE
Sir: I THEATRE"
am going to set forth a few
suggestions that may or may not appeal to
you. The first is in regard to ideas published
in the Herald relative to advertising and exploitation. The fellows come through with
some mighty fine ideas but invariably forget
to mention some data that is very necessary
World,
Exhibitors

Herald

and

Moving

Picture

407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicaiio, III.
"The Theatre":
Please enroll me as a member of The
House Organ Exchange. I will exchange
house organs with other members.
Name
Theatre
Address

to the man
who
attempts
to duplicate the
Stunt. An example of this : some exhibitor
reports on a "kiddie matinee" calling for the
use of a button, badge or other material, yet
says nothing alx)Ut the cost of same or where
purchased.
In some cases at least it is a mighty hard
job getting a line on this stuff and I cannot
see why a little general information along
these lines would not help in the general use
of ideas submitted. I read an article in the
distant past relative to the use of small mirrors on cutout designs. I liked it and wanted
to purchase a quantity of the mirrors but
was unable to get a line on a supply dealer
who would furnish them in fairly small quantities. When I finally did get the dope I
ordered a supply and am pleased to say that
my house
novel
ways.managers are using them in a dozen
Another matter I would like to mention is
that of presentations suitable for the smaller
towns. You carry a department for this purpose but it is very seldom that a real simple
and practical idea is set forth. The great majority report on using a plug number to very
good
and a that's
all there
to it. advantage
I have used
numberabout
of very
simpleis
and effective little presentations in the past
but they are too few and far between to make
their general use practical.
You are perhaps wondering just what the
devil I am driving at and I will attempt to
explain by outlining a stunt of this kind. My
"Mothers' Day" number was an old standard
using a grey haired mother sitting in nicely
dressed set at left stage with male singer
standing
chair singing
Wlienat
he
went beside
into chorus
a little "Mother."
girl appeared
the mention of each letter, carrying a large
letter done in gold flitter. These girls were
so arranged that letters were mixed until the
line "Put them all together" when they
changed places making the word "Mother"
complete.
This Httle stunt was brand new here and
went over like a million dollars and there
are countless others, old and new, equally
effective that we could be using if the other
fellow would be kind enough to send them
in. I have used a great many and would be
glad to go into detail if it meets with the
approval of the boys. HAL G. OLSON.
Adler Theatre Company.
Marshfield. Wis.

Use Clock Ba llyh oo for
"Thirteenth Hour''

An unusually appropriate ballyhoo, as well
as many other interesting exploitation devices
made the campaign waged by the manager
of the Boulevard theatre, I.x)S Angeles, on
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's |'The Thirteenth
Hour" especially worthy of notice.
A man paraded the main thoroughfare wearing a large clock-face, on both sides. Suspended from his neck was a large electric
bell. The wires were connected through his
sleeves and he simply pressed the switch at
intervals. The lace of the clock had a large
13 in red. as the hour.
A track with two larerc cutouts of a massive
clock, traveled around the city. A large gong
sounded 13 times at street corners. There
were no banners on the truck, but there w^s a
lot of comment made on the gong sounding
and on the clock.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, '^Through
the Box Office Window.**
"HAROLD

fjELIEVE

TEEN"

it or not, boys and girls, this is a

wow. I state it that way because I didn't think
it could be, I wouldn't have believed it if someone had told me, I am hesitant now about
typing the news. I'm sure, however, that the
picture is just that — a wow — or, as I note a
contributor of box office reports phrasing it,
"a bow wow." I, who have read The Chicago
Tribune for several years without risking so
much as one eye on Carl Ed's comic strip after
the first hopeful inspection, enjoyed it.
I do not mean by this statement that the
thing is a classic or anything like that. It is
merely a brisk, bright boyish adventure in celluloid. It endows the student body of a high
school with habits commonly associated with
collegians. It works in the football finish, with
comic aspects, and it commits the tactical error
of waxing serious over a dam disaster, but it
is funny in spite of all this. The fun is juevnile, the gag captions range from infantile to
ancient with pretty good results all along the
line, and the people in it are good actors making
the most of a good time.
I should not have predicted success for an
outfit assigned to the production of the picture,
as I would not predict success for any attempt
to picturize a comic strip. The elements involved in daily strip humor and screen humor
are about as dissimilar as any two kindred
institutions in this busy world. And I am assured by a young lady who has read all about
Harold Teen for as many years as I have
ignored him that the characters are not in all
cases those of the strip, although Jack Duffy's
Grandpop and Arthur Stone's Harold are practically photographic in their fidelity to the newsprint. Concerning these same two actors, I
should like to add that I have never before
believed Mr. Duffy to be funny and that I never
before could see much of a chance for Mr.
Stone's brand of foolishness. I am pleased to
noted that both gentlemen have found occupations of a suitability warranting expenditure of
the prodigious energy which has always been
theirs to expend.

P

T. O. Service

"THE

YELLOW

LILY"

X ERHAPS you have been in attendance
upon a stage play wherein, somewhere in the
middle of Act III, a stranger has appeared in
the role of the principal character and enacted
the remainder of the performance. If so, you
know that the flop which occurred at that time
and how sorry you were about it. You know

that you didn't go away displeased, but sorry.
That regret was your emotion, not anger.
Well, something like that occurs in "The Yellow Lily." None of the principals disappear
from the cast, but along toward the threequarter pole I got the idea that the director
had been seized with appendicitis and ambulanced away to the cutting room. Or, perhaps,
that somebody who really should have been
fenced off the set came in and began issuing
orders. Or, at least, someone with a scissors
and and a pseudo-box office sense had taken a
look at the rushes and cried, "Hold — -it isn't
long enough," or "Stop — we gotta get the parental slant in here (or the weeps or the suspense
or something else)" and began ordering retakes or additional shots and succeeded, finally,
in butchering the good picture that had been
made up to that tune.
"The Yellow Lily" starts off like a whizzbang
and goes that way until the interruption (and
I'm sure it was an interruption, for the man
that made the excellent first part simply
couldn't have had anything to do with the final
footage) after which it is just bad. Clive Brook
is the sinful archduke, most of his sinning being
done before the picture opens, and superb as
the same. The action begins at a smoothly
taken and comfortably high pitch, the settings
are excellent and Miss Dove is, of course, the
perfect picture she never fails to be. Additionally, she has in the early part of this picture a considerable job of acting to do and
does it remarkably well. Gustave Von Seyffertitz and Marc McDermott are others who contribute to the high quality of the product, and
there are still others whose names evade me at
the moment.
As I say, the picture goes ahead in great
shape, a clean cut and highly entertaining
chronicle, up to the point of the drop-off.
Worse, the flop occurs at a time when the picture could have been completed in another 200
feet of film and, no doubt, would have been so
completed had not whatever happened happened. At the point in question, the action is
run into cold storage, a flock of totally superfluous scenes and subtitles are thrown in for no
apparent reason, unless it be the manufacture
of footage, and after endless strands of this
extraneous stuff the normal ending occurs.
(There is stiU a good chance to scissor the picture into the upper level.)
I am truly sorry about the accident, for it
must be that. I have watched Miss Dove's vali-

ant struggle against the breaks in recent months
and I thought, as this picture got going, that
here at last someone had the good sense and
judgment to give her a picture worth her time.
What I thought after the accident is fairly well
indicated by preceding paragraphs.

I have not made a request of Hollywood
lately, and so I take this occasion to ask that
Miss Dove be placed in a picture that measures
up to Miss Dove. There are, I am sure, no
story requirements which her great beauty and
considerable talent are not adequate to cope
with. I am sure, too, that no one believes she
has had anything like a decent chance to get
her stuff across. I suggest that the director who
started "The Yellow Lily" be given as good a
story
Miss Dove and permitted to carry it
all theforway.

ADULT

INTEREST

I

HAVE at hand a letter, from a gentleman
who should know better, stating that pictures
are so dumb as most of them are because it is
necessary to retain the interest of the juvenile
public, which makes up a large portion of the
picture public. The gentleman, of course,
doesn't mean exactly what he says. He means
to say that the juvenile portion of the picture
public is a childish crowd who like simple
(i. e., dumb) stories simply (i. e., stupidly)
done. I suspect that he is no more mistaken
about the character of this juvenile sector than
most of the people in Hollywood.
There is no argument, of course, about the
importance of the juvenile crowd. It is exactly
that importance which argues for a change in
production policy. It is well past time for
those who make pictures to realize that the
juvenile who looks at the pictures today is
juvenOe chiefly in point of years. Modern
journalism, literature, radio, prohibition, automobiles and education have told the kiddies
just about everything. With accumulation of
knowledge goes cultivation of taste and elevation of interests. These young folks, looking at
the stodgy stuff that comes from too many studios, may be expected to laugh the first time,
a pitiful sort of laugh, but not to come back
for more.
I see no reason why t'iere should be a secret
about this. Everybody knows it, if they know
anything, and everybody ought to know that the
line of demarcation between man and boy isn't
where it used to be. Why waste more film on
a Victorian ideal? What's wanted is entertainment.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National

Theatre for Sale
THEATRE FOR SALE in growing New Jersey
village. Population seven thousand. Fully equipped.
Other business requires selling at sacrifice price.
Address Box 20, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture
World, 565 Fifth Ave., New York City.
FOR SALE— Buffalo neighborhood theatre. 750
seats. For particulars write David Kuegir, 257 Virginia, Buffalo, N. Y.
FOR SALE— Theatre lease, house and lot. $2,500.00 cash. 400 seats. Best small town theatre
in the state. Up-to-date in every respect. Address
Box 276, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Bearborn St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Modern fireproof theatre store-apartment; good Wisconsin territory; no opposition; $10,000 handle. Also theatre building and equipment or
equipment Wisconsin town 6,500. One other theatre
in town; terms; both good payers. Address Clark
Wilkinson, Baraboo, Wis.
FOR SALE — Two only theatres town 5,000 population, 2,000 drawing power. One theatre property
three-story solid brick, other theatre long lease. Excellent chance to form circuit in adjacent towns. Box
office trial. Other business compels selling. Price
$15,000, terms. Address Box 267, Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

For Sale

2 Peerless Reflector Arcs, $185.00 each. Late model.
Address Carol, 62 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

VICTOR PROJECTOR, COMPLETE, $60, fine for
travelling show. "Diamond Carlisle" mounted police
story, five reels, fair condition. Lots of advertising.
Cheap.
Address Community theatre, Kenedy, Texas.
GENUINE BARGAIN on Hallberg motor generator. Scott-Newcomb oil burner. Write for details.
Address Sam Bowden, 536 Pennsylvania Ave., Glen
Ellyn, 111.
FOR SALE — Ten horsepower Fairbanks-Morse engine, 7KW generator, 125 volt. Address Frank Jones,
Olney, Texas.
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. Address
Redington & Co., Scranton, Pa.
FOR SALE— Posters, Photos, Slides, Banners, Insert Cards, and other Accessories. Save 50 per cent;
write for order blanks. Theatre Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, Theatre Poster Supply
Building, Cincinnati, O.

Organs for Sale
MAY 1st list of rebuilt organs ready. Includes
seven rebuilt Wurlitzer Organs one and two cabinets
with rolls. Prices from $950 to $2,500. Includes
nine Fotoplayers all styles, rebuilt guarantee, priced
from $1,500 to $3,500. Welte Mignon Reproducing
Piano with large library music $750. Eight stop
Moeller organ. Seeburgs most all makes. Terms
10 per cent cash with order, balance two years.
Shipped any place U. S. A., installed free. Write
for complete list with prices. No obligation. Address Robert Morton Organ Co., 624 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Classified

Advertising

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ used or new Reproduce Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden. Havana.
Til.

Position Wanted
THEATRE MANAGER, 33 years of age, Publix
training, now employed, desires new connection, preferably de luxe house. Will go anywhere. Address
Box 275, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
THEATRE ORGANIST at liberty, best references;
Chicago. Kansas City; experience. Large library;
expert cuing. Address K. Ketchum, 411 Drake,
Centerville, la.
ORGANIST, lady, open for position. Experienced,
reliable, modern library, moderate salary. Address
Marie Hays, General
Delivery, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ORGANIST with experience wants to locate in
Idaho or Montana. Good recommendations. Address
Box 270, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
EXPERIENCED CHICAGO MOVIE ORGANIST
— (Male) Good at cuing and effects. Will go anywhere, non-union, willing to join. Address Box 272,
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
ATTENTION. THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a fair salary to begin in order to prove worth.
If you are, do not overlook this opportunity. Union,
best of references, will go anywhere. Address Box
257, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY — Female Organist, working at present, but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE MANAGER AVAILABLE
—FORMER THEATRE OWNER WHO
KNOWS THE EXHIBITION BUSINESS
FROM SIDEWALK TO STAGE IS
AVAILABLE TO THE RIGHT PARTY
FOR A REASONABLE SALARY. YEARS
OF CLOSE CONTACT WITH PUBLIC
AND EXHIBITOR'S AFFAIRS. HAS
BOOKED FOR STRING OF THEATRES
OF ONE OF LARGEST CIRCUITS. ADDRESS BOX 269, EXHIBITORS HERALD
AND MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 407 S.
DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced
in tiieatre work. Men and women now ready for
goo 1 positions. Union or non-union. Write salary
and other data. Address Chicago Musical College,
61 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
ORGANIST — Expert.s thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, oriran. hnnrs. etc. Address Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St.. Allentown. Pa.

Medium

A RARE COMBINATION— Artist and motion picture photographer. Your opportunity for a local news
reel and to save on show card work. Pastels, portraits, lettering, outdoor posters. Samples on request.
Now employed, but desire affiliation with a larger
organization. Address Box 273, Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY — Organist, union, experienced cuing
— slides. Piano vaudeville. Moderate salary, will go
anywhere. Address Box 274, Exhibitors Herald and
Movinc Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111.

Gift Night Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co.. Inc., 140 W. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer youI
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
houses. Relief equipment fursome ofnishedthe
free. largest
For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago, 111.

BEST GRADE repair work. Prices right. Free
relief heads. Prompt service. Address Guercio &
Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt sen-ice, reasonable prices. Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash, Chicago.

Films for Sale or Rent
FOR SALE — "Secrets of Paris" (7); "Should a
Wife Work" (7); "Notoriety" (8); "Daring Years
(7); "Ken Maynard Westerns"; also Serials ;
"Special Features"; "Comedies"; "Travelogues ; CarPictures, 729
Religious.
Scenic, New
Y.
York. N.Guaranteed
Ave.,
Seventh toons,

2 Reel Chaplin
N. Y. comedy, $15.00.
Rochester,

Address Box 48S,

Wanted

Equipment

all
PRICES paid
BEST 111
. for projection machines,_^__
Chicago,
types. Address Guercio & Barthel, lOlS Wabash Are.,

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chaire,
machines, etc. Movie Supply Co., 844
projectionChicago.
Wabash,

gements

Enga
AT LIBERTY — D. C. Nelson
che'itra Versatile Musicians.
date Dance Rhythm. Will go
East 42nd Pbce
wire 4554669.
Oakland

Wanted

Organize Dance OrRed Hot with up-toanywhere. Write or
Chicnpo. II!. Phone

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. Thr
classified advertising department has placed organists all over the country, has help>ed in obtaining equipment, in sellini:
equipment, and in solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word p.iyable with
order, 10% discount if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is
being advertised this week.
The cost is small, the results are great.
[See

nrxl

pagr]
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Equipment for Sale
IF YOU are looking for bargains in good used
motion picture projectors, lamps and house, and other
equipment, I can offer yon some real buys. Also have
two new McCauley Low Intensity Arc Lamps for sale
at a sacrifice. Joseph Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.,
Chicago, 111.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before buying elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service, 643 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.
CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE for Second Hand
Equipment, Seats, Rebuilt projectors of all makes.
Screens, Pianos, Organs and other miscellaneous
articles for the theatre. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Company, 12-14 E. 9th Street, Chicago,
III.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
Chairs, Projectors, Screens, Generators, Rectifiers,
Reflecting Arc Lamps, etc. Write for bargain list.
Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.
FOR SALE — Motion Picture Projectors, part and
supplies for all type machines. Special: 3 G. E.
Mazda reducers, 110-25 cycle — like new — $35.00 each.
2 Fort Wayne Compensarcs, 3^ cycle — $25.00 each.
Address Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

OPERA CHAIRS— Largest stock in the country.
Get our prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.
FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St., Chicago, 111.

Stationery

Chairs for Sale
250 Brand
New
High
Grade
upholstered chairs
with spring edge seats.
Wonderful low price. Write
for exact photo and full details.
Address C. G.
Demel, 845 S. State St., Chicago, 111.

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.

Bebe Is Nominated; Who's Next
GREEN RIVER, UTAH.— To the Editor :
About this time of the year in the past there
has been a Beauty Contest, but so far this year
there has not been one.
We want to start the hall rolling by nominating Bebe Daniels as the Most Popular
Screen Actress in our town. We have enjoyed
every picture she has made since she played
with Harold Lloyd and we will continue to run
her pictures as long as she makes' them.
If anyone has a different idea a /' ^o- who
the most popular screen actress is let's hear
from them. We believe Bebe Daniels will top
the field when it comes to the votes. — Hui.da
J. Green, Gem theatre, Green River, Utah.
"Ivanhoe" Solved
LAWRENCE, KAN.— To the Editor : This
will ansrwer the inquiry of our friend Mr.
H. Sternberg, Racine hotel, Columbus, Ga.,
concerning "Ivanhoe."
Our records show that this picture was released several years ago and that until recently a four-reel print has been available
through the Pilgrim Photoplay Exchange, 804
South Wabash avenue, Chicago, Illinois. It
is quite probable that this firm owns the negative of the picture. It may be, too, that they
now have a serviceable print available. — Ellsworth C. Dent, Secretary, Bureau of Visual
Instruction, University of Kansas, Lawrence,
Kan.
[Editor's Note: "Ivanhoe" was made
Universal about 1920, with
King Baggot.]

300 Brand New 5 ply veneer opera chairs with unbreakable steel standards. Extremely cheap. Exact
photo and particulars submitted in first letter. Addrpss
C. G. Demel, 845 S. State St., Chicago, 111.
AT Vz REGULAR PRICE. Cash or 18 monthly
payments. Any amount of these opera chairs. Used
two months. 558 heavy veneer and 765 upholstered.
Will send photo. Address Sam Lears, 3759 Pinegrove Ave., Chicago, 111.
^
FOR SALE— 1,800 HIGHEST GRADE used spring
cushion opera chairs, upholstered in dark brown Spanish leather. Very reasonable. Write for exact photograph and details. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St., Chicago, 111.
HERE'S A REAL BUY— Of 1,000 finest grade
made assembly folding chairs in sections of two
chairs slightly used. Also 720 upholstered theatre
chairs with a heavy 7-ply veneered back. All seats
have been newly re-covered in a Spanish leather and
are spring constructed. 2,000 used plain light and
heavy S-ply veneered chairs. All chairs offered at a
very rare bargain. Exact descriptive matter and
photos will be submitted at your request. Address
Illinois
Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St.,
Chicago, Theatre
111.

also by

Montreal Association of
Theatre Managers Elects
( special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL, June 5.-B. M. Garfield of
the Rialto theatre, whose home is at Jamestown, N. Y., has been re-elected secretary and

SPECIAL! 250 each business letterheads — envelopes $3.75 (cash postpaid). "Nea-.gravure" process printed. Samples, see difference. Stamp appreciated. Address Sollidays, XH-124,
Knox, Ind.

treasurer of the Montreal Theatre Managers
Association, a position he has held since inception of the organization. Joseph Patenaude
is the new president ; Harry S. Dahn, vicepresident, and George Nicholas, chairman.
Board members are John Smythe, Frank Norman, F. J. Shields, Joseph Cardinal and Harry
Kauffman.

$25,000 Fire Destroys
Town's Only Theatre;
Will Be Reconstructed
(Special to the Herald-World)

WAITSBURG, WASH., June 5.— Fire, entailing aloss of $25,000, destroyed the Express
theatre here. The fire originated from a cigarette butt. The Express, the only theatre in
the town, will be rebuilt immediatelv.

Exhibitor Makes Self
Local Business Leader
(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, June 5.- Earl J. Myers,
owner of the Majestic theatre at Chillicothe,
is an outstanding example of the type of
theatre-owner who
makes himself useful
in his community. He
is president of the
Chillicothe Chamber
of Commerce and has
been so successful
that the Chillicothe
body is now rated as
one of the best in
this state. Myers recently was praised by
that organization for
ship.
his efficient leaderMyers was born in
Earl J. Myers
Chillicothe 38 years
ago and has traveled
extensively throughout the United States and
Mexico, having at one time held oil leases in
the state of Sonora. Fourteen years ago he
returned to his native town and purchased
the Majestic, remodehng it throughout. He
has just announced plans for building a new
$800,000 theatre there.
Neville Signs New

Contract

NEW YORK.— John Thomas Neville, scenario
writer for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has signed a new
contract.

Banners and Posters
CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10, 3 feet, colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, 111 West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Wanted
WANTED — Passion Play in good condition, hand
colored. Address C. H. Pattison, Port Elgin, New
Brunswick, Canada.

Theatre Wanted
WANTED TO LEASE OR BUY— Theatre in town
of 5,000 to 20,000 which $1,000.00 cash payment will
handle. Indiana or adjoining territory. Address
Box 422, Terre Haute, Ind.
WANTED — Theatre located in some thriving town
where business under the right kind of management
is unlimited. Worthwhile proposition to the man who
has the theatre. Address Turner J. Hulsey, Marine
Barracks, Submarine Base, New London, Conn.

Miscellaneous
$500.00 buys large Photoplayer Organ, first class
condition. Can be heard in operation. Two Simplex
Projectors, $250.00 each. Address Box 485, Rochester,
N. Y.
BEAUTIFUL registered Bull Pups, $15. Bulldogs.
Address 501 Kockwood,
Dallas, Texas.

Ark Had Nothing on
Hal Roach Menagerie
The ark had nothing on the boat
which recently arrived from the
Orient with a second consignment of
animals for Hal Roach's private menagerie at his studio ranch in California. Chow puppies were the £rst
to be docked following the £lm producer's recently complete world tour.
And now have come baboons, orangoutangs, spider monkeys and parrots.
That may be interesting to Hal
Roach et al, but it's worse than that
for Max Davidson, because the
comedian found a gorilla cast in bis
new picture. And Max hopes that
the
gorilla
won't do some casting on
his own
account.

Educational Finishes
Remodeling of Plant
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
June 5.- Improvements
completed during the last ten weeks at the
Educational studios include extensive landscaping, started more than two months ago.
Bowers of flowers of every description, sunken
gardens, rock gardens, fish pools, stately trees
and trim hedges now ornament the interior
grounds of the five-acre plant. Also, a fresh
coat of paint has been given to all the buildings, and these also have undergone a thorough renovating this spring.

Appoints
Barringer
(Special to the Herald-World)
WASHINGTON, June 5.— Attorney C, P.
Barringer of Salisbury, N. C, former president of the North Carolina State Federation
of Labor, has' accepted a position as member
of the legal staff of the National Association
Opposed to Blue Laws, Inc., it was announced
from association headquarters.

To Star Audrey Ferris
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 5.— Stardom has been
awarded
by Warner Brothers to Audrey Fercompany.
ris after a year as a member of their stock
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WHAT

THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Coprrigbt.

1928

Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder

Columbia
THE ISLE OF FOKGOTTEN WOMEN: Conway
Tearle — 50%. May 20. A good picture that drew
well. We only had one adult in the house when we
started the show, then the crowd began to come and
we did very good for a Sunday night. Six reels. —
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
— General patronage.
THE TIGRESS: Jack Holt— Very pleasing program attraction of the meller type. Thrilling rescue
as a climax and all the old formula that never fails
to make them go out saying that the show was a
good one. Six reels.— ^H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La. — General patronage.
SPORTING YOUTH: Belle Bennett— A real good
picture. All Goltimbia pictures okay. — Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond, Minn. — General patronage.

ports.**

Re
Editor's
Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained in the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided by
average daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.

BY WHOSE HAND: Cortez-Gilbert— 80%. May
23-24. Is this one good? Yea, Boy — it's there! Went
to bed smiling. Picture showed profit first night
with second extra velvet. The picture pleased the
crowd, too, 60 I guess everybody was happy. This
is a good mystery picture that will keep 'em guessing. Comedy is good an it too. It's an extra good
program picture. Six reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre, Corning, Ark. — Small town patronage.

EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .

FBO

When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE

THE OUTLAW DOG: Ranger— 60%. Almost too
short and meet of action is done by humans, almost
setting the minor characters above the supposedly
main character. Five reels. — C. E. Mallory, Liberty
theatre, Brewster, Kan. — General patronage.
THE GORILLA HUNT: Special cast— 30%. April
10. — O. M. Rolo, High School theatre. Sun City, Kans.
— ^Small town patronage.
RACING ROMEO: Red Grange— May 22-23. Not
much of a picture. Acting and directing only fair.
Print and photography good. Seven reels. — P. G.
Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
RED RIDERS OF CANADA: Special cast— Pleased
a small Tuesday crowd 100 per cent. Beautiful
scenery helped the splendid direction and acting to
make this a real out of the ordinary program feature. Worth a date anywhere. — H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La. — General patronage.
THE FLYING U RANCH: Tom Tyler— They liked
this production and it drew well. It brought out
plenty of applause. — E. Vetter, Majestic theatre.
Homer, Mich. — Small town patronage.
JUDGMENT OF THE HILLS: Frankie Darro—
May 6. This picture held the interest of our audience
throughout. The story of a drunken older brother
and how he is at last saved from himself by Frankie
as the "little man" brother. No doubt about it at
all. Frankie Darro is a great kid and can make
any picture worth while. Not a complaint on this.
Seven reels. — L. L. Netzer, American Legion theatre,
Lena, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
THE BANDIT'S SON: Bob Steele— May 11-12.
Very good picture. Bob Steele is a comer. Print
and photography good. Five reels. — P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE HARVESTER: Special cast— May 13-14. A
fine, clean wholesome picture. Photography not very
good in spots, prohnbly due to the director trying
to put in some highbrow, artistic effects. However,
the picture will please those who read Gene Stratton

TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart."
Porter's works. Seven reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.

First National
THE UPLAND RIDER: Ken Maynard— 85%. May
18-19. Fine. Was surprised at the crowd. Maynard is becoming favorite here. He sure kno\vs how
to put the stunts over and Tarzan is right there.
He almost steals the picture from Ken. Six reels. —
Harold Smith, Dreamland theatre, Carson, la. —
General patronage.
THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Molly ODay
— 95% — In some ways better than the book and in
others not as good. Everybody well pleased. .\ very
good cast. Good box office attraction. Ten reels. —
C. E. Mallory, Liberty theatre, Brewster, Kan. —
General patronage.
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Alec B. Francis—
75%. May 12. A wonderful picture, the kind that
makes you glad to see your customore as they come
out. Eight reels. — B. Hollenbeck, Rose theatre,
Sumas, Wash. — Small town patronage.
THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess— 80%. May
9-10. This is one of Barthelmess' best pictures. Very
sad, but seemed to please all. Eight reels. — Harold
Smith,
ronage. Dreamland theatre, Carson, la. — General patTHE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess— Only once
or twice during the ten long years that I've put in
managing picture houses, have I ever had a picture
which actually made some women and children cry
out loud.
"The Noose"
is one of them.
If.s a real

picture. Seven reels. — P. G. Vaughan. Sun theatre,
Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE PRIVATE LIFE OF HELEN OF TROY:
Maria Corda — 40%. Did not draw and many walked
out on this one. Eight reels. — Majestic theatre,
Stuttgart, Ark. — General patronage.
THE PRIVATE UFE OF HELEN OF TROY:
Maria Corda — Not a small town picture. Beautiful
settings, ancient costumes and prehistoric wisecracks.
CIa.sfied by majority of patrons as very i>oor and
silly. Made seriously as a historical romance, it
would have done better here. Poor paper, thank
goodness, as the few who came to see what it was
all about were badly disappointed. Plenty of walkouts. Eight reels.^H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre,
Melville, La. — General patronage.
THE HEART OF A FOLLIES GIRL: Billie Dove
—25%. May 16-17. Once again Billie delivers. Have
yet to run a poor one and am looking forward to
the "Yellow Lily." Five flappers asked me for
photos and four of them wanted one of Billie. Do
I get them. Billie? Larry Kent gives a splendid performance here, also. Seven reels. — Stan. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town
patronage.
THE LOVE MART: Billie Dove— 75%. Our pa^
trons acclaimed Billie Dove's greatest i>erforznaiice,
also Gilbert Roland and Noah Beery are to be mentioned. Better attendance second day than first,
heavy rain both nights held percentage down. Eight
reels. — Majestic theatre, Stuttgart. Ark. — General
patronage.
FRENCH DRESSING: Lois Wilson— 35%. May 27.
A good cast in an altogether too sophisticated show
for a small town. You never see this kind listed
among the ten, thirty, forty or fifty best of any
year, so why do they keep on making them when
nobody wants them. Seven reels. — H. J. Eagan,
American theatre, Wautoma, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
THE MAD HOUR: Special cast— 30%. M«y 9-10.
Here is a neat little number. Not meant for children but it sure will please the grown-ups, particularly the younger set. .A. bit hot in spots but not
vulgar. First National's program is sure hitting on
all six for me. Six reels. — Stan. Kennedy, Central
theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
THE MAD HOUR: Special cast— This picture
seemed to please a fair crowd. Different than
usual run. Seven reels. — Wilcox-Miller, Lake View
theatre. Lake View, la. — General patronage.
CAMILLE: Norma Talmadge— May 8-9-10. A
good picture of its kind but no drawing power. I
lost money on this. It seemed as if First National
pictures just don't make money for me. Print and
photography good. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.— Neighborhood patronage.
LOST AT THE FRONT: Charlie Murray— 60%.
May 19. Good war comedy, but not worth a special
price. O. K. as a program otTering. Six reels. —
B. Hollenbeck,
Rose theatre, Suma.s, Wash. — Small
town patronage.
THE DEVIL'S SADDLE: Ken Maynard— 8«%.
Ken Maynard always a good drawing power. Snappy
action and fairly good plot. Practically like all
Westerns. Six reels. — C. E. Mallory, Liberty theatre.
Brewster, Kan. — General patronage.
WHITE PANTS WILLIE: Johnnj- Hines— May 11.
Fine, like all the Hines pictures. We haven't had
a bad one. He is liked here. Seven reels. — Robert
Yancey. Bonny thcatro, Mansfield. Mo. — General
patronage.
TWINKLBTOBS: Collcon Moor»— May l-J. UtUa
Colleen trios awfully hard to please in this picture
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It's a dandy and clean as a whistle. — Minnie M.
Schnoor, Paramount theatre, Stapleton, Neb. — General
patronage.
SILK LEGS: Madge Bellamy— 90%. Drew good
both days and pleased. Madge Bellamy always good
bet here. Seven reels. — Majestic theatre, Stuttgart,
Ark. — General patronage.

Have You Made Reservations for
Alexandria Conclave^ June 24-30?
ELGIN, NEB. — To the Editor: I am enclosing two letters from Alexandria, Minn., one
from the Chamber of Commerce and one from the Alexandria Golf Club. Would be
pleased to have you publish them as they would reach all the exhibitors who may be
contemplating making the trip to Alexandria for the convention.
As far as I can learn there has been no program of entertainment outlined. It will just
be a get-together social meeting and the exhibitors and their families can arrange any
entertainment they wish. The main thing is to have an outing with fishing, golfing, sightseeing, and mostly to get acquainted with your fellow exhibitors and possibly organize
an exhibitors' annual social outing club whereby they could have a social gathering each
year in some part of the United States.
J. C. Jenkins and myself aim to reach there on the 24th; that is, if J. C. don't talk the
tires off of Patsy Ruth.
Would suggest that anyone intending to make the trip would write H. J. Longaker at
Alexandria for reservations. — F. J. O'HARA, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.

* *

«

FROM CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ALEXANDRIA MINN.
I wish to acknowledge receipt of your wire of May 19 stating that the dates had been
set for June 24-30. We will go ahead on plans for the above time then. I will communicate this information to Mr. Henry J. Longaker.
I would suggest that any publicity you get out down there would bear the notation that
the people coming should send reservations to Mr. Longaker, so that we can take care of
them, specifying whether they want cottage, hotel or whether they will camp out. Can
you give us some ideas on methods of entertainment and provision?
With kindest regards, I am — ^P. H. UNUMB, Secretary, Chamber of Commerce, Alexandria,
Minn.

FROM ALEXANDRIA

* * *
GOLF CLUB, ALEXANDRIA, MINN.

Regarding the Exhibitors' Convention of your association of motion picture theatre
owners, to be held in our city during the week of June 24-30, I wish to extend to all
your members on behalf of the Alexandria Golf Club, a sincere invitation and a cordial
welcome to play over our course while they are here.
For your information, we have an 18 hole, grass bent greens, FolUng fairways, bordering
on two lakes, Le Homme Dieu and Darling, good club house, caddies available at all times,
and within easy driving distance from all hotels and resorts and only two miles from town.
Alexandria's course is the oldest 18 hole links outside the Twin Cities in Minnesota.
It is the home of the famous Minnesota Annual Resorters Tournament, which is attended
by widely known players and stars from all parts of the country. The guest fees are the
most reasonable of any course in Minnesota (card enclosed).
Again, the privileges of the Alexandria Golf Club will be extended to all members of
the association at their exhibitors' convention. We hope they will all be here for a merry
good time.
Kindly give us the approximate number who will play golf so that we can arrange to
handle die crowds and, if yon like, set aside a day for a private tournament among yourselves.— ^E. L. WRIGHT, Secretary-Treasurer, Alexandria Golf Club, Alexandria, Minn.

but there is nothing to the story. If they don't give
her better storiee and support she won't be much of
e drawing card in her future pictures. I find her
pictures are priced too high for the small exhibitor.
Nine reels. — ^P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.
— ^Neighborhood patronage.
FLYING ROMEOS: Murray-Sidney— I've yet to
see a pictvire that was a total lose with either of these
fellows in it. On the other hand, they have
saved many a poor picture. "Flying Romeos" is e
good hokum comedy that should please young and old.
Seven reele. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard— May 17-18.
Another of Ken's good ones. Has plenty of circus
stuff, trick riding and everything that it takes to
make a good picture. Seven reels. — ^Wm. E. Tragsdorf, TragB theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
LADIES NIGHT IN A TURKISH BATH: MulhallMackaill — Did not watch this picture but the audience
seemed to be reacting very favorably to it. The bath
episode does not come into the picture until about
the fifth reel, you need not be afraid of this one.
Six reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
HOME MADE: Johnny Hines — Pleasing comedy
drama but not nearly as good as "White Pants
Willie." Better, though, than any of last year's
Hines. Seven reels. — H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
theatre, Melville, La. — General patronage.
VAMPING VENUS: Charlie Murray— Pleased our
atulience very much. Some very clever titles in
thifl one. Seven reels. — Wilcox-Miller, Lake View
theatre. Lake View, la. — General patronage.
VAMPING VENUS: Charlie Murray— May 15.
Started out like it was going to be a knockout.
After Charlie Murray was hit in the head it was
knocked out. It can easily run off with the bunk
title or terrible. Listen, First National, if you make
another "Private Life of Helen of Troy" take your
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loss and tear down the sets and don't try to make
another "Vamping Venus."— Russell Armentrout,
K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.— General patronage.
THE TEXAS STEER: Will Rogers— Only a fair
comedy. There isn't anything to it, except about
five good laughs. Eight reels.— Wilcox-Miller, Lake
View theatre. Lake View, la. — ^General patronage.
JUST ANOTHER BLONDE: Mackaill-Mulhall^A
dandy and pleased all. Good print, good photography,
good direction. Seven reels. — Carl L. Brovm, Crystal
theatre. Many, La. — General patronage.
SMILE, BROTHER, SMILE: Mackaill-Mulhall— A
good picture that was liked by the majority of patrons. Mackaill and Mulhall good together. How
about a photo. Miss Mackaill for our lobby? Seven
reels. — Carl L. Brovm, Crystal theatre. Many, La. —
General patronage.
ROSE OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Gilbert RolandVery good picture that pleased our patrons. This
boy Roland is getting quite popular. Seven reels. —
Wilcox-Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake View, la.—
General patronage.

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE: Ben Lyon— May
15-16. A very good program picture with a good
cast. Should please any sort of an audience, as it
is an audience picture. Seven reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.— Small town
patronage.
THE RED RAIDERS: Ken Maynard— Not a Western but a good picture with enough action to make
up for it not being a Western. Pleased about 80
per cent of the patrons. Seven reels. — Carl L.
ronage.
Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La. — General pat-

Fox
WHY SAILORS GO WRONG: Special cast— 50%.
One of the beet comedies we have had the privilege
of exhibiting. We had a rainy night for this but
out were well pleased.
who ventured
our patrons

THE GAY RETREAT: Special cast^-30%. May 1-2.
Very good comedy but failed to pull them in. Business not so good since Lent. Eight reels. — Harold
Smith, Dreamland theatre, Carson, la.— General patronage.
THE FLYING HORSEMAN: Buck Jones— 26%.
February 18. — O. M. Rolo, High School theatre. Sun
City, Kane. — Small town patronage.
THE AUCTIONEER: Special cast— 30%. Jannary
7. — O. M. Rolo, High School theatre. Sun City, Kans.
— Small town patronage.
VERY CONFIDENTIAL: Madge Bellamy— 65%.
April 29. Very good picture. Played on Sunday and
pleased a good sized crowd. Six reels. — ^Harold
Smith, Dreamland theatre, Carson, la. — General
patronage.
VERY CONFIDENTIAL: Madge Bellamy-^May
20-21. A very good program picture. In fact, it is
the best Bellamy I have had for a long time. Plenty
of action. Good for any audience. Six reels. —
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. —
Small town patronage.
THE LAST TRAIL: Tom Mix— 39%. March 3L
— O. M. Rolo, High School theatre. Sun CSty, Kans.
— Small town patronage.
ARIZONA WILDCAT: Tom Mix— 90%. May 11-12.
It takes Tom to get the biz. This picture packed
them in and pleased. Five reels. — Harold Smith,
Dreamland theatre, Carson, la. — ^General patronage.
ARIZONA WILDCAT: Tom Mix— Guess Bill Fox
knew Tom was slipping. In spite of the fact that
this picture was shown on Family night for ten
cents soon after Mix had made a personal appearance here in Kansas City, it failed to draw any
extra business. I'd class the picture as being an
average Mix. FMve reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kaneae
City, Mo. — ^Neighborhead patronage.
THE CONNECTICUT YANKEE: Special cast^
20%. March 17. Excellent. Kept the folks chuckling all the time. — O. M. Rolo, High School theatre,
Sun Sity, Kans. — Small town patronage.
SHARPSHOOTERS: George O'Brien— How this
man. Bill Fox, got by the censor boards without
serioviB amputation of films is a mystery to me.
"Sharpshooters" is a dam good picture for those who
like raw meat. It's all in fun, but they get by with
murder in this one. Some of the subtitles are pretty
hot. Six reele. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,
Kansas City, Mo. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
LADIES MUST DRESS: Special cast^-Rather
suggestive and not much plot. Just six reels of film.
— Ben Brinck, West Point Ojpera House, West Point,
la. — General patronage.
COME TO MY HOUSE: Special cast— Brother
exhibitors, here is a real lemon. No plot, no thrill
and padded, that your patrons will walk out on you
and say nothing to it. When Fox lost Tom Mix,
they lost our best box office bet. — Ben Brinck, West
Point
ronage. Opera House, West Point, la. — General patEAST SIDE WEST SIDE: George O'Brien— Good
entertainment which pleased the majority. Not
much of a drawing card but if you will spend some
time in putting it over, it will please. Nine reels. —
Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La. — Genera]
patronage.
A HIGH SCHOOL HERO: Sally Phipps— Dandy
entertainment. Was liked by the majority of patrons. Lots of clean comedy which brought the
laughs. Six reels. — ^Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre.
Many,
La. — General patronage.
THE WIZARD: Special cast — Very good mystery
picture bought at the right price. If you want good
pictures, buy Fox. — Joe Mauler, Liberty theatre,
Pleaeanton,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY L Si>eeial cast — ^A very good
picture with lots of comedy.
The acting of Victor
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McLaglen very good. Play it for bigger profits. —
Joe Mauler, Liberty theatre, PleaBanton, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Special caet^-Had a new
laboratory print with not a cut in it, therefore, you
who have run it know it was plenty raw in spots.
With one exception, I class this as the greatest of all
war pictures to date. The one exception is, they
could have left out a lot of the lewdness and not
hurt the picture a particle. Eleven reels. — ^P. G.
Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Special cast— A good
picture for a war picture, but wiar pictures . are no
good for me. Juet will not go. Have lost money
on them all. — -Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond, Minn. — General patronage.
WHAT PRICE GLORY: Special cast— May 21-22-23.
I would consider this much better than either one
of the so called big war pictures and I didn't have
to charge fifty cents for it, was not bothered with a
checker and have had a good oriening. I was a
long time getting to this picture and am not eorry
that I waited. If I would have taken this last fall
instead of two other big ones, my playdates would
not all be taken up by very mediocre pictures. Twelve
reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kans. — Small town patronage.
BLACK JACK: Buck Jones — ^Not so good as some.
Too much ahooting. Six reels. — Minnie M. Schnoor,
Paramount theatre, Stapleton, Neb. — General patronage.
THE BLUE EAiGLE: George O'Brien— AprU 27-28.
Good picture but too rough for the women. It did
not draw for some unknovsTi reason. The posters
poor on this one. Print good, photography fair.
Seven reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
CHAIN LIGHTNING: Buck Jones— A good Western
that pleased the Jones fans. Good title which helps
to draw. Five reels. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre.
Many,
La. — General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ROSE MARIE: Special cast— 25%. May 9-10.
Cannot give this picture a good word as it is a very
disconnected story and Metro's prints are very very
dark. I am afraid Metro and I will have to break
business relations when our present contract expires.
Eight full reels. — W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,
Spearville, Kan. — ^Small town patronage.
ROSE MARIE: Joan Crawford— Very good picture. Good crowd first night and second night much
better than usual. Eight reels. — Wilcox-Miller, Lake
View theatre. Lake View, la. — General patronage.
ROSE MARIE: Joan Crawford— A good Canadian
Northwoods Northwest Mounted Police story which
was ruined for me by a poor title. Picture is not
like the play, therefore, it should have had an action
title to help it along. The average mob who go to
10 and 15 cent picture shows know less than nothing
about $2.00 musical comedies or legitimate stage
attractions. Eight reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
RIDERS OP THE DARK: "Km McCoy— 70%.
May 8. McCoy is getting to draw better for me.
This is a dandy Western and people did not hesitate
t/O say so. Five reels. — ^Harold Smith, Dreamland
theatre, Carson, la. — ^General patronage.
THE SMART SET: William Haines— 15%. May
16-17. This smart-aleck (judging him solely by his
actions on the screen) may be good for something,
somewhere, but not at my box office. My people
turned out to see the football in "Brown of Harvard"
the baseball in "Slide, Kelly, Slide" and Lon Chaney
in "Tell It to the Marines" but William Haines on
his own merits in "Spring Fever" was a financial
frost here and this one is worse. The picture has
plenty of comedy and action, good polo shots, witty
subtitles, etc., but the best thing in it is where Jack
Holt knocks Haines cold. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre. Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies— 20%. May 23.
Without Miss Davies this would be a complete flop.
As it is there is nothing to it except Miss Davies.
Those old costume period pictures are certainly the
bunk. No one liked this. Seven reels. — H. J. Eagan,
American theatre, Wautoma, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan— 20%. May
11-12. Not so good. Very draggy in spots and too
much Mother love stuff. Costume pictures do not
draw. Six reels. — ^Stan. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy— 49%. May 19. Just
an ordinary Western. Nothing much to be said for
it or about it. The kids enjoyed it. Six reels. —
Paul B. Hoffmann, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kans. —
Small town patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Murray-Costello — 65%.
May 21-22. Shave good the evening you show this
because
your patrons
will want
to kiaa you when
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J. C. Jenkins — His Colyum
NELIGH,

Dear HERALD-WORLD:

.NEB., May

26,

1928.

We have been lying awake nights trying to make up our mind whether to vote for Al
or Herb this fall and had about concluded not to vote at all unless they nominated our
old friend Charley Dawes, but the matter has been solved and we can now get some sleep,
for we see by the press reports that Will Rogers has yielded to a public clamor and has
agreed to run for president himself, and this simplifies matters.
When it comes to presidential timber Bill is about as likely a sapling as we know of
and we are going to be for him provided his platform meets with our approval, but we
will want to know how he stands on certain issues before we hand him Nebraska. Bill
was mayor of the invisible government of Beverly Hills at one time and any man who
can come out of that office and not be all smeared over ought to be able to handle a
little job like being president. We don't care how he stands on the Fourteenth, Fifteenth
and Eighteenth amendments, nor whether he favors the McNary-Haugen bill or not, but we
do want to know whether or not he would sanction a hill for a continuous open season
on film hounds and press agents. The exhibitors will demand to know this. Then, too,
there is supposed to be a certain dignity to be maintained in the White House and we
will want to know something about this. When Bill was senator from Texas and was
trying to get a bill passed for a dam across Goose Creek he appeared before the senate
in his B.V.D.'s. This might be all right with those Texas Long Horns but Nebraska will
demand that he clothe himself according to the regulation fashion. If Bill can square
himself on the above mentioned important issues of the campaign Nebraska will be for
him and as Nebraska goes so goes the Union.
Exhibitors Herald and Moving

I'icHire World

Fills a Want

None

Ot±iers

Do

Every time w« see Irene Rich in a picture we want to step on Marie's starter and head
for Hollywood, and every time we see Miss Rich we think of "Jes Call Me Jim" and every
time we think of "Jes Call Me Jim" we think of Will Rogers and Clarence Badger and
we wonder why they don't make pictures nowadays like they used to, but they don't.
Occasionally one sees a picture that gets hold of him and grips. Such a one was "Jes
Call Me Jim" and Clarence Badger was responsible for its direction. Therefore we are
Then, too, you will remember Pauline Frederick in "Madam X,"
Badger.
Mr. saw
strongis for
that
if you
the picture you will remember it if you ever remember anything, but
of recent years producers seem to run to a different type of entertainment, more of the
jazz style, but perhaps that's because we are living in a jazz age. You know occasionally
a scourge strikes the country, we had an epidemic of flu and a siege of smallpox and then
the seven year itch and now it's jazz, so we presume we will be fed up on jazz pictures
out. If there was any way to vaccinate against it we'd take a
runs itself
malady
thethe
until
.shot in
arm tonight
and go to bed happy.

Then again occasionally there is an exception. Last night at the Moon
Mary Pickford in "My Best Girl." At no time in our picture experience
that was because we saw
as some folks, but maybe
as crazy about Mary that
had a lot of mud and misery in it that we have
and another picture

theatre we saw
have we been
her in "Suds"
been trying to

forget, but Mary did her stuff in "My Best Girl" just about as we liked her to do it
and just a little bit better than anybody besides Mary could do it. Buddy Rogers who
supported Mary didn't hurt the picture a bit, in fact Buddy never does, and if they
them something sensible to play, like "My Best
will keep this pair together and givewasted
evenings, but then, we are not a reviewer of
Girl," there will be less complaint of
{Continued on next page)

they come out. It's a good picture, swift running,
full of heart interest and with the right amount of
comedy to balance the picture. It has a "Rookie"
'em smiling. I'll say "yes"
that leaves
style ending
twice
to pictures
like this. Seven reels. — John W.
Corning, Ark. — Small town
theatre.
Joyland
Crabtree,
patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Murray-Costello — Nothing
like the old version but a very good picture, nevertheless. A number of negro actors in the cast do
some mighty good work and are largely responsible
for its audience appeal, to my notion. A pretty
good race at the finish. Not a special but a very
good release. Seven reels. — -P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
BEN HUR: Special cast— 75%. May 13-14-15.
Considering our expectations we did not do so good
with this picture. However, we had much interference, also this picture had been shown in towns
all about us. "Ben Hur" is about played out for
small theatres with much competition. At that we
received much praise from persons who had seen
the picture in larger theatres where most of the
technicolor had been cut out. Some bad splices
otherwise okay. Twelve reels. — Tivenan & Wolfe,
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
LOVE: Special cast— 60%. May 13. No good
for a small town. People here want action and not
mush. Had several walkouts. Eight reels. — Harold
Smith, Dreamland theatre, Carson, la. — General patronage.
LOVE: GUbert-Garbo— May 23-24. Just a good
program picture bought for a special on which I
did very poor business, considering the price I paid
for it and the amount of advertising I put out.
ESght reels. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa
Grove, 111. — Small town patronage.

WEST POINT: William Haines— 80%. May 4-5.
A dandy. Bill Haines' name pulls the crowd. Shots
of West Point excellent. Nine reels. — Harold Smith.
Dreamland
theatre, Carson,
la. — General
patronage.
WEST POINT: William Haines— 50%. May 24.
This is a good one. Star in a class by himself, aa
a smart guy. Gave one hundred per cent satisfaction.— Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre. Greenville,
Mich. — General patronage.
GARDEN OF ALLAH: Special cast — One of those
different from the rest pictures that pleased some
and others did not know what it wae all about.
Nine reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
ANNIE LAURIE: Lillian Gish— AprU 29-30. A
costume picture that cost a lot of money and no
good at the box office. Very poor drawing card and
didn't please the ones that did come. Too gruesome
to be entertaining. Nine reels. — P. G. Held. Strand
theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
TELL IT TO THE MARINES: Special cusirMay 22-23. Very good picture. In fact, had many
tell us they liked it better than "The Big Parade"
which I ran last year. Ten reek. — Wm. E. Tras»dorf. Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wia. — Small towa
patronage.
SPRING
FEVER:
William
Haines— May
19.
A
dandy comedy. Hope all of his are as good. Our
people like comedies best. It is hard to k»H a crowd
now. There isn't any money. Seven reel*. — Robert
Yancey. Bonny theatre, Mansfiold. Mo. — General patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan — Very good picture.
Coofran has a strong cast supporting him in tbia
one and it makes a good picture. Seven reelft. —
Wilcox-Miller, Lake View thoetre. Lake View. la. —
General pmtronage.
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J. C. Jenkins— ^is Colyum
{Continued

from preceding page)

pictures, we are just expressing our opinion and you can take it for what it is worth, which
probably itsn't much.
Exhibitors Herald and Moving

Picture World

FiUs a Want None

Others Do

As near as we can figure it out that gathering of the Great Unwashed at Alexandria,
Minn., the last week in June wiU be next in importance to the Houston and Kansas City
melees. There will be a dam sight more sense in it but much less noise and fewer sore
heads.

WORLD
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good one from this star. She pleases the young
people, however, much better than the older ones.
All the comments that are favorable are always
from the young folks. Seven reels. — H. J. Eagan.
American theatre, Wautoma, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
ONE WOMAN TO ANOTHER: Florence Vidor—
A picture which turned out to be a first class little
feature. The drawing power of which was null and
void due to terribly uninteresting looking photos and
one sheets and a trailer that was worse still. Why
don't they pick someone to supervise trailers and
lithograph paper who has brains enough to pick out
the highlights of the picture instead of the lowlights? Five reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,
Kansas City, Mo. — ^Neighborhood patronage.

If the exhibitors had a press agent like Nebraska's governor that gatherining at Alexandria
woidd be a howling success, for according to press reports Governor McMullen is calling
for an army of 100,000 farmers to march to Kansas City and demand that the republican
convention nominate some guy who will pledge them to pass the McNary-Haugen bill and

NEVADA: Gary Cooper — 30%. May 22. This is
a fine program picture. Gave good satisfaction. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— General patronage.

give the farmers a whack at the smoked sowbelly and beans. It's another "Coxy's Army"
proposition and if the boys can panhandle their grub and find a few straw stacks to sleep
in they ought to have a right nice time, and we hope our democratic friends will take pity
on the boys and whack up a part of that cargo of joy water that is said to be on the way
to Houston. Gosh, but if Micky Larson of Oakland and that bullhead fisher at Wayne could

NOW WE'RE IN THE AIR: Wallace Beery— 10%.
May 10. A good comedy but don't see where they
figure that these Beery-Hattons are specials. Do
only average business here. Six reels. — B. HoUenbeck.
ronage.Rose theatre, Sumas, Wash. — Small town pat-

make a raid on that cargo betcha the boys at Alexandria would be singing "We Won't
Go Home TU Morning" and a lot of 'em wouldn't get home that early.
Nebraska has gone through a lot of trials and tribulations. First we had the grasshoppers, then the Free Silver craze, then the Populist party, then the Nonpartisan League,
then Charley Bryan, then the Uniform Contract and now it is another "Coxy's Army" and
goodness only knows what's coming next, but whatever it is Nebraska will still be the
"Land of the Free and tlie Home of the Brave" and we don't raise any oranges or grapefruit either but will furnish the pork and beans for the world. Gentlemen, your hats off
to Nebraska. B'gosh, we're the people and must be respected. But this isn't just what
we started out to say. What we really had in mind was to tell you that we saw Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton in "Partners in Crime" at the Moon tonight and that it wasn't
as good (in our opinion) as "Behind the Front," in fact, there are but few that are, but
"Partners in Crime" won't make you hate yourself after you have seen it, and it is quite
probable that you will compliment the management on the selection of this picture after
you have viewed it.
There are 32 reasons why Beery and Hatton are always good, one is that it is Beery
and Bbtton and the other 31 don't matter (never mind the thanks, boys, we never miss
'em because we never get 'em, what we usually get is a bawling out) but shoidd you happen
along this way just stop in and we will open a couple.
But getting back to that Alexandria gathering. We are expecting a lot of notable people
to be present, among them being Thomas O. Service, and Eagle Eye Joe of the HERALDWORLD staff, Zimmerman of San Marcos, Tex., Fred Meyer of the Alhambra at Milwaukee,
Fishy Phil of Salmon, Idaho, Stettmund of Chandler, Okla., Tragsdorf of NeillsviUe, Wis.,
the Smith Brothers and Lydia E. Pinkham, and if that doesn't assure success then the
pup is yours. In some ways we feel that we ought not to attend that convention, we have
a lot of friends among the exhibitors, and our ability to play the course in less than par
and a faculty we have of pulling out the big ones might make some of the boys sore and
we would hate to have that happen, but we have agreed to chaperone the Rabbi up there
so if nothing happens to prevent we will be there. How about you, fellows, will you be
there?
Let's hear from you.
There being nothing further to come before the house the meeting will stand adjourned.
J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD
Man.

Paramount
THE SUNSET LEGION: Fred Thomson— 75%.
May 26. This is another good Fred Thomson picture. They are all good. Never made a poor one. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— General patronage.
THE SUNSET UIGION: Fred Thomson— 25%.
May 11-12. Well, Abe Lincoln said, "You can fool
all of the people part of the time, and part of the
people all of the time, but you can't fool all of the
people all of the time." Fred and Paramount may
think they are fooling all the people all the time
with that horse they call Silver King, but my people
say that is not the same horse he used and called
Silver King, when he made his first picture for
F B O. Now, PVed, if this is such a wonderful horse
and you expect people to come to see your pictures
on the strength of Silver King you will have to let
Silver King do his stuff as of old. In this picture
he does very little and my people did not fail to tell
me BO. Seven reels. — W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,
Spcarville, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson— 60%.
May 5. A good Thomson and Silver King Picture.
About the same as his older FED pictures. I>rew
and pleased, and that's all that ie necessary. Seven
reels. — -H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma,
Wis. — Small town patroiiiage.
THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson— Another
very good Western for Fred and Silver. — E. Vetter,
Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich. — Small town patronage.
SHOOTIN' IRONS: Special cast>— 30%. May 18-19.
Good Western of the action type. Good scene of a
herd of wild horses. Six reels. — W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan. — Small town patronage.

TWO FLAMING YOUTHS: Fields-Conklin-30%.
May 18-19. Just an ordinary comedy. These comedy
teams are dying a natural death with me. Heavy
drama and mystery dramas are taking their place.
Six reels. — ^Stan. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,
Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix— 50%. May 27-28.
This is a good picture, but cannot report it a special.
Just a good program picture. Dix fine, also the cast,
but the story very thin. Fifty fifty satisfaction as
a special. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — ^General patronage.
SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix— A good enough
picture but not a special. Lost money on this one.
Poorest Sunday business in weeks. — E. Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich. — Small town patronage.
THE CITY GONE WILD: Thomas Meighan— 56%.
May 19. A good picture. Good business. Six reels.
— Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General i>atronage.
THE CITY GONE WILD: Thomas Meighan— Well,
well, at last Paramount and Meighan made a good
box office picture. I'm going to give most of the
credit to James Cruze for I have a hunch he
was
responsible for it. Hope Tom's next one is as good.
Five reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo. — ^Neighborhood patronage.

SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels— 43%. May 17.
Very good comedy. Bebe is also a great drawing
card for here. Six reels.— Mrs. Hulda J. Green,
Utah. — General patronage.
theatre. Greenriver,
Gem
ONE WOMAN TO ANOTHER: Florence Vidor—
25%. May 25. A good program picture. — Bert Silver,
ronage.
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.— General patRED

HAIR:

Qara Bow— 50%.

May

12.

Another

UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Special cast— Fair
picture but it did not have any drawing power.
Zane Greys seem to have lost their popularity. Seven
reels. — Wilcox-Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake View,
la. — General patronage.
JESSE JAMES: Fred Thomson— May 15-16. A
very good picture. I think Thomson is fine in
this one. It drew people that I never saw in my
house before. The picture was clean and entertaining and fit for anyone to see. Thomson is my
best bet. I only wish he would make more than
four pictures a year. Print and photography good.
Eight reels.- — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold.
la.- — Neighborhood patronage.
JESSE JAMES: Fred Thomson— Fair picture but
it did not draw very well, and it did not seem to
be the kind of a picture patrons expected to see.
Eight reels. — Wilcox-Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake
View, la. — General patronage.
OPEN RANGE: Special ca6<>-If "Under the Tonto
Rim" is as poor as this one. Lord help me, for I'm
playing it two days. "Open Range" is just a common old hokum Western with a lot of people in it.
I've yet to see a picture directed by Cliff Smith
that was worth a tinker's dam. Six reels.— P. G.
Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE GAY DEFENDER: Richard Dix— May 16-17.
Two days to only fair business. It is a good picture
and will go over good where Dix is liked. Other
attractions cut our crowds. Seven reels. — Paul B.
Hoffmann, Legion theatre, Holywood, Kans. — Smiall
town patronage.
HONEYMOON HATE: Florence Vidor— May 5-6.
Pretty good program picture. This star's pictures
are always clean and good for Sunday showing.
Print and photography good. Six reels. — P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
KNOCKOUT RILEY: Richard Dix— May 14-15.
A very good program picture. Seven reels. — Mrs. C.
Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111. — Small town
patronage.
LET IT RAIN: Douglas MacLean— Lots of comedy,
interesting story. Should please most any kind of
audience. — Amo G. Weigang, Community theatre,
Kenedy, Texas. — Small town patronage.
TELL IT TO SWEENEY: Bancroft-Conklin— May
15. A good comedy with plenty of thrills. Very
entertaining but did not draw. Have a revival meeting in our town now. Six reels. — Robert Yancey,
Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
FEEL MY PULSE: Bebe Daniels— Another good
one for Bebe. — E. Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer,
Mich. — Small town patronage.
FEEL MY PULSE: Bebe Daniels— Just a nice
prognam picture. Should satisfy those who will come
out to see it, and they might come for you, they
didn't for me. Six reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
CHANG: Special cast — May 21-22. A good adventure picture. Something different. Had a pouring
rain first night. Can't get a crowd out on anything
any more. Everyone is broke. Pictures cost too
much to make anything. Eight reels. — Robert
ronage. Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patYancey,
THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Emil Jannings—
May 20-21. This is a very good picture true to life
and the acting by Jannings is wonderful. Primt
and photography
good.
Nine
reels. — P. G. Seld,
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strand theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood
ronage.

pat-

BEAU GESTE: Noah Beery— Some excellent acting, some fine scenes, some parts overdone. But
taken as a whole it pleaded most people who came
to see it. There are a few scenes that are very
depressing but as we have said before the fans
are harder to please now-a-days than ever. Ten
reels.- — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz. — General patronage.
SEA HORSES: Special cast— I didn't like this
one so much myself. Rather a misleading title but
the audience paceed many favorable comments on it.
— Arno G. Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy,
Texas. — Small town patronage.
THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix— If you haven't
played this one yet, then get it and step on it.
It will keep them going all the way through and
bring them out of their seats in the last reel. — ^Arno
G. Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy, Texas. —
Small town patronage.
HE'S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith— Oh, but its
got the laughs, and it pleased them all. — Arno G.
Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy, Tex. — Small
town patronage.
SAY

IT A<JAIN: Richard Dix— Richard Dix supported by Chester Conklin and they are a pair. I
laughed and the audience roared. Good acting, good
direction. — Arno G. Weigang, Community theatre,
Kenedy, Texas. — ^Small town patronage.
FOR
HEAVEN'S
SAKE.
THE
KID
BROTHER:
Harold Lloyd^ — ^Both are very good comedies and our
patrons were pleased. Cold weather for both of
these was our bad luck again. Six and seven reels.
— .Minnie M. Schnoor, Paramount theatre, Stapleton,
Neb. — General
patronage.

Pathe-P D C
THE NIGHT BRIDE: Marie Prevosl>-20%. May
19. Fair little program picture, but not much drawing power. Business is so rotten now that it doesn't
matter much whether pictures are good, bad or indifferent. We have operated at a loss this month
due to frequent entertainments incident to close of
school year and graduation. Kismet! Six reels. —
Tivenan & Wolfe. Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. —
Small town patronage.
THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP: Special
cast — 31%. April 14. A dandy race track picture
that all enjoyed. — O. M. Rolo, High School theatre.
Sun City, Kans.- — Small town patronage.
THEI YANKEE CLIPPER: William Boyd— 85%.
Depicts early trade of America and beginning of
struggle for supremacy on the seas, thus making it
an educational picture as well as very interesting.
Boyd is well supported by a cast including Junior
Coghlan. Eight reels, — C. E. Mallory, Liberty theatre,
Brewster, Kan. — General patronage.
WHISPERING SMITH: Special cast— 21%. May 12.
Not at all special but a very good little picture, which
gave 95 per cent satisfaction. We ran this just
ahead of "Ben Hur" and this fact together with inclement weather cut down receipts. Press sheets
foole^ tous the
again.
the devil good
don't and
theyfilmstick
closer
facts?Why
Photography
in
fair condition. Seven reels. — ^Tivenan & Wolfe.
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
TBE VOLGA BOATMAN: Special cast— 35%.
April 28. Eleven reels. — O. M. Rolo, High School
theatre. Sun City, Kans. — Small town patronage.
THE SEA WOLF: Special cast— 30%. February
4. — O. M. Rolo, High School theatre. Sun City, Kans.
— ^Small town patronage.
TEARING INTO TROUBLE: Wally Wales— May
19. A fair little Western for Saturday night. Five
reels. — ^Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, NeillsvlUe,
Wlis. — Small town patronage.
GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER: Marie Prevost^
Another big hullaboo, all over nothing. Running in
and out rooms, upstairs and down, hiding in the
barn and elsewhere, the idea being for Charles Ray
to recover a pair of garters he gave to Marie with
hie photo on them. It tickled the kids and some
grownups. Seven reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,
Kansas CSty, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.

Tiffany
STREETS OF SHANGHAI— Special oast^Just the
best program picture I've ever run. It has lots of
comedy and thrills. Just the kind for a small town.
For good pictures, try Tiffany. They have them. —
Joe Mauler, Liberty theatre, Pleasanton, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
THE LODGE IN THE WILDERNESS: AniU
Stewart — Another Curwood story that made entertainment. Anita was good and so was the half-wit.
The villian or one of them
that lived through
it
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should have had a wig that fitted, if he didn't have
a wig then he had a very peculiar fringe of hair
below the grey. Film in good shape. Nothing oiit
of the ordinary in the plot. Silly stunt or two,
otherwise fair enough. Seven reels. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.

Rayart
CASEY JONES: Special cast^-Not a special but &
fairly good program picture. Al St. John furnished
the comedy and plenty of it. He carries away the
honors in this picture. Pleased about 50 per cent
of the patrons. Fairly good drawing power from
the title. Seven reels. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La. — ^General patronage.

United Artists
THE CIRCUS: Charlie Chaplin— 30%. Lacks any
definite plot. Many amusing incidents but show
marred because he mixed dramatic romance with
burlesque comedy. Chaplin's name a good box offic<j
attraction but few pleased. Chaplin is very much
overestimated. Eight reels. — C. E. Mallory, Liberty
theatre, Brewster, Kan. — General patronage.
TWO ARABIAN KNIGHTS: William Boyd— 75%.
A comedy above the average. Rain held down percentage. Nine reels. — Majestic theatre, Stuttgart.
Ark. — General patronage.
THE BAT: Special cast— 60%. May 5. Good
mystery story. Very similar to the "Cat and
Canary." Why do they always make the night
scenes so dark that no one knows what it's all about,
A dark picture detracts fifty per cent from its value.
Eight reels. — B. HoIIenbeck, Rose theatre, Sumas,
Wash. — Small town patronage.
COLLEGE: Buster Keaton— 90%. Good drawing
power. Good action and comedy. Very funny and
well executed. Pleased all. Five reels. — C. E. Malloy. Liberty theatre, Brewster, Kan. — General patronage.
THE WINNING OF BARBARA WORTH: Special
caet — A very fine production that drew a good business.— B. Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich. —
Small town patronage.

Universal
OH BABY: Special cast— 29%. April 10.— O. M.
Rolo, High School theatre. Sun City, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
ONE MAN GAME: Fred Humes— 41%. May 12.
— O. M. Rolo, High School theatre. Sun CSty, Kans.
— Small town patronage.
BEWARE OF WIDOWS: Laura La Plante — 40%.
May 19. Very poor for a La Plante picture. — O. M.
Rolo, High School theatre. Sun City, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
HEY. HEY, COWBOY: Hoot Gibson— 32%. April
21. — O. M. Rolo, High School theatre. Sun City,
Kans. — ^Small town patronage.
ON YOUR TOES: Reginald Denny— 35%. May 23.
A good program picture. Gave general satisfaction.
— Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— General patronage.
ON YOUR TOES: Reginald Denny— May 20. Not
as good as some others of Denny. Just a fair program picture. — Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa
Grove, 111. — Small town patronage.
PAINTING THE TOWN: Glenn Tryon— 90%.
Yes, sir, it was a knockout. Glenn Tryon is a
favorite here on the strength of this one picture.
Lots of new gags and clever ideas in this one. —
Arno G. Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy, Texas.
— Small town patronage.
PAINTING THE TOWN: Glenn Tryon— 35%.
February 25. — O. M. Rolo, High School theatre. Sun
City, Kans. — Small town patronage.
LES MISERABLES: Special cast— 53%. Mar. 23-24.
Very good. More interesting for the average person
than I expected. — O. M. Rolo, High School theatre.
Sun City, Kane. — Small town patronage.
THE CAT AND CANARY: Laura La Plante— 64%.
May 4-5. Excellent. Most folks thought this to be
better than "The Bat." I really think "The Bat"
to be the better mystery, this perhaps more spooky. —
O. M. Rolo, High School theatre. Sun City, Kane.—
Small town patronage.

WORLD
effects, but some of this film pretty well worn. lESght
reels. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
O. — Small town patronage.
THE

BUCKAROO KID: Hoot Gibson— 29%. February 11, Bad weather and revival meetings caused
the low percentage. — O. M. Rolo, High School theatre.
Sun City, Kans. — Small town patronage.
THE DENVER DUDE: Hoot Gibson— 60%. Good
acting, clever plot. Mr. Gibeon playing up to par.
Five reels. — C. E. Mallory, Liberty theatre, Brewster,
Kan. — General patronage.
THE DENVER DUDE: Hoot Gibson— Hoot is a
favorite but they didn't like this so much because
he
just didn't pass as a "dude." — Arno G. Weigang,
ronage.
Community theatre, Kenedy, Texas. — Small town patGALLOPING FURY: Hoot Gibeon— Not much to
this one. Not up to his usual standard, although
I had a satisfactory business. — E. Vetter, Majestic
theatre. Homer,
Mich. — Small town
patronage.
DOWN THE STRETCH: Marion Nixon— Good
story, good acting, but could have been done in at
least two reels less. Seven reels. — Arno G. Weigang,
Community theatre, Kenedy, Texas. — Small town patronage.
A HERO
ON HORSEBACK:
Hoot Gibson— Here
is a picture that will please all Western fans, and
others. Thrill, action and comedy. — Amo G.
Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy, Texas. — Small
town patronage.
TRICK OF HEARTS: Hoot Gibeon— One of the
poorest Hoot Gibeon pictures to date. — Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111. — General patronage.
A HERO FOR A NIGHT: Glenn Tryon— This Ib
too silly to be enjoyed by anyone except children.
Uncle Carl you'll have to do better than this if you
expect to make a box office star out of this chap.
Put a little more thickening in the plots, they're
too thin. Six reels. — P. G. Vaughn, Sun theatre,
Kansas
City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE CHEERFUL FRAUD: Reginald Denny— May
4-5. High class comedy. Much better than the
Beery-Hatton feature comedies. Print and photography good. Seven reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE FOUR FLUSHER: Special cast— A very good
entertainment that failed to draw. — E. Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich. — Small town patronage.
THE FOUR FLUSHER: Special cast- Another
good light comedy drama that seemed to please
everyone. Like most all of Universal's pictures, light
and simple but good audience appeal. Six reels. —
P. G. Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
THE FOURTH COMMANDMENT: Belle Bennett
— May 13. Ae a Mother's Day attraction it wa* a
bow wow. One degree better than a wow, if you
compree! — Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, III. — General patronage.
THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE : Special cast— May 25.
A very good picture. Eight reels. — Mrs. C. Knox,
Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111. — Small town patronage.
THE LOVE THRILL: Laura La Plante — Juet
fair. Type of story does not interest my patronage.
— ^Amo G. Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy.
Texas. — Small town patronage.
THE

CLAW: Special cast— May IS. Hard to follow. Just a program picture. Very serious. No

comedy
break itafter
up. you
A picture
you theatre.
won't remember fivetominutes
leave the
Aa a
book okay but too complicated as a picture. ESght
reels. — L. L. Netzer, American Legion theatre. Leans,
Wis. — Small town patronage.

Warner Bros.
THE OFFICIAL WIFE: Special cast— 35%. Hay
17. A good picture, but costume stuff and did not
do BO well for me. The stars have a good following,
but
an records.
eighth grade
buck,
didn't
breakhadany
Not operetta
the faultto of
the eopicture.
Seven reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kane. — Small town patronage.
DOMESTIC TROUBLES: Special cast— A domc«ic
comedy with some suggestive bedroom scenes. Not
suitable for the whole family. — E. Vetter. Maje5tic
theatre. Homer,
Mich. — Small town patronage.

BLAZING DAYS: Fred Humce— 12%. March 10.
Five reels. — O. M. Rolo. High School theatre. Sun
City, Kans. — Small town patronage.
THE PRAIRIE KING: Hoot Gibson— 45%. Jan. 14.
— O. M. Rolo, High School theatre. Sun City, Kans.Small town patronage.

IF I WERE SINGLE: May McAvoy— A fair program picture, only you've plaj'ed plenty of wonio
ones and several bettor ones. Six rools. — P. G. Vaughn,
Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood pat-

HER BIG NIGHT: Laura LaPlante— 11%. May 16.
Light comedy drama. Not up to Laura's average but
a very nice program picture. Lots of rain and Impending high school commencement cut our reoeiptfl
to insignificant proportions.
Good photography and

ronage".
IF I WERE SINGLE: May HcAvoy— Not much
of a drawing card but a pleaaing picture. Not a
special but a good program picture. Seven reel*. —
Carl I.. Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La. — General
patron agi\
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State Rights
THE HAUNTED RANGE: Ken Maynard— A real
good Western. Will please all, so we should worry.
— ^Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond, Minn. —
General patronagre.
KING OF THE HERD: 75%. May 18. Agreeably surprised. A genuine good Western with all
the elements of complete entertainment. Crowd liked
it. Play it, it's as good as the fancy priced babies.
Six reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. — Small town patronage.
THUNDERING THOMPSON: Cheyenne Bill— 85%.
May 19. Not "what the picture did for me, but
what it did to me," operator said when he saw the
picture start. "Hey, John, hold your nose and call
the tumble bugs — here's another mess of a Western !"
Well, it was rotten. Good crowd — yes, but a picture
like this is like a belly full of green apples, it's the
after effects that hurt. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland
theatre. Corning, Ark. — Small town patronage.

Serials
THE GOLDEN STALLION: Special cast— A good
serial that held up well during the run. I have had
a number of patrons comment very favorably on this
serial. I think that it will keep them coming, if
you can get them started. Ten episodes. — Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
HAUNTED ISLAND (Universal) : Jack Ekaughtery
On chapter 4 and is getting better, but has no drawing power here. May go good in other towns. Two
reels. — ^Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La. —
General patronage.

Short Subjects
COLUMBIA
THE CAT'S TALE: May 24. A good kid comedy,
pleased the children. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
EDUCATIONAL
CUTIE: Dorothy Devore — Just fair. Dorothy tries
hard, but it's the old story of the rich relative done
to death. Two reels. — Stan. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada. — ^Small town patronage.
DUMMIES: Larry Semon — Educational should be
prosecuted for selling a re-issue to exhibitors without
so stating in the contract. The last half of this
picture is negative from an old two reel Vitagraph
comedy that Semon made several years ago. ■ I've
run it at least six times. I dare them to prove
that the tower scenes and ambulance scenes are not
a Vitagraph re-issue. Two reels. — P. G. Vaughn, Sun
theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
FAIR WARNING: Al St. John— Awful good. Al
St. John and his bicycle, can you beat them? Two
reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
LISTEN SISTER: Lupino Lane— This is sure a
riot of a comedy. Lupino goes to school in a ladies
college, in a masquerade and then the fun starts.
Lane is Educational's best bet. Two reels. — Stan.
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. —
Small town patronage.
LUCKY DOG: Cameo — Good one reel comedy.
Print and phtography good. P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
NEW WRINKLES: Lloyd Hamilton— Very good.
Two reels. — Carl L. Brovm, Crystal theatre. Many,
La. — General patronage.
NO FARE: Big Boy— This is the best Big Boy
yet. The kid acts in this one, and forgets his posing.
Two reels. — ^Stan. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,
Man., Canada. — 'Small town patronage.
NOTHING FLAT: February 26. A good comedy.
Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — ^General patronage.
SCARED SILLY: Arthur Lake— A good comedy
but not as funny as some we have played from
Educational. Two reels. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal
theatre. Many,
La. — General patronage.
SOME SCOUT: Lupino Lane — Good clean comedy.
Lane is good in this one. Two reels. — Carl L.
Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La. — General patronage.
SPRING HAS CAME: Cameo— A darn good comedy. In fact all the Cameos this season have been
striking a high average for laughs and plot. Keep
up the good work. One reel. — P. G. Vaughn, Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE STUNT MAN: Larry Semon— A fair comedy. Two reels. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre,
Many,
La. — General patronage.
THERE
IT IS:
Charley
Bowers — May 28-29.
A
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good novelty comedy. Two reels.— Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.

FBO

BILL GRIMM'S PROGRESS: Cooke-Guard— The
first of this series did well. Two reels. — Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General
patronage.
BRUISERS AND LOSERS: Cooke-Guard— Not as
good as expected. First part of series very good.
Two reels. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre. Many,
La. — General patronage.

LAST OF HIS FACE: Cooke-Guard— "Bill Grimm's
Progess." So far this series has been good. Better
than "Adventures of Maizie." This one haa plenty
of laughs for your patrons. Two reels. — Carl L.
Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La. — General patronFOX
JACK AND JILTED: A pretty good comedy.
Two reels. — ^Minnie M. Sohnoor, Paramount theatre,
Stapleton, Neb. — General patronage.
LOVE IS BLOND: May 23. A fair comedy. Two
reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — ^General patronage.
RUMORS FOR RENT: Helen and Warren — Pretty
good comedy. Not a knockout, but will get by. Two
reels. — ^Ray W. Musselmian, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
METRO-GO

LDWYN-MAYER

ACHING YOUTH: Charlie Chase— This is good.
Wish I could get a M-G-M comedy every day. I
pay more for them than any other comedies and am
glad to do it. Two reels. — Stan. Kennedy, Central
theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
ALL FOR NOTHING: Charlie Chase— Good. Two
reels. — ^Horold Smith, Dreamland theatre, Carson, la.
— General patronage.
BARNUM AND RINGLING: Our Gang— They
fixed up all kinds of freaks and held the circus in
the hotel. Can you imagine the fun they had? They
had it and so did everyone else. Two reels. — Ray
W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kans. —
Small town patronage.
BARNUM VS. RINGLING: Our Gang— A fine
comedy which brought the laughs. Book this one
and advertise it. It will stand it. Dandy print.
Two reels. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre. Many,
La. — General patronage.
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stuff? Half a reel is loo much. Mighty few aviators
here! One reel. — ^Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER ODDITIES: These
are interesting and well produced and an absolute
waste of money so far as business is concerned.
Just like putting whipped cream on a hot dog. —
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. —
General patronage.
THE OLD WALLOP: Our Gang— Some of 'em
laughed their buttons off. Once in a while Metro
has a comedy that will get laughs and this is one
of 'em. Too bad their comedy stuff is not on par
with their feature pictures. Two reels. — John W.
Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. — Small town
patronage.
PUTTING PANTS ON PHILLIP: Stan LaurelA good comedy. Two reels. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre. Mason,
Mich. — General
patronage.
SECRETS OF THE SEA: Oddity— Too short to
bother with. Not as good ejs most Oddities. Onehalf reel. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre.
Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
YALE VS. HARVARD: Our Gang— This would
be very appropriate for the football season, but it
will be funny any time you show it. TTie gang
takes the tough gang to a real cleanin' at football.
Two reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kans. — Small town patronage.
YALE VS. HARVARD: Our Gang— Not as funny
as "Barnum and Ringling," but will please your
kiddies. Two reels. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre.
Many, La. — ^General patronage.
PARAMOUNT
KRAZY CAT and INKWELL COMEDIES: Don't
like these. They are very poor. Have contracted for
them a year as that is the only way one can buy
them. The poor exhibitor sure has it hard. If one
could pick and choose how much better it would be.
The Felix comedies are the best of all cartoons.
Wish we could make 8,000,000 dollars a year. —
Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
PARAMOUNT NEWS: These newsreels are the
best we have ever used and we get them the newest.
— Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. —
General patronage.
PATHE
ARE

BRUNETTES SAFE: May 22. Juet a comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre.
Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.

BATTLE OF A CENTURY: Laurel-Hardy— Good
comedy. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer shorts are good. Two
reels. — Harold Smith, Dreaimland theatre, Carson, la.
— General patronage.

HER ACTOR FRIEND: Alice Day— Good. Two
reels. — ^Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.

EDISON, MARCONI AND COMPANY: Our Gang
— ^Most of the gang comedies are very good and this
is no exception. They draw extra business and
please my patrons. Two reels. — Ray W. Musselman,
Princess
theatre, Lincoln, Kans. — Small town patronage.

PATHE NEWS: Pathe, your cameramen use too
much shutter ! Snow scenes, etc., are darker than
inside stuff. Give us light and for Gawdsakes, let's
have some news less than sixty days old. One reel.
— Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada. O. —
Small town patronage.

FIGHTING FATHERS: Slightly better than the
average comedy we have been getting, but did not
click as a comedy should to be worthwhile showing.
The one redeeming feature of these comedies is the
excellent photograiphy. Tworeels. — ^Tivenan & Wolfe,
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
FIGHTING FATHERS: Max Davidson— A fair
comedy. Two reels. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre.
Many, La. — ^General patronage.
THE FINISHING TOUCH: Laurel-Hardy— Same
old news. This pair don't make 'em poor. They
are builders in this one, and on the quiet, their
touch is sure finished. Two reels. — Stan. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town
patronage.
THE FLAG: Francis X. Bushman— This beautiful
color subject has too much story material to be put
in two reels. It's too bad they didn't make it about
3,000 feet. It certainly would have been a world
beater. As it stands, it's good. Two reels. — P. G.
Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
HEEBIE JEEBIES: Our Gang-^ust the same old
average. It requires patrons in a darn good humor
to have comedies get across. Film and photography
invariably good and that's about all. Two reels. —
Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. —
Small town patronage.

TWO TIME MAMA: Glen Tryon— Good. Two
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
COMEDIES:
So far
these have been good. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. — ^General patronage.
METRO-GOLDMTTN-MAYER NEWS
NO. 73:
Stung again I This had practically the same stuff
that Pathe gave us a week ago, and Heaven knows
we don't get Pathe until all the events shown have
been forgotten.
Why do they give us so much air

TIFFANY
SCAjRFACE: A Gem in every sense of the word.
Marvelous colors and an extremely interesting little
story. Adds class to any theatre's program. One
reel. — P. G. Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
UNIVERSAL
BUSTER COME ON: Tige— Praise the Lord! This
was a good one. The dog makes everybody laugh
and the commotion caused by the kids was a welcome
relief after the silence with which our comedies have
been received for lo! these many shows. Photography could have been better but we're satisfied.
Two reels. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O. — Small tovim patronage.
GALLOPING JUSTICE: Edmund Cobb— Lots ol
action and a good two reel Western drama. Two
reels. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La. —
General patronage.
GREAT GUNS: Cartoon— About as good as the
average cartoon. One reel. — Carl L. Brown, Crystal
theatre. Many, La. — General patronage.
MIN WALKS IN HER SLEEP: Joe Murphy— A
very good Gump, has a bunch of laughs and thrills
atop the big frame work. Gets them happy and
pleases. Two reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess
theatre, Lincoln, Kans. — Small town patronage.
NEWLYWED'S FRIENDS: Snookums— Wilt please
the kiddies, otherwise not so good. Two reels.^-Carl
ronage.
L. Brown, Crystal theatre. Many, La. — General pat-
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NEW
In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
HELLSHIP

BRONSON:
Gotham
melodrama
scribed in last week's issue and erroneously
credited to another producer).

*

«

*

(deac-

ADORABLE CHEAT, THE: Chesterfield drama, with
Lila Lee, Cornelius Keefe, Burr Mcintosh, Reginald
Sheffield, Gladden James, Harry Allen, Alice Knowland and Virginia Lee.
Directed by Burton King.
Released
Length 5,400.
TYPE AND THEME: The girl, though rich,
is democratic; the boy, though poor, is goodXooking. Marian becomes interested in her father's
factory when he and his son. Will, quarrel because
Will dislikes the business. While Dorset), is away,
Ma/rian gets a job as assistant shipping clerk. The
head clerk is George, and it's plain that they are
going to get along well together. Giving a weekend
pa/rty, Marian wants George to attend, and to keep
up the deception, has a friend pose a^ herself and
invite the two shipping clerks. Carver, rich idler,
resents George's presence, and when George catches
Will rifling his father's safe. Carver watches irvterestedly.
day heGeorge
true identity,Theandnext
when
is alsolearns
shownMarian's
as the
thief, through the connivance of Carver, he believes himself the butt of a cruel jest. But Will
wishes to mend his ways and so confesses the truth,
and to rectify matters, Dorsey prom.otes George,
while his daughter does even better.

* * *

DETECTIVES: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer comedy, with
Karl Dane, George K. Arthur, Marceline Day.
Tenen Holtz, Felicia Drenova, Tetsu Komai and
Clarence Lyle.
Directed by Chester M. Franklin.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Matters fa/rcical to engage the talents of Messrs. Dane and Arthur. Dane
is house detective of a hotel, Arthur a bellhop. Both
love Lois, public stenographer. Prof, Orloff gives
lectures on Egyptian mummies in one of the rooms.
Bejeweled women attend. Orloff enters Mrs.
Winter's room and steals her jewels. Meeting
Arthur in the hall, he kidnaps him. The jewels he
places in the base of his flashlight for safe keeping. Dane discovers Arthur imprisoned in Orloff's
closet. Both enter on a contest to find the thief and
win the reward, which includes Lois. It is Arthur
who succeeds. And outdone, Dane walks chagrined
from the court, is unwittingly made the recipient
of a stolen diamond necklace and is led be^vUderedly back to the court as a thief.

* * *

DON'T MARRY: Fox comedy-drama,
Moran, Neil Hamilton, Henry Kolker,
Dowell and Lydia Dickson. Directed
Tinling.
Released
June
3.
Length

with Lois
Claire Mcby James
..._

PICTURES
Censors Kill Good Films
She Tells Club Women
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO. June 5.— How
about a medal for Mary Eunice McCarthy of San Francisco? She spoke
before a gathering of club presidents
and brought out some points which
made her women listeners sit up and
take notice. "Censorship is no
weapon with which to produce good
pictures," she said. "Pictures need
the support of women, and women
discuss them much. They can be the
greatest instrument toward international peace. Censorship really kills
good
pictures.
And don't
expect must
that
every £lm to avoid
censorship
be made to suit the understanding of
a child."
TYPE AND THEME: Something very frothy
which probably has to be seen (and the subtitles
read) to be appreciated. Priscilla strains at the
leash imposed upon her by her old-fashioned aunt.
They live, of course, in back-bay Boston. Anxious
to do something aJbout it, Priscilla interviews her
old friend. General Willoughby. He makes an appointment with her for the next day. When
Priscilla keeps it, she finds the General's son, Henry,
awaiting her. And Henry upbraids her for wishing
to be "modern." Well, Priscilla decides to make
him eat his words. Rigging herself up as an oldfashioned girl (whatever that is), she poses as
her cousin Betty. Henry falls in love with her.
But Priscilla falls in love with himl In remorse,
she changes back to her own self — and Henry falls
in love with her all over again. What to do? . . .
One day Henry gets a call to come to a certain
room, to avert a suicide. There he finds Priscilla
seductively attired and lying on a divan with a
large knife in her hand. He scolds. She pleads.
And ultimately both clinch in a very affectionate
manner.

• • •

HOT NEWS: Paramount melodrama, with Bebe
Daniels, Neil Hamilton, Paul Lucas, Alfred Allen',
Spec O'Donnell, Ben Hall, Mario Carillo and Maude
Turner Goron. Directed by Clarence Badger. Released
Length .
TYPE AND THEME: Glorifying the nexvsreel
cameramen, by Paramount. Only the principal
cameraman in this one is a girl. But side's got a
man's name — Pat — and after all does a man's job.
Her father is head of a netvsreel company
that

isn't doing bo well. His best mam and a Ukely sonin-law. Scoop Morgan, quits. Pat takes his place.
At first she covers baby shows, etc., but "scooping"
Scoop at a shipwreck, she is given harder assignments. One is a lawn party in honor of a nobleman from India. When a thief attacks him, stealing a gem from his turban. Pat yets it all in her
camera. Then the thief captures Scoop and Pat
and takes thetn and their cameras to his yacht.
But Pat's assistant has taken the film to headquarters, where the reel shows how the theft happened. Government boats pursue the yacht and
arrive as Scoop and the thief are fighting it out,
irith Pat calmly filming the whole grim business.
Well, Pat and Scoop decide that two good newsreel cameramen shovld
• not
• • be longer un-unite<(.
MODERN MOTHERS: Columbia drama, with Helene
Chadwick, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Ethel Grey
Terry, Barbara Kent, Alan Roscoe, Gene Stone
and George Irving. Directed by Phil Rosen. Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: About the demure small
town daughter of a hyper-sophisticated metropolitan
actress. Mildred grows up in Brookton ignorant
or her mother's notorious identity. When Adele
comes
Paris
play inwillNew
York,
the girl's
aunt isfrom
afraid
the tomother
reveal
herself.
But
.Adele
interfere
with Then
MUdred's
chance promises
to marry not
the to
wealthy
Parker.
they
meet and become close friends, Mildred confiding
that she loves only Starke, a struggling playwright.
Adele helps Starke get ahead — and they fall in love
with each other. Worried because her lover has
not written, Mildred goes to New York for tfce
opening of his play and finds Adde in his arms.
S)ie objurgates the actress for her deceit. . . . When
Starke comes again, Adele scoffs at him, tells him
she had never taken the affair seriously. David,
seeing
Brookton.the light, hurries away to true love in

«

•

•

SAWDUST PARADISE, THE: Paramount drama,
with Esther Ralston, Reed Howes, Hobart Bosworth,
Tom Maguire, George French. Alan Roscoe, John
W. Johnston, Mary Alden, Frank Brownlee and
Helen Hunt.
Directed by Luther Reed.
Released
Length
.
TYPE AND THEME: How a carnival girl may
ballyhoo a religious revival into success— and
strengthen her mvn soul, too. The carnival folks
get shunted into a revival meeting by a storm.
There Hallie, ballyhoo and diving girl, is arrested
for theft. Isaiah, the revivalist, has her paroled to
him and applying carnival methods, she brings him
success. Hallie's lover. Butch, a three-shell artist
and grifter, buys a shmv of his oii-n. Revivalist
outfit and carnivals meet. Butch is sore at the
religious show for taking Hallie away from him.
With his gang, he attends, but noting that Hallie
is too disconcerted by his presence to make a success
of her sermon, he uses his gang to help her stir
the foUcs up. Meantime, the other carnival, sore
at Butch for starting a shoio of his oum. bum his
outfit up. Hallie and Butch arrive at the fiaming
tents too late. HaUie returns to the revivalist, but
he realises her love for Butch and sends her back
to him.

This Week's Press Sheet
MODERN MOTHERS (Columbia drama): A baby show
as a stage feature should create interest in the production.
This may be conducted as a serious contest for the healthiest,
prettiest, or most intelligent child, or it can be made a burlesque stunt by having adults dress up as infants and compete
for "honors" as the most original or funniest. If the baby
show is conducted as a serious venture, the board of health
or some infants' welfare league might cooperate with you in
arranging the details, furnishing attendants, weighing, measuring and tabulating the different infants. . . . Arrange with a
local kindergarten to stage a parade of little girls with dolls
and doll carriages. If a kindergarten is not available, you
might stage the parade independently. You can call it the
"Modern Mothers' Carnival." After the street parade bring
the children into the theatre and have them march across the
stage to be judged by the audience. Ice cream cones might
be served to the contestants as an additional inducement.
Get an attractive young
girl dres'sed in the height of

fashion, with rouge, lipstick and powder, to go through the
streets pushing a baby carriage in which a small boy or dwarf
is riding. The girl should be reading a novel and going
through the action of smoking a cigarette. A banner should
carry the legend, "I'm a Modern Mother on my way to meet
'Modem Mothers' at the
theatre."
Laundries
and bakeries will find it advantageous to tie-up with you during the showing. A herald or throwaway inserted in each
package leaving the establishment or stickers placed on the
outside will attract attention and create interest in the showtheatre. to Use
lineswash
as. "Modem
Mothers
will
find ingitat your
convenient
sendsuchtheir
to
Laundry.
See Helene Chadwick and Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., in Columbia's 'Modern Mothers' at the
theatre on
"
Or, "Don't spend all your life cooking. Modem Mothers have
found that our pastry is better than home-made.
On your way
from the
theatre where you have seen Columbia's
Modern Mothers.' drop in our shop and get a pie or cake.' "

^^W
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PERSONALITIES
By Whit

REGIONAL convention of Fox Filtn salesmen and managers was held
at the Stevens hotel last Friday, Saturday and Sunday, with almost
100 men present. All affairs were handled by Clyde Eckhard, Chicago
branch manager.
During the convention special screenings of "Four Sons,"
Machree," "Sunrise," and "Fazil" were held at which exhibitors were
"Mother
also
present.

A

Irving Parnass has been appointed city sales
manager for the Chicago exchange of Warner
Brothers. He has been city salesman for the
exchange for some time and is thoroughly
acquainted with the Chicago situation.

^ '^ ^

Tom North left for Cleveland last Friday
to attend a regional sales convention of the
Mid-West division of Pathe.

* * *

William E. Weinshenker has been appointed
Milwaukee branch manager for Columbia Pictures Corporation. He resigns his position
with Si Greiver, with whom he has been associated for the last fifteen years, to take the
new position. Practically his entire business
life has been spent in the film business. Years
ago he was an exhibitor, operating four theatres along Halsted street and Roosevelt Road.
When the Soo Lines bought the greater part
of the land in the district, 42,000 Jews moved
to Lawndale and the business of his theatres
ceased right there.

* * *

Edward Bischop, formerly with United
Artists, has been signed by Columbia as a
country salesman in this territory. Adolph
Rosecran, a Columbia salesman from Detroit,
was a visitor in Chicago last week. He reports
that the buying season has already begun in
the Motor City and that exhibitors are showing an unusual interest in the new season's
product.
Harold Hill of the Hollywood theatre entertained Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lyon Memorial Day
at their summer home on the Fox river at
McHenry.

* *

*

Jerry Abrams has purchased the rights for
this territory to the pictures of the Sammy
Mandell-Jimmie McLarnin championship prize
fight held at the Polo Grounds in New York.
The two reels, showing eight of the 15 rounds,
are said to be full of action. The picture
has been booked for the entire circuit of Great
States Theatres.

* * *

"The Road to Ruin," a picture depicting how
and why young girls stumble along this so-

called "road to ruin" and which is being distributed in Northern Illinois by Roy Alexander and Ben Judell, opened at the LaSalle
theatre Saturday.
We made a slight mistake last week in reporting the golf tournament. The place is
Edgewood Country Club instead of Edgebrook. And just to set everybody right for
sure, we'll repeat in full. The Film Row
Golf Tournament will be held at Edgewood
Cobntry Club, LaGrange, Friday, June 15.
Everybody out. By the time you read this you
will have received the entrance blanks. Fill
them out and mail them at once, asks the committee. It's going to be a fine tournament,
men, so make your plans.

* * *

Of course this publication, the film man's
bible, is diligently read each week along the
row, but lately it is being mentally chewed
and digested. Carrying the announcements of
all the major companies, four announcements
being carried exclusively by the HeraldWorld, it has been of especial interest to those
who deal in films. "Where the Devil is my
Herald," is a common hearing.
We were sorry to learn that Miss Charlotte
Browde, of the Fox exchange, is ill and that
it is doubtful if she will be able to return to
her post this summer. Those of us who have
occasion to drop into this exchange will miss
this always pleasant young lady.

* *

*

Ted Meyers, F B O's rural salesman, always
has a radiant smile for everyone, but lately the
smile has become even more radiant. Well,
there's a reason for everything, and this
particular reason happens to be that the wedding bells are soon to ring out for "Ted. If
23.
Cupid's
press agent is correct, the date is June
%

Sf

If.

"Just as we were going to press." as the
country papers say, Perc Barr called us last
week to report a bridge game. The presses
couldn't be stopped so we pass it on to you
now. Perc and Jack Sampson took on those
two boys who advertise for worthy opponents,
Grad Sears and Clayton Bond. Well, it seems
it doesn't always pay to advertise, for Barr
and Sampson gave them the whole "Works."
Just one incident in the ai?air was the taking
of 12 tricks by Perc. You might ask him for
the other details.
* * *
Small town exhibitors who complain of
poor business can well study the work of
Arnold Schultz of Walkerton, Ind. Until
six years ago Schultz was a carpenter. Then
be bought the only theatre in Walkerton,
a town of 1,031 inhabitants. The theatre
had run down and the inhabitants were running to South Bend, only 29 miles away,
for their picture entertainment. Everybody
said Schultz paid far too much for the little
theatre, and that he had made a great mis-
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take. But Schultz didn't listen. He just
went to work. The first thing he did was
to build a new front for the theatre, with a
fine marquee and electric lights. Then he
threw out the old seats and purchased 264
upholstered, modern theatre chairs. During
the six years the theatre has been completely modernized. Two new machines were
bought, giving perfect projection. A new
organ was installed, likewise a modern heating and ventilating system. Mirrors were
placed in nooks of the theatre, and beautiful
frames were added for displaying posters
and stills. Today the theatre is modern in
every way. There is only one answer.
Schultz
is doing a fine business. The moral?
story.
Well, anybody can find the moral to this

]\/fnTf*11^ Hckld^
■'»''«**' «-**^ # JVH*o

FtiC^
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Sales Conventions in
Kansas City, Chicago
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 5.— Regional sales meetings were held by F B O at the Stevens Hotel,
Chicago, on Sunday, June 3, and at the Muelbach Hotel, Kansas City, on Monday, June 4
for the discussion of the new season's product.
Lee Marcus, general sales manager of F B O,
presided at both meetings. The meeting at
Chicago was attended by the following branch
managers and salesmen :

H. A. Washburn, manager of the F B O exchange
at Chicago; E. W. Johnson, W. Brown. S. Gorelick,
J. M. Lyons, L. A. Ulrick and T. Myers, ealesmen;
C. E. Penrod, manager of the F B O exchange at
Indianapolis; E. W. Penrod, H. L. Brentlinger, A.
J. Gelman and S. E. Shane, salesmen at Indianapolis ;
S. H. Abrams, manager at Milwaukee; A. N.
Schmitz, J. P. Crowell and A. E. Ashkins, salesmen
at Milwaukee : M. J. Frisch, manager at Minneapolis ;
P. Perrizo, E. E. Gruenberg, and L. A. Hummell,
salesmen at Minneapolis ; H. Weiss, manager at St.
Louis ; M. J. Dunne, G. S. Pinnell, J. A. Laurent
and H. W. Brown, salesmen at St. Louis.
The Kansas City meet was attended by R. E.
Churchill, manager ; William Benjamin, H. Stultz,
W. C. Haynes and D. M. Major, salesmen at
Kansas City ; H. R. Frankle, manager at Des oMines ;
and A. B. Seymour, R. W. McEwan and A. A. Green,
salesmen at Des Moines ; Sam Benjamin, manager at
Oklahoma City; and S. E. Gibbs, D. D. Cole and M.
M. Holstein, salesmen at Oklahoma City ; S. W.
Fitch, manager at Omaha ; F. C. Thortsen, D. L.
Donelson and J. H. Olssen, salesmen at Omaha ; E.
L. Zimmerman, manager; and W. J. Foley, salesman
at Sioux Falls.

Theatres Finally Adopt
Official Daylight Saving
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS,
June
5.— Four
large
theatres have finally adopted daylight saving
time, as recently passed by the city council.
Palace.
The theatres are the Indiana, Circle, Ohio and
It is believed that within another week most
of the city will be on the new schedule, in
spite of the fact that the ordinance has no
penalty for failure to obey.
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The very finest theatres in the United
States and many foreign countries have
installed Wurlitzer Organs. There must
be reasons — definite, practical reasons.
Foremost, Wurlitzer Organs surpass in
rich tonal quality, ease and responsive*
ness of action. No other organ is equipped to produce such almost unlimited
varieties and combinations of effects. As
an investment the Wurlitzer Organ
embodies far greater dollar for dollar
value than any other make of organ.

g
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The Wurlitzer Organ is always dependable, appealing to lovers of good music,
and is preferred by all authoritative
organists.

NEW YORK
CLEVELAND
PHILADELPHL«i.

ST. LOUIS
CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH

WuRuIzER
FACTORIES:

NORTH

Organ

TONAWANDA.

N. Y.

BUFFALO
SAN FRANCISCO
CINCINNATI

DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
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][amateur. weather,

forecaster.^

They seemed to think that these systems
could be sent by parcels post. They
were annoyed to find so many empty
seats in their houses, and no Arctic NuAir Systems coming in by special delivery mail.
It cost many of them several thousand dollars each to "save" the modest
cost of a complete Arctic Nu-Air System. Some admitted that they could
have bought two or three systems and
still be money ahead.

1927 was to be the year with NO summer! The A. W. F.'s had it all figured
out. According to the Sun Spots, the
Length of Fur on the North Side of a
Squirrel, and the Roundness of the
Rings in a Petrified Tree, there would
be no summer.
You can't fool an Amateur
Forecaster — no, sir!
Quite a number of them,
install Arctic Nu-Air systems
ing and ventilating, decided

Our suggestion for 1928 — buy your
Arctic Nu-Air System NOW, and then
do all the weather forecasting you like.
No matter how the Sun Spots, or the
Fur on the North Side of a Squirrel, or
the Tree Rings happen to work, you can
still do a bigger business all the year
around v/ith the Arctic Nu-Air System
installed.

Weather
about to
for coolto follow

the dope — and the dope said, "No summer." Then the usual hot spells hit,
and it was very sad — painfully sad.
The dope went haywire, and the
dopesters were bewildered.
Theater goers, having no scientific
instruments for weather forecasting,
simply stayed away from shows. They
spent their money for ice cream and
electric fans and gas for their cars.
The A. W. F.'s decided that something was radically wrong. They wired
riish orders for Arctic Nu-Air Systems.

FORECAST
SPfllNO-SUMHER
•*fiCff-

CHART
FAlL-WlnrtR
ODOlCOLD

HOT

HYDRAULIC
ISearaiDund Service
Originated ivittbArctic Nu-Air pioneered the speed
control for year-around ventilation.
The new Hydraulic Vari-Speed Control has won the hearty approval and
commendation of every architect and
engineer who has inspected it.
It gives finger tip control (remote,
if desired) that provides every needed
blower speed — from an easy 50 r. p. m.
to full speed capacity.
It is positive, simple, and has no
wearing or moving parts.
The pulley friction discs are subject
to wear; will last one or two seasons;
are replaceable in five minutes at a cost
of a few cents each.
After 3,000 hours of continuous test
operation this Control has proved unequalled for positive operation. It operates on oil pressure, similar to hydraulic brakes, and needs no adjustment or attention. It is self lubricating.
Guaranteed to hold speeds, and to give
complete satisfaction.
Available only on the Arctic Nu-Air
System.

i^ Minneapolis,
Minn.

512-514
So. 4th St.

SALES OFFICES
Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
Cleveland
Dallas
Detroit
Milwaukee
New York
Oklahoma City
Philadelphia
San Francisco
Seattle

It costs but a stamp to find out
how 3000 users are BUILDING
BUSINESS
with this System.

This Coupon
brings word
of BIGGER
Summer
Profits

EXPORT OFFICE
71 Murray St.,
New York City

AhiTU-

Also Manufacturers of

SANIDAIRE

Homes,

Hitmivlifving Sv.'irfms ]in
Hospitals, Schools, Offices, Apartments,

'
Hotels and Industries

N'U-.AIR

CotlPORATION

■il2-:ill South Fourth Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Send enfrineering data and Information on Arclle
■^'ear-Around System for my theatre
feet lone.
wide.
— . feet high, seating
people.
yaiiiv
.Tlirntrc
Adtlrcs.1
City .

f!!'il--

Nu Air
_ feet

WHAT
are your theatre seats doing to pile up profits for you? Are they so
comfortable that they keep patrons pleased — make them want to return to
your theatre?
A handsome, comfortable theatre chair
every show, and pile up profits for you.
is the profitable time to start reseating.
house without a single interruption in

will
And
We
any

help increase patronage, fill your house
right now, during the summer season,
can arrange, if desired, to reseat your
program.

In one instance, an exhibitor, who reseated with Heywood- Wakefield chairs, reports
a 30% increase in patronage! The Balaban and Katz Tivoli in Chicago, Pantages in
Minneapolis, Fresno, and Los Angeles, several Publix-operated houses and many
more are reseating with Heywood- Wakefield theatre chairs. These progressive
showmen know that an audience seated in handsome, comfortable theatre chairs
is easy to please. They selected Hey wood- Wakefield theatre chairs because they felt
that these beautiful seats gave the most comfort and troubleproof service — dollar
for dollar.
A note to the nearest Heywood- Wakefield sales office will bring you practical
suggestions on reseating, without cost or obligation. Write today and find out
w^hy these beautiful, comfortable theatre chairs w^ill pile up profits for you.

OUR theatre chairs
a 11 %%

1

•

SALES OFFICES
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.

ko

Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Mina.
New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
Saint Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.

i
(Have You Received Your
Copy of This Beautiful
ITheatre Seating Catalogue ?

Upon request, we will be
pleased to mail you a
copy of our new 44-page
catalogue on theatre
chairs. It contains many
of the popular theatre
chairs in our line, including the seats used in
the Roxy, Palace-Orpheum, Publix and other
houses. Send for your
copy today.
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Marks Bros,' new Marbro Theater,
Chicago^ equipped with C'H Dimmers,
pump andandorchestra
lift control. Levy
Klein, Architects

V Dimmers /

The Great Lakes Theater, Buffalo, equip'
ped with C-H Dimmers and ventilation
control. Architect, Leon Lambert

the Choice of Leading
Theaters Everywhere
Because they improve presentations by providing
illumination control as flickerless as night fall, giving
the most subtle and beautiful lighting elBfects.
Because their mechanical and electrical

Write for our booklet
'IlluminationControlfor
the Modern Theater"

The

perfection both in materials and construction assure ease of operation, low
maintenance, and long life.
Because C-H Dimmers are adapted to
any theater and easily enlarged for future
needs. Just ask your architect or electrician about the advantages of C-H
Dimmers and in the mean- _^^^\
time write for Complete facts
contained in the booklet
"Illumination Control for the

Modern Theater".
CUTLER. HAMMER

The Tampa

Theater, Tampa,

Fla.,

is equipped with C-H Dimmers.
Eberson & Eberson, Architects

Mfg. Co.

Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus

1254 St. Paul Avenue
MILWAUKEE,

WISCONSIN

CUTLER^

HAMMER

Perfect Illijurniriatiort Control for the 'Modem

^Theater

!
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Gee, hut it's nice
and cool in hereV^
The Air Washer
The Supreme Turbo Air Washer,
a wonderful new feature of the
Supreme Cooling System. No sensation of dampness, no humidity in the
Auditorium — ^just the added Cooling
Power of washed air.

UPREME

That^s What

They'll Say If You

Have

The

Washed Air Cooling System
In Your Theatre.
And

that*s what brings them hack for more.

Fill those vacant seats this summer — you can do it—
simply by making your theatre Cool and Comfortable.
The Supreme Cooling System makes this condition
possible even in the hottest kind of weather.
Remember — the Supreme Cooling System gives you
the added Cooling power of Washed Air. It's the only
System of its kind that does give you that extra Cooling
effect — yet the cost of a complete Supreme Cooling
System is moderate. Its box office value far outweighs
its cost.
The 6'iu
Supreme Cooling Blower
— that delivers the Washed and
Cooled air to the Auditorium at
high velocity creating a decidedly
noticeable, cool refreshing breeze
felt in every seat. No noise, no
drafts, just lots of cool fresh air
that will keep your theatre cool
and comfortable in spite of the
heat.

(jrCt Th-C

Fa.CtS»

Write for complete information and

convenient payment plan.

Use the coupon below — today.

Heater and Ventilating Corp,
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

The Variable Speed Pulley
At a very moderate cost the Supreme Cooling Blower can be
equipped with the reliable Horton
Variable Speed Pulley, instead of
the standard single speed pulley.

Supreme Heater cj' Ventilating Cori-.
iQi^'i7'i9 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
Send complete information and convenient payment plan on the Supreme Cooling System.
>{<Jmc

»
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r, Amerimanage
or add
as owner
you,
can Theatre
Chairs
three factors

to the "drawing power" of your house
that should never be overlooked. First,
American chairs give your patrons a maximum of comfort that brings them back to
your house. Second, the beauty of design
and finish of American chairs assures perfect harmony with the decorative effect and
appointments. And third, the in-built quality of American chairs makes them an investment that yields a steady profit in reduced upkeep costs and more years of
durability.

No. 606'j — 1369 of these chairs
were installed in the State Theatre,Kalamazoo, Mich. American
Walnutwood parts, upholstered
back and dark red Moroccoline
seat. Noiseless ball bearing
hinge insures silent and easy
seat movement. Comfortable,
durable and pleasing to the eye.

American Seating Company
Theatre Chair Builders to the American Public For Over ^o Years
12 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois
121 W. 40th St., New York City
121 1-H Chestnut St., Philadelphia
65-D Canal St., Boston

|

The Principle of Synchronized Films

Bell&llkmfm

CHARLES B. O'NEILL
AdvertMng
lUanagmr

HARRY

E.

HOLQUIST

A monthly supplement of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, published for information and guidance of theatre owners in matters of theatre
construction, operation and equipment and to promote the ideal of finer theatres

BETTER THEATRES
EDITORIAL AND
ADVERTISING OFFICES
CHICAGO

In This Issue

407 Sow Dearborn
St. Telephone
Harriion 0036.
Cable Address:
Quigpubco.
Jay M. Shreck,
Managing
Editor
Charles
O'Neill,
Advertising
Manager B.
George Clifford, Business Manager
NEW
565

YORK

Fifth Ave. Telephone VanderbUt 3612-3613
Harry E. Holquist
Eastern Representative
LOS

5617

ANGELES

Hollywood
Blvd.
Telephone
Gladstone 3754
Douglas
Hodges
West Coast Manager
LONDON

The Bioscope (J. Caboum, Editor)
Faraday House, 8-10 Charing Cross
Rd., W. C. 2

The successful theatre today is the
one that pays strictest attention to
its physical features. Cinema patrons demand more than pictures.
They must be given every degree of
comfort, convenience and atmosphere.
To the enterprising exhibitor Better
Theatres each issue presents numerous ideas and suggestions for increasing profit through better public service and management.

SUBSCRIPTION
United

State

RATES

and

possessions —
$3 per year
Canada — $4.50 per year
Other points of the world —
$9 per year
Single copies, 25 cents
Advertising rate cards and Audit
Bureau of Circulations statements
furnished upon application.

IN THIS issue, F. H. Richardson, Better Theatres' projection expert,
describes the methods used in making sound pictures; in forthcoming issues he will deal at length on the projection phase of
this important development in motion pictures.

ERNEST A. ROVELSTAD presents in this issue the new building
code for small theatres as proposed by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters; this instructive series of building sulicles by Mr.
Rovelstad will continue in forthcoming issues.

HAWLEY M. LASHER, well known artist, reaches the foyer this
week in his detailed instruction for decorating the motion picture
theatre; Mr. Lasher's method of painting is rapid, economic and
colorful and should be studied by theatre men.

PROFESSOR S. R. McCANDLESS of Yale University theatre, discusses the new use of light in the motion picture theatre, and warns
theatre men against the policy of slighting this phase of entertainment soimportant to the motion picture.

A BEAUTY Spot in a Southern Clime presents graphically the new
Arcadia theatre in Dallas; this house, designed by W. Scott
Ehmne, was built, and is being operated, by Dent Theatres. Inc. ;
it is original in design, yet practiced for screen purposes.
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Balaban and Katz New Oriental Theatre, Chicago

Back of This Magnificence — Is a Hub
There is Httle need be said to those who have visited the
Oriental Theatre about Hub Switchboard efficiency. Certainly with all this pomp and glory the mechanism for
controlling the lighting must be good. It is.
DOWN TOWN
CHICAGO
SALES OFFICES
Suite 323
155 N. Clark St.

When considering the stage switchboard for your new
theatre, or for re-newing your present one — write for
details and estimates. No obligation of course.

Toledo, Ohio
1220 Madison Ave.
Phone Adams S518

Phone State 7966

New York City
1457 Broadway
Phone Wisconsin 4843

Hub Electric Co^
Factory and General Offices

2219-25 W. Grand Ave., Chicago
Phone Seeley 6440-1-2

Milwaukee, Wis.

■

Phone Grand 1533

123 Second St.

"
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Synchronized Pictures
gn Do you understand the operations involved in the
JJ recording and reproducing of sound, synchronized
with motion

pictures?

In this first article on synchron-

ized pictures, Mr. Richardson tells in a clear but nontechnical manner the varied operations and principles
involved in the two chief methods

of recording and re-

producing sound accompaniment
In forthcoming

for moving

pictures.

articles the subject of synchronization

will be treated more

fully. This first article will aflFord

you an intelligent and fundamental understanding of
the subject. Articles on synchronization will be carried
regularly in Better Theatres.

Disc and Film Processes Used in
Sound Films
By F. H. RICHARDSON
IT has been suggested that I write something concerning synchronization of sound
with motion as appHes to motion pictures.
I am glad to comply and to try to give you
some idea as to what it is all about, but without any attempt to deal with the technical
side of it, because that is altogether too wide
and too deep to cover in even a half way
adequate manner in any single article.
In synchronizing sound with motion in motion pictures, two very different and distinct
methods are used. In one, the sound record
is on a disc similar to an ordinary disc phonograph record, only of greater diameter. The
other is the photographic impression of the
sound record upon the film itself. This latter
is in the form of a band 1/10 inch wide on
one side of the film. It reduces the width of
the scene photographed on the film by that
much, but that is not noticeable, except to
those who know of the reduction. The height
of the film photograph remains the same.
Equipment is now supplied to theatres by
means of which either or both of these
methods may be utilized. The apparatus is
identical, except that part of it attached to
the projectors. It is quite possible to project
productions using the disc method, and productions utilizing the film method in one program. Only a simple switching operation is
necessary to effect a change from one to the
other.

* * *

In both methods electricity is the medium
utilized for recording the sound. Whatever
the sound to be recorded may be it is picked
up by a microphone, which instrument generates a very small electric current, the
vibrations of which correspond exactly to the
sound waves. In recording the sound upon
the film the density of light falling upon the
negative film is made to vary precisely in the
same way as the fluctuations of the current
generated by the microphone. It therefore
follows that since the microphone current is
an exact electrical reproduction of the sound,
the light record impressed upon the negative
film must also be an exact photographic record
of the sound.
In the disc method the microphone current
controls and operates an electro-magnetic
recording stylus, the movements of which cut
or engrave the record upon a wax disc, exactly the same as is done in making a regular
phonograph record. The recording needle
moves sidewise in relation to the length of
the groove, thus making the latter sinuous ;
the width of these little sinuousities corresponds to the loudness of the sound being recorded, while their number corresponds to the
pitch.
I might mention in passing that in film recording two methods are used for controlling
amount
of light reaching
the negative

the

sound band, namely (a) the "flashing lamp"
method, in which the microphone current controls the brightness of the lamp suppling the
light for making the record, and (b) the
"light valve" method, in which the microphone
current opens and closes a tiny narrow aperture through which the light must pass to
reach the film.

♦ * *

The equipment for all systems here described is supplied by the Western Electric
Company. The equipment for projection, as
now supplied, is interchangeable, as I have
said, so that either the disc or the film method
may be used, the change from one to the
other being made to all intents and purposes
instantly. A disc record runs at about half
the speed usually employed on phonographs.
A single record will suffice for a whole reel of
film. The film used with the disc method is
similar to any other film, except that a single
frame at the beginning of each reel is specially
marked as the starting point.
In the film method the sound band or sound
track consists of microscopic lines, and here
is, to you, an interesting point. The spacing
of these tiny horizontal lines is according to
the pitch of the sound reaching the microphone at the instant they were made. The
difference in the density of the lines is dependent upon the loudness of the sound they
represent. That is to say, the greater the
contrast between the light and dark lines, or
the darker appearance, the lines as a whole
have the louder sound they represent.
Sound film is otherwise exactly similar to
any other film, except that, as I have said, the
photograph is 1/10 inch less in width.
I suppose you are curious concerning amplification ofthe sound and desirous of knowing how it is done. Well, I'll try to tell you
very briefly if you want to know all the details of its accomplishment. Watch the Better
Theatres Projection Department, in which, in
due time, it will be fully explained.

* * *

I have told you, in a very crude way, how
the sound is recorded upon the film or disc.
Well, in projection that process is exactly reversed, and an electrical current precisely the
same as that set up by the microphone is
reproduced by either the disc needle or by light
projected through the sound band of the film.
This tiny current is passed along by electrical
reproducer (disc method) or the photo-electric
cell (film method) to one or more vacuum
tube amplifiers similar in their operating principles to the tubes used in radio audio-frequency stages. These tubes of course put
forth a greatly amplified, or magnified exact
copy of the current reaching them.
This current is carried, by suitable wire circuits, to receivers and horns located at the
screen, the size of the horns and their number
being determined by the cubical contents of the

auditorium and its acoustic properties. The
present preferred practice is to use a special
cloth screen which has good reflection powers and characteristics and which passes sound
freely, with the horn or horns located immediately to its rear. These horns may be so
mounted that they may be readily removed
to make place for an act or other thing. This
may be done by flying them or by another
equally eflicacious method.
In projecting the disc method the disc and
the projector are both driven by the same
motor. This insures perfect synchronization,
provided the start be properly made (which is
up to the projectionist) and that no parts of
the film have been removed and not replaced.
In projecting the film method the synchronism of sound and motion is automatic, provided the projector be properly threaded. The
aperture through which the picture is projected is 14^^ inches (19 frames) above or,
speaking as the film runs, back of the point
of sound pickup. In other words the sound
record at any frame will be the sound that
will "fit" the frame 13 inches away from
and back of the sound record as the film runs.
The film is threaded over the aperture of the
projector in the usual manner. It then is
threaded into the projector sound gate so that
precisely the right frame is over the sound
gate to correspond with the picture frame
over the projector aperture.

* * *

That sounds difficult. You might think there
is plenty of room for error, but that is
wrong. It is quite simple if you follo%y the
rules. If you don't — well, if you don't do
won't
course oftheanyresults
vourso work
be
good.right,
The of
removal
number of
feet of the film does not affect synchronism.
One thing more and I'll close this little
talk. In projecting either method it is absolutely essential that you hold the projector
EXACTLY at 90 r. p. m. In other words that
of film per min90 feet
you project
of by means of an
taken care
ute. This isexactly
electrical governing system which automaticallv regulates the speed of projection.
In the projection department of Better
The.\tres I will go far more into detail. I
think vou will all find it interesting.
I aril myself just now taking the regular
the Western
installation engineer's course with
Electric Company in order to become more
reproduction
sound
with
familiar
intimately
and the apparatus. .\nd you may take it
from me, it certainly is SOME course! The
would turn
questions asked the "students"
the hair of a stuffed buffalo gr.-iy. One is expected to understand and expl.iin circuits that
would. I thing, puzzle Marconi and cause even
our beloved "Thomas -V. Edison to scratch his
head with considerable vigor.
What's that? Do I get stuck?
I'm not answering — by ad\-ice of counsel!
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no phase of the business is better qualified in this instance
than the equipment field.
Each month Better Theatres will publish articles of a
technical nature bearing upon the varied types of audiopictures. These will be of especial value to projectionists
and theatre men.
« * *

New Use of Lighting in
the Theatre

Published Every Fourth Week by
QUIGLEY PUBUSHING
COMPANY
PubUcation office:
407 So. Dearborn St, CHICAGO.

U. S. A.

Maetin J. QniGLKY, President
Edwin S. Clifford, Secretary
George Clifford, Asit. Treasurer
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
Copyright, 1928, by Quigley Publishing Company
All editorial and business correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago
office
Other publications: The Chicagoan and Polo, class journals; and the following motion picture trade publication in addition to Better Theatres, published
as a supplement to Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World: The
Buyers Index, Semiannual.
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Synchronized Picture Develops
Broader Field
pictures, and
of synchronized
development
the willingness of theatre men to adopt this new
form of entertainment, has opened to the equipment
manufacturer and distributor a more comprehensive field
of activity.
THE

Synchronized pictures are popularizing as did the
motion picture during its formative days. During the
early period of the sound film it was an extreme novelty
in entertainment, just like the motion picture in the days
of the "galloping shadows."
Today sound pictures are stabilizing and are becoming
an assured box office asset. Likewise, the progress in development isgoing rapidly ahead. Those who have sponsored the development of the synchronized picture have
devoted millions of dollars to experimentation irrespective of public reception, and for this they are to be commended for it has brought this new form of motion picture entertainment to its present stage of advancement.
The next few months will see many additional developments. The possibilities are unlimited, depending wholly
upon the alertness and inventive genius of those who are
listed in the roster of equipment manufacturers and distributors.
We are reminded of the statement of P. A. McGuire that
the industry must be willing to pay for engineering skill
if projection is to progress, and likewise, the industry must
feel obligated if the sound picture is to reach the ultimate
in perfection.
Not only must the industry feel obligated financially.
It also must apply thought to further development, and

BETTER THEATRES directs your attention to the
article, "New Use of Light in the Theatre," which
was prepared especially for this publication by S. R.
McCandless, assistant professor of lighting, Yale University theatre.
As Professor McCandless points out, lighting today plays
an extremely important part in motion picture entertainment. Because of its prominence it should not be treated
as a step-child of the theatre. Rather, it should be handled
as something alive, something with body and form.
Lighting of the theatre is not a procedure to be presided .
over by a novice, or one inexperienced in color combinations and electricity.
Lighting must be treated as seriously as the selection of pictures, for it, like pictures,
aflfects the moods of the patrons.
While Professor McCandless, in the limited space devoted to his article, has had little opportunity of treating
the subject comprehensively, yet he has taken advantage
of this opportunity to warn theatre men, and lighting
manufacturers and distributors of the pitfalls which the
inexperienced are apt to fall into. He has stressed the
vitality of light and the necessity of handling it as an artist
does his brush.
* * *

^

Theatre Decoration

far removed from the subject of lighting is that
of decoration.
In fact, each may be considered an
integral part of the other.
Fortunately in this issue of Better Theatres there are
articles treating with both.
The article on decoration is
the third of an interesting and instructive series by Hawley
M. Lasher, well known artist.
This series is commended to the attention of all theatre
NOT

men, and especially to those exhibitors operating in neighborhoods and small towns.

Better Theatres Welcomes
These New Advertisers
Kohler Company, Kohler, Wis.
Manufacturers
of electric lighting plants and
plumbing fixtures.
Projection Improvement Company, Drifton, Pa.
Makers of a new intermittent sprocket and pin
press for the projection room.
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A Beauty Spot in a Southern
Clime - " The Arcadia

13

^New theatre erected and operated by Dent Theatres, Inc., of Dallas, and designed by W. Scott Dunne,
offers original as well as practical features in construction.
Efficiency in floor plan is an outstanding
factor.

The

entrance

to the Arcadia.
The tree stum^^ is of concrete reinforced with railroad rails, while the branches are
of angle iron bolted to the rails.
Surely, no tree in Arcadia was ever stronger.

ORIGINALITY, of course, is that
which makes men and things — from
cabbages to kings — outstanding. And
on the other hand, originality may be that
which makes men and things merely bizarre— and thus, as time passes on, ridiculous. But, as the wise men have said about
conduct (which is an art itself), the proper
course is that of moderation. And in this
fashion is introduced the Arcadia.
The Arcadia is a house erected and operated by. Dent Theatres, Inc., in a suburb
of Dallas. It is an unusual motion picture
palace. But it would seem that it is also
a house of lasting beauty — as lasting as even
beauty may ever be. And these are serious
matters in the designing of theatres, par-

ticularly when one considers the fact that
the city of Dallas itself has a sizeable but
not extremely large population of less than
300,000.
The Arcadia, however, is not only an
original and attractive theatre. It is an exceedingly practical theatre for its purposes.
The Dent circuit, of course, has had the
e.Kperience in handling large numbers of
people pleasure-bent that many other circuits have had. And it has applied the lessons learned.
* * *
The Arcadia has a floor plan notably efficient for the handling of such crowds. It
is surrounded by large parking slabs. Comfort and convenience were obviously as
much the guiding factors in the designing

of this house as was the need for beauty.
For the Arcadia is situated in a residential
community of the higher type.
The Arcadia was designed by W. Scott
Dunne after a series of consultations with
practical showmen, to be accommodated in
an arcade shopping building measuring lOOx
110, owned by .\. J. Klein of Dallas. This
building occupied a corner and was set 50
feet back of sidewalk lines and 50 feet off
the north and west property lines, the intervening spaces having been paved with
concrete so that the building stood as an
island surrounded by parking space.
* * «
It was decided to use two-thirds of the
depth of the building along its entire length
and in addition to project this 60-foot width
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A view of the auditorium, looking
toward the stage. To the patron,
the ceiling has a true sky effect,
the blue reaching down to the to^
of the "garden" walls, back of the
tiled colonnade. The motif is
^Mediterranean.

northward over the slab there, thus securing
a space 60x160 parallel to Greenville avenue, and to use the original arcade entrance
in the center of the building for the theatre
entrance. As 25 feet was devoted to stage,
this brought the entrance of the theatre to
the righthand side of the theatre, a little
to the rear of the center of the auditorium,
which was excellent for the amphitheatre
type of theatre desired. The potential clientele of fairly well-to-do home owners made
a balcony inadvisable, and the amphitheatre
house is the nearest possible approach to
the one-floor, one-price house.
The interior of the space to be used was
gutted, except for the shops facing on Sears
street. The forward end and north slab
were excavated, forming a concrete basement under stage (in which are the dressing
rooms and art shop) and giving slope to
the floor, and the rear end was vaulted over
the shops, which remained in their original

* * *
positions.
The auditorium is atmospheric. The motif is a garden wall and colonade in the
Mediterranean style. The garden walls are
of travertine stone, the columns above them
of plaster, surmounted by a tile coping of
variegated color. The smaller columns are
also of plaster and are surmounted by
wrought iron lamps of Italian design.
The entrance foyer is simple and beautiful. It is of travertine with a micalithic
ceiling. Five one-sheet size, wrought iron
frames in Italian design, adorn each wall.
Three are practical one sheet frames, and
two contain bevel mirrors. In the vestibule
between this foyer and the auditorium are
two additional wrought iron frames enclosing full length mirrors. Suspended wrought
iron lamps are additional fixtures in foyer
and vestibule. There is also a handsome
drinking fountain in the vestibule.
The Arcadia stage is fully rigged. Below
it are the dressing rooms and art shop, all
of concrete. The dressing room floor is
reached by a circular staircase of cast iron.
* *

*

The booth is equipped with two of the
very latest Simplex projectors, Brenkert
spot light, double dissolving stereopticon,
etc. The location of the booth is such that
there is a very insignificant projection angle.
Consequently, it shows a better picture than
many other houses.
The organ is a Reuter, the largest theatre
organ in Dallas, with 12 sets of pipes and
several instruments of percussion in the
main instrument and an echo organ with
quite a complement of instruments.
The seating of the auditorium is a chair
of our own design built by American Seating Company. There are 1,040 chairs in the
forecourt and amphitheatre.
Dent Thea-

The foyer at the entrance to the
auditorium. This vaulted chamber
IS of travertine with a micalithic
ceiling. On the walls are five
wrought iron frames of Italian design, three formirrors.
one-sheets, two with
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The auditorium from the stage.
Noteworthy is the unique seating,
the 1,040 chairs fitting into the
color scheme of the theatre. The
seats are in six different color'
growls and set tuith backs fitted
at random.

ties, Inc., gave an unusual theatre an unusual treatment and caused the seating to
be drawn into the decorative scheme of the
house. The chair backs and arm rests are
finished in duco, with probably the backs
of one-half of the total number of chairs
done in desert sand, the balance in other
colors. There are approximately 100 in
cafe-au-lait, 100 in a light shade of blue,
100 in orchid, 100 in green, 100 in Chinese
red. All of the arm rests are in desert sand.
The pneumatic seats are finished in gray
Spanish leather. The backs were fitted at
any regularity or irregularity. The effect
is as startling as it is pleasing. There is a
satiny sheen to these ducoed backs which
you will observe in the photo taken from
the stage.
For the loges, the Roxy triple spring seat
loge chair was selected. Thirty-one of these
are used. They are identical in every detail, even to color, to the chairs in the loge
section of the Roxy theatre, New York.

*

*

*

A very excellent ventilating system devised by the engineering department of Dent
Theatres, Inc., and found thoroughly practical in other Dent theatres is used in the
Arcadia. On the west side of the building,
12 feet above the sidewalk, is a Carrier air
washer. From the spray chamber the air is
carried down into a large basement located
below the center of the auditorium. From
the basement it is carried forward under
pressure in three concrete ducts, each 4 feet
by 4 feet, two of which nan along and
under the side aisles, and the third running parallel to these along the exact center
of the forecourt. The side ducts discharge
their cool air through orifices placed along
the side walls, at a height of about 6 feet
6 inches. The center duct exhausts this
air through grilles under the central bank
of seats. The rear section gets an equal
amount of cooled air through two galvanized ducts, which discharge through grilles
in the floor, and two which exhaust. Another galvanized duct carries air to the
lounge beneath the amphitheatre and to the
various compartments opening therein. Extending completely across the ceiling, just
forward of the projection room, is a grille
for additional exhausting of air when the
theatre is packed in very sultry weather.
There is no lack of circulation of air in this
house. The heating system employs the
same system of ducts for pumping in heated
air and exhausting it. Natural gas is used
in the hot air furnace.
The Arcadia represents an outlay of $95,000 for building and $45,000 for equipment.
Theatre men who have visited and inspected
the house say not any of this money has
been wasted. Indeed, the Arcadia is more
than a show house — it is one of the show
places of Dallas.

The vestibule to the auditorium, a
charming little ante-chamber fitting, from ceiling to fountain, into
scheme of things. Here
Italian
the
wrought iron mirrors,
more
are two
and as in the foyer, wrought iron
lam^s.

■
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The lounge. It is
located below the
amphitheatre and has
off one end the women's room, with the
mens off the other.
The furniture is of
iron and red mohair.

The organ loft and
adjoining wall panels.
The organ has 12 sets
tail is shown
of ^i^es.
In thismore
declearly the Italian
garden motif in the
decorative ^lan.
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By S. R. McCANDLESS
gT[ Mr. McCandless is assistant pro- .
^ feasor of lighting at the Yale
University theatre, New Haven,
Conn., w^hich, in the last few years,
has made a specific study of motion picture theatre lighting and
scenic effects.

Henry Ford turns over his
E
WHIL
plant to cater to a more fastidious
public, competition forces every other
victim of the fickle populace to bring
out something new with which to court
its fancy. The arch enemies, ignorance and
"what we used to do," are fighting on every
side to hold their own against the demands
of this ever changing fancy. No one knows
just where it will turn, but let us hazard a
guess that behind it all lies a growing appreciation for that which pleases the eye. And
what pleases the eye in the theatre has a
great deal to do with light.

* * *

Tied down as we are by all kinds of limitations set up .'by the ages in the so called
legitimate theatres, we look about us and see
growing up on all sides, one after another,
great palaces, "temples" if you wish, devoted
to the silent drama, the light play — as the
Germans call it. Few limitations that beset
the path of the motion picture house manager
compare with the tradition and convention
we must meet in the legitimate theatre. Lighting is no longer merely a means of illumination; it has color, pattern, movement. It is
the motion picture.
First we had just the motion picture, a series
of moving patterns of light that had a meaning. That is the basis of all entertainment in
motion picture houses and it must not be
forgotten. Then the public called for some
relief to the black and white patterns on
the screen. Music came first. Perhaps you
remember the electric piano? This was followed by a song number with gaudily painted
slides, and later the specialty number or vaudeville act.
I speak of these only because they show
how crude were the original attempts. In
view of these and judging by the situation today we can see how much we can count on
the future. In place of the tin pan piano we
have symphony orchestras, colored and speaking pictures, elaborate musical reviews, and,
for our purposes most of all, an elaborate
lighting equipment and an increased dependence upon the effects of lighting.

* *

*

If the tin pan piano player has been replaced by a trained musician as an organist
or conductor, is it not fair to suppose that
a highly trained artist should begin to conceive and put into effect the possibilities of
lighting? The motion picture suggests endless possibilities. We are keying our show
to the motion picture. Once the equipment
is installed nothing is more economical than
the everchanging visual effects.
Motion picture theatres all over the country
are devoting more attention to lighting every
day. They sense the possibilities and look
high and low for the man who knows how to

The

^^^ new U'^town theatre, which, will be one of the largest
neighborhood de luxe houses m Philadelphia, is now being
in Broad street, above Susquehanna avenue. It is being erected
Sha^^iro. In addition to the theatre there will be a six story office
The frontage will be 110 ft. with a de{>th of 180 ft. J^agazmer,
and Harris, are the architects. The theatre will have a seating
3,000. The theatre will be of the modernistic art in its architecture,
and aji^omtment.

UotOWn

constructed
for Samuel
building.
Eberhardt,
capacity of
furnishings

get effects. He must be a rare person, one
who has both a mechanical and an artistic
sense besides being a good showman. The
cut and dry method of experimentation resorted to on the part of some scene designers
is too expensive and haphazard. Lighting is
not just the matter of turning the switches on
and oft'. It is based on scientific and artistic
principles that are as fundamental as any used
in the arts or engineering. The motion picture theatre
on its
a competent
person
who that
rankshaswith
the staff'
foremost
artists
is going to benefit just as it has by employing a skilled organist in place of the piano
trickster.
Lighting is beginning to have quite as much
appeal as music, and the real theatrical lighting expert can do more with a small and well
chosen equipment than the cost of his salary
for all time to come. Why? Because ho
understands the use of light as a part of
production.
A discussion of the possibilities of lightinij
in the space of this article must reduce itself
to the statement of a few general principles
and some practical suggestions. Light has
four qualities that must be considered as the
basis for design. They tieup directly witii
the individual reaction of the audience
from

a psychological point of view as the elements
of the sensation caused by light.
Intensity or the amount of light that reaches
the eye of the observer determines the amount
of visibility. It should always be remembered
that too much light either general or concentrated causes glare and is as uncomfortable
as too little light where the eye struggles to see
detail. Let us say that between five-tenths
and fifty foot-candles on the objects lighted
will give an adequate range under most circumstances. From this the power of the light
source can easily be figured by determining
the distance between the object lighted and
the instnmient, then applying the inverse
square law which says that light decreases in\ersely to the square of the distance. Some
equipment houses furnish charts giving the
candle power of their various units, so tliat
from them the proper wattage light source
can be purchased.
Better visibility can be had by using less
liyht if attention is paid to gaining a balance
of highlight anil shadow on objects to be seen.
This means that directed light along a
diagonal line gives highlight to one side and
lia\cs the other in shadow thus bringing out
the form of the object nuioh more convincingly
iCentinutd pn fagt 40)
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Laurier Palace Disaster Shows How NOT

Above: View through lavatory under stairway. Bodies
of many of 78 dead removed through hole cut
from below. Right: Stairway from lobby. Auditorium
door (left) sioung across
stairvoay.

New Building
Code for Small
Film Theatres

Above: Looking down stair*oay from balcony. Sleep,
no handrails. Was 47 inches
wide here but restricted to
37'Yz inch doorway on lower
landing, Note square rightcurred.
angle turn where jam oc-

Recommended by National Board
of Fire Underwriters, with Suggested Additions to Building Exits
Code and Proposed Ordinance on
Projection Booths.
By ERNEST

^ Owners of theatres seating 300 or less have probably a
Jl greater insurance problem than have the deluxe houses
with their own staffs of attorneys to advise them. The small
theatre in the small town often is a remodeled store of old
construction, too often built with little if any regard for
holding down the insurance overhead, while of course the
consideration of public safety comes fixst of all. The widespread comment following publication of the proposed new
Building Code (general) in last month's issue of "Better
Theatres" makes particularly appropriate the article herewith, including the recommended code for construction of
theatres with a maximmn of 300 seats. Fitzhugh Taylor,
protection engineer of the Underwriters' Laboratories, Chicago, in commenting on the proposed codes, emphasized the
necessity for extra care in construction of alley walls for
protection against fires in nearby buildings. He urged use
of very rigid curtains to protect auditoriums.
Construction of Theatres
With 300 Toi, Capacity
"I
No motion
picture machine shall be in-l-» stalled,
maintained
or operated in any
building that does not abut directly upon a
street; nor shall any such machine be installed,
maintained or operated in connection with any
exhibition room contained in a building occupied as a hotel, tenement house, or lodging
house; nor in factories or workshops, except
where the exhibition room and motion picture machine are separated from the rest of
the building by unpierced fireproof walls and
floors; m no case shall the main floor of such
exhibition room be more than 4 feet above or

to Build Exits

A. ROVELSTAD

Points Way

To Big Savings
In Insurance

The new Building Exits Code for "Places of Public Assembly," presented in the following article, is pertinent
for both large and small theatres. The memory
of the
tragedy at the Laurier Palace in Montreal, with its 78 deaths
(only one of the victims being more than 16 years old) and
with litigation still underway, emphasizes the need of special
care in arrangement of exits. While such a catastrophe could
not occur in the modern American theatre, it is also true
that many suggestions of extreme value to theatre owners
in reducing insurance costs to a minimum are contained in
the newly proposed section for incorporation in the Building
Exits Code as presented by the American Engineers Standards Committee and published by the National Fire Protection Association. A too narrow stairway, a door swinging
across a stairway, a right-angle turn in a stairway— any of
these spells potential accident and is certain to increase insurance costs of a theatre.

below the adjoining grade level. To overcome
any difference of level on the ground floor
gradients shall be employed of not over one
foot in 10 feet; no steps shall be permitted.
Exit doors shall be at the same level as the
sidewalks.
Metal Lath Protection
O If the walls of the auditorium contain
^' wooden studs, they shall be protected
with metal lath and not less than J^-inch of
cement or cement-tempered plaster, or be
covered with j4-inch plaster boards and plastered with K-inch of plaster or covered with
metal. The joints shall be properly filled with
mortar.
The ceilings of all such auditoriums

having wooden construction, and the ceiling of
any basement or cellar which may exist under
such auditoriums, shall be protected with metal
lath and cement plaster or with j4-inch plaster
board and covered with plaster or metal as
above specified for protection of walls.
'2 All motion picture exhibition rooms shall
•J* be provided with at least two separate
exits, one of which shall be in the front and
the other in the rear, both leading to unobstructed outlets on the street. The aggregate
width in feet of such exits shall be not less
than one-twentieth of the number of persons
to be accommodated thereby.
No exits shall
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Defects of the Laurier Palace Theatre at Montreal
And Recommended Safe Practice
[Reprinted in part from a bulletin of the National Fire Protection Association]
LAURIER

SAFE

PALACE

PRACTICE

way
formed
to the jam

Wooden
Interior
conBtmctlon, Theatre
buildings
should
be of fire-rewooden lath and plaster finish, sistive construction throughout. Existing
no fire protection.
buildings
of ujooden
construction
can
be
made comparatively safe by the use of
metal lath and cement or gypsum plaster
finish and the installation of automatic
sprinklers to protect basements^ stage sectionSy dressing rooms and all concealed
spaces.
The
only exits from
the bal< in
addition
to
the
interior
stairways,
cony led into the lobby. There emergency exits should lead directly to the
were no exits leading directly outside of the building or to fire-resistive
outdoors.
passageways
affording
safe
egress
to
the
open
airThe stairs were steep and
narrow, decreasing in width on
the descent. The rise of the
steps was eight inches and the
tread (including nosing) ten
and one-half inches. The width
of the stairs as they started
down was 47 inches. This decreased to 45 inches after the
first landing and to 37 V^ inches
through a doorway leaving the
second landing. Handrails were
not provided.

ing

The
on

square
right
the landing

angle
to the

Stairways should provide a gradual descent, recommended dimensions being a 7inch rise, and tread not less than iO%
inches (exclusive of noHng). A clear toidth
of at least 44 inches should be provided
throughout the length of the stairway and
no decrease in width should be permitted
along the line of exit travel. Handrails
should be provided at both sides of all
stairways
throughout
their length.

turn- Where
stairlandings,

the direction
the
outer

be less than 5 feet in width, and there shall be
a main exit not less than 10 feet in total width.
Open Court on Corridor
If an unobstructed exit to a street can• not be provided at the rear of such
buildings, as herein specified, either an open
court or a fireproof passage or corridor shall
be provided from rear exit to the street front,
of at least 4 feet in width for exhibition rooms
accommodating fifty persons or less, and 6
inches additional for each additional fifty persons accommodated by such room. Such passage shall be constructed of fireproof material
and shall be at least 10 feet high in the clear.
The walls forming such passage shall be at
least 8 inches thick, of brick or other approved
fireproof material, and if there be a basement
the wall on the auditorium side shall either
extend 1 foot below the cellar bottom or may
be carried in the cellar on iron columns and
girders properly fireproofed. The ceiling of
said passages, and, if there be a basement,
the floor, shall be of fireproof construction.
5 If unobstructed rear exits or exits to a
• street are provided, the said exit or exits
shall be of the same total width required for
the court or passage above mentioned. Said
passages and exits to the street shall be used
for no other purposes except for exit and
entrance, and shall be kept free and clear.
4

6

The level of the open court or passage
• where it intersects the street shall be not
greater than ohc step above the level of the
sidewalk, and the grade shall be not more
than 1 foot in 10, with no perpendicular rises.
Distance Between Seats
7

All seats in any exhibition room for mov• ing picture machines shall be not less
than 32 inches from back to back, measured
horizontally, and securely fastened to the floor ;
they shall be so arranged that there will be
not more than ten seats in a line between
aisles, nor more than four between any seat
and an aisle. All aisles shall lead directly to
exits and all exits shall be directly accessible
to aisles. No aisle shall be less than 3 feet in
width where it begins, and shall increase in
width toward the exits 3 inches for every 10
feet in length. All exit doors shall be arranged

of stairs
corner

changes
should

on
be

a pocltet
favorable
which
occurred.

There was a doorway wllli
swinging doorH directly on this
stairway
at the lower
landing.

rounded
piece in

or provided with a diagonal filling
the corner to prevent formation
of

Vo door should be located immediately
on a flight of stairs. A landing eqtuil to
the width of the door should be provided
helueen
the doorway
and the first step.

The door
from
the lower
i>ec- A'o door during its swing should obstruct
tion
of
the
auditorium
swunff any stair-way.
Stairs should be so arranged
directly
acrofts
the
bottom
of that congestion
will not he caused
at the
the
Htairway,
practically
block- bottom
by crowds
cominti
through
other
inp it.
exits.
Either
there was no sybtem
of
Every
theatrf
should
he provided
with a
emergency
lighting
In this thea- system
of emergency
lighting
so arranged
tre or it failed to function when that its operation
is certain even in case of
needed.
failure
of the regular
lighting
system.
No effective meastires were
talcen to prevent smoking In
this theatre,
People were permitted
stand
in the aisles.

to

Smoking
should
I tinv theatre
or

be absolutely
auditorium.

prohibited

Aisles should always be maintained clear,
if any standing is permitted in the theatre
it should be only in limited numbers in a
space especially designated therefor and
should never be allowed to interfere with
the maintenance
of clear aisle space.

While
one
Ubher
did
good
A
sufficient
number
of capable
work,
no employe
was on hand
drilled in how to act in emergencies,
at the fatal
stairway.
be on duty during performances.

to swing outward and be provided with fastenings that can be opened readily from the inside, without the use of keys or any special
effort. Such doors shall not be locked when
the room is open to the public.
8

All the requirements of this section re• lating to seats, aisles, passageways, exits
and doors shall apply in connection with each
open-air motion picture exhibition.

from exleading
Every exit
9 • hibition
roomdoorway
shall have
over the same
on the auditorium side, the word "EXIT" in
letters not less than 6 inches high, or an illuminated sign with letters of the same height.
Where illuminated signs are not provided there
shall be at least one green light over each exit
doorway. The exit doorways shall be numbered with figures not less than 6 inches high.
Lights used in marking exits or lighting passageways, stairways or inclines leading from
them shall not depend upon or be controlled
by wires, switches or fuses located in room,
compartment, booth or enclosure containing
motion picture machines, but shall be controlled from ticket office.

Places of
Public Assembly
Introduction
2501. The principle of this Code is to
specify exits and exit facilities in the proper
number and arrangement so that places of
public assembly may be emptied promptly in
case of fire, smoke or panic conditions without undue danger to life. Its provisions shall
be applied to all such places of assembly,
school auditoriums, gymnasiums, society or
lodge halls, private assembly halls, churches,
places of worship or recreation, places of
amusement, motion picture theatres and
theatres.
2502. This section does not in general give
the details of stairway construction and other
engineering standards but makes reference to
Part A for such features, covering in detail
here only features where variations from the
general standards apply to buildings used as
places of public assembly. In cases where
there are difTcrcnces between this section and
the general provisions of other sections of the
Code, the provisions of this section take
precedence for this class of occupancy.
Refer-

ushers.
shouUI

ence is made to Section 20 for the general
requirements for facilities for exit.
Definitions
2511. The terms relating to the type or
class of building construction or regulations
shall be as defined in the Introduction of this
Code.
2512. Place of Public Assembly. The
term Place of Public Assembly shall include
every place used for the congregation or gathering of 100 or more persons in one room
whether such gathering be of a public, restricted or private nature. Assembly halls,
churches, school auditoriums, auditoriums,
recreation halls, or pavilions, places of amusement, dance halls, opera houses, motion picture
theatres and theatres are included "within this
term.
2513. B.\LcoxY. The term balcony shall
mean the first seating tier above the main floor
and within the place of assembly.
2514. G.M-LERY. The term gallery shall
mean any seating tier of a place of assembly
above the balcony.
2515. Lobby. The lobby is an enclosed
vestibule between the principal entrance to the
building and the door or doors to the main
floor of the room for assembly.
2516. Main Floor. The term main floor
shall mean the first or principal tier within a
room used for public assembly.
2517. Proscenium Wall. The proscenium
wall is the wall dividing the stage and scenery
space from the seating space.
2518. Capacity. The capacity of places of
public assembly shall be the number of persons
that can be assembled therein and shall be
computed as the sum of all seats plus the
number obtained by dividing the number of
square feet of- floor area available as standing
space by three. The capacity of assembly halls
in which the seats arc not fastened to the floor
shall be computed on the basis of the total
number of square feet of floor divided by six
plus standing room computed as above. The
capacity of recreation halls where games are
played and which are not used for assembly
shall be computed as the total floor area in
square feet divided by 12. Space in recreation
halls available for spectators shall be on the
basis of one person for each six square feet
{Continffd en fogt 26)
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The Decoration

The Stencil
Design for ■pilaster
and arch at the
entrance to the foyer
from the lobby, or to
the auditorium from
the foyer. This is the
bare stencil, while
the o{){>osite ■picture
shows —

The

same

design

when completed. Pre•pared by the author,
it shows what can be
done with paint in the
theatre by the average
decorator. The colors
used are sienna and

!

green.

Rapid, Economic and Colorful
Treatment of Foyer
The third of a series of articles on theatre decoration

By HAWLEY

M. LASHER

Instructor in Interior Decoration, Illinois College of Painting and Decorating

who have followed my descripTHOSEtion of the
processes involved in decorating the theatre of small or moderate
cost, according to my method, will readily
understand me without my repeating fundamentals in this article, in which I consider
the foyer. To those who have not read
the two previous articles, I suggest an
examination of them.
In offering this discussion of the foyer, I
submit a design intended to show what may
be done rapidly and skillfully by the average painter with the method I use. The
design accompanying this article is painted
upon a plain plastered wall and was prepared for a single arch or series of arches,
such as architects often choose for the entrance from lobby to foyer, or from foyer
to auditorium.
The cornice and moulding effect can be
produced by running lines separating the
different moulding treatments on the space
alloted to this design. Should the appearance of wood be desired, the glaze should
be toned to match perfectly the woodwork
of the surroundings, if there is any. The
glaze should be applied over the entire cornice or moulding space, with the highlights
wiped out as desired, leaving the solid color
remain for the shadows.
The plain flat surface of the wall may be
greatly improved, both in an architectural
and decorative sense, by marbleizing the
pilaster or column, which are placed in
spaces best suited to produce proper balancing. A cornice moulding or capital at
the top of the pilaster may be used as desired.
The base effect (as shown in the illustration) is quickly and easily got by using
straight horizontal lines, with vertical lines

placed according to the type of effect desired. When all lines are properly placed
and thoroughly dry, the wall is ready for
finishing. (It is assumed that before beginning the decorative finish, the walls have
been properly treated with a sufficient num-ber of coats to ensure a durable, smooth,
hard surface.)
The marble effect may be easily produced by this method: Should the tone of
sienna be desired, for example, the surface
of the pilaster or column is coated with a
clear glaze, after which the colors — -in this
case burnt sienna, raw sienna, raw umber —
are applied, using them separately and keeping the sides darker than the middle. Then
the colors are blended from the lighter middle out to the darker sides, by means of a
badger blender, which smoothens all brush
marks. This step properly completed, a
short, stiff brush is chosen and dipped in
clean benzine, then whipped out, leaving
only enough benzine to permit of a fine
spray if the brush is flipped. Holding the
brush in the left hand, eight or ten inches
from the surface of the pilaster, the painter
should draw the bristles back and let them
spring forward in a series of motions, so
that the benzine is sprayed on the glaze.
Where the glaze separates under the effect
of the benzine, there will be checks of different sizes and shapes, giving the entire
pilaster the mottled, veined appearance of
marble.
The base may be treated in a similar
manner, only here the colors are rubbed
out more, a finer spray adopted, and a few
light, vein-like lines stroked through the
whole.
In painting the wall space between the
upper mouldings, glaze tinted in a neutral

tone is applied between the ceiling and wall
shades. A ribbed effect may be obtained by
using a piece of corduroy cloth stretched
over a thin board six or eight inches in
width. The edge of the board under the
cloth should be sufficiently flexible to perimpression over any unevenevensurface.
ness mitinan the
The corduroy is drawn
downward through the glaze, care being
exercised that as even a pressure as possible
is applied.
The field or background of the panels
around the pilasters should be glazed in a
very soft tone harmonious with the other
color chosen — for example, if, as in the
case of this description, sienna is chosen,
a color such as green. Another color, similarly harmonious, may be used for the lines
around the panel if the design calls for
them.
The flat wall space over and around the
arches opening may have the same color as
the field of the panels and may be finished
in the ribbed efject.
In the design submitted for illustrative
purposes it will be noted that a landscape
is used as an added decoration. Such a
decoration is easily and rapidly obtained,
giving what may be a very harmonious and
appropriate mural effect. Subjects such as
clouds may be difficult, but if too difficult
by the spotting-in and wiping-out method
they may be painted in a sky color, which
is wiped out with a dry rag to form clouds,
a lighter shade being produced at the horizon. The coloring throughout the decoration should be of a bright, cheerful tone,
with any dull or harsh effects avoided.
In the next article I shall endeavor to
present another phase of this method of
decoration as applied to the theatre.
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By F. H. RICHARDSON
Important Announcement
^ As doubtless most of you already know, the editor of this
jH department has been associate editor of Movietone Bultin, which is the publication put out to help and assist Movietone projectionists, or projectionists projecting Movietone.
Recently the position of editor was tendered to and accepted
by me, Mr. Middleditch, formerly editor, being needed for
other important service in Movietone laboratories.
Upon assuming this position, the field seemed so large, and
Movietone is coming on so very fast, that it was immediately
arranged with Western Electric to have me take the full Installation Engineer's course of instruction, and in so doing I
put in two full weeks, eight hours each day, in intensive
study of the apparatus used for synchronizing sound with
motion, which includes both the film and the disc methods.
I have now arranged with Western Electric to have access
to all data, including that accumulated in the Bell Telephone
Company laboratories, and will, beginning next month, start
the publication of a series of lessons intended to so far as is
humanly possible, teach the fundamentals of sound amplification and synchronization with motion.
The publication of descriptions of apparatus and methods
of handling same will NOT be included, since it now has small
value, and in many cases is harmful because of the fact that
things are changing so rapidly that it may quickly become
As a matter of fact operating direcactually misleading.

Good Projection —
the Makings

tions which may be quite all right and correct this month
may be all wrong and misleading the next. In fact, I might
even substitute the word week for month.
It was for that reason all "talking picture" matter was
omitted from the Bluebook of Projection. That decision was
made only after consultation with Western Electric ofiScials,
who strongly advised against it, unless the book could be revised very, very frequently— a thing which is of course impossible with such a book.
It is suggested to you that, insofar as regards operatmg directions and published descriptions of sound synchronizayou entirely disregard them, or regard them
equipment,
tion
as only of feasible value at the immediate time of publication.
Movietone Bulletin is published weekly. It will keep you
right up to date in all changes and improvements in Movietone apparatus. This department and the American Projectionist will keep you fully posted in the matter of changes
in the disc method of reproduction, which is a part of all
Movietone installations.
The "School" I have told you about will be carried on m
both this department and in the American Projectionist, and
it closely a good funAvill give those who follow and study how
the thing is done,
damental idea of what it is all about,
the fundamental
of
knowledge
with
you
and will equip
Watch for
rests.
thing
whole
the
which
upon
principles
the first "lesson" in the next issue of this department.

Your

In the making of anything, be it good,
bad or indifferent, certain ingredients are
essential. Good projection is no exception.
High grade excellence and efficiency in projection is the product of a mixture of certain elements, three of which are absolutely
essential. Not one of them can be absent
without spoiling the whole. They must all
be there.
Can you name them?
in on the deadly "secrut."
you
let
I'll
The first of the three is high grade projectionists— men of experience, training,
knowledge and expert skill, who have the
will, or at least the willingness, to apply
their skill and knowledge to the work of
projection; men who have at least some
pride in and loyalty to their work.
The second element is high grade equipment and the third is equipment maintained
in perfect condition.
grade equipment" I mean equipBy "high
ment which is well designed and well made
obtainable material. Many
best
from the
a show has been very seriously marred by
an intermittent sprocket used too long, or
made without that high degree of accuracy
necessary in such parts. Many an exhibitor
has fallen for the blandishments of expert
salesmen and "saved" a few dollars by the
be "just
purchase of equipment declared to find
that
as good" and cheaper, only to
while it was a bit cheaper in first cost, it
also cheapened the whole show and cost
a hundred times the "saving" at the
him office.
box
It is a hard boiled fact that in nearly
all cases projection equipment of all kinds
is already cheaper than it really should be.
that if the prices were
By that I mean

Inquiries

Mr. Richardson will answer any and
all questions concerning matters pertainor matter allied thereing to projection you
need advice. This
to. Write him if
service is gratis. Inquiries will be treated
confidentially tvhen requested.

raised, in the end the added price would be
for the large benefit of all concerned.
Exhibitors must consider and remember
that not only does the price they pay for
cover the actual cost of manuequipment
facture and sale, but also it must cover the
cost of the experimental work necessary to
improvement. If the cost is too low to
enable the manufacturer to carry on the
experiments necessary to improvement in
pouipment, then there could be little or no
advancement. And the one who imagines
this cost to be a neeligible factor knows
little about manufacture. In a large concern, such as, for example, a projector
manufacturer, it amounts to a very large
sum, not to say a huge one, each year.
The man who looks at an intermittent
sprocket and remarks that its price is too
high, has no conception of the great sums
expended to bring that particular article to
its present state of almost marvelous
mechanical perfection, and since those
conveninot picked off some
moneys weretree,
or dug up like potatoes,
ent money
it must be included in the cost of manufacture.
If T inv^i'lf had just one-lhird the sum

expended to bring the intermittent movement of projectors up to their fit-to-oneten-thousandth-of-an-inch state of perfection, I would buy me a couple of private
yachts, and on land travel only in a private
car.
And then too there is the perfect condition" thing I have named. That is of
literally huge importance. Many a theatre
manager who would expend money instantly and without hesitation to improve
the appearance of the lobby; to install a
new carpet merely because the old one
looks a bit dingy, to buy costly uniforms
for the ushers or to install this, that and
the other thing in the theatre, will sidestep, balk and delay the purchase of projection equipment repairs which cost
relatively little, the lack of which not only
is making projection costly and inefficient,
but also is detracting from the beauty and
amusement value of the one thing the
entire attention of the entire audience and
everv audience is centered upon for at least
of the time they are in the theafour-fifths
tre— the one thing they, in fact pay an
admission to see.
.Absurd! Not at all! I have myself,
within two weeks of this writing, heard a
theatre "manager" refuse point blank to
permit the projectionist to order $12 worth
of absolutely essential repair parts for the
•projectors, and within five minutes, while
I was still there, place an order for $46S
worth of carpeting to replace carpet which.
so far as my own eyes were able to see.
was not in at all bad condition.
In other words the carpet must be in
absolutely perfect condition, but the picture
on the screen — oh. well, why worry about
by letting.^
"saved"le.
could abe litt
it
$12 dance
when and
thatwiggle

That

bit

of theatre

Correspondence for F. H. Richardson, editor of this dcfiartme nt, should he addressed to South Lyme, Con n.. Box 100.

finance

"managing
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lens pitted until it looked almost like
ground glass and the motor generator in
little less than a terrible condition.
And the chap in charge of that theatre
had the GALL to call himself a theatre
manager. And all this in some instances in
theatres where "downstairs" things were in
pretty good condition, with no especial evidences of economizing.
Gentlemen, permit me to direct your attention, for the something like one hundredth time, to the fact that, while I by no
means wish to minimize the importance of
making the theatre beautiful and comfortable to audiences, still when it comes right
down to brass tacks PERFECTION IN
THE
PROJECTION EQUIPMENT,
BOTH IN THE MATTER OF ITS AT
LEAST REASONABLE UP-TO-DATEDNESS, AND ITS STATE OF REPAIR,
IS NOT ONLY OF EQUAL, BUT
ACTUALLY OF EVEN MUCH. GREATER IMPORTANCE.

•was witnessed by myself not more than two
weeks ago. I have quoted the word "managing" because I really have a name which
to my own misguided mind fits much
better. To apply it just place an m, an i
and an s in front of the word quoted.
But that is a mere trifle, comparatively,
with some things it has been my lot to gaze
upon. I have visited projection rooms in
which the projectors were not only almost
antediluvian — so darned aged it was a wonder their upper magazine had not turned
grey — but also they were in such wretched
state of repair that they were but little
more than just plain wrecks. The sprocket
teeth were worn until they might almost
have been, individually, used for crochet
hooks. The intermittent rattled like a
machine gun, the shutter had from two to
as much as FOUR inches circumferential
play. The lamp wires and carbon contacts
were burned and corroded, the collector

To Theatres Desiring to Reduce Operating Expenses
Actual Saving of $30.00 to $50.00 a Week Guaranteed
Convert your hand-played organ to double-tracker
88-note type.

^^ records show that hundreds of theatres are now having
equipment
ccmverted to 88 note tracker type. Attachment can be installed at their
very reasonable
cost by the foUowmg companies:
W.

C. Radebaughwid
Company
Havana,
Illinois

COMPANY,

6701-13 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, California

FILMUSIC ORGAN

PICTUROLLS— 100% MORE

MELODY

& ACTION

The

BLIZZARD
SYSTEM OF
VENTILATION

Ahead of the Field
ALWAYS!

Perfect Combination
THE

yEW

OILECTRIC
CHANGE

PULLEY

The silent governor of ventilation
in your theatre
BUILT TO FIT ANY FAN!
POSITIVE ELECTRIC CONTROL
Blizzard Sales Co.
Omaha
Dear
Please

Name
City

Sirs :
send particulars concerning
n Blizzard System
C Oilectric Speed Pulley — to
..Theatre
State-

Study i Man,
From no matter where comes this letter :
Could you give an operator a bit of information,
please? I don't claim to be a projectionist. Just ao
operator. The problem is this: Have two projectors,
a Powers 6B and a Motiograph, 1916, model lA.
Use a. c. arcs, 60 amperes. Projection distance (he
calls it "throw")
85 feet.
meniscus
biconvex. Have found
that Condensers,
the condensers
in the
Powers won't work in the Motiograph and vice versa.
Don't know the size of those in the Motiograph, bol
the meniscus in the Powers is 654. That is all I
know. With the Powers condenser in the Motiograph
the light won't focus in the aperture, producing th?
same from
effectthe
as condenser.
though you drew the lamp too far
back
What size are the Motiograph lenses. We have no
extras and want to know what size to get.

JUST AS A
THOROUGHBRED

SPEED

Think that statement over, friend Theatre Manager! It means dollars to your box
office. The chief thing you have to sell
the public is the motion picture, and that,
as you very well know, or ahould know, is
made less attractive by imperfections in
projection. Heavens, man! That is as
plain as the nose on your own face, and
surely you know that PERFECTION IN
PROJECTION JUST PLAIN CANNOT
BE ACCOMPLISHED BY OUT OF
DATE PROJECTION EQUIPMENT,
OR BY EQUIPMENT IN POOR STATE
OF REPAIR ! ! ! !
Not only that, but burned wires, pitted,
burned carbon clamps, worn electrical
equiprnent or a motor generator in poor
condition makes for loss in electric power,
AND THE COMPELLING OF THE
PROJECTIONISTS TO WORK UNDER
SUCH UNNECESSARY HANDICAPS
THEM
AUTOMATICALLY MAKES
MORE OR LESS INDIFFERENT TO
RESULTS. Their attitude is likely to be:
If the manager don't care enough to give
us proper things to work with, why should
we work our fool heads off trying to do
And they don't either!
the impossible.
Gentlemen, "saving money" by using old,
out of date projection equipment, or projection equipment in poor state of repair
don't pay.
IT DON'T PAY ! ! ! IT
Study PAY ! ! ! ! ! I-T * * * * *
DON'T
D-O-N'T ****** P-A-Y ! I I I ' I

Michigan
Pipe
Organ Service
Co.
2800 Francis Street, Jackson, Michigan

For information concerning organ rolls to be used write-

FILMUSIC
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First of all, young man, you evidently have
taken on something concerning which you
know very, very little. That being the case,
the very least thing you can do, in justice to
the producer, the artists and your employer, is
to IMMEDIATELY secure such reliable textbooks as are available and do some intensive
studying. Be very, very careful in your selection, however, because an incomplete or poor
textbook may lead you wrong and very much
wrong, too. Such books may be verv much
worse than nothing at all.
The condensers you have will work the
same in either projector, PROVIDED the condenser isthe same distance from the aperture,
and the light source is the same distance from
the face of the condenser collector lens. I assume the amperage to be the same in both
cases.
I feel I would be doing wrong to give you
directions for measuring lenses. That you will
find on page 151, Vol. 1, of Bluebook of Projection, and FOR YOUR OWN GOOD and
the good of the industry, I'll not help you
sidestep getting it. I want to help you, yes.
But it is NOT really helping you to give you
bits of information piecemeal, when you
should
have and be studying the great mass
I'm wrong.
of projection information contained in the
Bluebook. Make the most of that, if you think
If you will send me impressions of several
of your upper carbon stubs, exact A. C. amperage, exact projection distance, exact width
of picture, distance film to first surface of
projection lens and exact diameter of rear
combination of projection lens I will be glad
to
bestadvise
results.you as to just what will give vou
It is true you are not a motion picture projectionist inthe fullest and best sense of that
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term. But you are projecting motion pictures
just the same; hence you are perforce a projectionist. Adopt the title, brother, and then
TRY TO LIVE UP TO IT.

Insufficient
Data
Jas. G. de Zeuga, Auditorium theatre, Leesburg,
Va.,illumination
wants to know
why screen,
they don't
sufficient
on their
but get
all
the information supplied is as follows : "Use
a Graphoscope projector with a 1000 Watt,
32 volt lamp. Current is reduced to 32 volts
by transformers."
There might be many reasons why the
screen illumination is unsatisfactory. The
screen itself may be old and its surface inefficient. If it is more than six months old
it in all human probability is not efficient.
The optical system may be wrong, or the
Mazda lamp filament reduced in efficiency or
out of proper optical adjustment with the axis
of the optical system of the projector. If it
be even so little as ita of an inch off center
the reduction in efficiency — light delivery to
the screen — will be very seriously impaired.
Then, too, the projection distance may be
such that the Mazda cannot function efficiently
through the projection lens because of its
excessive working distance, or the picture may
be too large to be properly illuminated by
Mazda.
If friend de Zeuga will advise me as to
(a) the projection distance, (b) the width
of the picture, (d) the age of the screen surface, (d) the distance from aperture to rear
surface of projection lens Ce) the free diameter of the projection lens, I can talk to
him with some degree of intelligence, but even
then so much depends upon the adjustment
of a Mazda lamp itself that it might be hard
to tell what is wrong, except that some of
the things named might be bad, or even impossible.
I would respectfully suggest to de Zeuga
that he send six dollars to the Chalmers
Publishing Company, 516 Fifth Avenue,
New York City, and get a 2-volume, 1100
page Bluebook of Projection and study its
Mazda section very carefully, checking his
own lineup by it.

Ancient
History
A letter from West Virginia came recently asking where the Mortimer Film
Cleaner, illustrated on page 77 of my handbook (so said the writer) could be purchased. Naturally I was up a tall stump,
where I camped quite a bit. Through some
slip there is no Fig. 77 in the fifth edition
of the handbook and Fig. 77 of the fourth
edition was one showing the various dimensions of standard film. Finally, on a
long chance, I examined the third edition,
and sure enough Fig. 77 showed the device in question.
I must certainly compliment West Virginia on delving into ancient history. Great
guns, man, the fifth edition was published
in the spring of 1916. It was displaced by
the fourth edition in 1922 and that in its
turn gave place to the fifth edition in 1927.
Do you imagine the motion picture industry has been standing still since 1916?
The West Virginia brother will do well
to lay aside the thoroughly obsolete book
he seems to be using, and secure a fifth
edition. Twelve years is a long, long while
in a growing industry. Vast changes have
occurred in that time. It was a good book
in its day, but its day was long since done
and finished.
You can clean film effectively bv securing chemically pure tetrachloride, sold by
the Dow Chemical Company, Midland,
Michigan. Saturate some soft cloth, such
as cotton flannel, with it, draw the film be-
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The Questions
and Answers
John T. Davis, Rock Island, III., wants
to know whether or no the questions and
answers which have appeared in the
Bluebook School are in book form, to
which I would reply yes and no.
The questions and the answers thereto
as published in the department are not
in book form. However, the index of
the present (Fifth Edition) Bluebook is
in question form, with page the answer
will be found on indicated. About every
question that could be asked concerning
projection and the answers to them will
be found there.
tween folds of the saturated cloth and wind
on a suitable drum until it is dry. Do NOT
rewind film while wet with the chemical.
The chemical is noninflammable. Film may
also be cleaned with gasoline, benzine or
toluene, but they are all highly inflammable.
Alcohol will clean film but curls it badly.
All this is described, together with directions for making a pad cleaner similar to
the old Mortimer, on page 291, fifth edition
of the Bluebook of Projection.

Projection
Angle
Ellison Loth, Waynesboro, Va., says: "I
am much interested in an article on projection by Mr. Lester Isaac, supervisor of projection for Loew's theatres. He was writing on what he called level projection and
seemed to think the chief cause of most
projection troubles was the fact that the
projection
room
was
higher
than
the

WORLD
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screen, which caused the picture to be projected at an angle.
"This, he maintained, caused a distortion
of the picture, which could only be remedied by having the lens level with the
screen center. What I want to know is
how to correct this in theatres where the
projection room is higher than the screen.
The only way I can see is to tilt the top
of the screen back until its surface is at
right angles to the axis of projection.^ I
attach a diagram of our screen and projection room asking your advice as to what
I have clature
corrected
friend
Loth's
considerably,
as he
willnomennote.
"Booth" is no longer correct — if it ever was.
The
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
to do."
nomenclature governs in such matters and
it informs
that "Projection Room" is
the
correct us
term.
You evidently have misunderstood
brother Isaac. He did not mean to set up
the idea that steep projection angle is the
cause
of "most
troubles."
he
meant
to say,projection
and doubtless
did say,What
was
that projection angle produced distortion,
and with distortion you could not possibly
have a perfect picture.
You see, friend, Loth, if the lens is higher
than the screen, then the beam must travel
further to reach the screen at its bottom
than at its top, and since the light beam
spreads out with every inch it travels, it
then must be wider at the bottom than at
the
top, hence everything in the picture is
distorted.

what causes what we call "keyis effect."
This stone
There is no remedy except
placing the lens opposite the screen center,
or at least reducing the angle until it is
unobjectionable, or else titling the screen
as you have suggested.
As your screen now is, the distance from

CHEAP DIRECT CURRENT
NOW AVAILABLE
Strong rectifiers deliver crisp white
light on the screen from alternating current —
WITHOUT HUM OR FLICKER
at less operating expense than the
cost of A.C. and inferior screen
results.

Quickly Installed

No Extra Wiring

Made in two sizes, 15 or 30 ampere
volts 40 or 60 cycle.

1 10 or 220

Independent dealers in all cities

The Strong Electric Company
2501 Lagrange Street

Toledo, Ohio
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lens to its top is 92 feet and the distance
from lens to bottom is 94 feet. You therefore have a distortion equal to whatever
the spread of the beam per foot is multiplied bj-- two. Assuming that you use a
16 foot picture, then the beam would spread
from nothing to 16 feet in 92 feet, which
would be (16 feet equals 192 inches) 192
divided by 92 equals 2.087 inches per foot,
or a bit more than four inches in two feet.
If your figures be correct, and your picture
is 16 feet wide at its top, then it would be
16 feet and a trifle more than four inches
wide at the bottom.
This is not a serious distortion and
while it were better not there, still if you
parallel the sides of the picture by filing
a special aperture, which may be obtained
■from the projector manufacturer, I don't
think much harm will result. This whole
matter is dealt with exhaustively in the
Bhiebook of Projection, pages 252 to 258.
The method of paralleling the side lines is
explained on page 257.
You can, of course, tilt the screen, and if
you can make the slant invisible to the
audience it is quite all right.
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Mister
Manager Man
You are yourself working for an owner, or
for the public, or both. Don't you feel great
when the owner man says something like this :
"Great work, Charlie ! You're running things
fine !" or when one of the public says : "It's
a good show, I enjoyed it immensely. You're
a capable manager, all right" !
Don't that sort of thing just send a glow
all
over YOU
you and
you up?
DON'T IT
AlAKE
THE pepMORE
DETERMINED
TO MERIT SUCH PRAISE BY GOOD
WORK? I'm asking you, Mr. Manager man!
And I know the answer that really is in your
mind.
It is an unqualified YES.
All right! So far so good! BUT has it
never occurred to you that in your projection
room are one or more men upon whose skill,
care, knowledge and attention to projection
detail you must depend absolutely for the
perfect steadiness, the naturalness and much
of the beauty of what you audiences see upon
your screen, and for the correct modulation
and naturalness of what the audiences hear
from the characters upon your screen?
AND has it never occurred to you that you

can produce the same identical reaction in
that man or those men, as the case may be,
by occasionally speaking a word of commendation? You bawl them out quickly enough
when something goes wrong, don't you? Even
though maybe it really was YOUR OWN
FAULT because you did not supply something
needed in the projection room? Uh, huh!
Of course you do !
Well, when the work is good, why not
speak a kindly word of commendation? IT
WILL PAY YOU TO DO IT! You can
buy a certain number of hours of service for
money. You CAN'T BUY THE VERY
HIGHES
T TYPE OF SERVICE FOR
MONEY ALONE, in projection or in anything else. That is a thing not to be bought.
It comes from a sense of loyalty bred of
kindliness, appreciation manifested, and judicious praise bestowed.
If a man will not respond to these things,
then take it from me he is NOT a good employee. The best thing you can do is eliminate him from your staff of workers as soon
as possible.

First

ofRecently
Alling: "Woulda

theatre manaa^er wrote askyou consider it worth while
to My
install
Movietone?"
answer to that is YES, provided you
have a considerable potential patronage,
good projection equipment and a projectionist who is of ordinary proficiency in
his business and is willing to make a reasonable effort to produce the wonderful
100 per cent results.
possible
My reason for saying this is that it certainly is— it cannot possibly fail to be a
great attraction for the theatre to, for example, present the President of our country in living, moving realism and have him
actually address the people right there in
the theatre.

THE ANSWER TO
THE PUBLICITY
MAN'S PRAYER
Theatres now have available each inonlh a veritable
deluge of snappy ad designs, borders, slugs, illustrations and other mat material to make newspaper
ads look like a million dollars.

AN AD MAT SERVICE
FOR THEATRES!

It cannot possible fail to be a great asset
to any theatre to be able to see and hear
Lindbergh, to see and hear great orchestras, our best vaudeville acts, famous singers and many of those who from time to
time occupy the spotlight.
Remember that Movietone, properly
handled and with projectors in first class
condition, presents these various people to
your audiences as a living reality, both in
appearance and in spoken words. In fact,
strange as the statement may seem, the
voice often is a distinct improvement over
the real thing— over what it would be were
the speaker right there in person, because
it can be so amplified and modulated that
it is perfectly distinct even in the most remote part of the large theatre.
Yes, Mr. Exhibitor, except where possible patronage is restricted by a small population so that the added cost could not be
returned, I would say that Movietone is
very much well worth while.

Drawn by
the country's
foremost
theatre
artists
they come to you in mat
form blinking what you
have always wanted out
could never get!
1128 LIVE MANAGERS
(AND MORE COMING IN
EVERY DAY) ATTEST
THE POPULARITY OF
THE ORIGINAL THEATRE AD MAT SERVICE.
wire
Sold only to one theatre
in each, town — write or

THEATRE AD MAT
SERVICE, INC.
General Offices ami Sludlot
Penn Theatre Bldg.,
Uniontown, Pa.

PAINE

EXPANSION

For Anchming

SHELLS

Opera

Will not come

Chairs to Concrete Floors
loose when properly set

The following reached me from I do not
whom. It is merely signed "H. J. L."
know
It is excellent.

Furnished with bolts and washers ready
to install. ^" size shell most generally used for repair work as well as
original installations. The most satisfactory way to permanently anchor a
chair to concrete.

"Of late there has been much propaganda
and encouragement towards improved, scientific projection, with the result that manv men
have taken
mate reward.it up with the expectation of ulti"Whether or not they have succeeded in the
matter of monetary reward is doubtful, but
there is no doubt in my mind that by seriously
studying the technical side of our profession
we do acquire a much higher attitude toward
our work,
and g.the work becomes very much
interestin
more

Send for samples and prices

THE PAINE COMPANY
Type No. 1

2951 Carroll Ave.
Chicago, III.

79 Barclay St.
New York, N. Y.

The Attitude
Is the Thing

Type No. 2

"When

we

begin

to study

the highly spe

(Continued on page 38)
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Engineering
Skill
M.odernizes
Playhouse
#![ Sun Dial in Montana is said to
j| excel other theatres in acoustic
properties.
Albert
Nadeau
remodels house erected by the late
Marcus Daly.
a small-town theatre in the
RE is
THEUnited
States which is said to rival
the Morman tabernacle in Salt Lake City
in acoustic properties. This theatre is the new
Sun Dial at Anaconda, Mont.
The Sun Dial is
controlled by Albert
Nadeau, native-son of
Montana, a graduate
of the University of
Michigan with a degree of bachelor of
laws.
The Sun Dial was
originally built for
the late Marcus Daly,
copper king, in 1896.
Then it was called
the Margaret, and
during its career as
the home of roadshow attractions it
Albert Nadeau houscd briefly some
of the most famous stars of the legitimate
stage. Daniel Bannerman, Helena Modjeska,
Madame Janauschek, Henrietta Crosman,
Mrs. Fiske, John Drew — these and many
others trod the boards of its spacious stage
in the late '90's or early years of this century.
But the advent of the moving picture era
erased Anaconda from the legitimate theatre
map as it did much larger cities throughout
the country.
Under the inpsiration of Albert Nadeau, the
old Margaret as the new Sun Dial is returning
to fame. The task of remodeling the sturdy
old playhouse to meet modern needs was undertaken with energy and carried to completion at a cost of $54,000.
The first change in the interior of the building was the rearrangement of the supporting
posts of the balcony, posts which partially obstructed the view from 122 seats on the orchestra floor. This change involved engineering skill of the highest order.
By means of tons of structural steel, the
balcony was resuspended, through the use of
columns, girders and cantilever supports, until now not a single seat is behind a post nor
is the view obstructed from any point in the
theatre.
The stage of the old Margaret — 37 feet
deep, 57 feet wide and 47^/2 feet to the "grids"
— has been retained by the Sun Dial with improvement added.
Three things that recall other days have
been retained. These are the huge crystal
chandelier in the auditorium, the copper and
green tinted curtains, and two back drops.
The chandelier was kept, because after 30
years it is still a most artistic illumination
feature. The copper and green colors were
retained because they are emblematic of the
refined and crude copper that are the foundaprosperity.
Theyforwere
also tion
theof Aanaconda's
colors Marcus
Daly chose
his
jockey's, in the days when his Montana stables
housed some of the nation's most famous
thoroughbreds. The two back drops were retained because they are associated with two
generations of Anaconda theatregoers.
Mr. Nadeau calls his theatre the Sun Dial
because "it records only the sunny hours."
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PROJECTIONISTS!

(Continued from page 19)

Intermittent Sprocket and Pin Press

Patented Nov. 16, 1926, No. 1606830
Buy this unexcelled new Press right now and become a 100% efficient projectionist.
THIS IS THE ONLY PRESS THAT CAN BE USED ON ALL MAKES OF PROJECTORS _
_
„
PRICE 48.50
Illustrated booklets with instructions sent free
to all projectionists on request

PROJECTION

IMPROVEMENT

DRIFTON,

THE
REPRODUCO
PIPE
ORGAN

CO.

PA.

RECENT

INSTALLATIONS:

Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
Grand, California, Pa.
Smitli, Des Moines, la.
Grand, New Lexington, O.
Majestic, Crooksville, O.
Cornell Square, Chicago, III
Dorbrandt, Jacksonville, Tex.
Norwood, Birmingham, Ala,

Hollis,

2522. Buildings and rooms for public assembly shall have ample and unrestricted
access to public ways of approach on one or
more sides, at least one of which ways shall
be a public road or street. Assembly halls,
theatres and places of recreation and amusement having a capacity of 1000 or more persons shall have access to two ways and if of
a capacity of 2000 or more persons both of
such ways shall be public ways or open yards
to public ways.
Note. It is important that ample roadways
be available from buildings in which there are
large assemblies so that exits will not be
blocked by persons already outside. Two or
more avenues of departure should be available
for all but very small places.
2523. The height of the sills of the principal entrance doors to buildings housing
places of public assembly having capacities of
500 or more persons shall not be more than
21 inches above the grade, walk or terrace level
in climates where there is a possibility of
accumulations of ice or snow and in no climate
shall the height above the grade, walk or ter-

Okla.

I wish to say I have been in show business for the past
20 years and this Reproduco is one of the Grandest organs
I ever owned or heard. My people go wild over it, and
it has increased my business over 35 per cent. If I couldn't
get another money couldn't move my Reproduco.
!
(name on request.)

HAS
PROVEN A SOURCE
OF
SATISFACTION AND PROHT
Over 1 600 in daily use

The Reproduc
o Pipe Organ Co.
715 N. Kedzie Ave.
Chicago

Illinois

Name
City-

booklet

and

names

of

users

of

the

Film Cement for Studios,
Picture
Theatres
and
Film Exchanges

Gives better service than any
other cement
Write

for descriptive
introductorycircular
price and special
Manufactured by

„
-■

GRIFFIN FILM
CEMENT
A new
Motion

Reproduco Pipe Organ Co.,
715 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, lU.
me
descriptive
Theatre Organs.

for seating and one person for each three
square feet for standing.
Note. Although standing space must be included in computations for capacity vrhere it
is available the practice of allowing persons to
stand near exits should be discouraged if not
prohibited altogether. The utilization of standing space within theatres or motion picture
theatres shall be prohibited.
2519. Grade. For the purposes of this section the grade shall be the level of an outside
walkway, street, yard, court, the groimd or a
terrace, as hereinafter limited, when serving
as the way of approach to or departure from
the principal doorway serving places of assembly. The point for measuring the level of
the grade shall be the surface of the way of
approach or departure adjacent to and opposite
the center of the doorway. An outside terrace
may be considered as determining the grade
when its width is not less than 10 feet as
measured along the line of exit travel, and the
area of the walkway surface is not less than
the equivalent of one-half square foot per
person capacity of the place or places of
assembly served.
2520. Floor Level. In case of sloping
floors the determining elevation shall be the
height of the threshold of the principal exit
door.
Building Coostruction — General
2521. This Code specifies minimum requirements ; better facilities and constructions
should be provided where circumstances permit. The provisions apply to new and existing buildings ; for existing buildings, however,
certain of the requirements are diiTerent from
those for new buildings.

FROM THE VIEW POINT OF AN
OLD SHOWMAN

Send
Reproduco

June 9, 1928

OF

State

_

F. B. GRIFFIN
Oshkosh,

Wis.

EXHIBITORS

June 9, 1928

race level be more than five feet. Terraces
between the entrance doors of such places and
walks, if more than three feet above the walk
level, shall be not less than 10 feet wide and
shall have an area of not less than one-half
square foot for each person accommodated in
the place or places of assembly. The terrace
level shall be not more than 21 inches below
the level of the entrance door.
Limits of Capacity
2531. Places of public assembly in buildings
of frame construction or ordinary construction
shall have limits of capacity not in excess of
2000 persons and those in buildings of fireresistive construction shall have limits of
capacity of 5,000 persons except that these
limits may be increased under special regulations of the enforcing authorities.
2532. A place of public assembly more than
42 feet above grade shall be permitted only in
a fire-resistive building and its capacity shall
not exceed 1,000 persons.
2533. The capacity of places of public assembly when housed in frame buildings or
buildings of ordinary construction at any level
and when housed in fire-resistive buildings and
located below grade level shall be limited as
shown in Table I. The levels referred to in
this table are those of the principal entrance
and exit doors of the room for the assembly.
2534. In buildings of non-fire-resistive construction places of public assembly shall not
be placed with principal exit doors at greater
heights than 28 feet above grade except when
provided with an exit stair in a smokeproof
tower in accordance with §137-§141 except that
the walls of the smokeproof tower may be the
same as for an inside stairway enclosure,
(§2552), or in the case of existing buildings
with a Class A outside stair arranged in accordance with §205 a. No place of public
assembly in a building of non-fire-resistive
construction shall be placed more than 12 feet
below grade for any part of its floor. Places
of public assembly in fire-resistive buildings
shall be limited in capacity as shown in Table I
except that limits of capacity may be increased
subject to special requirements by the enforcing authority. Rooms for public assembly in
fire-resistive buildings may not be placed at
depth below grade greater than fifteen feet.
2535. The limitations given in Table I shall
apply to balconies where such would be the
controlling factors. Places of public assembly
in frame buildings or buildings of ordinary
construction shall not have more than one
balcony or gallery nor shall the floor of such
balcony or gallery in any part be placed at
more than 28 feet above grade.
TABLE I
Capacity Limits for Places of Public Assembly
with Reference to Elevations Above or
Below Grade

Ordinary
Construction

set from
Grade
+42t
280
+35
100*
+28 {Continued 2on00*page

Fire-Resistive
Construction
1000
1500
2200
35)

LAKESIDE
Quiet Electric Ventilator
Good ventilation makes business good. Ventilators for all your fresh air requirements.
Write for catalog.
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Expert Organ Instruction
In your home town
You need not drop your present work to have effective organ instruction.
By unique methods, the Emerson System — that has produced music that
charmed millions of theatre and radio listeners — is yours at small cost
Investieffort.
and minimum
gate
now
—
the
details
are
free,
write today.
Send this Coupon for details

Ralph Waldo Emerson
School

Name..
Address..

919-921 Rush St.
Chicago, 111.

EMERSON

^

Ralph Waldo
Emerson

SCHO
OL
for Or

gan

Also Resident
School
Instruction
in
Chicago

LINK Organs
Used
Exclusively

Organ

Protection
SAVES
Costly Repairs
You can insure perfect organ service the year round,
and save costly repairs — by
protecting your organ from
climatic conditions — with a
PROMETHEUS Electric
Organ Heater.
Especially designed to maintain even temperature in organ
chambers, it keeps the pipes
and chests dry and warm —
always, regardless of weather
or climatic conditions.
Mail the coupon
for further details

Prometheus

Electric Corp.

354 West 13th Street, New York
S«nd

Name

Lakeside Company
Hermansville,

223 Main St.
Mich.

Address

further detalU regarding

PROMETIILX'b

Organ

Hmiw*.
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e)atisf action- --

'T~^HE test of an organ is in its use.
-*- One theatre after another tells us
how splendidly the Page Unit Organ
performs day after day, night after
night.
Several exhibitors have been so
pleased with the Page Unit Organ
that they have installed two or more.

General acclaim such as this doesn't
just happen. Behind it all is the way
Page Unit Organs are built .... of
finest materials .... by organ specialists .... for exacting theatre
requirements.

PAGE

Page Unit Organ. The words, "Perfect Satisfaction," sum up his attitude.
Five things stand out in Mr. Cockrill's experience with the Page: (1)
Dependability; (2) Wonderful tone;
(3) Patrons delighted ; (4) Thoroughgoing service by Page; (5) Remarkably low maintenance cost.
When casting about for better
music, find out what Page can do for
you. Page architects will gladly
advise with you on your problems.

B. D. Cockrill, Princess Theatre, Newcastle, Ind., says:
"This is to advise you of my appreciation for your cooperation in
making it possible for me to have
the best in organ music.
"My Page Unit Organ has been
installed now for over seven
months and has given perfect
satisfaction and this with your
courteous service has made me
very happy in my choice of your
wonderful voiced instrument.

523 N. Jackson St.

"My patrons have never stopped
remarking about its wonderful
tone, and how delightfully it adds
to the presentation of my shows.
The newspaper was so impressed
■with the change it made in my
entertainment that they com-

Lima, Ohio

mented on it editorially."

A typical example is the Page in-

THE

stallation in the Princess Theatre,
Newcastle, Ind. Read what Mr. B.
D. Cockrill, owner, says about his

ORGAN

COMPANY

EXHIBITORS
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Becoming Acquainted
with "Mike"
By RALPH

WALDO

EMERSON

^ Mr. Emerson is head of the organ school in Chicago which bears his name.
j| In the subjoined article he deals specifically with radio broadcast which
is of interest today to every theatre organst. There
and Mr. Emerson,
when

are tricks to every trade,

in his dissertation, will tell you a few which

you confront the well known

"Mike"

I NO longer look upon a microphone as a
purely metallic substance. I have come to
regard it as a severe but friendly critic.
How different four years ago ! Then it was a
cold mechanical thing, alien to the organist.
Impersonal on first thought, on second thought
it represented strange mysterious forces playing inexorably upon the professional destiny
of the musician — and was thus a little terrifying. The studio of four years ago, moreover,
was a maze of incomprehensible control wires,
as well as weird microphones, while the result
business was, of course, little
of the whole
more than distortion.

• • •

To the radio organist, remote control wires
lose their mechanical identity and, as though
by metamorphosis, quickly develop into skeins
of mystery — lines which tend to quicken the
imagination. Yet you are sometimes compelled to wonder if, by chance, the same
musical pattern you had originally planned,
will "go into the air" in exactly the former somewhere near it— you intended. The only
medium of checking up the reactions is by the
use of head-phones. Your observations disclose to you that sometimes your music seems
to come back better than at first intended ;
again, the musical plan seems to have lost
some of its qualities. The imagination is
therefore quickened by listening to such transformations in the registration. So, is there
not a great incentive to attempt to solve this
problem of transformation?

of work the "living"
first year
After my
e, varied
practical experiences, and
microphon
a sort of easy familiarity with these mysterious remote control wires — a familiarity which
bred a contempt for their prior disturbing influences— I soon became accustomed to_ the
mechanics of this art and could maintain a
calm mental pose. It is only in this manner
that concentration on the work at hand is
made possible.
Little by little the former distorted registration has been eliminated — partly by mechanical and electrical improvements in the
and partly by adjusting one's self to
apparata
so many strange and changing circumstances.
It was not easy in the beginning to think of
"balancing" a soft flute and string combination in the right hand against a smoothered
metal harp in the left, with full pedal volume
—including couplers. It was necessary to
judge by practical experiment and the rule of
"Hsten for your results" usually obtained.
This checking up, aurally, was accomplished
by means of head-phones, sound insulated,
around which were wound towels and the
whole tightly bound by means of an aviator's helmet. The first time the apparatus was used was an experience never to be

may

aid you

in the studio.

forgotten. After the preliminary tests, the
radio stage was all set for the trial. The
anouncement came from the main studio —
a mile away. It was very loud but, since the
microphone will pick up every disturbance, I
did not dare protest to it. Following the
announcement the signal — a flashing red light
— ^of the first number to be played was accompanied bythe most terrifying thunder of
tone — the compression of the dynamical possibilities of a twelve-stop organ into two human ear drums ! Instinctively, I tore the
head-phones away from my head much to the
amusement of those present (personally, I did
not share their humor). Later, these same
head-phones, which I so repugnantly cast
aside, became by most intimate friends for by
them I checked up my mistakes and was thus
enabled to intelligently rectify them.
Obviously, time has allowed the development of many improvements ; better microphones, finer amplifiers, organs specially designed for the idosA'ncrasies of radio broadcasting, different arrangements of the studios
have been worked out and of course along
with all these improvements the recei\Tng sets
have also been improved. These have all
added to one's enthusiasm. Yet, today the
radio organ must be played in a style pecular
to itself and just as distinctive as those employed for the church or the theatre.
The most important thing about this radio
style is the use of clean staccato and pure
legato.* The next matter of concern is the
balancing of volume, registration and pitch.
Chords must be thinned out particularly- in
the baritone and lower registers. Quick
dynamical changes must be avoided. The
swell, or expression pedal must be played
from the "half-way" or "closed" or "fullclosed" positions. In fact, the swell is rarely
ever completely closed.
Certain tone-colors cannot be successfully
used alone "on the air" though in permutation with others they blend homogeneously.
Accompaniment chords must be kept quite
high in register; metal harps should be played
slowly. Wood harps stand out and overbalance the accompaniment if played too low in
pitch. Flutes are very good except in the
lower register, obedient to the hypothesis just
advanced regarding low registers. On the
contrary, nearly all of the reeds are good
except in the very high registers and it might
be stated that one or two of the softer reeds
will not broadcast properly at all.
Strings may be used, though sparingly
(though they are ineffective in solo.) Special
voicing is necessary even for accompaniment
inirposcs.
Diapasons broadcast nicely in solo

Ral^h Waldo

Emerson

or in combination but the same remarks covering the use of too low registers again obtain.
Special voicing of pipes, separate wind pressures, individual swell control of each set of
pipes for purposes of balancing — all these can
be improved on. Experiments must be constantly carried on in the location of certain
pipe groups, since every factor which enters in
successful broadcasting changes with the indi\idual case. In fact, the perfect radio organ
has not yet been built, although four years
of radio broadcasting have proved to me that
this great phase of public entertainment is receiving more and more of the attention it deserves at the hands of the broadcasting stations, and we may look for much greater
efficiency and more musically pleasing results
as time goes on.
•^This is, of course, true of any sort of organ playins; izethrough
few of even the greatest organists realit.

National Screen Has
KooV^
of *^Keep
Series
Trailers
for Theatres
A series of special trailers dircctinc: the
attention of theatre patrons to the type of
cooling system installed, have just been
created by the special service department
of National Screen Service.
This series covers practically every type
of cooling system on the market, and is
designed to help retain patronage during
the torrid months.
The "We Keep You Kool" trailers, according to National Screen Service, are a
constant reminder to patrons of the theatre
that in it they have a summer resort, where
entertainment may be viewed in comfortable surroundings. This type of screen advertising, the company points out, has a
direct appeal that cannot be secured
through any other medium and is proving
decidedly successful as is attested through
their wide use by up-to-date showmen.
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Faking the Picture
street by someone who states that they enjoyed a certain number that I played during the feature. Again people have inquired of me the title of certain numbers
that I played during the feature picture that
they had fancied in particular. Why, such
inquiries? Because they learn to understand
and know music that is definite. If music
compositions were not definite and did not
have a definite purpose, our musical arts
and instruments would still be preaboriginal.
I am a firm advocate of definite musical

''TTT^AKING" the picture reminds me of
W^ the phrase "When you have finished
practising, play something."
I have heard organists in the best theatres continually "faking" a picture vi^hich
drives one with a knowledge of music
almost to distraction. Surely those people
in the audience who have knowledge of
music are to be considered and this class
represents a surprising majority. The only
excuse that I can imagine for such continual "faking" is the inability of the
organist to cue a picture, the inability to
orchestrate, or quickly analyze the numbers
being played, and the application of suitable combinations and tonal colorings
thereto.
This "faking" which is nothing short of
aimless wandering over the keys is abusive
to Indeed,
the termto "improvisation."
improvise means to produce or

accompaniment to the silent drama. I welcome modernisms and the obtaining of better results at all times but I believe that
the insistent continual "faking" of music
as accompaniment to the pictures lowers
the standard of our profession. I fail to
regard such so called improvising as
modern development of the art of organ
accompaniment to the motion picture.

render extemporaneous compositions without previous preparation, but these last
three words "without previous preparation"
(with apologies to Webster) should be
changed
"with
creative ability"
as
applies tototheread
organ
accompaniment
to the
silent drama.
* * *
An effective manner in which to improvise is to take a definite theme or motive
of a legitimate number and build other
progressions around it, but always keep the
original theme or motive predominant.
Primary motives of classics or popular
numbers are good subjects to use for most
people know and recognize such strains.
A capable organist can take a motive of a
number and build around it, either a
dramatic, humorous, or characteristic situation that not only strengthens the action
in the picture but attracts the admiration
of that part of the audience who knows
music. Many in the audience will recognize a familiar strain of a number and
their attention will be attracted by the
organist who is enhancing a particular
strain and emphasizing the motive and if
the organist is executing same properly
there will be many patrons marveling at his
or her ability.
I believe that motion pictures are best
accompanied by using legitimate music and
this requires the organist to always be very
alert in order to make each beginning and
ending of each bit of music simultaneous
with the action on the screen together with
the proper modulation to the next number.
A group of words to make a sentence
must contain sense before it can express a
thought so also music must have a definite
motive before it can express an emotion.
Emotion in the pictures can be greatly
emphasized by emotional music. The more
definite the motive in music, the more it
emphasizes the action in the pictures. Better results in the accompaniment of pictures
can be obtained by definite motives in
music than by extemporaneous motives, for
very rarely can extemporaneous motives in
music be repeated to fit the repetition of a
scene, and rarely can an extemporaneous
theme improvisation be repeated.
* * *
Music to properly emphasize the various
action in the silent drama must be definite
and the only definite music (aside from
memorizing) is that which is printed.
The continual aimless rambling and wandering around the keys trying to find some
motive or course to follow and those wild
progressions that contain no definite motive
are not only debasing the ability of the
organist, but the general profession as well.
It is very much preferable to hear an
organist properly playing a definite score
to a picture bringing in at various times the
different themes to emphasize the respective scenes.

By LEO TERRY
Feature Organist for Great States
Theatres, Inc.
There are many people that attend the
movies just to hear the music. If there is
a weak picture, a good musical accompaniment can do wonders with it and build it
up to an enjoyable feature. Definite music
scores are very largely responsible for the
"putting over" of many of our feature pictures. This not only applies to the
orchestra, but the organist as well should
"pick up" the orchestra where they leaye
off, following a definite score and using
the same themes if possible and thus the
continuity of the musical expression is
maintained.
Understand me correctly. In this
criticism of "faking" the picture I mean
the continual "faking" or so called improvising from start of picture to the finish
or such "improvising" in long stretches. I
realize that proper improvisation is necessary in spots and can be done very effectively if properly executed, but it should
be done as sparingly as possible.
* * *
Wandering from note to note, chord to
chord, key to key (with poor modulations)
chromatics and what not, certainly does not
have entertaining value to audiences, is not
easily digested by the music lovers, and
only lowers the standard of good organ
playing. .
. "
.
I have made it a point to get information
from people whom I meet who are part of
my audience and have asked them to
frankly tell me which sort of music they
enjoy hearing played to the pictures,
whether it be the so called improvising, or
actual musical numbers. Invariably and
unanimously they say "give us something
we understand." Though they only hear
the music being played with their subconscious minds, they assimilate it just the
same and regardless of their deep interest
in the picture they can detect the quality
of the music being played. Their main
thought is on the picture but do not forget
that
in many instances the picture is
secondary.
Audiences prefer to hear musical numbers that are constructed upon definite
motives or that they are familiar with
whether it be classical or popular, and
many
times I am being stopped pn the

Arctic'Nu Air
Brings Out New
Speed Regulator
A new device, known as the Hydraulic VariSpeed Pulley and Control has just been announced for the market by Arctic-Nu Air Cordescribing its newporation. Inproduct
the company says:
"Since the weather
varies from day to
day it is quite reasonable that air requirements should
vary also. The air
conditions in a
crowded house are
quite
different
from
conditions
in a house
only
filled.
"In partially
winter the
cost
of heating urges the
theatre serveowner
to conhis heated
air
in sofar as possible,
and limit the air
changes to the comfortable requirements of
health and comfort of patrons. But the same
rate of air change would be hopelessly inadequate for summer cooling.
"Acting on these considerations the Arctic
Nu-Air Corporation has brought out a Hydraulic Vari-Speed Pulley and Control. This
system gives any desired speed by the manipulation of a simple oil pump which applies the
pressure to the pulley friction plates, thus
regulating the speed of the blower.
"So simple and positive is this control that
there is every incentive for the owner to keep
his air conditions suited ideally to the conhouse. ditions of the weather and capacity of his
"At lower speeds this control accomplishes
important savings in power consumption, for
the motor needs only the current necessary to
drive the blower at a desired speed.
"Since there are no internal moving parts,
the control cannot get out of order. In fact,
it is sealed by the manufacturer and guaranteed to give satisfactory service for three
"In winter the blower, operating at lower
speed, is a great aid in heating the house, for
years.
the positive circulation of air carries hot air
away from the radaitors and distributes it
throughout the interior. In summer the
blower, at higher speeds, is furnishing enough
air to hasten evaporation and keep patrons
cool in the way that nature intended them to
be cooled in hot weather."

Consultation with the National costs you nothing. It
will save you money. For National has speciaHsts in
every part of the country who know the theatre from the
ground up. They can advise you right — show you how to
get the most for your money.
Only the most experienced men in theatre supply lines
find a place on National's staff, because serving you right
is no "handy man" job. And shoulder-to-shoulder they
work with you to furnish better merchandise, better service— to cut costs without cutting quality. These things
are only possible with a big, well financed organization
like National Theatre Supply.
Consult the National on anything you need — from complete equipment and furnishings to replacements on smallest parts. One of our thirty-one branch offices is near
you and it is manned ready to answer your call, day or
night.

^JVational^heatrvSuPpiy^omiJany
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Exclusive

Manufacturers
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The TRANSVERTER

v^tsj

Diulribulod
in U. S. A.
by the National
Theatre
Supply
Company

"// you show Pictures you need the Transverter"

cvoKilgen Organs

AMERICA'S
LEADING

TheWoice of the
Silent Drama

X Jniii/\ 1 KEij

ittr

TT'ILGEN Wonder Organ Consoles are known the
•^ world over and are prelerred by leading organists
because of their compactness, which makes it unusually
instaneasy lor the organist to play and to change
taneously from one orchestral combination to another
—an essential so necessary in solo work, and for cueing

A Typical Kilgen
Two-Manual Console

\

double
pictures. A feature of these consoles is the
the
touch which allows an organist to get double
hand.
each
with
effects
orchestral
of
number

St. Louis, Mo.
Geo. kilgen sc Son, Inc., Makers ~ 4020 N. Union Blvd.,
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Information and
Catalog Bureau
1 Accounting lystems.
2 Acoustical
installation*.
3 Adapters, carbon.
4 Adding,
calculating
machines.
5 Admission signs.
6 Addressing machines.
7 Advertising novelties, materials.
8 Advertising projects.
9 Air conditioning equipment.
10 Air dome tents.
11 Aisle lights.
12 Aisle rope.
13 Alarm signals.
14 Arc lamps, reflecting.
15 Architectural service,
16 Arc regulators.
17 Artificial plants, flower*.
18 Art titles.
19 Automatic curtain control.
20 Automatic projection cutouts.
21 Automatic sprinklers.
21 Automatic sprinkler*.
B
22 Balloons, advertising.
23 Banners.
24 Baskets, decorative.
25 Bell-buzzer signal systems.
26 Blocks, pulleys, stage-rigging.
27 Blowers, hand.
28 Booking agencies for musicians.
29 Booking agencies (state kind).
30 Boilers.
31 Bolts, Chair anchor.
32 Booths, projection.
S3 Booths, ticket.
34 Box, logo chair*.
35 Brass grills.
36 Brass rails.
37 Brokers-Theatre promotion.
38 Bulletin boards, changeable.
C
39 Cable.
40 Cabinets.
41 Calcium
lights.
42 Cameras.
43 Canopies for fronts.
44 Carbons.
45 Carbon sharpener*.
46 Carbon wrenche*.
47 Carpets.
48 Carpet cushion.
49 Carpet Cleaning compound.
50 Carpet covering.
51 Cases, film shipping.
52 Cement, film.
53 Chair covers.
54 Chairs, wicker.
55 Chairs, theatre.
56 Change makers.
57 Changer overs.
58 Color hoods.
59 Color wheels.
60 Condensers.
D
61 Date strips.
(2 Decorations (state kind).

63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Decorators, theatre,
Dimmers.
Disinfectants — perfumed.
Doors, fireproof.
Draperies.
Drinking fountains.
Duplicating machines.
E
70 Electric
circuit testing instruments.
71 Electrio fan*.
72 Electrical flower*.
73 Electric power generating
plants.
74 Electrio signs.
75 tem*.
Electric signal and control *y*76 Emergency lighting plants.
77 Exit light sign*.
F
78 Film cleaners.
79 Filmsplicing machine.
SO Film tools (state kind).
81 Film waxing machine.
82 Fire alarms.
83 Fir* escape*.
84 Fire extinguisher*.
85 Fire hose.
86 Fire hose reels, carts.
87 Fire proof curtains.
88 Fire proof door*.
89 Fire proofing material*.
90 Fixture*, lighting.
91 Flashlights.
92 Flashers. Electrio *Ign.
93 Flood lighting.
94 Floorllght*.
95 Floor csvering.
96 Floor runner*.
97 Flowers, artificial.
98 Footlights.
99 Fountains, decorative.
100 Fountains, drinking.
101 Frames-poster, lobby display.
102 Fronts, metal theatre.
103 Furnaoes, coal burning.
104 Furnaces, oil burning.
105 Furniture, theatr*.
106 Fu*e*.
G
107 Generators.
108 Grilles, bras*.
109 Gummed label*.
110 Gypsum product*.
H
111 Hardware, *tage.
112 Heating *ystem, ooal.
113 Heating system, oil.
I
114 Ink, pencils for *lide*.
lis Inturance, Fire.
116 Insurance, Rain.
117 Interior decorating service.
118 Interior illuminated signs.
J
119 Janitor*' *upplie*.

"Better Theatres" offers on this page an individual service to
its readers. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any
product listed herewith will be sent to any theatre owner, manager, architect or projectionist. Just fill in the coupon below
and mail to "Better Theatres" Division of Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World. Many of the products listed by
this Bureau are advertised in this issue of "Better Theatres."
See Advertisers Index.

120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

Labels, film caution.
Lamps, decorative.
Lamp dip coloring.
Lamps, general lighting.
Lamps, incandescent projection.
Lamps, high intensity.
Lamps, reflecting arc.
ings.
Lavatory equipment furnish-

128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

Lavatory fixtures.
Ledgers, theatre.
Lenses.
Lights, exit.
Lights, spot.
Lighting fixture*.
Lighting Installations.
Lighting systems, complete.
Linoleum.
Liquid soap.
Liquid soap container*.
Lithographer*.
Lobby display frames.
Lobby gating ball*.
Lobby furniture.
Lobby decoration*.
Lubricants (state kind).
Luminoua number*.
Lumlnou* signs, interior,
exterior.
iVI
Machines,
ticket.
Maohines, pop corn.
Machines, sanitary vending.
Make up, boxet, theatrical.
Marble.
Marquise.
Mats, leather.
Mats and runners.
Mazda projection adapter*.
Metal lath.
Metal polish.
Mirror, *hade*.
Motor generator*.
Motion picture cable.
Musical Instrument* (ttat*
kind).

147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
I5S
157
158
159
160
ICI

162 Mu*io publi*her*.
163 Music rolls.
164 Musio stands.
165 Napkins.
I6( Novelties, advertising.
167 Nursery furnishinfc* and
equipment.
0
168 Oil burner*.
169 ingi.
Orchestral piece*.
170 Orchestra pit fittings, furnUh171
172
173
174
175
176

Organ*.
Organ novelty *llde».
Organ lifts.
Organ chamber heater*.
Ornamental fountain*.
Ornamental metal work.

USE THIS COUPON

177 Ornamental metal theatr*
front*.
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203

P
Paint, *creen.
Paper drinking cup*.
Paper towel*.
Perfumer*.
Photo frame*.
Pianos.
Picture tet*.
Player piano*.
Plastio fixtures and decoration*.
Plumbing fixture*.
Positive film.
Poster*.
Poster frame*.
Poster light*.
Poster pa*te.
Portable projector*.
Pottery decorative.
Power generating plant*.
Printing, theatre.
Program*.
Program cover*.
Program *ign*. Illuminated.
Projection lamp*.
Projection machine*.
Projection machine part*.
Projection room equipment.

204
205
206
207

R
Radiator*.
Radiator cover*.
Rail*, bra**.
Rails, rope.

208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
2IS
220
221
222
223

Rain insurance.
Reotiflen.
Reconstruction service.
Redecorating servioe.
Reflector* (state kind).
Refurnishing eervice.
Regulator*, Mazda.
Reel*.
Reel end eignal*.
Reel packing, carrying oaie*.
Re*onant orchestra platform.
Reseating service.
Rewinding film.
RheostaU.
Rigging,
stage.
Roofing material*.

S
224 Safe*, film.
225 Scenery, *tage.
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238

Scenio artiit*' *srvle*.
Screen*.
Screen paint.
Seat cover*.
Seat Indicator*, vacant
Seat*, theatre*.
Sign* (*tate kind).
Signs, parking.
Signals, reel end.
Sign flasher*.
Sign-cloth.
Sign lettering eervle*.
Sidewalk
machine*,
corn

pert.

"BETTER THEATRES" DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago
Gentlemen : I should
like to receive reliable information on the following items;
(Refer to Items by Number)

Remarks :.....

NameState..

— Theatre.
Seating Capacity

pop-

239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259

Slides.
Slide Ink, pencils.
Slide lantern*.
Slide making outfit*.
Slide mat*.
Shutters, metal Or*.
Soap container*, liquid.
Speed indicators.
Spotlights.
Stage doors-valance*, eto.
Stage lighting equipment.
Stage lighting system*.
Stage rigging-block*, pulley*.
Stage eeenery.
Stair treads.
Statuary.
Steel locker*.
Stereopticon*.
Sweeping compound*.
Switchboard*.
Ing.
Switche*, autoraati*.

260
261
262
263

T
Talley counter*.
Tapestries.
Tax free music.
Telephones,
inter-oemmunlcat-

264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277

Temperatur* regulation eyitea.
Terra Cotta.
Terminal*.
Theatre
accounting
eyitem*.
Theatre dimmer*.
Theatre «eatt.
Ticket*.
Ticket booth*.
Ticket chopper*.
Ticket holder*.
Ticket rack*.
Ticket (eiilng machine*.
Tile.
Tile Ttand*.

278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285

Tool case*,
operator'*.
Towel*,
paper.
Towel*, slot)).
Trailer*.
Trantforraert.
Tripod*.
Tumttiie*, regl*terlng.
Typewriter*.

286 Uniform*.

U

287
288
28S
290
291
292
293
294

Valance*, for boxe*.
Va*e«, *ton*.
Vacuum cleaner*.
Ventilating fan*.
Ventilating, cooling *y*teiii.
Ventilating
eyitem*.
eompiet*.
Vending
machine*,
*oap, tewel*, napkins,
sto.
Vltrollt*.

295
296
297
298
299

W
Wall burlap.
Wall leather.
Watchman'* olock*.
Water eoeler*.
Wheel*, color.
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MUSIC NOW

POSSIBLE FOR YOUR

DiTliloa of Platter Cabi»ei
Co. and North Vaimom Lamber MUIa, North Vamoa, Ind.

AT MODERATE

Phototone is built for years of service
and will always be as up to date as the
newest records. Where conditions require more than one horn, they may be
added at cost of twenty-five dollars each up
to sixty dollars. The price is fob factory
and if installation is made by the factory
engineer, his actual time and expeiue is
added to the price of the equipment- Completenished
blue prints
instructions
furwhere the and
owner
desires toareinstall
it himself.

8-45
So.'^A^JbeLsK A/e.
Kpam 2>02

ClHIieAGO

lUL

Write us for Contract, terms and our
Guarantee. Give the seating capacity of
your theatre and inside dimensions of
your
auditorium.
The Phototone
Co.
845 So. Wabaih Ave., Chlcaso, IIL
I am interested in Phototone. Send me
descriptive folder and interesting data without obligation.
Name..
Address
Company-

City —

Building Code for
Small Theatres
{Continued from page

+21
+17
+11
+ 5
4-3
—+ 12
+ 1
— 4
— 8
—12
—15

400
550
800

1200
1500
1750
2000
1000

750
400
100
0

27)

3000
3500
4250
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
1500

cipal entrance and exit door thresholds at
elevations more than five feet above or below
grade shall not be considered as being on a
ground floor. The exits required for main
or principal floors of rooms or places of
assembly at higher or lower elevations but less
than 21 feet above or 10 feet below grade shall
be determined as for the second story (H=2
in the formula).
For ground floor where there are no steps
to grade level :
A (Number of units exit width) :=
N (Capacity in number of people)
120

900
300
200

•Permitted only when equipped with smokeproof
Class A outside stairs arranged in accordtower,anceor
with S205 a.
tA place of public assembly more than 42 feet
above grade shall be permissible only in a fireresistive building, and the capacity shall not exceed
1000 persons.

Exits, Location and Distribution
2541. Every place of public assembly, and
every floor, balcony or tier thereof considered
separately, shall be provided with at least two
ways of exit, and additional ways of exit when
required by Table II. Exits shall be as remote
from each other as practicable. Each exit
shall be at least two units (one unit=22 in.)
in width.
2542. The total exit capacity of any place
ef public assembly shall be not less than the
number of units of exit width (one unit=
22 in.) determined by the following formulae,
each floor, balcony or tier considered separately
and exits provided accordingly. (See Table II
for application of formulae.)
A room for public assembly having the prin-

.M/iA^^
—and

Rashers

you'll catch the attsnUon
of a far
t la.-^hcn ,
RECO
of people.
number
bigger the
reliability that
(lay-ln-da.v-out
nave
only a motor-driven Hasher can possess.
Over a period of months,
a HECO
Flasher pays for Itself in saving of
current.
Write for interesting bulletin

Hilps

COST

WHAT $500 WILL BUY
The Photoione is furnished complete for $500 as follows :
One amplifying console, with double motors and turntables, two
electric pickups, powerful
amplifying
device, one large horn
with extra unit, a cabinet with cue rack of eighty-four record
capacity, included.
and fifty special selected
records

MEET the demands of the PubHc for good music,
increase your daily receipts.
Be Master of your musical needs. Give your patrons the
best, by the World's greatest Artists, in classic and popular music, with Phototone.
Reproduces the Pipe
Organ,
Orchestra and Voice faithfully.
This New Sound Reproducing
Device is within the reach of
every Theatre owner. Cue your
pictures intelligently with this all
electric, volume controlled instrument. Instant control with
our triple combination, double
motors, double turntables, and
double electric pickups.

THEATRES

fyi2-3rp>s.<*i^'
3S
Chicago
2651

W. Congress St.

Manufacturers
also
if
Motors. Color Hoodi..
Traffic Controls
flectors. Food
Signboard
lleMixers.
Peelcri,
Vegetable
Etc.

State-.

For ground floor where there are no steps
to grade level :
A (Number of units exit width) =^
N (Capacity in number of people)
90
For floors more than 5 ft. above or below
NxH
grade :
A=
Where

2xBxCxDxE

A=Number of units of exit width. One
unit is 22 in. Exits should be in
multiples of this wdth, with no single
exit less than 2 units. Doors 40 in.
wide are considered as 2 units, and
doors 56 to 64 in. wide as 2J-1 units.
B — Building Construction
Frame or Ordinary
— B=4
Fire-Resistive
B=5
C — Protection of vertical openings.
(All
stairs, elevators, etc., are required to
be enclosed; for open stairs C^2 according to §2013.)
For stairs from
places of
assembly on a single floor
level
C=5
For stairs from places of
assembly where there is a
balcony, mezzanine or gallery
.
C=4
D — -Automatic Sprinkler Protection
Unsprinklered
D=l
Sprinklered (see §2581)
D=2
E— Horizontal Exits (sec §402)
None
E=2
One
E=3
Two
E=4
H=2 for floors 5 to 21 fit. above or 5 to
10 ft. below grade level.
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^3 for floors 21 to 42 ft. above or more
than 10 ft. below grade level.
N=Capacity of place of assembly, as determined by§2518.
Note, These formulae are based upon the
basic formulae §2013 and §2014 (which see for
further explanation) with the following

f^:;;:

City

assumptions
:
Places of public
assembly are classed as moderate

current

hazard (§2017).
Twenty-one feet is taken as a story height in
determining exit facilities for mezzanine floors, balconies or galleries. This assumption is necessary to
make the application of the basic formula to theatres
comparable with its application to other types of
building.
The factor in the formula dealing with the enclosure of vertical openings is based on the assumption that in a theatre, even though stairways and
ordinary floor openings are enclosed or protected,
that the balcony opens into the main auditorium
space and gives the effect of unprotected vertical
openings.

ffo
Kohler

TABLE

II

Number of Exits for Places of Public Assembly
(This table is prepared from the preceding
formulae for application to places of public
assembly of usual type with balconies, without
horizontal exits or automatic sprinklers. For
- M
conditions not covered in the table
the
formulae should be applied.)
-106
Numbers in body of table -leo
are capacities
-360
determined in accordance
with §2518.

Electricity

on

-4S0
NO.OI
Exito

Victoria Theatre, Tamaqua, Pa.: equipped with a
Kohler Electric Plant for emergency current supply

No city electrical service is infallible.
Every theatre needs its own private
electric plant as insurance against the
dangerous, costly emergencies which
are sure to arise.
Install a Kohler Electric Plant and
you have that insurance. The instant
the regular current fails, this plant
may be started automatically and will
"carry on" until the city service
comes on again.
Made in capacities suitable for the
needs of large theatres or small, it
gives you ample capacity for projecting a
bright, clear, unflickering picture, and for
lighting the ticket booth,
lobby, aisles, and exits.
The Kohler Electric
Plant eliminates bulky,
expensive storage batteries, common to ordinary electric plants,
needing only a starting

from ervie

Plants are approved as "standard"
by the National Fire Underwriters'
Laboratories, thus insuring safe
operation.
The plant is clean, quiet, economical, easily cared for, and very reliable. And it is just as capable in
regular service in rural theatres as the
sole source of electricity as it is in
cities in emergency use.
Don't wait until revenue lost on account of
a darkened house costs
you the moderate price
of a Kohler Electric
Plant. Investigate now
this proved, successful
machine. Mail the coupon below for full information about various

Kohler Electric Plant

models, prices, etc.

Kohler Co., Founded 1873^ Kohler, Wis. ^^z>^m^ Pom/, Sheboygan, Wis.
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

KOHLERofKOHLER
Electric Plants

Automatic— 110 Volt D. C — No Storage Batteries
Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.— Please send me information about the Kohler Electric Plant.

^^ame

Street

City, State

Use in which interested.

Suvifnui

floorortr&fLuid&oteX'

Floor OT-er 21 ft tad Bot tA

Endc
Doc« Uua IP6 fL
UK] notor euoodias
OrdinUT
-I2S
Mowtrvte.
OrdbuiT

battery. Its current is 1 10-volt D. C,
so no special lamps or wiring are required. Its fuel is gasoline or natural
or artificial gas. Kohler Electric

Model SA -1-5 K. »'. ; 110 Volts D. C.
Made also in 1V2,2, and 10 K.W. capacity

Koft«pa
Oround Floor

„.„

1-20

ADy coMlnietioo

3
4

481-720
721-960

mde
361-540
Ml-720

tJOD
CoDstruc-

129-192
192-256

utrre
Tut it.
ben
Coiauiicw

Cowtn^

R6-127

UOD

161-240
241-320

■tnwtioe
tircCoa-

trwk
128-170

107-160
161-212

Increase of capacity for each additional unit of exit width
90

32

40

Increase of capacity for each additional unit
of exit width.
*NoTE. With increase of capacity _ above
the
27
21
figures given the four exits need not be increased
in
number until the capacities are double those given.

2543. Example: A balcony in a fireresistive theatre building is to have a capacity
of 370 persons and the principal entrance doors
are to be at an elevation of 30 feet above
grade. There are to be no horizontal exits
nor will the building be equipped with automatic sprinklers. The required number of
units of exit =13%
width may be determined from
the formula substituting the known values for
the several factors as follows :
N X H
A= 2xBxCxDxE
370 x 3
2x5x4x1x2
Therefore 14 units will be required. The
same information may be secured from Table
II. This gives 212 as the maximum number
of persons in a balcony 21 to 42 ft. above
grade having 4 2-unit exits. This leaves 370
minus 212=158 persons to be pro\ided for.
The table indicates for this case 27 persons for
each additional unit. 158-^27==approx. 6.
Thus a total of 14 units will be required, the
same result as from the formula.
These 14 units must be distributed into at
least 4 exits. Two 66-in. exits and two 88-in.
exits w^ould suffice. At least half of this width
must be in the principal exits.
If horizontal exits are provided into a
proper area of refuge, or if automatic sprinklers are installed, the required exit width will
be materially recluced.
2544. The principal exit ways from any
balcony or gallery shall be so located that it
will be necessary to ascend not more than 10
feet or descend not more than 6 feet to reach
an exit door leading to the stair or an area
of refuge. Where exit ways to serve this purpose are required on more than one level they
(^Continued

on page 44)
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Is a Verbal Agreement
Binding?
FIRST, it is important to understand that
the term "lessor" refers to the landlord,
whereas the term "lessee" designates the
theatre operator or tenant.
Generally speaking, a theatre lease contract
relates to rental of a building in which it is
intended to conduct a theatre for a specified
period of years. The legal purpose of a
lease contract is to clearly explain in writing
the understanding between the parties in such
a manner that both the landlord and tenant
shall be definitely obligated. Since a lease
generally is a form of a written contract, we
shall consider litigations involving written
leases.
Generally, verbal testimony is not permitted
by the Courts to vary the terms of a written
agreement. Moreover, neither correspondence
nor conversation prior to the execution of the
contract is admissable in later litigation involving the lease, unless it can be shown to
the satisfaction of the Court that fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation of one party induced the other to enter into the contract.
However, verbal testimony, correspondence,
and the like may be used to' explain the
meaning of an ambiguous lease contract.
(171 111. App. 7.)
In other words, the terms of a lease contract cannot be varied by "side" agreements,
unless the same are reduced to writing and
attached to and made a part of the original
lease contract. For instance, in the recent
case of Illinois Co. v. Beifeld, 184 111. App.
582, it was held that a memorandum signed
by the parties to a lease constituted a part
of the original lease. In this case, the
memorandum related to leasing of a certain
part of the property and the assignment of
a sub-lease. This agreement was made a part
of the original contract.
In another case (185 111. App. 513), it was
held that a written contract wherein a proprietor agreed to lease a building which the
owner intended to build, was void and uncertain because the plans of the building were
not made a part of the lease contract. In this
case the testimony disclosed that the contract
between the owner and the lessee did not ex-

That^s a
Point

Law
You
Should
Know.
By LEO T. PARKER
plain or have attached tliereto the specifications and plans of the intended building.
Therefore, the lease contract was void for
uncertainty because the instrument did not
disclose exactly the kind of building which
the owner intended to rent to the lessee. It
is therefore, quite apparent that a lease contract is void where the terms of the same are
uncertain.
However, in Holloway v. Pegram, 71 S. E.
367, it was disclosed that a series of preliminary letters passed between the owner and
intended lessee previous to the execution of
the lease. In this instance, the letters related to certain facts and promises which the
owner had stated as an iitdticeiiwiit to convince the lessee that it was to his advantage
to enter into the lease contract. Under these
circumstances, the Court held that since these
letters were mailed expressly for the purpose
of inducing the lessee to make the lease contract, the same were admissable as evidence

to show the relation of the two parties. This
Court said :
"It is unquestionably the duty of the Court,
in construing a written instrument, to interpret language, and it may also state the effect
thereof, where it is susceptible of but one
inference ; but, where the inference to be
drawn from the facts stated in the instrument
is in dispute, and such facts susceptible of
more than one inference, then the question
must be determined by the jur>-, especially
when the inference to be d^a^^•n is dependent
upon other facts in the case. Doubtless, the
general rule is that it is the province of the
Court to construe written instruments ; but it
is equally well settled that where the effect
of the instrument depends not merely on its
construction and meaning but upon the collateral facts and extrinsic circumstances, the
inference of the fact to be drawn from the
paper
must beit left
to the
jury." that verbal
Therefore,
is well
established
testimony, letters, and other e%-idence, may be
introduced as evidence in litigations involving
a lease contract, provided sucli testimony
tends to explain to the Court the relation of
the parties before execution of the lease contract, particularly where either the owner or
lessee was induced to make the contract by
the promises.
However, the relation of landlord and
tenant exists only after a lease contract has
been executed. (140 Pac. 4%.) In other
words, although various communications and
promises have passed between the two parties,
neither may sue the other basing the suit upon
the established law relating to landlord and
tenant, unless the lease contract actually has
been executed.
On the other hand, cither party may be
liable for damages for failure to complete an
agreement to make a lease. For instance, in
Alexandria v. Milosnowsky. 149 N. \V. 504,
it was held that a definite written asrccmcnt
to make a lease upon fixed terms is binding
upon both parties, although the lease contract
was not executed. In this case, however, it
was sho\m that the terms of the intended
Pnnlirrrespects.
in all
lease were certain
(ContinvKl
on fafft
57)
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Better Projection
By Richardson
(Continued

Would You Buy
The Same Make Screen Again?
A COMFORTABLE majority of
. Da-Lite owners do. Owner
loyalty and ow^ner boosting is the
best form of advertising and proof
of value of any merchandise.
A reputation for quality does not
come by chance. You must excell
to keep ahead in the race that
never ends.
When a million dollar theatre
opens you will usually find a
Da-Lite Screen, because they want
the best.

from page 24)

cialized apparatus pertaining to projection we
immediately look upon it with different eyes.
Once the fundamental laws governing the
action of lenses, the action of generators, motors and projectors are understood, they assume a different aspect. The dead mass of
material to us begins to live, and working
with them becomes interesting almost to the
point of being a pastime. THE MENTAL
ATTITUDE TOWARD OUR WORK IS
THE DECIDING FACTOR IN MAKING
IT There
DRUDGERY
PLEASURE."
is a worldORof A truth
in that last sentence. Make you no mistake about that. If
one really knows but little about the thing he
is working with, his work soon becomes a
mere monotonous round of routine which
holds little or no real interest.
But if one really understands, has brains
and is willing to use them, then, while it may
not be hoped that the work will ever, except
to a limited few, become exactly a pleasure,
still it will have vastly added interest and not
be in the least monotonous. It will no longer
be drudgery. H. J. L. is absolutely right
when he says the mental attitude is the deciding factor.

Brenkert Projection
Company Opens Chicago
Sales, Service
Office
Brenkert Light Projection Company announces the opening of a Chicago office at
3056 West Jackson boulevard. Theodore J.
Major is the manager .
The purpose of this office, the company
states, is to promote the sale and distribution
of Brenkert equipment with particular reference to educational work among theatres.

Fox Quarter Earnings
on Common Put at $2;
Wesco Is Not Included

Write for sample and
catalogue —

(Special to the Herald-World)

DA-LITE

SCREEN

& SCENIC

CO.

922-924 West Monroe Street
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

HOLLYWOOD, June 5.— Net earnings of
Fox for the quarter ending March 31, are
estimated at $2 per share on 767,000 shares of
both classes of common stock. Earnings of
Wescoter's will
report. not be included in the first quar-

Frisco Union Requests
Projection Inspection
Anthony Noreiga, representing the Moving Picture
Operators'
Union
of SantheFrancisco, recently
appeared
before
fire

IN ADDITION TO YOUR PICTURES
—GET THIS ADDED PROFIT—
READ
WHAT
THESE
LIVE THEATRE
OWNERS
ARE
DOING WITH A CRETORS' POPCORN MACHINE
^^, „
River,itself,
Wis.but
I can .trutwully
say that it has not only Eagle
paid for
paid me a good profit besides.
EAGLE THEATEE.
ROSE
THEATR
E
Troy. N. T.
I tod it a big money maker and also a great convenlmce to my
patrons. I feel that if Motion Picture Theatres would look into
this end of the business, they would tod their bank accounts
would show a bdg increase.
Jacob C. HosenthaL
THE OPERA
HOUSE
MUlersburg. Ohio.

During a thirty-day period, we sold a great deal more com
than I had any idea we could and my net profit far exceeded my
expectations
Hoy L. RusseU.
.
The Cretors' Way I« Eatj To Pay

C. CRETORS

612 W. 22nd St.

& COMPANY
CHICAGO

^committee of the board of supervisors and
asked that the city appoint an inspector of
motion picture projection machines. He
made the statement that many machines
are out of order and that theatre owners
refuse to listen to the complaints of operators that the defective machines constitute
a fire menace.
Theatre owners were in attendance at the
meeting and spoke against the need for
such inspection, saying that proper inspection was made regularly under their direction. The committee took the matter under
advisement.

Rob Theatre of $45
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, June 5.— Burglars entered the
Eagle
last week
and'
escaped theatre
with $45.ofNo this
tracecity
of which
the police
could work on was found.
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An Atmosphere of Sunny Spain
The new Sheboygan theatre in Sheboygan, Wis., was designed and constructed by
United Studios, Chicago, for Milwaukee Theatre Circuit, a Universal organization.
The -policy of the house is pictures and presentation.

40
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New Use of Light
in Theatres
(Continued fro<m page 17)

Over two million a day —
Every
hot
day
this
summer
over
2,000,000 people will be cooled by Typhoons
At least a quarter of these —
500,000 of them— go to Typhoon-cooled theatres only because they know they'll be comfortable.
Typhoon

Cooling — nothing else

—pulls these 500,000 extra admissions, and thereby saves
$100,000.00 every day for the
exhibitors of this country.
That's $5,000,000.00 in just one
summer.

If you want some of this five million
dollars this year, get busy NOW.

TYPHOON

FAN COMPANY
New York

345 West 39 Street
Offices in Principal Cities

Boost Summer
Business
The properly-ventilated theatre that
closes its doors in hot weather is putting a weapon into the hands of competitors who dp a year-round business.
Send for our "Booster Book" for
ways and schemes for keeping the
house filled all summer.

qheARcm
Ticket Co.
348 KAshland Ave. Chkago.lll.

Also— Let us figure on all your ticket needs
Ask for the booklet.
It is free

The Arcus Ticket Co., 346 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mention Exhibitors Herald

than light which gives no shadow. Contrasts
in the intensity of light enforce each other
so that an object having highlight and shadow
and set against a moderately light background
has ideal visibility. Too much contrast, as for
example a solo number played against a black
velvet and spotted directly from the front by
a high intensity arc, gives what is known as
contrast glare and is apt to be tiring to the
eye. Fluctuating intensity is also hard on
the eye. The eye is always much more active
or sensitive to contrasts under lower intensity,
and if this were only realized it would save
thousands of kilowatt-hours.
Color is the second quality of light. In the
motion picture house it serves primarily as a
relief to the monotony of the black and white
patterns of the picture. Painted color has
no possibility of change on the stage excep:
by the effect of the color of the light that
falls on it. Color mediums made of dyed gelatine can be had in a great variety of shades
so that there is no excuse for being limited
to the effect of white or amber lights either
on the stage or in the house. Colored glass
lamps in the primaries of light — red, green and
blue — when housed in the same lighting fixtures can give practically any color in the
rainbow if their intensities are varied. It is
usually more practical to use gelatine in the
stage units in spite of the fragility and fading
effect, except where three or four color strips
are used. Here efficient colored glass slides or
bull's eyes can be had and the color variation
obtained by the use of dimmers on the switchboard. Deep colors, although they cut down
the light output of a unit sometimes to less
than 1 per cent of its white light efficiency,
are excellent for striking effects when used
ort the scenery or special costumes, but the
lighter colors should be used on the acting
areas. A knowledge of the effect of colored
light on paint, dye, and makeup makes it possible to obtain many novel and beautiful effects
on relatively cheap materials ; and the artistic
and emotional effect of static and moving
color on the stage and in the house, while
used more in the motion picture theatre than
any place else, has been hardly touched upon.
The form of light is the third quality and
is perhaps not often considered. If the motion picture itself depends upon a succession
of patterns being registered on the retina of
the observer, we can take the cue that any
light pattern is the result of the direction and
the density of light rays and the objects on
which they fall. The designer should be able
to determine the positions and the direction of
the various types of light units in relation to
the objects lighted and then balance the intensities so that the proper density of light
rays will give the effect he desires. If the
film is projected on a flat screen and similarly
projected effects (moving clouds, rain, and so
on) can be projected on a scrim or backdrop,
we must remember that this only is one form
of distributed light. Light fills space and
scenery and actors fill the space in the same
way. They are not flat and should not be
lighted as a flat surface. Directed light brings
out solid form. Spotlights give directed light.
Floods light large areas with less intensity
than the spot. Strip lights give general illumination and tend to eliminate the effect of
highlight and shadow which is so necessary in
bringing out solid form. Strip lights should
be used to blend spotted areas and to tone
the scene or background in a definite color,
but they should not be too intense. Remember that form of light refers to the space that
it can and should light.
Movement is the fourth quality of light.
It seems ridiculous to have to prove that this
is an essential element in designing with light,
because that is the chief effect of the motion
picture, but most designers forget this fact
and think of a light unit as being either full
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up or out. The great variety of intensity,
color, and form of light is what makes it live,
seem alive, for the audience. Dimmers on the
switchboard should control the intensity of
every circuit except the arc lights. Changes in
the first three qualities of light should be
gradual, practically unnoticed by the audience.
The audience will react to moving light more
effectively than to anything else used on the
stage, except the actor.
Now in order to use light properly it must
be under the most flexible control. Light
is becoming an actor in the theatre, but the
operator at the switchboard must be able to
distribute his gestures, his acting routine, over
the whole space of the theatre. To do this he
is provided with a layout and switchboard,
which, as a rule, is about as flexible and
expressive as a ball and chain around the ankle
of a ballet dancer. I do not mean to condemn switchboard manufacturers because they
must supply the demand. It is architects and
managers who specify switchboards usually
and when they realize the value of adequate
light control we will have more flexible control equipment. If the pipe organ can be controlled by a console that fits the fingers of
the operator and frees him from all physical
and mechanical limitations so that he can exert his artistic feeling, there is no reason why
the switchboard operator should not be benefitted in the same way. Strange to say the
demand for more varied use of light in the
motion picture house has brought out switchboards that make those found in most legitimate houses look like 1910 models.
Another duty of the architect and the manager is the layout of the plans for the equipment of the theatre. It is clear that precedent plays little part in the rapid strides
that are being made in the use of light, and
yet the average theatre architect does not
have the special knowledge nor the call to
keep in touch with every step. He must
refer to what has been done. Every problem
is different so that it is beside the point to
lay down any definite rule. Some theatres
are built specially for presentations, others for
an orchestra only, but with them all the lighting equipment is more or less permanent.
From the standpoint of lighting to get
varied effects, practice has shown that it is
well to provide both in the house and on the
stage, large surfaces of a light or neutral
color that have soft textures so that light will
be diffused on striking them. Cycloramas
either white or light gray-blue (preferably
built with a solid surface), scrims and transparencies, large simply draped hangings, panels
and unit sets for the stage and large surfaces
either on the walls or ceiling of the house
provide adequate areas on which to project
light of varying colors and patterns.
Structural features of the building which
allow for placing the light units in as many
different positions as possible for the acting
areas are desirable. The proper direction for
light rays which gives the best balance of
highlight and shadow is along the diagonal
of a cube. Direct front, side, or overhead

Theatre Decorating
Specialists

New Theatres made More Beautiful
Old Theatres made More Profitable

Continental Studios, Chicago
Inc.
100 East Ohio St.
Write

for Details

and

Estimates

United Jlrasts choose theBRANBT
because it is now so universally used in the better theatres
that the theatre-going public recognizes the Brandt as the
unmistakable sign of the utmost in service.
The ticket seller presses-only-one-key corresponding to the
price of the ticket. Instantly the Brandts automatic subtracting keyboard makes the correct change and delivers it
direct to the patron.

crRe iNeuj
THEATRE

Cr

MODEL

dS^iz^u^

on Request

177 North State Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

Q_^

Wilh the Subtracting Ke/board

Sold Direct to the User
not through dealers

SAMMS

Radium Effects and Novelties
Samples

obligation.

United ArUau
Theatr*,
Qiica«o
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2 BRAADTS

(Continued on page 49)
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is a sketch of the Phototone

described

below.

THEATRES

At right is

interior of projection booth. Shore theatre, Chicago, showing
Motiograph DeLuxe projeclor installation.

the

Musical Accompaniinent Possible
Through Phototone
ONE may imagine the motion picture these
days sitting back watching the development of its sister-devices for the creation of illusion. Enjoying a high degree of
perfection itself, cinematography now beholds
science turning its hand to mechanical reproduction of the player's voice and of the
music which emotionally reinforces the drama.
And may one not as easily imagine the motion
picture saying, "Hop to it. Science, old kid!
I'm with you !"
Proper music is one of the important factors in motion picture presentation, and into
the field of musical accompaniment has come
Phototone, the product of The Phototone
Company, Chicago.
Phototone applies the principle of phonographic reproduction, amplified through loud
speakers. The instrument plays records
selected from a standard library according
to the particular picture being shown, with
an operator in view of the screen changing
the records on two turn-tables according to
cue sheet.
In Phototone, the equipment usually includes
one "giant" horn and a smaller horn with
about six feet of air column built on the exponential principle. Special acoustic properties are claimed by the manufacturers of
Phototone, the Platter Cabinet Company of
North Vernon, Ind. Another Phototone feature is an amplifier requiring in the average
theatre only half of the power which the instrument iscapable of delivering.
The cabinet holds 84 records. Fifty discs
selected from standard phonographic libraries
because of their general adaptability to screen
stories, are included in the equipment. Instal ation issaid to be simple enough for the
average electrician and mechanic to understand quickly, while the manufacturer also
declares
that the volume
of sound
is the
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same throughout
the small amount
pared with the
ment, the music

the theatre and that due to
of power required, as comfull capacity of the instruis devoid of distortion.

Decker Going Abroad
to Study Continental
Theatres, Equipment

New Device Removes
Worn Sprockets
intersprockets
worninvented
mittentfor
has gbeen
removin
device
ANEW
• and patented by Morris Finkel of
Luzerne, Pa., who, with William Waskevich,
is having the instrument manufactured by
Acme Tool & Die Company.
Concerning
the new device, the American
Projectionist says in part :
"The removal of worn intermittent sprockets and the installation of new ones is a very

F. L. Decker, president of Hub Electric
Company, Chicago, leaves on June 22 for an
extended trip through Europe. His itinerary
will include all of the principal cities on the
Continent.
It is Mr. Decker's intention to make a complete survey and study of theatres, theatre
equipment, lighting, lighting equipment and
European methods of presentation.
He also will study the European market as
atric.
possible outlet for the product of Hub ElecSPRING VALLEY, ILL. — Extensive improvements
having been completed, the La Salle theatre has reopened. It has become one of the chain operated by
the Great States Theatres, Inc.
DECATUR, ILL. — Great States Theatres. Inc.
which recently acquired the Empress theatre, devoted
to pictures and vaudeville, plans to spend about $75,000
to install a Vitaphone, organ and other improvements.
LOWELL, IND.— B. J. Vought, of Crown Point,
Ind., who recently acquired the Grand theatre, plans
to remodel and redecorate the house.
EAST CHICAGO. IND.— Syndicate has plans by
M. S. Bittner, United States National Bank Building,
Indiana Harbor, Ind., for alterations to brick theatre
at Calumet Park.
Estimated cost, $50,000.
CLAY CENTER, KANS.— The Lincoln theatre has
been remodeled and reopened by Clyde Bomar.
NEBRASKA CITY, NEB.— Recently damaged by
fire, the Empress theatre is being repaired and remodeled.
PLAINFIELD, N. J.— Plainfield theatre. W. Reade.
president has plans by Thomas W. Lamb, 644 Eighth
avenue, New York, for contemplated alterations to
theatre at Second street and Park avenue.

delicate operation. Much

damage

has been

done by of
the the
old past.
'main Astrength
awkwardness'
method
two pound
hammer,
a vise and enthusiasm has removed many an
old sprocket, jammed the new one on and
raised (deleted by censor) with the picture,
which did a hop, skip and jump shimmy dance
on the screen as a result of such crude methods. Mr. Finkel's device is designed to stop
all that.
"The new feature of Finkel's invention is
that it may be used on all makes of projectors now on the market. Regardless of
whether or no the intermittent movement can
be removed, as a whole, or not, the press can
be applied.
"While there have been some more or less
efficient pin and sprocket presses offered in
the past, they have, so far as I am aware,
all fallen by the wayside. Finkel's new press
is needed. It is recommended to the consideration of all projectionists."
MARSHALLTOWN, lA.— Charles Dunsmore. care
Legion theatre. Main street, has plans by H. E.
Reimer, 10 Kibbey Building, for alterations to moving picture theatre and office building. Improvements
estimated at $30,000.
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Front view of KJiegl s^othght with
el e ctro-tnagneti call y controlled
color frame,
showing
one
of the
color frames
in position.

View of Kliegl sf>othght with cover
of magnet-casing removed showing
electro-magnets
and
mechanism
for control of frames.

Kliegl
Develops
REMOTE
CONTROL
of
Colo
r
Frames

#|[ Electro-magnets make it pof^ sible to control four or more
color

by new

from

spots may

any
A

deeired

group

of

also be controlled

development.

used at one time, obtaining a blending of
colors; as, amber and red for producing
orange, thus further extending the wide range
of colors a\ailable.

now be accomplished from any desired point."
The spotlight itself, the company announces,
may be located wherever requirements dictate,
frequently in concealed and inaccessible places,
and the control may be placed wherever it is
most convenient for the operator. And a
group of spotlights may be controlled as easily
as one.
In describing the Mazda-type spotlights, the
company states that they do not require an
attendant, that they may be operated by a
distant switch and that they may be used with
dimmers. In the new spot it is no longer
necessary to remove the manual and insert a
different color frame to obtain different color
in light beam. This operation of the color
frames is now controlled electro-magnetically,
with it possible to control all service — -white
lighting, color lighting and dimming — from a
distance.

"Since each color frame is independently
operated, two or more color frames may be

frames

point or distance.
Mazda

KLIEGL Brothers of New York has jusl
announced a new spotlight, stating that
"complete and entire operation of
Mazda-type Kliegl spotlights, including the
control of four or more color frames, may

"In many instances where color lighting
was desired," the companj' states, "it has been
the practice to install several groups of spotlights, one group for each of the colors desired. It is now possible to install a single
group of spotlights that will give all the color
variations obtained with the several groups
aforementioned — or install the same number
of spotlights, obtaining four or five times as
much light for each color.
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Typical

Kliegl

spotlight control

{>anel with selective and master
switches for operating grouj> of
s^ots

e quijt{>ed with
magnets.

e'eetro'

"Though each spotlight and color frame
may be individually controlled they also may
be, and usnall\- are, so wired that all the spotlights installed, or any selected group, may be
changed instantly from one color to another,
or all color frames removed giving the maximum intensity of white lighting, the operation being performed through the medium of
a selective control board with master switches.
In fact the possibilities of arrangements in
controls, for obtaining color effects, are practically unlimited.
"In theatres, where the direction of illumination isfixed, these new Kliegl spotlights are
splendid units for spotlighting or floodlighting
the stage — from the balcony rail ; from a
recess in the ceiling; or from concealed locations in other parts of the house. The bright
beams are thrown directly upon the performers, thus eliminating all facial shadows
and distortions caused by footlights and overhead lighting. They jjso provide excellent
facilities for lighting front drops with varied
color schemes during overtures, and for floodlighting the orchestra.
"This new Kliegl spotlight is designed for
use with a 1.000- watt G40 or a 2.000-watt G48
concentrated filament lamp. It projects a brilliant spot of light any distance up to 100 feet
and when used for floodlighting gives a wide
spread of evenly-diffused light. The mogulscrew-base receptacle is mounted on a sliding
base with an extension wing nut for focusing.
A concave mirrorcd-glass reflector is mounted
back of the lamp utilizing all the available
candle power of the lamp and giving the
greatest possible illumination at the maximum
efficiency. The housing, of aluminum and
rustless iron, is substantially constructed. light
in weight well ventilated, and Hght-tigbt.
The top of the housing is hinged and permits
access to the interior for changing lamps.
The front is fitted with a 6-inch condensing
lens, mounted on an aluminum frame and h< it!
(Ccn/inHfd on fagt 52)
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A "MESCO" equipped theatre means that all the lighting equipment
installed was manufactured under one roof.

We are theatre lighting specialists and offer our services and cooperation inengineering your lighting problems for your theatre.

We

make everything that is needed
for the theatre,
from the power
board to the last

socket in the Auditorium Cove.
Footlights and border-lights of all
types from the open
trough to the latest
porcelain enameled
reflector types with
heat resisting
natural color glass
lenses.

1
^^hI

, .
Remote control stage switchboard for UNIVERSAL'S new "VENETIAN'
theatre, Racine, Wis.
UNITED
STUDIOS,
Inc., Archt.

REX

We have several
state territories
open for direct
representation of
our products.

EQUIPMENT
Division ofCOMPANY

Milwaukee Electric Switchboard Co.
160 Clinton St., MUwaukee, Wis.

Super-Lite Screens
KNOWN

THE WORLD OVER AS HAVING
BEST REFLECTING SURFACE

THE

y SUPER-UTE -v
SCREENS

EASY ON THE EYES

for

Made of Strong Duck — All Sizes
Up to 18 X 24 Without a Seam
— Are Practically Indestructible

PERFECT
PROJECTION

Super-Lite Screens Give Best Projection Results. They Retain Their
Brilliancy for a Long Time. They Produce a Brilliant Picture That Is
Soft and Clear. Every Detail in the Film, Every Tone Quality euid
Color Value Is Enhanced on a Super-Lite Screen.
ASK
FOR
OF YOUR
and be convinced

DEMONSTRATION
NEAREST DEALER

that the SUPEIR-LITE has all the good points
combined in one screen

Manufactured by

C. S. Wertsner & Son
Philadelphia, Pa.

211-221 N. 13th St.
Distributors in Principal Cities
Note to dealers:

Some territory open.

Write for details
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Building Code for
Small Theatres
^Continued from page 30)

shall be placed at vertical distances
more than 12 feet apart.
Exit Details

of

not

2551. The required exits specified herein
shall provide free and unobstructed access to
the street or other place of safety. The stairs,
doors or other exit facilities used shall comply
with the following:
2552. Stairways. Stairs for places of
public assembly shall be Class A (§120-§125)
with enclosures of not less fire-resistance than
Type 3 (§144) except that in buildings of
frame or of ordinary construction where the
floor is not to exceed 21 feet above grade and
in existing buildings where the floor is not to
exceed 28 feet above grade the stair may be of
Class B (§126-§130) and the enclosure may be
Type
4 (§145).
2553.
Stairs from a balcony, boxes or loges,
the vertical height of which does not exceed
18 feet may be open. Stairs from balconies
shall be considered as enclosed when separated
from all rooms and all spaces above the main
floor by walls conforming to the requirements
for stairway enclosures and having the lowest
flight open to a public lobby on the main floor
when the public lobby is separated from the
main assembly room by self-closing fire doors
or smoke-resistive doors.
Note. By a smoke-resistive door is meant
a light door of metal, or metal covered, or
other approved type with wired glass panels.
2554. Stairways from mezzanine floors, balconies or galleries shall have exit ways entering at not more than two levels.
2555. Such stairs opening to a public lobby
shall discharge in a direction parallel to and
with the exit travel from the main assembly
floor or shall have a rail separating the lines
of travel. Not more than two-thirds of the
total exit capacity from any place of public
assembly or any tier of such place shall be
through a single public lobby.
2556. Outside Stairs. Class A outside
stairs conforming to Section 2 may be used
only ontions ofexisting
buildings subject to the limita§201.
2557. Ramps. Ramps serving as means of
exit from places of public assembly shall conform to the requirements for Class A or Class
B, except that Class C ramps may be used
where not to exceed 1(X) persons are to be
accommodated.
2558. Horizontal Exits. To receive credit
as required exits from places of public assembly horizontal exits shall be in accordance
with the requirements of Section 4, except
that the floor area of lounges or other spaces
may be not less than 5 square feet per person
(instead of 10 square feet).
2559. Doors. Exit doors shall be in accordance with Section 5. Doors requiring glass
panels shall have wired glass only. Revolving
doors shall not constitute any part of required
means of egress.
2560. The exit doors of school auditoriums,
motion picture theatres and theatres of whatever capacity and all other places of assembly
having capacities in excess of 5(X) persons shall
be equipped with latches (fire exit bolts) which
release when pressure of not to exceed 15
pounds is applied to the releasing devices in
the direction of the exit travel. Such releasing devices may be bars or panels extending
not less than two-thirds of the width of the
door and placed at heights suitable for the
service required, — usually not less than 30 nor
more than 44 inches above the floor.
2561. Slide Escapes. Slide escapes shall
not be used on places of public assembly except
that they may be used for one of the required
means of exit from fly galleries, paint bridge,
grid or mentsloft
of a theatre
stage. (For requiresee Section
9.)
2562. Aisles. Aisles shall be in accordance
with Section 6, except that when not to exceed
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60 seats are to be served by an aisle its width
may be not less than 30 inches. Steps shall
not be placed in aisles to overcome differences
in level unless the gradient shall exceed one
foot rise in 8 feet of run. Steps in aisles shall
conform to the requirements for Class A stairs
(§122) as to rise and tread except that in
galleries the rise and tread may conform with
Class B (§128). The risers of steps in aisles
shall be uniform in height for any floor or
tier. The gradient of sloping aisles should not
exceed one foot rise in 8 ft. of run and shall
in no case exceed one foot in 6 ft.
2563. The line of travel to an exit door by
any aisle shall be not greater than ISO feet,
and if more than 100 feet it shall have not
more than one angle or turn. Not more than
20 transverse rows of seats shall be placed
between cross aisles. Not more than 10 rows
of seats nor 12 feet of rise may be placed
between cross aisles where steps are provided
in the main aisles to overcome differences in
level. Cross aisles shall be not less than 44
inches wide, unless railed away from the seats
fronting thereon. If so railed the width shall
not be less than three feet.
2564. Corridors. Corridors shall be in accordance with Section 6 and shall lead as
directly as possible to exit doors. Corridors
shall not be less than 44 in. in width and shall
be equal to or greater in width than any exit
doors leading into them and not more than
15 per cent wider than exit doors to which
they lead.
2565. Elevators. Elevators may not be
counted as one of the required number of exits
and only when serving places of public assembly more than 27 feet above grade may
be accepted as means of exit to the extent of
not to exceed 10 per cent of the required exit
capacity, in accordance with Section 7. Places
of public assembly 27 feet or less above grade
shall have the full number of units of exits
exclusive of elevators. Elevators serving
places of public assembly shall have hoistway
and car fully enclosed whether counted as
means of egress or not and shall conform to
the requirements of Section 7.
2566. Escalators. Places of public assembly 12 feet or more above grade may have
escalators counted as means of exit when conforming with Section 8. Such escalators shall
lead directly to the level of the exit doors and
shall discharge into a space not subject to
interference by exit travel from other exit
ways.
Seating
2571. Seats in places of public assembly
seating more than 200 persons shall be securely
fastened to the floor. Within boxes, loges,
or railed enclosures having not more than 14
seats the seats need not be fixed. All seats
in balconies and galleries shall be securely
fastened to the floor, except that in railed-in
enclosures with level floors and having not
more than 14 seats they need not be fastened.
2572. Rows of seats between aisles shall
have not more than 14 seats. Rows of seats
opening on to an aisle at one end only shall
have not more than 7 seats. Seats without
dividing arms shall have their capacity determined by allowing 18 inches per person.
2573. The spacing of rows of seats from
back to back shall be not less than 30 inches,
nor less than 27 inches plus the sum of the
thickness of the back and inclination of the
back. There shall be a space of not less than
12 inches between the back of one seat and
the front of the seat immediately behind it as
measured between plumb lines.
Waiting Space
2574. In theatres and similar places of
public assembly where persons are admitted
to the building at times when seats are not
available for them and are allowed to wait in
a lobby or similar space until seats are available, such use of lobby or similar space shall
not encroach upon the required clear width of
exits. Such waiting shall be restricted to
areas separated from the required exit ways
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Decoration and
To Equipment
Insure a Successful House
Must
— be designed to harmonize with the architectural scheme
— be carefully
ful relaxation.selected to secure pleasing comfort and restMidwest Unified Service Covers Every Requirement of Building — Decorating— Equipment — Furnishings.
A Scientific Service Harmonizing the Work of Architect — Engineer —
Contractor — Decorator and Equipment Men.
Ornamental plaster — Painting — Draperies — Rugs — Lighting Effects —
Equipment from the ticket booth to the pipe organ.
One Contract — Speedier Progress — Co-Operative Work
Write for Estimates

MIDWEST

ENGINEERING
&
CONSTRUCTION

CORPORATION

209 S. Third Street
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Perlite

Main 2033

PRACTICAL
BEAUTIFUL

Perlite signs were designed and perfected with full appreciation of the artistic
note which dominates the equipment of Modern Motion Picture Theatres. Even
where furnishings and decorations are of the most palatial character, PERLITE
signs attract favorable attention because of their classic beauty. The illumination
of Perlite Directional Signs is also an outstanding feature. Years of troubleless
service guaranteed by simple construction. Nothing to get out of order or replace
but the lamp. Standard inscriptions, as catalogued, or special designs to order.

Size
Overall
Glass
xl6"
8"

6"xl4'

* "ce^

i t h
side
Pwa/t^one
standard inscription (without
lamp). Two sides

$13.50

$15.00
Catalogue

on request

MANUFACTURED

WILLEY

BY

SIGN CO.

DETROIT,

WILLEY

MICH.

Order from National Theatre Supply
Co. — Your Nearest Office

SIGN CO.

1559 Church St.. Detroit. Mich.
I am interested in Perlite DirectiOB»I Sifiu.
S'amt
Send literature showing full lime of itticriplions:
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by substantial permanent partitions or fixed
rigid railings not less than 42 in. high. Exits
shall be provided for such waiting spaces on
the basis of one person for each three square
feet of waiting space area. Such exits shall
be in addition to the exits specified for the
main auditorium area and shall conform in
construction and arrangement to the general
rules for exits givenRailings
in this section.

ft will
Cai'i'ij
Many
Arcs
for any reasonable period of time.
It
provides
so steady a
source
of current, that even
an
inexperienced operator
will
have
no
difficulty in producing better
pictures.
It supplies cheap
reliable current
for your projection, due to its
high
overall
efficiency.
Used
by the best
theatrical operators.
Send for our interesting
Bulletin — it's free!

Roth Brothers & Co.
1400
"The

W. Adams
Street,
Chicago, III.
leader

Distributors

of the world"

in All
Cities

Principal

Exfort Department, 44 Whileliall St., New Ycrjt City

2575. The facias of boxes, balconies and
galleries shall have substantial railings not
less than 26 inches high above the floor. The
railings at the ends of aisles extending to the
facia shall be not less than 30 inches high for
the width of the aisle, or 36 inches high if at
foot of steps.
Cross aisles, except where the backs of seats
on the front of the aisle project 24 in. or
more above the floor of the aisle, shall be provided with railings not less than 26 in. high.
Fire Alarm System
2576. A fire alarm system conforming to
the requirements of Section 10 shall be installed for every place of public assembly
having a capacity of 500 or more persons if
on a ground floor or of whatever capacity if
on other than a ground floor. Theatres
equipped with movable scenery shall have
alarm sending stations on both sides of the
proscenium wall in locations designated or approved by the enforcing authority, and in districts served by municipal fire alarm telegraph
systems the signaling devices shall conform
to and be connected with such system in accordance with §1018 and §1019.
Fire Exit Drills
2577. The employees or attendants of places
of public assembly shall be schooled or drilled
in the duties they are to perform in case of
fire, panic or other emergenc)' in order to be
of greatest service in efifecting orderly exit
of assemblages. Such drill shall conform in
so far as practicable to the requirements of
Section 11.
Note. Attention is directed to the importance of having an adequate number of competent attendants at all times when the place
of public assembly is occupied.
Exit Lighting and Signs
2578. Places of public assembly shall have
exit lighting and signs conforming to the requirements of Section 12. Yards, courts and
passages outside of and leading away from
exit doors shall have illumination of not less
than two hundredths (.02) foot candle for a
distance of 50 feet from such doors or outlets.
Automatic Sprinklers
2581. Automatic sprinklers in places of
public assembly shall conform to the Regulations for the Installation of Sprinkler Equipment as recommended by the National Fire
Protection Association except that the space
devoted to the use of the general public need
not have sprinkler heads ; toilet rooms,
lounges, and smoking rooms, however, shall
be equipped with sprinkler heads. (See §2542
for credits given for automatic sprinklers.)
2582. Every theatre having a capacity of
800 or more persons and in which movable
scenery is used shall have a system of automatic sprinklers over the stage.
Note, It is desirable that all theatres using
combustible movable scenery have automatic
sprinklers over the stage and throughout the
stage section.
Proscemum Wall and Curtain
2583. The proscenium wall of every theatre using movable scenery or decorations shall
have, exclusive of the proscenium opening, not
more than two openings entering the stage,
each not to exceed 21 square feet and fitted
with self-closing fire doors. The proscenium
opening shall be provided with a fire-resisting
curtain capable of withstanding lateral pressures of 10 pounds per square foot over the
entire area. The curtain shall have an
emergency closing device capable of causing
the curtain to close without the use of applied
{Continued on page 48)

Tine "Buck Private
tiontheArmy
Projecof
Meet the Buck Private of the
jection army— THE LENS.
the rest of the army, from
light switch to the shutter,
the buck to the lens.

proAll
the
pass

And just as the performance of
an army depends on the men in it,
so does the kind of pictures a projection machine produces depend
on the lens.
That is why the CINEPHOR
LENS makes an ideal part of the
projection machine. It is a well
trained, strictly disciplined sharpshooter. It aims to bring the
monies into the box office till, and
it invariably scores a bull's eye.
the army
Once
is in for good.
CINEPHOR
"in
you now''
get a it
You pay nothing for the term ex
cept the original purchase price.
If vou are looking for a real recruit, enlist a CINEPHOR.

Bausch & Lomb
Optical Company
St. Paul St.
Rochester, N. Y.
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Illustrating Main

Curtain of UJtra-Modern T^otif as Designed
and Installed
by Charles L. Hoyland
New Capitol Theatre, Flint, Mich., Property of W. S. Butterfeld Theatres, Inc.

APPLICATION of the Golden Rule in its
_£\^ dealings with customers has been the
policy adhered to by the Charles L.
Hoyland Company, and this policy, according
to A. Lincoln Rothblum, has resulted in such
growth and expansion of activities that it has
been necessary for the company to move into
new and larger quarters in one of Chicago's
finest loop skyscrapers.
The Hoyland company conducts a business
under the trade mark name, Footlight Publicity, which is commercially known as theatre
curtain advertising.
In expounding upon the Hoyland business
policy, Mr. Rothblum said :
"Quite within the memory of even the neophyte in matters theatrical, lingers the recollection when this form of advertising was
discountenanced and viewed askance by theatre
owners and legitimate merchants. The fly-bynight would swoop down upon some city,
would inveigle the unwary theatre manager
into installing some nondescript advertising
curtain equipment, breezily tendered
and without charge.'

'gratis

* * *

"Then the promoter would fleece a dozen
or more trusting and trustworthy merchants
of any sum from which they could be separated in advance for the 'advertising service.'
Such sums were generally in amounts that
would have rendered a legitimate advertising
service quite impossible of operation.
"Then an artist, if the hack hand smudging
the canvas with crude hieroglyphics may be
would 'paint' the
designated by such
advertisements.
Thus title,
the sorry blight upon
the intelligence of the theatre owner, theatre
going puiblic, merchant and the scene painter's
art would hang and hang and hang — unless it
fell apart before it would be discarded.
Poorly primed, badly battened, seldom mated
to the measurements of the proscenium — it
was a tragic travesty upon a legitimate means
of publicity.
"Into such a picture, nearly a quarter of a
century ago, there now appears Charles L.
Hoyland, not the pioneer in theatre curtain
advertising, but one who has always practiced
sincerely the Golden Rule in that department
of publicity. Having himself served as theatre
owner and manager, he knew through personal
experience the necessities and obligations
governing the contact of theatre with theatre
By virtue of this background.
going public.

Ultra'M.odern
Art
in
FOOTLIGHT
PUBLICITY
he understood the theatre's legitimate right
to receive a just and adequate revenue from
leasing the space upon its stage for advertising
purposes, although such revenue would be
derived from what is virtually a by-product
of the theatre. And further, the theatre
owner received compensation for the advertising curtain privilege, commensurate with
the service to be rendered, not in promises
of questionable stage scenery, but in bona-fide
rentals. Theatre owners quickly learned that
such rentals were paid promptly on due dates
v^rithout reminder.
"The next step of orderly procedure was
the production of advertising curtains that
would and
be the
of the
art —
main
olio acme
curtains
thatscene
the painter's
theatre owner
and manager would be proud to install because
the artistic treatment would be wholly in
keeping with the high character of the theatre ;
street curtains that were painted in perfect
perspective with the advertising spaces in
logical proportion to the buildings upon which
they appeared.
"Today the studios of the Charles L. Hoyland Company employ scenic artists who are
paid a wage scale higher than in New York,
said to be the highest in the country. The
result of such efforts is a product ranking
second to none. Modernistic treatment is the
present trend, with unusual effects achieved

Company

in the

through the employment of pastel shades harmoniously blended with more brilliant tones.
These advertising curtains are withdrawn
annually, when they are newly and completely
repainted.
"The next step was the sale of the advertising service to the merchant, legitimately conducted without misrepresentation or mental
inferences. The merchant could buy theatre
curtain advertising just as he purchased stock
for his shelves. He would order the merchandise, and when it had been delivered, he
would pay for it. In other words, four weeks
of advertising service would be rendered before the invoice for payment therefor would
be presented. Thus the merchant learned that
he could depend wholeheartedly upon receiving that for which he was contracting.
"Members of the sales force were selected
with careful consideration of their qualifications, not only from the standpoint of their
sales ability, but with the most diligent regard
for their integrity and moral calibre. Gradually a system of traveling sales managers \v-as
developed among the more proven salesmen
who now systematically and thoroughly cover
the territory, insuring that salesmen are adhering in every detail to the standards of the
company.
» « *
"A system of local representation was
evolved for the purpose of making semiweekly inspection of the display accorded
the advertising curtain equipment, whereby
merchants would be assured that such display
was

satisfactory, regular, and the illumination adequate. In each instance the local
representative was selected because of his
tactful methods, his long residence in the city,
and unquestionable character.
"The growth of the company and its expanding operations last year necessitated its
removal to new and larger quarters in one of
Chicago's finest loop skyscraper edifices, where
offices in keeping with the character of the
business
haveof literally
heen rooms
'made comprising
to order.'
Furnishings
the several
the suite include early Spanish, Queen .^nne,
Georgian
andHere
Louisvisitors
XV'l themes
interior
decoration.
from allof over
the
country are courteously welcomed and invited
to use the facilities of the premises as their
headquart'-'- vii-". ^ -.■(<; -"i S-im-; -Iifm '.-»

Chicago.'
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Building Code for
Small Theatres
(Continued from page 46)

power and when so closed it shall be reasonably tight against the passage of smoke.
Note. Proscenium curtains should comply
with the recommended requirements for theatre proscenium curtains as given in the U. S.
Bureau of Standards Letter Circular 137
(1924) or with the requirements for proscenium curtains as given in the Building Code
recommended by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters.
Stage Vents
2584. The stage roof of every theatre using
movable scenery shall have a ventilator or ventilators inor above it, operable from the stage
floor by hand and also opening by fusible links
or other satisfactory heat actuated device, to
give a free opening equal to 1/10 the area of
the floor of the stage. There shall be similar
\entilators over the auditorium of theatres and
motion picture theatres equal to not less than
one thirtieth 1/30 of the floor area of such
auditorium, including the sum of the floor
areas of all balconies,
galleries, boxes and
tiers.
.

New and
Exclusive .

CHROMIUM
Plated Reflectors
are new offered in Belson — Borderlights, Footlights, Cove Lights, Flood
Lights, etc.
Chrome Plating on spun copper,
stays bright and is easily cleaned.
You see it on some of the nevf automobiles.

Belson Lights

easier to install, easier to maintain,
easier to adjust.
Give more light for every watt metered.

Projection Booths
2585. Every place of assembly in which projections of motion pictures by light are made
shall have the projection apparatus enclosed
in a fire-resistive fixed booth. The doors to
such booth shall be self-closing and other openings arranged to close automatically by means
of a reliable quick-acting heat operated device,
except that a vent to the outside air shall
remain open. The floor area of the projection
booth shall be not less than 48 square feet for
the first projector plus 24 square feet for each
additional projector. The inside height of the
booth shall be not less than 7 feet. The construction of the booth shall be such that smoke
will not spread from the booth to the room
when films are burning inside it. Peep windows and projection ports shall be as small as
possible for the service and in no case shall
exceed 2 square feet. The booth shall be provided with a vent duct giving a circulation of
not less than 30 cubic feet of fresh air per
minute for each projector. The air for circulation may be drawn from the outside of the
building or from the inside but shall in all
building.
cases be discharged to the outside of the

Our Engineering Department
is prompt, efficient, capable. Let us
help you solve every lighting problem; and figure on every requirement.
Write

for "Majesty

of Light"

Bulletin

BELSON MFG. CO.
804 Sibley St., Chicago, 111.
Representatives
All Over the Country

Est.

1901

DRAPERIES
MOTION PICTURE SETTINGS
SCENERY
A Few Recent Installations
Palace Theatre, Cornwall,

Ont.

Traynor Theatre, Greenville, 0.

'«>=?>-Sn^ l^^

Ethol Theatre, Ethol, Mass.
New Empire Theatre, Syracuse,
N. Y.

BEAUTY
Every
order
personally
Faithfully
performed.

supervised —

Inquiries Invited

"^

UTILITY

BEAUTY and Utility! VOIGT designers
continually strive to combine the practical and the esthetic. And they succeed too I
Take VOIGT theatre fixtures as an ex'
ample. Here is lighting equipment that is
distinctively theatrical and decidedly beautiful, yet VOIGT designers in pursuit of this
beauty in no way neglect the practical use
of their creation — which is the proper lighting of the house !
To fully appreciate the truth of these
statements visit a theatre where VOIGT
Decorative Lighting Equipment is installed,
or send for our handsomely illustrated new
book "Lighting Fixtures for Theatres." it is
a revelation of practical beauty.

mm msm
340 West 41st Street
New York City

VOIGT

COMPANY

Designers and Manufacturers
Decorative Lighting Equipment

1743^49 NORTH 12th STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

2586. In places of assembly of a capacity of
not to exceed 200 or where motion pictures
are shown not more than nine times in any
month the booth may be of portable construction if the use of such a booth has been approved bj- the enforcing authority. The use
of such a booth shall not be continued to
exceed one month except that the approval be
reissued for each period of one month. The
floor area of a portable booth shall be not less
than two-thirds of the floor area specified for
the fixed booth and the inside height shall be
not less than 6 feet 6 inches. The doors, fittings and ventilation shall be as for the fixed
booth.
2587. Where occasional projections are
made from glass mounted slides or from nonflammable film only the projection apparatus
may be used without the enclosure when such
use has been approved by the enforcing authority after proper tests or identification that the
slides are non-flammable. The approval shall
be made for not to exceed six showings without renewal.
2588. The decorations of theatres and assembly halls shall be of fire-resistive or nonflammable materials. Fabrics and papers used
for such purpose shall be treated with an
effective flame-proofing material. Stage settirigs made of combustible materials shall likewise be treated with flame-proofing materials.
Note. Paper and cloth decorative materials
should be kept to a minimum in places of
public assembly since such flimsy materials
increase the hazard of the kindling and spread
of fire.

j
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Signs That Sell!

(PALACf

(^Continued from page 41)
rays do not give the true effect of solid form
on the stage. The ends of ceiling beams
opened on the stage side, the face of the balcony, porticos on the side walls, and openings
in the setting allow for places to mount instruments which project the light to the stage.
The old fashioned light fixtures with unshaded lamps are a relic of the oil wick and
gas period. Diffused light always gives a
more comfortable effect, but light directed
from invisible sources on the aisles will help
visibility in seating. Indirect light alone does
not give the proper illumination because it
allows for no delineating shadows or places
for the eye to rest. Color changes in the
house help to create a pleasing atmosphere.
The time may come when we will be able to
decorate the whole interior of the house to
fit our desires merely by changing the lighting.
In regard to the instruments used on the
stage it is difficult to determine the exact
specifiactions. If an adequate supply of directed light (spotlights and projectors) is supplemented by general and diffused light
(floods and special strip lights used as borders
and footlights) the installation can be counted
as more or less permanent. Let your judgment rest with the suggestions of an expert
and realize that the same quality of equipment should be found on the stage as is found
in the projection room. Tormentor and travelling towers, bridges, light pits, and extra
hanging battens are essential lighting accessories that help to solve a great many problems.
Stage lighting in the legitimate theatre is
expected to give some realistic effect of time
of day, locality, or the like and it is more
or less specified by the production concerned,
but the motion picture house is free to take
liberties with all its effects. Perhaps that is
the reason so much orogress has been made
in the practice and the public has begun to
appreciate lighting as something in itself.
There is no space here to deal with the number of effects which are possible with stage
lighting. It is primarily the job of a special
designer, although practically anyone with an
adequate layout can achieve some very startling and beautiful results by taking a little
time for rehearsal. The average director is
human and inasmuch as he knows little of the
use of light, he neglects it. It must be planned
and rehearsed just as any act in the theatre.
Lighting rehearsals are becoming a reality. At
least one famous director in New York finds it
worth while to pay his entire crew overtime
to rehearse the lighting for the following
week. When managers once realize how important the box office appeal of good lighting
IS, and they provide the time and equipment
with which to experiment, it will become obvious how natural it is for the motion picture
house to be a proper field for the development
of the endless possibilities of lighting.
I have tried to point out here that the
motion picture house is a logical place to
expect unusual developments in the field of
lighting, and that that development depends
upon the type of equipment which is best
specified by theatrical experts and used by
artists with a special training; although many
interesting effects can be gained by the average
person if he takes time to work things out.
I would also like to suggest that stage presentations, conceived in the spirit of the picture,
should be done with utmost care because of
the distracting comparison they offer to the
black and white, flat effect of the projected
film image. Light can add colorful variation
to the picture and inasmuch as it is light, it
keys sufficiently with the picture to make the
showing have continuity. Lighting is an essential and attractive addition to any production and allows more variation than any other
feature in a program. As such it should deserve increased attention on the part of motion picture theatre managers.
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brilliantly lighted Milne Made

I

-*- Electric Signs are the signs that sell.
They

shout

crowds

your

show

message

to the

that fill your theatre. They attract

attention for they are built by men
know. and understand
The

best Theatres

using MILNE

who

"showmanship."
in the country

Signs because

are

they are con-

vinced that this "showmanship"

is built

right in.
Send u$ the name ef your theatre and let
tu tubmit a colored §ketch t» you—n» ahligation on your part.

MILNE ELECTRIC SIGN COMPANY
614-618 Cherry St.
Long Distance

Chicago Branch:

Phone

Craeeland

Milwaukee,
Grand

Wis.

7666

4352 Broadway
4289

MILNE

i
The Palace Orphemn, Milwaukee,
the brightest spot
on "The White

«;.„'«.'"l

Way."
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Changeable Letter Marquise or Canopies

SELECTING A SCREEN
INVESTIGATE
ONLY AND ORIGINAL

IMPROVED

BEADED

SURFACE

Great care should be taken in selecting a screen that will
produce the best results to every seat. The front and side
seats as well as the center and rear seats should be considered.

CRYSTAL SSie'b^ CORPN
10316 Madiion Ave.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Cry Room and Free Parking
#jr This new Milwaukee house,
jl designed by Dick & Bauer, in
Italian Renaissance in architecture, with the ceiling of the airdome atmospheric type. The theatre seats 1,500.

Side is the new million
dollar National
addition to Milwaukee's South
latestwhich
THE
theatre,
was designed by Dick &
Bauer, Inc., well known Milwaukee architects.
The theatre, erected by George Fischer, veteran Milwaukee theatre man, is the only atdeluxe house
Southis
ture on
Side. The mospheric
architec
of the
the city's
National
nce
Italian Renaissa
with the ceiling of the
airdrome atmospheric type. It has a seating
capacity of 1,500.
*

*

if

The walls are built in Italian relief, giving
the impression that one is in a medieval castle
of Italy looking out over the sunny Italian
fields upon beautiful vineyards, groves and
mountains with other castles in the ofiSng.
The theatre has a unique lighting scheme about
the proscenium arch and approximately $50,000
was spent for lighting fixtures and electrical
effects. Almost every lighting effect is employed at the new National and the entire
electric intsallation was done by Uihlein-Ortmann Electric Company.
The seats are of overstuffed type with rich
leather covering and they have been placed far
enough apart so that no one is crowded. A
gigantic cooling system has been installed to
keep the theatre comfortable during the hot
summer months as well as an efficient heating

* * *
system.
A unique feature
room, glass encased
in the center of the
the balcony. Here
children when they

of the theatre is a cry
and sound proof, located
rear of the theatre under
mothers may take their
become unruly and still

enjoy the picture without disturbing the audience. Perfect visibility is assured from the
sound proof cry room which measures approximately 15x22 feet and is fitted for the

To^ picture: The auditorium, of the
National, facing the stage. The
design is a synthesis of Italian elements, constructed to give the
■patron the im-pression of sitting in
some garden, say m Piedmont, with
a sunny sky overhead and vineyards, castles and mountains just
beyond. The auditorium wall
decorations are built in relief,
while unusual lighting effects issue
from, the proscenium arch.

Picture
at left:
The National's
foyer. Here
the Italian
motif has
been applied in an extremely pure
manner. This foyer might well be
an ante-chamber in the palace of
the Doge. The chandeliers are
made of wrought iron. Indeed, the
lighting and electrical effects in the
National cost approximately $50,000 and employ about every device
adaptable to a playhouse.

EXHIBITORS
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Features of Fischer^s National
Unique is the lighting scheme
about the proscenium arch.
Approximately $50,000 was expended for lighting fixtures and
electrical effects. E, W. Van Norman is managing the house.

supreme comfort of the mother and her child.
The National is the first theatre in the city to
boast of a room of this kind for the children.
It was Mr. Fischer who, seventeen years ago
when he was manager of the Alhambra theatre in Milwaukee which was then operated by
the Saxe brothers, originated the playroom, an
innovation for theatregoers at that time.
Another interesting feature of the theatre is
its parking space. Although Mr. Fischer has
had high offers for this space since it is exceedingly valuable, he has continued to care
for the welfare of his patrons and an attendant is constantly in charge offering free
parking
to the theatre's
There
is room space
for approximately
150 patrons.
cars.
The National Theatre Supply Company has
equipped the National with the most modern
projection booth, stage rigging and box office
equipment. Wall and floor tile were furnished
by the Milwaukee Tile and Mosaic Company,
and all the ornamental iron work was furnished and installed by the Globe Wire and
Iron Works, Milwaukee.

* * *
E. W. Van Norman, for many years manager and owner of the Parkway theatre, Milwaukee, is manager of the new theatre. An
eight piece symphony orchestra is under the
direction of Albert A. Ambelang, while Martin
Pflug presides at the organ. In addition to
feature photoplays, the policy of the theatre
is to offer stage presentations, comedy, and
newsreel with changes in program three times
a week.
Mr. Fischer in addition to operating the
National is managing director of the Allis and
Capitol at West Allis and the Milwaukee located on the city's North Side.

To^ ■picture: The inner foyer, on
the main floor adjoining the auditorium, a corridor of Italian luxury.
Off this chamber, under the balcony, is the cry-room., a feature
found in few theatres. Glass enclosed, the cry-room permits of a
complete view of the screen and it
is equi'^^ed for every comfort and
convenience of both the ynother
and the (unruly) child.
Picture at right: The organ loft
and detail of the wall decoration
adjoining the stage. Stage shows
as well as pictures are regularly
presented at the National, the bill
changing three times a week. The
theatre has an eight-^iece orchestra. The methods employed in
adapting the medieval Italian motif are well shown in this close-u{).
Note
the garden
effect produced.
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MINUSA

SCREEN

in place with a split ring, allowing unrestricted

A MINUSA SCREEN will make you money by increas'
ing your patronage and box office receipts. Your patrons will
quickly appreciate the clear, distinct picture, with a wealth of
depth and detail, which is assured only on a MINUSA
SCREEN.
That's what makes you money.
A MINUSA SCREEN will save you money by the great
reduction in current consumed.
MINUSA SCREENS are
scientifically built, on puncture'proof fabric, to meet the con'
ditions of each individual theatre. That's what saves you
money.
"The Best Screen Built — By the Oldest Builders"

Bomont

THE

Cine Screen

Company
Saint Louis

at Morgan

SINCE

BEST

iiiiiiiiiiiimnn

De Luxe Spocial

Remote Control for
Color Frames
(Continued from page 43)

WILL MAKE YOU MONEY
AND SAVE YOU MONEY

MiNUSA
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expansion.
"The color - frame - control - magnets are
mounted in a casing on the side of the spotlight. They are of the plunger type, and
actuate concentric shafts which extend along
the side of the spotlight. At the extreme
end of each shaft a color frame is attached.
A separate magnet controls each color frame.
Springs hold the color frames back out of
position in front of the lens, but when current
flows in one of the magnets, the plunger is
drawn down, and the color frame is thrown
into position in front of the lens where it remains as long as current flows in the magnet.
Upon opening the circuit the retrieve spring
throws the color frame out of position. Special shock absorbers take up the rebound. The
operation is noiseless. The magnets, which
are wound for 115 volts, and consume but 44
watts, are liberally designed, are not affected
by normal variations in voltage, do not overheat, and last indefinitely. The cover of the
magnet-control casing can readily be removed
for making electrical connections or for purposes of inspection.
"The color frames are light, circular, metal
frames made in two sections and provided
with spring clasps. To insert or replace gelatin color filters, is simply a matter of removing
the clips and inserting the gelatin between
the two sections, trimming to size and replacing the clips. Guard wires protect the gelatin.
"The spotlight is perfectly balanced, and
mounted on a substantial pivot bearing which
permits it to be adjusted to any angle desired.
It is set on a short stand with a heavy cast
iron base that provides a firm foundation for
the lamp, free of vibration, and cannot be
easily upset. It can also be furnished mounted
on a tall pedestal stand where a greater height
is needed ; on a horizontal iron pipe, or any
other type of mounting that may be required.
"The terminals of electro-magnets are
brought out to a small junction block at the
end of the magnet casing, and cable outlets
are provided. Where a number of spotlights are
installed they may be wired so that each spotlight and each color frame is independently
controlled, or wired in multiple so that a
group of spotlights and color frames can be
operated simultaneously. There are an unlimited number of combinations that can be
devised to suit individual requirements."

Modern
Installations
THE

HIGH INTENSITY
REFLECTOR ARC

Type
H.I.R.

The tendency among theatres, both
large and small throughout the
country is to modermize. Evidence
of this encouraging situation is
found in the many installations
of equipment reported by leading
manufacturers.

Clinton Carpet Company

For Motion Picture Projection
The latest and greatest step forward in the development of High Intensity
projection.
Snow White High Intensity Light. 60 Amperes equal in screen illumination to
120 amperes with the older High Intensity Lamps. Gives more and better light for
current expended.

HALL

& CONNOLLY,

129 Grand Street

INC.
New York City

Rug and Carpet Cushion
Ben Ali theatre, Lexington, Ky.
Knoxville theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.
Strand theatre, Lansing, Mich.
Midelburg theatre, Logan, W. Va.
Imperial theatre, Charlotte, N. C.
Imperial theatre, Asheville, N. C.
Endert theatre. Crescent City, Cal.
President theatre, San Francisco, al.
Aztec theatre, Enid, Okla.
Marlow theatre, Helena, Mont.
Avalon theatre, Olympia, Wash.

)
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Riverside theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Fountain Square theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Mission theatre, Mission, Tex.
Portland theatre, Portland, Ore.
Loew's theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Publix theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.
Sheboygan theatre, Sheboygan, Wis.
Minnestota theatre, MinneapoHs, Minn.
Loew's theatre, Columbus, O.
Venetian theatre, Racine, Wis.
LeRose theatre, Jeffersonville, Ind.
Granada theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Fayette theatre, Washington C. H., Ohio.
Grand theatre, Cincinnati, O.
Uptown theatre, Louisville, Ky.
Iowa theatre, Cedar Rapids, la.
Benton theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Stage
Keiths'
Stanley
Lincoln
Chester
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Instantaneous Control
with the Utmost Ease
KLIEGL

leads again with new ideas in spotlight design — centralizing all controls conveniently at the rear of the hood —
providing for speedy and easy operation— with the fine balance
and flexibility that has always been characteristic of Kliegl
spotlights.

Kliegl Brothers
Lighting Equipment

Madison
theatre,
theatre,
theatre,

theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Jersey City, N. J.
Trenton, N. J.
Bronx, N. Y.

J. H. Channon Corporation
Stage Rigging Hardware
Cedar Rapids Memorial Auditorium, Cedar
Rapids, la.
Capitol theatre, Racine, Wis.
Northern High School, Detroit, Mich.
Southeastern High School, Detroit, Mich.
Roosevelt High School, Altoona, Pa.
Colonial Drake theatre, Oil City, Pa.
New Senior High School, Hazelton, Pa.,
installed by Twin City Scenic Company, Detrot, Mich., and Minneapolis, Minn.
Kilgen Organ Company
Organs
The following Kilgen installations made by
the National Theatre Supply Company:
Ocaso theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Peart theatre, Gillespie, 111.
J. S. Woodbury, Cedar City, Utah.
Sun theatre, Holdridge, Neb.
Park theatre, Woonsocket, R. I.
Mt. Pleasant theatre, Cleveland, O.
Lawndale theatre, Chicago, 111.
Montgomery Amusement Co., Cincinnati, O.
Rex theatre, Albion, Mich.
Lyric theatre. Harbor
Springs, Mich.
Fortway Amusement Company, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
G. S. & V. Corporation, New York City,
N. Y.
Bird's New State theatre, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Seltzer theatre. Palmyra, Pa.
Eldorado
theatre, Eldorado, Kan.
Parthenon Amusement Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Zarah theatre, Great Bend, Kan.
Ritz theatre, Gary, Ind.
Ohio theatre, Youngstown, O.
Strand theatre, Crawfordsville, Ind.
Zenith theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Lakona theatre, Colina, O.
Poplar Street theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
Hope theatre. Providence, R. I.
Ritz theatre, Ardmore, Okla.
Pantages theatre, Birmingham, Ala.
I. Masick, Racine, Wis.
Aladdin theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Smith theatre. Salt Lake City, Utah.
Irvington Amusement Company, Irvington,
N. J.
Colonial theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
Paramount theatre, Albanv, N. Y.
Riverside theatre, Medford, Mass.
West Shore Theatres, Inc., Kingston, N. Y.
Dreamland theatre, New Haven, Conn.
Edythe Patten theatre, New York City,
N. Y.
Rivoli theatie, Schenectady, N. Y.
Monogram theatre, Chicago, 111.
Paramount theatre, Mt. Airy, N. C.
Majestic theatre, Paterson, N. J.
Avon theatre, Birmingham,
Ala.
Moody theatre, Waltham, Mass.
Capitol theatre, Rockford, 111.
Mona Motor Oil Company, Council Bluffs,
la.

Referring to figures in illustration above:
(1) curtain shutter control; (2) iris shutter control; (3) color frame controls; (4)
arc focus control; (5) arc length control;
'6) beam control; (7) wing lock nut.

Front views of the hood: left view showi one
color frame in position in front of the lens; right
view shows the iris shutter and curtain shutter
partly closed for purpose of illustration, and all
color frames out of position as when white light,
ing is required.

For a detailed description write for Bulletin No. 1

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc

32t West 50th Street
NEW

YORK. hi. \i

MARVELOUS
OBTAINED

EFFECTS
WITH

THE QALLAQHER
MOBILE
STAQE ORCHESTRA
LIFT
Individual platforms that raise and lower
Entire stage moves forward and back
All under instant control of the Leader
No tracks on stage floor
Complete particulars on request
Write note

GALLAGHER

ORCHESTRA
EQUIPMENT
616 Elni Street, Chicago, 111.

COMPANY

West Coast Office— 1487 W. Washington Bou!.. Los .Ajigeles. Calif.
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CONT-EL-ARC
MOTOR

GENERATORS

FOR

SMOOTH

PROJECTION

DEALERS:
A few
territories open. Write
for details
Manufactured

By

CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC CO., INC.
325-327 Ferry St.
Newark, N. J., U.S.A.

Stage Equipment
ANOTHER

CLARK

INSTALLATION

STEEL AND ASBESTOS FIRE CURTAIN
COUNTERWEIGHT SYSTEM

The Craig Theatre
New York, N. Y.
R. E. HALL

& CO.,
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Inc., Architects and Engineers

PETER CLARK
INC.

544 West 30th Street, New York

Orchestra
■ Console
■ Stage Lifts
Counterweight Systems - Fire Curtains

Capitol theatre, Brownsville, Tex.
Towson theatre, Towson, Md.
Ecanto theatre, Havana, Cuba.
Rivoli theatre, San Benito, Tex.
La Paloma theatre, Encinita.s, Cal.
Qassic theatre, Watertown.
Unique theatre, Santa Cruz, Cal.
Gerrittson theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cortland theatre. New York City, N. Y.
Gold theatre, Brooklyn Heights, N. Y.
E. W. Elbertson theatre, Kane, Pa.
Leola theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Forum theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Strand theatre, Stamford, Conn.
Caton theatre, Catonsville, Md.
Bandbox theatre, Bronx, N. Y.
Palace theatre, Stamford, Conn.
Endort's theatre, Crescent City, Cal.
Community theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Strand theatre, Scotdale, Pa.
Strand theatre, Hackettstown, N. J.
Shelton theatre, Shelton, Conn.
Crown theatre, Lowell, Mass.
Wades theatre, Morehead City, N. C.
Argonne theatre, Bolair, Md.
Citizens Theatre Company, Brazil, Ind.
Capital theatre, Portland, Ore.
Westwood theatre, Westwood, N. J.
Grand theatre, Madison, Ind.
Link Piano Company
Organs
Maxine theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Allen's theatre, Solvay, N. Y.
Cameo theatre, Binghamton, N. Y.
William Mead's residence, Los Angeles,
Cal.Suburban theatre, Binghamton, N. Y.
Lita Grey Chaplin's residence, Los Angeles,
Cal.
Dr. Johnston's residence, Los Angeles, Cal.
Wirth & Hamid, New York City, N. Y.
Elmwood School of Music, Buffalo, N. Y.
Glenwood theatre, Binghamton, N. Y.
Empire theatre, Binghamton, N. Y.
Colonial theatre, Elmira, N. Y.
Glen theatre, Williamsville, N. Y.
Astor theatre, Cleveland, O.
Funeral Home, Binghamton,
N. Scholderer's
Y.
Savoy theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Arthur Holliday's residence, Los Angeles,
Cal.

Hertner

Electric Company

Generators
New Stanley theatre, Jersey City, N. J.
Harris Voeller theatres, Biihl, Idaho.
Dreamland theatre. Mason,
Miss.
Fairfax theatre, Culpepper, Va.
Auditorium theatre, Asheville, N. C.
Oakland theatre, Marion, O.
Trainor Opera House, Greenville, O.
V. D. Humphry, Red Springs, N. C.
Grand theatre, Kinston, N. C.
Rialto theatre, Youngstown, O.
Rialto theatre, Jerome, Idaho.
Wetherbee
Electric Company,
Poca
City,
Okla.
Homestead theatre, Cleveland, O.
Midland theatre, Hutchinson, Kan.
Lyric theatre, Waycross, Ga.
Fountain Square theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Vilma theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Elm theatre, Ludlow, Ky.
Grand theatre, Middletown, O.
Byers theatre, Excelsior Springs, Mo.
Palace theatre, Snyder, Tex.
City Auditorium, Cando, N. D.
Orpheum theatre, Oxford, N. C.
Kilmarnock
theatre,
Kilmarnock,
Midland theatre,
Hutchinson,
Kan. Va. '
Lyric theatre, Boonville, Mo.
Star theatre, Nevada, Mo.
Palace theatre, Lorain, O.
Savannah theatre. Savannah, Ga.
Monogram theatre, Childress, Tex.
Strand theatre, Uvalde, Tex.
Iowa Theatre Company, Cedar Rapids, la.
Lyric theatre. Mount Holly, N. C.
Lakeside Company
Ventilating Equi'^ment
Plaza theatre, Brookfield, Mo.
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Plaza theatre, Brownsville, Pa.
Paramount theatre, Latrobe, Pa.
Palace theatre, Baytown, Tex.
Lloyd's theatre, Menominee, Mich.
Doris theatre, Doerun, Ga.
Grand theatre, Paterson, N. J.
Fulton theatre. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Victoria theatre, Newark, N. J.
Trenton theatre, Lynchburg, Va.
Eagle theatre, Albany, N. Y.
Homewood theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Carolina theatre, Chester, S. C.
Silver theatre, Orion, Mich.
De Luxe theatre, Oskaloosa, Kan.
Colonial theatre, Beaver Falls, Pa.
Electric Garden theatre, Claflin, Kan.
Start theatre, Conneaut, O.
Strand theatre, Mountain City, Tenn.
Star theatre, Sedalia, Mo.
Rialto theatre, Seminole, Okla.
Strand theatre, Hanover, Pa.
Royal theatre. Rolling Fork, Miss.
Cannon Memorial Y. M. C. A. Auditorium,
Kannapolis, N. C.
Academy theatre, Kingstree, S. C.
Gallagher Orchestra Equipment Company
Orchestra Equipment
Stanley theatre, Jersey City, N. J.
Logan theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
The Phototone Companp
Automatic Phonograph
Castle theatre, Chicago, 111.
Harmony theatre, Chicago, 111.
Home theatre, Chicago, 111.
Blackstone theatre, South Bend, Ind.
Rialto theatre, Plymouth, Ind.
Gould theatre, Plainfield, 111.
Home theatre. Culver, Ind.
Brittling theatre, Louisville, Ky.
Uptown theatre, Michigan City, Ind.
Princess theatre, Argos, Ind.
Temple theatre, East Jordan, Mich.
Mars theatre, Cincinnati, O.
LaMar Hudson theatre, Columbus, O.
Nordhand theatre, Cincinnati, O.
St. Clair theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Jennings theatre, North Vernon, Ind.
Ben AH theatre, Lexington, Ky.
Heywood- Wakefield

Seats

Company

r^Fine

Nick Kuris (theatre), Muskegon, Mich.
Harlan theatre, Harlan, la.
Roxy theatre, Irvington, N. J.
Argonne theatre, Bel Air, Md.
Swan theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Vita-Temple theatre, Toledo, O.
Crystal theatre, Pittsburg, Tex.
Colfax theatre, South Bend, Ind.
20th Century theatre, Chicago, 111.
Lloyd theatre, Menominee, Mich.
E. G. Collier (theatre), Detroit, Mich.
Orpheum theatre, Ogden, Utah.
Tennessee theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.
South
Norwalk
Amusement
Corporation
(new theatre). So. Norwalk, Conn.

Industry Must Be
Willing to Pay for
Better Projection
—p. A. McGUIRE
If projection is to keep pace with the rapid
development of the motion picture, the industry must be willing to pay for the engineering
skill necessary to this development, P. A. McGuire, advertising and publicity manager of
International Projector Corporation, told members of the A. M. P. A., at their weekly luncheon in New York.
"Until the industry is willing to realize fully
its dependence upon projection and pay liberally for the engineering skill which goes into
designing machinery, projector manufacturers
cannot make as much progress as it sometimes
is claimed for they cannot design or manufac-

Pictures Demand
Fine Screens
After all, it's the picture you
show that pulls in the patrons.
Stage attractions help, but every
exhibitor knows that it's the
photoplay they really come to
see. This emphasizes the importance of good projection, and a
good screen, for it is on your
screen that your patrons see the
picture. A poor screen will muff
the photographic effects of even
the finest film.

You can make sure of giving your patrons the finest possible projection by installing
a specification-built Tear-Proof Silversheet. The difference it makes is nothing short
of marvelous. Convince yourself by making this test: Next time your National representative calls, ask him to put up his sample Tear-Proof Silversheet strip over your
old screen, and throw a picture on it. We'll leave the rest to your own judgment.

Silversheet
TEAR-PROOF-

L

"It Just CAN'T Be Torn"
Made

Sold
by tJi« American Sllvorili»et C».. St Loon.
National Theatn Supply Co.

In the U. S. ttirougH

Ux
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ture equipment ahead of what the industry is

Better Theatres decorate with
REISINQ'S True to ISlature Artificial Flowers, Plants, and Palms
We specialize in Decorations for Theatres —
Let us Estimate your
needs.

John Eberson's famous
Atmospheric Theatres
are decorated with our
Flowers and Shrubs.

G* Reising & Co*
227 West Austin Ave.
Chicago, 111.
Telephone: Superior 2425

If you operate a good theatre

Decide Now for
Better Music
There is no greater single improvement
you could make in your theatre than to
add a Selector-Duplex Organ. Automatic
or hand played beautiful organ music,

ten tunes continuous repeat without rewinding. Classical music on one side,
Jazz on the other if desired. Compact
in size, moderate in price. Get the
facts today — now.
There are many of the
best houses that have increased their attendance
and gained profit with
the
Selector-Duplex.
Ask
about them.

NELSONWIGGEN
Piano
Co .
1731-45 Belmont Ave.
CHICAGO

SELECTOR
DUPLEX
ORGAN

willing to buy and use," he said.
"With an extremely limited demand for projectors, we are compelled to manufacture
practically one type of mechanism that can be
used in the so-called motion picture palace and
in the smaller theatres throughout the country,
we must design and manufacture projectors
that give a clear, steady picture and are dependable under all conditions. The industry demands first — equipment which permits owners
to operate their theatres 365 days in the year
from early morning until late at night and give
a perfect performance under all conditions.
"Perhaps the greatest advance that has been
made in projectors in recent years, has been
the development of labor saving devices which
give the projectionist more time and more opportunity to control the presentation of the
picture, and to that extent are a definite step
in the direction of better projection. These
are the practical problems we must meet and
we cannot give too much consideration to ideas
which may be of extreme mterest from a
theoretical standpoint but which cannot be
profitably marketed for many years because
the industry is not ready to adopt them.
"Although the industry as a whole, has
grown to tremendous proportions, the manufacture of projectors is still conducted upon
a very limited scale. There is a demand for
considerably less than 2,500 machines a year
and it will easily be seen that such a low production basis does not permit large scale operation as compared with any other manufacturing lines.
"For many years precision limits of one tenthousandth part of an inch have been common
shop practice in the manufacture of certain
parts of Simplex and Power's projectors, and
the reason for these close working allowances
should be more thoroughly understood. Each
motion picture on professional standard film
when projected on a screen 16 feet wide by 12
feet high is magnified 44,956 times. The up
and down movement of a few thousandths part
of an inch in the film at the aperture plate
would therefore be easily perceptible on the
screen.
"This unsteadiness should be avoided as
much as possible, as it is objectionable to the
audience and is injurious to the eyes when
carried to excess. Variations in the film and
natural wear on the machine will of course,
cause the picture to jump a little.
"The motion picture projector is no longer
a mere mechanical contrivance cranked by
hand, or made to operate by the simple closing of a switch. The projectionist of today
must have an excellent knowledge of mechanics, electricity and optics and is in charge
of a delicate and complicated mechanism made
with scientific accuracy to handle a fragile and
inflammable

material."

Hertner Handbook
Deals Exhaustively
with Transverters
John H. Hertner, president of The Hertner
Electric Company, announces the completion
of the new Hertner Hand Book which will be
sent free to any theatre owner, manager or
projectionist on request, providing this request
is sent in on the business stationery of the
company.
This new 64 page hand book is a complete
and authentic treatise covering every type of
Transverter made. The Hertner Electric
Company are the exclusive manufacturers of
the Transverter which has been on the market
since 1915.
In this booklet Mr. Hertner and C. C. Dash
have endeavored to set forth in lay language
various conditions for which the Transverter
is
designed,
together etc.
with "helps" in case of
trouble
emergencies,
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Is Verbal Contract
Binding?
(Continued

from

more, both parties agreed
into the lease contract.

page

Difference Between Lease
And Lease Contract

In the leading case of Schubert v. Sonhein,
123 N. Y. S. 529, it was disclosed that the
owner of a property contracted to lease a
theatre to be erected. The contract provided
that if the owner failed to carry out his part
of the contract, he would pay the theatre
operator $25,000 damages. Also, it was
agreed that the theatre operator should deposit
with thei owner $26,400, as security for the
rent which was not to begin until the building
was constructed. During the negotiations to
determine with whom the latter amount should
be deposited, the landlord entered into another
lease with another person thus breaching this
original lease contract.
The landlord contended that since the thea-

B
Patented

The New

Automatic Temperature
Controlled

FLUSH WALL
AISLE LIGHT

CLOSED

Designed especially for
Theatre Organ Chambers,
Box Offices, etc., but will
prove useful in many
other places.
— O—

Ramp8, Stairways and
Corridors in Theatres,
Hotels and
Hospitals

Write for particulars
Made in firo ti%e» ^— Mtandard,
and junior forforuse over tahtet

O

in hospital palienlM*

roomt.

Made in 500, 1000, 1500
and 2000 watt capacity

KAUSALITE
,^»ux^,
INTERIOR

-^^rf^r^!^— \]
SHOWING

MFG. CO

8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.
OUR

STANDARD

CHAIR

r\PE

For Personality

in Your Ushers'
Appearance

Also, it is important to know that where
a tenant takes possession of property under
an imperfectly executed lease, both parties are
bound by the contract and the contract is
held by the Courts to be a valid lease. In
litigations of this nature, either party may
obtain a favorable verdict by proving to the
satisfaction of the Court that the agreement
was not intended to constitute a lease contract,
unless, of course, the contract clearly states
that the intentions of the parties were to
make a lease.
It is well established that neither party to
a lease contract may avoid liability by contending that he does not understand the terms
of the contract simply because he failed to
read it. (Opten v. Tribilocock, 91 U. S. 45.)
Liability for
Breach of Leases

ff^:

EASY
ELECTRIC
HEATER

to enter

Sometimes, controversy arises when a written agreement to make a lease is not easily
distinguishable from a lease contract. In
controversies of this nature, the Courts
thoroughly consider all details in view of
ascertaining the original intentions of the
parties.
For illustration, in Schultz v. Hastings, 133
N. W. 846, it was disclosed that two parties
entered into a contract by which the owner
agreed to construct a clearly described building. He agreed, in writing, to lease the structure to the other party. In this same agreement, the owner agreed to enter into a contract
of lease. In view of the fact that this contract
actually was equivalent to a lease, since the
terms of the agreement were clearly described.
On the other hand, a mere verbal agreement
by which a landlord and another person agree
to enter into a written lease contract, ordinarily is not valid, unless the term is for a
short period.
(152 N. Y. S. 1007.)
In Machaelis v. Freddy, 295 S. W. 305, it
was disclosed that a landlord leased to a
theatre operator by verbal contract a theatre
building for one year. It was also agreed between the parties that at the expiration of the
lease, it would be renewed for the next year.
A few months later, the landlord without regard for his promise to the theatre operator
leased the building to another man for three
years by a written contract. The theatre
owner sued the landlord for breach of the
lease, but the latter contended that the verbal
agreement between them was incomplete and
indefinite, because it was not agreed just what
the theatre owner was to pay for the rental
of the premises, and also that a verbal agreement for one year, stipulated to begin at a
fixed time in the future is not valid and
superior to a written lease given to another
person. However, the Court held the landlord
liable for the breach of the lease and explained that a verbal lease for one year is
valid.
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SNAPPY uniforms reflect the
personality ever)- theatre man
depends upon for the popularity
of his theatre.

Reserved Seat Tichcls: for Theatres and all ainiisenienl enterprises. Folded Machine Tickets: for all
machines. Roll and Book Strip Tickets: for every
purpose. \^c supply the leading theatres and amusement enterprises all over the country. Vi rite for
samples and prices.

-WILLlANfS
& LICK.
FORT

SMITH,

ARK.

Specialists in ISumbered Prinlin:: Since 1898

Snap and quality are two patronbringing features of Maier-Lavaty uniforms. Your audience
is flattered by the attendance of
snappily dressed ushers. For the
different — and smart uniform, let
us show you some models.
IVe will be glad to /wmuA you tuilh
0 catalog and information on the servicing of unifoms in your neighborhood.

MAIER-LAVATY
Quality Built

CO.

LnifDnnj,

2139 Lincoln Avt-..

Chicago. 111.
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$575

Now $460

tre operator had not deposited the amount to
guarantee payment of the rent, no valid contract had been made. However, the theatre
operator argued that since he had not agreed
to depfjsit money in the hands of any particular person, his failure to deposit the same
did not constitute a breach of the contract.
It is interesting to observe that the Court held
the landlord liable to the theatre operator for
$25,000 damages.
Therefore, it is apparent that neither the
landlord nor a theatre operator may avoid
liability on a lease contract, unless it is proved
that the actual terms of the agreement were
fully complied with. As a matter of fact,
under certain circumstances, the legal rights
of the parties may be pecuHarly decided, where
the contract between the parties justify the

* * *

decision.
F-3 universally known
combination effect projector
at $460 is a sensational value.
Why use makeshifts when
this remarkable effect device
is obtainable at such a low

mm
price?

'7'i>r

BrenkertSt. Aubin
Light
Production
Co.
at E. Grand
Blvd.

A/7p\-

±l,y

Detroit, Mich.

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen
Picture films vary as well as current conditions.
Yotir projectionist can adjust his are current to
always give you a clear, bright picture if you
equip with PERFECTION. Current saving als* Is
a result of PERFECTION equipment, for hs need
not use full current till the actual projeetien Is
started.

perfPctiqn

Designing — Painting — Draperies
Creators of Scenic Effects

SCENIC
STUDIOS
Serving representative presentation
houses
throughout
the
country
New York City

307 West 47th St.
REMOTE

CONTROL

An Ever Growing
City
Boxy

RHEOSTATS

List of Satisfied Vtorit

St.— Now
York Proctor's
York city86th
City
Theatre — ^New York
Theatre — ^New Cohan

Theatre — New

Paramount
York
city
Hlalto
city Theatre — New
RlTOll
city Theatre — ^New

York
York

Loew's State Theatre — ^New
York city
Lovw'i State Theatre — Newark, N. J.
Leeiw's
Teias
Theatre —
Bouston.
Texas
Loew'a 86th St.— Brooklyn.
N. Y.
Loew'i State— Coiumbus. O.
Astor
York
city Tlieatre — New
Sold

by

Theatre

HOFFMANN

Publix
Theatre — ^Buffalo,
N. Y.
NewN. Y.
Capitol — Binghamton.
Keith's
Theatre— PhiladelCarman Theatre — Philadelphia
P EocheUe.
rphia
o o t 0 r'sN. Theatre
— ^New
Y.
Proctor's Theatre — ^W hit*
Plains. N. Y.
Fox's
Washington
— ^Washington. D. C.
•—and

•thars

.stAte

& SOONS

Mfg. Divisioit
387 First Avenue
Contracting

many

Supply Dealer*

New Terk

Electrical
Bngineert — Moving
ture Theatre Electrical
Specialists
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For example, in Kehde v. Vaudeville Theatre Co., 252 S. W. 969, it was shown that a
certain tract of land was owned by three
different persons. This land was leased by
the three men to the Crawford-Talbot Theatre Company in order that the latter might
construct a theatre building. The lease provided that if the theatre company failed to
faithfully fulfill all the agreements in the
lease, they were to forfeit to the landlord the
building made by them on the tract of land.
The theatre company for a period of years
operated the theatre, but did not faithfully
perform the obligations imposed upon it. In
fact it failed to pay rent, therefore, causing
the lease to be forfeited and the three men
who originally owned the lots came into
possession
of the building which they constructed.
Later, another party purchased one of the
three partners' interest in the theatre building.
Soon afterward, the three partners disagreed
and the other two owners decided to close the
theatre. The last purchaser of the one-third
interest filed suit to prevent the theatre being
closed, contending that the other two parties
did not desire to operate the theatre because
they oviTied other theatres in the city and
preferred to eliminate competition.
However, the Court held that in a contract
of this nature, each party is the sole owner
of his part of the theatre and may do with
it as he pleases and cannot compel the other
owners to operate the same.
4<

*

*

Also, in another recently decided case, Narragansett Amusement Co. v. Riverside Park
Amusement Co., 157 N. E. 532, the two parties
involved in this litigation were engaged in the
theatrical business. By the terms of a written
contract dated October 20, the Riverside Company agreed to lease to the Narragansett Company a parcel of land upon which the latter
was to erect a building suitable for the exhibition purposes. The building was to be
in harmony with other buildings located at*
that particular place, and it was to be satisfactory to the officers of the Riverside Company. The location of the building was not
defined.
After the building had been completed, the
Riverside Company by letter to the president
of the Narragansett Company stated that the
electric light company had condemned the
building for the reason that it was so near
the wires as to be unsafe.
In reply, the president of the Narragansett
Company wrote that the building was erected
just where the Riverside Company had wished
it to be placed, and that they now were unable
to occupy the building upon the day set for
its opening because -the metal covering of the
building near the pole had been torn down by
the electric company's workers. They sued
the Riverside Company, to recover damages
for the loss of prospective profits for the time
which they were unable to conduct their business. The Court held them not entitled to
these damages.
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CHANNON STAGE EQUIPMENT
TWIN CITY SCENIC CO.
Used Exclusively By

CEDAR

In

RAPIDS MEMORIAL

AUDITORIUM

WARNING
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United States and Canadian Patents
Suit under U. S. Patent No.
Southern District

1,315,743 has been entered in the United States Court,
of New York against a New York distributor
and

Legal action 'will be taken against all persons violating this patent.

RAVEN

SCREEN CORPORATION

1476 Broadway

projector, declared by its sponsors
ANEW
to "record a development in picture machine design equalling the improvements
architecturally and otherwise," has just been
announced by the E. E. Fulton Company of
Chicago. The machine will be known as the
Fulco projector.
Some of the outstanding factors of the machine, according to the company are:
Suspension of the motor from a swiveled
mounting with spring pressure which automatically applied the proper tension to the
belt.
Absence of belt tightener and screw adjustments.
Magazines of 3,000 feet capacity.
The mechanism is of Ememann design.
A visible feed oil system in the gearing
compartment, including a rotary pump which
automatically functions when machine is in
action.
Simple and convenient threading system,
with shoes which may be instantly removed and
replaced if occasion demands.
Special shoes for freshly made film which
tends to stick as it passes through.
Numerous fins in film gate to insure rapid
radiation of heat from lamp. Automatic fire
shutter of sensitive action.
Visual film speed indicator ; small brake lever
oflfering a convenient means of slovwng up
film at titles without disturbing film speed
adjustments.
Carl Fulton, president of the company, in
announcing the new projector, said: "In
summing up the merits of the new Fulco projector it is evident that it is in every sense
strictly up-to-the-minute, a fitting and harmonious fixture suited to any theatre desiring
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Patent*

EX.

My

Specialty

PATENTS

William N. Moore
Patent Attorney-

Loan zuid Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

the highest possible projection results."
Improving Theatres
RISON, ARK. — Extensive improvements have been
made to the Royal theatre.
GURDON,
ARK. — New
and theatre,
projection
machine will be installed
in the organ
Imperial
recently
purchased by S. A. Arnold, representing the TriState Theatres Corporation.

York, N. Y.

Send for 3 Catalogue
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The first important step is to learn
whether you can obtain a patent. Plo«»e
send sketch of your invention with
$5.00, and I will examine the f>ertinent
U. S. patents and inform >-ou whether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost
and manner of procedure. Personal attention. Ejtablishcd 35 year*.
Copyright your play $5.00
Trade-Mark your goods or title* $30.00
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tage Equipment

Fire Curtains Counterweight System
tAotor Driven
Cycloramas
Hydraulic Chec\
Light Bridges

Console - Orchestra - Stage Elevators
532-540 W. 22nd St.

BOWLING

New York City

BELOW — THEATRE
make THEATRES

ABOVE

profitable.

High rentals in any part of the theatre building now possible.
What better place for a bowling alley, billiard
hall or gymn, than the basement of a theatre?
Piano, Radio or Phonograph stores on the
street level are all possible by emplojang
Stevens Sound-Proof
Engineering Methods
Our engineering department wUl ctieerfullr advlsa with
you, without tlie Iea£t obligation.
A Handsome

The

COMPANY
CHICAGO

409 So. Dearborn St.

efficient method
chamber

of

heating

FOR

Write for details.
Cramblet Engineering Corp.
Milwaukee

St., Milwaukee

every type of electrical display advertising— exposed lamp, glass letter and Neon
tube — the Flexlume Corporation claims supremacy.
In its plant, largest in the world devoted exclusively to the manufacture of electrics, are
built giant roof-top and other spectacular displays, building front, marquee and interchangeable letter signs for outdoors; electric-lighted
directional signs for indoors.
Send for free helpful booklet, "Theatre
Electric Displays," illustrating in colors the
latest and finest electrical advertising. Write
Flexlume Corporation, 1833 Military Road,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Sales and Service
.^Bbs. Factories
aJso at
Offices in chief
WSoKm^
Detroit, Los Ancities o( U. S.
MaHjMj
geles, OaKland and

FLEXLUME

ELECTRIC

DISPLAYS

"Best"
safety shutter
The at
shutter
drops when
film breaks

Reproducing

Pipe Organs
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Remote Control
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For C.
siness?on the fourth floor of
buoffice
'SJ.'sState
the
Loew
theatre building, 1540
HOW
Broadway, exudes a spirit of activity that

MODERN
ELECTRICS

NOT
only heat your organ
chamber evenly but correctly
and efficiently as well. Less electrical current is used; there is no
radiation, and no loss of needed
heat as with radiators.

286

Requett.

Consulting Engineers and Manufaetmrmrs

EVENHEETERS
organ

New Catalog on

STEVENS SOUND-PROOF

Hiuubeds of ttie most
modem tniUdingi nolseprotectad wltb Stevens
Sousd-Proof ^slneering.

BEST
DEVICES
CO.
Film Building
Cleveland, O.

indicates
all'sofright
the world Young
— and
this business
ours with
in particular.
ladies trip in and out in rapid succession
bearing cards of callers representing various types of industry. The telephone
jangles urgently.
And, in a neat but sizeable stack on
Sonin's desk are familiar looking papers —
orders. The pile seems to grow instead of
diminish — but presently these bits of paper
find their way to Uncle Sam's intricate delivery system. More activity follows their
delivery. Thus are the wheels of industry
kept turning.
Sonin's association with the Loew organization dates back to 1917 when he began
work in the general office as an accountant.
His next step up the ladder saw him in the
post of office manager. In April, 1923, he
was made assistant purchasing agent and
in October of the same year the complete
responsibilities of the purchasing department were placed
in his charge.
Today, in addition to his duties as purchasing agent Mr. Sonin is also head of the
accessory sales. Thirty-two people are employed in the combined departments, under
his supervision. The accessory sales is an
important feature of Mr. Sonin's work.
Paper for the Loew and other theatres runs
into many carloads each year. Five million
lobby heralds for certain pictures, for instance, is not uncommon.
During a five months' trip in which he
visited many M-G-M exchanges Mr. Sonin
succeeded in working out a highly satisfactory system for the efficient handling of
paper throughout the country. Details are
numerous and the volume runs high in this
end of Mr. Sonin's work but the department functions smoothly and efficiently.
Yes, with
business
brisk, you'll
after
a visit
the is
purchasing
agentagree
of Loew
and M-G-M.
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The Organ
as the Voice
of the
Silent
Drama
^

Wurlitzer

Company

61

creates

jl medium priced "organette" for
small theatres.
New instrument is
combination

of organ and piano.

ant consideration conimport
more fronts
the modern theatre manager
than the matter of providing good
music. No other problem has a closer connection with his box-office receipts.
The amazing growth of musical appreciation
is to-day one of the outstanding characteristics of the times. Never before was the desire for really good music so widespread or
so clearly in evidence. Never before has it
been possible for people to satisfy their
musical appetites to the extent that now obtains. This is due in part to radio broadcasting, which is sending the best in music to
an ever-widening circle of homes. It is due
in part to improved instruments for reproducing recorded music. Last, but most important,
is the credit that is due to motion picture theatres, who have made wonderful strides in
providing increasingly artistic musical programs for their patrons.
NO

*

*

4i

Hearing good music from so many sources,
people become imbued with the desire to play.
This is seen in the greatly stimulated demand
for musical instruments of all descriptions.
More people are studying music today than
ever before. They understand matters of
technique and finish. More than ever they
are appreciative of good music ; more than
ever they are critical of that which is not so
good.
No longer is it solely within the province
of the well-to-do to enjoy musical productions
of the highest rank. The voices and the performances of the world's great artists and
virtuosi are becoming as familiar to the
farmer, the mechanic, and the small-town
merchant, as they are to the aristocracy of
wealth.
Managers of leading theatres, in their desire to attract large and continuous patronage,
have not failed to consider this significant
trend of the times. Therefore, they are devoting increasingly large amounts of advertising space to announcing high-class features,
with the result that the motion picture fan
no longer goes to a theatre merely to see a
feature picture, but to enjoy an afternoon or
evening of pleasing entertainment, in which
music plays a part hardly less important than
the photoplay.
* * *
Moreover, the public is becoming increasingly aware of the charm that good music
lends to a screen production. Music and pictures are alike in that both possess the ability
to arouse the emotions of hearers or beholders. One reaches the emotional centers through
the eye ; the other through the ear. Therefore,
they can be presented at the same time without
interfering with each other; unless the music
is inappropriate or bad, in which event the
effect is similar to that afforded by an instrumental duet when one of the instruments is
not correctly tuned. But if the picture is
artisticallv executed and the musical
accom-

J^ary Pichford at Wurlitzer
paniment well chosen and skilful, each
heightens the sensation produced by the other.
It is an instance of the perfect blending of two
arts in harmonious unity. When a theatre
provides good music with its photoplays, the
patrons derive double pleasure. And they appreciate it!
It is the organ— the orchestral organ — which
is mainly relied upon to enhance the dramas
and comedies of the screen ; to provide artistic
and delightful overtures and musical specialties ;and to establish and maintain a large and
regular patronage.
With its electrical action and instantaneous
response, the modern organ makes orchestral
transcription easy for the organist. It enables
him to vary his music at will to suit the needs
of the photoplay he is following. It brings to
him a wide variety of imitations and noise
effects which add tremendously to the realism
of the picture.
The "silent drama" is no longer silent. The
organ has come to be its eloquent voice. Today, in the larger theatres, the organ is standard equipment, recognized to be almost as
essential to the presentation of motion pictures as are the projecting machines. Among
smaller theatres, however, although they are
alive to the possibilities of the organ and are
installing them in ever increasing numbers,
there still exists in some quarters the fallacious notion that the price of such an instrument is prohibitive.
Officials of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, who construct organs for theatres of all
sizes, are responsible for the statement that
the medium priced modern organ, built to
stand years of service, will pay for itself in
two or three years. This statement is based
upon their knowledge of the experiences of
thousands of theatre owners who arc willing
to testify to the effectiveness of organ music

"organette.

in building up patronage and augmenting the
box office receipts.
It is interesting to note that the Wurliuer
Company has extended its service to a point
where it includes the smallest of motion picture theatres, through the creation of an
"Organette," which is now being placed on the
market. The "Organette" is said to be a combination of piano and organ. It may be
played either as a piano, as an organ with
piano accompaniment, or as a straight organ.
It may be played by an organist or automatically, by the use of music rolls, the rolls
being of the "Duplex" variety, one rewinding
while the other plays. The instrument may
be started or stopped by means of an electrical
switch, from the box office or booth. This
little "Organette" is said to have surprising
volume for its size. Descriptive literature can
be obtained from any of the company's branch
stores.

Canadian Cities in
A Lively Period of
Theatre Erecting
tStt'ciai to iht' rit'raij-ii'crid }

OTTAWA, June 5. — Important theatre projects are occupying the attention of prominent
companies and exhibitors in Monircal, Windsor, Ottawa and other cities. Montreal is to
have three large new theatres, the Electric,
being erected by Electric Theatres, Ltd., at a
cost of $300,000; one by United Amusements.
Ltd., costing $150,000; and another by Benjamin Isaacs.
Paramount-Windsor
Company, Ltd., subsidiary of Famous Players Canadian Corporation, is to build a house at Windsor.
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smart, exacting times. ^ Paramount, as always, saw this coming a year j
ahead of any other company.
ingly. Paramount

Paramount

set its present product accord- |

exhibitors have reaped the benefit. That's the advantage '

of dealing with the leader. ^ Now comes the 1928-9 season. And ParaNews, Christie Come-

mount's Whole Show Program. Features, Paramount

dies, Short Features. Every picture in tune with the times. Every star a
popular favorite.

SOUND

Far in advance of the field.

PICTURES

With entrance of Paramount

into sound field,

Here it is:

^ Proof?

PARAMOUNT
"WINGS,"

with same

OFFERS

amazing

WEDDING

sound

MARCH,"

effects as $2

the real Era of Sound — quality pictures in

exhibition. "THE

sound — begins !

Jannings-Lubitsch masterpiece, "THE PATRIOT,"
sound.
More to come!

PARAMOUNT

AGE OF COLOR

Von Stroheim's "THE

Kodaks

Technicolor. Zane Grey's "THE

Color a mighty

color sequences.

selling force today.

FRONT

PAGE NEWS

Aviation news packs the newspapers.

The pub-

WEDDING

MARCH"
WATER

PARAMOUNT
Air classics, "WINGS,"

OF

Prize fights draw millions. Mystery novels sell

fight thriller, "THE MAN

I LOVE."

Colleges packed.

Big league baseball bigger than ever.

"CANARY

MURDER

and "PERFUMED

HOLE,"

with

FffiST

"DIRIGIBLE."

market smash, "WOLF

of thousands.

partly in

Etc., etc.

lic in the stock market and 4,000,000 share days.

by hundreds

with

READY

Flaming orange fountain pens. Fords in color.
in pinks and blues.

synchronized.

WALL

CASE,"

TRAP."

First big stock

STREET."

Prize

Mystery best-seller,

plus "INTERFERENCE"

College leader, 'TARSITY."

Dix basebaU drama, "WARMING

UP."
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Richard Dix

Emil Jannings
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Pola Negri

Adolphe Menjou

Not the
flashing,
vibrant
packers

Nancy Carroll

Florence Vidor

George Bancroft

Douglas MacLean

Esther Ralston

Thomas Meighan

STARS OF TOMORROW

doll-faced favorites of yesterday. But
high-spirited women. He-men. Real,
personalities who can act. Theatreof today.

Fay Wray

WORLD

Bebe Daniels

Wallace Beery

STARS OF TODAY

PICTURE

Youth. New faces. Talented artists hurled
into popularity by real public acclaim. Box
office assets getting bigger by the minute!

Cliie BrtHtk

Gary Cooper

William Powell

Evelyn Brent

James Hull

Mary Brian

Richard Arlen

Louise Brooks

Ruth Taylor

SHORTS that SELL SEATS -^ PARAMOUNT
The day of filler shorts has passed. Short
features must draw by their own value. That's
why leading theatres play Paramount Short
Features.

Fred KuhU-r

in the LEAD

New, progressive Paramount News. Leatler from the
start. Christie Comedies: "Confessions of a Ch()riis (Mrl.''
"Sandy MaeDuff," Bobhy >ernon, Billy Dooley. Kdw.
Everett Horlon Comedies. (ireat Stars antl Authors.
Krazy Kat, Inkwell Imps Cartoons.

keen showman brains, foresight, resources, manpower
exhibitors' one sure reliance in these changing times —

PARAMOUNT-

WHOLE

SHOW

PROGRAM

19 28-9

iXJinnind CiCKeti
F B 0 MAKES BIG DENT IN TRADE
WITH SENSATIONAL NEW PRODUCT!
Straight F B O Ticket Swamps Polls
as Hundreds of Shrewd Showmen
Hook Up with the Hardest-hitting,
Fastest-stepping Organization in the

SIX

GIANT
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Big with the Red-blooded Punch That Vitaliza
All F B O Productions . . . Top the New Master
Showmen's Product!
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An Ans^wer by
Joseph M.to Schenck
Tc&ak

Wednirsday.

DAIi-V

Where the HELL
' I "HE bull slinging season
is on. This year, however, I'm wearing ear-muffs.
I've been pumped full of hot
air season after season. Now
I MUST talk— and talk
straight out — up, down and
K'X. I either get help or the
Sheriff gets me.
I'm just a two theatre exhibitor— independent. I was in
this game when a two-reeler
was a feature.
At one time I made a profit.
In the last two years, I've
made a near living. I'm
spending some of this money
now on these ads. to shout
MY

battle cry, and to broadcast "Watch Your Step" to
others.

What is sapping the lifeblood of my two theatres?

June

o. lO^'

am I heading?
I

in
the picture
busines's
I running
a side
show? or am

maybe, and most of the stuS
hasn't been put through the
sausage grinder yet?

What can I do about the
competition of toy cameras
and films for the homes? If

Where the Hell am I heading? How can I meet these
threats at my livelihood?

What's 1<eeping people away
from my houses?

they get movies> w ith their
soup and coffee now — must
I serve beer?

I WANT

Is it Radio that keeps 'em
glued to their Morris Chairs
every night? If it is, how
am I going to draw them
when they can hear Paree
and Coolidge and Dempsey
or Al . Smith or Hoover.
What is anyone doing about
this Radio Menace?

What can I do, about these
tin Lizzies on wheels and
Lincoln highways?

What the hell is anyone doing to fight the menaces that
are stabbing at the heart of
my business?

How can I fight <J\cr-seating and over-building?
What about this "Presentation Craze" — spangled sets,
acrobats, tin pan bands and

other stage hokum?

Am

Why must I be taxed the fat
overhead salaries for fat
heads, when I book their
"Economy Wave" pictures?
Why must I take a dozen
"Aids" to get one possible
box-office HIT?
Why must I pay for a nightmare of colors to tell me

TO

KiNOW .

1 gaesS there must be others
like me who want to know —
who must know, or blow up.
If things don't get better,
I'm going to take up bricklaying, where a brick's a
brick, and no gold paint's on
If anyone's got the answer,
it.
for Heaven's sake, shoot —
write me personally. I'm
desperate. For good reasons, Ican't sign my name.
addressing
But you can reach me by

how great pictures may be —

Just an Exhibitor— Box M-395 Film Daily
1650 Broadway, New York City

Mr. Just an Exhibitor:
Your advertisement entitled "Where the
Hell Am I Heading?" was unusual and
daring. I'm glad I was in town when your
ad. appeared.
I am NOT going to write you personally,
ril play you across the boards and answer
you in paid space also.
Your
fearless "battle
mustbusiness.
appeal
to constructive
thinkerscry"
in this
Your facts not only interested me, yet
behind your plea, I felt the heart of a
human being— thank goodness you haven't
lost your sense of humor either.

You have analyzed your own problems
and those of other exhibitors like you.
You also hit many problems that confront
the industry. You are to be commended
for your courage.
Let me answer each one of your questions individually.
^ If radio keeps them in their Morris
^^ chairs, you must have more powerful
attractions, more interesting entertainments to bring them to your chairs. Don't
fear radio. Eye entertainment has much
stronger appeal than ear entertainment.
That's a scientific fact. You can beat radio
by showing great pictures for the eye.
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And now comes Movietone to give a big
thrill to the ear. That will put radio out
for keeps as competition.

No over-seating situation is so bad
for the energetic showman that he
can't overcome it by playing and exploiting good pictures. A good picture will
draw people to a tent or a stadium. It
2

isn't your seats, it's your screen.

If you're wise, you'll stick to running
a picture show and not a side-show.
Presentations on the stage usually camouflage poor entertainment on the screen.
Good pictures never needed acrobats or
spangles in the past. High-class attractions
need no "hokum" today. Get a record
of the houses that consistently run nothing

3

but good pictures and you'll see a record
of consistent profits. Pictures are the
magnet, the major attraction.

Don't worry about home movies.
Amateur films are no more competition for your theatre than amateur theatricals are for the speaking stage. In
fact, good pictures are guides and inspirations to amateurs. Home movies create
more movie fans.

4

5 Why let that exhibitor fifteen miles
away draw your people? Run good
pictures, outstanding attractions. Give
them better entertainment than anyone
else can give them. The Lizzies and
Rolls Royces will stop at your door.
Salaries for production executives
depend upon the supply and demand
for ability. True, some may be overpaid,
but I trust to your fairmindedness to recognize the sincerity of the campaign that
is constantly being waged to reduce picture costs. You must realize, too, that
great pictures are quality pictures, and
quality pictures must be produced up to
an ideal and not down to a destructive
budget. By all means, support every
producer whose sole aim is to make good
6

PICTURE

WORLD

pictures and not to turn out so many cans
of film.
7 The question of booking pictures has
been a matter of growth. Some exhibitors book 20 or 30 or 40 pictures in one
lump thinking they are protecting themselves. Some companies sell pictures in
bulk to protect themselves also. This condition will have to be ironed out between
you and them. You can correct this "buying of a dozen duds to get one hit" by
booking only those pictures that are suitable to your theatre.
You know you can book good pictures
individually on merit if you want to. Make
quality your aim instead of price. When
you buy bulk, you must take the gamble.
|B Trade paper advertising is a con^^ structive force — a powerful economic
factor. It reduces our cost to sell. You do
not pay for picture advertising any more
than your public pays for your theatre
advertising. You should know the line-up
oi pictures every cpmpany offers you.
Attractive trade paper advertising helps
you and helps us.
As to where you are heading — you'll
head the right way if your policy is "The
Best Pictures I can Secure at Any Price."
Keep your finger on your public's likes
and dislikes and only fill your play dates
when you are assured you have the best
to give your patrons. Then you need
never worry about Radio, Home Movies,
Lincoln Highways or any of the so-called
menaces.
The answer in every industry to any
menace is Better Product.

9k

^l^jlAx^

President and Chairman
Board of Directors
United Artists Corporation,
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"You KNOW the
Herald-World"
Perhaps you think of it as "the paper with the
What the Picture Did for Me' department" — perhaps as "the paper that puts out 'Better Theatres' "
— or for one of a dozen other features — but you
KNOW the Herald-World.
The Herald-World is a DEFINITE PAPER.
It is the one and only motion picture trade
journal that goes to original sources for such annual features as "The 104 Biggest Money Makers
of the Year," "The 60 Best Box Office Names" and
other fundamentally important trade services.
You KNOW the Herald-World for what it is—
the biggest, best and most successful publication
in the motion picture field.
And you know the Herald-World KNOWS.

HERALD
WORLD
_,

EXHIBITORS

^ MOVING

PICTURE
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ALWAVS
LEAD

always in the lead!
WO

years ahead of all others on Movietone

' —the only publicly demonstrated vocal film.
Twenty-seven weekly releases acclaimed by public of Fox Movietone News — it speaks for itself!

^'The News Parade," first of the newsreel
dramas, leads the parade of carbon-copy films
now in production.
Five specials for release next season backed up
by successful Broadway showings twice daily
at $2 admission.
Prints of 12 completed pictures for release next
season are now in all Fox exchanges ready for
screening.
And now, first of all, William Fox announces
the definite detailed weekly release schedule
through to January 1929.

FOX

SETS

THE

PACE

FOR

THE

INDUSTRY

LooU to FOX for FILM Supremacy
—

CAN ANY OTHER COMPANY
SUPPLY SUCH PRODUCT AS THIS
CAN ANY.*■' THEATRE AFFORD
NOT TO PLAY THESE PICTURES
OF DEMONSTRATED BOX-OFFICE VALUE
OCTOBER
AUGUST
NOVEMBER
19 street Angel
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in Frank
Borzage's greatest love lyric.

26 The River Pirate
William K. Howard's production ot the
novel by Charles Francis Coe with Victor
McLaglen, Lois Moran, Nick Stuart, Earle
Foxe and Donald Crisp.

SEPTEMBER
3 Four Sons
John Ford's greatest picture with Margaret
Mann, June Collyer, James Hall, Francis X.
Bushman, Jr., George Meeker, Charles Morton and Earle Foxe.

lOFazil
Howard Hawks tempestuous romance of
the love oJ an Eastern Prince, played by
Charles Farrell, for la petite Parisienne in
the person ot Greta Nissen.

17 Win That Girl
David Rollins and Sue Carol in a football
comedy directed by David Butler, who
produced "High School Hero" and "The
News Parade."

24 Mother Knows
Best
Edna Ferber's story of a stage star managed
from infancy to maturity by mama, movietoned by J. G. Blystone, with Madge Bellamy, I^uise Dresser, Barry Norton, Albert
Gran and Lucien Litdefield.

(cent.)

I Plastered In Paris

Sammy Cohen and Jack Pennick in a riotous comedy directed by Benjamin Stolofl.

8 Me, Gangster
Raoul Walsh production of the red-blooded
novel of the underworld by Charles Francis
Coe, wfth Don Terry, Margaret Mann, June
Collyer, Arthur Stone, Anders Randolf
and Claude Gillingwater.

X5 The Air Circus
Howard Hawks production of flying, flaming youth with Arthur Lake, Sue Carol
and David Rollins.

ZZ Mother Machree
John Ford production with Victor
McLaglen, Belle Bennett, Neil Hamilton,
Constance Howard, Ethel Clayton and
Philippe DeLacy.

29 Vampire a la Mode
IrvingCummings production with Marjorie
Beebe and Tyler Brooke.

NOVEMBER
5 Sunrise
F. W. Murnau's song of two humans with
Janet Gaynor, George O'Brien, Margaret
Livingston and Farrell Macdonald.

12 Prep and Pep
Campus Lite in a prep school, directed by
David Butler with Nancy Drexel and
David Rollins.

19 The Baggage
Smasher
James Tinting
production
of a ba
smasher who became a railroad king, with
Victor McLaglen and Arthur Stone.

26 Making the Grade
George Ade's latest and greatest story with
Edmund Lowe and Lois Moran, Alfred E.
Green production.

DECEMBER
3 The Red Dance
Raoul Walsh production with Dolores
Del Rio, Charles Farrell and Ivan Linow.

XO Joy Street
Irving Cummings production with Lionel
Barrymore, Maria Alba, Kenneth Thompson and Arthur Stone.

17 Dry Martini
H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast's sophisticated
drama of Paris Boulevards with June
Collyer, Edmund Lowe, Albert Gran, Barry
Norton, Lia Tora, Tyler Brooke.

24 The Fog
Lew

Seller production of the story by

Charles Francis Coe, with George O'Brien
and June Collyer.

3X Homesick
Benjamin StoloH production featuring the
comedy team Sammy Cohen and Jack Pennick, with Sally Phipps and Nick Stuart.

JANUARY
7 Riley the Cop
John Ford production with Farrell MacDonald, Nancy Drexel, Warren Burke
and Mildred Boyd.

FOX '^CTour Weekly Prosperity Throughout

igzS
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CLALITT
DErENDACILITT
STABILIXy
Tiffany-Stahl renews the pledge— made and carried
out — of last year, to give to exhibitors pictures of the
highest quality.
Tiffany-Stahl, to carry out this idea, have decided
that instead of spending an enormous amount of
money on elaborate fifty, sixty or seventy page highly
colored and artistic inserts, can convey their message
in a dignified way, and the money used in a manner
that will do the most good — in their pictures.
Tiffany-Stahl have done what everyone said could
NOT be done. Many were skeptical — but results have
proven that they have given to the exhibitors MORE
than they even promised.
Tiffany-Stahl delivered to exhibitors program pictures that in many instances EXCEEDED in quality
and box office returns the so-called specials of other
producing organizations.
Tiffany-Stahl presents for the coming year productions that will re-inspire in exhibitors the confidence
bred in delivering box-office pictures that are now
THE TALK OF THE INDUSTRY.

V

Tiffany-Stahl will produce ten special productions
suitable for extended runs, two of which have already
been completed— "THE TOILERS" a Reginald Barker
production and "THE CAVALIER"^-both can rightfully be called super-specials. They will also produce
a star series with a total production schedule of thirtyfour pictures and Twenty-four Tiffany Color Classics
—short reel gems— AND TIFFANY-STAHL CAN ASSURE EVERY EXHIBITOR THAT THEY WILL PRODUCE AND DELIVER THEIR PRODUCT AS SCHEDULED.
Tiffany-Stahl stars are world-famous — their histrionic screen ability is unquestioned — their fame is recognized by motion picture patrons throughout the
world — stories by world-renowned authors and playwrights—directors oability
f
and international repute.
Tiffany-Stahl ow ns no theatres and are not in direct
competition with the theatre owner — they have no
interests apart from producing the best pictures of
the highest quality.
Tiffany-Stahl, in bringing to the attention of the
exhibitor their offerings for 1928-1929, will again exceed all promises made, with the assurance that they
will live up to the reputation thev have firmly established for QUALITY, DEPENDABILITY, STABILITY.
Tiffany-Stahl Prodictions, Inc.
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SECIE/

PRODUCTIONS

3 BELLE BENNETT

"THE QUEEN OF BURLESQUE," by Harry Durant.
A story of a middle-aged 7<iew England woman who yearns for tire footlights and finds the road to stardom
rough and stormy.
"THE POWER OF SILENCE"
How long can a woman \eep a secret?

"GERALDINE LAIRD,"
Kathleen Norris.

suggested by the novel "The Luck of Geraldine Laird" by

A thrilling story replete with mystery, adventure and sex.

3 SALLY O'NEILL PRODUCTIONS
"THE BIG TOP '

The joys and sorrows of the world of ^na^e-helieve.

"APPLAUSE" — Based on the story "Put and Take" by Edmund Goulding; Continuity
by Frederic and Fanny Hatton.
The story of a fearless, fascinating, devil-may-care girl reared in the free ayid easy Tenth Avenue . at'
mosphere who rises above her surroundings and reaches the bright lights of Broadway.
"THE FLOATING COLLEGE," by Stuart Anthony.
The story of a madcap — an unchastened flapper.

2 GEORGE
"GEORGE

JESSEL PRODUCTIONS
WASHINGTON

COHEN

—Based

on

Aaron

HoflFman's

stage

play

"The

Cherrj' Tree."
"THE GHETTO"— Based on the story "The Schlemiehl."
A poor fool who blunders into the lives of others and brings happiness to all.
With a supporting cast including Margaret Quimby, Mary Doran, Rosa Rosanova, William Strauss, Gayne Whitman, Gwen Lee, Richard Tucker. - - Directed
by Norman Taurog.

3 DOROTHY

SEBASTIAN

PRODUCTIONS

"THE MILLION DOLLAR DOLL"— by A. M. WilHamson.
A girl pampered bji luxury and ease see\s an escape from the boredom of wealth.

"THE
SPIRIT OF YOUTH"— Suggested by the story "Ramsey Milholland" by Booth
Tarkington.
- .1

If

Another delightful story typical of American Life as described by the celebrated author of "Penrod''
and '^Seventeen."

"THE DEVIL'S APPLE TREE"

A romance that began in the Garden of Eden and continued ever since.

^•^

2 RICARDO

CORTEZ

PRODUCTIONS

"THE GUN RUNNER," by Arthur Stringer.
A grijj^ing story of intrigue and burning love, plots and counterplots, with tfve thrilling exploits of the
gun-runners woven into a swift-moving narrative.
"THREE KEYS TO
A bajfling mystery.

A DOOR,"

by Harry Braxton.

•?gg^ai^<rwjjg>j;iiwiiji yiji iijiiiiw««i»|!!»gBje;
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3 EVE SOUTHERN
"HELEN

OF LONDON,"

PRODLCTIOJNS
by Sidney Go wing.

A story that ta\e& us from London drawing-rooms and Hyde ParX to the Old Bailey and Limchouse.

"THE

TWELVE

POUND

LOOK,

' by Sir James M. Barrie.

A picturization of Ethel Barrymore's stage triumph.
A dranid of a married woman who fought self-respect ivith financial indcpetxdence .

THE NAUGHTY DUCHESS -Suggested
discretion of the Duchess."
^

by the Sir Anthony

Hope story

Th,-

In-

A delightful story of intrigue in sophisticated London society.

4 JACK LONDON
"SON

OF THE

STORIES

WOLF

A dramatic masterpiece involving a picturesque character in a romantic love triangle.

"WIFE

OF THE

KING

A story of a forceful, dominating man and a woman who endangered his reign.

2 productions to be announced.

4 PETER B. KYNE

24

STORIES

TirFANT
§HCCT

CCLCC
CLA/XIC/
KEEL CCM/

Tiffany Color Classics have been heralded far and wide by exhibitors as the finest type
of short reel pictures ever shown on a screen. They are photographed throughout in
Technicolor.

"MEMORIES,
Within the past year such splendid pictures as "KING OF SPORTS,
"ROAMING
ROUND
THE CARIBBEAN,
THE BRIDAL OF PENNACOOK,'
COMRADES, ' ROMANY LOVE,"
ROSE OF KILLARNEY,
NORTH OF SUEZ.
SCVRFACE,"
TREASURE LAND,
SOUVENIRS,
MARCHETA,
MISSION
BELLS,
\
PERFECT DAY" and "GIRLS OF TODAY
have played in the leading theatres in tin
United States.

They have been booked consistently week after week by such circuits as Puhliv. l.ocw.
Sacnger. West Coasi '! hcatrr-..
Wilmer &' Vincent,
Skouras, Finkelstein
Schine,Theatres,
Stanley, Artists
& Rubin.A. H. Blank.
United
TiifiFany Color Classics have gained millions of admirers Immuusc of iIumt splendid
artistry and natural color photography. They afford all exhibitors ,thc opportiinit\ to
give an added charm to their program.
For 1928-1929 Tiffany will deliver to exhibitors 21 Color Classics
all different than the ordinary run of short subjects.
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LOVES
JOHN M. STAHL was born and
educated in New York City. He
be^an his theatrical career in 1909
playing bits on the legiliniale
stage. He entered the movies in
1913 as an extra.

a ■!

His first chance to direct came in
19 14-. Among his outstanding box
office attractions are "Wives of
Men." "Her Code of Honor," "The
I'he
Me,
Gavesl
Thou
Child
Dangerous Age," "Lovers," "In Old
Kentucky. " "Suspicious Wives,"
"Why Men Leave Home.'"
Mr. Slahl has made an envialdc
reputation in his chosen line of
endeavor and has been endorsed
as one of the outstanding producers of the kind of pictures which
creUtc box ofTice value.

OF SAPPHO,

by Viola Brothers Shore.

THE YELLOW PASSPORT,
ham Schomer.

from the famous play by Abra-

I'll which a good njcnian in order to remain in tite city >nust brand herself
with the mar\ of shatne — the yellow passport. A gripping ■>nelodrama
of thrills and tears — of slratnc and passion.

2 Special Productions to be announced.

THE

CAVALIER

Suggested by the novel "The Black Rider" by Vlax Bi'and.
— with Richard Talmadge, Barbara Bedford, David Torrence.
Directed by Irvin Willat.
A thrilling tale of a Knight Errant.

L__

^^r-*^

A modern story of a wotnan who runs the gamut of love — tlie toast of
Bohemian Paris — model — inistre.ss — courtesan.

nn ounces

4 REGINALD CACrEC
PC€f)LCTI€N/
"THE TOILERS, " by L. C. Rigby, with Douglas Fairbanks Jr.,
Jobyna Ralston, Harvey Clark, Evelyn Selbie.
An epic of might, hrawn and love, interwoven with the powerful friend'
ship of three ynen, with a dramatic bac\grouYud of the coal mines, ivlxere
men spend their lives in dar\ness so that the rest of the world might have
light.

NOW

"THE

FORWARD

READY

MARCH,"

FOR SCREENING

REGINALD BARKER has bten
actor, stage ttianaper, motion picture; director and producer.
He bepan his motion picttire
career in 1913 ah director after
studying new technique under
Thomas H. Inee.
He has had a triumphant
office hit every year —
1913 "The Bargain'
1916
Ni).'ht
1917 •On
The the
Coward

by L. G. Rigby.

A dratnatic and powerful epic story of two conti-^ients

Im»\

Mage"

1919
"Carmen43" of the
1918
1920 'Shell
"The (;irl from
1921 "The Branding

2 special productions to be announced.

Hearts
Vflame
The <)1<1 Nest"
The
DixuliStorm"Handicap
The
Divic
The Great
1927 "Bodv and Soul"
1928 "THE TOILERS"

' I

I 1

5■

/
*$CLAD
A SPECIAL

CIGHT^^

PRODUCTION
With Eddie Gribhon and George E. Slon

^A Qcrmedy Drama of Laughs, Thrills lou

IrrAliT*

fi%mi

•i>S
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TIf f ANT-STAHL

dlcinc 1927-28

i3€x Office mrfccy

THE GIRL FBOM
b\ Viola Oark.

GAY

PAREE

\\\\i Lowell Shornion,
Barbara
Be<lford. Malcolm McGrr^por, Walter Hiers,
Intereiting tliuJ every ititjuhev o/ file cast
a .stjong player — Varict>'.

THE

DEVIL'S SKIPPER —suggested by a Jack London story — Directed by John G. Adolfi.
With
Belle Bennett,
Montagu
Love,
Cullen Landis, Mary McAllister.
A powerful story of the sea. It is, in fact
as powerful as any of the Jact{ Londoii^
stories that have been filmed.
— Harrison's
Reports

FOREVER"
ONCEby AND
Houston Branch

Willi Patsy Btith Miller,[John Harron,
Burr Mcintosh.
Vretty httle rtrmance attractiz'cly told and
well e^iacted b^) a capable cast — Film Daily

WOMEN'S \\ ARES' —by E. Morton
Hough- -Directed by Arthur Gre-

NAMELESS MEN"— by E. Morton
Hough — Directed by Christy Cabanne.
With Antonio Moreno, Claire Windsor,
Eddie Gribbon, Ray Hallor, Sally Rand.
The suspense
is tense; the spectator's
interest is aroused from the very begin,'
ning aru^ is Xept alive until the end.
— Harrison's
Reports

with Kvelyn Brent, Bert Lytell, Larry
Kent, Gertrude Short, Richard Tucker.
gor.
An excellent picture — Harrison's Reports

I;

NIGHT IJFE'— by Albert Shelby
LeVino — Directed by George Archainbaud.
Aiith \lice Day, John Harron, Eddie
(.ribbon, Walter Hiers, Lionel Braham.
S/io«!d score anywhere.
Success for this
TiJfany'Stahl offering in practically any
^hcatre.
For first class houses.
— M. P. 7\[ews

THEIR

THE

HAliNTED SHIP' —by E. Morton Hoiij^h — Directed by Forrest
Sheldon.

HOUSE

sufigested

by

OF SCANDAL —by E. Morton Hough — Directed by King

THE SCARLET DOVE"— by Arthur
Gregor — Directed by Arthur GreWith Lowell Sherman, Margaret Livingston, Robert Frazer, Josephine Borio,
Shirley Palmer.
A film
with
much colorful action, ardent
gor.
love-mak.ing, and a climax at the end
brings the story to a satisfactory conclusion.— Atlantic City, 7^. J., Press

the

Zane

TlfrANy-STAHL
i.\.

KANSAS CITY, MO,
113 We«t ISth Str,H.t
LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
1915 S. Vermont Street
MILWAIIKEE. WIS.
195 Seventh Street
MINNEAPOLIS,. MINN.
16-18 N. Fourth Slr.-.l
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
126 Meado>v
Stre.1
NEW ORLEANS.
LA.
NEW

With Alice White, Malcolm McGregor,
Mildred
Harris,
Armand
Kaliz,
Kit
Guard, Victor Potel.
Gripping story of an American dough'
boy and a midinette.
GREEN GRASS WIDOVS S — by Wellyn Totman — directed by Al Raboch.
With
WALTER
HAGEN,
Gertrude
Olmstead, John Harron, Ray Hallor.
Comedy
drama
of the lin1{s with
the
rol^.
world's greatest golfer playing the leading
"PROWLERS

yORK CITY, N. V.
"29 Seventh Avenue
OMAHA, NEB.
1.S16 Davenport Street
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
1313 Vine Street
PITrSBllRCH, PA.
1014 Forlxw Street
PORTLAND, ORE.
449 Gluwn Street
SALT LAKE (TTY'. I'lAII
i.'iB E. tut Street, South

OF

THE

SEA"— sug-

gested by a Jack London story —
directed by John G. .\dolfi.

With
Ricardo
Cortez, Carmcl
Myers,
George Fawcett, Shirley Palmer.
Story of revolution and a woman's wiles.
"A GRAIN OF DUST "—adapted from
the David Graham PhiUips novel
by L. G. Rigby^directed by
George Archainbaud.
Story of a beautiful secretary who lures
her
cupid's net with
resultsemployer
that are into
startling.
"THE ALBANY NIGHT BOAT"—
story and continuity by Ben
Grauman Kohn — directed by
Al Raboch.
An intriguing drama aboard the famotis
night liner.
"BEAUTFUL BUT DUMB "—by Viola
Brothers Shore; continuity by
Frances Hyland.
Story of a beautiful girl who, despite being
dumb, causes many tragic events.
Story of modemRELATIONS'
marriage and some of its
DOMESTIC
dire results.

With Belle Bennett, Russell .Simpson, Eve .Southern.
Donald
Keith, Anita Stewart, Wesley Barry,

The most outstanding production of the year.
A box ojfice money-maXer wherever shoivn.

CCANCH

€PflCEX

SAN

FRAN<:l.S<:0. CAL.
288 'lurk Street
ST. LOUIS. MO.
3312 Lindell Roulevnrd
SKAITLE. WASH.
2+19 Second Avenue
WASHINGTON, D.C.
916 c; St. N.W.
TORONTO, ONT.
277 Victoria Sireet
MONTREAL, QtlE.
12 Mayor Street
WINNIPEG, MAN.
Film
Evehanne
Itu.'lHiniC
VANCOUVER. B.C.
1218 Burrard Slre.l
CALGVRY,
ALTA.
212 IVaderB Biiild!ri|:
ST. JOH~

M R

LONIKJi
158 1 1,.
Vta '<

S'!;^**!^;;

"LINGERIE"—
by John Francis Nalpassion.
teford — directed by George Melford.

'WILD GEESE"— adapted by A. P. Younger from
Martha Ostcnso's famous novel.

Grey

IJnaninioudy selected b^i exhibitors as one of the
best screen f^roductions of 19Z6-27.

IS4 Walton .Slrr-fi
BOSTO.N- M.VSS.
42 PiwJmo.it Slrr
PUFFALO. N. Y.
SOS Peaj-1 ,Str<?il
CHARLOTTE, N. C
Slrert
227 North Grahai
CHICAGO, ILL,
806 S. Wofaaub Avenue
aNCINNATI. O.
firoadM'Qy Film Building
CLEVELAND. O.
Film Exciuin«|;« BniUtii)!
nALLAS. TEXAS
308 S. Hai^ood »tr««t
rWNVER, COLO.
2040 Broarfwoy
DETROIT, MK3I.
2310 Cit«« Av«n)ie
JINDlANAPOLfS. HN1>.
M2 N. lilino!. «k™«t

EdgarEve Lewis.
With
Southern, Malcolm Mc^^pnr,
Roy
Stewart,
Shirley
Palmer.
A powerful
drama
of the tempests of

CLOTHES MAKE THE WOMAN "—
by Tom Terriss — directed by Tom
Terriss.

With Jobyna RalKlon, Robert Frazer, Margaret Living-ton. (yiiinn Williams, Pat Harmon.

.\rHMA.

"STORMY WATERS '—suggested by
a Jack London story — directed by

Albert Shelby

Baggott.
With Dorothy
Harry
Murray. Sebastian, Pat O'Malley,
Croo\ melodrama urith the suspense and
thrills relieved by deft comedy touched.
Excellent entertainment.
— Wheeling, W. Va. , Intelligencer

A WOMAN AGAINST THE WORLD '
--b> .Albert Shelby LeVino— Directed by George -Archainbaud.
VHth HarritHin Ford, Georgia Hale,
(Jertrude Olnislcad, Lee Moran, Harvey
t lark, Walter Hiers. Sally Rand.
— Varaiet
The suspense, is holding, sometimes
hit
y
gripping, and a very g<x)d picture.

'LI(;HTMNG'
ftory. .

"—by

BACHELOR S
PARADISE'
— by
Raymond
Schrock — Directed by
George Archainbaud.
With
Sally Sylvia
O'Neill,Ashton,
Ralph Jean
Graves,Laverty,
Eddie
Gribbon,
Jim Finlayson.
Here's a picture that is funnier than
Chaplin's "Circus" and as perfectly cast
as uxxs "Over the Hill" . . . In fact, it is
the best cast and best acted picture this
reviewer has got a close-up of in ten years.
And one of the best directed . Worth going
miles to see. — Chicago Daily T^ews.

■STREETS
OF
SHANGHAI" — by
John Francis Natteford — Directed bv Lwuis J. Gasnier.
\Sifh I'auhne Starke, Kenneth Harlan,
Marparet
Livingston,
Eddie Gribbon,
Jaaon
Robards.
It 14 one of fhfxse /lims that gives the fans
i)u; th-i dls f/i<;v enjoy; having a plot that
"holds
one thro^^ghout
its cleverness,
ddft touches
and human bv interest
appeal,
— Hartford,
Conn.,
Courant

THE TRAGEDY OF YOUTH'
— by
Albert Shelby I^e Vino — Directed
by George Archainbaud.
Vtith Warner Baxter, Patsy Ruth Miller,
Bujster (.loUicr, Claire McDowell.

HOUR

"LADIES OF THE NIGHT CLUB' —
by Ben Grauman Kohn — directe<I
by George
With
Ricardo Archainbaud.
Cortez, Barbara Leonard,
Lee Moran, Cissy Fitzgerald. Douglao
Gerrard.
A draina behind the scenes of Broadway
life.

LeVino
— Directetl
Al Raboch.'
With
John
Harron, by
June
Marlowe,
Dorothy Sebastian, John Roche.
Is interesting and away from the beaten
:— Variety
trac}^ of cinema plots.
Prodtiction
and
direction good and picture should deliver.

■ftith
Dorothy
Sebastian,
Montagu
Love. Tom
Sanlchi,
Ray Hallor,
Pat
Uarruon.
Once again the ambitious, independent
TiffanyStahl company has given us
soviethitLfJ ?( hich really registers, ^liere
«^as ' Wiid Geese," "Afight Life," "Once
And Fi-Dci i.1 ," and now "The Haunted
Ship ' — X T J^ews

^ v;

With Eve Southern,
Walter
Pidfcron,
(>orUHs Palmer, George. E. Stone.
An absorbing and gripping drama involvRussia.
.
ing the mystericyus
Princess Aruxstana of

This is a gem literally and figuratively.
It is so true to life that one feels as if seeing a life occurence. It should give 100%
satisfaction everywliere.
— Harrison's
Reports

—
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A REVIEW OF
THE PAST
SEASONAtten'shunl
FACE
THE facts!
M-G-M won the 19274928
BOX office honors with
(continued)

(continued)

EVERY

WEEK

A BIG

STAR

DANE-ARTHUR

NO company on earth
CAN give you the
SECURITY of a
CODY-PRINGLE
BIG Star name
TO put in your
MARQUEE lights
EVERY week1500 new accounts
SWITCHED from other companies
TO M-G'M last year!
10^000 practical showmen
NOW use M-G'M service
BECAUSE experience shows
M-G-M product returns
THE consistent profits !

-GTHE

IMPORTANT

NAME!

LILLIAN
GISH

THE MONEY PRODUCT
1928-1929
CODY-PRINGLE

SPECIALS
SHOW PEOPLE
Marion Davies
William Hajnes
THE CARNIVAL

The Baby Cyclone
and 2 more
OF LIFE

John
Greta Glberr
Garbo
THE LOVES OF CASANOVA

4
3

4
3
2
2
4
2
1
4

6
2

TIM

McCOY

FLASH
The Amazing

Dog

Star in Grease Paint
and ! more

LON CHANEY

While the City Sleep?

and 3 others

GRETA

ONS
UCTI
PROD
OPOLITAN
COSM
Our Dancing Daughters

3

GARBO

Breakers Ahead
Mothers and Sons

Tiger Skirt, Single Standaril
(tnd I more

WILLIAM

HAINES

Exce^is Baggage anH

MARION
Dumb

Dora and

RAMON
GoUi

i more

GILBERT

The Devil's Mask and i more

NORMA

SHEARER

Ballyhoo and j more

BUSTER

KEATON

The Camera Man and i more

LILLIAN

GISH

DANE-ARTHUR
The VV'md
Camping Ou' and ^ more

COMPANY

TRIC-LIGHT
ELEC
3 HITS
The Bellamy Trial

2 More

NOVARRO

Braid and

JOHN

i more

DAVIES

^V
Af\

The Wonder
A Free Soul

of Women

COMEDIES
HAL ROACH

loOUR

GANG

10 LAUREL-HARDY
10 CHARLEY CHASE
lo ALL

104

STAR
M-G-M

NEWS

Twice Weekly

M-G-M GREAT
EVENTS
entirely in Technicolor

M-G-M
UFA

ODDITIES

world-wide gems

im
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RAY

JOHNSTON

.V
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.

A pfCTUMzArioH of

TKE E)tPLOiTS OP
GEORGf BRONSON HOWARB^T
FASCINATING CHARACTER

As TOLD By
MR. HOWARD
IH HIS WIDELY READ

Hovel

eBLACK^BOOK

'^S^t
EDITH
OF The first Order. Featmrng
JA Thnl/er
BY DUKfc vvoR.n
DIRECTEDf^-5®*'N|"
' — «•»""
*^'^"^
TPEM CARR PRODUCTION
y^!l^T^/*'T^^

RAY

ART

BOX

g/e.^e..^
1928-9ON
;;^. ATI
TWENTY
OFFICE COR
POR

PICTURES

tf

i

Promises in Red Ink"
Promises in Silver Ink

Universal is the only company in th
tures READY

NOW

for you to see in the exd

fact — that's performance — that's smashing all precedent, I
company has ever done this before! Is it any wonder that the word
"Universal has the world by the tail. Again Carl Laemmle shows the wa
See 'em with your own eyes!

Four Great Laemmle

UNCLE

Super Productions

TOM'S

6 Big Laemmle

THE

CABIN

RENEE

Carl Laemmle's $2,000,000 Production direct from its six months
run on Broadway at $2.00 top

THE

MAN

WHO

LAUGHS

Victor Hugo's immortal romance.
Starring Mary Philbin
Conrad Veidt.
Now selling out every performance at
Central Theatre, Broadway, N. Y. $2.00 top.

THE

Specials

MICHIGAN
ADOREE

KID

and CONRAD

NAGEL

COHENS AND KELLYS
ATLANTIC CITY

IN

Further adventures of the world's funniest comedy team

GIVE AND

and

BROADWAY
Filmed from the Jed Harris stage production written by
Philip Dunning and George Abbot
It's the one and only Broadway!

TAKE

from the Broadway stage success by Aaron Hoffman.
GEORGE SIDNEY and JEAN HERSHOLT

THE

GIRL ON THE

BARGE

from the Cosmopolitan Magazine story by RUPERT
SALLY O'NEIL and JEAN HERSHOLT

THE

LAST

HUGHES.

WARNING

Sensational Broadway mystery play
More thrilling than "The Cat and The Canary"

SHOW

BOAT

Tremendous — as Edna Ferber's best selling novel.
Tremendous — as the sensational Florenz Ziegfeld musical show.
Tremendous — in advance publicity and .exploitation.

THE

FOREIGN

LEGION

starring NORMAN KERRY and LEWIS STONE
with Mary Nolan, June Marlowe and others.
The dramatic thrill of the year — Sex, Soldiers and Strife with
the most famous military organization in history

Promises in Cteen Ink
Promises In Oold Ink.-

e industry which has twenty-six pichanges — with more coining every week* That^s
t knocks the spots off all gold inserts — and promises! No
has
y!"

flashed from coast to coast and from exhibitor to exhibitor —
Here's the marvelous hne-up of Universal Headliners for 1928-29.
4 BIG MONEY

RED LIPS

DENNY;S

Charles

Reginald Denny in four he-man stories with speed in
every picture!

Red Hot Speed
The Night Bird
4 LAURA

His Lucky Day
Clear The Decks

22 Headli'ner Jewels
4 GLENN TRYONS
LaPLANTE'S
His face is your fortune.
In four

Comedienne
!_
In The
four Screen's
delightful Great
romantic
comedies.

FREEDOM

knockouts.

with TOM

MAN, WOMAN

starring NORMAN

KERRY

HONEYMOON

with

MATT
Fast

Shivery^-chilling — gripping !

JAZZ MAD

Gulliver,

starring JEiAN

COME

THE SHAKEDOWN
The double-action, money-making kick
of show-business
and underworld
atmosphere.

STARKE.

THE CHARLATAN

FLATS

George Lewis, Dorothy
Bryant Washburn.

A

HAMILTON,

YOU

new

AND WIFE

THE PLAY GOES ON

story

FRANCIS

X.

BUSHMAN.

moving

drama

8 HOOT
Proven at ihe box

MOORE,

CANT

ALICE

DAY

BUY LOVE

of the restless

spirit of youth.

GIBSON JEWELS

office absolute
King of all Western
Hoot Gibson!

Stars — that's

LOVE.

with PAULINE

Beautiful legs — dazzling lights — red hot
lips — back-stage
life!

Gerald
Beaumont's with
great
"Thoroughbreds,"
MARIAN
NIXON.

PHYLLIS OF THE FOLLIES

HERE SEEN KELLY
BESSIE

SILKS AND SADDLES
From

Nixon.

THE GRIP OF THE YUKON

OF THE PRESS
MOORE,

Marian

with NEIL

vsrith LEWIS
STONE,
MARCELINE
DAY,
Henry B. Walthall, Malcolm MacGregor.

ANYBODY

Rogers,

HERSHOLT.

ACROSS

smashing
melodrama
of the underworld! Silks and satins in the shadow
of the law !

The Danger Rider — Burning The Wind — Smilin" Guns
The
Getaway — Points
West — Blow
For Blow
Clearing The Trail— King Of The Rodeo
22 Western and Thrill Features — 5 Reelers
' Ted Wells Western
7 Thrilling Melodramas
Dramas
2 Aviation Pictures with
5 Rex, The Wonder Horse
Jack Wilson
with Jack Perrin
Loaded with action — crowded with drama — packed tight with
thrills
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Behind the Lines with
Pathe at the Greatest
Studio in the World . . .

RALPH

BLOCK

Associate Producer

V_7UT at Culver City, California,
a brilliant production unit, backed
by equipment developed and perfected to an amazing degree, is
turning out Pathe's features for the
new season. William Sistrom, General Manager, and associate producers Ralph Block and Hector
Turnbull represent a trio whose
knowledge of dramatic construction
and studio problems is rock-ribbed
insurance for every showman playing Pathe Pictures. Messrs. Block
ISole

HECTOR

TURNBULL

Associate Producer

and Turnbull have been responsible for many of the greatest boxoffice hits ever made and they are
without peers among the producers
of filmland. A great corps of directors and writers is associated
with them. Production brains —
the best plant in the country for
making motion pictures, — these
are factors that demand your careful consideration in buying for the
new season. From the Foundation
Up — Pathe is Prepared!

Watch for amazing new R. C. A. PHOTO PHONE musical ^
and effect
accompaniment
on certain forthcoming
PATHE FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
Season 1928-1929.

PATHE

STUDIOS

Culver City, Calif.
The Gibraltar of Studios, the
foundation on which will be

Pathe's Equipment ^^ Behind the
Lines^^ Guarantees the Utmost
in Feature Production 1928-29

built Pathe's feature structure for 1928-29.

JNo army is greater than its strength back of the
first trenches. No organization is greater than the
foundation on which it rests. You can put a program
on paper with adjective and ink, but it won't stand
up.unless it is backed at the base with the fundamental
assets of physical and mental equipment. The finest
studio in the world, the Pathe Studio at Culver
City, Cal., gives you these units tuned to the minute
for making pictures with the stamp^f modernism —
Cecil B. DeMilles

"KING

OF KINGS

99

by Jeanie MacPherson
available for general release October 1st, following its unparalleled road show achievements.
Cecil B. DeMille^s

"THE GODLESS

GIRL

99

by Jeanie Macpherson
a stupendous new road show special, introducing the marvelous R. C. A. Photophone.

by Pathe's
headed names,
^*'** ^^^^^
1 1 SPECIALS
' popular
marquee
each
with a box office title, and nvade to order for elaborate
exploitation.
woven
«"ff - -*>J-'
16 SUPER FEATURES, ' matter,
around the best in original story material and widely
known books and plays, and sure-fire in entertainment
qualities.

9 PATHE

SUPER

WESTERNS,

with fresh, breezy stories and with casts headed by
names like Leo Maloney, Harry Carey, Don Coleman
and WaUy Wales.

28
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SENNETT

Sets a

New Milestone for Pathe's
Progam of Super-shorts •.

The greatest laugh manufacturing
plant in the world, the Capital
of Comedy, recently completed at
Studio City, CaL, for Mack Sennett.

MACK

SENNETT

The Master of Comedy
Producers

OF

course it would be a Pathe Producer who would step
away from the old regime and built the finest studio in
the world for the making of short comedies. Mack Sennett, creator of the Bathing Girls, the Keystone Kops, and the discoverer
ot more stars than any other producer, has set a new milestone in
short subject production. Every facility under the sun for brightening the lives of film patrons has been incorporated in the new
plant, a studio that will be a model for those who take their cues
from the Monarch of Merriment.

An army of fun makers is now at work at the Sennett headquarters and there the greatest array of comedies ever made will
be turned out for Pathe's 1928-1929 program. Sennett always
sets the pace If you don't play the Sennett brand, you won't be
playing what your public demands.
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104 Issues PATHE NEWS
The life blood of ihe screen.

20

MACK

SENNETT

Edited by Ray Hall.

Super Comedies

including the world-renowned Sennett girls,
and the leading fun-makers of the screen.

-|
O (6) DAN (6)
THETIRED
TAXI BUSINESS
MAN.
(6) HANDY
AO
MAN.

ANDY.

New and novel two-reel comedies.

10 SMITTY and HIS PALS
kid comedies featuring a group of popular child
actors. Presented by Amedee J. van Beuren
and based on the famous cartoon character
originated by Berndt, syndicated in newspapers
throughout the country.

52 Issues PATHE REVIEW
incorporating new and modern ideas. Now under
the guidance of Tetry Ramsaye, historian of the
motion picture industry.

52 Issues Aesofs Film Fables
The most famous cartoon subject on the screen.

52 Issues TOPICS OF THE DAY
embodying the wit, humor and philosophy of the press.

26

GRANTLAND

RICE SPORTLIGHTS

bringing the thrills and
world to the theatre.

5 GREAT

PATHE has
of Short
backbone of
Pathe shorts

NEW

drama

PATHE

of the

sports

SERIALS

well earned the titleof the Premier House
Subjects. Its short product has been the
film programs for a quarter of a century.
have stood the acid test of the box office

and have always more than made good.
Pathe
has units established through performance, subjects
with a value proved week in and week out, year in
and year out. Each series covers a field all its own,
and each, except the new product, has built up a
tremendous following in. thousands of theatres.

Pafhe

29

Wiped off the Face
of Civilisation -*
Stricken from tke
Lisits of the
Living —
Buried Alive in
Loneliness of the
Arctic—

THIS MAN
FORGOT
WHAT
LOVE WAS!
•"forgot even that
he had ever heen
a Man • • •
Until . . . !

U

Unusual . . .
V ital . . .

promises to take its place among the notable achievements of the international screen"

—saj/s l\\Jy\. 1 . . . zyf/7d the ^h(ew York Critics said—
First of
*Roxy has a winner. One of the most
ingenious plots seen on any screen
for months/; —Evening World,
Quite easily the best of the weekend's arrivals." — Evening Post.
Uncommonly interesting .... most
entertaining.*' —Telegram.
Shows imagination .... It's a great
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Kennedy will become advisor of First National in same capacity as with Patlie; Hawley resigns as
president; First National will remain separate unit with increased strength; Distribution plan calls
for making of Class A features by F N, bulk product by F B 0 and short films by Pathe ; Selection
of Kennedy marks new step in sensational rise of F B 0 president in industry.
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Home and Abroad
EVERY well-informed person knows the importance of
the foreign market to the well-being of the American
industry as presently constituted, but without sacrifice to a
realization that everything possible to safeguard the interests of the American trade abroad must be done, it
seems to us that it might be pertinently observed that no
good purpose is accomplished when a small potential market abroad is expensively cultivated while a great actual
market at home is neglected.
To put the case in point in definite terms:
There are territories abroad which are rated at, say,
3 or 4 per cent of the American gross revenue. Upon several of these, heroic efforts are being made to build business to insure the continued saleability of American
pictures and to protect against any conditions that might
lessen revenues to American producers. These efforts cost
and cost heavily.
At home in the domestic market there are territories
which may be rated proportionately. In some of these
lesser territories business conditions during the past year
or two have been difficult and many houses which have
previously contributed their share of the revenue have
been compelled to close. In other cases the closing date
is drawing near unless something in the way of an intelligent and sympathetic understanding of their difficulties on
the part of distributors is forthcoming.
These home territories in which dangerous conditions
exist are being ignored, or practically ignored, by distributors. When an Iowa house gets in trouble, for instance,
producers merely have a habit of scratching it off the list
and forgetting about it. While great effort and much money
is being expended abroad to insure revenues, revenue-producers at home which get into trouble are allowed to
struggle through as best they can. If the Egyptian business, perhaps, falls off a few hundred piastres there is
great consternation in the home offices but things in Ottumwa, Iowa, might go to pieces and it would be accepted
as part of the day's business.
In the strictest possible sense, of course, revenue from
one place is as good as revenue from another, but even on
this hard rule, which obviously leaves aside the logical
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necessity of first safeguarding the home market, the domestic territories which are in trouble should receive the first
attention because in the long run they are bound to contribute not only more certain revenue but greater revenue.
Without interfering one bit with every possible effort
that may be made to safeguard and increase revenues from
abroad, it seems to us to be only the course of common
sense to do something about improving business in the
more difficult of the home territories.
»
-» *

An A. P. of the Screen
COMPETITION among the news reels has been progressing not only at a keen rate but also at a hectic
one. Thus far, with the news reels spending money furiously to be able to supply specials gratis to the theatres,
the exhibitors have had all the best of it. But in the
ordinary course of commerce it does not take much looking ahead to see that unless ways and means are introduced to lessen the costs of making the news reels it will
not be long before exhibitors will find themselves partners
in this business of furiously spending money to cover special news events.
It is, of course, greatly desirable that a high degree of
competition be maintained among the news reels, but at
the same time many of the competitive efforts which are
now being engaged in seem to us at least to call for correction and change. In photographing ordinary news
events, costs are multiplied many times and the screen is
in no way proportionately benefited by having representatives of each of the news reels on the ground, each photographing the event from only slightly different angles and
with the differences frequently not even discernible when
the film reaches the screen.
It seems to us that there should be, and some day will
be, an Associated Press of the screen which will cover the
outstanding national news events and supply copies to each
of the news reels. As far as the public is concerned there
would be just as much variety as there is now because under existing circumstances it is principally the feature
items which give individuality to the various reels. A huge
economy could be effected by such an arrangement.
Another very heavy feature of the current costs of making news reels has grown out of the constantly widening
practice of producing locals. These local features may be
important but we doiibt very much that their value is proportionate to their cost. AJthough the subject matter is
local and therefore has an especial local appeal, the great
news events of the day are the real attractions of the news
reel because without them the attraction value of the news
reel would be lessened to a point where it would hardly
be worth space on the program of the average theatre.
Even with the locals completely abandoned local events
of real importance would be included in the general news
reel and the only sacrifice would be in the case of trivial
local matters which even at the best are hardly worth
photographing,
♦
»
»

v. City Manager
MR.

ROBERT E. WELSH, who has had a long and
varied experience in the motion picture industry,
has been appointed to a post which has long been regarded
as a difficult one, either to obtain or to hold — that of general manager of Universal City. Mr. Welsh's record in this
position will be watched with much interest.
While Mr. Welsh's experience in production has not
been great, still he has gone through a schooling in picture matters which should have well-equipped him for the
position of general manager of Universal City. He was at
one time editor of Moving Picture World and there made a
most creditable record. His work in sales and in advertising has also been distinguished. With a fair break of the
essential in production — luck — we expect to see "Bob"
Welsh versal
make
City. a fine record for Mr. Carl Laemmle at Uni-
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Kennedy Named FN Advisor;
Hawley Resigns as President
Paramount Profit
For First Quarter
Totals $2,264,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— Combined net
profits of $2,264,148 are reported by Paramount in its consolidated statement for the
three months to March 31, 1928, after deduction of all charges and reserves for federal income and other taxes. This figure
includes its $190,867 undistributed share of
earnings of Balaban & Katz, 65 per cent
owned subsidiary.
The preferred stock was called for retirement February 1. The earnings amount
to $3.29 a share for the three months on
common.

Australian Import
Duty Increase May
Ipi
BeHeldto $112,500
Companies exporting films to Australia
will be saved one-half of the $225,000 increase-in duties recommended by the Royal
n, according to "Everyones" at
Commissio
Sydney.
The Australian Government will accept
proposals for a $112,500 annual increase, the
Labor members opposing the $225,000
figure.

Ambrose Dowling Is
Named Manager F BO
Export Corporation
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— Joseph P. Kennedy, president of F B O, has named Ambrose S. Dowling as manager of F B O Export Corporation.
Dowling has been an importer and exporter for the past 15 years. He has traveled extensively, having been abroad more
times. As assistant to Kennedy
20
than
since the time he purchased F B O, he has
been in a position to become familiarized
with the foreign distribution of the company's product.

Brooks Leaves Pathe
to Produce in England
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— E. Oswald Brooks,
for ten years with Pathe, more recently as
Eastern production manager, will soon sail
for England to enter into production activities there. He states that he has under consideration propositions from several British
producers.
Though born in England, Brooks has spent
15 years in the United States, and has been
sales and advertising manager for Gaumont,
general sales manager for Mutual, exploitasales manager and Southserial
manager,sales
tiondivision
ern
manager.

Fire Damages Booth
(Special to the Herald-World)

12.— The
June
OHIO,
CHILLICOTHE,
and
machines
projection
booth,
projection
chairs in the rear of the Empire theatre were
damaged when fire broke out in the booth.

Company to Remain Separate
Unit with Increased Strength
First National to Make Class A Features, F B O Bulk
Product, Pathe Short Films, Under Plan
By PETER

VISCHER

NEW YORK, June 12. — The extraordinary advancement of Joseph P. Kennedy in the motion picture industry reached a new climax here today when
it became known that he would enter First National in an advisory capacity
of outstanding importance.
Position Similar to That with Pathe
While negotiations were still progressing as this issue went to press, with
long and heated discussions going on behind barred doors, it can be stated
with authority that Kennedy will occupy a position with First National similar to that enjoyed with Pathe.
The
injection
of the dynamic
Kennedy,
president of F B O, into the management of
First National
affairs, continues
a truly remarkable widening of
influence.
Hardly two years
ago he first made his
presence felt in the
film industry, for it
was then that he purchased the F B O
Pictures Corporation
from British bankers.
In an amazingly
short time he was
given control of
Pathe,
chairman of made
the board
of
Kennedy

the Keith-Albee-OrJoseph
pheum Circuit, and
effected an affiliation
with such powerful interests as the Radio
Corporation of America, General Electric and
Westinghouse.
Kennedy's power in First National was
handed him by the group of bankers who
gave him control of Pathe
and made
his

Hawley

Resigns

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
YORK, June 12.— Clifford
B. Hawley has resigned as president
of First National and it is expected
that Kennedy will assume the title
and duties of the directing head.
Hawley's contract had a year to run,
but a Bnancial adjustment has been
made.
other triumphs possible. They reached an
agreement with the banking interests supporting the Stanley Company, which held a large
enough block of First National stock to wield
a
powerful
influence.
Kennedy's
therefore,
is one
of unusual
strength. position,

In the maze of developments which followed this sudden and rather unexpected turn
in the management of First National affairs,
one fact stands out.
The company Avill be held as a unit of importance not merged with any other, not subordinated to any other.
Company Remains Separate Unit
Kennedy himself was not yet ready to comment on any phase of First National affairs,
but it can be stated with authority that First
National will be kept in business as a single
unit. A plan is under way to solidify the position of First National, as well as that of the
two others now in Kennedy's hands, F B O and
Pathe. Each is to have its own sphere of
activity, without competition from within the
ranks and without interference. No one has
any idea that they will be merged.
According to present plans, First National
will devote itself simply to class A features,
producing and distributing feature pictures of
significance and importance. F B O, if present
schemes materialize, will devote itself to products designed largely for the great bulk of
motion picture trade. Pathe will function as a
short feature producer and distributor.
New Plan of Distribution
In order
divide
field afornewKennedy's
three
chargesto in
this the
manner,
plan of
distribution is being worked out. Details will
undoubtedly be available within a short space
of time, in order that the business affairs of no
one of the three companies shall be unduly
disturbed.
Rumors concerning the new association of
Kennedy's
interests
National fiewbanking
thicker than
flies with
in theFirst
summer
sun. Unknowing reports had it that a terrific
struggle for the control of First National
was going on between Kennedy interests and
William Fox, with the result that Fox was
checkmated by the organization of a defensive
pool on the part of Ir^-ing Rossheim. president of the Stanley Company of America.
Having acquired a consndcrable interest in
(Ccrjinucd OH page 45)

Bandits Beat Manager, Force Clerk to
Open Safe; Escape Under Bullet Fire
Beating Manager A. W. Roth almost unconscious and escaping a fusillade of
bullets from a passing policeman, four daylight bandits Tuesday made away with
Annex theatre. Chicago,
the bookkeeper
had forced
afterthethey
$600
. of the Kedzie
fe
to open
sa
^ ^ „,
.
were preparing
Week,
F.
E.
The four appeared while Roth and the bookkeeper.
him open the
made
and
chest
Week's
against
pistol
a
placed
One
for the matinee.
Roth resisted and was beaten on the head with the pistol of another.
strongbox.
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YORK.— The rumor factories are at
NEW
work again. Everybody is on the verge
of combining with somebody else, accordmg
to what one hears along the Big Stem and
don't be surprised if Will Hays_ and Aaron
Sapiro start ambling around arm in arm. . . .
The advertising boys are cutting loose. . . •
"Where the hell am I heading?" asks one
young fellow shvly in very black type. . . .
And no less than thirteen producers step up
with snappy suggestions, making it pretty
obvious that he can head anywhere and like
it. . . . If he has a few moments left to
himself, /. P. Kennedy may become the new
secretarj- of state, or run for alderman. . . .
William de Lignemare, president of the Abie s
Irish Rose Pictures Corp., is sailing for
Europe and Abie's little girl will soon do a
little sailing of her own. . . . Florence
Ryerson, scenarist for Paramount, is heading
east\vard from Los Angeles. . . . The Paramount is expected to start synchronized pictures in July, which will probably send mosL
of the town's critics right on their ear. . . .
Col. William J. (Wild Bill) Donovan, who is
in charge of the Government's suits, against
'most everybodv in the film business, is reported to be all set for action, and will you
look at that nickname. . . . Milt Gross and
all his wife and nize babies are in the far far
west to make some pictures for M-G-M. . . .
Alex Moss, general advertising manager of
Columbia Pictures, gave the trade a big surprise on Thursday last. Alex went to
Borough Hall in Brooklyn with the charming
Miss Shirley Engle, and after legal preliminaries, they were pronounced man and wife.
The newlyweds left for a honeymoon, in a
city on the Jersey Coast which is noted the
world over for its board walk. Can't give
the name of the city, as the bride and groom
do not want to be bothered for a week or
two at least.
the U. S. A. and "Jaydee"
week in
Just one sailed
Williams
away for England on the
Olympic Friday night. Also on the Olympic
were E. W. Hammons of Educational and
John Maxwell of British International.
Harry Reichenhach was a passenger on the
He de France, as well as Tom Trmt of Universal City, and Pola Negri. We saw Niles
Welch oh Broadway Saturday, and he looks
fine after his playdays in Canada. . . . What
do you think of this? Morgan Bryan, artist,
of many years standing in the picture industry,
has booked passage first class, for a trip to
England, Germany and France. Morgan
said he drew not less than 5,000 pictures, in
order to make this trip possible. . . . Hortense
Schorr leaves for a trip to Los Angeles this
week, and expects to be on the West coast
about four weeks. . . . Oliver H. P. Garrett,
one time reporter for The World, wrote "The
Dragnet" which made such a hit here, but
none of the publicity gave him the tumble he
deserved. . . . Lynn Farnol, bright press
representative for Sam Goldwyn, had a break
the other day when he had to postpone a trip
on account of a very sore ear. . . . The
Colony, which would like to seat 1,900 patrons,
is going to open only on weekends, which is
something of a new wrinkle in New York
picture theatres. ... It begins to look as
though some of the orchestra boys are going
back down into the pit. . . . They're lucky,
when one considers that some of the German
opera boys get put out of sight.
PETER VISCHER.
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Discovered: Love Amid Bullets
WEARY
of life, wealthy young Sigsby seeks adventure among the gangs of New
York's East Side — and finds love and zest for life in Kitty, chop house cashier.
That is the story F B O tells in "Danger Street." The production co-stars Warner
Baxter and Martha Sleeper and was directed by Ralph Ince from an adaptation of
Harold MacGrath's "The Beautiful Bullet."
Three scenes are shown below.
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Baxter and Miss Sleeper in Another Scene

A Lively Episode at Gang Headquarters
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Trade Body Asks
Independents to
Cite Trade Evils
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— The Federal
Trade Commission last week sent questionnaires to independent producers and theatre
owners which when filled out are expected to
throw extraordinary light upon the motion
picture situation.
With the questionnaires are pledge blanks
to be signed by producers and exhibitors who
agree to abide by the rules adopted at the
Trade Practice Conference Oct. 10, 1927.
It is intended that independent producers
will answer the questionnaire in such a way
as to inform the commission of the evils alleged to be in practice by monopolistic influences.
Following is the text of the questionnaire :
TRADE PRACTICE
CONFERENCE,
MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRY.
May 25, 1928.
Dear Sir:
If you agree with the action taken at the Trade
Practice Conference for the Motion Picture Industry,
kindly sign and date the agreement provided below
and return to the Commission in the enclosed franked
envelope, which requires no postage.
If signing for more than one company, enclose the
names and location of additional companies represented. Likewise, the names of the theatre or theatres signed for, with location, should also be indicated, using a separate sheet for that purpose where
necessary.
.
, „, , t.
It is essential for the Division of Trade Practice
Conferences to keep in touch with the actual workings of Trade Practice Conference rules, and your
opinion sentedasis invited.
to the effectiveness of the rules here pre(Sgd.)

M.

M.

MARKHAM FLANNERY.
Markham
Flannery,
Director,
Trade
Practice
Conference,
Motion Picture Industry.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,
Washington, D. C.
Gentlemen:
In consideration of the abandonment by others in
adopted in
the industry of practices covered by rules Conference
resolution form at the Trade Practice
the Mofor
Commission
Trade
Federal
the
held by
tion Picture Industry at New York City, October
10 to IS, 1927, inclusive, and for the purpose of
placing as near as may be all in the industry on an
equally fair competitive basis, the undersigned hereby
subscribes to, and the undersigned and such others as
now have subscribed, or in the future shall subscribe,
hereby mutually agree to abide by said rules, copy of
which has been received and read by the undersigned.
(Name of company)

Date:

(Name & title of officer signing)
(Address of company)

Baron Handles Bookings
BROOKLYN. — All
bookings
and
contracts
for
films for the St. George Playhouse will be attended
through
Playhouse
by the St. George
directly
to
Samuel
Baron.
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40 Reservations in First Mail
For Herald- World Readers' Fun
Alexandria Is All Set for Gathering June 24 to 30 at Minnesota
Summer Resort Center — Pike Take to Deep Water and
Golf "Pro" Dons Disguise as Army Forms
Alexandria is ready. Exhibitors are getting packed, and many already have
sent in their reservations. That combination spells a cracking good time at the
Herald-World Readers' Convention which gets underway at the Minnesota
resort city June 24, with a week of fun and festivity in store for everyone.
Reservations Start with Bang
had sent
in reservations
when
Longaker,
host, as
as P'orty
owner already
of the State
theatre
at Alexandria,
sat H.
himJ. down
to scribble
off well
the
first note to the Herald-World since the get-together became a definite event. Several even had registered already. Longaker's letter was written June 8, and
from the way the first registrations crowded his mail, the number probably
has gone through several acrobatic jumps of the multiplication table by now.
And what it will be by the time the northward trek is begun by the .A.rmy of
the Great Unwashed — as Daddy Jenkins calls it— is nobody's business.
When F. J. O'Hara wrote he was coming, all the pike in Alexandria's considerable share of Minnesota's ten thousand
lakes took to deep water. When Crockett
Brown stated he'd be there, all canines in
the county marched to the dog pound in a
body and pleaded for rooms, to get out of
the way of the Bullfoundland pup. When
the Bradleys sent in their reservations, the
"pro" at the Alexandria Golf Club donned
a disguise and left town under a through
freight.
First Under the Wire
Some of those others to make the first
mail with their reservations were Andy Anderson of Detroit Lakes, Minn.; Maloney
of Kansas City, Mo.; Benfield of Morris,
Minn.; Trags of Neillsville, Wis.; Jay
Gould of Montevideo, Minn.; and of course,

Write Longaker —

And Do It NOW!

Alexandria is calling and there
isn't must time left. All planning to
join in the good time at the HeraldWorld Readers' Convention should
send in their reservations at once to
H. J. Longaker, State theatre, Alexandria, Minn. State whether you
want cottage or hotel accommodations or intend to camp out. And
specify how many will be in your
party. Alexandria will do the rest.

J. C. Jenkins.
.\nd these were just the
starters.
The Alexandria Chamber of Commerce
follows up its invitation to the e.xhibitorguests with a letter under the heading,
"We Welcome You !" P. H. Unumb, secretary, has this to say to the readers of the
Herald-W'orld :
"We are greatly honored to know that on
June 24 we are to have with us for one
week, and possibly longer, representatives
of the motion picture industry and exhibitors. We are making plans for your coming and as we are proud of our lakes, our
hotels, our resorts and cottages, our roads,
golf course and beaches, we want you to
see them and enjoy them.
Country's Full of Lakes
"Our l8-hole golf course will be at your
disposal; cottages, resorts and hotels are
waiting for you; the bathing beaches will
beckon you and the gamey black bass in
our many lakes will give you exciting sport.
You will find a ready welcome on every
side from the citizens of Alexandria and
community.
"We are glad that you are coming; we
want to meet you, and we want you to
enjoy yourselves. It is impossible for me
to tell you all about Alexandria, but if yon
will come you will not regret it. The
Chamber of Commerce extends a hearty
welcome to you all and bids you come here
for your convention June 24 to 30 — to
Alexandria, Minnesota's most p-piilar summer resort citv."
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Fox Resources Hit 64 Million Mark
Through 30 Millions Expansion
Wesco, Studio and Roxy Deals Outstanding — Pictures to Be Released in
First 21 Weeks of New Season Are Announced
(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK, June 12. — Fox Film Corporation now owns resources valued
NEW
at $64,000,000 contrasted with $16,000,000 on January 1, 1925, and owns
and controls more than 230 theatres through subsidiary and allied corporations. These results have followed expenditure of $30,000,000 in_ three
years in line with the program of expansion undertaken in 1925, according to
official information from executives.
SEVERAL major developments to date
have followed the application of the new
program, the largest having been the purchase of Wesco, completion of the 100-acre
studio at Fox Hills and the Roxy deal.
Profits from the Wesco move, it is estimated
officially, will be a gross income of $40,000,000 and a net annual income of $2,000,000,
the profits to come from net profit of theatre operations, share of the $9,000,000 annual payment for film rentals, and share of
the reciprocal rental business. The two
latter sources of profit begin to accrue to
Fox about September, 1928, when the present Wesco contracts expire.
Releases for 21 Weeks Named
Fox has just made public the complete
release schedule for the first 21 weeks of
the 1928-29 season, starting August 19 with
"Street Angel," with Janet Gaynor, Charles
Farrell, and Frank Borzage. The next week
will bring 'The River Pirate," with Victor
McLaglen, Lois Moran and Nick Stuart.
The others follow:
featuring Charles Farrell and
Sept. 10. — "Fazil,"
(Jreta Nissen.
with David
Rollins
"Win
That Girl,"
andSept.Sue 17.—
Carrol.
Best,"
with
Madgre
Sept.
24. — "Mothe.r
Knows
Bellamy and Movietone.
'
a
Cohen
and
Pen, _ Oct. comedy.
1. — "Plastered
in Paris,'
nick
Oct. 8. — "Me Gangster," with Don Terry, Harvard
athlete and a newcomer in pictures, in the t tie rol.'
and June Collyer opposite him.
15. — and
"TheArthur
Air Circus,"
with David Rollins,
SueOct.
Carrol
Lake.
Oct. 22. — "Mother Machree," featuring Victor
McLaglen and Belle Bennett.
Oct.
29.— "Vampire a la Mode," featuring Marjorie Beebe.
Nov. 5. — -"Sunrise," with Janet Gaynor and
George O'Brien.
Nov. 12. — "Prep and Pep," with David Rollins
and Sally Phipps.
Nov. 19. — "The Baggage Smasher," with Victor
McLaglen
and June Collyer.
Nov. and
26. —Lois
"Making
Lowe
Moran. the Grade," featuring Edmund
Dec. 3.—
Dance,"
with Charles Farrsll,
Dolores
Del "The
Rio Red
and Ivan
Linow.
Dec.
10.
—
"Joy
Street,"
Lionel
Barrymore, Maria
Alba and John Stone.
Dec. 17. — "Dry Martini," June Collyer, Edmund
Lowe,
Barry Norton,
Lia Tora and Tyler Brooke.
"The Fog," featuring George O'Brien
andDec.
June 24. —Collyer.
Dec. 31. — "Homesick," another Cohen and Pennick comedy.
Jan.
— "Riley
the Cop,"
featuring
Farrell Macdonald, 7.Nancy
Drexel
and Warren
Burke.

This 1928-29 release schedule sets a record for advance production, according to
Fox officials.

U A Appoints Perkins
NEW YORK, June 12.— S. D. Perkins, district manager for M-G-M in Denver, has been

Artists'
UnitedYork
by Al Lichtman
appointedmanager.
Denver
He leftas New
last
Wednesday for Los Angeles and after a fortnight will take up his duties as Denver manager.

Tiffany-Stahl to
Start Bonus Plan
For All Employes
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— Tiffany-Stahl is
introducing a bonus system for all employes, L. A. Young, president, announced
last week
tions of thefollowing
company. the regional convenYoung told the sales forces how his wire
and spring company was built up to its
present large proportions through profitsharing, and added that he aims to institute in Tiffany-Stahl Productions, Inc., such
business methods as have been applied by
General Motors, Ford and the United States
steel company.
"No business can be built up unless it
gives and not only takes," Young said.
"Tiffany-Stahl will continue to give. It will
give the class of pictures that we have given
to exhibitors and the public in the last year,
and even better, in the coming year."
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At the New York
Theatres
NEW

FILMS

CAPITOL — "A Certain Young man," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture starring Ramon Novarro, and featuring Renee Adore, Marceline Day, and Carmel
Myers.
Directed by Hobart Henley.
ROXY — "Chicken a la King," a Fox production
co-featuring Nancy Carroll and George Meeker. Directed by Henry Lehrraan.
PARAMOUNT — "Fools for Luck," a Paramount
film co-starring W. C. Fields and Chester Conklin.
Charles Reisner directed.
WARNER — "The Lion and the Mouse," a Warner
Brothers production starring Lionel Barrymore and
May McAvoy, with Vitaphone.
Lloyd Bacon directed.
5Sth STREET PLAYHOUSE — "Husband by
Proxy," a French comedy starring Gosta Ekman.
CAMEO — "Shooting Stars," an English production
dealing with motion picture life. Written by Anthony
Asquith.
FIFTH AVENUE PLAYHOUSE— "The case of
Jonathan Drew," an English mystery film starring
Ivor
Novello.
HIPPODROME — "Walking Back," a DeMille
Studio production featuring Sue Carrol.

HELD

OVER

CRITERION— "Wings," Paramount, opened Aug.
12, 1927.
ASTOR — "The Trail of '98," Metro-GoldwynMayer, opened Feb. 13, 1928.
GLOBE — "Street Angel," Fox, opened April 9.
44th STREET
"Abie's Irish Rose,"
Paramount,
opened THEATRE—
April 19.
CENTRAL— "The Man Who Laughs," Universal,
12.
opened April 27.
RIVOLI — -"Ramona," United Artists, opened May
EMBASSY— "Tempest," United Artists, opened
May
17.
RIALTO
— "Street of Sin," Paramount, opened
MayTIMES
26.
SQUARE— "Dawn," presented by Arch
Selwyn, opened May 28.
HAMMERSTEIN'S— "The End of St. Petersburg,"
presented by Arthur Hammerstein, opened May 29.
GREENWICH VILLAGE THEATRE— "The Hands
of Orlac," starring Conrad Veidt, opened June 2.
STRAND — -"Tenderloin," Warner Brothers, opened
GAIETY — "Fazil,"
June 2.

Fox,

opened

June

S.

Emelka Building New
Studio Near Munich
(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)

(Special to the Herald-World)

^WASHINGTON,
12.— The Emelka
Company
is building June
at Geiselgasteig,
near
Munich, a new studio, which will probably
be ready in about six weeks, according to
reports to the Department of Commerce.
This studio is planned to be one of the larges and most modern studios on the Continent. The whole installation of the Phoebus
studio in Berlin, which is now Emelka'.^
property, and also the equipment of the
Orbis studios at Grunwald, will be brought
to the new studio.
The lighting installation at Geiselgasteig
will comprise 5 million candles and 4,000
amneres of continuous current, instead of
1,000 as it was previously.

NEW YORK, June 12.— Fox Movietone
News covered the English Derby at Epsom
Downs and the sight-and-sound film will
tell Americans what King George thought
of it.

Hermine Hoffman Wed
to Leon Navara, Pianist

Strict Censors in Malaya
(^Washington

Bureau

of

the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, June 12.— Films are very
closely censored in Malaya, according to ViceConsul John H. Bruins, in a report made
public by the Department of Commerce. All
scenes deprecatory to the European races or
which depict riots or battles are deleted, lest
the native population attempt to turn the
imagery into realism.

Movietone Gets Derby

(Special to the Herald-World)

To Publish Warner Story
NEW YORK. — A. P. Waxman, advertising and publicity director for Warner Brothers, has arranged
with the New York Mirror for the publication of a
serial version of Charles Klein's play, "The Lion
and the Mouse," which opens for its Broadway
premiere at the Warner theatre Friday.

Plot to Wreck Theatre Fails As Patron
Finds Dynamite Following Labor Trouble
(Special to the Herald-World)
INDEPENDENCE, MO., June 12.— An attempt to dynamite the Lewis theatre
was frustrated when a patron found a package containing three sticks of dynamite,
with an ignited fuse. The patron ran into the lobby and warned G. M. Purcell,
manager. The two jerked the fuse from the newspaper-wrapped package and the
dynamite was turned over to the police. The house has been boycotted lately
because of labor troubles.

NEW YORK, June 12.— A romance that
started on a motion picture lot in Hollywood
culminated in a wedding in New York when
Miss Hermine Hoffman, 22-3'ear-old daughter
of M. H. Hoffman, vice-president and general manager of Tiffany-Stahl, and Leon
Navara, 28, pianist and master of ceremonies
for several weeks at the Strand theatres in
New York and Brooklyn, were married by
the Rev. Doctor Stephen Wise, May 29.

Sues in Theatre Accident
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, June 12.— Suit for $50,000 damages has been filed in the local courts
by Mrs. Ann Van Horn against the Alexandria
Realty Company and the Alexandria theatre.
The plaintiff alleges she was made a cripple
by a fall down a stairway.
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New Sale Quota to
Small Exhibitor Is
Asked by P. J. Wood
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, June 12.— New distributor
quotas which will take into consideratioit
the effects of paved highways and autos in
drawing attendance away from small
towns,
"some the
radical
change
selling
methodsandwhereby
burden
of in
direct
or
'personal contact' selling will be lifted from
the shoulders of the small exhibitors," are
recommended by P. J. Wood, business manager of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio in an open
letter sent to half a dozen of the larger
companies.
The plea for a change of policy in making
charges for films when sold to smaller exhibitors was predicated upon his statement
that smaller theatres are disappearing.
It is entirely feasible to sell to small
theatres by mail, Wood held, with safeguards "to prevent much of the overbuying which is now indulged in by the average small exhibitor."

New Sales Firm Formed;
to Distribute El Dorado
Westerns and a Serial
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
YORK, June 12.— Harry H.
Thomas, exchange man in the New York
City territory, announces the formation of
a distributing company controlled by himself and his associates, to be known as
Syndicate Pictures Corporation. It will be
located at 729 Seventh Avenue.
Under a contract just closed with EI
Dorado Productions, Inc., of California, the
Hew company will distribute a series of
eight five-reel productions starring Bob
Custer, and a ten-episode serial, "The
Chinatown Mystery."

German Exhibitors Vote
These Most Successful
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, June 12. — In a recent canvass
among 801 exhibitors in Central Europe,
conducted by "Film Kurier," Berlin trade
journal, to determine which films played
to the most business in 1927-28, the following received the most votes:
"Ben Hur," 174; "Der Katzensteg," 146;
"Dancing Vienna," 116; "Metropolis," 106;
"The World War" (Part 1), 102; "The
Volga Boatman," 95, and "The Circus," 74.

Columbia's
Alex Moss,
Advertising Chief, Weds
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, June 12.— Alex Moss, director of publicity and advertising for Columbia, and Miss Shirley Engel of Brooklyn, were married last Thursday. They left
on a brief honeymoon at Atlantic City.

Fire Destroys 12 Reels
(Special to the Herald-World)

WEST FRANKFORT, ILL., June 12.— A
fire in the projection room of the Strand
theatre, during a matinee destroyed twelve
reels of film. The house which is operated
by Reed, Yemm and Hayes reopened for the
night performance the same day.
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Musicians Effect Walkout of
Operators at "Met" in Atlanta

Move Follows Refusal of Theatre Management to Comply with
Union Demand That Musicians Be Employed to Change
Discs on Non-Synchronizing Instruments
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

ATLANTA, June 12. — Union operators have been called out at the Metropolitan theatre as a result of a controversy precipitated by the local musicians'
union when the Metropolitan declined to comply with demands that three
musicians be employed to change disc records on the non-synchronizing sound
reproducing instrument now being used in the theatre.
Depends Entirely on Sound Devices
An account of the controversy as given by Carter Barron, manager of the
Metropolitan, is to the efifect that when C. B. Bearden, executive secretary of
the local musicians' union, notified the Metropolitan that the theatre was
expected to employ three musicians at the regular scale, the management informed Bearden that the theatre had no employment to offer musicians.
It is well known that the Metropolitan
employs no orchestra, that it uses neither
organ nor piano, and that it depends entirely upon sound reproducing devices for its
music. Vitaphone is handled from the projection room, and by the regular motion
picture machine operator. The non-synchronizing instrument is located elsewhere
and is operated by two ushers chosen for
the simple task of changing disc records,
which requires no knowledge of music.
Union Stands Pat on Demands
According to Manager Barron, these facts
were pointed out to Bearden, who remained
inflexible in his demands that the Metropolitan employ three musicians at the regular scale to change these discs.
Retaliatory action initiated by the musicians' union brought further difficulties involving the motion picture machine operators employed at the Metropolitan. Not of
their own volition, but because of the pressure brought to bear by the musicians'
union at headquarters, the operators received orders to "walk out."
Allied Craft "Walks Out"
When Manager Barron was informed of
this move, he laid the case before the operators employed at the Metropolitan and
urged them to remain. But orders from
headquarters, prevailed, not because the operators were dissatisfied, but because the
musicians' union, failing in its attempt to
force an arbitrary ruline, resorted to the
only means of retaliation in its power and
influenced an allied craft to order the "walkIn the face of such a situation the Aletropolitan chose the only remaining alternative
and manned the booth with non-union operators.
out."

Two Bandits Hold Up
Milwaukee House Aids;
Escape with $500 Cash

manager and his assistant as well as the
cashier, who was in the outer office, along the
wall and escaped with the cash box. Patrons
in the theatre knew nothing about the holdup
until later
rived on thewhen
scene.policemen and detectives ar-

United Artists Makes
**Pat" Campbell Foreign
Sales Representative
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— Patrick Campbell has been appointed special foreign sales
representative for L'nited Artists Corporation by Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president and
general manager of foreign distribution.
Campbell entered the show business as
manager and publicity representative for
stars and attractions of George C. Tyler
and Klaw & Erlanger. Recently he was
associated with Clyde Elliot Productions of
Chicago.
Campbell's first trip for United Artists
will be to Australia, where he was born at
Sydney.

Fire Severely Damages
Sheboygan Theatre
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

SHEBOYGAN, WIS., June 12.--Fire of undetermined origin, which started in the Van
der Vaart theatre here, did thousands of dollars of damage to the structure. The theatre,
owned by John Van der Vaart, was completely remodeled and redecorated about two
years ago at a cost of $50,000. Drapes, curtains ,and stage equipment were all destroyed,
while a new Barton pipe organ, installed fwo
years ago was badly scorched. It is estimated
that about 90 per cent of the damage was
covered by insurance. The blaze started in the
early hours of ihe morning.

(Special to the Herald-World)

The Curfew Passes

MILWAUKEE, June 12.— Two unmasked
bandits entered the Oriental theatre here last
week and escaped with $500 in cash. The
holdup occurred shortly after Mrs. Alice
Haupt, cashier, had taken the cash box containing the money to the office of C. J. Murray, manager. Both Alurray and A. C. Dumont, assistant manager, were in the office
located on the second floor of the theatre
when the two armed men entered, lined the

QUIXCY, ILL.. June 12.— Curfew \vill
sound no more in Quincy. The communitj'
has decided that the strident whistle blown at
9 p. m. each evening to warn small cliildrcn
to be in their homes is a nuisance and unnecessar>'. The city council recently ordered
it discontinued. Under the new arrangement
children may stay a little late in their favorite
picture show without fear of being arrested.

(Special to the HcraU-li
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All Philadelphia Helps 83 Theatres
Observe Stanley Jubilee Week
Outstanding Pictures and Special Stage Shoivs Presented
While
Officials, Transit Companies and Stores Cooperate
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

City

PHILADELPHIA, June 12.— Stanley Theatres Jubilee Week, June 4 to 9,
was a tremendous success and a noticeable increase was reflected in box
office receipts at all the 83 theatres participating. Oldtimers say that
never in the history of Philadelphia has there been a theatrical celebration of
such wide scope or one in which business and other interests have joined in
such hearty cooperation. Various sections of the city apparently tried to outdo
each other in parades, drills, contests and other events. Jubilee Week was
celebrated not only in Philadelphia and outlying districts but also in Camden,
Chester, Lancaster, Atlantic City, West Chester, Wilmington and various other
places.
REALIZING
that the future success of
of The Atlanta Constitution.
In a long ediJubilee Week depended upon the character
torial, Howell said :
of the stage and screen attractions, every "Carl Laemmle has given to the public a
theatre in the Stanley chain in this territory
story not only absorbingly interesting as a
had something
unusual to present during
romance, but of great educational value, and
Jubilee Week.
Special stage attractions were
one which will be enjoyed by every type of a
provided for all theatres having stages, and
motion picture devotee."
houses that depended solely on their screens
were given exceptional photoplays.
This is
Chesterfield Pictures
the first celebration of its kind in which the
managers
of the various theatres were reAnnounces 8 Features
sponsible for the success of Jubilee Week, the
main office merely cooperating with them in
for Season of 1928-29
putting their ideas across.
(Special to the Herald-World)
Trolley Signs and Paper Used
NEVy YORK, June 12.— Chesterfield Motion Picture Corporation, with George E.
The biggest single tieup was with the
Batcheller, president, announces that it will
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, which
produce eight feature pictures for the coming
loaned the use of its trolley signs and deseason. They will be produced under the suvoted its weekly publication "Phil-e Bound"
pervision of Lon Young.
to Stanley Jubilee Week. The Reading
Company agreed to run excursions to
The titles of the pictures follow: "The
Philadelphia over its suburban lines and
Adorable Cheat," "Campus Knights," "South
also donated the use of 300 three-sheet
of Panama," "The Roaring Forties," "The
boards and 150 one-sheet boards. In WilHouse of Shame,' "Circumstantial Evidence,"
mington, Del., District Manager Wheeler
"Below the Dead Line" and "The Peacock
succeeded in having city officials declare
Jubilee Week and eight city blocks were
f>
decorated, while fronts of trolley cars all
bore Jubilee Week cards.
Trailers Prepared to
The company had store window displays
Fan." Rout
"Heat Complex
in four of the five leading department stores
(Special to the Herald-World)
in Philadelphia; 42 stores in all donated the
use of their windows. More than fifty
NEW YORK, June 12.— A series of special
stores were directed.
trailers directing the attention of theatre patrons to the type of cooling system installed,
Drug Company Joins Move
have just been created by the special sennce
The Stanley Drug Company, realizing the
department of National Screen Service. This
possibilities of the publicity resulting from
series covers practically every type of cooUng
the campaign, ran a Jubilee Week sale in
system on the market, ranging from the
each of its six drug stores, each store being
blower fan style to the elaborate refrigerating
decorated with Stanley pennants and each
plant, and are designed to help retain patronclerk wearing Stanley buttons.
age during the torrid months.
Parades were held in various sections of
the city with the cooperation of the business men and social organizations. The
Charlie Murray Honored
Y. M. C. A., Lions Club, Nobis Nobis Club
(Special to the Herald-World)
of the American Legion, Hegeman String
BOSTON, June 12.— A mounted guard
Band and many other organizations staged
was given Charlie Murray, First National
parades with bands and floats, centering at
comedian, on his visit here and he took the
the various theatres.
oath of office as acting chief of police for
one hour. Governor Fuller received him
in his private chamber, and Mayor Nichols
Editor Lauds Universal
also welcomed him.

Drama of Newspapers
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, June 12. — Leading newspaper
editors of Georgia, attending the Associated
Press Convention here, saw a special screening of Universal's newspaper drama, "The
Freedom of the Press." The editors were
special guests of Clark Howell, veteran editor

Fourth Held in Slaying
John "Tulips" Tulaz has been jailed in
the slaying of Pearl Eggerson, usherette at
the Ritz theatre in Berwyn, III, Chief of
Detectives Michael Grady said Tulaz confessed being with the three others now
awaiting trial and getting $150 of the loot.
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Raving Woman Delays
Show at Meserole
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— Cries of
Mrs. Stella Skocyzinski that her huswas "impersonating
on theband screen
interrupted Tom
the Mix"
show
at the Meserole theatre and gave Sidney Larschan, manager, a busy half
hour.
The woman dashed to the projection room and tried to stop the machines from showing Mix's "The
Horsemen of the Plains," then ran
to the office of the manager.
Larschan attemped to explain that
the show could not be stopped, and
Bnally took her to the Greenpoint
police station. There Ambulance
Surgeon Gralnick advised that she
be taken to a hospital but the woman's husband opposed such action.

6 Prominent Directors
On F BO Lot Starting
New Year's Productions
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— Production on
F B O's 1928-29 line-up has begun with a
most imposing array of directorial talent.
Marshall Neilan, George B. Seitz, Robert
Vignola, Ralph Ince, Lynn Shores and Bert
Glennon are now on the lot, turning out
Specials,
Gold Bond and feature productions.
Neilan is nearing completion of "Taxi 13"
and will soon start work on "His Last
George B. Seitz will wield the megaphone
over "The Circus Kid." The second Special
to be directed by Seitz is "Blockade," production to start immediately after the comHaul." pletion of "The Circus Kid." Robert G.
Vignola has been assigned to direct "Tropic
Madness." Ralph Ince will direct "Sinners
in Love," while Lynn Shores has been asto "Sally's young
Shoulders."
Bert signed
Glennon,
cameraman whose
first directorial effort, "The Perfect Crime,"
proved successful, is now at work on "Gang

Operators'
Strike Is
at Ended
Wesco House
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND,
June 12.— Edgar Hart, manWar."
ager of the West Coast Theatre at Astoria,
Ore.,
operators' strike, which
lasted reports
two daysthat
hastheended.
While the theatre is operating, there are
still a number of matters to be ironed out between the union and the West Coast chain and
it now seems likely that some changes in scale
will be made later.

Marshall Neilan Will
Direct Douglas MacLean
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— Arrangements
have been made whereby Marshall Neilan will
direct the first Douglas MacLean feature production to be made at the Christie studio and
to be released by Paramount. It will be from
aCohn.
story, "The Carnation Kid," by Alfred A.
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How to Stimulate
Business Is Theme
Of K-M Convention
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, June 12.— The semiannual convention of the M. P. T. O.
Kansas-Missouri, to be held in Wichita,
Kan., June 26 and 27, actually will be different in one respect from any previous
convention, R. R. Biechele, president, said.
There will be the usual number of topics for
discussion, but this time there is one topic
which involves both exhibitor and distributor in the Kansas City territory — and it is
a serious one.
"How can business be stimulated?" The
man at the convention who can answer that
question logically will be qualified as a
genuine hero. With a slump in general
business conditions, the motion picture industry in the Kansas City territory ,has been
anything other than good the last six
months, and the hot months are near at
hand.
From the convention may arise some
"idea," some plan or suggestion which may
serve to offer a solution, it is believed, or
at least hoped, by many exhibitors and distributor representatives.

Harry Weber Is Made
Production Manager of
Van Beuren Enterprises
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— Harry Weber has
been appointed general manager of production
for Van Beuren enterprises by Amedee J.
Van Beuren, president
Weber has been a
producer of vaudeville acts, musical
comedies and motion
pictures for many
years, and first began
his career in the show
business as a property
boy in the Empire the>atre in Quincy, Illinois, in 1897.
Weber is now in
Hollywood forming
the production organization for the Smitty
Amedee J. Van Beuren
comedies, which will
be released through Pathe Exchange, Inc. A
director and two "gag" men have already been
signed.

Warner Morris Month
Playdays Total 27,338;
Buffalo Exchange Wins
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— Warner Brothers business reached during May, Sam E.
Morris Month, total 37,338 playdays. This
is the third consecutive season Sam E. Morris
month has been celebrated.
Buffalo is the winning exchange, and is followed by Brooklyn, Denver, Salt Lake City,
Seattle, Portland, New Haven, Philadelphia,!
Atlanta and Washington, in that order.

Stage to Stay; Shubert
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, June 12.— Although motion picture audiences in this city are taking kindly to
talking pictures, the latter never will take the
place of the speaking stage, in the opinion of
Lee Shubert, theatrical producer and vicepresident of the organization which has built
the chain of United Artists theatres, including the 2,200 seat house here.
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Skimping Hits Trade More Than
Extravagance, Says Laemmle
False Economy Is Stab in the Back Because Good Pictures Cost
Money, Declares President of Universal
In Predicting Big Year
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,
extravagance, and
spent in the right
a statement issued

June 12. — Skimping is a worse evil in the industry than
to quicken the prosperous times in store money should be
direction, Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, declared in
last week.
Calls False Economy a Stab in the Back
False economy is a stab in the back because good pictures, the essentials of
the trade, cost money, Laemmle said. A splendid theatre, a talented orchestra,
perfect projection — all play their part, but the good picture is the thing, he
explained.
"There are worse evils in the moving picture business than extravagance," Laemmle
said in part. "One of them is skimping.
There is no doubt in the world that every
company has been more or less extravagant
in years gone by. An effort was made last
year to curb this extravagance. Because
of certain signs and portents which I have
noticed, I deem this an appropriate time to
sound a note of warning to the entire industry. It is this: Skimping must not be
mistaken for economy. The practice of
economy is incumbent on every individual
and on every company. The false economy
is the worst course that any individual or
any company can possibly pursue.
Duty to Exhibitors and Patrons
"In the making of pictures the producer
owes a duty to exhibitors and to patrons of
pictures. He owes it also to the authors
and directors of his productions. The framework, the embellishment, the setting of his
story, should be wholly adequate to the
picture itself. A diamond must have a perfect setting in order to show off its true
brilliance and value. More than that, the
industry owes it to itself to go onward to
better and better things. It must never take
a step backward.
"We have achieved a certain standard in
this business. We must constantly increase
that standard, because more and more people are being educated to appreciate the better things in moving pictures. The standard
must go forward as the appreciation of the
audience advances.
Good Pictures Cost Money
"The life blood of our industry is good
pictures. They are the most important
thing in the world to us. They are the essentials. A splendid theatre is a fine thing
to have; good pictures are better. A talented orchestra is good; it is of little avail
without good pictures. Clear, unwavering
projection is a splendid thing for your audi-

ence; but a good picture is far better. Favorable weather is much more apt to fill
your theatre than rainy weather; but good
pictures will fill vour theatre — rain or shine.
"Good pictures we must have, and good
pictures cost money. There is no getting
away from that. Anj' skimping or false
economy in picture making is not only a
fatal error, but is a stab in the back to the
entire industry.
Sees Best Era Ahead
"Please don't think that I want to encourage extravagance in picture making.
We have seen enough of that. But I firmly
believe that the picture business is entering
upon a period of prosperity the like of
which it has never experienced before. We
must be ready for it.
"We must be prepared. We must have
the equipment to take advantage of it. And
this equipment
is good pictures.
Let'sgood
insure our own prosperity
with more
pictures this year than we have ever produced before in any year."

Minister Has Entire
Theatre Crew Arrested
(Special to the Herald-World)

MARION, O., June 12.— Edward F. Sharpless, manager ; John E. Gambrill, doorkeepyer,
Edwin G. Obenour, motion picture operator ;
Jack Raymond, orchestra leader and Mrs. L.
B. Crane, ticket seller at the Grand theatre
were placed under arrest upon warrants
sworn out in the Probate Court by Rev.
Marvin Crabtree, charging them with participating in a theatrical performance on Sunday.
At the hearing, the following day, the defendants were dismissed because the court did
not have jurisdiction. Warrants were also
issued for the manager of the Oakland and
Princess theatres but Sheriff Deal refused to
serv^e them.

Wiat Exhibitors are Saying
EXHIBITORS

*

MOVING

PICTURE

about IHIEIRMLID) ^^ W@EL©
"For some reason or other I failed to get my May 12 edition o( the IIer.\li>WoRLD and if there is any chance on earth to pet one lead nio to it. To
miss a copy of the Heilvld-World is worse than niissinp your summer's
I never miss reading 'What the Picture Did for Me/
vacation.
"If you can possibly dig up a copy of the missing number please send it
along C. O. D."— H. Ada, Grand theatre. West Mansfield. Ohio.
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Heated Discussion of Sound Film at
Operator's Meeting Reported
Verbal Barrage in Secret Sessions of Committee Rumored but Subject
Is Avoided on Floor — Canavan Is Re-elected
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

DETROIT, June 12. — Heated discussion of sound pictures are reported
to have taken place in secret committee meetings last week at the 29th
biennial convention of the International Alliance of Theatrical Employes
and Motion Picture Machine Operators, but the subject was avoided in the
general sessions.
'I17ILLIAM F. CANAVAN was re-elected
»* president, after slight opposition in the
early roll calls from William E. Monroe of
New York. The entire list of supporting
ofHces, including Richard J. Green, general
secretary-treasurer, was returned to office.
Made Life Member of Musicians Union
Canavan was presented with a gold card
of life membership in the Musicians Union,
the presentation being made by Joseph
Weber, president of that group.
A total of 737 delegates from 625 union
locals in every state and from all sections
of Canada, attended the convention.
Sign Painters Urge Cooperation
The demands upon scene painters by the
modern prologue act and elaborate presentations used by hundreds of motion picture
theatres in connection with film shows,
were described by Charles Lessing, of New
York, president of the Scenic Artists Union
of America.
"Members of our profession need the cooperation ofallied workers to meet certain
methods which have come in with the chain
movie house and modern vaudeville booking practices," he declared.
Among the other speakers were John
Gilson, of Chicago, president of the Bill
Posters and Billers Union of America;
Frank _W. Carruthers, Los Angeles, affiliated with the motion picture studio workers'
labor organization, and Gustav Volz, of
New York,
secretary of the Scenic Artists
Union.

Stanley Leases Uptown
In Philadelphia for 20
Years from Sam Shapiro
(Special to the Herald-World)
PHILADELPHIA, June 12.— The Stanley Company of America has leased the
Uptown theatre, now under construction,
from Sanuel Shapiro, the owner, for a period of 20 years; the agreement calling for
the operation of the $2,000,000 house by the
Stanley Company and Shapiro. Other theatre news throughout the country follows :
Fifteen thousand dollars will be spent bv
Fred Wehrenberg to remodel his Melba
theatre m St. Louis. . . . The new 1,100
seat Capitol theatre in West Racine, Wis
opened recently. . . . Articles of incorporation have been filed by the Mishawaka
Amusement Company of Mishawaka Ind
with a capital stock of 1,250 shares of no
par value common stock and $25,000 of preferred stock.
The State theate at Oakland, Cal., will
close shortly and will be known as the
Embassy when it reopens with new management. . . . Alfred Hustick and associates in the Pacific Pictures, Ltd., of Victoria, B. C, are to build motion
studios for picture production. . . picture
. The
old Majestic theatre at Portland, Ore will
be remodeled at a cost of $150,000 and will
be turned over to United Artists, September 15. . . Paul Jones, formerly of the
Rowland and Clark theatres in the Pittsburgh territory, is president and general
manager of the new St. Marys Amusement

Company which will build a $175,000 theatre
at St. Marys, Pa. . . . Loew's theatre,
Toronto, which was damaged by fire some
weeks ago, has undergone elaborate alterations and improvements.
Publix has transferred Walter Lloyd to
Indiana as district supervisor. . . . Charles
Morrison, Publix city manager at Jacksonville, Fla., bas been made assistant to Jesse
Clark. . . . C. C. Chapin is the new manager of the Palace, Jacksonville, Fla. . . .
E. J. House, owner and manager of the
Oasis theatre, Marion, S. C, has organized
a stock company and will build a theatre.
. . . I. J. Collins and Thomas C. Fulton
will build a $100,000 theatre in Piqua, O.
. . . E. E. Price of Newark, O., has purchased the Strand and Rex in Marysville.
. . . Harry C. Holbrook, theatre architect
in Columbus, O., reports that bids are soon
to be taken for two picture theatres in Lancaster and Circleville, O.

Garman

Made Manager

(Special to the Herald-World)

I<CANSAS CITY, June 12.— L. M. Garman has been named manager of Universal's Uptown theatre, with supervision
over the Apollo, Lincoln, Isis, Gillham and
Gladstone. Martin Kinkelstein is assistant
supervisor.

Audrey Ferris Stars
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— Production is
starting on "The Little Wildcat," in which
Audrey Ferris carries a star ranking. James
Hall heads the supporting cast.

Nicosia Became a Manager at
Age Much
of 15 More
and He's
Now Not
And still they come, very successful, suryoung. Here's
one beardless
who started
in the filmprisinglybusiness
at the
(?)
age of 15.
He is
Frank
Nicosia
of
Rochester,
N.
Y.,
and he says as how
he wants to get in
this
here
popular
"youngest exhibitor" gangWell,
of theatre kids.
why
not?
He certainly
has the credentials.
Nicosia
isn'tteens,
yet
out
of his
being approximately
two years short of
the mature and
mighty twenties. He
ak Ni.
signed his first contract when only 15. That made him manager for Universal. He is the director-inchief of the Chili theatre in Rochester and
has looked after the affairs of the Venice
theatre in the same city.
Astonishing, isn't it? And incredible, if
there were not so many
of these youngsters
running full-fledged theatres.
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Mother Can't Take Baby in
Arms into Quebec Theatre
(Special to the Herald-Wurid)

MONTREAL. June 12.— That even
a baby in arms, only a few months
old, cannot be taken by its mother to
a motion picture theatre in the Province of Quebec under the new law
forbidding the presence of children
under 16 years of age was decided in
a test case at Montreal Friday when
J. Cardinal, proprietor of the St.
Denis theatre, one of the largest theatres in Montreal, and Manager Rickner, were sentenced to pay £nes of
$10 and costs for each of three cases.
It was also decided by Recorder
Semple, who heard the case, that the
new law applies to theatres where
mixed performances are given, the
accused contending that entertainment other than moving pictures was
presented at the theatre.
Another interesting circumstance
of the cases was that the father of
four admitted children stood on his
parental rights and claimed jurisdiction over his family's morals, regardless of the prohibitory law.

Columbia Books 3 First
Runs for Naval Picture
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— J. H. Goldberg,
Columbia's West Coast sales manager, has
booked three first runs in Los Angeles.
They are "That Certain Thing," Boulevard
theatre, July 6; "A Woman's Way," Boulevard, July 20; and the naval Special, "The
Raider Emden," Criterion theatre. May 28.
A special run showing of "The Raider Emden" has been booked at Orchestra Hall,
Chicago.

Distribute ''The Nest" to
Northwest Independents
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., June 12. — "The
Nest," first of Excellent pictures, will be
distributed in Oregon and Washington
cities to members of the Northwest Independent Exhibitors Association, according
to Jack Fleming, secretary, who announces
the erection of a new 750 seat house, the
Rialto, in Portland. All independents will
assemble here June 20.

2 Rayarts on Broadway
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW_ YORK,
June picture,
12.— "A starring
Midnight Fred
Adventure," a Rayart
Kelsey, Cullen Landis and Edna Murphy, is
playing at two Broadway houses this week,
B. S. Moss's Broadway, and Loew's New
York.

Saul E, Rogers Sails
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— Saul E. Rogers,
vice-president and general counsel of Fox,
sailed
Saturday
for Europe
with
Mrs.
Rogers.

Publisher Under Knife
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— Thomas Hamlin,
publisher of the Film Curb, regional, is recovering from an abdominal
operation.
Marion Weber, editor, is in charge.
Buys Delivery Service at Charlotte
CHARLOTTE.— Walter Griffith has acquired full
ownership of the Horlacher Delivery Service, which
will
be known
in the future as the Griffith DeliveryService,
Inc.
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Film
News
in Pictures

OT^HPi^'D
T A T
iT jL\ji X V/l\ix\JLi

Dorothy Devore, presented in a brand new portrait taken during her recent vacation. She's back
in Hollywood to make the
first of her six 1928-29
Educational comedies.

ClT7I^T^TI^lVr
Told
!511iV><
J- XUil
by Stories
the Camera

The F B O sales force in Denver, Salt Lake and Butte, which recently gathered
in Salt Lake for a sectional convention. From left to right they are (kneeling) B. M. Shooker, William Agren, Sam Kaminsky, manager of the Butte
exchange; S. N. Feinstein, the Denver branch manager; Tommy Wickham,
George Jensen, (standing) T. J. Walsh, Fred Lind, exchange manager at
Salt Lake; S. D. Weisbaum, district manager; J. Frank Shea, Western sales
manager, Mel Anderson, F. J. Lee, John Dickson and R. F. Bluck.

Going over the script with the star on his first American assignment.
Ludwig Berger, European director well known over there for his
screen successes, and Pola Negri, European actress weU known over
here as a Paramount celebrity, just before beginning a new Paramount production starring Negri under Berger's direction. Both
al
being from Germany, perhaps they will present Continent
from Moscow.
The title is "The Woman
methods.

"Discovered" in unexpected comical
capers
in
an M-G-M
mob
scene,
Eddie Nugent is now
"finds."
M-G-M the
has year's
given
listed among
him a long-term contract.

Big Boy's first conference of the new season, and of course, it's
about his first picture on Educ.itionil's 1028-2Q program. Here is
bv his diupon .i .st-quciuc just outlmod
the young star meditating Viiil
ho .ipprovo or ordor it t.ikon out?
rector, Charics Lamont.
Momentous moment, .is you m.iv .see from tlio .inxioiis .initudt-s of
Lamont and the c.imor.im.in — though they know Big lioyll tr> jnvthing once.
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Laughing it off in 1928-29
with Y^aramount - C^hristie

Above and below: Bobby Vernon, the veteran comedian (despite
his age) and perennially popular player, is shown in two scenes
from his new production, "Stop Kidding" — therein a little younger
than usual. In the scene above are Billie Engel, Ella McKenzie and
Vernon, and below, Engle, Vernon and Jimmie Harrison.

Above

and

at

left:

Two scenes from "Hot
Scotch," first of a new
series, Sandy McDuff
stories, starring Jack
Dufiy. Duffy is shown in
the scene above, and in
another, at left, with Neal
Burns.

Below, at right: Billy
Dooley, the comical gob,
will go through his nautical Christie capers again
next season, and here he
is in a boudoir (!) scene
from his first one, "The
Dizzy Diver."
Below: Exploiting Christie pulchritude is a major function of the
"Confessions of a Chorus Girl" series, as this scene from the first
one attests. This series features Frances Lee, the slim but shapely
downette (if you'll permit the word), shown in the picture on the
left side of Eddie Baker.

\
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The well known confession, which has
sounded grand to many a girlie for, lo,
these many centuries. And still does,
as Ruth Taylor and James Hall, Paramount players, demonstrate.

Believe it or not, both are Richard Barthelmess. In
these opposite roles does he appear in his latest
First National vehicle, "The Wheel of Chance."
Does it seem credible? Still, believe it or not, both
are Barthelmess.

Believe him?

It seems to us that

Dorothy Sebastian
that, as Nils Asther
(in M-G-M's "Our
ters") she would

doubts — but also
whispers of love
Dancing E>aughlike to believe!

Left: In the country where grow
the mushrooms tall as German
policeawakes
dogs, and
cus
each where
mom theto wizithe
beauty of the sun — there this
huntress roams in quest of surcease from the radio. You may
recognize May McAvoy, Warner
Brothers star. But the story told
is ours — and we'll stick to it!

P^l.

C

Right: Moreover, perhaps you
have not heard that it is au
rigeur these days to hire those
smart film dogs to motor one
about. Chows are out of the
question, but real reel dogs are
the cat's pajamas, 'tis said. Here,
then, is Flash of M G M, taking
Dolores Brinkham, also of
M G M, to the studio.

Believe it or not, these film gals are spelling Cal— that is to say,
California. It seems that this method is common among gobs. So,
believe it or not, Ruth Hurst is forming C, Dorothy Guliver A, and
Barbara Kent L. All are Universal players, if you care to believe
us after such questionable veracity.

What happened recently in London at a lecture by a famous Mxidermist against the adoption in Engi.ind of America's prohibition.
Having no sympathy with his doctrines, his .ludicncc soon lapsed
into somnolence. For those who doubt this, the occtsion is further
attested in the First National Pathe production. "God's CIjv."
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Orthopedic hospital during his stay in tliat borough, and in the picture
above he is shown ameliorating some of the joylessness of two unfortunates confined there. Mix and Tony recently completed their
transcontinental Keith-Albee-Orpheum tour in Boston.

Tom Mix as the guest of Brooklyn fashionables. The F B O Western
star is shown with several members of the Brooklyn Riding and Driving Club, which played host to him and Tony during their engagement at the E. F. Albee theatre.
Mix also visited the Brooklyn

Seven Regional Meetings Set Pathe
Forces for Busy Sales Year
Colvin W . Brown Presides at Philadelphia Session — Flinn at Boston and
Dallas — Reisman Addresses Cleveland Gathering
(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK, June 12. — Seven regional conventions of Pathe, all held on
NEW
Sundays in order to clear week days for the work in the field, have carried into each exchange center the message of the Chicago general
convention and started the sales forces into action with the sales objectives of
the year applied to each territory.
pOLVIN W. BROWN, newly elected
^ executive vice-president, presided at the
Philadelphia convention, held at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel June 3. Harry Scott,
short subject sales manager, also addressed
the delegates, comprising the branch managers, salesmen and bookers from the
Philadelphia, Charlotte and Washington
offices.
On the same day John C. Flinn, vicepresident, and E. J. O'Leary, feature sales
manager, were the principal speakers at the
convention in Boston, held at the Hotel
Statler. At this meeting were present the
Boston, Albany and New Haven sales
forces.
Also on June 3 Phil Reisman, general
sales manager, presided at the Cleveland
convention which included the sales staffs
from the Cleveland, Buffalo, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, Indianapolis and Cincinnati branches. This was held at the Hotel
Statler.
While these eastern and midwestern
conventions were being held, at Los Angeles, L. W. Weir, western division manager, presided at the Coast convention,
which was attended by the sales forces

Manager at Hamilton
In Legislative Race
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

HAMILTON, ONT., June 12.— Alderman H. E. Wilton, manager of
the Strand, is making a bid for parliamentary honors. A much-signed petition was presented to him asking
him to run in the East Hamilton
by-election for a seat in the Ontario
legislature.

from the Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Portland offices. On the previous Sunday
he had been present at a similar meeting
of the Denver and Salt Lake branches.
On the 10th at the Baker hotel at Dallas,
Flinn presided, assisted by Lou Miller from
the home oiffce. At this convention the
Dallas, New Orleans, Memphis and Oklahoma City branches were represented.
Also last Sunday Scott presided at a
Des Moines meeting, at which were present
the sales groups of the Des Moines, Omaha,
Minneapolis,
Kansas City and St. Louis
offices.

Buck Jones Rights Are
Sold in Six Territories
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— Strong activity in
the independent and states right field is reflected in the latest reports from the sales
department
of during
the Buckthe'Jones
Actual selling
three Corporation.
weeks since
the first contract was signed, showed sales of
four Buck Jones Western specials in the following six territories :
Liberty Specialty Distributing Corporation
of Dallas, eleven Southern states; Richard C.
Fox Film Exchange of Buffalo, upper New
York state; Biltmore Picture Corporation of
New York, New York and northern New
Jersey; Midwest Film Distributors, Inc., of
Kansas City, Kansas and western Missouri ;
Harry Lander of Pittsburgh, western Pennsylvania and West Virginia; Stern Brothers
of Omaha, Iowa and Nebraska.

Gordon Quitting UFA?
(Washington

Bureau
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WASHINGTON, June 12.— Karl Gordon
is leaving his position as manager of UFA,
according to a Berlin report, to be independent manager of Europahaus.

Exploiting Salvages
Safecracker Damage
(Special to the Herald-World)

VANCOUVER, B. C, June 12.—
What looked like premeditated exploitation for "Partners in Crime,"
but wasn't, was the blowing of the
box ofBce safe in the Dominion theatre, late Saturday night. When
Manager Charles Stephenson arrived
at the theatre Monday morning, his
usual place of business was a mess.
Nothing much was left of the safe
but the remains were placed in the
lobby of the theatre beneath a sign
which read:
"Blown Open by 'Partners in
The newspaper printed the story
of the robbery while, by way of verification, the safe itself bore the
name of the theatre above the door.
Crime.' "

Fire Chiefs Vote Against
Licenses to Tent Shows
(Special to the Herald-World)

REDWOOD CITY, CAL., June 12.— Fire
chiefs of San Mateo County have passed
resolutions opposing the granting of licenses
to traveling shows. It was set forth in the
resolutions that tent show places and other
temporary quarters are a hazard to life and
property and that they are operated in unfair competition with places of amusement
erected by resident business interests and
properly ceived
safeguarded.
The resolution
has W.
rethe hearty endorsement
of Jay
Stevens, state fire marshal.

Unions Win Fight
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, June 12. — The management of
Westlake Park, an amusement resort several
miles west of St. Louis, has made peace with
the musicians, waiters and waitresses unions.
Under the agreement reached union musicians
will be employed on the dance floor instead of
a phonograph, and in the concert band.

Nita Naldi Returns
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— Nita Naldi,
away from the screen for a year, has been
cast in "The Model from Montmartre," to
be made in Paris and distributed by Paramount.

EXHIBITORS
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Kennedy Named
Advisor of FN;
Hawley Resigns
{Continued

from

page

33)

First National as a result of his purchases
on the West Coast, it was taken for granted
that Fox would attempt to build up his shares
(said to be about 22,500) into a controlling
force. Fox was promptly said to be in a
battle with the Stanleys for control of stock
in the hands of such interested parties as
Abe Blank, B. & K., Finkelstein & Ruben,
Harry Nolan, Spyros Skouras, even Clifford
B. Hawley, president of First National,
Richard A. Rowland and Harry O. Schwalbe.
Those who observe wide operations more
calmly, without jumping to conclusions, are
satisfied that Fox fought no battle for First
National control and therefore suffered no
defeat. Fox's interest in First National came
to him as an incident of a more important
operation and there was little upon which to
base an assertion that he was determined to
bring First National under his thumb, to the
exclusion of all others.
All eyes in the industry are now, of course,
turned on First National. It is expected that
a more vigorous policy, a more aggressive
sales campaign, a more belligerent attitude
will soon make itself noticeable. With
Kennedy directing affairs in his energetic manner, itis confidently expected that the company
will soon make its influence felt throughout
the industry.

Summer Slump Fought
with Patrons Selecting
Pictures to Be Revived
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, June 12.— Kansas City
theatres are using various types of campaigns to combat Summer amusement park
competition. Samuel Carver, manager of the
Liberty theatre, first run downtown house,
recently conducted a vote among patrons,
each of whom dropped a ballot in a box upon
entering the theatre, to select pictures most
favored for revival showings. The revival
showings now are being offered, on a oneweek run basis, the same as any first run
pictures, and the stunt is proving popular.
"I have found that if patrons feel that they
actually have a hand in selecting pictures, they
take it for granted that they are duty bound
to attend the theatre," Carver said. "Each
patron has some picture in his mind which
he remembers as the greatest he ever has seen.
There are many others who think as he does
concerning a picture, but he does not know
it. Therefore, when his picture is booked for
revival, he not only attends himself, but
brings his family and friends to show them
the picture he has chosen."
Loew's Midland is offering a series of short
trailers to argue against warm weather
slumps. This week the door of a theatre is
flashed on the screen, the door locked and
bound by a huge chain and lock. A reader
goes on to explain that in the old days it
was necessary to close up during hot weather,
but that today public demand is so strong for
motion pictures the year 'round, and that the
theatre is so cool inside, that no "hot weather
season" is recognized.

Wasserman Appointed
Netoco Field Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

ROXBURY, MASS., June 12.— Harry I.
Wasserman, president of the Roxbury Board
of Trade, has been appointed field manager
for the entire circuit of theatres of the New
England Theatre Operating Company. For
a number of years he has been manager of
the Dudley and Rivoli theatres.
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Sound Films End Radio in Home
As Competitor, Says Schenck
Declares Amateur Pictures Will Not Affect Theatres — Calls Trade
Paper Advertising a Constructive Force of Benefit
to Both Exhibitor and Producer
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12. — Synchronized productions will sound the death
knell of radio in the home as a competitor of motion pictures next year, when
practically all the large producers will be employing sound devices to accompany their product, according to Joseph M. Schenck, president of United
Artists.
Says Amateur Films Can't Compete
"Home movies" and amateur pictures likewise will not affect the theatre
showing professionally-made productions, because "amateur films are no more
competition for your theatre than amateur theatricals are for the speaking
stage," Schenck declared.
"Don't fear radio," Schenck said. "Eye
entertainment has much stronger appeal
than ear entertainment. That's a scientific
fact. You can beat radio by showing great
pictures for the eye. And now comes
Movietone to give a big thrill to the ear.
That will put radio out for keeps as a film
Calls Advertising a Big Factor
competitor."
The president of United Artists also declared that attractive trade paper advertising is a benefit to both exhibitor and producer.
"Trade paper advertising is a constructive
force — a powerful economic factor," he
said. "It reduces our cost to sell. You do
not pay for picture advertisements any
more than your public pays for your theatre advertising. You should know the lineup
of pictures every company offers you. Attractive trade paper advertising helps you
and Chaplin
helps us."
Considers Use of Movietone
Schenck's prediction of elimination of the
radio as a competitor with the advent of
sound pictures recalls his announcement
prior to the Dodge Hour broadcast of
United Artists March 29 that the company
would take part in no further broadcasts,
following exhibitors' protests that such programs cut into receipts. Schenck stated
then that the contracts with the stars already had been signed so that the programs
had to go through.
Movietone is being considered by Charlie
Chaplin for inclusion in his ne.xt picture,
"City Lights," Schenck said. He declared
that several other United Artists pictures,
among them Vilma Banky's "The Awakening" and Lupe
Velez's, scores
"The Love
Melody,"
will have
Movietoned
and voices
as
well as new Irving Berlin songs.

Fire Next Door, Manager
Calms Patrons; All Stay
(Special to the Herald-World)

BROCKVILLE,
ONT., June 12.— Manager
Fred McLennan of the Brock theatre averted

a rush by patrons when fire started in a nearby business structure. As the patrons started
to jump up, Manager McLennan explained
what was happening and employees took their
emergency posts. The audience saw the rest
of the show.

S. C. Judge Holds State
Admission Tax Illegal
in Clearing Yeomans
(Special to the Herald-World)

SUMTER, S. C, June 12.— Magistrate M.
J. Moore held the South Carolina Slate Tax
on admissions illegal in dismissing the case
of the tax commission against A. H. Yeomans,
owner of the Rex theatre.

Labor's Free Concerts
Protest Machine Music
(Special to the Hcrald-Wcrld)

ST. LOUIS, June 12. — Two free park band
concerts a week for six weeks will be given
by Local Union No. 2 of the Musicians Mutual
Benefit Association in St. Louis, as a demonstration of its protest against machine music
Steve Butler, business agent for the musicians,
announced at the regular meeting of the
Central Trades and Labor Unions at Unity
Hall on Sunday-, Tune 10.

E, J. Smith Ends Tour
(Special to June
the Hcrald-W'crl.lj
NEW
YORK,
12.— E. J. Smith,
Tiflfanj'-Stahl's general sales manager, is
home from two weeks anion tr the exchanges, as far west as Dallas. He reported
a number of first-runs siened.

Bromberg

Fetes Staff

(Special to the Hcrald-Wcrld)

ATL.ANT.^. Tune 12. — .■\n informal part>given by .Arthur C. Bromberg at his home
w^s the social highlight of the three-day convention at the -Atlanta branch.

Synchronization to Stimulate Industry,
Says Hays, But Silent Film Not Endangered
(Special to the Hcrald-U'orld)
DETROIT, June 12. — Will Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, thinks the talking pictures are going to be immensely popular, but he also ventures the opinion that there always will be enhusiastic
audiences for the silent type of screen entertainment.
"It will mean two different audiences." Hays said last week, while he was in this
"I notice Detroit already has instituted
the Board of Commerce.
city to address used
exclusively for talkins; pictures. I believe other leading cities
a house to be
will follow suit. The silent picture is by no means in danger of extinction, but
the talkers are going to stimulate fresh interest in the entire industry."
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Advertising Covers 100 Miles
When Vitaphone Enters Savannah
(Special to the Herald-World)
SAVANNAH,

June

12.— Vitaphone

entered

Savannah

in triumph

last week

via "Tenderloin" and planted its colors firmly in the Odeon theatre. The debut
of synchronized pictures brought out capacity and overflow audiences and drew
enthusiastic comments from press and public. The local premiere of Vitaphone
owes its success largely to the splendid advertising engineered by John C. Evins,
city manager for the Theatre Operating Company, and E. W. Thomas, manager
of the Odeon.
The campaign covered an enormous amount
of territory. Paper was plastered on every
desirable location within a radius of 100 miles ;
newspapers published advance stories explaining in simple language the method by which
Vitaphone records and reproduces sound in
synchronization with motion pictures.
Several days prior to the formal opening
two informal screenings were arranged for
small, selected audiences and reports lauding
Vitaphone swept the town.
On Monday, the day of the opening, a full
page ad, worked out on cooperative lines, was
devoted to Vitaphone. Five Savannah commercial concerns, including the Savannah
Electric and Power Company, combined with
the Odeon theatre to publicize • the sound
synchronizing device. Two-fifths of the page
was devoted exclusively to the announcement
of Vitaphone's debut at the Odeon.
An especially effective piece of advertising
was a "summons" card used to hang on automobiles and door knobs. These were distributed throughout the residence section very
quietly so that they were first discovered by
householders entering or leaving their homes.
The copy read :
"You are hereby summoned to appear
with your family and all your friends to
see and hear the greatest screen entertainment ever offered in Savannah — Dolores
Costello over the new and perfect Vita-

phone in 'Tenderloin, the big super special
that is now playing 'to crowded houses on
Broadway at $2.00 a seat; with a mammoth program including three big Vitaphone presentations. At the Odeon theatre
— now."
Exactly the same copy appeared on each
side of the card, so that no matter which way
it turned the message was the same. Rigged
with a stout rubber band in the perforation
at the top, thousands of these cards were attached to automobile doors, and thousands
more were hung on the knobs of entrance
doors to residences and offices. Printed on
magenta cardboard with heavy black type it
could not miss the eye. A smaller card, likewise printed black on magenta, was distributed
from the Odeon for a full week in advance
of Vitaphone's debut.
It read:
"Have you heard a talking moving picture? See and hear Dolores Costello in
'Tenderloin' at the Odeon theatre. One
week, starting Monday, Jane 4."
A third card, likewise designed for hanging,
was made up on white stock, 7 by 11, and
prmted in red and black. "Vitaphone" was
brought out boldly in red.
The most outstanding individual piece of
advertising
was
the
mammoth
banner
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''Talkies " Succeed in
7 Iowa Cities Since
First of January
DES MOINES, June 12.— Synchronized
pictures have made their debuts in seven Iowa
cities since the new year. Their popularity
grows with each new offering. This is especially true in the smaller towns where the
musical features are welcomed warmly.
Theatres which have not used orchestras to
any extent find the music an attraction.
The Des Moines theatre, Des Moines, Jim
Levine, manager, heads the list for the state
with the Vitaphone. The following towns
offer Vitaphone and seem to find the machine
most satisfactory. Rialto, Fort Dodge, Lorenz
Wegener, manager; Englart, Iowa City, Al
Davis, manager; Palace, Mason City, H. M.
Heefner, manager; Columbia, Davenport,
P. O. Slenker; Capitol, Sioux City, L. E.
Davidson, manager; Rialto, CHnton, P. D.
Alleman, manager.

Telephone 4477 o

MORRIS SHOE
REPAIR SHUP
—
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ELECTRICAL
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FAN.
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nctnfezitox

SAVANNAH

SALES COMPANY

Cooperative newspaper ad secured by the
Odeon theatre. Savannah, Go, Notice how
each ad links up with the Vitaphone
opening. The story in the opposite column gives details of the campaign.
stretched across Broughton Street, almost
immediately in front of the Odeon. This
enormous banner, proclaiming Vitaphone, was
rigged on strong tennis net! Two other big
banners, one attached to the front of the
Odeon, the other mounted on the side, provided eye-arresting announcements of Vitaphone and focused attention on the Odeon.
The box-office returns bear evidence of a
strong and effective advertising campaign.
The opening was all that could be asked, and
word of mouth advertising is contributing
its part toward building attendance.
The three Vitaphone presentation acts
chosen to supplement "Tenderloin" were
"Serpentine" (Vitaphone dancing girls) ; "In
the Mines," Black Diamond Four quartet ;
and a comedy sketch with William Demarest
entitled, "When the Wife's Away."
The Odeon is the fourth Publix-operated
theatre in this immediate territory to introduce
Vitaphone during the past few weeks. The
Strand, Birmingham; Rialto, Atlanta; and
Rialto, Macon, each inaugurated Vitaphone
with marked success some weeks ago.

Great States Houses
to Install Equipment
All theatres in the Great States circuit of
theatres in Illinois, with headquarters in Chicago, will be equipped in synchronization equipment by the first of September, according to
officials of the company.
At present three houses, at LaSalle, Decatur
and Rockford, already have sound equipment;
and equipment is to be installed in houses in
Elgin, Galesburg, Joliet, Aurora, Bloomington,
Kankakee, Peoria, Quincy and Waukegan and
possibly Streator. A house in Springfield,
booked and managed by Great States, will also
be equipped. Heavy advertising and exploitation will be given all openings.

Victor Begins Firnatone
Musical Score and Sounds
For ''Lilac Time;' F N Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— With Nathaniel
Shilkret directing the Victor Symphony
Orchestra, the Victor Talking Machine
Company has started active work in its
Camden, N. J., studios to synchronize its
first Firnatone production, First National's
motion
picture, "Lilac Time," starring
Colleen Moore.
Another crew of Victor experts headed
by Raymond and Charles Sooy is gathering
special effects for the production, capturing
the sounds of airplane motors at a New
Jersey aviation field, trapping the rattle of
machine guns at the Philadelphia Navy
Yard and picking up other noises that will
be laid into the mosaic of sound which will
fit into the presentation of "Lilac Time"
when it is shown at a Broadway legitimate
theatre.
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School Head Sees
Educational Force
in Synchronization
(Special to the Herald-World)

DES MOINES, June 12,— J. W. Studebaker, superintendent of schools in Des
Moines, at a recent school meeting urged the
attendance of his principals and teachers at
the new Vitaphone entertainment at the Des
Moines theatre.
Studebaker was so impressed with both the
picture and the synchronization that he
wanted the educational forces of Des Moines
to get in touch with the innovation from a
scientific point of view as well as from the
entertainment angle.
"This wonderful achievement," he told the
principals, "will mean much to us in the
future. When you consider the news reel
possibilities alone, Vitaphone and other similar mechanisms, are going to revolutionize our
teaching, especially of current events, dramatics, etc."

H. B. Warner Signed
for(SpecialVitaphone
Cast
to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— H. B. Warner
has been signed by Warner Brothers for appearance in one of the company's Vitaphone
road shows, for this year's release. Before
becoming a film star, H. B. Warner attained
fame as a stage actor, making him an exceptional bet for a film production in which his
voice can be heard, according to the company.

Chain House Opens With
Vitaphone; Other Theatres
In Circuit May Follow
(Special to the Herald-World)

NASHVILLE, June 12.— Vitaphone made
its debut in Nashville last night at the
Knickerbocker theatre, the ace house in the
chain owned by Crescent Amusement Company of which Tony Sudekum is president.
The picture chosen to inaugurate Vitaphone
is
"When
a Man Loves,"
more
and Dolores
Costello.with John BarryAlthough Sudekum has issued no statement bearing on the question of Vitaphone
equipment for other theatres which his
company controls, it is believed that the
installation at the Knickerbocker is the
forerunner of a movement in that direction.
The Crescent Amusement Company now
controls a chain of 142 theatres.

Balaban & Katz Houses
to Be Wired for Sound
Pictures by July First
All eight of the theatres of Balaban and
Katz in Chicago will be equipped for the exhibition of sound pictures by the first of July,
according to announcements made by the organization last week.
No announcement has been made regarding
the policy that will be used in connection with
synchronized pictures, as yet.

Incandescent Lights to Be
Used (Special
to Film
"Singing FooV
to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 12. — Incandescent
lighting will be used in the filming of the
Warner Brothers picture, "The Singing Fool,"
starring Al Jolson, it has been announced
by J. L. Warner, chief production executive.
The decision was made last week following a
study of tests made with Jolson in which incandescent equipment and the new panchromatic film were used.

Screen tests, yes. But now come voice tests. Anita Page of Metro-Goldivyn^Mayer, visiu
the University of Southern California for a thorough analysis and screen test as a part of
experiments started last week by President Rufus B. von Kleinsmid to aid motion picture
stars to adapt and perfect their voices for the demands of synchronized pictures.

Second Birmingham House Gets
Sound; Uses Telephone Tieup
(Special to the Herald-World)
BIRMINGHAM,
June 12.— With Vitaphone already definitely and favorably
established at the Strand theatre, the big Alabama theatre inaugurated both
Vitaphone and Movietone last night. The Alabama, one of the finest Pulilix
houses in the Southeast, will be the first deluxe theatre in this territory to present
sound synchronized pictures.
The first Vitaphone synchronized feature
"The Desert Song" and "Noah's Ark," all
Warner Brothers pictures with Vitaphone, for
booked for the Alabama is "Tenderloin"
his theatres.
slated for this entire week. The high-powered
The Egyptian theatre at Seattle, operated by
advance exploitation campaign includes, besides newspaper advertising, billboards and
Rosenberg and Finklestein, has installed
the usual special features, a strong tieup with
Movietone and Vitaphone. The Holl>-w-ood
the telephone company. This tieup, arranged
theatre, a West Coast suburban house, has inbetween the management of the Alabama and
stalled Vitaphone and Movietone and reports
the Southern Bell Telephone Company, is giva nice increase in business with the sound pictures. The Bligh theatre at Salem, Oregon,
ing Vitaphone and "Tenderloin" a signally
has also recently installed Vitaphone and
fine break, for every telephone customer re}^Iovietone.
ceives along with his telephone bill a neal
little folder calling attention to the opening
of "Tenderloin" at the Alabama and emphasizing the sound synchronized pictures. A
final line in the well-worded copy refers to
Vitaphone as another achievement of American Telephone & Telegraph Company.
Inauguration of Vitaphone and IMovietone
(Special to the Herald-lVorld)
at the Alabama will not disturb the policy at
NEW YORK. June 12.— Columbia Pictures
the Strand, where Vitaphone made its debut
Corporation is one of the latest companies to
some weeks ago, for it is understood that
announce that it will make use of synchronizaVitaphone synchronized pictures will be used
tion for this season's program. .According to
only occasionally at the Alabama theatre, and
Harry Cohn, vice-president in charge of prothe majority of the synchronized pictures will
duction, certain of the specials for next season
go to the Strand. The Alabama is the local
will
be
synchronized,
.\nnouncements regardhome of the Publix unit shows, while the
ing the system to be used will be made as soon
Strand is a straight picture house.
as negotiations now pending are completed.

Columbia Will Use

Sound for Specials

Hamrick Succeeds
with Sound Films

Sierra Will Make 12
Pictures with Sound

(Special to the Herald-World)

(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND,
ORE., Juneand
12.—Vitaphone
John Ham-in
rick will install Movietone
the Music Box theatre now being built in
Seattle. Vitaphone equipment has been in use
in his three Blue Mouse theatres in Portland,
Seattle and Tacoma for some time with, very
successful results, and Movietone equipment
is now being installed. Hamrick has booked
"The Lion and the Mouse," "Glorious Betsy,"
"The
Singing
Fool," "State Street Sadie,"

HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— A contract has
been signed between Dale Hanshaw, president
of Sierra Pictures, Inc., and the Han-a-phonc
Company whereby Hanshaw will produce 12
feature pictures tor use on the Han-a-phone
synclironizcd machine. Eight of the pictures
will be features synchronized with sound and
effects and four specials swchronizcd with
voice and music, featuring nationally knowni
stage stars, it is said.
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This Movietone Opening Talks Profit
Marks Bros. Open
"See and Hear^^ News
with Big Campaign
If you are about to open
tone News, how will you
The way you answer this
determine to a large degree
of success you have.

with Moviego about it?
question will
the measure

When Marks Brothers of Chicago opened
with Movietone News last month they answered this question with such an extensive

adand well planned
vertising campaign,
the success of the
entertainment
new
feature in their two
theatres, the Granada
and Marbro, was instantaneous, and this
success has been sustained in subsequent
weeks. The entire
conwas
campaign
executed
ceived and

MARKS

BROS.

[^3

ONE OF THE GREAT
THRILLS OF YOUR LIFE!

iHarkB Sms. Sliratfra

[ii3

MOVIETONE, NEW SCREEN MARVEL, WILL THRILL
GRANADA AND MAR3R0 PATRONS TODAY!

F^
iHarks Irns. cUhfalfra
MOVIETONE AMAZES & DELIGHTS HUGE

1"^

CROWDS
"SEE AND HEAR" NEWS REEL IS INSTANT SUCCESS

Science's Newest Marvel That Enables You
To See As Well As Hear The Worlds (ircal.cst Men — The Sounfls As Well As The Scenes
Events — Balllesbtps' Guns Roaring DcUnnee — A Sperling Event or The
Actii.ll Sound ol Lonlllct In Far China.
MovUton* -Photosrapb," the txund wllh tha
tceno. It U indacTibably 'ofcmafirtg.
AND ALSO
n lo lov* undefU

by J. J. Hess, director
of publicity and ad^
vertising for the com"It is folly," says
J. J. Hess
pany.
Hess, "to inaugurate Movietone News in your
theatre without a big advertising campaign.
We felt that Movietone News is one of the
most remarkable developments in motion picture theatre entertainment, and we wanted to
leave no stone unturned to put it over. It is
too great an entertainment to open cold. We
believed that it would be impossible to overemphasize Movietone, and results have shown
that we were right. It is possible in some
cases — with certain pictures, for instance — to
over-boost, bringing dissatisfaction to the patrons if the entertainment does not come up
to the standard the patrons have been led to
expect. This is impossible with Movietone,
we believe, for the more you campaign the
more the patrons will agree with you.
"In planning our campaign we picked out
the phases that should be emphasized in all
our advertising. First we wanted to get over
to the patron exactly what Movietone is.
Even members of our own organization were
hazy on the subject. We knew that many of
the public had the idea that Movietone News
is somewhat similar to Vitaphone. Our first
problem was to correct this mistaken idea.
We have successfully used Vitaphone in both
theatres more than a year, and our patrons
knevi? exactly what Vitaphone is. We used
advance screen trailers to do this.
"Then we had the two other angles to put
over — that Movietone News is actually news
of the world, and that it presents both the
scene and the sounds of the news event. This
was stressed in all advertising copy. The 'see
and hear' factor was literally pounded into
the patron. Then we stressed the idea that
Movietone is the latest marvel of the scientific world — the newness — the greatness — the
achievement of science in bringing to life an

MARBRO
KA.LEY- '^!:rr:
GOAND

OPENING

POOGRAM

I'lA'iUM.MJ
_

:^^::"&KaD^

VITAPHONE

~

These ads put over Movietone News for Marks Bros, in Chicago

In all copy, heralds and lobby display the
opening
week was billed as Movietone Grand
old dream."
Opening Program. The public was made to
accept the idea that the opening week was a
special
missed. occasion, something that should not be
Only four mediums were used in the campaign ;but it is the scale upon which these
mediums were used that makes the campaign
noteworthy. The trailer was run the entire
week in advance of the Grand Opening Pro{Continued on page 49)
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Recent Vitaphone Installations
Swell Number to More than 400
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW
YORK, June 12. — Since the installation of Vitaphone in the Mark
Strand theatre, Broadway, the Stanley theatre circuit, which controls the Strand,
has started to install Vitaphone in all its theatres throughout the state of Pennsylvania. The majority of the major theatres belonging to this circuit in Philadelphia have already been equipped with Vitaphone.
Another important
circuit which
has rewill
exceed 750 by September 1, it is said by
the company.
cently installed Vitaphone in its theatres
is the Midwesco circuit. Eleven installations
have now been made by Midwesco, five of
these being in the city of Milwaukee.
_ The E. J. Sparks circuit, one of the pioneer
circuits to install Vitaphone, has recently
added Vitaphone in its theatres in Ocala,
Gainesville and Fort Myers. The majority of
(Special to the Herald-World)
the Sparks theatres in Florida are now
DUBUQUE, IOWA, June 12.— Manager
equipped.
Jake Rosenthal of the Majestic has installed
The Durkee circuit in Baltimore at the
the Vitaphone at his theatre and the innovation
present time has 12 of its theatres equipped
is meeting with tremendous approval and sucwith Vitaphone. Last week the Rialto and the
cess. One of the first attractions played by
Rosenthal with the new policy was Al Jolson
New theatres, two of Baltimore's largest
independent
theatres, installed Vitaphone.
in "The Jazz Singer." It was originally billed
To date more than 400 theatres throughout
for one week, but business was so enormous
the country are equipped and operating with
that it was found advisable to hold it over for
Vitaphone, with indications that the number
another week, and the second week's business
proved even bigger then the first's.
"Tenderloin," is the current attraction at
Opening
Program
MOVIETONE I
Science's
newest
marvel
that enables
you
to see as well as hear
the
Rosenthal's theatre and is duplicating the sucworld's greatest men
the sound as well as the scenes of
cess of the Jolson attraction. A number of
world
events
.
changes were necessary for the installation of
The ad used on the opening day was made
the Vitaphone in the }^Iajeslic, but Rosenthal
up in the form of a newspaper with a two
is well satisfied with the move. It is drawing
line streamer across the page of newspaper
business not only from Dubuque, but from
reading:
many of the smaller towns all over the district.
Movietone, New Screen Marvel, Will Thrill Granada

Vitaphone Proves
Popular at Dubuque

May McAvoy wins the honor of starring
in the first picture to eliminate all subtitles in favor of Vitaphone. Warner
Brothers will start production on the picture, "The Terror," soon. It will have
sound effects throughout.

Movietone Opening
Talks in Big Profit
(Continued from

page 48).

gram.

Fifty-five thousand heralds were distributed in the neighborhoods of the two
theatres. Special lobby displays with huge
flasher signs were put up a week in advance.
Newspaper advertising started four days in
advance of the opening day with increased
space in all downtown papers. Suburban papers were used as far as 30 miles from the
theatres.
Eight of these ads, which extended from
the first announcement four days prior to the
opening through to two days after the opening day, are reproduced on the opposite columns, together with a reproduction of the
herald used, which is shown at the lower
righthand corner of the cut. These ads have
been numbered in the order that they appeared.
The first announcement, it will be noticed,
is tied in with the run of "Tenderloin," which
broke all house records for attendance, even
including
the run
of "The Jazz Singer." This
first ad reads
:
"A THANK YOU" FOR 216,693 PEOPLE — We
thank each individual in the largest crowds that ever
entered the Granada and Marbro theatres. We believe
the last three days have created new records for any
theatre in Chicago. Your praise of the stage shows
and "Tenderloin" has spurred us to reach even
greater heights of entertainment. WE NOW
ANNOUNCE the screen's newest marvel, MOVIETOPTE —
to start at both theatres this Saturday, May 12.
Marks Bros, are determined to keep step with the
scientific advances in the amusement field. Granada
and Marbro patrons will enjoy both Vitaphone and
Movietone.
**The silent drama
is no longer
silent."

The newspaper ads the following day read :

And now Movietone! At the Granada and Marbro,
starting Saturday, May 12. Just imagine I The
President speaks. You will see him and hear his
words. . . . (Other news events mentioned, with the
**8ee and hear" angle stressed.) Movietone is one of
science's fondest dreams come true. Imagine it ! You
will sit in- a comfortable chair and see and hear the
world's events pass in review. It is marvelous beyond all doubt. **The silent drama is no longer
silent."

The third day's ad announces the opening
as the Grand Opening Program.
It reads :
Starting this Saturday at the Granada and Marbro.
One of the greatest thrills of your life I Grand
Opening Program. MOVIETONE!
Science's newest
marvel
that
enables
you
to see as well as hear
tiio
world's greatest men^
the sounds as well as the scenes
of the world events
Battleships' guns roaring defiance^— A sporting event or the actual sounds of conflict in far China^— Movietone photographs the sound
with
the scene.
It is indescribably
fascinating.

The
One

fourth ad^ day before

opening,

reads :

Starting this Saturday at the Granada and Marbro.
of
the
greatest
thrills
of
your
life I
Grand

and Marbro Patrons Today.
Speaks
to Bremen Fliers, etc.

Banks

read:

President

The following day's ad was made up the
same, with this headline :
Movietone Amazes and Delights Huge Crowds. "See
and
tone.)Hear" News Reel Instant Success. (**See and hear"
newsreel-— this makes an excellent slogan for Movie-

This day's ad was small, it being the policy
for small ads on Monday. The following
day's ad reads :
what? You haven't seen and heard Movietone?
Why it's marvelous! Neighbor is telling neighbor;
North and West side Chicago are agog with excitement
over science's newest marvel. The thousands of expectant people pouring into the Granada and Marbro-^
are listening to the exclamations of wonderment and
delight of thousands on the way out. The Grand
Opening Program ends Friday night-^Be sure to see
and hear the 20 different features that have put a
new "kick" in entertainment. We positively guarantee
you
the thrill of thrills.
See it today.

The trailer which was run a week in advance of the opening successfully distinguishes
between Movietone and Vitaphone, and
stresses the "see and hear" idea, the news factor, and the idea that Movietone News is
science's newest entertainment marvel. It is
quite long for a trailer, but the organization
felt it would not become tiring because of its
interest value and that it announced something
absolutely new for the patrons. Fade-ins and
fade-outs helped to keep the trailer from becoming tiresome. The trailer reads :
Science's newest addition to the entertainment world.
Marks Bros, announce Movietone as a permanent weekly feature of their programs.
Since this wonderful invention first amazed the world
it has become the most sought after item of entertainment, and we take pleasure in announcing that it
will be installed at this theatre and will be an exclusive Marks Bros,
feature.
VITAPHONE AND MOVIETONE. We find it necessary to explain the difference between these two feotures to many
of our of patrons.
is the
recording,
in a studio,
the talent>'itaphone
of great artists,
and we will continue to present these popular numbers as in the past. The Movietone camera goes out
after the world's sights and sounds and actually records upon the film the speeches of famous men. the
cheering of vast crowds, or the details of some great
sporting event, bringing each little sound with the
moving
picture
to the screen.
Should President Coolidge nialie a noteworthy speech
the movie tone news reel will show you the President
and you will hoar him speak.
lUs
graphed."
in the same
manner
as
a football game records the shouts
the roar of the crowds nnd the
A fleet steams
into action
you

actual tones "phulohis moving
(ipurc
of the cheer lender,
yrlU of the player^.
will not only see It

Photophone Will Score
"'Kings of Kings'^ ivith Choir
and Symphony Orchestra
According to announcements from the home
office of Palhe Exchange, Inc., "The King of
Kings" is to be given synchronized accompaniment for general release in September. It
will carry a musical score made by a well
??
known New York symphony orchestra
and a
choir of 40 voices of the ^letropolitan Opera
company. nization
The
system of synchrowill bePhotophone
used.

Cast "My Man
HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— Edna Murphy
has been selected as the ingenue and "Big
Boy" Williams will also have a leading role
in "My Man," starring Fannie Brice in the
Warner road show. Others picked for places
in the cast so far are .-X.ndre Desegurola and
Richard Tucker.
but hear the sounds of the sea, the officers' eommaods
and the roar of the mighty gun^ I
Movietone records MjunH* any»<hcri! a great man
may speak in any part of the **orld and >nu will see
and hear him as though you were actu.ilN pre*enl,
.\ military parade brings the actual sounds of th«
tramping feel, the crash of the bands and the cheers
of the onlookers.
Movietone news reel brings ihe important world
events to your doorstep its reality and interest will
thrill and amare
you.
Marks Bros, feel sure that you will brronic %o interested in this fascinating panur.-ini.-i i>f w drill events
that you will not want to miss a sinislc ihrilliog program. Come next week and enjoy the first. Inaugural

"Results of this campaign were unusually
program !
satisfying,"
Mr. and
Hess.at "Wc
lo
full houses says
ali week,
each played
show ihc
Movietone program was applauded at the end.
That the interest is still keen is shown by the
fact that toiiay when the Movietone News first
Hashes on the screen at each show, there is
always applause.
"You cannot promote the opening too much.
There will be no kick-hack, and the more you
do promote it, the belter you arc."
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Tiffany-StahVs

June 16, 1928

Line-Up

ON

this and the following page
is presented a review of the
Tiffany-Stahl 1928-29 product and
a pictorial introduction to those
who are primarily responsihle for
its creation and distribution

of Tiffany
program
9
pro-of 34 feature
will consist
THE Stahl 1928-192
ductions, ten of which are specials,
and 24 Color Classics.
The ten special productions will consist
of four John M.
Stahl Productions,
John M. Stahl
V ice-President

E. J. Smith
Sales

Supervising

Production

M. H. Hoffman
Vice-President
General
Manager

Manager

Grant L. Cook
Secretary-Treasurer

fourer Reginald
Productions,Barkand
two individual pro"The Cavalier"ductions,
and "Squads
Right." "Loves of
Sappho"
by Viola
Brothers Shore
and
"The Yellow Passport" from the stage
play
Schomerby willAbraham
be two
of the four John M.
Stahl Productions,
the others not yet
L. A. YOUNG
being named. The
President,
Tiffany-Stahl
Reginald Barker
Productions
"The Toilers,"
ished picturewill
with beDouglas
Fairbanks,a finJr.,
and
Ralston; "The
Forwardstory
March"
and Jobyna
"The Rainbow,"
and another
not

William
P. Schramm
Contract
Manager

Rudolph
Flothow
Manager
Short
Subjects

Sydney
Lehman
Foreign
Department

Tiffany-Stahl sectional sales executives.
Top row, from left to right: Carl J.
Goe, special representative; Oscar R,
Hanson, general manager of sales in
Canada ; IFilliam G. Minder, Southeastern manager; and Homer C
Borger, Western supervisor. At left,
A. H, McLaughlin, Midwestern division manager. At right, D. C. Milltvard, Northwestern manager.

S.

F.

Juergens

Comptroller

The Star Series
yet named.
The Star Series, numbering 24 pictures,
will present Belle Bennett, Sally O'Neill,
George Jessel, Dorothy Sebastian, Ricardo
Cortez and Eve Southern in an interesting
variety of stories; four Jack London stories,
in which there will be roles for Montagu
Love, Buster Collier and Malcolm McGregor; and four Peter B. Kyne stories.
Belle Bennett will be starred in "The
Queen of Burlesque," "Geraldine Laird"
and "The Power of Silence."
Eve Southern, for whom great things
were prophesied after her magnificent performance in "Wild Geese," will be starred
in "Helen of London," "The Twelve Pound
Look" and "The Naughty Duchess."
Sally O'Neill has three stories especially
suited to her madcap personality in "The
Big Top," "Applause" and "The Floating
George Jessel has already made "The
Ghetto,"
with a cast including Margaret
College." Gwen
Quimby,
Lee, Mary Doran, William
Strauss and Rosa Rosanova. His second
picture will be "George Washington
Dorothy Sebastian will star in three pictures, "The Million Dollar_ Doll," "The
Spirit of Youth" (tentative title) and "The
Cohen."Apple Tree."
Devil's
Ricardo Cortez will be the star of the
Arthur Stringer novel, "The Gun Runner,"
and a mystery stor-"- "Three Keys to a
"Son of the Wolf," "Wife of the King"
and two other titles make up the four Jack
London series.

A vi<iw of the Tiffany-Stahl studio at Hollywood

The Color Classics
Door."
Rudolph Flothow, in charge of short subjects, is full of enthusiasm over the 24 Tiffany Color Classics for the 1928-1929 program. These one reel Gems during the
past year, have been of high quality. This
last year, the Tiffany Color Classics have
ranged from sports to minature dramas.
They traveled the Aledditerranean and the
Carribean seas; they visited Indian reservations and national parks; they took their
inspiration from poetry and song.
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Noted Players Head Tiffany-Stahl Casts
ANUaiBER of the better known
players have been added to
Tiflfany-Stahl's 1928-29 roster, the
same being true of directors, while
the stories they'll tell are of improved authorship.

of widely varying types will appear in the 24 pictures on TifiEaqyStahl's Star Series. Belle Bennett,
n, and, Eve
Dorothy
Sally
n will each
and
four pictures
make Sebastia
SoutherO'Neill,
George Jessel and Ricardo Cortez will make
two each. Montagu Love, William Collier,
Jr., and Malcolm McGregor will be seen in
some of the Jack London productions.
Belle Bennett is one of the industry's
oustanding players. "The Queen of Burlesque," in which Harry Durant tells the
story of a New English spinster with stage
ambitions; "The Power of Silence," in
which a woman's ability to keep a secret is
put to the acid test; and "Geraldine Laird,"
Kathleen Norris' story of marriage and the
theatre, offer ideal roles for Miss Bennett.
STARS

Sally O'Neil, the personification of modern youth, will play the madcap or the devilmay-care girl in "The Big Top," a circus
romance; in "Applause," adapted from Edmund Gouldin's story, "Put and Take"; and
in "The Floating College," a story of learning on the high seas.
Dorothy Sebastian will bring her buoyant personality to Mrs. A. M. Williamson's
story, "The Million Dollar Doll," in which
a pampered daughter of the rich seeks
escape from boredom; to "The Spirit of
Youth," suggested by the story "Ramsey
Milholland," by Booth Tarkington; and to
"The Devil's Apple Tree," a story that began in the Garden of Eden and has continued ever since.
Eve Southern has proven herself a versatile actress with richly dramatic roles her
especial forte. Sidney Gowing's story,
"Helen of London" provides her with a
feminine Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde role. In
"The Twelve Pound Look" she will bring
to the screen a character made famous by
Ethel Barrymore.
George Jessel's two productions are "The
Ghetto" and "George Washington Cohen."
"The Ghetto," based on Viola Brothers
Shore's "The Schlemiehl," presents the
famous vaudeville artist in the role of a
New York East Side boy who achieves
success and an heiress for a wife. "George
Washington Cohen" amusingly shows the
futility of the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth.
Ricardo Cortez will find himself the center of intrigue and romance in "The Gun
Runner," by Arthur Stringer; and of mystery in "Three Keys to a Door," by Harry
Braxton.
Other stars under contract for TiffanyStahl pictures are Claire Windsor, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Malcolm McGregor, Montagu
Love, John Harron, William Collier, Jr.,
Barbara Leonard, Georgia Hale and Shirley
Palmer.
The Directorial Staff
The directorial staff of Tiffany-Stahl has
been assembled according to the merit of
the individual directors. Each has proven
his skill and understanding of what makes
entertainment. John M. Stahl,_ who has
been devoting his energies since joining his
name with Tiffany, to organizing studio
production and engaging the best authors,
stars and directors to be had, has appointed
Roy Fitz Roy his assistant. This leaves
Stahl sufficiently free to take up the megaphone and direct four special productions
for the coming year, two of which will be
"Loves of Sappho" and "The Yellow Passport."

Reginald
Barker
Director
of Specials

Sidnt-y
Production

Ricardo Cortez, Barbara Leonard, Director
Archainbaud, Lee Moron of "Ladies of the

Algifr
Manager

Raymond
Scenario

Schroch
Supervisor

Carmel Myers and Ricardo Cortez of "Prowlers of the Sea," rest while another scene is
being shot.

Night Club"

Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., and Jobyna Ralston in a scene from "The Toilers."

Babara Bedford. David Torrence and Richard Talmadge in ''The Cavalier."

As they ivork below — a grim scene in the
mine from "The Toilers."

Another scene from "The Cnfaticr." tchich
is a Tiffany-Hlahl lQ28-2*i Special.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department,
"Hollywood."

15 Film People Escape Injury When
Restaurant Is Razed
Colleen Moore and Chaplin in Club When Flames Are Discovered; Arson
Strongly Indicated; Building Wrecked by Explosion
By DOUGLAS

HODGES

HOLLYWOOD,
June
12.— Colleen
Moore,
Charles
Chaplin,
John
McCormick, Jack Dempsey and a number of other Hollywood figures
narrowly avoided injury late Thursday morning in a fire.
Kerosine
soaked twine found following the fire strongly indicated arson.
The film people were at the American-Russian Eagle Club shortly after midnight when the flames were discovered.
SEVERAL of the men, including Chaplin,
Eddie Sutherland, Harry Crocker,
De la Palais, husband of Gloria Swanson,
John Monk Saunders and Jean de Limur,
seized garden hose with which they worked
against the conflagration until fire trucks
arrived.
Little was accomplished.
Shortly after the arrival of the firemen
the fire ate its way to a gas leak and an
explosion resulted that shook the entire
building to the ground. At the time of the
explosion many of the notables were barely
within a safety zone.
Theodore Lodiginsky, proprietor, who
was seriously injured is believed to be
dying. The seven others injured were firemen and an insurance adjuster.
Chaplin was acting as host at a party in
honor of Lily Damita. Others in the party
were Estelle Taylor, Renee Adoree, Marceline Day and Richard Dix.

The Fox production, "Dry Martini,"
which Harry Darrast will direct may star
Edward Everett Horton. June Collyer who
was originally assigned to the leading feminine part has been given another picture
and another who looks very much like her
gets the feminine role.
It is Mary Astor,

Nick
Musuraca
A. S. C.
Clm«aatogrBpher

"Red Riders
of Canada"
"Phantom of
n e"the
heng
"WRa
Law Rides"
"VaUey of
SnperBtit
"T
erio
ron"r

Mountain"

FBO

Stadloi

who last week signed a contract with Fox
Films.
* * *
GLENS FALLS, ,N. Y.— Edward
Sloman is here directing "Girl on the
Barge." The barge he was using
stood two feet too far out of the
water and Sloman today purchased
$2,000 worth of hard coal to ballast
the vessel to the level required in the
canal.

It was Dave Epstein who insisted that it
would be cheaper and easier to pump more
water into the canal.
* * *
Alan Crosland began shooting "The Scarlet Woman" at Columbia today. It stars
Lya De Putti. Miss De Putti will begin
working next week when the mob scenes
have been completed.

* *

*

Finis Fox to
Write Del Rios
Finis Fox, screen author of "Ramona,"
"Resurrection," and "Revenge," has entered into a contract whereby he will write
two original stories which will star Dolores
Del Rio. Edwin H-Carewe
*
* will direct them.

Luther Reed Writes
Original
"Talkie"
Luther Reed,
very will known and liked

ON A LOT
OF THE LOTS
HOLLYWOOD.— Henry Lehrman, Fox director, ispreparing his first story for Movietone. Title and cast have not been announced.
Richard Rosson, Fox director, has returned
from his Santa Cruz location, having completed his picture. Is putting the finishing
touches on his story and making a few retakes.
Henry King, United Artists, having completed his latest, "The Woman Disputed,"
starring Norma Talmadge and Gilbert Roland,
will probably take a much needed vacation.
The picture is scheduled for an early release,
and is rated as one of the best King has done.
Al Rogell, Universal director of Westerns
featuring Ken Maynard, is planning on leaving
soon for location in Cheyenne, Wyo., where
he will film the outdoor scenes of "The Glorious Trail." The story is based on the foundation of the telegraph lines, and is a real epic
of the West.
Having made and cancelled three vacation
dates this year, Bodil Rosing, the well known
"mother" of the screen, has just about given
up the idea as a bad job, until production
slows: up a bit. She is appearing on the screen
in two local theatres this week and has just
completed "Ladies of the Mob" for Paramount.
FRAZIER
House," a stage hit brought to the screen,
story.
and "Seven Footprints to Satan," mystery

Sam Wood in
Cutting Affair

It is a matter of record that Sam Wood,
able Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer director, was
carefully and temporarily etherized this
week at the California Lutheran hospital.
Two tonsils were extracted. Patient progressing in good shape.
* * *

director and writer of Paramoufit, last week
got an odd assignment. Odd because with
it he becomes a "pioneer." He becomes
one of the first men who ever wrote a
scenario especially for sound film. His experience in writing dates back beyond the
production of "Dear Me" by John Golden.
Reed was the author of that as well as
many other stage successes.

King to Head
Inspiration Production

First National Signs
Wid Gunning for Three

week completed "Women Disputed" starring Norma Talmadge will be associated
with J. Royce Smith, vice-president of the
company, which made noteworthy successes
starring Barthelmess and the two Gish
sisters a few years ago.

Wid Gunning's competence in producing
was rewarded last week when First National signed him for three pictures. The
first has several interesting features. It
will be made with the talking device and
will be directed by Alexander Korda. Jetta
Goudal or Lupe Velez will probably be in
the central feminine role. Title: "The
The other two pictures are "The Haunted
Squall."

Henry King, according to unofficial reports here, has become production manager
of Inspiration Pictures. King who last

* *

*

To Be Produced
Report
"Green Hat"
I have it from good
Goldwyn-Mayer has
will produce with the
organization, "Green
Mary

T. Dugan."

sources that Metroobtained rights and
sanction of the Hays
Hat" and "Trial of
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Prominent Film Stars
Boost Junior Olympics
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— The Southwest
Olympic finals, to be held at the Coliseum in
Los Angeles on June 16, will be attended by
many of fiilmdom's noted players. The motion
picture committee of the Southwest finals is
drawn from the leading executives of the various studios and whole boxes have been purchased by these men for their numerous stars,
who will be informally introduced to the hugh
crowds expected to attend. A Wild West
show will also be staged, featuring Fred
Thomson, Hoot Gibson, Buck Jones, Col. Tim
McCoy and numerous other film folk.

Iowa Theatre Owner Says
$20,000 Went for Naught
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— Don Thorberg,
who came to Los Angeles from Iowa and
bought a small theatre downtown, has brought
suit against two men to whom he paid $20,000
for the theatre. He charges that the defendants claimed he would make $400 a week out
of the business and as he failed to do so, he
wants his money back. R. D. Rawson and
John Hostetter, former owners, contend that
money is to be made at the Rex theatre, but
Western pictures and not society dramas, must
be exhibited.

International Newsreel Is
First on Suva Job, Claim
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
June
12.— International
Newsreel claims a big scoop on the takeoff of
the Southern Cross for Kanai Island, Hawaii,
for the flight to the Fiji Islands.
During the night Roy Klever of the M-G-M
staff and William Berger of International flew
from Honolulu to the takeoff point on Kanai
Island, and when the ship took off on the
longest over-water flight in the history of
aviation their cameras recorded the event for
the world.

Brand to Europe for Fox
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— Harry Brand,
Fox writer, will leave this week for New
York, where he will take a steamer for
London, to prepare the story for Dave Butler's
"Chasing Through Europe." This will probably take all summer to complete. Brand
will be joined by a cameraman in New York
and will take exterior scenes before the main
contingent arrives. Nick Stewart and Sally
Phipps will be in the starring roles.
Paramount

Re-Signs Drier

HOLLYWOOD. — Hans Drier of the Paramount art
department, has signed a new contract. Drier was
born in Bremin and studied art and architecture at
Munich University. Paramount signed him in 1922.
Later he was brought to the Long Island studios,
then sent to Hollywood.
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Ramblmg Round Hollywood
By JIM LOUGHBOROUGH

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
June 12. — Charles
Clarke, cameraman; Virgil Hart, and R. S.
Merrill are safe at Point Barrow, Alaska,
recovering from their 150-mile trek across
frozen wilderness when their airplane was
halted by engine trouble.
Clarke's friends and relatives here received word two days ago that all was well
with the young cameraman.
The party had been detailed by Fox to
the Northlands on a technical assignment.

PICTURE

ONE of ningthe
world's by
biggest
organizations
is plana campaign
whichproducing
it intendsandto releasing
sell its product
simultaneously
to exhibitors and the public.
The idea of the campaign is as follows :
L Trade paper advertising in the form of colored inserts.
2. National Newspaper advertising, with publicity as an adjunct.
3. National Magazine Advertising.
The pictures thus to be promoted are "big specials," each worthy of an exceptional long run. As each of these specials is ready for release sales representatives ofthe company will call on exhibitors. Executives of the organization believe that by the time the sales representatives call, theatre owners will
know as much about the pictures to be sold as folks in the automobile trade
know about new model cars.
When a deal for the showing of one or more of these pictures has been
closed the exhibitor will be told that the releasing organization's responsibility
has ended — that the picture has been sold to the public as well as the showman, and that all he has to do is go ahead and let the crowds know what he is
offering.
The idea is not wholly a new one, except in the sense that the releasing organization has a clear understanding with the theatre owner that it does not
supply special or routine exploitation, and the exhibitor must use his own
judgment as to special publicity or promotion. This idea has been suggested
in part by the so-called "chain theatre" system, under which each big house
has its own publicity and exploitation personnel.
Don

Eddy's

"Vanishing

Car"

Something is always happening in the life of Don Eddy, general manager
for Harry Langdon. The reason therefor is that Don makes things happen.
He started something the other day when he left his Cadillac on the First National lot and drove to Los Angeles with a newspaper editor.
Langdon, who was at work on a scene for his current production, wanted a
wrecked car to occupy a comer in the basement of a large mansion — the
rendezvous of foreign agents. He saw Don's machine. A happy thought
struck him. Soon the headlights and fenders had been removed and it became a "prop." When Eddy returned to the set he gazed with interest at the
car. "Looks like my Cadillac will appear 10 years hence," he said. "Yeah?"
replied Harry. "Maybe the 10 years are not up, Don. Maybe that's your car.
Look it over
again."
Dona motor
did. Asiren.
long, loud groan escaped from his lips. It
sounded
like the
wail of
Harry Swift Speedy as Ever

Harry Swift, one of the beacon lights of Broadway, formerly manager of the
old Harlem Opera House, later a Paramount exploiteer, is showing 'em how
men of experience can do things out here. Harold B. Franklin, president of
West Coast Theatres, Inc., installed Harry as manager of Bard's West Adams
Street theatre, which had been in the red so long it was starting to look blue.
Within a month Harry had it in the black, and it has been a big money-maker
ever since. We can't tell how Harry did it. The trick is so simple that anyone could follow suit. The whole thing was the work of an "Old Master"
from Broadway and it made all of the wise ones of West Coast sit up and
smile, at the same time saying: "We told you so. We picked the right man
for the right place." One of Harry's stunts was to get out one-sheets in imitation of wall paper and print on them : "This piece of wall paper was torn
from Bard's West Adams Street theatre by crowds trying to get in. Come
early and avoid the tapestry."
He also sets in personal appearances of stars, special previews and what
have you. Harry has prospered in the last few years. He owns a cozy home
with a patio and a lawn decorated with shamrock specially imported from
Ireland by Dr. James F. Holleran. Harry's wife, member of a well known
is still the belle she was in the days of her husband's Nonfamily,
New
York York
theatrical
glory.

AL

MARTIN

free-lance title writer. Address, Hollywood
Plaza Hotel. On Vine Street. Still Going
Strong.
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THE STUDIO PREVIEW
HOLLYWOOD,
June 12.— "Fazil" opened at the Carthay Circle theatre
Friday evening to a smart crowd of production people who were much
impressed by the Fox picture. It struck them in general as being a remarkable picture which depended largely on shocking circumstances and potent drama for its effectiveness.
Charles Francis Coe, author of "Me Gangster" and "River Pirate," which
Fox Film Corporation is producing, made a witty speech in his capacity as
master of ceremonies.
his talents are of more advantage in such
THE picture is a story of an Arabian prince
who loves and weds a Continental society
films as "Street Angel" than in sheik attire.
woman and attempts to adjust her to life and
The finest part of the entire program at the
customs in the desert. She is Nordic and
was the numbers rendered by Movietherefore clashes with his rites and ideas at premieretone.
Kathleen Key is an excellent screen
every turn. At one juncture she rejoins her
actress when her voice is recorded, as was
husband in his own home to find 20 dark
skinned lassies dancing about the chambers of demonstrated in the movietone sketch, "The
Family Picnic." Raymond McKee played the
his dwelling. She orders them to leave and
male role of the piece but had a slight tenorders him to live with her from that time
dency to play to the camera instead of the
on alone.
vocal
record.
A negro chorus sang, "Shout
At another place in the picture she is held
All Ova God's Heaven." Carli Elinor's orwithin his home and is denied permission to
chestra performed well in a compilation of well
known
classical numbers
for an overture.
show her face to any man but her husband.
—HODGES.
He also announces that he is taking for himself an additional wife. She stays. It is
doubtful if these things would be within the
HOLLYWOOD.— Howard Hickenlooper, protege of
realm of possibility for a girl who is not only
Frank Lloyd, is "powder monkey" while on location
intelligent, beautiful and innocent but also of
with Lloyd at Catalina Island.
high influence in Parisian social circles.
Howard, 12 years old, is a newsboy, whose large
acquaintance on the First National lot won the direcGreta Nissen did a piece of work well to
tor's favor. His frank manner, coupled with his enbe proud of in her role of the fair haired
thusiasm also won him a place with the company.
princess.
Charles Farrell is a great actor but
Lloyd is shooting naval scenes of "Divine Lady."
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Mrs. Wallace Reid Sued
for $50,000 by Woman
Over (Special
"The
Red Kimonc^'
to the Herald- World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— Mrs. Wallace
Reid was named the defendant in a suit for
$50,000 brought against her by Mrs.
Gabrielle Darley Melvil, who was tried and
acquitted on a charge of murdering Leonard Topp in 1915. Mrs. Melvil charges that
she has been exposed to contempt and
ridicule by a motion picture produced by
Mrs. Reid and her associates and the AllStar Features Distributors which was released in 1927 under the title of "The Red
Kimona." The complaint states that the
picture is based on the life of Mrs. Melvil
prior to the time she became rehabilitated
and that when the picture was shown it
exposed her past to her new friends and
acquaintances.
The picture is one of several produced
by Mrs. Reid following the death of her
husband, Wallace Reid, several years ago,
at which time Mrs. Reid announced her intention to fight all vice through the medium
of motion pictures. The story was purchased from Adela Rogers St. Johns
shortly after it appeared in a magazine
under the same title and is supposed to
have been written from the experiences of
Mrs. St. Johns while she was reporting for
a newspaper, based on the murder trial
which she covered. Mrs. Reid states that
there is nothing in the picture that can give
offense, having been made with the sole
purpose of pointing out the pitfalls of life,
and not to besmirch or ridicule the life of
anyone. The trial judge and attorneys in
the Topp case were consulted before the
picture was made and the entire court records investigated. Afrs. Reid will file her
answer to the suit Monday.

Paramount to Explain
Sound Films at Dinner
(Special to the Herald-World)

Marie
Prevost

HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— At a dinner
to be held in the Paramount studio cafe
Monday night, a number of recent developments in methods of production for talking pictures will be explained to members
of the Wampas. Arch Reeve, Francis
Perrett and Al Wilkie will act as joint
chairmen at the meeting and novel laboratory demonstrations will be given by Rov
J. Pomeroy, who is an authority on sound
production devices. The Paramount studio
band will play under the direction of Ray
Wilkinson and James Hall and Buddy
Cooper will give vocal selections, George
Jessel will speak, George Bancroft will give
a dramatic reading and Ludwig Berger and
Lothar Mendes will present a musical
novelty. Clara Bow will be the feminine
guest of honor.

Hatton Files Answer
To Suit of Ragland
(Special to the Herald-World)
Feature
"The

role

Racket"

for
Paramount

Starring role
"The Godless
in

e

DeMill

Pathe-

HOLLYWOOD,
June 12.— Raymond
Hatton on Saturday filed cross complaint to
the suit for $45,000 brought against him by
his former business manager, John C. Ragland. Hatton
Ragland's representations to him declares
prior to their association,
that Ragland could drop into the offices of
Jesse Lasky and Adolph Zukor at any time
without imposing were far from the actual
business standing of Ragland as Hatton
later learned.

Plan Film on Deadly Gas
(Washington

Bureau

of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON,
June 12.— One of man's
most
deadly
enemies,
carbon
monoxide,
which has been called "the universal poison
gas," will be filmed by government.

Girl"

i
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"Tempest" and "Ramona"
Break House Records
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
YORK, June 12.— Two
United Artists pictures, "The Tempest," starring John Barrymore, and
"Ramona," starring Dolores Del Rio,
are breaking house records in New
York. "Tempest," grossed $11,871
in its third week at the Embassy,
the £gure never having been surpassed before.
"Ramona" shattered all records
for pictures at the Rivoli in its third
week, according to announcements
from United Artists.

Italian Company Makes
5,895 Prints in 1927
(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, June 12. — Luce Motion
Picture Producers, of Italy, according to its
report for 1927, distributed during the year
5,895 positive copies of films for the cinematograph service, reports the American Commercial Attache at Rome to the Department of
Commerce.
Films distributed free for propaganda both
at home and abroad represented a total outlay of 513,000 hre (about $26,470). The traveling cinema propaganda s;ervice was approved
in June, 1927, and by October of that year
more than 2,400 free presentations had been
given in nearly 1,000 communes.

Hal Roach Completes His
Organization at Studio
Hal Roach has completed organization of
his studio staff for the coming season.
Robert F. McGowan, exercising supervision
over the Our Gang pictures, will have Anthony
Mack and Charles Oelze with him as directors.
Leo McCarey has supervision over the
Chase, All Star, and Laurel and Hardy groups.
Directors for these series include Fred Guiol,
James Parrott, Emmett Flynn, Arch Heath
and Hal Yates. McCarey will have Grant
Clarke and Louise Foster assisting in preparation of stories. Ray Coffin continues as
publicity and exploitation representative of the
Hal Roach studio.

Thomson to Present Cup
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 12.— Fred Thomson,
who has won the national all-around track and
field championship three times and who still
holds the world's record in this test, will present a perpetual challenge trophy at the Junior
Olympic Games. The trophy will be of silver
and will be a large bowl surmounted with a
figure of Fred on his famous horse, Silver
King. It will bear the names of the junior
and senior champions each year and will be
kept by the winners each year until the next
year's competition. The trophy will be nearly
two feet high and will cost approximately
$1,000.

Latest News on Neilan
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 12. — Marshall
Neilan has been signed by B. P. Schulberg
to direct Bebe Daniel's forthcoming production, "Take Me Home." The picture
will be a Paramount release and marks the
change of Miss Daniels' characterizations
from slap-stick to more serious comedy
drama.

of San Luisthe Rey"
Gets — "Bridge
screen
M G M has purchased
YORK.
of San Luis
"The
rights to Thornton V.^lder's now Bridge
fourteenth
in its
Pulitzer prize novel
Rey,"
edition.
MNEWGM
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tes "Noah's Ark",
Comple
Curtiz
g Budget
and Schedule
Cuttin
Begins on Talkie Sequence — Marshall Neilan Ends and Begins
One at F B 0 — Hines Picture Finished, Last on F N Schedule— Featured People of Today Unknown in 1927
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, June 12.— The coinpletion of "Noah's Ark" by Michael
Curtiz was the notable production event of last week. He succeeded in holding costs to less than the Warner Brothers budget and in holding the picture
to less than the shooting schedule permitted, all of which is regarded as a
man's sized job.
The money in the picture might have been, in view of appearance, over a
million and a half but in reality is considerably less than that.
The picture
was made almost entirely on out-of-door stages at the Vitagraph studios.
The cast which
is headed
by George
O'Brien and Dolores Costello will be busy
for several weeks on the Vitaphone sequences w.hich Curtiz will likewise direct.
Neilan Signs With Christie
Marshall Neilan, having completed, "Taxi
13" for F B O, will begin work shortly upon
another for the same company, "The Last
Haul." He has signed a contract with
Christies to direct two Dous;las MacLean
pictures. When he completes his work at
F B O. His first will be, "The Carnation
Among the 12 pictures completed last
week
is Johnny
Hines' "Black
Magic."
Kid."
Mae

Murray in Court
For Beach Building Permit
(Special to the Herald-World)

Collyer, Maria Alba, and Kenneth Thomson.
What has become of the people who had
these roles two and three years ago no one
knows. Perhaps they are wealthy and retired. A few of them are in vaudeville and
picture houses. Many of them have accepted
enforced retirement. A few of the male
players turn directors, writers and gag men.
Too few of them realized the fickleness
of their trade and craft.
Fortunately directors, scenarists, cameramen and other technicians suffer slightly
from
same technicians
fickle streakwhoin merit
the trade's
nature.theThese
favor
seldom if ever step down
names are desired.

because new

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.— Morris Wax of Phila.delphia has purchased the Savoy theatre, formerly
owned by Joseph Salus. New owner plans to make
extensive improvements and operate it as a moving
picture house.

HOLLYWOOD, June 12. — Mae
Murray, who wants to build an
eleven-room house on her beach lot
has petitioned for a writ of mandate
compelling the issuance of a building
permit. The city of Los Angeles has
refused Miss Murray a permit, doubting her title to part of the lot, the
question being whether it was created by natural accretion from the
ocean or by artificial dumping. In
her complaint. Miss Murray states it
is not the business of the building
department to pass on her title and
inasmuch as she has her plans drawn,
and her speciBcations are lawful, she
demands that a building permit be issued despite the riparian law involved.
Charles Hines is the director, Louise Lorraine is the maiden rescued by the comic
hero.
Last year at this time the trade began to
predict an influx of new names and faces.
The n.n. and f. are here. Five out of 10 of
the featured names on the production chart
today tions
were
unknown when those predicwere made.
Of the pictures being made at the DeMille studios Robert Armstrong, Lina Basquette, Irene Rich, John Mack Brown,
Jeanette Loff, Rod LaRocque and Sue
Carol are featured while only two of these
were recognized by us in 1927.
New Names at Fox
Fox Films has a great percentage of
recognized stars but that lot too shares
with all others in using new players in featured parts. Such as these are working in
big roles now: Arthur Lake, David Rollins, Sue Carol, Nick Stuart, Marjorie
Beebe, Warren Burke, Barry Norton, Nancy
Drexel, John Darrow,
Don
Kerrj', June

GEORGE

SIDNEY

Am in tlie East
For a rest
But, Gosh!Says My
— mind
Is in the T^'est.
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SHORT

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald

FEATURE
is the Moving Picture

"Little Pictures with the Big Punch,** which has presented news,
short features and serials.

11 Deluxe Houses to Give Third
Of Ads to Shorts Just Booked
Decision Follows Campaign in "Herald- World" for Greater Attention by
Exhibitors to Short Features in Publicizing Programs
— Sign M-G-M Product
The campaign waged by this department of the Herald- World for more
than a year for greater attention to the short feature by the exhibitor in his
newspaper advertising and publicity is bearing fruit.
Eleven Deluxe Theatres Fall in Line
Announcement by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer that it has just booked eleven
deluxe presentation theatres in key cities to show short product is important
in itself in reflecting growing recognition of short features throughout the
country. But more vital to the industry at large is the fact that these theatres
are to allow one-third of all advertising space, announcements, and other paper for short product on the programs.
Introduction of the short product in these
houses, with the prestige they carry, places another feather in the cap of the one to threereel production. The action is no experiment
when appHed to such theatres, it is a result
of a conviction that the public wants good
short features and that applying a third of
newspaper advertising to them means bigger
returns at the B. O.
Hundreds
of Exhibitors
Respond
Hundreds of exhibitors were interviewed
in the Herald-World survey on the matter of
how much of a theatre's advertising should be
allotted to short product. It was pointed out
that reel for reel in many cases the production
cost of short product was as large as for the
longer pictures, and with that indication of attention to meritorious output at the studio the
exhibitor who neglected it in publicizing his:
programs was neglecting his own interests.
The general totals of theatre advertising as

Newspictures
KINOGRAMS NO. 5402— Flyers reach Hawaii on hop
to Australia — Coolidge chooses Brule River for his
vacation rest — Corner stone is laid in Washington in
memorial of Women who gave their service in
World War.
PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 89—30,000 hear President Coolidge speak at Gettysburg — Restoration
work on Sphinx at Egypt is finished — Two die and
two injured in balloon that is struck by lightning.
FOX NEWS NO. 72— King and Queen of Spain honor
Ca.stilian airmen before starting distance flight —
— President endorses world peace plans in Gettysburg speech — Youthful driver takes Indianapolis
automobile classic before crowd of 150,000.
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 45— Miss
Amelia Earhart off on hop over Atlantic — Yankee
polo aces open season with fast match at Port Washington— Mrs. James J. Stillman goes aloft with
Thea Rasche, German stunt flyer.
M-G-M NEWS NO. 86.— Mabel Boll enters transAtlantic race — Miss Ella Van Hueson of Chicago
wins bathing prize at Galveston — Chinese in flight
as Japanese troops seize new zones.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5403— Middies rival West Pointers in Review at Annapolis — Prince of Wales is
given tremendous reception on visit to Clifton College— Chicago girl wins beauty title at Texas.

reflected by the survey were shown to be below a mark of one-third of the space used,
but for the most part the response was from
theatres not as yet using presentation and
other entertainment features figuring in the
sum of the time given to a program.
In the case of these eleven theatres just
signed, the decision to apply one-third of ad
space to short features means a much more
important position for them in view of the
fact that presentation and these other angles
figure in the advertising. In other words,
whereas most of the cases in the survey were
figuring only short and long features in reaching the percentage, now in the eleven theatres
mentioned there is also presentation to be considered in the publicizing. It therefore is a
definite move toward giving short product the
recognition it deserves. The example of these
eleven houses is one to be considered — and
considered carefully — by the owner of the
theatre showing only pictures. If the eleven
theatres — ^and they are only one instance of
big-theatre booking of short product — are embarking upon a one-third policy regarding
short films, there should be added incentive
to the manager of the picture-only house to
play up his entire program with the elements
in proper proportion instead of ignoring the
fact that the short feature often is the draw
to a particular show.
Room
for Films and Acts
There is another point of interest to be
made in connection with the short features
bookings into the eleven theatres is the fact that
they demonstrate that there is room for both
short features and presentations on the same
bill.
The eleven theatres, just signed to play 40
Hal Roach comedies, the Great Events and
UFA Oddities groups as well as the M-G-M
News, are the Capitol in New York; Midland,
Kansas City; State, St. Louis; Ohio, Columbus; Allen, Cleveland; Penn, Pittsburgh,
Century, Baltimore; Palace, Washington, D.
C. ; State, Boston ; Palace, Indianapolis, and
State, Syracuse.

reviews

World

department^

and exploitation on

Releases
WEEK

OF JinVE

17

EDUCATIONAL — "A Homemade Man," Lloyd Hamilton, two; "Thoughts While Fishing — Silver Shadows," Outdoor Sketches, one; "Hectic Days,"
Lupino
two; "Sailor Boy," Cameo, Monty
Collins, Lane,
one.
M-G-M — "Palace
of Honey,"
Oddities.
PARAMOUNT— "Slippery Heels," Christie, Adams,
two; "Stage Coached,"
Krazy Kat, one.
PATHE— "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 3, two; Aesop's Fable, one; Pathe Review No. 25, one;
Topics of the Day, one.
UNIVERSAI^"The Speed Sheik," Snappy, Lake,
one; "The Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 3, two; "George
Meets George," Stem Bros., two; "The Valiant
Rider," Western,
two.« • *
WEEK

OF JUNE 24

EDUCATIONAL— "Felix the Cat in Futuritzy," one;
"The Gloom
osities, one. Chaser," Big Boy-Juvenile, two; CuriF B O — "Almost
a Gentleman,"
Karnival,
Cooke,
two; Newslafi No. 22, one.
FOX — "A Cow's Husband," Animal, two; "The Dude
Ranch,"
Varieties, one.
PATHE— "The
Yellow
Cameo,"
Chap. 4, two; Ae6op
"Bathone; "Time,"
Sportlight,
Pathe Fable,
Review one;
No. 26,
Topics of
the Day, one;
one.
PARAMOUNT— "Alice in Movieland," Novelty, two;
"Koko Goes Over," Inkwell Imps, one.
UNIVERSAI^-"The
Fox Chase,"
Snappy,
Oswald,
one; "The Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 4, two; "Buster
Minds
the
Baby,"
Stern
Bros.,
two;
"The
Iron
Code," Western, two.
WEEK OF JULY
1
EDUCATIONAI^-"Hop
Off,"
Bowers,
two;
Mama," Cameo, Miller-Hutton, one.
F B O — "Mickey's Triumph," two.
M-G-M — "Sleeping Death," Oddities.
PARAMOUNT— "Scrambled Weddings," Horton,
two: "The Rain Dropper," Krazy Kat, one.
PATHE— "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 5, two; "City
Slickers," Aesop Fable, one; Pathe Review, No.
27, one; Topics of the Day No. 27, one.
UNI VERS AI^-"Newlyweds' False Alarm," two;
"Her Haunted Heritage," Snappy, one; "Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 5, two; "Reel Life," Joneses, Stern
Bros., two; "The Ride for Help," Western,
two.

Sportlights Under
Van Beuren Banner;
First Out Aug, 13
First of the Grantland Rice Sportlights to
be handled by Van Beuren Enterprises will be
delivered June 20 and subsequently released
August 13, with Pathe continuing to do the
distributing.
With the acquisition of Sportlights, Amedee
J. Van Beuren announced that the company of
which he is president will handle 166 reels in
the new season, including the 26 Sportlights,
52 Aesop's Fables, 26 of Putter's "Curiosities"
and 10 "Smitty" comedies.

Roach Signs Marion Byron
Hal Roach has signed Marion Byron for
his stock company. Miss Byron was Buster
Keaton's leading woman in "Steamboat Bill,

"Oh
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Talking Films Create Field For Acts
STAGE

Big Demand for
Good Talent in
Talking Films

SHOWS

Chicago Avalon
Week Ending June 9
"Boy's 500 anniversary performance" was the title
of this week's presentation at the Avalon and Roy
Detrich, the silver toned tenor was given a nice reception from the crowd who came to see him.
The show opened as usual with the ballet girls
doing a novelty dance with the aid of bells. Roy
Detrich appeared and sang the chorus of "Just Let a
Smile Be Your Umbrella." Hg wae given a nice hand
on his appearance.
Joey Ross, collegiate dancer, reported again and
again in this department went over in his usual good
manner.
Culley and Claire were next. This pair consisted
of a duet of good voices and were appreciated by the
crowd.
In fact they had to give two encores.
Then to return his appreciation of the applause

Vitaphone and Other Vocal Pictures Will Use Popular
Performers in Their
Presentations
By A. RAYMOND GALLO
Since talking films have become a
great
part of today's
there
is considerable
fear amusements
in the minds
of
stage stars and presentation artists that
the mechanical devices may replace the
spoken field. Almost the same condition and feeling existed twenty-five
years ago when motion pictures first
came into use. However, they have
not marred the variety stage nor the
field of spoken drama, and it is doubtful if the mechanical voices will now
hinder performers of the stage.

Roy Detrich sang "My Bouquette of Memories" and
again Roy was applauded. The patrons are very well
satisfied with Roy's work and there is no reason why
they shouldn't be.
Christie and Nelson a pair of silly acrobats but
exceptionally good in their line received a nice hand
for their act. The boys were really clever.
For the finale Roy sang "Way Back When" and
brought in words about when he first came to the
It was well written and fitted in fine.
Avalon.

New York Paramount
Week Ending June 15
"Xylophonia" featuring Paul Ash, another John
Murray Anderson production, with "Marimba" by the
Foster Girls — a Spanish costume dance, and very attractive. Paul Small does the vocal work, while the
Foster Girls specialize by twos with particular numbers, with a chorus dance finish.
"I Still Love You" — put over in good style by Paul
Ash and the Paramount Stage Orchestra.
Chester Fredericks, a very nice-looking boy with
blonde hair, does a very good singing dancing offering, putting lots of personality and pep into his
work. We predicted Helen Kane a success a few
weeks ago, now we'll merely remark, "Watch this
boy."
"St. Louis Blues" — a symphonic arrangement by
Paul Ash, and played by the Orchestra with Paul
wielding the club.
Hal Sherman, well-known and well-liked along
Broadway, gives his usual treat of pantomime comedy. Singing, without audible sound, and dancing,
vrith comedy burlesquing of w^U-known features puts
this chap over for another "wow."
Helen Kane, as predicted in our report a few weeks
ago, has more than surpassed our fondest expectations.
She has become a Broadway star in less than a
month. Next year she has her name in electric
lights, with a capitol E L, and all prompted by the
kindness of Publix, and the showmanship of Paul Ash.
Helen does four of her inimitable singing numbers,
favorite "You've Got
including a third repeat on her
No Idea" with new lyrics. Helen sure is a wonderusual with a rousing
as
over
ful entertainer— and goes
big hand.
„ , . ,
The finale— by the Foster Girls, Chet Fredericks,
and an act programmed as The Musical Johnsons—
never heard of before, and decidedly detracted from
the Parathe usual pretentious closing featured atXylophones
,
mount. Everyone in the company played
and the acts were all well billed.

Cute, eh? — We'll say she is and her name is Ginger Rogers of Presentation fame — with her million
dollar personality and winning ways.

Crawford

with Variety

NEW YORK, June 12.— Jesse Crawford, Publix
Theatres organist, has been added to the list of those
soliciting advertising for Variety. It is understood
that he will continue to play the organ.

ORGANISTS!
It's here
it's ready
so get ready to
play
the second
of the Villa
Moret
"Super-Special"
organ presentations

"Lamentations"
Introducing

"READY
FOR THE RIVER"
A Gus Kahn-Neil Moret Song
A Walter

Hirsch Version

A "Super-Spegreat song
truly
cial" version with special process slides
by Ransley.
Write, phone or wire
VILLA MORET, INC.
(The Voice of the West)
At their New York, Chicaso or San Francisco Offices
— order your slides — now
New York
Chicago
1596 Broadway
504 Woods Bldg.
San Francisco:
935 Market
Street
A

Talking films, a much discussed novelty, has
been the dream of Thomas A. Edison for a
number of years, and only recently did his
dream become a realization. The latter part
of 1926 Warner Brothers announced the Vitaphone arrangement which accompanied John
Barrj-more in "Don Jtian." Since then talking
picture companies have proved to the world
that what then was called a novelty would
soon become a feature part in the art of
motion picture producing. This was proven
in
production
"Jazz
Singer"
withtheAlrecent
Jolson,
who was ofan the
ideal
subject
for
that particular production.
Only a few weeks ago it was announced to
the motion picture industry that Warner
Brothers and the Stanley Company of America
would unite their forces in this respect, that
all Warner Brothers pictures and Vitaphone
arrangements would find a feature spot in their
theatres. This announcement should more
than please presentation artists for it means a
great deal of work in deluxe picture theatres,
either in the flesh or in a talking film.

There are approximately eight companies today
iMing or planning to use syncHroniied pictures. Theee
are Warner Brothers, Fox. F B O. Metro-GoldwynMayer, Krst National, Paramount, United Artlsta,
Universal, Columbia. Sierra. Gotham and a number
of other independent companies. It ia aleo rumored
that Keith-Alboo-Orphcum. reoontly acquired by
Joseph P. Kennedy of F B O. irrill apply for a talking
film atTangi>mcnt through the same channels that the
above firme are now working in association with.
So far General Electric and WcBtinghous* and a
number of their subsidiaries in association with the
above film concerns have supplied the motion pictune
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A Real Hit/

"^YOU'RE
A FtEAL »
SWEETHEART
iy Irving Ceasar aCliff Friend

m
^m
y.QUS

KAHN

A Ballad That's Different!

lAST NIGHT
I DREAMED,
YOU KISSED ME

GusKahn & Carmen Lombardo

m

Cut&J CUderl Ca^tckyj
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industry with apparatus that has lent voice and sound
to the pictures. Most of these machines have been
manufactured in the East and only recently the production schedule has been transferred to Chicago,
vsfhich also leads us to believe that Chicago will become the center of synchronized film production in the
near future.
Poblix Has 300 Installations
Publix Theatres Corporation, of which Sam Katz
is president and a subsidiary of Paranaount, has
already installed devices in more than 300 of their
deluxe theatres. Nearly 300 more are being made
ready for installations in the next few months.
Motion pictures have been perfected to such an
extent today that nothing is really impossible to
present on the screen when one takes into consideration the voice and sound invention coupled with the
natural color photography and the third dimension
that photographs all objects in their natural height
and depth. With all these marvelous improvements
it is now i)Ossible to offer operatic and musical comedy productions on the silver sheet with its original
cast and stars, in their original settings and costumes.
It has also made another thing possible, and that
ie that it has reopened a market for stage stars of
the various branches of the amusement business which
in one sense of the word is really a new field and
yet in keeping with the same sort of work that they
have specialized in the course of their career. In the
motion picture field it is also comi)elling the players
to speak,
clearly
use the
King's
English
in
some
cases
evenandforced
vocal
lessons
on and
certain

My other number was entitled, "Troublee." Erwin
Barg has brought out another great etunt for WeiU.
This is a real number and ought to be a natural in
any house. The solo starts out by telling the troubles
of the organists in trying to please everybody, to the
musical accompaniment of "Vesti la Giubba" from
"Pagliacci." That is followed by letters from the
dissatisfied patrons. Incidental music to those ia the
well known "Paupie Valsante." One patron asked
for opera and "As Through the Street" from "La
Boheme" is used. The songs featured in this etunt
are: "My Baby Came Home," "In the Moonlight,"
"Sweetheart, I'm Sorry."
To this I added the following choruses for einging,
"Ohio Home," "Just a Memory," "What Are You
Waiting for, Mary," 'Among My Souvenirs," and
"Whafll You Do."
Hope I didn't bore you stifif with all this, but I do
rave on, somehow ! Will see you when I return from
my vacation. Sincerely. — Ramon Berry, Alam.o theatre, Chicago, IlL

particular stars to play certain particular roles.
Synchronized Film Opens New Field
It is now possible for every type of stage and
presentation i>erformer to find favor on the screen
via the talking film. It may shorten the personal
appearances to some extent in the smaller houses,
but it will also increase the value of their names
both in the deluxe and the small theatres so in the
long run there is nothing to be lost, but a great deal
to be gained. Among those who have appeared in
Vitaphone and Movietone playlets are George Givot,
Van & Schenck, Chic Sales, Ben Bemie, Al Jolson
and many other popular stage artists.
Subjects such as Vitaphone and Movietone have been
supplying the theatres with, combining comedy,
musical singing and instrumental artists, have and
will still amuse the picture house audience if the
subjects are kept up to the standards of their original
routine when making personal public appearances.
We are constantly in touch with the activities of
picture houses and the talking films and from time
to time you will learn through this department of new
developments
that should interest you.
Synchronized films have opened a new and large
field for Presentation acts and the eyes of the world
are now centered on this wonderful novelty.

Fezz Williams, who is still going strong here catering mostly to colored people, presented a rather interesting show this week called "Sailing, Sailing." The
show opened with a boat ascending from behind the
stage and orchestra and part of the cast on it.
Fezz introduced Ernie Macrol, a young boy who
sang for his first number "My Mammy." It was
rather weak and he finished up with a dance getting
little applause.
Then Fezz with his orchestra played "Just Across
the Street From Heaven." As usual they were given
a nice hand.
Albertina Pickens followed with a song "Who's
That
My over.
Door."SheAlthough
she indidn't
seem Knocking
much she at
went
used Fezz
her

Presentation

LETTERS

In this open forum those interested in presentation may discuss important matters bearing
upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

That Great Harmony Ballad/

H TORe UP
YOUR PICTURE
WHEN YOU SAID
GOOD BYE^^
ly DOLLY MORSE s-ANDREW DONNELLY
Slie B

LEO. FEIST, INC
23lw.40t^ST.
N.YC.
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PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: At last I
have struck upon a subject to write about which is
herewith attached and which spealcs for itself.
I think that this subject will be interesting and
trust that you will agree with me. I will next start
on my weekly reports of my solos which I will mail
to you at the end of each week.
Hoping that I have not inconvenienced you by my
delay in not sending this in sooner — but dog-gone-it I
couldn't strike upon an original and interesting subject until finally I got this one.
With very kindest regards, I remain — Leo Terry,
organist, Rialto theatre, Joliet, 11.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: I wish to
thank you for printing my organ solo in your April
14th issue. This week the orchestra and myself are
pulling the "Jazz vs. Opera" stunt. Orchestra upholding Jazz and Organ rooting for Opera. Numbers used are, "Ice Cream," "Sextette from Lucia"
then both Orchestra and Organ joining in on
"Dolores." Opera seems to win out every time so
yours truly comes in for a big hand at each performance.
The_ manager takes an active part in the talking
and direction so it is more or less a surprise to the
audience from start to finish. Would like to see this
written up in your paper. — ^Melvin Peacock, organist,
Sheboygan theatre, Sheboygan, Wis.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Believe it
or not, I am still playing solos even though I don't
send in my "stuff" very regularly!
My solos this week were, "Ramona," Feist's Spanish waltz number with a beautiful melody. The set
is fine and is nicely illustrated and although the
patrons in the Alamo don't "go" so heavily for the
"brow" solos, this number went over in fine shaiie.

STAGE

SHOWS

{Continued from page
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Chicago Regal

Week Ending June 9

next number called "Some Day You'll Be Mine." The
Regal girls also helped the number out with their
dancing.
An encore was necessary.
A fellow who makes a big hit at this theatre was
next and he was called Mamhall Rogers. His style
of putting over clever jokes and gags gets himself
a nice hand.
Rattledge and Taylor tap dancers a la carte. The
two boys were one of the big hits on this program.
They also came back for an encore.
Then came the great Robbins Family and not too
much can be said about them. They consist of six
children and the father. The Robbins give you
dancing, singing, acrobatic stunts and laughs. TTiey
were the big hit.
The final act consists of the Regal Steppers doing
one of their hot numbers and the orchestra playing
on all four. This show was a fine show, better than
the usual ones staged here.

Kansas City Midland
Week Ending June 9

"Galloping On," the Midland's stage show this
week, is based upon the assumption that all Englishmen wear red coats and ride horseback, while there
lives not one blacksmith but who can sing. That is
fine as far as the program is concerned, because
there is not one erstwhile blacksmith in the cast who
is not a good singer.
Following the overture, which consisted of "The
Hunt," played by Joseph Klein and his Midland
Symphony orchestra, the curtain rises upon a typical
hunting scene with the Midlanders, consisting of part
of the regular orchestra selected for stage music,
attired in hunting costumes and Joe Kay, the master
of ceremonies. Action is not long in forthcoming,
however, and a blacksmith's quarter, the Equestrienne
Four, renders a couple of vocal numbers. Alfred
Latell's dog impersonation makes a decided hit, the
act consisting of a bit of everything. Ben Bine's
dancing is interpolated with some jokes that do not
fail to get a wheeze out of that section of the audiknown as the
"worldly
men."
Thenence comes
bachelor
octet, which was called
back several times to repeat vocal numbers. The Ross
Girls had their "inning" several times, serving as a
chorus, hunting ladies and what not.

St. Louis Missouri

Week Ending June 8

Frank Fay, the new master of ceremonies, took the
house with a barrage of humorous remarks with
which he prefaced his stage show "Roof Garden
Assisting Fay were : Billy Meyer, tenor ; John
Griffith and Rosetta, dancers and singers ; Crandall and
Marley, comedy dancers, and the Missouri Ensemble.
Leonid Leonard! directed the Carmen overture.
Revels."
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San Francisco Warfield
Week

Week

Ending June 8

lads giving a lively version of the "Wobbly Walk,"
against a modernistic background. For this the screen
beauty wore a gorgeous costume of beads and feathers
and put some real vivacity into her part of it.

Atlanta

PICTURE

Ending May 26

The personality and versatility of Buddy Page,
master of ceremonies, lend interest to the colorful
revue "In Bermuda"
at the Stanley this week.
The stage setting shows a typical scene on the
beautiful island with the Stanley Stage Band seated
against a background of white houses, sea wall and
blue sea in the distance. After a few introductory
remarks by Buddy Page, there is a beautiful chorus
by the Liebling Singers.
The Eight Revelers then stepped to the front of the
stage and did some clever tap dancing.
Williams and Douglas, radio duo, sang "There Must
Be a Silver Lining" very melodiously.
Sully and Coogan, two acrobatic dancers, in plaid
knickers and coats and each with a monocle in his
eye, did some marvelous tumbling that made the audience gasp, never losing the monocles in all their wild
gyrations.
Buddy Page then gave an example of his versatility
as he played the xylophone and piano, ending with a
clever tap dance.
Madeline Killileen, star of Greenwich Village
Follies, paired up in fine manner with Buddy Page,
contributing largely to the success of the entertainment by her charm of manner and ingratiating personality, not to speak of a very musical voice. She
sang "Now I Can't Do Without You" in a pure, clear
soprano and fully merited the applauise which she
received.
But the outstanding feature of the whole act wag
the work of Walters and Ellis, who fully justified
Buddy Page's introductory speech in which he referred to them as the "foremost exponents of adagio
dancing." Clad only in black trunks, their beautiful
dancing and posing are the most finished and artistic
seen by this reporter for a long time.
The Eight Revelers again came on for a fast stepping dance.
There was an effective finale in which the sea wall
rose revealing the Liebling Singers with their faces
forming the centers of Bermuda lilies aa they sang a
chorus in which all of the entertainers joined as the
Stanley Stage Band played the accompaniment.

New Orleans Saenger

Week Ending June 9
The Howard's presentation, "Arabian Nighte," although not stepping over the top as easily as the
previous two weeks' bills, was signally picturesque
and lavishly produced.
Atmospheric sets bespoke Arabia and throughout
costumes and incidentals blended.
Helene Heller, petite songster may claim the honors
of the bill. She rendered several selctions.
George Riley, comedian, was well liked. Zastro and
White, tap dancers proved good. Lucille Sisters,
comediennes and songsters drew well. Eight Boila
dancers gave several numbers which were admired
and their costumes attracted attention.
Jack Stanley and the Howard stage orchestra came
in for their bit of praise with a special number.

BOB

and MOVING

Philadelphia Stanley

Warfield theati'e patrons who have wondered about
the answer to the ditty of a few years ago, "I Wonder
What's Become of Sally," had the matter cleared up
for them this week for Sally appeared in person in the
stage act and came nearly being the whole show.
Even Rabe Wolf, usually the life of the party, took
a place in the background.
The act opened with Rube strolling onto the stage
from the wings explaining some of the features of a
short picture on the screen in which Sally Rand, a
Wampus baby star disports herself. He followed this
with an explanation of the studio scene to be offered,
this being in the nature of a skit on "How Movies
Aren't Made in Hollywood." There was an ambitious
array of cameras, megaphones, Kleig lights and scenery, with a comedy surprise act that won a lot of
laughs.
The Warfield Super-Soloists offered selections from
the "Chocolate Soldier," with a trumpet solo by Rube
Wolf, and Sally Rand was introduced, the blonde star
with the "million dollar personality" making her
appearance at the rear of the stage and high above
the orchestra. Instead of the usual galaxy of stage
beauties for the chorus ten attractive college boys
formed the background and sang and danced with her,
Sally bringing this part of the act to a close by
offering a studio scene.
The orchestra played "My Pet," dedicated to Sally,
the words being sung with variations by different
members of the organization, concluding with a
trumpet solo by Rube Wolf. The Crosby Twins, Jack
and Bob, did a dance, and were followed by Trcen
and Barnett, a girl comedy team displaying a great
difference in height and embonpoint. This pair did
some novel dancing and got away with its part of
the program nicely.
The act came to a close with Sally and the college

Howard

HERALD

getting by, and that is all, though a few of their
jokes are funny but slightly out of date.
The Foster Girls opening the bill in a "pupi>et
dance" and following in several splendid marches and
drills, notably the Arabian Gun Drill proved themselves, with the exception of McFarland the hit of the
entertainment.
Don Phillipini directed the orchestra in rendering
"Dance of the Hours" supplemented by John and
Betty Hammond at the organ.
Taking as a general average "High Lights" is a
better attraction than generally reaches this section
and is appreciated by the Saenger patrons.

Los Angeles State
Week

a chuckle was heard, before Benny intervened. Fatty's
point in favor was his imprcs-sion of Abe Lyman
on the drums.

Week Ending June 8
Helen McFarland, a wee mite of a girl is the
feature of the Publix show at the Saenger this week
in "High-Lights," who knows her feet and is accorded
one of the most accomplished Terpsichorean artist
seen here in a number of renditions. In connection
with her dancing she sings and does a turn on the
xylophone.
Masse and Dietrich, clever dancers are billed as the
Traffic Cops, and are garbed in wonderful uniforms,
which if seen on the highway would certainly stop
the speeding motorist. Their act is clever and a little
out of the ordinary.
Painful, to a degree is the comedy act of Barton
and Young,
billed as Broadway
favorites, who are

KOKO

PUBLIX

UBINLLARRY
AND

ANDRE

Mikado of Jazz" "'''■"
Star ofPAUL"The
ASH'S Original Bandshow Unit
Touring

Ending June 8

Fanchon and Marco's "College Capers Idea," with
Fatty Arbuckle.
Benny Rubin, the million dollar master of ceremonies, failed to put him over.
The show opened with a band number followed by
eight of the Sankist Beauties doing a clever toe dance
number. The stage setting was a display of pennants,
and the orchestra apparently in the gym. The girls
toss the basketball into the rings, then do a dumbbell drill, with the aid of the band.
Jack Kateg pleased the audience with a comedy
.soft shoe number. The girls came next doing a dance
number to "Coquette," two of the girls doing a
specialty.
Jack Joyce showed his versatility as a one-legged
hoofer an well as a vocalist. Jack has a pleasant
manner and was well received.
The Nita Martin trio pulled some fa£t song numbers and took a good hand when they closed.
Ne.Kt, rebellious Rubin, the master of ceremonies,
introduced Arbuckle, Fatty was in the big trousers,
little hat, and sport clothes in general, and could
have gotten over very well if only appearances
counted. His first attempt to get his act over was a
song. Voice and number poor. His constant reference to his ostracism proved tiring.
Benny, trying to assist Fatty in putting his gags
over, did more harm than good. In a few instances,
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Portland Portland
Week Ending June 2
A splendid collection of Publix "Gems" headed an
outstanding bill •with high honors going to David
Rnbinoff and his violin.
The Dennis Sisters backed him up admirably with
delightful harmony. Burns and Kissen sing away
worry and cares ; Pauline Gaskin, a charming miss,
introduced nifty dancing and had no trouble in reaching the highlights ; Koy Schuster specializes in fast
dancing, and Ormonde's "Sparkling Gems" round out
the presentation with a revue of 6nap and color.
In the 6pecial arrangement of concert numbers for
the stage band Happy Lampkin got better acquainted
with his audiences, making only one mistake, "he
asked them to join in the chorus" they didn't seem to
hear him.
Harry Linden led the Portland orchestra in a splendid rendition of "A Spring Fantasy."

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending June 8
The Michigan went collegiate this week with Publix'
"Hah-Rah-Rah," billed as a miniature "Good News"
musical comedy. And it emulated the success of that
musical show in more ways than one.
The feature of the show was the use of two orchestras. Del Delbridge and his popular eyncopators
shared honors with the Maryland College Band, and
one vied with the other in blowing seductive shades
of blues through their various instruments.
The setting represented the exteriors of a group of
college buildings with Delbridge's musicians, arrayed
in collegiate sweaters, cut musical capers on the
campus. The stage was decorated with the pennants
of the leading American colleges with huge electrical
emblems for the University of Michigan and the University of Detroit.
The Maryland College Band worked separately.
They marched down through the audience playing
"Collegiate," with the 300 pound, or thereabouts,
Johnny Perkins, out in front and looking like the
big parade.
Johnny is probably the biggest comedian on the
stage, and he gets plenty of fun out of wise cracks
about his size. He had a good line of chatter in the
current show and got many a laugh out of his audience. Also, Johnny Perkins keeps his material remarkably free from dirt.
Louella Lee was a cute little miss with nimble feet
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who danced her way through the intricacitiee of
accentric steps and put on her own brand new version
of the popular "Varsity Drag."
The Cheer Leaders were a quartet who got some
close harmony off their manly chests and dispensed
a brand of syncopated melodies popularly known as
hot. Keith's Co-Eds were cute little college girls who
had an unusual line of dance steps and then there
was Al Gale in songs and dances.

New York Roxy
Week Ending June 9
Opening this week with a routine of diversified
dancing, called Peer Gynt Suite, starts with "Morning" by the Chorus and Ballet Corps, secondly "The
Dance of Anitra" by Von Grona and Betty Woodruff,
with simultaneous shadow interpretation by the German dancer, third "The Death of Asa" is sung by
the ensemble, and last "In the Hall of the Mountain
King" enlists the entire ensemble, the Ballet Corps
and the Sixteen Roxyettes. The combination of rear
screen projection and stage picture on the same scene
is well brought out.
Nicholas Daks and Patricia Bowman are seen in a
piquant "Music Box" number, dressed in gold costumes and representing an old fashioned music box
figure.
Von Grona has created another original conception
— a modernistic impression of American Jazz.
Markcrt's Roxyettes contribute another of their
marvellous precision routines.
Brief but very extravagant and entertaining show.

Omaha

Riviera

Week

Ending June 7

The stageshow at the Riviera had a Spanish flavor,
being the New York Publix stageshow "Havana" designed by Jack Partington. Paul Spor conducted the
stage production and the pit orchestra for the feature
number,
"Broadway Hits."
Dorothy Berke and Mario Naldi were the leaders of
the bills in artistic dances. Wally Jackson, funster,
was a big help in the entertainment of the week.
George Dewey Washington's voice was pleasing and
Coster and Hewlett entertained with song and dance.
The Petroff girls added much to the merit of the program.

THE

GREATER

HUBERT

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week

Ending June 8

In addition to the Playboys offering "Ride 'Em
Cowboy" as the stage band attraction this week, the
Wisconsin theatre offered as an extra feature Marjorie
Maxwell, star of the Chicago Civic Ox«era, in gems
from "II Treviata." The number wa« put on entirely
separate from the bandshow with the Playboys tinder
the direction of Glenn Welty accompanying Miss Maxwell from the orchestra pit, and Art Richter at the
organ joining in on some of the passages. The number was very well done and extremely well received
due singing.
to a great measure because of Mies Maxwell's
fine

Seattle Seattle
Week Ending June 14
In addition to the big six in screen epics: Billy
Dove in "The Yellow Lily," Arthur Clausen, conductor
of Seattle Grand Orchestra rendered the overture
"Desert Song" followed by Ron Baggott at the organ
with "That's My Mammy."
On the stage "Steps and Steppers," a Publix stage
offering by Jack Partington, which included Glenn
and Jenkins, "The Sweepin' Fools" — Ilomay Bailey, a
high stepping songbird, and again Charles Hucy, the
Whistlin' Kid, and the 10 Manhattan Steppers with a
variety of new dance steps.

Indisinapolis Palace

Week Ending June 9

Gilda Gray is the dominant figure at the Palace this
week. Whatever else you may think about the dancing contortions of this actress, the fact remains that
she is a big drawing card here. She is lending her
presence both to the stage and screen. On the former
she appears at the head of a miniature revue and on
the latter as the starring figure of "The Devil
Dancer." Incidently, she declared here that this
would be her last stage appearance — that is this tour.
You can take that for what you think it is worth.
On the stage she appears in three dances, all of
which are well received. The first is a version of
the black bottom, the second a nautch dance, the duplicate of one she does in the film, and the last her
famous shimmy. She is aided in her i)erformance by
Amerique and Neville, a capable team of dancers,
and by a well-tiained chorus.

DARLING

DRUNKARD

DANCERS
JEAN
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LOSAYS
about
Everyone
Hello folks ! . . . We have a lot of news for you
this -week. . . . Thie being the month of brides and
glooms, er, I mean grooms. . . . Well, at any rate,
let's go on with the topics. . . . First of all I want
you all to know that Sid Lorraine hae gone and got
married, another bad aotor gone wrong. . . . Eddie
House has resigned as featured organist for Marks
Bros. . . . Jean Anthony may replace him. . . . Al
Kvale returns to the Oriental, Chicago, next week.
. . . He will be there for a run. . . . Al is always
on the run. . . . Carme Romano and associates are
conducting dime dances at the Navy Pier, Chicago.
. .. . Louie Panico and Phil Dooley, are supplying the
music. . . . Lew White, the Roxy theatre organist is
now a member of the National Broadcasting Chain.
.... Listen, friends, whenever any of the following
Herald-World boys come near you give them a break.
. . . They are Bob Frazier in Los Angeles. . . . Bob
King in New York. . . . Eddie Dawson and W. S.
Russell of Chicago. . . . They'll relieve you of any
loose dollars you have around your pockets. . . . Joe
Kelt, the new head of Remick's, was in town last
week. . . . He took Bob Mellon back to New York
with him for a new song lineup. . . . Henry Spitzcr
of Harms, was also a visitor and called on all his
friends in the music business. . . . Chester Markert
has replaced Stuart Barrie at the organ of the Ambassador theatre in St. Louis. . . . Don Pedro Espinosa, formerly of the Chicago Ambassador, is now
featured organist at the Iowa theatre in Cedar Rapids.
. . . Louis McDermott, producer of the Oriental stageshows, is sopending a month in Frisco with his wife
in what might be termed a "rest." . . . Joe Lyons is
now making free lance records for all companies and
has already signed Henri A. Keates for a series of
organ numbers. . . . This is a banner month for
Marks Bros., they will present Leon Errol, Charlotte
Lansing and Trixie Friganza at their houses. . . .
This week they offer Jack Osterman for no reason
at all, except to amuse Benny Meroff and his boys.
. . . Dave Davidson, formerly press agent for Ascher
Bros., is now in business for himself. . . . Yes, still
pushing pens. . . . Eddie Lewis of Waterson-Berlin
& Snyder left their New York office to reopen their
Chicago branch. . . . Jack Gould for many years part
of the Will Rossiter organization, can now be found
waiting on artists at their new offices in the Woods
Building. . . . Harold L. Peterson, formerly at the
Missouri theatre in St. Joe, is now playing organ at
the Arcadia in St. Charles, Illinois. . . . J. F. Ransley, the Chicago slide man, is back to his office after
an extended tour of the East visiting organists. . . .
Arthur Hayes is now playing organ at the new
Orpheum in Madison. . . . Louis Lohman is replacing
Preston Sellers at the Senate organ while Pres and
vacation.
all his "Sellers" are enjoying a three weeks'
. . . Bill Dalton is now solo organist of the Ohio
in Columbus. . . . Maurice Cook, organist at the Indiana in Indianapolis, has been replaced by Stuart
Barrie of St. Louis. . . . Earl Abel formerly at the
Congress, Chicago, is now solo organist at the Texas
in San Antonio. ... He took Billy Muth's place. . . .
vaudeLabin, Larry & Andre, for years a featured picture
ville attraction, are now playing in deluxe
theatres. . . . Starting soon "Synchronized Acts,"
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Chicago Sheridan

Week Ending June 10

Verne Buck and his assemblage of brilliant and
versatile musicians garbed themselves very miscellaneously last week to engage in a lively presentation
entitled,
"Hobo
The band
had Cabaret."
No. 1 iiosition in the offering and
presented, "You're a Real Sweet Girl," with the manytalented maestro playing a saxophone solo of the
chorus, singing it and responding to the finale with
spirited foot-work. After the generous applause died
down a bit, Gus and Will, comic dancers of considerable merit and dressed as clown-eoldiere, treated
the folks to their laughable wares, drawing three encores and some extra but futile applause thereby.
Next appeared Adele Gould, singer of jazzy songs,
and she too took a share of the handclapping abroad
that evening. She was followed by what was the hit
of the show — Buck and his band playing, "My Bouquet
of Memories," with the sweet>voiced Frank Wilson
stepping out of the saxophone section to sing the
chorus. Once not being enough for the enthusiastic
customers, Wilson's solo and the finale were repeated
^and could have been repeated again if Mr. Back had
not chosen to turn to other things. (By way of
reportorial comment, dear Editor, let it be said that
the arrangement of this number was extremely outstanding—all music, no hokum ! And Buck's handling
of his equally outstanding band showed the difference
between the musician and the mere so-called masterof -ceremonies.
I thank you for your kind attention.)
Jess Libonati was next, hauling out his xylophone
and later his celeste bells to entertain with something
serious and something light. He has a candid way
with him thai, added to his playing, won him an
encore. And then came Walzcr and Dyer, young man
and woman. It was the feminine half that was the
act. Clowning in slapstick style and with a natural
talent for the absurd, she went big with those out
front, earning an encore and further applause.
The show closed with the band playing, "Mississippi
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white shirts and black trotiseris with Hawaiian garlands around their necks. The ballet does a short
routine, and then two men in comedy attire enter to
play on steel guitars and sing. The next offering is
a number on steel guitare, by Moore and Powell,
which fails to get a hand. But they click with their
harmonica number and end to good applause with
one squeezing music out of an inflated balloon.
A band number, "Sweet Sue," follows. Then begins the best part of the show as the ballet entered
in native war costumes to do a good routine with
spears and shields. Then follows a leopard dance,
executed by a young lady dressed in leopard skin.
This weird, creepy dance is marvelously executed and
wins fine applause. It is one of the most unusual
dances seen in many moons. The dance ends with
the leor>ard lady being lulled by the ballet warriors
and being carried out above the heaxls of two men.
Next is a drunk act that is a real knockout,
Fritz and Jean Hubert is the name. The hard falls
the two take almoct take your breath away. The
applause is great and one of the pair encores with
another dance still in drunk character. A fine act
with lots of laughs and thrills in the hard falls.
Anna Chang, the diminutive Chinese Peggy Bernier, is next with the songs, "After My Love Came
Tears," "Goodbye Blues," and "Under the Ukulele
Trees," which
begins the finale.
A curtain rises behind the band showing a huge
tree with a trunk formed by a giant ukulele. ITie
ballet enter with the reet of the company to pose in
the beautiful setting which makes a fine end for the
rather less than average show.
The Spitalny
overture
is called,
"The Soloists."
and
presents
the first
violinist,
the pianist,
trombonist,
and singer in solo bits. It gets the beet hand of
the entire show.

Detroit State
Week Ending June 1
The State Bunch were "Running Wild" this week,
that being the title of the show in which Roy Sedley,
the new master of ceremonies, was the star.

Chicago Chicago
Mud."

WORLD

Week Ending June 10

"Hula Blues" is the stage offering at the Chicago
this week. The show opens with the Six Samoans
before the curtain doing a weird hand drill to the beat
of a native drum. Two of the men go into a knife
drill. The act gets a fair hand, only. It lacks a
punch to put it over.
The curtain parts to show
the band
dressed in

CORNELIUS

Sedley has gone over here with what might be described as a bang, and several times has had the
customers out in the aisle. He introduced the various
acts in his own inimitable style, did a dance himself
and told several new and funny stories.
There are a number of very comely young ladies
among the State Steppers, who should go far.
Walter Bastian and his orchestra and William Pond
at the organ completed the stage program.

MAFFIE

Gennett Recording Artist
Now Featured Organist at Publix's

METROPOLITAN Theatre, HOUSTON, TEXAS
Bill Bennett
Featured

VARSITY
THEATRES
CHICAGO

Koehler and Edith

Featured in
BALABAN & KATZ STAGEBAND
PRESENTATIONS,
CHICAGO

SOLOS AND

Booked Solid Publix Theatres
WeekThis Week— reNext Texas
Theatre
Worth Theat
San Antomo, Texas
Fort Worth, Texas
Direction
Agency
Moms
William
Henry H. Dagand
1560 Broadway
1440 Broadway
New York

Organist

BELPARK

COMMUNITY

STUNTS

ZIMMERMAN

HARRY

FEATURED

BELMONT

ORGANIST

oTJ^fiT^o CHICAGO
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"Well, the Gutows
journ in Europe.
no doubt resume
theatre in Detroit,
on heretofore.

returned to America after a soMr. and Mrs. Arthur Gutaw will
their activities at the Michigan
where they so successfully carried

* • *

I doubt whether you know that on some days as
many as five hundred people are escorted by uniformed attendants through the Roxy theatre. This
palatial picture house is today one of the outstanding
show places in the city of New York. While every
nook and cranny is a picture of beauty, both from
a practical and artistic point of view, Roxy's private
office is the most beautiful of its kind, and justly bo.
for he is the ace of American showmen today. In
the near future I am going to try and have Martha
WUchinsky, who is the clever publicist for Roxy, tell
you all about the Roxy theatre from an intimate
standpoint.

* * *

Do you know that the National Broadcasting Company develops orchestras through the medium of their
radio stations and then books them for various jobs?
To date almost thirty orchestras have secured engagements through this medium, the very latest being
William Scottie and his orchestra, who is at the Park
Central hotel, here in New York City.

* • *

By the way, when is somebody that we know in
our profession going to* try* a• transatlantic flight?
And also, by the way, I am experimenting with a
certain something that is supposed to grow hair on
my cranium. This substance was recommended to
me by a very dear friend of mine in Cleveland, who
swears that he saw actual proof of its growing hair.
Many of you fellows who are perhaps in the same
fix as I am, as far as becoming bald is concerned, will
no doubt be glad to know the results, if any. So in
about three montiis from now I will let you know.

* • *

Teddy King, the brilliant young master of ceremonies, has left Shea's Buffalo theatre to take the
I>06t formerly held by Charlie Melson at the New Stanley theatre in Jersey City. This new house is the
last word in deluxe film palaces, and the job of master of ceremonies is a very important one. However,
we can easily predict that Teddy will qualify, after
the way he "knocked 'era
« «dead"
« in Buffalo.
By the way, Charlie Melson has been transferred
to his "first love," the Branford theatre in Newark,
another good house on the Stanley chain. We imagine
it will be quite a reunion when Charlie gets together
with his old fans at the Branford.

* « »

Jack Partington has been promoted to general supervisor of productions for all units produced by
Publix. This is quite a job with a serious responsibility, and there is not the slightest doubt but that
Partington will make good.

« « *
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SOLOS

Albert F. Brown (Chicago Granada) combined three
features in one last week for his organ solo, using his
scrim idea together with a playlet and a community
stunt. The presentation setting consisted of two huge
clowns holding up a curtain in which most of the
action took place. The playlet was enacted by Clem
Dacey singing "In My Bouquet of Memories" and
assisted by Ruth Racette, who replied with "Laugh,
Clown, Laugh." The manner in which these two
songs were interpreted, both in vocal form and on
the organ, impressed the audience to the extent that
they felt that they also were a part of the playlet.
It was one of the best staging that Brown ever presented in this theatre, and the reception accorded him
more than proved his popularity here.
Harry McDonald (Portland, Portland, Ore.) put over
his usual organ specialties with his own singing
accompaniment. Since taking over the solo duties
here McDonald has been giving a fine program of
popular and classic music.
Sammy Williams (Chicago Regal), still at the Regal
theatre and still getting considerable applause, went
over big again vidth a crowd who couldn't keep still.
Sammy played a new song called "Last Night I Was
Dreaming" in his solo and he went over O. K.
Julia Dawn (Atlanta Howard), guest solo organist,
offered as her second week's number, "Which Do You
Prefer," which proved a hit. Coming from Texas,
Julia brought some of her cute ways of putting over
her organ numbers.
McNeil
Smith but
(Chicago
solo
was short
rather Marquette).
interesting. This
McNeilweek's
had
the people trying to sing a trick song called "Constantinople," and the crowd was in an uproar most
of the time. Each time they came back stronger
trying to get all the letters in, which proved his solo
went over.

BEST SELLERS

"Ramona" — (Leo Feist).

"Laugh, Clozvn, Laugh" — (Remick).
"Girl of My Dreams" — (Jack Mills).
"Together" — (DeSylva-Brovm & Henderson).
"Beloved" — (Irving Berlin).
Moret).
"Chlo'e Song of the Swamp" — (Villa
"Back
in Your Oivn Backyard" — (Irving Berlin).
"Sweet
Sue, Just
You" — (ShapiroBernstein).
"Sunshine" — (Irving Berlin).
"Constantinople" — (DeSylva-Brozvn &
Henderson).
"Mary Ann" — (Irving Berlin).
"Last
Night
I Dreamed You Kissed
Me"
— (Leo
Feist).
"My Ohio Home" — (Leo Feist).
"Too Busy" — (Leo Feist).
Berlin).
"I Can't Do Without You"— (Irving
I WONDER— (Irving Berlin, Inc.)— We heard one
of the ■writers, Benny Davis, sing this song at the
Palace theatre and first impression must predict this
song has every chance of being a hit. It has everything needed for a big seller.
Co-writers,
Abner
Silver and Maceo Pinkard.
• • •
THRO' MY WINDOWS
OF MY DREAMS— (Spier
& Coslow, Inc.) — The follow up song to Was It a
Dream by the same firm. A beautiful waltz that will
have the big publishers • bidding
• * very shortly.

Lawrence Bosch (Milwaukee Tower) gave the
movie patrons of the theatre a clever ditty entitled,
"Mental Telepathy," and they went away hoping that
their neighbors wouldn't be able to read their
thoughts all the time and communicate with them.

POOR PEOPLE — (Shapiro-Bernstein & Co.) — An
Ain't We Got Fun type of song with a philosophical
twist. One of the writers is of the famous "Lombardo" Orchestra, namely Carmen. This radio gang
has been responsible for starting many a song.
Words by Art Kassel.

Milton Charles (Chicago Chicago) presents two
popular songs with the numbers from which they
have been derived. "Laugh, Clown, Laugh," and
"Japansy" are the two popular numbers and "Pagli.acci," and "Madame Butterfly" are the two operas
from which they have been derived. The organ presentation wins a big hand for Charles' excellent playing of the four selections.

HENRI A. KEATES
'The Organist Who Pat Community
Singing on a^^^&^
the Map"

• • •

JUST LIKE A MELODY OUT OF THE SKY—
(Donaldson, Douglas & Gnmble, Inc.) — We have all
been waiting for a Walter Donaldson song. This, the
first plug song out to be an immediate hit. It's on
the type of Blue Heaven and is written as only
Walter Donaldson can. With songs of this type this
firm will be one of the biggest before long.

• • •

NOTHING
SEEMS
THE
SAME
AWAY
FROM
YOU — (Milton Weil Music Co.) — A typical fox trot
tune with a lyric of the type that always sells. Looks
like this song will make some money for our favorite
Chicago publisher, Milton Weil. By Tommie Malie,
Joe Verges and Ted Koehler.

• • •

DREAM HOUSE — (Sherman Clay
a big hit on the coast and will no
ward very shortly. This firm is
good writers are not in the East.
Foxe, music by Lynn Cowan.

& Co.)— Already
doubt work eastproving that all
Lyrics by Earle

• • *

« « *

BECAUSE MY BABY DON'T MEAN MAYBE
NOW — (Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble) — ^Another
Donaldson publication. Is written in the nature
of a follow up song to his There Ain't No Maybe in
My Baby's Eyes. Is just as good as that former hit,
which is enough said. Words and music by Walter
Donaldson.

Received a letter from Milton Herth, organist at the
Lincoln Square theatre in Decatur, 111., wanting to
know why I never give the boys out that way a
break. I certainly wish I could, but the truth of
the matter is that it is a very difficult task for me
to know just exactly what is going on so far away
from the "Alley." Rest assured, however, that when
I hear of anything I think interesting enough to
write about you will always read it in this column.

* * •

SSQIMPatou-fe
6SS4

Arthur Richter (Milwaukee Wisconsin) at the organ offers, "Laugh, Clown, Laugh," with words
flashed on the screen. Well done it is and gets lots
of applause. A few of his own creations (words,
etc.) always livens up whatever number he is playing.

Julie Wintz and his orchestra are now the feature
of the Knickerbocker Grill, here in New York.
Through the mediimi of Radio Station WOR they
are making many friends, who see them in person
at the Grill.

No other music publisher went into business this
week, which should make this a "red letter" week.
Well, summer time is here, the parks are opening,
the brass bands are coming into their own, and vacations will soon be in order! I hope all of you spend
a very pleasant summer.

June 16, 1928

WORLD

• » •

Oriental Theatre, Chicago

IF YOU DON'T LOVE ME— (Ager-YeUen & Bomstein) — Beautiful days, pretty flowers, mean nothing
if you don't love me, gives you an idea of this song.
It has an excellent fox trot tune to go with it and
is by two nation-wide known writers. Put them all
together and what have you got — a great song. By
Jack Yellen and Milton Ager.

» » »

Danrleu.
V Uiuaios
54 IV.Cht'ca
Psndolph
St
6o

Arc pu oclting RUMORS

ROSETTE — (Milton Weil Music Co.) — A marvelous
waltz that is showing up very big in this territory.
Needless to say the Lombardos were very instrumental in giving this song a great start.

• * •

P. S. — Thanks for the invitation of your opening,
"Donaldson-Douglas & Gumble," but I just can't get
away now.

Mootllly 9kteNeK) fcr die. Or|S^nist

j^
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Incorporated in this department of practical showmanship of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving
Picture World departments, ''Selling the picture to the Public," and "Better Business Builders"

"Ramona

" Campaign
Breaks Texas ' Record

House Organ
Exchange
R. H. Zerbel, Delft theatre, Marquette,
Mich.
Albert Sindlinger, Majestic theatre,
Athens, Ohio.
L. W. Carroll, Majestic theatre, Burlington, Vermont.
Montague Salmon, Boulevard theatre,
Los Angeles.
Publix News, Riviera theatre, Omaha,
Nebraska.
H. M. Addison, Great Lakes theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
John Goldstone, Empire Picture House,
Huddersfield, Yorkshire, England.
Wener & Green, Russell theatre. Glace
Bay, Nova Scotia.
Charles P. Gilmore, Orpheum theatre,
Oswego, N. Y.
Verner Hicks, Arcadia theatre, Olney,
III.
Kenneth Tallmadge, Temple theatre,
Saginaw, Mich.
Wally Nordby, Indiana theatre, Indiana, Pa.
The Lark Tales, Lark theatre, McMinnville. Ore,
L. D. Everett, Saenger theatre. Mobile,
Ala.
Hal D. Neides, Grauman's Egyptian
theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
William T. Meeks, Shorewood theatre,
1535 Oakland Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Exhibitor Praises
Idea of Exchange
William T. Meeks of the Shorewood theatre, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in sending his
coupon this week for membership in the
House Organ Exchange club, praises the
service rendered by the Exchange in the
following
words:
"Please accept my thanks and appreciation for presenting the privilege of exchanging house organs and ideas to the
moving picture exhibitors. A splendid

An intensive campaign on "Romana" at
the Texas, San Antonio, put the United Artist picture over with a bang. An unusual
thing in that city is for a theatre to have
a hold-out during the day time, but every
day during "Romana's" Texas engagement
witnessed a hold-out of from one to three
hundred in the afternoon.
A special drive was made for the Spanish speaking element of San Antonio, with
excellent results. "Ramona" all but broke
the house record established by "Rough
Riders," which was filmed in San Antonio,
and which record was believed to be a
standing one.

Quick Thinking and
Action in Emergency
Wins for Staple ton
When Don Stapleton, manager of the
Centre theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, found that
he did not like a film feature after he had
accepted delivery of it the night before it
was scheduled to open its engagement_ at
his downtown house, he sprung a variation
of the "Take-a-Chance" Week that proved
to be a near sensation.
Grabbing the telephone he found that the
picture that he wanted as a substitute was
175 miles away and there wasn't another
train until morning. Jumping into his au-^
tomobile, he made the round trip before S
A. M., dashed to the newspaper offices in
Ottawa to cancel the advertisements already in type, ordered the reading notices
on the old picture killed and had the makeup men stick a flock of question marks in
the Centre theatre display space.
He had the film but no paper on it—
not even an engraving for illustration purposes. So for the afternoon papers he ran
some
more
question
marks
with
such

Theatre Gives Usher
Vacation at Military Camp
Peter Panchesen, 18-year-old usher at
the United Artists theatre in Detroit, is
going to have quite a vacation this year.
He won a contest put on to determine
the United Artists local representative in
the Citizens' Military Training Camp, and
as a result will spend four weeks in camp
with full pay. Panchesen wa.s graduated
from a local hiiih school last year. Tfu;
winner of the contest was chosen by the
theatre committee, as the employe whose
conduct was the nearest perfect.

queries as: "At the Centre — the Best.
What is it? Why it is?" following up with
the names of the stars. Norman Kerry
and Lois Moran. In other words, after the
experience he had had. Manager Stapleton
made a real mystery of it and it was not
until the second daj' that he advertised the
title of the attraction, "The Irrestible
The enforced stunt repaid Stapleton
handsomely because people flocked and
phoned to the Centre out of curiosity — and
business was excellent as a result.
Lover."

Telephone Stunt

Helps "The Crowd''

A novel stunt was used to promote interest in the showing of Metro-GoldwynMayer's "The Crowd" when it played at
the Gem theatre, Frederick, Oklahoma.
A girl was placed in one of the windows
on ^iain Street in which was a large poster
panel which read : "Are you going to follow
the crowd?" — with a large question mark —
"Call 'phone 97." The number given was
that of the theatre and the cashier answered, "'The Crowd' will be at the Gem
theatre on

May

21."

idea."
Many other exhibitors are finding the idea
a splendid one. If you haven't already
signed the coupon, isn't right now a good
opportunity? "The Theatre" is conducting
this exchange for your service.
Exhibitors
Herald
and
World,
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, III.
"The Theatre":
Please enroll me as a
House Organ Exchange.
house organs with other
Name
Theatre
Address

Moving

Picture

member of The
I will exchange
members.

How
pages
tures
don't

pictures do help the appearance of your house orgait. The illustrntion
of an issue of R. H. Zerbel's Of ERTURE. Delft Theatre. Marquette. Mich.,
tvere added, and two pages of an issue with pictures. Tlw improienuni
Might "The Theatre" claim a little credit for the changes. Mr.
you think.

,'sA<>h.< firo
lufore pic
is riiiicnt.
Zerbel?
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''Blackie" C. Martin, M. B. I. No. 16, of the Woodland
Point."

Martin makes

street and the cannon

all displays for the Woodland
in front of the theatre.

When

theatre, Seattle

1. When

she insists on patronizing the more economical forms of amusement — WATCH O'oTI

2. Don't let her persuade you to visit her relations and
Friends too often — if you do. you're hooked.
3. When you escort her home, don't spend too much
time in saying good night.
It's dangerous.
4. Beware of her personal interest in your clothes.
business prospects and bank account.
5 Do not allow her to give you the impression that she
considers you wonderful in every respect — that
she consults you on everything pertaining to your
mutual welfare
6. Don't brag of the amount of money you're making.
This is leap year and most girls are looking for
good financial prospects.
7. Don't indulge in promiscuous flirtations during 192S.
You're only inviting matrimony.
8. Remember that remaining single is all a matter of
knowing how.
FOR OTHER

MATRIMONIAL

MARION

WAYS

OF GIRLS SEE

DA VIES

''THE PATSY"
?\[ow Playing at the

TEXAS

THEATRE

Also Don Galvan & the Texas Stage Band in

"ARABIAH

HIGHTS"

These eight rules for staying single were
broadcast throughout San Antonio by the

Wash.,

and two other theatres.

and

two

views

of displays for

16, 1928

"West

"Blackie"

does

in

the

three theatres,

of the "My Best Idea" club, is there?

Inexpensive Exploitation Pays Big
in Receipts for "Blackie^^ C. Martin

Out in Seattle is an exhibitor who consistently uses exploitation. The thinp:s
he does are inexpensive. The greatest expenditure is in hard work by himslf
for he makes all the displays, art work and lobbies for three theatres himself, but
the hard work pays in big dividends at the box office. He is "Blackie" C. Martin;
you all know him for he is M. B. I. Number 16. Herewith, he tells about stunts
he put over on two
tomers:

pictures recently, both

I have a couple of stunts for you that I have
tried and proven successful.
First of all "West Point" : To start this
off "with a bang" I borrowed a French 75
mm. cannon from our local regiment of National Guardsmen and set it up in front of
the theatre -with signs on both sides of it
explaining "West Point" when — who — and
how. For exploitation I had planned to tow
this cannon around the town with banners,
etc., and a cadet in full uniform riding the
barrel. This part of the stunt was not carried
out because of lack of time. You see I do
all the sign work, fronts, lobbies, cards and
other art work for two other theatres beside
my own and sometimes it is impossible to
put all the time in my own house that I would
like to.
Nevertheless, the day the picture opened I
hung some special pennants on the doors that
I made myself out of sign cloth, placed two
cutouts of cadets from three sheets on either
side of the program easel, stretched a string
of homemade "cadet beads" across the street
and as a result jammed the house both nights
with the result of the best week-end business
in months.

"For Men Only — see inside." The stunt
although an old one, boosted business

"Finders Keepers'" advertised that Laura
LaPlante was to hide a five dollar gold piece
in the foyer of our theatre at midnight of a
certain day (day previous opening of the picture) the $5.00 was to be in plain view (to
keep the patrons from tearing the house to
pieces and not more than 6 feet from the

considerably. It's a good Leap Year
stunt, and remember, Leap Year isn't
over until next January.

floor) "finders keepers." As a result the
stunt not only proved to be a lot of fun for
all but did us more good than $25.00 worth

Texas theatre during the run of "The
Patsy," starring Marion Davies. The
cards were contained in envelopes upon
which was printed in large red letters,

June
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Notice the cadet "heads" strung across the

you consider all things

there's no doubt that he should be a member

How To Stay Single^
During Leap Tear !

PICTURE

of

of which
advertising

brought
in

any

in the cash cus-

other

way.

Business

proved it."

Another original cutout made by H. J.
Thacker, M. B. L No. 20, and manager of
the Hippodrome theatre, Newport, Ky.
It is made for "Now We're in the Air,"
the Paramount picture featuring Raymond Hatton and Wallace Beery. Notice
that the parachute and the figures of the
players are two separate units, and the
figures are suspended from the parachute
by real ropes.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the Box Office Window"

H

"THE

DRAG

NET"

AVE I mentioned that I like gang pictures? Well, I do. The reason, I think, is
that I live in what is presumed to be the
criminological center of the universe and, despairing of actually seeing all this bloodshed
first hand, welcome these confidential revelations of the manner in which dirty work is done
in these modem times. And whether or not
that be the reason, I do like these shooting
affairs and "The Drag Net" is the best of them
to date.

I remember, or seem to, that I called "Underworld" the best gang picture to date, that
I later called "The City Gone WUd" the b. g.
p. t. d. and still later applied the same description to "Dressed to Kill." If memory is not
tricky this morning, I subsequently used the
same words in describing "The Big City" and
here is the phrase again, "best gang picture to
date," pinned upon "The Drag Net." Inasmuch as there seemed to be wholly adequate
reason for the use of the description in each
case, and seems to be now, I am forced to the
conclusion that the picture boys and girls are
learning more and more about the way to
make these things and so are making them
better and better.
This one has George Bancroft as the principal
player and he is on the side of the law, for a
change. Curiously, he seems even better this
way. It also has Evelyn Brent, who has become
a surprisingly able actress of gangsters' sweeties, and the Mr. Powell whose name I always
write first as Paul, later as Ed, then finally as
Mr. Then I know that it's William. This time
this latter gentleman is a knockout, on the criminal side of the cast, as are several "assistant
scoundrels" (to steal an old line favored by the
hams of 10-20-30 days) whose names need not be
dragged into all this.
The story is about a detective who sets out
to clean up the town, a criminal who opposes
him, their fights, their various finishes and what

passes for their loves. It is bloody, brilliant,
brittle. True to life or not— and I have no idea
which it may be— it is my idea of a snappy
evening in the cinema.

"THE

HAWK'S

NEST'

Hawk's
VjTANGSTERS appear also in "The
Nest," which is Milton Sills' current occupation
hereabouts, but these are a different type of
Sills, like Bancroft, is on the right
villain.

T. O. Service
side of the law, but -he doubles in brass.
There's a lot of gumshoeing about, plenty of
carefully diagrammed suspense, a trick finish
involving a lot of Chinamen, and in the early
part of the picture Sills tapes his face to look
like a farm hand who's been run over by a
McCormick reaper and mended by a veterinarian. (Some of the local critics compared it to
ncy.)
a Chaney makeup, but that's unfair — to ChaThe difference between this and the gang
picture previously mentioned is that this one
goes into meticulous detail to explain what
everybody's doing and why, always showing the
good to be good and the bad to be bad. Practically nothing gets done until the finish antf
then it has ceased to seem important. A pal
of the principal is saved from execution, but the
audience is long since disinterested. And Sills
walks, by careful estimate, more miles — out of
one scene and into another, in none of which
he does anything — than Lindbergh has flown.
Can't something be done about getting this
Sills physique into a good picture?

"THE GOOD

BYE KISS"

J OHNNY BURKE is the principal performer
in Mack Sennett's "The Good Bye Kiss" and
Johnny Burke's doughboy gags are the principal
points of the picture, appearing in caption and
action and succession. Having listened to the
talkative' Burke and learned his squeaky delivery, I got a big kick out of the picture. Apparently itisn't so hot for folks who don't know
Johnny's stuff, however, for it ran a week at
McVicker's — whether there was anyone in the
house or not — and skipped.

out of a bit of it. I know, of course, I have
nothing to blame but a misspent youth in which
"Ramona" was not made compulsory reading.
The rest of the news about the picture is that,
on the night of its opening at the United .Artists
theatre, four Rolls Royce automobiles were
parked at the curb, in defiance of the traffic
ordinance, while their owners looked at the
picture and wept. And that alongside those
owners, in fact alongside anyone who sat in
the theatre, ladies wept tears of joyous sorrow
while strong men slept. I asstune, therefore,
that "Ramona"' is a whiz of a picture and I'm
an illiterate ass who doesn't know the McCoy
when I taste it. Which is all right with me.

"HIS TIGER

.DOLPHE MENJOU is better off in "His
Tiger Lady" than he was in "A Night of Mystery-," but he is still in a bad way. This picture gives him more to do of the sort of thing
he does well, but it gives him no very good
reason for doing it. And the main thread of
the yam is cotton.
Mr. (or is it Monsieur?) Menjou is quite in
his manner. He is polite, polished, intrigued,
smart. But the reasons for it are absurd. A

A,

Duchess, played by Evelyn Brent with the same
manner she employs in playing the ice-cold
Mama in "The Drag Net," will have nothing
to do with a guy who's afraid to step into a
tiger's cage and fetch her glove. A lot of them
have tried it and flopped. Menjoy does it,
after the tiger has died, and so they live happily
from then until nobody knows when.
Perhaps this picture is, after all. the real reason why Menjou went to Paris. He icould need
diversion.
•"THE NEWS

Too bad, Mack; the thing is really good.

"RAMONA"

\^_^LENCH your teeth, pull back your lips,
press your tongue forward and prepare to hiss.
I HAVE NEVER READ "RAMONA."
There, now that that's confessed, I can add
that I sat through Dolores Del Rio's picture of
"Ramona" with admiration for Miss Del Rio.
with admiration for the careful production, with
admiration for the parchnicntized captions (that
is, excepting the one that quotes histor>- to
make a wholly convincing massacre seem convincing (and without getting the slightest kick

LADY'

PARADE"

J. HE NEWS PARADE" is the firjt of th<pictures about newsreel men and is very funny.
I think the next one will be bettfr, for this
one points to a lot of possibilities that should
be taken advantage of, and after tiiat there will
be the usual flood of also good pictures about
newsreel men.
Like all first effort-, this one flops now and
tlun, finally ending in pretty good fashion. Its
principal weakness is not a weakness at -all. but
its constantly recurrini: suggestions that this or
tkat thing can and will be done ^o much better
next

lime.
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give her name. She hands it to the judge on a slip
of paper. Declaring a recess, the judge takes her
into his chambers, where Florence, wife of Marshall,
prosecuting
attorney,havetellsmade
him him
her neglectful
story: Marshall's
political ambitions
of her.
At a party while she was dancing with young
Arnold, whom her husband had forbidden her to
see, Marshall entered and caused a scene. At
another party, white she was dining with Arnold,
a dead body fell into his arms. . . . The judge
recommends that the defense appeal for a dismissal.
Marshall objects, declaring he will expose the judge.
To save the magistrate, Florence removes her mask,
whereupon her husband agrees to a dismissal and
resigns his post. Husband and wife are re-united,
as Arnold goes free.

In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
ARIZONA CYCLONE: Universal Western, with
Fred Humee, George B. French, Margaret Gray,
Cuyler Supplee, Pee Wee Holmes, Benny Corbett,
Dick L'Estrange and Scotty Mattravv. Directed
by
Edgar
Lewis.
Released
May
6.
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Virtue versus vice, with
the former rewarded by love. Larry Day is the
honest foreman of the Cosgrove ranch, his cousin,
Tom Day (ivho looks just like Larry) the, dishonest plotter against Cosgrove. The ranchman
has sold some of his stock to a crook, who engages
Tom, to recover the money by getting Larry atvay
from the ranch, then taking his place. Larry
already has endeared himself to Cosgrove by saving
his life — and as for Kathleen Cosgrove, she fancies
Larry
for hisButownultimately
sake. Well,
Toon's isplan
works
for awhile.
the scheme
frustrated
through the activities of a monkey, the pet of a
coioboy. And effecting his release, Larry returns to
the ranch in time to beat up cousin Tom and turn
him over to the sheriff. Whereupon, Kathleen
coyly responds to the virtuous foreman's amorous
importunities, so to speak.
DOG JUSTICE: FBO melodrama, with Ranger.
Eddie Hearn, Nita Martan, James Welsh and Al
J. Smith. Directed by Jerome Stoi-m. Released
June 10.
Length
TYPE AND THEME: In which Ranger once
more demonstrates his inspiring intelligence and
fine morals. As mascot of a Canadian Mounted
Police post, he is taught loyalty to the police by
Trooper Jimmie O'Neil. Going on a tour of duty,
Jimmie leaves Ranger with his (Jimmie' s!) sweetheart, Babette, tvhose grandpapa has discovered a
vein of gold in a deserted mine. A couple, of
crooks, Pierre and Flint, try to force Baptiste to
show tliem his mine, and when he refuses, a battle
follows in which B<d>ette and Pierre fire simultaneously at Flint. Ranger notes that it is Pierre's
bullet which kills Flint, but Babette thinks it is
hers. Returning, Jimmie dutifully arrests his
sweetheart, but she and her grandfather escape.
Remorseful, Babette turns back, and finding Jimmie
snow-blind, nurses hiin back to health. Jimtnie has
weakened, and rather than arrest her, is willing to
quit the service. Then in walks Ranger, bearing
Jimmie's blouse, and as a result, Babette soon finds
herself in the hoosegow. But Ranger discovers the
fateful gun, which enables Jimmie to capture the
true murderer. Babette and Jimmie resume their
happy
days.
* * *
HEADIN' FOR DANGER: FBO melodrama, with
Bob Steele, Jola Mendez, Al Ferguson, Tom Forman. Frank Rice and Harry DeRoy.
Directed by
Robert
North
Bradbury.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME:
This one is the first of

A scene from the first of F B O's new
youth and adventure series of productions starring Bob Steele. The first title
is "Headin' for Danger." Steele is the
chap at left in this scene.
a series of youth and adventure stories starring
Steele in athletic triumphs and escapes. As Jimmy
Marshall, he is quite an athlete in college but
something of a cloivn afterwards. A mining engineer has informed the elder Marshall that his
mine is played out. Jimmy asks to be alloived to
investigate, a/>id his father laughingly lets him.
El Toro, bandit leader who induced Thorpe, mine
superintendent, to force Johnson, the expert, to
give such a report, overtakes Jimmy and makes
him change clothes with him. Pursued by rural
soldiers,
Chiquita's
home, Thorpe.
where
he learnsJimmy
she is flees
to beto made
to marry
Subsequently he is captured by El Toro and taken
to the tatter's stronghold, tvhere Jimmie finds
Johnson. Presently Chiquita is also taken prisoner.
But Jimmie and Johnson escape and effect Chiquita's
release. In the midst of the ensuing fist fight,
the elder Marshall arrives with soldiers — and Jimmie
presents his father with his future daughter-in-law.
NAME THE WOMAN: Columbia drama, with Anita
Stewart, Huntley Gordon, Gaston Glass, Ghappell
Dossett, Julanne Johnston and Jed Prouty. Directed by Erie C. Kenton.
Released
Length
_
TYPE AND THEME: Joe Arnold is on the
witness stand in his own defense, when a masked
woman enters.
Taking the stand, she is asked to

SHIP COMES IN, A: Pathe drama, with Rudolph
Schildkraut, Louise Dresser, Milton Holmes, Linda
Landi, Fritz Feld, Lucien Littlefield, Robert Edeson
and
Louis Natheaux.
Directed
by William
K.
Howard.
Released June 4. Length
TYPE AND THEME: A sentimental story of
an immigrant in the land of freedom and eternal
happiness. America? None other. And landing
in Nejv York, Peter is so sure that this new world
will be good to him tJiat he is not convinced by the
anti-.imerican jibes of a half-mad radical, a
countryman of Peter's whom he meets when he
takes a tenement home in the slU7ns. Peter gets a
job as a janitor in the Federal building, where he
7neets Judge Gresha/in. Peter wants to become a
citizen right away, but the judge tells him that he
must wait five years. Those years happily roll
armmd, and Peter takes the oath, with Sokol, the
radical sneeriyig nearby. Sokol learns that Peter
has brought a cake for the judge. He substitutes
for it a botnb, the bo^nb goes off, killing the magistrate's secretary. On the birthday of his son Erie,
ivho lias enlisted for the war, Peter is arrested.
He is sent to Sing Sing. . . . Sokol is struck by a
truck and confesses. Judge Gresham orders Peter a
release. Word comes that Eric has been killed in
action. But Peter is sure that he may yet find
happiness in the promised land.
WOMAN FROM MOSCOW, THE: Paramount drama,
with Pola Negri, Norman Keri-y. Otto Matiesen,
Lawrence Grant, Maude George, Paul Lukas, Bodil
Rosing, Mirra Rayo, Martha Franklin, Jack Luden
and Tetsu Komai.
Directed
by Ludwig
Berger.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Murder, plottings, love
in Russia. Princess Fedora (Negri) visits the
castle of a Russian general, to whose son, Vladmir,
she is betrothed. Vladmir is called outside and later
is found dead. The NUiilists are blamed, and learning that Loris Ipanoff has left for Paris, Fedora
follows to get proof of his guilt. In Paris, Fedora
falls in love with hi7n in spite of herself, but when
he tells her he cannot return to Russia because he
killed a man there, she so informs her government.
Then Ipanoff explains that Vladmir had ruined his
sister and that he had shot him only after Vladmir
had tried to shoot him in the back. Fedora realizes her mistaMe, but meanwhile Ipanoff's family
has been ordered to Siberia, and he renounces
Fedora. Still, his love for her draws him back to
her. It is too late. Believing her love for him
futile. Fedora has taken poison. Atid she dies in
his artns.

This Week's Press Sheet
NAME THE WOMAN (Columbia drama) : For a window
tie-up or lobby display, secure pictures of prominent women.
The object is to have individuals identify each person represented by the photographs. Each picture should be numbered.
To simplify the tabulation, you might furnish blanks upon
which to write the answers. This will give you a chance to
advertise the showing on the reverse side of the blank. The
blanks can be distributed by the merchants of the neighborho d. . . . Over the marquee, erect a large cut-out of a man
pointing at a masked woman. This illustrates the title and
will attract attention. A banner stretched across the front of
the theatre should carry the legend, "Name the Woman" in
large type. At night this might be illuminated by spot or cave
lights. . . . The Mardi Gras atmosphere of this production sug-

gests a novel ballyhoo. This requires the use of a truck or bus
filled with yoimg people dressed in grotesque costumes. The
float should be tied-up with the showing of the picture by a
banner carrying the legend, "We're on our way to the Mardi
Gras at the
theatre in 'Name the Woman,' join
us and watch the fun." . . . Arrange with a pet shop to loan
you a number of caged birds. Hang these in your lobby. Have
one in a large gilded cage. Suspend an empty cage with the
door open, from the ceiling of the lobby. To each cage attach
a card bearing a legend. On one you might print, "She was
only a bird in a gilded cage. See 'Name the Woman!'" Oh
another. "He thought he had his bird caged, but she flew
away. See 'Name the Woman.' " Other cards should supply
the name of the bird in the cage and the firm that loaned it.
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Incorporated in this department of Moving Picture World is the Exhibitors Herald department,
"Available Attractions."
The

key

to abbreviations

used in denoting the type

C
Comedy
D^Drama
R — Romance
My—Mytery

of picture:

Length

Where the picture is a comedy-drama, comedy melodrama, etc.,
there is a combination of these abbreviations. Stars denote
reissues.
That dates prior to January 7 published under the Comment
column are those of the issues of Moving Picture World in which
the pictures were reported. The January 7 and subsequent dates
are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD and MOVWORLD in which "Service Talks" have been
ING PICTURE
published
on pictures.
,
, ,.„
nThe dates prior to January 7 published under the New Pictures" column are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD
in which "New Pictures" information was printed. The January
7 and subsequent dates are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS
and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which this inHERALD formation
will be printed.
Length

Title and

Players

Released

New
Pictures

Comment

6750
6867

1928

6636
6400
8600

4765
4858
4910
4837
5701
5093
4754
4913
6300

5665
5240
6481
5186

1928
Adorable Cheat, The, Lila Lee-Mclntosh
Below the Deadline
Campus Knights
—
Circumstantial
Evidence
House of Shame, The
Roarina
Forties, The
South of Panama

June
...Feb.
Aug.
Oct.
June
Apr.
Dec.

1
28
15
30
30
15
15

1928
June

9

4924
6140
6680
4941
6004
4886
6388

1927

1928
6380

6047
6350

.-Aug.
Alias the Lone Wolf (D), Lytell- Wilson.....A.U(t.
Blood Ship, The (M), Bosworth-Logan. —
-Sept.
Cortez-GUbert(MyD),
Hand?
By Whose
...Oct.
n
Agnew-Garo
(CD),
The
College Hero,
Fashion
Madness, Windsor-Howes
-Deo.
l»n_Sei>t.
Tearle-Seba«t
Isle of Forgotten Women (D),
(M), Lytell-Wilson.
Lone Wolf Returns
Bower8.-JJOT.
Night, The (D), Windsor-J.
Opening
(F), Davidson
Before Business
Pleasure
SevtOur Alley (M), Mason-Allen.
Sally inSnapshots
Screen
-Dec.
Siren, The, T. Moore-Kevler
_N0T.
Stage Kisses (D), Harlan-Chadwick...
(CD), Ilevier
Stolen Pleasures
Mason.
(CD),
Sweet Rosie O'Grady
Oct.
Tigress, The (M), Holt-Revier
Girls (CD), Eevler-Agnew..
Wandering
..J^ov.
r
Holt-Kevie
(M).
Warning, The

(CD), Reynolds-Ford
Golf Widows
Desert Bride, The (MD), Betty CompsorL
Taylor-Drew
Raffles,
Lady
Matinee Idol. The (MD), Love- Walker
(CD), Helene ChadwicH
Mothers
Modern
Mason-Comer
Is Love.
This
So
Sporting Age, The, Bennett-Herbert.
That Certain Thing, Dana-Graves
The, Mason-Glass.
Relations,
Wife's
A. Baitcr-LivingstoiL
Way,
Woman's

2000
2000

22
10
16
27
9
8

Ian. 7
Dec. 3
Dec. 31

Oct. 1
July 23

Ian. 14
Dec. 3

Jan. 14
.'.May 14

3
20
2

Jan. 21
Ian. 7

or Lovers,

..Aug. 28
Jan. 21

—
1*°- 25
_
June J
Feb. 6
...Mar. 2
Jan. 1
— Jan. 13
_..Feb. 18

Dec. 3

1928

..May 26
-Apr.
Feb. 14
25
..Apr. 7

5771
4801
4785
6424
4781
4884
6419

Peb. 25

4729

Ian. 28
Feb. 11
Uar. 31

5967
4793

..May 15
..Apr. 824
_May

1927

6329
4S9S
4805

1927
6400

1927
-Dec 3

6600
5960
5900
5800

Excellent
^,

4770
50(13
4758
4804
6148
4769
5144

26
21

Jannlngs..

1927

7393
6337

6267
6375
6320
5511
5984

..52.72%

1927

6980
6806
6912
6646
6792

4893
5583
4869

Oct. 2

Angelus, The (D)
Real Charleston, Lesson Novelty..
Shoes, International
Wooden

Husbands

1928
5872

Jan. 14

Emblem Films
6260

1927

..July 31

14

26

„

_...Nov. 15
Back to Liberty (D), Walsh-Hall
May!
Bowery Cinderella, A (D), O'Malley-Hulette — JNov.
1
Drifter (D), Walsh-HalL
Broadway
k..Motte-Kelt
la
De
(D),
Madness
Broadway
_Feb. 15
aw
His Rise to Fame (D), Walsh-Sh
Kick-off, The (D), Hyams-Amann
Aug. 1
Nest, The (D), Frederick-Herbert
Jan. 15
erta—
Walsh-Rob
(D),
Striving for Fortune

6750
6700

1927
Nov.
Apr 14
Mar. 17
Mar. 3

Winning Oar, The (D), Walsh-Hall
Your Wife and Mine (F), Haver-Holmes

June 1
Sept. 1

A Bit of Heaven
(D), Washbum-lJee
Man of Quality, Walsh-Dwyer.
Satan and the Woman
(D), Wlndsor-Keefe
Stronger
Will, The (D), ilarmont-Carewe
Women
Who
Dare (D). Ctadwlck-Delaney
You're In the Army
(D)

Jan.
Feb.
Slar.
May

Apr. 25
20
20
30
25

Comment

Mar. 17

Feb. 23

1928

Feb. n
23
-Apr.

..Dec. 18
Aflame in the Sky (M), Luden-Lynn..
Not. 20
Bandit's Son, The (W), Bob Steele —
OcL 23
Boy Rider. The (W). Buzz Barton
Aug. 7
Breed of Courage
(D). Ranger
Oct. 30
Cherokee Kid, The (W), Tyler-Lynn..
17
Clancy's Kosher Wedding (CD), Geo. Sldney—Sept.
Aug. 21
Coward,
The (D), Warner Baiter — _.
Dec. 25
Desert Pirate (W), Tom
Tyler
Sept. 4
Flying U Ranch. The (W). Tom Tyler.
—jOct. 2
Gingham Girl, The (C), Lola Wilson...
Great Mall Robbery, The (M), Von Eltz-Nelson_Aug. 13
Harvester, The (D), Orvllle Caldwell
Sov. 23
Hook and Ladder No. 9 (D), Ed Heame
Nov. 13
In a Moment of Temptation
(M), Kit Quard...Sept.
18
...Oct. 16
..Nov.
6
Jake the Plumber (C), Jesse De Vorska—
-Dec. 27
Judgment of the Hills (D). Darro-Valll
-June 17
Little Mickey Grogan
(D). Frankle Darro..
Loves of Ricardo (D), Beban
-SepL 25
Mojave Kid. The (W), Bob Steele.
Moon of Israel (0), Maria Corda
Not for Publication
(M), Ralph Ince
Racing Romeo
(D), Red Grange
Ranger of the North (D). Banger
Shanghaied
(M). Ralph Ince —
Slingshot Kid. The (M), Buzz Barton.South Sea Love (D), Patsy Miller
Swift Shadow, The (D), Ranger

1927

Dec.
Dea 10
Dec 3
OcL «

1928

4892

Cranfield & Clarke, Inc.

1927

6515
5181

Columbia
5831
6843
6432
6628
E51S
6645
6760
6524
6569
6892
1000
5996
6435
5054
6108
5367
5426
6791

Pictures
New

Players

FBO
1927

6507
7014

Chesterfield
5400
5450
5500
5300
6000
6006
5900

Title and

F — Farce
M^IHelodrama
W — Wettem

6700
6700
5700

_May
.-Ang. 13
12
Alex the Great (M), Skeets G»II»glier_
Bantam Cowboy (W), Buzs Barton
Beyond
London's Lights (M), Lee Shumway — Mar. 18
Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele
Apr. 1
Chicago
After Midnight
(M), Ince-Mendez. — .Mar. 4
Coney Island (D). Lois Wilson...Jan. 13
Crooks Can't Win (D), Ralph Lewis
May 11
Dead Man's Curve (0), Fairbanks. Jr
-—.Jan. 15
Devil's Trademark. The (D), Belle Bennett
Apr. 7
Dog Justice (M). RiinKcr
June 10
Driftin' Sands (W). Bob Steele
Jan. 1
Fangs of the Wild (D), Sanger
Feb. 5
Fightin' Redhead
(W), Buzz Barton
July 1
Freckles (D). Stratton-Fox.
Jr
Mar. 21
Her Summer Hero (CD), Blane-Treror
Feb. 12
Law of Fear (D). Ranger
_
Apr. 8
Legionnaires In Paris (C), Cooke-Guard
Jan. 31
Little Buckaroo, The (W), Buzz Barton
-Mar. 11
Little Yellow House, The (D), Orvllle CaldwelLMay 23
Man in the Rough (W), Bob Steele
May 20
Phantom of the Range (W). Tom T^ler
..Apr. 22
Pinto Kid, The (W), Buzz Barton.
_Apr. 29
Red Riders of Canada (M), P. U. Mlller__
..Apr. 15
.Peb. 19
Riding Renegade (W). Bob St«eleSally of the Scandals (M). Bessie Love.
July 15
Skinner's
Big Idea (M). Bryant Washburn
Apr. 24
Texas Tornado. The (W). Tom Tyler
Feb. 26
Trail of Courage, The (W). Bob Steele
July 8
Wallflowers (D), Trevor-Scott
Jeb. 16
When the Law Rides (W). Tom Tyler
June 24
Wizard of the Saddle (W). Buzi Barton
Jan. J3

Feb.
May
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.

511
11
11
21

Feb. 18

Feb. 11
Dec 17

Uu. 17

Uar.
3
Dec 17
Dec
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec

IT
21
11
4
21
11
10

Jan.
Juno 142
Feb. 11
Jan. 21
Feb. 21
4
Jan.

Apr. 28
Apr. 14
Feb. 4

!>«!. 14

First Division
Jan. 1
Comrades.
CosteUo-Husbes
-Sept. 1
Death Valley (W). Carroll Nye
.Oct. 1
Eager Lips. G.iron —
_
-JSept. IS
Finncoan's
Ball (C). Mack Swain-Not. is
Ladies at Ease (CO), Oaron-ShortLadybird.
Compson
Am. 1
Naughty. Qaron
Not. 1
Polly of the Movies, Short-BobanUOct. IS1
SepL
Ragtime (D). De I.* Motte..
Return of Boston Blackle (0). Glenn -Palmer... Aug. 1
Say It With Diamonds. Bony Compson
Aug. 16
Temptations of a Shop Girl. Compson
Nov. 1

1917
-. AW.M

Jan. T

Not.
Jan. T38

5500
6300
6200

Fagasa. Raymond Wella
Masked
Angel. Betty Compson..
Souls Aflame. Raymond
WeJla..-

-Apr. 11
..Jkfar.

Uti. i;

18

Bttt-t

19n

1928

5600
5700

-Oct

.

Apr. t
AjT. U

68
Length
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Released

Players

Comraent

1927

1928

7424
6514
5724
5475
6374
6172
6344

7694
6602
7703
6631
7331
6485
8188
6235

All Aboard
(C), Hines-Murphy
Jlay 8
American
Beauty (CD), Dove-Hughes.
.Oct. 9
An Affair of the Follies (D), Dove-Hughes
Feb. 13
Breakfast at Sunrise (CD). C. Talmadge.
Oct. 23
Broadway
Nights (D). WUson-Hardy
May 15
Camille
(D). N. Talmadge-Uoland
Sept. 4
Convoy
(D). Sherman -Mackaill
ipr. 24
Crystal Cup, The (D), MackaiU-Mulhall
Oct. 16
Dance Magic (D), Lyon-Starke...June 12
Drop Kick, The (D), Barthelmess-Revier
Sept. 25
Easy Pickings
(MyM),
Nilsson-Harlan
Feb. 20
Framed
(D), Sills-Kingston.
June 19
Gorilla, The (My), Murray Kelaey
Nov. 13
-Nov. 6
Gun Gospel (W), Maynard-Falra..
_Dec. 25
Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-Kent.
Mar. 13
High Hat (CD), Lyon-Brian.
Nov. 20
Home
Made
(C), Hlnes-Daw
Lady in Ermine, The (D), C. Grifflth-Bushman-Jan. 9
Life of Riley, The (C), Murray-Sidney
Sept. 18
Lonesome
Ladies (CD), Nilsson-Stone
July 3
Long Pants (C), Langdon-Bonner
4pr. 10
Lost at the Front (C), Murray-Sidney
May 29
Love Mart, The (D), Dove-E land..._
Dec. 18
Lunatic at Large, The (C), Errol-MackaUJ
Jan. 2
Man Crazy (CD), MackaiU-MulhalL
_
_.Xov. 27
Masked Women, The (D), Nllsson-Bllnn-H'nsen_Jan. 23
McFadden's
Flats (C). Murray-ConMln.
Keb. 6
Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed.
June 26
Notorious Lady, The (D), Bedford-Stone
_Mar. 27
No Place to Go (C), Hughes-Astor
Oct. 30
Orchids and Ermine, Moore-Mulhall
Mar. 6
Patent Leather Kid, The (D), Bart'lmess-O'Day.
Perfect Sap. The (CD), Lyon-Starke
_Jan. 16
Poor Nut, The (C), Murray-Mulhall
Aug. 7
Prince of Head Waiters (D), Stone-Tashman
Red Raiders, The (W), Maynard-Drew
—July 17
Rose of the Golden
West (D), Astor-Roland... Sept. 4
Sea Tiger, The (D). Sills- Astor.
Oct. 2
See You in Jail (C), MulhaU-Day.
Fob. 27
Smile, Brother, Smile (0), Mulhall-MackalU.„Apr. 17
Stolen Bride, The (D), Hughes-Dove.
Sept. 11
Sunset
Derby
(D), Astor-CoUler
_
_
_.Aug. 14
Tender
Hour, The (D), Dove-Lyon.
Tune 5
Texas Steer. A (CD), Rogers-Fazenda
May 1
Three Hours
(D), Grifllth-Bowers
Dec. 4
Three's a Crowd (C). Langdon-McConnell
Apr. 3
Twinkletoes,
Moore-Harlan
iug. 28
Valley of the Giants (D), SiUs-Kenyon
Dec. 11
Venus of Venice (CD), Talmadge-Moreno.
Mar. 20
White Pants Willie (C), Hines-Hyams
_
July 24
Big Noise. The (CD), Conklin-White
Burning Daylight (M), SiUs-Kenyon.
Canyon of Adventure (W), Maynard
Chaser, The (C). Langdon
Chinatown
Charlie (C), Hines
Flying Romeos (C), JIurray-Sidney
French Dressing (CD). Warner-Wilson
Happiness Ahead
(D), Colleen Moore.
Hawk's Nest, The (M), MUtou SUls
Harold Teen (CO), Lake-Biian...._
Heart of a Follies Girl (D), Dove-Kent
Sherman
_
„
Helen of Troy (CD), Stone-Corda-CortezLadies Night (CD), Mackaill-Mulhall
Lady Be Good (CD), Mulhall-MackalU
LIfac Time (D), Moore-Cooper
Little Shepherd
of Kingdom
Come
(D), Bar
thelmess-O'Day
Mad Hour (D), O'Neil-Kent-Sherman
Noose, The (D), Barthelmess-Joyce
Sailors' Wives (CD), Hughes-Astor
Shepherd of the Hills (D), Francis-O'Day
Three Ring Marriage (M), Hughes-Astor
Wagon Show, The (W), Maynard
Wheel of Chance, The (D), Richard Barthelmess
Whip Woman, The (D), Taylor-Moreno....
Yellow Lily, The (D), Dove-Brooks
_..

Mar. 25
Feb. 26
.Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Jan.

29
12
15
26
15

May 6
Apr. 29

.Apr.
Oct.
_...M«r.
Nov. 12
Nov.
May
May
M«y
Nov. 12
Oct.

Nov. 19

Deo. 17
Dec. 3
Nov. 26
_

Jan. 22
_._
Feb. 12
...July 16
Nov. 12
May 14
Dec 10
_
Apr. 9
Aug. 20
_
...Jan. 22
_
...Sept. 10
July 23
Oct. 15
Nov. 19
Oct. 8
...May 14
Apr. 23
.Sept. 17
Sept. 3
July 2
May 28
Dec. 3
Apr. 16
Jan. 1
Den. 3
Dec 24
Jan. 7
Aug. 6
Apr. 16

Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Dec.
.May
May

11
18
7
10
26
26

Apr. 1
May
12
I
Apr. 22

June

2

Apr.
Mar.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Apr.
Mar.

717
10
24
8
28
17

.May 20

Fox

7677
6327
6898
6876
6893
5480
iSTO

Arizona Wildcat, The (W). Tom Mil.
Blackjack (W), Buck Jones
Blood Will Tell (W), Buck Jones
Broncho Twister (W), Mil
•Cameo Kirby (D), John Gilbert
Chain Lightning
(W). Buck Jones
Circus Ace, The, Mir.
Come to My House (CD), Olive Borden.
Cradle Snatchers (FC), Fazenda
East Side. West Side (D), O'Brien-VaUL.
Gay Retreat, The (C), Cohen-MoNamara..
Good as Gold (W). Jones
Heart of Salome
(MY), Rubens
High School Hero (C), Phlpps-Stuart...
Hills of Peril (W). Jones
•Honor
First (D), John Gilbert....
is Zat So? (CD), O'Brien-Lowe
Joy Girl, The (CD), Olive Borden
Ladles Must Dress (CD), Virginia Valll
Love Makes 'Em Wild (D), Harron
Loves of Carmen
(D), McLaglen-Del Elo
Madam Wants No Children, Cordia
Marriage
(D), Valll
_
_
Monkey
Talks (D), Lemer
Music Master (D), A. B. Francla
News Parade, Stuart-Phillips
One Increasing Purpose (D), Lowe
Outlaws of Red River (W), Mli
Paid to Love (D), O'Brien- VaUt
Pajamas
(CD), Borden-Gray..
Publicity Madness
(CD), Moran-Lowe.
Rich But Honest (CD). Beebe
Secret Studio. The, (CD). Borden.

4U87
4612
54.81%
5038
5882

67.90%
..70.47%
..61.88%

5355

(
16
1
18
15
18
20
6
4
3
20
20
23

Jan. 2
„..AU8.
Oct.
.Oct
...May

14
23
i22

June 19

5268
6000

Bare Knees (D), Corblne
Feb.
Branded Man, The (D), Delaney-Marlowe
May
Chorus Kid, The (D), All Star
Apr.
Danger Patrol, The (D), RusseU-Falre.
4pr.
Devil's Tower. The (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Mav
Hell Ship Bronson, Mrs. Wallace Reid-Beri7 — luna
Llghtnin' Shot, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt
-May
Midnight Adventure, A (D), Landis-Murphy
May
Mystery Valley (W), Buddy Roosevelt
July
Trail Riders (W). Buddy Roosevelt
ipr.
Trailin' Back (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Mar.
Turn Back the Hours (M), Myrna Loy
_
Mar.

15
23
6
10

1927
63.00%

40.70%

6957
7603
6581
6337
6640
6309
7866
6280
6705
6273
5252

Dec 1724
..Sept.

..lune 25

Jan. 21
Apr. 14
-Jlay 26

May 12
Apr. 21

May 19

Mar. 10
Apr. 7
F>t>. 18
Feb. 418
May 19
Jan. 28

J 927
Dec 31
...Feb. 19
Sept. 624
...Feb.
Aug. 13

1928

1

1

Midnight,

48.60%
01.58%

6160
7899
6657
5517

1928
6838
5010
6344

1927

.Oct 29

..Am. 13

52.61%
BO.31%
95.25%
45.63%
81 50%

...Aag. 27

1927

.Jan. -14 -May 21
Kor. 26 ..J*0T. 12

48.89%

Betz..

Becky (CD), Sally O'NeU
___Nov.
Ben Hur (M), Ramon Novarro
_
Oct. 812
Big Parade, The (M), Gllbert-Adoree
Sept. 10
Body and Soul (D), L. Barrymore
.Oct 1
Bugle Call, The (D), Jackie Coogan
Aug. 6
Buttons (CD), Jackie Coogan
J)ec. 24
Callahans and Murphyi (CD). Dressler-Moran....June 18
Captain Salvation
(M). Hanson
May 14
Fair Co-ed. The (CD). Marion Davles
Oct. 15
Foreign Devils (W). Tim McCoy
Sept. 3
Frisco Sally Levy (C), O'NeiL.
Apr. 2
Garden of Allah, The (D), Terry-PetrovitclL
Nov. 5
In Old Kentucky (D), H. CosteUo
Oct. 29
Little Journey (CD), All Star
Jan. 1
London After Midnight (D), Lon Chaney
Dec 3
Lovelorn, The, SaUy O'NelL
Dec. 17
Lovers (B), Novarro-Terry
Apr. 9
Man, Woman and Sin (D), John Gilbert
.Nov. 19
Mockery
(M), Lon Chaney..
-Aug. 13
Mr. Wu (M), Lon Chaney
Mar. 26
Quality Street, Davles-Nagel
_
J)eo. 31
Red Mill (C), Davles
Jan. 29
Road to Romance, The (D), Novarro-Day
Sept. 24
Rookies (C), Dane-Arthur
A.pr. 30
Show, The (M), Gllbert-Adoree
Jan. 22
Slide, Kelly, Slide (CD), Halnes-O'NelL
Mar. 12
Spoilers of the Wert (W), McCoy-Daw
....pec 10
Spring Fever (C), WUliam Hainea
Oct. 22
Tea for Three (C), Cody-Pringle
_
Dec 10
Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel Barrymore. JJov. 26
Tillle the Toiler (C), Davies
May 21
Twelve
Miles Out (M). Gilbert
July 9
Understanding
Heart (D). Crawford
Feb. 26
Unknown. The (M), Chaney
June 4

6110
6280
5291

-..Jan.
...Apr.
..Aug.
...Dec.

Apr. 14
Jan. 28
Apr. 14

1

8730
12000
6439
12550
5902
5821
6050
6126
7395
6408
4658
6909
8156

..June 4
Oct. 22

..May 26

Jan. 21
Feb.
11
June 9

1

Adam and Evil (CO), Cody-Pringle..
Adventurer, The (W), Tim McCoy
After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray
Annie Laurie (D), Lillian Gish

6646
6088
5687

8
16
26
S
22

1928

6667
4709
6312

...June 18

..Oct.
.Apr.
.Feb.
..Mar.
..Jan.

SO. 61%

..Apr.
Dec 89

1927
78.30%

Dl

27

-Feb. IJ
..Nov. 12
..Feb. 19

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

.May 12

Mon

Aug

Krelbar Productions

Apr. 28

Nov. 19

11
30
6
6
28
20
11
27

1928

1927 Broadway After
6199

-June 11
...May 9
...Oct. 2»
Jl«yl4

16
29
11
29

Gotham

Apr. 9

May
Oct.
May
Sept.
May
Sept.
Nov.
Mar.
Sept.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.

. July
Oct
..June
.Jan.

7.93%

Branded Sombrero, The (W), Buck Jones
-Jan. 15
8
...Jan.
— June 3
Daredevil's Reward
(W), Tom Mix.
...Mar. 18
Don't Marry, Moran-Hamilton.
Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor
...Apr. 14
Escape, The (D), Russell-Valll
...Jan.
1
..Jan. 29
Gateway of the Moon, The (D), Del Rio
Girl in Every Port. A (CD), Victor McLaglen. ...May 13
Hangman's House, McLaglen-Collyer
..May 13
Hello Cheyenne. Tom Mix.
.. Jlay 13
Honor Bound, O'Brien-Taylor
..Mar. 11
Horseman of the Plains (W). Tom Mix.
...Apr. 16
Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray
...Apr. 22
Play Girl, The, Madge BeUamy
-May
No Other
Woman.
Del Rio-Alvarado
..Jan. 1627
...Feb. 6
Sharp Shooters (CD), O'Brien-Moran
—Mar. 4
Soft Living (CD), Bellamy-Brown
Square Crooks. Brown-DwaiL
-May 20
Thief In the Dark, A, Meeker-Hlll-Beebe
_ ..A.pr. 8
Wild West Romance (W), Rex King
-Mar. 25
..Jan. 8
Why Sailors Go Wrong, Phipps-McNamara
Woman Wise (CD), RusseU-CoUyer
-..-

Feb. 4

JJov. 12

..... -Sept.
-Jan.
-Nov.
..Feb.
-Aug.
...Mar.
-Dec
...Nov.

..Not. 28
Dec 31
Dec 17

5030
5480
..47.00%
-38.90%
47.72%
1927
'45.8
...Oct. 1
0% 6987 Blondes by Choice (C), Claire Windsor
5800
..JIOT. 15
Ii200 Cheer Leader, The (CD), Graves-Olmstead.,
6000 Final Extra (M), De La Motte.
69.92%
'Frisco Nights (D). Percy MarmonL
Dec. 1
Girl from Rio, The (D), Carmel Myers
.Sept. 1
fi500
5950
6750
6700 Heroes of the Night (M), Landls-Nlxon...
68.66%
~
Rose of Kildare, The (D), Helene Chadwick....A.ug. 15
Satin Woman, The (D), Mrs. Wallace Eeld
Aug. 1

. June 2
Feb. 11

Jan. 7

5029
5380

Dec. 17

..JJov. 19

-Dec.
18
Oct. 30
- >uv. 27
. Oct. %
-Aug.
..June 21
5
.
. — ..Jan. 9
—
— -Oct.
.Aug. 921
..Oct. 30

1928

Apr. 7

1927
4665.
4777
4656
6425
6078
5333
4810
4300
6381
8154
6524
4.545
5617
6515
4983
4861
6(40
6162
6699
8538
8538
6416
5440
6500
7734

..MJL7 28

(D), Foie
5620 Upstream
Very Confidential
(CD), Madge Bellamy
War
Horse (W), Jones
11109
4953
What Price Glory (CD), McLaglen-Lowe
Sage (W), Jones
57S3 Whispering
Wizard. The (MyD), Lowe-Hyams
5629
5531 Wolf Fangs (D). Thunder (Dog)

1928
Mar. 10

Players

10728 Seventh Heaven. The (R), FarreU-Gaynor—
(M), John GUbert
54(;7 •Shame
siitia Silk Legs (CD), Madge Bellamy
5446
Silver Valley (W), Tom Mu
5702 Singed (D), Baiter-Sweet
5412 Slaves of Beauty (D), Herbert-Tell
Stage Madness
(D), Valll.
4676 St. Elmo (M). John Gilbert
4943
5620
4299 Tumbling River (W), Tom Mix-Dawn —
Truxton
King, Gilbert.
6293 Two Girls Wanted (CD), Janet Oaynor
ft.'SlO

G430

Apr. 21
Mar. 10
Dec. 24

8
4
29
22
1
27
11
6

_
_.
Mar. 19
Oct. 29
Jan. 8
„„Oct. 1
_.Sept. 24
^pr. 9
June 25

66.10%

Nov. 26

Mar. 18
Jan. 8

Apr.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
May
Mar.
Feb.

2
226
26
21
2
21
29

Title and

Ticker
77.10%

Pictures
New

Released
Length

First National

June 16, 1928

PICTURE WORLD

Ticker

Pictures
New

1927
6300
6333
6433
6222
6765
8730
7T24
6386
65SS
6S02
S400
6232
7133
62SS
6118
6190
6534
6400
6720
6718
5550
5255
7388
B521
6542
6434
7846
6520
6040
6431
6734
U414
6S82
6897
6400
6219
6477
6606
6SO0
6548
7179
6000
7400
7419
5774
5668
7833
6380
6324
6409

and MOVING

Aug. 27
Aug. 20
Sept. 17

Actress. The. Norma Shearer
Across the Singapore (MD), Novarro-Crawford-.Apr.
Baby Mine, Arthur-Dane
Jan.
Big City, The. Chaney-Compson-Day
Feb.
Bringing Up Father, Farrell-Moran-Olmstead
Mar.
Certain Young Man. A, Novarro-Day
_

7
21
18
17

Not. 26

Not. 19

16
Dec 31 ...July
...jBly 2
Not. 10

61.41%
43.46%

Oct. 29
..

Not. 19
Nor. 26

Apr. 23
Bept
10
Deo. 3

Deo. 17
DeaSl

Jan. 16
Dec 17
..JC172

Dea 3

Deo. 17
..Sept. 410
..June

Jan. 7
Not. 19

.May 919
..Feb.
.Mar. 19
..Apr. 2

Not. 12
Dec 24
Dec 3

Apr.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
June

28
28
25
31
2

Dec
Dec.
Not.
Deo.
June

24
10
12
3
11

July
May
June
..May

30
14
13
26

Feb. 11

Apr. 7

51.504K.
39.50%
39.20%
66.83%

88.04%
70.55%
66.43%
43.61%

June 16, 1928
Length

854S
7300
8340
T743

t>014
6476
9566
5901
»134
(Oil
443S

1927
6199
6951
9879
B597
SS78
7175
6040
6536
6662
6408
7447
6287
6296
6399
6376
6017
S889
6416
7091
5862
6452
8656
7656
6439
7080
6940
6052
6007
6617
8039
7180
6258
6877
5798
4551
8599
6187
6680
5306
6247
6952
9443
5614
6368
6634
6209
6170
6516
6015
6179
6838
6524
4934
6200
6124
6006
6497
4926
5319
7643
8486
5869
6936
5866
5960

1928

6897
6536
6665

8234
7415
6837
1910
6583
6118
7194
7616
4720

Title and

Players

EXHIBITORS
Released

Circus Rookies (CD), Uane-Aithur
Aur. 7
Cossacks,
The,
Adoree-Gilbert-Torrence
May 12
Crowd,
The, BoarOman-Murray-Koach
Mar. 3
Detectives, Dane-Arthur
Diamond
Handcuffs, Uoardman-JNagel
May 12
Divine Woman, Garbo-Hanson-Shermau
Jau. 14
Enemy,
The, Gisli-Dane-Forbes
_Feb. 18
Forbidden
Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree.
_
June 2
Latest from Paris, The, Shearer-Forbea.
Feb. 4
Laugh,
Clown, Laugh,
Cbaney-Murphy-HlBle
Apr. 14
Mademoiselle from Armentiercs, Estelle BrodyJohn Stuart
—
Skirts, Syd Chaplin
_
Law of the Range, .McCoy-CIrawtord
Jan. 21
Love,
Garbo-Gllbert
Jan. 2
Patsy, The, Davles-Caldwell-Gray...Mar. 10
Riders of the Dark
Apr. 28
Rose IHarle, Crawford-Murray
Feb. 11
Smart
Set, Haines-Day-Holt-Bosworth
_
t'eb. 25
Student Prince, The (R), Novarro-Shparer
Jan. 30
Under the Black Eagle, Forbes-Dog Flash
Mar. 24
West Point (CD), Haines-Crawford
Jan. 7
Wickedness
Preferred
(CD),
Cody-Prlngle.
Jan. 28
Wyoming,
McCoy-Sebastian
.Mar. 24

Paramount

Afraid to Love (C), Vidor
Apr. 9
Barbed
Wire (D), Negri-Brool£._
Sept. 10
Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery
Aug. 1
Blind Alleys (M), MelRhan
_
Mar. 12
Blonde or Brunette? (C), Mcnjou
_
Jan. 24
Cabaret
(CD), Gilda Gray
Mar. 26
Casey at the Bat (C), W. Beery
_...Mar. 5
Chang
(D), Special cast
_
-Sept. 3
Children of Divorce (D), Bow
Apr. 2
City Gone Wild (M), Meighan-Millner
_
Nov. 12
•Covered Wagon, The (M), Kerrigan-Wilson.
4ug. 6
Evening Clothes (C), Menjou
_
Mar. 19
Fashions for Women
(CD), Ralston.
-Mar. 26
Fireman Save My Child (C), Bcery-HattoiL
Aug. 1
Gay Defender, The (CD), Bichard Dlx
-Deo. 10
Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), MenJou-0'Hara....Oct. 15
Get Your Man
(CD), Clara Bow
_
-Dec 10
Honeymoon Hate (CD), Florence Vldor
Dec. 3
Hotel Imperial (D), Negri
Feb. 26
Hula
(CD), Bow-Brook.
„Aug. 27
It (C), Clara Bow
Feb. 19
Jesse James (D), Fred Thomson.
__
_.Oet. 22
•Kid Brother (C), Lloyd.
Oct. 4
Kiss In a Taxi (C), Daniels
J'eb. 26
Knockout
Reilly (CD). DU
Apr. 16
Last Waltz, The (D). Special cast
JJov. 26
Let It Rain (C), MacLean
Jan. 3
Love's Greatest Mistake
(CD), Brent
Feb. 12
Man
Power
(D), Dbc
July 9
Metropolis (D), Special cast
Aug. 13
Mme. Pompadour (D), Moreno-D. Glsh.
Aug. 13
Nevada
(W), Cooper-Todd
Sept. 10
New
York (M), Cortei-WUson
Feb. S
Now We're in the Air (C), Beery-Hatton.
jci. 22
One Woman to Another (CD), Vidor-ShotweU....Sept. 24
Open Range (W), Lane Chandler
\ot. 5
Paradise for Two (C), Dii-Bronson
Ian. 17
Potters (CD), W. C. Fields
^an. 31
Ritzy (CD),
Bronson
_
Apr. 9
Rolled Stockings
(CD), Hall-Brook._
June 18
Rough
House Rosie (C), Bow
—
May 14
Rough Riders, The (D), Astor-FarreU.
Oct. 1
Rubber Heels (FC), Ed. Wynn
_ June 11
Running Wild
(C), Fields-Brian.
_.Aug. 20
Senorita
(F), Daniels.
_
.Aug. 30
Serenade (D), Menjou-Wray
__
....Dec. 24
Service for Ladles (C), Menjou-Carver
Aug. 6
Shanghai
Bound
(D), Dli-Brlan.
Oct. 15
She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels
_.._
Not. 12
Shootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane
_
Oct. 8
Soft Cushions
(C), MaoLean-Carol
Aug. 27
Special Delivery (C), Eddie Cantor
Apr. 16
Spotlight, The (CD), Ralston-Hamlltcn.
JSIm. 19
Stark Love (D), Special cast
Sept, 17
Swim, Girl, Swim
(CM), Danlels-HalL
Sept. 17
Tell It to Sweeney
(C). Conklln-BancrofL
-...Sept. 24
Ten Modern Commandments
(CD), Ralston
July 2
Time to Love (FC), Raymond Grlfflth.
June 18
Two Flaming Youths (C), Fields-Conklln
_...Dec. 17
Underworld
(M), Bancroft-Brent
Oct. 29
Way of All Flesh, The (D), Jannlngs-Bennett...Oct. 1
Wedding Bills (F), Raymond GrifBth
ilay 7
We're All Gamblers (D), Meighan-Mlllner
Sept. 3
Whirlwind of Youth
(0), Lois Moran.
Apr. 30
Wings (M). Charles Rogers
Oct. 29
Woman on Trial (D), Pola Negri
Adventure Mad (M) UFA
Mar. 31
Beau Sabreur (M), Cooper-Brent
Ian. 7
Doomsday.
Vldor-Cooper
Feb. 18
Easy Come, Easy Go, Richard DLr
—
Feel My Pulse, Danlels-Arlen
Feb. 25
Fifty-Fifty Girl, The, Danlels-HaU
Fools for Luck (CD). Fields-Conklln
Gentlemen Prcfpr Blondes (C), Taylor-Wblte
Jan. 28
Hot News. Bcbe Daniels
_
His Tiger Lady. Menjou-Brent
_
Ladies of the Mob, Clara Bow
Last Command, The (D), Emil Jannlngs.
Ian. 21
Legion of the Condemned, Wray-Cooper
.Mar. 10
Love and Learn, Ralston-Chandler
Ian. 14
Old Ironsides
(D), Beery-Bancroft
Mar. 17
Partners
in Crime
(C), Beery-Hatton
.Mar. 3
Peaks of Destiny.Jan. 28
Pioneer Scout. The (W), Fred Thomson
-Jan. 21
Bed Hair (CD). Bow-Chnndler
Mar. 10
Sawdust Paradise, The, Esther Ralston...Secret Hour, The (D), NekTl-Hersbolt.
Feb. 4
Showdown.
The. Bancroft
Feb. 25
Something
Always
Happens,
Ilalston-Hamllton-Uar. 24
Speedy (C). Harold Lloyd
*pr. 7
Sporting Goods. DLT-Oim-stead.
Fob. 11
Street of Sin (D). Jannlngs-Wray
—

New
Pietures

Mar. lU
..June 0
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.

21
10
17
18

Apr.
..May
. June
Feb.
Jan.

21
26
2
4
7

May
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.

75
18
10
26

HERALD

and MOVING
Length

Comment

iutiu
6733
5991

Apr. 28
Mays
Jau. 21
Mar 10
May 12

1927

—

70.10%

Jan. 21
Feb. 11
Apr. 14

Apr. 23

Jan. 7
Dec. 31

_
_
_

_

Nov. 26

...JIar.
..Jan.
...May
..Mm.
...May
...May
...Dec.

5
15
9
16
2
2
10

Apr.
Apr.
Dec.
Nov.
Oct.
Deo.

9
9
10
12
8
17

_. Jan. 8
Sept. 10
Feb. 12
„.Oct. 22
Jan. 29
Apt. 2
Apr. 23
_.Noy. 19
_.JHar. 12
Feb. 26
-Aug. 6
3Iar. 12
Aug. 6

57.21%
1927
63.1)6%
50.84%
41.30%
63.66%
51.80%
68.00%

67.00%
05.85%
06.77%
65.91%
38.61%
55.64%
65.59%
51.18%
73.90%
70.25%

..JTeb. 5
..Dec. 17
..JSept. 24
Jan. 29
Jan. 22
. June 25
July 30
June 4
.-...Mar. 19
July 16
June 18
ilay 14

48.36%
48.30%
54.72%

67.64%

..Sept. 3
Deo. 31
Jan. 21

Jan. 7

_

5ppt. 3
July 2
July 23

_

. Dec 24
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
May
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Dec.
June
Mar.
3Iay
Jan.

14
7
21
IP
25
31
7
10
9
31
28
23
—
'in 21
Feb. 18
Fed. 25
Jan. 7
Dec. 10
Mar. S
Tuno 9
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.

Not. 12
Not. 26
Aug. 27
May 9
Dec. 3
JUar. 19
Sept. 17
Oct. 22
July 23
July 9

18
:t
2g
18
28

66.27%

67.46%
47.36%
45.90%

3096
5755
4805
5927
4833
6589
5408
4526
7996
4480
5398

4600
6888
5659
5494
5954
5626

Mar. 19
10

4
21
25
18

5423
4520

Apr. 21
Feb. 18
Mar 28

Feb. 18
Feb. 4
Jan. 7

Feb.
Apr. 25
7
...May 26

69

Com melt
ilay 5

.Feb. 18

Path(
1927

Not. U

Not. 12

Not.
5
May 21
May
BepL
July
May

21
3
24
9

..Aug. 27
-Mar. 110
..Jan.

_Jniy i
Mot. 19
Dec 24

Not. 29
5
-Jan.
-June
.May 912
..Jan. 215
-iUj
..Oct. 8

..JvmU
-Aa«. 10
..Aog. <
-May 21
Oct. 8

-Aur. «
Jan. T

Not. IB

-Ang. 8
-Oct. 1
..June 11
..July
..Jnzie
..Aj».
-Ang.
Not.
M^y

17
18
»
20
S
14

51.72%

Alice Through
a Looking
Glass
-.
Feb, 12
Apache
Raider. The. Leo .Maloney
-.-FetJ. 12
Ballyhoo Buster (W), Buffalo BUL Jr
Jan. 8
Blonde for a Night. Prevost.
Feb.
Blue
Danube,
I-eatrlce Joy
_
Mar,
Boss of Rustlers Roost. The, Don Coleman.
Jan.
Bronc' Stomper,
The, Don ColematL
Feb.
Bullet Mark, The. Jack Donovan
-...
Chicago
(M). Phyllis Haver
_
_
JIar.
Cowboy
Cavalier (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Jan.
Crashing Through, Jack Padjan
Feb.
Desperate Courage
(W), Wales
Jan.
Hold 'Em Yale, Rml La Rorque.
—
Laddie Be Good (W), BlU Cody
Jan.
Leopard Lady, The (M), Ix)gan-Hale
-...Jan.
Let 'Er Go, Gallagher! (M), Junior Coghlan.
Jan.
Marlle. the Killer. Klondike
Mar.
Midnight
Madness.
Tx)gan
Night Flyer, The, Wm, Boyd.
Feb,
On to Reno (D). Prevost-Landls.
_.Jan.
Perfect Gentleman,
A (C). Monty Banks
Jan.
Ship Comes In, A. Rudolph Schildkraut.
-...lune
Skyscraper. Boyil-Carol-Hale
Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque
Feb.
Valley of Hunted Men. Buffalo BUL Jr
Feb.
Walking
Back (M), Sue Carol
May
What
Price Beauty
(CD). Nlta NaldL..Jan.

1928
Mar.
Feb.
\I.y
May
-May
Mar.
Dec
Feb.

S
18
1">
IS
19
17
24
4

. May It

May J8

Jan. 28
Jan. 18
.Mar.
17
Ian. 18

June

S

June

2

May IS
Jan. !8
Dec SI

Ravart
1927
GnS9
5076
5!'16
3P60

_
_
Feb. 18

Three Sinners (D), ^egrl-Iiailer
Tillie's Punctured
Romance,
Klelds-ConkJln
Unoor the Tonto Rim, Arlen-Briaii
Warming Up. Ituliard DU
Wife Savers (C), Beery-Hation

Almost Human
(CD). Rej-nolds
Dec. 26
Angel of Broadway. The (D), Leatrice Joy
Oct. 3
Avenging
Fangs (M)
June 5
Blackbirds
(WD),
Maloney
Aug. 28
5326 Border
487.5
4512 Born to Battle (W), Bill Cody
Sept. 11
Code of the Cow Country (W), Roosevelt
June 19
5100 Combat
(D). WaLsh-Adams
Oct. 23
Country
Doctor, The (D), Schildkraut
Aug. 22
7300
Desert of the Lost. The (W), Wally Wales
Dec 18
5478
Devil's Twin, The (W), Leo ilaloney
_
—Dec 11
(D), Dagover-Ekman
_
Nov. 20
5804 Discord
858G
Don Desperado
(W), Maloney.May 8
6228 Dress Parade
C599
(D), Boyd-I.X)Te
JiOT. 11
Eyes of the Totem (M), Hawley
May 15
8002
Fighting Eagle, The (M), La Rocque-HaTer
Aug. 29
6403
7107 Fighting Love (D), Ooudal
_
6568 Flying Luck (C), Monty Banks
Dec. 4
Forbidden Woman, The (M). Jetta GoudaL
Not. 7
6839 Getting Gertie's Garter (F), Prerost
Dec 11
3303 Girl from Everywhere (C), Pollard.
4968
Oct. 31
5867 Girl in the Pullman, The (C), Prerost
Gold from Weepah
(W), BlU Cody
Hm. 20
4750
7913 Golden Clown. The (D), Gosta-Ekman.
Dec 18
"Grandma's Boy (C). Harold Lloyd.
Dec. 11
5990
Harp in Hock, A (D), Schlldkraut-Coghlan.
Oct. 10
G035
6363 Heart of the Yukon
(M), Bowers-Cornwall
3Iay 29
Heart Thief (D), Schlldkraut-De PutU
4620 Hidden Aces (M). Hutchison.
Aug. 7
6788
His Dog (D), Schlldkraut.
July 21
4800 His First Flame
4700
(C), Langdon
May 8
4076
His Foreign Wife (D), MacDonald-Murpky
Not. 27
Hoof Marks (W), Jack Donovan.
Not. 13
4864 Interferin' Gent, The (W), Buffalo BUI, Jr
Aug. 21
Jim, the Conqueror (W), Boyd-Falre.
4131
5324
13500 King of Kings (D), All StarLand of the Lawless, The (W), Jack Padlan.._.J)ec. 25
4752 Little Firebrand
(C), Thornton
July 3
5472 Main Event. The (D), Reynolds
JiOT. 21
5865 Man Bait (CD), PrevosL..—Jan. 29
4576 Meddlin'
Stranger
(W), Wales..June 12
3750 My Friend from India (F), Pangbom-Falr— .—Dec. IJ
5736 Night Bride (FC), Prerost...6903
6421 Nobody's Widow (FC), Joy-Ray-Haver
No Man's Law (W), Rei
_
May 1
4575 Obllgin' Buckaroo, The (W), Buffalo Bill, Jr Oct. 16
4678
4497 Pals in Peril (W), Buffalo BlU. Jr
-.June 28
Phantom Buster, The (W), Roosevelt-RayfonL.Aug. 14
_
Aug. 7
4828 Pieces of China (Travel)
6000
Pirates of the Sky (M), Hutchison.
May 22
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary (C), Robson
5844 Ride 'Em High (W), Buddy RooserelL4542
Oct. 9
4375 Roarin' Broncs, Buffalo BUI, Jr.JJot. 27
6303 Rubber Tires (C), Ford-Lore
5880
Rush Hour, The (C), Prevost-Ford
Dec. 12
4546 Skeedaddle
4562
Gold (W), Wales
_
July 31
4338
Soda-water Cowboy, The (W), Wally Walee
SepL 25
Trunk Mystery
(M), Hutchison
June 12
5397 Turkish
Delight. Schlldkraut-Faya.
Not. 11
5670 Two-Gun of Tumbleweed
(W), Leo Maloney
July 17
5921
_
6198 Van ity ( M ) , Joy
White Gold (D), Goudal
Aug. 7
4485 White Pebbles (WD), Wally Wales
Wise Wife. The (C). Haver
_..OcL 24
6447 Wreck of the Hesperus, The (M), Bradford.
5610
Oct 31
7820 Yankee Clipper (M), Boyd.
-

4155
8000
6650

1928

Feb.
-Apr.
Feb.
Feb.

New
Pictures

Players

1928
44.08%

June 11
Aug. 20
Oct. 1

May 19
Feb. 18

Title and

WORLD

5596
4335
6555

Jan. 14
Apr. 14
Feb. 18
Apr. 321
Mar.

PICTURE

.■)976
5970
5502
1928
4200
6673
5853

Cruise of the Helton (D). AU star
Heroes In Blue (M). BnwersRand
3taf.
Law and the Man. The (0). .« a nlscJil- Rockwell-Dec
Light In the Window. A (D). Walthal
On the Stroke of Twelve (M), D. Torrence.
Not.
Silent Hero (M). Bonaparte
Wanderer of the West A (W), Tex Maynard— Dec
Casey Jones (CO), Prt'-e-I>>wtj..
Danger Patrol. The (D), Russell-Fair
Gypsy of the North (0), Gordon-Hale.
Heart of Broadway, The (0), Garon-Agnnr

-Jan.
Apr.
ilar.
Jan.

19:7
Sept. M
-Hot. IS
.AlU. W

1928
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WORLD
New

Length

Title and

New
Pictures

Released

Players

Picturei

Comment

Length

Title and

Comment

Players
62.05%

6608
4571
5906
1490
5260

My Home Town
(D). Brockwell-Glais
Mar.
Painted Trail. Ttie (W), Buddy Eoosevelt
Feb.
Phantom of the Turf, The (D), Costello-Lease.._41ar.
Wild Born CW), Tex Maynard
Jan.
You Can't Beat the Law, Lee Keefe
Jan.

5918
6170
541G

esu7
5000

Sterling
1927
6563
5400
5500

1928

4409
7015

1927
Burning Up Broadway (D), H. CosteUo
Closed Gates (M). Harron-Novak.
Outcast Souls (D), Lewis-Bonner
Pretty Clothes (D), J. Kalston-WaUter
Stranded
(D), Mason
_

Jan. 30
Dec. 15
Oct. 15
-Aug. 15

Marry the Girl (CD)

6448
5614

1928

6147
5209

_

Backstage
(CD). Bedford
Beauty Shoppe (CD), Busch
_
Broken
Gate (D).
Cheaters
(M), O'Malley
College Days (CD), JL Day
_
Enchanted Island (D)
First Night, The (FC), LyteU-Devore
Fools of Fashion
(CD), Busch
Girl from Gay Parce. The (F), Sherman
Haunted Ship, The (M), Sebastian-M. Lotb.
Husband
Hunters
(C), Marsh.
Josselyn's Wife (D), Frederick
Lightning
(W), J. Ralston
Night Life (CD), Day-Harron
_
Once and Forever (D). Patsy Ruth Miller
Sin Cargo (D). Mason
Snowbound
( FC). Blsthe
_
Streets of Shanghai (RD), Starke-Harlan
Tired Business Man
(C)
Wild Geese (D), Belle Bennett
_
Women's Wares (D), Brent-LyteU

_
Sept. 16
Dec 1

_
_

~

9
IS
15
24
6
25
19
9
56

Dec. 11
July 30

Mar. 10

Nov. 15
Oct. 1

Women

Against the World, A

Veh

_
Dec. 15

B283

July
July
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
June
Feb.
Oct

..Not. 27

_
_
Sept. 1
Not. 1
Oct. 15

5102
5735
5652
6361

5297
"
1703

_
_
_
_

_
_

Bachelor's
Hour (R), Sebastian-Harroa
_
Clothes
Make
the
Woman
(R),
SouthernPidgeou
_
_
Devil's Skipper, The
_
Feb
Grain of Dust, The (D). Cortez- Windsor
Green Grass Widows (CD). Walter Hagen
House of Scandal
(D), Sebastian-O'MaUsy
Ladies of the Niglit Club (CD). Cortez-Moran.
Lingerie (CD). White-McGregor.....
Nameless
Men
_Feb
Prowlers of the Night (D), Cortez-Myeri
_ _
Scarlet Dove, The (D). Margaret Livingston _
Stormy Waters (D), Southern-McGregor.
_
Their Hour (D), Sebastian-Harron_________
Tragedy of Youth
_
_
jan.

5510

1927
_

_

Dec. 24

Dec. 10
_.._

1928

_...
_
1

15

Mai

31

_
_

7440
9120
9000
7456
8250
8000

1928
moo

9358
9100
8350
'ton

7650
8600

Circus. The (C), Charlie Chaplin
Devil Dancer, The, Gilda Gray

5453

1927
Sept. 10
Sept. 24
Not.
Not.

-...Mar. 3
_

Douglas
as theTalmadge
Gaucho
(M)..._
Dove, The Fairbanks
(M), Norma
Drums of Love (D), Mary Pliilbin;
Garden of Eden, The (D), C. Grifflth-Bay.
Two Lovers, Banky-Colman.
Ramona (D), Del Rio
_
Sadie Thompson (D). Gloria Swanson.
Red Tempest (M), John Barrymore.

Mar. 17

192:

6603
8929
"11

Back to God's Country (D), Adoree-Prazler
Beware of Widows (FC), La Plante
Border Cavalier, The (W), Humes-Pierce
Butterflies in the Rain (D), La Plante.
Cat and Canary, The (My), La Plante
Cheating Cheaters (C), Compson-Harlan.
Chinese Parrot, The (MyD), Nixon-Turner
Claw, The (D), Windsor
Denver Dude
(W), Gilwon
Desert Dust (W), Ted Wells
Down the Stretch (M), Agnew
—
Fangs of Destiny (W), Dynamite
Fighting Three (W), Hoxle
Fourth Commandment
(D), Bennett
Foreign Legion (D), Kerry-Stone

Galloping
Held
by theFuryLaw (W),
(M),Hoot
LewisGibson.
Hero for the Night, A, Tryon-MUIer
Hey! Hey! Cowboy
(W), Gibson.
Irretiitible Lover, The (CD), Keny-Moran
T71.1
Lei Miserables
(M), Gabrio-Toulont
11000 Let Miterablei (M). (Long Veralon)
6862 Lone Eagle, The, Kent-Keane
HaRH
Love Thrill (FC), La Plante
nxn
Man's Past. A (D), Veldt-Kent.
8168 Men
ot Daring (W), Hoxle._
_
5378
6958

Sept. 4
June 19
Sept. 18
Feb. 6
Sept. 11
-.Oct. 9
-Oct. 23
June 12
Feb. 13
Dec. 18
May 29
Dec. 4
July 3
Mar. 20
!
Not.
20~
Apr. 10
Dec. 18
Apr. 3
Dec. 4
23
Oct. 30
Sept. 18
Mays
-Dec. 28

June 6

6330
5803
6281

...Apr. 2
..Sept. 17
..Feb. 12
..Mar. 19
...Sept. 24
...Apr. 7
...Jan. 29
...Apr. 16
.-Not. 19
...Aug. 13

45.90%

..Oct. 29
...Dec. 4

73.65%

6284
6639

1928

5978
5390

...Apr.
...Not.
..Jan.
_.-!.._
1."
Jjan.
IZZZ!!
Apr. 8
_Feb. 25
-Jan. _
..May

Universal
5761
6777
4427
7319
7790
6623
7304
5252
5292
4349
6910
3296
4198
6892

1928 Air Patrol, The (W). Al Wilson
4259
u
.Ian.
Alias the Deacon
(CD), Hersholt-Marlowe
Jan.
Arizona Cyclone
(W), Humes
May
Buck
Privates, de Putti
June
6171
4345
Call of the Heart, The (W), Dynamite
Tan.
Clean-Up Man, The (W), Wells
Feb.
4232
Cohens and Kellys in Paris (C), Sidney
Jan.
Count of Ten, The, Ray-Ralston-Gleason
July
Fearless Rider, The (W), Fred Humes
Jan.
Finders Keepers (CD), Laura La Plante
Feb.
60S1
Four Footed Rangers, The (W), Dynamite
—ilar.
5645
Good Morning
Judge
Apr.
Greased Lightning (W)
_
July
Grip of the Yukon,
The, All star..July
Hot Heels. Glen Trj'on
May
Hound of Silver Creek, The (W), Dynamite
May
Love Me and the World Is Mine, Kerry-Phllbin Feb.
Jazz Mad. Hersholt-Nixon-Lewis
June
4120
Made-to-Order
Hero (W), Wells
_
June
Midnight
Rose, de Pufti-Harlan
_
Feb.
4253
Phantom
Flyer, The (W), Wilson
—
Feb.
5689
Put 'Em Up (W), Humes
_
Mar.
Quick Triggers (W), Humes
July
Rawhide
Kid (W), Hoot Gibson
Jan.
5382
Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson.
Aug.
Shield of Honor. The. All star
Feb.
6172
Society Cowboy, A, Hoot Gibson
July
Stop That Man, All star
Mar.
Surrender,
Philbin-Mosjukine
Mar.
8249
Thanks for the Buggy Ride, La Plante-Tryon.
Apr.
6073
That's My Daddy (C), Denny-Kent
Feb.
4353
Thunder
Riders. The, Wells
Apr.
6274
13 Washington Square. All star
_
Apr.
Trick of Hearts, A, Hoot Gibson
Mar.
Won in the Clouds (W), Wilson_
Apr.
We Americans.
All star
_
Apr.
Wild West Show, Hoot Gibson
-...May

28
26
7

26

5901
6631
5S97
6408
5003
6972
6767

6302
5613
5968
6271
5200
5397
6230
6352
5569
6310
6485
7961
6357
5492
6295
5685
6124
6218
6412
7647
5813
6281
10081
5567
6820
7068

1928

Jan. 14
_.
-..Oct. 1
Not. 19
Joly 23
June 29
Feb. 6
Jan. 8
Jan. 29
Not. 19
Aug. 20
Feb. 4
_„
Dec. 3
Feb. 19

Ppc

24
Mar 5

Jiip? ?5

Feb 4
Mar in
Apr

21

Apr

91

,7an 2S
Apr, 28
Apr. 28
May 2C
Feb. 25
.May 19
Mar. 17
Mar. 17
.-.. ^.„

Jan. 28
Feb. 25
Jan. 14
Apr. 28

Mays
Mar. 17
Apr. 21
50.20%
..May 9

(M), Blue..
..Dec. 3
Brass Knuckles
(D), Blue-Bronson.Brute. The (D), Blue
_
Bush Leaguer, The (CD), Monte Blue
Aug. 20
Climbers, The (D), Rich.
_
Dearest (D), Rich
Desired Woman, The (M), Irene Rich...-Aug. 27
Dog of the Regiment, A (M), Rin-Tln-Tin
Oct. 29
Don't Tell the Wife (C), Rich
First Auto, The, Oldfleld-lSIiller
SepL 18
Fortune Hunter, The (C), Syd Chaplin.
JJot. 7
Gay Old Bird (FC), Fazenda.
Ginsberg the Great (C), Jessel
.Not. 26
Girl from Chicago. The (M), Nagel-Loy
iCoT. 6
Glorious Betsy (CD), Dolores CosteUo..
Good Time Charley (D), Oland-H. CosteUo
.Nor. 12
Ham
and Eggs at the Front (C), Wilson-H.
Conklin
_
Dec. 24
Heart of Maryland (M). D. Costello.Hills of Kentucky (M), RLn-Tin-TinHusbands for Rent, All star
Dec. 31
If I Were Single, McAvoy-NageL
Dec 17
Irish Hearts (CD), McAvoy
Jaws of Steel (D). Rin-Tin-Tin.
Sept. 17
Matinee
Ladles (C). McAvoy
Mill Bid, A (M), D. CosteUo..
Missing Link, The (C), Syd (^aplin.
Aug. 7
Old San Francisco (M), D. Costello-Oland.
Sept. 4
One Round Hogan
(M), Monte Blue.Sept. 17
Reno Divorce, A (D), May McAvoy
Oct. 22
Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George JesselL
_
Oct. 8
Sailor's Sweetheart, A (C), Fazenda-C. Cook.
Sept. 24
Silver Slave, The (D), Rich-Ferris
_..JJov. 9
Simple Sis (M). Fazenda
Slightly Used, McAvoy-Nagel
Sept. 3
Third Degree (M), D. CosteUo
— „
Tracked by the Police (M). Rin-Tin-Tin
What Every Girl Should Know (CD). MiUer
What Happened to Father (C), Oland
When a Man Loves (R), Barrymore
_Aug. 21
White Flannels (M), Dresser.
-..Wolf's Clothing
(M), Blue-Miller
-

Tenderloin, Dolores CosteUo...-

44.70%

Dec, 3

Bitter Apples (M), Blue
Black Diamond Express

Across the Atlantic, Blue-Murphy
_.
Beware of Married
Men. Irene Rich..
City of Sin, The, Loy-Miljan-Wong...
Domestic Trouble (CD), Cook-Fazenda
Jazz Singer, The. Al Jolson.
Lion and the Mouse. The. L. BarrymoreLittle Snob, The, May McAvoy
_
_.
Powder My Back (C), Rich-Ferris
Race for Life, Rin-Tin-Tln
Rinty of the Desert, Rin-Tin-Tin

35.87%

1928
1
22
6
17
29
12
15
1
15
5
25
29
29
22
6
20
25
3
3
26
26
11
15
29
19
19
8
11
4
1
5
8
8
18
22
22
20

Warner Brothers

1927

1927
Beloved Rogue (M), J. Barrymore.—
Collego (C), Keaton-Comwall
General, The (C), Keaton
Loves of Sonya (D). Swanson.Magic Flame, The (M), Colman-Banky
My Best Girl (M), Mary Pickford
Night of Love (M), Banky-Colman
Resurrection
(M), La RocQue
Sorrell and Son (D), Wamer-Nllsson.
Topsy and Eva (C), Duncan Sisters..
Two Arabian
Knights (CD), Boyd-Wolheim.
Winning of Barbara Worth (D), Banlcy-Colman..

7172
4259
4041
5598
5192
4167
6450

15

Jan. 1

United Artists
B264
5O00
7500
7311
8550

6166
4393
6305

1928

Jeb. 4

Tiffany- Stahl

1927
5754
5669
5300
6024
7300
4887
5500
6482
5233
4752
5600
5800
6049
6235
6629
6100
6182
5276

Dea 3
_
-...May 28
Nov. 12
_
Dec. 31
_
Jan. 7
Sept. 10

On Your Toes (C), Dermy- Worth
Not. 27
Out All Night (C), Dcnnv-Nixon
—
Sept. i
Painted
Ponies (W), llont Gibson..^
Sept. 25
Painting the Town
(FC), Xryon
Aug. 7
Perch of the Devil (M), liusch_
Mar. 6
Rough and Ready (W), Hoxie
Jan. 9
Sensation
Seekers (D), Dove
Mar. 20
Silk Stockings, Laura
La PtaJite
Oct. 2
Sky High Saunders, Al Wilson.
Not. 6
Small Bachelor, The (C). Beranger-Kent
Nov. C
Straight Shootin'
(W), WeUs
_
_
Oct. 16
Taxi! Taxi! (FC), Norton
_
_
_
Apr. 24
Thirteenth
Juror, The (D), Bushraan-Nil8SOn....Nor. 13
Three Miles Up, Al Wilson
_
_
-...Sept. 4
Wild Beauty
(CD). Rex
_
Not. 27
Wrong Mr. Wright, The (F), Hersholt.Feb. 26
Wolf's Trail, Dynamite, the dog
_„
_
OcL 2

..Feb. 25
..Jan. 14

..July 23
.May2
.May 28
. Jnne 18
Feb. 5
7Dly9

Dec 31
Dec. 31

.May 26
Not. 26

™

70.47%

.July
Feb. 30
26
.. June
11
Apr. 28
. Apr. 23
June 14
4
.. May
Oct. 1
. June 25
Oct. 8
Oct. 29
-Dec.
10
Oct. 15
. June 11
. Jan. 8
.. May 21
....Mar.
miy 919
. Feb. 12
.Apr. 29
2
-Jan.
Feb. 11 -.Feb. 18
..Apr. 14

„
Feb. 11
Mar. 10
Jan. 28

1927

..May 19
Feb. 18
-May 19

.Apr. 28

44.00%
60.30%

1928

I
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WORLD

CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National

Theatre for Sale
THEATRE FOR SALE in growing New Jersey
village. Population seven thousand. Fully equipped.
Other business requires selling at sacrifice price.
Address Box 20, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture
World, 565 Fifth Ave., New York City.
FOR SALE — Buffalo neighborhood theatre. 750
seats. For particulars write David Kuegir, 257 Virginia, Buffalo, N. Y.
FOR SALE — -Modern fireproof theatre-store-apartment; good Wisconsin territory; no opposition; $10,000 handle. Also theatre building and equipment or
equipment. Wisconsin town 6,500. One other theatre
in town; terms; both good payers. Address Clark
Wilkinson, Baraboo, Wis.

For Sale
Brand new Motiograph De Luxe, $500.00. Real
bargain. Also two Simplex, $250.00 each. Address
Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.
Powers 6A with Fidelity Motor, complete $175.00.
Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.
GENUINE BARGAIN on Hallberg motor generator. Scott-Newcomb oil burner. Write for details..
Address Sam Bowden, 536 Pennsylvania Ave., Glen
Ellyn, 111.
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. Address
Redington & Co., Scranton, Pa.
FOR SALE— Posters, Photos, Slides, Banners, Insert Cards, and other Accessories. Save 50 per cent;
write for order blanks. Theatre Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchang, Theatre Poster Supply
Building, Cincinnati, O.

Organs for Sale
MAY 1st list of rebuilt organs ready. Includes
seven rebuilt Wurlitzer Organs one and two cabinets
with rolls. Prices from $950 to $2,500. Includes
nine Fotoplayers all styles, rebuilt guarantee, priced
from $1,500 to $3,500. Welte Mignon Reproducing
Piano with large library music $750. Eight stop
Moeller organ. Seeburgs most all makes. Terms, 10
per cent cash with order, balance two years. Shipped
any place U. S. A., installed free. Write for complete list with prices. No obligation. Address Robert
Morton Organ Co., 624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, 111.

Position Wanted
THEATRE MANAGER, 33 years of age, Publix
training, now employed, desires new connection, preferably de luxe house. Will go anywhere. Address
Box 275, ExJiibitors Herald & Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
, PROJECTION ENGINEER— Experienced in all
lines of projection work desires connection with theatre or supply house. Very best of references. Can
repair and adjust any make equipment. Communicate
with Clell Jay, Eureka Springs, Ark.
MANAGER: Fifteen years, signs, cards, lobbies,
ideas. Wife good organist. Always working but will
change. Address Box 278. Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111.

Classified

ORGANIST, lady, open for position. Experienced,
reliable, modern library, moderate salary. Address
Marie Hays, General Delivery, Pittsburgh, Pa.
EXPERIENCED CHICAGO MOVIE ORGANIST
— (Male). Good at cuing and effects. Will go anywhere, non-union, willing to join. Address Box 272,
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
ATTENTION, THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a fair salary to begin in order to prove worth.
If you are, do not overlook this opportunity. Union,
best of references, will go anywhere. Address Bo.x
257, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
LIBERTY — Female Organist, working at present, but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Advertising

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furnished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.
BEST GRADE repair work. Prices right. Free
relief heads. Prompt service. Address Guercio &
Barthel. 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie Supply Co.,
844

Wabash,

AT

ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced in
theatre work. Men and women now ready for good
positions. Union or non-union. Write salary and
other data. Address Chicago Musical College, 61 E.
Van Buren,
Chicago.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Address Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing. 210 N. 7th St.. Allentown,
Pa.

THEATRE MANAGER AVAILABLEFORMER THEATRE OWNER WHO
KNOWS THE EXHIBITION BUSINESS
FROM SIDEWALK TO STAGE IS AVAILABLE TO THE RIGHT PARTY FOR A
REASONABLE SALARY. YEARS OF
CLOSE CONTACT WITH PUBLIC AND
EXHIBITOR'S AFFAIRS. HAS BOOKED
FOR STRING OF THEATRES OF ONE
OF LARGEST CIRCUITS. ADDRESS
BOX 269, EXHIBITORS HERALD AND
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 407 S.
DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
AT LIBERTY — Organist, union, experienced cuing
— slides. Piano vaudeville. Moderate salary, will go
anywhere. Address Box 274, Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
III.

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing
Our Twentieth Century Repair Shop, with skilled
expert meclianics, specialized tools, precision machinery, assure the very best REPAIR JOBS. Relief
Equipment furnished FREE. Prompt service. Reasonable prices. Progressive Exhibitors over entire
country send their work to "THE OLD RELIABLE."
Monarchlished 20Theatre
years. Supply Co., Memphis, Tenn. Estab-

Medium

Chicago.

'

Films for Sale or Rent
FOR SALE— "Secrets of Paris" (7); "Should a
Wife Work" (7); "Notoriety" (8); "Daring Years"
(7); "Ken Maynard Westerns"; also "Serials";
"Special Features"; "Comedies"; "Travelogues"; Cartoons, Scenic, Religious. Guaranteed Pictures, 729
Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
2 Reel Chaplin comedy, $15.00. Address Box 485,
Rochester, N. Y.

Equipment

Wanted

BEST PRICES paid for projection machines, all
Chicago, Address
111.
types.
Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave.,
HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Movie Supply Co., 844
Wabash,
Chicago.

Engagements

Wanted

AT LIBERTY— D. C. Nelson Organize Dance Orchestra Versatile Musicians. Red Hot with up-todate Dance Rhythm. Will go anywhere. Write or
wire 455
land 4669.East 42nd Place. Chicago, 111., Phone Oak-

Equipment

for Sale

Complete equipment Star Theatre, Odon, Indiana.
Two Simplex machines in excellent condition, 200
Piano, Fans, etc. Address Hayden Caress, .
good
Indiana.
Elnora,seats,
FOR S.\LE: Strong Reflector Arc Lamp and
accessories.
prices. III.
Write Joseph Spratler, 12-14 .
E.
Ninth St..Best
Chicago.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before buying elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service. 643 Carondelet Street. New Orleans, La.
CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE for Second Hand
Equipment. Seats. Rebuilt projectors of all makes.
Screens, Pianos, Organs and other miscellaneous
articles for the theatre. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment
Company, 12-14 E. 9th Street, Chicago, .
111^
THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
Chairs, Projectors, Screens, Generators. Rectifiers,
Reflecting Arc Lamps, etc. Write for bargain list.
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash. Chicago.
FOR SALE — Motion Picture Projectors, parts and
supplies for all tvpe machines. Special: 3 G. E.
Mazda reducer.';. 110-25 cycle — like new — $35.00 each.
2 Fort Wayne Compcnsarcs. 33 cycle — $25.00 each.
-Address Guercio & Barthel. 1018 Wab.Tsh .\ve.. Chicago, III.

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The
classified advertising department has placed organists all over the country, has help>ed in obtaining equipment, in selling
equipment, and in solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with
order, 10% discount if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is
being advertised this week.
The cost is small, the results are great.
ISre
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Chairs for Sale
250 Brand New High Grade upholstered chairs
with spring edge seats. Wonderful low price. Write
for exact photo and full details. Address C. G.
Demel. 845 S. State St., Chicago. 111.
300 Brand New 5 ply veneer opera chairs with unbreakable steel standards. Extremely cheap. Exact
photo and particulars submitted in first letter. Address
C. G. Demel, 845 S. State St., Chicago, 111.
AT 54 REGULAR PRICE. Cash or 18 monthly
payments. Any amount of these opera chairs. Used
two months. 558 heavy veneer and 765 upholstered.
Will send photo. Address Sam Lears, 3759 Pinegrove Ave., Chicago, III.
HERE'S A REAL BUY— Of 1,000 finest grade
made assembly folding chairs in sections of two
chairs slightly used. Also 720 upholstered theatre
chairs with a heavy 7-ply veneered back. All seats
have been newly re-covered in a Spanish leather and
are spring constructed. 2,000 used plain light and
heavy 5-ply veneered chairs. All chairs offered at a
Tery rare bargain. Exact descriptive matter and
photos will be submitted at your request. Address
Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E. 9th St.,
Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St., Chicago, 111.

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.
Nominees
1. Bebe Danielt
2. Billie Dove
Now Who Is She? (or He?)
Last week Hulda Green of the Gem theatre. Green River, Utah, came in with a letter nominating (and nominations are in
order, what with the Republican and Democratic conventions just getting under way),
Bebe Daniels as "the most popular screen
actress in our town."
No sooner had last week's Herald-World
taken flight via Uncle Sam's mail route than
in comes W. T. Biggs, Adair, la., nominating
Billie Dove.
It looks like a live summer.
Being a popularity contest, why (being unromantic) should this be confined to the feminine contingent? Wait until you hear the
boys at that Alexandria meet.
Billie Is Nominated
ADAIR, lA., — To THE Editor: I notice in
your last copy of the Herald-World that a
nomination has been made for the most popular movie star. If you have that contest
again, I want to nominate Billie Dove.— W. T.
Biggs, Adair, la.
AMHERTSBURG, ONT.— To the Editor :
I am a rather spasmodic contributor to "What
the Picture Did for Me," although we find it
very beneficial and interesting, but this time I
have a complaint to register on a short subject.
We are very open minded in the matter of
censorship in films and have not found fault
with what some exhibitors have designated as
"smut" in several of the current year's comedies, but the following appeared to be wholly
unnecessary, very questionable, and I think
producers should be more discriminating in
subtitles. I refer to, "Ever since your gland
operation, I can't keep you under control,"
spoken by an elderly lady to an elderly gentleman in a Neal Burns Paramount-Christie
comedy titled, "Mad Scrambles." It was quite
pointless as regards the action of the comedy
and only liable to give offense to the more

OPERA CHAIRS— Largest stock in the country.
Chicago.
Get our prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
FOR SALE— 1,800 HIGHEST GRADE used
cushion opera chairs, upholstered in dark brown
ish leather. Very reasonable. Write for exact
Illinois
details.
Co., and1214
111. Theatre
St., Chicago,
E, 9th Address
mentgraph

spring
Spanphotoequip-

Stationery
SPECIAL! 250 each business letterheads— envelopes -$3.75 (cash postpaid). "Neargravure" process printed. Samples, see difference. Stamp appreciated. Address Sollidays, XH-124, Knox, Ind.

Banners and Posters
CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10, 3 feet, colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, 111 West. 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Wanted
WANTED — Passion Play in good condition, hand
colored. Address C. H. Pattison, Port Elgin, New
Brunswick, Canada.

Theatre Wanted
WANTED TO LEASE OR BUY— Theatre in town
of 5,000 to 20,000 which $1,000.00 cash payment will
handle. Indiana or adjoining territory. Address
Box 422. Terre Haute, Ind.
THEATRE WANTED in any part of Illinois,
preferably if only theatre in town, not under 3,000
population. Will pay cash if theatre is suitable. Address Box 277, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn Street. Chicago, 111.

Projectionist Wanted
FOR
Powers
Salary
Opera

ONE MONTH from July 1st to August 1st.
machines. Must be licensed in Pennsylvania.
$45.00 week. Address J. J. Ryan, Mgr., Hogan
House, Susquehanna, Pa

Theatre for Sale or Lease

Miscellaneous

Three and a half years old. 15 miles from Chicago.
1,000 seats, Kimball Organ. Great opportunity for
one who know theatre business. Address Box 279,
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

$500.00 buys large Photoplayer Organ, first class
condition. Can be heard in operation. Two Simplex
Projectors, $250.00 each. Address Box 485, Rochester,
N. Y.

refined, especially feminine, members
of the
audience.
With so much "blah" abroad anent the
cleaning up of the movies, would it not be
reasonable to suggest to producers that short
subjects should be kept from going "the way
of all flesh" and if the action does, at times,
have to be a little shady, they should at least
keep the titles clean. — P. E. Tyas, Liberty theatre, Amhertzburg, Ont., Canada.
Sunday Shows
COLUMBUS, O.— To the Editor: The enclosed clipping relative to Sunday blue laws
appeared on the front page of the Ohio' State
Journal.
This attitude has been brought about by
careful co-operation of the Columbus exhibitors with the various church organizations of
Columbus.
There is not a theatre open during the
morning services and we do not infringe upon
the church morning services. At every opportune time and on every occasion we give our
theatres to the churches. Ballyhoo work on
Sundays is not carried on. It is a quiet carrying on of show business in a highly dignified
manner that has brought about such a cordial,
unsolicited response. It is a far reaching
statement and one to conjure with. It was a
great statement for such a body to make.
Columbus is for Sunday theatres as now conducted.

Roxy Resumes Symphonic
Concerts Next Season
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
YORK, June 12.— S. L.
Rothafel has announced that he will
resume the popular symphonic concerts in the Roxy theatre next Fall.
"Last fall," says "Roxy," "we inaugurated the Sunday concerts, and
developed from an audience of about
1,500 to 6,250. Our audiences today
are a great deal more receptive and
understand a hundred times more today than they did 10 years ago what
music is all about. I think it has
been brought about by this tremendous wave of music that has been all
over

the

country."

Mr. and Mrs. Hammons
On Short Trip Abroad
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, June 12.— E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, accompanied by Mrs. Hammons, sailed from New
York last Friday night on the Olympic for

With such co-operation as this from the
Ministers' Association, isn't it only common
sense to believe that after all this is the final
solution, and that is, conduct show business
upon a dignified Sunday plan. It is the most
pleasant, the most secure and the most religious after all. — Johnny Jones, Majestic
theatre, Columbus, O.

England
thecombine
Continent.
Hammons'
trip
abroadandwill
business
with a
brief vacation. He will hold his annual conference with Educational's English associates for several days in London. After this
he and Mrs. Hammons expect to spend a
few days in Paris. They intend to return
to New York in about six weeks.

[Editor's Note : The newspaper clipping to
which Mr. Jones refers to follows:]
Sunday Blue Laws
in Disfavor Among
Columbus Pastors

Theatre Club Organized
by Loew Atlanta Staff

"Sunday 'blue laws' aren't regarded with
favor by rnembers of the Columbus Ministerial Association, it was indicated Monday at
the meeting in Central Y. M. C. A. Instead
of strictly prohibitor laws the ministers favor
a constructive program for Sabath observance.
"Rev. R. E. Golladay, pastor of Grace Lutheran church, was elected president of the association, succeeding Rev. A. G. Schatzman,
of Central M. E. church.
'Other officers named are Rev. W. S. Collins, Wilson Avenue Church of Christ, vicepresident; Rev. R. E. Chandler, Oakland Park
Presbyterian church, secretary and treasurer;
Rev. Sidney E. Sweet, St. Paul's Episcopal
church, and Rev. Ralph Emerson Davis,
Broad St. M. E. church, executive committee-

ATLANTA, June 12.— Organization of
Loews' Theatre Club No. 1, of Atlanta, was
perfected
Thursday
by was
employes
theatre. The
movement
started ofby Loew's
Lionel

(Special to the Herald-World)

H. Keene, division manager of Loew's, and
Thomas
M. James,
Loew's Grand.
J.
C. Overstreet
wasmanager
elected of
president;
James
R. Bramlett, vice-president; John Dewberry,
secretary, and C. E. Tatspaugh, treasurer.

Kaufman

Heads 2 Offices

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 12.— Herbert Kaufman has been named manager of the Brooklyn branch of Warner Brothers and will
continue to have jurisdiction over the Manhattan office.
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THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright,

1928

Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder

Columbia
LADY RAFFLES: Estelle Taylor— 65%. June 1.
A very entertaining program. Eetelle Taylor made
especially good impression both for looks and acting
and believe crowd was pleased one hundred per cent.
First time we have had Estelle and we say yes to
her for future showing. Six reels. — John W. Ci-abtree, Joyland theatre, Corning, Ark. — -General patronage.
THE COLLEGE HERO: Si>ecial cast— May 21-22.
Good college picture. Ben Turpin is in this and his
name draws. Six reels. — E. C. Bays, Globe theatre,
Buena Vista, Va. — General patronage.

FBO
FRECKLES: John Fox, Jr.— 70%. May 6-7. The
best Gene Stratton Porter we have played. Seven
reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
DESERT PIRATE: Tom Tyler— 10%. May 15.
Nice little Western and Tom with his pals always
does his entertaining right. Frankie Darro good kid,
as usual. Five reels. — Rudolf Duiba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D. — ^General patronage.
JUDGMENT OF THE HILLS: Frankie Darro—
40%. May 13. Very well received and is good to get
a real common picture like this that makes you sit in
your seat and every once in a while it grips you by
the heart and makes you feel like it is going to
stop your breath ; and then again changes to rejoicing. Frankie Darro is a dandy actor and Virginia
Valli held up her part to perfection. Seven reels. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.— General
patronage.
THE DUDE COWBOY: Bob Custer— 40%. May
29. Here's a first class Western picture. It sure
did please my crowd. When we run FBO Westerns
we wonder why other companies don't try to make
better ones. We have always found FBO pictures
good, and the treatment they give exhibitors the
same. Mr. Gutok and Mr. Van Deusen of the Albany
office are fine fellows to get along with and Mr.
Goldberg, the agent, certainly is the kind of man
we all like to meet. Five reels. — L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y. — General patronage.
SILVER COMES THROUGH: Fred Thomson32%. May 3-4. A very good picture, but nothing
impressive. Most of my patrons like Fred and Silver.
Six reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — Small town
patronage.
SILVER COMES THROUGH: Fred ThomsonMay 8. He does all right. Enough variety in this
to suit the Western fans and the others. Silver a big
favorite with our patrons. Print fair. Six reels. —
Halliburton and Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex.
— Small town patronage.
ARIZONA NIGHTS: Fred Thomson— 57%. May
17-18. I don't see how Fred ever made a reputation
on pictures like this one. But his pictures are
usually good, so guess we can overlook a bad one.
Seven reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — Small town patronage.
CROOKS
well acted.

CAN'T WIN: Ralph Lewis- Good story.
Action
suspense,
appealing.
Pleased

Reports."

Editor's Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained in the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided by
average daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.
EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .
When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE
TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart."
all. Seven reels. — W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre,
Lemmon, S. D. — General patronage
SALVATION JANE: Viola Dana— May 16. An
extremely good bet for small towns. Viola a good
drawing card for us, and this is the best yet from
FBO. Print fair. Six reels. — -Halliburton and
Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
THE
FLYING
U RANCH:
Tom
Tyler— April
17-18. Just a fair Western, but drew better than the
average Tuesday and Wednesday house. Five reels.
— H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait, Cal.— Small
town patronage.
THE COLLEGIATE: Alberta Vaughn— Nice little
comedy drama. Light program. Small attendance
though. Six reels. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red
Creek, N. Y. — General patronage
TARZAN AND THE GOLDEN LION: Special cast
— May 22. Along the line of all the Tarzan pictures.
Some hareuny acting in it, but of course the kids liked
it. Print good. Six reels. — Halliburton and Burns,
Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town patronage.
SPLITTING THE BREEZE: Tom Tyler— May 30.
Just another good Western not quite so impossible as
some of the rest, and it was well liked by all. This
is the best print we ever had from FBO.
Above

the average by a big margin. Five reels. — Halliburton and Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
WHEN A DOG LOVES: Ranger— April 18. For
a dog picture, it's pretty good, and had a fair bouse.
Print fair. Five reels. — Halliburton and Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town patronage.
LADIES BEWARE: Special cast— May 1. Very
interesting picture if you like detective stuff. But
it failed to register at the box office. Print good.
Five reels. — Halliburton and Burns, Texline theatre,
Texline, Tex. — Small town patronage.
THE MAGIC GARDEN: Special cast— AprU 24-25.
Very fine picture and suited for young and oldSmall town or city. Print good. Seven reels. —
Halliburton and Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex.
— Small town patronage.

First National
SUNSET DERBY: William Collier, Jr.— 10%. May
16. Dandy picture which did not bring in the crowd
but satisfied all who saw it. Six reels. — Rudolf
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General i>atronage.BABE COMES HOME: Babe Ruth— 80%. May 8.
Very crood program picture. Light comedy. Not a
good story but well acted. — C. H. Ketterman, Colonial
theatre. Alma, Kan. — General patronage.
HAROLD TEEN: Special cast— Here you have
one of those pictures (that in words of the young high
school boy) "that gets hot" and stays hot all the
way through. I believe it is one of the greatest
youth pictures ever made for the screen, and if properly handled will bring in plenty of business and I
assure you it will give general satisfaction. — W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. — General
patronage.
BURNING DAYUGHT: Milton Sills.— Very good
.\laskan story, with good acting by whole cast.— J.
L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General patronTHE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard— Very good.
age. a circus story. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,
It's
Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
FLYING ROMEOS: Sidney-Murray— Pleased thoee
who like this comedy team. Others think it silly. —
J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General
patronage.
FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE: Special cast— Good
feature of the lighter type. Boat race good. — W. O.
Doyle, Capitol theatre. Huntsville. Mo. — Small town
patronage.
HOME MADE: Johnny Hinos — Just a prorrani
offering. We double billed it with ".\dventure Mad."
— J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General
patronage.

Fox

SEVENTH HEAVEN: Gaynor-Farrell— 80*» May
28. Someone well described this picture when they
said it was just like a melody. It is one of the
sweetest stories ever told and should be run by e\-«ry
theatre, large and small.
Eleven reels. — H. K. .\Ilao.
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Broadlands theatre, Broadlands, III. — Small town patronage.
GOOD AS GOLD: Buck Jones— Very good. Business not so good on account of tent show competition.
If we had this kind of competition often we would
positively have to close down In sixty days. — E. C.
Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va. — ^General patronage.
TUMBLING RIVER: Tom Mix— Not much to this,
old stuff and if it wasn't for Tony what a flop it
would have been. Tom hurt himself in a fall off his
horse, but, he fully recovered in too short a time.
Some pretty scenes. Picture business in small towns
is growing less and less because of poor prints. Five
reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz. — General patronage.
HONOR
BOUND:
George O'Brien— May 22-23. A
fairly good picture of its type. Was not generally
liked. Eight reels. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre,
Akron, la — ^General patronage
TONY RUNS WILD: Tom Mix—
Western. One of the best I have had
and they liked it. Six reels. — H.
Gait theatre. Gait, Cal. — ^Small town

April 7-8 Good
for a long time
W. Batchelder,
patronage.

WHAT PRICE GLORY: Special cast— May 28-29.
A little disappointed. Personally thought picture
has been over-rated by you boys in your reports,
as have had a number of pictures that I considered
better from entertainment standpoint. I had my
ears all set for a cannon but nothing popped but a
firecracker That's the way I feel on this one personally. But evidently I had drunk too rnuch sauerkraut juice or something else that's manufactured in
Arkansas, that affected my sense of appreciation, for
most of my crowd thought the picture elegant. Well,
I had ding-donged it into them that this was such a
fine picture that they believed it, and if you believe
it, it's so ! Gosh ! Barnum was some kid, wasn't he ?
One born every minute in his time, and look how the
birth rate has increased since then. Oh yes, it's a
good picture, plenty of action and comedy. Battle
scenes wonderful, especially in ninth reel. However,
to use three reels to finish the picture on the love
affair of the French maid and the two officers after
inspiring battle scenes rather makes an anticlimax
and causes the last of the picture to seem draggy.
One can't drop from the sublime to the ridiculous
without sense of values lost, and in this case makes
one think there is "something missing" to satisfy
one's sense of what the picture ought to be. On
account of considerable advanced admission it is not
proper to rate the percentage on this picture except
from numl>er attending which would rate the picture around sixty-five per cent though it grossed
over one hundred per cent on money received.
Twelve reels.— John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre.
Corning, Ark. — General patronage.
HILLS OF PERIL: Buck Jones— May 24-25. Good.
A typical Jones picture. Five reels. — Wm. E. Ti-agsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.— Small town
patronage.
MONTE CRISTO: John Gilbert— April 14-15. Reissue. This is a good picture and drew better than
some of the late ones. Eight reels.- H. W. Batchelder,
Gait theatre. Gait, Cal. — Small town patronage.
GOING CROOKED: Special cast— May 2. Very
good picture. Small house.— A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.— General
patronage.
IZ ZAT SO: Special cast — Very good entertainment that will plea.se all classes.- E. C. Bays, Globe
theatre, Buena Vista, Va. — General patronage.
A MAN FOUR SQUARE: Buck Jones— April
21-22. This was or has been a good Western, but is
all shot to pieces, at least the print I got was. Five
reels.— H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait, Cal.—
Small town patronage.

OVER

THE HILL: Mary Carr— April 28-29. Reissue. Don't think I can add to what has been said.
It is a wonderful picture and everyone should see it.
Eleven reels.— H. W. Batchelder, Gait theatre. Gait,
Cal. — Small town patronage.

OVER THE HILL: Special cast-May 24. Brought
thifi^ back for the third time in this city and did fair
business. Although I could easily tell it isn't a 1928
production, I was surprised at the good condition of
the print. Eleven reels.- E. C. Bays, Globe theatre,
Buena Vista, Va.— General patronage.

Gotham
THE ROSE OF KILDARE: Pat O'Malley-10%.
May 14. Dandy picture which was liked by the
majority but did not draw such a good businees. But
on a dead night 10 per cent is good for any picture.
We had to change the date of showing on account
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of a roadshow and that spoiled the whole thing.
Not the fault of the picture. Step on it, boys, and
make yotu'selves some money. Seven reels. — Rudolf
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.— General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE ENEMY: Gish-Forbes— 60%. May 2-3-4.
Fair picture; but poor drawing power. Too much
the same thing over and over. — C. H. Ketterman,
Colonial theatre. Alma, Kan. — General patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Special cast— 50%. This
is a nice program picture. Nothing to rave about
but will satisfy. Seven reels.— H. K. Allen, Broadlands theatre. Broadlands, 111. — Small town patronage.
LOVE: Gilbert-Garbo— 40%. May 13-14-15. A
good picture, but not the high priced special we
bought it for. Bad weather kept the percentage
down some. Eight reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — Small town patronage.
BEN HUR: Special cast— 92%. May 19-20-21.
Well, boys, all I can do is just tell you the truth.
Here is a big one and will bring in people that never
come to your theatre. What's more it satisfies them,
so don't miss out on it to cash in. Nevertheless,
this made good business but on my best two nights in
the week, third night small and that made it drop
below "The Covered Wagon" record. "The Wagon"
was the show for us. Twelve reels. — Rudolf Duba,
Royal theatre,
Kimball,
S. D. — General
patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan— 34%. May 27-28.
Good picture and well liked. Enough comedy to
keep them in good humor and plenty of excitement
to keep them pepped up. It will be seen from
percentage that this picture did not click, even though
we gave it more publicity than usual. Not the
fault of the picture. This is the poorest season of
the year for us. Second night percentage higher than
usual. Film okay, but some scenes too dark for our
projection. Seven reels. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
Ohio. — Small town patronage.
BECKY: Sally O'Neil— 70%. May 30-31. Fair
comedy drama well received. Personally I thought
it punk but my crowd thought otherwise and had
many favorable comments. Metro puts out pictures
that please my crowd fully seventy-five per cent,
which I consider exceptionally good, considering
the variety of patronage I have. Seven reels.^John
W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. — General patronage.
THE CROWD: Boardman-Murray— April 9. Good
feature, well received. Nine reels. — W. O. Doyle,
Capitol theatre, Huntsville, Mo. — Small town patronage.
THE PATSY: Marion Davies— Excellent entertainment.— J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. —
General patronage.
THE SMART SET: William Haines— Had this one
set early on release but jerked it because of one or
two misleading repoi-te. Don't just remember who
threw the monkey wrench in their report on this,
but will state whether critic or exhibitor, he's all
wet. The picture is fine and different from the
usual run and no one need but feel proud to have
shown it. — Joe Hewitt, Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.
— General
patronage.
THE
SMART
SET:
William
Haines— May 13-14.
A dandy picture, pleased most everyone. Not as
clever a picture as "West Point." Seven reels. —
J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la. — General
patronage.
THE ROAD TO ROMANCE: Ramon Navarro—
May 26. The cast in this one is enough to assure
you of a good picture. But brother if you have a
thousand amps put it behind the second reel, and if
you burn it up there's nothing lost for it's so dark
you can scarcely see it. Metro, please come out of
it and make night scenes that at least can be identified as such. Even at that we made a thin dime and
everyone satisfied. Print fair, outside of the above
comment. Seven reels. — Halliburton and Burns,
Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town patronage.
ROSE

MARIE: Joan Crawford — May 5-6-7. Personally didn't care for the picture, or rather the
story. However, think it pleased the majority who
saw it. Eight reels.^. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre,
Akron, la. — General patronage.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney—
May 27-28. Very good. Fair at box office. Patrons
seemed pleased with it. Seven reels. — J. C. Kennedy,
Empress theatre, Akron, la. — General patronage.
THE STUDENT PRINCE: Special cast^^ust fair,
did not draw, quite a few stated they did not like
it.— Russell C. Dey, Town Hall theatre, Reedville, Va.
— General patronage.
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ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur— Apri) 27. A corking
good comedy but of course it is expected of them.
Played it a bit late but it went over fairly well.
Print fair. Seven reels. — Halliburton and Burnfc,
Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small town patronage.
TILLIE THE TOILER:
Marion Davies— April 2L
Patrons a bit disappointed in thi.s. But is a fair
program picture. Print good. Seven reels. — Halliburton and Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
TWELVE MILES OUT: John Gilbert— May 12. A
fair story well done but not the kind for such a
small town as this is. Print good. Seven reek.—
Halliburton and Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex.
— Small town patronage.
THE UNKNOWN: Chaney-Crawford— May
say it is a wonderful picture puts it mildly.
is certainly the berries and Crawford is all
and more. Sorry to say our print was very

5. To
Chaney
of that
poor in

places. Seems that Metro likes to make 'em dark.
Seven reels. — Halliburton and Burns, Texline theatre,
Texline, Tex. — Small town patronage.
AFTER MIDNIGHT: Norma Shearer— May 19.
A good picture, but no drawing card for the little
places. Print good. Seven reels. — Halliburton and
Burns, Texline theatre, Texline, Tex. — Small towm
patronage.
BABY UnNE: Dane-Arthur — Metro, shame on you
to hand us this awful insult. You never should have
released it. Wish Louis Mayer and some of your big
guys who sanctioned this "foul" had to face patrons
like we do after a fiasco like this. And by the way
Metro, while we're crabbing let's get it all out at
once. You know in the pa/it you have usually finished
the season pretty strong, but from the way it looks
this year you have to hustle like fury to finish even
in minor league style. — Joe Hewitt, Strand theatre,
Robinson, 111. — General patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan— Not quite
so good as some of Jackie's other features, but above
average feature in entertainment and drawing power.
— W. O. Doyle, Capitol theatre, Huntsville, Mo. —
Small town patronage.
MAN, WOMAN AND SIN: John Gilbert— The
same old triangle but very well done by an excellent
cast. We found no criticism to make on account of
the story being risque as some reports have shown
it to be. It is a story so true to life that while it may
be startling to many, yet the man about town and the
woman of that kind knows that it is true today
and especially is it true in the larger towns and
that's what makes the "innocent" small town people
sit up and take notice. Seven reels. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
BODY AND SOUL: Lionel Barrymore — Some
mighty good acting by Barrymore, otherwise the same
old story. Seven reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
WEST POINT: William Haines— May 28. This
is a comedy that is a knockout. Clever original
stuff with some splendid shots of "West Point" ending with a big football game and some actual scenes,
of the big Army-NaNT football game at Chicago.
Eight reels. — H. K. Allen, Broadlands theatre, Broadlands. 111.— Small town patronage.
ADAM ANT) EVIL: Special cast— Neat little picture. Good entertainment. Seven reels. — Wm. E.
Tragsdorf. Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
SPRING
liked. All
please any
Huntsville,

FEVER: William Haines— Haines well
his features please our people. Should
audience. — W. O. Doyle, Capitol theatre,
Mo. — Small town patronage.

Paramount
SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd— 94%. May 23-24. A very
good comedy. One of Lloyd's best, if not the best,
was the majority's opinion. Eight reels. — Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General
patronage.

No

Losses in the Box Office

ICKET REGISTEI^
Automatic Ticket
Register
Corp.
723 Seventh Ave.New York
Tjciiets_^ Every Purpose^f Lowest Mafket Prices
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SPEEDY: Special cast.— Play it. One hundred
per cent. A-1. Lloyd will certainly diaw like a
mustard plaster. — Russell C. Dey, Town Hall theatre,
Reedville, Va. — General patronage.
SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels— 61%. May 19.—
We consider this a good program picture that will
please 90%, though a few did not care for it here.
Seven reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — Small town patronage.
DRUMS OF THE DESERT: Warner Baxter— 10%.
May 22-23. Good Zane Grey and we just took in
enough to pay for film rental In two nights but no
fault of the picture, we hope. All week school doings
made the i>oor attendance at the movies. Well, it's
all over now for three months, so little raise and
cool weather will make us feel better. Six reels. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
DRUMS OF THE DESERT: Special cast— Good,
and you have to acknowledge that Westerns from
Paramount are different and have to be judged entirely on a different basis than any other Westerns.
If it is old it's worth playing. — Russell C. Dey, Town
Hall theatre, Reedville, Va. — General patronage.
WE'RE IN THE NAVY NOW: Beery-Hatton— 60%.
May 5. Very good comedy. — ^C. P. Washman, Roxy
theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — Small town patronage.
NOW WE'RE IN THE AIR: Beery-Hatton- Some
good laughing points in this, but did not draw as
well as we exi>ected. Six reels. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Gilda Gray—
34%. May 10-11. This kind of picture always draws
■well for us. The bad weather kept percentage down.
Gllda not so pretty in her South Sea attire. Nine
reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
THE DRAG NET: George Bancroft— Good underworld story — well directed and acted, but guess they
are getting fed up on underworld stuff for they did
not fall for this one. — Joe Hewitt, Strand theatre,
Robinson, 111. — General patronage.
ADVENTURE MAD:
ductions do not click for
with good comedy drama.
tre, Selma, Cal. — General

Special cast — Foreign prous. Shelve it or double bill
— J. L. Seiter, Selma theapatronage.

OLD IRONSIDES: Special cast— May 29-30-31. A
very fine production. Did poor business, however.
Eight reels. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron,
la. — Geneial patronage.
THE SUNSET LEGION: Fred Thomson— May 1112. The best Thomson has done since he went with
Paramount. A very fine Western picture. Seven
reels. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la. —
General patronage.
FEEL MY PULSE: Bebe Daniels— May 20-21. Not
as good as the previous Daniels pictures. Fair offering, however. Seven reels. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la. — General patronage.

Pathe-P D C
THE RUSH HOUR: Marie Prevost— 37%. May
27. Good comedy-drama, that did not draw so well.
Six reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah. — General patronage.
THE RUSH HOUR: Marie Prevost — Very good
Comedy-drama, that seemed to please. Six reels. —
W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D. —
General patronage.
JIM THE CONQUEROR: William Boyd— 80%.
Apiril 20-21. Boyd always goes big in my town.
Women are crazy about him. . It's part of, but out
of Boyd's line when he is in a Western. Not much
of a picture. Six reels. — C. H. Ketterman, Colonial
theatre. Alma,
Kan. — General
patronage.
TURKISH DELIGHT: Rudolph Schildkraut— 75%.
April 27-28. Not as good as some of his others. In
fact, the poorest one I ever saw him in. He goes over
big here. The picture is vei-y true to life and should
please more older people. Seven reels. — C. H. Ketronage. terman, Colonial' theatre. Alma, Kan. — General patNO CONTROL: Special cast— 28%. May 25-26.
Fair program picture in the comedy cla^s. No drawing power. Neither Harrison Ford nor Phyllis Haver
have any particular following here. Film and
photography okay. Six reels. — Tivenan & Wolfe,
Screenland theatie, Nevada, Ohio. — Small town patronage.
FLYING LUCK: Monty Banks— 40%. April 26.
Fair program. No drawing power. Plenty funny.
Not much of a story. Seven reels. — C. H. Ketterman, Colonial theatre. Alma, Kan. — General patronage.
LET 'ER GO GALLEGHER: Harrison Ford— 75%.
April 19. Very good comedy-drama. Plenty funny.
Not much of a story but went off big here. Six
reels. — C. H. Ketterman, Colonial theatre, Alma, Kan.
— General
patronage.

Doesn't this make

you just want to pack up and go?

These and More of 'em
Will Be There— and HOW!
Crockett Brovvn, he who boasts ownership of the builfoundland pup; F. J. O'Hara, the
Rabbi; the Bradleys, from the cornfed territory of Nebraska— Neligh; J. C. Jenkias, the
Colyum, scrivener from the same bailiwick; Andy Anderson (use your own judgment);
Benfield, who also hails from the Minnesota sector; Maloney, from that packing town,
Kansas City; Tragsdorf, from somewhere in Wisconsin; and Jay Gould, another of the
Minnesotaites.
They'll all be at Alexandria.

And that ain't the half of 'em. H. J. Longaker of the State theatre, Alexandria, who,
with the Chamber of Commerce, the Alexandria Golf Club, and other civic
in-titution-,
will be the un- (or) official hosts, has stated that inquiries are swamping the mails. Now
use your own judgment.
In addition to our Colyumist, Jaysee, the HERALD- WORLD will have on the golf course,
the swimming beach, the tennis courts and, oh, yes! the place where you catch the bas^.
its staff man Will Whitmore who is adept at tickling the keys of the typewriter and
teasing the lens of the camera.
LET'S GO!!!
And

!

now for what H. J. and the Chamber

*

*

of Commerce

have to say :

The gang have been writing of the great time they are planning when we hold the golf
and fishing extermination here, June 24 to June 30, and believe it or not, they will have
one great picnic, one big golf tournament, lots of fish to eat, and all of the good things
that go with it.
Exhibitors from all parts of the United States are now registering, and I suppose there
will
be many that will just drive in without registering in advance, but they are all going
strong.
Together with the Chamber of Commerce, we now have most of the plans made and
we will aim to show each and everyone that comes that this is a great place in the summer
time.
I have been told that several from Hollywood, stars and studio workers, are planning to
be here part of the time, for the golf tournament, and I think it would make a more friendly
feeling if more intermingling of stars and exhibitors was fostered, not to appear in the
theatre, behind the footlights, but as in this case, where the outdoor sports are to be really
a big part of the meet.
Among the latest to ask a place to hang their hats are the Bradleys from Neligh. Neb.,
Crockett Brown, O'Hara, Tragsdorf, and just now
desk, from several surrounding states exhibitors.

several more

letters are placed on the

I am having a difficult time answering each letter personally, and wish, if possible, that
you would publish this letter in which I herewith wish to express the welcome we here
in Alexandria extend to all.
Andy Anderson of Detroit Lakes, Minn., also Benfield of Morris, Minn., are rarin' to
meet some of the other golf bugs and I know Brumund of Thief River Falls will wish
to tangle with J. C, who, by the way, should be going great after the winter in the Soutli.
Good luck to all of you until we meet, and I would
H. J. LONGABLER, State theatre, Alexandria, Minn.

say, better register in advance. —

"WE WELCOME
YOU"
I wish to extend the following invitation to the Motion Picture exhibitors of the country
who are planning on a convention in this city this summer.
I have just been talking with our good friend, Henry J. Longaker, and he informs me
that the motion picture exhibitors are planning on a convention and get together this
summer in our city. On behalf of the Alexandria Chamber of Commerce and the citizens
of this community, I wish to extend an invitation to you to come to .\lexandria.
We are pledged to make your visit a pleasant one here. Our lakes, beaches and Rolf
course are ready for your enjoyment. Whether you wish to visit our liotels, cottages or camp
in our ciiniping grounds, you will find the welcome sign out.
There may be some of you who have visited this section of the country, but I am sure
that there are some who have not. Come to .Alexandria this smmmer and enjoy yourselves.
We want to meet you and show you our country. The dati-s for the convention
June 24 to June 30. Our conunittees are working on plans for your enjoyment.

are from
You will

Secretary Chamber

of Com-

We
from us.
hear more
merce, Alexandria,
Minn.

are expecting you. — O. H. UM'MB,
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J. C. Jenkins — His Colyum
WAYNE, NEB., June 6, 1928.
HERALD-WORLD:
We really feel sorry for those who are not privileged to live in Nebraska. If one could
drive over Northeast Nebraska today and drink in the beauties of this country as we have
done the past three days he wouldn't care who they nominate at Houston or Kansas City.
Will Rogers wiU beat him anyhow.
Rembrandt would look like a calf-shed painter should he undertake to paint the beauties
of this country at this time. The rolling fields of wheat and oats, the checkered fields of
com, the meadows of clover and bluegrass, the orchards laden with growing fruit all bespeak of the bounties in store for the tillers of this the breadbasket of the world. Geeminy
DEAR

kraut, boys, she's a daisy and you ought to see her, and as we said before, it's just too bad
you don't live here.
For three days we have been drinking in the glories of this magnificent scenery and
have rejoiced that we are a Nebraskan and have wished that some guy would try to knock
a chip off our shoulder or step on the tail of our coat and give us a chance to give expression to our enthusiasm. The groves are ringing with anthems by millions of feathered
songsters, the old biddy hens are clucking to their broods of yellow chicks, the roosters
are looking at one another like the armistice
that pink complexion that won't wash off
bossies are wading knee deep in the alfalfa
the barbed \vire fence and wondering what

hadn't been signed, the farmers' daughters with
are bringing in freshly laid eggs, the family
and the old papa cow is scratching his nose on
that is over in the other pasture, the pheasants

are out on the highways on dress parade, the bob whites are calling to one another, and —
well, you birds out in California or down in Floridy go against that if you want to. We
don't raise lemons but we play 'em and our John Henry on a Uniform Contract is as good
collateral as there is on earth, yes, sir, that's Nebraska every jump of the road, she's the
Land of the Free and the home of Charley Bryan, etc., etc., et cetera and other things too
numerous to mention. Who'd want to live in Chicago and dodge ward politicians and machine-gun bullets? Echo answers, "who?"
When one thinks of Nebraska he naturally thinks of Wayne, couldn't help it, and when
he thinks of Wayne he is reminded of that bullhead fisher who operates the Crystal theatre, a very natural thing to do, and this leads us to remark that we drove up to his house
this evening just at supper time, not that we went there to get a handout, but we drove
Elmer home so he could have a ride in a real car. Did Mrs. Gaily invite us in to supper?
She did. Did she come out and pull us out of the car? She did. Did she have a fine
supper? No, she had a banquet. Johnnie, what
ask me, she had everything. Did Elmer let you
shut me off before I got half through, said there
Did Mrs. GaUy let you eat all you wanted too?

did she have for supper? Oh Lord, don't
eat all you wanted to? No, he tried to
was no sense of a boy eating that much.
Say, Maw, gee whiz, what do you ask mr

that for, can't you tell from the looks of me?
Course she did, get that castor oil bottle.
But speaking of the Crystal theatre. We saw Polly Moran in "Jiggs and Maggie" at the
Crystal tonight. There were some others in the cast with her but we didn't pay any attention to them, we never do when Polly plays. There is no use putting any others in the bill
as far as we are concerned.
Polly is the whcle show for us and if we ever get the cramp
{Continued on next page)

SKYSCRAPER: William Boyd— Nothing extra.
Just an ordinary program picture. No comments as
on his previous productions. Six reels. — W. E. Dickson, Arieto theatre, Lemmon, S. D. — (Jeneral patronage.
ON TO RENO: Marie Prevost— Not up to thie
star's standard. Directing poor. Six reels. — W. E.
Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D. — General
patronage.
MIDNIGHT MADNESS: Jacqueline Logan— A
good entertaining program picture. Six reels. — W.
E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D. — General
patronage.

Rayart
THE CRUISE OF THE HELLION: Special cast
—April 24-25. Just a fair sea picture. I had been
led to believe it was something out of the ordinary
and made a fight to get it and then lost money as
I had a poor house the first night and hardly anyone the second. Seven reels. — H. W. Batchelder,
Gait theatre. Gait, Cal. — Small town patronage.

United Artists
THE CIRCUS: Charlie Chaplin— May 3-4-5. Chaplin's beet picture, but failed to show it at the boxoffice. Didn't come close to grossing what "The Gold
Rush" did. Can't find a place in my territory where
the picture didn't do a flop. Eight reels. — J. C. Ken-
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nedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la. — General patronage.

Universal
LES MISERABLES: Special cast— 35%. April
17-18. I bought it for a special but only a program.
Good acting and an old story that should draw but
was a perfect flop. Ten reels. — C. H. Ketterman,
Colonial theatre. Alma, Kan. — General patronage.
LES MISERABLES:
Special east— April 19-20.
A
very fine picture, and by tying in with the P. T. A.
put it over. Paid entirely too much money for it,
for a small town. Print poor in a number of places.
Eight reels. — Halliburton and Burns, Texline theatre,
Texline, Texas. — Small tc vn patronage.
THE RAWHIDE KID: Hoot Gibson— 60%. May 26.
Good Western. Not his best however. Six reels. —
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah,
— General patronage.
_ THE This
CA'P
AND
LaPlant^55%.
is an
extraCANARY:
good mysteryLaura
picture
and will
keep them guessing until the last. — H. K. Allen,
Broadlands
theatre,
Broadlands,
111.
—
Small
town
patronage.
THE CAT AND CANARY: Laura LaPlant^April 19-20. Good mystery picture and pleased the
few that came out to see it. Eight reels. — ^H. W.
Batchelder.
Gait theatre. Gait. Cal.— Small town patronage.

THE BUCKAROO KID: Hoot Gibson— 18%. May
23. Don't judge this picture by our percentage rating. It's a dandy little picture. Weetern without
being wild and woolly. Too bad we couldn't have
made a nickel or two, but commencement exercises
at 10 cents a head robbed us of our profits. Photography okay, but the film must have been inspected
by a blind man as it was in rotten shape. Could not
show primary titling, casting etc. Six reels. — Tivenan
& Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, Ohio. — Small
town patronage.
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon Chaney
—60%. May 30-31. Don't laugh at us, we know
this one is moss-covered. It was a hold-over and we
took a chance because it hadn't been played much in
this territory. Had much favorable comment. Could
have done much better if the weather had been in our
favor. At that we cleared a few nickels and pleased
our patrons. Film in good shape, and while there
were a number of dark scenes these showed up better
than we expected. Ten reels. — Tivenan & Wolfe,
Screenland theatre, Nevada, Ohio. — Small town patronage.
THAT'S MY DADDY: Reginald Denny— Very
good, will please all. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
MID^^GHT ROSE: Lya de Putti— May 26. This
isn't worth comment. But I will .say we had the
crowd. Six reels. — E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena
Vista, Va. — General
patronage.
WILD WEST SHOW: Hoot Gibson— Circus story,
good for Saturdays. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
CHEATING CHEATERS: Betty Compson— Good,
clean, interesting. Will more than please. — E. C.
Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va. — General patronage.
PAINTED PONIES: Hoot Gibson- A knockout is
right. The best Hoot Gibson screened yet, to my
thinking. Six reels. — W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre,
Lemmon,
S. D. — General patronage.
THREE MILES UP: Al Wilson— Not much to
this one. Six reels. — W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre,
Lemmon,
S. D. — General patronage.
WILD HORSE STAMPEDE: Jack Hoxie— May 26.
Good little Western for Saturday night, nve reels. —
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. —
Small town patronage.

Warner Bros.
THE BLACK DLAMOND EXPRESS: Monte Blue
— 7%. May 17-18. Dandy picture but played it just
before "Ben Hur" and everybody was waiting for
the big spectacle and did not come. Good picture for
Friday and Saturday but nothing can buck the big
ones. This picture will satisfy the most critical
spectator and give him his thrills. Most of all it
will satisfy. Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
THE NIGHT CRY: Rin Tin Tin— 20%. May 11-12.
A dandy picture. Little old for us but when they
are good they never are too old to run if the exchanges give you a good print. First reel poor film,
all cut up, first two hundred feet but after that film
was good. FVom Minneapolis. Seven reels. — Rudolf
Ehjba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.BRIDE OF THE STORM: Dolores Costello— May
29. If there is any one with good sense who can tell
me why this misfit of a thing was ever made I will
send him the first bass I catch at Alexandria. The
most preposterous and improbable hunk of tripe
which has been run through my machines since I
don't know when. It is such rubbish as this that
gives the pictures a bad name. Regular movie
hokum — only worse. Seven reels. — Wm. E. Tragsronagfe.dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town pat-

State Rights
BURNING GOLD: Special east — A very good production. Small attendance. Pleased. — A. C. Betts,
Powers theatre, Red Greek, N. Y. — General patronage.
THE FIGHTING GOB: Gordon CTifford— 85%. May
26. A good Western. Clifford well liked here and
such pictures as this tend to increase his popularity.
An unusual Western with plenty of comedy and action. They'll like it. Five reels. — John W. Grabtree.
Joyland
theatre. Corning,
Ark. — General
patronage.
FRENZIED FLAMES: Cullen Landis— April 10-11.
Good fire picture for small house. Plenty of action
and good fire scenes. Six reels. — H. W. Batchelder,
Gait theatre. Gait. Cal. — Small town patronage.
KING

OF THE

PACK:

Peter the Great— May 5.
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The best dog picture I have had the pleasure to use in
a long time. Small crowd but a very pleased one.
Seven reels. — A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek,
N. Y. — General patronage.

THE TRAIL OF THE TIGER: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty — Holding up good on eighth chapter. Two
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL
HOT LIGHTNING: Good comedy which pleased
and that is what we want. Two reels. — Rudolf
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
NEW WRINKLES: Lloyd Hamilton— Only fair.—
J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General
patronage.
SURE CURE: Pleased better than any previous
short subject. Had some repeats to see the comedy
again. You can't beat Educational for the slap-stick.
Two reels. — Halliburton and Burns, Texline theatre,
Texline, Tex. — Small town patronage.
WHOOZIT: Charley Bowers— Not much, hardly
any laughs. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.
— General patronage.
FBO
THE FIGHT THAT FAILED: Al Cooke— These
comedies are pretty good. Two reels. — -Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General
patronage.
LAST NOSE OF SUMMER: Cooke-Guard— Well
the fun was all over the house and the pleasure was
ours. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
SOCIAL ENCORE: Cooke-Guard— All felt good
and plenty of laughs as Cooke always gets the laughs
out of them somehow. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
METRO-GOLD

WYN-MAYER

DOG HEAVEN: Our Gang— Good comedy.^. L.
Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
DOG HEAVEN: Our Gang— Very good picture,
and well done for a comedy. Not so laughable as
usual for the average patron, but the good work of
the dogs more than made up for the lack of blatant
humor. Let's see more of the little fellow in the
straw caubeen. He's funny without acting. Two
reele. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
Ohio. — Small town
patronage.
METRO-GO LDWYN-MAYER NEWS: To the Powers of the Press: Please, Your Honors, cut down on
the air stuff. Our patrons are sick and tired of it. Too
much of it. Give us news and not so much blah.
One reel. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre,
Nevada, Ohio. — Small town patronage.
MONARCH OF THE GLENS: Oddity— Fine. Excellent. Bravo. If all Odditiee were as good as this
one we would not kick about their scanty length.
Give us thifi sort of picture and no more worms on
the bottom of the sea. Excellent photography, except
cameraman got a little jerky in one spot. One half
reel. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
Ohio.^Small town patronage.
NEVER THE DAMES SHALL MEET: Charlie
Chase — Fairly good. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,
Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
PARAMOUNT
EASY CURVES: Billy Dooley— Dandy comedy and
Billy sure has some laughing stunts in him. This
was good. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
FIND THE KING: Edward Everett Horton — Good
comedy but Horton does not do his best and his looks
not very funny. But it passed. Two reels. — Rudolf
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.— General patronage.
SCARED PINK: Jack Duffy— Good comedy and
when they are like this one they satisfy. Two reels.
—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.— General patronage.
WEDDING WOWS: Bobby Vernon— Fair comedy.
Too much stumblinj: over backwards and all there is
to it is just a continued chase. Not so funny cither.
Two reels. — ^Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball. S.
D. — General
patronage.
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J. C. Jenkins — His Colyum

THE OLD CODE: Special east— 58%. May 16.
This muet have been a good picture as I had several
tell me so. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — Small town patonage.

Serials

and MOVING

(Continued
colic and lumbago

from preceding page)

and the gout and the mumps

and the whooping

cough all at the same

time we don't want a doctor, all we want is Polly, and if we ever go out to California and
don't see Polly our trip will be a flat failure and we don't care how many Bathing Beautie*
they flash on us. There, Polly, old dear, what are you going to say to n6? Our permanent
address is HERALD-WORLD

office, 407 South Dearborn

street, Chicago, or Neligh, Neb.,

and our wife is in Tucson, Ariz., so don't be afraid to make

it strong.

But getting back to Elmer. That boy spells "PROGRESS" frontwards and backwards.
He isn't satisfied with one first-class theatre so he has started the erection of one that will
be a "Thing of beauty and a Joy forever." It will be located right in the center of things
and, when finished, will be the pride of the corn belt and the home of first class, first run
pictures. Elmer is getting all swelled up over it and we don't blame him.
chesty if we owned the Crystal.

We'd be rather

Elmer has been quite busy lately picking out an assortment of bidlhead hooks to lake
with him to that gathering of the Great Unwashed at Alexandria, Minn. His wife has been
digging worms for him for two weeks and he has placed an order at all the meat markets
for all the liver they have. He says Alexandria will smell "fishy" for three weeks after he
has left. It just seems like some people don't care what they say, but we will see to it that
he doesn't take any "Studio Bass" with him this time.
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World Fills a Want None Others Do
From looking over the product for the coming season as advertised in the HERALDWORLD by the various companies we are inclined to believe that exhibitors will find little
to object to, and this, together with a bumper crop in sight ought to put a little additional
enthusiasm in the boys and cause a general brushing up of their theatres. A good theatre
man is usually quite handy with a paint brush, and a little paint out front will cover up a
lot of bad looking spots that the public has had its eye on for sometime. The public is
composed of a lot of exacting folks when it comes to amusements. There has been many
a quarter passed by a dirty theatre front and gone into other tills when it was intended for
the box office. We know for we are one of that exacting public. A few torn one sheets
in rickety boards in the lobby and a clutter of cigaret stubs here and there on the floor
has cost the theatre man more money than he imagines. We stayed in a hotel recently
where

the chairs in the lobby were about ready to fall down, the place was dirty and uninviting, the management in keeping with the surroundings and the only reason we stayed

there was because there was no other place to stay. If there are only two clean place* in
a town those two should be the theatre and the hotel. The public pays its money for entertainment and is therefore entitled to a square deal. A dirty theatre and poor projection
have ruined more good pictures than there have been bad ones made. You can't enjoy
your soup if you have to fish a fly out of it when you start to eat it, and if your wife had
had dirty ears and neck when you were courting her you would be calling some other
woman mamma today, and the same rule holds true of theatres. The product looks good,
the crops are coming fine and let's get in line with the boys who use the broom and paint
brush and see how it feels to be in good company. We could write for two hours on this
subject but what's the use, you know
sleepy, so GOOD NIGHT.

what we mean, and it b now

1:30 a. m., and we are

J. C. JESKiyS.
The HERALDWORLD
Man.

PATHE

UNIVERSAL

CATALINA, HERE I COME: A good comedy, lots
of laughs. Eddie Quillan is certainly a real comedian.
He makes them laugh all right and also helps my
box-office. Two reels. — K. Vaveris, Grand theatre.
Mt. Pleasant, Pa. — General patronage.

OZZIE OF THE MOUNTED: Dandy little comedy.
These cartoons always pleo£e here. We have only
one objection, a little too short. Good film and
bright sharp picture. One half reel. — Tivenan b
Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, Ohio. — Small town

CIRCUS TODAY: A very good comedy, lots of
laughs. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. —
General patronage.

patronage.

THE GIRL FROM EVERYWHERE: Sennett Girls
— Good comedy with some technicolor. — J. L. Seiter,
Selma theatre, Selma. Cal. — General
patronage.

PICKING ON GEORGE: Sid Snylor— A two reel
comedy "Full of laughs." Two reels, — E. C. Bays.
Globe theatre, Buena Vista. Va. — General patronas*RAISING CAIN: Good. Uttle far fetched, bat

PATHE NEWS: No. 38 a good news-reel from
Pathe for a change. Subject matter interesting.
Photography good, film good, plenty of light. Okay
Pathe. One reel. — Tivenan & Wolfe. Screenland theatre, Nevada, Ohio. — Small town patronage.
TELL 'EM NOTHING: Charlie Chaee— Good. Two
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem theatre, Greenriver.
Utah. — General patronage.
TIFFANY
ROSE OF KILLARNEY: If you have Tiffany's
color classics booked, you have something good. Two
reels.— E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista. Va.—
General
patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS

Bobby as the bachelor "poppa" got over fine and
crowd had several hearty laughs. Extra good for •
one reeler. One reel. — John W. Crabtr««. Joyland
theatre. Corning. Ark. — General patronage.
UP AND AT ''EM: Vernon Dent — An extra rood
little comedy.
Plenty of lauglu in this one. On*
reel. — L. Deyo. Miers theatre. Schoharie,
N. Y. —
General patronage.
YOKEL: Snub Pollard — If you are itching
n comedy, just say this one won't make you
Downright silly all through and one ci\-tw a
relief when "The End" is 6ashed. Two
John W. Crabtree. Joylnnd theatre. Cbmine.
General patroniiire.

to pUy
scratch.
lish of
recta. —
Ark. —
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PERSONALITIES
By Whit

Film Row Golf TourFILM men and golfers! Friday is the big day — the nt.
Everybody along
nament day, and it promises to be some tourname
the row is on his toes to tee off. And it looks as if everyone will be out.
The tournament committee says that if you haven't sent in your appHcation,
don't let that worry you. Arrangements have been made to accommodate
everybody.
To make sure that everyone knows the details we'll repeat again. The tournament will
be held this Friday (June 15) at the Edgewood Valley Country Club, LaGrange. It
may be reached by motor over Ogden avenue
to Lyons, then Route 4 to Willow Springs
Road, then south about half a mile to the club
house. Burlington trains leave Union Station
at 8:27 and 9:35, arriving at Fifth Avenue,
LaGrange, at 9:17 and 10:16. A bus will
meet both trains, or you may secure taxis.
The prize list will include awards for 9, 18
and 36 holes both gross and net scores, for
class A, B and C. Competitors must play
in foursomes and may start any time after
8:30 a. m. The entry fee covers green fee,
lockers, lunch and dinner.
Put away your troubles and business for
a day, men, and enjoy a good day's fun and
recreation.
And yes, Vi^e'll be there to report the whole
works, and our camera will be snapping all
day. Special photographs will be made of
every man making a hole in one. We have
ordered an additional supply of film for just
this.

* * *

Lou Metzger, general sales manager of
Universal, visited the Chicago exchange last
week.

* * *

Miss Tess Heraty returned last week from
her vacation to California. She reports a
"marvelous" time, but adds that she is glad
to get back on the job.

* * *

Harry S. Lorch says the country exhibitors,
especially, are in a much better buying mood
this year than last, and that for the first week
after the convention, more than three times

Films May Be Cause of
Social Content: Linn
Motion pictures may be the primary cause of the social contentment
at America and the accompanying
dwindle of socialism, says James
Weber Linn, editorial feature writer
in the Chicago Herald-Examiner.
"I wonder if from the sociological
point of view Hollywood is not the
most important city in the United
States," writes Linn, who is also a
professor of English at Chicago University, "and if our Fairbanks and
Gishes and Swansons and what-nots
are not, scientifically considered, almost as important as they are made
in the blurbs of the publicity men."
"The problem of luxury the movies have gone far to solve," Professor Linn holds, "for they have provided the poor with the greatest
luxury of all, the luxury of dreams."

Fletcher Kenney of the Star theatre,
Watseka, III., puts his signature to a
contract that makes him the first exhibitor in the world to contract for the 100
per cent program of Pathe for the new
season. Charles Filkins is the lucky
Pathe salesman accepting the contract,
which calls for more than 400 subjects,
including, of course, all the weekly

as many contracts have been signed than for
last year.

* *

*

Dick Anderson, of the home office of International Newsreel, was a Chicago visitor last
week.
^ ^ ^
Nick Doxey has sold his Lawn
63rd street to C. E. Collins.

theatre on

* * *

A. Wolf has been added to the Chicago
exchange of Universal and will cover a country territory.
Great States has contracted for Vitaphone
installations for its theatres in Elgin, Aurora,
Bloomington, Galesburg, Joliet, Kankakee,
Peoria, Quincy, Waukegan and possibly
Streator. Equipment has already been installed
in Decatur, LaSalle and Rockford. A theatre
in Springfield, which is managed and booked
by Great States, will also have Vitaphone.

* * *

Balaban and Katz announce that all their
houses in Chicago will be equipped for synchronized pictures by July 1. No statement
has been made regarding what pictures will
be shown with synchronization.

* *

*

This endurance dance contest at the Coliseum finally got us, too. We went down
Saturday and took a look. After watching
those seven couples for about 15 minutes we
were so doggoned fatigued we had to rest
up all day Sunday. What a racket !

^ ^

^

Walter Fluegel is building a new theatre at
Pekin to be ready about November 1. It will
be known as the Oriental.

features.
of June, are the proud parents of a three
year old boy. They have adopted the boy,
who will henceforth be known as J. N. Howland, Jr. Howland says the boy is already
learning the film business and in a few years
will be right in the game.

*

sK

^

*

The Galva theatre at Galva has been sold by
Leslie Trevor to Hiplan N. Peake, who also
operates a theatre at Maquoketa, Iowa.
:J;
A letter from R.^ C.^ Seery
says California
presents to him just the kind of life he likes,
and a photograph shows him hobnobbing with
*
^
several Hollywood 5fi
stars.

Jack Miller is entertaining a group of film
friends at his summer home at Lake Geneva.

* *

*

*

The Golf tournament men. This is your
only chance this year to have a big time
together.
Everybody out.
Fore !

Critic Would Place No
Equity Ban on British
We need the English actor (and, it is to
be assumed, the English actress) in the
American theatre, says Ashton Stevens,
dramatic critic of the Chicago Herald-Examiner. In the issue of last Sunday, in an
article referring to the agitation in Equity
against importation of British players, Stevens admits that the Englishman cannot portray as real a gunman as the American
thespian, because, simplv enough, he cannot wear a cap.
But (says Stevens):
"Our native actors, even those who have
served as chorus men, do not pass a cup
of tea, or grip a monocle, or sleeve a handkerchief with that natural grace which distinguishes their English, in a manner of
speaking,

Eddie Zorn at Pontiac would appreciate all
film salesmen calling on him, bringing their
golf sticks and a pocket of money. It seems
he has hit upon the cordial method of challenging them to a golf game at 25 cents a
hole, and the idea works two ways. It takes
the salesman's mind off selling pictures, and
the money out of his pocket. At least this is
the charge made by Herb Washburn, who
played and lost, and got wet in a driving rain.

*

cousins."

Jack Serves Coffee at
4 AM. in His Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, June 12. — Jack Schrieber,
who operates the band box Blackstone
theatre on Michigan avenue here, has discovered he can double his box office receipts by remaining open all night. Jack
is the first exhibitor in this city to attempt a 24-hour grind. Just to be classy
he is stealing Roxy's stuff by serving coffee at four o'clock every morning. The
Blackstone is one of those theatres which
use weird wax figures and mechanical devices out front to ballvhoo the attractions.

«

Racket"
Opens July 14
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS
ANGELES,
June
12. — Thomas
Meighan's
"The Racket" opens July 14 at
the Metropolitan.

Sam Shirley's son, Robert William, is in
the graduating class of the University of
Illinois this year.

* *

*

Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Howland, after celebrating their 23rd wedding anniversary the first

D. A. R. Commends

"Wings"

NEW YORK. — "Wings" has been endorsed by the
D. A. R., through Mrs. Newton D. Chapman, chairman of the Committee on Better Films, in a letter to
members.

Preference
means Profits
The theatre that stresses screen
quality is well on the way to
popular preference. And that
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman
Positive— the film that preserves
every bit of photographic quality for your screen.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

COMPANY

lOVING IMCn
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Will Fazil Clean Up
Like a vacuum cleaner
Let Rose PeUwick
tell you about this

BROADWAY

SPECIAL

Released to you SEPTEMBER 10th
after its twice daily $2 top engagement
at the GAIETY THEATRE, New York
WILLIAM

FOX

presents

DO

FAZIL
Hot As Sahara
with,

:harles

FARRELL
GRETA
P„„,Ke

NISSEN

Play by PIERRE

FROND

Adaptation by PHILIP
Scenario by SETON

HOWARD

AXE

"Fazil," William Fox's latest contribution to cinema art, opened at the
Gaiety Theatre last night. And will the picture, as a commercial investment, clean up? Like a vacuum cleaner.
There are love scenes at which the Philadelphia board of censors will raise
both eyebrows and scissors. There are burning sands, a harem beautyparade in Arabia, gondolas in Venice and a gondolier singing a serenade
via Movietone.
The ending, boys and girls, is quite extraordinary. A sort of Romeo and
Juliet climax, for Fazil does away with both Fabienne and himself, the idea
being that at last they'll be together without further arguments.
And there you are. Mae Busch and John Boles head the supporting cast,
the backgrounds are lavish and there's Movietone accompaniment. Greta
is lovely and Farrell makes a romantic hero. As to the desert drama itself,
receipts of films like "The Sheik" leave behind them convincing prints in
the shifting sands of the box office.
— Rose PelswicU in the 'New York Evening Journal.

KLEIN

I. MILLER

HAWKS

Production

you always have your own way?" murmured Greta Nissen. "Always!"
replied Charles Farrell. And flappers in the balcony rapturously swallowed another chocolate marshmallow.

It's the berries, spilling sex, Oriental and
Parisian love right through the reels* New
angles on sheik theme
— Film Daily
Hot diggiet^— it's there!

^

T~W \

XHIB

DONKEY

TOM

OR ELEPHANT

there^s a question!
But there's no doubt about the LionHe's sure to win in 1928-29 with this line-up

\itMX^^

i FLASH

GRETA

; SPECIALS

THE CARNIVAL
LIFE

OF

.WILLIAM
HAINES
Excess Baggage

The Camera
Man
2 BUSTER
KEATON

and i more

; MARION
Dumb DoraDAVIES

John Gilbert
Greta Garbo
THE LOVES
CASANOVA

Tiger Skin, Single
Standard
and 1 more

4 NORMA
Ballyhoo SHEARER

'

' SHOW PEOPLE
Marion Davies
William Haines

GARBO

and J more

and I more

1 LILLIAN GISH

*■

, LON CHANEY

While the City Sleeps
and 3 others

' RAMON

NOVARRO

Gold Braid
and 1 more

I JOHN

GILBERT

The
and 1Ocvil's
more Mask

;tim
mcCoy
' cosmopoutan
productions
' HITS

The Wind

Our Dancing Daughters
Key
Breakers
Ahead

and z more

OF

The Amazing Dog ttar
in Grease Paint
and I more

COMEDIES
IC OIK C.ANG
AQ HAL ROACH
ic
CHASE
lo CHAKLEV
LAI RKL-HARD'^
NEWS
10 ALL-M >TAR

26 M-C-M GREAT
104
6 M-GEVENTS
l-.;I:rf;\ in Technicolor

Mothers and Sons

Camping Oul
4 DANE-ARTHUR

ELECTRIC-LIGHT

and } more

The Baby Cyclone
3C0DY-PRINGLE
and z more

The Bellamy Trial
The Wonder of Women
The Bridge of San Luis

METRO -GOLDWYN-M/

T

M-G-M

ODDITIES

L KA world-wide gen»i

^
STSTAR(

Hell bent for Election!

Whole Vol. 91, No. 12 (Vol. 34, No. 2)

Entered as sCiOiut class matter,
iSFv.
I'lihiishiJ t..<*;.v at id;

.lufiiist 2(1. I'-'l/. at the Pott
Si'iilh hcaiivrii St., C hieaiji'.
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lie new yHickigan
theatre qf Detroit
has installed a

'i

\\

/:

\

-i

\

WuRLlTzER

^

The very finest theatres in the United
States and many foreign countries have
installed Wurlitzer Organs. There must
be reasons — definite, practical reasons.
Foremost, Wurlitzer Organs surpass in
rich tonal quality, ease and responsiveness of action. No other organ is equipped to produce such almost unlimited
varieties and combinations of effects. As
an investment the Wurlitzer Organ
embodies far greater dollar for dollar
value than any other make of organ.
The Wurlitzer Organ is always dependable, appealing to lovers of good music,
and is preferred by all authoritative
organists.

IIJUim.lllll^lUimilMlimilUiljllMlllilMMHiuiijijnMuiiuLLiMniiiiiinLminiiTTTTi]
imiTmniiriiinMiiinitimiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiifiiii

NEW YORK
CLEVELAND
PHILADELPHIA

ST. LOUIS
CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH

irr

WuRuIzER
FACTORIES:

NORTH

Organ

TONAWANDA,

N. Y.

BUFFALO
SAN FRANCISCO
CINCINNATI

DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
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THE DRAG NET
one of 1928^8 biggest hits!

r

VARIETY

l<1

Wednesday, May 30, 1928

net at Met L A

here's why:
JOSEF von STERNBERG,
Director. Three smashing
hits in a row: "Underworld," "The Last Command" and now "The
Drag Net." Josef von
Sternberg Productions in
Paramount'' s Whole Show
Program are "The Case
of Lena Smith,'' "Tong
War,"' "The Docks ofNepo
York."
«
«
<
«
«

FRED KOHLER, a player
whose picturesque roles
have increased his popularity byleaps and bounds.
In "The White Sin" and
more — ire Paraniount's
Whole Show Program.

GEORGE

BANCROFT

repeats the great performance he gave in "Underworld" and "The Showdown," his first two
starring pictures. In
Paramount' s Whole Show
Program for 1928-29,
George Bancroft will star
in four smashing productions including '^The Wolf
of Wall Street."
• • •

EVELYN BRENT, most
sought-after leading
woman in Hollywood, getting more popular by the
minute. You remember
her great world"
workand "The
in "UnderLast
Command." In Paramount's Whole Show Program Evelyn Brent will
in ^''TheandLetter,"
appear
"Interference"
more.

WILLIAM POWELL, always a great asset to any
picture, this popular
"heavy" shows why in
"The Drag Net" he tcill
starin Paraniount's Whole
Show Program. See hint
as gentleman-detective
Philo Vance in Paraniount's mystery thriller,
"The Canary Murder
Case" and in more.
♦ «

. . . the way
PARAMOUNT
makes them, they
have to be good!
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BEST THEATRES

EVERYWHERE
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short comedy market!
More first run theatres play
Christie Comedies than several
other brands combined!
A PARTIAL LIST:— NEW YORK: Paramount, Rivoli, Rialto. CHICAGO: Mc\ ickers,
Roosevelt. LOS ANGELES: Million Dollar, Loew's State. BOSTON: Metropolitan.
PHILADELPHIA: Stanton, Karlton, Arcadia. SEATTLE: United Artists, Liberty.
BALTIMORE: Stanley. WASHINGTON: Metropolitan, Earle. DETROIT: Madison,
Adams, Capitol. BUFFALO: Shea's Buffalo, Shea's Hippodrome. LOUISVILLE:
Rialto. JACKSONVILLE: Arcade. TAMPA: Tampa. MIAMI: Olympic, Fairfax.
KANSAS CITY: Midland, Newman. PORTLAND, ORE.: Liberty. MEMPHIS:
Loew's Palace, State. MILWAUKEE: Wisconsin, Strand. MINNEAPOLIS: Lyric.
ST. PAUL: Astor. MONTREAL: Capitol, Loew's. NEWARK: Mosque, Branford.
OKLAHOMA CITY: Criterion, Capitol. OMAHA: Rialto. SAN ANTONIO: Tevas. SAN
FRANCISCO: Granada, Warfield.
PITTSBURG: Grand.
NEW HAVEN: Olympia.

NATIONALLY

ADVERTISED!
,*>

, ^/^uK/nvtutt-Chnsttc (Jtiruiiics

Paramount-Christie Comedies are consistently advertised in
FILM FUN, COLLEGE HUMOR, PHOTOPLAY, SCREENLAND, PICTURE PLAY, MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC,
MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE reaching 2,000,000.

CHRISTIE
BOOK

Comedies

AND PLAY THE LEADERS!

UNITEDARTISTS

PatheNews
Mack Sennelt
"THE Comedy

SWIM PRINCESS '
"PATHE REVIEW"

RODiAROCQlE

M<^VICKERS

lopics
of the
Day

in

UOlDCMyAiC!"
with JEANETTE
LOFF, TOM
KENNEDY,
JOSEPH CAWTHORN and HUGH
ALLAN

A Hector TurnbuU Production — Adapted by George
Dromgold — From "At Yale" by Owen Davis — Directed
by Edward
H. Griffith — DeMille
Studio Production,

CASTLE
GRANTLAND
RICE

Sportlights

WILLIAM BOYD

ORIENTAL
Pathe
Revi lew

inSKYSCRAPER'
with

ALAN HALE — SUE CAROL — ALBERTA VAUGHN
Adapted by Elliott Clawson & Tay Garnett — From the Story
by Dudley Murphy — Directed by Howard Higgin — Ralph
Block, Associate Producer — DeMille
Studio Production.

"Aesop's
Film Fables'

Coming to Mark Bros. Magnificent Theatres
Vlarbro
Granada
{North Side)

(IFestSide)

in

"WALKING
BACK"
with
SUE CAROL

WILLIAM

BOYD

"SKYSCRAPER"

Watch for amazing neiv R. C. A. PHOTOPHONE
on certain forthcoming

MAYWEEK20tli '

musical and effect accompaniment

PATHE FEATURE PRODUCTIONS Season 1928-1929.

PALACE
Pathe News
Aesop's
Film Fables"

LEATRICCjOy

ROOStVClT
"A SMILE

Our Gang (lomedy

h

with

■mQhe
BLDt
DANUBE
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT and NILS ASTHER— Adaptation and Continuity by Harry Carr and Paul Sloane — From
John Farrow's Original — Directed by Paul Sloane — Ralph
Block,
Associate
Producer — DeMille
Studio Production

f<r

Topics of

the Day'
ORPMCUM
WINS"

Pathe
J

WALKING BACK
c^«;H5iSUE CAROL

,99

PLAYUOUSC
Pathe
News"

by Monte Katterjohn — from a George Kibbe
Turner story — Bertram Milhauser, Associate
producer — directed
by Rupert
Julian —
DeMille Studio Production

Chicago Goes Unanimously
Pathe with Pathe Product in
Every Down Town Theatre
Foreign Dijtrlbulors Producer! Intorrvidonjl Corporjilon. UO W«»« 46lb 3lri!<t. N. V
VVlLl.tAM M. VOl.Kl.Coni-i.il M.injjer

News"

Pafhe

HUBTuitEDS
SWITCHINO

OF
TO

FOR

THE

They had to come to First National to get product strong enough to
Beat the Heat !

Not pot-boilers, stop-gaps, or date-fillers, but EVERY ONE AN ESTABLISHED STAR- ATTRACTION or a vehicle that can fill seats on its
reputation alone !
Try them!

See if they

don't

improve

your summer

Yi.

business.

1 ^^ *' .the Star Casts,
»•■«>•■• ,
-1,011

itbovs

..

otIll

*

...«■• '""■"-Via**"

kkl

^-.pY lit <^^^:c^u-^^^

,11

Special

§jininer
K Series

..

mm

EXHIBITORS ARE
FIRST NATIONAI.
4

From the stoi-y by Edmunci
Qoulding. Scenario by
Benjamin Qlazcr. Aiiction.
William A. Seitcr I

nents superlatives. ^'^
— Los Angeles Examiner.

J*^
^"^ i^^
"^s.^
"^* ^*"

'Easily her best picture." — Los Angeles Times. ^-I^Ar
'Grasps one^s interest with the opening scene and never
^
Af^
releases it"— Los Angeles Daily Neu;s
'Colleen Moore wins more fans with 'Happiness Ahead Los Angc'/c'.'; Eitning

HciaUl.

it."
'If there's a better picture in town than 'Happiness Ahead' 1 have missed u^clcs
Rc.ui J
>Mll H.Huv. .A,.«>.,.'

— Los A

^^

j^

10
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Why Paramount adopted
the Western Electric System
of Sound Pictures
"after intensive study
of every reproduction machin
e" makes
Mr. Adolph
Zukor
decisions not only from
the viewpoint of a producer but also from the
viewpoint of an exhibitor
with nationwide interests
at stake. What he has to
say about Sound Piaures is
thereforedoublyimponant.

7*9 ft a.

e6*'».Ve^ret?l*']^lS.e»
tor ^- e 8^^ ^j^* r: co»v-

^^9

^^"-^^T/>\?We^f>^ltS
«To.i*

i^^^*, to ?^^e '"^eee ^°^t?roll
vl^e«
C0»^
f -CDlS^

«^^^1. =^<X --^^ea. f^>-

t,>«fr„r0^ere:,-^eee

«a9

cail- CO*
■JO^ ,tty9»

,0*8 de

tt>»W

re-

Ne. \ of a urits of Utters
from the industry's leaders.

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y.
Representing

Western Electric
System of Sound Pictures
UMiMMMMMMiMiMMiaMMiiiiiMMtiiiiiMiMil

WMUMIMMAUiMMAMHMMMAMiAAHMMiMM

MMMMMiMiMMiiiMHiiiHiiiiiMMMMI
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AMON

LILLIAN

CISH

^

THK >^i:tiu> «OIJmTX .WAYi:il uos
I hi: i;i»i:ati:si siAiMKsmi: saw.vs
SUPPORTED

BY THE

GREATEST

CAST

IN MOTION

PICTURE

HISTORY

TIM

NOVAR

M'C

c
Clarence Brown

Fred Niblo

Tod Browning

King Vidor£"
Atw

NAMES THAT RECALL FAMED

Chester Franklin

9 SPECIALS
**

SHOW PEOPLE
Marion Da\ies
William Haines
THE CARNIVAL

4

A

3

OF LIFE

2

While the Ciiy Sleeps
and 3 others

3

GRETA

4

WILLIAM

6
3

HAINES

Excess Baggage

2
A

NORMA

^'

3

GILBERT

The Devil's Mask
and I more

SHEARER

:Ballyhoo
and J more

40

and I more

1 LILLIAN GiSH
The Wind

Dumb

DAVIES

104
6

Dora

26

Frank Capra

FLASH

The Amazing

ELECTRIC-LIGHT
HITS
The Bellamy Trial
The Wonder of Women
The Bridge of
San Luis Key

HAL ROACH
COMEDIES
OUR GANG
LAUREL-HARDY
CHARLEY CHASE
ALL STAR

M-G-M

James Murray

HPOH
W^ >.-/ '-na

p^npp-'

Iv

«» ^

Renee Adoree

BHHniH
p^^^Jp;
NiU Asthet

Lionel Barrymorc

Ralph Forbei
JodfL Crawford

M-G-M GREAT
EVENTS
Entirely in Technicolor

^3
Marceline Day

Gwcn Lee

Cecil Holland

Tencn

Holt:

world-wide gems

Conrad Nagel

Polly Moran

Anita Page
Cert Roach

CJvvarJ Nugent

^,\

When all the noise of the Announcement Season has died down, and the
adjective barrage has been stilledy
10,000 M'G'M exhibitors will look
over their books and laugh out loud
for they have the One and Only Product that returns the consistent profits.
Nothing else matters.

John Macic Drown

IIP^K

NEWS

1
W. S. Van Dyke

■lT'
ELECTRIC-LIGHT
NAMES
^jI
SUPPORT M-G-M STARS!

Twice Weekly

M-G-M
ODDITIES

THAT

AlUin Dwan

St. CLiir

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

UFA

Chet Withey

Sam Wood

TIM McCOY

lo
JO
lo
10

The Camera KEATON
Man
2 BUSTER

MARION

The Baby Cyclone

Our Dancing Daughters
Breakers Ahead
Mothers and Sons

and 1 more

JOHN

CODY-PRINGLE

in
Paint
PogGrease
and
IStar
more

GARBO

Tiger Skin, Single Standard
and I more

lAMON I
RAMON
Gold Braid NOVARRO

2

DANE-ARTHUR

Malcolm

and } more

Harrv Beaumont

ROSTER

and 2 more

LON CHANEY

^"

Nick Gnnde

BIG DIRECTORIAL

Camping Out
and J more

John Gilbert
Greta Carbo
THE LOVES OF CASANOVA

John P. McCarthy

HITS ARE ON M-GM'S

Robert Z Leonard

-G-Mn 1928-29

V -^^

4£^

MontaBell
Victor Seastrom

Dorothy Sebastian

C|¥^

GOLDWYN
MAYER

ALWAVS

Ul\D

Leadership
that every discriminating
film buyer
recognizes

-* Vr .^^H

iiM^

1 T^^«

^^DEs^a.
• ",\y i;

i

• .1

' i»;-.i ^■■:^
%.t<* ',,
p ,V

''■%i:

Leadership
hegrudgingly admitted
by competitors

• ■■-.•■^'•■•l

-• '*,.* r-*t-V'
i '

^

,

~ '.-f ■

Leadership

^J^U

recognized througftout
the
^
show business
^^Z^;^*^-

Present ir"* \.„ adapia^^

,x

o{ the p»ctute F

Pok vear-

S^w P^^'-lcTs i^a^r^ea^^' -St

P^^where

^^^g

'^ ... ,o reacts

.^.^Xve^n-ea^e^

you get the TESTED

BOX-OFFICE

HITS
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22 out of S2
FOX

New

in

FILMS

▲'

productions

II MOVIETONE

They speak for thetnselvesi
X Janet
street
Angel
Gaynor and Charles Farrell
in Frank Borzage's greatest love
lyric. "My Angel" by ErnoRapee
is the theme song used in Movietone Synchronization.
Released August 19th

l
Fazi"Neapolitan
4 With

Nights" sung
by a Gondolier as a vocal refrain
in addition to the symphonic
score by a 110- piece orchestra.
Howard manceHawks'
roof the lovetempestuous
of an Eastern
Prince, played by Charles Farrell,
for la petite Parisienne in the
person of Greta Nissen.
Released September 10th

7 Raoul
Me, Walsh
Gangster
production of the
red-blooded novel of the underworld byCharles Francis Coe, with
Don Terry, Margaret Mann, June
Collyer, Arthur Stone, Farrell
Macdonald and Gustav Von
Seyffertitz.
Released October 8th

ise
lO F.SuW.nrMurnau's

¥mx

rate
Z PTihe

s
r Son
FouFord's
3 John
greatest picture

William K. Howard's production
of the novel by Charles Francis
Coe w^ith Victor McLaglen, Lois
Moran, Nick Stuart, Earle Foxe
and Donald Crisp.
Released August 26th

thirer
Moo^
5 Kn
s Best
Edna Ferber's story of a stage star
managed from infanc y to maturity
by mamma, movietoned by J. G.
Blystone, with Madge Bellamy,
Louise Dresser, Barry Norton, Albert Gran and Lucien Littlefield.
Released September 24th

with
Margaret Mann, June Collyer,
James Hall, Francis X. Bushman,
Jr., George
Meeker,
ton and Earle
Foxe. Charles MorReleased September 3rd

6 Plastered in
Paris
Sammy Cohen and Jack Pennick
in a riotous comedy directed by
Benjamin StolofF.
Released October 1st

ere
thre
Moch
9 Ma
8 With
Thesensational
Air soundCircus
effects and
dialogue. Howard Hawks production of flying, flaming youth
with Arthur Lake, Sue Carol and
David Rollins.
Released October 15th

song of two humans with Janet Gaynor, George
O'Brien, Margaret Livingston
and Farrell Macdonald.
Released November 5th

John Ford production with Victor
McLaglen, Belle Bennett, Neil
Hamilton,
Constance
How^ard,
Lacy.
Ethel
Clayton
and Philippe
De
Released October 22nd

XI The Red Dance
RaouI Walsh production starring
Dolores del Rio with Charles
Farrell and Ivan Linow with a
splendid Movietone accompaniment.
Released December 3rd

-head and shoulders above

June 23, 1928
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11 Neifir Sound Pictures
For Immediate Production
wilt use Spoken Dialogue

Heart heart-fhey talh profits
13

12 The Baggs^e
Smasher
James Tinling production of a
baggage smasher who becanae a
railroad king, with Victor
McLaglen and Arthur Stone.
Released November 19th

Martini
Dry D'Arrast's
IS Harry
sophisticated

drama of Paris Boulevards with
Albert Gran, Mary Astor, Matt
Moore, Jocelyn Lee, Sally Eilers
and Albert Conti.
Released December 17th

George Ade's latest and greatest
story. With Edmund Lowe and
Lois Moran, Alfred E. Green
production.
Released November 26th

production from
story by Alan
Edmund Lowe,
and Earle Foxe.

John Ford production with
Farrell Macdonald, Nancy
Drexel, Warren Burke and Mildred Boyd.

Thompson

an

Released December 10th

th
Mississippi romance by Charh

Francis Coe, with \'icto
McLaglen, Marv Duncan an
Farrell Macdonald.

Released January 7th

ng Arm
X9 J.stG.ro
Blystone production

20 All Velvet
Howard

with
George O'Brien and Lois Moran.

by
21 Wise Baproducti
on

with
Janties Tinling
Madge Bellamy as a Broadway
cuticle cutie polishing off one
man after another.

ing

Alba, Kenneth
Arthur Stone.

Lashof
Captai
X7 John
Ford n
production

X6 Riley the Cop

The One Idea
28 Wom
an
Howard Hawks
a magazine
Williams, with
Mary Duncan

Streetproductio
Irving
Joy Cummings
14 with
Lionel Barrvmore, Mari

the Grade

22

Hawks

production of

Broadway and
spender
\'icn
McLaglen
Nancywith
Carroll.

F^ise Colors

William K. Howard production
of intrigue in Belgium \\ i t h
Margaret Mann, Edmund Lowe
and Lois Moran.

in SIGHT

or SOUND

14
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— by right of service
— to readers

— to advertisers
— to the whole industry

Leadership!

ppxHiBiTORS Herald and Moving
^-^ Picture World stands in the
position of preeminent leadership
among the trade publications of the
motion picture field.
This enviable position has not been
won by accident.
It has been gained

—by right of service
— to readers
— to advertisers

— to the whole industry

June 23, 1928
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New

York

Weather:

Raining

Dough

STARTS BIG

HAMPEDE

HOLLYWOOD, Today:-—Like a conquering tiero
leading home his embattled lereturned to Hollywooc
The Showmen's Nominee this weekgions Tomto Mix
launch his elaborate new production program for the Master Showmen

of

the World. Established conclusively as one of mightiest figures in show business, Mix has started a veritable
stampede among exhibitors .

TOM MIX TOUR IS
HUGE TRIUMPH
NEW

YORK,

To-

Mix*8
day. — Tom
vaudeville
tour knocked
all known records galley
west and left statisticians of
the show world completely
flabbergasted.
Mix has hung up records for headliners to
shoot at for years to come.
Showmen

contend

that

the

smashing attendance and enthusiasm which greeted him everywhere

Le Baron Speeds Up Studio on
Gigantic Western Program
HOLLYWOOD, Today. — William Le Baron, studio
chief of FBO, returned from the East today and inunediately plunged the western units into top pressure action.
Jerome Storm is directing Ranger "^^ series with Tom Tyier and his pals.
In the first of his four dog specials.
Robert North Bradbury, supers
Louis King has Buzz Barton in the visor of all FBO Outdoor Shows is
midst of "Orphan of the Sage,"
Buzz's first whirlwind for twentynine, while Robert De Lacy has almost completed the
third
of his

personally directing the new "Adventure Series" with Bob Steele,
the first two of which definitely sell
the series.

prove conclusively that Mix is a
bigger attraction than ever and in
a fair way of surpassing even his
fine work of the past as a screen
star.
Only the four walls of the huge
New York Hippodrome prevented
him from drawing thousands upon
thousands more than the vast
throngs that crowcjed the theatre at
all performances.
Brooklyn and Boston equalled
the Big Town in box office results.
Showmen everywhere agree that
Mix Is at the top of his form and
that his new affiliation with the
Master Showmen of the World will
sweep him to still greater triumphs.

He said: "I am beginning a new epoch in my
career on the screen and
will turn out the greatest
Western shows ever made',

Mix registered wafmest satisfac
tion over his new contract with
the Master Showmen of the World
anH began work on the first of his
new
productions
at once.
A staff of secrtiaries have been
working day and night sorting letters and telegrams of congratula
tions from hundreds of showmen
throughout the world who are
pleased with his decision to remair
in this country and make »ure-flr«
attractions.
At the FBO studios it was stated
that no expense would be spared tc
make the new Mix productions the
very

finest Western

shows

evci

produced.

TOM MIX BOOKINGS
FLOOD HOME OFFICE
NEW

YORK,

Today— Setting

a

blazing pace in new contracts f«r
all six of his super-Westerns for
FBO, Tom Mix won new laurels
this week as the mightiest of all
Western stars and one of the rttll)
figures of show
great
all
time.

business

foi

of showmen have althe errfire seready contracted forns.
ries of six productio

Hundreds

More NET Profit with FBO Pictures

NAT
ION
'S
SHR
EWD
EH
SMASHING BOOKING
GIANT CIRCUITS GRAB TRADE'S

EXHIBfTORS GLAMOR
Product/ 1STEELE
DEMAND MEETS
WITH NEW
FOR RANGER SERIES ActionPlus in FBO's
r
AGTION SERIES
NEW YORK, Today— The
SMrlftly growing popularity
of Ranger, the FBO dog star,
is evidenced
in the i ncreasing volume of new
contrac t s
pouring into
the FBO
Home Office
for the four
new Ranger outdoor attractions.
Ranger was introduced by
FBO two seasons ago and
has maintained a high standard of production excellence.
FBO plans an increased
budget for him this season,
bigger stories and casts.
FBO plans a world-wide
campaign of exploitation for
Ranger as wfell.
"Dog Law," first of the
four new attractions, gets
Ranger off to a whirlwind
start for the new campaign.

INGE OIREGTS AND
STARS IN "SINGAPORE
MUTINY"
HOLLYWOOD, TodayRalph Ince, well known actor
and director has been selected
to direct and play the male
lead In FBO's sea drama, 'The
Singapore Mutiny."

I
\

i „

HOLLYWOOD, Today.—
With one sensational season
of
box - him,
office performance
behind
Bob

Steele,

FBO star,
youthful
caused a stir
amongmen with
showthe

,J

announcement of his
forthcoming series of six outdoor action productions. On
the demand of hundreds of
showmen for bigger action
shows, FBO decided to take
the dashing Steele out of
Westerns and put him into
action plays of the Fairbanks

type. The first will be "Lightnin'Steele
Speed."
is a two-fisted kid,
a fine actor, a brilliant athlete and predictions are
made he will rise to extraordinary heights during the
Today— The en- new season.

"GIVE THEM THRILLS" BIG STAFF GOMES THE
ORDERS LE BARON WORLD FOR STORIES
"Give

them

thrills," was the
instruction given to Robert

HOLLYWOOD.
tire scenario staff at the FBO studio
is engaged upon a world wide search
for material for the forthcoming western attractions-

Bradbury, suLarge corps of nationally known
western writers are employed upon a
pervisor
of
outdoor shows
series of stories that will ensure each

upon the re- star having a full quota of new stunts
turn of Wilideas for each of the new proiani Le Baron from the recent and
ductions.
FBO sales convention.
Four of the five units comprising
The FBO policy this year will as- the Ranger, Tyler, Barton, and Steele
sure exhibitors fast and furious action companies are already at work, and
in each of the several outdoor series. Robert Bradbury, western supervisor,
New stunts and stories, scenic effects, announces that the Mix unit will
and locations will appear in each of commence upon the arrival of._-the
star.
the new product.

ore NET Profit with FBO

McFADDEN TRUE
STORY GONTEST
UNDER WAY
NEW YORK, today— Thousands
of stories are pouring into the editorial offices of the McFadden publications and are being sorted and
judged as motion picture material.
The winning story will be made
into a motion picture by FBO.

Pictures

SHOWMEN UNITE IN
TRIBUTE TO
EST ARRAY OF OUTDOOR SHOWS
YORK, Today:— All
FBO's GreatTirkivrrk NEW
FBO records have gone by the board!

We s t e rnlxyjuLlJ

Enthusiasm for the Outdoor Attraction Program headed by Tom Mix, world-acclaimed
screen idol,
sweeping the ranks of the nation's exhibitors likeiswildfire.
Giant circuits, de luxe motion palaces have

buried FBO exchanges under an avalanche of contracts
in their eagerness to be first in line for the six Mix SuperSpecials and other westerns, hailed as the Greatest Rodeo
of Outdoor Attractions and
Western Stars ever assembled by one company.
Seven Buzz Barton Wild

MILLIONS TO READ
MIX FEATURE STORIES

NEW YORK, Today: King Features Syndicate, Hearst newspaper
service, reaching millions of readers, has signed up Tom Mix to write
a series of Sunday articles on subjects of his own selection, beginning In less than sixty days.
rVHx is to have the range of the
world to draw from in his material,
unrestricted as to policy, opinion,
viewpoint or topic.
A tremendous publicity campaign
v/ill be waged to let the world know
that Tom has made the big league
as a writer.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Evidently William
yjandolph Hearst \cas impressed by the
tremendous oiations given Tom Mixin his cross country tour. This contract proves definitely that Tom Mir
is a figure of u-orld-wide importaticc
and that ihc public is eager to come
into still closer contact icith this out.standina box office star.

LEADING THE WESTERN PARADE !
With the acquisition of Tom Mix, Robert Bradbury, supervisor of Outdoor Attractions for FBO, adds the greatest name
in the show world to his group of stars. Tom, with Buzz Barton, Tom Tyler and Frankie Darro, forms the surest box-office
combination of the day.

(l>

ore NET

JOE E. BROWN
IN "CIRCUS KID

If

After his solid smash hit in "Hit
of the Show," Joe E. Brown, famous stage comedian, has been
for a leading
signed
cus Kid," George B.
tion starring Frankie
dles Hannaford and

role in "CirSeitz producDarro, PooTroupe.

Profit with FBO

West Show^s; Seven Tom Tylers, bigger and better than
before; four Ranger Specials
and the new^ Bob Steele Adventure series complete this
mighty outdoor program-

BULLETIN
MIX A SMASH
IN BOSTON

AREA

BOSTON, JUNE 16.— Boston goes wild over Tom Mix
and Tony. All records for
attendance smashed. Police
battle seething mobs eagerly
seeking glimpse of outdoor
idol. Newspapers lavish in
publicity space. Rush feature
articles on Tom Mix and Tony
for local and surrounding
papers clamoring for stories
on Mix. Exhibitors mobbing
exchange for Mix and other
FBO features.
WM.

H. GARDNER.

M.Tnager FBO Exchange.
Boston.

Pictures

FBO

STEALS
NEW

SPOniCHT

YORK, Today:— The spotlight of publicity

iii*
ft^ HIT
itAiAi-n TO
BRADBURY
■in.niiiiitw POISED
BOX OFFICE REAL WALLOP

and its
on FBO Joseph
zes Stea
'bla
brilliant
youngdilypresident,
P.
Kennedy.

At one giant stride FBO has taken its place in the
Motion Picture Seats of the Mighty.
Trade talk centers on the smashing advcuices x>f
the Master Showmen of the World and the imposing
product annoimced for the new season.
Instructions have been

HOLLYWOOD, Today.— Bob Bradbury,
crack showman supervisor of FBO*s outdoor

attractions under the general directjion of Bill Le
Baron, is making special
plans for the launching of
the first Tom Mix superWestern.
Bradbury has mustered
the most able aggregation
of action directors, writers
and supporting players
TOM MIX Specials with TONY
ever assembled by one organization and predicts
SUPER SPECIALS
that the Master Showmen's Rodeo of All-Star
Built for Extended Runs
Western Shows will outdo
anything ever achieved by
GREATER GOLD BONDS
FBO in the past. BradEach with Box-Office Names and
bury, a veteran showman,
Surefire Audience Appeal
knows how to put the boxoffice wallop in outdoor
RANGER DOG DRAMAS
attractions.

SHOWMAN'S LINE-UP
at a glance!

24

ANNA Q. NILSSON
TO STAR IN
"TROPIC MADNESS"
Anna Q. Nilsson, now working in
"Blockade," FBO super special,
been selected to play the l«ad has
in
"Tropic Madness," an FBO Gold
Bond now being casted.

The story deala witb wild life In
the wastes of the Pacific and gives
free opportunity to Miss Nllsson's
great dramatic ability. Robert Vignola will direct the production.

ALBERTA VAUGHN BACK
IN FBO
COMEDIES
Alberta Vaughn, popular
FBO's famous "Fighting
series has returned to FBO
tn another series, "Racing
by the same author, H. O.

star of
Blood"
to star
Blood,"
Witwer.

Packed With Punch, Pep and Action

TOM TYLER and his PALS
Bigger and Better Than Before

BUZZ

BARTON

WILD

WESTERNS

Last Year's Sensation . . . Surefire Again!

BOB STEELES
Fast Stepping Adventure Series

and the world's finest array of
SHORT inclFEA
TURES
uding
12 BARNEY GOGGLES
12 RACING BLOODS

given the Hollywood production forces to cut loose
with everything in the
book
of practical showmanship.
Special attention, it U
announced, will be given
to the great Mix superWesterns as well as all the
other outdoor attractions
on the program.

OLIVE BORDEN
IN FBO'S
SUPERB "GANGWAR"
Olive Borden, one of filmdom's
most beautiful stars, proved herself
a great actress in "Gangwar," FBd
special directed-by Bert Glennon.

As the Taxi-Dancing Queen of
San Francisco's underworld, Olive
gives this production some of the
strongest love scenes ever crowded
into a production. Jack Plckfnrd.
and Eddie Gribbon complete the
cast.

LOIS WILSON

HAS LEAD

IN "SALLY'S SHOULDERS'*
12 MICKEY McGUIRES
12 TOOTS and CASPERS

also

26 Curiosities Collected by W. Futter

ore NET Profit with FBO

Lois Wilson, star of "Coney Is^
land" and "The Covered Wagon,"
has been signed for the leading roW
In "Sally's Shoulders," Beatrice
Burton's famons Hearst serial vrhldx
is to he directed by Lynn Shores.

Pictures
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EXHIBITORS
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IN THIS ISSUE

Rossheim is named president of First National but Kennedy will wield the power; Rowland is expected to remain as general manager for year at least and Depinet to continue as sales manager;
William LeBaron, in charge of production for F B 0, is made production advisor of First National
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''First Nationar Deal

VEN among the swift and stirring events of the past
few years in the fihn trade the deal of last week in
which First National Pictures corporation and Mr. Joseph
P. Kennedy figured earned for itself a particular distinction.
While the deal presents many extraordinary features,
it does not appear that it has changed the complexion of
the industry, nor that it has altered any of the important
trends of the business. The main effect of the deal is that
it has solidified the position of First National and that
it has placed this organization in a position which will
enable it to compete advantageously with any and all
developments that may arise.
It has been known for some time that for various reasons the owners of First National were apprehensive about
the strategic position of their company and not altogether
satisfied that under its former status it would have been
able to defend successfully its integrity against possible
aggressive movements that might have developed. First
National was brought into existence as a source of product
for the theatre operators who have participated in its
ownership. In view of various developments of comparatively recent date it was felt that unless some readjustment was effected there was a likelihood of First National
being eliminated as a source of product upon which these
theatre operators have been relying since the founding of
the company.
It, therefore, seems very plain that the main objective
in the recent deal was to fortify First National as an individuaUy operating producing and distributing company,
enabling it thereby to continue as previously as an important source of product for its owners.
It has been variously reported that the deal of last week
was a desperate effort to defeat an alleged effort of the
Fox interests to acquire control of the company. This
report is discounted in well-informed circles because of
the absence of any evidence indicating the desire of the
Fox interests to add to their holdings in First National.
It is pointed out that the present holdings of the Fox
company in First National were acquired as an incident
to its purchase of the West Coast Theatres, and it is also
questioned
as to how any increased holdings in First
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National would contribute substantially to any stronger
position for the Fox company in the industry.
The appointment of Mr, Kennedy to an advisory position in connection with First National's affairs is the most
striking feature of the development. This appointment ie
another eloquent indication of the confidence of various
strong financial groups in Mr. Kennedy and in his ability
to serve importantly in the matter of assisting the companies with which he is identified in becoming geared to
the future exactions which they will face.
Mr. Kennedy's association with the powerful amusement
interests composed of F B O, Pathe, K. A. O. and now.
First National, obviously suggests a close working agreement for the present among these several groups — and
many interesting possibilities for the future. Because of
the close connections of the financial groups identified
with these various companies, whose interests are represented byMr. Kennedy, it is not at all likely that anything
in the way of destructive competition among these companies will be permitted and it is more than likely, as
time goes on, that they will come to be regarded as a
single force in the business, even though their individualities may be retained.
It may now be recalled that it is less than two and
one-half years since Mr. Kennedy first launched into active
participation in the motion picture business. In this comparatively short space of time he has securely entrenched
himself as one of the dominating figures in the industry,
and this latest deal adds substantially to his stature.
The acceptance of the presidency of First National by
Mr. Irving D. Rossheim brings into this office a personality
which has been well schooled in the ways of big business.
Mr. Rossheim has been long identified with Stanley Company of America and for some time has been its executive
head. Since his appointment to this position it is understood that he has made material progress in straightening
ou* many of the difficulties of that company. The affairs
of First National are not new to Mr. Rossheim, as he has
been a director of the company for some time and has
been indirectly concerned in its management since the
Stanley company became
• interested
♦
» in it.

The Labor Angle
SYNCHRONIZATION continues as a subject which is
receiving almost feverish attention throughout the
industry. Day by day developments in this connection
make more plain that the adaptation of sound to pictures
has opened for the industry a new field, the early indications of which may now be pronounced as quite inadeExhaustive study is now being made by practically every
production
organization as to the adaptation of the sound
quate.
principle to their product. It is admitted that the newness of the principle and the consequent necessity of experimentation leaves the future considerably^ in the dark.
But there is every reason for believing that with the opening of the new theatrical season there will be many subjects of amazing interest available for the theatres. Practically every tj^e of film subject will be audible, in whole
or in part.
While the studios will be struggling with the synchronized picture, the theatres will also have a struggle on their
hands which has been brought about by the development
of this new form of expression. Labor conditions in the
theatres certainly have been sufficiently oppressive, but
the attitude of certain of the union organizations toward
the introduction of mechanical musical reproduction prombreaking.
ises to make these conditions burdensome to the point of
The economic aspect of the synchronized pictures is as
important as its amusement possibilities, but the unions
apparently are out to see that the sound picture does not
bring economies in operation into the theatre. This presents a majoryear.
issue which will have to be decided during
the coming
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Rossheim Made F N President
But Kennedy Wields the Power

21

Rowland Is Expected to Remain
General Manager Year at Least
Kennedy Reported Hopeful Depinet Continues —
LeBaron Production Advisor of F N and Pathe
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— While the election of Irving D. Rossheim to the
presidency of First National Pictures, Inc., brought new honor to an executive
of ability and prestige in the film industry, it did not aflfect the importance of
Joseph P. Kennedy's injection into the organization.
Kennedy Will Wield the Power
Rossheim will, of course, participate to an important extent in the progress
of First National, but Kennedy, in the position of chairman of the board, as
predicted last week, will be the actual head of operations. Kennedy will wield
the power, thanks to the great confidence reposed in him by his supporting
bankers.

IRVING

D.

ROSSHEIM

Five Pet Issues
Face Exhibitors
At N. C. Meeting
(Special to the Herald-World)

CHARLOTTE, June 19.— Five pet problems
will be facing the Theatre Owners Association
of North Carolina when the roll is called at
the fifteenth semiannual midsummer convennext Monday. tion starting at Wrightsville Beach
President Charles W. Picquet will call the
sessions to order, two on Monday and one
the following morning. N. L. Royster will
be on hand again with pen and change, as
secretary and treasurer.
The five subjects to be considered, with
Conothers, are : the new Standard Exhibition
tract, arbitration of non-members and how
description
year,
a
members can save $40,000
, disof the Exhibitors Buying Association
cussion of bills before Congress, and the next
state legislature.

Paramount Men Escape
Death When Auto Burns
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, June 19.— A. A. Haley and
Clarence Hill, representatives of Paramount,
had a narrow escape from death when their
car plunged through the railing of the Dryden
bridge near Wenatchee, overturned and caught
fire. The men were returning from Berne,
east entrance to the Great Northern tunnel,
films to the conwhere they
structionhad
camp. delivered

Call New Panel for
Kleihege Bomb
World)
(Special to the Herald-

Case

HAMMOND, IND., June 19.— Selection of
the trial of William Kleihege, thea jury for
atre owner charged with conspiracy in the
here last Nobombing of the State theatre
vember, mav take a week. The original panel
ed and the calling of a newof 50 was
panel
was exhaust
ordered.

The important changes made in First National affairs during the past few days throw
an interesting spotlight on the status of Richard A. Rowland, whose contract with First
National was to draw to a close in August.
Kennedy Wants Rowland to Stay
Rowland's record in the film industry has
been a notable one. Holding many positions since his early entry into the industry, he became general manager of First
National, busying himself mostly with the
intricate problems of production. However,
not so very long ago he let it be known
that he would allow his contract with First
National to draw to a peaceful close, without seeking a renewal.
With a high respect for Rowland's ability,
Kennedy promptly sought ways and means
to keep his talents allied to First National.
While no definite announcement of Row;land's status has as yet been made, it
wouldn't be surprising if he were to continue in his present position for at least
another year, with a free hand to follow his
natural policies.
Hopes Depinet Will Continue
Kennedy is also understood to be hopeful that Ned E. Depinet continue as general sales manager.
Depinet has not only

made a singular success of his job, but left
the impression of his personality on his
new chief.
The industry is watching Kennedy with
unusual interest. Despite the fact that he
has been a motion picture executive for
only a brief time, he has given a rare exhibition of the power vested in him. His
various negotiations have been cleverly and
firmly handled and his operations have all
been brought to a successful conclusion.
Amalgamation Not Contemplated
Only the fact that Kennedy has done so
very much in so short a time has caused the
industry to raise its eyebrows. There are
many who profess to know the limitations
of mankind and they may be forgiven if
thej^ think it impossible for one man to
run half a dozen or so companies, all of
which clamor for executive guidance.
Because Kennedy has become associated
with so many enterprises, the rumor will
not down that he intends at the proper
moment to bring about some sort of an
amalgamation. Whatever the future brings
it may be said with some definiteness that
nothing of the sort is in the cards right
now. First National will function as a
{Continued on page

58)

Fox Pictures Go Into B & K Loop Houses;
General Realignment in Booking Is Seen
General realignment of booking in Chicago is seen in the fact that for the 6rst
time in the history of B & K, Fox pictures have been signed for its theatres.
June SO and "Sunrise." another
open at the McVickersJulytheatre
"Street Angel" willstart
7, both to be given an extended run
at the Roosevelt
Fox picture, will
with Movietone accompaniment.
A large block of Fox's 1928-29 product already has been contracted for the four
loop houses in the B & K circuit, the Chicago. Oriental. McVickers and Roosevelt,
and it is expected that further bookings of Fox productions will be made shortly,
Fox branch manager. The four neighborhood deaccording to Clyde Eckhardt, not
included in the deal.
luxe houses in the circuit are
Chicago has been through the two deluxe
in
Heretofore, Fox's best outlet
neighborhood houses of Marks Brothers, the Granada and Marbro. It is known
given protection over these two houses, but the length of protecK was
& not
that Btion was
revealed.
Officials of Marks Brothers say this new B & K-Fox booking arrangement is
nothing to worry about. "Every picture played by a downtown B & K house is
advertised just that much more for us when we play it." declared onein official.
neigh"The downtown trade is becoming more transient every day. and people
borhoods have learned to wait for pictures to appear in their own houses. Why
should our patrons go downtown to see a show, when they can wait a short time
and see the same picture surrounded with just as good entertainment.' No. this
new development does not bother us a bit."
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YORK.— What's all this noise about
NEW
New York refusing to give the foreign
boys a chance? Look at this list of foreign
pictures noted in one batch of advertisements :
"The End of St. Petersburg", at Hammerstein's; "The Hands of Orlac" at the Greenwich Village; "The Case of Jonathan Drew_^
at the Fifth Avenue; "Husbands by Proxy
at the 55th Street; "Dawn" at the Times
at the Cameo ; 1 he
Square ; "Shooting Stars"
Battle of Cornel and Faulkland Islands at
the Hypocrite" at the
the Plaza; "Tartuflfe,lyn.
. . . Four English
St. George in Brook
films, two Germans, a Russian and a Swede.
... So, you see, including the Scandinavian.
. . . Not alone is there this foreign invasion,
but look what blew in from Chicago: Max
Balaban, J. T. Knight and Morris Greenherg.
Harold B. Franklin of West Coastr. Theatres was another Broadway visito . . .
Likewise Floyd Brockell. ... Oh, we had our
losses. . . . Sam Eckman, Jr., went back to
London. . . . Janet Gaynor went to work last
week at Gimbel's, which gives you an idea
what you've gotta do if you want atmosphere.
apparently
. . . "The Wedding March" is
scheduled for the Criterion during the middle
of August. . . . This opus has now shrunk
from about 100 reels to eleven, which is nothders what the maring at all, when one consi
ket did last week. ... In a single day Paul
Edgerton has been appointed manager of the
rehabilitated Pathe Studio up on the Harlem
river. Paul's last venture in pictures was with
the Harry K. Thaw productions, in the same
studio. A thaw on the river is liable to be
followed by a frost. . . . Virginia Morris of
Warner Brothers leaves on a vacation on
Saturday, to be gone two weeks, in the Saratoga' Springs neighborhood. . . . Eddie Eschmann is about town again, and looking better
than he has for a long time. We notice that
Eddie has lost a lot of weight and that the
old mustache is cropped close. . . . Charles
Burrell, one of the old members of the A. M.
P. A. (in point of membership), was cruising
about the trade last week. Looks natural to
see Charley in the cinema district after his
long stay in the downtown district. . _. . All
the stock sales promotion schemes in pictures
of late seem to be a "sound basis" but you
won't hear the big noise till the stock is all
sold. . . . William (Bill) Haddock has returned from Vermont. William attended the
funeral of his father who died last week. . . .
E. Lanning Masters, of the Lord & Thomas
and Logan Advertising agency, is writing
great copy for the R. C. A. Photophone and
that copy has made the whole trade sit up
and take notice. . . . Dr. Fitsgibbons, F B O,
is away on a business trip in New England.
. . . Pat Powers has a new sound machine for
pictures and from all reports it is the last
word in the line. . . . P. A. Parsons of Pathe,
one of the best piscatorial artists in the industry, landed fifteen beauties on his last trip to
the cold water streams. Fifteen trout are
the limit of catch under the law so you can
imagine what P. A. could have done had he
been given free rein. . . . John Brownell, late
of the F B O play and production department,
is devoting his time to play writing. Two
have been accepted for production within the
near future. . . . Leonard H. Brown's yacht,
the Chicagoan, was launched last week and
was officially declared in commission on Saturday the 16th. Captain Brown was a host
to a party of society folks on the yacht on
Sunday. Ginger ale was served. . . . Doug
and Mary have returned from Europe. . . .
Maj. John Zanft is head of the newly formed
Fox Theatres Society Club.
—PETER VISCHER.
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Film Board Secretaries Meet
taries of the
secremthe Fil
IS ofyear
THrds
Boa
Trade chose
Los Angeles for their
convention, and presumably the meeting, which
closed recently, enabled
them to see the subjects
of future arbitration in
the making. Here are a
ures
few
— or
mostpict
of themof, them
anyway.

Left: A group of the secretaries — (front row)
Mrs, Dietz, Minneapolis;
Miss Mendugh, Kansas
City; (back row) Miss
Ferris, Boston ; Miss
Foley, San Francisco ;
Mrs. Moffatt, Cleveland;
and Miss McCollough,
Indianapolis.
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Above and below are more of em.
Unfortunately, their names cannot
be supplied,
HfeT^^
since they were not given us. (Can it be tliat, like ages, names are no longer
divulged?)
However, here they are, below at the FBO studio, with Olive Borden
and Jack Pickford (at center).
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Synchronism in 20,000 Theatres
in Three Years, Lasky Predicts
Quebec Exhibitors
Organize to Protect

Against Legislation
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL, June 19.— At a one day convention of US exhibitors of the Province of
Quebec, held at Alontreal, June 14, the group
organized the "Province of Quebec Theatre
Owners Association," for the protection of
the moving picture men of the Province in
the matter of legislation and censorship. Business sessions were held in camera throughout
the day with a big banquet in the evening.
Officers elected included the following:
president, J. L. Patenaude, Francais theatre,
Montreal ; vice-president and secretary, D. A.
Burpee of Burpee and West, Montreal; treasurer, George Nicholas Ganetakos of United
Amusements, Limited, Montreal ; directors,
Joseph Cardinal, St. Denis theatre, Montreal ;
Harry Dahn, Capitol theatre, Montreal ; J.
Rosenbloom, Lachine, Quebec; H. Kauffman,
Montreal; M. Dunning, Verdun; T. H. Trow,
Three Rivers; A. Morrison, Quebec City; J.
A. Paquette, Quebec City ; A. Bilodeau, Drummondville ; A. J. Robert, Three Rivers ; Donat
Paquin, Hull, and N. N. Lawand, Montreal.
The move by Premier Taschereau to close
the theatres on Sunday was one of the matters discussed at the convention, along with
the recent law prohibiting children under 16
years of age from attending moving picture
theatres.
Speakers who offered felicitations were :
Mayor Camilien of Montreal ; E. H. Wells,
president of the Montreal Film Board of
Trade; A. Vaillancourt, inspector of theatres,
Montreal; A. Gaboury of the Quebec Safety
League ; C. Rodier, a Montreal lawyer, and
President Patenaude.

Leonard Roan, Atlanta
Newspaper Editor, Joins
Staff of M. P. P. D, A,
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, June 19.— Leonard Roan, news
editor of The Atlanta Georgian and Sunday
American, has resigned that post to become
associated with the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America. He goes to Los
Angeles, the scene of his new activities.
Roan's service will be in line of public relations. He is a native of Georgia and has been
connected with the Hearst newspapers in Atlanta since 1920, except for a brief association with The Los Angeles Herald.

Agitation May Cause
Revision of Ordinance
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, June 19.— The recent
agitation on the part of union operators for
the appointment of an inspector will probably
lead to a revision of the ordinance regulating
the installation and maintenance of projection
equipment in theatres. However, there will be
no change in the present system of inspection,
this being left in the hands of the bureau of
electricity. This much was decided upon at a
meeting between representatives of theatres
and city officials.

Evcry Film Will Havc Dialogue
in Half Dccade, Britons Told

Synchronized Score for All Paramount Pictures in Six
Months, Vice-President Declares
(Special to the Herald-World)
LONDON, June 19. — Twenty thousand screen theatres in the United
States will be playing synchronized pictures in two or three years, Jesse L.
Lasky, vice-president of Paramount, predicted at a trade luncheon at the Ritz.
Predicts Dialogue in All Films
No pictures will be without dialogue in five years time, the Paramount
executive stated in his address, in which he emphasized the foreign market in
an appeal to British producers.

Every Paramount picture will have a
synchronized score in six months, Lasky
declared, explaining that this would mean
an orchestra of at least 60 pieces. He said
that Paramount owns or is interested in
600 theatres and has invested no less than
$200,000,000. He told his audience he
wants "to see the industry thrive in every
country and that he is staunchly for the
British industry." Launching on the subject of synchronism, Lasky declared:
"I come at an extraordinary moment, and
I say, with a full sense of my responsibilities, that the silent screen will be silent no
longer.
"The screen had seemed to any ordinary
observer to have reached the zenith of its
career, with always the danger of the public
becoming satiated and becoming disinterested.
Synchronised Scores in 6 Months
"Now I come to what I think is the most
important pronouncement I have ever
made. Sound pictures have arrived; they
are no more an experiment.
"Technical problems have been overcome, and when I tell you that we are reopening and equipping our Long Island
studios solely for the sound picture and devoting a portion of our vast studio at Hollywood for the same purpose, you see how
important this development is.
"In six months' time every Paramount
picture will have a synchronized score. It
is quite simple and practical and means an
orchestra of at least 60, with a carefully
ranged score which will synchronize.
"Included,
at the
all
sorts
of sound.
You same
will time,
be ablewillto be
catch
every sound through the microphone. That
is but one phase. The second most important phase of all is the stage which is the
revolutionary coming of synchronization of
the voice with the picture.
"For instance," he said, "you will be able

to show a closeup of myself addressing any
audience with every aside and every expression on the faces of those people listening.
The slightest thing would be caught at the
same time that my speech was going on.
The camera will move 'round the room and
you would still hear my voice.
"It means," he declared, "that every seat
in the theatre will be a good one.
"We are planning now a film of the big
American
in
which you theatrical
will hear success,
on the 'Burlesque,'
screen, at the
same time as you see.
Thousand Equipped by January
"How drab the pictures of yesterday will
seem. The change is stupendous. Things
we do today will be out of date.
"I suddenly awaken to this new thing,
and I feel a boy of 16 embarking on a new
career. I mean to be a pioneer, for it
means I am starting all over again.
"By January 1 a thousand theatres will
be equipped. In two or three years the
whole 20,000 theatres in the United States
will be playing sound and talking pictures
— a revolution indeed! I visualize in five
years' time no pictures without dialogue.
"Imagine 'Chang,' with the chattering of
the monkeys, and the cry of every animal.
We are going to do another 'Chang' and
all nature's sound will be introduced."
"The great problem of foreign countries
is one that we shall have to face," he said.
"I do not know what we shall do at this
moment, but rest assured we shall slacken
no eflfort to accomplish a perfect end."

Garden Theatre Reopens
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, June 19.— The Garden
theatre, which was closed May 19 by order of
Fire Marshal James O. Mulhern, was permitted to reopen after approval of the equipment
by the department of public safety.

Spanish Film Producers Demand Quota
Set Against Exhibitor or Distributor
[Washington Bureau of the Herald-World]
WASHINGTON. June 19. — Establishment by the Spanish government of quota
requirements covering the importation of foreign films has been asked by Spanish
film producers, according to a cable to the Department of Commerce from Trade
Commissioner George R. Canty at Paris.
The protection sought may be obtained in either of two ways, according to
proposals of the industry. The £rst proposal is that exhibitors be required to
show five Spanish films for every 100 exhibited, the percentage to be revised
periodically in accordance with production progress. The alternative is that one
Spanish film be purchased for exhibition abroad for every 25 features imported
into the country.
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Marks Brothers Sues Publix
And Others on Trust Charge
Assauhing of Employes, Disturbing of Performances, Intimidation
of Acts and Cornering of Picture Market Alleged
— ^Judge Calls New Hearing Friday
Representatives of Marks Brothers, Chicago, went into court Tuesday in
an effort to obtain an injunction against Paramount, Publix and subsidiaries,
and a number of producing companies, in a test case under the Sherman antitrust law which echoes the findings of the Federal Trade Commission against
Paramount Famous Lasky.
Assaulting of Employes
Charged
Assaulting of employes, disturbing" of performances, intimidating of acts
and cornering of pictures were charged in the bill of complaint which was
filed last Thursday in district court.
Counsel for Marks Brothers won the first
round Tuesday when Federal Judge J. W.
Wilkerson turned down the defendants' request for a month's postponement. He called
a new hearing for Friday when the plaintiffs'
attorneys pleaded for prompt action because
this is the month for buying pictures.
Two ushers of the Marbro were beaten
with clubs April 16 .by employes of the Senate
theatre, the complaint charged, and on the
same day three others of the Marbro staff
were threatened with physical violence.
Commotion
in Theatres
Cited
The complaint stated also that Publix and
subsidiaries had sent employes into Mark the»atres to walk through the aisles and in front
of the audience and to cause as much commotion as possible in order to check attendance.
The complaint charges that as a result of
these acts the Marks company cannot keep its
employes.
"The complaint, filed in the names of Marks
Brothers and Paradise Theatre, Inc., with
identical control by Louis L. and Meyer S.
Marks, names the following as defendants :
Paramount, Publix, B&K, L&T, B&K
Midwest, M G M, First National, Pathe, Universal, Great States, Orpheum, Circuit Booking Corporation, Orpheum Circuit, Inc., Western Vaudeville Managers Association, William
Morris Theatrical Agency, Adolph Zukor,
Jesse L. Lasky, Samuel Katz, Barney, Max,
Dave, John and A. J. Balaban, Herbert Stern,
Floyd M. Brockell, United Artists and Leo
Spitz.
The plaintiffs charge that the alleged restraint of trade is effected by the following
methods :
IBy intimidation, by unlawful inducements, by
. acts of physical violence, by causing persons who
made and entered into contracts with Marks Brothers
to break and violate the contracts, and by other unlawful means.
2
By refusing and causing the named producers and
• distributors to refuse to lease pictures to Marks
Brothers.
^ By entering into agreements, contracts and com•-'• binations and thereby causing the named producers to lease pictures to Marks Brothers at prices
as low as the prices for which, the producers or
distributors were leasing and would lease to other
persons, firms or corporations engaged in exhibition
and to owners and operators of similar motion picture theatres.
4
By refusing and causing various producers and
• distributors to refuse to contract or in any way .
deal with Marks Brothers for leasing productions.

5

By
refusing
and
causing
vaudeville
actors,
• actresses and artists to refuse to enter the Marks
employ and to exhibit their acts in Marks theatres.

6

By refusing and causing various persons en• gaged in the booking of vaudeville acts to refuse to contract with Marks and to act in Marks
theatres.

7

By leasing and contracting for films with the
• purpose of acquiring all pictures offered for
exhibition in Chicago, with the purpose of preventing
Marks Brothers from obtaining productions.
8 By acquiring, directly or indirectly, the stock
• in various corporations engaged in production,
distribution and exhibition, with the intent and purpose of creating a monopoly in the industry and to
exclude
exhibition.Marks and prevent them from engaging in
9 By coercing and intimidating owners of the• atres throughout the United States to convey
to Publix for no consideration or for grossly inadequate consideration substantial interests in their
theatres or in the incomes thereof, upon the threat
that if the theatre owners would not comply with the
unlawful demands of Publix the latter would establish
competing and would refuse to provide films to the
theatj-e owners who would not comply, and that
unless said theatre owners complied they would be
ruined and forced out of business.

It was stated in the bill of complaint that
Marks Brothers booked from Fox, Warner
Brothers and independents, and that Paramount and subsidiaries had cornered all feature films of Paramount, M G M, First National, United Artists, Universal and Pathe.
Findings of the Federal Trade Commission in
the Paramount case also were quoted.
Marks Brothers charged that on the West
Side of Chicago, the defendant theatre circuits had a surplus of 210 feature films from
shows at L & T's Senate and Harding theatres but prevented their leasing to the Marbro, and that while Marks Brothers had paid
$1500 to $5000 a week for pictures, the defendants would lease these surplus films to small
second and third-run houses at $25 to $200.
On the North Side, in the case of B & K's
Uptown and Norshore theatres there was a
surplus of 152 pictures withheld from the
Sheridan, Granada and Riveria, the plaintiff
stated. In presentations and vaudeville, Marks
Brothers asserted that the defendants prevented appearances at their theatres by Rae
Samuels, the Lomas Troupe, the Ritz Brothers,
Lou Brice, Forsythe and Kelley, and others.
Counsel for the plaintiffs include Tenney,
Harding Sherman and Rogers, and Joseph and
Benjamin Rosenberg.

Lone Bandit Robs Crowded Theatre of
$2,240; Girl
Cashier's Wits Save Rest
[_Special to the Herald-World)
MONTREAL, June 19. — A lone, armed bandit held up the cashier and doorman
of Loew's theatre Sunday night, seizing a cash box containing $2,240, part of the
day's receipts. Miss A. Chartier, the cashier, saved a second box by throwing it
on the floor of the box ofhce and locking the door. The theatre and street outside were crowded at the time.
This was the second time in a year that this theatre has been robbed. On a
previous occasion bandits help up Manager James Adams in his office, securing
^
$7,000.
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At the New York
Theatres
NEW

FILMS

STRAND — "Happiness Ahead," a First National
picture starring Colleen Moore, directed by William
Seiter.
ROXY — "How to Handle Women," a Universal
comedy starring Glenn Tryon, directed by William J.
PARAMOUNT — "Ladies of the Mob," a ParaCraft.
mount picture starring Clara Bow, directed by William
Wellman.
CAMEO — "The Station Master," a Sovkino production from Russia, starring Ivan Moskvin, being
given its American premiere by the Film Arts Guild.
FIFTH AVENUE PLAYHOUSE— "Violette Imperiale," a foreign production starring Raquel Meller,
a story of Napoleon III.
CAPITOL — "We Americans," a Universal picture
starring George Sidney, revived at popular prices.
RIALTO — "The Drag Net," revived for another
week.

HELD

OVER

CRITERION — "Wings," Paramount, opened Aug.
12, 1927.
ASTOR— "The Trail of '98," Metro-GoldwynMayer, opened Feb. 13, 1928.
GLOBE — "Street Angel," Fox, opened April 9.
44th STREET
"Abie's Irish Rose,"
Paramount,
opened THEATRE—
April 19.
CENTRAL — "The Man Who Laughs," Universal,
opened April 27.
RIVOLI — "Ramona," United Artists, opened May
12.
EMBASSY — "Tempest," United Artists, opened
May 17.
TIMES SQUARE— "Dawn," presented by Arch
Selwin, opened May 28.
HAMMERSTEIN'S— "The End of St. Petersburg,"
presented by Arthur Hammerstein, opened May 29.
GAIETY — "Fazil," Fox, opened June 5.
55th STREET PLAYHOUSE— "The Case of Jonathan Drew," English picture, opened in New York
WARNERS
— "The Lion and the Mouse," Warner
Brothers
June
10. film with Lionel Barrymore and McAvoy,
and Vitaphone. Opened June 15.

Paul Burger Made
Assistant to Lichtman,
U A Sales Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— Paul Burger has
been appointed an assistant to Al Lichtman,
United Artists' sales head. Burger has resigned from the M-G-AI sales staff, after
eight years of service, having been a newspaper man previously. In his capacity as an
assistant to Lichtman, Burger will specialize
in organization work and co-operate with
Cresson E. Smith, assistant to the general
manager
of in
distribution.
ters will be
New York. Burger's headquar-

Opens on Sunday to
Test
Blue Law
(Special toCity's
the Herald-World)
SEYMOUR. IND., June 19.— To test the
Sunday blue law in the city, W. O. Heuber,
manager of the Princess theatre, opened his
theatre for business Sunday. Heuber threatened to file affidavits against every other business open in the city on Sunday if he was
arrested.

Kinemato graph Now Is
Published Thrice Weekly
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, June 9.— The Berlin review of
the motion picture industry, Kijiemato graph,
is now being published three times a week,
Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday. The subscription price has been advanced, but each
subscription now includes one to the same publisher's Film-Magasin.

Sliter Recovering
(Special to the Herald-World)

WAUKESHA,
WIS.,
Sliter, taken ill at the
Baths.
New
York,

is

June
Fox

recuperating

19.— Fred
convention
at

the

G.
in

Moor's

'
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Lonesome

Call it a freak picture if you will, but the simple story of the incidents in the lives of two simple folk is still the greatest plot of all — if it's
directed rightly. And that's just what preliminary reports sayCarl
Paul Laemmle,
Fejos has Jr.done in "Lonesome," for Universal, under the supervision of
<t

Motion Picture Club Busy Spot
With Official Opening Aug. 15

"[/" Picture Gives Convincing Evidence ofCraftsmanship, Says
Martin J. Quigley

List of Charter Members for Organization with Home Overlooking
Broadway Completed, While Third Hundred Is Coming
In — Home Big Enough for 20 Rooms

Lonesome" Tribute to
Director Fejos' Ability,
Held Unusually Fine Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— The Carl Laemmle
special production, "Lonesome," is getting itself talked about — as an attraction and as an
example of the newest and most Continental
form of cinematic expression. The production is the work of Paul Fejos, the young
Continental director about whose future Mr.
Laemmle has spoken enthusiastically. Inspection of "Lonesome" makes the reasons for
Mr. Laemmle's enthusiasm very plain. It is
a thoroughly intelligent work and, not in a
few spots but throughout, it gives convincing
evidence of the imaginative craftsmanship of
its director and his ability to reconstruct upon
the screen the spirit as well as the shadow
of his story.
The story is starkly simple. Done in the
conventional manner it would hardly attract
especial notice, but aa "Lonesome" is done
by Fejos, with its modernistic effects, its
pointed realism and the extraordinary camera
resourcefulness of its director — it is a production that will stand out in this or any season's product.
To us, "Lonesome" is decidedly a director's
picture. There are but two principal characters in the story but the personalities of even
these two do not weigh heavily in the outcome. Barbara Kent as the girl is a pleasing
personality and is a satisfying figure in the
story. Glenn Tryon as the boy, with a rathei
excessive indulgence in low comedy antics,
does not seem to have made any easier the
way of the director.
Fejos expertly employs the directorial technic of "Variety" and "Sunrise." He displays
an unusual ability to make physical elements
create a mood, an atmosphere and a spirit.
He has an alert sense of beauty and the
ability to fix it upon the screen. The composition and movement of several of his night
scenes are most striking.
"Lonesome" is not merely an unusual picture— it is an unusually fine picture and an
attraction that will be heard irom.— MARTIN
J. QUIGLEY.

Tessier Made F B O
Representative in South
(Special to the Herald-Woiid)

NEW YORK, June 19.
Paul Tessier has
been appointed district manager for F B O in
New Orleans.
'

By PETER

VISCHER

NEW YORK, June 19. — The Motion Picture Club of New York is buzzing
with life. Weeks before its opening, it is the center of animated groups of
energetic men : plastering here, laying pipes there, lugging in fine old wood for
panels, painting, decorating.
Plenty to Be Proud Of
Few motion picture men have seen the club as yet, though John S. Spargo,
proud executive secretary of the new club, has succeeded in guiding a few
brave parties through the maze of building materials and slathering paints.
There is plenty to be proud about.
In the heart of New York, overlooking
Broadway at 46th Street, the new Motion
Picture Club is becoming an actuality. Now
that the task is almost completed, with an
official opening set for August 15, the wonder grows that this organization did not
come into being years ago. Such enthusiasm is pushing it along that there is no
question the club is, in the language of
Broadway, a "natural."
Third Hundred Now Signing.
The list of charter members, 200 in all
all, is complete. The third hundred is coming in. Many more are interested, though
their questions make it evident they have
no idea the club is actually coming to life.
When the club finally is thrown open for
inspection there won't be the slightest
trouble in filling its list of 500 members.
For years New Yorkers in the film industry talked about starting a Motion Picture Club. Everybody agreed that it ought
to be done but nobody got to work until
Al Lichtman, of United Artists, toastmaster at the film golf tournament a year ago,
seriously proposed getting to work.
And

Houston Manager Gets
Donkeys for Convention
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

HOUSTON, June 19.— Manager
Eddie Barnes has bought SO donkeys
to present to delegates to the Democratic national convention. He purchased the animals at Pearsall,
Texas, and will give one to each
state delegation and to the groups
from Alaska and the Philippines.

work was started a week later, with Lichtman elected president.
Has Space for 20 Rooms
Such progress was made that it soon became possible to take a 15-year lease on
widespreading quarters at 1650 Broadway.
As L. A. Blumenthal pressed forward the
work of the membership committee, Lee
Ochs put his capable head and shoulders
to the problems of the building committee.
The club has 14,500 square feet of space,
enough for twenty rooms. A huge library
and lounge, 36 feet by 56, faces Broadway
where it widens into the tiny plaza at 46th
street. Five card rooms, with special ventilation for the removal of solid blocks of
cigar smoke, are adjacent to the lounge. A
billiard room, with four tables, will be available for indoor athletes, to say nothing of
a handball court, and a gymnasium that
bears
mysterious
name ofand"work-out
room."theLockers
and showers
a set of
other necessary rooms (such as offices,
stockrooms, check rooms, ladies' room, and
so forth) are fully provided for.
Dining Room to Seat 220
The largest room of the club will be its
main dining room, a handsome but still
homelike room 38 by 68, with a seating
capacity of 220. .\ feature of this room will
be hidden sliding doors which will make
it possible to divide the dining room into
three smaller rooms, for the use of pri\-ate
parties on festive occasions. Whether these
rooms will have soundproof walls, with asbestos linings, is still to be determined.
A feature of the dining room, more important even than the kitchen, according to
Spargo, will be the chef. A nameless connoisseur of pots and pans has already been
{Continued on page il^
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Kansas City Film Board Irons Out
Zoning to Satisfy Everyone
Uniform Protection Problem in Western Missouri and Kansas Is Settled
After Long Discussion by New Schedule
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]
KANSAS CITY, Jun<e 19. — Uniform protection and zoning, long a point
of much discussion in Western Missouri and Kansas, apparently has
been ironed out at last to the satisfaction of all by the Kansas City
Film Board of Trade.
THE
following
towns
have
been
given
protection
where
there are no subsequent run theatres within the town:

Leavenworth, Kan. — Seven days in' Leavenworth,
and over Fort Leavenworth. Protection expires 37
days from notice of availability.
Lexingrton, Mo. — ^Seven days in Liexington and over
Henrietta and Wellington. Protection expires in 37
days.
Mobcrly, Mo. — 30 days in Moberly and Randolph
County.
Protection expires in 60 days.
Monett, Mo. — Seven days in Monett, and over
Pierce City, Purdy, and Verona. Protection expires
in 37 days.
Oregon, Mo.- — ^Seven days over Forest City. Protection expires in 37 days.
Parsons, Kan. — Seven days in Parsons and over
Altamont and Mount Valley. Protection expires in
37 days.
Richmond, Mo. — ^Seven days in Richmond _ and
seven days over Henrietta. Protection expires in 37
days.
30 Days in Salina
Salina, Kan. — 30 days in Salina and Saline
County, also, Solomon, Kan., and prior run over
Minneapolis, Kan. Protection expires in Salina,
Saline County and Solomon in 60 days, 30 in Minneapolis.
Boonville, Mo. — Fourteen days protection over New
Franklin, Mo.
Protection
expires in 44 days.
Cottonwood Falls, Kan. — This town is allowed
seven days protection over Strong City, Kan. Protection expires in 37 days.
Forest City, Mo. — This town is allowed seven days
protection over Oregon, Mo. Protection expires in
37 days.
Hutchinson, Kan. — Thirty days protection in
Hutchinson and Reno County. Protection expires
in 60 days.
Independence, Kan. — Seven days protection in Independence, and over Caney, Cherryvale, and Elk
City.
Protection expires in 37 days.
lola Given Seven Days
lola, Kan — Seven days protection in lola and over
Humboldt. LaHarpe, and Moran. Protection expires
in 37 days.
Junction City, Kan. — Seven days in Junction City,
and over Fort Riley.
Protection expires in 37 days.
Strong City, Kan. — Seven days over Cottonwood
Falls.
Protection expires in 37 days.
Winfield, Kan. — Prior run over Burden, Dexter,
Oxford and Udall.
Protection expires in 30 days.

The following is the protection schedule
for towns where there are subsequent runs:

Joplin, Mo. — First run theatres in Joplin, Mo.,
have 30 days within the city of Joplin, and seven
days over Webb City and Neosho, Mo., and Baxter
Springs and Galena, Kan. Second run theatres in
Joplin have 14 days over third run.
Protection ex-

Shows for Shut-Ins of
Britain Are Proposed
Records of the M. P. P. D. A.
showing more than 170,000 helpless
shut-ins treated to free picture exhibitions at least once a week, last
week, through its membership,
prompted the following suggestion
in "Cinema," London trade paper:
"It ought not to be difficult to organize similar exhibitions on this
side. Renters would, we feel sure,
place copies of their product at the
disposal of any central office organized to deal systematically with
the provision of entertainment to
these unhappy 'shut-ins.' The work
would be a worthy one, would cost
the trade little or nothing, would
rebound to the credit of those supporting it, and would doubtless have
the benevolent approval of the authorities. Who will start it?"

pires in 44 days.
Third run has seven days over
fourth run.
Protection expires in 37 days.
Lawrence, Kan. — First run theatres in Lawrence
have 60 days over second run theatres and protection expires in 90 days. Fourteen days over Baldwin, Eudora, and Tonganoxie. Protection expires in
44 days.
Pittsburg Wins 60 Days
Pittsburg, Kan. — First run theatres in Pittsburg
are to receive 60 days over second run theatres. Protection expires in 90 days. Thirty days in Crawford
county and Minden, Mo. Protection expires in 60
days.
Sedalia, Mo. — 90 days in Sedalia over subsequent
run theatres. Protection expires in 120 days. 30
days in Pettis county.
Protection expires in 60 days.
Springfield, Mo
30 days over subsequent run theatres in Springfield, Green County and Ozark, Mo.
Protection
expires in 60 days.
St. Joseph, Mo. — 30 days protection over subsequent run theatres in the city of St. Joseph, Savannah, Mo., and Troy and Wathena, Kan. Protection
expires in 60 days.
Topeka, Kan. — First run Topeka hae 60 days protection over all subsequent run theatres charging 25c
or more adult admission. Protection expires in 90
days. 90 days protection over all theatres charging less than 25c adult admission. Protection expires in 120 days.
Wichita, Kan. — First run Wichita is to receive 60
days protection over all theatres charging 25c, or
greater, adult admission. Protection expires in 90
days. 90 days protection over all theatres charging
15c to 25c adult admission, protection expiring in 120
days. Six months protection over all theatres charging less than 15c admission.

UniversaVs Florida
Circuit Goes Over
To Sparks, Report
E. J. Sparks, it is reliably reported, has
concluded a deal with Universal whereby he
will take over that company's circuit of Florida houses, excepting those at Leesburg and
Lake City, and the Capitol at Miami.
If the Florida circuit goes to the Sparks
interests, it will mean that Universal's holdings in that immediate territory are reduced
to the minimum, there being left only the
Capitol in Atlanta and a group of suburban
houses nearby.
40-year-oId
B. F. Keith
in Boston,' will
be The
closed
July 1, giving
way totheatre
the $5,000,000
B. F.
Keith memorial theatre next door. The cornerstone
of the Masonic temple, which will house a S,O00-seat
Fox theatre in Atlanta, has been laid. The Walnut,
Cincinnati, has been sold by K-A-O to interests
which will erect a garage on the site. Famous
Players Canadian Corporation is erecting a $275,000
house at Saskatoon, Sask. William Stewart, Toronto
showman, has leased the Rivoli there.
The Music Box, Seattle, will open in August.
The Ashland, Wellington, Kan., will be completely
remodeled at a cost of $75,000. The Midwest Amusement Company has leased the Shrine Auditorium.
At Hoquiam, Wash., Ed Dolan has sold the Arcade
to James T. Quigg. The American Legion posts of
Portland, Ore., will have charge of performances
at the Liberty during the annual Rose Carnival
week. Netoco, with headquarters in Boston, lias
idded another theatre to its chain, the Liberty at
Dorchester,
Mass., and will remodel
the house.
The Brant theatre, Brantford, Ont., has closed
for the summer, and bookings liave been switched
to the Temple. Guy A. Kenimer has been promoted to manager of the Publix houses in Jacksonville, Fla.

Abe Stern at Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 19.— These
are the travelers. Vice-president Abe
has returned from New York, while
dent Julius Stern and Max Alexander,
sistant, have gone to Europe.

Sterns
Stern
Presihis as-

New Austrian Film Star
of M-G'M Is Christened
Eva Von Berne on Liner
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— Eva Von Berne,
new star of M-G-M from Austria, was christened with her screen name (it was previously
Von Plentzner) by passengers aboard the
liner George Washington, which arrived Friday. She was discovered by Norma Shearer
on
the
latter's honeymoon trip abroad with
Irving Thalberg.
Mrs. Carlton Bailey Hurst, wife of the
American consul-general at Berlin, is credited
by M-G-M with submitting the winning name.
Judges included Capt. A. B. Randall ; Dr.
Richard Haven, American consul-general at
Vienna, and Col. Robert Morris.

George Sidney Confined
to Baltimore Hospital;
Condition Not Divulged
(Special to the Herald-World)

BALTIMORE,

June

19.— George

Sidney,

the
screenhere.player,
confined would
to St. not
Agnes'
hospital
His is condition
be
divulged by authorities at the institution.

Speaking of Parties, Fox
Ready for Excursion Fun
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— There'll be sport
a-plenty for Fox employes when they board
the Peter Stuyvesant steamer for Indian
Point, up the Hudson, August 25. The Fox
Athletic Club is putting in the final licks on
plans for a big meet, with loads of prizes.
And that's not all. At 5 :30 p. m. the excursionists will set forth for West Point, preparatory to a moonlight return trip with
dances and shows on the deck.

Pathe Soon to Open
Jacksonville Exchange
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, June 19.— Definite announcement that Pathe plans to open an exchange
in Jacksonville within the next few months
was made early this week by Southern Division Manager Dan Michalove on his return
from Dallas, where he joined Vice-President
John C. Flinn, of the Pathe home office, for
a regional convention which assembled branch
managers and salesmen from the Dallas, New
Orleans, Memphis, and Oklahoma City exchanges.
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Union Musicians
Use Radio in Fight
on ' 'Canned" Music
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, June 19.— The Musicians
Mutual Benefit Association has enlisted the
aid of the WIL broadcasting station to carrj
the union's fight against the Vitaphone, Movietone and other synchronized pictures and all
forms of mechanical music.
On Saturday night's program a union
official appealed to the people to insist that
their favorite theatres should employ union
orchestras instead of "canned" music.
In police court on June 15 Judge Rosecan
dismissed traffic violation charges against
William E. Presslev, arrested when he was
driving an automobile containing a band of
union musicians to the Scullin PubHc School.

Broad Expansion
of KA O Starting,
Kennedy Declares
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— Broad expansion
for the K A O theatre circuit is to start at
once, Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman, announced
today.
Bids have been accepted on two theatres to
be built in Greater New York while other
new houses will be rushed to completion for
the coming season in Rochester, Memphis and
Boston.

MGM-Sapiro Deal
Called off; Snag Is
Protection Issue
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19. — An expected
contract between M G M and the Aaron
Sapiro group of independent theatres in
New York has not been signed and will
not be unless one side or the other makes
concessions.
Negotiations for the contract, understood
to run as high as $750,000, were called off
here when M G M and Sapiro found it impossible to agree on the subject of protection. At the Sapiro office it was said today
that "no producer is boycotted here and
we are ready to do business when they
accede to our conditions."

Stockholders Meet to
Increase P F L Shares;
Best Year Is Reported
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— A special meeting of the stockholders of Paramount was
held here yesterday to increase the authorized number of shares from one million of
one par value to three millions. Paramount
was reported to be enjoying the best year
in its history, having reported profits available for common stock of $2,264,148.96, for
the first quarter of 1928, a new record.

Gould on Vacation
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— E. W. Gould, manager of the Morningside theatre and roof garden here, left yesterday for his annual vacation.
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Take Trail 3 from Minneapolis
If Driving to Readers' Funf est
Scouts and Advance Guard Find Everything Ready for Convention
at Alexandria, Minn. — Register at Once at Chamber of Commerce, Says Longaker
On to Alexandria ! That's the big- word going down the line from theatre to
theatre as the Herald-World readers take a last look to see that the windows
are locked and the cat is outside, before starting the trek to Minnesota for their
convention of June 24 to 30. As J. C. Jenkins says, "Fill the tank up with gas,
close your cutout, step on the starter and head 'er for Alexandria for the best
week's vacation you ever had."
Take Trail No. 3 from Minneapolis
The scouts have everything ready at Alexandria, and the vanguard, on the
ground, reports back that the roads are in fine shape. Here's the final bit of
important information from H. J. Longaker, host extraordinaire : Take Trail
No. 3 if driving from south of Minneapolis. It's paved and runs within a few
miles of Alexandria. On arriving, first register at the Chamber of Commerce,
where complete information will be given as to rooms, hotels, lake cottages,
camping reservations and the like. As for trains, there are plenty of them
out of Minneapolis.
.'

1

Though exhibitors rolling their own
transportation are advised to take No. 3,
all trails are well marked and graveled if
not paved.
We hear at the
last moment that
the world — and that
means Alexandria
right now — is safe
for mongrel pups
and Chows after all.
Crockett Brown's
bullfoundland
pup
won't be there, but
perhaps
so seriousthat's
after not
all,
as Brown writes:
"It looks now as
if our affair (guess
that word will cover
Mr. Bullfoundland, Esq.
it all) is going to be
a pushover. Sorry I cannot take the bullfoundland pup along so he can pose with
J. C. and lick him in the face again, but
will have to leave him home to take care
of the film salesmen while the boss is away,
and besides he has been well raised and I
don't want to teach him any bad habits."
Programs While You Wait
As for the program, just to show that
political meeting coming at Houston
exactly
what the word
"democracy"
the conventioners
themselves
will means,
decide
that w.hen they arrive. Longaker says there
will be one or more all-together talkfests.
This much is sure, however.
Longaker's

State theatre will be headquarters for picture entertainment. He puts it this way:
"As it will cost no exhibitor or his party
anything to attend the State theatre showings that week, it would be a good idea to
come in each evening from the golf course,
the fishing parties and the camps to keep
in touch with the daily programs which you
mayThere's
promulgate."
no need of worry that there won't
be plenty of fish to eat, Daddy Jenkins says.
"The boys can cast aside all apprehensions
on that score for, with the aid of Will
Whitmore of the Herald-World staff, we
will take care of that part of the program
ourself." A real job, though, J. C, because
Longaker writes there are millions of them.
Longaker says such nice things as this:
"It doesis for
one the
goodexhibitors
to know in the
HeraldWorld
every
way,
no matter if for their interests or for their
pleasure." Then, from Alexandria, he puts
it all together with these words:
"I can promise that the most interesting
bunch of 'pitcher show' people ever brought
together
That's will
why be
thehere."
last word is the same as
the first: On to Alexandria!

Fairbanks Returns
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
YORK,
June 19.— Man' Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks arrived Saturday from
Naples.

What Exhibitors are Saying
EXHIBITORS

*

MOVING

PICTURE

about IHIEIRALD]) # W@ISL©
"We would not be without the Herald, as we have found it t© be the most
uptodate herald of them all. We have gained lots of pood advice from it
and it has been worth the price to us in perusing its contents.
"We think that no exhibitor ought to be without it. as anyone can get a
lot of good pointers from it, especially if he is a new exhibitor, and not very
well posted. It will save him more than the price. It has been valuable to
me and I am quite an old exhibitor now. I would not think of discontinuing it while I am in business." — Williani Currcll Gem (formerly Iris) theatre, Logan, Utah.
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Synchronized Dialogue and Melody
in ^^Lion and Mouse^^
PartsMingle
of Warner Picture Have Conversation Alone, Others Both Speech
and Music — Barrymore's Voice Scores
By PETER VISCHER

YORK, June 16.— The premiere of "The Lion and the Mouse,"
NEW
which came to the Warner's theatre with important synchronized features, attracted considerable attention on Broadway. A fanfare of
lights and crowds and mounted police gave the event at least an outward
appearance of first-rate importance.
THE showing of the picture held the
closest attention of a critical audience
because it brought into sharp relief several
methods of presenting photoplays. Part of
the picture had conversation, part of it was
presented with music, and another part
achieved the unusual by having both conversation and music.
Soft Music Behind Dialogue
Some of the biggest scenes of this old
stage thriller (in which none other than
Douglas Fairbanks once trod the boards of
Broadway) had Lionel Barrymore barking
at Willie Collier, Jr., and vice versa, while
in the background one heard soft music.
The effect can best be represented by
imagining a dramatic play like "The Dove"
or "The Trial of Mary Dugan" or "The
Lion and the Mouse" with the fiddlers plugging away for dear life while the big moment was being enacted.
The picture made use of familiar methods of motion picture direction. Closeups
were used frequently as the characters
talked, the camera shifting its lens from one
to the others as the conversation proceeded.
Stage Experience's Value Shown
The picture seemed to show quite clearly
the immense advantage of stage experience.
It was generally agreed that Barrymore,
with his years of voice training, carried off the honors of this film. His voice
carried magnificently and he used it with
telling effect to get over a number of innuendoes quite impossible without speech.
On the other hand, May McAvoy's performance was hardly enhanced by the use
of her voice. She looked perfectly lovely,
but when her first turn came to speak the
result brought a resounding laugh from the
audience. Obviously, the Vitaphone has
more difficulty in being as kindly to feminine voices as to masculine.
This was emphasized in the program pre-

Politics and Exhibition,
Biechele Heis Hands Full
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, June 19.—Poli.
tics at the national Republican convention inKansas City were not con£ned to politicians only. It was an
ultra busy week for R. R. Biechele.
president of the M. P. T. O. KansasMissouri, who was constantly on the
outlook for any possible benekts,
large or small, in the way of policies of candidates, for the motion
picture industry as a whole.
Biechele, with four candidates for
governor in Kansas, also has his
hands full, not taking into consideration the convention of his own organization, which is to be in Wichita, Kan., June 26 and 27. One of
the highlights cf the M. P. T. O.
K.-M. convention will be lectures
on talking pictures by experts in
electrical research. Nontheatricals
and carnivals also will be brought
upon the carpet.

ceding the presentation of "The Lion and
the Mouse," in which Giovanni Martinelli,
the Metropolitan Opera star, brought
down the house with a solo from "La
Juive." Martinelli's voice was given with
far better result than any other with the
possible
excepion
of echo.
Barrymore's, and he
was
applauded
to the
Seen in the audience were:
Raphael Diaz, Frances Peralta, Mr. and Mrs.
Kermit Roosevelt, Gen. L. W. Stotesbury, Ruth
Hale, Lady Winifred Sackville Stoner, Mary Chapiu,
Ida Tarbell, William C. Redfield, Grover Whalen,
Mrs. Henry Moskowitz, Judpe Jean Norris, Lady
Armstrong, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Mr. and
Mrs. George (Tex) Rickard, Rovert Simons, Augustus Post, Geoffrey O'Hara, Dario Rappoport, Fulton Oursler, Lulu Volmer, Sigmund Spaeth, Father
John Kelly, Gene Buck, Joseph P. Day, Prince and
Princess Georges Matchabelli, Princess Gheka, Baroness Von Klenner, Col. Walter A. Delamater, Mme.
Bianca Randall, Ida Bailey Allen, Crete Hutchinson,
Count James Lasetelly, Rhea Silberta, Rita Weiman,
Alice McKay Kelly, Capt. Charles W. Wilson, Princess Schleswig von Holstein-Gluckberg, Prince Ferdinand Lopkowitz, Princess Melkoc, Prince Hayso
Eddin, Princess Nina Caracciolo, Prince Jacques De
Broglie, Kalil Gibran, Commander J. H. Klein, Jr.,
Major Fabre, Cecil Owen, Mrs. Barnadette Hodges,
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Myer, and Isabel Turner.

"The Lion and the Mouse" is at the Warner's theatre for an extended run.

Educational to Release
6 Comedies, 8 One-Reel
Subjects During July
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— Six two-reel comedies are on Educational's Hne-up of pictures
for the month of July. In addition to the
two-reel_ productions there will be eight onereel subjects and 10 new issues of Kinograms
newsreel.
The comedies are : "Roaming Romeo," with
Lupino Lane; "Listen Children," with Lloyd
Hamilton ; "Ladies Preferred," with Jerry
Drew; "Hop Off," with Charley Bowers;
"Leaping Luck," a new Mermaid Comedy featuring George Davis and Monty Collins;
"Blondes Beware," a Tuxedo Comedy, featuring Johnny Arthur; "The Lost Laugh" and
"Hard Work," with Wallace Lupino; "Oh
Mama," featuring Jack Miller.
One ofis Lyman
"Hodge-Podge
subjects
included H.
on Howe's
the program.
This is
untitled as yet, as is a new Curiosities subject
to be released in July. "Felix the Cat in Astronomeeous" and "Felix the Cat in Jungle
Bungles," are the two new animated cartoon
comedies from the Pat Sullivan studios.
'Wild Wool"-"Night Clouds" are the new
Robert C. Bruce Outdoor Sketches.

Universal Completes 34th
Picture for Next Season
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— Completion of
its 34th picture for next season gives Universal a record of having passed the halfway mark in production for 1928-29. With
the expectation that a score or more features will have been completed before the
actual exhibition season starts. Universal
executives say the new policy goes a long
step toward elimination of blind booking.
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It's Age of Surprises
But This Takes the Cake!
"In this day of revelations, few
people are surprised," says the ShePress, editorially.
"Youabout
can
pick up boygan
a newspaper
and read
a 3,500-mile hop by air as though
it were just a mere buggy ride back
in the old days. You listen in on
your radio and you are thrilled with
the things that come over the air.
There was a time when you marvelled at these things which seem uncanny, but this is all changed now.
Within the past twenty years we have
seen the motion picture industry
perfected to a point where the United
States leads the world, and now we
have the vitaphone, talking pictures,
if you please.
"But even with all of these things,
we have our little surprises. Friday noon Melvin Peacock, playing
the half-hour organ recital over The
Press Station WHBL, offered, among
his selections,
'Looking later
For aa young
Boy.'
About
fifteen minutes
lad came tearing into The Press
office and inquired of the editor
what kind of a job and salary. After
running around every department
and inquiring, we finally ascertained
in the studio that Melvin Peacock
was at fault, for he had played:
'Looking For a Boy.' "

International Code
In Bettering Films
Proposed by Brandt
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. June 19.— A convention of
representatives of producing companies for
the purpose of deciding what is acceptable to
the world at large in the bettering of pictures,
is proposed by Joe Brandt, president of Columbia, who has just returned from Europe.
"For my part," he declared, "nothing would
give me greater pleasure than to receive an
international deputation of producers at the
Columbia studio with a view of arriving at a
common purpose and to establish definite fundamentals that are acceptable to the world at
large in our general aim for better product.
"In support of this conviction, my activities
while abroad were to establish reliable independent distribution agencies throughout the
world for the interchange and circulation of
worthwhile pictures of all countries. I am
happy to say that I achieved my objective."

M G M Trackless Train
Helps Play Welcomer to
Australian
Hero Fliers
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEWless Train,
YORK,
M-G-M's Endless
TrackwithJune
its 19.—
apparently
Itinerary caused by the continuously warm
reception given this globe-chugging ballyhoo, helped play host to the trans-Pacific
Australian fliers when they reached Brisbane.
Eddie Carrier, conductor, wrote Howard
Dietz, director of publicity, advertising and
exploitation, that on its trip into the interior the Train is being met in all towns
by a police and civic escort, is paraded to
the city hall for inspection by the mayor
and then tours the city.
Eddie (and he's not a "common carrier")
rapidly is attaining the title of the most
paraded parader in the industry.
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^
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'Considered a "find" by Pathe — Jeannette
Loff, whom that company has chosen for
important roles in "Love Over Night,"
"Annapolis," "The Elevator Girl" and
"Geraldine" on the 1928-29 program.
And she brings a new beauty to the screen.

PICTURE

SECTION

Well, what is there to say? Of course we
think Victor McLaglen chooses his reading
matter wisely, but — No, come to think of
it, nothing was said about the Fox star in
that issue. Maybe he's showing the monk
the picture pages!
Oh, well —

Its oflScial sognomen, we're told, is Svonk. And, we're told, it is
(or was or something) the mascot of the M G M West Coast publicity department, which is headed by Pete Smith. But after all,
we are sure only that this photograph represents Smith's presentation of Svonk to Howard Dietz, MGM
publicity director, during
his recent sojourn in Hollywood.
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Stories Told
by the Camera

Capturing the plaudits of European fans —
Liane Haide, beauty and Continental screen
player, whom Ray Rockett, supervisor for
Defu-First National in Berlin, has signed to
a four-year contract. She will star in both
Defu and First National British productions.

Starting the new season u-ith a bang. .At some studios, vou sec.
they ring up the curtain. .\t others they uiercly institute oporjtions.
But at the Educational plant production recommences as you sec
above. Well then, here's Steve Roberts about to start directing his
first 1928-29 comedy, starring
.\I camera.
St. Jolin (left). Dui^hl Vk'.irrcii
is at the
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|^oi/;ei;er, this has i\othing

To start our little collection of pictorial this's and that's, we
Chester Conklin fighting a battalion of kids for a chan:e
washbowl — not an unusual sight among the larger families
imperfect world. And they're all hist — in "Taxi 13," of
Conklin is the star of this F B O production, which Marshall
directed.

present
at the
of this
course.
Neilan

All set! Former Judge Ben Lindsey approves of the scenario for
the picture based on his book, "Companionate Marriage." The production will be a Gotham Special. Whether the picture is to favor,
oppose or straddle this topical subject is not divulged by news or
camera. Above are shown Harold Shumate, supervisor; Director
Erie C. Kenton, Lindsey and Sam Sax, producer.

Faust
Right: Margaret,
and Mephisto — a scene
from "Charles Gounod,"
the June subject in the
Fitzpatrick Music Master
series. Gounod, still
famous as the composer
of "Faust," was born 100
years ago.

Below: As hundreds
hailed Tom Mix at the
F B O exchange in Boston, where he and Tony
ended their vaudeville
tour. Mix returned to
Hollywood last week for
his first FBO
Western.

It is said that screen success depends so much on the
printed word that the greatest stars fawn before their
press agents. Maybe so. Indeed, this picture of
Dolores Del Rio, Edwin Carewe's star, and her press
agent, Harry Wilson, supports that idea. But believe
whatever you like.

f
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As love affairs were conducted a long, long time ago. So much
has happened since then, hasn't it? But things are bound to happen if you give them time. What you see above is confined to a
small region nowadays. It is a scene from Universal's serial, "Tarzan the Mighty," featuring
NatalieMerrill.
Kingston (the victim above)
and Frank

No work today for the star. So Dolores Costello, leading player in
"Noah's Ark," Warner Brothers' super-Super-Special (as one is led
to believe it will be) watches other sequences for that hefty production being shot. Joining her are Major Albert Warner, vice-president of Warner Brothers; and Helene Costello, who has a role in
support of Sister Dolores.

Left: Talking over details
of Douglas
MacLean's
first
Paramount
picture
under Christie auspices.
You see Al Christie himself, MacLean himself,
and the latter's business
agent, Al Crone (also
himself, we take it).
Below: At the Defu-First
National studio in Berlin
— Director Reichmann,
Ray Rockett, production
head; La Jana, Defu star;
Ernest W. Fredman, London publisher; Supervisor
Zelnick, and Mr. Berman
and Harry Halm, also
Defu stars.

What (as
is it,
doll? himself
Yes. yes,
a doll
— oh.Gcorj;e
dear,
dear!
Mr. a Givot
wouldit'ssay).
Only.
Givot, comedian of musical shows and presentations,
has a way of sayinj; it — such a laugh-provoking way,
as many, screen
many know.
nowdear,
he's dear!
contemplating
comedies;..And Oh,
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Too Frequent Exploiting Hurts
Confidence, Asserts Biechele
Exhibitor Changing Three Times a Week Should Not Play Up
More Than One Picture, Says M. P. T. 0. PresidentCalls Some Films Cheapened by Ballyhoo
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

KANSAS CITY, June 19. — Some grave mistakes can be made in frequency
of special exploitation of pictures, in the opinion of R. R. Biechele, manager
of the Osage theatre of Kansas City, Kan., and president of the M. P. T. O.
Kansas-Missouri.
Says Public Questions Sincerity
"How frequently do we see an exhibitor who has two changes weekly in
pictures attempting to play up every picture as though it were something big,"
Biechele declared. "The result always is the same. For a short time — much
too short — he will attract the attention of patrons, but soon the feeling will
prevail that the exhibitor is not sincere in his exploitation and that his adverising is no indication whatever of the quality of the picture to be seen.
"There are some pictures which are 'naturals' for exploitation. Those pictures should
be taken advantage of and played up accordingly. On the other hand, there are some topnotch pictures which are of a more or less
serious vein which will not stand to be cheapened by exploitation. A conservative statement from the management concerning what
he believes to be the actual worth of such a
picture most always will be more productive
of results in these cases than any other method.
Plays Up

One

Film in Three

"For ordinary program pictures a theatre
owner frequently is forced to put on a little
stage specialty or something to overcome the
handicap. It can be done. For the first-run
downtown houses one must take into consideration that pictures at such theatres will stand
more exploiting. A week-run first-run exhibitor has more time and fewer pictures to select.
Naturally his selection will contain a greater
percentage of really good pictures than the
man who must change his program twice or
three times weekly. For the man with the
three changes a week, I would say the playing
up of not more than one picture would be the
ideal policy. I have followed along those lines
and I believe my patrons trust my word when
I do splurge on a picture."

New Producing Company
Being Formed in Britain
to Meet Warner Quota
[By

the London

Correspondent

of the

Herald-World]

LONDON, June 19. — Chiefly in order to make
Warner Brothers British quota films, Arthur
Clavering of the company's London headquarters, isforming a new production company, together with Maurice Levinson, who
came here from America over a year ago

for the express intention, at the time, of seeing how Warners could line up for quota
law. Clavering's new company will get to
work, probably at Elstree, some time next
month, when Percy Marmont will star in
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N. Y. Motion Picture Club
Enters Third Hundred of
Increasing
Membership
{Continued from page 25)

engaged and his reputation rests on the
fact that he can provide magnificent food
at
The reason
chef's name
is
not respectable
given for prices.
the simple
that he
hasn't yet put his name to a contract and
Spargo these
says days.
there's no use taking any
chances
Charter Members
Listed
The charter members of the Motion Picture Club, who played a prominent part in
making the club possible, are the following:
A
Arthur Abeles, Jack Alicoate, Ben Amsterdam, Lou
Anger, R. V. Anderson, Warren Auerbach.

B

J. C. Barnstyn, Lou Baum, Jerome Beatty, David
Bernstein, George Blair, B. K. Blake, David Blum, A.
K. Blumenthal, Louis Blumentbal, Harry A. Bloomberg, Alex Boyd, Peter J. Brady, Richard Brady,
William Brandt, Harry Brandt, Joe Brandt, Sol
Brill, Leo Breaker, Colvin W. Brown, Jules Brulatour,
H. D. Buckley, Paul Burger, Samuel N. Burger,
Nathan Burkan.

c

W. H. Cadoret, Walter Camp, James A. Carrier,
David Chatkin, J. B. Clark, Milton Cohen, Jack
Cohn, M. E. Comerford, Thomas Conners, J. H.
Cooper, Ed. Curtis.

D

George Dembow, Sam Dembow, Jack Dempsey, Ned
Depinet, Howard Dietz, Thomas Dixon, D. A. Dobie,

the first picture, to be called "Sir or
It is possible the new company will unMadam." dertake more than enough pictures to satisfy the Warner quota, but it is plainly
stated that Warners are in no way committed to take the films if they are not up
to the required standard.
Welsh Pearson Elder, who made
"Huntingtower" with Sir Harry Lauder,
which Paramount is to distribute here and
in the States, has effected an arrangement
with Marcus Films of Paris, and Phoenix
Films of Berlin, under which several joint
productions will be embarked upon.
In view of the activity in connection with
sound synchronization in America and of
the recent pronouncements of the big men
from the United States, it is interesting to
note that British Acoustics, which owns a
sound device, is to make sound effects to
fit the Gainsborough film, "The Wrecker,"
a train mystery picture of the thriller type.
British International and other companies
are also interested in the new development,
and are considering a big scheme for the
production of sound films.

Owners Close Theatre
To Fight Flood Waters
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, June 19. — The motion picture
theatre in Kennett, Mo., and other business
houses were closed while the proprietors
helped fight rising waters of the St. Francis
river which threatened to engulf the town. A
ISO-foot break in the dike inundated more
than 25,000 acres of land and more than 1,000
persons were driven from their homes.

Daylight Saving and Baseball Hurt Trade;
Change if Schedule Brings Business Back
(Special to the Herald-World)
GALT, ONTARIO, June 19. — A way to beat the daylight saving bugaboo has
been discovered by E. J. Landsborough, manager of the Regent theatre. Gait,
Ontario.
Landsborough discovered that twilight baseball games were generally concluded
about 8:15, after which the people were ready for other recreation. He therefore revised his theatre timetable so that the feature would not start until 8:30
and advertised this fact, suggesting that baseball patrons could see the feature
after the games.
The change has made a big difference. Previously, Mr. Landsborough reported,
the people would not enter the Regent theatre when they found that the feature
had started. Now they buy their tickets without asking, because they keep in mind
the advertised time of the feature.

E
George Eastman, Herbert Ebenstein, Bernard Edelhertz, Harry Engle, Jack Enslen, E. A. Eschmann.

F

S. H. Fabian, Ed. Fay, Felix Feist, L. H. Fields,
Harold
Franklin,
Leo Friedman,
Walter A, Futter.

G

H. Gainsboro, Leo Gafney, Bruce Gallup,
Garyn, J. Louis Geller, W. J. German, Dr.
Giannini, Mike Glynne, Jacob Glucksman,
Goetz, Alfred Gottesman,
Paul Gulick, Earl
Toby Gruen.

Jr.

W. P.
A. H.
Harry
Gtilicl^

H

E. B. Hatrick, Ed. Halperin, Earle Hammons, Sam
Harding, Clifford Hawley, Will H. Hays, D. H.
Henderson, p. L. Herron, Moxley Hill, M. H. HoSman, Joe Homstein, Frank Hughes, John Humm.

J

William
Jacobs, Emil Jensen, William A. Johnston,
Aaron
Jones.

K
Arthur W. Kelly, W. B. Kelly, J. P. Kennedy,
Sidney Kent, Henry King, Leo Klebanow, George
Kleine, Arnold Kornicker, H. P. Krecke.

L

Carl Laemmle, Paul Lazarus, Irving Lesser, Jules
Levy, Julius Lewis, William Libman, Al Lichtman,
Arthur Loew, A. A. Lowues.

M

John Manheimer, Lee Marcus, Moe Mark, Fally
Markus, William Massee, E. W. Mattson, John
McGuirk, Lou Metzger, Carl Milliken, M. J. Mintz,
Walter Moore, R. B. Morgan, Charles Moses, Vivian
Moses, Alex Moss, Herbert Muller, J. P. Muller,
A. J. Moeller, James Mulvey.

N

J. Normanly.

o

E. V. O'Brien, Thomas
Olmstead, William Orr.

O'Brien, Lee Ochs, L. M.

P

Elmer Pearson, John Perl,
Plunkett, Joseph Pollak.
Martin

J. Quigley,

Q

Joseph

R

Charles

Pettijohn,

Joe

Quittner.

W. E. Raynor, Harry Reichenbach, Hugo Riesenfeld, J. V. Ritchey, Herman Robbins, Stanley Rosen,
I. D. Rossheim, David Rosengarten, Douglas Rothacker, S. L. Rothafel, A. E. Rousseau, R. A. Rowblatt. land, Albert G. Ruben, Lou Rydell, Sol A. Rosen-

s

Abe Sablotsky, Aaron Sapiro, Chester Sawyer,
E. A. Schiller, Joe Schnitzer, Marty Schwartz, Charles
Schwartz, Samuel Sedran, William Seligsberg, Victor
M. Shapiro, G. K. Shuler, Moe Silver, Sime Silverman, J. Simmonds, Cresson Smith, J. Boyce Smith,
John Spargo, Samuel Spring, A. W. Stebbins,
Charles
Streimer. Steiner, Sam Stern, J. E. Storey, Moe

T
H. S. Siernev,
William Vogel.

J. D.

Tippett,

V

Carroll

Trowbridge.

w

F. C. Walker, Charles Weinstein, Tom Wiley,
George G. Williams, Frank R. Wilson, Jack Woody,
Arthiir AVhyte, Sigmund Weltner.
Herman
C.

Zenker,

Yaffa,
Sam

H.

Y

J. Yates.

Zierler.

z
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Schnitzer Speaks
at Eastern Sales

33

United Artists' 18 Set Record
in Movietone
e
Thre
Hie;
Meeting of FB o Rex^^^IngramVolu
Joins Organization as Producer — Lupe Velez Will Sing
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— J. I. Schnitzer,
F B O's senior vice-president in charge of distribution, addressed members of the sales staff
at a regional meeting Sunday at the home
office. Lee Marcus, general sales manager,
presided, with Edward L. McEvoy, assistant
general sales manager, also attending.
Branch managers, salesmen and bookers
from Boston, Philadelphia, Washington and
New Haven attended.
These
include :
W. Gardiner, sales manager at Boston, C. F.
McGerigle, office manager at Boston, E. F. Haley,
C. Denning, H. F. Goldstein, F. Brannan, J. Kennedy, salesmen and J. Downing, booker. Jerome
Safron, Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey sales manager, J. Schaeffer, S. Rosen, H. W.
Tyson, S. Perlsweig, S. Palan, O. B. Derr, salesmen and J. Phelan, booker at Philadelphia. F. L.
McNamee, manager at Wahisngton, R. J. Folliard,
G. H. Payne, C. Tyson, salesmen and J. H. Kelley,
booker at Washington. J. J. Lane, manager at New
Haven, B. Pitkin, H. S. Eskin, salesmen, and F.
Cohn, booker at New Haven.

in Costarring Picture with Boyd — Chaplin Considers Using Synchronism
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, June 19.— Titles and details of the 18 productions to be released by United Artists in 1928-29, which will bring forth the largest number
of pictures from this company in any season in its history, are now made
known. The year also will have Rex Ingram as a new producer for United
Artists.
Movietone in at Least Three
Movietone will be used in at least three, and probably more, of the productions, including Vilma Banky's "The Awakening" and the William Boyd-Lupe
Velez production, "The Love Song," for both of which Irving Berlin has composed theme songs. Charlie Chaplin is still debating whether his picture will
have a movietone song. In all cases the chief use will be for climaxes with
judicious application, according to Joseph M. Schenck, president.

Sydney Cohen Alleges
Errors in Report on
His Trade Meet Stand

Mary Pickford, now on her way home from
Italy, will announce her picture on her return.
Norma Talmadge has made Dennison
Cliffs "The Woman Disputed," with Henry
King
directing
C. Gardner
scenario,
and withfrom
Gilbert
Roland theSullivan's
leading

(Special to the Herald-World)

man, supported by Olga Baklanova, Boris de
Fas and Gustaf von Seyffertitz.

WASHINGTON, June 19.— Attention of
the Federal Trade Commission is called to
several mistakes which Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the Motion Picture Board of
Trade and Commerce, alleges appear in the
report of the commission on the October
trade conference. These sections refer to his
attitude toward trade practices as manifested
at the conference.
Cohen denies in a letter to the commission
that he is opposed to producer-owned theatres, excepting theatres not in pivotal exploitation spots showing first-run pictures, and
also declares he is not against block booking, as alleged, but only deplores the practice whereby exhibitors are compelled to take
the product of three large companies in order
to get the product of any one of them.

Bomb Next Door Disturbs
200 People in Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT. June 19.— A bomb which
caused $5,000 damage on June 16 to an
apartment house under construction here,
caused excitement in the Flamingo theatre,
located across an alley. More than 200
persons were in the theatre at the time.
Several women screamed and then laughed,
as though ashamed of their outburst. Others stood up uncertainly, but an announcement by house attaches that the bomb was
outside the theatre and that no damage had
been done to the building, quieted the audience. The owner and builder of the
apartment building told police he had had
labor trouble, but said no threats had been
made against him.

Paramount Ties Up With
Hose and Pearl Makers
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— Two exploitation
tieups of Paramount that are bringing results
are one with Kramer Brothers, manufacturers
of women's hose, who have named one of
their newest products "Drag Net," in line with
the title of George Bancroft's current picture, and a renewal of the exploitation cooperation with L. Heller & Son, makers of
Deltah pearls. Both tieups were effected by
Leon Bamberger, Paramount sales promotion

head.

Gloria Swanson in "The Swamp"
Gloria Swanson's will be "The Swamp," directed by Erich von Stroheim, with German
East Africa the locale.
Dolores Del Rio has "Revenge," from
Konrad Bercovici's "The Bear-Tamer's
Daughter," adapted by Finis Fox, with Leroy
Mason as leading man, under Edwin Carewe's
direction.
Vilma Banky becomes a star in her own
right in "The Awakening," presented by Samuel Goldwyn from Frances Marion's story of
Alsace-Lorraine, Carey Wilson having done
the adaptation and Victor Fleming the directing. Louis Wolheim and Walter Byron are in
the cast. Hugo Reisenfeld will do the score
in movietone.
Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" will have
Merna Kennedy and Harry Crocker in the
cast. It is Chaplin's original story.
Fairbanks in "Musketeers" Sequel
Douglas Fairbanks will make a sequel to
"The Three Musketeers."
David Wark Griffith has produced "The Battle of the Sexes," with Jean Hersholt, Phyllis
Haver, Belle Bennett, Don Alvarado and Sally
O'Neil. The story, by Dr. Daniel Carson
Goodman, was adapted by Geritt Lloyd.
John Barrymore's "Tempest" is now at the
Embassy. Camilla Horn and Louis Wolheim
also
appeared
in this,
Sam an
Taylor's
direction.
Barrymore
alsounder
will make
Ernst
Lubitsch production with Miss Horn again
opposite.
of Mrs.
Cheyney" will
not
be made"The
for Last
the coming
season.
Colman Stars Alone
Ronald Colman will star alone in "The Rescue," with Lily Damita, French actress, making her debut. Herbert Brenon will direct
from Joseph Conrad's story.
The Colman-Banky co-starring picture, "Two
Lovers," also will be distributed.
Fred Niblo

FBO

made
this from Baroness Orczy's
"Leatherface" for Samuel Goldwyn.
Noah Beery is in
the cast.
Buster Keaton and Ernest Torrence will be
seen in "Steamboat Bill, Jr.," which Charles
Riesner directed from Carl Harbaugh's story.
Herbert Brenon will make "Lummox,"
Fannie Hurst novel, following "Sorrell and
Lupe
William Boyd
on "The Love
will sing. The
moeller, adapted

Velez Will Sing
and Lupe Velez are starting
Song," in which Miss Velez
story is by Dr. Karl Vollby Hans Kraly.

Roland West will direct "Nightstick,"
adapted by C. Gardner Sullivan from the crook
play by John Wray, the Nugents and Elaine
Sterne
Carrington.
Son."
"Hell's Angels," personall}' supervised by
Howard Hughes, president of Caddo Productions, is basedInontheHarry
Behn's
of
an original.
cast are
Ben adaptation
Lyon, Greta
Nissen, James Hall, John Darrow, Thelma
Todd and George Cooper.
"The Three Passions," Rex Ingram production from Cosmo Hamilton's novel, is being
made at Nice and in England. Alice Terry,
Clare Fames and Ivan Petrovitch are in the
cast.

Columbia Pictures Wins
Right to Use Name Over
Exchange in Pittsburgh
(Special to the Herald-World)

PITTSBURGH, June 19.— Columbia Pictures Corporation had affirmed its legal right
to use its corporate title for its exchange here
when the Columbia Film Service brought suit
for an injunction to prevent Columbia Pictures Corporation from using its name on
its own exchange, charging unfair competition.
Columbia Pictures Corporation answered in
part that it would be an imposition for any
other company to use a similar name while
not distributing Columbia product.
The Equity court of Western Pennsylvania
upheld Columbia Pictures.

Creates $30,000,000 Budget
3 Years of Production
To Finance

-U'orld)
l to the Ilerald
budget of $30,000,000 for the next three
A production
NEW YORK, June 19. — (Specia
years has been set aside by FBO, it is learned. It is to 6nance what is said to be
a large extension of product.
William Le Baron, production head, has been here for the past six weeks conferring with President Joseph P. Kennedy and J. I. Schnitzer. chief executive of
distribution, on the new plan.
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Fox Adds Movietone to 11 More
Features on 1928-29 Program
(Spedal to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, June 19. — ^Fox Film Corporation has announced that eleven
more features on the 1928-29 product will carry Movietone accompaniment,
dialogue and sound effects. This new addition brings the total number of pic^
tures that will have Movietone accompaniment up to 22, out of the 52 pictures
on the new season's release.
possibly Movietone, include the Tampa at
Six pictures, carrying the Movietone acTampa, the Florida at St. Petersburg, the
companiment, according to Winfield SheeOlympia at Miami, the Florida in Jacksonville
han, vice-president and general manager,
have already been completed, and five more
and possibly one or two other houses that are
not exactly regarded as deluxe operations.
are nearing completion. The six completed
are "Street Angel," "Four Sons," "Fazil,"
"Mother Machree," "Sunrise," and "The
Red Dance." The five in production are
"The River Pirate," with Victor McLaglen,
Read "Better Theatres"
Lois Moran, and Nick Stuart; "Mother
for Technical Details
Knov^^s Best," starring Madge Bellamy;
BETTER THEATRES, the magazine
"Plastered in Paris," with Sammy Cohen
and Jack Pennick; "Me, Gangster," with
supplement
of EXHIBITORS HERALD
Don Terry, June Collyer and Arthur Stone;
and MOVING PICTURE WORLD, puband
"The and
Air David
Circus,"Rollins.
with Arthur Lake,
lished every fourth week, carries in every
Sue Carol
issue information and articles on synOf the eleven new sound pictures that
chronized pictures by Mr. F. H. Richardhave been scheduled for immediate producson, authority on projection and a Hertion with spoken dialogue and other Movieald-World staff man.
tone effects, Victor McLaglen will appear
Mr. Richardson offers technical inforin two of these, "The Baggage Smasher"
mation and data on all subjects pertainand "Captain Lash." James Tinling will
ing to synchronized pictures, and gives
direct the first and John Ford will direct
you the complete picture of synchroniza"Captainby Lash,"
Mississippi
romance
tion from the technical viewpoint: With
written
Charles aFrancis
Coe.
these two departments, you have presentHarry D'Arrast is now at work on "Dry
ed to you the entire field of synchronized
Martini," with a cast headed by Albert
from their every aspect. Read Mr.
Gran, Mary Astor, Matt Moore, Jocelyii
Richardson in BETTER THEATRES
Lee and Sally Filers. "Making the Grade"
every fourth week.
has already gone into work under the direction of Alfred E. Green, with Edmund
Lowe and Lois Moran in the leading parts.
Lionel Barrymore, Maria Alba, Kenneth
Thomson and Arthur Sione appear in Irving Cummings production, "Joy Street,"
with full Movietone accompaniment. Farrell Macdonald will ' play the title role of
"Riley the Cop" under the direction of
(Special to the Herald-World)
John Ford.
HOLLYWOOD, June 19.— The Ethlyn
"The One Woman Idea" will be produced
Gibson Productions Company, Inc., has
Lowe,
by Howard Hawks, with Edmund
been organized to make talking pictures to
Mary Duncan and Earle Foxe in the prinbe released in serial form. The first serial
cipal roles. William K. Howard is preparto be made will be "The Five Cards," staring to direct "False Colors," with Margaring Ethlyn Gibson, who is also president
ret^ Mann, Edmund Lowe and Lois Moran.
of the company.
"All Velvet" will be directed
Howard
Through arrangements completed with
Hawks, with Victor MacLaglen by
and Nancy
Dale Hanshaw of Hanshaw Pictures, Inc.,
Carroll. In "Wise
Madge Bellamy
the rights and equipment of the Han-awill appear as a Baby,"
Broadway manicuri
st.
Phone will be used in making the talking,
George O'Brien and Lois Moran have the
instrumental and musical parts of the
leading
roles
in
"Strong
Arm,"
which
J. G.
serials. It is said that the price of the theBlystone will direct.
atre equipment needed for showing the pictures will make them available for small
town exhibitors.

Organize Company to
Make Sound Serials

Florida Puhlix Houses
to
Get Equipment
(Special to the Herald-World)

JACKSONVILLE,
June 19.— Vitaphone is
to be mstalled in every Publix deluxe theatre
in Florida in time for the Fall season, according to information received in Jacksonville.
Houses in Florida to receive Vitaphone, and

Blue, Warner Cast
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— Monte Blue will
be the star of a Vitaphone road show which
will start early in July. H. B. Warner will
make his first appearance in a sound picture
in the same production as a featured player.

M'G'M to Build
4'Stage Studio for
Sound Production
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— Metro-GoldwrynMayer has begun work for the immediate addition of producing facilities for the
production of sound pictures. One of the
largest stages on the Culver City lot is being
dismantled now in order to make room
for a structure which will house the first
units of the sound picture equipment. A
building 70 by 100 feet will be erected on a
vibrationless piling, with auxiliary sound-proof
walls composed of acoustically treated materials, so that no outside noises can exert
any effect.
The capacity of this sound-proof building
will be four complete interior stages. In addition, there will be a sound-proof monitor
room housing electrical control panels for recording instruments, and a special laboratory
for voice analysis.
Installation of the new recording apparatus
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio will be
supervised by two officials of the Western
Electric Company, J. S. Ward and Major
Thomas Levinson, by Professor Verne O.
Knudsen of the University of California, and
an expert technician from the Oakland reCompany. cording plant of the Victor Phonograph

Berlin Writes Song
for(Special
U Ato theSo
und Film
Herald-World)
NEW YORK, June
"Marie," a song
written by Irving Berlin,19.—
will be used extensively throughout the Movietone accompaniment of "The Awakening," starring Vilma
Banky, which will be one of United Artists'
first pictures to use synchronization. Dr. Hugo
Reisenfeld will be responsible for the orchestration of the Berlin song for the picture and
for the other music used to embellish it.

Change Name of Oakland
House to the Vitaphone
(Special to the Herald-World)

OAKLAND, CAL., June 19.— Decision to
rename the State theatre on Broadway the
Vitaphone theatre when this house reopens
on June 23, has been announced by Mark G.
Keller, the new manager. It was originally
intended to rename the remodeled theatre the
Embassy, but it was decided that this might
be confusing, since the Embassy theatre in
San Francisco is also the home of the Vitaphone. The installation will include both
Vitphone and Movietone equipment and the
first feature to be offered will be "Tender-
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Vitaphone Restores
Lead to Montana '«
Only Sound Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)
BUTTE, MONT, June 19.— Vitaphone has
restored leadership to the Rialto theatre in its
territory. Butte does not have any Big Time
vaudeville, and Vitaphone affords the citizens
the only chance of seeing Big Time vaudeville.
The house usually plays two Vitaphone vaudeville numbers on each bill, sometimes increasing the number to four. This is the only house
in Montana exhibiting synchronized pictures.
The Rialto plays both Vitaphone and Movietone.
Vitaphone has been found highly successful
in this part of the country in towns of 50,000,
which are too small for most of the big vaudeville artists to make, but which can see and
hear them in synchronized pictures. Prices at
the Rialto v/ere increased only 10 cents — from
40 to 50 cents.

George Bernard Shaw
Appears on Movietone
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, June 19.— George Bernard
Shaw, who has consistently refused to come
to America, will be seen and heard in this
country for the first time next week at the
Globe theatre.
Shaw's speech, which was recorded by Fox
Movietone at his country home in England,
will accompany the showing of Fox's "The
Red Dance," when it opens at the Globe,

June 25.

Sound Has Increased
Value of Short Films,
Says B. P. Schulberg
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 19.— Sound pictures
have come to stay, according to B. P. Schulberg, associate producer for Paramount. The
advent of sound has further increased the
value_ of short subjects, he declares, and as a
step in placing more emphasis on short films.
Paramount has arranged with a number of
well known authors and stage stars for a series
of two reelers.

New York Strand Holds
''Tenderloin* Second Week

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YG-RK, June 19.— The Mark Strand
theatre has held "Tenderloin," the Warner
picture starring Dolores Costello, over for a
second week, due to the success with which
it met the first week, according to announcement from the theatre.
The installation of Vitaphone in the Strand
marks the first theatre along Broadway to
offer Vitaphone
regularly at popular prices.

' 'Singing
Fool^^ Cast
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 19.— Edward Martindale has been signed to play in the supporting
cast of Warner Bros. Vitaphoned road show,
"The Singing Fool" starring Al Jolson. Martindale's last work for the company was in
"Lady Windermere's Fan." This actor completes the line-up for "The Singing Fool."
Players now appearing in it under the direction
of Lloyd Bacon include Betty Bronson, Josephine Difnn, Davey Lee, Arthur Housman
and Reed Howes.
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Huge Advance Campaign Sets
Sound Films Solidly in Augusta
(Special to the Herald-World)
AUGUSTA, GA., June 19. — Preceded by a campaign of publicity the equal of
which Augusta never saw before, Vitaphone
and Movietone made their debut
at the Modjeska theatre last week and received a welcome that wiU go down in
local history as supreme.
With Al Jolson in "The Jazz Singer" as
the prime feature, with happily chosen Vitaphone vaudeville as a fitting supplement, and
with Fox Movietone News claiming its own
share of applause the program was one to
make box-office history — and it did.
Not only was all Augusta plastered with
advance advertising for four weeks, but the
surrounding territory for a radius of more
than 100 miles was billed like a circus. Not
only were Augusta newspapers spending columns daily telling something of the marvel
of Vitaphone and Movietone, but out-of-town
newspapers within a large radius were likewise spreading the story steadily four weeks
before the first sound picture arrived in
Augusta.
Uses Big Newspaper Tieup
The biggest stroke scored by Frank J. Miller, city manager of Publix Theatres Corporation, who devised and put through the
far-reaching publicity campaign was the tieup
\yith the Augusta Herald which resulted in
linking the inauguration of Vitaphone and
Movietone
with Merchants
Sales Week.
Merchants were not slow to see the advantage to themselves of joining with Miller in
the plan which would bring hundreds of patrons from out-of-town — ^patrons who might
reasonably be expected to do their shopping
in Augusta. Consequently newspaper copy and
other forms of publicity and advertising were
keyed to create not only an immediate but a
lasting interest in Vitaphone and Movietone.
That Miller sold the idea thoroughly is attested by the special 8-page section, devoted
to Vitaphone 3t$^ Movietone, in the Sunday
edition of the Augusta HeralQ of June 10.
Airplane Distributes Heralds
Big banners across the ^reet in the heart
of the business center ana similar banners
across the main boulevards proclaimed Vitaphone and Movietone; thousands of type window cards repeated the message; 24-four
sheet billboards impressed the fact, street car
cards carried the news to connecting towns ;
arrow cards pointing to the Modjeska — "This
way to Vitaphone and Movietone" — led to that

Broadcasts "Talkie" Voice
of Conrad Nagel Over Radio

(Special to the Hergjd-World)
DETROIT, June 19.— It has long been
an adage among press agents here that
you have to get up early in the morning
to beat Oscar Doob, publicity purveyor
for the Kunsky interests.
Doob proved it again last week by
creating a new method of "personal appearance" ofscreen stars in advertising
"Glorious Betsy," the new Warner Bros,
talking picture. In co-operation tiMh a
local radio broadcasting station, Doob
presented a short talk by Conrad Nagel.
But Nagel, instead of being present in
the radio studio, was miles away listening
in to his own voice. Doob, it appears, had
one of the Vitaphone reels of Nagel talking and acting projected in the broadcasting studio, and this voice then went out
over the air.
The reel used tvas a trailer in which
Na^el discussed talking pictures and
asked his listeners for suggestions. This
is said to b" the first hook-up bvtivi^n
radio and talking pictures.

theatre for ten blocks in all directions ; signs
stenciled on the sidewalks drove home the
marvel of sound pictures ; 5,000 heralds were
distributed over the city by airplane. Not a
channel
looked. of advertising and publicity was overFirst came a private invitation screening
for a selected list of representative citizens
and important executives in the city and stale
circles ; then on Sunday night, one minute
after midnight came the special performance
— a paid admission affair, and a brilliant success. When the regular show opened Monday,
Vitaphone and Movietone had been sold and
sold solidly. The box-office is telling the story
and it's
kind of glad.
story that makes the
heart
of the
a showman

All Warner Pictures
for 1928-29 to Have
Vitaphone Sequences
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, June 19.— H. M. Warner,
president of Warner Brothers, has announced that every picture produced during
1928-29 at the Warner studio will have Vitaphone interpolations. This applies to the
18 "Warner Winners" as well as the road
show attractions.
It was the company's first intention to
limit the application of Vitaphone in the
"Warner Winners" to musical accompaniments, but the executives now believe that
the public's attitude toward dialogue on the
Vitaphone justifies the use of more elaborate effects in all of the pictures on their
program. Every single Warner release
during the coming season, therefore, will
have special attention given to Vitaphone
sequences.

Buffet Supper Show
Helps (Special
' 'Glorious
Betsy ' '
to the Herald-World)
BUFFALO. June 19.— William M. Raynor. Managing Director of the Lafayette
theatre in Buffalo, worked out a new twist
to the midnight show idea when he planned
a special performance for Warner Bros.
Vitaphone
"Glorious
starring Dolorespicture,
Costello.
EngravedBetsy"
invitations
were sent out to a selected list of patrons
advising them of a special buffet supper
screening of the production. Tickets were
charged at the regular advanced rate but a
gala air was given the occasion by the
presence of Mayor Frank X. Schwab and
other municipal officials who occupied the
boxes as the guests of Raynor.

Lloyd May Use Sound
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK. June 19.— Harold Lloyd is
seriously considering the use of sound pictures for his new picture whicb goes into
production within two weeks, it is announced
in- Pa^iiount. Lloyd will make two pictures
for tm^Plason, the one now going into production to be rcadv for release some time this
fall.
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Tour of Western Electric Shows
Wonders of Synchronized Films
By WILL

WHITMORE

With preparations being made for the manufacture of at least 2,000 synchronized picture theatre systems next year, this department at the Hawthorne plant
of Western Electric on the outskirts of Chicago presents a marvelous scene of
activity. Already a large share of the manufacturing is being carried on there,
and the end of the year will see every phase of manufacture and assembly being
done in the huge plant which will have a capacity for turning out 2,400 sets dur1929.
that this oil eliminates all extraneous vibraWhat an ej'e-opener this plant is for the
tions, so that the reproducer
picks
up
non-technical observer, unacquainted with
nothing but the vibrations of those picked
the thousand-fold ingenious devices and
apparatus used in manufacturing Vitaphone
up by the needle from the record.
and Movietone apparatus! A trip through
Wire Is Wound on Edge
the plant banishes forever any idea that
In making the receivers (the heads of the
synchronized systems are whimsical maloud speakers which change the current imchines of doubtful construction and operapulses from the amplifiers into sound
tion. And further that there is no middle
waves) one operation entails the winding of
ground for synchronization. It cannot rea fine wire upon metal ring. Ordinarily
main static. Its one path is forward, and
this would be no difficult feat, but the wire
it will travel this path by leaps and bounds.
is bent and must be wound on its edge,
The resources behind it are too vast. The
and the wire is no thicker than a sheet of
first days of pioneering, from a mechanical
paper. A special instrument which coats
standpoint, are past.
the wire with an insulating enamel and
In a trip through the plant, I saw every
winds the coil at the same time has been
operation in the construction of manj' of
devised to do this. An operation delicate
the different parts that go to make up the
and difficult. In making the diaphragm for
whole of a synchronization system. The
the receivers, a score of operations are
dominant impression gained from the trip
needed. The diaphragm in its first stage is
was the accuracy and precision with which
nothing but a disc of metal. In its finished
ever}' part is manufactured. Where the
stage, it is a corrugated and ringed instrument
average man measures distance in terms of
capable of reproducing the most delicate of
miles, yards and feet, the engineers at
sound vibrations.
Hawthorne deal with infinitesimal fractions
Great care in adjusting the telescopes
of inches. They are vitally concerned with
used to concentrate the light shining
the one ten thousandth part of an inch.
through the film used in Movietone upon
The}' speak of and work with such dimenthe "aeo" tube is demanded. This is done
sions with as much commonplace as you
with a system 6i vernier controls which
and I regard the length of a city block.
register the smallest fractions of an inch.
Made in Glass Cabinet
These are just a few of the operations
The manufacturing processes entailed in
required in making a synchronization system. Hundreds more of equally careful
making the new condenser type transmitter
procedure are needed. A trip through the
(the microphone used in recording) require
plant brings realization of the great piothe finest work. One small disc, a part of
neering work that has been done to dethe transmitter, must be ground until its
velop the systems, and of the scientific and
surface is exactly fiat. Not the flatness of
mechanical skill demanded in making every
a glass table top, but microscopically flat.
separate installation. Synchronization is
To test its flatness, a quartz disc is used.
truly a marvel of this scientific age.
By placing this disc on top of the other
disc, a patchwork of light rays broken into
ii
the rays of the spectrum is seen. If this
patchwork of light rays does not have a
certain formation or design, then the surface of the disc is not flat. Such is the
scientific care with which the apparatus is
constructed.
(Special to the Herald-World)
The transmitters are assembled within
NEW YORK, June 19.— Officials of the
dust proof rooms, for a minute speck of
Fox-Case, Western Electric organization
dust within the transmitter would be as
inspected Universal's "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
disastrous to it as throwing a monkey
today with a view to providing it -with a
wrench in a dynamo. But the care is carMovietone musical setting. Dialogue is not
ried still further. When the transmitter is
contemplated but the celebrated Fisk Jubiassembled, the parts are placed within a
lee Singers may be introduced.
small glass cabinet from which all moisture
is exhausted. In one side of this cabinet
are two rubber gloves sealed to the glass.
The workman places his hands in the rubber gloves to assemble the parts within the
cabinet.
(Special to the Herald-World)
But all this painstaking is amply repaid
in the_ superiority of the condenser type
NEW ORLEANS, June 19.— The Tudor
transmitter over the old carbon type, which
theatre, under the Saenger management,
even two or three years ago was regarded
will open June 29 with Vitaphone. It will
as the last word in sound reproduction.
play in succession, "Glorious Betsy," "TenI saw the making of the reproducer (the
derloin," and "The
Jazz Singer."
The theaelectrical pickup which rides on the disc
tre has been
redecorated
and reventilated.
record and converts the small etchings on
the record into electrical vibrations) and
here again the same precision is used in
Movietone
at "Met"
(Special to News
the Herald-World)
making it. A number of improvements
have been made on this device which are
ATLANTA, June 19.— The Metropolitan
said to make it far superior to even the
theatre began its policy of presenting Fox
Movietone News last night. The Metroones used on the first Vitaphone equippolitan was the first Atlanta theatre to inrnents. A highly viscous oil is poured install Vitaphone.
side it and sealed up. It has been found

Uncle Tom^s Cabin '^
May Get Movietone

Redecorated Tudor

Opens with Vitaphone
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Paramount Signs
Milton to Supervise
Sound Production
(Special to the Jlerald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 19.— Robert Milton,
one of the directorial lights of New York
stage productions, has just been engaged by
Paramount to supervise the direction of its
talking pictures. He has come to Hollywood
to study the technique of the spoken film at
the Paramount studios before that company
starts its elaborate program of production in
this new field.
Milton is known not only as a director of
stage plays, but likewise as a producer and
manager. His contributions in this field cover
a very wide type of entertainment, ranging
from such light musical comedies as "Oh Boy"
to the sombre field represented by Andreyev's
"He Who Gets Slapped." Of especial recent
interest are Robert Milton's productions of
"Bride of the Lamb," which gave Alice Brady
her greatest
stage rolebecame
and "The
which
subsequently
oneDark
of Angel,"
Samuel
Goldwyn's greatest screen stories. Among
other interesting productions which have been
staged by this well known director, are "Outward Bound," "The Outsider," "In Love with
Love," "The Far Cry" and "Ambush."
Although for many years a famous figure
on the American stage, Milton is a Russian
by birth and his earliest days were associated
with the artists that later were to form the
famed Moscow Art theatre. Coming to
America while still in his early twenties,
Milton became stage manager for Richard
Mansfield and under that master acquired the
tradition of the Anglo-Saxon stage as well as
a perfect mastery of English, which he speaks
without accent.

ISew England Will Have
Vitaphone in 70 Houses
by

July

1, Is

Estimate

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— More than 70
theatres in New England will be equipped
with Vitaphone by the first of July, it is estimated by the Vitaphone Corporation.
Publix Theatres is now installing Vitaphone
in 30 of its New England houses, and Jake
Lourie, president of New Eneland Theatre
Operating Company, has taken an option
on 10 for houses in Greater Boston.
Twenty-five theatres are now using Vitaphone. At the present time there are, in
addition to the Publix and New England
Operating theatres, eight other theatres
which are being fitted for the operation of
Vitaphone. In this list are the Strand theatre. Providence; the Bates theatre, Attleboro; Strand theatre, Lowell; Empire theatre, Lawrence; Marlboro theatre, Marlboro: Strand in South Boston; the Colonial
in Brockton, and the Colonial in Newport.

Movietone Records
G. O. P. Convention
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, June 19. — Senator
George H. Moses of New Hampshire was
the first of the convention personalities
caught by the Fox Movietone crew which
covered tional
theconvention.
sessions of the Republican naA Fox Movietone crew spent the entire
week in Kansas City, getting the headlights, noises and speeches of the convention. After the windup of the Kansas City
meetings the Movietone crew moved on to
Houston,ocratic
Texas,
to get ready for the Demnational convention.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department,
^'Hollywood."

Silver King Recovers;
Fred Thomson Relieved
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD. June 19.— "Silver"
is well! This will relieve many
anxious hearts who have been worried about Fred Thomson's big white
steed, which was stricken with pleurisy while miroute to location in
Flagstaff, Ariz. Silver King travels
in a special trailer car with two attendants, at all times, but the high
altitude after crossing the hot
Mojave desert, pulled him under.
After being attended by a special
veterinary for two days and nights,
the big mount began to show signs
of improvement, and was well on the
road to recovery at last reports.
Thomson has had Silver King since
he was a colt, and they have worked
together for nine years.

Tod Browning Wins in
Lichtig-Englander
Suit
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 19. — A lawsuit,
brought by Harry Lichtig and Ben A. Englander, against Tod Browning, director of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, was taken off
the calendar yesterday by Judge Bishop. The
plaintiffs were suing Browning for commissions they asserted were due them for obtaining the latter a job as director.
It was charged that Browning had contracted to make four pictures, for which he
was to receive $40,000, 10 per cent of which he
was to pay the agents for their services.
Browning paid $1,300 on completion of his
first picture, leaving .$2,700 under controversy.

''Noah's Ark" Cost to Pass
Million, Says H. Warner
"Noah's Ark" is being made by Warner
Brothers at the company's studio at Los Angeles at a cost exceeding $1,000,000, exclusive
of the story cost, according to H. M. Warner,
president, in correcting a story in the HeraldWorld issue of May 26.
The article said of Michael Curtiz, who is
directing, that "although the studio he is working for is holding him to an expenditure of a
half miUion dollars he is making a picture that
could not be duplicated for a million and a
quarter."

150 Features Made This Year;
Niblo and Korda Finish Films
Willat Goes into Action on Big Undersea Piece for Columbia ; Nigh
Completes New Jack Gilbert Opus; Harry Pollard
Starts "Show Boat" for Universal
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 19. — A production estimate shows that more than 150
feature length films have been completed in the first five months of this year.
M G M, First National and P F L End Big Ones
Fred Niblo, Alexander Korda and Frank Strayer completed three big picThese directors represent
tures this week among the eight that M^ere finished.
M G M, First National and Paramount respectively.
Niblo's "War in the Dark" has been held
closely to schedule since it went into production May 9. It boasts of Garbo, Conrad Nagel in the cast.
Imposing Sets in Korda Film
Korda's First National picture is as yet
untitled but has been called, "The Night
Watch";
"His Wife's Afifair." Neither
title seemedlater
suitable.
It is a Billie Dove picture in which Paul
Lucas and Donald Reed hold up the masculine end of the acting. Sets and direction
are the only items that may be reported accurately this early. Both are well disposed.
On the final day of shooting a battleship
set commanded the awe of everyone on the
lot. It was perfectly assembled inside the
big number six stage with all parts that a
camera could see constructed in actual size.
Strayer's Stars Hall
Frank Strayer's picture features James
Hall title.
and Ruth Taylor. "Just Married" is
the
Willat Goes into Action
Irvin Willat put an end to his "council
of war" at Columbia last week and ordered
his forces onto the sets where he began
the production of his undersea picture. A
submarine is being shot on the floor of the
ocean. The shots are remarkable evidence
that motion pictures have advanced far
along technical lines even with disregard to
sound. Willat's style of producing runs to
keenness of technical calculation, without
doubt.
Jack Holt stars in the picture.
It is said
to be a highly dramatic story of a sub crew
experiencing an existence under water for
"Out of the Depths."
Title:
several days.
Pollard Begins "Show Boat"
Harry
Pollard
began
production
of

"Show Boat" for Universal with Joseph
Schildkraut in the leading role. Mary
Philbin's name has been removed from the
cast and Pollard is seeking a young woman
w^ho will suit the role.

on "La
IrvinglastCummings'
ended
week at work
the Fox
lot. Gringa"
It was
one week following his return from the
East where the company shot location
scenes. It is reported that the picture will
possibly be shelved without finishing it. The
picture lacks story, according to reports.
William Nigh completed a Jack Gilbert,
Joan Crawford picture for Metro-GoldwynGilWalls."
is "Four
week.
Mayerbert islast
starred
in aIt new
picture
that went
into production simultaneously, "The
rects.
Devil's Mask," which Victor Seastrom di-

Leyser Joins Inspiration;
Wilson Plans Trip Abroad
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 19.— Billy Leyser
^•esterday joined Inspiration Pictures in the
capacity of publicity director. His offices are
in the Hacienda at the Tec Art lot, where he
will be associated with Henr>' King, J. Boyce
Smith and other executives. Until recently
Harn,' Wilson was in charge of Inspiration
publicity, hut Wilson is now at Mexico City
on business and will leave for Europe immediately upon returning to California.

Studio Architect Named
(Special to the Hcrald-Wcrld)

VICTORIA,
B. C, June
19.— Architect
Sam Maclure has been commissioned to prepare sketch plans for the studio buildings
for Pacific Pictures. Ltd.

"Jackie"
Logan in Sax Film
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 19.— Jacqueline Logan
will co-star with Lionel Barrymore in "The
River Woman," Gotham's first super production of the season, according to Sam Sax.
Charles Delaney will have the juvenile lead.
Joseph Henabery will direct. The company
left this week for Sacramento, where the river
scenes will be shot. The action of the ston'
is framed around the Mississippi river levees.

I saw

HOWARD

again today at the Pathe-De

J. GREEN

Mille Studios but forgot to ask what to put in this space.

Phil Gersdorf told me Howard
Junior Coughlan.

is writing a story called "Marked

Money,"

to feature
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Exhibitors Prove Fine Hosts
Producer-Star
Luncheon

PICTURE

at

Wampas Present $3,800 Check to Relief Fund — Boylan Is Fox Dedicatee
— Bevan Begins New Sennett Contract — Stone on Lehrman Story
By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, June 19. — A good sized crowd gathered at Ambassador
hotel last week when a luncheon was announced which was to cost
nothing and where no one would have an axe to grind.
The hosts were
the members of the M. P. T. O. of Southern California.
There were present among the guests newspapermen, film stars and producers and their representatives.
was the he
toughJTACK
est. WARNER'S
As master ofspot
ceremonies
declared the meeting w^s to foster good will
and that no one was expected to grind his
own hatchet. After that the sales talks
began.
The custom will be continued and mayafford the exhibitors an opportunity once
in awhile to get a word in about the more
remote and more important phase of the
show business.
Guests of honor included Robert E.
Welsh, Laura LaPlante, Ralph Block,
Lois Wilson, Lina Basquette, Harold
Shumate, George Melford, Sam Brisken,
Col. J. A. Joy, and* Carmel
* * Myers.

Boylan Loses to
Jackson by Check
The last meeting of the Wampas was
"Paramount
Night."
Arch
Reeve
took

charge of things and gavelled everyone and
everything in first class shape. He presented such acts as Andy Rice, Jr., Jirnmie
Hall and George Bancroft.
Clara Bow failed to put in her appearance
but Malcolm Stuart Boylan and J»seph
Jackson were there and fought for honors
as the silveriest of silver tongued orators.
Jackson is probably regarded as- winner of
the controversy.
His speech was considerably strengthened by the fact that he produced a check
for $3,870 that he explained is Wampas
property. Everyone was quite happy to see
a check of such dimensions and to realize
that each one owned a goodly share of the
check.
Jackson promptly presented the money
to the Motion Picture Relief Fund on behalf of W. A. M. P. A. S.
Harold
Hurley, president, opened the
meeting.
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Langdon Rejects Offers;
Will Remain at F. N.
Harry Langdon's three offers by release
companies have been rejected and his announcement that he will star in First
National productions will be made as soon
as home office officials view his latest picture, "The Volunteer." It is known that
this is the situation although word of it
comes from neither Langdon nor First
National, directly.
The unit that has been producing the
Langdon pictures will be dissolved or not —
just as Al Rockett, production chief, and
others decide. Langdon no longer heads
an independent production company.
Don Eddy, general manager (unless personal plans lead him to other lots), is
logically in line for a supervisory place on
the Langdon pictures. Eddy is a lotal
newspaper columnist who joined the publicity staff of United Artists not long ago.
He was brought to Burbank by Langdon.
Almost immediately he was promoted and
landed in the general manager's chair. He
is one of the half dozen who startled Hollywood with their napoleonic speed of attainment.

Howard

Green
Prepares
^Marked
Money

if

(Special to the Herald-Worid)

HOLLYWOOD, June 19.— Howard Green,
scenario writer,
the story for
e's "isforpreparing
PathMoney"
"Marked
Pathe-DeMille. It will
be produced by Hector Turnbull. The cast
includes Junior Coughlin, Alan Hale, George
Duryea.
Spencer Bennett will direct.

STUDIOS, Inc.

RI. C. Levee, President

100,000 square feet of props, garnered
Let us supply the props for
from the four corners of the globe. your next production.

UNITED STUDIOS, Inc.
5341 Melrose Ave.,
Hollywood, Calif.
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Internal Revenue Tax
Causes Gloria Worry
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 19.— Gloria Swanson,
screen star, has been named by Galvin H.
Welsh, collector of internal revenue, in an income tax lien for $18,889.93, for 1923, which
Welsh says was "forgotten." The Hen was
filed under the name of Gloria Swanson Somborn, who was then the wife of Herbert Somborn, wealthy Eastern shoe manufacturer.
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^^Lafograph^^ Is Used to Snare,
Record All Laughs in Comedy
Invention Affords Study for Comedy Construction ; Classifies Laughs
into Titters, Chuckles, Laughs, Outbursts, Screams and
Screeches; Tells Why People Laugh
By P. K. THOMAJAN
capacity. Lloyd
)
(Mr. Thomajan is afdliated with the Harold
Corporation in a special research

PLAZA
HOTEL

HOLLYWOOD

To

Travelers
This
Emblem
Means Hotel Headquarters
In the
Film
Capital
of the World

The Hollywood Plaza is hotel headquarters inHollywood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern
Cahfornia, make this famous hostelry
your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the
hotel is most centrally located for either
pleasure, business or shopping in Los
Angeles.
Every room is a parlor during the day
time — a luxurious sleeping quarter at
night.
In-a-Door Beds make this possible.

Strange people, exotic sights, theatres,
and entertainment are but a step away
from the door of this famous hostelry.
Write or wire us for reservations in
advance. Appoint this hotel now as your
headquarters while in Southern California.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

Hollywood,

Calif.

HOTEL

The "Lafograph"
of comedy. Briefly,
The idea for it came
comedy and comedy
would
comedy. scientifically

is a word coined to
it is a marked-down
about in the course
audiences. It was
record and classify

describe a new invention in the field
scale of the track of a laugh tornado.
of a protracted study and analysis of
born from the need for a device that
the laugh reactions occasioned by ^

Recording Laughs a Brain-Racking Job
The task of evolving a suitable diagram was a hair-splitting one, and that of
catching and recording the laughs equally brain-racking. It was a job of pinning on paper a hard-to-define intangibility. At least a dozen performances
were checked and listened in on with pad, pencil, and stop watch until an exact
evaluation was arrived at for each separate episode.
Not a laugh bubble w^as allowed to vanish v/ithout being photographed in writing.
The whole thing required a perfect eyeand-ear focus on picture and audience, plus
the virtual sixth sense for comedy values in
order to quickly distinguish and size up the
relative bulk and volume of the various
laughs. Six audible gradations of laughter
were settled upon: The titter, the chuckle,
the laugh, the outburst, the scream, and the
screech; the six pretty well covered the
range of an audience's degree of responsiveness, At the bottom of the graph is a time
division scale, showing that there was a
smooth and even stream of laughs throughout the entire picture.

A device of this order applies the acid
test to a comedy. It shows m permanent
form just how the audience said it with
laughs. It exposes the laugh anatomy of a
comedy in bold relief, making every funnybone of its structure stand out. The creation of the "Lafograph" led to the formulation of a series of interesting deductions.
Boiled down into epigrammatic paragraphs,
they are as follows:
Formulate Deductions on Laughs
The first few big laughs come the hardest, afterwards the others come with less
effort.
There is a sort of audience-mob
{Continucd on page 40)

psychol-

Charles Lamont's

Educational
Comedies
This Season Consist
of Two Series
Big Boy Juvenile Comedies
Jerry Drew Ideal Comedies
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''Lafograph" Is Used
to Record All Laughs
in Harold Lloyd Films
(Continued
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Jacqueline
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at Pathe-De Mille
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under
Gotham
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banner.
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Her next PatheDeMille role to be
announced
soon.
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By FRAZIER
Clara Gets 33,000 Letters

Delf Busy on Movietone

According to P. P. ,0*Brien, postmaster, Clara Bow
received 33,727 letters, in May from all over the
world.

With Ben Jackson in the East signing up several
well known people to appear in Movietone, Harry
Delf and his staff are busy on the Fox lot making
preparations for the productions which are to be
filmed in the near future. Movietone effects w^ill be
used on '*The Air Circus," **Captain Lash,*' '"Mother
Knows Best," **The River Pirate," and several others,
which have not been announced. William Consclman,
is slated to write and direct a Movietone feature, the
nature
of which
has not been
decided.

*

Air travel in cinema circles i6 more popular than
the train, according to u report from the Maddux
Air Lines, Inc., and since their inception April 14,
56 people who are prominent in screen activities have
taken trips to San Diego. Fresno, Bakersfield, and San
Francisco. Exchange managers, as well as exhib'i'ors,
are using the planes, thereby saving many hours whicii
they would otherwise have to spend enroute on
trains.

Ponieroy^s Sound Apparatus

Roy
J. Pomeroy,
executive
technical
expert
of the
Lasky
studio, has practically
all of his sound
recording equipment installed,
and
is preparing
for
Paramount's
first talking motion
picture.

«

Lou Sargent may be free lancing, but he has never
been able to get away from Hollywood for over a
day for a vacation. He has calls ahead for almost
a month, so the fish will not be disturbed by him for
a while.

Hale Signs New Pathe Contract

W. G. Fairbanks, manager of the Crescent Bay Yacht
Club, entertained a number of guests of the cinsm^a
world at the Santa Monica clubhouse. Following a
dip in the surf the large crowd enjoyed a buffet
supper. Among those present were Hazel Keener.
Peggy Montgomery, Duane Thompson, George O'Hara,
Linda Landi, Alma March, Leone Lane, Florence
Hume, Mr. and Mrs. Lou Sargent, Beth Kosik, Dora
DuBois, Helen Deane and Bob Braxton.

Alan Hale, Cecil B. DeMille's star heavy, will have
very little time for a vacation this year, according
to the production schedule which bas been announced.
He will start next week with Howard Higgin in
"Leather Necks," then **The Spieler," *'Sal of Singapore,'* and perhaps after, will appear in Von Stroheim's "Marked Money." He is now working with
Colleen
Moore,
in LeRoy's,
**Oh, Kay."

Cruze Cast on Location

Alan Hale, the busy heavy, has as many friends in
Hollywood as George O'Brien, and that is something
worthwhile to say. Both are the most congenial
personalities one would ever hope to meet. **The
bigger
the man,
the nicer he is.^*

*

The cast for *'The Mating Call," which is being
filmed by James Cruze, for Caddo is at Fall Brook
a short distance
from
San Diego.
Was more than surprised to hear James Hall sin^
to a group at a dinner. It is surprising to know
what most all actors can do. I am told that Georg?
Bancroft, besides being a great actor, is rated as on?
of the best entertainers on the lot. 1 heard a reading. But he is also a singer and dancer.

Notoell Quits Equity Job
Wedgwood
No well,
district
represfntative
of
Actors
Equity
Association,
resigned
effective
June
according
to annou^icement
nkade this week.

the
24,
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Arthur Stone in *^Gangster^*

Arthur Stone, has been added to the cast of **Me,
Gangster," which Raoul Walsh in directing for Fox,
and will start immediately upon completion of *''The
Farmer's Daughter," in which he is featured with
Marjorie Beebe. This is Stone*8 first attempt as a
crook, on the screen. His work in *'The Patent
Leather Kid" and '^Chicken a la King'* showed considerable talent along this llBtt, so when he finishes
as the "moocher" in '*The Farmer's Daughter*' he will
be in prime
condition
to do the ^''chiseling"
act.

from

page

39)

ogy to laughter. It is highly contagious
and can spread from a few individuals to an
entire house.
Music with a picture keys up an audience
to a higher pitch, and a well-arranged score
pre-primes them for oncoming laugh upheavals.
Every person possesses a funnybone;
some want theirs lightly tickled by a subtlety, while others want theirs whacked by
a broad bit of slapstick.
The public's taste for comedy remains
basically the same, with the exception of
minor changes in the ways and means of
presenting effects.
Audiences go to comedies with certain
anticipations which they expect to have satisfied. In this high-strung age, people expect a comedy to give a twang or two to
their taut nerves, even to the extent of
having them jerked or yanked in order to
get a sensation. They revel in stimulation
and excitement and enjoy being thrilled and
chilled, as much if not more, than being
amused and tickled. They expect comedies
to exercise their sense of humor, which
often gets rusty in the everyday routine of
existence. And every laugh helps to limber
up their lethargic spirit of optimism. So
they must be given speed, snap, fight, in
fact anything that will hit them in the solar
plexus with a punch, vibrate their emotions,
and shake them out of themselves.
Audiences Crammed With Laughs
A lot of comedies expect an audience to
laugh for no reason at all. Too many pictures are shove-tailed, rather than dovetailed together. Some comedies appeal to
the
publics'
of stupidity
rathershould
than
to their sensesense
of humor.
Producers
refrain from indulging in practical joking
with the public. There may be all-day
suckers, but there are no every-day suckers.
Audiences are crammed with latently potential laughs that intelligent humor will
quickly bring to the surface.
A comedy can be closely compared to an
automobile race. It should, start off with a
bang and maintain a certain speed, with
occasional spills and thrills at each bend in
the story. Near the finish, there should
occur a certain acceleration that terminates
in an exciting spurt that puts all spectators
on their toes and makes them shout. The
thread of the story should always be held
tight by suspense while the hero and heroine cross from one plot-side to the other.
Comedies Are Gag Relays
Gags should be as finely fitted as piston
rings to secure the proper laugh compression. An expert comedy technician can
take a sputtering comedy and make it hit
on all six by making certain internal adjustments and by replacing certain wornout gag parts. With his finger on the public's pulse,sohe that
can itsynchronize
to
its tastes
will cause aitscomedy
heart to
beat faster, and therebv make it click.
A comedy should be a relay of gags,
without a single hitch occurring in the
progress of the story.
Laughs are put into it, but sometimes
laughs come out in the most unexpected
spots. Such things are of the most part
due to an imperfect audience sense.
A group of Lafographs form invaluable
clues as to what the public has liked and
what it most likely might enjoy again, in
some different manner. They are peepsights into the past, assisting one in directing a laugh missile towards a dollar-andcent bull's eye.
Writer

Buys

Tropical

Estate

NEW
YORK— George Dromgold, Pathe writer,
has purchased the Warren Wood tropical estate in
Tahiti,

with

a cocoanut

grove

'neverything.
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Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
Production Directory
[Number immediately follotoing title denotes production number]
DIRECTOR

STOBY

CHIEF
PLATERS

PERIOD
OF
PRODUCTION

STORY

STARTING
DATE

Columbia Studio
""Say It With"
Sables"

Frank Capra

May

31

"Four

Wm.
Tay

DeMille
Garnett

Irene Rich
Robert Armstrong
Lina Basquette
Christy
Cabanne John Mack
"Annapolis"
Brown
Jeanette Loff
Rod
La
Rocque
"Captain
Ed. H. GriflSth
Sue Carol
Swagger" Paul Stdn
Lina Basquette
"Show Folks"
Eddie Quillan
Robert Armstrong

Shooting
Completing

Buzz Barton
Frank Rice
Annabell
Magnus
Sage"
Robert
Bradbury Bob Steele
"Lightning
'
Mary Mayberry
Frankie Darro
"Circus Kid"Soeed' Geo. Seitz
Lynn Shores Huntley Gordon
'SaUy-s
'
Ziois Wilson
Shoulders'
Geo. Hackathome
Louis King

May 26
May 19

Harry Langdon
Corinne Griffith
Victor Varconi
Geo. Ktzmaurice Milton
Sills
Wra. Beaudine
Mary Astor
Lloyd Hughes
Alexander Korda Billie Dove
fe's
HearWit"
"His
Donald Reed
Paul Lucas
"
Affair Alfred Santell
Richard
"Out of the
Barthelmees
Marion Nixon
Ruins"
Colleen
Moore
Mervyn
LeRoy
"Oh Kay"
Lawrence Gray
Harry
Frank

Langdon
Lloyd

Robert

"Tide of the

Allan

Shooting

June 1

Shooting

June 2

Morgan's
The

Last

First

Dwan

Nick

Grinde

June 9

Preparing

June 1

Starting
Shooting

June 4

Frank Strayer
Wm.
Wellman

Untitled

Shooting

May 26

Shooting

June 1

Edwin

Carewe

Shooting
Marjorie
Beebe
Warren Burke
Arthur Lake
Hawks
Comjileted
David Rollins
Sue Carol
Wm. K. Howard Victor IiIcLaglen Shooting
"River Pirate"
Lois Moran
Nick Stuart
Shooting
Madge Bellamy
J. G. Blystone
"Mother Knows
Louise Dresser
Barry Norton
Best"
Shooting
David Butler
David Rollins
"Prep and Pep"
Nancy Drexel
John Darrow
Starting
D'Arrast
Albert Gran
"Dry Martini"
Mary Astor
Matt Moore
Starting
Frank Borzage
Charlie Farrell
'The River"
Mary
Duncan
Shooting
Don
Kerry
"Me, Gangster" Riioul Walsh
June CoUyer

Betty Bronson
Alec Francis
Richard
Walling
Hedda
Hopper
Wm. Welsh

Shooting

Metropolitan Studio
"Hell's Angels"
"The Mating
d
Untitalleels"
"WoClv
of
"Obey

Howard
James

Hughes
Cruze

Duke Worne
Richard Thorpe

r Sea" CharleB Hunt
The
You

Husband"

Greta Niasen
James Hall
Ben Lyon
Thomas Meighan
AH Star
Johnny Walker
Shirley Mason
Gaston Glass
Dorothy Dwan
Alice Lake

Shooting
Shooting

May 19
May 19
May
3

Starting
Starting

Fay Wray
Gary
Cooper
Ruth Taylor
James Hall
Wallace
Beery

Shoo4.ing
Cutting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

May 14
May 17
May 19
May 21
May 28

Dolores Del Rio
Leroy Mason

Shooting
May

1

No Production

United Artists Studios

May 5

"The Awaken-

"Tarzan

April 17

Victor

Fleming

Jack Nelson
or

ing"
he Collegians"
"TMighty"
"The Non-Dis-

April 25
May 10

Doran

Cox

Nat Roes
Fred Neumeyer

Ray Taylor
"Riding Demoa"
Edward Sloman
"The Girl" on the 'Ray
Taylor
Bust

May 21

ingPriceDemon"
"The
"Ridturber"
Lee Jason
"Romeo of
Walter Fabian
"TheBarg
Last
e"
Paul Leni
of Fear"
"The
Border
"Western
the Stage" Ray Taylor

May 28

Walter Fabian
Warning"
"The Danger
Bruce Mitchell
m Wildcat"
"Phawnto
Harry
"
Wesley Pollard
Ruggles
'Sho BoatWallop"
Joe
Levigard
'Salvage"

May 26

Nov.

1

June

2

June 2
June 11
June 7

Shooting

May 7

Roy
Terror"

Fool'

Frank
Merrill
Natalie Kingrston
Arthur Lake
Lillian Gilmore

Shooting
Shooting

May 14
June 4

George Lewis
Dorothy
GuUirer Finished
Reginald Denny
Betsy Lee
Shooting
Ted Wells
Lotus
Thorai»on
Jean Hersholt
Ted Wells
Completed
Cutting
Sally O'Neil
Lotus
Thompson
DuaneCodyThompson
Bill
Cutting
Bob
Curwood
Lillian Gilmore
Starting
Laura
LaPlante

May 14

Ted

June 4

Welle

Edmund
Bob

Cobb

Curwood

Jos. Schildkraut
Not C-ast
Not Cast

Shooting

May 14
May 28
May 28
May 23
May 23
June 2
June 4

Shooting
Shooting

June 4

Starting
Preparing
Preparing

Warner Brothers

Line"
Finger*
'The Singing
Lloyd

•The

Vilma Banky
Walter
Byron

Universal StudiosShooting

the

"Hollywood

Gotham
Earl Kenton

Shooting
Starting

.\pril 22

Tiffany-Stahl Studio

Fox Studio
"The
Farmer's
Daughter"
"The Air Circus" Howard

Shooting

cutting

Tec- Art Studio

Mar.
fi
April 2

Shooting

FinUhe*!
Shooting

F. Richard Jones Jack Holt
Nancy
Carroll
Frank Tuttle Chas. Rogers
Mary Brian
Chester Conklin

Life"
Hole"
"Revenge"

April 18
May
5
May 19

John Gilbert
Joan Crawford
Marion
Davies
Nils Asther
Renee Adoree
Buster Collier
Geo. Duryea
Karl Dane
Geo. K. Arthur
John Gilbert
Tim McCoy

Paramount

Kiss" Roland V. Lee

"Just
Married"
"Beggars
of
"The Water

Finished

Shooting

Leonard

Mask"
Stand"

"The

Arthur Roeson

'Companionate
Marriage"

STARTING
DATE

Single Harry
Beaumont Lew
Cody
Man"
Aileen
Pringle

Preparing

First National Studio
Unlilled
"The
Divine
Lndy".
"The Barker"
"Heart to

"The Cardboard

Nigh

"Brotherly
LoTe"Cha3. Reisner
Lover"
Empire"
The
Devil's Victor Seastrom

F B 0 Studio
"Orphan of the

Wm.

Walls"

June 12

DeMille Studio
"Craig's Wife"
"Celebrity"

PERIOD
OF
PRODUCTION

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio

Francis X.
Shooting
Bufihman
Helene Chadwick
Margaret
Livingston
Arthur Rankin
Jack Holt
Shooting

Irvin Willat

Untitled

CHIEF
PLAYERS

DIRECTOR

Bacon

Del

Ruth

Shooting
Al JoUon
Hetty Bronson
Josephine Dunn
Shooting
Rccd Howes
May Mc.Vvoy
Everett Edward
Horton
Louise Fnzcnda
Alec B. Francis

June 4

June 4
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SHORT

FEATURE

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture
"Little Pictures with the Big Punch," which has presented news,
short features and serials.

Flying Laboratory Prints Films
Of G. O. P. As Plane Speeds East
Three Paramount News Men Turn Out Reel Aboard Aircraft, Permitting
Distribution in East 24 Hours After Kansas City
Convention Opens
The race which was to have been staged between two women for the honor of being
the first of their sex to complete a flight across the Atlantic had nothing on the competitive activities of the news reel companies in supplying the theatres with first
motion pictures of the Republican conven tion last week at Kansas City.
"Flying Laboratory" in Action
Dozens of speedy commercial planes were placed at strategic points by the various services, but it was particularly in the progress shown in development of the
"flying laboratory" that the first of the two political conventions demonstrated the
1928 interpretation of speed in turning out news pictures.
Developing and printing of motion picture
film and newspaper stills in the air was exemplified in the work aboard the RichfieldParamount News-Associated Press plane,
which even distributed completed prints along
the route from Missouri to New York.
Three Men Prepare Prints
Three men operated the laboratory aboard
the Ryan monoplane, which was piloted by
Bud Gurney, St. Louis air mail flier. In the
laboratory were all the necessaries for developing, printing, cutting, splicing and titling,
as well as a darkroom for stills, in the monoplane's cabin. The crew, besides the pilot,
consisted of S. H. MacKean, assignment editor; David Sussman, laboratory manager, and
Harry Cuthbertson, cameraman, all on Paramount News' staff in its New York office.
Work on the film started as soon as the
plane left the ground. The hundreds of feet
of film made by several cameramen were developed in specially constructed tanks. Then
came the editing and cutting, with a single
negative
to be spliced together.
After
the

titling was completed
the remainder of the
trip was devoted to printing of positives, developing, drying and packing for delivery to
theatres.
Distribution in East in 24 Hours
The resuft of these maneuvers was to make
possible the distribution of prints in the East
in less than 24 hours from the minute of the
opening of the convention.
Whether this achievement will be a forerunner of "an A. P. of the screen," predicted by
Martin J. Quigley in an editorial article in the
June 16th issue of the Herald- World, remains
to be seen. In that article Mr. Quigley stated:
"It seems to me that there should be, and
some day will be, an Assoicated Press of the
screen which will cover the outstanding national news events and supply copies to each
of the news reels."
It will be interesting to see what developments of the "flying motion picture laboratory"
will be brought forth by the Democratic national convention at Houston, Texas, only a
short time distant.

Newspictures
Comedy Overdoses in
Long Films, Says Roach
Quality, not length, is what counts
in production, Hal Roach declared
last week in pointing to the increased demand from the public for
good short pictures.
"It isn't a matter of length at all,"
the producer said. "Just because a
comedian or a group of comedians
is funny is no reason for our surfeiting our audience with many more
reels of their fun. People become
weary of laughing — emotion in overdoses is always tiresome. So we
pack the laughs thickly into two
reels of film, aiming to put as much
'meat' into footage as a competitor
gives his feature-length comedy."

PATHE NEWS NO. 50— Republicans gather at Kansas City to choose leader — Assistant Secretary Robbins presents diplomas to West Point Graduates —
Youthful Michel of Rouraania opens summer season at amusement park.
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 46— Stirring
scenes as graduating middies receive diplomas at
West Point — Miss Ella Van Hueson of Chicago
is chosen "Miss Universe, 1928" — Mabel Boll in
race to fly over Atlantic.
M G M NEWS NO. 87— Helen Wills wins French
tennis title, defeats Eileen Benett of France — U. S.
destroyers in smoke screen test provide thrilling
Pacific) spectacle — West Point graduates receive
diplomas.
FOX NEWS NO. 74 — Japanese soldiers land on
Chinese soil prepare for war — Huge Germani plane,
navy.
world's
largest plane to dare Atlantic hop — -Annapolis turns out new officers for Uncle Sam's
PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 92— Captain Emilio Carranza, Mexican ace, takes off on non-stop flight to
Washington — Walter Hagen brings cup to U. S. — Helen Wills wins tennis meet at France.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5404— U. S. military academy
graduates 261 brand new second lieutenants — Vito,
at 10 to 1 wins $80,000 Belmont
stakes— Helen
• Wills wins French new title.

reviews

World
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exploitation on

Releases
WEEK

OF JUNE 24

EDUCATIONAL — "Felix the Cat in Futuritzy," one;
"The Gloom
osities, one. Chaser," Big Boy- Juvenile, two; CuriF B O — "Almost a Gentleman," Karnival, Cooke,
two; NewslafiE No. 22, one.
FOX — "A Cow's Husband," Animal, two; "The Dude
Ranch,"
Varieties, one.
PATHE — "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 4, two; Aesop Fable, one; "Bath Time," Sportlight, one;
Pathe Review No. 26, one; Topics of the Day, one.
PARAMOUNT— "Alice in Movieland," Novelty, two;
"Koko Goes Over," Inkwell Imps, one.
UNIVERSAL— "The Fox Chase," Snappy, Oswald,
one; "The Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 4, two; "Buster
Minds the Baby," Stern Bros., two; "The Iron
Code," Western, two.
WEEK OF JULY
1
EDUCATIONAI^"Hop Off," Bowers, two; "Oh
Mama," Cameo, Miller-Hutton, one.
F B O — "Mickey's Triumph," two.
M-G-M — "Sleeping Death," Oddities.
PARAMOUNT— "Scrambled Weddings," Horton,
two; "The Rain Dropper," Krazy Kat, one.
PATHE— "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 5, two; "City
Slickers," Aesop Fable, one; Pathe Review, No.
27, one; Topics of the Day No. 27, one.
UNIVERSAI^-"Newlyweds'
False
Alarm."
two;
"Her Haunted Heritage," Snappy, one; "Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 5, two; "Reel Life," Joneses, Stem
Bros., two; "The Ride for Help," Western,
two.
WEEK OF JULY 8
EDUCATIONAL— "Ladies Preferred," Jerry Drew,
Mermaid,
two; "Felix
one;
Hodge-Podge,
one. the Cat in Astronomeeous,"
FBO — "Standing Pat," Standard, two; Newslaff No.
23, one.
FOX — "Daisies Won't Yell," Imperial, two; "Land
of the Storks," Varieties, one.
M-G-M — "Cleopatra," Events.
PARAMOUNT— "Slick Slickers," Burns, Christie,
two; "Koko's Catch," Inkwell Imps, one.
PATHE— "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 6, two; "The
Huntsman," Aesop Fable, one; "A Fair Affair,"
Sportlight, one; Pathe Review No. 28, one; Topics
of the Day No. 28, one.
UNIVERSAI^-"Tall Timber," Oswald, Snappy, one;
"Scarlet Arrow," Chap 6, two; "Cash Customers,"
Mike and Ike, Stern Bros., two; "The Card of
Destiny,"
Western.
WEEK OF JULY 15
EDUCATIONAI^"Wild Wool-Night Clouds," Outdoor Sketches, one; "The Lost Laugh," Cameo,
Wallace two,
Lupino,
Arthur,
two. one; "Blondes Beware," Tuxedo,
M-G-M — "A Happy Omen," Oddities.
PARAMOUNT— "Sea Food," Dooley, Christie, two;
"The Companionate Mirage,"
Krazy Kat, one.
PATHE— "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 7, two; "The
Baby Show," Aesop Fable, one; Pathe Review No.
29, one; Topics of the Day, one.
UNIVERSAL — "Sandwiches and Tea," Snappy, one;
"Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 7, two; "Big Game George,"
Stern Bros., two; "The Gold Claim," Western, two.

Mrs. Helen Jones Heads
Hal Roach Eastern Office
Permanent offices in the East have been
opened by Hal Roach, Culver City producer,
with space in the Loew State Theatre Building,
at 1540 Broadway. Vice-president Benjamin
W. Shipman made the arrangements. Mrs.
Helen Harris Jones is in charge.
Hal Roach's Rascals have an opportunity
now to start a new class in the three R's, at
least in the multiplying part of arithmetic.
The Hotel Greeters of America recently presented them with a white angora rabbit.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World

Department,

"Stage and Pit"

New K-A-0
STAGE

SHOWS

Chief

Exercises

L. Carlos Meier

San Francisco Granada
Week

Ending 'June 14

Things are happening fast in connection with the
presentation of 6t3ge acts at the Granada, but it
looks a£ though they would be on a more settled
basie soon. The i)osition of master of ceremonies
has been practically open since Frank Jenks left
late last year, with a new aspirant every few weeks.
Ted Leary was the last hopeful one, but he has gone
and this week's show was run off by Jack Waldron,
a breezy fellow rushed here from the New York
Winter Garden. He will preside until Frank Jenke
gats back later in the month.
This week's stage act, "Milady's Fan," was a
beautiful offering scenically, with a good array of
artists. The curtain parted on the fully set stage,
with the orchestra in place and the Kaufman girls
in attractive iKJses, with the fan motif much in
evidence.
The Stanley Twins sang "Sunshine" but showed
to better advantage in the dance which followed.
Dorothy Neville, a San Francisco girl possessed of
an extremely high voice, sang "The Last Rose of
Summer" and presented some unusual vocal acrobatics.
Jack Waldron sang on offering he announced as
"The Stock Yard Blues," the words of which were not
much but the air bully. He also showed considerable
ability as a dancer.
Ojeda and Imbert. Spanish dancers, pleased with
lively dances of Old Spain and Slyvlo Savant put
the orchestra through its paces with "We Love It,"
ending with a trumpet solo.
Benny and Western, eccentric dancers frolicked
through a whiskbroora gallop and concluded with a
wet weather dance in appropriate attire.
Boyce Combs was billed for an appearance but in
his stead Lamberti, a xylophone comic, was presented
and proved the hit of the act, playing "The Stars
and Stripes Forever" and "Humoresque." He displayed real artistry in these, but it was his patter
which won the biggest hand.
The act came to an end with a quick shifting of
the background and the Kaufman girls appearing in
the role of a human fan.

New York Paramount
Week Ending June 22
This theatre still remains at the peak of stageshow entertainment, and Paul Ash seems to be getting
more used to New York audiences each week. "Step
This Way" is the R. H. Burnside attraction for the
current week, and opens with
"Watch That Step" by the Foster Boys and Girls —
a chorus dance which is very close to perfection.
"Song of the Vagabond" by the Paramount Stage
Orchestra and Paul Ash leading.
"There's Something About a Rose" with The Four
Dictators, The Foster Boys and Girls, and — something very new — ^a little girl named Mitzie Mayfair,
hardly 14 years old, but how she can dance I ! Mitzie
is very cute, and her kicking, both front and back,
is the best seen yet at this theatre.
"Dolores" by the Paramount stage-band and Paul
by is a very well executed selection, and is followed
Ash
Bob, Bob and Bobbie. The act is very good, but
enters with only two artists, and we wondered where
the third Bob was — until a little fox-terrier wan<lers
(Continued on page 45)

Power

Booking Offices
Receive Orders
to Reduce Staff
Twelve Bookers Already Have Their
Notices — Ben Piazza Has Entire Charge of Western
Branch
By A. RAYMOND

No, folks — this is not Eric von Stroheim, the movie
director, it's L. Carlos Meier, the featured organist
of Ascher Brothers Terminal theatre, Chicago — Meier
has played the organ in a number of deluxe theatres
all over the country and has always made good —
Since coming to the Terminal more than one year
ago he has created not only a large following but
an important place on the theatre's staff as his solos
play a big part in the weekly programs.

Walter Donaldson Becomes
Music Publisher
Walter Donaldson, for many years called the Peer
of all song writers, has entered the field of music
as his own publisher.
The new firm, which is located at 1595 Broadway,
New York City, will be known as "Donaldson, Douglas
& Gumble,
Inc."
Walter Douglas, one of the firm, was formerly an
executive of the Waterson, Berlin & Snyder music
company and Mose Gumble recently severed connections with Jerome H. Remick & Company as general
professional
manager.
The new firm is starting out with a wonderful
catalogue of new Donaldson songs such as "Cause
I'm in Love," and "Just Like a Melody Out of the
Sky," which have all the earmarks of becoming as
great hits as his "Blue
Heaven"
and "My
Ohio

Greenberg Moves East
Leonard Gi'eenberg, who has been manager of the
Chicago office of the Sam Fox Publishing Company,
is now located at the New York office, 158 West
45th street. Mr. Greenberg was at one time in the
Fox Cleveland office.

GALLO

The long expected house cleaning
drive has begun in the Keith-AlbeeOrpheum booking office. That includes the New York agency as well
as the Chicago branch which up to the
time of the Keith-Albee merger, was
always the home of the Orpheum circuit. Since Joseph P. Kennedy, head
of F B O has taken control of the
K-A-0 there has been considerable investigation as to how each department
was conducted and about one month
after the new chief stepped into the
organization nearly one dozen important members of both booking offices
have been given their walking papers.
The investigation was carried by John Ford,
personal representative to Kennedj-, who after
three weeks of careful scrutiny, has secured
a record of every employe and his duties,
which according to the new efficiency expert,
pro\ed that many were duplicating the efforts
of others.
Those who were given a two weeks notice in
the New York office are Harn,' Jordan, Jules
Delmar, Clark Brown, Frank Graham, and
W. Dayton Wegefarth, who stepped into the
office of booking manager upon the death
of Samuel K. Hodgon si.K years ago. Most
of these executives had been with the organization from fifteen to twenty five years and
according to records were just carried on for
old

time's sake.
Seven Chicago Bookers

Given Notice

Changes in the Chicago office effected the
followingof bookers:
"Cut"
for a
number
years chiefSam
booker
of Kahl,
the Western
Vaudeville Managers Association, a subsidiary
of the Orpheum Circuit, Sid Harrison, assistant to Kahl who has the principal booking
and Tommy Burchill. The above were all
cmplovcd bv the luJKr Orpheum and W.
The Keith-Albee-Vaudeville Exchange of
V.
M.' A. of which C. S. Humphrej* Tins been
Chicago
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general manager since its inception has also
week's
a two
s to deliver
been
: George
bookers
the following
to instruction
noticegiven
and
Holmes
Coney
Lukes and Glenn Burt,
Tim Keeler, road representatives for the
agency were also requested to resign. It is
understood at this writing that Tommy Burchill and Glenn Burt will become franchised
the Keith-Albee-Orpheum circuit's
agents
western for
exchange.
No one seems to know who issued the notices from New York but it is evident that
the final instructions came from an old employee with a good deal of authority who was
the various activities of the disposted on
missed members.
Last January we predicted in this department that
tlie merging of Keitli-Ali)ee and tiie Orpheum circuits would bring about many changes in the various
booking branches as well as to conditions in general
in the amusement field. It seems that our prediction has come true when euch a remarkable executive as Joseph P. Kennedy who, in the course of
two yeai-'s time, has forced his way in the theatrical
profession as one of the most powerful organizers
that this part of show business has ever known.
In addition to being President of FBO, he is Chairman of the Board of K-A-O and recently was made
advisor for First National Pictures Corporation, a
similar post which he now holds with Pathe.
Will Book Under One Head
Now that K-A-O has been formed into one large
organization all branches belonging to the circuits
will operate under one management starting July 23.
The Chicago office will hereafter be under the
personal direction of Ben Piazza formerly in
charge of their west coast office and now completely in charpre of the western territory of all
subsidiaries of the K-A-O.
C. S. "Tink" Humphrey who formerly held this
post was called to the home office where it is
believed he will be given a responsible position with
more authority than he held in Chicago and probably one that equals the one held by J. J. Murdock.
MiM-Hock still remains a part of the organization
btrt has added responsibilities due to his recent election as rice-president of Pathe and executive vicepresident of the K-A-O circuit. lit is understood that
Murdock and Pat Casey former head of the Vaudeville Managers Protective Association together with
Joseph P. Kennedy will have entire command of
the activities of the future plans of the K-A-O.
Marcus Heiman former President of the Orpheum
circuit in addition to Mort Singer and John Finn,
also executives of the Orpheum, will be retained by
the new management in some executive capacity in
the home office.
With the exception of ten or more theatres in
the key cities now running a policy of two a day
vaudeville it is believed thajt the remaining two
hundred and twenty Keith and Orpheum theatres
will offer a continuous policy of pictures and stage
acts on the same basis as the present one at the
State-Lake Theatre, Chicago.
The chief reason for Kennedy assuming control
of the above theatres was to give FBO an outlet
for their productions, so it is taken for granted
that the majority of the theatres will hereafter
feature photoplays and short subjects distributed by
Pathe and if they are to continue the stage policy
it will be more or less on the presentation scale
and not straight vaudeville.
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K-A-O May Become Another Publix
has a finger in the activities
Kennedy
of Now
First that
National
pictures which is really the Stanley
Company of America, a chain of deluxe theatres,
there is no reason why a strong circuit cannot be
formed that will enable artists who have appeared
programs to continue workKeith-Orpheum
on the
ing under
better conditions and more solid bookings
by eliminating the evil of cut salaries and large
jumps
from one town
to another.
K-A-O under its new management now has the
pos.sibility of becoming a very powerful outlet for
good entertainment and can become as great if not
greater than Publix, Loew, and many other chain
organizations of producing-distributing-exhibiting in
the art of motion pictures and stage presentations.

Presentation

LETTERS

In this open forum those interested in presentation may discuss important matters bearing
upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Thanks
for your very nice letter in behalf of Donaldson,
Douglas and Gumble. I am glad to get your interesting note about us being the biggest music firm in
the country, and I do hope it all comes out the way
you predict it.
In the meantime, any news item you care to run
about us in your paper and the circular I am enclosing you herewith, I will appreciate it greatly.
Did you read the Music Trade Review? Also would
like to know if you have read the Metronome this
past month? There were a couple of very interesting
stories in there.
Trusting you are keeping well, and with kind regards, Iam sincerely yours — Mosc Gumble, Donaldson,
Douglas & Gumble, Inc., music publishers. New York
City, N. Y.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: I wish
to thank you very much for reporting my organ solo
in your column last week. Would it be taking advantage of your kindness to ask you to reiport my
solo for this week? I used the special version on
"My Pet." This truly is a laugh getter. The German chorus especially went over big here as this city
is 90 per cent German, and they sang good after
they saw the slides which appealed to them most.
After finishing they gave me a big hand.
I am inclosing a newspaper clipping of something
funny that happened while I was playing one of my
radio concerts the other day. The editor thought it
was odd too for he wrote a special editorial on it.
I certainly would be pleased to see this solo in
your colomun. Yours truly — ^Melvin Peacock, Sheboyiran theatre, Sheboygan,
Wis.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: I'll have
lots of time this summer to try and think up something for that article I've promised you for the last
six months.
Sincerely yours — Bernard Cowhan, Oiganist, Oriental theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis.

GINGER

ROGERS

"A Rarebit of Spice"
A JOHN

HELD,

JR., Cartoon

Girl in the Flesh

Still Playing for Publix in Their
Deluxe Theatres
Direction— WM.

IRENE

MORRIS

AGENCY

TAYLOR
IT" of Blues)

Featured in Publi X "PAGODALAND"
" PUBLIX Circuit
(The Entire
Playing
Direction- — Wm,

LOUISE

PICTURE

Unit

Morris Agency

PLONER

In BORIS PETROFFS
PUBLIX
"LEAP
YEAR
FANCIES"
UNIT

Second Successful Season Singing Songs for
PUBLIX DELUXE THEATRES
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about
Everyone

This l>eing the month of vacations and brides it
also brings us good news to the effect that a better
time will be had by all in the show business now
that
Joseph
decided
to take of
a "hand"
in it.
. .P. .Kennedy
Besides has
being
president
FBO,
Kennedy is also chairman of the board of the
Keith-Albee-Orpheura Circuit and was recently made
chairman of First National Pictures Corporation, a
similar position now being held al.so with Pathe.
. . . As the new chief of K-A-O he started off by
handing walking papers to the following bookers:
Sam Kahl, Sid Harrison, Tommy Burchill, Glen Bart,
Conley Holmes and Tim Keeler of the Chicago agency
and Harry Jordan, Jules Delmar, Clark Brown,
Frank Graham and W. Dayton Wegefarth of the
home office. . . . Ben Piazza, formerly West Coast
manager was put in charge of the Chicago branch
and C. S. "Tink" Humphrey was brought to New
York to be given a higher position. . . . Tommy
Burchill and Glen Burt may open an agency of
their own to book acts with K-A-O . . . B. & K.
are featuring "Miss Universe" (Ella Van Hueson),
a Chicago Bathing Beauty who won the triple titles
at Galveston of "Miss Ciiicago," "Miss U. S." and
"Miss Universe." . . . She will appear in all
their Chicago theatres. . . . Edna Kirby, now
playing the Oriental theatre in Chicago is making:
personal appearances at the Davis Store who have
advertised her in the dailies as the "Paramount Girl."
. . . Miss Kirby was formerly in pictures. . . .
Mark Fisher is taking a two weeks vacation and then
will return to the Senate and Harding theatres.
. . . Al Kvale will replace him at the Oriental.
. . . Frankie Masters has taken AJ's place at the
Norshore and Eddie Perry will rotate with Bennie
Krueger at the Uptown and Tivoli theatres, Chicago.
. . . Eddie Hanson will be the only featured organist who shall rotate with Krueger. . . . Speaking
of organists word is received from St. Louis that
Mrs. Florence B. Koontz, formerly of Chicago, tried
to commit suicide when unable to secure work. . . .
Mrs. Koontz
at one time was a popular
organist.
Alex Hyde has replaced AI Kane as band
leader
at the
Minnesota
theatre
in Minneapolis.
Phil Lampkin, formerly of the Granada in
San Francisco replaces Hyde at the Portland in Ore.
. . . Richey Craig, Jr., has succeeded Dave Schooler
as Master of Ceremonies at the Wisconsin theatre in
Milwaukee. . . . Maxinc Hamilton, a presentation
artist was hurt in an auto mishap last week while
driving home to Flint, Mich. . . . Maxwell & Lee
will return to Chicago next week after three successful months booking with Fanchon & Marco. . . .
Nettie, the cute little assistant to Max Turner in
the Chicago Morris Agency, is just recovering from
a minor operation. . . . We understand that her
tonsils back-fired. . . . Phil Tyrrell is no longer
with the William Morris Agency, he is now with
Lyons & Lyons at their New York offices. . . .
Louie Charninsky is the only theatre manager who
also directs the pit orchestra. . . . Louie is at the
Pantages in Kansas City, Mo. . . . A. E Stubley,
formerly of England, is now feattired organist at
the Isis theatre in Kokomo, Ind. . . . Sidney
Kelland is playing solos and pictures at the Capitol
theatre in Vancouver, B. C. . . . Frank Beasten,
formerly featured comedian of "Excess Baggage" is
now Master of Ceremonies at the Michigan theatre
in Detroit. . . . Del Delbridge, the former M. C
is now at the Capitol theatre, also of Detroit. . . .
Jerry Gargil, left Lyons & Lyons, and is in business
for himself. . . . Paul Whiteman plays his usual
yearly engagement for B. & K. starting July 2.
. . . We also hear that B. & K. is going to try
out pit orchestras in place of the stage band. . . .
Raymond Q. Dalton, formerly assistant producer of
scrim presentations for Marks Bros., has resigned
to enter the real estate field. . . . Albert F. Brown,
his associate, has bought Mrs. Brown a new Packard
sedan for a birthday present. . . . Earl Hayden is
now in charge of tiie radio department of DeSylva,
Brown & Henderson. . . . Earl was formerly with
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder. . . . Johanna Grosse,
organist, has been replaced at the new Keith theatre
in Cincinnati by Hy Geis. . . . Chick Castle is now
in full charge of the Chicago office of Harms, Inc.
. . . They just moved into the State-Lake building.

C^^^^^;^Qm
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on and shows
us what he can do — and he surely
can do it. Is is a comedy tramp tumbling act, with
tricks by the third Bobbie, and goes over in great
style.
Helen Kane, dn her final week at the Paramount,
offers three pretty numbers, working with Paul Ash
in all her songs, amongst the best "Every Night in
the Week." During the first show Helen did three
extra encores, and thanked the audience and Ash for
her success, and we're sure that both the boys on
the stage, including her pianist who is an excellent
accompanist, and the Paramount audiences, will miss
her a lot.

plays and sings a few ditties which are very pleasing. The crowd likes Uncle Bob a whole lot.
Roy Cropper, former leading man in "Blossom
Time" and many other musical comedies, is a favorite
with Milwaukeeans this week. They liked his rendition of "In My Bouquet of Memories," "Together,"
and "Aufviedersehne." This is a good act and before the week is over we know that Roy will have
to comply with many encores.
The orchestra leader then reads fairy story to orchestra, and the boys all take part in making smart
replies.
The story has to do with June brides.
Buck and Bubbles, blackface comedians, are good.
They sing a numljer of ditties and crack latest jokes.
The crowd here likes them if you judge from the
applause.
The finale is good. Jack Richmond sings "Phantoms in Rhjrtms." The Rockets appear alx)ve, behind the orchestra, with only their legs showing. A
snappy program, the right length and full of pep.

The Finale was a "Sousa" march number, and
closed a good show that played to a packed house
all week.

Salt Lake City Capitol

STAGE

SHOWS

{Continued from page 43)

Week

Boston Metropolitan
Week

Ending June 7

An attractive production entitled "Xylophonia" was
staged this week, with Chester Fredericks, Rose
Valyda, and the versatile Foster girls as headliners.
The opening number was a selection on the
marimba accompanying a Spanish dance by the Foster
girls. Their Spanish eom/breros and costumes of red
fringe were very colorful and pretty, and of course
it isn't necessary to mention their snappy footwork!
That was followed by Gene Rodemich and the band
boys in a special arrangement of "Milenburg Joys."
"Rlamona," a soprano solo, was next, and then
Chester Fredericks did some breath-taking acrobatic
dancing that made a big hit. Gene and the boys
came in again here with the popular jazz tune,
"Beautiful." An original idea was shown by the
drummer while the boys were playing. He helped
them jazz it up by tearing strips of stiff jjaper in
syncopated time, keeping time with the boys ^too.
"Pajama Sherman," comedian, put across some
supposed-to-be solemn pantomime stunts that were
killing, and would have entertained the audience for
an hour or two longer. Rose Valyda, contralto and
soprano, sang two numbers for us, with the help of
our friend of the pantomime act, who added his
little humorous touches.
A striking finale was staged with two men in red
velvet jackets playing on xylophones in front, and
the Foster girls in a frame work in back and ahove
the stage playing other xylophones.

Milwaukee
Week

Wisconsin
Ending June 16

"On the Air," this week's offering by the Playboys
is one of the finest stage presentations the boys
have ever put across. It opens with the orchestra
playing Victor Herbert's melodies and then Helen
Schoen sings "Love and Love Alone." Setting is a
large makeshift radio and orchestra is sitting on top
of it.
Bebe Barri's Rockets then stage a snappy dance
wiith Bebe dancing a solo part later. Playboys then
play "I Still Love You," with Jack Richmond, singing
the chorus. Richmond, by the way, is taking Billy
Meyers place and he is good. The Milwaukee crowd
always seems to like sentimental
songs.
A big feature is Uncle Bob of KYW who reads
some of the letters he received on his job.
He also

Ending June 9

The Capitol offered a stage presentation titled "Pep
Bits" this past week, which act is a Fanchon and
Marco presentation and which is comprised of
scintillating flashes from various phases of stage
presentation, being headlined by Bailey and Barnam.
This is a comedy black-face team who put over their
fun in a joyful and melodious manner. They sing
some very good numbers in addition to their merrymaking.
Ted Marks whistles, sings and does some very
clever bird imitations.
A very clever lineup of girls complete the program
with their several dance routines, one number, called
the "Cane Dance," being especially pleasing as to
rhythm and harmony.

Kansas City Pantages
Week

Ending June 16

Claude Rader, a Kansas City boy, proved to be
the hub of interest in the stage program at the
Pantages this week. Playing a varied number of
selections, he was forced to respond to many encores
throughout the week.
Kafa, Stanley and Mae are gymnasts who have
several breath-taking turns that go over good with
the audiences. Elenore Rella has a company in a
pleasing sketch called "The Battle Cry of Freedom."
She is funny, not only to the audiences, but to her
company, also.
Hendricks and Baldwin have an unusual blackface
turn. Hendricks is a female impersonator who reminds one of Lenore Ulric in "Kiki." In fact he
might take her job away from her if he tried hard
enough.
Led by Louie Charninsky, director, as well as
manager of the theatre, the Pantages orchestra renders popular selections as an overture.

Voiced Director"
Featuring
STAGEHAND
PRESENTATIONS

At the
*Playhouse of the

New York Roxy
Week

Ending June 15

"Gapriccio Espagnol" is a most pretentious Spanish
revue played by the Roxy Symphony Orchestra, and
employing a cast of soloists and dance artists headed
by Pedro Rubin, famous Mexican dancer and recent
star of "Rio Rita."
Programmed
as follows:
"La Paloma" with Beatrice Belkin, Harold Van
Duzee and Douglas Stanbury.
the"Valencia,"
ballet corps.sung by the ensemble and danced by
"Spanish Gypsy Dance" by Thalia Zanon and Aaya
Kaz, the former a concert and musical comedy artist
of varied experience.
"Ramona" sung by Viola Philo, Beatrice Belkin,
Douglas Stanbury and Harold Van Duzee.
Comedy Dance, by Harry White and Alice Manning.
Finale — "Toreador and Banderilleros" with Pedro
Rubin and the entire company.
Second epi-sode is called "Divertissments" and opens
with Crinoline Days — a silhouette, the singer Gladys
Rice, and the dancers Patricia Bowman and Nicholas
Dak£, present a very attractive number.
"Valse Chopin" — by the entirely new and fascinating Von Grona, assisted by Betty Woodruff, his pupil
and dancing partner.
"Spooks" — and "March of the Spooks" — by
Maurice Baron, and the sixteen Roxyettes — a novelty
precision dance by these beautiful chorines.

Hollywood Egyptian
Week

Ending June

7

Lynn Cowan (Dr. Jazz) and His Mad Musical Gang,
with Ward and Van, also Stanley and Bimes, offered
one of the peppiest shows in many months at the
Egyptian this week. The bill was short but every
feature was one of merit.
The show opened with the orchestra playing.
"Without You Sweetheart," with members of the
band singing the chorus, each singing a line, finishing
in unison.
Stanley and Bimes followed doing some nifty dance
steps, then burlesquing the art of terpiscore. The
wise cracks kept the audience in an uproar. They
were well received.
Dr. Jazz, next sang "We Love It," in his own
snappy manner. Lynn, who has gained such a foothold with the Hollywood audience, is unusually i>opular in "jazzy" numbers, and his big smile coupled
with his personality azures him a big hand. Ward
and Van, received a big ovation, when Lynn announced them as "Two Music Masters." They are
well known here, and stopped the show after each
number. Never has it been known that so much
comedy could be had from a harp and violin before.
but they have such a method of putting their act
over, that after two musical numbers, Van was forced
to sing two extra, closing with "Laugh, Clown.
Laugh," then taking two curtain calls.
Lynn closed the bill with a musical number, singing the chorus, with the aid of two of his boys.

Albert F. Brown
i%

Featuring ORGAN-SCRIM
■'REPRESENTS THE NEW

Presentations
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Inspired by a

Week Ending June 15
Walt Roesner's "Yacht Party" is this week's
attraction at the Capitol, stage set as the deck of
a pretentious yacht, with sky panorama in background.
The Gould Dancers open the show with a chorus
dance, all climbing from the orchestra pit, up the
gang-plank onto the deck, then divesting themselves of such articles of clothing which hinder
artistic dancing, they crash into a snappy chorus
number with Walt leading the Capitolians.
"The Road to Mandalay" with variations, ie
offered by the stage-band.
Collette Twins, two very sweet little girls, offer
a very snappy risque but cute dance routine, which
clicks with much applause.
Rome and Dunn, tenor and baritxvne, are also wellknown along Broadway and present two numbers.
"Way
Down
South"
and "Laugh,
Clown,
Laugh."
The Gould Dancers, in sailor togs, present a precision dance, but with the hands and arms, not the
feet.
Very much
of a novelty, and very pleasing.
Cy Landry, previously reported, was also on the
bill.
Bobby Gilbert, of the versatile orchestra, does a
playing-while-dancing offering, getting his stuff
over for 3 bows.
The finale, assisted in production by the entire
company and the Capitol Sextette, goes over with a
bang.

Prune —

A few years ago special songs were written
exclusively for individual acts or artists and
very seldom created enough of a demand for
a music publisher to warrant him the expense
of making it a comjnercial song.
Today almost any subject that can be put
into rhyme may turn out to be an overnight
hit.
This was more than proved by Frank Silvers
who wrote "Yes, We Have No Bananas" purely
for fun, and then found out that that joke
turned out to be his stepping stone to fame.
A similar incident happened a few days ago
to Abe Olman, professional manager of Foster
Music Company, Chicago, when Frank Crumit
and Harry DeCosta were in his office trying
out new tunes. In the course of their conversation Olntan remarked that "No Matter
How Young a Prune May Be It's Always Full
of The
Wrinkles."
saying impressed Crumit and DeCosta
so much that they immediately sat down at
the piano and turned out the "Prune" song
which is predicted to become a successor to
"Yes, We Have No Bananas."
Of course, all songs are not inspired in this
way but it is merely an example how some
novelty tunes happen.

Philadelphia Carman
Week Ending June 9
Count Berni Vici and his revue of American Beauties, with Louise Mele, the girl with the perfect form,
provided a lively and entertaining musical offering
at the Carman this week. The act is most attractively staged and costumed and many of the numbers
are quite elaborate.
Two girls dressed as pages stood at each side of
a doorway blowing bugles, as six girls in blue descended a flight of steps. At another blast of the
bugle the curtains at the top of the steps parted and
Count Berni Vici in evening dress made his appearance. The steps separated into two sections which
moved to the sides of the stage and showed the
ten girls aJl in blue playing various instruments,
seated at the back of the stage beneath a balcony
above which was a curtained alcove in which pictures
illustrating the various selections played by the orchestra were shown. The girls first played a selection from "Aida" followed by "When Day Is Done,"
as two panels of thfe alcove parted showing a beautiful
scene with the rays of the setting sun falling over
a peaceful valley.
Louise Mele, the girl with the perfect form, appeared in the alcove dressed in black with rhinestone girdle and fur trimmed skirt. Mele danced
gracefully. The comedy turn of the Vimont Sisters,
"Have Courage My Girls to Say No" was most amusing.
Louise

Mele

in

black

spangles

gave

another

ex-

hibition of her "perfect 36" form. The girls then
sang a humorous ditty to Count Vici, "Why Must
You Wear a Mustache," which he seemed to take good
naturedly. One of the girls, presumably Darby
Brown, sang a comical number, "Sam, the Delicatessen Man," which brought down the house.
Next the hand played Victor Herbert's "Indian
Lament," with an illuminated picture of an Indian
maid and a campfire. There was a beautiful violin
selection by Count Berni VicL
The finale shows a large ship with the band lined
up on deck playing a spirited navy number. All of
the girls are talented musicians and versatile entertainers and the Count is a dignified master of ceremonies and accomplished violinist.

Atlanta Howard
Week Ending June 16

Not in many weeks has the Howard offered a
more entertaining and favorably received presentation than this week in presenting "Merry Widow
The entire bill bespoke artistry, with the exception
of one act, Moore and Shy, a giant and midget,
Revue."
which were a false note in the harmony of the
other numbers.
Joseph Griffin, billed as late principal tenor in
"Blossom
Time"
proved
one of the most popular

CHARLES

KALEY

"The Singing Band Leader"

An Exdusive COLUMBIA Artist
Now conducting MARKS BROS. Presentations, alternating at MARBRO
and
GRANADA Theatres, Chicago.

"DOOriginal
C"

WEBB

Organ Novelties
at the

MARSHALL
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Square Theatre, CHICAGO

singers that has been in Atlanta in quite a time.
He was ably afmitslbd by the Royal Quartette.
Yvonne Ajccent and Pierre Jenesko were fine
dancers and gave an able intt-rpretation of the
Merry Widow waltz. They received a hearty ovation.
Moore and Shy, the fat and small, were given some
laughs, but were out of key to the re8t of the bill.
Outstanding in youth and ekill were the 12 Felicia
Sorel girls. Their costumes were smart and they
gathered a hand on every entrance.
Jack Stanley and the Howard Stage band came in
for their usual round of approval.
The colorful
settings and
used costumes
in the "Merry
Widow
were
beautiful.
The Revue"
whole
program stacked ace high.

Detroit Capitol
Week Ending June 8
The Publix presentation "Dixie Flyer," billed ae a
syncopated special to the Southland, was the attraction for the week at the Capitol. And a darn good
attraction it was, too.
Harry McDonald and his Capitolian Orchestra are
the headliners of the show, aisisted by a big cast of
new Publix stars. Their chief assistant is a gentleman bearing the unusual cognomen of "Jazz Lips"
Richardson. He proved to be, not aa might be expected, a saxophone or cornet player, but just about
the hottest eccentric dancer seen around these parts
for lo, theee many moons.
Then there were the Kelo Brothers in clever rube
makeup, with an unusually smart line of chatter ;
AI Varret, an excellent singer ; and Moro and More
in a cleverly devised musical act.
The Capitol Girls put forth snappy new dance
routines and Samuel Benavie conducted hie really
excellent symphony orchestra through selections
All "Lucia."
in all, Publix offers some interesting and
from
entertaining
ear and eye diversion
in this ehow.

Chicago Oriental

Week Ending June 16

"Ride 'Em Cowboy" was one of the most realistic
presentation shows this reporter has had the pleasure
to witness. The "out-west" cabaret scene was not
overdone in any way and Mark Fisher made a good
impression as the sheriff.
The opening whistling act and playing of such
tunes as "You Made Me What I Am Today" and
"Pony Boy" gave forth the freedom of the "Wide
Two clever boys then did some novel acrobatic
Open ;Spaces."
stunts
one making his entrance down many stairs
walking on his hands.
We failed to get their names.
The Steppin Ballet, fifty per cent of which were
in feminine attire and the remainder dressed as cowboys whooped it up a bit to a lively tune.
Lyndon and Famum gave a travesty of the Apache
in a most skillful fashion and received obstreperous
applause.
Helen Kennedy, and folks, here is an entertainer.
When she puts over "Masculine Women and Feminine Men" and "Take a Look at That Baby" your
mind isn't on that unpaid bill or what trouble have
The orchestration of "When You Smile" gave some
of the boys in the orchestra a good opi)ortunity for
individual performance.
you.
Doyle and Schirmer, two Hollywood Cowboys, would
never have been missed if they were not on the bill
and accordingly
did not receive much
applause.
wasDotson,
good. a colored tap dancer, was next and really
The inconsistent part of this week's show was when
they resorted to that old musical comedy stunt having girls dressed up to walk in on the stage representing something or other so tiiat a song may be
sung. This did not seem to hitch to the western
"Ride 'em. Cowboy" atmosphere. The only compensation, however, for seeing this old hackneyed
stunt put on again came through Mark Fisher having
opportunity to sing "Dear Old Girl." "Sweet Adeline," "Sunbonnet Sue," Frivolous Sal" and "Love,
Here Is My Heart" and to say the least, Mark sang
so well he took the show
away
from the others.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending June IS

COMMUNITY

SINGING

HAROLD

ORIGINAL

ORGANLOGUES

J. LYON

ORGANIST-SOLOIST
MILLION DOLLAR STATE THEATRE— JOHNSTOWN, PA.
Organ Recitals broadcast daily through Station WHBP

"Hey I Hey !" was the title of Ed Lowry's stage
show for the week. In it he featured his own song
"I Never Thought That Some Day You'd Be Mine"
as an orchestra number and a comedy number,
cialty.
"That's My Weakness Now," as his own song speMembers of the cast included Frank dc Voc, singer ;
the Gibson Sisters, dancers ; Jack Powell, rhythmical
drummer, and the Hey Hey Girls. A colorful surprise
finale was furnished.
(Continued on next page)
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WAY OUTWEST WAY
By BOB FRAZIER
Pat West, the good old Westway, rotund comedian,
is happy to be announced as cooperative with Gene
Morg<an. He opened at the Boulevard Jvuie 15. ®at
is popular and may stay there as a fixture.

* * «

Dame rumor has it that Hugh Pendergrast, popular banjoist is to leave the Metropolitan theatre
shortly, and •will get a spot all his own. He is a
great boy and would make a fine M. C. with a
little coaching.

* « «

Gene Morgan is back in his old stamping ground.
His return to the Boulevard theatre in Los Angeles
•wae one of the biggest events of the show house.
He is one of the most popular ceremonial kings on
the coast.

* « *

Frank Lanternian, specialist, has been working on
a surprise for his followers, but would not disclose
the nature other than say that it was an organ
novelty of unusual merit. Frank has been in the
game for several years and is rated as one of the
best. His gags on the screen are always exceptional.
Tell you more of this later.

* * *

Benny Rubin, m. c. of Loew's State, will soon appear in Fox Movietone, according to announcement
made this week. Benny has the stuff, and should
prove a wiz with his funny dialects.

* * «

Lynn Cowan's Saturday Matinee club, at the Hollywood Egyptian, has grown to 1,100 members. Dr.
Jazz has spent considerable time with these young
I>eople and has found some remarkable talent.

* * *

Earl Foxe has gained the title of the "song writing villian," for during his spare moments he is
writing the words to a new song. His most recent
accomplishment entitled "Dream House" has gained
considerable comment. The music was written by
Lynn Cowan.

* * *

E. Max Bradfield, master of ceremonies, left this
week for the Senator theatre in Sacramento, where
he will stay for a few weeks. He will later return
to the T & D theatre in Oakland. Eddie Peabody
Is there now
and reported stacking them in daily.

B & K to Try Band

in Pit

starting June 17 Balaban & Katz will experiment
with a Hew presentation policy that may eventually
replace the present system of entertainment in their
theatres.
The new policy will be inaugurated at the Oriental
theatre, Chicago, this week and if it proves successful the other houses will probably follow suit. The
change will consist of a pit orchestra rendering
musical selections for the stage show instead of the
stage band which is better known as the "Paul Ash
Policy."
This new way of offering music is really musical
comedy and will be quite a relief from the usual band
on the stage. Whether or not this may be installed
as a general policy in all deluxe theatres is a matter
that is really up to picture house audiences to
decide.

Brown Opens New Office
Charlie Harrison, general manager of the Ted
Brown Music Company, one of the oldest publishing
firms in Chicago, is being congratulated for the
splendid oflSces the firm opened to the profession
this week in the Woods Theatre Building.
Before moving into the present location the publisher carried on his business fn the Kimball Building. Charlie Dale and Joe Verges are still in charge
of the professional department.

DEAN

STEVENSON
And His Boys
Featured at the

Marshall Square Theatre
CHICAGO
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and MOVING
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Joe Keit Takes Over
Remick Firm
Jerome H. Remick & Company, for the past twenty
years or more one of the leading publishers of popular and classical songs, has been reorganized with
Joe Keit as president. Mr. Keit has been the active
head of the firm since its inception due to the
many other interests of Remick, who besides being
the owner of a chain of music shops and a printing plant in Detroit, is president of the Detroit
Creamery Company, a firm worth several millions.
In the future the firm vrill be known as Remick
Music Corporation with a new board of directors,
headed by Joe Keit. The Remick name is being retained due to the fact that the trade-mark is established in the minds of professional people and the
music lovers.
The Chicago office will continue under the management of Ward Perry, with Billy Cripps in charge
of the picture house depai-tment and Bob Mellon as
city salesmanager in charge of publicity. Henry
Santly has replaced Mose Gumble and Dick Finch is
his assistant in the New York oflfice.

Several West Coast Band
Leaders Change Places
Several changes are being made on the West Coast
this week. Frank Jenks, M. C. of the Metropolitan,
has been assigned to the Granada theatre in San
Francisco, where he was formerly stationed, and
Benny Rubin, of the Loew's State is out. Julee
Buffano, of the Seattle theatre, in Seattle, will replace Jenks, and Ted Marks, will officiate at Loew's.
Gene Morgan at the Boulevard, is still satisfying
the customers. He has a big following and is well
liked.
Ted Mack, at the Glendale Alexandria, is back in
great form with his gang back, after a week's
vacation in the mountains. Juanita Conners and
her girl friends filled in for the week, with Ted acting as master of ceremonies. They are at the
Hollywood Egyptian this week, Lynn Cowan (Dr.
Jazz) wielding the baton.
Helen Yorke, featured singer at the Metropolitan
last week, left Saturday for New York, where she will
be booked in Publix revues, on the East Coast.
Rubin has drawn very well at the State while many
of the downtown houses are below their nut regularly.
It was announced 10 days ago that he would enter
pictures and simultaneously work the State. That
announcement has been revised and proved to be
simply a plan of Rubin's to make a trial at Fox
Film studios in one picture. If that is good enough
he may get a steady job.

STAGE

SHOWS

I
(Continued from preceding page)

Chicago Uptown
Week Ending June 17
Bennie Krueger took over "Hula Blues" from the
Chicago theatre last week, and with Van and
Schenck and Jean and Fritz Hubert to help him,
made this altogether a so-so show: This production
has been described before in these pages, so this report will mention only the reactions of this house.
The curtain rises on the Five Samoans (though
there were six present), and they present a native
orchestra
and battle dance.
Well received
as a

TED

WORLD
prologue. The drop rises on the band, the ballet,
Bennie and Moore and Powell, and the latter, garbed
as comics, jperform on ukuleles, mouth organs, etc.
Moderately approved of, whereupon Bennie takes
his band into "I Must Be Dreaming." Very good
and considerably strengthened by Bennie's saxophone playing. For folks who like that horn, Bennie
is a thrill. Anna Chang, Chinese girl who is cute
and adept at singing Occidental songs in the 1928
manner, followed the band number and earned three
bows and a chance to refuse to continue.
Drena Beach followed in what was announced aa
a tiger dance, for which the ballet and a couple of
dusky fellows furnished atmosphere. This was a
tiger dance, because she wore a tiger skin. But it
wasn't a dance. It was more of the acrobatic work
too often called dancing these days. Ringlins
Brothers offer the same thing with or without music.
Drena got a hand.
Jean and Fritz Hubert followed as drunks, offering
comic acrobatics that won them much laughter, three
or four bows, an encore and another bow. And
Van and Schenck followed.
There are quite a few clever harmony teams in
this world, but somehow these fellows cling to first
place. on.
In fact,
the audience
"sold"gotbefore
come
Publicity?
Anyway,is they
plentythey
of
And that was all.
applause.

Chicago Norshore

Week Ending June 16

The show this week is called "Jazz Butterflies,"
and marks the last performance of Al Kvale, before
he goes to the Oriental. The show opens with the
ballet, in beautiful costumes, doing a clever routine
before a scrim painted with large butterflies. Al
then enters to announce Lang and Voelk, two men
dressed as nut golfers. They sing "When You're
with Somebody Else," and "When I First Met Mary,"
they combine yodeling with their good singing and
comedy and get a fine hand.
They are followed by a band number, "My Pet,"
during which Al dispenses some very hot clarinet
notes. Emer and Fisher, two nut dancers, boy and
girl, are next with a very funny dance, the nearest
description of which would be a combination bowery
and Apache.
They take at least a half dozen bows.
An unusually good routine follows by the ballet,
each with a large rubber balloon. Kvale works in
good comedy with the balls by kicking them oft stage.
Lang and Voelk are on again this time singing
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh." Both wear clown suits. The
applause is just as good this time. May Wynn
follows with a good tap dance and encores with a
military tap dance for a good hand. Two Japanese
men and girl follows with the girl eingring "I'm Sick
of Being Homesick," one of the men playing the
ukulele, and a finish with one of them twirling a
barrel with his feet while lying on a piano, the
other man playing the piano. This goes over fine,
the stunt being good and possessing some comedy.
Al Kvale then stops the show to make a long curtain talk in which he thanked the Norshore audience
for their appreciation of his efforts, etc. A good
talk, which seemed to please the audience. Al
seemed almost on the verge of tears.
The finale follows with the ballet dressed as butterflies and some of them appearing on the upper level
in a beautiful scene. All of the acts come on for
a short bit. A very pretty finale.
Note: If Al Kvale doesn't make a big hit at tha
Oriental, we'll miss a good bet. He has appearance;
he can speak his lines as well as anyone ; he plays
a hot clarinet, and above all he has lots of i>ersonality, a gift for pantomime, and an endless vein
of comedy.

MACK

MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Now at West Coast Alexander Theatre,
Glendale, Calif.
Direction — Fanchon & Marco

ILOMAY

BAILEY

"The Golden Voiced Prima Donna"
Featured in "STEPS and STEPPERS"
Now Touring PUBLIX Theatres
Direction

Win.

Morris

Agency

Unit
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Billy Rose and Fred Fisher, two prolific song writers, are going to the Pacific Coast with the object
of entering the music publishing business, catering
to the "talking films" in particular. It is rumored
that the well known Fannie Brice will be interested
in their venture. There is no doubt that the boys
have a good idea, for it is inevitable that the "talking films" are the coming thing.

* » *

Lew Michaclson, representing the jobber, Walter
Kane, reports that business in his territory throughout New England is normal. This may be so with
Michaelson, for he is one of the best liked chaps
traveling that section of the country.

* # #

Having just arrived from England to pay the
dear old U. S. A. a visit is Irwin Dash, and he
gives us the low-down on the organist situation in
London. Dash tells us that such a thing as a "feature organist" is not as yet known over there. They
do not use slides, nor do they give solos, outside of
an occasional exit march. In view of the fact that
England is about eight years behind America in all
things theatrical. Dash claims that it will be another four years, at least, before the English organists
■will begin to receive recognition, such as is accorded
in this country today. Most likely, among the first
to step out will be: Reginald De Foote, playing at
the Palladium theatre, Richard Pattman at the Astoria theatre, and Miss De Young at the Gallery
theatre.
Perhaps you know them ?

* * *

PICTURE

Eddie Hanson (Chicago, Tivoli) used a stunt for
"Predictions of 1928" in
purposes tocalled
community
which he predicted
the audience that they would
sing heartily. His program consisted of "Dolores,"
"Last Night I Dreamed I Kissed You," "Rosette,"
and "Back in Your Own Back Yard," which was
also sung by Frank Sylvano. Hanson also presented
a clever comedy version on "Romona" called "Balona
I Love You" which o^used considerable merriment.
The entire solo was well rendered and received.
Earl Abel (San Antonio, Texas) offered for
opening solo an original affair called "Hello
Antonio." working in a number of clever gags
popular songs. Abel is able to make them sing
judging from this performance's reception he
no doubt be a permanent fixture at this house.

his
San
and
and
will

Grace R. Clark (Chicago, Cro^wn) used for last
week's solo a presentation called "Lindy's Birthday,"
with special lyrics on "Stars and Stripes" intermingled with "Sunshine." The solo was offered in
such a manner that it was really a reminder of
Lindy's achievements.
Eddie Meikel (Chicago, Tivoli), guest organist at
this theatre went over in a manner that no one
could kick about. His solo consisted of good material.
Eddie's style of playing gets him a big hand. He
played "Rosette," "Our Bungalow of Dreams," "Beloved" and "No Foolin'." It was a fine solo and
well appreciated.
Mclvin Peacock (Sheboygan, Sheboygan, Wis.) reports that his solo for last week consisted of a community stunt utilizing a special verson of "My Pet."
The chorus lyrics were all in German and proved
especially good for this house which is in a town
that has
90 per
cent Germans.
Most of Peacock's
solos
are well
received
at this theatre.

About the only time New York musicians get an
opportunity to listen in on the radio, is during the
afternoon. Al Lynn and his Music Masters playing
through Radio Station WABC from Kings Tea Garden
in Brooklyn, has built up quite a name for himself
among his fellow musicians in view of his beautiful
arrangemente and in particular the way he renders
those hot stomps.

Chaunccy Haines (Chicago Norshore) plays for his
Organ Club "Rosette," in several different styles and
times, "Angel," "Mary Ann." "Sweet Sue," and
several others intersi)ersed between slides. He gets
a good hand for his efforts, and the audience joins
in very well. It was quite a treat to hear the
boys ■whistling one number. Haines has the crowd
trained so that they may accept anything he does.

The music business in general has been fairly
slow of late and for want of a better excuse, we
can blame it on the Republican Convention. This,
however, leaves us open for another excuse next
week when the Democrats get together at Houston.
At any rate, it certainly is slowing up a lot of good
plugs, which could have been had via the radio if it
■were not for the Republicans and Democrats.

Henri A. Keatcs (Chicago Oriental). Big hearted
Henri tried again to please all who attend the Oriental
performances and gave his patrons who are kno^wn
as "old timers" all the popular songs of that time.
He went so far back as to play "Little Brown Jug,"
"Father Come Home." "She's Seen Better Days,"
"Daisy" and "Tell Me You're Sorry." These songs
were presented in such good fashion as to entertain
both the "old timers" and the "young moderns." In
order to melt the ice cream, Henri ended up by
playing several hot tunes.

* * «

* • •

Tommy Christian, ■who, by the way, is a Birmingham boy who came to New York and made good, is
over at Palisades Park, N. J., for the entire summer,
■with his orchestra. Tommy is a handsome looking
chap and hae the flappers plenty dizzy.

* * *

As we told you in last week's column, Martha
Wilchinsky, who has a man's sized job handling the
publicity for the Roxy theatre, will give you a number of intimate glimpses of the doings and manipulations of the famous Roxy theatre in New York
City. Those of you who have not been to New York
since this theatre's inception, ■will no doubt enjoy
reading what Martha has to say next week.

* • *

My partner, Sam CoslovA is going on another one
of those business trips. This time he is going
through New York state to Canada, where he will
no doubt "Make Whoopee." All you organists up
that way better grab him, for he can knock out
elide versions at the rate of ten a minute, and good
ones, too !

Popular Remarks
From
ing
Famous Men
A.

Sins

J. B.

"Who

started

Community

Ed. Meikel
"1 don't kno^w ■who started
it, but I do know that my audience de■>" it, and of course 1 must please
mands

* * *

The various Roofs in New York are now open in
full bloom, and we are now dining in grand style,
thirty or forty stories in the air, ■with grand breezes
cooling our soup. Among the leading bands that
have climbed skyward are Leo Reisman on the Waldorf-Astoria Roof, Johnny Johnson at the Pennsylvania Roof, Bemie Cummins on the Biltmore Cascades, Vincent Lopez on the St. Regis Roof. William
Scottie atop the Park Central Hotel and a few others
of equal fame.

A. R. G.
them." must
public

"You're

right ELd, the dear

always be pleased."

'anrleff.
V Okkitos
6o St
54 W.Chi'ca
Dendolph

9tate,59l8
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BEST SELLERS
"Ramona" — (Leo Feist).
Laugh, Clozvn, Laugh" — (Remick).
"Girl of My Dreams" — (Jack Mills).
"Constantinople" — (De
Sylva-Brown
&
Henderson).
"Beloved" — (Irving Berlin).
"Was It a Dream" — (Harms).
Moret).
"Chlo-e Song of the Swamp" — (Villa
derson).
"Together" — (De Sylva-Brown & Hen"Back in Your Own Back Yard" — (Irving Berlin).
stein).
"Sweet Sue Just You" — (Shapiro-Bern"Too Busy" — (Leo Feist).
"Rosette"— (Milton Weil).
"Get Out and Get Under the Moon" —
(Irving Berlin).
"My Ohio Home" — (Leo Feist).
Berlin).
"I Can't Do Without
You" — (Irving
Bernstein).
"That's My Weakness Now" — (Shapiro-

« * «

LOUISANA— (Al Piantadoei) — A Dixie song by a
■writer who in the past was at the top. Is weH
written but depends mainly on the plug it ■will get
as to its conunercial value. Words by Andy Razaf
and Bob Schafer, music by J. C. Johnson.

« « «

BEAUTIFUL
FACE
HAVE
A HEART— (Irving
Berlin) — Three writers who between them have written as many hits as anybody. The three together
have turned out a song that should make money for
them as well as the publisher. By Billy Rose, James
V. Monaco and Fred Fisher.

• • •

DON'T KEEP ME IN THE DARK BRIGHT
EYES — (Waterson-Bcrlin-Synder)— The title and lyric
will immediately be recognized as by Al Bryan, as
he is known for trick titles. It's a follow up to
his Brown Eyes Why Are You Blae. The melody is
very appropriate.
Music by Pete Wendling.

* « *

LOVING YOU UKE I DO— (Forstcr Mas. Pub.)
— Three boys all well known locally have colaborated
on this song and turned out a number that should
sell. Words and music by Bemie Grossman, Billy
Moll and Arthur Sizemore.

• * •

GEOKGIE PORGIE — (Harms) — A European song
that has been a big hit in England. The lyric is
different and the melody is great as an orchestra
tune.
A fox trot by Billy Mayerl and Gee Paul.

• * »

•CAUSE
I'M IN LOVE— (Donaldson,
Douglas
&
Gnmble) — Another Walter Donaldson
song publisiied
by his new firm.
Can only say again that when this
boy ■writes a song it is« perfect.
« «
DUSKY
STEVEDORE— (Triangle
Mus.
Pub.)— A
Hilly-Billy song with a Southern idea and well ■written. Has a clever patter. Words by Andy Razaf,
music by J. C. Johnson.
* * e
SOMEBODY HAD TO STEAL YOU AWAY (Before
I Knew I Loved Yon) — (Spier & Coslow) — A very
good fox trot tune with an excellent lyric. A cinch
for orchestras. By the writers of Was It a Dream.
By Sam Coslow, Larry Spier and Harry Link.

# « «

MY DARLING— (Milton WeU)— A cute fox trot
tune that is already being played extensively around
Chicago. The lyric is neat and the song looks commercial which is saying enough. Another of the
Lombardo compositions. Words and music by Bemie
Grossman,
Guy Lombardo and Arthur Sizemore.

* * *

C-O-N-S-T-A-N-T-I-N-O-P-L-E— (De Sylva-Brown &
Henderson) — The phenominal spelling song that is
really stepping out for a big hit. It is a great
dance tune and the lyric being a novelty is adding
to its success.
By Harry
Carlton.

Moottly ?|jcfe News (br tlic Of^niat

j/i^ 3>
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Incorporated in this department of practical showmanship

of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving

Picture World departments, "Selling the picture to the Public" and "Better Business Builders."

This Tin Can Matinee Created Goodwill
Did you ever hold a tin can matinee in your theatre for the youngsters of your town? More than likely you haven't, but
if you are interested in building and keeping the goodwill of your community for your theatre you will be interested in hearing how E. E. Bair of the Falk theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, put over a tin can matinee.

'"P^HE city of Cuyahoga Falls was
J. about to stage a Clean Up Week
drive as an incentive for the citizens to
clean up their premises. Bair, who is
always on the lookout for means of being of help to his town, wondered what
he could do to help make the drive a
success. He hit upon the idea of the
tin can matinee, and announced it in
his theatre house organ. But the idea
was such a splendid one, the papers
gave him front page stories, many of
them, and editorials.
Now here's what the tin can matinee is,
and every exhibitor in a small town can
stage a similar one, with just as successful
results. Bair announced in his paper that
on Saturday morning a tin can matinee
would be held in his theatre. The only admission would be a string of six tin cans,
any old kind of cans, just so they were tin
cans, and every boy and girl in the city un-

der the age of 14 were invited to the matinee.
To give the matinee more prominence,
the youngsters were told to congregate at
a certain place and march in a parade to
the theatre. How they responded may be
seen from the photographs on this page.
When the parade began, the sidewalk was
filled with boys and girls, everyone happily carrying a string of cans, and the line
stretched out more than a block. It made
a great parade,
and created no end of excitement in the town.

for life. ( .\]\ photographs were taken by
Irl Garden, the projectionist.) No theatre
can afTord not to build up the goodwill of
his community, if he wants to meet with
real success, and such campaigns as the tin
can matinee are excellent means of creating
goodwill, the theatre's greatest asset.
An exhibior has recently asked in trade

"This tin can matinee," says Manager
Bair, "was the opening bombshell of the
crusade against dirt, and it was a great
success, and a wonderful goodwill builder,
because it was linked up with the Clean
Up drive. Local papers carried editorials
andThemany
front ispage
stories."
cost prominent
of the matinee
inconsiderable
with the goodwill obtained from such a
matinee as this. Just look at the photograph of the two smiling boys with their
tin cans.
They'll be friends of the theatre

We can't help but wonder if this exhibitor, whoever he is, has paid enough attention to his community. Has he made his
theatres a part of the community life of
his towns? Is he public spirited and does
he do things for the people of his communities, such as holding a tin can matinee?
Or does he simply run pictures and expect
people to come, whether or not they like
him and his theatre?
We don't know the gentleman, but our

'^^ j*v.-w - *->^

5*f '4

» A V x-i<^'

Look at the line of children (right) ivho
marched to the Falk theatre, Cuyahoga
Falls, O., when Manager E. E. Blair played
the Pied Piper. To start off the local
Clean Up week drive, Bair gave a tin can
matinee for all the hoys and girls under
the age of 14, and the only admission was
a string of six tin cans. And did the
youngsters respond? Well, just look at
the line of kids, and the pile of cans in
front of the theatre. The tin can matinee
was a great success in every way, and it
paid big dividends in goodwill for the
local papers gave it front page stories and
editorials complimenting Bair on his public spirited ivork. And just look at the
two young fellotis at the left. Friends fur
life. (Photos by Irl Garden.)

papers,
Am about
I Headed?"
and then"Where
he goesthe
on Hell
to harp
all the
things that are sapping the business of his
theatres, asking what the hell is he going
to do to make money.

(Continued

on page

51)
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Questions in Ad
Boosts Business

Town Hall Picture Company
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June

1&,
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e aa it "aa raining
for Saturday night.
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of curlooaiiy In record to this lady In white-- J»i?t ivhcrc does
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chapter and oay
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for
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production. W# will not eay that It la -13 tltnes
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that It is a eorKlng good ahow.
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for another good eflo.
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COMPAiJY,

by Walter

P. Broi

Direct mail advertising used by Walter F. Brown to advertise his weekly program at his
theatre in Norridgewock, Maine,
Notice the drawing which has been traced from a press
sheet. These mimeographed letters have proved successful for Brown.

Theatre^ Open One
Night a Week, Uses
Letter Advertising

the Oriental theatre, Portland, Ore-

gon, ran the F B O picture, "The Harvester,"
a special question ad was used in the newspapers that did much to stimulate interest in the
picture. The ad contained 10 questions concerning facts about Gene Stratton-Porter novels and pictures.
Fifty people who most successfully answered
the questions were made guests of the theatre to see the picture. The stunt helped materially in keeping the house filled during the
hot days of the run, as each of the 50 persons
had broadcast their success and brought several
hundred people to the theatre with them.
The questions were as follows : "What star
appeared in 'The Keeper of the Bees,' who
later became one of America's leading feminine actresses? Did Freckles marry? Which
Gene Stratton-Porter story introduced the Limberlost? Which famous director has made
all the Gene Stratton-Porter pictures, and what
relation is he to the famous authoress? Which
Gene Stratton-Porter hero had but one arm?
Give the name of the beautiful heroine that
appears in 'The Harvester.' What Irish waif
is the hero of one of her greatest books?
Which of heroes gathered herbs for his livelihood? What Gene Stratton-Porter character
built a home for his dream girl? Name six
Gene Stratton-Porter novels."
This idea can be used for any picture made
from any well known novel. Questions may
be limited to incidents in the story alone. Be
sure to pick out' the high lights in the story
and picture that will create interest in the
picture and arouse a desire to see the picture.

Every small theatre which operates only a
few shows a week is confronted with the
problem of advertising successfully yet economically. The Town Hall Picture Company
of Norridgewock, Maine, has solved this problem by using direct mail advertising.

Good Tieups for

"I note in the last issue of the HeraldWorld," says Walter F. Brown, proprietor of
fce theatre, "a method of using press sheet
illustrations. For some time I have been using
them, but in a different way. We have a small
town patronage and have found that direct
mail advertising serves us about as well as
anything we can use and are using press sheet
pictures by tracing them on a mimeograph
stencil and then writing on the same stencil, a
cheery, personal, gossipy letter about the previous picture and the one to come.
"This we can do as we only run one picture
a week, on Saturday night. While this is not a
section of picture fans, this method seems to
be helping as we mail these letters out Thursday morning to bring the fact to their minds
that we have pictures on Saturday."
One of the mailings used by Brown is pictured on this page. Two pages are used. You
will notice the drawing at the head of the letter. This drawing as Brown states has been
traced right from the press sheet on to the
mimeograph stencil. It certainly makes an attractive letter, one which every receiver will
be sure to read.
Doubtless, the copy used has much to do
with the success of the letters in bringing in
the patrons. It is so personal, it commands
reading, and it deals so interestingly with the
picture, few could help but want to see the
picture.
Notice also, the clever paragraph on the
serial picture being run. The writer has succeeded in weaving into his letter the mystery
and events of the serial. Even each event of
the newsreel has been itemized so that the
reader will know what to expect. Both letters
are unusually clever, and show why the direct
mail advertising has proved successful for
Brown. Such letters will work for any theatre.
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'Laugh,
Clown, Laugh '
For the Philadelphia campaign of
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh," which opened at
the Stanton theatre on June 18, the Stanley
company secured the co-operation of the
Philadelphia Victor Distributing Association, with the result that 39 Victor windows
were devoted exclusively to advertising this
film. In addition, 35 sheet music and record stores in Philadelphia and surroundiig
territory gave the use of their windows to
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh." The song of the
same name and the announcement of the
picture were broadcast twice during the
opening week of the picture.

How the Roxy Gets
Ready for Summer
The following squib comes from the Roxy
theatre in New York and shows how that
theatre bids for summer patronage :

^li&d*^l'i^'^^'-'Mef-ffl^^''»t^'l*l^j^flf9^S*^*i'a*>XSlf^ti!^-i'^tT=JSZV=^^

Chicago theatres fight hot weather with
advertising. Notice how the heads of
each ad has copy designed to sell the
public on the cool atmosphere of the
theatres. The ads were used by National
Playhouses, Balaban and Katz downtown
theatres, and Marks Brothers.

"With the arrival of the warmer weather,
a definite change of atmosphere has taken
place at the Roxy theatre. The auditorium
now reflects the lightness and coolness of the
summer linens with which the 6,000 seats have
been covered. The uniformed staff have shed
their winter outfits and are resplendent in
light summer uniforms. Light colored
draperies and curtains ; a profusion of growing plants and flowers decorating the promenades, corridors and lobbies further reflect
the spirit of the season. Three months were
taken up in preparing the complete summer
outfit of the theatre."
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House Organ
Exchange
R. H. Zerbel, Delft theatre, Marquette,
Mich.
Albert Sindlinger, Majestic theatre,
Athens, Ohio.
L. W. Carroll, Majestic theatre, Burlington, Vermont.
Montague Salmon, Boulevard theatre,
Los Angeles.
Publix News, Riviera theatre, Omaha,
Nebraska.
H. M. Addison, Great Lakes theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
John Goldstone, Empire Picture House,
Huddersfield, Yorkshire, England.
Wener & Green, Russell theatre. Glace
Bay, Nova Scotia.
Charles P. Gilmore, Orpheum theatre,
Oswego, N. Y.
Verner Hicks, Arcadia theatre, Olney,
III.
Kenneth Tallmadge, Temple theatre,
Saginaw, Mich.
Wally Nordby, Indiana theatre, Indiana, Pa.
The Lark Tales, Lark theatre, McMinnville. Ore.
L. D. Everett, Saenger theatre. Mobile,
Ala.

A window tieup with Victor records used by
Orlando, Fla., on "Ramona," the United Artists
windows are arranged with such beauty as this
securing cooperation

Hal D. Neides, Grauman's Egyptian
theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
William T. Meeks, Shorewood theatre,
1535 Oakland Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Tin

Can Matinee
Creates Goodwill
(Continued from page 49)

guess is that he has paid a lot more attention to tlie things that are wrong in the
moving picture industry, than he has to
making his theatres right with his communities.
Not long ago we heard an old time moving picture operator telling of his experiences with managers in Chicago. "You
can't successfully operate a small theatre,
unlessto people
like
you,"that
he was
declared.
"I
used
work for
a man
mean and
cross to the theatre employes. He never
had a good word for his patrons, nor did
he ever do anything for his community.
He was out to get everything out of the
community and put nothing back. But you
can't do business that way. And he soon
found it out. His patrons began going
far out of their way to other theatres,
rather than patronize his. There was nothing left for him to do but sell out at a
large loss. He blamed his failure on everything but himself. But he alone was to
blame. He had no regard for his patrons
and his community.
"The man that bought his theatre was entirely different. He first of all was good to
his employes. We all liked him, and did
all we could to help him. But he went
farther than that. He made friends with all
the people in the neighborhood. He was
always at the theatre to meet patrons. He
learned their names, what they were doing
and all about them.
"He took a definite interest in the community. His theatre became a community
center. The community soon learned that
he could always be counted on for help in
putting over any community enterprise.
The results of his friendliness and his community spirit soon became evident. Business began to pick up. It wasn't long before
people stopped going out of the neighborhood for their entertainment. People
out of the neighborhood began coming to
his theatre. They would actually go out
of their way to come.
"A year after this young man had bought

Leave
er
45 45
as Afrom
Remaind
45 and
Sul>t>'act

YOU

CAN

IT MAY SEEM INCREDIBLE BUT IT CAN BE DONE— TRY IT YOURSELF
WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON A SUP OF PAPER V,1T» YOUR NA.ME AJND
ADDRESS, SEAL IN AN ENVELOPE, AND SEND TO BOX OFFICE

RMITO THEATRE
WiUon, P..
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- PRIZES

FIRST ID CORRECT
NEXT 40
"

ANSWERS
"

SO

A PASS

FOE

I MONTR
TO SEE

"BURNING
DAYLIGHT"
with MILTON
SILLS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY,

MAY

Tbera is no puzzle a^ut the shaws at tJie
THEY
MONDAY

aad TUESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY
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ALWAYS
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Another Puzzle! Can
You Solve This One?
Remember the 21 puzzle which "The Theatre" carried several months ago? The one so
many of you almost went crazy over trjnng to
solve it, and which you used with so much
success to put over some picture.
All right, now "The Theatre" offers you another one. It is called the 45 puzzle and comes
from Harry Reader, Wilson, Pennsylvania,
who operates the Rialto theatre there. "I am
sending
"and
you
may you
use this
it ifpuzzle,"
it is ofsays
any Reader,
use to your
magazine. The puzzle has always gone over

25 26

Conteil Ctoits ThursAiy, May 24 — At 10 P.M.
Correct Solution Will Be Posted in Lobby Friday and Saturday

RIALTO

Frank H. Bell of the Beacham theatre,
picture starring Dolores Del Rio. When
one, no exhibitor should find difficulty in
in the future.

ANDTIckcl.
DELIVER"
Your
No».'

The puzzle is: "Can you subtract 45
big for45me."
from
and leave 45 as a remainder.'"
Now that's a real puzzling puzzle. "The
Theatre" scratched itself bald-headed trj-ing
to solve and gave up in despair. But what
can you do with it, and what luck do you
suppose j'our patrons will have with it? If
you can't solve it, we'll tell you the answer
next week, maybe. And left is illustrated
a herald which Reader used to announce the
puzzle contest. Now get busy on the dam
thing and watch for the answer next week
if you are unable to solve it yourself.

Movietone in Seattle
Herald used by Harry Reader of the
Rialto theatre, Reading. Pa., to announce
the 45 puzzle contest. Can you solve this
one? It's a real puzzle. We will give
you the ansiver next week.
the bankrupt theatre, he was making
money. In another year he had bought another theatre. And now he owns three,
and is building a fourth. When he bought
the first theatre, he knew nothing about
tlie motion picture industry. He had never
operated a theatre before in his life, but
he did know how to make friends, and
make his theatre a definite part of the life
of the community. His success, more than
anything else, is due to his public spiritedness. You can't make a success in the picture game, unless you have the goodwill of
your

community." — (W''. W.)

(Spcdal to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, Tune 19.— West Coast Theatres
announce that Fox movietone will be installed
in the 5th Avenue theatre here, and in the
beginning will be used only for news reel
features and short novelties.
World.
Exhibitors

Herald

and

Movinii

Picture

407 S. Dearborn St..
Chicasio. III.
"The
Theatre":
Please
enroll me as a member of The
I will exchange
House Organ Exchange,
members.
house organs with other
Name
Theatre
.4ddrc.is
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the Box Office Window.''
"THE MAGNIFICENT

T. O. Service

FLIRT"

1 HEREBY award the T. O. Service Mythical
Medal for that portion of 1928 terminating this
morning to Miss Florence Vidor for "The Magnificent Flirt." Companion medals go, too, to
Paramount for making the picture, to Mons.
H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast for directing it, and to
whoever ^vrote it for writing it. And if I am
not greatly surprised, these medals will stand
at the close of 1928 as the annual awards without change. In which case I should like to
know the name of the captionist, so that another medal may be struck off for the restraint,
wisdom and taste displayed in the insertions
that separate Mons. D'Arrast's superbly strung
sequences. (And still other medals may as
well be ordered for Albert Conti, Loretta
Young, Matty Kemp, Marietta Milner and Ned
Sparks, for distinguished service in behalf of
the most distinguished entertainment I have
witnessed in the interval separating "The Magnificent Flirt" and "A Gentleman of Paris.")
I have made no seeret of my admiration for
Miss Vidor. I herewith announce that it now
stands mightily increased. It is possible that
I have enjoyed a performance more — perhaps
in the days when Alice Joyce had good pictures
to work in, or when Irene Rich performed before the megaphone of Ernst Lubitsch — but I
remember no such occasion. It is possible that
I shall one day enjoy a performance more—
but that is the reason I work at this page and
it need not enter into the present discussion. I
wish only to say that, until you have seen Miss
Vidor do in this picture what would be trivial,
vain, illogical, strained, unnatural, a bit ridiculous if done by any other actress, you have
not seen your share of motion picture art. (It
will be noted that "art" is used here for the
first time in at least twelve months.)
"The Magnificent Flirt" is not, perhaps, a
great title. But titles mean so little, save at
the box office, that we may overlook the point.
The picture is a charming anecdote about an
attractive Parisienne whose daughter is carefully reared and, eventually, put in the way of
an excellent future. It is, likewise, the story
of how the mother accomplishing this feat did
not forget to make provision for her own future. And it is the story of several wholly real
people who do wholly real things in the pleasant, natural, engaging manner of real people
doing real things.
The telling of this story — which will rock
no empires nor date civilizations — is done by
Mons. D'Arrast (you might as well learn to
spell the name now ob later — for you'll hear

plenty of it) with artistry, reserve, taste and
effect. Mons. D'Arrast gives the first sign I
have seen in years of a directorial faith in the
perception of his public. The signposts, detour marks and expository asides are gloriously
absent. The tale is told as tales are practically
never told in pictures — as if the teller believed
it worth telling and enjoyed telling it. Fearful as I am of fads, I risk both eyes in advising any and all directors to see thou this
picture and do thou likewise.
Thanks, everybody.
"CAPTAIN

RAMPER"

neighbors right and left, nor the companion
whose opposition to my opinion I habitually
rely upon for confirmation. (In fact, if we
must have facts, it is this companion's complete agreement on the picture's entertainment
qualities that leads me into all this uncertainty.)

The story of "A Certain Young Man" isn't
bad, after it gets told. The telling seems to
have been surrounded by difficulties. The thing
starts off like "A Gentleman of Paris" — a story
quite worthy of a second telling — and then
veers off into one of those gags about the gay
but good young man whose married mammas
won't give him a break with the sweetest little
girl in the world. This is strong the required
distance and the customary clinch plainly designates the end.
Mr. Novarro wears a mustache in part of the
picture, a bathing suit in another part, and at
other times disports himself in other ways
deemed to be attractive to the young things
who used to go for Valentino.

HE Strange Case of Captain Ramper" is
a strange picture, issued at exactly the right
time and gainer by the circumstance. It is
of German manufacture, I believe, and representative of the better German output. It
is engaging, unfamiliar, unique, picturesque, a
pleasant interruption in the practically incessant flow of stereotyped camera fodder.

I

The gentleman portraying the titular character is a massive, Jannings-like individual whose
name evades me but whose image will linger
with me for some time. He enacts a flyer gone

Delores Del Rio of "What Price Glory." Still
more puzling, I liked not even that one so well

Th

pole-ward, lost in Arctic fastness, reverted to
animal, returned to civilization, restored to
normality, confronted with problems arisen in
his long absence and placed, finally, at a proper
ease in what have come to be ideal surroundings. It is very graphically worked out, the
inevitable strain upon logic is spread over a
considerable area, resting lightly, and the picture stands alone among available attractions.
"A CERTAIN

YOUNG

MAN"

XVJLaYBE I'm getting ghosty about these
pictures — or maybe my eyes are getting old —
but if the gentleman who serves Ramon Novarro in the early stretches of "A Certain
Young Man" isn't Willard Louis I don't know
what I'm talking about. And if the gentleman is, in reality, the late Mr. Louis, his name
isn't printed in the available statistics of the
picture and what kind of treatment is that for
an actor mown down (as they say) in his
prime? And, whether it be he or not, I was
so occupied -with speculation of this kind that
I didn't pay much attention to "A Certain
Young Man" until it was well into its story
and so I don't say pointblank that it isn't all
right.
I merely say it didn't panic me, my

"NO

OTHER

WOMAN"

LIKE the Dolores Del Rio of "No Other
Woman" better than the Dolores Del Rio of
"Ramona" and neither of these so well as the

as the Dolores Del Rio of "The Loves of Carmen," who seemed to me to be about the
brightest performer in the business. I've been
going to see pictures of her ever since and, ^
no doubt, shall continue to do so, in the hope
that she shall come into occupancy of another
picture giving her the flair she displayed in
this one.
"No Other Woman" is a nice girl who permits an oldfashioned villian to tell her the
wrong line about the boy friend and then
marries said scoundrel. The vagabond shoots
her dough, shoots her, then shoots through the
window to one of those good oldfashioned
sidewalk deaths that used to provide endings
for two out of every three French Pathe tworeelers in the days when one way to end a
picture was considered as good as another if
n»t better.
Nothing particularly wrong with "No Other
Woman," nor with Dolores Del Rio's acting
in it, but I expected better. I'm becoming
subject to the foolish assumption that a performer's next picture should be as good as
the last one or better — a perfectly abstu-d notion responsible for more unsold tickets to
picture theatres than all the radios, automobiles
and daylight saving in the world.
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Incorporated in this department of Moving Picture World is the Exhibitors Herald department,
"Available Attractions."
The key to abbreviations

used in denoting the type of picture:

C— Comedy
D^— Drama
R — Romance
My — Mystery

Length

B750
6867

Where the picture is a comedy-drama, comedy melodrama, etc.,
there is a combination of these abbreviations. Stars denote
reissues.
That dates prior to January 7 published under the "Comment
column are those of the issues of Moving Picture World in which
the pictures were reported. The January 7 and subsequent dates
are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which "Service Talks" have been
published on pictures.
^
7 published under the 'New PicThe dates prior to January
tures" column are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD
in which "New Pictures" information was printed. The January
7 and subsequent dates are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which this information will be printed.
^^
Length

Title and

Players

Released

New
Pictures

Comment

Chesterfield
Adorable Cheat, The, Lila Lee-Mclntosh
Befcw the Deadline
Campus Knights
—
Evidence —
Circumstantial
House of Shame, The._.
_
_
Forties, The —
Roaring
South of Panama

1928

1
28
15
30
30
15
15

June 9
.—

Columbia

1927
1831
6843
S432
M28
5613
1645
5760
5524
6569
6892
1000
6996
5435
5054
6108
6367
6426
6791

_....June
Feb.
Aug.
Oct.
June
Apr.
Dee.

Aug.
Alias the Una Wolf (D), Lytell-Wilson.
Aug.
Blood Ship, The (M), Bosworth-Logan.
Sept.
Cortez-GUbert
(MyD),
Hand?
By Whose
Oct.
College Hero, The (CD), Agnew-Garon
Deo.
Madness. Wlndsor-HOTTes
Fashion
8epL
Isle of Forgotten Women (D), Tearle-Seb»iU»n_
(M), LyteU-Wllson.
Lone Wolf Returns
Opening
Night
The (D), Windsor-J.
Bower8._No7.
(F), Davidson.
Before Business
Pleasure
Sept.
Sally in Our Alley (M), Mason-Allen.
-—
—
Screen Snapshots
Dec.
Siren, The. T. Moore-Rerter.
Nor.
k.
Harlan-Chadwlc
(D),
Stage Kisses
Stolen Pleasures
(CD), Kevler
(CD), Mason
Sweet Rosio O'Crady
Oct.
Tigress, The (M), Holt-Revler
—
Girls (CD), Revier-Agnew
Wandering
Not.
Warning, The (M), Holt-Rerier.

J2
10
15
9
8
27
14

3
■-■
20
2

lux. 7
Dec S
Dec. 31

Oct 1
July a

Ian. 14
Dec 3

Jan. 14
-•—■■,—
July 31

■— -Jan.
;■
Ian.
Jan.

May
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.

14
-•
21
7

.^~
-^"f- f?
Jan. 21
n^'i"
"<='• '

i^^oi
Feb. 25
.^..—
Ian. z»
Feb. 11
Mar. 31

-

1927
^"^ "
tCv £•
'^^'

Emblem Films
1927
6260

Husbands

or Lovers,

Jannlngs

-.52.72%

1928

26
14
25
7

Cranfield & Clarke, Inc.
Angelus. The (D)
—
Real Charleston, Lesson Novelty
Shoes, International
Wooden

1927

rT'Ti"
-^^^ "

.-21
■■
--- — ■■
Dec. S
26

— —
Golf Widows (CD). Eeynolds-Forf
-..Desert Bride, The (MO), Betty Compson.
6380
la"- 25
Lady RafHes, Taylor-Drew
^
_. Matinee idol. The (MD). Love-Walker
June
(CD). Helena Cbadwlck
Mothers
Modern
. Name the Woman
(D) Stewart-(3ordon
--Feb. 6
Mason-Collier
Is Love,
6440 So This
Mar. 2
_ . Sporting Age, The, Bennett-HerbertJan. 1
That Certain Thing. Dana-Graves
6047
Jan. 13
The, Mason-Glass
Relations,
Wife's
6350
Fob. 18
A, Baxter-IivingstoB
Way,
Woman's

2000
2000

Ticker

1928

1928
5400
5450
6600
6300
6000
6000
5900

Tw s

—

Back to Liberty (D). Walsh-HaU
Nov. 15
Bowery Cinderella, A (D), O-MaUey-Hulette—May 1
Not. 1
Walsh-Hall
(D),
Drifter
Broadway
■-—-■--•
Broadway Madness (D), De la Motte-KStth
Feb. 15
w
Walsh-Sha
His Rise to Fame (D).
Kick-off, The (D), Hyams-Amann.
7393 Nest, The (D). Frederick-Herbert
^"*- .^
Jan. 15
(D), Walsh-Koberta
6337 Striving for Fortune

1927

1927
....
^^- **
-■■
Mar. ii
w
i
Mar. S

w^'I'Si"
Nor. X

1928

Released

Players

Winning Oar, The (D). Walsh-HalL
Your Wife and Mine (F). Haver-Holmes

Ticker

New
Pictures

__.June 1
Sept 1

A Bit of Heaven
(D). Washbum-Lee
Man of Quality. Walsh-Dwyer
6400 Satan and the Woman
(D). Wlndsor-Keefe
6536 Stronger
Will. The (D). Marmont-Carewe
8600 Women
Who
Dare (D). Chadwlck-Delaney
You're In the Army
(D)

Apr. 25
Jan.
Feb.
ilar.
May

20
20
30
25

1928

Feb. 25
Feb. 21
25
.Apr.

FBO
1927
4765
4858
4837
4910
5701
4754
5093
4913
6300
6507
7014
5240
5665
5186
6481
6515
5181
4924

Aflame in the Sky (M), Luden-Lynn
...Dec. 18
„JCoT.
20
_Oct
Bandit's Son. The (W). Bob Steele
..Aug, 23
7
Boy Rider, The (W). Buzz Barton
Breed of Courage
(D). Rancer —
—Oct. 30
Cherokee
Kid, The (W). Tyler-Lynn_
Clancy's Kosher Wedding
(CD), (feo, 81dney_Sept 17
Coward.
The (D). Warner Baxter
Aug, 21
Desert Pirate (W). Tom Tyler
Dec, 25
Flying U Ranch. The (W). Tom Tyler
Sept, 4
Gingham
Girl, The (C), Lois Wilson.
Oct, 2
Great Mall Robbery. The (M). Von Eltz-Nel9on_Aug, 15
Harvester. The (D). OrriUe Caldwell
Nov, 23
Hook and Ladder No. 9 (0), Kd Heame
Nov, 13
In a Moment of Temptation
(M), Kit Guard...flept, 18
Jake the Plumber (C), Jesse De Vorska
Oct 16

Judgment
of the
Hills (D).
(D), Frankle
Darro-VaUJ
Little Mickey
Grogan
Darro
Loves of Ricardo (D), Beban
Mojave Kid. The (W). Bob Steele
6680 Moon of Israel (D), Maria Corda.
6140 Not for Publication
(M), Ralph Ince_
Racing Romeo
(D), Red Grange
4941
Ranger of the North (D), Ranger
6004
Shanghaied
(M), Ralph Ince
Slingshot Kid. The (M). Buzz Barton.4886
South Sea Love (D), Patsy MiUer
4892 Swift Shadow, The (D), Ranger_

1928

5960
6400
5600
6900
5S00
6T00
57S0
6700
5700
5600
5700

1928
5500

6300
6200

1927

Dea
10
Dec. 10
Dec. 326
Not.

Dec 24
Nov. 26
Not. 19
Dec 3
Dec. 3

J^'ov,
Dec,
June
Sept
-Aug,

6
27
17
25
31

Not 12
Dec. 17
Dec 31

-Oct
-Oct,
-Dec
_Dec,
-.Dec.
-May

9
19
4
10
11
13

Dec 10

-Aog. 12
5872 Alex the Qrsat (M). Skeetj GalUfher4893 Bantam Cowboy (W), Bnza Barton—
Beyond
London's
Lights
(M).
Lee
Shmnway
—
Mar, 18
4869
Apr, 1
5583 Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele—
6267
Chicago
After
Midnight
(M).
Ince-Mendez
ilar,
4
6375
Jan. 13
6320 Coney Island (D), Lois Wilson
Crooks Can't Win (D). Ralph Levrls
May 11
6511 Dead Man's Curve (D). Fairbanks. Jr
Jan. 15
5984
Devil's Trademark, The (D), Belle Bennett
Apr. 7
Dog Justice (!M). Banger
June 10
5063 Drirtin' Sands (W). Bob Steele
4770
Jan. 1
4804
Fangs of the Wild (0). tlaaaa
Feb. 5
4758 Fightin' Redhead
(W), Bnzi Barton
July 1
6148
Freckles (D), StrattoB-Foi,
Jr
Mar. 21
Headin' For Danger (MD). Bob Steelei
Her Summer Hero (CD), Blans- Trevor
Feb. 12
4769
6144 Law of Fear (D). Ranger
—
Apr. 8
S771
Legionnaires In Paris (C). Cooke-Guard
Jan. 31
4801 Little Buckaroo. The (W). Buzz Barton.
Mar. 11
6424 Little Yellow House, The (D), Orrille CaldweLLMay 28
4785
Man in the Rough
(W). Bob Steele
May 20
Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler
Apr. 22
4884
4781
Pinto
Kid,
The
(W).
Buzz
Barton.
Apr. 29
6419
Red Riders of Canada (M), P. B. Miller
Apr. 15
4729
Riding Renegade (W), Bob Steele
Jeb. 19
Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Love
July 15
Big Idea (M), Bryant Washburn
Apr, 24
5967 Skinner's
Texas Tornado. The (W). Tom Tyler
Feb, 26
4793 Trail of Courage. The (W), Bob Steele
July 8
6329 Wallflowers (D), Trevor-Scott
—Feb, 16
1S9S
When
the
Law
Rides
(W).
Tom
Tyler
June 24
4805
Wizard of the Saddle (W), Buzz Barton.
Jan, 22

1927

Excellent
1927
6980
6805
6912
^36645
6792

Title and

F — Farce
M-^Melodramm
W—Wettmm

Oct. 8

-.flept
..Sept 10

_

JiUySO2
-July
Not. 19

_
_

Not. 26
_ Dec 10

_

Ang. 20

-

•4.90%

Abe. 8

InW ♦^

jBty 0

Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Not.
Dec

3
310
12
10

ADC 20

.

1928

Mays
Feb. 11
Feb. 11
Feb. 11
Jan. 21

Feb. 18

Dec
Feb.
Dec
Mar.

Mar. 17

17
11
17
3

_

Dec 17
Jan.
Feb. 21
11
Feb. 4
June 19
Jan.
21
Dec
Feb. 10
11
Jan. 14
June 112
Feb.
Jan. 21
rebt 4
Jan. 21
Apr. 28
Apr. 14
Feb. 4

...nte. 24

First Division
-Jan. 1
Comrades,
Costcllo-Hufhei
Death Valley (W). CarroU Nye —
— Bept. 1
Eager Lips. Gaxon
— Oct 1
__S*pt. 15
Finnegan'i
Ball (C), Mack Swaln—Not, 15
Ladie* at Ease (CO). Garon-Short—Aug. 1
Ladybird.
Compson
-Nov, 1
Naughty, Oaroa
Polly of the Movies, Short-Robartls
Oct 15
Raitlmo (D). De La Motte
Sept 1
Return of Boston Blackle (0). GIenii-Palmer.-Aog. 1
Say It With Diamonds, Betty Compeon
, Am. 15
—Not. 1
Temptations of a Shop Girl. CompaoBFagasa. Raymond
Wells
Masked
Angel, Betty CompMiL.
Sauls AflaoM, Bajmond WeUa —

_Apr.
..iiti. 1I
..Umi. is

1927
-.Ana. SO

Jaa. 7

.. Oot 11

■nt
Jan. T
Not

M

AST. 7
A»r. U

.

t

,
1921
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Released

Length

ConnCBt

New
Pictures

Title and Players

77.10%

-May 28

First National

1927

1927

May 8
All Aboard (C), Hlnes-Murphy
Oct. 9
American Beauty (CD), DOTe-Hughes.
-..Feb.
13
An Affair of the Follies (D), Dove-Hughes.
Breakfast at Sunrise (CD), C. Talmadge. — .-..Oct. 23
May 15
Broadway Nights (D). WUson-Hardy
Camille
(D), N. Talmadge-BoUnd—- __ —Sept. 4
A.vt. 24
Convoy
(D), Sherman-Mackaill
__Oct. 16
Crystal Cup, The (D), MackalU-MulhaU —
June 12
Dance Magic (D), Lyon-Starke...Sept. 25
Drop Kick, The (D), Barthelmess-ReTier. —
Feb. 20
Easy Pickings
(IHyM),
Nilsson-Harlan
Framed
(D), Sills-Kingston.
-Nov. 13
Gorilla, The (My), Murray Kel»ey_
-Nov. 6
Gun Gospel (W), Maynard-Faire...-Dec. 25
Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-Kent.
-Mar. 13
High Hat (CD), Lyon-Brian
Home Made
(C), Hlnes-Daw
_
Nov. 20
Lady in Ermine, The (D), C. Grlfflth-Bushman-Jan. 9
Life of Riley, The (C), Murray-Sidney
Sept. 18
Lonesome
Ladies (CD), Nllsson-Stone
July 3
Long Pants (C), Langdon-Bonner
Apr. 10
Lost at the Front (C), Murray-Sidney
May 29
Love Mart, The (D), Dove-R land
Dec. 18
Lunatic at Large, The (C), Errol-MackalU
Jan. 2
Man Crazy (CD), MackaiU-MulhalL
—
Nov. 27
Masked Women, The (D), Nllsson-Bllnn-H'nsen-Ian. 23
McFadden's Flats (C), Murray-Conklln.
Feb. 8
Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed
June 26
Notorious Lady, The (D), Bedford-Stone
Mar. 27
No Place to Go (C), Hughes-Astor
Oct. 30
Orchids and Ermine, Moore-Mulhall
Mar. 6
11414 Patent Leather Kid. The (D), Barflmess-O'Day.
_
5982 Perfect Sap. The (CD), Lyon-Starke
_Jan. 16
6897
Poor Nut, The (C), Murray-Mulhall..Aug. 7
6400 Prince of Head Waiters (D), Stone-Tashman
—
6219 Red Raiders, The (W), Maynard-Drew
July 17
6477 Rose of the Golden
West (D), Ajitor-Boland.-.Sept. 4
5606 Sea Tiger, The (D), Sills-Astor
Oct. 2
6800 See You in Jail (C), MulhaU-Day
_Fub. 27
6548 Smile, Brother, Smile (C), Mulhall-MackaiU...Apr. 17
7179 Stolen Bride, The (D), Hughes-Dove
Sept. 11
5000 Sunset
Derby
(D), Astor-Colller
Aug. 14
7400 Tender Hour, The (D), Dove-Lyon.
Tune 5
7419 Texas Steer, A (CD), Bogers-Fazenda
May 1
5774 Three Hours
(D), Grlfflth-Bowers
_
Dec. 4
6668 Three's a Crowd (C), Langdon-McConnell
Apr. 3
7833 Twinkletoes,
Moore-Harlan
_
Aug. 28
6380 Valley of the Giants (D), SlUs-Kenyon
-..X)ec. 11
6324 Venus of Venice (CD), Talmadge-Moreno
-Mar. 20
6409 White Pants Willie (C), Hines-Hyams.
July 24
6300
6333
6433
6222
6765
8730
7724
6386
6S88
6802
S400
6282
7133
6288
6118
6190
6524
6400
6720
5718
5550
5255
7388
5521
5542
6434
7846
6520
6040
6431
6734

-..Apt.
Oct.
_..M»r.
Nov. 12
Nov.
May
May
M&y
Nov. 12
Oct.
Aug.

Nov. 19

_.

5962
7694
6602
7703
6631
7331
5485
8188

6235

Big Noise, The (CD), Conklln-White
Mar.
Burning Daylight (M), Sills-Kenyon.
-Feb.
Canyon of Adventure (W), Maynard
Apr.
Chaser, The (C), Langdon....,
Feb.
Chinatown Charlie (C), Hlnes
Apr.
Flying Romeos (C), Murray-Sidney
Feb.
French Dressing (CD), Warner-Wilson.
Jan.
Happiness Ahead (D), Colleen Moore.
Hawk's Nest, The (M), Milton SiUs
May
Harold Teen (CD), Lal;e-Brian...._
— Apr.
Heart of a Follies Girl (D), Dove-KentSherman
_
Mar.
Helen of Troy (CD), Stone-Corda-Cortez_
-Jan.
Ladies Night (CD), Mackaill-MuUiaU-..Apr.
Lady Be Good (CD), Mulliall-MackalU
May
LIfac Time (D), Moore-Cooper
-Apr.
Little Shepherd
of Kingdom
Come
(D), Barthelmess-O'Day
_
-Apr.
Mad Hour (D), O'Neil-Kent-Sherman.
-Mar.
Noose, The (D), Barthelmess-Joyce
-Jan.
Sailors' Wives (CD), Hughes-Astor
_
-Jan.
Shepherd of the Hills (D), Francis-O'Day
Jan.
Three Ring Marriage (M), Hughes-Astor.
-May
Wagon Show, The (W), Maynard
Mar.
Wheel of Chance, The (D), Richard Barthelmess
Whip Woman, The (D), Taylor-Moreno
Feb.
Yellow Lily, The (D), Dove-Brooks
Ma^

25
26
29
12
15
26
15
6
29
18
8
1
12
22
8
4
29
22
1
27
11

S8.]0%

48.00%
65.00%

Feb. 26
July 9
Jan. 7

Dec. 17
Dec. 3

61.54%

.
ilar. 19
Oct. 29
Jan. 8
Oct. 1
„Sept. 24
ipr. 9
-.June 25

Nov. 28
.
_..„.

54.81%

J"eb. 5
Nov. 28

67.90%
Jan. 22
Feb. 12
July 18
May 14
Dec 10
Apr. 9
-..Aug. 20
—Jan. 22
Sept. 10
July 23
Oct. 15
Oct. 8
May 14
Apr. 23
Sept. 17
Sept. 3
July 2
_...ilay 28
Apr. 18
-...Jin. 1
Dec. 3
Jan. 7
Aug. 6
Apr. 16

-.
—
Nov. 12

Nov. 19
_
_
Dec. 3
-.-.
Dec 24

1928

7424
6514
5724
5475
6374
6172
6344

2
22
I
2S
21
J
21
29
13

Mar. 11
10
18
Feb.

..70.47%
61.88%

..47.00%
-38.90%
5480
~4
47.72%'5"'8n%

1927

6987

6000

69.92%
68.66%

Dec. 17

1928

__

June 16

Apr. 24
Mar 10
Dec
June

2

Apr.
Mar.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Apr.
Mar.

717
10
24
8
28
17

6199

78.30%
Jan. 21

7677
6327
6898
6876
6893
6480
6870

Jan. 2
Awg. 14
. Oct. 23
....JMay
-Oct 522
June 19

6408
4658
6909
8156
6646
6088

June 18

5687
6110
6280
5291

..June 4
Oct. 22
11
9
29
14

40.70%

May 21
Sept. 24
Dec 17
Oct.
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
..Jan.

May 26

12000
12550
5902
5821
6126
6050
7395

J^ov. 12
Apr. 2

-June
May
-....Oct.
May
...Not. 19

1927

6667
4709
6312
8730
6439

83.00%

Jan. 7

8
16
26
6
22

Jan. 15
JiOt. 23
.Aug. 6
-Dec 10
— June 4
—.Jane 25

..-.A.xxt.
— Jan. n
29
7.83%
...Feb. 12
..J'eb. 19
. Nov. 12

Jul 14

Dm. S

1928
Jan.
Feb.
June
Apr.
Apr.
Jan.

21
11

9

14
14
28

Jan. 21
Apr. 14
-May 26

May 12

May 19

AprU 21
Uar. 10

Feb. 4

Apr. 7
Feb. 4
Feb. 18

7eb. 18

May 19

June 2

JaiL 28

Gotham
Blondes by Choice (C), Claire Windsor
Cheer Leader, The (CD), Graves-Olmstead.
Final Extra (M), De La Mottij.
'Frisco Nights (D), Percy Marmont
Girl from Rio. The (0), Carmel Myers
Heroes of the Night (M), Landls-Nlion...Rose of Kildare. The (D). Helene Chadwick.
Satin Woman, The (D), Mrs. Wallace Reld

Aug. 15
Aug. 1

Bare Knees
(D), Corbine
Branded Man, The (D), Delaney-Marlowe.
Chorus Kid. The (D). AH Star
Danger Patrol, The (0), Russell-Falrc
Devil's Tower, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt.
Hell Ship Bronson, Mrs. Wallace Reld-Berry
LIghtnin' Shot, The (W). Buddy Roosevelt
Midnight Adventure, A (D), Landia- Murphy
Mystery Valley (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Trail Riders (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Trailin' Back (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Turn Back the Hours (M), Myrna Loy

Feb.
May
Apr.
Apr.
May
June
May
May
July
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.

5957
7603
6337
6581
6640
6309
7865
6280
6705
6273
5252

48.60%

6160
7S99
6657

81.68%

5517

1928
5010
6838
6344

50.61%

..Apr. B

1927

Dec 31

Oct. 1
Nor. 15

nwi ia

Dec 1
Sept. 1

Dec 10
Not.
26
Nov. 19
Nov. 19

1

Sept 624
-Feb.

Aug. 13

1928

Jan. 7

1
J

Feb. 11

1

1927

62.61%
Broadway

After

Midnight,

Betz..

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

May 12

1927

Jan. 7

17 - Jnljr
Oat 16»
..- June 11

1927

June 2
_ . Feb.
11
5
Apr. 28
20

—Nov. 20
Sept. 25
Nov. 13
Mar. 13
Aug. 28
Aug. 14
June 26
Dec. 25
June 6
Oct. 9
Sept. 25
June 12
May 8
Oct. 16
May 1'
Sept. 18
May 15
Sept. 18
Nov. 20
Mar. 6
Sept. 4
Apr. 3
Feb. 20
Feb. 20
Jan. 23

Not. M

Dec. 31
Dec

Krelbar Productions

Feb. 4

1927
Arizona Wildcat. The (W), Tom Mix
Blackjack (W), Buck Jones
Blood Will Tell (W), Buck Jones
Broncho
Twister (W), Mix
•Cameo Kirby (D), John Gilbert
Chain Lightning
(W), Buck Jones
_
Circus Ace, The, Mii
Come to My House (CD), Olive Borden
Cradle Snatchers (FC), Fazenda
East Side, West Side (D), O'Brien-VaUl
Gay Retreat, The (C), Cohen-McNamara
Good as Gold (W). Jones
Heart of Salome
(MY), Rubens
High School Hero (C), Phipps-Stuart
Hills of Peril (W), Jones
•Honor First (D), John Gilbert
Is Zat So? (CD), O'Brien-Lowe
Joy Girl, The (CD), Olive Borden
Ladles Must Dress (CD). Virginia Valli
Love Makes 'Em Wild (D), Harron
Loves of Carmen (D), McLaglen-Del Elo
Madam Wants No Children, Cordla
Marriage (D), ValU.
Monkey Talks (D), Lemer
Music Master (D), A. B. Francis
News Parade, Stuart-Phillips
One Increasing Purpose (D), Lowe.
Outlaws of Red River (W), Mli
-.„.
Paid to Love (D). O'Erlen-VallL..
Pajamas
(CD). Borden-Gray
Publicity Madness
(CD), Moran-Lowe.
Rich But Honest (CD), Beebe
Secret Studio, The, (CD), Borden.

1928
5268
6000

Fox
4665.
4777
4656
6425
6078
5333
4810
4300
6381
8154
6524
4545
5C17
6515
4983
4851
6940
6162
6699
8538
8538
6416
5440
6500
7734

5800
6200
5950
6500
6700
6750

Apr. 7

Feb.
Apr.
May
Dec. 7
May 10
21
26
26

Seventh Heaven, The (R), Farrell-Gaynor
Oct. 30
•Shame
(M), John Gilbert
Nov. 27
Silk
Legs
(CD),
Madge
Bellamy
Dec.
18
5467
5446 Silver Valley (W), Tom Mix.
Oct. 2
(D), Baxter-Sweet
Aug. 21
5009 Singed
5792 Slaves of Beauty (D), Herbert- Tell
Juae 5
Stage Madness (D), Valli
Jan. 9
5412
5620 St. Elmo (M), John GUbert
4943 Tumbling River (W), Tom Jlii-Dawn...
4C75 Truxton
King. Gilbert
C293 Two Girls Wanted (CD), Janet Gaynor.
4299
(D), Foxe
5G20 Upstream
(CO), Madge Bellamj5510 Very Confidential
Horse
(W),
-Tones
4953 War
Price Glory (CD), McLaglen-I<owe
Aug. 28
11109 What
Whispering Sage (W), Jones
ilar. 20
5783 Wizard, The (MyD), Lowe-Hyams
Dec 11
5629 Wolf Fangs (D), Thunder (Dog)
Nov. 27
5531
1928 Branded Sombrero, The (W), Buck Jones
Jan. 8
4612 Daredevil's Reward
(W), Tom MLi.
Jan. 16
4987
Don't Marry, Moran-Hamllton.
_
_
June 3
Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor
.
Mar. 18
Escape, The (D), Russell- ValU
—Apr. 14
5038
Gateway of the Moon, The (0), Del Bio
Jan. 1
Girl in Every Port, A (CD), Victor McLaglen....Jan. 29
5882
Hangman's House, McLaglen-CoUyer
May 13
Hello Cheyenne, Tom Mix.
May 13
C430
Honor
Bound,
O'Brien-Taylor
May 13
Horseman of the Plains (W), Tom Mil
Mar. 11
Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray
-Apr. 15
Play Girl, The, Madge BeUamy
-Apr. 22
No Other
Woman,
Del Blo-Alvarado
May 27
Sharp
Shooters
(CD),
O'Brlen-Moran
Jan. 13
5380
Soft Living (CD), BeUamy-Brown
Feb. 5
6355
5629
Square Crooks, Brown-Dwan
Mar. 4
Thief In the Dark. A. Meeker-Hlll-Beebe
May 20
Wild West Romance (W), Rei King
...-Apr. 8
Why
Sailors
Go
Wrong,
rhJpps-McNamara
Mar.
25
5030
Woman Wise (CD), RusseU-CoUyer
Jan. 8
10726

-kag. 13
Adam and Evil (CD), Cody-Prlngle.„
Adventurer, The (W), Tim McCoy
After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray
_
Annie Laurie (D), LlUian Gish

..Aug. 27
-Aug. 20
-Sept. 17
-Nov. 12

Becky Hur(CD),(M), SaUy
O'Nell
Ben
Ramon
Novarro
-Oct. 8
Big Parade. The (M), Gilbert-Adoree
Sept. 10
Body and Soul (D), L. Barrymore
Oct. 1
Bugle Call, The (D), Jackie Coogan.
Aug. 6
Buttons (CD), Jackie Coogan
Dec. 24
Callahans and Murphys (CD), Dressler-Moran..-June 18
Captain Salvation
(M), Hanson.
May 14
Fair Co-ed, The (CD), Marion Davles..-.^
Oct. 15
Foreign Devils (W), Tim McCoy
Sept. 3
Frisco Sally Levy (C), O'NeiL
Apr. 2
(Sarden of Allah. The (D), Terry-Petrovitch.
Nov. 5
In Old Kentucky (D), H. Costello...Oct. 29
Little Journey (CD), All Star
Jan. 1
London After Midnight (D), Lon Chaney
Dec. 3
Lovelorn, The, SaUy O'Neil
Dec 17
Lovers (D), Novarro-Terry
Apr. 9
Man, Woman and Sin (D), John Gilbert
Not. 19
Mockery (M), Lon Chaney.Aug. 13
Mr. Wu (M), Lon Chaney
Mar. 26
Quality Street, Dartes-NageL
J)ec. 31
Red Mill (C), Davies
Jan. 29
Road to Romance, The (D), Novarro-Day.
JSepL 24
Rookies (C). Dane-Arthur
Apr. 30
Show, The (M), Gilbert-Adoree
Jan. 22
Slide, Kelly, Slide (CD), Halnes-O'NeU
Mar. 12
Spoilers of the West (W), McCoy-Daw.
.Dec 10
Oct. 22
Spring Fever (C), WUllam Haines
.-.Dec 10
Tea for Three (C), Cody-Pringle
Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel Barrymore. _JJov. 26
Tillle the Toiler (C), Davies
.-July
„3Iay 921
Twelve
Miles Out (M), Gilbert
Understanding
Heart (D), CJrawford
-Jeb. 28
...June
i
Unknown, The (M), Chaney

Actress, The, Norma Shearer
Across the Singapore (MD), NoTarro-(}rawford.Apr.
Baby Mine, Arthur-Dane
Jan.
Big City, The, Chaney-Compson-Day
Feb.
Bringing Up Father, Farrell-Moran-Olmstead-.—Mar.
Certain Young Man, A, Novarro-Day.

-Jan. 14

Aug. 27
May 21

Not. 26

..Not. 12

Nov. 26

Not. 19

513.8%

48.»9%
Dec 31
Not. 10

Not.
Not.
Deo.
Dec
Dec.

Jan.

6L50%
-.July 18
...Joly 2
Oct. 29

19 _.. Apr.
Dec.
28
Sept
Dec
17 .._Jan.
31
-..May
3
Dec
-..Sept
-..June
7

23
310
17
15
2
17
410

61.41 %
43.46%

39.20%
39.50%
66.83%

66.04%
70.55%
68.43%
43.61%

Not. 19
-May 919
-Jeb.
—Mar.
-.jLvt. 219
Nov. 12
Dec. 10
Dec 24 -.Dec 24
Not. 312
Dec
Dec S
—June 11

69.63%
65.16%
56.93%
63.25%

-July
-May 30
14
-May 26

7
21
18
17

60.31%
45.63%
1927
95.25%
81.50%

Apr. 28
Jan. 28
Feb. 25
Mar. 31
June 2

Feb. 11
Apr. 7

1928

EXHIBITORS

June 23, 1928
Lenoth

8548
7300
8340
7743

5760

5014

sr7a
9566
6901
8134
soil
4435

1927

Title and

Playert

Released

Circus Roolcles (CD), Dane-Arthur.
Apr.
Cossacks,
Tl>e, Adoree-Gilbert-Torrenee.
Slay
CrowdThe, Boardman-Murray-Boacli
Mar.
Detectives, Dane-Axtliur
Diamond
Handcuffs, Boardmau-Nagel
tia;
Divine Woman, Garbo-Hanson-Sherman
Jan.
Enemy, The, Qlsh-Dane-Forbes
Feb.
Forbidden
Hours (D), NoTarro-Adoree.
June
Latest from Paris, The, Shearer-Forbes.
Feb.
Laugh, Clown,
Laugh. Chaney-Murphy-Hlale
.Apr.
Mademoiselle from Armentieres, Kstelle BrodySklrts, Syd Cha-plin.
Law of the Range, McCoy-Crawford.
Love, Garbo-Qllbert.
„
Patsy, The, Davles-CaldweH-Qray
Riders of the Dark
Rose Marie, Crawford-Murray
_
Smart Set, Haines-Day-Holt-Bosworth.
Student Prince, The (R), NoTarro-Shearer
Under the Black Eagle, Forbes-Dog Flash
West Point (CD), Haines- Crawford
Wickedness
Preferred
(CD),
Cody-Pringle
Wyoming,
McCoy-Sebastian

Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.

12
14
18
2
4
14

8234
7415
6837
7910
5583
6118
7194
7616
4720

6951

Tidier

Length

7060
6733
§881

Jan.
May 621

5435

1927
4335
5326
4875

Jan. 14
Apr. 14
Feb. 18
Apr. 21
Mar.
3

4512
4933
"57.2 5100
1% 7500
70.10%
5478
5804
8586
6228
6599
8002

Paramount

Adventure Mad (M) UFA.
Alar. 31
Beau Sabreur (M), Cooper-Brent
Jan. 7
Doomsday,
Vldor-Cnnper
Jeb. 18
Bancroft-Brent-PowelL
Drag Net. The (MD)
Easy Come,
Easy Go, Richard DLi.
Feel My Pulse, Daniels-Arlen
Feb. 25
Fifty- Fifty Girl, The, Danlels-HalL
Fools fsr Luck (CD), Fields-Conklln.
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (0), Taylor- White.
Jan. 28
Hot News, Bebe Daniels
-•
His Tiger Lady, Menjou-Brent
Ladies of the Mob, Clara Bow
Last Command, The (D). EmU Jannlnga
Jan. 21
Legion of the Condemned, Wray-Cooper..._
— Mar. 10
Love and Learn, Ralston-Chandler
Jan. 14
Old Ironsides
(D), Beery-Bancroft
Mar. 17
,
.....Mar.
3
Partners
in Crime
(C), Beery-Hatton
Peaks of Destiny
Jan. 28
Pioneer Scout. The (W). Fred Thomson..
Jan. 21
Red Hair (CD). Bow-Chandler.Mar. 10
Sawdust Paradise, The, Esther Ralston
Secret Hour, The (D), Negrl-Hersbolt
Feb. 4
Showdown,
The, Bancroft
_
—
Feb. 25
Something Always
Happens, Ralston-Hamllton-Uar. 24
Speedy (C), Harold Lloyd.
ipr- 7
B"eb. 11
Sporting Goods, DU-Olmstead.

1927

63.66%
60.84%
41.30%

Apr. 23
Aug. 13

Jan. 7
Dec. 81

.

Not. 26

Jblar.
Jan.
3Iay
Apr.
May
May
J3ec.

5
16
9
18
2
2
10

Apr.
Apr.
Deo.
Not.
Oct.

9
9
10
12
8

Deo.
Jan.
Sept
Feb.
Oct.
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
Not.
Mar.
Feb.
Aug.
Mar.
Aug.

17
8
10
12
22
29
2
23
19
12
26
6
12
6

63.66%
51.86%
68.00%

67.60%

65.85%
66.77%
65.91%
38.61%
55.64%
65.69%
51.18%
73.90%
70.25%

.Feb. 6
..Dec. 17
..Sept. 24
Jan.
Jan.
June
JuJy
June
Mar.
July
June
Jlay

48.36%
48.30%

29
22
25
30
4
19
16
18
14

54.72%

57.64%

Jan. 14
Dea 31
Jan. 21

Sept 3
Not. 12
Not. 26
44.08%
-Aug. 27
..May 9

_
._
_
Jan. 7

66.27%

J)eo. 3
Ma.T. 19
-...Sept. 17
Oct. 22
July 23
July 9

..J)ea 24
Jan. 14
Jan. 7
Jan. 21
_ .May
Feb.
-Mar.
..Apr.
Dec.
..June
..Mar.
..JUay
Jan.

lu
25
31
7
10
9
31
26
28

.Tan.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Dec.
Mar.
..Juno

21
18
2S
7
10
3
9

67.46%
47.36%
45.90%

6568
6859
3303
5867
4968
7913
4750

Street of Sin (D), Jannlngs-Wray
Three Sinners (D), Negrl-Baxter
Tillie's Punctured
Romance, Klelds-Conklln
Under the Tonto Rim, Arlen-Bnan
Warming Up, Ilichard Dli
Wife Savers (C), Beery-Hatton..

5755
3996
4805

5408
79D6
4480
4526

4600
5888
5659
5954
5404
5626

..June 16
Mar. 10
Mar. 19

_
_

May 19
Feb. 18

__
_.

June 16

-..

-Apr. 21
Feb. 26
Feb.
18
Feb? 4

_
— .
_
"Z.

From

Moscow,

The

-Feb. 18
-Feb. 4

Pictures
New
. Apr. 28
..Apr. 7
FrtJ. 25

Tkksr

COBI
>Iay 26
May 6

May 26
-Feb. 18

(D), Xe?ri-Kerry

June

Pathe
Almost Human
(CD), Reynolds
Angel of Broadwaiy, The (D), Leatrice Joy
Avenging
Fangs (M)
_
Border
Blackbirds
(WD),
Maloney
Born to Battle (W), BUI Cody
Code of the Cow Country (W), Rooserelt
Combat
(D), Walsh-Adams
Country Doctor, The (D), Schlldkraut
Desert of the Lost, The (W), Wally Wales
Devil's Twin, The (W). Leo Maloney
Discord
(D). Dagover-Ekman
Don Desperado
(W), Maloney

Dec.
Oct.
June
Aug.
Sept
June
Oct.
iug.
Dec
Dec
Jv'or.
May

28
3
6
28
11
19
23
22
18
11
820

Dress Parade
(D), Boyd-Love
Eyes of the Totem (M), Hawley
Fighting Eagle, The (M), La BocQUe-HaTer
Fighting Love (0), Goudal
_
Flying Luck (C), Monty Banks.
Forbidden Woman, The (M), Jetta Goudal
Getting Gertie's Garter (F), Prerost
Girl from Everywhere (0), Pollard
Girl in the Pullman, The (C). Prerost

Nov. 11
May 15
Aug. 29

19

1927

Dec 24
Not. 6
Not. 19 .-.June 4
,_.8«pt 10

72.70%

-. June 17
-.Oct 15
.Dec 10
-.May 9
Not. 14
5
-.May
--. Sept
June 417

Dec. 4
Not. 7

Not. 12

Not. 5

Dec 11
Oct 31

Not. 18

Feb. 19
Not. 5
Not. 6
Not. 6
-May 21

Not. 12

..May 21
..Sept 3
-July 24
..May
9

-Aug. 27
-Jan. 110
-Mar.

Dec. 24

-July
Not.
.Jan.
.Jane

2
6
29
12

.May
.Jan.
..May
..Oot
- Jane
-Aug.

9
16
2
8
26
20

.May 21
.Aug. 8
.Oct 8
-Apr. 8
.Aug. 6
.Oct 1
-June II
-July
..June
..Apr.
.Ang.
Nov.

17
18
9
10
5

61.72%

1928

1928

4155
8000
6650

1928

Players

Gold from Weepah
(W), BiU Ck)dy
Js'ot. 20
Golden Clown, The (D). Gosta-Ekman
Dec 18
•Grandma's Boy (C), Harold Lloyd.
Dec 11
Harp in Hock, A (D), Schlldkraut-Coghlan.
Oct 10
6035
6563
5990
Heart of the Yukon
(M), Bowers-Comwall
May 29
Heart
Thief
(D),
Schildkraut-De
Puttl
6788
Hidden
Aces
(M),
Hutchison.
Aug. 7
4620
His Dog (D), Schlldkraut
July 21
4700
His First Flame
(C), Langdon
May 8
His
Foreign
Wife
(D),
MacDonald-Murphy
Not. 27
4890
4076
Hoof Marks (W), Jack Donoran
Not. 13
4864
Interferin' Gent, The (W), Buffalo Bill, Jr
Aug. 21
5324
Jim, the {^nqueror (W), Boyd-Falre
13500 King of Kings (D). All Star..
4131
Land of the Lawless, The (W), Jack Padjan.
Dec. 25
4762
Little Firebrand
(C), Thornton.
July 3
5472
Main Event, The (D), Reynolds
JJot. 21
5865
Man
Bait (CD), Prevost..-.Jan. 29
4576
Meddlin'
Stranger
(W), Wales
June 12
My Friend from India (F), Pangbom-Falr
Dec 18
5736
5750
Night Bride (FC), Prerost
6421
Nobody's Widow (FC), Joy-Ray-Hayer
4575
No Man's Law (W), Rei.
May 1
6903
Obllgin' Buckaroo, The (W). Buffalo BIU. Jr Oct 16
4678
Pals in Peril (W). Buffalo BiU. Jr
June 28
6000
4497
Phantom Buster, The (W), RooseTelt-Rayford-..Aug. 14
Pieces
of
China
(Travel)
Aug.
7
4828
Pirates tf the Sky (M), Hutchison.
May 22
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary (C), Robson
4542
4375
Ride 'Em High (W), Buddy Roosevelt-.
—...Oct 9
5844
Roarin' Broncs. Buffalo BiU. Jr
Not. 27
6303
Rubber Tires (C), Ford-Love.Rush Hour. The (C). Prevost-Ford
J)ec 12
4546
4562
Skeedaddle Gold (W), Walea
July 81
5880
4338
Soda-Water Cowboy. The (W). Wally Walea.
Sept 25
5397
Trunk Mystery
(M). Hutchison
June 12
Turkish
Delight
Schildkraut-Faye.
Not. 11
5670
Two-Gun of Tumbleweed
(W), Leo Maloney
July 17
Vanity ( M ) , Joy._.._
White Gold (D), (3oudal
5921
6198
4485
White Pebbles (WD), WaUy Wales
Aug. 7
Wise Wife. The (C). Haver
Oct 24
6447
5610
Wreck of the Hesperus, The (M), BradfordOct 31
7820
Yankee Clipper (M), Boyd.
_

6398

-June 11
iug. 20
Oct. 1

>fnr, 17

6403
7107

5927
6589
4833

Sept. 3
July 2
July 23

55

WORLD
Released

Apr. 28
„June 2

Uar. 10
May 12

PICTURE

Title and

Woman

21
2
10
28
11
25
30
24
7
28
24

1928

6871

Comment

and MOVING

6555
5598

Afraid to Love (C), Tldor
Apr. 9
Barbed
Wire (D), Negri-Brook
Sept. 10
Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery
Aug. 1
Blind Alleys (M), Melghan
Mar. 12
Blonde or Brunette? (C), Menjou
Jan. 24
Cabaret
(CD), Gilda Gray
Mar. 26
Casey at the Bat (C), W. Beery
Mar. 5
Chang
(D), Special cast„
Sept 3
Children of Divorce (D), Bow
Apr. 2
City Gone Wild (M), Melghan-MlUner.
Not. 12
•(iovered Wagon, The (M), Kerrigan- Wilson.
Aug. 6
Evening Clothes (C), Menjou
Mar. 19
Fashions for Women
(CD), Ralston
Mar. 26
Fireman Save My Child (C), Beery-Hatton
Aug. 1
Gay Defender, The (CD), Richard DI2.
J)ec. 10
Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), MenJou-0'Hara....Oct. 15
Get Your Man
(CD), Clara Bow
Dec 10
Honeymoon Hate (CD), Florence Vldor.
Oec. 3
Hotel Imperial (D), Negri
Feb. 26
Hnta
(CO), Bow-Brook.
Aug. 27
It (C), C!lara Bow
Feb. 19
Jesse James (D), Fred Thomson
Oct. 22
*Kid Brother (C), Lloyd.
_
Oct. 4
Kiss in a Taxi (C). Daniels
Jeb. 26
Knockout
Reilly (CD), DU.
_
Apr. 16
Last Waltz, The (D), Special cast
>Iov. 26
Let It Rain (C), MacLean
„
Jan. 3
Love's Greatest Mistake
(CD), Brent
Feb. 12
Man
Power (D), Dlx._
July 9
Metropolis (D), Special cast
iug. 13
Mme. Pompadour (D), Moreno-D. Gish
iug. 13
Nevada
(W), Cooper-Todd
Sept. 10
New York
(M), Cortez- Wilson
Feb. 6
Now We're in the Air (C), Beery-Hatton.
Oct. 22
One Woman to Another (CD), Vidor-ShotwelL-.^ept 24
Open Range (W), Lane Chandler
Not. 5
Paradise for Two
(C), Dtx-Bronson
Jan. 17
Potters (CD), W. C. Fields.
Jan. 31
Ritzy (CD),
Bronson.
Apr. 9
Rolled Stockings (CD), Hall-Brook.
June 18
Rough
House Rosie (C), Bow
_
May 14
Rough Riders, The (D), Astor-FarreU
Oct. 1
Rubber Heels (FC), Ed. Wynn
June 11
Running Wild
(C), Fields-Brian
Aug. 20
Senorita
(F), DanieU.
_
Aug. 30
Serenade (D), Menjou-Wray
Service for Ladies (C), Menjou-Carver...
Shanghai
Bound
(D), Dlx-Brlan...
She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels
Shootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane
_.
Soft Cushions
(C), MacLean-CaroI —
Special Delivery (C), Eddie Cantor —
Spotlight, The (CD), Ralston-Hamllton
Stark Love (D), Special castSwim, Girl, Swim (CM), Daniels-Hall
Sept 17
Telt It to Sweeney (C), Conklln-Banoroft
Sept 24
Ten Modern (^mmandments
(CD), Ralston
July 2
Time to Love (FC). Raymond Griffith.
June 18
Two Flaming Youths (C), Fields- ConkUn.
Dec. 17
Underworld
(M), Bancroft-Brent
_.._
Oct. 29
Way of All Flesh, The (D), Jannlngs-Bennett...Oct 1
Wedding Bills (F), Raymond Griffith
—
May 7
We're All Gamblers (D), Melghan-MiUner
Sept. 3
Whirlwind of Youth
(D), Lois Koran
Apr. SO
Wings (M). Charles Rogers
Oct 29
5960 Woman on Trial (D), Pola Negri

6889

New
Picture!

7
12
3

6199
6951
9878
6597
6S78
7176
6040
(536
6662
6408
7447
6287
6296
1399
fS76
6017
ES89
5416
7091
5862
6452
8656
7656
6439
7080
6940
6052
6007
6617
8039
7180
6258
6877
5798
4551
6599
6187
6680
6306
6247
5952
9443
6614
6368
6634
5209
6170
6516
6015
6179
6838
6524
4934
6200
6124
6006
6497
4926
6319
7643
8486
5869
6935
5866

6897
6536
6665

HERALD

4520
5423

1927
6089
5916
5076
5060
59:0
5502

Feb. 18

Feb. 18

1928

Mar. t$
S
Apr.
Feb. 18

Apr. 21
Feb. 18

6673
4200
5976

Alice Through
a Looking
Glass
Apache
Raider, The. Leo Maloney
Ballyhoo Buster (W), Buffalo BUI. Jr
Blonde for a Night Prevost
Blue Danube.
Leatrice Jo.v
Boss of Rustlers Roost. The, Don Coleman
Bronc' Stomper, The. Don Coleman
Bullet Mark, The, Jack Donovan
Chicago
(M), Phyllis Haver
_
Cowboy
Cavalier (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Crashing Through. Jack Padjan
Desperate Courage
(W). Wales
Hold 'Em Yale, Rod La nooQUe
Laddie Be Good (W). BiU Cody
Leopard Lady, The (M), Logan-Hale
Let 'Er Go, Gallagher! (M), Junior Cogblan.
Marlie. the Killer, Klondike
Midnight
Madness,
Logan
Night Flyer, The. Wm. Boyd.
On to Reno (0). Prevost-Landls._
Perfect Gentleman,
A (C). Monty Banks.
Ship Comes In, A. Rudolph Schlldkraut
Skyscraper. Boyd-Carol-Hale
Stand and Deliver, Rod La Roc<iue
Valley of Hunted
Men. Buffalo BIU. Jr
Walking
Back (M), Sue Carol
What Price Beauty
(CD), Nlta Naldl

Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.

12
12
8
27
12
22
26

Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.

5
29
5
16

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.

1
23
16
4

Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
lune

S
2
15
4

Feb.
Feb.
May
Jan.

20
19
20
22

May 12
Feb.
Mar.
May
Mar.
-May
Dec

18
3
IS
17
19
24

.May"i7

Feb, 4
.May 19

May 16

Jan. 28
Jan. 28
-Mar. 17
Jan. 28

«Iay 12

June

2

June

2

Dec 28
31
Jan-

1927

Rayart
Cruise of the Hellon (D). AU star ..Herecs In Blue (M). Bowers-Rand.
.Not.
Law and the Man. The (0), Sanlschl-Rockw<U-Dec
Light in the Window, A (D). WalthaL
On the Stroke of Twelve (M), D. Torrence
Not.
Silent Hero (M), Bonaparte
_
Wanderer of the West A (W), Tex Man>ard..-B«c

..Sept 14
..Jto». 12
-Aof. !•

1928
Casey Jones (CD). Pr1ce-I*wl»
Danger Patrol. The (D), RuMpll-FaIr
Gypsy of the North (0). Gordon-HalSL

Jan.
Apr.
Mar.

56

EXHIBITORS

Lengtli

Title and

Released

Players

New
Pictures

HERALD

and MOVING

PICTURE

June 23, 1928

WORLD

Ticker

Comment

Length

Title and

Releaied

Players

Picture*
New

Comment

Tickar
e2.6S%

BS53
E60S
4571
590fl
(490
5260

Nov. 27
. — Sepl.
4

Heart ot Broadway. The (D), Garon-Agnew
Jan.
My Home Town
(D), Brockwell-Glasa.
Mar.
Painted Trail, The (W). Buddy Roosevelt
Jeb.
Phantom of the Turf, The (D), Costallo-Lea8e_Mar.
Wild Born (W), Tei Maynard
Jan.
-Jan.
You Can't Beat the Law, Lee Keefe_

5918
6170

Sterling
1927

1927
6563
6400
5500

1928

Burning Up Broadway (D), H. CosteUo
Closed Gates (M), Harron-Novak._
Outcast Souls (D), Lewis-Bonner.Pretty Clothes (D), J. Balston-WaUter
Stranded
(D), Mason

Jan. 30

Dec. 3

Dec. 15
Oct. 16
iug. 16

Nov. 12
Dec. 31
Jan. T

5754
6669
6300
6024
7300
4887
5500
6482
6233
4752
5600
5800
6049
6235
6629
6100
6182
6276
6448
5614

1928

_

Sept. 10

—

-Jeb. 4

Harry the Girl (CD)..

1927

ilay 28

_

...July
...July
..Jan.
...Mar.
...Nov.
..June
...Feb.
...Oct
5ept. 16
.Dec 1

1927

6171
4345
4232

6081

...Feb. 26
...Nov. 27

Dec. 15

Mar. 10

Nov. 15
Oct. 1

Dec. 24

Bachelor's
Hour (R), Sebastian-Harron
_
Clothes
Make
the
Woman
(R),
SouthernPidgeon
_
6510
Devil's Skipper, The
Feb.
Grain of Dust, The (D), Cortez-Windsor
_
Green Grass Widows (CD), Walter Hagen
_
5297
House of Scandal (D), Sebastian-O'MaUey
_
Ladies of the Night Club (CD), Cortez-Moran.
Lingerie (CD), White-McGregor
1708 Nameless
Men _
Set.
Prowlers of the Night (D), Cortez-Myers
6102 Scarlet Dove, The (D), Margaret Livingston.
5735 Stormy Waters (D), Southern-McGregor.
5652 Their Hour (D), Sebastian-Harron
B361 Tragedy of Youth
_
_
Jan.
6283 Women Against the World, A
_
Jan.

9
16
16
24
6
25
19
9

_...Dec. 11
July 30

4120
4253
5689

1928

_.
_.
_.
15

6073
4353
6274
4348

Mar. 31

1928
6400

1927

9358
9100
8350
imn
T650
8600

1927
Beloved Rogue (M), J. Barrymore
College (C), Keaton-Comwall
Sept. 10
General, The (C), Keaton
_
.
Loves of Sonya (D), Swanson
Magic Flame, The (M), Colman-Banliy
_
Sept. 24
My Best Girl (M), Mary Pickford
Nov.
Night of Love (M), Banky-Colman
Resurrection (M), La Bocque
_
Sorrell and Son (D), Wamer-Nltason.
Nov.
Topsy and Eva (C), Duncan Sisters
Two Arabian Knights (CD), Boyd-Wolhelm.
Winning of Barbara Worth (D), Banky-Colman
Circus, The (C), Charlie Chaplin..
Devil Dancer, The, GUda Gray
Douglas Fairbanks as the Gaucho
(M)
Dove, The (M), Norma TaLmadge
Drums of Love (D), Mary PhUbin.
Garden of Eden, The (D), C. Grifflth-Ray
Two Lovers, Banky-Colman.
Ramona (D), Del Kio
Sadie Thompson (D), Gloria Swanson.
Bed Tempest (M), John Barrymore.

..Apr. 2
-Sept. 17
....Feb. 12
_..Mar. 19
....Sept. 24
....Apr. 7
_..Jan. 29
....Apr. 18
—Nov. 19
4og. 13
Oct. 29
Dec. 4
Mar. 3

Jan.
Apr. 8
Feb. 25

1927

6603
6929
6711
6378
6958
7713
11000
6862
«!«
■IMS
618«

Back to God's Country (D), Adoree-Frazier..
Beware of Widows (FC), La Plante
Border Cavalier, The (W), Humes-Pierce.
Butterflies in the Rain (D), La Plante.
Cat and Canary, The (IMy), La Plante
Cheating Cheaters
(C), Compson-Harlan
Chinese Parrot. The (MyD), Nixon-Turner
Claw, The (D), Windsor
Denver Dude
(W), Gibson
Desert Dust (W), Ted Wells
Down the Stretch (M), Agnew.
Fangs of Destiny (W), Dynamite
Fighting Three (W), Hoxle
_
Fourth Commandment
(D), BennettForeign Legion (D), Eerry-Stone
Galloping
Fury (W), Hoot Gibson.
Held by the Law (M), Lewis...
Hero for the Night, A, Tryon-MUlerHey I Hey! Cowboy
(W), GibsonIrresistible Lover, The (CD), Kerry-Moran...
Les Miserables
(M), Gabrlo-Toulont
Les Miserable! (M), (Long Version).
Lone Eagle, The, Kent-Keane
Love Thrill (FC), La Plante
Man's Past, A (D), Veldt-Kent——
Men of Daring (W), Hoile

45.90%

73.65%

— Apr. 28
-..JJov. 26
—Jan. 7

50.81%
44.10%

.Sept. 18
Feb. 6
Sept. H
Oct. 9
Oct. 23
June 12
Feb. 13
Dec. 18
May 29
Dec.
-Julys 4

Nov. 12

Dec. 17
Nov. 26
Nov. 26
Dec 17

20
10
18
3
4

-Oct. 23
-Oct. 30
. Sept. 18
-May 8
-Dec. 26
June 5

-Jan. 1
May 14
-May 28
-Feb. 26

1927

46.18%
68.50%

66.00%
39.70%

..May 2
.-May 21
...Apr. 28

-Mar. 20
-Nov.
-Apr.
JDec.
-Apr.
-Dec

Aug. 6
-May 9

42.00%

Dec. 24
Jan. 14
Dec 17

_A.pr. 2
Nov. 26

54.84%

Nov. 19
...Aug. 27
40.14%

Nov. 12
Dec 17

-May 21
Sept 17
-Apr. 9

6302

6968
6271

Mar. 17

...jSept. 4
June 19

6639
6284
5390
5978

6613

..June 16
..May 26

Jan.

5453
5803
6330
5901
6281
6631
6897
6408
6972
5003
6767

1928

Universal
6751
8777
4427
7319
7790
6623
7304
5252
5292
4349
6910
3296
4198
6892

Not. 19

Nov. 19
Feb. 4

..Oct.
-Jime
July
-Feb.
-Jan.

35.87%

1
26
23
6
8

-Jan. 29

44.70%

Aog. 20

Dec 3
Feb.
Dec. 3
Dec. 24

19

5
Mar.

1928
Air Patrol, The (W), Al WilsonJan. 1
Alias the Deacon
(CD), Hersholt-Marlowe
Jan. 22
Arizona Cyclone
(W), Humes
-May 6
Buck
Privates, de PuttI
June 17
Call of the Heart, The (W), Dynamite
Jan. 29
Clean-Up Man, The (W), Wells
_
Feb. 12
Cohens and Kellys in Paris (C), Sidney
Jan. 15
Count of Ten, The, Ray-Ralston-Gleason.
—July 1
Fearless Rider, The (W), Fred Humes...Jan. 15
Finders Keepers (CD), Laura La Plante
Feb^
Four Footed Rangers, The (W), Dynamite
-Mar^5
Good Morning
Judge
_
Apr*29
Greased Lightning (W)
_
July 29
Grip of the Yukon, The, All star
July 22
Hot Heels, Glen Tryon
_
May 6
Hound of Silver Creek, The (W), Dynamite.
May 20
Love Me and the World Is Mine, Kerry-Phllbin-Feb. 25
Jazz Mad. Hersholt-Nixon-Lewis
_
June 3
Made-to-Order
Hero (W), Wells
June 3
Midnight
Rose, de Putti-Harlan.
Feb.*28
Phantom Flyer, The (W), Wilson
Feb. 28
Put 'Em Up (W), Humes
-.._
-..3Iar. 11
Quick Triggers (W), Humes
July 15
Rawhide
Kid (W), Hoot Gibson.
Jan. 29
Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson
Aug. 19
Shield of Honor, The, All star
Feb. 19
Society Cowboy. A, Hoot Gibson.
July 8
Stop That Man, All star
_
.Mar. 11
Surrender,
Philbin-AIosJuklne
Mar. 4
Thanks for the Buggy Ride, La Plante-Tryon
Apr. 1
That's My Daddy (C), Denny-Kent
Feb. 5
Thunder
Riders. The, Wells
_
Apr. 8
13 Washington Square, All star
Apr. 8
Trick of Hearts. A, Hoot Gibson
Mar. 18
Won
in the Clouds (W), Wilson
Apr. 22
We Americans. All star
_
.Apr. 22
Wild West Show, Hoot Gibson
Jtay 20

■21
„junefe

_

June 16
Mar 10
Apr.
Feb

4
21

Jan. 28
Apr. 28

.

.Apr.

May 28
26
Apr.
Feb
ilay 25
19
Mar. 17
Mar. 17

Jan. 28
Feb. 25

Jan 14
Apr. 28
May 5
Mar. 17
Apr. 21

15
1

1927

r440
9120
9000
7456
8260
8000

53S2
6172

_.
1

United Artists
9264
5O00
7500
7311
8550

4259

5645

Sept. 1
Nov. 1
Oct 15

6147
6209

4393
6305
4259
7172
5598
4041
6450
5192
4167

1928

Tiffany-Stahl
Backstage
(CD). BedfordBeauty Shoppe (CD), Busch..
Broken
Gate (D)
Cheaters
(M), O'Malley.
College Days (CD), SL Day
Enchanted Island (D)._
_
First Night, The (FC), LyteU-Deyore
Fools of Fashion
(CD), Busch.
Girl from Gay Paree. The (F), Sherman.
Haunted Ship. The (M), Sebastlan-M. Lotb—
Husband
Hunters
(C), Marsh.
josselyn's Wife (D), Frederick
Lightning
(W), J. Ealston
Night Life (CD), Day-Harron.
Once and Forever (D), Fatsy Buth Miller
Sin Cargo (D), Mason
Snowbound
(FC), Blythe
_
Streets of Shanghai (RD), Starke-Harlan
Tired Business
Man
(C)
_
Wild Geese (D), BeUe Bennett
Women's Wares (D), Brent-Lytell._

1928

541G
5900
6S07
4409
7015
6166

On Your Toes (C), Denny-Wortli—
Sept. 25
Out All Night (C), Denny-Nlron
Aug. 7
Painted
Ponies
(W), Hoot Gibson
Painting the Town
(FC), Tiyon
.-.Mar. 6
Perch of the Devil (M), Busch
Rougti
,.. and Ready (W), Hoxie-.Jan. 9
Sensation Seekers (D), Dove
Mar. 20
Silk Stockings, Laura La Plante
Oct. 2
Sky High Saunders, Al WUson
Nov. 6
Small Bachelor, The (C), Beranger-Kent
Nov. 6
Straight Shootin'
(W), Wells
Oct. 16
Taxi! Taxi! (FC), Horton_
Apr. 24
Thirteenth
Juror, The (D), Bushman-Nils80iL...Nov. 13
Three Miles Up. Al Wilson
Sept. 4
Wild Beauty
(CD), Rex
Nov. 27
Wrong Mr. Wright, The (F), Hersholt
Feb. 28
Wolf's Trail, Dynamite, the dog.
Oct. 2

5200
6230
6397
5569
6352
6310
6485
7961
6357
6295
5492

Warner Brothers

60.20%

1927
Bitter Apples (M), Blue
Black Diamond
Express (M), Blue
Brass Knuckles
(D), Blue-Bronson.
Brute. The (D), Blue
_
Bush Leaguer, The (CD), Monte Blue
Climbers,
The (D), Rich
Dearest (D), Rich
Desired Woman, The (M), Irene Rich
Dog of the Regiment, A (M), Rln-Tln-TIn
Don't Tell the Wife (C), Rich
First Auto, The, Oldfleld-Mlller
Fortune Hunter, The (C), Syd CHiaplin
Gay Old Bird (FC), Fazenda
Ginsberg the Great (C), Jessel
— — .
Girl from Chicago, The (M), Nagel-Loy
Glorious Betsy (CD), Dolores Costello
Good Time Charley (D), Oland-H. Costello
Ham
and Eggs at the Front (C), Wllson-H.
Conklin
Heart of Maryland (M), D. Costello
Hills of Kentucky (M), Rin-Tln-Tin
Husbands for Rent, All star
If I Were Single, McAvoy-NageL
Irish Hearts (CD), McAvoy

-..May 9
—July 23

J>ec. 3

..May 2

Aug. 20

—May 28
-.June 18

Aug. 27
Oct. 29

.Jal7 9S
-Feb.

SepL 18
Nov. 7
Jfov. 26
Nov. 5
J^ov. 12

.JUu. 12
Dec 31
Dec 31

TO. 47%

..July 30
-Feb. 26
Dec 31
Dec 17

-Jime 28
11
-Apr.
—Oct.
1
—Apr.
23
-.ilay
— June 14
4
_. June
-.Oct
—Dec
„Oct
_Oct

Feb. 25
Jan. 14

25
8
10
29
16
60.30%
44.00%

.JatL 8
.3Iay 21
.Alar.
luly 919
Feb. 12
Apr. 29
2
Jan.

1928

Across the Atlantic, Blue-Murphy
Beware of Married
Men, Irene Ricli
City of Sin, The. Loy-Miljan-Wong.
Domestic Trouble (CD), Cook-Fazenda.
Jazz Singer. The, Al Jolson.
Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore
Little Snob, The, May McAvoy
Powder My Back (C), Rich-Ferris
Race for Life, Rin-Tin-Tln
Rinty of the Desert, Rin-Tln-Tin
Tenderloin, Dolores Costello

Not. 26

Dec 24

Jaws of Steel (D), Bin-Tln-'nn
Sept. 17
Matinee Ladles (C), McAvoy
Mill Bid, A (M), D. Costello
Missing Link, The (C), Syd (Jhaplin
Aug. 7
Old San Francisco (M), D. Costello-Oland
Sept. 4
One Round Hogan
(M), Monte Blue
Sept. 17
Reno Divorce. A (D), May McAvoy
Oct. 22
Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George JesselL
Oct. 8
6685 Sailor's Sweetheart, A (C), Fazenda-C. Cook...-Sept. 24
JTov. 9
6124 Sliver Slave, The (D), Rlch-Ferrls.
6218 Simple Sis (M), Fazenda
6412 Slightly Used, McAvoy-Nagel
Sept. 3
7647 Third Degree (M), D. CosteUo
Tracked
by
the
Police
(M),
Rin-Tln-Tin.
5813
Know (CD), MiUer.
6281 What Every Girl Should
10081 What Happened to Father (C), Oland
6820
Aug. 21
5567 When a Man Loves (R), Barrymore
7068 White Flannels (M), Dresser
Wolf's Clothing
(MJ, Blue-Miller

5380

-May 28

Feb. 11

-Jeb. 18

._ipr. 14
Feb. 11
Jfar. 10
Jan. 28

..May 19
Feb. 18
-May 19

..Apr. 28

1928

June 23, 1928
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WORLD

CLASSIFIED
Advertising

I

s

Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National

Theatre for Sale
THEATRE FOR SALE— In town of 8,000 in Ohio,
300 seats, well equipped, doing business Must be
sold quick. Address Box 280, Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
III
THEATRE FOR SALE in growing New .Jersey
village. Population seven thousand. Fully equipped.
Other business requires selling at sacrifice price.
Address Box 20, Exhibitors Herald & Moving Picture
World, 565 Fifth Ave., New York City.
FOR SALE— Buffalo neighborhood theatre. 750
seats. For particulars write David Kuegir, 257 Virginia, Buffalo, N. Y.

Theatre for Sale or Lease
Three and a half years old. 15 miles from Chicago.
1,000 seats, Kimball Organ. Great opportunity for
one who knows theatre business. Address Box 279,
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Theatre Wanted

Classified

Advertising

THEATRE MANAGER AVAILABLEFORMER THEATRE OWNER WHO
KNOWS THE EXHIBITION BUSINESS
FROM SIDEWALK TO STAGE IS AVAILABLE TO THE RIGHT PARTY FOR A
REASONABLE SALARY. YEARS OF
CLOSE CONTACT WITH PUBLIC AND
EXHIBITOR'S AFFAIRS. HAS BOOKED
FOR STRING OF THEATRES OF ONE
OF LARGEST CIRCUITS. ADDRESS
BOX 269, EXHIBITORS HERALD AND
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 407 S.
DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Engagements Wanted
AT LIBERTY — D. C. Nelson Organize Dance Orchestra Versatile Musicians. Red Hot with up-todate Dance Rhythm. Will go anywhere. Write or
wire 455
land 4669.East 42nd Place, Chicago, III, Phone Oak-

Equipment Wanted

THEATRE WANTED in any part of Illinois,
preferably if only theatre in town, not under 3,000
population. Will pay cash if theatre is suitable. Address Box 277, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

BEST PRICES paid for projection machines, all
types. Address Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Position Wanted

Equipment for Sale

EXPERIENCED THEATRE ORGANIST desires
position out of Chicago. Modern theatre. Organ
playing and picture dramatization a specialty. Address Box 281, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR on Powers and Simplex machines, wishes steady job, sober, reliable, will
go anywhere. Address O. Dupree, 1433 Raynor St.,
Detroit, Michigan.
ORGANIST — With finest recommendations and experience desires location in California or West. Artistic style. Address Box 282, Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
III;
ORGANIST, lady, open for position. Experienced,
reliable, modern library, moderate salary. Address
Marie Hays, General Delivery, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ATTENTION, THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a fair salary to begin in order to prove worth.
If you are, do not overlook this opportunity. Union,
best of references, will go anywhere. Address Box
257, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY — Female Organist, working at present, but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced in
theatre work. Men and women now ready for good
positions. Union or non-union. Write salary and
other data. Address Chicago Musical College, 61 E.
Van
Buren,
Chicago.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Address Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

Complete equipment Star Theatre, Odon, Indiana.
Two Simplex machines in excellent condition, 200
good
Piano, Fans, etc. Address Hayden Caress,
Elnora,seats.
Indiana.
FOR SALE: Strong Reflector Arc Lamp and
accessories. Best prices. Write Joseph Spratler, 12-14
E. Ninth St.. Chicago, 111.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before buying elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service, 643 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.
FOR SALE — Motion Picture Projectors, parts and
supplies for all type machines. Special: 3 G. E.
Mazda reducers, 110-25 cycle — like new — $35.00 each.
2 Fort Wayne Compensarcs, 33 cycle — $25.00 each.
Address Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Chairs for Sale
FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St., Chicago, 111.

Stationery
SPECIAL! 250 each business letterheads — envelopes $3.75 (cash postpaid). "Neargravure" process printed. Samples, see difference. Stamp appreciated. Address Sollidays, XH-124, Knox, Ind.

Banners and Posters
CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10, 3 feet, colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Associated
Advertisers, 111 West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Medium

For Sale
GRAPHASCOPE PROJECTOR $65.00; Stineman
Printer
$40.00; Powers 6A $175.00. All in fine conN. Y.
dition. Address Carol, 62 St Paul St., Rochester,
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. Address
Redington & Co., Scranton, Pa.
FOR SALE — Posters, Photos, Slides, Banners, Insert Cards, and other Accessories. Save 50 per cent;
write for order blanks. Theatre Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, Theatre Poster Supply
Building, Cincinnati, O.

Organs for Sale
MAY 1st list of rebuilt organs ready. Includes
seven rebuilt Wurlitzer Organs one and two cabinets
with rolls. Prices from $950 to $2,500. Includes
nine Fotoplayers all styles, rebuilt guarantee, priced
from $1,500 to $3,500. Welte Mignon Reproducing
Piano with large library music $750. Eight stop
Moeller organ. Seeburgs most all makes. Terms, 10
per cent cash with order, balance two years. Shipped
any place U. S. A., installed free. Write for complete list with prices. No obligation. Address Robert
Morton Organ Co., 624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new Reproduce Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, 111.

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCH.\NDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write today. No obligation. -Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 VV. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing
Our Twentieth Century Repair Shop, with skilled
expert mechanics, specialized tools, precision machinery, assure the very best REP.MR JOBS. Relief
Equipment furnished FREE. Prompt service. Reasonable prices. Progressive Exhibitors over entire
country send their work to "THE OLD RELI.\BLE."
Monarchlished 20Theatre
years. Supply Co., Memphis, Tenn. EstabSKILLED MECH.A.XICS. specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what 1
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furnished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 1214 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. 111.
BEST GRADE repair work. Prices right. Free
relief heads. Prompt service. .\ddress Guercio &
Barthel. lOlS Wabash .\ve., Chicago. 111.

Miscellaneou s
BE.^UTIFUL
registeredDallas,
Bull Texas.
Pups. SI.'.
Address
501 Rockwood,

Bulldogs.

Herald-World Classiiied Ads Sell
I have been using your paper for Classified Ads for some time and am pleased to say that I got bettor results from it
than from any trade paper. The replies come from various sections of the country and Canada, the greatest number
being from states east of the Mississippi, and are from people v ho are ready to buy.
"Motion Picture Supplies"
Rochester, N. Y.
Carol Fenyvessy, 62 St. Paul St.,
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EXHIBITORS

LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.
We

Blush with Pride

ALEXANDRIA, MINN.— To the Editor:
Of all the pretty views and letters you have
published, say it does one good to know the
Herald-World is for the exhibitors in every
way, no matter if for their interests or for
their pleasure. What I refer to is the golf
and fish frolic to be held here June 24 to 30.
Now I want you to assure the boys (and
the girls) that it looks like a big thing, fish
will suffer, but we have millions of them; golf
bugs have been tuning up, or at least according to their letters they are coming with blood
in their eye to hang up a score never made
before; the lakes are here for boating; the
scenic drives or open parks are open to all, so
pack up your trouble in your old kit bag and
smile, smile, smile.
Without mentioning names, I can promise
that the most interesting bunch of "PITCHER
SHOW" people ever brought together will be
here.
And do you know, from what I can get
between the lines of their letters, the most of
them are not only able to run a theatre, but
the majority of them are Isaak Waltons,
capable of beating any catch ever made, and
the balance of them are near Bobby Joneses,
so when we get this gang together here, there
is going to be some fun deciding who is the
champ, which will have to be by elimination.
The cameramen (who by the way have
made reservations), will be able to publish
some great groups, the news reels will show
the world what a gang we are and how the
old Herald-World does things when they
start.
Now in conclusion, if driving from south
of Alinneapolis, the pavement leads here
(within a few miles) on trail No. 3, all trails
are well marked and graveled if not paved.
On arriving here, register at the Chamber of
Commerce, where full information will be
given as to rooms, hotels, lake cottages, camping reservations and, etc.
As it will cost no exhibitor or his party
anything to attend the State theatre showings
that week, it would be a good idea to come in
each evening from the golf course, the fishing
parties and the camps to keep in touch with
the daily programs which you may promulgate.
There will be one meeting or more arranged
for a talkfest, which hour and date will be
stated when you arrive. — H. J. Longaker,
State theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
About J. C.'s Fliwer
NASHWAUK, MINN.— To The Editor:
Now that J. C. is back on the job and June
24 is fast approaching, everything seems to
be hitting on all six except J. C.'s flivver and
I see in the Herald- World that he and O'Hara
leave for Alexandria, Minn., on or about June
20 to be sure and be there for the 24th. It
looks now as if our affair (guess that word
will cover it all) is going to be a pushover.
Sorry I cannot take the bullfoundland pup
along so he can pose with J. C. and lick him
m the face again but will have to leave him
home to take care of the film salesmen while
the boss is away and besides he has been well
raisedhabits.
and I don't want to teach him any
bad
It looks like a busy summer for we exi-bi-ters as a boatload of us sail out of Duluth
harbor on July 10 for a two day trip to Port
Arthur, Canada, if you please. I notice that
Pete Woodhull, when his attention was called

HERALD

and MOVING

to the Port Arthur trip, casually remarked
that, "I have heard the service is good, the
scenery is beautiful and it ought to be a
nice boat ride." Right you are, Pete, but
the boat is not the only thing that will get
rode. The scenery is magnificent along the
North shore of Lake Superior either by boat
or auto, but to a lot of us boys that have
lived in this neck of the woods for 25 years
or more, the scenery is not new but to the
boys from Texas, Nebraska, Iowa, Wisconsin
and all the other states that will be on the
boat it will be a rare treat.
Another good thing about it— you know
we spend the day and night, as I understand
it, in Port Arthur and should we come back
the same route we go up, the scenery is going to look different (to some of the fellows). Anyhow if anybody connected with
this game (it's not a business) gets a burning sensation in their ears, look at your calendar and your watch and if it is Tuesday,
July 10 and after 3 p. m. you will know the
boat has steamed out of Duluth harbor and
the exhibitor convention postponed from
Minneapolis on May 2 has come to order
(or disorder as the case may be). Yep, it's
going to be a great boat ride, so you boys
that want to fish with Cal on the Brule river
and see God's country, send in your reservation and climb aboard the Old Show Boat. —
Crockett Brown, Brown's Grand theatre,
Nashwauk, Minn.

Rossheim Is President
of First National But
Kennedy
Wields Power
(Continued from page 21)
unit, continuing its policy of making the
best possible feature pictures. Pathe will
remain a unit of its own. So will F B O.
Each is to be strengthened in its own field,
without competition from each other, without conflict, apparently without amalgamation.
LeBaron Production Advisor
That they can work in harmony nevertheless is made evident by the fact that
one of Kennedy's first acts on taking over
the direction of First National was to appoint William LeBaron of F B O as production advisor of First National and
Pathe. This was done as soon as Kennedy
found it necessary to name a successor to
Watterson R. Rothacker, who recently relinquished control of the First National
studio on the West Coast, and to Cecil B.
DeMille, understood to be dickering with
United Artists.
One of Kennedy's prime considerations
during the coming weeks is understood to
be reduction in overhead in all the companies in which he is interested, without
loss in revenue.

Rossheim Sees Year of
Brilliant Achievements
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, June 19.— Election of
Irving D. Rossheim as president of First National and appointment of Joseph P. Kennedy
as special advisor, marks the beginning of a
new era in the company.
Rossheim, who is also president of the
Stanley Company of America, controlling 300
theatres, in an interview after his election,
spoke of the wonderful record made by First
National, which operates 38 branches, has foreign offices in nearly every civilized country,
and owns studios in Burbank valued at $2,000,000, the total assets of the company being
placed at approximately $18,000,000.
"First National is keeping in touch with
the advanced methods employed in reproducing sound," Rossheim said, "and the best devices will be used as an accompaniment to
many of the pictures to be released during

the coming months."
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Robert Glick Goes to Bat
in Tilt for Title of
"Youngest Manager"
WHAT
lot "Pop"
'Dibble picture
could tellindustry,
Robert
Glick aabout
the motion
considering
the fact that "Pop" is one of the
oldest exhibitors,
while Bob still has his
21st birthday to register. But at the same
time, what a lot Bob
has learned in his
few years in the trade
is best evidenced by
his rapid advancement. That's why his
hat's in the ring in
this "youngest manager" business, and
youth
must
be served.
For that
matter,
youth
does its share of servRobert Click
ing as well, and Glick
is an example of that.
Four years ago Glick was an usher for the
James Theatrical interests in Columbus, where
he started. (You recall that William M.
James in the past j'ear has given up practically all of his theatre holdings.) But to go
on with the stor>' : Glick soon became chief
usher of the James theatre, a 3,000-seat house.
Three years ago the big break came when he
was chosen manager of the Vernon, a suburban
house. Then when the Eastern was completed,
with its immediate ranking as one of the finest
1,'500-seat suburban playhouses in the Middlewest, Glick was placed in charge there.
So with these days of political conventions
much in evidence, it is only fitting that we
follow suit and entertain a motion for nomination of Robert Glick as youngest manager.

Concern Formed to Sell
British Pictures Here,
American Films Abroad
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 19.— Arthur A. Lee,
United States representative of several
British producers, recently returned from a
trip to England and the Continent and announces the formation of the Ameranglo
Corporation, with offices at 701 Seventh
Ave. The new corporation will purchase
American pictures for foreign distribution
and will sell British pictures for distribution
in the countries of North and South America.
Among the British pictures disposed of
by Lee are "Huntingtower," featuring Sir
Harry Lauder, to be released in October
by Paramount; "Mademoiselle from Armentieres," to be released in the Fall by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; "Robinson Crusoe," to be released by F B O; "The Queen
Was in the Parlor," to be released in the
early Fall by Pathe; and "Roses of Picardy" and "Fanny Hawthorne," released in
the early Fall by Excellent.

Russian Producer Begins
Expansion at Leningrad;
New India Firm Formed
(Washington Bureatt of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, June 19. — Belgoskino,
state film company of the Ruthenian soviet
government, has transferred production to
Leningrad, where its own studio will be built
and production expanded. A commission has
been named by the Russian government to
work out the lines along which the growth of
the industry is to proceed. '
A new producing company in India, Classical Pictures Corporation, has been formed at
Bombay. It will turn out two pictures the
coming Winter, one "Mother India."
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copy^ght,

1928

Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder

Columbia
GOLF WIDOWS: Special cas1^57%. May 31June 1. A fine comedy drama that seemed to pleaee
everyone. Six reels. — ^C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre,
Skellytown, Tex. — General patronage.
THE BLOOD SfflP; Hobart Bosworth— 20%. May
25-26. Well, this is a good picture from certain
angles you look at, but to come right down to it, it
is too brutal to be of any value at any box office. Too
much abusing of the innocent class of people and the
killing is not what the people are going to shows
for. They like thrilling action, but not murdering and
"The Blood Ship" is one of those killers. It almost
killed us, as we paid just three times too much for it
than it was worth. Eight reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball,
S. D. — General patronage.
ALIAS THE LONE WOLF: Bert Lytell— 80%,
June 6-7. Here's one they'll all like. Entertainment
and wholesome and full of unexpected situations that
hold interest of all. One interesting story well acted.
Photography excellent. Advertising a little shy of
standard of excellence set by Columbia on other productions, or else picture is much better than advertised. Seven reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. — General
patronage.
THE WARNING: Special cast— 40%. May 29-30.
A very fine picture. Six reels. — C. P. Washman,
Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General patronage.
SALLY IN THE ALLEY: Shirley Mason— 75%.
May 31. Played this picture as a benefit for the
Girl Scouts and it gave 100 per cent satisfaction. —
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— General patronage.

F B 0
THE NAVAJO KID; Bob Steel€^37%. April 21.
A very fine Western with some very fine photography
and Steele is there with, the action, which seems
what they like in Westerns. Seven reels. — G. M.
Lounsbery, I. O. O. F., Grand Gorge, N. Y. — Small
town patronage.
JAKE THE PLUMBER: Special cast— 58%. May
26. Not so bad, not so good. Just a fair comedy
drama. Six reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre,
Skellytown,
Tex. — General
patronage
DESERT PIRATE: Special cast— 50%. Better than
average Western. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon.
Idaho. — General patronage.
THE COWARD: Warner Baxter— 38%. May 12.
Baxter does all he can with what he has to work with,
but the story is rather poor, which makes the picture rather slow. My idea is that you cannot make up
a picture and that the story first of all must be good
and then that you must have a director that knows
what he is doing in order to make a picture. Six
reels. — G. M. Lounsbery, I. O. O. F., Grand Gorge,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
LEGIONNAIRES IN PARIS: Special cast— 57%.
May 20-21. A dandy good picture that did not draw.
Six reels.— C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General patronage.
HAIR TRIGGER BAXTER: Bob Custer— 32%.
June 2. Just another Western. Five reels. — C. P.
Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General
patronage.

Reports.'^

Editor's Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained ia the following
manner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided by
average daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.
EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .
When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE
TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart."

Good acting and it will pleaee. Seven reels. — W. T.
Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la. — General patronage.
THE YELLOW LILY: Billie Dove— 70%. Juno
5-6. A dandy show and wae well liked. You cannot
find a better star than Billie Dove. Clive Brook is
there also. Eight reels. — W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la. — General patronage.
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Special cast— 75%.
June S-4. This is a splendid picture. Story great.
Star and cast extra good. 100 per cent satisfaction.
—
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— Bert
GeneralSilver,
patronage.
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Special cast— Good
but not as good as old picture. Acting of the shei>herd very fine. Drew well. Book it, as it will draw
well for you. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — General patronage.
CANYON OF ADVENTURE: Ken Maynard—
40%. June 1-2. A very good action picture, border
Spanish locale and the star good as he usually is.
Got rained out completely Saturday and that accounts
for the percentage. A very good picture for the
small towns. Six reels. — ^Ray W. Musselman,
Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronCANYON OF ADVENTURE: Ken Maynard— 30%.
age.
May 24-25-26. Vei-y good Maynard picture but many
impossible situations. Stick to the possible, Maynard.
Better men than you thought the public morons, but
know better now. Six reels.— S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town
patronage.
THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess — 10%. May
28-29-30. Excellent. This is what we want. A picture that drew in spite of a tent show opposition and
how. Barthelmess and Alice Joyce excel themselves
in this great drama. The public are looking for
pictures with a punch and this one sure has it. My
thanks to all concerned. Eight reels. — S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town

THE BOY RIDER: Buzz Bai-ton — The star played
his part well. Pleased the kids very well. Although
nothing very wonderful about the story, some parts
of picture the star was doing things way out of reason, and wa3 impossible for a boy to do. — E. H.
Vetter,
ronage. Majestic theati-e. Homer, Mich. — General pat-

patronage.
THE WHIP WOMAN: Estelle Taylor— It waen't
quite as poor as I expected it to be after hearing all
the bad reports on it here in Kansas City but yoxir
patrons will certainly never miss it, if you shelve it.
Six reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.

THE BOY RIDER: Buzz Barton— June 6. Kids
ate it up. Not much for adults. Five reels. — F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town
patronage.
LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Special cast— Not up
to standard, so they told me — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
BREED OF THE SUNSET: Special cast— Went
over okay on Saturday. No kicks. — Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — General patronage.

LITTLE
SHEPHERD
OF
KINGDOM
COME:
Richard Barthelmess — A good crowd getter and a good
show, with lots of action and a good story. Did a
good business. Received many favorable coramenta
on the picture. — E. H. Vetter, Majestic theatre.
Homer, Mich. — General patronage.

THE BORDER WHIRLWIND: Special cast— Didn't
see it. Reports fair. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon,
Idaho. — General
patronage.

First National
THE HAWK'S NEST:
Milton Sill.-;- 65%.
May 30.
Another good one with Milton Sills. A dandy story.

THE
MAD
HOUR:
Sally O'Ncil— You boys out
in the sticks, where the ladies and the minister attend the show, better lay off this one unless you want
to get hung. Madame Elinor Glyn is credited with
having written the stoi->-. Will Hays certainly did
clean up the movies when he banished Fatty .•Vrbucklo.
He should have put Elinor on the same train if she's
responsible for this one. Seven reels. — P. G. Vaughan.
Sun theatre. Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE LOVE MART: Billie Dove— Good, but not a
special

as it was sold.

Just n program "Dove" pic-

%K is no substitute Mra/ktionf
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We are very well pleased with the results from the classified advertising
we have been running in The Herald-World for some time past. The
inquiries and business received are from various states, demonstrating that
your circulation covers a wide range and that The Herald-World is widely
read.
THE SOLLIDAYS CONCERN,
Knox, Ind.

THE DEVIL'S SADDLE: Ken Maynard— May 26.
The Ken Maynard Westerns are the beet Westerns
made. We can always get a good crowd when we
show them. Seven reels. — Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
FLYING ROMEOS: Murray-Sidney— Vei-y good
comedy. You can't go wrong on this laughing team.
. — R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D. — •
General patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moort^A very good
picture, well played and so^me very comical situations. Fair box-office receipts. I recommend this
picture as a good clean picture. — E. H. Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich. — General patronage.
THE TENDER HOUR: Billie Dove— Did not draw.
Few of First National's specials ever do draw. However, those who came liked it, all save cowboys who
walked out. Program worth only. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
ALL ABOARD: Johnny Hines — First Hines picture that ever got by due to fact we lan it on Saturday. I didn't see it, but reports were okay. — Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.

Fox
WOLF
FANGS:
Thunder— 70%.
June 1-2.
One
of the best dog shows I ever ran. Beautiful scenei-y
and good story. It pleased my customers and is
■well worth showing. Six reels. — W. T. Biggs, Adair
theatre,
Adair,
la. — General
patronage.
WINGS OF THE STORM: Thunder— 60%. June 2.
This is a good dog picture. The exteriors are around
Mt. Rainier and the scenery is beautiful. Film was
not in very good shape. Six reels. — H. B. Osborn,
Community theatre, Mt. Hope, Kan. — Small town
patronage.
THE JOY GIRL: Olive Borden— 40%. June 2.
Just a program picture but Fox sold it to us as a
special. The technicolor won favorable comment.
The story is weak and I would class "The Joy Girl"
as just a fair program picture. Seven reels. — Minnie
M. Schnoor, Paramount theatre, Stapleton, Nebr. — ■
small town patronage.
THE JOY GIRL: Olive Borden— May 26. A
good program offering. Business above average. —
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.— Small
towTi patronage.
WHY SAILORS GO WRONG: Special cast— A
good comedy drama and drew very well. — R. C.
Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D. — General patronage.
MONTE CRISTO: John Gilbert— May 31-June 1.
A re-issue, but good eneertainment. Will appeal to
the older people. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronage.
TUMBLING RIVER: Tom Mix— June 2. Another
good show from Tom to good business. — R. Pfeiffer,
Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE GAY RETREAT: Cohen-McNamara— May 19.
Sammy Cohen and Ted McNamara are a great com-
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BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan— 55%. May 30-31. A
good picture and the kid can act. Not the drawing
card that he once was, but etill good. No ending
and that detracted Bome, but I think that it pleaded.
Sea story with the customery wreck. Seven reeU. —
Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.
— Small town patronage.

It Covers
The Field

ture. — R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.^
General patronage.
AN AFFAIR OF THE FOLLIES: Billie DoveSmall crowd. People liked it. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
THE SUNSET DERBY: Special cast— Pleased all.
— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General
patronage.
ROSE OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Special castNot what the Company represents. An off brand
Western. Ordinary business. — R. C. Metzger, Cozy
theatre, Wagner, S. D. — General patronage.
NO PLACE TO GO: Special east — A light comedy drama, that got by. — R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre,
Wagner,
S. D. — General patronage.

WORLD

edy team. Kept in continual uproar. Seven reels. —
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.- Small
town patronage.
SEVENTH HEAVEN: Gaynor-Farrell— May 14.
Nothing but praise of the highest oi-der. The most
pleasing picture this year. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic
theatre. Eureka,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
BLOOD WILL TELL: Buck Jones— The usual
Western with Buck and his horse doing some fancy
stuff. This Eagle horse is some horse. Just about
on a par with Tarzan and Silver King. In fact,
I'd say Buck and Eagle ai-e as good as any of the
shooting gallery boys. Five reels. — P. G. Vaughan,
Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE ROAD TO ROMANCE: Ramon Novarro—
25%. May 30. This is a good program picture but
not a special (now-a-days). — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney—
90%. June 4-5. I thought I was seeing things when
I saw the crowd that turned out for this. It is an
exceptionally good picture and the women and kids
were deliciously scared. Very favorable comment
caused second night to be extra good, also. It's a
picture that will please and advertise for you. Seven
reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning,
Ark. — General
patronage.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney—
30%. May 21-22-23. This is no special as Metro
claimed it to be but it is a real murder mystery drama
for sure. Chaney gives another remarkable performance as does Walthall. It drew well for me in warm
weather but the rental was far too high. Seven
reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,
Canada. — Small town patronage.
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney—
May 23-24-25. Lon Chaney clicks again. People
liked this show and it drew good business. — R.
Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
THE STUDENT PRINCE: Novarro-Shearer—
30%. May 30. Attracts a certain class and pleases.
Those who stayed away were greater in numbers and
would not have been pleased. A play with so much
musical settings is really hard to screen and give
satisfaction in my view. Too long. Ten reels. — O. A.
Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la. — Small town
pati'onage.
THE FAIR CO-ED: Marion Davies— 60%. One
of the "Ten Best" in the year. Fine entertainment.
Young people raved over it. Miss Davies a peach.
Clean, laughable, enjoyable, full of pep. Book it by
all means. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
— General patronage.
LOVE: Gilbert-Garbo— 30%. June 2. Pleased
better than expected but the cowboys walked right by
and shook their heads at the advertising. They
missed some good riding even if it was not a Western.
Eight reels. — O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la. — Small town patronage.
LOVE: Gilbert-Garbo — May 27-28. A disappointment as far as business is concerned. Did not draw
in proportion to the big rental paid. "Rose Marie"
drew much bigger business. Some liked it and many
didn't. Can't get them to like Garbo in this town.
None of her pictures did above average.^ — R. Pfeiffer,
Princes theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronage.
TILLIE THE TOILER: Marion Davies— 40%. May
27. Good little picture and Marion sure is good to
look at anytime, whether in rags or jewels. Her
smile should get all the men, and the women would
get a few points on how to get their men. Play it.
Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kjmball,
S. D. — General patronage.

BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan— June 1-2. A fair
program picture. Jackie Coogan means nothing to
me. I can't get my patrons out whenever I play a
Coogan picture. Print and photography good. Seven
reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. —
General patronage.
ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur- 100%. May 30-3L Good
picture but too many school doings killed our whole
week's business, so why should we crowd anyone to
come to our movies when they have one hundred
other places to go. And they go, too. We are glad
it's over. Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball,
S. D. — General
patronage.
ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur— May 26. Boy, oh boy,
what a swell dish. I played the Legion 40/60 to
keep them from booking a carnival company so I
did a good job even though I did not make much
money. Ten reels. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre.
Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
THE UNKNOWN:
Lon Chaney— 5%. May 28.
Good show from every angle but we just wasted it on
an off night. Seven reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General
patronage.
THE BUGLE CALL: Jackie Coogan — 55%. June 3.
Good picture that drew extra well on Sunday. Six
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.
LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH: Lon Chaney— A good
Chaney, of an entirely different theme. There is
only Chaney and it's his personal efforts that make
his pictures good. — R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre,
Wagner,
S. D. — General
patronage.
BABY MINE: Dane-Arthur- Terrible. A piece
of cheese that smells to the highest heavens. Any
company putting their trade mark on this film has
no respect for the Motion Picture Industry and
should be watched. — R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre,
Wagner,
S. D. — General
patronage.
THE PATSY: Marion Davies— June 3-4. A comedy play of domestic troubles. Entertaining enough
but not near as good as "The Fair Co-Ed." — R.
Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
ROSE MARIE: Joan Crawford— May 20-21. A
very good picture and a wonderful box-office picture.
Drew the best business for three months. — R.
Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
THE SMART SET: William Haines— May 30. A
good comedy drama which pleased. Not so good as
"West Point." — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
LAW OF THE RANGE: Tim McCoy— May 25-26.
This was one of the best McCoy pictures that I
have played for a long while. I think if Metro
would give this star straight Western stories he
would be a better box office attraction. Print and
photography good. Six reels. — P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
THE FIRE BRIGADE: Charles Ray— May
peach of a box office picture and pleased
cent. Never saw Ray do better work. Ten
F. E. Sabin, Majestic theat.e. Eureka, Mont.
town patronage.

19. A
100 per
reels. —
— Small

TWELVE MILES OUT: Gilbert-Crawford— June 2.
An absorbing sea tale. The leads were excellent but
I can't say I enjoyed the drinking and the rough
stuff was real rough. Ladies, thumbs down. Eight
reels. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.
— Small town patronage.
ANNIE LAURIE : Lillian Gish— Did not draw, nor
take very well I didn't see it. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
THE BIG PARADE:
is a dandy.
Everybody

John Gilbert— June 1-2. Here
pleased.
Had good weather

A^o Losses in the Box Office

ICICET REGISTEI^
Automatic Ticket
Register
Corp.
723 SEVENTH Ave.New York
TiCKETS_^ Every PuKposeof Lowest Market Prices
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and good crowds both nights. Thirteen reels. — Robert
Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General patronage.
IN OLD KENTUCKY: Special cast— Drew fairly
•well. Pleased all who saw it. Not as good as old
picture, but will generally please. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
BODY AND SOUL: John Gilbert— Another Metro
picture sold to us under pressure of "Ben Hur" that
flopped. — R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S.
D. — General patronage.

Paramount
SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd— 70%. June 8-9. This
is a good Lloyd and will make you money if bought
right. It will please because it has everything in it.
I had a tent show seven miles away for opposition
but they came to see it. Eight reels. — W. T. Biggs,
Adair theatre, Adair, la. — General patronage.
SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd— Sold to us far above its
box office worth, we only broke even. This settles
Lloyd in this town. Our people don't want him.
Picture is up to Lloyd standard. — R. C. Metzger, Cozy
theatre, Wagner, S. D. — General patronage.
RED HAIR: Clara Bow— 20%. May 31- June 1-2.
This may have been good before the censors saw it,
but they sure made a wreck out of it. Of course, the
exchange is as silent as the grave about those things
and we find out when it is too late. Very disappointing business as the result. A little cooperation on the
part of the exchange would be most appreciated in a
case like this. They got our money and we get the
abuse. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,
Canada. — ^Small town patronage.
RITZY: Betty Bronson — 40%. Young people liked
it fine, I did not. Don't like Betty Bronson cast as
a smart alec snob. Well produced and clean. —
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General
patronage.
FIGURES DON'T LIE: Ralston- Arlen— 40%. May
29. A good program picture. Stars splendid. Story
good. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — ^General patronage.
RUNNING WILD: W. C. Fields— 22%. June 2.
The low percentage is not due to the picture but to a
big rain storm that came up an hour before show
time. It is really a good program full of comedy of
the type that has put Fields in solid with us. You
will enjoy this one. Seven reels. — ^Paul B. Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. — Small town patronage.
HONEYMOON HATE: Florence Vidor— 24%. May
31. Good picture that did not draw. Six reels. — Mrs.
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. —
General patronage.
WIFE SAVERS: Beery-Hatton — 45%. Paramount
announces that there will be no Beery and Hatton
next year which is good news when you consider
the flop this one (sold as special) has been. Suitable
for program bookings only. — C. H. Olive, Princess
theatre, Washington,
D. C. — General
patronage.
WIFE SAVERS: Beery-Hatton— Up to the point
■where they drag in about 3,000 feet of "The Big
Sneeze" this was a good comedy. But after that
it was a pain in the breadbasket. They should have
remaxJe it all or junked it all. This team won't
draw for me any more. Six reels. — P. G. Vaughan,
Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
THE GAY DEFENDER: Richard Dix— 59%. June
2. Very good picture that drew very good. Seven
reels. — Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah. — General patronage.
THE CITY GONE WILD; Thomas Meighan— 68%.
May 26. The best thing that Meighan has done for
a long time. It is a real nice program offering that
will go over good at any time. Hope he keeps up the
good work and does a comeback. — Paul B. Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. — ^Small town patronage.
THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix— 36%. May
24-25. Old, but good. Eight reels.— C. P. Washroan,
Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General patronage.
THE SHOWDOWN:
George Bancroft>— A heavy
soggy morbid story of a bunch of men and one woman
in the oil swamps somewhere down below the equator.
Plenty of action of a rough and tumble type. Well
staged and well directed but failed to draw on an
ideal show day. It's not a picture that many women
will like, even the kids failed to show up. Eight
reels. — P. G, Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
— ^Neighborhood patronage.
SUNSET LEGION: Fred Thomson— Very good
Western, better than anything made in the last year
or so, and those were also good. — R. C. Metzger,
Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D. — General patronage.
SENORITA: Special cast— Another "Ten Best" of
the year. Took better than picture in a long long
time. People generally even liked it better than
"Tbe Fair Co-Ed" or "The
Gaucho."
Bebe draws

J. C. Jenkins — His Colyum
MINDEN,
DEAR

NEB., June 14, 1928.

HERALD-WORLD:

Did you ever see a town of 800 population that had a million people in it? Neither did
we but once, and that was at Blue Hill last night when the Commercial Club put on a free
show on the street, the picture being Johnny Hines in "All Aboard" and if we could run a
show at 10 cents and draw a crowd like Johnny did last night we'd give one show a month
and go fishing the balance of the time.
We will venture to say that Johnny never played to a larger or more satisfied audience
than he did last night at Blue Hill. Where they all came from we can't say, but we didn't
suppose there were as many people in Webster county as witnessed that show. We didn't
see the show ourself, for we were trying to get some definite line on that pow wow at
Kansas City to try to find out if our favorite candidate, Will Rogers, stood any show of
nomination. At this writing it looks like Bill had been thrown in with the wrong bunch.
Had he lined up with "Coxy's Army" and put on a pair of "Oshkosh B'Gosh" overalls and
identified himself with the honest people he might have been considered, but now it looks
like Herb was going to hog the whole show and that means that sowbelly won't be worth
more than 20 cents per pound and McNary and Haugen won't be able to get more than a
dollar twenty for their wheat.
We are off of Bill for life. When he goes down there and sits in with that bunch of
plutocrats it settles the matter as far as we are concerned. We expect that he even represented himself to be a Republican, and coming from Claremore, Okla., too, the nerve of
him. Presume he will go from K. C. down to Houston and get in with the boys on the
strength of being a Democrat. Some people change their politics oftener than they do
their socks.
It's against our principles to talk politics, but being a friend of yours we'd like to advise
that if you have placed your money on the wrong candidate you better hedge at once, for
if Al and Herb lock horns there is no telling which one wll take the count, but should yon
insist on throwing your money away wire us your proposition first.
It's a cinch
their pitchfork
inate Al there
their eyes and

that if they nominate Herb there will be a lot of the boys that will break
handles and bust every button off their overalls, and if the Democrats nomwill be a lot of our friends South of the Mason and Dixon line who will shut
shoot both barrels, so it looks like we are in for an old fashioned campaign

in which the public will get the worst of it as usual, so let 'em fight, they're all Irish anyhow.
— — ^Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World FiUs a Want None Othere

Do

We are somewhat finicky about our music in theatres. We have heard everything from
symphony orchestras to Susy Jones pounding out jazz on a wheezy piano. In some instances we have been entertained and in others we have wanted to kill somebody. Recently
we heard some music in the Rialto theatre at Stanton, Neb., that just about filled all our
requirements and made us glad that the Nashwauk Indians settled in Minnesota instead of
Nebraska. We can't tell you much about this music except that it was made by a ColumbiaKolster Model 900 contraption with a lot of wires and tubes and discs, and when you heard
it play if you didn't swear it was a pipe organ then you don't use profanity at all. If we
were going to sit through a thousand picture programs we would want that ColumbiaKolster riggin' to furnish a lot of the music and we would go home satisfied whether the
picture was SEVENTH HEAVEN or A KISS AT MIDNIGHT. The Columbia-Kolster company don't know we are on earth and we are not even looking for a bouquet of ragweeds
for this testimonial, but we will go on record as saying that it's among the best music for
picture theatres we have ever heard and if we had a thousand theatres there would be a
Columbia-Kolster in every one of them if our credit had the proper amount of elasticity,
{Continued on next page)

and delights my fans. Book it. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
■nLUE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE:
FieldsConklin — June 1. Don't say you do not believe in
Hell. Wait until you have seen this. Six reels. —
J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
SPOTLIGHT: Esther Ralston— May 27-28. A
light comedy drama that pleased pretty well. A
good picture for Sunday. Print and photography
good. Six reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
THE LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED: WrayCooper — Very good pictuie and true special. One
of the few real Paramount specials. Boost it. —
R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D. — General patronage.
LOVE AND LEARN: Esther Ralston— June 5.
The Esther Ralston comedies are always good but will
not draw. Just made expenses. Good print and
photography. Six reels. — Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. — General
patronage.
GET YOUR MAN: Clara Bow— 85%. May 27-28.
All comments extra good. Six reels. — C. P. Washman, Roxy theatre, Skellytown, Tex. — General patGET YOURronage. * MAN:
picture but

not

near

Clara Bow— June 3-4. A good
as good

as "Hula."

Business

only fair. Print and photography good. Six reelfl.
— P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General
patronage.
STARK LOVE: Special cast— May 29. This is a
good picture and interesting, but has a poor title
and it didn't draw. Seven reels. — Robert Yancey,
Bonny theatre. Mansfield. Mo. — General patronage.
WHIRLWIND OF YOUTH: Lois Moran— May 29.
Only a fair program picture with no drawing power.
^R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis
Small
town patronage.
ROLLED STOCKINGS:
Louise Brooks— May 12. A
good program picture but did not draw. — R. Pfeiffer,
Princess
theatre,
Chilton,
Wis.
— Small town patronage.

Pathe-P D C
FLAME OF THE YIKOX: Special cast — «$%.
Not up to old picture. Drew fairly well and pleased
fairly well. — Philip Rand. Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho.
— General patronage.
THE

YANKEE CUPPER: Special caet— Rne picture, good plot. Interesting, finely directed. Not a
brutal picture, almost a siiecial. For eca pictura».
it is okay. — Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon. Idaho.
— General patrona^.
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SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Special caB^-M»y
26. Good, but txx> old to draw. Lost money. — A. C.
Betts, Powers theatre. Bed Creek, N. Y.— General
patronage.

Universal
(Continued

from preceding page)

which it hasn't.
Both Mr. Kreamer, of the Rialto theatre at Santon, Neb., and
Persons of the Strand theatre, Minden, Neb., have the instruments.
Exhibitors Herald and Moring Picture World Fills a Want None

0.

W.

Others Do

The more we travel Nebraska the more we rejoice that Queen Iz grubstaked Chris and
sent him West to look up a new location somewhere back in 1492 or thereabouts. We have
always had a great deal of admiration for Chris for he started out not knowing' whether the
Democrats would have anything on tap when he landed or not (Chris didn't know the
Democrats), but if Queen Iz had known about Nebraska we would probably be eating
frijoles and enchiladas now instead of huckleberry pie. We don't like to blow on
home state, in fact, we never do, but if you could see these fields of wheat and oats
com and alfalfa and sugar beets and watermelons and cantaloupe and hogs, and cattle
Hoover Republicans you would want to come out here and set in a stack of blues and
for a new deal and cut the cards.

our
and
and
call

Nebraska is wading in clover clear up to her knees and the theatre boys will have so
much business after harvest that they will get bowlegged lugging the change (now watch
film prices go up) and the world can cease worrying about where they are going to get
something to eat, Nebraska wiU take care of that, and this "ain't no buU."
^Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World FiUs a Want None Others Bo
Some of the boys are worrying for fear they won't get all the
gathering at Alexandria, Minnesota, the week of June 24. They
sion on that score for, with the aid of Will Whitmore of the
will take care of that part of the program ourself. What those
in all their spare moments rehearsing their golf form.
Micky Larson is going to take his ping pong set, Elmer

fish they want to eat at that
can cast aside all apprehenHERALD- WORLD staff, we
babies need to do is to put

Gailey his flinch deck, the Rabbi

will have his ouija board, Tragsdorf will deliver an address on "Why they walk back home,"
"Fishy" Phil threatens to read a couple of his poems. Crocket Brown offers as a prize for
the largest fish and the best golf score, a photo of his bullfoundland pup, so it looks like
there would be no lack of entertainment.
When you get to Alexandria drive right up in front of the State theatre and blow your
horn and Longaker will pin a badge on you that will insure you the free use of all the city
drinking fountains and the right to make a U turn on all the side streets.
Keep in mind that the week of the 24th will be an open season on film hounds and press
agents, so bring your guns, and anyone caught discussing the 1928 product will be courtmartialed and shot at sunrise. Milwaukee isn't so
they can only count up to 17, they haven't heard
you. It wiU be perfectly eJl right to bring your
well to keep an eye on Thomas 0. Service. Tom
gets out in Minnesota — well, we
course, Tom may not be there.)

very far from Alexandria and over there
of the 18th yet, so don't let that worry
wives, we hope you do, but it would be
is all right around Chicago but when he

won't say any more

about it, only you just watch.

(Of

If Will Rogers would exercise that good sense of his he would be up at Alexandria
instead of shouting himself hoarse for those good old Jeffersonian principles with the
Great Unwashed down at Houston, but you
pow wow with a gatling gun.

couldn't keep Bill away from

a Democratic

Let the watchword be "ON TO ALEXANDRIA." FiU the tank up with gas, close your
cutout, step on the starter and bead 'er for Alexandria for the best week's vacation you
ever had and when you get back home try and tell the boys the truth about the nvunber and
size of 'em, and if you want to take a picture of our string back with you to prove your
statements it will be all right with us.
J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD
man.

HARP IN HOCK: Rudolph Schildkraut— This
old boy is a real actor. With the support of Junior
Coughlin he has turned out a nice little hokum
heart-interest picture, ideal for family trade. Six
reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Rayart
HEROES IN BLUE: John Bowers— 5%. May 24.
Picture good. About the firemen heroes and policemen heroes that held them interested. Six reels. —
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — ^General
patronage.

Tiffany-Stahl
COLLEGE DAYS: Special cast— June 2. Good
picture. Eight reels. — A. 0. Betts, Powers theatre.
Red Creek, N. Y. — General patronage

United Artists
THE GAUCHO: Douglas Fairbanks— Wonderfully
produced, intensely interesting, I enjoyed it thoroughly. In general it pleased :ust fair. I suppose it
was too high class for common run. I would advise

booking it but keep price down. We didn't make up to
the percentage split. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
THE GAUGHO:
Douglas Fairbanks— May 16-17-18.
A very good picture. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,
Chilton, Wis. — Small town patronage.
STELLA DALLAS: Belle Bennett— Couldn't get
'em in. Wonderful picture of the kind. Greatly enjoyed by the discriminating class. Would call it a
perfect picture of its type. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — ^General patronage.
THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks— A
beautiful picture In colors. Extra good photography.
The star was up to his standard. Lots of action and
some bloody scenes. Not a good picture for children.
Did a good business at the box office. — E. H. Vetter,
Majestic theatre. Homer,
Mich. — General
patronage.
THROUGH THE BACK DOOR: Mary Pickford—
Our second time showing. Salesman told me United
Artists prided themselves on condition of films and
guaranteed their prints. Gosh — what a cheerful liar
a salesman can be. This print was something terrible.
It was guaranteed all right — guaranteed to break or
get out of frame at every revolution of the wheel.
Play drew immensely well and seemed to please all.
— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General
patronage.

TAXI TAXI: Special cast — 50%. This pleaded
fairly well. Children enjoyed it. Better than average.— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
PAINTING THE TOWN:
Glenn Tryon— 58%.
May 26. When you find an actor that can ccaae from
shorts and make a comedy feature such as this, you
can figure that he is another Lloyd. If he will give
us a few such pictures as this before he demands
the price of a new Pierce-Arrow or Lincoln ae
Lloyd does for his productions, we will feel grateful.
This is some laugh producer and I heard more good
comments on this one than any we have played the
last six months. The directing was very good, although for the life of me I couldn't tell why the
director had to give us a close-up of Patsy Ruth
Miller's limbs for, unless he wished to show us what
he saw, but directors are funny animals. You can't
tell what they think that you ought to think. And
while on the subject of Patsy let me say that she
is just the same as always, and that is good. Seven
reels. — G. M. Lounsbery, I. O. O. F., Grand Gorge,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE CAT AND CANARY: Laura LaPlante—
47%. April 14. Opinion about divided on this. Some
said it was too spooky, while some liked it. Personal y, Ithought it a great picture with a very good
cast and had some very fine acting. I would not class
it as a special.
Eight reels. — G. M. Lounsbery, I. O.
0. F., Grand Gorge, N. Y. — Small town patronage.
THE THIRTEENTH JUROR: Francis X. Bushman
— 60%. A very entertaining picture, weather kept
r)ercentage down here. — C. H. Olive, Princess theatre,
Washington, D. C. — General patronage.
THE THIRTEENTH JUROR: Special cast— 20%.
June 1. This is a fine program picture. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, IVlich. — General patronage.
THE THIRTEENTH JUROR: Francis X. Bushman
— 6%. May 29. Another good picture wasted on our
poor night. Six reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
PAINTED PONIES: Hoot Gibson— 50%. June 2.
A good picture. Lots of action and comedy. Print
in poor condition. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
RIDIN' RASCAL: Special cast— 40%. Fair picture.— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. —
General
patronage.
BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY: Renee Adoree—
53%. May 19. Very good picture with Renee Adoree,
who everyone seems to like since she played in "The
Big Parade." Plenty of action in this and it being
one of Curwood's stories helped to put it over. The
ending is rather short and leaves the audience vrith a
lot of guessing to do. Seven reels. — G. M. Lounsbery,
1.
O. O. F., Grand Gorge, N. Y.— Small town patronage.
BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY: Special cast— Not
in it with the old version. In fact no remade picture
made recently is as good as the first ones. All too
hastily scrambled together. This pleased fairly well
and drew fair. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — General patronage.
THE CLAW: Special cast — 39%. April 28. A
very good picture laid in the South Africa colonies,
and while the story wasn't anything to brag about,
we would class it as a fair picture. Six reels.— G.
M. Lounsbery, I. O. O. F., Grand Gorge, N. Y. —
Small town patronage,
HELD BY THE LAW: Special cast— 75%. May
25-26. Pretty heavy for small town but truly a
masterpiece. Suspense up to the last foot of film.
Seven reels. — Arno G. Weigang, Community theatre,
Kenedy,
Tex. — .Small town
patronage.
HELD BY THE LAW: Special cast— Went over
fair. Reports fair. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon,
Idaho. — General
patronage.
THE COHENS AND KELLY IN PARIS: Special
cast — People enjoyed it. Drew well. — Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
THANKS FOR THE BUGGY RIDE: Laura LaPlante— Clever comedy drama that pleased all. Don't
see a whole lot to this Tryon fellow but Laura is all
okay. The plot is fresh and original. You'll like it.
Six reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
THE GIRL FROM CHICAGO: Special casl^May
30. Very good crook picture. Get them in, it will
please. Seven reels. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre.
Eureka, Mont. — Small tovm patronage.
THE CHINESE PARROT: Special cast— May 29-30.
A very good mystery drama.
Print and photography
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good.
Seven
reels. — P. G. Held, Strand
theatre,
Griswold, la. — General patronage.
LES MISERABLES: Special cafit— Very much disappointed. Not as big as Universal tells you it is.
Foreign cast the bunk. Wonderful book and v?onderful opportunity lost in making this. Would advise
running it only as program. We ran it as a special
and 'ware stung at the box office. Hope Carl won't
buy any more foreign stuff. — ^Philip Uand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
MICHAEL STROGOFF: Special cast— Pleased
fairly well. No draw at all. Priced too high. Only
a program in value. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — ^General patronage.
GRINNING GUNS: Jack Hoxie— Big loss. Said
to be a fair Western. Didn't see it. — Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
THE RAWHIDE KID: Special casl^-Not as good
SB usual. Slow in getting under way. It pleased
fairly well and drew fair only. — ^Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — ^General patronage.
SPANGLES: Special cast — A circus picture without much circus, plot same as several past circus
plays. Marion Nixon pretty. Would class it "fair."
— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General
patronage.
THE BORDER CAVALIER: Special cast— Fair
picture. No draw. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — General
patronage.
THE PRAIRIE KING: Hoot Gibson— Reports okay.
Didn't see it. Drew fairly well but not as well as
usual for Hoot. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — General patronage.
THE PRAIRIE KING: Hoot Gibson— June 2-3.
One of Hoot'e best. Lots of action. Plenty of comedy. Hoot draws good here. One boy rode seven
miles on a mule to see this picture. Six reels. —
Arno G. Weigang, Conmaunity theatre, Kenedy, Tex.
— Small town patronage.

Warner Bros.
ONE ROUND HOGAN: Monte Blue— 62%. May
19. Story too cheap for a Monte Blue, sold as a
Warner strong box office bet. Cannot recommend
for Saturday use. — -C. H. Olive, Princess theatre,
Washington, D. C. — General patronage.
HILLS OF KENTUCKY: Rln Tin Tin— 43%. May
5. A very fine picture with Rin Tin Tin at his
best and a great supporting cast. Many good comments on this one, as it pleased all classes. Eight
reels. — G. M. Lounsbery, I. O. 0. P., Grand Gorge,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin Tin—
15%. June 1-2. Dandy acting by Rin Tin Tin and
also the supporting cast but Rinty is not giving the
pep to people as he used to. Six reels. — Rudolf
Dnba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. — ^General patronage.
WHEN A MAN LOVES: John Barrymoro— 35%.
June 4-5. Another costume picture that is much too
long. All of the action is condensed in the last
reel and it is very good but it takes too long for the
director to get to it. Possibly a good bet in the city,
but the small town boys wouldn't fall for it. Ten
reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
A RACE FOR A LIFE: Rin Tin Tin-^2%.
Terrible. We can only expect one good Rinty in a
group. Cheap cast, enough said !— C. H. Olive, Princess theatre, Washington, D. C. — General patronage.
THE SILVER SLAVE: Helene Costello— May 16.
Drama. Very good but no box office magnet. Good
thing I didn't pay a high rental for these Warners.
Six reels.— F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
ACROSS THE ATLANTIC : Monte Blue— Now
here's an example of what can be accomplished by a
star, director and story without the aid of sexual
smut or dirty subtitles. As clean a piece of entertainment as you'd ever want to see and boy it's a
picture the whole family will enjoy. A plausible
could really happen. Six reels. — P. G.
that
story
Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.— Neighborhood patronage.

State Rights
DANGEROUS DUDE: Reed Howes— 70%. June 2.
A fair program that won't please your uppety up
patronage and is not interesting to the roughnecks.
A construction story that is weak in plot. My
Saturday night crowd wants Westerns, and this one
Five reels.
fell far short of meeting their demands.
John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark.
— General patronage.
Special cast
IN A MOMENT OF TEMPTATION:
Six reels. — F. E. Sabin, MaFair program picture.
leetic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
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THE OLD PROSPECTOR: These Edgar Guest
poems are fine and our patrons have liked them all.
One reel. — Minnie M. Sehnoor, Paramount theatre,
Stapleton, Neb. — Small town patronage.
THE TWO FISTED BUCKAROO: Fred Church—
70%. June 8. Good Western, lota of action. Will
please your Western fans. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning Ark. — General patronage.
WHERE TRAILS BEGIN: Special cast— 26%. May
22-23. A good picture with some wonderful scenery.
Silverstreak extra good, but our folks don't seem to
care for dog pictures. Six reels. — C. P. Washman,
Roxy theatre, Skellytown,
Tex. — General
patronage.

Serials
TRAIL OF THE TIGER: (Universal) Jack
Daughtery— This serial draws the kids but the adults
don't like it. We haven't seen a Universal serial that
can compare to a Pathe. Two reels. — ^Mrs. Hulda J.
Green,
ronage. Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General pat-

Short Subjects
OOLUMBLA.
THE FIREMAN: Charlie Chaplin— This is a good
comedy but not enough to pay much difference in
price of any other two reelers.^ — Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D. — General patronage.
EDUCATIONAL
AIN'T NATURE GRAND: Cameo— One of the
best one reel comedies that I have played, full of
laughs. Print and photography good. One reel. —
P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — lieneraJ
patronage.
FANDANGO: Lupino Lane — Mark up another
one for Lane. Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central
theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada. — ^Small town patronage.
HIGH STRUNG: Jerry Drew — Fair comedy. This
bird don't register so good for me. Two reels. — P.
G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
MYSTERIOUS NIGHT: Dandy little single reel.
Better than average. — S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man.,
Canada. — ^Small town
patronage.
NAVY BEANS: Big Boy— This Juvenile comedy
is a laugh getter and I don't mean perhaps. Two
reels. — P. G. Vaughman, Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
NO SPARKING: Fair two reel comedy. Print and
photography good. Two reels. — P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
OH WHAT A MAN: Larry Semon— Fine comedy.
Larry sure is some stunt man but he had some better
comedies befox-e. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Eamball, S. D. — ^General patronage.
RACING MAD: Very funny comedy. Two reels.
— Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— General patronage.
FBO
BILL GRIMM'S PROGRESS: Cooke-Guard- Last
of his face is good. Two reels. — Mrs. Hulda J.
Green,
ronage. Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. — General patFOX
CAPT. KID'S KITTENS : Good comedy. Two reels.
—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— General patronage.
TWENTY LEGS UNDER THE SEA: As poor a
comedy as we have ever shown. Nothing but legs
all the way through. Not a cackle in it. Two reels.
— Minnie M. Sehnoor, Paramount theatre, Stapleton,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
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THE FLAG: Special cast — A technicolor production and is good. Teaches a lesson to those who have
forgotten what the symbols of "Old Glory" stand for.
Would be very appropriate for "Flag Day" or "Fourth
of July." Two reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess
theatre, Lincoln, Kan. — Small town
patronage.
THE FLAG: Very fine but does not please in
general. One reel moved have been better. However,
it's high class. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — General patronage.
40,000 MILES WITH LINDBERGH: Lindy— May
30-31. Built a program of short subjects and grossed
more than on some of the so-called specials we have
bought. Gave them a two reel "Our Gang" comedy
and a couple of "Oddities" and it made a real program that pleased them all. — Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. — Small town patronagre.
HEEBIE JEEBIES: Our Gang— Excellent Gang
comedy. They all get hypnotized and cause laugh
after laugh. Two reels. — S. B. Kennedy, Central
theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. — Small town patronage.
HEEBIE JEEBIES: Our Gang — Good comedy so
we should worry. Two reels. — Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball,
S. D. — General patronage.
LADY OF VICTORIES: Agnes Ayres— May 30-3L
A technicolor production and concerns Napoleon and
Josephine, is historically correct and makes a very
good filler. Two reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess
theatre, Lincoln,
Kan. — Small town
patronage.
SPOOK SPOOFING: Our Gang— Farina is the
goat and they take him to the Cemetery, where a
lot of things happen. Get it and hear them enjoy it.
Two reels. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. — Small town patronage.
PARAMOUNT
BEHIND THE COUNTER: Edward Horton— This
is an extra good comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
PIG STYLES: Krazy Kat— Krazy Kat always
good. Alternates with "Out of the Inkwell" but
"Krazy Kat" is liked more than Koko here. Short
reel. — Arno G. Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
PATHE
CATALINA HERE I COME: A good one. It is
a bit different, too. Two reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
GOOD CHEER: Our Gang— Fine comedy.— Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronGOOD MORNING MADAM: Ralph Graves— F^r
age.
comedy.
Two reels. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre.
Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
HOT CAKES FOR TWO: Just a comedy. Two
reels. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. —
Small town patronage.
KING HAROLD: Funny comedy. Two reels.— Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, GreenN-ille, Mich. —
General patronage.
LOVE'S LAST LAUGH: Mack Sennett— Very
good comedy Two reels. — -Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
theatre, Utah. — General
patronage.
THUNDERING FLEAS: Our Gang — Good enough
gang. Kids like 'em. Two reels. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic
theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Small town patronage.
UNIVERSAL
BUSTER SHOWS OFF: A good comedy. Two
reels. — Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — General patronage.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS: A very good news
and ranks with the best. Much better than some ol
the newer ones that I have recently looked at. — Ray
W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. —
Small town
patronage.
MISCELLANEOUS

ACHING YOUTH: Charlie Chase— A laugh to
every foot of film. This fellow makes the most
consistent line of comedies I've ever run both Pathe
and Metro brand. Two reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
DUMB DADDIES: Max Davidson — .\s usual another good M-G-M comedy. They are all good and I
know of no other product to touch them. Two reels. —
S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,
Canada. — Small town patronage.

also of the style that was popular in '49. Two reels.
— John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre, Corning, Ark.
— General patronage.

FIGHTING FATHERS: Special cast— Max Davidson, Jimmy Finlayson, and Mai-tha Sleeper are in
this and make a whale of a good comedy. House
in an uproar from bow to stern. This is our first
comedy from Metro and if the rest are as good they
will have set a new level in comedies.
Here's hoping.

pntronogo.
SPOOKS: A kid actor's comedy that went ovtr
fairly well and eai>eclally enjoyed by the children.
Two reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatra. Coming, .■Vrk. — General patronage.

DAZE OF '49: Title fine for this comedy. Most
of the gags in it are that old and the comedy is

HIS RICH BLUFF: Al Alt— I bought it for •
comedy. A\"h.nt you'd call it. nobody knows I Snr«
was a "rich bluff" and two reels too long. — John W.
Crabtree. Joyland tbentre. Corning, Ark. — General
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Turner.
Directed
by
Al
Werker
and
Lloyd
Ingraham. Released
_. Length
TYPE AND THEME: A tale written around
the historical character. Kit Carson. Carson and
Josefa love each other. She is a maid of Taos,
New Mexico; he, a trapper and scout. Shuman,
an enormous ruffian, also loves Josefa. One night
he follows her to her room.. She throws a knife at
him, cutting his hand. Then Carson arrives, telling her that he is leaving to join Lieutenant
Fremont. Shuman is in the party, and when
Carson's rescue of an Indian girl wins the men the
hospitality of her tribe, Shuman tries to force his
attentions upon the girl. Carson dismisses him.
Then the girl offers herself to Carson, but he tells
her of Josefa in Taos. Next morning the girl is
missing. Carson seeks her and sees her jump off
a diff to escape from Shuman. Carson vows
vengeance. Shuman gets a gang of scoundreU
tvith the intention of capturing Josefa. Meanwhile,
Carson and his party have been captured by
Indians, but find that Smoky, a negro who had been
frightened out of the party, has made himself head
of the tribe. Smoky leads his braves to Taos,
where the gang is captured. Carson fights Shuman
— and that fellow tvill no longer interfere with the
romance of Carson and Josefa,

In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
A LA KING: Fox comedy-drama, -with
CHICKEN
Nancy Carroll, Ford Sterling, Arthur Stone, George
Meeker, Frances Lee, Carol Holloway and Nora
Released
Lehi-man.
Directed by Henry
Hayden.
Length
TYPE AND THEME: In which a middle-aged
husband, deplorably tame, goes deplorably wild.
Horace is mean and tight. Even on his Z5th
wedding anniversary, he bawls out his patient wife.
And when she tells him her brotlier, Oscar, is
coming to visit them, he has something approaching
a fit. Oscar arrives, eats too much, gets talkative,
tells Horace what a grouch he is and that his invention isa fake. Horace is about to throw him out
when Oscar adds that he is going to marry a chorus
girl. To save the family honor, Horace goes to the
girl, a burlesque ax;tress, to quash the romance.
Well, he finds himself giggling over sweet nothings
behind the scenes — and also loosening the strings
around his bankroll. But, ah! Oscar has been
watching. And tells the wife. And already
chastened by his expensive and not very fruitful
experience tvith the chorines, he is glad to get back
to home and wife, who, he decides, needs only a
few swell clothes to make her the equal of any
stage beauty.
• • •
CODE OF THE SCARLET: First National Western,
with Ken Maynard. Gladys McConnell. Ed Brady,
J. P. McGowan, Dort Farley, Sheldon Lewis, Harold
Salter, Joe Rickeon and Robert Walker.
Directed
by Harry J. Brown.
Released
• Length
5,600.
TYPE AND THEME: This one takes Ken into
a new and lawless community in the Canadian
Northwest. He and a fellow member of the
mounted police are sent to Caribou Flats to tame
the gangs, and on the way they have a battle
with Blake's outfit to save a girl who is also on
her way to the Flats. At Caribou, Ken takes
charge of things. But he loses his job when the
girl's brother is kUled. However, he collects evidence to prove that it was Blake who killed him,
whereupon Blake is captured and Ken absolved of
all blame.
He xuins the girl, naturally.

• • •

EXCESS BAGGAGE: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer drama,
with William Hainee, Josephine Dunn, Neely
Edwards, Kathleen Clifford, Greta Grandetedt,
Ricardo Cortez and Cyril Chadwick. Directed by
James
Cruze.
Released
— .
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Adapted from the successful stage production, which was biUed as a
story of back-stage life. Eddie Kane is a juggler
and acrobat. He loves Elsa McCoy, a dancer.
Both are doing "small time," and five years later
Eddie is no further ahead. Believing Elsa at last
thinks him a flop, Eddie puts a new finish to his
act — that in which he slides down a rope from
atop the theatre a/uditorium
to the stage.
It

« * «

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS: Paramount drama, with
Pola Negri, Nils Asther, Mary McAlister, Richard
Tucker, Philip Strange, Paul Lukas, Nigel de
Brulier, Robert Fischer and Helene Giere.
Directed
by Rowland V. Lee.
Released
. Length

A scene from First National's new vehicle
for Colleen Moore, "Happiness Ahead."
Decidedly different from the hoydenish
Moore picture is this one, which is definitely serious. The scene pictured above
shows the star and Edmund Lowe.
brings him a "big time" contract. But meanwhile
Elsa has accepted a chance to go into pictures.
One night Eddie is sliding down the rope. Halfway, he hesitates. Then from the stage he hears
Elsa's familiar cry of encouragement. It steadies
him and he continues his way to her on the stage.

* • *

HOUND OF SILVER CREEK, THE: Universal
Western, with Dynamite, Edmund Cobb, Gloria
Grey, Gladden Jamce, Bill Jones and PVank Rice.
Directed by Stuart Paton.
Released May 20. Length
TYPE AND THEME: Briefly, the plot of this
vehicle for the smart dog. Dynamite, runs thus:
Molly arrives as schoolmistress at Silver Creek,
and being saved by Dynamite, becomes a good
friend of his master Jack Brooks, wealthy Eastern
sportsman. . . . Henley, wealthy plantation owner,
hears that Lawton, whom he has defrauded, is
coming to Silver Creek, and one day when Lawton
is driving tvith his small son. Spots, Henley shoots
and kills him. Dynamite has observed the murder,
and attacking Henley, saves Lawton's son and valuable papers. Ultimately, Henley is exposed, mostly
through the machinatioTis of Dynamite.

• • •

KIT CARSON: Paramount melodrama, with Fred
Thomson, Nora Lane, Dorothy Janis, Raoul Paoli,
William Courtright, Nelson McDowell and Raymond

TYPE AND THEME: The loves of this actress
include only one real one — and that ends tragically.
7,159.
Rachel, daughter of a peddler, becomes a great
emotional actress. Many love her, especially three
imjiortant figures in France, including Durande, a
publisher. Rachel leaves Paris to appear in a new
play at Versailles. On the tvay back, she finds
Raotd along the roadside, his carriage having been
stopped by bandits. She takes him into her carriage
but does not tell him who she is. Raoul goes to
the theatre with Lisette, his fiancee. There he seea
the tvoman who has befriended him is the great
actress. Love ripens between them, Rachel loving
him madly. Jealous, Durande threatens to ptiblish
her letters to him. Then Lisette asks her to give
up Raoul. Rachel tells Raoul she has only been
playing tvith him. And
• • a few
• days later she dies.
NO OTHER WOMAN: Fox drama, with Dolores Del
R5o, Don Alvarado, Ben Bard, Paulette Duval,
Rosita Marstini
and Andre
Lanoy.
Directed
by
Xx)U Tellegen. Released May 27. Length
TYPE AND THEME: Sophisticated romance on
the Continent. Carmelita Desano is beautiful and
rich. Maurice loves her. He tells his friend Albert
he is going to marry her. And noting that she is
rich, Albert sets about to vnn her for himself.
Carmelita falls in with his plans, but unknown to
Albert, only to make Maurice jealous, for after all
Maurice has not yet proposed to her. However,
he does and Carmelita accepts, tvhich drives Albert
to more desperate lengths. He induces Mocfalda.
who loves Maurice, to get into Maurice's room
with the purpose so obvious in these affairs. The
scheme works — and Carmelita calls off her engagement to Maurice and that very day marries Albert.
. . . Several years later, Albert has spent most of
Carmelita's money. She meets Maurice, A tragedy imperuds. But it all ends happily.

This Week's Press Sheet
RANSOM (Columbia drama) : Engage an exceptionally tall
man and dress him as a Chinese in Mandarin costume. On his
back pin a banner carrying the legend, "I'm out to get the
'Ransom' for Lois Wilson at the
theatre." Have the
man parade the business district during the rush hours. . . .
If there is a Chinatown or Chinese colony in your community,
make inquiries as to whether there is a Chinese orchestra in
town. If there is, here is a feature worth considering. The
Chinese orchestra might be used as an added attraction and
play during the Oriental sequences of "Ransom." . . . Try this
display from each side of the mcirquee: Secure a number of
large hoops similar to the balloons through which bareback
riders leap, and cover them with orange tissue paper on both
sides. Between the two sheets of tissue, insert either a stencil
or a cut-out bearing the legend, "Ransom." The hoops are
apparently blank, but when viewed against the light, the title is

visible. A flash mat is arranged in back of the hoops to cause
the title to appear and disappear. If it is worked from a disstop. tance by means of a concealed spot light, it may make 'em
An unique exploitation stunt consists of using some facsimile
check printed as follows: "No. 1126 (Your Town) (Playdates)
.good
. . theatre.
Pay toforthetheorder
bearer aprice).
"Ransom"
of
entertainment
sum of
of the
(admission
Signed
Lois Wilson." A novel herald may be printed cheaply on red
Chinese laundry check stock. The herald should be lettered in
black, giving the title of the picture, the playdates and the name
of your theatre. Print these in imitation Chinese characters.
Your artists can draw such a check and your local engraver
can furnish you with a cut. Fix the outside of your lobby in
Chinese atmosphere. At night you may have colored lights to
attract the attention of the passers-by.
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rat orthee!
Chicago Tournament

^ ^'^^s:53^iPi*
The final reckoning!
And it brought B. -A.
Lucas (right) the handsome low net trophy,
a silver (sh!) cocktail set. His partners are
Bill Eisenberg and Dale Lightheit.

Another important winner was Abe Steinberg
(center), who was achieving low gross score,
while his partners, Fred Schaefer (left) and
E. I. Rubin, were attaining sunburn.

No more earnest golfer (at the first
tee!) than Floyd Brockell, as you may
observe above. This picture was
snapped 100th of a second prior to
the ultimate zowie.

Above:

Above: The long and
the short of it is that
it was a great tourney.
Here are Clayt Bond,
Tommy Greenwood,
Len Ullrich and Grad
Sears, all of whom
won prizes.

Ever putt in

tandem? Ain't so hot
as
it's Brown,
lots of
fun,golfas but
Walt
Sam Gorelick, Ralph
Crocker, Hank Saulkin and Herb Washbum will tell you
(maybe).
Left: Another group
with the nimh hole

Right: "Well, that's
over!" — meaning the
ninth hole, where the
green rolls every way
— and the ball likewise. These exhibitorgolfers are T. J. McKenzie, R. W. Billings
and Charlie Ryan.

Harvey Day, Ted
'em —
behind Corbett
Meyers.
happily Harry
and Oscar Florine.
Meyers and Florine
turned in scores that
won minor prizes.

p p1
■Pf

f

1

%'-■
—

Visiting film men in the toumev — R. V. Anderson
of International Newsreel,
and N. W. Alley of
Hearst newsreels (at right), with H. M. Herbel,
Universal Chicago manager, and Jay O'Connell.

Proud!
And
why not?
Jack Sampson had made
two birdies just before
this pose.
(HeroJd-World

Photo*)

Or

y

^

.

^

^B *"

^^ Ishmael figuring up the fruits of battle and
Frank
finding:
a few lemons.
(.Ah, well, next time, you

:"

5^ '

know!)and Ed
Max Brichctto
Schw,irt7.madeIshmael,
up this ^'illi.im
foursome.Miller
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Oh, yes, the ladies! With other things perfect, the tournament
There were lots of "shots" like this, of course, but this one will
would doubtless have been less than it was if lacking the few
do to show a scene typical of the gala (if strenuous) day at the
hospitable Edgewood Valley Country Club. The sun manifested
"better halves" who came out. Here are (front row) Mrs. Clayt
Bond, Mrs. Grad Sears, Mrs. Ross Herman, Mrs. Tom Gilliam,
its good will toward film work — and that's a good sign for 1928-29.
Mrs. Al Sobler, (back row) Mrs. Jack Sampson, Mrs. Floyd
These players are Jack Sampson, Floyd Brockell, Leroy Alexander
and Dave Dubin.
Brockell, Mrs. Harry Corbett and Mrs. Len Ullrich.
(Herald-World Photos)

Y^
CHICAGO

PERSONALITIES
By Whit

WELL,

sir, it was a great day for all of us — last Friday's Film golf tournament at Edgewood Valley Country club. The first golfers teed off
before the morning dew was off the greens and before the day was over,
59 names were registered upon the score sheets. Everyone came out with the
intention of having a rollicking good time first and to play golf secondly. As a
result both the good time and good golf were scored up for the day.

C0_ perfect was the day for golfing, it is be- present. Dave Dubin made excuses for his
•^P lieved by the skeptical ones that the com- score with a fractured finger as a result of a
mittee had a drag with the weather man, and
previous game.
Joe Pastor declared he was
surely they must have had a drag with the
off his usual game because of a swollen eye
and a cut nose. But that got him in worse
country club for every courtesy and favor was
for he had to explain the injury. Joe claimed
extended everybody. The course is a sporty
a shovel flew up and hit him in the face, but
one, and more than one golfer played havoc
with his score on those fast, roly-poly greens
others claimed Joe was "waiting for a street
which added to the fun and pleasure of the
car." However, the shovel really did hit him
in the eye while he was trying to adjust a
game. To those who were able to guess the
belt on a ventilator fan in his theatre. The
greens, handle their drives and manage their
F B O gang probably played the noisiest
midirons with more success than others, a fine
array of prizes were given. In all some 38 game with Ralph Crocker, Henry Salkin
and Walter Brown furnishing most of the
prizes were awarded, after a fine dinner presided over by the committee, Len Ullrich, Claymerriment. "Grad" Sears as usual provided
the wise cracks for the day, ably seconded
ton Bond, William Burlock, Tommy Greenby the verbal darts of Roy Alexander.
wood and Jack Sampson.
Prizes were donated by the following comThe day was made more pleasant by the
panies and individuals : F B O, Balaban and
presence of a small but charming group of
Katz Corporation, Fox Film Corporation, Balaladies. None of them played golf but their
ban and Katz Midwest, Steinberg of National
bridge scores compared favorably with the golf
Program and Printing Company, Fitzpatrick
scores of their husbands. Those present were
and McElroy, Exhibitors Herald and MovMrs. Clayton Bond, Airs. G. L. Sears, Mrs.
ing Picture World, Nunn Bush Shoe ComRoss Herman, Mrs. Tom Gilliam, Mrs. Al Sobpany, Burke and Hisel, Evening American,
ler, Mrs. Jack Sampson, Mrs. Floyd Brockell,
Herald-Examiner, Play Golf Company, Frank
Mrs. Harry Corbett, and Mrs. Len Ullrich.
Conway, Jones, Linick and Schaefer, J. Coston
There were even the usual number of alibis
Booking Circuit and Rocco Vocco.
The different events, the prizes and the
winners follow:

MILTON M. STERN
The Row's Insurance Man.

Life, Accident, Auto, Fire &
Casualty Lines
1180 E. 63rd St.

Phone Fairfax 7200

Class "A," 36 holes, Low Gross — Silver
pitcher, A. Steinberg; Cigaret box, Ted
Meyers; Trophy, Jay O'Connell.
Class "B," 36 holes. Low Gross — OflSce
water set, Fred Schaefer; Cigar box, Ralph
Crocker; Trophy, F. N. Kenny.
Class "A," 36 holes, Low
Net — 7-piece

set, Bob Lucas; Flask, L. W. Alexander;
Troph}-, Harry Corbett.
Class "B," 36 holes, Low Net— Platter,
Oscar Florine; Flask, W. Eisenberg; Ash
trav set, E. L. Reuben.
Class "A." 18— A. M.— Wrist watch, W.
Burlock; Ice tub. Dale Leifheit; Ash tray
set, Chas. Scherer.
Class "A," 18 — P. M. — Large pitcher
shaker. Len Ullrich; Brown leather kit,
Tom Greenwood; Knickers, Boyle Woolfolk.
Class "B," 18— A. M.— Bag and irons,
Herb Washburn; Silver frame, W. I.
Brown; Ash tray. Milt Gore.
Class "B," 18— P. M.— Cocktail shaker, J.
J. Sampson; Leather golf bag, L. Reinheimer; Silver vase, Malcolm Eagle.
Class "A," Best Nine Net — Center piece,
G. L. Sears; One dozen balls, Frank Scott;
Black leather kit, C. E. Bond.
Class "B," Best Nine Set — 4-piece set,
Baldisari; One dozen balls, Harvey Day;
Box cigars, Neil Agnew.
Largest score for 36 — Nunn Bush Shoes,
E. Brichetto; Trophy, Jack Selig; Driving
machine, Sam Gorelick; Registered wood
club, Tom Gilliam.
The following men were present, in the order in which they teed off: Len Ullrich,
Tommy Greenwood, Gradwell Sears, B. A.
Lucas, Dale Leifheit, William Eisenberg, Herb
Washburne, Ralph Crocker, Walter Brown,
Sam Gorelick, Henry Salkin, Charlie Rvan, R.
W. Billings, _T. J. McKenzie, B. Woolfolk,
M. Eagle, William Burlock, Charles Scherer,
Ross Herman, H. Sobler, Jack Sampson, Leroj' Alexander, Harvey Day, Harrj- Corbett,
Oscar Florine, Ted Meyers, H. A. Ross, N.
F. Agnew, Clyde Elliott, Alilt Gore, Jack Selig,
L. Reinheimer, I. Baldisari, Frank Ishmael,
Eddie Brichetto, William ^Mueller, Alax
Schwartz, Harry Graham, F. N. Kenney, Fred
Guilford, Tom Gilliam, A. Steinberg, E. L Ruben, Fred Schaefer, S. F. Scott, Charlie Casanave, Henry Herbel, Norman Allen, R. V.
Anderson, J. O'Connell, H. Geaser, G. Steinbam, H. Dissen, Sam Helper, Abe Feder, M.
Lasker, B. Lasker, Dave Dubin, Joe Pastor,
Floyd Brockell, P. Mouly and Harry Lorch.
Perc Barr was a non-plaving attender.

* *

*

Dr. Dan U. Cameron, gold coast dentist,
has announced a large building project involving a theatre, hotel and apartments on
Rush
street between
Elm and Cedar.
The
theatre is to seat between 2,500 and 3,000.
* * *
Gloria Swanson and Blanche Sweet
paused in Chicago for a short time Sunday.

Preference
means Profits
The theatre that stresses screen
quality is well on the way to
popular preference. And that
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman
Positive— the film that preserves
every bit of photographic quality for your screen.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

COMPANY

ilTORS IIKRALD

and MOVING

PFCTIIKK WORLD

In New York City during 1927
the average of film-fires was more
than one every week.
In the same period more than
100,000 feet of film was consumed
by these fires.
In the same locality during the
first 4 months in 1928, film-fires
averaged nearly 2 a week with a film
destruction of close to 50,000 feet.
Other localities show as bad or
even worse a record.
Every theatre-man knows that the
slightest film-fire contains the elements of a terrible tragedy.
There is no excuse for a film-fire
in any theatre. It can be positively
prevented by use of SENTRY
SAFETY CONTROL

C O « PQB

AT I Q r

13th and Cherry Sts., PHILADELPHIA
1560 Broadway, NEW YORK
And All Branches of

NATIONAL

The positive fire preventer.

THEATRE

SUPPLY

COMPANY

Can be attached to any projector.

Costs only a few cents a day.
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Ready for you by the time .^
you make your installation!
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Circus Continues To
Pack The Grand
In spite of showers and threatouing weather last evening, the
Grand circus showed to a capacity
houses
Al Christie's "Tillie's Punctured
Bomance," the feature picture, is
choked. full of laughter. A splendid
cast, headed by W. C. Fields,
Louise Fazenda and Chester ConkIjn, each as funny as the other
keeps the audience fairly giggling
rhroughout the picture.

Tue-Wed-Thuf

CIRCUS
INDOOR

April 10-11-12

Al Christie presents

TPILULNICET'SURED
ROMANCE
with W. C HELDS-LOUISE
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how V. J. Helling^ Baker
Amusement Co.^ Keokuk^ la.

doubled
normal gross!
K
CD

A N
A M

U
n

GRAND

Llast Times T 7:00SKOHS
& 9:00
TONIGH

TLIE.

WED.

THUR.

fCIRCUS

Here IB «n eocceptionally good program— Doo't
be oneyour
o( the
lo mii«
it— -^ee
it tonight,
lait few
chanc*
!

CIRCUS

ON THE SCRLLM
ALCHRimE

'TILDE'S

PUNCTURED

ROMANCE"

PUNCTURED HOWANCf
tien «f • w<II-Io>mI UU
TILUE. wilb •■-dud ..Dd t
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AND ON THE STAGE

BIG IMPORTED
CIRCUS ACTS

FAZENDA— CHESTER CONKUN

^LOWNS, Colonel, sod Kmmrrid. in -TILLIES PUNCTURED

3
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ROMANCE"
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BIG IMPORTED

CIRCUS ACTS 0

CLOWNS, ACROBATS, TIGHT-wfRE WALKERS, PONIES,
BUCKING MULE, DOGS. MONKEYS, ETC.

CLOWN
BALLOON

BAND

OVERTURE

CLOWNS! CLOWNS! CLOWNS!

Bring the

Whole

Family!

Poster

Newspaper Ads

you can do the same with

Tillies punctured romance '
W. C. Fields, Chester Conklin, Louise Fazenda.

Al Christie's PARAMOUNT

Sutherland Prod.

comedy special

•••X

he most important
date of the year

OCTOBER
ST

Naiional Release Date

CECIL B. DeMILLES

KING OF
KINGS
h\j Jeanie Macpherson
^^— ^N October Isl, the marquees of hundreds of theatres from the Great
Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, will blazon
with the title of the masterpiece of all motion pictures, "The

King of

Kings".
Following its amazing runs at top prices at the Gaiety Theatre, New York.
Erlanger Theatre, Chicago, and Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Hollywood, its
record grosses in the key cities, and its sensational repeal road-show engage-

ments, the glorious drama of the Scriptures becomes available
for the first time in popular price picture theatres.
Showmen who have seen it make cinema history at the
box-office and who have read the unprecedented praise from
the press have eagerly watched for the time when this drama
of moving beauty, pageantry and inspiration would be available.

October 1st — that's the big date — that's the exhibitor's own
national holiday. More persons drawn by this magnificent
drama, will crowd into the theatres for the week beginning
October 1st than have ever passed the ticket chopper for a
corresponding period in the annals of the industry. A record
number of prints are ready and the keen exhibitors are booking

*** The King of Kings* is a maf;niric«nit
production and if* unlike any other
photoplay I knowALVAN
of," T. FLLLF.R
Oox^emor o/ yinssachusett»

the picture and timing the showing with this date, when ""'The
King of Kings" will be seen by millions.
'* ""The King of KingM* is the most in-

The date is Set — Make your reservations NOW and prepare
to cash in on the biggest box-office attraction of all time.

Coincident ivith the release of the picture smashing two page ads on "^King of
Kings" will be carried in ''The SaturdayEvening Post", ''Collier^s" and all the
leading Fan Publications synchronizing
with its exhibition at your theatre.

*«

KING OF
KINGS
CECIL B. DeMILLE'S

terestinp; and impr««8ive pirture I've
ever seen. Jt ia dranaatically Muperb. I
GEORGE M. COHAN
hope to see yoted
it anain.''*
Theatrical Producer.

"I believe this scenic masterpiece will
add at least 30,000,000 new theatreCCoers
the amusement
of the
Unitedto States."
THOMASpublic
DIXON
Author J **The iiirth of a yation**

'*Say, I just saw the movie *Th€ King
of Kings". This is not an ad. It's a
duty to let you know of it. The only
way you could make a greater picture
would be to have a better subject, and
I doubt if there will ever be a better
subject
during our WILL
lifetime
than the
story
of Christ."
ROGERS

&Y Je ante Macpher son

be proud
of."
"Here
is something
theatre should
p hthe SOTHERN
JSoted Shakespearian Actor

SYNCHRONIZED

WITH
THE
MARVELOUS
R. C. A. PHOTOPHONE

NEW
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Better Theatres
Next Week

The
Synchronized

Picture

^In the next issue of Better Theatres, there will be launched
the only "school" on sound amplification and synchronization
conducted hy any trade paper in the motion picture field.
This department, which will be published in conjunction with
"Better Projection," will be edited by F. H. Richardson, projection expert and editor of the Better Theatres service, "Better
Projection."
Mr. Richardson has made a thorough study of the synchronized
picture, and in his instructive articles he will present all the latest
technical developments in this phase of screen entertainment.
This "school" in Better Theatres will be supplementary to the

Y^

original trade paper department, "Synchronized Pictures," which
is published each week in the Herald- World.
tfJTIn "Synchronized Pictures" each week, the Herald-World presents not only the news of this fast developing phase of motion
pictures, but it also offers service features of inestimable value.
Also in the forthcoming issue of Better Theatres you ivill find:
MODERNISTIC TREATMENT OF THEATRE FURNITURE—
I LEARN

ABOUT

ORGANS— LAW

AND ITS APPLICATION

TO

THE THEATRE — and »ther subjects of interest to the theatre
builder and owner.

<.-:^'
,1*-

IlIl.
:live brook
irene rich
PRESENTS

TULLY MARSHALL
EDMUND
BREESE
in a
SENSATIONAL
BUILT

FOR

MYSTERY
Extended

Story by WM. LE BARON

DRAMA
Runs
from

ISRAEL ZANGWILL'S novel.
Directed by BERT GLENNON.
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Pathe Super Specials
* and Features
ROD LA RCX:QUE

"TT'MPTY" names mean empty seats. You hang a name in the electric
lights out front and it may be as colorless as a darkened theatre*
John Patron and Reggie Regular will see it, turn up their noses and move
on to brighter bulbs.

»_

For the new

season Pathe has cornered the marquee

magnets —

players with color, dash, beauty, personality! Pathe's stars and players
are youthful — comers — typifying today.
LEATRICE

JOY

s_

There's Lina Basquette, Jeanette Loff, Nena Quartaro, Lili' Damita,
Sue Carol, Phyllis Haver, Leatrice Joy, Jacqueline Logan, Marie Prevost.
Sure-fire, all of them. The fans follow them like the astronomers follow
the stars.

-O-

WILLIAM

And Rod LaRocque, Wilham Boyd, John Mack Brown, Victor
Varconi, George Duryea, Junior Coughlan, Joseph Schildkraut, Robert
Armstrong, John Boles, Eddie Quillan, Alan Hale, H. B. Warner. Boxoffice beacons, gaining in popularity every day.

BOYD

It's a new season, a new era in pictures. You want climbers — names
that sparkle, that connote big scenes, fine roles, worth while pictures.
PATHE HAS THEM.

PHYLLIS

HAVER

Note

Watch for amazing new R. C. A. PHOTOPHONE
musical '
and
effect accompaniment
on
certain
forthcoming
I / PRODUCTIONS
PATHE FEATURE
Season 1928-1929.
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HALE

JACQUELINE

LOGAN

JUNIOR

COCHLAN

JEANETTE

LOFF

H. B. WARNER

LINA BASQUETTE

"•THE

COP

with ALAN HALE, JACQUELLNE LOGAN, ROBERT ARMSTRONG
A Donald Crisp Production — Screen play by Tay Garnett — from the
story by Elliot Clawson
— Produced
by Ralph Block for DeMille
Pictures
Corporation.

1: LEATRICE
JOY
I>>hMANmadeWOMEN
with H. B. WARNER,

\ll

JOHN

TENTH

SEENA

OWEN

AVENUE

WITH PHYLLIS
VICTOR

BOLES,

Screen
play by Alice D. G. Miller — from the story by Ernest
Pascal — Directed by Paul L. Stein — Produced by Ralph Block
for DeMille Pictures Corporation.

VARCONI

and JOSEPH

HAVER

SCHILDKRAUT

A William C. DeMille production — from the stage play by
John McGowan and Lloyd Griscom — Continuity by Douglas
Doty— DeMille Studio Production.

CRIIZE

Three big Pathe specials and a
high-class feature on the program
for. 1928-29 are ready for screening now. They are showman's
merchandise, big money-makers
destined to topple many a
house record.

PPODUCTION

RED MARK
with

NENA

QUARTARO,
GASTON GLASS,
GUSTAVE
SEYFFERTITZ, ROSE DIONE

"THE

VON

RED MARK"

(Special)

A daring departure in motion picture annals, an epic of an unknown ci>ilizod race.

Adaptation and continuity by Julien Josephson — from the story
by John Russell— Personally directed by JAMES CRUZE.

"TENTH

AVENUE"

(Special)

Another "Chicago" the sensation of last
season, with the same team. Phyllis Haver
and \'ictor Varconi,
in the sterling cast.

"THE

COP"

(Special)

An exploitation bonanza that offers a recommunity. markable series of tie-ups in every

"MAN-MADE

WOMEN"

A smart. s<»phisticato<l drama of the foibles and fallacies of that ever-interestinginstitulion, marringc.

LILI DA MITA
VICTOR

VARCONI

GEORGE

DURYEA

EDDIE

QUILLAN

ROBERT

ARMSIRONi;

JOHN

MACK

BROWN
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A
fascinating
one reel subject that satisfies
every demand of
and
the public
box-office

//.
v^

\

makes L. A., go goofy over her greatest show
:OLLEEN NOORE
"Happiness Alte?i<l"' and sends hard boiled critics hysterical with
"Easily her best
jraise— "It merits superlatives"— Los Angeles Examiner.
picture" — Los Angeles Times.

^X^^t^^^T^^-'
^'^ ^^ ^datnS'

^

^''^^' CbVcaS-' *t

tot extended

HAR.OID lEiM drew "best gross
of year at The Imperial, Montreal.
Standout

picture that had vaude faded off the map," says Variety.

Us ^^^^f^lr^\^^^

'
°«
'«^
?r
.s.^
^°
^.
RICHARD
Statv^eV
s
'*'"'*r:s>o»''*'
pOVt
BlVVfl* VittS
gtos

BARTHELMESS

in -"fhe

Wheel of Chance'% an Alfred Santell production from
the pair that made the Patent Leather Kid bids fair to be the
biggest tttbney maker they've turned out since that tremendous hit.

r.\-T
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IN THIS ISSUE

PuLlix, B & K, affiliated companies and five producers are barred temporarily from leasing films
from other producers and distributors pending hearing July 6 in Marx Brothers' suit under Sherman
antitrust act, by agreement of counsel for both sides in test case — Decision also applies to plaintiff —
Defendants also are restrained from persuading other producers to not lease films to plaintiff during
period, from inducing vaudeville artists to break contracts, from making contracts Avith booking
agencies to not furnish acts for plaintiff, and from using physical violence upon employes of plaintiff.
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The Marks Bros. Suit
THE term, "affiliations," in show business describes a
condition which has long existed. This condition is
now the subject of a legal attack by the Chicago exhibiting
firm of Marks Brothers, operators of two of Chicago's
leading houses. The outcome of this suit is of more than
local significance; proof of the contentions of Marks
Brothers, together with proof that the facts asserted are
contrary to law, may, conceivably, lead to a widespread
readjustment of conditions and relations among leading
factors in the industry.
The nature of show business, pictures and other attractions, recommends the desirability of "affiliations" — agreements among various individuals and concerns for
common advantage and protection. This has led to the
introduction of many complex and intricate working agreements which obviously are to the great advantage of the
participants; and, also obviously, to the marked disadvantage of those units against which the agreements are
working. Many fine legal points are involved and as the
restilt of the action initiated by Marks Brothers it will
remain for the courts to decide whether such agreements
are inside or outside the law.
An independent unit which is left outside of such working agreements labors under many difficulties. But while
their position may be sympathized with, in looking at the
other side of the case, there are sound reasons in the
show business for the existence of these working agreements. The amusement market is limited and well-defined and a producer of any kind of an attraction must
see to it insofar as possible that there will be users for
his product when it is available for exhibition. To accompli»h this, producers welcome opportunities to make
deals under which, while they will hold their product
exclusively for some consumer, still that consumer guarantees to accept it and pay for it, whether or not he likes
it and whether or not he uses it.
In Chicago it appears that all of the principal producers, with the exception of Fox and Warner, have entered into deals which do not contemplate early service
of desirable pictures to Marks Brothers. In this connection itmay be noted that other producers in withholding service from Marks Brothers have entered into
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arrangements with larger buyers of film and, also, many if
not all of these arrangements were concluded before the
completion of the Marks Brothers' theatres.
The disadvantageous position in which the Marks
Brothers concern is now in is, therefore, quite understandable. But there is also to be considered the stem
fact that federal laws are very explicit in their provisions
against agreements in restraint of trade and that it is
the spirit of these laws that every individual and concern,
no matter how small or how great, is entitled to buy such
product as may be required
to operate the business. • •in order
•

The Labor Situation
EVIDENCE continues to accumulate concerning the
necessity of the industry underteiking some broad plan
to protect itself against the increasingly unreasonable demands of certain types of organized labor which the industry employs.
The industry's record thus far in its negotiations with
organized labor has been, virtually, an uninterrupted record of defeat. Because of the nation-wide scope of operations of the picture business, organized labor has had an
advantage in making a fight in one particular locality at
a time. One zone at a time has been beaten and, meanwhile, there has been a steady and wholesale increase in
wages nationally until a point now has been reached at
which the danger signal has come into plain view.
Organized labor is already alert to the situation and is
on the move. Recently in St. Louis a radio compaign was
inaugurated in which the musicians' union is seeking to
win public support for its stand against the introduction
in theatres of instruments for the mechanical reproduction
of music. The synchronized picture is the source of much
worry to the musicians' unions and they would like to see
it barred.
This attitude is about on a par with the original opposition to the cotton gin, the steam locomotive and the automobile and is characteristic of a certain opposition which
usually confronts every new and great invention.
The synchronized picture cannot be prevailed against
by the selfish opposition of any group of people. The
musicians' unions, as well as the operators' organizations,
would do well to recognize the arrival of the synchronized
picture and accomodate their exactions to the best interests of the development.
*
*
*

The Alexandria Meet
THE most extraordinary convention in this business
of extraordinary events was getting under way early
this week at Alexandria, Minn. The Hekald-World takes
more pride in this convention than in all others that have
gone before it.
There is a long story behind the Alexandria convention
— and not a serious one. Until the final accounting is
made we shall not know just what degree of satisfaction
this convention shall have rendered, but it is a good
100-1 shot that the sum total of satisfaction of this convention will outweigh all of its predecessors.
The Alexandria convention came about as a spontaneous
movement among a group of Herald-World readers to
whom the publication has been a lively medium of contact. At the suggestion of Mr. H. J. Longaker of the State
theatre, Alexandria, it was decided that a get-together
should be held and Alexandria was elected as the scene.
Mr. Longaker's suggestion was accepted with enthusiasm
and right at that point this most extraordinary convention
commenced to take form.
We don't think there will be any serious business at
this convention, and we hope there won't, outside of the
serious business of making more secure and more cordial
these acquaintenances which have been bom out of a
common interest in the Herald-World. This kind of a
convention can't help being a great success and to that
end our best wishes go to Alexandria.
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Buying of Pictures Is Barred
Temporarily in Marks Action
Sam Lears Dead;
Formerly Headed
Equipment Unit
Sam Lears, former president of the Manufacturers Division of the Theatre Equipment
Association, was found dead from bullet
wounds Friday night at his home in Chicago.
He had been in ill health for some time.
Lears was widely known in the industry,
with which he had been associated for twenty
years, and had made a number of tours among
supply dealers. He was in charge of the theatre seating division of the Arlington Seating
Company of Chicago before leaving recently
to become affiliated with the Independent Seating Company.
Funeral services were held Monday in St.
Louis.

State High Court
Rules Betting on
Dog Races Illegal
(Special to the Herald-World)
JEFFERSON CITY, MO., June 26.— Betting on dog races was declared illegal in a
decision handed down last Thursday by the
Missouri supreme court, revoking the charter
of the Romona Kennel Club, which operated
a track near St. Louis.

Defendants Restrained from
Six Acts Pending New Hearing
Test Case,

(Washington

Bureau

of

the

Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, June 26.— Friday will
mark the end of the ticket tax for all admissions up to and including $3. The exemption
was provided in the new revenue law passed
at the last session of Congress.

Chandler Resigns Post as
Advertising Manager of
First National Pictures
(Special

II

to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 26.— Charles F. Chandler, advertising manager of First National
for the past nine years, announced yesterday
that he had resigned his position. He will
go trout fishing for at least two months and
then decide upon his next move. His successor at First National has not yet been
named as this issue went to press.

Drew Leaves $294,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

RIVERHEAD, N. J., June 26.— An estate
of $294,975 was left by John Drew, according
to the report of the state transfer tax appraiser.
Fingerlin Succeeds Butler
NEW YORK.— J. W. riiiKcilin Ii.is siiccrrdcd J. \V,
Butler as manaKer of the home olTicc production department at Paramount's
Eastern headqu.irters.

Charges,

Is

Publix and affiliated circuits, and five producer-distributors are barred from
contracting- for pictures from other distributors, pending a second hearing- July
6 of the suit charging illegal trade practices brought a week ago by Marks
Brothers, Chicago circuit, against the restrained companies. The restraint also
affects Marks Brothers and was imposed by agreement of counsel in United
States district court in Chicago, Friday, when the case was continued.
These facts were disclosed in a statement issued by Marks Brothers.
Five Other Acts Barred
According to the restraining order, the defendants were further barred from
committing five other specific acts, as follows:
IFrom persuading other producer-distribu• tors to refuse to lease pictures to Marks
Brothers and from entering into any contract
with distributors in any way to effect their refusal to lease pictures to Marks Brothers.
2

From entering into any contract or any
• understanding whatever with Fox Film
Corporation and Warner Brothers to persuade
them from leasing pictures to Marks Brothers.
3
From persuading vaudeville
artists and
• actors to break contracts
with Marks
Brothers, or to refuse to work for the latter.
4

From making contracts or agreements
• with booking agencies requiring that they
do not furnish artists and actors to Marks
Brothers.

5

$3 Tax Exemption
Will Start Friday

Involving Restraint of Trade
Continued to July 6

•

From using physical violence of any kind
upon the employes of Marks Brothers.
Defense Action Not Divulged

What will be the nature of the defendants'
reply to the nine counts in the bill of complaint
would not be indicated either by their counsel or at the offices of Balaban & Katz in
Chicago. Barney Balaban, president of B. &
K., left for the New York headquarters of
Publix Monday. Other officials, as well as
the attorneys, would not comment on the case.
Specifically, Marks Brothers, who operate
two leading deluxe theatres and have indicated
plans for considerable expansion in the near
future, seek a temporary and permanent injunction against practices of the defendants
which, it is alleged, are in violation of the
Sherm.an antitrust law and the Clayton act.
Significant to the suit, whether a prompting
factor or not, is the recent Imying by B. & K.Publix of 15 of the most promising pictures
of Fox for their four Loop houses.
Hereto-

fore Mark Brothers theatres have been the
exclusive first-run Fox outlet in Chicago, while
with Warner Brothers, Fox has supplied the
leading screen attractions at Marks theatres.
Recalls Paramount Case
The case of the Federal Trade Commission
brought against Paramount, one of Marks
Brothers' defendants, under the same statutes,
is still pending. Charges included in Marks
Brothers complaint, originally entered in Federal Judge Wilkerson's court and transferred
to that of Judge Payne, further charge assulting of employes and disturbing of performances.
The 28 defendants named are Paramount,
Publix, B. & K., Lubliner and Trinz, B. & K.
Midwest, M-G-M, First National, Pathe, Universal, Great States, Orpheum, Circuit Booking Corporation, Orpheum Circuit, Inc.
Western Vaudeville Managers Association,
William Morris Theatrical Agency, .■\dolph
Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Samuel Katz, Barney,
Max, Dave, John and A. J. Balaban, Herbert
Stern, Floyd M. Brockell, United Artists and
Leo Spitz.
It could not be learned Monday whether
Sam Katz, president of Publix. or Publi.x attorneys were expected in Chicago.

Lynn Farnol Recuperates
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 25.— L>-nn Farnol is back
on the licity
jobman after
as Samuel
Goldw>-Ti's Eastern puban operation.
First National Branch

Moves

SE.\TTLE. — First National's branch is now comfortably located in new quarters at Second
avenue
and Wall street.

Soldier-Policeman Kills Theatre Robber
In Second Montreal Holdup within 24 Hours
(Special to the Herald-World)
MONTREAL, June 26. — The second moving picture theatre holdup in Montreal
within 48 hours resulted disastrously when the lone bandit. Charles J. McKenzie,
22, who had snatched a cash box containing $400 from the cashier of the Strand
theatre, was shot and mortally wounded by Constable A. Edgecomb of the Montreal
police department, as he ran from the theatre.
McKenzie flourished a pistol as he dashed from the lobbv, but the policeman,
a Canadian war veteran, opened 6re, the 6rst bullet taking effect. McKenzie died
within 24 hours.
The Strand is within a few yards of Loew's Montreal theatre which, just previously, had been the scene of a holdup in which an armed bandit obtained $2,240
from the cashier and doorman.
Manager Frank Warnicker of the Strand swore at the inquest that McKenzie
had visited the theatre twice on the day of the holdup seeking work as an usher.
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Bob Steele Begins New Series
YORK.— The Grand Canyon that
NEW
runs through the theatre district enjoyed the wettest week in many moons,
with the dire results that thousands were
driven indoors to see the new pictures.
. . Now that's not such a bad break for
June, when things are supposed to be warm
and sunshiny and full of that outdoor stuff.
. . . Trader Horn has been signed up by
Metro-Goldywn-Mayer and here's a hope
that those famous whiskers won't get all
tangled up when the big moment arrives.
. . . Speaking of Metro, Jay Gove, who used
to be in the short subject department, is now
sales development manager under Felix Feist.
... By the way, have you heard that when
"The Last Laugh" was fixed up for the country trade, it was all dolled up with titles, so
that even you and I could understand just
what it was all about. . . . Joe Kennedy is
poking his finger into all parts of First Nahow the wheels go 'round.
just to see
. . . tional,
Foreign
managers are a bit skeptical
about reports from Berlin to the effect that
a European cartel has been formed against
American films. . . . Apparently, it's a case
of just what the cartel. . . . Isaac Weinberg is out West, doing something about the
extension of Universal theatres. . . . Gordon
White of the Educational Pictures left New
York on Saturday for the Canadian Woods
on a two weeks' vacation. Gordon is a trout
fisherman, and rates on a par with P. A.
Parsons of Pathe. He will devote the entire
two weeks to casting and landing. . . _ .
Thomas Hamlin, editor of the Film Curb, is
confined to the hospital where he was
operated on for an abdominal abscess. We
are glad to be able to report that he is convalescing rapidly. . . . School is out, and it
might be a good stunt for the small town
houses to show more comedies', and reduce
afternoon prices. "Ma" will spend more
dimes on the kids than she will quarters, when
it comes to the pictures. . . . Frank Kellogg,
of the Eastman Kodak Company, has been
showing himself at the Wykagyl Club to be
an artist of the first water on golf, having
taken all competitors into camp except the
19th hole. . . . The popular representative
president of the Rayart Pictures has just returned from a trip through the West. Everything seems to indicate that they have established themselves on a par with any of the
independents. . . . Mary Pickford left her
curls in a barber shop before leaving for the
Coast and she affirms that she is going to make
nothing but grown-up roles from now on.
A'lary Pickford's curls are on display in 1719
Broadway in the window. These curls probably represent a million dollars. . . . The
Sunlight Sign Co., represented by Russell
Shannihan, have taken permanent headquarters
at Fox's 96th St. Theatre building and are
doing a splendid business. . . . Jimmie Cron,
late of the Daily Review, has just returned
from a trip to the West which took him to
the Coast and he said that business is exceptionally good. . . . Joe Brandt, whose
favorite song is "Hail Columbia" has reappeared at the Astor and allied m. p. resorts
full of joie de vivre of gay Paree and the
"bloody shime" of dear old Lunnon. Joe says
that with Jack Cohn running the H. O. and
Harry Cohn measuring the "Perfect 36's" the
firm must have one gentleman of leisure to
travel. . . . Paul Burger and A I Lichtman
will make a great team in double harness or
tandem and maybe Joe Schenck doesn't know
how to pick his sales jockeys.
PETER VISCHER.

COMETHING different
>^ from his previous
stories will serve in 192829 as vehicles for the vigorous Bob Steele. F B O
will star him in adventure
pictures featuring athleticism more than gun-play
and riding. Presented here
are scenes from the first
one, "Headin' for Dan-

ger."

At left. Bob Steele, and above, a scene with Steele,
Jola Mendez and At Ferguson.

Miss Mendez and Steele.
Below:

Ferguson, Steele and Miss Mendez.
The Showdown- -Miss Mendez, Steele and Ferguson.

r
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But Public Takes 'Em or
Leaves 'Em in America
"Karl Marx's book, 'Capital,' which
Russians call 'The Bible oi socialture. ism,' will be shown in a moving pic"To make Bryce's 'American Commonwealth,' Darwin's book on earthworms or the Chicago telephone book
into an interesting movie would be
no more difficult.
"The Russian government has the
power to make people see the £lm
whether they like it or not. That
helps."

Nine Arrested in
Labor Fight Over
Mechanical Music
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, June 26.— A pitched battle in
the musicians union's war on "canned" music
was fought near Luxemburg, St. Louis county,
Saturday. Only minor casualties were reported by the police, who made nine arrests.
The new Lemay Ferry theatre in Luxemburg has started using a mechanical organ for
its pictures. Officials of the musicians union
protested and endeavored to convince Leopold
Lau of St. Louis, owner of the theatre, that
he should replace the organ with regular musicians. He refused to do so.
Sattirday afternoon the automobile "band
wagon" of the musicians, carrying ten members and banners calling the theatre unfair
to labor, was dispatched to the Luxemburg
sector. There are two versions of what happened when the "band wagon" passed Lau's
home. At any rate the police after responding
to a riot call arrested nine men, Lau, his two
sons, Leo and Irvin; William Hazard; Steve
H. Butler, business agent for the musicians
union; Emil Bafuno, leader of the band; and
Eugene L. Van Meter, Gilmer Cobbel and
Charles W. Biehl, members of the musicians
union.
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Alexandria and Finny Tribe
Fete "Herald- World" Readers
Chamber of Commerce Invites Exhibitors to Big Get-Together Dinner with Bass and Pike and — (Yum, Yum) —
Longaker Plays the Perfect Host
By WILL WHITMORE
ALEXANDRIA, MINN., June 26.— (Bulletin.)— Not even old J. C.
Jenkins will have to lie about this convention. More than 40 exhibitors
are here now and others are still arriving in cars, trains and by foot.
Gosh, what a convention this is going to be! Richard Dix and special
car of other stars arrive Thursday. I'm off to the country club for a
round of golf and to meet this big gang of honest-to-goodness fellows
and exhibitors.
By J.
C. JENKINSMan)
Herald-World

(The

ALEXANDRIA, MINN., June 26.— The big convention is on. The Great
Unwashed are gathering. Out on the lakes — and when Marie chugged her final
chug as we limped into this center of the Herald-World Readers' Convention,
we wondered if Minnesota shouldn't be defined as a lake tied together with a
few pieces of land — there was a series of wild splashes as the pike took one look
at these determined Ike Waltons and dove for the bottom. When these exhibitors make whoopee, it's look out.
Just in Time to Save the Links
x\nd the golf links
Aly first thought was that some excavation gang was
working overtime on some new subdivision. But then, through the clouds of
dust and divots I saw here and there the unmistakable features of an exhibitor
— you know you can always tell an exhibitor, even if you can't tell him much.
So we got here just in time to save the golf course for the Chamber of Commerce. Anyway, it shows that these exhibitors know how to dig, and that's
what puts the merry clink in the old B. O.

According to Butler, Lau and his followers
tore the signs from the truck and assaulted

Many
have
registered
already
and many
more are expected to arrive today and tomorrow. They'd better not let anything hold
them up any longer on the road, because the
Chamber of Commerce is arranging a big fish
supper for Wednesday evening. The Chamber says it's depending upon the theatre owners
to provide the fish stories but that it hopes
to be forgiven if it catches the fish itself — not,
of course, casting any asparagus on the angling

the occupants. Lau's contention was that
as the truck passed his home the occupants
made opprobrious remarks concerning him.

prowesswhen
of an
us exhibitor,
folk, but from
they habit,
can't istake
chance
likelya
to toss handbills over the gunwale instead of
bait.

Red Grange Is Through
with Pyle and Football
Harold (Red) Grange, celebrated football
star and player in several pictures, has severed
business relations with his manager, C. C.
Pyle. The announcement is made in a statement signed by both Grange and Pyle.
Grange has permanently retired from football, the statement further says, because of an
injury to a knee. In other reports, it is said
that he will devote his time to screen acting.
Frank Zambreno
representati\e.

has been appointed Grange's

Fire Costs $1,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, June 26. — An early morning tirecaused $1,000 damage to the Ycsler Theatre.
The blaze was confined to the stage and orchestra pit.

Lambiotte Opens Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

MISHAWAKA, IND., June 26.--0. J. Lambiotte has issued invitations to the opening
of his neighborhood
theatre tomorrow night.
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They're

Signing Up Fast

Among those who already
and we have good reasons
are some others who didn't
up before starting on the

Paramount

have registered —
lo believe there
even wait to sign
Big Chase
after

News Shoots

Dirigible's Train Landing

Landing of an army dirigible on
the roof of a mail car of a speeding
train near Scott Field, 111., was photographed by Paramount News recently as the third of a series of
experiments by the United States
Army filmed by Paramount News for
its newsreel, for the Government and
for the Associated Press News Photo
Service.

Paul Wilkerson
of Paramount's
Norfolk
office worked
out details
with the air officers. Wilkerson was
aboard the C-52 which made the landing; Cameraman Ray Fernstrom of
the New York office was on the C-5J.
observation dirigible, and James Buchanan of the Atlantic branch was on
the train.

t_he_ tricky bass — are:
P. G. Estee, Parker,
S. D. ; Mickey Larson, Oakland, Neb. ; George
Benson, Minneota, Minn.; Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Brummond, Thief River Falls, Minn. ; Bill
Bowker and family, Onawa, la. ; Mr. Page,
Manning, la. ; Elmer Gailey, W'avne, Xeb. ;
Cliflt Carlson,
F. J.
Elgin.'Xeb.;
Herbert,
Sheldon,
la.O'Hara,
; two from
Huron, S. Mr.
D. ;
.'\. R. Benfield, Morris, Minn. ; Andy Anderson, Detroit Lakes, Minn. ; William E
Tragsdorf, Neillsville, Wis. ; Crockett Brown,
Nashwauk, Minn. ; Mrs. Walter Bradley,
Geraldine Scoffield, May Godkin, Neligh, Xeb. ;
Mr. G. A. Maloney, Kansas City, Mo. ; Al
McCauley, Glenwood, Minn.; Mr. Gowan,
Ortonville, Minn.
And that's not even the half of it. Telegrams are pouring in from all parts of the
country, many announcing that they are on
the way. If we only could send Marie out
lo round up those who are cluttering up the
highways and byways while feeding new tires
and crankshafts to poor Liz!
Longaker a Real Host
H. J. Longaker has thrown his beautiful
.State theatre open to all cxliiMtors and their
families. The Chamber of Commerce is extending every courtesy. The Her.\ld- World
cabin is the headquarters for the iheatre owners and we haven't heard them talk pictures
is doing ever>thing possible for
yetLongaker
— much.
the comfort of the guests. We all appreciate
his efforts and consider Alexandria an ideal
spot for such a meeting.
The convcniion not only promises to be a
vrand success.
It alreadv i«

Books U A Program
(Sp,\-ijl to the HeraldH'c'.A)

KU(.liESTKK.
Y.. in
Junethe_'o.—
The States
Kv
ester theatre is theX.first
United
to l>ook the eighteen 1928-29 United .\nists
pictures.

-
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Films Show to 250 Millions a Week^
HaySf Re-electedy Tells Board
Investinent in Industry Has Passed Two Billion Dollars, M. P. P. D. A.
Directors Are Informed — Calls Securities Markedly Healthy
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
YORK, June 26. — After a stirring address by Will H. Hays, in
which he told the directors of the M. P. P. D. A. that the film industry
takes its product to no less than 250,000,000 persons each week, he was
re-elected president of the organization. At the same time, Carl E. Milliken
was re-elected secretary and J. Homer Platten treasurer.
THE
re-election of Hays and his fellowofficers Wednesday was merely a formality
and by far the greater importance was attached to the Hays statement, in which he
summed up the progress of the industry during the past year.
Investments in the field now exceed two
billion dollars, he said, with more men and
women employed than Ford and General
Motors combined, while exchanges handle
25,000 miles of film a day in this country.
Dollar for Dollar Value
"Advance reports from a nationally-known
firm of accountants making a survey at Hollywood confirm that the production end of the
business gets a dollar in value for every dollar
spent,"
declared.
"This distributors
condition, plus
the fact Hays
that lawsuits
between
and
exhibitors have been virtually eliminated
through arbitration, has stabilized the industry.
Financing for legitimate expansion is available steadily at the general market rate for
money. Motion picture securities, in relation
to those of other industries, have been for
many months in a markedly healthy state.
"Our weownaregrowth
has reached
the topoint
where
of tremendous
service
all
other business. The interests of other industries are so inter-related with those of the
motion picture as to make our objectives
identical with theirs.
Talking Films "Welcomed
"The most interesting technical development
has been the perfecting of talking pictures to
a merchandizable point. This will not negative
any progress already made, any more than
radio abolished newspapers, phonographs
ended symphony concerts, or automobiles
wiped out railroads. This industry will use
this new contribution of science without disturbance to further promote its forward stride.
It welcomes these new aids in the pioneer
spirit which has marked our vigorous span
of Hfe."
"Foreign invitation," not "foreign invasion,"
is the rule, the directors were told.
"Ours is not a foreign invasion at all," Hays
declared. "Our pictures go abroad by invitation. The people of the world want them,
despite the activities of foreign governments
to lessen the effectiveness of the American
film industry by practically subsidizing indigenous film production. However, amicable
adjustments are being effected.
28 Groups Endorse 647 Pictures
"The public has been quick to reward the
industry for its continuous supply of good
entertainment at a price within the means
of all. It has been particularly quick to
reward the voluntary decision of the producers to avoid unpalatable themes in a
day when there is a tendency to kick over
the traces of good taste and the conventions. There has been such a decided improvement inthe artistic and other qualities
of the product that 28 organized groups
since the first of January this year review-

ing pictures
have
made
recommendations
and endorsements of 647 pictures.""
Directors attending were Robert H. Cochran, Joseph P. Kennedy, J. J. Murdock,
Irving D. Rossheim, Cortlandt Smith,
Nicholas N. Schenk, Albert Warner, Adolph
Zukor and Joseph M. Schenk. E. W. Hammons, who is abroad, was the only absent
member.

Fox Net Increases
68 Per Cent First
Quarter This Year
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 26.— An increase of
68 per cent in net income for the first
quarter of 1928, after taxes, is announced
by Fox Film Corporation, the total standing at $1,363,561 as against $806,983 for the
same
period
"While part
of the
increase
w^as last
due year.
to acquisition
of Wesco,
even without the Wesco earnings the net
of Fox was 20 per cent higher than for
the first quarter of 1927, which had been
tory.
one of the largest in the company's hisEarnings after taxes were equivalent to
$1.78 a share on 767,216 shares now outstanding, compared with $1.61 a share on
500,000 shares outstanding the first quarter
of 1927. Officials state the full efifect of
the Wesco Corporation acquisition will not
be realized until the last quarter of 1928.
The balance sheet, as of March 31, shows
total assets of $56,438,811, with total current and working assets of $19,676,601 compared with current liabilities of $4,187,087.
Cash was $3,775,116, and notes payable $1,850,000.

Small Theatre Can Buy
Like Chain, Says Sapiro
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, June 26.— Aaron Sapiro, fornier San Francisco lawyer, now head
of a new independent exhibitors group in New
York, who is here on a visit, told of the
possibilities in his organization.
"In New York," he said, "we are organizing the small independent motion picture exhibitors so they can buy on an approximately
equal basis with the great producer-exhibitor
chains that virtually control the industry. Thus
far the organization extends only to Greater
New York, but exhibitors in other centers,
notably Pittsburgh, are getting together, and
whenever they ask for information, we send
along our contract forms and tell them that
is the plan to follow. Eventually these exhibitors organizations may form a national
association."
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At the New York
Theatres
NEW

FILMS

GLOBE — "The Red Dance," a Fox special production starring Dolores del Rio, directed by Raoul
Walsh, Movietone Synchronization, opened Monday
night.
STRAND— "The Hawk's Nest," a First National
picture starring Milton Sills, directed by Benjamin
Christensen.
ROXY — "The Foreign Legion," a Universal film
starring Norman Kerry and Lewis Stone, directed by
Edward
Sloman.
d'Arrast.
PARAMOUNT— "The Magnificent Flirt," a Paramount film starring Florence Vidor, directed by Harry
FIFTH AVENUE
"Love Isand
a Lie,"
a German
production PLAYHOUSE—
starring Harry Leidtke
Lee
Parry, directed by Erich VVaschneck.
CAPITOr
"The
Cossacks,"
a Metro-GoldwynMayer production starring John Gilbert, directed by
George Hill.
55th STREET
PLAYHOUSE—
"Violette Imperiale,"
a French
film starring
Raquel Meller.
RIVOLI — "Uncle Tom's
vived for another week.

HELD

Cabin," Paramount, re-

OVER

CRITERION — "Wings," Paramount, opened Aug.
12, 1927.
ASTOR— "The Trail of '98," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
opened Feb. 13, 1928.
CENTRAL— "The Man Who Laughs," Universal,
opened April 27.
EMBASSY — "Tempest," United Artists, opened
May 17.
TIMES SQUARE— "Dawn," presented by Arch
Selwin, opened May 28.
HAMMERSTEIN'S— "The End of St. Petersburg,"
presented by Arthur Hammerstein, opened May 29.
GAIETY — "Fazil," Fox, opened June 5.
WARNERS— "The Lion and the Mouse," Warner
Brothers film with Lionel Barrymore and McAvoy,
and Vitaphone.
Opened June 15.
CAMEO — "The Station Master," Russian picture,
opened June 16.
RIALTO — "The Drag Net," Paramount, opened
June

16.

Print Shops Set Up to
Finance Anti-Blue Noses
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, June 26.— Printing
presses have begun playing a new role in the
fight in Pennsylvania and New Jersey on the
blue laws of those states. The Open Sunday
League of the former, and the Blue Law Repeal Association of the latter, have established
two modern printing plants, not only to print
their propaganda, but also to create profits
with which to finance their cause.
An appeal is being made to sympathetic institutions to send their printing work to these
plants.

Daylight Saving Beaten
by Muncie, Ind., Council
(Special

to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, June 26.— The daylight saving ordinance before the Muncie,
Ind., council was defeated at the last meeting by a 10 to 1 vote. The ordinance was
brought before the council with a majority
committee report against its passage.
Daylight saving does not seem to have
got far in Indiana, except in Indianapolis,
where it was adopted following a bitter
fight.

National Screen Appoints
Schrader at Indianapolis
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 26.— National Screen
Service has appointed R. S. Schrader its representative for Indiana and the part of Kentucky served by Indianapolis exchanges.
Schrader's headquarters will be at 406 N. Illinois street, Indianapolis.
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Death Ends Long
Screen Career of
George
Seigmann
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD,
June 26.— George Seigmann, widely known character actor and
veteran screen player, died early Saturday
morning at his home here. Death wa.~)
caused by pernicious anemia and followed
a long illness.
One of his latest successes was in "The
Man Who Laughs," another in "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," both Universal films. He
made his earliest triumph in "Birth of a
Nation." He has been under contract to
Universal for a long period.

20 Come in for Prizes at
Far Northwest Golf Tilt;
Charlie Harden Winner
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, June 26.— A grand time was
had by all the golf fans from ihe three rows —
Seattle, Tacoma and Portland — who gathered
at the Fircrest course near Tacoma. The
fourth annual film golf tournament brought
out two new champions. Charlie Harden of
the G&H Distributing Company of Seattle,
medaled the course in a 92 in the a. m. and
a 94 in the p. m. Runnerup on Harden in
the morning game was Bob McKinnell of the
Rose theatre, Tacoma, and in the af'.ernoon
Walter McNeish of the Bijou, Tacoma, who
shot 193 for the day.
The women's champion. Miss Emma Brown,
cashier at the Granada theatre, Auburn, Wash.,
shot 134, four strokes ahead of Mrs. O. J.
Miller of Portland.
Twenty other players got on the prize list.
Jack Allender, Jr. of the Ritz theatre,
Spokane, won the farthest-from-home trophy. It was decided to hold the 1929 tournament in British Columbia.

Daylight Saving Is Held
Illegal; Bill Is Withdrawn
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, June 26.— The daylight
saving plan advanced by the San Francisco
Junior Chamber of Commerce and now under
consideration by the Board of Supervisors,
is illegal according to an opinion rendered
by City Attorney John J. O'Toole. This official has advised that the daylight saving plan
proposed would conflict with regular office
hours for state offices, as established by law.
He said, however, that a daylight saving
act might be made effecti\e for city offices
only. The Junior Chamber of Commerce has
filed a request that the ordinance be withdrawn from consideration.

B.O. of N. y. State Houses
Runs Close to Winter Mark
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, June 26.— First-run theatres in
Albany and Troy are enjoying business these
days that measures up close to that done during the winter months. Daylight saving is
affecting the theatres less this year than any
year since its inception. Last week was cold
and rainy, with the result that winter business
was announced by many of the larger houses.
Practically every theatre is far ahead of the
corresponding period last year.

Dutch Theatres Call Off
Boycott of Olympic Films

Theatre owners in Holland ha\c called off
an announced boycott of pictures of the Olympic games following intcr\ention by Premier
Mussolini of Italy, according to dispatches
quoting the Amsterdam press.
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Arbitration Vital Protection,
Producers and Boards Tell U. S.
Delay in Settling Disputes Hurts Distributor and Exhibitor,
Answer to Government Suit — Violation of Sherman
Antitrust Law Is Denied

Is

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 26. — Arbitration is vital to the progress of the motion
picture industry as a protection against individuals or corporations who aet in
bad faith, ten producers, the M. P. P. D. A. and the 32 Film Boards of Trade
declared in their answer, filed Wednesday in the district court for the Southern
district of New York, to the suit launched by the Government under the Sherman antitrust act.
Delay Hurts Both Sides, Say Defendants
Delay in determination of a suit is costly to both distributor and exhibitor,
the defendants contended in their answer, which was signed by George W.
Wickersham and Edwin P. Grosvenor of Cadwalader, Wickersham and Taft.
counsel for the defense, and by Gabriel L. Hess and C. C. Pettijohn, counsel
for the Film Boards.
An authorized digest of the answer, which
sets forth two. major contentions, declares
these are:

from the rental and exhibition vahie of the
picture rapidly diminish.
Calls Delays Costly

J PROVISION for arbitration in the
J- • motion picture industry is made necessary by the delivery of 11,000,000 separate
motion picture films under written agreement, annually in the United States, and
by other conditions unique to the business.
Among these latter are cited (a) the fact
tlnat all films are produced in fulfillment
of contracts to lease them, involving a basic
element of credit; (b) the producer entrusts
to the exhibitor a piece of property with a
high and transitory value, again involving
credit, and, (c) the swiftly diminishing
worth of a film after the promotional period
makes long-drawn-out litigation unprofitable to the winner as well as to the loser.

"Delay in the determination of the dispute is costly to distributor and exhibitor
alike. Even if the distributor loses the controversy a prompt decision may enable him
to relicense the film at a theatre in another
place, but if the adverse decision is delayed
the distributor loses that possibility because
the rental value of a stale picture is negligible. On the other hand, a tardy decision
against the exhibitor forces the exhibitor
to take and paj' for a picture which has no
longer any drawing power in his theatre and
which will be practically a total loss since
the exhibition of an out of date picture is
likely to impair the reputation of his theatre. If the decision is prompt even though
against him the exhibitor may take and
exhibit the picture while it still has value

^ • ARBITRATION,
now enforced
■^
the motion pictureasindustry,
operates,in
in purpose and efTect, solely as a legitimate
protection against individuals or corporations who act in bad faith.
Deny Violation

or Conspiracy

"Defendants deny," says the answer,
that they have ever violated, or attempted
to violate, the Sherman Anti-trust Act of
the United States, and they deny that they
have engaged or are now engaged in or
intending to or threatening to engage in
any conspiracy in restraint of interstate
trade and commerce in motion picture
"In the motion picture industry," the
respondent motion picture companies say,
films."
"it
is essential that controversies be determined quickly, that is to say, within a short
time after the controversy arises. Promptness of decision is almost as important as
fairness of decision. This fact is recognized throughout the industry. The reason
is found in the nature of a motion picture.
The rental value of a motion picture is
greatest when it is new, that is immediately
after its release date or availability for exhibition; as the release date is departed

andResults
drawing
power."
of arbitration
in the industry today are summarized as follows:
"Under this plan there have been filed and disposed
of, during the four calendar years 1924 to 1927,
.S0,006 cases involving a total sum of $11,200,298.
''In these four years there were only 98 claims in
which a seventh arbitrator was required."

After describing the complexity of the
motion picture industry and its machinery
of distribution, the answer stresses the
credit element in the relations between the
distributor and the exhibitor.

"When a distributor signs a contract with an exhibitor for pictures which are to be delivered in the
future," the answer states, "the distributor in fart
advances a form of credit to the exhibitor, because
after the contract is executed the distributor is
precluded from contracting with a neighboring or
competing theatre for the same run of the same
picture. He is precluded by the contract from doini!
so. During the life of the contract the distributor
agrees
exhibitor
'protection'
for the of
period
specifiedto ingive
thethe
contract
against
the exhibition
any
of the photopLiys named in the contract at theatro
in the immediate neighborhood or vicinity of e.x
hibitor's
theatre.
If the exhibitor
repudiates
the contract
the distributor
will not later
be able
to sell
the pictures in that vicinity because the competing
theatres will be completely booked. Therefore the
(Continued on page 58)

Jury Decides Proprietor Is Guilty of
Instigating Hammond Theatre Bombing
Judgment will be passed next Saturday on the verdict turned in by the trial
jury convicting William Kleihege of having instigated the bombing last fall of
the $1,750,000 State theatre at Hammond. Ind. The verdict carries a sentence of
from 10 to 20 years in prison.
Kleihege was charged with having hired Joseph Million, projectionist at the
State, which Kleihege operated under a lease, to bomb the theatre because it was
losing money. Million confessed to having hired two other men. who also confessed, to do the actual bombing. The defense has indicated that it will make a
motion for a new trial.
Kleihege operates two other Hammond theatres and is reputed to be wealthy.
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the Show
at Premier of ^^The Red Dance^^
Voice of Irish Authoj- Proves Remarkably Clear in Fox Presentation —

Steals

Effective Scenes in Special but Ifs a Bit Jumbled
By PETER VISCHER
YORK, June 26. — An Irishman not in the cast of characters stole the
NEW
show at the Globe theatre here last night when the new William Fox special, "The Red Dance," had an elaborate premiere. He was George Bernard Shaw, author, making his first appearance in America via the Movietone.
SHAW'S Movietone appearance cannot be
described other than an immense success
and it was the talk of the lobby both at intermission time and after the show. A house
jammed to the rafters greeted him and was
thoroughl}' delighted despite the fact that it
was the hottest and surliest night summer
had yet brought to New York.
Voice Remarkably Clear
Not only did this new Movietone production bring some measure of the wit and charm
of the quick thinking Irishman, but it brought
his actual voice as well with remarkable
claritj'. What he said was neither long nor
serious but thoroughly entertaining and quite
fascinating. The event marked a distinct coup
for Movietone.
The new special, "The Red Dance," brought
to the screen a number of characters in modern Russian history such as the late Czar,
the Czarina, Rasputin the scheming Monk who
held such powerful influence over the Czarina,
and Leon Trotzky. These were shown in a
light far from sympathetic in a mixture of
scenes that ranged from melodrama to farce.
The picture had some effective scenes but
the opinion seemed to be general that the result was a bit incoherent and jumbled. The
subtitles came in for a number of queries
inasmuch as they ran the gamut from high
comedy to preachments on how to run your
country and give the poor downtrodden
peasant a break.
Dolores Del Rio Welcomed
Dolores Del Rio starred in the picture was
greeted with quite a welcome, particularly by
the women for she wore any number of stunning gowns. Charles Farrell was the hero, a
Russian grand duke, and Ivan Linow scored
a personal success in his portrayal of the part
of a burly vodka-soaking peasant who becomes
a general.
Raoul Walsh directed.
Other features of the show as given at
the Globe last night were a Movietone comedy,
"Comedy," "The Family Picnic," and Richard
Bonelli of the Chicago Civic Opera Company
in an effective rendition of the prologue from
"Pagliacci."

Henabery Signs Doran
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— Mary Doran,
well known ingenue, has been engaged by
Gotham, for second lead in Joseph Henabery's "The River Woman." Miss Doran
was imported by Belasco recently, to play the
lead opposite Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in "Saturday's Children" on the stage in Los Angeles.

Owner of 2d U. S.
Film House Dead
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
June 26. — William D. Bullock, for a long time
known as the "movie king" of Cleveland, O., died here last week. Mr.
Bullock was one of the pioneers in the
theatre business, having opened the
second motion picture house in the
United States twenty-£ve years ago.
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Her most recent was opposite George Jessel
in "The Ghetto" for Tiffany Stahl. She also
appeared in "Half a Bride" for Lasky and
"Battle of the Sexes," D. W. Griffith.

Wm. de Mille Observes
Fourteenth Anniversary
as Hollywood Resident
HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— William de Mille,
who is now directing "Craig's Wife" at the
De Mille studios, celebrated- his fourteenth
anniversary this week as a resident of
Hollywood.

Some of the pictures directed by De Mille are :
"The Ragamuffin," "The Blacklist," "The Showers,"
"The Clown," "Common Ground," "Anton the
Terrible," "Heir to the Hoorah," "The Ghost House,"
"Hashimura Toga," "The Secret Game," "Widow|s
Might," "One More American," "The Honor of His
House," "Mirandy Smiles," "The Mystery Girl,"
"Tree of Knowledge," "Jackstraw," "The Prince
Chap," "Conrad in Quest of His Youth," "Midsummer Madness," "What Every Woman Knows,"
"The Lost Romance," "After the Show," "Lulu
Bett," "Bought and Paid for." "Nice PeoDle,"
"Clarence," "World's Applause." "Grumpy," "Onlv
38," "The Marriage Maker," "Don't Call It Love,"
"Icebound," "The Bedroom Window," "The Fast
Set," "Locked Doors," "Men and Women," "Lost,
a Wife," "New Brooms," "The Splendid Crime,"
"The Runaway," "For Alimony Only," "The Little
Adventuress" and "Tenth Avenue."

Receipts of M-G-M Houses
in Paris Triple in 3 Years
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 26.— Receipts for the
Gaumont Palace in Paris for 1927 were almost triple those for 1925, and those for the
Madeline were four times as high, receipt figures from leading film theatres in France,
compiled by the French government, show.
Both are M-G-M houses, while the Marivaux,
third highest, is used frequently for M-G-M
roadshows.
The figures follow :

Gives Week's Double Bill
But Not on Same Program
(Special to the Herald-World)

WINNIPEG, June 26. — Manager
H. Jernberg of the Province theatre,
carried out a novel arrangement
when he presented a double bill for
a week — but the two features were
not on the same program.
During the afternoons the attraction was "Topsy and Eva," the schedule being arranged so that a complete show was presented after
school hours for children, the admission for juveniles up to 14 years
being 10 cents. The feature for
evening performances was "Under
the Tonto Rim," along with the
usual short subjects.

Tax on Larger Theatres
in Ireland to Continue;
Dog Race Levy Rejected
(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON, June 16.— All efforts on the part
of film men to induce the Irish government
to remit the tax on Sd. and 6d. cinemas have
failed. Mr. Blythe, finance minister of the
Free State, has remitted the tax only with
respect to the 4d. theatres.
Urged to extend the remissions and cover
the difference through a tax of 33 1/3 per
cent, the average for theatres, on dog racing
tracks, Mr. Blythe has replied that the latter
would bring insufficient returns. This is in
contradiction to the theatre men, who have
compiled figures to show that thousands of
pounds more would be realized through the
dog racing tax.

Caples Wins Sunday Shows
For Forrest Grove Patrons
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, June 26.— By vote of 503 to
297 the community of Forrest Grove, Oregon,
voted to amend the city ordinance and open
the town on Sunday for Sunday moving picture shows. Manager A. B. Caples of the
Star theatre, the only show house in town,
paid the entire expense of balloting.

Vonceil Viking Recovers
(Special to the Herald-World)

Gross receipts, in francs, of the ten leading theatres are given below (the thousands being omitted,
11,760 thus standing for 1927
11,760,000):
1925
1926
Gaumont
Palace
11,760,000 9,178,000 4,700,000
Madeline
8,778,00C 4,854,000 2,783,000
Marivaux
_
7,147,000 6,561,000 6,033,000
Max Linder
3,877,000 3,690,000 3,097,000
Imperial
_ 3,801,000
Aubert Palace
3,715,000 3,541,000
Lutetia
_
3,614,000 3,145,000 3,113,000
2,656,000
Cameo
3,550,000 3,052,000 3,397,000
Palais des Petes
2,912,971
2,727,000 2,298,000
Montrouge
2,864,000

HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— Vonceil Viking,
Lfniversal contract player, has recovered from
a broken ankle which she received when her
horse fell several weeks ago. Miss Viking
is the woman who rode from Coast to Coast
on a horse, arriving here two months ago.
She was immediately signed by Universal to
play lead roles, and is showing considerable
promise. She made a test for Movietone on
her return.

it

Borzage(Special
Starts
'*The River
to the Herald-World)

Obscene!" Gasp Censors;
Burlesque Houses Closed
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, June 26.— The doors of
two Philadelphia burlesque theatres, the Bijou
and the Gayety, were closed last week for
an indefinite period by order of Mayor Mackey,
after the licenses of both theatres had been
revoked by the board of censors because of
alleged obscenity.

Minneapolis on Top
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 26.— "Now, not eventually," became the slogan of the Minneapolis
branch of First National in taking the lead
in the second week of the summer billing drive,
with Seattle second.

>y

HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— Frank Borzage
has started work on Tristram Tupper's popular
story, "The River," at Fox Hills studio with
one of the most spectacular sets ever constructed by Fox company. Mary Duncan and
Charles Farrell have the leading roles in the

New

picture.

"U" Manager

(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, June 26.— Lester Rosenthalis_ Universal's
new manager here, succeeding William Esch, who had to resign because of illness.
Will Mendelssohn

Joins U A

NEW
YORK.— William
Mendelssohn
has joined
United Artists' exploitation staff on the West Coast.
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Umversal's Eighteen
Brings Synchronized
Films Over 300 Mark
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 26.— Universal
announced last night that eighteen
long features of the new program
would be synchronized. Two pictures of importance already completed, "Uncle Tom's Cabin," and
"The Man Who Laughs," are to be
provided with Movietone synchronization. Eight others have been selected for synchronization with a
particular eye to showmanship, while
the others will be selected later.
Announcement that Universal will
synchronize 18 long features and
that most of the Christie short product will be in synchronism raises to
well over 300 the number of sound
productions available to exhibitors
next year.

Goldburg Is Out
Of First Division;
Furst in Control
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 26.— A change in the
ownership of First Division Distributors
went into effect yesterday. Jesse J. Goldburg, president and
general manager,
left the company.
Goldburg sold his
50 per cent interest
in the firm to Robert S. Furst, vicepresident and treasurer, who has been
actively in charge
of production on
the West Coast.
Furst now controls
the company.
Outside of a short
vacation, Goldburg
said he had no plans
Jesse J. Goldburg
for the future other
than that his activities will be in production. He will go to Hollywood this week.

Holbrook Blinn Is Dead
From Injuries in Fall;
Made Number of Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
YORK,
June 26.— Holbrook
Blinn
died Sunday night at his home, Journey's End,
at Croton-on-Hudson, as a result of injuries
received in a fall from a horse.
Distinguished for his acting on the stage the
last twenty years, Holbrook Blinn also had
won recognition on the screen. Among the
best known of his picture plays were "Power,"
"The Unfair Sex" and the screen version of
"The Bad-Man," his stage success.

K-M

Tourney

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, June 26.— A golf tournament, which will be part of the annual convention of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri
in Wichita, June 26-27, is attracting much
more than casual interest among the theatre
owners
and exchange
representatives.
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Christies Will Use Movietone
In Most Films for Next Year
Construction of Soundproof
with Electrical Research
Available for Houses

Stage Underway Through Contract
Products — Straight Prints Also
without Sound Equipment

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 26. — Charles Christie, vice-president of the Christie Company, today announced his company has signed a contract with Electrical Research Products, subsidiary of Western Electric, whereby Electrical Research
will erect a soundproof stage on the Christie lot in Hollywood. Construction is
now underway and it is expected that the stage will be completed in 30 days.
Movietone in Most Christie Films
"We will use the Movietone film system of sound recording in production of
the major portion of 32 short features which Paramount will release this year
as part of the whole show program," said Christie.
"Owing to the necessity of conforming release dates, we were compelled to go ahead
with production
on several stories without
sound recording but those pictures now
finished will be released with disc system of
sound accompaniment. This new form of
screen entertainment finds the Christie Company well prepared,
as the greater part of
its players had considerable srtage experience
before starting their motion picture careers.
Billy Dooley came to us from the vaudeville
stage, Bobby Vernon spent a number of
years in stock and musical comedy, Jack
Duffy originally appeared in vaudeville, Neal
Burns, Eddie Baker, practically all our players
have stage training, and they will have no
trouble registering before the microphone.
"According to advices from the Electrical
Research Company 1,125 theatres in the United
States will be equipped for sound reproduction
by January 1.
Straight Prints Provided
"Realizing that thousands of Christie customers will not be equipped for sound films,
we have arranged to make sufficient straight
prints to cover the needs of those theatres
that do not have sound reproduction equipment installed during the new film year.
"The advent of sound accompaniment in
Christie short features will prove of benefit
even to exhibitors who are unable to secure
reproduction equipment during the next year,
for in making new product the story and detail and production value will receive more
attention than ever. The short reel comedy
field has always been regarded as training
ground for feature stars of later years. It
has been my pleasure to have a hand in the
training of many stellar players groomed by
our company who later were drafted by feature length picture productions.
Emphasis Stays on Story
"Naturally this new production phase
attract to the screen
many
legitimate

"I want to stress the fact that we will use
sound
where
it enhances
comedy
eflfect or
heightens the interest, but we will not use it
if there is any danger of slowing up action.
Story and situation are of primary importance
in comedy production, and these elements will
not be sacrificed in the provision of sound
accompaniment.
Sound effects and voice will
prove a worthwhile addition to the entertainment value of comedy but to paraphrase the
well

known

adage,

'the

story's

the

thing.' "

This Theatre Uses Both
Orchestra, Movietone
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAX FRANCISCO, June 26.— Nothwithstanding the installation of Movietone in the
St. Francis theatre for moving picture accompaniment, the orchestra has been retained.
This is the only house in this section that has
orchestral music for all of its short topics,
such as the newsreel and short comedies. The
management has also retained Dorothy Dooley, the organist, who accompanies the cartoon sketches.

Adapts New

Garho Story

HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— Bess Meredyth is
writing her second story for Greta Garbo,
"The Woman of Affairs," from a tale by Afichael Arlen.
French Fliers See Colleen
RURBANK, Calif.— The French Aeronautical
Mission to the United States now engaged in a
coast-to-coast flight, were visitors at tne First
National Studios in Burbank during their one-day
stay in Los Angeles. The commission, consisting
of fourteen officers and bureau heads, saw Colleen
Moore at work in the starring role of "Oh, Kay!"
and Billie Dove in "His Wife's Affair."
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Al Smith Orders Newsreel Scenes of
Him Cut From Anti-Liquor Production
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]
NEW YORK, June 26. — Governor Alfred E. Smith, through his secretary. George
B. Graves, has demanded that newsreel footages of him signing the bill repealing
the state prohibition enforcement act be cut from an anti-liquor propaganda picture recently produced by a company called the Stanley-Educational Corporation
for the Y. M. C. A.. World Alliance Against Alcohol and associated reform groups:.
The picture, entitled "Deliverance." is said to have so used the newsreel strips of
the governor as to blame him for death through poison liquor.
Producers of the newsreel scenes declare that they know nothing about such use
of their product and are attempting to trace the leak.
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N. Y. State Censorship Upheld;
Ban on "Naked Truth'' Sustained

Four Chains Dicker
For Indiana Houses;
Sipe Sells Theatre

Appellate Division of Supreme Court Sets Precedent in First Litigation Challenging Jurisdiction of Film Branch
of Department of Education

Four chain theatre operators have made
oxertures the last three weeks for the holdings
of Arthur Jackson in Crawfordsville and Noblesville, Ind., the owner says. Skouras Brothers is said to be one of those negotiating.
Other leading activities in the theatre field the
past few days include the following :

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]
ALBANY, June 26. — Censorship of motion pictures in New York state was
upheld last Aveek by a unanimous decision of the appellate division, supreme
court, third department, which last Friday sustained the ban against the exhibition in New York state of a picture entitled "The Naked Truth."
First New York Ruling on Issue
The decision is of far reaching importance, as it is the first that has been
handed down by one of the highest courts of New York state on the subject of
motion picture censorship, the decision serving to end the first litigation that
has been brought in challenging the jurisdiction of the motion picture division
of the New York state department of education.
The picture has been reviewed four times
by the censorship board of New York state
and as many times forbidden to be exhibited
on the contention that it was indecent and
obscene. The picture purports to show the
effects of vice upon both men and women.
Two socalled clinical reels accompany the
picture, one to be shown to male audiences
and the other to female audiences.
Points Moral, Is Defense
The Welfare Film Company, which produced the picture, contended before the
court that the picture served the purpose
of pointing out a moral, and furthermore
was of an educational nature. It was cited
that the picture had been licensed in Virginia, Maryland and Ohio, and also had
been shown throughout New Jersey and
Chicago.
The opinion of the court was written by
Justice Edward C. Whitmyre, and was of
considerable length. It was concurred in
by other judges of the third department.
When the arguments were presented at
the May term of the appellate division, both
sides used the best legal talent obtainable.
Attorney Frank Pedlow, who is associated
with Minority Leader Maurice Bloch, of the
New York State Assembly, appeared for
the producers, while former Senator Ernest
. E. Cole appeared for the New York State
Department of Education. The outcome
has been watched with much interest by
both producers and exhibitors in New York
state.

Operator Conquers Fire
and the Show Goes On

side the projection booth, Thomas F. White,
the operator, was waging a lone battle against
fire and a possible panic in the theatre.
By the time firemen came, he had conquered
the flames, which started when the film broke
and exploded. Only one reel was destroyed,
within a short time the picture was on the
screen again with only the continuity broken.

Universal 1928-29 Sales
Indicate Earlier Buying
This Year, Says Metzger
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 26.— Exchange reports
indicate a greater inclination on the part of
exhibitors to buy earlier this year than last
season, according to Lou B. Metzger, Universal sales manager. Universal already has
completed booking arrangements with a large
number of circuits and independent houses,
shattering by far the number attained by this
time last year, he states. Early contracts include those with such outstanding circuits as
Balaban & Katz, Pantages and Kunsky, as
well as a number of smaller chains and many
individual
houses
of major
importance.
Besides those named. Universal has signed
with the Gaertner circuit, Baltimore ; the
Hofheimer circuit, Norfolk, Va. ; Hoffman
circuit of Connecticut ; the Fishman circuit.
New Haven ; State theatre, Toledo ; California, Santa Barbara; Strand, Long Beach,
Cal. ; Temple and Strand, San Bernardino,
Cal. ; Mosque, Richmond, Va. ; and New Empire, Syracuse.

Wilson Heads T-S Branch

(Special to the Herald-World)

(Special to the Herald-World)

OAKLAND, CAL, June 26.— Patrons of the
Broadway theatre were' given an added thrill
last week during a showing of "The Night
• Flyer."
Suddenly there was a muffled report,
a flash — and then the screen was dark.
In-

ALBANY, June 26.— Sterling Wilson last
week became head of Tiffariy-Stahl's Albany
branch, succeeding Pete Dana, who has been
transferred to Buffalo, with supervision over
the Buffalo-Albany territorj'.

The Royal at Newcastle, Ind., has been sold to
J. B. Stine of Clinton and J. N. Wycofif of Terra
Haute by Rollie Sipe, who started the Starette 17
years ago. Vondera Amusement Enterprises is to
build a 1,200-seat house at Crawfordsville. The deed
by which the Wabash Theatres Corporation takes over
the Indiana theatre building and property has been
filed at Terra Haute.
The Forum in Philadelphia opened to an invited
audience Sunday, and the Fern at Fern Rock, Pa.,
starts soon. At Pittsburgh two Stanley theatres, the
Olympic The
and Aldine,
the Regent,
closed
Aldine.
however,
will soon
reopenafter
LaborLoew's
Day.
New building in New England includes a theatre in
Portland, Me., for Lee Gorman, reconstruction of the
Opera House! at Augusta, Me., for Colonial Theatres
Co., a new house at Mansfield, Mass., and one for
the A. H. Morse estate at Franklin, Mass.
The Pastime, Moundridge, Kan., reopened after being closed for repairs; a new theatre in Stockton, Mo.,
is to tre,
be suburban
erected house
by P'rancus
Babbs;City,
the is
Indiana
of Kansas
closed theafor
remodeling; a new theatre is to be built by the Midland Circuit in Marshall, Mo., according to F. C.
Stutter; a new house will be erected in Oak Grove,
Mo., by Norman McGuire; the Electric, Maryville,
Mo., reopened; the Victory, Cabool, Mo., has been
leased by Earl Vollmer and Frank Brown; the Wilmore
theatre, \\'ilmore, Kan., has been redecorated
and repainted.
Kelso Amusement Co. has sold the Blue Mouse at
Kalama, Wash., to H. E. Paul and Alex McPherson.
The Rivoli at Portland, Ore., has started a second-run
policy. Two new community houses are in prospect
for London, Ont. Robert Bender has resigned as
manager of Universal's Columbia theatre at Seattle
and has been succeeded by Ted Gamble.

New House Buys Entire
F BO 1928-29 Program
LOUISVILLE, June 26.— The first contract
for the entire 1928-29 program of F B O has
been signed, the achievement of the local exchange with a new
theatre, the Kentucky
at Madisonville. Ben
Eskind, manager of
the house, has purchased the complete
programs of F B O
for the past three
years and has always
been the first one of
each new season to do
so. When approached
this year, he repeated
his former actions for
his new theatre. And
as usual, he is the
first buyer to sign up
Ben Eskind
for the complete new
program.

Takes Studio Space
(Special to the Herald-World)
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"I have received your publication for the past three weeks and I have found
it helpful in choosing this industry for a life career." — John B. IFeis, Teutopolis. III.
Attached hereto please find check for another two years.
Couldn't
along without it." — Frank H. Mackey, Mack theatre, Elwood, Ind.

get

HOLLYWOOD,
26.—ofHarry
general
production June
manager
Van \A'eber,
Beuren
Enterprises, Hollywood, has established offices
here in the Tec-Art Studios. He has engaged as director of "Smitty" comedies George
E. Marshall, formerly supervising director of
Fox comedies.

INCORPORATORS
ALBANY. — A decided slump in number of companies incorporating in New York state was recorded
last week, only three companies being granted charters. They are UFA Eastern Division Distribution,
Inc., capitalized at $100,000, with David Brill, William
C. Herrmann, Milton B. Kolb, New York City;
Windsor Theatre, Inc., Tenia Ferna, Benjamin Ferna,
Morris Langer, New York City, capitalization $5,000;
Werba's Jamaica Theatre, Inc., Paul Goldstein, Mollie
G. Wiener, Irving Kirschenbaura, New York City.
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Film News
in Pictures

PICTORIAL

SECTION

Leading figures in Fox's "The Red Dance" — which does not
mean they are introducing a rival to the black bottom. It's about
Russia, which accounts for the color motif. The leaders are
Charles G. Clarke, cameraman; Ivan Lino, Charles Farrell,
Dolores Del Rio, players; and Raoul Walsh, director.

Stories Told
by the Camera

Seeking new worlds to conquer, as 'twere. M-G-M's "trackless
train" is shown aboard ship entering the harbor of Brisbane,
Australia. Before this picture got over here, reports came
saying that the "train" aroused as much curiosity in the
Antipodes as previously in Europe and South America.

An English girl, Patricia
Allon, will appear in
Hugon Film's "The Ruling Passion," a French
picture.

James R. Grainger, Fox sales manager, pausing
during his busy visit to the Coast recently, to pose
with Marjorie Beebe, featured player in Fox's "The
Farmer's Daughter." (Note: Connecting Mr.
Grainger with this production has no political significance whatever.)

Paul Burger, newly apassistant to
.-M
Lichtinan,pointed
United
Artists
sales head. Burger lias
been with M-G-Nl eight

years.

What the well dressed m.in should wc.ir in Chic.igo,
according to London t.iilors. Hut London t.iilors,
it is s.iid,
.ire shrinking
follo>«s,
w.in . VC'c
present the model,
on J.inios
H.ill. jn\
P.irjniount
player,
only bec.iiise of its wearer, who is .1 br.i\e guy and
wouldn't need llu- d.irn thing, .in\uj\.
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Qang/ ITS the 4th!

Above: Every dog has his
day — but if it's the fourth
in July, alas, poor pup!
Yes, on the Fourth it's a
short tale that has no ending. But would you think
Barbara Kent, Universal
player, would stoop to
this? Yet stoop she has,
and — hot dog!

Left: On top with the
"Herald - World," just
reading along — but look
what Louise F a z e n d a,
Warner Brothers player,
is on top of! Yeah, look!
It won't be long now, as
John Hancock said after
the Boston tea party. Oh,
what price Glorious
Fourth!

One of several outcomes of man's age-long dream of liberty. However, the Chinese
invented fireworks, so you can't blame Father George for a nightmare like this of
Lina Basquette's. Mayhap Pathe, which is featuring her in "Celebrity," has been
feeding her too much welsh rarebit. Fortunately, even among the most loquacious
the spirit of '76 has no hang-over to speak of.

The reactions to Independence Day of Ethlyne
Clair, FBO Western player, and Frankie Darro,
F B O star. Frankie's is much milder, for since
their recent emancipation the women, even the
fairest, are not fair competitors for a boy.

II
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CAMERA

for the

1928-29
Ijooker
Two scenes from the Fox production, "Fazil,"
in which the locale reaches the extremes
of
Paris and Arabia.
The principal players, Charles
Farrell and Greta Nissen, are shown above.
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At swords' points — Richard Talmadge in
a scene from a new Tiffany-Stahl production, "The Cavalier," a melodrama
of
Spanish character.
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A scene from the Fox
Red Dance,"
showing
and Charles Farrell.
Russia directed by

production, "The
Dolores Del Rio
This is a tale of
Raoul Walsh.

Conrad Nagel and Renee Adoree, costarred in "The Michigan Kid," In a scene
from that Universal production, a melodrama of Alaska directed by Irvin W iliac
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Two scenes from "The Actress," an M-G-M vehicle for Norma Shearer.
The story is based on the st.i>;c pin of many yean ago, "Tr»>
lawney of the Wells," by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero.
In the scene at loft .irc Ralph Forbes. Miss Shc.ircr, O. P. HoRgic, Margaret Scddon,
Andre Tourneur and Cyril Chadwick; in the other, Forbes and the star. Sidney Franklin directed.
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Ohio Exhibitors Taking Sunday Show
Fight Before Legislators
Every House from Steubenville to Cincinnati Closes on Sabbath While
Patrons Flock to Theatres Across Border
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

COLUMBUS, June 26. — The question of Sunday performances of motion
picture houses in the smaller cities and a large majority of the towns in
Ohio is attracting the attention of motion picture theatre owners and
operators, but no recent moves have been made towards opposing the authorities where closing prevails.
IN Dover, where two houses were opened and
where the proprietors were arrested on innumerable occasions, the owners have abandoned their efforts to force Sunday opening.
The maj^or of the village generally fined the
owners and in one instance they were bound
over to the court of common pleas.
In Marion, owing to two disagreements of
the jury on the case of an owner who was
charged with violating the blue law, the theatres are running on Sunday. No further effort
has been made by the authorities to arrest the
alleged violators.
But in the larger towns and smaller cities
along the Ohio river, extending from Steubenville to Cincinnati, there is not a moving picture house open on Sundays. There the theatre owners are very anxious to have Sunday
performances as the towns across the border
are attracting the patrons of these houses.
While the matter must be pushed slowly,
there is a much greater sentiment in all sections of the state for Sunday performances.
This undoubtedly will result in a bill to be introduced at the coming meeting of the Ohio
Legislature giving communities and municipalities the right of local option on the matter.

Set 4
f United
Runs 'July
First-Smith*
into 23 States
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, June 26.— First-run bookings
for Gotham's "United States Smith" for the
week of July 4 are setting a record for the
company, Vice-President Budd Rogers declared last week. The picture will run simultaneously in23 key cities.

Five First National-Defu
Films Ready for Release
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, June 26.— Five productions,
the first made by First National at the Defu
studios in Berlin, are now ready for worldwide release. They are "My Girl Is In Paris,"
"The Shop Prince," "Two Red Roses," "The
Saint and Her Fool" and "Rogue's Love."
"Mary Lou" has been put in production,
while "The Knight of Nights" will be started

soon under the direction of Max
who

made

"The

Reichmann,

Strange Case of Captain

Ramper."
Schnitzer
and Marcus
Conduct F B O Regional
Sales Meet in Cleveland
(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND,
June 26.— A regional
sales meeting was held by F B O at the
Statler hotel here Sunday. J. L Schnitzer,
senior vice-president in charge of distribution, attended the meeting, which was presided over by Lee Marcus, general sales
manager. Among the branch managers,
salesmen and bookers who attended were:
A. J. Mertz, manager; G. Lefke, F. H. Hathaway,
N. H. Gerson, H. H. Hull, salesman; and J. J.
Kennedy, booker, Cleveland.
H. J. Michalson, manager; S. H. Nesbitt, C. K.
Kendall, L. Rosenfeldt, J. G. Wilson, M. Strauss,
salesman; and G. J. Boudot, booker, Cincinnati.
A. H. Schnitzer, manager; M. M. Schulgold, M. J.
Gould, C. B. Kosco, S. Steinberg, salesman; and
Wm.
Schmidt, booker, Pittsburgh.
H. Dixon, manager; C. E. Goodwin, L. P. Murphy,
E. C. Welsh, salesmen; and Elmer Lux, booker,
Buffalo.
E. M. Elliott, manager; E. C. Murphy, H. S.
Schilds, C. S. Whitaker, W. G. Sturgess, salesmen;
and T. J. Halliran, booker, Detroit

Glenn Joins Waxman
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, June 26.— Allan S. Glenn,
well known motion picture executive, has
joined Warner Brothers and is now a member
of the publicity staff headed by A. P. Waxman.
Glenn is to take charge of two divisions in
the publicity department — serializations of feature pictures and radio tieups.

Brooks Heads Operators
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, June 26.— Harry Brooks of Troy
has been elected president of the motion picture machine operators' union in that city for
the eighteenth consecutive term. Brooks was
chosen business agent for the local and likewise
delegate to a statewide convention of operators at Rochester August 27.

FBO's 1928-29 Product Designed for
First-Run Theatres, Declares Kennedy
[By Special
Correspondent of the Herald- World]

NEW
YORK. June 26.— Emphatic denial was made last week by Joseph P
Kennedy, president of FBO, of the recently published reports that FB O
would
concentrate on the production of a cheaper grade of pictures during 1928-29.
In
an official statement Kennedy said:
first-run
business
date than
evernewbefore
in the history
ot/'^D
t B ^""^y""^}^"
U and this is '""'•e
a striking
tribute
to theto merit
of our
productions.
Our
SIX special attractions, the Tom Mix series and the twenty-four Gold Bonds
will all
be pictures of the highest grade, made for first-run theatres. Sanity and
practical
showmanship are the watchwords of our studio and we are
sparing no expense to
give exhibitors the finest product ever made by F B O."

Mr. and Mrs. Saunders — and it has just
been made thus. Fay Wray, Paramount
player, and John Monk Saunders, Paramount staff writer, were married in
Boston while Miss Wray was working
with Gary Cooper near Chesapeake Bay,
on a picture of that region. The couple
were attended by Cooper, Rowland V.
Lee, director of the production, and Mrs.
Vina Wray, mother of the bride. Saunders is the author of "Wings."

Bavaria Plans Growth
In Picture Production
(Washington

Bureau

of

the

Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, June 26.— The report of
the Munich Chamber of Commerce on the
first quarter of 1928 states that for the first
time efforts are being made to develop film
production in Bavaria, according to a report
to the commerce department. This excepts,
of course, Emelka.
The report says:
"Endeavors are being made lately to reconstruct the Bavarian film industry, excepting
Emelka's activity, and to put various firms to
work again for a regular production, with
the co-operation of Bavarian authorities.
The ministry of commerce and the town council of Munich are approving and co-operating
with these negotiations. However, no basis
for the material execution of this plan is

ready as yet."

Ulster and Free State
Unite Against Show Tax
(Washington

Bureau

of

the

Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, June 26.— Irish exhibitors, both North and South, are tackling with
deterniination the Entertainments tax. The
trade in Ulster is pressing the finance minister for an immediate reduction of the tax,
while that in the Free State is going one better by demanding its total abolition, according to a report to the commerce deparment

Writers Made Extras
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, June 26.— Writers
duction from the inside looking
Dorothy Herzog, Jimmie DeTarr
Minnie Todd joined the extras in a

saw proout when
and Mrs.
bacon and

eggs shot during the making of Tiffany- Stahl's
"The Albany Night Boat."

Denny

Pens Buck

Jones Story

NEW YORK. — Reginald Denny has written a story
for Buck Jones, to be the second of the Buck Tones
specials.

^^

^
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SYNCHRONIZED
Exhibitors Praise
Herald-World Service
Many exhibitors throughout the
country have reported their enthusiasm for the assistance given them
by the practical articles in the HERALD-WOLRD'S department on
SYNCHRONIZED
PICTURES.
The advertising and exploitation
service being given exhibitors is
proving of unusual interest. Exhib- ,
itors who are planning to install
talking picture equipment report
that they are saving all copies so
that when they are ready to open,
they will have their campaign plans
ready made for them. It will pay
you to watch the HERALDWORLD each week for new ideas
for putting over synchronized pictures.

Wave of Interest
for Talking Films
Sweeps over Canada
(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, ONT., June 26.— The Capitol
theatre, which is being constructed by Famous Players Canadian Corporation, for
opening later in 1928 will be the first theatre in the Dominion, it is stated, to be
completely and permanently fitted with projection equipment for the presentation of
audible pictures.
Talking films have already been presented as a novelty in a great number of theatres in the principal cities of the Dominion
but this has been done more as an experimental demonstration than anything else
and the speaking attachments were only
temporary. One of these theatres was the
Regent in Ottawa, also operated by Famous Players under the personal management of Ray Tubman.
Little attention had been paid to the
audible films by Canadian theatre fans and
the Canadian exhibitors were not worrying
about the new type of motion pictures
largely because there was little in the way
of public inquiry. Rather suddenly about
the middle of June, this year, a wave of
discussion regarding vocal photoplays
seemed to pass over Canada and the newspapers and other publications took up the
subject. Almost over night, many Canadians in the large centers, began looking
forward to early enjoyment of sound pictures.
Another interesting feature of the new
Capitol is that it will have only one box,
other than the mezzanine accommodation,
and this will be the Royal Box which will
be reserved for the exclusive use of Their
Excellencies, Viscount Willingdon, Governor-General of Canada, and Lady Willingdon; succeeding Governors-General, or
members of the Royal Family when visiting Ottawa.
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M-G-M Movietone News Reel
to Make Bow in Near Future
(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, June 26. — A new Movietone news reel is soon to make its bow
before the motion picture audiences of the world. It is the M-G-M Movietone
News Reel, which, according to an announcement by Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Metro-Goldw) u-Mayer, will be ready for presentation in the very near
future.
Sound effects and language only will be
"This particular phase of our activity,"
used by us when silence and mere pantomime
Schenck said, "is already v.ell along in its
development, and the public may look for
will not be sufficiently effective.
the finest of sound subjects recorded with
expert perfection. The addition of MovieCarthay Circle to Play
tone subjects will be done with discrimination, and no effort or expense will be spared
"Lalac Time" with Sound
to achieve the best results.
(Special to the Herald-World)
"The Capitol Theatre Orchestra will provide the scores and the musical accompaniLOS ANGELES, June 26.— Ned E. Dement for the M-G-M Movietone News.
pinet, general sales manager of First National Pictures, has just closed a contract
The M-G-M Movietone, as recently anwith West Coast Theatres for a run of
nounced, through contract with Western
Electric, will be incorporated in many of
"Lilac Time" at the Carthay Circle, starting July 12. According to present plans,
the feature pictures produced at the Metrothe engagement at the Carthay Circle will
Goldwyn-Mayer studios. We also will have
M-G-M Movietone to embellish the Hal
be a world prenjiere of the new First National special starring Colleen Moore. It
Roach comedies and our other short features, the M-G-M Great Events in Techwill be given an elaborate presentation innicolor, and the M-G-M Ufa Oddities.
cluding a synchronized sound accompani"We must bear in mind that the success
ment. "Lilac Time" will be the first production sponsored by First National to have
of this new device ultimately will not be
sound effects.
based on its novelty.
Tricks soon get old.

Sound Films Bring Consternation
to Actor; Rush to Vocal Schools
By DOUGLAS

HODGES

HOLLYWOOD, June 26. — The advent of sound films has probably caused consternation inthis town unequalled in any other place in the world. The heart of
the place is moved. When a picture with sound attachment opens at a local theatre the nut is reached the first two days. Actors are the first ones in line. A sound
pictiure in a Hollywood theatre is a cinch for a profitable week.
The directors are every bit as interested
Players have finally realized that sound
but far less concerned. Directors — as a
pictures must be reckoned with. Until Maj'
class — are more even tempered than actors.
of this year they gave it little thought comTherefore they are more easily equal to
paratively. Now they are rushing to the
the present occasion. In addition directors
vocal and elocution schools. There are
are in a less precarious position. Many of
hundreds of players receiving $500 a week
them have directed stage productions,
and up whose value will recede to zero
many of them have come from the ranks of
unless they adjust themselves to the new
writers and stage actors. More than 7U
situation.
May McAvoy and Buster Collier, Jr., per cent of them have a thorough knowledge of good dialogue. They have little
have been discussed at length in recent
to worry about but much to read.
days. They were the two in the cast of
The writers are not so fortunate. They
"The Lion and the Mouse" who were less
have been called upon for stories and
equipped for speaking roles than the other
treatments. Their output has been of a simprincipals. In every conversation regardple but practical nature that merits use for
ing that picture those two names play an
film but not for publication. Most of them
important part. In every conversation now
regarding sound films that picture is menare men and women with "story" minds
tioned.
but not "dialogue" minds. Narrative has
been their only problem. Now it is narraThere are many actors in Hollywood
who have had stage experience and who
tive together with "lines." Hollywood will
call upon Broadway for 300 writers.
will undoubtedly be of great importance
It is impossible to go into all the other
in sound studios. Even they are training
lines of production in this survey. Such
their voices, studying diction and discussviews
as that arc not generally expressed.
ing the subject at length.
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Huge Campaign Covers 75 Mile Radius
Here is a story that tells of a campaign that surpasses the mere advertising and exploitation of a picture. It relates
how Frank J. Miller of the Modjeska theatre, Augusta, Georgia, not only successfully introduced synchronized pictures
in the entire Augusta territory, but how he also used the opening to widen the scope of the theatre's patronage and
It clearly pictures the tremendous possibilities offered exhibitors.
to develop Augusta's trading territory.

one and
he sold Vitaph
N ietone
WHEMov
to Avigusta and its
outlying- communities within a
radius of some 75 miles, Frank J- Miller invested time, energy and money.
That his efforts were well directed and
his investment wisely chosen is the
box-office verdict at the Modjeska the- •
ater. The immediate returns have been
more than merely satisfactory; they
have far surpassed his most sanguine
hopes. But even more important is
the promise of steadily increasing response through the box-ofifice, for the
high-powered and far-reaching campaign which Miller devised and engineered assumed institutional proportions.
Though advertising copy focused interest on
"The Jazz Singer" and the supplementary synchronized features since they served to introduce sound pictures to Augusta, all advertising, publicity and exploitation gave first
emphasis to "Movietone and Vitaphone" with
the all-important line "See and Hear" immediately following.
Miller launched his campaign weeks in advance of the opening. He planned it as a
general would plan the movements of his
troops, timing and co-ordinating his efforts.
First he sold the Augusta Herald the idea
of working up a co-operative Merchants Sales
Week in connection with the opening of Vitaphone and Movietone. Under the arrangement
the Modjeska theatre assumed the responsibility of selling the idea to the merchants and
then of soliciting advertising to justify an
8-page special section in the paper on the
Sunday preceding the event.
The newspaper, in return, agreed to give all
necessary advance reading matter in working
up interest in the event; to furnish free to
the Modjeska 2,000 copies of the special section to be distributed by airplane over the
towns within a radius of 60 miles; and to
furnish not less than one double-column reader
daily and ample display cuts on Vitaphone and
Movietone.
Gets Merchaxit Co-operation
With the Augusta Herald enthusiastically
committed to the plan. Miller then turned to
the merchants. Miller sold his idea 100 per
cent. The fact that the Modjeska was billing
every road leading into Augusta, every town
within a radius of 70 miles, working a house
to house canvass by personal talk and distribution of heralds explaining the new invention, advertising in every newspaper within the
same radius, and finally had planned the airplane distribution of 2,000 copies of the special
section, was enough to convince the merchants
that they could increase sales by putting on
special sales during the debut week of Vitaphone and Movietone and by co-operating with
the theatre to bring thousands of out-of-town
people to Augusta.
Miller was well aware that his own efforts
in Augusta alone would pack the Modjeska
for every performance, but be was not content
with confining his efforts to Augusta. He saw
far ahead and sensed that the time had come
to launch a new feature in theatre entertainment and that the new feature might well
mean new patrons.
' -Accordingly, he directed his efforts toward
reaching prospective
patrons who would be-

Banners such as this one, measuring 60
feet long, were stretched across all the
principal streets of Augusta, Ga., as a part
of the advance campaign for the opening
of synchronized pictures at the Modjeska
theatre.
come regular patrons, making the trip to Augusta week after week. These same patrons
and prospective patrons, he pointed out to the
merchants, were their prospective customers.
It was simply a matter of the theatre and the
merchants joining in a movement to create
new business by working new fields.
Mayor Co-operates with Plan
Having scored two vital points, Miller laid
his plans before the mayor and the Board of
Commerce. Through the mayor's interest in
the undertaking certain important concessions
were granted in the way of advertising in the
downtown section ; through the interest of the
Board of Commerce Miller secured its endorsement of Vitaphone-Movietone-Merchants
Sales Week and the board's direct request to
all merchants for co-operation.
Four weeks preceding the opening of Vitaphone and Movietone special trailers were run
in all the Publix houses in Augusta ; signs
were posted on all four sides of all traffic
towers announcing "Vitaphone and Movietone
— Modjeska — June 11"; a huge banner, 50 by 4
feet, was suspended across the intersection of
the main street, the city's busiest corner ; another banner, 60 by 4 feet, was suspended
from the city's White Way posts across the
main boulevard which leads to the principal
residential section and to all roads in and out
of Augusta. Special tack cards announcing
"Vitaphone and Movietone" and "See and
Hear Al Jolson in 'The Jazz Singer' " were
tied around all telephone and telegraph posts
and even on trees lining the sidewalks on all
principal business and residential streets.
Practically the entire city was billed with
posters, one or more window cards being
placed in the windows of 95 per cent of the
business places in the city. A personal house
to house canvass was made in all homes of
the city and heralds were distributed to all
homes within a radius of 60 miles.
Obtain Special Privileges
Signs were stenciled with white lead on all
sidewalks in the business section, about 20 feet
apart. Since these signs must wear off, it
means that they will remain clear for six or
seven weeks.
Cards with arrow pointing toward the Mod-

jeska and reading
"Vitaphone
and posts
Movietone"
were attached
to all
white way
within
a radius of 10 blocks of the theatre.
Street car signs were placed on front and
rear of all local and interurban cars running
as far as Aiken, S. C, which is 25 miles from
Augusta.
Although it is strictly against the city ordinance for heralds or newspapers to be distributed over the city by airplane. Miller managed to get the privilege, and accordingly 5,000
heralds were scattered over Augusta from an
airplane.
Every telephone subscriber was called by
two girls employed for the purpose and told
of the wonderful new Vitaphone and Movietone pictures.
The local railway company even permitted
Miller to place large banners on each side of
the huge sprinkler, which covers practically
all streets many times during the day and
night. Attractive water color paintings advertising "The Jazz
Singer" were placed on all
soda fountain
mirrors.
A special card was made up for the use
of all merchants who close on Wednesday
afternoons. Literally hundreds of these stores
displayed the cards in their windows, reading:
"We close at one o'clock every Wednesday,
June 13 to September 1. You will probably
find us at the cool Modjeska seeing and hearing Vitaphone and Movietone." The Modjeska
had been closed prior to the debut of Vitaphone and Movietone, but it was not idle. An
attractive lobby was proclaiming the new inventions and the opening date.
Prominent

People Endorse

Program

Then on Friday evening, preceding the formal Monday opening. Miller arranged a private screening of the full program with
synchronization. Invitations were sent to
members of the city council, police commission, county commissioners, members of the
state legislature, senate, clergy and many prominent and representative citizens. Blank comment cards were passed to the invited audience,
and those cards, bearing uniformly enthusiastic comments, were published in the news
columns of the local newspapers. Then the
original cards were pasted on an attractive
announcement board in front of the Modjeska.
_When the Augusta Herald on Sunday came
out with the special 8-page section devoted to
Vitaphone and Movietone and carrying a generous amount of advertising from the merchants co-operating in Vitaphone-Movietone-
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Merchants Sales Week the work was done.
The idea had been sold and sold as no such
idea ever had been sold in Augusta.
Small wonder, then, that the special midnight matinee, given one minute aTtcr midnight Sunday, drew a capacity audience. Seats
for this performance had been sold during the
week — and from a table in front of the Modjeska, closed at the time — and the sale stopped
when the house capacity was exhausted.
House Records Crash

The Modjeska opened to a long waiting line
Monday; capacity and turn-away business was
the order of the day and of the week. Crowds
poured into Augusta to "See and Hear Vitaphone and Movietone." The l>ox-office
hummed ; it broke records, and kept on drawirig. The people expected something new and
different and great— and they were not disappointed. They cheered Vitaphone and Movietone;they proclaimed Al Jolson and "The
Jazz Singer"; they went home to tell others
about it. The word of mouth advertising is
growing. The Modjeska is building patronage,
creating new patrons who, by every token, will
become regular patrons. The merchants who
joined in the undertaking see new opportunities for enlarging their field, new customers
added to their lists.
In furthering the success of the Modjeska
and launching a new form of entertainment
Miller has given new life to trade in Augusta.
And that he has accomplished in the face of
summer slump and summer heat. He put over
a great campaign — not one that dies with the
particular picture on which his efforts necessarily hinged, but an institutional campaign
that has planted Vitaphone and Movietone
definitely and favorably in a new territory ;
a campaign that will continue to yield good
returns on a sound investment.

I AtThe Last!
Miracles

VITAPM DM
MOVIETONE
"Pictures with a Voice

Sm and hear blm In th« picture that la thriOlng Ntw
Yort at «2.00 a msI!

and a Soul"

See ^ Hear-

AL JOLSON
in

''THE JAZZ SINGER''
ActuttUy Singing fku famoui
"Mommy Songt" to you
from the tereen-'
'April SKowrrt"
"Dirty Hand* —

BIG ACTS OF
VAUDEVILLE

Dirty Fact"
"Manuny"

Ovtr the New VlUpliotit

-Blue Skies"

AND

"Mother I StiU Hax^ You"
Kot Nidrt

S
H

Priccn: Mat 10c— ^Oc.

THE

MARVELOUS

MOVIErONE TALKING NEWS

For
STARTING
Only MONDAY

JUNE

Niicht i(k-— SOc.

proper loops for the
film. Notice the electric light and telescope. Light rays
from the electric light
are concentrated into
a narrow beam by the
telescope and then
shine through the film
which carries the
sound track on the
edge of the film.

(Special to the Herald-World)

and

HIM SING

picture projection machine, showing the

Netoco Circuit Contracts
for 12 Installations from
Western Electric Company

of the Age!

HEAR

Movietone reproducing device on motion

11

Shows from 11 A. M. u> II P. M.

MODJESKA - Augusta:j
Herald used by the Modjeska theatre at
Augusta, Ga.. to announce the presentation of sound pictures. Notice how effectively the "see and hear" idea luis been
played up. It pays to cmpluisize this in
all copy.

BOSTON, June 26.— The New England
Theatres Operating Company has contracted
for synchronized systems in 12 theatres of the
circuit with Electrical Research Products Corporation, a subsidiary of Western Electric.
The installations in each theatre will comprise Movietone and the other talking system
used by the Western Electric equipment, and
also non-synchronous apparatus and microphone attachments.
Within a comparatively short time ever\theatre in the Netoco chain will be equipped
with the Vitaphone and accessory attachments.
Immediate installations, however, will be made
in the Jamaica Theatre, Jamaica Plain; Central Square, I'.ast Boston ; Central Square,
W^-iltham; Milford, Milford ; Marlboro, Marlboro ;Capitol, New London ; Shawmut, Roxbury; Rialto, Roslindale; Morton, Dorchester;
Rivoli, Roxbury; and two theatres now under
construction, the Seville, at East Boston and
the Communitv
at North
Attlcboro.

Movietone Crews to
Follow Candidates
(Special to the Hci aid-World)

NEW YORK, June 26.— The voice of Governor Smith, if he is nominated at the Democratic convention in Houston, and Herbert
Hoover, Republican caiuliilale for president,
will be filmed by Fox Movietone cameras
wherever tliey speak between now and next
November and projected in inotioti picture
theatres throughout the country.
This announcement was made hv William
Fox, who has assigned Movietone camera
crews to follow the presidential canilidates
wherever they go in tlieir campaign.

Many New York
State Houses to
Have Installations
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, June 26. — Many of the exhibitors
in central and northern New York are talking
these days in a way that indicates there will
be much done later on this summer in the way
of synchronized picture installation. Alexander
Papayanakos, owner of the theatre in Potsdam, announced this week that he would install equipment at once, and furthermore that
plans are being made for similar installation in
all the Papavanakos houses in northern New
York.
In Albany, Troy and Schenectady, talking
pictures, which were first regarded as a novelty, have now become an accepted fact and
the type of entertainment being given is far.
more satisfactorj- than at the outset, and is doing its full share in attracting patronage.
Harry Hellman, owner of the Royal and Paramount theatres in Albany, is talking of installing equipment in his theatre in the near future.
There is much business in sight in this territorv.

Fox Begins Feature
Length Talking Film
(Special to the Hrrald-Wortd)

HOI J. Y WOOD. June 26.— Production has
started on a full length talking picture at the
P'ox studios. Written and being directed by
William Consclman. it is called "Four A. M."
and features Marjorie Beel>c. Sammy Cohen,
Tyler Brooke, Ben Bard and Henn- Armetia.
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World department,
**Hollywood**

De

Mille
August

Artists
Joins United
1 to Make Special

Larger Screens on Way,
Says Winfield Sheehan

Screens in the larger theatres are
to be much larger, making it necessary to revise production methods,
WinBeld Sheehan, vice-president at
Fox, is reported as saying by
Arthur Brisbane, Hearst editorial
writer. In the same editorial, Sheehan is said to have forecast a new
type of scenario writer, one capable
of preparing scripts particularly
suitable for sound pictures. Sheehan, declares Brisbane, believes that
sound pictures will double screen
theatre attendance.

Sheehan Announces Purchase of "Lost in Alaska^' — Chaney Arrives Sans
Reporters — Shallenberger Is Producing Here
By DOUGDAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— The truth about DeMille is out. Despite the
Hollywood rumors, Cecil B. DeMille will soon leave his Pathe associates to keep company with Joseph Schenck, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas
Fairbanks and the others at United Artists. Rumors have had it for several

weeks but the confirmation supplies the date, "August 1."

UNITED ARTISTS thus obtains the
services of DeMille simultaneously
with those of D. W. Griffith.
The story will be a special personally
directed by him and also written by him.
Jeannie Macpherson is doing the screen
treatment now. He has had an original
idea for a long while that he has wanted
to give to the screen. He has desired to
produce it on a grand scale. It will probably be the first of two big features DeMille will provide for the United Artists
program next year.
It is expected that after De Mille has
moved his quarters to the United Artist
lot Phyllis Haver, William Boyd, Alan
Hale and Rod La Rocque will be brought
with him.

Sheehan Announces Big
Film on Alaskan Theme
Winfield Sheehan, vice-president of Fox
Film Corporation, stated today that Fox
has purchased "Lost in Alaska" for this
year's program. It is designed to take advan-

wm

tage of the public interest aroused by the
daring of such as the Nobile expedition.
Shots being made by the Fox technical
staff now in the Polar region will be used
in the picture in all likelihood. The picture
itself was shot by the H. A. and Sidney
Snow expedition in the Arctic regions. A
highlight is the discovery of the fate of
part of the Vilhjalmur Steffansson party
that disappeared in 1913. Skulls, watches,
guns, provisions and a weatherbeaten
sledge tell the mute story of the lost party
of eight scientists.
It will be released as a special.

*

*

Caddo Finishes 2nd Film
Starring Meighan; Star
to Return East July 1
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— Caddo Productions willsecond
complete
Mating
Call"made
today.
It is the
big "The
Meighan
picture
by
Howard Hughes for Paramount since January L Thomas Meighan, star, leaves July
1 for his home at Great Neck, Long Island

*

Margaret Ettinger
Crashes My Colyum
One of, if not the most attractive, Hollywood feminine publicits, has the infernal
habit of reminding me her clients receive
more space in other journals than in this
column. Aside from the fact that Mike
Curtiz' "Tenderloin" has opened at Warner's big theatre here and that Dorothy Far-

Collyer(Special
in to"Me,
Gangster^'
the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— June Collyer has
started diately
workupon completion
in "Me, Gangster"
and immeof that production,
will start work on "Fog." June is also being
considered for the feminine lead in "Captain
Lash," which John Ford will direct for Fox.

{Continued on page S7)

STONE
JOHN
Is Writing A Scenario Called "Vampire A La Mode" for Fox
Films . . . Production on the Story Will Be Started Shortly
. . . Other Box Office Scenarios He Has Written Recently Are
"Prep and Pep" and "Win That Girl."
1

.
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Mae Murray Wins
Against Donovan
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— Mae
Murray won her suit against Jack
Donovan, following her purchase of
a house and furnishings from him
for $50,000. Judge Ballard gave
Miss Murray a judgment for $32,295
against Donovan, permitting her to
keep the mansion by paying off a
trust deed amounting to $29,000.
She has already paid $18,000 on the
house. Miss Murray charged in her
complaint that Donovan removed a
number of the antiques she had bargained for and replaced them with
substitutes. Donovan replied that
she received just what she bargained
for. Donovan may appeal.

Universal Tests All for
Uniphone; Crawford First
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— Universal is
making tests of all ocntract players for Uniphone, according to an announcement. Katherine Crawford, Glenn Tryon's leading woman
in "The Kid's Clever" was the first. Her past
experience on the stage in musical comedies,
makes the ordeal less trying, for she has a
good voice.
"The Show Boat" will have talking and
sound parts, but "The Last Warning" which
Leni is directing, will carry only sound effects.
Laura LaPlante will appear in a talking part
in her test next week.

U. A. House Closed When
Union Presses New Rule
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Production at Peak, 18 Films
Begun This Week, 55 Shooting
Studios Busiest Since June, 1927; None of Newly Started Pictures
of "Big" Class; Specials Rare; Stein Starts One at
Pathe; Seiter to First National Location
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— The industry has probably reached the pinnacle of the production season. More than 55 pictures are under way, 18 of
which were begun this week.
It is the greatest number simultaneously in production since one year ago
when Jesse Lasky announced the famous "10 per cent cut."
All of the 18 just started are programs or
specials and none of the 16 just completed
are roadshows.
The specials are rare.
Paul Stein began one at De Mille's a
day or two ago featuring three good actors:
Lina Basquette, Eddie Quillan and Robert
Armstrong.
It is "Show Folks," Pathe
release.
Seiter to Frisco With Company
William Seiter has begun the direction of
"Waterfront" with Dorothy Mackaill and
Jack Mulhall in the co-starring roles. Bill
took the company to San Francisco on location. The picture is a First National release under supervision of Ned Marin.
Harry Beaumont's company got down to
work at the MGM lot yesterday. It is
"The Single Man" in which Cody and
Pringle have the big roles. Comedy of
course with a dash of the formula-tic Cody
histriony.
The balance of the pictures begun are
program features, a number of which are

(Special to the Herald-World)

being made by Universal and the others by
various independent companies.
Universal :
"The
Border
Wildcat,"
Ray
Taylor
directing, Ted Wells, featured.
"Wolves of the Sea," Richard Thorpe
directing,
Shirley
Mason
and
Johnny
Walker featured.
"Phantom
Fingers," Joe Levigard directing, Bill Cody and Duane Thompson
featured.
"Days of the Daring," Bruce Mitchell
directing, Bob Curwood featured.
"Beyond
the Smoke,"
Walter
Fabian
directing, Edmund Cobb featured.
Scott Dunlap is directing Gertrude Olmstead and Francis X. Bushman in "The Man
Higher Up" for Gotham Productions.
Dunlap is a reliable director and Olmstead
is a capable star.
George Jessel is in Hollywood and still
making pictures. He began one yesterday
at TiflFany-Stahl under the direction of
George Archainbaud. It is "George Washington Cohen."

SEATTLE, June 26. — The home office of
West Coast Theatres has formally announced
that the closing of the United Artists theatre
in Seattle was due to the fact that the musicians' union insisted that the theatre employ a minimum of 15 musicians. The theatre
could not afford more than eight and West
Coast thought it less expensive to close the
theatre than to operate it under these circumstances.

Church Honors DeMille
for (Special
His to"King
of Kings"
the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— Cecil B. DeMille
received his credentials today as a member of
the Order of the Holy Sepulchre. The honor
was bestowed upon him for his services to
Christianity
in theAmericans
filming of so
"King
of Kings."
The
only other
honored
have
been Bishop Manning of New York, and the
late President Harding. The order was founded by Constantine the Great.

Niblo to Do French Yarn
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— "Adrienne Lecouvreur," a brilliant Parisian costume play
of the 18th century, was chosen yesterday
by Fred Niblo as his next special production
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. It will go into
production in July with an all-star cast.
Dorothy Farnum, who worked with Mr.
Niblo on Greta Garbo's "Temptress," is writing the adaptation. "Adrienne Lecouvreur,"
temporary title, derives itself from the historic
actress who was reigning favorite of Paris in
1730.

JOHN

Natalie Kingston's Marriage Announced
HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— The marriage of Natalie Kingston and George Andersoh was announced
by
Miss Kingston's
last to
week.
couple had
chartered
an airplanemotlier
and flew
Tia The
Juana.

Now

FORD

Director
ofAnoilirr
*'Four Ko\ Sons"
PrrpartnR
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Bv FRAZIER
HOLLYWOOD.— Alice Adair, well known ingenue,
ha* been selected to do comedy ralief in *'None But
the Brave-'' replacing Gertrude Short. Alice stated
that 8h« had never had Buch a kick out of anything
in her life, ae she got when she found Director Al
Ray of the Fox studio had had her name printed on
one of the set chairs. To studio workers, this is a
mark of distinction.

*

Harry Langdon headquarters are still waiting on a
suitable title for Harry's latest comedy. Many have
been suggested but have been discarded. The film is
being cut and «dited.

*

Mervyn Le Roy, First National's youthful director,
ie leaving this week for Santa Barbara, where he will
film the outdoor scenes of **Oh, Kay." The cast,
starring Colleen Moore, includes Lawrence Gray, Ford
Sterling, Alan
Hale and Julanne Johnston-

»

Rogell, Maynard and the Kids
Al Rogell has had to hire several extra guards to
keep kids off the set while he is directing Ken Maynard. This Western star has gained the title of being
one of the best two-fisted cowboys in pictures, but
his many youthful admirers have caused him considerable grief.
While making the rounds of the studios, I had the
pleasure of watching William De Mille direct a scene
of ^'Craig's Wife." He is a great character, and his
attire on the set is one for the memory book. He
is usually found dressed in a blue shirt loose at the
collar, slouch hat, and elaborate wrist watch. He is
very congenial and one of the few who is always
ready
to smile.

•

Alice White has changed her mind. She will not
be married July 4 as was announced, but has postponed the date for an indefinite period. The First
National star did not give any reason for the changed

Dave Butler, Fox director, is being daily beseeched
for bits for his next feature, "Chasing Through
Europe," starring Nick Stuart and Nancy Carroll.
Several will be cast, and Sue Carol has been m«nlioned.

plans.

Prudence Beers, head of the information bureau
of Fox Studio, has returned from a three-months'
vacation
in Frisco.

*

Barry Norton Re-signed
Barry Norton. Fox juvenile, has recently re-signed
a contract with double the original salary. This
speaks well for Barry, as he is a hard working. likeable boy, and has to live down many of his bits as
merely **a good looking chap." He now rates as one
of the best possibilities of the film industry.

*

Jack

Pennick Returns

Jack Pennick, of the comedy team, with Sammy
Cohen, has returned from a two- week vacation at
Arrowhead, and will start to work immediately in a
Movietone for Fox Studios. This is Jack's first attempt in talking pictures, but he has a good strong
voice and will no doubt make a big hit.

*

Spense as Title Writing Democrat

Wonder how Ralph Spence would hke to be in
Houston while the Democratic convention is going on?
That is his original stand. He would have everything there his way. I, for one, would certainly like
to read his report of the happenings.

*

Katherine

Crawford

Entertains

For the benefit of those who are not aware of the
fact, Katherine Crawford is one of the best vocalists
on the Universal lot. She gave a member of the cast
a thrill when she sang a number on the set last
week. Glenn Try on, who is playing opposite, accompanied her on the '^bull fiddle," with the help of the
organist
and violinist.

*

Wid Gunning, First National director, is starting the
first of three mystery stories starring Milton Sills, the
Title of which
is "The
Haunted
House."

M G M Stars May Now
"Take the Air"
HOLLYWOOD,
June 26.—MetioGoldwyn-Mayer officials say that
hereafter their contracts will not
prohibit motion picture stars from
riding in airplanes. Before the perfection of passenger planes and the
establishment of recognized air
routes, motion picture companies attempted to protect their rights in the
services of stars by the precautionary clauses in contracts insuring the
safety of the players, among which
was a clause prohibiting the use of
airplanes for transportation.

Marital Plans Blow Up

Rer Bell, Fox Western star, is on location
at Lone
Pine,
Cal., to shoot
some
of the exciting
sequencer
for
hie next
**he man"
story.
Lefty
Hough
is directing.

*
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Breslow Gaging Greenes Epic

Lou Breslow has been engaged to put the comedy
touches to Al Green's "Making the Grade," and his
gags are among the outstanding highlights of the picture. He has just finished with Benny Stoloff, director of **Plastered in Paris," featuring Sammy Cohen
and Jack Pennick.

•

Eddie Cline is busy directing a Frank Packard
story, *^The Wrecking Boss,'* featuring Milton Sills,
with Thelma Todd
opposite,
for First National.
Roy D'Arcy has been added to the cast of Paul
Leni's mystery story, **The Last Warning." This
story is a real thriller to ihe> actors as well as the
public. Not one of the cast knows the story, and
pools have been made as to the villain of the play.
Electricians, carpenters and property men on the Universal lot are anxiously awaiting the conclusion of
the film and the awarding
of a neat little stake.

Leonard Receives Offer
to Make Audio-Film
HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— Robert Z. Leonard, who is directing "The Cardboard Lover"
for M-G-M, has received several offers to
make a talking picture. Leonard spent several
years on the stage before entering the picture
field.

Purchases 24 Planes
HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— Howard Hughes
has purchased 24 additional war-type airplanes
for the final episodes of his two million dollaf
aviation picture,

"Hell's Angels."

Pickett Writes Story for
Dix Natural Color Film
HOLLYWOOD,
June the
26.—
"Redskin,"
starring Richard Dix under
direction
of Victor
Schertzinger, will be filmed entirely in natural
colors, according to an announcement by
Paramount. It will be filmed in New Mexico
and around Fort Defiance with many of the
settings furnished by the little-known Sky
City of Acoma. Elizabeth Pickett wrote the
story and it will mark Dix's return to a type of
drama that formerly won him a tremendous
popularity. Louise Brooks has the feminine
lead.

McCormick Signs Geraghty
for Colleen's Next Film

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— Tom Geraghty
has been signed by John McCormick to prepare Colleen Moore's next starring vehicle,
"Synthetic Sin." William A. Seiter will direct
the picture.

Wood to Direct Shearer
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— Sam Wood has
been assigned to direct Norma Shearer's next
picture for M-G-M, "The Little Angel."
Snell

Vacationing

for

Three

Weeks

HOLLYWOOD,
June 28.— Earle Snell
of Universal's scenario staff is on a three
weeks vacation in Northern California.

ALFRED E. GREEN HAS BEGUN "MAKING THE GRADE" for Fox Film Corporation. Lois Moran and Edmund Lowe are in
the feature roles of the picture which is from
the famous pen of George Ade.
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Production Directory
[Number immediately following title denotes production number]
DIRECTOR

STORY

CHIEF
PLAYERS

PERIOD
OF
PRODUCTION

DIRECTOR

STORY

STARTING
DATE

Columbia Studio
"Out

Irvin

of the

Depths"
"The Scarlet

Willat

Alan Cropland

May

19

"Hell's Angels"
"The Mating

Howard
Jamefr-

May in

Hughes
Cruze

Wm.
DeMille
Irene Rich
Christy
Cabanne John Mack

"Captain

Ed. H. GrifiBth

Swagger
"Show Folks"

'

Paul

Shooting
Shooting

Brovm
Jeanette Loff
Rod La Rocque
Shooting
Sue Carol
Lina Basquette
Preparing
Eddie Quillan
Robert Armstrong

Stein

May
June 261

"The First Kiss" Roland V. Lee
"Beggars
of
Wm. Wellman
Call"
Untitled
Frank Tuttle

June 2
June

19

"The Fleet's
"Take Me

"Circus

Frankie Darro

Kid"

Home'

Mai St. Clair
'Marshall Neilan

Life"

F B 0 Studio
Geo. Seitz

Starting

June

18

I.ady"
"His
Wife's
"Out

Frank

Divine
Affair '

Alfred

Kay"

Mervyn
Wm.

"Waterfront"

Vi<.tr.r

Var/.fir,i

Alexander

of the
uins

"Oh

Corinne Griffith

Lloyd

Eorda Billie Dove
Donald Reed
Paul Lucas
Santell
Richard

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

Marion Nixon
Colleen Moore
Lawrence
Gray_ Shooting
Dorothy Mackaill
Jack Mulhall

LeRoy
Seiter

Greta Nissen
James
Hall
Ben Lyon
Thomas Mtighan

Nov.

1

June

2

April 2
May 19
May
June

19
1

Fay
Gary WrayCooper
Wallace Beery
Chas. Rogers
Mary Brian
Chester Gonklin
Clara Bow
Jamets Hall
Bebe Daniels
Neil Hamilton

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

May 14
May

19

May 28
May
May

19
25

Tec- Art Studio

"Revenge"

Edwin

Carewe

First National Studio
"The

DATE
STARTING

Paramount

DeMille Studio
"Craigr's Wife"
"Annapolis"

PERIOD
OF
PRODUCTION

Metropolitan Studio

Jack Holt
Ralph Graves
Dorothy Revier
Lya DePutti
Don Alvarado
Warner Oland

Lady"

CHIEF
PLAYERS

Dolorcfi Del Rio
Leroy Mason

Shooting

May

1

Tiffany-Stahl Studio

"The Albany

Al Raboch
baud

Night Boat
In" '
"George WashCohen George Archain"Theington
Naughty
Tom Terris

June 19

Olive Borden
Ralph
Emereon
Duke Martin
George Jeseel
Robert Edison
Corlisa Palmer
Eve Southern
H. B. Warner
Gertrude
Astor
Martha Mattox

June 15
June 16
June 18

Duchess"

Fox Studio
"River Pirate"

Wm.

"Mother Knows

J. G. Blyetone

Best"and Pep"
"Prep

David Butler

"Dry Martini"

K. Howard

D'Arrast

"The River"

Frank Borzage

"Me, Gangster"
"None
Bat the

Rlaoul Waleh
Al Ray

Brave"
R.

"The Cyclone

Lee

Hough

Lover"

Victor IMcLaglen
Lois Moran
Nick Stuart
Madge
Bellamy
Louise Dresser
Barry Norton
David Rollins
Nancy Drexel
John Darrow
Albert Gran
Mary Afitor
Matt Moore
Charlie Farrell
Mary Duncan
Don Kerry
June Collyer
Charles Morton
Sally Phippe
Farrell McDonald
Gertrude Short
Rex Bell
Pat.«y O'Leary

United Artists Studios
Shooting

April

25

Shooting

May

10

Shooting

May 21

Jo.';eiih

Woman"
"The Man Highe r Scott

Victor

Fleming

"Tarzan

Jack Nelson

"Hollywood

Starting

June 10

Shooting

May 28

Nat Ro6fi
ing"
"The Collegians"
Mighty" on the Edward Sloman
"The
"The Girl
Last
Paul Leni
'
"The Border
Ray Taylor
"Phantom
'
Bust"
Warning' 'Bruce
' Joe Levigard
Mitchell
Barge"
"Days
of Daring
"Beyond the
Walter
Fabian
Wildcat'
the
•'Wolves of
Richard Thorpe
Finger*

June

26
13

Henaberry Lionel Barry more
Jacqueline
Logan
Charlie
DeLaney
Dunlap
Francis X. Buehman
Gei"trude
Olmetead

June r.'
June 19

or

Doran

Cox

Lloyd

Bacon

Up"

"The

"The

Camera
Edward Sedgewick
Allan Dwan
"Tide of the
Man"
Empire"
"Brotherly
Lovc"Chas.
Reisner
•'
Victor Seastrom
"The Devil's
Mask
"Morgan's Last " Nick Grinde
Stand
"The
Single
" Harry Beaumont
Mar

BuBter Keaton
Marceline Day
Rcnee Adoree
Buster Collier
Geo. Duryea
Karl Dane
Geo. K. Arthur
John Gilbert
Tim

Shooting
Shooting
Starting

McCoy

Starting

Lew
Cody
Aileen Pringle

Starting

April A
May 19
May
3
June 21

Terror"
Sea"

Roy

Del

Ruth

Archie Mayo
"My Man"

"The

Riiy Bnright

Wildral"

Laura O'Neil
LaPlante
Sally
Ted Wells

Starting

Not

Preparing

Cact

Shooting

May 14
June 6

May 28
14
May
June 12
June 4

Bob
Curwood
Edmund
Cobb

June
June 19
IP

Johnny Walker
Shirley Mason

June

Al Jolson
Shoot inK
Betty Bronnon
Ja6>ephine
Dunn
Reed Howes
May McAvoy
Shooting
Everett fklward
Horton
Louise Fazenda
Alec B. Francia
Fnnnie
Brice
Williams
•Big Boy"
F.dnn
ola Murphy

11

June 4

June 4

June 19

Andre
Dc SipgurUirhnrd Tucker

l.illlr

June 25
Juno 2]

Frank
Merrill
Shooting
Natalie Kingston
Arthur
Lake
Shooting
Lillian Gilmore
George Lewis
Shooting
Dorothy
Gulliver
Jean Hersholt
Shooting

Warner Brotliers

e"
"TheSmok
Singing
Fool

Metro-Goldwyu-Mayer Studio

Shooting

Universal Studios

the

June 10

May

Vilma Banky

May 7

Starting

Gotham
"The River

"The Awaken-

Billy
Audrry S.n>Korri»'
Jam<v<
Murray
nririi< Dnw«on
George Fnwcctl

June

20
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald is the Moving Picture World

department,

"Little Pictures with the Big Punch*' which has presented rtews, reviews and exploitation on
short features and serials.

Four Producing Units Hit on High
at Christie Studio; 2 New Series
First of "Confessions of a Chorus Girl" Is "Skating Home" — Sandy MacDuff Group Also New Venture — Both Dressed-Up Situation
Com-edies and Hokum Subjects Undertaken
Four producing units are now at the peak of activity at the Christie studios
preparing the comedy product, including two new series, which will be distributed byParamount in the coming season.
Dressed-Up and Hokum Varieties
A policy of touching both extremities of comedy flavor, the deluxe, dressedup situation comedy as well as the broad hokum variety, has been adopted for
the 1928-29 productions. The dressy comedy will be aimed at audit audiences
as well as the other patrons. The Christie office says the broad humor picture
is expected to have its draw in view of the dropping of this type by the makers
of long features.
Hokum is being used sparingly, if at all,
in the new series called "Confessions of a
Chorusand
Girl,"
with production.
emphasis rather on story
value
quality
The Sandy MacDuff series also is something new, with Jack Duffy starring. The two
other series for Paramount are the Vernon
and Dooley groups.
"Skating Home" First
First of the "Chorus Girl" comedies is
"Skating Home," with William Holland directing Frances Lee, Billy Engle, Sid Smith
and others, including Cliff Lancaster,
Natalie Joyce, Lorraine Eddy, Joan Marquis, Patricia Archer and a beauty chorus
of show girls. Jean Arlette wrote the story,
which concerns backstage, a night club, a
gown shop and a theatrical boarding house.
Arvid Gillstrom is directing the first
Sandy
MacDuff
comedy,
"Hot
Scotch."

Newspictures
PATHE

NEWS NO. SI— Italian flyers break endurance record, stay aloft for 58 hours — Betty Carstairs builds 100 horsepower boat for American
races — English Derby at Epsom Downs draws million spectators.

M-G-M

NEWS NO. 89-;-NorthIand welcomes President Coolidge on vacation — Young Viennese beauty
in New York to appear in movies — Huge hall at
Houston ready for national gathering.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5406— Hoover and Curtis standard
bearers of Republicans — U. S. S. Saratoga giant
airplane carrier goes to the cleaners — President
Coolidge and wife reach their summer home.
PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 94— Miss Amelia Earhart lands in Wales after 2,000 mile flight — School
children parade for young King Michel at Roumania — Aircraft Saratoga is given house cleaning.
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 47— Government experts burn five-story house for scientific
test at Washington — Wisconsin folks welcome the
Coolidges as they arrive — Thousands thrilled at the
spectacles at annual military tournament at New
York.
FOX NEWS NO. 76— "Felstead," 33 to 1, is easy
winner in great English derby — College girls stage
cross-country race — Carranza, Mexican flier, lands
«t Washington on good-will hop to United States.

Besides the kilted Duffy the cast has Jean
Marquis, Neal Burns, Eddie Barry and
Stella Adams. The scene is a Scotch wedding to which MacDuff has ushered his
flock of chickens so that the rice won't be
wasted.
Dooley in a Submarine
Billy Dooley goes into the submarine
service in "The Dizzy Diver," which WilWatson is making
from Hal have
Conklin's
story.liam Interiors
of submarines
been
rigged up in the studio and other deep sea
apparatus in large glass water tanks.
"Stop Kidding" is the first Vernon
comedy, with Walter Graham making it.
Supporting the star are Jimmie Harrison,
Billy Engle and a neW; fat girl comedienne,
Ella MacKenzie.

MGM's Movietone
News Reel Score By
Capitol Orchestra
The Capitol Theatre Orchestra is providing the scores and musical accompaniment
for the M G M Movietone News, which
soon will be ready for the market, according to Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
"The addition of Movietone subjects will
be done with discrimination," Schenck declared, "and no effort or expense will be
spared to achieve the best results.
"We will have M G M Movietone to embellish the Hal Roach comedies, and our
other short features, the M G M Great
Events in Technicolor, and the M G M
UFA

Oddities."

Brown Makes Shorts
Clarence Brown is directing two short
features for the Green Cross, in the interest
of the American Reforestation Association.

Releases
WEEK

OF JULY

1

EDUCATIONAI^"Hop
Off,"
Bowers,
two;
"Oh
Mama," Cameo, Miller-Hutton, one.
F B O — "Mickey's Triumph," two.
M-G-M— "Sleeping Death," Oddities.
PARAMOUNT— "Scrambled
Weddings,"
Horton,
two; "The Rain Dropper," Krazy Kat, one.
PATHE — "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 5, two; "City
Slickers," Aesop
Fable, one; Pathe Review
No.
27, one; Topics of the Day No. 27, one.
UNIVERSAL — "Newlyweds'
False
Alarm,"
two;
"Her Haunted Heritage," Snappy, one; "Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 5, two; "Reel Life," Joneses, Stem
Bros., two; "The Ride for Help," Western, two.
WEEK OF JULY 8
EDUCATIONAL — "Ladies
Preferred,"
Jerry Drew,
Mermaid, two; "Felix the Cat in Astronomeeous,"
one; Hodge- Podge, one.
F B O — "Standing Pat," Standard, two; Newslaff No.
23, one.
FOX — "Daisies Won't Yell," Imperial, tWo; "Land
of the Storks," Varieties, one.
M-G-M — "Cleopatra," Events.
PARAMOUNT— "Slick
Slickers,"
Burns,
Christie,
two; "Koko's Catch," Inkwell Imps, one.
PATHE — "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 6, two; "The
Huntsman," one;
AesopPatheFable,
one; No."A 28,Fair
Sportlight,
Review
one; Affair,"
Topics
of the Day No. 28, one.
UNIVERSAL — "Tall Timber," Oswald, Snappy, one;
"Scarlet Arrow," Chap 6, two; "Cash Customers,"
Mike and Ike, Stern Bros., two; "The Card of
Destiny," Western.
WEEK OF JULY IS
EDUCATIONAI^"Wild
Wool-Night
Clouds,"
Outdoor Sketches,
one; "The
Lost Laugh,"
Cameo,
Wallace two,
Lupino,
Arthur,
two. one; "Blondes Beware," Tuxedo,
M-G-M — "A Happy Omen," Oddities.
PARAMOUNT— "Sea Food," Dooley, Christie, two;
"The Companionate Mirage," Krazy Kat, one.
PATHE— "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 7, two; "The
Baby Show," Aesop Fable, one; Pathe Review No.
29, one; Topics of the Day, one.
UNIVERSAL— "Sandwiches and Tea," Snappy, one;
"Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 7, two; "Big Game George,"
Stern Bros., two;
Western, two.
WEEK"TheOF Gold
JULYClaim,"
22
EDUCATIONAL — "Listen Children," Hamilton, two;
"Felix the Cat in Jungle Bungles," one.
F B O — Newslaff No. 24, one.
FOX — "His Favorite Wife," Van Bibber, two; "Oregon— The Trail's End," Varieties, one.
well Imps, one. Novelty, two; "Baby Phases," InkPARAMOUNT—
PATHE— "The Yellow Cameo," Chap. 8, two; Aesop
Fable, one; "Bunker Battlers," Sportlight, one;
Pathe Review No. 30, one; Topics of the Day, No.
30, one.
UNlVERSAI^-'Sleigh Bells," Oswald, Snappy, one;
"Scarlet Arrow," Chap. 8, two; "Good Scout Buster," Stern Bros., two; "Yukon Gold," two.

Merritt Crawford Titles
F B 0 ^'Curiosities'* Series

Merritt Crawford has been selected by
Walter Futter, producer, to title the new
series of Amedee J. Van Beuren's "Curiosities" for release by F B O. The first series
was titled by such writers as Beth Brown
and "Bugs" Baer.

"Smitty" Comedies Enacted
The "Smitty" comedies to be distributed
by Pathe will not be animated cartoons but
will be enacted by juvenile talent, Amedee
Van Beuren has announced.
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Store

Tieup

Swells

Balahan&Katz
Place Al Kvale
in Ash ^s Shoes
Past Performance Proves That

B. O.

Kvale was always a very popular artist
at the Oriental when only a member of
Paul's Gang. His clever pantomime abilities and knowledge of musical instruments
was so outstanding that when Ash took a
three weeks' rest in Florida last year Al
took his place and the box-office receipts
remained the same. This also proved that
eventually B & K would have a new personality band leader who could step into
the old master's shoes.
Back copies of this publication will also
prove and convince our readers that we
predicted a great future for this boy, Al,
long before B & K ever dreamed of ninning
any responsibilities on him as a leader.
We are glad our prediction came true, not
only for Al, who deserves all the success,
but also for our faithful readers who have
won confidence in our statements.
Way back in May, 192S, Al Kvale was
a member of the Coconut Grove orchestra
on Chicago's South Side and through the
friendship of Milton Charles, then featured
organist at the Tivoli theatre, a B & K
house just around the corner, was introduced to Paul Ash. Charles frequented the
Coconut Grove and was so impressed with
his personality that he immediately arranged an appointment with Ash that resulted in his connection with the Gang.
(Continued on next page)

Receipts

B. &K. Oriental
Window Stunt
Money Maker

World's Best

Edna Kirby Appearing at Theatre Hooks Up with Davis
Store Novel Publicity

He Is the Logical Bet at
the Oriental
By EDMUND ANTHONY
The plan to rotate all the Balaban
& Katz leaders has been dropped for
the time being and according to official reports it has been decided to
install Al Kvale into the Oriental
theatre as the successor to Paul Ash.
This final step was taken a few weeks
ago when Mark Fisher, who was playing a limited engagement at the Oriental, took sick and was replaced with
very little advance notice by Al
Kvale. The results at the box-office
proved to the officials of B & K that
Al was the logical leader to carry on
the work originally started by Ash.

Department,

By A. RAYMOND

At one time novelty acts such as acrobats and
skaters were considered only as openine or dosing
a variety bill — now they are a feature of any presentation program and asnally the hit of the show —
Koehler and Edith, pictured above are reported to be
the World's Foremost Roller Skaters and those who
have seen their stunts agree with the report.

ORGANISTS!
The response was tremendous
The
reports
were
more
than
favorable
Organists all over the country say that

"Lamentations"
introducing

"READY FOR THE RIVER"
is really
set now.

a

"Super-Special"

Write, phone

Get

your

or wire

VILLA MORET, INC.
(The Voice of the West)
At their Now Tork. ailoauo or San Frmnclsco OflU-M
—order your slides — now
Chicago
Now York
169E Broadway
504 Woods Bids.
San Francisco:
9:t5 Market
Street

GALLO

Here's a good hot weather recipe.
If your patrons are beginning to
spend most of their spare time outside for recreation give them something so they will spend it in your
theatre. Stage or screen programs
should be augmented and not curtailed during the Summer months.
This, in addition to your cooling system, will secure you sufficient business to allow your theatre to remain
open. There is no other evil that is
more dangerous than closing a theatre down for a few months. Supply
your neighborhood with the proper
entertainment and you need never
worry
for it. that they will look elsewhere
This week Balaban & Katz in conjunction with The Davis Company, one of the
larger department stores in Chicago, put
through a very clever tie-up which earned
considerable newspaper exploitation. The
tie-up was between Edna Kirby, known as
"The Paramount Girl" and The Davis Store
who advertised her in a full page ad each
dav as follows:
"Saturday !— the I.a,st Dav in Chicapo of
Miss Edna Kirby, "The Paramount Girl," Now
Rcsidinir in the 'Apartment I'niqoe' in Oar
State Street Windows. Satnrdav'j program:
•THE WEDDING.' 10 A. M.— Miss Kirby
breakfasts in bed. 10:S0 — Locks over her wedding outfit. 11 — Opens wedding presents. II
— Mock wedding in the Dining Room with Al
Kvale a.s bridegroom, Milton Wai»on as best
man and Earl La Vere as minbtrr — all three
of the Oriental theatre. 12:30 — Wedding
breakfast in Dining Rooni. 1 P. M. — Models'
wearing apparel on Fourth Floor. 2:4S.^
Leaves for personal appearance at Oriental
theatre. 3:30 — Returns to her 'Apartment
I'nique.' 4 — 'At Home' in Budgrl Hoqml
4 :30 — Models' hats in Millinery Department.
5 — ,\ftiTnoon tea in 'Apartment Inique.' i—
Dresses for evening. 6:45 — Leaves for personal appearance at Oriental theatre. ' •.O—
Returns
to 'Apartment
S:4i — theatre.
Learea
for personal
appearanceI'nique.'
at Uriental
9:30 — Returns to 'Apartment I'nique' and
packs up.
10 — Sa> s 'g\>tHl-h?c' to ChifAjio^
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A Real Hit/

^'YOU'HE
A FtEAL »
SWEETHEART
iy Irving Ceasar aCIfff Friend

1
A Ballad That's Different!

lAST NIGHT
I DREAMED,
YOU HISSED ME

(jusKahn e- Carmen Lombardo

Cute/ Cleder/ Catchyl
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This sort of an arrangement offers unusually good advantage to a theatre in a
neighborhood community where the tie-up
may bring unusual business at the boxoffice. For this sort of stunt a name is
of secondary importance, but the publicity
and exploitation is very necessary and
should be put in the hands of a clever
publicity man who is capable of getting
the proper store tie-ups.
It seems that this week, or rather this
month, is the banner month for the Chicago deluxe theatres in presenting big
names to their patrons. Balaban & Katz
are featuring "Miss Universe" above all
other advertising as an added attraction in
all their theatres. Belle Baker and Van
and Schenck also were highly exploited this
week in B & K houses. Advance display
ads are already given to Paul Whiteman
who will make his appearance at the B & K
houses in Chicago next week.
The Orpheum Circuit are advertising several big names this week at their Chicago
houses, such as Sammy Mandell, World's
Lightweight Champion, in personal appearances at the State-Lake theatre; and "Our
Gang" cast with Adele Rowland at the
Palace.
Marks Brothers are also playing a big
part in the banner month with stars of the
stage and screen by offering Jack Osterman, Charlotte Lansing, Leon Errol, George
Givot
World's
Championcontest.
Marathon
Dancersandwhothewon
the Coliseum
Besides turning McVickers into "the
house
talking
movies" another
picture ofhouse
is presenting
a noveltyChicago
policy
of pictures and musical stock. The house
in reference is called the Tower operated
by Lubliner & Trinz and the Orepheum
Circuit. At present they are housing the
McCall-Bridge Players. Several picture
houses lately have decided to turn their
policy to pictures and stock, and from all
reports and indications they seem to be
doing well.

Presentation

LETTERS
^ NEO, MiLlEafi.CHI$T£RCOHI|
That Great Harmony Ballad/

''I TOi^e UP
YOUR PICTURE
WHEN VDU SAID
BYE'''
GOOD
V DOLLY
MORSE &A«1DR£W OONNEUY

In this open forum those interested in presentation may discuss important matters bearing
upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Hear the
latest news ; Frankie Masters is coming Jazz Maestro
of the North Shore theatre (accent on the Jazz).
Watch that Collegiate Personality kid jazz the whole
place up and even make his audiences
collegiate.
For the coming week Frankie says he has the snappiest show of his career. Come on all of you out
to see what the kid can do ! Sincerely — Esther Rosenthal, 4557 N. Hamlin Ave., Chicago, III.
PRESENTATION ACTS— To the Editor: Will you
kindly put me in touch with some one who could
furni.sh me with a "snappy" Musical Comedy or Girl
Show for July 3-4-5-6 ? This act or show can be
made up of 10 to 15 people, but must be good and
not old people. Must have good costumes and be
able to put on at least two different bills. Work three
shows a day the Fourth of July and perhaps only
two a day the remaining days. State salary or cost
of show, number of people and what they are able
to do.
Yours truly. — Custer Garland, manager. Garden
theatre, Frankfort,
Mich.

Hollywood
House Adopts
Stock, Films Policy

LEO. FEIST
231 w.40*>»ST.
N.YC.

INC

The Belmont theatre of Hollywood, Cal., was opened
on a new^ policy of first run pictures and stage
plays. The latter will be full length presentations
of stage successes. A stock company well equipped
for such an engagement will present the plays.
The opening' screen attraction was "The Devil's
Skipper" and the stage attraction "New Toys." J. P.
Goring is managing director of the house.
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Al Kvale Replaces

Paul Ash

{Continued

from

preceding

page)

Joining Paul Ash shortly after this at the McVickers theacre where the bandshow policy was originated
in Chicago, Al was the only remaining member of
the original band when Ash moved to the Oriental.
Until Al was giA'en the post of master of ceremonies
and band leader at the Norshore, Chicago, also a
B & K house, he had been with Ash about twentyeight months.
After a Al
successful
engagement
the
Norshore,
returns ten
to months'
the Oriental
as the at
leader
of the Merry Mad Gang, a reunion, that is being
enjoyed by everyone in the theatre.
Al's place at the Norshore has been taken temporarily by Frankie Masters of the Uptown and
Tivoli. Masters' place is being filled for the time
being by Eddie Perry, who will rotate the houses
with Bennie Krueger. Mark Fisher will return next
week from his vacation and shall resttme his post
between
the Senate and Harding theatres.
Al Belasco and Art Kahn are now rotating at
these theatres and unless changes are made it is
more than likely that one of the leaders will be
eliminated or transferred to some other Publix house.

Atlanta Theatre Installs
New Stage Policy
To appropriately celebrate the first anniversary and
to bring an innovation to Atlanta patrons for a
period, now indefinite. Manager Martin L. Semon,
of the Capitol theatre, announced last week the theatre's new stage policy which was inaugurated this
week, bringing to the Capitol the Eviston-Napier
stock company of thirty-five, w^hich will present
tabloids of royalty plays and mtisical comedies that
have proved their popularity by a long Broadway
mn.
Leading the list, "Sally" will be given during the
anniversary week, with Lou Powers of the original
cast. Also another member of the original cast is
Alan AUensworth in his same role which he played
opposite Marylyn Miller, the latter role to be played
by Evelyn Napier, one of the leading women. Other
featured players will be Mary Farrell, Rafe Poulliott, Nellie Walker, Edna Jacques, and Tommy
Griffin.
Following "Sally" a long list of popular stage hits
will be given, including "Very Good, Eddie," "O,
Boy," "Little Nellie Kelly," "Good Morning, Dear,"
and "Honey
Girl."
The tabloid will be given in an hour and a half, to
be followed by the regular feature picture.

STAGE

SHOWS

Chicago Capitol

Week Ending June 23

Lubin, Larry and Andre shared honors with Dell
Lampe and his orchestra in this week's presentation
at the Capitol. The comic trio headed by Lubin
were the big hit on the piogram and were given
considerable applause for their act. The show ran
as follows:
The curtain rose and the stage was arranged as
a campus grounds in a college. The orchestra was
in the midst of the settings, singing a college song
while
the Capitol Ballet danced. This particular was
well done.
Dell Lampe atppeared and lead the orchestra
through
"If You Don't Love Me," getting a nice
hand.
Zastro and White, eccentric dancers, did their first
number to the tune "Get Out and Get Under the
Moon." They were given a good hand and compelled to do another dance. It also was necessary
for one to make a little speech.
Stanley White (something on the George Givot
style) was given a fair applause for his jokes and
songs. Most of the jokes were old. He received
considerable applause for his last number in which
he sang a collection of songs that are and were
Dell Lampe and the orchestra put on a little act
popular.
to the song "Constantinople." Ollie Larson, the singing banjo player, sang the chorus and how he went
over. The drummer also helped out the act. Both
boys were good.
Then came the big attraction — Lubin, Larry and
Andre. As said above they were the big hit and
took a few encores. Lubin's stuttering act and
dancing earns him bursting applause.
For the finale the
My Dreams," while
legiate dance. The
which goes to prove

orchestra played "The Girl of
the ballet girls did a hot colhouse this week was packed,
it wa£ a pleasing presentation.
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Los Angeles Metropolitan
Week Ending June 23
John Murray Anderson's Publix revue. "Milady's
Fan," had the punch from the start, pleasing a large
audience from the first glimpse of the stage. The
setting was unique, displaying a large fan on two
sides and larger still in the rear.
The Kaufman Girls appeared first, doing a line
number, all dressed in white, each holding a large
wavy plume in their hands. They were followed
by the Stanley Twins, who offered a song, then godance numbar to "Sunshine."
acrobatic
into an done,
Very ing well
but a little too long. B. B. B.
came next.
He is a local entertainer
from a well

JOE

"That

KAYsER
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something original in the way of fast r.tepping.
Their applause showed they were well received.
Lambert!, a classical name, but a comical clown,
entertained the crowd with several xylophone solos,
which were good, and in his comical way, he thanked
the audience for hie reception. He was the hit of
the show, for comedy and hokum in general. The
orchestra started the presentations closing, playing
"Milady's Fan" with each of the caet doing a short
.specialty, leading up to the opening of a large
fan in the rear of the stage where several of the
Kaufman girls were reclining, draped in beautiful
lighting effects.
The show was highly received, giving a jrreat
send-off to Jenks, who is leaving for San Francisco,
to The Granada theatre for a short while. Jules
Buffano will replace him here.

DETROIT, MICH., June 27.— Smiles are at a
$.') premium here this week, all because Frank
Beaston, formerly a member of the stage production, "Excess Baggage," has come to town
to be master of ceremonies at the Michigan
theatre.
As a publicity stunt, the Michigan management, in co-operation with "The Detroit
Times," announced a "Smile Contest" with
prizes of $.'> and two tickets each to the three
young women whose smiles are chosen as the
most natural and cheery.
An automobile carr>ing a large banner announcing the contest, and with Beaston and a
newspaper photographer as passengers, drove
around the city daily, taking pictures of
pretty young women who were willing to smile
for the camera.
Then when the day's prints were made,
Bea.ston selected the three winners and the
$5 checks and the tickets were mailed out.
In "slanguage" the idea was a natural, for
Beaston and the Michigan theatre got front
page publicity in the "Times" every day in
the week. Pictures of the winning girls also

Portland Portland
Week Ending June 22
The Publix Revue devised by Mort Harris "Pagoda
\j&nA" proved a pleasant diversion and brought those
three verisatile exponents of the song and dance,
Adier, Weil and Herman, appropriately styled "The
California
Huniming
Birds."
Other contributors
to
the musical melange were
Irene Taylor, the really and truly "blues" singer ;
Smith and Hadlcy put over a trio of comic dances
to advantage ; Gus Mulcay stages a doable act performing equally well on the harmonica, and doing
nunfjberless acrobatic
feats.
"Chesterettes" is the name used by Chester Hale
in his solo number. All numbers went over in nice
shape, but a few more good-looking girls in the
week's offerings would
have helped considerably.
Happy Phil Lampkin and his silvertoned cornet directed the stage band, and the audience is beginning to help out with community singing.
Harry Linden and augmented Seattle orchestra
continue to score with the heavy opera airs.

got a good play daily, and the "Smile Car's"
appearance on the street always attracted a
crowd
and much
comment.
"If you have a masiler of ceremonies with
an engaging and infectious smile, this is one
swell way of capitalizing it," was the consensus of opinion of theatre owners here when
the contest was announced.

known

cafe, but failed to create the desired impression. He pulled a few gags, which failed to
register, but recovered in a novel cigar number,
with some comedy intermingled. Good for night clubs,
but his ability is limited.
Dorothy Neville, coloratura, operatic soprano, wa.s
highly received after her number, "Last Rose of
Summer." She was only allowed to leave after
Frank Jenks, the comical master of ceremonies,
promised to have her return later. A Spanish dance,
by Ojeda and Imbert, was a welcome diversion from
the average, and the sonatas by the orchestra to their
steps, forced a great applause. Next, Eddie McGill,
the megaphone King, sang "Blue Over You" and as
usual was forced to encore. Eddie has won a place
in the hearts of the "Met" patrons, and his pleasing
voice would certainly be classed as an asset to any
presentation.
"Funny Face" Frank next offered a comic band
number of the late "Dempsey-Tunney" fight, which,
with a lot of "hokum,"
took plenty of laughs.
Frank next introduced Benny and Western, two
novelty tap, buck and eccentric dancers, who offered

J. VIRGIL

Salt Lake City Capitol
Week Ending June 16
The Capitol presents a stage act en*Lled "Dance
Paintings," a Fanchon and Marco presentation,
wherein they have painted a beautiful picture of the
most colorful dance of each nation. Thia act is
staged in a most unique manner.
A fiery dance of the pampas represents the Argentine ; the tango representing Spain ; from Hungary,
the dance of the gypsies, and then back to the
United States, as danced by Carlos and his American sweetheart, Dorothy.
The feature stars in this act are Carlos Omero and
Dorothy Crookar, in addition to Shara Vezorka. a
soprano,
and the
Dave Good
and "Sunkist
his band Beauties."
add to the presentation
%s-ith their concert, rendering popular and classical
numbers in which they are assisted by the sensational comedians, the Klein Brothers, late of "Temptations" and the "Passing Show of 1927."
Alexander
Schreiner
offers a clever organ
solo.

HUFFMAN

Featured Organist
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Would You Smile
for Five Dollars?

Week Ending June 24
"Sunshades" was this week's r>taKe presentation
featuring Joe Jackson, the international pantomime
tramp comedian, and a cast of versatile performers.
Besides the beautiful costumes and settings there
were a number of fine band arrangements which were
led by Eddie Perry, who replaced Lou Koslofl this
week.
Ab an extra added attraction Ella Van Hcuson,
the recent winner of the triple titles of Miss Chicago,
Mies United States and Mias Universe, also displayed
her charming self. A point of interest is that for the
first time since this reporter has witncfised winneis
of any beauty contests has he had the pleasure of
listening to a newcomer who made such a hit with
her well given talk, something very rarely done by a
bathing beauty or any other sort of beauty.
The opening band number was a medley of popular
tunes in which the Foster Girls danced a neat sunshade routine outfitted in pretty yellow summer
dresses.
The three Wainright Sisters followed with a harmony singing offering that pleased. "Hapipy Go
Lucky Lane" in which was interpolated medlics of
other tunes, and "Get Out and Get Under the Moon"
were the two outstanding songs of their program.
Max and His Gang, a clever young chap who
proved his versitality by performing unu.sual acrobatic contortionistie feats, was next. The gang was
composed of four clever canines who did everything
their master did, and then some. It really was one
of the best novelty dog acts ever seen in front of a
bandshow. The audience here surely appreciated the
efforts of Max and has gang.
The band next played an arrangement of "Good
News" in which George Griffin and Rosette were featured in a song and dance routine. Griffin, with a
fine tenor voice, first sang "Was It a Dream" and
then assisted Rosette in a ballroom adagio. It is
rather unusual for a good singer to also possess a
graceful poise for a dancer, and Griffin does possess
both. His partner displayed good taste in her costume and rendition.
The next one on the bill was Joe Jackson himself, that clever cyclist and pantomimic comic. It
is useless to say that Joe's funny antics caused this
house to go into convulsions of laughter. There is
only one Joe, and they all seem to like him regardless of how many times they have neen his routine.
George Griffin came on again, this time singing
"Moonlight and Roses" as the entire cast began to
assemble around the band, who also played an arrangement of the same tune while the Foster Girls
danced
prettily.
The finale was one of those spectacular closing
numbers that all Publix units possess. All in all.
it was one of the most entertaining shows yet staged
at this theatre.
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New York Paramount
Week

Ending

June

29

Paul Ash and the Paramount Stage Band are offering "Main Street to Broadway" for the current week's
attraction at this theatre.
The first number, "Main Street," represents a
country town, and enlists the talent of Calm and
Gale, Burday and Norway, Harnett and Clark,
Arthur Campbell, and Almira Sessions, in a sketch
depicting a producer's endeavors to get talent for hie
coming show. Each of the above named acts show
the producer, Paul Ash, what they can do — comedy
dancing, singing, acrobatic work with full stage
orchard set.
"Wild, Wild Rose" is another singing-dancing bit
offered by Arthur Campbell, Kuth Witmer, Calm and
Gale, Bamett and Clark, and the Felicia Sore!
Dancers.
Roe Bcsser contributes the comedy throughout the
revue, and with his high-pitched voice and horseplay,
adds a delectable relish to the presentations.
A dance number, titled "Main Street to Broadway,"
is offered by the combined talent of the two dancing
teams, and the Felicia Sorel Dancers,
"Back Stage" — another delightful comedy hit, put
over by Almira Sessions, with her hilarious burlesquing of opera.
Each of the teams aforementioned do specialties,
including "Darktown Shuffle" and others. Paul Ash
and the stage-orchestra offer "Coquette," Joe Besser
does a monologue, and "Bouquet of Memories" and
"Real Sweetheart" is sung by Roy Cropper.
Burday and Norway, internationally famous artiste
of the dance, tender a specialty which wins them
three bows, and entreaties for an encore, vdth which
they finally obliged.
"The Time Step" is billed to close the show, enlisting the entire company. Usual Paramount high
standard is kept throughout.

Indianapolis Indiana
Week

Sfiin Francisco WarReld
Week Ending June 22
Youngsters had their inning this week at the Warfield and dominated the stage act as well as making
up a large part of the audience at matinees. The
presentation featured the O'Neill Kiddles' Summertime Revue, as happy and carefree an' offering as

H
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ever appeared on the boards at this house, and real
talent was in evidence, even though but few of the
youngsters were yet in their teens.
The curtain went up on a colorful stage, decorated
with great sticks and canes of red and white candy
and iridescent bubbles, with Rube Wolf and his band
playing airs reminiscent of childhood. Rube recited
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh," and then the happy kiddies
trouped onto the stage down a beautiful stairway,
half in rose costumes and half in blue, and danced
as lightly as any ballet group, finally making way
for the specialty acts and groups.
Four boys in Italian street costume sang "Funiculi,
Funicula," like veteran rounders, and were followed
by a couple in Dutch costume, wearing wooden shoes,
who danced. A tiny blonde in black jet spangles
sang "You Have No Idea" and had a good time
joking with R'ube Wolf.
Gertrude Sweeney and Stanley Welch did a fancy
waltz very nicely and eight girls in Chinese costume
danced against an appropriate background. They
were followed by a manly little chap in good voice
who sang "I Can't Do Without You," and two girls
in ballet costumes who did a toe dance.
Twenty girls in polo costumes did a difficult dance
and drill and boys offered a soft shoe dance, both
numbers being excellent. Then came six colored
youngsters who sang and danced "The Wobbly Walk,"
and ended by singing Negro spirituals, and offering
a real old-fashioned cake walk.
Seven little dimpled darlings, in costumes of green
and gold, came on and danced to "I Love You, California," with a heavily laden orange tree in' the
background. They were followed by a group of
twenty-four and finally the entire company came on
and ran through a rapid fire review of the specialties and ending with the singing of "Open Wide
That Golden Gate," a popular song of the day.
In all, about fifty kiddies took part in the revue
and the act was as polished as any of the kind
offered by professional enders, and much more interesting than' many.

Atlanta Howard

Ending June 16

3oo Pcnner seems to get most of the attention at
the stage show this week known as "Rio Romance."
Penner is doing his well known "Whispering" song
and it registers better than ever with the local customers. He is an eccentric comedian and inserts real
Individuality into his work.
There are some pretty and colorful Spanish dancers
in the revue, bat this part of the act is not out of
the ordinary. Paul Eleeman, a local baritone, is
singing.
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Week Ending June 23
Expensively and picturesquely produced, "Highlights" got over well at the Howard this week.
Jack Stanley and the Howard Stage Band, the music
highlights, drew a good hand.
Helen McFarland, a talented, petite brunette who
sings, dances and plays the xylophone quite well,
held the spotlight of the bill.
Barton and Young, termed musical stars, drew fair
approval for their wit, some of which proved either
too high or low, as it failed to register.
Los Masse and Andy Dietrich, eccentric dancers,
came in for a good hand.
Sixteen Foster Dancers proved to be expert chorines and offered several executions which received
an encore. Their costumes were highlights and gathered admiration.
Julia Dawn, guest organist of the Howard, rendered
a special number which was favorably received.

KINSLEY
Featured Organist

KHTH'S HIPPODROME,
NEW YORK
Featuring Original Solos
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Kansas City Pantages
Week Ending June 23
Earl Fegan and his orchestra headed the stage i>rogram at the Pantages last week, featuring the Burroffs in "the band that's different." Fegan's orchestra had a pleasing manner of being presented.
As the curtains are drawn back, Fegan, in dim
light, is shown sitting at the piano, playing an exceptionally "heavy" selection. Just as everyone has
settled back to sleep the lights go on and the entire
orchestra is revealed in the full blast of a popular
number. Then a variety of selections follow, including the purely jazz type and the light musical comedy
variety of numbers. The BurroSs do a classic dance
number in conjunction with the orchestral number
and responded to many encores during the week.
Billy Small in' his number entitled, "A Fool and a
Fiddle," proves to be anything other than title would
depict. Small is a capable violinist in the better
type of music, just as he is the comedian when he
wants to be. "Thei Crooners" appear in an act,
"Harmony and How," which was well accepted.
They left out all the tiresome "preliminary" moves
and alleged jokes and got right down to singing
from the start. They had a difficult time in getting
off the stage with each appearance, so popular did
they prove.
Watts and Hawley have a novelty act which proves
to be mostly musical. Jutta 'Valley & Company offer
a pleasing sketch titled, "Sky High," some good com,edy coming from them.
Louis Chaminsky and his Pantages orchestra rendered popular selections as the overture.

Omaha Riviera
Week Ending June 21
"The Fast Mail" brought huge enveloi)es to the
Riviera theatre last week, foreign postage stamps
plastered over them. Contents of the missives were
entertainment acts of various kinds, ushered in by
Paul Spor, master of stage ceremonies.
The PVench mail brought in the Luster Brothers,
contortionists without peers. Their act probably was
the most skillful on the program. Myrtle Gordon
is an attractive American girl, even though she
ably.
arrived in' the Cuban envelope. She sang blues songs
Egyptian postage transported Eva Thornton, singer
of the Kashmir song and others of like nature. Roy
Sheldon, Belgian representative, danced with gusto
and skill. Eddie Hill, rotund comedian, sang clever
songs like "The Girls Just Won't Leave Me Alone,"
and recited.
As always, the audience liked him well.
The Foster Girls accompanied the mail man, one
of their most attractive costumes being a striking red
Roman gladiator outfit.
Paul Spor directed the pit orchestra in' "A Trip
Through Coney Island," and George Johnson at the
organ played with them.

Seattle Seattle
Week Ending June 21

I'm bound for Oshkosh, B'Gosh! for a two
months' vacation. My address will be
Klemz Farm, Rural Route No. 1.
BERNARD COWHAM.
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"Surprise Week" proved the best two hours entertainment yet offered at the new show house, and one
of the best thus far offered by the Publix workshop.
The unit, built under the masterful direction of
Frank Cambria, has without question one of the
finest displays of talent seen here in some months.
The musical score was tastefully arranged, yet
bristles with pep and comedy. Jack Bain, "Prince
of Song," and the Seattle Stage Band put over a
fiock of new musical offerings, as a prelude to "The
Big Noise," with Chester Conklin.

LEW WHITE
EXCLUSIVE
BRUNSWICK
ARTIST
CHIEF ORGANIST
AT THE
ROXY THEATRE
ANNOUNCES A
SUMMER
MASTER COURSE
of ten lessons. Screen
projection machine and three Kimball
Organs will be used extensively. Special
attention will be devoted to theatre work.

1680 Broadway

New York City
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Chicago Norshore
Week Ending June 23
This show' was called "Ride 'Em, Cowboy," when
Btaged at the Oriental, where it was produced, but
they called it "Hello, Frankie" out here, perhaips
because last week was Frankie Masters' first at the
Norshore. The setting is that of a dance hall in the
days when men were cowpunchers. Things start ofE
with the ballet in cowboy suite euch ae no selfrespecting puncher ever wore, and after their routine,
a couple of "Mexicans" come down from the balcony
and do a balancing act.
Proceeding from this point, the show reveals
Lyndon and Farnura, a dancing team which is well
received ; Helen Kennedy, who pleases very, very well
with her jazzy songs (despite a personality that does
seem to fit them) ; Doyle and Schirmer, a singingyodeling team that goee weak and is weak ; and
finally, Dotson, a colored chap who has a magnetic
personality and the ability to tap-dance his way to
heaven (as, of course, every colored person would like
to do).
Besides all this, Frankie sang a bit, played on his
banjo, clowned a little with the band through
"Constantinople," and at the finish, sang the chorus
of old favorites, while each member of the ballet
came out garbed in a personality to fit a eong.
Boyish like the popular Kvale, and with several
talents, it looks as though Masters will hit it off
rather well with folks in this section.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending June 24
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If they keep up this sort of stuff, they'll kill Al before he has a chance.
The Abbott Dancers follow with a dance called
the Flamingo Strut, very clever, the girle' arms being
disguised as heads of flamingoes. Yes, very clever,
and it gets a good hand.
Then comes Edna Kirby, who ia roosting in a loop
department store, while she isn't at the theatre.
Of all the stuff seen at the Oriental since it opened,
this probably is the worst. Why B & K should have
the nerve to stick this young lady, who is all right
herself, on the stage to talk about nothing in i>articular and about Paramount pictures in general is
more than can be figured out. It looks as if they
tried to put everything in Al's show to make it hard
for him. She's on two minutes which seemed like
years.
Terrible I
Evans and Perez are next with a daring high perch
act, one lies on his back and supports a high voXe
on his two feet, while the other climbs the pole and
does such things as a single handstand. The house
is full of moans and "ahs" during the entire acts.
Thrilling as the devil, but rather out of place, it
seemed, it being a perfect circus number. But then
the ai>plause was all anyone would want. They do a
lot more dizzy feats, too numerous to mention.
A band number, "My Little Log Cabin of Dreams,"
follows with Al dispensing hot notes on his sax.
Fine hand. Doris Rue is next with some baby talk
and blue songs and what passed for a dance called
the Sugar Foot Strut. She works to a fair hand, but
it builds before she gets through.
Earl LaVcre follows with a bit of ordinary
accordion playing and a lot of gags with Kvale.
Well, he got about the best hand of the show so he
must have been there.

AX Kvale makes his bow this week at the Oriental
as permanent band leader in a show called "Fine
Feathers." It opens with the projection of colored
moving pictures of birds upon a full stage scrim.
This is unbelievably beautiful, and the sounds of a
person imitating bird calls back stage increase the
effect.
The Abbott Dancers enter to do a sort of classical
dance, their coetumes made of jay feathers. The
Bcrim litte and shows the whistler, Sybil Sanderson
Fagan, dressed as a bird and cutouts of two huge
birds.

The finale opens with Watson singing "Fine
Feathers," the other acte coming on for short turns,
the Abbott Dancers doing a routine, and various
others posing around the stage for a very pretty
curtain. A very good show, but nothing out of the
ordinary, except Kvale and he is busy keeping the
show on its feet the whole way.

Kvale comes on stage and goes to the pit which
rises with the Merry Mad Gang. From the pit Kvale
makes a short talk and then announces a band number, "Too Busy." This stunt of having the band in
the pit is a new innovation, but in reality it maJces
of presentation nothing but vaudeville. The band
number is good and gets a fine hand. Novel in
another respect, the worde of the lyric are flashed
on the screen and an attempt is made to get the
audience to sing but they evidently weren't in a
singing mood just then.
Hall and Esley enter and begin what appears to be
an average classic dance but it turns out to be
burlesque of only fair entertainment, for a fair
hand.

"There It Goes" was the title of the show here last
week, the name being in honor of one crazy leg
possessed by Leon Errol, the headliner. The setting
was absolutely of what has become to be Marks
Brothers standard. An Alpine scene, it is honest and
charming, with an inn at right, and at left a rustic
camp leading up to a mountain passage, while Alpine
colors give the whole a brilliant glow. As xisual,
the production starts with a routine by the ballet,
their number geing followed by the entrance of
Charles Kaley, who takes the band into "When
You're Smiling."
Veloz and Yolanda next appear to dance the tango,
and they are voted o. k. by the customers. Kaley
again leads the band in a number, "Beloved," and
sings the chorus thereof. And then comes Errol, the
Leon Errol, as it were, of numerous musical comedies
and considerable fame. With his whimsical dancing,
hiunorous bits of business and, of course, his unreliable right leg, he creates a general air of quiet
merriment, wins some chuckles, finally a nice amount

Then comes Milton Watson to sing "Because of
You," "Rosette" and "Beloved." The audience seems
to care as much for Milt as ever, for the applause
is fine. He then makes a curtain talk in which he
gives the audience a lot of bologney about supporting
Al, and Al ie forced to follow with a little speech.

Chicago Granada
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of applause, and promisee to come back, a little
later.
The Three Brown Brothers follow and their outstanding tap dancing wins them the most spontaneous
applause of the evening and several encores.
The next number is the ballet, assisted by a
yodeler, in a pretty little scene. Then again Velox
and Yolanda are successful with a dance. Melodies
from the current musical show, "Good News," are
next offered by the band.
And then Errol returns.
With a cast of girls and two male comics, Errol
plays singing teacher for the purpose of getting off
gags. And the show winds up in a sort of furore,
with Errol, joining the girls in a dance, losing control of that marvelous leg as the curtain falls.

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending June 15
Publlx took the Michigan audiences on a melodj
tour south of the Mason and Dixon line this week
with their presentation "Swanee Moon."
An old friend of Detroit movie goers returned
with the show. This was none other than Jack
North, the yodeling banjo player who always has a
new gag and a new and jazzy number for hla audiences. He was popular
as usual.
"Swanee Moon" was an especially pretty affair
and had some nice dancing and singing, particularly
on the part of Kathryn Lewis and John Griffin.
Paul Sieff gave an excellent pianologue and there
were pleasing dances by the Foster GirU. Shelden
and Landan proved to be excellent comedians and
dancers.
Del Delbridge and his Syncopators furnished the
rythms for the show, dressed in coBtumes which added
to the old-fashioned southern atmosphere of the letting, and presented some new solo numbers, including an unusual arrangement of "Ramona,"
Edward Werner and the Michigan Symphony Orchestra presented an orchestral number, "Operatic
Highlights," and Arthur Gntow, just back from
Europe, was at the organ.

PAULINE GASKINS

Week Ending June 22

"The Presentation
Song and Dance
Now Touring as a Featured Attraction in
"GEMS"— a Publix
Unit
Direction
Wm. Morris Agency

Girl"

AL KVALE
"The Klotun of Jazz"

BACK

HOME

AT B & K'S ORIENTAL THEATRE
IN THE OLD BOSS' SHOES— AND HAPPIER
THAN A FULL PAGE "AD" COULD TELL YOU
P. S. — And with a heart full of gratitude to the old boss himself— PAUL

ASH
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Milton Charles (Chicago Chicago) offered a short
but pretty solo this week, aided by a singer and a
scrim curtain. The scrim presentation was staged
around the new song called "You're a Real Sweetheart." While Charles played the tune the lyrics
were flashed on the scrim as the singer gave his
vocal conception. As usual, the audience gave him a
fine reception for the stunt.
True to her promise, Martha Wilchinsky, publicity director of the Eoxy theatre, in New York
City, and possibly the only young lady holding
such a responsible position in the show business,
respectfully submits for your amazement a few of the
interesting- things pertaining to America's largest
castle of moving pictures:

« # *

"Cleaning the Roxy theatre is housekeeping on a
large scale. Every day from midnight until nine
the next morning, seventy-five men and women pursue thousands of finger prints and pounds of elusive
dust. A school has even been inaugui-ated to train
the cleaners in the tenets of their trade. They are
divided into crews, one for each part of the house.
There is a special crew for removing chewing gum.
Another for the treatment of lipstick left on hangings by lady fingers. Still another, called the "fingerprint expei-ts," to remove those distinctive marks.
The cleaning batallion is important. "No show can
be good," they want you to know, "if the seat you
see it from ain't clean."
e * »
The Roxy Hospital (not an infirmai-y. mind you,
but a hospital with regular licenses and permits) is
under the care of two registered nurses, with a staff
of specialists on call, and it has treated all types of
cases from splinters to epileptic fits. It has taken
care of almost 3,000 patients among the employees,
and 900 among the patrons. Occasionally a street
accident is brought in for treatment. Most of the
treatment has been for colds — spraying and that
sort of thing, and keeping the army of 584 employees
in good health. But there are also frequent accidents
among the stage crew, dancers, electricians, carpenters, painters and projectionists.

* * *

There are twelve doctors on call for serious cases,
but the trained ntirses do most of the treating. One
of the regular patrons of the theatres is an exservice man. He suffers from shell-shock and is subject to epileptic fits. When he comes to the theatre,
he lets the office know where he is sitting. If anything happens, he is quietly carried to the hospital
and kept there until he recovers.

* * *

The coming of summer brings many Roxy departures. Leon Leonidoff, ballet master, is now in
Europe. He is following new trends in European
stage productions, and gathering new ideas in the
important cities. He will show them to Roxy audiences in the Fall.

* « «

Eugene Braun, electrical supervisor of the theatre,
has also left for three months. He is making a tour
of new Fox motion picture houses, where he will
supervise the installation of stage lighting systems.
His job at the Roxy is one of the most important in
the industry — handling the world's largest switchboard. Braun was electrical supervisor with Max
Reinhardt, in the staging
* *of *"The Miracle."
Another departure for foreign shores is that of
Katherine AlimofE, ballet dancer. She sailed on the
"Pennland," and expects to go to Berlin, studying
modern developments in the classical ballet. She
will rejoin the Roxy ballet in September, and show
the new movements to Roxy audiences.

* * *

The costume department at the Roxy theatre, under
the magic needle of Harriet Rogge, has thus far made
25,000 costumes. With a staff of fifteen women, she
executes about 300 costumes each week. Not only
does she supervise their making ; she also designs
them, and does the necessary work in the research
field.

* « *

The above is perhaps only one-tenth
esting things pertaining
to the Roxy
some day, when
the HERALD-WORLD
: full page instead of one column, I will
• tell you the other nine-tenths, which I
will also find very interesting.

of the intertheatre, and
gives me a
have Martha
am sure you

Earl Abel (San Antonio, Tex.) presented an original slide number this week called "The Wager," in
which he used the idea of a bet with a competing
organist, which was a novel way of extracting
singing from the audience. Every Saturday Abel has
an organ club meeting at his matinee performance
in which the members join in the song fest.
Jack Martin (Milwaukee Garfield) at the organ
gave Milwaukee movie fans something different this
week when he accompanied the orchestra in their
rendition of an overture from Tannhauser. He is
well liked in Milwaukee and always gets lots of
applause.
Arthur Reichter (Milwaukee Wisconsin) played a
lot of snatches from sweetheart songs this week, ending up with "You're a Real Sweetheart." As this
is June, everybody liked it fine and thought of the
days when they, too, felt like the hero in the song.
Henri Keates ((Chicago Oriental) calls his organ
presentation "A Spanish Romance;" the story being
told in snatches of popular songs such as "In a
Spanish Town," "Ramona," "Dolores," "I'm Too
Busy for You," and "I Dreamed that I Kissed You,"
finishing up with "My Ohio Home." A very good
solo presentation and a good hand.
Chauncey Haines (Chicago Norshore) used a number of popular tunes in a community sing named
(because it was Frankie Masters' debut as master
of ceremonies at this theatre, the Norshore) "Hello,
Frankie." There was a lot of screen patter about
Frankie, but in the course of events Haines and
quite a number of the patrons got around to "Will
You Be Sorry," "You're a Real Sweetheart" and "Too

Exhibitor Stages Party

Busy."

for Patron's Birthday
Al Kvool, manager of Midwesco's Uptown theatre,
Milwaukee, has been trying a little stunt a number
of times which he finds works out pretty successful.
This stunt consists in giving a little birthday party
at the theatre in honor of some person in the community.
"In one instance," Mr. Kvool stated, "we staged a
birthday party for an old man sixty-five years of
age. There were forty in the party, and we grouped
off sections for the party which came in a body.
In advance, we found out what musical numbers the
old man liked. The organist then got up and announced that we had a very distinguished guest in
the theatre and that he was celebrating his sixtyfifth birthday, but was still driving his own' car."
The organist said he understood the old gentleman
liked "Silver Threads Among the Gold" and that he
would play it for him. The whole thing went over
big, Mr. Kvool stated and the old gent and the
whole party were very much pleased. This sort of
a stunt will go a long way in building up good will
in a community as well as helping to draw people
to your theatre.
The idea could perhaps be carried even further by
getting the names and dates of the birthdays of certain people in the community of your theatre and
inviting them to have a birthday party at your theatre, and telling them that you will cooperate with
them to the fullest extent in making the party a
success.
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"Ramona" — (Leo Feist).
Corp.)

"Laugh, Clown, Laugh" — (Remick
'Girl of My Dreams" — (Jack Mills).
— (DeSylva, Brown
& "Constantinople"
Henderson).
"Beloved" — (Irving Berlin.)
"Last(Leo
Night
I Dreamed You Kissed
Me"—
Feist).
"Too Busy" — (Leo Feist).
Moret).
"Chlo'e Song of the Swamp" — (Villa
"Together" — (DeSylva, Brown &
Henderson).
stein).
"My Pet"—(Ager, Yellen & Born"Was It a Dream" — (Harms).
"Rosette"— (Milton Weil).
"Back in Your Own Back Yard" —
(Irving Berlin).
"Get Out and Get Under the Moon" — •
(Irving Berlin).
(Remick
"In MyCorp.).
Bouquet of Memories" —
Bernstein).
"Sweet Sue Just You" — (ShapiroYOU'RE
A REAL
SWEETHEART— (Leo Feist)
Inc.) — A pal song well written and there is an immediate demand for same. This organization will no
doubt make this song a big hit, both writers are
well known. Lyric by Irving Caesar. Music by
Cliff Fi-iend.
* « *

YOU'RE

JUST A GREAT

BIG BABY

DOLL—

(Ager, Yellen. & Bomstein) — A baby song that is
written perfect. It's a type of song that this firm
has always been quite successful vrith. By Lou
Herscher, Joe Darcey *and * Perry
Alexander.
*
NOTHIN' ON MY MIND (But the Moonlight the
Starlight and You) — (Remick Music Corp.) — This
combination of writers has written some of our
biggest hits in the past. This song should put them
right back in the running as a team. Words by
Gus Kahn, music by Ted Fiorito.

* * *

ANYTHING YOU SAY— (Donaldson, Douglas &
Gumble) — A cute song on the order of Ain't We Got
Fun. Written in the inimitable Donaldson style. By
Walter Donaldson.

* * «

DIDN'T I TELL YOU (That You'd Come Back)—
(De Sylva, Brown & Henderson) — A hot tune with
an appropriate lyric. A typical song for this section of the country. Words by Billy Rose, music by
Jimmie Monaco.

* * *

IT
MUST
BE
LOVE— (J.
W.
Jenkins)— This
middle west publisher sticks one over every once in
a while and this is a cute fox trot that has a
good chance of selling. Lyric by Charles Derickson,
music by Burton Brown.

* * *

HOW
COULD
ANYTHING
SO GOOD BE BAD—
(Milton Weil) — A comedy song with a trick title.
Has several funny choruses and a good tune. By
Haven
Gillespie, Seymour
Simons
and Richard
A.
Whiting.

* * *
IN A BAMBOO GARDEN— (Donaldson, Douglas &
Gumble) — An Oriental song with a love theme by the
famous Walter Donaldson. The different type of
songs he writes shows how versatile he is.

* * *

I TORE UP YOUR PICTURE WHEN YOU SAID
GOODBYE
(But I Put It Together
Again)— (Leo
Feist, Inc.) — The title tells the story. It's not easy
to forget
eventhatthough
he to
tries.
fashioned
waltz
ballad
is sure
sell. An'
By old
Dolly
Morse
and Andrew Donnelly.

* * *

LONELY
LITTLE
BLUEBIRD— (Irving
Berlin,
Inc.) — Bluebirds have always denoted happiness, but
this song proves a bluebird can also be lonely.

Modtlily 9l«*,lleiio (bf lie. Or^nist
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Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the Box Office Window."

D,

"HAPPINESS

T. O. Service

AHEAD"

'id I say I knew Colleen Moore? Well,
perhaps I did say so, though it probably is
true that Miss Moore doesn't know me, but
the purpose of recalling any such statement is
to deny it. I did not know Colleen Moore.
Neither did you — which means neither do
you — until you have seen "Happiness Ahead."
Having seen that greatest one of her several
great pictures, I now can stale finally that I
don't know Miss Moore and do not expect to
know her. Indeed, I doubt if Miss Moore herself knew the actress whose performance makes
"Happiness Ahead" a thing apart and a joy
forever — or at least until this same actress
makes a better picture.
Miss Moore in a blonde wig. Miss Moore in
a box car, Miss Moore in rags, riches, romping,

I await with eagerness the first of brother
John's vehicles. This should prove to be the
"Birth of a Nation" of the new medium.

summate" is what I believe it to be, that's what
this performance is. And if a great picture is
what I believe it is — a good story well told —
"Happiness Ahead" is great. I would not trade
it for any 10 pictures I have seen in the year
ending with this paragraph.

I

"THE

LION

AND

THE

MOUSE"

N SEVERAL recent comments, I seem to
remember, I have insinuated rather bluntly that
Lionel Barrymore was not a great picture
player. I believe this is correct. But Vita-

phone restores him to voice in "The Lion and
the Mouse" and when possessed of that aid
Mr. Barrymore is another person. He is, as of

raging or rollicking — these are not the high

course I know

school girl of "Happiness Ahead." Miss Moore
between gag captions. Miss Moore in Technicolor, Miss Moore in the lights, in the sec-

master of oral delivery. What he does to "The
Lion and the Mouse" is put it over with a
bang, a sock, a smash. As the first named
animal, he leaves something less than nothing
to be desired.

ondary cast, in "The Ninety and Nine" — none
of these are the wife of "Happiness Ahead."
This Miss Moore, I'm trying to show, is a new,
competent, delightful delineator of difHcult
roles. I think the present performance opens
to her the library of too-difficult stuff which her
elders in the field of emotion have elected to
ignore. After "Happiness Ahead" there is
nothing I blieve Miss Moore could not do.
The start of "Happiness Ahead" does not include the star. Edmund Lowe is in it, and Mr.
Love has his points, but the early sequence is
a trite, dull, artificial thing. Mr. Lowe strives
to give it reality but fails. Then Miss Moore
comes in and the picture begins. The situation
that has been outlined suddenly becomes interesting. Mr. Lowe seems suddenly to have
begun breathing, living. If personality may be
said to act, Miss Moore's personality flings a
wave of warming influence over that which has
gone before. There is no question about that
which comes after.
The story of "Happiness Ahead," it should
be remarked at this point, is no potboiler. It
is such a thing as might happen, and it is finished at the exact point where it terminates.
I have a suspicion that John McCorinick may
have had something to do with this, for when
John tells a story (and John does), he tells it.
In the intimate stretches, in the open spaces,
in the laughs and in the sobs, the Colleen
Moore of "Happiness .\head" seems to do what
hasn't been done before and need never be
done again.
If the technical definition of "con-

I've known

all along, a past

"The Lion and the Mouse" is a good story, of
course. Perhaps you remember it as a stage
play, or as the picture that was made of it
several years ago. Then I need not discuss
that phase of it. The matter of importance at
this time is the audibility of the thing. This
is extremely important.
The billing, I note, names May McAvoy
the star and gives Barrymore the
William Collier, Jr., and Alec B.
the others who talk. As a matter
Barrymore is the star, Mr. Francis

as

"with" line.
Francis are
of fact, Mr.
is next best

— -though briefly prominent — and then the
junior Collier rates. Miss McAvoy, alas, does
merely well.
Voices are so different.
For my part, quite selfishly, I am pleased
with the prospects of a considerable turnover
in stellar eminences. I shall be glad to hail
the players who rise on the tide of the new
medium (for I regard it as new in every sense
of the word). And I shall be a bit sorry to
miss those who go down for lack of voire or
.-kill with it. The speaking players have had
enough bad breaks, I lliink, so that a sporl>manlike view nui.-<t uuaid lluiii applause.
The handling of the voices in this picture, I
think, is belter than in any of the other Warner recordings I have witnessed. Or maybe it
is only that Barrymore is a better actor than
any I have heard recorded.
If this be the rase.

I

"HALF

A BRIDE"

HAD believed the desert island theme pretty
well exhausted. I had believed, too, that when
Mr. DeMille embalmed "The Admirable
Crichton" as "Male and Female" it would br
a long time before there was need for more
of this. Yet here they are — or maybe here it is
would be more accurate — this lime played by
Esther Ralston and Gary Cooper. If I were
summering at Nice I should not consider the
picture cause for cabling the home folks.
Miss Ralston is all right, of course, and <o is
Mr. Cooper, and likewise the direction and all
of that. I suppose, loo, that there were eyefuls of Miss Ralston in diminishing and translucent attire before the local censors eliminated
them. And maybe these latter were enough to
make a casually human observer feel thai the
time in the theatre had been well spent. Denuded of this partial nudity, the picture is jast
another one of those things.

I

"CHICKEN

A LA KING"

.•VSK exhibitors and directors and authors
and producers to take at least one good look

at "Chicken a la King." Not because there are
many things in it to look at — including highly
eyeable expanses of feminine anatomy — but because it is a new kind of picture. I should say
it is a kind of picture which the screen needs
and that propagation of the kind should be
encouraged.
"Chicken a la King " is partially farce, partially burlesque, partially pantomime — carried
by Ford Sterling in his inimitable way — and
[larlially straight comedy. If you have seen
the Four Marx Brothers in action — and if yoo
haven't you don't know anvlliinc about comedy anyway — youMI know what 1 mean when I
say this is the kind of a picture tlial the .Marx
Brothers are, a (It vaudeville act, i2) musical
show, ( .3 t riot.
I know of sectors where the pictures might
be called nauchty. of otliers where il would lie
dubbed nutty.' but of none wlier<- il will not
give rise to more comment than It out of 20
picluri's named at random. Th;il makes it important in my estimation, and IM like it even
if it didn't elicit a commenl. It's different —
and ain't thai the bii: tliini:.' "S mt know darn
welt it is!
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Incorporated in this department of practical showmanship of Exhibitors Herald are the Moving
Picture World departments, "Selling the picture to the Public" and "Better Business Builders.'*

Extensive Campaign Puts Over
Boulevard ^s Anniversary Week

A campaign of unusually large scope marked the celebration of the third anniversary of the Boulevard theatre in Los Angeles recently. One always expects big
things from Mony Salmon, manager of the Boulevard, but on this occasion, Salmon
even outdid himself. Features of the campaign are briefly listed here, and they
offer many suggestions for exhibitors to use in their own theatres :

TWENTY-FOUR-SHEETS : Twenty-two
24-sheets from the Universal exchange were
used to good advantage on illuminated boards.
Two of these obtained were gratis from Universal at their studio.
STILLS : Sixty-five stills on "Love Me and
the World Is Mine," the feature, were used
during the picture's run.
ONE-SHEETS : One hundred one-sheets
(three different kinds) were sniped in various
sections of the city in fairly good locations.
WINDOW CARDS : Two hundred window
cards were distributed into the downtown districts at no cost to the theatre with exception
of about 12 passes.
LARGE HERALDS: Eighteen thousand
large heralds were distributed into homes
through the medium of the Evening Herald.
This is an excellent method of distribution as
all the heralds were placed directly in the
home.
PROGRAMS : Five thousand programs were
distributed to patrons leaving the theatre and
also mailed from a carefully chosen list.
SPECIAL HERALDS: A special herald
was distributed for the revival of the "MerryGo-Round" which took place on Thursday
evening. Boys distributed these heralds from
house to house early Thursday morning and
we believe they were quite effective.
EXPLOITATION: For the opening night
in honor of Anniversary Week, practically the
entire cast of "Love Me and the World Is
Mine" appeared on the Boulevard stage at
9 p. m. We obtained considerable extra publicity as a result of these many personal appearances and had a larger crowd than usual.
Henry B. Walthall, a prominent member of
the cast recited a clever little poem. One or
two others also gave a short speech. Small
bouquets were presented to the feminine members who attended the opening.
ANNIVERSARY CAKE: A large cake,
artistically and beautifully decorated was obtained from the School of Cake Decorating at
very little cost. This was placed in a good
location in the foyer of the theatre and relmained there through our Anniversary Week,
adorned with a small sign announcing the fact
that it was the Boulevard's third birthday.
Between shows on the opening night, photos
were taken showing Mary Philbin cutting the
birthday cake. We capitalized on this by being
able to have one picture run in the newspapers.
CUTOUTS: A huge cutout of a 24-sheet
was made and was carried through several
parts of the city by four men, along main
thoroughfares. This attracted much attention
and proved quite a novel stunt. The cutout
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Starting Friday, June 15th
Effective herald used by the Boulevard
theatre, Los Angeles, during the anniversary week.
was also placed on the marquee and illuminated at night, obtaining the pretty effect from
the street.
This was an amusing stunt and helped business alittle. Women patrons were given wedding rings on leaving the theatre with program
containing announcements.
COMPOSERS NIGHT: A special night
was arranged in honor of the memory of
Emery R. Ball, who wrote the music of "Love
Me and the World Is Mine," from which the
film was taken. Special newspaper stories were
obtained in all papers, as shown on another
LOBBY: Our lobby was adorned in a fespage.
tive "birthday" manner throughout the week,
with cutouts, special pictures and pennants being in evidence.
Our 24-sheet boards were sniped with strips
announcing our Anniversary,
STREET DECORATIONS : We were able
to persuade Los Angeles city officials to au(Continued

from

page
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These Ideas From
Young Should Help
You With Pictures
Fred H. Young of the Forsyth Amusement Company, Inc., of Salisbury, North
Carolina, is a man after our own heart.
He sends in a lot of good advertising
and exploitation ideas, and wants to
know if we want more of them. Spe^dcing for "The Theatre" and readers,
"we'll say we do." Shoot 'em in. Young.
Here are Young's first batch of ideas,
and they're good ideas:
Here are a few ideas on exploitation that
might help some of the boys. They are inexpensive and will attract lots of attention :
"Skyscraper"
Have your sign man, or card writer secure
every vacant store window in town and paint
a huge skyscraper on the inside so that it cannot be wiped off by everybody that touches the
window, using Spanish whiting which can be
removed easily. Then alongside of the skyscraper building paint the words " 'SKYSCRAPER' with WILLIAM BOYD," and the
theatre name and date. A lot of attention can
be attracted to the windows as the building is
being painted on by having your sign man
wear an artist's Feature
tarn and Comedy
shirt with flowing tie.
Here is another that might help some : Place
two rocking chairs near the front of your box
office. Fasten a string to one of the rockers of
each chair, running each string straight up
from the rocker to the ceiling of the marquee
through a pulley and then through a hole in
the top She
of the
downstring
to the
cashier's
hand.
can box
then office
give the
a pull
every
now and then and keep the chairs rocking.
This will attract a lot of attention and people
will come over to see how it is done. Have a
card
each LAUGHTER
chair reading:AT"YOU
WILL fastened
ROCK on
WITH
Another "Skyscraper" Idea
Here's another thing I used in connection
with "Skyscraper" :
Have your cutout man make you a miniature skyscraper out of pasteboard boxes; the
bottom box being the largest, the box on top
of this a little smaller and the third on top of
the second,
a good deal
second and somewhat
taller.smaller
Fastenthan
thesethe three
boxes together and cut small windows in rows
on all sides, covering these with transparent
tissue paper, placing lights inside each of the
boxes. The words: "WILLIAM BOYD in
'SKYSCRAPER'," and the date may also be
cut in the boxes and covered with thin tissue
paper in order that the light may shine
through. Paint with gray paint to resemble
granite, outlining the windows with a thin
black line of paint to bring them out. Connect
the lamps with a cord to the nearest socket in
your foyer where the lights are slightly dimmed
{Continued on page 4S)
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Newspaper Contest
For "We Americans''
When the Roosevelt theatre, Chicago, played
the Universal picture, "We Americans," a
newspaper tieup was arranged with the Evening American. The theatre offered $100 in
awards for the winners of the contest.
The Evening American printed a series of
pictures, 16 in all, of various nationalities
which the readers were to identify. When all
16 were submitted, a letter of 100 words on
which race has contributed most to America
was to be sent to Rob Reel, the picture critic
of the paper. Thirteen cash awards, from $25
to $5 apiece, and 50 tickets to the Roosevelt
were offered for the correct answers. (Postal
regulaitons complied with.)

Boulev
ard Campaign
(^Continued from preceding page)
thorize the use of light cables which were extended across the street for an entire block.
Pennants and flags were also put up and the
entire neighborhood donned a festive aspect
as a result. The display was seen for a half
mile in either direction.
Forty lights were used on 14 cables at almost
no cost as we also persuaded some of the meiv
chants in this district to contribute a few dollars towards cost of lights.
WEDDING RINGS: Cheap brass wedding rings, purchased very reasonably, were
distributed by an attractive young lady who
walked along various streets giving out the
rings, at the same time distributing heralds
and saying to young men, "Love Me and the
World Is Mine" — the coming picture at the
Boulevard.

Ideas
from Young
(^Continued from preceding page)
and you will have an attractive display on
"Skyscraper."
Another good idea if you have a marquee :
Building an Electric Sign
Take the letters of your marquee that you
are not using to spell the name of the feature
you wish to exploit and fasten them at regular intervals between each other on a frame
built from rough lumber. This frame being
built on top of your marquee or on top of your
building, or wherever you wish to use. If the
letters you are using are the kind that have
the sockets made in them, wire up on the
frame in series being careful to cleat all wiring away from the wood on account of rain,
snow, etc., and run your lead wire to the
marquee, plugging in on one of the sockets
connected with the flasher. This will give your
sign a flasher effect that will attract a great
deal more attention. Do not use lamps that are
too large as it will overload your marquee
circuit.
On the other hand, if your letters are the
kind that are made of glass set in tin, construct a box lined with asbestos, fastening
your lamps in with sockets. Aflix your letters
to the front opening of the box in a slot made
for this purpose.

This "Old Ironsides" float when driven through the streets of Fredericksburg, Texas, preceded by four Boy Scouts blowing bugles, built business for John H. Stahl, owner of the
Palace theatre in the city. The float cost only $5 to make. The stunt makes Stahl M. B. I.
Number 23.

"Oldlronsides" Stunt Cost $5.00;
Makes John Stahl M. B. I. No. 23
Five dollars and a half day's work produced for John H. Stahl, owner of the
Palace theatre, Fredericksburg, Texas, one of the best business getters he ever
used, and now it makes him M. B. I. Number 23. If more exhibitors used such
stunts, says Stahl, there would be fewer complaints of bad business. Here is Stahl 's
'My Best Idea."
used here. It attracted more attention than
anything I ever saw in the line of advertising.
It took the boys and my operator about a
half a day to build this with an expense of
By John H. Stahl
only about $5.00. The material used was the
T HAVE been a constant reader of your wonwood which was just scrap strips, donated by
-•■ derful paper for four years, or rather since
I am in the picture business and have until this
the local lumber yard and covered with unbleached domestic. The ship does not resemble
date never let you hear from me. I have a
OLD IRONSIDES, as you will see, but it
little
stunta onbit "OLD
IRONSIDES"
surely was a business getter, and, by the way,
which advertising
brought quite
of extra
business of
the ideaKnoop.
goes to the credit of my operator,
which I am enclosing a picture.
Albert
The picture was run for the benefit of the
I am confident if other exhibitors in small
local Boy Scouts. About a week before the
towns would try stunts of this kind there
picture played, we sent the boys around town
would be fewer complaints of bad business.
selling tickets in advance and on the day the
This is all I have to say at present, but I
picture played we sent the ship around town
with four Scouts blowing their bugles. I must
assure you that you will hear from me again
in the future.
say that this is about the best stunt I ever

"My Best Idea" No. 23

/

■
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Two Girls Help Put
Over ''The Patsy'*

Two girls attired in white duck trousers and
white blouses paraded the streets of Salina,
Kansas, for the Grand theatre to put over the
M-G-M picture, "The Patsy." Across their
chest and back were ribbons which read : "I
am not 'The Patsy' — See 'The Patsy' at the
Grand." These girls made a distribution of
two thousand envelopes with readers inside.
Copy
on envelopes
read : corner
"For Women
Only." :
In small
type in lower
was printed
"See Inside." Inside was "The Patsy" announcement. This stunt was put over two
days prior to the showing of picture.

Most of you use film trailers, but here's an auto trailer, and it's a real business builder,
according to C. Gehker of the Community theatre. Burkv S. D. "I hook thv trailer behind
my car and take it wherever I go and around to other totins and I have incrensed my
business over 100 per cent in the last 30 dn\s," says Gehker. The sign i.< made ^v putting
a frame of 1 by 3 inch boards around a stiff piece of tin. 4 by II feel, and on this i.» pasted
paper banners obtained fr>tm the film exchanges.
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that of huinor. J. Rodney Watts (Murray) used
to be a great political leader, but he's a down-anctouter now. His chief joy is his daughter, Carol;
his chief pleasure, drinking home brew with Barnes,
a printer. Congressman McKugg is coming to Arcadia to help the "big interests" win the mayoralty
election. McKugg wants to get Watts, "the people's
man" wlien he was in power, out of town. In /act.
several social leaders call on Carol and a^k her and
her father to leave, but when she gives them lemonade carefully doctored with home brew, the women
dance with Watts and give him tickets to a ball in
honor of the mayoralty candidate. However, a supporter of McKugg's
man offers
letters
of
recommendation
and money
if he Watts
will get
out of
toivn. Watts promises. He shows the letters to
Billy Hurd, editor of a local paper and Carol's lover.
Soon the town is filled with banners announcing
Watts' candidacy. And Billy's paper prints the
recommendations. . . . Watts wins in a walk— and
Billy and Carol get married.

In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form information on current and forthcoming attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
BUTTER AND EGG MAN, THE: First National
comedy-drama, with Jack Mulhall, Greta Nissen,
Sam Hardy, William Demarest and Gertrude Astor.
Directed by Richard Wallace.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: In which the clieaters are
cheated — an adaptation of the successful stage play
of tlie to^on
same hotel,
title.hutPeter
is clerktoinbe his
grandma's
sviall
he yearns
a New
York
play producer. A couple of shady producers stay
at the hotel, and grandma puts a $25,000 Tnortgage
on the hotel to enable Peter to realize his dream.
The producers have a play that looks bad, their
only hope being in beautiful and talented Mary
Martin, the leading woman. Peter meets her in a
hotel, and she takes hiin to ' the producers, who get
his money and go forward with the show. It's a
terrible flop even in the try-out town, and when the
producers want to fire Mary, Peter buys out their
interest. Mary fears the worst — she likes Peter
immensely. But it so happens that New York
thinks the play a satire, and the thing goes over
big. Then come charges of plagiarism. But about
the same tiine cotnes an offer from the producers to
buy the play back. Peter sells it at a profit. And
he and Mary go to Peter's little home town to live
happily ever after.
* c *
COP, THE: Pathe melodrama, with William Boyd,
Alan Hale, Jacqueline Logan, Robert Armstrong,
Tom Kennedy,
Louis Natheaux
and Phil Sleeman.
Directed by Donald
Crisp.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Boyd and Hale in a serious crime yarn. Smith (Boyd) is a bridge tender
and lives in a shack over the river. Police Sergeant
Coughlin is continually urging him to be a copper.
One day a wounded stranger staggers into the
shack. Smith protects him until he recovers. The
stranger suggests a celebration. Smith goes after
gin. When he comes back, the stranger has fled
with
money.
Smith
joinsMarthe
force. Smith's
. . . He overcoat
has on and
his beat
a crook
named
cos, who runs a clothing store a^ a blind. Smith
meets Mary, a friend of Marcos, who sends her
with an overcoat as a gift to mollify Smith. Mather,
chief of the homicide squad (Hale) notices and is
suspicious of Smith. In a battle with bandits.
Sergeant Coughlin is slain by Marcas. Smith chases
Marcas to the river. Mary follows and ivarns Smith
not to go farther. Smith kills Marcas. Mather arrives, finds Mary's compact. "Was anyone with
you when you shot him?" Mather asks Smith.
Smith replies, "No!" And Mather congratulates
him on his good police work.

* * *

COUNT OF TEN, THE: Universal drama, with
Charles Ray, James Gleason. Jobyna Ralston.
Edythe
Chapman,
Arthur
Lake.
Charles
Sellon,

A scene from "The Toilers," one of Tiffany-StahVs Specials on the 1928-29 program. It is a story of those who work in
the darkness of the coal mine, that others
may have light. In this scene are shown
Jobyna Ralston and Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., the featured players.
George
Magrill and Jackie Combe.
Directed
by
James Flood.
Released July 1. Length
_
TYPE AND THEME: Certainly a different kind
of fight picture. Johnny, a promising prize fighter
taken to Chicago by his manager, Jimmie, there
falls in love ivith Betty, clerk in a departm.ent store.
They get married, whereupon all or most of her
family move in on them. Now Betty has more
money than ever before and she spends it extravagantly, getting Johnny into debt. Her brother asks
her for $7,000 with which to pay a gambling debt,
and when she refuses, the brother tells Johnny that
Betty needs the money because she expects a baby.
Johnny goes to his manager for the money, but
Jimmie refuses. Johnny quits him. and to get the
money, challenges the champion. 'The brother acts
as his manager. .Jimmie sees the fight, and disgusted because Johnny is losing, throws in the
sponge himself. Defeated, Johnny will not return
to his wife, realizing that her family has ruined
him. But Jimmie fixes things betxve&n them — and
Johnny thrcnvs out the relatives (as he should have
in the first plaice).

* • *

HEAD MAN, THE: First National comedy-drama,
with Charlie Murray, Loretta Young, Larry Kent,
Lucien Littlefield. E. J. Ratcliffe, Irving Bacon.
Harvey Clark. Sylvia Ashton, Dot Farley, Martha
Mattox and Rosa Gore.
Directed by Eddie Cline.
Released
Length
_
TYPE AND THEME:
Politics in its true sphere

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Metro-GoldwynMayer drama, with Joan Crawford, John Mack
Brown, Dorothy Sebastian. Anita Page, Kathlyn
Williams, Nils Asther, Eduward Nugent, Dorothy
Cummings, Huntly Gordon, Evelyn Hall and Sara
De Grasse. Directed by Harry Beaumont. Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: In which a young fellow
lias trouble in getting hold of the right girl. There
are three of them, Diana, Ann and Beatrice. He
meets Diana at a night club, where the three are
holding a party. They fall in love, but Ann steps
into the romance and tells him cm assortment of fU}s
about Diana, which he believes. The three girls go
on a yachting party, Ben, still puzzled by Diana,
turning down an invitation to go along. Ann visits
him at his cabin, and persuading him that she is
pure, wins a proposal of marriage from him. But
their hapjnness together is brief, and when he sees
Diana at the night club, he proclaims his love. Ann
comes in with another man. A fight ensues, in
which Ann falls from a balcony and is killed. . . .
A year later Diana and Ben are happily married.

* * *

RANSOM: Columbia melodrama, with Lois Wilson,
Edmund Burns, William V. Mong, Blue Washington, James Leong and Jackie Combs.
Directed by
George B. Seitz.
Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: The Chinese underworld,
a secret formula, and a kidnapped child. Wu Fang
is leader of a Chinese gang desirous of possessing
the formula of a deadly ffos, which is in a government vault in San Francisco. The discoverer is
Meredith, who loves Lois, a young widou) with a
small son. The gang kidnaps the child. Then Wu
send for hois and tells her how she can get the child
back—by obtaining the formula from Meredith for
Wu. She agrees, and going to Meredith's laboratory,
tries to induce him to tell her the formula. He refuses. She contrives to lock him in a vault. Taking
a phial of what she believes to be a samiple of the
gas, she goes to Wu. He sees that it is only water
and locks her up as a deceiver. Scarface, who had
followed Lois to the laboratory, stands guard over
the vault. By a trick, Meredith gets out, and Scarface is allowed to escape, Meredith and an aid following him to Wu's headquarters. The gang attacks
Meredith, but his aid arrives with the police and
all's well at the finish.

This Week's Press Sheet
THE COP (Pathe melodrama): A well decorated lobby
always is an asset of importance in the exploitation of a picture. Place in a glass case a display of crook instruments,
such as safecracking tools, masks, jimmies, sand bags, dark lanterns, gloves, and revolvers — anything of that kind to attract
attention. In connection with this display, place cut-outs of
William Boyd as "The Cop," together with an announcement
of the forthcoming showing of the picture at your theatre.
Other articles that are bound to engage popular attention are
handcuffs, night clubs, automatics and other accessories of
the policeman. These may be procured at small cost and the
expenditure of little effort.
Arrange a competition with one of your newspapers for the
best looking policeman on the force. Honor the cop with the
longest period of service on the force by having him make
a personal appearance at your theatre at every showing of the

picture. If any policeman in your locality has an exceptional
record for bravery, arrange for the presentation of a medal
to him at some showing of the picture. Also arrange to have
him appear on the stage at some particular performance and
tell
of the interesting tales he has experienced in his
time a asfew
a cop.
Place machine guns on an automobile and have several men
in police uniforms man them. Place placards on the machine
calling
to your
forthcoming
showings
"The Cop."
Have a attention
masked man,
rather
rough looking,
run ofthrough
your
streets as if trying to evade attention. Let your police know
all about this advertising feature so as to avoid complications.
The man should carry on his back the following placard :^'I'm
the only man in
who doesn't want to see 'The
at the
theatre."
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Incorporated in this department of Moving Picture World is the Exhibitors Herald department,
"Available Attractions."
The key to abbreviationt

used in denoting the type of pieturet

C— Comedy
D^— Drama
R — Romdnc*
My—My$teTy

Length

F—Faree
M^-^Melodrama
IT — Wettam

Released

Pla^iers

Pieture»
New

Comment

June
Feb.
Aug.
Oct.
June
Apr.
Deo.

1
28
15
30
30
15
IS

1928

June 9
.—
-...

1928

Golf Widows
(CO), Beynclds-Ford
6380 Desert Bride, The (MD). Betty Compson.
Lady Ratnes, Tajlor-Drew
IVIatinee Idol, The (MD), LoTe-Wallter
_
Modern
Mothers
(CD), Helena Cbadwlck.
Name the Woman
(D) Stewart-Gordon
6440 So
This
Is Love,
Uason-ColUer
Sporting Age, The, Bennett-Herbert
6047 That Certain Thing. Dana-GraTes
6360 Wife's
Relations,
The, Mason-Glasa.
Woman's
Way,
A, Baiter-Llvingaton

—
Ian. 25
June
Feb.
Ma.r.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

9
6
2
1
13
18

-—

Emblem Films
1927

6260

Husbands

or Lovers,

Jannlngs

4754
5093
6300
4913

6515
5181
4924

6004

Ian. 7
Dec. S
Dec. 31
Jan. 14
Dec 3

Oct. 1
July 23

1927

Jan. 14

..July 31

-Aug. 28
Jaoi. 21

5511
6984

.52.72%

..Oct. 2
Dec. 3
May
Apr.
Feb.
ipr.

1928

4869
6267
6375
6320

.May 14
Jan. 21
Jan. 7

4892

4893
6872
5583

1928

26
14
25
7

5063
4770
4804
4758
6148
5144
4769
6771
4801
6424
4785
4781
4884

June 19
Feb. 25

6419
4729

Ian. 28
Feb. 11
Max. 31

5967
4793

.May 15
-Apr. 24

y8
-Dec. 3

1927

1927

Back to Liberty (D). Walsh-Hall
....Not. 15
...Not. 28
Bowery Cinderella, A (D), O'Malley-Hulette
May 1
Broadway
Drifter (D), Wolsh-Hall
_
Not. 1
Broadway Madness (D), De la Motte-Keltk.
— —
-..Apr. 14
His Rise to Fame
(D). Walsh-Shaw
Feb. 15
Kick-off, The (D), Hyams-Amann
Uar. 17
7393 Nest. The (D), Frederick-Herbert
Aug. 1
6337 Striving for Fortune
(0), Walsb-Iloberta.
Jan. 15
Mar. 3

4898
6329
4805

5400
5960
5600
5900
5S00
5700
6700

1927

Uar. 17
-Apr. 25

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
.May

20
20
30
25

_Dec.
Nor.
—Aug.
—Oct.

18
JO
237

1928
Feb. 25
Feb. a25
Avr.

6700
6750
5700

5600

1928

5700

S.'iOO
6300
6200

1927

Aflame in the Sky (M), Lnden-Lynn
Bandit'! Son, The (W), Bob Steele
Boy Rider. The (W). Buzz Barton
Breed of Courage
(D). Ranker..
Cherokee
Kid. The (W). Tyler-Lynn
Oct. 30
Clancy's Kosher Wedding
(CD). (3eo. 81dney_SepL 17
Coward.
The (D), Warner Baiter
Aug. 21
Desert Pirate (W). Tom Tyler
Dec. 25
Flying U Ranch. The (W), Tom Tyler.
Gingham Girl. The (C), Lois Wllaon-.Great Mall Robbery. The (M). Von Eltz-Nelson-Aug. 15
Harvester. The (D). OrrUle Caldwell
Not. 23
Hook and Ladder No. 9 (D), Ed Heame____NoT. 13
In a Moment of Temptation
(M). Kit QuanL-Bept. 18
Jake the Plumber (C), Jesse De Vorska
Oct. 16
Judgment of the Hills (D), Darro-Valll
Not. 6
Little Mickey Grogan
(D), Franlde Darro
Dec. 27
Loves of Ricardo (D), Beban.
Jtme 17
Mojave Kid, The (W). Bob Steele.
Sept. 25
Moon of Israel (D), Maria Cords
Not for Publication
(M). Balph Ince
Aug. 31
-Oct. 9
Racing Romeo
(D), Red Grange
Ranger of the North (D), Ranger
-Oct. 19
-Dec 4
Shanghaied
(M). Ralph Ince
Slingshot Kid. The (M), Buzz Barton_.
-Dec.
-Dec. 10
11
South Sea Love (D). Patsy MlUer„__
Swift Shadow. The (D), Ranger
.May 13
Alex the Great (M), Skests Gallagtier— Atlg. 12
Bantam Cowboy (W), Bozi BartonBeyond
London's Lights (M). Lee Shumway
Mar. 18
Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele.
Apr. 1
Chicago
After Midnight
(M). Ince-Mendez
.Mar. 4
Coney Island (D). Lois Wilson
Jan. 13
Crooks Can't Win (D), Ralph Lewis.
May 11
Dead Man's Curve (D). Fairbanks. Jr
Jan. 15
Devil's Trademark, The (0), Belle Bennett
Apr. 7
Dog Justice CM). Ranger
_
-June 10
Driftin' Sands (W), Bob Steele
Jan. 1
Fangs ol the Wild (D), Sanger
Feb. 5
Fightin' Redhead
(W), Buzz Barton
July 1
Freckles (D), Stratton-Foi.
Jr
Uar. 21
Headin'
For Danger (MD), Bob Stcela
Her Summer Hero (CD), Blane-TreTor
Feb. 12
Law of Fear (D). Ranger
Apr. 8
Legionnaires In Paris (C), Cooko-Guard
Jan. 31
Little Buckaroo. The (W). Buzz Barton
Mar. 11
Little Yellow House. The (D), OrrlUe CaldweU-May 28
Man in the Rough
(W). Bob Steele
ilav 10
Phantom of the Range (W). Tom Tyler
Apr. 22
Pinto Kid. The (W), Buzz Barton
Ai>r. 29
Red Riders of Canada (M). P. R. Miller
Apr. 15
Riding Renegade (W). Bob Steele
Feb. 19
Sally of the Scandals (M). Bessie I^ore.
July IS
Skinner's Big Idea (M), Bryant Wtahbuni
Apr. 34
Texas Tornado, The (W). Tom Tyler
Feb. 26
Trail of Courage. The (W), Bob Steele
July 8
Wallflowers (D). TreTor-Scott..._._
Feb. 18
When the Law Rides (W), Tom TylerWizard of the Saddle (W). Buzz Barton

Dec 10
Dec. 10
Dec. 3
Not. 26

Oct. 8

Dec. 24

..Sept 10
-Bept.
10

_

Not. 28

July 30

Not. 19

-Jtily J
Not. 19
Not. 26

_
_

Dec. 10
Aug. 20

_
_

Dec 3
Dec.
Not. 312

-Jan. 1
Comrades.
Costello-Hughes
-Sept. 1
Death Valley (W), CarroU Nye
-Oct. 1
Eager Lips. Garon
-Sept 15
Finncgan's Ball (C), Mack Swain.
..Aug.
1
-Not. 15
Ladles at Ease (CD), Garon-StaortLadyblrd,
Compson
Oct. 15
.Not.
1
Naughty, Garon ..._
-Sept 1
Polly of the Movies, Short-Rob
Ragtime (D), Do La Motte
Return of Boston Blackle (D), Glenn-Palmer...Auf. 1
Say It With Di.imondi, Brtty Compeon
Aug. IS
Temptations of a Shop

Girl. Compwn

Fagasa. Raymond Well*.
Masked
Angel. Betty CompiODSouli Aflame. lUymoDd Wellt-.

H.90%

Dec.
17
Dec. 31
Jaly 96
Aug.
Dec
Dec. 310
Dec. 3
Not.
IJ
Dec. 10
Dec 10

July 23

_

An*, to

_

1928

Mays 11
Feb.
Feb. 11
Jan.
Feb. 21
11

Feb. 18

_

Dec 17

Uar. 17

_

Feb. 11
Mar.
3
Dec. 17
June
Dec
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

16
17
21
11
4

Jan.
Jane 2119
Feb.
Dec
.Tune
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.

11
10
C
14
U
21

Feb. i
Jan. 21

Apr. 14
28
Agr.

Ttb. i
-Dae. 14

First Division

1927

Excellent
1927
6980
6805
6912
6645
6792

6701

6388
4886

1927
Angelus, The (D)
Real Charleston, Lesson NOTelty
Wooden
Shoes, International..-

4837
4910

4941

Cranfield & Clarke, Inc.
XOOO
2000

4858
4765

6140
6680

Columbia
Alias the Lone Wolf (D), LyteU-WUaon
Ang. S2
Blood Ship, The (M), Bosworth-Log&n.
Aug. 10
By Whose
Hand?
(MyD),
Cortez-GUbert
JSept. 16
College Hero, The (CD), Agnew-Garon
Oct. 9
Fashion
Madness, Windsor-Howes
X>eo. 8
Isle of Forgotten Women (D), Tearle-Seba«tl»n_Sept. 27
Lone Wolf Returns
(M), liytell-Wllson.
Opening
Night
The (D), Windsor-J.
Bowers—Nor. 14
Pleasure
Before Business
(F), Davldaon..
Sally in Our Alley (M), Mason-AUen
Sept 3
Screen Sna^ishots
Siren, The, T. Moore-Revler
Dec. 20
Stage Kisses (D), Harlan-Chadwlck.
Not. 2
Stolen Pleasures
(CD), Bevler
___
Sweet Rosie 0' Grady
(CD), Mason
Tigress, The (M), Holt-EeWer
Oct. 21
Wandering Girls (CD), EeTier-Agnew
Warning. The (M), Holt-Revier
Not. 26

Ticker

Commeit

FBO
1927

5665
5240
6186
6481

1927
5831
8843
6432
6628
B61S
6645
6760
6524
5569
5892
1000
5098
6435
6054
6108
6367
6426
6791

— . A Bit of Heaven
(D), Wa«hbum-Lee.
Man of Quality, Walsh-Dwyer
6400 Satan and the Woman
(D), Wlndaor-Keefe
6536 Stronger
Will, The (D), ilarmont-Carewe.
6600 Women
Who
Dare (D), CJhadwlck-Delaney
You're In the Army
(D)

7014
6607

1928
Adorable Cheat, The, tola. Lee-Mclntosli
Below the Deadline
Campus Knights
Circumstantial
Evidence
House of Shame, The
Roaring
Forties, The
South of Panama

1928

Ticker

Chesterfield
5400
5450
E500
5300
6000
6000
6900

Pictures
New

-June 1
-Sept

the "Comment"
under World
priorof totheJanuary
That dates
column
are those
issues of7 published
Moving Picture
in which
the pictures were reported. The January 7 and subsequent dates
are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which "Service Talks" have been
published on pictures.
The dates prior to January 7 published under the "New Pictures" column are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS HERALD
in which "New Pictures" information was printed. The January
7 and subsequent dates are those of the issues of EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE WORLD in which this information will be printed.
Title and

Released

Players

5750 Winning Oar, The (D), Walsh-Hall
5867 Your Wife and Mine (F), HaTer-Holmes.._

Where the picture is a comedy-drama, comedy melodrama, etc.,
there is a combination of these abbreviations. Stars denote
reissues.

Length

Title and

1927

—ku-to

_

_Oel. 15

_

BWLI

_

Jul T

Not. 7»
Jan.

>'ot. 1

1928

...Mar. 1
-Apr. 1
.Uar. IS
Apr T11
Apr.

EXHIBITORS

48
Lenflth

Title and

Released

Playert

HERALD

New
Picture!

Comment

First National
1927
6300
S3S3
6433
6222
6:65
8730
TT24
6386
6688
6802
6400
6282
7133
6288
611S
6190
6534
6400
6720
6718
6550
5256
7388
6521
6642
6434
7846
6520
6040
6431
6734
11414
6982
6897
6400
6219
6477
5606
6800
6548
7179
6000
7400
7419
6774
6668
7833
6380
6324
6409

1928

Big Noise, The (CD), Conklin-White..._
Mar.
Burning Daylight (M). SiUs-Kenyon.
_Feb.
Canyon of Adventure (W), Maynard
Apr.
Chaser, The (C). Langdou.....
Feb.
Chinatown Charlie (C), Hlnes.
Apr.
Code of the Scarlet (W), Ken Maynard
6172 Flying Ronieos (C), Murray-Sidney
Feb.
6344 French Dressing (CD), Warner-Wilson.
Jan.
Happiness Ahead
(D). Colleen Moore
Hawk's Nest, The (M), Milton Sills._______May
Harold Teen (CD), Lalie-Brian.
Apr.
6962 Heart of a Follies Girl (D), Dove-KentSherman
„
Mar.
7694 Helen of Troy (CD), Stone-Corda-Cortez_
_Jan.
6602 Ladies Night (CD). Mackalll-MulliaU.
Apr.
Lady Be Good (CD), Mulhall-Mackalll
May
Lilac Time (D), Moore-Cooper_Apr.
7703 Little Shepherd
of Kingdom
Come
(D), Barthelmess-O'Day
_
_Apr.
6631 Mad Hour (D), O'Neil-Kent-Slierman
_Mar.
7331 Noose, The (D). Barthelmess- Joyce
Jan.
6485 Sailors' Wives (CD), Hughes-Astor
_
_Jan.
8188
Shepherd of the Hills (D), Franeis-O'Day
Jan.
Three Ring Marriage (M), Hughes-Astor
May
6235 Wagon Show, The (W), Maynard
Mai.
Wheel of Chance. The (D), Richard Barthelmesa
Whip Woman. The (D). Taylor-Moreno
Feb.
Yellow Lily, The (D), Dove-Brooks
May

1927
4665.
4777
4656
6425
6078
5333
4810
4300
6381
8154
6524
4545
5617
6515
4983
4861
6>40
6162
6699
8538
8538
6416
6440
6500
7734
7677
6327
6898
6876
6893
M80
HTO

Ticker

Length

1927

-May 8
All Aboard
(C), Hlnes-MarpbyJ9ct. 9
American Beauty (CD), Dors-Hogbei^
An Affair of the Follie« (0), Dove-Hughes
Feb. IS
Breakfait at Sunrlae (CD), C. Talmadge
^Oct 23
Broadway Nights (D), Wilson-Hardy
May 15
Camille
(D), N. '«'»i'"-<|p-i"J«»* «»r» 4
Convoy
(D), Sherman-Mackall!
4.pr. 24
Costal
Cup, The (D), MackalU-Mulball
Oct 16
Dance Magic (D), Lyon-Starke
June 12
-Sept. 25
Drop Kick, The (D), Bartbelmess-Revier.
-Feb. 20
Easy Pickings
(MyM),
Nllsson-Harlan
-June 19
Framed
(D). Sills-Eangston
-Nov. IS
(lorilla. The (My), Murray Kelaey
-Nov. 6
Gun Gospel (W), Maynard-Faire.
-Dec. 26
Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-Kent
lar. IS
High Hat (CD). Lyon-Brlan....
Home
Made
(C), Hlnes-Daw
Nov. 20
Lady In Ermine, The (0), C. Grlfflth-Bushman Jan. 9
Life of Riley, The (C), Murray-Sidney.
Sept 18
-July 3
Lonesome
Ladies (CD), Nilsson-Stone..
Long Pants (C), Langdon-Bonner..
Lost at the Front (C), Murray-Sidney_
Love Mart, The (D), Dove-R land
Dec. 18
Lunatic at Large, The (C), Errol-MacksiU
Jan. 2
Man Crazy (CD), MatkaiU-MuUialL
Nov. 27
Masked Women, The (D), Nilsson-Bllnn-H'nsen.Jan. 23
MoFadden's Flats (C), Murray-Conklln
Feb. 6
Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed.
June 26
Notorious Lady, The (D), Bedford-Stone
_3Iar. 27
No Place to Go (C), Hughes-Aator.
Oct. 30
Orchids and Ermine. Moore-Mulball
Mar. 6
Patent Leather Kid, The (D), Barflmess-O'Day. .Jan. 16
Perfect Sap, The (CD), Lyon-Starke.
.Aug. 7
Poor Nut, The (C), Murray-MulhaU.
Prince of Head Waiters (D), Stone-Tashman
_..
Red Raiders, The (W), Maynard-Drew.
July 17
Rose of the Golden
West (D), Ajtor-Boland—Sept. 4
Sea Tiger, The (D), Sills-Astor.
Oct 2
See You in Jail (C), MulbaU-Day.
Fob. 27
Smile, Brother. Smile (C), Mumall-MackallL-Apr. 17
Stolen Bride, The (D), Hugkes-Dove
Sent 11
Sunset
Derby
(D), Astor-Colller.
Aug. 14
Tender Hour, The (D), Dove-Lyon.
Tune 5
Texaa Steer, A (CD), Bogers-Fazenda
May 1
Three Hours
(D), Grlfflth-Bowers
Dec. 4
Three's a Crowd (C), Langdon-MoConnell
ipr. 3
Twinkletoes,
Moore-Harlan
Aug. 28
Valley of the Giants (D), SlUs-Kenyon
Dec. 11
Venus of Venice (CD), Talmadge-Moreno
Mar. 20
White Pants Willie (C), Hines-Hyams.
July 24

7424
6514
6724
5475
6374

and MOVING

26
26
29
12
16
26
15
6
29
18
8
1
12
22
8
4
29
22
1
27
11
5
20

Mm. f>4

67.90%

Nov. 12

-70.47%

May 14
—Deo.
10
...Apr. 9

-61.88%

...Aug. 20
_.Jan. 22
-.Bept. 10
-July 23
—Oct 15
Nov. 19
Oct. 8
-.JMay 14
-.Apr. 23
_.Bept. 17
_£ept 3
...July 2
Dec. 3 „.ilay 28
Apr. 16
Jan. 1
...Dec. 3
Dec 24
Jan. 7
...Aug. 6
...Apr. 16

Mar. 10
18
Feb.
Feb. 11
May
June
Apr. 23
7
Dee. 10
May

5030

5480 Woman

Wise

(CD), Eussell-Collyer.

69.92%
68.66%
45.80%

1928

Apr. 7

Dec 17

6987
6800
6000
6200
5950
650O
6700
6750

Dec. 31 -Not. 28
Deo. 17
Oat 16
29
-July
June
Jan.
Oct
Aug.
Oct
Sept

JnTi« 11

6
9
9
21
30
U

Jtn, 29
-Aug.
27
-..Feb. 12
_ Nov. 12
Feb. 19
Jan. 14

1928

Claire Windsor.
Cheer Leader, The (CD), Graves-Olmstead
Final Extra (M), De La Motto.
— .
'Frisco Nights (D), Percy Marmont
Girl from Rio, The (D), Carmel Myers
Heroes of the Night (M), Landis-Nixon...Rose of Kildare, The (D), Helene Caiadwick.
Satin Woman, The (D), Mrs. Wallace Reid

Oct.
Nov.
u
Dec.
Sept

1
15

Dee. 31

2

Apr.
Mar.
Dec.
Doc.
Dec.

717
10
24
8

1

1

Deo. 10
Nov. 26

Aug. 15
Aug. 1

Nov. 19
Nov. 19

5268 Bare Knees (D), Corbine
Feb. 1
Branded Man, The (D), Delaney-Marlowe
May
6000 Chorus Kid, The (D), AU Star
Apr. 1
Danger Patrol, The (D), Husaell-Falre.
— Apr.
Devil's Tower, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt...May
Hell Ship Bronson, Mrs. Wallace Reld-Berry
June >
Llghtnln' Shot, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt
May
Midnight Adventure, A (D), Landls-Murphy
May
Mystery Valley (W), Buddy Roosevelt—
-.July
Trail Riders (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Apr.
Trailin' Back (W), Buddy Roosevelt
Mar.
5900 Turn Back the Hours (M), Myrna Loy
Mar. 1

1927

May 12
78.36%
Jan. 21

.June
Feb. 112
Apr. 28

Fox

1927
Nov. 19
63.00%

7
7

.June 18
_ June
4
Oct 22
—June 11
-.May 9

40.70%

-Oct. 2»
-May 14

19

May 21
Sept 24
Dec. 17
-Oct
-Apr.
..Feb.
-Mar.
Jan.

8
16
26
6
22

26
Jan. 16
kVT. 23
-Aug.
6
-J)ec. 10
-June 25

May 19
Feb. 4
Ff>»»,
June IS
23

June

2

1927

-Feb. 6
Sept 24
Aug. 13

48.60%

ei.68%

1928

1928
Jan. 7

Feb. 11
62.61%

1927

1927

Apr. 28
Mar.
17

-Nov. 20
Arizona Wildcat. The (W), Tom Mix..
-Sept 25
Blackjack (W). Buck Jones
-Nov. 13
Blood Will Tell (W), Buck Jones
-Mar. 13
Broncho Twister (W), Mix
_
-Aug. 28
•Cameo Kirby (D). John Gilbert
_
-Aug. 14
Chain Lightning
(W), Buck Jones
__
-June 26
Circus Ace, The, Mii
_
-Dec. 28
Jan.
Come to My House (CD), Olive Borden
-June 6
Cradle Snatchers (FC), Fazenda
-Oct 9
Jan.
East Side, West Side (D), O'Brien- Valll
Gay Retreat, The (C), Cohen-MoNamara.
Sept 26
Good as Gold (W), Jones
June 12
Heart of Salome
(MY), Rubens..._
May 8
High School Hero (C), Phipps-Stuart
Oct 16
Hills of Peril (W), Jones
May 1
•Honor
First (D). John GUbert
Sept 18
Is Zat So? (CD), O'Brien-Lowe
May 15
...Joy Girl. The (CD), Olive Borden.
Sept 18
Nov.
Ladles Must Dress (CD), Virginia ValU
Nov. 20
Love Makes 'Em Wild (D), Harron
Mar. 6
Loves of Carmen (D), McLaglen-Del Hlo
Sept 4
Madam Wants No Children, Cordia
Apr. 3
Marriage
(D). VallL
Feb. 20
Monkey Talks (D), Lemer
-Feb.
20
-Jan. 23
Music Master (D). A. B. Francla
..May
News Parade, Stuart-PhtUlps
One Increasing Purpose (D), Lowe
Outlaws of Red River (W), MLr.
—Aug. 14
Paid to Love (D), O'Brlen-Talll
Oct. 23
Pajamas
(CD), Borden-Gray
..Oct J
Publlc4ty Madness
(CD), Moran-tioire.
-May 22
Rich But Honest (CD), Beebe
June 19
Secret Studio, The. (CO), Borden.

Jan. 21
Apr. 14
.May 26

..Feb. 19

..Oct 29

6199 Broadway After Midnight, Belt
June

60.61%

Dec. 8
-Apr. 9

Krelbar Productions

Feb. 4

7.98%

Jan. 8'

Gotham

19
Blondes 27
by Choice (C),

26
26
21

Apr.
Mar. 10
Dee. 24

5260
5380
2% 5629
6356

"4377

-47.00%
-38.90%

— Iby28

Jan. 21
Branded Sombrero, The (W), Buck Jones
Jan. 8
..June 23
Chicken a la King (CD), Carrol-FrancU Lee
- June 9
Fd>. 11
Daredevil's Reward
(W), Tom Mix
Jan. 16
Don't Marry, Moran-Hamllton
June 3
Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor.
Mar. 18
Apr. 14
Jan. 28
Escape, The (D), Bussell-VaUl
Apr. 14
Gateway of the Moon, The (D), Del Bio.
Jan. 1
Apr. 14
Girl in Every Port, A (CD), Victor McLaKlen-...Jan. 29
Hangman's House, McLaglen-Collyer.
May 13
May
Hello Cheyenne, Tom Mix
May IS
April 1221
Honor
Bound,
O'Brien-Taylor.
May 13
Horseman of the Plains (W), Tom Mix
Mar. 11
Apr. 7
Mar. 10
Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray
Apr. 16
No Other Woman (D), Dolores Del Hio
_ .June 23
Play Girl, The, Madge Bellamy
Apr. 22
Sharp Shooters (CD), O'Brlen-Moran
Jan. 15 Feb. 4
Soft Living (CD), Bellamy-Brown
Feb. 6
Feb. 18
Square Crooks, Brown-Dwan
Mar. 4
Thief In the Dark, A, Meeker-HlU-Beebe
May 20
May 19
Wild West Romance (W), Rex King.Apr. 8
Jan. 28
Why Sailors Go Wrong, Phipps-McNamara
Mar. 26

_

Ticker
77.10*

1928
4612

5038
5882
6430

—Jan. 22
...Feb. 12
...July 16

Csmmnt

New
Picturei

Released

Playert

Seventh Heaven, The (R), FtrreU-Gaynor.
"Shame
(M), John Gilbert
Silk Legs (CD), Madge Bellamy.
Silver Valley (W), Tom Mix
Singed
(D), Baxter-Sweet
Slaves of Beauty (D), Herbert-Tell
Stage Madness (D), Valll
St. Elmo (M), John Gilbert
Tumbling River (W), Tom Mix-Dawn
Truxton
King, GUbert
Two Girls Wanted (CD), Janet Gaynor.
Upstream
(D), Foxe
Very Confidential
(CD), Madge Bellamy.
War
Horse
(W),
Jones.
What
Price Glory (CD), McLaglen-Lowe-,
Whispering
Sage (W), Jones
Wizard. The (MyO), Lowe-Hyams —
Wolf Fangs (D), Thunder (Dog)

4987

.Vift}, f(

Title and

June 30, 1928

WORLD

10726
5467
5446
5009
5792
5412
5620
4943
4675
4299
6293
5510
5620
4953
11109
5783
5629
5531

64.81%
June 25

PICTURE

6667
4709
6312

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Adam and Evil (CD), Cody-Prlngle
Aus. 27
Adventurer, The (W), Tim McCoy
After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray
Aug. 20
Sept. 17
8730 Annie Laurie (D), LiUian Gish
6439
(CD), Sally O'NeU
Nov. 12
12000 Becky
Ben Hur (M), Ramon Novarro
_
Oct. 8
.Sept. 10
12550 Big Parade, The (M), Gilbert-Adoree
Body and Soul (D), L. Barrymore
.Oct. 1
5821 Bugle Call, The (D), Jackie Coogan
5902
Aug. 6
6126 Buttons (CD), Jaokie Coogan
Dec. 24
6050
Callahans and Murphys (CD), Dressler-Moran....June 18
(M), Hanson
May 14
7395 Captain Salvation
6408 Fair. Co-ed, The (CD), Marlon Davles
Oct 15
4658 Foreign
Devils (W), Tim McCoy
Sept 3
8156
6909 Frisco Sally Levy (C), O'NeUApr. 2
Garden of Allah, The (D), Terry-Petrovltch-....JJov. 5
6646 In Old Kentucky (D), H. CosteUo
Oct 29
6088 Little Journey (CD), All Star
Jan. 1
5687 London After Midnight (D), Lon Chancy
Deo. 3
6110 Lovelorn, The, Sally O'NeU.
_
Dee. 17
6280 Lovers (D), Novarro-Tenry
Apr. 9
5291
Man, Woman and Sin (D), John QUbert
JJov. 19
5957 Mockery
(M), Lon Chaney
Aug. 13
Mr. Wu (M), Lon Chaney
Mar. 26
7603 Quality Street, Davles-Nagel
.Deo. 31
6337
6581 Red Mill (C), Davies
Jan. 29
Road to Romance, The (D), Novarro-Day
Sept 24
6640
6309 Rookies (C), Dane-Arthur
Apr. 30
Show, The (M), Gilbert-Adoree.
Jan. 22
7865
Mar. 12
6280 Slide, Kelly, Slide (CD), Haines-O'NeU.
6705
Spoilers of the West (W), McCoy-Daw
Deo. 10
Spring Fever (C), William Halnei
_
Oct. 22
6273 Tea for Three (C), Cody-Pringle
Dec 10
5252 Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel Barrymore..._J«ov. 26
6160 Tillle the Toiler (C). Davies
May 21
6657 Twelve
7899
Miles Out (M), Gilbert
July 9
Heart (D), Crawford
Feb. 26
5517 Understanding
Unknown, The (M), Chaney
June 4

Aug. 13

—
-Jan.
14

Nor. 26
Not. 26
Dec. SI
Nov. 10

Deo.
Deo. 31
17
Deo. S

Jan. 7
Not. 19

Actress, The, Norma Shearer.
Across the Singapore (MD), NoTam>-(;r»wford.Apr.
5010 Baby Mine, Arthur-Dane
—Jan.
6838 Big City, The, C3ianey-Compson-Day
Feb.
6344 Bringing Up Father, FarreU-Moran-Olnutead
Mar.
Certain Young Man, A, Novarro-Day.

81.60%
613.8%

-May 21
-Nov. 12

48.99%

Nov. 19
...July 16
...July 2

ei.41%

Oct 29

4S.4S%

Dec. 3
Sept 23
10
.Apr.

89.60%
89.20%

Deo. 16
17
. Jan.
..Jby2
Dec.
..Bent
..June
.J'eb.
..May

17
10
4
19
9

Deo.
Nov.
..June
-July
..Hay
-June

3
12
11
30
14
13

May 26
7
21
18
17

Apr.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
.June

2828
25
SI
2

66.04%
TO. 56%
61.60"%
66.43%
43.61%

Deo. 24
10
..Dec.

1928

96.25%

-Aug. 27

..Apr.
..Mar. 219
Nov. 12
Deo. S24
Dee.

45.63%
60.S1%
1927

Feb. 11
Apr. 7
June 23

69.63%
66.16%
66.93%
6S.25%

e8.8s"%

1928

June 30, 1928
Ungth

IMS
7800

tsio
7743

8760

t014
t476
9666
6901
8134
Mil
4436

Title and

Releaied

Clrcui Rookie* (CD), Dane-Arthur
Apr.
Cotiaoki,
The, Adoree-Gllbert-Torrence.
M«7
CrowdThe, Boardman-Murray-Boacli
Mar.
Detectives, Dane-Ajtliur
Diamond
Handoufli, Boardman-Nagel
May
Divine Woman, Garbo-Uajison-She:
Enemy, The, Glah-Dane-Forbea.
Excess Baggage (D), William Halnes._.
Forbidden Houra (D), Novarro-AdoreeLatest from Paris, The, Shearer-Forbes —
Laugh, Clewn, Laugh, Chaney-Murphy-HlJle
Apr.
Mademoiselle from Armentleret, Estella BrodyJohn Stuart
Skirts, Syd Chaplin..
-Jan.
Law of the Range, McCoy -Crawford.
Love, Garbo-GUbert.
Patsy, The, Dartes-Caldwell-Qray
Riders of the Dark
Rose Meu-le, Crawford-Murray
Smart Set, Halnes-Day-Holt-Bosworth
Student Prince, The (R), Novarro-Shearer.
Under the Black Eagle, Forbes-Dog Flael
West Point (CD), Haines-Crawford
Wickedness Preferred
(CD),
Cod*-Prlngli
Jan.
Wyoming,
McCoy-Sebastian
War.

1927
6199
6961
987*
6S97

6878
7176
6040
(630
6662
6408
7447
6K7
6196
6899
6876
•017
1889
6416
7891
6863
6462
9656
7656
(439
7080

(940
(063
6007
6617
8039
7180
6258
6877
6798
4661
8S99
6187
6680
6306
6247
6852
9443
6614
6368
6634
6209
6170
6616
6015
6179
6838
6S24
4934
6200
6124
6006
6497
4926
6319
7643
8486

6869
6936
6866
6960

Playen

7
H
3

6889

6871

8234
7418
6837
7910
8581
6118
7194
7616

New
PlotOTM

U

21

28
24

CtamMt

Mar. 10
.June 9

Apr.

Ian.
Uar.
_June
Mar.
Feb.
Apr.

21
10
23
17
18
n

Jan

.MiLj
-June
Feb.
Jan.
May
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.

28
2
4
7
76
18
10
26

12

Afraid to Love (C), Vldor
Apr. 9
Barbed
Wire (D), Negrl-Brook
Sept. 10
Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery
Aug. 1
Blind Alleys (M), Meighan
Mar. 12
Blonde or Brunette? (C), Menjou
JaiL 24
Cabaret
(CD), Gllda Gray
Jlar. 36
Casey at the Bat (C), W. Beery
Mar. 5
Chang
(D), Special castSept. 3
Children of Divorce (D), BowApr. 8
City Bene Wild (M), Melghan-Mlllner
Not. 12
•Covered
Wagon, The (M), Kerrlgan-Wllson. — &.ug. 6
Evening Clothes (C), Menjou
.Mar. 19
Fashions for Women
(CD), Raljtoii
Mar. 26
Fireman Save My Child (C), Beery-Hatton.
Aug. 1
Bay Defender, The (CD), Richard Dlx
J)eo. 10
Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), Men)ou-0'Hara.-.Oct. 16
Qet Your Man
(CD), Clara Bow
Dec 10
Honeymoon Hate (CD), Florence Tldor
Dec. 3
Hetel Imperial (D), Negri.
Feb. 26
Hala
(CD), Bow-Brook.
Aug. 27
It (C), Clara Bow
Feb. 19
Jesse James (D), Fred Thomson
OeL 23
•Kid Brother (C), Lloyd.
Oct. 4
Kfes In a Taxi (C), Danlela
Feb. 26
Knockout
Reilly (CD), Dlx.
Apr. 18
Last Waltz, The (D), Special cast
Nov. 38
Let It Rain (C), MacLean
Jan. 3
Love's Greatest Mistake
(CD), Brent
Feb. 11
Man Power (D). DLx.July 9
Metropolis (0), Special cast
Aug. 13
Mme. Pompadour (D), Moreno-D. Glsb
A.ug. 13
Nevada
(W), Cooper- Todd
Sept. 10
New York (M), Cortes-Wilson
Feb. 6
Now We're In the Air (C), Beery-Hatton.
^v. z2
One Woman to Another (CD), Vldor-ShotweU....... <ept.
■tOT. 524
Open Range (W), Lane Chandler
-. an. 17
Paradise for Two (C), Dlx-Bronson
-. an. 31
Potters (CD), W. C. Fields.
— \pr. 9
Ritzy (CD),
Bronson.
... une 18
Rolled Stockings (CD), Hall-Brook.
-. lay 14
Rough House Rosie (C), Bow
.- >et. 1
Rough Riders, The (D), Astor-FarreU
-. une 11
Rubber Heels (FC), Ed. Wynn
_. lie. 20
Running Wild (C), Fields-Brian
Senorlta (F), Daniels.
—Aug. 30
Serenade (D), Menjou-Wray
Dec. 24
Service for Ladles (C), Menjou-Carrer
Aug. 6
Shanghai
Bound
(D), DLr-Brlan
Oct. 15
She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels
Not. 12
Sbootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane
Oct 8
Soft Cushions
(C), MacLean-Carol
Aug. 27
Special Delivery (C), Eddie Cantor
Apr. 16
Spotlight, The (CD). Ralston-HamlltoiL
JJot. 19
Stark Love (D), Special cast.
Sept. 17
Swim, Girl, Swim
(CM), Daniels-Hall
Sept. 17
Tell It to Sweeney (C), ConWln-Bancroft.
— SepL 24
Ten Modern Commandments
(CD), Ralston
July 2
Time to Love (FC), Raymond Qrlfflth.
June 18
Two Flaming Youths (C), Fields- ConMin.—
Dec. 17
Underworld
(M), Bancroft-Brent
_
Oct. 29
Way of All Flesh, The (D), Jannlngs-Bennett...OcL 1
Wedding Bills (F), Raymond Griffith
May 7
We're All Gamblers
(D), Melghan-Mlllner.
Sept. 3
Whirlwind of Youth
(D). Lois Moran.
Apr. 30
Wings (M), Charles Rogers
Oct. 29
Woman on Trial (D). Pola Negri
—

21

Adventure Mad (M) DFA.
-Mar. 31
Beau Sabreur (M). Cooper-Brent
Tan. 7
Doomsday,
VIdor-Cooper
Feb. 18
Drag Net, The (MD)
Bancroft-Brent-Powell —
Easy Come. Easy Go, Richard DLx
Feel My Pulse, Danlels-Arlen
Feb. 25
Fifty- Fifty Girl. The, Danlels-HaU.
Fools for Luck (CD). Flelds-Conklln
_
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C), Taylor-Whlte.....Jan. 28
Hot News, Bebe Daniels
His Tiger Lady, Menjou-Brent
Kit Carson (MD), Fred Thomson.
Ladles of the Mob, Clara Bow
Last Command, The (D), Emll Jannlnga.
Jan. 21
Legion of the Condemned, Wray-Cooper
Mar. 10
Love and Learn, Ralston-Chnndlor
_
Jan. 14
Loves of an Actress (D), Polo Negri
Old Ironsides (D), Beery-Bancroft
Mar. 17
Partners In Crime
(C), Beery-Hatton
JLIar. 3
Peaks of Destiny
, — Jan. 28
Pioneer Scout. The (W), PYcd Thomson
Jan. 21
Red Hulr (CO). Bow-Chandler
Mar. 10
Sawdust Paradise, The, Esther Ralston
Secret Hour, The (D), Negri-Hereholt
Feb. 4
Showdown,
The, Bancroft
Feb. 26

7060
5733

._ ,.

5901

6555
5396
4335

Apr 1^
M
Feb.
18
7«"
Apr. 21
Mar. 3

4512
5326
4875
7500
6100
4933

70.10%

5478

"63.6

6% 8586
6599

-Mar. 6
-Jan. 16
-.May 9
-Apr. 16
-May 3
-May 2
-Dec. 10
-Apr.
-Apr.
-Deo.
-Not.
-Oct.

9
9
10
12
8

Dec. 17
-Jan.
-Sept.
-Feb.
-Oct.
-Jan.
&.pr.
Apr.
Not.
Mar.
Feb.
Aug.
Mar.

8
10
12
22
29
3
23
19
12
26
6
12

Aug. 6

67.21%
63.66%

1927

60.84%
41.30%
61.86
%
68.00
%

24
29
22
25
30

-June
-.Mar.
-July
-June
-May

4
19
16
18
14

5804
6228
8002
6403
7107
6568
6859
3303
4968
5867
7913
4760

6036
6563
6990
4620
6788

67.60%
65.85%
66.77%

4700
4076
4890
4864

66.91%

13500
5324

38.61%
66.64%
66.69%

ei.ir%
73.90%
70.25%

4131

5865
4762
5472
4576
5750
5736
6421
4575
6903
4678
6000
4497

.Feb. 6
-Dec. 17
-Sept.
—Jan.
—Jan.
—June
..July

48.36%
48.30%

4828
5844
4542
4376
6303

64.72%

67.64%

4562
5880
4546
4338
5397
5670
5921
4485
61S8

Dec 31
Jan. 31

-Sept.
3
Not. 12
Not. 26

5610
6447

1928
7820

—Aug. 27
—May 9
—Dec 3
Mar. 19
.Sept. 17
Oct. 22
July 23
July 9

Jan. 7

...Sept. 3
...July 2
-.July 23

Jan. 14
Jan. 7
Jan. 21
— May
Feb.
_Mar.
-.Apr.
Dec.
June
-.Mar.
—June
May
Jan.

19
25
31
7
10
9
31
23
26
28

87.46%
47.36%
45.90%

Jan.
—Juno
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Dec
Mar.
June

21
23
18
25
7
10
3
9

Feb. 18

Oct. "i

1928
-June 16
Mar. 19
10
Mar.
May 18
19
Feb.
June 16
Feb. 4
-Apr. 21
Feb. 25
Feb. 18

Title and

Feb. 18

Released

Players

Sonething Always
Happens, Balston-Hamllum-kUi.
Speedy (C), Harold Lloyd
Apr.
Sporting Goods, Dlz-Olmstead
feb.
Street of Sin (0), Jannings-Wray
Three Sinners (D), Negri-Bailer
-Feb.
Time's
Punctured
Romance, Flelds-Onkltn .
-Feb.
Under the Tonto Rim, Arlen-Brias
Warming Up, Richard Dti
Wife Savers (C). Beery-Hation — Negrl-Keny Jan.
Woman
From Moscow, The (D),

24
7
V.
18
4

Pathe — Deo.

Apr.
Mar.
Feb.
-Apr.
-Apr.
Feb.

21
3
18
28
7
16

-June 19

28

—Oct. 8
—June 6
Avenglng
Fangs (M)
—Aug. 28
Border
Blackbirds
(WD),
Maloney
-.Sept 11
-.June 19
Born to Battle (W), Bill CodyCode of the Cow Country (W), Roooerelt
—Oct. 23
Combat (D), Walsh-Adams
Aug. 18
22
.-J3ec
Country Doctor, The (D), Schlldkraut
Desert of the Lost, The (W), Wally Walea- -Dec
-..May
811
_.Nof.
20
Devll's Twin, The (W), Leo Maloney
Discord (D), Dagover-Ekman
Don Desperado (W), Maloney-Not. 11
Dress Parade
(D), Boyd-Love.
-May 16
Eyes of the Totem (M), Hawley
—Aug. 29
Fighting Eagle, The (M), La Rocque-HarerFighting Love (0), Goudal
Flying Luck (C), Monty Banka.
Dec. 4
Forbidden Woman, The (M), Jetta CJoudal
Not. 7
Getting Gertie's Garter (F), Prerost
Girl from Everywhere (C), Pollard
Deo. 11
Girl In the Pullman, The (C), Preroit
Oct, 31
Gold from Wcepah
(W), Bill Cody
Not. 20
Golden Clown, The (D), GosU-Ekman
Dec 18
•Grandma's Boy (C). Harold Lloyd.
Dec 11
Harp in Hock, A (D), Scklldkraut-Oghlan.
Oct 10
Heart of the Yukon
(M), Bowers-CJomwall
May 29
Heart Thief (0), SchUdkraut-De Putt]
Hidden Aces (M), Hutchison
Aug. 7
His Dog (D), Schlldkraut.
July 11
His First Flame
(C), Langdon
May 8
His Foreign Wife (D), MacDonald-Murpky
Not. 27
Hoof Marks (W), Jack Donovan.
Nov. 18
Interferln' Gent, The (W), Buffalo BUI, Jr
Aug. 21
Jim, the (Conqueror (W), Boyd-Falrei
King of Kings (D), All Star..
Land of the Lawless, The (W), Jack Padjan
Doe. 25
Little Firebrand
(C), Thornton
July 8
Main Event, The (0), Reynolds.
Jfor. H
Man
Bait (CO), PrevoeL
Ian. 28
Meddlin' Stranger (W), Wales
June 11
My Friend from India (F), Pangbom-Falr— — Deo. 19
Night Bride (FC), Prerost
Nobody's Widow (FC), Joy-Ray-Harer.
No Man's Law (W), Hex.,
Obllgln' Buckaroo, The (W), Buffalo BUI, Jr.— Oot 16
Pals in Peril (W), Buffalo BllL Jr
June 28
Phantom Buster, The (W), Rooeevelt-Bayford....Aag. 14
Pieces of China (Travel)
Aug. 7
Pirates ef the Sky (M), Hutchison.
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary (C), Robaon
Ride 'Em High (W), Buddy Booseyell
Roarin' Broncs, Buffalo BUI, Jr.
Rubber Tires (C), Ford-Lore..
Rush Hour, The (C), Prevost-Ford
Dec 12
Skeedaddle Gold (W), Wales.
July 81
Soda-Water Cowboy, The (W), Wally Walee
Sept. 26
Trunk Mystery
(M), Hutchison
Jane 11
Turkish
Delight
Schlldkraut-Faya.
Not. 11
Two-Gun of Tumbleweed
(W), Leo Maloney
Inly 17
Vanity (M), Joy
_
White Gold (D), Goudal
White Pebbles (WD), WaUy Wales
Aug. 7
Wise Wife, The (C). Haver.
Wreck of the Hesoerus, The (M)
Yankee Clipper (M), Boyd..

Alice Through
a Looking
Glass
-.
Apache
Raider, The, Leo Maloney
Ballyhoo
Buster
(W),
Buffalo
BUI,
Jr.
4805
5927
6589
Blonde for a Night, Prevost..
Blue Danube.
Leatrlce Joy..
4833
Boss of Rustlers Roost, The, Don Coleman-.
BronC Stomper,
The, Don Coleman
5408
Bullet Mark, The. Jaok Donovan
7996
Chicago
(M), Phyllis Haver
4526
Cowboy
Cavalier (W), Buddy Roosevelt
4480
Crashing Through, Jack Padjan
Desperate Courage
(W), Wales
6398
SOOO
Hold 'Em Yale, Rod La Rocque
4155
Laddie Be Good (W), BlU Cody
6650
Leopard Lady, The (M), Logan-Hale
5888
Let 'Er Go, Gallagher! (M). Junior Coghlao
Marlie. the Killer. Klondike
6659
4600
Midnight
Madness,
Logan
5954
Night Flyer, The. Wm. Boyd
On
to
Reno
(D).
Prevost-Landls.
5494
5626
Perfect Gentleman,
A (C), Monty Banks
Ship Comes In. A. Rudolph ScbUdJmkut
Skyscraper. Boyd-Carol-Hale
Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque
5423
Valley of Hunted Men, Buffalo BlU. Jr
Walking
Back (M), Sue CaroL
4520
4O0O
What Price Beauty (CD), Mu Naldl

New
Pictures

TUkar
Cai
May6n
Apr.
Feb. U
May 28

-May 28

7

Almost Human
(CD). Reynolds.Angel of Broadway, The (D), Leatrioe Joy.-

i<0S9
1927
6076
5916
5960
SUM

Mar. 17

49

WORLD

-Feb. 18

1927
Dec 24
Not. 19
Not.
.Jane
-SepC
.June

6
410
17

71.70%

.Oct. 15
-Dec 10
.JJay 9
Not. 1>

Not. 12
Not. 1»

Not. 11

Not. 5
.May 14
-June
..BepL 417
Not.
Feb.
J*0T.
Not.

5
18
6
6

Not. 6
.May
.May 21
n
.July 148
-BepL
-Mayt

5755
3996

June 11
Aug. 20
..Dec 24

PICTURE

1927

May 12
M»r in

_Apr.
-Aug. 23
13

Not. 28

Length

Mny 6

Jan. 21
Feb. 11
Apr. 14

Jan- 7
Deo. 31

Ticker

28

Paramount

1928

»8»7
6636
6666

and MOVING

EXfflBITORS HERALD

5970
4200
6673

Cruise of
Heroes

In

the
Blue

Hellon
(M).

(D),

AU

star

Rayart

5
19
6
18

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.

1
23
16
4

Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
June

6
1
15
4

Feb.
Feb.
May
Ian.

10
It
10
U

May 26

Jan. 28
Ian. 18
-Mar. IT
Ian. 18
vlay U

-Jan* 2

JozM 1

Jan.
Dee. IS
81

1927

Bowers-Rand...

Casey Jones ^CO), Prire-I,ewls
Danger Patrol. The (0). Russell-Fair
Gypsy of the North (0). (Jordon-Hala.-

-May 18

Not.

Law and the M.in. The (0). Santsrhl-Rodwell-Doc
Light in the Window. A (0). Walthal
On the Stroke of Twelve (M), D. Torrenoa
Nov.
Silent Here (M). Bonararte
Wanderer of the West A (W), Tex Maynard_D«e.

1928
5076

Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.

..Jan.
-Apr.

-Not. 12
-Aa«. »

192t

EXHIBITORS

50
Lengtii

5853
C60S
4571
5906
MSO
S260

Title and

New
Picture!

Released

Players

HERALD
Comment

and MOVING

6563
5400
6500

Length

1928

1927

6754
6669
6300
6024
7300
18S7
6500
6482
6233
4752
5600
6800
6049
6235
6629
6100
6182
6276
6448
5614

1928
6147
6209

5918
6170
541G
5900
6807

6510
5297

6102
6735
6652
8361
S283

1927
Jan. 30

Dec. 3

Dec. 15
Oct. 15
Aug. 15

Not. 12
Dec. 31
Jan. 7

Marry the Girl (CD)...

Sept. 10

1928

Jeb. 4

Tiffany- Stahl

1927
...July
....July
...Jon.
....Mar.
...Not.
... June
... Feb.
... Oct.

Backstage
(CD),
Bedford.
Beauty Shoppe
(CD), Busch..
Brolien Gate (D)
Cheaters
(M), O'Malley
„.
College Days (CD), M. Day
_
Enchanted Island (D)._
_
First Night, The (FC), LyteU-Devore
_,
Fools of Fashion
(CD), Busch.
_
.Sept. 16
Girl from Gay Paree, The (F), Sherman..
Haunted Ship, The (M), Sebastian-M, LoT» —Dec. 1
Husband
Hunters
(C), Marsh.
_
Josselyn's Wife (D), Frederick
_
Lightning
(W), J. Ralston.
Sept. 1
Night Life (CD), Day-Harron
Nov. 1
Once and Forever (D), Patsy Eutb MilleT
Oct. 15
Sin Cargo (D), Mason.
Snowbound
( FC), Blythe
_
Streets of Shanghai (RD), Starke-Harlan
Dec. 15
Tired Business Man
(C)
Wild Geese (D), BeUe Bennett.
Nov. 15
Women's Wares (D), Brent-Lytell
Oct. 1

9
16
15
24
6
25
19
9

..Dec. 11
_....July 30

4120
5689
4253

Mar. 10
Dec 10

1
_..

6073
4353
6274
Mar. 31

i'°>' 15

Jan. 15
Jan. 1

1927

1927

7440
9120
9000
7456
8250
8000

1928

Beloved Rogue (M), J. Barrymore...College (C), Keaton-Comwall
Sept. 10
General, The (C), Keaton..
Loves of Sonya (D), Swanson..
Magic Flame. The (M), Colman-Banky
Sept. 24
My Best Girl (M), Mary Pickford
JJoT.
Night of Love (M). Banky-Colman
_._
Resurrection
(M), La Eocque
Sorrell and Son (D), Wamer-Nllsson.
Not.
Topsy and Eva (C), Duncan Sisters
Two Arabian Knights (CD), Boyd-Wolheim.
Winning of Barbara Worth (D). Banky-Colman.....

6400

Circus, The (C), Charlie Chaplin
_
Devil Dancer, The, Gilda Gray
Douglas Fairbanks as the Gaucho
(M)
Dove, The (M), Norma Talmadge
Drums of Love (D), Mary Philbin.
Garden of Eden, The (D). C. Giiffith-Eay
Two Lovers, Banky-Ctolman
T650 Ramona (D), Del Rio
_
8600 Sadie Thompson (D), Gloria Swanson
.
Red Tempest
(M), John Barrymore
9358
9100
8350
"!(10

Jan.
Apr. 8
Feb. 25

45.90%

...Oct. 29
...JJec. 4

73.65%

1928

Jan.
Mar. 17

Universal
Back to God's Country (D), Adoree-Frazler
.Sept. 4
Beware of Widows (FC), La Plante
June 19
Border Cavalier. The (W), Humes-Pierce
.Sept 18
Butterflies in the Rain (D), La Plants,
Feb. 6
Cat and Canary, The (IMy), La Plante
.Sept. 11
Cheating Cheaters
(C). Compson-Harlaa.
_....Oct. 9
Chinese Parrot, The (MyD), Niion-Tumer
Oct. 23
Claw, The (D), Windsor
June 12
Denver Dude
(W), Gibson
Feb. 13
Desert Dust (W), Ted Wells
Dec. 18
Down the Stretch (M), Agnew
__
May 29
Fangs of Destiny (W). Dynamite
Dec. 4
Fighting Three (W), Hoxle
July 3
Fourth Commandment
(D), Bennett
Mar. 20
Foreign Legion (D), Kerry-Stone.
6503 Galloping Fury (W), Hoot Gibson.
6929 Held by the Law (M), Lewis
_
5711 Hero for the Night, A, Tryon-Mlller.
6378 Heyl Hey! Cowboy
(W), Gibson
6958 Irreiistible Lover, The
(CD), Kerry-Moran.
Dec 4
f713
Les Miserable!
(M), Gabrio-Toulont
Oct. 23
11000 Lei Mlserablei (M), (Long Version)
Oct. 30
6862
Lone Eagle, The, Kent-Keane
Sept 18
«n!!X Lov» Thrill (FC). La Plante
May 8
•"!": Man's Past, A (D), Veldt-Kent
Dec. 25
(n66
Men of Daring (W), Hoxle.
June 5

Apr. 28
JJot. 26
Jan. 7
_

1927

..A.pr. 2
...Sept. 17
...Feb. 12
...Mar. 19
...Sept. 24
...Apr. 7
...Jan. 29
-..Apr. 16
—Not. 19
...Aug. 13

Mar. 3
_

1927
5761
6777
4427
7319
7790
6623
7304
6252
6292
4349
6910
3295
4198
6892

5382
6172

United Artists
8264
5000
7500
7311
8550

6869

5645

_
Feb

1928
4259

6081

1928
Devil'! Skipper, The
Grain of Dust, The (D), Cortez-Windsor
Green Grass Widows (CD), Walter Hagen
House of Scandal (D), Sebastian-O'MaUey
Ladies of the Night Club (CD), Cortez-Moran.
Lingerie (CD). White- McGregor
_
Nameless
Men
Prowlers of the Night (D), Cortez-Myers
Scarlet Dove, The (D), Margaret Livingston
Stormy Waters (D), Southern-McGregor.
Their Hour (D), Sebastian-Harron
Tragedy of Youth
_
Women Against the World, A
_

5192
6450
4167

6171
4345
4232

...Feb. 26
..Noy. 27

Dec. 24

4409
7015
6166
6305
4393
4259
7172
4041
5598

....May 28

_

Bachelor's
Hour
(R), Sebastian-Harron.
_
Clothes
Make
the
Woman
(R),
Southern-

June 30, 1928

Title and

Picture!
New

Players

Comment

Jan. 14

..JTan.
Heart of Broadway. The (D). Garon-Agnew.„Mar.
My Home Town
(D), BrockweD-Glass.
Painted Trail, Tiie (W), Buddy RooseTelt
Jeb.
Phantom of the Turf, The (D), CosteUo-Lesse_Mar.
Wild Born (W). Tex Maynard
Jan.
You Can't Beat the Law, Lee Keefe
Jan.

Burning Up Broadway (D), H. Costello
Closed Gates (M), Harron-NoTal;.
Outcast Souls (D), Lewis-Bonner
Pretty Clothes (D), J. Balston-Walker
Stranded
(D), Mason
_

WORLD

Ticlier

Sterling
1927

PICTURE

_
June 16
May 26

On Your Toes (C), Denny-Worth
Not. 27
Out All Night (C), Denny-Nixon.
Sept. 4
Painted
Ponies (W), Hoot Gibson
Sept. 25
Painting the Town
(FC), Tiyon
Aug. 7
Perch of the Devil (M), Busch
Mar. 6
Rough and Ready (W), Hoiie
Jan. 9
Sensation
Seekers (D), Dove
_
Mar. 20
Silk Stockings, Laura La Flante
Oct. 2
Sky High Saunders, Al Wilson
Not. 6
Small Bachelor, The (C), Beranger-Kent.
Not. 6
Straight Shootin'
(W), WeUs
_
Oct. 16
Taxi! Taxi! (FC), Horton._
_
_
Apr. 24
Thirteenth
Juror, The (D), Bushman-NilssotL...Nov. 13
Three Miles Up. Al Wilson..
_
Sept. 4
Wild Beauty
(CD), Bex
Nor. 27
Wrong Mr. Wright, The (F), Hersholt
Feb. 26
Wolf's Trail, Dynamite, the dog
Oct. 2
Air Patrol, The (W), Al WllBon..l..„
Jan.
Alias the Deacon
(CD), Hersholt-Marlowe.
Jan.
Arizona
Cyclone
(W), Humes
_
J^y
Buck
Privates, de Puttl
June
Call of the Heart, The (W), Dynamite
Jan.
Clean-Up Man, The (W), Wells
_
Feb.
Cohens and Kellys in Paris (C), Sidney
Jan.
Count of Ten, The, Eay-Ralston-Gleason
July
Fearless Rider. The (W), Fred Humes
Jan.
Finders Keepers (CD), Laura La Plante
Feb.
Four Footed Rangers, The (W), Dynamite
Alar.
Good Morning
Judge
Apr.
Greased Lightning (W)
_
_
July
Grip of the Yukon, The, AU star
July
Hot Heels. Glen Trj'on
_.._
May
Hound of Silver Creek, The (W), Dynamite.
May
Love Me and the World Is Mine, Kerry-PhlIbin..Feb.
Jazz Mad. Hersholt-Nixon-Lewis
June
Made-to-Order
Hero (W), Wells
_.._
June
Midnight
Rose, de Putti-Harlan.
Feb.
Phantom Flyer, The (W), Wilson
Feb.
Put 'Em Up (W), Humes
_
_
Mar.
Quick Triggers (W), Humes
_
„
July
Rawhide
Kid (W), Hoot Gibson
_...Jan.
Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson.
Aug.
Shield of Honor, The. All star.
__
Feb.
Society Cowboy. A, Hoot Gibsort
_
July
Stop That Man, All star
Mar.
Surrender,
Philbin-Mosjukine
Mar.
Thanks for the Buggy Ride, La Plante-Tryon.
Apr.
That's My Daddy (C), Denny-Kent
Feb.
Thunder
Riders, The, Wells
_
_
„...Apr.
13 Washington Square, All star
Apr.
Trick of Hearts. A. Hoot Gibson.
Mar.
Won
in the Clouds (W), Wilson
Apr.
We Americans.
All star...
Apr.
Wild West Show, Hoot Gibson
Jlay

1
22
6
17
29
12
15
1
15
5
25
29
29
22
6
20
25
3
3
26
26
11
15
29
19
19
8
11
4
1
5
8
8
18
22
22
20

Warner Brothers

Jan. 29
Aug. 20

Not. 19
Feb. 4
Dec. 3

-...Feb. 25
Jan. 14

..Feb. 19

Ifar. .■;
1928
..June 25
Mar. 10
Feb 4
Anr.'21
Jan. 28
..Apr. 21
Apr. 28
Apr. 28
May 26
June 25
23
Feb.
May 19
Mar. 17
Mar. 17

Jan. 28

Jan. 14
Apr. 28
May 6
Mar. 17

Apr. 21
60.20%
..Mays

.

1927

..July 23
..May 2
..May 28
Jane 18
Feb. 5
July 9
..May 26
Dec. 31

Not. 26

TO.47%

....Jtily 30
...Feb. 26
... Apr. 28
...June
...Oct 111
...Apr.
-. June 23
4
...Uay 14
... Oct
June 825
...
10
.....Dec.
Oct. 29
..Oct 15
.Jane 11

60.30%
44.00%

-...Jan. 8
May 21
Mar. 19
..July 9
..Feb. 12
..Apr. 2
..Jan. 29

1928
Feb. 11
...Apr. 14

-..Feb. 11
Mar. 10
Jan. 28

44.70%

Dec. 3

1928
Across the Atlantic. Blue-Murphy
Beware of Married
Men, Irene Rich
City of Sin. The, I^oy-Miljan-Wong.
Domestic Trouble (CD), Cook-Fazenda.
Jazz Singer, The, Al .IoIsoil
Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore
Little Snob, The, May McAvoy
„..
Powder My Back (C), Rich-Ferris
Race for Life. Uin-Tin-Tln
_
Rinty of the Desert, Rln-Tih-Tin
Tenderloin, Dolores Costello....

62.55%
S5.87%

—June 25
..Feb.
Jal7 623
-Jan. 8

5453
5803

Bitter Apples (M). Blue
Black Diamond
Express (M), Blue
Brass Knuckles
(D), Blue-Bronson
J3ec. 3
5901
6330 Brute, The (D). Blue
_
6281 Bush Leaguer, The (CD), Monte Blue
Aug. 20
6631 Climbers, The (D), Rich...
Dearest (D), Rich
5897
6408 Desired Woman, The (M), Irene Rich
.Aug. 27
5003 Dog of the Regiment, A (M), Rin-Tln-TiiL._
Oct. 29
6972 Don't Tell the Wife (C), Rich
6767 First Auto, The, Oldfleld-Mlller
Sept. 18
6639 Fortune Hunter, The (C), Syd Chaplin...JJot. 7
6284 Gay Old Bird (FC). Fazenda
5390 Ginsberg the Great (C), Jessel
JJOT. 26
5978 Girl from Chicago, The (M), Nagel-Loy
-.JJot. 5
Glorious Betsy (CD), Dolores Costello
6302 Good Time Charley (D), Oland-H. Costello
JJot. 12
Ham
and Eggs at the Front (C), Wilson-H.
Dee. 24
5613 Conklin
5968
6271 Heart of Maryland (M), D. Costello
5200 Hills of Kentucky (M), Rin-Tin-Tin..
Husbands for Rent, All star
Dec. 31
6230 If I Were Single, McAvoy-NageL
Dec. 17
Irish Hearts (CD), McAyoy
_
5569 Jaws of Steel (D), Rin-Tin-Tin.
5397
Sept. 17
6352 Matinee Ladles (C), McAvoy
_
6485
6310 Mill Bid, A (M), D. CosteUo
Missing Link, The (C), Syd (Chaplin.
-...Aug. 7
7961 Old San Francisco (M), D, Costello-Oland
Sept 4
6357 One Round Hogan (M), Monte Blue
Sept. 17
6295
5492 Reno Divorce, A (D), May McAvoy
Oct. 22
Sailor Izzy Murphy (F). George JesselL
Oct 8
5685 Sailor's Sweetheart, A (C), Fazenda-C. Cook...-Sept. 24
6124 Silver Slave, The (D), Rlch-Ferrls
6218
Jfov. 9
_
6412 Simple Sis (M). Fazenda
Slightly Used. McAvoy-Nagel
_
_
Sept 3
Third Degree (M). D. Costello
5813 Tracked by the Police (M), Rin-Tin-Tin.
7647
6281 What Every Girt Should Know (CD), MUler
_
10081 What Happened to Father (C), Oland
Jiug. 21
5567 When a Man Loves (R), Barrymore
White
Flannels
(M),
Dresser
_
__
_...
6S20
7068
Wolf's Clothing
(M), Blue-Miller

...Oct. 1

..May 19
Feb. 18
...May 19
.Apr. 28

EXHIBITORS
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The

Recognized

National

Theatre for Sale
lirick theatre, 32x70, completely equipped — two motor
driven Powers, player piano, fans. Stage and scenery.
New living- rooms at rear. Rice farming district.
Good show town — good business. Must sell. Seven
thousand dollars. Four thousand cash, balance small
payments, or will take si.x thousand cash for complete
outfit. Cost nine thousand. Paying proposition. Majestic Theatre, Weiner, Ark.
Only Theatre 2,000 population. Fully equipt; long
lease; $3,000.
Don't
write, see. Address Tivoli
Theatre,
Knoxville,
Illinois.
THEATRE FOR SALE— In town of 8,000 in Ohio,
300 seats, well equipped, doing business Must be
sold quick. Address Box 280, Exhibitors Herald and
Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
11).

Theatre for Sale or Lease
Three and a half years old. 15 miles from Chicago.
1,000 seats, Kimball Organ. Great opportunity for
one who knows theatre business. Address Box 279,
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Theatre Wanted
We want large or small moving picture houses and
theatres in Ohio, West Virginia and Pennsylvania.
Write Box 283, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Position Wanted
ORGANIST — Competent, desires change of city.
Complete library. Union, experienced. Address Box
284, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR on Powers and Siinplex machines, wishes steady job, sober, reliable, will
go anywhere. Address O. Dupree, 1433 Raynor St.,
Detroit. Michigan.
ATTENTION. THEATRE MANAGER— Are you
looking for a Female Organist? One who will work
for a fair salary to begin in order to prove worth.
If you are, do not overlook this opportunity. Union,
best of references, will go anywhere. Address Box
257, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
AT LIBERTY — Female Organist, working at present, but will be free in a week. Can work on any
make organ. Union, good references, will go anywhere. Address Box 258, Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
ORGANISTS thoroughly trained and experienced in
theatre work. Men and women now ready for good
positions. Union or non-union. Write salary and
other data. Address Chicago Musical College, 61 E.
Van Buren, Chicago.
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Address Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Org.in
Playing. 210 N. 7th St., Allentown,
Pa.

Classified

Engagements

Advertising

Equipment

For Sale

Wanted

AT LIBERTY— D. C. Nelson Organize Dance Orchestra Versatile Musicians. Red Hot with up-todate Dance Rhythm. Will go anywhere. Write or
wire 455
land 4669.East 42nd Place, Chicago, 111., Phone Oak-

Wanted

BEST PRICES paid for projection machines, all
types. Address Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Medium

2 Peerless Lamps, complete with Stereopticor;
Rheostats, $385.00.
Address Box 485 Rochester, N. V
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. Addres*
Redington & Co., Scranton, Pa.
FOR SALE — Posters, Photos, Slides, Banners, Insert Cards, and other Accessories. Save SO per cent;
write for order blanks. Theatre Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, Theatre Poster Supply
Building, Cincinnati, O.

Organs for Sale

Equipment for Sale
CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE— Our bargain list
on rebuilt Projectors, Powers 6- A Motor driven machines, including 12 rebuilt Simplex motor driven
machines with latest Simplex type S lamp houses.
Prices ranging from $175.00 and up. Peerless arc
controls $35.00 per pair. Compensarcs all makes,
$20.00 and up. Rebuilt Generators at reasonable
prices. AC and DC Electric fans rebuilt, just like
new. Write for complete list of your needs and
prices. No obligation. Address Illinois. Theatre
Equipment Co., 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: Strong Reflector Arc Lamp and
accessories. Best prices. Write Joseph Spratler, 12-14
E. Ninth St.. Chicago, 111.
GET OUR PRICES first on complete Theatre
Equipment and Pipe Organ before buying elsewhere.
You save, we satisfy. Address Southern Theatre
Service, 643 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.
FOR SALE — Motion Picture Projectors, parts and
supplies for all type machines. Special: 3 G. E.
Mazda reducers, 110-25 cycle — like new — $35.00 each.
2 Fort Wayne Compensarcs, 33 cycle — $25.00 each.
Address Guercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Chairs for Sale
LARGE STOCK— Used veneered theatre chairs in
5 and 7 ply veneer guaranteed condition, also 1600 upholstered chairs newly recovered in brown imitation
Spanish leather, just like new. 500 portable assembly
chairs. Chair prices very reasonable. Write for complete list of your needs and prices. No obligation.
Address
Equipment Co., 12-14 E.
Ninth
St., Illinois
Chicago, Theatre
111.
FOR SALE — Used Theatre chairs, always a stock
on hand, also veneer seats, write your requirements.
Address Theatre Seating Co., 845 S. State St., Chicago, III.

Stationery
SPECIAL! 250 each business letterheads — envelopes $3.75 (cash postpaid). "Neargravure" process printed. Samples, see difference. Stamp appreciated. Address Sollidays, XH-124. Knox, Ind.

MAY 1st list of rebuilt organs ready. Includes
seven rebuilt Wurlitzer Organs one and two cabinets
with rolls. Prices from $950 to $2,500. Includes
nine Fotoplayers all styles, rebuilt guarantee, priced
from $1,500 to $3,500. Welte Mignon Reproducing
Piano with large library music $750. Eight stop
Moeller organ. Seeburgs most all makes. Terms, 10
per cent cash with order, balance two years. Shipped
any place U. S. A., installed free. Write for complete list with prices. No obligation. Address Robert
Morton Organ Co., 624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurliticr
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new Reproduce Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden. Havana. 111.

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing
Our Twentieth Century Repair Shop, with skilled
expert mechanics, specialized tools, precision machinery, assure the very best REPAIR JOBS. Relief
Equipment furnished FREE. Prompt service. Reasonable prices. Progressive Exhibitors over entire
country
send
their work to "THE OLD RELI.\BLE."
lished
20
years.
Monarch Theatre
Supply Co., Memphis, Tenn. £subSKILLED MECH.\NICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinerj- equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and senring
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furnished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. III.
BEST GRADE repair work. Prices righL Free
relief heads. Prompt service. Address Guercio &
Barthel. lOIS Wabash .\ve., Chicago. III.

Miscellaneous
BEAUTIFUL registered Bull Pup.«. S15.
.-\ddress 501 Rockwood,
Dallas. Texas.

Banners and Posters
CLOTH BANNERS— $1.40, 3x10. 3 feet, colors,
any copy up to 10 words; one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. .\ssociated
Advertisers, 111 West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Bulldogs.

Films for S(dv
Buy at bargain prices Westerns. Comedies. Cartoons. Serials, Special Roadshons. Allow examination.
.\ddress Lone Star Films Corp.. D.tllas. Tcx.i5

North, Southy East, West — Results Qratifying

We are happy to .state that the result.s obtained through the Herald-World classified coliiiiiiis li.i\ e been \ ery gratifying.
While most of our business comes from the Central States, we also do a large volume in the South, and receive
orders from the extreme parts of the East and West. We sliall continue to use your cla.s.sified ser\ ice.
C. G. Demel
"Opera Chairs and Theatre Equipment"
845 South State Street

('hic.igo. 111.
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LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor is
invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.

Louise Fazenda

Billie Dove

Bebe Daniels

Louise Fazenda Nominated
BREESE, ILL. — To the Editor: I notice
another popular star contest is on and as I
have been booking and looking at pictures
three to five times a week since 1914, I will
say there is one star that I saw in 1914 and
she still is on the screen, and from her actions,
looks and ways I would not trade her for a
dozen of your so-called flappers. So, I want
to nominate Louise Fazenda who I know must
have a friendly feeling for everyone. — Julius
W. Schmidt, The Grand theatre, Breese, 111.
A Youngster Talks
MANSFIELD, MO.— To the Editor: Well,
this is my first, although I have been reporting
for some time. I'll say the Herald-World is
the stuff and any exhibitor that tries to run
his theatre without it is just like trying to run
without a projector.
While we are at it, I must say that the
"Show Me" state has one young exhibitor and
that is none other than myself. I am 21 years
of age and have been manager of the Bonny
for three years. Mansfield has had two other
shows. Not bragging but my business shows
a gain each year in profit.
I see where Mr. E. E. Bair of Ohio had a
Tin Can Show and has a photo of the cans he
received. I had a Can show about the first of
April and got a pile of cans that would make
those look like nothing and don't let anyone
tell you that it doesn't create good will. They
are still talking about it. I expect to have it
each year on the same date and make it an
annual affair.
There is just one thing more I have to say
and that is all the horned toads are not in
Texas, there is one in Nebraska.
With best wishes, I beg to remain — Robert
K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.
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Three Houses Added to
The Starr-Scales Chain;
Other Theatre Reports
Announcement was made recently from
the offices of Milton Starr of the acquisition
of three new theatres by the Starr-Scales
Circuit of Nashville, Tenn. They are the
Liberty, Greenville, S. C. ; Eagle, High Point,
N. C. ; and the new Gem, Reidsville, N. C.
The Starr-Scales circuit is said to be now
the largest chain of negro theatres in the
country.
The New Orpheum, Aberdeen, S. D., has
been bought by Finkelstein and Ruben. A
persistent rumor still is afloat that the National Theatres Company and the Lawrence
Amusement Company will merge their houses
in Topeka, Kan. Officers of neither company
will comment upon the rumor. A $100,000
theatre at Mt. Ephraim, N. J., is under construction. Thomas T. Lazarick is the owner.
With the transfer of the Wadlington Hotel
from Williams & Espy to J. C. Wadlington,
it is understood that construction of a combination hotel-theatre building by the Alabama Theatre Company, of which WadHngton is manager, will begin in a short while,
A new theatre will be erected in Edinburg,
Tex., by Edward Grogger, owner of the Belmont theatre, Kansas City.
Alexander Pantages, head of the Pantages
circuit, visiting San Francisco for the first
time in two years, looked over plans for a
new theatre in the Mission district, discussed
a projected house in Oakland, and took up details in connection with the forthcoming opening of a house at Fresno, Cal. Charles
Chicazola, who conducts the Lincoln theatre,
Pleasanton, Cal., has completed plans for the
erection of a new house to cost $20,000.
Articles of incorporation have been filed by
the Rosedale Theatre Company of Evansville,
Ind., incorporators, John K. Jennings, Harry
P. Kornblum and George A. Ritter; and by
the Muncie Theatrical Enterprises, . Inc., of
Muncie, Ind., incorporators, M. J. Weller,
H. G. Forde and M. V. Gallagher. Glenn
Dickinson has leased the O'Donnell building
at Junction City Kan., and will remodel it
into what will be known as the Columbia
theatre. The Palace theatre, Golden City,
Mo., has been purchased by H. B. Wilson
from Arthur Farr and C. R. Marshall. Ingrjim's theatre, Ashland, Ala., operated by
Ernest Ingram, has been closed for remodeling. The Majestic at London, O., is being
remodelled.

''Redskin" in Technicolor
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, June 26.— "Redskin," Richard Dix's next for Paramount, will be filmed
entirely in technicolor.
Victor Schertzinger is
director.

Clive Brook Signs Anew
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,
June 26.— Clive Brook has
signed a new contract with Paramount, and
will cofeature with Evelyn Brent.
He is now
completing "Forgotten Faces."

New Scenarist on Deck
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD,
June 26.— Leo B. Pride,
who studied playwright work under Professor
George Pierce Baker at Yale, has joined Paramount's scenarists.
Neufeld

Opens

New

Exchange

PHILADELPHIA. — Oscar Neufeld officially
opened his Success Pictures exchange last week with
a house-warming that will long be rememberd by th
local fraternity. The sales force of Success Pictures
consists of Bill Bethel, James Flynn and Morris Fish-

Matador

Film Changes Name

WASHINGXpN.Universal's
German representative, hasMatador
changed Film,
its name
to Deutscher
Universal Film Verlein.
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Wam Your Cashiers
Against This One !
(Special to the Herald-World)

OAKLAND, CAL., June 26.— Mrs.
Grace Stokes, cashier at a Foothill
Boulevard theatre here, last week
was swindled out of $20. The man
asked for two seats and tendered a
twenty-dollar bill in payment. Receiving his change, he started for the
door, but returned and said he bad
found a smaller bill and asked for
the larger one, explaining that it was
more convenient to carry than a
pocket full of silver. When the
cashier produced the twenty-dollar
bill he seized it and made bis escape
in an automobile.

Proposed Fire Ordinance
Changes Meet Opposition
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, June 26.— Vigorous
opposition to proposed changes in the theatre fire ordinance has been filed with the
board of supervisors by the Marina Homeowners' Protective Association. This organization declares that the ordinance, as
planned, would relax protection in theatres
seating less than 1,000. It was pointed out
that these are largely in residential districts and are patronized chiefly by women
and children. This ordinance would do
away with the requirements for fireproof
curtains, automatic sprinkler systems and
vents over the stage.

Allentown Managers
Form Theatre Alliance
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALLENTOWN,
PA., June 26.— At a
meeting held here recently, managers of 17
Allentown theatres organized the Allentown Managers' Protective Association for
the purpose of forming an alliance in local
theatrical matters, as well as to promote
social activities in their ranks. Dr. Benjamin H. Stuckert, one of the proprietors
of the Strand theatre, was elected president; D. E. Knorr, vice-president; Frank
D. Mickley, treasurer; and Robert M. Ferenbaugh, secretary.

Saving-Time Agitation Still
Persists in San Francisco
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, June 26.— Despite
the lateness of the season daylight saving
agitation refuses to down and the Junior
Chamber of Commerce is pressing the
board of supervisors for action on the question. The matter has been referred to the
welfare committee and this body held a
public hearing last week. The Allied
Amusement Industries of California was
well represented, as well as mail carriers,
musicians and organized labor, all of whom
are opposed to the measure.

45 Theatres in 5 States
Book U A Revival Weeks
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, June 26.— Forty-five theatres
in five states have booked United Artists' "Revival Weeks," Al Lichtman, vice-president and
manager of distribution, announced last week.
The five states are Ohio, Virginia, Indiana,
California and Pennsylvania. Anniversary
weeks and patrons' request weeks have been
popular methods of staging the revivals.
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WHAT

THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
CopTTlghl,

1928

Incorporated in this original exhibitors report department of Exhibitors Herald, which was established October 14, 1916, is the Moving Picture World department, "Straight from the Shoulder

Columbia
ISLE OF FORGOTTEN WOMEN: Conway Tcarlo
— 25%. This picture did not grive general satisfaction
here. The acting too strong in spots. My patrons
told me 80. Many a good picture has been queered by
overdoing a few scenes. — Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — General
patronage.

FBO
THE PINTO KID: Buzz Barton— 25%— June 8. Kid
a wonder rider. The picture good. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
THE YELLOW HOUSE : Martha Sleeper^ one 10.
Orville Caldwell and Martha Sleeper do as well as can
be expected. The story depended upon word pictures
and dialogue and had not enough substance for a feature picture. Seven reels. — P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,
Parker, S. D. — Small town patronage.
THE GINGHAM GIRL: Special cast— June 3-4. A
real picture and had many comments. Seven reels.
— ^V. E. Sherman, Midget theatre, Hillsboro, Wis. —
general patronage.
BREED OF COURAGE: Ranger— June 8-9. A fine
little picture. Good for young and old. Just the picture for Saturday. Clean and entertaining. Print
and photography good. Six reels. — P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.

First National

Reports."

Editor's Note
Percentage ratings given by exhibitors in reports to this department are obtained in the following
Bianner: Average daily gross of
picture reported is divided by
average daily gross of picture holding house record to determine
relative box office value in terms
of percentage.
EXAMPLE: $75 (average daily
gross of picture reported) divided
by $100 (average daily gross of
picture holding house record)
equals .75 (percentage rating given
picture in report) .
When a picture has received
percentage ratings in 10 reports it
is entered in THE BOX OFFICE

very weak offering due to bad ending and picture facing BO dark. — A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Rusaellville,
Ky. — General patronage.
THREE'S A CROWD:
Harry Langdon— No good.
He may be all right in two reelers but in six he is a
perfect bore. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cai.
— general patronage.
AMERICAN BEAUTY: Billie Dove— Tied up
with a local merchant for a women's style show in
connection with this picture and the result was a good
crowd who were all well pleased with the picture.
Miss Dove should easily carry off the honors in the
next beauty contest and if the Herald- World conducts
another contest I will nominate Mise Billie Dove. The
picture waa very good and the star does not dei>end
on her beauty to make it good but acts her part in
great style. More power to Miss Billie Dove. Seven
reels. — M. A. Manning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.
— General patronage.
HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moor^-June 8-9. Wish
to thank Miss Colleen for her kindness in acknowledging my reports on her pictures with a letter. This
at least proves to us exhibitors in the sticks that
Hollywood (or at least part of it) takes an interest
in our reports. "Her Wild Oat" is not quite up to
the standard of her former pictures but this was by
no means the fault of the star, the story was not
so good. Mise Colleen does very good as always with
what she had to work on. No, I am not going to ask
for a photo like several moochers are doing in their
reports, and by the way, I do not put any dependence
on reports from those moocher exhibitors. If they
want photos, why not write the star direct, enclosing at least enough for postage. Seven reels. — M. A
Manning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis. — Small town
patronage.

CANYON OF ADVENTURE: Ken Maynard— 80%.
June 2. Good Western. Ken very popular here. Six
reels. — B. Hollenbeck, Rose-Liberty theatres, Sumas,
Lynden, Wash. — Small town patronage.
CANYON OF ADVENTURE: Ken Maynard— CTclc I
Click! at the box office and pleased — Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittefield, III. — General
patronage.
THE PATENT LEATHER KID:— Richard Barthelmess — 75%. June 10-11. This picture is great. They
don't make them any better. The star and oast fine.
100 per cent satisfaction in this town. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.

HOME MADE: Johnny Hines — 85%. A good
laughable comedy and priced right. Had several very
good comments on this production. Johnny is good
bet for this community. Seven reels. — C. C. Johnson,
Deluxe theatre, Bucklin, Kans. — Small town patronage.

BLACK JACK: Buck Jones — 40»/o. June 9. A
good Wefitern program picture. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronag*.
DON'T MARRY: Neil Hamilton— A picture that
drew 'em in and everyone liked it. This picture has
a strong drag with the young girls and women. —
Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pirtsfield. 111. —
General patronage.

SAILORS' WIVES: Hughee-Astor— 93%. The Salesman scratched this off our block but we spot dated it
in for Saturday and can say that it is a real production and although the title is misleading it is a real
production. Six reels. — C. C. Johnson, Deliixe theatre,
Bucklin, Kans. — Small town patronage.
THE NOOSE : Richard Barthelmess — 50%. June 7.
This is a very fine entertainment. Gives good satisfaction as a program picture. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
THE LIFE OF RILEY: Charlie Murray — 80%. We
had good comments on this production and it is really
funny and draws the children which bring their parente. Seven reels. — C. C. Jonson, Deluxe teatre,
Bucklin, Kans. — Small town patronage.
THE LIFE OF RILEY. Special cast— Pleasing program picture but in my opinion Charlie MurrayGeorge Sidney comedy team is in a rut. Too much
of the same grins, same type of light story, same old
Irish-Jewish situations. They are about through in
my town. — Geo. E. Fuller, The Playhouse, Fairhope,
Ala. — General patronage.

BURNING DAYUGHT:
Milton Sills— Here's a
mighty good picture with a smooth running story. A
bunch of very clever actors including Doris Kenyon.
Should be ideal entertainment for everyone. Failed
to draw for me, due largely to dowTitown run situation, I believe. Seven reels. — P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
CHINATOWN CHARUE: Special cast— A good
one from First National, pleased a Saturday crowd. —
A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, RusscUville, Ky. — General
patronage.
THE LOVE MART: Billie Dove— A real special
one that you can boost to the limit and it will please.
— A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky. — General
patronage.
THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard— May 25-2S.
Called this a good outdoor comedy drama. Six reels,
— P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker S. D. Small town
patronage.
THE GORILLA: Special cast— Ends up bad. too
dark to tell what it's all about and failed to please
them
on Saturday
night, would say that this is a

H.AN G-MAN'S HOUSE: Victor McLaglen— Okay.
A good draft at the box office on this one. Picture
will please. — Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, III. — General patronage.
DRESSED TO KILL: Special cast — Outside of M>me
very poor lighting in the first reel or so, thia picture
is one of the best underworld pictures released this
seasoa and there are no machine gun battles either.
It's plenty hard boiled in spot£, but they will like it.
if they like this type of picture. Seven reels. — P. G.
Vaughan. Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
A GIRL IN EVERY PORT: Victor McLAfflen—
Fox clicks again with an audience picture from the
first flicker to the last, and the picture proved to have
some drawing power for me. Six reels. — P. G.
Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
SILK LEGS: Madge Bellamy— Good little pictura.
Tied up with merchants to give away half doten lilk
stockings and pliiyod to bolter than Rvoraicv Ixisine.-w
on a rainy night. — Geo. E, Fuller, The PtaybouM.

TICKER column of "Quick Reference Picture Chart."

Fox
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"We will say that about 75 per cent of the business that we have received
and are receiving is all due to your large circulation over the country. In
fact, it might be of interest to you to know that we have received inquiries
from China and India.
"We wOl say that any paper which reaches those destinations is surely an
asset to any advertiser who is seeking business through mail orders.
We beg to remain, with best wishes — S. E. SCHAFFER,
Equipment Company, Chicago, 111.

Fairhope. Ala. — General patronage.
ARIZONA NIGHTS: Tom Mix— Good for Saturdays.— J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — Generat patronage.
TUMBLING KIVEE: Tom Mix— Tom STire gets
hurt and then gets over his hurt pretty quick in this
picture, but Tony the four-footed actor sure saved
the day. Five reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz. — ^General apti'oriage.
THREE
BAD MEN:
Special cast— June 10-11. As
a picture it is one of the very good Westerns but that
title is a total lose as a box office magnet. Whoinell
thinks up these dizzy titles anyway ? Nine reels. —
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. —
Small town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
BABY MINE
was so bad it
cent said good,
argue. Left it
Family theatre,

: Dane-Arthur— 25%. June 12. It
was good ! I called it funny, 50 per
50 per cent said rotten, and I did not
to their judgment. — Bert Silver, Silver
Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.

THE SMART SET: William Haines— 40%. A good
production but Metro gave me a dark house for the
first night on this one. Boost it, it's got the stuff.
Eight reels. — C. 0. Johnson, Deluxe theatre, Bucklin,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
THE SMART SET: William Haines— Very good and
pleased all. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Oal.
— General patronage.
THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Special cast— 70%.
Jane 11-12. This is an exceptionally good detectivemystery-dog picture. Adults pleased 100 per cent
and children 110 per cent. It's spooky, suspensive,
thrilling, exciting, funny, everything in it to make
an evening of rare entertainment for your patrons.
I received many favorable comments and drew good
crowd second night. It will certainly please. Metro
pictures are getting crowds for me on nights that are
ordinarily poor. Six reels. — John W. Grabtree, Joyland theatre. Corning. Ark. — General patronage.
QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies— 21%. June
3-4. We were a little bit afraid of this picture, due
to reading some non-flattering reports on it, but it
seemed to suit our patrons. The women liked it especially. Believe it would have been better if shorter.
Personally, the writer liked the picture but Mr. Tivenan did not, so suppose we shall have to rate it as a
fifty-fifty picture. Film pretty well worn and none
too clean. Mostly a little dark for us. Eight reels.
— Tivenan & Wolfe. Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — •
Small town patronage.
THE PATSY: Marion Davies — Another crackerjack
picture with a poor drawing title. Boys and girls,
if you can get them in here's one of the sweetest
little comedy-dramas of the year. Built to please the
entire family. Boost it. Eight reels. — P. G. Vaughan,
Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE PATSY: Marion Davies— June 8-9. Very
good light comedy drama. Star excellent and Ralph
Spence wrote sub-titles. What more need we ask ?
Seven reels.— P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
— Small town patronage.
DIAMOND HANDCUFFS: Special cast— June 10-11.
A fine picture with a little change in it and am very
glad to see. Pleased the few who saw it. V. E.
Sherman, Midget theatre, Hillsboro, Wis. — General
patronage.
THE ACTRESS: Norma Shearer— June 13-14. Poor
Norma! Poor suffering public! Eight reels. — J. S.
Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex. — Small
town patronage.
LAUGH, CLOWN. LAUGH: Lon Chaney— May
20-21.
A fine picture and many comments.
It isn't

Illinois Theatre

at all weird and you surely have to hand it to Chaney
when it comes to acting. — Eight reels. — V. E. Sherronage. man, Midget theatre, Hillsboro. Wis. — General patACROSS TO SINGAPORE: Ramon Novarro—
Played this Sunday-Monday with average business
Sunday and twice usual business on Monday. A real
picture, almost a special. — Geo. E. Fuller, The Playhouse. Fairhope, Ala. — General
patronage.
ACROSS TO SINGAPORE: Ramon Novarro— May
24-25. Very good. Some real fighting and good for
Saturday. — V. E. Sherman, Midget theatre, Hillsboro,
Wis. — General patronage.
ACROSS TO SINGAPORE: Ramon Novarro—
Okay. The picture is there. Step on it. — Russell
Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111. — General
patronage.
CIRCUS ROOKIES: Dane-Ai-thur— June 7. Would
say this picture is slightly below Dane-Arthur standard.— v. E. Sherman, Midget theatre, Hillsboro, Wis. —
General patronage.
THE DIVINE WOMAN: Greta Garbo— Was afraid
of this one account of its title and foreign atmosphere,
but it proved to be a good drawing card along with
"amateurs" and seemed to please. Greta shows some
real ability and Lowell Sherman does good work.
Splendid direction. Seven reels. — P. G. Vaughan,
Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE
FAIR
CO-ED:
Marion
Davies— June 10-11.
Excellent Sunday picture. Marion Davies sure is good
in this one. Won't you give us more like this. This
is the best little ■ comedy drama that I have played
for some time. Best of luck to you, Marion, and
hoping that you will make more pictures on this order.
Print and photography good. Seven reels. — P. G.
Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
MAN,
Tombstone,

WOMAN AND SIN: John Gilbert— Satisfactory. Seven reels. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.
Ariz. — General patronage.

THE SCARLET LETTER: Lillian Gish— June 12-13.
Hawthorne's story done in a very creditable manner.
Should please the better element of your patronage,
especially those who have read the story. The younger
element won't know what it is all about. Nine reels.
— Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
— Small town patronage.
SUDE, KELLY, SLIDE : Special , cast— Mighty
good baseball comedy drama with everything to interest and please the male population. Females gave
it the go-by. Good play for any house and clean. —
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General
patronage.
BEN HUR: Special cast— June 5-6. One of the
finest pictures ever produced. I had my mouth all
puckered up expecting to beat the house record for
four years by the "Covered Wagon" but was sadly
disappointed. This should be a mop up most anywhere, and if you can get any sort of a decent break
from Metro, you owe it to your patrons to run it.
Thirteen i-eels. — Wm. B. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.
BEN HUR: Ramon Novarro — Appreciated very
much by our people. Many who had seen it before
came again and seemed to like it. Twelve reels. —
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — ■
General patronage.
FLESH AND THE DEVIL: John Gilbert— June 3-4.
This is a vei-y high class picture and will probably
go over with the better element of your patronage.
However, it is not the sort of a picture that will
please the majority in small towns. Nine reels. —
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—
Small town patronage.
RIDERS
OF
THE
DARK:
Tim
McCoy— Action
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picture with lots of fighting. — J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan— June 15-16. First
rate picture except for abrupt ending. No reason
why producer should dissatisfy our customers by such
a finish. Seven reels.— P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,
Parker, S. D. — Small town patronage.
THE ROAD TO MANDALAY: Special cast— Lon
Chaney is surely a wonderful actor and people all
seem to think so too, for they turn out when he is
billed. This play is a dandy. Book it. — Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — General
patronage.

Paramount
NEVADA: Gary Cooper— 80%. A good Gary
Cooper production and a Zane Grey story. This one
will stand boosting and is a real bet for Saturday
night. Seven reels. — C. C. Johnson, Deluxe theatre,
Bucklin, Kan. — Small town patronage.
SHANGHAI BOUND: Richard Dix— 75%. May 30.
Good program picture although Dix not very convincing as a steamboat captain. Six reels. — B. Hollenbeck, Rose-Liberty theatres, Sumas, Lynden, Wash.
— Small town patronage.
FEEL MY PULSE: Bebe Daniels--40%. June 6.
Just another good one, by a star that has made so
many good pictures. I have run out of compliments.
Clean comedy. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels— 60%. June 9.
Bebe scores another hit in this one. A dandy picture full of action and comedy. Those who saw it
were well pleased. — Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre,
Holyrood,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
RUNNING WILD: W. C. Fields— 22%. June 2.
Rained out on this one so the percentage is low.
However, the picture is a good one and you will
enjoy it. Fields is a good comedian and his pictures always go over for us. — Paul B. Hoffman, Legion
theatre, Holyrood, Kan. — Small town patronage.
SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd — His best since "The
Freshman." It is good entertainment and gets extra
business. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Oal. —
General patronage.
SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd— June 5-6. A funny picture. Flop at box office. Sold less than two hundred tickets in two days. Eight reels. — J. C. Kennedy,
Empress theatre, Akron,
la. — General
patronage.
EASY COME, EASY GO : Richard Dix— June 13-14.
Good light comedy drama. Dix well liked and can
get away with these light stories, altho he is entitled
to better. Six reels.— P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,
Parker, S. D. — Small town patronage.
EASY COME, EASY GO: Richard Dix— Just a
program and very ordinary at that — J. L. Seiter,
Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
OLD IRONSIDES: George Bancroft— June 6. An
exceptionally good picture. Holds interest from beginning to end but does not draw at the box office
as it should. •— B. Hollenbeck, Rose-Liberty theatre,
Sumas.
Lynden,
Wash. — Small town patronage.
OLD IRONSIDES: Special cast— May 29-30-3L A
very well produced picture that did veiT little business.
Eight reels. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, AJcron,
la. — General patronage.
SUNSET LEGION: Fred Thomson— June 1-2.
Good Western. Better than "The Pioneer Scout,"
according to our patrons. Seven reels. — P. G. Estee,
S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D. — Small town patronage.
THE FIFTY-FIFTY GIRL: Bebe Daniels— Good
pictui-e. Better than her last two. — J. L. Seiter,
Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
THE FIFTY-FIFTY GIRL: Bebe Daniels— May 27.
Very good comedy drama. Bebe has had consistently
good vehicles this season. Six reels. — P. G. Estee,
S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D. — Small town patronage.
PEAKS OF DESTINY: Foreign production. They
will not go over with Americans. No more for us.
Six reels. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. —
General patronage.
OPEN
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much of a Zane Grey, only a good Western. Not
worth the rental Paramount asks. I think Paramount
better keep Jack Holt for their Zane Grey's. This
particular Zane Grey picture did not draw at the
box office. Six reels. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre,
Griswold,
la. — General
patronage.
OPEN RANGE: Special cai5l>— June 6-7. Played
two days in opposition to a stock company and did
a fair business on it. It is a good Weetern picture
and one that will make money for you. Well oast,
acted and directed. — Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre,
Holyrood,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
LOVE AND LEARN: Esther RaLston— Nice little
program picture. — J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma,
Cal. — General patronage.
SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix— Light little
comedy drama that pleased those who came fairly
well, but have run dozens of .$7.50 program pictures
equally as good, which had 50 per cent more drawing
power than this had for me. Six reels. — ^P. G.
Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
SPOTLIGHT: Esther Ralston— June 8. Very full.
About ae interesting as any other story of the stage.
Six reels. — J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
THE SECRET HOUR: Special cast— Would have
been better if it was in just six reels instead of eight.
Too long and tiresome. — A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre,
Russellville, Ky. — General patronage.
EVENING CLOTHES: Adolphe Menjou— May 16.
Judging from other repoi-ts it was better than we expected. Several liked it. Seven reels. — V. E. Sherman, Midget theatre, Hillsboro, Wis. — General patronage.
SOFT CUSHIONS: Douglas MacLean— May 18-19.
Fair. No commente either way. Seven reels. — V. E.
Sherman, Midget theatre, Hillsboro, Wis. — General
patronage.
ROLLED STOCKINGS: Special cast— Fine little
college picture. Clean, wholesome, good moral, full
of comedy and action. Book it. I looked closely but
couldn't see one rolled stocking, why the title? The
men who title our plays are driving people away from
the theatres. Only my reputation for having A-1
plays keeps my old crowd coming. The strangers
look at bill boards, see some crazy titles and crazier
new art poster nightmares, then mutter to themselves
and disappear in the gloom. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General patronage.
CHANG: Special cast — This one pleased about
fifty per cent, good for its kind but only about fifty
per cent of your patrons will like this kind. — A.
Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky. — General patronage.

Pathe-P D C
CHICAGO: Special cast— 60%. June 6-7-8. This
picture is fairly good but buy it right. Phyllis Haver
and Victor Varconi do some real super acting in this
production and at least in this locality had a drawing
power. We had two bad days of storm and so did not
do so well. It will stand boosting. Nine reels. — C. C.
Johnson, Deluxe theatre, Bucklin, Kan. — Small town
patronage.
HIS DOG: Joseph Schildkraut— 18%. June 1-2.
Another one of Pathe's duds. On the basis of value
to exhibitor, this is the poorest picture we have had
this year, had a number of walkouts and many
complaints. Action too slow, picture too dark for our
projection, subject and treatment not interesting.
Seven reels. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre,
Nevada,
O. — Small town patronage.
NOBODY'S WIDOW: Special cast— 28%. June 8-9.
Good program picture, and well received. No drawing power here, and would have been a box-office
frost had it not been run on Saturday. Some few
persons expressed pleasure, but personally do not care
for Leatrice Joy at all nor for Charles Ray when
miscast as in this picture. Everyone to his taste, and
Miss Joy is no good to me. Photography none too
good, and picture a little dark. Seven reels. —
"Kvenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. —
Small town patronage.
TWO GUN OF THE TUMBLEWEED: Leo Maloney — June 9. A vei-y good Maloney picture. In
fact, all these Pathc-Muloncys are better than the
average Western picture. Si.x reels. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Ncillsville, Wi.s. — Small town
patronage.
OBUGING BUCKAROO: Buffalo Bill. Jr.- June 2.
A nice little Western for Saturday night. Five reels.
— Wm. E. Trag.sdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
— Small town patronage.

GRAND ISLAND, NEB., June 17, 1928.
DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
We have found another curiosity. Once in a while we run across a fellow who strengthens our belief in the Darwin theory. We found one such this last week who calls himself
an exhibitor, and when we called on him and introduced ourself as the advance agent of
prosperity and the authorized agent for the world's greatest bureau of intelligence, otherwise known as the HERALD-WORLD, we were met with a line of argument that convinced
us that Darwin could furnish concrete examples to substantiate his theory.
This dynamo of advanced thought said to us, "No, I don't want the Chicago Herald nor
the Chicago World, they are both republican papers and I wouldn't believe a dariithing
they say, and besides that I take the home town paper and that gives me all the information
I want. I'm fur Al Smith and Charley Bryan and you Chicago slickers can't stuff nun of
your Republican bull down me."
We reached our hand out and said, "Brother, we want to congratulate you. It's a pleasure
to meet a man whose vision and range of thought is so far ahead of the common herd of
present day thinkers that it leaves Vox Pop and the rest of the boys to wallow around in
the slough of ignorance that seem.s destined to engulf this country. What you should do
is to slow up a little, you are traveling too fast, your tail lights have vanished around the
bend and you have left the common people to grope in darkness and indecision with none
to lead them out of the quagmire and onto that firmer plane of national intelligence. Good
gosh, do you realize what you are doing? Can't yon give some little thought to the needof a benighted humanity? You are the 1929 Moses, so why in the dickens don't you lead
us out of the wilderness and give us a run for our money?"
Then he inquired, "How much is it?" and we replied, "Three bucks for two years."
Then he said, "Take your feet off my piano and give me a match." After that he invited
us to his house to dinner and wanted us to give him the low down on that gathering at
Alexandria.
He's another bullhead fisher and uses liver for bait.
HSchibitors Herald and Moving Picture World Fills a Want None Others Do

We have had the pleasure of meeting two oldtime friends whom we had nevrr met
before, O. W. Pearsons of the Strand at Minden, and C. E. Lantz of the Star at Hildreth.
Both of these boys are fond of huckleberry pic and blonds and they keep regular hours
except when their wives are out to the whist club. We also were pleased to find that E. R.
Winslow of the Dreamland at Gibbon, and Howard Felps of the Comet at Shelton. hud had
their usual spring bath and were otherwise in condition to meet this scrivener, i Where the
dickens did Jay get that word "scrivener" The next thing we know the l»oy« will be
refering to us as "scavenger.") Then at Kearney we met Tommy Thompson, munagi-r for
the World, and Jack Riggs, manager for the Empress, who locked their safes and called up
the police station when we called.
Jack used to sell us film and take a mortgage on our theatre back in the days soon after
Unclea dam
Carl thing
got into
pictures,
Tommy on.said he would have sold us film hut Jack hadn't
left
he could
get and
his hands
We also met Mrs. Riggs, a most delightful little lady, who is far from -howinc her
weight of years and who used to tickle the ivories back in the days when Broncho Hilly
killed nine in the first reel and eleven in the second and would have killed more but
Essanay ran out of subjects, and when Henry B. Walthall and Lillian Gi-li made a super
feature deluxe in two spools that just "knocked 'em cold."
Those were the days that put the shiwers in the public and a few nickels in the bank:
but alas, alack, they found it out and now nothing but a Uniform Contract and a bill of
sale those
will bepotatoes
accepted
the home office. It looks like it was going to snow, and we haven't
got
dugat yet.
Eiliibitors Herald

and Moving I'icture World KiUs a Want

None Others Do

Whoever framed up that golf match between Brummend of Thief River Falls and this
scavenger (might as well start it right now, the boys will work that word overtime l did
Mr. Brummend irreparable damage. The boy no doubt has a record that he is proud of
and it is a shame to subject him to humiliation before the whole gang. We will treat him
in a brotherly manner and be as considerate of his feelings as possible.
What we are really itching for is to get a whack at Bill Weaver on that .Alexandria
course, and if we should we'd make him think that the "SEVENTH HEAVEN" was just
six stories
out of his reach. Think we will just take a "putter" and leave the rest of thiclubs
at home.
We never like to blow on our ability to play golf, but we have had such miserable luck
trying to find somebody who could interest us that we have about decided to quit the
We are glad to learn that Will Whitmore of the HERALD- WORLD
game.
(Continued on next page)

Marceline Day scored.
Eight reels. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.

United Artists

Tiffany

SORRELL AND
SON:
H. B. Warner— Wonderful
picture. Beautiful picture. E.\Quisite English
scenes. Perfect ca.st. H. B. Warner's acting quite
marvelous. Flawless direction. One of the finest pictures ever produced — and very sad. The sadness will
not detract, however, as ,<!o many have read the
book and know the story which is about nn EInglish
Captain returning from war and can't find a job.
losing his silly wife but retaining hi.i wonderful boy
— and the .story I Book it at once. Secure good
music. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. —
General patronage.

COLLEGE DAYS: Marceline Day— A corking
good college play, the entire cast appearing to be
satisfactory
with
the audience.
Film good
shape.

RESURRECTION: LaRocque-Del Rio— June 5-6-7.
No good for small towns. The bedroom soenos in
the second and third reels are very sugge-'itivc. Wliy
inject such scenes in a picture.
I wander when the

staff will h,- th.re

time will come when the directors and the picturo
industry will cater to clean pictures only. Ir
seems every once in awhile some director or producer
injects smutty scenes in pictures thinkinR thut it
might be a drawing card. I sometimes wonder why
this is. Can't wo have some cU-an pictur* miiking and cut the .-imut? Ten reoW. — P. G. Held. Strmnd
theatre. Gri.swold, la, — General patronaire.
TOPSY AND EVA: Duncan Sistera— June 3-4.
Fairly lunu.sing, gave mild s«tisf«ction. Eight reels
— J. C. Kennedy. Eroprcfid, Akron, I*. — GenoraJ patronage.

Universal
MEN «»F DAKING: Spcoinl caat— «%. Junr 6-7.
F.iirly gi>od Western. LiMs of wur-whoorw. nocnory,
bad. bad men. etc. Tlie omllins hero and his .McMt
succes-sfully pa.s.vM the test, many redskins and their
rt^negndo loader bit thr dur<t. and Jack finally landed
in his sweetie's arms.
Ho»i-%-er. i! did draw us a
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J. C. Jenkins — His Colyutn
{Continued from preceding page)
in person with his typewriter and camera and will give the readers of this favorite journal
the low down on what goes on, and we would like to admonish our friends, Micky Larson
and the Rabbi, to not flash anything until the twilight prevents the lens from recording.
Will has a reputation of being a snap shooter, and it would be well for the boys to be on
their good behavior, and anyone who steals our string of fish for photographic purposes
will be court marshaled and shot at sunrise.
But passing from one thing to another, we would like to inform you that Nebraska is
headed for the largest crop in her history if one can judge from conditions. In this Platte
valley one can see large fields of potatoes, sugar beets, alfalfa, wheat, corn, oats, hogs and
cattle that will effectually close the mouths of the calamity howlers and bring an era of
prosperity that hasn't been known since the war.
Whether or not this prosperity will be reflected at the box offices will depend, first, on
the quality of the product offered and, second, on the man responsible for the selection.
Some of the product will be good, we know that, some of it will be poor, we know that also,
and some of it will be just so so and some of it will be — well, it will just be, that's all,
and the boy who watches his step, and his pencil as well, will be the one who will have
possession of the keys at the end of the season. If you don't live west of the Missouri
river it is just too bad for you.
Tonight we visited the Capitol theatre, a Universal house managed by Mr. Cettinger.
We were pleased to note three important things, a fine theatre, an excellent picture and two
well filled houses.
The picture was Reginald Denny in "Good Morning, Judge," and we enjoyed it very
much. They also had the Vitaphone, which we didn't care for personally, but the audience
did as far as we could judge. They also had two acts of vaudeville which were just vaudeville and that was about all. If they had given us the feature and the comedy and news
reel and cut the balance we would have voted it a delightful evening's entertainment, but
we are not kicking, for we were the guest of Mr. Gettinger, and Mr. Gettinger, by the way,
is ace high plus.
"Good Morning, Judge," is a comedy-drama, mostly comedy, with a little tragedy. The
tragedy of it was Bull Montana trying to sing "If I Had the Wings of an Angel." Just
imagine, if you can, a pair of wings on Bull. One would sooner expect to see a pair of
wings on a rhino, but we've got to give Bull credit for doing his best. He opened his
mouth as wide as he could without choking himself to death and when he got to rolling
his eyes like a dying heifer it made the tears course down our front porch like an irrigating ditch. We are strong for Bull and strong for his acting, but we like him in Cinderella
parts much better than in tragedy. If they would put long curls on him and a white bib
and a pair of ruffled pantelets he'd make little Lord Fountleroy look like Rip Van Winkle
after a democratic campaign. Bull and Ben Turpin have always been miscast. They should
play lovers' parts. Can't see why the casting directors haven't gotten onto this. Gosh, but
how the girls would cuddle up to those two crocodiles. But that wasn't what we had in
mind to say; we wanted to say that we had a delightful evening and enjoyed meeting Mr.
and Mrs. Gettinger very much.
We are indebted to Mr. Hayman of the Lyda theatre for driving us around and showing
us the places of interest in and around Grand Island. We also spent an enjoyable evening
at the Lyda last evening and discussed this, that and the other thing until the wee small
hours, which ran our breakfast today over into dinner, thus saving one meal, and if we
don't cut this off and hit the hay we are apt to do the same thing tomorrow. When in
Grand Island meet Mr. Gettinger and Mr. Hayman; they are both worthwhile.
—Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World Fills a Want None Others Do

When the HERALD-WORLD devil and linotyper are wrestling with this classic effusion
(now laugh if you want to, doggone you!) that gathering of the Great Unwashed will be in
full swing at Alexandria and the writer hereof will be breaking records on the links or
pulling out some prize muskies in one of Minnesota's lakes. Those of you who like bullheads may leave your orders at GaUey's wigwam and you will find copies of "Fishy"
Phil's poems and photographs of Crockett Brown's Bullfoundland pup on sale at the box
office of the State theatre. Place your orders early, as the demand will be heavy.
Longaker has provided a number of additional attractions in connection with his picture
programs, among them being a solo by the Rabbi entitled, "When Finnegan Came Home
Unexpected and Found Izadore Cohen Was There." He has sung this number on a lot of
occasions and has received a tremendous ovation. He puts feeling in it. If you don't
think so, ask Cohen.
All roads center at Alexandria
fine and the way is pleasant and
that Trag and Micky Larson will
Let your watchword be, "ON

and we will miss you if you are not there. "The day is
let us hope that our journey will be safe," and we trust
not make it necessary that we depend on the city hydrants.
TO ALEXANDRIA."
J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALDWORLD Man.

good house on our weak nights, despite pourinjr rain
■o it shall be classed as a number-one picture. Good
photography and film. Good paper. Six full reels. —
Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. —
Small town patronage.
WE AMERICANS: Special cast — June 6-7. Very
Bood picture of the Americanizing of our emigrants.
Used thifi to entertain state convention of G. A. R.
and W. R. C. here. It pleased very much, I think.
Nine reels. — P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
—Small town patronage.
WE AMERICANS: George Sidney— June 11-12.
Ae good a picture as I have played this year. It
■honld satisfy any patronage.
Nine
reels. — J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex. — Small
town
patronage.
13 WASHINGTON SQUARE: Special cast— Starts
strong and sort of fizzles out before the end. Would
consider it just a fair program picture. Six reels. —
P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
CHEATING CHEATERS: Special caet— Would class
this as a very pleasing crook comedy-drama.
Seemed to please my audience. Six reels. — ^P. G.
Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
TRICK
Looks
to

OF HEARTS: Hoot Gibson— June 8-9.
us like Hoot is putting out more of a
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cocmedy than Western. This also applies to "The
Rawhide Kid." Fred Thomson has him beat a mile.
— ^V. E. Sherman, Midget theatre, Hillsboro, Wis. —
General patronage.
TRICK OF HEARTS: Hoot Gibson — Just about m
rotten as one could be produced, failed to please. —
A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky. — Generml
patronage.
PAINTED PONIES: Hoot Gibson— June 8-9. A
very good Western, best rodeo scenes I have ever
seen. Six reels. — J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre^
Akron, la. — General patronage.

Warner Bros.
ACROSS THE ATLANTIC: Monte Blue— 80%.
May 26. Weill Weill Weill Warners finally cam*
out with a good entertaining picture. Commenta
on this all favorable and the same can be said for
the box office. Seven reels. — B. HoUenbeck, Roa^
Liberty theatres, Sumas, Lynden, Wash. — Small towa
patronage.
POWDER MY BACK, THE SILVER SLAVEi
Irene Rich — Until I played them I never knew they
could get so much froth, so much that meant nothing to an audience, as in these two pictures. W«
overlooked entering a report on "Powder My Back"
from charity we figured a good star and director had
just slipped that once, but the "Silver Slave" wa»
worse yet and we don't see why the audience that
remained through it didn't all walk out, many did.
There was no comedy, no meat for them to sink their
teeth into, deadly slow, and the audiences of today ar«
too movie wise to take mediocre productions like these
and come back for more. — A. E. Hancock, Columbia
theatre, Columbia City, Ind. — General patronag«.
GINSBERG THE GREAT: Special cast^-Terribto,
is the only way to describe this bungled picture. — Ge©.
E. Puller, The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala. — General
patronage.

State Rights
DOUBLE DARING: Wally Wales — 80%. June ».
Wally "dressed up" in "store clothes" all through
the picture didn't get over with a crowd that want*
their Westerns straight. They want the hero to have
all the wild west clothes he can get on. Action and
interest in this was draggy. I call it a i)Oor Western. Five reels. — John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre.
Corning, Ark. — ^General patronage.
MOUNTAIN MUSIC: Bob Roberts— Stay as far
away from this picture as jjossible. It is so bad
that after seeing it I didn't know what it was about
No action, no story, no cast, in fact, the picture aa
a whole was ready for the junk heap. Principle actor
looked like Tom Mix and tried to make it appear
he was connected with him. — J. C. Lang, Family tbeatre, Hazleton, Pa. — General patronage.
SHE: Betty Blythe— 80%. J«nc 13-14. This picture certainly went over. I used the photo stiUa
and put "She" one sheets over town 'til it looked
like a harem. Also advertised for two nights but
specified if I heard any objections to nudity of characters in play that I would not play the second
night. Of course, they come out in spite of bad
weather. The picture? Oh, just fair, it's one of
those things that is Greek to the majority of patrons.
They leave wondering what it was about. It pleased
50 i)er cent and the other 50 per cent are still trying
to figure whether they liked it or not. Seven reels. —
John W. Crabtree, Joyland theatre. Coming, Ark. —
General patronage.

Short Subjects
COLUMBIA
THE BEACH: A good kid comedy. Two reels.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. —
General patronage.
EDUCATIONAL
FALL IN: Cameo— These one reel Cameo eam^
edies are all pretty good, some real good. Print
and photography good. One reel. — P. G. Held, Stinuid
theatre, Griswold, la. — General patronage.
FOOL'S LUCK: Lupino Lane— Not much to this,
only fair. I have played quite a few one reel Cameos
that were better than these two reelers. Print and
photography good. — P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Gri».
wold, la. — General patronage.
HIGH STRUNG: Fair comedy. Two reels.— Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Miclu — General patronage.
LOVE'S SPRINGTIME: Technicolor beautiful to
look at. Ladies will like it. — J. L. Seiter, Sebna
theatre, Selma, Cal. — General patronage.
OFF BALANCE: Cameo — On a par with the average two reeler, with a fight between two gals
that's a regular knock
down
and drag out.
On*
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Now the Film Folks
Get Chauice to Censor
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, June 26. — Mayor
Frank Edwards, formerly manager of
one of the city's leading motion picture theatres, has appointed a new
censorshop board. Among the appointees are Dave R. Mimelhock of
the Young Men's Business Club;
Melvin G. Winstock, manager of the
Portola theatre; W. H. Wilson, editor of The Enterprise; and Jack M.
Lannon, Seattle manager for Greater
Features, Inc. Mrs. Emma Morrison, W. C. T. U. worker, rejected
appointment,
"I ever
do not
choose to servereplying,
and do not
desire reappointment to your board."
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getting up in the air about all this air stuff, and if
we get another news reel which is half atmospheric
hero blah, we'll be inclined to tie it in a knot and
fire it back. Don't blame Pathe, they all do it.
Give us a rest. One reel. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.- — Small town patronage.
PEACHES AND PLUMBERS: Mack Sennett^Not
as good as the average Sennett but will get by. Two
reels. — P. G. Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
— Neighborhood
patronage.
UNIVERSAL
AND HOW: Best Gump I have seen. Two reels.
— Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
— General patronage.
I'M THE SHERIFF: Andy Gump — Good comedy —
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — General
patronage.
NEWLYWED'S PARTY: Fair enough. Newlywed
comedies are better than the average we are getting
now, but not good enough to suit us yet. Can you
dope that out ? The kid gets most of the laughs,
of course. Condition good. Two reels. — Tivenan &
Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town
patronage.
MISCELLANEOUS

reel. — P. G. Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
RED HOT BULLETS: Very good.— J. L. Seiter,
Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal. — General
patronage.
FBO
NEWS LAUGHS: Personally don't think much of
them. Only bought six and glad of it. One reel. —
V. E. Sherman, Midget theatre, Hillsboro, Wia. —
General patronage.
FOX
BLUE BLACK EYES: Good, funny comedy. Two
reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. — General patronage.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
THE LIGHTER THAT FAILED: Charley ChaseQuite ordinary as a comedy. Charley Chase comedies
are usually well produced and the photography is
good, but they simply do not get over with our
patrons, so far as we are concerned Charley can go
chase himself. Two reels. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
MGM NEWS: The news is generally satisfactory,
but we'll have to get better distributor service before
we hand MGM any more bouquets. Guess we'll send
them a hand-painted train schedule for the shipping
department. One reel.— Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland
theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
THE OLD WALLOP: Our Gang— This Our Gang
is a knockout in more than one sense of the word.
It will bring down the house. Two reels. — P. G.
Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kiansas City, Mo. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
PUTTING PANTS ON PHILIP: Laurel-Hardy—
Weill Weill Weill We actually drew a comedy
that tickled a few funny-bones. Not half bad, men,
not 'arf I If it hapi>ens again in the next two or
three months, we'll think we're getting almost lucky.
Two reels.- Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
RAINY DAYS: Our Gang— Good.^J. L. Seiter,
Selma theatre, Selma, Cal. — General
patronage.
THE WICKED KASIMIR: Oddity— Very good.
Animal picture with a light touch of comedy. A tale
of cats with Kasimir, a philandering "Tom" as the
villain. Once again we assert that UFA oddities are
okay. One reel. — Tivenan & Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. — Small town patronage.
PARAMOUNT
EASY CURVES: Billy Dooley— A crazy slapstick
comedy. Two reels. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
FIND THE KING: Edward Everett Horton— Pretty
fair comedy. Two reels. — ^P. G. Vaughn. Sun theatre,
Kansas City, Mo. — ^Neighborhood patronage.
OCEAN BLUES: Jimmle Adams — Not so worse
for a Christie. Some laughs in it. Two reels. — P. G.
Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
WEDDING WOWS: Bobby Vernon— Bobby is a
whirlwind In this. House was in a continuous uproar.
It's a dandy. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — General patronage.
PATHE
THE GIRL FROM EVERYWHERE: Daphne Pollard— ^This old gal is funny and together with some
beautiful technicolor bathing beauty scenes, etc.. It
proves to be a good comedy. Two reels. — P. G.
Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
PATHE

NEWS:

Air!

Air I

Air I

Say.

we're

EXCESS RELATIVES: Jimmje Aubrey— If
you were to run two comediee like this in one night,
you'd have to strip down to your B. V. D.'s so you'd
have a better chance to run when the show was nearly
over. I say "nearly over" because they walked out
on this by the dozens and I don't blame them. Poor
as they get. Two awful reels. — John W. Crabtree,
Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. — General patronage.
MONEY, MONEY, MONEY: Ben Hall— These Ben
Hall Snappy comedies are mighty weak as a rule.
This is no exception. One reel. — P. G. Vaughn, Sun
theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — Neighborhood i)atronage.
WHEN EAST WENT WEST: Fair. Quito a few
good laughs in it. Two reels. — John W. Crabtree,
Joyland theatre. Corning, Ark. — General i>atrona«e.

Salt Lake City Exhibitor
Signs for All F N Product
(Special to the Herald-World)

SALT LAKE CITY, June 26.— Louis
Markus, operating the Capitol, Victory and
Empress tlieatres, has signed with William
F. Gordon, branch manager, for the entire
First National product for next season.
Stanley W. Hatch, Western sales manager,
had a hand in the deal.

William H, Griffin Dead
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, June 26.— William H.
Griffin, 51, formerly owner of the Garrick
theatre, died recently in a sanitarium at Martinsville, Ind. He had been in ill health two
years.

Exhibitor's Back Broken
(Special to the Herald-World)

BENICIA, Cal., June 26.— W. B. Crooks,
owner of the Majestic theatre, suffered a
broken back when an automobile in which
he was riding overturned near Pinole.

Mrs. Stillman Continues
War on News Cameraman
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. June 26.— The war
of Mrs. James A. Stillman on newsreel cameramen, declared last summer at the wedding of her son and
the daughter of a Quebec (Canada)
society woman threatened one day
last week to have a newsreel photographer thrown off her yacht into
Long Island Sound. He had got
aboard the yacht to get pictures of
the bankers' wife while she and Thea
Rasche, German aviatrix. were resting on deck.
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Head ofHonorary
Owners' Degree
Body
Given
INDIANAPOLIS, June 26. —
Charles R. Metzger, local attorney
and president of the Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, has just
been granted the degree of master of
arts by Indiana university. The award
was made at the annual commencement for work in economics and sociology. Metzger already holds the
degrees of bachelor of arts and bachelor of laws from that university. He
is the author
of "The
Practical Operation of Boards
of Arbitration
in
the Motion Picture Industry" and of
works dealing with income taxation.

DeMille Joins U A on
Aug,(Continued
1 to from
Make
Special
page 32)
num
none
this
page
and

has returned home from El Mirasol
of her clients will crash this column
week. But next week! This entire
shall be filled with the doings of this
that young man and woman represented by Margaret.
If not next week it will unquestionably
be an early issue.

* *

*

Chaney Arrives;
No Reporters
Lon Chaney reached home last week
from a visit in the East. Instead of the
ordinary group of reporters and flashlights
that greet stars on incoming trains Chaney
found nobody there
but
his own chauffeur.
^i
*
*
Shallenberger
Turns Producer
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger is here on the
Coast and has announced that he will soon
begin preparing
shooting the
"South
of Heaven."
now
script.
More later.He is

* *

*

Boyce-Smitb
Rotarian
J. Boyce Smith, vice-president of Inspiration Pictures, Inc., was recently elected a
member of the Hollywood Rotary Club and
received his initiation at the club luncheon

* *

*

June
Poland19. to Supervise
Glenn Tryon Picture
Joseph Franklin Poland has been assigned supervisor of the production. "It
Can Be Done," for Universal. Glenn Tryon
will star; Fred Newmeyer will direct.
* « *
"Hearts theatre
of Romany"
is Alphonse
showing Martell's
at the Filmarte
here
this week. It is the world premiere of the
unusual little film. It is 2,250 feet in length
and is produced, directed and enacted by
Martell. The latter is an interesting, dynamic and intelligent young man who has
come silently into our midst but whose
labors are becoming local conversation.
« « «
Lehrman Preparing;
Stone Scenarizing
John
"Vampire
a la Mode,"
will
be Stone's
the nextstory,
vehicle
to be directed
for
Fox by Henry Lehrman. A strong cast is
being selected by the director while Stone
is preparing the scenario which should go
into production within a few weeks.

Bert Bickert Resigns
iSf'-ci^i !o llxf HcT^A-W.r.d)

NEW ORLE.XXS. June 2(i— B. \V. (Bert)
Bickert h.is resigned as special representative
.ind district manager of Sacngcr Theatres.
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CHICAGO

PERSONALITIES
By Whit

SYNCHRONIZED pictures are the big topic of conversation along the row
these days, and everybody is speculating upon the great developments
that are coming. Even the small exhibitors are keenly interested, and
without doubt the opening of Movietone at the McVickers and Roosevelt theatres will further stimulate interests. All B & K houses are being equipped and
a number of other houses are planning installation in the near future. The
coming months are sure to bring many changes in Chicago theatredom.
pieces of beautiful gold incrusted, crystal
glassware from Clyde Eckhardt and his
associates. Both young ladies will continue
their duties at the exchange.

Marks Brothers have contracted with the
members of the Associated Furriers to
stage the annual Fur Show in the Granada
and Marbo theatres sometime during July.
It is announced the show will be staged on
much more elaborate scale than heretofore.

And Cupid and June scored another direct
hit when Ted Sullivan of the Herald- World
staff and Miss Bernice Ursula Cox were married June 19 at Racine, Wisconsin. They are
now enjoying a three weeks' motor trip
through Canada. The Herald- World staff
presented Ted and his bride with a set of
silverware.

Kings"
has and
beenwill
booked
forThe
the "King
United of
Artists
theatre,
open
there the latter part of July for an extended
run.

* *

*

* * *

Eugene Cour left for Houston last Friday
night to cover the Democratic shindig for
Pathe News. If this convention holds out
as long as the last one, Gene will probably
be classed as a Texan before he gets back.

* *

Chicago was visited by several film stars
this week. Among them were Doug and
Mary and Janet Gaynor. We'll bet there
are a lot of press agents who would give
their right arm to handle Mary's publicity,
but then she doesn't need one. Mary recently had a date with a barber, and the
newspapers of the country just opened up
and shot the whole works. She rode to
fame on on
a curl,
continue
a bob.and now she's going to

*

Don't be surprised if you see Perc Barr
wearing a red hat and a pair of rubber
boots. The awning on the Educational
windows caught fire the other day, and
those who saw Perc using a fire extinguisher say Chicago is passing up a good
fire eater for the fire department.

* *

* *

*

Ralph Bradford goes on his vacation next
week, and with him and Cal both in Wisconsin the fish haven't a chance. After he
catches all the fish he wants, Ralph will go
to Ohio for a week
* * in * "his Ohio home."

* *

* *

*

June is running true to form and Cupid
is one young fellow who doesn't slight his
job. Two young ladies at the Fox exchange
are soon to do the "I Do" act. Miss Sarah
Zeman is booked for an engagement before
the altar on June 24 and Miss Mildred
Schneider follows on July 15. Miss Zeman
has been with Fox eight years, and Miss
Schneider three. And as an expression of
their loval work each of them received 48

GOSH!
Here it is noon, and I need a
special trailer quick — I wonder who can get it out for me
by tonight?

FILMACK COMPANY
OF COURSE
ALL TRAILERS
RECEIVED
UP
TO
NOON
SHIPPED SAME
DAY.

Filmack Co.
728 S. Wabash
Chicago

*

George Fitzmaurice passed through Chicago Sunday on his way to New York. He
was accompanied by his wife, formerly Miss
Diana Kane. Fitzmaurice has just finished
"The Barker," and is going East to hunt
new story material for his next picture.

Tom Gilliam went down to Warsaw,
Indiana, Saturday to visit his young son.
But that's probably just an excuse to use
that new golf club he won at the tournament last week.

* *

*

James R. Grainger was in town last week
putting on the finishing touches to the
B & K contract for Fox pictures.

*

Leslie Silverman, formerly with Si
Greiver, is now with Vitaphone in charge
of the shipping department. He succeeded
Herman Goldberg who has been made
supervisor of shipping for all Vitaphone
exchanges with headquarters in. New York.

* *

*

We failed to include the Henry C. Lytton
store in the list of companies who donated
prizes to the golf tournament last week.
Excuse, please.

* *

*

Electrical Research Products Company,
Inc., the subsidiary company of Western
Electric in charge of sales of talking picture equipment, has recently opened offices
at 128 North Wells street. Mr. Frank B.
Rogers, sales manager, announces that all
business regarding the Western Electric
sound equipment for exhibitors in this
territory is handled only through this office.

Arbitration Necessary,
Producers Answer U, S.
{Continued

from

page

21)

amount of rental involved in the contract, which represents the entire earning power in that particular
neighborhood of all the pictures named in the contract, is a form of credit which the distributor has

LHBJa'30
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given the exhibitor and the distributor acts in reliance
on that credit.
"The picture is the property of the distributor. The
distributor gives possession of this property to the
exhibitor for a limited use for which the exhibitor
pays a rental. It is a fragile inflammable object
easily injured if not carefully handled by the
exhibitor. The values of the film (the positive print)
is property which, in the ordinary case, the distributor has let the exhibitor take into his possession
without having received from the exhibitor any
security that he will handle distributors property
carefully and return it in good condition.
"The term 'good credit' in the motion picture business as applied to the exhibitor means more than hi.s
ability to pay film rentals. An exhibitor may have
money in the bank and yet be a bad risk an^ aft
undesirable customer. Has he respect for contractlial obligations? Will he take, pay for and
exhibit, months hence, pictures which he contracts
today to take and pay for when they are released
months hence? Will he handle carefully and protect
from injury the valuable and fragile property of the
distributor while it is entrusted to his care? Will
he show the picture only at the theatre specified in
the contract or is he likely to 'bicycle' the picture
secretly to a second theatre and exhibit it there without accounting to the distributor for the stolen use
of his property?
Prompt
Return Is Factor
"Will he return the picture promptly to the distributor, meaning immediately after the exhibition, in
order that the distributor may deliver it to the exhibitor having the next right of exhibition? Will
be account honestly to the distributor where the contract calls for payment of a percentage of the gross
receipts? The answers to these, and other questions,
relating to the use of the distributor's property and
the performance of his contractual obligations determine whether the exhibitor is a good risk or his
credit bad. These are more important to the distributor than the size of the exhibitor's bank account,
for they determine the character of the exhibitor.
Upon them depends a substantial percentage of the
distributor's total revenue."
This credit phase of the industry, until the first
experimental arbitration contract was introduced in
1922, resulted, according to the answer, in the necessity for the distributor to require from the exhibitor
substantial advances of money when rental contracts
were made. At the time arbitration first came into
the
industry,
answerof says,
$5,000,000
of exhibitors'
money
in thetheform
advanced
deposits
was held
every season, mostly in New York. The abolishment
of this advance deposit is cited as one of the benefits
of arbitration.
Obligation Not Harsh
The answer to the Government's suit stresses the
fact that the obligation of the exhibitor in the event
that he refuses to arbitrate his contract is not a
burdensome or harsh one. The use of an arbitration
clause by all distributors does not restrain trade. The
rule is that the exhibitor, if he refuses to arbitrate
or refuses to abide by an arbitration award shall
be required to deposit as security for the performance of his existing contracts a sum which does not
exceed the rental price of one picture, but never
larger than $500, until such time as he shall have
complied with his arbitration agreement. Whenever
he shall have so complied, or whenever he shall
have deposited this security, the distributor in question is required under the contract to immediately
renew film service to the exhibitor.
"The purpose of defendant distributors," says the
answer, "in agreeing upon adopting and observing
the rule that when an exhibitor has refused to comply
with an arbitration award each distributor having a
contract with such exhibitor shall demand security
for the performance of its contract with such exhibitor, was and is to obtain reasonable protection
for the distributors in dealing with financially irresponsible or unscrupulous
exhibitors.
Coercive Effect Denied
"An exhibitor who fails to comply with an arbitration award does so either because he is financially
irresponsible or for the reason that he prefers to
harass the distributor by litigation. If the exhibitor
has not the means to pay an arbitration award whicli
has been based upon a breach of contract, distributors having contracts with such exhibitor are
entitled to ask for and receive reasonable protection
in respect of the credit which they have advanced
before they are required to make further deliveries
of pictures to him.
"The amount of security demanded of the exhibitor in such event being reasonable in amount and
limited to the particular need of the distributor as
stated in the rules, the demand can have no coercive
effect upon the exhibitor. If the exhibitor has the
financial capacity to pay for the pictures which he
has contracted to exhibit he will have no difiiculty in
complying with the demand to make a cash deposit,
which averages less than the rentals for the pictures.
If he has not financial capacity he will nevertheless
continue to get credit and pictures provided only
that he complies with the arbitration award. The
security or cash deposit gives the distributor nothing
more than reasonable protection in respect of the
credit, as described in this Answer, which the distributor advances the exhibitor in the ordinary course
of business.
"The agreement between the distributors does not
go beyond the reasonable requirements made necessary by the conditions of the industry."

Finally,
answer
states
"no exhibitor,the
except one
looking
for that
an unfair
or
dishonest advantage, has cause to object to
the rules for the enforcement of decisions
of the Board of Arbitration hereinabove

described."

Preference
means Profits
The theatre that stresses screen
quality is well on the way to
popular preference. And that
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman
Positive— the film that preserves
every bit of photographic quality for your screen.

EASTMAN

KODAK

L-

ROCHES lER, N. Y.
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